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The above question i?as

~fe:rr;;;d

by the Fourth Cor:m1i tte<3 to 1 ts

The repor-t of th0 Su1J ... Co:nrml ttee has been cUst:ri1n:tted to

Sub·--Committee 2.

members of tho General Assembly :'ln doe'L11TIJ3nts

A/C.4/68

anft A/C,.l+/68/Co:rr.l.

The resolution which vras a.dcpted 'by the Fourth Cormni tteE) (1);)" . ·

...

tvent:y-three votes to twelve with three e.'bste:at:ious) j,s not the same as
that reco:rru:nond.ed by the majority of the Sr:·b·~Commi ttee (by ten votes to
four

i-l'i th

five abstentions).

'l'he pree:mble and. the fi.rst three parap;raphs

are as rcccmJ.nsnd.ed by the Su.b·Comm.ittee; the remaining :pe.ragra}?hs four to
BiX

reprocluce an amendmen·t by the Delegat:!.on of Cuba simils.r to one moved

in the Sub-Committee whex·e it had been rejected. by ten votes to dg::1t -vri th

one al1stont::i.on.

creation c1f en ad hoc corrmd.ttee, are stated in the Sub-Commi ttee 1s report.
In addition, it

it3

to be note·1 thai; the re::;n:•esentatJ.ve of Chine., ::i.n

ennouncinc; hj s intentJ.on to vote fo:::- tJw Cub::m am.en('hnont,

report of the

Comr~li ttoe

e.s~;:ed

that the

shou1(l Bllecifically :rr:.ontion that :i..n the

Su1;-Commi ttee he harl exrressed. tho v:l.ow that it vras the Trus-:;eeshi:P.
Counc:i.l which vrould be tJ;e natu.ral end 1oglc,,l authorJ ty to rcce:l.ve and.
examine the infor:rnation trr::nsmi ttecl U...'1Cler Chap tor XI and that e.n m:nendL'lent

which he hac, moved. to this effer.; t had been d.3feated in Sub-Comd ttee by only

ten votoo to nino.

but

h1 order to faci1i tate the :proceod.incs of the Committee l1e cl:i.d. not :move :r~is

a:mendmen t <::.gain,
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The Delegetion of Cuba Bmendmont replaced. 1-n :paragrap!'ls l.t-~·6 the foJJ.cr;d.r;.g
text reco:mmended by the majo~_·ity of the Sub-C011mittee:

"4.

RecolllJ4ends tlnt the Secretary-Gene:cll consult the Specia.lized

Agencies with a vi01v to form.ulsrt:l.ng proposals for consideration by
the Ge:c.eral Asselicb2.y at 1 ts Second Session to ensure that the advice,
expert knmdedge

to the best

an'~.

advanta·;~n

experienCf3 of the Specialized Agenci.es are used.
."

A roll call vote was taklll, in the Fourth Conrnit tee on the amendment, which
was ad.opted. by brent:r-oE9 7otes to tw·elve with fou.r abstentions.
The Fourth Corumi ttef

tlle::.~efore

recoir.illlends to the Gonoral Assembly

~c;he

adoption of the follo-vling rt..sol.ut::l.on:
"ImSOIJJ'I'IGN ON ~·1HF Tli.i\l\fJ3H!SSION Oli' JT\JFOBNJ',.riON
DUD~~;R fill~ .'lC:l~~ 73 (e) OJP T!:lE CBNH'rER

on Non-Self-Govem:i. ng Peopleo.

By tlris

i:{eso~Lution

vas requested. to inGlncle in his a:mur1l report on

the Secretary-Gene;ral

tr. e

-vrork of the

Organization a statement su:ITll:lar:i.zine; such information as may haYo
been transmitted. to hi:m. by Members of the Cnited Nations und.cr
Article 73 ( o) of the Charter relating to econor:d.c, soci.r:il and
educational conditions in the territories for which they are
responsible~
11

other than those to which ChapterB XII and XIII apply,

The General Assembly notes thet information .has been transmitted

by the Governments of Australia coLce:rning con(li tiomJ in Papua;
France concerni!lg cond.i tions in French 1-Vest Africa, French Equatorial
Africa, French Somaliland., Madagascar and De::pend.enci es, French
Establishments in Oceania, Ir..d.ochina, French Est:lbl.:i.sb..ments in India,
New Caledonia and Dopender~cies, Saint. Piorre et Mlquelon, Morocco,
Tun~.da,

the New Hebria.es und.er Anelo-]'rer:ch Cond.oLlinium, Martinig_ue,

Guadeloupe and Dependencies, French Guia~:a, anJ. R<:Junl.on ( vri thout
prejudice to the future status of these ter.r.5.t-.:,:des); Ne1i ZealE:n..i
/ cor;.c e:rn ln,z
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concern:!.ng ccncl:iti.o:rw in the Conk Islonds (withuu.t Il:J;'(')juctice to any
interpretation of the eX:pt·esG:!on

Non~SeJ.f-Govs-rning

Territories in vlew

of the faGt that the Cook I::::Lmds are an integral part. of New Zealand);
the Unitec1 K:i.ngd.cm concerning cond:tticms in Barl!ados, Bermuda, British

Mauritius, St. I,ucia} ancl Za.r:tzlhtr Protectore.te; and the Un:tte(l Btates
concernin.r conditions 1.n AJ.,,_.,,L,., . "'1erican Scmoa, Gua.t'Y".• Hawaii, Panar.aa
Canal Zone ;JE·"li· Puerto Rico and tho Virgin IslendD.
"The General As$enbly also notes that the follmving Goverrunents
have declared.. the:ir intention of transmitting information: Belgiu.'Tl. on
the Belg:!.an Congo; Denmark on Greenland; the Netherland.s on the
Netherl<md.s Iru';lies, Sur:tna.rn and Curacao; New Zealand on the Tokelau
Islanccs; and the United. Kj.ngd.om on Aden (Colony and Protectorate),
Baha.mas: Bam.<tolancl, :Becl"m<:tnalancl Protector0.te, British Som.aliland
Protectorate, Brv.nei, C)y:prus, Dmn:inicE_., l!'cllkland. Islcnds, *** Gold. Coast
(Colony and Protf;>Ctorate) ·' Grenada, Hong Kong, Jamaica, Kenya (Colony
and. Protectorate), Malayan Union, Malta, Niseria, North :Borneo J Northern

Hhodesia., Nyasaland., Dt. Helena and De:pend.encies, St, Vincent, Sara1vak:,
Seychelles, E3ierra Leone, S:i.ngapore, Swaziland, Trinidad. ancl Tob3fSCJ,
Uganda Protectorate, and the High Comndss:tm:: Te:r:citor:ies of the "\-!estern
Pacific (Gilbert and KLUce ::: :J ... ·· ~! Cohmy, British Solomon Islands
Protectorate, PitGa:l.rn Islands).
"The value of the associat:Ion of Non-Self-Gove:rn:i.ng Terrlto:r:tes in
the work of the Special:tzed Agencies as a meetr.LS of att.n.ining the
ob,jectiveB of Cha}Jter XI of the Charter has been stressed...
/"The J).roceo.ures
''In this connect;ion referenee is mad.e to The Journal of the United Nations
-It....-pa:
·...,
~, ;_.,-;--79"''?f.o~--:---··--'-;.;_;;..-;;c...;;..;._
No. 55, 10 Deceml)er 19!+6, Supplement 1\To
U
o
I
bGO
~ o

**

In this cormect:i.on reference is mc.de to document Aj;;:OQ, dtJ.ted
26 NCJvember' 19L~6.
.
.

*~·t1·

In. resard. to the Falkland Islands the Deless/t.Jon o{ .Ax·g~mtine:. at the
twenty-fifth meeting of the Gomr1i ttee _. made a re3erYatio.n to the effect
that the Argeni.;ine Gove:rn'rne.nt did n.ot recc.gnize British sover·eignty in
the Ii'Ldkland Iclanc.ls. The Delegation of the United IUngdom Jjlade a
J)aTallel reservation, not recognizi:pg Argentine eovere:ignty in the>se

"The :procedures to be followed by the Orgcmization in connection
with the information transm::i.tted by Hembers regardjng Non-Self-Governing
Peoples have been carefully examined,
"TBiillEFORE Tllii GE'NEH!l.L A3SEMBI.Y:
"1,

INVIT:B;s the Members transmitting lnformation to send to the

Secretary-General by 30 cTune of each year the most recent
information >·Thich is at their disposal.
n2.

of

I~ECOMlvl"..El'JDS that the informatlon transmitted in the course

1947

by Me:m:bers of the UnHed Nations under Article

73

(e) of '

the Charter shC'uld be sul'lJ1I1.arized._, analyzed ancl classified by the
Secretary-Gener·:lJ_ and included :i.n his report to the Second Session
of the General Assembly, in order that in the lieht ()f the
experience gc::dned. the General Assembly may ,be .able t.o decide
whether any other J)roced.ure may be c1esirable

f'01~

dealing wHh such

:i.n:form.atlon in future years.

'3.

1

RECO.Nll'iENDS that the

f3ecretary~Gencral

ccmmun:J,cate to i:;he

Spec:i.alized Agencies the information transmitted., w:tth .a view to
making ~;tll reieYarit dr:tta ava:i.lable to their expert P.J:ld deliberative
bodies.
··~-.

INVITES the Secretary-General to convene, some vreeks before

the openj.ng of the Second. Session of the General Assemb}y, . an ad hoc
coill.ID.ittee composed in equ.al numbers to representatives of. the
Members transmttt1i1g inforrr!.lition under ~.rticle 73 , (e) of the Charter
and of representatives of Mem-bers elected, by the General ·Assembly
at this Sesslori·, on the basis of' an equJtabl~ ge 0 gra:phic.al
distribution.
INVITE:':3 the Secretary-General to request the Food and.
Agriculture OrganiZation, the International Labour Organization., the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
and the

~vorld

Health Or::::,anization and the International Trade

Orea.nization, ·when _constituted, to _send representatlves in an
advisory capacity to the meetlng of. the ad. hoc comu:i:tttee.
/INVITES

A/21+9
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"6.
I

INVI'.fEB the ari hoc c01nmittee to exa;rnine the Sec:x:etary-General' s

SlillillJa,ry

and analys::ts of the iD..for:mation trar.smitted under

ArticlE! 73 (e) of the

Cln~rter

with a view to aiding the

General Assembly in its consideration of this information,
aml with a view to maldng recoll1mendations to tha Gencr·al Assm:i!)ly
regarding the pr'ocedures to bo follCJTtled in the f1.1tm'e and the
lYJ.eans of ensuring that the ad.vice 7 expert kn.o-vrled.ge and
experience of tho Specialized Agencies al'e used. to the best
ad.vanto,ge ~"
This resolution as a ·1.,rllolo vras adopted by the Fourth CoiDJ:D.j_ttee
twenty--three Vf\tes to twelve with th:ree a1:stontions.
Tho French rep:resentati ve f02·mcJ.ly reserved the position of his
Goverment 7 stating that he could not unclertake on behalf of the French
GovernlJlent to send represep.tc.ti ves to an acl hoc co:rr. mi ttee created in
contravention of tl:J.e provisions of A::rticle 73 (e) of the Charter.
Tho Delegations of Australia: Belgium and tho United Kingd.om also
reoerved. the position of their Gov·ernments.
Should the General Assembly approvo the convocation of tho ad hoc
comm:Lttee outl:LnocL in paragraphs 1+ to 6 of the above resolut:Lon, the
General Assembly should at the present session olect the oight Members to
be invi ted. to send rep:resor:.tati ves to the moe·c __ ::1g of the ad hoc cm:m:d ttee.
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Summary Record oí Meetings

QUATRIEME COMMISSION
TUTELLE
Compte rendu des Séances
Monday, 16 December 1946

lundi 16 décembre 1946

TWENTY-FOURTH MEETING

VINGT-QUATRIEME 5EANCE

Held al Lake Success, New York, on Tuesday,
10 December 1946, al 11.30 a.m.

Tenue ti Lake Success, New-York, le mardi
10 décembre 1946, ti 11 h. 30.

Chairman: MI'. R. 1vfACEACHEN (Uruguay).

Président: M. R. MAcEAcHEN (Uruguay).
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3. Draft reports af the Fourth Committee
to the General Assembly concerning
matfors discussed in Sub-CommiUee 2
(documents A/CA/76, A/C.4/77 and
A/C.4/78)

3. Pro jet de rapport de la Quafrieme

The RApPORTEUR introduced the draft reports. He asked the Committee whether it wished
to make proposals to the General Asscmbly on
the eomposition of the ad hoc eommittee provided in the resolution eoneerning the transmission of information by Members under item e
of Article 73 oí the Charter.

Le RApPORTEUR présente les projets de rapport. Il demande a la Commission si elle désire
faire des propositions a l'Assemblée générale sur
la eomposition d'une commission ad hoc, prévue
dans la résolution eoneernant la transmission
d'informations par les Membres, selon le point e
de l'Article 73 de la Charte.

Mr. NAGGIAR (Franee) thought that it was
premature to diseuss this point, sinee it was not
yet eertain that the General Asscmbly would
adopt the resolution. The Freneh Government
had not yet deeided whether it desired to be
represented in this ad Íloc committee, and the
French delegation had reserved its point of view
on its establishment.

M. NAGGIAR (Franee) estime qu'il est prématuré de discuter cette question, puisqu'il n'est
encore sur que l'Assemblée générale adoptera
cette résoJution. Le Gouvernement fran<;ais n'a
pas encore décidé s'il désire etre représenté a
cette commission ad !loe, et la délégation francaise a meme réservé son avis sur l'établissement
de cette eornmission.

He askccl, moreover, that the Committee take
note of the formal reservations made by his
and other delegations on the Philippine proposal
as adopted by the Committee.

En outre, iI demande que la Commission
prenne note des réserves formelles faites par la
délégation fran<;aise et par d'autres délégations,
sur la proposition de la République des Philipp~nes telle qll'elle a été adoptée par la Commis-

The Committee decided that the reservations
exjJressed by the representatives of France, the
United Kingdom and other countries would be
included in the reporto

The meeting was adjoumed at 2.15 p.m.

Commission a l'Assemblée générale concernant les questions discutées a la SousCommission 2 (documents A/C.4/76, A/
CA/77 et A/CA/78)

I
1,

i
1

S1011.

La Commission décide que ces réserves formelles faiter par les représentants de la France, du
R ovali1ne··[jni el d' autres pays seront consignées
da;'s le ra/I/Jort.

I
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La séance

('~~t

levée

a 14 h.

15.
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Summary Record of Meetings

QUATRIEME COMMISSION
TUTELLE
Compte rendu des Séances
Monday, 16 December 1946

Lundi 16 décembre 1946

TWENTY-FlfTH MEETING

VINGT-CINQUIEME SEANCE

Held at Lake Success, New York, on Wednesday, 11 Decembcr 1946, at 11.30 a.m.

Tenue

a Lake

Success, New-York, le mercredi
11 décembre 1946, ti 11 h. 30.

Président: M. R. MACEACHEN (Uruguay).

Chairman: Mr. MACEACHEN (Uruguay).
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2. Consideration of the Rapporteur's draft
report concerning the transmission of information by Members under Article 73{e)
of tlle Charter (documents A/C.4/77 and
A/C.4/77/Corr.l)

2. Examen du projet de rapport du Rapporteur relatif a la trtmsmission des renseignements communiqués par les Membres en application de l'ArHcle 73 e) de
la Charte (documents A/C.4/77 et Aj
C.4/77/Corr.U

Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) reiterated his
observations made with reference to document
AjC.4j76.

M. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) réitere les observations préeédentes concemant le document
A/C.4/76.

:Mr. STEIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republíes) shared the view of the Cuban represent3.tive and stated that in the case of each reeommendation the vote should be recorded.

M. STEIN (Union des Républiques socialistes
soviétiques) se rallie a l' opinion exprimée par le
représentant de Cuba, et déclare que le vote sur
ehaque reeommandation doit etre cnregistré
séparément.

1fr. NAGGIAR (Franee) restated the reservation which the French de1egation had made with
regard to the establishment of an ad hoc committee. He could not undertake that France
would be preparcd to send a representative to
that committee as she eonsidered its establishment a contravention of the provisions oC Article
73 (e) of the Charter. He requested that the
reservation of his delegation should be indudd
in the Rapporteur's reporto

M. NAGGlAR (Franee) renouvelle la réserve
faite par la délégation franc;aise au sujct de
1'établissement d'un comité spécia1. Il ne peut
prendre l'engagement, au nom du Gouvernement franc;ais, d'envoyer un représentant a ce
comité, son pays eonsidérant la eréation d~ cduici comme allant a 1'encontre des dispositlOns de
l' Article 73 e) de la Charte. Il demande que les
réscrvcs faitcs par sa délégation soient insérées
dans le rapport du Rapporteur.

Mr. STEIN (Union oC Soviet Socialist Republíes) eonsidered that any delegation had the
right to make a reservation and that it was entitIed to its inclusion in the reporto
1fr. ANDREWS (Union of South Africa), noting that the number of members absent had
been listed in the Rapporteur's draft report coneerning South West Afriea, suggestcd that the
same procedure should be followed in thc document under consideration.

M. STElN (Union des Républiques socialistes
soviétiques) estime que toutes les délégations ont
le droit de formuler des réserves ct d'en demander l'insertion au rapport.
M. ANDREWS. (Union Sud-Africaine) prend
note que le nombre des absents a fait l'objet
d'une mention dans le projet de rapport du
Rapporteur relatif au Sud-Ouest Africain, et
propose que l'on suive la meme procédure dans
le document aetuellement a l'examen.

Mr. STEIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republies) doubted whether it was ncce.-c;sary to list the
number of members absent.
An exehange of views followed in which Mr.
PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba), Mr. PRADENAS
(Chile), Mr. NAGGIAR (France), Mr. Lru
(China) and Mr. TROMAS (United Kingdom)
participated.

M. STElN (Union des Républiques socialistes
soviétiques) exprime des doutes quant a la nécessité de mentionner le nombre des absents.
Un éehange de vues s'ensuit auque1 prennent part M. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba), M.
PRADENAS (Chili), M. NAGGIAR (France).M.
Lru (Chine) et M. THOMAS (Royaume-Um).

The CHAIRMAN stated that a decision on that
point would affeet the pr~vious reporto He put
the question to a vote.
Decision: By thirty-seven votes to none with
tour abstentions it was decided not to mention
the number o/ members absent in the reporto
Mr. NAGGIAR (Franee) wished to insert the
clause "without prejudice to the future status
of these territories" after the enumeration of the
French possessions on page 2.

Le PRÉSIDENT déclare qu'une décision sur ce
point eoneerne également le rapport précédent et
met la question aux voix.
Décision: On décide, par trente-sept voix
contre zéro et quatre abstentions, de ne pas mentionner les noms des absents dans le rapport.
M. NAGGIAR (Franee) désire qu'a .la suit~ d.c
l'énumération des possessions franc;alses qm f~.
gure a la page 2, on inscre les termes "sans prejudice du statut futur de ces territoires".

Mr. MENON (India) questioned the use of
the term "cstablishments", suggesting that it
should be replaeed by "possessions".

M. MENaN (Inde) met en doute l'emploi du
terme "établissements" et suggere qu'on le remplace par "possessions".

Mr. BENSON (Secretary) explained that the
term "establishments" was generally accepted.

M. BENSON (Seerétariat) explique que l/e
terme "établissements" est généralement accepte.
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Mr. DULLES (United States oí America)
suggested that reference should be made in the
report to the statement oí the deIegation oí
Panama concerning the Panama Canal zone. He
thought that it could best be done in the íorm
oí a íootnote.

M. DULLES (Etats-Unis d'Amérique) propose
que mention soit faite au rapport de la décIaration de la délégation du Panama relative ala zone
du Canal de Panama. A son avis, il est préférabIe de placer cette note au bas de la page.

Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) requested that
reference to his statement concerning the territory oí Belice should also appear in the reporto

M. MENDOZA (Guatemala) demande que sa
décIaration au-sujet du territoire de Bélize figure
également au rapport.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the reference
should cover the statements made by the delegations oí Guatemala, Mexico and the United
Kingdom.

Le PRÉSIOENT propase de faire état, dans la
meme note, des décIarations faites par les
délégations du Guatemala, du Mexique et du
Royaume-Uní.

Mr. FERRER VIEYRA (Argentine) wished to
make a reservation concerning the Falkland
Islands and in particular Malvina.

M. FERRER VIEYRA (Argentine) désire formuler une réserve concernant les iles Falkland,
en particulier celle de Malvina.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the representative oí Argenitna should consult with the representative oí the United Kingdom with the view
oí preparing a joint statement for incIusion in
the reporto

Le PRÉSIDENT propose que le représentant de
l'Argentine se mette en rapport avec le représentant du Royaume-Uni afín de préparer une
décIaration conjointe qui sera incIue dans le
rapport.

Mr. ALFARO (Panama) agreed with the formula suggested by the United States representative for recording the position of the delegation
oí Panama.

M. ALFARO (Panama) approuve la formule
proposée par le représentant des Etats-Unis concernant la position de la délégation du Panama.

Mr. PEON DEL VALLE (Mexico) thought that
in the case oí the statements of the delegations
oí Guatemala and the United Kingdom it would
be sufficient ií the report referred to the Joumal
containing the summary record of the meeting
at which the statements had been made.

M. PEON DEL VALLE (Mexique) estime qu,en
ce qui concerne les décIarations faites par les
délégations du Guatemala et du Royaume-Uni,
il serait suffisant que la rapport porte la référence
du Joumal contenant le compte rendu de la
séance au cours de laquelle ces décIarations ont
été faites.
.

Mr. FERRER VIEYRA (Argentina) and Mr.
THOMAS (United Kingdom) subrnitted the following joint statement:
"In regard to the Falkland Islands, the
Argentine delegation, at the twenty-fiíth meeting of the Committee, made a reservation to
the effect that the Argentine Government did
not recognize British sovereignty in the FaIk·
land Islands. The United Kingdom delegation made. a paralleI reservation, not recognizing Argentine sovereignty in those islands".

M. FERRER VIEYRA (Argentine) et M. TROMAS (Royaume-Uni) présentent la décIaration
conjointe ainsi con~ue:
"Re!ativement aux iles Falkland, la délé~a
tion argentine, au cours de la vi!Jgt-cinqmeme
séance de la Commission, a formulé la réserve que le Gouvernement argentin ne reconnaissait pas la souveraineté britannique sur
les ües Falkland. La délégation du RoyaumeUni a formulé une réserve paralIele, ne reconnaissant pas la souveraineté de l'Argentine
¡¡ur ces ileso

Mr. THOMAS (United Kingdom) pointed to
M. THOMAS (Royaume-Uni) releve les diffithe difficulties inherent in the last paragraph of cultés devant lesquelles on se trouve dans le
document A/CA/n. The creation of an ad hoc deruier paragraphe du document A/C.4:/n. La
comrnittee would involve an expenditure. Ac- création d'un comité spécial ne manq uera pas
cording to rule 112 oí the provisional rules oí d'occasionner des frais. Conformément a l'arprocedure íor the General Assembly, no resolu- ticIe 112 du reglement provisoire de l'Assemblée
tion involving expenditure could be passed until générale, on ne peut adopter aucune résolution
the Administrative and Budgetary Committee entramant des frais avant que la Commission
had expressed its opinion. Rule 82 stipulated administrative et budgétaire ait donné son avis.
that aH elections should be taken by secret ballot. L'articIe 82 stipule que l'on procede a toutes
ConsequentIy it would be impossible to follow les élections par voie de scrutin secreto En conthe procedure outlined in the draft reporto
séquence, il serait impossible de suivre la procédure exposée dans le projet de rapport.
Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) believed that
the Committee could elect the members of the
ad hoc committee and submit their names for
the' approval oí the General Assembly.

M. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) pense que la
Commission a le pouvoir d'élire les membres
du comité spécial sous réserve de soumettre leurs
noms a I'approbation de l'Assemblée générale.
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Mr. NAGGIAR (France) thought that it would
be difficult to ascertain the number of States to
be elected to membership on the ad hoc committee. Moreover, the problem of election was
not urgent and therefore could be ldt open for
the time being.

M. NAGGIAR (France) considere qu'il sera
difficile de déterminer le nombre des Etats susceptibles d'etre représentés au comité spécia1. Il
ajoute que, la question de l'élection n'étant pas
urgente, elle peut etre mise de coté pour le
momento

Mr. THOMAS (United Kingdom) associated
himself with the views of the French representative. He proposed that the entire last paragraph
after the word "abstentions" should be deleted.

M. THOMAS (Royaume-Uni) se rallie a
l'opinion du représentant de la France. Il propose la suppression de tout le dernier paragraphe apres le mot "abstentions".

Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) disagreed and
suggested a modiíication of the last paragraph to
the effect that the number oí States shoulll bedefined.

M. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) exprime son
désaccord et propose de modifier le dernier
paragraphe afin d'y déterminer le nombre des
Etats.

Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) and Mr. BAILEY
(Australia) associated themselves with the reservations made by the representatives of France
and of the United Kingdom.

M. R ~CKMANS (Belgique) et
(Ac;~tralie) s'associent aux réserves

M. BAILEY
faites par les
représentants de la France et du Royaume-Uni.

The RAPPORTEUR was oí the opinion that the
membership oí the ad hoc committee should be
composed of eight States.

Le RApPORTEUR est d'avis que le comité spécial soit composé des représentants de huit Etats.

Mr. NAGGIAR (France) opposed the insertion
of a definite figure.

M. NAGGIAR (France) s'oppose
ment d'un chiffre défini.

Mr. STEIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) favoured that figure. It rested with the
Governments concerned to send or not to send
their representatives to the ad hoc committee.
He proposed that the discussion should be closed.
Decisions:(l) It was decided that the report
should be modified to indicate that, if the Ceneral Assembly approved the creation of the committee, it should be invited to elect eight M embers to send representatives.
(2) The whole o/ the Rapporteur's draft report on the transmission of information by M embers under Article 73(e) o/ the Charter was
adopted as amended.

M. STEIN (Union des Républiques socialistes
soviétiques) se prononce en faveur de ce chiffre.
Il appartient aux Gouvernements d'envoyer ou
de ne pas envoyer des représentants a ce ,::omité
spécia1. Il propose la cIoture de la discussion.
Déeisions: 1) La C ommission décide que le
rapport sera modijié de fa~on ti indiquer (~u'au
cas ou l'Assemblée générale approuverazt la
création du comité, elle devra élire huit Etats
M embres qui y seront représentés.
2) Ainsi amendé, l' ensemble du pro jet de
rapport du Rapporteur, relatif ti la tranjmission
des renseignements communiqués par les M embres, en application de l'Article 73 e) de la
Charte, est adopté.
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Information fi"om Non.Self.Governi~g
Terri~orie8: report of the Fourth
, Committee (A/1159) . and report of
the Fifth Committee (A/I 166)
115. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic),
Rapporteur of the. Fourth Committee, recalled
that the General Assembly had referred to the
Fourth Committee the report of the SecretaryGeneral (summaries and analyses of information
transmitted under Article 73 e .of .the .Charter)
and the, report of the Special Committee on Information Transmitted under Article 73 e of. the
Charter (A;923). '
116. The Committee had devoted several meetings2 to the discussion ofthe six draft resolutions
submitted .by .the 'Special Committee .whichha,d
vtudie~the problem throughout 1949; Those draft
resoluttons.• concerned the optional transmission of
information .in accordance with thefirstpart. of
the standard form relating to Non-Self-Governl!1g Territories; equality .of treatment in ~duca
bon,the languag~ofinstruction, the suppression
of ,illiteracYF.and international. cq-opetation .on
SOCial; econo~icand.educa,tionalm:oblems in.NonSe1f-Governih~ Territorif!s. The draft resolutiops
...•.. 1'.Seepage21S: o,£th{ aov1soryoplnion' of the InternatIonal Court of Justice (A/960).
"..

.,1'

,I
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also concerned the establishment of a special
committee on information transmitted under
Article 73 e of the Charter.
117. In the course of its 123rd to 127th meetings, the Committee had discussed five other draft
resolutions and amendments to them.
.
118. T:~e draft resolutions were: a proposal by
Egypt inviting any special committee appointed
by the General Assembly to examine the factors
that should be taken into account in deciding to
which territories Chapter XI of the Charter applied; a proposal by India, to be substituted for
the text proposed by the Special Committee, that
a special committee should be established by the
General Assembly, under Article 73 e, of the
Charter, to study the information received, which
resulted in the resolution contained in document
A/1159; a joint proposal submitted by Cuba,
Ecuador and Guatemala, inviting the SecretaryGeneral to complement the summaries and analyses by periodical publication of data on special
aspects of the progress achieved in Non-SelfGoverning Territories; a joint proposal' by
Mexico and the United States of America recommending that the Special Committee should concentrate, without prejudice to the consideration
of the other functional fields referred to in Article
73 e of the Charter, on one field each year arid
in particular, in 1950, on the problem of education; and lastly, a proposal by Australia requesting the Secretary-General to keep the Special
Committee informed of the nature of the technical
assistance accorded to Non-Self-Governing Territories by specialized international bodies.
119. As a result of the Special Committee's report, the Fourth Committee had dealt with subjects that closely concerned the Non-Self-Governing Territories and their millions ofdnhabi- ,>
tants and that work had been most valuabG., -,/:>
120. He drew the General Assembly's attention
particularly to the draft resolutions on methods
for the. eradication of illiteracy, international
collaboration in regard to economic; social and
educational_ conditions in Non-Self-Governing
Territories.Technical assistance, and the 'future of
the Special Committee on Information Transmitted under Article 73 e of the 'Charter. The last
named draft resolution was a result of keen des
bate as to whether the Committee's' mandate as a
subsidiary organ of the GeneralAssembly should.
be foron~ year or three years or Whetherthe
Committee should be' established as a permanent
subsidiary organof the General Assembly.
121. Mr. de Marchena .• also drew the General
Assembly's attention to the draft .resolution on
territories .falling·under. Chapter XI ofthe Charter, as it incorporated theconclusions of a debate
on the.GeneralAssembly's \j.bmpetence to decide
whether on-not a territory came into-thecategory
of territories whose .peoples Dad notyet attained
a full measure of self-government,
. .
122.•·Unlike w4athci'd .happene<lin the" Fourth
Committee. during·previous sessions,at the. current session the draft resolutions.had'beenreconltn~ded to~e General'Assembly' by a substantial
majority, which led one to hope that there was a
............... ••.. '''C
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well-defined and common determinationin regard
to the application and implementation of the provisions of Article 73 e and Chapter XI of the
Charter.
123. The PRESIDENT referred Members of the
General Assembly to the report of the Fifth .Committee on the financial implications of draft resolution IX recommended by the Fourth Committee (Ajl166).

1 Decembel" 1949

129. In the British House of Lords, Lord Listowel had gone even further than the United
Kingdom representative in the Fourth Committee
aud had practically stated that his Government
felt that it was entitled to interpret the provisions
of the Charter as it wished. That was not an a.stonishing statement from a colonial Power which
refused to fly.the United, Nations flag in Trust
Territories..
130. On 29 November the London Times had
124. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) said that his stated in a leading article that, if the United
delegation had already stressed in the Fourth Kingdomconfonned to the. provisions of the
Committee the need for respecting not only the Charter and the decisions of the Assembly, it
letter but also the spirit of Chapters XI and XII would be placed, with all Its experience in colonial
of the Charter in connexion with Non-Self- administration, in the intolerable position of havGoverning Territories. The majority of the ing to submit to the direction of a purely political
Fourth' Committee had shared the same view and body in discharging its responsibilities to the
those who were trying to uphold the tradition of colonial peoples. That article was. anot~er indicolonial exploitation had remained in the minority. cation of the prevalent unco-operative attitude for
125. One of the draft resolutions submitted to which tl:!e Times suggested certain reasons, for
the General Assembly provided for the re-estab- example, the Special Committee might make data,
lishment of a special committee on information, which had been submitted for information only,
while another dealt with the territories referred the basis of resolutions and criticisms affecting
to in Chapter XI of the Charter. Those texts rep- many aspects of day to day administration in the
resented a step forward in the application of the colonies.
provisions of the Charter concerning dependent 131. The nations which, in the Assembly, had
territories. As those provisions were inadequate, spokeri so frequently of the need to observe the
much far-sighted statesmanship was required to Charter were the first to refuse to comply with
make them work properly. The draft resolutions its provisions when the fate of dependent peoples
therefore could not be accepted as a final clarifi- was at stake. That dearly showed their lack of
cation of the meaning of the Charter. Poland sincerity.
looked forward to a more precise interpretation 132. An analysis of 3.11 the available informawhich would eventually make it impossible for a tion, insufficient as it was, did not indicate a satcolonial Power to nullify the efforts of the isfactory situation in the Non-Self-Governing
United Nations by its failure to co-operate. Poland Territories. The data were not reassuring in spite
would collaborate with all who wished to fight of the fact that they were merely cold figures and
against colonialism throughout the world.
statistics. The dependent peoples were still treated
126. The special committee to be re-established merely as labourers engaged in procuring raw
'under the draft resolution would examine and materials' for the metropolitan Powers; race disanalyse all the available information on the eco- crimination prevailed; educational needs were nenomic, social, cultural and humanitarian living glected; native culture was suppressed and selfconditions of the dependent peoples. It would also governing institutions were looked upon as danco-ordinate the efforts of nations striving to gerous centres of obstructionism; merciless mitiachieve the ideals set forth in the Charter. With tary occupation methods 'were applied. He quoted
the signature of the Charter the fate of dependent the .Malayan Peninsula, to which he had already
peoples had become the sacred obligation of every referred in the Fourth Committee, as an example.
Member of the United Nations and had ceased to 133. The human misery which lay behind the inbe a matter forintemal legislation by the Gov- formation .subrnitted by the colonial Powers
crnments of colonial Powers.
emerged with convincing force from other
127. Chapter XI had torn down. the veil of se- sources, Bloody disturbances had recently tak~
crecy shroudingthefate of over 200 million hu- place in one of. the Non-Self-Governing Terr~
man beings. The United Nations was responsible tories forwhich the United Nations was responsibefore world"public opinion for the fate of the ble, Nigerian labour and political organizations
N on-~elf-Governing Territories and though it was had sunk .their differences in an all-party united
. still 0nly .a mo-ral . responsibility, the ·United front and had formed an emergency. committee
Nations.should censure all colonial Powers which to protest against the shooting of miners who ha;d
neglected the itlterestsof the. dependent peoples. been fighting for a basic daily wage of approximately 84 cents. Meetings' had been held and
128. The .• colonial Powers did nc;tproperly resolutions passed to indicate, as .The New York
understand the vast changes intheirpositionsince Times had said, that the people of Nigeria would
San. Francisco. The recent discussionsdn.sthe .. not tolerate such action. He did not intend to
Fourth Committee had not been reassuring with embark upon a detailed discussion of the abuse of
regard.to the attitude of. those Powers. They had native,'labour by the colonial Powers but he reagainJ>een reluctant to sUP01it thenecessary in- ferred to that one instance to show the kind of
fQrmationandsoUle.o£. them had even stated their information which had to be .evaluated under
intenti9n of transmitting no further data .regard- Article· 73 eand the events which could be prei!1g,s0tneoftheir eolorties.Insome instances they vented if the \'United Nations focused public atl'1a~s()ughttoescape behind the idearjfsover- tention 'on< some situations'<in the dependent
eignty~ • .• i!l > particular 'when"theprbblem of>the territories.
•.
,
'.,
EuroPeaneoloniesinLatin America had: been 134rThe interest of the United Nations, how~
raised.··
, ..
ever, was rtotconfincdtotheniatei1:ilweil-being
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of dependent peoples or to their position as an
eventual market for consumer goods in order to
help the capitalist countries to escape the curse of
economic crises. The United Nations was not interested in discovering whether higher wages for
the indigenous inhabitants would produce more
tin or rubber for the metropolitan Powers. It was
rathee concerned with the final goal of self-government and independence for dependent peoples,
on the basis of the principles of Article 55 of the
Charter.
135. Self-government and national independence
might be achieved by the application of Article
77 c of the Charter, which provided that dependent territories might be placed voluntarily under
the Trusteeship System, or the progress from dependence to independence might develop in some
other way; the aim, however, remained the same.
In order to assess the true situation in any dependent territory, therefore, jt was essential that
the relevant data on the development of institutions of self-government should be supplied.
136. Certain colonial Powers had shown an
unco-operative attitude in that connexion also.
They had contended, and still maintained, that
the Administering Powers alone were entitled to
determine whether or not a territory was nonself-governing. They had claimed that they were
in no way bound by the Charter to submit any
information on the development of institutions of
self-government among their dependent peoples.
It was hardly likely that Malta had become a selfgoverning territory simply because the United
Kingdom had failed to submit any information
about it under Article 73 e of the Charter.
137. General Assembly resolution 66 (1), of 14
December 1946, had listed seventy-four territories as falling within the scope of Article 73~.
The General Assembly was the only body which
could release a colonial Power from the obligation
to send information on the status of the dependent
peoples. In order to take any such decision, the
Assembly must examine all the relevant facts.
138. The draft resolution under discussion provided that such work should be assigned to the
Special Committee. His delegationwould therefore
support it whole-heartedly. If that draft resolution were adopted, it was to. be hoped that the
colonial Powers would supply the relevant information, or, if they failed to do so, the General
Assembly would stigmatize that failure as it
deserved.
"1.39. Political advancement was only one aspect
of the economic arid social advancement of the
indigenous population in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories. It was the road towards independence.
Any denial of information on that subject would,
at least, imply the denial of their right to selfgovernment and thus be a violation of the Charter.
:rhat :was the only possible interpretation of the
intentions of the authors of the Charter; it could
not be perverted by any kind of legal subterfuge.
140. Mr.FARRAG (Egypt) said hisde1egation
would support all the draft resolutions submitted
by the Fourth Committee.. He would speak only
on . draft r~solution. VIII concerning the territories to which Chapter XI of the Charter applied.
Hl.A number of. vital quesfionsaffectedthe
wOl'~ of the.United Nations and Its relations with
N on~S:elf-Governirigterritories which were not

J
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within the terms of reference of the Special Committee. One of those questions concerned the application of resolution 222 (Ill) regarding the
cessation of the transmission of information. That
resolution had been adopted by the General
Assembly in view of the fact that the number of
territories in respect of which information was
transmitted to the Secretary-General had decreased since 1946. But the United Nations had
had no official means of ascertaining whether that
decrease had resulted from the attainment of independence or full self-government by the territories concerned, or from other factors.
142. The Special Committee had discussed communications (A/915, A/915/Add. 1) received by
the Secretary-General from Administering Powers concerning the cessation of the transmission
of information on certain territories. Comments
had been made on those communications in the
Special Committee, but it had rightly decided that
consideration of the issue was not within its particular competence and should be referred .to the
Fourth Committee. That had been done and the
Fourth Committee had approved resolution VIII
which was before the General Assembly.
143. That draft resolution completed the procedure laid down in resolution 222 (Ill). The
two Administering Powers concerned had given
different reasons for ceasing to transmit irtformation under Article 73 e, but they had concurred
in the view that it was exclusively within the
competence of the Administering Powers to determine the territories whose peoples had not yet
attained full self-government. If accepted, that
view would render resolution 222 (Ill) ineffective and would, in the long run, make Chapter
XI a dead letter, no matter how well intentioned
the Administering Powers might be.
144. The above view might have been correct
before the coming into force of the Charter of
the United Nations. In Chapter XI, however, the
Charter had created a new principleunder which
the relationship between Non-Self-Governing
Territories and the Administering Powers could
not be exclusively a matter for the domestic constitutionallaws of the latter. That was quite dear
from the text of Article 73 under which the Administering Powers. had accepted certain obligations (ifl respect of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, among them the. obligation to transmit
regularly to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations information relating to economic, social
and-educational conditions in those Territories.
145.' Under the League of Nations, the Administering Powers had been under no obligation to
transmit such information; but they were obliged
to transmit information regularly to the United
Nations. If 'they failed to do so they would be
requested by the Organization to observe the
obligation.
146. That new principle had been repeatedly
recognized and emphasized by the representatives
of the Administering Powers in their statements
at the first part of ,the first session of the General
ideals which ,had inAssembly, At that time
spired die" creation of the Charter had still.been
fresh in., representatives' minds,and the statements' made-then had been. in conformity with
those ide~ls. It would he useful to recall the fine
words of 'two eminent statesmen, Mr. Dulles and
Mr. -Creech Jones, who Dad spokenasrepresen-
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tatives of. the United States and the United King- Territories lay .exclusively within the competence
dom at the General Assembly in February 1946.1 of the Administering Powers. A remarkable feaMr. Dulles had said that his delegation made it ture of the discussions in Sub-Committee 2 of the
clear once and for all that the declaration regard- Fourth Committee in 1946 had been participation
ing 'the Non-Self-Governing Territories was not by the representatives of the Administering Powmerely the concern of colonial Powers but also ers in a constructive spirit of international cothe concern of the United Nations. Mr. Creech operation. Mr. Bailey, whom he had quoted, had
Jones had said that he would again like to say- represented Australia, which was an Administerbecause the United Kingdom was already working ing Power.
on the principles defined in the Charter-that the 152. The records showed that the representatives
United Kingdomwhole-heartedly rejoiced that at of the Administering Powers had not considered
last there was an international colonial convention that examination of the problem had involved any
in Chapter XI which all colonial Powers sub- encroachment upon the sovereign rights of the
scribing to the United Nations would be required N on-Self-Governing Territories under their adto observe.
ministration. They had not said one word which
147. That statement contained two points. First, might be construed as questioning the competence
that there was an international colonial conven- of the General Assembly and its Committees to
tion in Chapter XI, and secondly, that the colonial deal with the problem. He noted with regret that
Powers subscribing to the United Nations would at the moment a few Administering Powers re.be required to observe that convention.
fused tp recognize that the General Assembly was
148. The answer to the question which authority entitled' to request Administering Powers to conwas responsible for requesting the colonial Pow- tinue to transmit information until the Non-Self.ers to observe that international colonial conven- Governing Territory concerned ceased to be nontion was clear: it was the United Nations, and self-governing.
more particularly, the General Assembly.
153. During the discussions in the Fourth Com149. In discharging that responsibility, in 1946 mittee on the draft resolution, some representathe General Assembly had requested Member tives of the Administering ,Powers had said that,
States to enumerate the Non-Self-Governing Ter- if the draft resolution were intended to define the
ritories under their administration. They had term «Non-Self-Governing Territory", they
listed seventy-four such territories. There were would not oppose it; but if it were meant to give
at the moment only sixty-two Non-Self-Govern- the General Assembly the right to decide whether
ing Territories upon which information was a narticular territory was or was not non-selftransmitted; information had ceased to be trans- governing, they would oppose it.
mitted on twelve Non-Self-Governing Territories. 154. That stand was clearly self-contradictory,
If that cessation had been due to the attainment ,If they accepted the definition, they should accept
of self-government, that would be a matter for its logical consequence: namely, that if a particugeneral rejoicing. When information ceased to be lar territorv fell within that definition, it was a
transmitted on one of the Non-Self-Governing Non-Self-Governing Territory and therefore the
Territories already listed, or when no information Administering Power responsible for it should
at all was submitted on some of those Territories, not fail to supply the necessary information.
it was the duty of the General Assembly' to request the Administering Power concerned to ob- 155. It had been argued in the Fourth Commitserve the obligation imposed upon it by Article tee that the Administering Powers were entitled
to cease transmitting information on the ground
73 of the Charter.
Article 73 e contained a reservation to the ..-.150. Mr. Bailey, the representative of Australia, that
effect that the transmission of information was
2
had said in the Fourth Committee in 1946 when subject to such limitation as security and constithe same question had been discussed that if no tutional considerations might require.
.
information was,submitted for some territory, any
156.
It
had
been
said
in
that
connexioti
that
the
Member of the General Assembly '~"ould be entitled to call attention to that fact. That was ex- reasons for the inclusion of. that phrase had been
actly the meaning of draft resolution VIII which made abundantly clear at the San Francisco Conwas before the General Assembly. Resolution 222 ference, which had accepted them.
(Ill) could be considered a first step in the 157. On consulting the records of, the San
procedure necessary for the implementation of Francisco Conference in that respect, he had
Chapter XI of the. Charter. Draft resolution VIII ' failed to find any reference to the reasons which
completed. that procedure by requesting the had been said to have been made abundantly clear,
. Administering. Powers to observe the new inter- 158. As an Members knew, Chapter XI. had
national colonial convention created in Chapter .been drafted by Committee 4 of Commission II
XI of the Charter.
of the United NationsConference on Intema151. The substance of that draft resolution had tional Organization. The records of that Commitbeen discussed in Sub-Committee 20f the Fourth tee, Which appeared on pages 561 to 576 of vol-,
) Committee' in 1946.2 The question had not been umeX of the United Nations" Conference on
..pressed to. the point of drafting a resolution, be- International Organization, did not state the
., cause at that tillle the need for it had not arisen. . reasons for the inclusion of that phrase,
Since then important events had taken place. The 159. The report on that Committee had been
number of Non-Self-Governing Territories had submitted to Commission' II of the 'United
decreased~!lda thecirycontrary to the. principles Nations Conference on International 'Organiza.,
of. cpapter Xl of the.Charter had. been.advanced:
• Fo~the discussion.on this subject in·Sul>-Commi.ttee
. •that .tht; ..determination • oJIr~on-Self-Gov~rni?g
'/

. ,,1 SeeOfficial8.ecords of thiifirst part of: the first
ses,sionoftheGeneral; 4ssewb~y,27th plenary meeting.

.2 of t~eFourth .Committee,s~ ODkial Records of the
secolldpa.rt of the first session of the General Assembly,
Fourth-Committees-annex 21,pages 278 and followipg,
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-tlon, The record of Commission II regarding
Chapter XI which appea:red on page~ 125 to 154
of Volume VIII also faded to mention the famous reasons. It was, therefore, for the General
Assembly to look into the meaning of that phrase.
160. An analysis of the phrase would show ~h~t
it contained two points: first, there could be limitation of the transmission of information j secondly, the limitatio~ sh?uld be im~osed .because of
security and constitutional considerations.
161. As regards the first point, the lim!tation
of the transmission of information did not m any
way mean the complete cessation of information.
Any limitation of inf01"!nation should be ~e ~'C
ception to the rule, which was the transmission
of information, and it should. be very spa~ingly
applied. If the framers of the Charter had visualizedan eventual complete cessation of information
by the Administering Powers, they would have
indicated such an intention in quite different
terms.
,
162, As regards the second point, the General
Assembly had the right to examine the constitutional or security considerations in order to determine whether or not they were well founded. The
General Assembly had, in fact, already given its
ruling on that point by adopting resolution 222
(Ill), in which it requested the Administering
Powers to inform if of any change in the constitutional position or status of any Non-SelfGoverning Territory as the result of which the
transmission of information had ceased.
163. It went without saying that the General
Assembly did not mean that the information on
the changes in the constitutional position or status
ofthe territories concerned would be sent to the
archives of the Secretariat where it would rest
undisturbed. That information must be examined
and commented upon, if necessary.
164. He therefore appealed to the Administering Powers to adopt a liberal attitude in the interpretation of Chapter XI, of which Mr. Stassen
had stated in the Committee which had drafted
the Charter that it was a living document and
must evolve, must change, and must grow into
something greater and better.
165. The same idea had been very well expressed in, 1946 by the representative of Norwav,
who had said that he felt that Chapter XI might
be developed into a Magna Carta of liberty which
would, give new faith and hope to millions of
-people who had made. great' sacrifices during the
war but who were not represented among the
United Nations.
166. He hoped that the draft resolution would
receive the unanimous support of the General
Assembly. He requested that the vote should be
taken by roll-call. '
167. Mr. DE BRUYNIt (Belgium)' said that, .in
. order to define his de1egaHcb.'s attitude to draft
resolution VI, which the Fourth Committee,
quoting Artic1e73 e oLthe Charter, had submitted tojhe Assembly for the purpose of re-establishing the Special Committee, he was obliged. to
re-state certain legal .considerations he had
already outlined in the Fourth Committee. '
168. Under .Artic1e73 e. the' States responsible
for (theadministratiollc ofJhe Non-Self-Governing 'Territories referred
in Chapter XX qf th~

-to
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Charter had undertaken to transmit to the Secretary-General information relating to conditions in
those Territories. Sub-paragraph e carefully defined the nature of that information and the subjects with which it had to deal. I~ referred o.nly
to statistical and other information of a technical
nature relating to economic, social and educational conditions. That was the information which
States had undertaken to transmit j their commitment did not, therefore, extend to information
of a different nature or information relating to
other fields, such as the political field. Furthermore, they had agreed to transmit that information only subject to such limitation as security and
constitutional considerations might require.
169. Consequently the commitment entered into
under Article 73 e was limited in scope. More
especially, sub-paragraph e granted no power of
control, or even verification, to the United Nations
or its organs. It merely recognized th~t the S~c
retary-General had the power to receive the mformation transmitted to him, a power which included that of classifying and analysing that
information and, in short, of facilitating access
thereto by Members of the United Nations.
170. In particular, the States concerned had not
agreed to report to the United Nations, to come
and justify their actions before it or to render
an account of their actions to it. Sub-paragraph e
stipulated moreover in express terms' that the information was transmitted "for information
purposes" .
171. That was, moreover, quite understandable.
The territories in question formed an integral part
of the national soil of the contracting States. In
the case of Belgium, for instance, the Congo was
under the exclusive sovereignty of the Belg-ian
State. States had subscribed of their own free
will to Chapter XI which had been described as a
"Declaration" in order to indicate clearly its origin and its very special charactervThat accounted
for the contrast between Chapter XI and Chapters XII and XIII, which concerned territories
with an entirely differ.ent status.
172. While the Charter regulated the status of
the Trust Territories and provided for United
Nations participation in their organization and in
the supervision of their administration, it contained no such provisions concerning the territories referred to in Chapter XI.
173. It was true that -some representatives had
invoked Article 10, which provided that the General Assembly could discuss any questions within
the scope of the Charter and could make recommendations concerning such questions to vthe
Member States. The purpose of' that Article was
not, however, to determine the extent of the oblig-ations of those States. The freedom allowed.to
States under Article 73 e could not be restricted
by "the Assembly's, recomm~dations. Those
recommendations could not impose on the' States
measures of control or other obligations' which
they had not accepted. Provided.therefore-that a
State observed the explicit stipulations ofChapter XI, and in particular those of Article 73 e. it
must be regarded as keeping its promises, whether
or ,not it 'complied ,with, the conditions", w:hich
the' Assembly 111ight 'recommend. The.recommendations as, such had no binding force. More?ver,
the Assembly had no .• power of decision in the
111~tt~r. !.npartic\t1 i1or ;t h<\d·no pOW\'Cf tg.. rrw,~~ any

I
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decision with compulsory effect on the manner
in which States must proceed in order to act correctly in accordance with Chapter XI, or on the
question whether they had or had not. acted
correctly.
.
174. Furthermore, the Assembly was obliged to
remain within the scope of the Charter. It was,
however, exceeding its constitutional powers if it
claimed to be able to call upon States to fulfil
obligations which were not covered by the text of
the Charter. It was also exceeding its powers
when it set up subsidiary organs vested with powers which presupposed the fulfilment of such obligations on the part of the States.
liS. It was, however, Article 2, paragraph 7, of
the Charter which especially restricted the powers
of the Assembly.
176. That paragraph stated that no provision 0'£
the Charter authorized the United Nations to intervene in "matters which are essentially within
the domestic jurisdiction of any State" nor required Members to submit such matters to settlement under the Charter.
177. That principle was an interpretation rule
which took precedence over all the provisions of
the Charter, apart from those related to the application of the measures of coercion provided for in
Chapter VII. That rule was, moreover, binding
on all the organs of the United Nations, whether
principal, secondary or subsidiary, for-obviously
pone of them could have more power than the
Organization itself.

1 December 194:9

an account of the way in which they exercised
their sovereignty, even in matters which were essentially within their domestic jurisdiction. Moreover, the trend of the Special Committee's activities merely reflected the tendency shown by the
Assembly itself. Thus, when the first Special
Committee, then modestly entitled the ad hoc
Committee, had been established in 1946,1 the
Assembly had limited its 'powers of recornmendation to procedural measures only. The question
at issue was what procedure should be followed
in transmitting the information under Article 73e
and ensuring the useful co-operation of the
specialized agencies. Already in 1947 the General
Assembly had issued instructions going further
than those of 1946.2 It had recommended a standard form to serve Member States as a guide in
the preparation of information. That standard
form had, moreover, exceeded the obligations assumed by those States as it had included inter
alia, a (chapter providing for the transmission of
data of a definitely political character, a matter
which was not covered by Article 73. At the same
time the General Assembly had given additional
competence to the Special Committee wh~ch it had
set up, that of making general technical suggestions. Further, it had not, in doing so, excluded
questions which were essentially within the jurisdiction of Member States. The General Assembly
had confirmed those powers in 1948.s

182. The draft resolution proposed for adoption
went even further. Indeed, it contained a general
clause under which the Special Committee was
henceforward to, judge, in the spirit of Article 55
178. It was therefore legally impossible to inter- of the Charter, whether or not the action taken
pret Article 73 e or any other provision of Chap- .by States in the economic, social and educational
ter XI ...:.. as permitting intervention in matters fields was in conformity with the Assembly's resowhich were essentially within a State's domestic lutions. It should be added that the Special Cornjurisdiction. The same limitation affected the in- mittee which had never been continued for more
terpretation of Article 10.
than ~ne year, was being continued for three
179. Once the sphere reserved by Article 2, years and was thus on the way to becoming a ,
para.graph 7, was in question, the Assembly was permanent institution.
,
powerless to intervene. Consequently, its action, 183. That progressive interference and interin that case, must be particularly circumspect; it vention was apparently not to stop there. The
could never go as far as "intervention", Although resolution provided in effect that, in 1952. the
the Assembly could hold a discussion in which General Assembly should re-examine the Cornany Member.would be entitled to express his mittee's mandate. That precise stipulation was deopinion, it could not give directives to States, in liberate. It had given rise to a debate in the Fourth
any form whatsoever.
Committee, which had been fully aware of its
180. The Charter did not define the meaning to implications.
b~ attached to "I?at~er~ ~;rh!.ch are essential!r, 184. Belgium was firmly resolved to continue to
b
faithfuU the provisions of Chapter XI,
within the domestic Jur!sdlctlon of any State.
Further, the San Francisco Conference had re- 0 ~erv~ " y . .
..'
d
It
jected by a large ,majority a' Belgian amendment , which I~ had .freelt ,accepted as ~ sacre trust.. f
which would have conferred on the organs of t;!ie had ~o .Intentton, however, of g01?g f1;1rther or 0
United Nations the power to decide without <:ip- ~ub~lttIng to measu~es~taken .or sltt~att~ns created
peal whether a matter was or was not essentially In.disregard of the h~ItS of ItS. obhg~tlOns under
within a State's domestic jurisdiction.
.
the Charter. Inparttcu!ar, the T:rntory of .the
'H
h
d
itt
I
t
d
th
I
li
bl
181. . e a · recapi u a e
e ru es app ica e Congo
Id was under Belgmnsoverelgnty.
'b'
t t Belgium
d
in the matter; draft resolution VI, submitted by wou, " nev~r consent to ItS emg. rea e as a
the Fourth Committee .did not. however respect Trust Territory. The draft resolution presented
those rules. That. draft resolution was intended by the Fourt~ Committee represented a new phase
'to re-establish for along period a .body, the. of anevolution that was contrary to the Charter.
Special Committee, the previous. activities of 185., The.Belgian delegation would thereforebe
whic~ .' reye~led .agrovdng tend~ncr to a~sume obliged to vote against the draft resolution and,
!unctlonsWlthr~g~!d. t9 the terntorle~. envisaged should the draft .resolution be adopted, it wotild
In Chaptey XI sltn!lar!o those exercised by the be bound to r.eserVe the full freedom of its GovTrusteeshlpCounctl -with reg~rd. to the. Trust
.
T,e,rritories. States were to appear before it to give
• See. Official, Records 0/' the second isesslon> of the
See Resoltdiorls· adopted ·by t/w'GeneralA,fsembly
duringthesecond,po.rt of its first session, No. 00,
1

,"
General AsslJlmbh" Resolutions, Nos. i42':md 146.
I See Official Records of the third session of ike Gc,,·,
mrl 4,1'sembl~, Reso/utio"s, Nos.21B and 219~,
~
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ernment in regard to the attitude to be taken concerning that measure.
186. The PRESIDENT announced that the list of
speakers would be closed at the end of the
meeting.
187. Mr. MeN ElL (United Kingdom) felt it
necessary to explain the attitude of his Government, not only to the particular resolutions before
the General Assembly, but also to a tendency
which had appeared during the previous years
and which had culminated in the ,Uscussions in
the Fourth Committee in 1949.
188. He was referring to the tendency to extend
the scope of Chapter XI, in other words, to read
into the Charter obligations and functions which
were not in it.
189. It had been largely due to the initiative of
his Government that the Declaration on Non-SelfGoverning Territories in Chapter XI had come
to be written into the Charter. That Declaration
affirmed principles which had inspired the colonial
policy of the United Kingdom long before the
United Nations had COme into existence and
which the United Kingdom would have continued
to apply even if there had been no Charter.
190. The only element in the Declaration which
entailed any new practices was the acceptance of
a specific and limited obligation to transmit to
the ,Secretary-General certain clearly defined
classes of technical information.' Although that
obligation had not been devised by the United
Kingdom his delegation had accepted it because
it accorded with the practice of the United Kingdom to make known as widely as possible the
work which it was doing ia the overseas territories for which it was resnonsible. Moreover, it
seemed to the United Kingdom, as a sponsoring
Power of the United Nations, desirable and appropriate that the economic and social data available to the Organization should be as complete
and as nearly universal as possible, particularly
in view of the high hopes placed by all in the work
of the specialized agencies.
'

.

191. In good faith, therefore, his delegation had
supplied the information required under the
Charter, believing that it would be used, as the
Charter specified, for information purposes. He
doubted whether the good faith in supplying the
information had been met by equally good faith
on the part of the other signatories of the Charter.
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had been taking place had been admitted by some
representatives. They had nevertheless sought to
explain or excuse that departure by appeals to
the spirt of the Charter, or to the possibility of
the growth of conventional interpretation.
194. There had been attempts in other fields to
modify the Charter by what Mr. Vyshinsky had
once most appropriately called "back-door methods". Attempts to modify the Charter by those
"back-door methods" had always been opposed
by the United Kingdom delegation, but no delegation had been more determined, and perhaps
more correctly determined, in its opposition to
that "infiltration" of the Charter than the delegation of the Soviet Union. The most obvious
example was the recent one connected with a
modification of the practice relating to the admission of new members.
195. The constant insistence of Mr. Vyshinsky,
and before him of Mr. Molotov, on the letter of
the Charter as applied to the matter to which he
had just referred, was an attitude with which
Mr. McNeil was completely in accord but it stood
out in very sharp contrast to the attitude adopted
by representatives of the Soviet Union in the
Fourth Committee, who had attempted time and
time again, together with representatives of other
Member States, by appeals to the spirit of the
Charter, to read into Chapter XI obligations and
principles which could not be found there. There
was no doubt much to be said' for an appeal to
the spirit of an international convention on points
where-the terms were not clear, but the majority
of those who had appealed to the spirit of the
Charter in relation to the subject under discussion
were invoking in support of their arguments particular doctrines which had been deliberately excluded from the Charter by majority votes taken
in proper and constitutional form at San
Francisco.
'
196. By no stretch of the imagination could the
spirit of the Charter be interpreted to cover
points which particular delegations would, have
liked to see inserted in the Charter, but for which,
rightly or wrongly, fortunately or unfortunately,
they had ~ompletely failed to obtain the requisite,
vote. The procedure for revising the Charter was'
well ~m.own, 'and his Government subscribed to
the Charter it stood. It had complied and would
continue to comply to the best of its ability-with
its requirements in respect of the Non-Self-Governing Territories for which it was responsible.

as

192. When studying' the ten resolutions passed
by the Committee, it was difficult to recognize in 197. There were.ihowever, many features in the
themArticle 73 e as it stood in the Charter. He ten draft resolutions which not only went far befound instead a confirmation of the tendency to yond any requirement of the Charter but also ran
which he had just referred, and to which the counter. to .the requirements of the current.situaUnited Kingdom representatives had drawn at- tion in many of the Non-Self-Governing Territention time and time again-in the Special Com- , tories "for which .his Government was responsible.
.mittee and in the Fourth Committee, namely, the There appeared .to be ,a widespread but,!otally
tendency to depart further and further and quite fallacious belief hi the United Nations that, ,unless
irresponsibly from Chapter XI and to pass Gen- a !/Territory was full~i self-governing or completely
eral Assembly resolutions on an assumption which independent its peoples had no share in their govwas expressly omitted from the Charter.
ernment and administration at. all and that their
affairs
were managed on an entirely atithoritariat;t
193., He was' referring to the completely invalid
~asis
by
dire~\t ,control from <the, metr~[loli~{i
assumption that, in subscribing. to the Declaration
in Chapter XI,Member States responsible for the
a~~inistrationcoi' Non-Self-Governing Territories 1;;ert he
h~d accepted tJjeprinciple of international super- hfldrepeated,ly, tried to, remove.that misappreh~n
VIsion over, thec-idministration of those Terri- sion,. but apparently they had been unsuccessful; .
tories. That,su9D a departure from the Charter . he sometimes th.?Ught that the people to:whQm

repr~entatives of,the<United,Kingd(J~
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the information was directed did not want to lis- fil,r ~~ they had not yet achieved maturity, were (:~
ten to the clarification.
still undeveloped,
199. The responsibility for the administration 202. Those statements appeared all too often to
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories with be inspired by emotion, sometimes by envy, rather
which the United Kingdom was concerned was than by the dispassionate objectivity which the:
devolving, to a rapidly increasing extent, on the Administering Powers considered they had a
peoples of the Territories themselves. The most right to expect. ASQne of the. Administering
striking, and quite 1/f.:cent, example was the report Powers, hIS country doubted whether those Powby the Committee \'},~ Constitutional Reform in ers were receiving fair treatment in many matters
the Gold Coast) under the chairmanship of Mr. of concern not merely to them, but also to the
Justice Coussey, a~listinguished African Judgc of peoples whom they administered, and indeed, as
the Supreme Court-of, the Gold Coast. That Corn- was becoming progressively clearer, of great conmittee, which had a membership of thirty-eight, cern to all who were jealous of the reputation and
was composed exclusively of Africans. No one the powers of the 1jnited Na~ions itse~f. Certainly,
who read the report could fail to be impressed much that was said from time to time was not
by that evidence of the political maturity of those calculated to .make it eas~er fo: t~7 Administering
people in the Gold Coast. His Government had Powers to discharge their obligations to the peoaccepted the report, subject to certain comments, ple, to themselves or to the United Nations.
as providing a workable plan within the frame- 203. The United Kingdom, whosee.xperience
work of which constitutional developments could and record as an architect of institutions of selfproceed.
.
government was unrivalled, was not prepared to
200.· Thus, through their own rapidly develop- put back the clock by committing the peoples of
ing institutions, the colonial peoples "to whom he Non-Self-Governing Territories to policies in the:
had been referring were continuously finding free for!Uulation ~f whi?t they had had no say and
expression of their will in' relation to the matters which the United Kingdom frequently found miswhich most closely affected them. T40se colonies guided and sometimes incompetent.
were not independent nations, a subject. of delight 204. Four of the ten draft resolutions, resolutions
to lawyers who sometimes abounded in the Fourth VI, VII, VIII and X, dealt with the future of the
Committee, but he assured the Assembly that SJ?e~ial Committee and the additional responsithere was a rapidly growing sense of local pride bilities which It was proposed to assign to it. In
in, and loyalty to, indigenous institutions and tra- agreeing in 1946, 1947 and again in 1948 to the
ditions. In the current phase of their political establishment of that Committee for a further
growth, those people themselves were certainly year only, his Government-had made it clear that
not prepared to tolerate a greater degree of inter- in. its view, the only functions which the Com~
national intet;Ventio~ in their d.omestic affairs than mItte: could u.sefu!1y perform, and indeed theonly
other. c?untnes, which were independent, would • f,!n~ttons which It could perform without conbe wtlltng to. a~cept. He thoug~t that that h~d . flicting with Chapter XI of the Charter, were
been made strikingly and persuasively clear by hIS procedural functions. His Government had felt
~911ea~ue; Mr.. Gran~ley A~ams of the Barbados, that the function of that Committee was and
speaking for the United-Kingdom at the previous should be to perfect the technique of transmission
sessions of the General Assembly. !,hose w?o ~d- so as t? ensure that the "statistical and. other invocated that th~ Non-Self-GoyerI!1D.g Territories formatt?n of a technical nature relating to
should be submitted to t~at dlscrImmatory!reat- economic, social and educational conditions" in
ment we~e them.selve~ &Utlty ~f ~gendermg that !he Non-Self-Governing Territories was canalvery feeling of mfe~lonty which It. should .be the ized to the specialized agencies, where it would
object of any enltghtened colonial policy to be considered by experts in a non-political atmos-remove,
p'here who would .also have before them informa201.. Few countries were immune from criti- tion on similar problems .existing in Member
cism, .and he ':) did not· pretend that the United States. There was no justification for spotlighting
Kingdom was" Many Member States. were fre- or highlighting conditions in the Non-Selfqueritly. the object in debates of severe strictures ~overning Territories. The problems which exby others. in. that respect. The Administering isted there could not be considered in isolation;
Powers, however; were in a rather different cate- they formed a part of world problems which were
gory from other sovereign States because of their to be found in under-developed areas irrespective
special responsibilities. That perhaps laid them of how their political status happened to be demore open to \~dticism than others. 'Certainly, they fined by jurists. The specialized agencies should
were criticizedl{itl very full measure in the Fourth study.thosep:oblems on a world, or perhaps on.
Committee whkh had, become a, byword for .irre- a, regional basis, and should submit the results of
sponsible criti~j~m.·. In .that. Committe'e, his dele- their findings,'to the General Assembly in their
gation felt tha:i!'the representatives of some?f the annual reports. For those reasons, he could not
States which were net confronted with the' diffi- agree' that it was. either necessary or-appropriate
cultlesand responsibilities of the Administering to set up a special committee for a three-year'
Powers:allowe,d themselves,and were permitted period with functions which far exceeded those
at times, to~(~;~edthe limits of fair and objective .which had been given .even to the 1949 Committee.
icriticism.Su<:hjstatenlents,towhich his colleagues His delegation would therefore vote against draft
feltpoimd totake exception)t10tinfrequently resolutions VI, VII and VIII, and would abstain
.
came. from the, representatives of ,States. which ftomvotingon .draft resoltttion X.
were.·by no m~ansbeyond criticism-in the conduct 205... His delegation must also votc.againstdraft
oftheirownaffairs,particula.rly incases where resolutions .IIand III becattse,qttiteapart from"
they,too, b()r~·.,r:sp«;)Dsibility f()rtheprogressiye certain tec1ttli~al objections withwhich;me1l1bers .....
qeyel<>pmeJ1t (if .IndIgenous ,peoples, .w.ho, in so' . ",-oJ;the Fourth Committee. were familiar, thpsl;
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two draft resolutions invited the Administering
Authorities to take certain action in respect of
their Non-Self-Governing Territories and thus
implied the existence of international accountsbility in respect of the administration of Non- .
Self-Governing Territories, for which there was
no provision in Chapter XI or any other chapter
of the Charter. For those reasons, even though
his Government was in fact taking action in
accordance with those resolutions, his delegation
would nevertheless vote against the two draft
resolutions.
206. Draft resolutions IV, V and IX dealt
primarily with the role to be·' played by the
specialized agencies and the Secretary-General in
dealing with the matters covered by Article 73 e
of the Charter. He regarded' those resolutions as
unnecessary in the sense that, in many cases, the
action called for .was already being taken and
that, where it was not, it would merely involve a
duplication' of work and proliferation of paper
and functions, His delegation's detailed comments
on those three resolutions had been made in the
Fourth Committee and he did not propose to 'repeat them, but his delegation, while abstaining in
the vote on draft resolution IV, would have to
vote against draft resolutions V and IX.
207. In relation to draft resolution X, which was
a request to the Administering Authorities to
transmit certain additional information in respect .

of the Non-Self-Governing Territories for which
they were responsible, information which they
were not required to transmit under the provisions of Article 73 e of the Charter, his Government had made itself so clear on the point on
so many occasions that it was hardly necessary
for him to re-state the position. But,. since his
Government was not required to transmit that
information, and did not propose to do so, his
delegation must vote against the draft resolution,
as it had dene in the case of similar resolutions
in the past.
208. In short, for the reasons stated in the
plenary meeting and in the Fourth Committee his
delegation must vote against all the draft resolutions with the exception of draft resolutions
IV and X in respect of which it would abstain
from voting. In voting thus, his delegation must
fully reserve the position of His Majesty's Government in respect of iUlY matters arising .out of
those resolutions if they were adopted by the
Assembly.
209. He found no pleasure inhavirig to' make a
statement of that kind. He had to make it because
his delegation must be as jealous for the character
and reputation of the United Nations as for its
own responsibilities, and he was very happy to be
joined in that attitude by several distinguished,
responsible and modest delegations.
The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m.
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Fou;_--th s .e ssion

mFORlviATION FROM NON .;.Sil.,F-GOVERNING TERRrrORIE.<3

:Report of' tho Fourth Committce
Rappo:i:-teur:

1.

Dr. E. DE MARCiillNA (Dom.inican Republic)

This item, comprising the r e1)ort of the Secrc tary-Genera l

- ( s.ummari~l:3 .and ~~~yse_s of .I?f01:1"Wltion transr:ù t~~<l lUl.C1er A.r.~icle 73 e of the
Charter) and. the report of the S:'.)ecial Conn:n.ittee on Informa t'fon tr2-:r:is:mittcèl.

under Article 73 e of the Charter (A/923), was refe:c"reèl. to the Fourth
Committee by the . GGneral Assembly at its 22 ':th meeting on 22 Septem.ber 19L! 9.
After an introductory statement by the Rapporteur of the Special
Commit-tee, at the 109th me e ting of the Fom."th Co:nwittee , the general Ct.eb.::.te
2.

bGgan ana continued until the. 117th .meeting .
From its 117th to its 122nd meetings,· the Committec <liscus3cd the
si:x: resolutions recomme nclccl 'by the 8::7ecial Connnittoe (A/923, Annex II).
Five aêl.a_itional draft resolutions a.'ld a number of uri1endments were
11.

3.

submittcà., and these ·wcre discus fJ ed by the Committee from its 1 23rd. to its
127th meetings. Those a.raft resolutions were of the follo'\-ring nature:
I.

A proposal by Egy~Yt o.utho:rizing a.ey 8:!:)ecial Committee which
the t,:mer a l Assembly might a ppoint to examine the factors
which should be takcn into n.ccount in cleciding the torritories
to ·which œ1a,pter XI of the Charte r applfos.

II.

III.

by India in substitutio n for the tcxt proposed by
the Special Conunittee and providing for the eatablisbl~e nt of
a Specia l Committe e to be elected by the General Assembly.

A proposal

A joint proposal by Cuba, Ecuador and Guatemala inviting the

Secretary-C erieral to oomplement the sunn:naries ane. analyses by
periodic a l publication of' data on special aspects of the
procress achieved in Non-Self-Go verning Territories .

/r,r.

A joint
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rr.

A jomt p~opooal by Me:::ico a:-i.d the Uni tecl. Sto.tos o-:; Aril.<Sric3,
that t:he 8?ec:.al Co:1T2itteo s:1oulc1• concentrato on one
functior.al field eacl: :rea:.:-, e.Ed l'eccrr.mcnrlins tno.t the
~1ro::ilm:1 cf e:luc:i.tion ahculc1- be chonC'n :'or 1)70,
kce:_) the 8::_)ecio..l Connittcc info::-moù. of the nature of· the
tcchnicr.l R.ssist::.nco e.cco~clca. to :Ton-Se:lf-Govorn:tnc

/"DRAFT
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DRAFT RESOIIJTION .CONCERNING TEE TERRITORIES TO WHICH CBAPI'ÈR XI APPLIES

63.

The representative of Egypt subraitted the following draft

resolution concerning the territories to which Chapter XI of the Charter
appliea:

''The General Assombly, .
"Having regard to the obligation

to

transmit information

under Art'icle 73 e of the Charter accepted by the Members which have
or assun:e responsibili ties for the adr!linistra tien of terri tories

whose peoples h~ve not yet attained ~ full ~easure of self-government,
"Having regard. to reaoluti_on 66 (I) _adopted by the
General Assembly on 14 December 1946 in which seventy-four territoriee

were enumerated in accqrdance with the declarations of the res.ponsible

Governments, aa falling Within the ~cope of Article 73 e, .
/"Having noted

A/1159
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Il

11

Having noted .the in:formatio:;i sup"9lied by certair: Henl.bers

conce:rning the comiti tutional changes ,J:hich have leél. to th,:)

cessation of' the trensraissior. of ir:formatlon under A?'ticle 73 e
in_ respect of certain terri tories which were enumera.ted in

resolution

66 (I),

!'~der~ tha.t the General As sf.lmbly bas a res:p:msibility
to express its op:lnion on the :':)l"incil)len wh:!..ch have guided

or wbich may in future gu:l.de the M.erribors cor\cerr.ei in enuneratü1g
the te::.:ritorles fo:.n wllich the o.blige.tion ·existe to transmit
informsticn 1~ndcr Article 73 e of the Chc.rtcr;
"ILTi. t38 any s :pec: e l cor_;;:n_it: t -'.'e ·wJi::.ch the Gens-ral Ai sembly

- - ··-

may e.:;rpo-~nt on i.r.1\mnq,tion t,r-ancn::i. t t :.;<1 ,md er Article 73 e of
the Ch~rter to exa:iü r..G the factora w:üch should be ts.l:en into
account . in d_ec idir.g . whethor any terri tory i s or· is r.ot

r1

terri tory w:1osa ._p00:p le have not yst atta:tneù a full measure
of self-gOi,·er'r:!lle:, nt."

64. The re1i:;.qes,mta tive of Egypt accepted a susgestiœ~ l y the
1

re:presentative of 'l'ha:Uand t.o substitute in tbe fouJ.--th paragra ph t!le
phrase "i t .is vi thin the . respon sibility of the Gcme:.8.l .Assern.ply" for
the phras~ . "the Gsne.cal AsseLlbly has e. res1rjns::.bili ty''.

65. Tl1e :rep:::Gsentati ve of Ur1~g~[:y, in an effort to concilkt 13 ...
two points of' view ad·ranced du::ing the detate, rnbrni tt3d an ai:1endL1'3rit
to proyidc ttet the GeneraJ. Asserohly would ex1,?ress i ts o:pi:Gion on the
meaniJ.1-S oi'. the tenu "Non-Self-Govei:ning Te rri tory" .:..nd · tllat the StJec::e.l

Cor:m:.i tte'3 wouJ.:î e~mually exarüne the list of terri tor:.es for wl1ich
informa tt o:-! 1.2 ,J b e :::m rec 3 i YGd uridor A:cticla 73 e.

66.

::=::e

;"}_:·,-i-11i ttee

The 2-tGr.è.ma r:t, ho1Te--r-:;r,

.then: ado:pted the Egyptien d.rE.ft rosolution by

a roll c3.l]_ :v,,te '.):' 30 to 10., with 7 E',bstentions, s.s f.::iJ.lowr::

In f .s: • 0\.:r:
-----1

f,.fgh 2.r,iste.n, Bro.zil, ]3uroa, Byelorussiu.n Sov.l.-et
Socin1ist Re public, China, Colombia, C~ba,

C zech.:,slova!da, Ecua.f!or, .i<~eypt, . Ethiopie., . Guatemala,
Ind::o., Iran, Irag_. I3rael, I....eb:,mon, Liberia; Mexico,
Fakistnn, Fhi_lippir,cs, Polar.à, Sffuè.i Ar.s'bia,- 3yria,
.Thnila.rid, Ukrainien Sevi.e t Sec iali st R::;:_:mbl:'_ c, ·
.

.

,.

. Union of So-,riet Socic.l:!.st Republics, Venezuela, ...
Yemen, Yugoslavia.

/Ar:~1.ir.st:
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Aga:tnst:

Australia, Delgium, Can:'3.da, ,Fran~e, 1;6thorlsndn,
Kei-r Zeeland, Norway, 8~'?.a.en, UnioL of South .Africa,
Uni t-ed Kir.gdcm.

A11stentione:

.ti.rgent:ina, Chile, DaI1JLark 1 DoLrlnican Re-pub:~ c,

Grcec0, United St~tea o~ America, Uruguay .

A/llY) .
.:.'q:, v
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77.

The Foœ:'th Co-.cm1i ttee thèref ore recornmfü1.-::ls to t.he Ge:J.eJ:~l
Aose:nbly t:10 ao.option of the :follo~ring resolutio ns:

l'i/1159
l'nge 28

1

'

F.ESOtV,t'IOlt VIII
TERRITORIES Tq :'WTIICli
CIIA'FT.:_.J XI OF TEE. Ct.ARTER APPl.IES
.
.
;

The General AEsembl y,

13

Having regard to the_ obligati on to transmi t informa tion und.or Article
. e cf the Charter accepted . by- the Members which
or assume

have

res:pon sibilitie s for the adminiB trat.ion

not y~t à.ttàined

of'

territor ies whose peop.les have

a' full

measl.l.l'p of self:..~o vernmen t,
''
Ravi1ig regard to resoluti qn 66 (I) ~üopted by th~ General Assembly on.
14 Dece:obe r 191~6 in -which eevent,y -four .terri tories were enumerai ;ed, .in
.
\
.
acco~Q3nce with th~ declarat ion~ of the r~spons ible G~vernments! as f~lling
._,

'

-within the scopé of Article 73. e,
H9.ving noteè. tte :informa tion ~upplinè l by certain Members concerni ng
the constitu tional . changes whi,J'1 have led. to the cessatio n of the transmis sion
of irlforma tion under Article 73 _ in res!}ll ~t of certain te~ri tories rrhich

e

vere enumera ted in resoluti on

i~

(I),

,

1.

C'onsidc r~ that it ia "~ithin the ros:pon sibility .of the General
Assembl y to express i ~s opinion on th~ J)rixt::i'p les which . have guid~d or
whi,:h may in future euide the Members concern ed in enumera ting the
terrùor ies for which the cbli3ati on exists to transmi t informa tion under
Article 73 e ç,f the Charter ;
,,

2.

Invites any special committ ee which the Gen.era l Assembly may
3.1):pcint on infor.me tion trensmi tted under Article 73 e of the C~ar:t,er to
.. .

.

'

.

~

examine th·e :factors which · should be t a ken into account in deciding vhetbe:r

any territor y is or is not a territor ywhose people have not yet attainod
. .
.. .
.
.
,

a full measure of self-gov ernment .

,·
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109th meeting

HUNDRED AND NINTH MEETING
Held at Lake Success, New York, on Thursday, 27 October 1949, at 3 p.m.
Chairman: Mr. H. LANNUNG (Denmark).

Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories (continued)
1. The CHAIRMAN opened the general discussion
on the question of information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories, and invited the Committee
to examine simultaneously the summaries and
analyses prepared by the Secretariat and the report of the Special Committee ( A/923). The six
draft resolutions contained at the end of the report
were also open to discussion and amendment by
members of the Committee; one amendment (A/
C.4/L.2) had already been presented by the
Cuban delegation. The six draft resolutions would
be discussed and put to the vote separately.

2. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic),
Rapporteur of the Special Committee, presented
that Committee's report (A/923). The report had
been circulated to delegations a month previously;
it contained not only the Special Committee's
recommendations but also a general outline of the
Committee's discussions.
3. The Special Committee, which had met that
year, was the third of its kind, each Committee
having been set up by virtue of a General Assembly resolution. The last of those Committees had
been set up by the General Assembly during its
third session, in Paris (resolution 219 (III)). It
had met at Lake Success from 25 August to 12
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September 1949 and had held twenty meetings.
The Committee's task had been greatly facilitated
by a series of documents specially prepared for it
by the Secretariat. It seemed that the Fourth Committee would like to draw the Trusteeship Council's attention to the desirability of having similar
documents available on Trust Territories.
4. The Special Committee's report set forth the
various views that had been expressed on the information supplied. It also stated that certain
questions which had been raised in the course of
discussion had been considered by the Committee
itself to be outside its competence. The most important matter was to draw attention to the six
draft resolutions approved by the Committee,
which it was submitting to the General Assembly.
The first draft resolution, on the voluntary transmission of information under part I of the Standard Form, contained a procedural recommendation. The following four resolutions might be
described as substantive suggestions on general
technical questions, with special emphasis on the
activities of the specialized agencies and the part
they could play, in collaboration with the Administering Powers, in the development of the NonSelf-Governing Territories. The last resolution
concerned a procedural question but was of great
importance in that it proposed the establishment
of a special committee for a period of three years.
5. There seemed to be a general tendency to consider that members of the various United Nations
bodies fell into two distinct groups where the
question of Non-Self-Governing Territories or
Trust Territories was concerned: there were, on
the one hand, the Administering Powers and, on
the other, the rest of the countries. That was not
strictly true, as had been proved by the Trusteeship Council's more recent sessions and more particularly by the Special Committee's last session.
Although members who were not Administering
States were inclined to go further than the latter
when it was a question of administrative responsibility, it would be seen that the four draft resolutions on substantive questions had been adopted
by a very large majority, which showed that most
of the members of the Special Committee were
prepared to co-operate, in accordance with the
Charter, for the good of the populations of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories. The draft resolutions which the Special Committee of the previous year had submitted to the General Assembly
had been adopted without any changes of substance. The draft resolutions the current Special
Committee was presenting had been drawn up in
the same spirit of international co-operation as had
been those of the previous year; they therefore
deserved careful consideration.
6. The Special Committee had adopted its report
by 13 votes to one, with 2 abstentions. The Committee's work had revealed a constant modification
of views and represented an interesting phase in
the work on Non-Self-Governing Territories.

7.

Mr. FARRAG (Egypt) thanked the Secretariat
for the excellent work it had accomplished and
paid a tribute to Mr. Gerig for the manner in
which he had presided over the Special Committee. He noted with satisfaction that the information furnished in 1948 was more instructive than
that transmitted the preceding year. He hoped
that the quality would improve even more in the
year ahead. In that connexion he pointed out that
some of the information had been received after
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the time limit; such delays were liable to place the
Special Committee and the Secretariat in a difficult position and to prevent them from giving
certain points as thorough an examination as they
would wish to. Under the terms of Article 73 e of
the Charter, the Administering States were required to furnish information in the economic,
social and educational fields only. He was glad,
therefore, to note that some of them had voluntarily submitted information of a political nature.
He hoped that other Administering Powers might
do likewise in the future.
8. The analysis of information on labour (A/
920) revealed that the problem of African migrant
labour had reached a point where it threatened to
disorganize local customary life and to prejudice
the perpetuation of the race. The situation concerning employment, as reflected in the information supplied, was characterized by an increased
demand for man-power in many territories and by
the meeting of that demand in wide areas of
Africa by the migrant labour system which deeply
affected the economy of the peasant areas (A/
920). Migration had been substantial, for example, from territories administered by the United
Kingdom, for employment in South African mines
( A/920). He was sure that the situation was
receiving the attention of the Administering Powers but he felt that drastic measures were necessary. The International Labour Organisation had
studied the problem of migrant labour in 1947.
He hoped the Secretariat was keeping in touch
with that organization and would supply information on the results of the study.
9. He would vote in favour of the six draft resolutions in the report of the Special Committee.
The text of those resolutions had been carefully
studied and amended, particularly draft resolutions B and C, for which a drafting committee had
been set up. The draft resolutions were the happy
result of the spirit of co-operation and conciliation
shown by the members of the Committee. He recalled that the preceding year some members of
the Fourth Committee, moved only by a desire to
further the development of the populations of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories in a direct
fashion, had blamed the Special Committee for
having formulated only procedural recommendations. Nevertheless that was a logical method, for
only after having adopted procedural measures
could the Committee proceed to deal with substantive matters. Furthermore, it was to be noted
that among the draft resolutions submitted by the
Special Committee at the end of its .last session
were four which concerned substantive questions.
The sole aim was to further improvement of conditions in the Non-Self-Governing Territories,
and a sincere implementation of the Committee's
recommendations would contribute to the attainment of the objectives stated in Chapter XI of the
Charter. He hoped that the Fourth Committee
would adopt the draft resolutions by a substantial
majority, if not unanimously, and that those representatives who had opposed them in the Special
Committee would be able to vote in their favour
in the General Assembly.
10. The Special Committee had not considered
itself competent to consider certain questions, in
particular the question of the cessation of the
transmission of information, which was the subject of reports by the Secretary-General (A/915,
A/915/Add.l). Those reports set down the rea-
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sons given by the United Kingdom and France to
justify the fact that they had ceased to transmit
information concerning certain territories. The
French Government stated that the determination
of Non-Self-Governing Territories lay exclusively within the competence of the States responsible
for the administration of those territories. That
principle might perhaps have been valid before the
implementation of the United Nations Charter,
but the latter established that the relations between
Non-Self-Governing Territories and the Powers
administering them, while mainly the concern of
the territories and States in question, were also of
importance to the international community, as
would be seen from Article 73 e of the Charter.
The Administering Powers themselves had often
stressed that principle in the early days of the
Organization, when the Charter was new, but that
did not seem to prevent their questioning the
validity of the same principle at the present juncture. It could be asked what authority other than
the United Nations could see to it that the Administering Powers complied with the terms of Chapter XI of the Charter. In 1946 the General
Assembly had requested the Administering Members to draw up a list of Non-Self-Governing
Territories on which they should furnish information. The list that had been drawn up included
seventy-four territories. The Administering Powers could not therefore cease to transmit information on certain of those territories without violating the Charter, unless, of course, the territories
in question had attained self-government.
11. The Administering Members had advanced
certain arguments to justify their action. They had
claimed that the declarations regarding Non-SelfGoverning Territories had been of a unilateral
nature. Surely that could not mean that the Administering Powers reserved the right to withdraw at will from the obligations they had
assumed. The obligations set forth in Chapter XI
could not be considered unilateral ; even if they
were, they would be enforceable under international law. They could not, however, be interpreted
as being unilateral in the light of the debates and
consultations, the compromises and various suggestions which had gone into the drafting of the
provisions of Chapter XI during its preparation
at the San Francisco Conference. The United
Kingdom representative himself had stated at the
time that that Chapter would constitute an international colonial convention which must be accepted on behalf of peoples of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories. The Administering Powers
had further maintained that Chapter XI had been
accepted as a moral obligation. There was not a
single provision in the Chapter, however, which
could be so interpreted ; the argument had been
advanced for the sole purpose of weakening the
binding force of the provisions of the Chapter.
The Administering Members had also stated that
Chapter XI was of a temporary character, whereas at San Francisco the view had been that it
should remain in force so long as there were any
Non-Self-Governing Territories. Mr. Stassen, the
representative of the United States, had stated at
the time that the Chapter was destined to develop
and would remain a living entity. The Administering Powers were alleging, furthermore, that the
Special Committee and the General Assembly had
in fact attempted to amend the provisions of the
Charter. That was not true, for the Special Committee had merely carried out a resolution of the
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General Assembly the aim of which was to ensure
the application of the Charter. They had also said
that the information spoken of in Article 73 e
should be transmitted only as information and
could therefore be neither examined nor discussed.
It was clear that the authors of the Charter had
never contemplated such an interpretation of the
provision. During the drafting of Chapter XI, the
representative of Australia had stated that the
provision represented progress and that it would
encourage a healthy spirit of emulation among the
Administering States. It would therefore be completely illogical and unfair to receive the information and not examine it. The only restriction in
the utilization of the information was that it \vas
not to be used for purposes of political propaganda.
12. Finally, the transmission of information
under Article 73 e of the Charter concerning the
seventy-four Non-Self-Governing Territories
should be continued until such time as the territories became self-governing.
13. It was obvious that the fact of incorporating
a Non-Self-Governing Territory into the metropolitan territory did not release the United Nations Member responsible for the administration
of that territory from the obligation, under Article
73 e, to transmit information concerning it.
14. The representative of the United Kingdom
had stated that it was not possible for his Government to transmit information on Malta, since
economic, social and educational conditions were
the exclusive concern of the Government of the
island. Mr. Farrag did not consider that an adequate reason for ceasing to transmit information.
Moreover, General Assembly resolution 222 (III)
requested the Members responsible for the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories to inform the United Nations of "any change in the
constitutional position and status of any such territory". The United Kingdom Government had
not complied with that request.
15. Some delegations had maintained that Chapter XI of the Charter concerned only those Members responsible for the administration of NonSelf-Governing Territories. There was no basis
for such a contention; he was sure the Fourth
Committee would confirm that Chapter XI concerned all Members of the United Nations. Indigenous peoples to the number of two hundred
million placed their hopes in the Organization and
he was convinced that it would not disappoint
them. The General Assembly's duty was to ensure
that the provisions of the Charter were applied
impartially for the benefit of the weakest as well
as of the strongest.
16. With regard to the comparisons between the
information transmitted under Article 73 e and
similar information communicated by independent
countries, which the General Assembly, by resolution 218 (III) of 3 November 1948, had asked
the Secretary-General to draw up, Mr. Farrag
was doubtful about the advantages the peoples of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories would derive
from such comparisons. Statistics from those territories, unlike data drawn up by independent
countries, were usually incomplete and inaccurate.
It was therefore impossible to make comparisons
of any value.
17. To lessen that difficulty, the Egyptian delegation suggested that the General Assembly should
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send a visiting mtsston to both the Non-SelfGoverning Territories and some independent
States in the same region, in order to make comparisons. Naturally, the prior consent of the independent countries would be necessary, but they
would surely be happy to consent to such a visit.
An expenditure of several thousand dollars would
be entailed, but the plan would appear to be well
worth trying.
18. He would welcome other views on the proposal.
19. Mr. RAo (India) associated himself with the
Egyptian representative's appreciation of the assistance given by the Secretariat to the Special
Committee. Turning to the question of information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter,
he thought that the report of the Special Committee was very full and called for no detailed observations. He wished, however, to draw the Committee's attention to some specific points.
20. First, there was the question of the cessation
of the transmission of information. The Egyptian
representative had given a comprehensive account
of what had so far transpired in that respect. By
its resolution 222 (III), the General Assembly
had requested the Members responsible for the
administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories
to inform the United Nations of any changes in
the constitutional position or status of Non-SelfGoverning Territories as a result of which information was no longer transmitted. The Indian
delegation had taken the view that that question
W3'> outside the competence of the Special Committee, but should be considered by the Fourth
Committee.
21. Once a territory had been entered on the list
of Non-Self-Governing Territories, it retained
that status until it met the necessary conditions
for membership of the United Nations.
22. It should be noted that the number of territories on that list decreased from year to year and
had come down from seventy-four to sixty-two.
The question was of great importance, especially
in view of the fact that Governments administering Non-Self-Governing Territories had stated
that it was for them alone to determine to which
territories Article 73 e applied. If those Governments continued to take unilateral decisions with
respect to those territories, it was to be feared that
the results would adversely affect the functions of
the General Assembly in respect of Chapter XI of
the Charter.
23. He suggested that, in order to enable the
Fourth Committee to examine the question at its
following session, the Secretariat might prepare
a working paper for the Special Committee, on the
constitutional status of territories on which certain
States had ceased to transmit information.
24. He drew the Committee's attention to the
discussion which had taken place in the Special
Committee regarding whether the Nether lands
Government was justified in transmitting information on Indonesia under Article 73 e. The Indian
delegation was of the opinion that Indonesia had
attained self-government status and that the information transmitted by the Netherlands should
not have been included in the summaries and analyses prepared by the Secretary-General. He took
the opportunity to express the concern of his dele-
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gation that the Round Table Conference at The
Hague had thus far reached no conclusions.
25. The Indian representative turned to the
question of information voluntarily transmitted,
which was dealt with in chapter VII of the Special
Committee's report. He noted with satisfaction
the liberal attitude of the United States and Denmark in that connexion and also that in 1948 a
greater number of Administering Members had
on their own initiative transmitted information
under the optional part of the Standard Form.
That tendency should be encouraged.
26. The Indian delegation wished to draw the
Committee's attention to a point which it considered important. The General Assembly had
adopted, or had considered adopting, several international conventions. The Third Committee
had considered the question of the obligations
incumbent upon States administering Non-SelfGoverning Territories in that respect. It would
seem desirable for the General Assembly to issue
a general directive to the States concerned to transmit information regarding the application of those
international conventions in the territories under
their administration.
27. With respect to international co-operation on
economic, social and cultural matters in Non-SelfGoverning Territories, Mr. Rao pointed out that
Article 73 d of the Charter mentioned two forms
of such co-operation : that among the Administering Powers outside the framework of the United
Nations, and co-operation with the specialized
agencies of the United Nations.
28. The Administering Powers had held conferences at which they had considered certain problems of common interest. They intended to continue such exchanges of views on a permanent and
wider scale. That type of co-operation fully conformed with the terms of Article 73 d of the
Charter. It seemed, however, that the principal
purpose of that co-operation was to obtain benefits
for the Administering Powers themselves and any
benefit to the populations of the Non-Self-Governing Territories was merely a secondary consideration. The introductory paragraph of Article 73,
however, laid down the principle that the interests
of those populations were paramount. Consequently, it was essential to encourage the other
form of co-operation, namely, co-operation with
the specialized agencies, in order to safeguard the
interests of the indigenous inhabitants.
29. As it had indicated in the draft resolution
presented to the Special Committee, which was
contained in that Committee's report, the Indian
delegation considered that it was most important
for the specialized agencies to undertake investigation and research in order to assist the populations of Non-Self-Governing Territories. The
representatives of specialized agencies should also
take a more active part in the work of the Special
Committee.
30. With regard to the future of the Special
Committee, he recalled that his delegation had
pleaded for the establishment of a permanent committee because of the unfortunate consequences
which dissolution of the Committee might have on
the populations of Non-Self-Governing Territories and because in its view the discussions
which had taken place in the Special Committee
helped the Administering Members to improve
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living conditions in the territories for which they
were responsible. The Indian delegation had noted
with regret that those Members did not concur in
that view. The draft resolution adopted by the
Special Committee therefore proposed the establishment of a committee for three years.
31. The Indian delegation intended to present
amendments to that draft resolution at a later
date. It particularly wished that the members of
the Special Committee should be elected by the
General Assembly and not by the Fourth Committee.
32. Mr. M UGHIR (Syria) pointed out that the
first question to be settled in considering the question of Non-Self-Governing Territories was
whether the United Nations was competent to
express an opinion on the development and disposal of those territories. A superficial interpretation of Chapter XI of the Charter might give the
impression that the United Nations should limit
its activities to receiving technical information on
economic, social and educational conditions in the
Non-Self-Governing Territories, and that it could
neither request nor study information on political
conditions. Such an interpretation could not be
accepted by the present-day international community. The Special Committee was not simply
an information agency. The progress and welfare
of humanity, respect for human rights, and the
attainment of national sovereignty and independence by all peoples, had become questions which
affected and interested the international community as a whole.
33. Under the terms of Chapter XI of the Charter, Powers which assumed responsibility for administering Non-Self-Governing Territories had
solemnly recognized the principle that the interests of the inhabitants of those territories were
supreme. They had agreed to observe a number
of principles in order to promote political, economic and social progress, as well as educational
development, in the territories they administered.
The Charter provided that the Administering
Powers should transmit to the Secretary-General
technical information on economic, social and
educational conditions in the territories for which
they were responsible. That signified that if the
United Nations considered that the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories was satisfactory, it would limit its activities to receiving the
information contemplated; if, however, that information revealed that the administration of
Non-Self-Governing Territories was not what it
should be, the United Nations must express its
opinion and give the necessary advice.
34. The Syrian delegation was fully aware of the
difficulties confronting the Powers administering
Non-Self-Governing Territories. Study and criticism of prevailing conditions in those territories
did not indicate doubt of the good faith of the
Administering Powers. Although Syria had suffered from colonial policy and methods, it would
maintain an objective attitude in submitting its
comments.
35. The information transmitted to the Secretary-General was insufficient to permit a detailed
analysis of the administration and development of
Non-Self-Governing Territories. The case of
Morocco was a perfect illustration of that point.
36. The information transmitted by France in
connexion with Morocco (A/909/Add.l) pro-
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vided no details about changes which had been
made or were contemplated in the political life of
that country. On the contrary, the little information supplied revealed that there had been no
change in the administration of Morocco since the
occupation of the country by French troops and
the signing of the Treaty of Fez in 1912. Actually,
the primary task of the Resident-General was to
supervise the implementation of that treaty. As a
result, no efforts had been made to introduce any
parliamentary system whatsoever in Morocco.
There was no elected legislative assembly. The advisory bodies actually bore no resemblance to a
legislative organ; they represented only economic
interests and not political interests. The judicial
system in Morocco was neither liberal nor suited
to current conditions; it could even be assumed
that it made corruption and abuse of all kinds
possible.
37. As regards individual liberty, the information transmitted indicated that "an arrest may not
be made without a warrant duly issued by the competent authority". But what was the competent
authority? Morocco had no penal code; reliable
sources confirmed that it was possible to be arrested and imprisoned for months on end without
trial.
38. Arabic newspapers had to be authorized by
an order of the Vizir, while French newspapers
were not subject to any control. That explained,
no doubt, whv there were so few Arabic newspapers, a fact which incidentally was not mentioned in the information transmitted to the Secretary-General.
39. The information indicated that "the establishment of an association is subject, as in France,
to the principle of the deposit of its articles in
advance". It was good to note that the French
authorities applied the same laws in Morocco as
in the metropolitan country; if the Moroccan
people enjoyed the same freedoms and the same
democratic institutions as the French, it was certain that Morocco would soon attain its independence. Before drawing such a conclusion, however,
it would be desirable to know whether the law of
1901 concerning freedom of association was applied in the territories under French administration.
40. Mr. LAPrE (France) raised a point of order.
He pointed out that the representative of Syria
had entered ;nto a political debate, and that was
not within the competence of the Committee.
41. Mr. M UGHIR (Syria), continuing, said that
in the field of education, it was stated in the
report of the French Government that 20 per
cent of Moroccan children attended schools. However, an official document entitled Conjoncture
econonzique marocaine de 1947 showed that the
number of children between the ages of 5 and 14
was 1,865,645, whereas according to the information transmitted in 1948, the number of children attending schools was 128,107. It was to be
noted therefore that one-fourteenth, rather than
one-fifth, of the children attended schools. The
information transmitted was very incomplete on
the question of higher education; in particular,
there was no mention of the two Moslem universities. The latter did not seem to be in good
standing with the Administering Power, and received no governmental subsidy.
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42. The French authorities seemed to be very
proud of spreading the use of French as the cultural language in order more quickly to give the
Moroccan higher economic and social groups a
knowledge of the contemporary world. The French
language and French culture were loved and admired throughout the world. Nevertheless, the
Arabs of the Middle East, who had occasion to
enter into relations with the Moroccans, had felt
the tragic consequences of that spread of the
French language in Morocco. Moroccans now
spoke a mixture of French and Arabic ; they could
no longer understand the Middle Eastern Arabs,
or make themselves understood by them. In losing their own language, they had at the same time
lost all links with their culture and their history.
43. The situation in Tunisia was not more bright
nor more encouraging. The information transmitted on the subject of economic conditions, in
particular, was very incomplete and sometimes
difficult to interpret.
44. In both Morocco and Tunisia, the distribution of land seemed to have been carried out in
complete disregard of equity, and with no justification whatsoever.
45. Information on labour and employment conditions in respect of both Morocco and Tunisia
was inadequate. It conveyed the impression that
there was no collective labour conflict, so to
speak, in those two countries. It made no reference to the frequent conflicts in the mining industry, and particularly in the iron and phosphate
industries. It did not explain how such strikes
as those of the dockers, civil servants, and coal
workers in Morocco in 1948 had been settled.
Many strikers had been imprisoned and some had
been struck down by the police.
46. The Syrian representative wished to point
out that he had mentioned Morocco and Tunisia
by way of examples. It should not be concluded
that conditions were better in the other Non-SelfGoverning Territories. He added that the sole
purpose of his criticism was to help and guide
the Administering Powers. The Syrian delegation had no desire to make political propaganda,
and had no ulterior motive.
47. The Syrian delegation was fully aware of the
fact that some Non-Self-Governing Territories
had reached a highly satisfactory stage of development. In that connexion, the Government of the
United States must be congratulated on its administration of the territories for which it was responsible.
48. The Syrian delegation wished to record its
concern regarding the cessation of transmission
of information. Some territories had not been included in the list of Non-Self-Governing Terri-
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tories although they were not self-governing. That
was so, for instance, in the case of Algeria. That
Arab country, occupied by France since the middle
of the nineteenth century, had no hope of obtaining its freedom and independence. Although
6,247,432 out of a total population of 7,235,684
inhabitants were Arabs, it was claimed that Algeria
could not be classed in the category of Non-SelfGoverning Territories. The reason, surprisingly
enough, was that the country had been annexed to
the French Republic.
49. The Syrian delegation opposed the idea that
only the Powers concerned had the right to determine which countries were Non-Self-Governing
Territories. It reserved the right to speak again
on that point during the debate.
50. The CHAIRMAN drew the attention of members of the Committee to the fact that the agenda
should be completed before the end of November.
51. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) asked a question concerning the use of Spanish. The document entitled "Non-Self-Governing TerritoriesSummaries and analyses of information transmitted to the Secretary-General during 1948" had
been published in English and in French but not
in Spanish. That was contrary to the provisions of
General Assembly resolution 262 (III). In the
same connexion, the Cuban delegation would like
to know what course the Secretary-General intended to follow regarding the annual supplements
mentioned in resolution 218 (III), paragraph
4 (b). Moreover, the Cuban delegation wished to
point out that the American Committee on Dependent Territories, established by the Ninth
International Conference of American States held
at Bogota, had requested the Secretary-General
to forward to that body all documents concerning
Non-Self-Governing Territories. The Committee
had received documents in English and French,
but not in Spanish.
52. Mr. BENSON (Secretariat) pointed out that
the document mentioned by the representative of
Cuba was a summary of information transmitted
in 1948, that was to say, before the adoption of
resolution 262 (III). The question of the publication of that document in Spanish was still being
considered by the appropriate section of the Secretariat. Moreover, the question of the form in
which the documents mentioned in resolution
218 (III) should be presented had not yet been
settled. The Secretariat would greatly appreciate
any suggestions on those matters. It was of course
regrettable that the Secretariat had been unable to
transmit documents in Spanish to the American
Committee on Dependent Territories; the situation would be different in the future, owing to the
adoption of resolution 262 (III).
The meeting rose at 5.30 p.m.
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HUNDRED AND THIRTEENTH MEETNG
Held at Lake Success, New York, on Wednesday, 2 November 1949, at 11 a.m.
Chairman: Mr. H. LANNUNG (Denmark).

Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories (continued)
1. The CHAIRMAN announced that the Committee would continue its discussion of information
from Non-Self-Governing Territories.
2. Mr. WrNIEWICZ (Poland) emphasized that
the information transmitted under Article 73 e
should not be considered in the light of that
Article alone but in relation to Chapter XI of
the Charter as a whole. The purpose of that
Chapter was to counteract the heritage of colonial
imperialism which was based on the principle of
inequality between the peoples of the dependent
territories and the peoples of the colonial Powers.
Although times had changed and the colonial area
had decreased, the remnants of that tradition still
survived.

3. Article 73, with which Chapter XI of the
Charter opened, laid down that the interests of
t~e ~nhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Terntones were paramount not those of the imperiali~t nations. Under ~ub-paragraph a of that
Article, Members of the United Nations which
had assumed responsibilities for the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories undertook
to safeguard the culture of the peoples of those
Territories. The tendency to supplant that culture
by the culture of the colonial Powers, which was
still in evidence, was a barrier to the educational,
social and, hence, political development of the
dependent peoples. Subparagraph b of Article 73
was intended to ensure the eventual attainment
of self-government by the dependent peoples;
while sub-paragraph c indicated that such action
was in the interests of international peace and
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security, which might be endangered by the oppression of nations, particularly of those ready for
self-government or for independent national existence. Sub-paragraph d of the same Article
stressed the duty of the colonial Powers to promote constructive measures of development, not
in their own selfish interests but in order to promote the general purposes outlined in the Article.
4. It was true that the Charter made no provision for direct enforcement action. The United
Nations was, however, in a position to focus public opinion on situations contrary to the Charter,
and Article 73 therefore marked an important
step in affirming the responsibility of the colonial
Powers to the United Nations as a whole.
5. The Polish delegation was well aware of the
arguments to which the colonial Powers were
resorting in the attempt to evade that responsibility. The New York Times had recently published
an article stating that the colonial Powers contended that the Special Committee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter
had overstepped its powers under the United
Nations Charter by criticizing, often adversely,
their policies toward Native peoples and by recommending changes. Furthermore, the article
continued, they stressed that any information they
might supply on conditions in their possessions
was freely available in published form to anyone
wishing to peruse it.
6. The Polish delegation reserved the right to
define its attitude towards the Special Committee
at a later stage. It felt bound to point out, however, that under Article 73 e of the Charter the
colonial Powers were clearly bound to transmit
statistical and other information on the NonSelf-Governing Territories and the General Assembly was entitled to acquire the necessary
knowledge to evaluate such information in order
to ensure the well-being of the dependent peoples
and their eventual attainment of self-government.

7. The latter task would have been easier if the
summary and analysis of information had not
been based on information relating to the specific
and restricted subjects of education, labour, social
welfare and so on and had included fuller information, in particular on the participation of the
indigenous population in local organs of selfgovernment. Before reaching any conclusion, it
would be desirable for the Fourth Committee to
consider the information submitted in a more
general light and in relation to certain tendencies
which appeared to differentiate some areas from
others. The replies to questions on a variety of
subjects provided evidence that sectional or racial
interests were impeding the realization of the objectives laid down in Chapter XI of the Charter.
8. The Secretary-General's analysis of information on education ( Aj919), for example, revealed
a considerable discrepancy between the educational facilities provided for European children in
Kenya and those made available to African children. The United Kingdom representative in the
Special Committee had referred to the considerable
contribution made by the European community
towards the education of its children. The exploited African population was not, however. in
a position to make such a contribution and it was
only just to demand that the exploiters should
do more for the education of the exploited.
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9. Similarly, the Secretary-General's summary
of information from Tunisia ( Aj909/Add. I) indicated an undesirable discrimination in the educational facilities provided for the different races
living in that territory. The small proportion of
Moslem children attending primary and secondary
schools by comparison with French and Jewish
children was an obstacle to the development of an
educated Moslem population and thus to the attainment of self-government. The situation in regard to education in Morocco was obscure but the
facts given in the summary pointed to the existence of similar racial inequalities.
10. In referring to education in the Non-SelfGoverning Territories, Mr. Winiewicz felt the
need to emphasize that their educational systems
should be based on the indigenous culture whenever possible. The colonial Powers should always
remember that the indigenous culture was in
many cases older and richer than their own. The
discrimination against indigenous culture was in
many cases due to an attempt to prevent the development of cultural trends, which might provide
a firm basis for national independence.
11. The Secretary-General's analysis on public
health ( Aj921) showed that the colonial Powers
were open to similar criticism in that sphere. In
the Belgian Congo, for example, the highest rank
of medical officer trained was described as medical assistant and there were few pupils in the
two medical schools to which the analysis referred. In the United Kingdom territory of
Basutoland, arrangements had been made for a
small number of students to obtain medical training in the Union of South Africa, but, in view
of the policy followed by that country, it was
doubtful whether such arrangements could be
expanded. In the opinion of the Polish delegation, training facilities in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories should be adequate to meet all requirements for medical personnel.
12. The Secretary-General's analysis of information on labour (A/920) unfortunately gave
little information regarding discrepancies in wages
or the racial discrimination prevalent in NonSelf-Governing Territories in Africa, nor did it
touch on the question of wage rates. Mr. Winiewicz quoted from summaries of information for
individual territories to illustrate discrepancies
in the wages paid to European workers and those
paid to Africans. He pointed out that it was difficult to escape the conclusion that wages were
being kept low and discriminatory practices retained in order to prevent the indigenous populations from becoming class-conscious and
nationally minded.
13. Although the Secretary-General's analysis
gave only passing glimpses of fundamental economic issues, it pointed out that production in
many territories had remained stationary or had
even declined during the war, a phenomenon
not confined to territories directly affected by
the war. The analysis of aspects of general economic development (AjACj28jW.5) described
a shortage of skilled labour as one of the factors
retarding the industrialization of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories. Although that shortage
could be eliminated by the expansion of education
and the payment of higher wages to indigenous
workers, such measures would be contrary to the
colonial tradition and some areas were even faced
with the problem of unemployment.
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14. It was clear from table XIII on page 533
of the volume on information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories1 that the trade of those
territories was almost exclusively with the metropolitan country. The recent expansion of trade
between the dependencies of European Powers
and the United States provided a striking exception to that general rule. According to the World
Economic Report for 1948,2 Africa (excluding
Egypt and the Union of South Africa) had imported goods from the United States to the value
of 49,700,000 dollars in 1937, a figure which had
risen to 257,000,000 dollars in 1948. Exports to
the United States in the same period had risen
from 64,200,000 dollars to 242,200,000 dollars.
15. Opponents of the colonial system had sometimes been accused of inconsistency in that their
criticism of the economic backwardness of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories had been combined with an attack on such economic development as had already taken place. Their attitude
was not, however, inconsistent, for any economic
development which had taken place had been
solely in the interests of the colonial powers.
16. The Polish delegation was not deceived by
the attempt to present the problem of dependent
peoples as if only backward bush-tribes were
concerned. Many of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories were inhabited by peoples with a
highly developed culture, who were worthy of
immediate admission to the United Nations. Had
it not been for the defeat of the Italian colonial
empire, the territories of Libya, Italian Somaliland
and Eritrea would still be classed as Non-SelfGoverning Territories and subject to a colonial
Power. There still were dependent territories in
Latin America, which were clearly part of national entities enjoying full independence. The
same was true of Asia. In the opinion of the
Polish delegation, the problem should be studied
in relation to each individual territory.
17. In the meantime, a change in the colonial
spirit was urgently required, if only because
Article 77 c of the Charter made provision for
territories to be placed voluntarily under the
Trusteeship System and therefore under the provisions of Chapter XII of the Charter. The Trusteeship System should not, however, be regarded
as the sole channel to self-government and independence, but it was essential to ensure that the
disintegration of one colonial Power did not result in the subjugation of dependent peoples by
another form of imperialism.
18. It was regrettable that the problem was not
properly understood. Malta was a case in point.
The United Kingdom had ceased to transmit any
further information on that island, on the pretext
that it had reached a stage of self-government.
Yet, according to an article published in the New
Republic on 10 October 1949, the Maltese had
delivered an ultimatum to the Colonial Office in
which they threatened to hold a referendum to
authorize the island's Government to ask assistance from the United States. In exchange for such
assistance, the Maltese would offer military bases
and, if necessary, offer the whole island to that
country as a kind of protectorate. That, said the
1 See Non-Self-Governing Territories, Summaries and
analyses of information transmitted to the SecretaryGeneral during 1948. United Nations Publications, Sales
No.: 1949. VI. B. 1.
2 See W arid Economic Report for 1948. United Nations Publications, Sales No. : 1949. II. C. 3, page 203.
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Polish representative, was not the road to independence.
19. It was for such reasons that the words of
Chapter XI of the Charter had become of even
greater significance than they had been at San
Francisco.
20. Some Member States of the United Nations
had repeatedly advocated that international cooperation and assistance should be effected exclusively through the specialized agencies. The
question, however, was by no means a technical
~me. It was fundamentally and inevitably political
m character. The General Assembly might invite
the specialized agencies to perform specific technical services, but it could not divest itself of the
responsibility of ensuring that those services were
provided in the interests of the peoples of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories and not in the
in~erests of certain world groups. His delegation
wished once again to associate itself with those
forces which were defending the interests of dependent peoples.
~1. The world was living in a period of revolutwnary change. In Asia, the colonial yoke was
becoming ever more loose despite the endeavours
of the colonial Powers to overcome the currency
crisis in their homelands by increasing exports of
rubber and tin produced by the dependent peoples. Die-hards hoped to stop the historical process, by force if necessary. A case in point was the
prevalent situation in Malaya, where 120 000
British troops were trying to suppress the ftght
for freedom. Similar situations existed in Indonesia and Viet N am. Nothing, however, could
prevent the ultimate success of the struggle.

22. Some die-hards hoped to keep the Non-SelfGoverning Territories for military bases. Lord
Tweedsmuir had said in the African Transcripts
of May 1946 that, given time and patience, the
United Kingdom could build up a first-class
African army; that who paid did not matter but
the British War Office must control it.
had
further stated that two-thirds of the British Empire lay in the African continent, which was of
vital strategic significance.

H:

23. An alleged danger of chaos was invoked as
an excuse to keep those colonial bases, but what
the die-hards really feared was the danger of
losing their economic gains, their invested capital
and their strategical advantages.
24. In contrast, the East African Indian N ationa! Congress had, in September 1946, passed a
resolution stating that the Congress was of the
opinion hat it was vitally necessary to promote
full understanding between African, Arab and Indian communities, and that practical steps should
be taken to create an organization to work for
their general advancement.
25. The report of the Special Committee
(A/923) betrayed the untenable attitude maintained by some members of the Committee. Arguments had been heard to the effect that the function
of the Special Committee was limited to procedural matters and that there was nothing in the
Charter which demanded an accounting for the
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
26. While he did not wish, for the time being,
to go into the detailed proposals of the Special
Committee, he felt he must stress one point in
the light of the information transmitted by the
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Governments themselves. The current situation
would hardly lead to an improvement of social or
political conditions. Changes were necessary. It
was the duty of the Fourth Committee and the
General Assembly to state in emphatic terms that
the rapid implementation of Chapter XI of the
Charter was a vital element in world peace.
27. His delegation appealed for a sincere understanding that the work of the Fourth Committee concerned living people who had the right
to enjoy freedom just as all the other nations had.
Their independence should be the ultimate aim.
28. Mr. KHADRA (Saudi Arabia) said that the
subject of the dependent territories greatly interested his delegation. In the first place, that interest was a matter of principle. His delegation and,
he believed, many others, would like to see the day
when all such territories would have attained
sovereign independence.
29. The twentieth century had witnessed the
spread of a most dynamic force in Asia and
Africa that had been let loose in Europe in the two
preceding centuries. That force was nationalism.
Nothing could restrict or retard the development
of national feeling among indigenous populations.
Some, through material and scientific advancement, had been able to attain that national consciousness earlier than others, but the difference
was only one of time.
30. Many representatives come from Asian or
African countries which had until recently been
covered by the scope and provisions of Chapter
XI. Those countries, which had been fortunate
enough to obtain their independence in the preceding few years, hoped that a similar future
awaited the remaining dependent areas in Africa
and Asia. National movements were, according
to reports, developing rapidly and assuming tremendous importance in many African territories,
such as the British Gold Coast and Nigeria.
31. In the second place, his delegation was interested because. more than ever before, the community of nations was closely watching the
situation of dependent territories. The people of
the world could no longer be divided into two
categories of governed and governing ; they should
be considered as belonging to a single category in
which all enjoyed equal and similar rights. The
attainment of independence would undoubtedly
remove the thorny cause of rivalry among
imperial powers.
32. The United Nations Charter declared in
Chapter XI, Article 73, the principle that the
interests of the inhabitants of the territories were
paramount, but there appeared to be some confusion as to what should or should not be believed.
On the one hand, there were the lofty phrases of
the Charter and, on the other, there were the record and deeds of the Administering Powers.
There was, however, no cause for despair. The
logical course to follow was to increase the efforts
for the promotion of the objectives of the Charter.
33. A third reason for the interest of the Saudi
Arabian delegation was the fact that at least
twenty million out of the two hundred million
people that came under the heading of Non-SelfGoverning Territories were Arabs. Those Arabs
naturally looked for help to those countries of
their own faith which were more fortunate. It was
the duty of the Arab countries to make their voice
heard in the United Nations.
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34. One of the reasons given by the imperial
Powers for declining to withdraw their forces
from those territories was that of strategy and
security. If that was to be the criterion then the
road to independence would be a long one.
35. Another consideration that weighed heavily
with the colonial Powers was that of material
interest. He wondered, however, whether the
interests of the indigenous populations weighed as
heavily in the mind of those Powers. Yet the
Charter proclaimed in clear and lucid language
that the interests of the indigenous populations
were paramount; their welfare could therefore
not be sacrificed on the altar of the material welfare of the Administering States.
36. The Fourth Committee was confronted with
the problem of the continuation of information.
It was certainly cause for regret that whereas in
previous years information covering seventy-four
territories had been submitted, during the current
year the figure had been reduced to sixty-two.
If the Administering Members were proud of
their achievements, they should be eager to furnish facts and figures thereon, instead of hiding
behind the heavy curtain of legal considerations.
He considered that Article 73 e of the Charter and
General Assembly resolution 9 (I) provided that
the Administering Members should supply the
Secretariat with such information as it required.
Furthermore, General Asssembly resolution 218
(III) of 3 November 1948 called even more imperatively for the supply of that information. A
refusal to supply information, in his opinion, ran
counter to the principle of freedom of information
to which all of the Administering Powers were
committed. Mr. Khadra failed to understand
how their representatives could take one stand in
the Third Committee and another in the Fourth
Committee.
37. He did not share the view that the categories
of territories to be included under the provisions
of Article 73 e of the Charter should be left to
the discretion of the Administering Members.
Such a course was arbitrary and lacked any justification. His delegation considered that nothing
should impede the flow of information on any
territory until that territory had attained the
status of independence. He hoped that in future
the relevant information would be more comprehensive, detailed and precise.
38. Furthermore, he saw no reason why information should be forwarded on the independent
Republic of Indonesia. Its independence had been
recognized by numerous Powers, including the
Arab States, and therefore there was no justification for continuing the supply of information.
39. With regard to the Special Committee, his
delegation would like to see that body operate on
a permanent basis. Not only did the Special
Committee expedite the work of the Fourth Committee but it collated and co-ordinated the information and submitted the necessary recommendations in the form of resolutions. It was therefore
the hope of his delegation that, when the threeyear period had expired, the General Assembly
would re-establish the Special Committee on a
permanent basis.
40. Mr. Khadra would like to make a few comments on the political, social, economic and agricultural conditions in the dependent territories.
In the field of education, he regretted that there
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were still cases of discrimination against the indigenous population and against the culture of
the indigenous inhabitants. Such discrimination
was obviously contrary to the specific provisions
of Article 73 e.
41. Political progress and transfer of authority
to the local inhabitants were still extremely slow
in many territories. He hoped the situation would
be corrected in the future so that the population
might be trained in the art of self-rule.
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governing peoples towards the extermination of
nazism and had said: "Accordingly, our task is
to help these people achieve their prosperity and
social progress, and to realize the fulfilment, as
early as possible, of their own responsible selfgovernment. That is the task to which the United
Kingdom has applied itself, and that task will be
assisted by the machinery and the purposes set
out in Chapters XI, XII and XIII of the Charter.
Our purpose is to set these peoples on the road
which will lead them to the place where they can,
as equal partners, play their full part in the
larg:er life of mankind." 1 Two years later, at the
Afncan Conference, the same United Kingdom
Secretary of State for the Colonies, referring to
former British colonial policy in Africa had admitted that it was a policy fashioned ac~ording to
the times, conceived in the conditions of laissezfaire, a policy which had very often proved itself
neglectful of social duties and often forgetful of
human rights; that the system contained antieconomic elements, predatory and exploiting in
nature; and that it was speculative and costly to
those who had intended to profit by it. On that
same occasion, Mr. Creech Jones had said that
the United Kingdom attitude had become less
vociferous and exuberant than at the beginning
of the century and that it was based on a clearer
comprehension of the place and needs of peoples
in the world and of the imperative importance of
building up friendships and of recognizing the
true rights of the peoples of other territories.
The fundamental basis of the United Kingdom's
economic policy had continued to prove sound,
but that policy had become flexible and had adapted itself to the conditions of the new situation.
Science and economics as well as politics had
altered Africa in the course of the preceding
fifty years, Mr. Creech Jones had said, and the
United Kingdom's concept of politics had changed
with it.

42. Another disturbing feature of the reports
was the amount of property held by nationals of
the Administering States. Most, if not all, of the
investments in the dependent territories were
held by foreign companies and trusts, a fact which
barred the indigenous inhabitants from sharing
in the resources of their own country. He considered that more attention should be paid to
such conditions in order to avert the possibility
of its reaching dangerous proportions.
43. His delegation desired to see an acceleration
in the progress of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, and to that end he welcomed the cooperation extended by the specialized agencies to
the Administering Powers. Indeed, he hoped that
in the future the specialized agencies would take
a more and more active part in surveying the
conditions of those areas and submitting their
findings to the General Assembly.
44. Similarly, his delegation approved the international co-operation existing between the Administering Powers, provided that the objective of
such co-operation was in the interest of the indigenous populations.
45. Although the six draft resolutions adopted
by the Special Committee (A/923, annex II)
left much to be desired, his delegation would
nevertheless support each one of them. He realized the difficulty of achieving a majority vote
and, therefore, in order to ensure their acceptance,
he would be guided by the spirit of compromise;
in that spirit, he would favour their adoption.
46. In conclusion, he declared that nothing
would deflect his delegation from its intention of
working for the ideals he had mentioned. His
delegation would pursue those ideals until the
Non-Self-Govering Territories were in a position
to join the community of nations on an equal
footing with all the other countries.
47. Mr. o'AQUINO (Brazil) said that his country was very proud to belong to the Special Committee, since that organ had the task of seeing
that Chapter XI of the United Nations Charter
was strictly applied. The Trusteeship System
had, as was generally known, set up a regime for
supervising the administration of Trust Territories. Chapter XI of the Charter did not affect the
sovereign responsibilities of the Powers administering the Non-Self-Governing Territories. It
could be said, however, that Chapter XI created
a responsibility towards the international community in so far as official facts were supplied
to the United Nations for information purposes
and that such facts made it possible to discuss the
problems to which they referred. He recalled that
in 1946, speaking in a plenary meeting of the
General Assembly, Mr. Creech Jones had mentioned the valuable contribution made by non-self-

50. A study of the summaries prepared by the
Secretariat on the basis of information transmitted
by the colonial Powers showed that there had
been an increase of production and exports during the preceding three years. The territories
were better supplied with equipment, although
the improvement had been limited by financial dif-

1 See 0 fjicial Records of the first part of the first
session of the General Assembly, 27th plenary meeting,
page 375.

• See Official Records of the second session of the
General Assembly, Fourth Committee, 43rd meeting,
page 78 and Annexes 5 a and 5 b, pages 217 and 218.

48. There was no doubt that in the twentieth
century world there was no room for classic colonialism. The responsibilities which the colonial
Powers had undertaken under Chapter XI of the
Charter could not be separated from those incorporated in Chapters XII and XIII. In that connexion, he recalled that the draft resolution submitted by India in 1947, which invited the colonial
Powers to extend the Trusteeship System to other
Non-Self-Governing Territories, 2 had been adopted by the Fourth Committee by 25 votes to 23
with 3 abstentions, and had received 24 votes to
23, with 3 abstentions, in plenary session. The
idea behind the Indian resolution was fundamentally the same as that which had inspired Sir
Hubert Murray, in 1924, to say that the principles
embodied in the mandate system should be extended to the colonies and territories.
49. By Article 73 of the Charter, the colonial
Powers had undertaken to promote to the utmost
the well-being of the indigenous inhabitants.
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ficulties, the needs of reconstruction in Europe,
the inadequacy of industrial production and the
shortage of foreign currencies.
51. The principal exports from the Non-SelfGoverning Territories were agricultural products
such as groundnuts, palm oil, cocoa, coffee, sugar,
rubber, tobacco, tea, sisal, wood, copra, bananas
and various fruits. Most of those exports had
shown a considerable increase in recent years.
The production of minerals in the ~on-Self
Governing Territories had also greatly mcreased,
and in many cases formed the greater part of the
exports. The economic development of the NonSelf-Governing Territories was taking place mor.e
and more rapidly. That development was particularly marked in the territori~s in Africa, a continent which had so far remamed free from the
communist agitation which threatened the political
structure of a number of territories in Asia. Although industrialization in Africa was at an early
stage, it already raised many serious problems
in the social and public health fields. The movement of workers to the urban and mining centres,
the depopulation of the villages, the long absences
of the male inhabitants, veneral diseases and other
characteristics of the great centres of population
which were the outcome of industrial development, presented great difficulties for the A_dn;inistering Powers. The shortage of coal, the Itn:tted
production of electric power, the lack of sktlled
labour the waste of unskilled labour, the insufficiency of transport, were all factors which
hampered industrialization in Africa.
52. As the representative of an enormous country, two-thirds of which was situ~ted in the
tropics, he fully realized the almost m~urf!loun_t
able difficulties in the way of colomzatwn m
tropical zones. Brazil was still en&"aged in colonizing its hinterland. It ob~erved with th~ &"reat.est
interest the efforts which the Admimstenng
Powers were making to develop the resources of
the African continent.
53. During the general debate on the report of
the Trusteeship Council, he had already stated
that the United Nations could not agree that
plans designed primarily to supply the industries
of the metropolitan territory - such as, for example, the Groundnut Scheme in Tan~anyika were likely to contribute to the economic progress
of the Trust Territories. The same remark applied to plans for the development of the mineral
resources of the colonies. Exports of tin from the
Malay States and of managanese from the Gold
Coast to the United States were a considerable
factor in earning dollars for the United Kingdom.
The mineral production of the colonies amounted
to one hundred million pounds out of a total of
one thousand million - the total mineral production of the Commonwealth - to which the United
Kingdom and Canada contributed se':en hundred
million pounds. In Northern Rhodesta the number of male Africans employed in the mining industry approached the maximum. Nearly twothirds of the male inhabitants had left the rural
areas where workers were essential to produce
the f~odstuffs needed by the African population.
54. He thought that the new direction which
had been given to agricultural development in
Africa would have truly beneficial results for
the indigenous populations whose nutritional
level was extremely low. He quoted a study
published in The Colonial Review, in which Dr.
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H. C. Trowell had said, in examing the nutritional
problems of the African worker, that Africans
still went to work on empty stomachs and that
nowhere in the world and at no time in human
history had good work been done in that way.
Mr. d'Aquino said that an extremely interesting
debate on Africa had recently taken place in the
House of Commons. The Secretary of State for
the Colonies, referring to the African problem,
had stated that the United Kingdom was faced
with the dilemma of how to increase its economic
production in such a way as to enable it to meet
the need for a higher standard of living for the
people, as well as the additional need for abolishing famine and for providing sufficient food f~r a
growing population. He had expressed the vtew
that the solution lay in attacking the problem
from all sides : large-scale production whenever
possible and, at the same time, encouragement to
the small-scale producer so that he would not only
be able to feed himself and maintain his health,
but also be able to dispose of a surplus for feeding the population as a whole. In the course of
his statement, the Secretary of State for the Colonies had called attention to the fact that, for every
pound spent by the British budget for Development and Welfare, at least two other pounds came
from the colonial Governments, in the form of
new revenue and loans, over and above normal
expenditure.
55. The documents submitted by the Secretariat
did not give the figures for dollar investments in
the colonies. It was well known that the exploitation of bauxite in British Guinea was controlled by American capital, and that there had
been large-scale American investment i~ the exploitation of timber and manganese m West
Africa and in other enterprises in Malaya and
Southern Rhodesia. The colonial Governments
were authorized by the Colonial Loans Act to
borrow from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and the Colonial Development Corporation had already obtained a
loan of 10 million dollars. According to the
analyses prepared by the Secretaria!, t~e plan ~or
the development of the French terntones provtded for purchases of machinery and equipment
amounting to over 190 million dollars.
56. It should not be overlooked that under the
Marshall Plan the United States had furnished
the countries of Western Europe with aid amounting to more than 8,000 million dollars. Part of
those sums had been used for the development of
the colonies. That fact had caused the Brazilian
delegation to call the attention of t~e Seco:'d
Committee to the danger that certam colo~ual
Powers might transform the plan for techmcal
assistance into an annex to the Marshall Plan.1
57. Mr. d'Aquino paid a tribute to the Unit~d
Kingdom for the progress that had been made m
setting up constitutions in the Non-Self -Governing Territories, particularly in the Western Hemisphere and in Africa. During the debate on the
administrative union between Togoland under
British administration and the Gold Coast, the
United Kingdom representative had anno~.mced
that the constitutional reform contemplated m the
colony would also apply to the Trust Territory.
He had added that the Secretary of State for the
Colonies had approved the report of the CommitI .See 0 fficial Ruords of the fourth session of the
General Assembl31, ,Second Committee, 94th meeting.
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tee of which Mr. Justice Coussey had been Chairman,1 and which had been entrusted with the
study of the matter. That Committee was composed exclusively of Africans, and the United
Kingdom Government deserved congratulations
for the happy outcome of that remarkable experiment.
58. In 1948 the French representative on the
Fourth Committee had stated that progress had
been made in the direction of self-government
by the French Non-Self-Governing Territories,
and that a supreme council of the French Union
would shortly be set up. 2 In that connexion he
pointed out that that council, which would be
one of the chief organs of the French Union, had
not yet been set up, and that the information
transmitted with regard to Morocco and Tunisia,
which were among the States which were to be
represented on the Council, contained no data
on that important question.
59. The United Kingdom had a difficult problem
to solve in connexion with the constitutional
problems of its dependent territories ; Africa, in
particular, presented an almost insoluble problem.
For instance, the establishment of the Central
African federation entailed a series of extremely
grave consequences and the wise, firm and courageous attitude of the United Kingdom Government in London in defence of the interests of
the indigenous populations had been recognized
by a resolution publicly approved by the indigenous inhabitants of Mufulira.
60. The French Union represented in many
respects an appreciable advance over the excessive
centralization which had characterized the French
colonial Empire. Mr. d'Aquino expressed confidence that it would be possible to carry out the
plan of political, economic, social and educational
development laid down for the ensuing ten years.
Nevertheless, the plan, which also provided for an
increase in agricultural production, should keep
in view the interests of the peoples concerned.
61. He congratulated the Administering Powers
for the admirable information which they had
transmitted to the Secretary-General in accordance
with Article 73 e of the Charter.
62. He also paid a tribute to the labours of the
officials of the various colonial services, both men
and women, who in the face of great risks and
inconveniences devoted themselves to the task of
raising to the level of civilization peoples many
of whom still lived in savagery.
63. He recalled that the Brazilian delegation had
voted in favour of General Assembly resolution
222 (III). In that connexion he observed that,
according to the London Times, the Government
of the Union of South Africa was endeavouring
to obtain the incorporation of the British territories of Basutoland and Swaziland and the
Bechuanaland Protectorate.
64. In case the United Kingdom consented to
that request, the General Assembly would have an
1
See Report to His Excellency the Governor by the
Committee on Constitutional Reform, 1949, (Colonial
Paper No. 241), London.
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opportunity to discuss the question on the basis
of resolution 22~ (III). The United Kingdom,
however, accordmg to The New York Times,
while admitting that such incorporation would
be logical from a geographic and economic
point of view, had stipulated that the inhabitants
of the territories, both white and black, should be
consulted. Mr. d' Aquino wished to express support of the United Kingdom in its attitude.
65. He pointed out that only the United States
and Denmark had furnished the Secretary-General with complete information under the optional
part of the Standard Form. It was gratifying that
m the current year a greater quantity of information had been submitted spontaneously. The Brazilian delegation considered that that was a
tendency that should be encouraged and it had
therefore voted in the Special Committee for a
draft resolution to that effect submitted by the
Indian delegation (A/923, annex II, draft resolution A). The international community should
be in a position to follow the progress of the
peoples concerned in the political field.
66. The Fourth Committee would be called
upon to take a decision as to the future of the
Special Committee on Information transmitted
under Article 73 e of the Charter. In the opinion
of the Brazilian delegation, since the obligations
undertaken by the Administering Powers and
the obligation for the Secretary-General to prepare summaries and analyses were permanent,
there should be a permanent committee to consider those summaries and analyses ; the members
of that Committee should be appointed by the
General Assembly for a three-year period. A
draft resolution establishing the Committee on a
permanent basis had unfortunately not received a
majority of votes in the Special Committee, which
had adopted a United States draft resolution
( Aj923, annex II, draft resolution F) renewing
the Committee's term of office for three years.
The Brazilian delegation considered that that
Committee had been entrusted with a most important task which it had carried out successfully
in spite of many difficulties. Great progress had
been made since 1945. Little by little the machinery had been set up by which the United
Nations could carry out its functions under Chapter XI, which could not be separated from Chapters XII and XIII.

67. The Brazilian delegation supported the various draft resolutions submitted by the Special
Committee in its report to the General Assembly.
It would vote for the United States resolution
renewing the Committee's term of office for three
years, unless the Fourth Committee decided that
it would be possible to prolong it indefinitely, as
proposed by China, Egypt, India and Venezuela,
with the support of Brazil.
68. The CHAIRMAN announced that in the absence of any objections, the time-limit for the
submission of draft resolutions would be fixed at
11 a.m. on Friday, 4 November.
There being no objections, it was so decided.
The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m.
• See Official Records of the third session of the
General Assembly, Part I, Fourth Committee, page 30.
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HUNDRED AND FOURTEENTH MEETING
Held at Lake Success, New York, on Thursday, 3 November 1949, at 11 a.m.
Chairman: Mr. H. LANNUNG (Denmark).

Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories (continued)
1. Mr. LIU (China) said that the Chinese delegation associated itself with the tribute which had
been paid to the Rapporteur of the Special Committee for his report and to the Secretariat for
its contribution to the success of that Committee's
work.
2. The matter of the status of Non-Self-Governing Territories and of the welfare of their peoples
was of great concern to the Chinese delegation.
The essence of Chinese political philosophy was
that the weak should be sustained against the
strong ; that had been one of the principles of the
party through whose effort the Republic of China
had come into being. It was ironical that, despite
the unselfish motives of its foreign policy, China
had for a century or more been the victim of
foreign exploitation, and was still faced with grave
dangers to its political independence and territorial integrity.
3. After the vicissitudes through which China
had passed, it naturally took a special interest
in the well-being of peoples who had not yet attained self-government.
4. With regard to the cessation of information
regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories, the
Chinese delegation did not share the views of
certain Administering Powers that the metropolitan countries were solely competent to decide on
the territories in respect of which information
should or should not be transmitted to the United
Nations. In its opinion, only when a territory
had attained self-government could the administering State cease to transmit information in regard to it. Since his delegation believed in the
international accountability which was the purport
of Chapter XI of the Charter, it would in principle support the draft resolution submitted by
the delegation of Egypt (A/C.4/L.37).
5. The Chinese delegation had voted in the
Special Committee for the United States draft
resolution on the extension of the Committee for
a period of three years (A/923, annex II, draft
resolution F) only because that draft resolution
contained the phrase "without prejudice as to the
future". It considered that the Special Committee should be placed on a permanent basis,
and regretted that the joint draft resolution of
which it had been one of the sponsors had not
been adopted by that Committee. It emphatically
disagreed with the view that the functions of the
Committee should be only of a procedural nature.
The mere fact that General Assembly resolution
219 (III) included in the Special Committee's
terms of reference the making of substantive
recommendations was a refutation of that contention.
6. The conversion of the Special Committee into
a permanent body would not only give the administering States the continued benefit of its
comments and criticisms, but would also be a
source of encouragement to the inhabitants of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories.

7. The Indian delegation had proposed a draft
resolution (A/C.41/L.39) which went a little
further than the United States proposal, and
therefore more closely approximated the views of
the Chinese delegation. He would therefore, in
principle, vote for the Indian draft resolution,
unless a majority of the Committee was in favour
of the establishment of the Special Committee on
a permanent basis, in which case he reserved the
right to support a resolution embodying such a
proposal.
8. Mr. GALAGAN (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that the information transmitted
on the Non-Self-Governing Territories under
Article 73 e of the Charter was unsatisfactory for
a number of reasons.
9. Since Members of the United Nations responsible for the administration of Non-SelfGoverning Territories had pledged themselves
under Article 73 of the Charter to take account
of the political aspirations of the peoples of those
territories and to assist them in their advance
towards self-government, details of political development might have been expected to figure
prominently in the information submitted by the
Administering Powers. Those Powers were, however, attempting to maintain that Article 73 e of
the Charter did not require them to transmit such
information, an interpretation which was incorrect
and which represented an attempt to prevent the
General Assembly from supervising the implementation of the obligations laid dmvn in Article
73 of the Charter. The spirit of that Article
undoubtedly imposed an obligation on the Administering Powers to transmit, together with other
information, details of the progress made towards
self-government in the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The information thus received should
be examined and studied by the General Assembly
with a view to promoting the political advancement of those Territories.
10. The information transmitted on social. economic and educational conditions in the NonSelf-Governing Territories was unsatisfactory on
account of its superficial and general character.
The information given on the standard of living
of the indigenous population was in many cases
insufficient to enable the reader to form any impression of living. conditions in the Territory
concerned.
11. A number of Non-Self-Governing Territories occupied an important place in the strategic
plans of the colonial Powers, both as sources of
strategic raw materials and as naval and air bases.
No reference to the use of Non-Self-Governing
Territories for that purpose, which was contrary
to Article 73 c of the Charter, was made in the
information submitted. In subordinating the economies not only of their own colonies, but of those
of other Powers to the interests of a~gressive
groups planning a new war, the United States and
the United Kingdom were contravening the Charter and ignoring the interests of the dependent
peoples.
12. It was impossible to concur in unilateral
decisions to suspend the transmission of informa-
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tion on Non-Self-Governing Territories. The
decision to discontinue the submission of information should only be taken by a special committee
on the basis of information submitted by the Administering Powers on the organs of self-government in the Territory concerned and on the
participation of the indigenous population in its
own administration.
13. Such scanty information as had been submitted provided evidence that the Administering
Powers were not complying with the provisions
of Chapter XI of the Charter and were continuing
to follow the old colonial methods of administration.

14. Puerto Rico under United States administration had developed a sugar-cane monoculture,
which was detrimental to the interests of the
indigenous population. The territory could trade
only with the United States and on extremely
unfavourable terms. Unemployment and undernourishment were widespread, and the population,
once renowned for its physique, had one of the
highest mortality rates in the world. The people
had no political rights and their representative in
the United States Congress was entitled to speak,
even on questions directly affecting Puerto Rico,
only if the unanimous consent of the House was
given. The legislative assembly was not in a
position to enact legislation in the real interests of
the country, since its bills were subject to the veto
of the Governor and, in the final resort, to the
veto of the President of the United States. An
attempt was being made to destroy the national
culture of the country by not permitting the use
of Spanish, the national language, as the language
of instruction in schools.
15. The position in the Territories administered
by the United Kingdom was little better. A
Labour member, Mr. Driberg, speaking in the
House of Commons on 4 February 1949, had
described Jamaica, to which guide books frequently referred as the tropical paradise, as a
tropical slum.
16. In the majority of British territories, the
year 1948 had been marked by a decrease in
wages and an increase in unemployment, on the
one hand, and by a sharp rise in the cost of living,
on the other. In Borneo, for example, taking
1938 as 100, the cost of living in 1948 was 320.
In a number of British territories there was discrimination against the indigenous population in
the matter of wages. In Northern Rhodesia, for
example, the African worker received 13 to 14
times less than the European worker for the same
work. There was also discrimination against the
indigenous population in the matter of education.
In Kenya, for example, the sum of 171,000
pounds sterling was spent on the education of
the relatively small European population and only
157,276 pounds sterling on the education of the
African population.
17. Disease resulting from undernourishment
was widespread and the mortality rate, particularly infant mortality, was very high. Doctors
and hospitals were insufficient and expenditure on
public health quite inadequate.

18. Such facts were evidence that the Administering Powers were following a policy which
directly contravened Chapter XI of the Charter.
In the opinion of the Ukrainian SSR, the General
Assembly could not remain a passive spectator,
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but must draw the attention of the Administering
Powers to the fact that the interests of the indigenous population of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories were paramount and not their own
selfish interests, which had nothing in common
with the objectives of the United Nations.

19. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) said that his
delegation had maintained throughout a clear and
well-defined position in connexion with the colonial problem. Ever since the San Francisco Conference, Guatemala had shown concern for the
fate of the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories and had enthusiastically supported any
proposal designed to further the political, social,
cultural and educational advancement of the peoples and to abolish colonialism, which it considered to be anachronistic. It was absurd that, in
th_e middle of the twentieth century, there should
sttll be two hundred million human beings in a
state of political dependency.
20. In defence of colonialism it had been claimed
that the system was the first step towards independence, a kind of school in \vhich backward
peoples could learn the art of self-government.
Admittedly the colonial empires were far more
humane and liberal than in the past, but to represent them as a school for self-government was to
draw a false picture. It was a school the pupils of
which would never be allowed to graduate · the
colonial Powers would always feel that th~ dependent territories needed their paternal care.
There was, however, one unmistakable sign of
maturity - armed rebellion which the metropolitan Power was unable to repress.
21. Another reason why he could not accept the
theory that colonialism prepared peoples for independence was to be found in the experience of
the American continent. Spanish colonialism,
though in many ways benevolent and paternal,
had done nothing to train the peoples in selfgovernment or to help them to attain independence. Spain had turned a deaf ear to warnings
regarding the disintegration of its empire. America had become independent during the nineteenth
century, not with the consent of Spain but
through its own will to be free ; and no one could
say that the Republics of Latin America had
proved unsuccessful. Those young and vigorous
peoples gave to the world an example of solidarity, mutual co-operation and peace. The Pan
American Union, originally founded in 1826, was
a source of pride to all America.
22. The above references were not irrelevant
to the discussions in the Fourth Committee, since
they illustrated the fact that political independence
was an essential element in the real progress of
peoples. At the beginning of the nineteenth century other territories had been as backward as
the Spanish colonies ; those territories were stili
not considered by the metropolitan Powers to
be ripe for self-government.

23. Economic immaturity was also said to be an
obstacle. A colonial economy was, however, the
greatest barrier to a people's aspirations towards
independence. As long as a people did not break
through that barrier, they would never know
whether they were able to govern themselves.
24. When the Spanish colonies had freed themselves, no international body had existed to take
an interest in their fate, and certain Powers had
tried to take advantage of the situation by en-
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tering into treaties which placed a heavy burden
on the new States. In the contemporary world,
there was no reason why two hundred million
people, assured of the sympathy and support of the
greater part of the nations, should remain in a
state of subjection.

that, if its attitude had not produced any results,
that was due to the reluctance of the Guatemalan
Government to submit its case to the Court ; and
he might add furthermore that that attitude was
due to the small confidence it had in its own
case.

25. Guatemala, which still suffered from some of
the consequences of colonialism, was deeply concerned with the fate of peoples governed by
others, and particularly those American peoples
who were subject of distant empires. That concern was shared by all the American Republics.
Resolution XXXIII of the Ninth International
Conference of American States held at Bogota
in 1948 contained a solemn condemnation of
colonialism, and expresed the hope that it would
disappear from the American continent. That
resolution had been adopted with not one vote
against and only three abstentions, and those abstaining did not oppose the principle involved.

30. The Guatemalan Government deeply appreciated the good intentions of the United Kingdom Government and quite realized the sacrifice
it meant for a great Power to submit itself to
an international judgment. Nevertheless, he
would like to say that the United Kingdom's
willingness to have the Court consider the matter
extended only to a merely legalistic decision and
to the interpretation of a treaty which, owing to
the failure of the United Kingdom to comply
with an important clause, the Guatemalan Govvernment had been obliged to denounce and to
declare void and wholly invalid.

26. It had been said at the conference at Bogota
that colonialism was anachronistic and incompatible with the American principles and ideals
of freedom, unity and solidarity, and prejudicial
to the economy of the continent, and that America
would not be entirely free so long as parts of its
soil remained in subjection. Attention had been
drawn to the fact that the existence of colonies
constituted a threat to the security of the continent
as had been illustrated by what had happened in
Martinique during the Second World War. In
1940 the Convention on the Provisional Administration of European Colonies and Possessions
in the Americas had been drawn up at Havana
with a view to taking over control of any colonial
territory which could be transformed into an
enemy base. That Convention was still in force.
27. At Bogota the American Republics had
classified the Non-Self-Governing Territories of
America in two categories : colonies and occupied
territories. The first category included all the
Non-Self-Governing Territories which were administered by a metropolitan Power the rights of
which were recognized by international law ; the
second included territories which were in foreign
hands for de facto reasons. Belize - known as
British Honduras - and the Islas Malvinas known as the Falkland Islands- had been classified as occupied territories. With respect to
those territories - although the representative of
the United Kingdom might say that it was an
unfailing ritual in the Fourth Committee - Mr.
Mendoza wished to recall that Belize was Guatamalan territory unlawfully occupied by the
United Kingdom and that a controversy had
existed between Guatamala and the United Kingdom on that subject for more than a hundred
years.
28. He did not intend to go into detail concerning the historical and juridical antecedents of
that long-standing dispute but he wished to reiterate the Guatemalan position in the matter, and
to state that his Government had constantly attempted to reach a just and peaceful solution to
the controversy. Hitherto it had not encountered
quite the same attitude on the part of the Government in London.
29. The United Kingdom representative might
answer that from 1946 onward his Government
had shown its willingness to have the International Court of Justice decide the problem and

31. Those were some of the reasons for which
Guatemala could not accept the judgment of the
Court on the conditions which the United Kingdom wished. But, in its turn, the Guatemalan
Government had proposed that the Court should
be empowered to judge ex aequo et bono taking
into consideration all the aspects of the dispute
and not the purely juridical aspect alone. The
United Kingdom Government had rejected that
proposal.
32. Nevertheless, his Government wished to
make it clear it had very firm hopes that Guatemala and the United Kingdom would be able
to find a formula for a free and just understanding on that important matter, the solution of
which was of vital interest to his country.
33. With regard to the Falkland Islands, he
would merely say that Guatemala fully supported
the claims of Argentina to those islands. The
resolution adopted at Bogota had set up the
American Committee on Dependent Territories,
the duty of which was to compile information
on American Non-Self Governing Territories, to
study the problem and to suggest pacific and
practicable solutions. That Committee had worked for five months and had submitted an extensive report which was under consideration by
the Governments of the American States.
34. The delegation of Guatemala would favour
any proposal designed to improve existing conditions in the Non-Self-Governing Territories and
any measure which might contribute to raising
their people from their state of subjection to that
of free, self-governing citizens, masters of their
own destiny.
35. Mr. SHAHBAN (Pakistan) pointed out that,
because Article 73 e of the Charter limited the
information to be submitted to the SecretaryGeneral to certain specific categories, the United
Nations was constantly faced with the question
whether the Administering Powers had any obligation to submit information on political development in the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
36. While a number of States had readily responded to the request for the voluntary submission of such information contained in General
Assembly resolution 144 (II), others had continued to argue that their obligation was limited
to the terms of Article 73 e.
37. Article 73 read as a whole clearly indicated,
however, that the metropolitan Powers had ac-
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cepted as a sacred trust the obligation to promote the well-being of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories and to that end to promote the development of self-government. The delegation of
Pakistan therefore hoped that those Members
of the United Nations who had hitherto been
reluctant to go beyond the obligations imposed
by their interpretation of Article 73 e would respond to the request contained in resolution 144
(II). Without their co-operation, the United
Nations would lack the necessary knowledge on
political progress in the Non-Self-Governing Territories and would not be in a position to evaluate
progress in the economic, social and educational
fields.
38. It had repeatedly been stressed that the information required under Article 73 e of the Charter was for information purposes only. The
intention clearly was, however, that such information should be studied and examined so that the
United Nations could give any help in its power
to the metropolitan countries in promoting the
advance of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
towards independence.
39. The delegation of Pakistan had no wish to
suggest that the United Nations should intervene in the internal administration of the NonSelf-Governing Territories or that the information
submitted should be used for the purposes of
party propganda. It was, however, undeniably
in the interests both of the two hundred million
inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
and of the Administering Powers that the United
Nations should be enabled to assist them to the
greatest possible degree. That could only be accomplished if the necessary information was
placed at its disposal.
40. The report of the Special Committee
( Aj923) and the annual report of the SecretaryGeneraP showed that in 1947 and 1948 certain
Governments had ceased to transmit information
on a number of territories on the grounds that the
territories concerned were no longer in the NonSelf-Governing category by virtue of alleged
constitutional changes.
41. While welcoming any development of selfgovernment, General Assembly resolution 222
(III) of 3 November 1948 requested the Members concerned to communicate to the SecretaryGeneral, within a maximum period of six months,
such information as might be appropriate, including the constitution, legislative act or executive
order providing for the government of the territory and the constitutional relationship of . the
territory to the Government of the metropolitan
country.
42. It was a matter for regret that that resolution had been treated as a dead letter and that
unilateral action had been taken to discontinue
the transmission of information in regard to a
number of Territories.
43. The United Kingdom representative had asserted that it was for the metropolitan Powers
alone to decide on the Territories in respect of
which information should be transmitted, and
that the question of the constitutional relationship
between the metropolitan Power and the Territories under its jurisdiction was a matter within
the exclusive jurisdiction of the Power concerned.
1 See Official Records of the fourth session of the
General Assembly, Supplement No. 1, pages 126 and 127.
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44. The United Kingdom representative had on
a previous occasion gone so far as to state that
neither the General Assembly nor the International Court of Justice had any voice in the matter. Such an attitude, however, was unlikely to be
productive of results. While no one could challenge the exclusive right of the metropolitan
countries to administer Non-Self-Governing Territories, the refusal to submit information on the
attainment of self-government could only breed
suspicion and give rise to unnecessary debate.
45. With regard to the summaries and analyses
of information prepared by the Secretary-GeneraP, the delegation of Pakistan wished to associate itself with the Indian delegation in advocating the inclusion in future reports of information
on the enforcement of labour legislation. It also
considered that steps should be taken to increase
food production by the use of modern methods
and by combating pests. His delegation also
wished to associate itself with the representatives
of China, Egypt, Venezuela and the Dominican
Republic in their suggestions for the improvement
of public health and education. He was in general
agreement with the draft resolutions proposed by
the Special Committee in its report, but reserved
the right to express his final comments, if any,
when those resolutions came up for detailed consideration.
46. In conclusion, Mr. Shahban expressed the
hope that budgetary and political difficulties
would not, as in the past, prevent the Special
Committee from becoming permanent as an instrument for the implementation of Chapter XI,
which was permanent also. It was impossible for
members of the Fourth Committee to sift the mass
of information received and make suitable recommendations. As the representative of Venezuela
had pointed out, the establishment of a Special
Committee on a permanent basis was no more a
violation of the Charter than the establishment
of the Interim Committee. The delegation of
Pakistan would, therefore, wholeheartedly support any draft resolution to make the Special
Committee permanent, in preference to resolutions
w?ich merely extended its life.
47. Mr. MARTIN (United Kingdom) announced
that his Government reserved its rights concerning the points raised by the representative of
Guatemala on the question of British Honduras
and the Falkland Islands.
48.
Mr. CARPIO (Philippines) declared that he
would like to clarify a few points that had arisen
during the discussion.
49. He had read with interest the report of the
Special Committee and had listened to the various
arguments. There were three different schools
of thought on the question of Non-Self-Governing Territories. The first group tended to veer
towards radicalism. Bitter criticism had been
voiced in the Fourth Committee, the General
Assembly and, he believed, in the Special Committee. He personally was opposed to that school
of thought which he considered harmful to the
aims of the United Nations.
50. The second group, diametrically opposed.
tended to be reactionary and had made it a habit
• See Non-S elf-Governing Territories, Summaries and
analyses of information. transmi!ted to t~e ~ecretary
General during 1948. Umted Nations Pubhcatwns, Sales
No.: 1949. VI. B. 1.
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to quote the Charter in a manner calculated to
further their own interests. According to them
the Charter had been drawn up to assist in the
perpetuation of colonialism.
51. His delegation preferred to align itself with
the third group, which took an objective view
of the problem of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. In order to have an objective view, it
was first advisable to have a clear conception of
what were the obligations of the Administering
Members under the Charter. The next step was
to establish what were the powers of the General
Assembly. Lastly, the Committee and the General Assembly should study the means of implementing those powers.
52. Chapter XI of the Charter contained only
two short Articles: Articles 73 and 74. The crux
of the matter was the interpretation of Article 73.
On various occasions the Committee had heard
arguments that, under the terms of Article 73,
the administering States had no other obligations
than those set forth in sub-pargaraph e.
53. Mr. Carpio wondered whether that was a
realistic or even a correct interpretation. If the
only obligations were to supply information on
Non-Self-Governing Territories, Chapter XI was
worthless. Such an interpretation could never
have entered the minds of the great men who had
drafted the Charter in San Francisco.
54. A thorough reading of Article 73 would
show that there were several obligations in subparagraphs a, b and c, as well as in sub-paragraph d.
55. Sub-paragraph e merited separate mention.
His delegation considered that the contention that
that sub-paragraph laid down the only obligation
was wrong. Sub-paragraph e merely referred to
the obligation of the Administering Members
to supply information on the Territories under
their care. The opinion of the majority was therefore that the Article in question implied a number
of definite obligations.
56. The problem of establishing the powers of
the General Assembly to implement the provisions
Df Chapter XI still remained. Article 10 of the
Charter provided that the General Assembly was
competent to discuss any questions or any matters
within the scope of the Charter, as provided in
Article 12. It was therefore clear that Article
73 was included in that provision. In that respect
he considered that Guatemala was justified in discussing the questions of British Honduras and
the Falkland Islands. The current debate affected
Non-Self-Governing Territories and the two areas
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mentioned by the Guatemalan representative were
certainly covered by that term.
57. Most of the difficulties confronting the Committee and the General Assembly were the result
of the absence of any machinery to implement the
provisions of Chapter XI.
58. The Administering Powers were internationally accountable, which did not imply that,
u_nde_r the terms of Chapter XI, dependent terntones had been placed under the direct control
of the United Nations. The concepts of Chapters
XI, XII and XIII were, however, so new that they
had been dubbed the "International Charter of
Colonial Administration".
59. A Special Committee had been established
by the General Assembly; that was a step forward. It might be the first part of the necessary
machinery for implementing Article 73.
60. The authors of the Charter in San Francisco
had been moved by a noble spirit and high ideals,
and had desired to convince the world that their
primary aims were to bring lasting peace and
abolish injustices. Those had been their aims
when they had drafted Chapters XI, XII and
XIII of the Charter. It was the first time in
history that the concept of trusteeship had been
recognized.
61. The Administering Authorities had not so
far been willing to make the spirit of Article 73
a reality. The problem was, however, a pressing
one ; there were at the moment over 200 million
people living in Non-Self-Governing Territories
and of that total only 15 or 16 million came within
the purview of the Trusteeship Council. It was
for that reason that his delegation attached even
more importance to Chapter XI.
62. He was not entirely satisfied with the draft
resolutions submitted by the Special Committee;
nevertheless, since they constituted a step forward,
his delegation would support them while reserving the right to introduce any amendment it
considered opportune.
63. Mr. TEDIN URIBURU (Argentina) thanked
the representative of Guatemala for his clear
statement on the question of Non-Self-Governing
Territories in Latin America, which coincided
with the policy of the Argentine Government as
outlined in the statement made by the representative of Argentina at the Conference of the American Committee on Dependent Territories held
at Havana.
The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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HUNDRED AND FIFTEENTH MEETING
Held at Lake Success, New York, on Thursday, 3 November 1949, at 3.15 p.m.
Chairman: Mr. H. LANNUNG (Denmark).

Information from Non-Self-Governin~
Territories (continued)
,_
1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to continue the general debate on information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
2. Mr. ZARUBIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, during the work of the Special
Committee, several of its members had drawn

20
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attention to the fact that some Governments were
not fulfilling the obligations they had assumed
under Chapter XI of the Charter in regard to
the transmission of information on the Non-SelfGoverning Territories they administered. Some
Governments, including those of France and the
United Kingdom, had decided to discontinue transmitting information for a certain number of territories.
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3. The USSR representative had told the Special
Committee that such a decision was arbitrary and
illegal. He had submitted a proposal to the effect
that the transmission of information should be
continued until the Special Committee had considered all the data concerning the change of status
of the territories in question and until it had submitted a recommendation to the General Assembly
that the application of the provisions of Article
73 e of the Charter should be suspended for those
territories. It was regrettable that the Special
Committee had not adopted that proposal.
4. The USSR delegation was of the opinion that
the Fourth Committee should consider the question of the cessation of transmission of information and adopt energetic measures to enforce respect for the provisions of the Charter.

5. Mr. Zarubin called the Committee's attention
to the fact that the information transmitted by
the administering States was clearly inadequate
and did not give a true idea of the situation prevailing in the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
Moreover, that information tended to sow confusion in that it mentioned no specific cases and
gave no statistical data. The Administering Powers
had transmitted no information on the development of organs of local government, nor had they
indicated how the ability of the indigenous populations to govern themselves was being developed.
It might be concluded from the information transmitted that the administering Members were not
fulfilling their obligations and were not contributing to the political, economic and social advancement of the populations of the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
6. In regard to social conditions, part II, section
B, paragraph 5 of the Standard Form required
the administering Members to transmit a brief
statement of the principal laws and regulations in
force for the protection of workers, together with
a brief description of measures and institutions
for the administration and enforcement of such
laws and regulations. The information transmitted
did in fact enumerate various laws and regulations,
but gave no indication as to what they actually
meant. Thus, the legal situation of indigenous
workers and that of European workers was never
compared, nor were any statistical data on unemployment given.

7.

There was a similar lack of details in the information on economic conditions. Information on
many points was missing, particularly in regard
to the industrial companies which had made investments, the profits those companies were making
by shamelessly exploiting the indigenous population, and the latter's participation in the economic
life of the territory.
8. The Administering Powers were maintaining
their policy of exploitation, without regard to the
interests of the populations they administered.
Large sections of the African population under
British, French and Belgian administration were
still living under an out-dated tribal system, which
was being preserved in order that the population
should make no progress and vegetate in poverty.
9. Those Powers were retarding evolution in the
agricultural sphere. The best land was exploited by
companies which used it for only the most profitable crops, regardless of the interests of the indigenous population. In Barbados, large sugar-cane
plantations covered an area of 77,063 acres, while
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the indigenous inhabitants had only 17,283 acres.
The same situation existed in many Non-SelfGoverning Territories. That agricultural policy of
the Administering Powers resulted in impoverishing the soil, caused a shortage of foodstuffs and
worsened the living conditions of the indigenous
inhabitants who were doomed to poverty and hunger.
10. The summary of information transmitted by
the Government of Belgium (A/910) gave edifying details on the wage levels of workers in the
Belgian Congo. In Leopoldville, an indigenous
bricklayer earned 12 to 65 francs per day and a
carpenter 23 to 66 francs. As wage levels were
lower in the other regions of the Congo, it could
be presumed that the average wages of an unskilled indigenous worker did not exceed 12 francs
per day. If those wages were compared with the
wages of a European worker, it was seen that the
European received thirty-two times more than the
indigenous worker. Moreover, the European had
free housing and transport; he also received free
medical care. The same racial discrimination in
the matter of wages existed in other Non-SelfGoverning Territories. For instance, the inadequacy of wages had been the cause of eighty-seven
labour disputes in Kenya. Moreover, unemployment was rife and the indigenous workers benefited from no social security measures.
11. The public health services were also inadequate. For instance, in Madagascar there were
only 356 doctors for some 2,146,000 cases of illness, including 314,000 cases of syphilis. The death
rate was three times higher in the Non-Self-Governing Territories than in the administering countries. The number of doctors was ridiculously low
in relation to the population and the high mortality.
The incompleteness of the demographic statistics
proved that the administering States paid no
attention to the social welfare or public health of
the indigenous populations. They were not, therefore, carrying out the obligations they had assumed
under Article 73 e of the Charter.
12. In regard to education, the situation was
hardly more encouraging. The analysis of the information transmitted showed that large sections
of the population were illiterate. For example, in
Somaliland, one per cent of the population could
read and write, in Uganda 30 per cent, ar.d in
the Gold Coast 20 per cent. In Sierra Leone the
rate had diminished: in 1946, 30 per cent of the
population could read and write, while in 1948
the proportion was only 28 per cent. The USSR
representative thought that the criteria used by
the Administering Powers in that matter should
be checked. They considered that a person could
read and write after two years of schooling, but
the USSR representative thought that that period
was not sufficient. The information transmitted
showed that flagrant racial discrimination was
practised by the Administering States in the educational system. Much more money was spent on
the education of European children than on that
of indigenous children. For instance, in Kenya,
0.04- pounds sterling was spent on an indigenous
child, while the education of a European child
cost 5.80 pounds sterling, 145 times more. In
Northern Rhodesia it was 24 times more, and in
N yasaland 80 times more. Those figures, together
with the table in document A/919, showed that
the credits allocated by the Administering Powers
for indigenous education were so small that an
30595-5
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educational system could hardly be said to exist.
The USSR representative thought that the percentages given should be carefully checked, as
they did not seem always to correspond to the
facts.

stated, in the fourth paragraph of the draft resolution they had submitted (A/C.4/L.40), that the
General Assembly should see to it that the summaries and analyses were in future published in
the three working languages.

13. In regard to secondary education, the information transmitted showed that the Administering States were making no provision to ensure its
de'Velopment and were thus condemning the population to ignorance in order to deprive it of the
possibility of taking an active part in the political,
economic and social life of the territory. In Madagascar, for instance, out of a population of 4 million inhabitants, only 2,065 pupils attended secondary schools; in Nigeria, out of a population of
21 million inhabitants, only 8,750 pupils were
registered in secondary schools.

19. Moreover, the delegations of Cuba, Ecuador
and Guatemala had noticed that the greater part
of the information transmitted omitted essential
data which should be taken into account in consideration of the situation prevailing in any given
territory. He was referring to information of a
geographical and historical nature. It should be
recognized that the Standard Form adopted in
1947 had classified such information in the optional
category; it was none the less true that it was
indispensable, and it should not therefore be
optional.

14. The USSR representative emphasized that,
even on the basis of the inadequate information
at the disposal of the Fourth Committee, it could
be affirmed that the Administering Powers were
practising a policy of discrimination against the
indigenous populations, and were not fulfilling
their obligations under Article 73 b of the Charter,
which required them to develop self-government,
to take due account of the political aspirations of
the peoples, and to assist in progressive development of their free political institutions. Finally,
they were transmitting no information on the
extent to which the indigenous populations participated in organs of local government. It was
clear from the other information transmitted on
economic, social and educational conditions that
the Administering Powers were not preparing the
indigenous populations for self-government, but
were keeping them in a state of savagery and
ignorance that would condemn them to a miserable
existence.

20. The three delegations had raised another
question. Mr. Perez Cisneros thought it unnecessary to remind the members of the Committee that
the articles of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights applied to all States as well as to NonSelf-Governing Territories, and that many articles
dealt with human rights in the economic, social
and educational fields, which were precisely the
three fields referred to in Article 73 e of the
Charter. In the circumstances, it was difficult to
see why the information on human rights was also
optional. The summaries of material voluntarily
transmitted under the optional category of the
:-ltandard Form (A/AC.28/W.8) showed, however, that information on human rights had been
communicated for only a very small number of
Non-Self-Governing Territories.

15. The USSR delegation thought that the
Fourth Committee should take energetic steps to
enforce respect for the provisions of the Charter
by the Administering Powers.
16. ln conclusion. Mr. Zarubin said that the
USSR would support any proposal to set up a
permanent special committee which would contribute to ensuring the application of the provisions of the Charter and, in particular, the- provisions of Article 73.
17. Mr. Pf:REZ CISNEROS (Cuba) said that his
deleorration, like the delegations of other LatinAmerican States that had taken part in the conference held in Havana by the American Committee on Dependent Territories, took a keen
interest in the question of information from NonSelf-Governing Territories. At that conference, in
which 13 Latin-American States had taken part,
the colonial problem had been considered mainly
on the basis of the data provided by the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations, including the summaries and analyses of information transmitted
during the year 1948. 1
18. As Mr. Perez Cisneros had already mentioned, the members of the conference had deplored the fact that there had been no Spanish
translation of that document. That was why the
delegations of Cuba, Ecuador and Guatemala had
1
See Non- Self-Governing Territories, Summaries and
a11alyses of information transmitted to the SecretaryGeneral during 1948. United Nations Publications, Sales
No.: 1949. vi. B. 1.

21. It was in order that general information on
geography, history, people and human rights
should no longer be classified in the optional category of the Standard Form that the Cuban delegation had submitted an amendment (A/C.4/L.2,
paragraph 1) to the draft resolution on the voluntary transmission of information under part I of
the Standard Form (A/923, annex II, draft resohition A). In that amendment, the Cuban delegation also expressed the hope that such of the
Members as had not done so on their own initiative would voluntarily include in the information
transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter
details on the government of the Non-Self-Gove-rning Territories. The Cuban delegation admitted
that the information provided in 1948 was fuller
than that of 1947, but thought that in certain
respects, including the question of public health
in the American Non-Self-Governing Territories,
the documentation was too vague. That lack of
detail had prevented the American Committee on
Dependent Territories from gaining a true idea of
the situation. :\IoreoYer, the Cuban delegation had
been surprised to note that the inhabitants of the
Caribbean Islands of French descent received elementary education only in English. Mr. Perez
Cisneros would refer to that question in detail
when the draft resolution on the language of instruction ( A/923, anne-x TI, draft resolution C)
was considered.

22. He then turned to the question of the cessation of the transmission of information. The
Cuban delegation wholly shared the Egyptian
delegation's opinion; it was difficult to admit the
view that the decision as to which territories were
not yet completely self-governing was exclusively
within the competence of the States that were
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responsible or assumed responsibility for administering them. The Special Committee had decided
by a large majority that it was not competent to
take a decision on the matter. It was for the Fourth
Committee to take the initiative and submit a
draft resolution to the General Assembly. The
Egyptian delegation had submitted a draft resolution (A/C.4jL.37) to the Committee which dealt
with the question most satisfactorily. The Cuban
delegation thought that certain drafting amendments might be made to it, but entirely approved
its substance.
23. Mr. Perez Cisneros then explained why his
delegation had submitted an amendment (A/C.4/
L.2, paragraph 2) to the draft resolution on equal
treatment in matters relating to education (A/
923, annex II, draft resolution B). The Powers
which administered the Non-Self-Governing Territories had given more or less satisfactory explanations as to their educational policies in the
Territories. They should also give more detailed
and precise arguments to justify the discrimination practised in that field. It was in order to
obtain such precise explanations that the Cuban
delegation suggested the addition of a second
paragraph, to complete the draft resolution.
24. The draft resolution on the eradication of
illiteracy ( A/923, annex II, draft resolution D)
was also the subject of a Cuban amendment (A/
C.4jL.2, paragraph 3). That amendment referred
to paragraph 1 of the operative part. It consisted
mainly of substituting the word ''annually'' for the
words "in 1950". In fact, although it was essential that the general plans drawn up by the administering Members should be communicated to
the General Assemblv with the least possible delay, the same was ~ot true of the i~formation
which UNESCO was asked to commumcate to the
administering Members or of the report that
UNESCO was to make to the General Assembly
on the results of the campaign against illiteracy.
UNESCO's action in that field should be continuing, and it was not logical that the terms of the
draft resolution should restrict it to the immediate
future.
25. The draft resolution on international collaboration in regard to economic, social and educational conditions in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories ( A/923, annex II, draft resolution E)
was the subject of a similar amendment by the
Cuban delegation (A/C.4/L.2, paragraph 4). As
in the preceding case, it was inadvisable to specify
that the specialized agencies should communicate
information to the General Assembly in 1950. It
seemed better to provide that such information
should be communicated annually. Mr. Perez Cisneros wondered whether the Special Committee
had had any particular reason for proposing that
information should be communicated only in 1950.
If the Fourth Committee was not given some
\·alid justification for such a proposal, the Cuban
delegation would maintain its amendment.
26. The Cuban delegation had no amendment to
propose to the draft resolution on the establishment of a special committee on information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter (A/923,
annex II, draft resolution F). It approved that
draft resolution, and would support it. It would,
however, have preferred to see the idea of the
Special Committee being a permanent organ prevail. The Cuban delegation had been in favour of
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that idea ever since the United Nations had been
set up; it was that delegation which, in 1946, had
taken the initiative in the establishment of a body
on information transmitted under Article 73 e of
the Charter. It was to be hoped that, when the
Special Committee's mandate expired in 1952, all
delegations would be in agreement to renew it
indefinitely.

27. The Cuban delegation was sorry to note that
only a few Administering Powers had transmitted
information on political conditions in the NonSelf-Governing Territories. It would like to pay
a tribute to the Powers which transmitted such
information voluntarily.
28. The Cuban delegation was one of those
which were of the opinion that the colonial system
had been dying out since the end of the First
World War. That phenomenon was in accordance with the aspirations of the peoples of the
world. The American Committee on Dependent
Territories had declared itself in favour of doing
away with all colonial systems; the community of
nations no longer allowed of the existence of
metropolitan Powers and colonies absolutely dependent upon them in all respects. It seemed that
that idea had been accepted by the Powers administering Non-Self-Governing Territories when
they had voted for Chapter XI of the Charter.
Those Powers would display generosity and a
spirit of co-operation if they agreed voluntarily to
transmit information of a political nature.
29. Mr. Perez Cisneros drew attention to the
last paragraph of the draft resolution submitted
jointly by the delegations of Cuba, Ecuador and
Guatemala (A/C.4/L.40). That paragraph invited
the Secretary-General to complete the summaries
and analyses, as well as the annual supplements,
by the periodical publication of data on special
aspects of the progress achieved in Non-SelfGoverning Territories.
30. The information transmitted under Article
73 e of the Charter, whether compulsory or voluntary, was so voluminous and covered such a great
field that it would seem to be advisable to issue
data on certain subjects in special publications.
Such a procedure would enable the Fourth Committee to accomplish its task more rapidly and
effectively. for under present conditions it was
difficult for it to study and analyse all the information transmitted.
31. 1\Ir. Perez Cisneros would like to know the
Secretariat's opinion on that point. He would like
particularly to know whether the Secretariat could
give effect to the provisions of the last paragraph
of the joint draft resolution without too great
material difficulties.
32. Mr. BENSON (Secretariat) remarked first of
all that it was difficult for the Secretariat to publish all the information transmitted by the Powers
administering Non-Self-Governing Territories in
extenso. The resulting document would be so
voluminous that it would be impossible for the
Special Committee, and even more so for the
Fourth Committee, to study it profitably. That
was why the Secretary-General published summaries and analyses of the information transmitted and why he would in future publish annual
supplements.
33. The Secretariat had already considered the
possibility of publishing technical studies relating
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to different aspects of the progress achieved in
the Non-Self-Governing Territories as separate
documents. It had even prepared such a document
by way of experiment. That document had not
been published because it was only an experiment
for the Secretariat's use.
34. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) was of the
opinion that the Secretariat's experimental document might be of interest to the members of the
Fourth Committee, in spite of possible defects. He
therefore asked whether it would not be possible
for the document to be communicated to the members of the Committee. It would allow them to
form an idea of the actual value of the proposal
made in the last paragraph of the draft resolution
submitted by the delegations of Cuba, Ecuador
and Guatemala.
35. Mr. BENSON (Secretariat) said that the
document would be communicated to all the members of the Fourth Committee for information.
He would like, however, to make all possible
reservations with regard to its presentation and
nature as, he repeated, it had only been prepared
as an experiment.
36. Mr. GHORRA (Lebanon) stated that his delegation had always considered the question under
discussion objectively and without preconceived
ideas. As the representative of the Philippines had
pointed out at the previous meeting, three distinct
trends of opinion had appeared among the members of the Committee. Some had taken a radical
attitude, and others a conservative and reactionary
attitude, while still others, among whom was the
Lebanese delegation, were of the opinion that,
above all, the principles of the Charter must be respected and its provisions applied. He thought the
Fourth Committee should not become a forum for
propaganda or confine its task merely to criticism
or congratulation of the Administering Powers
for the work they had done. On the contrary, it
should take part in drawing up suitable measures
to encourage realization of the objectives laid
down in Chapter XI of the Charter and to stimulate collaboration between the Administering Powers and the other Members of the Organization.
37. The Lebanese delegation could not share the
point of view of some representatives who interpreted Article 73 of the Charter too restrictedly by
confining its application in practice to the provision contained in sub-paragraph e. which was
really only a fraction of the Article. The result of
such an interpretation would be that the information transmitted by the Administering Powers
would be put in the archives of the Organization
for reference purposes only. If that was to be the
case, why transmit that information to the Members of the Organization and convene the Fourth
Committee to consider it? He personally did not
think that the Secretary-General should be reduced to a mere messenger, that it was enough
for representatives to read the documents in question as if they were a newspaper article.
38. The Administering Powers had voluntarily
agreed to assume the obligations laid down in
Article 73, and in particular had undertaken to
recognize the principle of the primacy of the interests of the inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The Fourth Committee's duty
was therefore to consider the information transmitted, to criticize it as it deemed fit, and then to
say what measures would ensure the application
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of the provisions of the Charter and respect for
the principles therein proclaimed. Thus the prestige of the Organization could be raised, collaboration between the Administering Powers and
the other States Members could be encouraged,
and the faith of the populations of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories in the United Nations could
be strengthened.
39. In reading the summaries and analyses prepared by the Secretary-General, he had noted that
during recent years the Administering Powers
had taken steps to improve the social situation
and develop education in many territories. It was
clearly difficult to state that that general tendency
was the direct result of an effort on the part of
the Administering Powers to act in the spirit of
the Committee's criticisms and recommendations,
but it was certain that the work clone by the Organization was a useful stimulant. The General
Assembly had gone ahead, and it was to be hoped
that the Administering Powers would do the
same. The authority of the United Nations should
be progressively strengthened and an atmosphere
of confidence should be created to promote cooperation between the administering Powers and
the Organization.
-1-0. Mr. Ghorra recalled in that connexion that
some of the countries administering Non-SelfGoverning Territories hac! deliberately stopped
transmitting information on some of the territories, or on some questions concerning them. He
hoped that those countries would reconsider their
position. It was to be noted also that in many territories questions of social welfare and education
were largely dealt with by missions and religious
institutions and that Government activity was very
limited, although the responsibility for preparing
programmes and for taking measures in those
fields in fact lay with the Governments.
-1-1. The Lebanese representative also drew attention to the fact that the teaching of vernacular
languages was often neglected and relegated to
the background. That was hardly justifiable, particularly in the case of such a language as Arabic.
Arabic, which was the language of a civilization,
was thus given a smaller part than it deserved.
Mr. Ghorra was entirely in favour of the teaching
of foreign languages in Non-Self-Governing Territories, but not at the expense of the vernacular
languages. He also considered that information
concerning Indonesia was out of place in documents on Non-Self-Governing Territories. In
that connexion, he recalled that Lebanon had been
one of the first countries to recognize the independence of the United States of Indonesia, and he
hoped that the new State would soon be welcomed
as a Member of the United Nations.

42. The Lebanese delegation considered that the
Special Committee should be given a permanent
status, for the obligations laid down in Article 73
uf the Charter were of a lasting character. It
would be inclined to vote in favour of any draft
resolution along those lines. If no such resolution
was submitted, it would vote for the United States
draft resolution (A/923, annex II, draft resolution F), which provided for the continuance of
the Special Committee's work for a three-year
period. It would oppose any resolution providing
for less than that.
43. The Lebanese delegation also supported in
principle the six draft resolutions annexed to the
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Special Committee's report, and would comment
upon them at the proper time.

amples which provided sufficient illustration of
that state of affairs.

44. Mr. AsTAPENKO (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) recalled that under the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter, the States
Members of the United Nations which assumed
responsibilities for the administration of NonSelf-Governing Territories were bound to promote the well-being of the inhabitants of those
Territories as far as possible. To that end, Article
73 provided that those countries must ensure the
political, economic, social and educational advancement of the inhabitants of Non-Self-Governing Territories, develop self-government, taking
due account of the political aspirations of the
peoples, and assist them in the progressive development of their free political institutions. Furthermore, the Administering Powers were bound
to report to the United Nations on the measures
they took with a view to carrying out their obligations in those fields. Some of the Administering
Powers, however, appeared unwilling to recognize that transmission of information on NonSelf-Governing Territories was a binding obligation. The United Kingdom had refused to
transmit information on Malta, and France had
decided to cease transmitting information on
Guadeloupe, Martinique, Guiana, New Caledonia
and the French possessions in the Pacific.

47. The economy of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories was therefore dislocated because they
in fact served only to supply raw materials to the
metropolitan countries. The position of the indigenous workers was difficult; an indigenous
worker in the Belgian Congo received a wage
thirty-two times smaller than that of a European
worker, and in Northern Rhodesia eleven times
smaller. In French Somaliland, dockers and unskilled labourers received a monthly wage equivalent to 16 dollars. It should be added that social
security services were non-existent, and that the
deadliest diseases raged among the populations of
the Territories. In that connexion, Mr. Astapenko
stressed that the Administering Powers did not
concern themselves with the question of public
health; in Aden, for instance, there was one doctor for 350,000 persons.

45. Those Powers were thus denying the right
of the United Nations, and, more particularly, of
the Special Committee, to examine the substance
of the information transmitted, and they were
doing so with the intention of preventing the
United Nations from supervising the implementation of the principles and provisions of the Charter. The United Nations obviously could not
tolerate such actions, which were ·both incompatible with the Charter and prejudicial to the
interests of the populations concerned. To weaken
the authority of the United Nations in respect of
Non-Self-Governing Territories could only harm
the quality of the information it should receive,
and that information was already inadequate and
incomplete. In that connexion, Mr. Astapenko
stressed the total absence of information on measures taken by the Administering Powers to prepare the inhabitants of the Territories for selfgovernment and on the participation of the indigenous inhabitants in public life. It was impossible to form an accurate picture of the true
state of affairs in the Non-Self-Governing Territories because the information transmitted was not
sufficiently detailed.
46. It could, however, be easily seen, even from
the inadequate and incomplete information available, that the Administering Powers were shamelessly exploiting the Territories for which they
were responsible, and were not fulfilling the obligations they had assumed under the Charter,
particularly as regards the economic development
of the Territories. Thus, the Territories were becoming more and more dependent upon the metropolitan countries, whose policy hindered their own
economic development by keeping them in a precarious situation as regards both living conditions
and the cultural level of the inhabitants. The
USSR representative had cited a number of ex-

48. Turning to the question of public education,
Mr. Astapenko remarked that large parts of the
populations of the Territories were still illiterate.
In British Somaliland, one per cent of the population could read and write; in French West
Africa, only 5 per cent of the children of school
age attended schools, while in Morocco the proportion was 20 per cent. It must therefore be admitted that discrimination was practised in the
educational field; in 1947, credits allocated in
Kenya for the education of Europeans had been
forty times higher than those allocated for the
indigenous population. In Uganda, the credits had
amounted to one-tenth of one pound sterling per
indigenous inhabitant and to several pounds per
European inhabitant.
49. It was clear, therefore, that the Administering Powers were not fulfilling the obligations they
had assumed, and were not promoting the development of the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
The Byelorussian delegation considered that the
Administering Powers should transmit full information and, in particular, should not fail to include
details on the measures they were undertaking to
prepare the populations concerned for self-government and to enable them to participate in the
political life of the Territories.
50. The CHAIRMAN stated that, if there was no
objection. the representative of France would be
permitted to make a statement in the general debate at the following meeting. The same right
would be granted to the representative of the
United States, who had made a request to that
effect.
51. Any delegation could, of course, exercise its
right of reply, in accordance with the provisions
of the rules of procedure.
52. He proposed that the Committee should begin the consideration of the draft resolutions submitted by the Special Committee.
53. Mr. FARRAG (Egypt) moved the adjournment of the meeting.
It ·was so decided.
The meeting rose at 5 p.m.
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LANNUNG

Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories (continued)
1. Mr. LAP IE (France) wished to clarify the
position of the French Government on the question of Non-Self-Governing Territories and the
report of the Special Committee ( A/923). He recalled that the position of France had been expressed in the Special Committee, where its
delegation had voted in favour of all the draft
resolutions contained in annex II of the report,
with the exception of that which concerned the
extension of the life of the Special Committee for
another three years.

2. He would divide his statement into two parts :
the first part would concern the extension of the
life of the Special Committee; the second would
refer to the French Government's decision to discontinue the submission of information on certain
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
3. Before he dealt with those questions, he would
like to answer some of the criticism that had been
levelled against France. In his opinion, the criticism had been both scattered and of scant value.
Among all the members of the Committee only
{our delegations had formulated concrete criti.:ism. i\11 the other criticism had been either vague
or of a propagandistic nature.
4. He had been glad to note that some of the
criticism had been mixed with tributes. That was
particularly the case in the statement by the representative of Brazil, who had had the courage to
point out both the goocl and the bad in French
administration. While his delegation welcomed
such support, he wished to make it clear that
France was not seeking praise, but only recognition of the work it had carried out.
5. Criticisms had been levelled against all the
Administering Powers. It seemed that, in the
opinion of some delegations, notably the USSR,
to be an Administering Power was wrong in itself.
He wondered whether the USSR administered
any territories. If it did, he thought it would be
interesting to hear the echo of liberated people
instead of the silence of the oppressed.
G. He would like to clarify the statement made
by the Brazilian representative to the effect that
France had delayed the process of evolution toward independence in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories. In that connexion he recalled that the
French Constitution provided for the creation of
the French Union and its Supreme Council, which
was in process of organization. Such an undertaking took time and patience, but he was sure
that its fruits would be seen in due course. The
Supreme Council had been established by a law
promulgated in February 1949.

7. Some specific criticism had been heard regarding education in Tunisia. He would like to cite
some figures. In 1938 there had been 1,907 primary teachers in Tunisia, and by 1949 the number
had increased to 2,749. Of those 2.749 teachers,
1.104 were Tunisians. During that same period
the number of professors of secondary education

(Denmark).

had risen from 356 to 668, of whom 404 were
Tunisians. He wondered how anyone could say
that there had been no progress in education when
the number of teachers and professors had been
doubled in the preceding ten years. At the same
time he wished to point out that both French and
Arabic were used in the schools as languages of
instruction.
8. Concerning the criticism of the administration of Morocco, he considered that it had been
motivated by propaganda. In fact, the budgetary
allocations for education in Morocco constituted
15 per cent of the total budget and had been
doubled in the ten years between 1938 and 1949.
Another statement had implied that there were
only 100,000 children in Moroccan schools, but the
true figure was 150,000 in 1947, of whom 110,000
Moslems represented more than ten times the
figure for 1920. The number of teachers had been
increased in proportion.
9.

His delegation regretted the accusation made

by the Syrian representative that France had

endeavoured to eradicate Moslem culture in
l\1orocco. It was well known that teams of scientists had been sent to Morocco to study and
recommend means of preserving and expanding
Moslem culture. There was an Institute of Islamic
Studies in Morocco which offered courses in a
\vide yariety of subjects in thirteen faculties. In
the circumstances, he considered that the Syrian
representatives criticism was unjustified.
10. \Vith regard to the reasons that impelled his
delegation to vote against the proposal to extend
the existence of the Special Committee for another three years. he would like to go back to the
origins of the question. By resolution 66 (I) the
General Assembly had established the Committee
in 1946 under the name of Ad Hoc Committee,
for one year only. The following year, by resolution 146 (II). the Committee had been given another year of life and renamed the Special Committee. By resolution 219 (III), adopted in 1948,
a similar Special Committee had been established.
Currently the proposal had been put forward to
extend the existence of the Committee not for one
but for three years. That was clearly an attempt
to establish a body that would parallel the functions of the Trusteeship Council. His delegation
considered that the measure had no basis in the
Charter and had therefore refused to approve it.
11. \Yith regard to the statement made at the
114th meeting by the representative of the Philippines, he pointed out that if the intention of those
who had drawn up the Charter had been to establish an organ to parallel the Trusteeship Council,
he felt sure they would have done so. To say,
therefore, that such an intention was implicit in
the spirit of the Charter had no foundation in fact.
It was true that the question had been raised during the San Francisco Conference, but it had been
rejected, and the Charter had been drafted in its
present form. France had participated in those
discussions and had given its support to the majority, which had decided against such an organ.
If the question was studied carefully, it would be
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found that the proposed Special Committee actually contradicted the provisions of the Charter.
12. It was not suggested that the Special Committee could never be established, but in order to
establish it, it would be necessary to amend the
Charter. Chapter XVIII provided the machinery
for revision; it was therefore a question of setting
that machinery in motion if it was so desired.
13. He conceded that the Special Committee
might fulfil a useful purpose in matters of procedure. That required careful consideration.
Changes should not be made too rapidly. His delegation considered therefore that the life of the
Special Committee should be extended for one
year instead of three years.
14. The question had been asked why France
had ceased to transmit information concerning a
number of Non-Self-Governing Territories under
its administration. The answer was to be found in
the French Constitution and in the formal reservation with regard to constitutional considerations
made in Article 73 e of the Charter. While he
was prepared to reply to the remarks that had
ben made, he emphasized that France in no way
considered itself as being in the position of a
prisoner in the dock. The view of the French delegation was that all the members of the Committee
were engaged in a common task, an attempt to
ameliorate the lot of a part of the human race.
15. The conception of the French Union was a
new one in history ; it might appear discouraging
at first sight, and some explanation might thus be
called for.
16. Mr. Lapie drew attention to the phrase ''subject to such limitation as security and constitutional considerations may require" contained in
Article 73 e of the Charter. Under the French
Constitution, the former colonial territories and
the metropolitan territory were united in the
French Union. There was onlv one constitution
relating to metropolitan Franc~, the overseas departments, the overseas territories, the Trust Territories and the Associate States. It could not be
said that France was acting contrary to the Charter by availing itself in certain instances of a
reservation which was actually contained in the
Charter.
17. He quoted a letter addressed to the Secretary-General by the French Minister for Foreign
Affairs, dated 29 April 1949 (A/915), which set
forth in detail the reasons which had led the
French Government to cease to transmit information with regard to a number of territories. The
French Union, guided by the same spirit as that
which had inspired the Charter, aimed at the
emancipation of its peoples. It left a place open
for those territories which had attained self-government. It was unnecessary therefore to continue
to transmit information under Article 73 e when a
particular territory was sufficiently advanced in
the process of evolution.
18. France maintained that under its constitution, and in accordance with the reservations provided in the Charter, it was the sole judge of the
stage of emancipation reached by the peoples
under its administration.
19. In reply to the representative of Guatemala,
who had said at the 114th meeting that if the
colonial status was compared to a school for selfgovernment, it was a school from which the pupils
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would never be allowed to graduate, he pointed
out that as far as France was concerned, a number
of countries which before the war had been classified as colonies had become independent States
under agreements concluded with France. With
regard to the question as to what criteria would
he applied in awarding diplomas of independence,
France's reply was that the only possible criterion
was that of democracy and civic maturity through
education and the experience of political responsibility. France had developed education in the Territories and had established the franchise on a
very wide basis, which would be still further extended with the spread of education. The French
authorities themselves had been surprised at the
rapidity with which the idea of democracy had
taken root in Africa. That it had done so was an
encouraging sign for the future.
20. The establishment of the French Union had
not been a small matter. France remained faithful
to the spirit of the Charter. It availed itself of the
exceptions provided in Article 73 e, not in order to
violate the Charter but in order to implement it,
but it wished to do so in its own way. The Charter
of the United Nations and the Constitution of the
French Union had been signed at the same time,
with the same hopes and for the same purposes.
The idea of the French Union had been launched
at Algiers in the middle of the war, at the same
time the idea of the United Nations was growing
out of the Atlantic Charter. Both were aimed at
the same goal: freedom and a high standard of
living for all mankind. France had only one concern- to serve humanity.
21. Mr. FAHY (United States of America) said
that the people of Puerto Rico would deeply resent
the distorted picture of their country, which the
representative of the Ukrainian SSR had given at
the 114th meeting. He did not wish to burden the
Committee with a recital of the accomplishments
of the Puerto Rican people, much less with an
account of the assistance given by the United
States Government, hut felt it necessary to draw
attention to a number of facts.
22. On 2 January 1949 the first elected governor
of Puerto Rico, Luis Mufioz Marin, who had
been born and educated in Puerto Rico, had taken
his oath of office. So far as Mr. Fahy was aware,
Puerto Rico was the only Non-Self-Governing
Territory, which elected its chief executive by
universal adult suffrage. The Territory had a bicameral legislature. Twenty per cent of its budget
was allocated to education, which was free and
compulsory. The Ukrainian representative's assertion that the Puerto Rican Commissioner for
Education was appointed by the United States
President appeared to be based on the information
submitted for the year 1947. It was clear from the
in formation submltted in the following year that
the appointment was made by the Governor of
Puerto Rico, whose people formulated and executed their own educational policy.
23. l\Ir. Fahy found it difficult to understand
the basis for the Ukrainian representative's allegation that the indigenous culture of Puerto Rico
was being destroyed. Spanish was the language of
instruction in elementary schools. The Territory
had three institutions of higher education, including a university, which had the record enrolment of ten thousand students in the year 19471948 and which was making a special effort to
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train Puerto Rican public servants and thus to
accelerate the country's progress towards selfgovernment. The Puerto Rican school of industrial arts offered training to students from the
whole Caribbean area.
24. The Ukrainian representative had described
Puerto Rico as a single-crop agricultural community dependent on United States markets and
subject to United States control. Like the rest
of the Caribbean, the economy of Puerto Rico was
primarily agricultural. The percentage of the
population employed in agriculture had, however,
steadily decreased since the turn of the century
and, with the establishment of over fifty new industries, was now less than forty per cent. The
Ukrainian representative had alleged that Puerto
Rico traded only with the United States. In 1948,
however, Puerto Rico imported goods from fiftythree countries and exported her own manufactures and agricultural products to thirty-five
countries.
25. The Ukrainian representative had referred
to the high incidence of tuberculosis in Puerto
Rico. While the tuberculosis rate was high, it wa:>
important to remember that its treatment in tropical areas presented special problems. The Puerto
Rican Health Department had embarked on an
island-wide campaign to vaccinate the entire child
population against tuberculosis and was thus
undertaking one of the first large-scale campaigns
against tuberculosis with the use of BCG serum.
26. While he had no intention of referring to
the contribution which the United States Government had made to Puerto Rican progress, Mr.
Fahy wished to assure the Committee that his
Government would continue to give the Puerto
Rican people every assistance in its power.
27. Mr. CARPIO (Philippines), speaking in reply
to the representative of France, said that in his
attempt to give a legal interpretation of Chapter
XI of the Charter in his previous speech, he had
pointed out, first, that Article 73 impoo,ed a number of obligations on the colonial Powers over and
above those contained in sub-paragraph e of that
Article, a contention which had not been refuted;
secondly, that by virtue of Article 10 of the Charter the General Assembly had the right to discuss
and make recommendations on matters connected
with Article 73; and thirdly, that, whereas in the
case of Chapters XII and XIII of the Charter the
necessary machinery for discussion and recommendation was available in the form of the Trusteeship Council, no provision for such machinery
had been made in the case of Chapter XI. He had
gone on to suggest that the General Assembly
should take steps to remedy that omission.
28. The French representative had, however, asserted that such action would be tantamount to
an amendment of the Charter and would be contrary to the spirit which had animated its authors.
Mr. Carpio felt sure, however, that, as a fellow
lawyer, the French representative would agree
with his view that where there was a right, there
was also a remedy and hence, if the General Assembly enjoyed certain rights under Article 73
of the Charter, it should also have the power to
carry them into effect.
29. He wished to put three questions to the
French representative. He would like to know, in
the first place, whether the French representative
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admitted the existence of the obligations arising
out of Article 73, which, he, Mr. Carpio, had enumerated in his previous speech, or whether he considered that the obligations of the colonial Powers
were limited to those contained in sub-paragraph
e of that Article. In the second place, he wished
to know whether the French representative agreed
that, under the provisions of Article 73, read in
conjunction with Article 10, the General Assembly and the Fourth Committee were entitled to
discuss and make recommendations with a view
to ensuring fulfilment of the obligations imposed
by the Charter. In the third place, he would like
to know whether the French representative denied
the need to establish machinery to ensure fulfilment of the obligations contained in Article 73.
30. Mr. MuGHIR (Syria) referred to the French
representative's allegation that he had failed to
read the French Government's report on education in the Non-Self-Governing Territories administered by France. Not only had he read that
report, but had in addition studied a great deal
of information from Moroccan and Tunisian
sources.
31. The representative of France had spoken of
the French contribution to the work of Islamic
institutes in Morocco and Tunisia. Those institutes had, however, been in existence long before
the French conquest of North Africa. They did
not. moreover, receive any financial help from
the French authorities.
32. When the French had occupied North
Africa, they had found a coherent system of administration, with a temporal and spiritual chief.
a fact on which the French writer, Lyautey, had
commented. The French representative had not
indicated the existence of a legislative assembly
in Morocco, based on universal suffrage, nor had
he suggested that the establishment of such an
assembly was contemplated. There was no separation of executive and juridical power in the
territory. Freedom of movement was restricted,
as was freedom of association. There was also
severe censorship of the Press. In March 1948 the
number of banned Arabic publications exceeded
1,200. Moroccans were not permitted to form
tr~d~ unions. The~r property was liable to expropnatwn for a vanety of purposes. The economic
s~tuation had deteriorated under French occupation, a fact. to w~ich the sharp rise in the budgetary defiot testified. Wages had failed to rise
in proportion to the cost of living.
33. Mr. FARRAG (Egypt) said that the arguments advanced by the French representative to
justify the French Government's decision to discontinue the transmission of information on a
number of territories were not new. The French
delegation had put forward similar arguments during the first session of the General Assembly in
connexion with an attempt by France to annex
the mandated territories of Togoland and the
Cameroons. The attempt had fortunately been
frustrated and the French representative had ultimately been compelled to admit that no Power
had the right to appropriate the Territories placed
under its administration after the 1914-1918 war.
The limitations imposed by constitutional requirements, to which Article 73 e of the Charter referred, clearly applied to constitutions which had
existed before the adoption of the United Nations
Charter. The new constitution to which the French
representative referred had been adopted in 1946.
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34. Mr. ZARUBIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, in his attempt to refute the
facts put forward by a number of representatives,
the French representative had levelled the charge
of propaganda. It was to such a stratagem that
the colonial Powers were wont to resort in order
to avoid giving a direct reply to their critics. For
its part, the delegation of the USSR had based its
observations exclusively on· facts contained in the
information transmitted to the Secretary-General
by the Administering Powers and could not therefore justly be accused of propaganda.
35. The French representative had not attempted
to deny the facts quoted in evidence of the lack
of political rights in the Non-Self-Governing Territories, of their exploitation and dire poverty.
Facts were stubborn and the colonial Powers
found it easier to resort to generalities intended
to conceal conditions in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories from the public opinion of the world.
36. The French Government had taken a unilateral decision to discontinue the transmission of
information on certain territories. There was,
however, no doubt that the administering Members were required to continue the submission of
information required by Article 73 e of the Charter. It was the duty of the Fourth Committee to
ensure that the required information was submitted and to remind the colonial Powers of their
obligation to promote the well-being of the NonSelf-Governing Territories.
37. Mr. GALAGAN (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that, while the representative of
the United States had maintained that his description of conditions in Puerto Rico was incorrect,
he had not refuted a single fact contained in his
speech.
38. The United States representative had not
denied that the President of the United States
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could impose a veto on legislation enacted by the
Legislative Assembly of Puerto Rico. Nor had
he denied that the Puerto Rican representative
in Congress had no right to vote or even to speak,
except with the unanimous consent of Congress.
39. The United States representative had attempted to refute the facts, which he, Mr. Galagan, had given in regard to the economic situation of Puerto Rico. The information transmitted
under Article 73 e, however, made it plain that
Puerto Rico was a mere appendage of the United
States, that its resources were beino- exploited in
the interests of the United States, while its inhabitants were living at starvation level. The United
States representative had not denied the existence
?f widespread unemployment or the large increase
m Puerto Rican immigration into the United
States. Puerto Rican immigrants lived in squalor
and his delegation had received letters from some
of them who complained of the conditions under
which they lived.
-tO. The Ukrainian representative also referred
to a Puerto Rican law regulating child birth and
stated that sterilization of mothers was practised.
41. The United States representative had also
refuted the charge that his Government was attempting to destroy the culture of Puerto Rico.
He had not, however, denied the fact that the
Presiden~ of the United States had recently imposed hrs veto on a law on the teaching of
Spanish in Puerto Rican schools.
'
42. It was clear that the colonial Powers had
no intention of complying with the obligations laid
down by Chapter XI of the Charter. The General
Assembly should not be diverted by any charges
of propaganda from demanding the strict fulfilment of the obligations imposed by that chapter.
The meeting rose at 1.30 p.m.
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HUNDRED AND TWENTY·FOURTH MEETING
Held at Lake Success, New York, on Monday, 14 November 1949, at 10.45 a.m.
Chairman: Mr. H. LANNUNG (Denmark).

Information from Non.Self.Governing
Territories (continued)

Charter applied, submitted· by the delegation
of Egypt (AjCAjL.37).

The CHAIRMAN announced that the Committee would consider the draft resolution concerning the territories to which Chapter XI of the

2. Mr. FARRAG (Egypt), while not wishing to
review the various stages that had led to the
adoption of Chapter XI of the Charter at San
Francisco or to interpret its terms, stressed that

1.
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the draft resolution submitted by his delegation
was firmly based on the spirit and the letter of
that Chapter.

tive parts merely reaffirmed certain prerogatives
of the General Assembly.

6. It had been argued that no resolution such as
the one submitted by his delegation could be
adopted by the General Assembly because it
would infringe the sovereign rights of the Administering Powers. The argument, which was not
a new one, had been raised before in the Fourth
Committee. He recalled that the question had been
discussed in detail in 1946 when an attempt had
been made to define more precisely the term "NonSelf-Governing Territory". In that connexion, he
referred to the summary records of Sub-Committee 2 of the Fourth CommitteeS and to document A/CA/52 which had been submitted to the
Fourth Committee in 1946. 4 The views expressed
at that time' indicated that the Administering
Powers had not raised the question of competence
or considered that their sovereign rights had
been infringed.
7. With regard to the draft solution submitted
by his delegation, Mr. Farrag considered that
its contents could not raise any objections. The
preamble was based on the Charter and was in
conformity with resolution 222 (Ill). Its opera-

11. Experience had shown that the expression
"to intervene" as it occurred in Article 2 should
not be given a narrow, technical interpretation
as far as the responsibilities of the Administering Powers were concerned. In the current case
the Committee 'was dealing with matters which
did not fall essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any of the Administering Powers, and
there was, therefore, no need to analyse in detail
the juridical and political arguments which might
be expounded in support of the worthy principles
which had inspired the Egyptian draft resolution.
12. His delegation would vote for the adoption of the draft resolution and he hoped that it
would receive the support of the Committe. In
view of its importance he would request that
the voting should be by roll-call.
13. Mr. KHADRA (Saudi Arabia) supported the
Egyptian draft resolution because, in the opinion
of his delegation, it was conceived in the spirit
and letter of the Charter and would promote
the paramount interests of the inhabitants of
Non-Self-Governing Territories.

1 See Official Records of tlte first part of tlte first session of tlte General Assembly, 27th plenary meeting, page

3 See Official Records of tlte second part of the first
session of the General Assembly, Fourth Committee, Part

367.

Ill, pages 8 and 9.
• Ibid., Fourth Committee, Part I, pages 213-215.

8. As far as the first operative paragraph was
3. He recalled that at a meeting of the General concerned, the number of Non-Self-Governing
Assembly in February 1946 the United States Territories for which the Administering Powers
representative, Mr. John Foster Dulles, had were bound to transmit information had decreased
stated that the declaration on N on-Self-Govern- from seventy-four to sixty-two since 1946. His
ing Territories was not merely the concern of J delegation considered that if some of these Territhe Administering Powers but was also the con- 'Ii tories had attained independence or self-governcern of the United Nations!' The United King- I ment, that was a reason for great satisfaction.
dom representative, Mr. Arthur Creech Jones, i However, as long as there existed any territories
had added that he rejoiced that there was at last which were non-self-governing, the obligations of
an international colonial convention in Chapter the Administering Powers remained in force and
XI which all the Powers subscribing to the the General Assembly should ensure that those
obligations were observed. It was essential that
United Nations would be required to observe. 2
co-operation should prevail between the Admin4. In view of those statements, Mr. Farrag istering Powers and the other Members of the
considered that it was the duty of the United United Nations, and for that reason the draft
Nations, and more particularly of the General resolution should be favourably considered. With
Assembly, to request the Administering Powers regard to the second paragraph of the operative
to observe that convention, which, among other part, he considered that the Special Committe
things, required the regular submission of infor- was the most appropriate body to examine the
mation on the territories under their adminis- factors to be taken into consideration, and to
tration.
advise the General Assembly thereon.
5. According to resolution 66 (I) adopted by 9. Mr. DUARTE DE ROCHA (Brazil) considered
the General Assembly on 14 December 1946, that the principles which had inspired the Egypthe number of Non-Self-Governing Territories tian draft resolution were in accordance with the
enumerated by the Administering Powers spirit of Chapter XI of the Charter. Article 2,
amounted to seventy-four. In 1949 the number paragraph 7, of the Charter had been interpreted
of territories for which information had been in so many ways that it had become almost impostransmitted had been reduced to sixty-two. He sible for the United Nations to define exactly the
thought that the General Assembly was entitled meaning of the term "Non-Self-Governing Terto know whether the decrease in the number of ritory".
territories for which information had been transmitted was due to any change in the constitu- 10. The same interpretations had been used
tional position and status of such territories. It when the establishment of the Ad H GC Committee
was for that purpose that the General Assembly had been contemplated in 1946. It had been
had adopted resolution 222 (Ill) in 1948. The argued that the Charter had not provided for any
draft resolution under consideration, in his opin- system to implement the provisions of Chapter
ion, completed the procedure initiated by resolu- XI and that the establishment of the Ad H GC
tion 222 (Ill) and would enable the General Committee would infringe the domestic jurisdicAssembly to discharge its responsibilities in res- tion of certain States and constitute an attempt
pect to the transmission by the Administering to amend Article 2 of the Charter. Yet in spite
Powers of information under Article 73 e ,of the of that opposition, the Committee had been established.
Charter.

2

Ibid., page 374.
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14. In view of the measured tone and conciliatory nature of that resolution he hoped that the
Members responsible for Non-Self-Governing
Territories would be guided by a genuine spirit
of compromise and vote for its adoption.
15. He considered that further acrimonious debate ~ould be avoided by the adoption of the
Egyptian draft resolution, which provided the
means of finding criteria for deciding when the
Administering Powers should cease to transmit
information on the territories for which they
were responsible. He feared that if the resolution was not adopted, the same recriminations
would be heard at the fifth session of the General Assembly and might result in a serious
deadlock.
16. It was possible that the Administering
Powers had what they considered to be valid
reasons for ceasing to transmit information on a
number of territories, but it was also possible
that the non-administering Powers might refute
those reasons. In his opinion, the Egyptian draft
resolution presented a good solution to the problem of establishing criteria for determining
whether a territory was or was not non-selfgoverning. Nevertheless, the resolution did not
commit the Administering Powers to any further
obligations than those they had accepted when
they ratified the Charter.
I? He hoped that those delegations which consldered that the draft resolution was not sufficiently strong would not harm the interests of
the inhabitants of Non-Self-Governing Territories by failing to support it.
18. Mr. Shiva RAo (India) declared that a
number of Members were concerned at the unilateral decision of some of the Administering
Powers to discontinue the transmission of infor~ation on several Non-Self-Governing Territones enumerated in resolution 66 (I).
19. He wished to draw the attention of the
Committee to resolution 222 (Ill) of the Gen~ral Assembly which did not go beyond requestlUg the Administering Powers to explain the
reasons that had impelled them to cease transmitting information on those territories. The
General Assembly was uncertain whether the
decision of the Administering Powers to cease
transmitting the information was due to the fact
that the Territories had attained a status of independence or self-government, to a simple omission, or to other reasons. The Egyptian draft
resolution did not question the soundness or the
propriety of the decisions taken by the Administering Powers and was intended to throw some
light on the question by going one step further
than resolution 222 (Ill).
20. The first paragraph of the operative part
of the draft resolution established clearly that\
the General Assembly had the responsibility to
express its opinion on the obligations of the
Administering Powers under Article 73 of the
Charter. The second paragraph requested the
Special Committee to examine the factors which
should be taken into account in deciding whether
any territory was or was not non-self-governing.
21. The Administering Powers themselves did
not agree on the criteria that should be employed
in deciding whether a territory was or was not
non-self-governing. He referred to statements
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made by the United Kingdom and France contained in document A/915. The AJministering
Powers agreed, however, that the responsibility for
determining when a territory ceased to be nonself-governing rested not with the General Assembly but with the Administering Member concerned. It would be appropriate, therefore, if
the Secretariat prepared a working paper on the
subject as a guide for the Special Committee in
its examination of the factors which should be
taken into account.
22. For the reasons stated above, his delegation would vote in favour of the Egyptian draft
resolution.
23. Mr. MARTuRET (Venezuela) said that his
delegation considered the question of information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter
to be of primary importance.
24. He recalled that in 1946 the number of territories for which information had been received
totalled seventy-four, but subsequently the Administering Powers had transmitted information
.
on sixty-two TerrItories only.
25. His delegation considered that in order to
know how Chapter XI should be implemented,
the General Assembly should determine clearly
what constituted a Non-Self-Governing Territory.
Experience had shown that the term "non-selfgoverning" was not sufficiently precise. Its interpretation had given rise to the expression of divergent views which had made difficult the task of
the General Assembly in so far as the implementation of Article 73 was concerned. He therefore
thought that any effort made by the General
Assembly to clarify the situation would be justitied. The Egyptian draft resolution, in his opinion, was a step in the right direction since it
could serve as a basis for the eventual definition
of a Non-Self-Governing Territory.
26. The draft resolution made it clear that the
General Assembly had the responsibility to express its opinion on the principles which had
guided. the Members concerned in enumerating
the Non-Self-Governing Territories for which
they were bound to transmit information. It was
evident that the enunciation of such principles
could not be construed as intervention in the
domestic jurisdiction of the Administering Powers.
27. While his delegation had stated previously
that the Special Committee was not, in its opinion, competent to deal with the question of the
transmission of information on Non-Self-Governing Territories, it considered that the General
Assembly was fully competent to do so. If a
special organ of the United Nations was to judge
the type of relationship that should exist between
an Administering Power and a Non-Self-Governing :rerr~tory, that cou~d be ~onstrued as interventlOn m the domestIC affaIrs of the f?rmer.
Tha~ would n<?t .be t~e case, how~ver, If that
sp.eclal o~gan hn;lte.d. Itself t~ .carrymg out. certau~ stu~les of JUrIdical,. polItical,. ~conomlc or
SOCIal .kmd, to be used m determmmg whe~her
a terrItory shoul~ or should not be claSSIfied
as non-self-govermng.
28. The Egyptian draft resolution should therefore b~ accepta1?le to the majority ?f the M~mbers
and hIS delegatIOn would vote for Its adoptIOn.
29. Mr. FLETCHER-COOKE (United Kingdom)
said that, in introducing his draft resolution, the
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Egyptian representative had stated that the Ad- sibility of determining the effect of the two limitaministering Powers, having signed the Charter, tions - security and constitutional - on the
were bound by the provisions of Chapter XI. obligation of a Member State to transmit informaHe would, however, like to point out that those tion.
provisions were equally binding for the non2
administering Powers. Neither they nor the Ad- 3. No useful purpose would therefQre be served
dd
d 1
by a study of what was or was not a territory
ministering Powers could either a
to or e ete whose people had not yet attained a full measure
from that Chapter except in accordance with the
d
f h
of self-government, since that was not necessarily
accepted procedure for the amen ment 0 t e the decisive point. If the Special Committee was
Charter.
charged with such a study, Mr. Fletcher-Cooke
30. Mr. Fletcher-Cooke realized that, in propos- would be obliged to reserve his Government's
ing his draft resolution, the Egy~tian.represent~- position on the question of its participation.
tive had not only, or even pnmanly, had 111
mind the territories for which the United King- 33. Mr. SHAHBAN (Pakistan) said that the
h d ft draft resolution submitted by Egypt fully corresdom was responsible. Since, ~owever, t e. ra
ponded to his delegation's views and would reresolution seemed to imply a mlsunderstand1l1g of
the reasons for which the United Kingdom ceive its wholehearted support.
Government had ceased to transmit information 34. His delegation found it difficult to underon Malta, he felt it might be useful to explain stand how any objection could be raised to the
his Government's attitude on that matter.
Egyptian proposal, which was entirely in accord'31 I
.
t t
' t ' formatl'on about ance with the provisions of the Charter, Unilateral
ransml ill
d ..
t d'
.
h
..
f . f
. n ceasmg
Malta the United Kingdom Government did not
eCI~lOns 0 Iscontillue t e transt?lss.lOn 0 m orclaim'that the territory had attained a full meas- matlOn .on the ground that t.erntones were no
non-self-governillg category could
urposes Of Chap- longer . m the
ure XI
0 f seIf -government for th e p
. t 0 mlsun
. d ers t an d'111~ an d SuspiCIOn.
. .
ter
of the Charter. In the evolution of self-''\ on1y give
nse
t ' th N S If Go erning Terri- If self-government, or even partIal self-governgo~ernmhen ill th e
~nh-t e - ueVntl be a stage ment, as in the case of Malta, had been attained and
r G
1 d all h f
tones, owever, ere mlg fr eq
y
, h
as there was in the case of Malta, when, although t e metrohPo ulta~ dovNern~ent Phace 0 t ~ ,:cts
f
b
et
e
ore
t
e
mte
atlOns,
t
at
rgamzatlOn
Id h i '
d'
h l'
a fu11 measure 0 f seIf-gove r n ment had not Y
'b'l't
f
r
economl'c
soCt'al
wou
ave
no
re
uctance
ill
re
ucmg
t e , 1st
.
d
,
f"
h' h . f '
d
been atta1l1e , responsl I I Y 0
. 1 matt ers, w h'ICh we re the matters 0 terntones on w IC m ormatlOn was reqUire .
and ed ucatlona
mentioned in Article 73 e, no longer rested with 35. Mr. GARREAU (France), while appreciating
the metropolitan Government, but was vested by the spirit in which the Egyptian draft resolution
the Constitution in the Government of the ~ern- had been submitted, felt bound to emphasize that
tory. When that stage had been .reac~ed, c?n- it was first necessary to reach a satisfactory defistitutional considerations" as provl~e~ 111 ArtIcle nition of what constituted a Non-Self-Governing
73 e might preclude the transmls~lon by the Territory under Chapter XI of the Charter, If
metropolitan Government of informatI~n o~ those the Administering Power could decide to transmatters, as being matters with which It was mit information for a territory, it could also decide
no longer concerned. The. wo:ds "subje~t to ~uch unilaterally to cease doing so. No decision regardlimitations as ... constitutIOnal conslderatlOns ing the definition of the term "Non-Self-Governmay require" had been i~serted in t~e. ~r~ft of ing Territory" had been taken at San Francisco,
Article 73 e at San FranCISco on the 1I11tIatIve of an omission to which France had constantly
the United Kingdom representativ.e to meet .t~at drawn attention in the course of the preceding
very point and had been accepted With the additIon three years. To adopt the Egyptian draft resoluof the words "security and", proposed by the tion without first formulating that definition would
representative of the United States. Since! under be to put the cart before the horse.
the 1947 Constitution, Malta was responsible f o r .
.. ,
its own internal administration, including the 3~. Th~ hst of Non-Self-Govermng Terntones
matters enumerated in Article 73 e, the United With which the ~eneral As.sembly.was concerned
Kingdom Government was not concerned with was. no~ exhaus~lve and did. ~ot 1I1clude all the
those matters for constitutional reasons and could terntones to whl~h the provl.slOns of Chapter XI
not therefore supply any information regarding of ~he Charter might be apphed. It was therefore
them. There could be no doubt that only the unjust that the Chapter ~hould be held to aPl?ly
metropolitan Power concerned was in a position o~ly ~o those. ~owers whlc~ had loyally complied
to decide the question of security considerations With ItS, proVISIO~S. It applted to all Members of
and of its own constitutional relationship with the Umted NatlOns.
each of the territories for which it was responsible. 37. The French delegation had raised objecAs the United Kingdom representative had indi- tions of principle to the draft resolution submitted
cated during the discussion of resolution 222 by the delegations of Mexico and the United
(Ill) at the third session of the General Assem- States, that had been adopted at the previous
bly, the United Kingdom was prepared to inform meeting. The same objections applied to the
the Secretary-General whenever anyone of the operative part of the Egyptian draft resolution
territories under its administration reached a and, while again reserving the French Govemstage of constitutional development at which the ment's position in regard to the Special ComUnited Kingdom Government was no longer. mittee itself, which it regarded as unconstitutional,
responsible for the matters mentioned in Article the French delegation would vote against the
73 e, with the result that it was no longer consti- Egyptian draft resolution.
tutionally possible to transmit the information
required by the Article. It was, however, simply 38. Mr. DE BRUYNE (Belgium) said that, in
a question of informing the Secretary-General; expressing its views on the Egyptian draft resoluthere was no provision in the Charter which con- tion, the Belgian delegation found itself in a
ferred upon the General Assembly the respon- privileged position, since Belgium had freely de-
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cided that the Belgian Congo was the only NonSelf-Governing Territory over which it exercised
sovereign rights and had pledged itself to furnishthe information required by Article 73 e of the.
Charter on that territory. The Belgian delegation)
considered that all the under-developed peoples
of the world were entitled to expect the Members
of the United Nations to proclaim their acceptance;
of a sacred mission with regard to them, similar to
that which Belgium had accepted in regard to the
Belgian Congo.
39. As the French representative had pointed
out, no definition of a non-self-governing people
had as yet been formulated. Some non-self-governing peoples lived in territories, some in reservations; the areas which they inhabited were
in some cases within or adjacent to the frontier
of a State, while in other cases they were separated by the sea.
40. Som~ of the arguments advanced in that
connexion in the course of the previous week
were, in the opinion of the Belgian delegation,
invalid. From a legal point of view, whether
the area inhabited by the non-self-governing
peoples was within the frontiers of a State or
outside them, the better-developed State had certain rights over that area. The Belgian Congo
was a part of Belgian territory and was subject
to Belgian laws, just as certain reserves were
subject to the sovereignty of other States.
41. The Mexican representative had said, in
referring to a statement by the Belgian representative, that his country's policy toward the les~
developed peoples was subject to control by pubhc
opinion and by parliament. The position was
exactly the same in Belgium and the records of
parliamentary proceedings provided evidence of
the humanitarian concern with which all Belgian
political parties follmved the evolution of the
non-self-governing peoples.
42. The Belgian Congo had been both an independent State and a colony. When an independ~n~
State, it had been dependent on a sovereIgn
monarch and administered by a handful of white
men; it had had its own flag and a colonial
council independent of the Belgian parliament.
It had in effect been an authoritarian State. If
the Congo had retained its independent status,
it would have resembled many States represented
in the United Nations. It would have had its
own representative, who would have repudiated
interference, whether foreign or international, in
its domestic affairs. From the point of view of
international publicity, the Committee would no
doubt agree that the existing regime made better
provision for the people of the Congo than the
previous one.
43. The Uruguayan representative had stated
at an earlier meeting that colonial policy had been
subject to the judgment of the conscience of
the world since the Conference at San Francisco.
While such a situation was not unwelcome to
the Belgian delegation, it nevertheless felt that
the moral control exercised by public opinion
should be supplementary to the legal control
exercised by parliamentary institutions.
44. It might be profitable for all nations and for
the non-self-governing peoples to have official information on the measures being taken by certain
States to protect and develop the languages, for
example, of the Indians of Central, South and
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North America, of the N egritos of the Philippines
and so on. It would be useful for all Members
of the United NatioFls to receive statistics on
educational advancement and, in particular, on
economic and social conditions among the underdeveloped peoples in all States. The draft resolutions adopted in the course of the preceding few
days made it clear that such action in regard to
all the information required under Article 73 e
of the Charter would promote to the greatest
possible degree the well-being of the non-seIfgoverning peoples. The Belgian delegation trusted
that, in submitting its draft resolution, the Egyptian delegation had been motivated by a desire
to extend the benefits of Chapter XI of the
Charter to the greatest possible number of nonself-governing peoples.
45. The Committee should not blind itself to the
existence of profound mistrust among its members,
mistrust on the part of the non-administering
Powers in regard to the "unhappy few" and mistrust on the part of the Administering Powers
in regard to a majority which deliberately ignored
the constitutional guarantees explicitly provided
in Chapter XI of the Charter.
46. As regards the text of the Egyptian draft
resolution, the Belgian delegation would have preferred a briefer reference to Article 73, since
the existing wording appeared to prejudge the
interpretation of that Article. It would have
preferred an additional paragraph to the preamble on the following lines: "Considering that
resolution 66 (I), in taking note of a situation
of fact, cannot interpret Article 73 in a restrictive sense in regard to Members of the United
Nations who have or assume the responsibility
of administering Non-Self-Governing Territories". The Belgian delegation's principal objections to the draft resolution were, however, concerned with the wording of the last paragraph
of the operative part. The phrase "which should
be taken into account" in that paragraph was
impersonal and it was not clear whether it applied
to the General Assembly or to individual States.
47. As it had stated on a number of previous
occasions, the Belgian delegation held the view
that the General Assembly was not empowered
to express a binding opinion on the manner in
which the Administering Powers should comply
with the provisions of Chapter XI. Hence, even
if it reached a definition, by empiric or other
methods, of a Non-Self-Governing Territory, it
would still have no power to decide on the application of that definition to individual territories.
Such decisions were a matter for Member States
alone.
48. Such legal arguments would have been sufficient in themselves to justify opposition to the
Egyptian proposal. The Belgian delegation, while
continuing to reserve its position, particularly
in regard to the Special Committee, would abstain
from voting on the Egyptian draft resolution because it wished to emphasize the view, shared by
the majority of Members, that all the non-selfgoverning peoples of the world should receive
equal and effective guarantees from the United
Nations.

I

49. Mr. NORIEGA (Mexico) disagreed with ~he
contention of the United Kingdom representatIve
that the Egyptian proposal constituted an amendment of the Charter. The value of the Charter
rested upon the good will and good faith of all
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Members of the Organization. According to the
French representative, the eight countries which
had voluntarily decided to transmit information
under Chapter XI were free to cease doing so
at any time. Chapter XI, however, was an integral part of the Charter, and created international obligations both for the Administering
Members and the non-administering Members.
The Egyptian draft resolution should be considered in that light.
50. The United Kingdom representative had
stated that as a result of constitutional changes
which had taken place in Malta, the United Kingdom Government was no longer concerned with
economic, social and educational matters in that
territory. He had admitted, however, that Malta
was not fully self-governing. That being so, the
United Kingdom Government should continue to
transmit information with regard to Malta. All
that had happened was that there had been a
delegation of powers by the United Kingdom
Government to the Government of Malta.
51. With reference to the remarks of the French
and Belgian representatives, he considered the
case of population groups which were under the
domination of an alien race to be entirely different from that of Non-Self-Governing Territories.
Such population groups, though possibly, for
reasons of culture, not incorporated into the life
of the community, nevertheless enjoyed the same
civic and political rights as the remainder of the
population. It was true that there were cases of
groups living in conditions of discrimination and
segregation; the Mexican delegation would do
everything in its power to obtain justice for them.
52. He appealed to the Administering Powers,
in a conciliatory spirit, to propose a formula which
would be acceptable to them and satisfactory to
the General Assembly. He would like to see the
list of Non-Self-Governing Territories diminish
as a result of the attainment of real self-government. The Mexican delegation would be the first
to congratulate the Administering Powers when
that took place.
53. Mr. CARPIO (Philippines) observed that the
number of Territories on which information was
transmitted under Article 73 e had been reduced
from seventy-four to sixty-two without much explanation on the part of the Administering
Powers, which took the stand that it was for
them alone to decide whether or not to continue
transmitting information on any of the NonSelf-Governing Territories included in the original list. The draft resolution submitted by the
Egyptian delegation challenged the validity of
that contention and raised the question whether
or not the General Assembly had any say in the
matter.
54. It was the view of the Philippine delegation
that, once a Non-Self-Governing Territory had
been included in the list of those to which Article
73 applied, the Administering Power no longer
had the sole responsibility of deciding whether or
not to continue transmitting information. In
Article 73, the Administering Powers had recognized the principle that the interests of the
inhabitants of the territories were paramount and
accepted as a sacred trust the obligation to promote their well-being. The primordial concept
of the Mandate System had been that of the
white man's responsibility towards backward
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peoples. That concept had been embodied in
Article 73, with somewhat different wording. The
provisions of Chapter XI applied to some two
hundred million people, who had so far had little
say in the administration of their own affairs.
Nevertheless progress was being made; within
a period of three years a number of nations in
South East Asia had attained freedom. That was
a historical process which nothing could prevent
and for that reason it was important that the
decision whether or not to transmit information
should not be unilateral. The only criterion was a
full measure of self-government and until that
was achieved the administering Powers had no
grounds for saying that they had completed their
task under Chapter XI.
55. The Charter outlined the pattern by which
the Members of the United Nations might cooperate for the well-being of peoples throughout
the world. In many cases machinery had not
been established, but the pattern was there and
it was the duty of every Member of the United
Nations to follow it in order that the Organization might be a living reality, able to cope with
the changing requirements of modern times.
5.6. He re~lized that, as the Belgian representatlve had saId, there were many difficulties in the
war o~ establi~hing criteria as to the point at
whIch mformatIOn should cease to be transmitted
and .he acknowledged the vigour of the legal con~
tentIOt,I advanced by the United Kingdom representatIve. Nevertheless, until a full measure of
self-government had been attained, the obligation
of the colonial Powers to transmit information
remained intact.
57. The Philippine delegation would therefore
vote for the Egyptian draft resolution.
58. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) remarked that
the Egyptian representative had recalled that in
1946 the Cuban delegation had opposed the suggestion that the meaning of the term "Non-Selfyoverning Territory" should be defined. Cuba had
always wished Article 73 to be interpreted in the
broadest possible manner and had been against
any premature definition, which might have had a
restrictive effect. The Cuban delegation, however,
felt that the time had come when a definition
should be reached. Article 73 was quite clear; it
spoke of "territories whose peoples have not yet
attained a full measure of self-government". Until
they had attained that full measure of self-government, all the provisions of Article 73 remained in
force. Agreement must therefore be reached on
the exact meaning of the expression "full measure
of self-government". Only in that way could the
Administering Powers know what their obligations were with regard to the transmission of information. He could not agree that because a territory had become self-governing in social or educational matters, information should automatically
cease to be transmitted.
59. In reply to the French representative, he
maintained that once the list of Non-Self-Governing Territories had been established, it became
the property of the United Nations and the General
Assembly should continue to receive information
on all the territories it enumerated. He agreed
with the French representative that the list of
Non-Self-Governing Territories should be lengthened rather than shortened. No real difference
of principle existed between the administering and
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the non-administering Members, and he believed
that most of the former would vote for the draft
resolution.
60. It might appear that the Cuban delegation
had changed its opinion, but in reality it felt, as it
had always done, that Article 73 e should be interpreted as broadly as possible. It would therefore
vote for the Egyptian draft resolution.
61. Mr. GARREAU (France) pointed out that no
reply had been given to his question, which had
also been put by the Belgian representative: the
fundamental question of what were non-selfgoverning peoples.
62. Prince WAN WAITHAYAKON (Thailand)
sympathized with the aims of the draft resolution
submitted by Egypt.
63. With regard to the final paragraph, the task
assigned to the Special Committee would be extremely difficult; nevertheless it should be attempted. He would therefore vote for that paragraph.
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64. With reference to the first operative paragraph, it was acceptable in principle. The United
Kingdom representative had called attention to
the reservation regarding constitutional considerations in Article 73 e; the wording of the paragraph, however, made it clear that the General
Assembly could consider the constitutional considerations submitted for ceasing to transmit or
for not transmitting information and could express its opinion. He wondered whether it was in
order for the first operative paragraph to imply an
obligation on the part of the General Assembly,
and suggested that it should be altered to read: .
"Considers that it is within the responsibility of
the General Assembly to express its opinion ..."
If that was accepted, he would vote for the draft
resolution; if not, he would abstain.
65. Mr. FARRAG (Egypt) accepted the proposal
of the representative of Thailand.
66. He moved the adjournment of the meeting.
I t was so decided.
The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m.
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President: Mr. Luis PADILLA NERVO (Mexico).

Consideration of the various items on the agenda
of the meeting
1. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
Assembly's agenda fOl' this meeting consists of the reports
~9f the Fourth Committee, which has finished its work,
and a report of the First Committee. Before we proceed
.. to consider these reports, I ought to consult the Assembly
regarding the application of rule 67 of the rules of procedure
" which reads as follows:
" Discussion of a report of a Main Committee in a
plenary meeting of the General Assembly shall take
place if at least one-third of the Members present and
voting at the plenary meeting consider such a discussion
to be necessary. Any proposal to this effect shall not
be debated, but shall be immediately put to the vote. "
.. 2. Does any representative wish to propose that there
should be a debate on anyone of the first seven items
on our agenda ?
.. It was decided not to discuss the first seven items (items 12,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36 and 37).
'3. The PRESIDENT (translatedfram Spanish) : Naturally
'" the decision just taken does not deprive representatives
'of the right to explain their votes on each item.

4. Now we come to the eighth item on which the representative of the Union of South Africa has asked for' a
debate. Accordingly I ask the Assembly to decide by a
vote whether the eighth item should be debated.
It was decided to dt'scuss the eighth item (item 38), there
being 17 votes in favour, 18 against, with 12 abstentions.
5. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): There
is another item on our agenda, the ninth, which is the report
of the FiFst Committee on measures to combat the threat
of a new world war and to strengthen peace and friendship
among the nations.
6. Is there a proposal in favour of discussing this item ?
It was decided not to discuss the ninth item (item 67).
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100. In regard to this matter, three questions were referred
by this Assembly to the Fourth Committee under agenda ",
item 36 : Economic conditions and development in Non- i
Self-Governing Territories; Summary and analysis of
information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter'
and Information transmitted under Article 73 e of th~
Charter.
101. So far as the item on economic conditions and development in Non-Self-Governing Territories is concerned -',
a draft resolution I is now submitted to the Assembly which
approves the report of the Special Committee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter on ~
this matter, and invites the Secretary-General to communicate this report for further consideration to the Members
of the United Nations responsible for the administration
of Non-Self-Governing Territories to the Economic and .;
Social Council, the Trusteeship Council and to the specializcd agencies concerned. In drafting this resolution the
Fourth Committee followed the same procedure as in the
fifth session when it dealt with the report on education ..
referred to it by the Special Committee. Taking into account
the fact that many economic problems in Non-SelfGoverning Territories are similar to those affecting the
under-developed areas of the world, the Special Committee
referred in its report to the relevant resolutions of the
Economic and Social Council dealing with such questions
as flow of capital in under-developed areas, land reform, etc.
102. Draft resolution II takes note of the report of the
Special Committee covering its 1951 session and approves
the arrangements for its work in 1952. After having dealt
with educational problems in 1950 and economic development in 1951, the Special Committee will take up questions
relating to the social field in 1952.
103. Draft resolution III aims at associating Non-SelfGoveming Territorie3 more closely with the work of the
Special Committee, and that Committee is invited to
examine the possibility of such closer participation.
104. Draft resolution IV deals with future procedure
for the continuation of the study of factors which should
be taken into account in deciding whether a territory is or is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full _
measure of self-government. It decided to take as a basis
the list of factors drawn up by the Sub-Committee \l
appointed by the Fourth Committee to study the factors,
the list of which is annexed to the resolution. It also invites
Members of the United Nations to transmit in writing to
the Secretary-General a statement of the views of their
govemments on that problem, and it appoints an ad hoc
committee in order to carry out a further study of the factors.
This question, through one if its aspects, is linked with
the problem of cessation of the transmission of information
under Article 73 e of the Charter generally.
105. Draft resolution V, more particularly, deals with
the cessation of the transmission of information in respect
of the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam. It expresses
an appreciation to the Government of the Netherlands
for communicating full information in compliance with
General Assembly resolution 222 (Ill). Finally, the draft
resolution decides to refer the matter to the next session
of the General Assembly having regard to the fact that by
that time the ad hoc committee on factors will have further
clarified the question which it has been asked to study,
and that a round table conference of the representatives
of the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam is to be held in
March 1952 to decide upon the new constitutional order.
106. Draft resolution. VI suggests that in order to be
more conducive to a wide publicity, the title of the Special
Committee should, without affecting its terms of reference,
N

r

.
Information from Non-Self-Governing Tel'l'itories:
(a) economic conditions and development in NonSelf-Governing Territories ; (b) summary amI analysis of information transmitted undel' Article 73 e
of the Charter; (c) information transmitte(1 umIcI'
Article 73 e of the Charter: l'ellOrt of the FOUl·th
Committee (Aj2057)
[Agenda item 36]
99. Mr. LA:~mUN9- (Denmark) (Rapporteur of the
Fourth Committee) : I have the honour to submit to the
General Assembly the report on information from NonSelf Governing Territories as unanimously adopted by
the Fourth Committee.
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be abbreviated to read" Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories". Further, on behalf
of the General Assembly, the Committee elected Ecuador
and Indonesia as members of the Special Committee in
place of Mexico and the Philippines.
107. As I am at this rostrum perhaps the President will
allow me, as the representative of DENMARK, to say
that I and many of my colleagues in the Fourth Committee
consider draft resolution IV cuncerning factors which should
be taken into account in deciding whether a territory is or
is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government is an important question both
in the general sense and, more particularly, in the sense
of Article 18 of the Charter. We should, therefore, like
to suggest that paragraph 2 of Article 18 of the Charter
and rule 84 of the rules of procedure should be applied to
draft resolution IV concerning factors.
108. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I call
upon the representative of Cuba, on a point of order.
109. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) (translated from
Spanish): I wish only to raise a point regarding the
prodecure suggested by the representative of Denmark
for the vote on draft resolution IV. He asks that it should
be considered as an important question and hence subject
to special voting rules. But I would respectfully point
out that the draft resolution is concerned only with future
procedure and not with the substance of the question.
Consequently, my delegation does not believe that it would
be logical, at the present stage, to raise the question whether
the resolution should be regarded as involving an important
question. At the present stage it is still merely a matter of
the procedure to be adopted in our future work.
110. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spatzish) : The
report of the Fourth Committee rAj2057] contains six
draft resolutions recommended for adoption by the General
Assembly. We shall vote separately on each draft resolution.
111. I now put to the vote draft resolution 1.
Draft resolution 1 was adopted by 48 votes to 5, with
1 abstention.
112. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : We
shall now proceed to the vote on draft resolution Il, which
was approved by the Fourth Committee without opposition.
If there are no objections, I shall consider it adopted.
Draft resolution 11 was adopted without discussion.
113. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : I put
to the vote draft resolution Ill.
Draft resolution 111 was adopted by 47 votes to 2. with
7 abstentions.
114. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spalzish): We
shall vote next on draft resolution IV.
Draft resolut£on IV was adopted by 46 votes to none, with
7 abstentions.
115. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now vote on draft resolution V.
116. I call upon the representative of the Netherlands
who wishes to explain his vote.
117. Mr. KERNKAMP (Netherlands): We should
like to ask for a separate vote on paragraph 3 of this draft
resolution, and at the same time I should like to explain my
vote on this item. I shall be very brief, because we have
already explained the position of my Government with
reference to this draft resolution in the Fourth Committee.
118. We do not object to the so-called factors being
studied. I mean, of course, factors which have to be taken
into account to decide whether a territory is or is not a
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territory whose people have attained a full measure of
self-government. We fully approve that such a list of factors
should be drawn up, but we can only accept such a list
as a guide as, in our view, it only presents indications.
119. We remain convinced that legally it is for the administering Powers to decide on constitutional grounds if a
given territory falls, at a certain time, outside the scope
of Article 73 e. We feel sure that the Netherlands Antilles
and Surinam have already attained a full measure of selfgovernment, and their democratic governments themselves
agree. Therefore, we are opposed to mentioning, in
paragraph 3 of the draft resolution, the forthcoming round
table conference because, important as this round table
conference is in itself in respect to the reconstruction of
the Netherlands kingdom, in our view this round table
conference is irrelevant in view of the self-government
that is already existing with respect to the Netherlands
Antilles and Surinam.
120. Therefore, we shall vote against paragraph 3 of this
draft resolution, and abstain from voting on the draft resolution as a whole.
121. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : The
representative of the Netherlands has requested a separate
vote on paragraph 3 of the operative part of draft resolution V. I shall put the paragraph to the vote.
Paragraph 3 of the operative part was adopted by 41 votes
to 7, with 8, abstentions.

In. The PRESIDENT (translatedfrom Spanish) : I shall
put draft resolution Vas a whole to the vote.
Draft resolution V as a whole was adopted by 47 votes to
none. with 9 abstentions.
123. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : Draft
resolution VI, which was approved by the Fourth
Committee without opposition, proposes to modify the
present name of the Committee on Information transmitted
under Article 73 e of the Charter. If there are no objections,
I shall consider this draft resolution as adopted.
Draft resolution V I was adopted without discussion.
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Sixth session
Agenda items 36 and 37
TIWORMATION FROM NON -SELF · GOVERNING !l'EP.RITORIES
~art

Rapporteur:

of the Fourth

Committe~

Mr. Hermod LANNUNG (Denmark)

At its 34-2nd plenary meeting on 13 November 1951, the GGneral Assembly
referred to the Fourth Committee item 36 on its agenda concerning information from
L

Non -Self -Governing Territories and item 37 provid inc for the election of t'-10
members of the Special Committee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e of
the Charter.
2.

Item . 36 contained the follmrinG parts:
{a) Economic conditions and development .in Non-Self-Governing Territories:
repo~t of the Special Cowmittee on Information transmitted lmder

Articl~
(b)
(c)

73 e of the Charter.~/
Summary and analysis of information transmitted under Article 73 e
of the Charter: report of the Secretary-General}/
Inforrr..a ti on transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter: report
of the Special Committee.}/

3.
After introductory statements at the 205th meetine: by the Chairman and the
R8.pporteur of the Special Committee , the gene:-cal debate on item 36 as a 1-rhole
began and continued until the 2llth meeting .
~7

A/1836, Official Records of the General Assembly, Sixth Session, Supplement
No. 14, section V of part one, and part three.
~/ A/1823 and Corr.l and Add.l ; 1321} and Corr.l, A/1824/Add.l and Corr.l,
1824/Add.2 and Corr.l, 1824/Add.3 ; 1826; 1827 and Corr.l and Add.l;
1828; 1829 and Corr.l; 1830; 1835.
l/ A/1836, -0fficial Records of the Gener al Assembly, Sixth Session,
Su-pplement No. 1~.
·
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4.

During the general debate statements reserving the position of their

Go>:ernments in recard to sovereignty over and the transmission of i:1formation on
Netherlands Hew Guinea (Hest Irian) were made 'by the representatives of Indonesia
and the Netherlands.

Reservo. tions Here als.o rr.ade in regard to sovereignty over

British Honduras (Belize Territory) by the representatives of Guatemaln and the
United Kingdom, over Aden by the representatives of Yemen and the United Kingdom,
and over the Falkland)slands (Islas Malvinas) by the representatives of Argentina
and the United Kingdom.

TERRITORIES . TO WHICH CHAPTER XI OF THE CHARTER APPLIES
8.

From its 215th to 218th meetings, the

Cow~ittee

discussed the question of the

Territories to vrhich Chapter XI ·of the Charter applies, ;;hich is considered in
section XI of part one and in part four of the report of the Special Committee.

/9.

The following
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9.

The following texts were submitted on this subject:
I.

A joint draft resolution submitted by Denmark and Pakistan (A/C.4/L.l51),
the operative part of which would provide that th8 General Asaembly:
(1) decides to accept as an int erim guide for all useful purposes the
Report
of . the Special Committee; (2) invites Member States of the
'
United Nations to transmit in writing to the Se cretary-General, by
_1 June 1952, a statement of the views of their Goverr...ments on the factors
which ought to be taken into account in deciding whether a Territory is or
is not a Territory whos e people have not yet attained·a full measure of
self-government;

(3) requests the Se cretary-General, to that end, to

transmit a copy of this resolution, together with a copy of part four

(4) invites
the Special Committee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the
of the r eport of the Special Committee to all Member States;

Charter, at its 1952 session, to consider any statements transmitted in
accordance vli th the present resolution an'd t o review the list produced
by it in 1951 in the light of those statements;

(5)

inv~tes

the Special

Committee, to this end, to appoint a sub-committee at the beginn1.ng of its
1952 session to prepare a report on thes e matters for submission to the
Special Committee .
II.

A draft resolution submitted by Guatemala (A/C.4/L.l52) whereby the
Fourth Committee would establish a sub-committee to

(1) study, and define

in a draft resolution, the basic and general ' factors to be taken into
account in deciding vrhether a Territory is or is not a Territory whose
people have·not yet attained a f u ll measure of self-goverrlllent ;
(2) consider the advisability of establishing a committee to (a) study

these factors in gr eater detail;
which in the

opini~:m

(b) analyse the cases of Territories

of certain Administer1ng Powers have attained a full

measure of self-government;

and (c) recommend suitable resolutions to the

General Assembly at its nex~ session.
III. The representativ e of Guat emala subsequently revised the previ ous - _:
resolution by providing that the . proposed sub-cbnmiittee would study the
problem in the light of the Special

Corrm~ttee's

report and the Fourth

Comm.ittee 1 s discussions and would submit its report to the Fourth
Committee at the pres ent session (A/C.4/L.l52/Rev.l).

jrv.

A draft

A/2057 .
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IT.. A draft resolution submitted by Ye_neZ1}.E)la (A/C. 4/1.153), the operative
part of which provided that the General Assembly should resolve _( l) to
reaffirm the principles stated in General Assembly resolution 334 (IV) of
2 December 1949 on the competence of the Assembly vri th regard ·to the
ex~ination

of information transmitted in accordance with Article 73 e of

the Charter by the Poi·Ters administering Non-Self-Governing Territorief::l;
(2) to appoint a Special Committee consisting of the representatives

of

to carry out during 1952, a detail ed study

of (a) the factors iV"hich should be taken into account in deciding
whether a Territory -is or is not a Territory whos e people have not
yet attained a full measure of self-government;

(b) the cases of

Territories which have, in the opinion of certain Administering Powers,
attained a full measure of·self-government;

(3) to postpone consideration

of chapters XI and XII of part one and the whole of part four of the
report of the Special Committee on Information transmitted under
Article 73 e of the Charter until the Special Committee referred to in
the present resolution has submitted its report;

(4) to instruct the

Special Committee appointed under the present resolution to complete
its report not later than 15 August 1952.

V.

An amendment proposed by Uruguay (A/C.4/L.l54) to add the following
sub-paragraph in paragraph 2 of the draft resolution submitted by
Venezuela:
"(c) The possibility of s etting up a permanent body with
instructions to report to the General Assembly and in each
case to propose a resoluti on with respect to the points referred
to in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) above."

10.

Following consultations between the sponsors of the above-mentioned draft

resolutions, the following joint draft resolution (A/C.4/L.l55) was submitted by
Denrr~rk,

Guatemala, Pakistan and Venezuela:
"The Fourth Committee
"Resolves to establish a sub-committee consisting of the representatives

of
"1.

to:
Study, in the light of the Special Committee's report and of the

discussions in the Fourth Committee, the basic and general factors to be
/taken into

A/2057
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taken into account in deciding whether a Terri tory is or is not a Terri tory
whose people have not yet attained a full measure of

self-goverP~ent;

"2. Consider the advisability of establishing procedures for the further
examination of the prob~em, taking into account the draft resolutions on
this subject which have been submitted to the Fourth Committee in documents
A/C.4/L.l51, A.C.4/L.l52, A/C.4/L.l52/Rev.l, AjC.4/L.153 and AjC.4/L.154."
11.

At its 218th meeting, the Committee adopted the joint draft resolution by

36 votes to none, with 9 abstentions, and approved the following composition of the
Sub-Committee;

Australia, Cuba, Denmark, France; Guatemala, Iraq, the United States

of America and Venezuela.
12. The Sub-Committee (Sub-Committee 9) elected Mr. Awni Khalidy (Iraq) and
Hr. Guy Perez Cisneros (Cuba) as Chairman and Rapporteur respectively.

It held

eleven meetinBS and approved a report (A/C.4/L.l80 and Corr.2) for submission to
the Fourth Committee.

The report concluded with a draft resolution providing that
;

the General Assembly should (l) take as a basis the. list. of factors drawn up by the
Sub-Committee;

(2) invite lv!embers to transmit their views on the problem of factors

by 1 May 1952;

(3) appoint an ad hoc committee of eight members to carry out

further studies;

(4) invite the proposed ad -hoc
- .committee to take into account all

information available and to submit a report to the seventh regular session of the
General Assembly, and (5) invite the Secretary-General to convene the ad hoc
committee so that it might begin its work one vreek before the opening of the 1952
session of the Special Committee.

13. At its 24lst meeting, the Committee examined the report of the Sub-Committee.
It decided to increase the number of members of the proposed ad hoc committee from
eight to ten, the membership to be Australia, Belgium, Burma, Cuba, Denmark, France,
Guatemala, Iraq, the United States of America and Venezuela.
Subject to this
modification, the Committee adopted the draft resolution proposed by the Sub-Commi.ttee
by a roll-call vote of 39 to none, with 6 abstentions 1 as follm-rs:
In favour:

Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Burma,
Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Denmark, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Egypt, . El Salvador, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico,
New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, SJTia, Thailand,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States
of America, Venezuela, Yemen, ·Y ugoslavia.
1Abstc.ini1Y"
----· --~

A/2057
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Absteinin~:

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia,
Netherlands, Poland, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

14.

The text of the draft resolution, ·as adopted, is annexed to the present report

as resolution IV.

/18.

Paragraph 3

A/2057
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The Fourth Committee

r~con~ends

to the General Assembly the adoption of

the follovring resolutions:

/Resolution II

.

Page

Resolution

-

13

rv

·. F:UWRE PROCE'DURE FOR TEE · COIJTHUATIOH OF TEE STTJDY OF FACTORS ' HHICB:

STIOu.LD BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN DECIDING HHETHER A TERRITORY IS
OR rs· NOT A TERRITORY \-THOSE PEOPLE HA.\TE HOT YET ATTAINED . A
FULL HEI),SUJlE OF SELF ··GOVERNMENT

The General Assembly,
Recalling that. in J.•esoluticn 334- (IV), adop-~ed on 2 December 1949, the
General Assembl;y- i:::·;; it.-:d any speci0..-L co:m..i-ni ttee lThich

;'"i~ht

be appointed on

:.r.::o:::i..::cicn t:::'ansmi ttod UJ.'Jder Articl e 73 e of the Chaj_·tel" to examine the factorc
iihich should 1)e taken into accowjt in deciding 1·Thethe:;." any Terri tory is· or is not .

e. Territory
Rc;ving

'H~ose

1::eoplo have not yet attained a full measure of self-government,

ex:imin~.<!

the :r.eport on the matter :prepared by the Special Committee

on I:r:.forrr.a -:ion tlansrui. tted, under Article 73 e of the Charter,

Ea. vi~£L3}1}'l~taken a revision of thes e factors,
ConsideriDI~
---------

ths.t the "•J ro<luc t;i 'Jn of a more definitive list of factors involves
~

;;-:co·c:L-acted and co:n:plex studies on the basis cf more complete information tmn 11as
a7ai.lc.ole in 1951,
De cides to take as a

1.

l:: ·:uJi~

tho l:.st of factors dra-vm up at the sixth

session of the GeneTal Assembly, i·rhic;h list is annexed to the l)resent resolution;
2.

Invites the Members of the UIJitod Hations to transmit in writinG to the

Secretary-General, by 1

J!~'.lY

1952, a statement of the vieus of their Governments on

the fac ocors ·Hhich ought to be taken i nto account in deciding _vrhether a Territory
is or is not a Terri tory i·rhosG peo11le have not yet attained a full measure of
self-c;overr.ment;

3.
:Belciu.rn,

Ap-po:i.:_nt_fi an :£1-d.]l;Q.£ Committee of ten members comprisiDg Australia,
Bur~. ,

Cuba, Denmark, France; Guate:rr.ala, Iraq, United States of Arae:cica

and Venezuela in order to carry out a further study of the factors -vrhich should be
te.ken into account in deciding vhether a Territory is or is not a Territory vhose
people have not ·yet attained. a full :neasure of self-government;

4, · Inv:i.tec tr.e Ad.
available,

incl~ding

::Iq_£

Cor,, nit.tce to taks into account aLl informatioD

that transmitted to the Secretary-General on the reasonz

irhich have J.ecl certe,in Adminictering :Members to cease to transmit information on
certain of these Territories, and to submit a report to the seventh regular
session of the General Assembly;

/5.

Invites

5•

Invites the Secretary-General to convene

the~

Hoc Committee in

o:::d.or ·t.ha t it may begin its i·r ork one week before the opening of the 1952 se s sion
of tho .Special Corrli!li ttee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the

/

/
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AIJJIJEX
FACTORS WHICH SH01JI.D BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN DECIDING vlHETHER A
TERRITORY IS OR IS NOT A TERRITORY WHOSE PEOPLE HAVE NOT YET
ATTAHIED A FULL MEASURE OF SELF-GOVERNiviENT

Introduction
1.

The Terri to.ries which are covered by Chapter XI of the Charter are those

Territories whose people have not yet attained a full measure of self-government,
It may be noted that the expression "self-government" is q_ualified in the Charter
by the 'lvords "full measure"

in the English text, "completement 11 in the French text,

end· "pleni tud." in the Spanish text.
2.

The task of the General Assembly) at present, is to indicate the factors vrhich

should be taken into account in determining whether the result of the advancement
of the people of any given Territory is such that that Territory has reached a
stage of self-geJvernment 1-rhere it falls outside the scope of Article 73 e of the
Charter.

3.

The condition under which the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter cease

to apply ,,rill be that the inhabitants of' the Terri tory have attained, through
political advancement, a full measure of self-government.

The fulfilment of this

condition may be achieved by various means, involving in all cases the expression
of the free ·will of the people.

The t1w principal means are (a) the attainment

of independence and (b) the union of the Territory on a footing of equal status
with other component parts of the metropolitan or other country or its association
on the same conditions with the metropolitan or other country or countries.

The

extent to which the provisions of Article 73 e continue to apply in the case of
Territories ·which have become neither independent nor fully integrated within
another State but -vrhich have already attained a full measure of self-government
in their internal affairs is a q_uestion which merits further study.

4.

The two principal forrn.s of political advancement, mentioned in the above

:paragraph) call for the cons.ideration of different factors in determining 1-1hether
a Terri tory has or has not reached a stage of self-government vrhere it falls
outside the scope. of .Article 73 e of the Charter.

/5.

Accordingly,
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5.

Accordingly, the General Assembly lists under two separate headings

belm.: the factors to be taken into account, stressing that the list cannot
be regarded. as exhaustive or definitive; and that a single factor or
yarticular combination of factors cannot be regarded as decisive in every
case.

vlhether the peoples of a Terri tory should be regarded as having

reached a stage of self-government '\·There there is no longer any obligation
to transmit information should be solved in the light of the conditions
enQmerated under either of the two headings, taking into account the
circumstances of each :particular case; vrhich will need to be studied
separately.

6.

Nevertheless, the General Assembly considers that the essential factors

to be taken into account in deciding Hhether a Non-Self-Governing Terri tory
has attained a full measure of self- government are the follmving:

(j_)

Political advancement:

Political ad.vancement of the population

sufficient to enable them to decide upon the future destiny
of the Terri tory vri th due knovrledge. ·
(ii)

Opinion of the population:

The opinion of the population of the

Territory, freely expressed. by informed and democratic processes,
as to the status or change in status which they desire.

7.

These factors apply both to N::m-Self-Governing Territories which ha vo achieved

independence and. to Non-.Self -Governing Territories 1-Thich ha ve freely united. or
associated themselves on a footing of eq_ual status with other component parts of
the metropolitan or other country or countries.

In the latter case, hmrever,

the follcMing factors are alpo essential and. should be talten into account:

(i)

Legislative representati on:

Representation without d.iscrimination

in the central legislative organs on the same basis as other
inhabitz nts and. regions.
(ii)

Citizenship:

Citizenship without discrimination on the same basis

I

I

I
I

I

as other inhabitants.

I
/FACTORS
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FACTORS WHICH SHOUlD BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN
DECIDING vlliETHER A TERRITORY IS OR IS NOT A
TERRITORY WHOSE PEOPLE HAVE NOT YET ATTAINED
A FULL IviEASURE OF SELF -GOVERNMENT
I. : F.actors indicative of the attainment of independence or other

separate system of self-government
A.

General ·
1.

Political advancement:

Political advancement of the population sufficient

to enable them to decide upon the future destiny of the Territory with due kn;owledge.
2.

Opinion of the population:

The opinion of the population of the

territory, freely expressed by informed and democratic processes, as to the status
or change in status which they desire.
B.
International status
1.

Independence:

The attainment of independence by the Territory , or

complete control oveJ:' its external relations and internal affairs.
2. · Eligibility for membership in international organizations:

Eligibility

for membership in the United Nations or for membership or· associate membership
in other international organizations;

representation by delegates selected by

the Territorial Government.
Pm.,rer to enter into. direct relations
General international relations:
of every kind with other governments and wi th international institutions, and to
negotiate, sign and ratify international conventions.

4.

Voluntary limitation of

soverei~nty:

Degree to which the sovereignty of

the Territory is limited by its ovn free will when that Territory has attained
independence or other separate system of self-government.

c.

Internal self-government
1.

Territorial government:

Freedom from control or interference by the

government of another state in respect of the internal government (legislature,
executive, judiciary) and administration of the Territory.
2.

Participation of the population :

Effective participation of the

population in the government of the Territory by means of an
and representative system.

3.

Economic and social ,jurisdiction:
economic and social affairs.

ade~uate

electoral

Complete autonomy in respect of

/II.

Factors

A/ :~Oj'(
Pe.;::~

1.:..,

J:I.

...
1

Factors inciice.ti.Y£.2L the free association 'i·rhether in e. f.;;,~.G3."aJ.
or uni.t::cy rele.t"lcnship of a~rito:ry en oaual status
'l·ii th ..oth'er-COii{ponent narts of the metro)Joli tan·
or other country

General
l.

_Polit?-_£al _!l.d'v'2.ncement:

s·cl.:::'~ic::.ont

Political advancement of th0 por;ulation

to em.ble the;.:1 to d.ecido u:ro:;1 the future destiny of tho IJ.'erl~i "~o:;.•z·

£:pin~<2.:LE.f th~~_.t)_9.PU~~:t:!.o!2.:

2.

The

o~1inion

of the :population of tho

TGrri·co:::;y freely express Ad by j_nformei and democratic :grocesses, as to ths ata tus
Ol' ch::n:::;e in

3.

st--:J.tl~s

>:·:hich they

dcnire.

Ge£~£lir:_c.l co~§~~:l.m!~:

Extent to '.-ihich the relations of the

'I'crl'i tory i·r:i. th the capital of the centu1l f.SOVernment raay be affected b;r
ci:'C'\).i:~stancos
Gc:_~c.:ca t::.un

arising out of

by lanc1., cea o:::Et~nic

th8i~c

cy~;1or

:cespecti ·-"0 geo_Jra::;,hical positions, such e.s

natur-':' 1

c:~3tacles.

ana. cul tu~cal cor.•::'idera tions:

R':tent to uhich the· rormlation

a:·e of z.::l.ffercnt :·aco, lc.l1 [SU<1Q" o:r: religion or have a distinct cultural heritec,e,
intel'CsJcs or

v::.. t!1

as::,dr3:~i0ns,

vhich the;;r

5.

dtst.i:oc;uisl:L1Q

the~

fe::-om tae

!~ Go2_.llcs

of the

covnt~c~"

f1•eeJ.y ''-Ssociate the::nsel ves,

_9og_12}tt.u~5. o~J~_'b__<?_£~side :.:·r. ti.~.§_:

As co cia tion (a) bJo" virtue of the

const::.·cu·,;ion of the metropolitan country ox· (b) by virtue of a treaty or 1Jilate::e.l
a::_;!'OGl"JelYC affectinG the st3. tv.s of the Terri tory, takinc into accom1t ( i) iihether
the consti tutiona.l :ztnr<mtees extend oqt1al].y to the as so cia ted Terri tory,

(:.i) irhethe:;.· ·:.:.h(O re a

~o

consti tu:.ion~t l fields reserved to t.he Terri tory, 2.nd

(::.ii) '.;hether ttero is pro7ision fo:;.· the }:artici:fation of the Territory

011

c.

basis of equality in any ctan2:es :i.n the constitutional system of the sta:ce.
B.•

the

cen·~::aJ. leg~slat1 ve

2.

Citizenshi-p:
--------

or sans on the se.me basis as other inhabitants and recions.
Citizonslli!J

~-r:.t:1out discr:iJniJ::~ation

on the same bc,sis aa

otl.1e;.• inlnbHa:ats.

3.

go-y~tgn~~X:!..2f!1:?JE~1£:

Ap:vci11trnent or election of officials fl"'om the

S.1erri tory on the se.me basin es those from other parte of the c01mtry,

/C,

Internal

A/205:
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C•

Internal constitutional conditions
l.

Suffrage:

Universal and equal suffrage, free periodic elections b;;r

secret ballot, freedom of choice of electoral candidates.
2.

Local rights and status:

Equal rights and status for the inhabitants

and local bodies of the Territory as enjoyed by inhabitants and local bodies of
other

~arts

3.

of the country,

Local officials:

Appointment or election of officials in the

Territory on the same basis as those in other parts of the country.
!~.

Internal legislation:

Complete legislative autonomy of tho Territory,

by means of electoral and re:f!resentative systems, in all matters i·Thich in

accordance 't·Tith the norrr.al terms of associatj.on are, in the case of non-unitary
sys"Cemc, not reserved to the central government.
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from

Non-Self-Governing
(continued)

Territories

[Item 36]*
REPORT OF SuB-COMMITTEE 9, APPOINTED TO STUDY
THE FACTORS WHICH SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
IN DECIDING WHETHER A TERRITORY IS OR IS NOT A
TERRITORY WHOSE PEOPLE HAVE NOT YET ATTAINED
A FULL MEASURE OF SELF-GOVERNMENT (AfC.4fL.l80
and Corr. 2)
49. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba), Rapporteur of
Sub-Committee 9, introduced that Sub-Committee's
report (A/C.4/L.180 and Corr. 2). He explained that,
in aecordance with the Sub-Committee's decision,
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annexes I and II were to be considered as a whole and
should he discussed together.
50. He pointed out that the Sub-Committee had
adopted paragraph 7 of its report in spite of the Secretariat's statement, based on a General Assembly resolution, that it could not ensure a wide distribution of
the summary records of the meetings. The resolution
cited applied only to verbatim records and therefore
did not affect the Sub-Committee's right, under rule
60 of the General Assembly's rules of procedure, to
deeide upon the form of its records. Consequently, in his
rapacity as Rapporteur, he insisted that the Secretariat
should distribute a complete set, in triplicatr, of thr
Sub-Committee's records, at least to each member of
the Fourth Committee.
51. He paid a tribute to all the members of the Secretariat who had helped the Sub-Committee in its difficult
task, and mentioned in- particular Mr. Benson, the
Director of the Division of Information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories. He reserved the right to make
a longer statement on the substance of the question in
his capacity as representative of Cuba at a later stage
in the discussion, and for the time being simply stated
that, in his view, annexes I and II of the report representerl a marked improvement on all the former documents on the question.
52. Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq), speaking as Chairman of
Sub-Committee 9, did not think it appropriate to discuss
the substance of the question at that stage, since the
procedure to be followed for its future study was laid
down in the report. The procedure was both complex
and new, and the Sub-Committee's work had been
very successful.
53. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark) congratulated the
Chairman and the Rapporteur of the Sub-Committee
and thanked its members and the Secretariat for their
work. In general his delegation accepted the proposals
contained in annexes I and II of the Sub-Committee's
report. He outlined the various stages in the ~Lurly
of the problem and declared that the report constituted
a definite step forward, especially in its systematic
grouping of the factors.
5-!. His delegation attached particular importance to
paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of the introduction to annex II.
However, he had always realized that in all probability
a further study might show that the list of factors
indicative of the free association of a territory on equal
status with other component parts of the metropolitan
or other country (annex II) should be divided into
two parts, separate considerations being given to cases
in which a territory became associated with a State
of the federal type and to cases in which the union
was to be with a State of the unitary type. That distinction had indeed been mentioned in paragraph 12 of the
Sub-Committee's report. As an indication of the need
for such a sub-division, attention could be drawn to
the last factor included in the list mentioned. That
factor should be understood as applying only to States
of a non-unitary system. The real test, in the case of
assoeiation with a unitary State, was that the territory
should have equality of rights and status with the other
component parts of the State to which it was attached.

55. With regard to the future procedure for the study
of the problem, his delegation would have preferred to
entrust the work to the Special Committee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter or
to some subsidiary organ of that Committee. However,
in a spirit of compromise it had been able to accept the
solution put forward in paragraphs 3 and 5 of annex I.
56. He proposed that the Committee should adopt the
Sub-Committee's recommendations as set forth in
annexes I and II of document A (C.4 (L.180.
57. Mr. TOBIAS (United States of America) said that
the Sub-Committee's report was a helpful step forward
in the study of a difficult problem. He had no amendments to suggest and would vote in favour of the
proposed draft resolution (annex 1). He proposed that
the ad hoc committee provided for in paragraph 3 of
the draft resolution should be made up of the same
countries as the Sub-Committee, namely Australia,
Cuba, Denmark, France, Guatemala, Iraq, the United
States of America and Venezuela.
58. Mr. MAVROS (Greece) agreed with the SubCommittee that the list of factors it had prepared was
not definitive. The proposed ad hoc committee would
first have to consider procedure and decide whether the
C'>tahlishment of a list of factors was really the best
way of solving the problem. As the application of any
eriteria chosen would be a highly political matter,
each particular case would inevitably be decided on
political grounds not related to the factors. In addition,
the Sub-Committee had not considered who should
he responsible for deciding in practice whether or not
a given factor existed in a particular case.
59. He fully agreed with the authors of the report
that a distinction should be drawn between complete
self-government and the so-called self-government
which was confined to the management of the country's
internal affairs.
60. The Committee should avoid any undue optimism
abonl the results of the report. Two vitally important
que"tions must be answered with regard to Non-SclfGowrning Territorie~ : at what stage a population
which \Vas not self-governing became sufficiently malure
to be entitled to self-government ; and who was to
decide when thal stage of maturity had been reached.
The administering Powers considered that they alone
were entitled to decide that question. They would
therefore inevitably introduce, in breach of the spirit
and letter of the Charter, political considerations foreign
to the interests and aspirations of the peoples of those
territories. Such a procedure was quite illogical, because
it placed the Non-Self-Governing Territories in a less
favourable position than the Trust Territories, whose
development towards independence was protected by
international guarantees. That paradoxical situation
directly threatened the prestige of the United Nations.
61. Mr. RIVAS (Venezuela) considered that the SubCommittee had done constructive work, owing above
all lo the competent manner in which the representative
of Iraq had conducted its proceedings.
62. He fully agreed with the Greek representative
that the United Nations should lay down precise rules
in the matter. Each Non-Self-Governing Territory
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presented different geographical, ethnic, economic and
other characteristics. The best method of examining
such factors was to analyse the cases where the administering Power had stated that it would cease to communicate the information provided for in Article 73 e of
the Charter. No change in the status of a Non-SelfGoverning Territory could be valid unless internationally recognized. The General Assembly alone could
decide when a Non-Self-Governing Territory had
actually attained full self-government. Only the General
Assembly could apply the criteria that the Committee
was seeking to determine.
63. He hoped the Committee would adopt the draft
resolution in annex I of the report. The ad hoc committee
was not called upon to consider whether the General
Assembly had competence in the matter, for that competence was derived from the Charter.
64. Mr. DE PAIVA LEITE (Brazil) congratulated
the Sub-Committee and its Chairman on its excellent
work. He appealed to the members of the Committee to
refrain from raising again, at that stage, the complex
problems involved. The procedure suggested in the
draft resolution for a more thorough study of the
question was sensible, and he would vote for the report
and its annexes.
65. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) drew the Committee's attention to paragraph 12 of the SubCommittee's report. The list of factors should be subdivided into three categories according to the status of
territories : first, territories enjoying complete independence and sovereignty, with their own representation
abroad ; secondly, territories members of federations,
without diplomatic representation of their own but
enjoying broad legislative autonomy enabling them to
safeguard their rights and traditional interests ; thirdly,
territories that had attained the status of full sovereignty through incorporation in the metropolitan
country or another country but that had neither their
own diplomatic representation nor legislative autonomy.
To the last category the United Nations should apply
the strictest criteria
fi6. It was nut sufficient to eontrast the eoncept of
self-government with that of non-self-government.
As Mr. Georges Scelle, the eminent French jurist, had
explained, a territory could easily be financially and
administratively autonomous though still a colony in
the conventional sense. The terms of Article 73 of
the Charter, far from excluding access of Non-SelfGoverning Territories to complete independence, seemed
on the contrary to presuppose it.
67. Article 73 of the Charter had not required the
Administering Members to transmit information
regarding the political progress made hy the peoples
of Non-Self-Governing Territories ; nevertheless, for
the United Nations to be able to determine whetlwr a
territory had ceased to be non-self-governing, it must
he informed of the political progress made by the people.
68. Finally, when a country ceased to transmit information about a territory, the General Assembly had
the right and the duty, on behalf of the international
community, to consider and decide whether such action

was in accordance with established criteria. His delegation could not understand why some countries were
reluctant to recognize that right and that duty, of which
the Treaty of Versailles had provided a notable historical
example in requiring Germany to give up its colonies
because of its failure to fulfil its international obligations
with regard to them.
69. There was some ambiguity in the wording of the
introduction to annex II. His delegation could not
agree that social, economic and cultural autonomy
should be considered separately from political autonomy ; on the achievement of the latter depended all
other forms of true autonomy.
70. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republle)
unreservedly supported the views of the Brazilian
representative. The report was, in his opinion, acceptable as a compromise solution. It had been of considerable assistance to the Committee's debates, and the
Sub-Committee deserved to be congratulated on having
established a limited list of factors that could he completed through consultation with governments.
71. His delegation asked, however, that the summary
record of the meeting should report its wish that the
proposed ad hoc committee should apply itself to formulating a legal definition of self-government on which
it could base its work. On that understanding, his
delegation approved the draft resolution and proposed
that the report should be adopted as speedily as possible,
without unnecessarily prolonging the debate.
72. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) explainrd that the
last fador in Lhe list of factors indicative of the free
association of a territory on equal status with other
component parts of the metropolitan or other country
(annex II), which had been included in that list at his
request, could only be applied to federations and other
forms of association and did not apply to unitary
systems.
73. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark) desired that explanation to appear in the records.
7·i. Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq), supported by Mr. LANNllNG (Denmark) and Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic), asked the French representative, who
intended not to speak until the Committee's following
meeting, not to delay the discussion and prevent thi·
Committee from voting beforr the meeting rose.
t;>. Mr. DE LACHARHIERE (France) explained that
he would refrain from analysing the factors because the
proposc>d ad hoc committee would he required, according
lo the procedure laid down in the report and approved
by the French delegation, to revise the list of the factors
in the light of the comments submitted by governments.
76. He reminded the Committee of the reservations
France had made (A/C.4/L.180, para. 15) on certain
factors involving race and religion and on the identilicat ion of self-government with full independence.
77. He replied Lo the representatives of Greece, Cuba
and Venezuela that it rested solely with the administering Power to determine the territories concerning
which information should be transmitted under
Article 73 e. As for the Greek representative's comparison of the regime of the Trust Territories with that
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of the Non-Self-Gowming Territories, the distinction
between the two arose from the Charter, which his
Government intended to observe. France had agreed
to work on the establishment of factors only within
the terms of General Assembly resolution 334 (IV),
according to which the General Assembly could merely
express opinions for the guidance of governments, which
alone were competent to take a decision in the matter.
78. Lastly, the question of autonomy should not
arise only where a country ceased to transmit information on a territory, but also where a territory had
never had any information transmitted about it. Certain
governments had under their jurisdiction territories
whose inhabitants ought to be protected by Chapter XI
of the Charter.
79. Mr. SPITS (Nethrrlands) explained that he
would abstain from voting because the question was
so complex that his delegation had always doubted the
possibility of drawing up a complete list of factors to
cover all cases. Moreover, only the administering Powers
were competent to determine the territories to which
the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter applied.
80. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba), supported by
Mr. TAJIBNAPIS (Indonesia), Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq),
Mr. INGLES (Philippines), Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium)
and Mr. DE PAIVA LEITE (Brazil) observed that the
Far East should be represented on the future ad hoc
committee, and proposed the candidature of Burma.
81. The CHAIRMAN suggested that, in order to
maintain a balance between the administering Powers
and the. other countries, Burma and Belgium should
he appomted members of the ad hoc committee, with
Australia, Cuba, Denmark, France, Guatemala, Iraq,
the United States of America and Venezuela.
It was so decided.
82. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the draft
resolution as a whole (A/CA(L.180 and Corr. 2,
annexes I and II).
83. At the request of Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq), the
CHAIRMAN called for a vote by roll-call.
A !Jole was taken by roll-call.
Denmark, having been rlrwvn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.

In favour : Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Egypt, El Salvador, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Lebanon, Liberia,
Mexico, New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi
Arabia, Syria, Thailand, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina,
Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Burma, Canada, Chile,
China, Colombia, Cuba.
.4.bstaining : Netherland, Poland, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Byrlorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia.
The draft resolution as a whole was adopted by 89 votes
to none, with 6 abstentions.
Printed

in

France

8·!. U HLA MAlJNG (Burma) thankeu thosr of his
colleagues who had proposed his candidature.
85. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) stated that he had
voted for the draft resolution because it was a provisional measure and because his country agreed that the
studies for which it provided should be madr.
86. He pointed out, however, a serious omission in
annex II, which only dealt with territories concerning
which the administering Power had ceased to transmit
information.
Citing General Assembly resolution
334 (IV), he observed that his country, though glad
to see a territory removed from the list, would also
be glad to see included in it certain territories about
which information had nnfortunatrly nevrr !wen
transmitted.
87. Mr. l\IATHIESON (United Kingdom) stated that
he had voted for the draft rrsolution although his delegation still doubted the advisability of establishing
an ad hoc committee.
88. The resolution did not raise the question of competence and he had therefore no rrservations to make
on that subject.
89. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark) said that in his opinion
the factors established should apply equally to territories on which information had ceased to to be transmitted and to territories on which information should
begin to be transmitted.
90. In the light of the factors all countries would
have lo ask themselves whether they ought not to
transmit information coneerning eertain territories
for which they had hitherto not sent information.
91. In connexion with resolution 222 (Ill) of
:i November 19"18, his delegation had hau the opportunity of associating itself with the view that a State
responsible for a territory had the right itself to determine the constitutional status of the territory under
its sovereignty. Nothing in Chapter XI could be
construed to support a different view.
92. His country would inform the United Nations of
any change of status which might occur with regard
lo the territory for which it was responsible, but in
doing so did not consider that any action taken by its
eonstitutional organs should he snbjert to revision hy
the United Nations.
·
93. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) and Mr. PEREZ
CISNEROS (Cuba) stressed that the draft rrsolution
in no way prejudged the question of competence, which
in their view lay with the Grneral Assembly.

The meeting rose at 7.20 p.m.
D-93355-January 1952-3,600
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I. CONSTITUTION OF THE COMMITTEE
1. By resolution 567 (VI), adopted on 18 January
1952, the General Assembly appointed
Ad Hoc

on Non-Self-Governing Territories ever since the first
.
meetings of the General Assembly.
4. The present Ad Hoc 'Committee was instTUcted to
carry out a further study. For the purpose of this
study, it had as a basis a list of factors drawn up by
the General Assembly at its sixth session, together with
the comments which Members of the United Nations
had transmitted to the Secretary-General in response
to paragraph 2 of resolution 567 (VI). In addition,
the Ad Hoc Committee, in accordance with paragraph 4
of the same resolution, was authorized to take account
of all information available, including that transmitted
to the Secretary-General on the reasons which had led
certain Administering Members to cease to tr?-Osmit
information on certain of the Territories previously
enumerated as Non-Self-Governing Te,rritories.

an

Committee of ten members comprising Australia,
Belgium, Burma, Cuba, Denmark, France,. Guatemala, Iraq, the United States of America and Venezuela, in order to carry out a further study of the
.factors which should he taken into account in deciding
whether a territory is or is not a territory whose
people have not yet attained a full measure of sel£government.
The Committee met at the Headquarters of the
United Nations on 4 September 1952 and held six
meetings between 4 and 9 September.
.

1I.

OFFICERS

2. The officers of the Committee were il:be ·following:
Mr. Awni Khalidy (Iraq), Chairman;
Mr. Benjamin Gerig (United States of America),
Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur.

IV.

GENE:RA+- CONSIDERATIONS

5. In the course of the discussion'S in the Committee,
certain general considerations were advanced to which·
reference should be made in order to clarify the nature
of the Committee's work.
(A) The Committee was concerned with Non-Se1fGoverning Territories as covered by Chapter XI of
the Charter. This point was made, as follows, on the
three previous occasions on which the question has
been discussed;
(1) General Assembly resdl.ution 334 (IV) of 2
December 1949 is entitled "Territories to which Chapter XI of the 'Charter applies"; this resolution refers
to the enumeration of Territories in General Assembly
resolution 66 (I) and the cessation of information on
some of those Territories.
.
(2) Paragraph 11 of part four of the report
(A/1836) approved by the Committee on Information
in 1951 states that the Committee is of the opinion

Ill. INTRODUCI'IO~
. 3. This is the third occasion within a year on which
a committee of the General Assembly has given detailed attention to the problem of factors. The Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories in 1951 examined the question and approved
a report prepared by a sub-committee (AJ1836, part
four). At the sixth session of the General A!ssembly,
the Fourth Committee, after considering the report,
appointed a sub--committee, the report of which formed
the basis of resolution 567 (VI). All this previous
work has made it possible to clarify a number of the
elements in the problem involved, and has been justified
by the complexity and importance of the basie issues
which have been implicit in many' of the discussions

1

that there are numerous elements which should be taken
into consideration "in reaching a decision whether a
particular territory would come within the scope of
Chapter XI of the Charter".
(3) Resolution 567 (VI), in paragraph 2 of its
annex, states that "the task of the General Assembly,
at present, is to indicate the factors which should be
taken into account in determining whether the result
of the advancement of the people of any given territory is such that that territory has reached a stage of
self-government where it falls outside the scope of
Article 73 e of the Charter".
The representative of Belgium stated that resolution 334 (IV) applied as well at the beginning as at
the cessation of the transmission of information; tha:t
. those who recognized the competence of the General
Assembly to decide that the transmi'Ssion of information should be continued should also recognize its
competence to decide that information should begin to
be sent for a territory in respect of which no information had yet been transmitted. The representative of
France associated himself with this opinion. The representatives of Guatemala and Venezuela expressed
reservations on this point.
(B) The question of what authority has the competence to determine that a territory has reached a stage
of self-government where it falls outside the scope of
Article 73 e of the Charter was not considered to be
within the competence of the Ad Hoc Committee.
Various members of the Committee, however, recorded
their opinions on this point as matters which they
reserved for treatment in the General Assembly.
(C) The Committee was generally agreed that no
enumeration of factors can do more than serve as a
guide in determining whether a territory is or is not
fully self-governing. Each specific case will need to be
determined by the particular circumstances of that
case. Paragraph 5 of the annex to resolution 567 (VI)
underlines this principle by stressing that such a list
of factors "cannot be regarded as exhaustive or definitive, and that a single factor or particular combination
of factors cannot be regarded as decisive in every case.
Whether the peoples of a territory should be regarded
as having reached a stage of self-government where
there is no longer any obligation to transmit information
should be solved in the light of the conditions
enumerated under either of the two headings, taking
into account the circumstances of each particular case,
which will need to be studied separately".
(D) A third general question relates to the extent
to which the provisions of Article 73 e continue to
apply in the case of territories which have become
neither independent nor fUlly integrated within another State but which have already attained a full
measure of self-government in their internal affairs.
Paragraph 3 of the annex to resolution 567 (VI)
states that this is a question which merits further
study. A number of replies received from governments
expressed divergent opinions upon this important question of principle. The Government of the Netherlands,
considering that as 'soon as a territory had reached a
state of self-government as regards the subjects
enumerated in Article 73 e the Administering Member was no longer under an obligation to transmit

information, suggested, in the light of this contention,
a new set of factors to be taken into account by an
Administering Member in deciding whether it should
cease to transmit information.
Different opinions were expressed in the Committee
as to whether, in the light of its terms of reference, it
was competent to consider this question. It was agreed
that the matter should be referred to the General
Assembly, which might wish to pursue its study. The
list of factors as suggested by the Netherlands Government was as follows:
(a) Has the territory a representative parliament
and is the composition of such parliament based on the
result of elections?
(b) In what way does this parliament co-operate in
the exercise of the legislative power with regard to the
subjects mentioned in Article 73 e?
(c) To what extent is the Executive bound by the
decisions of the~parliament with regard to the subjects
mentioned in Article 73 e?
(d) Is the intervention of the metropolitan country
in the autonomy with regard to the subj ects mentioned
in Article 73 e limited to those cases which are based
upon the constitution voluntarily accepted by the
territory?
(e) \¥hat matters are excepted from the autonomy
with regard to the subj ects mentioned in Article 73 e
as a result of the fact that they are of common interest
to the metropolitan country and the territory con~
cerned? Are they collectively dealt with and what part
has the territory in this respect?
(f) Does the territory enjoy financial independence
and is the budget controlled by parliament?
(g) In what way are human rights and fundamental
freedoms guaranteed?
(E) The Government of Iraq suggested that a new
factor should be added to the existing list relating to
the question of armed forces. Some members of the
Committee expressed the opinion that the details contained in the proposal raised difficult matters which
related to questions of security and were beyond the
terms of the Committee's work. It was agreed to insert
a reference to the broad question of responsibility for
national defence in the list of factors and to record in
full in the present report the following text submitted
by the Government of Iraq:
"(a) Does the territory possess armed forces of
its own? If so, who controls those armed forces
politically, administratively and financially? Is there
a financial contribution made towards the cost of
maintenance of its armed forces by a foreign or
allied Power? If so, what is the proportion of this
contribution to the total allocation in the national
budget for the armed forces? Is there a foreign
military mission in the territory accredited to the
armed forces? If so, in what capacity does this
foreign mission function, that is to say, if it is an
advisory military mission, to what extent is it in a
position to influence both in theory and practice the
policy and administration of the armed forces of
that territory?
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" ( b) Are there military, air and naval units belonging to a foreigo Power stationed in that territory? If so, was that agreed upon voluntarily with
the territory?"
(F) The United Kingdom Government submitted a
number of factors which, in its view, would ideally
have to be taken into account in deciding whether a
territory was or was not a territory whose people
enjoyed a full measure of self-government. The Committee included in its list,the points fr;bm the United
Kingdom list concerning political rights of individuals.
The opinion was expressed that other factors regarding
the position of the executive, the judiciary and internal
security would perhaps be too detailed for similar
treatment but that they should be recorded in the
report. These additional factors were:

FACTORS INDICATIVE OF THE ATTAINMENT OF INDEPENDENCE OR OF OTHER SEPARATE SYSTEMS OF SELFGOVERNMENT

First Part

Factors indicative of the attainment of independence
A. Intwnational status
1. International responsibility. Full international responsibility of the territory for the acts inherent in the
exercise of its external sovereigoty and for the corresponding acts in the administration of its internal
affairs.
2.. Eligibility for membership in the United Nations.
3. General international relations. Power to enter
into direct relations of every kind with other governments and with international institutions and to negotiate, sigo and ratify international instruments.
4. National defence. Freedom of the territory to
enter into arrangements concerning its national defence.
B. InternaJ self-government
1. For,n of government. Complete freedom of the
people of the territory to choose the form of government which they desire.
2. Territorial government. Freedom from control or
interference by the government of another State in
respect of the internal government (legislature, executive, judiciary) and administration of the Territory.
3. Economi<:, social and cultural jurisdiction. Complete autonomy in respect of economic, social and
cultural affairs.

Position of the executive
(a) Is the executive branch of government composed of persons who enjoy the support of the people
or their elected representativeS?
(b) Is the government drawn from the elected representatives of the people, and does the continuance of
its existence depend on the continuance of the support
of the people? In short, does the withdrawal of the
support and consent of the people ensure the fall of
the government?
(c) Is the government compelled, at reasonable intervals prescribed by law, to surrender its power and
provide the people with a further opportunity of determining the government of the territory?

Judiciary

Second Part

(a) Are the courts of justice free from political
influence, Le., does the appointment of judges depend
upon their political affinities or not?
(b) Are the courts entirely separate from the executive branch of government, i.e., is the position of
judges so entrenched that they are not dependent for
their office on or affected by the fortune of any
political party or any particular government?

Factors indi<:ative of the attainment of other separate
syste>ns of self-government
A. General
1. Politi<:aI advancement. Political advancement of
the population sufficient to enable them to decide upon
the future destiny of the territory with due knowledge.
2. Opinion of the population. The opinion of the
population of the territory, freely expressed by informed and democratic processes, as to the status or
change in status which they desire.
3. Voluntary limitation by sovereignty. Degree to
which the sovereigoty of the territory is limited by
its own free will when that territory has attained a
separate system of self-government.
B. Intemational status
1. General international relations. Degree or extent
to which the territory exercises the power to enter
freely into direct relations of every kind with other
governments and with international institutions and to
negotiate, sigo and ratify international instruments
freely.
2. Eligibility for membership in the United Nations.
C. InternaJ self-government
1. Territorial government. Namre and measure of
control or interference, if any, by the government of
another State in respect of the internal government,
for example, in respect of the following:

Internal security
(a) Are the elected representatives of the people
and the courts of jnstice free from pressure by mob
violence, private armies or similar influences?
(b) Is there freedom for the individual from arbitrary arrest? And are there means (such as habeas
corpus) of procuring his release from .any arbitrary
detention?
(c) Are the armed forces of the State, and its police
forces, ultimately subject to the will of the representatives of the people?

V.

LIST OF PROPOSED FACtoRS

6. The list of factors, therefore, which the Ad Hoc
Committee submits to the General Assembly which
should be taken into account in deciding whether a
territory is or is not a territory whose people have not
yet attained a full measure of self-government, is as
follows:
3

Legislature: The enactment of laws for the territory
by an indigenous body whether fully elected by free
and democratic processes or lawfully constituted in a
manner receiving the free consent of the population;
E.:recutive: The selection of members of the executive branch of the government by the competent
authority in the territory receiving consent of the
indigenous population, whether that authority is hereditary or elected, having regard also to the nature and
measure of control, if any, by an outside agency on
that authority, whether directly or indirectly exercised
in the constitution and conduct of the executive branch
of the government;
JudiCiary: The establishment ·of courts of law and
the selection of judges.
2. Participation of the populatWn. Effective participation of the population in the government of the territory: (a) Is there an adequate and appropriate
electoral and representative system? (b) Is this electoral system conducted without direct or indirect interference from a foreign govertunent?l
3. Economic, social and cultural jurisdiction. Degree
of auton<lmy in respect of economic, social and cultural
affairs, as illustrated by the degree of frt.;edom from
economic pressure as exercised, for example, by a
foreign minority group which, by virtue of the help of
a foreign Power, has acquired a privileged economic
status prejudicial to the general economic interest of
the people of. the territory; and by the degree of freedom and 1ack of discrimination against the indigenous
population of the territory in social legislation and
social developments.

3. Geographical" considerations. Extent to whiCh the
relations of the territory with the capital of the central
government may be affected by circumstances atising
out of their respective geographical positions, such as
separation by land, sea or other natUral obstacles.
4. Ethnic and cultural conSiderations. Extent to
wJIich the population are of different race, language or
religion or have a distinct cultural heritage, interests
or aspirationS, distinguishing them from the peoples of
the country with which they freely associate themselves.
5. Constitutional considerations. Association (a) by
virtue of the constitution of the metropolitan country;
or (b) by virtue of a treaty or bilater3l agreement
affecting the status of the territory, taking into account
(i) whether the constitutional guarantees extend·
equally to the associated territory, (ii) whether there
are powers in certain matters constitutionally reserved
to the territory or to the central authority, and (iii)
whether there is provision for the participation of the
territory on a basis of equality in any changes in the
constitutional system of. the State.
B. Status
1. Legislative representation. Representation without discrimination in the central legislative organs on
the same basis as other inhabitants and regions.
2. Citizenship. Citizenship without· discrimination
on the same basis as other inhabitants.
3. Government officials. Eligibility of offiCials from
the territory to all public offices of the central authority,
by appointment or election, on the same basis as those
from other parts of the country.
C. I nternaJ constitutional conditions
1. Suffrage. Universal and equal suffrage, and free
periodic elections, characterized by an absence of undue
influence over and coercion of the voter or of the imposition of disabilities ()n particular political parties.!
2. Local rights and status. In a unitary system equal
rights and status for -the inhabitants and local bodies
of the territory as enjoyed by inhabitants and local
bodies of other parts of the country; in a federal
system an identical degree of self-govern:ment for the
inhabitants and local bodies of all parts of the
federation..
3. Local officials. Appointment.LIr election of officials in the territory On the same basis as those in
other parts of the country.
4. Internal legislation. Local self-government of the
same scope and under .the same conditions as enjoyed
by other parts of the country.

Factors indicative of the free associaiWn of a territory
with oth"er component parts of the metropolitan or
other country
A. .General
1. Political advancement. Political advancement of
the population sufficient to enable them to decide upon
the future destiny of the territory with due knowledge.
2. Opinion of the populatio.n. The opinion of the
population of the territory, free1y expressed by informed and democratic processes, as to the status or
change in status which they desire.
:1 For example, the following questions wOuld be relevant:
(i) Has each adult inhabitant equal power (subject to special
safeguards for minorities) to determine the clul.racter of the
government of the territory? (ll) Is this IlOwer exercised
freely, i.e., is there an absence of undue influence over and
coercion of the voter and of the imposition of disabilities on
particular political parties? Some tests which can be used in
the application of this factor are as follows:
(a) The existence of effective measures to ensure the dem0cratic expression of the will of the people;
(b) The existence of more than one political party in the
territory;
(c) The existence of a secret baUot;
(d) The existence of legal prohibitions on the exercise of
undemocratic practices in the course of elections;
(e) The existence for the individual elector of a choice between candidates of differing political parties j
(f) The absence of "martial law" and similar measures at
election times;
(Hi) Is each individual free to express his political opinions,
to support or oppose any political party or cause, and to
criticize the government of the day?

2

For

~ple,

the following tests would be relevant:

(a) The existence of effective measures to ensure the demo-,

cratic expression of the will of the people;
(b) The existence of more than one political party in the
territory;
(c) The existence of a secret ballot;
(d) The existence of legal prohibitions on the exercise of
undemocratic practices in the course of elections;
(e) The e:ristence for the individual elector of a choice between candidates of differing political parties;
(t) The absence of "martial law" and similar measures at
eleCtion times;
(g) Freedom of each individual to express his political
opinionsl to support or oppose any political party or cause, and
to critiCIZe the ,government of the day.
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Chairman: Mr. Rodolfo MUNOZ (Argentina).
:Factors which should he taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a terri·
tory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2178)

[Item 36] *
Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq), speaking as Chairman of
the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, introduced the
Committee's report (A/2178).
1.

2. The question of determining whether a territory
had or had not achieved a full measure of self-government was one of the problems posed by the text of the
Charter which had in various ways influenced discussions in the Fourth Committee. It had arisen as early
as 1946, during the second part of the first session of
the General Assembly when, after the consideration of
co~munications from various governments, it had been
dectded that the best course of action at that time was
to incorporate in resolution 66 (I) an enumeration of
the territories which had been declared by the Administering Members concerned to fall within the scope
of Chapter XI of the Charter. In 1949, following the
cessation of the transmission of information under
Article 73 e in respect of certain territories, the General Assembly adopted resolution 334 (IV) in which it
had invited the Special Committee on Information
transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter to examine the factors which should be taken into account
in deciding whether any territory was or was not a
territory whose people had not yet attained a full measure of self-government. That Committee had been able
to transmit to the General Assembly a report ( A/1836
and Corr.1, part four) containing a list of factors
which it had said was not to be regarded as exhaustive.
Using that list as a basis for its consideration of the
problem, the Fourth Committee had, at the AssemLly's
sixth session, established a sub-committee, which had
studied the question further and submitted two lists :
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.

one of factors indicative of the attainment of independence or other separate system of self-government,
and the other of factors indicative of the free association of a territory on equal status with other component parts of the metropolitan or other country. On the
recommendation of the Fourth Committee, the General
Assembly in resolution 567 ( W), had decided to take
those two lists as a basis, and had also decided that since
further study based on more complete information was
required for a more definitive list, it would invite Member States to transmit their views to the SecretaryGeneral on the basis of the list drawn up at the sixth
session. It had also appointed an ad hoc committee of
ten members to carry out the further study. That was
the Committee whose report was now before the Fourth
Committee.
3. The work of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors
had been governed by certain general considerations.
First, it had been agreed that the Committee was concerned only with Non-Self-Governing Territories as
covered by Chapter XI of the Charter. The details
of the occasions on which that point had been previously made were to be found in paragraph 5 (A) of
document A/2178. Secondly, the Committee had decided that the question of what authority should determine that a territory had reached a stage of selfgovernment where it fell outside the scope of Article
73 e of the Charter was not within its competence.
Various members of the Ad Hoc Committee had reserved their right to deal with that question in the
General Assembly. Thirdly, it had been agreed to refer
to the General Assembly the question of the extent to
which Article 73 e continued to apply in the case of
territories which had become neither independent nor
fully integrated within another State but which had
already attained a full measure of self-government in
their internal affairs. The Netherlands Government had
submitted a list of factors relating to that question,
which had been included in the Committee's report.
4. After those jurisdictional questions had been disposed of, the Committee had co-operated in producing
a revised list of proposed factors, which were set out
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in detail in the report. The same two general_ c~tego_ries
had been maintained but the first had been divided mto
two parts : first, fa~tors indicative of th_e <1;ttai?ment
of independence; and secondly, factors mdicative of
the attainment of other separate systems of self-government. The second major category was still entitled
"Factors indicative of the free association of a territory with other component parts of the metropolitan
or other country."
5. The Government of Iraq had suggested that a new
factor relating to the question of arn:ed forces ~hould
be added to the list, but as that raised the difficult
questions of security which were beyond the te~ms of
the Committee's work, it had been agreed to mclude
a broad reference to the question of responsib~lity for
national defence, and to record the text submitted by
the Government of Iraq in paragraph 5 (E) of the
report.
6. The United Kingdom Government had sent the
Secretary-General a list of factors. which, in its. view,
would ideally have to be taken mto account m. deciding whether a territory was or was not a terntory
whose people enjoyed a full mea_sure
self-&"overnment. The Committee had found It possible to mclude
in its list the points concerning the political rights of

ot
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individuals while the others, regarding the position of
the executive, the judiciary and internal security, had
been recorded in the report.

7. The Committee had been able to agree on the
individual factors in its list without taking any votes.
However, when the report as :1: whole was ado~ted,
by 7 votes to none with 2 abstentions, some delegatiOns
had made formal reservations and it had been agreed
that all delegations would be free to re-examine the
report in the General Assembly.
8. The most important statement made by the Committee was that no enumeration of factors could do
more than serve as a guide in determining whether a
territory was or was not fully self-~overning. Each
specific case would need to be determmed by the particular circumstances of that case. Paragraph 5 of the
annex to resolution 567 (VI) had underlined that
principle by stressing that such a list of factors could
not be regarded as exhaustive or definitive.
9. In conclusion, Mr. Khalidy paid a tribute to the
spirit of co-operation which had domina_t:d the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors and to the diligence and
devotion of its secretariat.
The meeting rose at 4.15 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Rodolfo MUNOZ (Argentina).
Factors which should be taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) ( A/2178) (continued)
[Item 36]*
1. Mr. FORSYTH (Australia) said the Australian
delegation in the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors had
reserved its position and had abstained from voting
on the Committee's report because it did not approve
of the manner in which the Committee had dealt with
the question and revised the list of factors. No precise
definition had been given of the basic expressions used
during the discussion of the problem, and the status
of the territories had been regarded as a factor enabling the measure of self-government they had attained
to be determined. In his opinion, the two concepts were
not of the same kind. The Australian delegation, moreover, had always doubted the practical value of a list
of factors. Not only had those who advocated the study
of factors failed to justify the need for such study, but
the preparation of the list intended for the guidance of
the competent authorities had shown in practice that
other questions were involved. The difficulties of the
task left little hope for its success.
2. The more than seventy Non-Self-Governing Territories in respect of which the Administering Members
transmitted information to the General Assembly differed greatly in geographical situation, population and
political conditions and it would be unrealistic to think
that the pace or the forms of their advance towards
self-government could be uniform. Furthermore, the
discussions in the General Assembly and the Ad Hoc
Committee had shown that, owing to the great variety
of their traditions and political philosophies, Member
States had had difficulty in reaching agreement on the
factors to be formulated. For that reason, Australia
had adopted an attitude of reserve; it had seldom
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.

taken part in the discussions and had decided not to
transmit to the Secretary-General the statement requested in General Assembly resolution 567 (VI).
3. The Australian delegation's chief criticism was that
an attempt had been made to establish that the attainment of independence was one of the means by which
a territory could achieve self-government. That view,
refl.~cted m the annex to the General Assembly's resolutiOn, :v~s based on an unjustified interpretation of
the provisiOns of Chapter XI of the Charter. The list
of factors appearing in that annex should therefore
be studied with the greatest care.
4. In the introduction to the annex, the General Assembly stated, in particular, that the essential factors
to be taken into account in deciding whether a NonSelf-Governing Territory had attained a full measure
of self-government were the following: political advancement of the population sufficient to enable them
to decide upon the future destiny of the territory with
due knowledge; the opinion of the population of the
territory, freely expressed by informed and democratic
processes, as to the status or change in status which
they desired. With regard to territories which had
freely united or associated themselves on a footing of
equal status with other component parts of the metropolitan or other country or countries, the following
factors, according to the annex, were also essential
and should be taken into account: representation in the
legislative organs, and citizenship.
5. The whole of the introduction to the annex was
very unsatisfactory, and the ideas it contained had
made the discussion more confused. In his opinion, an
attempt should be made to define the basic terminology.
He had made a suggestion to that effect to the Ad Hoc
Committee, but the latter had deliberately evaded the
question. In any case, the Committee's report (A/2178)
did not finally settle the matter, and he still thought
that before a list of factors was prepared the exact
meaning of the words "a full measure of self-government" should be determined, for that concept was at
the very basis of Chapter XI of the Charter. Though
he did not wish to make a definite proposal, he sug-
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gested that the Committee might, for example, consider that a people had attained a full measure of selfgovernment when the executive power of government
was controlled by the will of the community in accordance with the territory's constitution.
6. The most serious .mistake that had been made had
been to regard independence as a criterion of a full
measure of self-government. Thus, paragraph 3 of the
introduction to the annex stated that the condition
under which the provisions of Chapter X]I of the
Charter ceased to apply would be that the inhabitants
of the territory had attained a full measure of selfgovernment, and that that condition could be fulfilled
by two principal means, namely, the attainment of
independence, or the union of the territory on a footing of equal status with other component parts of the
metropolitan or other territory or its association on the
same conditions with the metropolitan or other country.
In his delegation's opinion, it was wrong to assert that
the attainment of independence was a necessary condition of self-government. Actually, the word "independence" did not appear in Chapter XI of the Charter,
and the General Assembly was not competent to state
that the attainment of independence was the principal
means by which a territory could achieve a full measure
of self-government. Independence or association with
other countries or territories were not characteristics
of complete self-government; they were its consequences. If a people had attained a full measure of
self-government, it was for that people to determine
its own status.
7. Paragraph 3 also contained the following sentence:
"The extent to which the provisions of Article 73 e
continue to apply in the case of territories which have
become neither independent nor fully integrated within another State but which have already attained a full
measure of self-government in their internal affairs is
a question which merits further study." In his opinion,
that statement was mistaken. When a territory had attained a full measure of self-government, it no longer
fell under the provisions of Article 73 e of the Charter,
and there was no longer any reason why its case should
continue to be considered. That was a typical example
of the confusion created by the text under consideration. The confusion was largely due to the fact that
independence and self-government were regarded as
complementary concepts.
8. With regard to the factors mentioned in paragraphs
6 and 7 of the introduction to the annex, the first two,
namely, political advancement and the opinion of the
population, should be studied separately from the other
two, for they were of such a general nature that it
should not take long to deal with them. The fact that
the last two factors mentioned in the introductionlegislative representation and citizenship-were regarded as essential derived from the same mistaken
conception underlying the list in question. He would
like to make it clear that if his delegation took part
in the discussion of those factors, that should not be
taken to mean that it approved the basic concept.
He recalled that the United Kingdom and Belgian
representatives had emphasized that a list of factors
should be drawn up in such a way as to be useful
not only in appraising the provisions of a constitution,
but also in determining how those provisions were
applied. Furthermore, as he himself had stated in the

9.

,Ad Hoc Committee, the word "independence" appeared neither in Chapter XI of the Charter nor in the
Committee's terms of reference. The Australian delegation considered that independence was not an essential
condition of self-government. It noted, moreover, that
its views were shared by the delegations of France and
the United Kingdom, which had expressed themselves
similarly in the Ad Hoc Committee and in the statements they had transmitted to the Secretary-General
(A/ AC.58/1/Add.2 and 3). A territory could be independent or associated without being self-governing
in the sense of Article 73, and vice versa, so that status
could not be regarded as a criterion of self-government.
10. Mr. RIEMENS (Netherlands) was of the opinion that the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors (A/2178) dealt with an important and extremely complex problem. As an administering Power,
the Government of the Netherlands had always decided
for itself whether the territories for which it had responsibility came under Chapter XI of the Charter.
When it had seen fit, in respect of any particular
territories, to send in the reports referred to in Article
73 e of the Charter, neither the General Assembly nor
the subsidiary organs of the United Nations had questioned that decision in any way. Nor had the General
Assembly considered whether any Member States other
than those which had decided to submit the information provided for in Article 73 e were responsible for
territories whose peoples had not yet attained a full
measure of self-government. It was for the Members
of the United Nations alone to decide in respect of
which territories they must submit reports and to determine whether any of the territories which they
administered had reached the stage where their populations had attained a full measure of self-government.
11. The report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors
had been designed to assist the United Nations in determining the circumstances in which a territory advanced towards self-government until the time came
when its population had attained a full measure of selfgovernment. Actually, the Charter made a sharp distinction between self-government and independence;
and Chapter XI referred throughout to territories
which were non-self-governing as opposed to self-governing. The essential thing was to define the terms
"autonomie" and "self-government". The authors of
the Charter had obviously had in mind forms of government which were neither self-governing nor independent. The general criteria of independence could
not be applied to territories whose peoples had attained
a full measure of self-government.
12. There was an important discrepancy between the
text of Article 73 b, concerning Non-Self-Governing
Territories, and the text of Article 76 b, which related to the International Trusteeship System. The
words "or independence" which occurred in the latter
were not to be found in the former. Furthermore,
Article 73 b stressed the particular circumstances of
the various territories and their populations, and their
varying stages of advanceme9t.
13. It might be said that the-developmei1t of the NonSelf-Governing Territories was chiefly apparent from
the changes in their constitutions. Constitutional development, however, was one of the most diff?.cult
questions to judge for those who were not enttrely
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familiar with the particular situation in each territory.
Many local and historical factors had to be taken
into account. The legal system, the political aspirations
of the population, its level of education, the economic
relations of the territory with the metropolitan territory and with other countries all played an important
part. Furthermore, it was not enough to study the
written text of the constitution, for in many cases
constitutional practice differed widely from the written text. His own country was a case in point. If the
Fourth Committee wished to determine the factors
which should be taken into account in deciding whether the population of a territory had attained a full
measure of self-government, it would have to study
all those aspects of the question.
14. The Ad Hoc Committee had not made an adequate study of territories which had become neither
independent nor fully integrated within another State,
but which had already attained a large measure of
self-government in their internal affairs; however, paragraph 3 of the introduction of the annex to General
Assembly resolution 567 (VI) had pointed out that
that question merited further study. In the second
place, the Committee did not appear to have examined
the reasons why the administering Powers had ceased
to transmit information on certain territories. In the
third place, the Committee had not given its opinion
on the views transmitted by Member States in compliance with resolution 567 (VI).
15. It would not be impossible to reach a definition
of the factors concerned, if a fully competent body devoted all the necessary time to the matter. For the
reasons he had previously explained, his delegation was
not prepared to submit a draft resolution proposing
that a new body should be instructed to continue the
work of the Ad Hoc Committee, but if a proposal
were submitted to that effect his delegation would support it.
16. He explained once more that in his Government's
opinion the administering Powers would continue to
have full responsibility for deciding when the population of a territory had attained a full measure of selfgovernment, and when, in consequence, the provisions
of Chapter XI of the Charter ceased to apply to that
territory. When an administering Power had brought
a territory to the threshold of self-government, it did
not ask the United Nations to shower praises upon it,
but neither did it expect an attitude of distrust or
censure. Nothing would be more harmful to the prestige
of the United Nations than such an attitude.
17. If there were misunderstanding and distrust with
regard to the factors determining whether a territory
was self-governing, a more exhaustive study of those
factors was essential, not only in order to eliminate
such misunderstanding, but above all because the United
Nations, having begun the study of the problem, was
bound in its own interests to continue giving that problem its most careful attention.
18. Mr. HOUARD (Belgium) remarked that his
delegation did not intend at that stage to express its
views on the merits and the significance of the various
factors. The important statements just made by the
Australian and Nether lands representatives would undoubtedly help his delegation to determine its attitude
on the substance of the problem.
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19. The question was an important one; it was by
no means limited to the problem of when States should
cease to transmit information, for obviously the question of when they should begin to do so was equally
important. That was quite clear from paragraph 1 of
the operative part of General Assembly resolution 334
(IV). The very title of the Ad Hoc Committee's report showed that the drafters of General Assembly
resolution 567 (VI) had kept that idea in mind.
20. Subject to any comments it might wish to make
later on the substance of the problem, the Belgian
delegation wished to emphasize from the very outset
that the list of factors would never serve as anything
more than a guide, either for the administering Powers
or for the Member States which had not yet replied to
the Secretary-General's letter dated 29 June 1946. 1
21. His delegation was convinced that the list of
factors would help many Member States to re-examine
the position of their non-self-governing peoples, as
the Belgian representative had invited them to do at
the beginning of the current session.
22. Mr. NAUDY (France) began by praising the
care and seriousness with which the Ad Hoc Committee had undertaken its task. His delegation was glad
to note that some of the general considerations set
forth in the Committee's report placed the studies in
their true context. He was referring in particular to
Section IV, paragraph 5 (C), which stated that no
enumeration of factors could do more than serve as a
guide in determining whether a territory was or was
not fully self-governing, and that each specific case
would need to be determined by the particular circumstances of that case. In addition, the Committee had
been quite right to refrain from taking any decision
on the questions of competence which might well have
given rise to endless controversies.
23. On the other hand, his delegation wondered whether the list of factors recommended by the Ad Hoc
Committee really represented any improvement on the
list included in the annex to resolution 567 (VI), a list
which had already called for reservations.
24. The French Government had submitted its written comments on the old list, which were reproduced
in document A/AC.58/1/Add.2, and thought it would
be of interest, in view of the discussions which had recently taken place in the Fourth Committee, to quote
a general remark which had appeared among those
comments. The French Government had pointed out
(para. 13) that the study of the factors should provide
the necessary basis for a possible extension of the
obligations of Article 73 e to those Members which,
since the Charter's entry into force, had held that they
were not affected by the obligations of Chapter XI in
respect of any of the territories dependent on them.
In addition, the French Government had stated that it
seemed highly desirable that the guarantees contained
in Chapter X<I should be applied universally, as had
undoubtedly been the intention of the drafters of the
Charter. In his opinion, any study which did not take
that aspect of the problem into account was likely to
1
In this letter the Secretary-General requested the opinion
of Member States on the factors to be taken into account in
determining which were the Non-Self~Governing Territories
referred to in Chapter XI of the Charter and on the form in
which information concerning those territories should be submitted, as well as an enumeration by Member States of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories subject to their jurisdiction.
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lead to conclusions which would be both unjust and
lacking in scientific objectivity. Similarly, none of the
criteria of self-government could be fully acceptable if
it were inapplicable to States already regarded as selfgoverning or independent. Any other solution would
imply an intention to discriminate against the NonSelf-Governing Territories to which the Fourth Committee would certainly not wish to be a party.
25. The French Government had attached particular
importance to its comments on the geographical considerations and the ethnic and cultural considerations.
In spite of its criticisms, however, the Ad Hoc Committee had again included those considerations in the
list of factors indicative of the free association of a
territory with other component parts of the metropolitan or other country. In that connexion he quoted
paragraphs 23 and 24 of document A/ AC.58jl/ Add.2.
The French delegation still considered those comments
to be valid, and regretted that the Ad Hoc Committee
had not thought fit to take them into account.
26. The new text drafted by the Committee could be
criticized for continuing to lay undue stress on the
conditions characteristic of an independence which
went beyond the self-government in virtue of which a
territory came outside the scope of Article 73 e of the
Charter. It was quite true that when a territory secured
such international independence or such extended separate systems of self-government it ceased to be a NonSelf-Governing Territory. But it could not be said that
·the acquisition of a status of that kind was a necessary
condition of self-government within the meaning of
Article 73. On the way towards separate self-government, there was a stage at which a territory might
have ceased to be non-self-governing within the meaning of the Charter without having secured complete
independence or any other separate system of selfgovernment. It was precisely that stage which the Committee had failed to define. It had not considered itself competent to consider the extent to which the
provisions of Article 73 e continued to apply in the case
of territories which had become neither independent
nor fully integrated within another State but which
had already attained a full measure of self-government
in their internal affairs. However, paragraph 3 of the
introduction of the annex to resolution 567 (VI) stated
that that question merited further study. The suggestions made on that point by the Netherlands Government seemed to deserve consideration. On those very
important points there was therefore a gap in the work
of the Ad Hoc Committee.
27. The insertion of what might be called factual
criteria together with the legal criteria in the list of
factors only served to create confusion, because the
factual criteria dealt with individual cases and some of
them could not apply to States already recognized
as independent and sovereign.
28. Finally, he was surprised to find that the factors
of political advancement and the opinion of the population and its participation in the government had
disappeared from the new list of factors indicative
of the attainment of independence. He wondered
whether the conclusion to be drawn was that, as soon
as a community attained independence, there was no
longer any need to ensure respect for the opinions and ·
rights of individuals and their participation in the
government. Article 73, however, was concerned with
Printed in U.S.A.

protecting the interests, not of a territory considered
as an entity, but of a community composed of individuals each of whom had inalienable rights and prerogatives.
29. His delegation reserved the right to make additional comments during the course of the discussion.
30. Mr. DJERDA (Yugoslavia) paid a tribute to
the work of the Ad Hoc Committee but, for several
reasons, was not completely satisfied with the report.
31. In the first place, the drafters of the report had
placed the factor entitled "Political advancement" at
the head of the list of factors indicative of the attainment of separate systems of self-government other
than independence and also of the list indicative of
the free association of a territory with other component
parts of the metropolitan or other country. His delegation considered that factor to be totally inapplicable'.
since none of the peoples which were attempting to
realize their national aspirations at the present time
could be considered incapable of deciding their own
fate for themselves.
32. The most important factor was the opinion of the
population freely expressed by democratic processes.
Any attempt to limit that right was a denial of the
very principles on which the United Nations was
based.
33. · That factor should be combined with another,
which might be called "conditions to be fulfilled in
order to ascertain the opinion of the population". All
other factors must be regarded as secondary and subordinate. The freely expressed will of the people
ascertained in objective conditions was the first, and
indeed the only, factor to be taken into consideration
for a solution of the problem.
34. The factor entitled "National defence" in the
first part of the list was superfluous because it was
already covered by implication in the preceding factor,
"General international relations". The factors listed
under "B. Internal self-government", also in the first
part of the list, were irrelevant. Lastly, he did not
think that the opinions of various governments reproduced in section IV of the document should be considered as part of the substance of the report.
35. The Yugoslav delegation would continue to participate in the study of the problem but, for the
reasons he had just given, it would vote against the
Ad Ho.c Committee's report.
36. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba), speaking on
a procedural question, asked the Secretariat whether
it would be possible for the Committee to receive the
texts of the draft resolutions it had adopted in the
three working languages before it was called upon
to examine the Rapporteur's draft reports.
37. Mr. BENSON (Secretariat) said that the Secretariat would in future circulate the texts of the draft
resolutions adopted by the Committee in the three
working languages well before the Rapporteur submitted his draft reports, in order to enable delegations
tc check the concordance of the texts.
38. The CHAIRMAN and Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS
(Cuba) thanked the Secretariat.
The meeting rose at 12.20 p.m.
M-86741-January 1953-2,650
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had been the only country to note the omission. It
had objected that the Charter should lay down the
principles which would govern the administration of
colonies and protectorates, possible changes of sovereignty in such colonies and protectorates, in accordance with their geographical position and the freely
expressed will of their inhabitants, and the conditions
necessary for their recognition in due course as Member States of the United Nations, with the right to
self-government and the other prerogatives inherent
in that right.

1. Mr. RIVAS (Venezuela) said that in the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors, the Venezuelan delegation had
sought, as was its practice, to reconcile the views of
the administering and non-administering Powers on
the international aspect of the problem of Non-SelfGoverning Territories, and, at the same time, to reduce
to reasonable proportions those differences of opinion
which some administering Powers interpreted as an
indication that the non-administering Powers were
setting themselves up as their judges. The cessation
of the transmission of information on certain territories which a majority of Member States did not yet
regard as fully self-governing had been one of the
main reasons why the Fourth Committee was ap- ·
parently divided into two camps, each suspicious of
the other, and had made it impossible to unite the
efforts and experience of both sides in any constructive work.
2. Those countries which regarded certain territories
as not fully self-governing felt that they had a basis
for their belief in law and in fact. None of their
arguments had been inspired by the negative and
illegitimate desire to trespass upon national sovereignty. Their only motive had been the necessity
of continuing the work begun at San Francisco which
was being threatened by legalistic interpretations of
Chapter XI not in accordance with the basic trend
that had led to the inclusion in the United Nations
Charter of a chapter for which no provision had been
made in the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals. Venezuela

3. In making that observation, the Venezuelan Government had not been guided merely by humanitarian
principles. It had been moved above all by political
considerations. International peace and security could
not be adequately safeguarded if the problem of the
peoples inhabiting territories far removed, both geographically and legally, from their respective metropolitan countries was disregarded. Such territories
might well be centres of discontent, even of rebellion
and violence. The Venezuelan Government sincerely
believed that Chapter XI gave the inhabitants of those
territories an assurance that their aspirations could
be achieved by peaceful means. It had regarded, and
still regarded, the transmission of information referred to in Article 73 e of the Charter as a means
whereby the United Nations could show the dependent
territories that their political problems were under
constant study by the international community. The
obligation to submit information, which the administering Powers had accepted, conferred on the NonSelf-Governing Territories a higher political status
than that enjoyed by mere dependencies of countries
with a higher degree of civilization. In the final analysis,
the Non-Self-Governing Territories became dependent
upon the international community, which was a step
towards their acceptance as embryo subjects of international law.

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.

4. Mr. Rivas quoted a passage from a speech made
at San Francisco by Field Marshal Smuts, describing
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the text that later became Chapter XI of the Charter
as one which applied the principle of trusteeship to
all dependent territories, whether they were under
mandate, taken from defeated countries, or the existing colonies of certain Powers. 1 It subjected States,
particularly the colonial Powers which were responsible for colonies, to certain obligations. Thus, the
reports of the administering Powers on the Non-SelfGoverning Territories were clearly intended to provide
the United Nations with information which would
enable it to appreciate the rate of progress of the
non-self-governing peoples towards self-government
and suggest general measures to ensure that such
progress should continue in a peaceful atmosphere.
The .Venezuelan delegation had believed, and continued to believe, that the obligation accepted by the
administering Powers was based upon the fact that
the Non-Self-Governing Territories did not govern
themselves, and that until the basis for that obligation
disappeared, that is as long as the Non-Self-Governing
Territories did not govern themselves, the obligation
of the administering Powers would subsist.
5. The Venezuelan Government considered that in
defining the "self-government" referred to in Chapter
XI, the essential point was not whether such government was good or bad, but whether it was exercised
by the inhabitants of the territory without interference
by any other government in whose general policy they
did not participate on a footing of absolute equality.
6. It had been argued that the non-administering
Powers seemed to advocate the independence of the
·colonies as a sort of magic panacea for all the ills
affecting the world. It had been said that the welfare
of their inhabitants was often greater under the trusteeship of a more civilized people than under their
own leaders, and that there were colonies where educational, social and economic conditions were better
than in many sovereign States. It was also alleged
that nothing would be gained by according self-government to a community which was not economically
self-sufficient. Those arguments were as old as the
colonial system itself. At first sight, they were objective and scientific, but the human spirit had needs
not always comprehended by science. The nationals
of the metropolitan States might well be asked whether
they would be satisfied with social, educational and
economic advantages extended to them by some remote authority which governed them, on condition
that they remained passive and did not seek to legislate or to administer themselves, or to claim full
citizenship.
7. Some administering Powers, adhering rigidly to
the letter of Article 73 e, had argued that once territories had obtained self-government in the social,
economic and educational spheres, the obligation of
the metropolitan country was at an end. However,
the great mass of the inhabitants of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories would not agree with them. The
traditional error of the metropolitan Powers had been
to consider separatist movements as the invention
of a small group of fanatics, unsupported by their
fellow countrymen. However, whenever a metropolitan
Power had been forced to withdraw its forces to
deal with some crisis elsewhere, the mass of the colo1 See United Nations Conference on International Organization, II/16.
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nial people had been found willing to follow those
fanatics, particularly when they were supported by
the political or trade rival of the metropolitan country.
Chapter XI was expressly designed to minimize that
international threat.
8. It was inevitable that the administering Powers'
interpretation of their obligations under Chapter XI
should disturb those countries which had themselves
been colonies. Presumably, the educated members of
the indigenous peoples were also disturbed and an
easy prey for penetration by subversive organizations.
9. The list of factors under consideration was a
series of ideas on self-government on which there
had been no major disagreement. Some factors were
obvious. No country which did not fully exercise the
attributes of external and internal sovereignty could
be called independent. Moreover, in other separate
forms of self-government, limited sovereignty could
not be regarded as fulfilling the needs of the inhabitants unless the consent of those inhabitants was
manifest. It could not be considered that a territory
participated in the direction of national affairs on a
footing of absolute equality with other regions of
the State in which it was incorporated if persons
born in that territory were not, by that fact alone,
citizens of the State, or if they did not participate,
on a footing of complete equality, in legislative and
executive matters. Again, it was extremely difficult
to measure such equal status. It would be difficult
for a territory geographically far removed from the
metropolitan country to feel itself to be on an equal
footing when the government tended to give preference
to the interests of the metropolitan territory. The
geographical factor was therefore very important. The
racial factor was again of considerable importance.
If the separation between conqueror and conq11ered
was maintained for centuries, the original population
of the territory would have great difficulty in ceasing
to regard the dominant white race as aliens.
10. In its general comments on the question of factors (A/AC.S8j1/Add.3), the Netherlands Government had said that a metropolitan country could not
report on economic, social and educational conditions
in territories which had attained self-government in
those fields. However, all the administering Powers
had only recently asserted in concert that the international representation of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories was exercised by the metropolitan government and by the metropolitan government only. That
was all the more reason why they should assume full
international responsibility for what took place in
the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
11. In internal affairs, the inhabitants of certain NonSelf-Governing Territories might be allowed to manage
their own budget, organize their own schools and
regulate their trade-union activities. However, as long
as they did not exercise political sovereignty as independent States or integral parts of another State, on
a footing of complete equality with the other component parts of that State, it was obvious that the degree
of self-government which they were accorded would
always be dependent upon the goodwill of the metropolitan country. The bases of such self-government
were precarious, moreover, because they did not derive from the full recognition of the Non-Self-Govern-
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ing Territory as an agent absolutely equal, for the
purpose of contractual law, to the metropolitan country. Such partial self-government was only one stage
on the road towards the goal of Chapter XI. Until
that goal had been reached, it was clear that the
administering Power's obligations under Chapter XI
subsisted, since their cause still remained. Paragraph
3 of the operative part of the draft resolution on
the participation of the Non-Self-Governing Territories in the work of the Committee on Information,
adopted by the Fourth Committee at its 270th meeting,
might provide some solution of the problem of how
the administering Powers were to report on progress
in such partially self-governing territories. The administeriBg Powers had voted against paragraph 3,
yet the continued study which it recommended might
find a formula which would solve the general problem
raised by the Government of the Netherlands.
12. The list of factors could not of course be interpreted as in any way hindering the administering
Powers from helping the peoples of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories, in successive stages, towards
full self-government. Nor could it be represented as
a series of stages which the peoples of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories must pass through before being
regarded as self-governing. On the contrary: if the
peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories freely
expressed the desire to be self-governing, the United
Nations would have no other course than to urge the
administering Powers to allow those peoples to exercise
sovereignty.
13. The factor relating to political advancement could
also be considered from a similar standpoint. On that
point, the Venezuelan delegation shared the doubts
expressed by the French representative in the Ad Hoc
Committe on Factors. In certain cases, it would be
difficult to apply that factor, because it would be necessary to agree beforehand on the body which was to
judge the preparedness of the inhabitants of a territory
to assume certain responsibilities. Presumably, if the
people of a territory chose independence, they would
have to be regarded as sufficiently prepared to take
that step. The degree of political advancement of a
population would, however, have to be carefully determined, if they appeared to agree to voluntary limitations on the exercise of full self-government. In a
situation of that kind, the best thing to do would be
to invite the population to choose between full selfgovernment and the partial self-government they enjoyed, and, at the same time, see that the supporters
of full self-government had ample opportunity of expressing their views unhindered.
14. The delegations of Burma, Cuba, Egypt, Guatemala, Iraq and Venezuela had joined in submitting
the draft resolution in document A/C.4jL.231. All
those countries, save Egypt, had been members of the
Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, and the Egyptian delegation had been the original proponent of the idea
that the United Nations should study the question of
factors. The views of the Venezuelan Government
coincided in general with the draft resolution. Moreover, the constructive and conciliatory tone of the
draft resolution coincided with the approach of the
Venezuelan delegation in exploring those points on
which it differed from certain administering Powers
with regard to the interpretation of certain principles.
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If the administering Powers studied the draft resolution without prejudice, they would at least recognize
its good faith and sincerity. That in itself would be
a beginning in dispelling the mistrust which seemed
to divide the Fourth Committee into two opposing
parties, each seeking the discomfiture of the other.

IS. Mr. MciNNIS (Canada) would like to study
the full implications of the joint draft resolution further. At first sight, however, he was obliged to note
with regret and disappointment that it seemed unacceptable. It eliminated many of the wide qualifications
which gave the list of factors contained in the Ad
Hoc Committee's report its tentative nature. The draft
resolution was much more mandatory and paid only
brief lip-service to the need for taking into account
the varying conditions in the different colonies.
16. The Venezuelan representative's statement had
underlined the idea expressed in the second paragraph
of the preamble to the joint draft resolution. Mr.
Mcinnis doubted the validity of that idea: not only
had the various categories of information to be transmitted under Article 73 e been carefully restricted,
but even those restricted categories were subject to
the limitations of security and constitutional considerations. Furthermore, the N on-Self-Governin~ Territories would obviously advance towards self-government
by stages, and it was highly probable that at a given
moment they would reach a stage at which the administering Power no longer exercised effective practical control over the social, economic and educational
matters on which information was to be submitted.
Consequently, the administering Power's obligation to
submit such information would then be at an end.
That did not, however, imply the end of its obligation,
under Chapter XI, to promote a full measure of selfgovernment in the territory concerned.
17. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) said that his
delegation was satisfied with the joint draft resolution
contained in document A/C.4/L.231, which embodied,
among other ideas, those which the Minister of State
of the Republic of Cuba had expressed in his statement before the 379th plenary meeting of the General
Assembly. That representative had said then that Cuba
would continue to uphold the view that it was essential
that the international community should weigh carefully and determine the constitutional conside.rations
upon which any Administering Member might base a
decision to cease transmitting information under Chapter XI of the Charter. It would always be the view
of the Cuban Government that there could not be economic, social or educational self-government in the
absence of political self-government.
18. In co-sponsoring the draft resolution, the Cuban
delegation had done its utmost to exclude academic
or doctrinal considerations and to remain within the
limits of the practical problem which had been occupying the General Assembly's attention in the matter.
It considered that the problem was summed up in
the replies to two plain questions: first, when did an
Administering Member become free of its obligation
under Article 73 e to transmit information concerning
a given territory; secondly, when did the United Nations become free of its obligation under Art:cle 73 e
to receive information concerning a given territory?
Those two questions should be borne in mind. The
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previous year many delegations had feared that. the
examination of the subject might lead the Committee
into a merely academic debate.
19

In the view of the Cuban delegation there was a

du~lity of competence. He recalled certain passages
from a communication transmitted by the Government
of Cuba, at the Secretary-General's request, in connexion with the problem of factors ~A/A~.58/1/
Add.l), declaring that the progress. achieved ~n relc;tion to Chapter XI would in practice be frmtles~ If
the continuous fulfilment of the only concrete obligation contracted by the administering Powers under
Article 73 e depended exclusively upon their unilateral
judgment. The obligations under Chapter XI were as
binding as those under the other chapters of the
Charter and could not be annulled without prior agreement between the parties except in the circumstances
in which, under the very provisions of the Article,
they might be suspended. The. on~y grounds_ for ~uch
action were security or constrtutwnal consrderatlons,
but even in those cases, and especially in the latter,
it was unlikely that the Charter authorized unilateral
action by the administering ~ower. concerne~ .. It _was
true that cases might arise m which the hmrtatwns
of security would have to be determined by the administering Power alone, since a public examination
of the reasons might itself endanger security, but to
admit that unilateral action could be taken on a constitutional issue would be to imperil the principles
recognized today by positive international law. It v.:as
essential that the United Nations should be kept mformed of any change in the constitutional status of
any of the Non-Self-Governing Territories as a result
of which the responsible governments no longer felt
obliged to transmit information.
20. Thus, the international community must weigh
carefully the constitutional factors on the basis of
which the administering Power had taken the decision
to cease to transmit information. Such intervention
would not constitute an infringement of Article 2,
paragraph 7, as a decision of that nature towards
the fulfilment of the Charter's purposes by the international community could not be said to be a matter
of domestic jurisdiction. Problems connected with the
colonial system could come under international law;
many administering Powers had recognized that fact
by signing the Treaty of Versailles, Article 119 et seq
of which required Germany to renounce its colonies,
such action being based on the manner in which those
colonies had been administered. Those articles could
not be explained except by the admission, in sound
legal logic, that colonizing governments could not
arbitrarily dispose of the peoples or of the territory
or of the powers which they exercised.
21. The draft resolution before the Committee touched
on the problem of competence with the utmost discretion. The greatest care had been taken in drawing
it up because the sponsors wished the text to be as
conciliatory as possible.
• Sulbsequently circulated as document A/C.4/219.
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22. Paragraph 4 of the draft resolution dealt with the
problem of the indivisibility of the concept of selfgovernment. It appeared necessary to submit to the
General Assembly for its final approval the patent
truth that there could not be economic, social or educational self-government without political self-government. If that fact were recognized, much fruitless
debate might be avoided. To accept the concept of
indivisibility would be to invalidate absolutely the argument that the transmission of information could
cease because a territory had achieved self-government
in the economic, social or educational fields. Partial
self-government in certain respects would be illusory
unless there was at the same time political self-government within the meaning of the Charter, in other
words ''a full measure of self-government." Before
the transmission of information on a territory .could
cease, the United Nations should be furnished with
supplementary information regarding the degree of
political advancement reached by the territory.
23. In order to be free of its obligation to receive
information under Article 73 e, the international community must be in a position to affirm that the political
situation in the territory concerned was such as to
permit and create economic, social and educational
autonomy.
24. There was a further point: the draft resolution
clearly stated that the list of factors was recommended
merely as a guide. No rigid criterion could be devised
for determining whether a territory was self-governing
or not, and to attempt to do so would merely create
doctrinal difficulties. The Cuban delegation therefore
whole-heartedly endorsed paragraph 2 of the operative
part of the draft resolution, which stated that each
case should be decided in the light of its particular
circumstances. Over and above the list of factors there
would always be the over-riding consideration-the
desire of the people for freedom.
25. He would not for the time being propose any
additions or amendments to the list of factors, which
appeared to him comprehensive, well-considered and
likely to serve as a general guide. On the other hand,
he would not oppose any suggestions for improvement.
He therefore reserved his position with regard to the
list.
26. He appealed to the members of the Committee
to remember that the problem of ceasing the transmission of information was essentially a political rather
than a legal one, since each case must be considered
separately.

Requests for oral hearings
27. The CHAIRMAN announced that a request for
an oral hearing had been received from the ~loc
Democratique Camerounais. 2 If there ':'ere no obJections, it would be circulated as an official document.
It was so decided.
The meeting rose at 5.20 p.m.
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Factors which should he taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2178, A/C.4/L.231 and Corr.1)
(continued)
'[Item 36] *
1. Mr. EL-PHARAONY (Egypt) recalled that the
study of the question of factors which should be taken
into account in deciding whether a territory had or
had not attained a full measure of self-government
had originated from a proposal (A/C.4/L.37) made
by the Egyptian delegation in 1949. That proposal had
been prompted by the great concern with which the
Egyptian delegation, among others, had viewed the
fact that in 1948 the number of territories on which
information was transmitted had dropped to sixtythree, whereas in 1946, according to the terms of
General Assembly resolution 66 (I), the number of
such territories had been seventy-four. For that reason
the General Assembly had adopted resolution 222 (III),
which, while welcoming any development of self-government, considered that it was essential for the United
Nations to be informed of any change in the constitutional position and status of any Non-Self-Governing
Territory as a result of which the responsible government concerned thought it unnecessary to transmit
information in respect of that territory under Article
73 e of the Charter. Accordingly, the Members concerned had been requested in any such case to communicate to the Secretary-General appropriate information, including the constitution, legislative act or
executive order providing for the government of the
terr!tory and the constitutional relationship of the
terntory to the government of the metropolitan country. It had become clear thereafter that certain criteria
had to be taken into consideration in dealing with such
situations, and resolution 334 (IV) had called for a
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.

study of the factors which should be taken into consideration in deciding whether a territory had or had
not attained a full measure of self-government.
2. The report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors
(A/2178) was now before the Committee. Previous
speakers had dealt in some detail with the various
factors listed in the report, some emphasizing particular factors which they felt should be considered essential or decisive while others had dwelt on the
report's various shortcomings. At the 273rd meeting,
the Venezuelan representative had outlined the elements
of the problem and had given a comprehensive analysis
of the various factors and the framework within which
they should be considered, and the value to be attributed to them. The Egyptian delegation endorsed his
views whole-heartedly. It considered that the list of
factors sh~uld not give rise to much disagreement,
so long as It was clearly stated in the report that they
could serve only as a guide in determining whether
a territory was or was not self-governing, and that
no single factor or combination of factors could be
regarded as decisive in all cases, each case needing to
be examined in the light of its particular circumstances.
It was on that understanding that the draft resolution
in document A/C.4/L.231, which the Egyptian dele~ation had joined in sponsoring, proposed that the
list of factors should be approved as it appeared in
the re~ort of t~e Ad Hoc Committee. The Egyptian
delegatiOn was m complete agreement with the views
in that regard expressed by the Cuban representative
at the 273rd meeting.
3. The Egyptian delegation considered that there was
one element of the utmost importance which should
be decisive in all ·Cases: the opinion of the people
concerned. That was particularly true in cases of association. The natural, logical, and expected process of
development was for a people placed under the domination of another to seek freedom from that domination and to proceed gradually to a full measure of
self-government and, ultimately, to independence. It
was the exception for people to achieve a full measure
of self-government or independence through association
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or assimilation with other component parts of the
metropolitan or other country, especially when that
people was of different race, language or religion, or
had a distinct cultural heritage, interests or aspirations,
which distinguished them from the people of the
country with which they were associated. The terms
"association" or "assimilation", no less than "incorporation" or "annexation", suggested a certain element
of pressure, an act of authority on the part of the
administering Power. That would not, of course, always be the case. However, as a general rule, the
goal to be attained was independence, and other forms
of self-government through assimilation or association
should be covered by every possible guarantee. That
was why the sponsors of the draft resolution were
anxious that in the case of the assimilation of a territory, there should be assurances of the unqualified,
freely expressed and unrestricted will of the people.
In all such cases, the United Nations must be satisfied
beyond all doubt that the will of the people had been
~xpresse_d freely either by means of a plebiscite under
1ts ausp1ces or by some other appropriate democratic
procedure.
4. The study of the factors involved in the attainment of full self-government should now be followed
by an examination of the principles governing the use
of those factors as a guide to action by the administering Powers and by the General Assembly. Under
General Assembly resolution 66 (I), the Non-SelfGoverning Territories had been enumerated on the
proposal of the Administering Members concerned.
The Administering Members should now be prepared
to take into account any list of factors drawn up by
the General Assembly when they themselves were examining the question of whether a territory had become
fully self-governing. The Fourth Committee should
also agree that it would take the same factors into
account when it had to consider any particular case
of the cessation of information. If the General Assembly made those two points clear, it would help
to define the principles involved and the methods to
be followed.
5. Mr. Shiva RAO (India) said that apart from its
merits or demerits, the joint draft resolution before
the Committee was useful in that it focused the Committee's attention on the practical aspects of the problem of factors.
6. At its first session in 1946, the General Assembly
had adopted resolution 9 (I) expressing the United
Nations' keen awareness of the problems and political
aspirations of the peoples who had not yet attained
a full measure of self-government and who were not
directly represented in the Organization. The resolution went on to emphasize that the obligations accepted under Chapter XI of the Charter by all Members
of the United Nations were in no way contingent
upon the conclusion of trusteeship agreements or upon
the bringing into being of the Trusteeship Council,
and were in faot already in force. The operative part
of the resolution requested the Secretary-General to
include in his annual report an analysis and summary
of such information as had been transmitted to him
by Members of the United Nations under Article 73 e.

7. From the outset, the General Assembly had shown
much practical interest in making use of the infor-

mation supplied by the Administering Members. It
had discovered that no list of Non-Self-Governing
Territories could be prepared by the Secretary-General
because of the difficulty of defining the scope of the
phrase "a full measure of self-government". It had,
therefore, merely noted that information would be
supplied by the Administering Members in respect
of the territories mentioned in General Assembly resolution 66 (I). That resolution had not said that the
list contained in it was complete ; but the General
Assembly had not challenged its contents and had
accepted it as a working basis. In 1947 and 1948,
some Administering Members had failed to transmit
information in regard to certain territories without
furnishing any explanation for the omission. The
General Assembly had thereupon passed the significant
resolution 222 (III), which had confirmed the interest
of the General Assembly in the development of selfgovernment in Non-Self-Governing Territories, and
had established the validity of the contention that the
General Assembly had the right to receive political
and constitutional information, at least in the last
stages. Lastly, the General Assembly had passed resolution 448 (V) on the development of self-government
in Non-Self-Governing Territories. That resolution
had linked resolution 222 (III) with the attainment
of self-government by Indonesia. The preamble and
the operative parts of the resolution were equallv
significant.
8. He did not underrate the need for a comprehensive
approach which did not neglect or overlook any aspect
of the problem. However, it was necessary at the same
t:me to bear in mind the scheme of things visualized
in Chapter XI and developed in practice by General
Asse111bly resolutions over a period of six years. The
objective of Chapter XI was "a full measure of selfgovernment". Because the General Assembly had been
unable to find a satisfactory definition in 1946, it had
accepted from the Administering Members a unilaterally prepared list of Non-Self-Governing Territories,
in order that the terms of Article 73 might be promptly
fulfilled. In 1947 and 1948 that list had begun to
shrink, and the General Assembly had immediately
taken note of the omissions and asked for details.
Resolution 222 (III) proved that the General Assembly's interest and jurisdiction were not circumscribed by a literal interpretation of Article 73 e. The
territories listed in resolution 66 (I) were those territories whose peoples had not yet attained a full measure of self-government. He quoted a passage from the
records of the San Francisco Conference to the effect
that the word "yet" \Yas held to apply to any degree
of self-government short of full self-government, and
until that had been attained, the responsibility of the
Administering Member subsisted.
9. There were only two ways in which a Non-SelfGoverning Territory could be removed from the list:
one was by the attainment of a full measure of selfgovernment, as in the case of the erstwhile Non-SelfGoverning Territory of Indonesia, now a Member of
the United Nations; and the second was by the transfer of the Non-Self-Governing Territory to the Trusteeship System. The General Assembly at no stage
lost sight of a Non-Self-Governing Territory; it retained active interest in it under either Chapter XI
or Chapters XII and XIII, or through its admission
to full membership of the United Nations.
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10. The Indian delegation found nothing to criticize
in the terms of the draft resolution. It could not
understand the objections raised by the Canadian representative at the 273rd meeting to the second paragraph of the preamble. It seemed obvious that the
obligations of an administering Power remained in
force in regard to each territory until the objectives
of Chapter XI were fulfilled. As it stood, the draft
resolution seemed to be an unexceptionable statement
of existing facts and of the legitimate aims of the
General Assembly, leading up to a suggestion of the
right approach in future in all cases of Non-SelfGoverning Territories regarding which Administering
Members had ceased to transmit information.
11. The Indian delegation also regarded the report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors as a practical
and valuable contribution to the study of a difficult
problem.
12. Mr. NAUDY (France) said that the French
delegation's first impression of the joint draft resolution had been that it was one of those ambitious
proposals which, while claiming to interpret the provisions of the Charter, in fact violated them. It was
not the first example of the light-hearted treatment
of complicated and far-reaching questions in the Fourth
Committee. The draft resolution also took for granted
the solution of the difficulties pointed out by many
previous speakers in noting the shortcomings of the
Ad Hoc Committee's work.
13. The second paragraph of the preamble to the
joint draft resolution declared that the obligation to
transmit information remained in force with regard
to each territory until the objectives of Chapter XI
were fulfilled. As the Canadian representative had
pointed out, that statement of principle was absolutely
unwarranted. There were degrees and stages in the
development of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
towards self-government. The obligation laid down
in paragraph e of Article 73, with its reservatiom
and limitations, was the only formal undertaking which
accompanied the general undertakings in Chapter XI,
and it ceased when it no longer applied, that was to
say, when the Non-Self-Governing Territories obtained self-government in the fields mentioned in Article 73 e. The Administering Members could not
have greater obligations imposed on them than they
had assumed. The transmission of information must
cease when there had been sufficient development to
free the administering Powers from the special obligation to transmit informatio11; in other words, when
the territory in question had reached a stage of development which, although not one of self-government,
was certainly not that of a Non-Self-Governing Territory to which the provisions of Article 73 e applied.
The Ad Hoc Committee on Factors had not studied
such border-line cases or defined the criteria to be
applied to them. The French delegation considered,
therefore, that the problem still existed, and it could
not support a proposal which merely assumed it to
have been settled. Paragraph 4 of the operative part
of the draft resolution was based on a similar principle, also taken for granted, which the Cuban representative had termed the indivisibility of the concept
of self-government. The French delegation objected
to that on the same grounds as it objected to the second
paragraph of the preamble.
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14. The fifth paragraph of the preamble and paragraphs 1 and 5 of the operative part assumed that
the General Assembly was competent to decide whether
a territory had or had not attained a full measure of
self-government or to study questions arising from
the cessation of the transmission of information or
the obligation to transmit information. Previous resolutions adopted by the General Assembly, in particular
resolution 334 (IV), had not attributed such competence to the General Assembly but had left the
decision, implicitly at least, to the administering Powers.
The provisions of the draft resolution tended to establish a degree of United Nations control over the
Non-Self-Governing Territories which was contrary
to the spirit and the letter of Chapter XI and also
to the principles of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the
Charter. The administration of the Non-Self-Governing Territories and the steps taken to ens11re their
political development came within the competence of
the administering Powers, whose parliaments were
the final authority in such matters. Any United Nations
intervention in that sphere would constitute interference in matters within the domestic jurisdiction oi
the Powers concerned and would involve a dangerous
and quite inadmissible duality of responsibility.
15. The French Government had made a formal
reservation in that regard at the San Francisco Conference.1 It had pointed out each year, in communicating information to the Secretary-General in accordance with Article 73 e, that the determination of
territories whose populations were not yet completely
self-govern~n~ ca!lle within the exclusive competence
of the admm1stenng Powers. The matters of principle
so light-heartedly approached in the joint draft resolution were of fundamental importance and the French
delegation formally reiterated its reservations. It would
oppose the joint draft resolution if it remained unchanged.
16. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) said that there
could be no practical answer to the problem of factors
without a proper approach to two preliminary but
essential considerations. First, what authority was competent to determine that a territory had reached the
stage of self-government envisaged by Article 73 as
a whole? He stressed the words "as a whole" because
of the obstinate attempt on the part of the colonial
Powers to restrict the problem of Non-Self-Governing
Territories exclusively to paragraph e of that Article.
Secondly, what did the Charter mean by the phrase
"a full measure of self-government"?
17. During the seven years of the United Nations' existence the colonial Powers had decided by a unilateral
decision to withhold information on thirteen Non-SelfGoverning Territories and had merely informed the
Secretary-General of that fact. The General Assembly
had never been given any valid explanation for the
cessation of information. The colonial Powers contmued to treat the Non-Self-Governing Territories as
their exclusive domain. Their attitude in that connexion
was a further infringement of the provisions of the
Charter.
18. The obligation to transmit information undertaken by the colonial Powers was a binding agreement,
1
See United Nations Conference on International Organization, II/4/8.
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and the international responsibility assumed by those
Powers could be disposed of only by an international
decision of the General Assembly itself. Before any
Administering Member could be released from its
duty to submit information under Article 73 e, the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories must consider all the data concerning the
changes in the status of the territory concerned and
submit a recommendation on the cessation of information to the General Assembly, with whom the final
decision lay.
19. The Non-Self-Governing Territories were not
merely provinces within the sovereign power of the
metropolitan country, and they were outside the scope
of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter. Chapter XI
had been written in order to establish a special relationship between the dependent territories and the
United Nations. The present and future of the dependent peoples was not the sole responsibility of
the administering Powers; it was a major concern
of all Member States.
20. It was instructive, in connexion with the report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, to study the
reasons given by the administering Powers for tht>
unilateral cessation of information from certain NonSelf-Governing Territories. There were two types of
explanation. The first hypocritically based the cessation of information on economic, social and educational
conditions on the assertion that self-government had
been established in those fields and that it was hard
to see how a government could continue to be under
an obligation in respect of matters for which it was
no longer responsible. That argument had been reiterated by the French Government in its observations
on particular factors (A/ AC.S8/4). It was a complete
distortion of Chapter XI. Article 73 clearly stated
that Non-Self-Governing Territories were those colonies whose peoples had not yet attained a full measure
of self-government. The Administering Members were
therefore under an obligation to transmit information
until a full measure of self-government had been
achieved, and alleged self-government in economic, social
or educational fields did not relieve them of the duties
imposed by Chapter XI or excuse the cessation of information.
21. The second excuse conceived in order to by-pass
the Charter was the idea of the association of the NonSelf-Governing Territory-absorption might be a better
word-with the metropolitan country, through some
constitutional process. That had already occurred on
several occasions and it was probable that the same
device would be employed in the future, to the detriment of the dependent peoples. Whether the national
identity of the indigenous inhabitants was extirpated
by obviously brutal or superficially constitutional methods, such an association bore no relation whatsoever
to the establishment of the full measure of self-government envisaged by the Charter and should be resisted
with the whole force of the authority of the United
Nations.
22. It must be emphasized that paragraph e was only
one part of Article 73. In the preamble and in paragraphs a, b, c and d of Article 73 the Administering
Members had undertaken to ensure, respect and promote the political advancement and aspirations of the
dependent peoples, as well as their economic, social

and educational needs. The entire phrasing of Article
73 left no doubt that by "a full measure of self-government" the Charter meant political independence. General Assembly resolution 66 (I) and the other texts
cited by the Indian representative all led to the same
conclusion.
23. Of the Non-Self-Governing Territories on which
information was no longer transmitted, only one, Indonesia, was an independent Member of the United Nations. The others had been withdrawn from anv international system of responsibility and were presumably
at the sole mercy of the selfish interests of the metropolitan Powers. That development had never been
envisaged by the Charter or by the many subsequent
resolutions on Non-Self-Governing Territories.
24. Before any dependent territory could undertake
full responsibility for its independent future, it must
be freed from the dominating influence and pressure of
the colonial Power. Paragraph A, 4, in the list of
factors indicative of the attainment of independence,
given in the Committee's report, mentioned "freedom
of the territory to enter into arrangements concerning
its national defence". Military bases had been established in many Non-Self-Governing Territories by the
colonial Powers and as long as those bases existed, no
dependent people could take its future into its own hands
with full freedom of action.
25. Another factor supposedly indicative of the attainment of independence was "complete autonomy in
respect of economic . . . affairs". It was well known
that all the Non-Self-Governing Territories were under
the full economic domination of the metropolitan countries. Full economic independence could be established
only if the foreign interests were deprived of their
holdings. As long as they retained economic control
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories there could be
no freedom of action for the dependent peoples.
26. The list of factors indicative of the attainment
of other separate systems of self-government referred to
the "freely expressed" opinion of the population and
"informed and democratic processes" for ascertaining
the "status or change in status which they desired".
Even in those colonial territories where the political
maturity of the indigenous population had already
achieved a very high level, there was nothing but a
mockery of democratic processes. In the few cases
where they did exist, the so-called legislative organs
were only too often composed of nominated officials,
the majority of whom were settlers from the metropolitan country who had nothing in common with the
indigenous population. The latter longed for freedom
and independence ; the former were doing their best
to prolong the colonial domination.
27. Paragraph A, 3, of that same list spoke of "voluntary limitation by sovereignty". Both that paragraph
and paragraph C, 1, might make it appear that of their
"own free will" the people of a territory might choose
colonial vassalage. Acceptance of such a notion would
make it possible to apply the label "self-governing"
to territories on which puppet legislatures and executive
councils had been imposed. The reference in paragraph
C, 1, to legislatures "lawfully constituted in a manner
receiving the free consent of the population" rather
than to elected legislatures could imply that the members
of a legislature nominated by a colonial Power were
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acting with the free consent of the population. Such a
meaning should be categorically rejected, since its adoption would signify United Nations agreement to the
existing undemocratic system of colonial rule through
nominated legislatures.
28. Adoption of the list of factors indicative of the
free association of a territory with other component
parts of the metropolitan or other country as binding
definitions would make it possible to sanction disguised
colonial subjugation as practised by the French through
the French Union, attempted by the United States
through the "Commonwealth" of Puerto Rico, or applied by the United Kingdom through its colonial system. If, for example, Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland were federated with Southern Rhodesia, as proposed, the entire federation would presumably become
"self-governing" and the United Kingdom Government
would no longer feel called upon to submit reports on
Northern Rhodesia and N yasaland.
29. The factors submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee
contained a significantly large number of phrases about
"voluntary" limitation of sovereignty and "free" association with the metropolitan country or other colonies.
Only after the colonial yoke had disappeared could the
free will of the dependent peoples be fully expressed.
The Ad Hoc Committee's report did not make that point
clear.
30. The Ad Hoc Committee had completely failed to
reappraise the essential question of the right to national
self-determination, which was clearly defined in Article
1, paragraph 2, of the Charter as one of the main purposes of the United Nations. At a given historical
moment, that right could be exercised by any one of the
dependent peoples. They would not consult a dictionary
to discover whether they satisfied all the definitions of
a free nation; they would simply ask for the recognition
of their right of self-determination, and their struggle
for full independence rather than any mechanical classification would decide the issue.
31. His delegation was not in favour of rigid formulae to be applied to all the Non-Self-Governing Territories in all circumstances. If the General Assembly
was not realistic, the cessation of information without
the corresponding attainment of self-government or
independence might reduce to zero the number of NonSelf-Governing Territories discussed annually by the
United Nations.
32. The Ad Hoc Committee itself had recognized the
limitations of its work in paragraph 5 (C) of its report,
when it had stated that the "circumstances of each
particular case" would have to be "studied separately".
Harmful generalizations should be avoided and the
General Assembly should analyse every case on its
merits, without referring solely to factors in order to
ascertain whether the territory concerned had attained
a "full measure of self-government", in the terms of the
Charter. The main principle was the right of national
self-determination, and everything must be done to
avoid weakening or distorting that right and to remove
the obstacles by which the administering Powers tried
to postpone the invoking of that right by the dependent peoples. The Polish delegation had some reservations with regard to the basic concept of the Ad Hoc
Committee's report, which could be in some situations
inconsistent with the right of self-determination.
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33. Mr. GERIG (United States of America) said
that the United States delegation would support the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors. That report gave evidence of a close and careful study of its
complex subject, and the matter had now been brought
to a stage where the General Assembly might well
adopt the report as representing the best consensus
of opinion which could for the time being be achieved.
It could of course be improved, and the United States
delegation was prepared to consider any proposal to
that end.
34. In supporting the report, the United States delegation did so on the understanding which the Committee
itself had arrived at, namely, that no enumeration of
factors could do more than serve as a guide in determining whether a territory was or was not self-governing. It also agreed with the Committee's view that
each specific case would need to be determined by the
circumstances of that case, while a single factor or
combination of factors could not be regarded as decisive
in every case. The Committee was to be commended for
having avoided the adoption of over-simple conclusions
which could not be helpful in seeking a standard by
which to judge whether self-government had been attained.
35. The factors themselves fell into three categories:
first, those which were indicative of the attainment of
independence; secondly, those which were indicative of
the attainment of some other separate system of selfgovernment; and thirdly, those which were indicative of
the free association of a territory with other component
parts of the metropolitan or other country. The factors
listed in each category were relevant in varying degrees,
but there were additional points which might well merit
inclusion. However, the United States delegation would
not suggest any new factors, partly because there might
be some danger of laying down so many that the peoples
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories themselves might
misunderstand the significance of the list and be somewhat discouraged by the belief that they had to qualify
on too many points in order to attain the desired goal
of self-government. Indeed, in examining the list of
factors, the United States delegation had wondered
whether some independent governments of States Members of the United Nations, could in fact qualify for
self-government.
36. The United States delegation also commended the
Ad Hoc Committee for having clearly indicated the difference between independence and self-government :
while independent entities were self-governing, not all
self-governing entities were independent.
37. The report also recognized clearly that the NonSelf-Governing Territories were not all moving, and
might not all wish to move, in the same direction.
While some were progressing towards independence,
others were clearly moving towards free association
with the metropolitan or other State or group of States.
38. With regard to the six-Power draft resolution
(A/C.4jL.231 and Corr.l), the United States delegation was indebted to the Venezuelan and Cuban representatives for their clear explanation at the 273rd meeting of the postulates underlying it. From the terms of
the draft resolution and the explanations of its sponsors,
it was clear that it was based on two fundamental
theories, both of which the United States Government,
under its Constitution, must reject. The first was that
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autonomy was indivisible and that the administering
Power would therefore be required to transmit information under Article 73 e until a territory was selfgoverning not only in economic, social and educational
but also in political matters. The second was that authority and responsibility for deciding when a territory had
become self-governing and need no longer be reported
on rested not with the administering Power alone, but
jointly with the General Assembly and the administering Power concerned.
39. On the first point, the United States delegation
believed that the people and government of a territory
and the people and government of a metropolitan
country could, if they wished, freely choose the nature
of their mutual relationship, and that in such a freely
chosen arrangement they could decide that certain matters, such as economic, social and educational matters,
should henceforth be the exclusive concern of the territorial government, and certain others, political matters
such as the conduct of foreign affairs and defence,
should be the responsibility of the metropolitan government. Under such an arrangement, if the territorial
government did not wish to submit reports on its
economic and social affairs to the metropolitan government or did not wish them to be transmitted to the
United Nations, it would not only be contrary to the
agreement if it were compelled to do so, but would in
fact be depriving the territory of much of its newly
acquired self-government. It was hardly believable that
that was the intention of the Cuban representative or
of the other sponsors of the draft resolution, but if it
was, the United States Government was unwilling tG
be a party to any action limiting the attainment of selfgovernment and could not support a resolution based
on such a premise.
40. On the second point, the United States delegation
held that each administering Power was entitled to
determine the constitutional position and status of territories under its sovereignty. The decision to cease
reporting under Article 73 e on specific territories rested
solely with the administering Power concerned. That
was not meant to imply that the General Assembly had
no part to perform. On the contrary, it could make a
useful contribution by trying to determine the proper
interpretation of such expressions as "Non-Self-Governing Territories" and "territories whose peoples
have not yet attained a full measure of self-government".
Since such expressions appeared in the Charter, their
definition should be a collective rather than a unilateral
matter, and the General Assembly should have authority to discuss and attempt to define those expressions
and to recommend to the Administering Members in
general the consideration of any definition which it
might adopt. The General Assembly might further
express its opinion in general terms on the principles
which had guided or might guide Administering
Members in deciding on which of their territories
they would transmit information; but any resolution
regarding the decision of an Administering Member to
cease the transmission of information should not imply
that that decision required the General Assembly's
approval or disapproval. If the people of a territory
freely chose to become a component part of another
State and the Government of that State, through its
constitutional processes, adopted the necessary legislation to make such union possible, that legislation could

not be made subject to further review and possible revision by the General Assembly, for the General Assembly did not enter into the legislative processes by
which governments, under their constitutions, carried
out the duties entrusted to them. No Member of the
United Nations recognized that the Fourth Committee
or the General Assembly as a whole was competent to
enter into the inner legislative processes of Member
States. The United Nations was not a world government. The United States had not abrogated its right
to determine when a territory had advanced so far that
it was qualified for statehood, nor could it yield that
right to the Fourth Committee, since it was a constitutional question on which the Government could not
surrender its sovereignty and right of decision.
41. For those reasons, the United States Government
would be unable to vote for the six-Power draft resolution. It would be more prudent simply to adopt the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, which the
United States would support.
42. Mr. C. LIU (China) said that, bearing in mind
the objectives of Chapter XI, he considered that the
joint draft resolution was a good one and that it correctly expressed the evolutionary interpretation that
the General Assembly had placed on Chapter XI in the
various resolutions to which previous speakers had
referred.
43. Nevertheless, paragraph 3 of the operative part
of the draft resolution was somewhat obscure. He could
not conceive that the factors could be interpreted as "a
hindrance to the attainment of a full measure of selfgovernment". That could only be hindered by the actions
of the indigenous population, the administering Power
or other interested parties. He would like some explanation of that paragraph.
44. Paragraph 2 was virtually a repetition of the second sentence of paragraph 5 (C) of the Ad Hoc Committee's report and, as such, should logically be combined with the last paragraph of the preamble; those
two paragraphs were two facets of a single idea and
should not be separated.
45. The relation between the terms "self-governing"
and "self-government" in paragraph 4 was rather confusing. The Cuban representative had pointed out that
paragraph 4 was intended to stress the indivisibility of
all aspects of self-government. That idea might be more
clearly expressed if the words "in the political field"
were added after the word "self-government".
46. He would not insist on the amendments he had
suggested and would in any case vote in favour of the
joint draft resolution.
47. Sir Alan BURNS (United Kingdom) said that
his delegation had never felt that the question of factors
had any great relevance to the principles and purposes
of Chapter XI, and had therefore taken no prominent
part in the debate on the subject. Nevertheless, in response to General Assembly resolution 567 (VI), it
had submitted its considered views to the Ad Hoc Committee. It was regrettable that the United Kingdom memorandum (A/ AC.SS/1/Add.3), with other closely
argued memoranda submitted by various Members of
the United Nations, had not apparently received the
thorough attention they deserved from the Ad Hoc
Committee, whose report would have been of much
greater value had those memoranda been annexed in
full for the consideration of the Fourth Committee. It
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was quite evident from some of the statements made in
the Fourth Committee that the views expressed in the
memoranda had not been fully taken into account.
48. Turning to the draft resolution, he pointed out that
the obligation to transmit information referred to in
the first two paragraphs of the preamble was subject to
such limitations as security and constitutional considerations might require. Subject to those limitations, his
delegation would agree that the obligation to transmit
information remained in force with regard to each territory until the obligations of Chapter XI had been
attained in relation to that territory.
49. The wording of the final paragraph of the preamble glossed over some of the complexities of interpreting the Charter. The problem in relation to Chapter
XI was to decide whether a territory was or was not a
territory whose peoples-that was the operative wordhad not yet attained a full measure of self-government.
Some confusion was evident in the Ad Hoc Committee's
report: some of the items referred to the features which
would be exhibited by a fully self-governing territory,
and some to the features which would be exhibited by
a fully self-governing people. It would have been prudent for the Ad Hoc Committee to define the words
"territory" and "people". Definitions, however, had
apparently been shirked by the Committee.

SO. The same confusion between "a territory" and the
"peoples" of that territory was apparent in p~ragraph 1
of the draft resolution. The General Assembly, if indeed
it ever had to consider the question at all, was presumably interested in the existence of people who did not
enjoy a full measure of self-government. That question
affected not onlv the cessation of information but also
the recognition ~f obligations on the part of other States
which had not hitherto regarded themselves as having
any commitments under Chapter XI.
51. The United Kingdom would have little difficulty
in deciding whether any of its territories had or had
not attained a full measure of self-government and his
Government had no need to approve the list of factors
in question. For example, if the United Kingdom decided to a~cord the peoples of a Non-Self-Governing
Territory for which it was responsible a full measure
of self-government, an order-in-council could be promulgated precisely to that effect. Such an instrument
would be internationally valid in removing the territory
in question from the category of territories to which
Chapter XI applied. It was quite possible that the
political advancement of the population would not be
sufficient to enable them to decide the future destiny
of the territory with due knowledge, and they might
not. have had an opportunity to express their opinion,
by mfonned and democratic processes, as to the status
or chang-e in status which they desired. Nevertheless,
their status would be effectively established in international law by the instrument to which he had referred.
Under his country's constitutional practices, therefore,
the list of factors would have little real relevance to the
basic issue of the status of the territory either in
international law or in relation to Chapter.

XI.

52. Paragraph 2 of the draft resolution was wise and
in accord with his Government's invariable practice.
He welcomed paragraph 3, since it would help to
dissipate the growing feeling in the Non-Self-Governing Territories that the United Nations would hesitate
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to recognize the political advancement of such a territory unless sixty nations could be convinced, through
the application of a series of almost incomprehensible
criteria, that a level of development had been reached
far surpassing that to be found in the majority of Member States.
53. He did not understand the phrase ''its people shall
have attained a full measure of self-government as referred to in Chapter XI of the Charter" in paragraph 4.
The Ad Hoc Committee's report contained no definition
of "a full measure of self-government". His Government
would deem a country self-governing in economic, social
or educational affairs when its legislature and executive
took independent decisions on those matters. He had
no doubt that the sponsors of the joint draft resolution
would be able to suggest a def:nition.
54. He endorsed the last clause of paragraph 5, which
clearly recognized the need to admit that there were
more than eight Members of the United Nations on
whom the obligation to transmit information might well
devolve.
55. His delegation felt unable to vote in favour of the
draft resolution or to approve the Ad Hoc Committee's
report. Much remained to be done before the question
could be considered as even provisionally elucidated.
Many doubts had been expressed regarding the real
value of the existing list of factors and many new elements had been brought into the discussion. The
thoughtful memoranda submitted by several Governments had been examined in a most cursory way, and
virtually all the essential terms remained undefined. He
therefore suggested that it might be wise for the Committee to invite the Secretary-General to prepare a
further comprehensive study on the subject in the light
of all the elements to which he had referred and to submit it to the eighth session of the General Assembly.
In the past the General Assembly had appeared to
attach great importance to the study of factors, which
it was now dismissing in a most light-hearted way.
56. He would not obstruct any attempt to remove a
somewhat unreal problem from the agenda by means
of the joint draft resolution. Before any vote was taken,
however, he fully reserved his Government's position
in relation to any claims which might be deemed to be
put forward on behalf of the General Assembly in the
draft resolution, and in the event of its adoption and
a subsequent urging of any claims, his delegation would
be obliged to draw attention to that express reservation.
57. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
said that his delegation had always supported the idea
that the General Assembly was competent to decide
when a territory was or was not self-governing and,
consequently, whether or not information should continue to be transmitted in respect of that territory.
Chapter XI was a declaration by the administering
Powers, but it was also a treaty between those Powers
and the international community represented by the
United Nations. In conform:ty with Article 10 of the
Charter, the General Assembly was certainly competent
to discuss Chapter XI and to interpret the obligations
of the administering Powers thereunder. His delegation
had therefore supported the setting up of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors and had co-operated in its work.
It was convinced, as the Dominican representative had
stated in the General Assembly at the 3%th plenary
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meeting, that the principle of self-determination was a
sacred principle and an integral part of international
law, unreservedly recognized in the United Nations
Charter.
58. Although his delegation had always maintained
that it was very difficult to determine absolute criteria
of self-government, it had nevertheless replied to the
Secretary-General's request for comments on the proposed list of factors. Only about a third of the Member
States, however, had felt able to submit such comments;
several States had reserved their opinion until they had
seen the Ad Hoc Committee's report and several States
still reserved their opinion. It was obvious that many
Member States still retained considerable doubts regarding the proposed list of factors and it therefore
seemed highly questionable whether the General Assembly should adopt that list as a conclusive study at
the present juncture.
59. He agreed with those representatives who had referred to the political aspects of the question. Nevertheless, it had always been presented to the Committee
as a legal problem, and it must be solved by legal
formulae derived from international public law. The
constitutional provisions governing the relations between
a metropolitan country and the Non-Self-Governing
Territories for which it was responsible obviously involved far-reaching legal problems. That was why, at
the sixth session (216th meeting), his delegation had
suggested that the study of factors should be entrusted
to the International Law Commission. It still held that
view. The Ad Hoc Committee's report should be submitted to a technical body for further analysis and in
order to bring its terminology more into line with the
legal requirements of the problem. Such a step was
particularly necessary in the case at issue, since the
list of factors would be a document of decisive importance when any revision of the Charter was undertaken.
He would therefore support any suggestion for further
study, particularly by the International Law Commission, and reserved his right to submit a draft resolution
to that effect.
60. The Ad Hoc Committee's report was guilty of
one major omission: it contained no definition of selfgovernment. His delegation had stated at the 216th
meeting of the Fourth Committee that prior to any
determination of factors, the principle of self-government from the standpoint of international law must be
defined as it derived from the application of constitutional law to international public law. The ambiguity of
Chapter XI, especially Article 73 b, in that respect
had been repeatedly emphasized by such commentators
on the Charter as Hans Kelsen and Lauterpacht. In
the French and Roman legal codes, the definition of any
crime, for example, always specified the elements of the
crime itself. In the same way, any definition of selfgovernment must specify the elements of self-government, that was to say, the factors. There seemed to be
a tendency in the Fourth Committee to claim that the
General Assembly should first establish the factors and
then, at a later stage, define self-government. There
seemed to be no reason why those processes should not
be undertaken simultaneously ; indeed that might be
preferable. His delegation had previously suggested that
self-government might be defined as the fact of a people
or group making its institutions completely independent
of the metropolitan country to which it had been legally

and politically linked. It was a prerequisite of any definition of self-government that it should embody the principle of self-determination.
61. Both the Ad Hoc Committee's report and paragraph 2 of the draft resolution recognized that no enumeration of factors could do more than serve as a guide.
Since, therefore, many other formulae might solve the
ambiguities of Chapter XI, his delegation would adopt
an intermediate position with regard to the draft resolution.
62. The preamble to the draft resolution was acceptable, since it merely listed the consequences of earlier
General Assembly resolutions. The opening statement
in paragraph 1 was correctly formulated, but, as he had
stated, it would be premature to approve the list of
factors as a final study. It should be given further consideration by a re-established Ad Hoc Committee or by
the International Law Commission. The very vague
phrasing in paragraph 2 detracted from the merits of
the draft resolution as a whole. Paragraph 4 was apparently a formal declaration by the General Assembly
enunciating a formal principle with regard to self-government, namely, that there could be no economic,
social and educational self-government without political
self-government. That was acceptable as a principle,
but in practice it would, if approved, render the entire
list of individual factors unnecessary. If the General
Assembly wished to make such a declaration, it might
do so in a separate resolution. He was not at all sure,
however, that such a declaration would not violate
Chapter XI of the Charter. As stated in paragraph 4,
the idea introduced a fundamental, new element with
the gravest legal and political implications. In his opinion, it would be premature at the present juncture
for the General Assembly to adopt what was, in essence,
a revision of Chapter XI, and he would therefore be
unable to vote for paragraph 4.
63. To sum up, his delegation was not against the
draft resolution, but felt that it was premature. It
would therefore _abstain in the vote on the resolution
as a whole, but might request a separate vote on certain
paragraphs and would vote against those paragraphs.
64. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) wished to remind
the Committee of some points that had apparently been
overlooked by other speakers. The question before the
Committee was not the determination of the conditions
under which the cessation of the transmission of information could be allo.wed; it was merely the determination of the territories in regard to which information
should be supplied. Texts to be submitted to the General Assembly must be precise. The question was, therefore, which were the territories whose populations had
not yet attained a full measure of self-government.
65. Secondly, every State had sovereign discretion to
decide what territories under its administration came
within the scope of Chapter XI. It decided in regard to
which territories information should be supplied and in
regard to which territories circumstances were such
that information need no longer be transmitted.
66. The Belgian delegation had grave doubts as to
the value of the list of factors drafted by the Ad Hoc
Committee. That list seemed to have been drawn up
in 3. somewhat random fashion: certain suggestions had
been put before the Committee, others had been added,
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some had been dropped, other retained. He was sure
that no member of the Committee could feel that the
problem had been thoroughly sifted. The Committee
had not performed what should have been its primary
task. namely, giving a definition of what self-government in fact was.
67. His delegation was not, however, taking a stand
with reference to the list of factors. All of them were
worthy of consideration, though neither any one of them
singly nor all of them tc.gether could offer an automatic
criterion for determining whether a territory did or did
not come within the scope of Article 73 e.
68. Nevertheless, the list of factors did confirm the
Belgian delegation's opinion that there were many peoples to which the criteria applied and on which information was not transmitted. There were two alternatives:
either the criteria were valid, in which case information
must be transmitted with regard to all the territories to
which they applied; or else they applied to certain territories in regard to which the administering Power
concerned or, as some held, the General Assembly, considered that there was no need to transmit information,
in which case they were not valid.
69. He would give some examples of territories to
which, in the opinion of his delegation, the factors undoubtedly applied. The factors indicative of the attainment of self-government included the opinion of the
population of the territory, freely expressed by informed
and democratic processes, as to the status or change in
status which they desired; the extent to which the relations of the territory with the capital of the central
government might be affected by circumstances arising
out of their respective geographical positions, such as
separation by land, sea or other natural obstacles; and
the extent to which the population were of different
race, language or religion or had a distinct cultural
heritage, interests or aspirations, distinguishing them
from the peoples of the country with which they freely
associated themselves.
70. In that connexion he referred to the report of the
first session of the Committee of Experts on Indigenous Labour of the International Labour Organisation,
held at La Paz in 1951, which described the conditions
under which the Indian population lived in Brazil.
According to that report there were three categories
of Indians: the first living in the same communities as
civilized people, the second consisting of tribes which
maintained peaceful relations with the civilized people
but inhabited remote territories near the sources of the
rivers, and the third composed of completely savage
tribes which lived in isolation in inaccessible territories
and offered armed resistance to any attempt by civilized
people to make contact with them.
71. In Venezuela, a report published by the Government for the year 1949-1950 stated that attempts were
being made to incorporate the Indians of the upper
reaches of the Orinoco into civilized life by teaching
them religion, Spanish, agriculture and trade and instructing them in hygiene and public health. In a report
for 1950-1951 it was stated that the Government, desirous of improving the conditions of the Native populations in distant and inaccessible parts of the country,
had entrusted Catholic missions with the task of winning the Indians over to civilization, and that notwithstanding the difficulties the missionaries were making
progress.
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72. According to a Venezuelan law of 1882, the special
system under which the Native communities were administered by the Federal Government would continue
until it should be appropriate to raise them to a different
status. The legislation which applied to those communities was therefore different from that which applied to
the majority of the inhabitants of Venezuela. A law
of 1915 had established a number of missions for the
purpose of introducing the uncivilized groups which
still survived in various areas of the republic to
urban life and of settling the more uninhabited parts
of Venezuela. The missions were granted authority to
maintain order among the Indians and to call on the
Federal Government to intervene when important measures were required. Indians who were willing to renounce their nomadic existence would be taught in
educational centres how and where to settle permanently. The decision where they should ·settle would
be taken by the head of the mission.
73. He assured the Committee that in speaking of
countries within whose boundaries non-assimilated inhabitants dwelt he intended no criticism. Belgium was
not as~amed of having semi-civilized peoples under its
sovereignty and could sympathize with other countries
that faced the same problems. The administering countries were not responsible for the problems, but only
for the way in which they endeavoured to solve those
problems.
74. In December 1951 a report from the Commissioner of Scheduled Castes and Tribes of the Government
of India dealt with the demand for independence of the
Naga tribe-a situation of which the Members of the
United Nations were aware, since they had received a
petition on the subject from that tribe dated November
1949. The Naga people claimed that they had never lost
their independence and that they were determined to
maintain it. The N aga had recently carried out a raid,
and Mr. Nehru, the Prime Minister, had said in Parliament that the territories in question were not administered by the Indian Government or any other government; they were completely unadministered and
left to their own resources except when trouble occurred.
75. Mr. Ryckmans could see no good reason why
information could not be submitted on all the peoples
to which he had referred. The factors in the Committee's
list applied to them quite as much as to the peoples
in the Non-Self-Governing Territories concerning which
information was transmitted in accordance with Article
73 e.
76. He had already mentioned at the 259th meeting
the example of Liberia. He did not wish to imply that
the Liberian officials were less competent or less devouted to the interests of the population than the French
officials of the Ivory Coast, but there appeared to be
no good reason why Liberia should not supply information on the peoples inhabiting the adjacent frontier
area.
77. Another instance was the Somali nation, which
was divided into several parts. Information was supplied
annually to the United Nations concerning Somaliland
under British administration, Somaliland under French
administration and Somaliland under Italian administration. The Somali whose territory had been conquered by the Ethiopians, however, were presumably
not self-governing, and therefore information should be
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submitted concerning them. It was difficult to see why
Ethiopia should be less bound by that obligation than
the United Kingdom, France or Italy.
78. According to a book, Government and Nationalism
in Southeast Asia, published in New York in 1942 by
the Institute of Pacific relations, in various parts of the
Philippines there were backward tribes living in the
mountains and the bush. So far they had been left
alone by the Spanish-speaking settlers owing to their
fighting prowess and the fact that their territory had
no resources which would repay the cost of military
operations. The book stated that the tribesmen disliked
the Philippine officials and that the latter regarded them
as barbarians. While on the subject of the Philippines,
he pointed out that the l'vforos did not have officials
elected in the same circumstances as prevailed in other
parts of the country. The factors suggested by the Ad
Hoc Committee applied to their territory and to that
of the other tribes in the Philippines.
79. Another case in point was that of the Dyaks in
Borneo, on whom the Netherlands Government had
supplied information in 1947, 1948 and 1949. According to that information some of the tribes in that part
of Borneo were completely isolated and very backward
and primitive, and some of them still engaged in headhunting. It could not be claimed that those peoples enjoyed full self-government under the terms of the
Charter.
80. No doubt it would be objected that the Charter
did not speak of populations but of ~r1~ f he had
shown, however, that many such populations inhabited
territories which were distinct and clearly defined and
yet did not enjoy self-government. There were other
territories which were separated by sea from the country
which administered them. The peoples of the Andaman
and Nicobar Islands, for instance, did not enjoy full
self-government, and Easter Island was under Chilean
sovereignty, yet India and Chile did not submit information concerning them.
81. It had been contended that the Belgian thesis was
contrary to the sovereignty of States and would universalize colonialism. The word "colony" did not however ·appear in Chapter XI nor in Article 23 of the
Covenant of the League of Nations, under which the
Members of the League had undertaken to secure just
treatment of the native inhabitants of territories under
their control. No distinction had been made in that
connexion between so-called metropolitan countries and
colonial territories.
82. The principle of domestic jurisdiction had also been
invoked. He could not see what that had to do with
territories which were not within the boundaries of the
metropolitan country.
83. Most of the States that objected to the Belgian
delegation's thesis had been Members of the League of
Nations, and they did not explain why the obligation
imposed by Article 23 of the Covenant, which had been
admissible twenty-five years previously, was inadmistible today. The argument that Article 73 applied to
territories and not to peoples was a mere legal quibble.
The territories were important because they were inhabited by human beings. Belgian public opinion would
be unable to believe in the sincerity of those who engaged in such sophistries and at the same time expressed
pious sentiments about the welfare of the non-selfPrinted in U.S.A.

governing peoples and appealed to the spirit of the
Charter, the spirit of international co-operation, and so
forth. Belgium would never admit that Chapter XI
applied only to the populations of territories in regard
to which information had been freely supplied by only
eight States. Those eight States had in reality shown
a greater spirit of international co-operation than all
the rest of the Member States. At least half the Member States of the United Nations contained populations
in regard to which information ought to be supplied under Chapter XI, and the refusal to do so resulted in
discrimination against the eight Powers in question, the
so-called colonial Powers, which in the long run would
seriously affect the functioning of the Organization.
84. Mr. CALERO RODRIGUES (Brazil) said that
the subject of the Belgian representative's remarks was
irrelevant to the question before the Committee. It was
true that three were Indians in Brazil. The Brazilian
Government co-operated with international institutions,
both inter-American organizations and such organizations as the ILO and UNESCO, in matters concerning
their interests, but it held that problems concerning
them were not the concern of the Fourth Committee.
If the question was raised again, he would be compelled
to raise a point of order. The Brazilian delegation had
no objection to discussing the ethnic, social and cultural
problems of the indigenous peoples, but it considered
that they were out of place in the Fourth Committee.
85. Mr. RIVAS (Venezuela) said that the history of
the question was well known to the Belgian delegation.
The population of the territories or provinces of V enezuela inhabited by backward peoples was not large
enough to justify the election of a senator. That however was a very different matter from a territory, within the meaning of the Charter. Non-Self-Governing Territories like the Belgian Congo had never been a legitimate part of the territory of the metropolitan country;
they were provisionally under the authority of the •
metropolitan Powers until they became self-governing.
The areas of Venezuela that had been referred to had
been part of Venezuelan territory since the country had
achieved self-government.
86. The CHAIRMAN said that it had been clear
from the outset of his statement that the Belgian representative had gone deeply into certain questions affecting
a number of sovereign States, most of which were
represented in the Fourth Committee. Representatives
of those States would wish to comment on those matters, and would undoubtedly do so with their usual
knowledge and ability. He might have interrupted the
Belgian representative in order to ask him to be more
brief, and not to reopen an argument which he had already advanced in connexion with the first item of the
agenda, since that would in no way help the Committee
in its consideration of the item now before it. He had refrained from doing so because he felt that the Belgian
representative should be given every opportunity, as
would other representatives, to express his views, because he had wished to extend him every courtesy, and
because he had not wished to appear to show prejudice
in favour of the countries to which the Belgian representative had referred in his statement. In any event,
however, representatives had the right to raise points
of order and could do so at any time.
The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m.
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Factors which should he taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a terri·
tory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2178, A/C.4/L.231, A/C.4/L.
233, A/C.4/L.234) (continued)
[Item 36]*

1_. Mr. YURANS (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) recalled that Chapter XI of the Charter imposed
certain obligations upon Powers administering Non~elf-Governing Territories. General Assembly resolutiOn 66 (I) gave a list of such territories. Under the
Charter, the colonial Powers were required to transmit
information to enable the United Nations to determine
whether they were fulfilling the obligations they had
undertaken.
2. Some of the administering Powers had arbitrarily
decided to cease transmitting information on a number
of Non-Self-Governing Territories, such as Guadeloupe,
New Caledonia, the Panama Canal Zone, Malta and
the Netherlands Antilles, because they were afraid to
reveal the situation in those territories to world public
opinion. That was how the question of factors had
arisen.
3. The list of factors in the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors (A/2178) marked a step forward, but could not be considered final or complete.
When the General Assembly adopted a list of criteria,
the way in which it would collect the necessary data
to ensure that the people of a given territory had attained a full measure of self-government would still
have to be determined.
4. The Soviet Union did not think that any administering Power could cease to provide information concerning any Non-Self-Governing Territory until the
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
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Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories had studied all the information concerning
the status of that territory and had advised the General
Assembly that the territory no longer fell within the
scope of Article 73 e of the Charter. The colonial
Powers could cease transmitting information only when
the Non-Self-Governing Territories had become independent, sovereign States whose people exercised all
powers: legislative, executive and judicial.
5. The Soviet Union would vote for the joint draft
resolution before the Committee (A/C.4/L.231) but
would submit an amendment (A/C.4/L.233) to the
effect that the following text should be added to the
third paragraph of the preamble:
" ... and that, not later than six months after the
submission of the aforesaid information, such information as may be required in such cases should be
communicated, including information about the constitution, legislative acts or executive orders regarding
the government of the territory as well as about the
constitutional relationship of the territory to the Government of the metropolitan country".
6. Mr. RIFAI (Syria) felt that the question studied
by the Ad Hoc Committee was a delicate and complicated one, and the Committee's report could be considered only as a useful guide. As the United States
representative had said at the 274th meeting, in seeking
to draw up a list that was too comprehensive there
would be the danger of coming to the conclusion that
no people qualified for self-government. The Syrian
delegation did not think that any new study was needed ;
it would vote for the joint draft resolution.

7. The statements that the representatives of some of
the administering Powers had made during the discussion were disconcerting. According to them, the administering Powers alone were qualified to decide whether
a particular territory was or was not self-governing, and
the Charter imposed no restriction on their sovereignty
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in that respect. The Syrian Government took the view
that it was not for the administering Powers alone to
decide whether a given territory had reached the stage
of self-government, not because it wished to hamper
the development of such territories towards independence, but in order to ensure that such independence was
real. To his mind the words "independence" and "selfgovernment" were synonymous. Any attempt to draw
a fine distinction between independence and self-government would be contrary to the aims of the Charter.
The only purpose of such an unwarranted distinction
was to enable the colonial Powers to claim that a territory could be considered as self-governing as soon as it
enjoyed a certain degree of autonomy in social, economic and educational matters. Such a concept, in
combination with the theory of the exclusive competence
of the administering Powers, would destroy all hope
for the emancipation of the colonial peoples and would
completely nullify Chapter XI of the Charter. If that
interpretation were adopted, it would soon be seen that
all Non-Self-Governing Territories no longer fell within the purview of the United Nations. For example,
Morocco could suddenly reach so-called self-government
merely by forming a part of the French Union.
8. The obligations under Chapter XI of the Charter
were binding on all Members of the United Nations.
Administering Powers could not take unilateral decisions concerning the future of Non-Self-Governing Territories. As the representative of India had said, the
status of Non-Self-Governing Territories could be altered in two ways only: they could be given a full
measure of self-government as in the case of Indonesia,
or they could be transferred to the United Nations
Trusteeship Sys_tem. The United Nations, in deciding
on any change m the status of a Non-Self-Governing
Territory, would have to take into consideration the
freely expressed will of its population.
9. Syria felt that unless the serious gap between the
opposing views of the Members of the United Nations
on that question was narrowed, the International Court
of. Justice would have to be asked for an advisory
opmwn.
10. Mr.ABOU KHADRA (Saudi Arabia) thought
that the complex nature of the problem was apparent
from the report of the Ad Hoc Committee. It was heartening to note that its members had been able to agree
on the two principles set out in paragraph 5 (c) of
the report.
11. The Saudi Arabian delegation believed that the
General Assembly was competent to decide whether a
country had become self-governing and the administering Power could cease to transmit information concerning it. If there were any doubts on that point, it might
be advisable to request an advisory opinion from the
International Court of Justice or to refer the question
to the Sixth Committee.
12. It would be dangerous to give the political system
of a territory too much weight in determining its progress towards self-government. Political conditions and
traditions varied greatly in different territories, and the
factors set out in the Committee's report could not be
rigidly applied in the various areas falling within the
scope of Chapter XI of the Charter.

13. Saudi Arabia thought that the list of factors in
the report of the Ad Hoc Committee was concise and
adequate. As to the factors concerning independence,
particular attention should be given to the degree to
which an indigenous population was conscious of its
political, economic and social unity. That factor was also
very important with regard to the association of a territory with the metropolitan or some other country,
because it provided the basis for judging whether the
people had been completely free in deciding in favour
of such association.
14. With reference to the remarks made by the United
States representative at the previous meeting, he would
say that while a territory might indeed wish freely to
associate itself with the metropolitan country or another State, such cases would always be very exceptional. It would be very dangerous to make that a principle
applicable to all territories. Non-Self-Governing Territories should, as a general rule, either become independent and be admitted to the United Nations or be
placed under the International Trusteeship System.
15. It was unfortunate that several colonial Powers
had, in the case of some territories, ceased transmitting
information under Article 73 e of the Charter.
16. The joint draft resolution requested the General
Assembly to approve the report of the Ad Hoc Committee. The Saudi Arabian delegation regarded the
report as satisfactory even though parts of it had given
rise to varying interpretations. It would therefore vote
for the draft resolution.
17. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark) considered that the
list of factors contained in the annex to General Assembly resolution 567 (VI) was an acceptable basis
for discussion. The Ad Hoc Committee's report did not
call for any special remarks by the Danish Government.
18. He had noted with satisfaction that the Ad Hoc
Committee had preserved the fundamental distinction
between factors indicative of the attainment of independence or of other separate systems of self-government and factors indicative of the free association of
a territory with other component parts of the metropolitan or other country. In the latter case, it might
perhaps be well to classify the factors further so that
they would apply, on the one hand, to a territory attached to a State of the federal type and, on the other,
to a territory attached to a State of the unitary type.
It was, however, of secondary importance whether that
subdivision was made or not. The principal matter was
that general agreement existed that the population of
a territory which by its own free will, freely expressed
by informed and democratic processes, associated itself
with the metropolitan or another country, certainly
would obtain a full measure of self-government. A
territory attached to a State of the unitary type should
enjoy the same status as the other component parts of
that State; the degree of local self-government would
not in that case be an all-important factor, because
it would depend upon how far the government of that
State had been centralized. It should be remembered
that where the population of a territory was very small
and hardly large enough to enable it to become an independent State, attachment to another State was the
only practical way in which the people of that territory
could be completely self-governing in accordance with
their freely expressed wishes.
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19. He would mention the wishes and attitude of the
population of Greenland as that had an important
bearing on the attitude of his delegation to the factors.
The Government of Denmark recalled in that regard
that during the past summer, the National Council of
Greenland had considered the question of that territory's
future status. Mr. Augot Lynge, a member of that
Council, had said that Greenland wished to be associated
with an integrated Denmark. On Mr. Lynge's motion,
the National Council, which consisted of representatives elected by the people of Greenland under a system
of universal and equal suffrage, had unanimously adopted a resolution providing that the new Constitution of
Denmark should make Greenland an amt, that is, a
county or province of Denmark and that Greenland
should send representatives to the Danish Parliament.
The Danish Government and Parliament intended, with
the agreement of all political parties, to amend the
Danish Constitution so as to comply with the aspirations
of the people of GreenJand. That might take some time
as the rules laid down for an amendment involved a
complex procedure.
20. The fundamental factor should be the freely expressed will of the people. If the people of a territory
and the administering Power both thought that that
people had attained a full measure of self-government
as provided in Chapter XI of the Charter, the United
Nations obviously should not place any obstacle in
their way.
21. The Danish delegation believed, moreover, that
the factors set out in the Ad Hoc Committee's report
should be used to determine not only whether a Power
might cease to transmit information under Article 73
e of the Charter, but also whether some Powers should
begin to send such information on certain territories
under their administration.
22. Denmark had already stated, when General Assembly resolution 218 (III) had been adopted, that a
State responsible for a territory was entitled to determine the constitutional status of the territories placed
under its sovereignty. Denmark would inform the
United Nations of any change in the status of Greenland, but in doing so did not regard any action taken
in the matter by its constitutional organs as subject to
revision by the United Nations. Denmark's attitude
towards the joint draft resolution would be determined
by those considerations.
23. Mr. PONCE YEPEZ (Ecuador) said that the
obligation of the administering Powers to transmit information on conditions in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories arose from a multilateral agreement concluded by those Powers with the other signatories of the
Charter. Therefore, the administering Powers could
not cease to transmit such information unless conditions
in the territories had undergone drastic change. That
was why it was important to determine what factors
must be taken into account in deciding whether the
peoples of a territory had attained a full measure of
self-government. The report of the Ad Hoc Committee
was a valuable study on that especially complex problem. No factor could be considered decisive and the
specific conditions in each territory had to be borne in
mind.
24. A general criterion which would take account of
the principle that self-government was indivisible would
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be invaluable. In that connexion he recalled that at the
sixth session, 242nd meeting, of the Committee, the
representative of an administering Power had stated
that economic autonomy was impossible without political autonomy and that autonomy was one and indivisible. The joint draft resolution, and particularly
paragraph 4 of its operative part, marked definite progress in that respect.
25. With reference to the interpretation given by one
of the administering Powers to the scope of Chapter
XI of the Charter, he stated that Article 73 e referred
exclusively to Non-Self-Governing Territories and in
no case to peoples constituting an essential element of
the population of independent and fully sovereign States.
Any contrary interpretation would be a flagrant violation of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter and a
threat to the very integrity of modern States.
26. Mr. COOPER (Liberia) recalled the statement of
the Belgian representative at the 259th meeting to the
effect that Liberia had been a colony. He would like to
ask the Belgian representative whether his own country
had never been subjected to the oppression of a foreign
Power. As a result of violations committed by certain
colonial Powers, Liberia had had to proclaim its independence scarcely twenty years after it had been set
up as a colony, on the friendly advice of the United
States. Liberia had been founded by Negroes forced
from their homes by certain colonial Powers and later
returned to their fatherland through the generosity of
powerful friends. The Constitution of Liberia expressly
stated that only Negroes or people of Negro descent
could become citizens of Libera and own real estate in
that country. Some representatives might feel that that
was a discriminatory measure, but it was partly on account of that provision that Liberia had preserved its
independence. If, as the Belgian representative had said,
the inhabitants of Liberia spoke an alien tongue, the
fault lay with the colonial Powers which had uprooted
them from their country.
27. Again at the 274th meeting, the Belgian representative had argued that Liberia should transmit information
on certain indigenous tribes. He had emphasized that
the Charter did not mention the word "colony", but it
was clear that the term "Non-Self-Governing Territory" which appeared in the Charter was synonymous
with colony, as shown by the reports of the colonial
Powers themselves to the General Assembly. It was
absurd to claim that the words "Non-Self-Governing
Territory" might also extend to sovereign States. To
avoid any such interpretation the authors of the Charter
had explicitly prohibited the United Nations from intervening in matters essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of a State. If the principle stated by the Belgian
representative were applied to States such as the United
Kingdom, the United States, the Soviet Union or
Belgium itself, the absurdity of his argument would
immediately become manifest.
28. The Ad Hoc Committee had been set up because
certain administering Powers had ceased to transmit
information on several territories under their administration on the grounds that the latter had attained a
certain measure of self-government. Even if a list of
factors could be drawn up as a basis for determining
whether the people of a territory had attained a full
measure of self-government, the basic question would
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be : Who was authorized to apply those standards to a
given territory? Some representatives felt that it was
the right of the General Assembly ; on the other hand,
the administering Powers said they had exclusive authority in that respect; finally, the indigenous peoples
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories could also claim
that they were directly affected and that Chapter XI
had been drafted specifically for them. So long as that
question had not been settled, any resolution which
might be adopted could be applied only with the consent
of the administering Powers and the purpose of establishing an Ad Hoc Committee would be defeated. The
authors of the joint draft resolution were perfectly
aware of that contingency. Liberia felt that no concrete
result could be achieved by adopting the draft resolution.
The administering Powers would in any case remain
free to apply whatever yardsticks they chose to each
territory.
29. It had often been asked what precisely was selfgovernment. In that connexion, the representative of
Liberia recalled paragraphs b and e out of Article 73
of the Charter and showed that they led to the conclusion that the question of whether the people of a
territory had attained a full measure of self-government
depended on political, social, economic and cultural
factors, or on a combination of all those factors. From
paragraph 4 of the operative part of the joint draft
resolution, it would appear that a territory could not
be considered as self-governing until it had attained
a certain measure of political, economic and social development. Although it was certainly not the intention
of the authors, adoption of the draft resolution might
result in retarding the advancement of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories towards self-government and
independence. Liberia therefore considered it more advisable to adopt a resolution which would simply approve the report of the Ad Hoc Committee pending
a decision by the General Assembly specifying what
organs were competent to decide whether a territory
was or was not ready for self-government.
30. If the authors of the joint draft resolution should
press for a vote on their text as it stood, the Liberian
delegation would vote for it, but it considered that there
was little chance for it to speed the progress of indigenous peoples towards self-government and independence.
31. Mr. NAJAR (Israel) observed that the joint draft
resolution did not give many details with respect to the
factors dealt with in the report; on the other hand, it
dealt directly with various problems on which the Ad
Hoc Committee had made no specific decision. The
debate had shown that the draft resolution raised the
following problems : Who had the right to determine
whether a territory was or was not a territory whose
people had not yet attained a full measure of self-government? Who had the right to decide that a territory
had ceased to be a Non-Self-Governing Territory and
had attained a full measure of self-government? What
was the precise definition of the term "self-government"
used in Chapter XI of the Charter? Did such selfgovernment differ from "independence" as referred to
in Chapter XII of the Charter and, if so, how? Could
the transmission of information provided for in Article
73 e cease before a territory had become a country
whose people had attained a full measure of self-government? Who could decide that information might

cease to be transmitted? Finally, who could determine
the validity of a political agreement between an administering Power and a territory which it used to administer but which, it contended, had become selfgoverning?
32. All of those questions involved the scope of the
powers of the General Assembly and came within the
framework of the transmission of information and its
free discussion by the Fourth Committee. On each of
them, the views of the eight administering Powers
differed entirely from the views expressed in the joint
draft resolution. The administering Powers based their
understanding of their obligations on Articles 73 and
76 of the Charter and on Article 2, paragraph 7. Basic
constitutional problems therefore arose both from the
point of view of international as well as national law.
33. The real solution of the difficulties before the Committee did not lie in the adoption of a resolution laying
down principles of major importance by a majority
which would not include a single administering Power.
The confusion of mind which had arisen was shown by
the fact that two delegations which had supported the
draft resolution had at the same time referred to the
possible necessity of requesting an advisory opinion of
the International Court of Justice. The Committee was
confronted, on the one hand, by an accumulation of
legal arguments and on the other, by a more and more
profound analysis of the concepts of self-government
and independence, and no one knew whether that
analysis would serve or harm the very right of peoples
to self-determination which it was desired to encourage.
34. By adopting the course suggested in paragraph 2
of the operative part of the joint draft resolution and
considering each territory in the light of its particular
circumstances, the Committee would avert a legal dispute which it could not settle and much more substantial
progress would be made. The Israel delegation suggested
that the solution of the problem should be sought in
conciliation or in renewed consultations, because it did
not believe that adoption of a resolution which would not
be given effect could serve the cause of the United Nations and of the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
35. The report of the Ad Hoc Committee certainly
showed that an effort had been made, but the question
was whether that effort had been necessary. The title
given to the list of factors showed that the Committee
considered the ultimate objective of Chapter XI of the
Charter to be complete political independence, which
could assume various forms of separate autonomy or
association freely entered into by the peoples of the
territories concerned. Such a clear view did not call for
a lengthy and laborious enumeration of factors and
would not, moreover, solve the Committee's difficulties.
The real problem, which remained intact, was to reach
a constructive modus vivendi with the administering
Powers respecting the scope of the relevant provisions
of the Charter.
36. Mr. TAJIBNAPIS (Indonesia) recalled that at
the previous meeting the Belgian representative had
asked why some States which did not administer territories had not sent information to the Secretary-General
regarding the backward groups of their population. The
reply to the question was very simple. Article 73 did
not apply to metropolitan territories. That interpretation
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was founded not only on the preparatory work done at
San Francisco, but also on Article 74 of the Charter.
37. He quoted from the verbatim minutes of the e!eventh meeting of Committee II/4 at the San Francisco
Conference, 1 to show that there had been no intention
of extending to metropolitan territories the provisions
regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories. While acknowledging that the question could not be settled by a
chairman's ruling, the Chairman of Committee II/4
had been of the opinion that the provisions in question
dearly did not apply to metropolitan territories. So had
the Greek and the United Kingdom representatives. He
did not doubt that the present Government of the
United Kingdom interpreted the provision of Article
73 of the Charter in the same way.
38. He wondered why the Belgian representative had
not also asked the United States and Canada the same
questions he had put to Indonesia. Why had he addressed those questions only to States of Asia, Latin
America or the Middle East? Mr. Tajibnapis requested
the Chairman to state that the Belgian representative
had not been speaking to the point when he alluded,
during the previous meeting, to the situation in certain
sovereign States.
39. The CHAIRMAN referred the Indonesian representative to the statement he had made on the matter
at the close of the preceding meeting.
40. Mr. Shiva RAO (India) explained that he had not
risen to a point of order at the previous meeting when
the Belgian representative had spoken of matters which
were entirely within the domestic jurisdiction of Members of the United Nations, as he had not wished to
give the impression that India had anything to hide.
He wished, however, to emphasize that the Belgian
representative had clearly not been speaking to the
point.
41. Without wishing to do the same himself, he felt
bound to reply to the remarks of the Belgian representative concerning the Naga tribe, in north-eastern
India, and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. As the
Indian delegation had already stated in the Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories,
the Indian Government was making considerable efforts
to promote the advancement of all those backward tribes
and castes, particularly the Nagas. He quoted from a
speech made by the Prime Minister of India at Shillong, the capital of Assam, on 19 October 1952, from
which it could be seen that the tribes were progressing.
while keeping to their own culture and traditions, and
that the population enjoyed a considerable degree of
self-government. India had been paying particular attention to the advancement of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, the economic potential of which was considerable, but which had been used only as penal settlements up to the time when India had gained its independence. The islands constituted a state of the Union
of India.
42. The Belgian representative had consistently maintained that the administration of Non-Self-Governing
Territories was a matter coming exclusively within the
domestic jurisdiction of the administering Powers. That
view was not shared by all, however, and he recalled the
1
See United Nations Conference on hztcrnational Organization, Committee II/4, May 31, 1945, Vol. 69.
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Swedish Foreign Minister's statement before the Ad
Hoc Political Committee on 12 November 1952, 2 which
showed that the question of the relations between Member States and Non-Self-Governing Territories was of
an international nature and no longer fell exclusively
within the domestic jurisdiction of the administering
Powers.
43. He had listened with much interest to the observations of the Israel representative. He agreed that in the
present circumstances it was idle to seek a purely
theoretical interpretation of certain provisions, and it
would be preferable to aim at an agreement with the
administering Powers under which, while continuing to
exercise their authority over the Non-Self-Governing
Territories, they would allow non-administering States
to exert an influence on the administration of those territories. The Indian delegation had ceaselessly advocated the conclusion of special agreements, and he
quoted the example of the agreement which had led to
the retention of the Indian Republic within the British
Commonwealth. There must be no shrinking from new
formulas.
44. Mr. INGLES (Philippines) recalled that his delegation had already had occasion to present its views
during the 1951 session of the Special Committee on
Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the
Charter and during the sixth session of the General
Assembly. Furthermore, the Philippine Government
had drawn up the written observations contained in
documents A/AC.58/1 and A/ AC.58/1/ Add.4. In the
latter document, the Philippine Government, taking as
a basis the preparatory work done at San Francisco,
refuted the Belgian Government's argument that Chapter XI of the Charter applied to less-developed minority
groups living within the metropolitan territory of a
Member State. The Philippine delegation had referred
to the minutes of the eleventh meeting of Committee
II/4 of the San Francisco Conference to prove that
Chapter XI applied only to Non-Self-Governing Territories. He wished, however, to reply to the Belgian
representative's remark that the allegedly savage tribes
of the Island of Luzon were more backward than the
inhabitants of the Congo. In actual fact, those tribes
had possessed a civilization of their own long before
the creation of the Belgian State. Their method of rice
cultivation in terraces built on mountainsides, rising
sheer from valley to summit were still marvels of engineering skill.
45. Whether pagans, Christians or Mohammedans,
the Filipinos constituted a single race, and they had had
an opportunity to demonstrate their solidarity during
the past world war. Under the Constitution of 1935,
all Philippine citizens, without any distinction, enjoyed
the same rights. In particular, no distinction was made
between Christians and non-Christians. A Moro from
the Island of Mindanao had in fact been elected to the
Senate, the members of which were chosen by universal suffrage by the entire country. The non-Christians elected their own representatives to the Lower
House of Congress, and their own provincial and municipal officials, the same as in other parts of the country.
If the inhabitants of the Congo enjoyed the same basic
rights as the Philippine non-Christians, they would
• See Official Records of the General Assembly, Seventh
Session, Ad Hoc Political Committee, 13th meeting.
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indeed be close to the full measure of self-government
mentioned in Chapter XI of the Charter.
46. If the Philippines were obliged by an international
convention to supply information concerning its internal situation, it would discharge its obligations willingly and, in particular, would not hesitate to provide
information on its political progress, as it was proud
of what it had achieved in that field.
47. Turning to the substance of the question, he
wished to reply to certain remarks made by the Australian and United Kingdom representatives, who had
considered that it was important to define first the
terms "territories", "peoples" and "self-government".
During the general debate, the Philippine Government
had shown that Chapter XI applied only to dependent
peoples living in dependent territories.
48. The Australian representative had emphasized at
the 272nd meeting that the word "independence" did
not appear in Chapter XI of the Charter. He quoted
from a statement made by the Australian representative at the San Francisco Conference, according to
which the provisions concerning Non-Self-Governing
Territories did not exclude the possibility that those
territories might finally achieve independence which
was in fact the highest and best form of self-government. He also quoted a statement made at that time
by the United Kingdom representative, who had been
of the opinion that the expression "self-government"
did not exclude independence.
49. The United States representative had stated, at
the eleventh meeting of Committee II/4 of the San
Francisco Conference, that four important parts of the
Charter had a bearing on Non-Self-Governing Territories, namely the Preamble, which set forth the fundamental principles of the United Nations; Chapter I,
which enumerated the general purposes and principles
of the United Nations; Chapter XI, which contained
a declaration of general policy regarding Non-SelfGoverning Territories; and, lastly, Chapter XII, which
dealt with the International Trusteeship System. The
United States representative had added that it was in
the light of those principles that the peoples should
progress towards full self-government, which would
at last put them upon a footing of sovereign equality
with the other nations. It was evident, therefore, that
for the administering Powers themselves, the expression
"self-government" included the idea of independence.
Consequently, the administering Powers could not now
claim that the word "independence" had no place among
the factors to be taken into account because it had not
been explicitly mentioned in Chapter XI.
50. Mr. Ingles also pointed out that Article 73 of the
Charter mentioned peoples that had not yet attained
a full measure of self-government. It could be immediately deduced from Article 73 that only the independence of the Non-Self-Governing Territories could
relieve the administering Powers of their obligations
un~er Chapter XI. Indeed, the New Zealand representative had stated, at the third meeting of Commission
II at the San Francisco Conference, on 20 June 1945,3
that for the Dominions of the British Commonwealth
8
See United Nations Conference on International Organization, Il/16.

the words "self-government" and "independence" were
synonymous.
51. I~ order to settle the question who was competent
to dee1de whether Chapter XI no longer applied to a
particular territory, it should first be ascertained exactly what obligations were imposed by Chapter XI.
Those obligations emerged clearly from Article 73. At
the 274th meeting the French representative had stated
t~at only paragraph e of that Article imposed obliga!IOns upon the administering Powers. In that connexwn, he emphasized that, in Article 73 of the Charter
the administering Powers had accepted as a sacred trust
the obligation to promote the well-being of the peoples
that had not yet attained a full measure of self-govern~ent. There was a similarity between the obligations
tmposed by Chapter XI of the Charter and Article 22
of the League of Nations Covenant, except that the
enforcement machinery provided in Article 22 of the
Covenant corresponded more closely to the provisions
of Chapters XII and XIII of the Charter and the
Tru.steeship Agreements than to the provisions of
Arttcle 73 e of the Charter. But the obligations of the
"sac~ed ~rust" con~erred upon the Non-Self-Governing
Terntones to whtch Chapter XI applied, as in the
case of mandated territories, a special international
stat~s. whi~h could not. be modified unilaterally by the
admmtstenng Power wtthout the consent of the United
N<~.ti_ons. That had be~n made clear in the advisory
opmwn of the Internatwnal Court of Justice with respect to the international status of South West Africa. 4
52. To be sure, Chapter XI of the Charter, as the
administering Powers had said, constituted a unilateral
declaration on their part. But, though such had been
the case at the time when it had been made that declaration, by being embodied in the Charter, 'thenceforth
acquired mandatory force. It was therefore the right
and duty of all signatories to the Charter to see that
the obligations imposed by Chapter XI were fulfilled.
53. It was true that the Governments of France, New
Zealand and the United States had made reservations
when transmitting information on the Non-Self-Governing Territories which they administered: they had
stated that they were transmitting the information without prejudice to whatever definition the term "selfgoverning territory" might later be given. By so doing,
they had not denied the General Assembly's competence
but on the contrary had indicated that they expected ~
definition from the General Assembly.
54. With regard to the list of factors submitted for
the Committee's examination, he must repeat the views
expressed by his Government in its statement (A/ A C.
58/1/Add.4) to the Secretary-General under General
Assembly resolution 567 (VI). His Government believed that once the admission was made that there
~ould be a full measure of self-government without
mdel?end~nce, the door ~as thrown wide open to the
classtficatwn of all concetvable gradations of self-government. an~ the arbitrary selection of certain grades
as constttuttt;g a full measure of self-government; in
other :vords, 1t would be possible at any time to "freeze"
a terntory somewhere on the road before attaining its
ultimate goal. In the minds of the framers of the
Charter, there were only two possibilities of there
4
See International Status of South West Africa, Advisory
Opinion: I.C.J. Reports 1950, p. 128.
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being a full measure of self-government without an
actual proclamation of independence. They were dominion status in the British Commonwealth and membership of the United Nations, both of which, however,
were hardly distinguishable from independence.
55. His delegation therefore could not agree unqualifiedly with the principle of the association of a territory
on a footing of equality with other parts of the metropolitan or other country. It believed that union or association could only be the result ultimately of independence or of the free will of the people expressed in
a plebiscite in which independence was presented as an
alternative to association. His delegation accepted the
first part of the list of factors indicative of the attainment of independence, but it could accept the second
part only on the understanding that independence, or
-conditions of absolute freedom of action, were a prerequisite for association with other component parts
of the metropolitan or other country. With those reservations, his delegation supported the draft resolution
under consideration, which embodied ideas previously
expressed by his own delegation.
56. Mr. SALAZAR (Peru) recalled that three different theses had been advanced in the course of the
discussion: the delegations of the people's democracies
held that the essential factor was the right of peoples
to self-determination; the administering Powers claimed
that it was for them alone to take a decision; the delegations of the third group thought that a set of principles and standards making it possible to decide whether a territory had attained self-government should be
drawn up. He thought the first two theses did not
take a sufficient number of elements into account. The
first did not take sufficient account of the degree of
economic, political and social evolution of the territories concerned, and the second was biased. Moreover,
the Ad Hoc Committee's list had certain defects; in
particular, it did not give a satisfactory definition of
the idea of independence. He believed it would be sufficient to study the definitions given by experts on the
subject, and to choose the one which appeared most
complete, or to draw up a new definition embodying
the essential elements of the definitions studied.

57. The list prepared by the Ad Hoc Committee was
the result of a praiseworthy effort, but the Committee
had not had the time necessary to solve that very complex problem. The list was incomplete and should be
improved, but it was nonetheless useful as preparatory
work. The time element should not intervene in a
question of such exceptional interest. For that reason
the delegations of Peru and the Dominican Republic
were jointly submitting a series of amendments (A/
C.4/L.234) to the draft resolution under consideration,
which recommended, inter alia, that a new committee
should be requested to continue the study of factors
in order to draw up a list that would be acceptable
both to the administering Powers and to the majority
of other governments.
58. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
noted that under point 1 of the joint amendment by the
Dominican Republic and Peru the second paragraph
of the preamble of the draft resolution would be deleted. That paragraph followed from the fundamental
principle on which Chapter XI of the Charter was
based and its contents were implicit in the first para-
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graph of the preamble of the draft resolution. Point 2
of the amendment referred to General Assembly resolution 567 (VI) and formed a necessary link between
the preamble and the operative part. Since various
delegations had objected to the adoption by the Fourth
Committee of the list drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee, his delegation and that of Peru had thought it
would be preferable merely to note the list. That was
the aim of point 3 of the joint amendment. With regard to point 4, he drew the Committee's attention to
the proposed sub-paragraph 3 (b). The elements specified in that sub-paragraph were directly related to the
factor defined in paragraph 2 under heading A of the
second part of the list, namely the opinion of the population of the territory, freely expressed by informed
and democratic processes. It appeared essential to
study the elements which would guarantee such freedom of expression. He added that the authors of the
amendments would welcome any useful suggestions
which members of the Committee might make.
59. Mr. EGUIZABAL (El Salvador) said that, in
his delegation's opinion, Non-Self-Governing Territories were essentially in a state of transition. All those
territories were destined to change their status rapidly,
taking into account of course their individual position.
Besides, the position of those territories no longer came
exclusively within the domestic jurisdiction of metropolitan States : it raised questions which concerned the
community of nations. Chapter XI of the Charter contained contractual provisions of a multilateral nature
which represented a guarantee given by the United
Nations to the populations of Non-Self-Governing Territories. It was as a result of the provisions of Article
73 e of the Charter that the United Nations was kept
informed of the evolution of those territories.
60. His Government would always support measures
intended to ensure the political, economic and administrative emancipation of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. It had already frequently adopted that attitude
in the past, for example at the Ninth International
Conference of American States held at Bogota in 1948,
and at the preliminary meeting of Ministers for Foreign
Affairs of the Central American States held at San
Salvador in 1951, where it had declared itself in favour
of the elimination of colonialism in America. That
liberation might be brought about by recognition of
the sovereignty and independence of peoples or at
least by the granting of a full measure of self-government, which in practice was equivalent to independence.
Such self-government should be granted to the peoples
themselves and not to local governments set up to
serve the interests of the metropolitan Power. In the
latter case, self-government would be merely a fa<;ade
to conceal the continuation of a colonial system.
61. A full measure of self-government meant essentially political self-government, which would logically
involve economic, social, administrative and cultural
self-government. It was inadmissible that administering
Powers should, in the case of a specific territory, consider themselves freed from the obligation contained
in Article 73 e of the Charter under the pretext that,
in their opinion, the government of that territory had
a certain measure of self-government in the social,
economic and educational fields.
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62. Unlike some representatives, he thought the absence of a definition was not an insurmountable obstacle. On the contrary, a definition would have certain
disadvantages; however perfect it might be, it could
never be absolutely foolproof and it would merely
establish restrictions and create problems of interpretation. There were concepts which were immanent in
the very consciousness of men and peoples. The best
way of defining them was to put them into practice
and make them come alive. The concept of self-government· sprang from the feelings of freedom and independence which, like the sense of justice, were attributes of the human soul.
63. His delegation could not agree that the administering Power should have the exclusive power of
deciding whether a territory had attained self-government. There was no doubt that the decision in that
field was the prerogative of the international community: in spite of the efforts of El Salvador and Guatemala, the General Assembly had avoided studying that
aspect of the question, although it was a fundamental
problem which concerned not only the basic principles
of international law but also the very life of millions
of human beings.
64. His delegation was satisfied with the list of factors
in the Ad Hoc Committee's report. It was the result
of painstaking study, for which the Committee should
be thanked. He would, however, have preferred the
factors to be classified in three groups: factors indicative of the attainment of independence, factors indicative
of the free association of a territory with the metropolitan or another country, and factors indicative of the
union of a territory as an integral part of the metropolitan or another country. That classification had
been proposed by El Salvador and Guatemala in the
joint statement they had submitted to the SecretaryGeneral (A/AC.58/1/ Add.3). It would make it possible to apply criteria which would be less susceptible
to differing interpretations.
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65. The two Governments had also stated that they
considered it essential to grant non-self-governing
peoples the right to modify by their own will, freely
and democratically expressed, the status and ties binding them to the former metropolitan Power or any
other country. They had also considered it essential
to provide expressly, in accordance with international
law, that no metropolitan government might decide to
change the political status of a Non-Self-Governing
Territory which was the subject of a claim on the part
of another State or the cause of a dispute with another
State, until the situation forming the subject of dispute
had been settled.
66. His delegation would gladly support the joint
draft resolution (A/C.4/L.231) for the majority of
the latter's provisions were in accordance with the
position it had always maintained.
Programme of work
67. The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Committee
had before it a request for a hearing by the Bloc
Democratique Camerounais (A/C.4/219). He proposed that the item should be placed on the agenda of
a subsequent meeting.
It was so decided.
68. Mr. TAJIBNAPIS (Indonesia) recalled that
under General Assembly resolution 568 (VI), the
Committee should study the question of the cessation
of the transmission of information under Article 73 e
of the Charter, as regards the Netherlands Antilles
and Surinam. As that should not be done until the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee had been adopted, he
proposed that the Committee should discuss item 6 of
its agenda, the report of the Trusteeship Council,
before item 5.
It was so decided.
The meeting rose at 1.55 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Rodolfo MUNOZ (Argentina).
Request for an oral hearing
1. The CHAIRMAN announced that a request for
an oral hearing had been received from the Union des
Chefs du Nord-Togo and the Parti Togolais du Progres.1 In the absence of any objection, it would be
circulated to the members of the Committee.

Factors which should be taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on }'actors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2178, A/C.4/L.23l and Corr.
I, A/C.4/L.233, A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l, A/
C.4/L.235 ) (continued)
[Item 36]*

2. Mr. RIEMENS (Netherlands) said that the report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (A/2178) appeared in a different light if it was to be not merely
a study, but a guide for future decisions of the General
Assembly. That, however, was one of the main points
of the joint draft resolution ( A/C.4/L.231 and Corr.1)
before the Committee.
3. It might be well, as the United Kingdom representative, Sir Alan Burns, had said, to consider how the
draft resolution, if adopted, would affect a specific case
-for example a large island, surrounded by a number
of smaller islands, situated somewhere in an ocean. He
would assume that those hypothetical islands, which
he would christen the Alan Burns Islands, had been
settled as long as three centuries earlier, and that they
were inhabited by Scottish, Irish, Scandinavian and
African stock, as well as a number of Hindus, some
Chinese and some Syrians. The people had enjoyed a
measure of self-government for over a century, demoSubsequently circulated as document A/C.4/220.
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
1

cratic institutions had spread to all layers of the population and a general franchise had been established
some years previously. Let it be supposed that the
United Kingdom had decided after careful consideration to grant a full measure of self-government to the
Alan Burns Islands. That decision had been taken
after full consultation with the inhabitants through the
established mechanism of their Legislative Assembly
and their Executive Council and had been greeted with
great enthusiasm by both bodies, because it meant that
henceforth they would enjoy complete self-government
in all internal matters. The Order-in-Council had been
signed.
4. Now, if the draft resolution before the Committee
had been adopted, the administering Power would have
to use the list of factors as a guide. It would naturally
consult the Executive Council of the islands, as the
highest body representing the interests of the inhabitants, and the Council would turn to the list of factors.
5. That list would undoubtedly strike them as strange,
for the Ad Hoc Committee had drawn up a list of
factors for independence together with, as an exception
to the case of independence, a list of factors for "other
separate systems of self-government". However, the
Executive Councillors would eventually master the list.
They would ignore the factors indicative of the attainment of independen.ce, since for so small an area to be
independent would be completely unworkable, but they
would find that the second part of the list applied at
least partially to their case. It was the only part of the
list that could possibly apply to them, because they had
no desire to become an administrative part of the United
Kingdom, which would mean giving up much of the
local self-government they had so long enjoyed.
6. The first three factors would cause no difficulty.
With regard to the factors determining international
status, however, the Councillors would undoubtedly
be greatly surprised to find that eligibility for membership of the United Nations was one of them. The
179
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imaginary islands he was describing would certainly
be unable to afford either to contribute to the United
Nations or to pay for representatives to attend its
sessions. Furthermore, a number of sovereign States
had been for some time waiting in vain for admission
and not a single Non-Self-Governing Territory was
among its Members.
7. The conclusion to which the consideration of that
hypothetical case led was, therefore, that the list of
factors was completely unworkable in the case of a
large number of territories which were still not selfgoverning but which might receive a full measure of
self-government in the near future.
8. The representative of India had asserted that only
two possible ways were open to such territories if they
wished to be no longer non-self-governing: either they
would have to become independent, or the administering
Power responsible would have to transform them into
Trust Territories. The representative of the Soviet
Union appeared to hold the same view. He appealed to
the members of the Committee to take reality into
account. It would be a strange reward for the inhabitants of a territory which was already well advanced
on the road towards full self-government to be changed
into a territory with a less advanced political status,
under the dual tutelage of the administering Power
and the Trusteeship Council. It was difficult to see
why members who were of that opinion needed any
list of factors, since the outcome of their consideration
was a foregone conclusion. Moreover, the right of the
inhabitants to decide upon their own fate was meaningless if in fact they could merely choose between independence and the status of a Trust Territory when
they wished for neither.
9. At the 273rd meeting the representatives of Venezuela and Cuba had made statements containing much
with which he whole-heartedly agreed, although certain
points required elucidation. While agreeing that there
could be no real self-government in economic, social
and educational matters without self-government in
political matters, he would prefer to change the emphasis and to stress that when genuine self-government
existed in those two fields it could only be because a
large measure of self-government in political matters
had already been granted; in other words, political
self-government was a prerequisite. Self-government
could not be granted in certain fields and not in others.
To what extent it existed was another matter and
depended on the definition given to the term "a full
measure of self-government"-a definition which so
far had not been reached.
10. In the case of a territory which had been granted
self-government, whose government had acquired political autonomy and full responsibility for all internal
matters, including economic, social and educational
conditions, the obligation of the administering Power
to report on those matters must end because the objective of Article 73 as a whole would no longer be served
by the transmission of such reports ; indeed there
would be no one to transmit them. The administering
Power would no longer have the responsibility nor the
necessary knowledge and would have to ask the territorial government to make the report, and it was unlikely that a territorial government which had just
acquired self-government would be eager to report to

the United Nations on its economic, social and educational policies and submit to an investigation of them.
To impose the tutelage of the United Nations in such
circumstances would be a travesty of the intentions of
Article 73 and would be tantamount to the creation of
a new kind of colonialism. Certain representatives appeared to regret that there were fewer Non-Self-Governing Territories in 1952 than there had been in 1946.
It would seem that they were over-eager to continue
control where it was no longer needed.
11. The Venezuelan representative held the view that
since the territory which had obtained self-government
was represented abroad by the administering Power,
the latter was responsible for all its acts and could
continue to report on its economic, social and educational conditions. That seemed too sweeping a statement; to represent a territory abroad implied responsibility for its external relations only.
12. The same representative had also maintained that
the voluntary grant of self-government could not relieve
the administering Power of its obligation to report
because that freedom might be withdrawn later. That,
however, seemed most unlikely except in the most
unusual circumstances. Even if that were to happen,
the position under Article 73 would simply be that
the duty of reporting would be revived.
13. The objective of Article 73 was to promote the
well-being of the inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, one of the means to that end being the
reports called for by paragraph e. There was no point
in continuing to send them once they ceased to serve
the objective.
14. With reference to the joint draft resolution, he
had no comments to make on the first paragraph of
the preamble. He felt, however, that the second paragraph was somewhat misleading, since on the one hand
it referred to the objectives of Chapter XI as a whole
and on the other qualified the obligation under Article
73 e by taking it out of its context and placing it on
the same footing as the general obligation under the
whole Chapter. As he had already said, the obligation
to report was a means to an end which became useless
when the territory in question had become self-governing in the matters covered by the reports. He would
therefore be unable to accept the paragraph as it stood.
15. With regard to paragraph 1 of the operative part,
he asked the sponsors whether the list of factors was
to be considered as exhaustive or as an enumeration
to which more factors would be added as need arose.
He could not admit that the list was exhaustive ; for
instance, the so-called third case of self-government to
which his delegation had frequently called attention
and which a resolution ( 567 (VI)) of the sixth session
of the General Assembly had said merited further
study had found no place in the list. 2
16. The Netherlands delegation's main point, however, was that to place a new and heavy responsibility
on the General Assembly at the precise moment when
a substantial measure of self-government was being
granted to a territory would mean that the General
Assembly would be given the right to intervene when
there was the least reason for it, i.e., when an essential
part of the objective of Chapter XI had been realized.
• See document A/2178, part IV, para. 5 (D).
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17. He had no objection to paragraph 2 of the operative part of the draft resolution, provided it was the
administering Power in conjunction with the government of the territory, and not the General Assembly,
which took the final decision on self-government. He
reserved the position of his Government in that connexion.
18. His comments on paragraph 4 were similar to
those he had made on the second paragraph of the
preamble. Until the General Assembly had been able
to define self-government, the paragraph appeared to
be meaningless and therefore to serve no useful purpose.
Since the General Assembly had been unable to define
clearly the concept of self-government, it should obviously be left to the administering Power, in conjunction with the government of the territory, to judge the
situation and to make its decisions as to when the stage
of a full measure of self-government had been reached.
19. He asked the sponsors what was the meaning of
the last clause of paragraph 5. He wondered whether
the "other questions" referred to territories which fell
within the scope of Chapter XI but on which no reports
had hitherto been transmitted, or to the obligations of
a more general nature to which allusion had frequently
been made by the Belgian and other representatives.
20. He would be compelled to vote against the draft
resolution as it stood. He considered the amendment
to the joint draft resolution submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru (A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l) to
be a marked improvement and to strike a happy medium
between the divergent views expressed during the
debate.
21. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) said that it had
been suggested that an attempt was being made to
impose new obligations on the Administering Members
in connexion with the question of factors. What was
being sought in fact was to find a formula which would
contribute to the solution of the problem.
22. The need to draw up a list of factors arose from
the fact that in the past few years the number of NonSelf-Governing Territories had been diminishing at a
speed which threatened to make Chapter XI obsolete.
That reduction in number would have been welcome if
it had been due to the granting of self-government to
the territories in question, but that had not been the
case. The reason in most cases had been the unilateral
adoption by the administering Power concerned of the
thesis of the divisibility of self-government, permitting
self-government in the economic, social and educational
fields, which would place the territories outside the
scope of Article 73, without political self-government.
Obviously the majority of the members of the Committee did not accept that thesis, because the Charter
required self-government to be complete in all spheres
and because there could not be self-government in those
three spheres without political self-government, which
was the most important.
23. It had also been argued that independence was not
the objective of Chapter XI of the Charter. That contention was apparently based on the fact that Chapter
XI did not contain the word "independence". Nevertheless, despite the efforts of the administering Powers
at San Francisco to have the word omitted, the whole
Chapter was instinct with the idea of independence.

24. When a people had to choose between two evils,
they naturally chose the lesser, but that did not mean
that their choice reflected their real aspirations. In
order to ascertain the real wishes of a people, it was
necessary to give them the alternative of real and complete independence or, as a second choice, annexation
or incorporation in the metropolitan country. If they
then chose the latter, it would be clear that the choice
represented their real desires.
25. Another thesis which had been maintained and
which his delegation could not accept was that it was
for the administering Power alone to decide whether
a territory was or was not self-governing. A contractual clause could not be subject to the unilateral decision
of one of the parties, and Article 73 was a contractual
clause.
26. The list of factors was undoubtedly open to improvement, but it did contain much that was useful.
Objections had been raised to the inclusion of the
geographical factor. His delegation attached great importance to that factor because it not only determined
the relations between a Non-Self-Governing Territory
and the metropolitan country, but it should also be
viewed in the light of the security and overall interests
of the region to which the territory belonged. During
the last war the American States had been greatly
concerned about the possible effect on the European
colonies and possessions in America of military operations in Europe. That was why they had signed the
Convention on the Provisional Administration of European Colonies and Possessions in the Americas, under
which, in view of the difficult situation of the administering Powers, they had agreed to assume responsibility for the administration of any territory which might
become a threat to the peace and security of America
owing to enemy occupation of the metropolitan country, or for any other reason. That convention was still
in force.
27. The representative of El Salvador had referred to
another important point-the principle that no administering Power could unilaterally change the status of
a territory which was the subject of a claim by another
State until a settlement had been reached.
28. With reference to the document submitted by the
Dominican Republic and Peru ( A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.
1), he could not agree that a proposal to the effect that
almost the entire text should be deleted and a new text
substituted for it could be called an amendment, and
he reserved the right to raise that issue when the vote
was taken. He would be prepared to accept paragraphs
2, 3 and 4 of the operative part as proposed in that
document if they were to be additions to and not substitutions for the existing paragraphs. The word "temporarily" should be added to paragraphs 1 and 5 in
connexion with the application of the list of factors
and without prejudice to its further study.
29. Mr. FORSYTH (Australia) wished to make
two points in reply to the Philippine representative's
reference, at the 275th meeting, to Australia's stand
at the San Francisco Conference. First, Australia had
certainly accepted at that time, and still accepted, the
principle of trusteeship-that promoting the advancement of the dependent peoples was an obligation and
a sacred trust. That general principle applied to all
dependent territories, but the Charter had drawn a
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very clear distinction between Trust Territories and
Non-Self-Governing Territories in respect of the methods and procedures to be followed in achieving the
objectives. Secondly, the Australian proposals at San
Francisco3 for supervision by an expert body and for
a colonial conference to decide which territories should
come within the scope of the Trusteeship System had
been rejected; they were therefore irrelevant to the
current discussion in the Fourth Commi~tee. The
Charter had been adopted in its existing form and Australia had loyally fulfilled its obligations thereunder.
30. In connexion with the words "Members which
have or assume responsibility for the administration of
territories whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government" in the first paragraph of
the preamble to the joint draft resolution, he had noted
the Belgian representative's suggestion that the obligation to transmit information had not been fulfilled by
all the Members of the United Nations who had accepted it in signing the Charter.
31. He fully agreed with the Canadian representative's
statement at the 273rd meeting concerning the second
paragraph of the preamble: the obligation, under Article 73 e, to report on social, economic and educational
matters might well expire before the attainment of
full self-government. He also agreed with the United
States representative that self-government was not
indivisible and, in that connexion, he cited the example
of the state of Victoria, in Australia, which had full
sovereignty in certain fields, such as education, while
such matters as defence and foreign affairs remained
within the competence of the Federal Government.
32. In the nineteenth century, Australia and New
Zealand, while not regarded as Non-Self-Governing
Territories, had enjoyed self-government in all matters
except defence and foreign policy ; in due course they
had attained self-government in those matters too.
Western Samoa seemed to be following the same line
of evolution. It was noticeable that some members of
the Committee who were willing to take an evolutionary
view of the United Nations, and particularly of Chapter XI, would not accept the possibility of evolutionary
processes in the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
33. The discussions in the Committee revealed a
number of similar contradictions. Those supporting an
evolutionary interpretation of the Charter stressed the
need for being guided by the spirit rather than the
letter. Nevertheless, when the Belgian representative,
in the same spirit, suggested that the provisions of
Article 73 e should be extended to all peoples who were
not fully self-governing, they drew back and said that
he was out of order.
34. Many difficulties would be avoided if the Committee adhered to the strict text of Chapter XI, which
recognized three groups of rights: first, the rights of
the dependent peoples ; secondly, the rights and responsibilities of the Administering Members; and
thirdly, the right of the United Nations to be informed
of economic, social and educational conditions in the
Non-Self-Governing Territories. The refusal on the
part of many members of the Committee to keep to the
strict interpretation of those rights appeared to be
based, first, on lack of confidence in the good faith of
3
See United Nations Conference on International Organi:::ation, G/14 (1).

the administering Powers. Those delegations were not
satisfied with the fact that the administering Powers
had fulfilled their obligation to transmit information,
but apparently wished to impose Fourth Committee
control over the fulfilment of the objectives of Chapter
XL He emphatically rejected that attitude and recalled
the United States representative's counsel in the Ad
Hoc Political Committee on the advisability of avoiding
actions wP,ich were likely to fail and of leaving the
fulfilment of declared objectives to the conscience of
the countries concerned and the force of world public
opinion.
35. Secondly, some representatives seemed to feel
that the United Nations was a world government and
should assume the government of all the dependent
territories. The United Nations, however, was not a
world government; it was not authorized by the Charter
to govern dependent territories and would not be
capable of so doing. Any "imperialistic" attempt by
the Fourth Committee to wrest control of the dependent
territories from the administering Powers recognized
by the Charter would result not in independence, but in
government by the United Nations and in utter chaos.
No large international committee was competent to
assume the responsibilities which the majority of representatives apparently wished the Fourth Committee
to assume. The peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, particularly those familiar with the discussions
in the Fourth Committee, would certainly not envisage
such a development with confidence and it would deprive them of the guidance and assistance regarded as
essential by the Charter.
36. Thirdly, there was a tendency to say that all the
dependent peoples should be given independence at
once. The advocates of that line of thought seemed
unaware that it was contradictory to their argument in
favour of United Nations responsibility. Trusteeship
had been mentioned as an alternative to independence,
but it would be subject to that same defect of unwieldiness as direct international control, not to mention the
fact that the Fourth Committee had frequently demonstrated its lack of confidence in the Trusteeship Council and the Trusteeship System. It was not correct to
say that independence or trusteeship were the only
alternatives, since, by recognizing, in Article 77, paragraph 1 c, that certain territories might be voluntarily
placed under the Trusteeship System "by States responsible for their administration," the Charter ex~plicitly recognized another form of administratiort
namely control by the administering Powers. There
was, in fact. yet another alternative, free association in
larger areas of self-government.
37. The third paragraph of the preamble of the draft
resolution could be extended into a demand for complete information on political development in the NonSelf-Governing Territories, although that was categorically excluded by Article 73 e. In that connexion, he
recalled the Danish representative's statement at the
27Sth meeting that, although his Government would
furnish information regarding any change of status in
the territories for which Denmark was responsible, it
did not consider that its actions in that respect were
subject to review or revision by the United Nations.
38. The words "having examined" in the fourth paragraph of the preamble were not strictly true, since
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there had been scarcely any detailed discussion of the
Ad Hoc Committee's report.
39. The present list of factors in his view could not
be described as "a useful guide", as was suggested in the
fifth paragraph of the preamble, since none of the essential terms had been defined. The words "for the
General Assembly and for the Administering Member
concerned" raised the whole question of competence,
which should be debated in full and on a general basis
before any decision was taken. If the General Assembly
was competent to decide when information should
cease to be transmitted, it was, logically, competent to
decide when such information should begin to be transmitted and, to that end, to examine the constitutional
and factual situation in every Member State. It would
be premature to take any decision on competence at
that juncture.
40. Paragraph 1 of the operative part also raised the
question of competence and was unacceptable for that
reason. Furthermore, Mr. Forsyth felt that he had
already made it quite clear that in his opinion the e::cisting list of factors would p~o_ve a _very _uncert~m
guide through the legal and poltttcal dtfficulttes whtch
the General Assembly would have to negotiate in deciding whether a territory had or had not attained a
full measure of self-government.
41. He had no great objection to paragraph 2, although it seemed somewhat platitudinous.
42. He objected to the implication in paragraph 3 that
the administering Powers might use the list of factors
to prevent the evolution of the Non-Self-Go':'e~ning
Territories towards self-government. The admmtstering Powers were bound by the obligations of Chapter
XI and were working for its fulfilment. He wondered
why the word "progressive" had been deleted (A/
C.4/L.231/Corr.l) from the phrase "the progressive
attainment of a full measure of self-government" in
the original text of paragraph 3, when the idea of progressive development was expressed throughout Article 73.
43. His views on paragraph 4 were similar to those
that he had already stated in connexion with the second paragraph of the preamble. It was entirely appropriate and in accordance with Article 73 that a
stage of development might be reached at which it
would be proper for the administering Power to cease
reporting on matters for which the territorial government had assumed complete responsibility. That stage
might be reached before the territory attained full selfgovernment in all fields. The General Assembly should
not at that stage request reports from the territorial
government, conceivably against its wishes ; such an
action would be a complete denial of self-government.
44. Lastly, in connexion with paragraph 5, he had
considerable doubts regarding the propriety of recommending- that the General Assembly should adopt the
list of factors as it stood.
45. The amendments submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru had much to recommend them. If they
were acceptable to the majority, he might be able to
support them, though he pointed out that the words
"additional elements" raised some extremely complex
questions not all of which were necessarily within the
scope of the study envisaged.
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46. In conclusion, he fully reserved his Governme?t's
position with regard to the six-Power draft resolut10n,
should it be adopted.
47. Mr. RIVAS (Venezuela) said that the sponsors
of the draft resolution had noted with pleasure the
objective and constructive tone of .t~e c~iticism directed against it by certain of the admmtstenng Powers
and the other deleo-ations
which had expressed reserva0
tions in its regard. The various reservations and amendments that had been made seemed to call for some
further explanation of the scope of the draft resolution.
48. The representative of the Dominican Republic had
dwelt upon the need to define self-government. It was
of course true that self-government, like aggression,
needed a definition. However, both were extremely
difficult to define in a constantly changing situation.
The problem was political rather th~n academic a~d
it would be unwise of the United Natwns to engage m
prolonged theoretical debate while the practical difficulty went unsolved. It was w~ll-known t~at th~ threat
in Asia and Africa was growmg; the dtsappomtment
of the inhabitants of certain Non-Self-Governing Territories might well be used as a weapon against the
Western Powers. The security of the West was a
matter of concern to Venezuela, which would prefer
that the military forces of those Powers did not waste
their energies on police duties. Chapter XI of the
Charter was intended precisely to prevent the NonSelf-Governing Territories from becoming a threat to
international peace and security. The faith of the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories in the
United Nations must be maintained and strengthened,
and all Venezuela desired in that connexion was that
the Non-Self-Governing Territories should not lose
confidence in their administrators.
49. The peoples of the Non-Self-Gove~ning T~rri
tories needed an assurance that the Umted Natwns
could not accept, as self-governing, territories which
were not so in all fields-economic, social, educational
and political. The representatives of Peru. and _the
Dominican Republic believed that that was tmposstble
without a scientific definition of self-government. However, aggression had not yet been officially defined by
the United Nations and yet in June 1950 and January
1951 the acts committed by the authorities of North
Korea and the Central People's Government of the
People's Republic of China had been officially dubbed
aggression. The United Nations ha?. not been abl~ to
wait for a scientifically perfect defimtwn of aggresswn.
The position in the colonies w_as not, _of . course, as
serious as in Korea. However, tt was stgmficant that
matters which in normal times would have been discussed in the Fourth Committee had now passed to
the First Committee. The Fourth Committee dealt with
political matters which did not yet. constitute em~:
aencies. All General Assembly committees were pohtt~al in their structure and in their aims, but what
differentiated the First Committee from the rest was
the degree of urgencv of the problems entrusted to it.
The task of the Fi~st Committee was to deal with
crises, while that of the rest was to prevent them from
arising. That was the aim of the joint six-Power draft
resolution.
50. The Israel representative had objected that the
conclusion in paragraph 4 of the operative part of the
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draft resolution was premature. However, the actions
taken by the administering Powers on the basis of a
unilateral and restricted interpretation of the concept
of "a full measure of self-government" as referred to
in Chapter XI of the Charter was much more premature. It would have been wise for them to wait
until a series of factors had been agreed upon, or a
satisfactory interpretation of the phrase evolved.
51. The conclusions in paragraph 4 of the draft resolution were not exclusive to its six sponsors. The
Special Committee on Information transmitted under
Article 73 e of the Charter had agreed at its 1951 session that there were only three systems whereby a
Non-Self-Governing Territory could attain a full
measure of self-government. Sub-Committee 9 set up
by the Fourth Committee during the sixth session of
the General Assembly had reached the same conclusion,
and the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors
had put forward those same three systems-independence, other separate systems of self-government and
the free association of a territory with other component
parts of the metropolitan or other country-as points
on which the administering and non-administering
Powers were agreed. The only advance made since
1951 had been on minor points of detail. That did not
mean that the Venezuelan delegation opposed continued study as recommended in the joint amendment
of Peru and the Dominican Republic, but the settlement of concrete problems must not be allowed to wait
upon the conclusions of abstract argument. A committee might well be appointed to make a scientific and
political study of the problem of self-government. The
Ad Hoc Committee on Factors might be prolonged in
order to study the scope of the factors relating to
geographical and racial considerations or the factors
relating to voluntary limitations of sovereignty. At
the same time, however, the United Nations must act.
52. The Venezuelan delegation could not understand
the doubts of the delegations of Israel, Peru and the
Dominican Republic regarding the power of the General Assembly to establish a criterion. The Israel representative had said that such a criterion would be useless unless it was accepted by the administering Powers.
However, the case was different from the dispute over
extending the life of the Committee on Information.
That had been a question of machinery in which the
participation of the administering Powers was essential. The draft resolution on factors, on the other hand,
was a functional expression of United Nations opinion.
The General Assembly expressed its opinion through
the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its Members present and voting. The opinion on the commission of aggression by North Korea and the People's Republic
of China had not been unanimous, yet it was, legally
and politically, the opinion of the United Nations on
events in Korea.
53. The expression of the General Assembly's views
on the question of factors would not open new fields
for Chapter XI of the Charter. The administering
Powers were not being asked to undertake more than
they had agreed to at the outset. The aim was that
the administering Powers should reflect and halt the
negative course which they had adopted. By approving
the resolution, the General Assembly would merely
say that, in its opinion, economic, social an~ educational self-government in the Non-Sel£-Governmg Ter-

ritories was not enough to release the administering
Powers from the obligations they had contracted under
Chapter XI. A clear expression of that vie~ would
show the administering Powers that the Umted ~a
tions did not accept semi-self-government as exemptmg
them from their obligations under Chapter XI, and
would always leave the international validity of their
decision to suspend information open to question. It
was unlikely that States such as the administering
Powers which believed in international law and promoted its development, would wish to oppose the views
of the entire international community.
54. Moreover, if the United Nations were denied the
right to examine decisions to cease t.he trans~iss~on
of information on N on-Self-Governmg Tern tones,
that would be tantamount to allowing only one of the
parties to an agreement to interpret it. United Nations
examination of the problem did not mean that it was
claiming the right to review national legislation .. It
could not advise the people of a Non-Self-Govermng
Territory that they were not bound by certain metropolitan laws because in the eyes of the United Nations
those laws were not just. That would be a flagrant
violation of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter.
However, when such laws or administrative provisions
entered the international sphere, as in the case of the
recognition of the attainment of self-government, then
the United Nations was entitled to study the documents
on which the request for such recognition was based.
That was the sense in which the last paragraph of the
preamble of the draft resolution and paragraph 1 of
its operative part should be read and interpreted. The
Venezuelan delegation could not accept the amendment
submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru which
sought to delete that point from paragraph 1 of the
operative part.
55. The United States representative had suggested
the possibility that Non-Self-Governing. Territori.es
which had been granted self-government m economtc,
social and educational matters might not wish the administering Powers to submit information on those
matters to the United Nations. Paragraph 2 of the
operative part of the draft resolution, which recognized
that each case should be considered and decided in the
light of its own circumstances, would deal with any
such situation. Moreover, a progressive administering
Power might use such a refusal by a Non-Self-Governing Territory to transmit information through it as
an occasion for seeking direct representation of such
a territory in the Committee on Information.
56. Paragraph 3 of the operative part made it clear
that neither the list of factors nor the resolution should
be regarded as criticizing any advances in self-government or imposing conditions on the Non-SelfGoverning Territories. On the contrary, it was th.e
administering Powers which must fulfil those condttions if they wished the international community to
recoenize that their work was finished and that a
depe~dent territory had become fully self-governing.
57. The draft resolution approved the list of factors
as a guide and not as an exhaustive list of requirements. The list was not complete, and some of the
factors which were included would not apply in every
situation. If the word "Approves" gave rise to doubts,
it might be replaced by the phrase "Notes with in-
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terest" as proposed by Peru and the Dominican Republic in their amendment.
58. The Indonesian representative had objected to
the last phrase of paragraph 5 of the operative part:
"or in relation to other questions that may arise concerning the existence of an obligation to transmit information under this article". The phrase was somewhat vague, and the Venezuelan delegation would not
oppose the Indonesian suggestion that it should be
deleted. The deletion might also give satisfaction to
the Australian delegation.
59. The USSR delegation wished to make an addition to the third paragraph of the preamble (AjC.4j
L.233). However, one of the chief aims of the sponsors
of the draft resolution had been to guard against any
appearance of exercising pressure on the administering
Powers and since the USSR amendment introduced a
time-li~it and required information about constitutions,
legislative acts and executive orders, the Venezuelan
delegation felt that it would be unwise to add it to the
six-Power draft. If the Soviet Union delegation insisted on a vote on its amendment, the Venezuelan
delegation would be compelled to abstain. Similar reasons would compel it to abstain from voting on the
Polish amendment to paragraph 2 of the operative
part (A/C.4/L.235).
60. The draft resolution was not directed against the
administering Powers but against the growing danger
that the natural impatience of the peoples of the NonSelf-Governing Territories to administer their own
affairs might be turned into a threat to international
peace and security. Such administering Powers as Denmark, the United States, France, the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom had not, in reserving their positions, assumed any intention to discredit them on the
part of the sponsors of the draft resolution. That was
at least a beginning at understanding. The Venezuelan
delegation was sure that countries which were fundamentally friendly and allied on the world political
front could differ in their views and yet continue to
co-operate. It was the honest belief of the six sponsoring Powers, and more than thirty-five countries represented in the Fourth Committee, that no matter how
praiseworthy the intentions of the administering Powers
in so doing, the cessation of information on Non-SelfGoverning Territories which had not yet attained political self-government would not promote the security
of those territories, nor that of the administering Power
concerned or of the rest of the world.
61. Mr. LESCURE (Argentina) congratulated the
Ad Hoc Committee on its work and its very useful report. He associated himself with the statements of the
representatives of Venezuela, Cuba, Egypt and India,
among others.
62. He interpreted paragraph A, 4, in the first part
of the list of factors to refer exclusively to the freedom
of a territory to participate in its own national defence
and not to refer to the retention of military bases,
which might imply a diminution of sovereignty.
63. He agreed with the Ad Hoc Committee's statement, in paragraph 5 (C) of its report, that no enumeration of factors could do more than serve as a
guide and that each specific case must be determined
by the particular circumstances of that case.
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64. Some representatives had suggested that the term
"self-government" should be defined before trying to
determine its constituent elements. Quite apart from
the fact that such a procedure seemed the reverse of
logical, any definition of that type was extremely dangerous by its very nature. A rigid definition could not
possibly cover every conceivable case and might therefore give rise to serious complications. Indeed, the only
point on which there seemed to be unanimity in the
Committee was that the list of factors could serve only
as a guide and should not be considered exhaustive.
65. The texts of Article 73 b and Article 76 b of the
Charter had been compared. In his opinion the difference between the phrases "to develop self-government"
and "to promote . . . their progressive development
towards self-government or independence" was due
solely to the fact that Chapter XI referred to NonSelf-Governing Territories, whereas Article 76 was
in Chapter XII, which referred to the International
Trusteeship System. The inclusion of the word "independence" in Article 76 b did not imply that the authors
of the Charter had wished to make any substantive
difference between the two categories of territories ;
if anything, it tended to broaden the scope of the
Charter in respect of Non-Self-Governing Territories.
The problem -had been extensively discussed at San
Francisco, where there had been general agreement that
self-government was the ultimate goal. Some representatives had wished to include independence as an alternative objective in Chapter XI of the Charter, but that
idea had been rejected on the formal understanding that
self-government in no way excluded the possibility of
independence.
66. The final objective of self-government had been
reaffirmed in the inter-American system on numerous
occasions. Resolution XXXIII on colonies and occupied territories in America, adopted at the Ninth
International Conference of American States, stated
that the historical process of the emancipation of
America would not be completed so long as there
existed on the American continent peoples and regions
subject to a colonial regime, or territories occupied by
non-American countries.~ That concept could be extended to all parts of the world inhabited by indigenous
peoples who still required the protection of the United
Nations in their struggle towards self-government. The
Argentine Government wished to emphasize that no
metropolitan government was entitled to change the
political status of a Non-Self-Governing Territory
which was the subject of dispute with another State.
67. He urged the representatives of the Dominican
Republic and Peru to agree that their amendments
should be accepted as an addition to, rather than a substitution for, the relevant paragraphs of the joint draft
resolution. It would be useful to continue the study
of the question of factors.
68. In conclusion, he announced that his delegation's
vote would be determined by the considerations he had
just outlined, and he reserved his delegation's right to
explain its vote if necessary.
69. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) said that the
Cuban delegation had great difficulty in understanding
• See Organization of American States, Annals, Vol. I,
No.l-1949, Washington, p. 134-135.
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the objection that by adopting the draft resolution before the Committee, the General Assembly would be
conflicting with the domestic legislation of sovereign
States. The sponsors of the draft resolution had been
particularly careful to see that there was nothing in the
proposal contrary or foreign to the letter and spirit of
the Charter. The Charter could not conflict with
domestic law because it had itself been ratified by
national parliaments, which had contracted definite
obligations to the international community by their acceptance of it. There could be no unilateral termination
of an obligation of the kind assumed by the administering Powers in Chapter XI of the Charter, and it was
clear that there must be agreement on the cessation
of information from the Non-Self-Governing Territories.

70. Cuba had argued on several occasions that Article 73 e of the Charter was a contract between the administering Powers and the United Nations. In support
of that thesis, he quoted a passage from a speech made
by the Uruguayan representative at the 216th meeting
of the Fourth Committee, stating that the General Assembly must represent the United Nations and that it
was inadmissible that one of the parties involved should
decide unilaterally whether or not a territory had attained independence or self-government. Mr. Perez
Cisneros had said that it was for the United Nations
also to examine the whole situation in each territory
and decide whether or not its people had attained a
full measure of self-government. A number of factors
had been indicated which should be taken into account
in deciding whether a territory was or was not selfgoverning, but it should also be decided what organ
would take the decision on behalf of the United Nations in each case. He had been convinced that that
organ could only be the General Assembly. It was inadmissible that one of the parties concerned should
unilaterally decide whether or not a given territory
had attained complete self-government.
71. The Cuban delegation also had some difficulty. in
understanding why opponents of the draft resolution
claimed that the General Assembly's role should be
limited to defining complete self-government, when they
realized and agreed that no single factor or combination of factors could be applicable in every case. Paragraph 2 of the operative part of the draft made it clear
that each case must be considered in the light of its
particular circumstances. As each case was to. be decided on its own merits, there should be no difficulty
in approving the list of factors as a guide.
72. In connexion with the Cuban thesis regarding the
indivisibility of self-government, the Israel representative had said that the administering Powers were unanimous in rejecting it. However, that argument had
first been used by an administering Power, and the
Netherlands representative had just confirmed what his
delegation had said on that topic at the sixt~ session.
At the 242nd meeting of the Fourth Comm1ttee, the
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Netherlands representative had said that he did .not
believe that economic self-government was poss1ble
without political self-government; self-government was
one and indivisible.
73. The various elements of self-government were inextricably interconnected, as was proved by the fact
that one great State had struggled for its independence
on the maxim "No taxation without representation".
That showed how closely related economic conditions
were to political structure. Self-government was not
the average of a number of factors but a total factor
with a political basis; a full measure of self-government meant self-government in all fields at the same
time.
74. In connexion with the Australian representative's
reference to state self-government under a system of
federation, he pointed out that in such cases fed~ral
intervention in certain matters was defined constitutionally and the constitution of a federal government
was a law that had been approved by the component
parts of the federation on an equal footing. Subsequently, all the states of the federation were represented in the federal government, and therefore any
intervention by the federal government could not really
be considered as intervention from outside which had
not been freely accepted beforehand.
75. Several representatives had taken exception to the
Cuban statement that the question was political rather
than legal. It was true that the problem of defining
factors was a legal problem that must be approached
in a legal spirit. But that was not the real problem
which had to be solved. The real problem was that of
the cessation of information on definite territories. To
judge whether or not they had reached self-governm~~t
-which was a political status-could only be a political problem. As proof that the application of fact~rs
did not always produce clear results, Mr. Perez Cisneros said that in the course of history, there had been
cases of count~ies considered as completely sovereign,
and therefore granted membership in .the internati~nal
community, which nevertheless by thetr very constitution might have suffered from a certain type of external intervention at least in certain cases and for a
certain time. But the political factor of their sovereignty
having been recognized by the international community
remained.
76. The CHAIRMAN suggested that in view of the
lateness of the hour Mr. Perez Cisneros might prefer
to postpone the remainder of his remarks if t~e Committee were to agree to hold another meetmg that
afternoon.
The Committee decided by 20 votes to 12 to hold its

277th meeting that afternoon at 3 p.m.
77. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) agreed to continue his remarks at the afternoon meeting.
The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Rodolfo MUNOZ (Argentina).
Factors which should be taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a terri·
tory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2178, A/C.4/L.23l and Corr.l,
A/C.4/L.233, A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l, A/C.4/
L.235, A/C.4/L.236) (continued)
[Item 36]*
1. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba), resuming the
statement he had started at the 276th meeting, said that
if the term "a full measure of self-government" was
to be defined without taking into consideration either
the political circumstances that might surround each
case or the intentions of the signatories of the Charter,
it could only be regarded as the equivalent of the term
"independence". The non-administering Powers had not
adopted an intransigent attitude on the matter, for they
realized that any attempt to give the term too exclusive
a meaning would lead to great difficulties. On the contrary, they were endeavouring to keep the practical
aspect of the question in view. In its report (A/2178),
the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, supported by those
of its members who were not representatives of administering Powers, had proposed various elements as
a basis for interpreting the term "a full measure of
self-government" to mean either independence, or other
separate systems of self-government, or the free association of the territory with the metropolitan or other
country.
2. The solution of the problem before the United Nations lay in the answers to the following two questions:
when was an administering Power released from the
obligation it had assumed under Article 73 e as regards a particular territory, and when was it no longer
necessary for the United Nations to receive information under that paragraph concerning a territory upon
which it had been receiving information? The answers
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.

depended upon two factors, one of which was academic
-the interpretation to be given to the term "self-government"-and the other, practical-the need for the
United Nations and the administering Powers to decide
by mutual agreement that information need no longer
be provided concerning a given territory since that
territory had attained self-government.
3. The academic factor could not be defined absolutely
and it was clear from paragraph 5 of the introduction
to the annex of resolution 567 (VI) that the General
Assembly had recognized that fact. It was very difficult
to lay down a rule whose application would prove automatically whether a territory had or had not attained
self-government. Although it would be useful for the
United Nations to formulate guiding principles for that
purpose, such principles alone would not suffice to settle
the question with regard to a specific territory, for
the development of Non-Self-Governing Territories
proceeded in such a great variety of ways.
4. It was clear that the Cuban delegation would like
to see a progressive decrease in the list of Non-SelfGoverning Territories, but it considered it imperative
that the General Assembly should consider in each case
that the reasons for such action were adequate. He was
confident that when specific cases arose, the majority
of the General Assembly and the administering Powers
could find no difficulty in coming to an agreement. It
was in that spirit that paragraph 3 of the operative
part of the joint draft resolution (A/C.4jL.231 and
Corr.1) had been drafted. Everyone was aware that
there were very few territories, and indeed very few
sovereign States, whose real status would be in keeping with all the factors listed. Hence, the administering
Powers should not consider that all the factors must
be applicable to the territories concerned, as in that
case they would never consider that such territories
had attained self-government.
5. Replying to the Netherlands representative, who
had pointed out that the first paragraph of the preamble
of the draft resolution referred to Article 73 e only
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while the second paragraph referred to Chapter XI,
he said that the limitations mentioned in Article 73 e
were satisfactory as long as the information requested
continued to be transmitted, but that in order to warrant the cessation of the transmission of such information the territory must no longer be non-self-governing
but must be self-governing. It would then be necessary
to consider whether all the objectives of Chapter XI,
inch:ding the political objectives, had been attained.
Clearly, Article 73 e could not contradict a Chapter of
the Charter of which it was a part, and the various
parts of the Charter must be interpreted in the light
of the whole text. The term "self-government" should
therefore be avoided since it might lead to misunderstanding. The words of the Charter, "a full measure of
self-government", should be used. Many famous writers,
for example Professor Georges Scelle, had compared
the term "self-government" with "colonial status", and
in referring to colonies which were and would remain
colonies in the classical meaning of that term, had said
that they might have a "decentralized status or one of
self-government". 1 That was surely not the meaning of
"self-government" as used in the Charter.
6. With regard to the joint amendment submitted by
the Dominican Republic and Peru (A/C.4/L.234 and
Corr.1), he wondered whether the representatives of
those two countries would agree that the new paragraphs they proposed should be added to the draft
resolution instead of replacing certain paragraphs. It
would be better to present a single text.
7. Replying to the Australian representative who had
observed that the word "progressive" was not used in
paragraph 3 of the operative part of the joint draft
resolution to qualify the expression "a full measure of
self-government", he pointed out that the Charter
sometimes used that word, but only in cases where
Chapter XI still applied to territories. Those territories
must have attained a full measure of self-government
in order not to come under the provisions of that
Chapter, as was envisaged in the draft resolution. It
was therefore logical for the word "progressive" not
to be used in the text.
8. The Cuban delegation hoped that the Committee
would be able to reach an agreement that would not be
the result of compromise, but a recognition in all good
faith of the actual situation that had to be provided for.
Such an agreement would be an important factor in the
cause of peace.
9. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) said that in his delegation's opinion the draft resolution, while not perfect,
would prove quite useful in a number of ways. It
reiterated the obligations the administering Powers had
contracted, which were of great importance for the
future of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, particularly the obligation under Article 73 e to transmit information until such time as the territories in question had attain~d self-government. The Polish delegation had already spoken on those lines (264th meeting) during the general debate on the renewal of the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories. It considered that the draft resolution corresponded with its own attitude in that respect and it
appreciated the spirit in which it had been submitted.
1
See ·Georges Scelle, Precis du droit des gens, Paris, 1932,
Premiere Partie, p. 145.

General Assembly resolution 222 (III), which stressed
that it was essential that the United Nations should
be informed of any change that might take pla~e in the
constitutional status of any Non-Self-Govermng Territory, was duly taken into accou~t in the pream~le.
Most of the delegations were convmced that such mformation must be made available so that it could be
seen whether a territory was advancing towards independence or whether its development was being retarded in the interests of the administering Power.
10. The Polish delegation strongly supported the
USSR amendment ( AjC.4jL.233) to the third paragraph of the preamble of the draft resolution, w~ic;h
would make the original text clearer and more exphe1t.
Moreover the amendment would make it possible to
obtain m~re explicit information concerning the con-.
stitutional bonds uniting a territory ~o the metropo_litan
country and to prevent the integrat10n of t~e terntory
into the metropolitan country, a matter whtch had _always been the subject of some con~ern to ~he Pol_tsh
delegation; it would prevent the Umted Nations _bemg
presented with a fait accompli. As far as th~ hst of
factors was concerned-and he had made certam reservations on that subject (274th meeting)-he noted that
the draft resolution regarded it simply as a guide for
the use of the General Assembly and the administering
Powers.
11. Paragraph 3 of the operative part of the draft
resolution contained a most important provision, to the
effect that the factors should in no way be interpreted
as a hindrance to the attainment of a full measure of
self-government by the Non-Self-Governing .Territories. That provision corresponded to the pomt of
view of the Polish delegation, which considered that
the problem must be approached in a realistic manner.
12. He could not accept the joint amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru, for it
would rob the draft resolution of elements which the
Polish delegation considered very important.
13. The Polish delegation was submitting an amendment (A/C.4/L.235) to paragraph 2 of the operative
part of the draft resolution, to the effect that the w~rds
"and taking into account the right of self-determmation of peoples" would be added at the end of that
paragraph. That right was expressed in Article 1, paragraph 2 of the Charter and it seemed only right to
mention it in the draft resolution.
14. In conclusion, Mr. Winiewicz stated that his delegation was prepared, in principle, to vote in favour of
the joint draft resolution.
15. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) felt that certain
misunderstandings to which his statement of the 274th
meeting had given rise should be cleared UJ?. He did
not consider that he had strayed from the subject under
discussion in any way. He had confined himself to an
analysis of the proposed factors, declaring that Belgium
was willing to accept them en bloc, since they were all,
to a greater or lesser degree, worthy of consideration.
He had, however, drawn the Committee's attentionand he had every right to do so-to the consequer;-ces
which the application of certain of the factors mtght
have. The Charter did not speak of "peoples" but of
"territories whose peoples ... " What was it that made
any given area a territory in the meaning of Article
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73 e of the Charter? The factors referred to territories
separated from the central government by natural geographical obstacles. He had quoted the example of
peoples living in areas that were officially regarded as
inaccessible to civilized people. Some members considered that before a territory could be said to be
separated from the centre of government there must
be a stretch of water between the two. He had put forward the case of an island. Why should he not have
the right to speak of such specific cases?
16. One of the proposed factors was the political advancement of the inhabitants and their participation in
the national life of the territory. He had been perfectly
justified in citing the case of savage people who were
recognized as such in official documents. All he had
done had been to apply the proposed factors to practical cases and to draw attention to the inevitable consequences of certain criteria. If the Committee adopted
those criteria, it would of necessity have to consider
that any territories to which those criteria applied came
under Article 73 e of the Charter.
17. Some representatives had claimed that he had
brought the national territory of sovereign States into
the question and that a point of order would therefore
have been justified. Beigium was a sovereign State like
all the other Member States. It had examined the question whether the terms of the Charter applied to the
territories under its sovereignty; it had decided that
they applied to the Belgian Congo, and it had not felt
that to be an infringement of Belgian sovereignty or a
slight to national dignity. It was simply asking that
other sovereign States should similarly examine their
own case. The Indonesian and Philippine representatives had admittedly declared that the records of the
work done at San Francisco showed that Chapter XI
of the Charter did not concern people living within
the national frontiers, but he would point out that the
idea was not enshrined in the Charter. The Indonesian
representative had refuted the very thing he had been,
trying to prove when he had recalled that the Chairman
of Committee II/4, upon being asked to decide the
question, had refused to do so, declaring that it was
too important a matter to be the subject of a ruling
by the Chair.
18. Others had drawn attention to the word "metropolitan" used in Article 74 of the Charter in order to
draw the conclusion that Chapter XI applied only to
territories other than metropolitan territories. Now,
what was to be understood by "metropolitan territory"?
It was the governing territory as compared to the dependent territory, hence there could be no metropolitan
territories when there were no colonial territories. Only
eight members of the Fourth Committee had metropolitan territories; those were the administering Powers
which, by supplying information under Article 73,
recognized that their national territory consisted of a
metropolitan territory and dependent territories. If
there were any others, they had not fulfilled their obligations, for they had not supplied any information concerning their dependencies. Yet it was the very States
which used those arguments to evade their obligations
that accused the administering Powers of indulging in
legal quibbles.
19. The attempt to deprive him of his right of free
discussion was the more arbitrary and audacious in
that it came from delegations which claimed that the
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General Assembly was competent to decide whether or
not a territory was self-governing. Consid~ring that a
delegation had the right to ask that the questiOn whether
or not Surinam came under Article 73 of the Charter
should be included in the agenda of the General Assembly, what right had any member to try to prevent
the Belgian delegation from asking in its turn for a
study of the question whether Ethiopian Somaliland
was in the same position?
20. Some representatives had blamed h~m for spea~
ing of territories placed under the soveretgnty of the1r
governments and had taken his words as accusations.
He had not intended to attack or to accuse any one. He
had simply said that, in the eyes of his Government,
the proposed criteria appeared t~ be applicable to t~r
ritories other than those concermng wh1ch the admmistering Powers transmitted information.
21. He was proud of being an old colonial official; he
was aware of the derogatory meaning attached to the
word but he considered it an honour to have devoted
his c~eer to the sacred trust his country had accepted.
Among the great colonial officials whose names should
be mentioned were Lyautey, who had never thought of
victory without thinking of the peace that would follow it; Lugard, father of Nigeria, and founder of
what later became a nation; General Rondon, who had
never agreed to a battle against the indi~enous inhabitants. Mr. Ryckmans would never thmk of attacking General Rondon's achievement-the service for
the protection of Indians in Brazil-from w~ich he
could still learn a great deal. He had already sa1d how
much colonial officials appreciated the Indian Government's efforts to redeem the disinherited castes. Like
the administering Powers in Black Africa, it had to
struggle against poverty, ignorance, the caste system
and the age-old prejudices of the higher castes. In the
desire to hasten the reform, it took measures which
might be unpopular and accorded privileges to those
who formerly had been the victims of the privileges
of others. He did not pass judgment on those measures,
but when the Prime Minister of India had proposed a
policy of integrated autonomy to the N agas, saying that
isolationism would be disastrous in the modern world,
his language had been almost the same as that of the
French representative. Without wanting to criticize
that policy, Mr. Ryckmans thought that he was entitled to say that, in the light of the factors worked out
by the Ad Hoc Committee, the question of the selfgovernment of the Nagas should be given serious consideratiot)..
22. He had not reproached Liberia for being a former
colony. He had simply said that the founders of Liberia
had acquired rights to the Benin coast in the same way
as the founders of Netherlands, Danish, United Kingdom or French settlements. The Negroes from
America, in penetrating the hinterland, had used the
same methods as the English or French in the neighbouring territories. He had not blamed the founders
of Liberia for having a language, culture and religion
different from that of the indigenous inhabitants of the
country they occupied, but the difference was as great
as that between the French and the indigenous inhabitants of the Gold Coast. Nor had he questioned
Liberia's sovereignty over its entire territory--over the
tribes in the interior and the civilized counties on the
coast.
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23. Indonesia had accused him of choosing his examples from among the small countries. He had given
typical examples, and could have cited still others. The
statement of the Belgian Government (A/ AC.58/l)
had indicated the regions inhabited by the Eskimos in
Canada, the Indians in Canada and the United States,
and the Negroes in South Africa as some of the territories which, in its view, should be studied. The Belgian
delegation had never claimed that all those populations
came under Article 73 e of the Charter. It had merely
said that their position might well be examined and
had listed the cases in which examination was most
likely to give positive results.
24. The Indian representative had said that the
Belgian delegation had made itself the most stubborn
champion of the theory of exclusive domestic jurisdiction in colonial matters. Against that reactionary theory
he had held up the increasingly liberal interpretation
of the Charter, and had recalled the Swedish repre-'
sentative's words that while in principle the Non-SelfGoverning Territories came under the jurisdiction of
sovereign States, it should be recognized that the fate
of those territories had to a certain extent become a
matter of international concern.
25. The Belgian delegation noted that for a number
of years the majority of the General Assembly, by a
one-sided interpretation of the Charter, had been trying to extend the scope of the international protection
granted by that instrument to certain populations, while
at the same time denying, by an equally one-sided interpretation, many other populations of the protection
whkh the former had been enjoying for a quarter <?f
a century. The Indian representative had also said that
the international community took an increasing interest
in the fate of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The
opposite was true, as the debates in the Fourth Committee had shown in a striking manner. When he had
invited the representatives of States responsible for
the administration of certain indigenous populations to
consider whether those populations did not come within
the purview of Chapter XI of the Charter, a number
of them had protested on the grounds that he had encroached on the prerogatives of their sovereign governments.
26. From 1929 to 1934 the League of Nations had
discussed at length the question of the treatment by a
certain sovereign State of its indigenous inhabitants.
No one at the time, not even the State concerned, had
thought of questioning the right of the accuser or the
right of the Council of the League of Nations to take
action. That State was now a Member of the Uaited
Nations; it had not submitted information, and its
representative was among those who had protested
against the Belgian delegation's statements. In the circumstances, it was impossible to say that the international community was taking an increasing interest in
Non-Self-Governing Territories or to accuse Belgium of
being reactionary. Belgium deplored the fact that
Chapter XI should express less concern than Article
23 of the Covenant of the League of Nations. That
Article had been clear and had invited all Members to
undertake to secure just treatment of all the populations of all territories. Belgium and seven other nations had recognized that Chapter XI related to the
territories they administered. The other countries had
taken advantage of the ambiguity of Article 73 e to

evade responsibility, which they could not have done
if Article 23 of the Covenant of the League of Nations
were still in force. They had based themselves on a
restrictive interpretation of Article 73. Those countries
invoked the principle of national sovereignty for themselves and rejected it for others. Belgium accepted
the principle of the overriding interests of the indigenous inhabitants if it was applied to all indigenous
inhabitants; it could not accept discrimination. He had
already cited the example of New Zealand which applied the principle to the indigenous inhabitants of its
own national territory, in the Cook and Tokelau
Islands, without considering its sovereignty thereby
diminished. All that Belgium asked was that some other
States should do likewise.
27. Mr. AMDE MIKAEL (Ethiopia), in reply to
the Belgian representative, recalled that the Somali territories had been part of Ethiopia for many centuries.
It was only at the end of the nineteenth century that
those territories had been temporarily seized from
Ethiopia by European imperialists. It was therefore impossible to compare those territories with the African
colonies of the European countries.
28. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
said that if the amendment submitted by the Dominican
Republic and Peru was to be combined with the joint
draft resolution, the second paragraph of the preamble
would have to be deleted, as it was already implied in the
first paragraph; also, paragraph 5 of the operative part
of the joint draft resolution would have to be modified
so as to be brought into line with paragraph 1 of the
operative part of the amendment. Paragraph 4 of the
operative part of the joint draft resolution could not
be retained as it contained a statement on the substance
of the problem, which was incompatible with an invitation to continue the study of the factors. The paragraph
might possibly be adopted as a separate proposal.
29. Mr. KHATTAK (Pakistan) thought that the
list drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee (A/2178) was
a useful guide, it being understood that the case of
each territory had to be examined in the light of its
particular circumstances.
30. The Committee's debates had brought out two
different conceptions of the Charter, one static and
the other dynamic. According1 to the former, the
Charter was a rigid document. According to the latter,
it must develop with the changes in the international
situation, and was a starting point rather than the
ultimate goal. It was worth noting, however, that the
administering Powers which took a rigid view in the
Fourth Committee, became idealists in the Political
Committee.
31. The administering Powers refused to recognize
that the United Nations had any say on the future of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories, which they regarded as a purely domestic matter. Pakistan felt, on
the contrary, that the United Nations had an abiding
interest in the welfare and future of Non-Self-Governing Territories. In order to ascertain whether a territory had reached full self-government, it was not sufficient to examine constitutional texts. The sincerity of
the administering Powers' intentions must be established, and that was a question which could not be
settled by any list of factors.
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32. It was because the case of colonies administered
by people of a totally different language, culture and
religion was distinct from that of metropolitan regions
that the authors of the Charter had devoted a separate
chapter to the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The
United Nations could release an administering Power
from the obligation to transmit information under Article 73 e only after it became convinced that the territory in question was ready for membership of the
United Nations, and admission to membership should
precede cessation of reports to the United Nations.
33. He would vote in favour of the joint draft resolution.
34. Mr. LOPEZ VILLAMIL (Honduras) noted that
Chapter XI of the Charter was part of positive international law and the administering Powers had assumed certain specific legal obligations under Article
73.
35. Some administering Powers seemed to forget the
exact scope of Chapter XI, even as the representative
of Belgium seemed to forget that his country had once
been a Spanish colony. The sole purpose of his irrelevant references to matters concerning sovereign States
was to divert the Committee's attention from the point
at issue. True, there were, in some countries of Latin
America, populations with a lower degree of civilization, but they lived on the territory of sovereign States
and enjoyed equal rights with the other inhabitants of
those countries. He recalled that in Latin America many
(persons were proud of having Indian blood in their
veins, and racial discrimination was unknown there.
36. If the Committee were to adopt the point of view
of the administering Powers, which claimed to be the
sole judges of when they would cease to transmit information on a territory, it would be sanctioning colonialism. Even if the United Nations did not exist,
the march of history and the enslaved peoples' struggle
for liberation and independence could not be stopped.
37. It should be remembered that even after its liberation from the Spanish yoke, Central America had remained the object of the imperialist greed of some
European Powers. Thus the United Kingdom had illegally seized the territory of Belize (British Honduras),
which it still occupied.
38. He briefly reviewed the history of the Trusteeship
System which had followed the mandates system of the
League of Nations, and showed that Article 73 constituted a phenomenological rather than ontological
norm and that sub-paragraph b of that Article imposed
certain political obligations on the administering
Powers.
39. The Honduras delegation would vote for the joint
draft resolution, which it considered very moderate.
The principle of the right of peoples to self-determination was of capital importance and it included also the
right of independent peoples to dispose freely of their
natural resources.
40. The text submitted by the Dominican Republic
and Peru was more in the nature of a separate draft
resolution than an amendment. He was ready to agree
to the deletion of the second paragraph of the preamble to the joint draft resolution, but saw no reason
for changing paragraph 1 of the operative part. He
would accept paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 proposed by the
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Dominican Republic and Peru as an addition to, but
not as a substitution for, the joint draft resolution.
41. U TRANT (Burma) said he had not been convinced by the Belgian representative's arguments, which
had no bearing whatever on the question under discussion. He recognized that his country, like most
others, was faced with minority problems. N evertheless the overwhelming majority of Karens co-operated
fully with the Burmese Government in its efforts to
strengthen the recently won independence of Burma.
The Belgian representative's remarks concerning an
entirely independent country were totally irrelevant.
42. He accepted the amendment proposed by the
Dominican Republic and Peru to the preamble to the
joint draft resolution, but he could not agree to the
proposed amendment to paragraph 1 of the operative
part, as the list of factors drawn up by the Ad Hoc
Committee would serve as a useful guide in determining whether a territory had become completely selfgoverning. It would in any case be impossible to compile a list including all the factors involved.
43. Burma could accept operative paragraphs 2, 3 and
4 as proposed by the Dominican Republic and Peru
only if, instead of replacing the corresponding paragraphs of the joint draft resolution, they were added
to the latter. In that case, the texts of paragraphs 1
and 4 of the operative part of the draft resolution
should be brought into harmony with the paragraphs
of the amendment.
44. Finally, Burma would vote for the USSR amendment, which would strengthen the original text; and for
the Polish amendment, which was useful in that it drew
attention to the principle of the right of peoples to selfdetermination.
45. Mr. AGUIRRE (Uruguay) paid a tribute to the
generous sentiments which had prompted the authors
of the joint draft resolution. While entirely sharing
the point of view of the authors of the draft with regard to the objectives to be attained, the Uruguayan
delegation considered, however, that the draft resolution went too far because it regarded as settled certain
problems in respect of which there were fundamental
divergencies of view.
46. Thus the second paragraph of the preamble mentioned the objectives set forth in Chapter XI of the
Charter, though those objectives were variously interpreted not only by the parties concerned, but also by
experts on international law. It would be unwise to
interpret the provisions of Chapter XI in any particular way before the United Nations itself had reached
a definite decision on the matter. If the work done was
to be of any use, it must be based on a solid legal
foundation.
47. Paragraph 4 of the operative part contained the
same mistake, since it referred to a full measure of selfgovernment, although that expression had not had any
definite interpretation attached to it by the United
Nations.
48. The delegation of Uruguay could therefore give
its support to the joint draft resolution if the two
paragraphs it had criticized were deleted. Furthermore, the amendments submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru should be incorporated in the joint
draft.
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49. Mr. ULLRICH (Czechoslovakia) said the administering Powers were attempting to attach to Article
73 of the Charter a meaning similar to that of Articles
22 and 23 of the Covenant of the League of Nations.
In particular, they claimed that they themselves were
alone competent to decide whether a territory had attained a full measure of self-government. Furthermore,
they were putting that theory into practice, and, contrary to the provisions of Article 73 e of the Charter
discontinuing the transmission of information in respect
of certain territories.
50. The attitude of the administering Powers in
clain:ing. sole responsibility for the Non-Self-Governing
Tern tones was contrary not only to international law
but also to the provisions of the Charter itself. Chapter
XI set forth principles and imposed obligations which
had the force of law for all Members of the United
Nations. It was therefore both the right and the duty
of the non-administering Members to see that the provisions of Chapter XI were respected.
51. Chapter XI did not merely set forth the principles
according to which the Non-Self-Governing Territories
should be administered, and the objectives to be attained. Article 73 e also imposed upon the administering Powers definite obligations. Obviously, the rights
and obligations under Chapter XI were binding only
until a Non-Self-Governing Territory had attained a
full measure of self-government. It followed that,
sooner or later, the United Nations would have to decide whether a particular territory had attained a full
measure of self-government. It was on that principle
that General Assembly resolutions 222 (III) and 567
(VI) were based. It also followed that the decision as
to whether a territory came under Article 73 of the
Charter should be made not by the administering
Powers alone but also by the other Members of the
United Nations. Only the General Assembly was competent to say when the transmission of information on
Non-Self-Governing Territories should begin and when
it should end. The General Assembly could agree that
the transmission of information should be discontinued
only if it was convinced that the territory concerned
had attained independence, in other words, if the population of the territory had complete control of the
legislative, executive and judicial powers.
52. It was in the light of those considerations that it
was necessary to consider the question of the factors
which should be taken into account in deciding whether
a territory was, or was not, a territory whose people
had not yet attained a full measure of self-government.
As at present drafted, however, the proposed criteria
would allow the administering Powers to discontinue
the transmission of information in respect of certain
territories on the grounds that those territories had attained self-government in practice.
53. In spite of its omissions, the report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors represented a step forward,
but the Committee's work would be in vain if the General Assembly did not have the necessary data, particularly the information which the administering
Powers were bound to transmit under General Assembly resolution 222 (III).
54. For the reasons it had just stated, the Czechoslovak delegation would vote for all draft resolutions
and amendments which protested against the arbitrary

discontinuance of the transmission of information on
Non-Self -Governing Territories and were designed to
promote the achievement of the objectives of the
Charter.
55. Mr. ARAOZ (Bolivia) said he did not wish to
repeat the arguments already advanced by a large number of delegations.
56. He expressed his satisfaction with the work done
by the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors and emphasized
that, when a decision had to be taken as to whether or
not a territory had attained a full measure of self-government, a list of factors could, in the opinion of the
Committee itself, be valuable only as a guide. Obviously, the principles could be finally established only
in the light of experience. Quite properly, therefore,
paragraph 2 of the operative part of the joint draft
resolution recognized that each concrete case should
be considered and decided in the light of the particular
circumstances of that case. It was no use attempting
to define immediately the expression "a full measure
of self-government"; and it was better to take certain
essential factors as a starting point, to acquire practical experience and then finally to prepare definitions
based on the information thus gained.
57. He was also of the opinion that no distinction
could be established between the attainment by a territory of a full measure of self-government or independence and the attainment by a territory of selfgovernment in economic, social and educational matters.
Some ·countries, such as Bolivia, had attained political
independence before attaining self-government in economic matters.
58. The delegation of Bolivia supported the joint
draft resolution as well as the amendments submitted
by the Dominican Republic and Peru. It considered.
however, that instead of being substituted for certain
parts of the joint draft, those amendments should be
added to it.
59. Mr. CALERO RODRIGUES (Brazil) considered that the statements made by the Belgian representative at the 274th meeting and at the present meeting revealed a mistaken conception of the principal
purpose of Article 73 of the Charter, and particularly
of paragraph b of that Article. The Belgian representative had attempted to establish a parallel between
the obligations of sovereign States towards the lessdeveloped sections of their populations and the obligations of the colonial Powers towards the peoples of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories. Hence it would
appear that the Belgian Government assumed no political obligation with regard to the future of the Belgian
Congo. The Fourth Committee should take note of that
negative attitude.
60. Furthermore, the representatiYe of Belgium had
spoken of General Rondon. Mr. Calero Rodrigues did
not think, however, that General Rondon, an eminent
Brazilian of Indian descent, would like to see himself
compared with certain outstanding colonialists.
61. The Brazilian delegation was in favour of the
joint draft resolution, which approached the problem
correctly. While approving the list of factors, the draft
resolution said it might serve as a guide but that each
concrete case should be considered and decided with
reference to the particular circumstances of that case.
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As several speakers had said, no list of factors would
ever be enough to solve the problem, although the Ad
Hoc Committee has done some very useful work. The
factors must not, therefore, be considered absolutely
valid.
62. The delegation of Brazil shared the opinion expressed by the United Kingdom representative (274th
meeting) with regard to the usefulness of paragraph 3
of the operative part of the joint draft; the factors
were safeguards and must never become a hindrance
to the attainment by the Non-Self-Governing Territories of a full measure of self-government. As the
representative of China had said, however, the drafting of the paragraph could be improved.
63. Like other delegations, the Brazilian delegation
was of the opinion that objections could hardly be
raised to the second paragraph of the preamble and
paragraph 4 of the operative part, which were mere
truisms. Paragraph 4 of the operative part might even
seem unnecessary, for economic self-government, educational self-government, social self-government were
meaningless expressions; self-government could obviously mean only a people's right to manage its own
affairs.
64. While recognizing that a Non-Self-Governing
Territory might decide to associate itself with the
State by which it had formerly been administered, the
Brazilian delegation could not agree that administering Powers should be able to free themselves from
their obligations under Article 73 e by the mere assertion that they had transferred to a non-self-governing
people entire responsibility in economic, social and
educational matters. The Charter made no provision
for any kind of limited self-government.
65. He also shared the opinion expressed by the representative of Cuba with regard to the indivisibility of
self-government. He could not accept the French representative's contention that there were territories which,
while not entirely self-governing, were no longer nonself-governing. That idea had no legal basis. Under the
provisions of Chapter XI, a full measure of self-government must be attained before the transmission of
information provided for in Article 73 e of the Charter
came to an end.
66. Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa) said that
his delegation could not accept the second paragraph
of the preamble or paragraph 4 of the operative part
of the joint draft resolution because they referred ambiguously to Chapter XI.
67. There were two distinct aspects of Chapter XI of
the Charter. On the one hand, it contained a unilateral
declaration on the part of the administering Powers,
which extended to political matters; on the other hand,
it imposed certain obligations, which, however, were
confined to the transmission of the information provided for in Article 73 e. For the purpose of Chapter
XI, it would therefore be wrong to equate the idea of
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self-government of a people with that of the independence of a territory either as a separate international
entity or in association with other entities, and consequently to suggest that self-government was not selfgovernment within Article 73 e unless it involved independence.
68. He would like to recall that it was the administering Powers themselves who had unilaterally decided on
which territories they would transmit information. It
was therefore logical to conclude that they alone also
had competence to decide whether any of those territories had attained self-government in the various
branches of activity enumerated in Article 73 e.
69. The delegation of the Union of South Africa was
of the opinion that it would at present be premature
to approve the list of factors that had been prepared,
as advocated in paragraph 1 of the operative part of
the joint draft resolution. Furthermore, paragraph 5
of the operative part would have the effect of imposing on the administering Powers obligations which they
had not assumed when they signed the Charter and of
assigning to the General Assembly functions which,
under the Charter, it did not possess.
70. Lastly, with regard to the amendments submitted
by the Dominican Republic and Peru, he supported the
idea of further study. He was not sure, however, as to
the meaning and scope of sub-paragraph 3 (b) of the
operative part which the Dominican Republic and Peru
proposed should be substituted for the operative part
of the joint draft.
71. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
asked the Netherlands delegation, in connexion with
the amendment (A/C.4/L.236) it had submitted,
whether it would agree to incorporate the new paragraph 4 it proposed in paragraph 3 of the operative
part as proposed by the Dominican Republic and Peru.
The new paragraph 5 proposed by the Netherlands
would come after the paragraph 4 proposed by the
Dominican Republic and Peru.
72. Mr. RIEMENS (Netherlands) accepted the proposal of the representative of the Dominican Republic.
73. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) said he could
not accept the proposals made by the delegations of the
Dominican Republic and Peru, particularly with regard to the deletion of the second paragraph of the
preamble and paragraph 4 of the operative part. The
Cuban delegation would, however, vote for those proposals if they were added to the joint draft resolution.
74. Mr. LESCURE (Argentina) proposed the addition to the joint draft resolution of the paragraphs the
Dominican Republic and Peru had proposed as a substitute text for the operative part of the draft. He
would submit an amendment in writing to that effect.
The meeting rose at 6.20 p.m.
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'[Item 36]*
1. Mr. COCK (Colombia) said that his country regarded the principle of self-determination as one of
the most sacred rights. Each State was entitled to
govern itself as it saw fit. It was a norm of international law that the will of the people was the only
factor which should be taken into account. Nevertheless, certain territories were obviously not in a position
to exercise their right of self-determination and had
therefore been granted a special international status
under Chapter XI of the Charter.
2. A number of brilliant arguments had been advanced for and against the list of factors contained in the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (A/2178).
Any enumeration was, by its very nature, restrictive
and, if the factors in the proposed list were regarded
as exhaustive, paragraph 5 of the operative part of the
joint draft resolution (A/C.4/L.231 and Corr.l) would
impose a binding obligation on the General Assembly.
It would be a great mistake to exclude altogether the
possibility of other additional factors and, indeed, such
a step would seem to contradict the reservation in
paragraph 2 of the draft resolution. A nstrictive list
could only lead to confusion under Article 73 e, particularly since it was clear from paragraph 4 of the
draft resolution-which should be deleted-that the
concept of self-government had not been defined preCisely enough.
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
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3. His delegation would be prepared to accept the
proposed list of factors as a guide which would not
impose binding obligations on the General Assembly.
No formal resolution was necessary. He could see no
objection, however, to noting the list of factors and
undertaking a further study, although care should be
taken not to make the list even more restrictive than
it was. He would therefore vote in favour of the amendments submitted by the delegations of the Dominican
Republic and Peru (A/C.4jL.234 and Corr.l) with
the exception of the proposed new paragraph 2.
4. The Polish amendment (A/C.4/L.235) and the
USSR amendment (AjC.4/L.233) did not substantially change the contents of the original draft resolution so his comments on it applied equally to them.
5. The Nether lands delegation was to be congratulated on its constructive amendment ( A/C.4/L.236),
but his delegation regretted that it did not feel that
it would be opportune to vote in favour of that amendment. The unforeseen must always be borne in mind
in international politics.
6. Nor would his delegation be able to vote for the
amalgamated text of the original draft resolution and
the amendments submitted by the Dominican Republic
and Peru suggested in the Argentine amendments (A/
C.4jL.237 and A/C.4jL.238).
7. Mr. MIKAOUI (Lebanon) said that his delegation's views had been clearly explained by the
sponsors of the joint draft resolution. He would vote
in favour of that draft resolution and the Argentine
amendments, with the exception of the proposed deletion of the second paragraph of the preamble.
8. His delegation was prepared to vote in favour of
the Polish amendment, because it had always upheld
the principle of self-determination. It would also vote
in favour of the USSR amendment, as a formula which
had already been adopted by the United Nations. He
was also speaking on behalf of the Iraqi delegation.
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9. Mr. PONCE YEPEZ (Ecuador) proposed that
the words "for the purposes of Chapter XI of the
Charter" (A/C.4jL.239) should be added at the end
of sub-paragraph (c) of the new paragraph 3 of the
operative part as proposed by the amendment of the
Dominican Republic and Peru (A/C.4jL.234 and
Corr.l, para. 4). He requested that that paragraph
should be put to the vote in parts.
10. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
supported the request in regard to the vote on paragraph 3, but neither his delegation nor the Peruvian
delegation could accept the Ecuadorean amendment to
their amendment.
11. Both delegations however were prepared to accept
the inclusion in their amendment of the two Netherlands sub-amendments.
12. The CHAIRMAN announced that he would put
the joint draft resolution to the vote paragraph by
paragraph and that the various amendments would be
put to the vote in connexion with the paragraphs to
which they applied.
13. He put to the vote the first paragraph of the
preamble to the joint draft resolution (A/C.4jL.231
and Corr.l).
14. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
requested a roll-call vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Denmark, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote fint.
In favour: Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Israel, Lebanon, Liberia, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Pakistan,
Peru, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, Syria,
Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia,
Cuba, Czechoslovakia.
Against: None.
The first paragraph of the preamble was adopted by
55 votes to none.
15. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the second
paragraph of the preamble to the joint draft resolution
(AjC.4/L.231 and Corr.l).
16. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
requested a roll-call vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Ct~ba having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, Egypt,
El Salvador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico,
Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia,
Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Venezuela, Yemen,
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Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile,
China.
Against: Netherlands, Union of South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United
States of America, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Colombia.
Abstaining: Denmark, Dominican Republic, France,
Greece, Israel, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Peru, Sweden, Uruguay.
The second paragraph of the preamble was adopted
by 36 votes to 8, with 11 abstentions.
17. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) said that he had
voted against the second paragraph of the preamble
because the statement it contained was incorrect. If
a country was granted independence, the obligation to
report ceased immediately.
18. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the USSR
amendment (A/C.4/L.233) to the third paragraph of
the preamble of the joint draft resolution.
19. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
requested a roll-call vote.

A vote was taken by roll-call.
Iraq, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Iraq, Lebanon, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Burma, Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia, India, Indonesia, Iran.
Against: Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Sweden, Union of South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Australia,
Belgium, Canada, France.
Abstaining: Israel, Liberia, Nicaragua, Peru, Thailand, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia,
Cuba, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt,
El Salvador, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras.
The amendment was adopted by 19 votes to 11, with
25 abstentions.
20. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the third paragraph of the preamble as amended.
21. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
requested a roll-call vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, having
been drawn by lot by the Chairman, was called upon
to vote first.
In favour: Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, V enezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland,
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Saudi Arabia, Syria, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.
Against: Union of South Africa, United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New
Zealand.
Abstaining: United States of America, Uruguay, Colombia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Israel, Nicaragua, Norway, Peru, Sweden, Thailand.
The third paragraph of the preamble, as amended,
was adopted by 35 votes to 9, with 11 abstentions.
The fourth paragraph of the preamble was adopted
by 52 votes to none, with 2 abstentions.
The fifth paragraph of the preamble was adopted by
41 votes to 12, with 1 abstention.
22. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the paragraph
proposed as an addition to the preamble by the delegations of the Dominican Republic and Peru ( A/C.4/
L.234 and Corr.l, para. 2). ·
The paragraph was adopted by 36 votes to none,
with 17 abstentions, and became the si%th paragraph
of the preamble.
23. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Argentine
amendment (A/C.4/L.237, para. 2) to paragraph 1 of
the operative part of the joint draft resolution.
24. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
requested a roll-call vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Norway, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour : Peru, Philippines, Thailand, Venezuela,
Yugoslavia, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Chile,
China, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Iran, Israel,
Lebanon, Mexico.
Against: Australia, Belgium, France, Luxembourg.
Abstaining: Norway, Pakistan, Poland, Saudi
Arabia, Sweden, Syria, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Yemen, Afghanistan, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Colomlbia, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark. Ethiopia, Greece, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Liberia, Nether lands, New Zealand, Nicaragua.
The am~ndment was adopted by 23 votes to 4, with
28 abstentzons.
25. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote paragraph 1
of the operative part ( A/C.4/L.231 and Corr.l), as
amended.
26. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
requested a roll-call vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Egypt, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Greece,
Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines,
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Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan,
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Ecuador.
Against: France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Peru, Sweden, Union of South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of America, Australia, Belgium,
Canada, Colombia, Denmark, Dominican Republic.
Abstaining: Israel, Nicaragua, Uruguay.
Paragraph 1 of the operative part, as amended, was
adopted by 36 votes to 16, with 3 abstentions.
27. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
and Mr. SALAZAR (Peru) withdrew paragraph 3
of their joint amendment ( A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l)
to the joint draft resolution.
28. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Polish
amendment (A/C.4/L.235) to paragraph 2 of the operative part of the joint draft resolution.
29. Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq) requested a roll-call vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Nicaragua, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman, was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Israel, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico.
Against: Union of South Africa, United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Uruguay, Belgium, Canada, France, Luxembourg.
Abstaining: Nicaragua, Norway, Sweden, United
States of America, Australia, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Netherlands, New Zealand.
The amendment was adopted by 39 votes to 7, with
9 abstentions.
Paragraph 2 of the operative part of the joint draft
resolution, as amended, was adopted by 47 votes to 1,
with 6 abstentions.
Paragraph 3 of the operative part of the joint draft
r~solution was adopted by 49 votes to 1, with 5 abstentzons.
30. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
explained that he had voted against paragraph 3 because his delegation maintained its original proposal
in the joint amendment ( A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l)
to delete paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the operative part
of the draft resolution.
31. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote paragraph 4
of the operative part of the joint draft resolution (A/
C.4/L.231 and Corr.l).
32. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) requested a
roll-call vote.
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A vote was taken by roll-call.
Sweden, having been drawn by lot by the Charrman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland,
Saudi Arabia.
Against: Sweden, Union of South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Australia, Belgium,
Canada, Colombia, Denmark, Dominican Republic,
France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Peru.
Abstaining: Greece, Israel.
Paragraph 4 of the operative part was adopted by
35 votes to 18, with 2 abstentions.

--------------------------------

The paragraph was adopted by 32 votes to 6, with
15 abstentions, and became paragraph 6 of the operative part of the joint draft resolution.
37. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first part
of the new paragraph 3 of the operative part proposed
in the joint Dominican-Peruvian amendment (A/C.4/
L.234 and Corr.l, para. 4), with the addition of the
new paragraph 4 proposed by the Netherlands in
document A/C.4/L.236, the combined text to read as
follows:
"Invites the said Committee to take into account
inter alia the list of factors (A/2178) prepared in
1952 by the Ad Hoc Committee set up under General Assembly resolution 567 (VI) ; the statements
transmitted by governments in compliance with the
aforementioned resolution; and, further, to take into
account the following additional elements:"
That text was adopted by 33 votes to none, with 20
abstentions, and became the first part of paragraph 7
of the operative part of the draft resolution.

33. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
said that he had voted against paragraph 4 of the
operative part for the same reason that he had voted
against paragraph 3, and also because of his delegation's
views regarding the need to define the term "selfgovernment".

38. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote sub-paragraph
3 (a) of the operative part as proposed in the amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru
(A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l, para. 4).
The sub-paragraph was adopted by 20 votes to 17,
with 4 abstentions, and became sub-paragraph 7 (a)
of the operative part of the draft 1·esolution.

34. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote paragraph 5
of the operative part of the joint draft resolution (A/
C.4 /L.231 and Corr.l), with the insertion of the word
"provisionally" as proposed by the Argentine delegation in document A/C.4/L.238 and accepted by the
six Powers sponsoring the joint draft resolution.

39. Mr. DJERDA (Yugoslavia) requested a roll-call
vote on sub-paragraph 3 (b) of the operative part as
proposed in the amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru.

35. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) requested a rollcall vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Burma, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In fa~·our: Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil.
Against: Canada, Dominican Republic, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Union of South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Australia, Belgium.
Abstaining: Colombia, Israel, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Peru, Sweden, United States of America.
Paragraph 5 of the operative part, as amended, was
adopted by 38 votes to 9, with 8 abstentions.
36. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote as an additional paragraph the new paragraph 2 of the operative
part proposed in paragraph 4 of the joint DominicanPeruvian amendment (A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l).

A vote was taken by roll-call.
The Netherlands, having been drawn by lot by the
Chairman, was called upon to vote first.
In fa'i/OUr: Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador,
Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico.
Against: United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Belgium, France, Luxembourg.
Abstaining: Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
·Norway, Sweden, Union of South Africa, United
States of America, Australia, Canada, Colombia, Denmark, Israel.
The sttb-paragraph was adopted by 39 votes to 4,
with 12 abstentions and became sub-paragraph 7 (b)
of the operative part of the draft ·resolution.
40. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Ecuadorean amendment (A/C.4/L.239) to sub-paragraph 3
(c) of the operative part as proposed in the amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru
(A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l, para. 4).
The amendment was adopted by 14 votes to none,
with 35 abstentions.
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Sub-paragraph 3 (c) as amended, was adopted by
39 votes to 1, with 14 abstentions, and became subparagraph 7 (c) of the operative part of the draft
resolution.
Paragraph 3 of the operative part as proposed in the
amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and
Peru (A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l, para. 4) was adopted
as a whole, as amended by 42 votes to none, with 12
abstentions, and became paragraph 7 of the operative
part of the draft resolution.
Paragraph 5 of the operative part as proposed in the
amendment submitted by the Netherlands (A/C.4/L.
236) was adopted by 25 votes to none, with 27 abstentions, and became paragraph 8 of the operative part
of the draft resolution.
41. Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq) suggested that the words
"two weeks" in paragraph 4 of the operative part as
proposed in the amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru (A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.
1, para. 4) should be changed to "not later than four
weeks" in order to give the ad hoc committee time to
carry out the proposed study.
42. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
and Mr. SALAZAR (Peru) agreed to that proposal.
The paragraph, as amended, was adopted by 39 votes
to none, with 13 abstentions, and became paragraph 9
of the operative part of the draft resolution.
43. Mr. GERIG (United States of America) suggested that before the vote was taken on the draft
resolution as a whole the Secretary-General should be
asked for an estimate of the expenditure involved.
44. Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa) pointed
out that according to rule 152 of the rules of procedure
an estimate was required before a resolution involving
expenditure was adopted by the General Assembly in
plenary session.
45. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) said that the
French text of rule 152 made it quite clear that no
committee could adopt a resolution involving expenditure without first having an estimate.
46. The CHAIRMAN thought that that point should
have been raised at an earlier stage of the debate.
47. Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq) observed that in fact
there were no financial implications. The only expenditure caused by the previous Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors had been a small sum for printing, which was
not usually taken into consideration by the General
Assembly.
A vote was taken by roll-call on the draft resolution
(JAjC.4/L.231 and Corr.l) as a whole, as amended.
Panama, having been d·rawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria,
Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile,
China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Haiti, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia; Mexico, Pakistan.
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Against: Sweden, Union of South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Australia, Belgium, Colpmbia,
Denmark, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New
Zealand.
Abstaining: Peru, Uruguay, Canada, Dominican Republic, Greece, Israel, Nicaragua, Norway.
The draft resolution as a whole, as amended, was
adopted by 34 votes to 12, with 8 abstentions.
48. Mrs. SKOTTSBERG-AHMAN ( S we den )
wished to explain her delegation's reasons for voting
against the draft resolution.
49. That negative vote should not be construed as
an objection in principle to the attempt to formulate
a list of factors. The Swedish delegation had supported the decision to appoint the Ad Hoc Committee
on Factors at the sixth session of the General Assembly, on the understanding, as expressly stated in the
annex to the Assembly resolution, that the General
Assembly could only indicate those factors. That was
still more clearly stated in the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee, which said that no enumeration of factors
could do more than serve as a guide in determining
whether a territory was or was not fully self-governing.

50. The draft resolution contained in document A/
C.4/L.231 and Corr.l recognized that principle in parts
of the preamble, in operative paragraph 1 and in operative paragraph 2, but the Swedish delegation felt that
it was contradicted in operative paragraph 4. If a
territory was to be regarded as self-governing in economic, social and educational matters only when it had
attained self-government in the political field also, no
room was left for the consideration of particular circumstances in each case. Such a general declaration of
principle went beyond the stated purpose of merely
indicating guiding factors and in fact ran counter to it.
51. The Swedish delegation would have welcomed the
joint amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru as a substitute for the original six-Power
draft. It had not, however, been satisfied by the incorporation of parts of the amendment in the original
draft and had therefore been unable to vote for the
final text, especially in view of the fact that paragraph
4 had been retained.
52. Mr. PEON DEL VALLE (Mexico) had voted
in favour of the proposal submitted by the Dominican
Republic and Peru, though subject to the reservation
that the committee's terms of reference should include
the duty of reporting to the eighth session of the General Assembly. If that was not the intention, he would
hav~ to reserve his delegation's position in the plenary
sessiOn.
53. Mr. GERIG (United States of America) had
voted against the draft resolution for reasons similar
to those expressed by the Swedish representative. The
resolution appeared to postulate, first, the indivisibility
of autonomy and, secondly, the General Assembly's
competence to decide on the status attained by a territory, both disputed theories which the United States
delegation was unable to accept. Such theories might
have been made the subject of study by a committee
such as that which had been set up.
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54. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
said he had abstained from voting on the draft resolution as a whole for the reasons he had given during the
general debate. The inclusion of certain points from
the Dominican-Peruvian proposal had not enabled him
to vote for the whole because the second paragraph
of the preamble and paragraph 4 of the operative part
had been retained.
55. Mr. NAJAR (Israel) had been unable to vote
for the draft resolution as a whole because he felt
that it treated as settled issues questions on which further consultation would have been advisable. He felt
that the empirical nature of the Committee's work

Printed in U.S.A.

should be stressed and the door left open for a further
endeavour to settle the questions of principle involved.
56. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) raised the
question of the list of countries to be chosen as members of the ad hoc committee.

57. The CHAIRMAN had assumed that the Committee would return to that question after the draft
resolution had been before the General Assembly. There
was, however, nothing to prevent representatives from
making nominations before then if they wished to do
so.
The meeting rose at 2.30 p.m.
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Cessation of the transmission of information on the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam ..

CoNSTITUTION OF THE
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In.

COMMITTEE

DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDY OF FACTORS

5. By resolution 334 (IV) adopted on 2 December
1949, the General Assembly had invited the Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories
"to examine the factors which should be taken into
account in deciding whether any territory is or is not
a Jerritory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government".
6, In 1951 the Committee on Information prepared
a report which was submitted to the General Assembly
at its sixth session. 2 At that session, the Fourth Committee appointed a sub~committee (Sub-Committee 9)
to undertake a further examination of the question;
on -the report of that Sub-Committee it adopted a resolutiop which was approved by the General Assembly
as re lution 567 (VI).
7.
resolution 567 (VI) the General Assembly
decided
take as a basis the list of factors which
had been
wn up at the sixth session and to appoint
an ad hoc committee to carry out a further study of
the factors taking into account the infonnation available. This infonnation included the views which the
Members were invited to transmit by the resolution
itself, and earlier inronnation transmitted to the Secretary-General on the reasons which had led certain of
the Administering Members to cease to transmit information on certain of the territories previously enumerated as Non-Self-Governing Territories.
8. The 1952 Ad Hoc Committee reported to the
General Assembly at its seventh session.s After the
report had been examined by the Fourth Committee,

1. By resolution 648 (VII) adopted on 10 December 1952, the General Assembly appointed an Ad Hoc
Committee of ten members comprising Australia, Belgium, Burma, Cuba, Guatemala, Iraq, Netherlands,
lJnited Kingdom, United States of America and
Venezuela, in order to continue and carry out a more
thorough study of the factors which will have to be
taken into account in deciding whether a territory has
or has not attained a full measure of self-government.
The Committee was invited to take into account the
list of factors prepared in 1952 by the Ad Hoc Committee set up under General Assembly resolution 567
(VI) and the statements transmitted by governments
in compliance with the aforementioned resolution. The
Committee was also invited to take into account certain
additional elements (see section 10 below).
2. By resolution 650 (VII) adopted on 20 December 1952, the Ad Hoc Committee was invited to examine
carefully, in the light of resolution 648 (VII) , the
documents submitted by the Netherlands Government
relating to the cessation of information in respect of
the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam.
3. The Ad H QC Committee met at the Headquarters
of the United Nations on 21 July 1953 and held eight
meetings between that date and 30 July 1953.
H.
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the Gen"1'al Assembly adopted resolution 648 (VII)
approving provisionally the list of factors as established
in 1952 but appointing the present Ad Hoc Committee
with the terms of reference set forth in paragraph I
above.
9. The foregoing history shows the degree of attention which has been paid to the problem in recent
years, and is an indication of the complexities involved.
From the beginning, it was agreed that no list of factors
could serve as more thau a guide in determining whether any particular t"1'ritory has attained a full measure
of self-gove1'nment. Moreover, as stated in resolution
648 (VII), each concrete case should be consid"1'ed
and decided in the light of the particular circumstances
of that case. Taking these circumstances into consideration, it may be thought that, while a further refining
and clarification of the list of factors would still be
possible, a stage may have been reached in the studies
of the subject which makes unnecess':'1 any immediate
action, since the present list is suffiCIent to serve as
a guide in the sense indicated in resolution 648 (VII),
pennitting the full consideration of each concrete case.
10. The representative of Iraq snggested that the
General Assembly should refer the list of factors
and the question of the interpretation and development
of those factors in the light of changing circumstances,
to the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories as one of its regular charges and
responsibilities. This suggestion was supported by the
representatives of Burma, Cuba, Guatemala and Venezuela. The representative of Belgium opposed the suggestion. He considered that even if the Committee on
Information could be regarded as constitutionally justified, it had no competence in political matters since
these matters were not covered by Article 73 e of the
Charter.
IV.

12. On the other hand, it was agreed that there
were a number·of features which were helpfnl in indicating whether a full measure of self-government had
been achieved in any particular case. Many of these
features were indicated in the list of factors. Others
were suggested in the replies of the gove1'nments.
13. Thus, the absence of a satisfactory definition
was not a serious disadvantage, since in the examination
of any particular case the concept would emerge in its
practical application to the facts of that case.
14. Points (b) and (c) were examined together,
in view of their close inter-connexion.
15. In relation to these two points, the Ad Hoc
Committee noted that, in virtue of General Assembly
resolution 637 C (VII), a study of ways and means
of ensuring international respect for the right of peoples to self-determination is being continued through
the Economic and Social Council and the Commission
on Human Rights. For its part, the Committee considered. that among the features guaranteeiug the )?rincipIe of the self-detennination of· peoples in relation to
Chapter XI of the Charter might be found the following:
A. The political advancement of the population sufficient to enable them to decide the future destiny of
the territory by means of democratic processes.
B. The functioning of a representative system of
government, with periodic elections in which the peoples fully participate, or other democratic processes
by which the peoples can exercise their free will.
e. The enjoyment of individnal rights, including:
(a) Freedom of the individual and his ability to
participate and to have a voice in his government,
(b) Guarantee of basic rights, e. g., freedom of
speech, Press, assembly, religion and the right to a
fair trial,
(c) Universal adult suffrage, based on adequate educational opportunities,
(d) Freedom of the individnal to join political parties and of all the parties to participate freely in the
political life of the territory.
D. The absence of any pressure or coercion on the
population 50 that they may be in a position freely
to express their views as to the national or international status which they may desire (attainment of
independence, attainment of other systems of sel£government in continuing association, or free association as an integral part of the metropolitan or other
country).
E. Assurance that the views of the population will
be respected.
16. With reference to point E above, the representative of the United States of America said that, because
the paragraph seemed to require a metropolitan or
other State to give assurances in advance that effect
would be given to the wishes of a territory which may
adopt for statehood or for another form of integration,
the United States delegation must completely reserve
its position since the action to be taken would be a
matter reqniring the consent of both parties.
17. Reservations were also made by the representatives of Australia, Belgium, the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom.
18. The representative of Anstralia said he would
abstain on any proposal in this connexiou because

ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS RELATING TO SELF-GOVERNMENT AND SELF-DETERMINATION

1I. By paragraph 7 .of Gen"1'al Assembly resolution
648 (VII), the Ad Hoc Committee was invited "to
take into account, inter alia, the list of factors prepared
in 1952 by the Ad Hoc Committee set up under General
Assembly resolution 567 (VI) and the statements
transmitted by gove1'nments in compliance with the
aforementioned resolution and, further, to take into
account the following additional elements:
(a) The possibility of defining the concept of a fuIl
measure of self-govermnent for the purposes of Chapter
XI of the Charter;
(b) The featares guaranteeing the principle of the
self-detennination of peoples in relation to Chapter XI
of the Charter;
(c) The manifestation of the freely expressed will
of the peoples in relation to the determination of their
national and international status for the purposes of
Chapter XI of the Charter."
In connexion with point (a), the Ad Hoc Committee
agreed that it was not possible to find a satisfactory
definition of the concept of a full measure of selfgovernment for the purposes of Chapter XI of the
Charter. Even if the concept of self-govermnent could
be satisfactorily defined, such a definition would be insufficient unless completed by the definition of "a fun
measure" of self-government within the framework of
Chapter XI.
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the question of self-determination had no direct relevance to Chapter XI of the Charter; the representative
of Belgium agreed that the phase of development involved was outside the scope of Chapter XI and therefore outside the competence of the Committee.
19. The representative of the United Kingdom felt
obliged to reserve the position of his delegation in relation to point E since he interpreted it as an assertion
that whenever a people had declared its will its desires
must be met. He indicated that any given Non-SelfGoverning Territory might well be inhabited by several
"peoples" whose freely expressed wishes might be in
conflict, and recognition of their several wishes without
qualification might simply lead to anarchy and chaos.
There was always in such discussions the overwhelming difficulty that DO acceptable definition of the word
"people" had ever been reached in connexion with the
principle of self-determination. His delegation had always regarded this principle as a useful guide to political action, in conjunction with other useful principles
such as the need for cohesion and stability in the world,
the need to provide for tolerable living standards and
the need for the recognition of mutual interests in relations between peoples. While due respect should be
accorded to the principle of self-determination, this
principle could not be followed blindly with disregard
to the equal validity of other principles.
20. The representative of the Netherlands associated
himself with the reservations of the other representatives.
21. The representative of Guatemala proposed the
addition of a new point F to the above list to read as
follows: "Freedom of the peoples of Non-Self-Governing Territories, which have freely limited their sovereignty in favour of the metropolitan or other country,
to change their status by democratic processes". The
representatives of Cuba, Iraq and Venezuela associated
themselves with this text, the representative of Venezuela stating that the whole list should be regarded
as an enumeration of features which should not be applied rigidly or inflexibly. A suggestion by the representative of the United States of America that this
fonnulation could be improved by making it subject
to existing agreements was not acceptable to the representative of Guatemala, who felt that this would
nullify the entire concept.

decision of association had been arrived at freely, as
expressed in the paragraph E which he had proposed.
26. The representative of the United Kingdom recorded the apposition of his delegation to point F since
he considered that it related to situations arising in
a territory after it had passed beyond the scope of
Chapter XI of the Charter and was, therefore, outside
the terms of reference of the Ad H QC Committee. Furthennore, such a provision would encourage the unilateral repudiation of agreements, to which his delegation was opposed.
27. The representative of the United States of America agreed with certain of the above reservations and
could not consider that an unqualified unilateral right
of secession or the unilateral altering of agreements
was a sound principle.
28. Finally the representative of Guatemala considered it essential to establish that no metropolitan government might change the political status of a NonSelf-Governing Territory which was the subject of
claim Or litigation on the part of another State until
such claim or litigation had been duly settled.
29. The representative of the United Kingdom observed that he failed to see the relevance of this contention to the list of factors or to any item on the agenda
of the Ad H GC Committee. Any disputes as to sovereignty could be adjudicated by the appropriate international body. In the meantime, it was surely the duty
of the de jocto Administering Authority to promote to
the utmost the realization of the objectives of Chapter
XI, since in the event of a change ~f sovereignty the
new sovereign would fall heir to all the obligations of
the old one under this Chapter of the Charter.

V. EXAMINATION OF THE LIST OF FACTORS
30. The list of factors provisionally approved by the
General Assembly in 1952 was considered by the Ad
Hoc Committee and approved, subject to the following
changes.
31. The 1952 list was divided into two parts, and
the second part into two sections. The first part consisted of £actors indicative of the attainment of independence. The second part consisted, first, of factors
indicative of the attainment of other separate systems
of self-government and, secondly, of factors indicative of the free association of a territory with other
component parts of the metropolitan or other country.
After various opinions had been expressed on other
possible ways of dividing the list, it was agreed that
no fundamental change was necessary, but it was
suggested by the United Kingdom representative that
the division should be into three separate parts concerning (I) Independence; (H) Self-government in
continuing association under treaty or constitutional
instruments with a metropolitan country; and (Ill)
Self-government as a component part of a federal or
unitary State.
32. The first part, concerning factors indicative of
the attainment of independence, was approved without
change.
33. The representative of the United Kingdom proposed that the title of the second part should read:
"Factors indicative of other systems of self-government
in continuing association with the metropolitan country." The representative of Guatemala made a reservation .that cases might conceivably arise when the association would not be with the original metropolitan
country. The representative of Venezuela proposed that

22. The original text proposed by the representative
of Guatemala being retained, reservations were expressed by the representatives of Australia, Belgium,
Bunna, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the
United States of America.
23. The representatives of Australia and the Netherlands considered the proposal unacceptable in its present
form.
24. The representative of Belgium repeated that this
point lay outside the scope of Chapter XI of the Charter
and was beyond the competence of the Ad Hoc Committee.
25. The representative of Burma said that the final
decision as to their future international status should
be taken by the people themselves. Once the people,
taking all factors and circumstances into consideration,
freely elected association with the metropolitan or other
country, then secession should be subject to the terms
of any agreement entered into at thatpartieular point.
His position was based on the assumption that the
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therefore be exceeding its powers if it passed judgment
in any capacity or in any way on the status of a specific
State or territory.
(c) The Assembly could, however, give its general
opinion on the factors which might, in its opinion, serve
as a gnide to States. They were no more than opinions,
however, and were not binding on States.
(d) If the factors drawn up by the General Assembly
were considered fit to serve as a gnide in determining
whether a terirtory was self-governing, they were, conversely, fit to serve as a gnide in determining whether
a territory was not self-governing and was hence a
subject for the guarantees of Chapter XI. No State
which recognized those factors as valid for determining
the status of other States could dispute their validity
for determining its own status under Chapter XI.
(e) The Belgian delegation had taken no part in the
efforts that had led to the study of factors and it was
not satisfied with the results. Its attitude concerning
the list of factors that had been drawn up was one of
abstention. In spite of some vagueness and inaccuracv,
however, the studies that had been made had brought
to light sufficient evidence to show that there were many
peoples in the world who were not yet self-governing
and that there were, therefore, many States with obligations under Chapter XI. Henceforth, therefore, it would
be useless to endeavour to impose the idea that the
ouly States having obligations under Chapter XI were
the eight Member States which had recognized those
obligations and, in particular, the obligation to furnish
information in accordance with Article 73 e.

the title should therefore be broadened by the addition
of the words "or in other fonus", which was accepted
by the Committee.
34. Factor A.3 of the second part relates to the
voluntary limitation of sovereignty. The representative
of Guatema1a pointed out that his Government and that
of El Salvador had proposed the elimination of this
factor. He expressed doubt whether any territory could
voluntarily surrender any sovereignty that it did not
possess. After other members had held that the factor
might be of practical value in certain cases, a phrase
was added, on the proposal of the representative of
Venezuela, with an amendment proposed by the representative of Cuba, to read "degree of evidence that
the attribute or attributes of sovereignty which are
not exercised individually will be collectively exercised
by the larger entity thus associated".
35. The representative of the Netherlands suggested
the inclusion of an additional paragraph after factor B.l
in order to provide for the complimentary case of the
obligations of the metropolitan country. After a brief
discussion, the Committee agreed to add the following:
"Degree or extent to which the metropolitan country is bound, through constitntional provisions or
legislative means, by the freely expressed wishes of
the territory in negotiating, signing and ratifying international conventions which may influence conditions in the territory."
36. The representative of the Netherlands, who had
requested the deletion of factor B.2-Eligibitity for
men.bership in the United N alians-from the second
part, withdrew his proposal on the ground that the
new title of the second part now made possible the
retention of such a factor.
37. On the proposal of the United Kingdom representative, it was agreed that the title of the third
part should read: "Factors indicative of the free association of a territory with the metropolitan or other
country as an integral part of that country".
38. The representative of Guatemala felt that this
title, like that of the second part, was too restrictive
and implied the concept of continuous associations and
did not, therefore, make provision for any other forms.
39. No change was made in the third part, on which
the opinion was expressed that it had been carefully
studied and was the most satisfactory of the three parts.
40. The Belgi"n representative made the following
reservations concerning the question of factors:
(a) Chapter XI of the Charter appeared to apply to
all "Territories whose peoples have not yet attained
a full measure of self-government". It was couched in
general terms and provided no exceptions. The benefit
of the international obligations assumed by States under
Chapter XI was not therefore restricted to the peoples
of colonies and protectorates.
(b) It was the prerogative of States, and of them
alone, to decide with legal effect, each for itself. whether
the territories for which they were responsible came,
did not come, or no longer came, within the scope of
Chapter XI. That was their right under international
law and they had not ceded it to any organ of the United
Nations. In particular, the General Assembly could not
force any definition upon them. Article 2, paragraph 7.
of the Charter was quite categorical: nothing contained
in the Charter authorized the United Nations to intervene in matters which were essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of any State. The Assembly would

VI.

LIST

OF

FACTORS
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41. The following is the list of factors approved by
the Ad Hoc Committee.
FACTORS INDICATIVE OF THE ATTAI]:\IMENT OF INDEPEND~
ENCE OR OF OTHER SEPARATE SYSTEMS OF SELF-GOVERNMENT

First Part

Factors indicative of the attainment of independence
A. International stains
1. International responsibility. Full international responsibility of the territory for the acts inherent in the
exercise of its external sovereignty and for the corresponding acts in the administration of its internal
affalrs.
2. Eligibility for membership in the United Nations.
3. General international retations. Power to enter
into direct relations of every kind with other governments and with international institutions and to negotiate, sign and ratify international instrnnrents.
4. National defense. Freedom of the territory to
enter into arrangements concerning its national defence.
B. Internal self-government
1. Form of go,'ernment. Complete freedom of the
P""Ple of the territory to choose the form of government which they desire.
2. Territorial government. Freedom from control or
interference by the government of another State in
respect of the internal government (legislature, executive, judiciary, and administration of the Territory).
3. Economic, social and cultural jurisdiction. Complete autonomy in respect of economic, social and
cultural affairs.
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of control, if any, by an outside agenc¥ on 0at authorit);,
whether directly or indirectly exerCIsed .1U the constitution and conduct of the executive branch of the government; .
J udkiary: The establishment of courts of law and
the selection of judges.
2. Participation of the population. Effective parn"!pation of the population in the government of the terntory: (a) Is there an adequate and approriate electoral
and representative system? (b) Is this electoral system
conducted without direct or indirect interference from
a foreign government j'4
3. Economic, social and cultural jurisdiction. Degree
of autonomy in respect of economic, social and cultural
affairs as illustrated by the degree of freedom from
econoric pressure as exercised, for example, by a
foreign minority group which, by virtue of the help of
a foreign Power, has acqnired a privile~ed. economic
status prejudicial to the general economIc mterest of
the people of the territory; and by the degree of freedom and lack of discrimination against the indigenous
population of the territory in social legislation and
social developments.

Second Part
FACTORS INDICATIVE OF THE ATI'AINMENT OF OTHER
SYSTEMS OF SELF-GOVERNMENT IN CONTINUING ASS0CIATION WITH THE METROPOLITAN COUNTRY OR IN
OTHER FORMS

A. General
1. Political advancement. Political advancement of
the population sufficient to enable them to decide upon
the future destiny of the territory with due knowledge.
2. Opinion of the population. The opinion of the
population of the territory, freely expressed by informed
and democratic proc!'SSes, as to the status or change
in status which they desire.
3. Voluntary limitation of sovereignty. Degree to
which the sovereignty of the territory is limited by
its own free will when that territory has attained a
separate system of self-government. Degree of ~dence
that the attribute or attributes of sovereignty which are
not individually exercised will be collectively exercised
by the larger entity thus associated.
B. International status
1. General internationaJ relations. Degree or extent
to which the territory exercises the power to enter
freely into direct relations of every kind with other governments and with international institutions and to negotiate, sign and ratify international inst::=ents freel:y.
Degree Or extent to which the metropolitan country IS
bound, through constitutional provisions or legislative
means, ~y !he f~eel¥ expressed. ~she:' of tIu: territory
in negotiating, SIgnUlg and ratifying mternational conventions which mav inflnence conditions in the territory.

Third Part
FACTORS INDICATIVE OF THE FREE ASSOCIATION OF A
TERRITORY WITH THE METROPOLITAN OR OTHER COUliTRY AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THAT COUNTRy

A. General
1. Political advancement. Political advancement of
the population sufficient to enable them to decide upon
the future destiny of the territory with due knowledge.
2. Opinion of the population. The opini0t.' of the
population of the territory, freely expressed by mfonn~d
and democratic processes, as to the status or change m
status which they desire.
3. Geographical considerations. Extent to which the
relations of the territory with the ~pita1 of the c,,:,~ral
government may be affected by CIrcumstances ansmg
out of their respective geographical positions, such as
separation by land, sea or other natural obstacles.
4. Ethnic a:nd cultural considerations. Extent to
which the population .ar~ of different ra,,;e, lan&Uage or
religion or have a distmct cultural hentage, mterests
or aspirations, distingnishing them from the peoples of
the country with which they freely associate themselves.
5. Constitutional considerations. Association (a) by
virtue of the constitution of the metropolitan country;
Or (b) by virtue of a treat); or bi1a~er~ agreement
affecting the status of the terntory, taking mto account
(i) whether the constitutional guarantees extend equally to the associated territory, (n) whether there are
powers in certain matters constitutional!y reserved..~o
the territory or to the central authonty, and (111)
whether there is provision for the participation of the
territory on a basis of equality in any changes in the
constitutional system of the State.
B. Status
1. Legislative represe"tation. ~epr:,sentation without
discrimination in the central legtslative organs on the
same basis as other inhabitants and regions.
2. Citizenship. Citizenship without discrimination on
the same hasis as other inhabitants.
3. Government officials. Eligibility of officials fr?m
the territory to all public offices of the central authonty,

2. Eligibility fo; membership in the United Nations.
C. Intenwl self-government
1. T erritori<ll goveYnnmzt. Nature and measure of
control or interference, if any, by the government of
another State in respect of the internal government, for
example, in respect of the following:
Legislature: The enactment of laws for the territory
by an indigenous body whether fully elected by free
and democratic processes or lawfully constitute~ in a
manuer receiving the free consent of the population;
Executwe: The selection of members of the executive branch of the government by the competent authority in the territory receiving consc;nt ~f the in<?genous
population, whether that authonty IS hereditary or
elected, having regard also to the nature and measure
4 For example, the following questions would be relevant:
(i) Has each adult inhabitant equal power (subject to special
safeguards for minorities) to determine the character of.the
governmeut of the territory? (U) Is thiJ! power exerCIsed

freely, i.e., is there an absence 0; und?~ influen~ fl!~ and
coercion of the voter and of the tmpostti~ of disabiltties ~
particular political lI"":?es? Some tests whieb eau be used m
the application o£ this factor are as follows:
(a) The existence of effective measures to ensure the demo-cratic expression of the will of the people;
.
(b) The existeoce of more than one political party m the
territory;
( c) The existence of a secret ba}.lC!~;
•
(d) The existence of legal prohihiticms on the exerCIse of

undemocratic practices in the course of elections;
(e)

~

.

Tbe extsteoce for the individual elector of a chOIce be-

tween candidates of differing political parties;
(f) The absence of "martial law" and similar measures at
election times.
.
. 'cal
..
Ciii) Is each individual free to express his poltti
optntons,

to support or oppose any political party or cause, and to

criticize the government of the day?
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by appointment or election, on the same basis as those
from other parts of the country.
C. Internal constitutional conditions
1. Suffrage. Universal and eqnal suffrage, and free
periodic elections, characterized by an absence of undue
influence over and coercion of the voter or of the imposition of disabilities on particniar political parties.'
2. Local rights ond statltS. In a unitary system equal
rights and status for the inhabitants and local bodies
of the territory as enjoyed by inhabitants and local
bodies of other parts of the country; in a federal system
an identical degree of self-government for the inhabitants and local bodies of all parts of the federation.
3. Local officials. Appointment or election of officials
in the territory on the same basis as those in other
parts of the country.
4. Internal legislation. Local self-government of the
same scope and under the same conditions as enjoyed
by other parts of the country.
VII. CESSATION OF THE TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION ON THE NETHERLANDS ANTILLES AND SUIlINAM
42. By resolution 650 (VII) of 20 December 1952,
the General Assembly decided that the Ad Hoc Committee should examine carefully the documents submitted by the Netherlands Government relating to the
Netherlands Antilles and Surinam in the light of the
resolution on factors and should report to the General
Assembly at its eighth session.
43. The principal document submitted by the Netherlands Government was in the form of a communication
dated 31 August 1951, completed by a communication
of 30 November 1951 (AjC.4j200). The document
contained an explanatory note by the Netherlands Government and constitutional texts comprising articles of
the Constitution of the Netherlands (1948), the Interim Order of Goverrunent for the Netherlands Antilles (1950) and the Constitution of the Netherlands
Antilles (1950). The texts were transmitted in English
and, in addition, the full Dutch texts of the lelf<ll regulations of both the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam
were annexed.
44. When the Ad Hoc Committee met, a further
communication 'was brought before it in the form of a
letter to the Secretary-General dated 23 July 1953 from
• For oxlUllple, the followinlf

tests would be relevant:
(a) The existence of effective measures to ensure the democratic expression of the will of the people;
(~) The existence of more than one political party In the
terntory :
(c) The existence of a secret ballot;
(d) The existence of legal prohibitions on the exercise of

undemocratic practices in the course of elections;
(e) The existence for the individual elector of a choice between· candidates of "differing political parties;
(I) The absence of nmartial law" and similar measures at
election times;
(g) Freedom of each individual to express his political
opinions. to support or oppose any political party or cause, and
to criticize the government of the day.
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the Permanent Representative of the Netherlands to
the United Nations (AjAC.67j3).
45. In this last communication the Netherlands Government stated that according to Article 73 e, the obli"
gation to transmit information was subject to such
limitation as security or constitutional considerations
might reqnire. The Netherlands Government based its
decision to discontinue the transmission of information
in 1951 on this limitation. After the enactment of the
Interim Orders of Government which accorded a new
status to Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles, there
were constitutional objections to continning the transmission of information. The Netherlands Goverrunent
further expressed doubt whether the examination of
the discontinuance of the transmission of information in
the case of the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam would
be facilitated by applying the resolution on factors as
a yardstick. According to the Netherlands Government,
"the point is: has a territory attained such a measure
of self-government that it is fully responsible for the
three fields mentioned in Article 73 e, viz., the ecouomic, social and educational conditions"?
46. The representative of the Netherlands presented
this communication to the Committee, and said that the
Netherlands Government was confronted with the impossibility of transmitting information by the fact that
the Governments of the territories themselves had
opposed such transmission. He invited the Committee, and the Committee agreed, to hear on the
subject Mr. Pos and Mr. Debrot, General Representatives to the Netherlands Government in The Hagoe
for Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles respectively,
empowered by their respective Governments to act as
members of the Netherlands delegation.
47. The representatives of Australia, Belgium, the
United Kingdom and the United States of America,
though not all for the same reasons, agreed with the
Netherlands delegation that information on Surinam
and the Netherlands Antilles, hitherto supplied in accordance with Article 73 e, might now cease.
48. The representatives of Burma, Cuba, Guatemala
and Iraq did not consider that the reasons advanced
by the Netherlands delegation were sufficient to justify
the cessation of information because they were not in
conformity with the provisions of Geueral Assembly
resolution 648 (VII). The representative of Venezuela
maintained that, although the Ad Hoc Committee was
competent by virtue of its terms of reference to deal
with the matter, nevertheless, for practical reasons, it
would be better to refer the problem directly to the
General Assembly.
49. The views expressed by representatives are given
in the summary records of the sixth and seventh meetings of the Ad Hoc Committee (AIAC.67jSR.6 and 7),
to which the attention of the General Assembly is
drawn.
50. In view of the wide divergencies which prevailed
in the Ad Hoc Committee, it was decided that this matter should be referred to the General Assembly without
recommendation.
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of the Netherlands Antilles and Su rinam, and in
respect of Puerto Rico.
2. Tfle Fourth Committee spent thirty-seven meetings
in examining these questions. I mention this figure
as an indication both of the attention paid by the
Fourth Committee to the problems before it and as
a possible indication of the growing imp~ltance of
these questions in the international COl111l1Ul11ty.
3. The SECRETARY-GENERAL: In draft resolution V, concerning the employment of inte:na~jon~l
staff from Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, It
is stated that the Secretary-General has already taken
note of the wishes expressed in the Fourth Committee.
The draft resolution recommends that the SecretaryGeneral consider the desirability of continuing and increasing the recruitment of suitably qualified inhabitants
of the Territories in the United Nations Secretariat.
4. I should like to state on this occasion that the
most satisfactory way of meeting the wishes expressed
in the draft resolution would be, in the first instance,
to provide arrangements for training courses and
training service. The possibility of such arrangements
will be studied and the results reported to the General
Assembly for consideration in its Fifth Committee
as the body competent in questions of personnel policy.
5. The PRESIDENT: Before putting to the vote the
draft resolutions proposed by the Fourth Committee,
I shall call on those members who desire to explain
their votes. I believe the proceedings would be
expedited if members were able to include in a single
intervention the explanations of their votes which
they desire to make on any of the draft resolutions
now before the General Assembly.
6. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) (translated from Spanish) : I would ask representatives to
take a look at Article 18 of the Charter. My delegation
is of the opinion, which it will support with documents,
that the vote on any question connected with Chapter
XI of the Charter, whatever its importance, requires.
at present only a simple majority, and that the twothirds maj ority required for other important questions
can not apply to that chapter so long as the Assembly
has not created a: new category to that end.
7. Among the draft resolutions which will come up
for discussion today is one on the subject of factors,
which some delegations seem to consider as requiring
a two-thirds majority vote in view of the importance
of the subject. I should like to say first of all that
nothing which the Mexican delegation may say here
should be interpreted as detracting in any way from
the importance of the question. My delegation proceeds
on the assumption that any matter with which the
Assembly deals is important and worthy of respect.
With regard to the draft resolution on factors the
importance attributed by my delegation to that question
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is shown by the fact that we were among the sponsors
of the principal amendments to the draft.
8. We are only proposing to demonstrate here that
under our present rules of procedure it is clear and
beyond doubt that questions relating to Non-SelfGoverning Territories, whatever the importance of the
individual case under consideration, should be decided
by a simple majority vote and not by a two-thirds
majority. We are stating this view out of loyalty to
the United Nations and in a spirit of disinterested cooperation, because it is clear that a uniform rule on
the subject will be favourable to some of the draft
resolutions we sponsor but not to others. Today we
are making use of the same right which other delegations possess to express opinions contrary to ours. We
shall expound what we believe and give the sound
arguments that militate in our favour. It goes without
saying that if the majority of the General Assembly
expresses itself in favour of another principle, the
Mexican delegation will.' as always, respect its decision.
9.

Article 18, paragraph 2, reads:
"Decisions of the General Assembly on important
questions shall be made by a two-thirds majority of
the members present and voting . . ."
The reference here to "important questions" has
aroused in many minds a doubt as to whether it applies generally, or merely to the categories which the
article proceeds to enumerate and any further categories for the subsequent determination of which provision is made in the same clause. As this confusion is
due merely to a drafting defect in the Charter, and
as many find it difficult to believe that so solemn an
instrument can contain any such glaring omission, it
is logical that I should have recourse to the support of
an authority who must obviously be uppermost in the
minds of all who are in any way connected with the
United Nations. Hans Kelsen, in his well-known work,
The Law of the United Nations, pages 180 and 181,
writes as follows:
"As to the voting procedure ... the Charter distinguishes between 'important questions' and 'other
questions'. . . . This is not a very fortunate terminology. If the General Assembly is dealing with a
question at all, this question can hardly be considered
as unimportant. The intention was to differentiate
decisions which require a two-thirds majority and
decisions which require only a simple majority.... "
It must not be thought that that distinguished writer is
our only authority. After tracing the matter to its
source, and to the real authority by which all Members
of the United Nations should be guided-the records
of the San Francisco Conference-we shall refer to
other authorities on the same subject.
10. It is easy to imagine the confusion that the Charter would have caused had it spoken of "important
.questions" without any qualification, in cases where
the Assembly had to consider questions which some
delegations regarded as "important" and others as "less
important". There would then have been no point in
enumerating the questions to which the two-thirds
majority rule applied, still less in leaving the door open
for the determination of new categories 0 f such questions. The confusion begins to disappear when we read
in Article 18, paragraph 3, of the Charter that:
"Decisions on other questions, including the determination of additional categories of questions to

be decided by a two-thirds majority, shall be made
by a majority of the members present and voting,"
Here, as you see, the term "important questions" is
dropped in favour of the correct terminology, "questions to be decided by a two-thirds majority". It is this
part o~ Article 18, the origins o~ which we propose to
trace nght back to the San FranCISCo Conference, which
establishes beyond any possibility of doubt that the
founders of the United Nations had in mind "categories
?f questions. to be deci.de? by a two-thirds majority",
r.e, those whIch,. by ~helr 1.mportance, gave rise to prolonged and special discussion ; that of the expulsion of
Members is a case in point.

11. As an illustration of this, it may be observed, for
example, that several of the questions enumerated in
paragraph 2 of Article 18, such as recommendations
with ;espect to. the maintenance .of peace and security,
questions relating to the operation of the trusteeship
system, and budgetary questions, cannot be regarded
as being questions in themselves, but as categories or
classes of questions, which include a multiple of di fferent topics.
12. A first argument which will help to throw light
on this point is the following. The Charter states in
so many words that "questions relating to the operation of the trusteeship system" shall be decided by a
two-thirds majority. Hitherto we have passed about
fifty resolutions in this category, all of course by a twothirds majority. As I have already stated, the Mexican
delegation is not casting doubt on the importance of
any of the questions we have under consideration. But
no one here present can fail to wonder whether all
these fifty resolutions relating to trusteeship can be
regarded as important. That is to say, will anyone
assert that any of them is more "important" than other
resolutions, obviously of outstanding importance, which
were adopted by a simple majority because they referred to questions not included in the categories appearing in Article 18? I will take at random resolution
651 (VII), under which the General Assembly, without mentioning a single reason, decided to postpone
consideration of the question of South West Africa
until the eighth session. All of you know very well that
that resolution was adopted because the session was
drawing to a close and there was no time to study the
question. There was nothing else to be done. Let us
take another example, also chosen at random, resolution 654 (VII), which again has no preamble and in
which the General Assembly takes note of report of
the Trusteeship Council and recommends that the
Council, in its future deliberations, should take into
account the comments and suggestions made in the
course of the discussion of the Council's report at the
Assembly's seventh session. The Mexican delegation
does not underestimate the importance of either of those
resolutions. But a good majority of those here present
wiI1 agree that the two decisions I have mentioned,
which 'were adopted by a two-thirds majority, were
less important than many very weighty resolutions
adopted by a simple majority.
13. Let us now look at the reverse side of the medal.
Is there anyone here who would deny that a special
session of the General Assembly can only be convoked
to deal with a matter of particular importance? Yet a
decision so serious, so costly and so important as that
of convoking a special session of this august body is.
taken, not by a two-thirds majority, but by a simple
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majority, since Article 20 of the Charter, at which I
would ask representatives to look, says so explicitly.
The importance of the question is self-evident. And
yet it is decided by a simple majority.
14. There is one very impressive example which we
may consider in order to settle this point. We have
been looking at Article 18 of the Charter. Who among
us, considering the gravity of our debates on important
questions, would feel moved to deny that the "determination of additional categories of questions to be
decided by a two-thirds majority" is an especially difficult and serious question, and manifestly of outstanding importance? Consider it for yourselves: under
Article 18, paragraph 3, this basic question, which
many consider tantamount to a revision of the Charter, is decided by a simple majority of members present
and voting, because the Charter says so. A question
which gave rise to most complicated and animated
debates at San Francisco on account of its obvious
importance, and which in my own view is a far bigger
matter than the list of factors, is decided by a simple
majority. Yet that simple majority is insufficient to
recommend that the flag of the United Nations should
be hoisted over the Trust Territories. A simple majority is not entitled to express even its most trivial
thought with regard to trusteeship questions or to the
budget.
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18. As we have seen, Article 18, paragraph 2, of the
Charter specifies the category of "questions relating
to the operation of the trusteeship system", but does
not include in the list questions relating to the N onSelf-Governing Territories. That is to say, questions
relating to Chapters XII and XIII of the Charter are
expressly included. I thus have a reason for stating
that those relating to Chapter XI are expressly excluded.

17. The matter to which Article 18, paragraph 3,
of the Charter expressly refers is the determination
of additional categories. If any delegation wished to
propose that the questions mentioned in Chapter XI
should be decided by a two-thirds majority, it would in
fact be proposing the determination of a new category.
The determination of a new category of questions to
be decided by a two-thirds maj ority vote would undoubtedly be a subject for discussion by this Assembly.
But that question is not on our agenda, and if anyone
wishes to propose it, he will assuredly have to wait
until the next session or, if he attaches sufficient importance to it, he can try, by using the machinery provided by the rules of procedure, to have the matter
accepted for discussion at the present session.

19. My delegation is not among those responsible for
the negotiations, during the last period of the San
Francisco Conference, which led to the division into
two parts of the chapter dealing with N on-Self-Governing Territories and Trust Territories. Most of those
present know that these two subjects, that is to say,
all matters relating to non-autonomous peoples, were
dealt with at San Francisco by the same commission,
Commission Il, and by the same committee, Committee
4, in the form of paragraphs A and B of a single
draft entitled the Conference "International Trusteeship
System". Many of you will remember with pain how
that courageous attempt to open up a new era in colonial
affairs was finally frustrated. When Commission II held
its third meeting, on 20 June 1945, Chapter XI had
already been severed from Chapters XII and XIII;
Chapter XI had been bereft of most of its force and
the influences working against the clear and precise
obligations established in Chapters XII and XUI in
respect of the ac1ministration of Trust Territories had
succeeded in raising the barrier of the two-thirds
majority vote.
20. Let me remind you first of all of the manner in
which the system of categories of questions to be
decided by a two-thirds maj ority vote was introduced.
At its first meeting, on 30 May 1945, Commission II
heard the Rapporteur say, in explanation of a report
from Committee 1 ; in the following words: "The Cornmittee recommends that the following important questions should be decided in the Assembly by a twothirds majority...."; there followed a list of six categories of questions, all of which were approved. The
Conference had been sitting for two months, but those
questions did not include either those relating to N onSelf-Governing Territories or those concerned with
trusteeship. I would refer in passing to the precise
interpretation given by those who were drafting the
Charter to the term "important questions", that is to
say, categories expressly specified in the Charter.
21. It was only after the disjunction of the NonSelf-Governing Territories from the Trusteeship System proper that Committee 4 submitted the proposal
on voting procedure to Committee 1. The Secretary
of Committee 1 entered it in the records of the fifteenth
meeting in the following words: "The question relating to the operations of the Trusteeship System can be
added as one of the important questions requiring a
two-thirds vote of the General Assembly for decision".2
Thereupon the Chairman of the Committee addressed
the representatives as follows: "The question is to add
to the list of important questions in the Charter the
question regarding the operations of the Trusteeship
System.t'" The proposal was approved unanimously.
The unity of the single chapter on which the Conference had been working until that point was broken.

1 See Charter
of the United Nations, Commentary awd
documents, second and revised edition, 1949, Lcland M.
Goodrich and Edvard Hambro.

• See United Nations Conference on Lnternationci Organizat1on, Commission Il, Committee 1, 18 June 1945, vol. 60.
• Ibid.

15. There can therefore be no doubt that until the
General Assembly has determined additional categories,
there is nothing in the Charter automatically authorizing decisions on other questions by a two-thirds majority. If, as some representatives will certainly wish to
remind me, the Assembly has sometimes agreed to a
two-thirds vote on questions to which that system of
voting does not apply, the reason must be sought not
in Article 18 but in Article 10 of the Charter, which
authorizes the Assembly, generally speaking, to do as
it likes.
16. The only fair and legal procedure to my mind, in
cases such as that before us, is for the Assembly to
determine whether or not the question to be decided
comes within the categories already specified in Article
18. Goodrich and Hambro- refer in that connexion to a
basic resolution concerning South Africa, which, after
being discussed in its context and despite its manifest
importance, was voted upon by a simple majority
because it did not fall into any of the categories
specified.
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Its two parts, which went under the cognate titles
"General Policy" and "International Trusteeship System" received the totally unrelated titles they now bear
in the Charter, and care was taken-quite correctlyto draft Article 18 in such a manner as to leave no
doubt that the category of questions to be decided by
a two-thirds majority applied only to the Trusteeship
System.
22. Some of you will doubtless wish to refer to two
important resolutions on N on-Self-Governing Territories, resolution 567 (VI) of 18 January 1952 and
resolution 648 (VII) of 10 December 1952, for which
it was suggested that a two-thirds majority vote should
be required. In the case of the first, Denmark asked for
a two-thirds majority vote and Cuba objected. In the
second case, the President pointed out that one delegation had requested a two-thirds majority vote, and
there is no record of any objection.
23. The PRESIDENT: I am sorry, but the speaker
has already exceeded the time-limit by many minutes.
24. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) (translated [rom Spanish) : It goes without saying that in
those cases, or, indeed, in any other, the legality of
such a procedure is open to doubt, as it is clear that
there are no provisions authorizing the Chair to make
such a decision ex officio.
25. The Mexican delegation, like many others, does
not consider it right that certain limitations which apply
typically to trusteeship affairs should be applied to
Chapter XI of the Charter, without any of the benefits
contained in Chapters XII and XIII. We have tried
constantly to reconcile our point of view with that of
the administering Powers, but have invariably come
up against this difficulty. When the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories and
the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors were set up, we were
conscious of the persistent shadows of the Trusteeship
Council, for the membership .of those committees never
differed from that of the Fourth Committee, or of the
Assembly. That is to say that in moments of crisis we
saw our majority melt away and found ourselves discussing fundamental questions on a footing of equality
with the administering Powers, although the latter
are in a definite, though important, minority. When
democratic procedures are applied, it is the majority
which logically decides joint action.
26. The procedure to which I have just referred
provoked a crisis during the present session, when it
was suggested that a sub-committee should be established which would once again reflect the type of membership of the Trusteeship Council. The proposal met
with vigorous resistance and the representative responsible for it quickly deleted that part of it, and in its
revised form it was on the point of adoption.
27. I have another page of arguments on this point
which I shall not read since, as the President has already pointed out, I have exceeded my time. I will
make these arguments available to....
28. The PRESIDENT: I regret that I cannot allow
the representative of Mexico to continue because there
are many other speakers. I think that the point has
been well made and understood by the Assembly. If
the representative of Mexico would like to finish, I
shall aJlow him only one minute more.
29. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) (translated frol1l Spanish) : The case of factors, which we are

considering, is typical of this anomaly. Because the
majority had given up its rights, we have been considering the question fruitlessly for several years. I
am far from discounting its importance. The points
suggested to us are not properly speaking factors but
simple lists 0 f considerations providing a framework
for debate, in which each can freely express his views
and vote accordingly. The examination of any of these
factors at random reveals that none of them establishes
the degree to which we can, by studying them, determine a territory's independence. I can tell you in
all sincerity that if this Assembly today rejects the
draft resolution before it, the loss will not be irreparable. There is already a list in resolution 648 (VII),
but, above all, there is the fact that at this session we
have voted on questions of self-government in three
cases, and no one has needed any guidance. It would
indeed be inconceivable that we, the representatives of
independent countries assembled here, jealous as we
are of our own rights, should be unable to define a
full measure of self- government.
30. I have now made clear our legitimate purposes and
the spirit in which we are putting forward these
considerations. In conclusion, we request that any questions relating to Non-Self-Governing Territories may
always be decided by a simple majority.
31. The PRESIDENT: I should suggest to representatives that interventions be kept as brief as possible.
32. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark): I shall try to
economize our time. The Danish delegation would, contrary to the views expressed by the representative of
Mexico, wish the President to confirm that the question
dealt with in draft resolution I, "Factors which should
be taken into account in deciding whether a territory
is or is not a territory whose people have not yet
attained a full measure of self-government", is an
important question both in the general sense and, more
particularly, as defined in Article 18, paragraph 2, of
the Charter and rule 84 of the rules of procedure.
Otherwise, these stipulations are really devoid of any
meaning.
33. The President will recall that in 1951, and again
in 1952, it was suggested that this was an important
question and would require a two-thirds majority, and
that the General Assembly voted on it with this understanding. The draft resolution now before us purports
to lay down certain criteria to be taken into account in
determining the field of application of Chapter XI of
the Charter. In the view of my delegation, this is clearly
an important issue, and I would ask the President to
confirm the view taken by her predecessors and accepted by the Assembly that this is so. The views of
the authors quoted by the representative of Mexico
were already known when the Assembly took an opposite stand on previous occasions. The Assembly will
surely wish to act with consistency.
34. The PRESIDENT: In order to expedite the work
today, I should like to summarize the situation, as
pointed out by the two representatives who have spoken.
The representatives of Mexico and Denmark have
raised the question of the majority required for the
adoption of the draft resolution which is about to be
voted upon.
35. According to the record, the A~sembly has n~ver
been called upon specifically to decide thIS. question,
although it did give its tacit assent to a ruling that a
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two-thirds majority was required on this subject. I
believe, therefore, that inasmuch as the question has
been raised in this manner, the best course to follow
would be for the Assembly itself to express its opinion.
36. I shall therefore put the motion of the representative of Mexico to the vote. The motion is to the effect
that the draft resolution may be carried by a simple
majority.
The motion was adopted by 30 votes to 26.

37.

Mr. LAWRENCE (Liberia): I am intervening
to explain briefly the reason why my delegation will
vote in favour of draft resolution VII of the Fourth
Committee, originally submitted by seven Latin American Powers, taking note of the opinion of the United
States as to the cessation of the transmission of information on Puerto Rico under Article 73 e of the Charter and releasing it from further responsibility to submit information on Puerto Rico.
38. In previous statements, my delegation has stated
in a categorical manner its interpretation of the phrase
"a full measure of self-government" as it appears in
Chapter XI of the Charter. One of the reasons for
this intervention is to reaffirm our views on this interpretation and to state emphatically that our vote in
this particular instance should not be construed as a
r~nunciation in the slightest degree of this point of
VIew.
39. I do not believe any representative will maintain
that Puerto Rico is independent or that it has attained a full measure of self-government, as my delegation has time and again defined the term, but we
have been informed by the representative of the United
States that the new constitution, which has brought
about the present status of Puerto Rico, was freely
adopted by more than 80 per cent of the Puerto Rican
people in a referendum; and this statement has
remained unchallenged in a manner which might have
justified a different consideration. The Committee's
refusal to grant the oral hearings requested by the
Puerto Rican parties, who wanted to appear before it to
present what might have been a different point of view
about the people and conditions in Puerto Rico, leaves
us with nothing other than the statement of the representative of the United States upon which to base our
consideration. The point in the United States statement
which appealed to my delegation wa~ the asserti.on
that the present form of government 111 Puerto RIco
was the result of the free and untrammelled choice of
the people 0 f Puerto Rico taken in popular elections.
I n these circumstances, we do not feel that any attempt
should be made to "0 behind the statement of the
United States delegation, and full faith and credit
should be accorded to what it has submitted, in recognition of the principle of mutual respect and consideration.
40. With regard to draft resolution VII, the provisions of paragraph 9 do not close ,the door to eventual
full independence for the Terntory whenever tl;e
peoples of both countries desire it. As any change m
the status of Puerto Rico will require the agreement
of both parties, it might be felt that Pu~rt~ Rico will
be forever bound to the United States III ItS present
limited partnership. This is indeed a possi'~i1ity, ~~t
the traditional generosity and free~om~lovlllg spirit
of the people of the United States, which Impelled them
spontaneously to grant freedom and independence, to
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the peoples of the Philippines and Cuba, and which
today has made Puerto Rico among the most advanced
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, will, we believe, in due course bring to the people of Puerto Rico
a full measure of self-government as we have always
defined it in these halls.
41. The history of the people of the United States
in colonial affairs supports this liberal view. At the
end of the great war of 1914, while its allies were
busily engaged in dividing and apportioning the loot
of their conquests without reference to the local inhabitants, the United States consistently refused to
have any part in this traffic. When the Second World
War came to a close, the United States, though in a
position to add great land areas to its domain, steadfastly declined to swerve from its traditional opposition
to the colonial traffic and remained aloof from it.
Trusteeship over Libya was even offered it, but it
refused this responsibility and instead lent its aid to
the establishment of what is today a free and independent Libya.
42. We do not know of another Power which can
boast of a similar record. It is therefore in the light
of these achievements, and in the firm conviction that
the traditional spirit of freedom and the acknowledgment of the right of peoples to self-determination,
which we believe pervades the hearts and minds of the
people of the United States, will prevail, that my delegation will feel justified in voting in favour of draft
resolution VII.
43. Indeed the examples which the United States has
set in the colonial field should inspire those Powers
which are today engaged in thro~tling, disp.osse~sing
and oppressing the peoples of Afnca and ASIa WIth a
new sense of value and with the realization that the
apothegm of the "fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man", to which they have paid such fervent
lip service whenever their imperialistic aims may thus
be enhanced, will one day come to pass.
44. Mr. VAN LANGENHOVE (Belgium) (translated from French) : The Bel~ian. delegation ;¥ishes to
sta te the main reasons why 1t Will vote agamst draft
resolution I on the factors to be taken into account in
determining whether a territory is or is not selfgoverning.
45. In the first place, the draft resolution. is designed
to confer upon the Assembly powers WhlC~ are not
conferred upon it by the Charter and to depr.lve ~em
bel' States of a sovereignty they have not relInqUIshed.
Such a resolution, if adopted despite the j tlstified. opposition of all the States it affects, would remain a
dead letter; its only result would be to lessen the
prestige of the United Nations.
46. Secondly, the draft resolution is designed to
sanction a restrictive interpretation of the Charter
which the Belgian delegation has constantly resisted,
namely, the interpretation favoured by: ~he States which
wish to limit the benefit of the provisions of Chapter
XI, concerning the Non-Self-G~verning Territories,
to the indigenous peoples of colonies and protectorates.
47. In contrast to this restrictive interpretation, the
Belgian delegation favours a br~a~l interpretation extending the benefit of those prOVISIOns to all non-sel~
governing indigenous peoples, regardles~ of the terr~
tory they inhabit. The Belgian delegation bases this
broad interpretation on three fundamental arguments.
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48. First of all, a textual argument: the words "colonies and protectorates" do not appear in the Charter,
which refers to the territories concerned as "territories
whose peoples have not yet attained a full measure of
self-government". Obviously, the peoples of the colonies and protectorates are not the only ones which have
not yet attained a full measure of self-government. The
point has, of course,' been made that Article 74 of the
Charter implies that the provisions in question do not
apply t~ the peoples of the metropolitan areas, but
those who imagine that they can legitimately infer that
those clauses are thereby limited to the peoples of
colonies and protectorates have failed to pay due attention to the actual terms of the Charter. The only definition of the territories covered by Chapter XI appears
in Article 73, and not in Article 74. Article 74 is
limited to a reference in that corinexion to Article 73.
It is therefore a glaring error of logic to look for that
definition in Article 74 and to attempt to base it on
so arbitrary an interpretation of the term "metropolitan areas" that it is made to include, against all
rhyme and reason, islands situated at more than 600
miles from the mainland of the State to which they
belong and inhabited by a primitive and almost unknown people.
49. Our second argument is factual. To claim that the
colonies and protectorates are the only territories whose
peoples are not yet fully self-governing is tantamount
to claiming that the indigenous primitive or semiprimitive peoples of America, Asia or Malaya are
already fully self-governing within the meaning of
the Charter. In fact, they are so backward that, where
they do not altogether escape the administration of the
State to which they belong, they are placed under a
special legal or administrative constitutional system,
just like the peoples of colonies. Furthermore, they are
totally different, not only by reason of their primitive
character but also race, language, and culture, from
the peoples fr0111 whom the government administering
the State emanates. These peoples, who may be counted
in their millions, are almost completely isolated from
the centres of government. They are generally separated from them by vast stretches of almost impenetrable jungle. They are often practically the sole inha:bitants of vast territories where the general legal
code does not apply. True, they are an integral part
of the State on whose territory they dwell, but the
same holds good of, for instance, the peoples of the
Congo, the Belgian Congo being also an integral part
of the Belgian State.

50. Our third argument is a moral one. Several Members of the United Nations which were previously
Members of the League of Nations undertook in
Article 23 of the Covenant to "secure just treatment
of the native inhabitants of territories under their
control". That undertaking, couched in terms almost
identical with those' contained in the Covenant, reappears in Chapter XI of the Charter. No one ever claimed
at the League that that undertaking was limited to
the peoples of colonies and protectorates or disputed
the view that it covered all indigenous populations.
It was cited at the League in circumstances which
prove that it was an effective safeguard for those
peoples. Nobody will assert that those indigenous
peoples have since progressed so far that the international community need no longer concern itself with
them. On the contrary, the committee of experts set

up by the United Nations to study the problem of
slavery recently carried out an investigation which
shows that they arc often grossly maltreated. Under
Article 23 of the Covenant, the indigenous peoples
were entitled to a measure of protection which is
called in question today. Thus, their situation, far from
having improved, has worsened. It is therefore an
elementary humanitarian duty to restore to the indigenous peoples the safeguards of which millions of them
have been deprived and to -which they are entitled
ur:d~r the very t~rms of the Charter, inste~d of perIU1tt1l1g the continuance of a state of affairs which
were it to persist, would represent a deplorable retrogression in international law. The Belgian delegation
urges all those who have the interests of other peoples
at heart to co-operate in this task.
51. Let me now briefly explain our vote on draft
resolution VII concerning the cessation of the transmission of the information prescribed in Article 73 e of
the Charter in the case of Puerto Rico. The Belgian
delegation unhesitatingly suscribes to the views expressed in that draft resolution on the measure of selfgovernment attained by the people of the free, associated State of Puerto Rico. It considers, therefore,
that the decision of the United States Government to
cease transmitting such information is fully justified.
We cannot, however, vote in favour of the draft resolution, because we do not recognize the competence of the
Assembly to pass judgment or to take a decision in
this matter.
52. The Belgian delegation is actuated by the same
fundamental reasoning in its attitude to draft resolution
VI, concerning the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam.
53. Mr. CANAS (Costa Rica) (translated from
Spanish) : My delegation is going to explain its vote
on draft resolution VII, relating to Puerto Rico, which
is now before the General Assembly.
54. When we spoke of Puerto Rico in my country,
fifteen years ago, we thought of it as a captive and
subjugated sister country which desired a future of
improvement and progress and we, as nationals of an
independent country, awaited the time when we should
be able to welcome Puerto Rico to our family of
American nations.
55. When we speak of Puerto Rico today in my
country, we think of it as an island where progress is
in full swing, where freedom is fully enjoyed by all,
and where a painstaking group of honest and very
conscientious men work ceaselessly to give their COUl1try an efficient government with far-reaching powers,
an island to which students from my country already
go to seek knowledge and from which they return
with what they sought.
56. The General Assembly is being requested officially
to recognize that Puerto Rico today has the status of a
free associated State, which its inhabitants accepted by
a free plebiscite, and is not the colonial territory it was
before, but one which possesses not only an independent
government but a good government.
57. A few weeks ago, my country flew the Puerto
Rican flag in honour of the visit of its Governor. For
us, whose country is situated in the same geographical
area as that island, whose destiny does not lie in our
hands but in the hands of tile men who live and
work on it, Puerto Rico is a beautiful and true example
of a stable and democratic government, and of a people
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which fully enjoys fundamental freedoms and even
those which are not fundamental, if such there be.
Puerto Rico is a stimulus to those of us who live in
the Caribbean region. The Caribbean, America, and
the whole world need the example of stable and
democratic governments which look to the future,
with bold economic and social ideals and bold programmes of social, educational and human improvement, like the programmes which the present government of Puerto Rico, of its own accord and without
any foreign assistance, is today carrying out to the
admiration of those who are interested in such matters.
58. If, as events have proved, Puerto Rico has ceased
to be a colony, and if the Puerto Rican people has
chosen by means of completely free plebiscites and
elections-no one disputes the freedom or honesty
with which they were conducted-to take the road it
wished to take, is the United Nations General Assembly going to tell the Puerto Ricans that this road
which they have chosen of their own free will is not
the road we feel to be that of self-determination?
Are we going to tell them that proper government for
them is not the one they have freely chosen, within the
framework of one of the most modern of constitutions,
but another one, chosen by us? Such an attitude would
be contrary both to logic and to realities.
59. My delegation cannot understand how, once a
people has its own government, the General Assembly
of the United Nations can tell that people that in its
opinion it is still a colonial people. We cannot understand how once the United States has ceased to be the
administering Power in Puerto Rico, the Assembly
of the United Nations can tell the United States that
it is wrong and that it must continue to act as the
administering Power in Puerto Rico, although neither
it nor Puerto Rico so wishes.
60. The opinion seems to be held in certain circles
that the fate of that country, which for us is a sister
country, depends on what is decided here. Such an
opinion is illusory. A colleague of mine stated, wh 7n
the matter was being discussed in the Fourth COl11Imttee that Puerto Rico did not need our vote in order
to 'achieve independence because Puerto Rico was
independent, with or without that vote. He added,
putting it more graphically, that it was not the accolade
which made a knight, but that the accolade was. required simply in order that a man might be recognized
as a knight.
61. Much has been said in books and by writers about
Latin America being an area of revolutions and dictatorships. But we have here a country which is not
such an area and which comes to us, not because it
has ceased t~ be such an area, but in order that we
may proclaim to the four corners of the earth that it
is not such an area. My delegation wishes to appeal
to the delegations of the other Latin-American countries to support the draft resolution before us, as an
accolade which kindred peoples give to this people
which is entirely free and unshackled, this fine democracy which expresses the ideal which the constitution of our regional organization so eloquently describes.
62. What more are we going to ask? That the Puerto
Ricans should change their mind and take the road
towards independence which the countries here represented point out to them? The Governor of Puerto
Rico, when he recently visited my country, stated
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in brusque terms: "The Puerto Ricans enjoy the type
of independence which they desire and not the type
which others wish to impose on them."
63. This General Assembly is fully competent to
decide what it has been asked to decide. There is no
need to demonstrate that competence exp1i~itly, .since
it is tacitly recoznized by the fact that the item IS on
our agenda, andbthat no one has so far objected to it.
This is why my delegation does not attach p~ram~unt
importance to paragraph 6 of the dra.ft ~esolutlOn, S111ce
it merely reiterates what we all admit 111 fact.
64. But the presence of this paragraph has ~aused
some delezations to consider the draft resolution as
inadmissible. Consequently, if the draft is voted upon
paragraph by paragraph, my delegation will vote against
paragraph 6 in the hope that it will ?e deleted ~nd
that the draft resolution as a whole '11'111 then receivr
the largest possible number of votes. But I ask the
other delegations to support the draft even though
the paragraph i1; question remains in i.t, to the end that
the United Nations may fully recognize the autonomy
and self-government now enjoyed by the island of
Puerto Rico.
65. Mr. LODGE (United States of AO?erica) : he
United States is proud of its new. rel.atlOnsh1p ."':'Ith
Puerto Rico and of the joint contribution to p~ht1cal
progress which our two peoples have made, While, of
course, I strongly favour the new status of Pl;1erto
Rico as a self-governing commonwealth as~oclated
with the United States, I am not here to review the
facts which my colleagues, Mrs. Bolton and Mr. Fernoz, have already explained fully to the Fo?rth C~m
mittee. My purpose in asking to sIX;ak 1!0W IS to bring
to the General Assembly the followmg Important message from the President of the United States.
66. I am authorized to say on behalf of the President
that if, at any time, the Legislative Assembly of Puerto
Rico adopts a resolution in £avoU1: o~ more ;complete or
even absolute independence, he will lmmeg1ate1y thereafter recommend to Congress that such independence
be granted. The President also wishes me to say that,
in this event he would welcome Puerto Rico's adherence to the Treaty of Rio de Janeiro and the United
Nations Charter.
.
67. The President's statement is an e;x:pression of the
traditional interest which the United States has always
had in encouraging and promoting political freedom
for all peoples in all parts of the world .whenever <:onditions are such that their freedom WIll not be Jeopardized by internal or external pressures.
68. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) (translated fro'm
Spanish) : My delegation is much gratified ?y the st~te·
ment which the United States representative has Just
made. It fully -confirms what my dele~ation had the
honour to state in the Fourth Committee; we ther
expressed our certainty that when the people of P?ert{
Rico said to the United States: "We have been friends
and associates now we wish to be only friends", the
United States Government, in keeping with its glorious
tradition, would concede the complete independence
requested by that people.
69. With regard to the draft resolutions before us.
my delegation does not propose to reiterate 1t~ V1e~"
on the question of factors. We stated those views rr
the Fourth Committee; we derive them from the authors
of the Charter, and they show that the argument
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frequently advanced by the Belgian delegation in the
General Assembly is completely at variance with the
legitimate interpretation which the actual authors of
the Charter placed on Chapter XI, namely, that Chapter
XI applies only to the peoples of territories which have
not yet achieved a full measure of self-government, and
not to more or less backward peoples living within
the national frontiers of independent territories.
70.

I wish to refer in particular to draft resolution

VII which the Fourth Committee has submitted to
the General Assembly and which concerns Puerto
Rico. My delegation has repeatedly expressed the
view that Puerto Rican people, by its own abilities
and thanks to the good will of the United States Government, has already attained a very considerable
measure of self-government. <My delegation, which
represents a country allied by ties of kinship to Puerto
Rico, has for centuries followed the Puerto Rican
people's struggle for freedom and enthusiastically
applauds its progress towards self-government. In doing
so, we heartily congratulate both this sister nation
and the United States Government, which has made
such progress possible.
71. However, we are not called upon to decide whether
the status which has been granted to the Puerto Rican
people is good or bad, or whether or not it helps that
people to realize fully its national aspirations. It is not
for us to grant or to deny liberty to the Puerto Rican
people. Our task is a different one; it is simply to
determine whether or not the degree of self-government which the Puerto Rican people has reached corresponds to what the United Nations Charter calls "a
full measure of self-government".
72. With this thought in mind, and from this point
of view alone, my delegation is fully convinced that
the present government of Puerto Rico is, in practice,
subject to such limitations and depends so much on
the United States that the country cannot be regarded
as having reached the full measure of self-government
which the United Nations requires. For this reason,
my delegation will again oppose the draft resolution
approved by the Fourth Committee, whilst at the same
time expressing the sincere hope that the noble Puerto
Rican people will every day advance a step further
towards a full measure of self-government and will
be able of its own free will to achieve its aspirations
in their entirety. What are those aspirations? That is
the affair of the Puerto Ricans, and theirs alone. By
their own free will they must decide what those aspirations are, what it is the people want. And whether that
is full independence, or a more or less close association
with the United States, or the arrangement which they
have at present, my delegation, my people and my
government, will applaud their choice whole-heartedly.

73. The PRESIDENT: Inconnexion with the votes
which are about to be taken on each draft resolution,
opportunity will be afforded for explanations of vote
either before or after each vote. The General Assembly
will now vote on the draft resolutions submitted by
the Fourth Committee [A/2556 and Cord].
Draft resolution I, including the annex, was adopted
by 32 votes to 19, with 6 abstentions. "J 1..\ dDraft resolution II was adopted unanimously. -~\ \..\
Draft resolution III was adopted by 43 votes to 8,
'lJJith 7 abstentions.
_'.\ \\;,

J

i\

.

....,

IV

Draft. resolution
wg"s arbPted by 48 votes to
none, wtth 8 abstentions.
l.\<,~)
Draft resolution V w,as adopted by 39 votes to 15
with 6 abstentions. 0"\; l.\ t,
,
,
".\
74. Mr. MUNRO (New Zealand) : I am aware that
the General Assembly has just voted on draft resolution I, dealing with factors, and that it voted a short
while ago on the question of the majority necessary
for the adoption of these draft resolutions. But I am
now approaching another matter. Before the President
invites the General Assembly to vote upon draft resolutions VI and VII, I request her to regard them
both as raising important questions and, as such, subject to the application of rule 84 of the rules of procedure. These draft resolutions relate to the cessation
of the transmission of information under Article 73 e
of the Charter with respect to the N on-Self-Governing Territories of the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam, and with respect to Puerto Rico. Decisions have
already been taken by the Governments of the Netherlands and the United States respectively to send no
further information in accordance with Article 73 e
of the Charter to the Secretary-General upon the Territories.
75. May I state very briefly why my delegation regards the draft resolutions as important questions.
Article 73 e of the Charter imposes an obligation on
Member States which have or which assume responsibilities for the administration of Non-Self-Governing
Territories to transmit regularly to the Secretary General information of a statistical nature on these Territories. The decisions of the General Assembly in relation to a determination by the administering States to
cease transmitting information, I submit, may intimately
concern the obligations of those Member States. The
decisions of the General Assembly on these two matters are, furthermore, of supreme importance to the
inhabitants of the Territories concerned. They will be
watching what we do here today with the greatest
interest, for our decisions may have an important
bearing on their political future.
76. Finally, these decisions of the General Assembly
involve, to some extent, a judgment upon the actions
of the two Member States, a judgment which surely
should not be lightly passed. I trust that the members
of the Assembly will give these draft resolutions the
careful consideration they deserve. If the President
should feel obliged to put my request to the vote, I
would urge its support upon all representatives who
have the welfare and progress of the dependent territories seriously at heart, and I would submit to them,
with great respect, that if these questions are not important, then the word has ceased to have importance.
77. The PRESIDENT: I regret that I cannot put
the proposal of the representative of New Zealand to
the vote because the Mexican proposal was intended
to cover draft resolutions VI and VII as well as draft
resolution I, and the decision of the Assembly which
has already been taken applies to all three draft resolutions.
78. Mr. MUNRO (New Zealand) : As the President
will appreciate, I would be the last to wish to dispute
one of her rulings. All that I wish to say-and I do
not know how many of my fellow representatives here
agree with me-is that, as I understand the matterI may be mistaken-the vote of the Assembly was in
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respect of draft resolution I, dealing with factors, and
that she has allowed representatives to speak on all
the draft resolutions by way of explanation of vote.
But I had n?t understood that t~e vote of the Assembly
wa~ one which affected the particular draft resolutions
which I have now mentioned.
79. The PRESIDENT: The speech of the Mexican
representative covered the entire field. As such I feel
that he intended equally to deal with draft resolutions
"Y'I and VII, as well as with draft resolution 1. I should
like the representative to confirm or to deny that.
80. Sir Percy SPENDER (Australia) : I would suggest that this matter ought to be left to the Assembly
to decide. It is not my purpose here to contest the
understanding of the President of the issue which was
placed before us by the representative of Mexico. All
I can say is that I am not the only representative in
the room who thought otherwise. Had it been so I
certainly would have asked leave to express my views
upon the matters which were involved.
81. Since there seems to have been a substantial deg~ee of misunderstanding, I am sure that the President
7"1~1 agree that the Assembly ought to decide whether
It l!1te,nds that the two-thirds majority or the simple
majority rule should apply to these two draft resolutions. I can assure the President, without any pretence
at all, .that I had no idea, when the motion of the represent~ttve of Mexico was put to this Assembly, that it
applied to draft resolutions VI and VII.
82. Sir Gladwyn JEBB (United Kingdom) : Before
we ~ake a decision on this extremely important point,
I think that we ought to have a little more discussion
as to where we are going. I do not really believe that
these things can be decided by a sort of snap vote. We
?ught to. have a little more discussion. This, I suggest,
IS very Important. I do not see why representatives
should be denied the right to express their views.
Therefore, in. two minutes,.r should like to explain
why I, too, 111 common WIth the representative of
Australia, thought that what was put to the vote when
the representative of Mexico had finished speaking
was not that all matters arising out of Chapter XI
should re.quire a si~ple majority vote, but rather that
the. or;e Item relating to factors should require that
majority.
83. If, .as I unde:stand it, it is now a question of
our having to decide that all matters pertaining to
Ch;;pt~r XI should automatically require only a simple
maJor~ty then, .more especially in view of the narrow
maJ<:mty by wl~l1ch the decision on factors was adopted,
I think that this Assembly ought to be allowed to have
some debate on the matter. It is an important matter
and nothing less.
84. In my view, it is a strange theory that is being
put to us by the representative of Mexico. It has now
bee? .defined what he meant. He said that all matters
d.envmg f:orr; Chapter XI should be decided by a
SImple maJonty. Now, what does the Charter say?
Under Article 18, the ~harter lays down ~hat important
matters should be decided by a two-thirds majority.
It states:
"Decisions of the General Assembly on important
qt:esttolls shall be made by a two-thirds majority...."
All Itnpo~tant ma.tte:s should !herefore?e decided by
a tw.o-t~lrds majority, And It even grves a list of
certain Items which are regarded as important by
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definition in the Charter itself. It then goes on to sayand here, I admit, there may be a certain ambiguity in
the Charter:
"Decisions on other questions, including the determination of additional categories of questions to be
decided by a two-thirds maj ority, shall be made by a
majority of the members present and voting."
85. In a sense, the question is: does the word "important" mean "important" or does it not? Obviously,
from an ordinary reading of the Charter, since it is
said specifically that important matters must be decided
by a two-thirds majority, the word "other can only
relate to unimportant questions. And incidentally, as
we know, among the matters which are specifically
stated to be important in the Charter there is the
matter ofthe operation of the Trusteeship System. Now,
if the operation of the trusteeship system is laid down
in the Charter itself as important, so that resolutions
in regard to it require a two-thirds majority, in the
light of common reason are not matters relating to
Chapter XI, by analogy, equally important? Why should
matters relating to Chapter XI be regarded as unimportant and matters relating to the Trusteeship System be regarded as important? There is no logic there of
any kind.
86. In my humble opinion, and in the opinion of my
delegation, the Mexican argument really amounts to,
and must be deemed to amount to, saying that matters
relating to Chapter XI of the Charter are unimportant
matters. However, that was not the view expressed
by the representative of Mexico. He did not say that
at all. He said that they were highly important, that
all these matters were of the first importance. Therefore there is clearly an inherent contradiction in what
the representative of Mexico said. First of all, he said
that they were highly important matters. Then he said
that decisions by the General Assembly 011 important
questions had no relation to this case. How does he
explain that? On the face of it, it seems to me that
. this is an impossible decision for the Assembly to
have taken, even in regard to the question of factors. If
it is going to be extended to the whole matter of Chapter XI, it is really rather grave.
87. Of course, I know that under the terms of paraI?raph 3 of Article 18 it is in fact possible-and it has
Just been demonstrated that it is possible-for the
Get;er~1 Assembly to decide, in its wisdom, by a simple
majority that any matter, no matter how important
is no~ really important but only one of the "other';
questions Ul:d~r the Charte.r. N otbing can prevent it
fro.m so d~cldmg. 11; fact, It showed its wisdom only
a little while ago. 1 herefo~e n?body can prevent the
Ger;er~l Assemb}y fr.om acting m t1115 way if Cl simple
m~Jonty so desires It to act. However, as we see it,
WIth gre.at def~re~ce to everybody who shares a different VIe,!" this IS really an irresponsible act on the
part of this great body.
8~. N;1ore especially was it regrettable, in our view,
since, ~n~tead of deciding under paragraph 3 of Article
18, as It?S empowered to do, that an additional category
?f questions should be decided by a two-thirds majorrty, the Gen~ral Asser;tbly was asked, in the contrary
sense, .to decide-s-and IS now asked as I understand it
to .de~lde-tha.t an additional categ~ry-in this case of
que.stlOlls rel~tl11g to Chapter XI-should be decided by
a SImple majority, which is absolutely the reverse of
what the Charter evidently intended.
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89. Finally, may I just say that, after all, the presumptive reason why the authors of the Charter provided that some matters specifically, and others because
they are important, should be decided by a two-thirds
majority, was because they felt, and I think rightly,
that a resolution passed by a two-thirds majority, while
it could not be binding, as we all know, would at least
exercise some moral authority over all Members. It is
for those, I suggest, who supported-and who now
support-the motion before us to say whether it was
their conscious wish, and is their conscious wish, to
detract from the moral authority of any resolution
relating to Chapter XI which may be passed in the
future by the General Assembly. If that is what they
want us to do, then let us do it.
90. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America) : I,
too, thought that we had voted only in connexion with
the draft resolution on factors. I wonder whether, in
order to help us all-including the United States delegation-to get out of this confusion, which seems to be
general, the President would be good enough to have
the stenographic record of her remarks, when she
put the matter to vote, read to us? Vlfe would greatly
appreciate this.
91. The PRESIDENT: I intervened a moment ago
to interpret the speech of the representative of Mexico.
Since then he has confirmed that my interpretation
was correct. However, in view of the situation that
has now developed, I am quite prepared to ask the
General Assembly whether it wishes the decision taken
a while ago to be interpreted as including draft resolutions VI and VII.
92. Sir Percy SPENDER (Australia) (from the
floor): The correct way in which it should be put
is whether the Assembly does or does not apply the
two-thirds rule, and not the way in which the President suggested it should be put.
93. The PRESIDENT: I do not see how I can bring
that up at this moment. The decision already taken.
was in ccnnexion with a simple majority, and that is
what we are dealing with at the moment.
94. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) (translated from
Spanish) : My delegation has no objection to the Assembly being consulted in this matter; we wish, however, to call the attention of the members to the rules
of procedure. In the first place, we have an Assembly
decision adopted by 30 votes to 26. To change this
decision, a two-thirds majority is required. In the
second place, the President has already given a ruling
as regards the interpretation of this matter, and a twothirds maj ority is also required in order to change the
President's ruling.
95. The PRESIDENT: It was not a ruling, it was
only an interpretation.
96. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) (translated from
Spanish) : I thank you for correcting me.
.
97. Mr. MUNRO (New Zealand}: I think I can
safely say that the President knows that neither my
delegation nor I would pay any disrespect to one of
her rulings, and we all know here that it is possible
for misapprehensions to arise in respect of a vote.
98. I am most reluctant that there should be a change
in the Assembly which would reverse one of the
President's findings-one of her rulings-and, indeed,
with great respect to the President, I am reluctant that
the matter should be approached in the way she sug-

gests. If I may say so, I think it would be fitting to the
dignity of the high office which she holds and the
responsibilities of this Assembly, if she would agree
that, on a matter where there has been misunderstanding, we can vote as the representatives of sovereign
States on this most important question as to whether
the two-thirds rule is applicable or not.
99. Mr. KYROU (Greece): As I understand the
whole situation, the President has not given any ruling;
she only interpreted the motion of the representative
of Mexico. I think we could go on with this discussion
for hours. That is why, in the circumstances, I feel
that what the President has just suggested is the
only solution. She interpreted the motion of the representative of Mexico as applying to the seven draft
resolutions, and this interpretation was confirmed by
the Mexican representative himself, so I think the
only way out of this difficulty would be to ask whether
the Assembly shares this interpretation.
100. Sir Percy SPENDER (Australia) (fro'm tile
floor) : Putting it more specifically, the question should
be put to the Assembly as to whether it was or was not
an important question within the meaning of Article
18, paragraph 2, of the Charter.
101. The PRESIDENT: I would like to draw to
the attention of the representatives who have been
pressing this point that a vote has been taken already.
Therefore the only way in which this matter can be
clarified is the way I have just put it to the house. I
do not see, after the vote has been taken and the
mover of the proposal himself intended it to apply
in the way in which it was interpreted by the Chair,
that we can suddenly turn round at this stage. Maybe
this would be possible after some clarification.
102. Sir Gladwyn JEBB (United Kingdom) : I wish
to speak on a point of clarification. I must say that I
do not find the situation very clear. I thought that the
President put the original vote on the Mexican proposal-perhaps I am wrong-in relation simply to the
draft resolution on factors. If I had thought that the
question was going to be put on the whole issue of
Chapter XII, which I understand has now been suggested, then I certainly would have asked for, and I
hope the President would have granted me. my right
to speak.
103. What exactly is the situation now? Do I understand that the President holds that the vote we took
on the Mexican proposal did relate to all matters coming up under Chapter XI, whatever they might be, or
only to the seven draft resolutions? That again is
obscure, at any rate in my mind. Our decision and our
attitude must be governed by exactly what did happen
when the question was put. Therefore, may I join with
the representative of the United States in asking that the
stenographic record of what happened when the President actually put the question should be read out.
Then we would all know where we were and what it
was to be presumed that we were voting on.
104. The PRESIDENT: I think that probably what
happened was that a number of the representatives
were not listening very closely to the statement of the
representative of Mexico. My interpretation was based
solely on the words stated by him; I have not put any
words into his mouth. The statement made by him
conveyed to the Chair the fact that it was intended to
cover draft resolutions VI and VII as well as draft
resolution 1.
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Mr. VYSHINSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) (translated from Russian): The USSR
delegation invariable observes the rules governing the
activities of the Genera! Assembly and the United
Nations as a whole most attentively and meticulously.
!O6. I should make it clear on behalf of my delegation
that I too understood that, as the President has explained, the vote we took on the question a certain
representative raised earlier, before we proceeded to
vote on these seven draft resolutions, was a vote on
all the draft resolutions. This I understood not only
from the way the question was put, but from the actual
substance of the drafts. The content of none of those
seven draft resolutions-as I see the matter, and to
the best of m)' knowledge and belief-is such as to
warrant its classification among the important questions such as those relating to trusteeship, referred
to inArticle 18 of the Charter and rule 84 of the rules
of procedure.
107. The United Kingdom representative quoted the
Charter to show that it provides that questions relating to the ~lperation of th~ Trust~eship ~ystem are
among the Important questions which require a twothirds majority. Permit me to point out, however, that
the draft resolution we are now speaking of, draft
resolution VI is in no way concerned with questions
relatinz to the operation of the Trusteeship System.
If you\vot1ld care to run through the draft resolution
now, paragraph by paragraph, you will s~e that It
contains precisely nothing about the operation of the
Trusteeship System.
108. That, of course, is no accident. Turning to the
rules of procedure, which reproduce the corresponding
text of Article 18 of the Charter, we see that they
refer not to trusteeship questions in general but !o
questions relating to the operation of the Trusteeship
here
System. The only place in draft resolutior:
there is any kind of reference to trusteeship IS 10 the
last paragraph, which requests the Government of the
Netherlands to transmit regularly to the SecretaryGeneral the information specified in Article 73 e of the
Charter. But that is not a question relating to the operation of the Trusteeship System. It is simply a request
to the Netherlands Government to perform the obligations already incumbent on it. The p.aragraph goe~ on:
"in regard to the Netherlands Antilles and Sur~n~m
such time as the General Assembly takes a deCISIOn
that the transmission of information in regard to those
Territories should be discontinued". So it was obvious
to me and I am sure that it was clear to many other
delegations as well, that this is not by any mean~ a
question relating to the Trusteeship System, upon ;Vh.lch
a decision has to be taken by a two-thirds majority,
but a question of continuing to transmit informatio~.
Now, transmitting information and t.he Trl1st~eshlp
System are not the same thing. Questions relating to
the Trusteeship System mean any changes that may. be
reqnired for the operation of that system. I see nothing
of that nature here. Naturally, therefore, I assumed
that this required a simple majority.
109. I should like to draw attention to the fact that
We have reached draft resolution VI. That mean? that
we have alreadv voted on five draft resolutions ",:Ithout
anybody bringIng up the question. o~ whether it was
necessary to have a two-thirds majority. We vot~d on
draft resolutions I, Il, Ill, IV and V b~ a Simple
majority; but when we came to draft resolution VI, .we
were all of a sudden confronted with the suggestlOn
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that this part particular draft was sufficiently important
to require a majority of two-thirds, I consider that
this draft resolution does not differ, as regards importance, from the preceding ones, any more than
from draft resolution VII. Consequently I consider that
of course we must vote on this draft by a simple
majority, and that the decision taken was in order.
llO. If the President puts to the meeting the question whether or not the decision we took concerning
a simple majority was in order, then of course, the
Guatemalan representative is right to insist on the ~p
plication of rule 82 of the rules of procedure, which
provides for a two-thirds majority. Should it be deemed
necessary to vote again on the President's decision-a
decision which in my opinion was perfectly in orderit would mean reconsidering a General Assembly
decision on the matter. In that case a vote under rule
82 would be unavoidable, which means that this decision that has already been taken can only be altered
or departed from if the alteration is decid.ed on by a
two-thirds majority at the present session of the
Assembly.
111. Mr. MENON (India): It is not clear to my
delegation on what item this debate is now being conducted. If it is on a point of order, I understand that
there may be two speakers in favour and two speakers
against. However, since the precedent has been set up
for having a general debate on this matter, I should
like to submit that in the view of my delegation, a
proposal was submitted by the representative of Mexico
and was opposed by the representative of Denmar~.
The President's interpretation, or rather, the President's ruling, since there is no provision for an int.erpretation was given when she was asked that the motion
should cover all seven draft resolutions. The only
possible procedure" th,erefore, is .either to challenge the
ruling or to submit It voluntat ily to chaUen,ge. I do
not see how we can have another. vote on this m~tt~r
unless the ruling that has been given by the Chair IS
challenged and a new decision taken.
.
.
112, I should like also to point out that, since deah?g
with draft resolution I, we have already dealt With
others on education self-government and ma!ters .of
that character, and surely it is. only. just ,at this point
that the objection has been raised 111 this manner. I
do not think that it would be proper for me to g?
into the merits of Article 18 of the Chart~r, but It
may be stated that that article refers specifically to
matters which must be submitted to- th~ two-thirds
rule. And when, in any law, there IS a specI~c mention,
then not only the implication but the meaning and the
intent of such a clause is that in all other matters that
specification shall not apply.
.
113. For these reasons I submit that "": should P!Oceed with this matter in accordance With the ruling
already given by the President.
114. Mr. PIGNON (France). (translated froll~
French) : After the explanations given br some of the
previous speakers, it seems to me obvious that t~e
circumstances in which we voted were confused. Did
we even vote on a motion? It would appear that what
we actually voted on was a speech, which o.f course
contained certain conclusions, but also certam. arguments or illustrations which seem to have been mistaken
for conclusions in the legal sense of the term.
115. On what was the President's interpretation
based? On a confirmation by the representative of
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Mexico. But that confirmation was retrospective; it
was an afterthought, since it was given after the vote
had taken place. It seems to me, therefore, that its
value is at best purely relative.
116. In the circumstances, I should like to propose a
solution, subject to the Mexican representative's consent. Since the President's ruling was, so to speak,
based on his decision, he would be doing us a great
service if he would agree, for the sake of clarity and
the good understanding that should prevail in the
Assembly, that his motion-if I may thus describe
what was in fact a speech-was concerned only with
the factors of self-government, and if he would permit
us to take another vote now.
117. The PRESIDENT: This is developing into a
debate. Representative after representative has conveyed the impression to me-and I am becoming a
little confused about my own impressions-that there
is a confusion. What I am trying to do is to dispel the
confusion, and for that reason I had reworded the
motion I wanted to put to the vote. I shall now call
upon the representative of Australia, who has indicated his desire to address the Assembly on this point,
but I do beg that since we are trying to clear up something that is confused we should not add to the confusion.

118. Sir Percy SPENDER (Australia) : I shall obey
the President's injunction as best I can, and shall seek
not to add to the confusion, but I think that the
matter is a very simple one.
119. In the first place, may I suggest that a speech
does not make a motion. A speech ranges over many
fields. The only question is what was the point, the
issue or the question before the Assembly. I have
taken the trouble to inquire what the question was.
There were a number of items on the agenda this
afternoon. The item which was voted on was the item
concerning factors relating to Non-Self-Governing Territories. No one disputes that. In the course of his
speech the representative of Mexico referred to a number of other matters, as one normally does when one
makes a point. But the only question is what was the
nature of the motion which he intended to put before
this Assembly. In truth, no motion was put before the
Assembly, but the President interpreted what the representative of Mexico had in mind, and the only question, as I understand it, which was put before the Assembly was on the first item. In putting it to the vote
the President said: "The motion is to the effect that
the draft resolution"-"draft resolution" in the singular-"may be carried by a simple majority."

cided earlier-I have tried to reword the motion. As I
said earlier, I am only trying to clarify the understanding that existed at the time of the first vote, and it is
by no means clear that everyone's understanding was
the same. Therefore I should like to suggest that we
take the matter up in the form of ascertaining whether
it is the wish of the Assembly to interpret the decision
taken on voting procedure as applying only to draft
resolution I.
122. Accordingly, I shall put to the vote the proposal
that the decision taken on voting procedure shall apply
only to resolution I. A vote by roll-call has been requested.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
The United States of America, having been drawll
by lot by the President, uios called upon to vote first.
In favour: United States of America, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, France, Iceland, Israel,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Peru, Sweden, Union of South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britan and Northern Ireland
Against: Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Burma, Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Egypt, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Saudi
Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Abstaining: Chile, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua.
The proposal was rejected by 34 'votes to 21, with 4
abstentions.
123. The PRESIDENT: It is necessary now to take
a decision on draft resolutions VI and VII, and I should
therefore like to put to the vote a motion providing that
a simple majority is required to carry draft resolutions
VI and VII.
124. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico)
(translated from Spanish) : I promise to be exceedingly
brief. I wish to point out that in the whole of my
speech I made it abundantly clear that the Mexican
Government requested that voting on any matter concerned with Chapter XI should be by simple majority
and not by a two-thirds majority. That was clearly
stated throughout my speech. Although unfortunate
circumstances prevented me from concluding my statement, it will be easy to verify from the verbatim
record that I finished with the words:
"We request that any questions relating to NonSelf-Governing Territories may always be decided
by a simple majority".

120. The representative of the United States asked
that the stenographic record should be read. I can only
say for myself that I was listening to the debate as I
b~lieve mo~t people were, and that I understood precisely, I think, what was the question put. May I suggest that the stenographic record should be read and
that, in any event, no question of technicalities should
stand in the way of this Assembly deciding for itself
this very important question of whether, under Article
18, paragraph 2, of the Charter, this is or is not an
important question.

125. My delegation thinks that the President's ruling
on this matter should be upheld. We regard the vole
which we have just taken as upholding the correct
interpretation placed by the President on my words;
we therefore think it inappropriate in the circumstances
to take a further vote. Naturally my delegation will,
~s always, act in accordance with the President's rulmg.

121. The PRESIDENT: For the very reason raised
by the representative of Australia-namely, because I
want the Assembly to have the fullest opportunity of
deciding as it wishes in the knowledge of what it de-

126. Mr. MATES (Yugoslavia): I
regrettable that, instead of continuing
on the draft resolutions, a kind of
discussion has developed. I would not

agree that it is
to take the vote
semi-procedural
have wished to
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participate in this discussion if again an interpretation
of .t~e C~arter had not been put forward which, in my
opmion, IS completely erroneous, and it is because of
this misinterpretation, I think, that most of the difficulties in this debate have arisen.
127. It has been stated here by the representative of
the . United Kingdom and other representatives that
Article 18 of the Charter specifies that on some impo.rtant questions a vote should be taken by a twothirds .maJonty, and that the Assembly can decide on
other Important questions which should also be voted
on by a two-thirds majority. First of all, I think it is
a very difficult matter to vote on whether a question
is important or not; it might have different importance
in the mind.s of various delegations, and it might be
extremely difficult to agree on a common denominator
in ~Il cases. However, I think that all this argument,
which has even gone so far that a vote has been
asked on whether the question involved in such and
such a draft resolution is important or not, is completely without any point. Article 18 of the Charter
states that on important questions the vote will be by
a two-thirds majority, and then it gives an exhaustive
enumeration of those questions which are important,
and paragraph 3 of Article 18 states that the decisions
on ~ther questions shall be by a simple majority, ineluding adecision as to whether some additional categories of questions are to be decided by a two-thirds
111:1. j ority.
128. The English text of the Charter may have misled
the representative of the United Kingdom, because
paragraph 2 of Article 18 says: "These questions shall
include"-and then comes an enumeration. But I
should like to pay tribute once again to the French
language from this rostrum. The French text of the
Charter is an official text-and if, in a legal document
which is valid in two or more languages, one leaves
open a doubt and another is precise, then the interpretation has to be taken from the more precise text. This
is a legal concept which I suppose nobody in this
Assembly will contest. What is written in the French
version of Article 18 of the Charter? I shall quote
the French text:
"Les decisions de r Assemblee generale StW les
questions im,portantes sont prises a la majorite des
deux tiers des membres presents et uotamts;"
That is the law. Now comes the definition: "Sont C'onsiderces comme questions i1~portantesJJJ and then there
is an enumeration of the important questions.
129. If there is any meaning in these words, it is
that decisions of the General Assembly on important
questions shall be by a two-thirds vote, and then these
important questions are enumerated. "Sont consulerees"
is a definition of the term "important questions" which
is used in the first sentence of Article 18, paragraph 2.
"Sont considerees comme questions importantes", and
then all the questions considered important are enumerated. Nothing concerning Chapter XI of the
Charter is in this enumeration. Besides, paragraph 3
states:
"Les decisions sur d' all/res questions, :v compris
IlL determination de nouuelles categories de questions
a trancher a la majorite des deuxtiers, sont prises
cl la majorite des membres presents et uotants:"
That means that unless a question comes within one
of the categories enumerated in Article 18, paragraph
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2, a vote has to be taken by a simple majority. There
can be no doubt about it, and all procedural wrangling
about it is completely outside the field of the Charter.
130. As I said, I asked to speak because I think that
a much more serious question is involved than a vote
on one or two draft resolutions. It is a question of the
Charter. I wanted to clarify this point and particularly
to point out again that I should consider any vote
to consider a question to be important or 110t as being
contrary to the Charter, because the Charter does not
require us to pronounce on the importance of questions,
but gives a technical term to important questions and
gives a definition and enumeration of these categories
and says:
"Decisions on other questions, including the determination of additional categories of questions to
be decided by a two-thirds majority...."
That means that the Assembly can exceptionally determine to vote on other categories by a two-thirds
majority without pronouncing on whether they are
important or not.
131. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) (translated from
French): The Mexican representative has just explained to us very clearly that the purpose of his
motion was to decide that the draft resolutions before
us today and, generally speaking, the draft resolutions
concerning Chapter XI of the Charter, should be subject to the simple majority rule.
132. I do not think this motion should have been
put to the vote, since all questions submitted to the
General Assembly, except important questions, are
subject to simple majority decisions, and the important
questions are those mentioned in Article 18, paragraph
2, of the Charter and those which the General Assembly
may decide, by a simple majority vote, to classify
among the important questions.
133. The question today is not whether the Assembly
wishes decisions to be taken by a simple majoritywhich is the rule-but whether it is prepared to decide
that the two questions now before it should be governed by the two-thirds majority rule. These two
questions are as follows. First, is the cessation of the
transmission of information on the Netherlands Antilles and Snrinam justified? Secondly, is the United
States decision concerning Puerto Rico justified?
134. If the Chair considers it necessary, I would propose that there be put to the vote a motion that the
General Assembly decides that these two problems are
important.
135. The PRESIDENT: We shall now proceed to
vote on the question of whether draft resolutions VI
and VII may be carried by a simple majority.
136. I call upon the representative of Guatemala on
a point of order.
137. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) (translated from
Spanish) : I am sorry, Madam President, but I do not
quite understand what we are doing. I am under the
impression that we are going to vote for the third
time to the effect that we do not wish these draft
resolutions to be subj ect to a two-thirds majority
vote. The first time was when the President put to
the vote the motion of the Mexican representative,
the second time was the vote which has just taken
place, If I understood ~he Spanish interpretation
correctly, the President put the following to the vote:
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does the General Assembly wish that the decision by
simple majority should apply only to draft resolution
I? The Assembly's reply was a categorical negative.
What does that mean? It means that the Assembly
wishes the decision on the seven draft resolutions to
be taken by a simple majority. Why should we vote
again on the question whether the decision on the last
two draft resolutions should be taken by a simple
majority or by a two-thirds majority?
138. I think that the appropriate procedure is to vote
forthwith on draft resolutions VI and VII, and that
the decision on those drafts should be taken, in accordance with what the Assembly has already decided,
by a simple majority.
139. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) (translated front
French) : The President proposes to put to the vote
the question whether the draft resolutions before us
may be adopted by a simple majority. That is tantamount to asking the General Assembly whether the
Charter may be complied with. The Charter states that
all questions are to be voted by a simple majority, with
the exception of important questions such as the questions classified as important in Article 18, paragraph
2, of the Charter as well as the questions which the
General Assembly itself decides are important. That
is how this term has been constantly interpreted since
the United Nations was first set up.
140. I say again, I do not believe it is possible to put
to the vote the question whether the Charter should
be complied with. All questions submitted to the General Assembly are settled by a simple rnaj ority, unless,
by a decision taken by a simple majority, the General
Assembly decides that a particular question is an important one.
141. In order to put an end to the present confused
situation, I shall move-and if the Chair considers it
necessary I shall submit it as a formal motion-that
the General Assembly considers that the two draft
resolutions which are to 'be put to the vote are important questions.

142. Mr. VYSHINSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) itronskaed front Russian) : If I understood
correctly, the question now is whether we should
decide on draft resolutions VI and VII by a simple or
by a two-thirds majority. In that case I should like to
know what we voted on a moment ago. What was
our last vote about?
143. The way I saw it was this-and the whole
thing is very clear and simple: the Mexican representative proposed that the vote on all the draft resolutions
should be by a simple majority. Draft resolution I was
voted on by a simple majority; draft resolutions II,
Ill, IV and V were voted on by a simple majority.
When we came to draft resolution VI the question
arose whether or not the Mexican representative's
proposal also applied to draft resolutions VI and VII
that is, to all the draft resolutions-so that they would
all be decided on by a simple majority-or whether
he had only meant draft resolution I.
144. The President then declared that the Mexican
representative's proposal applied to all the draft resolutions. But since it was difficult for the President to
impose her opinion to that effect, she put it to the Assembly, after first asking the opinion of the Mexican
representative. The Mexican representative confirmed
the fact that his proposal had applied to all the draft

resolutions. The question was put to the vote, and it
was decided by 34 votes in favour to 21 against, apparently, that the proposal applied to the seven d!aft
resolutions, which meant that all the draft resolutlOl1S
had to be decided on by a simple majority.
145. The President is now putting the question
whether or not the decision on draft resolution VI
should be taken by a simple or by a two-thirds majority. But that has been decided already. I entirely agree
with the Guatemalan representative that it has been
decided. And if it has been decided, why should we
decide it again? The President feels a certain diffidence.
I understand her scrupulous attitude; she wants to be
absolutely objective, and she is right. But we must not
be sacrified to such excessive scrupulousness. We lTI;tst
not be made victims and go on indefinitely speakmg
and voting on the same question. I believe that we
should be guided by the decision taken.
146. To conclude: if the President, or anyone else
wants to have another vote on this question, it will
mean reconsidering a decision already taken. The ?ecision taken was to vote on all the draft reso.l u t.ioris,
including draft resolutions VI and VII, by a simple
majority. If the matter is to be reconsidered, rule 82
of the rules of procedure will have to be applied. Rule
82 allows it to be done. But I strongly protest against
that rule being invoked, because the vote that has just
been taken has confirmed that all the draft resolutions,
draft resolution I to draft resolution VII inclusive,
must be decided by a simple majority. I therefore beg
the President to put these draft resolutions to the
vote.
147. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America):
I support the proposal of the representative of Belgium. In particular, the draft resolution concerning
Puerto Rico, which directly concerns the United States
and the Government and people of Puerto Rico, is to
my delegation the most important item in the report
of the Fourth Committee. Moreover, this draft resolution directly involves the discharge and the fulfilment
of an obligation specifically set forth in an article of
the Charter, namely, Article 73. My Government has
made every effort possible to discharge this obligation
in good faith, and in fact has done more than the letter
of the Charter requires. My delegation feels that this
question is an important matter within the meaning
of Article 18 of the Charter, and therefore definitely
requires a two-thirds majority. I hope most earnestly
that the President will put the Belgian proposal to the
vote.

148. The PRESIDENT: Much as I appreciate the
efforts of various representatives to try to clear up this
situation, and particularly the effort of the representative of Belgium, I regret that it is not possible for me
to do anything at this stage. We have just voted on the
interpretation of the motion on voting procedure, and
the General Assembly has indicated that it did not
intend to limit the application of that motion to resolution 1. N<Jw draft resolutions VI and VII remain, and
we have to vote on them. I think that point is quite
clear, and the only thing we can now do is to go ahead
and vote on those two draft resolutions. The decision
which the General Assembly has just adopted applies
both to draft resolution VI and to draft resolution
VII. We shall vote on those two draft resolutions
separately.
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149. I shall put to the vote first draft resolution VI.
155. Nevertheless, the Fourth Committee adopted
A separate vote on both paragraph 3 and paragraph 6
draft resolution VI containing an amendment by the
of that draft resolution has been requested.
Soviet Union, by which the Netherlands Government
was requested "to transmit regularly to the SecretaryThe preamble and paragraphs 1 and 2 were adopted
. General the information specified in Article 73 e of the
by 30 votes to none, with 15 abstentions.
Charter in regard to the Netherlands Antilles and
Paragraph 3 was adopted by 33 votes to 5 with
Surinam
until such time as the General Assembly takes
13 abstentions.
'
a decision that the transmission of information in reParagraphs 4 and 5 were adopted bv 39 votes to 2
gard to those Territories should be discontinued."
with 15 abstentions.
,
Pamgraph 6 was adopted by 35 votes to 13, with 2
1.56. Now that that.draft r~solution, including operaabstentions.
tive paragraph 6, which has just been quoted, has been
Tli d ft
It'
adopted by the General Assembly, I shall not dwell on
et 1'°3 r~stlo ~8l wblt tas c:- WhJole was adopted by 33
the question whether it is within the competence of the
V ot es 0 1
v~\·
G aI A ssembl y to decid
..
' 1C'1 t a s entums. :\
A:ener
eCI e w1ten t h e transmission
0f

X

150. The PRESIDENT: The General Assembly will
information on a Non;-Self-Governing Territory may
, c e a s e , a. compete~ce whlcl: the Netherlands Government
vote next on draft resolution VII.
emphatically denies, I Wish only to express the regret
of my delegation that the aforesaid paragraph 6 should
151. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark): I have two rehave been included in this resolution and to state that,
quests in connexion with draft resolution VII. First,
whatever the opinion of the majority of the members
I should like a separate vote,by roll-call, to be taken
of the General Assembly may be on this question, the
on the last paragraph of the preamble, and, secondly,
Netherlands Government cannot possibly act in a way
I request that a vote by roll-call should be taken on
which would be contrary to its own laws and Constitudraft resolution VII as a whole.
tion; nor is it prepared to take steps which would be
at variance with the opinion and the wishes of the
152. The PRESIDENT: Before putting draft regovernments and parliaments of the Netherlands Ansolution VII to the vote, I shall call upon the repretilles and Surinam, whose interests are at stake in
sentative of the Netherlands for an explanation of his
this controversy.
delegation's vote on draft resolution VI.
153. Mr. SPITS (Netherlands) : When the question
of the cessation of the transmission of information on
the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam was debated
in the Fourth Committee of the General Assembly, the
Netherlands delegation informed the Committee that,
uncler the terms of the interim orders of government
which at present embody the constitutions of the two
Territories concerned, the parliaments of those Territories-freely elected on a basis of general, direct
and secret suffrage-have full power to legislate with
respect to economic, social and educational affairs,
without any interference from the Netherlands Government. The transmission of information on any of
these subjects by the Netherlands Government, and the
assumption of responsibility which the transmission of
information entails, would therefore be an infringement of the autonornv of Surinam and the Netherlands
Antilles and contrary to the constitutional provisions
of the two Territories concerned, as well as to the
Consti tu tion of the Netherlands.
154. Since Article 73 e of the Charter states that the
obligation to transmit information to the SecretaryGeneral is "subject to such limitation as security and
constitutional considerations may require", the Netherlands Government believed that that article fully
authorized the cessation of the transmission of information, in the circumstances which I have just described. This view was supported by representatives of
the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam, who declared
that their governments and parliaments considered that
the transmission of information by the Netherlands
Government was incompatible with the implementation
and development of the autonomy already established
in their countries, and felt that, from a constitutional
point of view, they could not be expected to transmit
that information to the Netherlands Government for
communication to the United Nations under Article
73 e of the Charter.

157. The PRESIDENT: The General Assembly will
now vote on the first five paragraphs of the preamble
of draft resolution VII.
The paragraphs were adopted by 39 votes to none,
with 17 abstentions.
158. The PRESIDENT: We shall now vote 011 the
sixth: paragraph of the preamble. A roll-call vote has
been requested.
A vote was talken by roll call.
The Union of Soviet Sociarist Republics, having
been drawn by lot by the President, was called 1~pon
to vote first.
In favour: Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Chile,
China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, El Salvador,
Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Ukraiinan SSR.
Against: United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, United States of America, Australia,
Belgium, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark,
France, Iceland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Sweden, Turkey,
Union of South Africa.
Abstaining: Brazil, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Honduras, Israel, Nicaragua, Peru.
The paragraph was adopted by 34 votes to 19, with
7 abstentions.
159. The PRESIDENT: We shall now vote on the
whole of the operative part of the draft resolution.
The operative part of the draft resolution was adopted
by 26 votes to 11, with 19 abstentions.
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160. The PRESIDENT: The Assembly will now
vote on draft resolution VII as a whole. A roll-call
vote has been requested.

1

A vote was taken by roll-call.
The Union of South Africa, having been drawn by
lot by the President, uxis called upon to vote first.
In favour: United States of America, Uruguay, Bo-

livia, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia,
Greece, Haiti, Honduras, Iran, Israel, Liberia, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Thailand,
Turkey.
Against: Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, Yugoslavia, Australia, Belgium,
Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Guatemala, India, Indonesia,
Iraq, Mexico, Poland, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.
Abstaining: United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Venezuela, Yemen, Afghanistan,
Argentina, Denmark, Egypt, France, Iceland, Lebanon,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, Syria.

f

The draft resolution as a whole w.as F.opted by 26
votes to 16, with 18 abstentions.
1.1\

-J il

161. Sir Percy SPENDER (Australia): My delegation was compelled to vote against the draft resolution
concerning the cessation of the transmission of information on Puerto Rico. My delegation has consistently
held the view that the General Assembly is not competent to decide when a territory has reached such a
stage of development that information on economic,
social and educational advancement, under Article 73
e of the Charter, should cease. The competence to
decide such a question rests, in the view of my delegation, solely with the administering Power concerned, in
this case the United States of America.
162. We recognize that Puerto Rico has, under the
wise and benevolent guidance of the United States,
::eached a stage when it is no longer necessary, or
indeed possible, for the United States to submit information. This has been decided by the United States
and the General Assembly is not, under the Charter,
called upon to express any conclusion on the question.
My delegation has taken precisely the same attitude
firmly based on the principle I have enunciated, in
respect of the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam. No
other attitude, we think, could be, on our interpretation
of the Charter, possible or justified.
163.

The resolution which has just been voted upon

ass~rts the competence of the Gen.eral Assembly to

decide on this issue, and, though Its conclusion accords with the decision of the United States Government, it conflicts, in our view, with the clear principle which I have stated. My vote, therefore, should
not be interpre.te~ in any way as denying the indisputable fact that It IS no longer necessary for the United
States to continue the transmission of information on
Puerto Rico, but as a protest against what we regard
as an unwarranted assumption of competence on the
part of the Assembly to decide on this issue.
164. ~rs. BOLTON (\Jnited States of America) :
The United States delegation voted for resolutions lI,
IV and VII. We regret "that we were unable to support
resolutions I, IIl, V and VI.

165. With particular regard to the resolution
Puerto Rico,. I should like to s~y that the Unit~~
States voted 111 favour of resolution VII because it
expresses the agreement of the General Assembly with
the conclusion reached by my Government that 'Puerto
Rico has ceased to be a Non-Self-Governing Territory
within the meaning of Chapter XI of the United Nations Charter. In a matter of this sort the role of the
General Assembly is limited by the Ch~rter provisions
to discussion, expression of views and recommenda_
tions. The decision as to whether a territory has ceased
to be non-self-governing is one which in the last analysis can only be made by the administering Power.
166. In the case of Puerto Rico, the General Assembly
has discussed the status of that territory and in the
resolution just voted has expressed its view that Puerto
Rico is no longer a Non-Self-Governing Territory
under the terms of Article 73 e of the Charter. Whatever the language of the resolution, the General Assembly cannot and does not decide on the status of a
territory with reference to the provisions of Article
73. Any participation by the Assembly in such a decision is of course limited to discussion, expression of
views and recommendation. In the light of this understanding of the matter, my delegation voted for the
resolution which we have just adopted.
167. Finally, I wish to pay a tribute to that outstanding Puerto Rican statesman, Governor Luis Mufioz
Marin. Under his leadership, the highly cultured people
of Puerto Rico are making a splendid contribution to
democracy and freedom. In the future, as in the past,
his administration will continue to protect the legitimate rights of minority parties and the cherished freedoms guaranteed in the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. In defence of these ideals,
Puerto Rican soldiers fought for the United Nations
in Korea, and we can be confident that the great objectives of the United Nations will nowhere find more
devoted support than in the Commonwealth of Puerto

Rico.
168. Mr, DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
(translated from S panisIt) : The delegation of the Dominican Republic was pleased to be able to reaffirm the
vote it cast in the Fourth Committee in favour of the
draft resolution concerning the cessation of information
on Puerto Rico. The attitude of my delegation, adopted
on the official instructions of the Dominican Government, is that, as a result of its constitutional status
and its recent transformation into a free State associated with the United States, Puerto Rico has attained self-government, and that therefore the submission of information under Article 73 e of the Charter
is no longer required of the late administering Power,
the United States.
169. Moreover, the decisive factor for us has be~n
the principle of the self-determination of peoples, m
which, as expressed through various electoral processes, we found an overriding argument in confi~m~·
tion of Puerto Rico's status in international law within
the meaning of Chapter XI of the Charter; another
such argument was derived from the internal development of its constitutional institutions.
170. My delegation cannot conceal the feelings arousecl
in us by the official declaration made this afternoon b'y
Mr. Lodge on behalf of President Eisenh?wer. ~~
words lend a brilliant lustre to the resolution whic
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the Assembly has just adopted, while at the same time
doing honour to the United States, and confirming our
belief that the fate of Puerto Rico is closely linked
with our own, with that of our America and with that
of the United Nations; today more than ever the Puerto
Rican people can count on the enthusiastic and fraternal support of the whole community of nations.
171. Mrs. MENON (India): We listened with great
interest to the announcement made by the representative of the United States Government on behalf of the
President of the United States. On behalf of my delegation I should like to give this assurance to the representative of the United States. When the Puerto
Ricans become completely free, India will be the first
country to congratulate the United States Government
on the fulfilment of this noble task, thus setting an
example to the other administering Members of the
United Nations. In the meantime, my delegation was
compelled to vote against draft resolution VII, the
resolution on the cessation of information on Puerto
Rico by the United States Government, because it felt
that the General Assembly had not considered the
question in a proper manner.
172. When the matter was raised in the Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories,
my delegation voted in favour of a final decision being
taken by the General Assembly. It does so for two
reasons: first, because it is the opinion of my delegation that the General Assembly is alone competent to
take such a decision on an important question and,
secondly, because my delegation believed that a fuller
examination of the subject would be possible in the
Fourth Committee. The Secretary-General had. meanwhile, received many communications from leading political parties and representatives of those groups, asking for oral hearings before the Committee took its
decision. My delegation, along with others voted in
favour of granting those petitions, but the suggestion
was not adopted. When that happened, my delegation
moved an amendment to the draft resolution, requesting the appointment of an ad hoc committee which
would study the question, examine the petitions for
oral hearings, grant oral hearings and present a report
to the Committee next year. Of course, that would have
meant a delay of one year. It is not much when we
consider that the future and welfare of over 2 million
people in Puerto Rico depended on our decision.
173. My delegation has always accorded its full measure of appreciation to the United States Government
for the loyalty, sincerity and devotion with which it
has always fulfilled its obligations under the Charter,
and for the general principles which motivate its present
position with regard to Puerto Rico. But this sincere
appreciation should not blind us to the fact t1:a~. the
question of the future of a people, not only civilized
but the proud possessors of a rich cultural heritage,
deserves our careful study. No excuse can justify any
haste in this matter, for any step we might take will
have far-reaching effects not only on the future of
Puerto Rico and its 2 million people, but on the other
nearly 18 miIlion peopl.e br~ve1!, ?gh~ing helplessly for
their rights against racial discrimination, economic exploitation and political don;ination. These people l.ook
to the U ni ted Nations WIth hope, and our actions
should help justify that hope.
Printed in D.S.A.
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174. It is in this wider context that my delegation
voted against the resolution. It has been claimed that
Puerto Rico has reached a full measure of self-government as envisaged in Chapter XI of the Charter, and
that therefore the United States Government should
not be cal1ed upon to fulfil its obligations under Article
73 e. We have no doubt that constitutional changes
have taken place in Puerto Rico, and Puerto Ricans
have agreed to a compact with the United States. We
have studied the relevant documents with great care.
Two things have emerged from that study.
175. The first is that the degree of self-government
enjoyed by Puerto Rico under the new constitutional
arrangement does not keep it outside the scope of
Article 73 e. The second is that, while we do not
deny Puerto Rico the right to enter into any kind of
arrangement with the United States or any other country, we hold that this can be done validly only after
two conditions have been met: when Puerto Rico is
ful1y independent of external pressures at the time of
executing such a compact; and when the democratic
processes claimed, such as referendum or plebiscite,
are conducted in an atmosphere of complete democratic freedom. My delegation is not satisfied that these
things have been done in the manner envisaged in the
United Nations Charter.
176. It is also the view of my delegation that the
administering Member may not abandon its sacred trust
or the General Assembly its responsibility without
adequate and mature consideration. The protection
guaranteed under Chapter XI is deemed necessary for
the development of dependent peoples in Non-SelfGoverning Territories towards a full measure of selfgovernment. The General Assembly cannot barter away
that protection, it cannot ignore that guarantee on the
recommendation of the administering Members alone.
N or should we, the non-administering Members of
the United Nations here, deal with such questions in
a hasty or lighthearted manner. It is well to remember
that the paramount consideration is the welfare of the
peoples of the dependent territories.
177. To sum up, my delegation is not convinced that
Puerto Rico, under its present association with the
United States, has become a self-governing territory.
In our opinion, there can be no free, just or valid co,?pact, association or agreement between two count.nes
or territories except on a basis of equality. We believe
that independence should precede any voluntary as~o
dation, and the link of an equal and voluntary umon
between peoples forged out of a genuine desire for cooperation is not incompatible with independence, whe:eas an association of States under any form ID which
the inequality of status is not redeemed, would only
camouflage the relics of a colonial past. This would
be contrary to the Charter, which aims not at the creation or perpetuation of colonialisnl; i? s~me form or
other, but its total and complete elimination from the
political system and thought of the new world. ~here
fore my delegation was compelled to vote agamst. a
resolution which did not take into account the desire
of the Puerto Ricans for international guarantees
during the period of its tutelage and the fulfilment of
their just aspirations for freedom.
The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m.
M-4200 February 1954-2,000
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That list, though incomplete, had been accepted without question by the General Assembly (resolution
66 (I)). By 1948, however, information had ceased
to be supplied in the case of eleven of those territories.
Many members of the General Assembly had felt that
it was entitled to be informed of the reasons which
led to the cessation of information, and resolution 222
(III) had been adopted. The study of factors sprang
from that resolution.
10. The latest report of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors (A/2428) added very little of substance to
the report to the seventh session of the General Assembly ( A/2178). Her delegation did not think that any
useful purpose would be served by further academic
examination of the matter, particularly since there
was general agreement that a list of factors such as
that studied by the Ad Hoc Committee could serve
only as a guide, and that each case would need special
study and careful examination.
11. The administering and non-administering members of the Committee were not agreed on the definition of self-government. That, however, must be examined as a separate issue with reference to each case.
For the moment, the Committee was concerned only
with the Ad Hoc Committee's report, which her delegation would accept as providing adequate guidance for
the future consideration of practical problems. Since the
basic concepts of national sovereignty and self-government were being constantly modified to meet the growing demands of international co-operation, any factors
that might be approved could not be too rigidly enumerated or defined. While self-government could not
be measured by the yardstick of factors, because the
struggle to be free symbolized the will of the people
resisting domination, the list of factors might help the
Committee to understand individual situations vitiated
by the conflict of interests between the administering
Powers and the dependent peoples.
12. It was quite possible that the list of factors
might be interpreted or misinterpreted to suit the
convenience of various delegations, but any further attempt at definition would be of little help. The Committee should resist any attempt to curtail the right
of self-determination and the right to a full measure
of self-government envisaged in Chapter XI. It should
ensure that the advent of self-government was not
delayed by the attempts of the administering Powers
to disclaim responsibility while retaining control. It
was in that spirit and in full realization of the purposes
of Chapter XI that her delegation commended the report of the Ad Hoc Committee.
13. Mr. SPITS (Netherlands) pointed out that paragraph 9 of the Ad Hoc Committee's report showed
that, in that Committee's opinion, no further study
of the subject was necessary. The factors had been
considered successively, in 1951 by the Special Committee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e
of the Charter, and its Sub-Committee, as well as by
the Fourth Committee of the sixth session of the
General Assembly and Sub-Committee 9 of the Fourth
Committee; in 1952, by an Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors (Non-Self-Governing Territories) and by the
Fourth Committee of the seventh session of the General Assembly; and in 1953 by the Ad Hoc Committee
whose report was now under consideration. In the
opinion of the Nether lands delegation such prolonged
study had been necessary because the General Assembly had beet:~ trying to carry out an impossible task.
When the last Ad Hoc Committee had tried to define

"a full measure of self-government", it had been unable
to do so, for the good reason that that concept could
not be framed in a definition. Hence any attempt to
enunciate principles in that respect was doomed to failure, or at least could produce only incomplete results.
14. In 1931, the United Kingdom Government had
applied to the League of Nations to be relieved of
the mandate over Iraq. When that request was being
examined by the Permanent Mandates Commission,
the proposal had been made that general criteria
should be established for the purpose of determining
whether a mandated territory had developed politically
to such an extent that it could be considered as fully
self-governing. After thorough consideration, the Mandates Commission had come to the conclusion that it
\vas impossible to establish general rules, since the
question whether a territory should be regarded as
self-governing was a question not of principle but of
fact. That conclusion was equally true today.
15. The Ad Hoc Committee had, however, approved
a list of factors and the best the Fourth Committee
could do was to consider that list as final. The factors
enumerated might serve as a guide for an administering Power which had decided to cease to transmit information in respect of a certain territory in communicating the data called for in General Assembly resolution 222 (III). In many cases they would not be
applicable, because the answer to the question whether
a territory was or was not self-governing depended
not only on the mechanical application of the tests
enumerated in the list but also, and to a still greater
extent, on political and social conditions within the
territory and any ties it might have with another country. Those circumstances determined the territory's
status, and only those who were fully acquainted with
them-i.e., the governments of the territory itself and
of the former administering Power-could decide
whether self-government had been achieved.
16. Mr. DJERDJA (Yugoslavia) drew attention to
the fact that of the original seventy-four Non-Self
Governing Territories on which information had been
submitted, fifteen were no longer under the supervision of the United Nations. In other words, the
administering Powers were showing an increasing
tendency to by-pass the United Nations in revising the
status of various Non-Self-Governing Territories.
Such a procedure jeopardized all that the international
community had had in mind in adopting Chapter XI
of the Charter. Viewed in that light, the question of
factors was not an academic question and coukl not
be treated in an academic manner. It was a delicate
legal and political question. Much would depend on
the Committee's answer to the question whether it was
permissible that non-self-governing peoples should be
deprived of international protection by unilateral
action.
17. He congratulated those concerned with the work
of the Ad Hoc Committee on their efforts in preparing the report in its existing form. It contained a number of relatively clear concepts which might provide
a solid basis for the further refining and clarification
of the list of factors which, in paragraph 9 of the report,
the Ad Hoc Committee itself recognized as possible.
18. The list of factors should be drafted in the light
of the purposes and principles of the Charter and the
duty of the General Assembly in each individual case.
Chapter XI had been included to ensure the international protection of non-self-governing peoples and
their unhindered advancement towards emancipation.
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The fate of those peoples had become so closely linked
to the general efforts of the international community
to promote progress and world peace that it could no
longer be left within the exclusive competence of individual States; it had become a question of international
concern. The protection of non-self-governing peoples
should cover all the phases of their development until
the attainment of the final goal, namely, independence
or a full measure of self-government.
19. Article 1, paragraph 2, of the Charter contained
the essential elements by which the Administering
Members and the United Nations must be guided in
solving problems concerning Non-Self-Governing Territories, namely, the right of self-determination and the
equality of peoples and the link between those considerations and the efforts of the United Nations to
consolidate world peace. The right to self-determination was embodied in Chapter XI, in which the
Administering Members recognized that the interests
of the inhabitants of Non-Self-Governing Territories
were paramount, that it was their duty to promote
their political, economic and social progress, to develop
self-government and to take due account of the political
aspirations of the peoples with the ultimate purpose
of leading them to full self-government. In accepting
those obligations the Administering Members had indicated that they would be guided by them until the
final aims of Chapter XI had been fulfilled, and at the
first session of the General Assembly they had stated
their intention of submitting information on seventyfour territories. Since then, however, certain Administering Members had interpreted the purposes of Chapter XI unilaterally and had ceased to submit information on the pretext that the territory had attained a
degree of self-government in certain spheres or had
associated itself with the metropolitan country or one
of its component parts. The United Nations had therefore been obliged to assume the task of ascertaining
whether the degree of self-government was such that
the territory no longer came within the purview of
Chapter XI and that the mutual rights and obligations
assumed under the Charter had ceased to exist. It
had been comoelled to examine the legalitv of the
Administering Members' actions and to ascertain whether or not they were in harmony with the Charter.
20. It must be admitted that the report before the
Committee did not clearly answer the precise questions raised by the actions of the Administering Members. It should be redrafted to make it an adequate
instrument for implementing the right of self-determination.
21. Self-determination presupposed that a people
should be ahsolutelv free to choose between several
possibilities, includi~g independence, and also to revise
its sovereign decision at a later date. His delegation
would therefore give its full support to the proposal
of the Guatemalan representative set forth in paragraph
21 of the Ad Hoc Committee's report. Any misunderstanding regarding its scope should be eliminated in view
of the fact that the item on the agenda related to NonSelf-Governing Territories. The clearly and freely
expressed will of the inhabitants should head any list
of factors and constitute the highest law. Any other
factors the Committee deemed it necessary to retain
should appear more as conditions and guarantees of
the respect for that basic factor than as decisive factors
themselves. The recognition of the right of self-determination was the most solid basis for democratic rela-
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tions, equal co-operation and international peace. Disregard for or violation of that right was the principal
cause of the disturbances and dangers by which the
world was plagued.
22. The argument that one territory might be inhabited by several peoples, requesting different solutions, could not offset the importance of the factor
that the will of the inhabitants should always be respected. That argument, moreover, only strengthened
his doubts about the value of the various administering unions, federations and so on, which were being
established. They only hampered the just aspirations
of the non-self-governing peoples to attain an independent existence by incorporating them in communities whose framework did not promote the realization
of their aspirations. The artificial creation of cohesion
and stability where there were no natural conditions
for it must necessarily lead to instability and conflict.
23. His delegation could not agree that first place
should be given to the factor of political advancement.
Among the peoples demanding the fulfilment of their
national aspirations, there were none whose consciousness, maturity and ability to decide their own fate
could be questioned. In any case, who was competent
to decide that issue and on the basis of what criteria?
The mere fact that a people was stubbornlv and with
great sacrifices demanding its independence was sufficient proof of its political consciousness and made any
legal and technical formulas superfluous.
24. Since the attainment of independence was the
only normal outcome for the evolution of Non-SelfGoverning Territories, there should be fewer factors
in the first part of the list approved hy the Ad Hoc
Committee (A/2428, section VI). Factor A.l, "International responsibility", included all the other factors
in that part and thereby rendered them more or less
superfluous. The right of a State to request admission
to the United Nations or to enter into international
relations and to conclude military agreements were
the inalienable attributes of external sovereignty and
need not be mentioned separately. So far as the factors
concerning internal government were concerned, his
delegation did not consider them necessarv or even
recommendable. It went without saying that an independent State was competent in political, economic,
social and cultural affairs. The system of government
was the sole concern of the people of each State and
any attempt to link the fate of a people to its form
of government would constitute a violation of the
Charter and of international law.
25. His delegation would find it difficult to accept
the attainment of other systems of self-government in
continuing association with the metropolitan country
or in other forms as the ultimate outcome of political
development. Nevertheless, should a people freely elect
some form of association, it might be accepted, but only
as <1: stage in their advance towards independence, the
attatnment of which would be renderer] pos~ible by
further active assistance and control of the United
Nations. In such cases it would be necessary to ensure
that certain conditions obtained, inter alia. freedom
of choice between several alternative possibilities including independence, the free acceptance of such
status by the inhabitants of the Territory-the United
Nations must have the opportunity of satisfying itself
beforehand that such complete freedom of decision
existed-the absence of any outside interference with
the conduct of the external and internal affairs of the
territory, the free request and granting of international
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recognition, the establishment of diplomatic and other
relations, and the possibility of requesting admission
in the United Nations.
26. While the wording of factor A.3 in the second part
of the iist, "Voluntary limitation of sovereignty" had
been somewhat improved by the adoption of the
Venezuelan representative's proposal ( A/2428, para.
34). that factor should either be omitted, since no case
of limitation of sovereignty had yet arisen, or it should
be reworded in accordance with the proposal of the
Guatemalan representative as set forth in paragraph 21
of the Ad Hoc Committee's report.
27. The incorporation of a Non-Self-Governing Terntory into a metropolitan country or any of its component parts was completely unacceptable. It would not
be consonant with the Charter, as it would substitute
a decentralized provincial or regional local autonomy
for full self-government. It would be even less acceptable were it the result of unilateral acts by the metropolitan country rather than the implementation of a
sovereign decision and contractual agreement reached
after consultation of the people and carried out with
the active participation of the United Nations.
28. If the Committee were to set up a sub-committee
such as that established at the sixth session, the list
of factors could be considerably improved. The subcommittee could single out all the essential factors,
word them appropriately and assign the factors to the
place they deserved. That work could be completed in
a relatively short time and the Committee should be
able to apply the final list during the discussion of
item 3 of its agenda. His delegation would welcome
any initiative to that effect. If the list of factors remained unaltered, his delegation would have to consider
carefully whether to vote in favour of it, although it
did not deny its value. Further effort should, however,
be devoted to the problem in order to reach a comprehensive solution.
29. U ON SEIN (Burma) observed that there were
two alternatives before the United Nations in its examination of the somewhat complicated question at issue.
The first would be to continue setting up committees
to cover the same ground again and again in the hope
of eventually producing an entirely satisfactory list of
factors. The second would be to recognize honestly,
as had already been done by the General Assembly in
its resolution 648 (VII), that the list of factors could
do no more than serve as a guide and that each case
must be considered in the light of the particular circumstances. If the second alternative were chosen the list
of factors could be approved during the current session and, despite its imperfections, would serve to
assist both the Administering Members and the General
Assembly in determining whether any particular territory had attained a full measure of self-government.
In the light of that consideration the second alternative
appeared preferable; indeed, if it were not adopted,
the inference would be that certain delegations were
unwilling to allow the General Assembly to establish
factors which could serve as a yardstick for the progress
of political self-government in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories.
30. In its reply of 3 July 1952 (A/AC.58/1/Add.3),
the Government of the Union of Burma had already
brought forward considerations of that nature, and it
remained of the opinion that whether a territory had
become self-governing as a separate entity or whether
it had become associated with a metropolitan country
on equal terms were questions of fact which must be

determined in the light of the special circumstances of
each case.
31. The Government of Burma continued to hold that
the power of determining whether a country had become fully self-governing should be vested in the General Assembly. It recognized, however, that that view
was opposed by the Administering Members. Furthermore, General Assembly resolution 648 (VII) provisionally approved a list of factors which might serve
as a guide both for the General Assembly and the Administering Members, without indicating which should
have the final say in the matter. The same course might
be followed at the present session in approving a list
of factors for general use. Occasions might arise in
the future when the General Assembly and an Administering Member might disagree on whether the latter
was justified in ceasing to transmit information on a
certain territory. In that event all the complicated international issues involved would be examined on the
basis of a concrete case. There was no need to press
the theoretical question of the pre-eminence of the General Assembly or of the Administering Members until
such a concrete case arose.
32. He drew attention to the emphasis placed by the
Burmese representative in the Ad Hoc Committee on
the need for ensuring that the final decision as to the
future international status of a Non-Self-Governing
Territory was in fact taken freely by the people of that
territory. It must be demonstrated that the people had
had complete freedom of choice, and that their decision
to choose a status other than complete independence had
been taken in the full realization that they could have
opted for complete independence had they desired to
do so. Otherwise the choice of any international status
other than complete independence must remain suspect.
Once a people had freely elected association with a
metropolitan or other country, secession should be subject to the terms of any agreement reached.
33. The Burmese delegation would view with sympathy any resolution proposed for the purpose of approving the list of factors subject to the consideration
that the list should serve as a flexible guide and that
each concrete case should be examined in the light of
the particular circumstances.
34. l\Ir. MENDOZA (Guatemala) recalled that the
need to draw up a list of factors to be taken into account
in determining \vhether a territory had or had not
achieved a full measure of self-government, and above
all to ensure that such self-government did exist in
practice, had originated in the fact that the list of NonSelf-Governing Territories presented by the Administering Members in 1946 had rapidly diminished as a
result of unilateral declarations from the metropolitan
countries to the effect that new domestic legislation
prevented them from continuing to transmit information on conditions in ihose territories. Any decrease in
the list \vould have been welcome had it been the result
of practical measures granting the dependent territories
a full measure of self-government; but in general that
did not appear to be the case, and had the procedure
been accepted without demur, Chapter XI would soon
have lost its raison d'etrc without the purposes of the
United Nations having been realized. It was that circumstance which had made it necessary to draw up a
list of factors, not in order to delay the political advancement of non-self-governing peoples, but rather
to ensure that the obligations of the Administering
Members towards those peoples remained intact until
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the purposes of the United Nations had been fully
realized.
35. The Guatemalan delegation had carefully studied
the important report of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors. It had ceased to attach m:1jor importance
to the idea of working out a definition of "a full measure of self-government" for it realized that there would
be immense difficulty in reaching any agreement and
that the adoption of a probably vague technical definition would, far from advancing the cause of the nonself-governing peoples, only make the situation more
complicated. However, the Guatemalan delegation was
convinced that so-called self-government in economic,
social and educational matters, no matter how complete, could never in itself form a full measure of selfgoven,ment, which was an essentially political concept.
As long as a people did not enjoy full political autonomy, it could not enjoy full self-government in any
other field.
36. The Guatemalan delegation had always felt some
anxiety with regard to the attainment by a people of
a full measure of self -government by association, union
or integration with the metropolitan country. It did
not consider that a people under a colonial regime which
accepted such a status as an improvement over the
existing one thereby renounced forever its natural aspiration to complete independence. The Guatemalan
delegation therefore insisted that it was essential to
guarantee to such peoples that their inalienable right
to amend any status of that kind would be respected.
37. Most Members of the United Nations, including
some Administering Members, had agrted that matters
relating to Non-Self-Governing Territories were questions of international interest. Hence, the restriction
in Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter did not apply
tu them. If existing conditions in those territories were
matters of international interest, questions relating to
the future destiny of the peoples inhabiting them were
also of international interest. 1\loreover, Chapter XI,
like the entire Charter, was a multilateral c:mtr2.ct duly
signed and ratified by all Member States. It could not
be modified by the unilateral action of any of the contracting parties. Thus, the United Nations as a whole
was competent to decide whether a N on-Self-Goyerning Territory had achieved a full measure of selfgovernment.
38. In that connexion, the Guatemalan delegation
vvished to stress the need to reaffirm the principle that
no metropolitan government could, by a unilateral act,
change the political status of a Non-Self-Governing
Territory which was the subject of claim or litigation
on the part of another State, until such claim or litigatJOn had been duly settled. That safeguard was not
of course intended to impede or delay the advancement
of a territory in such circumstances towards genuine
self-government.
39. There were a few points to be noted in connexion
with the list of factors approved by the Ad Hoc Committee. The Guatemalan delegation would support its
approval by the Committee and the General Assembly,
on the understanding that it could be subject to later
modifications in the light of experience. The Guatemalan delegation deplored the tendency to denigrate
the utility of the list in advance, and was in favour of
its recognition as the compulsory basis upon which all
specific cases would be considered.
40. The Guatemalan delegation objected to the word
"continuing" in the title of the second part of the list,
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as it prejudiced the inalienable right uf the peoples of
Non-Self-Governing Territories to modify the system
associating them with the metropolitan country, and
srcemed to imply their renunciation of full self-government. The Guatemalan delegation also objected to the
frst part of factor A.3 of the second part, "Voluntary
limitation of sovereignty", since any limitation of that
kind had always been regarded as dangerous and illegal.
There was no objection to the second part of the paragraph.
·tl. The Guatemalan delegation reserved the right to
make other comments in due course and possibly to
submit formal amendments to the report.
4:?. 1\fr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) regretted that the Ad Hoc Committee had been unable to
e::-tahlish a precise list of factors. No doubt the majority
of delegations would have liked other stipulations to
he included; for example, in the second and third parts
it would have been desirable to include a stipulation
that, before entering into such association, territories
should pass through a period of complete freedom and
sovereignty. That point could however be raised in
connexion with the discussion of concrete cases.
43. The list approved by the Ad Hoc Committee could
be accepted only as a guide, and each separate case
would haw to be studied on its merits in relation to
the list.
44. The decision whether or not a territory had
ceased to be non-self-governing could not he left to
ihe Administering Member concerned; that was a
matter that the General Assembly must decide.
45. With reference to factor A.4 of the first part, he
maintained that freedom of a territory to enter into
arrangements concerning its national defence was not
an indication of complete independence and urged that
the sentence should he changed to read "to ensure its
own national defence".
46. Mr. HURE (France) said that the French delegation had always felt that the study of factors was
of genuine theoretical and practical importance. It was
of theoretical importance because the term "Non-SelfGoverning Territories" used in the Charter had never
been defined nor even interpreted; and of practical importance because such a study ought to be of assistance
to States which had declared themselves to be responsible for certain territories in decidin~ when their obligations under Article 73 had ceased, and ought also
to furnish the necessary basis for an extension of those
obli!!ations to States which had alwavs contended that
Chapter XI did not apply to them. Such a study would
help to ensure that the application of the principles of
the Charter would not be limited to certain countries
hut would be universal.
47. However, it was clear that in the minds of certain
delegations the question was important for quite other
reasons. Instead of studying the factors to be taken into
account in deciding whether ct territory was or was not
a territory whose people had not yet attained a full
measure of self-government, certain countries preferred
to discuss measures which a majority of the Assembly
could use to prevent a State which had admitted its
obligations towards the peoples under its administration
from being able one day to decide that it had fulfilled
them and was no longer required to transmit information to the United Nations. Looked at from such a
'iewpoint, the difficult legal and scientific question
became an easy political problem and but one more
attempt to violate the provisions of the Charter on the
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pretext of interpreting it. The implicit aim of resolution
648 (VII) seemed to be gradually to affirm the competence of the Assembly at the expense of the administering States, for it stated that a list of factors would
be a useful guide for the Adm;nistering Member concerned and for the General Assembly. It might well
be asked what legal text justified the General Assembly
in assuming such competence. The French Government
had repeatedly maintained that the Assembly's functions were purely advisory. The right to determine
whether territories were territories whose people had
not yet attained a full measure of self-government was
the exclusive prerogative of the States which were responsible for administering those territories.
48. Another attempt to infringe the sovereignty of
States was to be found in the number of criteria in the
report. It was doubtful whether those who had drawn
up the list had thought of verifying whether all independent States satisfied those criteria, or had realized
that in trying to accumulate obstacles in order to prevent
any action by the Administering Members, they were
at the same time indefinitely delaying the achievement
of self-government or independence by the Non-SelfGoverning Territories. The same desire to infringe
the sovereignty of States was to be found in the contention that Article 73 should continue to apply to
territories which had become completely self-governing in internal matters, and in the emergence of a concept of the indivisibility of self-government, a concept
·which the French delegation had consistently rejected.
Once governmental and administrative competence had
been transferred in economic, social and educational
matters, which '"ere the matters covered by Article
73 e, it was hard to see how a government could remain
responsiUe for transmitting information to the United
Nations on activities over which it had renounced all
control. From that point of view, the list of factors
quite disregarded the intermediate stage between nonself-government and independence, and thus distorted
the very concept it was supposed to clarify.
49. It might well be asked why the expression of the
will of peoples which had been mentioned in the first
list of factors had suddenly d:sappeared. It was rather
surprising that the achiewmcnt of independence shou1d
be the occasion for an abridgement of the right of individuals, when certain Pmvers were so anxious ahout
those rights when it was a case of separate autonomy
or association. On the other hand, quite inexplicably,
the right of peoples to self-determination had been
brought into the discussion. That was a concept which
did not appear in A.rticle 73 of the Charter and was
quite outside the Committee's jurisdiction.
50. The French delegation had entered reservations
on many occasions, not in order to defend the views
of an Administering Member, but to urge respect for
general principles. One of those principles was respect
for contracts and the refusal to be a party to abusive
interpretations. Another principle was the universal
application of standards. The current discussion was a
clear example of discrimination between States which
had admitted to being Administering Members and
those which, in order to escape their obligations, had
made no such admission. The third principle was that
the matter was worthv of the most serious and conscientious consideratio-n. In point of fact, the ruling
preoccupations were political, and all concern for legal
and scientific exactitude had been swept aside in favour
of a political debate. The French delegation, therefore,
reserved its position, not with regard to the principle
of a study of factors but to the spirit in which that
Printed in U.S.A.

study seemed to have been undertaken and the results
which it had produced.
51. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America) said
that the United States, which had been a member of
the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, would support the
list of factors contained in the Committee's report
( A/2428). The United States delegation agreed with
paragraph 9 of the report that no list of factors could
serve as more than a guide, and it also shared the
Committee's conclusion that while a further refining
of the list would be possible, the present list was sufficient. The Ad Hoc Committee had done useful service
and it was not necessary to re-establish it for further
study. Its work had succeeded in clarifying thought on
the complex and varying elements which constituted a
full measure of self-government, and the United States
delegation would support the approval of the Ad Hoc
Committee's report.
52. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) said that his delegation had approached the study of factors in a
thoroughly impartial spirit. In 1946, Belgium had
designated the Belgian Congo as a Non-Self-Governing
Territory for whose administration it was responsible,
and it had regularly supplied information on economic,
social and educational conditions there since that time.
It had no intention of ceasing to supply such information and its interest in the list of factors was therefore
purely academic, for Belgium would not be affected
by any decision of the General Assembly regarding it.
53. The Belgian delegation had approached the study
of factors in an impartial but not an enthusiastic spirit.
I_t had felt that it would be impossible to draw up a
hst of factors which would be strict, scientific and
automatically applicable. There had been no success
yet in formulating a satisfactory definition of a full
measure of self-government, and it was unlikely that
the Fourth Committee would meet with better results.
54. Turning to the list of factors, he noted that since
it could be used to determine that a territory was no
lor:ger non-self-governing, it could also determine that
a giwn territory was not yet self-governing. There
should he no difference between the principle of ceasing
to transmit information and beginning to do so. Unless
the list was in fact worthless altogether, it was valid
in both cases. Similarly, an authority which was comretent to decide when information should cease was,
for the same reasons and to the same extent, competent
to say when information should begin to be transmitted.
The Belgian delegation believed that it was the admini~tering Power alone which was entitled to decide
whether to begin. or to stop, or to go on transmitting
ir:formation. Those delegations which held the opposite
vle\v and contended that the General Assembly was
competent to decide whether an Administering Member should be required to continue submitting information must abide hy the logical conclusion. If the majority
of the Committee decided that the General Assembly
was competent to determine whether an Administering
Member should be compelled to continue to transmit
information, it must also admit the right of the Assembly to compel other countries to begin to transmit
information on non-self-governing peoples under their
administration. The General Assembly's decisions must
apply to all Members.
55. The Belgian delegation would abstain from voting
on the matter under discussion, but it warned the members of the Committee that it would take steps to ensure
that the Assembly acted logically.
The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m.
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social and educational advancement of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories. Those Powers appeared to forget that Chapter )\I~ and in particular Article 73 ?• ~!so
dealt with the political advancement of the terntones.
Moreover, the General Assembly had declared on
several occasions that it had the right to express its
opinion on the principles governing the status of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
4. The Committee should also reject outright the
Belgian delegation's attempt to apply the provisions of
Chapter XI to the inhabitants of certain sovereign
States who did not enjoy complete self-government,
since that would only complicate the question by introducing extraneous and illegal considerations.
5. With regard to the impossibility of finding a satisfactory definition of the concept of a full measure of
self-government, his delegation was prepared to accept
the Ad Hoc Committee's conclusions, since each individual case would have to be examined separately ;
but it remained convinced that the best criterion of
complete self-government was total independence, both
on the domestic and on the international plane.
6. The list of factors contained in document A/2428
was neither complete nor definitive; it should rather be
regarded as a collection of guiding principles which
would aid the General Assembly in taking decisions on
the cessation of the transmission of information. His
delegation accepted the present list of factors, which
was only slightly different from the list provisionally
adopted by the General Assembly at the preceding session (resolution 648 (VII) ) . The division of the list
ir•to three parts was both logical and practical. He
hoped that the Committee would adopt that list, ad!Jlirably drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee in its final
form, and transmit it to the Committee on Information
from Non-Self-Governing Territories.
7. The differences of opinion which divided the colonial
and the non-colonial Powers had been manifested once
more in the Committee. The Committee would not,
however, permit legal quibbles to divert it from its
sacred trust : to help dependent peoples to reach complete self-government by peaceful means.
8. Mr. DOMINGUEZ (Cuba) recalled that his delegation, representing a country which had suffered
greatly from colonialism, had constantly endeavoured
both in the Ad Hoc Committee and in the Fourth Committee to bring the administering and the non-administering Powers closer together.
9. Although a satisfactory definition of the concept
of a full measure of self-government could not be given,
he stressed that it could not be claimed that a territory
which was self-governing economically and socially but
not yet politically had attained a full measure of selfgovernment.
10. Referring to paragraph 15 of document A/2428,
he said that the absence of any pressure or coercion on
the population of a territory (point D) would not
suffice to enable that population to decide the future des-
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}'actors which should be taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2428) (continued)

[Item 33] *
1. Mr. PACHACHI (Iraq) recalled that since 1949,
when the General Assembly had adopted its resolution
334 (IV), the question of factors had been discussed
in detail by two ad hoc committees and by the Fou:th
Committee itself. His delegation had taken an active
and it hoped, a useful part in those discussions, which
lnd' led to the prep1ration of the list contained in the
present report (A/2428) of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors (Non-Self-Governing Territories).
2. He wished first to comment on some of the views
expressed during the debate. Both in their replies to
the Secretary-General and in the course of the discussions in the Fourth Committee and in the Ad Hoc
Committee, the Administering Members had without
exception categorically stated that they alone were
competent to decide whether a territory had attained a
full measure of self-government. His delegation strongly
contested that claim, which was entirely incompatible
with the spirit of the Charter and, in particl!lar, with
the provisions of Chapter XI, which. proclarmed that
the obligation to promote the well-bemg of the NonSelf-Governing Territories was a sacred trust assumed
by the international community.
3. If the thesis of the colonial Powers, so dogmatically
propounded by the Belgian delegation at the 322nd
meeting, must be accepted, Chapter XI would be null
and void, since the General Assembly would have to
confine itself to confirming the decisions of the Administering Members without so much as discussing them.
Chapter XI, however, was more than an assemblage
of pious declarations; it was. an it;Iportant ?tag:e in man's
progress towards one of hrs pnmary obJectives: freedom for all peoples and all nations. According to the
colonial Powers, the United Nations was empowered
by Article 73 e to take cognizance only of the economic,
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tiny of the territory (point A) unless the necessary
measures were taken to ensure that the views of the
population would be respected (point E) ; point E
therefore appeared to be a cardinal point, since it supplemented the provisions of points A and D and made
them capable of application. The Cuban delegation failed
to understand why some delegations had felt obliged
to make reservations with regard to point E.
11. The Cuban delegation had also, the better to defend the interests of populations of Non-Self-Governing
Territories which aspired to complete independence,
supported in the Ad Hoc Committee the Guatemalan
proposal recognizing the freedom of the peoples of
Non-Self-Governing Territories which had freely
limited their sovereignty in favour of the metropolitan
or any other country to chang-e their status by democratic processes ( A/2-1-28, para. 21).
12. Contrary to the affirmations of some delegations,
the interpretation and application of the obligations assumed by the Administering Members under Chapter
XI of the Charter were not within the exclusive jurisdiction of those Powers; in other words, cessation of
the transmission of information on any territory required a previous agreement within the international
community, which was the United Nations, between
the Administering Members and the other Member
States. The provisions of Article 2, paragraph 7, of
the Charter could not be invoked in the present case,
since the fate of a Non-Self-Governing Territory did
not depend solely on the country which administered
it; colonialism was a doctrine of the past, and modern
international law prescribed other principles for the
administration of territories which were not yet selfgoverning. Consequently the United Nations as a whole,
and not merely the Administering Members, should be
guided by the list of factors in determining whether a
territory had attained a full measure of self-government.
In its reply to the Secretary-General in pursuance of
resolution 567 (VI) (A/ A C. 58/Add.1), the Cuban
Government had already indicated that while cessation
of the transmission of information on a Non-SelfGoverning Territory could, if necessary in given cases,
be decided upon unilaterally by an Administering Member if its security so required, in no case could it be
admitted that the transmission of such information
should cease as a result of a purely unilateral decision
taken for "constitutional considerations".
13. He could not define his delegation's position better
than by citing the statement made in the general debate
by the Cuban Minister for Foreign Affairs ( 441st
plenary meeting), who had said that, ''"hile his country
was determined to defend the right of peoples to selfdetermination, it would exercise great caution in that
sphere in order to avoid any basic discord which might
weaken the position of the free countries in relation
to the totalitarian bloc.
14. The list of factors given in document A/2428 was
satisfactory but might well be lengthened. The division
into three parts was intelligent. The list was, of course,
in no way final or binding, since each case of cessation
of the transmission of information would be studied in
the light of its particular circumstances. The Cuban
delegation would ·welcome any proposal to supplement
and improve the present list.
15. Mr. KUCHKAROV (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) said that the question of factors had arisen
because of the refusal of certain Administering Members-France, the United Kingdom, the United States
and the Netherlands-to continue to furnish the infor-

mation they were required to transmit under Article
73 e of the Charter with regard to certain Non-SelfGoverning Territories. The attitude of those States was
contrary to the Charter and amounted to a refusal to
carry out the obligations they had assumed under the
Charter with regard to Non-Self-Governing Territories. At the fourth and subsequent sessions of the
General Assembly many delegations had indicated that
the unilateral decision taken by those States could not
be accepted.
16. After reviewing the \Vork that had led to the
compilation of the list of factors which the General
Assembly had examined at its seventh session (A/
2178), the USSR representative stated that the list
was a step forward towards the goal set by the General
Assembly, but was still far from complete and should
be improved.
17. The list now submitted to the Fourth Committee
by the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors differed little
from the one approved by the General Assembly at its
seventh session. It contained serious gaps, particularly
the lack of a definition of the concept of a full measure
of self-government. He could not agree with the Ad
Hoc Committee that the lack of a satisfactory definition
raised no serious difficulty. Indeed, without a precise
definition of a full measure of self-government it was
very difficult to prepare a list of factors to determine
whether a territory had attained that objective. In the
view of the USSR delegation, Non-Self-Governing Territories would attain a full measure of self-government
when they became independent sovereign States in which
the legislative, executive and judiciary powers were
exercised by the indigenous population. Until then the
Administering Members were bound to transmit information under Article 73 e of the Charter. Those were
the criteria for determining whether a territory had
attained the goal of a full measure of self-government
set by the Charter.
18. Examining the list of factors drawn up by the
Ad Hoc Committee, he said that the USSR delegation
accepted the first part in principle, subject to some
clarification and addition. The second and third parts,
however, it considered unacceptable, as they did not
provide for the accession of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories to the status of independent, sovereign
States. Thus factor A.3 of the second part dealt with
voluntary limitation of sovereignty, whereas it was clear
that before speaking of the limitation of sovereignty
it was necessary to grant sovereignty and independence
to Non-Self-Governing Territories and provide for tne
right of the indigenous people of those territories to
decide for themselves their own destiny. He noted that
the second and third parts Df the list contained factors
which allowed for the control and interference of other
States in the internal affairs of the territories.
19. He denied the claim of the Administering Members to exclusive competence in the matter. That attitude
was contrary to the Charter and to the General Assembly's resolutions. He hoped that the factors which were
being worked out by the General Assembly would constitute an obstacle to arbitrary refusal of the Administering Members to transmit the required information
and would contribute to the fulfilment of the provisions
of the Charter with regard to the peoples of Non-SelfGoverning Territories.
20. Mr. T ARZI (Afghanistan) recalled that from the
outset the United Nations, true to the spirit of the
Charter, had been deeply concerned with the future
liberation of the Non-Self-Governing Territories and
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with the factors indicating self-government. The question was certainly difficult, and until September 1952
the Afghanistan delegation had doubted whether a fair
and sound solution could be achieved, since each Administering Member had taken a different view.
21. Although the 1952 Ad Hoc Com111ittcc had studied
the list of factors drawn up by the General Assembly
in accordance with resolution 567 (VI), it had at
first seemed difficult, when the question was studied
again at the seventh session, to find a body competent
to determine whether the new list of factors was complete. It had then been decided that the list should
simply be regarded as a guide to whether a territory
had attained full self-government, and should serve
no other purpose.
22. The factors that the two ad hoc committees had
prop0sed to the General Assembly were indispensable
fQf the study of social problems in the Non-Self-Governing Territories. If. however, they and the report
0f the 1953 Ad Hoc Committee were adopted, they
might well be deemed contrary to the principle 0f the
right 0f self-determination of peoples, a right on which
the freedom of peoples and nations was essentially
based. Though the proposed factors might serve as a
guide, the decisi0n whether a territory had attained
freedom could not be based on them alone. In deciding
that question, the 0pinion 0f the people concerned must
be asked, and must be expressed under the auspices
of the United Nations without interference by foreign
interests.
23. Miss ROESAD (Indonesia) said that most
representatives seemed to feel that the Fourth Committee could eventually adopt the proposed list of
factors. Nevertheless, some delegations felt that the
General Assembly was not competent t0 decide whether a territory was or was not a territory whose people
had not yet attained a full measure of self-government.
Indeed, the representative of France had stated at the
preceding meeting that if the General Assembly decided that it alone was competent to settle that question, n0 Non-Self-Governing Territory would ever
achieve independence. The Indonesian delegation failed
to understand the grounds for that opinion. On the
contrary, the General Assembly was competent to
decide whether Chapter XI of the Charter was applicable to a given territory. There seemed to be no need
t0 repeat the legal arguments 0n which that opinion
was based; the representatives of Guatemala and Mexico had stated them very eloquently at the preceding
meeting.
2..J-. Paragraph 5 of General Assembly resolution
648 (VII) showed that the General Assembly was
c0mpetent to rule 0n the cessation of the transmission
of information under Article 73 e 0f the Charter. In
the Indonesian delegation's view, the General Assembly ought to decide whether the cessation of the transmission of information was justified-in other words,
whether the population of a Non-Self-Governing Territory was fully in charge of its own administration.
25. The Ad Hoc Committee, which the Indonesi::tn
delegation congratulated on its good work. had not
seen fit to make. in its rep0rt, many changes in the
list of factors which the General Assembly had provisionally approved in 1952. The Fourth Committee
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therefore could recommend that the General Assembly
adopt a resolution approving the existing list subject
t0 the considerations contained in resoluti0n 648 (VII),
paragraph 2.
26. Furthermore, the principle set forth in paragraph
4 of that resolution should also be reaffirmed, especially
as some governments held that the obligation to transmit information under Article 73 e ceased when the
questions listed in that article were within a territory's own jurisdiction. There was an urgent need
for the General Assembly to take a stand with regard
t? that contention; indeed, the Netherlands representatiVe had emphasized it particularly in relation to the
cessation of the transmission of information regarding
the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam.
27. The declaration in resoluti0n 648 (VII) on the
whole question of factors should be reaffirmed.
28. The Indonesian delegation would support any
proposal which would improve the suggested list of
fact0rs, and reserved its position on any future motion
made in the Committee on that question.
29. Mr: L. S. BOKHARI (Pakistan) recalled that
the Pakistan delegation had stated in the Committee
at the seventh session ( 277th meeting) that the list
of factors was a useful guide and that the case of
each territory should be examined in the light of the
particular circumstances. It had also stated that the
United Nations took an abiding interest in the welfare
and future of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, and
that the transmission of information on those territories should not be discontinued without its consent.
His delegation's attitude remained unchanged.
30. After a careful examination of the Ad Hoc C0mmittee's report, his delegation agreed with the view
expressed by the Indian representative ( 322nd meeting) that the Committee had not been able to add
much to the list of factors approved by the General
Assembly in 1952. Although the list could doubtless
be improved, it was fairly complete and nothing would
be gained by a new study. His delegation was prepared
t? accept the Ad Hoc Committee's report, reserving the
nght to speak on any proposal later submitted to the
Fourth Committee.
31. Some delegations had made statements on the
reduction in the number of territories on which reports
were submitted to the United Nations. His delegation
had nothing against the reduction, provided that the
United Nations was certain that the territories in
question had reached a degree of development at which
supervision was no longer necessary.
32. Pakistan was impatiently waiting for the day
when the General Assembly would no longer have
to concern itself with the question because no territories would be administered any longer by a foreign
Power. In a sense the Administering Members were
on a black list : thev had to account to the United
Nations for certain" of their actions in Non-SelfGoverning Territories. They would surely be happy
to see their names struck from that list. The Pakistan
Government itself would be pleased to see the list
grow shorter. but it maintained that the final decision
rested with the United Nations, which he asked the
Administering Members to trust.
The meeting rose at 4.10 p.m.
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principle applied to all international commitments it followed that the restrictions contained in Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter were valid only for questions
not dealt with in the Charter. That was not the case
for Non-Self-Governing Territories since they were
dealt with in Chapter XI. The General Assembly therefore had the right and indeed the duty of ensuring that
all States which had signed the Charter fulfilled the
commitments thereby incurred. In that connexion, the
Assembly had taken a series of decisions and had, inter
alia, set up the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, which
had worked out a list of factors.
3. The Egyptian delegation thanked the Committee
for the work it had accomplished and considered that
the list it had drawn up was generally satisfactory. With
the addition of several amendments, designed to
strengthen the provisions governing the right of peoples
to self-determination, that list could be used for practical
purposes, without however absolving the Assembly from
examining the special circumstances of each particular
case. The Egyptian delegation intended to submit a
draft resolution amending the list of factors on those
lines.
4. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark) also thanked members of the Ad Hoc Committee and the Secretariat,
whose work had clarified the various aspects of the
problem and enabled delegations to define their position.
The Danish delegation was prepared to approve the repmt and to accept the list of factors it contained. The
classification of those factors into three parts seemed
judicious. The work accomplished so far was satisfactory, and consequently there was no need to maintain
the Ad Hoc Committee.
5. Among the factors enumerated in the Committee's
report .ti~ere was one of primary importance, namely,
the opmion
the population of the territory, freely
expressed by mformed and democratic processes, as to
the status or change in status which they desired. The
factors applied not only to the cessation of the transmission of information but just as well to the commencement of the transmission of information. All Member
States s?ould examine their ~wn position in the light
of the hst of factors and decide whether they should
transmit information on territories on which they had
not so far submitted a report.
6. As ~o the ques~ion of competence, the position which
the Damsh delegation had taken up at previous sessions
had not chan¥~d. It .considered th~t the State responsible
for the. admm1strat10J?- o~ a terntory had the right to
determme the constitutional status of the territorv
placed under its sovereignty. None of the provisions of
~hapt.er XI could be interpreted as modifying that principle m any way. whatever. ~enmark had always been
ready to transmit to the Umted Nations information
concerning not only the economic, social and educational
sitt:a.tion i~ the territory it administered, but also the
p~htJ~al s1tuation. and the ~evelopment of the constitutional status m that terntorv. Nevertheless it had
never considered that the United Nations was thereby
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Factors which should be taken into account in de·
ciding whether a territory is or is not a terri·
tory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2428) (continued)

[Item 33] *

1. Mr. ABOU-AFIA (Egypt) stressed the importance
which the Egyptian delegation attached to Chapter XI
of the Charter and recalled the steps it had taken or
supported to ensure that the provisions of that Chapter
were applied. During the discussion of that question,
the representatives of the Administering Members had
asserted that the General Assembly was not competent
to examine whether a Territory had attained full selfgovernment on the grounds that no text conferred that
power upon it. Their point of view had been expressed
in the reservations made by the Belgian representative
and contained in sub-paragraph (b) of paragraph 40
of the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors
(Non-Self-Governing Territories) (A/2428), the text
of which he quoted. True to the Charter and to its own
principles. the Egyptian delegation felt bound to oppose
that point of view. Chapter XI set forth contractual
obligations to which all Member States had subscribed
and which no Member State could evade by a unilateral
act or statement. To admit the contrary would enable
the Administering Members to waive too easily the provisions of Chapter XI. There was no doubt whatsoever
th2.t the meaning of that Chapter was completely divorced
from any unilateral interpretation which the Administering Members might give to it.
2. There were no grounds for invoking the provisions
of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter. Just as in
private law contractual obligations were interpreted as
a voluntary restriction on individual freedom, so international commitments constituted a voluntary restriction on the sovereignty of States, with reservations of
course as to the object of those commitments. As that
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empowered to review or revise any action which had
been taken by the constitutional bodies of Denmark.
7. Recalling the stages in the constitutional evolution
of Greenland, he said that, as early as 1951, the Danish
delegation had announced in the Special Committee on
Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter1 that. Greenla_nd wished to be represented directly in
the Damsh Parhament. In 1952, the National Council
of Greenland had unanimously adopted a resolution expressing the desire that Greenland should be associated
with Denmark as an integral part of the metropolitan
country, with full equality of status with other parts of
Denmark and representation in the Danish Parliament.
It had also requested that the Danish Constitution should
be amended to that effect. The Danish Government and
Parliament had recognized those aspirations. The new
Danish Constitution, adopted by Parliament and subsequently endorsed by a referendum of the Danish
people, contained in its first article a provision to the
effect that Greenland had become an integral part of
Denmark and thus had acquired equal status with the
rest of Denmark. The population of Greenland now enjoyed the same rights as the rest of the Danish population. By virtue of that constitutional change, therefore,
Greenland was no longer a Non-Self-Governing Territory under the terms of Chapter XI of the Charter.
Thus, in conformity with General Assembly resolution
222 (III), the Danish Government had sent to the
Secretary-General a note dated 3 September 1953 in
which it informed him of that development and to which
was attached an explanatory memorandum, a translation
of the Danish Constitution and the records of the meetings in which the National Council of Greenland had
considered and then unanimously adopted the changes
in question. It was the understanding of the Danish
Government that, in conformity with resolution 448 (V),
that documentation would be laid before the Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories at
its next session, but the Danish delegation wished to
bring it to the immediate notice of the Fourth Committee.
8. The decision of the Danish Government was in
complete conformity with the fundamental factor which
h<> had previously stressed, namely, the freely expressed
will and opinion of the population of the territory. It had
been welcomed by the people of both Greenland and
Denmark, who were convinced that the new order
would serve the interests of Greenland best, and the
Government and Parliament where Greenlanders were
now sitting side by side with their fellow countrymen,
would continue to do their utmost to promote the welfare of the Greenlanders.
9. Mr. ABOU KHADRA (Saudi Arabia) said that
the Committee had heavy responsibilities which it must
strive to fulfil in a spirit of co-operation on the basis
of Chapters XI, XII and XIII of the Charter and in
pursuance of the aims and principles proclaimed in the
Charter. It might carry out its functions by seeking
solutions in the Charter itself, but all the members of
the Committee must also agree on the interpretation
to be given to the Articles on which its work was to be
based. Too often there had been a tendency to limit
the scope of the Committee's work and even its competence by the use of juridical arguments which departed from the real meaning- of the Charter and from
any strict interpretation of its provisions. If the purposes specifed by the Charter were to be attained, the
1

See A/AC.35/SR.34.

latter must be interpreted more broadly, and he hoped
that the discussion on factors would not lead to serious
controversy and that, by showing a spirit of sincere cooperation, the Committee could achieve productive results which would make it possible to bring- the views
of certain groups closer together.
10. His delegation paid a tribute to the way the Ad
Hoc Committee had carried out its duties. Yet, whatever the number of factors included no list could be
considered complete or final. The list :Uust therefore remain under constant study and be resubmitted for revision. Hence the General Assembly should refer to the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories, in connexion with its normal 1vork and responsibilities, the list of factors, their interpretation and
!he adjus_tme~ts to b~ mad~ in the light of any changes
m the situation which might occur. An appropriate
draft resolution should be submitted and adopted by the
Committee. Moreover, the list of factors could serve
only as a guide, a compilation of criteria whereby the
stage_ of development of a given Territory could be ascertamed and whereby_ a decision could be more easily
rea~hed on the questwn whether the Territory had
achieved full se~f-~overnment .. In view of the variety
of the characteristics of the different dependent territories, those criteria must be applied very flexibly. That
point was extremely important.
11. He did not agree with the Ad Hoc Committee
on Factors that the definition of the notion of full selfgovern~ent would necessarily raise serious difficulties.
~o arnve at such a definition it was enough to appreCiate the aspirations of the dependent peoples and to
re!y ~n two principl~s: that of the right of self-determmahon, set forth .m. Article 1, paragraph 2, of the
Charter, and the prtnCiple that the interests of the inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Territories were
paramount, as stated in Article 73. It was easy to defin~ t~e no~ion of f~ll self-government, the supreme
obJeC~Ive latd down m the Charter, by applying those
pnnctples : full self-government meant sovereign independence. When the current popular movements for
complete independence 1vere considerecl, there was
reason to doubt that the dependent peoples would freely
choose any form of self-government which did not imply
full and complete sovereignty. It mattered little whether
after. achievi~g independence, a Non-Self-Governing
Terntory dectded to enter into an association with the
.metropolitan or any other country inasmuch as such association was subsequent to independence. Otherwise
there would be serious reasons for doubting whether
the dependent territory had exercised a free choice.
12. With reg;ar~ to the elemen!s for determining
whethe~ the prm~Iple of self-determmation was guaranteed, hts delegatiOn accepted the list given in section
IV _of the. Ad Hoc Committee's report. It attached
pa~t1~ular tmportance to points D, E and F. If the
pnnctple that the interests of the indigenous inhabitants
were J?aramount was to be respected, it was an absolute
necessity that the population should be able to express
it~ ~pini~:m without any pressure on the part of the admmJstenng Powers. Point E (A/2428, para. 15) was
an essential supplement to point D, (A/2428, para. 15)
because the real aspirations of the peoples concerned
could not be determined unless the administering Powers
gave the assurance that the views of the inhabitants
would be respected. Finally, point F ( A/2428, para. 21)
was the only f~ctor which could be used in deciding
whether a Territory had voluntarily agreed to a limitation of its sovereignty in favour of the metropolitan
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or any other country. Some areas remained linked to the
metropolitan country against the wishes of the inhabitants. The metropolitan countries had always
claimed that such association had been effected with the
full agreement of the two parties. If such were the
case, those countries had no reason to make reservations to point F. If they accepted it, any doubts persisting in certain minds would disappear. The very
fact that a Non-Self-Governing Territory was free to
change its status by democratic processes, in other
words. to withdraw, in a given case, from an association
to which it was a party, proved once and for all that
the association had not been imposed upon it.
13. He then passed to the list of factors submitted by
the Ad Hoc Committee (A/2428, section VI). Factor
A.3 of the second part, which actually referred to a
limitation of sovereignty and independence, should be
omitted. V\1hile the right of a country to relinquish a
part of its sovereignty in favour of a larger entity was
one of the attributes of sovereignty, States which had
recently acquired their independence vvere much too
jealous of the latter to enter into an <:greement which
might limit it. The situation in the Middle East, ·where
the elements of one nation, divided to serve the interests
of the colonial Powers, were trying gradually to hring
about a closer union, was irrelevant. His delegation
unreservedly accepted the other factors, on the understanding that the association to which the latter two
parts referred had to be effected in accordance with the
real aspirations of the people and without pressure.
14. \Vith regard to the question of competence, the
General Assembly should be consulted whenever it was
to be determined whether a territory had achieved full
self-government, because it had to reach a decision on
each case individually. Only when a Territory had
reached a stage of independence which qualified it for
admission to the United Nations could the transmission
of the information specfied in the Charter cease.
15. Mr. DOBROSIELSKI (Poland) noted that the
purely theoretical analyses, which had been made for
several years, had not led to a final and complete list of
factors. It was to be feared that no substantial progress
could be made if the matter continued to be dealt with
in a purely academic manner. It was sufficient proof
that the list drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee hardly
differed from that of 1952 (General Assembly resolution
648 (VII), annex). It was only of value as a collection
of general indications. It was difficult to accept some
of the factors listed in the second and third parts. to
which the Guatemalan and USSR representatives had
raised objections ( 322nd and 323rd meetings).
16. It could be concluded from a study of the history
of the problem that the Administering Members were
trying to keep the subject on the plane of theory and
to prevent the General Assembly from taking the nE'cessary action to change the current situation. That situation was the result of the arbitrary refusal of certain Administering Members, the United States, France. the
United Kingdom and the Netherlands, to continue to
transmit information on the Non-Self-Governing Territories under their administration, contrary to the
obligations which they had assumed under Chapter XI
of the Charter. The Administering Members had stopped
transmitting information on fifteen of the seventyfour Non-Self-Governing Territories listed in General
Assembly resolution 66 (I). The tendency to adopt decisions unilaterally persisted, as proved by the cases of
the Netherlands Antilles, Surinam and Puerto Rico.
The Administering Members claimed that the Non-Self-
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Governing Territories came under their jurisdiction
exclusively. The question was international in scope
and the United Nations must attach very special importance to the present and future position of the
peoples concerned.
17. Hence, without underestimating the importance of
a theoretical study of the problem, his delegation considered that practical action should be taken to solve it.
It hoped that the General Assembly would very soon
compile a list of principles which would make it impossible for the Administering Members to decide unilaterally to stop transmitting information on the territories under their administration. Those Powers were
obliged to transmit such information so long as the
territories in question were not independent and
sovereign States, the inhabitants of which had full
executive, legislative and judicial authority. The General
Assembly was competent to decide whether a territory had attained full self-government and to rule
whether the transmission of information should cease.
The Polish delegation would support any positive resolution to settle the matter along those lines.
18. Mr. NAJAR (Israel) said that the Israel delegation had been somewhat concerned to find that the discussion had borne mainly on the question of who should
decide whether a Non-Self-Governing Territory had
really attained self-government, and \vhen it had become independent. As the question of the cessation of
the transmission of information appeared as item 3 on
the Committee's agenda, it might have been better if
the Committee had paid more attention to factors as
such, and less to the use made of the factors, which
only led to endless arguments about the interpretattion of the Charter. Its time would be better spent if
it tried to make some useful contribution to a sane and
constructive settlement of the practical political problems facing the United Nations.
19. The Israel delegation did not regard the examination of the factors as absolutely essential since the experience possessed hy the sixty Member States
practically guaranteed that no aspect of the problems
relating to any conceivable type of self-government or
independence would be lost sight of when any particular
instance was being discussed. The Ad Hoc Committee
report under consideration merely strengthened that
view. One of that Committee's tasks had been to define the notion of a full measure of self-government for
the purposes of Chapter XI. The problem had been to
ascertain whether the notion fell somewhat short of
independence as referred to in Chapter XII and, if so,
to decide whether it meant something more than
autonomy in economic. social and educational matters
as mentioned in Article 73 e. The Committee had decided that it was impossible to arrive at a definition and
that the concept would emerge from the examination
of each particular case. It had also been the Committee's
task to seek criteria to determine whether the principle
of the right of peoples to self-determination was guaranteed so far as that Chapter was concerned. The Committee had not come to anv definite conclusion or reached
any general agreement. Anyone considering the list of
factors would be struck by the fact that it failed to
reflect the complexity of the problems raised and the
positions of the members of the Ad Hoc Committee.
20. In considering ways and means of ensuring international respect for the right of peoples to self-determination, there was ;m unfortunate and growing tendency to overlook individual aspects of th1.t right, although they formed the real basis for it. Historically,
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the right of a people to self-determination rested upon
the freedom and equality of men bound together by
what had been termed the social contract. Nor should
it be forgotten that in President Wilson's Fourteen
Points, the principle of nationality and the principles of
democracy had been identical.
21. The first part of the list of factors dealt with
independence. To judge by the heading of the list as
given in paragraph 41 of document A/2428, the second
and third parts might have been expected to deal with
other separate systems of self-government, whereas they
dealt with self-government in continuing association
with the metropolitan country and with factors indicative
of the free association of a territory with the metropolitan or other country as an integral part of that
country.
22. It was useless to embed in an extremely complex
report a list of factors which seemed to establish the
fact that Non-Self-Governing Territories would some
day attain independence but that that independence was
likely to assume the most varied forms, according to
the freely-expressed wishes of the populations concerned. It might well be, therefore, that a more searching
analysis of the concepts of self-government and independence might prove a disservice to the right of
peoples to self-determination. The study of factors should
accordingly come to an end.
23. The Ad Hoc Committee's work would, however,
have helped to narrow the gap between the administering Powers' ideas and those of the non-administering
Powers on an important point, since paragraph 13 of
the report stated that the concept of self-government
would emerge in the examination of a particular case.
24. One example of the endless debates which the
Committee would let itself in for if it constantly discussed problems from the theoretical viewpoint would
be the discussion of the Belgian thesis that as there was
nc restrictive definition of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories in Chapter XI of the Charter, the Assembly might discover territories undeclared by the States
responsible for them. But it was clear from Article 74
that the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter could
in no circumstances he applied to a metropolitan territory. Would it be wise to engage in a discussion of
the concept of a metropolitan territory?
25. Mr. DORSINVILLE (Haiti) welcomed the historical process by which, within a century and a half,
the world had progressed from the slave revolt in Santo
Domingo to the meeting of the Fourth Committee in
which the representatives of free and independent nations were endeavouring to define the requirements that
some sixty territories throughout the world, with more
than 200 million inhabitants, must fulfil in order to
attain self-government or independence.
26. Despite their good intentions, competence and
eagerness to comply with their terms of reference, the
various subsidiary bodies set up to study the question
of factors had not been able either to define the notion
of a full measure of self-government or to draw up a
list of factors to everyone's entire satisfaction. Document
A/2428 was an intellectual exercise without any practical
bearin.g : while admitting that the list of factors was only
indicative, it recognized that only specific cases could
be considered. The work had not, however, been useless,
for it had made it possible to study all the legal, political,
economic and social aspects of vast territories whose
future was in doubt. There was great wisdom in the
following passage in Mr. Pierre Ryckmans' book,

Dominer pour servir: "There is as yet no political
problem in the Congo. Now is not the time to solve it,
but it is already time to think about it, to provide and
prepare for the future . . .When the time comes, people
will not wait. If we delay, the crisis will not end in
emancipation, but in hatred, revolt and separation"
(p. 74).
27. It was precisely in order to avoid outbreaks of
hatred that the Haitian delegation had always approved
the reports submitted on the question of factors and
would vote for the adoption of document A/2428, although it beiieyed that the free expression of the
people's wishes should have been the only factor listed.
Since the Administering Members had accepted a limitation of their sovereignty, they could not arbitrarily
withdraw a territory from the jursidiction of Article
73. It should be possible to ensure that peoples expressed their opinion with complete freedom if the parties concerned showed goodwill and allowed the United
Nations to exercise the requisite supervision.
28. In view of the Administering Members' adamant
attitude, his delegation feared that Chapter XI of the
Charter might soon become a dead letter. It asked,
therefore, that development should go forward in the
real interests of the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories, and it would vote for the adoption of
the report ( A/2428) so that each case might be studied
in accordance with agreed and accepted guiding standards, although it did not thereby acknowledge that the
factors listed would thenceforth be unalterable.
29. Mr. SHTOKALO (Ukrainan Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that SGme Administering Members
evaded their commitment under the Charter to transmit
information on the territories they administered because they wished to hide the harsh conditions prevailing in them. Many indications showed that those
Powers were shamelessly exploiting the people in those
territories and that they were merely trying to make
the biggest possible profits out of them ·rather than
to ensure their economic, social and educational advancement. It was enough to recall that the petitions and
complaints to the United Nations were continually
increasing. The working out of factors to determine
whether a territory had or had not attained a full measure of self-government should enable the Administering Members to fulfil the commitments imposed on
them by the Charter. Factors had been discussed at
length without any satisfactory conclusions being
reached, and it could be seen that the Ad Hoc Committee had once more failed to comply with its terms
of reference. The list of factors it had compiled was incomplete and should be improved. Even worse, the
Committee had not even succeeded in working out a
definition of the concept of a full measure of selfgovernment. It had claimed that the absence of such
a definition was not a serious disadvantage. That conclusion was quite wrong, for it would be impossible
to list precisely all the factors to be taken into q.ccount
in deciding whether a territory had attained complete
self-government if no one knew what a full measure of
self-government meant.
30. The first part of the list approved by the Ad Hoc
Committee might be regarded as acceptable, although it
should be improved. But the second and third parts
could not be accepted, since they dealt with a territory's association, continuing or otherwise, with the
metropolitan country, a limitation of its indPpendence,
rather than with attaining a full measure of self-government. The factors in the third part would entitle
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the Administering Members to cease transmitting information. The Ad Hoc Committee's work had, therefore led to a result that was exactly the opposite of
the terms of reference given it by the Assembly. To
adopt the last two parts would be to pmy the game
of the colonial Powers, which were trying to assume
the exclusive right to settle the future ot the Non-SelfGovermng Terntories. Their views had been strikingly
illustrated by Belgium's reservations reproduced in the
Ad Hoc Committee's report (para. 40) .
.H. It was to be hoped that the Committee would
amend the list of factors so that the Administering
Members would be enabled to fulfil their commitments
under the Charter.
32. Mr. CAMPOS CATELIN (Argentina) complimented the Ad Hoc Committee on the care with which
it had discharged its duties under the chairmanship of
Mr. Khalidy.
33. The Argentine delegation unreservedly approved
the conclusions set forth in paragraph 9 of document
A/2428. The factors enumerated in the present list
were merely a guide and in no way final.
34. As the Mexican representative had pointed out
( 322nd meeting), factor A.4 of the first part of the list
of ±actors was not acceptable. A State could be said
to have achieved a full measure of self-government when
it was able to take charge of its own national defence,
and not merely to partic1pate therein. Moreover, factor
A.4 could not apply to the setting-up and use of military
bases in a territory. That would imply an infringement
of the severeignty of the country concerned, since national defence was one of its essential attributes.
35. The adjective "continuing" should be omitted
from the tit1e of the second part of the list, especially
as the association referred to in that part could not be
other than what the parbes chose to make it; the assocmtion should always be to the benefit of the territory
voluntarily accepting a limitatwn of its sovereignty, but
such an association might, at a later date, be detrimental
to the interests of the territory concerned. Furthermore,
the idea of voluntary limitation of severeignty was
highly dangerous and should therefore not appear in the
list unless accompanied by the guarantee proposed by
the Guatemalan representative, which was set out in
paragraph 21 of the report.
36. Some delegations had found it difficult to draft
a satisfactory definition of the concept of "people", as
the object of the right of self-determination. In that
connexion there was a definition by Professor Georges
Scelle, in his Precis de droit des gens, which said that
a people was a collective entity able to exercise the right
of self-determination, an indispensable condition of its
existence; a people was the aggregate of the wills of the
individuals constituting it; that aggregate of wills implied a unity of purpose founded upon a unity of traditions, upon a common historical and spiritual heritage.
J7. With reference to paragraph 40 of the Ad Hoc
Committee's report, the Argentine delegation wished
again to refute the Belgian representative's thesis. The
Administering Members' acceptance of the provisions
of Chapter XI of the Charter placed under international
trusteeship only the peoples referred to in that Chapter, and its provisions applied only to territories which
had never been an integral part of a metropolitan State
or had never been considered a part thereof. Article 2,
paragraph 7, could not be invoked in that connexion because matters of that kind were not within the Administering Members' domestic jurisdiction; that was a
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position which the Argentine Government had maintained on many occa::.1ons. ;:,uch matters were connected
w1th the system ot mternatwnal protection of Non-SeltGovernmg Ternwnes set up by the Charter and freely
accepted by tt1e Adnmustenng Members. Those Members had assumed an oohgation which, in the words of
tl1e Charter itseu, consLltmed a "sacred trust" for them.
1t was for the General Assembly to decide whether a
territory had ceased to be non-self-governing or was
still non-selt-governmg within the meaning of Chapter XI.
J~. The Argentine delegation wished to repeat that
the Government ot tne metropolitan State had no nght
to modity the polltlcal status of a territory in the event
of a dispute or msagreement.
39. Lastly, the Government of the Argentine Republlc cons1dered that, as set forth in resolutwn XXA.lll
ot the .N mth 1nternatwna1 Conference of American
States at Bogota in l94b, "The historical process of the
emancipation of America will not be complete so long
as there remain on the contment peoples and regions
subject to a colonial regime, or territories occupied by
non-American countries".
40. Mr. S. S. LIU (China) felt that the study of factors had been the subject of long and fruittul work,
both in the Committee and in various subcommittees.
W1th the compllation of the present hst it had reached
a stage where, while the list could certainly be perfected
and made more precise, no useful purpose would thereby
he served for the moment, as paragraph Y of the Ad Hoc
Committee's report pointed out. '!'he present list could
serve as a useful gmde in determining whether a territory had achieved a full measure of sed-government or
not. lt was clear from the terms of resolutlon 648 (VII),
however, that the decision did not rest exclusively with
the Administering Member; it was for the General
Assembly to decide in the last resort. That thesis
was absomtely in accord with the theory of internatwnal
responsibility now almost universally admitted.
41. The Chinese delegation would cordially welcome
the cessation of the transmission of any information
on Non-Se1f-Governing Territories if such cessation
were proof that all Non-Self-Governing Territories,
\Vlthout exception, had achieved independence, thereby
attaining the purpose of Chapter Xl of the Charter.
So long, however, as there were territories not yet
enjoying a full measure of self-government, the Administenng Members should continue to furnish information. That was the only way the General Assembly cou:d ensure the protection of non-self-governing
peoples and safeguard their rights and legitimate interests.
42. The Chinese delegation wished to make three observations on the theory, frequently maintained by certain Administering Members, that the provisions of
Chapter XI applied not only to the Non-Self-Governing
Territories, but also to certain independent States whose
populations, or a part of whose populations, did not
as yet enjoy a ful: measure of self-government. In the
first place, the very title of Chapter XI indicated that
it referred solely to the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
Secondly, the Administering Members, which had accused certain non-administering Members of exceeding
the bounds of the provisions of Chapter XI, would be
ill-advised to try to extend the application of that
Chapter without having any legal justification for so
doing. Lastlv, extension of the scope of Chapter XI
could not in any way release the Administering Members from the obligations they had assumed in respect
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of Non-Self-Governing Territories to which that Chapter in fact referred.
43. The Chinese delegation was prepared to support
any draft resolution based on the conclusions formulated
by the Ad Hoc Committee; it reserved the right to speak
on that matter later.
44. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
noted with satisfaction that the Ad Hoc Committee's
report took into account the various juridicai questions
which the Dominican delegation had raised since the
question of factors had first come under study. That
;,tudy might make it possible to elaborate principles
of international law.
45. Chapter XI of the Charter was of very special importance. On the one hand, it gave the populations of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories the hope that their
aspirations to independence and freedom would one
Jay be realized, and, on the other, it bore witness to the
goodwill with which the metropolitan Powers had
agreed at San Francisco to assume the sacred trust
ol promoting the well-ueing of the populations of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories. His delegation had
greatly admired the generosity of the Powers which
had sub"cribed to the obligations set forth in Chapter XI.

46. In view of the great importance of Chapter XI,
its real scope should be defined. Since the San Francisco Conference it had given rise to many divergent
interpretations. Now that the United Nations was contemplating a revision of the Charter in accordance with
Article 109, it would be useful to strengthen Chapter XI
uy incorporating in it a definition of a full measure
or self-government. 1 hat was a very arduous task, as
those who had taken part in the efforts of the United
Nations to define aggression well knew. The difficulty
resided to a considerable extent in the fact that there
were various ideas of what a definition should be: shotLd
it be generic, descriptive, enumerative, or should it
combine all three of those features? In the first part of
the list of factors, the Ad Hoc Committee had succeeded
in giving an enumerative definition of independence,
and it should be congratulated on its brilliant achievement.
47. The list of factors would certainly never be fina,
and complete, but it would always be a guide to the
study of each specific case in the light of its own peculiar
circumstances. The present list :,eemed to be completei)·
logiCal; it filled a gap in the interpretation of Lllapter
}.1 and enabled General Assembly resolution 222 ( lii)
to be better implemented. The Dominican delegation
fdt that the Committee could now recommend to the
General Assembly that it should stop studying factors
because the resu,ts obtained were satisfactory enough
for the item to be taken off the agenda.
48. The first part of the list of factors included very
valuable criteria for determining whether a people had
attained independence. With regard to the other two
parts, he emphasized that any collective entity should
have the right to dissociate its political and parliamentary institutions from those of the metropo.itan
country to \vhich it was attached by historical links
when it expressed a desire to do so. In the case of an
association \vith the metropolitan or other country, the
fundamental criterion was the freely expressed opinion
of the population of the territory concerned. It \Y~ s
desirable to adopt flexible formulas, in harmony with
modern viewpoints on that subject.

49. The Dominican delegation was prepared to support
any proposal recommendmg the use of the present 1ist
ot factors as a guide in determining whether a territory
was or was not fully self-governmg, it being clearly
understood that the paramount factor should still be the
opinion, freely expressed by democratic means, of the
populations of the territories concerned.
SO. As his list of speakers on the question of factors
was exhausted, the CHAIRMAN proposed that further
discussion of the item should be deferred until the
following meeting and that the Committee should begin
its consideration of the question of information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter.
Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories
transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter
[Item 32] *
GENERAL DEBATE

51. Mr. HOPKINSON (United Kingdom) recalled
that at the seventh session, he had opened the general
discussion in the Fourth Committee (251st meeting)
on the report of the Committee on Information from
~on-Self-Governing Territories (A/2219 and Corr.1)
with a broad review of the policies and achievements
ot the United Kingdom Government in the territories
it administered. It would have been his wish to participate in the discussion for a longer period during the
present year. But as a Minister at the Colonial Office, he
had unfortunately a very heavy programme of work,
which would make it necessary for him to leave New
York very shortly. It was for that reason that he had
a~ked for the floor at the present stage.
j2. Section VI of the report of the Committee on
Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories (A/
24b5) now before the Fourth Committee dealt with
educationa. conditions in Non-Self-Governing Territories, the Committee's main topic for discussion in
1SJ53. In addition, part two of the document contained
a special report uy the Committee on education in NonS elf-Governing Territories.
.Jj,
He had a personal interest in the problem of
eaucatwn, since he was Chairman of the Advisory Committee established by the Secretary of State for the
Colonies to advise him on educational questions. That
Comimttec had originally been established in 1929 to
advise the Secretary of State on the formulation of
educational po.icy in the British dependencies. As a
result of constitutional and other developments in the
colonies, the character of the Advisory Committee's
work had changed greatly in recent years. Whereas
in the past educational policy had been formulated in
London, the considerable development of local initiative in educational matters and the growth of the
powers and responsibilities of colonial legislatures had
substantially modified the Committee's functions. It
was still the case that when the local authorities felt
the need for an outside opinion, they referred certain
questions to the Secretary of State, who arranged for
their consideration by the Advisory Committee. But the
Committee could now be regarded much more as a panel
of experts ready to offer technical assistance of the
highest quality at the request of colonial governments.
That change illustrated the new relationship which had
come into being between the metropolitan Government
and the territories for which it was responsib~e.
54. His delegation accepted the report of the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories as the expression of a consensus of views for
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which it had respect, and would transmit it to the
authorities of the territories under United Kingdom
administration in order that it might be taken into account as those authorities considered appropriate, in
the fdrmulation and execution of their educational policies, in the same way as they would take into account
the advisory opinions of the Committee of the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
55. He felt obliged, however, to make one mild criticism, namely that, in his opinion, the report perhaps
placed too much emphasis on the rapid extension of
primary education. While the defeat of illiteracy was of
vital importance, the United Kingdom delegation also
felt that a territory must preserve some balance at all
stages of its educational development. An effective system of primary education was impossible without a
satisfactory system of teacher training. Such a system
could not be established without an adequate number
of secondary schools from which to recruit student
teachers. Quality must not be sacrificed to quantity,
since that might seriously jeopardize the development
of the territories. Unless stress was laid on quality and
on the provision of general, professional and technical
education, there was no hope of achieving the objectives
set forth in paragraph 12 of the special report on
education.
56. The fundamental objective of United Kingdom
educational policy was the development of the capacity
for responsibility. The objectives of Chapter XI of the
Charter could not be met without a constant effort
on the part of the Administering Members to thrust
more and more responsibility on greater and greater
numbers of the inhabitants of the territories. That process of the active devolution of responsibility, of"'hich
there were several recent and important examples
in the United Kingdom territories, could not, however,
be foJlowed blindly. The United Kingdom Government
did not, for example, believe that just because there
existed in any given territory a handful of brilliant
and educated politicians, that territory was necessarily
ripe to assume complete responsibility for its own affairs.
57. A stable democracy must be broadly based. There
must be enlightened competence at all levels of society,
with a flow of educated and disciplined talent to fill
the places of the few brilliant individuals to be found
in the territories, as in most countries of the world.
The United Kingdom Government would regard it as
an utter dereliction of its duties if it handed over complete power to the peoples of the territories it administered when those terirtories had acquired no more
than a facade of self-discipline and responsibility. In
some cases· risks had to be taken, but, if they were
taken, an error must readily be recognized when it was
seen. If caution was not exercised, there might well be,
after half a century of the patient construction of
democracy, a relapse into conditions of instability, in
which the mass of the people would have very little
effective voice in the conduct of their own affairs and
would be abandoned to the tyranny and inexperience
of a local oligarchy.
58. One of the main reasons why the transition from
imperial or colonial rule to independence had been
carried out so smoothly in a number of United Kingdom
territories was that over a long period of years British
administration had evolved a trained and competent
civil service and an impartial judiciary.
59. The importance of higher education should not be
underestimated in the training of leaders, since such
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education contributed to the development of a sense
of values. In 1952, there had been approximately 3,500
full-time students in the institutions of higher education of the territories administered by the UnitedKingdom-the three universities of Malta, Hong Kong
and Malaya and the university colleges in the West
Indies, East Africa, the Gold Coast and Nigeria. The
United Kindgom intended to create a university in
Central Africa in the near future.
60. No educational system could expand, or even survive, unless it could draw increasing resources from
economic prosperity. Since the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories would again
be turning its attention to the problems of economic
development the following year, it might be appropriate
to recall that in the territories for which the United
Kingdom was responsible, the central problem was the
wise use of the land. In countries with an agrarian
economy, the people had the great responsibility and
necessity of conserving and developing the resources
of their land, particularly as the problem of overpopulation was becoming increasingly acute in many
countries. There were reasons for that state of affairs
as well as for the fact that, despite the resources of
modern agricultural science, the yield of the land had
not kept pace with the increase of population. As had
been wisely said, "Poor soil makes poor people, and
poor people make poor soil worse". Land tenure and
agricultural practices must be changed and changed
in such a way and at such a pace as not to shatter
the fabric of society. Demands were sometimes made in
some Eastern and Central African territories for small
areas of land farmed efficiently for generations by
European communities to be turned over to African
tribes. Such a step could at best provide only slight
and temporary relief for African congestion. Expropriation of that kind, which would hand over properly
farmed land for destruction, would be an act not
only of injustice but of folly. The United Kingdom
Government was at present examining the most promising ways of making use of the large areas of empty
or half-empty land still existing in Africa by placing
them under efficient and permanent cultivation.
61. Agriculture should not, however, be the only element in the ecoonmic prosperity of the territories. Some
element of industrialization was essential to absorb some
part at least of the excess population. The production
of cheap power was essential in any programme of industrialization. Two great schemes of hydro-electric
development in Africa might be mentioned in that
connexion : the Volta scheme, in the Gold Coast, which
would cost 144 million pounds sterling to construct,
57 million pounds of which would be provided by the
United Kingdom Government, 42 million pounds by
the Gold Coast Government and the remainder by the
Canadian aluminium company which was co-operating
in carrying out the project; and the dam under construction at the Owen Falls in Uganda. The latter would not
only act as a great stimulus to industrial development in
Uganda, but would also play a part in controlling the
waters of the Nile. The United Kingdom was working
on that scheme in close collaboration with the governments of other interested countries, and with the
Egyptian Government in particular.
62. Such developments in the economic field inevitably
gave rise to social problems such as housing, the transformation of tribal society, race relationships, etc. The
concept of partnership between the different races was a
valid one; it alone offered any hope of a world in which
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racial differences would not be a source of discord but
would rather give opportunities for the best in all races
to be blended into a strong and harmonious society.
63. Referring to a remark made at the 447th plenary
meeting by the representative of the Lebano?? Mr. Hopkinson said he also believed that the conditions of the
modern world called for something more than a fragmentation based on the old-fashioned idea of pure nationalism. There could be no doubt that the world was
moving towards the creation of larger units and towards
the attainment of cohesion and stability through emphasis on the things which bound men together rather
than those which separated them. That process was
going forward in Europe, and the United Kingdom
delegation was convinced that it was an _inevit~ble
development in all parts of the world. The Umted Kmgdom attached the greatest importance to the development of international co-operation to ensure the progress
of Non-Self-Governing Territories. It would play an
energetic part in promoting regional groupings for the
solution of common technical problems.
64. The United Kingdom welcomed the interest shown
by the specialized agencies ?f t~e U:nited Nati~ns in ~he
Non-Self-Governing Terntones m connex10n with
tchnical assistance. It regarded the promotion of ~n
effective technical assistance programme as one of Its
cardinal functions in the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The aid it was already extending to its own
territories could stand comparison with that available
to any other country in the world ..It fel~ however ~hat
there was great value in co-operatwn with the Umted
Nations and the specialized agencies in that field. Financial reasons alone prevented the British territories from
participating mo:e fully in the Expanded P.rogran;me
of Technical Assistance. The requests the Umted Kmgdom had made had exceeded the resources which could
be allocated to it. It was well satisfied that the Technical
Assistance Administration viewed its requests with sympathy and was equally satisfied with the energy and. effectiveness with which it had provided a wide vanety
of services in the British territories.
65. In conclusion, he would emphasize that the United
Kingdom would never subscribe to the view that there
must necessarily be two camps in the Fourth Committee,
the small camp of the administering Powers, that was
to say, of the Powers who, by definition, might he
regarded as reactionary and obstructive, and the large
camp of the non-administering Powers who, by definition, were considered to have the monopoly of good
intentions. The United Kingdom was convinced that
their fundamental objectives were the same. It did not
believe that problems were always approached without
some degree of prejudice and 'vithout some degree of
ignorance.
66. It was of the utmost importance both for the
fruitfulness of the Fourth Committee's work and for
the reputation of the United Nations that the Committee's discussions and recommendations should be based
on a true assessment of the nature of the problems
and on a generous understanding of the difficulties
to be faced. For its part, the United Kingdom had
consistentlv done its utmost to send to meetings of
such bodies, and notably to the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories, representatives who could speak with authority and experience on the problems of the territories administered
bv the United Kingdom. It might be of great assistance
if other Member States would make an effort to do likewise.

67. At some stage of the debate which had just opened,
the United Kingdom delegation might put forward concrete proposals designed to ensure that the matters
dealt with by the Fourth Committee should be examined, not within a preconceived political framework, but
as world-wide problems to the solution of which all
countries could contribute.
68. It was impossible to deal with the human problems
which confronted that Committee wholly in isolation.
Many of them were not solely a matter for the Fourth
Committee but also came within the terms of reference
of other Assembly committees. They could be judged
only against the background of the achievements of
each country, for after all, it was only the knowledge
a country gained in administering itself that taught it
to judge the success or failure of others. If, as the
drafters of the Charter certainly intended, Member
States could work together as one team, if they could
discard some of the doubts and suspicions existing on
both sides, if they could contribute to the common task
the maximum wisdom and technical knowledge which
they had gained individually, there was every likelihood
that the Fourth Committee's work would go forward
harmoniously and rapidly towards the goal which all nations sought to attain-the political economic, social and
educational advancement of the peoples of the territories
concerned.
69. Mr. CAMPOS CATELIN (Argentina) said he
wished, in the name of his Government, to submit a formal reservation to the effect that the transmission by
the United Kingdom Government of information on the
Islas Malvinas-incorrectly designated as the Falkland Islands in document A/2413-in no way affected
Argentine sovereignty over the territory, which had
been unlawfully occupied by the United Kingdom by an
act of force which the Argentine Republic would never
accept. He reaffirmed the inalienable and imprescriptible
rights of the Argentine Republic over the Islas Malvinas, South Georgia, the South Sandwich Islands and
the Argentine sector of the Antarctic, which were an
integral part of Argentine territory. He requested the
Secretariat to use the term Islas Malvinas in all documents issued in Spanish.
70. Mr. HOPKINSON (United Kingdom) replied
that his Government was sovereign over the territory in
question, the population of which was of purely English
stock and spoke only English. He affirmed the United
Kingdom's sovereign rights over the islands and requested that the correct title of the islands, namely the
Falkland Islands, should be used in all documents issued
m English.
Records of the Fourth Committee

71. Mr. DE l\lARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
wished to protest against the fact that the summary record of the Committee's 32lst meeting devoted only
twelve lines to the statement made by his delegation,
although the complete text of that statement, which had
been handed to the precis-writers, amounted to fiftyfive lines in Spanish. He asked that his speech should
be included in the summary record concerned without
mutilation.
72. The manner in which his statement had been summarized was particularly regrettable because it had dealt
with a question of great importance-the request for a
hearing by the President of the Puerto Rican Independence Party. His delegation had stated in that con-
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nexion that the Dominican Republic had always maintained the best possible relations with the Puerto Rican
people. He wondered why someone had seen fit to omit
that passage and why his statement had been reduced
much more drastically than the statements of other
delegations.
73. He also felt that the system of preparing summary records was faulty. The speeches of Spanishspeaking delegations were translated into English or
French and then retranslated into Spanish, which gave
rise to frequent errors and mistranslations in the summaries of speeches made in Spanish. It was also unsatis-
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factory that corrections to the summary records were
accepted by the Secretariat only in English or French
and not in Spanish.
74. His delegation requested that its complaint should
be included in the summary record, and if no action was
taken upon it, would be compelled to ask the Chairman
to summon the responsible officials before the Fourth
Committee.
75. The CHAIRMAN said he was confident that the
Secretariat would take whatever action was necessary
to satisfy the delegation of the Dominican Republic.
The meeting rose at 6.15 p.m.
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to make improvements to a work of that kind
but any changes in the text or in the system would
merely reflect personal preferences, and there was. c~m
sequently a risk of inviting fresh differences of opmwn
rather than improving the chances of agreement. The
Brazilian delegation had therefore been somewhat dismayed by the propos:=t~ to set up a thi:d commit~ee
to prepare a third ed~tlon of !he sam~ hst! on which
fruitless discussions m1ght contmue ad mfimtum.
5. If that vicious circle was to be broken, care should
be taken not to attach undue importance to the list. It
~hould be realized that political circumstances were
bound to vary and would always resist the application
of rigid methods and set principles. Consequently, the
existmg list could be considered good or bad only in so
far as it fulfilled its purpose of serving as a reference
and working document.
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f'actors which should be taken into account ~
deciding whether a territory is or is not a terri·
tory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the ;fd
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governmg
Territories)
(A/2428, AjC.4jL.272)
(con·
tinued)

6. The main criteria which could be applied in judging the measure of self-government were well known
to ad. The ooligations enumerated in Article 73 of the
Charter could cease only when the people of a territory
had themselves decided their future in full political freedom. Such a decision freely taken must necessarily bring
the people in question to the status either of complete
independence and admission into the United Nations
cr the status of association with a sovereign State.
li the conditions of such association left the former
dependent territory free to exercise political sovereignty
v;ithin its own borders, the problem would cease
to exist. It was not for the Fourth Committee to
decide whether the choice of such association had
been a wise one. It could only consider whether sel£gt,vernment in internal political affairs could lead to
self-government in administrative, economic and social
affairs. As long as a nation had no sovereign and absolute power within its borders, it would be useless
to assert that the provisions of paragraph b of Article 73
of the Charter, which was the cornerstone of Chapter
XI, had been applied. Such were the real criteria of
the autonomy of a territory's population. The indications given by the list of factors were of a subsidiary
nature and must never obscure the fundamental considerations.
7. The Brazilian delegation was therefore ready to
support any draft resolution which would view the list
of factors in that way and which would enable the list
to be put to the test.
8. If the members of the Fourth Committee would
analyse concrete cases objectively, differences on questions of principle would be greatly reduced and the
resulting atmosphere of calm would be conducive to
solutions in keeping with the spirit of the Charter and
reflecting the aspirations of dependent peoples without
prejudicing the just and legitimate interests of the Administering Members.
9. In that spirit the Brazilian delegation was formally
submitting draft resolution A/C.4/L.272. Its aim was to
reconcile the views expressed by several delegations at

[Item 33]*

1. The CHAIRMAN called attention to the draft
resolution submitted by the Brazilian delegation on the
subject of factors (A/C.4/L.272).
2 Mr. FERREIRA DE SOUZA (Brazil) recalled
that the Brazilian delegation had outlined its position
on the question of factors at the Committee's seventh
session (277th meeting).
3. After careful study of the report of ~he Ad oc
Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governmg Terntories) ( A/2428) and after reading ~he many docum~~ts
.submitted to the Fourth Committee, the Br<l:zilian
delegation had considered it unnecessary to speak m _the
debate on that item of the agenda. It had taken the v1ew
that after three years' discussion the members of the
Fourth Committee had reached an agreement on premii>es, on essential points and on preliminary. con~idera
tions, so that long digressions on the n:ents, Importance and limitations of scope of the list submitted
by the Ad Hoc Committee could be avoided. Unfortunately the Brazilian delegation had found that that
was not' so. Some speakers at previous meetings had
practically reopened the entire question.
4. The Brazilian delegation was none the less more
than ever convinced that it was unnecessary to study the
bases of the question of factors. or to di_gress i~to definitions. The criteria already listed satlsfactonly met
the purposes of the General Assembly ir;t reco'?mending
the production of a list of _factor? _which m1ght serve
as a guide to the Assembly m decidmg whether to terminate the obligations imposed by Chapter XI of the
Charter. The Ad Hoc Committee's report showed that
the study of those factors had reached a point where
no appreciable advance could be made. It was always
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recent meetings which were almost identical in several
important respects with the views of the Brazilian delegation, particularly with regard to the manner of applying the factors. The draft resolution did not detract in
any way from the value which those factors would have
when it became necessary to decide the scope of the
constitutional changes of which the United Nations was
informed by Administering Members in accordance with
resolution 222 (III), but it tried to define the spirit in
which the newly-established political and juridical
criteria should be applied and to stress their relative
nature and the importance to be attached, in accordance
with the principle stated in resolution 648 (VII), to the
particular circumstances of each case.
10. It was true that resolution 648 (VII), in enumerating the basic considerations to be taken into account
in the analysis of any situation where a full measure of
self-government might be alleged to exist, had referred
rather too vaguely to the right of peoples to determine
their own future. Moreover, the list of factors had not
emphasized sufficiently or exactly enough the importance
of that criterion. Consequently, the Brazilian delegation
had considered it advisable to give pride of place to a
respect for the right of the populations concerned to
choose their political status, when considering what
evidence was required to support the claim that a full
measure of self-government had been reached.
11. He felt sure that many delegations would share
his views and would accept the solution proposed in the
Brazilian draft. That text repeated paragraphs 3 and 4
of resolution 648 (VII) since it appeared essential to
restate the principles contained in that resolution, particularly the principle of the indivisibility of autonomy,
which was restated in paragraph 6 of document A/
C.4/L.272. That notion was not contested in international or national law, but the Fourth Committee had
placed on it certain restrictive interpretations which the
Brazilian delegation could not accept. Full political responsibility was the very essence of the concept of selfgovernment as expressed in Article 73 of the Charter.
It was true that the idea could have been expressed less
vaguely than in resolution 648 (VII), but a new text
which in the last instance would merely repeat the same
thing might well have given rise to further discussions
on the meaning of words, without any practical result.
12. The Brazilian delegation left the revision of the
list of factors to the Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories which, under resolutions 334 (IV) and 448 (V), was the competent
body for initial examination of the information required
under resolution 222 (III). Naturally, any final decision
must be taken by the General Assembly since a delegation of powers enabling the Committee on Information
to have the final word in such questions would be contrary to the principle of the stratification of powers,
which must be maintained. On the other hand, it was
impossible to exaggerate the importance of the functions of the Committee on Information with regard to
the preliminary study of any case of the cessation of the
transmission of information required under Article 73
of the Charter. The Brazilian delegation was submitting
its draft resolution because it was its sincere desire to
give that Committee a sound working document.
13. The Brazilian delegation would welcome any
amendment designed to give greater force, precision or
clarity to its text; but a resolution such as it was proposing would gain nothing by being overburdened with
details or subsidiary considerations.

14. Mr. RIFAI (Syria) recalled the earlier discussions
on the matter and urged that a list should be drawn
up of factors to serve as a guide in determining whether
the obligations set forth in Article 73 e of the Charter
still applied. Such guiding principles should not, of
course, be regarded as immutable criteria. In that connexion his delegation approved paragraph 9 of document
A/2428. No matter how varied the circumstances peculiar to the different territories, however, one factor remained constant : the freely-expressed will of the
peoples.
15. His delegation had two general observations to
make on the proposed list of factors. First, the list,
which was satisfactory on the whole, had in it shortcomings and gaps which could be remedied without
referring the text to an ad hoc committee. In that respect his delegation agreed with the Guatemahtn and
Yugoslav delegations that any amendment which would
improve the list should be supported. Secondly, no
definition could be of permanent value in a world that
was rapidly changing. The list would therefore have
to be revised as and when circumstances demanded. It
could be sent to the Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories, which could be guided
by it and could draw attention to such imperfections as
came to light in the course of its application.
16. The problem did not lie in the value of the list
itself, which everybody agreed was to be considered
solely as a guide, but in something more fundamentalthe disagreement in the Fourth Committee on the interpretation of the obligations placed on Member States
by Chapter XI. There was a fundamental difference
of opinion between the Administering Members, on the
one hand, which held that under Chapter XI it was
their exclusive prerogative to say whether a territory
was self-governing or not; and the non-administering
Members, on the other, which maintained that under
Chapter XI the General Assembly was clearly competent
to adjudicate on that point. Syria took the latter view.
It was not the exclusive prerogative of the Administering Member to decide whether a territory had or had
not attained a full measure of s~lf-government. Were
it otherwise, the drafting of the list of factors under
discussion would be a sheer waste of time and effort.
His delegation did not wish to involve the Committee
in a legal discussion, but felt called upon to reassert
that the General Assembly could not shirk its collective
responsibility towards the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
17. The Belgian representative had stated ( 322nd
meeting) that it would not be logical to apply the list
of factors to the cessation of the transmission of information referred to in Article 73 e of the Charter
without also applying it to the commencement of the
transmission of such information. He could hardly believe that the Belgian representative had thereby meant
information on sovereign States, Members of the United
Nations, and that he wished to apply the provisions of
Chapter XI to such States. That would be stretching
logic too far.
18. In the present eventful times, it was tragic to note
that many countries still thought fit to prolong the discussion on the peoples' desire for freedom, as though
what was only temporary could continue indefinitely.
Men must pray God to give them the courage to endure what could not be changed and to change what
could, and the wisdom to distinguish between the two.
19. Mr. BENITES VINUEZA (Ecuador) stated that
the problem of determining the factors in question was
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one of the most difficult ever placed before the General
Assembly, for on its solution depended the realization
of the hopes of millions of human beings living under
subservience to foreign governments, although some
Administering l\Iembers had striven to lead them to independence. Colonialism was an anachronism and the
survival of the colonial idea could be only temporary.
20. His delegation reserved the right to submit observations on the draft resolution before the Committee.
It would, for the present, confine itself to commenting on
the report of the Ad Hoc Committee.
21. To begin with, he desired to congratulate the Committee on the work it had accomplished. The problem
of factors comprised two distinct elements: on the one
hand, the determination of the factors: on the other, the
determination of criteria for their application. In regard
to the second element, each specific case should be considered and decided on its own merits, and it went without saying that the list of factors could serve only for
general guidance in arriving at a decision.
22. The Ad Hoc Committee had come to the conclusion
in its report that it was not possible to find a satisfactory definition of the concept of a full measure of
self government. That was a logical conclusion, for the
task was an extremely difficult one, consisting first in
analysing the features of self-government and then of
making a synthesis of them. The Ad Hoc Committee
had accomplished the first part of that task, but the
list it proposed was not final because it was not complete. The principle of the self-determination of peoples
and the principle of self-government were two intimately allied and inseparable concepts. Self-determination presupposed complete freedom. Any pressure would
distort the principle of the right of peoples to self-determination. Accordingly, improvements should be made
in the list of factors.
23. With regard to the application of the criteria, his
delegation had no intention of evading the consideration
of that burning problem. On the question which of the
two--the Administering Members or the General Assembly-was competent to decide whether a territory
had or had not attained a full measure of self-government, he stressed that by signing the Charter the Member States had assumed under Chapter XI, as under
the other Chapters, a series of obligations constituting
an indivisible whole. From the legal viewpoint, there
could be no doubt as to the nature of the obligations
under Chapter XI. According to the Administering
Members, Chapter XI did not embody legal obligations
but was a mere expression of goodwill, a moral declaration, as was clear from the very title of the Chapter:
"Declaration regarding non-Self-Governing Territories".
The French representative had stated (322nd meeting)
that the criteria applied by certain delegations in resolving the question of competence were not legal but political, and he had asked what were the legal arguments
it was intended to use in order to interpret Chapter XI
as imposing obligations on the Administering Members.
The replv was very clear. To begin with, the title of
Chapter XI did not in any way change the legal nature
of its content. The declaration was not unilateral; it
appeared in the Charter, a legal instrument which a
number of States had signed and which, for that reason,
implied multilateral undertakings. The nature of those
undertakings derived from the actual wording of Article 73, which spoke of Member States which had or
assumed responsibilities for the administration of NonSelf-Governing Territories. The idea of responsibility
excluded the possibility of unilateral action on the part
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of the Administering Members. By signing the Charter, those Powers had agreed to report to the United
Nations on their administration of the Non-Self-Governing Territories; they had recognized the principle that
the interests of the inhabitants of the territories were
paramount. It did not constitute an infringement of their
sovereignty to invite them to fulfil their obligations,
which would not end until the United Nations and the
Administering Member concerned had jointly agreed
that the provisions of Chapter XI had ceased to apply
to a given Non-Self-Governing Territory. The General
Assembly was therefore competent in the matter. Furthermore, delegations should not be reproached for inYoking both legal and political criteria at one and the
same time because the obligations under the Charter
were implemented at one and the same time on the
political and legal levels.
24. Mr. LYNKOV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) thought that if all States had strictly applied
both the Jetter and the spirit of the Charter, and if the
Administering Members had respected the provisions of
Article 73 in their administration of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, the number of such territories would
have dwindled daily. His delegation would have been
the first to welcome such a development, because it
would have been not the result of an arbitrary, unilateral
decision unmatched by any de facto change in the condition of a Non-Self-Governing Territory, but evidence
of the natural advancement of the peoples to self-government and independence. The Committee's discussions
would have become pointless, and it would not have
been necessary to draw up the list of factors which the
Committee was now considering.
25. Such was not the case, and it was therefore important to draft a list of factors which, if applied,
would prevent the Administering Members from arbitrarily ceasin!; to transmit the information referred to in
Article 73. The list drafted by the Ad Hoc Committee
on Factors was an advance in the right direction, but
it was far from complete and certain improvements
should be made. Moreover, some of the Ad Hoc Committee's conclusions were inacceptable. In particular, it
should not be impossible to find a satisfactory definition
of the concept of a full measure of self-government; the
absence of such a definition was a serious shortcoming.
The Ad Hoc Committee had not, therefore, fullv discharged the duty the General Assembly had assigned
to it.
26. His delegation was able to accept the factors enumerated in the first part of the list in principle, but was
opposed to the adoption of those included in the second
and third parts; those parts gave the Administering
Members an opportunity to interpret and apply
the factors in such a way as not to guarantee either the
right of peoples to self-determination or their attainment
of independence.
27. With regard to the question of competence, the
problems of the Non-Self-Governing Territories were
international problems. The Administering Members
could not therefore unilaterally decide that a territory
had attained a full measure of self-government, nor
could they cease, on their own initiative, to transmit
information on the territory. The Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic had made its position clear in a letter
to the Secretary-General dated 29 April 1952 (A/
AC.SS/1/Add.2) that position was similar to that of the
Soviet Union. In his delegation's opinion the Administering Members could not stop transmitting information
until the Committee on Information from Non-Self-
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Governing Territories, after studying developments in
the territory concerned, had recommended to the General
Assembly that Article 73 should cease to apply and until
the territory in question had become a sovereign State
in which the indigenous population fully exercised the
executive, legislative and judicial power. It was useless
for the Administering Members to try to give a restrictive interpretation to Chapter XI by alleging that
the United Nations was not competent to adjudicate
on the political advancement of a territory because the
information referred to in Article 73 e related solely to
economic, social and educational conditions. In point of
fact, under Article 73 a the Administering Members
were required to ensure the political advancement of the
indigenous peoples.
28. Like the Polish delegation, his delegation wished
the question of factors to proceed from the theoretical
level, at which it had remained so far, to the practical
level of specific decisions. It therefore considered the
Belgian representative's view, as set forth in paragraph
40 (c) of document A/2428, inacceptable. It was convinced that a useful purpose would be served by continuing the work undertaken and clarifying and improving the list approved by the Committee, which had
itself recognized that the list was by no means perfect.
29. In conclusion it was to be hoped that the list on
which the Committee was working would make it possible to help the populations of the Non-Self-Governing Territories to attain independence.
30. Mr. ARAOZ (Bolivia) said that the progress
made could be seen from the records of the meetings the
various organs of the General Assembly had devoted to
the question of factors and from the reports and decisions of those organs. It would seem that the international system drawn up for the benefit of Non-SelfGoverning Territories might be applied in practice.
The future of over 200 million people was bound up
with that of the United Nations. Obligations under the
Charter could not be nullified by a unilateral decision
which certain States had taken solely on the basis of
their own interests. The General Assembly was competent in the matter and could lead the dependent peoples
toward the objective laid down in the Charter.
31. The list of factors drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee was not final. In approving it, the Fourth Committee would merely be reaffirming the need for practical
use of the criteria contained in the report in order to
take a better-founded decision in each case. The list was
a guide and each case should he dealt with in the light
of its own circumstances, including historical circumstances. The Bolivian deleg-ation would support anv
proposal to continue United Nations supervision until
the obiectives laid down in Chapter XI had been
achieved and peoples subiected to colonial oppression
for centuries had become completely self-governing.
32. Definition of the concept of full self-government
was the first stage to be reached. The nations represPnted
in the United Nations were able to maintain their national unitv because thev enioved not onlv economic
and social independence, but also political independence.
It was erroneous to allege that the application of economic and social criteria was enough to determine whether
a territory was fully self-governing. Political independence was a prerequisite of economic and social independence. The peoples of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories should determine their future for themselves,
with the assi<;tance of the Administering Members and
the United Nations. The list drawn up by the Ad Hoc

Committee contained criteria relating to political conditions which seemed to constitute a definition of the
concept of full self-government. Agreement seemed to
have been reached on that point.
33. Among the criteria which the Assembly had to
apply, there was one to which the Bolivian delegation
attached great importance, that of respect for the principle of the right of peoples to self-determination. That
right was understood to be the achievement of the aspirations of a large majority and not the prerogative
of small minorities representing foreign interests. The
criterion relating to universal suffrage therefore seemed
to be especially important, since universal suffrage enabled the whole population to express its will freely,
without any discrimination whatsoever. In that connexion, universal suffrage must not be restricted by
introducing the concept of "educational opportunities"
referred to in sub-paragraph (c) of point C in paragraph
15 of the report because that might enable minorities
to interfere with the development desired by the population as a whole.
34. The Bolivian delegation was prepared to accept
the list of factors drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee.
Nevertheless, it did not consider that the Fourth Committee's task would stop there. The problem was closely
connected with that of the cessation of the transmission
of information. It was for the General Assembly to
decide. He would therefore support the proposal made
by the Mexican representative at the 322nd meeting for
the requirements of national defence must not lead to
measures contrary to the principle of sovereignty.
35. With regard to the title of the second part of the
list, the word "continuing", which was used to describe
the association of the territory with the metropolitan
country, should be deleted. The population should remain
free to express, by democratic means and without any
pressure, its views on the form of government it wished;
that was implied in respect for the right of people to
self-determination.
36. Finally, Mr. Araoz said that he would support
the Guatemalan representative's suggestion, contained
in paragraph 28 of the Ad Hoc Committee's report.
37. The United Nations must be on the watch and must
work out the principles which would promote the nonself-governing peoples' attainment of full self-government. Bolivia was the more prepared to help in that
work because, in the same spirit, it had undertaken,
together with other Latin-American countries, to
struggle for as long as was necessary to achieve the
independence of the populations of the regions of Latin
America which were still occupied by Powers foreign to
the Latin-American cultural sphere.
38. The arguments which the Belgian representative
had used with such acumen to defend his theory could
only add to the complexity of the problem before the
Committee, and were legally unfounded. Moreover,
there was an obvious contradiction between sub-paragraph (b) and sub-paragraph (e) of paragraph 40 of
document A/2428, where the Belgian delegation's thesis
was stated. The Bolivian delegation could not admit the
principle of applying the provisions of Chapter XI to
metropolitan territories because that principle was absolutely incompatible with its own national traditions
and with the spirit of the Charter, which made it incumbent on every Member State to respect the great
concepts of non-interference in the internal affairs
of States. of the right of peoples to c;el£-determination
and of freedom. In no case should a sovereign State
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agree that its metropolitan territory should be subject
to the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter. Bolivia,
which was pursuing its struggle towards economic independence, would never allow itself to be regarded as
a colony or territory.
39. In a spirit of co-operation, the Bolivian delegation
was prepared to consider favourably any draft resolution
or amendment which would take account of the principles he had stated.
40. Mr. FERNANDEZ (Uruguay) pointed out that
the problem the Committee was endeavouring to solve
was noteworthy both for its importance and for its complexity. The fate of 200 million people was involved and
the United Nations had devoted years of study to the
problem without being able to find a solution satisfactory to all.
41. General Assembly resolution 66 (I) listed seventy·
four territories with respect to which the Administering
Members had undertaken to transmit information. That
number had subsequently decreased, but the Administering Members had not seen fit to indicate why the territories concerned no longer came within the scope of
Chapter XI of the Charter. It was, of course, desirable
that the number of Non-Self-Governing Territories
should steadily decrease, in so far as the cessation of
the transmission of information really meant that those
territories had attained independence or self-government
and were occupying their rightful place in the community
of nations. Nevertheless, it was plainly the duty of the
United Nations to ensure that a Non-Self-Governing
Territory was not unduly deprived of international protection. Anxiety on that score should not be taken as
signifying distrust of the Administering Members, but
rather as an expression of the General Assembly's zeal
in putting the principles proclaimed in the Charter into
practice. It was precisely with a view to helping the
General Assembly and the Administering Members to
perform their tasks as satisfactorily as possible that a
list of factors should be established which could serve
as a guide in determining whether a territory had attained self-government.
42. The drawing up of a list of such factors raised two
separate problems : the compilation of th~ list proper and
the selection of the authority which was to decide
whether a territory was self-governing. The Administering Members claimed that they had exclusive
competence in the matter and that they alone could decide whether to continue or to cease transmitting information concerning the territory. It had always been
the Uruguayan delegation's view, stated in the Fourth
Committee (216th meeting) by Mr. Mattos as early
as the sixth session, that the United Nations, and
particularly the General Assembly, should examine the
situation in a given territory with a view to deciding
whether it had attained self-government; it was inadmissible that the Power administering the territory
should be able to decide the question unilaterally. By
assuming the obligations set out in Chapter XI. the administering Powers had recognized the competence of
the international Organization. Moreover. the United
Nations had assumed the task of helping the peoples of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories to attain their freedom by democratic and peaceful means.
43. It was therefore the right and the duty of the
United Nations most carefullv to examine the constitutional reasons advanced bv a Power responsible for
the administration of a Non-Self-Governing Territory
as grounds for ceasing to transmit information concerning that territory. Chapter XI would become completely
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meaningless if an Administering Member were able unilaterally to withdraw from the obligation it had assumed.
44. He wished to assert once again that the theory
of the universality of Chapter XI had no legal value.
Article 74 of the Charter made a very clear distinction
between Non-Self-Governing Territories and metropolitan territories. Clearly, therefore, in drafting Article 73,
the authors of the Charter had at all times had only the
non-metropolitan territories in mind. The theory of
universality was unacceptable; it could not be applied
in determining either the territories towards which
obligations existed under Article 73, or the factors by
·which the purpose of those obligations could be clearly
defined.
45. Referring to the list of factors in document A/2428,
he wished to congratulate the Ad Hoc Committee on
the care and intelligence with which it had performed
its task. As the situation varied considerably from one
territory to another, it was impossible to establish criteria
which would apply rigidly to all Non-Self-Governing
Territories; hence, the list of factors should, as the
Ad Hoc Committee stated in paragraphs 9 and 13 of
its report, merely serve as a guide permitting consideration of each concrete case in the light of the particular
circumstances of that case. While his delegation had no
basic objection to the list of factors proper, it was nevertheless prepared to support any proposal aimed at improving the list.
46. He reserved his delegation's right to speak on that
subject in the course of the discussion.
47. Mr. CALLE Y CALLE (Peru) supported the
Brazilian draft resolution ( AjC.4jL.272), the operative
part of which, and particularly paragraphs 3, 4 and 6,
embodied eminently acceptable principles. A number of
considerations should be borne in mind when studying
the draft.
48. First, Article 73 of the Charter and the obligations
it imposed could not be affected by the adoption of the
list of factors. Secondly, the Ad Hoc Committee had
studied the possibility of defining the concept of a full
measure of self-government and not of defining selfgovernment proper. Thirdly, while each of the factors
enumerated in the list represented one aspect of a full
measure of self-government, all the factors so listed
could not altogether be regarded as constituting a final
definition of a full measure of self-government. Fourthly, the fact that the list was in three parts by no means
meant that there were three or more systems of selfgovernment; in fact, self-government was indivisible.
Fifthly, the list should be entitled: "Factors indicative
of the attainment of a full measure of self-government",
since there could be no independence, continuing association or free association unless a territory had attained a full measure of self-government. If. on the other
hand, it was thought that a full measure of self-government was achieved only with independence, the list
should refer to other "degrees" rather than to other
"systems", of self-government. Sixthly, the voluntary
limitation of sovereignty, as a number of delegations
had pointed out, was an attribute of a full measure of
self-government and certain systems of association could
come about at the very moment when the territory attained self-government.
49. In short, the list before the Committee contained
no major improvements as compared with the previous
list, given in the annex to resolution 648 (VII). In
view of the further fact that the Ad Hoc Committee
had failed to established a definition of the concept of
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a full measure of self-government, the Peruvian delegation could not give final, but merely provisional, approval to the current list as a body of guiding principles.
50. His delegation reserved the right to speak again
later.
51. Mr. L. S. BOKHARI (Pakistan) considered that
the discussion had shown that it was pointless at that
stage to carry the study of the question of factors any
further and that it would be sufficient to amend the
existing list if examination of a particular case so required. The Brazilian draft resolution would not appear
to be controversial and the Pakistani delegation intended
to support it. It was clear from the discussions, both.
at the current session and at previous sessions, that
there was a wide divergence of views between the Administering Members and the other Member States with
regard to the interpretation of the Charter. It was time
to settle that disagreement, and the Pakistani delegation accordingly called upon the Administering Members
to undertake to continue the transmission of information
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if the United Nations, after examining the relevant
documents, decided that a particular territory had not
yet attained a full measure of self-government. He appealed to the good will of the Administering Members
and assured them that the United Nations was well aware
that it was impossible to apply rigid criteria to each
individual case. Relations between individuals as well as
between communities, especially political relations, were
in a constant state of change. The Administering Members could be sure that the United Nations would
examine each case with the greatest impartiality. If,
however, they were unable, for reasons. which the
Pakistani delegation failed to see, to act on 1ts proposal
and to trust the United Nations, the opposing parties
would have to be referred to the highest existing court,
the International Court of Justice.
52. The CHAIRMAN said that he proposed to close
the list of speakers at the next meeting.
The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m.
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Factors which should be taken into account in de·
ciding whether a territory is or is not a territory
whose people have not yet attained a full measure of self-government: report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2428, AjC.4jL.272, AjC.4/
L.273) (continued)

[Item 33]*

1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to continue the discussion of the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing Territories) ( A/2428). A number of amendments to the
Brazilian draft resolution (AjC.4jL.272) were proposed by the delegations of Bolivia, Egypt, Guatemala,
Indonesia, Iraq, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Syria, V enezuela, Yemen and Yugoslavia and were set out in document AC.4/L.273. Delegations wishing to propose
further amendments could do so until the close of
the following meeting.
2. Ato Katama ABEBE (Ethiopia) considered
that all Member States which had subscribed to the
Charter had thereby undertaken to co-operate with a
view to ensuring that the peoples of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories gained the freedom and political
independence pt'omised them in Chapter XI. The Administering Members were therefore not competent to
take unilateral decisions in the matter. The aspirations
of the peoples for complete self-government were still
far from satisfied in full; the establishment of the list
of factors was one of the stages in the process which
was to lead to a full measure of self-government for
all the peoples of the world.
3. His delegation regretted that the Ad Hoc Committee had failed to find a satisfactory definition of the
concept of a full measure of self-government within
the meaning of Chapter XI of the Charter; it agreed,
however, that the absence of such a definition was not
a serious disadvantage, since in the examination of any
particular case the concept would emerge in its practical application to the facts of that case.

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.

4. As regards the right of peoples to self-determination, point E of paragraph 15 of the Ad Hoc Committee's report was very important since an assurance
that the views of the population concerned would be
respected could alone guarantee the full exercise of
that right.
5. Some Administering Members had declared that
they had granted self-government to some of the territories under their control and that they therefore no
longer had the responsibility of transmitting the information referred to in Article 73 e of the Charter.
In such cases, well-defined criteria were necessary to
determine whether or not a territory really had attained a full measure of self-government. It was also
essential that the United Nations should have not only
the right but the duty to apply those criteria to each
individual case and then to reach a decision.
6. His delegation wished, furthermore, to refute the
argument that the provisions of Chapter XI could apply to the metropolitan territories of sovereign States.
7. In conclusion, he considered that the existing list
of factors constituted a satisfactory body of guiding
principles. It would only be necessary to apply those
principles to discover whether modifications were necessary. There was therefore no reason why the Committee should not adopt the list without further delay.
8. The Ethiopian delegation would support the Brazilian draft resolution (A/C.4/L.272) or any similar
draft resolution.
9. Mr. RIVAS (Venezuela) deplored the fact that
two opposing groups, apparently irreconcilable in their
views-at any rate on the question of defining the concept of a full measure of self-government and of determining whether it was for the General Assembly to
decide that a territory had attained self-governmentwere engaged in controversy in the Committee, thereby weakening that spirit of unity without which Chapter XI could not have been drafted at the San Francisco Conference. Abandoning- the sensible and generous attitude they had adopted during the drafting of
the Charter, the administering Powers were endeavouring to intr-oduce a narrow interpretation of the provisions of Chapter XI for which there was no justification either in the letter or in the spirit of that Chapter.
It was legitimate, therefore, to conclude that the administering Powers were actuated by motives alien to
the Charter and because of them were advancing once
again arguments regarded as completely outworn : selfgovernment alone would not ensure the well-being of
the peoples of a territory, while independence could be
a disaster for countries not yet able to enjoy it. Forgetful of the great danger which had threatened their
own independence during the Second \iVorld \iVar,
those Powers appeared bent on infringing the independence of certain sovereign States which they did not
hesitate to place on the same plane as colonies or protectorates. That survival of colonialism was directly
contrary to the provisions of Article 2, paragraph 4,
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of the Charter. Moreover, in invoking Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter to deny the United Nations
any competence in matters concerning the fate of a
Non-Self-Governing Territory, the Administering
Members were ignoring the fact that when Chapter
XI had been adopted, it had been understood that
matters relating to the Non-Self-Governing Territories
did not come within the scope of that paragraph.
10. Nothing could demonstrate more clearly the fallacy of the argument that self-government in the
economic, social and educational spheres constituted a
full measure of self-government within the meaning of
Chapter XI than the conclusions reached by the various committees that had studied the question in 1951
and again in 1952 and 1953. Each of those committees,
composed of an equal number of administering and
non-administering Powers-a fact which set a valuable
seal of impartiality on their views-had declared that
a territory which enjoyed self-government in all spheres
of public life except the political sphere could not belong to any of the three categories into which territories which had attained a full measure of self-government were divided. Moreover, in 1953 the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors had stated, in reply to a question by the Netherlands Government, that there could
be no provision for a fourth category of completely
self-governing territories to include territories which did
not en joy self-government in the poi !tical sphere though
enjoying it in economic, social and cultural matters. The
reason for that was clear: so long as a territory did not
s<Jtisfy the conditions laid down in paragraphs a, b, c, d
and e of Article 73 it could not be considered to have attained a full measure of self-government and the Administering Member responsible for it continued to be
bound by its obligations under Chapter XI. Those
obligations were not, as certain Powers would make
out, either unilateral or exclusively moral. It was
anachronistic in the twentieth century to believe that
an agreement could be concluded with an abstract
entity; to be objective and valid, international law had
to be applied and enforced by a concrete agency which,
in the case in question, was the United Nations. Consequently, the United Nations General Assembly was
competent to determine in each individual case whether
a territory continued to come within the scope of
Chapter XI or had attained a full measure of selfgovernment. According to certain d~legations the fact
that the Administering Members had been instructed
to draw up the list of territories contained in General
Assembly resolution 66 (I) proved that the General
Assembly had recognized the exclusive competence of
those Powers. That list, however, had been purely provisional until the General Assembly had confirmed it
in its resolution 66 (I) ; it was designed merely to
facilitate the Assembly's work. It was significant that
that list included only the territories with regard to
which certain stronger, more ingenious States had
assumed exclusive competence, without granting them
the same rights as the metropolitan territories.
11. It was to those less fortunate countries that the
provisions of Chapter XI applied: they could not be
extended to other territories without endangering the
security and sovereignty of the small countries. It was
to avert that threat that at Bogota in 1948 the Ninth
International Conference of American States had adopted resolution XXXIII in which it declared that the
process of the emancipation of America would not be
complete so long as there remained on the continent
a vestige of the European colonial regime. There

could be no question that in other parts of the world
where co:onies and protectorates still existed the small
Powers shared the same views, if not the same apprehension. It was undeniable also that those Powers
would be able to co-operate much more fruitfully
with the United Nations if the great Powers, and
more especially the European Powers, approached that
political problem in the spirit of good faith and constructive co-operation which had inspired them at San
Francisco.
12. Since the First World War a number of Powers
had conquered defenceiess peoples or had created
States whose independence was wholly fictitious. At
the present time, however, the world realized much
more clearly than at the time of the League of N ations that the task of promoting the advancement of
the peoples of territories other than sovereign States
was a matter for the whole body of civilized nations
which were Members of the United Nations. As
Marshal Smuts had declared at San Francisco, the international Organization's right of supervision should
extend even to the colonies and protectorates of the
countries which had vanquished the Axis Powers.
13. Chapter XI of the Charter represented an important stage in the process which was to lead all the
peoples to freedom, since it was inconceivable that
weak countries should be converted into colonies.
14. It was time to conclude the study of factors. The
current list was virtually identical with that drawn up
in 1952 (resolution 648 (VII), annex). Any prolongation of the discussion gave the Administering Members the opportunity to make statements threatening
the independence of the small countries which were
still struggling to throw off the last vestiges of colonialism. The amendnwnts contained in document A/
C.4jL.273 were based exclusively on the principles
proclaimed in the Charter; hence, they could not fail
to win the approval of those Member States which
did not wish to go beyond the scope of the international convention they had signed.
15. In conclusion, he pointed out how dangerous it
might be to delay the solution of certain problems, and
especially that of the political development of the
peoples of the Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, since those problems might then become acute
and provoke grave crises.
16. Mr. JUSTINIANO (Chile) said that his delegation congratulated the Ad Hoc Committee and unreservedly approved its report. It was ready to accept
any proposal enabling the provisions of the Charter
to be applied more effectively. Despite what some
delegations had said, the Charter, and in particular
Chapter XI, clearly defined the obligations of the Admini,tering Members, and there was not the least doubt
that those obligations were legal and not merely moral.
Chapter XI of the Charter also made unequivocally
clear that the Administering Members were not exclusively entitled to decide whether a territory had or
had not obtained a full measure of self-government.
17. The Chilean delegation regretted that some Administering Members, through an unjustified interpretation of Chapter XI, were attempting to extend the
provisions of that chapter to countries which were
fmmerly colonies. He referred especially to the arguments of the Belgian representative, in paragraph
40 of document A/2428. At the end of the First World
War, the possessions of Germany and Turkey had
lost their status as colonies and had been entrusted
to the victor nations in order to put an end to the
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partitioning of Africa and certain areas of Asia. _Th?se
former colonies had been made mandated terntones,
which had been designed as "A", "B" or "C'' mandates
according to the level of civilization attained by ~he
people. The leyei of civilization existing in a sovere1gn
State or a part of its territory could not be adopted
as a valid basis for asserting that such State came
under the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter.
The Chilean delegation accordingly rejected any attempt to set up a comparison between the populations
of Non-Self-Governing Territories and the indigenous
populations of Latin America, irrespective of the level
of civi;ization of the latter. In Chile, moreover, the
problem of indigenous populations did not exist.
18. Lord HUDSON (United Kingdom) said that in
the opinion of his delegation the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee should be accepted and that no further
study of the list of factors shoul~. be entrusted t? a
specially appointed body. The Braz1han draft resolu~1on,
to the extent that it set out the same concluswns,
could be supported by the United Kingdom delegation,
but that draft unfortunately contained a number of
elements which the United Kingdom Government could
not accept.
19. There was room for doubt, for example, concerning the true meaning of the statement in paragraph 6
of the operative part that " it is essential that its people
shall have attained a full measure of self-government,"
because the Ad Hoc Committee had not succeeded in
satisfactorily defining the term "a full measure of
self-government". There was a danger that that paragraph could in practice support interpretations which
the Government of the United Kingdom could not accept. \Vhen an administering Power and the people
of a Non-Self-Governing Territory, by processes well
established in law, jointly agreed that the government
of the territory should take over full responsibility
for certain fields of administration, or that the territory should become self-governing or independent,
then that decision should be accepted as final, and it
entailed as a necessary consequence that the transmission of information under Article 73 e should cease.
since the relationship between the territory and the
metropolitan government was no longer governed by the
provisions of that article. In the case, moreover, of a
territory attaining self-government by stages, a point
might be reached when information to be transmitted
under Article 73 e would relate to fields that were no
longer within the jurisdiction of the administering
Power, but it was unlikely that if! the circumstances the
administering Power would maintain that the territory
i1: question for that reason no longer fell within the
scope of the remainder of Article 73. That was the main
objection of the United Kingdom delegation to the
Brazilian proposal.
20. He added that despite the skill with which paragraph 3 had been drafted, the United Kingdom delegation could not accept the principle that a decision
whether a territory did or did not come under the
provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter rested equally
with the Administering Member and the Assembly. It
was quite clear that the Administering Member should
take the initial decision; the General Assembly would
be wise to accept that decision after due explanations
had been given. It was true that the objectives of the
Administering Members and of the General Assembly
with regard to Chapter XI were identical, but, in spite
of the provisions of paragraph 5, it was to be feared
that the Brazilian draft resolution would create the
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impression that the Assembly was seeking to interpose
some veto on the attainment of self-government by
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
21. The United Kingdom delegation also regretted
the inclusion in paragraph 4 of the words "the people
concerned has exercised its rights to self-determination". That phrase was ill-defined and should be
deleted.
22. It was, moreover, superfluous that the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories should be permanently entrusted with studying
relevant documentation in the light of the list of factors,
as was proposed in paragraph 7.
23. The United Kingdom delegation would vote on
the various paragraphs of the Brazilian draft resolution
and on the resolution as a whole in the light of the
views just expressed.
24. Mr. KAISR (Czechoslovakia) said that the arbitrary decision by the Administering Members to
cease transmitting information on conditions in some
Non-Self-Governing Territories and the frequent
violation of the principles ·of the Charter, especially
of Article 73 e, by those Members had obliged the
General Assembly to seek some means of preventing
them from taking unilateral decisions in the matter
at hand. The means had been the list of factors.
25. The Czechoslovak delegation believed that such
a list would never have more than a somewhat
theoretical value, even though it were faultless in all
respects. It would be productive of practical results
only through the concrete application of the factors
in each particular case in the light of the objective
to be attained, namely the realization of the incontestable right of the people to self-determination. As
clearly indicated in resolution 648 (VII). the list of
factors was not intended to prevent Non-Self-Governing Territories from attaining a full measure of selfgovernment but, on the contrary, was designed to
serve as a guide capable of furthering progress towards
self-government and independence and to prevent the
administering Powers from arbitrarily and unilaterally
changing the status of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. That was whv the Czechoslovak Government
regarded the drafting of a list of factors as a relatively
useful idea.
26. The Czechoslovak delegation had carefu1ly examined the list of factors prepared by the Ad Hoc
Committee, as provided in resolution 648 (VII). It
noted with regret that the so-called new list differed
very little from the old one, and thought it should try
to find out why that was so. The ten members of the
Ad Hoc Committee included five administering Powers
who, as document A/2428 proved, had exerted considerable effort to weaken the meaning and scope of
the factors as much as possible. The membership of
the Ad Hoc Committee had thus been one of the
principal obstacles preventing the Committee from
working more efficiently and obtaining more satisfactory
results.
27. The Czechoslovak delegation did not regard the
list of factors as a rule which could be applied
automatically. It regarded the list as a sort of guide,
and had observed during the lengthy debate on the
question in the Fourth Committee that the same opinion
was shared by most delegations, with the sole exception
of the Administering Members.
28. The Czechoslovak delegation believed, like several
other delegations, that Article 73 of the Charter fonned
a unit and as such constituted an obligation upon all
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Member States without exception. The Administering
Members were therefore not justified in regarding
paragraph e of that article as merely a formal declaration, because it was a positive rule of law and consequently binding on them.
29. It logically followed that the decision whether a
territory referred to in Chapter XI of the Charter
had or had not attained a full measure of self-government did not rest exclusively with the Administering
Members. The taking of such a decision was, first and
foremost, the right and duty of every Member of the
United Nations. The list of factors would accordingly
be useful in enabling the General Assembly to take
decisions of that kind, which it, and it alone, should
take.
30. Passing on to a detailed examination of the list
of factors set out in document A/2428, he found it
necessary to object to some points.
31. The title of the second part contained the words
"continuing association" of the territory with the
metropolitan country. Resolution 648 (VII) stated
clearly, however, that the list of factors should in no
way be a hindrance to the attainment of self-government by the territories. The word ''continuing" used
in the title was neither logical nor appropriate, because in some cases its interpretation might be a
hindrance to the attainment of self-government by a
particular territory. Even taking for granted the improbable case in which the people of a N on-Self-Governing Territory would, witl)out intervention or pressure, freely renounce their complete independence in
order to be freely associated with the metropolitan
country, it was inconceivable that the people in question
could agree that the association should have a continuing character, because they would thus be renouncing independence for all time.
32. The Czechoslovak delegation could not unreservedly accept factor A.l of the second part of the list
of factors. The drafting of that factor was also inappropriate, since the fact that the people of a territory
were asking for self-government and independence
was in itself sufficient evidence of their political maturity and any criterion other than a freely expressed
desire for a full measure of independence and selfgovernment which might eventually be used for interpreting factor A.1 could easily be a hindrance to the
attainment of self-government and independence by
the territory concerned.
33. The second and third parts of the list of factors
contained criteria which permitted interference by one
country in the internal affairs of another. Such criteria
were in contradiction with the right of self-determination of peoples and with the concept of a full measure
of self-government, a concept for which the Ad Hoc
Committee, as stated in paragraph 11 of document A/
2428, could not find a satisfactory definition.
34. He wondered whether the factors presented by
the Ad Hoc Committee could not be improved throug-h
a more thorough study by a body which could provide
a better guarantee of impartialitv. The various delegations which had participated in the debate had, by
their statements, already shown that such a procedure
was possible. In those circumstances the Czechoslovak
delegation would support any proposal to improve, revise and clarify the factors before finally adopting
them.
35. Thus his delegation was prepared to accept the
forst part of the list of factors proposed in document

A/2428, but it could not accept the second and third
parts of that list; it asked, therefore, that the three
parts of the list should be voted upon separately.
36. With regard to the draft resolution submitted
by the delegation of Brazil the Czechoslovak delegation likewise requested that each paragraph should be
voted upon separately. It was prepared to vote for
paragraphs 1, 4, 5, 6 and 8 of the operative part,
but would be obliged to vote against paragraphs 2, 3
and 7, because the second and third parts of the list
did not seem to accomplish their purpose. It accepted
the first three paragraphs of the preamble but objected to the fourth, because the list of factors
presented did not seem to correspond satisfactorily
with the intentions of the General Assembly as expressed in resolution 648 (VII), especially paragraphs
6 and 7 of that resolution.
37. The Czechoslovak delegation therefore requested
that the draft resolution submitted by Brazil (A/C.4/
272) should be voted upon paragraph by paragraph.
38. Mr. IT ANI (Lebanon) felt that it was not surprising that all the previous speakers had stressed the
exceptional importance of the question of factors, since
it was so closely connected with the freedom of peoples
generally. Lebanon, which had always defended the
right of peoples to self-determination and raised its
voice in support of freedom for all the countries of
the world, was bound to adopt a position in keeping
with its past and its traditions.
39. The study of factors had been decided upon by
the General Assembly because certain Administering
Members had ceased to transmit information on thirteen Non-Self-Governing Territories. Those Members
had thus taken a unilateral decision in regard to those
territories, although the responsibilities they had assumed were of an international character and could
not legally be discontinued except in pursuance of a
decision of the General Assembly.
40. The purpose of Chapter XI of the Charter was,
above all, to determine the special relations which
must exist between the United Nations and the NonSelf-Governing Territories. Unless one wished to depart from the letter and spirit of Article 73 of the
Charter, the Administering Members were far from
exclusively competent to decide whether a Non-SelfGoverning Territory had attained a full measure of
self-government.
41. Turning to the list of factors proposed by the
Ad Hoc Committee, he said that the Lebanese delegation wished to make certain general comments,
while reserving its Government's position in relation
to any amendment or proposal which might come before the Committee.
42. First, the opinion of the inhabitants of the NonSelf-Governing Territories should be the deciding
factor. For that reason, the Lebanese delegation expressed formal reservations in regard to such expressions as "association", "assimilation", "incorporation" or "annexation", particularly where there were
differences of race, language, religion, culture and
so forth.
43. Secondlv. it was of paramount importance to
specify the procedure which had to be followed in
applving the list of factors ; indeed, if the Administering Members did not declare that they were immediately ready to respect the decisions of the Assemblv. in
accordance with the list, all the work of the Ad Hoc
Committee would have been a sheer waste of time, and
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the prestige of the United Nations would have been
severely lowered.
44. Thirdly, it was very di~cult, ~f. not impossible,. to
frame a complete and final defimtwn of the notwn
of full self-government. For that reaso~ the li.st ~f
factors was merely an indication and gmde, which It
was for the Assembly to complete when fresh circumstances so required.
45. Fourthly, though conscious of . the need. to introduce certain additional e;ements mto the list, the
Lebanese delegation wished to thank the Ad Hoc Committee for the efforts which the latter had made and
which had resulted in the document before the Fourth
Committee.
46. Fifthly, the Lebanese delegation. calle~ o~ the
.i.\Iembers concerned, in conformity with their liberal
traditions, not to fail in the obligations they had assumed when they had acce~ed to ~he Charter, bu~ to
endeavour to strengthen mternatronal collaboratiOn,
the brotherhood of peoples and the prestige of the
United Nations. If they did so, it would be possible
t 0 end the present deadluck and to attain the objective
of Article 73 of the Charter.
47. He did not wish to enter upon a detailed examination of the proposed factors because that l!st
required improvement. He considered t~at the essential
condition was to give proof of good faith, and show a
sincere desire to solve the question in accordance with
international law and the right of peoples to self-determination, setting aside all economic and P.olitical interests which might prevent the complete, smcere, and
reso.ute application of Article 73 of the Charter.
48. Mr. NAUDE (Union of South Africa) said that
his delegation had not intended to take part in the
present debate, but in view of the discussion ':"hich
had taken place, he felt bound at least to complunent
the Ad Hoc Committee on the work which it had accomplished, particularly since the notions wit?. which
it had had to deal were not capable of defimtron.
49. His delegation had hoped, after the view originally expressed. that it would not be necessary to propose
that the General Assembly should take a formal decision on the list of factors. Unfortunately, the question of competence had been introduced and, in the
view of his delegation, had become the principal
element in the discussion. The proposed amendments
to the Brazilian draft resolution confirmed that
opinion.
50. In the present circumstances. his delegation felt
that the tendency to introduce the question of competence was not likely to assist the Fourth Committee
in successfully completing its work by drafting a text
acceptable to all.
51. In the past the South African delegation had on
many occasions been obliged to draw attention to the
dangers of submitting amendments by interpretation.
He regretted that the Fourth Committee was now faced
with a case of that nature. It was a serious situation.
52. The Union of South Africa considered that it
was exclusively for the Administering Members to
decide whether the territories administered bv them
had attained self-government in the matters listed
in Article 73 e. His delegation understood the lofty
ideals inspiring those delegations which desired a
specific list of factors. It was, however, worth observing that the United Nations was not a worlct parliament. Nevertheless, the law \vhich governed the
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Organization, namely the Charter, seemed to his delegation to be as clear as possible.
53. It was therefore important that the Fourth Committee should give the matter mature consideration,
before reaching any decision as to the action to be
taken to implement the submitted list of factors.
54. Mr. WORM-MULLER (Norway) stated that
the Norwegian Government regarded the development
of self-government in Non-Self-Governing Territories
as a question of primary importance, and public opinion
in Norway strongly supported the emancipation of the
peoples of those territories. It was therefore incumbent on the Assembly to take every appropriate step
to speed such development.
55. The nutter :ohould be regarded from a practical
ang:e. The first step had been taken in San Francisco
wht::n Chapter XI was drafted. Under that chapter the
Administering Members had accepted a sacred trust.
The obligation to transmit information in accordance
with Article 73 e provided an incentive to improve
conditions in the territories administered. Every Administering Member felt in honour bound to prove
that constructive steps had been taken to that end.
56. It was in the interests of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories that there should exist a feeling of mutual
confidence between the Administering Members and
the organs of the United Nations which dealt particularly with those subjects. If there were distrust, the
Non-Self-Governing Territories would derive little
benefit.
57. It appeared evident that there were sharply divided opinions in the Fourth Committee, and that the
Administering Members could not be expected to vote
for the draft resolution submitted by the Brazilian
delegation. He referred in particular to the statement made earlier in the meeting by the representative of the United Kingdom.
58. Since it had not been possible to find a generally
acceptab:e compromise resolution, it seemed best for
the continued close collaboration within the Committee
and in the interests of the Non-Self-Governing Territories to lav aside the controversial questions of
r:rinciplc and to proceed to take appropriate decisions
concerning the report on factors which had been submitted to the Committee.
59. His delegation could not, therefore, vote for the
draft resolution submitted by the Brazilian delegation.
CO. J\Ir. RYCKiiiANS (Belgium) said that he wished
to remove the misunderstanding which seemed to have
arisen at the previous meeting, particularly between
the representative of Bolivia and himself.
61. The Bolivian representative had pointed out
what he regarded as a contradiction in the reservations
made by the Belgian representative in the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors. According to the former, the
Belgian representative had admitted in paragraph 40
( (/) of document A/2-1-28 that Chapter XI of the Charter
applied only to colonies and protectorates, but had
said in paragraph 40 (c) that the same chapter applied to many peoples in sovereign territories.
62. In fact, the Belgian reservations did not state
that Chapter XI applied only to the peoples of colonies
and protectorates. On the contrary, the very object
of those reservations had been to point out that the
expressions "territories whose people have not yet attained a full measure of self-government" on the one
hand, and "colonies and protectorates" on the other.
were not synonomous. The only definition which the
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Charter gave of the peoples to whom the protection of
Chapter XI extended was in Article 73. The words
"co;ony" and "protectorate" were not to be found in
that article, which simp1y said: "territories whose
peoples have not yet attamed a fuil measure of selfgovernment'', w1thout making any further distinction.
1'hat article could. be given a wide interpretation, and
also a narrO\v one. The wide interpretation extended the
protection of the Charter to the peoples of all territories whose inhabitants had not a fu;l measure of
self-government, whether such territories were included
witlun the continental boundaries of a state or situated overseas. It was that wide interpretation which
Belgium adopted and proposed. The other interpretation was restrictive. It linuted the application of Chapter Xl to the overseas territories of certain so-called
"cokmial Powers". It deprived all oiher backward
peop.es of international protection.
63. None would dispute that there were non-self-governing peoples outside of the colonies. protectorates,
and Trust Territories. The memoranda submittt'd bv
the Belgian delegation (A/ AC.58j1, A/ AC.67 /2)
had listed an impressive number of s_uch peoples. For
example, it was beyond doubt that peoples 1iving in a
state of complete savagery, without any contact with
civilized peoples, were not enjoying full self-government within the meaning of the Charter.
64. The representative of Uruguay had said, at the
previous meeting. that the authors of the Charter had
neyer intended. Chapter ~~I to extend to peoples who
were not fully self-governing but iived within the
frontiers of sovereign States.
CiS. That was not the right approach to the question.
Indigenous ptoples, in all territories without dist;nctron, had l•een included in the protective provisions
of the CoYenant of the League of Nations. All the
l\It'mhers of the League had solemnly undertakel'l to
ensure fair treatment for all indigenous peoples living
throughout their territories, whether metropolitan or
colonial, continental or overseas. The wide interpretation of Article 73 maintained that notion of univer~a:
protection of indigenous peoples; the restrictive interpretation withdrew it from a large number. The
question, therefore, was whether the supporters of lhe
restrictive interpretation wished to exclude from the
protection of the Charter peoples who had for twentyi!Ye years enjoyed the protection guaranteed by Ar1icle 23 of the League of Nations Covenant, and
whether those among them who h<.!d also signed that
Covenant wished to repudiate their solemn undertnkings and refuse to accept the same obligations
under the United Nations Charter. If the answt'r wa''
i11 the affirLl2tiv", his delegation asked that they should
admit it. It would also ask them to explain the reaoon
for that retrograde step. Had the indigenous people:;
in metropolitan territories been less worthy of interest
in 1945 than in 1919? Had the United Nations wished
to deprive them of the protection which the Leag:te
of Nations had accorded them? In the Belgian deL'gation's view, the answer to both qut'stions was in the'
negative. The restrictive interpretation of Artic:e 73.
imputing to the words "territories whose peoples haw
not vet attained a full measure of self-governme:1t''
the rneaning of ''peoples of colonial territories alone'''
,gave an affirmative answer. His delegation asked each
Member State to make its choice.
o6. At the previous meeting, the Syrian renreseni:"tiw had asked, with irony, whetheT the Belgian cJe1."gation hncl in mind those dependent territories \vhicb
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were falsely represented as self-governing. His reply,
without irony, was that it referred to all territories,
whether dependent or not, whose peoples had not attained full self-government, and concerning which the
Secretary-General of the United Nations received no
information.
67. The Bolivian representative had said at the same
meeting that he could never permit his country to be
considered a colony. He felt bound to answer that if,
in the light of the work of the Ad Hoc Committee
on Factors, a State conceded that Chapter XI of the
Charter applied to certain peoples for which it was
responsible, and decided, without any pressure from
th: Assembly, to transmit the information specified
in Article 73 e, all would admire the generosity thus
displayed through its liberal interpretation of the
Charter. None would dream of disputing the fuJ
soyereignty of any such State or of regarding it as a
colony.
68. As for the documents before the Committef, he
was of the opinion that the Fourth Committee shoulrl
take note of the meritorious work accomplished by the
Ad Hoc Committee on Factors.
69. The Belgian representative would abstain from
vo~ing on the paragraph of the draft resolution which
approved the list of factors proposed by the Committee. It would be forced to vote against all those
paragraphs of the draft resolution and all those amendments which, either expressly or by implication, recognized the competence of the Assembly, supported
the theory, contrary to reality and facts, of the indivisibility of self-government, or set up some distinction, not justified by the Ch;uter, between the duty
to continue to transmit information and the duty to
begin transmitting information where that had not
previously been done.

70.

Mr. LAWRENCE ( Liueria) said that his delegation had :istened with interest to all that had been
said by the various representatives who had participated in the current discussion, many of whom had
expressed opinions which he shared.
71. He wished to congratulate the Ad Hoc Committee, whose efforts had resulted in the report contained in document A/2428. His delegation agreed
with the delegations which considered that the propos~d list of factors could serve only as a guide and
t 11at each srecific case had to be considered in the light
of the particular circumstances of that case.
72. One question which had been tht> subject of
particularly lively discussion was that of the procedure
to be adopted in applying those factors to a particuhr
territorv. The Administering Members had argued th'1t
they afone were competent to applv them. An Administering Member could not, however, legally revoke or change the status of a territory unilatera ·ly
without reference to the General Assemblv. Unoer
the Charter, the General Assembly alone had the power
to say whether the people of a territory had attained
a full measure of self-government.
73. There was, however, a new difficulty: the meCJning- of "a full measure of self-government". Two views
h;1cl been expressed in the CommittPe: that of the
Administering Members and that of the non-administering Members. The former thought that peoples could
achieve a full measure of self-government while remaining firmly attached to the administering Power.
whereas the latter felt that the well-being of the peop ·E',
nf those territories should be paramount and that
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their desires should receive free expression in connexion with any proposed change in the form of their
government.
74. While fully appreciating the high ideals which
had always inspired the administering Powers where
the well-being of the peoples of those territories was
concerned, his delegation felt that the desires and aspirations of those peoples should be determined through
the good offices of the General Assembly.
75. His delegation was concerned about another
point of procedure, the time when the factors could be
applied. From the discussion, it appeared that the
factors should, in the opinion of some delegations, be
applied after an Administering Member had reported
a change in the status of a territory and had then
ceased to transmit information, thus presenting the
United Nations with a fait accompli.
76. His delegation wondered how the ideals of peace,
well-being and liberty, which had impelled the governments of Member States to send representatives to
the General Assembly, could be achieved as long as
millions of human beings throughout the world were
exposed to oppression, misery and suffering. The problem could not be solved by avoiding it. On the contrary, the situation must be faced and a solution must
be sought conscientiously and with determination.
77. The General Assembly must not be presented
with a fait accompli by the Administering Members;
on the contrary, whenever an Administering Member
thought that the people of a given territory had really
attained a full measure of self-government, it should
so inform the General Assembly so that the latter
could take the necessary steps to ascertain whether
that was the case and could declare accordingly.
78. Mr. ARAOZ (Bolivia) said that the Belgian representative had again resorted to sophistry in an attempt to misrepresent the statements of certain delegations and to argue that the talk of colonies and
protectorates concealed an intention to return to the
colonial system. That might be the objective of the
administering Powers, but it was certainly not that
of the Committee.
79. He had given an outline of developments in
Bolivia because he had considered it useful to show
how a country which was still struggling for complete
independence in certain fields had succeeded in achieving national unity; in so doing, he had hoped that the
discussion would be concentrated on a number of
specific points. In Bolivia no group was subject to
discrimination. The economic, educational and land
reform programmes involved the whole population,
and the results would bring benefits to all without distinction. If the Belgian representative visited Bolivia
he would be able to verify the truth of that statement
for himself. He would see a united people working
to knit even closer together the various groups of the
population and would find evidence of the high cultural
values which were the age-old inheritance handed
down by the various races that had inhabited Bolivia ..
80. The Bolivian delegation was participating in the
Committee's discussion in a constructive spirit
motivated only by its desire to help the dependent
peoples to attain self-government. It would always be
ready to defend the fundamental principles which must
govern the progress of mankind. His delegation had
not objected to the Belgian representative's reservations because it had been offended hv the comparison
of Bolivia to a colony. On the contrary, the Bolivian
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people, formerly scorned and oppressed, was proud
that it had freed itself from that oppression and was
now ruled by a truly representative government.
Bolivia was not ashamed of the semi-feudal situation
which still prevailed there, becase it was proud of the
efforts undertaken to abolish it. The example of
Bolivia could appropriately be cited in a discussion
on Non-Self-Governing Territories, the peoples of
which had the right to determine their own fate in
accordance with the wishes of the great majority
and not those of an oligarchic minority representing
foreign interests.
81. Finally, he maintained his opinion about the contradiction which he had indicated in the Belgian representative's reservations. Those reservations were
intended only to divert the Committee from what
should be its main task, that of promoting the progress
of the dependent peoples towards complete self-government.
82. Mr. TRIANTAPHYLLAKOS (Greece) congratulated the Ad Hoc Committee and was prepared
to accept the list of factors it had prepared, with two
reservations. First, it must be clearly understood that
the list could serve only as a guide to assist in the
examination of each case in the light of the particular
circumstances of that case. Secondly, as the Guatemalan representative and other delegations had pointed
out, the word "continuing" used to describe the association of the Non-Self-Governing Territories with
the metropolitan country in the title of the second part
of the list of factors should be deleted. It was in the
light of those considerations, and taking into account
the primary need to maintain co-operation among all
!the parties concerned in order to ensure the implementation of Chapter XI, that the Greek delegation would decide on the Brazilian draft resolution and
the amendments thereto.
83: Mr~. BOLTON (United States of America)
pard a tnbute to the effort made by the Brazilian representative to frame a draft resolution that would be
generally acceptable. Her delegation could not, however, accept the principle underlying paragraph 3 of
the operative part of that draft. No Member State,
whether or not responsible for the administration of a
Non-Self-Governing Territory, could relinquish its
right to determine the constitutional status of a territory under its sovereignty. It was, therefore, for the
Administering Member concerned alone to decide
whether to stop transmitting information under Article 73 e.
84. It did not follow that the General Assembly
had not a useful part to play. On the contrary, the
General Assembly had already done valuable work in
that connexion. Under Article 10 the General Assembly was entitled to study the concept of Non-SelfGoverning Territories and of territories whose people
had not attained a full measure of self-government, and
to try to find a definition. The Assembly also had the
right to recommend that Member States should study
any definition which it might adopt and even to express in general terms its opinion regarding the principles on which the Administering Members might base
or might have based their decision to cease transmitting
information on the territories under their administration. The Assembly's resolution should not, however,
imply that the decision of the Administering Members must be approved or disapproved by the General
Assembly.
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85. Her de:egation would therefore be obliged to vote
against the Brazilian draft resolution and against any
other proposal which contained the same implications.
86. Mr. PIGNON (France) felt that it was unnecessary to restate the French Government's position
which had already been clearly enough defined; but h~
proposed to examine the legal theories that had been
put forward during the discussion. The French delegation had listened to those theories with interest but
had not been, and could not be, convinced by them
because they were based on an erroneous interpretation of a treaty, in the case in point, the Charter. To
interp~et a treaty, it was necessary to determine, by
r~fernng to the preliminary work on it, and in particular to the records of the discussions, the intention
of its authors-in the present case, the intention of the
co-signatories to the Charter-just as in interpreting
a law, reference was first made to the records of the
parliamentary debates. It was quite clear that the
authors of the Charter had neither foreseen nor
desired the developments and additions which an attempt was now being- made to introduce by means
of resolutions.
87. The history of the question of the cessation of
the transmission of information showed that that was
the case. At its third session the General Assembly
had felt so uncertain of its ground and its rights that
in resolution 222 (III) it had merely stated that it
was essential that the United Nations should be informed of any change in the constitutional position
and status of any territory as a result of which the
responsible government concerned thought it unnecessary to transmit information in respect of that territory
under Article 73 e of the Charter. Memories of San
Francisco had still been too fresh in representatives'
minds for an attempt to be made to question the exclusive competence of the Administering Member.
With resolution 334 (IV) the General Assembly had
taken a further step and had considered that it was
within the responsibility of the General Assembly to
express its opinion on the principles which had guided
or which might in future guide the Members concerned
in enumerating the territories in question. Even at
that stage the Assembly had shown a tendency to limit
the freedom of judgment of the responsible governments, but it had asserted its competence only with
regard to principles; the power of decision in each
particular case had continued to be vested in the Administering Member. At the fifth session, by resolution
448 \V), the Assembly had deliberately gone beyond
questwns of theory and had requested the Special
Committee on Information transmitted under Article
73 e of the Charter to examine such information as
might b~ transmitted in future to the SecretaryGeneral 111 pursuance of General Assembly resolution
222 (III) and to report thereon to the General Assembly. With that resolution, the frontiers which had
until then been respected had been crossed, and the
Assembly had assumed the right not only of expressing
opinions of a general nature but of examining and
discussing each particular case. At its sixth session,
the Assembly had been too preoccupied with the list
of factors to explore further the dangerous field of
competence. However, in resolution 568 (VI) it had
reaffirmed the principles laid down in resolution 448
(V). The decisive step had been taken at the seyenth
session when the Assembly had asserted its competence
as being self-evident without seeking to base it on any
considerations of law or of fact.

88.. That history of the successive conquests of the
maJo~tty showed clearly that the legal construction in
questwn had not been based upon a strict interpretation
of the Charter. At its third session the Assembly would
not . ha.ve hesitated to affirm its competence in the
particular case then before the Fourth Committee if
it had thought it possible to do so in accordance with
the Charter. Already, fired with enthusiasm which
1~1ade them forget the starting point, some representat~ves \vcre considering further steps. Certain delegations had proposed that only the first part of the list
cf factors should be retained; others had stated that
the notion of full self-government laid down in the
Charter could only mean independence. It should not
be forgotten, however, that the legal construction which
the majority seemed to think required only improvements of detail would remain without foundation and
without legal effect until it was embodied in a new
treaty or an addition to the Charter in the manner
provided in Article 109.
~9. The French delegation had listened with great
111terest to the argument concerning the responsibility
of the .Administering Members developed by the
Ecuad<:man representative. The Administering Members d1d not deny that responsibility, but accepted it
unreservedly. However, it remained a moral responsibility wi~hout legal. consequences because any form
of .supervisory machmery or specialized jurisdiction
whrch would make that responsibility legal in character
had been expressly and intentionally excluded from
the Chart.er. Certain delegations might regret what
they constdered to be an omission, but they should
also unders.tand that it w~s not in .their power to try
to remedy rt through the 111appropnate and ineffective
medium of recommendations.
90. The Fren~~ delegation could not, therefore, support. the Braz~han draft resolution although it ap~reCJated the smcere efforts the Brazilian representative had made to end the present deadlock in the Committee'~ wo~k. Paragraph 3 of the operative part of the
resolution 111 effect reaffirmed the competence of the
General A;;sembly. The same objection applied to paragr~ph 4, smce th~ ;~ssembly ":ol!ld obviously have the
ultimate respons1b1hty of dec1dmg whether evidence
that the p~opl~ concerned had exercised its rights to
se~f-determmatwn .had ~een fl!rnished. Paragraph 6
remtroduced the difficulties of 111terpretation which an
attempt had been made to eliminate by establishing
a list .of factors. "A full measure of self-government"
had still not been de.fined. and alt?ough some delegations
had made up the1r mmds w1thout hesitation their
opinion was not equivalent to a decision. Finally paragraphs 7 and 8 conferred on the Committee on Inf?rmatio~ powers which the French delegation consrdt;red macceptable and contrary to the compromise
wh1ch had enabled it to continue to take part in the
work o.f that body. For the same reasons, the French
delegation would oppose the amendments submitted
jointly by the eleven delegations ( A/C.4/L.273). The
very fact that those amendments had been submitted
gave added force to his argument and fully justified
if further justification were necessary, the French
Gove~nment's. P.osition. Those amendments had systet?~tically el.u;unated all that was conciliatory in the
ongmal Braz1han draft resolution. At least there now
remained no doubts or misunderstandings.
9}. In view ?f the importance of. the problem the
F re.nch . delegatiOn 'Yould not be satisfied merely with
regtstenng a negative vote. In accordance with the
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formal instructions from its Government it was compelled to repeat explicitly the reservations _which it
had made on resolution 647 (VII) and wh1ch were
contained in the summary record of the 279th meeting
of the Fourth Committee (A/C.4/SR.279, para. 1 to 3).
The French Government had not accepted resolution
647 (VII) as binding in any way whatever, and it
would not accept the Brazilian draft resolution as bindin~ if, as was probable,. it ~as ~dopted: The French
delegation felt the more JUstified m makmg that st<~:te
ment since at San Francisco it had taken the precautiOn
of making 'a reservation on the question of competence;
that reservation could be found in the report of Committee 4 of Commission II and in annex D of that
report, dated 20 June 1945.1 Nobo~y could ther~fore
express surprise at or take exceptiOn to an at~1tude
which remained constantly clear, frank and consistent.
The French delegation regretted, however, that it was
forced to take that negative and defensive position.
It was certainly not along those lines that it had envisaged collaboration with the United Nations. It was
still possible for the Committee to start afresh and
d1scover ways and means of accomplishing fruitful
work. Several days previously, Mr. Maurice Schumann
had informed the General Assembly at its 44Sth plenary
meeting that the French Government fully and unreservedly accepted the aims of Chapter XI of the
Charter. In the Committee itself the United Kingdom
representative had stressed the identity of aims. which
should unite Committee members. It was sufficient to
attempt to apply the Charter without seeking at the
moment to supplement or modify it. The French Government had given numerous examples of its good faith ;
it was ready to make new efforts but it could not
remain saitsfied with appeals for conciliation which
lacked any tangible expression of comprehension and
which still presupposed that the administering Powers
had to obtain forgiveness for some kind of original sin.
92. The reasons underlying the French Government's
position were evident. The French delegation. could not
admit that the General Assembly should d1scuss the
constitutional development of territories administered
by France for the simple reason that such a discussion
would involve constitutional questions which were matters of domestic policy and were the exclusive prerogative of the legislature. The French Constitution strictly
limited the powers of the executive. In international
affairs, the Government could negotiate and undertake
commitments subject to the subsequent approval of
Parliament. With regard to the status of territories,
Parliament held the right of decision, and neither the
French Government nor the French delegation could
waive in any way whatever the sovereignty of Parliament. It was easy to foresee the consequences of the
process which had been set in motion and the increasing
demands that would be made to subject the administering Powers to still stricter control by the United Nations. A moment's reflection would suffice to reveal
the dangers which would result, in the domestic field,
from interference by an international organization which
eventually would meddle arbitrarily with internal policies, whether with good intentions or not. Similarly,
in the present disturbed international situation such
interference would create a situation of constant inferiority at the international level by making possible
blackmail and manceuvres which would serve neither
the cause of peace nor that of co-operation between
1 See United Nations Conference on International Organi:::ation, II/4/44 (1) (a).
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nations. What the French Government once more requested was that certain members of the Committee
should take the trouble to put themselves from time to
time in the French Government's place and judge the
situation objectively. Whatever the Committee's decision on the Brazilian draft resolution, the discussions
which had taken place would have had the great merit
of enabling the Committee to discuss the substance of
the problem. The Committee had reached the stage
where ideological conceptions were clashing with the
facts. It should decide whether it should continue to
take theoretical decisions or whether, realizing the futility of such an undertaking, it should direct its attention
resolutely towards its proper functions.
93. Mr. LOPEZ (Philippines) said that the Philippines, which, after four centuries of oppression, had
become an independent State after the Second World
War, was deeply interested in the question of factors
and in the broader question of Non-Self-Governing
Territories.
94. At the San Francisco Conference, the Philippine
.delegation had argued that the word "self-government"
should be replaced, or at least supplemented, by the
word "independence" in all the provisions of the Charter
where it appeared. His delegation had been afraid that
if the notion of independence were replaced by the
vaguer notion of self-government, misunderstandings
might arise. Experience had shown that those fears
were justified. The Philippine delegation had not
pressed its suggestion at San Francisco because the
administering Powers had given it an assurance that
self-government was synonymous with independence
and that it was in that way that the notion of self-government would be interpreted in practice. It had been
found, however, that the vagueness of the expression
''self-government" was the source of many misunderstandings and had led to lengthy studies and prolonged
discussions. It had been illogical to speak only of selfgovernment in Chapter XI when in Chapter XII the
word "independence" was also used. In any case, the
time had come to clarify the notion of self-government.
In that respect, the work of the Ad Hoc Committee
was extremely valuable.
95. Mr. Lopez paid a tribute to the Ad Hoc Committee and agreed with the Venezuelan representative
that further studies should be suspended. It was time
to apply the factors which the Ad Hoc Committee had
listed. That would be possible only if there was sincere
co-operation between the Administering and the nonadministering Members. He was convinced that the
members of the Committe could resolutely set aside
controversial subjects and agree in recognizing that
it was necessary to hasten the progress of the peoples
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories in order to maintain peace, a purpose which concerned all States,
whether they administered Non-Self-Governing Territories or not. The Administering Members should
understand that by basing their claim to exclusive
jurisdiction on Article 2, paragraph 7, they gave the
impression of wanting to keep at all costs what they
regarded as their property. If they recognized that the
character of the colonial problem had been changed
since the Charter had made the future of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories an international problem, it
would be possible to proceed to practical action.
96. If an area of agreement was to be found, the
principle must first be established that the Administering Members could not decide unilaterally whether
a territory had become self-governing, and that such
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decisions must be made by agreement by those Members and the General Assembly after appropriate consultations. The list of factors was valuable only as
a body of general rules the application of which would
depend upon political realities varying from territory
to territory.
97. He was also of the opinion that the problem of
the cessation of the transmission of information had two
aspects. In some cases, the Non-Self-Governing Territories might think that by continuing to communicate
information about them the administering Power was
casting doubts on the reality of their self-government,
which might hurt the national feelings of the peoples
concerned. In other cases, the administering Powers
might seek by that means to conceal the real situation
in the territory which they claimed had become selfgoverning.
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98. The Philippine delegation believed that the
Brazilian draft resolution provided the framework within which agreement might be reached. It hoped the
draft resolution would be studied sympathetically and
that the difficulties of principle raised by paragraph 3
might thus be overcome.
99. In conclusion, he emphasized that the Committee's
decisions could be fruitful only if an agreement based
on political realities was reached.
100. The CHAIRMAN closed the list of speakers in
the general discussion. He invited delegations which
wished to explain their vote to place their names on
the list.
The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m.
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3. Sir Douglas COPLAND (Australia) said that the
Brazilian draft resolution (A/C.4/L.272) was an attempt to steer a course between the two conflicting
points of view that had emerged in the Committee and,
as such, deserved attention. It should not be forgotten
that the Administering Members had freely dedicated
themselves to the advancement of the peoples of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories and as freely undertaken to transmit information on economic, social and
educational conditions in those territories to the General
Assembly. Australia was a country which had itself experienced the rise from dependent status to a full measure of self-government and was thus able to realize that
the problem was extremely complicated and that no
definite rules could be formulated. He urged the Committee to consider the Brazilian resolution in the light
of the difficulty that had been encountered in defining
a full measure of self-government, and suggested that
it should give up its attempt to find a legal definition.
The Australian delegation would consider the resolution,
not as a definitive legal interpretation of self-government, but rather as a framework within which it could
discharge its responsibilities towards the Non-SelfGoverning Territory for which it was responsible.
4. The most serious objection to the list of factors in
the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (NonSelf-Governing Territories), contained in document
A/2428, was that it regarded independence as a criterion of a full measure of self-government. The Australian delegation felt that independent status was irrelevant to the question of self-government. Independence
was an external attribute, whereas self-government was
an internal attribute, the achievement of which was
normally followed by external independence. However,
a territory could be self-governing without being independent, just as it could be independent without being
self-governing. The report also admitted that the Ad
Hoc Committee had been unable to define a full measure of self-government. In considering the Brazilian
draft resolution, therefore, the Committee should take
care not to appear to be agreeing on a point on which
there was in fact fundamental disagreement. Lastly, the
report made it quite clear that the list of factors could
be regarded only as a guide and not as a series of hard
and fast rules.
5. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the operative part of the
Brazilian draft resolution took note of the conclusions
of the report of the Ad Hoc Committee and approved
the list of factors contained in the report. The Australian
delegation found it difficult to accept paragraph 2 because it felt that it was unnecessary to approve the list
when paragraph 1 merely took note of the report's
conclusions.
6. Paragraph 6 of the operative part of the draft resolution seemed to assume that the attainment of selfgovernment was a definitive act. The Australian delegation felt that self-government was, in fact, reached in
stages and in varying forms. Since the Ad Hoc Com-
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Factors which should be taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a ter·
ritory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2428, A/C.4/L.272, A/C.4jL.
273, A/C.4/L.274) (continued)

[Item 33]*
1. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) wished to reply to
the points raised by the Belgian representative at the
326th meeting. He recalled that when the Belgian argument had been advanced at the seventh session of the
General Assembly, it had been conceded that Guatemala
had no responsibility whatever under Chapter XI of the
Charter. Nevertheless, he felt that some reply should be
made to an ingenious thesis which was tending to distract the Committee from its true objective.
2. In point of fact, the Belgian argument had been
dealt with at San Francisco. The question had come up
during the discussion of the classification of dependent
territories and it had been made quite clear that the
"peoples not yet able to stand by themselves under the
strenuous conditions of the modern world", referred to
in a first draft of what had become Article 73 of the
Charter, were not peoples within the metropolitan frontiers of any State. He read extracts from the background document prepared by the Secretariat on the
definition of the concept of a full measure of self-government (A/ AC.67 /L.1), which quoted from the records of the meetings at San Francisco at which the
declaration regarding the Non-Self-Governing Territories had been discussed, showing that the question
had been raised and settled. The drafting sub-committee which had prepared that portion of the Charter had
undoubtedly borne those discussions in mind in preparing the final version of Article 73. The Belgian representative's contention that the phrase "territories whose
peoples have not yet attained a full measure of selfgovernment" could apply to territories forming part of
the metropolitan area was thus disproved by reference
to the expressed intentions of the authors of the Charter.

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
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mittee had been unable to define a "full measure of
self-government" the Australian delegation could not
agree to paragraph 6. Those Member States which had
declared themselves to be responsible for certain NonSelf-Governing Territories had undertaken to submit
information on economic, social and educational conditions in those territories. The Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territoies was fully entitled to consider whether the information that was submitted was adequate and relevant. However, if the
Committee on Information were to say that an Administering Member must continue to send in such information, despite its agreement with a Non-Self-Governing Territory, on all matters on which information was
to be submitted, that would be tantamount to asking
the said Power to abrogate the self-government that
had been agreed on. If a territory had full control over
economic, social and educational matters within its
boundaries, it would be entitled to insist that the administering Power had no right to continue to report
to the General Assembly upon them. If the General
Assembly were to require the continuation of such reports, it would not be promoting self-government in
the Non-Self-Governing Territories or helping the Administering Members to discharge their obligations.
7. Operative paragraphs 7 and 8 were over-specific.
The question of factors had been examined over and
over again ; if, in the light of experience, the list was
found to be inadequate, an arrangement could be made
to revise it at the end of five years or so.
8. Unfortunately, the Brazilian draft resolution had
been the subject of a series of drastic amendments submitted jointly by a number of delegations (A/C.4/
L.273). As amended, the resolution would take up a
position diametrically opposed to that which the Administering Members were charged with defending. He
urged the Committee to try to reach some reasonable
compromise on the issue, lest the General Assembly
should adopt a resolution that would be unenforceable.
9. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) would reaffirm that the
Brazilian delegation maintained, as it had done in the
past, that the final competence for taking a decision
concerning the cessation of the transmission of information from a Non-Self-Governing Territory rested
with the General Assembly.
10. In his delegation's view, the Charter should not be
regarded as a multilateral agreement establishing certain
legal obligations. At the time of its signature it had been
a contract, but it was one no longer. It was an organic
act establishing the competence of the United Nations
with regard to the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The
United Nations had assumed some of the competence
of the contracting parties. Its purposes were more than
the sum of the purposes of the contracting parties. That
conception of an institution was familiar to those countries where the principles of the Code Napoleon had
been adopted. His statement on the institutional jurisdiction of the United Nations over the Non-Self-Governing Territories was based on that conception.
11. The amendments contained in document A/C.4/
L.273 were not in his opinion amendments in the proper
sense of the term. Nevertheless he was able to agree
to the new paragraph proposed in amendment 1.
12. He could not, however, agree to the proposal in
amendment 2, to the effect that the fourth paragraph
of the preamble of the Brazilian draft resolution should
be deleted, because he did not consider that the right
of peoples to self-determination could be treated as a

factor or given an interpretation in one case which
might differ from that given in other cases. The right
of peoples to self-determination must be re-established
as a postulate.
13. Nor could he agree to amendment 5, which merely
reintroduced the previously existing confusion between
general principles and specific circumstances.
14. He had no objection to amendment 3; indeed he
felt it would improve the Brazilian text.
15. With reference to amendment 4, the Brazilian
delegation agreed with the terms of paragraph 2 of
General Assembly resolution 648 (VII), i.e., that each
concrete case should be considered and decided in the
light of the particular circumstances of that case. With
regard to the question of competence, there could be no
doubt that the meaning of paragraph 3 of the Brazilian
draft resolution was that the General Assembly was
competent to decide whether a territory was or was no
longer within the scope of Article XI. The conclusion
was clear, but it had been thought preferable not to
state it categorically in order to avoid friction, in view
of the conflicting opinions on the subject that existed
within the Committee. General Assembly resolution 222
(III) stated that it was essential for the United Nations
to be informed of any change that might take place in
the constitutional status of any Non-Self-Governing
Territory. That was in order that a decision might be
reached whether or not information should continue
to be transmitted in relation to that territory. Clearly
the obligation rested on the Administering Member and
the decision would be made by the General Assembly.
The members of the Fourth Committee should approach the question in the light of the general principles involved rather than attempt to gain debating
points. The Brazilian delegation did not object in principle to the proposed addition of the words "by the
General Assembly" in paragraph 3, although it thought
it unnecessary. The wording it had proposed said the
same thing without offending the administering States.
16. With regard to amendment 6, which proposed new
paragraphs 5 and 6, he felt that the Brazilian text said
the same thing better and in more general terms. Proof
of the wishes of the people was required not only in
cases of association but in all cases, including integration in the metropolitan territory. Paragraph 4 of the
Brazilian draft resolution already recommended that
paramount consideration should be given to evidence
indicating that the people concerned had exercised its
right to self-determination. The attempt in the amendment to emphasize the principle of the right of peoples
to self-determination in special cases tended to weaken
its general applicability as a fundamental consideration
in all cases. The new paragraph 6 proposed in the
amendment tended to compress too many ideas in a
single paragraph. It was somewhat illogical to approve
the list of factors but at the same time to imply that
the three forms of self-government were not equally
valid. The Brazilian delegation agreed that the aim of
political evolution in the Non-Self-Governing Territories should be complete independence and membership
in the United Nations, but Chapter XI of the Charter
did contain the notion of domestic self-government, a
type of internal political sovereignty that was not yet
independence. Chapter XI might be interpreted as justifying the cessation of the transmission of information
after a people had freely chosen a system of integration
or association which would give it full freedom to decide
its domestic affairs while at the same time leaving the
attributes of external sovereignty to be exercised by
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another State. The proposed new paragraph 6 thus reopened a point which the Ad Hoc Committee had already settled.
17. Amendments 7 and 8 of document A/C.4/L.273
improved the Brazilian text and were therefore acceptable.
18. He did not, however, understand the proposal in
amendment 9, to the effect that that part of paragraph 7
of the Brazilian draft resolution following "the cessation of information" should be deleted. If a desire for
brevity had inspired the proposal, he would accept it,
but not if the intention was to discard the provisions
of paragraph 2 of resolution 448 (V). The Brazilian
delegation felt that the Committee on Information had
a great part to play in the advancement of the NonSelf-Governing Territories, and that no attempt should
be made to detract from the importance of that part.
19. He felt that the wording of the final paragraph
proposed in amendment 10 tended to question the quality of the list of factors in advance, and he preferred
the original final paragraph 8 of the Brazilian draft
amendment.
20. He urged the Administering Members to accept
the Brazilian text in the light of his explanations. He
hoped that they would show sufficient goodwill to meet
the other members of the Committee half way, and perhaps to inaugurate a new stage in the relations of the
administering and non-administering Powers.
21. Mr. KUCHKAROV (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) said that while his delegation was in general
agreement with the first part of the list of factors approved by the Ad Hoc Committee, the second and third
parts of the list were completely unsatisfactory and unacceptable since they did not envisage the ultimate attainment by the Non-Self-Governing Territories of the
status of independent and sovereign States and permitted the limitation of sovereignty and outside intervention in the internal affairs of the Territories concerned. He was therefore unable to accept the fourth
paragraph of the preamble to the Brazilian draft resolution. He would vote against any parts of the draft
resolution implying the Committee's approval of the
list of factors as a whole, but in favour of paragraphs
1, 4, S, 6 and 8. He asked for a vote paragraph by
paragraph.
22. Mr. SPITS (Netherlands) had no objections, in
general, to the operative part of the proposal in so far
as it instructed the Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories to use the list of factors as a guide in studying specific cases. When an
Administering Member ceased to transmit information,
it was logical, if only as a gesture of courtesy, that it
should inform the General Assembly of the reasons for
its action. It was logical, too, that the Committee on
Information should study those reasons. Nevertheless,
that did not imply that the General Assembly was competent to approve or disapprove the cessation of the
transmission of information. Several representatives
had based their argument that the Assembly was competent on Chapter XI of the Charter, contending that
it was in the nature of an international agreement. He
was prepared to some extent to agree with the latter
contention, provided that it was recognized that Chapter XI had been included in the form of a declaration.
Since Chapter XI was admittedly vague, the Committee
would do better to resolve its doubts on the basis of
practice. In 1946, the Administering Members had
enumerated the territories on which they were prepared
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to transmit information and, in resolution 66 (I), the
General Assembly had taken note of-not approvedthat list of territories. It was difficult, therefore, to see
why the Assembly's approval should be required in the
case of the cessation of the transmission of information.
Therein lay his delegation's main objection to the draft
resolution. Paragraph 6, moreover, was vague and ambiguous. Hence, although his delegation appreciated the
goodwill shown by the Brazilian delegation, he would
be compelled to vote against the draft resolution and,
guided by the same principles, against the eleven-Power
amendments.
23. Mr. SCOTT (New Zealand) doubted whether the
action proposed to the General Assembly was realistic.
His delegation's position had been stated on many
earlier occasions and he had not felt it necessary to
intervene in the general debate. He had hoped that the
Committee would be prepared merely to adopt the list
of factors and recognize the difficulty of defining such
terms as "Non-Self-Governing Territories" and "a full
measure of self-government". The lack of effective definitions of those terms would continue to be a source
of disagreement between the administering and the nonadministering Powers and it would be wiser not to
press the issue as far as the draft resolution and, more
particularly, the amendments did. It was certainly not
in the interests of the non-self-governing peoples to
perpetuate the disagreement between the Administering
Members and the other Member States. That was the
reason why his delegation had not replied to the Secretary-General's request for observations on the list of
factors.
24. On the main issue of the General Assembly's
competence, his delegation's position was very clear.
Each Member State alone was competent to decide
whether the territories under its sovereignty or jurisdiction fell within the scope of Chapter XI and, similarly, when such territories had reached a stage of development at which its obligations under Article 73 e
no longer applied. He would therefore vote against any
paragraph implying that the responsibility for such a
decision might be shared between the Administering
Members and the General Assembly.
25. Mrs. SKOTTSBERG-AHMAN (Sweden) an~ounced that her delegation was prepared to accept the
hst of factors as it stood and to support the Brazilian
draft resolution in so far as it approved that list as a
guide. Her delegation had always insisted that the list
should not be more than a guide and that each concrete
case should be judged on its own merits. That idea was
contained in paragraph 3. Paragraph 6, however, somewh~t inconsistently attempted to lay down a rigid rule
which would leave no lee-way for taking into account
the circumstances pertinent to each particular situation.
Furthermore, it was generally admitted that it was impossible to define the term "a full measure of selfgovernment" for the purposes of Chapter XI, and it
was therefore of doubtful value to make the attainment
of that indefinable status a prerequisite for a Territory
to be deemed self-governing in economic, social or educational affairs. Her delegation would therefore vote
against paragraph 6 and, if it was retained, it would
abstain from voting on the draft resolution as a whole.
26. The eleven-Power amendments stressed the competence of the General Assembly almost to the exclusion of the administering Powers. That issue was one
of the main dividing lines in the Committee, and it
would be most unwise to widen and perpetuate the gulf
between the Administering and non-administering Mem-
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hers. No useful purpose would be served by adopting
categorical statements in the certain knowledge that
they would not be accepted by the Administering Members, whose co-operation was essential. Her delegation
would therefore vote against the amendments. If they
were accepted, it would be compelled to vote against
the draft resolution as a whole.
27. Mr. PATTERSON (Canada) said that his delegation fully appreciated the work of the Ad Hoc Committee and had no objection in principle to the study
of a list of factors, nor to the list itself, which might
have a useful bearing on some of the questions pertaining to the work of the Committee and of the Trusteeship Council and be of service to the administering
Powers. To that extent, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the
Brazilian draft resolution were acceptable.
28. For the reasons which the Canadian representative had outlined in the Fourth Committee (273rd
meeting) at the seventh session, he was compelled to
take exception to the principles in paragraph 6 and to
those implied in paragraphs 3 and 7. The principle contained in paragraph 6 could hardly be accepted by the
representatives of a country such as Canada, which had
at one stage in its constitutional evolution enjoyed complete autonomy in economic, social and educational
affairs, although it had not at the time attained a full
measure of self-government. With regard to the wording of paragraphs 3 and 7, the Canadian delegation
could not agree that the United Nations alone was entitled to determine whether or not a territory had ceased
to be non-self-governing or that every Administering
Member should continue to transmit information until
the provisions of Chapter XI had been fulfilled. The
Non-Self-Governing Territories would normally advance towards self-government by stages and, at a
given moment, they would reach a stage at which the
Administering Members no longer exercised effective
and practical control over the fields in which information was to be submitted. In such cases their obligation
to transmit information would logically end, although
that would not imply that they no longer had the obligation, under Chapter XI, to promote a full measure
of self-government in the territory concerned.
29. His delegation was grateful to the Brazilian delegation for its effort at compromise and for the fact that
the Brazilian draft resolution did not call for a continuing study of factors by a special committee ; it
seriously doubted whether any further study would
result in a more satisfactory solution. Nevertheless, the
objections he had outlined concerned such fundamental
issues that his delegation could not support the Brazilian
draft resolution as it stood. Subject to those observations, it was prepared to approve the list of factors contained in the Ad Hoc Committee's report on the understanding that it was to be used exclusively as a guide
and that it was not meant to be a rigid pattern to be
automatically applied by the General Assembly to all
Non-Self-Governing Territories. His delegation would
oppose the eleven-Power amendments and any subsequent amendment to the Brazilian proposal which ran
counter to the basic principles by which it was guided.
30. Mr. NAJAR (Israel) felt that the mandate of the
United Nations as expressed throughout the Charter
and the corresponding terms of reference conferred on
the General Assembly by Article 10 were sufficiently
broad to obviate the need for any discussion of the
Assembly's competence in the Committee. There seemed
to be a general tendency to confuse the Assembly's
competence and its powers. Obviously the Assembly re-

ceived information under Article 73 e and documents on
the cessation of the transmission of information so that
it could express an opinion thereon. Its competence to
vote resolutions, therefore, was not at issue, but its
powers and rights to have them implemented in fact.
31. During the general debate, he had expressed his
delegation's preference for examining each case of the
cessation of the transmission of information on its own
merits. Generally speaking, if the Assembly wished to
preserve its effectiveness and prestige, its recommendations must be realistic. The adoption of doctrinal resolutions might well bring the Assembly into conflict with
reality.
32. In the case under discussion, the Administering
Members felt that the pmver to decide whether or not
to continue transmitting information rested exclusively
with them. \Vere the General Assembly to assert in a
solemn and doctrinal resolution that, on the contrary,
such power rested exclusively with the Assembly, it
might well find that the constitutional development of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories ran counter to its resolutions. That would be most unfortunate. The General
Assembly should hesitate before embarking on such
open conflicts and administering and non-administering
Powers would be well advised to heed the old diplomatic
motto, "Toujours ncgocicr".
33. His delegation would have preferred merely to
adopt the list of factors and to postpone any decision on
the theoretical points of principle raised in the Brazilian
draft resolution until the Committee had had a chance
to apply the factors to the two concrete cases of the
cessation of information that it would shortly be considering. Although he questioned the advisability of
affirming the competence of the General Assembly as a
principle, rather than in relation to concrete cases, his
delegation would support the draft resolution on that
issue, but he reserved its position with regard to the
definition of terms. Such a definition would be tantamount to interpreting the Charter and should not be
done through a resolution, especially when several delegations had expressed the view that it would be wise to
consult the International Court of Justice on the points.
34. Mr. MENDEZ (Philippines) said that it was clear
from the discussion that the General Assembly was a
necessary party to the cessation of the transmission of
information. The information submitted under Article
73 e was clearly intended to help the Assembly to determine whether or not the situation in the Non-SelfGoverniug Territories was satisfactory in the light of
the Charter. That implied the Assembly's right to
decide when such information need no longer be submitted. There was nothing in Chapter XI to suggest
that the Administering Members were entitled to act on
a unilateral basis. Nevertheless consultation and agreement were preferable to arbitrary and unilateral actions,
and paragraph 3 of the Brazilian draft resolution might
be improved by inserting the words "in appropriate consultations" after the words "as a guide", and by replacing the words "a decision may be taken" by the
words "agreement may be reached".
35. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark) would not go into
the merits of the proposed amendments, but would like
to have some elucidation from their sponsors.
36. Amendment 3 apparently meant that the list of
factors was accepted as it stood, or with some minor
amendments; indeed it had already been agreed to by
three of the sponsors-Guatemala, Iraq and Venezuela
-which had been members of the Ad Hoc Committee
on Factors. However, the new paragraph 6 which it was
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proposed to insert seemed, if not actually in contradiction with amendment 3, at least illogical and inconsistent.
He suggested that the words ''although it is recognized
that self-government can also be achieved" should be
deleted and replaced by the word "or''.
37. Mr. DJERDJA (Yugoslavia) said that the amendments to the list of factors ( A/C.4/L.274), of which
his delegation had been one of the sponsors, embodied
the constructive suggestions made by different delegations during the debate on the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee. They were based on the conviction that
although the main work of drafting the list of factors
had been accomplished, that list must be brought into
harmony with the high responsibilities of the General
Assembly and the spirit of the times.
38. Drafting a list of factors was not an abstract or
theoretical activity. The chief aim of such a list, which
must be made as useful and realistic as possible, was to
help the United Nations in the protection it afforded to
the Non-Self-Governing Territories. As he had already
pointed out, the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories placed great hopes in the United Nations.
It must not disappoint those hopes or bring about a
situation in which the people concerned would be compelled to follow another road and seek different solutions, with possible serious repercussions for world
peace.
39. Some delegations would perhaps find the amendments unacceptable and irreconcilable with their views
and interpretations of the Charter. Nevertheless, the
Yugoslav delegation felt it to be its duty, today more
than ever, to uphold the cause of the peoples of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories, both for reasons of
principle and for practical reasons, as long as the problem remained on the agenda. It would be very glad if
the problem were to disappear from the agenda as a
result of the attainment by those peoples of a status
equal to that of the free peoples of the world, but since
they had not yet attained such a status, the only possible
course was to strive, within the framework of the
Charter and in harmony with present necessities, to improve the conditions of the peoples of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories and accelerate their progress
towards a better future.
40. The Yugoslav delegation believed that the proposed
amendments would make the list of factors clearer and
more precise. Only one amendment was submitted to
the first part of the list, which clarified the idea without
altering the substance. The proposal to change the position of factors A.l and A.2 in the second part of the list
was due to the fact that many delegations had stressed
that the opinion of the peoples of Non-Self-Governing
Territories should be the basic factor. That concept justified the introduction of a new factor A.2-freedom of
choice-since clearly the opinion of the population must
be expressed in full freedom to choose between several
possibilities, including independence.
41. From the same factor sprang the need to introduce,
and to some extent reword, factor A.3, in view of the
circumstances in which decisions were often taken re-
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garding modifications m the status of Non-Self-Governing Territories.
42. The same observations applied also to the amendments submitted to the third part of the list of factors,
which had been rendered somewhat more precise and
complete. The freely expressed opinion of the population
presupposed association on a basis of equality, and hence
there should be no association on the basis of the constitution of the metropolitan country.
43. Mr. KHOMAN (Thailand) thought the list of
factors could usefully serve as a guide for the General
Assembly and the Administering Members in determining the status of a Territory as well as whether information concerning that Territory should continue to be
submitted. The question whether information should
continue to be transmitted should undoubtedly be decided by the Administering Member concerned, which
was responsible for conducting the Territory's affairs in
accordance with the principles laid down by the Charter.
But, once that decision had been taken, it was subject to
revision by the United Nations in conformity with the
principles enunciated in Article 73; otherwise the United
Nations would renounce the exercise of one of the essential functions provided under the Charter. Thailand was
prepared to support the principle that complete selfgovernment could not be conditional but, although having various aspects, must cover the political, economic
and social fields.
44. He would vote in fa.-our of the Brazilian draft
resolution. He was unable to agree to some of the proposed amendments, and especially those contained in
amendment 6. If the amendments were voted on paragraph by paragraph he would abstain on certain points.
45. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico), referring
to the Danish representative's criticism of the proposed
new paragraph 6, explained that the word "primarily"
had been inserted before the words "through the attainment of independence". That word appeared in document A/C.4/L.273, but did not appear in the earlier
draft of the amendments which was before the Danish
representative.
46. Mr. DE MARHUENA (Dominican Republic)
suggested that in view of the complexity and importance
of the question, the debate should be postponed until
Thursday, 8 October.
47. Mr. DE HOLTE CASTELLO (Colombia) supported that proposal.
48. l\>Ir. L. S. BOKHARI (Pakistan), referring to
the remarks made by the French representative at the
previous meeting, explained that in using the expression
"black list", in his statement at the 323rd meeting, he
had had no intention of giving offence. He agreed that
the Administering Members were performing an honourable and arduous task in the Non-Self-Governing Territories. He had merely meant to say that if the name of
a Territory remained indefinitely on the list of Non-SelfGoverning Territories, that might give rise to certain
doubts.
The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.
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Factors which should be taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a ter·
ritory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
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[Item 33]*
1. The CHAIRMAN drew attention to an amendment by the Philippines (A/C.4/L.275) to the Brazilian draft resolution (A/C.4/L.272); the amendment
had been submitted orally at the previous meeting and
hence was within the time-limit set by the Committee.
2. He recognized the Iranian representative, who had
reserved his right to speak in the general debate.
3. l\Ir. GHASSEl\fZADEH (Iran) said that the
question of factors was of intimate c~mcer_n to tens ?f
millions of human beings who, despite differences m
race, language, religion, customs, culture. and geographical situation, were nevertheless an mseparable
part of the human community. In line with the principles which it was possible to enunciate after the Second
World War, the Member States which had taken part
in the San Francisco Conference had devoted Chapter
XI of the Charter to the Non-Self-Governing Territories, and Chapter XII and XIII to the Int~n;atio:tal
Trusteeship System. In Article 73 the Admimstenng
Members had recognized the principle that the interests
of the inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Territories were paramount, had accepted as a sacred trust the
obligation to promote their well-being, and to that end
had accepted responsibility to the international community for the duties set forth in Article 73 a and b. So
that the United Nations might supervise the application
of those provisions, it had been provided that the Administering Members would transmit regularly to the
Secretary-General the information referred to in
Article 73 e.
4. The true sense of Article 73, and the views and
intentions of the Administering Members in relation
to it, were made sufficiently plain in the statements
made by the Netherlands and United Kingdom repre-

sentatives at San Francisco, reproduced in document
A/ AC.67 /L.l, paragraphs 46, 48 and 49. The Netherlands representative had said that when the development of economic, social and political institutions in a
dependent territory had reached a certain stage, the
achievement of the final goal was inevitable. The realization of self-government might take the form of a
continued equal partnership within one commonwealth
or that of an independent nation, as the inhabitants of
the territory might decide. The United Kingdom representative had compared properly constituted colonial
empires to a ladder up which non-self-governing peoples
were constantly moving as they attained a higher measure of self-government. He had taken the experience
of the British Commonwealth and Empire, in which
thE're were the most primitive peoples capable of taking
only a very limited part in conducting their own affairs ;
then territories where the peoples took an ever-increasing part in their own administration, and some of which
enjoyed a large measure of local autonomy; and lastly,
the great self-governing Dominions. He had added that
that progressive, dynamic conception was the right one,
that the dependent territories could not all afford the
risks of independence for which they were ill-equipped,
and that they had to be gradually trained in the management of their own affairs until they were ready for
the independence which would ultimately come.
5. The Iranian delegation agreed that very backward
populations could not claim independence or even a full
measure of self-government, for the peoples in question
had to go through a political, economic and social development before they reached that stage. There could
be no disagreement between administering and nonadministering Powers on that score. But the administering Powers should recognize that, under Chapter XI
of the Charter, they had expressly pledged themselves
to prepare the dependent peoples, however backward,
for a full measure of self-government and even independence. No people could suffer indefinitely economic
exploitation and political domination by another people.
Chapter XI could not in any way be regarded as a unilateral declaration by the administering Powers ; it contained commitments towards the United Nations, was
an inseparable part of the Charter and, in common with
all the other Chapters, had been signed by all the Member States and ratified by their legislative organs. Moreover, in conformity with the principle of the self-determination of peoples enshrined in the Charter, any dependent people which had attained a sufficient degree
of development would be able to declare its independence.
6. With regard to the definition of the notion of a full
measure of self-government, he said it was not possible
to find an exact and complete definition applicable to
every single case; the only value of the list of factors
would be that of a set of guiding notes, and each case
would have to be decided individually in the light of its
special circumstances.
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7. Lastly, referring to the question of

ju~isdiction, he

said it was incorrect to argue from Artlcle 2, paragraph 7, of the Chart~r th~t ~he. ~dministering ~e.m
bers possessed exclustve JUnsdtctwn; that provtston
applied only to matters not dealt with by the Charter.
8. The Iranian delegation would support any draft
resolution or amendment not inconsistent with the views
he had expressed.
9. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) said that
the sponsors of the joint amendment (A/C.4/L.273)
had originally intended to submit a draft resolution but,
since the Brazilian delegation had been the first to put
forward a text on the subject, their draft had, a fortiori,
taken the form of a series of amendments. The delegations concerned had also submitted a series of amendments (A/C.4/L.274) to the list of factors drawn up
by the Ad Hoc Committee ( A/2428, section VI), .and
he wished first to offer some explanatory observations
on the latter proposal, the text of which had been circulated more recently than that of the amendments to the
Brazilian draft resolution.
10. Unlike the representative of Brazil, the co-sponsors of the amendments to the list of factors did not
feel that the Committee could adopt the list of factors
as it stood. But the amendments, whatever the lively
differences of opinion displayed in debate might suggest, made no fundamental alteration to the list. With
a few exceptions they were drafting amendments. Thus,
for instance, the joint amendments proposed the replacement of the factor A.4 mentioned in the original
text of the first part by the following formula: uNational defence. Sovereign right to provide for its national defence". That wording would indicate better
than the original wording that a State had attained its
independence, without in any way prejudicing the right
of a sovereign State to enter into regional agreements
to provide for its defence. The object of some other
drafting alterations was to transfer to the second part
factors listed in the third part, and vice versa : that was
true, for example, of the factors dealing with geographical considerations, at present in the third part,
and of that relating to economic, social and cultural
jurisdiction, at present in the second part. The joint
amendments likewise sought to rearrange certain factors in order of importance, and to change the titles
of the second and third parts ; in the original text the
second and third parts both dealt with an association in
which the territory participated, and it would at times
be difficult to determine whether the second or the third
part was applicable to a given territory. The joint
amendment removed all ambiguity concerning that
point.
11. The substantive amendments were three in number, and concerned respectively: the freedom to choose,
on the basis of the right of self-determination of peoples, between several possibilities, including independence; the voluntary limitation of sovereignty, a provision which stipulated the freedom of the population of
a territory which had associated itself with the metropolitan country to modify at any time that status
through the expression of their will by democratic
means (a similar provision would be introduced into
the third part) ; and the right to change the political
status of the territory in the light of the consideration
whether that territory was or was not subject to any
claim or litigation on the part of another State.
12. Those amendments were not meant to express
criticism of the Ad Hoc Committee's excellent work;

but the sponsors of the amendments had believed that
they could not conscientiously support the very important list of factors which the Committee was asked to
adopt without making the changes they deemed requisite.
13. He then discussed the eleven-Power amendments
(A/C.4/L.273) to the Brazilian draft resolution
(A/C.4/L.272), and thanked the French representative for acknowledging that they had at least illuminated the Committee. They had met with such wide
support simply because they showed no sign of an
adamant or hostile attitude. Thus, in dealing with the
question of competence, they simply stated that the
Assembly was competent to consider the principles tha~
should guide the United Nations and the Member
States and to make recommendations in connexion with
them, which was merely a restatement of the Assembly's undoubted powers. The question whether the
Assembly could take a decision could be settled and
the misunderstanding that had arisen could be dispelled, as there was a general desire among the members of the Committee to reach agreement. Very many
delegations believed that the Administering Members
could not unilaterally evade commitments towards the
Assembly once they had entered into them. Some had
argued that the Administering Members alone were
competent, that the Assembly's function was merely to
take note of a statement whereby an Administering
Member notified it that a Non-Self-Governing Territory was no longer covered by Chapter XI and that the
Assembly could neither consider the matter nor express
an opinion. Such a view was wholly unacceptable and
would jeopardize the United Nations prestige. The
amendments were not, however, intended to confer on
the Assembly powers not vested in it by the Charter.
Under those amendments the Assembly could consider
each case and give its opinion in a resolution; if it
should reach a conclusion conflicting with that of the
Administering Member, it could recommend that the
latter should continue to transmit information. If the
Administering Member refused to do so, an eventuality which he would regret, nothing could force it to
do so.
14. Amendment 5 mentioned the right of self-determination of peoples ; that basic principle, which should
guide the future of mankind, had been purposely reaffirmed. In the paragraph 6 proposed in amendment 6,
the sponsors had stressed that Non-Self-Governing Territories could become fully self-governing primarily
through the attainment of independence, but that did not
preclude the possibility of an association with one or
more States in the circumstances set out in the second
and third parts of the list of factors. He fully appreciated the merits of a system similar to the Commonwealth, but preferred independence the expression of
another principle laid down in the Charter and one to
which Latin Americans were deeply attached. Countries
such as the United States, France, the United Kingdom,
Belgium and the Netherlands, though they were deeply
attached to the idea of independence and though their
example had guided others in their fight for independence, would be damaging their own prestige if they
appeared to refuse to other territories the independence
which they themselves enjoyed.
15. He wished to assure the Administering Members
that the sponsors of the joint amendment were quite
objective in their motives. They did not underestimate
the work those Powers had performed nor the magnitude of the problems raised by the Non-Self-Governing Territories and by public opinion at home, which
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sometimes tended to regard the attainment of selfgovernment by dependent peoples with some dislike.
16. Lord HUDSON (United Kingdom) said that he
was somewhat amazed at the way in which the discussion had developed during the recent meetings. As a
newcomer, he had anticipated taking part in an enlightening debate, which, in keeping with the humanitarian
ideals of the Charter, would tend to promote the prosperity of territories whose inhabitants were not yet fully
self-governing, and encourage the administrators, who
were endeavouring to improve the lot of those territories, in their frequently unrewarding labours.
17. A great deal of work had been expended on drawing up the list of factors. The most recent Ad Hoc Committee on Factors had submitted a unanimous report
( A/2428). At the beginning of the general debate the
Committee had seemed generally inclined to adopt that
list as the most satisfactory that could be drawn up in
existing circumstances. Hence it was astonishing that
some delegations, including three which had been members of the Ad Hoc Committee, had proposed farreaching amendments (AJC.4/L.274) to that list. If
the Fourth Committee was thus going to reopen the
discussion of the list drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee, differences of opinion might well become more
acute, as some States believed that some of the arguments heard in Committee almost amounted to intervention in their domestic affairs. Such dissension would
be certain to destroy the harmony without which the
Committee could not achieve anything worth while.
Furthermore, if a committee of sixty started revising
the list of factors on which a body of eight had spent
so much time, the discussion would be interminable.
To forestall those two dangers, he would urge the
Fourth Committee to make do with the list of factors in
the Ad Hoc Committee's report and not to jeopardize,
by lengthy and fruitless discussion, the respect that
millions had for the United Nations.
18. The conciliatory spirit invariably shown by the
Brazilian representative and by the speakers who had
supported his draft resolution was commendable. The
differences of opinion among members of the Committee
should not prevent it from making a constructive effort
towards the application of the principles of Chapter XI
of the Charter. It was to be hoped that time would solve
the problems that now seemed so hard.
19. He asked the Chairman to put the Brazilian draft
resolution to the vote forthwith and he urged the Committee to adopt paragraph 2 of the operative part, which
implied the rejection of amendment 3 in document
A/C.4JL.273. The Committee would thus be adopting
the list of factors as it stood in the Ad Hoc Committee's
report.
20. Mr. LOPEZ (Philippines) said it was time to put
an end to the debate on the question of factors and to
attack the problem of putting the list into practice. The
Committee should cease to be concerned with theoretical
and legal considerations and instead consider practical,
political questions. Whereas legal principles, for instance, those stated in the list of factors, should be
defined as precisely as possible and even perhaps somewhat dogmatically, they should be applied very flexibly
and progress should be gradual, with halts, if need be,
to take stock. The Committee had only to adopt the
Brazilian draft resolution to make that transition, the
need for which was becoming increasingly urgent. In so
doing it would be consolidating the United Nations
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previous achievements and paving the way for fresh
advances.
21. The United Nations had gone far in eight years
and was exerting an ever-increasing influence on the
future of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. Chapter
XI of the United Nations Charter was comparable in
importance to the Magna Carta, the Declaration of
Independence and the Declaration of the Rights of Man
and of the Citizen, but, unlike them, it had not been
wrested from a despot but had been freely and generously granted by the metropolitan Powers actuated by
the irresistible ideal for which they had fought the
Second World War. Chapter XI was a great victory for
moral force and a true measure of the evolution of political philosophy in recent centuries. If that Chapter was
so regarded, there would be no reason to despair of the
United Nations. The Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories, the Ad Hoc Committees on Factors and the Fourth Committee itself had
given world public opinion a chance to be heard. To
proceed from the preparation of legal texts to their
enforcement with all the requisite flexibility and energy
was a slow process, but nothing could halt it.
22. With those considerations in mind the Philippine
delegation had submitted its amendment (A/C.4/
L.275) to the Brazilian draft resolution. Perhaps the
time was not yet ripe for settling the question of competence and deciding whether it was for the Administering Member alone or for the General Assembly to
judge if a territory had attained self-government or not.
To adopt the existing list of factors would be wiser. The
parties concerned could then conduct consultations, on
the basis of that list, and in such exchanges of views
reason and sense would inevitably prevail over the dogmatic and uncompromising approach. That was the only
way for the Committee to reconcile conflicting views
and so to contribute to the relaxation of the international
tension that was beginning to be felt in the Security
Council, the First Committee and the Ad Hoc Political
Committee.
23. Sir Douglas COPLAND (Australia) said that he
was glad to find a more conciliatory mood prevailing at
the current meeting. He agreed with the United Kingdom and Philippine representatives that the only result
of considering document A/C.4JL.274 would be to protract the discussion unduly while other urgent matters
awaited the Committee's attention and to aggravate the
dissensions among Member States. The list of factors
so patiently and carefully worked out by the Ad Hoc
Committee was neither complete nor final, and only
after it had been applied for some time could it be
changed as circumstances might require. A final decision
would be neither possible nor timely at that stage. Reserving the position his delegation would adopt when
the vote was taken on the list of factors, he said that
the sponsors of document AJC.4/L.274 should accept
the list submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee if they
wished the Fourth Committee to adopt a list of factors
h 1953. for if it discussed the amendments it would
inevitably refer the questions back to the Ad Hoc Committee and thus lose another year. He hoped that debate
and a vote on document A/C.4JL.274 could be avoided,
so that the Committee could vote on the list of factors
as a whole as drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee.
24. Mr. RIVAS (Venezuela) was sorry that the
Brazilian representative had regarded the amendments
to his draft resolution as a separate resolution. They
were intended merely to develop the sound premises
and conclusions of the Brazilian draft resolution. The
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Brazilian delegation had in any case announced that it
was ready to accept some of those amendments, thus
showing that it did not claim that its wording could not
be- carried further.
25. Amendments 4 and 5 in document AjC.4/L.273
were intended merely to alter the arrangement of material in operative paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Brazilian
draft resolution. The principle that each "concrete case
should be considered and decided upon in the light of
the particular circumstances of that case and taking
into account the right of self-determination of peoples"
had never caused the least difference of opinion between
the administering and non-administering Powers. That
principle had been accepted, and to reassert it in a separate paragraph, as had always been done, was to preserve a basis for agreement.
26. The new or apparently new feature-that the
decision should rest with the Assembly-had already
been implied in the Brazilian draft resolution, as the
Brazilian representative had himself said at the previous
meeting. In any event, whether that principle were expressed or not, the delegations of the Administering
Members would still oppose it since in their view only
the Administering Member concerned was competent.
27. In order to make it easier to understand new
paragraph 5 proposed in amendment 6, he first explained the new paragraph 6 proposed in the same
amendment, which also supplemented rather than contradicted the Brazilian proposal so far as substance was
concerned. It merely stressed that it was primarily by
attaining independence that the territories mentioned in
Chapter XI of the Charter could attain full self-government. However, those considerations led directly to the
conclusion, repeatedly arrived at by the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, that it was recognized that selfgovernment could also be achieved by association with
another State or group of States if that were done freely
and on the basis of absolute equality. When embodied
in the operative part of a resolution, that conclusion,
having been recognized both by the administering and
the non-administering Powers, ceased to be a mere
guide and became a principle of the General Assembly.
28. The reason why the attainment of independence
should be regarded as the essential means by which the
territories in question would attain full self-government
was so obvious that it had not been discussed either in
the Fourth Committee or in the Ad Hoc Committee.
In fact, it was the least doubtful form of self-government and the one which lent itself least to misinterpretations or to the maintenance of a disguised form of
dependence. For that reason, the factors indicative of
independence were fewest in number. For that reason
also, the factors relating to political advancement and
the opinion of the population were not included among
them, for it would be inconceivable that independence
could be imposed by force on a territory, or that the
population of a Non-Self-Governing Territory which
chose independence had not reached a sufficient stage
of maturity to take that step. The mere fact that a
people took that step was a sign of sufficient political
advancement. In any case, that was not the issue on
which the administering and the non-administering
Powers were divided. The reason for the suspiciousness
of the former was their fear that a majority of the States
Members of the United Nations might treat independence as the only possible means of attaining full selfgovernment. The addition of that new paragraph 6,
proposed by the delegations of eleven non-administering

States, was therefore designed to eliminate that cause
of misunderstanding.
29. The idea of independence as the means par excellence of attaining full self-government necessarily implied the fundamental condition which governed every
type of association between a Non-Self-Governing Territory and the metropolitan Power or any other country.
That condition was conveyed by the words "the freely
expressed will of the people at the time of the taking
of this decision", in the new paragraph 5 proposed in
amendment 6. It was not impossible that not only an
administering Power but also some other State might
annex a Non-Self-Governing Territory by force and
claim that the territory had thereby attained full selfgovernment. Accordingly, the condition stipulated did
not apply only to the metropolitan government, but to
any State, whether a Member of the United Nations
or not. Furthermore, since the San Francisco Conference no administering Power had attempted to base a
territory's change of status on circumstances unconnected with the will of the people concerned. Similarly,
however forcefully they might argue the exclusive competence of the administering Power, the delegations of
metropolitan Powers had never seriously disputed the
proposition that a change of status had to be carried out
in conformity with the wishes of the population.
30. Amendment 9 called for no comments from his
delegation. However, he would be grateful if the other
sponsors of the amendments in document AjC.4jL.273
would agree to withdraw that amendment. The Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories had derived its terms of reference from resolutions
334 (IV) and 448 (V).
31. On the other hand, amendment 10 proposed a
wording more appropriate to the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories. That
Committee was, in a way, concerned with procedural
questions, and was not expected to take action. Its
functions were limited to organizing the work and proposing solutions to the General Assembly. Under the
particular amendment, the Committee was to propose
modifications to improve the list of factors, in other
words changes which would clarify the list and make it
progressively easier to apply.
32. Finally, he discussed amendments 3 and 4, which
had given the Brazilian delegation and some others the
most anxiety. That anxiety would have been mitigated
very largely if the amendments ( A/C.4/L.273) to the
Brazilian draft resolution and the amendments to (A/C.
4 jL.274) to the list of factors had been distributed at
the same time. In the light of the amendments proposed
to the list of factors it had appeared inappropriate, even
illogical, to let paragraph 2 of the Brazilian draft stand.
33. He then commented on the proposed amendments
to the list of factors. Those amendments had been
worked out by negotiations and compromises between
the various delegations sponsoring it. The item had been
so forcefully argued in Committee that it was felt something should he done to dispel the mistrust displayed in
debate. If each delegation had put forward its own
amendments as suggested to it hy the examination of the
list of factors, no final resolution could have been adopted
on the factors, and it would have been impossible to end
that regrettable controversy which had divided the delegations of friendly countries with similar viewpoints on
world politics. The Venezuelan delegation had always
been opposed to extreme proposals. Furthermore, it was
convinced that most of the differences of opinion arose
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from the form in which those opinions were presented
and not from their actual substance, and it had therefore
always tried to reconcile different points of view. It was
glad to state that it found the same desire for understanding among those delegations which had acted as
co-sponsors of the amendments under discussion.
34. New factors were not necessarily new unavoidable
conditions, but new guides, new data, which could be
used or not, according to the circumstances of each case,
and in accordance with the principle laid down the
previous year in resolution 648 (VII) and confirmed in
paragraph 5 of the Brazilian draft, namely, that the
factors "should in no way be interpreted as a hindrance
to the attainment of a full measure of self-government
by the Non-Self-Governing Territories".
35. The amendment to factor A.4, "National defence",
in the first part of the list of factors, was surely generally acceptable; the proposal was due to the initiative of
the Mexican delegation.
36. With regard to the second part, amendment 1 was
simply intended to restore the title which had been
adopted at the Sixth Session by Sub-Committee 9 of
the Fourth Committee 1 and which had then been quite
acceptable to the representatives of the Administering
Members, including the Australian representative, who
had rightly asked that the status of Dominions or members of the British Commonwealth should be taken into
account. The Commonwealth was certainly an association of independent States which, collectively, limited
their sovereignty to a certain extent. However, the term
"association" was not only somewhat vague but could
also lead to confusion between that distinct form of selfgovernment and the type of union or association referred
to in the third part of the list.
37. Amendments 2 and 3 to the second part required
no comment, as they simply recommend a rearrangement of the order of the factors.
38. Amendment 4 might be said to introduce a new
element. It would, however, be difficult to describe those
other distinct forms of self-government as such if the
States concerned had not, when the question of association arose, the power and ability to choose independence,
as had been the case of Burma, for example, immediately
after the Second World War.
39. Amendment 5 merely involved the deletion of the
first part of factor A.3, the negative part; it allowed the
positive part to stand. The extent to which a territory
had freely and on its own initiative limited its sovereignty
was not a positive factor. The decisive test for determining whether a people had attained some other separate
system of self-government was : how were the attributes
of sovereignty, thus limited, exercised? That positive
element had been introduced by the Ad Hoc Committee
in 1953, on his delegation's proposal (A/2428, para.
34).
40. Owing to the successive changes which had been
made in the proposals of the several delegations sponsoring the amendments, and with a view to putting the
amendments forward as quickly as possible, amendment
8, entitled "Change of political status", contained a passage which might well have been placed at the end of
amendment 5.
41. By the very nature of the attainment of full selfgovernment, States associated in that way, being independent, could separate and form distinct units. It would
not otherwise be possible to speak of "other separate
systems of self-government".
1

See A/C.4/L.l80 and Corr.2.
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42. The additions proposed in amendments 6 and 7
were based on the need to give territories the possibility
of seceding from the association for geographic, cultural
or ethnic reasons. The phrase in amendment 6, "the extent to which the interests of boundary States may be
affected, bearing in mind the general principle of goodneighbourliness referred to in Article 74 of the Charter"
was based on the Charter.
43. He pointed out a typing error in amendment 9,
which should read "The existing factor B.2 will become
B.l ".
44. Commenting on the third part, he said a Non-SelfGoverning Territory could hardly attain full self-government by associating with the metropolitan State or with
another country or by becoming an integral part of that
country, if that incorporation or association did not take
place on a basis of absolute equality with the other parts
of the State concerned, unless the inequality left the territory the possibility of changing its decision in the
future.
45. That was the reason for the addition of the words
"or in any other form" and was the purpose of amendment 5, which noted the existence of States with constitutional powers for granting that advantage. His delegation wished to emphasize that, while it endorsed the
addition of that new factor, it did not insist that metropolitan and other States should alter their constitutions
to give effect to that factor. Any such insistence would
constitute an infringement of Article 2, paragraph 7, of
the Charter. The fact that the Venezuelan delegation
supported the amendment did not mean that it intended
to place obstacles in the path of Non-Self-Governing
Territories which, in freely expressing their will, might
choose as a means of attaining full self-government association or integration on an absolutely equal basis with
other constituent parts of the State in which they were
being incorporated or with which they were associating.
46. The Venezuelan delegation was not responsible for
introducing amendment 6, but had agreed to sponsor it
in accordance with the obligations that it had contracted
by approving resolution XXXIII of the Ninth International Conference of American States.
47. Amendment 9 was obviously reasonable. If a NonSelf-Governing Territory were declared to be incorporated in a metropolitan State by virtue of a constitution
in the preparation of which the representatives of the
Non-Self-Governing Territory had not participated,
that incorporation might possibly lack the consent of
the inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Territories;
that would be contrary to Chapter XI, the general
spirit of the list of factors and the principle which
would be endorsed by a General Assembly resolution
if the proposed amendments were adopted.
48. He emphasized that, in associating with other delegations which had drafted the amendments, the Venezuelan delegation had not intended, as had been alleged,
to correct the list of factors and to resume the work of
the Ad Hoc Committee. Nevertheless, the list, which the
Venezuelan delegation had helped to prepare as a member of the Ad Hoc Committee, could not be regarded as
unamendable, so long as its substance was not affected.
49. It was to be hoped that the General Assembly
would adopt a definitive resolution at the present session
and that a debate which was constantly being resumed
and which gave rise to differences between friendly
countries would thus be brought to an end.
SO. Mr. CALLEY CALLE (Peru) said that the list
of factors reflected the General Assembly's wish to
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establish, for itself and for the Administering Members,
regulations for the application of Chapter XI of the
Charter. On the basis of those criteria, the General
Assembly would be able to judge the merits of any communication notifying it of the cessation of the transmission of information and to decide on the motives for
such cessation. The General Assembly could then choose
between three decisions : it could take note of the cessation; it could weigh the merits of the case for cessation
by applying the criteria of the list of factors and taking
into account the circumstances peculiar to each case ; or
it could disapprove of the decision to cease the transmission of information. It might be assumed that in the
third case the Administering Member would continue
to transmit the information concerned.
51. By approving the factors, the Fourth Committee
would not be taking a decision on the question of competence, nor was it its intention to treat those criteria as
though they were rules governing the application of
Chapter XI of the Charter. Hence whatever resolution
was adopted should not be regarded as havin&" the
rigidity of a legislative text. The purpose of the hst of
factors was to serve as a guide. Accordingly, it would
be sufficient to state in the resolution that the General
Assembly approved the list of factors submitted in the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee and that the list was
intended, for the time being, as a guide for the application of Chapter XI of the Charter.
52. He agreed that the Brazilian draft resolution was
motivated by a conciliatory intention and by the wish
to facilitate the task of the General Assembly and that
of the Administering Members. The draft was also an
improvement on resolution 648 (VII) and contained
only judicious language, the practical consequences of
which would be visible in the future. Those remarks
also applied to the Philippine amendment.
53. His delegation would vote for the Brazilian draft
resolution but could not support the amendments to that
text or the amendments to the list of factors.
54. Mr. PETERSON (Canada) recalled that his delegation had spoken earlier on the Brazilian draft resolution and the amendments thereto. He now wished to
state its attitude to the amendments to the list of factors
(A/C.4/L.274).
55. As mentioned before, the Ad Hoc Committee's list
was a synthesis of the opinions expressed. during three
years of continued study, during which the list had been
even submitted to the governments of all Member States
for comment. He therefore agreed with certain other
representatives that it would be pointless for a committee of sixty members to reopen the discussion of the
existing list of factors. It seemed highly improbable that
such a discussion would serve any useful purpose.
56. The Venezuelan representative had said that the
amendments in document A/C.4jL.274 seemed to have
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aroused unwarranted anxiety and that they were in fact
simple and clear. That might be true of some of the
amendments, but, in the very short time it had had to
consider them, the Canadian delegation had found that
some of the proposed changes gave rise to difficulties of
interpretation and raised questions of principle which
could not be solved merely by brief explanations.
57. As stated at the previous meeting, the Canadian
delegation was prepared to vote for the list of factors
as submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee and hoped that
the list would be put to the vote as a whole. If, however,
the draft amendments in document AjC.4/L.274 were
put to the vote, the Canadian delegation would be obliged to vote against all of them because of the impossibility, in the present circumstances, of giving them
adequate consideration.
58. Mr. FERREIRA DE SOUZA (Brazil) explained
his delegation's attitude to the amendments contained
in document AJC.4/L.273. His delegation would accept
amendment 1, which considerably improved the Brazilian text, but could not accept amendments 2 and 3 ;
the latter presupposed the alteration of the list of factors
proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee. The Brazilian
delegation would accept the first part of amendment 4,
because it believed that the purpose of the change was
to lay stress on the primary responsibility of the General Assembly. With regard to the second part of the
amendment, his delegation would vote first for its own
text, which it considered clear enough to settle the
question of competence. It was unnecessary to repeat
why it took that view for it had stated the reasons at
the preceding meeting. His delegation would accept
amendments 7 and 8, but not amendments 5, 6, 9
and 10.
59. He quite understood the worthy motives underlying the Philippine amendment (AJC.4/L.275) but
considered it incompatible with his delegation's basic
thesis of the Assembly's competence.
60. The CHAIRMAN read Conference Room Paper
No. 1, 2 in which he explained what voting procedure he
proposed to follow concerning the question of factors.
61. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) pointed out that a
vote on amendment 1 in document A/C.4jL.273 should
be unnecessary since the Brazilian delegation had accepted it. Such a vote would be necessary only if a
delegation asked for a separate vote.
62. Mr. SCOTT (New Zealand) asked why the
words "and the Member States" had been included
after the words "United Nations" in amendment 1 of
document AjC.4/L.273.
63. The CHAIRMAN said that both those points
would be dealt with at the following meeting.
The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
• Distributed to members of the Committee only.
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7. Mr. FERREIRA DE SOUZA (Brazil) thought
the Committee should first decide on the principal question : whether or not it wished to adopt the list of
factors as it stood. If it rejected the list it could then
vote on the amendments.
8. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) supported that proposal.
9. Mr. ARAOZ (Bolivia) supported the Guatemalan
proposal.
10. Mr. DE HOLTE CASTELLO (Colombia) suggested that the Chairman should put the Guatemalan
proposal to the vote first and then, if that were rejected,
his own proposal.
The Guate-malan proposal was adopted by 26 votes
to 22, with 4 abstentions.
11. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) suggested that a
vote should be taken immediately on amendment 3 of
the eleven-Power draft amendments ( AjC.4jL.273).
12. The CHAIRMAN called on the Committee to
cvnsider the amendments to the list of factors (A/C.4/
L.274).
13. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America) said
that she would not touch on the substance of the matter
because the United States delegation had serious doubts,
on procedural grounds, concerning the practicability
of the step the Committee was being asked to take.
The list of factors contained in the Ad Hoc Committee's
report (A/2428) was the outcome of the deliberations
of several special committees which had devoted many
meetings to a thorough study of the views of governments on the question of factors. The Ad Hoc Committee's report had been in the hands of Member States
for many weeks. The United States Government considered that the Ad Hoc Committee had carried the
study of factors as far as it could profitably be pursued
at present. However, the Fourth Committee had been
presented with a number of amendments which it was
expected to examine in a few days. At best, the consideration the Committee would be able to give those
amendments would be hurried and incomplete. Furthermore, even such hasty consideration would entail
lengthy discussion and take more time than the Committee could spare.
14. The United States delegation was therefore of the
opinion that the Committee should not attempt to
amend the Ad Hoc Committee's list but should approve
it as it stood.
15. Mr. PIG NON (France) entirely shared the
United States representative's view. Since, however, the
majority of the members of the Committee were evidently determined to vote on the amendments he would
explain his delegation's position.
16. The position of the French delegation in the matter
had always been perfectly clear. While it had the most
serious reservations with regard to the General Assembly's competence to apply the list of factors drawn
up by the Ad Hoc Committee, it considered, as it had
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[Item 33]*
1. The CHAIRMAN drew attention to Conference
Room Paper No. 1, 1 which contained his proposals for
the procedure to be followed in voting.
2. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) suggested that before examining the Brazilian draft resolution, A/C.4/
L.272) and the proposed amendments thereto (A/C.4/
L.273, AjC.4jL.275), the Committee should consider
and vote upon the proposed amendments to the Ad Hoc
Committee's list of factors (A/C.4/L.274).
3. Mr. BOZOVIC (Yugoslavia) supported that proposal. Logically the Committee should first decide on
the list of factors and then consider the Brazilian draft
resolution, whose purpose was the adoption of the list,
and the proposed amendments to that resolution. The
Ad Hoc Committee's list should be treated as an original
proposal, and in accordance with rule 129 of the rules
of procedure the amendments to it should be voted on
first.
4. Mr. KAISR (Czechoslovakia) recalled an earlier
proposal made by the Czechoslovak delegation ( 326th
meeting) to the effect that a separate vote should be
held on the individual sections of the list of factors, and,
in that connexion, expressed his delegation's support
of the Guatemalan representative's proposal.
5. Lord HUDSON (United Kingdom) suggested
that the Chairman's proposal should be put to the vote
immediately.
6. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) maintained that the
list of factors drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee did
not constitute a proposal in the sense of rule 129, but
that paragraphs 1 and 2 of the operative part of the
Brazilian draft resolution did. The Committee should
therefore vote first on the amendments to that draft
resolution.

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
1 Document distributed to members of the Committee only.
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always done, that the study of such a list was legitimate
and useful, on the understanding that the list would
constitute not a rigid and inflexible code but a guide to
States in dealing with specific cases. Despite its obvious
imperfections the list contained in document A/2428
could be used as such a guide.
17. However, the amendments submitted, no doubt
with the praiseworthy intention of improving the Ad
Hoc Committee's work, completely vitiated it and destroyed a structure which, though uneven, had nevertheless had a certain balance. The amendments aggravated the list's existing defects to such a point that they
rendered it unacceptable.
18. Those defects derived primarily from the fact that,
for an increasing number of delegations, political considerations outweighed the objectivity so essential in
dealing with such questions. It was the negation of all
scientific method to erect a general theory on special
cases; yet that was what had been done in the second
part of the list by introducing such controversial ideas
as those contained in amendments 6, 7 and 8 of the
second and third parts of the eleven-Power amendments. For the sake of the prestige of the United Nations the Fourth Committee must be careful of the
quality of its work. The proposed new factor A.4, in
the second part of the list, to cite an example, introduced
a principle of intervention which was contrary to the
spirit and the letter of the Charter and which would
endanger that very good-neighbourliness which it was
intended to foster. An attempt had been made to establish a spurious link between that idea and Article 74
of the Charter.
19. In the view of the French delegation, however,
the most serious fault of the amendments was that
they created confusion between the three parts of the
original list. The factors of independence, of self-government in association and of self-government through
integration were completely confused, and he doubted
the usefulness of such a list in the proper sphere of the
Committee's work-Chapter XI of the Charter. It
was hardly necessary to reiterate that self-government
could and did exist without independence ; he would
merely emphasize that the sponsors of the amendments
had wished to create the impression that the second
and third parts of the list of factors were useless in
practice. In so doing they had deliberately ignored the
Fourth Committee's terms of reference and the very
object of its work, i.e., the progress of certain territories towards self-government.
20. For those reasons, the French delegation would
vote against the proposed amendments as a whole.
21. Lord HUDSON (United Kingdom) regretted
that the attempt he had made at the previous meeting
tc prevent a sterile debate and to obtain some measure
of agreement had failed.
22. His delegation had made no secret of the fact that
the contents of the list of factors were a matter of comparative indifference to it. The United Kingdom Government had no need for factors and their application
by others could have no effect on the status of any
of the territories for which it was responsible. The application of the list of factors was thereby limited at
one stroke to, at the most, one-third of the territories
at present reported on.
23. However, the United Kingdom had responsibilities
as a Member of the United Nations of the Ad Hoc
Committee. It had no political interest in the outcome
but had sought to assist the Committee in evolving a

list which satisfied a coherence theory of truth and was
in line with the political realities of the modern world.
Nine other delegations had co-operated in the work.
A list had been approved after eight months of preparation and two weeks of debate, during which the views
of all governments that had wished to submit written
observations had been taken into account. Now, when
the Fourth Committee was on the point of voting on
a draft resolution, a series of amendments to the list
had been submitted by eleven delegations, three of which
had been represented in the Ad Hoc Committee; indeed the representative of one of them had been its
Chairman.
24. In the view of the United Kingdom delegation the
amendments were a supreme demonstration of intellectual confusion. For the most part they appeared to
be attempts to assert certain political maxims, some of
which were unacceptable to his delegation. Many could
he identified as arising from the political ends of particular delegations. That fact should be borne in mind
during the vote.
25. With regard to the amendment to the first part
he would suggest that if a State existed it had a manifest
right to provide for its national defence. Its capacity to
do so might be more doubtful and might indeed be considered as a factor in its choice of political orientation.
26. In the second part, amendments 6 and 7 attempted
to insert two factors from the third part of which the
United Kingdom delegation had never been in favour.
Amendment 6 was in effect a reaffirmation of what
had been called the "salt-water fallacy", namely, that
land-locked imperialism was morally admirable whereas
transoceanic communities were ethically obnoxious. The
experience of the United Kingdom was that the ocean
was a link rather than a barrier. Amendment 7
amounted virtually to the endorsement of racial discrimination and was unworthy of the Fourth Committee.

27. With reference to amendment 8, the United Kingdom delegation could not accept the view that the
political development of Non-Self-Governing Territories should be impeded by the existence of a dispute
between nations claiming sovereignty over them. As
the Australian representative had truly said, there was
a world of difference between international status and
internal responsibility. The duty of any Member State
having sovereignty over a Non-Self-Governing Territory was to promote to the utmost the realization of
the objectives of Chapter XI of the Charter, including
the development of a full measure of self-government.
Undoubtedly all members of the Committe would agree
that, in the event of a Non-Self-Governing Territory's
passing from the sovereignty of one Member State
to that of another, the new sovereign would inherit
all the obligations of the old under Chapter XI. The
representative of Guatemala had referred to sovereign
independence as the manifest goal for Non-Self-Governing Territories, even though that objective was not
referred to in Chapter XI. It would be strange if an
administering Power were to be inhibited from pursuing the objectives of Chapter XI because of the
existence of a claim on the part of another State which
must be assumed equally to support the principles of
that chapter; for otherwise the existence of such a claim
might be construed as a claim for the annexation of the
territories in question without regard to the objectives
of Chapter XI.
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If the amendments were adopted the only effect

th~y could have would be to prevent t?e attaim;nent of

independence by any N on-Self-Governmg Tern tory.
29. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) regretted that his
delegation would be obliged to vote against nearly all
the proposed amendments to _the list of factors contained in the Ad Hoc Committee's report. The only
point with which he agreed was the first half of the
proposed new factor A.4 in the second part, which
seemed to recognize the error of supposing that an
ocean was a greater barrier than a land frontier. However, he could not agree to the second half.
30. The representative of Iran had said at the previous
meeting that although there were backward peoples
which were not in a position to claim their indepen_de~ce,
they must not remain indefinitely subject to explmtat10n
by more advanced peoples. Belgium differed on that
point: it had always held that backward peopl~s. sho~tld
never be exploited. The duty of the Admimster~ng
Members was to administer the Non-Self-Govermng
Territories on behalf of the peoples of those territories
until they were able to do so by themselves; it was
clear that the interests of the peoples must be paramount. The votes which the Belgian delegation would
be forced to cast against the proposed amendments to
the list of factors were therefore based purely on considerations of principle ; they did not mean that Belgium
did not recognize its obligations under Chapter XI of
the Charter or that it would cease to discharge them
faithfully.
31. Mr. M. S. ESFANDIARY (Iran) said that the
representative of Belgium, in his .intervention, had made
several references to the statement made by the representative of Iran. While thanking him for his kind
words, he would like to reserve his delegation's position
in regard to those remarks.
32. Mr. PACHACHI (Iraq) said that, although Iraq
had been a member of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors, its delegation had made it clear in that Committee that it did not regard the list of factors approved
as final and incapable of improvement. The amendments jointly proposed by eleven delegations were improvements over the original list, making it more
coherent and affording better protection for the peoples
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. He deplored
the attitude of inflexible opposition adopted by the
United Kingdom and Belgian delegations.
33. Mr. CALLE Y CALLE (Peru) said that, although his delegation was not opposed to the principles
embodied in the joint amendments, it intended to vote
against them all on the ground that it was impractical
to pursue any further the discussion of the list of
factors proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee. The Fourth
Committee ought simply to take note of the results of
the Ad Hoc Committee's deliberations and not attempt
to continue that committee's work to the detriment of
other items on its own agenda.
34. Mr. MENDEZ (Philippines) noted that the
Belgian representative had suggested that a vote on
amendment 3 of the joint amendments (A/C.4/L.273)
to the Brazilian draft resolution (A/C.4/L.272) might
save the Fourth Committee a great deal of time by
making it unnecessary to discuss the draft amendments
to the list of factors point by point. That suggestion
might well have been put to the vote.
35. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) noted, in connexion with certain observations made by the United
Kingdom delegation, that the position of the Guatemalan
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delegation in regard to dependent territories which were
subject to any claim or litigation on the part of another
State had been made quite clear at the Committee's
322nd meeting. His Government would welcome the
achievement of complete independence by such NonSelf-Governing Territories, but wished to ensure that
illegally occupied territories which were subject to
litigation should not have their political status changed
by forms of association before such litigation was settled.
36. In connexion with the proposed amendments to the
list of factors he objected that the question was being
made too complicated. The purpose of the list of factors
was not to help the General Assembly to decide whether
the status conferred on a Non-Self-Governning Territory was good for the territory or whether it was
what the territory wanted, but merely to enable it to
analyse the situation and determine whether the A_dministering Member was in fact released from Its
obligation to transmit information on the territory to
the United Nations. If the number of Non-Self-Governing Territories on which information was transmitted remained constant, no list would be necessary;
but if it continued to dwindle it was essential that the
General Assembly should have some such guide. He did
not agree that the General Assembly had not enough
time to improve the list of factors suggested by the
Ad Hoc Committee; the work of the various bodies
which had prepared the list of factors had in fact been
compressed into a very short time.
37. The CHAIRMAN called upon the Committee to
vote on the amendments contained in document
A/C.4/L.274 to the list of factors as contained in the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, document
A/2428, section VI.
38. He put to the vote the amendment proposing that
a new factor A.4 should be added to the first part of
the list.
That amendment was adopted by 31 votes to 9, with
10 abstentions.
39. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first part
of the list of factors ( A/2428, section VI), as amended.
The first part of the list, as amended, was adopted by
34 votes to 7, with 10 abstentions.
40. The CHAIRMAN then put to the vote the amendments (A/C.4/L.274) concerning the second part of
the list.
Amendment 1 was adopted by 27 votes to 15, with
9 abstentions.
41. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 2.
The adoption of that amendment would automatically
imply the adoption of amendment 3.
Amendment 2 was adopted by 21 votes to 12, with
16 abstentions.
42. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 4.
Amendment 4 was adopted by 27 votes to 15, with
8 abstentions.
43. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) asked for a separate vote on the first part of the text of amendment 5,
up to the words "thus associated". He intended to
vote against both parts of that paragraph; however,
many delegations might be in favour of the first part
of the text but not of the universal right of secession
embodied in the second part.
44. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first
part of amendment 5.
The first part of amendment 5 was adopted by 30
votes to 8, with 12 abstentions.
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45. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium), requested that the
vote on the second part of amendment 5 should be
taken by roll-call.
A 'Vote was taken by roll-call.
Lebanon, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina,
Bolivia, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Egypt, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Haiti, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq.
Against: Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Peru, Poland, Sweden, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, Australia, Belgium, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Colombia,
Czechoslovakia, France.
Abstaining: United States of America, Brazil,
Burma, China, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ethiopia, Greece, India, Israel.
The second part of amendment 5 was adopted by 25
votes to 18, with 10 abstentions.
46. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 5
as a whole.
Amendment 5, as a whole, was adopted by 25 votes
to 18, with 9 abstentions.
47. Mr. CALLE Y CALLE (Peru) explained that
he had voted against the second part of amendment 5
and abstained from voting on the whole amendment
because he could not endorse the right of secession in
all cases.
48. In response to a request by Mr. RYCKMANS
(Belgium), who asked for a separate vote on the two
parts of amendment 6, which had nothing in common,
the CHAIRMAN put to the vote successively the first
and second parts of that amendment.
The first part of amendment 6 was adopted by 26
votes to 14, with 11 abstentions.
The second part of amendment 6 was adopted by 23
votes to 18, with 10 abstentions.
49. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 6
as a whole.
Amendment 6, as a whole, was adopted by 24 votes
to 17, with 8 abstentions.
SO. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 7.
Amendment 7 was adopted by 26 votes to 17, with
8 abstentions.
51. The CHAIRMAN said that no amendments had
been submitted to factor B.l of the second part of the
Ad Hoc Committee's list, and that, unless there were
any objections, he would consider it adopted.
It was so decided.
52. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 8,
the adoption of which would automatically imply the
adoption of amendment 9.
Amendment 8 was adopted by 23 votes to 18, with
12 abstentions.
53. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the second
part of the list of factors (A/2428, section VI), as a
whole, as amended.
The second part of the list of factors, as a whole, as
amended, was adopted by 24 votes to 18, with 11 abstentions.

54. The CHAIRMAN then put to the vote the amendments in document AjC.4jL.274 applying to the third
part of the list of factors.
Amendment 1 was adopted by 25 votes to 15, with
13 abstentions.
Amendment 2 was adopted by 26 votes to 14, 'lvith
15 abstentions.
55. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 3,
whose adoption would automatically imply the adoption
of amendment 4.
Amendment 3 was adopted by 23 votes to 9, with
18 abstentions.
56. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) requested that the
vote on amendment 5 should be taken by roll-call.
A 'Vote was taken by roll-call.
France, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Guatemala, Haiti, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines,
Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Chile,
Costa Rica, Cuba, Egypt, El Salvador.
Against: France, Greece, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Poland, Sweden, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, Australia, Belgium, Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark.
Abstaining: Israel, Norway, Peru, United States of
America, Brazil, Burma, China, Colombia, Dominican
Republic, Ethiopia.
Amendment 5 was adopted by 25 votes to 17, with
10 abstentions.
57. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republican)
drew the secretariat's attention to certain changes that
should be made in the Spanish text of amendment 6.
58. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 6.
Amendment 6 was adopted by 22 votes to 18, with
11 abstentions.
59. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote factor A.3 of
the third part of the list ( A/2428, section VI), as
amended by the adoption of amendment 6.
Factor A.3, as amended, was adopted by 23 votes to
18, with 8 abstentions.
60. The CHAIRMAN said that no amendments had
been submitted to factor A.4 and that, unless there were
any objections, he would consider it adopted.
It was so decided.
61. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment
7 (AjC.4jL.274).
Amendment 7 was adopted by 28 to 13, with 10
abstentions.
62. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote factor A.S of
the third part of the list ( A/2428, section VI), as
amended by the adoption of amendment 7.
Factor A.5, as amended, was adopted by 23 votes to
18, with 9 abstentions.
63. The CHAIRMAN said that no amendments had
been submitted to factor B.l., and that, unless there
were any objections, he would consider it adopted.
It was so decided.
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64. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 8
( AjC.4jL.274) .
Amendment 8 was adopted by 25 votes to 16, with
9 abstentions.
65. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 9.
Amendment 9 was adopted by 25 votes to 17, with
8 abstentions.
66. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the third part
of the list of factors ( A/2428, section VI), as a whole,
as amended.
The third part of the list of factors, as a whole, as
amended, was adopted by 23 votes to 16, with 11 abstentions
67. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the list of
factors, as a whole, as amended.
The list of factors, as a whole, as amended, was
adopted by 25 votes to 18, with 8 abstentions.
68. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America) had
abstained from voting on any of the amendments to the
list of factors because the Committee had been able to
consider them only in hurried and incomplete fashion.
She reserved her delegation's position on their substance and regretted that the Chairman had not followed
the procedure suggested by the representative of Belgium, the Philippines and the United States.
69. Mr. S. S. LIU (China) said that his abstention
on the amendments had been without prejudice to their
substance. The list of factors proposed by the Ad Hoc
Committee had seemed to be a satisfactory guide, and
his delegation had not felt that there was any need
to amend it at the present juncture. Furthermore, that
list, as the outcome of a long period of arduous work,
might have obtained a wider measure of support in the
General Assembly itself. No list of factors could be
exhaustive or final.
70. Mr. DE HOLTE CASTELLO (Colombia) had
abstained on all the amendments without prejudice to
their substance and without going into their merits.
His delegation supported the Brazilian draft resolution
(A/C.4/L.272) and would vote in favour of it.
71. Mr. NAJAR (Israel) said that his abstention on
all the amendments should not be construed as implying
any stand on the principles and definitions embodied in
them. There was a wide difference between adopting
proposals at forty-eight hours' notice and adopting a
list which had been given long and careful study. It
was regrettable that the Committee should not have
seized the opportunity for obtaining a broad measure
of agreement offered by the list submitted by the Ad
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Hoc Committee, but had instead preferred to adopt the
amended list by a rather small majority. He feared
that a list adopted in such circumstances would not
produce the desired results.
72. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) explained that he
would have abstained from voting on the original list
cf factors, which represented the work of several years,
but he had felt compelled to cast negative votes in the
haphazard adoption of amendments that had just taken
place.
73. Mr. DONS MOELLER (Denmark) would have
been prepared to vote in favour of the list of factors submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee. The introduction of
the amendments at the present stage had caused his
delegation surprise, and there had been very little time
to consider them. He had been able to support a few of
them but the majority had not appeared to offer any
improvement on the original text. The new factor A.2
in the third part, namely, the possible wishes of the
population of a Non-Self-Governing Territory at some
future date, was not a factor at all because it related
to subsequent events. Furthermore, it either implied
that the integration with the metropolitan country was
not complete, or would constitute intervention in the
domestic affairs of another State, which \vas contrary
to the Charter. He had therefore been compelled to vote
against the introduction of that new factor and against
certain other amendments.
74. Mr. PIG NON (France) noted with regret that
the majority which had approved the amended list of
factors had not even tried to answer the criticism that
had been levelled against the amendments.
75. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
wished to make it clear once again that his delegation
had always been in favour of drawing up a list of factors
and had been prepared to approve the list submitted
by the Ad Hoc Committee. It had been surprised at the
introduction of amendments at the present stage, and
had been unable to vote in favour of them, since it would
have preferred the adoption of the original list.
76. Mr. FERREIRA DE SOUZA (Brazil) explained
that his delegation had abstained from voting on any
of the amendments in the same spirit of conciliation
that had led it to introduce its draft resolution. Moreoyer, the amendments had not been adequately studied
and he reserved his delegation's position on them in the
General Assembly.
77. Mr. NAUDE (Union of South Africa) wished to
make it quite clear that his voting on the amendments
had been without prejudice to their substance.
The meeting rose at 6.5 p.m.
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central provision was the adoption of the list of
factors proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee, though
the possibility of subsequent revision by. the Com~it~ee
on Information from Non-Self-Govermng Terntones
had been left open in paragraph 8. The list proposed
by the Ad Hoc Committee was the outcome of nearly
three years' work, and his delegation had ad.vocated
its adoption in the belief that it would further mternational collaboration to promote the objectives of Chapter X of the Charter. He deeply regretted the decisions
taken by the Committee at the previous meeting. His
delegation had considered withdra~ing its draft. ~ince
paragraph 2 was irreconc~lable wtth thos~ d~ctstons,
but in order not to comphcate the Commtttee s work
it had in the end decided to maintain it, including
paragraph 2. He urged the C~mmittee to adopt. ~hat
paragraph as it stood, in whtch case the dectstons
at the previous meeting would be annulled.
3. He wished to place the motive for his delegation's
action on record and to make it clear that his delegation retained full liberty to support any compromise
that might be suggested in the General Assembly.
4. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America) said
that her delegation appreciated the effort of the delegation of Brazil. Although her delegation was not entirely
satisfied with the Brazilian draft resolution it would,
in a spirit of conciliation, vote for eleven of the twelve
paragraphs as they stood. If operative. paragraph 3
was modified the United States delegation could also
support it and vote for the draft resolution as a whole.
She hoped that other delegations would vote in the
same spirit.
5. The General Assembly had already performed a
useful service in clarifying the complex and variable
factors which indicated the achievement of a full measure of self-government. Although her delegation could
not accept the principle implied in paragraph 3 of
the Brazilian draft, its position on that matter was
not a negative one. Under Article 10 of the Charter
the Assembly was competent to discuss and attempt ~o
define the expressions "Non-Self-Governing Terntories" and "territories whose peoples have not yet attained a full measure of self-government" ; it was entitled to recommend to the Administering Members
in general the consideration of any definition it adopted
or even to express its opinion in general terms on
the principles which had guided or might guide sue?
Members in deciding on which territories to transmtt
information. Moreover, her delegation had no objection
to discussion by the Assembly of the information transmitted by the Administering Members in explanation
of their decision to cease reporting on territories which
had become self-governing. However, the United States
Constitution gave the United States Congress the
sovereign and exclusive power to. decide upon c~an~es
in the constitutional status of Umted States terntones.
Only the United States could decide when one of its
territories had attained self-government within the
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[Item 33]*
1. Mr. L. S. BOKHARI (Pakistan) said that before
the introduction of the eleven-Power amendments (A/
C.4/L.274) to the list of factors proposed in the report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-SelfGoverning Territories), ( A/?~28), his delega~ion had
intended to support the Brazthan draft resolut10~ (A/
C.4/L.272) since it was in favour of tha~ hst. of
factors as a guide and had felt that further dtscusswn
of it in the Committee was unnecessary. He had hoped
that the Brazilian draft resolution would be widely
supported and help to narrow .t~e g.ap between the
administering and the non-admtmstenng Powers. At
the previous meeting he had voted against the Guatemalan representative's proposal that the amendments
(A/C.4/L.274) to the l.i~t of factors sho?ld be considered before the Brazthan draft resolution and the
amendments thereto. Subsequently, however, since he
was not opposed to the substance o! the amendments
to the list of factors, he had voted m favour of them
though he did not feel very sa!is~ed :nith t~e result
in view of the very small maJonty oy whtch most
of them had been adopted.
2. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) said that t~e proced?re
followed by the Committee at the previOus meetmg
had led to the adoption of certain decisions, a~ a
result of which his delegation had had to reconstder
its attitude to its draft resolution (A/C.4/L.272).
That draft resolution had been based on the conviction that there were certain basic principles of international responsibility that the ~n.e:~l Assembly sh?~ld
adopt and certain basic responstb!ltttes of the Admtmstering Members. He had hoped that it would prove
acceptable to a large majority of the Committee. Its

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
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terms of Article 73 of the Charter. She had therefore
been startled to find that some delegations were supporting recommendations which would have no legally
binding effect on the United States Congress. and would
be misunderstood by the people of the Umted States.
As a practical matter such recommendations would be
generally meaningless and, to the extent that they _had
any meaning, harmful. She appealed to the delegatwns
concerned not to try to force such proposals through
the Committee.
6. In the hope that her appeal would be effective,
she wished to propose a change in paragraph 3 of the
operative part of the Brazilian draft resolution. She
therefore requested the Chairman to take a separate
vote on the words "by the Administering Members
and by the General Assembly" in paragraph 3 of the
Brazilian draft resolution and on the last part
of that paragraph beginning with the words "in order
that . . . ".
7. Her delegation was prepared to support several
of the eleven-Power amendments (A/C.4jL.273) to
the Brazilian draft resolution but it would vote against
amendments 2 and 3, because it supported the list
of factors in the Ad Hoc Committee's report. If those
amendments were rejected, the Committee would have
an opportunity-bv voting for the present text of the
paragraphs of the Brazilian draft to which they referred
-to remedy the hasty and unfortunate action it had
taken at the previous meeting and to approve the list
of factors proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee (A/
2428). In order to meet the wishes of the eleven sponsors
of the amendments to the list of factors the Committee
might consider the possibility of referring the summary
records of its debates on the question of factors to the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories with instructions to consider the suggestions
of members of the Assembly when and if that Committee
decided to consider further revisions in the list of
factors. 1
8. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) welcomed the United
States amendment as a very reasonable solution to
the difficulty. He hoped that the sponsors of the amendments in document AjC.4jL.274 would be prepared
to vote in favour of it and, consequently, of paragraph 2
of the Brazilian draft resolution. His delegation would
be glad of an opportunity to consider the amendments
to the list of factors in the Committee of Information
and might well be able to support many of them. At
the previous meeting, however, those amendments had
been adopted without proper consideration.
9. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala), supported by
Mr. BOZOVIC (Yugoslavia) and Mr. ESPINOSA
Y PRIETO (Mexico), argued that to vote on paragraph 2 of the Brazilian draft resolution would be
tantamount to reversing the Committee's decisions at
the previous meeting. Under rule 122 of the rules of
procedure such a step could be taken only if the Committee so decided by a two-thirds majority.
10. Mr. AROAZ (Bolivia) pointed out that whether
the Committee approved paragraph 2 of the Brazilian
draft or paragraph 3 of the amendments (A/C.4/L.
273) the net result would be the same. The Committee
had before it only one list of factors, namely, the
amended list, since by the very act of amendment the
original list of factors proposed by the Ad Hoc Com1 An amendment to that effect was submitted by the United
States delegation later in the meeting and was circulated as
document A/C.4/L.276.

mittee had ceased to exist. If the Committee wished
to reconsider its decision to amend the list of factors
the rules of procedure governing such cases must be
strictly applied.
11. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) and Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) could not agree that the list proposed
by the Ad Hoc Committee no longer existed. In any
case, the Committee had not considered any part of
the Brazilian draft resolution or the amendments thereto at the previous meeting. It had voted only on the
amendments to the list of factors. It must now proceed
to vote on the draft resolution and amendments.
12. The CHAIRMAN ruled that the voting on the
Brazilian draft resolution and amendments would not
constitute reconsideration of the Committee's previous
decisions and, consequently, that rule 122 did not
apply.
13. No amendments had been submitted to the first
two paragraphs of the preamble of the Brazilian draft
resolution ( AjC.4/L.272) and, unless there were any
objections, he would consider them adopted.
It was so decided.
14. The CHAIRMAN announced that amendment 1
of document AjC.4jL.273, proposing the insertion
of a new third paragraph in the preamble, had been
accepted by the Brazilian representative.
15. Mr. PIGNON (France) requested that the paragraph should nevertheless be put to the vote.
16. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) requested that the
vote should be taken by roll-call.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Iraq, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Iraq, Israel, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico,
Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria,
Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile,
China, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dominican
Republic, Egypt, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti,
Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran.
Against: Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Union of South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France.
Abstaining: Norway, Sweden.
The amendment was adopted by 37 votes to 11,
with 2 abstentions.
17. The CHAIRMAN announced that no amendments had been submitted to the original third-now
fourth-paragraph of the preamble to the Brazilian
draft resolution and that, unless there were any objections, he would consider it adopted.
It was so decided.
18. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the fate of
the original fourth paragraph of the preamble to
the draft resolution and, consequently, of amendment 2
of the document A/C.4jL.273 would automatically be
decided by the vote on paragraph 2 of the draft resolution.
19. No amendments had been submitted to paragraph
1 of the operative part of the Brazilian draft resolution
and, unless there were any objections, he would consider it adopted.
It was so decided.
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20. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) pointed out that the
additional paragraph proposed by the United States
might well affect the way in which a numbe~ ?f delegations voted on paragraph 2 of the Braz1han draft
resolution and the amendment thereto. He therefore
proposed that the meeting should be suspended pending
circulation of the United States amendment.
21. The CHAIRMAN put the motion for suspension
to the vote.
The motion was rejected by 17 votes to 12, with
14 abstentions.
22. Mr. DORSINVILLE (Haiti) requested a separate vote on the first part of amendment 3 of document
A/C.4/L.273, down to the words "is attached".
23. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first part
of amendment 3.
The first part of amendment 3 was rejected by 24
votes to 20, with 3 abstentions.
24. The CHAIRMAN observed that the second part
of the paragrapph would be meaningless by itself so
that no vote could be taken on it.
25. Mrs. MENON (India) proposed that in paragraph 2 of the operative part of the Brazilian draft
resolution the words "contained in that report"
should be deleted and replaced by "as adopted by the
Fourth Committee".
26. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) supported that
proposal, both for reasons of substance and for reasons
of procedure. Since the Committee had already ~p
proved the amended list of factors, there was no pomt
in voting on a paragraph which approved the Ad Hoc
Committee's list.
27. Mr. MATHIES ON (United Kingdom) maintained that despite the vote taken at the previous
meeting there were still two lists of factors: that proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee and that approved by
the Fourth Committee. There was no reason why the
Committee should not vote on a draft resolution approving the former if the Brazilian delegation so wished.
28. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil), speaking on a point of
order did not consider it proper that a new amendment
should be submitted when the Committee had already
begun voting on the eleven-Power amendments.
29. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) did not think the
Indian amendment could be put to the vote since it
would in effect reintroduce the amendment the Committee had just rejected.
30. Mr. PIGNON (France) said tbe Indian amendment was one of substance and the voting on the
eleven-Power amendments could not be interrupted
to take a vote on it.
31. Mrs. MENON !India) insisted that by rejecting amendment 3 of the eleven-Power amendmen~s the
Committee had in effect rejected the amended hst of
factors which it had adopted at the previous meeting.
On the other hand, by adopting the amended list of
factors it had automatically rejected the original list.
In fact, therefore, no list remained on which it could
vote.
32. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) urged that the
Committee should vote on the Brazilian draft resolution.
33. The CHAIRMAN proposed to put the Indian
amendment to the vote.
34. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
emphasized that the Indian amendment was out of
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order under rule 127 of the rules of procedure. Furthermore, the amendment reopened a subject on which
the Committee had already come to a decision.
35. The CHAIRMAN asked the Committee to decide
whether it wished to vote on the Indian amendment.
The Committee decided by 25 votes to 19, with 4
abstentions, to vote on the Indian amendment.
36. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic),
speaking on a point of order, said that under rule 119
of the rules of procedure the Indian amendment should
be circulated in writing and the Committee should
be given time to study it.
37. The CHAIRMAN said that the meeting would
be suspended for fifteen minutes to allow the Indian
amendment to be circulated in writing.
The meeting was suspended at 5.15 p.1n. and was
resumed at 5.45 p.m.
38. Mr. CALLE Y CALLE (Peru) said that although rule 119 of the rules of procedure allowed the
Chairman to permit the discussion of amendments
which had not been circulated, it did not allow him to
put such amendments to the vote before circulation.
Moreover rule 127 said that voting could not be
interrupted except on a point of order in connexion
with the actual conduct of the voting. The Indian
amendment (A/C.4/L.277) was not a point of order
and it had been submitted in the course of the voting.
39. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
agreed that the Indian amendment was not purely formal, but insisted that even if it were, the fact that it
had been introduced during the voting meant that to
receive it would create a very serious precedent. In
view of the grave implications he felt that the Committee should have time to study the Indian amendment. He therefore suggested that the meeting should
be adjourned.
The proposal ·was not adopted, 19 votes being cast
in favour and 19 against, with 11 abstentions.
40. Mrs. MENON (India) said that the amendment
proposed by her delegation was not substantive but
merely a consequential change in view of the fact
that the Committee had adopted an amended list of
factors at its previous meeting.
41. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) noted for the purposes
of the summary record and the report that at the proposal of the Chairman the Committee had voted on and
rejected the first part of amendment 3 of the joint
amendments (A/C.4/L.273), and was to vote on the
Indian amendment after the rejection of the joint
amendment.
·
42. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Indian
amendment (AjC.4jL.277) to paragraph 2 of the
operative part of the draft resolution submitted by
Brazil ( A/C.4/L.272).
43. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) requested that the
vote should be taken by roll-call.
The vote was taken by roll-call.
Sweden, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Syria, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Chile, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia,
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Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Poland, Saudi Arabia.
Against: Sweden, Union of South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United
States of America, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada,
Colombia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, France,
Israel, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru.
Abstaining: Thailand, China, Greece, Philippines.
The amendment was adopted by 30 votes to 18, with
4 abstentions.
44. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote paragraph 2
of the Brazilian draft resolution (A/C.4/L.272), as
amended, noting that the amendment implied the
deletion of the fourth paragraph of the preamble.
45. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) requested that
the vote should be taken by roll-call.
The vote was taken by roll-call.
The Philippines, having been drawn by lot by the
Chairman, was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Saudi Arabia, Syria, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia,
Burma, Chile, Cuba, Egypt, Ethiopia, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon,
Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan.
Against: Poland, Sweden, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Canada, Colombia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Dominican Republic, France, Israel, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru.
Abstaining: Philippines, Thailand, China, Greece.
Paragraph 2, as amended, was adopted by 25 votes
to 23, ·with 4 abstentions.
46. Mrs. BOLTON (United States) withdrew her
proposal for a separate vote on paragraph 3 of the
Brazilian draft resolution.
47. The CHAIRMAN said that, in the absence of
any objection, he would regard the first part of paragraph 3 of the Brazilian draft resolution ( AjC.4/
L.272) as far as the word "as a guide", as adopted.
It was so decided.
48. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) said that if a vote
had been taken, his delegation would have voted
against the first part of paragraph 3.
49. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote point (a) of
the Philippine amendment (A/C.4/L.275), to the
effect that the words "in appropriate consultations"
should be inserted after the words "as a guide" in
paragraph 3 of the operative part of the Brazilian
draft resolution.
The amendment was rejected by 26 votes to 15, with
9 abstentions.
50. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the second
part of amendment 4 of the eleven-Power amendments
( AjC.4 jL.273), to the effect that the clause "and
applied in the light of all relevant circumstances pertinent to each particular situation . . . " should be deleted from paragraph 3 of the operative part of the
Brazilian draft resolution.
The amendment was adopted by 26 votes to 18, with
6 abstentiotJS.
51. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote point (b) of
the Philippine amendment (A/C.4/L.275), to the
effect that the words "a decision may be taken", in

paragraph 3 of the operative part of the Brazilian draft
resolution, should be replaced by the words "agreement may be reached".
The amendment was rejected by 19 votes to 13,
with 4 crostentions.
52. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the third part
of amen,Jment 4 of the eleven-Power amendments (A/
C.4 /L.273). to the effect that the words "by the
General Assembly" should be inserted between the
words "may be taken" and the words "on the continuation", in paragraph 3 of the operative part of
the Brazilian draft resolution.
The amendment was adopted by 30 votes to 15,
with 5 abstentions.
53. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the whole of
paragraph 3 of the operative part of the Brazilian
draft resolution ( A/C.4/L.272), as amended.
Paragraph 3, as a whole, as amended, was adopted
by 25 votes to 23, with 3 abstentions.
54. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 5
eleven-Power amendments (A/C.4jL.273), proof
posmg a new text for paragraph 4 of the Brazilian
draft resolution.
Amend~nent 5 was adopted by 35 votes to 11, with
4 abstentwns.
55. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the new operative paragraph 5 proposed in amendment 6 of the
eleven-Power amendments (A/C.4/L.273).
The new paragraph 5 was adopted by 29 votes to 19
with 4 abstentions.
'
56. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first part
of the new operative paragraph 6 proposed in amendment 6 of the eleven-Power amendments (AjC.4/
L.273), as far as the words "the attainment of independence", as requested by the representative of
Poland.
57. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) requested that the
vote should be taken by roll-call.
The vote was taken by roll-call.
Pakistan, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman, was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Peru, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia,
Syria, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay, Venezuela, Y em en, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia,
Br~zil, Burma,. Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Chrle, . Colombra, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dominican
Republic, Egypt, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti Honduras
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Leban~n Liberia'

t?e

Ma~.

'

'

Against: Sweden, Union of South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
United States of Ameriqt, Australia, Belgium, Canada:
Denmark, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway.
Abstaining: Pakistan, Thailand, China, Ethiopia.
That part of the new paragraph 6 was adopted by
35 votes to 13, ·with 4 abstentions.
58. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the remainder
of the new paragraph 6.
The remainder of the new paragraph 6 was adopted
by 28 votes to 7 with 15 abstentions.
59. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the new paragraph 6 as a whole.
Paragraph 6, as a whole, was adopted by 28 votes
to 18, with 3 abstentions.
60. The CHAIRMAN said that in the absence of
any objection to amendments 7 a~d 8 of the eleven-
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Power amendments (A/C.4jL.273), which had been
accepted by Brazil, the original paragraphs 5 and 6 of
the Brazilian draft resolution, as amended, which would
now become paragraphs 7 and 8, would be regarded
as adopted.
It was so decided.
61. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first part
of amendment 9 of the eleven-Power amendments, to
the effect that the word "further" should be deleted
from the first line of paragraph 7 of the operative part
of the Brazilian draft resolution, which had become
paragraph 9.
The amendment was adopted by 23 votes to 2,
with 21 abstentions.
62. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the second part
of amendment 9 of the eleven-Power amendments, to
the effect that the part of paragraph 9 of the Brazilian
draft resolution following the words "of cessation of
information" should be deleted.
The amendment was adopted by 23 votes to 3, with
13 abstentions.
63. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote paragraph 9
of the Brazilian draft resolution, as amended.
Paragraph 9, as amended, was adopted by 28 votes
to 21, with 2 abstentions.
64. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment
10 of the eleven-Power amendments, which proposed
a new text for the last paragraph, formerly paragraph
8, of the Brazilian draft resolution.
The amendment was adopted by 33 votes to 13, with
4 abstentions.
65. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) noted that he had
voted against the amendment, but not because he did
not think that the list was capable of improvement.
66. The CHAIRMAN stated that the United States
amendment (A/C.4fL.276) had been withdrawn.
67. He put to the vote the whole of the Brazilian
draft resolution, as amended, with the list of factors,
as amended.
68. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) requested that the vote should be taken by roll-call.
The vote was taken by roll-call.
The Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, having
been drawn by lot by the Chairman, was called upon
to vote first.
In favour: Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Burma, Chile, Cuba,
Egypt, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico,
Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria.
Against: Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
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of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Australia, Belgium,
Brazil, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada,
Colombia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, France, Israel, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Peru, Poland, Sweden.
Abstaining: China, Thailand.
The Bmzilian draft resolution, as armended, was
adopted by 27 votes to 23, with 2 abstentions.
69. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) said that the position of the Polish delegation on the list of factors
had been motivated by its support for the principle
of self-determination of peoples. Thus, although it had
been able to accept and vote for the first part of the
list, it had found the second and third parts unacceptable because they did not provide for the accession
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories to the status
of sovereign States. The second and third parts could
thus be open to an interpretation serving the perpetuation of colonial rule under another form, instead of
serving the aim of ultimate independence for dependent
peoples.
70. The Polish delegation had been obliged to vote
against the Brazilian draft resolution, even as amended,
because its essential part consisted of an approval of
the unsatisfactory list of factors. Neither the amendments suggested to the list of factors nor the amendments to the draft resolution had improved the original
text and thus disposed of the Polish delegation's serious
doubts.
71. He wished to re-emphasize another fundamental
consideration already expressed by the Polish delegation during the previous discussion of the same topic
by the Fourth Committee. The obligation to transmit
information undertaken by the colonial Powers was a
binding agreement, and the international responsibility
assumed by those Powers could be disposed of only
by international decision of the General Assembly. Before any Administering Member could be released from
its duty to submit information under Article 73 e
of the Charter, the General Assembly must consider
all the data relating to the changes in the status of
the territory and take the final decision, having
regard to all the relevant circumstances of the case.
Those considerations would guide the Polish delegation in the future, whenever the General Assembly
was called upon to decide whether a territory was
or was not a territory whose people had not yet
attained a full measure of self-government.
The meeting rose at 6.45 p.m.
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examined separately in the light of its particular circumstances. The scope and applicability of the list of
factors had therefore been at the same time limited and
expanded. The list itself was a sincere attempt to fit
facts into theories rather than theories into facts and
was of purely academic value.
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3. To the Indian delegation, two points were important: first, there must be a certain degree of understanding between the Administering and non-administering Members if the Committee's work was to be
pursued; and secondly, the Committee's decisions ought
to accelerate the progress envisaged in Chapter XI
of the Charter. Those objectives could be attained only
through co-operation. Although there was nothing in
the Charter to compel the Administering Members
to adopt a particular course, the Fourth Committee
was seeking within its limitations to give effect to the
decisions of the General Assembly. Once those limitations had been realized, it seemed unnecessary to argue
about the respective claims of the Administering Members and the United Nations. The constant reassertion
by the Administering Members that their decisions
regarding the status of the Non-Self-Governing Territories for which they were responsible would be unilateral, that they had made all the concessions which
they were prep.ared to make in accepting Chapter XI,
and that anythmg else demanded of them would be a
violation of the Ch~rter, did not promote understanding,
and at the same time made nonsense of Chapter XI.
The Indian delegation believed that when a Member
Sta.te acc~t~d the Charter, it could not accept some
of tt as bmdmg and the rest not. It agreed with other
delegations that the provisions of Chapter XI were
not and could not be regarded as unilateral declarations by certain Member States, but were the content
of a treaty to which all the Members of the United
Nations were contracting parties. Thus, the obligation
to transmit information was not permanently limited to
a few Administering Members, for the possibility that
other Members might assume such obligations was not
excluded. All the Members of the United Nations
were responsible for the fulfilment of the objectives
listed in _C~apt~r XI, and that was one reason why the
non-admtmstenng Members were so interested in the
welfare of the peoples of dependent territories.

Chairman: Mr. Santiago PEREZ PEREZ (Venezuela).

Factors which should be taken into account in deciding whether a territory is or is not a territory
whose people have not yet attained a full meas·
ure of self-government: report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing Territories) (A/2428) (continued)
[Item 33] *
1. Lord HUDSON (United Kingdom) said that at
the 330th meeting his delegation had voted against the
Brazilian draft resolution (A/C.4jL.272) for the reasons given in the United Kingdom's first statement in
the debate on the item ( 326th meeting). Moreover,
should any member of the General Assembly invoke
the resolution in support of any claim that might be put
forward at some future date, the United Kingdom
delegation expressly reserved its position.
2. Mrs. MENON (India) said that although the
Indian delegation had been prepared to accept the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (NonSelf-Governing Territories) (A/2428) as it stood, it
had had no objection to an elaboration and restatement
of the principles contained in the list of factors (A/
2428, section VI) as well as in the Brazilian draft resolution (AjC.4jL.272). It had therefore voted in favour of the eleven-,Power amendments to the list
(A/C.4jL.274) and to the draft resolution (A/C.4/
L.273). Some delegations had objected to the re-examination of the list of factors on the grounds that the
Ad Hoc Committee had already worked on the list,
and to the proposed amendments on the grounds that
the Fourth Committee had not been given time to
study them. A small body such as the Ad Hoc Committee could obviously not represent the views of all the
sixty nations on the Fourth Committee but some
of the amendments proposed had first been discussed
at the San Francisco Conference, so that the ideas
contained in them had long been familiar. It had been
agreed that the list of factors was only a guide and
therefore illustrative rather than exhaustive, and that
each case submitted to the United Nations would be

4. The Indian delegation did not underestimate the
value of definitions but it believed that facts were more
important. There could be voluntary association between countries only when the countries concerned
enjoyed equality of status. Thus, association and cooperation at an international level could be valid and
feasible only after a territory had been freed from all
external political pressure. Therefore, in all such cases
the correct proc~dl!re would be independence first, followed by assoctatwn, as in the case of India itself.
Since the Charter said that Member States had accepted their various obligations under Article 73 as a
sacred trust, it was hard to see why the Administering

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
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Members should fear the words independence and selfdetermination of peoples. Their arguments ignored recent dvelopments of political thought. Events showed
that theories and legal interpretations had ceased to
withstand the force of popular desire for freedom. The
administering Powers should move with the times
and not wait for time to move them. In Europe, sovereign States were surrendering the right to provide national defence, which had been accepted as one of
the distinctive marks of sovereignty, while all over
the world dependent peoples were claiming the right
to be independent. It was against that background
that the Committee had discussed the list of factors.
5. It was strange and unfortunate that certain Member States, which were fulfilling their obligations under Chapter XI in the true spirit, should have expressed
their indifference to the list of factors as such and reasserted their oft-repeated claim that neither the General Assembly nor any other power could influence
them in decisions regarding the status of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories under their administration. The
Indian delegation shared the concern for the peoples
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories and as always
would extend its full support to any step which accelerated or helped to accelerate the movement for independence in those territories.
6. The Indian delegation did not agree with those
delegations which emphasized the difficulty of finding a
proper definition of self-government. The difficulty was
not the absence of a definition but the absence of agreement on the definition. The Indian delegation believed
that there •vas no difference bet,veen a full measure of
self-government and independence. There might be
degrees of self-government, but a full measure of selfgovernment should be equated with independence.
7. It was those beliefs which had impelled the Indian
delegation to accept the eleven-Power amendments and
the principles embodied in the Brazilian draft resolution.
8. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) said that the Belgian
delegation had voted in accord with certain unvarying
principles, of universal application and in full conformity with the law.
9. The representative of the United States had made
it quite clear that it was the United States Congress
alone which exercised the sovereign power of decision
over the status of the United States territories. Similarly, the Belgian Parliament alone could decide the
status of the Belgian territories, which were an integral part of the Belgian State. When Belgium had
decided that the Belgian Congo fell within the scope
of Article 73 e of the Charter, it had decided, without
consulting the General Assembly, to transmit the information provided for in that article; the General Assembly had simply noted the decision and had not been
called upon to approve it. When Belgium decided that
the Belgian Congo had ceased to fall within the purview
of Article 73 e, it would decide, again without consulting the General Assembly and without requiring
its approval, to cease to transmit information. That was
the law and no vote by the Fourth Committee or
recommendation by the General Assembly would change
it, for they could not invest the General Assembly with
powers which the Charter had not conferred upon it and
they could not deprive the signatory States of a sovereignty which they had not abdicated. The draft resolution adopted at the previous meeting would therefore remain a dead letter.

10. The Belgian argument that all non-self-governing
peoples were entitled to be treated fairly and protected
against abuses, and that all States which possessed
territories inhabited by peoples who did not administer
themselves were obliged, under Article 73 e of the
Charter, to supply certain information to the SecretaryGeneral, had never been refuted. In an effort to do so
the Guatemalan representative had quoted the views
expressed at the San Francisco Conference by the
Greek and United Kingdom representatives, but individual opinions could not stand against the clear statement in the Charter. No real defence had been put up
against the irrefutable case developed in paragraphs
59 et seq. of the Belgian memorandum of 30 April
1953 (A/AC.67j2).
11. If the Charter was applied in the letter and the
spirit, there would be nothing alarming in the Belgian
argument. All men were entitled to fair treatment
and protection. from abuse merely as human beings,
even had that nght never been laid down in the Charter.
~11 civilized States had recognized that right in Article 23 of the Covenant of the League of Nations. Even
!h~se States which now claimed not to have recognized
It m the Charter would never dare to admit that they
ha? cease? t? ~elieve in it and _that they wished to depnve their mdigenous populations of an international
s~f~&"uard which t_hey had formerly recognized. All
c_Ivihzed States which administered indigenous population~ ha:d set up for their protection services which
published reports. The Charter ~did not require such
States, nor were they being asked, to inform the General Assembly of their political difficulties. All that was
being asked of them and all that the Charter did require
w;;ts that. t~ey should extract from those reports certam statistical and other information of a technical
character relating to economic, social and cultural matters and communicate it officially to the SecretaryGeneral.
12. It was hard to see how such an argument could
b~ una~cept;;tbl~ to any sovereign State. If certain States
drd reJect It It was because they wished to impose
on t~ose fe~ Po~ers. which had recognized and were
fulfillmg their ~blrgahons, an abusive interpretation of
the Charter which they would not accept in their own
cases. However, logic had its own inviolable laws. What
was true in the Committee did not become false outside
it. A_lthough the decisions taken at the two preceding
meetmgs would not a~hieve their aim, they would
nevertheless ~ave certain repercussions which might
prove very different from what had been intended.
The extraordinary theories which those decisions implied-the ~meness of ~elf-government and indepen?ence, t~e nght of secessiOn presented as being inherent
m the nght of peoples to self-determination the exclus~ve competence of the Assembly to decid~ when a
terntory ceased to fall within the scope of Article 73 e
the Charter---:might cause some amusement in legal
circles, and their sponsors might possibly have refused to uphold them elsewhere than in the Fourth
Committee. ~ everth~less, they had been upheld, and
those delegations which had upheld them in the Committee c?uld expect to have them quoted against them in
other Circumstances. If the factors which had been
adopted as criteria were valid, they were so in all
countries, not only in the colonial territories. If they
could be used to decide when a State could cease to
transmit information, they could also be used to decide
when a State should start to transmit such information. If the Assembly was competent, it was so in
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regard to all States and not only in regard to the
colonial Powers.
13. Certain members of the Committee had affirmed
in a roll-call vote that the right of the colonial peoples
to self-determination included the right of secession.
Some governments might well fail to applaud the votes
cast in the Committee by their representatives. It was
doubtful whether they would confirm them when they
had weighed the consequences and when each of them
was called upon to assume its responsibilities in the
General Assembly. The colonial territories were not
the only places where there were peoples subject to a
State which they had not chosen and from which they
would gladly secede. When such peoples demanded
the application of the principles implied in the votes
in favour of the list of factors and the amended draft
resolution, they would be told that of course the principles applied only to the peoples of "superior" territories and not to peoples living within the continental
frontiers of a sovereign State. They might well fail
to appreciate the fine shade of meaning. There were
many States in which national minorities demanded a
certain degree of self-government. They would learn
from the resolution that there was no real self-government outside total independence. Henceforth, they might
not be content merely to claim self-government. He reminded the members of the Committee of the proverb
"Who sows the wind, reaps the whirlwind". Those
who had voted for the amended draft resolution were
sowing the wind, and when the whirlwind blew it would
be too late to disclaim responsibility.
14. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) wished to explain the
reason for his negative vote on the amendments to his
delegation's draft resolution, in order to avoid any possibility of misunderstanding.
15. During the debate he had pointed out that there
was no fundamental difference with regard to either
principle or purpose between his delegation and the
authors of the amendments. That was proved by the
fact that the Brazilian delegation had accepted the additional paragraph of the preamble concerning the competence of the General Assembly in the implementation
of obligations arising from Chapter XI of the Charter
(A/C.4/L.273, amendment 1).
16. With regard to the other amendments, however,
the Brazilian delegation had wished to show its preference for the manner in which it had defined the
competence of the General Assembly in connexion with
the cessation of the transmission of information and the
principle of relativity which should condition the application of the list. Moreover, it did not consider that
the text had been improved by the deletion of paragraph 4 of the operative part. It would have preferred
to retain its own formulation of the right of peoples
to self-determination as the main postulate to which all
other considerations must be subordinated. Furthermore, it felt that the drafting of paragraphs 5 and 6
of the amended text was not very happy. Parag-raph 5
repeated the idea embodied in paragraph 4 of the Brazilian text. Paragraph 6 contained an expression of
opinion as to the value of two forms of self-government. The drafting implied a certain prejudice against
any form of association and might be interpreted as
meaning that the Committee condemned such association
and would prefer that the peoples of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories should not choose it. The cessation of the transmission of information on the grounds
that the territory reported on had attained a footing of
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absolute equality was possible in only three situations:
union; federation of the classic type; and the Commonwealth as it existed today, since at one stage in its
evolution the Dominions had not possessed absolute
equality with the United Kingdom. There was therefore a contradiction in the text adopted. According to
paragraph 6 a territory might become self-governing
by association with another State if it were done on the
basis of absolute equality. That provision would however exclude incorporation or integration in a federation, since when States signed a federal pact their legal
personality became subordinate to that of the union.
It could not therefore be said that integration in an
existing union would be on a footing of equality. Nor
did the paragraph admit the possibility of another type
of integration: that in a unitary State. He would not,
however, go into that question.
17. He thought he had sufficiently explained the apprehensions with which the Brazilian delegation viewed
the amended text. He had wished to voice his disapproval of the hasty manner in which the Committee
had radically altered the list of factors. In admitting its
draft resolution the Brazilian delegation had wished to
take advantage of the compromise reached in the Ad
Hoc Committee. It would have been desirable for the
Administering Members willing to accept a list of
factors. True, they had not been very favourable to the
Ad Hoc Committee's list, but they could not reject it
since they had helped to draw it up. A resolution supported by them would have had great force. The Brazilian text, in spite of opposition from some quarters,
would have secured a large majority in favour of the
list. That opportunity had been thrown away.
18. The Committee had not been justified, in the light
of past experience, in thinking that it would be able
to improve within the space of a few days on the
results of three years' work. It had abandoned the prudence with which it had begun the study and classification of factors. In 1952 representatives on the Fourth
Committee had reserved their position on the question
until their governments had had time to consider the
list. At the 330th meeting decisions of far-reaching importance had been taken. The Brazilian delegation had
felt that the list of factors had been sufficiently considered and that it would be better for the time being
to let the question rest in view of the danger of serious
dissension. The Ad Hoc Committee had shared that
view, as had two-thirds of the speakers in the general
debate. Then there had been an abrupt change and a
number of speakers had taken the opposite view. The
Brazilian delegation had been unable to follow that
change of direction and had not hflld time to consult
its Government with regard to the proposed amendments, which required study and consideration. It had
taken no further part in the debate ; it had not even
intimated that it regarded the Indian amendment (A/
C.4/L.277) as a substantive one. The last chance of
conciliation had been lost when the Committee had refused to consider the United States amendment (A/
C.4/L.276).
19. With reference to the statement made earlier by
the Belgian representative, he was surprised that such
a thesis should be defended at the present stage. He
would not, for the time being, deal with the Belgian
representative's conclusions, either from the legal point
of view or from that of the Charter, but would return
to the question when the Committee discussed the report of the Committee on Information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories ( A/2465).
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20. Mr. SHTOKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) reminded the Committee that on 2 October (at
the 324th meeting) his delegation had stated that although the first part of the list of factors required
elucidation, it was nevertheless acceptable, but that
the factors in the second and third parts of the list
were not such as would further the aims and purposes
of the Committee. Those factors did not relate to the
achievement of self-government and independence but
to association with the metropolitan country or with
other countries. Such factors could only play into the
hands of the colonial Powers, who wished to determine
the destinies of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
without outside control. The Ukrainian delegation had
therefore voted for the first part of the list and against
the second and third parts. It had also voted against
the relevant paragraphs of the Brazilian draft resolution
and the draft resolution as a whole, and the relevant
paragraphs of the various amendments.
21. Mr. FERNANDEZ (Uruguay) said that he had
supported all the amendments proposed by the eleven
Powers (A/C.4/L.273) which in his opinion made the
text of the draft resolution on factors clear and precise and brought it within the juridical framework of
the Charter.
22. Mr. L. S. BOKHARI (Pakistan) said he had
favoured the Brazilian draft resolution on the grounds
that it was conciliatory and should be acceptable to
the Administering Members. However, the debate had
shown that those Members were opposed to its operative
clauses. Hence he had voted for most of the amendments
submitted by the eleven Powers, since he had no serious
objections of principle to them. Nevertheless he felt
that the draft resolution as finally approved had no
chance of a smooth passage through the General Assembly.
23. Despite its affirmative vote, his delegation still
hoped that the Committee would find a way to avoid
a deadlock and reach a compromise between the administering and the non-administering Powers. He appealed to both groups to reconsider their attitude. His
delegation firmly believed that decisions reached in a
spirit of goodwill and co-operation would be more
useful than decisions forced on the Administering
Members in the face of their determined opposition.
24. Mr. KAISR (Czechoslovakia) said that Chapter
XI of the Charter was a clear directive to all Member
States to accept as a sacred trust the obligation to promote to the utmost the welfare and political aspirations
of the dependent peoples, and only those factors could
be accepted which faithfully reflected unconditional
respect for the freely-expressed will of the peoples and
their desire for true and full independence.
25. His delegation had voted for the first part of the
list of factors and the amendments (A/C.4/L.274)
thereto because it believed that they would assist the
Non-Self-Governing Territories in their struggle to
achieve self-government and independence. The second
and third parts of the list, however, did not strengthen
the principles affirmed in the first part but, on the
contrary, weakened them; he had therefore voted
against those parts of the list and against most of the
amendments relating to them. The sincere desire for
complete independence was the universal characteristic
of all national liberation movements, which never
sought any form of association with the metropolitan
Powers. Hence, it was absurd that the second and third
parts of the list of factors should legalize such an as-

sociation. Even with the eleven-Power amendments,
those parts of the list would still permit outside intervention in the domestic affairs of territories and would
constitute a chngerous instrument in the hands of the
administering Powers and help them to prolong the
reign of colonial oppression in the Non-Self-Governing
·
Territories.
26. His delegation had accepted eight paragraphs of
the Brazilian draft resolution and the amendments relating to those paragraphs, but it had voted against
those parts of the draft resolution and of the amendments which implied approval of the list of factors
and against the amended draft resolution as a whole.
27. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) announced that the eleven delegations that had sponsored
the amendments to the list of factors and the Brazilian
draft resolution h~d submitted an explanatory statement
which would be circulated as a conference room paper.
28. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America) said
that her delegation shared the regret expressed by the
representatives of Brazil and Pakistan, among others,
at the Committee's hasty and ill-considered decisions at
its two previous meetings. Those decisions would not
help the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
and would jeopardize the co-operation and harmony
which had, in the past, made the Committee an effective
instrument for promoting the welfare of those peoples.
Her Government did its utmost to fulfil its Charter
obligations with regard to the Non-Self-Governing Territories under its administmtion.
29. Mr. LYNKOV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that his delegation had always maintained
that the first part of the list of factors was acceptable
but that the second and third parts were not, since they
would not protect the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories or ensure their independence and sovereignty.
He had voted against the fourth paragraph of the
preamble and paragraphs 2, 3 and 7 of the Brazilian
draft resolution and the relevant amendments and against
the draft resolution as a whole, because his favourable
vote would have signified approval of the list of factors.
For the same reasons, he had also voted against the list
of factors and the amendments thereto.
Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories
transmitted nnder Article 73 e of the Charter
(continued)

[Item 32]*
(continued)
30. Mrs. MENON (India), speaking as Rapporteur
of the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories, introduced the Committee's report
(A/2465). The Committee's work had been marked by
a spirit of harmony and co-operation and both parts of
the report had been adopted unanimously.
31. Two draft resolutions were proposed for the consideration of the General Assembly, one on educational
conditions and one on the association of representatives
from Non-Self-Governing Territories in the work of the
Committee on Information. They would be found in annex II to part one of the report. The Committee had
adopted a third resolution, on the cessation of the transmission of information on Puerto Rico, which formed
an integral part of the Committee's report (A/2465,
part one, para. 67). It had been adopted with no opposition and three abstentions. It was submitted to the
General Assembly for information only.
GENERAL DEBATE
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32. A real attempt had been made to study the problems sincerely and the new spirit of conciliation was
particularly apparent in the draft resolution on the
association of indigenous representatives in the Committee's work. There was still far to go, however, before
the ideals of Chapter XI would be realized, and she
appealed to the members of the Fourth Committee for
constructive co-operation.
33. Mr. LOOMES (Australia), speaking as Chairman
of the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories, commended the Committee's report
to the Fourth Committee. The Committee had carried
out its detailed study of educational conditions on the
basis of the summaries and analyses prepared by the
Secretariat from the information transmitted by the
Administering Members. A number of excellent studies
had been submitted by the United Nations Secretariat1
t See A/2407, A/2408, A/2409, A/2410 and Add.l, A/2411
and Add.l, A/2413 and Add.l to 6, A/2414 and Add.l and 2.
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and by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, the Food and Agriculture Or~
ganization, the International Labour Organisation and
the World Health Organization. The Committee had
also profited from the presence of educational experts on
the delegations of some of the Administering Members.
The discussions throughout had been cordial and cooperative, although some divergence of views had b~
come apparent on the question of associating representatives from the territories in the work of the
Committee. There too, however, it had ultimately proved
possible to reconcile the various points of view to a
very large extent. The draft resolution in question had
been adopted by 12 votes to one, with 2 abstentions. The
draft resolution on educational conditions had been
adopted unanimously.
The meeting rose at 11.55 a.m.
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Declaration oil the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples • •• • • • • • •

with tlle attempts of the colonialists,'./ip regain their
lost positions, as is graphically shownny recenteventa
in the Congo, which have been the subject of heated
discussion in the' Ge1£;leral Assembly
Q

,981.

1. There are still many count:r:ies in ,:!siap Africa,
Latin America and Ocean1a that are languishing under IJ
the yoke, of toreignusurpers. It would be a delusion
President: Mr. Frederick'H.BOLAND(lreland).
to consider the struggle agaillste}he colonialiste as
ended~ One has only to jlaJrice at a map of the wO.rld.
to see scattered upon i~..l!ke so many birth-marks of
AGENDA ITEM 87
the past, the remains)/of the ruined colonial empires
where the colonialistjj 13tillsucceed in keeping tens
lion on Ihe groo'i"g 01 independ... to"
of'millions of peopl~in slavery. There, colonial wars (/"
•
countries and peoples
contin"U.e to tak,'e, .tQ,e,'ir bloody t",OllrJ H,UUdredS and thou- { \
sand~_pr patzl~ots~~fi~ht~ng f~r tbe ,freledom, of their \, \
1. Mr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
peoPle,,' s" a,re, ont:IneU;,lll prlsons,and. c,oncent,ration
'~~~)I
(translated from. Russian): We, the representatives of
camps there.! Aa ;,a re/3iultofthe plundering carried
"'lI!'
a1lb.ost one hundred States of the world, havegathered
out by, tbe<!Qlon:iali~fs in th~ ~lonies, it is t h e r a i
here to considera.ud take an historic decision ona, that are to be found, ~ide by side, the 10ng~st worki~=-,
question of vital importance for the whole world, the
da~ andt~~ )~!~!=lt st~ndard of living, the highest' "~,~/,
question of the final and complete liquidation of the
i1hte~acy rate, tne lowest expectancy of lifl9 and the;; \\
colonial system and the liberation of all colonial
hig~est ~o;r~3.l~t)r ~ate am?ng !he population,. Repulsive (~J
countries and p~\oples.
rl:l,clal dlscrlmmatlOn, w:q.~ch Insults and ~degrades the
'
dignity
of
ID,l:l,n,
is
practised
there
in
its
'Worst
:fOrnl~.
2. Our descendants, when studying the developmentof '
hu:mansociety, will have every justificationfor Galling
8. Can the United Nationsa'nd its Member States
the middle of' the 'twentieth century, after the great aCG~iesce in' this? Who but we ~\}:lould speak out for
October, Socialist Revolution, a significant epoch of
th~;' complete and prompt eli'mimi~.ion of colonialism
construction of a new world, a world of freedoDland
in'" all its forms and manifestations and thUG tdlfU
independen.ce of peoples.
the task entrusted to us of reaffirming faith in, humOOl
rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person
3. The dest1'llction of the most shameful phenomenon
and in the equality of rights of all nations great and .
in the life of mankind, colonialism, has become the
small?
sign of our times. During the lifetime of our generation the colonial system has suffered crushing blows.
9. On ~3 September 1960 [869thmeeting), tile ChairSince the Second World War, India, Indonesia, B~i.rma,
man of the delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Ceylon, Cambodia, the United Arab Republic,l't',aq,
Republics, Nikita Sergeevitch Khru~hchev, Chairman
Morocco, Tunisia, Ghana, Guinea and many otl~er
of. the Council of Ministers 01. thelrSSR, expressing
countries have thrown off the domination of the cothe will of millions of Soviet people, sub;l'nitted a
lonialists.. In 1960 alone, seventeen new States have . Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
burst their colonial bonds and gained independence.
countries and peoples [A/4502 and Corr.l] for conNow 1,500 million people, but lately languishing in
sideration by the United Nations General Assembly at
cplonial bondage, are following the path of national
itsfifteei{tb session.
regeneration.
(The speaker then read the text of dooument A/4502
4. The liberation struggle has changed the entire face
and Corr.l.JI J
.
of mqpern Asia. Tremendous, indeedhistor!.c, changes
have taken and are still t~ng place on the African . 10. "',Ihe extreme importance oftheprob~moflibera
ting the peoples and countries still rem~ining und>Jr
continent. Profound processes of national liberation
colonial domination s&"luld be obvious to all. The,time
are going on in the countries of Latin America, whose
has
come to make an en~of
" colonialism and free man~
peoples are rising with ever-increasing resolution
kind
f:om
this
Shameful
v~~ge of the past.
to fight imperialism. Close athand now is the complete
collapse of the' whole colonial system of impf-.>rialism,
11. Statem~nts to this eff~have been made at this
foreseen by, the best minds of mankind and predicted
session of the General ASsembly by Prime&linieter
bY,the great Vladimir nyich Lenin.
Nehru of India [880th meeting], President Nasser of
the 'United Arab ,Republic [873rd meeting], l?,resident
.5•. But colonialism is not yet dead. Not all States and
Sukarno
of the Republic of Indonesia [880th meeting].
peoples by any means ha";e liberated themselves from
President
Nkrumah of Ghana f869th meeting), Prime
colonial oppression and enslavement..
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vitally concerned. We know the great force of nationa:!_
!he Repu!>lic of Guinea [99~ra me?tism in th,? world today. Weh~ve seenhow the achieve;.;~,~~g]~/;;1\k./ Shukatry, Chairman of the S~a.t:h Arabian
m(mt of mdependence has given to the manymilliQh~
de1agation [879th meeting], and many- other repre...~~,o£![ people for whose administration we were once
sentatives.
responsible the incentive to develop their own countries
with
added energy and vigour. We have seen how it
12. Speaking in <"this chamber on 12 October 1960
hfls
given
them the opportunity by'taking their place
[902nd meetingl( Mr. Kh:roshchev, Chairman of the
here
in
the
United Nations to serve the world comCouncil of Ministers of t.lJ.e USSR, emphasized that the
munity
and
the
interests of international peace and
General Assembly should be fully aware that unless the
security. The example of the new natii)nS, great and
most urgent measures are taken colonialism is capable
small, of ~\frica and Asia has been a great stitnulus
of inflicting much more suffering and loss, ruining
to us in th() common effort which we share with tne
many more Inillions of lives and spawning armed con'"
people of the depe~1dent territories which still retnain.
fIicts and wars, creating a. threat to peace and security
It has ft!purred );Us forward in our policy of helping
not only in certain quarters of the globe but all over
them blJJ.ld strof!g an~l vigorous nations, undivided by
the world.
tribal, ~deologi('#al or racial strife and imbued with the
13. The Soyiet delegation regards as a good and enstrength which only freedom and prosperity can give.
couragingsign the unanimous decision of the General
18. I have been shocked, as I am. sure many repreAssembly [903rd meeting] to discuss the Declaration,
sentatives have been, by the mam\ler in which the
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
Soviet delegation and its friends have ~~ought to pervert
and peoples in plenary meeting, that is to sa~r? in the
for
their own purposes the ~eeply rol.\l genuinely felt
highest forum of the United Nations. This decision
desire for ~ndependenceof so many milUons of peoplecan be considered a new blow against cr/\onialism1 a
a desire which is supported and applaudedby the great
new viQtory for the peace-loving forces in the great
majority
of mankind. Both in the document which
struggle for peace and the freedom or peop.les.
Mr. Zorin read out to us this morning, in which the
14. 'The Soviet Union delegation expresses its firm
Soviet delegation asked for the inscription of this
belief that the fifteenth sesgivll of the General As'"
item, and in the speech with which the Soviet represembly will become a historic landmark on the road. sentative ope~e this debate, there is no. sign of' reco.gto the complete and fiDal liquidation of colonialism
nition of the .Iacts of the. situation which th,~y have
and that 1960 will rightfully be called not only the
caricatured. ~ heir only purpose seems to be to:gener"year of Africa'lt but also the year of the liberation
ate hatred rather than friendship, violence rather than
from colonial slavery of all peoples wherever they
peace, and chaos rather than order. ,/
lived-in Africa, Asia, Latin America, anywhere in the
19. The representative of the Soviet Union appears to
world.
wish to use this debate Simply as another occasion
15. The Declaration submitted by the Soviet Governfor vilifying my country and other Administering
ment is a document containing a programme for the
Powers and for ··'carrying the cold war into Africa, in
struggle (br the liberation of all colonial peoples. It . the hope that perhaps it can there be hotted up to his
defines the principa~ tasks and indicates the general
advantage. I must warn him that if I chose to follow
approach to the solution of this historic problem. We
suit, I would have mush better ammunition than he
. are convinced that the peoples of all continents and
has. Since 1939, some 500 million people, formerly
all delegations to this session that are anxious for a',
under British rule, have achieved freedom and indespeedy and radical solution of the historic task 01
pendence, and their representatives sit here.. In that
liquidating the shameful colonial system will SUI-\port
same period, ~he whole or part of six countries, with
this Declaration and its humanitarian, progressive
a population of 22 million, have been forcibly inprinciples as a noble and powerful appe&l for the
corporated into the Soviet Union; they include the
complete liberation of mankind from the shameful
world's three newest colonies; Lithuania, Estonia and
past, for the complete freedom and i,"\dependence of
Latvia. In addition the Soviet Union exercises ecoall colonial peoples.
nomic, political and military domination over millions
of other men and women in neighbouring cOllntries.
16. Mr. ORMSBY-GORE (United Kingdom): I think
efforts have been made by national moveCountless
my first duty should be to cong:ratulate Mr. Zorin
ments
in
countries
under Russian control to gain
on a very accurate reading of document A!4502, subAll
have
been suppressed. In Central
independence.
mitted by Mr. Kbrushchev on 23 September 1960.
Asia, we have seen examples of a colonial policy
1 followed the tex4 which I had read two months ago,
which,
as Mr. Khrushcbev himself told us at great
and I found his rendering clear and faultless, but I
earlier
in the session [869th meeting], hlil-fJ in
length
am. bound to say that I did not find it any more helpful
material
terms
been an outstanding success. He did
or constructive than whi;}n I first read it for myself
not teD. us of the mass deportationf-i of popu.lations
two monthG ,ago.
and the l"Uthless suppression of nationalities which
__
.·1. _
.
_
_.'
17• When.th~ delegation of #ti~<Soviet Union askedfor
went with it. I shall not harrow the feelings of this
the in.~,cription on our agenl.1a ,)f the item which we
Assembly by reciting the whole grisly c8,ta.lo1tue; one
are now considering, "DeQaaratlon on the granting of
or two examples must suffice. The so-called German
independence to colonial cd'untriles and peoples", Ihad
Autonomous Republic was abolished by a stroke ofthe \
hoped that the debate upon it Qould be made the occapen and the Volga Germans who inhabited it; were
sion of a serious discussion of the ways in which we
removed to various localities in the East. Thisl popucan all help to realize the aspi~ationsof those peoples
lous group was thus scattered and 1iquidate~ as a
who do not yet enjoy what is described in the Charter
community. Again, th~ .entire populations of th~,Cri·
of the United Nations as a "full measure of selfmean Tatar, Kalmyk and Checkev 1tAuton~im.ousl
government". This is an aspect of 'World affairs with
Soviet Socialist Republios,. amounting with some
which we in the United Kingdom have for .long been
smaller communities to nearly a million peopl,e••"
~~kou,rou;t" of
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925th meeting - 28 November 1960
20. 'rhe PRESIDENT: I call on the representatiVEt~of
the Sloviet Union on a point of order. Perhaps the
speaker at the rostrum would kindly stand aside while,
I deal with the point.
.
21. ¥r. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist~epublics)
(translated from Russian): Mr. PreSident, in l\\le state..
ment I just made I did not say one word a,pout the
United Kingdom;, I did not speak about that c6untl:'Y at

all.
/~-:;

-<'

22. The United Kingdom representative, however, has
just attempted to start a discussion of the internal
affairs of the Soviet Union. This is a violation of the
generally accepted principle that governs the work of
this Assembly. I ask you, Mr. President, to protect
the delegation of the Soviet Union and the delegations
of other countries against attempts to intervene in the
Soviet Union's internal affairs.
'

23. It is perfectly natural that the United Kingdom
representative should have nothing to say about the
"beneficent" effect the United Kingdom is having on the
colonial territories under what he called its "adminis"
tra.tion". There is, of course, nothing favourable that
ha ~an say in that connexion. However, attempts at
intervention in the internal affairs of the Soviet Union
, are inatixnissible; we must protest against them and
regard the ,use of such methods ,of discussion as ut~
terly illegal.
24. The United Kingdom representative said that he
wanted to avoid the cold war, but he was the first to
take this line in speaking from this rostrum. If he
, continues in the same vein he will receive an appro"
priate answer both from the Soviet Union and from the
other countries that are anXious to discuss the liquida"
tionof the colonial r6gimes. existing in the territories
dependent upon the colonial Powers, butwill not permit
intervention in the affairs of the peoples that exist
and act in freedom within the framework of the Soviet
Union and other socialist countries.
25. Ffhe PRESIDENT: The point of order raised by
the representative of the Soviet Union places the Chair
in somewhat of a difficulty. As all delegations here
are aware, charges and accusations of the kind against
which the representative of the Soviet Union .has just
protested' have !become only too common coin in our
discussions here in the Assembly. They are. not confined to anyone delegation or to anyone group' of
delegations. They ar'e made indifferently by many
delegations.
26. The purport of all charges and accusations ofthis
type, and in many cases their actual substance, is the
sam.e~ It is impossible for the Chair to discriminate
. between them. To rule some of them out of order and
others not would involve the Chair in a series of
arbitrary judgements which it would be impossible to
Jllstify. To rule them all out of order might rightfully
be regardeti as an :undue restriction of the right of
free expression. In these circumstances, the primary
responsibility falls on delegations themselves.
Charges and aecusations of the kind complained of
rarely add force to argument and do much to lower
the tone of the Aasembly's debates. I would appeal,
therefore, to the good jUdgement and the good sense
of delegations to refrain from making these charges
and .accusations gratuitously and, by so doing, to help
to keep the t!lne of this debate on a level in keeping
with -the importance of the subject matter.

27. I would ask the representative
dom kindly to continue.

oftheUnited~ingc,

28. Mr. ORMSBY-GO:RE (United Kingdom):
President, of course I will bow to your ruling.

Mr.

/'

29. I felt that we had certain charges made against
us. We had been called robbers; we had been told that
we indulged in ceaseless carnage, and so on. I. did
not think the words that I had used in reference to the
Soviet Union should have made Mr. Zorin oversensitive. But I am aware that the Soviet delegation does
not like discussion here of certain aspects of their
home policy, nor does the Soviet Government facilitate
the publication by the free Press of the world of the
facts about it. Very well; we have to accept that.
30. It is, a tragic fact that there is little which we in
the United .Nations can do to help these people under
Soviet domination, and it would be no service to the
peoples of the rest of the world who are passionately
concerned about their own desire for i~~endenceto
play ,the, sov,iet game, t,o, answer th~m ba.~k in their
own kind and thus to allow the affiirs otAfrica and
Asia to become lost underneath a barrage of charges
and counter charges. All I ask is that-the United
, Nations machinery for dealing with Trust and NonSelf..Governing Territories, and the strUcture of cooperation which has been builtup over the years, should _"
not be destroyed by the unconstructive andirrespons"
ible assaults of. the Soviet delegation and their friends.
For this reason, I do not propose to waste further
time on the draft declaration on this subject put forward by the Government of the Soviet Union.
"

31.. On the subject of colonialism, my''Govermnent
will listen with the greatest attention to the voices of
Africa and Asia; but we see no reason why our serious
discussions on this great subject should be degraded
by the calumnies and distortions which are the stock
in trade of the greatest oppressor of our day.
32. I am heartened that the African and Asian Members of the United Nations do not appear themseht~s
to regard the Soviet contribution,A;o our debates as a
particularlyseriousone,ca.nd that they intend to put
forward ,a draft declaration of their own. Let me say at
Once that the United Kingdom delegation is in· entire
,sympathy with what! know to be 'the feelings and .the fI"'"
main purposes of these delegations, the achievement if
with all possible speed of full self-government and /1
independence by those people who do not yet enjoy ~
these things. If we have sometimes had differences of . .}
opinion on this question, these have been differ$ncQ§/
of method and sometime.s of timing; they are(iiot
differences of intention. Th~y are differences which
can be discuased between Mein'ber States,spealdng as
equals and sR~:~ing in good faith, speaking, in fact,
as those who have the same goals in view.
33. Let us look objectively at the nature ot.the problem. We hear a 10tintheUnitedNations and elsewhere
of' the fact that colonialism is dying or that it is dis·
appearing.Of course it is, in those parts of the World
where we and'those who think like us bear responsibility. It is dying
the ,sense that the Phoenix died,
dying at li the moment of its greatest glory, when it "
gives birth to new nations. Indeed,in the sense ~~\t
colonialism i~volved the permanent subjection of one
people to another. it was already accepteclas an out--of-date political relationship by all those Who, like the
United Kingdom, sUbscribed without reservation to

in
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Chapter XI Q:f-fut};,United Nations Charter and have
pendencer all of,them in. Africa. That is trr'say that"
since honoured it in practice.
as regards people ·living outside the SoV'j:~t empire
650 million have achieved complete inQ.epEmdence inth~
34. I find it hard to improve upon the terms of Arpast fifteen years. The only people living within the
ticle 73 of the Charter as a description of the British
Soviet
empire who have gained their freedom are the
concept of the modern colonial relationship, which is,
few millions who have escaped from it as refugees.
by definition, a living and oonstantly evolving one and
Of those who remain in dependent territories, about
one which, by its very nature, must be rapidly re40 million live in Trust and Non-Self-Governing Terplaced by something new. Let me quote a few passages
ritories for which the United Kingdom is responsible.
from· this'article. We, the United Kingdom Government,
As far as we are concerned, these are the people whom
as an original Member of the United Nations, "recogthis debate is about.
nize the principle that the interests of the inhabitants"
of \ the Non-Self-Governing Territories "are para38. But in these, too, progress towards independence
is extremely rapid. Over two millfDn of them live in
mount". We "accept as a sacred trust the obligation
Sierra Leone, where, according to the representative
to promote to the utmost•.•the well-being oUhe inhabiof the Soviet Union speaking at the beginning of this
tants of these territories". We undertake "to ensure,
session, "the struggle for l~el'ation still goes on".
with due respect for the culture of the peoples con""'
ThiS particular "struggle" can\\best be described as a
cerned, ~ their political, economic, social and educa1t
figment
of the Soviet im.aginatiol.~ over-heatedperhaps
ti,onal advanceme.nt • In this connexion, I notice that
by the perusal of out-of-date Ma~,'Xist text-books and
Mr. Krishna Menon' of India observed in committee
the incantation of worn-out Lenitlist slogans. In fact,
the other day that we have never tried to turn other
the people of Sierra Leone kn0T,~ perfectly well that
people into Englishmen~ Moreover, we undertake "to
they will be independent in fiire months' time. The
develop self-government, to take due account of the
distinguished
Sierra Leonean Mxpister, who is already
political aspirations of the peoples, and to assist them
concerning himself with problellXls of foreign affairs,
in the progressive development of their free political
was here in New York a few w~eks ago sP.1dying the
institutions, according to the particular circumstances
problems of United Nations representation for a small
of' each territory and its peoples and their varying
country• Many delegations met~him. Three million
stages of advancement".
more of these people live in the Federation of the
35. These obligations we havehonou:r;ed, and the manWest
Indies, whiQll wf;ll also, without doubt, be inde"
ner in which we have done so is Imownto all the world.
in the near future. Nine million more live in
pendent
I think it is fair to say that the speed with which we
'ranganyika, the biggest territory for which the United
have developed self"'government has been remarkable,
Kingdom remains responsible'~mdwhere, according to
in the light of the expectations of the world in 1946..
the representative of the Soviet Union, there has been
The Committee onlnformationfromNon..Self-G9"iern....
"unending carnage". There has been nothing of the sort.
ing Territories has just reviewed the progr~~s made
there has been an inspiring example of harInstead,
in these territories during the first ten years. It has
mony
between
all communities in the Territory, a
observed, and rightly:
harmony which has already brought it to the verge of
itThe aspirations of peoples towards ~)e1f-govern lndependenge, with a. peaceful and exciting future bement or independ¥ne6-nave too ofteR fa:r outstripped . fore it. In response to a request from Mr. Ju!ius
Nyerere, Chief Minister of Tanganyika, the United
the pace of their ~conomicandaOi;ial advancement•.• t?
'
part
"..~'"
~
.
n!1~tl
,).i!'''J'"
Kingdom proposes to introduce, later in this very
[A/4371
.
", . , . .' l"We,.. :J:""_......--.... -;,,;.
;',_ ..-,.:.~: : ."
session of the General Assembly, a draft resolution
36. This is true. Economic and social progress,
designed to terminate the TrusteeShip Agreement for
though steady, has nowhere been as spectacular as
Tanganyika on its· attainment of independence, with
political progress. This does not mean. that political
effect from a date to be. agreed between the United
progress must ~r slGwed .down. Far from it~ No one
Kingdom Government and the elected leaders of T9Jlcan deny that p!'01;itical aclyance is affected by the
ganyika No one can doubt that that date will nofbe .
success of econorl,\!c and soCial policy, but independfar away; at least, it is not doubted in Tanganyika
ence cannot be •d~llayed unti1~:~ll economic and social
or in the United Kingdom. So, proceeding at their own
problems are s/i)1ved. Nor~ \of course, are these
pace and in their own way, the way of co-operation
problems solved /i automaticallyhy independence, and
and statesmanship, the people of Tanganyika are blazthere are other i;tems on our agenda which call attening the trail for the rest of East Africa.
tion to the need. for the United Nations to continue to
39. What, then, are the problems which remain? What
expand it.s work in the newly independent States to
is
so different about the remaining territories, the
help them tackle and solve the problems which remain.
ones which I .have not mentioned, which prevents them
from acceding to immediate independence? There are.
37.. Let us look for a. moment at the facts and figures
oi this political progress. It is people that we are I~hink, two differeJ;ltidnds of problem; they differ
a~co~ding to the cir~umstancesofthe territories conconcerned with, and not just territories; so the figures
cerned.
The first kjnd concerns territories which are
I will give are figures, of population. The 450 million
small and someti1~es isala.ted. There are no fewer
or so people who lived in India, Pakistan, Geylon,
than twenty-nine Non=Self-Governing Territories noW'
Burma1 all achieved indE.\pendence after the war. Not
under United Kingdom administration which have a .
counting these, the total population of the Trust and
population of under one million each. Fourteen of these .
Non-Self-Governing Territories of the world was in
have
a popUlation of less than 100,000. The people of
1946 .approximately 225 million. Ten years later it had
these small territories have to think carefully abput
fallen to approximately 125 million, a figure which
their future. There are many factors, different in each
inclUded a natural population increase in the remaincase, which may cause their people to hesitate about
ing territories of about 25 million over ,the period.
separate independence. They may be isolated geoSince 1956, the pace has further speeded up, and
graphically, with an economy barely sufficient to meet
roughly another 75 million have achieved their fnde-
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the expanding needs of their people. Thesepeople may ~ 4/1.. Here r must return 'to the theme which I stated
have no wish to sacrifice the ,economic and social
earlier. Every action of the United Kingdom in regard
progress to which tht)y are entitled in order to assume
to these territories is direct$f:!;c~wards the bUilding
of new nations, nations whiclr~w~l1 be\Vnited and free,
'responsibility for maintaining the~xpensive apparatus
of a modern independent State.
and through which the people can realize their aspirations for p~ace independence, prosperity and indi40. Alternatively, in some cases the people of these
vidual freedom.'It is' of fundamental importance totbe
te'rritories feel-justly or unjustly-threatened by a
future peace and prosperity of Africa that the counlarge ~)ld powerful neighbour•.,They fear that~eir tries of· that continent should retain their integrity, and
jndep~ndence might not long endure and that they mlg1?-t t
that their independence should not be followed by civil
unprotected, lose the political freedom which they now
war and economic collapse•

-------:----:-

48. In these last few yearsf',<during which we still
.enjoy.
41. The people of these small territories deserve our
retain a direct responsibility'for these te~ritories,
consideration just as much as those who liye in the
we are framing our policy in such a way that the dif..
great States of the world. They each have tneir own
ferent tribes and communities who inhabit these terripeculiar political problems, and we in the United
tories can learn confidence, and trust in each other.
Kingdom consider it as our solemn obligation, in acWorking all the time with the people, we are trying to
ensure before the date ofindependence is determined,
cordance 'With Article 73 b of .the Charter, to work
0.ut fi:i' the people concernedthe fO~1n of independence
that th~ new States will command the loyalty and the
which ill best satisfy their aspirations.,
energies of all tribes, all communities alike.'
42. The other day the Fourth Committee adopted, by
49. We think that this has' already been a,chieved in
a. majority of 62 t03,Y a draft resolution [A/C:4/
Tanganyika. In the neighbouring territories in this
L.648 and' Add.l] approving twelve principles, whIch
region of Africa certain fears still remain. The proare 'Cl} serve as a gUide to Member States in determincess is a delicate one. There are groups in all these
ing whether they are under an obli~ation to transmit
countries, sometimes African, sometimes European,
information to the Secretary-Generalin respect of
.sometimes Asian, w;o.o fear that independence when it
particular territories in accordance with Article 73 eof . comes will hurt them7The task is to dispel this fear,
the Charter. Principles VI, vrr, V1II and IX· refer to
as similar fears have been dispelled in count):"ies
the circumstances in which such territories can be
which have already achieved i,ndependence.
1(,
said to have reached a full measure of self-government. I will read out Principle VI:
50. In these territories, there ie no argument about
the right of the people to independence; there is no
"A n'on-Self-Governing Territory can be said to
argument whether the people will be independent o;r
have reached a full measure of self-government by: "
not. certainly they will. The only queEltion is when,
n(a_) Emergence as a sovereign independent State;
and the answer must be, just as soon as ther~arl be
confidence that the new nations will thriveJand that
n<Q) Free association with an independent State; or
their independence will be really effective and have
cl t 8t t "
real meaning and will not be sapped by internal
d
It(Q) Jntegration with an in epen en
ae •
strife or external pressure. The people ofthesecgun43. Principles vrr, vm ~cd IX go on, very properly,
tries want independence in the form which suits them,
to define with some care the circumstances in which
and not according to some ideological pattern imposed
free association or integration is acceptable as full
on them from outside. They want to avoid violence
self-government.
and chaos, for these things bring with them 'outside
44. An important point in these principles is that the
pressure and interference.
free and voluntary choice of such a status by the people
51. It is ou~ obligation to see that they achieve, their
concerned must be the result-.and I uSe the words of
genuine aspirations and to help them frustrate those
the draft resolution-of "informe'ij and democratic
who wish them ill. In this I am confident that we shall
processes". Now, these processes take time; although
have the support of the great majority of the Memperhaps, in comparison with an earlier age, not much
bel'S of the United Nations. I only wish that we c~ld
time.
have the support of all of them.
45. The United Kingdom is d()ing all it can to hurry
52. In view of sO:pl~ of the things which have be~n
on the processes of self-government as fast as Pos-said during this Assembly, I should like to emphasize
sible, but it would surely be a betrayal of the wholehnce again that the policy of the Un!i~ed Km6do~ in
spirit of Chapter XI of the Charter for us to say that
those parts of Africa for which we aj~e rel3poJ.llS:ible
the people of, for example, the Seychelles Islands, or
is a non-racial policy, as indeed it iIB(/;elsewhere in
the Gilbert Islands, should decide immediately what
the world.'~ To quote the ·-,words used by the United
form they wish their ultimate independence to take;
Kingdom representativef Mr. Selwyn Lloydf from. 'this
or, to take other examples, the people of Basutoland
rostrum at the fourteenth session, on 17 Septe~ber
Or Hong Kong.
1959:

46. So much for the smaller territories; let us look
now at the nature of the problems in the larger te;rritories which are still dependent. These are perhaps
lnore •important in the eyes. ofc:most Members of the
United Nations. They contain more people and they are
in Africa.
?J See Official

Reeords'of the General Assembly. Fifteenth Session,

.E2urth Committee. lQ45th m.eeting.

1.\

"In those territories whe,;re diffel;'ent races. or
tribes live side by sid~, the task is to ensure 1nat
all the people may enjoy security and freedom' and
the chance to contribute as individuals to the progressand well-being of these countries. We re3eot
the idea of any inherent ~l,~eriodty of one race
over another. Our policytl~,<lrerorelsnoh-racial;
it offers a future in which Africa:D:s, Europeatts,
ASi&1ls, the peoples of, the Pacific candothers with
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whom we are concerned, will all play their full
part a~ citizens in the cOHntries where they live,
and in 'Which feelings ofrtlce will be submerged in
loyalty:, 'to new nations. ft [798th meeting, para. 30.]
53. To sum up, we believe that the peoples of dependent territories should advance to self-government
and independence af;: fas~ as is hutnaJlly possible. We
believe that new nations should be strong andprosper. ous and at peace with themselves and theirneig~bours.
Well hold these beliefs 'because, to us, they ar,: manifestly right, and because we know that the peoples of
these countries ardently d~sire these i:b-kigs. But we
also hold these beliefs bec'a,use they; are in our own
interests, and indeed in the\illteres,~$ of every one of
'Us· represented' in this Assembly ~ "'If the new nations
are .strong and peaceful, they have a great contribution to make to world peace, which is indivisible. If
th~:y are prosperous and dynamic in their progress,
the;.'r have a great contribution to make to the raising
of standards of living, to the development of world
resources and to the progress and well-being ofmankind as a Whole. These are the deeply and sincerely
held beliefs of the British people. For many years
they have guided our actions toward the peoples of
countries overseas. Onthem Will continue to b.e founded
our cotn.tt!0n. efforts, until we ·have achieved the. goals
of oU,r policy and they, the peoples of these countries,
have realized their national aspirations.
54. Mr. CARDOSO (Congo, Leopoldville) (translated
from French): It is painful for the delegation of the
=So!1go to have ,to speak after a clash beteeen two
powe~l delegations. It was not enough that we had to
enter tl:l,~ United Nations through an emergency door;
we also H~d to receive our baptism of fire.
55. Howe~T~r, Mr. President, we wishtothankyouand
all those ~\tto have made it possible for us to speak
here.
..
\\

'\

56. On 22 NO\1elllheJ! 1960 the General Assembly decided [924th meeting] that the representatives of the
Republic: of the Congo (LeqpoldVllle) would not onlybe
recognized bere but woul~':~Jsohave the right to speak.
Having been unanimously :admilled to membership in
the United Nations on 20Sep~~D1Df~r 1960 [864thmeeting], the RepUblic of th~· Cong(ficould no longer be
denied the rigr,t to make i~ts voice heard.
57. While all MeJI).'be:rs o{ the Organization have used
and even. abuse4. the right to speak about the Congo,
some of them going so far as to speak in its na.:rhe, it
must be aclmowledged that this ri..~ht belongs, in the
first place, to the Congolese themselves. No olie is
better qUalified to speak of the Congo than the Congolese, who are the first to suffer from the Government
crisis which has lasted all too long.
.
58. Tli~cdeci~(jn of 22 NoV'3X1lber gave international
confirmation 'to the undisputed authority of our coun"
try's highest institutiOn, the office ofthe Head of State.
The Congolese people is resolved to defend all the
institutions which it has freely· ,chosen. Our Head of
State, President Kasa-Vubu, Wh6 has been recalled to
Leopoldville by duties W~1ich. permit no delay, has
ask~A lll~ to cOl\~ey to. the General ASfJembly his
.. 0e,~ret 'that he could not himseUexpress his satisfaction at the dGcf~Jon of 22 November,\)and he has asked
ro..~ to read the follOWing message to the AssemblsT,\:·)'
~'rhe :Republic of the Congo fully appreoiates the
assletance Which the United Nations has decided to
.

I
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afford it in this exc~ptionally difficult period of its
history. It realizes now great are the sacrifices in
men and money which several· Member StateEhare
making in order to help bring about the successful
solution of critical problems.
11

against com
adrl that no f
Government
Taiwan is a

ftIn expressing the hope that this assistance will
COntinue; I. undertake, as Head of the COl'lgolese
State, to do everything in my power to make the
best use of it >for the sake of peace and progress in
the Congo. More than any other country, the Congo
needs national unity and agreement. At the proper
tinle, all persons of good will who can contribute to
this task will be called upon to do so. n
.59. That is the message from, the President of our
Republic. You must understand that the Congolese
p~ople, in its determination to free itself from imperialism in any form, is in the pay of no one. It is
both futile and insulting to preach that any re-volution
which does not embrace a particular ideology m.ust
inevitably be condemned by history.
60. The dialectic whose intellectual legitimacy has
never bean a,clv..1owledged by some, does not seem to
tolerate any surprise. The Congo, alas, n-~ a country
of surprises. Imperialists of all persuasions have
opposed each other there and have all failed lament·ably. The Congolese people has. defeated colonialism'
once and for all. The colonialists of the West and
East alike, too .long accustoJ:1ed to thinkin~.of Africa
as the perfect country for colonization, now se~m.bent
on "dacolonizlng" it. In obedience to the wave of new
ideas, they intend to ftdecolonize ft at any 90st,as if to
ease their consciences. But Africa remalIi~ vigilant
and refuses to be taken ·in by the pedlars of good
intentions•
6.1. It was these same pedlaJ;s of goot.' intentions who
yesterday devastated our countries with the hateful
slave-trade' and with colonialism.. They are the ones
who today promise us the moon an.d the stars. They
act as though they were dealingnotonlywith economic
and social under-development, but alsowith congenital
intellectual under-development.
62. Africa, howev.er, is on the alert to prote~t its
freedom and cultural personality. All peaceful means
will be used to promote the unity of Africa, and the
magic of mere words and slogans will not prevail
against it. Tomorrow Africa" one and indivisible, will
release from . colonialism the peoples still under
arbitrary rule, for it cannot be the only continent of
"decolonization". Tomorrow AfrIca will give the world
a more human aspect, so that the tr'.J.ehope of mankind,
to live in peace, may not be disappointed.
63. The PBESIDENT: I Gall upon the representative
of China 'in exercise of the right of reply.
64. Mr. LW (China): In the wild and far-rauging
distortions in his statement, the reRresentative of the
Soviet Union made a reference to Taiwan againstwhich,
he said, "the United States has committed aggression"•.
I did not wish at that moment to interrupt the orderly'
proceedings of the Gerteral Assembly by table-thumPing or otherwise raisblg a point of order, but Task
for the floor now in my 6.."Cercise of the ~ight of reply to
say' that the United States military personnel onTaiwan
are there by the invitation of my Govermnent in connexion with my Government's programme'~9fd~}~nce

-
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against communist aggression in that area. I need not
adu that no Soviet distortion can alter tho fact that the
Government of the Republic of China now based on
Taiwan is an independQ,nt and sovereign Government,

.
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and it is 'utter falsehood to allege that the United
States has committed aggrel3sion against China.

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m.
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President: Mr. Frederick H. BOLANO (Ireland).

AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting ~f independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)
1. The PRESIDENT: The General Assembly will continue its consideration of the item entitled "Declarationon the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples".
2. Before calling on the next speaker inscribed on
my list, I give th6 floor to the representative of Portugalin exercise of his right of.reply.

3. Mr. GARIN (Portugal): Mr. President, maylthank
you for granting me the right of reply. It is for my
delegation a matter of deep regret that the representative from the Soviet Union has thought it appropriate
to blur this debate-a debate which should be solely
concerned with the discussion of general principles
and high ideals-by coming here and making remarks
and statements which certainly are not a contribution
\ to harmony and agreement. Indeed, the representative
of the Soviet Union has made accusations which my
delegation must reject categorically. Iti~notsurprising that such vilifications should be made by the
delegation of the Soviet Union: as we all know the delegation of the Soviet Union is always at its,best when
indulging in sub-standard propaganda, and when addressing to others certain accusations which more
properly should be directed elsewhere, namely, to
themselves.
.

,4. My delegation strongly rejects and emphatically
protests against the statements made in regard to
Portugal qy the representative ~f the Soviet Union.
They are entirely baseless aild, shouldthe representative of the Sovie't Union p:tetend to prove them, he
would have to offer still more fabrications.
5. The Soviet representative accused my country of
carrying out unending reprisals in the Portuguese
Overseas Provinces and of practising forced labour,
virtual slavery, colonial tyranny a-ad the like. These
are outrageous slanders and my delegation, on behalf
of the Portuguese nation and its Government, vehemently denies such accusations and once again repudiates everyone of them.

_ . _ - - - - - - - - -_ _

ment-ahe is likelY"to stop at nothing for ,as long as he
senses that this forum renders him a degree of
immunity.
'
7. We take pride in the unceasing toil and work that·
for nearly five centuries of Common history we have
achieved overseas-it has been the work of maintaining order, organizing.community life, promoting economic development, providing education at all levels,
investing capital, and raising living standards. However, one thing is certain: at l~ast, the progress and
development which we brought and are still bringing
into our Overseas Provinces was not and is not done
by methods which are repugnant to the conscience of
mankind nor by violations of human rights. We have
not and we will not achieve progress throughsubjugation of peoples and territories, physical and moral
slavery,complete political repression, deportations of
people "en masseD, forced migration, absolute lackof
freedom-political or intellectual-constant threats
against other nations and peoples, exploitation of the
we/elk, and, so on.
8. I hope that the Soviet representative will under';;'
stand why I objected to his irresponsible remarks
about PortugMt;=!Iowever, if he insists on fictitious
and uttei~ly\,ililWarrantedremarks about a so-called'
Portuguese{colonialism, I will be compelled to return
here in due course to remind him and to elaborate
on acertaintJ.'Pe of colonialism, Which, I am sure,
he is very familiar wiU\tJ
.
/1

9. Mr. NONG KIMNY (Cambodia) (translated from
French): .I have the honour to submit formally to the

General Assembly the draftdeclarationonthegranting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples contained in document A/L.323, on behalf ofthedelega..
tions of Afghanistan, Burma, Cambodia,Ceylon,Chad,
Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Jordan, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Morocco, Nepal,
Nigeria, Paldstan~ Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Togo,'I'uuisia
and Turkey.

10. Since the text was distributed, three other delegations-those of' Cyprus, Mali and the United Arab
Republic-have joined the co-sponsors .[A/L.323/
Add.1].
11. In submitting this draft declaration, we wish to
inform the General Assembly that we have 'taken the
greatest ca~e in,drafting it and giving itits final form.
In preparj~g it we' have tried, in ~rtlcular, to find
formuIaF,' aad solutions which we hope will be acceptable to the greatD13.jority of delegations, iftiotto the
entire General Assembly. The co-sponsors of the
document therefore appeal to all delegations to con'"
sider it with open :minds, as a means of putting an
end to a situation which is. now an anachronism in the
history of mankind,the domination of one country py
another and the exploitation of one, people I,by an,.other..

G.When the Soviet represent2.tive becomee; intoxica.ted with the' high sound of his irresponsible words~ ,particularly when be feels that the Assembly. will
12. Since the historic Bandung Conference of 1955,
~lerate his verbal abuse 'of my country and Governenormous progress has been made in applying the
.,
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principles laid down at that fir~t~eeting of the Afriand, I m~~ladd, a force designed primarilyto hold up
can-Asian countries. We are anxious that the present
the developlli~l1~ of the colonial peoples whene\Ter
draft'declaration should be yet another step forward I) development was not seen to be essential, in one way
in the il~resistible process of the emancipation of
or another, to the development ofthe colpnial interests.
peoples. We hope that all the countries concerned,
It was· therefore basically a force opposed to those
especially those resPQnsible for the future of 1~e
peoples' development, antagonistic to that de\Teloppeoples who are still dependent, will see their way"'~o
ment, a force· based on pl'inciples which often paid no
support this declaration; and in our desire to ensure
heed to the fate of the subject peoples.
peaceful development and a bl{1)ght future of freedom
20. This does not mean, by the way, that a settler
for all peoples who have not yet gained independence,
was
by nature a contemptiblee~loiter; not neceswe have kept the language used mour draft deClaration '
sarily so. He was like so many other kinds of men; he
strictly in conformity With that of the United Nations
might,
as an individual, be as pleasant as the next,
Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human
as
helpful
and as good as the exploited bla.ck person.
Rights.
The trouble was inherent in the very nature .of his
13.· Since I am. speaking now solely to submit our
status and of the colonial system, which sought to
exploit the conquered countries in--wbatever manner
draft declaration formally, I have the honour to inform
'you that the co-sponsors. resel"ve the right to speak
would be best for production, profit arid,a r~assuring
absence of trouble.
' . .
again in order to present their views. I should also
Iiketo say that it seems probable that other delega21. In its pursuit of this purpose, the colonial system
tions, which are now waiting for instructions from
was,
by its very nature, in the opposite camp to the
their'GOvernmenta, will join us later as co-sponsors
peoples. It unconsciously, but justifiably, con..
colonial
of the draft.
sidered any real progress and any awakening of the
14" ~r. VAKIL (Iran) (translated from French): There
colonial peoples as a real threat to its own existence, ,"
is no doubt that the debate which began this morning
and it did not allow those peoples to develop. except in
is of exceptional historical importance. Colonialism is
so far as their development wal,3 essential to its own
in itS last throe~,as a·result'of the irresistible and
existence, and only in whatever conditions ofpeace and
irreversible movement ofpeoples towardS full emancistability, or rather social stagnation, were most
pation; and here we ~l1'e, the peoples of the United
suitable to the colonial system.'
Nations, giving historic expression to this universal
moment of truth.
.
22. 'Colonialism" iIrltially imposedbyforce, very soon
became a highly complicated system of direct or in15. It is a :moment between a past of inequality and
direct political and economic domination of all the
a" glorious ,future, in which all peoples of theworld
less developed peoples. Hence, accordingtothekindof
seem resolved to re-esfablishhuman brotherhood, now
interests concerned and the ad\Tantages. to be gained,
won back at last, and to work 'together for their com- . the colonial Power would resort either to direct con'"
mon haPRiness, on a footing .ofequality and the solitrol of the subject territories, or to indirect contrOl,
darity. of free men.
by systematically supportingrullng classes whichwere
kept in" power to defend colorual interests againSt the
16. As the representative of one of' the oldest free
indigenous peoples.
and independent States in the world-though it is
situated in a continent which has for longbeen ravaged
23. \Vhatever the 'method of controlling these terri...
by the curse of colonialism....l am deeply aware of the
tories
applied by the metropolitan country, colonialism
great honour it is for me to be able to put my coun- .
succeeded
through this COntrol in 'establishing and
try's views on the problem before us.
r;
maintaining powerful machinery designed to bring in
17. At tbismoment, when the victorious struggle of
the greatest possible profits;· regardless of the in-,
thec9olonial peopleS)Jas brOUght about the,~disintegra~ terests of the indigenous inhabitants. So the coloniat
tio#'of the. colonialsystsm, and when more than fortysystem, by the support it gave to the forces of social
fi<1ecountries have become independent since the
reaction in subject territories and to ,tribal classes
establishment of the United Nations, over 100 million
and hierarchies which would otherwise have disapof our brothers· and sisters are still experiencing
peared, distorted the dynamic working of the forces
the horrors of a system which has infIict~dindescrib of change and froze political and social development
aqle sqffering~ondependent peoples.
at the primitive stage. This is why colonialism must
be held responsible for the considerablebackwardne€ls
18.; Before I begln to discuss colonialism, it may be
useful, Itbink, to try to define it. Colonialism might , of .the dependent countries in relation to the general
progress throughout tlie world, and for the tragic gulf
be defined as a poUtical and economic system im..
between
these dependent countries. an.d the industrialposed and maintained by foreign Powers onthe national
izedcountries.
.
territory of other peoples, its main feature in those
territories being 'the arbitrary establi~hmentofa sYs24. ~,order to maintain and :increase its profits, to
temintroduced from outside,. without the consent of
protect colonial enterprise against all risks and danthe· peoples administered, and designed mainly to ser\Te
gers and to perpetuate its rule, colonialismwas forced
the interests ofth~ administering Powers.
to perpetuate an order. based essentially on social
stagnation and the maintenance of the:§.tatusguo, and,
19. As this definition ~hows, one ofthe main features
marked
by the paralysis of the forces of progress.
of colonialism has beeti the use of force With or withFor these purposes· the colonial r~gime ~edsuch
out provocation, either brute force. or force cleverly
devices~ as racial discrimination, enslavem.entby
disguised in the best paternalistic traditions. We can
humiliation, fear and ignorance,explQjtation under
say, without danger· of partiality,. that colonialism,
stripped of its trappings. ~s a system established
paternalistic labels·· and other practices calculated to
deprive the man living ~dercoloniali$mofbis identity
by force, .and then deV'eloped; beco;rning more subtle,
and hwnan dignity. Ast haye said, it permittedn()
and· even in a way, more humane~· likewise by force
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progress of subject peoples unless such progress was
seen to be essential to its own existence.
25. It is, of course, true that, to serve its own purposes and to exploit the wealth of conquered territories in the manner best suited to production, profit
and relative absence of trouble, colonialism introduced
features typical of more advanced societies.
26. Here, obviously, colonialism could hardly escape
the general law of contradiction inherent in every
living process. This is also a point which must be
brought out if we are to understand the complex and
sometimes misleading nature of the colonial problem.
It would be a mistake to carry hatred of colonialism,
however understandable, to the pointofsimplydenying
or refusing to recognize the undoubtedly useful features
produced by and inherent in the very exploitationsystem itself. It is by no means true that colonialism
has done absolutely nothing in the colonies. We personally feel that colonialism has undeniably made
definite contributions, some of them of the greatest
importance for the later development of the colonies.
However, we must at once make clear the nature of
these contributions and put them in their historical
setting, in order to avoid confusion and distortion
of the truth. Any objective analysis of the facts will
thus show clearly that the so-called benefits of the
colonial system, far from being essential features of
colonialism, are simply its inevitable secondary consequences, and are caused by the very contradictions
in the system.
27. It is important to carry this analysis further.,
The source of the contradiction lay in the actual development of modern society and in the needs of a
system of profitable exploitation of colonial countries.
This meant, among other things, that the peoples had
to play a greater part in the colonial enterpriSE(.
The system needed labour which was not only cheap
but also skilled and properly organized. It had to set
up what has been called the economic infra-structure
necessary for the development of transport, commerce and the economy in general. It could not do
without roads, buildings, schools or even hospitals,
all of which are now part of any large-scale, efficiently
run and expanding commercial enterprise. As I say,
these indisputable featuras of colonialism, although
they are there for all to see, are not evidence of any
sacred miSSion of the colonial Powers, but are to be
explained as the inevitable consequences of a system
based essentially on profit and the colonial interests
concerned. These same consequences were also to
bring about the gradual disintegration of the system.
28. The contradictions inherent in the colonial system, in fact, became more apparent as the system
enlarged its horizons. The development of means of
communication, the esm.blishment of urban centres,
the introduction of the new system of trade and organized labour, as well as such things as the gradual
impoverishment of the indigenous peoples, were strong
enough to break out of the framework artificially
maintained by the settlers and finally led the colonial
peoples to self-awareness in the face of the whole
phenomenon of colonialist rule.
29. The revolutionary changes which followed the
Second World War and affected the fate of about 1,500
million persons belonging to the Asian peoples gave a
new impulse to the independence movement of the
African peoples. In a sense, they served to bring to
a head what I have called the secondary consequences
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of socialism. Those who had been trained and schooled
for the deliberate purpose of serving their former
masters more diligently became aware oftheirhu:rnan
and national strength and refused to be used as the
instruments of their own ruin.
30. So the African awakening, whichhasbeenthe most
important feature of the history of the black continent
over the past fifteen years, pitted against colonialism
in Africa a force of such power I scope and lightning
development that it has surprised not only the colonialists but sometimes those who set it in motion, namely
the prime movers of the African emancipation movement.
31. During the period which followed the African
awakening after the Second World War, there was a
certain confusion in the colonial camp. Was brute
force to be stepped up and were the old colonial
methods to be continued, with still heavier oppression
and repression? Would it be better to adapt them to
the more democratic climate of the time? Or bad the
time come to make an agonizing reappraisal of the
traditional methods and simply to keep pace with the
troublemakers?
32. The foreign and colonial offices had never seen
such extraordinarily swift deployment of forces which
they could not even understand. And, while they tried
one solution after another, each testing wbat seemed
to it the most effective way of dealing with the situation, the peoples themselves continued the struggle,
wbich grew like a snowball and threatened to become
a general movement going beyond the purposes which
the colonial peoples had set for themselves.
33. As may be imagined, the political conditions
arising out of the cold war were not likely to make it
easier to deal with the more and more threatening rise
of the anti-colonial tide. Those who had a clearer
sense of history and more practical vision decided at
this point to adapt their thinking to the new conditions
and to achieve the only possible balance capable of
maintaining positions which had become precarious.
Some suoh concern would appear to have been beltind
the famous "new wind of change" policy in Africa,
which the Africans, though they realize its nature,
have welcomed. It is a true expression of the real
forces concerned, since it exists, clearly, first and
foremost because of the courage and struggles of the
African peoples for independence, and also because of
the practical good sense and enlightenment of the
colonial Powers concerned.
34. The United Kingdom, feeling this wind of change,
is .breaking up its former colonial empire with undeniable success, and often with the effective cooperation of the peoples concerned. In this England
has once again shown its political genius for adapting
itself to the changing conditions of the times.
35. It is this wind of change that has brought France,
with glory and success, to restore to most of its
former African possessions the great principles born
of the French Revolution and of its rights of man and
of the citizen.
36. The admission to the United Nations of ten new
States, all members of the French Community, does
credit to the courageous decolonization operation un.dertaken by the Fifth Republic. Let us hope that this
wind of change will be strong enough to blow, not only
through the former French territories which have
already been freed, but also through other territories
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37. Thus in the annals of colonialism the w:i.ndof
cpange is a new phenomenon which has come to stay.
It,_ is an expression of this moment of truth when
colonialism, realizing the implications of the emancipation movement and the new andonlypossible balance
of forces,sees no alternative but to make an agonizing
reappraisal. of its general attitude towarcIa the very
problem of the colonial system.
38. Colonialism, V?hich had. been more or les'sfirmly
founded on brute force-the most efficacious and practical instrument of supremacy at the time-is turniIig
to anew strategy. Instead of opposing the tide, it will
now follow the tide. Instead of stopping it with a force
which is no longer effective, colonialism will try to
use it 'in a neW' way, seeking to co-operate with the
former rebels and trying now to maintain, as far as
possible, its only remaining bastion~namelyits economic and technical supremacy.
39. It is of the greatest theoretical and practical
importance for the' under-developed peoples to study
tlle complex features of this vJind of change which has
begun to blow through Africa and has opened the last
chapter of colonialism. This wind must hot deceive
the African people by its freshness or by the new
sense of dignityand freedom itbrings them. Nor should
it be n~glected and simply opposed, just because it
rises in the white hills of the West. J1ilHe every historical fact,a.nd like colonialism itself, ~t is made up
of opposing forces. It is our tasl$:, as the peoples of
the developing countries, to turn it to the best E,dvantage without falling into the snares of inexcusable
credulity or of an anachrOliistic and dogmatic orthodoxy.
40. The colonial peoples, I am sure, will tackle this
. new situation, with all its inherent hopes anddangers,
its possibilities in the way of co-operation, its pitfalls and dilemmas. But this will of course require
great vigilance and discernmeb" I.,;verywhere. For the
cp;ns1;rnctive and .promising aspects of 'the wind of
c1iange are, after all, only an intelligent reaction to
and a realistic estimate of the new balance which
history has imposed on the colonial Powers. It should
be welcomed and enQottraged wherever it truly and
effectively expresses a realistic ~nd enlightened sense
of history and is based on the premise, now evident
and well estab~shed, that no kind of political enterprise can'last in the context of tyranny and the subjugation of peoples.
41. It would be a very different ~g if other Powers ,

more obstinate and less imaginative, were to look on
the wind of change as a simple tactical manreuvre,
regarding it in Machiavellian terms as a safety valve
to be opened when the pressure reached the point of
explosion. The even~or the past year have revealed
two significant tendencies in the colonial situation at
its present stage of development. On the one hand,
they have familiarized us with the more intelligent,
long-term policy of the wind of chalilge; on the other
hand,they have shown us once mOJr:e that, in their
desperate struggle for existence, coJlonial vested interests have more than one trick up 'their sleeve and
that neo-colQnialism is a very much more cunning,
and hence far more dangerous, child than the parents
who gave it birth.
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in which this sincere effort is still held back by
unwa:rranted vested interests.
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42. In point of fact, traditional colonialism as such ' . /
Gan h~nceforth be considered as a historical pheqome_
non belonging to the past. Even if in some terrJtories
it dS 'still rampant and still provokes crises marked
by the blood and tears of the indigenous people, even
if it still exists in a considerable number of tertitories, with a total, population. of 100 million, the
colonial system as a whole is already on its de~thbed, already breathing its last, and its hysterical
outbreaks of violence show even more clearly that its
end is near and inevitable.' Thus it is not the old
colonialism, asthmatic and with one foot'in the grave,
that now threatens to deprive peoples of genuine independence; but the young and virulent neo-colonialism.
With its complex network of political, economic,
ideological and other weapons, neo-colonialism is .out
to defend the same interests over the corpse of the
old-style colonialism. The nature and purpose of both
are the same, and on the whole only the tactics seem
to have changed~ to fit in with the political, economic
and psychological requirements of the modern world.
No one should be deceived by appearances, and precisely for that reason,as long ago as 1955, at Bandung,
all the African and Asian peoples decided to denounce
colonialism, solemnly declaring it, in all its ,forms
and manifestations, ·to be an ~vil which must be quickly
broUght to an end.
-

43. There is no doubt that the vested interests which
caused the colonial scourge to appear in the world and
have enabled it to endure will continue to exist long
after colonialism itself has been eliminated. Hence it
is to be expected that they will refuse to submit to the
verdi9t of the liberated peoples and will do everytbinp;
they can 'to return to the scene and recreate colonialism. in new forms better suited to the conditions of the
modem world. This being so, it is imperaave tbat the
peoples concerned shoul5i continue to extend their
struggle against the colonial phenomenon to all forms
of colonialism,> whether economic or political, which
directly or indirectly threaten their national sovereignty and the wor~ba of the democratic institutions
derivingtherefrom.
'
44. The problems and circumstances to which I have
referred show clearly that the whole question of
colonialism is far from being simple. Ithas theoretical
aspects which particularly call for study so as to enable
the peoples of the world to follow its development
better as time goes on and to' prepare themselves to
confront the dangers it presents. But such a study
would be altogether outside the scope of this' debate.
With your permission, therefore, I shall try as briefly
as possible to put forward s()me considerations of a
general natu:v~ and to deal with the main practical
problems which face us today, seeking at the same
time to establish certain principles which we feel
should be brought to the attention of the Member States
concerned.
45. (1) Let me say once more what pleasure it gives
my country to note that this year seventeen former
colonial territories have come to swell our rankS as
fully. sovereign and independent Members. It. is a
brilliant victory, not only for the peoples concerned,
but also for the international community as a whole,
and, of course, for the United Nations.. It is obvioUS
that the contribution of new states not only strengthens
the position and prestige of the United Nations, but is
also an importantfactor in ensuring international peace
and security. '
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46. (~~ While recognizing the, merits' and p~gre~slve whole world.lf~)ey take place,anda:r.-ecarried on ,~~a
nature of the efforts recently made by ceitam Ad... "friendlyatmospli~re,thereiseveryreflson tQ belitw:e
nrlnisOOring Powers to lead a large ~wnber of OOrti- :;/;~t ,an era of fritltful co..-operationfot' the common
tories under their administration towards independgood could come about; and that would not ,bea deence, my delegation hopes that the policy of defeat, but a yictory.for all.
I(
colonization' thus begun will ~e adopted and followed
50. The 'very natural suspici6ns, of both,
by all Powers administering o\~er~eas territories and
misunderstandings
t (the muwal recrimination$~co~!d
will be extended to all colonial territories where the
~ical
indigenous peoples are still deprived of the fundamental
us~ grad,uall,Y di,sa,P,~ea,'X", in, an a,tmos,phe"r,e,ma,
, ,,',rked bY,'
joinr~efforts 'on the ~!t of the free' and independent
t its
right of se;l.f-deternlination. By virtue of this recogpeo)les to create ~ new community of nations, free
l oldnized rig~tof all peoples,they freely determine their
fr~m unjust bon~ge" fr~e ~ racial or otherpreaye,
po~tical' . status and freely pursue their economic,
judices, and free ~om the' tyranny of things and of
ridesocial and cultural development. Article 1, paraII,~'
men.
\\
lsm.
graph 2, of the draft International Covenants onHwn~
mic,
Rights, already adopted by the' Third Committee oftlle
51. Such a policY of co-0pt1ration is, in our view, the
lout
General Assembly, recognizes further that:
only on(3 which can help the former colonial peoples , '
f the
to follow their course of dev«i'lopment without discord
both
"The peoples may, for their own ends, freely disand enable th~m to solve the problems, particularly
eem
pose oftbeir natural wealth and resources 'Without the economic problems, which" will arise along this
>mic
prejudice to any obligations arising out ofinteJrarduous .path. It is also the only one which can lay
>rld.
national economic co-operation, based upon the pr1.nthe foundations of a solid 'and lasting peace, in the
prcciple pf mutual benefit and inte:rnational law. In no
regions con~ernedand iD. the whole ,world. If,by
lung,
case 1,113.y a people be deprived of its own nieans of some misohance, such co-Qperation is not achieved in
unce
subsistence." Y .
time" and,if the deoo.te °doos not proceed on a ~Sis' of
equality and mu~lconfiden:ce,itis to be feared;f;J1at
lrms
47. (3) The United Nations is to be congratulated on
the whirlWind)) of events will engulf all men.of goodWill
lckly
its contribution to the movement tpemancipate the
a~d 'open th~r door to tyranny, which alone in suCh
peoples of Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories
cl1"cwnstanc~F would be capableofpu~ganen.d to
and on its support for the principle of self-determinarhich
the
chaos thu.s
unleashed. ,
tion. The International Trusteeship System, and a
/1
land
dynamic interpretation of the spirit;of Chapter XI of
52. All ~ib~les, therefore, and allfieeand indelong
the
Charter,
have
proved
effective
meanS
of
helping
pendent
States, particularly the AdminisWring Powers,
,ce it
progressive
emancipation
and
these
peoples
to
achieve
must recognize this complex ,situation, wb!chisas
o the
preparing th~mgradually for independence. It is, howfraught with danger as it ·is fu1lofopportunities for
I:hing
ever J regrettable to note that in 'this field the resistance
co-operation. To this end they mUSt estabv'sh and
tUalof certain Administering Powers to the constructive develop theft" relations Withtheformer col<>nialPaoples
,f the
efforts of the United N('l.;tions and their systematic
on the :fuD.darhental,sacred prjnciple that all peoples
.t the
policy
of
meeting
the
liberal
spirit
of
the
Charter
with
without
exception have an inalienable right to complete "
their
a
narrow
'and
outmoded
interpretation
of
the
letter'
of
independence, to ,the exercise of sovereignty and to
>rm.s
the Charter have had this effect of reducing consider- ~e integrity of their national territory, and on this
(hich
ably, and, eVfdn paralysiIlg, the possibilities of action ~\sis are determined t:> take their destinies into their
Iverby
the international community"
'
oWh=han~., in complete fr~edom.,withoutanypressm:e
tions
from
ou~i~. They t'J.ust realize once and for all
48.(4) World development, particularly during the
past fifteen years, shows unquestionably thatin present that the geire~almovementofpeoples tawarpg,complete ,',
have
emancipatiori>.~ an irre\7arsible and irresiStible phe..
circUt"nstances the conditions necessary for lasting
In of
international co-operationbised on respectforfunda!"',; nomenon and ~'a.tanyattempt, either direct or llidirect,
ltical
menml human rights not only run parallel to, but ,~re to resist it is ifot only immoral and cont1FJ.ry to interlabIe
identical with, the essential conditions for preserving n,ational law,but is doomed inad~~,6 to c,ortain
ment
failure. They must have confidence re all peoples
the legitimate economic and political interests of the
es to
great Powers. The incomprehensible insistence of and abstain from any interventiop of a pglitical,eco;tudy
some Powers on maintaining certain colonial prac- nomic or other kind in their internal 'affairs. ?;he
bate.
tices which in the past proved successful methods of ' free ~oples and the Powers which were and still are
'iefly
achieving colonial ends, cannot today.but ruin the last responsible for admini~teringthe colonial ter;dtories
lofa
chances of Co-Opel"ation between the developing peoples must do all that is ,in their power to workd!!or the
:tical
success of this historical movemept, on wh1c,h' the
and the more privileged Powers.
;ame
future and the happiness ofall mankinQ ~S'!y depend.
49. More particularly, itls ofthe greatest importance
feel
that countries inspired' by the ideals of liberty and '53. (5) The present situation thus imp<>se~'}a\v retates
democracy shpuld yield to the evidence ofa new order sponsibilities on the fo:rm.ercolonial Powers. These
of things and should not p:rtecipitate, whether through new responsibilities must, first of all, le~dthemip. do
indifference or lack of vision, situations which can e\7erything they can to bridgeth~gapwhichnowsepa,r~ves
I.'mer
only benefit the enemies of all peoples. The logical ates them from ,the colonial peoples and, to that end~
tS,as
development of the colonial peoples is proceeding at to seek the required SOl,utions in sincere co-op~;ration ,,,~
j
is a
such a furious pace that it is now no longer permis- with the peoples concerned.
med,
sible to keep to a narrow conception of immediate 54. These responsibilities must also lead them
hole,
self-interest. Today more than ever, sincere andfrank establish, 'bistead of keep:fng up the united frO~t' of
rioUS
talks'between colonial POWers and colonial peoples is traditional polonialismtanew united front of ,free
fuens
",necessary, and on these ~1ks depend the future of the peoples agw'~st all those in the world who woUld, like
jut is
to maintain and e~~hlish positions, ofst1'engtli ~nd
lCace
unwarrantedsuprema~y. The yoke of tyranny is ~till
YOfficial Records of the General Assembly, Tenth Session, Annexes,
agenda iteM 28 (part I), document A/3077. para. 77.
too iJ;-esh in the minds of the ,newly Uberat('{iWQlJles
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for them "to -Want to seek new masters or to let them.always' posed serious problelIlS when the nece'JsRty,
.selves bed~~eivedbyanyoneo Hence their mostnatural
suitably trained personnel are lacking.
allies are ~:b.ose who truly and sfucerely Beek to m a k e '
freedom a ''UlUversal ideal. The colonial peoples will
59. Today, the difficulties which always springfrolll
certainly fight as they have fought in the past against an inadequate level of developmentand from the short...
any fortnof domination. subjQ2'ation or explo~tation in
age of trained perso11llel in the colonial territories_
.
~
.... ,
~
for which the colonial Powers must assume full
defence 9~their natio~l digni~ and their dearly-won
responsibiUty-do not frighten the colonial peoples
freedom•. It is thereforE) of the highest importance
unduly, beoause over. and above the definite advantages
that all .. Powers with the same ideals of freedom,
whichindepe:n,denoeholds out to them, they are .confihuman dignity and social justice should unde:r;~nd dent. tba.t the peoples of the world will support them
this fact and, above all, that they should not, tlt,'ough
and that organizations like the United Nations will
lack of vision or patience, or as a. result of hasty dehelp them to remedy.their deficiencies.
fensive reactions dictated by emotiQ'l:, or fear, spoil
their chances of setting up a united t~\pnt of freedom
60. Moreover, even if their economic, social and
ana democracy with the forme~, colonial peoples.
political M'ckwardness necessarily imposes a state of
55. It would be a great misfortune if \the 13/b.ort..,
relative dependence on some of the under-developed
countries, there is no reason to think that;;such de'·@ighted desire to retaincertainpolitical,econamicand pendence should.be imposed upon them by ,the former
other immediate advantages, and continued resort to Adniinistering Power. The international community
certainm.odes of aQ1;1on incompatible with the freedom
and the United Nations, am0D:g others, can easily give
and the basic inwrest of these peoples were to agthem. the necessaryaid.anda.ssistance without imposing
gravate misunderstandings, widen the existing gap
upon them obligations incompatible with their indeand in. addition, by omission or commission, force
pendence.
them. to se~k allies elsewhere than in the camp of
those individuals and peoples who are inspired by the
61•. These peoples k:p.ow that they are no longer alone
same ideals.
in an indifferent world. Moreover, they now. possess
confidenoe in themselves, and where they have been
56. (6) The colonial Powers must recognize that one of given the opportunity they have quickly shown that
the ft;rst and most important attributes of a people t s
.
.
independence is the exercise of sovereignty, which is
that confidence was amply justified. More particularly,
the sole prerogative of those living within the national the mere a~sumptionbya people liberated from slavery
territory. Sovereignty appertains to them both de factn
of· resporis;.biUty for their own destiny gives them the
and de iure and no one m.a.:F~xercise 1~ on their behalf necessary strength to overcome all obstacles, includ'Without their freely""!given consent.. Hence, the P9wers
ing those deriving from. their colonial heritage and from
which have exercised sovereignty on behalf' of. the an ,inadequate level of political, economic or other
peoples oftb.€r territories-under their admjnj stntion training.
.
in accordance wi,ththe United Naf,lons Charter; m.ust62~.. (9)' In colomal ~rritories whe;ra the peace has
now' take immediate measures to transfer that sovebeendistur'bed either be,cause of arrned conflict or as
,·reignty to the duly qualified representatjves of th9se
a c.onsequenc'e of repressive measures taken against
p:,eoples.
the' people, the Powers responsible for the sittW.t1on
57. (7) In order to bring about the unconditionalindeu
must take immedlllte measures for the re-establish.
pendanceof the:Non...Self~overning and Trust Terriment of the peaceful conditions needed if the people
tories ,and of any other colonial territory which has
are to exercise their saored apd inalienable right to
not yet attained independence, the AQIninistering
complete independence and to the integrity of their
Powers must take urgent and immediate steps to
national territory. At.the same time itis also essential
transfer an powers' to the peoples of these territories
tba.t any armed. or repressive action of any kind whatwithout.,any oonditions or res6rvations in acoordance
ever should be prohibited and proscribed fOl';the future.
wlththeir freely expressed will and aspirations , with63. In this connexionJ 'let us rememberthatpeaceand
out any distinotion as to race, creed. or colour in
fre~dom are indivisible; any nation which. oppresses
-order' to enable them to enjoy complete independence
atlother violates not only the sovereign rights of the
an;p the freedom to build their national States.
latter but also the freedom, conscience and dignity of
mankind
as a whole. By so doing, it likewise does
58. (8) The inadequate level of political, economic,
violence
to
'World peace and.security and it mu.st bear
social and educational advancement has in the past
the full responsibility. The . international community
always been used by the Administering Powers as a
and
the United Nations, then, have the right and the
r'eason for delaying the independence of the colonial
duty
to make every effort to help the peoples thus
countr~es. A more objective scrutiny of the problem
subjected
to oppression and· violence to regain their
reveals the ,danger inherent in this pretextandthe bad
sacred right to self-de~rmination.
faith which has often been behind the use of this' argument. In fact, the argument runs in a vicious circle .64. (10) There can be no doubt that the transfer of
powers will inevitably be subject to the con~tions
which the colonial interests collectively have sought
to perpetuate. Thus, on the one band, they havege- "peculiar to each territo~·y. However, it seems to US
,layed giving the peoples the necessary training for
that, in. order to achiev(l thegeRuine and complete
various aspects of their national Ufe, while on the
independence of these ter~Jitories in a mannercorres'" .
ponding closely to the r~quirem.ents ()f a democratio
other hand they have argued that, since independence
system of national powElr, the good of the peoples rerequires a. oertain mhdmum degree of training, it
quires
that their atta~nent of independence shoUld,
cannot be granted to them without this. In. these cirwherever national conditions make it possible and
cumstances, it is hardly surprisingthat,nothlng subfeaSible, be preceded by a consultation of the people
stantial bas been done ill most of the colonies to
and by general elections held by universal suffrage
prepare the neoessary trained personnel and, corresand the secret ballot, preferablyunder the supervision
pondingly, that the attainment of independence has
- - - "_ _IW<"'""~~'
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71. Member States, and especially theiorlner Ad...
would ,make it possible for the sta~s thus,attaining ministerhi&: Powers, tnU$t, m()reove:t', refrain fr()m any
their itldependence, to build upon Golid and democratic
~~empt aimed at the partial or total disruption. of the
foundations and act' as a strong safeguard against ,the
national unity and the territorial integrity ofa country.
return of colonialism in new guises.
Thus, ,it ,would be desirable if, in the ~ecJp.rati.on on
the
terminationo:fcoloniaUsm, all Membe.r States
fm. (fi) It is therefore '~ the interests of the dewould
solemnly, reaffirm the undertakingtheyassume,d
pendent peoples that the date of their independence
under,
the United Nations Charter never in any way
and the methods of achieving it should be established
whatever
to violate the national sovereigntyand terrias a result of negotiations between the Administermg
Authorities and the duly qualified representatives o:f torial integrity of another State.
these peoples, meeting 01). a footing of equality.
72. (16) The peoples of the world should, finally, be
on guard to p;revept ,colonialism from trading on the
66~ The Administering Powers should refrain from'
internal weaknesses and' difficulties of the smallindeattaching to independence any conditi9ns or reservapendent States and'(returningto the scene or infiltrating
tions whiQh Would restrict the exercise ofthe people's
into the country ID n,ew guises. Any intervention bya
sovereignty. Unequal and restrictive treaties' on ecomore POWerful State in the 'domestic affairs ofanother
nomic, political financial or mili1ary rilatters, signed
and any economic, political or ideological pressure
prior to independ.enceand limiting in any way 'the
being applied from outside' with the' mt~ntion of disexercise of national sovereignty,conStitute a source of
rupting ,the normal functioning of the doi~estic inStifuture misunderstandings and friction incompatible
tutions of a country thus constitute thehaeic elements
with the preservation of an atmosphere ofmutual con- 'of a nee-colonialism which is incol~pati.llle, with
fidence and the maintenance of peaceful and friendly
national independence, and ,sovereigntyanc.! ~\vith ,the
relations
purposes and principles of the l;DitedNa.tlons Charter.
67. (12) Since freedom. for the peoples on the threshold
73. Such are the few principles which my delegation
of independence is essentially a process of gradual
deemed, it appropriate to recall as we embark on our
and progressive 'liberation from their former bondage,
debate on the general problem of the attainment of
and in particular from the tyranny of want and fear,
independence by the colonial countries andthefr'
no extrinsic factor should be allowed to hinder this
peoples~ They are principles which webave always
process through which in the first instance, the peoples
been 'proud to champion and support'during the Whole
concerned themselves ml.'lSt pass. However, the indico,,1l'se of our· participation in the work of the United
visibility of freedom and peace and the cause of human
Na,tions. My 'country, though it bas never suffered
solidarity m2ke it imperative that the international
from colonialiSm as such, 1$ nevertheless proud that
community should spare no effort to help them accelit has at all times, without exception, pleaded the
erate this process of liberation if the peoples ooncause of itS less ,fortunate sister countries of Asia
cerned so' rBquest.
and Africa' and contributed its moral suppor,to the
caUSe of ;all the colonial peoples fighting for ~eb:
68. (13) Since'a neWly independent state mlWt bnmeright to independence. Only !a short time ago,lUs
diatelymeet grave problems of all kinds, first and
Majesty the Shahinshahmade hillnself the mouthpiece.
foremoat the prohlems reSultin~ from its colonial
of the u.n.a.n:imous sentilfients of aU the h"1Urlan people
~e1'itage, it is particulady necessary that the United
when, at the inaugural meeting of the ,Senate, conNattons should give it all the, econom!tf, teclmical,
gratulating the African oountrias:wbich had achieved
social, cultural and otherassietance it needs to pass
independenoe, he said:
~ough' the initial stages of ita independence. It is
"to the interest of the newly independent peoples that
"We are happy that a considerable nlpllber of
the great Pow'era, which are anxious to bring them
colonial cmmtries ,ihave attained freedom and indeaid and assistance, should likewise ,do so, as far as
pendence ahd'are 4lready taking part in the work of
possible, through the United Nations and its speQ1allzed
the United :Nations' and that others Will in the future
agencies so that no Power whatever should lay upon
follow intheir~ footsteps.' From. the bottom of our
these peoples any obligation which might limit their
hearts we congratulate t1lem ontheiracblevelllent)
freedom of actiOn and. thl.'lS impede their tal9ng their
of freedom and wish them. all PQssible prosperity
own independent road towards their own destiny.
and happiness iD. their path, to true progress in
accordance with the principles of democracyandthe
69,! (14) In. order' to enable the newly emancipated
spirit of the United Nations Charter."
peoples to devote all their human and economic reSources to their national p1B.ns,'ofrec~tructionand
74. My deleg11tion is, most proud to have taken an
development, all Member States, and in particular the
active
part in the preparation of the draft declaration
great Powers, should act in .such a way that these
which
now
stands before you [A/L.323 and Add.I] in
peoples will never find it necessary• for rea$onB of
the naIPe of a 1arge~jority ofAfrican...Asian Power~t
natlonal defence, to allocate to .military expenditure
and de~ms it an l!onour to be one of the co-sponsors
funds eSSential to their national development. More
of the document. This draft de()laratlon, which solemnparticularly, the great Powers are in duty bound to
ly proclaims the necessity of bringing to a speedy,'
l'efrainfrom any action which directly orindirectlyis
and
unconditional end to colonialism in all Its forms
likely to increase the military burden borne by the
and manifestations, also contains most ~~the principleS
newly independent countries.
which we feel shoUld be adopted by the Assembly as
7.0. '(is) It is of course understood thatanyRct of
a whole.
aggression against an :Independent State constitutes a
75. Those ,who have played apart in preparing this
crime against humanity. This crime takes on an even
graver complexion when it is directed against acoundraft are best able to bear witness to the constructive
try Which has just attained its independence, and is
spirit. shown "by its an,.thors. There is no doubt, f01"
tl'averf!ling the difficult initial stages of development•
example, that many of the co-sponsors of this draft
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decla.rati,on who ba-veosuff~redgreatlYfromtheravages
the map showed vast territories in Africa, Asia and
of coloni,alism would ha.ve preferred a more expressive
other parts. of the world in the few .coloors d~picting
text, inoluding olauses condemning colonialism in' its
the colonial systems of .several colonial powers, a
most,.cu1pabl~aspects. However, in order to rally all
glance at this map today shows the subs.tanialchanges
c1ttrents' of opinion in the Assembly in fa-vour of a
which have occurred in the world. From. the terri__
'text acceptable to all the Members of the United tories of preVious colonies there have emerged tens
Nations, they ha~e, ina spirit of conciliation,accepted
of sovereign States which won their freedom and
certain phrases of a much more moderate nature. We
independence in a long and hard struggle. Thecolonial__
hope thatJ the salrie spirit of constructive c~operation ists have been putting various obstacles in the way of
will inspire all the Members 'of this Asse~nti~,y~·and the struggle of the colonial nations for their national
we also hope that they will unanimously sUPPri'1(::a. text
liberation. Sometimes they use such unscrupUlous .'
of such great historical importance which at this
means as napalm. bombs and grenades, sometimes the
solemn moment is the instrUlllentfor the expression
tactics of pitting Qne colonialnation against the other."
9f the universal conscience of man in regard to the
Of late, we often hear the contention that this or that
problem of colonialism in our time.
nation is not developed, mature enough to shoulder the
76. My delega.·. tionhas.the honour warmly to commend
responsibilities of its freedom and independence and
to organiz.e a State of its own. There is no need for the
the draft declaration in document A./ L.323 and Add.lcolonialists to be unduly concerned and to cover their
to the a~ntion of the ~~embers of the Assembly and
unwilfingilessto put an' end to the shameful colonial
more particularly to a1;>peal· to the Administering
te b h . "
"
h th th
1
• I
Powers to accord it thei£~eservedsuppor~,
sys m y s owmg concern over w e ~r e·co.a.oma
"'
. -,.'
/ nations will be capable of rq'9-ning their countries.
77. In conclusion, my =ae1egation' would like tothankf The example ofmany new independent countries proves
the Soviet Union delegation for taking the initiative U7 that after their peoples have freed themselves from.
placing this problem on tl(, agenda of the Gener4I
colonial slavery, they know well how to rule their

te..e.n.th.... aes8.1.. 0/n'··.. Ho..wev.er... , fO.l' re.as~.././ns. countries and to build their economies.
having to do firstly with ,the positive ideas conta ,ed
81. Another argument we hear from some colonialist
in our draft resolution, s~condly with the need ~or
countries is the contention that their Qolonial terri-securing the largest possible majority for the p Plciples which. should govern Q1lr attitude of an~~
tories are not in fact colonies, but, as they say, over-colonialism,. and lastly with tile need to Hm..itany action.
,",,, seas provinces; that is,. part of their homeland. There
in W·s conten'tion as if we.
which Pte Assembly. ~y take on this point. t~;;-.those '" is as little logic. o.l' 4--..,
WoU
aspects of the question futvingan essential and ~Elu_said that some metropolitan countries were not part
sive connexionwith the problem of colonialism; my
~t Europe, but of the Mricancontinent or the Indiall
, d~legation will be unable to supportthe Sovietdeclarasul)i..:~gp.tinent.
'Hon. Indeed, it earnestly hopes that the Soviet dele...
82. Th~\decline of colonialism, engendered by the
gation will appreciate the reasons which have impelled
nationa.I !lIberation movement of the COlOnial. peoples,
the majority of .the African~Asian powers to submit
ls inevitable and cannot be stopped by any kind of
thei:=: own draft resolution, and will graciously with- " forc&1intrigue or juridical formula. It is a historical
draw its draft,maIdngit possible for this Assembly
process which, is bound to be crowned by the Victories
to adopt the Afri<ian-Asian draft resolution [A/L.323 of the idea of liberty and independence.
Rud AeJ,d.l] unan1nlt>usly. Such unanimity-it cannot be
83. However; the matter now is whether the complete
saJd
6fte~Will give the presen,t draft the historic
decline
of colonialism will be brought about by sanplace .which rightfully belongs to' it in the annals of
guineous struggles in which further hundreds of thou-anU"cQlonialism.
..
sands ofpeoples will perIshor whether ways and means
78. Mr•. NOSEK (Czechoslovakia): The General Aswill be found to accelerate and make easier the insembly has COme:' to the consideration of one of the
evitable downfall of colonialism. i(
mos~ important itelp.s on its agenda, tbatis, thGdecIa\....
.
.....
84. The United Nations, too, muSt help to find Bu:cn'
ration: on the granting of independence to colonial
ways and means. It must try its best to se~ that,
countries and peoples. It is a question of great interthroughout the world, not a single nation remains
national bearing, whose immediate solution is of vital
interest to the oppressed and exploited peoples of the
subjuga1ed by other nations, thattJiepeoples otcolonial
colonial and dependent countries and, together with
and Trust Territories be give~ full independence.
them, to the freedom-loving people all over the world.
85. Long ago, tbepeople of the, wm:ici\pronouuged .
tHeir verdict on' colonialiSM, and this irrev<>oable ver~
79. Today, colonialism. ~ti11 keeps in bon~ge',mercilessly exploits~ a~d' oppre~sestens of millions of
dict should now receive the full bac1dngofthe\~~uthority
people in Mrica, Asia, Latin America and the Pacific.
of the Unitel1 Nations. In any case, it is a de')t which
the, United Nations has, for fifteen years, ow~d~o the
Manldnd would be .burdened by .immense' shame if,
at a. time when it iearned to split the atom, when it
purposes alld principles' embodied illiti c~rter•.
can harness natural forces, and it prepares tomaster
Keeping a ~ingle nation or even a tribe in the ydke.of
outer space, it should fail to break the chains of
colonialism'>is a mockery of the lofty ideals of the
United Nations.'
.,
impUdent colonialism and to compel the colonialist to
grant wjthout delay liberty and. independence to the
86. A passiIlg compa:cls~ between the development of
millions of people. leading a miserable existence in
metropolitan countries and the deve!~pment of their
the colonial countries.
colonies suffices to make it clear for everybody what
80. The proc,~~s of compJete elimination of coloniala .m
.... 0.riS.~tr. 0.sity is c.once.aledin. ~r.e ve.ry SUbs.tance of
colonhtlisl~. In the metropoli~.n countries we see
iSDfJ lsa .historic necessity of our time. The national
liberation movement
of
the
colonial
and,
dependent
examplGifi
·'-'0t ,~ealth .~d·. we1fare"which are the result
/(',.
.. . .
of a .long, unse~pulousrobbing of millions of.peoples
countries makeS every year acbange in the political
in the colOnies and the plunder of the natural wealth
map of the world. If, prior to the Second World War,
A
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0.£ fo:reignoountries" The . J~Ultof the oolonialist thecol~nial nations in SUbjugation by the Ilwst brutat
adtninistration of the opp~~$sedoount1"ies is tbat the . methods" We cannot pass Qver" the oppression of the
peoples the:re liveinponditlons of utmost poverty, . oolonial nations and the uttSQrtlPulous squandering of
illiteracy, disease;· they are doomed to the shortest
their national wealth. We ca1'lJl.otclose our eyes wh~n
life span in,the world,and more than half of the popuwe a:re confronted With colonial wars and the shedding
hltion dies Cluringinfancy...
!~\::::~/
of blood in Algeria, Kenya,.Rhodesia, 'ODlan, in the
87. Tbenation~L(,which areStI'ugg!ing against the
Portuguese colonies and e]sewhere, when confronted
colonialists fOl\~~eir, independence' take over their
with the fact that the colonial'P.owers use every means
,countries in a sJate which gives an astonishing testiof naked force to prevent the people of co~ia.l counmony of the care and the civilizing mission of their. triesC,to assert their inalienable 'right toseIf-dete:rformer colonial overlords. ,Such.,instancesastherenot
mination. The United Nations must· exert all efforts
being-a single factory, an entei~prise of the country
fuf:ft::::.e;;:s~p::i:~~~~~:{::.=:~~"
whioh could meet the requirements of the population,
time. Consequently, theGene:r:aIAsSemblYShOuld~~~t
are not exceptional" The case Of the Congo, which won
thee -declaration on the imm~edl·a te elimination of colo-.
its. independence ina situation when there was no
~
,
Congolese dootor 9r lawyer,engineer or' officer in the
~n~l~:~r~~o~:::mg'0(li)independencet.oallco.lOlrlal
country, is not an isolated one" The statistics whi~l1
are available to the United NatiQIlsand t1leinformation
92" -/ Czechoslovak publidL opinion welcomed the fact
which leaks i:romthe colonial count1"ies present a
that at :the Seco:ndConfe~ceof Independent African
States 'at Addis Ababa in June 1960, the African nations
shocking picture of the results of the ,century of
colonial rule" A good deal of information on ,this has
them~,elvesexpressedtheir determinatiollto eliminate
been disclosed during the general debate atthisJ;ession
colonialism in Africaln·the resolution onthe eradica~
of the General Assembly by the most competent aution of colonial rule from Africa, whiohthey adopted.
The fact that the people of the African countries are
thOJj.ties-the representatives ofthe Africancount~.es.
\"
88" But there' oannot be other results because dllthe
ever more resolutely taking,flleir affairs in their own
hands is a matter of great ,significanoe as well as
activities of the colonialists inthe:tr colonies have
always been subordinated to a ,single purpose, that is,
an important prerequisite for the earliest possible
to ensui'e maximum. profits fc.'if metTopolitan monopotermination of the· complete and:final elimination ofthe
lists. That is why the colonial countries have served
colonial system. The determination ofthe youngAfri..
as the raw material appendage of the imperialist
can states to continue to strive for complete liberation
of Africa, a determination aboutwhichwe learnedfrom
countries, as a marketplace for metropolitan products;
cheap manpower in the colonies and the output of raw
statements made in this General Assembly bystlch
materials and their export totbe metropolitan coun-\outstanding {Urican represe~~ti;y~ as the President
tries, at almost nooost whatever, enable the colonial"Pf Ghana, Dr. Nkrumah, the FJ1:esidentofGuinea, S~kou
,ists to get huge profit~ from selling the raw materialS1'our
. ~, and ·Ofr.he...r.s"makes ~. c.zec~.~~.~ovakd.elegatiOn
and foodstuffs on world :markets" That is why the
believetbat the peoples oftlierema" IlgAfricanterricolonialists deliberately retarded the development
tories Will also take theirdestini~firmly in their
of local industries in the colonies and in so far as such
own hands•
industries were developed at all, they were merely
raw material processing industries and lightindustry.
93.. Recent developments have also shown that the perpetuation oJtthe' colonial systein creates repeated
89. The colonialists used to draw attention to all the
inter.pa.J:i.J.}'"'tiiil crises whichthrea.tento drag mankind
railways, roads, harbours and communication faciliinto the catastr9phe of a world war. The1mmedlate
ties which they built in the colonies" However, they did
elimination of colonialism and all its vestiges would
. not build them in the interests of the local population
r~lllove one of the sources of permane~t tension and
but in their own interest, in the interest of an easier
cOrifIict in tb.e world and considerably .diminish the
and intensified exploitation of the colonial people and
danger of war". Is it notwetlknown that the disintegratheir natural wealth. This situation in the colonial
tion of the colonial system has always been accomterritories can hardly be a different one; it logically
panied by provocations, military' interventions, and
much too often by colonial wars? It is sufficient to
stems from the very substance of the oppressing and
recall the oolonial wars in Jndonesia, Viet-Nam, Laos,
piratical nature of colonialism which, despitehay;Ing
been buried by the Prime Minister of the United
Cambodia, the itnperiafist aggression againSt Egypt,
Kingdom during his statement at this session of the
the a:r;,ned intervention of the colonialists in the Congo,
~eneral Assembly, is not yet dead.
and others. The United Nations must exert all its
90. President Sukarnoaptlycharacterizedthepresent
efforts to remove the common roots of thesecMses ,
state 9f colonialism when he said at the current sesin Africa, Asia· and LatlnAmerica, tbatis, the colonial
sion of th~ General Assembly:"
system.
.
"People sometimes say tbatimperialism and
;:.colonialism are dead. No, imperialism is not yet
dead. It is dying, yes..... Still-and mark my words
well-the dying imperialism is dangerous, as dangerOUS . as 'the wounded" tiger in a t1"opical jungle. It
(880th :meeting, para" 63.]
91.. The United Nations, whioh embodied the respect
for .the. principleH! equality of rights and $elf..
determmation of~tions, as well as human rights, in
its Charter, ca~t continue to stand 'idly by ~hen' the
col~lists ~~esslytrampleon these rights and keep
.,

;/
\\

94•. The United Natiansmust strive to ,~~ble the

colonial nations to embarkupontheroad-ofindependent
free de.velopment. The problem of the consolictation
of peace in, the wor~d, which is thebasio task to which
the United Nati.ons ~ust address itself is, therefore,
most oloselyconnectedwith the elimination ofcoloniaJ....
ism.
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95. The. Czechoslovak .delegation, fully subscl"ibes 'to
the Views expressed by the President of Ghana, Mr.
Nkrutnah, who stated in the general debate of this
Assembly:
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"As long as a single foot of African SQil remains
under foreign domination, the· world will know no
peace. ... The United Nations :must call upon all
nations that have Qolonies in Africa to grant com...
plete independence to the territories still under their
contro~. In my view possession of colonies is now
quite incompatible with membership in the United
Nations." [869th meeting, para. 5.]
96. No one can question the great importance of the
emergence of the independent States after the SeCond
World War for the maintenance of peace in the world.
The overwhelming majority of these new countries
energE;)tically pursue a policy of positive neutrality
and peace and· refuse to take part in the aggressive
groupings of the imperialists. Therefore, nobody can
,·-doubt that the immediate liberatioij. of the remaining
'~colonial peoples would be a grea't contribution to the
.future destinies and the developnlent ofhuman society.
If the colonial Powers are sincerely in favour of the
consolidation of peace, as they repeatedly proclaim,
and if they tal~e sincerely their commitments towards
the United Nations, they should adopt the proposals
contained in the declaration submitted by the Soviet
Union [A!4502 and Corr.l], that is, they should first
of all immediately grant complete independence and
freedom to all colonial, trust and other non-selfgoverning cowl'tries and territories, .remove all
strongholds of colonialism maintained in the form of
various domains and leased areas on alien territories,
and all countries should strictly respect the sover...
;~ignty and territOJ.~. ial inviolability of countries which
~v:~ recently gained or which will gain, after the
adol:ition of tl1~--cle(,}laration, their independence.
97. By the adoption of the declaration, the colonial
nations would have realistic prospects of achieving
freedom by peaceful means, and peace in the world
would thus be considerably strengthened. In our view,
however, it is not sufficient :merely to eliminate
colonialism in its old form. The peoples of the countries which have liberated themselves or which will
liberate themselves from colonial slavery must be
e*emely vigilant and stand on their guard against
val1bus forms ofneo-colonialismwhich thedmperialist
Powers try tg; :L.l1pose upon them. I have in mind par~cularly th~.dtte~pts to drag the African-Asian countries into me aggt~ssive alliances of the imperialists,
forcing these countr;ies to niake available their territories for the militi~ry bases of the imperialists and
to accept various Idnds of unequal economic agreements and assistance.
98. In this connexion, we cannot pass over the everincreasing activities ofthe ruling circ1( j of the Federal
Republic of Germany, which, by means of economic
penetration into the countries of Asia and Africa,
ar?covertly seeking to regain the lost positions of
imperial Germany, which was one of the most brutal
of the colonial countries.
99. The immediate elimination of colonialism would
also be of tremendous importance for the develQpment
of international economic co-operation and th\e ecenomict1<i3velopment of the presfmt colonf(es. The~olo
nialists l~thlessly plundered the wealtbtl£the colonial
countries;· '~pposed their industrialization, and crippled their economies as a whole by forcing them to
maintain a one-crop agricultural production. The
liberation of the colonial countries from colonial
bondage creates favourable p\terequisites for a normal
development of their economtes, increases the volume

(

of world trade,atic.i le; beneficial to all countries. The
itnmediate elimination of colonialism likewise would be
or~emendous importance for the raisingofthe stand..
ards of living and the cult~e of the peoples of the
colonial countries, and for the liquidation of illiteracy
and the diseases scourging the popUlation.
l@D. That the immediate elimination of the shameful
system of 90lonial slavery would be to the common
benefit of all nations is clearly apparent from the
rich experience gained in the period following the
Second World War, when approximately thirty coun...
tries with a population of 1,500 millIon people liberated
themselves from the colonial yoke. Bearing this experience in mind, the Czechoslovak delegation deems
it right for the United Nations to appeal to all the
peoples of the world not to remain indifferent to the
suffering of the colonial nations. The United Nations
muSt emphatically call upon the Powers which possess
colonial dominions to initiate without delay, and on an
equal footing, negotiations with the representatives of
the colonial countries on the establishment of freedom
and independence jn all colonial, trust and non-self..
governing territ()I'ies and countries. If the colonial
rowers attempt to delay the liberation of the colonies
and deny to their peoples their inalienable rights to
freedom and independence, then the peace-loving
nations will have to render every material assistance
to the people of the colonial countries in their struggle
against the oppressors.
101. The warm sympathies of the Czechoslovakpeople
for the national and liberation movements have deep
roots~ They stem from. the bitter experience of the
hard times of the Hitlerite occupation, when foreign
intruders unscrupulously oppressed our peoples and
plUJ."'1.dered our countryo We proceed, therefore, from.
the principle that ev~ry nation has an absolute right
to self-determination and to an independent existence.
The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic maintains very
close and all-round relations, established on the principle of equality and mutual advantage, with the States
of Asia and Africa which have liberated themselves
from colonial rule. Particularly in the field of economic co-operation, Czechoslovakia ccrnti,\ibuteswithin its power and possibilities to ena~mng these new
countries to overcome their present :econo~c backwardness and thus strengthen their political and
economic independence. Basing itself on the unshakable
principles of the Czechoslovakforeign po~j.cy, the delegation of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic fully
supports the proposal on the immediate elimination
of colonial r~gimes and the granting of full independence and liberty to the colonial nations. The
President of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Mr.
Novotny, expressed the will of all the Czechoslovak
people when he stated in the general debate of this
session of the General Ass~mbl~:
"We are convinced tliit tl: i~' necessary to abolish
forever the whole system of c(}~onialism. and give
all nations every opportunity to ~1.in freedom. This
is why we unreservedly endorse, agenda item 87:
Declaration on the granting of· independence to
colonial countries and peoples, submitted by the
delegation of the Soviet Union at the present session
of the General Assembly." [871stmeeting,para.56.]

102. The delegation of the Czechoslovak Socialist·
Republic fully supports the proposal ofthe declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples submitted by the delegation of the Union
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of Soviet Socialist Republics [A/4502 and Corr.1].
The adoption of this declaration by the General As..
sembly would be a significant contribution by the
United Nations for the improvement of international
relations, in the consolidation of pea.ce in, the world
and the' development of friendly international co;, operation.
103. This afternoon a twenty-eight-Power dra:ftreso-

lution has been submitted [A/L.323 and Add.1] and
introduced by the representative of Cambodia. ];
reserve my right to comment on it at a later stage
of our deliberations.
104. Before concluding, I consider it nE,cessary to
reply to the statement made this nlOrning [925th
meeting] by the :t!epre!sentative of the United Kingdom,
who tried to take advantage of the debate on the im...
mediate liquidation of colonialism and attacked slanderously tile socialist States. These attacks are aimed
at diverting the attention of the Assembly; as well as
public opinion, from the solution ofthe urgentproblem
8f the immediate liquidation of colonialism and the
liberation of nations living so far under the colonial
yoke. The representative of the United Kingdom endeavoured to divert the Assembly't:s attention from the
c,:uestion we have under consideration and to substitute
the serious, business-like debate on the liquidation of
colonialism by offensive attacks against the socialist
Smtes in the spirit of the cold war.
105. We are not surprised by these attacks. Some
representatives-and the representative of the United
Kingdom did it this morning-are following this course
because of their hatred of the .mclalist countries,
whose peoples have in the past "freely and irrevocably
decided their course, namely 'i;ha.t ofbuilding socialism
in their cOUl\tries. There is no power in the world
which could stop the advance of the socialist countries,
and the iL.lperialistsshould realize that.

-
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unequivocal .declaration to the effecttbat they ar~
willing to grant immediate freedom and bldependence
to the oppressed peoples in colom.es,in ha:rmony with
the noble principles and objectives of the Charter of
the United Nations, in place of offensive attacks against
the socialist countries in.the spirit of the cold war.
Mr. Nesbitt (Canada),
Chair.
.

Vice-Pre~ident,

took !the

108. Mr. PERERA '(Ceylon): The delegationofCeylon
is privileged to co-sponsor the draft reso~ution which
has been 'presented as document A/L.323 and Add.l.
While sponsoring the draft resolution, the delegation
of Ceylon also venture,s to submit that the item which.
has resulted in ,the p:fiEisent discussionmarks a turning
point in the devel0f,m.ent of international society and
the comm~IDity of na.tions.
109. lndeed, t would not be able toilnprove QJlthe
words used py Mr. Khrushchev, Chairman of the
Council of Ministers of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, contained in document A/4502, on 23 September 1960. I would like to quote a few sentenc~s
from that document, wherein the Chairman of tli~
Council of Ministers of the Soviet Union said:
.
"Ours is an era of swift renewrl.l of society; an
era in which more progreSSive and equitable ways
of life are being affirmed; an era in which man is
soaring upwards to unprecedented mastery over
forces of nature. The time has come for the complete and final libe3~tion of peoples languishing in
{}olonial bondage." [AI4502~1
110. Indeed, we cannot remind ourselves too often of
the maxim: "People that oppress otherp~oplescannot
be free" • Chairman Khrushchev in the very same
document, as well as President S~kou Tour~ of Guinea
when addressing this Assembly at the fourteenthsession {837th meeting], cited this maxim•. 11; is, therefore, in this context that the delegation of Ceylon
makes this intervention.

106. The hundreds of millions of dollars officially
alloted every year to financ:ing the subversive activi..
Ill. The emancipation of subject peoples has alwaYf?
ties against the socialist countries, the dispatching of
been
dear to the hearts of the people of Ceylon. If
agents and saboteurs, the organization of inflammatory
I
may
be pardoned for so stating, Ceylon played a
campaigns, the attempts at interference, and other
not
inconsiderable
role at some of the great interprovocations, have proved to be of little help. It is
national
conferences
at which the sqbject of the ending
well known that real freedom, independence md the
of colonialism was discussed. And may I say that the
sovereignty of States cannot be evaluated either by the
Government of Ceylon would prefer to use the term.'
sonority of phrases and statements made mthe United
Nations or by the rudeness and impertinence ofat- . "the ending of colonialism" ~,*n .. "the .granting. of
independe~cen.. I refer, in ,par~\cular, to .ths :ASian
tacks against the socialist States, but, for example,
peoples COnferen,ce held in NewL~lhiin 1947 and the
by such criteria as the assurance of equal rights for
.
Bandung Conference of 1955. si'ii~~ Bandung, we in
all, irrespective of colour, sex or denomination, or
Ceylon
have not only accepted the de\clarations of the
by economic, cultural and social development, and
African States at the corilferencesi-,held in
independent·
growth in the living standards of the population.
Accra, Conakry and Addis Ababa, but we bave been
inspired and guided by these principles in th~\ execu107. The principal task of our discussion on this
tion ((of our policies" In fact, the end of cOlo\iiaUsm
question is to adopt an unequivocaJ declaration on the
was&'-, cardinal tenet in the policy of the :t'!eople'~
immediate liquidation of colonialism, to renounce
Government, which came into power in April 1956,
colonialism. as a disgrace and dishonour to mankind
under
Prime Minister :Bandaranaike. The present Gov'in the twentieth century. Our debate should be conernment;11eaded
by Mrs. Bandaranaike, has intensified,
ducive to the adoption of an urgent appeal to colonialist
this
policy;
and
I
am not overstating my case when I
Powers that they grant, without delay, fundamen.i:al
say that our people regard the ending of colonialism
rights to peoples living so far under the servile and
as
the firstprinc;i.ple of their faith and also the last
undignifieC: conditions of, the colonial rule. Neither
ari;icle
of their creed.
the .imperialist colonial Powers, which under various
pretexts rule and exploit the people in colonies, nor
112. I do not intend to examine the arcana imperii of
the countries which support the former ,can avoid the
tbecolonialist powers, either of the pastor of the
solution of this urgent question by slanderous attacks
present, but I am constrained to sa.y that the "raison
against the sociaUst countries. The democratic public
d'etre If of the draft resolution now before this AsOPinion of the world expects from them, by right, an
sembly derives from the existenc:eof colonialism. in
'\1'1

r,·
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its various manifestations. It is therefore imperative
that we take immediate measureS to bring colonialism
to an end. Let me remind representatives who were
once subject people that we cannot be too grateful
not only to the Chairman of the Council of Ministers
of the Soviet Union, Mr. Khrushchev, for his untiring
and determined efforts to place this item on the agenda
of the fifteenth session, bu,t also for the ceaseless
activity of the Soviet Union since the Bolshevik revolution of 1917, to this end.

Trusteeship System has also outlived itself. Being
a vestigial remnant of the Mandates System of the
League of Nations, the present Trusteeship System
in accordance with the United Nations Charter should
have promoted the development of the Trust Territories towards self-government and independence.
Fifteen years have elapsed, however, since the
Charter was adopted, but only four out of eleven
Trust Terltories have attained independence.

113. We do not accept the thesis that independence is
granted. to subject nations. I recall Mr. Krishna
Menon's words in addressing this Assembly during the
course of the general debate on more than one occasion, when he said that the more correct terminology
would be lithe ending of foreign rule or foreign domination 11. Of course, in some instances the term "transfer of power" is used. Be that as it may, we believe
that the independence of subject peoples or peoples
subject to domination, political and economic, has been
won either by political struggle or by political struggle
combined with internationfl,l pressures that may be
exerted by international bodies like the United Nations,
or perhaps by the determined efforts and the stand
taken by anti-colonialist Powers in helping those who
were once dependent to gain their independence. We
have long learned to despise the ignorance or, as some
would say, the hypocrisy of those who speak of giving
freedom, and here again I am reminded of the words
of the poet who said:

"The Trusteeship System has not justified itself
anywhere and should be buried together With the
entire colonial system, which is an anachronism."
[A/4502.]

A gift of that which never can be given
By all the blended powers of earth and heaven.

114. We have before us certain documents, and I, on
behalf of the delegation of Ceylon, would like to attempt
a dispassionate analysis both of those documents and
of the draft resolution which has now been submitted
by twenty-eight Asian and African Powers.
115. I must say that I was rather disturbed by the
intervention of the Minister of State of the United
Kingdom, Mr. Ormsby-Gore, this morning [925th
meeting], when he read into document A/4502 an
attempt to fan the cold war. r have sought in vain to
find any semblance of this attempt to fan the cold war
in this document. On the contrary, it is this document
on which we have based our discussions , and that is why
the delegation of Ceylon would like to place it before
the representatives and perhaps draw the attention of
representatives to certain passages, because we are
here discussing the ending of colonialism and not
either the continuation or the cessation of the cold
war. In point of fact, the delegation of Ceylon, or, for
that matter, the Government of Ceylon, is no party
to such a war, even if such a war does exist. Perhaps
we are naive enough not to believe that there is such
a war. But we are at the moment concerned with the
ending of colonialism. May I, therefore, go to the pith
of the matter as contained in document A/4502, because it is for that reason that we ourselves are
sponsoring a draft resolution. I refer to one sentence
from that document: "The elimination of colonialism
would be a key measure in reducing international
tension," [A/4502]
116. That is one aspect of the 'matter. The second
and perhaps a more important one for our purpose
is this, and I quote again from the same document:
.. Together with the infamous system of colonialism,
the variant of the colonial r~gime known as the

11

...

117. As I said, the pith of the document lies in these
paragraphs. There are also demands at the end of the
document, and it is perhaps in respect of the demands
that we, that is, the twenty-eight African-AsianStates
that have submitted the draft resolution, may appear
to be at cross purposes. It is my hope that we may be
able to find a solution at the end of our debate.
118, If one examines the proposals in document
A/4502 and if one examines the draft resolution which
we have submitted [A/L.323 and Add.1], one also finds
that there is a sort of golden thread underlying both
documents. Perhaps in some instances we are in
agreement, and in some we are not, but one thing I
could say with some confidence is that this very subject, when the question was debated of the allocation
of the item either to the First Committee or to plenary
meeting, was adopted by acclamation. When the item
dealt with in document A/4502. entitled IIDeclaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples 11 , was placed before the General Assembly [903rd meeting], it was adopted without any
dissension as such, and, what is more, there was no
question of the cold war being involved in this. That
is why it is disturbing to find that this issue has been
raised.

119, On the other hand, we from Ceylon would like
to consider this as a matter which concerns the
world community as a whole. No doubt we still have
Trust Territories, Non-Sell-Governing Territories
and perhaps colonies in various stages of political
and economic development, and that is why I said that
it is not for me at tbis stage to go into it, except very
generally; I do not wish to go into the secrets of the
nicer points of comparative colonial policy. But Imay
be permitted to quote from what the Secretary-General
at that time, Mr. Trygve Lie, said almost at the beginning of this Assembly. I shall quote from a document dated 26 March 1947, as this is necessary for
my argument. These are his words:
11 ... the International Trusteesbip System is no mere
prolongation of the 1fandates System under the
League of Nations. It is a new system of international
supervision. Its scope is wider I its powers broader I
and its potentialities far greater than those of the
Mandates System.wy

120. Bearing that in mind, we must examine it in
relation to what document A!4502, submitted by the
Soviet Union, states. That is why I submit to this
Assembly that, if we consider the ending of colonialism, we must also examine the practical usefulness
y
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of the Trusteeship SyStem as well.. We all know that
the Mandates System which was propounded at the end
of the First World War, if it did not achieve any
specific advantages for the subject poeples under the
Mandates-of course, there were the variants, the
"Aft,
and "c" Mandates-at leastinfluenced public
opinion, but are we content with that? The Second'
World War perhaps created and unleashed forces which
the First World War did not. In this' context the
TruSteeship System has now been working for nearly
fifteen years.
,~

"13"

~~~;'

\,

121\(\:fO.h the other hand, as far back as the( sixth
seSSiOn of the General Assembly, in a memorandum
submitted by the then Secretary-General to the Assembly, svme misgivings were expressed as to the
success of the Trusteeship System as well as about
the purposes for which it was created and how those
purposes were being served by the Administering
Authorities.' I refer also to document A!C.4!SR.245,
of 12 January 1952, and a summary of that document,ip.whicih various' views were expressed, clearly indi~ating that there were reasons why the Trusteeship
System was not working properly, the reasons being"I will give just a few-that certain Administering
Authorities were not complying with their obligations.
In some cases, they had argued that·the obligations
were wholly unacceptable. What is more, the nonadmini staring Powers repeatedlypointed out that those
Admiuistering Authorities were not only not fulfilling
their obligs,tions but in some cases were actually
':Ylchting them. 'In other words, actionwas taken by the
TruSteeship Council to call the attention of the Administe:ring Authorities to their remissness and their
lapses, and also a genuine attempt was made to put
right the system. We did not,however, find that the
Administering Authorities responded to the high calling
of the dignity of their om.ce.
122. Perhaps I am generalizing, but on the other
hand. these are facts. It is for that reason that the
iSsue now raised demands our close attention, because
it is not sufficient for us to comment that a system
already exists; it is for us to find ways and means to
end colonialism and colonial rule or domination. At
the present moment, I submit on behalf of the delegation of Ceylon, there is no positive evidence to
~upport the oft-repeated argument that trusteeship
is the surest and quickest way of ensuring the goal
of self-government or independence. I say tbi3 with a
certain amount of emphasis because if the present
,Trusteeship System did prc\vide such a guarantee I
would not be s1a.nding here appealing for support for
the draft resolutlon presented by the African-Asian
countries.
123. It is .in this connexion that I should like to recall cer1ain cardinal pmciples which have motlvated
,. us in this respect. The representative of Iran in his
own way attempted a definition of colonialism" Thisis
another concept, apolitical as well as perhaps a juridical concept which could be .defined in ,many ways,
but baSically we subscribe to the view that colonialism
lneans economic exploi1a.tion, political domination and
:t'ac~al arrogance, and perhaps, in the proce.ss of
achieving the aims of the Power dominating the su'b-o
jeet or dependent people., a system whereby the moral
prostitution of the indigenous population is brought
about by the raping of its intellect.
124. Here I have attempted a defiidtion. I, do not
claim .that that definitiOllis final for all time, but
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that is how it strikes us in Asia and it is a fact that
colonialiSm in its various IlUlnifestations does exist.
It appears under different names and in point of fact
I would argue that Chapters XI, xn and XIII of the
Charter becam.e neces$p;,y because of .the existence
of colonialism. It still exists, in different forms perhaps. Its manifes1ations, or perhaps a better -word
would be its purposes., are many, andtbat is why we .
representatives from African-Asian countries in the
Assembly, some of which won their independence quite
recently, have not forgotten them and feel we ought to
make a contribution to the ending of colonialism.
125. In the past colonialism appea.red in various
guises; the whole. doctrine of extra~territori~ity,the
doctrine .of capitulations-these were all fa~-ets of
colonialism, as was also the division'of the world in
terms of colonialism... Even in~rn.ational lawyers'
talked in terms of colonialism and not in terms of a
World or international community. It is per:haps a
hackneyed reference, but I may be permitted to refer
to this. It was- in the nine~)enth century that a very
famous interIlationallawyer,Professor Lorimer, Professor of International Law at Edinburgh, divided the
world into three kinds ofhumanity. Therewas civilized
humanity, as, represented by Europe; there ,was bar..
barffllS ,humanity, as represented bya few Powers
like Turkey and l'raq-because it was after the Treaty
of 1856-and there was savage humanity'i'wbichcovered
the rest of Africa and Asia. We have travelled a long
way since that time, but nevertheless, if I may put it
this way, the damnosa hereditas of colonial rule gave
rise to the problems which the world of 1945 had to
face, and that is why Chapters XI, XII and XIII of the
Charter had to be formulated to provide a system to
end colonialism. Today we' are not discussing the
merits of ChapterS XI, xn and XIII, but having found
them wanting, we are now trying to find a way out.
126;. 'For the moment lam not 'raising the question
of cbangingthe Charter-far be it for me to attempt
tha:t-but what I -want to point out is that the Trusteeship 'System has been found wanting. I would like to
subscribe tQthe view thatperhaps certainAdminister.:.
ing Authorities do observe strictly Article '73 .of the
Charter, but some do not. We know that; we have only
to ask any member of the Fourth Committee to dis- '
cover that. Some do not, and then there .are others who
would argue. tha1: Article 84 of the Chal-ter gives a
certain neutral status to the Administering Authority
vis-A-vis the General Assembly itself. Be that as it
may, today document AI4502 focuses ,our _attention
on the grave lacuna that exists in the Charter itself.
and thus we go outside the strictly legal interpretation of the Charter, to the existing realities of the
world. That is.~l"hy the movements in Asiaand Africa,
the conferences to which I referred, marked a. turning
point not only in the history of Asia and Africa but
in the bistoryof the world. Mostofus belong to S1ates
which have really no armed power, as such; we depend
on the mobiliz~:tion of public opinion and the .jf1stice
of our cause•. By remainingsUent on this matter,
by re:fJ:a.iI$g from saying what we ought to say, it
might be ma1:n.tained that we are contributing to the
purpose of Jrlstory. But in 'this context I would say
that if the General Assembly did remain silent on a
matter liketbis it might, in future years, come to be
regarded. as perhaps an 1JD.conscious tool of history,
when historJr wiUhave got the better oftbis ASSelllbly.
But why n<)t take the other point of· view, why not
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become the consoious tool of the historioal prOoess
and do something to end oolonialism.?
127. I should alao refer to the faottbat when we talk
of the manifestations of oolonialism we mean-and this
is what the draft resolution tries to meet-the various
methods, procedures and legal figments whioh are
used by the colonial Powers to ooverthe nakedness
of rank colonialism. For instance, as I said earHer.
there is the question of the transfer of power. Sometimes the transfer of power must wait until the oorreot
party, or the. correot group of men, have been found in
a colony to whom the power may be transferred. We
have to wait, som.etimes it is said, until people are
politically and sooially educated to be the equals of
the people of the Ac:bninistering Authority, and that is
why the transfer of power is delayed•. Wp have also
seen that monstrous figment that has be~J};''broughtup
here more than once whereby it is a:(gue~ that overseas territor.ies are provin.
. ces of the met1"f»polis, whioh
makes those areas part of the metropol(itan oountry
and therefore not colonies or subject co~tries. That
point was well argued elsewhere, and as lam discussing general principles I do not want to pursue the
point. but we mow that it is under the guise of these
figments that some of the m.ost brutal struggles conoerning the e.'Ubjeot peoples have been going on, where
rank inequality has been continued for several years
to justify this legal figment that they belong to the
metropolis.
128. So, in tbat oontext it is my submission that under the guise of these legal figments we ha.ye ignored
the Charter. After all, it does not require great intelligence or great wisdom to see that Articles 73, 76
and, what is more, Article 1, paragraph 2, of the
Charter, or Artiole 55, are very simple matters,
propositi<>mlwbioh are accepted by the world oommunity, and yet, in the implementation of these Articles we find that these authorities have not oonformed
to the obligations, and that is, as I say, the justification for our draft resolution and the just1f1oation for
. the declaration presented by the Soviet Union.
It

129. . I dealt only in a general way with the basis of
Chapters XI, XII and XIII. We are now faoed also with
another a~pect ~f the problem. There have been unequal treat1es~ which is always a form or manifestation of ooloniaUsm-some have referred to this as
neo-colonialism. There have been occasions where the
Acbn in1 ster:lng Authority or the dominant Power, while
abdicating its power 01" transferring power, has stUI
retained its eoonomio stranglehold. We may call it
neo-ooloniaUsm.-the term. does not matter.
130. Many years ago-and here in. this context one
oannot forget; one need not subsoribe to the dootr:lne
of communism or socialism as suoh-but it has been
pointed out that the time may oome-and here it was
after the Congress of Berlin in the nineteenth oentury-it was poblted out by socialist theorists that the
time may come when the co.tttliot between the oolonial
Powers' may lead to the point where they might oom.bine to keep. jointly a oolonial stranglehold on some
oountries and territories.
.
131. I would lJke striotly to adhere to my subjeot,
and this is why I am not mention:lng any partloular
Power. Whether we call it neo-colonialism, or, as
another author called it, ultl-a-imper:l.alisn'L, it is stlll
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132. In. this context I W\~ld say-and here l am not
saying so because I want t01>ursue the point as against
the representative of the United K:lngdom who spoke
this morning-that it is not a question of repeating
Marxist texts or Leninist inoantations. IUs the radical
tradition-I am using the word in a very broad sensewhioh has always guided a country's destinies in ulti.
mate fulfllment of its goal. I can only, in this oontext,
without going into comparative studies, refer to the
radioal traditi"n of England whioh was responsible for
enlightened colonial policy at cerminphases in its
history. And that tradition oontinues, and it is because
of that radical tradition that no less a man than Lenin
himse1f~ who in his famous book Imperialism-The
Highest Stag~' ~f Capitalism, acknowledged a debt to
J. Hobson, the English economist$? who at the close of
the nineteenth centurywrote his classic book;rmperlal.
iS1l\. It is not a question ofrepeating Leninist incanta.
tions; it is a question of taking the siTUggle to a 0(11'tain point. It is not a dogma like the Charter,lor
instance. Is the Charter made for all time? Are the
organs and systems whioh were created in the Charter
in 1945 good for all time?
133 Institutions, like human beings, are subject to
deoay. It is for us, therefore, we who want institutions,
to see.the ways and means whereby we may improve
those Institutions. It is in. thatsensetbatI would argue
that one must not forget-it is nota question, I repe~t,
of Leninist inoantations, but it is the strong radical
tradition whioh has been displayed, or the liberal
tradition displayed by those who fought for freedom- .
for example, even the oountries of Latin America. if
they had waited until all of thom were so refined or
so eduoated or politloally and sooially the equals of
the oolonial Powers, they would still have to wait
perhaps until doomsday. In the long run we will all
be dead and that is why it is necessary, at a particular
stage in the history of human affairs, that we take
stook of these th:Ings.
134. It is in that sense that I wouldargue'tbat when
we adopted by aoclamation the inscriptLon of this item
on the agenda of the Assembly, we tookupon ourselvea
a burden, the task of formulating either by some resolutlon or other measure-a declaration, if you care
to put it that way.-a. proolamation whereby we would
not only offer hope to those wh~ are still in the
oolonies J but something which would be implemented
by the colonial Powers as suoh.
135. I would like to regard the draft resolution which
we haTe submitted as coming in the long line of various
deolarations whioh have noWbecome international law.
It is not a question here of a pure juridical concept
or the oreation of law; on the contrary, it is a question of trying to find the proper plaoe in the develo~
ment of human society for this particular measure.
0

136. I would argue that in. thasame way-and here
it may be that some states were not parties to some
of the great laws whioh today maJ;k and perhaps enrioh history; for insUql08 .1 refe;r; to the Deolaration
of PariS :In 1856.. whioh :maI'kedthe tllrning point in
the laws of land "WfA.rfare.. I 1.."ei:~r to the Declaration
of St. Pefel'sburg in 1868 'whioh again took a further
step in the development of the hum.antzaUon of war.
I refer, for instance, to the Hague Conl~ntions of 1899
and 1907. Similarly, one could argue that here in
our draft resolutlon perhaps-I would have nbt only to
defend it but see :In it cer1ain merits, whioh lti$ybe
j
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subnrlt, tbatthe :two are complementary; there is no
fun,da.menta1 disagreement in our basic objectives, and
what is more. we can see that on the basic issues we
are in agreen10nt although we may say it in different
ways.
137. I do not want to :r.epeatthat point, but I would
like, in addressing an international Assembly .like
thiS, to point out that if these great declarations of
the past, of the nineteenth century, cu1.mbla.ting perhaps in the greatest declarations of our time,namely,
the Charter, the judgements and the principles of
Nuremberg, if they have been accepted by this Assembly, if they have passed into international law, it
would be with a view to achieving a certain objective.
It is in that light that I would like to ask the representatives to pass the declaration contained in our
d't"aft resolution [A/L.323. and Add.1].
i38. Here again, may I say that as an international
body we may not be a lawmaking body as such. The
draft resolution which is before this Assembly has a
sanction. It is the public opinion behind it, or the
moral opinion of the world represented here. Perhaps
in this declaration we would also find the moral
~'Udgement 9f the nations.
139. On this particular point, letme 17ecall-because I
am aure that the speakers who follow me tomorrow
will go into the draft resolution in detail-the history,
as it was, of one of the most important aspects of
colonialism in the past. I regard it as colonialism
because it was one form of colonialism of which,
perhaps, we are not aware today. Historically, Iwould
siate that at the Congress of Vienna in 1815 it was
the British delegate, Castlereagh himself, who proposed that in the FJnaJ Act of the Congress of Vienna
there should be a clause eliminating or dealing with
the suppression of the slave-trade, and so it was embodied, but that did· not mean that slavery came to '
an end.
140. That is what I am concerned with when discussing the d,raft resollltlon-what was embodied in the
Final Act in 1815. Similarly, as 1 argued-in 1919 we
had the Mandates System, perhaps a manifestation of
the then enlightened conscience of Europe, andin 1945
the Trusteeship System, bUt if I am to s1ate the later
hlstoryof the slave-trade-because it is pertinent to
my task-as the slave-trade was not abolished tm:m.edtatelyafter 1815 beoause certain countries did not
perhaps,w. their natiOIial legislation provide for its
abolition. 'It was only in 1885, When, by the Berlin Act,
it was formally adopted· by all the nations. At that
time the number of nations had increaSed since the .
time of the Congress of Vienna.
141. There was a further development in 1890. The
Brussels Act also dealt with the suppression of the
slave-trade, but unfortunately for the world, boththese
Acts dealt only with the Congo BaSin, where the slavetrade was rampant. Therefore, the world bad to wait
for several years, even for the impleme11tatlon oftbat
Act. As recently as 1919, after the Flrfjt World War,
when the peace p:eaties were being deuAted and negotiated, it was by the Treaty of Stdnt-Germain in 1919
that the civil1zed world admitted that the slave-trade
was gohig on in cer-tatn areas and .tbat it had to be
put down by the authorities concerned. So we have the
Slavery Conventions of 1926 and 1956, the supplementary provisions, being dealt with by the International
." ,. Labour Orgr.cmsation.,aspecializedagencyofthe United
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142.. So you will see that there has beena long history,
and I have taken just one example. It is a long history
but, unfortuJul,tely, in the context of global politics .
today the world, and especially subjectpeoples are not
content to wait So long for the implementation of such
resolutions or such declarations. It is therefore essential that 'here in this body, where there are Ad..
ministering Authorities-the so-called Trusteeship
Powers,with their obligations to subjectpeoples-and
where at the same time there are present, participating on a basis of equality, those who. do not possess
colonies or Non-Self-Governing TerritoJ.'ies; it is essential, I repeat,· that both sides-that is, the Ad..
ministering Authorities and the non-Administering
Authorities-subscribe to the view that we have stated
as regards the general principles underlying the declaration coniained in our draft resolutiQll.
143. It is for that reason that Isubmitthat the declaration and the draft resolution mark a siage in the
development of the international conscience of manldnd. In point of fact, I would go further· and say that
the success of the resolution does not depend on the
mere adoption of it because we lmow that we cannot
go to war on the ending of colonialism. The struggle
continues because freedom is something which is dear
to those people who are struggling for it. We may be
told that there are peoples in Africa whope;rhaps still
do not want freedom in that sense, who are oontent to
be 'lmder the yoke of their colonial masters. It does
.not require a very brilliant thesie from me to disprove that. But that is the argument which is always
adduced. But we here, who have perhaps seen the
. actual worIdng of the Trusteeship System, we who
have seen its effects, realize that without such a
declaratlonit is not possible· to 'take another step
further because year in and year outW6 find the lapses
of the Administering Authorities, we find the :Interplay
of world politics co:m:1ng into question. We also find
that sometimes, when there is no ar&lWlent to juStify
the withholding of independence, the argument istbat
the Adm:lrdstering Authority must proteot the subject
peoples, the dependent peoples from aperniciausdoctrine like oommunism. I think it.was in the eighteenth
century that Dr•. Jobnson, a well-lmown figure in
British literary circles,said that ftPatrlotlsmwasthe
last refuge of a scoundrel.. I am not one to say that
those who now argue that we mustkeep these people in
the subjeot territories immune to communism would
subscribe to Dr. Jobnsonts siatement.. I am not going
to say that here,but very often tbis argument has
been put"!Qrward. It is on that basis perhaps that we
a,lllmow that after the First World Wa1t' certain States
were created to keep Bolshevism out of Europe; but
that did not prevent it.
144 So we in Asia, we who have perhaps.seen better
days and worse. days, we who still may have a long
way to go in the evohttivn of our own society, can,
I submit, take a more correct View ofthe development
of human society:. and it is for. that reason that the
delegation of Ceylon. while supporting tile draft resolution, would also like to say that we are prepared to ;/'
accept any suggestion-I think I am speaking on bebalf(:
of all the co-sponsors....whioh wouldimprovG the reso- \
lutlon so that we could end colomal1sm once and for
all; the sooner the better for all of us. I submit"tbat
the day suoh adeclaratlon is,adopted,it Will mark a
moment in the consoience of oivilized mankind.
0

The meeting rose at S.45 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)

1. Mr. AMADEO (Argentina) (translated
from Spant

ish): Colonial questions have taken up most of the
meetings 9f this Assembly session and will, in all
probability, take up a large part of what· remains of
the session. This predominance of colonial questions
in the United Nations is not the result of chance nor
is it entirely due to capricious or arbitrary manmuvres.
It is a reflection of the reality that confronts us today
2. Our Organization is among other things a great
sounding-board where the questions of major concern
.to the world strongly reverberate. It was inevitable,
therefore, that it should be confronted with this question of colonialism-or, if you Will, the end of colonialism-which is one of the most deeply disturbing and
bitterly controversial topics of this mid-twentieth
century.
0

3. The question takes on added relevance and virulence by reason of being closely linked vlith the international tension between the great Powers, that is,
with what has come to be known as the cold war. There
does in fact exist an intimate relationship between the
process of liquidating the colonial systems and the
balance of power between the strongest nations of the
earth. That is what complicates the problem andmakes
it the pivot on which turn the issues of war and peace.
4. Now the colonial question returns once again in a

new guise for our consideration, in the, shape of a
declaration on the granting of independenceto colonial
countries and peoples. This is clearly no trivial matter.
Hence, it seems impossible to deal with it without a
.general review, however sketchy, of the scope and
significance of colonialisln. I hasten to state that I
shall try to limit my remarks to what is strictly
essential to make our position clear.
5. There is one point which we feel compelled to make
at the outset. That is. the monotonous persistence With
which ready-made phrases and prefabricated slogans
recur Whenever these colonial questions are discussed.
The use of propaganda themes and catchwords is indeed one of the evils of the modern world. The slogan
has the a4vantage that it saves us the trouble of thinking, and as many of our fellow human beings have
appar~ntly a real horror of the arduous and'difficult
i

task of thinkin~ it is a valuable labour-saving aid.
Nevertheless theJ colonial issue is one ofsucbpith a,rtd
moment that it requires our most objective attent~fpn
and a serious effort on our part to discern its ti\iJ.e
essence. We are in fact in the presence of historicAl
events of tremendous importanQe, and it is lamentabje
that we who have been privileged to witness subh
events should, instead' of examining them with the
passionate interest that is aroused G:~ the sight .of .
history on the march, view them through the .veil ,of
sectarianism or the thick cloak of our intellectual
poverty.
6• This reproach is not levelled particularly at those,
who have just emergedfrom the colonial system or yh'10
are seeking to abolish it. When people are suffer~g
or struggling for any cause they have some excuse (or
not being too impa..."1:ial. We cannot ignore the legitimate
grievances which some coJ,~>nial peoples may ha7e
against their former masters~ and a bare, cold analysis
of what they have experienced at first hand would be
as difficult for them as anobjective study of the adv~l'"
tages of a given prison systemwouldbefor.the inma,~~
of a prison.
7. Those of us, however, whose attitude is not lp.fIuenced by our past history are in duty bound to consider events in a spirit of justice andwith respect fpr
truth. That is the chiefcontriblltion which we can make
so that this transition between the colonial system and
independence may be effected without undue violenQe
and in particular that it may. not engender further
and more serious explosions.

8. A kind of psychological tyranny has been created
which makes it impossible to abandon the curren~~.y
accepted catchwords in this matter .yJithout incttrritklf/ .
the charge of complicity in What the phraseology of
the moment terms "the enslaving exploitation of tl;.e
colonial Powers".
\\
~

9. We wish to state categorically that we shall ~t
allow ourselves. to be influenced by. this atmosphel;"e,
and that we shall define our position without any fear
of how it may be interpreted or judged. My country,
which has emerged ~rom a process of emancipatiQn
that strengthened rather than severed the bonds of
affection With its count:t'y of origin, is in a position to
speak freely on this subject.
Ij

10. We do not, iUs needless to say; have any colonies,
and although we havetomakedetermined91aimsto oQ.e
island sector of our territory under foreign control,
we have maintained cordial relations in other fieldS
with the Power exercising that control. We hatre therefore no preconceived notions, and if our sympathies
tend to one side or the other, there can be no doubt, in
the view of the ample witness which we have given in
these very precincts, that these sympa,thies go to the
peoples newly emerging to independence.
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11. The colonization process- was the outc6me of
Europe's tremendous impulse for expansion at the end
of the Middle Ages. There 1~ no do'Ubt that the "little
peninsula backing on Asia", as it was once described,
.comprised within its narrow confines a collection of
peoples gifted with the most extraordinary qualities
of intelligenc~, inventiveness andenterprisethatmankind has .ever known. The descendants of, "IJapheth's
bold progeny" , as the Latin poet called them, soon
found the territory assigned to them too small and
went off tiJ the four corners of the earth in search of
new theatres for the expansion oftheir cr-eative genius.
That'was the beginning of the' great colonial adventure
whose final stages we are now witnessing.
12. We shall not attempt to, sketch even briefly the
stages in that great historical process which was so
c.omplex and had so many different forms and diverse
facets. In any event a final judgement on the colonial
system would in our opinionbe premature. In a general
way, however, we do not believe ,it possible-and least
of all at this moment-to pronounce a simple straightforward opinion on what, in the language of Balzac,
we might call the "grandeurs and miseries" of the
colonial system. Individual cases vary with the period
and with the colonizing and the colonized country. To
apply a single standard or to render a single concise
judgement would, in our opinion, merely misrepresent
the extreme complexity of the colonial phenomenon.
I

13. It is hardly necessary for us to recall that there
have been intolerable abuse~ in the system because we
hear it repeated here daily. While some of the evils
alleged against the colonial system may be exaggerated, many, on the other hand, are true. When
Europe first substituted the desire for gain for the old
Christian ideals which directed its first steps towards
unknown lands, the profound significance of the
colonizing effort was also transformed.
14. We shouldbe engaging in melodramatic truculence
if we recalled the now classic impression of those

rapacious adventurers which has been con'\>eyedbythe
cinema and the novel. Such is the disgusting and unfortunately only too true aspect of the colonial system
Which we cannot condemn too strongly.
15. We have~ on the other hand, heard certain representatives of the new countries speaking from this
rostrum and telling us that they are indebted to the
colonial Powers for nothing except humili~tion,tyranny
and spoliation. We do not deny the truth of their complaints, but we have noticed one thing: we have noticed
that they voice those complaints in an English or a
French which is socorr~~ct and harn~onious that it
excites our envy.
'

16. The point is that when. a peopl(~ Jiasreceived
from another country such a valuable ttdasure as language, it cannot assert that it owes that country nothing.
It is indebted at least for a form of culture so important that it influences even the thought that is ,expressed
in the language. That, however, is not the only pOSitive
result of the system that has hitherto been in force.
There is also the victorious campaign against disease,
the educational work of the missionaries and the
constructive efforts of technicians. It may be true that
the colonialPowei's hav'e themselves benefited from
that higher material level and that theirs has often
been the lion's share, but it would, also be wrong to
say that at the end of the period of colonial domination
all colonized peoples without exception are morally or

-

materially worse off than before the arrival of the
colonizers.

17. To draw up a balance-sheet of colonialism might
take us much further than we want toga. The important
thing to note is that whatever judgement may be passed
on the system now or by future historians, colonialism
no longer fits into the political structures of our time.
It is a type of relationship which has ended forever.
At a time when equality~and I say equality rather than
liberty-represents to the masses the' greatest good,
the survival of systems in which some peoples are
dominated by others is an anachronism. It does not
matter now what explanation or justification those
systems may have had in the past. What is important
is that in our day and age we shotild :refuse to allow
them to continue.
18. I think that we are almost all agreed upon that
point. In his eloquent statement yesterday [925th meeting] the representative of the United Kingdom made an
impressive survey of his country's contribution tothe
emancipation of peoples. It is a policy which has now
become general, and we must not underestimate the
corresponding contribution which France, the other
great colonial Power, has made to that emancipation.
It is no longer a question of discussing whether or not
coloniaUsmmust be brought to an end, but of determining the methods, time limits and procedures by which
the process of liquidation is to be <effected.
19. Before voting on the specific proposal that has
given rise to this debate, we think that some of the
chie{ problems raised by the liquidation of colonialism
should be rapidly examined. It is not enough, in our
Opinion, simply to decree, with all the omnipotence of
the Creator wh~n He separated the light from the dark
on the first day of the Creation, 'that "Colonialism is
at an end". What is essential, and particularly for the
international Organization to which we belong, is to
ascertain and attempt to solve the main problems that
will follow the end of colonialism.
20. The most important problem which the end of
colonialism brings in its wake is the imbalance between the desire for independence of formerly subject
peoples and their economic, and technical possibilities
for self-development. I should like in this rega::d to
make. our position quite clear. We do not bslieve that
because a people does not possess the economic potentia.lities for, self-~vernment it should as a matter
of principle be deprived of access to independence.
Independence is a' spiritual value and cannot therefore
be reduced to economic terms. It would not be in
keeping with the dignity of the human person to say
that a people cannot accede to independence because it
does not have the' material' resources to Sl.J:pport itself, or because it does not have enough tt',chnicians
to establish an industry or becaUSe it doe's not have
officials qualified to constitute an organic adlIlinistratlon.
21. This does not mean that new countries lacking
economic or technical resources wtll not be faced with
problems which, in the present state of the world,
automatically take on the character of major inter- .
national crises. This is true because this inability to
meet their own needs arid'the disproportion between
their legitimate and sincere desire for independence
and the inadequacy of thebt :resources inevitably raise
the question of foreign intervention. And with foreign
intervention there also arises the question of a covert
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the

re'Vival of colonialism and the struggle between world
blocs for supremacy in the emancipated countries.
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22. This explains why there has recently been so
much talk hereof "nea-colonialism". The term in itself seemS tendentious, but the fact that we may object
to the term does not lllean that the reality which it
seeks to define does not exist. The attainment of independence by some countries-and I say some, not alldoes create a problem when they lack the material
means for assuming all the responsibilities which, independence implies.
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23. This problem has already arisen and has been
solved in various ways. In sottle cLses the independent

countries ha:ve retained close links with the former
metropolitan country, which provides them with equipment, technicians and financial assistance. It is precisely this type of cQ-operation which has been vilified
as· "ne9-coloniaJism ~.,. \\\e should find it impossible to
agree with this' attifude because the co-operation and
assistance of the\ former dominating Power to its
newly emancipated colony do not seem to us -to be
intrin6ically evil but appear rather to be in keeping
with the natural order of things. Who, after all, is
more aware ofthe country's problems, who has greater
experience of its needs, and who can provide it with
better qualified technicians than the one that is thorou,ghly familiar witb the country? This is saidto be a
prolongation of colonialism in another form, but do
those who say this have any magic formula by which
,a country structurally in its infancy can alone, and
without external aid, achieve the status of a mature
nation?
.
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24. There is of course a second formula: support
from one or other of the great Powers which are competing for world influence. The new countries can-and
legally there is .nothing to prevent this-become
\ "clients" in the Roman sense of the word, of one of
these great Powers and receive assistance in exchange
for full incorporation into its sphere of influence. But
what, we may ask, has then been gained?Viihat difference is there between maintaining bonds with a
country with which, after all, links forged by past
association still remain, and attachment to some new
country, whose hegemony automatically implies entry
as a passive element into the struggle for world
power?
25. There is, however, a third solution, and we believe that. all forces should be channelled towards it.
This ia collectiv~ assistance to new countries through
an, international organization.

26. If the former colonial Powers arid the great
,Powers of the world want the new states to enjoy a
prosperity which does not mean makingfeudal vassals
of them nor aligning them with one ofthe ~amps in the
cold War, then co-operation through~international
organizations must b~ regarded as the;'lideal solution.
We are aware that this channelling of "aid is not easy
to achieve, and in the case of the Co~;go we haVe already seen the difficulties it involves., At the least,
howe'Ver, it is important for us to agree tHat this international co-operation, rather than individ\~al assistance obtained as a result of conflioting 1nf1uences,
provides the solution which we should s~ek.In t~e
meantime. until a climate favourable to ~that solution
has been created, we refuse to condeW;h friendly cooperation at any levelbetween·the form.er metropolitan
cOunt~ies and the new countries 3 ande'Ven more do we

1()07

refuse to condemn this co-operation when the only
alternative is the ideological and political incorporation of the .new States into·.the factions that are struggling for world domination.
27~ In making these rema:rks, it would be unfair not
to point out, with reference to the great world Powers,
that while the United States has strongly urged that
international assistance to the emancipated colonies
should be channelledmainly through the United Nations,
the Soviet Union, by contrast, has so far done nothing
to facilitate this. We have not lost hope. however,
that there will be a change of attitude that will allow
that great country to co-operate effectively in. the
effort to place the technic.al development of the new
.States under international protection at the level re·'quired by their newly acquired independence, andthus
keep those countries aloof from the world struggle for
power.
28. We cannot conclude these remarks on the assistance that should be provided to new countries without
.
elucidating tWQ basic points~
29. We believe, first of all, that although it may be
legitimate for us to consider one form of assistance
to be better than another, and although we believe
that international assistance is the most beneficial for
the recipient country and most conducive to the preser- .
vation of peace, we are nevertheless convinced that
the final judge of these criteria is the recipient country itself. To place restrictions on its freedom of
choice would be to impose conditions on the independence that has been granted to it and to diminish the
full sovereignty which that independence.implies.
30. secondly. our support for the continuation of
Iriendly co-operation between the former colonies and
metropolitan countries refers only to co-operation that
rests on effective equality and mutual respect.
31. We believe that it would be a farce, to which no
serious State could lend itself, to grant nominal independence but in fact to maintain clandestine' relations
of dependency. We do not, however, have any reason to
believe that suchMachiavellianplans are being carried
out, and we have complete faith in the sincerity with
which the metropolitan Powers are encouraging the
process of emancipation.
32. We have been told, and it has been proposed,that
the colonial system should be brought to an immediate
.end. Our opinion of this proposal is as follows. We
think that we have made clear, beyond all doubt. what
our views are with regard to the liquidation of colonialism.
33•. The problem, then, is not to decide for or against
the colonial system, but rather to be prUdent in the··
. true Aristotelian sense of the word. Hence any proposal on this subject should, above all,. take into
account the information provided by actual facts.
·34. Now what do the facts t~l1 us? They tell us that
the process of "decolonization", if I maybe pardoned
for the neologism, is going ahead at a rapid pace and.
Will, without any need for artificial assistance. be
largely accompliShed in a very short gpace of time.
In this respect. we may .count upon the assuranceS
given.by the main coloIrlal Powers. Also, the·fact that
this year the United Nations__pas admitted seventeen
new countries, Which were previously dependent on
these Powers, provides in our opinion afirm guarantee
that these aSSurances were not given in vain.
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35. Naturally my Government does not oppose nor
could it ever oppose any desire expressedin fulfilment
.of our common aspiration to see the COlonial system
come to an end as soon as possible, once and for all.
We do not, on the other hand, believe that the fixing
of a dead-line here and now would really accelerate
the proCeSS. The situations are not all the same, and
each one requires its own specific tempo. The important thing is to help to create an atmosphere· of mutual
understar.ding and harmony that will facilitate the
progressive and expeditious dissolution of the old
. colonial bonds. If they were to be broken in an atmosphere of hatred, the result would be to slow down the
process and condemn the countries achievingemancipation to the alternative of chaos or a new and graver
form of submission.
36. In declaring that the colonial era has ended, we
cannot consider the process of emancipation to be complete so long as certain forms of domination by some
States over others, which while not usually included
under the term "colonialism" are nevertheless particuiarly odious and oppressive, persist in the world.
'l'herefore, we cannot alloW this opportunity to pass
without emphatically .stating that tf colonialism is to
disappear, then there is equally go~d reason for the
elimination of those. forms of politicaiand ideological
oppression under which manymillionsofhumanbeings
in Europe and in Asia are living today. They also
deserve our close attention and solidarity.
37. At this stage of the debate a large group of
African-Asian countries has submitted a draft resolution which appears in document A/L.323 and Add.!.
My delegation, after carefully examiningthis text, considers that in its general lines it coincides with the
views I have just expressed, and we are therefore in
principle ready to support it. My delegation naturally
reserves the right to express further opinions on any
reviSion or amendment that may be submitted.
38. In times such as those through which the African
and Asian continents are now passing, it is natural
that an atmosphere of optimism and elation should
arise. These times remind us of the eve oJ. the French
Revolution when, in a fervent hour of liberation, the
nobility and the clergy gave up century-oldprivileges.
We should, nevertheless, issue a warning ofthe dangers
that may lie ahead. The road that now awaits the new,
free countries is, as the nations of Latin America
know all too well, both difficult a..'1.d tortuous.
as.. We are convinced that fewer difficulties will be
encountered on this road if the new nations will com...
bine their national and continental aspirations with a
spirit of generous universality. For this it is necessary
that no bitterness shouldremain from the stage through
which they have already passed. Their independence
must really mark the beginning of an era dedicated
entirely to the future.
40. Argentina greets the awakening ofthe new nations
with optimism and hope and brings them its message
of fraternal solidarity.
41. Mr. QUAISON-SACKEY (Ghana): This is a day of
salvation to minions of people living in colonial territories and other territories which are yet to be independent. For the first time, this world Organization
is pronouncing itself on the fate of these millions.
In fact, today, the General Assembly has taken up one
of the most important problems of contemporary international politics, namely, the problem of the complete

eradication of colonialism from the world. From the
earliest times to this very day, the problem of im..
periali srn ~as vexed and puzzledthe human conscience
and men have never been able to find a satisfactory
solution to it. Mankind has never been able to find
any moral justification for the imposition of foreign
rule by one country or race over another. The human
mind can never justify imperialism, no matter how
hard it tries, because it is morally indefensible and
utterly unjustifiable for any group of people to claim
that they have an inherent right to impose their rule,
with all its attendant consequences, over others•
42. We have met on this momentous occasion to find
a lasting and just solution to this problem and to
.abolish all the inequalities of imperialism. We are not
here to engage in .an id\e or philosophical exercise,
because we are dealing With an ever-present issue
which endangers the very peace and stability of our
present-day world. It is my delegation's view that the
issue of the complete eradication of colonialism is
inextricably bound up With the problem of establishing
and maintaining peace and friendship among peoples
of all races and civilizations. In the final analysis,
peace and $tability can come to the world only when
all peoples are free and enjoy equal rights and fundamental freedoms, without distinction as to race, sex,
language or religion. This, then, is the noble task on
which we have embarked at these historic plenary
meetings of the General Assembly. It is the earnest
hope of my delegation that no attempts will be made by
any delegation to drag into our deliberations any
extraneous factors or preoccupations~
43. The question with which we are dealing, namely,
the burning desire and aspirations of millions ofpeople
who still live the non-independent territories, iefar
too serious to be approached in a partisan or irresponsible spirit. Let us therefore deal in a constructive
manner with the practical problems of securing freedom for such peoples as have not yet, in the words of
Article 73 of the United Nations Charter, attained a
full measure of self-government. The colonial Powers
have, I believe, accepted the solemn obligations of our
Charter to promote to the utmost, as a sacred trust,
the welfare of these peoples, to develop self-government, to take due account of the political aspire.tions
of these peoples and to assist them in the progressive
development of their free political institutions.

in

44. With the exception of Portugal and Spain, all the
colonial Powers have co-operated with the United
Nations in fully accepting the doctrine of international
accountability contained in Chapters XI to XUI of the
Charter, dealing with peoples living in Non-selfGoverning and Trust Territories. Ghana has always
maintained that no part of Africa can be regarded as
an extension of Europe. Continental pride alone will
not suffer us to take kindly to Portuguese and Spanisli
claims. Now that the report of the Special Committee
of Six [A/4526] has been approved bythe Fourth Committee, my delegation appreciates the readiness ofthe
Government of Spain to yield ground, and we hope that
both Spain and Portugal will stop clingingto the jtmidical fiction that their possessions are "overseas pro- \
vinces" and that they will furnishto the United NationS
full information on these territories and will take
immediate steps to transfer to the peoples of Angol!,-,
Mozambique, Ifni and West Sahara all the powers
which will enable them to enjoy their sovereignty and
independence .and to safeguard their territorial inte"
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grlty. Ghana calls upon' Portugal and Spain toofollow
the example of France and the United E:ingdom, which.
have' seen the light of ,day, and to express their clear
intention also to allow tb~ir territories in Africa and
. elsewhere to attain complete independence.
45. It is a source of gratification to my delegation
that we have come to a juncture in history When we
talk of the complete eradication of colonial rule. I
must say that this is a splendid culmination of a procesS of development in international thinking and
morality to which men of good will from all over the
world have generously and valiantly contributed. Anticolonialism is not the monopoly of one group or any
race or philosophy or government. It has a long history,
which, for convenience, we might date backtothe first
successful colonial revolutions of our time. I refer,
indeed, to the revolutions of the Americans which
overthrew the British and Spanish colonial rule in
the Western Hemisphere and established the right of
the' peoples of this continent to live and develop as
free men under political institutions of thei~ own
choice. The names of George Washington, Sim6n
Bolfvar and Jos6 Martf, who led the great anticolonial revolutions against British and Spanish colonial rulers in the Americas, are known all over the
world, and the deeds of these men have been sources
of inspiration to the leaders of the national liberation
movements throughout the world.
46. In fact, it was an Englishman, John Hobsol1, who
in 1902 published a book entitled Imperialism in which
he systematically examinedthe economic relations between the dependent peoples and their colonizere,
mostly from the industrial nations of Europe, and thus
gave a fruitful turn of meaning to this word which
formed the title of his book. Other European thinkers,
such as Lenin, starting from socialist aRsumptions,
developed Hobson's analysis further to embrace mqre
recent developments in the colonial world. Such analysis and writings no doubt influenced the thoughts and
actions of a generation of leaders who later led the
revolt against colonialism in Asia and Africa. It was,
however, in the colonial world itself that the peoples,
bent upon liberating themselves from alien rule, initiated their own anti-eolonialist revolutions and drew
on the rich experiences gained in ringing manifestos
and resolutions which have become part of the history
of our time.
47. In Africa, where many territories are stillunder
foreign domination, words and positive action have not
heen lacking in making it clear to the colonizers that
Africa wants to be completely free from the shackles
of imperialism and colonialism. "Seek ye first' the'
political kingdom," thundered Kwame Nkrumah of
Ghana, "and all other things will be added unto it."
Then, to those who have maintained that Afri'ca needs
foreign domination, exploitation and Western culture
because Africa is a dark contlnent, the follOWing lines
written by Dei-Anang of Ghana in his Africa Speaks
are an answer:
"In the pages of the past,
}n the faIthless days of long ago,
:' When visiOn was short, and knowledge scant,
Meil called me 'Dark Africa'.
Dark Africa?
I, Who raised the regal pyramids,
And held the fortunes
Of conqu'ring Caesars
~. my tempting grasp?
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Dark Africa?
Who nursed the doubtful child
Of civilization
On the wand'ring banks
Of life-giving Nile,
And gave to the teeming nations
Of the West
A Grecian gift!
The dazzling glare of iron and steel
Sometimes obscures non-metal worth;
So when I disdained my pristine
Bows and arrows,
And cared not much for iron and steel,
They called me 'Dark' in all the· world.
But dearer far than cold steel and iron
Is the tranquil art
Of thinking together
And living together.
Dark Africa?
Underneath the clotted roots
Of.my kingly whistling palms,
I k(~ep a treasure that none can measure.
Dark Africa!
My dawn is here:
Behold, I see
A rich-warm glow in the East,
And my day will soon be here."
48. There has been a tremendous reawakening in
Afr! ,e.. ¥J'!lat Prime Minister Macmillan described
during his recent visit to Africa as a "wind of change"
is rather a raging hurricane sweeping all before it.
The writings of Rousseau, Jeffersori, Marx, Thomas
Paine, . Machiavelii and' other political thinkers have
had. their influence. Thus, everywhere in Africa,
Africans demandfreedom, equality and justice: whether
in Algeria, where the Algerian heroes are fighting
for independence against the forcesol,France; whether
in Central Africa, where Africans refuse to have
imposed upon them political institutions which they
do not like; whether in South Africa, Angola, Mozambique or East Africa, where Africans are opposed to
racial segregation and refuse to allow a minority of
Europeans to hold in ransom a majority of Africans,
the stru~'gle continues.
49. Mention must of course be made of that great
gathering of peoples from Asia and Africa at Bandung
in 1955,. where our leaders collectively declared emphatically their unrelenting 0i>position to imperialism
and colonialism in all its forms. In the final "communiqu6" of that greathistoric conference, the peoples
of Asia and Africa agreed:
"First, in. declaring that colonialism in all 'its
manifestations is an evil which should speedily be
brought to an end;
"Second, in affirming that tue subjection ofpeoples
to alien subjugation, domination'llnd exploitation
constitutes a denial of fundamental human rights, is,
contI~ary to the Charter of the United Nations and is
an impediment to the promotion of world peace and
co-operation."
50. These sentiments have sUbsequently found echOes
in resolutions adopted at the conferences of the independent African States held at Accra, Monrovia and,
more recently, at Addis Ababa. It must ~e, recalled
that the First Co~lerence of Indepe,~dent. African
states heldJat Accra froln. 15 to 22 April 1958 marked
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a landmark in the history of the African continent.
For the first time leaders of the independent Africa~
States came together to pool their ideas concel'ntn{!
problems confronting Africa.. If in 1885 European
Powers met in Berlin to decide what they should do
to Africa, namely to scramble to Africa and to set up
artificial frontiers, in Apri11958 leaders of the independent African States met at Accra to undo that
decision. Allow me to quote from the Addis Ababa
'Conference resolution on the eradication of colonial
rule from Africa; it was a very important document:
"Recalling the declaration of Bandung and the
resolutions of Accra and Monrovia proclaiming that
colonialism in all its manifestations constitutes an
evil which should speedily be broUJht to an end;
"Reaffirming that the subjugation of peoples to alien
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of
fundamental rights which is contrary to the Charter
of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, and is an impediment to the promotion of world peace and co-operation; .
"Considering that Africa is the only continent
where a large proportion of the inhabitants still
live under colonial domination with all its privations
and indignities;
"ConSidering further that the present awakening of
the people of Africa and the independence movements
can no longer be contained, without the risk· of
seriously compromising relations between the different nations;
"Believing that the restoration of the natural
rights and human dignity to the Africans, in those
parts of Africa at present under foreign subjugation,
as well as the peaceful enjoyment of the hard-won
freedom by the peoples of the Independent African
states, could only be achieved through the complete
eradication of colonial rule from our continent;
If

...

"Urges the colonial Powers to fix .dates in conformity with the will of the people for the immediate
attainment of independence by all non-independent
countries and to communicate those dates to the
people concerned;
"Resolves that the Independent African states continue to exert concerted action to achieve through all
possible peaceful means the complete eradication of
colonial rule from Africa."
51. It must be said that the establishment of the

United Nations coJncided with a period of profound
political transformation and revolution in Asia and
Africa. At San Francisco fifteen years ago there was
an awareness that something had to be done about
the vast areas in Asia and Africa which were then
under colonial domination. What prompted the United
Nations at that time to draw a line between the former
colonies of vanquished Germany on the one hand, and
colonies under the rule of the victorious Allies on the
other, remains a puzzle to my delegation. The principles of the sacred trust and international accountabili.f.y should have applied in full measure and equal
intensity to all non-independentterritories; but instead
there were enshrined in the Charter a declaration on
Non-self-Governing Territories and another one on
Trusteeship" With. ~heresult that Trust Territories
have, on the whol~, moved faster towards independ"!'

enee than sO-CQuled Non-Self-Governing TerritOries.
Another sorry result is that today the fate of South
West Mrica hangs fire. Nevertheless, after the Second
World War it became quite clear that it would be
impossible to restore the ····s,'~i')remacy of Western
Europe militarily or AQonomically over large parts
of Asia and Africa.
52. Those European countries which misjudged the
temperaf those times, and thought they could return
and set up shop as if nothing bad happened, learned
to their bitter cost that the times have inde~d changed.
Great and once submerged nations were tbus reborn.
'l'be emancipation of Asia from white domination and
supremacy was triumphantly proclaimed. Almost all of
these reborn nations joined the United Nations, thus
enriching our Organization with their ancient wisdom
and cultures. This movement~, which began in Asio.,
has now become a general revolt against colonialism
everywhere-a revolt against political stranglehold,
economic exploitation and racial inequality. As I have
already said, there is a great reawakening in Africa,
where today the largest concentrations of dependent
and non-self-governing peoples are to be found. In
summing up the effects of these revolutions in Asia
and Africa, the Committee on Information from NonSelf-Governing Territories, over which I had the
privilege to preside, noted in April 1960thefollowing:
"The number of Territori~s fell from seventyfour to fifty-five and the aggregate of population
from approximately 215 million to approximately
113 million, a figure which includes a natural population increase in the remaining Territories of
some 22 million over the period. In particular, the
total number of Asian and Pacific peoples identified
as belonging to Non-8elf->Qoverning Territories was
reduced from more than 113 million to less than
..14 million. By the end of the period, thecontiICht
of Africa contained the last great groups of peoples,
totalling some 96 million, whose political statushad
yet to be finally determined." [A/4371, part two,
para. 10.]
53. Nigeria and the former french territories in
Africa lAave since become independent, but the number
of those still living under co!onial rule in Africa runs
into the millions. It is the fate of th\l3se millions that.
we are called upon here to decide. The. vast and mosU
beneficent change that has come over contemporary
international society today is that the former colonial
peoples are no ·longer passive objects of policy but
driving fox-ces-driving forces for peace, sanity and
racial equality in a world torn by bitter ideological
conflicts. \They have taken the initiative in buildihg a
world frotlIl which the scourge of war will forever be
banished. )Today they·. spearhead the movement to
translate ;~he lofty aims of our Charter into concl1~
actionsfo~~ the betterment of all mankind.
54. The tli\inking of all progressive people, therefo,,"~,
seems to n1e directed towards the eradication of colonial rule ~pd imperialism because it is now evident
that. the cot~~inuation of this iniquitous system of'
domination and exploitation 'Poses ,~ serious threat to ~
international p~age and stability. Th11 urgent problems
that are to be soIvea on the Africa,1t continent today
are largely colOnial problems. There is anurgenttR13k
of granting freedom to the peoples \~f Angola, Kenya,
Uganda, Northern and Southern Rhodesia, Nyasaland,
Rttanda-Urundi, Sout~1 West Africa, th\, 11.5 million
Africans of South Africa, Malta, Algeria and Mozam"
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blque, to name only a few territories which are yet
to be represented in this world Organization.

55. Then, there is the tragic question -of them all,
and I refer to the problem of Algeria. The heroic
struggle of the Algerian people against French colonialism is now in its seventh year. About this great
tragedy, I wish to quote briefly from an editorial
captioned"Another Seven Years War" which appeared'
,jn The New York Thnes., ofWedtlesday, 2 November
!'1960:

'

"The war in Algeria, which began with rebel :r:aids
on November 1, 1954, enters its seventh year amid
rising internatlional tensions, mounting discord in
France itselfalnd growing involvement of the Communist bloc seeking to make this unhappy land So"
pawn in _the cold war.
"This conflict, which in F.t~ncheyes is a civil
war in which no outsiders must interfere, has ai~
ready cost 1,50~OOO....m.ostly rebel-lives, with an
additional 14;OOO-mostly Moslem-civilians ,killed
by terrorists. It keeps the bulk of the French Army
pinned down in Algeria tothedetrimentofthe West's
main front- in central Europe. It saps France of $1
billion a year. It raises the twin specters of Communist 'volunteers' in Algeria and' another .military
coup in France.
"The special tragedy of this continued conflict is
that both sides agree on the only possible solution
for it. This solution is Algerian self-determination,
offered by President de Gaulle, accepted by the
rebels. But there is no agreement On giving practical
effect to this proposal••.•"
56. I quote The New York Times because it is a paper
that cannot be accused of being unsympathetic to the
French point .of view on this question. But even The
New York Times sees clearly line tragedy and the
futility of continuing a war which, to the mind of my
delegation, will no doubt end only in the victory of
the Algerian peoples and the establishment of an independent Algeria. Our world Organization must declare
unequivocally that armed intervention against colonial
peoples who demand their independence' and sovereignty should be banned completely.

57. The solution of the colonial problem has thus beCome the most urgent problem of our time, and it is
upon its solution that the peace, stability and orderly
progress of our world depend. The profound aspirations
of peoples who are still living under colonial rule in
~ t~e Non-Self-Governing Territories must be fully
'\>~aalized if wars and racial conflicts are to be avoided.
Reasons of inadequate economic, social or educational
development must no longer be invoked as a pretext
to delay the transfer of freedom and independence to
these peoples. Their first and foremost demand is for
freedom-freedom which will enable themto undert8.ke
the arduous tasks of international reconstruction .and
development.

58. _What we are witnessing in the non-independent

t~rritories is what a great American has called the

revolution of "ri'singexpectations". The first objective
of this resolution is to secureself~governmentand
independence for peoples who stUlliveunder alien rule.
Without freedom and independence, these peoples cannot.· hope to solve reaUstically and speedily 'their
economic and social problems. It has been our experience in Ghana that natfonal freedom and lnde-

pendence have (released our creative energies and have
given atillip to a tremendous enthusiasm and wil- ,.
lingness for building a better material and spiritual
life. It has been our noble task, as an economically
less developed country, to strive with all our resourcefulness to conquer poverty andnialnutdtionand .
to build up adequate social, medical and educational
services, thus making Ghana a fit country for heroes
to live/J}n. We have no doubt that other re-emergent
count~1(~s are moving in the same direption.
~~,

b

59. One must never lose sight of the underlying ec~
nomic and -social factors. of the great anti-eolonial
revolutions of our time. ColDnidism created a world'
wNch was and is, to a large extent, still divided into
advanced industrial and under-developed colonial
peoples. This division offunction, 'broadly corresponding with a division of politicals'i:atus, was for a long
time the basis of the world economy; politlcalinequality matched inequality ofeconomic status, as well
as racial inequality. This division ofthe worldbetween
advanced and so-called backward peoples led to the
intensive industrialization of metropolitan areas, to
the exclusion of the so-called dependent territories.
Have these colonial territories finat enormous resources which can help tran~form them to economically advanced countries? It was Sir WinstonChurchill
who, in his book My African Journey, observed: '"
"So much power running to waste, such a coign
of vantage unoccupied, such leyer to control the
natural forces of Africa ungripped, cannot but vex
and stimulate the imagination."

60. But then, it has never been the policy of 9cla~al
Powers to develop the territories under tt;em to '~
economically high level, because to then'i cQlonieS\\
must remain sources of r~wmateria1s and tl'iinerals. \\
Thus it is that I do not know of any colonial terrItory \\
in Africa which on the attainment of independence can \\
be described as an economically advanced country. \.
It is this sad lega.cy of colonialism that theanti~
colonial revolution aims to destroy and to work for
the type of a world economic system Which, will enable
all peoples to enjoy a Widely diffused and a high
material and cultural standard of living. The pressing i;
task of our time-and this will become mQrepres'sing ;'
after we have abolished colonialism-is the establish- !;'
ment of sound economic relations between the coun-' {/

~=trio;S ~~~:e ~~i:"~~a~a:ar::~=1

technical assistance, planned national economie~'
planned international trade to protect the economiei3
of these areas from excessive price fluctuation~~
these elements are necessary if the anti-cOlo1]!{al
revolution is to be guided by the United Np;tions
a
.
peaceful and successful consummation. -

I

fk

61. 1J1esegreat tasks Qf development can Oiny ~
undertaken successfully in a world of freedomrindependenceand national dignity, and under.• govJnments
freely chosen by these peoples, without re~!tfto race,
creed or colour. Alien rule, n9 matter how~nevolent
or paternalistic, jnhibits the _free devel~~ment of
peoples, saps their creative energies ano.! deprives
them of t1)eir national self-res~3ctand digrJty. Foreign
domination can never be a substitute formdependence.
Our task, therefore, is to liberate these peoples, to'
call upon the colonial Powers to take immediate steps
to transfer to. these ~()ples their God-given right to
independence and sovereignty•

_.
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62. ,It is the conviction of :my delegatio~ that greater
will be opened. up for more fruitful
internatIonal co-operation for economic and social
development when all the countries that are stUl nonindependent becom~. free· and their representatives jo},n
us here in the United Nations. We regard the independence et these peoples as a crucial and necessary
step in building a world where all peoples, regardless
of ideology, race, colour or ,.creed. can co.-operate
in the establishment of those economic and social conditions which alone can guarantee peace and stability
in our world.
63.~ I submit that our task is only beginning. We
muliJt first set these peoples free, so that they can
join us here at the United Nations. Our next task will
be to devise an appropriate machinery of international
cO-<..1Jeration for the development of adequate eco..
nomic, social and cqItural standards for all peoples.
.I suggest, therefore, that, as a logical follow-up t9
the declaration which the General Assembly is about
to adopt here, we also give serious thought to the
speedy establishment of an international ma.chinery
which will provide adequate financial and technical
aid to these peoples during the initial stages of their
national reconstruction and development.
64.. I hope that this General Assembly, before it adjourns, will take' the first necessary steps to set up a
United Nations capital development fund to aid all
developing countries. If the rich countries ofthe world
make available one per cent each ofthef,r national revenues to such a fund. this would help avoid East-West
competition to win allies.
65. In conclusion, may I say that the draft declaration on the granting of independence to colonial cOuntries and peoples contained in document A/L.323 and
Add.1, Which is before this Assembly, has been prepared by fort¥,-five Asian and African delegations
whose .countries have invariably passed through the
colonial mill.
66. The :1aclaration itself is self-explanatory. However,my delegation wishes to emphasize categorically,
first, that Ghana is uncompromisingly I!:opposed to
colonialism in all its forms, and Ghana has no apology
to render to anyone for this stand.
67. secondly, we prefer complete independence with
danger to servitude in tranquillity,and, therefore, we
are firmly of the opinion that inadequacy of political,
economic, social or educational preparedness should
never be used as a pretext to delay the transfer of
sovereignty and independence.
opport~ties

68. - Thirdly, Ghana believes that the attainment of
independence should not be based on any conditions.
In this regard, Ghana is oppose~ to· colonial Powere
who cajole nationalist leaders t(" sign military treaties
p~rm.itting the establishment of military bases and to
g..:k:economic concessions before independence, and
we warn pol1ticalleaders ofthis new colunialismwhich
can be more devastating and soul-killing than the
traditional colonialism which we all know.
69. Fourthly, Ghana calls upon all colonial Powers
to eschew the use of armed action and other repressive acts directed against freedom fighters.
'!!
70. Fifthly, it. is the firm view of Ghana that immediate measures fJhould be initiated by th0colonial
Powers to hand over all·powers, including the·exerclse of sove::etgnty, to all tetritories that are not yet

indet~ndent, in accoI'dance with their legitimate wishes for freedom and. independence. If this is done now,
Ghana beJieves that by 1962 all Africa, includingSop.,th..
ern Rhodesia, South w~st Mrica, Angola and Mozam..
bique, will be free.
71. Lastly, Ghana reaffirms its faith in the United
Nations and is strqngly of the bel~ef that the United
Nations should serve as a bulwark against all attacks
on the territorial integrity, unity and independence of (
nations.
. .

7
t

72. I would like to express the hope of my delegation
that this draft declaration submitted by African-Asian
states will be adopted unanimously by the General
Assembly. This is not a document that should give
rise to any partisan rancour.We are here dealing
with the hopes and aspirations of millions of peuple
who still live in the Non-Self-Governing and Trust
.Territories of tbr..:world and who look to the United
Nations to help them in their long and arduous march
towards freedom. and independence. Indeed, we would
hd failing in our duty if we were to forget the.e.e peoples
and allow this debate to degenerate irito one more
fruitless exercise in the. so-called cold war. History
and, indeed, the silent millions in the under-developed
areas who are carefully listening to our proceedings,
will not forgive us if we allow our endeavours here to
be bedevilled by irrelevant ideological wranglings. We
should come out boldly and support the right of these
peoples to freedom and independence. All of us-those
of us from erstwhile colonial areas and those -who
presently colonize and administer alien peoplesshould vote for an end to colonialism now and for the
restoration of human rights andfundamental freedoms
to all peoples without regard to race, colour or creed.

1

73. Mr. SHUKAIRY (Saudi Arabia): For the first
time in the history of the United Nations, the question
ot 'colonialism is brought to the foreground on the
platform of this Organization, which has opened its
doors wide to it. Tn past years it is wldeniable that
colonial issues, whether in the General Assembly or
in its Committees, have been examinedunder one item
or the other, but never before has colonialism in its
entirety been projected into the full light, into fullfledged discussion~ with the lofty hope oi collectiveaction worthy of the authority of the United Nations
and its' dignity.
74. I preface my statement with this firm and sincere
hope, for the problem of colonialism ranks uppermost
in the history of human relations. It· stands as bigh
as a giant in the field of international relations. It
involves political captivity, economic domination,
social enslavement and cultural subjugati9n that affect
not only the colonial peoples but human society as a
whole. T9 fu.easure its devastating evilfl, it is sufficient to know that colon.ialism involves the present
time the future of 100 million people. This fact,
t:reated in passing, may sound of9;r;:dinary significance.
It may not ~ouse deep. reflection or 'provoke our
imagination. Yet, when we pause for a steady focus,
the picture showf,& up 1n all its shades and colours,
and indeed ina11 its dimensions. The picture. theJii
presents the I'ealitles of the lives of millions and
millions of people; their food-I dare say their starvation; their clothing-I da~J},' sa.y their nakedness;
their shelter-I dare say, theIr exposure; their~duca.
tion-l dare say t~eir ignorance; their health-I dare
say their debility; 'their 80c19.1 a.nd economic progress
-1 dare say their social and economic wsery.
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75. All this should invite our attention to the importance of the problem. Colonialism is no'casual problem
which we can examine With o~ minds at leisure, and
With our hearts at ease. It is a problem we should
discuss with an alert mind, a lively heart and a restless soul. Of all international problems except disarmament, colonialism is secorid to none. In fact,
colonia.1isxn, war and disarmament are the three
unscrupulous mue;keteers that are driving the vehicle
of humanity into the abyss-and what an ahyss--of
annihilation.• I have placed colonialism firSlt in order,
because war for colonialism is the institution, and
armaments are its tools. Armaments are not the great
toys and hobbies of humanity; they are thegr.im reaper
of mankind, and colonialism is the harvest. Neither is
war an end in itself. All through our history, people
did not war for war; they warred to achieve usurpation and exploitation. In plait! terms, they wa~red to
usurp the wealth of a territory and exploit the possessions of Jts people. They warred to realize high returns at a cheap cost, cheap labour and cheap raw
materials. TheY7/arred to conquer a new ground of
~xploitation, to expand or to defend what had already
it':b~,\en conquered. Even the First World War of 1914,
which was thought to be one of ideas and ideals, was
principally motivated by coloniali~m. In the words of
Dr. Moon, an American authority on international
affairs: .
"The catastrophe of 1914 was not brought about
by the personal vagaries of William Hohenzollern.•.
The very alignment of European powers was dictated
by imperialism, not by race or democracy or kinship of culture ••• Imperialism is the root and
'raison d'~tre' of world politics
n
76. I do not need to heap the evidence in support of
this valid assertion. It is enough to reca~l that colonialism was behind many treaties, In'l.t1y alliances,
many~ententes" and many conferences. 'fudeed, colonialism was behind the paradoxofconverlingfriends
into enemies, of making enemies out of friends. In a
word~ .colonialism has been the greatest single factor
in history to make bad history. And what history is
as bad as that when our generation W3.S destined to
witness two-thirds of the world's population groaning
undsr the yoke of colonialism?
t •••

77. .It is common knowledge that on the eve of the

Second World War ten imperialist nations possessed
colonies and protectorates seven times the size of
Europe. It was estimated that, out of the two billion
:;people inhabiting this planet, one-and-a...half billion
. were living under the r~gime of colonialism in com...
pany with disease, ignorance' and poverty--the most
notorious enemies of mankind. The estimate has revealed that every man, woman and child in Great
Britain had ten colonial subjects, black, brown and
yellow; and that for every acre in France there were
twenty in the French colonies. At that time colonies'
were very much bigger than the so-called mother
!) country. The colonies of Italy were six times the size
ot Ita.ly; of Portugal, twenty-three,times that of Por...
tugal; and of Belgium, eighty-one times the size of
Belgium. Hence, contrary to the rules of creation,
the child was' manifoldly bigger than its parents; indeed all the parents put together.
..
78. This picture has materially changed. The dimen...

sions of colonialism have decreased and the forces of
liberty have increased. Liberty has trlumphed$;n<1
m~ny victories ~a'V'e been scored. The struggle \1 of

peoples for freedom, their yearnings f~;Jl' independence,
their stirrings for economic betterment, their agita-;,.
tions for social adVfl.ilce, and in a word, their strivingS "
for hUD:lan fulfilment, have re~ersed the wrongful
trend of history. Empires have fallen, shattered into
splinters, and colonialism was withdrawing in retreat
after retreat because liberty was'scori.ng triumph
after triumph. "
.
79• The outcc-me, the glorious outcome, is now with us. .
Many nations here in-the Assembly Hall have achieved
their independence; indeed, I would say. they have
captured their independence. They enter~d the United
Nations-indeed they have forced open its doors-and
now they are here in the United Nations occupying
their worthy seats, outnUmbering their old masters.
M:P,lW of their representatives, even those who come
hei;e to the rostrum of this Ass~mbly, come from
jails, from cDncentration camps an.d from detention
cells as sovereign equals With their jailers.
80. The other ;day, when the question o:tthe Congo
was discussed \lin the General Assembly, I saw with
my own eyes 'J.n this passage in the middle of this
house, Mr. OrnXsby-Gore, the Minister of state for
Foreign Affairs of the United Kingdom, kneeling down
on his knees and speaking before the delega.tions of
Ghana and Nigeria, begging of them not to press for
their proposal. Fortunately or unfo:rtu11ately, the
cameramen of the United Nations missed this historic
occasion, that historic pose.

81. This is how the trend of events has been revers&'d
from ~,~trogression into progression,frommonstrous
history' into glorious history and frOm the abyss of
degradaticn into the heights of human <fignity.
82. But the battle for freedom is not yet at an end.
We still have an unfinished w,sk to >10.. We must do it,
here and now, at this session and in thi.s Assembly.
At this historic mom.ent, when we are debating colonialism, we must recall tbat.many. a people in, many
a country are still chained in colonialism. CaU them
what you will-l'olonies, trust territories, non-selfgoverning countries, dominated areas-the simple
truth cdes out with anger and vehemence that 100
million people ar.e still under the heels of foreign
rule. And mind you, these 100 million souls are
listening to our, deliberations with mounting hope and
promise. They are waiting for your voices to champion
their freedom; for your r.esolutions to sponsortheit
liberty; and, for your . votes, in support, of their independence. That is their right and this is our duty.
The dominated peoples ar~ entitled to oV'~rth.row this
domination, even by the fOrce of arms, and the United
Nations is duty-bound to declare its·' end. In ,fairness,
I should say, this obligation of the United Nation~3 has
long been overdue, and it is high time to discharge our
obligations, with no delay and 'Without hesitation.
83. Surely our obligation in· this regard MS been
overdue for a long time in the past. In the Charter of
the United Nations, in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, and in a host 9f United Nations resolutions,we have pledged our.selves to respect the prin..
ciple of self...determination fo~ all peoples,1?..r ge and
small. But. colonialism is still reigning in rr~any parts
of the world.
.,
'<'
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84. Even in our books, in the Unitedffations books,
the world is classified into dependent and independent
peoplesj'thus consecrating the u.gliest discrimination
in the. treatment 9f the human raCe. Dependence,
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as a status, must be :fi:nisbedand liquidated forever. a burden to shoulder. The white man's burden is the
By doing so the United :N'ations Will truly beoome a whole philosophy of oolonial!stn.Butthis philosophy
Unit-ed Nations. We have no valid title, at least to'our was exposed bY'1its own philosopherS.liIt was Rudyard
name as a United Nations, wh,en 100 million people KipUng, the poet of impe.rialism, who sang;
ore not with us in this Organi~ationas fully independent
"Take up the white man's burden,
and fully sove..l.'eign peoples. They mqst be with us,
" Your new-caught, sullen peoplesri
not as they haYe been, so far t tts subjects of discusHalf-deYll and half-ehild."
sion. or as topics of deba~s; they shouldbe with us as
fully sovereign states and fully independent Melu'bers, 92.. T'ne truth,I submit, is tb..1.t colonialism ia the .
85. If colonialism is the impedbnent, then oolonialism. devil itself. Colonialism is not the wh1teman'a burden.
should be destroyed, and destroyed forever, and we It has proved to be the white man's spoil and priZe.
have the task of destroying it. All peoples should be.. If it had been a burden at all, it is because the white
man was overburdened with the wealth of the black,
come free. Men are boX'n free, and no man should be
allowed to enslaye man. This is not only right and with the treasure of the brown and with the riches"
of the yellow. This is the burden of the white man
justi but it is the dictater of human brotherhood under
with whioh he was overburdened.
the fatherhood of God.
86. This, is· no sermon preached to a religious Qon- 93. Yet the white man can legitimately be asked, ~d
gregation; neither is our Organization a worshipping I put the ques't!on noW: who has entrustedyou with tllf~
house. 1bis is simply a reiteration of our (.lbli~tions. burden to shoulder? And who has vested you with that .
right to' ex~cf.se? And who has charged you With this
and a rea.ffirmation of our objectives. In faot,,~t is a
swnrnation of our Charter to which we hav!'fJ all obligation to discharge? Of the millions and millions
solemnly subscribed. And if disaJ:m.a.ment, t\$//aptly of white. men, let one single white man volunteer the
described by Premier Khrushchev, is the p!'oblem of answer-.but a ~ensible cnswer.
problems, thencolon.ialism.:, I submft,trrtbe evil of 94. You oannot deny that an answer'to these questions
all evils. and, we 1la.ve t() destroy colonialism, :root
been attempted by many architects of colonialism.
and branch. This is the unfinished 'task which we must has
In this field the French have proved to be the oleverest
finish.
advocates for a losing ca.se. In 1886, Alfred Ranibaud,
87• But this voice does not come only fi~om the newly a professor at the Sorbonne, wrote a whole volume
in justification of colonialism, with a boastful title:
independent nations. 'This has beart thf;/ voice of huLa :F'rance ooloniale. This title is enough to blemish
manity ever since m3u started to domirtate man. Even
the case of colonialism. In 1870, Beaulieu, a French
when col<UliaUsm was at its peak there were heroic
voices condemning colonialism. At a. time when the
economist, wrote to say that: "Every day that passes
frontiers of the British Empire were, racing with the
oonvinoes me more and more of the importance of
setting and rising of the sun, the1'e Wl3re many leading
(:Q)loniza.t1on in genel·aY., and ita impo:r;tance above all
Englishmen condemning Bri.tishimPf~rialism. JereJrI.Y
to France." So, abov~~ .all. it is France which is at
Bentham~ father of British radicalism, in a letter
stake., More rec-ently. in:t924,. Victor Beauregard, in
published in 1830 under the title "Emancipate Your
his ~book ILempire cqh1!!!l~1 de la France, declared;
""the study of histo:tJY reVlaals a conclusion which has
Colonies", stressed that colon:les invol~r-e a grellt
the certainty of an wom: France nlore t.bAn, any other
nrllitaryand luJ.val expense, the danger off6reign war,
na,tion has a gemus for colonization." ThiS) Is a geniUS
and politlea.i COrrtlptionin. the xnother country. This
fallaoy, and if this is an axiom then it is a.n axiom of
'Waa said jtrst as though he were speaking to, tbis Or...
fallaoy. For shortlyafter this reference to the genius of
gan'lzatl.oll in 1960.
if
Francejl the writer went on to sa.y~ "The future of
88. Along the same lines, James Mill, in his art.tole
:F'rnnoe Is :in },ter colomes.* So it was France, not the
tnthe 1818 supplenlent to the Encyolopedia...13ritannica,
colonies,
which was at stake.
exposed coloJ:llialism and its evils. l!ut the most devastating a.ttack has oome from Ri(lhard Cobden, the
95. But the true axiom is tbatcolonialiam. is not a
apostle of free trade. He called the British Govern"mission sa.cr~e". it is a "mission 'dtlsacrtle'''. What
is behind oolonialism is subordinated markets, su})..
ment of tbat'era "a stancU.ng conspiracy to rule and
V'Grted consumers and usurped raw materials. Behind
bam,boozle the people".. Probably "bamboozle" if3, a
colonialifJm there is a dominating . capital, land disword foreign to our century,but these are the 'Words
Dossession and forced labour-all in the interest of
of the British ge~peman.
coloniz0rs,·under the umbrella of civilization.
89. NOJ.T.aa.tterhQW poUte, and courteous one oan be,
96. Rtjh:t from the very begfuning, colonialism was
the fact cannot be a:v~~ded that colonialism, from. 00-.
Jaunoheda.s a campaign to capt'i'\re buainess, to capture
ginWng to end, ia nothing but the exploitation of weak
peoples and the v-sai'pationof their wealth. I do not
tradG and :fndU$t1'y-all carried out with a deter:rnined
myself wial!, tOUee the words "robber-yllt or "bam.pUfPose of exploitation. JU$~ remember the I1t\mes of
boozle", f~'l robbery is inherent in colonialism itself.
those great enterprises: the East India Companies,
th9 West India Comparg.es, the LeVant Coxnpan.{es and
90. Of dourse, colonialis:trt wa.anot left witJi\)ut dewA
the African Compan.tea~ And remember too tlmtthese ,.~~~
fence. But this is the: CaSf} ofthe culp:lL'it who eJ)t8.blishes
oompames 'had armies ap.d mercenary 'b:oops whiph .
h1ms~1f. as his own judge and pronounces his oWn
later bullt those vast empires. There iaa len~~ ,
in.uocenoe. 'the attempt was always abo:rtiveand it
record
of ,confessions by empire. bUi~ders themselyes .
Simply proved the guilt, and what a tnos~/heinO'lJS guilt
that
th~, white man'sburden, is 8.\\ pale argument.
it ViaS,.
Col(l~alIJ)m is meant prima:cl.ly to serve the interests
91. Colonialism, it was claixnedli lw,s a 1.1iv.111zing
of thesc>-oalled mother country. And what affection
mission, a "miss:lo~L $\.crtle", towa,rdathe bJackra(l~. . is it to 'sta,'rv1e the child a:nd nourish the mother? Tile.
In aooorda~oe with th19 baseless premise, the white
granting of 1ndepend,en,~e to colonial territories If¥an
man has a ((right to exeroise, a duty to di~cbarge and
ec~O:m1o liberation. for colODiaUsm was intended
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butiaUy as an ecOnom.io dommation, The record of
oolonialism tsmost eloquent, and hel'e agamtbe
record of France riSes above every record.
97. In 1884, the French Premier." Jules Ferry, deolared in these terms: "The superior races"-andhere
France is speaking in terms of race superiority'have a right as regards infei::ior races ... if Franoe
refrained from imperialism she would descend ,from
the first rank ~o the third or the foUX'th". Hence
oolonialism for ] ~nce is not to help the ascent of its
ool~es, but to aVoid the descent of France to the
fourth rank.
98. Again in 1890,the French Premier disclosed that
.colonial policy ·ls the daughter of industrial polioy".
If these words by the Prime Minister of France have
any m.eaning, they' only mean that a oolony to France
ia nothing but a market, t.o sell at the highest price
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Prime Minister of France himself.
104. The granting of independenc~toc()lo~;r~eoples
99. In the same vein, in 1881, Mr. Gambetta justi- has anothe~ human aspect.Jnadditi~tobrinffingabout
fied the oonquest Qf Tunisia, which is now an inde-economic liberation, independence lead§jO spiritual
pendent and" fully sovereign State represented m the emancipation. It iea restoration of human dignity and
,United Nations, in the Chamber of Deputies as follows:
a rehabilitation, of h~ personality. Colonialism is
ItTumsia is necessary for our matertal prosperity." based on racesupedority. Thesupremaoyofthewhites
Thus it is the prosperity of France not the prosperity is the fountainhead from which flows the entire philo~~\
of Twrlsia which was at ~tal(e.
opb.y of colonialism. Col0pialismhas two .gospel&'.
one to preach. on the ground of tlle white mants
"
100. Later, in 1895, Mr. Cbp.utetnps, Minister "of , burden, a.nq the other to practise.. man unquep-cilable
Colonies" described himself-and it is .interesting and thirst for priz~@.nd hunger fo:rspoiw. But the gospel
amusing for the Minister of Colonies so to desoribe
t't'- preach, which 'ls"supposed to inculcate .ml, idea or
himse~-t&s "in :4'eality a Second Minister of Com.propagate a prmciple;isdrenchedwithtbeUlostshockmerce • This is I~olonialismand we speak of a "mising ideology-race supremacy.
sionsacr~e", and. the'M1nister of Colonies says that
.
.. .•..
."
he is a "Second WDister of Commerce". I say in all
105. Speaking of Britishcoionialism, Ceoil Rhodes
humility that he s~~ould have described himself as the
declared: "I contend that we are the first race in the
"First Minister of Comme:t'oe"o
worldoandtbatthe more of the world we inhabit, the
better it ia for the human ra~e.It ';}Us 1s'\a blal'id of a
101. In 1862, Beaulfeu,the French ecohomist, exposed parad<»c and a oomplex.lt is a paradox that a superiOr
French colonialism to the last point of exposure. In race should condescend to :tob •the inferiorraoe; and··
plain terms lie stated that "Qolonizatton is f,l)r France the complex is too flagrant to.explain, a @uperiority
aquestioh of life and death". So the matter la not the
com.plex.
"
. -1!f~ and death of the oolonialpeoples.The heatt of the 106. But the stubborn reality is thatltishuman greed
ma:tte~ is the life of France and the death of France.
The cOltlpial people are to live as they could; and they and. not hum.aJ1 grade which is the driving force of
It is not the gospel of "live and let live".
are to die,,1l.s they should. They are left to their fate, colonialism.
~Liva, and let no one. else live. is 'the real gospel of
to.the m~1fcy of destiny. '
colonialism.
It
102. .Th~,1.S colonialism is not exposed by.lts enemies
107. This s1ate of affairs is'Jnopast history. For all \
bu~ rath~!r it is defeated by its very authors. by its
mtentsand purposes. this ispresenthiatory. in classi,..
philosop~,\e:rs, by its ·engineers, by its dreamers and
:fyinJt the' world of today the phrase has been ooined,
schemedl. The architeots of oolonialism, the builders
here in the United ~ations, "the h9.ves and the haveof e1l1P!iies, whether m"eamers or otherwiSe, ha,,·e all nots·.This terminology has found respeotable room
gone. ~~ they have left behind them a vol\Ul1.e ofoon... even fu our records., It is a faot that of the 2 billion
fessians, demonstrating the brutalities of colonialism human hemgs on earth, one and a half billion are poor,
and demolishing forever the fallao:y ofhumanitarfanism
incredibly poor. That explains why the}!l'haves" are
.
as a motive for colonialism. It was m the middle of the nrlnority and the Ithave-notsllare 'line. majority.
the nineteenth century_ when colonialism· was at its
The Jitlnority are 'rioher .and· have better livhlg condipeak, that it was stripped naked as a heinous mstitu- tions;the majority are poor. living in piliJery.. Surtion primarily intended for usurpationand exploitation prisingly, however. the ·hav~nots"are rIcher in area,
9P- an. inte:rnatiQnal scale. I say on an international in mine:J:a1 wealth and in nta:terial resources. Why,
scale because the words of the notorious imperialist then, are they poor. incredibly poor? The answer is
of Great Britain,Cettil Bhodes,are still ringing m
colonialism. The coloniaUsnt of•the nineteenthcentury
our ears. Speaking bf the world of the nineteenth explaina the poverty ofthe twentieth oentury. Colonial..
oentury CecilRhodessaid:
ism is the "raison d'Otre w for olassifying the nat1on~
of the world into the "haves
It and the "have-nota".,
,
"The world is nearly \all parcelled out. and what
., v
..
.".
there is left of it is being divided up, conquered and 108. In our United Nations books....in "esthnates an4
colonized ...liI If there be a Godt!-tbis is his challenge, statlstics-weare often faoed With siaggermg flgure~
(,.,'

nota
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the challenge of the British imperialists-"I tbJnk
what He would lJ.ke for me to do fs to paintaa much
of the map of ~icaBritisb red as poss~le,••• "
Finding the world too small to meet the greed ~f
B:r;itiah colonialism, aecil RhOdes went on to say:
ftl'would annex the planets if .I could, I oftentbink of
that. It makes· mesad to see them so clear and yet so
far."
laS•. These words, I submit, about dividing, conquer:l:ngand parcelUng the world, as well as painting the
map of Africa British red as 1l'luobas possibleara
a vivid expression of coloriiaUsm br itsclassica(ooncept. :But the greed, the fiery greed. to annex the
planets simply discloses ·tbat British imperialism of
the •nineteenth century, not satisfied with coloniaUs~=:c_~
on earth, was hoping for colomalisD,:'l in outer s~e. ~7.1
Today, the United Kingdom sinnds for ~a~~c~~~

~:t1.~.de
a.:~.':W.low.Pl"'l>.a~.~r;;::.g.ue~;:~~=~.:~ ~:i~~liO:~~~~/~:a,,:. ~~=~~ ·~ffsf~~ .
of French colonialism more than,this statementby the far behind in the race for planets. ;> ,
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about the nationa!. economy of the various States
Members of the United Nations. The fact is frequently
referred to, with pride, that certain States have a high
standard of living while others ha~e a low one. For
instance, the United Kingdom, France and Belgium
are shown to have a high standard of living, while
cOWltries of Asia, Africa and Latin America are shown
to have a low standard of living. This is no credit to
the rich, and no shame for the poor. It is not any
particular genius which made the' Western countrIes
richer; neither is it because of a natural disability
that the other countries are poorer. Colonialism is the
explanation of the.whole phenomenon of disparity. The
peoples of Africa~ Asia and Latin America, because of
ages of colonialism, have been robbeQ of tlleir gold,
their diamonds, their cotton, their silk, their ivory,
the1~r spices~their drugs, their rubber, their oil,
theltll animal wealth, and many times even robbed of
thel;r' fabulous museums, including the dead kings and
queens.
109. That is the whole story of the lIhaves and the
have-nots" traced down to the very. root of colonialism.
The 'state of poverty and backwardness now prevalent
in many areas of the world is the direct legacy of
colonialismD The dominated peoples-those thatbave
become independent and those on the waiting list-have
a colossal and outstanding debt to claim. What is
extended to them now in the form of economic assistance, grants-in-aid, technical assistance, or anything
you please, is only a fraction of the grand total of
that debt. It is not a moral debt, but one adm1tted and
comessed,'Nith all the attTibutes of legal indebtedness.
Just let me give you one illustration. Speaking on
British colonial policy, Joseph Chamberlain said: "The .
Empire is commerce." Joseph Chamberlain summed
up in two words what two volum.es cannot say: "The
Empire is commerce."
110. This empire of commerce was further portrayed
by a well-known British imperialist. In a speech before the Manchester Chamber of Commerce in 1884,
Henry Stanley said the following:
"There are 40 million people beyond the g'c:l.teway
of the Congo, and the cotton-spinners of Manchester
are waiting to \fJlothe them. Birmingham foundries
are flowing with the red metal that will be made into
iron-work for them and trinkets that shall adorn
thos"} dusky bosoms."
Such plain words call for no comment; they are sel£explanatory. They g'o to show how colonialism has
raised the standard of living in Manchester and Birmingham and how the whole of Africa was left in
poverty and misery.
111. The present disparity between the "haves" and
the "have-nots" could be eliminated and, to be more
precise, its elimination could be speeded up by the·
granting of independence to all dependent countries.
Since freedom and peace are indivisible~.so econom.i.c
prosperity also should be indivisible. The economic
freedom of dependent countries requires nowa chivalrous venture, at least as an expression of repentance
On behalf of tlle colonial Powers, for their enslavement was the result of adventures devoid of chivalry.
At times this colonialism of commerce was so outspoken .that it required no evidence to prove it.;A
genius imperialist like Disraeli announced in his f/~
mous Crystal Palace speechtqtat imperia.Usmwas dl\le
main objective in his policy~; In practice, Disraeli
showed himself to. bea big contributor to colonialism
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as we find it in its present pictu.l'e.. Disraelihad many
connexions With the Rothschilds and many other finan..
'ciers., When the offer was made for the sale of shares
in the Suez Canal enterprise, Disraeli~Withoutwaiting
for a Parliamentary appropriation, immediatelyaecepted the offer-an adventure which, as we know
added another chapter to the history of imperialism fu
the Middle East. But, to meet the offer~ Disraeli had.
to borrow £4 million sterling froID, the Rothschildsj
and we are told by Professor Moop, a well-known
American authority on international relations, thatthe
Rothschilds m.ade £100,000 On this transaction.
1
• '.
.
h h th
.
1_2. This lS only one mstance to s ow 0V: e wealth
of the'people wasrobb~d,~owfabulouspr0:f!twasm.a~e
a~d, ~lly, how c?lomahsm ,has led to this economIC
dlsparlty ~-rom which most of the nations of the world
are sufiermg up to the present moment.
113., I might at this stage mention that it was this
Rothschild who on 2 November 1917 received a letter
from the British Foreign Secretary promising the
establishment of a Jewish Nati.onal Home in Palestine.
It was Mr. Rothschild, this gentleman. who made
£,100,000 on one SinglElI transaction, who received that
promise for the establishment of a Jewish National
Home in Palestine.
114. I bring this matter to the attention of the Assembly because, in examining colonialism, we should·
not forget that the establishment of a Jewish National

Home in Palestine originated, right from the very
beginning as an i.mperialist policy-just as other
imperialist policies have been carried out in Africa,
Asia or Latin America. III estabLishing a Jewish Home
in Palestine, the British policy, shared and supported
by the United States, has proved to be the ugliest
form. of imperialism. Colonialism has receded from
many parts of the world leaving the land for its people.
and'the people in their land" But as enforced in Palestine, colonialism has led to the infiltration of one
million Jews and the expu~$ion of one million Arabs,
now living as refugees in their camps ~ as victims of
imperialism and colonialism" in its ugliest form.
However ~ the day is SOO)Il coming when the refugees
will go back to their homeland, their COWltry. emancipated from Zionist occupation; and, with full sover...
eignty, Will join the United Nations as the free and
independent State of Palestine, embracing all the legitimate citizens of the country: Moslems~ Christians
and Jews alike.
115. In the remaining areas, consolation is notabsent.

Having reached its climax in the nineteenth century,
colonialism in the twentieth century is now witnessing
its own decline. In the past fifteen years, some 1,500
million human beings have destroyed their chains and
have gone free. It was the biggest battle that restored
liberty to more than half the World's population.
Figures are sometimes more telling than volumes.
'rhink of ·these figures and wbat they mean. 'They mean
that, when established, the United Nations repreflented
only one-half of the world~ and that the second half .
waS st;ill under the yoke of colonialiSm. Now we bav~
reached the stage where only 100 million peoples re.. \
main in this international captivity. The ratio of
emancipation in the past fifteen years has been 100
million per year. It is, therefore, imperativetbat the.
United Nations should declare, here and now ~ in this
Assembly f the liberty of the 100 million of our friends,;
ofou.r~brethrenwho are still in bondage. They are our
brethren in spite of their race, in spite of their coloU1',
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in spite of theit creed and faith~ because we stand for.
no discrimination on any ground; and this is a test
case for those who smnd for no disctimination~ to
support the draft resolution sponsored by the AfricanAsians [A/L.323 and Add.1]. These brethren of ours
are scattered far and wide on this planet, but they are
united intheirst;ruggleforfreedom,andtheirlanguis]P
ing for liberty.

llB.The peo.~ le of Palestine, K:enya, Ollll.ln~Aden,
extremities of the Arabian peninsula, Nyasaland, Angola r Mozambique, Rhodesia, Ruanda-Urundi, South
west Africa, Tanganyikd., Uganda, West Irian, MaIm,
and other parts of tb.e world should be set free in their
homelands. Algeria in particular is a burning issue
because war in Algeria enters now its seventh year.
The people of Algeria are entitled to what we are
entitled. They should be free as we are, have independence as we have, and enjoy dignity as we do. All
human beings are .born free, and as our great Caliph
said, "By what right do you enslave the people when
their mothers have begot them free?"
117. .The colonial peoples have an inherent right to
freedom, and it is our duty to recognize it and declare
it. I stress recognition for I submit that the phrase~
"the granting of independence", whiph was used in the
memorandum of the Soviet Union [A/4501]J for me is
not a happy expression. The freedom of 100 million
people is their privilege I' not our grace. It is their
inherent right not our grant.
118. Be that as it may, the argument has often been
adduced that these people are now under tutelage and
that their economic and social advancement requires
that such tutelage should continue for some time. "Tell,
this is an antiquated argument not worthy ofthe spirit
of the day. This is a pale argument which is really
worthy of a pale smile.
119. These people· have 'been under tutelage for decades and some of them forages. How long should
we wait for this weary ordeal-for this painful trialfor this bitter experiment-an experiment on human
beings, not an experiment on animals or senseless
material?If the past tutelage has not been able, thus
far, to raise these people from dependence to independence, then the tutelage is a failure,and the United
Nations should put an end to this milure. There is also
the recent plea drawn of the Congo situation. Some
VOices-and I would say, remnants of imperialismare la,bouring to sbowtbat the Congo situation is a
forceful illustration to warn against the untimely grant....
ing of independence. This is the latest fashion of logic,
designed by the habitual designers of politicalfashionang. I would say, ugly political fashion. But this logic
l~rl~s every quality of real logic. To impeach such an
a\ ,ment, it is sufficient to know that it has been put
on .ae llllarket by the enemies of liberty, by the enemies of 1reedom.
120. The situation in the Congo, however, is anargument in the direction of freedom, not in the denial of
freedom. The crisis of the Congo is not the outcome
of. speedy independence or untimely granting of indepande'nce. It is the outcome of speedy aggression
against a newly emerging, independence. Had the Congo
been left on its own, the whole crisis would have been
averted, the United Nations forces would not have been
assem.bled, the Congo would not h&;ve become an item
on the agenda of the United Nations; and the imperialists would not have been furnished WitlLaooo!' illusira'.\ tiQn in favour of colonialism•.. ' . . _.. -
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1.21(,' All these arguments, or to be more precise,

the~,e shallow arguments, fall to the ground. 1he co-

10l~ial peoples should be set free. Let them go their
way. They will take good care of themselves. They
-Jlill look after their eC(>Domic development, their
social betterment,and their cultural advanoem,J:mt. .
They will bBin safe hands because they will be in their
own handS. There is nothing more useful, nothing1l).ore
• fruitful and nothing more honourable than to be on your
own. And nothing is nlore gratifying for a people than
to construct their national life in their own hands.
Behind this reconstruction would be their own hands t
.
their minds, their souls and their/hearts. The res1.'!:lt
would no doubt be, not this decaying evolution of tute...
lage, but the revolutionary evolution oiind~pel1,p.ence.
122. 'fake Ghana as an illustration. Thepott;'ntials
of water power have been lying dormant in Ghana for
years during the colonial r~gime. With independence,.
the Volta River project, which shall J!nake of Ghana
an industrial plant, is now in execution: So is the case
of Guinea with its dramatic proje,z1:s" They have been
lying dormant irJ. the archives, here and there, uncler
foreign domination.
. .
123. Take the 'UnitedArab Republic-theprojectofthe
Aswan Dam was slumbering in the archives for decades. Withr;~al independence, under President Ni\sser, the project is now between the jaws of the most
efficient equipment for development.
124. Take China, for so long dismembered, domin~ted
and humili.ated; it has become with independence a
production giant, rightly termed *e impatient gi~nt.
Impatient with time, China is endeavouring to catch
up-and 1 am not bringing in the political implications
of C h i n a . . 125. And lastly, take India and Pakistan which-had
been, before independence, in complete stagnation.
After independence, these two countries have become
a beehive of plans and proj?ctsb
126. I will not proceed with more iHustrations, for
the one and a half billion peoples .who have been
Hberated in the past fifteen years, are th~ greatest
illustration of the greatest human 62{perience.

127. One last point should not escape our attention.
Vlith colonialis:m brought to an end, the1'rusteeship
Council should be brought to an end also. In fact,the
United Nations Trusteeship is· an institution in the
image of the Mandates System of the League of Nations.
It is sad that the Trusteeship Council should remain
up to this moment a principal organ of the United
Nations, an organ which expresses the domination of
the people, and still we should admit that one of the
principal organs of the United Nations is handling
colonialism and peqple of dependent status.
128. Equally sad is the term "self-government",
which was assigned by the Charter' as the goal to
which the Trust Territories should be led. The fh:a.1
goal should have been expressly declared as inde..
pendence, instead of the feeble, poor and miserable
expression of self-government. \Vhen the questiorz\ qf
trusteeship was discussed in Sa.n Francisco in 194:~,
Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov recommended th(~t
the purpose of the trusteeship should be independen.ct':.'.
At that time, only the Philippine delegation stood fo~~"
independence against self-government, and this is an """'~cC~
occasion for me to admire the Philippines. Unforto.-n.ate1y. the opposition Was led by the. United States
rep1~esentativeD Mr. Stettinius, who insi.sted thatlt~e

•
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phrased asself"'government. We hope that at this
session our colleague from. the United States will be
ready to -CD-sponsor the idea of the elimination of the
Trusteeship Oouncil and this poor and miserable expression of self-government. Let us stand for direct
independence and be direct and honest in our expressions. There is no shame in independence that we
should hide behind this expression that has no meaning.
129. But this is now past history. Whether it, is

independence or self-government, let us now make a
new history more worthy of our age. Let us declare
the independence of· all peoples, wherever they be and
. to what race or colour they may belong. Let us liqui-

date colonialism. in all its for;!ris and m.anifestations~
fron'). wherever it may come. Let us wind up imperialism.> in all its manifestations, and let us set free all
peoples in alll~inds.
130. Eaoh ofthe ninety-eight nations represented in
this Organization, and I make no mistake about the
number, has an independence day. Let ustnake this
day an independence ,day for the whole world, so that
with joy and pride we cancommem'orate a glorious
achievement, liberty for all, soveref,gnty for all, independence for all and, what is more, a United Nations
for all.
The meeting rose.\ at 1.15 p.m.
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Agenda item 87:
Declaration on the granting of independence to
colon~al countries and peoples (continued).. 10i9

President: Mr. Frederick H."BOLAND (Ireland).

AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)
1. The PRESIDENT: Before ca;lling on the first

speaker inscribed on the list for' this morning, I give
the floor to the representative of Portugal inexercise
of his right of reply.
2. Mr. GARIN (Portugal): I have been compelled to
request the right of reply much against my wish because some of the previous speakers have once more
attempted from this rostrum to interfere in the internal
affairs of my country against the specific provisions
of the Charter of the United Nations.
3. The representative of Ghana has gratuitously classified as juridical fiction the constitutional structure
of my country. Now, I am sure that all of us will
agree that to classify as fiction the constitutional
structure of a country is a most serious statement,
and this is precisely what the representative of Ghana
has attempted to do in relation to my own country.
4. I have explained once and again from this rostrum
that the Portuguese nation, as the result of a centuriesold historical process, is a unitarian state where all
the component parts enjoy equal status before the law.
The representative of Ghana is, of course, at liberty
not to like our Constitution. However, not liking a particular national constitution is one thing, but impugning
it in this Ol'ganization is another thing altogether. It
, is not only a violation of the principles of the Charter,
but it also tends to create a dangerous precedent
whereby the internal structure and affairs of Member
countries.....all of them, including Ghana-may be freely
discussed from this rostrum.
5. I have never come here to question the internal
political structure of Ghana or of any other State, nor
do I intend to do so, and therefore, my delegation
cannot accept without protest that an illegal exception
should be made against Portugal. The representative
of Ghana has carried his attempted interference into
.the internal affairs of my country to the point of
hoping for immediate steps for the transfer of all
powers of sovereignty over the Portuguese overseas
provinces of Angola. and Mozambique.

-
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state. However, ~:\prefer to believe that the representative of Ghana di~ not really weigh his words when he
spoke about his r~ope that the Portuguese nation should
be dismembere~ll and that sovereignty over the dismembered comJ~nents should be elsewhere.
7. But there a~ain, this is a very serious matter,
and this Assembly' is· not the place for levity When the
lives of countries ~1l1dpeoples are at stake. Therefore, I must strongly prc;test such verbal liberties
taking plac~ against the letter and spirit of the Charter, the result of which can only embitter the present
debate.
8. Needless to say, this answer applies equally to
another delegation which,yesterday, also subscribed
to such preposterous suggestions. I do hope that the
embitterment of this debate can still be aVOided.
9•. Mr. ALEMAYEHOU (Ethiopia): In 1945, when the

United Nations was organized in San Francisco, about
1,000 million people were under the colonial system.
A yeai' or two later, with the independence of India
and Pakistan. followed by the independence of Burma,
Ceylon Indonesia and other Asian countries, the system of colonialism remained untouched in the continent
of Africa and Oceania.
9

10. In 1955, at the Asian-Mrican Conference held in

Bandung, the States assembled at that historic conference took stock ofthe colonial situation and imtiated
a number of fundamental principles which have hecome
the cornerstones of the policy of independent cOWltries
of Africa and Asia towards the colonial countries and
peoples. These principles have also inspiredthe struggle of the dependent peoples themselves towards freedom and independence in Asia, Africa and Oceania.
Meanwhile, the struggle of the African-Asian states
for the liberation of the dependent and colonial peoples
continued in the Fourth Committee of the General
Assembly. The struggle consisted in liberaliZing the
rather cOnservative declaration contained in Chapter XI of the Charter of the United Nations. Although
the provisions of the Charter were, so to speak, conservative, the Mrican-Asian countries, with the help of
Latin American ~md other cOWltries, succeeded in
making that document a living instrument for the pur;';
pose of aiding the colordal peoples towards freedom and
independence.
11. While the achievement of independence by the
colonial peoples cannot be claimed as the work of the
United Nations, none. the less, it is true to say that
the influence of the United Nations has been felt and
that the contribution of liberal forces has not been
without effect in the colonial territOries.
12. At a later stage of the struggle of the dependent

6. Now, I honestly think that this is carrying matters
peoples towards independence, we find that, with the
to a regrettable extent, when a representative, from
independence of Sudan, Morocco and Tunisia, a new
this rostrum, asks for the dismemberment of a Member
chapter was opened for ending colonialism on the
1019
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continent of Africa. This prOcess culminated with the
independence of Ghana on the west coast of Africa,
swiftly followed by the independence of Guinea and
this year by so many Mrican states and Cyprus which
h
t k
h'
i tfW 1
f
ave a en t ell' l' gh
P ace in the community 0
nations.
13. At this point it must be remembered that the
Mrican States themselves, following" the example. of
Bandung, enunciated a number of concrete principles
designed for the particular purpose oftheir own continent at their first historical Conference of Independent
African StaU~s, held at Accra, Ghana, in 1958. At this
Conference they adopted thirteen resolutions, all of
which dealt with colonialism and the consolidation of
the independence of African States. An examination
of these resolutions shows that the p.ight Mrican states
were not satisfied in simply enunciating broad principles~ but specifically asked the end of colonialism,
"apartheid" and racial discrimination. In brief, the
application of one vote to one man was called for so
that governmental powers in all the colonial territories
in Mrica could be organized according to the will of
the people, and not according to the dictates of socalled mother countries in far-off places.
14. At the same Conference, the African countries,
realizing the unique situation of Algeria, called upon
France:
"~) To recognize the right of the people of Algeria
to independence and self-determination;
.
R(!» To put an end to the hostilities and to withdraw
all her troops from Algeria;
It (Q) To enter into immediate peaceful negotiation
with the Algerian Liberation Front with a view to
reaching- a final and just settlement. n lJ

It can be seen immediately that the first aim has been

achieved, while the remaining two have either become
obsolete, due to a change in circumstances, or have
been recognized as a necessity even by those Who, at
the time of the Conference, were moved to condemn
the attitude of the African countries. The point, however, is that the demand by the Africancountries for
the independence and self-determination of Algeria is
nOw recognized by practically everyone concerned, and
What remains is the application of these principles
under conditions that will ensure to the Algerian people
free choice as to their future.
15. A year later, the independent African countries
assembled once more in an extraordinary conference
in Monrovia Y to consider the Algerian problem, in
the first instance, and to deal with other problems
of an urgent nature, such as the nuclear tests in the
Sahara and the intensification of mass .massacre and
other repressive measures against the indigenous
population in Africa as a result of racial discrimination, and adopted resolutions embodying certain principles on each of these problems. These principles,
again, have been accepted by practically all the Members of the United Nations. All that remains is for
them to. be applied concretely on the spot in conditions
which will result in respect by all concerned, so that

20.

when the matter has become history the process will
have left intact the friendship of the p~oples.

as ag
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16. The independent countries of Afr-ica-this tim.e
sixteen in number-met earlier this. year in their
regular conference at Addis Ababa, Y and discussed
and adopt e d a number 0 f resolutions. These resolutions.
dealt with: (~J negotiated and peaceful settlement of
the Algerian problem; (Q) the question of South West
Africa; .(Q) the cessation of nuclear and thermo-nucleai'
tests in the Sahara; (g) the eradication of colonial
rule from Africa; (~) the question of a Central African
Federation; ill the policy of "apartheid" and racial
discrimination in Africa; and other questions~ One
resolution called for the end of colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations and proclaimed the equality
of all the races in civil and religious mrc:'ct:ers and,
in particular, the application of the principle of one
vote for one man so that governmental power in all
the colonies may be transferredto the representatives
of the people.
17. Accordingly, the present draft resolution [AIL.
323 and A.dd.1-2] , which my delegation has the honotU'
to co-sponsor, is a consolidation of the ideals and
principles which the African-Asian countries have proclaimed and supported ever since 1955, in Bandung,
Accra, Monrovia and Addis Ababa. An examination of
the draft resolution shows at once that all the paragr'aphs of the preamble have at one time or another
and in one form or another been proclaimed in those
historic conferences. From our point of view, therefore, the adoption of these principles by the United
Nations would mean that their application was supported by each and every Member state.
18. At this point my delegation woUld like to pay a
tribute to and. congratulate the Soviet Union for its
initiative in proposing to the fifteenth session of the
General Assembly [A/4501] the item which is now
underconsidflration-namely, a Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples [A/4502 and Corr.1]. This declaration on the
abolition of colonialism, if adopted by the General
Assembly-and I hope it will be adopted unanimously.
will undoubtedly be a great landmark in the history of
the world. It will be a turning point in the history of
international relations, in the relations of the States
and peoples of the world. It will be a realization of
the noble ideals and principles of the United Nations
Charter. This declaration, if adopted and implemented,
would undoubtedly .open a new era to the peoples of
the world to work together, to co-operate as members
of a great family, for the achievement of common
obj"ectives-namely, peace and happiness for all. There
can never be a lasting peace in such a great family if
all members are not equally happy. Where there is not
equal happiness, where there is not equal 0a.tisfaction
for all, there may be B;tl armed truce but not peace.
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19. Hence, in order that there may be lasting peace
among the nations and peoples of the world, in order
that there may be friendly co-operation among the
nations and peoples of the world, colonialism in all .
its forms and manifestations must come to an end,
and the colonial Powers must recognize that the peoples
under their domination have the same birthright
freely to determine their destinies, as have the peoples
in the respective colonial countries.
.

Y Conference of Independent African States. heldatMonrovia. Liberia.
from 4-8 August 1959.

Y Second· ConfeI'ence Ot Independent African States. held at AddiS
Ababa. Ethiopia. 14-24 June 1960.

11 Conference of Independent African States. Declaration and Resolu22 April 1958, Accra. Ghana (Government Printer. 1958). resolution No. m.
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20. It is therefore in the, .interest of lasting pea.ce

, will

as a.gainst perpetual conflict/in the interest of brotherly co-operation for the common good as against animosity among the nations and peoples of the world,
that we appeal to all states represented here to give
their full support to the declaration under discussion
so that ,.it may b,~ adopted by acclamation.
21. ptbople lli'lder colonial rule and their supporters
in Afl~ica and Asia, and elseWhere, have beencriticized: by neutral-and, I am sure, honest--observeJ.1s
for being impatient and hasty in asking for an immecUate and unconditional end to colonialism. According
to such observers, the end of colonialism has in some
cases led to conflicts among the native political
leaders, as a result of the premature conclusion of
colonial rule. They cite the situation in the Congo to
support their view. These observers argue, further,
that, whatever the peoples' und~r colonial rule may
feel about their colonizers, these colonizers must
necessarily have contributed to the economic, social,
educational and political development of the colonial
peoples under their' respective rule, and they' must
necessarily have their own economic or other interests
which cannot and must not be disregarded. According
to those observers, for all those reasons and in order
to prepare the native political leaders for a smooth
take-over of power, a longer term than that asked for
by the colonial peoples and more patiencearenecessary.
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22. But we have said to such observers; and we must
reiterate, thf.it the abolition of colonialism is long
overdue and can never be premature. We understand
these honest observations and criticlsms which at first
glance seem to be reasonable and sound for all neutral
observers. We know how neutral observers, living in
freedom, feel about colonialism in general, because we
ourselves have lived both in freedom and under colonial
rule. But they cannot understand how we feel about
colonialism, because they have always livedin freedom
and never under colonial rule. It is convenient and
easy· for all neutral observers, living in freedom, to
criticize, because they have never been subjectedtothe
most abject degradation and humiliation, because they
have never been foreigners in their own country, because, they have never fought and given their lives in
wars which were not theirs and only added glory to
their already glorious masters, and because they have
never laboured to add more wealth to that of their
already wealthy masters and to strengthen the hands
oppressing them. One bas to live under colonialism
and experience these things for oneself in order to
understand the full impact of colonialism.
23. It must be recognized that tpe colonial ,Powers
must have contributed, to a greater or lesser degree,
to the economic, sanial and educational development
of their respective colonies. But wbat our critics have
completely overlooked is the fact that invariably the
COntribution in economic, military and other 'fields
made by the colonies to the metropolitan countries
has been incomparably greater than that made by the
metropolitan countries to their colonies.

24. As to certain political or economic difficulties
and cOIlf.licts follOWing the end c;>f colonial rule in some
countries, we can say to our c.ritics that thesedifficulties are always engineered by foreign intrigues,
With a view to discrediting and frustrating the irreversible movement towards emancipation by the subjugated peoples all over the world, particUlarly in
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Africa and Asia,and with a view to re-establishing
the system of exploitation in one form or· another.
But, even if it is true that JUfficultiesand conflicts
among political leaders follow the end of 'colonialism
in some countries, that shoUld not be a reasOn for
denying independence to the peoples chiiming it. Fighting for power among politioal leaders is not an extraordinary thing.. It happens everywhere. Political
leaders all over the world have always fought for po~er
by various means-some with money, others with their
fists and still others with guns, tanks and airplanes.
It should not, therefore, be taken as something sO
extraordinary simply because it happens in former
colonial territories. This is purely and simply an excuse or pretext for maintaining colonial subjugation
in those terrtloi-ies.
25. The peoples in the liberated countries, left alone
without interference from foreign intriguers, will
settle their differences in no time, as all the other
peoples in similar circumstances ha:~t3'~lways done.
Let the peoples of the liberated countrieS'1i~~. Let
them fight if they want to, and settle their own affairs.
26. I say, in the first place, that there is nO reason
to believe that the colonies which have immensely
contributed to the economic wealth ofthe metropoHtan
countries would not be able to build up economically
viable States of their own. Nor is there any reason to
believe that the peoples of the colonies, having fought
long and hard to free themselves from colonial subjugation, and provided there is no foreign intrigue and
sul;>version, woUld fail to enjoy peacefully the benefit
of their hard-won freedom.
27. But if, in spite of all, the question woUld be to
choose between freedom with all its attendant economic
difficulties and internal conflicts.on the one hand, and
the maintenance of colonial rUle with all its attendant
subjugation, exploitation, degradation and humiliation,
and so on, on the other, I woUld right away and unequivocally say that the peoples, all peoples, under
colonial rule prefer poverty in freedom to wealth in
slavery, and they will definitely prefer fighting in
freedom to peace in slavery.
28. There was a time when the spirit of enterprise
andheroism,the power, the greatness and prosperit~
of .a nation were measured by the extent and num5ifr
of its colonies. There was a time when to own colonies
gave pride and glory to those nations owning such
colonies. But that is all a matter of the past. Today,
-t6'owncolofiies~ is no longer glorifying. Today it is
not in owning but in freeing colonies that nations take
pride, and even those which still entertain the hope of
keeping their colonies are trying to do so under different names. Thus,. the terms "overseas territories",
"overseas provinces", etc., are coined for theformer
colonies. The names "colonial Power" and "colonies".,
once a source of pride and glorification to those own- .
ing colonial territories, are. now becoming more and
more embarrassing to them, and I think we can safely
say that it will· not be long when to own colonie.s not
only will be considaredas a disgrace but also as a
crime, in the same way as slavery has been so considered.
29 ~ All this COining of neW names for the colonies
and, inventing of excuses to delay the liberation of the
colonial peoples on the part of the colonial Powers,
are significant proqf that colonialism is a thing which
I
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cannot be maintained and that the colonial Powers
themselves know it.
30. In fact, the representative of the United Kingdom,
whose political foresight, particularly, in this field
has been widely appreciated, said only the other day
from this rostrum [925th meeting] that it was as regards the method of achieving the end and not the end
itself that differences of opinion exist between his
Government and those insisting on immediate liberation of all the colonies.
31. Well, since there is no difference of opinion as
regards the end-that is, the ultimate liberation of all
the peoples presently under colonial rule on the basis
of their right of self-determination-there cannot, or
at least there should not be, in the view of my delegation, differences of opinion as regards the method to
achieve such end.
32. We all agree that the ul~imate end sought is the
liberation of all cQlonial pe,~ples from the colonial
bonds. If so, is there a better'~ethod than ascertaining
the wishes of the colonial peoples, under free conditions, as to what they think best for their future? We
believe that this is the best method.
33. A declaration abolishing colonialism, a declaration telling the colonial peoples that they are free to
choose what they want as to their future, does not
preven.t any of them from freely and voluntarily associating themselves with their former metropolitan
countries in any form, if they deem such association
advanta~ous to ~hem.
34. With respelot to certain territories in Africa and
Asia considered as overseas provinces of metropolitan
countrj.es in Europe, we frankly fail to be persuaded
by the arguments of our friendsSlideolleagues representing such metropolitan countries. What makes these
far-off territories part of the metropolitan countries?
It is not geographical, econ~')mic, historical, racial,
ethnical, cultural, or any otller identity; nor is it a
common agreement, freely and voluntarily arrived at.
It is simply a law unilaterally enacted by the metropolitan countries. As to what effect such a law, enacted
unilaterally and lacking the agreement of one of the
parties, would have, the answeris, I think, clear. Just
imagine country A, somewhere in Africa: enacting a
law by which country B, in. Europe or in America, is
made a province of country A. What effect would such
a law have? None. It would have no effect either in
law or in fact, because country Ahas not the necesl1~y
military might to enforce its law nor has it the agr 'ement of country B to become a province.
35. In the case between the colonial countries in
Mrica and Asia and the metropolitan countries in
Europe, while the claim of these metropolitan countries that the far-off colonies can be COnsidered as
part of themselves cannot ha-q;e le,gal effect because the
agreement of one, of the parti;js IS lacking, s,qch claim,
however, h&s effect, !nfact, simply becaUse these
metropolitan countries have military might over the
unarm:ed peoples of t,heir colonies. It is, therefore,. a
questfQn of force; it Is a question of domination by
force; it is colonialism, again.
36. That is whj' I said a moment ago that the agrument
of some of the :t'~presentatives of themt'.tropolitan
countries was not persullsive, and we appeal to these
representatives and to all the other Members to give
their full support to the draft' resolution containingthe

....
declaration of which I have just spoken [A/L.323 aM
Add.l..2] and which, we believe, will serve the interests
of all, including that of the colonial Powers.
37. Mr. WlNIEWlCZ (Poland): At none ofthe previous
sessions of the General Assembly has the problem of
the colonial peoples and of the final abolition of
colonialism been presented witfl such convincingforce
as at our current session. Tl~e admission to United
Nations membership of seventeen new states, everyone
of which in its history has experienced oppression and
colonial exploitation, was a great demonstration ofthe
international import of this problem. It became One
of the key issues of our general debate. It ran as a
major theme through discussions on many items onthe
agenda of the Main Committees of this seSsion. It is
now, on the initiative of the Soviet Union, being discussed here in the General Assembly in all its aspects,
with a view to the adoption of the only just decision.
38. The problem has become ripe for final solution.
The new balance of forces in the world has. created
a situation in which the laws of imperialismno longer
play a decisive role. The victorious national liberation
movements in Asia and Africa strengthen the anti~,
colonial front and inspire by their example the still
dependent peoples.
39. The unprecedented progress of science and.technology, the triumph of 'man's thought over the forces
of nature, as well as the broad possibilities of the
peaceful development of humanity, do not allow any
further tolerance of colonial dependence and of keeping
peoples in poverty and ignorance while they, like all
of us, have the right to independence and to a better
future.
40. Indeed, where colonialism extended its power, we
saw tIle extermination of subjegated peoples, the deEltruction of their culture, the imposition of alien
institutions and patterns. We sawthe merciless exploitation of their labour and natural resources, inhuman
racial discrimination, denial of the fruits of civilization. Its characteristic traits are not some of the
very rec'ent forms of colonial administration, evolved.
in recent years owing to ever stronger and ever'
growing pressures of the progressive forces all over
the world. Those new forms, obtained thanks to the
steadfast resistance of. colonial peoples and the anticolonial debates and resolutions of the United Nations,
have not changed the very essence of colonialism.
41. The political importance, ecopomjic might and high
standards of living of the metropolitan Powers have
been built uponthe sweat, blood and tears of the peoples
of Africa, Asia and Latin America. What benefits
accrued tothe indirgenous populations as the result-of
the discovery of gold and diamonds in Mrica, of the
establishment of rubber plantations and exploitation of
the mineral !"lches of Asia, of sugar-oane plantations
and . tropical· fruits tn Latin America, of the finding
of uranium in the Congo? The fate of those peoples .
was decided at the stock exchanges and commodity
markets· in. London, Paris, BrusselS and New Yorkt
and their life was regimented by the colonial offices
in the metropolitan territories.
42. . To what extent have the great achievements of
science and civilization been spread among colonial
peoples? What the colonial adn'linistration did-ifit did
anything at all-for the dependent peoples, it did not
do in the sense of fulfilling any civilizing mission~as
the defenders of colonialism, including tne ill-advised
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would like us to believe. It was . example, which can be suspended by the colonial
done either fbr the sake of selfish interests or under
administration whenever it sees fit, in spi~ of the
the pressure of political circumstances.
wishes of the people and at a moment when they want
43. May I be permitted to add here that the United .~9 avail thf1mselves of the rights given to them? It is
no mere coincidence that, at a time when the constituKingdom representative did try to divert our attention
tions
of Malta and British Guiana were suspended,
from the problem of colonialism by insinuations
Southern Rhodesian laws-forming the basis for the
regarding the situation in Eastern Europe. But the
fu.'1ctioning
of the colonial administr~tion there, which
record' of his country in that part of the world cannot
follows
the
pattern
of the discriminatOry policy of the
withstand any o})jective scrutiny; it is nothing that
Union
of
South
Africa-remain
in force. out of 3 million
anyone can be proud of. I shall not say anything more
in
Southern
Rhodesia,
only 2,000 have the
Africans
on the matter. For our part, we prefer to stick to the
right
to
vote.
topic of our debate.
49. Colonial administrators may cherish the illusion
44. I repeat: Whatever was done in the colonies was
tp,at
they can gain time by a policy of repression. But
done for the sake of selfish interests. Roads were
is
it
not obvious··that they cannot arrest the ultimate
built, ratlways and communications systems estabdefeat of colonialism? This' had to be admittedeven by
lished, because they were needed by the colonizers.
the Advisory Commission of the British Government
A minimum of professional education was provided.,
which inquired recently into the situation in Rhodesia
only to the extent needed for;exploitation of those
and Nyasaland. We read in Lord Monckton's i'eport:
territories. 'The minimum of political rights was meted
out when toe pressure ofthe masses grew and when the
"To say that events are moving fast in AtTica is a
balance o£Jprces in the world was changing.
truism. They are moving like an avalancne, and it
appears only too likely that those who merely cling
45. What were the results? The per caput national
to their familiar position will be swept away."
income of France and Belgium is about $900 but, in
some of the African countries which prey!ously were
They will be swept a.way, not only inAfrica. Colonialcolonieso£ those States, it does not'8xceed$50 to $70.
ism can neither be reformed nor improved. One canIn the United Kingdom, the per caput, national ipcome
not
reform a system the very essence of which is
is about $1,100, while in Kenya, rich and amply endomination
by force, to subordinate the interests ofthe
dowed by nature:, it is about $100, including, of course,
to political and economic needs of
dependent
peoples
the high incomes of white colonists. And we know from
the
colonial
Powers.
One cannot improve a system
official United Nations data, from data contained in
built
upbn
the
principle
of racial and cultural inferiority
the report of the Committee on InformationfromNon"
of some nations in relation to others, tbis being a
Self-Governing Territories, that the per capUit income
challenge to the basic terl;ets of humanism. One cannot
of Africans in Kenya is thirty-three times less than
deny to other peoples*hat one asks for\( one's own
tIiat of the non-African pop'!1l.ation. In Rhodesia and
naticn.
The abolition of colonialism is in &>nformity
Nyasaland, it is forty-three times less. ,
with theobJ.oective laws gOverni..n g the deve.l~"E:.
m.ent of
46. In Southern Rhodesia, 200,000 European settlers
society; it is a requirement of juStiCe'andeq~.
hav'e taken 51 per cent of the best land, While the
'",
3 xp.illion Africans have been restricted to the worst
50. The colonial peoples have a right to independent
soil, occupying only 42 per cent of the whole area.
eJdstence.They. demand today the right to decide their
The rest of the land is in the hands of the colonial
fut1,11"e, ,and this demand must be satisfied forthwith as
administration and is being administered in the
the Soviet Declaration so rightly sets forth. This coninterests of the white settlers. 1'1 the African colonies
cerns all the colonial territories irrespective oftheir
of Portugal, there is forced labour. Almost the whole
formal and legal status; it concerns Non..SeU-Governpbpulation is reduced to the humiliating status created
lng Territories and Trust Territories withinthe mean"
by the colonial administration and described as "un"
ing of the United Nations Charter-; it concerns also
civilized". Shall I go on reminding you of facts which
protectorates and areas leased in foreign lands. The
we all know well from the documents and from the
majority of colOnial territories are still to be found
proceedings, over many years-;>of the' Fourth Comin Africa, but. we should not fOrge.t thtt.t not nIY/:Asia
mittee?
but also Latin America and the Pacific region Je not
free from colonialism. What is at stake is the future
47. nuteracy!n colonial territories is wide...spread,
of a hundred million people, and-tbere can be no comsometimes encompassing up to 90 per cent ofthe adult
promise on that.
population. It cannot be otherwise when, for longyears,
the metropolitan Powers supported the principle that
51. The experienc~ of history shows that colonialism
Umitation\?f education prevents the growth \nf national
is not yielding of its own will. Indeed, at tim.es the
consciousn\~ss and of tendencies to political emancipastrength of its stubborn resistance leads to sharp
tion. Colonftu administrations of·many countries have
conflicts
prolonging and increasing the sufferings of
Purposely, and in a planned way, hampered the educadependentpeople~ The histQrY of accession to ~?e
tionof the indigenous intelligentsia and of the indigpendence
of many post-eolonial states such as India,
enous "cadres" of skilled workers. This was parIndonesia,Morocco,
Cyprus and others, Which aTe toticularly true in the Congo, and many political or
day
Members
'of
our
Organiz~tion,isatellingill'Ustfa~dministrative difficulties of the new Republic are a
tion of this all too well founded truth. As aresnlt of
d!):'ect result ofthat policy of the colonizers.
the very same. colonial policy, viet. -Na~~s stilltoday
48. Today; howev~r, tbisstate of affairs can no longar
divided and .is.not a Member Of.. the uni.t.:~~ N.a.tion.a..
continue. The just\national aspirations of the colonial
For seven years the Algerian people havepeenwaging
peoples cannot ~~/l\Uled or deceivedbyofferingpiece- their heroic struggle for the right toftreedom and
meal PQt!!!C~k~"~ht~. Besides, of::.owhat value is a conindependent'eJdstence, While in the C06.go we Witness
sti~tion such as that of Malta or British Guiana~ for
attempts at restor-ing colonial dependence under neW
0.
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~~de1'neWguise,

forIns, of course,
even after the 58. If the'I-ep:r;esentatlre of 'Gcdne;)'ll permitme,=
1 will use ,the example. of Guinea. Two ye~rs 'after.
proclamation of independenGe.
'. . .'.'
.
accession to independenceG'ulUEla, in,,,spite ofthagrave
52. That, is why. many leaders of former oolonies .pJ:ecasts and in spi~e of attempts by oolonl~ers, iQ
which have already been liberated or of depen ~~. ~j developing favourably The Three Ye~EoOl~omic
terr~tories still aspiring to independenoe "were or ~\fe Plan "of tq,t country 'envisages '. annual \lnvestrl\ents
.,1lO1,i~10alPrisO~~Es wlWm the pol~n!a1 admin~stratit'n twt?tty~fiva. times.high~!~ than the .·.avera~ ,ant\ual
has depr,ived,_ ~f~.,~h.,. eir freedomlno.rderto p.re.,.ventt.h m it~,Y~~tment dur,i.n,g th.,~ la~t t,en yea.'t's of the cOICJrr.lai'°"
. ~~ro,
uenclUg tb,eir peQples. I can,quote here'C he r~.gi~.,e, The number(~f stUdent,s andpUP.!,lS h,as dO\(\bl~4
n ,ee of Pandit. Nehru, Dr. Banda, ,Jomo Keny~~tta,
while\the number of ~oholarships has increased thre~1
• Jagan-to mention but a few. Many, like Um N'~,obe times~
1
of the Oameroons, were killed Jp the struggleifor
~..
,"
.'
. ' , . (I
freedom. As the representative of Mali BO rightli) aid 59. Ag~n, witb tbepermission of the representativlP
in hi'a ~peeoh on 28 September 1960: tf,:\,hee:rnan~ipaef Gha~a, may 1 say that the~vernw~ntof Ghana h~~
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ment of industry and diversification of eoonomy. Ac...
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53., T,he Vn.ited Nati,on.s,,deois,ion oono.,er,n!ng t~f,in,'a.l.
c,orcUng h.,'~~'. i,ci~ d~~a, of the In,te.,l·national M.o.netary,
abolition of Qol?nialism. should be, the;refore,~~!:! Fund, ~h~ ~no~~ase Of the gr,pssnational p,roduct oJ
. emphatic, uneqUivocal in" its me~ning, and b~o~ed l>y,~,~hanaiIlj( he years 1~.5~-1957:7'whenthe o()untrywas a
~'a:
th,e ":hole..,authority of our o:gan.iza,tion., we,~hOuldnot
Bl'i:t!AA
..... olon.y., -was,.2.5 mi11lon poun,',ds" W,her~.",\~as the
;/ 0:
be swayed from this road by arguments advanoed by
releVa.llt figureafor'the year fo~lowingtheindepe¥ence
;f
~
i1
the defenders of oolonialism inthe present discussion. . were already 14:Amil1ion lK')unds.
\
a:
We should in p~icular not be misled bythe view that
. ' " ,.' " g "
" • I',f
the C"OIOni,al peoples allegedly reqUire preparation for
60•. ' Nlger..ia is, PI«"nnin the.•. devel,opme.nt ~q.~, i.ts gre~
tDE1
their fr~~dom and that politioal independence must be hY4rO~l~?tr~o potential. and full utihza~f~ of its
'. w
b a len~'fiy economic a d sooial develop- nati~na1 tlGh~"sof iron ores and oil. The intier~nde.:nce
Preoeded
"
Y
6""
-l~
,,
gave west Afrioa a S".Jmulus . to an unprecedented
a:
tnent, under f~reign guidance.
"~ \I
growth. .trhe same will. happen to East Africa and all
tI
54,' It would be diffioult,to ,deny t at the ,predatory the oountries which have to be r~leased from oolonial
w
colonial system, the e~loitationof locall\labo'lr kel;)t bonds.
U
purpqsely. ina state of baokwardness and ign?ra?-ce,
61. The President of Guinea. M. S6kou Tour6, was of
.rr
the stifling"of politioaI11fe, all thoseandot~.er Inaben~. oq~se fully, justified in stating from this rostrum on) . Jf 0:
able elemepts of oolomalism le.ave in thct1r wake the' l(fJ~ber 1960~
,
/
6'
'iUIlder-developmentof the dependent territories, so
.~
,
/ f III
tbatthose oountdes are backward in theQteohnioal and
J!••: national i~~ependenee presupposes not only r(
T
eoonomio sense and lack qual1fi~d manpower. :aut all
~litlOa1 liberati~\ but a1s.o~ and above all, total b
iI
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~.r:~r~1:.itr,l~,~;:',O.:tbe speedle,stpoSS.ible abolit,.iOn (:i:~=~~.]~~+~~=f;::: ~=?
~?lonizers

\
.-.:1.",
.
6,2., The oo.untr.les liWrate,dfrom.,the, YOke. of 0010,nial..
ism mum be assisted to join, underconditionaof,complete equality and non-discrimination, in. the international exohange of goods and services. Those
oountriesshould havf(~pletefteedo~ of disposing
of their naturalres~~
oes and of establishing their
e,o,Dnom,.iO'relati<>ns., wt,', h. oth,er countries on.t.,he basis "
of mutual, advantages. r.e mu~ oreate for them thA'
PO"SSib,ilit,ies, of divers, ~.lf/ing their, ec.o,nomio str.uct.ure..
'We should prevent t~)n from falling under any new
form of depende~Do not forget how and Why three
years ,ago the oolonialPowers were opposing here
the establishment of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Afrioa' which can play an Itnportall~
~ole in the proper defenoe ()f the eoonomio interests
of that region.'
D

55. 'The
are not, the best educators, of
nati,on.s,, a,10.pg t,be 1',oad. toward..stndepende,nee,•. Tb,ey d,re
those. in whose interest it is to malntainthe status of
iiepetilienc~\ a$ long as pos~ible. To paraphrase George
Wasbington1swords, "It is fo11yll1 ,a oolo~l oountry,
to !ook for disinterested favcursfromtheoolonizers".
On' the other. hand" the experienoe of all neWly establisn,·,e.d S,ta.. te,s.• ,Sh,ows.' clear~y that aft,e,r gaining. indepen. denoe, owing to the oreatIve efforts of their own, they
le ~gun, to develop in all fiel,. d~ mUCh.' qui.okeras
.compared. with the ,period when they were under the
coloni~l system. "

Q

ha,
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"
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'56.\) The. fa;~laoyof the reaoUpnary the'ory of dividing
nations info those,o able ~nd those unable to govern
theplselve.s h~~ beenoompletely exposed. Therefore,
the historlo SOViet Declaration on t~~grantingofinde~ndenoe to colonial oountries ,;anit peoples is fully
justified in stating:
"

.

r

CJ

.,'".

~Li.!~ ,showt! ~hat on the h~els of liberation oome the
rebltth, upsurge 'and floweringofdistinotivenational
'c~tur~s, the spreadofpublio education. the improve...
merntof health ~are, the,training,of skilled national
~somlel."." [A/4502] • .,
o

/I

63~ , At prese!1t we~ee again even more oiearly,~he
efforts of oertain wef1-defln~d oiroles.partioularlyln
the ,United States, to strengthen their, influence ~l)~' (
Aft-ioa, in the newly liberated Btates. Thus the indepen"
denoe of those States, so de8.t'ly paid for, could be
speedily and oheaply loatin anewformof dependence,
neo-oolonial dependellce. The Polish delegation will
disouss this subjeot ~ again in' oonne:xion wlthother \
items On the age~daofour session~
.
';).
." .,.'
~
11f'
64. Only the bmnediate, complete abolitlonofoolonial
~~pendenoe oan becoM~ the ult1m~fte embOdiment ofthe'
al~s and p!-ttlJ,.?
.~j~S of the UnitedNationsCharter,for
th~ Charterte~pgnlzedas
one of the basicpurpose~
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5P.The end to coloniaJ exploitation facilitates the
better use "of the national re§ourc.es of the' hitherto
dependent territories, increases their demandf6r
tot"eigttgq9ds, , en1~~ft~ thefr exports, •. raises the~r
indttstl'iar capacity and. serves tbe development of the
wa-rld eeonomy as a whole.
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~~\.\.orga.niZ.at.ion.. ;0 ttrespec.. t £.'..0r.th'IB.:prin.9.iP.I.'·.e Of. eQU'.8.1 sons of Asia and Mrica ' were ala()shedolingt~p:i:t'
rights\ nd self-qeterminati~~n o~ peoples" .. At the same blood. COUl:JIlonwast~sc~truggl~J.u:nd ~\lsO.,o\~I1tln'10n
tUne ~ ticle78 ,of the ChaTter reqognized the unde"
shQu.ldbe the' f;1C,Wtsof( victory,. Irhe C,hartel\J;la,r.;
niabl~ l"wtthat there we~e in 1f)45 peoples who "nave strengthened the (oonvict~.ol).t~at the idea.l6'.l Qf free~~~'P)
, not· yet. attained a· full measure of self-government".
and. equality forwhichthep.~ol"'les It.nited;m.the fight
r~Omic
The very wox'ds "not yet"'implied theprov1sional
against fascisOl and n~ism gayetheir l~iW'Gz:r:-cr-~~,..
Il\ents
character of "Non-Self-Goverf1lng Tel·:d;tories". The batUefields(;fthe~cond\VurldWa1~ can,nat berecQn~~ .
Lnr~ual
Ilc,tflai=
same applies to Art~cle 76, Whichlaysdowptlle objec- ciled with colonialism, w~thth(3: sUbjugationofna,ti~!\s,
k
tives for the Trustec;,Jship Sys.tetr1~·'
with raciaiidiscr1mination. Indeed~ in many ad~pendent
)~\bl~~
o
. '.
.
.
,territQry the· retwm of soldiers from the battlefieJ.q.s
thre~}
(I
65. Whatever interpretation is applied to Chapters XI
of the Second,World WaJ;'sC\\.lnded the. be~,nning oftlie
and xn of the Charter, they cleal'1y mean. that the
I(
institutions' J~n.(,t procedures provide. d by them are
struggle fO,rlndependence. Do 1 need to citE) p;1ore than
~tativip
.
two of those countries...i(lhana· and Nigeri~? '
transit:Qry and te,mpo~ary. TJ:1ere can be no question as
la h91~
~tion~l
"to Whether independence is to be accorded to the
70. "All attempts at pre$e:r:vingthe colonial system,or
7e1l';>P'"
.'. ,~peoples inhabiting the territories mentioned in these
at defending the privileged position which it has given
,. Ac...
',if/-chapters, the only question to.whicb a reply had to be to colonial Powers are contrary to the Charter~.They
tetary
given was "when?"
are bound to, render the development of international
uct oJ
co-operation more difficult and constitute
obstacle
'66. Thepurposes and principles oUhe United Nations
'wa-sa
on the road qfsocial, cultural and econon:i:lc davelo~
',)are of basic oharactel~; they are the very foundation
a$ the
ment
of all natiOns. How many conflicts, dangerous to
of our Organization and its verybemg depends on their
fence
peace,
have arisen precisely as a result ofthe sense\~ 1mplementatipn. To implement them, other provisions
less
resistance
of-the colonial' forces against the irre\ af tha Charter call for proper interpretation. Wherever
versible
trend
of
history?
great
necessary, certain processes Inust be completed and
of its
terminated. This applies to' Chapters XI and XII, which
71. TJ;1e war in Algeria has 'Qecome an international
lde.:nce
" were .meant to operate for a lirnitecl time only. Their
problem. The situation in the Congo is fraught with
iented
attificial perpetuation or evenprolongation would condanger. The continuation of the present policy of the
md all
tradict paragraph 2 of Article 1 of the Charter. It
Governments'of the Union of South Africa· and of Por,Ionial
would amount to .tbe denial of the purposes of the
tugal gives rise to fearsaf furthGr disturbances in
United Nations to some peoples of our globe. No such
international relations. The policy pur'sued by the
was of
meanmg could be attributed to the Charter as a whole
Western Powers and NATO in establishing military
or to any of its provisiollS.
cc:::.c:_~~
umon c'
bases and experimental. testing g,Tounds for nuclear
weapons, contrary to tJrf-manifest desires oithe whole
/'1' 67. It is therefore obvi~usthat thesestiPulat~'o!nswere region,
of the countri,s liberated from th~~_colopial
oppressio~,
has also l')ecome an internatiqnID p~fem.
:
Nor does 'jneo-coloni~~m.' seeldn.g n.evtforms. of imssible,f f.... 0 institutions of Non-Self-Governing Territories or
posing
dependence, s~rveJ the interesy'ofpeace.
met/' ~. ,
Tr~~t T~:rritQries should be replaced by full self~;/,
'\
dete:rmination and independence, to events, to life.
72. On the other hand th~ complet~fabolitionof coloAnd,\ndeed~ life has offered this reply.jn the succes- nialism can set free all the best\\ forces of the new
onial~\\.l sive 3\ears after 1945, andthe yeaf:f960'seem~to have nations. The countries') libera.ted from under the
~ given \It in full. That is why iUs ~~. full accol!dWl)h!;fhe
:jcomcoloniaJCyoke have already made their valuable contriInter.bution
to the building and the strengtheningofpeaceful
Char.
both it. s. l.etter. and.s.Pi.r~~,.that. both the... NonSelf-Go\rerning Territories and t~ Trust Te;rritories
Those
coexistence of nations.
. ought to!i disappear, that all dependent.territories and
~osing
73. 1\The Bandung.Conference,
.during which., such ~
..,
peoples \~hould be grtaited full independence.
: their
imPdrt.ant r.ole was.Played by the .people's Re1?,ub,!~c.
basis
f)8;1 I w~\ill.d like to recall the words of the President
~mthA
~_~~£~rno qf Indonesia, who rightly stressed here on
.cture.
'·"'-"'3'O'lSepteniber 1960:
lng Bandung there were conferences iD TunIS, Tangier~ ..
ly new
\\
Conakry, Addis %babaand Accra. Thereprese~tatiVt.
')
.three
"Tpe b3ilance of the world has changed si~ce that
Ethiopj.~,
wholJ
preceded
'me
on
this
rOfjtrU1n,o~.ls~
,pf
day in Jw\ie fifteen years ago when the Cha~r was
~ here
n~'8.nt,t?ne.d thte.. All.ofthese COrd..e.rences,)Ve.re a.D.· i~a.lt~.d
, signed in th~ United states city of san;l1ncisco,
Inomic
at a moment wh~n humanity ,jwasJ~mvl'glhg from the fbyc cO~1rn not only for th~ common ifiood of allj~e
lona.nt
erest's
horror of war.' Th~ fate of hu,rfianity can no longer I peoples.~f Asi8;;?-ndAfricabut, also fQr, a1urther pe9.befU! 9-e1'rlopmell! ~ international ,~,elatiofisa.l!;"ove~fthe"
be. de. cided by a few l~rge atttpowerful nations••• "
worl~~L~~edtthe"ab~lition of cOIOnia}d.e.~r)a.en~Ocan cc
[H80th meeting, para. 54].
\~ 0
~ly,~he
" PreSident Sukarno also said:
\
:~~~l~~st:d ~~~~:::;:~~:~~~t~~:~~~~~e i~O 1~1:
arlyfu
o
~
Cl
noe~~~'
"The United Nat!ons Is no ·longel",,the sa~e body Jiesired. Both would game The 'world OOnIDlunjlitY of ;("
lepen.:v
nfltions ·would, gain. ,. );
'~~
as that which signed the Charter fiftee~.Jear~ ago.
uldbe
Nor is this world the same world. Tbosewhcrla.b~l1red
If the United Nations is to mee\~ ~{ly its sks;'
denoe,
in Wisdom to, produce. the Charterli/pf tJP.l}·Grganiz~:- ,it has also to react speedily toothe changes now ~ ·ng
In will
tion ,could not have foreseen thesbape '~hich it ha~*
other
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peoples,o t'he Uni~~d,Jrations shouUi w~tli~ut delay
a decision on the"l!~ediate ~bo1ition ofcolon~iistr~~d)
75~ ~he United ,Natio~sJ(decil~i~nShoulcJ \U'~!aU t~e~/
colonIal PoweI'~ t~?~~a~elY to enter int()~.~6tiatiOns
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69•. The United Nations Charter was an. express!on f.
,those ideals for which the peoples fought dUring ~, e
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with representathea of the dependent peoples in orde1t
to. rea(~b."an agr.e.". en~ent ?nt;.h.e. esta.b.~is··.h.m.ent Off.r.• eedQ~nl.
and independenoe 101' the hithe).~to oolonia.loountrtes.
Steps should be advised and underta'i{el1 i~(;Jrcfer to
transfer all powers to the peoples ofth;\ool()nial Qountries without any conditions or reservatlod~. It should
, ~em~in the. ta',S.k of the United Nations to sd.~~aJ:'dthe
fUll implementation of such provisions. 1,'1'1e Urll:ted
Nations is facing a histol'ie deoision. Historio in this
respect-is the respon~ibi1flty 0'£ an the delegH::tiom'9
. assembledh~n'e. Let us meet this responsibility.

relationShips, the very faot wouldsuffioe that they oan
and must be ootnparted only with suoh growths on a
human body whioh they threaten to pol,son and destroy
if noteUrrdnatedentirely. Thefive-yearwaragalnstthe
people of Algeria and also, in its many aspects, the
months-long tragedy of the C-dngo, as a typical product
of. oontemporary colonial policy-not to enumerate
other examples for the time being-oonstitute a bloody
oonfirmation of the truth that colonialism is one of the
wors,~ running sores 61 the present-day social and
internationaloommunity.

76. Mr. DJERDJA (YugoslaVia): In ta.'king t}.1e floor in
this debate, I wish to point out immediately that it is
not my intention to examine when and how the phenomenon of colonialism. 8ippeared 01' how. '»hen and why it
came about in. thE) world that $om~ peoples imposed
their domination upon others, compelling them to a life
without freedom, often akin to the' slavery of ancif!nt
Ulnas. A whole literature has been written about this
aspect, and ample light has also been shed upon 0010niaUsm. from this a,ngle dl;lX'ing. the past fourteen seaslons ofthe Assembly. Perhaps we should only add here
that there.arefewer a.ndfewerpeople in the world today
who date openly to defend OOlOl1lialism and' colonial
relationships and\1fho dare to assert that such reiationships are jUstif)ed in the pre~ept-day world. Both
the history and the ;9..otual substance of colonialism
have beatlclarified to ~uch an extent and exposed to
such general condemn,l)tion that, no\ rnatt~r what one
might think oneself ()r how one rp!ight try to act in
practice, one cannot n~ust~f ,,-ptheneoessarycourage
to identify one~~!f with. ot to place oneself openly on
t,he side of cq~onialism. This faot speaks rather elo....
quently for itself.
77. Our present de~ate ari~es out of the Declaration
on the granting of indepehdence to colonial countries
and peoP"~s presented to this session by the delegation
of the USSR [A/4502and Corr.1]~ In our opinion,
therefore, what we should actually debate here is the
specific and complex question of existing colonial
relationships as a whole. Or, tobeevenm9re precise,
it is a question of conorete measures that we and oUt'
Organization should unde'rtake here and now in order
to put an end to these rel!:1tionships andthus eliminate
from contemporary soc~ety the remnants of a system
which belongs to the pa~t.
78. 1.t ap·.pears fromt,ij.,is that the way•.·. ill w.:hioh the
fA
.
problem under consid~Jration presentaltselt to us is
rather new. Aotually,I at ealfilier sessiofis we approaohed colonialism ()nlyfrom.the angle of its indivtdual aspects when disdussing situ,ation~'or oonflicts in
various colonies. A'nt,unber ofdiHvrent circumstanoes
-among whioh the evolution ofcolonlalism lts·elf during
the past deoade alsQ/,/has it.Spiace-have b.rought about
.
a situation where VIe are tClday dealing ~th the fJolon!al
problem as a w11016 and wl1ere we are s~eking solutions
for the most oomplete tind most dil'eot abolition of
colonialism in it~J entirety. Dur'llg the last decade and
a half. several /dozens of oolonies have found their
rightful place i~i th~ worldan~ they nowlive am,oIlg us
and act as fre:e l:U1dindependent States. They stand
among us as all living proof of. the obsoleteness of a
system which. \was .built and maintained only on the
basis of the r~ght of the stronger. The rE,\nmants of
thiEl system in present'-day society stand out"l.ilee sus..
picious .and un(~ealthy cancerous gl'owths on ~\ healthy
human body. If\\there were no other reasons to searoh
for final measluoes for a radical liquidatior~ of these

79. It a,otually appears rather absurd that here today,
in 1960, while on the one hand we are already Oon-

\

quering the universe, entering an era in the develop..,
tnent of mankind about which we could not evell dare
to d!'ieam only a few years ago, at this time we should
find ourselves having to argue that 'We should not
stand .w~th a floottn the seventeenth oX' ~ighteenth
century .and that we should finally and fo~ve:r rid
ourselves of prejudices and negati.ve legaci~s of the
past whioh are dangerously pulling us }?;ackwards,
threatening to lead us even more dangerously astray.
80. Beoause of suoh negative legacies and evenrnore
dUbious material advantages, the protagonists of 0010niallsm are unable to realize the untenability of their
own situation and of the situation that they are creating
by their short-sighted policies. They are stubbol'nly
ende~vouring to preserve the remnants of the past.
For the sake of selfish privileges, they oppose the
general course of events Without hel:litating to undertake aotions aimed at forcibly interrupting or changing
this oourse which unavoidably causes crises and oonfilets and is a constant threat to peace. The antioolonial transformation whioh has changed the face of
whole oontinents sinoe the Seoond World War, altering
thereby the picture ot the rest of the world as well,
ha~ passed unnotioed by the supporters of colonialism
and has remained without echo. It appears that the~
often draw the oonolusion from this and similar 'lYdneficial ohanges Which have taken place in the cout'se of
the last two deoades, namely, thattheY!llmstpersevere
in their resistance and oontinue theh' efforts to put
a stop to the prooeSlB of ohange, and to achieve this
regardless of the means@:mployed.
81. Let us cite once again, for purpo,sesof illustra
tion and as a proofD the example of Algeria and the
oase of the Congo-not, perhaps, beoause they would
be the only ones t but merely because their bloody
drama, brought about ,by suoh a policy ofthe ooloniallsts, Is strikingly unfolding before our eyes. We cannot' but point out here that a tendenoy has matdfested
itself simUltaneously in various colonial capitals in
reoent times to place In the service ~f this policy,
iti 1
partioularly on the soll of M1dca, the mllitary-pol oa'
maohinery of a coalition, which 'would multiply the
present dangers to unheard-of proportions, Ilnd woUld
inorease our oonoern for peace and the future of Africa.
It
h 1
d
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t i ~h
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82a Under these oir'oumstanoes, we have .discussed,
at this session of the General Assembly, the colonial
problems first of all in the Fourth Committee apd al$O
elsewhere, whenever they came up. Under these oondi..
tlol1.s itts naturalthat we approach the ()olonial problem
here in plenary meeting with the convictloi1 that it is
high time to undertake measurea, whioh Wc.~u1dbl"ing
about the direot and complete liquidation ofremaining
o()l~nlal relations. AotuQJ.~y, these relationships bttve ",
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been ripe for liquidation for a long time already; on
the other hand, by their perpetuation, they exercise

an ever more destruotive influence upon progress
and peaoe among nations in the world.
83. In the days of the founding of the United Nations,
when the Charter of our Organization was drafted,
ther~seemed to be a general consensus, taoit or
explicit, that the days of oolonial relationships were
numbered, and that the termination of these relation..
,ships was one of the important tasks of the United
Nations Organization, as well as the principal obliga..
tiop} of the colonial Powers towards the peoples over
whom they had established their rule and domination.
Since this, seemed to be the case, the language of the
Charter in regard to the colonial problem is per-haps
not always precise; nevertheless, it ~s very definite
and unequi'\Tocal, espeoially if we wish to ascertainthe
aotual substance and to feel the spirit of what is emr'
bodied in the Charter.
84. In token of suohan understanding, ft:rJ.portantprCJooo
visions, contained espec:ially in Chapterf.3 XI andXtt of
the Charter, were devoted to the oolol7,les, and under
this term we equally understand No~Self-Governing
as well as Trust Territories. The~e provisions were
drafted and incorporated into the If; .Charter in cooperation with the colonial Powers. which should be
particularly borne in mind when int'arpretingthem and
when draWing conclusions about the rights and obligations of one .side or the other. This co-operation of
the colonial Powers with the Unt;ted Nations was pe:rhaps partly due to the general enthusiasm. e:ngendered
in the world as a result of the 1)ictoryove.r f;he enem.y
of freedom, over fascisttl. If; it is so,· tl;iis does not
,diminish in the leastbut, on th~) contTal""t- $.i1 ou"'''/iewonly enha:.lloes the value of thE) :prov~siol'~S of the, Charter
on the co!onieF,i, because in,thit ~'Naya corresponding
moral substance is added to' a formal legal obligation•
85. To our mind, the aordsJ meaning of' the aforementioned chaptet·s of th~ICharter, in their substance,
,is that the colorlial Pbw~rs should promote the prom
gress of the peoples t~n.der their adIl"linistratton and tl')
lea,d these peoples towarcm,. natiolial indeper.l.denoe
through adequate adr.ainistration" and under the supervisioIi and contr'o! QftheUnitedNations"Notlme lin1its
have be~n set, not are the other individual elements
sufficiently defin:ad, but the sense and the aim. are
clear. Why, otherwise, would the chapters of the
ChartGt on the ,~olonies find their plaoe in 2, doc111ment
which was accepted in all parts of the world from
from the v~rry beginl'ilng as a Charter of peace and
freedom fOl.' all, without distinction? It is completely
unbelievablle that there should be some among 'Us who
wouldasselrtthat these chapters were drafted and
became an( im.portant oomponent. of the Charter of our
OrganizatIon, perhaps for the purpose of legalizing
ancl perpetuating,on the one band, the rights and
prhrlleg~s of stronger and more Ildvancedpeoples and,
on 'the ~/t;ber. hand, the poverty and slavery of weaker
and les~ ad:V':aI!.ced peoples.
86. W~at·does Chapter XI of *e Cha.rter. relating to
No:n,...SI~)f...Governing Territorie.s, specifically say conCernlJllg the tasks andobliftE~,tions of the colonial
POW~fS. ,rnd about colonial aJ1minlstration over thene
terrj{tori(;~? Chapt~r XI stf:'plil~tes, 'byway of introduc..1w.
ticn;that the; colonial· Powe~'S ha".,e assumed, under the
Chartel\ as a "saored tru$,t~f, the obligations embodied
in sub-paragraphs a and b\\ of Article 73'a' The said
paragraphs I'ead ·a~!z.ii~ws: ., '.

__.'1.'. .

"a. to ensure, with due respect for the culture, of
the peoples ooncerned, their political, ecolfonl'lc,
social, and educational advancement, their just treat-m.ent,and their protection against abuses;
"b. to develop self-governm.ent, to take due account
of the political aspirations of tbe peoples, and to
assist them in tIts progressive development of their
free political institutions, according to the particular
circtunstances of each territory and its Peoples and
their varying stages of advancement." '-':~\,
87. As we have already mentioned, the language of
the chapter in this respect is perhaps not perfeot
with regard to precision, and had thetex:ts of, tbeabove
ohapters been drafted later or todaYl they would
prObably be better as regards the wording and the
form. However, it seems to us that, in spite of this,
not an especially great effort is needed to ascertain
and to deduce from. these words and formulations their
real meaning, that is to .say, that the peoples in the
colonies, all of them, without distinction, who have
been deprived temporarilY,and in every respect unlawfully,of their fundamental 'I'ights, 'are entitled to
progxoess and national independence to which the colonial administration, under the supervision ofthe United
Nations, should lead them.

Let us see now what Chapter XII,
says about Trust Terdtories:

88.

Art~ole

76 b,
1

lb. to promote the political, economic, social, and
educational advancement of the inhabitants of the
trust territories, and their progressive development
towards self-government or independence) ':as maybe
o,1>propriate to the particularcircumstanoes of each
territory and its peoples and the freely expressed
wishes of the peoples concerned, and as may be provided by the terms of each trusteeship agreement...
Both in fo:r,'m and language, this provision is olearer
than thevftb~rs, but the differerl(}es in wordS cannot
conceal the 'substantial J.o1entity, in o~ view, of pur...
poses, missions" a.nd obligations. In both~ases it is the
task of. the colt)nialPowers to p:r;omotethe progress
of the colonies l, tOl"espe.ct their individualities, to
protect these peoplesfromar'bitraryac~sand abuses,
and finally to develop fre~ d(~mocratioinstitutions on
the b~isofthe aimS and aspir8.tions of these peop~es
towards se7Lf-government, freedom and independen.ce.
89.IJf the doournentof a bu.reaucratic institutionwere
involved, it might be possible, perhaps, todrawcertafn

conclusions on the basi$of iSQlated words and lack of
preoision. However, as vie are £aeedhare with a major
historical dooument Qj an e:mip.ent. tr,.oral,politlcal and
legal significlino fJ, we musta!Jproach it dUferently,
we should c(>nsider it and appraise it in tne light of
hi~torical relatIons and cbn'u1ges,~nd aScel"tainthe
spirit with which it is imbued'i' ,and tbe meaning which .
isinh.erent in itti BYJapproaching i~ in tbis manner we
cannot draw any oth~lr conclusions· but those whi6h we
have constantly formUlated and ,upheld-and not only
at tlle current session of the. General"Assernbly-demanding that N~e United Nations.accept and implement tb~m. Ano(~er approach anddiffe~~ent condusioilS
to wh:i.ob the co16ttial Powers are .inclined wOJJld mean.
to aI1IPt'ai~\e the Charter as a do,lcument tfttnctioning
and p~~r~e~~ati.ng thee~~slavem.ent of some l~oples for
the. bihEl.fit'of,otheI'. pe,OPles,whioh;WOU,ld, !nP\lX' v,lew,
amo~;vit to legal nOll,sense as well aS 1:Qt\ xn01"allY and.
politcl.cally untenable thesis.
If
".
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90. One decade and a half after the drafting of the
Charter of 'our' Organization, our understanding and
interpretation of the aforementioned chapters of the
Charter on the colonies have received an indirect, it
is true, but rather solid confirmation in an important
United Nations document to which we attach all the
more significance as it was elaborated with the participation of the representatives of the colonial Powers.
I have in mind the report of the Special Committee of
Six on the Transmission of Information under Article
73 e of the Charter-submitted this year as document
A/4526-which was debated and accepted in the Fourth
Committee. The Committee of Six was set up pursuant
to General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV) of 12 December, 195.9, with the task of formulating ~~~ SOcalled prinCIples on some aspects of colonial pro~.ems.
The Committee elaborated a report, paragraph 18 of
which reads as follows:
"The Charter is a living document and the obligations under Chapter XI must be viewed in the light
of the changing spirit of the times, Under Article 73
of the Charter, Members of the United Nations
recognize that in Nolt-'Self"Governing Territories
the interests of the inhabitants are paramount. The
progressive development of self-government Inust
take into account the partiCUlar circumstances of a
territory and the aspirations of its peoples. SUch
development must be in tune with the movement
towards freedom and equality everywhere." [A/4526,
para. 18.]
91. How else could weinterpretthis but as an expression of the aclmowledgement that, according to a
correct interpretation of the Charter, the colonial
Powers have the duty and obligation to act, in the
colonies, in such a way as to lead them to the fulfilm.ent of their yearnings and aspirations, and to the
attainment of their elementary rigbt to freedom, of
which they we,lje deprived only because they were
weak and helpless when the str()nger and more powerfUlimposed their yoke upon them.
92. Therefore, if this happens to be the'case, and if
words and written documents have any meaning, we
could say th8.t there is less and less difference about
what thl..~ Charter says on the destiny of the 'colonies
and the future of the peoples under colonial administration, as well as on the nature of the obligations and
duties of the c.lCtlonial Powers arising' out of the' pro'Vision~afthe Chlu;'ter.
f

..

,.1·

....

93ft! However, the question arises: why have we been
~b1iged constantly, at all former sessions, to solve
='disputes,to end crises and toextinguiah conflagrations
whiCh have flared up, now itl one colony and then in
another, which still happens to be the Case today in:
more than one place . in. the world? If this is sO.'Plhy
are we then (30mpel1e~ also· at the current. sesfJion,
to substantiate o:uceagain the pUrposes of the Charl~:r
and the C)bligations of the colonial Powers, and to ~I~ek
to abolish in the colonialspherf1'-once and for (all,
this tim.e-the relations which are causing so much
uncertainty and unea.siness in the world by thei~ very
continuation?

(

94." In· our op11lionl the answe?i to' this and siInila~i
qU~sti(,)ns should he sought an,d can be \found in the fiel~
01 the practical policies in the colonies f in the way (in
which the colonial power1s administer the colonies and
operate in them.
.J)

_

95. In practice, in actual fact, almost aB a rule, the
provisions. of the Charter and the obligations arising
out of them are ignored. In most of the colonies these
Powers have acted as if the colonies were the private
property of the colonial Powers and of the colonialist
settlers. The fate of the colonies is in their hands and
for this reason, on the whole, they do not wish to b~
responsible to anyone, either to the international community, or even less to the peoples of the colonies.
Even those among the colonial Powers which have been
submitting limited information to the United Nations
refuse to transmitpo!iticalinformation, and especially
refuse to permit appropriate United Nations supervision and action when they prove to be necessary.
96. Portugal and Spain, for instance, so far have nQt/
permitted the United Nations to approach in any fOl"m
the colonies under their administration and even less
to gain an insight into what is being do~e there., Further to increase the irony, they justify this by resorting to legalsubterfuges, saying that overseas parts
of the metropolitan country are involved, and that,
therefore, any United Nations action would constitute
an interference in the domestic affairs of Member
States.
97. However, the situation in these colonieB is sufficiently well known and, judging by the events taking'
place in Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea and
elsewhere, which have come to light in spite of deliberate attempts at isolation and concealment, the
situation is 'gloomy. The pop~.lation is officially divided
into seve,tal categories, of whichthe categoryofindigenous inhabitants is,o£' course, the lowest. The
indigenous :inhabitants who, in Angola and Mozambique
taken together, number apprOXimately 10 million
people, belong to the category of "unciv11lized" persons,
who are outside the 1aws of the country as they are
conSidered to be unworthy to enjoy the lbenefits of these
laws. Only the s,~ttlers or small numbers of persons
of mixed raoe ~ay acquire these privileges; that is,
may become eql1.al to Portuguese citizens bef()re the
law. Thus it hf4Ppens that in countries havin.g a population of more than 10 million, only app:oximately two
to three hu,ndred thousand people enjo~ the fundamental
tights of th1~ laws of the countlj", and even the majority
of this nur4ber is. comp()sed of foreign settlers.
98. Belgium did not act differently in itscolon.ies,
nor is it acting bette:i' at present. The author tTohn
Guntaer, in his well-known book Inside Afrie;!, painted,
some time ago, an appalling picture of events and rela~16ns in. the former Belgian col'Ony of the Congo, and
{this has also been confirmed by other sources. On the
other hand~ the facts which became public knowledge
in .June of t~is year with reg,ard to the eighty-fiv&"
yea~old policy in the fields of education and training
of dotnest:Hi personnel in the Congo-oa country dozens
of times larger than B~lgiu:tn-show that the results
achie'ved are smaller, incomparably eanaller, thanthe
t$su.lta achieved in this field during a much shorter
period of time by a small Belgian comm.une. It is
Understandable after this that this policy htid to have its
share in the later tragic developments in the former
colony. It is understandable> in the same way, that a .
similar policy of the'same country in Ruanda..Urundi
obliges us to watch with uneasiness the future de'T8lopment of that country, if the United ~lations does not"
take adequate action intima.

I

99. At the cl.!rrent session of the Assembly. only a
few weeks ago. we listened to the statements of pet!-
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-------...---tioners from. South West Africa, a CrOlln,try which the

[sing

Government of the Union of South Africa, in spite of its
obligations and of the- Charter, endeavours to dena:...
tionalize and. annex. The petitioners revealed, ipthe
Fourth Committee, the fact tbatintheir country,which
MS been un(:J..er the I'u.1e of tb.e Union of South Africa
for forty years, there are fewer.indigenousinhabitants
with bJ,g'ber education than there are fingers on one
band. liThe Reverend Markus Kooper f:rom the E\ame
~9untry revealed on that occasion-I quote from the
records of the Fourth Committee-that "in the hospitals
at ·Gobabis and Keetmanshoop, which ha.cl been established to meet the criticisms of the United Nation~,
Africans were sometimes treated worse
dogs·".1.t
100•. The tragedy of Kenya during the past few years,
is widely known, and the struggle of the people of t~)t
country has already found its place inmodernhisto;ry.
The peace and calm whio:h reign hi that countr"1 at
least for us observers from afar, greatly rese:m.b'les
the peaCiB of the grave$ which ha.veb~enstrewn
throughout the land du,ring the course of the prolonged
persecutions under various pretexts.
.
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101. . We could enumerate such examples indefinitely,
and in doing this we could hardly exclude any eolony
because they have all gonethrou.gh, or are going
througb, the trials experienced in their' time by the
co]~ooie~ of Indo-China and Kenya, and which are now
belQ.~~JCperienced by Algeria, Oman and others•
102. Th.e. Fourth Committee had on its agenda this
yt.'ar an extraordlnarily important document-the report of the Committee t)D Information from Non-SelfGoverning . Territories [A/4371], on the progress
achieved by tbe colontes durmg the last decade. I will
quote only a few data on some economic aspf.1cts in the
development of the colonies, as well as the situation
in the field of raoe relations.
103. pa.ragraph 95 of tl.\e report, which is pa,rt of the

chapter dealing with cc.,onomic conditions, says the
following:
"To a greater extent than in any other field of
eoonomic activity, large-scale mining operationlii in
the Territodes were. financed by external capital and
managed by non-indigenous interests. The direct
contribution of mining to 'an improvement in the
standards of living of the population was not always
substantial, especially as the nur..aber of wageearners employed was often relatively srnall. indigenous participation was usually for the most part
through unskilled labour ..." [A/4371~ part two,
para. 95]. .
This catlnot mean anything else but that the essential
riches of Non..Self-Governing Territories have been
appropriated by the coloniallsts and foreigners.
104. The following data are added inter alia in paragraph 53 of the report:

"Thus in 1957 in the Belgian Congo the per caput
personal income of the African population was $42.20
. a.nd of the non-African $2,973.; in the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland the . corresponding figurel;J
Were $39.20 and $1,711; and in Kenya $33.55 and
$1,100." [A./4371, part two, para. 53.]

y.

.'

. Official Records of theGenetal Assembly, FifteenthSesslon, Fourth
Committee, l050thmeeting.
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108" Viewing the problem under consideration in this

light, we must come to the conclusion that colonial
policy, in trampling under foot the prQvisions of the
Charter,· simultaneously.violates the basic norms of
the civilized world. Eve'n if we accepted fora moment
different views on the significance of the provisions
of the Charter, and even if we·accepted for a moment
a diffeloent interpretation of the Charter with regard to
the colonies, we wou\d still be fully justified in considering that practical policies and actions and their
effects-in the -oolonies have no connexion whatsoever
even with such views and interpretations.
109. In this connexion I cannot help referring to the
example of Malta, which illustrates rather faithfully
the assertion I have just made. This territory enjoyed
a. certain measur-e of mternal self-government from
1947 'to 1958, when the Co~stitution \vas abrogated.
. According to that Constitution, foreign relations and
defence were itl. the hands of the British\\Government.
According to the new Constitution, whi~1h is now in
preparation, in addition to foreign relations and defence, even the civil service and the police-which
formerly, under the previous Constitution, had been
within the competence of the Maltese Governmental"e.to be under the control ofthe British Government.
In other words t this means that instead of progress
towards full self":,,government, a Constitution is being
prepared for Malta which actually amounts to a retrogression compared with earlier achievements. Furthermore, the Constitution is such that the colonial
Power may abrogate it at any moment, which shows
that there can be no talk of realseH-government.
110. The demand that an. end be put to colonial relations and that the United Nations exert energetic
efforts with a view: tb undertaking direct and radical
measures-this demand constitutes the only realistic
policy of the United Nations today, as well as a great
historical obligation of the whole international community. To reconcile oneself to the prolongation of the
present situation and relations in this field would be
for us tantamount, particularly today, to exposing the
interests. of theiliternational community, to a great
risk, and to abandoning them to the whims of selfish
and short-sighted policies"
111. Colonial relations are incompatible with the

;requirements and needs o~ develop~ent of cQntemporary society; they are contr-c:/.ryto the interests of the
present-day international community. iFor this reason
they have not 'been able to escape 'their fate. The
colonial system has been rapidly disintegrating since
.the Second World War. Thus, it has disappeared, on
the whole, in Asia and in tbe Middle East, wh~rea~ in
Africa its proportions have been considerably reduced.
The formerly nUll1erous colonies have been, replaced by
independeIl,t countries and States, which have taken
signal positions in the. world in the efforts for peace,
independence. and progress.
112. Althougb, tOOaY, colonialism continues to exist
only in "the foI"Jih ofremnants , it nevertheless appears
and presents i~elf a~.>; very acute problem for many
reasons. Ini,this ~rpl1ase of colonialism itis rather
natural that the pec\pler;; of the colonies should more
actively· claim their ~llightS. and the satisfaction oftheir
national aspirations, ,'i,which colonial' policy tends to
smother by :resortin~; to repression and force, out of
which stem crises, conflicts, and even wars e It is
precisely for the reason that colQnies and colonial
problems are often Viewed from the angle ofthe stra-

.;:......,----

tegic needs of the i(cold war that, this pro'Jlem gains in
urgency and that itb solution imposes itself as a component.part of Q\t1~ general efforts/ towards ,easing
tensions and ensuring peace among~atlons.
/
113. Actually, it seems to~y th[,t.t tl),e liberation of
peoples from colonial dominatio~ is one of the prerequisites for the success of ~any .serious effort aimed
at consolidating peace and relaxing tension in the world.
Peace is threatened from vari.ous directions and in
different ways, but it appears to
that one of the
main sources of the danger today to peace is to be
found in colonial policy w1p.ch provokes, now on one
point of the globe and now on another, conflicts and
conflagrations which can be resolved and extinguished
only if the untenable colonial relations are abolished
and if the justified aspirations of the peoples are
satisfied.
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114. We have always considered that colonial rela•.
tions are untenable ,. and we have demanded their abolition for legal, historical and moral-political reasons.
Today, however, they obviously emerge as a direct
threat to the highest interests of the world, and therefore it has 'become essential in the general interest
that the world rid itself of such an anomaly without
any hesitation. In pleading for this, my delegation has
always believed that we should do it in the general
interest and in our own national interests as well.
The Yugoslav delegation believes that today theabolition of colonial relationships is also in the wellconceived interests of the colonial Powers themselves,
which are facing the danger of bending undeX' the
burden of the stubborn pursuit of colonial policy-and
we have seen this happen many times already.
115. What can the colonial Powers .expect and hope
to achieve today' by stubbornly prolonging relations
which are absolete and untenable? The maintenance of
a huge apparatus for oppression, of expensive armed
forces which are exhausting the metropolitan countl"ies both materially and morally, and yet remain
without effect: this is a burden which cannot be eschewed, and the results in the end are always tantamount to defeat.
.116. In the course of the process of the abolition of
colonial relationships, our Organization has considerably contributed to the acceleration of that process
and has, within the limits of its possibilities, exerted
efforts to .assist the peoples in the colonies to realize
their legitimate and natural rightS. Thanks to these
efforts exerted by the United Nations, this process has
often evolved less painfully and more rapidly than
would otherwi~e have been the case, and the events in
various complex situations' have developed more
steadily and smoothly than would have been the case
without the presence and efforts of our Organization.
For these reasons, and ,because of our belief that the
United N~tions has great possibilities and a great
historical obligation with regard to the abolition ofthe
remaining colonial relationships, we consider that,
today also, this Organization's action in that field is
vital and essential•.
117. I:r:1 this intervention we have ,as On earlier occa-

sions when problems of this natllre have been discussed, taken the' position upon which progress in the
world and peace among nations depend to a very great
extent. The United Nations\) as the guardian of p~ce
and the instrument of (peaceful co-operationatrlollg
nations, has, in our view, special respansibilitiesand "'"

-
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great possibilities to make the future of peace and of
the world in general more secure through the adoption
of adequate decisions. The ideas on the liqUidation of
colonialism, as well as their adequate implementation,
are in harmony with the responsibilities of the United
Nations, with the responsibilities of the international
community, and with the rights of the peoples in the
colonies. Therefore, we consider the implementation
of these ideas to be indispensable today.
118. Gm.ded by such considerations, my delegation
will accept and support all appropriate resolutions or
decisions likely to lead us to the immediate abolition
of colonial relationships. My delegation will support
every decision likely tp lead us to the unreserved
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recognition of the right of the peoples in the colonies
to independence, every decision likely to bring about
the disappearance-in the immediate future-from the
soil ofAsia, Latin America and~ particularly, Africa,
of the last remnants ofa sy.;:;tem which we rightly
consider to be the running s6re of the contemporary
social community and one of the greatest sources of
danger to peace in the present-day world.
119. In conclusion, I wish to reserve my delegation's
right to speak again, when the time comes, in the
debate on.
concrete draft
'resolutions or declarations.
.

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m.
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4. More' recently~ colonization was also used as a
p~text when a number of .countries in Asia, Africa
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and Oc.eania were annexed for the establishment. of
colonjal. settlements designed to solve the problems
of overo-population in oertain European countries.
5. What some western Europeanhistorians like to call
the colonial saga has prodw~ed-alongwithits plethora
President: Mr. FrederJck H. BOLAND <Ireland).
of military expeditions· and wars of occupation-its
missionaries, philosophers anq. theorists,3ndeven its
poets and itsepics,as well' as the fals~ theories of
AGE NO A IT EM 87
superior races carrying outso-called"civiUzing :rois"
.
r:::
i(
sions among allegedly backward or inferior tribes•.
Declaration on the granting of independenqe to colonial
6. But in spite of thev3rlous labels which the colonial
countries and peoplefS (continljed~
Powers used to induce an ill"'informedpublic opinion
,
,;
\\
or a- reluctant parliament to accept the. vast expense
1. Mr~ FEKINI (Libya) (translated from French): The
of their conquests, the history of colonial expansioa
present Gen.eral Assembly debate 9n the adoptiQn of a
has olearlyshown the reality of the materialistic
United Nations declaration on the granting of inde..
motives, often cynical and selfish and dominated by
pendence to countries and peoples still under foreign
the greed which .inspired the colonialists.
7. I1i .any.' case.coIOnial~;;sm«hasmoreoften"ihan. not
domination, calling for the ilnmediate and fin::j.l aboli..
•
tion of colonialism, is a significant stage inthe history
of mankind. The United Na.tio~s, by initiating such a
resorted ;;~9aI'IXle,d for~ '. t{) impose the rule. 9f 9pe
d cla~at'on,' is taking an im.portant step towards discountry or p~ple ~veranot~er. In the eyes of colonial,"
e
1
.: '.
.
.• .
..
_<peoples, this dommatiop bY. force has always been a
charging one of the solemn obligations to which Me~ l~ sign"of theillegal.i~ and immorality of their sUbjuga~
b
8
ber. states. SUbSC.ri.. ed .When.. they 1.aid.. do.wn c.e.rt :ut» tiqn and.. th3....s.eizure.Oftheir¥.tu ral . w.ealth. b."Y". f.o.reign
definite purpos~s for the Organiza~ion. One 0.. f tbo~~ powe.rs~ The colonf'al peopleil have. offe.red physical
resistance to foreign domination, sometimes .for
purposes was . to develop friendly relations. JlmO~
.!lations based on .resp~ct fo~ the principle of equal
decade after decade- ana where they have submitted
· .... ··h
.• t .b·.
".' ...• i· ··ad b t· hh .. db itted"
rights and self-determination of peoples, and to take
othei' ap ropriate measures to strengthen universal ' thay. ave no . ecomeres gn , u. ~ve s :ro...'
p.eacel! p.
..
.... . .\)'.
OnI
. Y. te.mpprarilY,S.e.izing.every o~l?0rtunity to assert
.
~:~, .
\\.
t
themselvesina variety. of ways. .
2. It "is .now universally acbowledged that the prac"
...".,. .
. .. '..
tices ofcolonialism, whJch,iboniist_ purely.and sin;ply
8. ~J1e colonia!peop~es opposed exploitation, inJus.,~lO:
of the· domination ofcerta1n countries by others and
and provocation with l~ubordination and dexnoDS'&r8.!
the .subj;~ation of' certain.neoples by others, are a
tlons, and sometinte~. with .uprisfngs, ,rebellions and
flagraxW'violation of th~ Prij~iPle offtequai rights and
revolts. Because ofthe. refusal of the colonial peoples
self-deterDllnation of peo]flesftlaid down in. the Charto accept f~reign) domin:at~on, and because tJ1ey!'erre
ter; w~ile the p:r~ctices of coloniali~m, ~:y keeping a
aware~!\their rig~t to attaintb:eirnationalambitlonB.:.
nUlllber of countnes and their itlhabitantssubjectedto
national! t moyements grew up givingthe pbpularf~~
the dom:tnation and exploitation of othercoWltries, are
ing . of re~olt .a means of expression, disciplined or-:
.,. the most ·obvious causes. of the. distress, the actsofgani~ationand dynamic methods of action. J~t as men,
violence and the ·disorders which are':occurrlng.,in
arp Jealous ofthe~J~,personalrights and~c,Lre~~m~
several parts of the world and seriollQli;)threatening wli~n these are.tbreatened by ;;the~itrary ~le of
international peace and seCUri~=?~Ys-' '1,
pnnces or States, so the "!olonialpEloples were ~ager
to e~joy self"respectanc;l to regain their<freedoJ.ttwith
3•.. The . colonial phenomenon,·in th~.historical sense,
na~10i1S'6fashionedby theirsUfieriDg and sacrifice. and
reaohed its peak in the expansionisturge ofthe western, bealjng aloft the ideala~rnatio1!aJ,~ind(3p~n.deDcean4
European Powers during. the .nineteenth century, ester:titi~\rial.int.egrity.·'fhe.modern, hi~tory ofAfria,a. and
pecially towards the end•.. Their ambition w~achieved Asia le .dominated by this struggle of peoples sup..
at the expense;, of a large(\nutnber ofAsian' and African
juga.ted by colonialPowersandoppressedby~e"fo~es
:5.U
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??nturles,
colonialexpanaion was based essentially on Idealsand reactions are the J;sam.~ irrespective bf
.
economic and strAte~c conside:r:-ations, in ahistorical
elhnic divers!w and. geograPbi:~alsepa~ation, 'libe
period marked by industrialization in Europe anddomi-peoples coolonized and d0l11-inatedY by foreign:Po~ers
nated by the~need to ensUre that raw materials from
foilnd .encouragement for . thelragitatio~t~ne ~er
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reached and the movement organized among all peoples
still under foreign domination. After the Second World
War the movement became one of the most important
forces in the history of the second half of the twentieth
century. This vast liberation movement, aiming at the
fulfilment of the aspirations of all peoples under
foreign domination, at victory for the dignity of the
oppressed peoples and their rapid liberation from the
colonial yoke, found a means of expression and a basis
for its principles in the League of Arab States set
up at the end of the Second World War, in the Conference of African and Asian States held in Bandung
in 1955, which worked out a kind of anti-colonialist
charter, and at the various pan-African conferences,
from the Accra Conference of 1958 to the latest Conference of Independent African States, held at Addis
Ababa in June 1960.
9. The principles of the Atlantic Charter and the
purposes, principles, and ideals of the Charter of the
United Nations have undoubtedly played a decisive
part in this historic development of the movement for
the abolition of colonialism and of the exploitation of
one people by another; and a movement of public
opinion in favour of the liberation of colonial peoples
has also made a great contribution. This movement
has appeared and prevailed because of its humanism,
its vision and its nobility of purpose and ideals, even
in those countries which are still, unfortunately, dominated by the forces of colonialist reaction. The countries formerly under foreign domination have shown
their ability to manage their own affairs and a sense
of responsibility in discharging their obligations as
sovereign members of the family of nations. In this
way they have shown, in the clearest possible way,
how untenable are the arguments which the colonial
Powers tend to use in order to maintain their supremacy and domination, including the argument that the
countries concerned are not ready for self-government. Where peoples have resolved to resort to the
most extreme means to achieve their national ambitions, they have shown an exemplary sense of sacrifice
in their armed struggle against the forces of colonial
oppression which have given the colonial Powers pause.
They have realized that the only way to protect their
interests is to speed up the process of emancipating
the peoples under their domination to prevent them
from using such methods to achieve their ends.
10. Thus a process of seIf-l1quidation,of colonialismor decolonization, as it is now called-has made it
possible, over the last few years, and especially more
recently, for the United Nations to admit to membership many African nations which are free at last from
foreign colonial domination.

11. But, alas, there is still much to be done. In
several parts of the world, and especially in Africa
and the Middle East, tens of millions of oppressed
human beings, eager for freedom and a life of dignity
and fully aware of their natural and lawful right to
self-detennination and independence, are fighting
bravely against the blind forces of colonial exploitation and oppression. In Algeria, in Palestine, in the
south of the Arabian peninsula and in various parts of
Africa, the indigenous peoples are revolting against
the foreign occupation of their national territory and
are fighting against abuse, injustice, hardship, oppression and arbitrary rule. In all these parts of the world,
the peoples concerned are paying a heavy tribute in
blood, sweat and tears to the triumphant cause of their

freedom, their dignity and the safeguarding of th
integrity of their national heritage. The peoples .e
question are prepared to make great sacrifices Simp~;
because they do not despair of the victory 'of their
just struggle in a world where the forces of equity
justic~ and morality find t~ei~ most eloquent expres~
sion III the purposes, prIllClples and ideals of the
United Nations Charter.
12. It is highly significant that the authors of the
Charter tried to base the new order, the order of the
United Nations, on the solemn determination of the
peoples of the United Nations "to reaffirm faith in
fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of
the human person, in the equal rights of men and
women and of nations large and small", and "to promote social progress and better standards of life in
larger freedom".
13. This fundamental concern with the dignity and
worth of the human person was the source of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. That solemn
proclamation was certainly a historic step forward
in the struggle for the triumph of individual rights
and essential freedoms.
14. No less important is the United Nations concern to
achieve these freedoms within the framework of the
equality of nations large and small. Chapters XI, XII
and XIll of the Charter deal with obligations towards
Non-Self-Governing Territories and territories under
international t~steeship. Over the past fifteen years,
the United NatIons has worked most diligently to implement the provisions of the Charter which relate to
these two kinds of territories and are basically concerned with ensuring the political, economic and social
progress of the peoples of those territories, developing their administrative ab:l1ity, catering for their
p01:ltical ambitions, helping them gradually to develop
their political institutions and encouraging their steady
growth towards self-government or independence.
15. Over the past fifteen years, the dependent peoples,
or those under foreign domination, have taken every
opportunity of expressing their most ardent and sincere wish to enjoy their freedom and self-respect and
to be masters of their own fate. Those among them
whose national aspirations have been fulfilled have
considered it their duty to make the voice of the still
oppressed peoples heard in international circles; they
have become the interpreters of the legitimate desire
of those peoples for human dignity and national independence.
16. Some of the dependent peoples, as we have already said, have determined in the face of injustice,
misunderstanding and provocation to use extreme
methods to gain their rights. This has led to tragic
situations and bloody wars which are a serious threat
to international peace and security. The long and painful war which has now gone on for six years in Algeria
between the forces of nationalism and the armies of
colonialist oppression, is a distressing and alarming
example.

17. The acts of violence, clashes and disturbances,
the instability and unrest characteristic of the Asian
and African countries under foreign domination today
and ever since the Second World War, have been
caused mainly by this very failure of the colonial
Powers in their so-called civilizing mission and the
humanitarian principles they professed in order to
bring the local peoples under their yoke. Denial of
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human dignity, ignorance of the demands of the indigenous masses and the negation of fundamental freedoms were unfortunately made still more intolerab,le
'" by the racial discrimination and segregationpractised
against most of the peoples who had the-~isfortune
to faU under forf;lign colonial domination., '·1
18. The Administering·Autbonties have ri.6t given- all
the attention which was expected and desirable to the
educatio:q. of the indigenous masses, the improvem~nt
of their health conditions, the raising of their standard
,of
\,
.living and their preparation for the responsibility
of managing th~ir~wn affairs.
19.. Those peoples wl;J.ich did achieve their national
ambitions immediately' ~nderstood the enormous responsibilities facing ,their leaders,because almost
everything had to be dl')ne from scratch. Large-scale
public works were of cp'!!rse carried out in countries
domil:!ated 1'y foreign P"mvers; bridges, harbours and
roa]'£ vl~re built and simllal' projects .were carried
out~~ But· clearly all this was donetp ensure the effici~nt
running of colonial enterprises with a view to higher
economic returns, almost exclusively in the \interests
of those who had the work done. It is nevertheless
encouraging for all concerned that tpe colonial past,
in spite of old· scores, has hardly anyWhere engendered
.bitterness or strong feelings, which w»:>uld have been
understandable; nor has it given rise to ranklinghate,
desire for revenge or xe!1ophobia amGlng the liberated
peoples. On the contrary, in most of Jhe ppuntries
formerly under European dominatio:q., iilcludingmy
own, foreign commUnitie~stilllive in an atmosphere
of hospitality and tranquillity· and enjoy a growing
economic well-being and prosperity~ The anxiety of
certain colonial Powers to maintain their supremacy
in order to ensure the safety and tranquillity of European minorities, is not based on any valid (~7easoning
and is really no more than a pretext for maintaining
colonialist privilege. It merely encourages the desire
for domination and pel'Petuates greed· for power and
profit.
20. However skilful colonialism may bl~ in maintaining its position by indirect economic technical or other

dominatio:q., its skill will be of no avail in the face of
the awakening of the peoples and their ne~..found
awareness in every field.
.
21. .In its constant concern to discharge its solemn
obligations and to create the conditions of lasting peace
and universal .well-being based on respect for the
principle of equal'rights of peoples·· and therigbtof
self-determinatio:q., the United Nations must take a
stand in favour of ending the exploitation of one people
by "another. solemnly proclaiming the necessity of
bringing colonialisJIJ: in all its forms and manifestations to a speedy and unconditional end.
22. Once it is recognized that all dependent peoples
long. to achieve their goal offreedom and independence,
it is the duty of the United Nations t.o denounce any
SUbjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination
Or exploitation as immoral, unlawful and contrary to
the principles of the Charter. All peoples have the
right of self-determination. the right freely to deterInine their political status and freely t~/pursue their
economic. social and cultural develepment.
23. If the United Nations is convinced that the lDaintenanct) of colonialism is at variance with its ideal
of. universal peace, "it is :in duty bound to declare that
all armeq. action or repressive measures directed

against dependentpeoples shallcease in order to enable
them to exercise peacefully and freely their right to
complete independence and to the integrity of their
national territory.
·24. In accordance with the demands of international
morality, as expre~0~q by the great majority of the
'internationalcommuni'ty, it is most. urgent that the
United Nations should declare solemnly that immediate
steps shall be taken in all dependent countries, whatevel' their form of subjection and whatever fictioilS
may be u.sed to keep them in subjection, to transfer all
powers to the peoples of those territories,in accord.ance with their freely expressed will and desire, preferably with adequate international guarantees.
25. For these reasons a number of delegations, including my ow:q., have submitte~ to the General Assembly a draft declarati«J1;L[A!L.323 and Add.1-2]
expressing the wish of all the peoples of the earth to .
get rid of coloniaJism once and for all and proclaiming the right of dependent peoples to enjoy freedom,
national independence and territorial integrity as soon
as possible.
26. This draft, worded in extremely dignified and
moderate language, is a. sincere and realistic attempt
to bringc,about the final victory of the principles' of
the United Nations and its ideals of equality among
peoples and human dignity. The draft is asigpfof
good faith and goodwill, devoid of anyharshneffS. or
demagogy. By adopting it, we are convinced that the
General Assembly will be taking a. timely standi. in
keeping with its noble mission throughout the world.
/.~'""'.

,\

27. The moral effect of such a declaration will ha to
strengthen the hopes of the oppressed peoples who are
fighting bravely to attain their legitimate ambitions,
and allow the United Nations to create the conditionS
for a world governed by freedom, law and human
values.
28. I should like on behalf of the Libyan delegation
to express to the Soviet Uriion our heartfelt gratitude
for its initiative in asking to have this important
question placed on the·agenda of th~ present session
of the General Assembly [A/45011 and pressing for
its solemn discussion in plenary meeting. I must assure the ~oviet delegation. that. we have studied its
draft declaration [A/4502 and Corr.l] with the closest
attentio:q., and I must say that we have found complete
agreement between the views and purposes set out in
theit draft resolution and our own. Our purpose in
. asso.~iating ourselves withn'a numberof.Asian and
African delegations to . submit the draft declaration
contained in documentA/L.323 andAdd.l-gwas simply
to ensure that this questionwas considered objectively
and without refer~nce to any matters irrelevant to
its essential purpoS~. We recommend it to the General
Assembly, in the hope that it will be considered in
its proper context and approved on its ,proper merits.
29. I should also like to express in advance our appreciation to the United States of America for taking
thei.ni..tiative in o.utlining a UnitedNa.ti.oDS. pr.ogramme.
for th~ independence and developmellt ·of Africa•.We
shall examine this proposal with eqUal interest when
the time comes to consider it in the First Committee.
May I~y that the interest in the independence 'of
peoples now shown by the two major Powers of the
present world is sig:q.ificant in many ways.
30. In conclUSion, my delegati~n sincerely hopes to
,see the beginningofa new age in the history of man(J

L-'.~
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kind when the peoples of the world, free at last from
the domination of great Powers, will turn their energies to the service of everlasting peace and fruitful
co-operation in a better world, governed by the wise
and humane order of the United Nations.
Mr. Nesbitt (Canada),
Chair.

Vice-President, took the

31. Mr. TARABANOV (Bulgaria) (translated from

French): Now that the draft declaration on the abolition
of the colonial system and the granting of independence
to colonial peoples has been introduced, everyone,
even the most determined champions of the colonial
system agrees that colonialism has had its day. Sometimes 'however the champions of colonialism find
really ingeniou; ways of presenting a case which is
not in line with the general trend of ideas now uppermost in people's minds regarding the abolition of
colonialism. They rack their brains to find expressions
such as !tan outmoded concept of political relationships" for colonialism, naturally so as not to hav~ to
take a clear and unequivocal decision on such a VItal
question as the abolition of colonialism in our times,
or so as to prepare the ground and take up special
positions for an out-and-out defence of the colonial
system in a new guise.
32. But the declaration on the abolition of colonialism
proposed by the USSR is so wide in scope and such a
turning point in the history of this question that even
those that are involved in colonial exploitation and
their friends and allies find it difficult to defend the
continuation of the colonial system. Colonialism has
caused such untold and incalculable suffering to mankind in general and to the colonial people in particular
now that no one can .easily defend it openly. For centuries, the colonial peoples have been subjected to a
horrible system under which they h;:lVe been exploited
and deprived of the most elementary human rights.
We shall not dwell on some of the episodes of colonial
history such as the extermination of whole peoples
to make room for white settlers, since for the time
being these have no direct bearing on the development
of the question or on the decision to be taken with
regard to the abolition of the colonial system. They
are merely historical facts, but they give us an inkling
of the ferocity with whichcolonlzationwascarriedout.
33. What is more important is to note that, at the
present time, fifteen years after the foundation of the
United Nations and the establishment of the system
defined in Chapters XI, XII and XIII of the Charter
relating to the colonial territories, there has been
very little improvement in the situation of the people
who are still groaning under the colonial yoke, compared with their lot in the past.
34. Indeed, because the economy of the colonial countries is the most backward in the. world, because their
agriculture is stlll at a stage comparable to that of
the Middle Ages in Europe, because the fertile land
has been taken over and developed by the white settlers while the indigenous population'has been herded
onto poor and· arid land, because industry is very
backward and the industrial enterprises are nearly all
in the hands of the colonialists, who also exploit all
the natural wealth of the colonies, the colonial people
are still living in the most frightful poverty and the
death rate in the colonies is still so high that the
figures themselves do not give an adequate picture of
··he mise:ry into which the people have been plunged.

In a word, the blood and sweat of the colonial peoples
who are stlll beneath the colonial yoke and the ruthless
exploitation of the labour and natural wealth of the
colonies are still bringing in fabulous profits for the
people who, through their representatives, are trying
to convince us of their sacred civilizing mission and
of their sincere efforts to prepare the colonial peoples
for independence.
35. The results of this civilizing mission are only
too obvious and too well known. We shall not dwell
on the living standards of the colonial peoples. Other
delegations have quoted figures in abundance. It is
enough, perhaps, to point out that in most colonies,
the per caput income of the indigenous inhabitants is
often scores of times lower than the per caput income
of the white eolonists.
36. And these are not all the so-called virtues of the

colonial system. There are others. The indigenous
inhabitants are subjected to a monstrous system of
racial discrimination, even in their own country-in
South West Africa, Angola, Mozambique, Southern
Rhodesia and elsewhere. They are not treated like
human beings at all, but as though they were cattle.
The colonists are indifferent not only to the interests
of these people but even to their lives and their very
existence.
37. Under these circumstances it is understandable
that certain representatives have appealed to delegations not to bring up the appalling history of colonialism again in the present debate, in particular not to
mention certain special and particularly vile instances
of colonialism. Some have even gone so far as to claim
that it would be introducing the language of the cold
war to dwell on cases which show us some of the uglier
facts of colonialism.
38. We representatives of the socialist countries
would certainly like to find a solution to the problem
of granting independence to the colonial peoples without
going into all the past crimes of the colonialists or
bringing up certain special cases. In fact this is the
position and attitude we have adopted in the past and
still maintain on every question, provided there is no
attempt to use special tactics to defer and even prevent the necessary solutions-we have proved this on
several occasions. We have no wish to introduce an
acrimonious note into the debates on the item under
discussion, either in the General Assembly or in the
Committees. However, we cannot resign ourselves to
mere statements, to expressions of pious hope that a
just and adequate solution will be found for the problems facing the General Assembly, if and when the
representatives of certain countries startmanceuvring
to divert attention and prevent the necessary decisions
from being taken. It is regrettable that in the course
of the present debate, attempts have been made by the
representatives of certain colonial Powers to present
the vilest colonialism not only in a favourable light
but as a boon to the colonial peoples who for decades
and even centuries have been bowed beneath the
colonial yoke. The United Kingdom representative, for
instance, attempted to prove that the question of
granting independence to the colonial peoples could
not be considered a colonial question and sought to
place it on another footing which he hoped would m~e
it possible to thwart the colonial peoples strugglmg
for their liberation and impatiently awaiting a decision
from the Assembly. He strove to transfer the discus-
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cou.ntries; yihere di~erent tIibesandcomnunitiqs live,
"I: 39. Some ;repl'esentatives of the colonialPowers have
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by the,se minorities.
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040. It would be difficult'Jto find statements so ,far
46. As for the ,otherc,ommunlties, ,it isnotori01.1S
fro:r:n tlte ~ruth. At the 1>resent :time, more th~n a
that thecolonia.list pelicy has al,ays i\~ought to cre,ate
hundred milliOJ;lmen are still under the colbnialyoke.
conflicts among them, the mo~e eaSIly to keep tb:~In
N~.a day goes by Without the Press and radio informb ti
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us of the c,ruelest repressive measures against
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'. ese con nve p:ro,;~ f;he colonial peoples! ~ot only are colonialis:r:n and' lems will disappear ofi1themselves, ,once ademocratic
'the colonialists unwlll~ng to let go their prey, but
and independent ,syste~, is eStabUshed; in the counf:rites
concerned,UlllesfJ the cClonialists atte~ptto interfe,re
';realizing that theirgdys are numbered, they often
become much more aggressive and much more bloodonc~,::::;agaW ~'~ the' dome\~tic affairs r.>f the 1iber~ted
thirsty. "Vhe;re:the colcnial Powers are no longer able
countries. if'
to resist the pressure of the maSses of the peoplet
47. All sucllargumenw,as well:> as those extolling
they make politicalconcessions, while at the same time
the benefits of thec9l6nialisfp61icy, are put forward"
striving to maintaintheir economic, strategic aridother
here, as, we, h,avealrready", stressed, to di,stract, a, e-~,r--~
positions. If these are imperilled, they use every means
tion ,from the maii) qu.estionnow' undeJ;discu.ssion.; ,»
at their disposal, including armed force, inanattempt
i.e. the iInmediategranting- ofindependence to colonial
to protect them. When they cannot do this alone,they
peoples, to try ./,;6' postpone a decision and maintain "
enlist the aid of other colonial and imperialistPowers
colonial domination until such time as tiheo,colonialist,
who are their allies.
Powers are able to find 'other devices ,and other wti.ys
of dominating their former colonies. Under thesecir41. This aggr_essive colonialist policy is frauglltwith
l'1i>\w~tances,., we "must ,re-examine certain ar,.~,;Q11ents/
enOrmouS dangers -for the whole of mankind, for corl
rt·
th h
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lonialiElm and its methods of imposing colonial policy
an!l--ass,e. 10~ .•at, aye eene~,'p0,lye,'. repe,a e y y
tWerepresentatlves of the colomalist Powers.
'
have always been linked with war and hay-t;} always led
to war. In the present situation, where there are
48. On several occasions we have heard stat~ments
weapons of.mass destruction such as nuclear weapons,
here to the effect that since "1939" 500 'million me:q
!Jlankind can no longer ru:n the risk of allowing such
and women who were formerly nnderBritish dominabreeding grounds of conflict 'and the possibilities of
tion 'have obta~ed fr.eedoth :.ptd inde-pendence and that
war to persist indefinitely.
their.rep!"~sentatives are seated here" That is un, "
\.
doubtedly true. But it is odd that the United Kingdom
42. The United Kingdom representative, in hiS,?ut..
representative should 'not hesitate toclainl for 'his
·and....out defetJ,ce of the ,principles of colonial po'1jcy
Govermnent and, for, the United J{ingdoIn colonii'lil~ts ;
a:ld his attf3mpt to find justification for not granting
in general the honour ofhavingfurthereClthis bistorj,caJ,
development. Anatte:r:npt' has been made to persuade .,
fulmediateindependence to colonial countries, has ad?need arguments marked by What, \in t~iS day and age, ,us that, British colonial policy was enlightened and
Isas~rangeand completely misPlac~ logic. He has tha"t, the, United Kingdo,mG~'Y,,~,~rnment, madEta, ,gre,at
tried to prove that certain small \'nr£:tions and small
'
"""
',
'
territories should not be gr~tedimmediateindependc~~tribl.ltt'1;n to the liberatio~ o~fornt~rcQIonies.
t~nce., Howe\1\er, ,mere is n~\ithing to be found in the
49. Perhaps the United Kingdomr~Ptesentative is
United Nations Charter whic~::establishCis an invidious
counting. on the colonialcpeople~-haviIf~1ii)ninemodistinction between small and large natio~s. Moreries, or is hoping that this' joy at being independent
has made them forget the dreadful rea1i~~ftbepast~
over, there aloe, of course,already in the, United
Nationsseyeral countries with a population of less
the horror of colonialist subjugation'a,nd tliep'rOtr~cted
than a :r:nil1ioninhabitants. Freedom can surely not be
and heroic struggles they waged'to ,achieve liberation
denied to these peoples, still suffering under the coand independence. The fact that, these peoples have
lonialist yoke, for the trumped up reasons advanced
not forgotten and will never forget so long as colonial r
by' the United Kingdom representative. It has also
domimitionexists on this planet has been amply ~
been stated ~at these small colonial countries had,
d~monstrated in the discussions that have ~n plaoe
and will have need of financial assistan~eandspecial
here since the debate on the elimination of colonialism
(protection In order to survive. I fear I must question
begaI;l.l refer to ~_,tnatter, not to prove what is
th~ S,incerity of,thellgenerous" concern expressed by
self~evident but merel1. to refresh the memory of
the colonialists for those whom they have until now
certain representatives' and to ftlake them realize that '
Oppressed.
unsupported assertions cut no [Jce with world public
43.ih the matter of financial assistance, the balance
opinion..
~"!',
has,of course, always been in favour of the colonialist
50. The United KingdoJIl representatives have said
Power. As for the pr,otection it is alleged that these
:more than once that the policies ofthe United Kingdop:1
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beings freedoxn3tn~ 11~~ependenoe.J!0)' ev~r</the faots
of t~he ~)1.Ltish Empire.
\\.
au',
=Jfi'e entirely, ~~x·ent. 'l'9jearn )'hyth~!an:itedK:lng- .r:t1"Th·· th f ti th t Indi bt
,.
'.
COl
c~" qom po1ioYi~al~~ihl1s been~\~"~ut:theperiodWhef\
". " us ~ ,ac s a
a (} ained its independ~
fai
sQ Ulany,Britia~ colonies :P~e attained independence
ence, not because the colonialists grante~ it, inde..
OU(
t):n~ must ref,erl nof to t9,$"statements made 'by United pendence willingly, but because t~ey ?id. n~~ possess
of
K;ing~om politida1lea¥.fs alter this historical develop;.. ~e military power necessary to maintaln ~elr colonial
[.AI
ment~adr~ao~ed ~ri'Uition-,"such as the statements by @minati~n of that country.
. ilis
the J!,d~513Ji~~WleMinisterof the United Kiugdpm. or
~8. But India is a large country. Inqther colonies,'by}~:r. Ormsb~t-Gote, the Unit!3d Kingdom rePl.eeen'~'"
the United Kingdom colonialists weref:ble to madnta,Mi
66;
t¥e to" the Un\~ted Nations which rwillnot. cite, since
enough troops to postpone independenfJe for yea~~ andf,bl',
!:t1~y, are' so w~~l1 known-but rather to tb~ state1'll~ntSi years and to maintain!lle colonial system by papres11t
pel
land acts of the (political leaders oftbe: Urdted Kingdom
sion and massacre. '/1'0. cite 0111y, one instf.nce, the
m~
,. a~ the~~le w~'~n these decisions were taken and the
example of Kenya is still fresh in evexybOfY'S mind.
~t
events ~, questlop took place.
.
59. In an. attempt to, find re~~ons for po~j.pOning the
of
51. Th~s,l we ~\hould like to cite the statements of the
liberation ,of certain c~mnt:ries and their attainment of
wh
':most .' e'minent political1eaders of' tbeUnited Kingdom.
immediate 'independence, th~ United Kinr~dom repreinc
at the ti,fj),e' when one of the largest Bl"itish colonies,
sentative sought to persuade us that in,d~endence h a d _ sel
India, was about tt)' attain independence.
been postponed only tlp'ough a desir~ to give "the
,~ hal
, '
'
.'
people of these oountries u. independe~/ce in the form
Na
5g.. .OpeD1n~ the d~bate. Ql). 5 March 194:7 (l11 'the Labour
which suits them, and bot aocording to some ideological
giv
Governtnent s deCIsion, to transfer po~er lp. Indiawithpattern imposed on them from outside" [925thmeeting
mo
in fou.rteen mon1ili~fl Sb' ,Stafford CrlPPSJstated, ~J!!:
para. 50].
'
.
.'
suI
alia, that thaGQvexnment wa,s.fa~ed with 1;\110 alterna60 .. -tt i S rea11y;swx,.L-"
~·~"'·""'li ng ·t0 h'
d King'dom.
Uves:
ear th·e Unite.
,~)
representative r,nake such a statement. at leastfor any
,
"•••nrstl> .we oould. att(~mpt to strengthen British
one who has had an opportunity to follow the progress
67,
~()nt:rol in India ol1~thebasisofanexpanded personnel of the colonial people's fight for independence~
lat
in the Sepretary of State's S~l'V'ices, andaoonsider-'
!
. '
rOf
, ablereimoreemant. of B'l:Uish troops, both of whicb
61. It will,be recalledi.hat scarcely seve~ year~,ag;o
the
" would have beenrequired"f,)o that we should be in a
the People ca Progressive Party of British GUi~na
lot
position 'to maintain for as lQng as might be necesachieved a S!gnal victory a~~hepollsandthereby chose
del
sary (Jur administr,ative responsibili~'''-nota that
the.form of government w'hvh suited it. Unfortunately,
ha'
the $~e innocuous .exllression is used toda)~ by
tha,t fo;rm of gove~.ant dId not suit the British
sel
Mr. Onnsby-GQre to describe Bl'j.tish coloniaUst
colomaUsts. The Unit~Jd ~ingdom Go~ernment sentits
in
su,bjuga.tio~~llwhi1eawaiting an agreement amongst
b~~tleshlps, suspe~de~{ ~e ConstitutIOn and dec]~a,I'e(l
exe
Jbe Indian C~j:mmunities... Such. a policy wO'uld entail th~ elections invafitU_St/eaking t~ the Hous~ of Com""
mf.
a. definite decision that we should remain in India
mons on 22 Oc~~~b~.l'- 1953, MJ:. OliveI' I~yttelt0Th
pr(
1o:r~t least 15 tc20 years ... The second alternative
Sqcre~ary o~ ~tate tor the ~olOnies, made thefollOWing
tha
WM$ we could ~.\tcept the fact that the first alternaobs,ervatiQn. Her Majesty s Government are notprethE
ti"e "was not pO$sible .." •.... One' thing fhat was, I~ared to tolerate the se~ting up Communist sta:~a
val
think, quite obViously imposs,ible was to decide to
in the British Com~onwe,llth •••• As you see, thac. IS
c611tinue our respopsibilitjr/ind~finitely••• into a
quite EL :iffer~nt tone from ~e one employedb~ Mr.
68,
period when we had not the power t(~ oarrylt out ~
Ormsby Go,r(,~ Mr. Lyttelton s view was echo~bythe
out
..
. ' . .
•
following oom:otental';y. from Mr. Bevan, speaking for
arc
t
53. 'rhus, according toSirStaffordCrippa Ettatement,
the Labour Party~ This version, of the attitude of the'
an(
the United Kingdom was obliged to racognizetheindeBritish Governm.ent on the right of peoples to have
wtiiO~
pendence of India because it did not have fhepower
vV'hatevet Government they liked was as follows: "You
.
needed to' stay in thfJ country.
"
i
.
are f,ree to have whs.tever Governmentyou like as long
15(
ij4. Sir vVinston Churchill, sp~aIdng on,behalf of: the
as it is the kind of Government we likeQ It In other
fie]
opposition, ,declared· that the n'~em.bers of.the Opposiwords, the qUestio~ was whether the Government
~~
tion had .to sever themselve~ a1together l'Ifrolll the
pleased the British Government.
."-'
. ECl
Indian policy of His Majesty\:!=J Government, and to
62. British Guiana is an interesting andinstroctive
ID
tiisclaim all responsibility fo~' t.'\le COn21'quences which
~xample of the manner in which the colonialists think
rul
will darken-aye, and redden-th:e coming years".,
they can arrange matters in their former colonies.
JfOr them, the establishment of an independent and
69.
55. That is what Chu:rchill said .in 1947, and now
popular r6gfme would be a "bad" eXalllplewhich:migbt
nat
Mr. Orm~J:>y-Gore is tr'Jing to tell us that the aiDl of
have an unfortunate effect on the peopleS of the adjacent
Sill
the Briti~,' policy of this period was to b:.rlng about
territories.
'
,;
ex]
the 1ibera~ion of the colonial peoples..
63. The' New York Herald Trib~ was .quite frank
of
Ca'
ab oUfl,the situation When it stated, on 9 October 1953,
56. Later, Churchill said that if the United Kingdom,
6X<
t!thrOUgh lack of phYSical and moral strength cannot
that the case of British.Gulana is of vital importanct'l
tak
wind up our affairs in a responsible~ .. fashio~,ff-and to the United States, not beoause ofth~lntern.al events
wit
by resp()nsible fashion he ,meant the maintenance of
!n that colony, but because of its stra.tegic position, ~ac(
colonialist subjugation in India and the setting up-,of a.
since the neighboUring country ofVenezuela is synony,70.
Government that would follow Eritish'poUoy-at least it
mous with two products. very important to the United
ani
should not end "by a.premature5 hurried scuttle" thus
States economy: oil and iron ore.
del
~dding to the "ruin" and disaster, ·Whioh is 'what 64.-That explains why in Guiana great forces were
not
Churchill called the attainment of independence by
marshalled to disperse th.e popUlarr6gime headed b"J
OUJ
India and the other British colonies that liberated
Mr. Jagan.
'
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faith and good will of the colonialists.\1hat is just
th~y,\had help'~,~o lPJierate, bUf!4i~g thei:rhomesthere
one mO.rereaspn why the Decla7tationon tn~ g~antingP1iid living,.ihpea({e -as simpptcitize~ dedicated to
of independence to colonial cQuut:ries and\\ peoples
'the workj?;.nd pro~ZEfrvf~:h~ newemauc~JYated lands.
[A!4502 and Corr.1:], proposed by !~e SOVle\<vnion,. Hovr3veryd~ient is this attitude from that o~Other
is of capital inlportance at the present time"
~"0_ ..
nations {Which in. the very middle . of· the tw;antieth
\1
66. '!'he efforts by the colo#!alist;s to postpone the~_c~n~fi"~endthe1.rarmies not to help ~OU1~try!~~ to be
J)
ranting of independence to. colonial countries and
:n.'etJ' but to co-operate with governmen~~ that,/d~wnin
/ ~eoPles are made with a view 1;0 finding new ways and
blood thesove;reign aspira.tionsof thetr peoples.
1Ueans of maintaining their economic and po1it~,cal
71.. The t;lubject.o~ colonialism is asoldas<theworld.
dominion over theSE! countries. But t."te machinations
RQme~ Greece and Carthage were in their time coloof the colonialist circles against the oppressedpeoples
nies, as were also France, Spai~ qennany and the
of their col,onies should spur us on to take B~ decision
United Kingdom. The hiStory of the world is the ~tory
which will :make it possible for these peoples to~.€:hieve
of the'Ufe of countries which, through changes extendindependence immediately and to decide fO~1 them:iug over a long procession ofyears, e'/entual1yattained
selves what form of government they want. (rhe time
the fun. realization of their political personalities.
= has come .to tell the colo1llial peoples that
~~t~d
72. In the perpetual flow of· time, new forms· of lifec
Nations, f8~thful tQ the p.rin?iples of the Ch(,~rter, VillI
are 8ubstitutedfor others Whi~h in their day had their'·.
givel them iUl~ supp\ort In their just fi~t ,;\Lgatnst .~e
explanation and reason for existe~ce.Even legal tr!lStimost ~onstrl()llS system known to manki~;d:-eolonial
tutions change. as the years go by; the theo!'Y of
subjuga"ion.
nt:.tional''$overeignty so dear tI? the writel"S of treatises
~~Mr. Boland (Irel8.nd). resumed the Chai/t.
on international law in the nineteenth cenmI'Yhasbe~n
superseded by the new form. Cif $upra*natio-nal assoc~ia.67. M:r.. ALVAREZ R;mST:R:m PO (Colo~l1b:l.a) (transtion which is the basis of the United Nations.
lated fromSpamsh): A few weeks ago, f~!om this same
rostrum, the Qhainnan of the Council at Ministera of
73. Our country too was a colony, and in.the initial
the Union of'Soviet Socialist Republics ];'eferredto CO(F-'
period of independence our people displayed the same
lombia as a colonialist countrysbnp~;y because our
rebellious attitudes and voiced the same bitte'Z;'<Dom~
delegation had expx'essed the· view that: this item could
plaints as we now hear, with some justification, on
have been discussed in an atmosphere of greater
the lips of the representatives of the 'new nations
serenity and calm in the First COJnn',iittee rather than
which· have recently acquireatheir. freedom and, by
in this Assembly, which seems to le;hd itself to sharp
virtue of .their n.ew status, have been abie to join our
exchanges of Views or vehement ora/tory, so that stateOrganization after having lived for many years. under
menta made here:_ a~ often utteJi'ed in a spirit of'
the dominion of some foreign Power. The fact that
propaganda, with: an eye to the out:side world, rath,er
we were a· colony did not prevent us, once we had
than with a deSIre to inform the opinion or influence
achieved our independence, from regarding Spainwith
the calm. judgement of the l'epr(~sentatives of the
the greatest affection as thecountI'Y which governed
various nations.
u's during the period of our .early forn:t.ation,and which
68. We could not therefore speak this debatewithg~T{e us a language, a. religion, a legal syste;m atlda
out stating beforehand that our c;ountry is one which
~road cultural foundation, four elements which ~ve .
ardently supports 'the self-deten:n.ination of peoples,
oeen the funcmmental pill::l.rs on which oUr society has
and Which at no time in its history;has been associated
been built.
74. Not every aspect of colonialism is as pernicious
with any movement aimed at the suppression or limitationof tha,t freedom elsewhe:r;e. On the contrary~ when,
and harmful as somE) representatives herfil, more from
150 years ago, Colombia ~as beginrdJlg its life as a
politic~lzeal than from a desire to understand history,
separate nation, and befor(~ it had even consolida:ted
try' to make it appear. In the gradual formation of new
its own independence, it. gld not hesitate to send its
nationalities one of. the valuable culturalcontributions
armies to the neighbonrir,a.g .Cowltries of Venezuela,
to their future life is that which has been trans:m.itted
. Ecuador, Pero and BoUvLa in order to support them
during the years of. d.omination by the governingcounin their struggle for final emancipation from Spanish
try, as we have been able to appreciate here as we
rule.
listened to the erodite andojudicious speeches of representatives .!ik~the' •MimsteY.s'o:r Foreign Affairs of
69. I~ that magnificent'epic struggle, the men of five
CamerQun
and ,:NIgeria in which an outstanding cultural
nations fought under the inspiration and command of
back~ioUJ;ld wu.sapparent.
Sim6n Bolfvar, the illUstrious leader whose legendary
exploits fill the pages of American history" The blood
75". In speaking of colonialism it may perhaps· beapof Colombians was thus shed on American soil, from
}?l'opriate at this stage to clear up onepQint in order
Caracas to La Paz, in a gigantic effort which far
to avoid a· repetition of what some speakers have had
exceeded its capacity at the time and which was unde~
the affrontel7Y to insinl1ate, vaguely but none the less
taken by my country with the sole aim·of co-operatmg
suggestively, when, in their referenees to the~olonial
with the .Spanish colonies in.order that they might
problem in the wQrld, they appea~ to include)the whole
aCqtlire full independence as sovereign nations.
9.~- Latin America within the areas controlled by the
,70. \Ve have therefore an honourable history as all, colonial system.
~=C~,
anfti·colonial country which entitles us to speak in t1~is
76. It is true that in our continent the~c;remaln a
debate with a fu11sense of responsibility, andwe can';;'
few small areas under the control ofE,.l'1-6pean nations,
not refrain f:rom pointing out, in passing, that after
and we hope that one day those ar(as may enjoy full
our armies contributed to the liberation of five counliberty. It is equally trtle, ~oweve~. that the Latin \
trles>and
the
victory
was
won,
all
those
brave
stalAmerican countries represented here\are not colonies
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"'ofany POWfJ1I Each country ha.s weUcqdefinedgeo79fi:' M;t·.S6kou.~'\t)u1'6, the President of the Republic of
graphical an4 poilitioalboundaries, and on Jhe soil of
(?pinea. said in. this Assembly in his statement of
our continent there, have arisen soveJteigll nations,
J;3 October 1960:
each with its~ ()wn p~:rson.aUty, its QWll culture, its own
-We know that there are problems onwhich every.
h;istoryand lts own UMl:llstaka.ble human characteris....
one may speak as he' Wishes, according to his own
tiCS•. The ,one feature that might stamp us all as memtempere.ment; but 1;here are other problems which
bers 'of the same. family wo~d be~ the ~e,a.lousca:~
cap..riot becorlsidered as personal problems, and stUI
which we exer?ise, on ~ll oc~aslOns ,,0 avoid any .thrfilat
less as problems related to the existence of this .or
to .our sovereIgn autonoIn.Y. From the . grea;e~t to ~~e
that system or 'bloc. Such problems concern the very
smallest, from :Br~zil to C~)~ta Rica, ~~ch of ..be ~.eu,,~
foundations of a life of dignity for every human being,
Ame;ican States has its OWl:~ pe.rso~8-""... ty, its ()~ dis
whatever politicalor economic system he may choose.
tinctIve features and a pJ:'oud belieUnits.indepenrl\~ncean.d whatever his religion, colour or nationality~!!
that can never be effaced ho~ever dHflcult the ~,~z[903rd meeting para. 4.]
.
cumstances that may arise in ItS national life. In that
.
.. ,
respect we all bear traces of the heritagewe received
He then added:
from t?e Iberian peninsula, f~m Spain ,and Portugal,
"There can be no doubt.that the problem of freecountnes in which the cultivation of one s personality
dom is the greatest problem in the world. No people
is insepar.abr l:inked with the words denoting "honour
and no thinking; person can think that freedom is
; and nobility , which are so much~steemed in our
divisible or that it belongs to a single people rac
language. We. are no man's sla,vG. Po}.!ticall~r we move
or religion If []bid para 5]
,
e
in. the broad area of Western .democracy, the same
• _ .....!, ' ..
democl,"acy by which the free nations of the world
80. In listening to the speakers who have come to
becam~ united:In one great phalanx to fight agaiDst
this rostrum to present colonialism as a systemwhich
totalit~riandictatQrship. We choose our gove:rmnents
has deprived thousands of human beings of their indeand our parliaments .in public elections, inwhich every
pendence, we might hav.e thought that colonialism, and
citizen l),as the opportunity of expressing his opinions . colonialism alone, represents the problem offreedom
according to his own conscience; we determine our own
in the world. All the terms that signify the submisfate and ord.er our own destiny according to the dicsion of one country to another have been employed to
tates of our national needs. It is tbne therefore for
convey to us the full horror of colonial policy, which
certain delegations to the United 'Nations to stop
subjugates, controls, enchains, oppresses, humiliates
insinuating that we are some other nation's colomes
and crushes the dignitY of many nations that should
:whenin reality the Latin American countries are
be free. In an impressive stream of words a picture
sovereign and ind.ependent nations because they bo~g!lt of enslavement and bondage has been presented to us,
their independence many years ago with the J;>lood of but all the criticism has been directed one way and
their heroes.
'/'
has had one objective, as if the problems of human
'" uld seem that there. i s a mal iClq~S
' ,:''iand de.uU1..'freedom existed only in this quarter.
77 • I,,,wo
erate attempt to confuse the term Ifcolo~lialism"with
81. The trutb.!chowever, is that while political cothe term "under-development", but in 1\fact the one
10'W.alis~/:f()r the greater good of humanity, moves
term has nothing ~I) tfowith the 0t1l.erj.:!l/oul' case. We
rapidly towards its close because of the intelligent
are indeed unde1""\~eveloped coymnes inthe sense that
and far-sighted policy of the former metropolitan
we have a high bl--rth-r-ate,' a low per caput income,
countries or through the force of circumstances,
in, marq countries a high percentage 'of illiteracy,
another type of colonialism has arisen to take its
sm:i.ous health and education problems,_ and in nearly
place. The only difference is that this is not the type
all cases a high degree of dependence 'on the export
of colonialism which exercises control over the soil
of primary commodities. Thus, according to the exand the harvests, the mountains an~ the r!vers~ the
perts, we have all the features' that characterize an
social life and political system, over education and
under-developed area. Economic backwardness must
health and, in fact, over all the externals of the life
not, however, be confused with the loss of national of a people; it is r-ather a colonialism which keeps
dignity or of social and political autonomy. To use a
watch over man's conscience, suppresses his freewell-known expression we might say, as they said in
doms and utterly de$troys the life of the spirit.
Spain when the great nobles lost their fortunes, we
.
,-,ontlnue to be nobtes despite our poverty.
82. There are, of course, deplorable legacies of the
.
old colonial system, and mfilions of men are stlll
a.waiting their deliverance. Traces still remain of t.lte
78. The aim of this de~a~e on colonialis~, according
to those who requested It, IS to ensure the mdependence
system which until quite recently controlledvast areas
of peoples and to eliminate a shameful phenomenon
Qf the world and we have heard here the statement
of modernblst~~. The declaration in its literalmeanb}.' the repr~sentative of the United Kingdom [925tll
fug pre~ents no difficulty to us•. Our legal tradition
mtJeting] who explained in detail how hiscouutry is
makes us .naturally sympathetic to all that is implied preparing to grant complete self-government to those
by freedom, but this must be complete freedom in all
areas wh.ich are not yet independent.
places, in all latitudes and lmder all systems. We do
..
. .
' . '.
.
.
not believe that colonialism alone deserves criticism
83. What we have not heard here is the voice of those
as a system of subjection and submission,·of control
who k~pinsubjection, not newly-emerging countries. ,
and enslavement. The item must be wider in scope.
but nations with an old culture and noble historical
The .great issue to be debated 11ere is that of freedom
traditions, andwho have forced them. to accept a r6g:in1.e
in 9,11.its . manifestations, the' freedom to create, to
of terror and sile,nce. It might be said that while the
worsh1p, to tea.ch, to write, to speak, to disseminate
colonialism Which controls material factprs and file
information. to criticize and to protest w~,enever this
world of wealth is progressively and continuously disbecomes necessa.ry·for the preservationofhumandig..
appearing from\'astareasoftheworld, there is arising
nity.
in other areas what we might term the colonialism of
1
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,~ansion which led to the subjection of the majority

101. It is tlJ,t"Jefore ap~opriate 'that the General As..
-of the peoples of Africa ~d [1\sia. The year 1960 has
sembly should bold a larg~cale debtLte on the sUbject
been. called the year of Africa, which is indeed anaptattbis fifteenth session. and that it should conclUde
IfQJdeSCri.ption si.nc.ewe. h.av..e. had the.. great satisfact..ion
the debat.e. with the.' adoption. ofa resolu.tio;o. Wh.i~h ill.
of welcoming sixteen neVi' African States to our midst.
mark an important date in the history {)f the ~rnit,ed
94.Tn accordance with the trradition ofl)am.inge];K>chs
Nations.
(~J~ afterim~rtant eve:rl~~t. the.. sec,ond •. h,altOfth
.. etwentieth
102. In.ihe op:lDion of. the Tunisiall delegation, it if:!
, ''''/\century wlll have th~ distinction of being knQwn as the
not enough io round off this debate by drawing up a
· . Jl pe:t;iod})of .the liberation of peoples. FOT, whether we proclamation. sta,ting the principle of the righ~ of
~/~\>,J~e Jyor not, whether force has tobe used or persuapeoples to self-determination, since this is al~ady
siot( whether it is acceptable to the colonizing counenshrined in the Chart~r; What we must do, above ali,
tries or nott tnere will soon nolonge1¥be any enslaved
is to reaffirm and atrengt..lten those principles in the
peoples. The eraofcoloni~ldom!nationtof the enslavelight of the difficulties raised by/the colonizing counment of man by man, of the "indig6nat" system ~nd
tries with a view to delaying the liberation of the
other laws .imposing forced labour in the colonies, is
peoples under th~ir charge.
,~,
over. All over ilia world colonialism, despite its power
'103 Ou t k t thi
i i
"d bted1 t
and resources, is retreating before the irresistible
.•
l' as a.
s sess on ~ un ou. - .•' . 0 proadvance of men towa,rds freedonl and independence.
vide a vigorous impetus and to give clear an general
The~rrevocableJDal'ch of history wlll cerlaimynotbe-, guidance on the means to beelllployed so that ~e(,
halted. by the obstinacy of Fr8.11ce in carrying on a ,peoples sti~ undercoIQnialdO~inationma~a~n~../.r
futile .' and hopeless war in Algeria fo1" the past six
end, which is also ourst that 18 to say unt., eraal rode-.
years; of' Portugal in.denying the evidence and clingpendence.
ing to absurd. fictions; above all, of South Africa in
104. Our. essential purpose i,s to avoidwhathappened
isol~ting itself, despite universal reprobation, within
recently ill Viet-Nam, what is happening today in AIan iiahuman racism which it has raisedto the:status of
geria and what has happened in the Congo..
national policy.
.
105. Let m.e explain myself. Faced with the irresist95. The upheavals brought aboutbytheir stubbornness
1:1>1e drive of those countries towards independencet the
will perhaps ineVitably delay the achievement offreereaction. of the two Powers which can be quoted as
dom. by .$ome peoples, but at the cost of much unexamples ofthemostrecalcitrantcolonia1ism~France
necessary suffer;4ig and to the detriment ofthe friend- . and Belgium-has boon either stubbornly tomamtatn
ship, underst~ding and co-operation which are so
domination by. force of arms or to agree to inde-.
~ssen~al amoni~ 'the peoples..
pendence and then to attempt to divide the liberated:
96. .'The coloDit~@d coup.tI1,es will· attain independence
nations by preposterous manoouvreS and to regain
domination by underhand means.
with or withou,t the BgI,ement of 1;lle colonizers, but
they will attain it in any event,for no force in the
106. In Viet-Nam, for example, after seven years of
world can arrest the irresistible march of history.
appalling warfare which cost tens of thousands,of lives,
97 Ever since its establishment the United Nations
France was obliged to bow to facts and abandon the
ba~ been' 'concerned"..w ith the sitUation .of dependent
country, leaving behind not only ruins but a people
territories and peoples and ofthOS8 wider international
divided into two States r,nd thus providf,ng more fuel
;\trUsteeship•. ~e 0manizatioil has undoubtedly.made a
for the cold :war.
.substantial contribution to the peacefull1beration of
107. Unfortunately, the French colomaUsts did not
the colonized peoples through the impo~t debates profit by the lesson of Viet-Uam. Having learned
it has held on the subject, particu,larlyin the Fourth
nothing and forgotten nothingtfor the past six years
Committee and'-' the Trusteeship CounCil, and through
they have been c~mmitting the samemistakea in
the numerouEVrecommendations it has made.
Algeria which we:re so disastrous 'in Viet-Nam both
98. Nevertheless, that contribution is not sufficient.
for France, fQr its former colony and for the whole
On the one hand,. the impatience of the colomzed
of humanity.
Pl30ples is:continually growing; Onthe other, the ~l'!1c"
10S.In the Congo, Belgium demonstrated its liberaltance and the resistance of the colonizing' countries
ism to the 'world by agreeing to proclaim themde-ha.ve created difficulties. which have delayed the rependence of the country. YGt by iJ'.stigating the's~cescovery of ,,Sovereignty and independence by the peoples
sion of Katanga .and Kasai and by . engaging in man.
..,.
te1lvres designed to maintain its domination in another
Under their domination. .
99. This dish~hri~~~tweenthe two movements has
form, it has plunged the Congo into the tragedy 'Of
frequently led~o clasheli\ and t~ sanguinary conflicts
which we are aware and which today. constitutes one
which have endangered the friatldship betweenpeoples
of our most serious ca:uses for anxiety.
,
and international peace"and s~cu.rJ.ty. It is therefore
109. In both cases the result has been a lamenU)ller
\\
w.
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GhartfiJr
retain their privileges. On the contrary, owmg to
and~eUniversalDeclar:pltionofHumanRights

to this sphere;. it would th~ indicate the road to be
followed and clear !t of obst~cles.
100. FGr"the Sak~)of reinforcing the' authority and
,ieiiootiv~nessofthis institution and in the interests
otJpendship, ltdfrnony a,"'\dpeace, it is desirable t\at
the . pe?ple~;:ahoU1d attain independence within me
fra;m.ework of the United Nations and with its assistance. <,,?

th~'

force of circUDlsta:n,C~s, the rift has steadily d~epene~)
and the poss:tbility of~~erstandingt reconciliation
co-operation has dbninished with every pass~g 98-Y.
110. Would the result have been the same if the.:
colonizing countries boo am~epted the in6vltable andhad
spontaneously~r at least rationa1ly--encourageli the
liberation movement? I do not seriously .1;h1nk· so.
Viet-Nam, which jomed the FrenchUniort'in 1~47t
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ntight today have been a unified, independent and
sovereign State, linked to France by ties offriendship
and fruitful co-operation; the same would be true of
Algeria if that had 1 been desired" if there had been a
wish to avoid the continuatioh of the war..
,)
111.' The Congo would not have been the scene of the
unfortunate· exodus of the Belgians or of the app3.Uing
crisis through which it is nOw passing.
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112. We consider that the time has come when the
..... Uriited Nations should face its responsibilities and
resolutely put an end to the tragedy of the colonized
peoples. The country which I have the honour to represent was one of the first of'those placed by an unjust
fate under ,fotaign domination to initiate the struggle
for honour, digDity. and freegom ll •For thre'e-quarters
of a century-and particuI~rly during the past thiW
years-it waged unrelenting war against the occupying
power. At the tiine Tunisia's strogglemighthavebeen
likened to that of David with Goliath,since the cons~lence of the world 'was not alive as it is today to the
hero!c efforts of the peoples to achieve dignity, freedom and independence. By the use of persuasion and
force and byJinvoking humanitarian. considerations and'
human solidarity, my country persevered on the road
of honour until victory was achieved.·Under the leadership of President Bourguiba,it has always advocated
. that colonial problemsshonld be solvedby negotiation,.,
though it accepts the need for the use of force when
faced by a lack of good will on the part of the colonialists.
113. On the day when. it achieved independence, after
having in.desperation embarked upon a long andbitter
armed conflict calling for patience, persev.erance,
sacrifice and courage, it accepted as an ideaIthe
sacred dUty. of lending its support to the peoples struggling for freedom. Thus on 1 June 1955, when it had
only just achieved internal self"gove'rI1lnent~when the'
whole question might have been reopened since France
retained military ,bases and powerful means of action
iIlthe country" Tunisia did not hesitate:'to stand
shoulde:r to shoulder with Algeria in its struggle for
freedom. I· shall have much to say on that subjeCt
when the quest:i.on of Algeria. comes upbefore the 1first
Committee. For the moment I shall only make such
allusions as I consider necesacary in the present debate.
114. On 1 June 1956, ·when he 'Was leaVing French
soil for his triumphant return to his .• own. country,
PreSident Bourguiba said that he hoped with an his
heart that the Tunisian experimentwould bee'Xtended
so that fighting :might end inAlgeria~ as it ~~d ended
in: TUnisia, with a settlement Which would ellablecooperation to be maintained and to continue.
115. A fGW months later Tunisia achieved independence and has flinQe devoted all its efforts and all its
resources to hastening the end of the war. During the
past six years President Bourguiba has spared no
endeavour to, reconcile the' two parties and to persuade
them to negotiate. Unfortunately our efforts have not
ll1~t with tJ1e succesathey deserve.
c
116.. Nevertheless, despite the great anxiety caused to
Tu:tlisia by .the continuange of the war \L~ Algeria,
Which sometimes spills across itsfrontiers,Tunisia
has, never ceased. to be concerned with the fate of the
Qther Qolonized~~ountries and particUlarly those of oUr
own(!:,:mtinen~, Africa.
117. At all the African conferences, at Accra, Monl'Ovias 'Addis Ababa and recently· at Leopoldville, Tu,j
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nisia haa, associated itself with the other independent
African countries in advocating the (~nd ofcQlOnialism
and endeaVOUring to find the most appropriate means
to lighten the cross borne by our less forf:u.na.te
brothers.
118.. More than a year and a . half ago, on 2 March·
1959, at the Neo-Destour Congress,' held at Sousse, .
President Bourguiba made a stirring .,appeal to the
colonial countries to adopt a realistic attitude. I shoulp
like to quote briefly ~from. his.speech:
.
"The instability now . prevailing in the world is:
born of the antagonism between two blocs, the West
and the East, and of the desire of each to attract
the.largest ri:umberof'peoples of Asia and Africa.
"However, we see the whe~l of history turning
iJJ.exorably in the. direction of liberation; notcolonization.· The number of em.ancipated nations is' increasing day by day. The future is certainly on the
.side of' the freedom of nations--oolonialism. Is
doomed: France may persist in its obstinacy for a
year or two·more, but will not preventAIgena from.
gaining independence.
1

0

WIn the ~ame way, the United Kingdom caM.otprevent Kenya, Nyasaland, Rhodesia and Somaliland
from becoxning independent~
WIt is futile to try to delay these developments
at' all costs.

"The reluctance and procraatinationofthese,countries cannot stop the wheel ofhistory., which crushes
those who place themselves in its path.
"Why do the Western Powers not consider a return
to wisdom? '
"instead of allowing this great battle to c~~ftplue,
in whlcl},:iibeW i~. waging an unsy~tem.atic ~~d un...
provit;J~ strug'kle·.oaga.i.nsttyranny, insteadofr~rlng
'~a,tt,irs to ch~lce and relymg on the inspiration of
~Yc¥1its, let g~rrlmon·sense take the upper hand," with
a~wi1lingness t6 face the facts. 1 think there is still
time' for. the nations which \TaIue liberty and dignity . C)
to reverse the trend of events.
"These nations can meet around the conference
table to examine and solve the question of fdecolonization't and all its attendant problems. in peace and
ti-anqui1lity•

11

"The task is to ensure that :m~d progresses
frolD. the colonial era into -the age of co-operation•.
This procesl~ ·must take place in an atm.osphereio~
,-calm. Re~6na.bles~agescan be established, and the
·possibilities. of fruitfUl. c~operation and lasting
friendship safegu.arded;This must be possible. The
colonized. countries should not have to seize their
independehce at .~ost of bloodshed
perhaps
at th~ risk of beiiig. plunged into an anarchy which
might .be. exploited by' a hostile party to/inflame
grievances, propagate its ideology-and paye"ilie way
~.n: its domination. f t ,

and

.. fl

. . . . . ..

Prl3sidentBourguiba continued. on 2 March 1959:
"1 can. J:"eaclilyenvi~agea l~rge conference attended
by aU thosecountrles which arest1J.l colomes or
semi~()lonies.

c."

u.

.

•At such ~ conferenc.e, which would at first be
confined to these countries, the .latter could reach
sOl,ne agreement. They would then 1nVitethe.repre-

of.,'
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sentatives of the peoples concerned to meet them
around the table, or alternatively, they might setup
committees to make a separate study of the case of
each individual country and examine its pO~!l>j)ities
and particular c o n d i t i o n s . "Much useful information could be obtained from
, ,
,
the experience of the UnitedK:ingdom, which is now
making preparations for the independence of Nigeria
in October 1960. By that date, the country's constitution will have been drawn up,administrative and
technical personnel will have been trained, and its
state institutions will be ready to function.
"What the United Kingdom has done for Ghana
and Nigeria, and is preparing to do for Somali1and,
can perhaps also be done tomorrow for Rhodesia,
Kenya and Tanganyika.

this year to membership in the Organization. But there
is still war in Algeria; there is stillno progr~e of (\
decolonization for Angola and Mozambique. This state
of affairs should" not be tolerated, any longer. The
experience of recent years has proved how dangerous
it is for the colonizeI' and the colonized, and for all .
mankind, to allow colonialism to pursue its harmful
course. We know that the colonialists and, more gen...
erally, all th~ peoples that dominate others, are clearly
aware that their day is drawingto a close. But we also
know that, in its death throes, colonialism may' still
be shaken with convulsions that are extremely dan..
gerous for peace and international security. This was
the case in Indonesia..w:hy should we not recall it?when the Neth~rlands, after haVing recognized the
independence' of that country, then tried to reconquer it.

122. This is the case today in Algeria and the Congo:
"To adopt such a policy is to follow the natural
I am not afraid to repeat myself on this subject, for
course of development. Why is it that other counthe grave responsibility of France and Belgium in
tries-France for example-do not adopt this sa:me
this connexion cannot be stated often enough. I oite,
policy'? ,
,
' t h e s e two cases deliberately, because they are used
-They could establish contact with the nationalist
by the colonialists 'as arguments in L~eir attempts to
,'movements an~ with their co..operation, organize
justify their poliCY of domination.
\ free elections. Such elections would reveal themost
123. Indeed, it is in virtue of French legislation
based on faked elections that Algeria is regarded us
influential and enlightened elements, with whom diecussions could be held.
French territory. It is on the pretext of safeguarding
"The risks of terrorism, violence and anarchy
the national heritage that war is at present being'
could thus be avoided in the evolution of colonial
waged'on the Algerian people.
124. J?ortugal, to,o, regards Angola and Mozambique
peoples.
ftNegotiations between colonists and colonized
as integral parts of the metropolitan territory.
shOUld be concern.ed,not only with determining the
125. This idea cannot be justified eitheronhistorical
stages and methods of emanc~pation, but with the
or geographical grounds. Nor has it any sound juridical
consideration, of plans for economic assistance and
foundation. Therefore it is of capital importance to
publicize this ,fact so that the colonizing countries may
development. The peoples :Qlustbe savedfrom undernot be able to evade. their obligations by sheltering
development, whicn is a fQrm of servitude"
BIn pursuing such a course, the Western countries
behind the national territory theory.
would merely be applying the principle which they
12~,!- Now I come to- the example of the Congo. The
profess to support, of helpPlgthe peoples to ~chieve
disturbances 'that occurred in that country imniediately
political and economic ,liberation. Unger the proceafter
it achieved independence were represented by
dure that I ptopg~e, this liberationwould be achieved
champions of colonialism as a solemn warning
in accordance with a reasonable plan 'Providing for the
possible dangers of "premature independence It.
of
the
the ", restoration of power to the nationals of the
According
to thGln, the lesson to be learned from the
country concerned, for the holding of elections and
situation
in
the Congo is this: a colony which is
,the trainmgof the' necessary personnel.
liberated before attaining a certain level of economic
"Subsequently, ways and means ofproviding assistdevelopment and a certain politicfJl maturity, and beance and arranging investments wouldbe investigated
fore qualified personnel have been trained, in other
in order to speed up industrialization programmes.
words, before it is prepared for its new responsibilities, runs the risk of lapsing into anarchy. This may
I\'ThuJS, the road to economic and technical progress
be true especially ifthe former controlling Powerdoes
would be opened to the liberated peoples."
everything it can to sow the seeds of anarchy, 'as was
119. This appeal launched by President Bourguiba
the case in the Congo. But there is another truth which
more than a year and a half'ago appears prophetic
is also illustrated in the Congo, in Angola and in '
in the'light of the serious disturbances-of which he
Mozambique: the colonial Powers are unfortunately
gavei warning-that have since occurred in the Congo,
incapable of preparing these countries for independSouth Africa, South West Africa and other iInportant
ence for the very good reason that theydo not want
places on the African continent.
'
them to be independent. Th-erefore, the only rational
'I
and fair-minded conclusion we can draw ~romthe
120. Unfortunately, his appeal to reason and realism
situation
i~ the following: the colonial Powers must
went unheeded. Of course, some countries have since
give' a firm undertaking to refrain from any' action
been liberated. Nigeria, the African States which were
that may cause disturbances in the liberated countries ,
under French domination, and the Congo. But there
and avoid any attempt to create difficultiefJ for the Dew
has been no, solution to the Colonial problem as a
governments. They must strictly respect the indewhole, as urged by President Bourguiba, a.' solution pendence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of the
which would have contributed substantially to the renew States. In other words," we must prevent, any ,
duction of international tension.
furth-er attempts to do what France hoped to do in '
121.. It is true that sixteen new African States have
Guinea and what Belgium unfortunately succeeded in
recovered their independ~nce and have been admitted
doing in the Congo. In both these casEls, the colonial
f
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Dowers trieq to sabotage the independence they had
or technical. None of these States· will be able to do
without it iI-=u wants ,to ,-develop economically and
been forced. ito concede by the nabl,ra1.'C\ourse of developmen~ "
/
, socially. In gene~al, this urg~nt need of new Sta~\
provides a, good opportunity' for competition bet!iren ~
127. But ar~\undertaking by the colonial Powers, no
the different forces in the world, and particularly
matter how '( s~lemn, does not, in our opinion, constibetween . . "f;1le tWo blocs, each ,seeking to impose, its
tute a suffici~t guarantee. If need, be, the United; influence on the new countries.' 'J:'echnicians, equipNations_must b~ able to ensure that the undertaking
ment, and even considerable funds are offered on all
will l;>~ ob~erved~
. sides from{~rportedlydisinterested sources to States
'\
\\
which no longer know whether it is more advantageous·
128. There. is al\other kind of ruse regularly practo turn to the left or the right. Whatever dir.eJptiop,
tised by the cblonialPowers. This consists in demandthey choose, the result is the same: they find tb-em.tng from the colonized country, under pressure, and
selves_.aligned, often against theirwillt withJ~e bloc or
before granting its independence, certain economic or
the o\iJ,ier. From being an object of riv~1:.rY they thus
other advantages.
become, despite themselves, partie~"'to a struggle in
129. It was indisputably Tunisia's experfcence-ancl
which they have nothing to gain.
this situation is still continuing-that before granti:r.\g
independence, certain Power$ try to secure forthem135. That is why we appeal to_the
great Powers of
u
selves the largest possible nUlllber of cultural, ecoEast and West, in the interests of t,hen"ew ~tates,lI, ,for
nomic, and even strategic advantages, which are,..p rethe sake of mankind and of peace, to st~p making
sented to the other· party as being in the mutual
those States a field for competition. Weas~~them, in
interests of both parties, having regard to the prlnci,\Jle
all seriousness and sincerity, to realize tha~)/JY seekof the interdependence of peoples.
ing to draw these peQples into theirorbft they nm
.
,
the risk of jeopardizing the nong.al' and 1UiJ/4J.ratevolu130. On the eve of its independence, ,aooloni2ed
tion of these young nations.
people thus finds itself iu a qurmdary: it can either
reject the demands for concessions at the risk of
136. Having their own ideologies, their own problems,
losing the opportunity of peacefully recovering its
these States urgently need to work in peace and freedom
sovereignty; or it can accept them at the risk, after
for the prosperity of-theirpeople, for higher standards
independence, of finding its liberty of action restricted,
of living. They cannot achieve this, aim without the
as well as its freedom to determine its own interests,
help of more developed countries. Inorder to improve
which are not necessarily identical with those of the
the situation of their people, to set them on the path of
former colonizing Power.
economic and social progress and the' application of
modern science and technology, they are obliged to
131. Faced with this painful conflict of conscience,
turn to the Powers which have attained a very high
a colonized people generally opts forthe second alterdegree of industrialization and whose technical
native, but withth~.firmintention, once its sovereignty
achievements
have sometimes been revolutionary.
is recognize.d and regained, of retrieving whatever it
had be3n forced to concedellnder pressure. It is then
137. If the colonies, which are at present one of the
that new dJfficulties, and sometimes serious crises,
factoi)s in the cold wa:t and may .even be one of the
arise in the relations between the new independent
caUses of a. real war, \~':"ie to stop being a source of
State and its former master. The latter argues that
discord once they· have"achiev~d independence, it is
commitments which have been entered into must be
essential that the economic arid technical aid which
~!:~spected and often tries to equate what it considers
they need and which the two/1)locs are in a position
to be concessions on its part with the ,concessions
to give should not be used as a means of binding them
which it extorted before independence. Hence ", the
to one or other. of those blocs. My delegation thinks,
clashes and wrangling that cloud relations which might
therefore, that the value of this aid would !leenor"
otherwise become increasingly friendly and trusting.
mously enhanced if it, were given through the United,
Nation~. In this way it would lose any political colour132. I have done no more than state the relevant and
ing, it would become truly unconditional and would,be
indisputable conclusions based on experience. I could
a disinterested manifestation of ,international coquote exact· facts and introduce' irrefutable docuoperation and solidarity.
mentary evidence to show the disastrous consequences
of agreements made between a colonial Power and a
138.· My delegation much appreciated,th~actionofthe
colOnized people before the 'latter achievec, its indeSoviet
Union in proposing this item for inclusioll on
pendence
the agenda of the present session IA/4501]. We are
133. SUch agr~ements must be considered RS vitiated
also very grateful. for the wannthwith 'Wm.ch the Soviet
from the start. The colonial Powers should refrain
delegation argued the case for discussioln ofthi.s imfrom insisting on them. They should, at the very ,least,
portant question in the G'(~:meral Assembly.. .
agree with good grace to their revision after the for139. However, althol1gh' decolonizat~on ils a problem
mer colony takes Over its new ref:;ponsibiUties as an
which
concerns the whole world, i~; 11\0 less true
independent and sovereign nation. That is a fundamental
that
it
is
oUr sacred. dUty, as countries for.tl1erlyunder
Principle, which would en~ble peoples under foreign
colonial rule which have, suffered directly from the
domination to achieve a real, healthy independence,
misdeeds
of the colonialists,. it is, "I say, ()ur duty as
free from the oqtset from any kind of mortgage. ,
uncommitted countries to be. in the forefl,'Ont of this
,134. There is a third point which, in my delegation's
battle. We are far from having any desire to claim a
View, is of prime importance: the need to ensure that
monopoly in the stroggle for the freedom lpf peoples
political independence has the best possible chance of
or any intention of re:fusing the assistance of the great,
functioning effectively in the interests of the people
Powers. On the contra:ry, we need everfone f $ help
,concerlied-I am speaking of aid to neWly 1iber~ted
and we will not exclude anyone. It is just that we do
\~ountries. They will n~d such aid, whether economic
nd,t want to give this debate, I. might even. say this
11
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whole process of decolonizatiollp an ideological charac..
ter, which would link it to the struggle at present
going on between East and West. We do not want thiS!)
procesSo to lead to a sterile situation where each of
the two blocs trlesto outbid the other, nor do we want
it to become a m.eans of intensifying the cold war. .
140. To put it clearly, we should like there to be
less talk .of NATO, western bases, the countries of
Central Europe and their int@rnal r~gimes. Neither
the first nor the second of these appears on the agenda
of this debate, nor, in our opinion, are they related
in any way to the question itself. On the contrary,
if this debate took on an eastooowest, partisan, ideologi"
cal character, we shoul,d be liable to get off the sub..
ject, to introduce emotion and to make the questions.
propaganda issue.
141. The problem is so seriolls that it demands from
all of us an effort to Uft this debate above any partisan, ideological considerations a:pd give it an objective
and disinterested character. I say ftfrom all of us",
becaui~ 1 do not see how anyone in this Assembly
could hone~tly oppQse the principles which are the very
foundation of our Charter. There are still, it is true,
some unrepentant 90lonialists; but, fortunately for
mankind, their number is becomingsmallerandsmaller.
142. But apart from them, who in this hall is\Dot
aware of the irreversible process which has led and
will lead all peoples to independence? Which ofus can
sincerely believe for an instant that there could exist
any force capable of stopping man's irresistible
progress towards freedom? Which of us doubts the
impossibility of div6rting history from its natural
course?
143. There should be no man worthy of the name who
refuse other men the right to dignity and freedom on
the grounds of their colour, their religion or simply
the fact that their countries a.re not sufficiently developed. Slavery may have been abolished, but 1% not
colonialism· one of the most pernicious for:m.sof the
enslavement of man by man?
144. In tb~s centurY of technical progress, in this
golden age of science, when man has succeeded in
taming the fordes of nattJ.r~>,constantly·improving his
s~~dards of living",,,, ,there . should no longer be any
fiface for servitude. For whereas in the days of
slavery, men were bought and sold under a'system
which no one could have justified in terms of human
values, colonialism claims to act in the name of
civilization, humanitarian principles, and even by all
irony of fate, demQ9racy. Do we not see, even nowadays, States systeIri'atically exploiting whole peoples
while procl~~ing, with the support of figures, that
they have laVished education on them, introducedpublic
health services and improved their living conditions?
Do we 'not see States keeping weakpepples under thei'X
domination on me grounds that they have grantedthem
the same rights as their own nationals? Yet the results are far from being commensurate with the economic exploitation and the exploitation of human resources in which the . colonial Powers have engaged,
to the detrilnent of th/~\ colonies.
' ,;
145. In my statement, I have quoted examples and have
made specific mention of certain colonies and colonial
Powers•.1 have done so in order tQ, give this debate a
practical character. In the' opinion of my delegatiou,.>
the time for profeSSions of faith and affirmations of

principle is past. Such statements of principle were;
made as long ago as the period after the First World
War and aronsed great hopes among the subject,
peoples.. ThosqJ statements, however, remained a dead
letter. At SaD; Francisco, also, it was solemnly decIared that (he United Nations was determined tit
reaffirm faitrlin funda:m,ental human rights,
in the digft
nity and worth of the human person••• •
146. This is no longer the time to assert such principles, as no Qne contests them any longer. Our task '
is to avoid disappointing the peoples of the world, Who
believed in the San Francisco Charter, to avoid disappointing them as they were disappointed ,after the
First World War.
147. What the present situation requires of us is no'
longer words, but a solemn declaration by Which all '
Members of the United Nations would undertake to put
those same principles into effect and to respect their
conunitments. It is our duty toacbieve one of the aims'
of our Organization, namely, to give all men freedom
and dignity.
.
148. It was this consciousness1bf a sacred duty that.
we all have towards mankind as a whole which prompted'
my delegation, together with other African and Asian
delegations, to submit a draft resolution [A!L.323and
Add.1-2]. This draft specifies the principles which
should be the foundation for a general and rapid '
decolonization ill peace, friendship and understanding.
149. We should, it is true, have liked this draft to
define more closely the methods of negotiation.Which,
alone, wIthout any c.oercion or armed repression,
should be used by the colonial Powers. We should
have liked the draft to fix as short a time limit as .
posSible for the attainment of complete independence'
by all peoples who are still,on whatever baSIS, under
foreign domination: .We have confined ourselves to
stating indisputable principles" which do not seemto us
to offer any grounds for controversy•.
156. This draft could set our Organization on a neW
path, bringing it to grips With reality. It is One of the
finest tasks that it, could undertake. If we succeed In .
carUing. it out, we can lay. claim to the gratitude of
future generations;' we shall have helped, in large
measure, to achieve the goal wbj.ch is set before us by
the first words of the Charter:
"We the peoples of the United Nations determined
to save succeeding generations from the scourge of'
war, which tWice in our lifetime has brought untold
sorrow to mankind.•. ".
151. Not only shall we have reduced the rls1\:of war,
but we shall have given the world, in addition to peace, ,;
stability and prosperity. We shall have restored to
hundreds of millions' of men the concept of dignity,
of honour, of freedom, and hence, of happinGss. We
shall have washed the brow of humanity free f:rom the
blot of colonialism.
'
Co

Mr. Tarabanov (Bulgaria), Vice-President, took the
Chair.
if

152. Mr. ASHA (United Arab Republic): In view ofthe
importance of the question before us, the General As....
sembly, in its wisdom, has decided that it be dis-,,;GI
cussed in plenary me~ting :rather than In committee.
The problem of the liquidation of colonialism and the
granting of independence to all· colonial countries .and
peoples is, in the view of my delegation u the most
important problem that is before this Organization
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'after the question of disarmament. It 1L'alses some tof
the ,fundamental issues at stake in the present wo1'ld
andrefleotsall the cleavages, conflicts and stresses'
of our time.
153. I would like, therefore, on behalf of my delegtf"tion to express our thanks for the initiative of Chairma~ Khrushchev, in proposing this item: "Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and' peoples." The declaration which the General As;;'
sembly 'will adopt will inevitably be onenot~~erelY'
about the matter in hand, but no less about 0 selves
and the future of our Organization. The lncl ~~on in
,our agenda of this item was approved by acclamatil>n
in th~a Assembly . [903rd meetlng]-a fact of great
9sigMficance. Letus~therefore, approve a declaration
, which will abolish colonialism; apd free humanity from
its evils inthe same manner."! '
,
154. ,My delegation has the honour to be one of the .
co-sponsors ''Of the draft resolution contained in docu..
ment A.!L.323 and Ad.d.1-2, entitled "Oeclarationon the
grahting Of independence to "colonial countries and ~
peoples", and I shall now state the views .of my delegation on this question.
155. My delegation approaches this problem with a
great senSe of urgepcy-a senseo£. urgenGY which
'. arises, as we had occasion to point out in the General
Asaembly and in its main committees, from. the ,rapid
and increasing pace of the liberation, movement which
has cswept the two great continent~ of A~\a and Africa,
culminating in regaining independence lor more than
two-thirds of humanity. The eventEi()f the past fifteen,
years, and in particular the year 1960, are' h1stQri'c
events, unparallelec:l in the bistory of mankind. These
events have liberated scores of nations who have suf..
fered, for varying periods, the oppression of the
colonial system and lm.ve~estoredtothemtheirfW1da
mental human rights and their dignity, proclaimed in
the. Chartei' more th9.n !ifteen years ago.
156. But the atmosphere of these past fifteen years
was, by far, more dynamic than that which existed
iti San Francisco in 1945, and vastly more so than
before the second World War.....anatmosphere impreg....
natedwith ideas, revolutionary ideas, reflecting dig..
satisfaction with colonial rule, economic exploitation
and traditional authority; ideas of thetr.ue ,va~~e of
human rights, the dignity and worth of the hUman
person, the equal rights of men and women and of
nations large and small; ideas of political; economt~;
social and cultural freedom; ideas for more progress
and better stanv-ardsof life in 19:rE~r freedOm.
:
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157. We cannot affo~d to pretend that the!ge Idea~ will
safely wait in co~d \'storage while economic, social
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158,;, in this atmosphere, filled~wh~).-e~igOfthe
COl,on,i,al peoP~es for th,eir inalien ,ine right,,8. of reedom
and independence, one cOlonial~e.pire after ~he other
began to collapse. Yetthey
,nQt aayet totally
as we hOpe theyJ
The:time ha$ come
When colonialism must be given, ita final d~thn.blow
, once and for all to liberate the morCl than 10~\tn1llion
f,

disappe~red,

n.

16a. One "of th~ great ironies of the ,present age is
the curious Inability' of the,colonial Powers tocompre:..
hend the' fundamental urges of freedom and independ...
ence. Many of the~ were at one· tim,e or the qth&r
victims of aggressionandlengthyoccupat!on byforeign ,
troops~ Have they forgotten the degradation and suffer...
ing of these years? Have they forgotten thatoa great
American s a i d : '
."••• ,that all men are createp equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator withcerlain inaIienab,e
rights, that atnong these ar~ life, liberty and the,
pursUit of happiness. IV
(,
They speak of libertybnly to fill the jails .and prisons;
they declare their solemn devotion to the prill~ip~es
of fraternity and equality only to create moreconcentration camps for innocent ~~ple. They,. speak of
democ.;t;~cy and free speech only to give orders to
fir!ng'sIDlads.And·,I ask the eXistent colonial Power~
ana the former colonial Powers; How ni'anyIiveswer-e
lost in suppressing'the nationalist and fref!~'1pm...seek~ "
ingpeople of their colonies,' Trusf\r.rerri{6ries, Na,a.... \'
Self...Qovernmg Territorles, and others?" Wh;t.we~e'·
their own l)~sualtie$andwhat was their net profit·~d
loss? What was' the price for colonial domlnation1\" \t
161. COlonialism, should have' ~en liquidated a lontr,
time ago but, Unfortunately, it is still alive. Tl].ecen...
cept of the t'ight of peoples and nations, to infiepend...
ence-that i~.t~'say, the rig~t()fself-determination
was theearliest'aspect of human llbertyto be accepted .
as a matter of international concern. '~ First WOrld
.War, which owed its" origin ill con~ider)]'ble measure
to the" explOSive, forces of m~,t!onal.ism,crystall~ed
the concept of .self-deternrlnatlc)O. President WOQdrow ,
Wils?nbecame the champion of this ideal even befo~
the Unite« states entered the First, '¥:9rld War.o' He
enunciated the principle:
.'
. n... that governments derive' all th~i~ just powers
. ,from the cOllsent of thegove;rned, and \hat, no l'ight
" anywhere exists"to 'hand peoplea, about frQmSoveri,.
,eignty to sovereignty ~s if they were/) properly.n
162. The widespread acceptance oftbisprinciple 90n"
trlbutedslgnificantly to the world trendtowards liqui- !
dation of colonialism. Butneithe~the establishment)}r
bU. the League of lfatiohs of the Mandate.s5ystetn,
nOr the Truste~ship System, which was estabUshe4by
the United'Nations, was sufficientlyeffectivetoe:radi..·
oate t.he colonial r~gll11~. Naver~hele$$, the position
has, been, firmly taken that ,peoples and ~er:ritories
should. nQt be used as pawns or be held by victor
nations_.as nspoils of war 'fi\
163. Durirti the past :I:~enYears colOnial probl~ms
have oome toholdthe majo~1l1aceon the agendas of our ri'
annual sessions of the General Assembly. rndeed, they
have domInated our debate$.
"
{ia
164. Chapters XI, Xn.u.nd XUI of the Chamrreflect
the serious concern of the foun~rs 8I.Qout co~oni;,aliam
U

.\

and educational advancement Jl10ve on at the same slow
. pace' as in the past. We cannot afford to pretend, that
the colonial, peoples,. even in the least developed areas;
will be content, or indeed should be required, to come
upwards to fitness for independence through the s,ame

'j

human beings still suffering from oppression and
exploitation in various forms.
()
159. ·It,is high time for the colo~Jai Powers to'Iorp:et.,
the glories offormer colonial empires and to'>recognize
the emergehthistorical forces inthe areas under their
domination. The fre~dom;"loving people of the world
must exert all tIie pressure they can tost:rike the last
nail in the coffin of cOlortiaUsm, so that peace,stability
and friendly telations, based on respect ofequalrights, '
mayprevail~
.
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'Geneltal AsselIlbly -Flfteenth8ession- Plenary Meetings
in 1945Qat San Francisco. -They devoted three of the
«nineteen Chapters of the ,Charter tcfthe colonialprob~:~
le:m. beee.:use.,they:'acutely l'eqpgnized itsyital implications, for seclu'ity,andthat real progress towards a
Solution was a~ essential element in any firm fpunda...
tien for peace. They. were also mindful of the fact
that most.of ,the colonial· peoples had, ,in two great
wars, fought and sacrifiGedat the side ofthe countries
that ruled them and had contributed significantly to
their 'Victory. Despite this, the colonial peopleshadno
voice in international councils and little enough in the
ordering of their domestiGaffairs."
165. It is true that over 800 million people have
,regaine,d their independence, but there are over 100
million~ still struggling to win. their freedom and
1iberty~ As ~ilrly as +947, the late Mr. John Foster
DuUes, with whom we disagreed on a numberof occaSiOllS, was bold enough and courageous enough to ask
for the 'liqUidation of the colonial system. Speaki~g on
behalf of the United ,States in the Fourth Committee,
he said the following concerning colonialism:
"The colonial system should be done away with.
It is obsolete, ,and if it ever had justification in the '
pasf it certainly has none in' the future/It has borne
some' ver)7evil frUit, primarily in that it has put ,
people of one 'race to rule over those of another,
whioh' has been very bad for both races. I cannot
find words to, express myself sufficiently strongly on
my belief that the,system must'com~-to an end,and
be-Uq;tidated in aprompti~ndorderJt1raY."JJ
}66. 'Th1rteen~yearshaveelapse~sincet;~p'-8st~tement

was made and yet this evil, the most sinister of evilS,
refuses to die Q~ its own will,and it is up to us now to
effect its demise. But to do so, all the colonial Powers
must bow to the will of pUblic opinion and provide us
with the necessary means. The colonial Powers have
all contended that tbepurposeof tljeir remaining in
other peoples' lands is to spread their language and
culture to tne peoples ofthese colonies and, in general,
to entl1;lle -them to carry out a "civilizing mission".
Let me tell 'them .here and now:~t they are wrong. ~n
the first place, the former colonial people~ andthose
".{110 are still not in.dependent havs'their own cultures,
their own ciVilizations, their own traditions, their own
languages andthe!r own ,cu~toms.They are not only
p:roud of their heritage, but ~hey want to maintalri it.
They are determined to" preserve it and" to develop
it in their, own way. In the seCOnd place, these activities" can be carried out just as well,,' if not better, if
the colonialists ~ake an'exit, and a quick exit now.
167• The rulers of the colonies9ften declare publicly
thfil.t the people -of the colonies loY~ them~ If this istbi~ca.se,that the subject' peoples lOve them and wish
to, benefit froD;1,their'culture and civilbation, surely,
if in~pendence is granted. nothing will prevent the
fo:rmer' rulers from carrying ontheir sq-calledcivilizing work.. Their" scJ;lools will remain open, provided
they' operate wlthin'''the"national laws Clf the, country;
their settlers and traders Will oarry on their busi...
ness-not as exploiters but as equalS; and, instead of
the , ' former r~!~tionship of governor and governed,
there will develop a new relationship of partnership,
equal partnership. All this.. Will be particularly true if,_
as we hope, all territories which have not as yet
achieved independence become independent and the
(C'

~tatentent WaS made at the 43rd meeting ~f the Fourth C()mItlfttee, the official reccrd of which was publ1shed only in sumrpary form.

Y This

peoples can exercise their free choice as to the countries from which they wiSh to receive assistance in
building up', their society. Reoentexpe:riencel1~s given
proof of the fact that the,~resence of a European Power
as, the rUler' of an Asialror African country is actually
alii obstacl\e to the spreading ofthe c~ture and civilization of that European Power" Its presence as the .ruler
acts as an obstacle because, instead of admiration and
love and desire to learn, which perhaps existedbefore,
there iscreat~d an attitnde of resistance on the part
of the governed ~ople, who naturally transfer this
resistance from the political sphere to the sphere of
the mind and spirit. All this shows that the cultural
and civilizing influence" far from being harmed or
~stroyed by the absence of an accompanying poUti..
dal and administrative influence, may actually be
strengtheut3d and encouraged by that abs~.nce.
168. The colonial Powers complain, and at times they
bqast,of the heavy obligations and responsibilities
they have to shoulder fOJ;" the so-called development of
the'resources of the colonial countries and the welfare
of their pQpulations. We have often heard that these
financial responsibilities cause a great' drain on their
treasuries. If this is so, why shouldthey endure such a
heavy burden? Would it not be in the interest of the
colonial Powers to proclaIlll independence in their
respective colonial territories and thus ridthemselves
of eridless headaches?
169. Another reason why the liquidation of colonialism'
is in the interelsts of the colonial Powers themseives
in particular and of Europe in general is that it will
helP. them to trust each other. This can best be illustrited from the experience of the i10rthern ~egion:bf!
lny cquntry following the First World War.
170. The post-war settlement adopted by the League
of Nations fOl" the territories of the Ottoman Empire
in.volved the partition of the Arab countries in the
northern part of'the Arabian peninsula between Great
Britain and Franp~c!;, In the period between the two
wars, and until the-- final termination of the French
~andateover Syt;'ia and Lebanon, nothing contributed
so 'much to the creation of suspicion, distrust and
rivalry between the United Kingdo;m and France as did
their proximity as administering Powers in Palestine
on the one hand, and inSyria and Lebanon on the other.
The Frenoh Government believed that the British were
stirring up revolt against their authority inthe Levantin~ States; the British Governmentbelievedthe French
were not adverse to contributing discretely to the difficulties Which they were encountering in Palestine.
Far be it from me to judge how much truth there was
in these mutual accusations; no one, however, could
~eny' that the':se suspicionaand tensiOns existed. The
le~son which'we may draw from, all this is that nothing
contributes so much to the disruption offriendly rela·
tions between European Powers as their proximity in'
territories outside their own metropolitan areas. His..
tory, recent 'history, tells us· that many of the wars
between the colonial Powers were ,waged by armies
from the colonies and dependent territories. May I
suggest that one of' the blessings of the abolition of
colonialism will be the denial of the manpower of the,
colonies to the colonial Ppwers, and t1)t, as a result,
the waging of war will become more difficult and the
world's chances for peace will thereby be increased.
171. My arguments' so far have been concerned onlJ~
with the strict interests of the colonial Powers. When
we consider the aspect of the problem that should be
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foremost in our minds-the liberty and freedom ofthese
territories in accordance with their wishes andinterests-any doubts that might linger as to the necessity
of immediate independence vanish altogether. Immediate independence, without any conditions or reservations, in accordance with the freely expressed will
and desire of the people and without any distinction
as to race, creed or colour, must be proclaimed without delay. This is the irrevocable decision which we
must take with courage, boldness and determination.
If we sincerely believe that the wishes of the people
who are struggling for liberty are of paramount importance-and no one can deny this-then the adoption
of a declaration to this effect becomes imperative.
172. We are familiar, for example, with the argument
that such and such a territory is not ready for independence. When the ottoman Empire was defeated in
the First World War, the territories detached from
it were subjected to varying treatment: while on the
one hand the least prosperous were left independent,
the more developed were placed under the Mandates
System. The actual state of the territories in question
was not the main criterion; the deciding factors were
the rivalries of the great Powers and their inability
to agree among themselves.
173. If any colonial Power should venture to say-and I
hope none will-that some colonial territories are not
prepared to assume independence, then we must treat
with the greatest suspicion the assertion advanced by
that Power. No serious argument can be advanced to
support such an assertion; and if it is made, we are
confident that no representative will accept it. In the
past we have been told that some colonial territories
are too poor to assume the great responsibilities of
independence. If the existence of an unbalanced budget
were an adequate argument for denying a country its
independence, I am afraid we should see many empty
seats in this great hall. There are many Governments
represented here which do not balance their budgets
every year, which receive support from outside sources, which make loans or just jog along with a perpetual
deficit. Only the malicious-minded could suggest that
these countries do not deserve independence. Therefore, that argument falls to pieces also because, if the
colonial Powers leave these territories, they will, I
am sure, take care of themselves and, in co-operation
with friendly States and the United Nations family,
they will be able to recover their former prosperity
once the colonial Powers cease exploiting their riches
and natural resources. Financial and technical assistance could be given without denyingthemindependence.
174. Certain oolonial Powers are still clinging to
the outmoded, discarded, and W1justified claim that
certain territories are considered as parts of their
metropolitan areas .
175. Those who are versed in the social and human
elements colouring and characterizing these territories cannot deny that these territories have far
more in common with the people of their sister States
in Africa and Asia than with the so-called metropolitan
countries. The relationship between these people and
the independent people of Africa and Asia has been
forged over long centuries of free association and
common heritage, while the relationship of the colonial
people to the colonial rulers is basically one that is
predicated on force. The legal framework linking these
territories to the colonialists is one of those anomalies
of history that are held and sustained by the imbalance
of power.
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176. Herein lies a fundamental problem, and in this
fact resides the basic cause of the present situation.
Whether we take a geographical, historical or cultural
approach, these territories cannot be considered as
European in character, and I submit that no juridical
situation, however valid, can ignore or supersede these
basic elements in the formation of the human society.
No law is immutable, and, for law to survive, it must
ever respond to the dynamic existence of those societies whose evolution it purports to regulate. In the
course of centuries of colonial domination these
Powers have failed to engender in the conscience of
the oppressed people anything of a durable value, and
the relationship unfortunately continues to reflect a
wide human gap bridged only by force. otherwise how
could we explain the violent upsurge of nationalism
in these non-independent territories, this long yearning
for independence from the colonial rulers, this turmoil
of revolution and suppression in those cOW1tries? This
is a fact which we must face, and face now. No legal
niceties can suffice to explain the situation. It is undeniably a situation that calls for our concern as an
international Organization, and the colonial Powers
cannot claim in this respect any exclusive domestic
jurisdiction. This aspect of the problem has been
dealt with during this and past debates, and I need not
take the time of the Assembly to dwell on it in detail.
177. Some of my colleagues have already exposed the
myth that certain territories are integral parts of the
metropolitan cOW1tries. It is therefore idle for the
metropolitan Powers and those who support their thesis
to claim that the questions pertaining to the so-called
"overseas territories" are essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of the metropolitan Powers.
These territories have nothing more than a colonial
stfl.tus and must therefore be liberated without delay.
178. I should like to stress one other point, and that
is the preservation of the unity and territorial integrity
of the colonial countries. I mention the necessity for
unity and territorial integrity because of the wlfortunate experience of recent years and of recent events.
My delegation attaches fUll importance to these two
considerations. We believe that the question of territorial integrity and unity cannot be divorced from the
question of independence.
179. A colonial Power has on one occasion divided
a small land into five independent States. In North
Africa, Morocco was amputated from an integral part
of its territory-Mauritania. Colonialism is also
threatening the W1ity and territorial integrity of the
Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville). One cannot forget the situation in Malta, where unfortunately the
aspirations of the people are not receiving due respect
by the Government of the United Kingdom.

180. In Palestine a division, drastic and disastrous,
was the final outcome of the Mandatory r~gime. The
colonialists have conspired against a whole nation. A
nation was uprooted wholeSale from its motherland
and given away to others. In this connexion may I be
permitted to quote what President Gamal Abdel Nasser
said on 27 September 1960, before this august body:
"Imperialism has its own logjc. The logic of
imperialism, as manifested in its crime against the
people of Palestine, has been to break the geographical unity of the Arab world, on the one hand, and,
on the other, to create for itself in the very heart
of the Arab world a base from whioh to threaten the
Arab peoples. 1 believe no stronger proof of this
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,,--,,
could be giiven than the' conspiracy which led to the
tripartit~/ aggresSion against lis in ~956~~[873rd
meeting'!i para.· 131.]
.
This new fotm of colOnialism called' Zionism must
also be eradicated.
181. An9tbJar attempt ,at destrt)ying unity is under way
in Algeria. A colonial war has been wagedfor over six
years. The colonial Power, in this case France, with
military assistance from its allies, is using the.··:r:nost
inhuman war weapons against the brave and heroic
.people of Algeria to perpetuate the subjugation of ten
million Arabs. These Algerian brotr~rs and sisters,
who have suffered more than any pec~le in the cause
of~'regaining their freedom and liberty, are fighting
selflessly to that end. As President Nasser said:
, "It is really deplorable that Jhe French Government persisted in setting up concentration camps and
resorted to all sorts of brutal torture against the
free men and women of the Algerian people, in a
manner which aroused the human conscience all over
the world, including France itself." [Ibid., para. 144.]
182. The valiant people of Algeria have lost hundreds
of thousands of martyrs, their towns and villages were
destroyed, over two million innocent civilians live in
concentration camps, and hundreds of them die every
day, so that their lioerty may be restored, So far
France has refused to settle this bloOdy war and now
is threatening the territorial integrity and unity of
Algeria. How much longer can we tolerate this shameful colonial aggression?' How much longer can the
:human conscience endure such a degradation of the
1'lUItian person? it is time that we declare solemnly
the "end of colonialism inthis dear Algeria, and France
ahOutd be the first to affix, its sign!l1ture.
183. In this connexion I would like to quote President
qamal Abde~ Nasser 9 who, speaking in the general
cl/abate on 27 September 1960, said:
"Today the United Nations shouldperformits duty.
I do not ~link that we would be exaggerating in our
demand~\ we now pressed for the right of the Algerian people to self-determination based on a
plebiscite carried out under the supervision and protection of the United Nations." [873rd meeting,
para. 147.]
184. Colonialism does not stop in Palestine and Algeria. It is there in oman, in SOuthern Arabia and in
the so...called protectorates and many parts of Africa.
It is in Nyasaland, Angola, Mozambique, Rhodesia,
Ruanda-Urundi\> South West Africa, Tanganyika, Uganda, West Irian, Portuguese Guinea, and elseWhere. It
is attempting to go back from where it was ejected•.
It,must die and we must be certein that it ie" a genuine
and final death.
185. The mightyforces of Asia and Africa have arisen.
The two giant continents are awake" The misery of the
colonial rule has not yet v~nishedfrO!ntheir memories.
Their strong sympathies are with their brothers and
sisters who are still living in bondage and servitude.
They are impatient with the remnants of colonialism
and they want tCI give nt. its death blO~. Their voice
is on the side of truth, and truth Is freedom, and·
freedom is the road to peace.
186. 'I'he struggle against c.olonialism reached a
dra.matic climax. at the Asian-Afr-ican Conference in.
Bandung in April 1955. Am,ongother historic dacisions,
the' Conference decl~.t'ed that colonialism in all its
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manifestations .is an evil. which should spet:idily be
brought to an end. It affirmed:
"that the subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a detrlal
of fundamental human right$, is contraryto the Char':'
.ter of the United Nations :\lnd is an impediment to
the promotion of vlorldpeace and co-operation."
It declared "its support of the cause Qf freedom and
independence.,for all such peoples", and called "Upon
the Powers concerned to grant freedom and independence to such peoples" •.
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187. The Indepen~h(; Mrican States, meeting in Accra
in 1958, gave add(,~d support to the declaration adopted
in Bandung. The African' states were convinced that:
"a definite date should be set for the attainment
of independence by each of the colonial territories
in accordance with the will ofthe people of the terri. tories and the provisions ofthe Charter ofthe United
Nations."
188. Meeting in Addis Ababa in June 1960, tbeSeconl
Conference' of Independent African States reaffirm(;u
the deelaration of Bandungandthe resolutions ofAccra
and Monrovia and stated:

"...

"Considering further that the present awakening
of the people of Mrica and the independence movementscan no longer be contained, without the risk of
seriously compromising relations between the different nations,
"Believing that th~ restoI'ation ofthe natural rights
and human dignity ~o the Africans in those parts of
Africa at present under foreign subjugation, as well
as the peaceful enjoyment oftheir hard-won freedom
by ..the peoples of the Independent African States,
could only be achieved through the complete eradica..
tion of colonial rule from ourcontlnent,

"...

"Urges the' colonial Powers to fix dates in conformity with the will of the people for the 'immediate
attainment of independence by all non-independent
countries••• ".
189. In conclusion, complete, unconditional, and immediate liquidation of colonialism in all its manifestations must be our irreducible decision. Never will its
unjust nature, its horrors, its crimes be sufficiently
denounced. Colonialism has never given liberty to its
victims as a gift. Histol'y is fullofthe heroic struggle
of thos~ who wrested their freedom from their op·
pressors.
190. The era of colonization is over. This year, rightly
called the African year, has seen sixteen sister States
make their entry into the family of nations. This
historical phenomenon of decolonization and of the
achievement of an authentic national life is irresistible.
191. We must therefore give our fullest support to
the cause of freedom and independence for all colonial
people. Let the parties concerned begin immediate
negotiations to transfer full sovereignty and authority
to the rightful people without delay and let us welcome
'~hem in this world Organization as we have welcomed
others during the past fifteen years.
192•. It Js in the pursuance of these aiJns that the
draft resolution, which we have the honour to co-
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sponsor [A!L.323 and Add.1-2], has been submitted
to the ABsembly. There Is no ,essential difference
between the draft declaration which it t:}ontains and the
declaration which has been submitted by the Soviet
Union [A!4502 and Corr.l]. Both documents have but
one objective, that is, the immediate eradication of
colonialism.
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193. I reserve the right of my delegation to intervene
'again later in the debate on the draft resolution, and
I hope the President will be Idnd enough to give me
the floor at the appropriate time.
'
The meeting

rose at 6.30 p.m.
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YG RK

per1.~list m.e.thOd .haS mOrally.,. ius.. tifie.d its.elf.r~~~!teth.e. r
the Impact o.f weste.rn civilization haS. b.roti~ht-m:or~

bless~gs ":I:lJan, evils on the subject peoph\s. Undow;>tedly, the colonial record can claim to have con.tr~ll~d or e:liminated\\~om.e of the worst exc~sses';of
prImItive life, such as the torture of prisoners or
the tyranny of aut0c;tatic' r.uIers. It has introduced
hospitals' and better\lsanita:tion.. It has attempted to
combat ignorance as W~~~ as dlseas~.
6

'I

--------;:,

6. Nevertheless, against these and other substantial
reforms must be reckoned many,features andten:Clen.;;;==-='"
AGENDA ITEM 87
cles ,which have counterac.ted the~~ progressive
on the granting of independence to colonial
influences. Chief among them is the fact that the
countries and peoples (continued)
primary .motive of the colonial Power in developing
the natural resources Qf a colony has been its own
1. U ,THANT (Burma): At the outset, let .),~'1.e offer
commercial profit. Consequel\tly, the greater pro~~ sincere thanks of my delegatiOn to the di::11egation
portion of the wealth extracted froi.h. the soil has gone
, of the Soviet Unionforh:lving submitted a request
into the pocket's of the colonial in:yestors. The Repub",,[A/4501] for the inscription on our agenda of the itt'iln
lic' of the ';:'Collgo n~opoldville) has been a c:L!iLssic
which we are now considering.
exa~ple. Though the native standa.rd of living may
2•. Since the end of the Second World¥'lar, the probhaveJ been raised, it has been in the inevitable interlem of colonialism has been engaging the attention Of
est of the colonizers to keep profits high 'and, thereleaders of thought all over the world, and perbapsthe-:
fore, wages low.
/F'~""-",c
most conspicuous feature of the post-war period<has \ 7• Moreover, the cultuffal eff~~~ .of the impact of
been the awakening of national consciousness on the \ European civilization Ms been otfset by the fact that
part of peoples under colonialism. Immediately after
the European<?v~Unityhas .car~llY segregated ~t:-':::;
. the war, a profound change took place-a change
self from native society. Clubs afid railway carriages
which has affected the political landscape of the whole
have been reseT.'~.e~ strictly for Europeans, ~nd this
world. This change has been mainly centred in the
organized racial discrimination has created bitter
continents of Asia and Africa.
reseritm.~nt in the minds particularly of the educated
,3. It will be recalled that the long war years witsu~~>c:iJeoples. Above all, the /growth of national
nassed the sharp deterioration of .relations between. consciousness among thenativc;Peoples ha.smeant a
the rulers and the ruled. The strain and stress recraving for political independence and an increasing
suIting from the bitter war were the culmination of
antagonism against the whitesettle~swho, whatever
a long and painful period of struggle for freedom
the economic and 'Bucialimprovements they haye
by Peoples under foreign domination. Peoples who
introduced, are regarded as aliens who have seized
hitherto were not sufficiently developed· to be anipower and who have no m9ral title, totbis possession"",
mated by any conscious desire for independence,
8. One great European colonial 1?owersaw.the im...
were then demanding the same rights of national
ti
d t
ban
th
h I i tur t th
d
sovereignty which more advanced States. lon'g 'ago
pera ve nee . 0 c
g(3 e w,o e p c .e a
een
.
of the Second W6rld War. BJ:itainfixeda defiDite date
acQ.uired. .
.
.
for ending its power·in India, Paldstan and Burma. At·
4. It must be admitted' that the European .nations
once a catalytic element ~~ introduced into Anglehave benefited immensely by the discovery of vast Asian relations, to which all· e~e had to react.. The
regions possessing natural wealth where capital could day 'of liberation became a goal, a' challenge and an .
be profitably developed and labour was cheap. The . aspiration. Hostility and bitterness 1Uelted away, and
impact of Western civilization on the bac~rd popu- now, as far as my country is concerned, 3: very warm .
lations, most of whom had many centuries of their
friendship with.· Britain has taken th~.,J1lace of .the
own type of civilization, has proceeded on imperialist accumulated bitterness of a hundred ye'ars. I wiSh I
lines" Usually tJ?e missionary arid the .explorer have
could say the same'tbing regarding other Colonial
been· the pioneers, but the trader and' the colonial
Powers, but the current. happenings hi .the great
civllservallt followed in their wake.. It must also be
continent of AlJ;ica clearly. indicate that·.. ~imilar
admitted that without this im.pact, the condi,tions of' praise cannot oo'bestowed on those other masterS.
0
many of the native races would presumably have reThat is why this item, introduced by 'i;he Soviet Union,
mained relatively primitive. But the incant1ve which is, in the view of my delega~on, a most timely one.
~1:l "produced the impact has been the commercial
eIiferpris~ of ~eEm-opeannationS.
9. As I havestatefll in a previous sesslonof the Genl\
~
eral.Assembly;'theH~ is a very true historlcal~~
5. Whene\'1e7~one discusses the question of colonialWhen independence .is too long postponed,~~ of
ism Qne is1 apt to ask the que~tion whether the imfrustration and desperation occurs which breeds' un1;'
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desirabl.e traits like bitterness and hatred. If a couna sense, privileged people, that is, who have had the
try has to win :i.:l'.Ldependence too late, then some
privilege of education-for in Africa this is still' a
extreme forces come" to the surface and become "facility, enjoyed by few-and who are thus ina very
dominant. This certainly does not help the cause of advantageous position in relation to their other fellow
democracy, which most of us desire, nor the cause
countrymen. Through a variety of circumstances
of friendship and amity between nations.
this .educated class fights in the vanguard of in~
10. Realizing, therefore, that all dependent peoples
dependence movements, and the transfer of power in
have a passionate yearning for freedom and the end
most cases goes to this class. It would be a mistake
of colonialism in all its manifestationS,and being
to assume that the political institutions and forms of
. d that 11
1 ha'
democracy in most of the newly-independent counconvmce
. a peop es
ve an inalienable right
tries will be of the same type a,s those prevailing in,
to complete freedom, the Prillle Ministers of five
Asian countries-Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia and
Br~tain or the United States, or that there will necesPakistan~at the Bogor Conference, jointly sponsored
~arny be two main parties competing against each
the convening of the Asian-African Conference and
other for the votes of the people. The notion tbat
invited twenty-five. Asian-African countries to take
democracy requires the existence of an organized
part in it. With the exception of the Central African
opposition to the government of the day is not valid.
Federation, 3111 these countries accepted the invitaDemocracy r.equires only freedom for such an option. The Conference which teok place in Bandung,
position, not necessarily the existence of it. In many
newly independent cOWltries-and I am thitiki.ng
Indonesia, has become history. It met from 18 to 24
April 1955, and with the unanimous agreement of t..~
especially of African countries-it is most unlikely
participating countries, the Qonf~...( ence completed its
that there will be a two-party system for some years
historic task, issued its final communiqu6 and a
to co'me. The nationalist movements are going to be
DeclaratiOn on the Promotion of World Peace and
very powerful indeed; they will control the governCo-operation, and defined the objectives which the
ment and organize local development in the economic
participating countries would jointly strive for.
and social spheres without there being any effective
challenge to them from within. And any challenge
11. I need not go into the significance of this Banfrom olltside will only strengthen them. It will take
dung Declaration nor its impact on world history. I
tir.n.e before any issues arise in the new cOWltries on
will say only that opposition to colonialism in all its
which it will be possible to build a real opposition
manifestations and the striving for and safeguarding
organization. It is worth bearing in mind that the
of national independence were the basic fuemes of
democratic sy~tem of government, though most deth\.~ Conference. Twenty-nine Asian-African COWltr:t~s
sirable, is at the same time thP, most difficult form
Jeblared -~jth one voice that colonialism in all its
of government to operate.
mafiifestations was an evil which should speedily be
16. Mr. MILLA BERMUDEZ (Honduras) (translated'
'brought to an end.
from Spanish): The delegation of Honduras voted in
12. Since then many dependent territories have refavour of the inclusion of the item on colonialism in
gained their birthright of independence~ but many the agenda of the fifteenth session of the General
more are still in colonial bondage. For the sake both Assembly [903rd meeting]. I now come to this rosof peace and of stability, immediate steps must be
trum to do honour to that yote, which responds to the
taken to transfer all powers to the peoples of depend- aspirations of those individuals, groups and peoples
ant, territories, without any conditions or reservawho are still unable to exercise, their sovereign
tions, in accordance with their fre.ely expressed will
rights becaUse they are dominated by that dying
and desire. It is also of the utmost importance that politico-social phenomenon mown as colonialism.
all a~m.ed;action and, repressive measures of all
17.' An objective examination of the facts compels us
kinds ~"l;'~cteli against dependent peoples cease.
to state, firstly, that the nation least lItorally quali13. This of c~U'se does not mean that the colonial fled to propose this item is the Union of Soviet SocialPowors must dd away with the ordinary police force
ist Republics. At the same tinie, we must give cl11e
wh1;Jh, has to perform the normal and legitimate
recognition to those nations which, whether voIunfunction of suppressing crime. Here a sharp die- tarily or under pressure, have shoWn. a favourable
tinction must be drawn between ordinary crimes and attitude towards the granting of freedom to the subjupolitical actions.. On.e great mistake of the colonial gated peoples and we must pay a tribute to France
Powers has been, and still is, thvJX failure to dis- and the United Kingdom, which since the Second
tinguish nationalist leaders from criminals. It is
World War have liberated and sponsored for United
a,/ cOI'll.monplace that almost
the leaders of new
Nations membership more than thirty peoples reprenations happen to have spent a good part of their
senting a total of over 750 million inhabitants and
lives in colonialist prisons.
covering a land area of! mo~~e than 10 million square
kilometres.
\
14. With all these considerations in mind, my delegation, along with thirty-nine other Asian-African
18. Inspired by our devotion to the Latin American
delegations, has sponsored the draft resolution con....
cause and by our desire to rem~dy situatiQIlS which
tained in document A/L.323 and Add.l-4, a:r1d I would~ are of the utmost urgency but which are unfortunately
appe~l to the Assembly to give it urotnimouBsupport.' being postponed or disregarded, we wish to make'it
\\
clear once and for all that while colonialism may be
1~. B~fore I conclude, let me dealv'CJry briefly with
dying, this process has been going on for a con"
one aspect of pos.t.-independence phenomena prevailsiderable, time; that colonialism is not an. exclusively
ing in many cOWltries which disturbs many observers
African-Asian phenomenon, for colonies still exl.~t in ,
of the world scene. This relates to the absence of
our America; that anti-colonialism is a cause, an
democratic trappings in the set-up of several newlyobject of devotion and above all a fundamental prtn.independent countrie's.. Almost all the nationalist
ciple of freedom for which the countries of this hemimovements are led by' 8/ class of people who are, :in
spliere began their struggle more than 150 years ago.
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19. Jn~discussmg this item t my, delegation will
eschew the deJay.lD.g tactics adopted by the exponents
of treaties or legal provisions and the subtle arguments to whicbthe high priests of international law
.:'and diplomacy are so addicted. OUr aim is merely
this: to set a date for the elimination of colonies
throughout the world and particularly j,n"'the 'Western
lIeptisphere.
20. The item proposed by the' Soviet Union is entitled "Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial coun,tries and peoples" [A/4501]. We should
liOW like to analyse what has been se.id by various
, countries during the general debate cm this subject.
We wish to make it clear that ir1quoting certain of
our colleagues <mr intention is not to enter into any
dispute, much less to appear to be criticizing anyone
unfairly. Our sole aim is to ch'-'aw attentlon to the per. sistent. failure to define an anti-colonial policy for
Latin America.
.

21. At the beginning of the fifteenth session of the
General Assembly, on 22 September 1960, Marshal
Tito said:
"These cold war confliots illso 'tlu"eaten on thei:r
part to spread to areas whicl'1 had been or still
are under colonial domination••• 1t [868th meeting,
para. 113.]
22. On the following cia.y the President of Ghana said:
"The flowing tide of African nationalism sweeps
everything before it and constitutes a challenge to
the colonial Powers to make just restitution for
the years of injustice and Cr~mlc] committed against
our continent." [869th IDl'OB1'1g, para. 1.]
"For years and years, Africa has been the footstool of coloniaijsm and imperialism, eX}:'loitation
and degradation••• But those days are gone, and
gone forever•••" [Ibid., para. 3.]
23. . On the same day ;Premier Khrushchev said:
"We must have done with oolonialism, for it
brmgs In:fafortunes and suffermg ••• to the peoples
of the enslaved countries•••" [869th meeting,
para. 173.]
WheTrt Khrushchev says this, we think of the Latvians 8
Lithbnians, Slovenes, Czechs, BulsariaDSt Ukrainians, Hun~rians and so on who lost t1~eir ft~eedom
at the hands of the oommunizing colonialism of the
Soviet U n i o n " ,
.

24. When the turn of PreSident Nasser of the United
Arab Republic came, he said:
11 Four

years ago the African contment witnessed
the end of one e:ra of colonialism•••" [873:rd meeting,para. 120.]
Bu~ he is wrong. The era of colonialism will not end
tmtil all America is :fre~.

25. The representative of Senegal, whose country
has just been admitted to the United Nations, said:

"Once it iB recognized that deoolonization is the
outsbmding phenomenon of this century
we see
no reasoIt Why the parties involved should not en..
deaYour to give effect to it in the best possible
way." [876th meeting, para. 171.]
$ ••

. ~6. In his first statement, lUs oolleague from the
Republic of Mali stated:

. . "While· it is true that Gu.mea first br.,eached the
French colonial structure ':in September 1958, it was
Mali that strongly and patiently attacked .-thevery
foundations of that·· edifice which history had condemned.." [D:>id., :Pal'a.187..]
27. And I ask: will 1961 or 1962 mark the end o.f
colonialism in America?
28. 01129 Se}jtember 1960 the representative of
Liberia stated~
"ColOhialism in any form dies painfully and
slowly... •• Africa is the last bulWark of such colonialism." [8781:'4 meeting, pa,ra" 255.]
But I ask: is ipi true that it is dying painfully? Is
Africa the last 17iW.wark of colonialism?
..:'>

If"

.

29. Mr. Titrb3.y AyaIa., the. Mi.nister for ,Foreign
Affairs of Colombia, after referring to the Confe~
ence of San Jos~,'Costa Rica, and its resolute stand
aga,inst a;ny foreign intervention, said:
ItLatin Amerfca need have no fear of ad~uced
ideas or of social justice
The tiIne has dome
for the. grp,at social evolution " [880th meeting,
para. 242~]
He is right, but he might have dramaijzGd his argument anddesc:ribedthe present age and his own
thoughts more explicitly by saying~t the hour for
.the emancipation of the colonlalterritories has
struck.
:
"
30. Let me reconstrUct the pattern underlying thes~
facts. America is continually defen1ing the rights of
othe.r peoples to freedom; it now feels concern for
Algeria, as earlier it felt concerJ;l for' Tunisia, Morocco and o'Cher Arab States in Afrlca. It stret!Jhes
out the band of friendship to the peoples of "black"
Africa as it· did formerly to the peoples of Asia. Although not all the American countries suppo:rt in."
dependencte and libel"ation movements, many give
them the~:r support, their votes or at least their
approval.I,
31. I now :maintain that the hour has come fo:r liberating the colonies that still remain in. our America
and I ask: Are we going to have the support of the
African-Asian Powers?
32. While in one Committ~¥of this Assembly the
.representative of Mali spr..a~\. of the pris$1S fi1. Angola and makes a severe' atta~YJt on the recalcitrant
colonialist attitude of Portuga;$~\ his colleague fro~
Liberia states tbat"the tide otAfrican nationalism
and the' demand of the oppressed\) countrie~to stand
on their 0\V11 feet and be masters of their own ·affairs
could no longer be treated as a matter of legal nice- .
ti~,s and constitutionalsubtleties u •Y Thus both of:
-ili~.. view th~ .. PIrjblem purely from the African..
point of view and make no mention of the AnienC"'a.h
situatioll.•
33. The Netherlands, for example, does not say very
much about the independep;~e of the Antilles, Aruba,
Cura9S-o or Surinam (Dutch Guiana), which compriSe
more tbati 300,000 inhah,itants and occupy a total area
of 140,000 square Idlcnpetres. All these terr:f;tori\'3S
are geograp,P:1cally sepaJ."a.ted from the m.etropolJ;tan
country
are ethnically and culturally distinct
from the C'.o)m1;ries which administer and exploitthem.
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.. :·t!o1;J,S ~~. e.ffeotive means of ensuring the comple,fe
a,bQJi,tioDi·,·'o! ·colonialism:'throughout tbe',!~)rld' 811l11:1
'~~ch . : ·a,.~~y.~1;)i~~, ;g¥~ ,'~0~~ ~ ~lJ,;~:.~lfa:.1iDi'·I~on
eAAbJ;Jn,g' ,aUpeoples which are still unde:r colonia:l
,.~.',
. ~qple .. ~d.-e.<:>v.",~;t1',~~~eai.OfJ~¥,~r.t9,A.,.,'~'~QQQ s~
.., .~el<:bla.~dm.:':J,.Di.str,
•. , 3t1iiOll.. t<:>. a.Cqui,'re 'the status of independent
~~~. . " .~.• ' "
c.;""
.
,:.
~d.sov~r~ignS,tates."
"
~5~ ,,'l'n,(;ll Unj.t~c;I ~gdom lS ,~,till W;i:tb]}91ding frpm'US
40. Mr.. .R.~FA 'I (Jordan,): At this momentous occasion
territories wbich~willhard1iY·~cQ~~4mem~a:nund.er when the General Assembly discusses the ~anting of.
its influence). Thlsprocessis beirigbro\lght about
independence to all peoples of the world, the cry for
-~eugh ;theWest r:ndtes FedemtiOtt, 'li:1.wJr!.ohTrin,i- freedom e.,choes from the conscience of history "to
, dad, Tobago and Jamaica playa prepo!-:).c:lerant role. It
urge US all, without distinction, to recognize the free..
is,~ nevertheless ~deniablel\~t the, Federation is
dom and independence of those who live in oppression"
D,1.o:vin,g.towards self~gQvetmment andfreedQm. We
and deprivation. 'I'hievoice for freedom comes from
therefore hav~ Qilly, tores.cue :6eUze, Brit$s:b.. Guiana
the graveyard of the martyrs who sacrificed their
a~d ~e Malvinas Islan~r\, '"
.
souls to save their' native land, from the battlefield
36. OUr ailn therefovLIf;~' to reiate~e problem to
where the soldier stands in defence of the hon?urof
o-q,r continent, to stress its urgency, .to include in it his nation, from the eXile where the patriot IS dethe strong ,currents of .nationaliSm similar to those
parted from his fa;therland, .from. th? shabby.tent
which gave rise to our own independence, and to enwhere .the refugee IS expelled from his hom.e, fr?m
su:re t1:lll,t ,'the tide which washes the coast of Africa
the prlson where. the hero languishes t and this VOIce
may extend to the Antilles, the Caribbean and the
for freedom comes from e~ery mm: and every wo~n
S9uthAtlantic, for, it is the same .aea, though with
who is suppressed and demed the rtght ~f decent life.
different names which unites or se~rates us"
Freedom and independence are the baSIC factors for
.
"
,
... . .•
the. progress of man and for the establishment of a
life of peace and satisfaction in which all peoples en,,,3.7.·During the general debate it became clear that
we had forgotten-an, uu?;Jardonable oversight-the
joy equality and fraternity..
colonial territories which, still remain in America
.'
.
..'.
.
and whichaltogethexo cover an area of approximately
4~. In his vast desert, ~th no .confine~ents. to 1t
~,700 ,000 square kilometres, with an aggregate popuhis movem.ent and no horlzon to limit his l1?JB'gmatipn,
hition of more than 3,000,000. It seems, as though
the Bedoum struck far and dee:p, searching for the
there .has been a tacit agreement not even to mention
truth. He explored. the sea and ,~scovered the earth.
,the American colonies. 'It seems as though those
He o1Jserved, the stars and e~nuned nature. He then
territorie~ 'ibave been condemned to remail1 colonies
f~undhis way t~rds etermty. Freedom released
.for ever.. '. .
hi~ fr?m. detention a:r:.d made him a man of energy
"
.
and action..
38~. My delegation finds theSovlet Union draft decla- 42" . It was in the early days of the history of the
:r:ation [A/4502 and Gorr.1] unacceptable and will vote
Arabs that thefrsecond Caliph, fourteen hundred
,agf\.mst.. it. We reserve the right to speak about the
years ago, set his ,everlasting rule, fihow can people
A~can,-ASian draft resolution (A/L.323. and Add.1-4] be enslaved when they were born free?" This spi:dt
later.
of liberation flared up all over the Arab world during
39. The delegation of Honduras oonsiders that the
the last several decades. National revolutions broke
best way of achieving a poSitive solution totbis probout on every side and in ev~ry land, and, caravans of
lem is to set up a· cOn'.mission which should prepare
martyrs fell ,in the fields of honour,great in life and
ai' specific report and make practica~ recommencIaglorious in death.
tions. I therefore formally submit the following draft
i1:'eso!utj'.onY for the cons,ideratiml of this Assembly:
43. The Arabs, like many other nations" paid the
. . ,
price of their independence in full. Theil' plains and
"The General Assembl;r,
hills are true witnesses of .their desperatE::,struggle
for independence and freedom. In every s:c~ot there
"ConSidering thatmankfud cannot remain irdifferent to' the fact that some peoples do not yet enjoy is a temple of a ma.rtyr and a statue of a:,hero8 Inse1f~determ.ination and self-government,
dependence to us is the earning of years ana the outcome of toil and strife. We culled it from the lion's
ftCoD.Sid~ring that the process of emancipation
den, and we marched to it under the shadowof~peaI!s.. ·
ll).ust be hasten,ed'so that the ~aidpeoples may p:r:oTo us it is, therefore, the dearest thing we possess~
.gress, .a~ .rap~d1y as possible, towards the creation
,of the political apd sooial leadership neces,sary to
44. No nation could carry out is mission in life towards '" ,~tself or towards manldnd unless it were free
.enable them to assume the attributes of governmental authority.and to exercise rights andcontract and unless it stood on equal footing Vtith other nations
obligations as subjects of public law,
and shared equal opportunities. How could a nation.
fulfil its own aspirations and respond to its own
"1.. Proclaims the elimination of colonialism all wishes if its powers are restrained and its vigotu'
over the W~)l~l~
is retard~d? Independence is essential for a proIt 2. ,.' Decid~s to appointac'ommission consisFing
ductive and prosperous life..
of £lve members (one African" one LatiIi Anieti- 45. In the past several years, andparticu1ar1ydurin~
"can, :one .Asian. a!1-d' two nati~a1s of admjnistering
the present year, a number of African states have
Powe-rs-)to 'ViSit', tb:ose colonial pqsses'$ions which recovered their full freedom, and sovereignty. ,Tlte,y
"€lbl1~:tyetenjOy ~qependence a~dto .s~mit recom..
are now among, us, aSSlJjffm~ their intermitiona.lr~
~~endations to the General Assembly at its sixteenth
sponsibilities in a most imp:t:essive and remarltab!e
's~Ss:iGn eoncernin~t the most a'Ppropriate, expedimanner, and are in the front line of the defence of
t1t~ c,ause of freedom and peace.. Many; of. themal'e~
scoring high in social reform.aand economic -de~e,i~~
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:ments. This is ,a fact which should provide the United
Nations with· the argument thattheremainingj:nbabi~
tants of Africa who have not yet won their 'independOiii
ence should immediately be permitted to follow the
procession of,their African sovereign brothers. In
Africa, along the southern shores ,of the Arabian
peminsuIa, and in other parts of Asia there are still
a considerable number 'bf colonies, Trust Territories,
protecto;rates and so-called overseas provinces. They
all look today to the United Nations and wait to hear
its pronouncement.

46. , Todaywe are discussing the adoption. of a solemn
declaration to end colonialism and to grant independto all colonized peoples of the world without exception.m fact, the continuance of cQloniaJism has no
justification whatsoever ,for it is an old-fashioned.
rule representing a, reactionary mentality which waa
applied, at a time when thEl· colonizer was ass~j.ng
the status of the master, and the colonized wa~/kept
ignorant of the facts and values of life. Now ignorance
.of such values has vanished. Now the dignity and
pride of nations and, individuals reject the idea of
a master and a slave. Now people realize that, if
colonialism had contributed in certain areas, after
generations of captivity, to the progress and benefit
of some territories and nations, U'has mostlybrought
msery and hardships to many others,
enc~

47. Was the PaleStine tragedy not the ugliest example of colonialism? Was it not in flagrant violation
of the rules of justice, right and honesty that after
thirty years of foreign domination the Arabs of
Palestine were left to a fatal end and their native
land was ·usur-ped? Colonialism inPalestiIre not only
diSpersed the rightful inhabitants and shattered the
territorial integrity .of the country but it also established, on the ashes of the victims a foreign State
which is the tool of imperialistic aggression, whenever aggressi{ln is planned; and the means by which
colonialism is being reintroduced in Africa, when-'
ever colonialism creeps back in disguise.

48. Colonialism could have folded its pages in many
areas with, cheers of farewell rather than with the
.smoke of guns. Algeria, could be spared several tens
of thousands of the lives of its inhabitants if France
would heed the' voice of reaSon and wisdom. Indeed,
the call for ending colonialilam and declaring the independence of all nations is not a call of vengeance
but· rather one of h'trmony and friendship among
peace-loving nations. .{\.nrlcable relations among nations could only be established by goodwill,. mutual
c()~fidence and the removal of doubt and susp1cion.
How pleasant life w~l1be when nations live in real
brotherhood; when the strong supports the1weak; the
wealthy helps .the nl3edy; the develop(,dassists the
under-developed; and when all such aids are made
without conditions or strings attached"
49. The heavy yoke of coloni,alisrr/has caused the
new nationalism to ado!>t an attitude, by which n tries
to detach itself froma:l1 relationships with the outgoing colonial Powersaltld by which it refuses .any aid
which might be construed' a,s a return to the colonial
influence. ,Such a tend(3ncy is indeed a natural re~
action to the manner in. which colonial policies, were
applied in the colonized territories. Thus, if we all
Wish to develop among nations, new and Old, big and
Small,a spirit of co-operation and trust, WEt/must
begin by persuading the big Powers to abandon the
con.cept of might, superiority and exploitation.
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50." To"some' small States that are needyanq underdeveloped or that have newly acquired their independ- '.
ence, the question of how to maintain a.nd safeguard
independence is perhaps as difficult as how to achieve
it. Keen on carr;;ing out their responsibilities and
meeting the reqUirements of their nationals, they feel
in need of seeking foreign aid. They could receive it
from ,old friends or from new acquaintances, 'but in
both cases they have to make accurate calculations
which would not pull them back to the old colonial
orbit or drag them into the conflict of the cold war.
Under such citcumstances,' the United Nations could
undertake a useful task by extending its assistan.ce" to
such countries for a Jransitio¥l period which might
be found necessary to· enable them to s.tand on thelr ,
own feet. It might sometimes happen that the poverty ,
of a country leads it to fall under colonial influence.
Yet it has always been a fact that colonialism leads
countries under its rule, even if rich, to poverty.
51. It is not sufficient in our present world that
we get rid of the colonial system in its military or

administrative form. After all, international control
and the development of demo.crat1c theories bave
offered adequate, guarantees against the old imperialistic methods of military aggression and occupation,
But there is a new phase of colonialism which aims
at weakening .other nations or subduing them through
other means. It is economic oolonialism by which
the natural we~lth 'Of a nation becomes the target of
exploitation and utilization, and the commodities and
products of a' country fall at the mercy of foreign
economic measures. The abolition' of the colonial
system must, therefore, be accompanied by the eradication of the colonial mentality; otherwise it will
continue to he a serious problem in the' world, appearing in various forma and following different
channels.
52~

The delegation of Jorpa,n, in joining many other
delegati9ns in 'the ,efforts towards adopting a draft
resolution which would declare the end of the colonial
system and the granting of independence to all dependent peoples in the world~ feels confident that this
great achievement will be' a corner-stone in the
establishment of international peace.
53. The independence and freedom of all will remove
, international friction and will curb rivalryand competition among strong Powers at the expe.nse of small
nations. Independence isa constructive development
which will raise. the tens of millions of human beings
who are living at present in stagnation to a level of
prodqctivity and action.
'

54. My country, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan,
believing (:that independence is a means to the fulfilm,ent of 'higher" aims, .endeavours through its ipdependence to achieve the following objectives: fir~t,
to utilize its' potentialities and develop its natural resources for the well";being of its inhabitants and the
betterment of their life; second, to leaera progressive
life in the fields of technology, education, agricUlture, '
trade, health, archJtecture, comttllL.'1iqations and other
spheres, so as to raise the present standard of living;
third, to promote in the individ"al a spirit of sel£reliance and self-respect to enable him to be, an
active,free and responsible citizen; fourth, to buiid
up an organized and enlightened society in which
reason is the guide; fifth,', to develop our national
and" political strength by promoting Arab unity and
national solidaritY; and,sixt;h, to defend peace in our
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region and to establish it on the principles of right
and justice. and to this end to make every effort to
remove aggression f~omour area, whether it is in.
the form of aZ'med. ~nvasion, military occupation or
foreign domination.
55. It is indeed gratifying to see this rostrum of
the General Assembly of the United Nations at its
fifteenth ses~ion a platform for declaring independence·
freedom to all peoples of the world.·May we
hope that this remarkable new achievement will be a
further step towards international brotherhood.

an."

56. Mr. HASAN (Pakistan): The debate in which we
are now engaged is one of special sigrdfioance for
our Organization. It takes place in a seBsion which
has witnessed the admission of sixteen new African
States which were colonies until only'tl>ie other day.
57. Today we join with them in proclaiming the end
of colonialism. To conquer and to bI~ conquered has
been the fate of all the na.tions ill history and of
almost every people of the world. 'The advance of
mankind has reached a state where this process is
conSidered fundamentally. iniquitous because it has
brought so much misery to a large part of the human
race. Its memory is still bitter.
58. While I listened to impassioned words, words
which were intended to open up portals of freedom
for humanity still in. shackles,. I was sometimes left
untouched because, as one who has traversed the
journey through life perhaps longer than some of
these passionate fighters for the rights of men who
haYe spoken during the last few days, I thought of the
history of. man which teaches us that freedom has
never been won with words. If I may be forgiven for
being a little personal, 1 would recall that I have
seen fall around me thousands of my countrymen,
massacred in a few hours because they assembled to
protest against an iniquitous law ordained by foreign
:rulers. I refer to the historical events which occurred
in 1919 and which is lmown as the massacre of Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar, which was my own native
town. r saw that myself. as a very YOUllg boy, but its
remembrance is indelibly scorched in my memory.
. But the struggle went on and after an even greater
holocaust came freedom.
59. The freedom of Pakistan was the first of the
series of emancipations of SUbjugated peoples in Asia
and Africa, a series which continues until today and
which we earnestly and passionately desire to continue until the last· human being in bondage is free.
That freedom hallowed the sacrifices and obliterated
their bitterness, SiIld now they brighten our history.
60. Our sacrifices taught us to honour and value our
own freedom and the freedom of others, and our
record in the United Nations over the thirteen years
of our membership will show that we have, without
one single exception, been on the side of the weak and
the oppressed and we have stood and fought for the
freedom of all nations. Our record of voting.iS open
and we are proud of it. We have sought only one conslstency in our vote: that it be for tIle righteous cause
of freedom.
61. For us freedom came as the climax of a long
and bitter Struggle and our dedication to it is as deep
as the suHering which preceded it. To preserve it, to
preserve every· inch of the' beloved land which became our home, we consider our most sacred duty,
,-,._._.-.'~.~
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and ,that devotion teaches us to honoUJ: the freedom
and devotion to their homes of the other peoples of
the world.
$2. OU1' discussion of colonialism at this session,
~or. which credit must be aclmowledged to the Soviet
initiative, is significant in· that it formally registers .
the recognition that colonialism, political or economic, benign or oppressive, is an untenable system
which history sadly re('lounts' but cannot justify. Colonial empires sprang up through the use of armed
might, and as newer andvaster areas of the world
were overcome, colonialism procured a rationale for
its existence. A concern for the welfare of subject
peoples became its justification. Dissolution of t1'te
system was resisted on the ground that these subjeiQt
peoples were not ready for self-government and that
therefore they needed the tutelage of superior peoples .
for their welfare. The time has now come when the
truth can be declared definitively, that no nation has
a right' to govern another, whatever its way of life.
The right of subject peoples to shape their own
destiny without the protection or intervention of
another people is fully aclmowledged. There is now
no other valid basis on which relations between different peoples can be built. The experience of the
last decade and a half has clearly shown that States
have made greater and more rapid progress in all
fields after their independence than when they lacked
the right to govern themselves. Their increased
prosperity has also been reflected in the prosperity
of their erstwhile rulers.
63. The accession of colonial terl'itories to independence has been hastened by the United Nations.
The principle of equal rights and self-determination
of peoples was incorporated in the Charter with the
final liberation of Non-Self-Governing Territories in
Vie,w. By Virtue of the provlsirms of Chapters XI, xn
and xm,. the United Nations assumed the ultimate
responsibility of bringing about the attainment of
self-government by all colonial peoples. As year
after year the. United Nations dealt with the question
of colonies 11 trust and mandated territories the demand for independence of their peoples was given
forceful expression by the Asian and African coootries in our proceedings. But although freedom has
come.to over two-score countries in the last fifteen
years, colonialism has not yet completely liquidated
itself. HeJ",e ar d there one still finds its remnants, in
one case a remnant that is responSible for much
strife and tragedy. We, the Members of the United
Nations" must give unreserved support to its utter
and unconditional termination. It is simply a question
of fulfilling the task we all have undertaken in the
United Nations Charter itself.
64. The basis of the United Nations is universality.
From this principle it derives its greatest strength.
There is an urgent need, therefore, for speed in
bringing about the conditions in which all peaceloving States can participate equally in its delibel'a..
tions. I'rhe entry of seventeen States this year has
infused into the Organization a new Vitality, but we
cannot rest until the practice of colonialism is '
abandoned in those remaining areas where it still
survives.
65. We deplore the fact that we should still need to
declare that all peoples inhabiting this planet have
the inalienable right to freedom atid.equality. But we
also believe that a firm and·· solemn proolamation
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by all of us in. the Uniteli Nations will quicken the
emergence into independence of those territories
which are still held in subjection. It Will be a moral
command which will ieeue from this Assem.blyand
we trust that it will have the unqualifiEld support of
all Members. We fully realize the fact that it must be
clothed in such words and form as not to lend itself
tG"'doubtful interpretation.
66. The end of colonialism must undoubtedly be
sought, but it is not necessary to impart in the debate
a wasteful note of recriminationelt is of greater importance to be concerned with the future of the newly
independent countries, which must be shaped in acsordance with their desires. If thai's is tobe a peace,.
fal and happy accession to freedom by others, germs
of unrelated controversy and disputes about past
happenings must not be allowed to infect our debates.
67. We have read with great interest the extremely
well written draft declaration. One might disagree
with many words, phrases and thoughts, but one must
admire .ita literary composition. I am sure humanity
itself will be grateful to Mr. Khroshchev ancl his
delegation for their solicitude fei:'" the emancipation
of mankind.
68. We have been reminded Qf 'all the explo!tations
that we have suffered, all the pains which we have
borne, and the heritage of woe which descended from
generation to generation. Somehow, it is like r~m.ind
ing a man who has recovered in health after a long
illness of· the dangors and anxieties that his illness
entailed. A friend generally helps him to forget it and
think only in gratitude to his God for the restored
health and the promise of long life a!lead.
69. The declaration seeks to keep alive the remembrance of the evil days of servitude. It has almost been sought to form a union of emancipated
slaves. It is for the consideration of this General
Assembly and the United Nations whether it is in the
interest of the llewly freed countries themselves to
bernade ifiGi"easingly conscious of racial and colour
divisions of the world and for chasms to be created
between them and the more advanced countries, on
whose help they have to depend so much for their
economic and social advancement. In our view we
are equal, the big· and the small, the white and the
coloured. Our worth depends on our pride., our dignity
and the faith that we shall not be subjugated again. A
shortage of wealth in a country does not make that
country less proud or less worthy of devotion. 111e
path of constructive action lies in the establishment,
in a sense, of the largest community of interests
amongst all peoples. This il::l essential for a smooth
transition in the newly independent countries from dependence to thdependence, unaffected by the stresses
and strains which, unhappily, have marred many
transfers of power in recent years.
70. The delegation of Pakistan is privileged to cosponsor, with thirty-nine othercountries-AsianAfrican States, the draft resolution which has been
issued as document A/L.323 and Add. 1-4. On the
strength. of the eloquent statements which we have
h(i)ard from the representatives of our fellow sponsoring Members, and on the basis of the submissions
Which I have just made t my delegation ventures to
hope that the terms of our draft resolution win find
general acceptance in this Assembly. Though we believe( that these terms. have the force of axiomatic
truth, it may not perhaps be entirely superfluous to
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draw the attention of those Mem,bers wnoare n9t
C1luded among'the spolisors otthe draft resolution, to
three of its provisions.
'it. These three px-ovisionsare found in paragraphs
4!( Sand 6 of the decla~jltion" While the other paragraphs state the principles, these three gi've~x
p):'e~sion to certain basic imperatives of the world
situation today•
72. Paragraph 4 calls for the immeQiateeoessation
of all arm.ed' action or repressive m~asureaagainst
dependellt peoples; paragrapb Dcans for the early
transfer of all powers to the peoples of Trust and
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
73•. Lest our fellow Members be inclined to think
thnt, in putting forth these imper.atives without clarification, we are beco:«l:ing oblivious to certainrela.ted
demands of international security and. a stable world
order JJ we woulr; point out the provisions of paragraph
6" This paragraphe:rnbodies an importan.t safeguard
against any attempt to disrupt the national unity and
territorial integrity of a .country.
74. ". In introducing this si~ficant point of balance
into the scheme of the whole draft resolution, .we
have, Ibetieve, made it .clear that we do not countenan.ce, and do not L"tend to countenance, a m.isuseal1d
perversion of the terms of our draft resolution for
any 'l.uteriorends of enlarging .the territory 'of One
country at the expense of another. In. recommending
this draft resolution to those Members who are not
joined with us in sponsoring it, we are therefore in a
positior. to extend to them a whole-hearted and unequivoc~lassurance that our proposed declaration
shall not lend itself to be used for 'the disruptlveen~
of aggrandizement, of interference in the domestic
affairs ()f other countries, and of generating new ~d
unsuspected conflicts.
'.
.
C

75. Our concern is with the ending of crises and
conflicts. OUr opject is not to encourage new threats
to world peace.
76. Finally, I submit that as we sit here, attempting
to bring about the term.ination of colonialism, it
should be our prayer that we will all rexnain on guard
against a1.1forms of this .maIaise. One form of it,
painfully :familiar to' us all, will soon be extinct.
Other forms of it may erupt in other ways. 'l1l.e most
sinister would be one which uses no force, but grows
insidiously, which seekS to enslave the hearts and
minds. of men, seduces them from their traditions
and their faith with a philosophy wldch promises, but
never attains full life.
"
77. Mr. BELAUNDE (Peru) (translated fromspaniSh~~\
At this time of uncertainty and anxi~tythrough which '..
mankind is passing, one encouraging feature is the
irreversible movement towards independence and
freedotrl for all PeoplE;,s. A compensation for the pains
and sacrifices':-:~f the recent world wars has been the
awakening of a patriotic consciousness ,. in peoples
under oolonialrule, ,andtlle heed given totbi~con'"
sciousness, innmny oases!' by the greafl\~owel'S
exercising dominion or influence over vast exp~ses
of Afrioa and Asia.
"
';

78. It is not ourtaak now to pass judgement on the
phenomenon of the formation of em.pires, nor on its
effects inconnexion with what the sociologists call
"culturf:'11 diffusion". OUr point of view is determined
by the ~~preme principle of the· dignity of the human
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person, whether considered individually, orco11e2tively, and, cOI!Sequently, of the right of all men -to
th~ >.outward expressions of .freedQln, including par~
ticUlarlythe freedom to combine or associate in collecthre entities or .nations, which, to 'achieve their
ends, need the legal organism of the sovereignSta:te.
79. We have been rightly reminded of the admirable
cOlU'se followed by the United Kingdom in recognizing'
the OJfreedom of~o many countries and, once their
independence wa~ established, in forming links of
friendship and co-operation With them, thus working
for the ~trengthen:fng of peace.
.
80. Te~ years ago wew«~Icomad with Joy the great
RepubU:cofIndonesia a~er its agreements with the
Netherlands. It is .apprtJpriate t9 recall the policy
recently followed by FraJ;Lce wh~reby we today enjoy
the company of the countries ofthe French Community)
Cyprus, the remarkable meeting-place of so manjr
cultures, attained its independence under an agree'ment V2'b!ch owes much t,o'the United. Nations,and thus
that independence is a symbol of the efficacy of inter~
national co-operation. Belgj.um decided to grant independence to the Congo, and thatcountry, now a Member
of our Organization, is seeking the assistance which
will enable it to strengthen its institu,tj.onS.
81. The old bond of the imperium must be succeeded
today by a broad and free co-oPeration, based on
frielldship, as President Wilsorrwished it, in terms of
equa\ity and in terms of honour.
\

\

82.. %e movement of liberation which we are
witnessing today is no more than a continuation of the
revolution which took place in our continentinthe late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The freeing
of the peoples of Amerioa sowed the seeds ,lit the way
and provided a model for similarmovemen,1;s in terri..
tories of Africa, Asia and Oceania, the seats'of ancient
civilizations which preceded and influenc~d Western'
culture. The ideal expressed with unsurpa(3sable eloquence by fi>ur liberators was that our revolrltion should
spread thr'~U,ghout the world in order to bring about,
in aS~_Qgjati.01;\ with. all free peoples, '!4a federation
gowrned by i\t. code of laws of univep'sal value and
based on the principle of absolute ~quality, without
distinctions as to colour or race". I quote these words
from that remarkable document-an itltimat~ docu'ment of Bol!var's. dated 20 February 1826~which
was diScOlrered by the Liberator's great biographer,
Vicente Lecuna.
83. AS far as we Thero-Americans are concerned, the
principles of self-determination which I have recalled
were in conformitywith the Hispanic juridical tradition
in 'its highest expression. The European countrtes,
and principally Spain and Portugal, adhered. to the,
philosophy which bases the State not on power, as
unfortunately was the case in the nineteenth c~ntury,
but rather on justice., The Spanish ftbehefrfas" and
"cabildos" and the Hispano-American or IberoAmerican "cabildos" which were their counterpart,
were considered the depositories of a sovereignty
which, in the event of not being exercised by the
monarch, was completely invested. in them. The,
discovery 01 America determined tlie concepts of
Francisco de Vitoria, Who, confronted b~' the tremendous reality ofthe empire of Charles V, tJ.nreservedly
proclaimed the obligation to :respectnotonI.v individual
freedom and property .but also the governments of
indigenous peoples. .Francisco Suarez, the doctor
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adlnirabiliS to whom all Europe listened with respect,
based the notion of so'Vereigntyon the consent of the
governed, and his teaching was in conformity with the
ideas oflnod~~1'1 policital science, greatly surpassing
the· endeavo~s of other writers of his time. Thus it
wl\s tbat inf the American· revolution the vital force
of 'our owr!self-assertion as nations was united with .
the spiri,f,otml values which we inherited from Spain
~nd Po;mgaland which gave the revolution.a high
moral significance and an i~refutablelegal foun~tion.
84. The draft l'esolution submfti:ed by the Afdatn..
Asian countries, [A/L.323 and Add.1-4] , which' we'
are diSCUSSing at this time, represents the culmina.~9n
of this historic evolution, the first signs of which
appeared in the. covenant of the League of Nations r
but which Wd.S emphatically affirmed for the firsttim~
in the San Franci~cJ;Charter.What we call the spirit
of San Francisco had two elements: peace through
justice, 'an.do the proclamation of the freedt>m of all
men and all peoples. The authority exercised by some
nations over territories .which were not materially
or culturally a part of those nations was not regarded
as a privilege, but as a responsibility! and a sacred
duty to pursue the specific and unwavei'ing objective
of prepg.:ring those territories for independence. The
sponsors of this draft resolution did well to include
in lts preamble quotations from 'the 'Charter by which
we are governea,'and they did even better by making
a reference to 'the -close link between individual freedom. and effective. national sovereignty. They have also
clearly pointed out tbatthe submission or subjugation
of some peoples by' otp.ers-whatever the form and
whatever ,the pretext-involves a danger to peace
among manIdnd today.
.
8'5.. It might L~ said that the draft resolution generally
fo116ws the sp1.!'it and the l~tter of the Charter and
reSponds to~ desire for greater speedinthe achieve...
ment of its aims. than we con~mp1ated fifteen years
a{~o in the hopeful days of San Fx;ancisco. This desire
for a higher .rate of progress is explained by the fact
that the rhythm of human progress as a whole has
accelerated since that time While, in tragic contrast,
there has also been 8.. rapid growth·in the causes, of
conflict,dissatisfaction and discord, with the accompanying danger pf a war of universal destruction.
86. The proclamation. of the, freedom of all peoples
cannot and must not in any way be individualistic,
incoherent or isolated,. but must be characterized
by deep solidarity, cohesion and co-operation. Freedom can only be. maintained by love and understanding
and can never be based on ~~.rrow, rigid concepts or
on chaUvinistic exclusiveness. It must likewiSe not be
an expressiOn of the natural regionalism which has its
r~ots in geography,history or a culture of long standing
but which opposes or ignoreS the universal feeling of
our time. The free peoples must, not only as the l"ssult
of natural forces but also as a guarantee of their .
existence" lttOV-e within an ever widening circle of
solidarity. While freedom .impUes the voluntary choice
of .ways of life and cultur"e,the association which .in
many CB.ses is still encouraged by the old form of life
in common should not leave a bitter residue of use..
les5!Y""l~e~,i)spective rancour and te~entment. Spincza
said tbat only he who is inspired by love can fight for
freedom. ·The 'struggle that ··has led to natiunal sove"
rej,gnty was' 'not born of ha~tredJ' but of the id~als of
creation and c~operation.Nations which have ~c'lieved
liberty :require~ like individuals, an atmospaere of
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f;rust

of peace carried With it another ideal: the possibility
that$e advent of freedom in Africa and Asia will of investing, for the improvement of stanqards of
assume the same noble and generous forms as in our living, the £undE.)· which could be saved. byr1educing
. .
own America. In the words of Bol!var, we achieved' armame:Q.ts.
liberty/against the will of the whole world, but yet
we have forgotten the obstacles and the struggles,and 88. I am convinced that the nations which have
our countries have offered shelter to all the peoples recently attained independence will s~e in the United
"e£ the earth. We have diligently sought the .friendship (,Nations an institution desti,ned to ensure their liberty
'
and co-operation of those who were our former but and guarantee their progress.
noble enemieS, our unoonvinced allies, or indifferent
89. The great hope for the peace of the world--and
spectators. This attitude led to the linking ofAmerica I say this with the deep~st conviction of my soul-iS
to the .rest of the world. We can thus proudly stress
that the present Members of the United Nations and
the universal character of our revolution, and we :are
those which tom<M'1:owma,ybecome Members shou'ld be
sure that the same feelings animate the peoples of the
inspired by a single ideal and should rema~faithfu1,
African and Asian countries.
absolutely faitluJUI, to the principles. of. the Charter
without any affiliation, alliance oraligttn,lent which
87. There is a further reason why this should be so..
is incompatible with the principles of hiwand coAt the time when we achieved independence, there was
operation enshrined in our C1lflrter, and that with
no. political institution which could claim to represent
stern and unswerving dignity they shoulcl defend them-.
the whole of mankind. Slowly and painfully we raised
selves against .all extraneous influence and against
-first in Panama, then in the Lima Conferences and
all
political mtrigue which, by reducing and suppress..
finallx in the Pan American Conferences-the edifices
ing their per,sonality, might turn them into pawns of
of· ,our organization, the oldest and most complete
th:
cold war,•. We trust that they will unanimously
- of the regional bodies. The nations of Africa and Asia
derend
and Strl~tly apply the principles of the Charter
have attained-independent life ur.der the protective and
with
enthusiasm
and with a miraculous spiritual
watohful eyes of the United Nations.. Jealously guarding
force" ;!rhe future of the United Nations-and Isaytbis
the principles of the Charter, the United NatiOD,$ has
to.. all friendly nations p including those that will be
ensured that the provisions relating toself-governmf\nt
With
us tomorrow-is dependent upon the close union
were fulfill~d, and when these nations acceded to
all
of you,gi~eata~~ small, and on your efforts to
of
independence, the United Nations hastened towelcome
create
an atmosphere which Will make co-operation
them joyfully into its midst. Setting aside political
imperative.
and mew.fable for all, both great and
debates, forgetting for (la ID.Qment the problems of
small, both strong and weak, in upholding our ideals
armaments, silencingtrl),gic :t'ears, this' Organization
of justice and peace.
.
offered economic a.nd tecluUcal assis1ance to the
full extent of its resources in order to prepare and
The meeting rose at,12.30 p.m.
maintain the independence of those nations. The ideal
r?
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In the absence of the President, Mr. Hasan (Pakistan), Vice-President, took the bhair.

annals of the United Nations-the delegation of the
RepUblic of Mali does not intend simplyto take part in
the trial and conviction of the .system known by the
name of colonialism. My deI!3gation and the other
co-sponsors of draft resolution A/L.323 and Add.1-4
who preceded me on the rostrum are hoping for m.Q~e
and are asking for more, because they consider that
colonialism has already been judged. We hopetbat, by
adopting unanimously the draft resolution we are
submitting, the General Assembly Will express to the
whole world its determination to make an end at lad
of dying cQlonialiSm, although certain ill-intentioned
hypocrites would like to make us e;orry for it by
"reiterating-without conviction, I must say-that
colonialism has not had an entirely bad effect O;U the
peoples under its domination, since there were schools
and hospitals built, roads laid out, etc.

1. The PRESIDENT: I will give the floor to the representative of Netherlands, exercising his right of reply.

I shtmld like to pay a tribute to the Chairman. of

Page

Agenda item 8'1:
Deolaration· on tJie granting of independenoe
to colonial countries and peoples (oontinued). 1063
President: Mr. Frederick H. BOLAND (Ireland).

AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)

9. Before replying to such. hypocritical remarks,

2. Mr.. EINAAR (Netherlands): This morning [930th
meeting] the representative of Honduras mentioned a
nUmber of territories in the region of Latin America
, which were still colonial possessions of other countries. Among those territories still having a coloQial
status he included "Aruba, CuraQao and Surinam".
3. 'Ibe reason why I have asked for the floor is merely
to point out to the representative of Honduras that the
inclusion must have been due toa slip of the tongue, no
doubt unintentional.

4 Under the Charter of the Kingdom of the Netherlands of 1954 the three parts of the realm, that is, the
NetheI'lands, Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles,
have, of their free will, established a new constitutional
order of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, in which the
three countries henceforth form a free association of
completely equal partners, and in which they conduct
their internal interests autonomously, their common
interests ona basis of equality, and accord each other
reciprocal assistance.
5. Since 2.9 December 1954-the date on which this
jointly drafted and agreed Chartor entered into force
-colonialism in any form whatsoever in SUrinam and
the Netherlands Antilles has been a thing of the past.
0

6. The General Assembly has recognized this by
adopting resolution 945 (X) of 15 December 1955 by
which the cessation of the transmission o.:information
l.U1der Article 73 e of the United Nations Charter in
respect of Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles by
the Government of the Netherlands was approved.
7. I trust that the representative will accept this
correction and will understand that we in Surinattland
the Antilles are proud of our full self':'governmentand
cannot accept being called colonies.
.8. Mr. AW (Mali) (translated from French): Intaking
part in the present debate. on the end of colonialismthe first such debate in the General Assembly in the

the Council of· M:btisters of the USSR, who asked
the President to submit to the GeneralAs~embly
for consideration the item which we are discussing,
entitled: "Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples" [A/4501]. This proposal, which was received With well-deserved enthusiasm~ is now the subject of our debate, and my dele..
gation is convinced that the United Nations will not fail
to seize this opportunity of accomplishing its mission
of justice, f,reedom and peace in whatisa particularly
sensitive area, involving as it does the fate of tens. ot
millions of human beings exploited in the name ofan
outdated paternalism for which no one wouldwish to be
responsible before history.
10. Whether the colonialistcountriesacceptorrefuse
to co-operate conscientiously in the great and noble
work which we are undertaldng is for them to decide;
but let the representatives of those countries not
appear here as wolves in sheep's clothing, protesting
their innocence of· all the sins of which theyare
accused and trying to div~rt our justcomplaints to the
shifting sands of the coldwar. Let them not tell us that
by shooting peaceful and defenceless crowds they are
contributing to their well-being, that by torturing
patriots they are educating the people,· or that by
compelling women, cbildren and old men to do· forced
lH.bour they are raising the level of Hving. Let those
who are trying to salve their conscience and conceal
their crimes not tell us: "Before we came to those
territories, there was nothing there." How wrong that
is! There was nothing there-but before the advent of
the colonialists there Was independence,andindependence meanS freedom. Is there aliythingin tbe world
more precious to a people than freedom?
11. When General de Gaulle, in Ms vexation, told the
people of Guinea in August 1958, "You want ind-apendence? Well, take it, with all its disadvantages",
you will remember President S6kou Tour6's retort:
"We will take independence with. itsadvan1ages!·
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12.' Who can fail to be aware today that the myth of
outline when the first colonies were founded, it took
the good Christian leaving hishom.~ to bring civilizaon unaer Colbert, who was -particularly concerned
tion to the Buddhists of Asia or the pagans of Africaa,boutthe shortage of money,the character of an'
~:~d Oceania is now a matter for ridicule? Who would
established policy and, despite sOme modifications,
v~nture to deny ~t the general laws of human evol",...
persisted until the revolution. 'The various regula..
tion W01l1d, by means of free and friendly exchanges,
ti9ns to which it gives rise can be summed up in the
have allowed the colonial peoples to becom~ happy arid
following general statements: ••• colonial produc~ prosperousm\tions had not the colonial!ists appro-"
exists to .supply the French consumer, and only
priated their wealth, thus denying them all possibility
French goods have access to the colonial market.
of baim<miousd(welopment?Noenumerationofschoals
Industries maybe established in the colonies onlyif
or hospitals built can conceal the dreadful tz-ut.i. oftbe
they do not duplicate French industries" Maritime
crime against humanity perpetrated by the bma~~~s of
transport between France and its colonies is per...
this sacrosanct civilization of theirs.
mitted only under the French flag."Y
" .
13. The point is notthat colonization may have brought
some degree of literacy to the children of the exploited
countries or that it brought railways and roads; the
point is whether a farmer who calls a veterinarian to
care for his sick cow does so for humane reasons or
simply to preserve his source of income.
14. Colonization ·was imposed by force or treachery
on peoples which had their own civilization and asked
nothing of anyone, Listen to the message dispatched in
1895 by an African emperor, the Moro· Naba of
Ouagadougou in Upper Volta, to captain Destenaves
who had been sent to him by the Fr~nch Government to
conclude a treaty:
i
tJA long time ago I consulted the omens and they
told me that if I saw a white man I would die. I know
. that the white men want to make me die so as <to take
my country; yet you assert that theywant to help me
organize my country. But I think my country is fine
as it is. I have no need of them; I lmow what I need
and what I want; I have my tt'aders , so count yourself
lUCky that ·ldo not have your head cut off. Go, then»
and above all never come back."
15. That is clear enough. What, then~ was the reason
for colonization? There is no more authoritative voice
to eXplain that tban Georges Hardy, who wrote in his
lIistoire sociale de la colonisation frangaise:
"For the statesm.en of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in Frangeand elsewhQ1"e, colon.iza-.
tion was merely business l1 a mercantile enterprise,
an element in the great maritime trade. w1J
And Georges Hardy continue~~.
eThereis nothing by which the niainspringsoftbat
colonization are more clearly revealed than the
economic' system which was imposed upon the coloniesand which' is known as the colonial system or,
more specifically,the exclusive system.
wEach trading company, in compensation for -its
responsibilities, was granted certain privileges,
e.g., sovereign prerogatives in the occupied territories and various· exemptions and subsidies. Its
main advantage, however, was the monopoly oftrade
.in the areas forming its domaJn. The inhabitants
were obliged to sell their produce to it and to buy
from it the goods which they ne~ded; all other trade
was excluded from that private preserve.
tf This system was ofc!JUrse aimed against foreigners, but it was at the same time designed to
prevent possible competition between the colonies
and the metropolitan country. Already present in

1/ Georges Hardy. Histoire socialedelacolonisationfrans;aise(Paris,
Editions Larose. 1953). p. 13.

16. This, as described by Mr. Georgas Hardy, whom
no one could suspect of having subversive or Commu..
nist ideas, istl1e.ecopomicsystem p misleadinglycalled
the "colonial compact", which is the basis and essence
of colonization.
.
17. The truth, however, is sometimes ugly, and the
colonialists have had their experts in falsification and
cynicism to present the great cololusJ. epic through
rose~coloured spectacles, depicting it as· a philan..
thropic enterprise and a· disinterested work of pacifi..
cation and civilization.
18. Aim~ C~saire, in the colourful style ,tbat is his
own, has written as follows in his famous treatise
colonialism:
"Colonization and civilization?
"The most common misfortune in this connexion
is to bap in all good faith, the dupe of a' collective
hypocrisy which is expert in presenting· the proh.·
lems in a misleading way so as better to justify·the
odious solutions which are provided for them.
"This amounts to saying that the essentiartbing
here is to see clearly, to tbinkclearly-that is to
say, dangerously-a,nd' to reply clearly to the innocent original question: what in essence, is colonization? To do this is to concede that it is not the
preaching, of the Gospel, nor a philanthropic enterprise nor a desire to push back the frontiers of
ignorance, disease and tyranny, nor the expansion
of the kingdom of God, nor the extension of law. It
is rather to acknowledge once for all, without fear
of the consequences, that the decisive motive here is
that of the adventurer and. thc;} pirate, the wholesale
. grocer and the shipowner, the gold seeker and the
merchant, of greed and force, and ,tbatlurkingevilly
behind them, is the shadow of a form of civilization
which~ at a given moment in its history, feels an
inner compulsion to extend on a world scale the
competition of its "antagonistic economic systems.
"Continuing my analysis, I find that the hypocrisy
is of recent date, for neither Cortez discovering
MeXico from the top of the great Teocalli, nor
Pizarro before Cuzco (and still less MarcoPolo
before Cambaluc) claimed to be the harbingers of a
superior system. They killed; they pillaged; they
had helmets, lances and covetous instincts; but the
loud-mouthed talkers came later. The chief culprit
here is sanctimonious Christianity, because·it for- \
mulated the false equation that Christianity is identical With civilization, and paganism with savagery,
so that the inevitable result was the hideousness of
.2:/ Ibid•• pp.

14-15.
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colonialism and racism, and the viQtims were the red,
the yelloW' and the black races." Y
19. I ~ve taken th<fliberty of quoting this remarkable
passage. the relevance of which I am sure will escape
no one. Aim~ C~sair.e concludes with these words:
"1 acknowledge, of course, that it is good for
different civilizations to be brought into contactwith
each other and that the marriage of different worlds
is to be commended, for whatever the inner gemus
of a civilization, it inevitably loses its vigour if it
.withdraws into itself. I agree that international trade
is like oxygen, that Europe's great opportunity lay
ill having been the crossroads, the geo~etric locus
of all the ideas, the receptacle ofall the philosophies
and the home ofal! noble feelings,and that this has
made it the best possible redis¥"ibutor of energy.

"t,

"But. having said this, I must then ask whether
colonization really. brought people into contact or, if
you prefer, whether .it was the best possible way of
establishing contact.'
.
"My answer is no, and I Say that there is an infinite
distance between colonization and civilization. I say
that all the vast numbers of colonial expeditions,all
the collections of colonial statutes ahd all the ministerial circulars which have been issued have not
'succeeded in producing a single human value. rdl

20. These words of Aim~ C~saire are clear and pre'"
cise; they seem to us to constitute an extremely sound
argument and lead us naturally on to put another
question. Is decolonization historically possible? This
neologism certainly conceals a dangerous vagueness.
The dizzying series of countries which became independent in 1960 has marked that year inthe history of
mankind and proves to us, if any proof were needed,
that it is impossible to speak.of progressive evolution
when we see events unfolding 'at such a rate, for the
fact is that there are no immature peoples incapable
of governing themselves freely. Of course there are
bad governm.ents, but it must be admitted that they are
to be found everywhere and at all levels.
21. Between Bandung and today, it seems as if several
centuries have passed, so far-reaching are the upheavals which are everywhere shaking the edifice of
colonialism to its foundations.
22. Fifteen years have passed since San Francisco.

Those who,. only five ye9.,rs ago, called countries of
Asia and Africa their possessions, no longer denytbat
a people cannot be a possession•. The analogy between
a colonial subjecte:ilu a slave has become obvious. If
I am not mistaken, it was President Franklin D.
Roosevelt who said that future generations would one
day ask how it was that slavery had been abolished
and yet, so long afterwards, the colonial system of'
relations between States was still accepted.
23. What was a slave? A human being bought in the
m.arket or a prisoner brought back from the battlefield
after Victory; a human being treated as a personal
possession.
.

.24. What is a colonized person? It· should be pointed
out that he does not ex1stas an individual phe~omenon;
indiVidual persons. or small groups are not objects of
colonization. Colonization is the occupation of a whole
y A!~ Cesa:ire, Discours sur .Ie col6nialis'me (Paris. Presence'
Afr1calne. 1955). pp. ~1O.
Y. Ibid•• pp. Io-U.
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country and thJ SUbjugation of an entire people. Like
the slave, the colonized person obeys the wishes of his
master, the colonizer, who treats him as a personal
possession.
25. There can be no doubt aboutthe immora.lcharacter of colonial rule, which it must beadmit.ted in .no
way differs from slavery. Consequently all of us here
are now unanimous in our condemnati'onofcolonialism,
but there does not seem to be the same unanimity when
it comes to mldng action. Who is it that disrupts this
unanimity On the immediate liqUidation of colonialism?
It is of cOurse the countries whichstiU posaesscolonies. Their favourite argum..~tttisthegradualadvancement of the colonial countries, and they base this
argument on their experience as predestmed metro-,
poli1an countries, particularly well versed in' the
problem of the advancement of cq~onies.
26. They like to tell us; we knOW from. experience
that by speeding up matters we would be doing these
countries a disservice; and theyad(l,: look at the
exa~ple of the former Belgian Cong9'-it~ou1d. so
easily happen to anyone. I should like to tell the pD.oponents of that kind of argument that they have been
overtaken by events.
27. 'llle United Nations is no lcngeran assembly
where, on the one hand, there are countries which can
lay claimtri long experience .as e~ertcQlonizers and,
on the othel',countries which have no colonies and
whose praiseworthy intentions concerning oppressed
peoples are quickly denounced as. demagogicmanreuvr~s.'There are now other voices in the United Nations
which .can give irrefutable and impressive evidence on
the subject of colo~ialism. There are now in the United
N~tions the representatives of'peoples 'llhose bodies
and whose human dignity have suffered 'under colonialism. It is usually said that every generation·feels
that it is at a turning point in history. Present gen.erations in dependent and colonial c01llltriesare
undoubtedly at a turning point in their bistory, in·fact
at a·turning point in all history. T.h.edelegations which
speak in this Assembly of their colonial experience or
proclaim the benefits of colonization Can unfortunately
only speak of the empire of their fathers' day; they
speak of it as a heri1age..
'.

.

.

p

.

.

28. If their countries were colonized at so~~e time in '

history, .they know it only. from history bookl,s. Therein lies the fundamental difference betvteen those
delegattonsand ou,rs, who have.. personalE}i4>erience of
.colonial rule. Our knowledge is not basEtd on hearsay'
or on what we learnt in school; we werl~ for decades
the li\1ng embodiment of that system. Ours was' a
generation which, on coming of age, did not have the
right to vote in its own country.
29. May we remind certain delegations thathenceforth
we, the peoples who were once colonizedand dependent,
but who are now peoples in our own right, are ready
to give super-a.bund.ant testimony against the perpetuation of colonialism on any pretext whatsoever.
30. When we hear . such commonplace arguments as
those which reduce the positive accomplishments of
colonialism to the presence of a few good speakers
from the neWly independent countries, this does not
trouble us. On the contrary, we think it proves that
the apologists of colonialism have no other arguments
left. Perhaps we shall disillusion some delegations
when we say ~fl.t most of the advanced elements in
the nevdy independent countrieswere not train~dunder

,-;;:> ...-:
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normal conditions by colonial Powers; most of them
werE} subjecte4 to a special kind of education which
opened no horizons and which imbued them with the
cult and the superiority of the metropolitan country,
while emphasizing their own cO:tlgenital incapacity,
Many of the advanced elements of today reached
adolescence at school without having had any op-.
portunity of learning that there were other countries
in the world besides the metropolitan country, which
was always described as a magnanimous saviour.

31. If these advanced elements have now shown
thE3mselves able to face their. responsibilities, this
should not be regarded as eyi.denceof the colonial
Power's intention to lead the dependent peoples towards their maturity, in accordap,ce with the spirit
of the United Nations Charter. On the contrary, the
successes-which in our opinion are unfortunately
too few-should be regarded as proof that no system
of education, however severe, can destroy the qualities ofa people determined to become free.
32. OUr present experience in Africa shows, in any
case, how fast the wheel of history can turn, maldng
the astonished colonial Powers giddy, since they
cannot understand that they have no choice but to
accept the loss of their paradise, a paradise which
waS a hell for the millions of human beings who for
too long had been reduced to the level of beasts of
burden. in the name of an imaginary racial superiority.
Like Mr. Jean Bruhatl, we pity the writers of geegr-a,phytextbooks who, he says,
"'--'..
.
-1ra:f~ hastily making and remaldng maps of the
Africa of 1956, which had s.ix independent States, as
against twenty-six in 1960. No sooner are these
States 'set up' (to use the accepted form of words)
than their institutions must be transformed. 11
33. And whenever the colonialists throw off some
ballast, they hope to keep the main cargo, for we Should
never forget that they never lightly give up the exploitation of the countries they do:m.inate.
34. We mow that two Powers have thought that they
could shelter themselves from the i:rresistible wind
of independence blowing through the continent ofAfrica
by inventing the legal artifice of overseas provinces
in order thus to draw a modest veil over the frantic
cQlonialism which they practise in their colonies. We
are very pleased by the decision of the Fourth Committeeof the United Nations General Assembly,§I
which has just ~evelled this last rampart by voting,
by a commendable majority" for a draft resolution
declaring tba.t the' so-called overseas provinces are
simply colonies' and shOUld be considered such ,from
now On.
35. The process of liberation has begun and Cam10t
be turned back. In the words of Abraham Lincoln:
NIt is .true that you may fool all the people some
of the time; you can even fool Some of the people
all the time; but you can't fool all of the people all
the time."
.'

36. We should like to- tell the die-hard colonialists
that the critical point in the liberation of the peoples
upder foreign domination was passed in .1960. The
awakening is noW universal, and all attempts to integrate the inhabitants of colonies with the nationals of
§j Sce Ogicial Rec:ords of the General Assembly. F'fteenth Session.
Fourth Cotmnittee;1048th meeting.
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:metropolitan countries will be in vain. It must be
realized, moreover t that the metropolitan country is
never sincere in its desire for integration; integration
always creates insoluble prop1\'<lms for the metrq~oU_
tan country, and is directly-~gainstitsinterests,~1hich
are based essentigllY on defrauding those whose rights
are ostensibly befug restored.
.
37. Neither the balm of an illusory assimilation, as
in Apgola, nor orga~zed subversion" as in the Congo,
nor open war, as in Algeria, can save colonialism, )
for its doombas irrevocably been sealed. We repeat
that the process is historic and irreversible, and we
maintain that it is independent of the colonial Power's
will. Let us remember this. .
38. In the London Guildhall on 10 November 1942,
Sir Winston Churchill saicl this of the colonies:
"We mean to hold our own. I have not become the
King's Prime Minister in order to preside over the
liquidation of the British Empire. 11

39. We should also remember the famous Brazzaville
Conferance,which, according to the Gaullists, was a
liberal achievement of decolonization. This Conference
began its recommendations with these words:
11 The purposes of the work of civilization which
France has carried out in its colonies rule out any
idea of autonomy and any possibility of development
outside the French bloc of the Empire. Possible
self-government in the colonies, even in the distant
future"-:rnark this, even in the distant future-IIis
out of the question.".
40. Nor shoul:l we forget that the French Prime
Minister said Oh· 9 June· 1960 in the French National
Assembly: "We intend to protect our country's political interests, its strategic interests, its in~:tlectual
'influence and its economic Qpportunities."
41. Nothing could be clearer. >The exploiters of the
colonial countries intend to give',the colonial peoples
with. one band only what they can take away with the
other, since Africa produces, for :'~xample{S8.4per
cent of the world's diamonds, 66;)4 per cent of its
co}j\lt, 45 per cent of its gold,,35 per cent of its
phoSi1)hates, 29 per cent of .its manganese and nearly
25 per cent of its copper, apartfrom:natural rese;rves
of lead, zinc, bauxite, iron and radi().~activeminezals.
The continent of Africa is also the worldfs largest
producer of cocoa, ground-nuts and palm Qil.
42. Should we. conclude from all this that anyindependnnce. which is granted is necessarily a false indepet.:~ence that is to be despised? We donot think so,
becaul~e we are convinced . that whenever a colonial
people" gains a fragment of freedom, it owes it above
all tor'! a certain awakening of its masses. Another
. reasOlJ why we do nottbink so is that we knoW that
wheneWer a colonial people aohieves some form of .,.
self-de~~rmination, this victory inevitably g5.ves it
anothet~, opportunity to win a greater victory over the
forces d~\ foreign domination.
43. Gene:ra,l de Gaulle has _qnderstood this very wep'
as he de$p~rately:-.clli!gsa~ "Algerian Algeria'
while refusmgtG allow the AIg~lrian people to speak
for itself under United Nations.;,oontrol. We would ~
willing to wager that France, iIiits obstinate attempt
to _stifle the will of the proud ~nd brave people of
Algeria, will soon awake to the da~~ling realitieS of a
radiant Algeria, which will have burst its chainS and
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laid down its arms at the feet of the United Nations,
to hear the voice of its people in their new-found

confidence.

Its,~vhich

44. Meanwhile, let us act in such a way that those who
are not yet fighting to seize their freedom may be
grateful to the United Nations for sparing them from
a useless and unjust war. Is that not the first duty of
a world-embracing organization that issued from the
victory of ~g;ce~lQ~ng and freedom-loving peoples
over the forlres of NaZism and Fascism?
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45.

My de/legation hopes that the Assembly will
unanimouslJ( adopt all draft resolutions giving concrete
form to the~\ complete liquidation of coloniaUsm whic~~
may be subhlitted to it. The Assembly ,must d~this,
not only because such an attitude is in keepmg with the
spirit of the Charter, but in particular' because it
would be the most effective possible con~'b~:fijon to
the maintenance of world peace. As long as the\United
Nations recognizes that ,some people have the right to
control other people, there will be the prospect' of
conflicts, wtuch atany moment might break outin some
corner of Africa, Asia or America and, in view of the
present world political situation, lead to a largescale conflagration.
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46. The Assembly should not postpone its decision on

the pretext that a S1ate should reacha cer1ainstage of
development before being given control of its own
affairs. Although it is easy to speak of the plinciple
of a minimum level of development, we do not see how
such a level could be defined nor how the criteria for
setting time limits could be fixed. We see what Belgium did in the Congo in eighty years; we see what has
been done in the other parts of the world in several
centuries. W'J:l,en, moreover, we hear references being
,made to a level, we remember that the Nazi r~gime of
Hitler regarded the countries of Europg as unfit to
govern themselves. Everything, of course, isrelatlve.
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47. The right of peoples to self-determination is
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based, above all, on respect for human dignity, which
must come before all otiler considerations. In the
name of this sacred principle, my delegatlolf' has
co-sponsored· draft resolution A/L.323 and Add.l-4
and is re~dy to support any other efforts to speed the
movement for the liberation of all peoples under
foreign dominatlon and to promote the unconditional
gxoanting of independence to all colonial and dependent
c·ountries.
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48. Mr. DOSUMU-JOHNSON (Liberia): At the outset
of my statement, I Wish to express my delegation's
great satisfaction at the tre'nd of the world attitude
towurds this most debased political conception which
is knOwn as COlonialism, and at the fact that we have
wisely decided to discuss its complete eradication at
this time. By this awareness,the United Nations is
set to remove one of the greatest risks and dangers
to world peace, and consequently to rem.ove all
obstacles between nations. The possession and nonpOssession of colonies and raw materials have been
one of the chiefsources of international conflictamong
the Western Powers, and definitely the cause of the
two 'World wars. Thetb.eory of the \1haves" and the
"have nots" has its origin in colonial reflection and
had always engendered jealO'L1sy and hatred among
industrially develop~d States. The elimination of
colonialism is tberefo."e a contribution to the peace
and prosperity of mankind.

~,December1960
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49. M.·'Y co:nte.m.pora.. ies. in ~can nationalis.t. lItOVe..
ments, no matter how divergent our interpretations of
present trends may be, WiUagreewith me that. World
War n was a critical turning-point in mOdern colonial
history. It put an. el),d to complacency towards colonial
political, economic and culturalasp~~.rations.ltmarked
the beginning of the positive liquidation of colonial
empires., and the/:t;"ecogIrl.ti.on of nationalisUeaders not
aB hot-heads and ambitious radica.'1s, but as men of
sincere dedication to the causeoi\their people, entitled
to the respect and recognition Qftb.e world.
50. But it Would be fallacious to cQnclude that the .
profound changes now Jak!ng place iD. the interest of
subject peoples are manifestly the result ofourindividual or even collective efforts. To my rather I'\aive
mind, looking back over the road we have tr8,.~lled
since 1919 when we organj,zed the National Congress of
British West Africa, witha secretariatin the then Gold
Coast, and the COJ!gress of the African Peoples of t,he
World here in the United States, andviewingthe speed
With which ~~s are happening in(~e colonial world
of these days,·~lam inclined to c\pnclude that some
supernatural ford~, which w~ call Gt>d and others call
Allah, is respon~~ble for i~1 all. Some may not agree
with me, but this is''n'ly~l:>ellef.We, the agitators, were
only instruments in God's hands; and no ingenious
manipulation of words from quarters howe~er exal~"d
Will shift me one inch from the bed-rock of my confide~ein God as the arbiter of buma;n .events. How else
~~ you account for great colonial Powers giving up
the bread-baskets of their colonial territories without
a fight, if God's hand is not in it? I put my faith in
God-this not as a set doctrine of bellef, but as a
tendency towards action, the mat-m ofjl~rmulated
creed and an inspiration to endeavourt!ear1l9t, take
courage; thy great sorrows are carveld in, ~r'b.leand
they will not be inscribed there in va~---, '\; ~
51. This, however, does not imply quiGscenc,~ or
passive graduallsm. I~ does not mean that wesht\u.1d
relax our .effor.tse It means that Heaven helps :~~. ,e
who help themselves, and that that God WholJ\~e
POssib.le the. independ~nt Ghana
. ,Ni~!~ria,. C.o.ngo (.r~· ppoldvi11e) and, soon, Slerra Leone; and all the fa ~r
French colonies· now members of the French Co muni.ty, Will soon-possib.lyinafew y.ear-s ben.ce-.~... ~e. '
all Africa free, SO that even South '1\fricaand A.,~eZia'
I dare say, will be ruled by Africans.
."~~
1'.

52. My friends tell me that as I:-~coxrf~. o~" ~r I .
become conservatlve. Nothing could be furthe~fffrOm
the tJ;utb. The simple fact is that my utteranc t are
now governed by cireumstances~nd time.Whilifin the
past I agitatedwitb pugnacity, venom and ~tll<?tion,
now I endeavour to deliberate with logic, pati,-hce and
intellect to achieve the =same end. L5ie is a:tiynamic
equiUbrium.·
..
/
"
53. l'nb.erent in the Atlantic Charter is ~a principle
6f se]j-determination for all peoples. TJr)is PlinCi.pie
was, at the formation ofthe United NatlfM, embodJ.ed
in Article 73 of its Charter which I ~ote
in ~xteJ1SO:
,o
'j

s

{The speake.·r read the text of
Charter of the "United Nations.!

A~iC1.e'l3 of the

p '"
54•. ~. This a.rticle of the Charter i~(1he. biais of the

declaration wbich the African-Asia"D. members of this
Assembly have submitted for the unqiJalifled approval
of the Assemblyo
[J
55. ColOnialism ~s been the subject of much1iter~
ture of description., analysis and dogma. Its origin is

,........... ,.
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found in that pathologicalpoU'tic3.1!attitude which.predicated national greatness and prestige On overseas
possessions. The subject of our declaration is to the
effect that, domination of any nation over another is a
travesty of human justice; tl.1at it is always a sbllrce
of conflict and, in this age of modern comm:unication
and rabid nationalism, can more easily than in the
past provoke an international crisis~ Any attempt to
-condone or uphold or support any form of colonialism
is, to say the least, immoral.
56,,· {£he essence of colonialism is domination of one
nuti6n over one or several others. Itmaytal{e. several
-forms, such as conquest, outright purchase, extra-territoriality or economic condominium. Whatever
aspect it assumes, in essence it is agroup of persons
coming ,from another IAnd and imposing its will and
'-Pleasure on the original inhabitants without regard to
their elem.entary, intere$ts'l and they are inv.ariably
reduced to the position of hewers of wooer and
dn(wers of water, forever consigh?d to providing
for the colonizers the prerequisites ef a refined and
Cultured life, while they themselves are prevented
by their poverty and ignorance from any share or
part in that life.
57. Colonial empires have been built on the sweat
and wretchedness of the aborigines. The great explorers of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, in
their searoh for adventure, knowledge,. glory for their
kings, riches for themselves and their friends under
the guise of the so-called civilizing mission, exploited,
ravaged and pillaged colonial peoples and territories,
leaving many of them. homeless and debauched. Their
complex of superiority left the aborigines no right
which tile colonizers were bound to respect. The
atrocities and deprivations that accompanied colonialism are too sordid' for recital here. Suffice it to
say that it w:as a black era for Asia and Africa.
58. With the advent and grOVi1:h of modern capitalism
With its concomitant of commeroial and trade expan-slon, remote areas were penetJ.aatedwith the protection
of Governments. Reluctant mandarins in China were
subdued by foreign warships. The Ea"st European
armies moved against the Emir of Bokhara.
59. ' Seized by so-called national needs and strategic
interests, the British and French became involved in
Nf'~l~ America and India; Russia and Japan in Man, chura and Korea; Britain, France, Spain, Portugal,
the Netherlands, BelgiuJn,' Italy and Germany were all
involved in Asia and A;B:lca, each netting as part of its
booty colonial land area~severaltimeslargerthaL.lts
size" The colonial mentality continued to be so strong
an instrmttEmt of national policy that the Third Reich
planned to turn Poland and Russia into vast colonies to
be peopled by foreign farmers who would be served
by the slave labour of the popuhNion that remained
,unexterminated.
-·r'
BO. This is among the compelling reasons why this
Assembly shOUld take positive steps' to remove all
traces of colonialism from the face of the earth. To
this end my delegation is committed..
61. Here I would like to interpose that we note with
satisfaction that the Spanish Government has agreed
to i'e'Yiew .its position and to submit reports on its
colonies to the United'Nations periodically.

62. Despite the fact that colonialismhasbeenamajor
topic in s11 African and Asian conferences of reoent

-

y~rs-Bandung.Accra, Monrovia, Addis Ababa and

elsewhere--we have never asked for the, flnalending
of it in the United' Nations. We must, tht'.jefore,
appreciate the Soviet Union's action in placing this
'qUestion on the agenda of the United Nations.
63. If the British and French were the only colonizing
Powers in the world today, our 'argument would have
been very much weakened by recent treuds in their
colonialpolioies. Although we are not in complete
agreement with them on Algeria, Kenya and the
Federation of Rhodesia. we are comforted by their!
willingness to cOo-operate, as they are setting their \\
colonies free. They have perhaps learnt that they have '
more to gain by setting their colonies free and l.'e1;aining their friendsbipthan by forcing them to war; and
the sooner they'do this for the rema:ilrl.Lg oolonies the
better it will be for them.
64.' However, there are die-bards, such as Portugal
and Spain, which seek to make Africa a part of Europe.
The Portuguese and Spanish colonies are the most
deplorable, and inhuman in the colonial history ofthese
times, although they have been longer in the colonial
'
field than any'other European nations.
65. The Africans in Mozambique-S,780,OOO-and
Angola-4,145,OOO-live under a .dictatorship of the
cruelest kind. I was not toldtbis; Iwent there. All the
fancy talk of equal rights and no colour bar, and that
colonies are an integral part of Portugal, is a fraud
and, an insult to the conscience of mankind. because
these are benefits designed for civilized perso~, and
under Portuguese practice few Africans qualify as
such. The Africans in these territories live m abject
poverty. Forced labour is practised on them, as they
are always handed over to employers ittheyfail to pay
the poll-tax. They are not even permitted to drive
taxis, as .such employment is reserved for Portuguese.
Strangers are not permitted to talk to Africans in these
two countries unless in the Portuguese language. This
is official policy. Bissau and Sao Tom~ are even. worse
than these. This Assembly must take positive measures to ~elieve the plight of the Africans in Spanish
Femando Po 'and' the Portuguese colonies, and in the
former British colony of South Africa. South Africa
was a British colony, and in the transfer of power
Britain should have protected the African popu1atio~.
Consequently, it shares responsibility for the plight of
the African in the Union of South Africa.
66. Uganda, Kenya, the Central Federation ofRhod~
sia, South West Africa, Bechuanaland, Basutoland and
a few others here and there on the colonial list cry
out for independence. They are exposed to a colour bar
:;l.nd other inhuman treatment. Although there are
hopeful 1\ligns, these are too small. The only remedy
open to the Africans is complete political independence
as a means of raising themselves from the degrading
position of an incarnate Lazarus feeding on the crumbs
of alien taxmasters to. the posture of equa,lityandhuman
dignity which is their rightful heritage.
67. It is needless to compile statistics to prove the
immorality of colonialism. It is a system that ~kes
'the manhood out· of those exposed to it. It robs the
people of their resources and gives them nothing
comparable in return.
68. Viewing it in the light ofthedeclarationwhtch my
delegation has ({,co-sponsored with ,alacrity) let US
examine this baneful system with regard to its poUtical, economic and cultural implications and, where
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possible, disprove all ··prereXts for delaying independence.
.
.,
69.ContJ:ary to the'belietoftenentertained bypeople
whose education just suffices to elevate them from the
status· of boors, the Africans, prior to the advent of
European tradersJn Africa, had a well-ordered and
h.ighly . developed system, of family life, community
development, education for boys and girls, arts and
health.
'

74. Within forty years Africa's 11,545,000 square
miles, With the exception of the areas occupied 'by
sove:reign Liberia :and Ethiopia, were staked outamong
.the great Powers , with unhappy consequences for the
inhabitants. Despite the lofty humanitarian principles
which were ech()ed :In the platforI;l1s of Europe, the
practices of these early colonizers were neither lofty
nor h11Inane. If you look at the treaties 'with their. x's
as symb()J,r"of . acceptance by unlettered chieftains,
you cannot tiut be convinced of the varying d~grees
of deception employed to induce Africans to' Sign
papers they did not understand. If I do not understand
these treaties today, you can imagi:ile how much less
they understood them then.

70. The heart of African society, .since beforetbe
European invasion, has been the family. A broad view
is taken of family relationship·and responsibility. It is
composed of every link in the family chain. Marriage
is the business of the whole group. The cultural
75. In some instances political affairs were left .to
pristine value of the community and the chieftaincy
companies and individuals who. were willing to
./'I).rivaoo
"will be attested to by all those who have obs@rved it
'condone
the treatment of the African, which was not
with unbiased minds, whether they be missionaries,
in
harmony
with their protestations of concern forhi~.
anthropologists or sociologists. Because the African
Ufe
and
liberty.
Some of the methods used to recruit
believes in the continuity of family and community, b.~
labour and to keep it were the Same as those employed
does his level best to instil in his children the things
by
the slave driver, and resistance by the conscript
for which the family and the community stand. The
met
with counter-meaS1U'6S of the most brutal sort.
educational processes were by observation, involve. ment and formal learning. Notwithstanding all its
76. If we are anxious to have a declaration oncoloaspects, this culture was ridiculed and the. social
nialism in the face of the kaleidoscopic changes 'faking
system ignored or disrespected. •
place in Africa today, it is because consistency is not
a part of the vocabulary in colonial circles,. The stream
71. To say that· the African had no government and
of colonial policy has many .tributaries which are
~t it took the' Europeans to introduce political system
sensitive to changes in the intellectual climate of the
in Africa is to make a statement without foundation in
home cOlUltry.
fact. When God divided the world, He gave a portion
77. The argument that the colonies are not yet preeach to Shem, Ham and Japheth. Ham took Africa as
pa:r:.jd for independence is untenable. They said that
his portion. With his sons, eush" Phut and Mizraim,
about all the colonies that have attainedindependence.
the government of AfI'ica began and later gave rise to
No amount of political tutelage can give a people the
the empires of Sokoto, Gando, Kano, Conghoi and the
real robustness that.independence supplies. Go there
various'dynasties of Egypt. When European colonizatoday and see what Africans have done forthemselves
tion of Africa began under the intrepid mariners of
since independence. The .Africa~s managed their. own
Prince Henry in the fifteenth century, Africam.\ on the
affairs
before the colonial er~;' Ibave no doubt that
Atli.:.ntic shores were in trade contact with Mediterthey can manage them today 'with the United Nations
ranean traders since as far backas 600 B.e. and were
as their guide.
enjoying the benefits of a cultural evolution with its
seat in the Nile, Tigris and Euphrates rIvers. The
78. It would be a travesty on theprfuciples of. the
claim that they came to protect us is balderdash, for
purest justice if I failed to express my indebtedness
when enemies really came we were usually left to our
to Western missions which set me an.dmanyothers on
own fate.
the road 0 modern politicaLpractic~,yes, myindebtedness
to Western .science and medicine, engineering,
72. IVlany of the things 'you hear about today, such as
weJ.i?re, administration and other modern parapherdisease.s, curable and incurable, did not begin to
nalia. But these cannot be substituted for the indeafflict the African until the invasion of alien forces,
penden.ce of my. brethren who are systematically
which ravaged and pillaged the homes of Africans and
deprived of the right to. speak and move about With the
in some instances sold them into slavery. Being forced
dignity that characterizes manhood.
'
to do things against their will and towork for masters
instead of for themselves was too bitter a pill to
79. All that the Africans-East, West, . North·
swallow. Death or indolence or shiftlessness was
,South-are.
asking the. colonial and administering
.resorted to as a way of life. Freedom and democracy,
Powers
~ and the great democratic nations is that they
the keystone of English liberty and the watchword of
accord the colonies political independence sothatthey
Europe, was never exported to the colonial territories.
may develop hatter' houses, better food, a higher
A strange form of freedom was inaugurated 'in dealing
standard of living generally; a. vigorous .natiomtl .
With Asians and African::s.
economy; a stable society with its concomitants of
schools,
colleges,. w~lfare centres,hospita~s".disci...
73. Colonialism in any shape or form is bad. It
plined
army
and pOlice,}3ivil and politic11 liberty.
brought to Asia and Africa a great deal of evil which
was encouraged in some instances by the coloniZing
80. People in territories undercolonialdommation
Powers. Interested in the wealth that they could find
desire a better life. It is not necessary for their
to enrich the coffers of merchant princes in Europe,
children to be damned to cOme into the world With
pirates and adventurers like Drake, Frobisher and
disease or for them themselves to be subjectall their
Hawldns burnt down African towns and villages and
lives to its debilitating and incapacitating effects.
sold their inhabitants into slavery. In many places the
\\ Africans were only beasts of burden. This is what
81. It is peculiarly obtuse for any MemrJ81F~f the
Kiplingfs white man's burden did for Africa. We should
United Nations to claim any section of Africa a's part
tha:nk God for t\1e.I\losquitoes in West Africa.
of his metropolitan territory, as is also the. assertion

or
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recently ntade by a certain European Head of State,
that in discussing Africa the United Nations is meddling in the domestic affairs of his country.. This is a:.a
outmoded subterfuge. Any inhuman practice perpetrated on subject peoples, every colonial question in
any pa:r:t of the world, is within the competence of the
United Nations, and it is so unde:r:stood.
82. The year 1960 should be made complete in its
claim as the "African Year tt by the adoption of this
declaration as a charter of freedom for the remaining
colonial territories from exploitation and servitude,
and· thus make them beneficiaries of the fundamental
human rights which the United Nations assures to all
peoples.
.83. Prepared or unprepared, experience has taught us
that they will develop faster under a government of
their own choosing.
84. ~e PRESIDENT: Before. I' call on the next
speaker, I should like to draw the attention of the
Assembly to document A/L.323/Add.5, which informs
us that Gabon and the Philippines have been added to
the list of sponsors of the draft resolution.
85. Mr. TOURA GABA (Chad) (translated from French):
The delegation of Chad has listenedwith clearlyunderstandable interest to the speakers who have preceded
it to this rostrum. fndeed, of all the discussions in
which it has bad the honour to take part, my delegation
considers the one in which we are engaged today as
being by far the mostimportantbecauseithas a direct
bearing on both the presentand the future. Colonialism
is not a stl.-anger to the ills from which our unfortunate
planet suffe:r:s.
86. My delegation would in this connexion like to
address itself particularly to the delegations of those
nations which still have political and economic responsibilities overseas.
87. ;For reasons which are well known, this debate
concei11S them as de~ply, if not more deeply, than it
concerns· us, the representatives of the young nations
that :i'JtY'e co-sponso:r:ed the draft declaraticm on the end
of colonialisi'P. which will be proposed, towards the end
of our discusslpn, for the acceptance ofthis Assembly.
88. Since they boo·at of a Christian ciVilization which
isbmlt, so we are tJA.ught, on charity,justice" love for
one's neighbour ;a.ndother such principles, the representatives of' the nations indicted in the declaration
will undoubtedly :find themselves on the horns of a
dilemma and, as so m.any of their co-religionists, the
victims of severe attacks .of conscience. They Certainly know the consequences,. happy or disastrous as
the case ~y be, ofthe vote they will cast at the end of
this debate. Never has a vote had Bomuch importance
for the whole of the world, and fo:r: the white race in
particular t paralysed as it is· by its deep-rooted iftstinct of self-preservation. Never, owing to a handLful of
backward-looking people who obstinately clin~ to the
last vestiges of an irretrievable past, has Christianity,
of which the white race is apparently so proud, been in.
so great danger in the dependent countries. Never have
other religions known suc}1 popularity in these colonies.
89. My delegation would like to hope that the colomalist nations· will, this year, make a magnanimous
gesture. They callnotshow themselves inferior to those
nations which hAve voluntarily recognized the necessity
of liberating their colonies.
.

-

90. No one hesitates to proclaim from the rOof-tops
that he is free and democratic. But can a free and
democratic person oppress other men? It is unthinkable to refuse to others what one demands for oneself.

91. Are not the flags and anthems of the colonialist
oountries themselves a sign of their g:r:eat love for
independence? The need to be free and independent is
inherent in the human person. It would therefore be
criminal, futile and against the will of God to refuse,
on any g:r:ound whatever to give full and total independence to an individual, and even more to a people,
that demands it.
92. My delegation would further like to hope that the
colonialist nations, w:hich for well-known reasonS have
spread prog:r:essive ideas throughout the wor1d~ will
not reverse themselves here; they must not fail to be
logical with tbemselves. Hence my delegation directs
a pressing appe..~l to them to unite their efforts with
ours so that we may build a new world from which
slavery will be ba.ni~hed and where juStice, equality,
brotherhood and harmony at last will reign.
93. In order to rOUEe it.epeople to the struggle for
national independence, one of the older republics which
sits among us here reinvig()rated the religion of its
ancestors. Though clothing it in CIU'istian rites, it
drew Jesus Christ and his faiithful apostles in its own
image, excluding ..Judas of cot.\rse. These people proudly tell us that without this memmorphosis they would
never have succeeded in driving the in~'2der from their
country. If the colonialists continue to reason as their
ancesf,ors did, and like them allow thernselves to be
overtaken by the times, we fear that this pheno.men
will recur Ort a large and devastating scale. It will
carry everything before it, and nothing which recalls
colonialism will remain..
.
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94. "Let us see to it together that, for the good of
manldnd, this calamity, which inllootical language
has been deSCribed as a return to the well-springs of
humanity, does not come about.
95. This sombre prospect gives singular importance
to the debate which you, Mr. President, are directing
with your customary competence and distinction. Would
it be asldng too much to beg you to use your influence
so that those whom the colonial Powers heed might
make an extra effort to bring about file freeing of
colonies which alltbe peoples of the world so ardently
desire? OUr Assembly, the reflecti.on of these peoples
who thirst for justice and deeply believe in the neces..
sity for peaceful coexistence,' could not fail to be
grateful to you..
96. The African co.ntinent is ,shaped somewhat like a
ques~'~on-m.ark, but also somewhat like a pistol pointecl,
as if by chance, at the Unicn of South Africa. It is for
the colonial Powers to see to itthat the continent is not
transformed into a real pistol, but remains a peaceful
question-mark. To do this the colonial Powers must
henceforth show that they can respond in time to the
questions put to them. This is vital to. the interests of
peace and friendship among peoples.
97. Africa does not bear malice or seek revenge; it is
not racist. and has no special dis1ik~ for foreigners.
All race~ liVe there togethcl-, all opinions are freely
expressed, except of course in the territori~~ which
are still 'lU1der the colonial yoke. Africa a180 knows
how to forget. The proof of this is in the young nationS
where the indigenous people and. colonizers live and
work together in friendShip and dignity.
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. 98. The draft resolution which is before you in docu-

ment A/L.323 and Add.1-5 comes from most, if not
all, of the formerly colonizednations. It is the expression of those who know the colonial r~gime better than
anyone else and who can assess its advantages and
disadvantages in a t.r'Ue perspective. The domination
of one people byanother, a condition contrary to fundamental hUD;laR rights and to the Charter of the United
NationS, is somethll1g that is known to all people. But
henceforth colanialil3m is condemned, and its perpetuation is recognized to be a clear threat to inter;'
national peace and security.
99. All peoples have the right of self-determination;
no political, economic or social pretext may be used
to deprive them of this right. We address a pressing
appeal to all the great nations to put an end to all
armed aC'(;ion and all other repressive measures
directed against the still dependent peoples thatpeacefully claim their independence. Such is the spirit of
our draft resolution.
100. Our continent knows its origins and its potentialities; it knows its value both for the present and
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for the future. Thus, when Africa and its sister continent Asia have occasion to speak of other continents,
they sometimes wear the tender smile of an indulgent
mother.
101. Africa cannot therefore ignore or dispense with
the other continents. Perhaps more than them itneeds
outside assistance to develop its fabulous latentriches.
It cannot, in the interdependent world of today, set
itself apart or withdraw into itself.As in the past it
wants to be both donor and recipient of everything that
enriches and does honour to our common heritage:
civilization.
102. The time has come when Africa as a whole must
occupy the select place it deserves in the family of
sovereign nations. Its intentions are pure, and, as in
the past, it is worthy of confidence.
103. I shall conclude by renewing· my app~a1/to the
colonial Plowers to join disinterestedly with us so that
thebreadfb. of the bistoric vote we snaIl talte wIll not
be lessened by a discordant note.
The meeting rose at 10.20 p.a,.
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fresidt:n!: Mr. Frederick H. BOLAND <Ireland).

AGENDA ITEM 87
Dec~laration on t~e granting of in~ependence to colonial

countrh!s and peoples (continue~)

.
•
.
1. Mr. SHANAHJ\.N (New Zealand): Since the founding
of the United Nat:lons a large part ofits work has been
directed to improving the position of peoples who could
not play a full part, as adult members, in the government of the society to which they belonged. This work
ha.s not been confined to the application of the provisions of the Charter relating to Trust and Non-SelfGoverning Territories: it has found expression also in
the steps taken by the United Nations to fulfil its de(~lared pu~oseof promoting respect for human rights
and freedoms for all, without distinctions of any kind.
.
~
2. The tree of freedom and independence is firmly
rooted in the Charter; and, at this session of the
General Assembly, we have witnessed its finest flower'"
ing. At this moment, whensevel1teennewlyindependent
countries have so recently been admitted to membership, it is natural that we should turn our attention to
the distance still to go, before the task can be complated. That is the reason why the concept of a draft
.declaration finds such a ready respon.se in this Assembly.
3. The very essence of this project is a belief in the
individual worth and dignity of all human beings-a
i belief which allovrs of no distinction on grounds of
race, of colou:.: ur of nationality, and which cannot be
fully vindicated as long as one people·exercises any
f9J.!M of hegemony over another. My delegation can
s\tbscnbe whole"'heartedly-and without any reservation or qualification-to a reaffirmation of this belief.
The people of New Zealand are as eager as those of
any other country to see a world of independent nations
~oI'king together for the common good of mankind,
f¥eed from the evils of racial disorimination and from
all forms of domination and oppression.
4. Let me say at once that my delegation does not
equate those evils with the term "colonialism". It
~9uld.he 'no service to the ideals ofthis Organization to
,'find a c~.tch-phrase for all the shortcomings of the
social'order in national societies. When the existence
o~ coloni,.ilism is openly recognized, as merely a pass'"
ing phase in the development of a particular'territory,
it shquld not be l1sed as a term. of disparagement.
• !I

That is the position in the ca.ses of the Trust and NonSelf-Governing Territories whose peoples are admitted to be within the scope of the relevant chapters
of the United Nations Charter.
5. It is a fact worth recalling that the States which
have borne the heaviest responsibilities for the administration of Trust and Non-Selfoo.Governing Territories were among the founding Members of this Organization, and that theyfreel~~ndvoluntarily assumed
the obligations which the Charter created. Their record
of performance is symbolized by the presence among
us of "the rep~~sentatives of many new States, which
have been brought to independence by the UnitedK~ngdom, France and other countries. In. this process, the
influence and moral authority of the United Nations
have played their own unique part; but that in turn was
made possible because the administering Powers
joined with othel~ independent States in framing .and
subscribing to th~~ provisions of the Charter it~elf.
6. Any declaration which· the Assembly adopts must
build on these foundations. In placing on record a
solemn expressi\'Jn of our aspirations for all peoples
who do not have:, a full measure of freedom, we must
not-as the Sovie,; Union and itssupporterswouldhaye
us do-ignore o~ belittle the honest efforts and sub..
stantial progress which have been made. Oursolici~
tude must ~end to all the· peoples whose actual state
of indepen~ence and subordination is not avowed.
7. In particula.r, the Assembly's attention should not
be confined to the Trust and Non-Self-GoverningTerritories which already come under the scrutiny of the
appropriate organs of the United Nations. We m:ust
take into account other and truly sinister forms of
colonialism-sinister because there are no pledges to
end them, no endeavours to redress wrongs actively
perpetrated in our own times, in defiance of Cllhrter
obligations and in full awareness of the humansuffering and degradation they have caused.
8. My delegation has welcomed the inf.tiativetakenby
the African and Asian States which have putforward a
draft declaration on the granting of independence to'
colonial countdes and peoples [A/L.323 andAdd.1-5h
This·· proposal must be regarded as a continuation of
the work begun when the Charter marked out the path
towards the goal of universal independence. We would
readily agree that to place any obstacles In this path
would be wholly at variance with the letter and the
spirit of the Charter.
.
9" . Yet the Charter itself recognizes that every people
and territory which travels this. pathm.ust set a pace
in keeping With itsc~:pabil1ties. That is why the detaUedprovisions governing Trust· and Non-Self-Gpverning Territories left room for a fiexibleapproach .
capable of beingadj'Usted to the circtlmstances 9feach
territory. This flexible approach was necessary only
because the immediate gl7ant of seH-goveI'I1Ib.en~ or
independence would in most cases have been'detli...
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mental to the real interests ofthe territory concerned.
yokes the whole moral authority of the United Nations.
To command the same universal respect, a, declara...
Many of the sponsors of the draft declaration have
first-hand experience of the provisions of Chapters XI tion on the granting of independence to colonial· coun'"
and XII of the Charter and how they have worked out tries and peoples must come up to the same standards
in practice. We have not heard any suggestion that' of objective validity and l'eflect the same positive
when these provisions are fully acknowledged and im- , approach. To take its place among the great documents
of the United Nation~, it must also be scrupulously
plementedby the administering Power concerned they
operate in any way to the detriment of a Trust or fair and must not at\tribute to administering Powers
motives and intentions which are the antithesis of
Non-Selt-Governing 'l'erritory orto delay its independence unre,asonably.
their settled policies and the results they have already
achieved.
10. New Zealand, also is in a position to judge for
14. We have no doubt that the intentions of the authoI"D
itself the efficacy of the Trusteeship System. There
of the present draft are in keeping with those aims.
is no doubt that its application to Western Samoa., for
It
is certainly' a praiseworthy objective to try to seCUre
example, has substantially hastened the day, nowarfull
acceptance and implementation by all States of
rived, when the people of Western Samoa feel able and
their Charter obligations, and also to speed uP-as
ready to become independent. This is not because in
the absence of a trusteeship agreement New Zealand m.uch as is consistent with good sense and practical
possibilities-the processes leading to independence
would have wished or would have been able to refuse
for
all peoples in the form. which they themselves
demands for indep'f/mdence., It is simply that the standards set by the Assembly and by the Trusteeship have chosen as best suited to their needs.
Council and their' c9.reful appraisal of progress have
15. At a session of the Assembly which has been so
encour.aged the growth of political institutions, the
deeply concerned with the tragic events in the Congo,
development of econo)mic and technical 'resources and we must be aware of the difficulties and complexities
the training of a nucleus of officials, teachers and in bringing a territory to independence. Under the
experts. The exisHmce of this basic' equipment is the
Charter an obligation to prepare dependent peoples
prerequisite for aln independence haVing any reality
for independence is imposed on the administering
or stability. WftlE'Jn the Prime Minister of Western
Power. It is therefore necessary to avoid any expresSamoa comes h~te next week to ask this Assembly to
sion of principle which may weaken the force of this
set in train the termination of the Trusteeshi.pAgreeobligation or cast doubt upon the need for its fulfil..
ment, 1 ,do not think we shall hear him say-as has
ment.
been said frol..n this rostrum in the course of this
16.. It may be that in some oases the work of presession....that lihe Trusteeship System has not justified
paring
for independence should have begun earlier or
itself anywhe:rta and should be buried.
have been, carried on more quickly-though under the
11., I repea.t 1~hat we all'e building on the Charter, and
spur of the Charter our conceptions have changed in
that its detailed provisions have already proved their these last changing years. It is proper to ensure that
worth in sec11.1ring-at 8'. much faster rate than many
all administering Powers are aware of their responsiwould have thought possible-the independence of a
bilities and are taking stl.3PS to discharge them. Bltt
large nUlllbeir of Trust andNon-Self-Governinl!Terri- it will serve no one, least of all the peoples of the
tlJries. Thifi' is the reality we need to bear inmind, if territory concerned, if the task still, to be completed
we are to Ir¥ake an honest assessment of the value and
is simply ab~ndoned(
purposes 02f a new declaration. SUch a document must
17. We were all impressed when the leader of one of
deal in gel1'laralitie~,. It cannot provide a rule of thumb
the grei!,t African nations admitted to m.embership this
which offers any automatic soluti.on of remaining coyear paid a tribute to the work Which the former Ad...
lonial problems; for, as the Charter recognizes, each
ministering
Authority had pat into preparing his councase isgc#ver.ned by its ownparticularcireumstances.
The test, is always that of determining what wUl best try for independtSnce. Let us be honest enough to
acknowledge freely the need for this preparation, to
suit the dnterests of the peoples-of all the peoplesrecognize that ir., most cases it is being carried on at
Whose d(,~stiny is at stake.
an ever lncreaS flng rat.e, with an integrity of purpose
12.. It lis in this light that my delegation judges the
and an unsurpassed devotion~
,
,
draft declaratipn submitted to us by the African and
18. For' all th£i;se reaSl'lns my delegation hopes thattha
Asian states.. What is here contemplated is not a
sponsors will bo Willing 'to consider rephrasing some
trea~J instrument, every stipulation of which would
parts
of their d},-aft. In some cases, what is implicit
Uave 'to be minutely weighed by each country that (Joncould
be
made 6}~plicit.. Understandably9 many of th(~
'templated adherence-and" indeed, it would seem to us
almost ilnpossible for such a,n instlument to improve sponsors were preoccupied With the remaining large
dependent territol\i.es in Africa. There is, howeverll a
upotl the tried and tested provisiollSl of the Charter.
need to make sure that the rights of. people subject to
Ra~her it is the object of a declaration, to capture and
reflect faithfully ideals and principles which axre of other fOl'ms of (mlon;ia1ism are equally prot9cted, and
that the different nt.)ed$ of smaller territorie$ in
universal
application.
j
regions other than .A.f~tica are notov91'10oked..
l~J. A declaration such as that now proposed by the
19. In relation to operative paragraph 5, therecan\be
ff,)rty..two countrief3 which have joined ~lS co-sponsors
no reason for not givhlg express recognition to the \
r/A/I~.323 and Add.1-5] would be in the best United
Nations tra.dition if it plac'ed on l'ecOJrd an optimum ~e!01owledged principle that, when the' time comes, the
people of these small territories may well choose a
,,·~tandard of attainment, in the work of bringing to an
fOl\:'!D.
of independence which Q\1es not inyolve the!~'
ena4j;l-1c"fortnsof colonialism at the earliest possible
separate
existence as & sovereign State. We also thi,nk
date. T}:i~ Universal Declaration of Human Rights ia
it would be possible to b:r::ing out more clearly in this
the grea~<~am:pleof a statement of principle so genparagraph
that the dUty of admimsterii1.g Powers is to
erally r~j.,ognized and so widely. supported that it in/1
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set in train immediately the processes which will which might be made to deviate thns important disenable their territories to achieve independence, in an
cussion towards purposes which areforeigntothehigh
orderly manner at the earliest possible date.
principles involved.
20. We also feel that the seventh paragraph of the
26. As we talte ¥pthis discussion at thepresent se8preamble does not take sufficient account of the many
sion of the General Assembly, one aspect of this pa1"""
ways in which the more developed countries are sharticulargathering is predominant in our minds;'the fact
ing their resources with the less developed countries,
tha~ there are so, many newly independent States sitting
whether or not they have yet attained independence.
wit~, us in this hall on the basis of equality and bringFrom what I have already said, it will be clear that
ingtheir own valuable contributions in this debatewhich
we consider that the ninth paragraph of the preamble
deals with a matter of such vital importance. Some
would be more happily, expressed if it did not imply
time ago it would have been difficult even to imagine
that colonialism was the Source of segregation and
such! rapid progress along the pai;Q,of freedom and
discrimination.
2ndependence. This reality is in itself a most ~ignifi..,&.1
'
•
,cant proof of the fact that the movement towards free21. The drcni: as a whole sh~uld, w.e thInk, refleCt
dom is irrev~rsible and will remain as the dominant
characteristic trend of thi .
tu
.
the fact that most of the adnunistenng Powers are
s cen ry.
already fully committed to the policy of permitting
the peoples of their territories freely to determine
27. Another happy trend is .constituted by tne fact that
their own future. In those circumstances it is wrong
the evolutionary processes which are culmlnating in a
to imply in operative paragraph 4 that all armed action movement of emancipation over a large part of the
is necessarily dire.et.ed toward preventing dependent
world are commonly upheld by the majority of people
~eoples_!ro.~ exerclsmg this free choic.eandobtainillg
in all the contj.nentsc Consequently, we can s~e today
~ts reahzatIon. Surely it would ~.e deSIrable to mike
that the attainment of freedom and .indepoodence
It clear that the uses of force WhICh are legitimate in
through evolutionary processes and without hideous
any State are not precluded. For example, the reprebloodshed is gradually becoming the general rule in~entative of Burma .mentioned ye~te,rday [93Oth meetstead of the exception, though, as we all know, quite
109] that in order to prevent cnme the police might
a number of tragic cases in the opposite direction
need to use force.
ha11e existed in recent years and some continue. to
,22. Finally, the text slnould establishbeyond doubt that
exist.
we are concerned not only with the peoples of Trust
28. My own country has had its bitter share of war
and Non-Self-Govern1lDg Territories but with all
and bloodshed and devastation in the past. Therefore
peoples who do not at,present enjoy an effective indewe lmowwhat it is for a young nation to lose the cre:h...~
pendence or full freedoms._
of its youth and to have its resources laid waste. 'We
23. I mention the desirability of these clarifications
also know that freedom ..~~g independence are to be
because the New Zealand delegation is eager to give
tre~sured above everything else. But, as we havewitits whole:z..hearted support to a declarationwhich would
nessed during the last decaq~s, these high ideals have
testify not only to the uncompromising stand of the
been attained and continue to b~ attained in certain
" United Nations against the continuation of colonialiem
parts of the world through. evolutlonary processes.. We
in'lany form but also to its ability to recognize good'as
a.r e of ~e opinion !hat, Wherever such pcace~1transiwen as too cOlldemn evil and to face and to grapple with hons mi:LY be attamed, they should be consldered as
the very .real practical problems which must be overoccasions for particular rejoicing.
come be~(.rt'e all territories and peoples can be truly
29. As we take up this discussion today these two
1.ree and md(~pendent.
important facts' which I have mentioned show clearly
24. Mr. MENEMENCIOGLU(Turkey); The Turkish
that there eXi~ts .agr:ement i? large areas of .the
delegation COIi\siders t":1',e discussion on the declaration world over ultimate alms and Ideals on the subJect
concerning thld indepen,(Ience of colonial countries and
under consideration. It is, therefore, an occasion of
peoples as one of the 1.'li.YSt important tasks which has
profound satisfaction for m.y delegation to co-sponsor
been take~. 'ap by the' Assembly during recent years.
a dr~ declaration in,defence of the· ideals of freedom
Wesb.are the views expressed by many. speakers who
and Independence, while we are conscious of the fact
have preceded v.S to the effect that this debate may
tha.t today such a declaration cannot be construed as
elucidate a number ot! important problems and may
being ~gainst .anybodYf 3:fly c~untry o~ .any group .of
contribute to formuhLting certain fundamental princountries. ThiS. declaration :l:lJIlS atglvmg a forceful
ciples of the utmost .aignificance fo!" the nations of the
an~ epoch-makmg expression to a set of basic ideas
world.'
which are deeply rooted among all thepeQples of the
world. We are confidellt that these ideals will continue
25. The subjel~t,under consideration includes such
to wield great influence wherever the cause offreedom
high aspirations a\~ "freedom It, "self-determination",
and independence may be in jeopardy in the future.
,fiindependence" and lIterritorial integrityff. These are
high ideals which a~re dear to the people of my country.
30. ".T?e araft declaratlOn co-sponsored by over forty
Indeed, in their his1POry both old and new the Turkish
coun..nes [A/L.323 and Add.1-5] 'is aimetlatextend;'ng
people have given ampl~ proof of the valtle which they
freedom and independence to., such dependent terri..
attach to these higl1. principles. Sometimes, under adtoriesas have not yet attained these, attributes. While
verse conditions, (Jur people have found themselves in
formulating th~conditions under which these te:re.the necessity of defending these principles singletorie.s may enJoy the .fruits of their e~ancipation, It
handed and at th~ cost of great sacrifiee. In Consewas }nevit~le and lo~cal that 'Ye shoulf,i try to ~ttend
quencc, like many other delegations. we are mindful
to them all the .basIc .prere.qulsites of. freedoman,d,
of the need to give to this debate s~rious, objective
independence Which are chenshed by our own peoples.
and constructive attention. There should be no doubt
31. Consequently the text before us l1lakes reference
that my delegation cannot participate in any attempt
to 0uch high aspirations as freedom, self-deterlllina";
"!\

.
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tion, independence, territorial integrity and racial
equality. These' are lofty ideals whj,chsb.ould be cherished by all countries old and new."
32. The incorporation of these principles in the draft
declaration should serve to remind all countrieswhich
have newly attained freedom and independence, and all
otherl:; which will soon follow, to be forever vigilant
so as to preserve their freedom and ind(~:pendence in
th.e face of whatever danger they may encounter in the
futu.re.
33. The attainment of independe~~e is certainly not an
end but a beginning. This was proclaimed with great
insistence by Kemal Atatui~k, the founder of.modern
Turkey ~ The legacy which he has left to the young
generations of our country and whk~h has had a profound influence in great areas of the world points to
a two-fold, purpose: first, to preserve at all cost the
freedom, independence and territorial integrity of the
country which have been optained through greatsacrifice; and· second, toconc;·entrate all efforts for accelerated development in the economic, social, cul~raland
political fields, not only with the aim of integrating our
country with the most advanced conceptit;ns ofmodern
civilization, but also because such develO'pmentconstitutes, ,in the long run, the only tru~ guarantee for
preserving intact the fruits of freed.om and independ'ence which are cherished above all by my countrymen.
.34. This legacy of our great founder, KemalAtaturk,
together with his motto, "Peace in the motherland and
peace in the world", continue to be the solid cornerstones of our political conceptions in Turkey.

35. The Turkish Republic, which was founded some
forty years ago on these con'Viotions and which has
evolved its policy in the same direction ever since,
is p~rtj:c\llarly happy to collaborate with so many new
Members of the United Natj.ons for the solid entrenchmEmt of these ideals in wide areas of the world. The
fact that so many other countries will soon attain
independence, and that they will soon join us here to
make their own valuable contribution to the cause of
peace and universal brotherhood in our"Organization,
is a matter which gives us further cause forsa'ti£:lfac;o
tion.
36. As co-sponsors of the draft declaration, we do not
advance the pretension ,that this text in itS3lf has
f.ormulated a new CC!l@Jilptiol1 of human relationso We
have attempted to bring together and to crystallize
the fundamental ideals of our ·tjrnes in connexion with
colonialism. in all its forms an.d manifestations. In so
doing, thi~ text in its essence elucidates a basic move"
ment which, haVing startedwith scme political philo~o
phers in France, the United states and England nearly
two centuries ago, has evolved to constitu.te an outstanding universal trend of the present period.
-

.

'

37. The co-sponsors of this draft declaration, haVe
had a constructive and practical aim in mind. As I
have said before, we do not construe thist~t as being
directed against anybody; neither is it' our intention
to hamper any efforts now being ma,de in many territories for' ,a peaceful and orderly transition to independence witn,;.:the co-operation of all concerned.
.38. My d~lf3gation is aware that in certain cases the
necessity id! harmonizing the interests of the peoples
who should be the rightful masters of the newly
established States has made it' imperative to have
preparatory consuUationsin order to arrive at a
mutually acceptable constitutional formula upon which

a stable and peaceful national existence could be based.
This has been the ease in certain ~.federative states
and in others which were previously faced by similar
problems. We have among us today as Members of the
United Nations some outstanding examples of success...
ful solutions, which have been found 'to such problems
through the consh"uctive efforts of all concerned. Such
constitutional and practical achievements of many
nations and pe()pl~s represented here, as well as the
determined ", efforts which they have made in order to
reach these happy results, can undoubtedly serve as
valuable examples wherever similar problems may
arise. An atmosphere of union and harmony has always
'been of the utmost importance for newly-established
States in allOWing t.."'lem to concentrate all their efforts
towards economic, social, cultural and political advancement, which is the only guarantee of their su~
vival as truly free and independent nations.

-

44.
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39. The draft declaration before us proclaimsthe end
of an era and the beginning of a new one. No one can
contest the. validity of this claim. What is important
today is that all our efforts should be united to make
this end speedy and unconditional. There is no better
way of serving the cause of international peace and
understanding, which are the essence of our Charter,
than to accelerate all efforts aimed at securing freedom and independence to the dependent peoples who
ardently desire these attributes.

4€

40. At the same time, the draft declaration sets forth

01

certain prerequisites for the full and continued enjoyment of freedom and independence. Therefore, the
principles embodied in the draft declaration also recommend themselves as elements which will serve the
cause of peace, which is a common aim of the peoples
of the world.
41~. In conclusion, I wish to state once again that my
delegation considers this d~bate as one of utmost im...
portance. We are aware that the subject-matter deals
with problems which are of vital significance at the
present
We have been conscious of the heavy
responslbility which weighs upon uS,as upon every
other delegation in this Assembly, in trJing to make a
contribution both in this debate and in the preparation
of the draft declaration. In making our modest contribution, we.have served the ideals inwhichwe strongly
believe, while at the same time trying to achieve these
ends through harmony instead of discord. We hope that
thes.e discussions may bring about such harmony of
views and that the principles embodied in the draft
declaration may be proclaimed to all the world in a:
manner which will leave no doubt as to their momentous significance.

4'i

time.

42. Mr. MEZINCESCU (Romania) (translated from
French): The Romanian delegation attaches particular
importance b t.his debate on the abolition of the colonial r6gime, an item which was placed on the agenda
of the fifteenth session of the General Assembly at
the request of the Government of the Soviet Union
[A/4501].

-

43. The achievement of the fundamental aims of the \
United Nations is inconceivable Without the abolition
of the colonial r6gime. The colonial wars and repressive military operations against the patriotic nationalliberation movements, which have' hardly ceased since
the end of the Second World War, are a denial of the
principles of the Charter and a permanent threat to
international peace and security.
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44. At a time when the colonial r~gime is still depriving more than one hundred million people of their
freedom and national independence, how is it possible
to speak of friendly relations among nations, "based
·ontespect for the principle of equal rights and selfdetermination of peoples", to quote the terms of
Article 1, paragraph 2, of the Charter?
45. As the Head of the Romanian delegation, Mr.
Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, stated in the course of the
general debate:

. " •••. adherence to the principles of the United
Nations Charter has become incompatible with colonial oppression perpetrated by Member States of
the United Nations. Consequently, it is high time for
the United Nations to call upon all Governments
strictly to observe the provisions of the Charter on
equality and respect for sovereign rights and for the
territorial integrity of all States without exception,
rejecting any manifestation of colonialism, any exclusive right or privilege for the benefit of so~e
States to the detriment of others." [873rd meeting,
para. 44.]
46. Only the permanent abolition of the colonial r~
gime and of all vestiges of colonialism can satisfy
the legitimate desire of the colonial! peoples for freedom and national independence, and satisfy progressive
public opinion throughout the world, which is demanding that this disgrace to humanity be removed from
our planet once and for all.
47. The tjosition taken by States <>n the abolition of
the colomal r~gime in all its forms and the immediate
granting of independence to the colonial peoples is a
test of their loyalty to the principles of the United
Nations Charter.
48. All those who sincerely adhere to the principles
of freedom and of the right of peoples to use the resources of their country for their own benefit cannot
fail to support the immediate granting of complete
independence to all the colonial countries,. to all the
Trust Territories and other Non-Self-GoverningTerritories, and the abolition of the leasing of property
and whole areas in the territory· of other States.
49. A categorical "yes" by States to the concreteand
practical proposal for the immediate abolition of the
colonial r~gime places them on the side of the forces
ef progress and peace. A negative or evasive reply
places them OD the side of the forces of reaction and
aggression.
50. This is not a case of "psychological terrorism".
The laws of historical developmant of human society
create situations in which equivocation is no longer
Possible, however subtle the masters of that school of
thought may be.
51. The force of the liberation and national independence movement, and the irresistible tide of opinion
in favour of the abolition of the colonial r6gime place
the colonial Powers and their representatives in this
debate in an unenviable position. On no. other question
is Western diplomacy obliged to conceal·more effectlvely the difference between what it practices and
What it preaches.
~~\.

It is admittedly extremely difficult for the colonial
masters to reject directly and categorically, in the
name of "\Vestern freedom If and the "free world",
freedom and i1J.dependence for over one hundredmillion
people who are still subjected to colonial slavery; it
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is equally difficult for them to give a categorically
affirmative reply to this question: the tiger does not
turn vegetarian just because his prey becomes scarce
and elusive.
53. This is why, since the opening of this discussion,
we have witnessed the efforts of certain delegations
to avoid replying by a categorical yes or no to these
questions, and the efforts of other. delegations to
eulogize the "civilizing mission", the "generosity"
and the "magnanimity" of the colonial oppressors.
54. The most authoritative representati,,~s of the .
peoples who have regained their independence as a
result· of the collapse of the former colonial empires
have already given caustic but dignified replies to the
apologists for slavery and colonial exploitation. It is
not gratitude towards the former colonialist rulers
that they have expressed from this rostrum, but scorn
and condemnation of colonial oppression and exploitation.
55. I have only a few remarks to add to what has
already been said. We must make no mistake about
the motives of colonialism, the reasons for its collapse and the conditions which must be established
if it is not to recur in a new form.
56. As regards the "generosity" and the "civilizing
miSsion" of colonialism, I think that Africa-and, at
this session of the United Nations, is this not the year
of Africa?-is the continent which, better than any
other part of the world, reveals the true value of
the "generosity" and the "civilizing mission" of the
coloJlialists. From Whatever angle we consider the
matter and whatever our standard of comparison,
Africa is the most backward region of the world with
respect to per caput national income, level of industrial development, edUcation, public health and medical
assistance. Is this backwardness due to a lack of
natural resources, particular climatic conditions, or
the inability of its peoples to develop the natural
resources of their countries? Certainlynot. Africa
has the bulk of the capitalist worldfS reserves of gold,
diamonds, uranium, chromium, stibnite and phosphorites, with 60 per cent of its manganese, 48 per cent
of its copper, 47 per cent of its bauxite, 40 per cent
of its hydro-electric resources, etc. The recent discoveries of petroleum and natural gas in the Sahara
are opening new development prospects for Afrtc}!.~and
prove that the full extent of its natural resources
has still to be explored. In addition, there are the
very rich and varied agricultural crops of Africa
whioh, ~ihilg they m.ay not provide the world with its
daily bread, do add a certain spice to it in the form of
deliCiOUS fruits, dishes and drinks. It is not the
natural conditions or the incapacity of the population
which have prevented the development of the African
soil and sub-soil for the welfare of the peoples of
Africa. It is ,the seizure of these resources and the
exploitation of the African peoplas byfo:reignmonopolies which are the cause of the poverty and sufferings
of the African peoples.
57. It· is with African labour, the cheapest in the
world,. and under African conditions that the Western
monopolies are making record profits, recovering .
their capital investments in only three or four yea.rs, .
or even sooner. The current profitsof.,the RhodeSian
Selection Trust group, controlled by the New York
Company, American Metal, amounttodoublethewages
of the 39,000 miners Which this group employs. The
Anglo-Alnerlca'J1 group, with its Chairman HaI'l'y Op-
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penheimer, whose empire extends from LakeVictoria
to the Cape, last Year made profits which alone amount
to three and a half times the total sum which the
Un~ted States Government considers necessaryforthe
programme of economic development in Africa. This
shows very clearly where the material means to cure
Africa of the after-effects of colonialism should be
sought.
58. As a further example to add to those· already

given by other speakers, I shall quote the follOWing
lines published in the May 1960 issue of the magazine
Fortune. Speaking of the Western Deep Levels gold
mine, in the Transvaal, the author of an article in
defence of the millionaire Harry Oppenheimer and
the Anglo-American, group wrote:
"For seven and a half hours a day, since drilling
first started in 1945, native miners havebeen digging
out the shafts of the new mine in this watery hell
amidst the deafening roar of pneumatic drills•••"
. 59. By 1964 they will be down to the deep reefs at
10,000 feet. Then Western Deep Levels of the Transvaal will be the richest gold mine in the world. In its
expected lifetime it will produce more than $2,200
million worth of gold at today's prices. 'When the mD,le
is finally in operation, Anglo-Americanwill have spr~nt
more than $84 million-mark the difference!-underthe
ground and also above· it for the plants to turn ore into
ingots, for the co:qstruction of compounds for native
wor.kers-note this well!-and for modern housing for
white employees. How kind, how magnanimous and
generous~ No usurers, however hard-hearted, could
fail to be enraptured by such remunerative "generositylf.
60.· As other speakers before me have shown, it is in

fact not a question of gep.erosity or of a civilizing
m,ission, but simply one of \?lunder and e::ltplo~tation
carried to extremes.
.'
'
61. If the colonialist Powers are now forced to seek
new methods and tactics to ensure the continued flc!w
of profits from the @olonial countries, this i~ m:t~ to
the pressure of the~:powerful movement for liberation
and national independence among the colonialpeoples.
The colonialists are obliged, by the force of events,
to recognize that when they obstinately cling to extreme
forms of colonial oppression-as is the case in Algeria, Kenya and Rhodesia-they risk losing everything.
62. This was frankly admitted by the American ide,~l
ogists of neo-coloniaUsm, Stra~sz-Hup6 and :Hazard,
whQ wrote in their book The Idr}ja of Colonialism: "•••
the light course for the West is not to retreat or 'get
out', but to find acceJ)table solutions in orderto stay"!/
-in the colonies, it is understood.
63. When the colonialist Powers claim that a particular territory is not yet ready for self-government, it
can be stated, without fear of contradiction, that it is
precisely the question. of the "succession 1f that they
have failed ,. to solve. This excuse for delaying the
granting of 'freedom and independence to the colonial
pe.oples has been made several times during this debate. But those who wish to use this excuse to involve
the solution to the colonial problem in a vicious
circle have avoided saying who has prevented and is
11 Robert Strausz-Htip~ and Harry W. Hazard. The Idea of Colonialism
(New York. Frederick A. Praeger, Inc•• 1958). pp. 42~43.
~/;

still preventing the colonial peoplescfrom preparing
for se~f-government.

themselve~

1

1

64. To admit th(~t after decades-and in some cases
centurie.S-Of. the '~~.ilizin.gmission" ofthe colonialist
.

countries, the peoplels concerned are not yet ready to
govern themselves, 'Is tantampunt to admitting not
only the failure of the coloniaU;8t "civilizingmission It,
but also the falsity of any Cla.iJilS based upon it.
65. Dr. Banda, the leader of the national liberation
movement in Nyasaland, rightly pointed out that to
make the granting of independence contingent upon the
degree of preparation of the indigenous inhabitants
was equivalent "to asking tennis players first to take
part in the Wimbledon Tournament and then to learn
to hold a racquet".
66. It is the struggle against oppression and colonial
exploitation which has been and still is the hard
training ground for the "cadres" through which the
colonial peoples would be able to govern themselves•
This~truggle is going on wherever colonies still
exist. This training ground has produced remarkable
politicians, who have not only. proved to be skilled
leaders of their peoples but have also gained consid<;lrable international authority, such as Nehru,
Sukarno~ Nkrumah, S6kou Tour~, Ferhat Abbas ..and
many others. It is in the prisons, in the concentration camps or in exile that the "cadres" through which
the colonial peoples will be able to govern themselves
must be sought. It is in the colonialist prisons tnat
are to be found leaders of the vast national liberation
movements, such as Kenyatta in Kenya, Rukeba in
Ruanda, Mohammed Ben Bella and other leaders ofthe
Algerian people's struggle for national liberation and,
according to the latest news, Lumumba in the Congo.
67 .WitIlout ignoring past or present difficulties, it is
clear that the immediate granting of independence to
the colonial peoples is the surest and most rapid
means of maturing and training "cadres" in all fields.
The example of the States which hav.e become truly
independent is most edifying in this regard.
68. My delegation would like to draw the Assembly's

attention to the importance· of abolishing all forms of .
colonial domination, which includes the restoring to
their legitimate, owners of the possessions and leased
areas held by the colonial Powers in the territory of
other States. In this c;:;onnexion, it ll1lust be pointed
out, in the first place, that poss-essibns rmd leased
areas of this kind are used mainly for mi)~itary purposes and represent a particuk~rly dangerOus form of
the colonial r6gime which it is absolutely essential
to eradicate.
69. The existence

of

possessions and leased areas.
not only prevents States from exercising their sovereignty over tht( whole of the national territory, but, in.
addition, is always accompanied by brutal interventio~
in the domestic. affairs of the States inwhose territofy
the poss,~ssions and leased areas are situated on the
part of the colonial Powers which hold them.
70. Moreover, since these possessions and leased
areas, which are scattered throughout Asia, Africa,
Latin America and even Europe, are used alInost
exclusively as sites formilita+~, nav,:a1.andair bases
or for rocket launching grounds, it is easy to see,what
a. threat to international peace and security this form
of colonial domination r~presel1ts.
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71. The mORt authoritative leaders of the peoples of
Africa and A"Sia have drawn attention to the danger
represented by the maintenance and organization of new
foreign military bases in Africa and Asia. They rightly
conc1ricted, in the course of the general debate, that
"as long as a single square yard of African and Asian
land is still under foreign~~minationtthe world will
know no peace". This is particularly understandable as
the· network of dllilitary bases\encircling the globe is
controlled by the military alliances of the colonialiet
countries; this explains the anxiety of so many peoples
still sUbjected to colonial slavery, and of those which
have recently regained their independence. These
}?,eoples fully realize that the military bases belonging
to the United States and Jts allies are not only directed
against the socialist countries, but are also designed
to maintain or impose colonial domination in one form
or another.
72. Very often, t4e i~maller colonialist countries
which are members6f NATOus~theAmerican military
bases installed in different territories oftheircolonl~l
empire in shameful transactions aimed at obtaining
aid and assistance from the United States and the
other colonialist NATO Powers to suppress the struggle for liberation of the oppressed peoples. Everyone
will undoUbtedly remember that the'Belgian colonialIsts made their future participation in NATO contingent
on their receiving support from the United Statesand the United Nations-and from other colonial Powers
for .the defence of Belgian colonial interests in the
Congo. This support was granted, to the satisfaction
of Belgian coloniallst circles.
73. The New York Times of 25 October 1960 informed
'its American readers that aformerMinisterofPortugal, in an article which appeared at Lisbon, "reminded American leaders that Portugal had granted
bases in the Azores to the United States" and said that
the United States should manifest "comprehension and
solidarity in the case of Portuguese territories in
Africa".
74. Once they have gained their freedom and political
independence, the former colonial peoples have to face
the problem of the struggle for economic independence
and the free possession and development of their
resources for their own benefit.
75. The struggle for eCOllomic independence, which
should give real meaning to_9tDd consolidate political
independence, is as legitunate and inexorable a process as the movement for liberation and national independence ampng the colonial peoples.
76. If we bear in mind that almost all the fortunes
of the Western world were largely built upon the exploitation of the colonial peoples, we caD:\ alSo understand th~ irritation of certain representatives who hav~
spoken d\\ring this debate at the attempt which has been
made by fue :PJPresentatives ofthe coloDialist Powers,
directly or through other persons, to divert the Assembly's attention from the problem which it is discussing and the roots of the evUwhioh must be eliminated. My delegation thinks that the insinuations made
.by certain )1oepresentatives deserve no other" reply
than;~the expt:Bseion of our deepest scorn.
77. The United Nations is now called upon to decide
in favour of the;total and permanent abolition of the
colO~a1 r6~~~ B~=t the peop~es which have gained
their )JoUtiaaJ. independence or will, we hope, gain it in
the. near future, have and will continue to have to

struggle desperately'''i;o rid themselves of the infiltration of foreign monopolies into their economies,which
constitutes not only a relic of colonial domination,
\~1;>ut also ~I formidable obstacle to overcoming the lag
In economic and cultural developll1ent which these
peoples have inherited from colonial slavery.
78. The colonialist powerswhich(§ucceeded, fifteen
years ago, inpreventing~hewords "colony", "colonial"
and "colonialism" from appearing in Chapter XIofthe
Charter, have been unable to prevent the historic
destiny of colonialism from being now almost entirely
fulfilled. They are no longer able to prevent the last
traces of colonialism from being erased.
79. The abolition of colq~alism, on which the United
Nations must reach a decision, "represents the climax
of a historical process. This climax can no longer be
postponed, .whatever decision is taken by the Gen.eral
Assembly. But it could be expedited and tIle abolition
of colonialism could be completed if the General As-.
sembly would unequivocally condemn allo.forms and
manife.stations of colonial domination, without exception.
'
)

80. Mr. TOURE Ismael (Guinea) (translated f:rom
French): Until 1950, the great majority of the people
of Africa, colonialism's favoUrite continent, lived under foreign domination. Only three States-the Egyptian
Provinoe of the United Arab Republic,Liberia and
Ethiopia-enjoyed national independence. In other
words, ten years ago, the free population ofthe African
continent amounted to only 45 million persons.spread
over a total area of 2.3 million square kilometres.
During the eight-yearperiod from 1950 to 1958, the
liberation movement, which began after· the lastworld
war, brought about the liberation of 37 million people
),and 5,250,O~O square kilometres. For the statistician,
this· already! reflected considerable .progress, because
this first tl,rust towards independence meant an increase of more than 100 per cent in terms of the
geographical area, of the territories liberated and of
:more than 80 percent in terms ofthe number of people
liberated. As we know, this trend has taken a sharp .
upturn during the year 1960. Retu~g toourstatistics, we note that,in all, 82 minion people and 1.5
m.illion square kilometres hadpal:ilsed from the colonial·
systell1 to sovereigllty by 31 December 1958. In 19~0
alon~e, seventeen African States have either regained
o~ are about to regain their independence, a. ~otal. of
1l10re than 85 million people. and 12milliow(square
kilometre~. In other words, these figures du~g a
single year show an increase of over 100 percent in.
terms of numbers of people and 150 percent in terms
of total area.
81. Thus, the year ~960tru1ydeserves the nam.e "Year
of Africa w• The" liberation movement h~s. grown by
geometric progression.· The very logic ofthisp~
greasion m.akes us think that the year 1961· will be
the terminal year of the ~olonialera in AfriC$~, because only the last third of thiscontinel\t remaIns to
be liberated, though this still means that more than
60 million people and 9.5" million square kilometres
remain under foreign domination. With the a,ccession
of these 60 million. men and WOll1en ~, national independence, the. political. aspect of ethe~~
.• ·enomenon of
co19nialism ~can be considered as virtu y a thing of
the past.
!',~
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82. The end of the colonial system does ll:ot,hgwever,
imply the end of the effects of the system:
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characteristic of <tlolonialism-under-development84. The search for gold very quickly outstripped the
cannot be eliminated overnight; it will take time, and
search for spi.ces and other exotic CUriosities. Coloni..
great effort. And the reason why it is important. to put
zation brought about the establishment of gr,eat colonial
an. ·inlmediate end to all ·systems of colonization ls c'ompanies w,hichengaged ili areaFscramble for
precisely so as to speed up the struggle against the
treasure. In an article entitled "The Days of Don
aftermath of foreign domiilation. For a great many
911ixote" in the January 1956 issue of the magazine
years. stUl, the African continent, even after it. h~it~ l&:urope,Pf.erre Vilar wrote;
cOlllpletely fr~ed itself from servitude, will have':'to
continue to devote its energies to the dev~..1opment of . \;.\ "The occupation of land, the subjection ofmen, the
pillaging of treasuries do not constitute any kind of
its economic, social and cultural institutionS~ Like
pr,eparation f~r investment, in the capitalist meaning
Asia, Africa has now become aware. of the abs~lute
9f~\:;the term. A nascent b.;>t1.rgeoisie coul~/a\l) this.
D.ecessity,ofridding itself of 'the colonial system,
An,i
from about '..480 to 1550 the SpanishbOurgeoisie
which has shown. itself to be utterly bankrupt in all
did.
exactly
that. Only, because o!:ilts position astride
re~pects. It· is, of course, true that no one actually
the ~~i1vertract.e,1t first experimentedwith capitalism
defends the colonial system,. but there are some who
at ports and fairs. Much was spent, imported, or
wish to delay its demise on the pretext that the colonial
loaned
out at interest, but littlewas produced. Prices
peoples must be tJ:'ained for independence. That is not
and
salaries...
soared. Parasitism developed and
~ very weighty argument nor does it take any aocount
enterprise
declined,
spelling futu~ destitution. It
either of the past history of the colonial. peoples or of
the real problems they must solve in order~ to. build
85,", As a result of this threat, betvleen th<?! years
a :future for themselves. To. those who postulate the
18'10 and 1890 tue worl:d was divided up with a view to
need for a period of so-called preparation for indethe more wholesale and more efficient exploitation of
pendence, it is always a valid reply that that very
the subjllgai:ed peoples and their wealth. Each colonial
fact constitutes an additional damning indictment of
Power set up ita OW"ll empire and its own zone of in..
coloniali~m. In reality, it has never been any part of
fluance. W'e shall not dwell upon colonialist methods,
the purpose of colonialism to fulfil an:;" mission of
vif&ether pe~ceful or brutal and ranging from. cunning
c~ivilizatio1'l "Vhatever 01' to carry thJ;ough any endeavour
to the mos1~bloody' repression, for they are already
to eduoate,? the colonial peoples for the e.ltercise of
well knownJ
/
their. sovereignty.. Hence, if, in its declimng days,
iiThe gesign of these colonies", Montesquieu wrote
colonialism makes ~. feverish attemp~ to teach the
in
his Esp!!t des lois, "is to trade on more advan~coloni~ p~oples how to govern th~;mselves, it thereby
tageous
conditions than could otherwise be done with
~~~J9!QYJ<l~~g~~ .its,~ own failure, because it must not be
neighbOUring
people to Whom all' advantages are
foi"~en, that at the tune of theirc~)~o~zation, these
reciprocal. It has been established that the metropeopl~ have in all instances been found~:J:l1,~n~:Q.t~y
polis
01" mot~er COUlltry alone may tr~de in the
capable of govel'lling themselves throllgh their own
calonj,as,
and that· for a verJ good reason; because
national.institutions, which had sometbnes reached ~n
the
desi~
of tlv~ settlem~nt is the extension of
(I
advanced stage of development. These peoplesnev1sr
commerce, not ItJ~e fou:ndat~on of a city or .a new
caJ].ed .in the <~(J)l()nizers, and in some cases they had
empire. " i \
..
attaineaa degree of civiliz~:j.on.whi.ch wa~ infillitely
lJ
':::~:."
higher than t~.at of their conquerors. There can pe no
86. It is.
·:£llat the great country of China, the
doubt that colonialism has always been ,based excluhome of a civilization several thousand years old, was
sively on the interests ofthe cQlonizers(. In the fifteenth
not spared thiS rush towards the Virgin territories. In
century, the :-;nain incentive was· the search for such
this·feverish race, the idea. of ftfortune" predominated.
prod'uctsas spices, aromatic dru.gs, perlufues, sugar,
over the idea of Itcivil;lzation"~. whic~_was .only a preeamphor, opium,gtUlls and resins~ ete.l! of whieh
text, and. th~) . g1'eat Powers, no doubt because they
Europe had need andwhich had at allcosts to be sougbt
were conScience..stricken, spoke of .what they called
mother continents.
1\.
their "civiliZing.missionf,'. · : i
1(,
83.Little by litf;le, the search for gold 'Was added.to
87~ .J'ules . 1l6rry, the father of the French colonial
speCUlation in exo~ic spices. In th~ seventeenth Q\eneJ.]lpire, said in the Chambej:" ofQeputies on 30 Novemturj', the merchantbankers, who allied themselvEff;·'1t'itb
ber 1883:
t~e soverta1gn against thegJJ-powerful feudal IoNs;
be-~~n to appear in Eu~9P~. At that moment~ the era
"Thus from an sides we see the pun exerted. by
of ~lonial adyp~.resdaWned. The termf,J .civilizing
int~re$t or greed directed 'towards what was th$
, dr~arb.' of all' and the.desire of each: China, that
~issio~ga6fus, or humanism of any type are out .of
immensetrGasure ofthe Pacific; China, i;heancient
p~ifnere. Thus~ it would be altogether ironical to
. />,,,,,,·<ifescribe'that bygone age as an' era of so-called build..
and marvellous; China, tl'ta fOCUBOf an schemes and
ers of. empires; the term merely disguises exploiters
hop8$, with its immense \:inarket of400 to 500 million
consumers p its subsoil rich in coal deposits extendc:~whole peoples, even of whole conttnellts. The illustrious Christopher Columbuswrote on14 OQ~ober1492:
ing over an area of more than 700,000 squ,are ~JP·
xnetret3, its ine:;c:hanstible ore deposits, its immense
" .-There,. must be many thingS grQWing here which
provinces, crying out for industrial e~pment, rail" 't I do D~t know about, but I cannot let myself be cUstoads, and metal supplies. And the European rivals
~racted 'from my purpose, which.is to tind gold by
vied
with one another to reach this Eldorado first
~lOring the islands. If I hav'e the time:, I shall
and to carve ou.t. their portion, their zone of in- \\
ransack the whole island until I find the king and
nuance,
their p~lVileged domain •••"
discover the 6Xtent of his weall:J1 in gold."
And he continUed:
Believing that he had found Japan, he wrote:
1f~ •• it was Gennany which set things in motion by
, "When I see what reserves·· of gold and spices are
deciding, somewhat belatedl)Y'; that it also wanted to
. to be found here, ct shall consider what is tl,le best
- become a col07.11al nation. But greedforcedGermany
thing to do.' ;)
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pped the
to make up fOr lost time. It coveted one of the best
91. In the Geograplrlcal De$cription of Spain and
.Colonimorsels of China, Shantung, with its 30 million Africa another Arab author states that a stablecivilicolonial
pecople"and its ,immense natural; wealth.,Us1ng as a . ~ation wasalreadyflourisbing in the SUdan in the
lble for
o pretex;t the convenient killing of two,ilermanmiseleventh century. At the time Wli~)l the Empire of
I of Don
sionaries, Germany dispatchedasquadl~n,seized Ghana had reached its peak, alchemYt a science comlagazine
Shantung, and gave the signal for the scramble for
posed of an equal proportion of naivet6and supersti"spoils. Russia hurried in, extended the Trans"",Siber~ tion, was rampant-~in El.'-rope.
,~
ian
Railway
and
obtained
the
lease
of
Liaotung,
which
men, the
92. The Malt Empire reached its peak in the four-. she ·.had forced the Japanese .to return. England
'kind of
teenth century under the famous Kankan Mous~a, who
claimed Weihaiwei, and France, wiShing to balance
meaning
reigned f~om 1307 to 1332. Arab writers areunStinting
her holdings, occupied Kwangchowan, in the vicinity
'all> this.
in
their praise of Kankan. MQussa, a pious emperor
of ,Indo-China. "
rgeoisie
whcS" founded' the compulsory Koranic· School for
:lastride
the children of the capital. His pilgrimage to Mecca
'88. Some people naively believe th.at the histoiy of the
pitalism
in 1324 was of unparalleled importance and magI)i...
p'e9ples who haye been viQtims of colonialis:m. began
rted, or
fice,nce.; According to Ibn Klfaldun there were no
with coloniaI penetration. This is a serious error
I. Prices
lesa:"ttlan 80,000 men in the train of ' the sovereign
/"
which, in the majority of cases, results from the
pad and
El Ua]j Mansa Moussa. Tradition, in tl'\~ form of
·efforts
of
the
colonial
system.
of
education
to
drop
the
ion."
chanted poetry, has recorded' the name~j of the prinveil completely on the past and the history of those
cipal personages inthe sov~reign's retinue. To m:ention
l~ years
'peoples and to instil in them a' del,lendency complex.
only a few: 1Ungku Magnuma, TungkuManian, the two
l. view to
In this way, the official history of Africa has trans~
men Kan Tour6 and .Kan Ciss~, SiriInanban,
holy
ltationof
formed the foreign conquerors into so-called apostles
Dalamina
Mam~dou Kouyat6.The Tarikh el-Fettach
lcolonial
of c.\ivilization.
described the Scene of Mansa Moussa's wife's bath
ne of'in..
in
the middle of the desert. There is another,and no
nethods,
89. Cht the other hand, the greatest of the African
less
important, aspect of this pilgrimage-it is possible
"cunning
heroest/who opposed foreign domination and'brought
to.
date
the beginning of the so-called Su:4anese style
J already
the set\se of liberty and dignity of our peoples to its
of
architecture
at about 1325. It is ·stiu found in
highest point, have been disparagingly depicted in the
Afrlqa, particufarly in the present Republico! Mali,
colonial manuals as common bandits or as ambitious
euwrote
and it originated with Ibrahim Es-Sahili,a native of
and blood-thirsty upstarts.
e advanGranad~
brought back by Kankan Moussa.
,I
:. . .: .:.:__
:ionewith
93. Ibn Khaldun relates:
90. This systematic d,istortion has be-en'fQstered by
1ges are
lack
of
written
data
on
the
history
of
the
African
the
~ metro"Sultan Merinide Abou Hasseinmaintainedfriendly .
continent. Bad 'faith has gone to such lengths that
(e in the
relatioDSwith the Sultan of Mali and the two monattempts have even been made to convince some Afri"';'
because
archsexchanged gifts through their grand viziers.
cans
that their ancestors were blue-eyed~,. flaxen- .
ansion of
The Sultan ofthe~)greb even had a selection· ot
haired Gauls. This was the best"way of providing a
:>r a new
the finest products~skingdommadea;nd entmsted
semblance of justification for the s~alled civilizing
AliIbn Ghanem, the ,Emir of the Makils, with the
mission of the colonial Powers. It,;!tad to be shown·
task of bringing this truly royal gift to the SUltan of
hina" the
somehow that at the time of tljec'co16lrl:a-Lponquest,
the 'nlacks.."
""(,
I old, was
../. Af~rca was inhabited by barbaliih tribes who "W~!~I2' in~ories.In
.;/ capable of governing themselve~~ But in the history of
94. To give some idea of the strength of Kankan
:>minated,
Africa as it actually was t sevf'}ral large and wellMous,sa's army, 'we l1lay point out that according to
ly a preorg:anized empires such as the Mali Empire of the
Aldmari he 'had 100,000 foot-soldiers and 10,000
use they '1'~~QurteenthQentur'J'~,hadattained 'a degree of culture c~valry. Under the influence of Islam, MalisaW'~the
ay called •. .artd,civiltzation that Europe 'd.uring the sallleage might flowering of such great cultural centres as Timbuktu,
well~n'Vtb· Vihen Ibn Batuta,a geographer entrusted
gj6n6, Gao, OUalata and Niar~\o Several Ima:msofMali
with
a~\J.hission
for
the
Sultan
of
Fez,
visited
the
Mali
studied in the cities of No:gh .t\frica, the most eminent
colonial'
Empire
in
1352;
it
impressed
him
as
a.
riqh
and
ha:ppy,
of
whom was the jurist of Timbuktu, Kateb Moussa,
Novemland. Indeed, during the reign of Mansa Suleiman,
who studied at Fez. EvenMaghrebiansdidnotconsider
it beneat:h them to att~ndirthe universities on the banks
the Empire of Mali covered all the part of the African
~erted,by
continent which today, corresponds roughly to West
of the Nfger. The Tarl.:kb es-Soudancontali1S the followwas th~
'. ~Africa. Nor was, the reign of MansaSUleimanthe /.m.ost iJ:lg anecdote:
lina, that
brilliant in the ·history of the Ma:liEmpire. However,
"Abderhaman et-Temini, who hadcom~from Hede ancient
according to the acoount IbnBatat.agave ofhis journey,
jaz
with Mansa .Moussa, realized in TimbuktU that
emesand
Mansa SUleiman, who reigned as sovereign over Mali
he
\yas
dealing with eminent jurists. He returned
omillion
from 1336 to 1359, wa~ a great patron of education
to Fez to c01l1pletehis education and thencame back
sextendand culture. He gathered arQJ.lud him a body of' mer\ of
to hold his own ~ong the scholars of Timbuktu."
a.re k11ol~w and maintaineg very close diplomatic relations
lmmeiise
95. It was also under the reign of Kankan Moussa
with the so,,~ereignsof the Nortb. Like his brother
ent,. railthat trade between th~SUdan.and the Mediterranean
Mans a Mousa, known as the King ofthe Pilgrimage, he
an rivals
countries appears to have reached its peak, fostered
journeyed to Mecca in 1351. On his;return, he built
'ado first
by
the peace then prevai11ng:gold and salt were the
the famous CaJIl,anbolon hut, where he deposited the
ne of in- \)
main commodities. iJore extensive researchhas made
holy books he 'had brought· back with him. Clearly
,everything that we know about the Mali Empire re..
itopos~.ible to determine the institutions of this great
AfriCan empire of the fourteenth century. Life at the
CVeals a State organization that was both democratic
court of Mali was regulateCtby very elaborateprotocol.
and strong and a civilization which bore no resembnotion by
The monarch lived withdrawn in his palaces. Accordlance to the usual picture in the manuals on Africa,
~anted to
ing to Ibn Batuta he held two types of aUdience:()ne
showing a band of hiCleous-looking Negroes dancing a
Germany
under the famous cupola bunt by the architect Esweird. dance around a wood fire.
'-
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Saheli, the other in the open air on a dais or "bemb6 fl
reserved for the Emperor alone. During the audience
under the cupola tAeEmperor heard complaints and
grievances and the reports of the.provincial governors
or "Farma" and the nl.ilitary chiefs or "Fari""
Throughout the audience t1\~_J!~utenant or "Kanfarin"
stood by the Sovereign '$ side. During tl!e oj)~n-air
audiences, however, the Emperor was sJeated. Ibn
Batuta notes that the dais was covered ,vith silken
cloth and strewn with cusli\iottS;above was 'a parasol
resembling a silken dome, topped by a golden bird as
large as a hawk. It was here that the Emperor received ambassadors and sometimes wa:tched great
ceremonial processions.
96. The government consisted chiefly of high dignitaries, jurists and other officials. The principalposts,
five in number, were most often entrusted to close
relatives of the Emperor. The "Babili Farma" was
MIMSter of Agriculture; the "Wanei Farma" was Minister of Lands; .the "Sao Farma" was in charge of
forests; the "Khalissi Farmanwas :rdinister ofFinance.
Lastly, the "Hari Farma It was Minister of Waters,
responsible for fisheries and for navigatio~ on the
'&

.,

!~",_!ger.
}!

97•. This brief outline gives some idea of the m.ighty
empire of Mall which began as a modest kingdom, a
vassal of Ghana ~d -l,ater of 80so, entered on its
period .pf greatness with Sunjata Keita in 1230 and
ultimately extended errtstwards of the Nig~).". IUs clear
that by the Middle ~~ges Black Mri,ca had already,
several centuries l):.~for~r th.~-colonfal penetration,
attained a highdegree~~~{jevelopme:ht and culture..
1I

..

tb(

system. My delegation, one of the sponsors of draft
resolution A/L.323 and Add.1-5 submitted by forty.. ·
two States· of Africa and Asia,wishes. to congratulate
the delegatiot'o of the Soviet Union to whose initiative
we owe this debate in the plenary Assembly" If the
declaration proposed by that delegation [A/4502 and
Corr.1] ia,\putto the vote my delegation will support
it whole..heartec11y.

wl

101. On the other hand, we shall be unable to support
the draft resolution submitted by Honduras [A/L.3241,
for the very simple reason that it provides no valid
answer to the fundamental question of the immediate
liberation. of the colonial peoples.
102. Law and morality. and the development of frat~
ternal human relations between the peoples of Africa~'
and other nations demand that an answer be given that
will, without evasion or hesitation, give the colonial
peoples the justice, dignity and equality which are their
right. It is not isolation that we want, because, after
all, Africa has never been isolated except during the
colonial era. Then each territory was isolated frolll
the other and in each the social classes were isolated
and opposed to each other.
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103. The empires o~ the different colonizers, even
when adjoining or inter-penetrating, were isolated
from each other. To put it more concretely, Conakry
was' closer to Paris than to Freetown, MOl?:rovia or
Tunis. To get to Accra from Dakar one had first to
go to Paris.. To get to Brazzaville, whatever the point
of departure in West Africa, the shortest route is still
via London or Paris. This isolation is absurd and the
peoples of Africa will no longer tolerate it. We want
sound and useful relationships to be established among
the various African States and their peoples, and betweel\-tne African continent and allthe other continents.
For r\thisto \,hifo pos~~ble, the ancie~t shackles of
coloJi\'!l!ie:m~m:twt be br('~ken. The only positive step to
be taken for th~ future is to·put an end to this absu~ty
which history condemns.

98. :From the fourteenth to ,the siXteenth centuries,
after the decay of the Mali Empire, the Songhoi
Empire of Gao w~~ destined to achieve particular
brilliance, reaching its zenith under Askia Mohamed,
who rei~ed fr9m 1492 to 1527. Askia Mohamedfounded
the system of municipalities; he also made a pilgrimage to Mecca. On that important journey he was as..
corted by 500 horsemen and 1,000 foot-soldiers. He
carried with him 300,000 pieces of gvld from the 104. Africa offers the hand of friendship but demands
treasury of his predecessor, the Empero* Sonni Ali that the last fetters of foreign domination be broken.
Bel'. He established an ~lite guard lbnited to a small
There is no hat;red on our part in spite of all that we
number. of professional soldiers, well equipped and have suffered in the past. We Wish only to turn the
trained. A great military leader himself, AsIda M~ page and face the future. In calling for an end to the
hamed is considered in Sudanese history as an en- colonial system, we are sure we shall be giving freelightened administrator and a .great organizer and,
doxn not only to the African people and othereolonial
as SUCh, deserves a special place among African peoples, but also to the peoples of the metropolitan
s o v e r e i g n s . c o u n t r i e s in whose name the domination and exploita...
'-'
I1
tion of the colonies are· carried on. Injustice, brutality
99.. The civilizations which were founded and de- and plundering in tq.e colonies have always I~gravely
veloped mainly on the banks of the Nile, the Niger and impaired freedom, and even more surely, morality, in
the Congo were abruptly confronted with the phenome-' the metropolitan countries themselves~,
non of· colonialism, 'W~ich triumphed by force and
t:reachery. alone. ,. Closer to OUr own times, genuine
105. On 28 September 1958 my country grapuated
.\\ heroes,. such ,~~ El Hajj Umar, Samory, Behanzin and, unexpectedly and, one might say. instantaneouslyfrom
many others, would never bow to subjectionandfought the status of a colony to that of a sovereign State,
to the ,end against all foreign domination. In 1895,.the without any preparation. In Guinea., independence did
Moro Naba of OUagadoug~l~ made the following eele- ~~~~~b~:~e~:n~:~td~G~~i~~=t~~~:::1:e::
brated "declaration to Captain Destenaves, who had Naturally the leadE). ra of the young.Repu·hUc of Guinea
been·$ent to conclude a treaty with him: "
have had to fa1c,emanyimportantproblemsaltis fitting,
I!I think my Icountry is fi~e as it is. I have no need
too, to stres$ the whol1Yc, peaceful character_,of-our,"c.
of them'-meaning the ~onquerol1s, of course. "I accession to independence, . without the shedding of ~
"
~ what I need and whatl~'
want. I have my traders;
drop of blood, without a shot· being fired . and 'in .the
~~~//so count yourself luck)T tha~'~dO not have your head
most complete national'unity, in spite of the provocaCllt off. Go, ,then, and ne1Jer c me back."
tions of the coloni~l Power~ ,
106. Those whQ'then, predicted diao~ersand, dig...
100. 'foday once mO;l\,e, the w~ le of Africa. is calling
with. one voice for the" immediate
ending ofthe colon!.alturbances witnessed how, in. the mO$t complete)caltn,·.
/,/.
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the (;uinean authorities took over all 'the earlices
which had previously been run by }""rench officiah'3__.general and regional administrative officers, judges,
army officers, engineers and technicians, andthe like.
There was no interruption in any of those services,
in spite of the deliberate ha.ste with which the French
Government withdrew its personnel.
107" 'rhll£l~ in proclaiming the independence of all
territories still under foreign domination, VIe are convinced that they will ,find national personnel with sufficient awareness of their capac:lt)" and their respo'nsi\,Alities to cope with the immense tasks that confront
us, as under-developed countries, in Africa. We do
not exclude technical assistance,provided that it is
inspired by a spirit that is entirely new and different
from the colonial spirit.

108. We know that the attainment of independence will

not solve the problem of under-development, but nothing can justify the maintenance of a system that is
now an anachronism. Independence is necessary an~
indispensable but it is not by an}" means an end in.
itself. Political independence, so long as it is not
supplemented and gual'anteed by economic independence, cannot be th~ goal. ..
109. On the other hand it would He quite futile to
. try to ensure any economic development in conditions

of non-independence. Neither the psychological 69nditions nor the material means required to promot\3 !t
valid economic policy can exist until the former colonial territories exercise full and complete sover- eignty.
110. Not only are the colonized peoples incapable of
development so long as they remain under foreign
dq;mination, but they cannot take any effective part in
the efforts that all peoples are making for the maintenance and strengthening of peace. A people that is
deprived of freedom and is unable to express itself
directly through its own free institutions has no way
of contributing to the struggle for the establishment
of a w(i"dd of equality and peace.
111. Thus, the genel"al and inu,nediate proclamation
of .the independence oft1iffstlll dependent peoples
will If strengthen the ranks of the peoples and nations
devoted to peace.
112. For Africa, the problem of independence, while
still the most urgent, is already giving way to another
and ~!ch' more difficult problem: that of the struggle
against neo-colonialism. How will the African States
. succeed in consolidating their independence while
stre~gthening their unity?
)

o

-/

113. This question io today becoming more important
than .political independence itself, It may be that cO1011ialism will recognize the impossibility of surviving
Without changing itsforln, While remaining determined
to safeguard its economic interests and privileges. The
actual stand taken by the new nations, anxious to
maintain natioD.al cohesion and poorly equtpP1ad to cope
with the many problems created by the rapid evolution
of the populations for which they are responsible, will

ofour,o~_

deter:min.e whether the oU4'ome is.' to be a new f():tmof
subjugation or a'prosperous and stable future•
114. The danger of c.ontrol1ed il1dep~'t1dence is alreacP]
a re~llity, but it is :not by delaying the liberation of
tbe still colonized t.err1tories that this new scourge
will be avoided. It :18 ~lain that lllnity of action alone
will enable the new .:~tatces· to avoid the temptation
to barter away partlbf ,their sovereignty to satisXy

l
11

.':~v:~~~~;e=:~:;;~~~X::~ll~t::l~:~~~~~:

(

oate~ory

ofun.der-developed countries could m~e Pl'o\\
gress and settle its probl~ms. at the expens~ of the
\\
others. For Africa, whichJhas known the slav~~;rade
)
and coloniza,ti,on, a sham independence would be are~~",-~, )
catastrophe, an historic CU:;fse.,
"''''='/
115. In the end the fOrnle~ masters would be the
onl~' ones to benefit. from division and disagreements
&mong their fO.J:'mer colonies. While it is t1'Ue that
assistance and co-operatiop are indispensable for the
progress of theu.nder-developed countries, the gap·
separating them from the teichnically a.dvan!6edcou.n(~
tries can only. be bridge& if loyal 'co-operation is
established within the fr2lllework ofnational independence for all countries, for the task of transforming
and industrializing' the economic st1'Uctures of the
backward countries.
116. The quality of the contribution bythenewStat~s,
which has a direct bearing on the question of world
peace, will depend not on their governments but on the
degree of freedom enjoyed by their peoples and on
the. opportunities afforded them of devoting their efforts
to the general welfare.
117. The future of a former colony can no longer be
considered in isolation from that of its neighbours. It
would be equally futile to seek a world balance reostricted to the advanced and. industriaUzednatlons.
Henceforth, it is mankind's lot to agree u.nanimously
to degend an indivisible peace anduniversal happiness.
Accordingly it can be said that the question of the
liberation of the colonial peoples i5~:directly linked
to the cmcial question of general and oompletedisa~mnent.
.
118. ~ snpuld like to conclude this presentation ofth~
views\,Sf the delegation of the Republic of Guinea Ylith
thefq~lowing words from PresidentS6kou Tour6 ts
message of 30 November 1960:
-The choice before the conscience of your issembly
today is between posItive wlorld constt,uction and
wOl'ld diViSion, betweenuna~oussolidaritJ~~<J/
domination and ex:ploitation, betweenthe llberationof
man and social slavery•••".
.
119.. Confident of c:the O11tc0111$; of this depate we believe! with President SGkou Tour6, that it is for this
eession to mark in history the opening of a nevrand
decisive era in. universal evolution, and to lay the
foundation-st'one of ::lj.world ba$~d on loyal eo-opera....
tioD, human @ol1darity, justice !~d universal pel\ce/O
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5. The problem
tli~~COIon~al enSlavement ofpeoples
i~ _nothing new. It fas 1 ~~{ed, f01" ce~ries,andeven
goes as far back \~s ,~'~ tl, ~~t aggreSS,lve wars waged
by
~he strong to .eh~i~(I t~~) weIDt andstl~p .tb.em of
Preside!!!: Mr. Frederick H. BOLAND (Ireland).
theIr wealth. It ~~-/'the v~",~ssence of the history' of
all .the wars :t!hich th~, imperialists have waged to
subJugate"tlepeoples of different continents by force,
AGENDA ITEM 87
, fire and the sword in o:rder to Secure for them.selves
Declaration on the granting of inde:'lendence
I· I
the profits to b~ obtained by exploiting those peoples.
I"
to co onla
and their wealth. In the final ,analysis all the wars
countries and peoples (continued)
of the past century had the same causes: the inordinate
1. Mr. BUDO (Albania) (translated. from French):
desire of the imperialist Powers to seize control of
On the initiative of the Government of the Union of
world markets, the sources of raw materials and
Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Nations has
areas ,9f investment opportunity and, to that end, to
before it a ,~~ye problem with vast international
secure colonies and spheres of influence and to divide
ramificati0D.{$: tIle problem of the final and complete
up and redistribute the world's wealth. The two world
° eradication ff bf that shameful survival of another era
wars which have taken place in this century: had.their
known as colonialism. At a time when human society
origin in, thf;l. greed of theSe same Powers for a
has taken enormous strides on the road to progress
further diVision of the world,. 'and its' wealth for an
and well-being and when man's genius knows no
imperialist world hegemony ~nd' for theseHish and
bounds in harnessing the forces of nature to ensure
exclusive exploitation of the wealth of this terrestrial
, to all mankind a happy life in prosperity and dignityt
globe. The same causes have been at the root of the
'the eXistence on our planet of millions of human
w.arsand &;L"fued conflicts whi~h have taken place
beings who still ,endure the colonialistyoke, in
smce the end of the Second World War. The cause
whatever form, not only is an intolerable anachronism
of these wars has beenthe imperialists' determination
unworthy of our society but .is at the same time the
to prevent p~.oplefrom achieving theit national libel""
gravest possible crime against humanity andhuman
ation and the young States -from develoPing infreedom
Qiyilization and one which directly affects the question
an~. independence. 'thiS was true of the wars inIn~oof· world peace. It is high time to put an end to it
Chma and IndoneSIa and of the armed agg:res~on
altogether, once and for all.
,
' against, Egypt; it was also ,true of the aggression
and of the a~ed threats, of the imperialist Powers,
2. Th.e attainment of national independence and
and primarily of the United states, of AmeriQa, in
freedom by the still subject peoples is inevitable..
the countries of the Near and Middle East. The co" This i~ the natural evolution of human history and
lonialist-imperialist wars are continuing at the present
th~re IS no force in the ;world powerful enough to ,lives
tim.e a,n.,d.,are e,v,e,;YW,,h,'e,re,' eau,,~',:n,~-d]j.,'~,e',f1,',1~ISS Of,cou.ntle,SS,'.
o stop the tremendo'L!f." tide of this movement of national
andmatenalgoods. A~ase Iv, p~int'is Algeria,
liberation which over the last few years has gathered
w~ere the valiant Algerian pehple have"on:the admirvolUDleat an unprecedentedly rapid rate.
atlOn and sympathy ,of
world in ~Gt~ heroic
3. Now, however, the world turns to the United
struggle for national liberation and theiI~' ~-year'
Nations to ask it, in'accordance with the fundamental
resistance to .the most.Jbmtal kind of armed' ~a- .
purposes and p.rinciples of the Charier, to ma~e its
pression., This is also the case of the Congo, where=~
important contribution to the immediate abolition of
we are Witnessing the armed intervention of the
the .colonial slavery which has become intolerable
Western Powers which are memberS of NATO and in
and to do this before, the peoples, relying only on
particular the United states and Belgium. Ag;inthis
themselves, ac;hieve their liberation solely thl'ough
is the case "of Omatlt where the valiant people of
their own efforts. UpQn the response whicEl the
that country, dE3spite the enemy's military superi...
United Nations will be able to give to this categorical
ority, are waging a selfless and unremitting stroggle
imperative of OUI-' p,entury-which is not only the urgent
to free themselves of the British :imperialist yoke.
de~~d of theshbjugated peoples but also th'e ardent I Lastly, this is the case of Cuba, whe;rethe United
. wish of mankind as a whole-will depend in larg~ States im.periaIistsshrinkfrom (~'nothing-neither
measure the very future of our Organization.
bomb!ngs,nor murder, nor subversion" nor, demon4
."
.
stratlons of force by the United states Navy-in their
f. Indeed, is it" not the human, being who is the
efforts. to undermine the rllgime set up by the people
elnal ,end of our Organization? Was it not in order,t!?
and to protect, once again, the interests of the United
nsure to, people~ ang to nations, whether great or
States monopolies•. In this connexion,it is pertinent
smal~, .the full enJoyment of their fundam~~al rights,
to note that the United States Navy, which at one tim.e
Q
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liberation movGL,l1ent has gained increasing momentum.,
appears off the Mediterranean ports of the Middle
and this year has seen the emergence of sixteen
East, at anoth~rin the. Straits of. Taiwan and at
new independent States in Afrilca, so that 1960 has .
another in the 'Caribbean Sea, in accordance with
the. requireiD.~nts Qftbe' Pentagon's 8,ggressive plans, . been aptly called "the Year of Africa.". The new
has become the symbol of provocation, the· threat of
Sta.tes, which are now Members of the United Nations, .
force and the aggravation of international tension.
aria taking an active part in ~~ternational life. They
have
thus greatly enlarged the area of peace. The
6. The problem of the liberation of the peoples encolonial system is consequently disintegrating, andits
slaved by colonialism thus touches upon the very
very
foundations are cra~king; a new era is opening
essence of the question of peace and war, wi.th which
up
for
mankind. The face of Africa and Asia has been
it is intimately linked. The eradi,cationfrom our society
completely
transformed, and the movementofnational
of the last vestiges of this shameful rottenness, the
liberation
and independence is growing in Latin
colonial system, and the ending of e.~l()itation by
America. Each day the struggle of the peoples still
foreign monopolies would not only constitute the most
subject to the colonial yoke in Africa, Asia and Latin
elementary recognition of the inalienable right of
America
is assl1ming larger dimensions. The,se.;'
the colonial peoples to the alleviation of their agepeoples,
numbering
some 100 million human beings,· .
old sufferings, but would also crea.te the necessary
Will,
without
the
slightest
doubt, attain their indeconditions for the full social, eco;[lomic and cultural
pendence, but in the meantime they continue to suffer
development of these ,peoples. :Without the slightest
under colonialist-imperialist domination. The United
doubt, thi$ would serve to reduce intel~pationaltension
Nations owes it to itself therefore, in accordance
and to create propitious conditions f()r the solution
with
the principles of its Charter, to take effective
of other international problems, chief· among which
measures to put an end totally and for all time to
is the unquestionably urgent problem of general and
this shameful blemish on our civilization.
complete disarmament.
10. The liberation of the colonial countries has 11ever
'1.. We feel called upon at this point to refer to
been
attributable to the colonial Powers, despite what
disarmament because we think it essential always to
their
best spokesmen try to make us believe. It has
remember tha,t as long as the imperialist Powers
resulted from the sustained efforts of the enslaved
have in their 'hands the tileans of oppressing other
peoples.
and of the support which they have always
peoples, they will not g1""ie up the possibility of using
received
from other peaceful States and peoples.
them eaoh time their. ~e1£ish .interests are affected,
The
imperialists
never of their own volition forfeit
and thus it win be 1~possible to ensure a lasting
fabulous
profits
which they derive from the n,lOst
the
world peace. There ca1\'be no d.oubt that the eradication
savage
exploitation
of other people. The world is
of the colonit.~l system w\fU very substantially enhance
well informed on that score. There is no need to
the unremitting efforts of the peace-loving peoples
seek very far afield for conclusive evidence of
and the peaceful countries to establish co-operative
this.
It is enough to recall here the reoelllt events
and good-neighbourly relations between all nations,
in
tJ.1eCongo,
which show how the imperialists t even
large and small, on the oasis of the sovereign equality
at the moment when a country attains independence,
of States, respect for the right of peoples to se1£conspire
to take back what they had been forced to
determination, and non-interference in the internal
yield.
affairs of other States-all this in the mutual interest
of States and in the interest of the international
11. The colonial peoples have languished for centuries
COnlmunity as a whole. This would.be in full conformity
under inhuman exploitation by the imperialists.
with the purpo~es and principles set forth in the
Millions' of men have suffered under it; millions have
Charter of our Organization.
•
fallen as Victims of repression or in the struggle
they have waged to achieve a free and independent
8. The colonial peoples have always fought for their
life. The time has surely come to put an end to this
national liberation. After the great· Russian Revor~gim.e of obscurantism, terror and exploitation.
lution of October 1917; a new era dawned in ~e
history of mankind. The lofty humanitarian principles
12. One quick glance at the situation now prevailing
of the October Revolution spread throughout the
in the countries still subjected to the colonial system
entire world and found an especially warm welcome
is enough to convince anyone of the urgency of the
on the part of the peoples suffering under colonialistduty incumbent upon the United Nations to make every
imperialist domination. After the Second World War,
effort to bring about the immediate elimination
a number of countries broke the chains of colonial
of this ~9ameful aberration in human society, in
and national oppression. The great victor;Y over
whatever form it may appear.
"fascism in the Second World War resulted inbreaking
13. An examination of the United Kingdom's cothe ch~!lS,.··of imperialism in CentrSl.and Eastern
lonial policy in Africa during recent years gives us
Europ~/ where new Socialist countries came into
an
ides. of the state of slavery in which the SUbject
being; The historic victory of the great Chinesfit
peoples live, and shows that the United Kingdom imp~ple's revolution gave rise to the People's Re!~
coypUblic of China,whose population amounts to sOY'"e, perialists have not hesitated to adopt the cruellest
methods whenever the interests of their ,powerful
700 million. These countries now consti:tute//the
oligarchy were threatened by a movement
financial
world's Soci~lfst' system, . which exerts' a salutary
of
national
liberation onthe part ofthe subject peoples. \
influence on ~e course of world events and represents. a facto~::~,'~f paramount importance for inter14.. Let us take, tor instance, the case of the Feder-'
national peace and security•
ation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. In Northern Rhodesia
9. During the same period, thestrugg;le of the opthe white settlers, who number only 70,000, hold
pressed peoples enabled many cOl:t'~~ries of Asia and
more than half of the best lands, leaving to more .
than 2.5 million Africans the other half consisting
Africa to throw off the c()lonia11toke and achieve
independence. During, Hs most recent' phase, the
of infertile landS. A scandalous fOrIll of di,scrimination
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settlers . and .,indigenous· inhabitants
Repression and Revolt in Portugtl8se Africa. ~ should
is also practisedwith regard to wages. Africanworkers
likfJ to quote this typical passage: .
/
.
are' employed on the hardest kinds of work and
'''While
in
decades
past there may .have been
$OlIletimes receive wages twenty to thirtytim.es lowe,:
fewer
visi.ble
signs
of.
theoolor bar in Angola than
than those of the whites, as in thecase9f the <11:0;000
ln
some
of
her
neighbol;'wg
territories,' j.n recent
.miners of Southern Rhodesia. The colonialistsmake
. years racial discrimination has grown•••• Signs
fabulou:;' profits from. the systematic exploitation of
on ,the ·doors of. some· restaurants read, 'Right of
the great 'riches of these territories_anq cheap lsbour.
is reserved'. All-white towns ••• have
admission
Northern Rhodesia,neighp.ouri:ngc"on Katanga, is very ,
been
built.
public service it is hard to find an
rich in copper, and in 1959__ ~ecounted for 15'~er cep.t . African in a In
position
higher than that cfinterpreter.,
who enjoys this ''wealth?
. of the world copper ou'tPut~~ut
,,--.'a-.o .m,i1e the co10r bar. is thus· obViouS in the
Only the United' Kingdom co1c1nialists ana /their
larger coastal cities, it is even more' prevalent
partners, while the indigenous inhabitants, ,for an
in the interior. tI
their exhaust:irig work, lead a life of pov~rtr.f. To
/"'==,
satisfy th~' neeo1 'for cheap African labour, the most
19. Clea.r~ prOOf. O.f popular diSS.~~isfaction with the
colonial au\thoJj.tie~-,. is given by 'tile<military preparabominable laws have been enacted which enabl~ the
~olonialists to apply in one form. or another, 1'acial
ations which' fhe POrtUg-u.e6~~rft making in Angola in
)discrimination, forced labour and the herding together
order to. stifle resistance.Re.ce~tly2,000 Portuguese
of Africans inreser\"ati:ons where a system ofunheardsoldiers were sent to rei~70rce";<tbe 20,000 already
of poverty and terrcl- prevails and where men die by
there. These troops are equipped\\\'\V~thPanhard type
the hundreds. Yet the representatives of the colonial
tanks,field guns. andar~ouregr transport cars.
Barracks and military airfi:el~'(1are being built in ..
Powers come here to tell us of the benefits of the
colonial system! The "nlOSt'\, elementary rights are . haste, and naval vessels ar'e' patrolling
the coasts·
I,
_.
trampled underfoot. To cite only one example, the
and rivers. Angola is thus being transformed into a
NATO base to serve the aggressive schemes of the
number of Africans on the electoral rolls in Southern
imperialist Powers for dividing Africa and crushing
Rhodesia in 1938 was forty, and twenty years later,
in 1958, that. figure was not more than '550. This
any national liberation movement. Milita~ circles
shows how. much the oolonialistscare about emanciin Portugal were evidently able to convince President
pa.tion and civilization with regard to the indigenous.
Eisenhower when he visited Lisbon in May 1960 of
inhabitants!
the necessity to use armaments supp~ied to Portugal
. by the United States to crush natiG~al liberation
movements of the African people. This,Gf course, is
15. Tlle history of foreign domination in central
nothing new since United States arms have been used
Africa, as indeed in all oolonies, is simply a long
success,ion of cunning stratagems, hypOC1"!sy, infor years, under cover of NATO and other aggressive
trigues, repx'6ssion and terror exercised by various
treaties, to crush national liberation movements in
colonialists..
various African countries, as is being done inAlgeri,~,
the Congo and elsewhere.
16. In Kenya, -a colony under United Kingdo;prdomi20. All this goes to show how the imperialist and
nation. where blood has been,ahed unceasi~,gly, the
colonialist Powers defend their common cause of
struggle for national liberation is developin~;lgain keeping the. colonial peoples under their control and
after the· ferocity with which the national moveih6rtt
of mercilessly .exploiting their wealth and the forced
was crushed by the United Kingdom co1onialists a
labour
of the indigenous inhabitants. The imperialist
few years ago.. According to the United KingdoIll
Powers-beginning
with the United Kingdom which is
Press itself, more than 4,000 troops have recently
making efforts to appear more liberal, down to the
been sent to Kenya !n order to suppress any desire
most
refractory one, the Union of South Africa,
for freedom and to quell anyna.tional movement.
is flouting all the resolutions adopted by the
which
During recent months 2,pOO persons have been im'·
United
Nations
Gener~lAsst¥inbly-areallpursuingthe
prisoned; 800 persons have been in prison for fifteen
same aims; they have -no intention of renouncing their
Y'ear~, and the head of the nationalist movement,
shameful privileges, and they devise all sorts of manJomo Kenyatta, was after seven yeJars of imprisonoeu~res, intrigues and even crimes to prolong the life
ment again, tried and deported.
.
of the moribund colonial system. This has been evident even within our Organization,particularly with
17. Portuga1,one of the oldest coloni~ Power~,
regard to the Congo .question, on which the colomalist
does ,not admit that it ha:s colonies, but' only overPowers
have joined forces in order to defend coloni,al
Seas provinces. Thus Angola, Mozambique and other
domination~ The, fact that we See the colonialist
Portuguese colonies in, Africa and Asia, which are
Powers .drawing more closely together at the very
thousands of kilometres\ away from Portugal, are
time
when colonialism is in its death throes only
considered by the PortJllgUese coloniaUsts to be
senreS to show their weakness.
nothing more than geowtapbical, extensions of the
metropolitan territory (~t is can ~v.ndeniable fact. that
21. Let us consider also the C:i;se of· South West
in the. ~ortuguese coloi~ies tile ~\ploni4ists employ· Af~ca. The Assembly has now been concerned with
i~Jlecruellest methods to,\ stifle ~t~e nat~ona1 }eel\ng
this\, qUestion for. fifteen years; dozens of resolutions
. o~ the indigenous popu1ati\6n whi9fi, tie~Qite, the mdl~t
havabeen adopted; commissions and' committees have
b:rutalcolon1.al subjugation' fo~' many centuries, offers
been set up; and numerous petitioners have been given
unceasing' :t'esistancet9 assimilatiol) and extermia hearing in the Fou.rth Committee and have reported
nation.
on the intolerable situation in which the indigenous
population languishes.. It is well known that in that
18. To got some idea of the situation in Angola,
unhappy country "apartheid" andracialdiscrimination
reference may be made to the booklet.pUblished by
are the rule. Men are treated like beasts of burden,
the American Committee on Africa entitled ~ngola:
and forced labour is common practice. The Govern-·
petw~e:n,~b:l.te
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ment of the Union of South Africa ha ~ completely
element of world peace 'and stability. Countries like
disregarded the resolutiolL,.~c=~doptedby lithe General
India, the United Arab Republic, Guinea and others
Assembly, and the situation has deteriorated in South
are :playing. an active and positive part in the solution
WestcAfrica fl"QJ:n yeartQ year.Jtis to be noted that
of international problems•. We cannot adequately
the Government of the Union of South Africa has been
convey thE\ joy that we feel when here in the United
encouraged in this attitude by the other colonial
Nations we ~ee the young African States taking the
Powers.
1\
lead in the. .struggle for the defence of the legitimate
22. Through systematic andun~eaSingpillage of -~orights of enslaved peoples and for the total and final
- abolition of theirinslavement.
lonial territories in Africa, Asia and elsewhere, the
monopolies in the various metropolitan countries have
26. Ha'unted by the possibility of losing everything
accumulated fabulous rlches while leaving the subject
connected with their colonial system, the colonialists
peoples in a bacl~ward state of poverty and unde:r-o
resort. to f,raud and, by labelling themselves benedevelopment that is in striking contrast'to the wealth
factors and philanthropists, try to give the impression
that' colonialism h~s now ce~;sed to be colonialism
and development of the metropolitan countries.
aJ:ld no longer exists 'as such. At the same time they
23. It is understandable then that the imperialists
are unwilling to loosen their hold on their colonial
endeavour, as it has been aptly Said, to shroud the
possessions and are using every possible means to
corpse of the discredited colonial system and em.ploy
avoid doing so. To prevent the liberation of. the terrinew methodsan,d new approaches to ensure their
hold over the economies of their former colonies
to1'les under their control the colonial Powers have
or of the under-developed countries. The United States
indeed had recourse to every pOErsible means, for
in addition to murderous wars in which they have not
and West. German imp~rialists are particularly active
hesitated to employ the most barbarous weapons,
in that respect, even to the detriment ofthe traditi.onal
colonial Powers, which seem to have difft~ulty in
including napalm bombs, and in which millions of
persons have perished, the imperialists have resorted.
adapting themselves to the new conditions. '"'
to a wide" range of obstacles and manoeuvres. One
27. Under the cover of economic aid to the underof the arguments which the colonialists have never
developed countries and of association between the
ceased to repeat whenever there has been any question
industrialized and the ullde:r-odeveloped countries, the
of liberating colonies is that colonial or dependent
masters of the monopolies wish to ensure theirecopeoples do not yet possess the necessary maturity
nomic supremacy in those countries. One of their
for independence and self-government, this ideahaving
objectives is to delay the industrial development ofthe
developed from the racist concept of the imperialists
under-developed countries so as to be able to dispose
.that peoples not belonging to the white race are inof their industrial products in the markets of those
feriar.
.
countries and to buy their raw materials there at
prices which they impose..
24. In an attempt to justify the policy of colonial
28. In order to ensure an economic hold over newly
domination and the continuance of that domination, the
inqependent and other under-de..! eloped countries, an
imperialists and their champions never tire of telling
us of their famous "civilizing mission". They even . effort is made to include them in organizations like
the Common Market and OEEC, the purpose of which
ha.ve the audacity cyni.cally· to claim that nine-tenths
is to .co-ordinate the economic policy of certain
of the' Africans are. illiterate, and that their lack of
Western Powers so as to embraceunde1"""developed
culture shows that these people are not ready to accede
countries which, according to their plans, are to"be
to independence and assume the c9ntrol of their own
transformed 1]1to economically and politically _deaffairs. This statement is made t-:Clc.though the impendent countt1es. This is the-new phenomenonolcolperi~lists themselves were not responsible for the
lective colof.~r~lism, which is being revealed in the
situation. The world, however, is well aware that as
long as the' colonial system endures in a country,
common struggle of the colonial and imperialist NATO
the doors to education and culture will be clnsed to
countries against the national liberation movements
the subject peoples, who, without fr~edom and indeof the peoples of Africa, Asia, and Latin,America.
pendence, will never be able to make\';l start towarCls
The military treaties of NATO and SEATO\help. the
national development, progress and prosperity. The
imperialist Powers to realize their colonial objectives
and to gain a footing in other countries, partllcularly
reactionary claims that Africans have no cultural
tradition are refuted by history, which in fact teaches
by the construction of military bases .for plratical
us that there was a time when Africa was m.ore adschemes of conquest and world supremacy, thus envanced than Asia and Europe. The fact that Africa
dangering peace and security, and in particular the
has had lts own culture is born out by the ancient
peace ancl security of t.g.ecountries in which such
bases arf~ltuated.
, ..
history of Egypt as well as that of the Napata, :Meroe
and ~suxn States, which were inhabited by the
29. It shOUld be' n.oted that in their efforts to safe~ncestors of the Ethio»iariSi~remarkable explanation
g-aard
their colonial possessions, the Europeanw~f all these bareja.~6d ~laim.s of the representatives
penalists
enjoy the support and aid ef the United
of imper:lalism Jtias been given by the Malagasy poet
Stat.es
of
America.
The ruling circles in the United
Rabeman~(tj~!'i,who said "The Negro became a
States are dOing their best to play a double game.
s~~a:g<?=cf~ the day when the white man discovered
While
trying to pose as friends of Africa, they are ,
how much profit could be derived from:~that state".
at
the
sameMIp.e orgamzing collective aggression
_~~~~. I:
25. The many countries of Af~rca;ll.
Asia
and
other
in
the
Cqngo
anli supplying the Freneh Government
,u,
with
money
and"
military equipment to continue the
parts of the world Whl.ch have a\~~ired intlependen.ce
and .are taking an active part)) in international life . war in Algeria•. Furthermore, .the Atnerican monopO· ,',
lies ,cherish the hope ofseizingthe :African inheritance .
shQw how peoples which have b1bcoxne free and independent are able to direct.and g\~vern their countries .. which the colonialists of Western Europe a.re obliged
and at the same time tdJ become a very Important
to ~!!nqUish,'"and the Saine is true of'othercolonies.
•
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previously held by Europeans. Along with the establisbmentof military,air and naval bases, the
United states Government, through. so-called advisers
and missionaries, is setting up in the African countries a vast espionage network for the purpose, among
others, of carrying out sabotage.
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39. No one can doubt that the radical and final
elimi~ati9n of colonialismwouldbe9}@onsiderable
~portance fQr· intern&t:i~.al. J~pt.}1Wmic co-operation
'on' a basisot equality and mutual advantage. That
so. Africa,,, however,has completely changed "and is would assist in the creation of the conditions neces'"
today no longer. what it was before the Second World
sary for normal international relations based onunderWar. The people of Africa are well aware of their
standing and good-neighbourliness and would thus
rights arid their interests, and they know wheJ;e they
contribute di~ectly andeffect!vely to the relaxation
i.', stand; they can distinguish between their friends and
of tension and the strengthening of internationalpeace
their foes, whatever mask the United States ofAmerica
and security.
may wear.
40. Hence the adoption by the General' Assembly of
31. The pe-i>ple of Africa, Asia and Latin America the declaration submitted by the Soviet Union on the
are well aware of the methods by which the imperial- . granting of independence to colonial countriesancl
ists hope to carry out their c910nial policy and of how
peoples would be a substantial' contribution to the
really dangerous that polic~i is. That is why.they are
efforts of peace-loving countries for theimp1"ovement
resolutely intensifying theii' struggle to throw off
of international relations and the strengthenifig of
the colonial and imperialist yoke regardless of the
universal peace•.
form it may' assume.
41. Mr. DIOP (Senegal) (translated from' French)
32. The Albanian people know fro~,; their own c~ntuIn this debate we are watching the countries Which
ries-Iong experience what foreign d6mination means.
want to hold on to their colonial possessions, come
what may, at bay, facing the final attack of the world
They have always sympathized wilt.J1 and supported
conscience; we are watching their. last rearguard
the struggle of peoples for indepep.dence.
action and their last desperate struggles.
S3. This spirit of deep sympathy which the Albanian
(,~..
people feel for people under the colonial y~ke and
42. The colonial story is an ol('\~ old story, as old
their whole-hearted support for those people in their
as the world itself. It is the e)ternal story of the
heroic struggle for national liberat:lon are the reasons
exploitation of Dian by man by brute force. Homo
why the delegation of the People's Republic ofAlbania
homini lupus, as the anc~ents used to say~
firmly .supports the declaration of the Soviet Union on
43.· Man was exploited by man in our African land
the' grantipg of independence to colonial countries and
by Europeans, first of all through the establishment
peoples [A/4502 and Corr.1].
' o f the slave-trade some centuries. ago. MilUons and
34. The elimination from human society of cOlortiaimillions of men were torn from their' native land.
They "were transplanted,,~to America.~~d elseWhere,
ism in all its forms constitutes not only a recognfUon
of the inalienable right of all people to H~e in
and were thus involved ln a whole Serl~13 of frightful
miseries andsufferings. Out of the ten million men
sovereign freedom and equality, but also ~ prerequisite for their progress towards political, ecothus trasplauted, scarcely a million survived.
nomic, cultural and' social maturity.
44. But, just as man's injustice to man is constant,
35.' The accession of allcolop,!al peoples to a free
so is the progress of the human conscience" A few
and independent existence ts an irresistible"and ircenturies later, voices were raised ill protest,voices
reversible process" The vlo;rld is changing before our
which expressed the highest values of the human convery eyes at an incredible speed. The shameful
science. To give only a few examples, the first
system ofcolon~a1ism"iis drawing. to an end and
voice to bo heard was thatr.-,' of the great thinkers of
only deserves a place'\~n the scrap-heap of history.
the French Revolution of 1789.; and' in the United
States, it was the voice of a man like Abraham Lincoln,
The decisive factor in this process of change is,
of course, the struggle of the coloni,al and dependent, at the· time of the War of Secession. These \1oices
peoples; who have the sympathy apd support of all . rang out condemning slavery,detnanding itsaboUtion;
, those who believe in progress.'
but their" effect was not to be felt until more 'than a
century later"jabout 1848. Even 'later than that, When
36. It is nevertheless the supreme duty of the United
most of the European nation~~d acgepted the
Nations, in conformity with. the Charter, to do its
principle of ~he &.bolltion ofsl3:YLery,-there were still
utmost to ensure that this inevitable liber.ation is
some recalcltr~ts, some baCKWard people,. set in
accomplished within the shortest pos~ible time. The
their ways, whQ continued the slave-trade as .pirates.
General Assembly should demand the immediate and
The mc;>st sincere European nations had to police the
final. accession to complete independence ,and liberty
seas in order to enforce thep\abolition of slavery by
of all countries under colonial domination and of all
'~t.her European States, andevehbytheir-ownnat~~!naIS.
Trust and Non~Self-Governing Territories.
45. Slavery was finally abolisned, a.t last. But scarcely
37. The United Nations should demand and even
had it been abolished than the eXploitation of man by
Iti;an was reborn from the as~g of slavery uD4er the
take action to ensure that the imperialist Powers
gu:lse of colonialism. There was no more transplanting:
.re(rain 'from' any form. of interference With, and that
the~ exploiters went to Afri~a to do their dominating
they str:lctly respect, the sovereignty and independence
of the newly independent States, and of those which
and exploiting on the spot•
will.become independeni~after'th~ adoption of thedec"lara.tion now '¥lder discussion.
~46.. ThiS. colonial~m, which flourished also .for more
.
",
th.an two h.undred ~fifty y'l!ars,. was .~~.~~mn.edye.ar
, \~~'. The Ullited Nations \'cannot afford" to remain inafter year as the conscience of ~~osteadi1Y
~.Jiffwrent before the spectacle ofthe poverty and /:lufferdeveloped and also thanks to the g kdual ~awakening
c
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of the colonized peoples who, little by little, became
aware of their own dignity and their national feeling.
These colonized peoples gradually abandoned the intellectual, cultural and artistic livery they had worn
under coloniaiism and went back to the sources of
their own individual and original genius to draw from
them the strength they required to regain their
indiViduality and also their sovereignty and independence. This is a movement of humanism and renewal that some have called "negr itude".
47. It may be as well to state here also that this
move~ent Qf renewal, humanism and liberation at all
levels has never had any racial tinge, has never involved the rejection of any other culture or of any
other civilization, of the benefits of any other culture
or of any other civilization, whatever it might be,
whether Graeco-Latin, American or Chinese.
48. At last, in the course of years, human progress
triumphed over this second form of the exploitation
of man by man, this neo-slavery called colonialism;
and considerable progress has been achieved, particularly since the end of the last World War. Particularly in Africa, in less than fifteen years, we
have witnessed liberation and the achievement of
national independence by three-quarters of the dependent peoples that were once colonized.
49. However-as I emphasized just now-in spite of
the abolition of slavery by declarations of principle
and through laws enacted by the European countries,
there were some recalcitrants, set in their ways,
who continued to make slavery a prosperous concern.
What happened with regard to slavery is now happening
with regard to colonialism.
50. In the field of colonialism also, there are some
backward people, some hardened cases, people set in
their ways, who wish to maintain their positions in
spite of everything and regardless of the trend of
history. They will be swept away by the irreversible
torrent of history; they will be swept away like straws.
51. But to await the ineluctable future is not enough
for the United Nations. Here, at another focus of world
conscience, we must take a positive position; we must
start a new crusade and this time, in order to police,
not the seas, but the continents and to ensure that
colonialism and the exploitation of man by man shall
cease.
52. That is why the delegation of Senegal has agreed
to join in sponsoring a draft resolution [A/L.323 and
Add. i-51 calling for the end of colonialism in Africa
and everywhere else, and for the dependent nations,
in Africa and everywhere else, at last to become
free, sovereign and independent.
Mr. Zorin (Union of Soviet Sociallst Republlcs),
Vice-President, took the Chair.

53. Mr. PLIMSOLL (Australia): The large numberof
speeches that we have heard so far and the even
larger number that are to come are some evidence
of the interest, in the international community here
.in this Organization and among the peoples that we
represent, in the carrying-out of the obligations that
are laid down in the Charter towards Trust Territories and· towards non-self-governing areas. The
Covenant of the League of Nations represented a
statement in a formal international document of a
new'· principle. the principle of international aecountability,for the administration by Powers over

the indigenous inhabitants of the territories under
their control; and this doctrine, this movement was
carried a step further at San Francisco in the Ch~rter
of the United Nations. There are very important
chapters of the Charter, integral parts of the whole
organization that became the United Nations, and in
the drafting of those chapters and the working-out
of the substance, Australia and New Zealand played
a very large part. They were in the forefront of those
Powers that were pressing for a clear recognition
and acceptance of wider international responsibility
and accountability than had existed before the war.

.pro

54. After the Charter came into effect, Australia
proceeded to place under the International Trl1.steeship
System the mandates which it had held under the
League of Nations. Furthermore, although the Charter
does not lay down as an obligation the submission of
political information on Non-Self-Governing Territories the Australian Government has, from the very
beginning, voluntarily submitted this information to
the United Nations. We have, throughout, co-operated
with the United Nations, we have explained our policies
in the Trusteeship Council and in the Fourth Committee, and we have endeavoured in the last fifteen
years to discharge our obligations under the Charter
faithfully. So we do not come before this Organization
now, or at any time, in a reluctant way. We come on
each occasion to give an account of what we have
voluntarily undertaken and, indeed, gladly undertaken.
55. Colonialism is, like all institutions, a human
institution. It varies in different parts of the world;
it varies with human beings; it can be bad; it may
sometimes be bad. But, at its best, I submit, it has
been and is continuing to be a necessary transitional
phase, and many of tlle wrongs that have occurred
under colonialism-and some· of them have been
outlined here in this debate-are really examples of
man's inhumanity to man, which we find in so many
international and so mallY human institutions.
56. I have felt when I have heard some of the
problems that have been posed here and in the Fourth
Committee that they are common problems that we
are facing in all our countries-that they are part of
our common drive for the betterment of mankind by
the raising of standards of living throughout the
world, for the observation of human rights and the
fostering of human rights everywhere. Ma,ny of these
problems are problems of humanity.

Inst

57. It seems to me that one essential point in considering this question is that we cannot think of all
colonies as being exactly the same. They are different not only in their physical conditions, not only in
the nature of the inhabitants, not only in the nature
of the administering Powers: they are different in
their historical background, and in so many other
respects. Some of the countries that became colonies
were old civilizations, old cultures, perhaps large
political groupings. Some of them were not nations
but, nevertheless, were aggregates of substantial
social groups-perhaps large tribal structures of
many, many thousands, even tens of thousands. And
then in other cases the colonies consisted of groupS,
very small in number, disorganized, perhaps unrelated
to one another, scattered, unconnected. And our approach to the problems of colonialism can, I think,
be fruitful only when we recognize that there are
different sorts of colonies just as there are different
sorts of administering Powers, different sorts of
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problems to be overcome and different sorts of ways
of meeting them.
58. Nor is it true that in all cases coloniali$;nl has
meant taking independence away from people who
would otherwise today be living at the flame standards
of living as Western Europe. That i<iJ!ay be true in
some parts of the world, but in othesr parts of the
world it obviously is not true. In some places,
before the present administering Powers came, there·
were no national entities, there was interneoine
warfare and tribal fighting, there were no human rights,
and there was slavery-because slavery is not just an
inatitutionthat '. Europeans have practised on otheT
peoples. Slavery i~. an age-old insti1lltion that we have
to fight wherever It occurs and whatever the peoples
which may be practising it.
59. We have heart~ in this debate, at various stages,
fanciful. phrases about the lash of the overseer, about.
the ~rlmes of the colot\ialists. And when I heard them
~ thought that they migh~ be true in some times of
"history and in some places in this world, but they
are certainly not true of anyterrit()ry~athas been
alministered by Australia, an"it is for Australia
that I am speaking. I am not s~tleaking for any other
administering Power, but it might, be useful, and perhaps even helpful, to this Assemb1Y~ifI said something
about eastern New Guinea, for 'Nhich Australia is
responsible.
60. Eastern New Guinea' has long been iaolated from
the rest of the world. Its people -had no contacts
with other peoples for hundreds of years-probably
for thousands of years. It was, .therefore, different,
for example, from the peoples of Africa who, at
various stages over a long period of time, have
had .fruitfuf contact wltlt other culi:U:res in other parts
of Africa~ in parts of Asia and in vario@s other parts
of the world,. New Guinea 'Was a completely isolated
series of communities cut off from cultural and other
contacts. Even today it contains fewer than two
mfilionpeople. The population has been growing
steadily in recent years, but it i,B still fewer than
two million, andbetween them theyspeak510languages
and some thousands of dialects; and the people who
speak one of thOSIS 510 languages do not understand
anyone who speaks another, so that onel1asa large
number of groups unable, for all practical purposes,
to communf,cate with one another-people who have
had no concept of a nation, people who have had no.
concept of the size of the island that they inhabit and
the fact that there might be some common !nterest,
even some common bond, between them and the other
people on that island. They have lived primitive lives.
On the whole their way of life consisted of gathering
food and eating it rapidly ~ Storage offood. for example,
was an idea thatbarely entered into their way of living.
They were dominateci by sorcery and witchcraft.
In many cases they practised ca1mibalism.
61. These are not, people Who, until recent times,
,formed a nation with a highly sophisticated political
or Social structure. I am not one of those who confuses
. ciVilization with Western ways of living, but I know
that there are many Members of this Organization
in many continents who have w~in their borders
small groups of peoples living~pr1mltive lives, with
Jimited traditions, and With. up to the present,
lit~ited opportunities. And I ask the representatives
of those countries to imagine an island evex:v one of
whose inhabitants is a person of that background.
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That shows the jlm.mensity of the task. It isa question
of bringing men in a few years from the stone age up
to the modern complicated civilization. And this is
not a problem that confronts any country in this
Orga~ati.o:n. It is nota p;roblem that has confronted
the .Members o[ this Organization in recent· times.
This is almost (t~~~i:que situation-unique in the size of
the people, whoee s:tandard is such that they have quite
a way to go before they cantake their place among us.
This view is not based on anyfeelingof racial supeno:rity~' The people of New Guinea will be able to attain
their place alongside everybody else. The relatively
backward state in which. they found theJIlselves is a
product of long isolation from the rest ofman..ld.nd.
It is the result of historical circumstances.
'
62. Australia has had the great task-an.d.it is a task
which we have gladlyaccepte~ and one whichwe have
chosen to accept-of ~y~~ging these people into the
twentieth century, of making them peaceM neighbo\lrs ,
.of Australia and of the other countries in our Western
Pacific region, people who will be partners of all of
us in a peaceful world.
.
'
63. Profit has not been our motive. As far as AuStralia is concerned, the task of administering New
Guinea and of adv~~cing the indigenous inhabitants
has been a heavy economic and financial burden, and
it is a burden that will continue. Therefore, the
classical ideas of the economic exploitation ofc(J1onies
do not apply in the case of New Guinea~
II
":\
64•.The people of New Guinea are our neigpb.ours"
The island of New Guinea is llext to us; we five with
its people cheek by jowl in thisworld.Wew~Altto
be friends with tiiem. We want them to be partners"
with us in a common endeavour and 1n the interests
of our common peace" We look forward to bringing
them to nationhood. We have accepted and have gone
beyond our obligations under the Charter to .bring
them to nationhood., .
!

65. Let me say something about the problems that
have confronted Australia in a country like New
Guinea-and, when Is~y this, perhaps it will answer
questions that could arise in ynur minds as to why
it is taking some time to achieve our objective.
66.. Australia has had the Trust Territoryo£ New
Guinea for forty years. That is the lifetime afone
indiVidual. Before that, it· was a German colony.
Australia also has a Non-Self-Governing Territory
itO the south of the Trust Ter:ritory, ,!here we have
',been somewhat longer';But I shall speak about the
two together becansewe'areapplyingcommonpolicies.,
we have a common aspiration of giving self-determi";'
nation to the people in both territories.
67.. , New Guinl;)a is in the tropics" It has a rough
terrain" It ha..~ a junglethat is frequently bnpenetrable.
When you thillk of New GUineat perhaps you. could
put ·it alongside the· Amazon as .a vast· area which it
is extremely difficult to penetrate. That is one of the
reasons why it has taken a long time to open up the
'country. Even today' there are areas that are not yet
under adminil=Jtration. It has be~n a hard and a.l6hg
task. We ·must xemeJnlJ,er that all the resources that
a:r~~vai1able today were not available forty years ago,
oi--ven twenty years ago. I am thinking in particulaF
of aircraft and of the bulldozer. It often takes a man
on foot many, many days to go a. very few miles.
We" have been able to,,-) ov~ercome this J)roblem of,
space and of impenetrable '.' jungle by usinga:1rcraft.
c
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Australia did a lot of the pioneering work in the world
in opening up a territory by aircraft. In the late
twenties and in the thirties, we built a whole town
in the mountains of New GUinea, supplied completely
by air-the town of Bulolo-and in those days that
was quite a feat. It was something from which other
countries learned, but it was something that was
not possible until we had mastered the use of aircraft
for the transport of heavy machinery and heavy goods.
Even today there are settlements in New Guinea
where a substantial part of the supplies and communications have to come in by air-an expensive
and sometimes a difficult project because, in addition to this jungle, there are high mountain ranges
and there are various indentations of valleys. Many
people who have come to New GUinea, including some
of our United Nations colleagues and visitingmissions,
have been quite alarmed at the conditions under which
they have had to fly from place to place in New
Guinea through mists and fogs, a condition that is
quite normal in the lives of those who have to live
and work in New Guinea.
68. And then we had, in the middle of our task in
New Guinea, a war which devastated New GUinea.
New Guinea was the scene of active fighting for five
years. During that time, a large number of buildings,
roads, wharves and docks were destroyed in shelling
and other forms of warfare. The jungle swallowed
them up.
69. I· can remember going to Finschhafen, on the
northern coast of New GUinea, where there was a big
building of about the same size as the Delegates'
Dining Room, with a floor of concrete six to nine
inches thick. And yet, in a period of six months,
that enormous slab of concrete had been completely
destroyed by the jungle: trees had forced themselves
up through the concrete, splitting it in two. And so,
by the end of five years of fighting, there was very
little of a material nature left in northern New GUinea,
and we had to start off again from scratch in a material
sense. Quite apart from warfare, of course, this
great tropical growth of New Guinea imposes enormous
tasks upon us annually in maintenance. The task of
maintaining roads and buildings is very great.
70. Then there has been the problem of overcoming
disease. The whole coast of New Guinea was an ar~a
in which malaria was prevalent, an area of great
sickness for the indigenous inhabitants and for any
Australians who came there. We have graduallyovercome that. But it has taken a long while, because
the knowledge and the drugs that exist today did not
exist until comparatively recently. Here, again, pioneering work has been done in Australia by people
like Sir Hamilton Fairley. The work done in New
Guinea in coping with malaria has served as a lesson
and has been applied in places like Burma and other
parts of South-East Asia and in the continent of Africa.
Nowadays, in the development of under-developed
countries, we can take account ot things like atabrin
and paludrin. We have learned more about the importance of draining areas, where it Is possible, and
how to drain them. We have learned about using
fish to swallow and keep in check the larvae of
mosquitoes. All these things have gradually been
learned over the years and applied throughout the
world. But, until some of these things were learned,
there were serious impediments to the development
of many parts of the world and certainly to the development of New Guinea.

71. Scientific research has been needed, and in
Australia itself a large part of our economic history
has consisted of learning how to acclimatize to
Australian conditions animals and vegetation from
Europe. We had great problems in getting even sheep,
which are now the backbo~ of our exports, to live
in Australia. We had problems with Wheat.
72. We have had the same problems in New Guinea.
I have been up in the highlands of New Guinea in the
last few years, where we have been experimenting
with cattle and sheep and pigs-livestock which did
not exist in those parts even five years ago, livestock
which is still not at home in those parts and still
not an economic proposition. The gradual application
of research and experimentation will, we hope, make
it possible for areas which at present can carry
nothing to become productive areas, but these things
take time. Even the breeding period for livestock is
of some duration. We need time for these things.
73. I have said this because I know, and I have
heard it said here, that the development of some of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories and the Trust
Territories has appeared to go slowly. But one reason
in many cases, and certainly one reason in the case
of New GUinea, has been the difficulties ofthe terrain,
the physical obstacles that any Government would have
had to overcome slowly and painfully.
74. We are making efforts, apart from the material
work, some of which I have referred to, such as
roads, bridges, hospitals and so on. We have applied
ourselves industrially to carry out our obligations to
prepare the peoples for self-government, and in this
process, of course, there is a fanning out. We started
off with nothing in this respect, as far as the indigenous
inhabitants were concerned, but you build up a nucleus,
and the nucleus itself canplay a part in training others,
and so you get a fanning 0llt. You teach some teachers,
and then the teachers teach other teachers. So, instead of political and economic development proceeding
at a steady, uniform pace, we can look to it proceeding
at a steadily accelerating pace.
75. In the political field, there is increased participation in the public service and in the central Government. This year there have been reforms in the Legislative Council which have increased the number of
indigenous inhabitants serving in that Council. There
has been steady development of local and regional
government. ThiS is not uniform all over the territories. We are not holding back one province because
another province is not ready for a particular form
of self-government, but in towns and in Villages, and
gradually in higher forms of organization, the indigenous inhabitants of the particular localities are
playing a bigger and bigger part in running their own
affairs.
76. Education is steadily growing. There are nOW
200 000 at school in New Guinea. As I have said,
the' total population of adults and children is less
than 2 million. Technical training, not only in varioUS
forms of industry but in agriculture, is steadily being
expanded. For example, I myself visited a large
plywood factory in Bulolo in 1956 and again in 1957,
and in that period I could see a steadily increasing
proportion of indigenous inhabitants taking part in the
operations of that establishment, operations which
were highly sophisticated, with electriC eyes and
various operating methods that could be used in any
city in the world.
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77. Health services have been expanded. This does 1>efore us,' who would not havG" preferred
different
not 6~yapply to(' hospitals and so forth' where Euro- wording. For exa.mple,~ I do not think it is true that,
pean doctors and others couldhelp, butweare training as stateqm in the preaJllble, in,' all cases the continued
and preparing' the indigenous inhabitants for health
existanc~of colonialism "impedes the social, cultural
services on their own account. We are building so
and e~onom.ic de'velopment of dependent , peoples".
that the people themselves will take over these
I hope that what I have said about New Guinea indifunctions.
cates that there at least colonialism is helping the
indigenousinhabitapt~_f01"Ylal"f!"and that without the
78. Law and order now prevai!sovernearlythewhole,
,
'Australia~--Adm.inisteling Ailt1l6rltythe people would
territo:r;y. There are stin some,areas, as 1 have said,
have no im.med1atehopes of advancement and of selftIiatare not under administration, but. most of it~,
government.
and here is. L~;W , and order' where all the people of
the territorieB,~~an look to the protection of the
83. Oper~tive paragraph 3, referrlngto'pretexts, for
courts against arbitrary action by individualS or 'delaying independence, :might •perhaps be misinarbitra.ry action by Government.. The territory is terpretedJ There are;parts of the world where the
subject to the rule of law, and the, rule of law applies
immediate, abandqDIIlent by the AdministeringAuthgrito all the inhabitants.
ty would result incha<>s, but I think we would all .
79. We are gradually reforming or amending reagree that as a p~text, as aJalse reason, unjustified"
strtbtions imposed by tribal or religious custom.
~~ ::~~,the con~tions in that paragraph should not
That, of course, is a complicated question, and.many
'.)
representatives here will have had personal expert- 84. There has already been reference by therepre-ence andwillhave p~rsonalviews onthe extent to which sentatives of Burma and New Zealand ,. to operative
an Adrninistering Authority should interfere in old paragraph 4cabout armed action, and", they have exinherited customs. This is something where we have plained their interpretation that this is not intendedto
tried' as far as possible to adapt ourselves and to l1'~vent °tf~e use of 'police in the noi"lnal maintenance
'
adapt our laws to the wishes and the freely accepted ollaw anff order.
desires bfrl;he illdigenous people. As you know, local
J
,
(!
cU$toms can make diffic1t,\t the most economical use
85. There is also a paragran]f stating that immediate
steps should be taken totrirttsfer all powersin'Cleof land, to take just one example. However, with regard cordance with .the freely expressed will of t~
to 19fd",/t:he,Australian Gav.ernmenthas 0p~}!s~edthe' digenous" inhabitant~ As far as we are' con,cerned it\
pol1c~":1;hat no land canbeacq1..liredfrom·the indigenous
inhabi~@ts except by the 1\;\bnini~#;1.ation itself, and Gill" te~ritories, Australia, is taking steps-and it has
"
been t~~dng them-to transfer powers as rapic11yas
then only"under safegu.ards. The, result is that 97 pex: ,pos$;1Ql\~ to the indigenous inhabitant$, and }Ve,.1 ~.
cent"of the land in New Guinea is unde~'indigenous believe:' ,are giving effect to that, paragraph of this'"
~nership, ,and less, than 1 percent is rn, use by or
declaration"
' ,
".
.
.' ,,'
.' \\
occupied lly non-indigenous people. We, have felt that, \~ , . . . , >, ,.
as part of our sacred trust-using the words, of the :186., This \I,debate has. 1?~en ~eful ,~ revealing ,the
Charter--we •had an obligation('Ito see to it .that the ) currentsG~ ~~oUght, and m demonstrating the feeling,
lahdS in New Guinea remained in the ownership and
nQ~>6n1YaJll6llg those of US who are here, but among
at the .disposalofthe people of New Guinea..
~ose whom we represent, here•.Themost '~ffe~~$lx\
.
,..,'
.
.'
.
,'. .
~peeche~if I might say so-have been those which
80••• As I have said, Australia has,acc:ptedthe obhw1~re restrained and which balanced good and. bad.
gatIonsof the Charter. These are obh~ations to the
N~)ne of Us would, say' that there is no good or no bad
United" Nations, to the internat!o~ community" but
~;~is institution of colonialism. Butwe are all agree(!
they are also obligations to.the Indigenous~~abit~ts ~~t we should bring it, as rapic11yas possible, to an
themselves" The Charter lsprecise on thi$~ It 18 a
e~~d in the form of self"",governtnent ~or all the peoples
treaty o b l i g a t i o n . »
of: the world.
.
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81. Now we have before ,us, submitted bya large
number of nations on the initiative of the AfricanASian group,a declaration [A/L.323 and Add.1-51..
This declaration is different from the Charter. The
Charter, as I say, is a treaty obligation and preci.sely
worked. out. This declaration is different evenfrom the
Universal Declaration of Human c'Rights, which wafiJ
carefully.worked over in a commissicm and a COm,mittee and even then had no. binding 01' enforceable
status. It isdifficulf to .be precis~_~Jl a general
declaration, It Is designed, to cove:edifferellt types
of territory; it is designed to covel~ different types
of administrative r6ginies. But this \declaration, riot
being able to override the Chart~:l7,~;~\r go beyond the
powers of this Assembly, represents~~therageneral
statement of agreed aspirations.
82. Some here wo~ld have liked it togofurther~ as
we have heard. Som,a would have liked it to go less
far" Some would have liked it, to be more precise,,"
!)thars woufdhave'preferred differentwordiilg"There
is, 1 imagine, no ·~ember here who would'not like to
see,some change in the draft declarationasltappears,

8+. I haYe tried today. to miike'Australia'sPoSition
cXear as an administering Power. I have tried not to
ntislead the General Assembly, but to show the diffj."'"
cUlti~S\ and the aims that we have 'in our territories,
haw \\re are trying to cope with those difficulties,
and how we.. are trying to pursue" those aims. The
Prime Minister of Australia said in this very Assembly hall on 5 October 1960:, ft •• ,,,,we regard oq)~
selves as having a duty ~oproduce~s. soon ~$.:i.t is
practicable an 'opportunity f9r completeself.pe~np.ination for the people of Paptta and New G".it\~;'~)f=<,
[888th meeting, para. 46.]
- --~
/l~"'"

0

88'. Mr. MlYAZAta (Japan): 'l'he· question of the ab~.?
litionof colonialism is no newissue'lD. J11e ,Covenant
of the, League of 'Nations, we have1"se~n~,r'ijre,..idea
, of
~andate, , the" forerunner of the intern~tiotlal" aecountability of dependent te~nte~~e Charter
of the United Nations this J.s mo~e clear and precise"
The provisions on Non-Self-Governing Territ6nes
andTl'Ust'l'erritories inl~Chapters XI, XII and. XIII '
enVisage future ,self-gove:rn:rnent or inde~ndenc~ of
these Territories.
-

o
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89. In POit'$-5 of fact as welt, since the United Nations

~t!~n w~,~~n~ained our independenc~?g~ina~~~i;

came into being" former Non·Self-Gove;rningTerrlableol1dB. A~te:r. emergen.ce from,th:t~~,centurtl;3~~
torle8 and Trust Ter'ritories, totalling more than
seclusion, m~J country encountered theharah~:.real~~ie~
thirty, attained independence in accordance with'the
of interna~i9~allife.At that time the~ was:no League)
letter' and spirit, of the, Charter_This, is no mean /9i '~,',atiO~,'1S~or U,n,ited, Nations" to lean~pon an,d, m,~
record for the United NatioDS, and with seventeen
COU,~\try h.~;a to see thl"Ough early' days of contact an~
newly independent nations among us here at this
c(lnf~ntai~on wIth the rest\~f the world enti~J '
session, the trend and the urge for :Independence are
s:lngle-n:mdedly.
all the more mounting and pronounced.'
97• Mod'e rni za:~;'fj",
," s,truetu' re and.:l..
On 0,f po,liti,
,ca.z:
euu....
90. My delegation shares the view that the question 'cational '. inatitutions. inau,guration Qf induStries using
0,£ C,OIOnialism is one of the J!llostlmportant problems
ro,acbine,s ,and electJiicity', had tc.> b, e done solely on
of the, day. 'rh,e]E6should be no time,loat in bri:nging
our own resources. It was a hard 'road that }Y,ty ,oountry
the Whole question to a reasonable pe:r.spootivEI. ,had to tru.dge along, but ',vill and determination carried
Unrest in more than one part of still dependent areas
us to a position among the nations of the world that
in Africa and the situation in the Congo compel our
is not easlly im1uen~ed by outt3ide forces.
urgent attentIon to this question.
98. Because of our own experience, we i1,l Japan
91. ,We have three Qecla:ra,,~c!U=J.9!lthe",end of colpnialhave a deep sYJilpathy, not only for the independeli:CG
ism before us. All are SI? phraSed as lio.be applicable
of colo~a1 oountl'ieS$ but also for themevitab1lefu.ture
throu,ghout the, wo:dd~ lACy delegation. attaches great
that€Cwaitsthmn after the attainment of independence
importance to, the sc6p~ .\1)f application. It is the con-a hard cUmb uphill taxing them, :requiring every bit
viction ofm~ldelegationtha.tadeclarationofthisnatul'e
of will power and ard1.lOus work. Today with the
United Nations standing by all Member ~tions and
should be universal in its application, that is, such a
de,claration must be, applied toev~/Jfy part ofthe world
ready to extend a helping ,hand where it is reasonably
necessary, things are cdttsiderablyeasier. This is
without exception.
92. My deleg;3,tion wishes to point out, however, tha.t
surely an advancement of 'our internatioll;;ll socie~v
although ~n:lversal in its s(}ope, actual application must
in which we live today. Nevertheless, m'spite of all
be flexible. In a sense, universality of application
the aid and assistance at the disposal ofyolmg nations
necessitates flexibility• Especially with regard to the
of today, the malnstay of orderly progress should
timing of independence, no wholesale determination
rest on the self-help of each na.tion.
is practicable or even possible.
"
99. As I mentioned before, there is a sense of urgency
93. I submit this bf3cause we have to recognize great
among non-independent peoples today. My delegation
differences in the oonditions obtaining in Africa and
fully sympathizes with it., It goes without saying
those in the Pacific Ocean. In Africa, territories
that we must not dally and tarry in bringing about
independence or self-government to all the peoples
awaiting independence are inYariably land masses of
considerable size and population. In the case of the
On the other hand, hatred and mistrust towards
'Pacific areas, there are thousands of small islands,
colonial Powers linger among some peoples who have
separated by sea and many of them sparsely populated.
expenenced the humiliation of subjection under the
Some 'Of. them may be too, small as a unit of an indecolonial r6gime. We perceive this from the tone and
pendent, State While, more, often than not, cohesion
vocabulary of some of the speeches in this Assembly.
among islands and propensity towards national unity
It is understandable and we cannotbutsympathizewith
are yet to come. Such peculiarity of the Pacific area
such feelinga.
was already forcibly and eloquently expressed in t h e :
" ,
"
Fourth Committee by the representative ofthe Philip-o
100. Recollection and recounting of the past with
pines", My delegation, also representing an insular
rancour serve little purpose in our march towards
nation in that part of the world lUlly shares his view
freedom and independence. We had better look ahead.
and congratulates him on speaking outconcerningwhat
"Ve have come to, agI'\3e that colonialism is a matter of
is rightly worrying this Government.
bygone days. The scramble for, colonies, which was
the order of the day in past centuries, doesnot
94. It may,the~fore,.be unreas~nable to expect a.
and should not exist now. With the chan~e of the
mechanically ~~orm lDlplementatlon of the declartimes and human thinking, and with the United Nations
ation in all ter~~ories of the world. Chaos and void,
and its Charter among us, the rules of the game of
through which anlrthing might creep in, s~oli.ld never
international society have, definitely changed. We
~e allowed in '~Iat part of the, world whIch has, so
should, exhort administering PowerS to recognize
~ar, be,en spared\.fr~m turmoil and remains true. to
this change of the rules., Accusations, if they should
Its ,name. This c~tion on the part of my delegation
be made, may only be directed to those who refuse
does not imply lac\t o;{ sympathy for those,people,on
to acknowledge the change of the tlmesand spared
the isl~ds in the Pacific. On the co~~rary~ we
on those who are quick to aclmowledgethis and act
hope, tha:t those people on the Pacific iSlands may
accordingly.
.
eventual~y be enabled to formulate freely what status
they shall assume in the future, ,to give full sway to
101. A chain reaction, of aecusation,impatien~e,
their own genius, and to enjoy the fruits of their labour
haste and violence is deplorable, to say the least.
to the full.
There is no gainsaying that transition from a st:a.tus
,
,",
of dependency to inaependence had better be smooth
95. My delegation should like to take this oppox;umty
and peaceful. My delegation" therefore, sincerely
to pay attention to some constderatf.ons necessa...'Y for
appeals to the administering, Powers to respect fully
nations which have newly emerged on the international
the desires of dependent peop~e. Any attempt to delay,
scene.
,.-;
unduly the progress toward~ independence or self96. Since the sixteenth century the billows ofcolonialgovernment should never be countenanced., At the
,ism stormed my country, but With staunch determinsame time, to the ,dependent people, my delegation
' "
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102rlln.conclu~io~ my delegation wishes to express
ita .earnest hopa;that adoption by the General Assexnbly of a declaration on the end of colomaU.am
wUl put a final period to the era of hatred and antagords:rm.a.nd open a new era of harmony3I1!icooperation in the history of mankind.
;' .,
.
q
•
.103. Mr. COMAY (Israel): The m.ost exciting~'lfeature
of. th~. historic debat~} is that it could not have taken
pla~~ a generatiqnago. It is five centuries since
the ''l~gQr\ous and inte~ligent nations on the westem
fr1nge~\ of Europe st~#ed setting out to dlscover and
conque\\ n~w -co:ntinen\t~" '1'1'I:ey became the masters of
the Jm~wa . world; frol~ the vast and nearly empty
plains ·..:J,t No~h America. to the ancient civilizations
of Asia. One hundred eighty years ago. the tide
started turning) when a shot was fired at>Concord
which rang around the world. The American RevoIUtlO'D: was followed by the liberation of LatinAmerica,
and by the evolution within the British Empire towards
Dominion status.
~''l04. What marked this phase was the emancipation,
by f(,~ce or consent, of communitiel3 of European stock
,c~o longer willittg to live under the control of distant,
/'parent countries. It wa,e in a much more recent phase
that the process extended to the indigenous non-vihite
peoples of Asia and Africa~ It is only since the end of
World._V!~r II, and the Signing of the United Nations
Charter'in San Francisco fifteen years ago, that
national independence on these two continents has
become an irresistible flood. changing the political
face of the earth so radically tha'i the school atlases
we U$ed as boys, with the different empires emch
painted in with its own special colour, have now become
museum pieces.
105. E'Ven in the short span of these p.?st-war years,
Africa lagged behind Asia, and it now rem8.ins the one
major field for wbathas come to be called "decolonization".. That is why we have all felt such getmine
joy at the' spectacular change which has taken place in
the last year ore two, marked by the admission of
so many new African Member states at the present
Assembly session.' For too long Africa has been the
forgotten contin,ent, languishing in ~overtyand back·"
, wardness, its resources squeezed to enrich others,
the outside world too often reaching ~to its depths
only in the frightful guise of the slav&itrader, whose
traffic in human 'flesh still persists to this day in
certain parts of the Middle East.
e

lQ~il

It is only in our t~e that the philosophical
ideals of human . f reedom and equ,al1ty are at last
being turned int6 practical inteI'l1ational policies.
, Men .will only be brotbers in the real sense of the
word when the pigment of their skins and the shape
of. their. features are no longer relevant to their
individual position in society or to the status of their
people'.
':"

107.' My delegation agrees with What was said by ete

representative of Argentina inhis eloquent stateme'iltnaJnely, that:
'To draw up a balance-sheet of colonialism might
take us Jlluch further· than we want to go. The :Important thing to note is that whatever ,judgement
nt.aybe passed on the .system now or by future his-

torlans,coloniaUsm ;qo longer fits into."the p0.-

litical structures of our time; It lsa type of· 1"6-'
lationship which.has ended forever.1f[927thmeeting,
para. :1'7.]
Whatever that balance-aheet maybe,!1 there is nO
question that the earlier record ,of colonialism is
stained with oppresf;ilion and exploitation. There can
alSQ be no question that the cOJ,\temporarypolicies
and" outlook of the two major. colonial Powers, the
UnJ.ted K:,tngdom and France, ate based on anhonourable
desire to bring their colonies to self rule. For proof
they can ,legitimately point to the man~ seats which
thefrformer SuPjects now occupy itlthis United Nations
as sovereign and equal States~ Acknowledgement of
this· fact should not be. withheld through proper
resentment of theevUs of an earlier coloni31 era.
108. Where new States wish of their own free will
tQmainta1n an·association with the for:rnerJtletropolitan country,. on a basis of (3qualitya.ndmutual ~apect,
and where they find such links to be beneficial to
them, thex'e is no need to label sv,cha relationship
as "neo-eolonlalismIt. This is a matter which the
new states must decide for themselves" ;in the ex:ercise
of their own sovereign ,prerogatives. What is important to stress IS that there is no special merit
in achieving independence in circumstances of conflict
and chaos if the transfer of power can take place iil
an agreed and orderly manner, as has happened in
many cases and as we hope will happen\ very soon
with all the remaining Non-Self-Govern:Jbg Territories.
,~
109. 'I'he principle of na.tional ind~pendence, spelt
out in the draltresolution in document A/L.323 and
Add.1-5, is one which touches the deepest s~ntiments
and the most venerable memories ()~ the .people of
Israel. Thousands of years ago we were struggling
for .our independence against tbe great colonial
empires of theancieilt wo.rld. Time after time their
marching armies trampled our freedom into the dust.
Time after t:lme the (·standard of revolt was raised "
again, for a people can never be finallycon~ered
so long as the lov~_. of freedom remains alive in
their hearts.
."
110Cl This recurrent $truggle is ensnrined' in the
Hebr~ calen<iart~veryyear. at the Feast ofPassover,
Jews recall the time, over three thousand years ago,
when Moses led the chUdren of Israel out of their
bondage in Egypt so that they could livp as freemen
in the Promised IJancLEvery year, on the ninth day
of the: month of Av,. reUgious Jews fast inmourrdng
for the destruction of our national independence by
Nebuchadnezzar, King. of Babylon, in 686 B.e", and.
again by the Roman, LegIons under Titus, in 70 A.D.
Channuk~,,:.theFeastof Lights,. co:rnmeJtlorates th~
revolt,) of chldas Maccabeasand his brothers against
the domination and the religious and oultural suppression of th~ Syrian-Hellenist e~ire. On .Lag
Btomer, the eighteenth day. of the ~onthof Iyar, we~
remember the heroic and bloodily repressed Jewish
revolt led by B8J."-Kochba and Rabbi Akiva against
the :Imperial power of Rome, in the se9.ond centu:ry
A.D.
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111. These events were the historjcbackgroul1d0'to
Israel fS renewed independence ,in 1948, .aftertijEitter
and painfUl struggle against What had in effectbecome
a colonial 'r6gim~~a.stl'Uggle ''Which :Inv(jlved deportations, loss o£f/1ife ';ed the detention of out" leaders
and thousand(a of our people. But I ,40 not, want "0
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-dwell upon that c9nf1ict now, for. tnrougJ~qiltscours&
knOwled;,....~e-W-l-th-,"-th""o-s-e-;"'''-h-o--n-ee-d--it-."--[8-9-7-th--m-e-e-ttn-g,
we kept intact our belief m.. the basic decency of the
paras. 128-130.]
British ,peoPl~ and our regard for what it has con116. The aching gulf between the political sovereigntributed to civllized values, and we are gladthat there
ty of their countries and the actual conditions of life
al'e today good and friendly relations between the United
of the~r peoples 1.s fully understood by the statesmen
Kingdom and us. OUr only purpose in mentioning our
of the new countries as has been reflected in,th
ancient and modern ~erienoe, is to e~rlain. 'why views expressed her; bY' their 'delega.tions. I WOUl~
w,e so passionately reject any concept 0 ... superior mention, in particular, the stress laid by the repreor inferior races and any belief that one country,
aentative of Ghana on the economi~ and social factors
in the great anti-colonial revolutions of our time, On
nation or people ha,s the. right to rule over another.
112. Who has bett~r reason than we to "reaffirm
the creative energies released by independence, and
faith •• ,. in the dignity and worth of the human
on the need for sound economic relations between the
person. or to hate and reject "all practices of segreunde:r-deve10p(.d countries of Asia and Africa, and the
gation and discrimination"? Down the centuries, our
great industrial countries of Europe and ~merica.My
people have been classic) victims of these practices
delegation fully agrees with these views.
and have survived through many dark and bloody
117. National independenc~ is essential but it is not
episodes, reachi~g their climax in our own lifetime
enough. No nation can be an island unto itself. We
in the Nazi design to procure wha.t they called a final
inhabit one world in which all peoples must learn
solution to the Jewi~h problem by genocide-that is,
to liv'e together or must perish together. In his Intraby the extermination-'of a whole people.
' quction to the Israel Government YearBook, publishell
','
'',
' "
a few weeks ago, the Prime Minister,Mr. David
H.3. We cannot forget past suffering, and we would
Ben-Gurion writes:
not suggest to, others that they do so" What we have,
,"Nations of every size, long under foreign rule.
however,' u:~edupon ourselves and do suggest to
other ,newly independent States is that we and they
some with ancient ,cultures, others for centuries
should, not dwell too much in the past, but should
untutored, are c,asting that yoke aside and grasping
instead concentrate on building the future"
independence.. The, day cannot be far when all
peoples, no matterwhat their colour, race or culture,
114. All of us who are newly emei:ment States have
will be members of mankind's family, equal in
discovered in turn that the proclamation of inderights, sovereign. and free.
pendence is .not an end, but only a beginning. On the,
"Yet all nations, whatever their strength or
morrow of the celebrations, t}te leaders of each of
stature, are growing more and more dependent each
us hav~ had to face difficult. mternal problem~. a:lld
upon the-other. There ·ls hardly a ,State, large.
looming external dan~ers,and~~ch of us has ,~Jllfere1
rich and powerful though it be, that can do without
th,e co....operation and support of 'others","
f,anures,an,d frust~tions. Thac,is so, ,n,~~ ow.y fo~r
recently Independent countries. We have listened 11\\
this debat~ to sober and mature statem,E1~~,S by repre-,'
BeYOnd, ,the ind,ependence of each people lies the intersentatives of LatinAmerican countries wo,mch liberated
dependence of all peoples..
themselves from ;pl0ni~1 tutelage1..~v~~.l centu:y ago
118. V/ebave carefully studied the wordin~ ef the
and, are still elfgaged today in.t....." oattle to fll1 the
proposed draft resolution contained in /document
frame of their sqv~re!gJl~wit1ithe content of human
A/L.323 and Add.I-5, and we shall vQte' for it and
welfare.
support its aspirations. To us, these aspirations
115. Speaking in the general debate on,.lO October
are already foreshadowed in the sublime and universal vision of ~aiah, Jeremiah and the other ancient
1960, the Foreign Minister of Israel said:
Hebrew Prophets, who preached the equality of all
'We, the new countries, have gained our indemen and all nations. In the words of the Prophet
pendence in an era of man's greatest achieve:menta.
Amos;
In ps,ne of the world the standal"d of living and
"Are ye not as children of the Ethiopians unto me,
development' has reached fantastic heigh'ts.. WeSho111d
o
children of Israel? saith the Lord."
not be told to go slow in our development; we
should not ba told that the advances ofthe developed
119. Mr. ,HERRARTE (Guatemala) (translated from
countries have taken generations and centuries to
Spanish): The delegation of Guatemala, pursuing the
attain. We cannot wait. We must develop quic.kly • • • ..
course that it has always followed both inside and
" .... we win never be really free as long as our
outside the United Nations, wishes to declare onQa
children, need to be fed by others. Our freedom,wiU
again that it is in favour of the freedom of peoples
be complete only when we have learned to bring forth
and the abolition of the ,historical phenomenon lmown
from our own soil thacefood that we need. The cry
~s colonialism, which has definitely been onthe decline
fhr some time.
\\
that goes out from the African and Asian continents
120. We have not come here to make accusations of
today is: share with..us not on1~t food, but also your
knowledge of how t.o pJ"Oduce it. The ine~ality in
a..'ly kind. As a nation that emerged into independent
the world today is not only in the gap of material
life after a long colonial perioe;'( we Guatemalans have
things, but what is evenmOl'e frightening, in the
learned to love liberty; we jealously guard our ip.degap between those who litera1:hJ reach for the mooD.
pendeD,o~~:;nd we are firmly convincedthatallpeoples
and those Who do not know how -to reach efficiently
are<~apable of self-determination and self-governin:to~he!r own soil to prC?~uce their daily needs.
mtint-t.he best m.eans of developing their cu1tura1herifI"tCi .satisfy, the hunger of the mind is no less
tage, promoting their welfare and exploiting their
natural riches, for their own benefit.
urgent than to satiSfy the, hungel" 'fo~ bread. T.he
question is; how; the world can ol'gariize itself to
121.. We would be unjust if we included only those
span~1he tiple-lag~of generatiottsandshare this
Western nations which possess. 01" have until recently
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concerned. The Charter also contains a special chapter
possessed, colonies, among the colonial P9wers. In
OUr opinion, colonialism began when man first ex'"
on Non-Self-Qovermng Territories. Although in this
ploited man; when the first tribes subjllgated neighborcl;lse the provisions do not ~()·",-~ofar,nothingelse
ing tribes; when the great emph~es of antiquity were could have been expected, in I~Jt}eW, oft\e gr,e~t political,
and economic interest~ of the c610nialist Powers" Yet
formed through the conquest of more or less distant
that was the beginningl'rf the end~ The PoWers .undernations, which were yet within reach, using the means
took to transmit inforni~tiononthose territories when
of communication available at the time. Colonialism
was b:tought by Alexander the Great and his conquel""'" they accepted the sacrer trust of administration, and
ing h~sts that overran the· Mi<I:dle East; colonialism they made binding stat~ments recognizing that the
was p'tactised by ancient Rome, which conquered s9
interests o.f the inhabitat1\~s were p.aramount. a.. nd Ob,li'"
gating themselves to promote self-government and
many diffetent peoples along the shores of the mare
the politica~ aspirations of those peoples.
'nostrum and converted them into provinces of its
vast empire. It was by colonialistmethods that such 126. The result of these wise provisions has been
great countries as China were formed, and Hqly
definitely encouraging. Of course, the fate of all deRussia, which \\ extended its conquests into distant pendent territories could have been . decided at tllat
Siberia, the e..xtreme east of the continent of Asia.
time by a single stroke off the pen. But the political
Neighbouring peoples were brought under their d()aoa
conditions were not sufficiently favourable and great
minion and the frontiers were Widened as their
decisions of that kind are not arrived at suddenly.
conquests were consolidated. Colonialism and imperiThere is always much reluctance on the part of the
alismare two terms which overlap and have the same
colonizing countries to accept the !ossof th~irprivi..
meaning.
leges" That is why the fight for independence is always
'122. Advances in the art t.\fnavigation and the progress . a bitter _one and why in most cases victory is won
only after a violent struggle"
of science enabled the peoples who possessed this
knowledge to reach distant continents. The discovery
127" We shoqld therefore rejoice that in recerityears
of Ame:rtca charted a new course for colonialism.
the
liquidation of colonialism has developed ·for the
With the advent of transoceanic cam:m.umcationthe
most
part along peaceful Unes,thanks to the spirit
Europeans, with theirtechnical skills, overflowed first
into America, then into Asia, and finally into Africa that reigned at the San Francisco Conference,and
we should also rejoice that this process. is hoW, in
and other, regions.
its final stage.
123. This is no place to relate the long history of
128. My countr.v, to its great satisfaction and pride,
colonialism in modem times. However, as technical
was
a member of the Trusteeship Council and the
knowledge spread and nations became less isolated,
Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing
colonialism. began, paradOXically, to decline until in
Territories.
We believe that we have discharged a
reoent years it reached a point of almost complete
great humanitarian duty by watching over and wor~9
disintegration.
for the development of the dependent peoples and {:~5l:~
124. Now that over a hundred years have elapsed
achievement of their independence. We have consince we became independent of the mother country,
tinued to fulfil these duties in the General Assembly.
we. have come to understand, that not everything was
129. My delegation has witnessed, with the deepest
bad iD. the colony; that· we did receive inestimable
satisfaction the entry into the United Nations of many
spiritual benefits from Spain which form our cultural
new Members,States which were previously colonies
heritage and give us strength to face the vicissitudes
or T,rust Territories. The best proof of this process
of life. Those new countries, too, which are emerging
of' ~"decolonizationlt is provided by the fact that when.
to independent life today will have to realize that
the
United _';Nations was founded,. fifteen years ago,
hostility and resentment must give' way to' undel""'"
there
were cin allfifty-one Members and 'now wej are
standing and healthy co-operation, which does not
mean: subjection in any sense, nor disguised ex... " approaching one hundred,or nearly double the ori~al
number" If we were to compare a map of the world as
ploitation" The road· before them is a rough one and
it was at the end of the war, showing in different
is full of stumbling blocks.
colours the various dependent territories, with a :tp.ap
125. The liquidation of colonialism, a process which
of today, we should' realiZe howencoutaging thepros..
had its feeble beginnings after the First World War
pects are,and that we may now speak of the last rem..
nants()f colonialism.
- '.
when the Mandates System was applied by the League
of Nations to the colonies of the defeated countries,
130•.. Therefore, my delegation believes thaV-dle liqui..
took a. tremendous step forward with the ratification
dation of colonialism will not take-long, and tht.:'-the
of the United Nations Charter, establishing the right
matter
should not be exploitedfor dem8:~ogicpurposes
of penples to self-determination and instituting the
in
the
cold
war, but treat~d with thes~riousness and
Trusteeship Sys,tem for the territories formerly
good sense thatth~times~aU for. Above all, wemusr
under m~~~a:i;e,.!for the territori.es taken away from
prevent
the countries on the threshold ofindependence
th~, enemy Stat~Js,during the Second World War, and
from
becoming
the vIctims of the cold war-op2~ in
for those territories, which were voluntarily placed
a
dangerous
ganle,
bearing the lab~Lefcindependence
under tI1.1steeship by th~States responsible for their
but
suffering
worse
SUbjection than when they were
administration. The provisions relating to the Truscolonies.
teeshipSystem clearly state J;hat its objectives are
to promote p'olitical, E;lponomic;" social and,educational
131. We should not disregard the praiseworthy.efforts
advancement of the inhabitants of the Trust Terriof the recently emancipated countries in favour,of..,the
tories, and their progressive development towards
total abolition of colonialism. This is the "same:Jsfjed.
se1f"'gov~rmnent orci1idependence, ·as may be allthat flourished in AmeriCa, when the moment for
propriatetothe particular circwnstances of each
independence spread over the wholecontinent.Slt is
territ.ory and the freely expressedwishes ofthe peoples the same force that was exertec!by the Latin Amerlcan"
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_peoples at the very beginning of the United Nations,
/ for, the successive liberatiffn of the ,peoples of Asia
and Africa; now these efforts are being taken up by
those peoples themselves, so that colonialism may be
done away with once and for all.
132. The spirit that reigned at our famous American
Congress of 1826,. convened on the initiative of the
liberator SimOn Bol{var, is the same spirit that was
manifested at the Bandung, A,~cra and' Addi.s Ababa
Co;nferences, so dear to the,. jiearts of the peoples of
Asia and Africa.
..
133. We have heard the demandS of these peoples
for the Uquidation of QoloniaIism in their continents
But there are still vestiges 'of colonialism in free
America, a' heritage of former times, which should
also be done away with. In the West Indies, in the
Guianas and in part of the Guatemalan territory
tr~awfully occupied by th~ United Kingdom, ~r own
teirttory of Belize, colonialism seems still to 5>6.
deeply rooted. We were encouraged to hear the statement by the United Kingdom representative [9~oth
meetj,g] to the effect that his country is in entire
sym)jJthy with the feelings and aims of the AfricanAsian delegations as regards the earliest possible
achieve.ment of independence by all the p:e()ples not
yet enjewmg it. These are our own. feelings, and I
trust that the United Kingdom, honouring its own
statement, will decide to put an end to the centuryold controversy with Guatemala regardillg our territory of Belize and will respect the territorial integrity of a ,country which, because of its weakness
and lack of r~sources, has no other weapon than the
justice of its cause.
134. I do not wish .to ~ the patience of the Assembly with this p~rtieular question and I shall'
therefore not go into it in detail. However, I must
declare that in conformity withArticl~1 of our Constitution, Belize is !.Jart of the national territory and
we consider its reincorporatio~1 to be of vital importance.
135. If colonialism cannot be justified. anywhere on
earth, it is unthinkable that there Should still be
remnants of this odious system in the American
continent, which was the first to accede to inde- "
pendence and to give the world its greatest lesson
'in liberty and self.-determination. In a century and
a half of independence we have learnedto love freedom,
and despite our political wrangIings we je~J.ous1y
guard this heritage from our liberators and have
devoted our .efforts and oUr enthusiasm to the liberation of other countries. We hope, therefore, that
justice will l:!e done 3,lso in regard to the American
claimS. n,.:ah~eath of freedom, which is today a
strong wtrJd that blows over. the whole world, must
also rea~h America, where it started, and sweep
away fot:ever the last remnants of colonialism. We
are sure that the peoples of A:'sia and Africa will
respond in the same ·generous spirit that has been
shown by the Latin American countries fOrtheindependence of those distant lands."
\

136. My .. deleg~t1.on is firmly. convinced that,if we
are tl:) implemenf-effectively the prol'daions of Article
1 of the Unit~, Nations Charter, especially in respect
of the fundalIlental aim of maintaining internll,tional
peace.. and,;security, colonialism must be abolis)hed.
The subjugation of one people by another inevitably
leadeo;' to constant irritation between the oppressor

- -

and the opJ;);ressed." ThiSV' irritation is reflected in
friction a'~i struggle and sometimes in long, cruel
wars which leave behind them a legac:y of hatre4 that
is hard to dissipate. There canbe no true international,
co-operation on the ba~is of thesubjectio~( of on~
people by another or the violation of ter'iritorial
integrity For/these essential reasons colonialism '
is an anachronism and if we are to respect the
Purposes and Principles of the United Nations Charte;t'~
these forms of, domination :must cease to exist. Thewell-known pretext that those peoples are backward
has no justification. We have seen how peoples regarded as backwa.rd are reborn, assimilate modern
techniques, and jom the universal movement of
progress. The'struggle against economic, and political
domination and against racia.l discriming.tion in. \any
form is the sign of the times, and nothing can halt
the march oftheilnder-developed nations towards their
complete economic, political and social ,liberation.
Cl

137. It is also obVious that colonialism is in open
conflict with any sound legal and philosophical ~on
ception of human rights. How can the empty pretexts
which are advanced to justify colonialism be reco:~
ciled with the glorious declarations on human rights
made in this august Assembly twelve years agoy
What arguments, what legal' concepts can be rais~:U
against the precept, which is but a recognition of the
truth, that all human beings are born free and equal
in dignity and rights? The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights states that no one shall be hel~in
slavery or servitude, but what is thebasis of colonl'ill;;
ism if it is not slavery and seryf,tude? Theratore
my delegation, in. condemnf,ng all forms of col~nialism,
also condemns all its disguised forms, im:po~ed upon
countries which once were i:q.dependent, against: which
it cannot be said that they lack preparation fo~~ independence, countries in Which rospect for the rJignitJr
arld freedom of the ~ndividual and for great spiritur.4
values' has been suppressed. For these reasons,
we were surprised that the SovietUnion shouldpropose
the abolltio:p. of colonialism since it has obdurately
opposed any consideration of the case of the nations
which' have fallen victim to Russian neo-colonialisnr.
138. Let us then accomplish our task in favour of
h,unan liberty,. conscious of doing our duty, without
demagogical arguments or futile recriminations. My
delegation, is pltaased that in the near futUre many
more countries Will take their place in this Organization, after achieving full independence, in fulfilment
of our aim of universality and of unity in freedolIl,
now that man, having made prodigious scientific
discoveries,faces the choice between his oWn destruction and the exploration of new worlds. Let this
be a sign for man to choose the path of reason and
justice.
C

139. We were pleased at the submission of. draft
resolution A/L.323 and.Add.1-5 sponsored by q,·large
number of countries, especially those of Atricll)mdc
Asia, and' including many of the pltemises necessary
for the abolition of colonialism. We find this draft
,resolution constroctive,· and its general. lines are·.in
agreement With our .;point of view. We also welcome \
the draft resolution· introduced yesterday by the
delegation of Honduras [A/L.3241, callingforthearadi·
cation: of colonialism and the appointment of a coinmission to visit the territories which. are still
dependent and make recommendations to- me next
session of the General Assembly on the-l110st rapid
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'iUid efficient" ways of wiping Ol,lt tl'le colonial system"
We shall devott'1 our mostcarefal attention to these
draft resolutions and we reserve thenght to speak
a.gain when they come up fm!,discu.a~ion.
0~

,,~

J

Mr. Bo1and (Ireland) ,iesumed the Cbair..'

140. Mr~BENn'ES vi~EZA (Ecuador) (translated
from Spanish): In this jp-all are assembled the representatives of ninety-nirJe States" It t.'llight well be said
that this Is inde~t!cwnat has b~en caUad the Assembly.
of Humanity. We are the representatives ofthe peoples
of the United Nations, so speakGitheCharter, and this
is tantamount to saying that we are the representatives
of the peoples of the world. Yet there is a gap in our
ranks here which, is,paradoX:ically enoughta~ ac- cusing pr~se:cce. I refer to the absence of those who
are suffering under the colonial yoke-the subject
peoples of the earth.
141. That absence is all too grave an accusation
Jevelled against our consciences as free men, because
'it confronts us with an .inescapable dilemma: th9ae
people are not here either becauae they ~ilve not been
granted the freedom they deserve or because there
a.re in the world conditiona of cultural under-develop..,.
ment which" do n.ot allow them to exercise their
rights to selt~.~govermnent. One'way or the other, this
signifies the o~en acceptance of an ~justice.
.'
142. WbileX}'have heard the representative of a
gl'eat Power "declare that, on colonial queations, he
would listen with att~ntion and respect to what the
'cO!!n.trles of Asia, and Africa have to say, I believe
that the countries of Latin America also have something to sayi! on thiS problem. Surely the representative to whom. I am alluding is aware of the great contributionsin m!.)ney and blood made by the United KingdOJn to the" countries of Latin Americlllmore than a
century aito for their political f.}mancipation, and he
is also a\vare that in America there are still dep,end~nt territories and territories claimed by more
than one State. I do not, however, think j.t· necessary
to invoke special prerogatives in order to speak on
the inJ·ustice inherent in the colOnial system.
143. The State which 1 represent lived for three
. centuries under a system of alien domination Which,
despite the fact that it was actually feUdal, 'is usually
referred to as colonial. To achieve emancipation, we
had to wage a cruel war of twenty years' duration.
That war called for incredible sacr..fices, inclUding
economic sacrifices Which bore heavily upon our
future development. We do not want the peoples now
striving towards their freedom to have to,Jhed blood,
to make sacrifices or to jeopardize their long-range
f!lture. We do not want them to have to repeat our
painful experiences, and this is as valid a reason
as any for C()m.ing to this rostrum.
144:. As :r stand here, I feel the weight of a heavy
-e-,;responsfuility. The subj~ct we are dealing with signifies human suffering. A deep and simple thing is expressed in those two words, but there is nothing
more sa,cred than the suffering of m~n. That is why
my delegation CQ;!!p.ot consent to this being turned
Into a tn~$;ns for propaganda or a lamentable instru":'
ment of the cold war. We refuse to allow it to be
"turned into a jugglery of colonialist dialectics; but
'we also reject its becoming a battle cry of thepurV~ors of democracy~ who are sel~ing their magic
recipes for collective happineS~/ln all corners of the
world.

109!:)

145"F1.rst, I must expl'esso~behalf of.the Gove1'n""
ment of (Ecuador, the profoun~ syxnpathy that. we feel
for the peop, les. oppressed "Ult.~der .the COlOnial, yoke.
Generally sp.eakfng, COIOnialts
./ m isa v,ipe of racism
and has been so throughout its history; the State
I> represent is based upon a multiracial society that
passed through a colonial status. '!'he indigenous
society of Ecuador was multiracial; it sufiered under
the colonialism of the Incasforalmosttwogenerations
and had to shake off that oppressive. domination•
Spain, which held its position of ~olonizer, during
three centt:tries; was also. a multiracial society,
being composed ofCeltic, Iberian, Greek, Phoenicians,
Roman, Gothic, Hebrew and-lastly and gloriouslyArabic elements. The African contributions were also
multiracial-those men and 't'(omen who were bro\Jght
O\Ter in the sla\Te ships to satisfy the slave-owning
ra,paciw of the white man. Thus we know, fr~om our
remote pre-Hispanic past, what is meant by colonial
dom.1.nation, and infJte one centUry of OUr life as a
repi.iblic we have known how heavy' is .the weight of
th
. ~;t past.
14tS. I have hesitated, however, to refer to t4e threecentury domination of Spain in America, and thus also
in my own country, aa colonialiam. The phenomenon
of the expansion of Spain beyond the seas is original
andl!rdque in history. It did not at all resemble the
establishment of ports of call for trading purposes
by the Phoenicians in the Mediterranean; nor did it
resemble th,osecf,ty states which Greece founded
as foci of its marvellous culture, which was based on
a system of slav.e ,labo~~; nOli? again, did it resemble
the Roman colomal system, a ,masterpiece of organization for the exploitation of tributary lands. Spain
yearned to form. America in her own image and
likeness. It sought the souls of the indigenous inhabitants as the supreme object of its colonizing task in
order to save them and, ,according to its Christian
conception, to incorpo~at~them into the Kingdom of
God. It was a feelingoftendEirness towards this newlydiscovered human !?eing, whom through a naive mistake
.
,
ed
was called the Indian, that, long before Grotius, 1
Spanish jurists such as Su!rez and Vitoria to create
a system of ·int.ernationallaw based upon respect forc
the dignity of the human person and the denial of the
right of conquest. It was this urge that'led Spain's
jUrists to establish, the most humane code of laws
that any colonizing peqple has e\Ter form.ul~t~-the
"Leyes de Indias".Spain, raised no barriers between
races, but joinedwith them,'creating our mixedso,ciety.
True, there were injustices; undeniably thef'e was
cruelty, bu~if)! there was harsh domination, it was
the fault of'lrrei.Sponsible people and occurred agaitlSt '
the will of't",e mother co\mtry, which always considered
the lands iliJAmerifta. to be o",~rseas provinces~
147. Colonialism. as we se; it in the. modern world
is· based' on principles contrary to those adopted by
Spain. It is founded, in the firat place, on the, assumption of the inequaU,ty of human beinge as a basis
forecQf,Gmic exploitation. 'There is an underlying
"acism,'jin its doctrine or, at least, in its historic
:;"asis. The mariners of ancient times ontheir voyages
of discovery believed that wh,~n they reached the
equator their skins would (1:)ecome black, like those
of the men viho li\Ted in Africa. This fear of becoming
black continued to exist m the'suboonscious minds
of the descendants of the Slave-traders who, ofcourse,
were never Spaniards. I do not wish to draw unpleasant
conclusions or to (lite concrete cases,but,ob\TloUSly,
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it is this saJIlestate of mind that leads the racists
of today to setupthe barriers in cities,neighbourhoods
and public services between Negroes and Whites.
148. Thus,racism and ·colonia.!ism were inseparably
joined at birth. The search for spice-producing
tropical countries was the motive. In their 'search
for spices, the portuguese set, out on the Mare
Tenebrum; they rounded the Cape of Good Hope,
discove:red Madagasoar and r~achedIndia, while others
set off on a different route towards the coasts Where
the brazil-wood grew. Looking for the Indies where
the spices grew, the Spanish navigators set forth on
the mysterious western Atlantic, and the Spanishpilots
Vicente YMez and MartfnAlonso Pinz6~ in the employ
of the navigator Christopher Columbus, discovered
America. The discovery of the tropicalla.I\ds created,
in its turn, new needs and brought the beginning of tb;~
most inhuman of all. trades, the trade inhuman beings.'
The Negro became a commodity to be bought and sold.
He was hunted on the coasts.of Aftica. He was hunted
like a wild beast. The doctrine of slavery came into
being to justify this savage hunt, and slavery became
the twin brother of colonialism, which is but the
collective form of slavery. Such was the genesis of
classic colonialism.
\/'.

)1

149. Eoonomic n.eceB~ity gave impetus to its development. The peopling of distant lands increased the
investment of capital in iD.dustry. Private capital,
which, working in closely-knit fashion, had sufficed
during the era of discovery,. was no longer enough.
So there came into being that great instrument of
modern capitalism, the limited liability stockcompany,
and it is noteworthy, that the first of these was a
c9lonial ente:rPrise, the Dutch East India Company.
rrthe colonial· system, transformed the old guild
. economy. It produced m~rcantilism as a State policy,
and mercantilism, fii, !tFi turn, gave greater impetus
to colonialism. The strUggle fo~ markets ineVitably
produced international tensions.· When colonies could
~ot be obtained through negotiation, wars of conquest
'or violent diplomatic struggles ensusd. We all know
,the history of Europ~ between. the s~enteenth and
pineteenth. centuries, and I need not go into it here.
J.50~ Colonialism thus acqllired its soo-calledclassic
form, which we desire to see liquidated today. From
the nineteenth . century onwards, it was completely
developed as a meanS· of exploiting under-developed
countries capable of pt;ooucing· cheap raw materials
on a basis almost of sl~ve labour, and of absorbing
industrial excess products at high' prices. That
colonialism has been the cause of strife and war.
The States which arrived late in a world already
divided up demanded their share. Almost all the warS
of that period, including the First World War; were
bJ;pught about by this struggle fo.rcolonial and semicolonial markets. And it is not :ito be wondered at
that the first attempt at world organizatJ7:on. which.
came out of the First World War~ cont"mued to endorse the colonial system.
•
.
.

151. Please excuse me for thiS historical ditression.
I can assure you that it. has not been·· a mere- academic
p.astiIne. At the start .of this debate, mentionwas made
-and rightly so-of cl~sBic, oolonialismand neocolonialism" It was therefore necessary to glance
retrospectively .at classic· colonialism 80 as to explain its strength and persistence. I now wish to
refer. to what lies behind the assumption of its approaching liquidation.

152. My delegatio~ wishes to remain on a strictly
objective plane and seek out the guide line Which
will lead us through the labyrinift. of opimons. I shall
therefore start with an exam~.p.ation ()f what the
Charter of the United Nations 'has to~ say in this
.regard. It must be noted that the Charter has com... ,
pletely suppressed any recognition of the colonial
system, in contrast to the Covenant of the League of
Nations. It was logical that this should be sO,>for
the Charter i:n its PreaJIlble~sets forth ;/ia body of
principles regarding the equality of men and the
rights of peoples-principles which ar~~compatible
with colonial servitude. In the face, 'l~6wever, of ~~
avoidable realities, it has created/a system of ad...
. ministration for the former colonies whicn,jR.outlined
in Chapters XIand XII.
-.....

cc.

.

.

•

153. I take the liberty of pointing out that there is
no essential difference between those two Chapters.
Actually both the Non-Self-Governing Territories
and the Trust Territories are under a similar
juridical system, and similar provisions govern the
relations between dependent territories and the Administering States. The need for making a distinction
was based on practical necessities.

154c As a matter of fact, inboth cases it is the Organization .which. grants the power to administrate.
Article 73 provide~~~vith regard to Non-Self-Gover~
lng Territories, that the assumption of administrative
responsibility by the administering state is "a sacred
trust tf, and it sets forth the rules f~r such adminiStration.
~-:: ;-.:.
-:--

-'-;:

155. Article 75 of the Cha=rt~r states quite clearly
that: tfThe United Nations shall establish under its
authority an international trusteeship system for the
administration and supervision of such territories as
may be placeq thereunder by subsequent individual
agreements." In both these oases the Charter,lays
down that it·· is the Organization which exercises the
functions of mandator and the administering State
which accepts the obligations of a mandatory and thus
binds itself to observe the regulations conforming to
that legal relationship.
156. The rel~tionship bet-Neen the Organization~id
the administering State established by the Charterthat of mandator and mandat0ry-crea~s a series
of juridical ties. Just as, in civil law, an administrator
does not exercisepruperty rights over the asse~
he administers, so~ on the international plane, the
administering State does not. exercise sovereigntY.
over the territories in respect of which it ~xercises
a mandate. It has no vested rights in those territories
either of ownership or sovereignty. Sovereignty implies a totality of rights which is incompatible with
the Simple exercise of administration. In this case
sovereignty has been suspended until a condition is
fulfilled-to wit, the attainment of self-government.
Sovereignty belongs to the people whose territory
is unde~ administration even· though they are ~uable
to exernise it, just as the assets of a minor Jjelong
to him even ,though he cannot at the tlIll5 exercise
full rights over j;l).em. The legal status of the de.. .
pendent peoples is that of incomplete' states. Of the
thr,eee1ements of the modern State they have only
twt>-a. people and a ~rritory-a~d they· are lacking
in the third element, which is seIl-government.
157. It isobvioU8 that the fulfilment of the condition
is not a recoll1IIlendation that mayor may not be
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:omplieq(With by the administering;!State, b~l.t rather
jealously watched over by military . forces ready to
an inesc~pable obligation to lead I'tlllea.cbninistered
drown in blood any attempt at rebelUon.I shall not
peoples ~;ow~rd self-government. Threadminister1ng
refer to the countries wht~h are suffering under e:i~
S~~ is tP~~sponsibleitor the fulfilment of this conc!usivist political parties. NorshaU I l'eferto those
cUtitit>, a)~cl:\ theOr~?nizati.on, as the mandator, has
new "mitimAes"-an old Quechuan word for describing
the pow~\r~o inSiS~ )~ponthis without reg:i1rd to the ,'the peoples that were transp~rtedwholesale for colexception pr;pvidedirl Article 2, paragraph 7, since
lective work under the totalitarian imperialism and
tha;r's~te .ha\l voluntarily placed itself under jntercolonialism of the Incas. there was brainwashing in
. xuttiona~ juris~~ction. by/acoepting the obligations of the
those days too-a fact that bears out Solomon's reCharter','~hicll\is a multilateral treaty.
.
mark in Ecclesiastes that there is nothing neYl UD?er
the sun.
.u
I '
1~8. Beven years ago, in 1953, I had the honour to
.
,
"
!/1
expound this interpretation of Chapters XI and XII
163. My' delegation feels that in ,order topomqatthis
of the Charter in the Fourth Committee on behalf of
neo-,coloniaIism, whether it comes. ~p.til the left 01"
the delegation of Ecuador.!! We held at that time, and
the right,. the Charter sets· forth ~thods which the
we 'continue to hold, the firm hope that the probleti~s
United Nationsshoulddevelopancvperfect.themethods
of colonialism can be settled by juridical means
.in .questiQnrefer to the growing application of the
through a correct interpretation of the principles
principle of self-determination of peoples. Anything
set forth in the Charter.. Many of too sovereign peoples
which guarantees its e:xercise,anytbing which conof today, whose representatives honour this A,~sembly tributes to implanting its existence~ will prevent the
with their presence, were at that time petitioners.
development of neo-colonialism. 1'hisprinciple m.ust~','
We heard some of them speak, and the fact that they
however, be exercised broadly without discrimination"
are now' sitting among us is a' clear proof of the rapid
and without admitting exclusivist' subtleties or fal""
decline of colonialism.
lacious exceptions,:whether .from the side ·of classic
159. 1 must admit that the presence here in this hall
colonialism or of neo-colonialism, and whether from.
the
left or the right.
of the .,representatives of those territories, which at
that time were dependent territories but which now
164. There is, finally, an insidious type of colonialism
are sovereign states, is to a Iarge extent due to
against which it would be well to arm ourselves. I
their courage, their constancy, their clear fighting
refer to the so-called economic semi-colonialism
spirit, their love of liberty and their tenacity in
whichendeavors to preserve a state ofuilder-developachieving it. 09.ceagain we Wy them a tribute. But
ment in order to retain sources ofcheap raw materials
we cannot ignore the fact thaftheir emancipation has
and outlets for expensive manufactured goods. It is
been due also to the efficacy of the principles of the
essential, intJiis case, to increase international C'COCharter which have helped them in their purposes,
operation in the field of economic aid.
and to the understanding shown by many of -the ad16S. I Win now refer briefly to the draft resolution «~
ministering S~tes which have fulfilled the conditions
which .has been circulated as docn:unent A/L.323 and,
'·for,.leading these peoples towards the final goal of
Add.l""S. Its generous spirit,the wisdom witbwbichl-~c"
self-government. The wisdom of the representatives
it presents the problem and the noble feeling for
of those former colonies which today are independent
humanity which pe:):'Vadesit deserve our tribute,
States is eloquent proof of the concern which,. in acbecause it aspires t~8be a declaration of the rights
cordance with the provisions- of the Charter, has been' of' colonial peoples which will complement the Unishown by the one-ti~.e administrators to ensutt3.fQr
versal Declaration of Human Rights.
them steady educational progress.
.
160. These facts strengthen the faithofmydelegation
166. I am bound to examine it in the light of the
in the juridical solution of colonial problems in and
ideas which my delegation has just submitt~d, and ~.n
this po;.nt I must say that I find certain. discrepancies.
through the United Nations. Our Organization is the
I.shall overlook the purely doctrinaire disbrepancies,
mandator, and it is in the power of i¥e mandator
h ' that t i th inth fifth
b la
to bring the mandate t1> an end if and when the consuc as
.'. ·se or.
.' .·e . " pream u r paragraph referring to the role of. the United Nations in
ditions are not fulfilled or there are unwarrantable
assisting the movement for independence in Trustand
delays in their fulfilment. We accordingly believe t h a t '
t
..
,
each case Should be examined in the light of its own
Non-Belf-Governing Terriories. It would seem that
this paragraph seeks to assign the United NationS an
merits and circumstances and against its own back""
active role as a mediator in colonialproblems, placing
ground, and that it should be measured in its own
it in between the dependent· territories and. the adConsequiBnces. Emancipation "enmasse" does notseem
ministering States. My... delegation bas held tbat th~-;/
to us a gooo method, any more than is 'condemnation
.
hi
.
"en masse".
juridical relations ,.'p between the United NationS and
the Administering Stltes
must be that ofmandator to
I : ; : >
161. I have ~,o far referred to what is usually called
mandatory.,'
"classic colonialism", but we ,cannot ignore the fact
167! In,. the operd,~.·Y.J~ part',whicp takes the form of'
that colonialism, li:ke Proteus 'In the Greek myth, is . a declaration of principles, my delegation has certain
mUltiform. It has mimetic powers, ·and·it is abvious
doubts. re,.garding
...·para.,gI".a.ph 3. these.do.ub.ts.. ha¥,eboth
that there exist forms of neo-colonialism which need
a juridical and a practical basis. .My dele~tion beto be destroyed a,t the sourlce.
lieves that the indispensable condition for the at162. I shall paSs now, like the salamander over fire,
tainment·of self...gove.~nment·is that dependentpeoples
toa new form of political and econol;llic colonialism
should have reached a sufficient degree of cu.ltural,
social and economic development which in ~~ch case
which SUbjugates peoples while leaving them with a
self-government which appears to be genuine but is
must be assessed against the backgro;Und~pf its Own
circumstances. The declaration in paragrapb3 might
lead to a massive emancipation, even in. the case
Y See Official Record~ ,of the General Asse~bIY. Eigh~Session.
.. Fourth Comrnittee. 325th and 344th rneetings.
where the stage of developr.nent necessary for the
I
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granting of self-government has not been reached.
The practical difficulties of independence for apeopl~
·that has not attained the requisite degree of social,
econoIriic an4 cultural development would obviously
be very serious indeed.
.

M~etings

there is a :technical obstacle which will make it
CUfficult forua t9 ,s1,lpport the draftresolution, namely,
that when 'spea,ldng of·colonies, it refers to a concept
which diJes notha:\Teany legal basiS in. the Charter
and which it tnightbe appropriate to clarify so as
to indicate whether the reference is merely to· N~
168. My delegation also entertains certain doubts
Self-Governing and Trust Territories,o:talsoincludes
regarding the usefulness of operative paragraph 4..
not so far as the principl~s are concerned but bethose overseas territories tbatsome States regardas
cause it appears to be redunchtnt.
part of their metropolitan territory. We therefore
consider that t4ere is a certain vagueness abouttbe.
169. Despite" these observations, my delegation is
terms used.
.
happy to congratulate the sponsors' of this draft,
.
alth:ough we do reserve our right to express a. final
175. I believe that,'in this matter of the liquidation
opinion on it later. We nevertheless wish to state
of colonialiSm, we are on the right road; but we have
for the racord that we unconditionally' support two
not yet reached the goal. The goal is still very far
fundamental principles COntained in the declaration,
off, andtbe road is beset with difficulties. A studr
such as the one suggested offers one posSibility of
namely, the right to self-determination as the basis
reaching that goal but ,another would be to determine ;
for the independence of States, and the condemnation
how the United Nations· could obtain compliance with .
of any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption
the measures for·the furtherance of self...governm.ent
of the national ~ty)' or the territorial integrity of a
when the administering States fail to comply with
cOuntry..
c, "
their obligations. Otherwise, we shall find ourselves
170.. Self-determination is the indispensable premise
in a vicious circle. It wiU be impossible to give
in any ethical.·or political consideration of humanc'~~independence to certain people$because they will ~
1;>eings, w-hstiJ.~~ individually or collectively. It is,
regarded as not fulfilling the necessary conditions
therefore, the funcmmental condition for the existence
for self-government, and it will also be impossible
of democracy. Deter~inism,which is the philosophical
to insiSt that the administering States achieve those~
negation of self-detel'.~tion, leads individuals~b conditions by constructiVG efforts. This wouldefautomation and peoples ~ slavery. Anything that is
fectively killall hope and would perpetuate an injustice.
done tostrengtb.eD: the prbicipl? of self-determination
176. I must again apologize for having spokenatsuch '
and guarantee lts exercise WIll receive the fervent
great length but this is a sacred cause-that of the
support ef my delegatlon.
oppressed ~oples. We do not want them to suffer
171. My delegation also condemns any attempt to
what we had to suffer to attain our independence.
disrupt the national unity or territorial integrity of
For them we want an independence that is based upon
a country as being. contrary to the principles of the
the principle of self-determination, a freedomthatis
Charter and to the foundations of law and peaceful
without subterfuge or limitation. We feel responsible
co-existence. Wars of conquest, the imposition of
for their hope,s, and. we cannot allow despair ,to lead
treaties . that mutilate the territorial heritage of a
them, Py logical reaction, to accept the totalitarian.
State, and military occupation as a means of settling
Charybdis after having escaped fromthecolon!alist
international disputes are all unfortunately the surScylla. The independence oftoday's dependent peoples,
vivals of a retarded colonialist mentality.
based upon self-determinatiQn, will ineVitably lead
172' Ma I b
110 ed t
11 with
e tain rid
them by their free decisions, free alike from pressures
•• y
~ a .W
0 reca
a c r
p e
and from blandishments, to their own unique forms
that, m. the Juridical development of the J\merican
ofgovernme to This as far as my delegation is concontin~nt.as embodi-sd in. inter,national instruments, cerned is ":e great' responsibility of the peoples of
the prmciple of self-determination is set down as the
the United Nations
~Sis for.peaceful relations between.States and within
•
the international cOinmunity. The international
177. Mr. SUMULONG (Philippines): As all deledoctrine' of uti possideti Juris came into being at the
gatioliS are aware, the item "Declaration on the
same time as we attained our independence~ since
granting of independence to colonial countries and
Sim6n BoU'var, our liberator, took it as the basis
peoples" was originally proposed by the Government
for the existence of States,. On the basis of ~s
of the. USSR [A/4501] and unanimously approved by
principle, nationalities became terl'itorial entities,
the General Assembly for inclusion in the agenda of
and respect for this principle has been maintained
the present session. On 23 September 1960,Chairman
throughout the course of our American juridical
Khrushchev formally presented the draft text •. of the
development. Thus, American inte~tiona1lawcondeclaration which is contained in docum0nt A/4502.
demns the dismemberment of states by armed interDuring the debate on the recommendation' of the
vention and conquest. We cannot allow the civilized
General Committee to include the item and toallocate
world to resound to the tragic Vaevtctis of the ancient
it to the First Committee, my delegatiO!! was among
barbarians.
the first to give' its support to an amendment proposed
•
by the delegation of the Soviet Union [A/L..312/Rev.l]
173. This is why we give our enthusJ.astic support
to have the question discussed inStead in the General
the the embodiment of this principle in the declaration
Assembly in plenary session. We were in agreement
contained in the draft resolution.
with the Soviet view that the vital importance of thiS
174. I mu.stalso freferto the considerable effort
question fully warranted'its consideration by this body.
towards a solution of this problem represented by
We made it clear that, in our opinion, this item had
the draft resolution submitted by Honduras [A/L.324].
asccpe and significance much broader thanthatwhich
A commission such as the one proposed would, through
had been indicated by the terms of, the explanatory
a detailed and careful fie:ld survey, facilitate an obmemorandum, and of the draft declaration submitted by
jective appraisal of the situation even thou.gh it might
the Soviet d~legation. We accordingly rejected the
. not itself provide a solution. My delegation feels that
notion that tJle General Assembly, in considering tliiS
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qUestion, would be bound by therestric~d'and te~'
~ntious _terms of the Soviet draft declaration. We
:maintained that such a declaration must cover the
.cases of all·' countries and peoples anywhere in the
world that remain under alien subjection, victims
of· imperialist domination both old 'and new, arid in
all its forms and manifestations.
\~78.

It wal:J .upon the basis of this understanding
that the Philippine delegation co-operated with other
countries. of Asia ~nd Africa in the elaborati01(of the
draft declaration which is tQ ~~~iOUnd in d~}~ument
A/L.323 and Add~1-5. In accordance with ~the instructions of my Government, the Philippin~ delegation has joined the rapidly increasing number of
co-sponsors of this proposal, which at the present
moxnent, if I am not mistaken, number forty-two.
179" My country's profound interest in this question
is easily explained. Our experience of colonial subjection, which lasted unbroken for nearlyfour hundred
yqars, was certainly one of the longest in all recorded
historY. We have drunk of the bitter cup of alien
domination to the dregs. But we also recall with relief
,and gratitude that the' Republic of the Philippines was
the first-born independent State of this revolutionary
era of the United Nations-this eta whi:?h will forever
be distinguished in the annals' of human civilizationby
theeII!ergence into freedom and independence offortyodd countries within a period of, only fift~en ,years"
'\\
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of the United Nations, "(;bat it could not for long be
ignored or kept, so to say, in coldsto:rage"

182. The forward movement of history could not be
,arrested by any.kind of verbal legerdemain, however
'-ingenious. Thus, today, we are in the process of
adopting a,. "Declaration on the granting of independence to coloniiH countries and peoples" as a
necessary follow-up and clarification of the "Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governirig Territories"
which is .embodied in Chapter XI of the Charter.
183" Some may wonder whether this new declaration,
by specifying independence, does not constitute a reVision of the existing declaration in the Charter. This
is a legitimate concern which it is well for us to
consider" In this ct>nnexion, we would recall the assurances that were offered to us in San· Francis~o
to the effect that self-government and independence
were virtually synonymous-an interpretation which
the dictionary as well as textbooks on political science
tend to support.
{,
184.~ Moreove:E, Article 73 b of the Charter obligates
the colonial Powers "to take due account of the political aspirations of the peoples"-an obligationwhich
most of the colonial Powers have respected during
the last fifteen. years since the end of the Second (~: ,>
World War, by satisfying the s~preme politicalaspiration of any people, which ismdependence, readily
and voluntarily in some cases, grudgingly and by
making a virtue of necessity in others.

180. In his speech before the Assemoly on"29 November 1960 [927th meeting] ,Mr. Shukairy, the repre185. Considering that nearly f~;rty ct1at1tries ~ye .
sentative of Saudi Ara.bia, was generous enough to
achieved independence since the"Chart~r'was pr~
"recall that the Philippines was 'the only Asian country
-mulgated,
it is the eolonial,powers' 1;ilemse'Z:Veswho
that in San Francisco fought for the inclusion in the
havebome: the responsibility for the'progrefiktve
"Charter of the United Nations of independence aB the
interpretation
of Article 730£ the Charter" It Is tIley
just· and rightful goal of the peoples of the Nonwho
have
dared'.
to carry· the letter of this. promiQnSelf-Governing Territories. The colonial Powers at the
of
the
Charter
.to
its logicalconclusion,and-,~s,new
time would concede no more than the principle that in
declaration
which
we are proposing does 'no 'D;iore
these territories they would ~develop self-government" and "take due account of·the political aspir-/ \:than confirm 'the wisdom they have shown in the face
of ineluctable historical necessity"
ations of the peoples", and they tried hard toconvinCf)
us that the general concept of self-government woutd
186. The PJ:q.lippine delegation, stands four-square
include and would enibracethe goal of independenc~:r.
behind the terms of the declaration. proposed byfortyFrom this. semantic confusiop. has sprung one of tIle
two Asian and African States [A/L~323 and Add.1-5].
seeming inconsistencies or, shall we say, one of the
Jf it be 01>jected that this declaration is considera.1~~y
political curiosities of the Charter; for, whereas
mo~ exuberant in 'letter and spirit than the iJ corArtiole 76 of the Charter clearly establishes "selfresponding declaration in the Charter, our answer is
government or independence" as the goal ,of the·m,...
that the difference is' due to the new'complexion of
habitants of the Trust Territories, Article 73 merely
the United ,~ations and the radically altered .enobligates the colonial Powers Stto develop selfvironment inwhieh it operates t<>day. In8an Francisco
government" fer the peoples ofijl~~Non-Se1f-Governing the .greatPo\~rs that Won the war influenced a:hd
Territories.','
determined the 'form and character of the Charter;
they understandably hoped to prese:rve ,what they 1;hen
181. It was the view of the philippine delegation at
possessed for as long as possible and they "rere not
the ~an Francisco Conference, and it still remains
in any mood for voluntary sacrifices and acts of
the view of the Philippine delegation now, that inderenunciation"
Their domination of the San" Francisco
pendence should be the common objective of· all the
Conference
Is therefore l"eflected in the.rather con....
peoples of dependent territories, whether Trustc or
sarvative, though not ungenerous, language of Article
c~on-Self-Governing. we were assured in san Fran..
73"
ciscothat this was indeC3dthe case, in the spirit if
not in.the letter. of the Charter.' We we~~.vastly
187i' But fifteen years have passed sin:~e then, and
the. membership, of thCil',<,United Nations has doubled
outnumbered in San Francisco and we lost tJ\~ slh-uggle
for this, one crucial word" But.",-th!!it. wo:rilll'was not
since the Charter was >' iVri:tten because of the adsimply a word tbatcould be ~de to~l1fsappear by
mission 'Of states newly emerged from' coloniaLsubsleight-of-hand or by incanta~~on" It was a word so
jection" When these new States speak, as they do now,
fnstinctwith, life, so dear an9) so near to the hearts
in the' proposed declaration, the world must be preand minds of so many milli«(ns of dependent people, "pared to hear a voic~ with strong .undertones of
so tightly woven into thefrlbric of the present and 'remembered injustice and hurt, and vibrant with
:the ~ture, and so linked to the purposes and plinciples
sympathy for peoples still waiting to Qe free.
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188. Some doubt has been expressed in connexion
with .paragraph 5 of the draft declaration, wbichreads:
"'5. Immediate (reps-s~llJ>e taken, in Trustand
Non-Self-Governing" Territories or all other territories wh1chhave not yet attained independelT!Ce, to
transfer all powers to the peoples of those territo1'les. without any conditions or reservations, in
accordance with their freely expressed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed or
colour, in order to enable them to enjoy complete
independence and freedom."
189. At first blush, this provision might appear to
be in contrast to the philosophy of gradualism which
underlies Article 73 of the Charter and is implioit
in the words, "progressive development of ••• free
political institutions, according to the particular circUlnstances of each territory and its peoples and their
varying stag~s Qf advancement". However, it is clear
that what is !ienjoined in paragraph 5 of the proposed
declaration is not the immediate transfer ofall powers
to the peoples of those territories, but rather the
taking or initiating forthwith of steps whichwould lead
to such transfer of power. What is intended to be
corrected is a policy of deliberate procrastination
and delay, of failure to launch a dependent people
upon the road to independence-a policy which, 'as we
have seen, has had such tragic results in the case of
the former Belgian Congo.
190. Our support of this paragraph springs from
our experienoe as a former depend~~t territory of
the United States. After the United ldta:tes had CO'mpleted the, conquest of my country at 'tbe turn f/ithe
century, the leaders of my people began to petition
and oampaign for imrnediate,complete and-absolute
freedom, and they asked the United States for repeated guarantees towards that .end. The American
people and Government gave us the guarantees we
asked for, and although ourindepehdence was not
recognized immediately from. the moment we petitioned for it, still it was gratifying to recall that
by virtue of the guarantees thus obtained there mlS
never any doubt from the be~"'\lling that steps wol.\ld
pe taken immediately towards the goal ofindependence.
191. In point of fact, on the ~xact date promised to
us by the United States, on 4 July 1946, Philippine
independenoe was granted and ;recognized, and all
this was accomplished without need of shedding a
single drop of hwnan blood.
192. Had the United Nations existed then, my country
would surely have benefitted by the moral pressure
of the Organizationji and the period of preparation
~()Uld have been much shorte.r. What paragraph 5,
8!nd indeed what the declaration, means is that the
deliberate delay or withholding of independence shall
no longer be tolerated, having regard for the greatly
accelerated pace of developments in the world today,
. the irrepressible aspirations of peoples for political
and economio em~Jnc"pation, and the irreversible
march of history.
193 e The heart of the forty..two-Power draft declaration [A/L.323 and Add.1-5], however, is to be found
in the words:
"The General Assembly,
)

.<

"•••
"Solemnly proclaims the neceSSity of bringing to
a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations;
,
,

'. -

,.A.nd to this end
"Declares that:
"1. The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation,
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of
funda~nental human rights, is contrary to the Charter
of the United Nations and is an impediment to the
promotipn of world peace and co-operation."
194. By ithese forthright af,lirmati,ons, we make itin.
dubitablt clear that we intend tWs declaration to apply
to all ~~ubjugatedpeoples in.e..ny part of the world,
whethex;1 in front of the iroIl and bamboo curtains, 0);'
behind1iliem, whether domhiated and exploited overtly
or cov(~rtly by the methods of classical imperialism
or ne~:imperialism. .
195. We hav~ no tea:rs to shed as yet for the old
colonial imperialism that has' died. Of it we can say
truly that, the sooner it is finally liquidated, the better
for, manld.nd. But equally'we have no words of welcome
to offer to the new colonial imperialism that is
arising to take its place. We feel we have a duty to
warn peoples against the new colonialism which is
weeking to impose itself upon weak peoples by force
or upon unsuspecting nations by stealth. ,Constant
vigilance is our only weapon against the resurgence
of the old colonialism that is dying as well as against
the new colonialism that is coming to birth.
196. By adupting the African-Asian draft declaration
we shall give proof of our capacity to see through
pretence and hyprocrisy. We shall proclaim the in.
tegrity of our own judgement, uninfluenced by pity or
flattery. We shall give notice to the neo-imperiaIist~
and to tbecrypto-imperialiststhatwea:renotprepa-r;ed
to accept any lessons from them in ,the matter of
winning freedom and independence. But Should they
per.sist in the attempt'we shall be constrained to say
unto them: What you now do to destroy the freedom
of human beings and the independence of peoples is
so loud, so deafening, that we cannot hear what you
say.
,

197. Mr. PALAMARCHUK (Ukrainian SovietSocialist
Republic) (translated from Russian): The GeneralAssembly is discussing the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
The vast dome of this chamber seems to have, swe1l8d
with the passionate, emotional appeal for the complete\)
and final elimination of the colonial r~gime in all its).!
forms and manilestations. For the first time since itS
foundation' the United Nations is resolutely declaring
its conviations. intentions and demands to assist the
still·oppressed"peoples in the colonies to winfreedotn
and independence. The wise and vibrant words of the
Soviet UnioJ!, De~laration [A/4502 and Corr.1], to the
effect that "peoples that oppress other peoples cannot
be free", should be carved m gold letters in the
granite entrance to the United Nations.
198. For several days now page after page has been
read out from tbis rostrum telling with anger, con"
viction and pride of the broken chains of colonialism
in Asia; of the great awakening in Africa; ,of the
bonfires of independence 'already kindled and burning
under the blue skies of Africa; of the disgrace of our ,
century_the remains of the colonial system in the
ancient lands of Africa and Asia, on the islands of
OCe'ania and the shores of the Caribbean, where colonialism is still rampant. Land and people. Q11e
h.undred million people, still bear the colonial yoke
of slavery.
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205_ These words of Lenin, which.spa,rkle with the
,clarity of his thwght and foresight,are extremely
noteworthy today. They can provide the key t~dD.der- 'I
sianding the reasons why. the imperialliJ~pl1U).derl(
the colonies and seek to mainiain the colonia.lr6gbnes,
and also to understlnding the fenrwhich besets ceriain
represeniatives of the colonial Powers in this Assembly;; You will 'recall with what haste the United
Kingdom.represeniative, despite the staidness of the
Bri~~sh character, used every effort Wbanish from
his .!sight, like an apparition, the g~mandsof;f the
So7Jiet Union's Declaration. SuchwaS(!tiis,ha~te,inq;e'ed,
that he declared his sympathy-whetherwaririor not,
I cannot say-for the voices of Africa and Asia which,
at the time he began to speak, he ha~,not yet heard,
as they had not spoken{,l do not reproach him for
this: I merely note the fact.
206. Subsequently, in the 'usual Western fashion, he
lost his footing in the slippery task of contrasting
the ideas, arguments and aims of the Soviet Declaration and those of the African-Asian countries, as he
attempted in fact to dissociate those countries from
the socialist countries with respect to their common.
views on the question of the complete and immediate
liqliidatiOIl, of colonialism. These are favourite, though,
to tell the truth, excessively straightforward btctio(:J,
that are being employed with particular emphasis at
this session of the General Assembly. However, let
the United Kingdom representative be heartened that, .
as he thinks, the African and Asian Mem.bers of the
United Nations "do not ••• regard the Soviet contributionto our debates as a particularly serious one ft •
May God grant him his daily illusion' on tbisscore!
His statement, however,the tJkrain:l.an de!.egation
most firmly believes, makes one think of a sfraw"in
the flood of accusatory denunciations of the remnants
of the colonial system and demands for their prompt
Uquidation. For that, indeed, is the whole tenor and
b\rrden .of the discussion that is 1akingplace.in the
A1~~embly in connexi~n with the submission by the
So-\tlet "Q"pion Gove~ent, Ior the Assembly's' consideration.~ of the histtt.ric Declaration on the granting
of indepenu'ence to colonial countries and peoples'
[A!4502and Corr.l].
,..
,

.

"

207. Toretur(J., however, to the main point: the peoples
of Asia and Mrica ~ve awakened and are acting in
the interests ofl thv'/destiny of all m.ankind. That is
now an irrefutable fact. Colonialism today, raised to
the highest degree of parasitism., is the source of
the penples' calamities and sufferings. It plunders
and sucks the blood of the peoples and places a qlank
wall between them and progressive deveIQpm~nt.
During the years of their domination the 6olonial
Powers have wrung untold wealth out ofthe subjugated
countries. In the period 1955-1958, for insiance,
Belgium. had a favourable paymen.ts balance in its
trade with the Congo amounting to 373 millioD.:,pounds
sterling. Of this sum only £2 :million poun~fS went
back to the Congo in the same period. This \JneaD.S
that in four years the clear profit extortedfr~~mth€\.,
colony amounted to the enormous sum of 291 tt\~. lion ""''''\
pounds..··
..)
(1
208. According to the. most modest estima;t~'s, the '
United States monopolies made a profitof:,.alore than
$1,500 mil1~pn in. Africa alone in the P9si;-waryears
1946-1959, a sum s~cient to paYforth~~construction
of more than one h~1dredand fifty 100;~Oo-1dlowatt
power stations for the Africans.
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210•. However, as already stated, the plundering of
the colonies is not only directed against productive
capital~ The colonial countries are doing everything
possible to deny the colonies and under-developed
countries access to the world market and are endeavouring to dominate completely the foreign trade
and much of the domestic trade of the colonie~,
amassing great wealth in the proce$s. For instance,
in 1951 the cost of a ton of oil extracted in Kuwait
was 73 cents, while < the same oil was sold on the
world market at the. price of the most expensive oil,
$US17-18 per ton. In other words, the monopolies
earned a p:::,ofit of 2,000 per cent on each ton.
211. The colonialists are tbVS reaping a rich harvest,
while the colonial peoJ?les are becoming impoverished
antI, are falling further and further below the level
of the highly:-developed countries.
.
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212.. I should like to draw thM attention of representatl'ves to an interesting d<>cinnent-the report ()f
the Committee on info~tion from Non-SeH,,;;,Governing Territories [A/4371]. This report was prepared
pursuant to resolution 1461(X!V) ofthe United Nations
General Assembly. The Committee set itself the
task.of formulating observations and conclusions on the
progr,ess achieved by the inhabitants of the so-caUed
°Non-Self-Governing Territories in the" past, fift..een
years. The objective sense of the Committee's report
is 'that the so-called Non-Se)f-Governing TerritorieS
eSSentially have the status of colonies:l with all the
enSuing consequences. .The Committee reached the
conclusion that to this day "the economy ofthe Territories remained, in general, at a low stage of deyelo!>,,"
ment, based mainly on subsistence agricultut'~ and,
also, on the production efa fewpr1mary pr~~LlQts,
for export" [A/4371,. part two, para.. 45]. The egJ~liomy
of these Territories is doomed to stagnation, since
"the. production of capital goods remained in its
infancy" [ibid., para. 46]. The report contains stti.ki.tlg
illustrations of the fact that, :In its words, "the ~
caput personal incomes of the indigenoUS population
of the African Territories for which data were available
~" for 1956 or 1957 were among the lowest in the world"
·~~q~.lid./para. 53] ,an~ that there is an enormous. dis. pah~, measurable m factors of ten, between the incomes of the Territoryfs various population groups
-and not, of course, in favour of the indigenous
Africans, iole.,the indigenous population of the co10nies.The report alsoacknowledges many other equally
eloquent facts: the weakening of family ties amongthe
indlgenous population,an increaSe in juvenile de-i
lin4uency; unemployment and underemployment,. the
spread of dreadful diseases, in many places wide-
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209. F~r:fAanYddecades,.throughout the entire history
of colo~1ism. indeed,. the economy of the colonial
countrie~ has remained dreadfully backward, and the
coloniaU.~ts are doing everytbingpoasible tope~:tuate
that conditlon. In. all the African colonies and the
dependent countdes two 'economic sectors have been
,reated" J7bich differ both? ~ocio-economically .and
nation~ny: they. aI(~/ tlle" highly-organized capitalist
economy of the Europea,ns, in which foreign capital
predominates, and the wr~tchedsubsistence andpet~
commodity economy of the indigenous populatC:h.· The
foreign monopolies doom. th~economy(ofthe countries
they e:1CPloit to unna~~:L1 one-sided development, use
the colonies assolWC"es of cheap raw materials and
. ,.Ja-b9lq:~_~d .pltilesslyexploit them by means of an
unbalanced . system of trade between the countries.
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spread. illiteracy, deprivation of rights '8.l)p racial
~~
~
ina.tlon.
WJ:)crim
o
213. Can such a situatIon be tolerated any longer?
No, it . cannot, . if we cherish the interests of the
cause of peace, the interea~ ofhumanityandprogress.
,"
\\
214. Each year the United Ue.tionsreceives thOttSands
of petitions from the inhabitants·ofso-called
Territor'ies. These petitions· are o~nthe only form
in which the dependent peoples canappea.1 to the international community for help. There are 20,000 such
petitions buried in the dusty archives of the United
Nationa which should rather be pubUf:hedin milUons
of copies.
. /~
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215. one of tli~~epetitions states that in South West
Africa there is 'an organization known as the South
that
West Africa Native Labour Association. This Associand
ation is authorized to sell (I emphasize the word seU)'
,
pe'nd
AtricansfrQtn the Native reservations outside the
te~:rltory "
22'0.
plant
216. I shall now quote,from another petition:
,j\
(iQlor
"At this moment when the' General Assembl~'·Iz:c
tree
the United Nations is going into the details of ~'",,;J
tyraI
lonial matters and discussing colonial administration
word
in~ependent overseas territories, we, .the peoples'
in w:
representatives of the British crown colony of
and'
British Guiana, would like to draw the attention of
race
. ~~. Honourable delegates to our unfortunate plight.
movf.
".I;\BlIereby we, thefruatrated people of British
man.
GGiana ••• take the opportunity of presenting. our
';;:221.
case before this world assembly. We want politloal
UnitE
independence. We want to run our national affairs,
UnitE
political, social [nd economic, according to the
m.Ull
wishes and aspirations of our people and for a better
1961.
Guiana•. We place here before the Honourable delemiss
gates zrb indicto').ent, as our intention is not of im...
a no
"~"p€,acw.rlg British imperialism. We only endeavour to
ofal
siiow /our. national wounds, which the shoo' ,of coof FI
. lonialism has made into our body politic. Ours is'a
Vl'th
cry of mortal. agony. and what we r~quest is tJmt ,
decu
Great B~ritain be asked by this distinguished aSf-'-~'
ganCL
sembly t(\ be great enough and lift her shoe because
conti
where" the shoe' rests there happens to be more
weali
than half a million feeble Guianese throats~)t
candl
217.. There are other documents too, the documents of
Affai
the Conference of Independent African states that waS
able
peld at }.l.ccra. The Conference heard moving reports
of i1
by representatives of the participating organizations
AIri<
of the brutal deeds of colonialism and .imperialism
What
on the African continent. It waS told that through (,
to e
the activ.ities of the imperialists •. the Africans have
domi
been deprived of the basic human rights, freedom.
the p
of .a~~ch,···ofJtssembly, of lllovement; freedom to live
to rE
in plenty. (!7Wherever the remains of' the colonial
fore,
system pelsist there is dre~dful poverty, denial of
222.
rights to oppressedpeoJ?les, the savage rule ofignorof
pc
ance and. violence, .and people dyingpff like burnt
bem!
grass. Only those whose ;gearts are made of stone
of Cl
and who today stand gp;lrd for oolonialism cl()s..~
it
ha
their earS to this.
to g.
218J~ Document AIAC.73/3, which bas been diS.~
they
tributed to this Assembly, contains a number of stateask f
ments which, we think,. should also be pUblished in
.' pendl
a great many copies so that the whole world may B~e
as in
the foul visage ofthe champions ofthe colonial system.
,futur
One of these statements alleges that It t Apartheid' is
catec
to the black people a perfectly comprehensible systeIl1
tweel
which they employ among themselves" [A/AC.7 S/ 3,
i;
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petition NO. 10].. Jnanother equa.Jly sham~fu1 siate-- Asia" and Africa; there were differences as ,to' the
lllent it is :fJ:ank1yasserted that "Once "the/ natives methods ,and':SQmetimes ttie time for granting indegovern themselves, we are convinoed that the history. pendence and freedom.
onger?
of Africa. will be turned back by 100 Jo 200 years" 22~. But they have long been singing tJi~~~oCl~Sc to
of the
[ibid., petition No. ,20].
'
goddintentions that have no reference to tinie, while
Igress.
J19.ln order to enaure ~t history is not "turned the date for the; comple~ elimination of the oolonial
llSands ..
back", crimes are" committed. The conscience of r~gime :J.$ being deferred on Various ridiculous and, I
minkind winces at these crimes, whether committed might say, demagogic pretexts. That precisely is the
'I form
in Algiers, in South West Africa or in the Republic . crux of the •differences p:(",principle. At one pOle
interof the Congo. Judging by the nature of the events stand. the cOlonialcoun~h~~;.}Nith their intentions. at
10 .such
that are taking place there, the Republic of the Congo' the other pole the cOUb~es demanding' ~ediate
United
has been chosen as a testilig ground in, whi,ch to elimination of the colonial system. The declaration
dllions
raise' the tree of neo-colbnialism, no lessJ.loistmous of the African-Asian countries lA/L.323 and Add.l-S] ,
than colonialism itsel1~ Renegades of the Mobutu type like that of the Soviet"l:Jnion, solemnly pro9}..aimsthe
are ploughing this ground with weapons•.. The e:8ample necessity of. bril,~ging toa s~edy and una~ditlonal
h West
of the Republic of the Congo makes it clear to all end colonialism mall its forms andmanifes)tations.
I South
that
colonial fascism and nea-.colonialism are twins What need then was there for the dr{lft resciiution. of
,ssooi.
and are attempting to stifle everything live, inde- Honduras [A/L.324]? It wasn~ed~d by those who
"d sellf
pendent
and national in the colonial countries.
stand. behind Honduras, and whi)· 'the~ are it is not
lde the
hard to guess. Its purpose is to pteven1, if possible~
22'0. A long time ago a "TreeiofLiberty". was· the adoption of the declaration anej.thps pr{)\ong the life
planted in American soil liberated from the British of the colonial system. Our delegatrmt-an(I.~ say this
cDlonialista, and Thomas Jefferson said that for the with full respect .for the countries of 4ttv~er!ca
lbl~,"·i~>
tree·
to grow it had to be refreshed with the blood of would be greatly disturbed to '~,earn that the HondUran,
of ~Ui'I..)
tyrants. From American soil we have heard the fiery
draft resolution expresses t;b.e views of all Latin
tration
Vlords of WaIt Whitman who declared that a world American countries.
~oples'
in which masters and slaves' existed, had grown old,
ony of
and who paSsionately believed} that a new and mighty
224. That draft resolutiou. in fact repeats the dema...
ttion of
race of men with firm and'regular step w~ld regogic and slanderous assertion that the colonies are
plight:.
move from our planet the traces of oppressi\,?n of not prePared for self";go~fernment, that .they lack the
British
man by man.
;
\\
. pplitical and30cial learJership necessary' to enable.
ng our.
~~em to assume the functions of govermn.ent.
~/221. TQday, however, other voices are heard;from the
olitioa.l
United states of America. According to reportl:l, the
225~The draft resol\jtion,of course, proclaims the:
LffairS,
United
States
Congress
intends
to
spendsev(3ral
elimination
of coloni?1ism throughout the world. Bu't
to the
million
dollars
on
propaganda
in
Africa
in
the
1960it
does
not:indicatewhen
the era«;Iication of this blot
,better
on
the
twentieth
CE'llltury
is to take place. It is not
1961
financial
year..
Several
thousand
United
States
e delemissionaries
have
already
entt'enched
thenlselves
in
difficult
to
undersw.nd
that
once again it is aquestiol'J.
ofim...
a ntiInber of African countries and the messengers
of intentions, and in order tf.t mask .those. inten.tipn.~
,vourto
of
all
kinds
of
fl charitable founda!:1ons If, SUlJD as those
it
is proposed thatia commission should be appointed.
of coof
Ford
and
Rockefeller,
have
gone
there
in
drOV€is.
;
What
is this cotb.miSsion. to do? It ,is to Visit the
lTS is'a
Vl!thno
sense
of
constraint
Senatol'~{)ross
openly
and draft ~.'~ecomm.endationsfor
Golonialpossessfons
is that ,
declared
in
the
United
stat.es
Congress
twl.t
a
pr6paproposal
to
the!
General
AsseJ)lbly at its sixteenth
led asf--(.'
"'
,
gand3.
campaign
must
be
prepared
for
the
African
session. Reconu'il,endations a.bout what?About the most
le cause
.continent,
so
as
to
open
up
thtl~t
vast
new
region
where
appropriate,
eXJ~ditiol1.sandeffectiv~
way ofachievmg
~ more
wealth lay waiting to bemmed. With· even greater
the complete abolition of colonialism. This: is a mere
candour the Assistant Secretary of State for Afrioan.
m~aningles~,' collecrtion of worda. The .same thing has
lentsof
Affairs said that the United States would soon be
happened before in ,the United Nations: aSfloon as it
ilat was
able to make up for the comparative lack of success
is desired to block any sound anI:! progressive action
L"eports
of its policy in Asia and the Middle East, that
by the Organization, a heavy-weight draft ;t;esolution,
zations
Africa afforded it th~ opportunity to get its revenge.
like that of Honduras, is got ready. For some defe.
t'ialism
What is involved, then,' is the United states desire 'gations,perhaps, such a draft resolution is a sort
furough
to establish its political, ecoI'iomic and military
of safety-valve or a shadow in which they can hide
lshave
domination over Africa. Neo-colonialism, daubed'with
conveniently. For its part, however, the Ukrainian
L"eedom
the paint and powder ofim.perialism, is being implanted
delegation wishes to state clearly that the Hondurati
.to live
to replace the old colonialism that is now discredited
draft resolution is unacceptable ·from beginning to
:olonial
forever.
end.. We cannot support a draft resolution which ha~ ..~
mial of
as its aim not the elimination of colonialism but
222. The words "getrevange" are a faithful reflection
Eign0rmerely the ascer~ining, the veri#cation. of the readiof policy and, behind this policy, of practical action
~ burnt
ness.
of the coloraesfor independ~nceand self-governbeing taken inside and outside the United States. Life,
'f stone
ment.
of course, teaches even the colonialists something: .
l close
it has taught them--notall of them perhaps-to seek
226. The peoples fighting for their liberation and
to
gain
their
ends
by
more
subtle
methods.
Today
the establishn1ent of genuine independence have. a.
m dis~
they
do
not
say:
colonialism
is
a
boon
and
do
not
dare
tremendous
strength which is set againSt all the
Ifstate- \
stratagems
of·· the coloD.ialists and neocowardly
ask for its abolition. In. their lexicon the words "indeshed in
pendence" and self~government·are employed only
colbnialists. That· sttength is unity and solidarity. At
nay' B~e
Bandung, the Asian and.African states formulated thEi'
as
indicating
mere
intentions
tbat
relate
to
the
remote
~ystelll.
basic
principles ofAfrican...Asiansolidarity. Tbatsoli...
future•.
One
speaker
quite
clearly
and
definitely
indi...
neid'is
darity
.!s based on a common hatred of colonialism·
cated
that
there
were
no
differences
of
intention
beSystel1l
tween
the
colonialist
Powers
and
the
countries
of
in whatever form; a common hatred. of racism; and
0.73/3,
rac:lal
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a common desire for the preservation arid consolidation of peace in the world. Since tbattime there
have been similar meetings of t,'lJ.e fighting peoples,
at Accra, Tunis andConakry. The voice of Latin
America,cembodied in the ardent appeals of the Havana Declaration, has reverberated throughout the
'
world..
227. At the present tilne IJ on the initiative of the
Sovie'~ Union"';;k country of peace, a country of
fraternity and friendship of peoples, a CQ'J..1J1~y which,
in the words of a distinguished leadel" Q.I modern
Asia, has laid the foundatiOIl of a new cIvilization
in which the world can move ahead-the almost one
hundred States represented in the United Nations are
considering and discussi~g with deep emotion the
Declaration on the granting ofindependence to colonial
countries and peoples. The liberation of nations and
peoples from colom..al domination will bring about
an improvement in !'" inte;nmtional relations and a
strengthening .of peace.1'lle struggle of ~~coloniaJ
peoples for liberatiQD.P' 'cannot be baIted. As Nikifa
Sergeevich Khrushch.ev said in his statement at (.ne
present session of the General Assembly, "it .,;.3 a
great ,historic process, one of ever-growing a:q{J invincible po\Ver"~ We say, and we repeat, t1ulJt full
independence and freedom must be given to the pEioples
of the colonies and the Trust and Non-8elf-GovElrning
Territories, not some time in the future, but t?day,
without delay. '

true

232. After Asia, Africa, with all its wealthand human.
potential, is awaking to international Ufe and, as every
speaker heJ:e has stressed, quite rightly, 1960 is
Africa's year. By its dynamic energy, Africa has
already made an important contribution to our work.
233. Except' for a few isolated areas where the'
colonialists are dominant and still the law-makers,
it may be said that this is the end of the coloniaUst
era. These few areas still exist, but the deeply rooted
emancipation movement will soon sweep them away.
For in this era of interdependence and of a peace
that is one and indivisible, a dying colonialism can
hardly survive.
"

234. The Laotian F~ople, belonging to a Buddhist
country, have a]J«ays found all forms of domination,
whether ideological or material, utterly repugnant.
We feel that humiliation is worse than poverty, that a
man can get used to hunger but never to humiliation.
However, brought up on principles of tolerance and
humanism, we refuse to look only at the dark side
of this problem.

:mas
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239.

stre
wbi<
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evil
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235. We strongly support the peoples who are
struggling for freedom and independence. We feel that
it is only through self-determination that the political
consciousness of the oppressedpeoples can be changed
and harmony re-established. Wf3 are convinced the
emancipation movement is irresistible and irrev~rsable, but we are opposed to those who foster
hatred, who use violent slogans for social or racial
eJ;lds, or merely to divert attention fIoom political
difficulties, f61' we feel that these are debased ways
t\f thinldng which are incompatible with moral
prllic!ples.

228, The free people and Government of ind~pende~t
Soviet Ukraine sfano. side by side and sht\l:J.lder to
shoulder with all free peoples and give full and unqualified support to the lofty ideas and aims of the
Declaration on the granting ofindependence to colonial
countri~s and peoples.
236. ],et us take care, however 1I not to let ourselve$
be invulved in demonstrations of hysterical racism
229. Mr. CHAMPASSAK (Laos) (translated from
through hatred of colonialism. It is not enoug~ to
French): The reason why my delegation feels impelled
den'Ounce colonialism in verbal fireworks; the reasons
to take part iD" the discussion of the problem of
for
its continued eXistence must be removed so that
grantlng independence' to the colonial peoples is tbatit
it
cannot
return. Racism and xenophobia are in our
'believes that the problem of colonialism' is of exopinion the t\ro keynotes on which the'supporters of
ceptional importance. Some of the speakers who have
colonialism
play in an. attempt to resuscitate their
preceded me have stressed that it was infamous that
past
grandeur
and superiority. ,If such feelings were
the ~olonialist scourge Should still exist. Others have
outlawed,
the
colonial PowerS would be forced inemphasized the progressive disappearance ofcolonialcreasingly
into
isolation, and the very germs of coism and also the appearance of this sCCfurge in a new
lonialism would be destroyed.;: Newly acquired indeform, aimed at perp«;)tuating the domination of one
pendencemust
not develop into blind,' dependence, for
c01.lntry by another and~·the exploitation ofmanby,m.an.
there
is
no
alternative
to freedom. We feel that the
They have all adduced (tbundant proof that colonia:llsm
battle
against
colonialism
must be fought at the same
in all its forms is a danger to international peace and
time.
as
the
battle
for
social
well-being and economic
security.
progJ;~j:!§, for to combat colonialism on only one front,
230. After the Second World War great waves of
whiie-neg16~ting the problem of hunger and ignorance~
nationalism beat on the continent of Asia, shaking the
would be usel~ss and worse tba;n a crime.
colonial positions that had stood so firm in the past.
237. Our ant1l."colonialism must not blind US to the
Nearly a thousand million men have recovered.Jhclr
political designS' pf any ideologicalbloc which is trying
outraged dignity and freedom. There canpen:o- doubt
to capture the n~,w States while they are still weak
that the San Francisco Charter, px:oc!a1med amid the
and at a losst:. an& either bring them directly within
rejoicing at the end of the Se90iid World War, has
its orbit or turn them into useful clients. Any state
accelerated the process ofclecolonization, because
t~!~f.a.lls ~to the iitraps· set by this new imperialiSm
of its moral bases. The policy of the traditlonally
runs th~ rIsk of b{ecoming a mere Cl~g in a machine.
anti-colonialist countries, rapid technical progress
In
that ca:se:the ipdependence fot which it hasstrugglsd
and the increasing exchange .of ideas have made the
would be only second-class independence.
;~
positions of the colonialist Powers untenable. Under
the com.bined influence of these different' factors,
238. In the view of my delegation Itwould be pointless
empires have broken up more quickly.
to indulge in controversy if we have not the same
231. The Bandung Conference of 1955, which was a , conoept of freedom and human dignity. If the freedom
and equality, o~ peoples has not the same meaning,
historic milestone in the relations of the peoples of
the same significance, everywhere, if it is merely
Africa and Asia, gave a new impetus to the liberation
an
export for the consumption of the poor and ignorant
movement in Africa.
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masses, to serve the cause f)f cer1aininterests, then
there is no point in pas~iotlatelyfighting the ancient
scourge of colonia1ismhere in the United Nations.
239. Our way ~to~~Et and harm.ony will always be
strewn wi~.;()bstacles a$ 16b.g JlS there are natiop.s
which, fori111 their talk of peace, fre-ed~and e:rti~1!~.t,J
pation, 'are really dreaming only of extending their
pride and PO"1;~~l bey04d their frontiers either byforce
of arms, or by cunning and subversion, a worse
evil than colonialism itself.. These nations, over-su:re
of their philosophy, convinced that they have the key
of the future and imbued witItl missionary spirit, use
any 'means, even the most brutal, to impose their
domit'.ation. These Powers, which are trying to give
us a new version of the c610nial saga, must be told
that thediSsolutlcm of the colonial empires has now
gone so far that onl¥ the most conciliatoryand imagi-
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native liberalism caD, rep~ce past obligations byf:reely
accepted links.. The neces~ary adjustmentsni\LSt: be
made through a, dispassioaate,a,ppraisalof the present
relationships between the Powers, by redefining interest,.so .:that it excludes vulgar concepts ~f national
grandeur, in order tore-establish conf!dence,fr!endship and/peace.
'
24:0", My delegation is ane of the sponsors of the
forty-two-:Power ,draft resolution [A/L.323 and
Aq~.1-51 which has been submitted to this Assembly
for its considm,"ation. It believes that the structure
and ideas of this. draft resolution are afai~\~tl_~~
flection of ~e noble principles of the United ",~ations'
Charter. It hopes that the. ,', draft resolution Will be
adopted by the largest %»ossible majority.
\\
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. especially those that have been colonized, a profound
bitterness, the legitimacy of which cannot be denied.
This bitterness disturbs the unanimity with whiCh the
world conscience today pronounces jts condemnation
of colonialism. To be/able to forget the evil done to us
1111
is sometimes a n~c-egsity. It is an especially vital
necessity in politi,tSs. And it is particularly important
today~ at 'least for those Who have nO psychological
President: Mr. Frederic~ H. BOLAND <Ireland).
complexes to blind their eyes and divert them'froD.l
their goals and who truly wish to strengthen the unity
needed to holdthe international community togetharand
AGENDA ITEM 87
maintain WOrld peace.
Declaration on the granting of independ9!1ce to colonial
5. No one could possibly doubt that the prjnciple ,bf
countries cnd peoples (continued)
freedom for individuals and peoples call1iot be deemed
1. Mr. TSATSOS (Greece) (translated from French): to have been realized in practice ifithas been applied
The colonial era is a '''ecent stage ofworld history the
in only one part of the world. It is Only when it is
last vestiges of which are rapidly' disappearing from
world-wide and the entire globe is mantledin its royal
the face of the earth. That is a fact that no one doubts
purple, that this freedom will become a reality. This
today, and from that fact certain problems arise. But
no one would venture to deny. Indeed, that declaration
before' 'examining them, and ill order to dispel any mis~ itself gives us a glimpse of one of the finest .victories
awaiting mankind, a victory wn':'Grt will be all the
understandings-which are an the more undesirable as
the atmosphere in which we live lIS already heavy with
greater because it will be won, and won gloriously,
suspicion-it might be useful to def!ne the historical
under the sole moral impetus of the ide'l of freedom.
notion of colonJes and colonialism.
6. It will be recalled that in the tW9 Americas', both
2. The modern understanding of the term "colony" is
North and South t colonialism yielded before the
very different from what it was in ancient times. A patriots t bol~ess and courage and before the fO~ioeof
, colony is the result of the forceful domination by an
arms. Later, in Asia, it had to beat a x'etreat mainly
because of the magnificent moral resistance displayed
. organized people having its own territory-hence a
state-over a people living in another territory, irreby the Asian peoples. Finally, in'Africa, the accession
to independence of so many peoples, Whose worthy
spective of the legal form the domination takes and the
representatives we are proud to have among us today,
organization it involves. "Colonialism" is the body of
circumstances relating to the establishment and main- was tiue to part, of course, to these peoples' resolve
tenance of colonies in modern times. This definition of to· win their place among the free nations, but it was
"eolony" and ftcolonialism It may be too narrow for
also partly the result of the ripening in Europe of the
some to accept, but it has the. advantage of not giving great liberal and peace-minded climate of opinionthat
. rise tq serious controversy. It should be added that
led to the political cha~ges which are bringing the
coloIii~lism is not the only posSible form of domination
colonial era to a close. It would be both unjust and
of one people by another. Anyone who fails to con~mn dangerous to try to overlookthis'iract Which, moreQY~r,
such domination in all its forms must be lacking in as we are bound toadmit;'7ioff~\fS the only genuine
logic and moral consistency.
guarantee of the final and endurintt~\victory offt'eedom
in.
a world without war.
~.\
3. Oddly enougli, before colonialism has quite disappeared, we already know the moral judgement that
7. The end of cOlonialism'inAfricaahdwhere~r0ise
history will, pass on it", To the extent that it impeded it still clings on is only a matter of time. No one dQUbts
instead of hastening the development of peoples, it was
this, but it would be .ingenuous to believe that the end
one of the 'Worst forms of domination of man by man,
can be instantaneous. To· undo the evil, while taking
and in that sense it was a prolongation of slavery. But pains to preserve the:good, to remove what has been
. to the extent that it·enabled the colonial peoples to
accumulated over many decades, is an operation onthe
attain a' higher cultural and social level, colonialism largest scale, and if it is to succeed it mu;t be exewas a positive factor in. world evolution. In any case,
cuted without procrastination but also with prudence
it is now fated to disappear, and on this world public and with a deep sense of responsibility. Each case has
opinion is in unanimous agreement, for I do not sup- features particular to it. The Charter itself provides
. pose that there is a single nation in our great world for several different paths of development. What is
family which wishes to or can contei1d that there is or ess;ential is to guarantee tb:at ineachcasethe decisive
coUld still be any justification for colonialism.
factor is the freely expressl3d will of the people. That
4. The ending of a historical era always raises the is the common denominator in this vast operation to
sllme problem: What should be remembered and what sweep away the remnants of colonialism. Those who
/!
forgotten? Generally speaking, the memories of co- claim that a lightning attack oncolonialtsm cOul~..AT==/
lonialism evoke in the minds of all peoples, but carried out on a world scale are settinga~~ imPrSlble .
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goal for themselves. We trust that the course of our
debate will demonstrate that it is not the wish of the
Assembly to compromise the possible by demanding
the impossible.
8. But if the end of what remains of colonialism cannot be instantaneous, it can-and since it can, it mustbe rapid. Furthermore, it must be recognized that to
the extent that this proceSs is not mOVing along at the
accelerated pace one might wish, the blame for it rests
in the first instance with certain colonial Powers which
have adopted a policy running counter to the current of
history and to the real interests ofthese Powers themselves, viewed in the light of their own future. Hence
it is the bounden duty of all colonial Powers to speed up
the emancipation of the peoples still under their domination and to do this by stages, on the basis of a detailed plan. I should like to repeat that this is not only
the bounden duty of the colonial Powers, but it is also
in their own interests, for only in this way can they
give decisive proof of their good faith, proof that they
are acting not by force of circumstances but because
their own conscience makes it morally necessary for
them to put an end to colonialism as quickly as possible.

9. If to achieve this goal the colonial Powers need our

confidence, let us give it to them. I am thinking not of
a mere gesture. My argument runs deeper than that. If
the African victory had been won on African soil alone,
if it had not become part and parcel of the European
conscience, the confidence I speak of could justly be
withheld. But, as I have pointedout, the African victory
was won not only in Africa itself but also in Europe. I
believe this fact to be of capital importance. It enables
us to Bee the problem, as it will develop in the future,
in its true perspective, and this is the only conSideration which should occupy our minds if we are to deal
constructively with the question of wiping out colonialism. The fact that colonialism was fought on its own
ground, that public opinion in the colonial Powers is
almost unanimously opposed to the unjustified perpetua.tion of a system which the course of history has
condemned, assures us not only that it will disappear,
but that its disappearance will be qUick and irrevocable.
No Government, no power on earth can oppose this
moral force which springs from the very depths of the
popular conscience, a conscience which is by nature
liberal.
10. The political maturity and the excellent grasp of
history and sociology displayed by the representat!ves
of the new African States give proof ofthe advancement
of the African 6Hte and demonstrate the possibility of a
general development of their peoples. But we must note
that there is a difference between the levels of political
development and economic development achieved in a
number of the former colonies. 'this gives rise to a
problem which is very difficult to solve. What must be
said, and said with emphasis, is that political independence must not be delayed until a corresponding
degree of economic development has been attained.
Consequently, the nations which have achieved a high
degree of economic development bear a moralobligation-whose urgency is no whit lessenedby its natureto help the African world to develop its economy without interfering politically and without seeking any
direct benefit. By acting in this way, countries would
in the long run be accomplishing a double purpose:
they would be acting at once justly and in their own
interests, because it is only by bringing the African

world, on a footing of equality, as an active factor, into the world economy that a more stable and highly
developed world economy can be achieved.
11. Although I am an Athenian, and proud of it, I have
a high regard for Sparta and laconic speech. I have
tried to be brief, and I have but a few words to add. I
know that there was a time, and it was not so long ago,
when the word "never" would have been the only replytinged possibly with some contempt-to ideaUsts who
might have undertaken an anti-colonialist campaign and
asserted then what all of us nowadays regard as an
obvious truth. But those who are an active element in
the shaping of world history should know that it is a
serious mistake to use the word "never".
12. Ancient Greece created the idea of liberty and the
ideal of democracy. We are proud of that. But we are
even prouder of the example which, ever since its
rebirth at the beginning of the last century, modern
Greece has given to the world by its sacrifices and its
devotion to the ideas of liberty andhumandignity. The
Greek nation greets the end of colonialism as a human
conquest of world-wide importance, to the achievement
of which it has contributed to the fullest extent of its
ability.
13. Mr. PETER (Hungary): As an introduction to what
I am going to say I wish to invoke an old African
proverb: "When minds are the same, that which is far
off will come." The saying goes back to the ancient
life of the East-African peoples. It is still current in
the Swahili language and has a direct application to
this debate.

14. By quoting this ancient proverb I wish to pay at
least symbolic tribute to the living heritage in the
thinking of peoples emerging from the shadows of
colonial ag63. However long and disastrous the centuries of slavery were in many parts of the colonial
territories, old human traditions were preserved
everywhere in the form of legends, songs, proverbs,
written or engraved words, popular customs and monuments-all rich in cultural values. The peoples have
not forgotten their own ancient history. It is being
transmitted orally from generation to generation. We
are already and will go on witnessing a resurgence of
national life, a revival of old cultural values with the
coming of independence and a rebirth of the consciousness of peoples everywhere, which will be effectively instrumental in shaping the economic and
political life in the new age of their existence. This
national renaissance will add to the cultural treasure
of the family of nations as a whole.
15. The proverb I have just quoted expresses something essential regarding the present collapse of the
colonial system. A few years ago one could hardly
have imagined the speed with which the peoples of the
old COlonial territories would regain their freedom and
independence. Among the many factors which have
contributed toward this happy development, one of the
most striking has been the jointeffortofthose who for
generations have struggled against colonial rule. The
minds of peoples and those of their national leaders
have become the same and so that which seemed to be
far off has come.
16. Now, in the present debate in this Organization,
we are about to achieve an even greater unity of all
minds and forces in order to complete the liquidation
of every kind of colonial rule. The peoples of Africa
and Asia have become so strong and united in their
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struggle for independence that they would be powerful resolution submitted by a number of states [A/L.323
enough to rid themselves by force of what is left from and Add 1-5] are based on this interpretation. The
old colonial times. The very fact that this session of latter should be 'madeto coincide more oloselywith the
the General Assembly is debating this question shows former mainly as regards the means of im.plementathat there is a realpossibllity of a peaceful solution of tion. The more delegations there are which understand
remaining problems. The greater the unity of minds the real meaning of oolonialism: as Seenbythe peoples
willing to put a definite end to colonial rule, the of the colonial territories, the greater will be the
brighter' will be the prosp~cts of finding an immediate possibility of formulating the results of this debate"in
and peaceful solution to all colonial problems. In this
such a way as to be really effective against colonial
connexion we may say that when minds are the same domination.
here in this hall, that which is still far off will soon be 21. Mr. F'~esident, before venturing to suggest the
,rea<?hed.
main characteristics of a possible resolution liKely
17. We should find it easier to reach a commOn . tCf prove effective, I should like, w~th your kind perunderstanding if we could all accept the same interpre- mission, to say a few words about the basic principle
tation9f the colonial system Which peoples having gUiding my delegation in the common effort to achieve
experiEmced co~onial rule for generations are givingto the best possible results from this 9iscussion. Only
it. For beyond all its-connotations the word "colonial- one motivation Is justifiable in the \eyes of those On
ism It has two essential meanings. These two meanings whose' behalf thlswholedebat~hasbeen initiatedare confronting each other in this debate whenever t~~ only one, namely, the oonsciousness of human solidiscussion becomes controversial. T~.e meaning,/of darity. All the delegations which in this debate have
colonialism is not the same for the colonial Powers stood up for the immediate liquidation of all the reand their successors as it is for the peoples under mains of the colonial past, have borne witness to deep
colonial rule. For the colonial Powersthere is nothing human soJidarity. The best guarantee of a helpful
dishonest in colonialism. Not so long ago in Europe attitude in this matter is unconditional soUdarit! witJ1~c
the possession of as many colonies as possible was one those peoples for whose sake this itemhas ~,e~~placed
of the main criteria fox; the international and world- on the agenda. Any attempt to avoid o~~j.~osepone an
wide authority of some States. As a child wider the t"ffective resolution or' tosidetr-ack the debate inlate Austro-Hungarian Empire, I saw that beyond sub- dicates that the true feeling of human solidarity has
jugating a whole series of nationalities, one ofthe main relinquished its decisive role arid cerlainQther
objectives was to acquire by·conquestorotherwisethe interests have taken, its place-interests alien to the
richest possible territories in Asia or Africa for cause of liqUidating all types of colonial rule. Mr.
colonial administration. The attack in the thirties by President, as you may know? the Secretary-General
~ussolinif s Italy on Ethiopia was one of the last diswas good enough to provide an excellent illustration of
plays of appetite for colonial territories.'q.IJ.for- tbisattitude by distributing a so-called "report by an
tunately, those bad old days are not· entirely past. extremely distinguished special representative. Bpt I
There are still governments which do not \~onsider it do not wish to elaborate On this point. On the basis of
dishonest to have colonial offices and ministries for human solidarity an effective stand by the General
colonial affairs, and to train officials to regard it as Assembly on the problems of colonial countries and
an honour to serve in a colonial administration.
peoples should be characterized by a g-enuine and
ineaningfu11iocument designed to avert all possible
18. But the other aspect of colonialism is entirely,
attempts at embellishing the picture of colonialism
essentially different, in fact just the oppof3ite~ In the
and to'condelI1Ilunreservedly the ages of colonialism
eyes of peoples that have experienced colonial rule;
and make it clear that the United Nations will;e.not
colonialism is the most detestable evil of human life.
tolerate
colonial rule any longer.
It would'lfe~~orth while to reiterate what has been already said by Asian and African delegations about 22. To emhellish the picture serves no justifiable or
c
the tragic conditions of colonial times, because .unjustifiab~~ purpose. It does not . even serve the
for the sake of a better future it ia as .well not to forget
interests of'the colonial Powers., It is no w:;~_!~ying.to
the past and the vestiges of the past. Yet I will not do embellish the picture. The peoples familial-r\vith the
so. Instead, I will sum up the general impressions left intimate pictur~ of colonialism will never accept any
by'their statements.
misrepresentation of that true~ picture. It may be that
persons of colonial origin who have lost every or19. If human sufferings were measurable and comganiccontact with their peoples will be taken inby
parable experiences, it could be argued that centuries
of c,olonial slavery had oaused human societies even such embellishineIlts, but it will beimpossibletomismore suffering, loss, devastation andimpoverishment lead the p~oples themselves. On the contr~ry. any
than an the warsfocght' during' the whole' history of attempt ,at e~bellishment merely helps to agg'tfivate
mankind, and let us add that wars have mostly been the situation in every respect, both in the colonial if"
fought against peoples under colonial rtde rnd at their territories and_ in the United NatiortEJ also.. Here lsan
to illustrate this..
expense. But even if human sufferings fj,~e not com" example
. '
.
parable' the comparison has its meaning, and it does
23. A recent report by an American (Negro) writer on
stand to indicate what colonialism meant to those
the situation in Africa, based on a journey to Mrica
familiar with its inside story•
last summer, gives an astonishing account of a talk
with
a white settler in Kenya who is apolitical figure,
0,20.' Any resolution resultingfrom this debate canhave
and
even
a person of some importa~ce, haviJ;1g taken
real value and can mean effective help to peoples under
Colonial rule only if it is based On a true interpretation part in the Lancaster House conference. Speaking,to
this American (Negro}:;writer about the prospects in
of the meaning of colonialism as understood by those
Kenya, he s a i d : · "
whose {ate lay or still lies under' the shadowof
colonia(ism. Both the declaration presentf:ld by ~he
"I think Kenya should be independent. I think the
Gover~ment of the Soviet UniOn [A/4502] and the draft
Africans must one day run the country. Butfirst I
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think the British Government should give us -£ 10 _
mUllon'to launoh a full-scale education programme
for these Afrioans. That Will take from ten to twenty
years. That is the only way to do it. I have said this
OIl the floor of Parliament anfJ. I have told it to the
Colonial Secretary. Now I realize I will getnowhere
with this. So I have asked Mr. Mboyaand his Afrioan
friends to give us Europeans the following as'"
surances: a promise that land and properties will
not be confiscated once Afrioans are in pontrol. and
a promise that we will be free to send our ohildren
to schools of our own ohoice. And I have asked the
British Government to impoundcertain.Kenyamoney
to guarantee that Africans willrespeot and honour
such an agreement once it is made." !J
I think it would be rather instruotive to quote other
parts of that talk, but I do not propose to cl? so as they
are of an even more inflammatory cht\1"l:IB~er.
24. To realise all the dangerous anc1/even tragio
implioations of such a tragioomicattit~ide, we must
remember that the talk to which I have j:y.st referred
took place in Nairobi. Kenya, at exactly th~ same time
as the crisis which broke out in Leopoldville. The
attit\tde of certain prominent figures in the oolonial
territories largely reflects that of the colonial PowerS
themselves and their allies, wh9 thus make offioialor
semif-official statements desCgned to redress the
colonial past and present... 11.ft such attempts at embelUshment will only provide new motives for renewed
tragedies. The march of hi$tory hits back ina merci...
,less way at all who venture to trifle with the real
forces at work in a historical process.'

ooeXistenoe of former oolonies and former cOloniai
Powers, a real. helpful and effeotive dooument' shoUld
oondemn the oolonial systems. with a viewto liqUidating
all their remains.

2.7 • The second main characteristic of such a real.
helpful and effeotive document, following logically
from" the condemnation of colonial rule. should be to
stress the urgent needto liqUidate all eXistingcolonial
systems. Any delay will only aggravate the situation.
In the general debate on the subjeot in this hall, the
First Secretary of ~he Socialist WorkerS' Party of
Hungary, Mr. JanosK!ddr, as Chairman of my delegation, spoke as follows:
"The foundations of the. colonial system have been
shaken so muoh that any attempt at obstructing the
progress of liberation will not stop but accelerate
it." [883rd meeting, para. 30].
Yes, accelerate it; any attempt to halt or divert this
process will result in renewed forcible action on the
part of peoples under colonial rule. In the present
world situation real conditions prevail for an itnmediate and peaoeful solution of these problems. It is
not a sheer coincidence that this 'WorldOrganization is
dealing with problems of general and complete diearmament and problems of liquidating all kinds of
colonial rule almost at the same time. The two issues
are interdependent and the feasibility of both rests on
the present international situation, where the new
balance of power is in favour both of disarmament and
the liquidation' of the colonial system. In view of the
great political. moral and material forces at the disposal of the'Soviet Union and the socialist countries in
25. Here is, another example to illustrate my po~nt,
general 9 present i.r,.tal,;national relations are not such as
and Which refers to an experienoe co:rnmon to all of us
to favour the colonlat Powers if,th,ey try" to thwart the
in this hall.
independence movements of colonial peoples. The
26. During the last two or three weeks we have seen
forces of the colonial peoples, together with those
that on some controversi~l issues, for instance in
reoently liberated in Asia and Af~lca. are so powerful
oonnexion with the Congo. the Western Powe;rs, 0.1..
that they oould achieve their demands by forcible
though opposed by the majority of Asian and African
action, and this will oertainly happen if the solution
delegations, have succeeded in attaining majodty 'ooxnes too late. And it is almost too late-as we see
votes with the help of their military allies. Tb!" smell
now from recent events in the Congo. The peoples of
of victory has been in the air-and what 8«.smell! But
the former colonies and of those still existing, tothose Who want to embellishthe sitUation do not realize
gather with their leaders, would like to avoid the use of
that such actions carried out against the oommon wUl
violence and to aot in a peaoeful way. If the present
of the majority of Asian ~nd Afrioan States will only
session of the General Assembly hef3 ds the signs of the
contribute to widening the gap and Sharpening the contimes, they will be helped to implement their goodwill.
tradiotions, between As.!iln and Afdcan countries and
To oonclude: for the sake of a peaceful solution. a real,
the western Powers.. If we. from the point of view of, helpful and effective document will make clear the
the socielist oount~ies, looked upon these happenings
urgent need for finding a solution to the problems of
in a'cold-waI' spirif", we would feel gratifiedto see the
the colonial territories.
way in which som~,V{estern Powers undermine their
28. Many previous speakers have underlined how
own tela,tions, Witll,' ~'~ian and African countries. But
importan.t it is that the proposal ofthe SoViet Union on
we are not guided.) by a cold-war spirit. We are not
the problem of colonialism as a whole shouldbecome a
grattfied when we see many delega.tions from Asia and
main concern of thiJ3 Oz'ganization.The Governmentaf
Afripa becoming embittered by the powet'...poUcy of the
the Soviet Union has thereby rendered a service not
cold war. No, we a.re not. We are so anXious f9r peace'"
only to the colonial peoples by bringing their case to
ful coexistence that wo wish former colonies to be on the attention of the QeneralAssembly but also to tlUs
,good terms with their former oolonial r.nasters, Onthe
Organization. 8.nd even to the colonial Powers-sV'en t'O
basis of equality and mutual respect. We desire the
them. This Organization has been giV'en a great op"
peaceful coeXi~tenoe of Cuba and the United. States, of
portunity to say what it should so as to usher in a new
the two States of the C(Jngo and France and Belgium,
era for all mankind, and the colonial Powers have been
and so on. Hencep: the illusions oreated by an em- , offered friendly aid in liqUidating a dishonest heritage
beUlshment of colonial oonditions even work against
of the past in a decent. honest and peaceful way.
the very interests of the Western Powers. To con"
clude: for the sake of peaoe, security andthe peaceful
29. The results of re...establishingthe independenoe of
all oolonhtl countries will be oftremendous benefit not
only
to the oountries concerned but to all of us, and
Y Louis E. Lomax, The Reluctant African, New York, Harper and
this
for
two reasons. This new situation will help to
Brothel'S. 1960. p.7l.
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and create :mOre relaxed inter- private enterprise, as well as in public and social l1.fe.
national relations beneficial to all oountries, large and A na,Uon. which has had as President of its SUpreme
small, without exception. At the same time the family Court of Justice in Ltabona Portuguese nationalofa
of nations will be enriched by the participation of the non-European race, born in an overseas province-not
newly independent nations in international endeaV'Ours. to sJ:)eak()f Cabinet Members and oountless otherhigh
peoples and their representatives, inspired by their gov(~rnment offioials-eertainly is not a country which
struggle for independence, peace and human existenoe, follows the tenets of colonialism. This tradition is long
usually bring a powerful and oonstruotive element into and~eply ;rooted;. it was not improvised overnight to
international organizations, and this promotes the . please some of the Members of this Assembly. It is a
honest solution' of such controversial issues as peace, tradition· of equality that has ne,ver faltered. The same
security and sooial progress. lv1ay Ibe allowed to fundamental human rights andfreedoms are guaranteed
express the hope that the present debate will serve to all nationalS, and we draw justifiable pride from the
faot !that we have been pIoneers of non-racism in the
this end.
four corners of the globe during the lastfive centuries.
30. The PRESIDEN.1': Before I call on the next
On this soore. we are certainly not preparedto accept
speaker, may I intervene at this point to say that, ac- lessons or advice from anybody, however well-meancording to the best information available to the Chair, ing these may appear,especially from those who seem
if the Assembly were prepared to sit until so:metime to have discovered onI1lf.?ecently that racism constiafter 2 o'olook-which I think would,not be later than tutesdisrespect for the will of God.
2.30 p.m.-it would be possible to di$}»se ofthe 11st of
speakers inscribed for today and an afternoon meeting 34. Politically as well as juridically• the" Portuguese
would not be necessary. The Chair would propose, with Overseas Provinoes are, and always have been, an
integral part of the nation and, as such, they enjoy adthe agreement of the Assembly, to pursuethlscdurse.
minist-~ative and financial autonomy and dispose en"
It was so decided. tirely of their own revenues. Through their directlyelected representatives in the National Assem.bly,
31~ Mr. GARIN (Portugal): The important item being
cUsoussed noW deserves the closest attention of my where they have been represented since 1821 when we
delegation-particularly because its common interpre- held· our first parliament after the .Napoleonio wars,
tation requil'es some points of clarification-and this they"play an active part in the formation and funotioning
is the reason for my intervention. Either directly or of the central organs of sovereignty ona basis of abindirectly, many speakers from this rostrum during- solute equality. This situation,' resulting from a long
the present debate have attempted to include ,Portugal historioal process, is indeed remarkable, since it does
not oorrespond to the outsider's preconceived ideas of
in the problem of the eUmination of colonialism in the
paramount
economic motives and feelings of racial
world. However, the more I heard about colonialism
as an eoonomic and political system. th.~more I heard pride whioh are often associated with the relations
about its fundamental characte1'istics· al1(d the different between peoples of different continents. The impartial
faoets it presents, the more, it became' manifest that observer. travelling in Portuguese territory, cannot
fail to observe this' complete identity between PortuPortuguese nationhood was completely alien to the
guese populations of different races and religions, but
praotice of colonialism. Whatever the confused reasonings, misunderstandings, innuendoes and insinua- with ,the same national ideal. The moral climate distions advanced in good or bad faith by some, in con- cerned by the impartial observer reflects the profound
nexlon With the moral, politicalandjuridical structure faot that only one nation exists. in the minds of t11e
of my country, the faotremains that nt) type of co- people and Is repri~sentedintheir institutions and ways
of life. AdmittePlY, the Portuguese nation presents a
lonialism is praotised within the Portuguese nation.
unique case whichdoes not lend itselfto alien standards
32. Portugal has been for centuries a unitary nation
of measurement-quite apart froin the fact that sl,ch
and i~ has always been recognized as such by the
alien standards would not be applied for the benefit of
international oommunity. We are, like many other our people, but for the ~~1fiSh and hypocritical purnations, multi-raoial; our land and-our people aredis- poses of some outsiders. But here again, ourparticupersed Over several continents, as is also the case
larism was not designed overnight- as a matter of
with other nations. But we form only one unit, com- expediency; it sprang fr()m the roots of our national
pletely independent and solid-politically, juridically charaoter, was moulded by the circumstanoes of hiSand sooially, one country withthe same strongnational
tory, and consolidated in the centuries-old oommunion
feeling. Nowhere in my oountry is there any subjugation
and brotherhood of our populations. ,
of peoples to foreign dominationbeoause all our people,
35. It was indeed a radically different process, an
Wherever they may live, a:re themselves the body and
altogether
different attitUde, from that associatedWith
soul of the nation. From the point of view of economio
the
exploitation
of the soil and sub-soil through cominitiative, no ohe part of the nation enjoys any special
meroial enterprises which did not call for perm~nent
prh'llege Or benefit with respeot toothel" parts"or to
the Whole, and all Portuguese nationals. whatever their . settlement by the EuropeE:n. In such cases, the States
responsible for the administration oftbeterritortes
raoe, origin or religion 11 enjoy idenUcal economic
concerned
have always deolared their intention of
priv'ileges on a footing O,f absolute equality, Wherever
steering
the
looal populations towards independenoe.
they may find themselves.
When the Portuguese nation was set up and extended
33. Juridioally, there is no distinction among the
over other continents. usua11yon unoooupied or unu~ed
Portuguese in any part of the nation in their enjoyment land, some very -striking factors beoame apparent: to
of, Portuguese nationality, With its privileges and its those peoples which had not yet conoeivedthe idea of a
opportunities. Whatever their origin, raoe or religion,
homeland, it offered one; it a.lso offered aoommon
the Portuguese have always found inthe law the means language, the guarantee of peace and an organized
ofenjoyi~g the same rights and opportunities and of
eoonomio and oommunity life Without disrupting the
holdi!1g tllehighest posts, Whether in gove,l'nment or indigenous way of life.
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36. In his reoent speeoh before the National Assembly in Lisbon, the President of the Counoil of
Ministers of Portugal declared:
"'rhe idea 0:£ raoial superiority is notouts, but that
of human brotherhood certainly ls, as well as equality before the law based on the principle of equality
of merit, as is propeJ: to progressive societies.
"In all these terr~toriesthe mingUngofpopulatlons
was intended to aid the process of forming a multiraoial sooiety. The most important element, however, the trUly essential one, lay in the spirit of
familiar oontaot With local elements, the recognition
of possibilities of access in economic and ·social
Ufe. the prinoiples of a more advanced culture and a
higher moral code that, even when isolated, was the
rule of publio and private behaviour. These means
have neoessarily exercised a slow aotion, but where
a oommunity has been formed With a certain degree
of oohesion by them, then we can say that the task
has been suooessful: the independence and equality
of the If-,oples integrated with th$ir territories into a
national unity.
"Inspired by that same ideal, we worked in Brazil
for over three hundred years and what is to be observed there is truly extraordinary. Brazil opens
its doors to people from almost ever-ywhere in the
world and welds them into the variety of its population. It absorbs them, assimilates them, andyet does
not lose any of its own spirit. There is no country to
Whose formation different raceS have contributedthat
can compare with BraZil in the matter of so complete
an absenoe of raclo.l prejudices in legislation, in
politioal organization and in social conduot. Brazil
is the, greatest modern experiment in a multiracial
society and is at the same time a magnificent example of the transposition of Western ciVilization
Into the tropios and onto the continent of Al~erica.
Peacefw p stable. dynamically progressive" 13razil,
even when it Improves upon its own creatiolllS, does
not need to deny its origins or its homeland/.

-

aohievement still is the atmosphere of seourityt
peaoe and brotherly contact amongtheverydlfferent
elements of the population, which is something unique
in present-day Africa, for material progress canbe
attained by anyone who has money at his disposal,
whereas this achievement of ours cannot".
38. The factors to which I have referred conoerning
the unity of the nation in the pluraUty of its territories
also call for unity of political orientation, with the cooperation of all elements; but this prinoiple does not
affect oertain problems which relate to administrative
organization and to the greater or lesser degree of
decentraUzation and autonomy. In this connexion, the
President of the Counoil of Ministers of Portugal
stated in the course of his speeoh of a few days ago:
"In the last few decades the economy of the Overseas Provinces, especially that of Goa, Angola and
Mozambique, has undergone a great development,
while side by side with economic progress and the
progress in education an increasingly large class of
persons capable of administering the territories has
come forward. This is, furthermore. a natural feature-the tendency for funotions toexpantlinrelation
to growing needs and the means availa.ble. On the
other hand, the vast size of the territories, and even
the distances separating them, as well as the particular features of some oftheir problems, will make
it inevitable f01' larger sectors of their administration to be handed over to local organs. This may
represent a gain of time and even, at least tbeoretioally,a truer appreciation of local circumstances; yet nothing can dispense with the need for the
competent leadership of a large ~lite in the government services.. One factor only would seem tome to
belie the spirit of unity t and that would be the conception of a kind of exclusiveness or privilege whereby a Portuguese would be denied the rightto work or
serve in any p,artof our territory, according to his
ability.. Have we not Goans and people from Mozambique in Lisbon i Europeans and inhabitants of Cabo
Verde in Guinea, people from Angola or GUinea in
"A multiraoial sooiety is therefore possible,
Mozambique, and people from Mozambique in Timor?
wheth~r of Luso...American stook, as in E\razil, on a
So, I think, it should continue to be.
Luso"'Aslatio basis. as in Goa, or Lu,So-Afrioan,
"The Government keeps an open mind as to a.ll
as we see in Angola and Mozambique.
modifications in the administrative.structure , except
"There is nothing, there has never been anything,
in the case of those which might endanger the unity
whioh oould lead one to aocept the opposite con_of the nation and the general interest".
olusion. The simple fact is that such a society ex- 39. It is certainly deplorable that this Organization,
created to uphold peace and harmony betweennations,
oludes any manifestation of racism-whether white,
blaok or yellow-and calls for a long development and has been used as a stage and an instrument by some
the toll of oenturies, Within the. principles that delegations for slanderous attacks and false accusa..
underlie the Portuguese oommunity".
tions against a nation which. perhaps more than any
37. Later in his speech before the Portuguese
other in the history of the world. had the foresight to
National Assembly, Dr. Oliveira Salazar continued~
build with faith and feelings of racial brotherhood and
religious tolerance a political and human unity which,
"It Is possible to find many defects in our work,
in these times of turmoil, lives and works in peace in
and we are the first to regret that our limited re" four continents of the earth. without the slightest unsouroes have not enabled us to make greater prorest among its populations a state of peace which no
gress. Muoh remafns for us to do, above all in oom- outsiders will be allowed to disturb. Some of the selfmunications, the spread of eduoational facilities,
appointed champions of anti-colonialism allege that
health organization. But, even in these, as in many
colonies oannot be integrated into a politioal unitary
other fields, when we compare ourselves withothers
body simply by a stroke of the· pen or a juridical fiewe have no oall to feel ashamed. Our towns and viltion-I believe these were the expressions used by
lages, our railways, our ports, the hydro-eleotrioal
certain delegations. that Portugal has merelyattached ,
sohemes. the preparation of irrigated land and its a label to its overseas territories as an expedi~nt
distribution to white men and black, the explOitation device to face the wave ofanti-colonialism. Those who
of the wealth of the sub-solI, the installations of our
may have made such a statement in good fai,th-and I
publio servioes-all have their merits. But a greater Wish to stress that not all have necessarily done soIf
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reveal a total ignorance ofthe ideals and methods whicll
inspired the formation of the Portuguese nation and of
the history of its constitutional laws.
"
40. Some of our detractor~ attempt to conV!nce the
Assembly that we have hurriedly converted "colonies"
into "provinces". Such an objection has already been
answered. But if it is a question of technical nomen~clature, I have no difficulty in answering our earnest
~but ill-informed critics: it simply is not true that
". portugal has only recently named its extra-European
territories "provinces". Anyone who will 'take the
trouble to lOQk into Portuguese constitutional history
. I before attacking us on false premises can easily find
out for himself the following facts:
41. The political and administrative concept of "prOr'
vince" is a tradition in Portuguese common law as well
as in customary law. The great Portuguese historian
Joao de Barros in the sixteenth century, as well as the
other chroniclers of the time, refers to the lands beyond the seas as "Provinces". In the public documents
of the following century, the seventeenth, the sanle designation is applied. LawS enacted in 1663 formalized
the expression "Overseas Province". The designation
has since been adopted by the Constitutional Laws of
Portugal. For the enligbtel1!r1ent of ip.terested parties,
t should like to stress that the Portuguese Cortes, or
Parliament, of 1820, which provided the basis for the
first written Constitution, adopted the designation
"Overseas Provinces" as being the most accurate and
consistent With the principles ofnational unity. Clearly,
the Portuguese legislators of 1820-140 years agowere not thinking of' the United Nations Organization
nor of any other international body, when they referred
to our Overseas Provinces as such.
42. The first Constitution, of 1821, says, in Article
132: "The administration of the provinces Will remain
as it is for the time being, until altered by law". Title
X of the 1832 Constitution reads: "The Overseas
Provinces". The same designation was adopted in
Title X of the Cdnstitution of 2 May 1842, as well as
in the Constitutional Amendment of 1852, and again in
the Overseas Legislation of 1867. The tradition has
not been changed With the Republic. Title Vof the 1911
Constitution was: "Administration of the Overseas
Provinces". The 1933 Constitution, at present in force,
refers in Article 135to" The Overseas Provinces •••".
Futthermore, since 1612 the Overseas Provinces have
been considered as being an integralpart of the Portuguese nation. Portuguese Public Law has alwa.ys followed this traditional pattern, which has been reflected
accordingly in the acts of the administration. And
Arti(}le 135 of the present Constitution says: "The
Overseas Provinces, as an integral part of the Portu...
guese State, are ttn\tedas between theMselves and
with Metropolitan Portugal". It is also evidenttbatthe
attitude of the Portuguese from the very. beginning of
their communion With the peoples overseas was in advance of the times; the so-called ·"winds of change"
came to us long ago. To those who express their in...
comprehension of the Portuguese attitude, we can only
reply that we cannot sacrifieJe the sacred interests of
the Portuguese populations. in the national community
simply in order to meet their desires or gratify their
emotions.

43. The unitary Portuguese nation represents a unique
htstorical realization which has always obtained internatiOnal recognition. It was precisely that politicoaOCia~ structure of a unitary state with its, overseaS
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proVinces integrated in the nation-it was precisely
that political structure, I repeat-which was admitted
unanimously as a Member of the united Nations. The
personality of a State is inalienable and indivisible.
That personality is made up of the spiritual values
common to the populations as well as of the material
values, that is, the territories which constitute the
physical body of the State. ThUS, the indiviSibility of
the State refers to the unity of its spiritual values as
well as to the physical components of the whole. It is,
then, the integrity and unity of the Portuguese State,
as well as ofany other State admitted to this Organization, which all Members of the United Nations have
committed themselves'to respectand protect•.This has
been the attitude invariably adopt.ed by this Organization and very recently reaffirmed in resolutions ofthe
Security Council and of this Assembly. Certainly no
unitary or federal State Member of tJUs Organization
would tolerate a request for the diEl 1utegration of that
State. No delegation, no matter how obsessed by the
results of propaganda has the legal or moral right to
go so far, and we solemnly protest against those who
come here With such preposterous suggestions.
44. Using an alleged colonialism as an excuse, some
of the delegations in this Assembly have addressed
slanderous attacks against my country. But their true
intentions are perfectly clear to us. Their aim is to
spread disorder where peace reigns, to encourage subversion where perfect hal"mony exists, and to create
new problems artificially so as to m.akeevenmore
difficult the solution of the complex ones already facing
the world, and for which the countries represented by
the delegations I have in mind are mostlyresponsible.
I am not going to address myself to these malevolent
delegations whose partisan motives are transparent. I
have listened to them With the contempt they deserve,
as my delegation fully knows that such detractors are
not interested in the truth. I am also convinced that
one or two other delegations, moved by their customary
hostility toward Portugal, Win likeWlse not be ~
terested in listening to me. But I particularly regret
the remarks made by those who anowed themselves
to be guided by their emotions-emotions inSpired in
political concepts which are alien and not adaptable to
the Portuguese case. I llave in mind particularly the
allegations made by one or two delegations from the
African states.
45. First of all, I should like to address myself to
those African delegations to t~l1 them of the very sincere desire and intention of the Portuguese ilation to
maintain the most cordial relations withallthe African
States in accordance With the principles of peaceful
coeXistence and good-neighbourliness-principles
which have always been traditional in our policy. My
Government firmly beHaves that the great ohanges
which have taken place in the political structure of the
territories adj~herrt to m.y country in Africa-due to
the welcome access to independence of those new
States-should not hinder in the least the relations of
mutual trust and friendship which have hitherto existed
between our respective peopleS-indoed. that such
relations Will have an effective bearing. on the necessary contacts and commercial and cultural exchanges
between neighbours. In our relations with the new
African states, we shall always be inspired by the,
scrupulous application of the prmciplesofthe Charter
of the United Nations.
46. Together with the new African States, we are
deeply interested in the' return to normality ofthe .en-
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49. Mr.KISELEV (Byelorussian Sov:i,~t Socialist Re...
public) (translated from Russian): WEJare at present
discussillg a historic document-the "Declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples" [A/4502], submitted for our considerationby
the Soviet delegation. As. the Declaration states, the
immediate abolition of the colonial system and the
transformation of the present colonies into independent·
States will pave the way for replacing relationships of
domination arid subjection by relationships :qased on the
principles of equality of rights, friendship and mutual
respect.
50. But that will be impossible while colonialismand
the discrimination against entire countries and peoples
which it involves. still exist. As has .been rightly
47. My Government has always, and scrupulously,
pointed out in the statements made earlier in the debate
respected its international obligations. We have been
by the representatives of the Soviet Union, Ghana,
dealing with other c'ountries and Governments for many
Guinea, the United Arab Republic, Saudi Arabia, Oey.centuries and our record of living by the law and of
Ion and other countries, the immediate liquidation of
observing the rules of intern.ational conduct is blamecolonialism would be a signal victory for the forces of
less. We are not going t(!!,~ba.r~ge our attitude as a
peace, Progress, freedom and independence in their
responsible and sovereign State and·a Member of the
fight against the forces of reaction.
United Nations simply because those delegations attacking us appear to forget the principles of parlia51. In his statement made on 23 September, during
mentary responsibility. We could, if we wanted, be as
the general debate at the present session of the Asfertile as the representative of Liberia, for example,
sembly; Mr. Khrushohev, the head of the Soviet
in the matter of gratuitous accusations. After all, the
Government, said:
easiest thing in the world, under the immunity af"••• there is no means and no force which can halt
forded by this Assembly, is to make accusations the
this
struggle of the peoples for their.liberation, for it
accuracy of which need not be proved. Butwe shall not
is a great historic process, one ofever-growingand
embark on that easy path, because we holclseif=
invincible power. It may be possible ·to·prolongthe
respect in high esteem and we continue to believe that
dominion of one State over another for a year or two,
the spirit of this Organization deserves more respectbut just as in the past the bourgeoiS order of things
ful treatment.
came to replace feudalism and as, now,aocialismis
48. It must be admitted that in the last few week$ the
replacing capitalism, so colonial slavery is giving·
irresponsible or malevolent accusations voiced against
place to freedom.. Such are the rules ofhuman develportugal in this Organization-particularly during a
opment, and only adventurers canbelievetbatmoun-)
recent debate in the Fourth Committee-have had a
tELins of corpses and millions of victims will delay
considerable effect in my country, though certainlynot
the advent of a radiant future." [869th meeting,
the effect our detractors hadhoped for•Anyone who has
para.172]
recently travelled through Portugal-European or
52. In these .fewbriefwords the historically inevitable
Overseas-or anyone who may read the Portuguese
development
which is taldng place in our era is denewspapers. will realise what a tremendous wave of
indignation is sweeping the nation. There have been fined. It must be pointed outtbat whatever the colonialists do to preserve their dominion over the colonies,
massive demonstrations, as impressive and intense in
their efforts will fail. The abolition of colonialism
the Overseas provinces as in continental Portugal, to
would
undoubtedly be an important contribution to the
protest against the attempted villfication and verbal
consolidation
of peace and security throughout the
attacks directed against Portugal by various delegations. Such·eloqllent demonstrations, which have taken world, and a vital step towards reducing international
place daily in both the larger and smaller towns of tension. It is the duty of the United Nations io put an
continental Portugal, in Angola and Mozambique and in . immediate end to this evil.
other Portuguese overseas prOvinces, are the natural
53. We are living in remarkable times 0 times in
outcome of genuine offended feelings. The Portuguese which we can witness With our own eyes the irresistible
press~ in Europe or overseas, printed, for what they
struggle of countries and peoples to liberate thelliwere worth, the full texts of the accusations brought selves from the colonial yoke. Many representatives
against us in this Organization. The effect was an imin this chamber have raised the banner offreedom and
mediate reaction of indignation and outraged feelings
national independence in their own countries and are
by the people, by tbewholenation,againstsuchattacks taking an active part in the struggle for the emanciand the countries responsible for tliem, and the reaf- pation of hundreds of millions of oppressed people from
firmation of the profound patriotism at,ldbrotherhood colonial slavery. Let me venture on behalfof the Byewhich unites all Portuguese, regardless of origin, race,
lorussian people to congratulate them on their glorioUS,
colour or creed. From one end of the Portuguese victory. In the fifteen years flince the end of the war,
nation to the other, from the Atlantic islands of Cape forty new States with a population amounting to 1600
Verde·to the distant shores of Timor, on every parcel million-or more than half the population ofthe world..
of the national territory where the Portuguese people have come into being and are successfully developIng.
of all races live and work in peace, there has been a
simultaneous ·protest and absolute . rejection of these. 54. Asia, in particular. has been transfol'med unrecognizably, thanks to the great successes won by ita
vile accusations, and the united and determined voice
of the entire Portuguese nation has never been peoples in their struggle for national liberation. Silloe
the war, sixteen new States have come into being in
stronger.

A,

tire African continent, to an atmoflphere ofharmony and
joint constructive effort that will permit the solution
of existing problems in peace and goodwill and the
building of a future,of mutually beneficial work and
prosperity.OertainlY, my counu'yts interest in solving
the problems of Africa is no less than that of the most
interested parties. The accusations directed against
my country by one or other of the Afric~~ states are
entirely wfthout fo~dation. As I prefeI' to believe that
those delegations whichare responsible for them would
not. act ·in bad faith or merely on a Whim, I am convinced that the reason for their accusations lies in the
distorted or fabrIcated information somehowplaced in
their hands.
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Asia, among them such greatStates as India, Indonesia
and Burma, which are carrying out a policy of in- .
.dependence a:nd neutrality and are successfullystreng.;'
thening their independence and sovereignty.
55. Great event$ are tald.ng place in our era on the
African continent. The' heroic fight of the peoples of
Afdca for their freedom and independence has borne
itssplenUid fruit. When the United Nations came into
existence, Africa was represented in the Organiz~i;ion
by only four States; today it already counts tblrty
Member States, with a population of one hundred mlllion. At the current session of the General Assembly
alone, we have had the opportunity to admit as Mem.hers of the United Nations sixteen new African states
[resolutions 1476 (XV) to 1488 (XV) and 1490 (XV) to
1492 (XV)]. How true has proved the great Lenin's
prophecy that "In the history of the world, tomorrow
will be the day when the peoples oppressed by imperialism, now awakened, will open their eyes once
and for all, and when the decisive, long and laborious
struggle for their liberation willbe?;in."
56. Colomalism has been sentenced to death by his-'
tory: its day is over. The disintegration of the timehonoured colonial system now talting place bears unmistakable witness to the truth of Lenin's prophecy.
The question of the complete and immediate abolition
of colonial systems has been placed on the order of the
,.,day by life itself; for all objective conditions are ripe
m.,r the downfall of colonialism-that black page in the
gr\lat annals of history.

5J); But it would be premature to conclude that the
;:'colonial system of imperialism has breathed its last.
The Western colonial Powers still retain their dominationover vast territories, territories which are of
great importance from the standpoint of economics and
military strategy.
58. At present, m.ore than a hundred million people
in Asia and Africa are still suffering under direct
oolonial oppression. In Asia, more than fifty million
people are suffering under the colonial yoke. And more
than sixty million indigenous inhabitants of Africa are
still being oppressed by the colonialists. Thus, the
Uquidation.of the colonial system is not yet complete.
Imperialism. and colonialism still exist; theyare trying
to turn. the wheel of history back and doing everything
in their power, stopping at.nothing, to preserve their
domination. As Mr. Suka;rnot the President of Indonesia, has said. in t.1rls chambert "hnperialismis not
yet dead ••• the dying imperialism. is dangerou~, as
dangerous as the wounded tiger in a trppical jungle."
[880th meeting, para. 63]. The disintegration of colonialism is being accompanied not only by the constructive process of·' the formation of new independent
States, whose admission to membership in the United
Nations we here welcome fervently and with all our
hearts, but also by determined efforts on the part of
the colonialists to preserve· their domination in the
colonies in new forms. These activities of the colontalists are giving rise to an extremely tense situation
Itn Asia and Africa, and are creatlngthe danger of new
:,conflictswhlch coUld have serious consequences.
59. But the advance of the peoples of Asia and Africa
towards immediate independence is an impetuous and
irresistible one. As Mr. Khrushchev said last autumn
frolll the rostrum of. the United Nations General As..
sembly.
.
.
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"The last strongholds of the decaying colonial
system are crumbling away for good,··and'tbati$~OnEf· .
of the most significant factors ofour time~ If we look
at the map of Asia. and Africa we shall seethe
spectacle of the liberation of htmdreds ofmillions of
people from foreign exploitation after centuries of
repression. "1/
60. The grandiose events taking place in our era confirm the truth of Mr. Khru.shchevts words. The knell
of colonial· robbery has sounded. But if even the very
idea of colonialism is to become a thing of the past, the
United Nations, in accordance with the spirit of its
Oharter, must help the peoples and countries whi.chare
still groaning under colonial oppression to win their
independence more rapidly. At the same tin:le, it is
important that this process ofliberation shouldnot take
place to the sound ofthealarums ofwar and the. groans
of human beings; for emancipation from colonialism
has in the past cost many peoples too much blood and
too many lives. We must see that the conditions which
permit the colonialistB illegally to continue their
domination in foreign countries, on thepretextthatthe
colonial peoples are not mature enough and not yet
ready for self-government and independence, are done
away with for good. We believe that any people can:
govern itself; all that needs to be done ia to give it the
opportunity to do so-and that means to abolish colonial
oppressjpR_~dcolonial domination..

,

61. The repr~:ntatives. of the United Kingdom,
Portugal and other~@J!ritries have enlargedhere onthe
"civilizing mission" which tbeyprofess to have carried
out.,. and to be carrying out, in the colonial and de...
.H)endent countries. They have cited statistics on the
development of industry, agriculture tpublic education,
public health and transport in their colonies to convince us that theyhavemadeagreatcontributioh to the
prosperity and culture of the peQples concerned" But
what, in point of fact, have the colonialists of Europe
and America broughtthese peoples? Let me quote SOme
facts which illustrate the results offormer colonialist .
rUle.
62•. I have recently read a highly interesting book. A
Hundred Countries and One-and-a-Quarter Billion
People, written by the present Managing Director of
the United Nations Special Fund. Paul Hoffman, an
American, and published this year in Washington].!. It
deals with· the problem of economic assistance to the
under-developed countries of Asia, Africa and Latin
America. According to the author, there are over one
hundred such countries in the world, numbering m.ore
than 1 t250 million people. The annual average incom.e
per person in those countries, Hoffman says, is at
present $100 t whereas the corresponding figure for the
United Statr~l, and most of Western Europe is $10002000, or ten to twenty times greater. These figures
show what merciless exploitation and robbery the
indigenous populations have suffered.
63. According to the report M of the United Nations
Committee on Information ·from. Non-'Se!f-Oove;rning
Territories, drawn up this April for the fifteenth ses-~
sion of the General Assembly, per capitapersonalincome in the African territories for which data are
available for the year 1957 was among the lowestinthe

y Official Records of the Cenl:!ral Assembly, fourteenth .session~
plenary meetings. 799th meeting, para. 35.
'
Y Albert D. and Mary Lasker Foundation, 1960.
~ A/4371, Supp~No.15, Fifteenth Sl:!ssion.
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world. In Nigeria the figure was $67,in Ug'anda $43.34,
in the former Belgian Congo, $42.2' and in Kenya,
$35.55. Thus per capita income in the United Kingdom
is~ome tens of times greater than per capita income
in Nigeria, Uganda and Kenya.' These figures, which
would be difficult to deny, speak for themselves.
64. As we see, then, colonialism is in essence a repulsive mixtur,eof l:U1precedented exploitation, diacrimin~lt:!on':ofvarious kinds and deprivation of elementary hUrtJ.an 'l'ights. By the blood and sweat of the indigenous peoples the colonialists amaSs vast riches
out of which all they leave the peoples they exploit ifJ a
few miserable crumbs. The export of their wealth, the
accumulation of fabulous profits, hunger, poverty and
arbitrary law-that is what the colonialists bring the
indigenous peoples.
65. Let me quote a few figures which illustrate the
sharp contrast between the incomes of the indigenous
peoples and those of the European settlers. According
to the report I have mentioned, per capita personal income in the former Belgian Congo in 1957 was $42.2
for the African population, and $2973, or eighty times
more, for the Europeans. In the F~derationofRhodesia
and Nyasaland, European incom~s were 43 times
greater; in Kenya, 30 times. Suct\ are the fruits of
Western "civilization" in Africa. "

tised by the Europeans are inno way different from the '
barbarities perpetrated by the Nazis during the Second
World W~r.
.
67. The efforts of the colonial Powers to preserve
their weakened positions in Africa are explainedby the
fact that the African contiD.ent possesses enormous
minera.l resources and is a vital marketand source of
raW materials for the capitalist countries. According
to United States figures, Africa accounts for 98 Per
cent of the world's output of diamonds, 81 percent of
its cobalt, 59 per cent of its gold, 42 per cent of its
antimony, 40 per cent of its chromit&, 36 per cent of
its· manganese and 27 per cent of its copper. Africa
provides more than four-fifths ofthe capitalistworld's
output of uranium ore. Itl the Sahara, petroleum has
been discoverGd~jn hllge deposits amounting to thousands of :nii.llions (irtons. Africa possesses more than
40 per cent of the world's resources of water-power.
Many African territories haye rich deposits ofbauxite,
manganese ores, iron orGt nickel, zinc, lead, phosphates and other minerals. That is why Africa is of
such great importance both to the United States and to
Western Europe; for it is one of the greatest world
producers of certain SCarce raw materials.
68. However, the interests of the colonialists differ

from those of the indigenous inhabitants of the African
territories. The ,representatives of the monopolists
look upon the Africans as cheap labour, labour which
can be mercilessly exploited. The so-caned plans for
the industrialization of the African territories mean
nothing :l;n.ore than the development of sectors of industry-in particular the mining' industry-which the
colonialists find profitable.. But there is not a word,
in these plans of the colonialist Powers about the
creation of a heavy_industry-the essential foundation
of any genuine independenc,e for the new states.

66. Representatives of the colonial Powers who have
addressed the United Nations General Assembly at
various sessions have said not one word about the
profits they make from their "benevolence ft. They have
delibe:r.ately failed to mention such horrifying facts as
the almost complete illiteracy which exists in the
colonies and, the fact that they have the highest death
rate and the lowest life-expectancy in the world.
Whereas 'life-expectancy in the United Kingdom is
sixty years, in Nigeria, which has only justfreed itself
from colonial rule, it is substantially less than thirty.
69.~ At the same time, Africa plays an essential part
Relatively speaking, the population of Nigeria has sixty
in the colonial Powers' strategic preparations, whioh
times fewer doctors than that of the United Kingdom;
envisage the use of the continent as a powerful base
and it has only one dentist per two million inhabitants.
and rear echelon of the West Atlantic bloc. In his book
The wage of the Negro worker in this former British
L'Eurafriqu~notre derni~re chance &I, the French
colony is twelve times smaller than the average wage
author Pierre Nord writes:
of the Britishworker. The United States luis an average
"Strategically speaking, no one would dare to attack
of 1.1 doctors per thousand inhabitants. The cor'::
the
gee-military complex of Eurafrica: Eurafrica,a
responding figure for Africa is 0.11, which means that
vaster
living-space than Siberia; Eurafrica, a safer
Africa has only thirty-six doctors per million inindustrial
base thantheUrals; Eurafrica, where ina
habitants. The illiteracy rate among the population of
few
years
we shall be able to produce atom bombs
Africa is seventy to ninety per cent. In Algeriu the
over the deposits whichprovide their raw materials."
illiteracy rate among the Moslem population is ninety
per cent, whereas in 1830, when France conquered
70. Thus the purpose of the association of Europe
Algeria, there was less illiteracy there than in France.
with Africa, in this author's mind, is the creation of a
Such are the "achievements" ofthe French "cililizers"
mighty bloc of States designed to combat the national
in that colonial country. Hunger and sickness, brutal
liberation movement of the African peoples and to solve
exploitation and forced labour-all these have brought
the internal difficulties of the metropolitan countries
about the extinction of entire peoples. During the half- . at the expense of the indigenous inhabitants of the
century of Belgian domination the population of the
African territories. The white settlers, according to
Congo has been almost halved; in Madagascar, sixty
the colonialists' plans, are to be assigned a privileged
years of lrench domination have more than halved the
position and to perform the function of defenders of
population. I have taken these figures from the
colonialism. The author is a zealous advocate of the
American journalist John Gunther's book Inside
theory of "collective colOnialism", the object ofwhich
Africa§/, published in New York in 1955. Gunther,who
is to 'preserve Africa, 'by the combined efforts of the
is a spokesman and. theoretician of American neaindustrially advanced countries ofWestern Europe and
coloniylism, was compelled to acknowledge the exisAmerica, as a colonialist base.
tence of the frightful colonial practice of mutilation71. Such are the words and the deeds of the presentthe amputation of the hands or feet of Negroes for bad
day
colonialists. Thus there is no justification whatsowork, in the plantations and mines-and to publish
ever
for the appeal addressedtousbyMr. Macnrlllan,
photographs i'llustrating it. These barbaritiesprac§I Harper and Brothers.

&I Paris, Librairie Arthetne Fayard, 1955, p.
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934th meeting ~ 3 December 1960
- .
,',
• if
the Prime Minister of the Ul)ited Kingdom, when he
the colonial system are part of an objective histQrical
called onus in his stateJt1en:L'to the plenary meeting of 'process which no repress!()n,noguns and machine
this GeJ;leraI Assembly held on 29 September to "free
guns can arrest. The coloni~lists are trying to stop
ourselves from old and worn-out slogans andobsolete
t.h:is inexorable historical process, and even to turn
battle-cries"-which is how he sees the words "coit back; but they, will not succeed.
lonialism" and "imperialism".. [877thmeeting, para..
7'5. AfFYoU JplOW ,the proposed Declaration [A/4502]
98].
calls for the immediate grantto the oppressedcplonial
72. 'No, Mr. Macmil1an, these are not oldand worn-out peoples of complete independence and freedom. Onlyin
slogans: to put an end at once to the remnants of the
conditions of genUine independence, as is convincingly
shameful heritage. of imperialism is the real battledemonstrated by the manifold development ofthe young
ory of our era. The sacredfire ofstruggle for freedo~/ African republics, including Guinea, Ghana. and other
burns in the' hearts of all the colonial peoples, and of
States, cmi all the political, economic, social and cui...
the peoples of all the other dependent territories..And
turalproblems involved be solved. What we are
in this fire the fetters of slavery~remelting" away and
witnessing is the efforts of the monopoUsts of the
real independence is being forged. Allthew<>:rldknows
Western countries and the United States to nmke up for
of the heroic struggle ,;of the people of Kenya for their
their defeat in Asia at the expense of Africa~ Imfreedom' and independence. The revolt they began in
mediately after the Second World War they began the
1952 was brutally crushed bythe culonialists after four
policy ofpuSh1ng forward their expansiQnin Africa.
yearS of colonial warfare during V{hich 10,000 of the
The RockefeIler, Morganand Mellon monopolist groups
people of Kenya were ldlled and 150,000 thrown into
now have' huge investments in Africa.
prison, Kenya has 6 million A;frican inhabitants, and
76. Direct,private investmentbyAmerican companies
63,000 British settlers. Yet tl':J British own the most
in
Africa was estimated to amount at the end of 1958
fertile areas, having cleared them of their indig.enous
to
$789 million-three times, the figure for 1950. At
inhabitants and settled them wi~ 12,000 British
farmers. ,Each of these farmers owns an average of 2.5, the end· of 1959 about 200 Americancompan!es "had
interests" in Africa, most of them companies engaged
square ldlometres of land, whereas the indigenous inin
the extraction ofindustrial raw materials, especially
habitants of Kenya live in reservations in which the
strategic
raw materials. With its rich, natural redensity of population is as high as 400 per square
sources'
and
theexceptionallyiowwages ofits workers,
kilometre. No wonder, 'then,- that the average annual
Africa offers the United States monopolies prospects
income of an indigenous Kenyan is thirty times smaller
of profits and wealth thatare extraordinaryeven in the
than that of a British settler. Ask any indigenous inconditions of colonialism. Interesting data in this conhabitant of Kenya whether the immediate' abolition of
nexion
may be fOUlldin a report, published in 1959 in
colonialism is an obsolete slogan. His replY,Iventure
Washington, c0!X1piledunder the African Research Proto think; will be that it is far from obsolete; that on the
gramme of Northwestern University for the United
contrary it is a highly topical and vital slogan.
States Senate Foreign Relations Committee. According
73. Mr. Macmillan, singing the praises of his action
to the data it provides, wbilethe average rate of~profit
in the British colonies, declared from this rostrum:
on American capital invested abroad as a whole is 26
per
cent, the figure for Africa is 30 per cent. The
"Our aim is•••clear and constant: to build the
report shows that American monopolies are,taking a
people of these countries,or help them build up,
direct );)art, together with Western European monoposocieties in which all these, the people, of whatever
lies, in exploiting the peoples of Afriba and-extracting
race, tribe or religious persuasion, may live and
profits
from Africa. In the Congo, for example, the
work harmo!1iously together. To that purpose we are
United
States,
according;;;to American data, every year
pledged, and for that purpose we shall continue to
w
takes out of the country 60 per cent of its output of
work. [Ibid., para. 106}.
cobalt~ 64 per cent of its manganese, 79 per cent of its
74. Mr. Ormsoy-Gore, the United Kingdom repretantalum, 87 percent of its chamonds, and nearly 100
sentative, told. us roughly the same thing, though in
per cent of its uranium ore and lithium. In addition,
different words,when he addressed us here on 28
part of the Congo's resources is diverted to West
Gerzna.JlY's war industry, which,is contrQJ.1,qd by the
November. Mr.. Macmillan and Mr. Ormsby-Gore tried
to represent themselves to us as good "fatherly" men
United States. It must be clear to evaryonetbat this
'and to depict the colonial peoples as children, who
penetration of United States capital into, Africa is
need to be taught,.prepared to go out into the world, to
barefaced neo-coloniali~m, which represents a new
form of enslavement of tl:l~~ African peoples. And close
be sent to school. Naturally, therefore, they said
on the heels of the American monopolists come the
nothing -about the acts of brut~lity and repression and
West German industrialists, some ofwhom recently
the other deeds perpetrated by the British colonialists
in their colonies, of the suffermgs, want, arbitrary
toured the African countries. In the international conrule and harsh exploitation towhich they have subjected "sortium set up under the name of "Konsafrik". the
German DeutscheBank is a partner with Belgian,
them. Mr. Macmillan and Mr. Ormsby-Gore were
silent about the guns which are at present thundering
British and Frenoh banks. German monopolies have a
in the ancient lands of Oman-representatives of
predominant influence in this consortium, which has ,
which are here among us-Nyasaland and Rhodesia.
interests in the iron ore, manganese,aluminium and
The Whole world knows that the independence achieved
other mineral deposits of the Congo and other African
by the former British colonies is not the fruit of
territories. Since the Congo's basic mineral resources
"British magnanimity" but has been Won by the 'bloody
are at present exploited in Katanga, any talk of reGogstruggle of the peoples of those oountries. To assert
nizing Katanga as a separate State is a manoeuvre of
the Belgian and United states coloniaUsts aimed at
that the independence of these oountries is the result
of the coloniallststsolicitude for their,ttprogress" is
preserving the main source of their high profits-the
exploitation of Ka~~ga'snaturalresources6The Byeto falsify history. The liberatiOn of the peoples of the
loruss~~people,together With all
otherpeo'pl~sof
colonies from colonial oppression and the collapse of
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the Soviet Union and with progressive mankind a~ a
believes that the day is not far off when late
natural resources of the Republic of the Congo will
advance the people of that country to the forefront of
the struggle for .the progress of all Africa and of the
entire human race.
whol~,

,77. The struggle for national freedom and independence is continuing and spreading in Oman, Uganda,
Tanganyika and· Zanzibar, in the Portuguese colonies
of Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea, in the
Belgian Trust Territory ofRuanda-Urundi, in the South
African colony of South West Africa, in the United
States colony of Puerto Rico and in many other areas.
78. The colonialists are trying to preserve their rule
ove? the countries they have ,enslaved atall costs, and
are USing a wide variety of means to that end. As the
Soviet Declaration [A/4502] rightly states: "theycompel the colonial peoples to maintain foreign troops and
a foreign administration in peacetime, i.e. to pay for
the chains in which they are held." They make extensive use of the old system of "divide and rule", setting
tribe against tribe, as at present in the Congo. 'I'hey
also use subtler methods, manoeuvring and making
apparent concessions, such as extending the franchise
for Africans; and theyengage in the large-scale bribery
of African leaders, so as to have others to do their
dirty work for them. Referring to the new methods at
present being used to preserve colonialism, Mr.
Nasser, the President. of the United Arab Republic
rightJr ~aid from, this rostrum that "The aggression ~
Suez Was ··the end of unmasked imperialism and its
graveyard. Today we find th~Congopresentinguswith
masked imperialism, which does not shrink from exploiting the United Nations itselfin order to realize its
hidden designs and aims." [873rd meeting, para. 120]
We entirely agree with that statement.
79. Nowadays the colonialists are even going to the
length of granting their colonies political independence; but they retain the key positions in economic
affairs, finance and the armed forces for themselves,
and not infrequently select traitors totheir own people
to place in power as their puppets. There is no funda..
mental difference between all these methods; all of
them are identical in purpose: to preserve, or at any
rate prolong, their colonial rule and the spoliation of
the colonial peoples.
80. People all over the world are alarmedat the news
of the forcible seizure of the person of M1:'.. Patrice
Lumumba, Prime Minister of the Congolese Government, by Mobutu's armed gangs. This act of gross
violence and lawleSSness against the legal head of the
Government of the Republic ofthe Congohas been ComzrJ.tted despite· the presence in the Congo of United
Nationsforce~ sent there at Mr. Lu:rnumba's request.
The mission of the United Nations is to carry out the
Security Council's decisions; yet the policy actually
being carried out is one of appeasing the illegal and
dictatorial r6gime of Mobutu, the henchman. of the
Belgian, United States and French colonialists.
81. The Byelorussian delegation wishes to protest
emphatically, from this rostrum, against the savage,
arbitrary and illegal arrest of Mr. Patrice Lumumba,
Prime Minister of the Republic of the Congo, and
demands his immediate release. We believe that conditions must be created in the Congo suchas to permit
the Parliament ofthe Republic to resume its activity•••

-~__:....
:. . :.
..

82. The PRESIDENT: I am sorry to inte;rrupt the
speaker at the rostrum. I hope,however~ that he is not
going to take advantage of his intervention in this
essentially general debate on the subject ofcolonialislll
to d!scU$s the present situati.or; in the C()ngo, a subject
upon which the General Assembly has decided to ad-.
journ discussion. I am afraid that any detailed state.
ment of views on the situation in the Congo would not
be in order in the present debate" I would ask the
speaker to continue, taking account of the statement I
have just made.
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83. Mr. K1SELEV (Byelorussi~ Soviet Socialist
Republic) (translated from Russian): I have said what
I had to say. I will continue.
.
84. , The abolition of the colonial system also implies
the abolition of its twin-the tJtllsteeship system. When
in accordance with the United Nations Charter, th~
trusteeship system was established, the assumption
was that the Administering Authorities were under the
obligation of promoting the development of the Trust
Territories towards self-government and independ-.
ence. Yet ;fifteen years after the adoption of the
Charter, only four of the eleven Territories originally
under trusteeship have attained their independence. So
far as concerned the other Trust Territories, no firm
dates have be,en set for their independence. The largest
of them are Tanganyika, Ruanda-Urundi and New
Guinea; and the vast African territory of South West
Africa has been annexed by the racists ofthe Union of
South Africa. The colonial Powers responsible for
"trusteeship" are in reality, and in defiance of the
United Nations Charter, preserving the colonial regime
in1.b.e Trust Territories J brutally exploiting the local
peoples and despoiling their na~l resources for the
benefit of their own monopolies, holding back the economic and political development ofthe TerritorieL-lnd
saVagely repressing all who demand independence- including those who send petitions to the United Nations.
The United Nations receives thousands of petitions
from the peoples of the Trust Territories, which are
examined by the Fourth Committee. They spea~k for
million.s of the inhabitants of the Trust Territories.
These t'6titions, many of them. written inhumanblood,
constitu\\e an indictment of the policies ofthe Administering Authorities. The facts they cite arouse the ange~
and indign.aJlon of the public all over the world.
.
85. As the Soviet Declaration rightly says, "The
trusteeship system has not justified itselfanywhere and
should be buried together with the entire (}olonial
system, which is. an anachronism" [A/4502].
86. The representative of Portugal, whoaddressedthe
Assembly just before me, asserted in defiance oftruth
and of the facts that colonialism is alien to his country.
Such fairy-tales, surely, must be addressed to innocents, and are intended to pull the wool over peopl~'s
eyes. The whole world knows that in the Portuguese
African colonies of Angola, Mozambique and Portu..
guese Guinea, which have an area equal to more than
half that of Western Europe, with a population of 11
million, there is not a single institution ofhigher education, and virtually no secondary or primary educa.tion. The Portuguese colonialists pursue their policy
of oPPl"ession and racial discrimination behind the
smoke-screen of a policy of "assimilation". According
to them, the Africans are progressively being granted
civil righ1:$, and even Portuguese citizenship.
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87. But to acquire these advantages Africans must
its Charter proclaiming th~ right of nations to selfimowthe Portuguese language and must satisfy educa- determination. It could best make this contribution by
tlonal qualifications and a highuproperty qualification..
adopting the "Declaration on the grant ofindependence
In the five centuries of their rule the colonialists bavetcf' colonial countries and peoples" submitted for our
"assimilated" less than 0.3 per cent of the African consideration by the Soviet Union. The Declaration
pop'ulation; the remaining 99.7 per cent have no rights provides that all Sta:tes Members ofthe United Nations
of any ldnd and are mercilessly exploited by their op- sbould'solenmly proclaim the following demanc;ls:
pressors, who can even drive Africans offanyland that
.
pleases them.. If the Africans resist and protest, the
B1. All coloniaf·countriesand Trust and Non...SelfPortuguese autboI'itie~ resort to repressive measures
Governing Territories must be granted forthwith
of the most ~drocious ckind. In 1959 the Portuguese
complete independence andfre~don1 to bUild their own
Government w\IlS even obliged to dispatch air(traft and
national States in accordance with. the freely exwarships to Gl,linea to beat down the population. Thoae
pressed will and desire oftheir peoples. The colonial
facts are kn01,vu to the Portuguese representative and
system and colonial administration in all its forms
to the whole.Vjrorld•
must be completely abolished in order to afford the
peoples of the territories concerned an opportunity
88.. I should likeaiso to speak briefly of the Umted
to determine their own destiny and form of governNations Trust Territory of Ruanda-Urundiunder Belment.
gian administration, which has a population of 5million
82. Simllarly,all strongholds of colonialisminthe
inhabitants including 6,000 Europeans.. In conn~xio-ll
form of possessions andleasedareas in the territory
with this Territory the General Assembly adopted
of other States must be eliminated.
'
'
recommendations [1413 (XIV) and 1419 (XIV)] under
which Belgium was to fix a period during which the
"3. The Governments of all countries are urged to
Territory was to be prepared for political independobserve
strictly and steadfai~ly the provisions ofthe
ence; but the Belgian Government has not complied
United Nations pharter~)ld of this Declaration conwith these recommendations.
cerning t1:J.eequality and respect for the sovereign
rights8rid tettlt~}.'ial integrity of all states' without
89. In Ruandi-Urundi monstrous racial discriminaexcep#on, aUowingnc~estationsofcolonialism
tion is practised in all its forms, political, legal and
or any special ri~ts or a~~1:ages for some states
social, and flogging still exists as a judicial penaltyto the detriment of other States:~ [A/4502.]
in our era! According to UNESCO data, about 40Q,000
I'
,
'\
of Ruanda-Urundi's 600,000 children do not go to
'rh€:-~~laration
also
provides
tbat~,?Wers
wbichhave
school. The result of more than forty yearsof Belgian
colonial}
possessions
should
enter
intp
negotiations
on
rule is the general impoverishment of the local popuan
equal
footing
with
representatives
of
the,
peoples
of
lation. In November 1959 the masses of the people,
the
colonies
and
reach
agreements
on
the
granting
of
reduced to despair by the oppression of the Belgian
freedom and independence to the colonial countries,
colonialists, rose in revolt, but were crushed with the
definite and early dates beingfixed for the negq~~~,tions
use of parachute troops. Violentmethods ofrepression
and
any possibility of coercion and aggression'oil the
were \'!Sed, causing hundreds of deaths and the burning
pa~t of the colonial Powers being eliminated. ,
of some tens of villages. All this was reported in the
American Press. Many other facts could be cited; but ' '93" In the opinion of the Byelorus~ian delegation, the
those I have mentioned'are enough to show that the
Dec1&:ration represents a programme of action that
nature of colonialism has not changed. Africa has 2could i,,\nd should t in present 'conditions, bef()lJ.9Wed~y
popuIationof more than 200 million. Of this figure,
the U~\ted Nations with a view to,the abolitIOilof'the
only 5million are Europeans, or 2per cent of the popucoloniaJ, system.. It lays down general priDciples, by
lation.
'which all states Members of the United Nations should
be guided. in dealing with this prQbl~W~'Na.tUranY,We
90. The flames of freedom are sweeping through the
do not expa9t the Western c~IQW~l-:Powersto support
African continent and will rapdily consume the strongt,he
Soviet ~.claration. /T'.a.eyhave thought up ,'-:Jivery
holds of colonialism. The colonialists are offering
I?C?ssible
ideal,have J.;~~~{)rted to every possible tfargu..,
stubborn resistance, manoeuvring, and attempting to
ll
ment , in order 'to distort the sense and the motives
arrest by fire and sword the onrush of the national
of the Soviet Declaratiop,.
liberation movements. But the struggle of the peoples
for their freedom and independence is constantly ex94.. I should like to comment briefly on these tfargu_
panding and deepening.. There is ,not one corner left on
tt • We have heard the old, hackneyed argument
menta
African soil where the ground is not burningunder the
that this is all "Sovietpropagandatt .. We area-U, I think,
colonialists' feet.. Whatever means of repression they
used to the United states and its military partners
use, the colonialists will not be strong enough to halt
crying ·propaganda" whenever·the Soviet Union prathe course of history.. We believe that the day is not far
sen~, any proposal designed to reduce international
off when Africa will· be free.
tension. I have heard that accusation here year after
year. But what prevents the Western Powersfr.'om
91. The experience of the Soviet Union and the other
c~rrying on propaganda of ~e same kind? Clea:rly,
socialist coUntries in dealing with the national question
have nothing in store to set against the Soviet
they
shows that the cause of close co-operation among the
proposals; and that is inevitable, fortheSoViQt Union
peoples can be served only by granting all peoples
has truth on its side, and there can only be one truth..
genuine equalitY of rights and the .opportunity of free
In assert1ngtbat the Soviet Declaration is, ftpropaganda lt
national deyelopment.
they are giving themselves away; theyare showingtbat
92. The United Nations could effectively promote the
they have nothing to oppose to itbecause in reality they
abolition ofcolonialismand racism. The United Nations are against the abolition of thecolomalsystemand for
continuing the lo.otitlg:6£ the colonies. No juggling with
must make its contribution to the abolition of the
words will help them here..
col~l system, in accorda.ucewith the pro-rlsions of
,

'
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95. It is alao said that tb.e Sovie~'i)e~laration is too
general; that thE) probleJU,. of the abolition of oolonialism
is a highly oomplex one, that one must bear in mind
the "servioes" the oolonial Powers have rendered to
their oolonies by. establishing a link between i;tb.e
colonies and the metropolitan oountries, and so forth.
o
,.. h t k thi l1n
0
b
. nespea~er w 0 00
s
ewa~ Mr. rms. y-Gore,
the representative of the United Kingdom, in his statements during the disoussion of the Soviet Deolaration
at the plenary meetings held on 12 October [90200
meeting] and 28 November [925th meeting]. So far as
conoerns the "servioes" rendered by the colonialists
in the oolonies, I have already dealt with. tbat subject
!n'ISome detail, and I shall not repeat myself.
96. It is said, too, that the adoption ofthe Declaration
would entail ame~ding the United Nations Charter, in
its provisions relatJ.rig to the trusteeship system. That
assertion was mad~, in particular, by M);". Shanaban,
the representatLve of New Zealand, in his statements
in plenary session on 12 October [902ndmeeting) and 2
December [932nd meeting], as an "argument" against
the adoption of the Deolaration. But isitan argument?
We drafted and s~gned the United Nations Charter, and
we a.re equally entitled to amend it in the light of the
radical changes which haye taken plaoe in the internationalsituation ll There is nothing eternal on earth.
Governments ohange,so do States; social systems
change, and even life on earth ohanges. Afortiori, the
'United Nations Charter oan be ohanged.
97. Many Western leaders, particularly in the United
states, are opposing the Deolaration on the ground that
it is an invitation to disturbances in the colonies. In
his statement to the Assembly on 28 November, Mr.
Ormsby-Gore, the representative of the United Kingdom, went to the length of indulging in a gross distortion of the faots and a direot slander of the Soviet
Union, when liie asserted that the only purpose of the
Soviet Deolaration was "to generatehatredrathertban
friendship,.'Yiolenoe rather than peaoe, and chQOS
rather ~Xi order". [925th meeting, para. 18].

D.1etlt, said in hiS statement~to the plenary meeting of "
the General Assembly held this sessi(~n on 12 October..
.
. •
'\
.
ft ••• the peoples o~ the colonial co~~es will.J1a.ve
:J:lO option but tQ take l.\parms.Ifthey a~~ not granted
the right to lead an independent e~ten!J~, to have a
political and social system of.their owncnposingand
to organize their life in their own cOlm..t..1-y as they
themselves see fit, they will win that right incQm.
bat." [902nd meeting, para. 13.]
. !
101. Thus, it is the duty ofall peoples which stand for
the abolition of the colonial system to-give every possible assistance to those who are fighting against
colonial oppression, against the colonialists and im.
perialists; to give mo:r:a.l,materialandallotherhelp in
order to bring the sacred and righteous struggle of the
peoples for their independence to its consummation.
'102. For its part, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, like all the other Republics of· the great
Soviet Union, faithful to its policy ofpeace and of sup..
~;;)Orting the struggle of oppressed peoples for national·
independence-a policy proclaimed by Vladimir nyich
Lenin, the founder of the Soviet state-has stood, still
stands and will alwayn stand at the side of the peoples
fighting for liberation from colonial oppressionandfor
freedom and nationnl independence. To all these
peoples we hold out abelpinghand. Nothingcan prevent
the collapse of the do()med colonial system.
103. The Byelorussian delegation warmly supports
the "Declaration on the grant of independ.ence to
colonial countrIes and peoples" submitted by the
Government of the Soviet Union for the consideration
of the General Assembly at its present session. We
call upon all States Members of the United Nations to
support this Declaration. We appeal to the representatives of the P..sian and African cor.mtries which have
recently emancipated themselves from the colonial
yoke, and to the countries of Latin America, and call
upon them to vote for the IJDeclaration on the grant of
independence to colonial countries and peoples".

98. 'J.1J.ese statements gIve their authors away; their
meelning is that they fear the colonial iddependence
movements, are putting obstaoles in the way of the
prompt granting ofindtlpendenoe, al'ld are trying to prolong colonial rula. It is precisely their policy and
practice in the colonies whioh lead to disturbances.
Such "disturbances", "violenoe" and "ohaos" occurred
long before the Soviet Deolaration was submitted to the
Assembly; they occurred, are still ooourring, andwill
contmlW to ooour so long a£findependenoe is denied to
the oppressed peoples of the oolonies and so long &.$
the coloniaUsts refuSe to le8,,,e the oolonies and go back
tb their own countries.

104. I should like to conclude my remarks with a
quotation from a poem by an African poet, Bernard
Dadi~, a native of the Ivory Coast, which speaks of the
great march of events in present-day Africa:
"In the chaos of the century ancient Africa has
awoken;
People, be not weak!

99. The great historioal signifloance ofthe "Declaration on the grant of independenoe to colonial countries
~ peoples" oannot be challenged, for the Declaration
~s raised an iSsue whioh should long ago have been
disposed (Vg-that of the complete and final abolitiOn of
the oolonial sY~J'tem ina1l1tsformsandraanifestaiions.
It has met with an enthusiastio weloom.e among the
peoples of the colonial and fonner oolonial countries,
and among freedom-loving peoples all over the world.
lOO. The United Nations, unless itisoontmlttolet the
great h1J:Jtorioal prooess of the abolition ofthe colonial
r~gime!' pass it py, must adopt reoommendations designed to bring that system to an end. If it does not,
then, as Mr. Khrushohev, the headofthe Soviet Gov~rn'"

At the crossroads, under the· baobab trees,
In the prisons and:ln the huts of the workers'
districts
I shout to every man and 'Woman,
To the ,poor people of my land:
You - you are the king of the factories! You
are the king of the fields!
You are the people,
You then are the Master!"*'
105. Mr. KAKA (Niger) (translated from French): In
taldng the floor, Mr. President, may I be allowed to
congratulate you, although it is a little :tate to do so.
106. As the Argentine representative pointed outwith
great relevance:ttThis predominance of colonial questions in the United Nations is not the result of chance
nor .is. it entirety due to capricious. or arbitrary
,(' Translated from Russian text.
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;manoeuvres. It is a reflection 9f; the re;.,litythat confrc>nts us. today." [927th meeting, para. 1}\. That reality
!Jas made this fifteentJ,1 sesst,on of the ti~~ted Nations
the session ofAfricaaD.doftfiemanyprobl~msborn of
under-development and all its consequence~~
I
107. My voice is that of a country wbWh,:came out
from the shadow of the colon..~l· systfJ'Ill only a few
months acgo, and it will not 00 a timid voice. I Wish at
once to declare solemnly that my country, which has
fought for years to break the yoke of colonialism., is
proud to add its name to the long list of nations which
proposetbat this Assembly should adopt the draft
resolution [A/L.323 and Add.I-5] on the granting of
iildependence to colonial countries and peoples. I s.aid
that my voice would not be a timid voice; nor will the
tone be one ofhatred. Ishould like it to be impassioned
omy when I speak of the right to freedom and the right
to dignity, which are clearlyrecognized by the Charter
andwhich must be granted immediately to the peoples
living under foreign domination.
108. History teaches

US

that certain nations, at cer-

tain times, ·could no 'longer be contained within their
1i~rrow frontiers. Led now by a spirit of adventure,

nOw by self-interest, they con'Vinced,themselves thatit
would be good to impose their science, their culture and
their ciVilization nn other peoples; Since they were
masters of the world at the time, they resorted to the
right of the strongest. The need to survive by bringing
many kinds of influence to bear 'overseas, the need for
markets to develop their economies and hence their
industrial methods, and the search for resources to
r,aise the standard of living of their people-these are
the only, justifications for their many misdeeds. I shall
not abuse my right as an ex-colonial to censure them.
Coloniz~-tion l.s a fact of history, and every people
represented here has known periods of greatness and
periods of humiliation. Some have been driven from
their lands, others have been crushed under the heel of
blood-thirsty and ambitious conquerors, while still
others were net merely dominated but "digested".
None has escaped these tragic upheavals, which have
marked the history of mankind from time immemorial.
109. Wnen colonialism first began, international law
was confined to the established nations of the old continent. A certain meeting, held at the end of the last
century to discuss taking possession of Africa and
cutting it up, affords a striking example of the spirit
and conception of tbislaw. This law ViaS based on the
"right of the strongest", which is unjust and which all
here condemn, in its essence and right down to its
least manifestations. But the narrowly circumscribed
world of that day could create its own rights to suit its
interests. Now that our world embraces the whole
planet, and now that distances are so reduced that the
opinion of any man, anywhere on the globe, weighs in
th~ balance of human relations, colonization can no
lotlger be justified.
.,
l~P. The administering nations which have adapted or
ar~~ adapting their ideas to modern life donot, I think,
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deserve the systematic and impassioned chargeE-made
against them. They certainly still have much tO,do, and
the best thing they can do is to hasten the liberation of
all the peoples they still dominate. It is not my purpose
to justify any form of domination. Bu,t we are dealing
, with a historical fact. I intend to put it, in its context,
so that it can be appraised calmly and. objectively. I
knOw that, if we took all the modern cases of colonization, we Should 1u,lve a very sombre picture. Direct or

indirect domination, 'and imperialism in every shape
and form,are by their nature hateful. There is ne> need
for me to list the .facts which condemn them. There
aremanyinthis Assemblywhopreachanti-colonialism
and, since this discussiQnopened, most of the delegations of former colonies' have had occasion to portray,
with icy self-control, the misdeeds of colonialism.yet
there is one point I should like to stress.
111. Some c<,l9niaUst methods, marked by a spirit of
cynicism, consist in infecting the dependent peoples
with the virus of a complex-a racial c,omplex, an
inferiority complex, an imperfectibility complexdeliberately maintaining cultural malnutrition and
turning. the person into a human wreck, incapable of
initiative and·of healthy and logical reactions. Man,in
WPQm all dignity has been blunted, is thus morally
di::.~ainished. Certain administering nations have come
to commit· this moral genocide in order to ensure,
perpetual domination. Shut up in their ivory towers,
they imagine that no prying eyes can glimpse the consummate art with which they contrive to mou,ld servile
minds. While these nations in their folly continue
secretly to plunder human resources, allmankindwill
rise up to say no.
I

112. We want-nay, we demand-the liberation of
peoples and of individuals. Those who hold back, who
believe they can escape from the realities of the second
half of the twentieth century by subterfuges, will bear
a heavy responsibility before history. Their contempt
for human dignity carries in it. the fertile seeds of
conflict. With the passing of time, this senseless contempt will seem more and more intolerable. The
principles of the United Nations Charter clearly set
forth the right to freedom, and allow of no biased
inte:tpretation. It is unthinkable that otherwise brave
and worthy nations, whose history has not lackedhuman
greatness, should continue to practise dishonesty by
following a policy different from that laid down in the
United Nations Charter, which they have solenmly
accepted before the eyes of the world. Suchan attitude '
is indecent. The right of the strongestis out of date. It
can :ll0 longer be a foundation for contemporary rela- '
tions between peoples.
113. In conclusion,' I appeal most earnestly, on behalf
of my delegation, to the great Powers which divide the
worlcl into spheres ofinfluence. The end of colonialism,
for which all hope so fervently, is certainly one of the
most important human problems that our generation
has had to face. For the sake of suffering men deprived of their elementaryrights and kept in servitude,
for the sake of those destitute ones Who have just
broken free and whose first steps are stillunsure, we
ask you to protect us, at least for a time, from your
130ld war disputes. Decolonization cannot be used as an
instrument to demonstrate the particular advantages
of a social system. The young liberated peoples will
need to find their bearings and, with themea.ns at
hand, patiently to·build up their countries.
114. We !mow that there are some who yearn for the
past, and tmnk themselves shrewd enough and strong
enough, where decolonization is concerned,to take back
with their left hand what they have given with their
right. We also know tbatsome are chafing with impatience to replage the. administrators of yesterday.
These struggles! for influence, between friendly or
hostile brothers are unrealistic. We are of ~ge from
the moment when we have the full USe of our freedom.
There are no countries which are undtir age when. it

(
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comes to the exercise of freedom. We firmly condemn
colonialism in all its forms.
115.. I need hardly say that the peoples which aspir~
to freedom . and independence expec!t much of this
august Assembly. I ask you, in the name of human
dignity, whether you can say no to this natural and
legitimate aspira,i'ion?
116.. I am still cbnvinced that all nations which love
peace, justice and freedom will join us, and that this
Assembly Will adopt the r~solution unanimo'QfSly.
117.Mr., De FREITAS-VALLE (BraZil): Before going
into the .heart of the subject, it appears to me indispensable to follow an ancientpractice: to dafine what ia
to be discussed, namely, to establish the concept of
~olonialism. The first difficulty is immediately encountered, as current concepts of colonialism derive
from different political philosophies.
118.iflte-re\'fs't on the one hand, what might be called
the expansionist definition of colonialism, for example
that of Hobson: 11
"Colonialism, in its best sense, is a natural over-'
flow of nationality; its test is the power of colonists
to transplant the civilization they represent to the
new natural and social environment in which they
find themselves."

.......

the Cbarter~ to its practical and political devices and
to the mOJ:al impactofits decisions, the United Nations
is gradually being transformed into the real insti'ument
of the great revolution of our times: the liberation of
the colonial peoples not only frompoliticalslaverybut
a1S0from economic. slavery• Th!u tsnot the time to
draw up a balance-sheet of the achievements of the
United Nations in this field. But even the most casual
onlooker knows that the United Nations has contributed
substantially to the multiplication ofthe coloured flags
which glorify this Organization.
121. In order to examine the colonial question in' the
light of the Charter, one shoUld seek to face it with an
open heart within the context of the political reality of
t.he times. One should remember that we liv-e in one
world which is spIit into two rival' political blocs and
which .i~ pa,ralysed by the terror of a. thermo-nuclear
war. Consequently, the colonial questicnunfortunately
tends to be examined in terms of ideological struggle
and of power politics. This is a serious and dangerous
error. To increase the areas of poUticaltension.
multiply poin,ts of friction, reinforce the wallsofmiaunderstanding, Signifies not only to prejudice the immediate and futureinteresta ofthe colonial peoples, but
also to weaken the possibilities of peaceful settlement
of the problems which separate the rival blocs. This
would also transform the United Nations, not into the
On the other hand, one might recall the old Pan- instrument of the revolution of hope for which we.
Germanistic definition of colonialism-only recently soldiers of peace, fight, but into the instrument of a
revived by Nazi-Fascism. Here we have the lebens- revolution of resentment.
raum Jheory: the 'power of peoples, who oonsider
122. If one must separate the colonial question from
themsel ves superior, to occupy the space required for
the accomplishment of their political aims. We could the problem of the cold war, one cannot, however,
separate it from the fundamenial politicalproblems of
also refer to Lenin's interpretation of colonialism as
the inevitable consequence of the development of our Ume. The colonial question, for instance, speeds up
capitalism and imperialism Then there are those who the nationalist movement which is sweeping over Asia
look upon colonialism as the "white man's burden": the and ,Africa. ThenatiQnalist movement occurs at the
same tinle as theicMological offensive of Communism
humanitarian mission incumbent upon certain powers
to bring progress, technical know-how, education and . throughout the world. Many fear that this coincidence
might taint the independence of the newly independent
mater~~}c?mfort to baokward peoples.. In most cases,
peoples..
Others fear that the old colonial Powersmay
this definition. served to conceal naked imperialism..
One could not overlook the most' m.odern and highly seek to grant to the nl8wly independent countries merely
nominal independence, continuing to maintain over
aggressive form of colonialism: ideological colonialthem a disguised political domination througheconomic
ism. This is tantamount, as we all know, to the total
control.
domination of one people by another, through the imposition of. an alien ideology upon the dominated
123. On the .other hand, the scientific revolution of
people.
our
day brings a new dimension to the nationalist
L
movement
in the colonial countries. The awareness of
119.. The colonialismtbat we are considering in this
debate-to remain strictly within the limits of our
their misery coincides with the maximum utilization of
agenda-refers to the political and juridical status of
the resources .of the new teclmology in the highly in...
the territories which, in the terms of the Charter,
dustrialized countries. Instead of being at the serVice
"have not yet attained a full measure of self-governof the whole of humanity, thenaw technology widens
m.ent". [Art. 73]..
the a11'eady so striking gap betweenthe "haves" and the
"haVS'llots". To giv,e one e~mple, r would recall that
120. The classic forms of colonialism-sprung from
the
exploitation of nuclear enes.-gytoday benefits very
the Industrial Rev-olution, capitalism, the spirit of
few
countries, while its risks and. dangers threaten
adventure, need to expand and also from greed, of~)!
every
human being. The newly independent states join
unscrupulous-bave already completed their historic .
the
international
community with the fear that the cold
.cycle.. In this regard, it would appear to me not fo be
war is going to delay the solution of their fundamental
an exaggeration to attribute to the authors of the
.
problem.s. In their despair', .many States, under the
United Nations Charter the delivery of the coup de
delusion of act1elerating their economic and social
gF-tce to colonialism. The Declaration regarding Nondevelopment
and of appeasing the restlessness oftheir
Self-Governing Terrnor!es-which was not contained
populations,
might
seek political solutions which could
in' tbeDumbarton Oaks proposals, butwhich was wisely
jeopardize their newly acq:uired independence.
incorporated into the very te'tt ofthe Charter [Chapter
XI]:-deals with. the juridical situation of the heritage
124,. 1 realize that it is :rnost difficult to reason!!!
of colonialism and establishes the conditions for its
abstracto when such grave problems weigh on ,:the
hearts of millions and on my own heart. But I am don...
11 J. A.Hobson, "ImpeX'ialism-a study" t London, George Allen and
Vin~ed
that we in the ,;United Nations have the oblig'ation
Unwin, Ltd., 1938, P. 7.
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to separate thecolonia1A!uestion from the battles and the people of Mexico attained their independence,' the
skirmishes of the cold war.,
Mexican Gove",[af~n~"-naB foughtfol" the t.otal abolition
of the coloniOrfsystem. It looks upon tbatsystem. as an
.125. The San Francisco Chatt~r, in its Chapter XI,
anachronism.!;'
which should notcontlnue to exist lli. the
outlines, wisely and· cg.~tiously,'t~e course we should
follow. I refer in.prb.1cipl~ to Arti61e~,,~. It is lnCUl11- world of tooay. It is thus pursuing the American road
of 'liberty and justice for all, with which ideal itllnks
bent upon us to impl~}ment its proVisions W!tb deterthe principle of non-intervention. We consider that
xnina.ti.on and, above a~~.•,..Wit.?l.sincerity. To dOSe.,.. . it i.s
ever)'
people must develop freely witlUn the norms
D.ecessary for the col~l)nial Powers to admit tba)~ the
which
it
chooses for itself, in accordance with its
legitimacy ofa jw:;p.1cal. situation cannot ha}!t the
-under.standingof
hIstory. We also consiu.!jr that every
nationalist explosion. which sprang lesB from. the
physical disiances existing between the metropoUtan people should create its own form of organizatioo.in
conformity with its ideals, developed independently
Powers and the colonies than from sociological and
from
those of other nations.
cultural differences· and from unquenchable aspirations" It is necessary that the' colonial Powers also
131. The great stridesmken by the United Nations
convince themselves ofthe uselessness ofany attempts
towards a. final liquidation of colonialism are now
to substitute indirect domination for classic colonial- 'bringing it toward its goal. Thus aspirations>fhioh
ism. It is necessary that the former colonial Powers
have a long history in the annals of A.meris~~~p;·~being
and' the peoples who attained their independence from
fulfilledojWhe Inter-American Confer9D~ea/have rethem. join hands in the new struggle for the social and ferred to ~~e subject on many occasions; re~folutlon96
economic development of the latter. It is necessary
of the T:dnth Inter-A~erican Carlferencdl, beld 17.1
that the world's two rival blocs refrain from considerCaracas in .March 1954 in particular, is,/especially
ing the states reaching independence asa no-man'srelevant. The Amerioannations reiterate;therein their
land over which they might extend their influence in
conVictiatt that self-determinatioft·tor a9-ipeoples is an
order to tip in their favour the balance of power. essential bulwark, and declaretbat itwas the will of
Lastly, it is necessary that the peoples still under a
the nations of America that colonialism rnaintained
colonial r~gime convince themselves thatindependence against the desire of peoples, and the occupation of
is not just a magic word followed bya flag, an anthem American territories, should be definitively ended,,,
and diplomatic representation,but the effective po132. The very next resolution of that same Interlitical,economic and cultural mastery'ofthe country's
American
Conference, namely, resolution 97,expreswealth and heritage, their utilization in the service of
the whole population, and the practice ofUbertytl1:fough ses the need that extra-continental countrieahaving
political - institutions based upon a representative colonies in the territory of America should carry to
completion the measures envisaged' in our Charter in
r~gime with full freedom of opinion.
order to make it p(.~ssible for those AmericaIlpeoples
that
have not yet dc.'!le so to exercise fully their rights
126. The obligation of the United Nations-our obligato
self-determination.
.
tion-is to prepa.r6 the peoples still under colonial
r~gimes for independence with the utmost speed. We
133. These two dO(Juments embody the two key prinwould be failing in our obligation by delaying their
ciples on which the position of the Mex!c9.n Governcomplete emancipation. But we wouldbe improperly
ment in respect of Belize iabased. The first includes
fulfilling this obligation if we were to forget the prothe historical and legal background of the Territory..
visions of the Charter by exposing these peoples inThe orIgins ef Britishrule in this part of the Am.erican
discriminately and without the proper precautions-in
continent are quite humble: a concession granted by
the name of an independence which would therefore be
the Spanish sovereign for the cutting oflogwood became
fictitious-to the risks and dangers oftwo new colonialwith the passag~ of time a presumed and imagina.~y
isms: the colonialism of the totalitarian ideologies,
right. The repeated requests for the reoognition ofits
which suppresses freedom of the people, 'and the form
sovereignty made by the Gove:r.nment ofMexicoduring
of colonialism consisting of possible attempts by the
the course of the nineteenth oentury fell on deaf ears.
former colonial Powers towards maintaining under a
The great colonial Power awaited the advent of diffi...
new guise their economic and political domination.
cult times in Mex'lQlo in order to force On it the acceptance of an onetous treaty, in cont.ravention of
127. The statesmen who drew up the United Nations
Mexico's rights; nevertb.eless, my c·ountry has reCharter had political vision and firmness in estabspected that treaty scrupulously. Howe\'eJl.',thathasnot
lishing the course to be followed. Having in m.md the
prevented
it from. repeatedly pointing out that if the
principles of the Charter and guided by'the observations I have just made, the Brazilian delegation con- status of Belize is altered, ithas rights, based on legal
grouads, which it can and must exercise..
siders with sympathy the draft resolution [A/L.323
and Add.1-5] and will examine it in the light of the suggestions and remarks put forth during this debate~
134. The other and basic guiding ~lnciple for my
country
in the matter is founded on R,,rticle 73 of the
128. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative of
Charter.
As was well said by the representative of
Mexico in exercise of the right of reply.
Guatemala yesterda,y[93Srd meeting], tl)e interests of
129. Mr. ClTEVAS CANCINO (Mexico) (translated
the inhabitants of Non-Self-.Governing .~~rito:dea are
from Spanish): In his brilliant speech yesterday [933rd
paramount. In the case of Belize,my!'Government
meeting], the representative of Guatemala referred to
considers that the promotion. of self-go'vernment and
the future of the Territory of Belize. I have come to
the fulfilment of the political aspirationso! the people
this rostrum for a few minutes to make some remarks
of Belize constitu.tea taskwhich the interna.tional comon that subject.
munity cannot evade.

.

130. My country has rights to Belize which it has
Claimed for many years, and Ifeelitnecessary for me
to :reiterate its position on this occasion. Ever sinc~

1350 This, then, is Me~ico'S positiQp. with regard to
Belize. My Government~!ha$declared;'and l'eiterates
here, that, should the present status of BeUrae be al-

--~-
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tered, Mexioo, while using only means in keepingwith
the peaoeful Q;1ld friendly procedures which cbarao-terizeits international relations, will put forward
olaims whioh ar.e based on well-known historical and
legal factors. My Government recognizes, at the same
time, that the interests of the inhabitants of the Territory of Belize are paramount. It therefore holds that
in the attainment of self':'government by the Territory
of Belize~ the true and freely expressed political aspirntiofis of its people cannot be ignored.
136. Consequently, as the Mexican Foreign Minister
stated before this Assembly on 6 October 1958,Ythe
Government of Mexico will not omit to take into
aooount, when the time comes, that a solution to the
problem of the future of Belize tt ~st be based on
freedom and independence for the·people of Belize.
137. TMI PRESIDENT: I call On the iepresentative of
Belgium, who wishes to speak in exercise of the right
of reply•
138. Mr. PARISIS (Belgium) (translated from
Frenoh): Among the glaring misrepresentations oonoerning Belgium in the speeches made from this
rostrum, I shall refer to only one today.
----§} Official Records of the General Assembly, thirteenth session,

.2!llInar¥ meetings, 771st meeting.

~-

139" People have taken pleasureinwritingandsaY!ng
that during half a century of Belgian colonial domination, the population of the Congo was reduced to less
than half its former. size as a result of punitive ex..
peditions, famine and disease. It is absurd to Oompare
current population figures with estimates for aperiod
when th(\ terl'itory was unexplored and impenetrable
in many pJ.aces. It had to be open to traffic in all
directions for decades before a census couldbe mken.
That this is a glaring error of judgement becomes
obvioUS if we analyse the drop in the mortality rate
and the increase in the birth rate and if we consider
that, as a result, the growth rate of the population
quadrupled over twenty years, from 1935 to 1957, for
example. On the eve of independenoe, half the popula..
tion of the Congo consisted of children.under fifteen,
au exceptional sign of dynamic growth, especially if we
remember that in the last century, unfortunately, one
out of every two children born in the Congo died in
infancy.
140. The error which I have just pointed out is but
one example of the bad faith shown in some speeches~
but this does not prevent Belgium from being proud
of what it has achieved in collaboration with the Congolese people.
. The meeting rose at ~.15 p.m.
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it appropriate to go into the matter in detail, However,
at the 934th meeting on 3 December 1960, the representative of Mexico saw fit to refer to the case of
Belize in connexton with my statement, and stated the
problem in a form open to misunderstanding and misinterpretation.
18. My delegation thanks the representative of Mexico
for giving it the opportunity to go into the problem
of Belize in more detaU. Mydelegatton wishes to state
ence agatn, as it has been doingfor several years t that
the claim recently put forward by Mexico regarding
rights in the territory of Belize which it wouldadvance if that territory's status should be changed in
response to Guatemala's demands, is not, under any
circumstances or for any reason, to be regarded as
a move made jointly or. in concert with my country,
which has claimed exclusive rights to the territory
for over 100 years.
19. I should like to add a few comments on this matter, The Belize problem is purely and simply a case
of seizure of territory by a great Power from a weak
country which lacked the means to ensure that its
rights were respected. It is true that, as the representative of Mexico said, the occupation of the territory began in virtue of the permits for timber.- felling
granted to Great Britain by Spain under the treaty of
1773, for the area from the river Hondo to the river
Belize, and the treaty of 1776, which added the area
between the river Hondo and the river SlbUn. In both
treaties, Spain expressly reserved its sovereignty
over the territory while granting the British the usufruct thereof free of charge, subject to certain restrictions, particularly with regard to the right to
build fortifications. These concesstons lay within the
Captaincy-General of Guatemala, in the Province of
Pet6n; the river Hondo separated the CaptaincyGeneral of Guatemala from the Captaincy of Yucatan,
20. When the Captaincy-General of Guatemala was
declared independent on 15 September 1821, the
Fed~!'al Republic of Central America was formed and
inherited all rights of sovereignty over the territories
which it covered, The United Kingdom's precarious
usufruct of the Belize area expired in virtue of international law, inasmuch as new States start theirindependent existence free of all commitments made by
the previous sovereign, such commitments being ~
inter alios acta.

AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples {continue!D

16. The PRESIDENT: Before:;: come to the list of
speakers inscribed today on the item before us, I give
the floor to the representative of Guatemala in exercise of his right of reply.
17. Mr. HERRARTE (Guatemala) (translated from
Spanish): In its statement in the general debate on the
item "Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples", the delegation of
Guatemala mentioned in passing the wrongful occupation of the Guatemalan territory of Belize by the
United Kingdom, but, in view of the general nature of
the item now under discussion, we did not consider

21. The independent existence ofthe Federal Republic
of Central America was beset by many trials; the
great Power in question, wishing to gain control of
the canal ,\'outes, worked for its division. The Federal
Republic llf Central America was unable to secure
recognttton by the United Kingdom save at the price
of cession of the territory of Belize. It also extended,
by way of the Mosquitia shore and the Bay islands, to
the territories of Honduras and Nicaragua.
22. When the Federal Republic of Central America
was dissolved and divided into the five independent
Republics of Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras,
Nicaragua and Costa Rica, each with jurisdiction '
over the te:rritory of the corresponding former State,
the territory of Belize fell within the jurisdiction of
Guatemala under the rule of ut~ possidetis.
23. The serious threat that loomed over the Central
American States was to some extent dispelled by the
Olayton-Bulwer Treaty of 1850, under which Great
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Britain and the United States undertook not to oocupy
any part of Central America.
24. For reasons which I need not go into here, aad
under the pressure of oircumstances, the Government
of Guatemala was forced to conclude with Great Britain
the Convention of 1859. This was a real treaty of cession and increased the area of the territory from
6,000 to more ~han 22,000 square kilometres. It contained a compensatlon clause with which the United
Kingdom did not comply; Guatemala has therefore
denounced the treaty, but the United Kinl1;dom has not
returned the territory wrongfully held.
25. The Go;ernment of Mexico concluded with the
United Kingdom Government in 1893 a frontier treaty
under which the river Hondo-th3 boundary between
the Captaincy of Yucattin and the Captainoy-General
of Guatemala in colonial times, as we have seen-was
recognized as the frontier between the territory of
Belize and the Province of Yucat!n, in Mexico. The
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Mexico recognized
at the time that the 1859 Convention between Great
Britain and Guatemala had been a treaty concerning
the cession ofterritory, that the only issue with Mexico
was one of boundaries and that no sacrifice of Mexican
territory was involved.
26. At this point, I should like to remind the Mexican
representative of what some illustrious Mexicans have
said in connexion with the Gi.latemalan case regarding
Belize. General Eduardo Hay, the Minister for Foreign Affah's of Mexico, in a very cordial note to the
Guatemalan Foreign Ministry in 1939, recognized
Guatemala's rights to Belize "in accordance", as he
put it, "with the historical, geographical and legal
background to the case". General Ltizaro Ctirdenas,
the President of Mexico, said in a statement in 1940:
"Just as Mexico feels strengthenedby these proofs
of solidarity, it also feels bound to reciprocate,
either by making proposals for peace or neutrsdity
or by supporting the territorial claims of sister
nations which, like Guatemala in Belize, justly seek
the settlement of long-standing disputes and the
healing of mutilations inflicted by force and in defiance of the rules of international law. "
27. The same attitude of solidarity has been shown
by the Central American Republics on several occasions and more partieular-ly in the Declaration of Principles of Central American Co-Existence (Declaration
of Antigua Guatemala), which Included the following:
"The First Meeting of Ministers for Foreign
Affairs of Central America declares, on behalf of
the States rspresented: ..• 8eventhly:its rejection
of the survival of colonialism in America and its
express statement that the territory of Belize is an
integral part of Guatemalan, and therefore of Central
American, ter:ritory, and th(l.t the .action taken to
reclaim it concerns all the states signatories ofthis
Declaration. "
28. It would take a long time to narrate the Guatemalan people's unremitting, heroic and worthy struggle
for the victory of their just cause. We have heard the.
VOices of the most eminent jurists and publto figures
of our continent raised in encouragement and support
of OUI right. It is consequently painful to us that, in
recent years, the delegation of Mexico haa advanced
at the United Nations claims which it had neverpreviously made, which are opportunist i,ncharacter,
and which present the Belize problem in a form very
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different from the historical reality. I should also like
to remind the Mexican representative of what his
country means to us. We are proud of the historical
and cultural bonds between us. For the small countries
of Central America, Mexico is like an elder brother.
We admire its great civic deeds, its nobility, its deep
and historical sense of continental solidarity, and its
relations with our peoples have always been most cordial. We are therefore entitled to expect from that
great country what Benito Jutirez, one of its greatest
men, expressed in the monumental words: "Peace is
respect in the rights of others".
29. Mr. OBEID (Sucan): May my first words in this
brief intervention be words of tribute and congratulation to the delegation of the Soviet Union, under the
leadership o~ Premier Khrushchev, for having taken
the very timely initiative of proposing that this item
be placed on the agenda of this session and for having
Ing successfully advocated its discussion in plenary
meeting.
30. The progress of the debate thus far has demonstrated with devastating force the depth of convictions
guiding the.freedom-loving peoples of the world in this
determined struggle to eradtoate a sinister phenomenon from which humanity has suffered only too long
and which has generated much poison in the relations
between man and man,
31. I believe that everything that ought to be said has
been said by the more enlightened speakers who have
preceded me to this rostrum and I am, therefore, not
going to protract this debate by covering the same
ground again. It is not my intention to go into the
details of the history of colonialism; but I shall try
to follow a brighter theme-that of the struggle against
colonialism which has resulted in freedom and independence.

32. Two conceptions ha.ve, over the years, been developed by the colonial Powers as justifications for
dominating others. In the first place, they tellus that,
in subjugating the colontal peoples, they have a civilizing mission to perform. In the second place, they tell
us that they have been entrusted with that mission
because they are superior. This latter conception went
to the heads of some of the colonial Powers to an extent that it has developed into a policy as sinister and
as diabolical aa colonialism itself and which we now
call "racialism". It does not need much ingenUity to
discover the flimsiness and even absurdity;')f such
theories. Civilization is one of those great words that
has so· far defied definition. Theories of racial superiority have led their propagators to nothing but
inevitable and all-embracing disaster, and history
sometimes repeats itself. It is not naive to state that
these theories are used to cover the exploitation of
peoples and to justify the enjoyment of the material
fruits of their land and their labour. But human beings,
by their very nature, cannot accept or tolerate foreign
domination and the injustice, humiliation and degradation that necessarily accompany it. It was only natural
then for those peoples to rise, to resist,and to struggle
to redeem a birthright.' These resistance movements
against colonialism were rather Isolated in the early
days of colonialism. The odds were heavy, the conditions were adverse, the costs were incalculable, countless lives were lost or sacrificed, prisons overflowed
with what the colonialists called ilagitators".but who
were, in fact, freedom lovers. But the will of God and
the determination of his creatures to redeem what he
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has decreed for them prevailed against injustice and
inequality•
33. Rivalries between the colonial Powers helped this
liberation movement. Many times, and notably during
the last two wars, they tried to win the colonial peoples
to their side and gave them glittering promtses which
were soon to be forgotten after the hour of distress
was over. But the colonial peoples did notforget; they
accelerated their efforts and intensified their struggle,
so that the colonial Powers were, in the end, forced to
concede to them what was theirs-their independence.
34. The best example of these promises unfulfilled
is the famous Arab revolt. When the First World War
broke out and Turkey joined the side of Germany, the
Allies encouraged the Arabs-who were under Turkey
than-to revolt. They promised them complete independence after Victory. The Arabs revolted, fought
bravely on the side of the Allies and, within two to
three years, the Turks were driven out of Arabia,
Syria, Palestine and Lebanon. To the dismay of the
Arabs, it was soon discovered that the Allies had made
a secret treaty between them, called the Sykes-Picot
Agreement, sharing, amongst themselves, L1.e Arab
world. Not only that, but by the Balfour Declaration,
Great Britain promised the creationofanationalhome
for the Jews in Palestine against the clearly expressed
wish of the overwhelming majority of the Palestinians.
The tragic consequences of that unfortunate decision
are well known, since they have been with us here in
the United Nations for the last thirteen years.
35. But the Arabs did not succumb. They continued
the bitter fight even after the Allies had won the war
and imposed their authority over the Arab world.
Again, the wishes of the people and taetr indomitable
determination to realize them prevailed and most of
the Arab countries of the Middle East have achieved
the~r complete independence. It is regrettable that one
of the Arab countries in that area is still fighting Ior
its independence, but we hope itwillnotbe long before
Palestine will join the free nations of the world, in
spite of attempts to keep it in the present forced
desert camp settlement.
4
36. The sacrifice and endurance of the colonial peoples during their struggle were worth while: after the
Second World War, many Afro-Asian countries, led
by the great peoples of the Indian Sub-continent and
by Burma, Ceylon and Indonesia, gained their independence.
37. This episode brings us to the new and auspicious
era of the collective rise against colonialism. The
leaders of the independent Asian and African countries
realized that the plight of the colonial peoples in Asia
and Africa was the same and that their collective
efforts against colonialism would be more effective
than their individual action. Hence, the epoch-making
Asian-African Conference held at Bandung in 1955,
which constitutes a veritable landmark in man's re,:",
lentless and purposeful march on the road of liberty
and independencee . The lofty principles adopted by the
Conference are ever inspiring and shall always stand
as a beacon of liberty and freedom. Then followed the
first Conference of Independent African States, held
at Accra in1958. All Africa listened and held its breath
for its results. It adopted forceful resolutions, particularly in the sphere of freedom and the future of
dependent territories in Africa. Resolution II reads:
"The G~nf~r_~I].~ of !.ndeJ2.~~~nt~frical1 States,

"R~Q2m!ising that the existence of colonialism in
any shape or form is a threat to the security and
independence of the African States and to world
peace,

"Considering that the problems and the future of
dependent territories in Africa are not the exclUsive
concern of the Colonial Powers but the responsibility
of all Members of the United Nations and in particular of the Independent African States,
"Condemni~ categorically all colonial systems
still enforced in our Continent and which impose
arbitrary rule and repression on the peoples of
Africa,

"Convinced that a definite dais should be set for
the attainment offndependence by each of the Colonial
Territories in accordance with the wlll of the people
of the territories and the provisions of the Charter
of the United Nations,
"1. Calls upon the Administering Powers to respect
the Charter of the United Nations in this regard, and
to take rapid steps to implement the provisions of
the Charter and the political aspirations of the people
namely self-determination and independence, according to the will of the people;

"2. Calls upon the Administering Powers to refrain
from repression and arbitrary rule in these territories and to respect all human rights as provided
for in the Charter of the United Nations and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights;
"3. Calls upon the Administering Powers to bring
to bring to an end immediately every form of discrimination in these territories;
"4. Recommends that all Participating Governments Should give all possible assistance to the
dependent peoples in their struggle to achieve selfdeterminatfon and iniependence;

"5. Recommends that the Independent African States
assembled here should offer facilities for training
and educating peoples of the dependent territories;
"6. Decides that the 15th April of every year bOe
celebrated as Africa Freedom Day."
My purpose in quoting this resolution in full is to have
it recorded in the annals of the United Nations.
38. This is how and why the presentliberationmovement in Africa gathered force and brought the sweeping
change in the continent. Just this year, sixteen African
countries gained their independence and others are
on the way to independence. It is the collective will
and stand of all Africa for freedom and independence
that brought the change and determined to eradicate
eolontaltsm and racialism from the soil of Africa.
Africa-a continent that has for so long been ravished
by the scourge of colonialism and its concomitantshas shaken its chains. It will not wear them again.
39. We, the African people, who have euffered so much
and who have now, through our own efforts and with
the assistance of thefreedom..Iovfng peoples, achieved
our independence, realize the difference between our
miserable past and the bright present, and stillbrighter
future. It has been demonstrated beyond any doubt that
countries progress more rapidly in all fields after
independence.
40. In the report of. the Committee on Information
from Non-Self-Governing Territories (A/4371, partI,
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para. 23), the representatives of India and Iraq stated
that, although in the past the Administering Members
had held that self-government should be the culmination of a long process of economic and social development, experience had shown that the Territories
progressed more rapidly after they had become selfgoverning 01' independent. The representative of India
also emphasized that the Committee should consider
not only the progress achieved but what more should
and could be done. Moreover, it was important that
the progress should be assessed not only in terms of
statistics and percentages, but also by the extent to
which the needs or aspirations of the people had been
met. He emphasized that it could no longer be accepted
that the attainment of freedom by peoples in Non-SelfGoverning Territories should be made conditional on
their prior attainment of certain standards in other
fields.
41. Judging by our own experience, we totally agree
with these views. It has been proved beyond doubt that
colonialism is sterile and cannot contribute to progress. The African independent States followed the
mareh of struggle tu free the remaining part of the
continent. The three conferences in Accra, Monrovia
and Addis Ababa intensified the pressure against
colonialism. But in spite of the march of freedom, we
find today some colonial Powers which hide their
heads in the sand. Portugal follows the most oppressive
and degrading policy in its African colonies ofMozambique, Angola, Guinea and others. Its policy can easily
be compared with the racialist policy of the Union of
South Africa, which is also applied in the Territory
of S~'lth West Africa. We should like these two countries to watch the tempo of the time and to act in
harmony with the requirements of the age in which
they, and we, live. These people will not be forsaken
or forgotten. They will find assistance from all Africa
and the freedom-loving countries, until they achieve
their independence. We call upon the administering
Powers responsible for the affairs of Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Kenya, Uganda, Malta, West Sahara, Somalia
territory under France, and West lrian to accede to
the will, wishes and aspirations of thepeoples of these
territories.
42. As for Algeria, the greatest tragedy of our time,
so much has been said Ol.l.t very little has been done
to put an end to a brutal war now in its seventh year.
With every day that passes, this war in Algeria becomes more and more furious. Loss of human lifeboth French and Algerian-mounts by the hour. More
than one-fourth of the population of Algeria are held
in prisons and internment camps where they are subjected to the most cruel and humiliating treatment.
This latter aspect of this inhuman war was shockingly
revealed in a report of the International Committee
of the Red Cross and was the subject of a strong protest addressed to the Secretary-General by twenty
Airo-Asian Members of the United Nations in February
ofthis year.
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43,. This was the tragic result of the French Government's not abiding by President de Gaulle's recognition
of the right of the Algerian people to self-determination. The behaviour of the Provisional Government of
Algeria, since President de Gaulle's declaration of
16 September 1959, has conststerely-been characterized by a sense of responsibility, political maturity,
statesmanship and peaceful intentions.
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44. In its declaration of 28 September 1959, in response to General de Gaulle's declaration, the Provisional Government of Algeria agreed with the French
position that the right of self-determination should
be the basis for a solution o~ the Algerian problem.
It also agreed with the French Government that recourse to universal suffrage as a means of determining the political future of Algeria cannot take place
without the return of peace. It only asked for an opportunity t.o discuss with France the political and
military conditions for the cease-fire and the conditions and guarantees for the application of the
principle of self-determination. This was a natural
demand. But, from what transpired during the year
since President de Gaulle's declaration, France seems
insistent that any discussions regarding the cease-fire
or regarding the conditions and modalities of aDymeeting between France and the representatives of the
Provisional Government of Algeria should be unilaterally decided by France. We have ample proof of
this from what took place at Melun between 25 and
29 June of this year. The conditions made by France
at that meeting-these conditions and modalities of a
meeting between French and Algerian delegationswere described by a former French Prime Minister,
Mr. Mendes-France, as follows and I quote: "conditions
so humiliating that they were equivalent to a demand
for eapitulation,"
45. But the valiant Algerian people, who have fought
so long and so courageously for an honourable cause,
will not capitulate to the weight of French armour,
because they have the right on their side and the right
will ultimately win.
46. We are convinced that Algeriawill be independent
and that the representatives of Algerfa will soon be
sitting amongst us here. We are happy that today the
UnH;ed Nations decided to throw its moral weight
against colonialism and for the independence of subjugated peoples. It has contributed greatly in tile movement of progress and Independence of Trust and NonSelf-Governing Territories. It is acting in accordance
with the determination proclaimed by the peoples of
the world in the Charter of the United Nations:
"••• to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights,
in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the
equal rights of men and women and of nations large
and small,
"••• to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom, ",
47. To us, the draft resolution [A/L.323 andAdd.1-5] ,
of which my delegation has the honour to be a cosponsor, marks the climax of the struggle and the
formal denunciation of colonialism in any form or
shape. We are convinced that the continued existence
of colonialism prevents the development of international co-operatton, impedes the social, cultural and
economic development of dependent peoples and militates against the, United Nations ideals of .universal
peace. We are convinced that the craving of dependent
peoples for freedom and independence is natural and
rational and that the process of liberation is irresistible and irreversible, and, in order to avoid serious
crises, an end must be put to colonialism and all practices of segregation and discrimination associated with
it. The United Nations is richer and stronger with the
emergence of the new independent States,andwe must
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see that all peoples of the world are free and loyal
Members of the United Nations.
48. The policy of my Government towards the freedom
movement in Africa is well defined and set forth clearly. It leaves no room for doubt. We shall help, morally and materially, all African peoples struggling for
freedom, independence and equality. In a reoent cornnuniqu6, the President of the United Arab Republic
and the President of the Repubtte of the Sudan declared
their condemnation of the policies designed to subjugate
and enslave the peoples, or to undermine human dignity because of colour, race or creed. They also declared that they will continue to support the oause of
national liberation of the African countries which are
yet to achieve independence. They condemned all
nefarious attempts aimed at disorganizing this liberation struggle and supported all attempts to uproot
colonialism and racialism from African soil.
49. We shall not remain silent in the face of injustice
nor fail to criticize whatever is manifestly wrong. We
shall always express our views honestly andfearlessly
and shall. always render any assistance within our
power to freedom fighters all over the world until
freedom and justice for all peoples throughout the
world are ensured.
50. In conclusion, we hope that the draft resolution
will be carried unanimously and that its implementation will immediately follow its adoption. The goodwill
and the co-operation of the Administering Powers are
hopefully sought in rising to this challenge. We shall
expect them to try to forget the theories' with which
they sought to justify colonialism. On our part, we
shall also try to forget and what we cannot forget we
shall try to forgive.
51. Mr. SHAHA (Nepal): My delegation welcomes
the initiative JK the delegation of the USSR in sponsoring the item entitled "Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries anti peoples n.
We feel that the time has come for the United Nations
to pronounce itself clearly and unequivqcally on the
necessity and urgency of unconditionally ending colonialism in all its forms and manifestations.
52. The advanced thinking and the enlightened conscience of mankind in the mid-twentieth century has
far outstripped even the most radical and progressive
concepts of colonialism, no matter what justification
the colonial Powers themselves may have for their
own policies and actions in this regard. It is true that
some countries have a better colonial record than
others, but this alone does not entitle those countries
with a more favourable record to seek justification
for the pursuit of their colonial policy in the changed
circumstances of the present-day world.
53. We might have some reservations of our own
with regard to the form of the Soviet declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples [A/45 02 and Corr.lh but it cannot be denied
that the Soviet declaration brtngs this idea of the
ending ofoolonialism into a sharp focus, Every Mem»
bel' should realize the importance and seriousness of
this matter that is presently being debated and should
direct all its efforts and attention towards enabling
the peoples still under colonial domination in the world
to realize their aspirations for freedom and independenee in the immediate fattlre.
!!]Jlln!

!il111R .

54. We are afraid of one thing and this is that, like
any other subject, it might also be treated by oertain
interested parties as an item for c old war propaganda.
But to us, in Asia and Afl'ioa, who have experienoed
oolonial domination in the past and are even now seeing
the true pieture of oolonialism with its grim consequenoes to the people under its yoke, this is a matter
whioh should not be treated lightly and must not be
allowed to be given the cold war treatment in this
debate. To us it is something whioh is vital to the
evolution of a new world order based on frl:ledom,
justioe and equality for all men, irrespective of
their colour or the region to which they belong. In
our opinion, this is the kind of world order which is
envisaged in the Charter of the United Nations itself.
55. We were heartened and gratified to hear Mr. David
Ormsby-Gore, the Minister of State for ForeignAffairs
of the United Kingdom, remark earlier in the course
of his intervention on this subject:
"Let me say at once that the United Kingdom
delegation is in entire sympathy with what I know
to be the •••main purposes of these 9,elegations"from the oontext it follows iliat these delegations
are the Asian and African delegations-lithe achievement with all possible speed of full self-government
and independence by those people who do not yet
enjoy these things;" [925th meeting, para. 32.]
The Minister of State for ForeignAffairs ofthe United
Kingdom referred-and I must say rightly-to the obligations the colonial Powers have undertaken under
Article 73 of the United Nations Chartez.But the question is how many of the colonial Powers, even to this
day, have shown respect for these obligations in their
colonial policies.
56. Yet, from another point of view, the speed with
which the Government of the United Kingdom itself
.might have advanced the cause of self-government
in different colonies-Trust and Non-Sell-Governing
Territories under its administration-might have been
"remarkable . in the light of the expectations of the
world in 1946"-these are the words of Mr. David
Ormsby-Gore [ibid., para. 35]-but the relevantquestion is whether this speed with which self-government
has been advanced in the above-mentioned Territories
satisfies the growing demands of world public opinion
in 1960.
.
57. As we have said before, if the United Nations is
to keep pace with events in the world and with the
growth of consciousness among the peoples of the
world in this regard, the time has come for it to declare its position on this question in clear and unmistakable terms. We know that the Principles and
Purposes of the United Nations Charter, and the chapters in it dealing with international economic and
social co-operation and the international trusteeship
system are oriented towards the eventual eradication
of eolonlaltsm, But that alone does not seem to satisfy
the rising expectations of the peoples in the countries
that are still under colonial domination. This is the
main reason that has led us, along with so many other ,
Asian and African delegations, to eo-sponsor the
draft. resolution.
58. For understandable reasons, my delegation does
not wish to go into the origins of colonialfsm at this
stage, nor does ttwtsh to analyse its causes and motives. In our opinion, colonialism, as a force in inte!'-
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national politics, has to be examined in terms of its
effects on international relations. Judged in this light,
it has proved to be an unmitigated evil which has not
only vitiated the relations between the colonial peoples
but also has led to wars between the colonial Powers
themselves.
59. The history of the scramble for Africa in the
last century, and even in the early twentieth century,
bears testimony to this fact. The end of the Second
World War gave new impetus to the freedom movement
in Asia and Africa and, as a result of the general
awakening that ensued, quite a few countries in Asia
and Africa attained their independence and freedom
and took their rightful places in the community of
nations.
.

60. If there has been any subject on which the nations
of Asia and Africa have been able.to put up a united
front before the world, it has been that of colonialism.
The Conference of the African-Asian nations held at
Bandung in April 1955 gave an answer to the question
as to how the peoples of Asia and Africa stand on this
subject.
61. It is our sincere belief that colonialism is no
longer tenable, that it is indeed on its last legs and
that a final effort must be made, here and now, for its
complete eradication. The SoViet initiative has given
us an opportunity to reaffirm our faith in the lofty
principles of the Charter in relation to colonialism
and declare ourselves finally and unequivocally against
it. In the opinion of my delegation, a solemn declaration
to the effect that colonialism must and will go quite
a long way to inspire hope and confidence in the minds
of the peoples of the world, and particularly those of
Asia and Africa, who have suffered and continue to
suffer most from colonialism.
62. As I have already said, my delegation is aware
that different colonial Powers have different colonial
records and these Powers make different kinds of
claims as to the success or failure of the colortal
system. o-ver-enthusiastic colonial thinkers have even
tended to regard colonialism as an unmixed blessing.
According to them, coloniaiism is just an extension
of the great European liberal tradition of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries-a movement of civilization
itself. The adoption of this attitude towards colonialism
has led many colonial Powers to make extravagant
claims on behalf of their colonies. For instance, it is
sometimes claimed that a strong colonial Power has
established unity where there was chaos before. Moreover, statistics are adduced to prove that there has
been constant social and economte progress in the
colonies.
63. My delegation, while admitting that the balancesheet of colonialism is far from uniform, as applieQ.
to the records of different colonial Powers, believes
that colonialism is unsatisfactory as a system of
relations among nations. European liberalism has
achieved many wonderful things no doubt, but colontalfsm is not one of its strongest points. In the face
of poverty and backwardness, which are wide-spread
over the colonies and former colonies in Asia and
Africa, in the face of wide-spread disturbance 1nmany
Suchterritories before and after independence, and in
the face of complete balkanization of continents such
as that occurring in .the continent of AfricS. at the
present moment, claims of unity,· order and progress
made on behalf of colonies appear to us unjustified.

64. We recognize that remarkable progress has been
made since the last war towards the emancipation of
the colonial peoples. People who have become free
are far larger in number than people who still remain
to be freed. But since a large number of people have
attained freedom, the continuation of a smaller number
in the dependent status has become even more unacceptable and more irritating. Judging from the
intensity of bitterness that continued colonialism
engenders, not only in the minds of the peoples of
the dependent countries, but also in the minds of
peoples who have recently freed themselves from
colonialism, we are per-suaded to believe that the
continuation of colonialism, even in small territories,
is undesirable. The volume and intensity of ill feeling
alone seem to outweigh all other considerations, practical or otherwise, that might be cited in' favour of
maintaining; the status quo in a particular territory.

6u. In these circumstances, it would have been most
fitting if the colonial Powers r,(;mselves had taken
the initiative to persuade the Um t~;,: Nations to declare
itself in unmistakable terms l. :;rnst colonialism.
Colonialism, as it was understood in the nineteenth
century and has been understood so far, is definitely
in its death throes, and the colonial Powers have
themselves realized this. We hope, therefore, that all
the States Members of this Organization will find it
possible to support the forty-two-Power draft resolution which has been submitted to the General Assembly
on behalf of the Asian and African group. In the opinion
of its sponsors, the question of colonialism is far too
serious a subject, and in the drafting of the text care
has been taken to make it acceptable to all.
66. r shooud like to explain the draftresolutionwhich
we have the honour to eo-sponsor with forty-one other
Powers. I do not wish to refer to its preambular
paragraphs in detail, because ~.3Y do not contain anything which is not already contained in the United
Nations Charter and which has not, as such, been
accepted by the Me:mbers of this Organization. Ifthere
are any suggestions with regard to improvement of
the phrasing of these paragraphs, they could be considered by the sponsors, but I need hardly add that
the process in which United Nations resolutions are
drafted and prepared is not always eonducfve to the
production of the best text.
67. The first preambular paragraph speaks of the
determination proclaimed by the peoples of the world
in the same words in which it is expressed in the
Preamble of the United Nations Charter. The second
preambular paragraph is obviouslybased on Artiele 55
of Chapter IX of the Char1:er that deals with international eeonomte and soetal-co-operatlon; and. the
remaining paragraphs merely statefacts orprinciples
of international co-operation and conduct that have
been accepted by all. We do not think that any delegation represented here will have any serious objections
to the pream'bular pzragraphs as such.
68. The final communiqu~ of the Asian-African Conference at Bandung shows that the Conference was,
inter alia, agreed on the following: first,1n declaring
that colonialism, in all its manifestations, is an evil
which should speedily be brought to an end; secondly,
in affirming that the subjection of peoples to alien
subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a
denial of fundamental human .rights, is contrary to the
Charter of the United Nations and is an impediment
to the promotion pf world peace and co-operation;
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thirdly, in deolariftli~ .upportoft11eoaulsotfr&edom
and independence for.ll luoh llUfJ!Ilui and finally, in
oalling upon the Powera concern&! to grant freedom
and independence to suoh peoplel.

69. The operative part of the forty-two-Power draft
resolution begiDl with the wordt:
llSo1~_n!Y_~roclaiml

the necelsity of bringing to

a speedy and unoonditional end oolomalism in '-lllits
form. and manife.tatioDli
"And to this end

"RtQ!!m that:
Ill. '!'he subjeotior. of peoples. to alien subjugation,
domination and exploitation oonstitutes a denial of
fundamental human rights, is oontrary to the Charter
of the United Nations and is an impediment to the
promotion of world peace and oo-operatlon,"
As is clear, these paragraphs are based on the text
of the final communiqutl of the Asian-Afrioan Confer-enee at Bandung. It is also to be noted that the second
Conferenoe of Independent Ai'rioan States which met
at Addis Ababa from 14 to 26 June 1960 voiced the
flame sentiments and aspirations in its resolutions on
the emdloatiou of oolonial rule in Afrioa.

70. The second prinoiple in the operative part of the
draft resolution relates to the right of self-determina"
tion and is based on artiole 1 of the draft Covenant
on Human Rights dealing with the right of selfdetermin&tion whioh has been aocepted Py most of
the Members of this Assembly.
71. The third prinoip:le ilit self-explanatory and merely
implies that politioal, economio. social oreduoational
unpreparodness muat not be used as a pretext for
delaying independe~ce.

72. The fourth principle implies that the people in
the coufitries under colonial domination must not be
subjected to armed action or repressive measures
that will prevent them from exercising.their right to
Independence freely and without pressure of aD)" kind
from Administering Authorities. It further says that
the integrity of the national territory shall be respeeted, The stipulations oontained in this principle
are based on the practical experience of the countries
in their struggle for freedOM against the colonial
Powers. Hence, it is full of meaning and significance
to the peoples still under the colonial yoke.
73. T"e fifth principle is, in our opinion, the most
important one and forms the key paragraph in the
whole draft resoluti<;»D, the implementation of which
alone can make it effective. It has been argued that
this paragraph appears a little irresponsible because
it does not take into account th.., pec~liar circumstances
of each territory under colonial or Trust administra..
tion. and its adoptJon may make it unnecessarily dif..
fieult for the Adminiatering Power to discharge its
responsbilities. However, it!s proposed by the sponsora merely in ~e hope and belief that the adoption
of this paragraph will give an added incentive to the
colonial Pow0n to draw up and declare suitable time
lim1l:s for the granting of independence to the countries
under colonial rule as soon, as feasible, taking into
accOUnt both the rising expectations ~nd demands of
the peoples and the peculiar circumstances prevailing
in each· dependent territory, Trust Territory orco'.ony.

-

'14. The sixth principle oautioM. in the light of the
living experience of the oolonial territories, agaiUlt
any attempt on the part of the colonial Powers at the
partial 01' total dhsruption of the national unity and
the t"rritorial integrity of the colonial oountry by stating that such attempts would be incompatible with the
Charttrr of the United Nations.
75. Paragraph 7 merely reiterates and reaffirms
that an States shall observe the provisions of the
declaration along with those of the Unitad Nations
Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. on the basis of equality. non..interference in
the internal affairs of all States, and respect for the
sovereign rights of all peoples and their territor!~
integrity. The principles that have been put forward
as the basis for the observance of the above-mentioned
provisions of the Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights are manifestly the principles
which have been enshrined in the Charter ofthe United
Nations itself and generally accepted by every Member
of thif! Organization.
76. We commend this draft resolution to the unanimous
acceptance of the Members of this Assembly.
77. Mr. PAZHWAK (Afghanistan): The serious inter-est demonstrated in the consideration of the item
before the General Assembly is in itself evidence of
the great importance whtch the people of the world and
the United Nations attach to the necessity of an im..
mediate end to the system of domination of peoples
and nations. I do not see any need to restate my country's traditional firm policy of full support of the
absolute elimination of the system of domination in
all its forms and manifestations. Our stand on this
matter is not only clear but has been outstanding.
78. In my intervention of 12 October 1960 before the
General Assembly [902nd :meeting], I emphasized that
a declaration on the abolition of colonialism should
have been the first order of business at the time of
the establishment of the United Natlons, and I regretted
that it had been delayed. I have asked permission to
speak on this issue at this stage to explain whywe
have actively participated in the drafting of one of the
declarations which we have ultimately eo...sponsored
and to state our own understanding of this declaration.
79. We have listened to all the statements with great
care. We have naturally felt assoctated with all strong
arguments in favour of the urgent abolition of the sys"
tem of domination and colonialism put forward by those
who have preceded us. However, on our part, we are
proud to say that we do not have anything to complain
about regarding the colonial Powers, if the colonial
Powers which attempted to attack us have nothing to
complain about regarding us. They attacked us andwe
defended our rights, and that is that. It is a matter
which belongs to a history which we do not wish to be
repeated. Therefore, I do not intend to repeat the
tragic hlstory or the sad consequences of the policies
of domination, as VIe think. we art:' here not to deal
with the faults of 1be past but to prevent their continuation and to alioltsh the pO/Jsibmty of their revtval-sa history which should in no way be allowed to'
repeat itself.
80. Moreover. I do not intend to go into the matter
of the definition of colonialism or domination of peoples and nattone; particularly since I speak before an
Assembly the majority of whose Members are eyewitnesses to different forms of suffering emanating
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from the dltterent forms of domination. Without the

intention, therefore, of repeating what has already
been laid, I shall confine mYl!leU to a f8W general
observations, as our speoific ideas are inoorporated
in the draft resolutlon under oonsideration of which
we are a eo-sponsor,
81. Firet, the syatem that we should like to see im"
mediately abolished is the domination of any people
by an alien people in all its forms and manifestatiOns.
Second, independence from domination should &llPly
not only to those peoples and tel'ritories whioh are
usually called colonies but to all der.endent peoples.
Third, the abolition of domination by giving Independ«
enee should be complete; it can be completed only if it
is meant to stop forever any cttempt at the revival of
a:ny alien influence on peoples and nations after they
have achieved their independence, Fourth, Independence should not mean only political independence, but
should mean economic and culturalIndependenae, free
from any direct or Indirect influeno@ or exercise of
pressure of any kind on peoples and nations in any
form and under any pretence. Fifth, the implementation
of the provtsions of the declaration shouldbe universal
and should apply to all peoples and terrlto:ctes, not
only for the achievement but also for the preservation of their full and absolute independence, solely
dependent on the free will and determination of the
peoples themselves, and free from any influence whatsoever.
82. The draft resolution covers all these principles
in the real sense and spir:~ of its pzovtstons, No

other interpretation should ~ _ considered a part of
our understanding of this declaration, particularly anything which would in any way cast a shadow of doubt
on these principles and their undeniable acceptance
by the peoples of the world.
83. There are two paragraphs in this draft resolution
which were incorporated as a result of the particular
interest which my delegation attaches to their provisions: operattve paragraph 2 of the declaration,
which r.~!ldfl:
"All peoples have the right to self...determination;
by virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic,
social and cultural development."
and the eighth paragraph of the preamble, whieh affirms that:
"peoples may~ for their own ends, freely dispose
of their natural wealth and resources withoutprejudice to any obltgattons arising out of international
eeonondo co-operation, based upon the principle of
mutual benefit, and international law, ".
84. I mention this only to emphasize the importance
of these provisions among other provisions of the
declaration for the abolition of nependence and colonialism, to all of whioh we have agreed with full convtctton,
85. It is our strong hope that the United NationG will
D.et. fail to adopt the most effect1ve measures at the
conclusion of its consideration of the issue before it.
My delegation will support any other constructive
measures which would strengthen the stand of the
United Nations in favour of the natural and undeniable
right of peoples and nations and which would bring
about the end of all forms of domfnation of man by
man.
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86. Before concluding, I wi.h to expru. our appre-olation of one of the great oonstructive oha.nge. whioh
separates our time from that of the put. With the
world following two main ideological systems, it is
a source of gratifioation to us that, within each system, the Powera most capable of domination are not
colonial Powers. I refer, evidently, totheSovietUnion
and the United States. The great responsibilities of
these big Powers in the implementation of the declaration cannot and should not be ignored.
87. The fact that the initiative for a declaration on
the abolition of domination and colonialism to be acted
upon by the United Nations was takenby the delegation
of the Soviet Union is greatly appreciatedby us. I wish
!;o pay a warm tribute to the Government and people
of the Soviet .Union for their effort in this i'teld. It is
our hope that all other Powers, including the colonial
Powers, will follow the same policy for the achieve-ment and preservation of the right of all nations and
peoples to freedom and the right of man to dignity.
88. When the declaration on the abolition of domina..
tion and colonialism is put to the vote, it will be an
historic moment in which the real stand and the real,
sincere intentions of all countries, large and small,
will be put to the test. This will not be a vote that, if
cast negatively, will leave room for any positive explanation of vote understandable to mankind.
89. It is our strong hope, therefore, that no nation
in this Organization will fail itself in this great historic test.
90. Mr. AIKEN (Ireland): When my delegation read
the statement int.roducing the proposed. ":Oeclaration
on the granting vf mdependentle to colonial countries
and peoples" (A/4502 and Corr.l], we feared we were
about to wit'J.8ss only another intense propaganda battle.
We feared t.;"'at the greater part of the discussion would
be directed not to the consideration of howbest to win
Independence for the peoples not now enjoying inde...
pendence, but that their rightful aspirations and vital
mtereeta would be set at nought in an attempt to use
them as cannon fodder in the cold war.
91. We welcome, therefore, the construottve efforts
of those who prepared the draft resolution [A/L.323]
and of ,'111 those who contributed to this debate with
the sole objoot of securing a fruitful outcome; instead
oi sowing hatred and confusion, they have tried to
promote friendship, co-operation and freedom. We·
welcome, too, the many emphatic statements that
the peoples have the inalienable right to enjoy a ful:l
measure of Independence for their nationalterritories.
Many peoples stand db}>rived of that right today .. Some/
of these peoples have never achieved independent state'"
hood. Some others-and their fate is not less tragic-«
had their independence and lost it.
92. Representing a nation that fou:Jht for centuries
to uphold the principles of freedom for men and
nattons-stbe principles that are now inscribed in our
Chart~I'-the Irish delegation, like mostotherdelega»
ttons, has one interest and one interest only in this
debate: that is, .to secure the passage of a resolution
by this ,-, <sembly that will best serve the 'long-term
interests of all nations and give fresh impetus to the
sp ~ ~d~i . and orderly implementation of our Charter
p:huctples. In this way, we can help to lay firm$aUr.,dations for a trae peace and for a great co-operatfve
effort to reduce poverty, illiteracy and disease throughout the world.
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essential., we submit, that the rights it proclaims for
peoples not now enjoying full national independenoe
should be applioable to all peoples in all parts of the
world, east or west, north or south: that the right to
exercise full national independenoe should be recog\ nized as jUstly belonging to all peoples, whether the
oppressors and the oppressed were of the same race,
creed or colour or of different races, creeds and
colours; whether the oppressed peoples came under
the domination of an outside Power many centuries
ago like my own country, or in the last century like
many countries in Africa, or in recent years like
Tibet. We are concerned also to ensure that if, in the
future, a small country anywhere in the world should
come under the domination of an outside Power, our
resolution should affirm the right of that country to
regain :its freedom.
94. The draft resolution sponsored by Afghanistt\n
and forty-one other countries, clearl~1 maintains this
essential principle of umversaUty when it reminds
us that the Charter of the United Nations reaffirms
our "faith in fundamental human rights" and in the
"equal rights of men and women and of nations large
and small".
95. The draft resolution emphasizes the need for

IIrespect for the principles of equal rights and selfdetermination of all peoples, and of universal respect
for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental
freedoms for all withod distinction as to race, sex,
language or religion".
96. The draft resolution recognizes further "thepaastonate yearning for freedom in all dependent peoples"
and the fact that ·the peoples of the world ardently
desire the end of colonialism i1'1 all its manifestations 11.
97. It asserts our conviction that lithe continued

existence of colonialism prevents the d~velopment of
international ••• co-operation••• and militates against
the United Nations ideal of universal peace".
98. .It affirms the right of peoples freely to dispose
of their national wealth in accordance with the principle of mutual benefit and international law.
99. It asserts the principle that lIall peoples have an
inalienable right to complete freedom, the exercise
of their sovereignty and the integrity of their national
territory 11.
100. It "solemnly proclaims the necessity ofbringing

to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all
its forms and manifestations 11.
101•.. The draft resolution firmly maintains the principle of universality when it declares that "the subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and
exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental human
~~ts, is contrary to the Charter of the United Nations
~\'l is an impediment to the promotion of world peace'
and co-operation".
102. The same principle of universality is explicitly
asserted in the. declaration, namely:. IIAll peoples have
the right to self-determfnatton",
103. This principle also underlies

declarations:

the following

"Inaaequaoy of politioal, eeoaomtc, social or &du..
cational prepal'ednOlI should never .erve u a pl'Qoo

text for

del~ng independence."

"All armed action or repreBBive meuures of all
kinds directed SlCl'alnst dependent nAopleB shall cease
lI'V
i111 order to enable them to exercise peacefully and
freely their right to oompiete independence, and
the integrity of their national territory shall be
respeoWd."
"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total dis..
ruption of the national unity and the territorial
integrity ~f a country is incompatible wrth the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United
Nations. 11
"All States shall observe faithfully and strictly
the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations,
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
present Declaration on the basis of equality, noninterference in the internal affairs of all States, and
respect for the sovereign rights of all peoples and
their territorial integrity."
104. It will be noted, I am sure, that all the quotations
I have given from various paragraphs of the draft
resolution are couched in clear and unambiguous language and are of universal application. In these paragraphs definite and clear-cut principles are asserted
without limitation of time or geography, or limitation
as to race, creed or colour; the rights apply universally to all peoples, and the duties apply universally
to all peoples.
105. In the quotations Ihave given, thE> dnlft resolution
speaks of the "fundamentalll human rights, oithe "equal
rights of nations", of the rights to self-determinatlon
of' lIall peoples", of the freedom of "all" dependent
peoples, of the end of colonialism in "all its manifestations ",of the right of peoples to dispose of their
national wealth, of the end of "allpractices 11 of segregation, of the inalienable right of "all peoples" to
complete freedom, independence and territorialunity,
of an end to colonialism in 1Ia11 its forms 11 and manifestations, of the principle that independence shall
"never ll be delayed by a pretext of unpreparedness,
of the duty of lIall states 11 to observe the Charter of
the United Nations and respect the sovereign :;:igltte
of lIall peoples" and their territorial integrity, of the
truth that human rights and fundamental freedoms
belong to lIall peoples", without distinction as to race,
sex, language or religion.
106. All the assertions of rights to which I have just
referred seem to me to·~ general and untverssl in
their application. The opemtilg part of operative p&t'agraph 5 seems, however, to be more restricted in its
scope. .It refers to territories which have liot yet
attained independence, without referring specifically
to the case of peoples who once enjoyed i1.1dependence,
but lost it.
107. For the sake of clarity anduni!ormitywithother

parts of the draft resolution, my delegation .therefore
would prefer that the opening part of operative paragraph 5 should read:
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
Non-Self...Governing Territories, and tn all cases
where the sovereign rights proc~aimedin the present
Declaration are denied to any· 1'Vtaople, to transfer .
all powers to the people concerned without any conditions or reservations••• "
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lO~. How8ver~ we know the ditf1culty, in the fewdays
now at our disp08al for this debate, of changing the
wording of a. draft already agreed upon by the Govarnmenta of torty...two Member States after many weeks
of discussion between their representatives. We are
accordingly prepared, if the sponsors are not in a
position to amend the wording as I have suggested.
to acoept the draft resolution as a whole as meaning
that all peoples in all parts of the world now subject,
or who may become subject in the future, in whole or
in part, to an outside Power are entitled to full national independence for all their territory, and that
immediate steps shall be taken to apply to them, in
a speedy and orderly manner, the fundamental rights
proclaimed for all peoples in this declaration.

109. In addressing this Assembly containing so many
representatives of newly emerged nations and of the
Powers which once held dominion over them, I wish
to say how profoundiy we are impressed by the widening of freedon ~ which has occurred in our time through
the efforts of former subject peoples and, often,
through the wise and realistic statesmanship of the
colonial Powers. The United Nations is entitled to be
proud of the help it has given in the peaceful and orderly achievement of Independence by many States in
the last fifteen years. The result has been spectacular.
110. What Irishman would have believed forty years

ago that he would live to hear a British statesman
proclaim, in relation to all the remaining territories
under United Kingdom administration, the words uttered here a few days ago by the representative of the
United Kingdom, Mr. Ormsby-Gore: "In these territorfes", he said, "there is no argument about the right
of the people to independence; there is no argument
whether the people will be independent or not. CertaSnly they will ll [925th meeting, para. 50]. Which of
us would have believed forty years ago that he would
have lived to see a hundred nations participating on
the basis of equality in a world Organization with a
fundamental law such as the Charter of the United
Nations? I gladly pay tribute to the part played in that
achievement not only by the gallant men and noble
women of the subject countries who fought for freedom
through the centuries, but also by forward-looking
statesmen and liberal-minded ,;itizens of the colonial
Powers.
111. The draft resolution we are dis,mssing emphasizes the fact that, though much has been accomplished
h the Widening of fr~ladom, much remains to be done.
112. In Ireland, we have not yet recovered the historic
unity of our national territory•.We therefore note with
particular satisfaction the principle declared in operative paragraph 6 of this draft resolution:
llAnyattempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity of a country is incompatiblewith the purposes
and principles of the Charter of the United Nations. 11
113. We have every hope that, with the growth .of
goodwill and better understanding, the unity of our
CGu,ntry will be recovared with reasonable speed and
in a peaceful and orderly manner, in keeping with the
interests of the Irish nation as a whole, and of the
United Kingdom as well.
114. In many parts of the world,· there arestill many
millions not now enjoying the rights proclaimed in this
draft resolution. We trust the good work·of extending
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freedom will oontinue until all the peoples oftho world
are free and until, through peaceful and generous cooperation, the resources and skills at the disposal of
mankind are fully developed to bring peace, prosperity
and the chance of happinel3sto aU corners of the globe.
115. Mr. KAMIL (Federation of Malaya): The delegation of the Federation of Malaya considers it a
special and signal honour and pride to be associated
with more than forty other delegations of Asian and
African countries in co-sponsormg the draft declaration on the granting of. independence to colonial ccuntries and peoples [A/I••323 and Add.l-5].
116. While in terms of sponsorship this declaration
appears essentially an Asian-African initiative, this
in no way implies that the liquidation?f colonialism
in all its forms is exclusivt;llythe concern of the AsianAfrican world. The distaste and abhorrence for the
institution and practice of the subjugation of man by
man and the domination of nations by nations is uni«
versally shared by men of conscience everywhere,
inasmuch as the yearning for freedom and the determination to defend it are commonly felt by all
humanity.

117f I would venture to say that the noble aims enunciated in this declaration, echoing and reiterating as
they do the lofty principles of the United Nations
Charter, will be welcomed as a source of stirring
inspiration by all peoples, not only in Asia and Africa
where the vestiges of colonialism still persist in one
form or another, but also in other parts of the world
where millions of people are forcibly denied the full
enjoynent of complete freedom andnationalindapendence, Freedom and liberty are universal, and any
declaration for the cause of freedom and Ifbertymust,
as a matter of course, be taken as universal in its
application and scope.
118. That the Asian and African countries Show a
particular concern and anxiety for the speedy liquidation of colonialism is easily explained by the events of
history. For the past many centuries, the pattern of
history has been shapedby the subjugation and domination of weaker peoples by stronger nations. Invariably
in this process, the victims had been, by and large,
the Asian and African peoples. For centuries, Asia
and Africa laboured and stagnated under a foreign
yoke of one form or another. Although the force of
nationalism and the yearning for freedom stirred in
the hearts and souls of men, itwas only in this century
that this force gathered momentum and unleased its
full impact. Thus, the last few decades-epartfcularly
since the end of the Second World War-witnessed the
emergence into full independence and sovereignty of a
great many countries, first in Asia, .then in Africa,
representing over 500 million people of the world's
population. The year 1960 alone saw the emergence of
eighteen Independent States, almost all of them from
the great continent of Africa.
119. The admtsston of so many new States to mem';.
bership of the United Nations during .this session of
the General Assembly was indeed a stirring reminder
of the irreversible course of history in the direction
of freedom and emancipation of peoples long subjected
to alien domination. This process is still contiriuing,
gathering momep.tum and ever powerful force with the
passage of time. It is the tragedy. of the moment that
there are still instances where the ruling authorities
fail to take full cognizance of this .historical force,
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but oholl inltud to repress the aspirations of their
IUbjlOt plOpl...
120. My del.ption is gratified, on the other hand,
to note the IUlsuranoes given by some colonial Powers
of their undertaking to prepare their colonial peoples
and tflrritories for the exercise of full sovereignty
without undue delay. It is only in conditions where
the Power. concerned take full oogntzance of the
aspirationJ of their subject peoples for independence
and, acoordinglyt take the necessary steps to faoilitate
the early fulfilment of these aspirations, that the
danger of hate and violence can be averted and independence aehfeved in a friendly and harmonious
atmosphere. Any obstinacy on the part of the ruling
authorities to recognize and give way to the irrepressible ~rge of the sv.bjeot peoples for emancipation
will inevitably erupt into violence which, ultimately,
gould have far-reaching oonsequences detrimental to
relations among nations and to Intematlonal peace
and harmony
•
121. On the other hand, a senstble and realisttc handling of this problem on the part of the ruling authozl«
ties, as has baen proven in many cases, cannot but
lead to a cordial and harmontous transfer of power
which, instead of abruptly breaking; the ties between
the master and the ruled in an atmosphere of hate and
nngeanoe, would upon a new vista of happy relations
and co-operatlon between them as equal partners in
the world community of sovereign nations.
~ M·
1
f
122• Th e F e deration 0..
alaya happi y is one 0
several oountries that acceded to full sovereignty in
a friendly and constitutional process. Today, as an
ind6pendent nation, we enjoy the warmest and most
oordial relations with the United Kingdom. Yet, our
st1'l.!5,I;gle for national1iberation did not follow an easy
path. There were many difficulties in the way and
many obstacles to overcome. But, throughout this
process, both our leaders and peoples, as well as the
Administering Authority, displayed such measure of
wisdom and understanJj!:.1g that our independence was
achieved earlier than planned and without leaving any
traces of hate or resentment. The haemonteus transfer
of power which marked the end of a colonial rtlgime
marked also an auspicious b ~ginn:l.ng for our task of
national development and consolidation and for new
relations with the United Kingdom as equal partners
in the Commonwealth of Nations.
123. My delegation, therefore, understands the joy
and gratification of those many new nations which
have regained their independence in a similarly harmonious atmosphere. We realize, however, that not
all are as fortunate. Many of our sister nations have
achieved liberty only at the, high sacrifice of human
lives and material resources to the extent that their
task of nat:.t>nal development has been rendered extremely diffioult by the added task of national rehabilitation and reconstruction. My delegation views,
therefore, with tha profoundest concern, the instances
in some parts of the world today where unnecessary
and senseless war is being waged againstsubjectpeoples who are struggling for their just and legitimate
right to self..determination.
124. As a nation which had just attained its independence from oolonial rule, however beneficent that
r6gime may be, the Federation ofMalaya has dedicated
and continues to dedicate itself to the just cause of
peoples and. nations everywhere foX' the right to self"

determination and freedom frum alien bondage in all
its forms, manifestations and guises. ThiS dedioation
to the cauae of freedom has become one of the oardinal
prinoiples that form the cornerstone of my Govern-o
mentta foreign polioy.
125. It is in this spirit that my delegation has felt
proud and honoured to join other delegations of Asian
and Afrioan oountries, most of whom-like our ooun..
try-had had n colonial past, in proposing the adoption
of the draft deolaration on the granting of independenoe
to colonial countries and peoples. It would be wishful
thinking to suggest that this declaration is intended to
create the process of history. Rather, the aim is to
assist and accelerate the course of history that is
already set in motion by the irrepressible urge of
subjeoted peoples for their emancipationfrom bondage
to freedom and liberty.
126. This declaration, when adopted, as I have no
doubt it willbe, and I hope unanimously by all Members
of this Assembly, will become another momentous,
living and inspiring document of the United Nations,
such as the Charter itself. Its aims are noble and
lofty and are bound to touch the hearts and souls of
all freedom-loving peoples. Its scope, as my delegation
sees it, is universal; that is to say it speaks out for
freedom of all peoples still living in oolonialbondage,
all peoples who in one way or another are forcibly
denied the full enjoyment of complete and unrestricted
sovereignty and Independence, Thus the declaration
proclaims in operative paragraph 2:

"All peoples have the light to self-determination;
by virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic,
social and cultural development."
127. In calling for the total elimination of alien rule
the- declaration hl also mindful of the danger to which
new nations in their tender years are liable to be
exposed. Thus, to guarantee the, safety of the newly
won independence the declaration stresses in paragraph 7.
'
•
"All States shall observe faithfully and strictly
the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations,
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
present Declaration on the basis of equality, noninterference in the internal affairs of all States, and
respect for the sovereign rights of all peoples and
their territorial integrity. 11
128. My delegation is fully aware, from the experienoe
of our own country, of the dangers of new forms of
alien domination which come in subtle guises, such
as eeonomte domination and, most dangerous of all,
ideological domination. The latter, ifunchecked, could
lead to the total compromise of the politioal and eeonomic independence to alien subjugation. Even before
the Attainment of our independence-and through the
years of our existence as a sovereign nation-our
people have steadfastly fought to keep the nation free
from being subjugated by this fo~of alien ideological
domination. We are detezmtnad to continue to be alert
against this new and more sinister form of. human ,
bondage.
'
129. The Asian and African sponsored declaration/"
as my delegation sees it, is realistic in its approach
to the problem of colonialism. It seeks not to condemn
the colonial Powers, f01' condemnation, however jUS~
tified in some cases, does. not serve the interest of
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133. Mr. TSIANG (China): The United Nations hu,
tion on the evils and dangers inherent in the institution in the past fifteen years t frequently debated particular
andpraotioe of oolonialisJn. It brings to lightthe anacolonial questions arising fJnm different parts of th&
chronism of colonialism in the presen~ world in world. The General Ass~ly, the 6eoUrity CounoU
whioh the ideals of equality and liberty have become . and, of course, the Trustetlsbip (;ounoU have all had
colonial questionb on their agenda, Hitherto, all such
an ever powerful drivingforoe in the course of history.
It points out that the continuation of oolonial dominaquestions constdered by the United Nations hav~ been
tion is not only opposed to the Charter of the United conorete qJJ.estions, relating to a partioular country
Nations, but oonstitutes an impediment to the promo- or regtcn, This is the first time that the United Nations
tion of world peaoe and co-operation.
is oonsidering colonialism in general.
130. Thus, it calls far the ending of colonialism in
134. My delegation has delayed our partioipation in
all its forms and manifestations and for immediate this discussion because we are not sure about the
steps to be taken in Trust and Non-BeH-Govern1ng practical fruitlulness of such a debate. If the purpose
Territories and all other territories which have not of the present debate is to achieve a general agreeyet attained independenoe to transfer all powers to the ment on the principles relating to colonialism, such a
peoples concerned. Bymaking this call, the declaration debate does not seem particularly necessary, since
does not envisage, in the view of my delegation, that we have had such general agreement already for fifteen years. The principles relating to oolonialism are
all powers shall be transferred forthwith. What is
all enshrined in the Charter of the United NatiollS-, to
called for is that immediate steps be taken for the
the fuHilment of which we are all legally and morJilly
necessary preparation for the final transfer ofpower.
All too often colonial Powers have delayed independ- committed. If, on the other hand, the pres..~t debate
is intended to promote the applicationofthept'inciples
ence on the fabricated grounds of unpreparedness,
while nothing is done towards this preparation, if to the colonial questions that still remam, then, I
submit the debate should be particularized and not
indeed the territory concerned ts as yet unprepared.
Thus, alleged inadequacy ofpolitical, economic, social generalized. No two colonial problems are alike; each
or educational preparedness has all too often been colonial area or country has its special background
and its specialJU'8sent-day eondltlons, Whatis suitable
used as a pl'etext for delaying independence. This is a
for one area is not necessarllysuitableforthe others.
deplorable attitude on the part of the colonial Powers
It is only through systematic study of each question
and contrary to the obligations under the Charter,
by itseH that we can make progress. I hope that the
which provides as a responsibility and duty of the
Administering Authority that preparations be made for present debate will be useful in hastening the end of
subject peoples to assume responsibility in the shortest colonialism everywhere. I am, however, certain that
possible time for independence.
it is not. and cannot be, a substitute for the aystematte study ofparticular concrete colonial questions.
131. My delegation deems it essentialthat allAdministering Authorities of Trust Territories, Non-SeH- 135. Among the ccuntrtes of Asia and Africa, my
GoverningTerritories and all other colonialterritories
country is one of \he earliest to embrace modern
carry out faithfully their obligations under the Charter nationalism and to fight for emancipation from Euroso that the neglect of their responsibilities will not pean colonialism or imperialism. Sun Yat-sen, the
be the lamentable cause of indefinite delays for the
father of the Chinese Republic-indeed, the father of
fulfilment of the aspirations of their subject peoples modern Chinese nationalism-began, towards the end
for independence. The consequences of neglect should of the nineteenth century, to lead the Chinese people
furthermore be studies closely and in true conscience,
in tb.eir two-fold task of freeing China from European
for such consequences of neglect have been demon- exploitation and of building up in China a modem
strated so glaringly in the crisis of the Congo.
state, ready and capable of exercising the full rights
of national sovereignty and ofprovidiJ1gfor the welfare
132. I should like to venture to. conclude my interof the Chinese people. In the course of this struggle,
vention with a reminder that the problem withwhlch Bun
found that there were many peoples in
this Assembly is seized is a serious and grave problem AsiaYat-sen
and
Africa
under conditions as bad as
which affects the lives, destiny and aspirations of those prevailing inliving
China
and, in some cases, even
millions of our fellow mankind who are still labouring worse. In his last will and
testament, Sun Yat-sen
under some form of alien subjugation or other. These
emp\lasized
that
the
new
China-Nationalist
Chinapeople have no voice here, nor can theirvoice be heard should always sympathize with and support the
opoutside of their own homes•. They look to us here to pressed peoples of the world and give them, in their
champion their cause; with the keenest hope and anti- struggle. for independence and freedom, such support
cipation that this momentous and historic debate will
as the Chinese people are capable of.
pav~ the way for the eventual removal of the injustices
and humiliation they have suffered for so long. My 136. .My delegation arid my Government have always
delegation sincerely hopes, in the intersts of these been faithful to the teachings of Sun Yat-sen. When
I first came here to represent my country, one of the
still subjected peoples. and in the interest of future
critical problems that the United Nations faced atthat
inte:roationalharmonyand co-operation, that this
debate, in trying to pave the way for the liquidation time was the struggle for national independence by
of colonialism., does not .leave in its wake traces of the people of Indonesia. In the long debates in the
resentment and bitterness which might inject a sour Security Council on that qJJ.estion, my delegation was
second to none in its warm support ofIndonesian freenote.to future international peace and co-operation.
The ending of colonialism should be an auspicious and dom. From that time to the present, my delegatio!'
has been consistent in this respect.
\
happy landmark in the history of mankind, and to this
endwe should all dedicate ourselves.
137. It is generally assumed that the problem of
colonialism is a problem between certain European
Mr. l11ueoa (Panama). Vice-President. took the
qh~it".
.
peoples on the one side andcertainABian-African
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peoplet> on the other side. IUs also gEmerally assumed
that the problem of colonialism concerns the relatioT.s
between the industrialized nations and the underdeveloped nations of the world. My delegationbelieves
that these two assumptions are in general oorreot, but
we also believe, however, that these assumptions
over-simplify the problem of colcnialtsm, There are
exoeptions to and variations oi these assumptions that
oall for some oonsideration in order to get at the full
truth. I wish, therefore, to speak briefly on the variations and ~eptions to the general rule.
138. It is not true that the problem of oolo~alism
only arises when more highly developed nattona try
to dominate less developed nations. History records
many instances where less developed people have tried
to exsreise domination over a more developed people.
I shall cite an example which has the merit of not
arousing any contemporary controversy, The example
is that of the Mongol empire of tte thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. The Mongols, led by Genghis
Khan, were predominantly nomads. Their economy was
very primitive, mainly limited to sheep-raising. Their
political organization was in the main along tribal
lines. Yet, these people conquered China and held it
under subjection for almost a century. Theyconquerad
and held in subjection also large parts of western Asia
and eastern Europe which were, for the most part, as
was China, far more advanced than Mongolia was in
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
139. The Mongols, under Genghis Khan, were not
seeking markets for their exporttrade,forinfact they
had almost nothing to export. They were not seeking
foreign fields for investment, for in fact they had no
capital to invest in their own country, to say nothing
about foreign countries. They were not seeking raw
materials, for in fact they wou!d not have lmown what
to do with coal, iron, rubber, Oil, coconut or tin. They
were seeking power and tribute. Nevertheless, such a
relatively under-developed people, motivated by a
c:ude desire for power and loot, ,?uilt an empire as
bIg as any that the history of mankind has ever seen.
140. The example of the Mongol Empire demonstrates
conclusively that colonialism or imperi3.usm is not
the exclusive property of any particular economic,
political or social system. Indeed, if we study history carefully, we find that peoples in all parts of the
world, in all stages of development, from the Stone Age
through nomadism, agriculture, commerce to modern
mechanical industry and capitalism, have all made
attempts at colonization and empire-building. The
problem of colonialism is as old and as complex as
human history itself.

141. It is also not true that only European peoples
have practised colonialism and imperialism, or ~hat
they practise colonialism and imperialism only agamst
non-Buropean peoples. M:r example of the Mongol
Empire is a case of an ASIan people practising colonialism and imperialism against other Asian peeples
and against Europe as well. In the mediaeval period,
there was the Moorish Empire, stretching to Portugal
and Spain and even at one time threateningto colonize
Fr,ance. In the early modern period, there was the
ottoman Empire covering parts of Asia, Africa and
south-eastern Europe. Europe itself has practised
colonialism and imperialism against European, as
well as against non-European, peoples. I need on1y
cite hare the case of the Napoleonic Empire. I might
also cite the case of the Austro-HungarfanEmpfre,
•....

w...~

142. In eonnexion with the Austro--Hungarian Empire,
I might be permitted to remind the Assembly of the
Peace Conference in Paris in the middle of the nineteenth century, at the end of the Crimean war. One
of the natlonaltst movements of that time was that of
Italy. Led by Cavour and other Italian statesmen and
prophets, the Italian people strove for emancipation
from Austro-Hungarian domination of LombardyVenetia as well as for Italian unity. Atthe Paris Conference, France sympathized with Italian nationalism
and wished to give Oavour aohancetoplead for Italian
freedom and unity and to speak abeut LombardyVenetia. The Austro-Hungarian delegation to the Paris
Conference protested on the ground that the questton
of Lombardy-Venetia was one of Austrian domestic
jurisdiotion, that the Austrian title to LombardyVenetia h d be
ctified by treaty and t diti
a
en s~ a
ra on,
and that, therefore, i w s an uncalled for interference
if the Conference in Paris should touch on problems
relating to northern Italy.
143. As is welllmown, the Austro-Hungarian objeettons were overruled byCountWalewski, the President
of the Conference, and Count Cavour had his chance
to speak on behalf of Italianfreedom and unity. I recall
this episode partly because, although it occurred one
hundred years ago, it still holds certain lessons valid
for us today and partly because that episode is a good
demonstration of the fact that the European nations
have exercised colonialism and imperialism over other
European peoples.

144. Colonialism changes withtfme, It is as variedae
human society itself.' e would be unrealistic and ineffecti've if we limited our attention to any one type of
colonialism and overlooked the dangers and threats
of other types of colonialism.
145. In the modern period of history, that is, in the
last four or five centuries the main trend of colonialism is that of European ~ansion to the other con"
tinents of the world. It is in the main a struggle of
the economicallyandpoliticallybetterorganizedStates
of Europe against the politically and economically less
developed peoples of Asia, Africa and America. In
the course of these centuries, the whole world has
been, to some degree at least, Europeanized. If there
is one feature in modern history that can be said to
domina~e the whole period, we can say that it is the
Europemnzation of the world. The process has been
a mixture of the evil with the good. I shall not stop
to analyse and differentiate or to assign blame and
responsibility. Some of the evil done by Europe to
Asia. and Africa was unintended; some was intended.
Likewise with the good; some of the good done was
incidental and unintended; on the other hand, there
has been some good which was intentional and planned.
The whole process of the Europeanization or col'>nization of the world is indeed very human-a great
mixture of the good ith the evil
.
w..
146. When Europe started on its grand movementfor
expansion beyond Europe, it divided into two currents.
Nations of Western Europe expanded overseas to
America, Asia and Africa. Russia, that is Tsarist
RUSSia, on the other hand, expanded overland. The \
Russians crossed the Ural Mountains to conquer and
colonize Siberia and Central Asia. Furthermore,
Russia took Crimea, t.Ue Caucasus and certain parts
of Eastern Europe. It has been an accident of geography
that most of the countries of Asia and Africa were
reached only by the overseas expansion of Western
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---------------------------------------------Europe and were untouched by the overland expansion
of Tsarist Russiaw As a result of this geographical
oircumstance, most of the peoples of Asia andAfrica,
but not all, have had the colonialism ofWestern Europe
burned into their consciousness and have almost no
room in their minds for the overland colonialism of
Russia. For this reason, the present prevailing opinion
in many Asian-African countries in regard to European
colonialism is one-sided, distorted and, to a certain
degree, non-objective.

147. The two currents of EJlropean expansion, that
is, the overseas expansion of Western Europe and the
overland expansion of Russia, met with relativelyweak
opposition on the part of the peoples of Asia, Africa
and America. In both currents, the participants were
a great mixture of adventurers, lawless persons, patriots, reltgtous zealots and fortune hunters. In the
case of Russia, the first expansionist leader was
Yermak. who led a band of 840 men across the Ural
Mounta:tDs in the year 1579. In about sixty years, a
succession of Russian adventurers managed to reach
the Pacific Coast, in the region of Okhotsk, In those
sixty years, the enttre extent of Siberiabecame a part
of the Tsarist Empira, with a total are? of 4 million
square miles, more than twice the size of European
Russia.
'
148. In tbis long march to the Pacific across Siberia,
the first organized opposition the Russians met came
from the Kuchum Khanate, on the upper part of the
Ob River. The Khanate was one of the remnant parts
parts of the great Mongol Empire. In 1583, Yermak
captured Sibir, whence the name of Siberia, the capital
of the Khanate. When the Russians reached the Far
East, they met the opposition of China. Here, in the
region watered by the upper tributaries of the Amur
River, China and Russia fought a series of skirmishes.
Militarlly it was a draw ~ The military stalemate resulted in the Treaty of Nerchinsk, ~\ignedon27 August
1689. According to that Treaty, the valley of the Amur
River and its tributaries was acknowledged to be part
of China.
149. In the nineteenth century, the Russians renewed
their aggression along the Amur River. By a combination of military action and diplomacy, Tsarist
Russia took from China the northern bank of the Amur
River and the eastern bank of the U::lSUri River. These
two areas today constitute the Amur Province and the
Maritime Province of the Russian Far East. The city
of Vladivostok was, up to 1860, a Chinese settlement
called "Hai-shen-wei"; the Russians obanged it to
"Vladivostok", which means "Dominator of the East".
These regions of the Amur and .Ussuri, which Tsarist
Russia took from China in 1860~ and which Soviet
Russia retains. have a total area of 400,000 square
miles.
150. I shall not relate here the history of Russian
expansion in Central Asia. The so-called Republics
of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kirghizia, Turkmenistan
and Tadzhikistan of today had been independent countries before they were annexed by Tsarist Russia.
I shall also not relate the story of Russian expansion
1nEurope itself. Others in this hall know that story
evenbetter than I do.
151. In his long speech before the General Assembly
on 23 September 1960 which, among other things,
opened the prl.~sent debate oncelcnialtsm, Mr. Khrush...
chey, Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the

Soviet Union, had some very important as well as
interesting things to say about colonialism in Tsarist
Russia:

"The Tsarist Government pursued in the borderlands of Russia an essentially coloniahst policy which
differed little from what can be observed today in
colonial countries, Uzbeks, Kazakhs, 'l'adzhiks and
other non-Russian nationalities were scornfully
called 'aliens'. They were not considered human
beings and were ruthlessly exploited. National differences, hatred and dissension were fomented between tr.ese nationalities, and the Tsarist Empire
was held together only by bayonets and oppression."
[869th meeting; para. 207.]
152. With Mr. Khrushchev as our authority, we can
conclude that Russia, at least up to the Revolution of
1917, had a colonial empire, differing but little from
the other colonial empires of theworId. What he called
"borderlanw.l. •• held together only by bayonets and
oppression" included Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Bessarabia, the Ukraine, the Caucasus,
Central Asia, Eastern Siberia and parts of Manchuria.
They covered 15 million square kilometres of land,
or about 70 per cent of the total area of the Russian
Empire. That is the heritage left by Tsarist Russia
to Soviet Russia. The all-important question is: What
has the Soviet Union done with this Tsarist heritage?
153. At the time of the Revolution in1917, all former
colonial areas of Russia rose in revolt and declared
their independence. Some succeeded, some failed.
Finland, under Marshal Mannerheim, won its war of
independence which ended with the signing of the treaty
of 14 October 1920; the same happened m Poland,
which, under Marshal Pilsudski, had its independence
confirmed by a treaty signed on 18 March 19P.l;and
also in Estonia, LaMa and Lithuania, which signed
treaties on 22 February, 11 August and 12 July 1920,
respectively. But it was not the same for the other
colonial areas. The independence of the Ukraine was
suppressed in August 1920, that of Georgia in February 1921, and that of Central Asia through a long
campaign that lasted from 1922 to 1924. In recent
years, the Soviet Union has retaken Estonla, Latvia
and Lithuania and has, in addition, broughtotherEuroa
pean countries under its domination. Today, the Soviet
Empire is bigger than that of the Tsars.. We know from
the example of Hungary how the Sovi8t Union would
deal with any of its subject peoples if they should fight
for freedom~
154. The Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the
Soviet Union palnted a bright picture of the deYelopment
of the Central Asian Republics in the Soviet Union on
the one side, and a dark picture of the colonies of
Western European nations on the other. Certain delegations in this Assembly hall can examine his account
of conditions in the Western colonies with greater
authority than I. I. wish, .for the moment, to call the
attention of the Assemblyto conditions in Central Asia.
Mr. Khrushchev adm!tted the following:
"Conditions in remote areas of the Tsarist empire
hardly differed from those of colonies because thehpopulations were cruelly exploited by the autocracy.
by capitalism." [Ibid., para. 192.]
He went on to say that the pictur6has greatly changed
since the October 1917 Revolution:

.

(
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menlstan, Tadzhlldstan-all the sister republics of
Central Asia-have been transformedfrom backward
colonies of Tsarist Russia into advanced. industrially
developed socialist republics." [Ibid•• para. 193.]
155. It is true indeed tbattherehasbeenconsiderable
industrial development in Soviet Central Asia, but
there has likewise been considerable industrial development in many of the Western colonies. The fact
remains that in the huge Soviet Empire industrialization has been Vel'Y uneven. Take the example of the
textile industry. Accordingto Mr. Baransky. a member
of the Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Union. in his
booli on the economic geography of the Soviet Union.
80 per cent of the textile industry of the USSR is
concentrated in the three purely Russian regions of
Moscow, Yaroslav and Ivanovo, and only 20 per cent
in the cotton-producing areas which are in Central
Asia.
156. The natural resources of the Soviet Union are
unevenly distributed. The non..Russian Republics of
Turkestan. Caucasia and the Ukraine and some his ..
to:t'tcally non..Russian areas of Siberia. are the richest
in the Soviet Empire. Almost 100 per cent of the oil
resources are concentrated in the Moslem republics.
Basic iron and coal deposits. manganese. non..ferrous
metals, sugarbeet, cotton, grain and cattle breeding
are also mostly concentrated in non-Russtan areas,
while the ethnic Russian areas are generally poor
in natural resources. In spite of this fact, industrial
development has been much more' concentrated in
Russia proper and is much less significant in the
non..Russian territories. According to official Soviet
statistical sources, Russia proper produces 75 per
cent of all Soviet engineering and metal-working
products, .92 per cent of all automobiles, 87 per cent
of all finished cotton goods and 82 per cent of wool
products.
157. In addition to the favoured position of Russia
proper in the huge Soviet Empire, the Russians have
migrated in large numbers into many ofthese so-called
sister republics. According to the Grea.t Soviet Encyclopaedia, the population of Kazakhstan, which is the
largest of the non-Busstan republics, was, in 1933,
57 per cent native Kazakh and 19.7 per cent Russian,
with a certain percentage of other minor groups. According to the Soviet census of 1959, the population
of Kazakhistan has become only 30 per cent Kazakh,
42.7 per cent Russian, 9.2 per cent Ukrainian, with
the remainder consisting of minor ethnic groups.
158. Mr. Khrushchev had also much to say on the
subject of the cultural development ofthe non..Russian
republics in the Soviet Union. He said:
"It is known, for example that before the revolution
the peoples of Kazakhstan and the Central Asian
republics were almost entirely illiterate. There
were almost no people with secondary and higher
education. The Soviet .Power has made education
and culture widely accessible to all peoples." [Thid.,
para. 199.] .

Unfortunately, we do not know much about the cultural
c.onditions .in Central Asia in the earlier periods-at
least, I do not. Nevertheless, I have the feeling that
Mr. Khrushchev's charactertaatton of. these peoples
as .being almost entirely illiterate is a gross caricature. According to the Russian geographer. Khanykov,
who explored the Bukhara region in about 1840, and

in the Bukhara Emirate were spread all over the coun.
try. both in towns and in villages. In towns, almost
every street had its primary sohool and. aocording
to an approximate evaluation, about one-quarter ofthe
population of the Emirate was literate. Duringthefil'st
half of the nineteenth oentury. suoh a high percentage
of literacy was high even for Western countries.
159. Leaving aside the cultural oonditions of Central
Asia in the pre..Russian period, we know for certain
that the cultural development in the Soviet Union is
also uneven. Take. for example. Uzbekistan. Thepopulation of Uzbekistan is 14.5 times less than that of
Russia proper. but the number of students is 18 times
less, the number of books and journals published per
year is 44 times less and the number of issues of
newspapers published per year is 40 times less.
160. Let us take Kazakhstan. The population of
Kazakhstan is 12 times less than that ofRussia proper,
but the number of students is 24.5 times less, books
and journals published per year 66 times less and
newspapers issued 35 times less.
161. Or let us take the Ukraine. According to official
Soviet statistics, the population ofthe UkrainianRepublic is 2.8 times less than that ofthe Russian Republic.
but the number of students in higher schools is
3.6 times lees, the number of books and [oumals published per year is 10 times less andthe number of issues of newspapers published peryear is 7 tim.es less.
There was a time when the culture ofthe Ukraine was
ahead of that of Russia. One cannot possibly argue
that the present state of Ukrainian culture is due to
its old backwardness.
162. Mr. Khrushchev painted for us a glorious picture
of the national freedom in the Soviet Union, when he
said;

"Under the Constitution, each of our fifteen Union
Republics has the right to remain in the Union or to

leave it, if it so desires. The existence of nineteen
autonomous republtcs, nine autonomous regions and
ten national territories makes it possible to preserve
the national characteristics and cultural originality
and individuality of each people and nationality."
[Ibid., para. 209.]
163. It is true that article 17 of the Soviet Constitution does declare that every Soviet Republic has the
right to secede :fromthe SovietUnion. But Mr. Khrushchev forgot to mention to us two other articles of
the same Constitution, namely, articles 21 and 133.
Article 21 stipulates: "Uniform Union citizenship is
established for citizens of the USSR." .Article 133
reads: ·IITo defend the country is the sacred duty of
every citizen of the USSR. Treason to the Motherlandviolation of the oath of allegiance, desertion to the
enemy, impairing the military power of the State, espionage-is punishable with all +he severity of the law
as the most heinous of crtmes", In fact. any attempt
to obtain any advantage from. article 17 of the Constitutionautomatically becomes a sertouacrime, according to articles 21 and 133.

It should be remembered that, while the political
structure of the Soviet Unionis nominally a federation,
actual political power is centralized in the Russian
Communist Party. The Communist PartieS of the
constituent republics are treated as local committees
of the Russian Communist Party.
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165. The question may be asked: Why do the Soviets,
whUe refusing their own oaptive peoples the right to

, almost
ioording
er of the
thefirst
'oentage

secede and eetablish themselves as independent States,
propagate the slogan of liberation of colonial peoples
in Asia and Mrioa? Lenin answered this question in
the following wnrdB:
"We, as Communists, must and will support the
bourgeois emanoipation movements in colonial countries whenthose movements have a real revolutionary
oharaoter and when the representatives of those
movements will not hinder us in educating and organizing the peasants and the exploited masses in
the revolutionary spirit."
I have taken this quotation from Lenin's Works,
4th Edition, Volume XXXI, page 217.
166. Later, stalin also gave an answer to this question:
"The slogan of self-determination of nations at the
present moment, when the flame of emancipation is
spreading in the colonies, is a revolutionary passwordfor us. While the Soviet states are uniting into
a federation of their own will, the nations forming
the Russian Socialist Federation will not voluntarily
use the right of secession. Howeve,r, if we deal with
colonies still under the claws of Britain, France,
America, Japan, if we deal with such countries as
Arabia, Mesopotamia, Turkey, India, which are
colonies or half-eolonies of the Entente, then the
right of nations to separate becomes a revolutionary
slogan and to give it up means to help the imperialists. "
I take this quotation from the Works of stalin, Volume V, page 43.
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167. In plain language, stalin's idea was this: the
Soviet Union supports the liberating movements in
Western colonies because such support will help the
Soviet Union to spread its power and its interests
the world over. Within the bocders ofthe Soviet Union,
the Soviets are naturally against any liberatingmove-

ments and against any form of federation of free

nations. That is the crux of the matter. Let us not
misunderstand the Soviet initiative in this session of
the General Assembly.
16B. Lenin deolared long ago:
"Marxism cannot be reconciled with nationalism
even if the latter is just, irreproachable and civilized.
Marxism is moving forward ahead of every nationalism as an international idea of the amalgamation of
all nations into a higher whole. National culture is
in general the culture of estate-owners, clergy and
bourgeoisie. "
This quotation is found in Lenin's Works, Volume XX,
page B.
169. We are against colonialism of any type, shape
or origin. A colony is a colony, whether it is the
product of overseas expansion or the product of overland expansion. We have nothing good to say about
colonialism. We wish it to be terminated as early as
possible and, for this reason, my delegation will support the forty-two Power draft resolution [A/L.323
and Add.1-5] • Wherever people In Asta, Africa, Europe
or America struggle against colonialism, China will
lend them its support.
170. The world faces a gigantic contradiction in its
developments. On the one hand, we have the development of the colonies of Western European countries
into independent nations, many of which are represented here today. On the other 'hand, we have the
Soviet Empire ever expanding. I think I am not wrong
or immoderate when I say that the nations of Western
Europe are trying to live up to, eventhough somewhat
slowly, too slowly, the principles of the Charter and
the basic aspirations of mankind. The Soviet Empire
is today pushing and forging ahead against the ideals
of the United Nations Charter and the basic yearnings
for freedom of people everywhere. This is the problem
of colonialism which the United Nations faces today.
The meeting rose at 6 p.tn.
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We have b.ere in the United Nations, therefore, always
and in every case-such as, for example; the questions
of Cyprus and Algeria-voted for the self-detennination of the small countries, no matter what big Power
saw reaSon to oppose such moves towards freedom
andindepend~nce.We, the Icelandic people, cOllld not
act otherwise since we have h~d our"own experience
of foreign dO~ination, and t~(~~efOre we can apiJreciate
the blessings and benefits enjoyed by each nationwhen
it is master in its own house and in a position to
utilize for its own benefit the country's natural resources on land and in the sea so as to bring progress
to, and increase the prosperity of its own people.

6. Ar(though Iceland, was independent fo~, three centuries:"'from the ninth to the thirteenth-we only rehave been discussing here inplenary seB~iona declaragained our full sovereignty in 1918, and therefore have
tion on the granting of independence to (.mlonial coun-' had a renewed experience of sovereign rule for over
tries and peoples [A/4502). This is ~; great caUse, a
forty years, although our reborn.- Republic only d~tes
big order, and. much has ~een said b,¥..,many_dele~a- back to 1944. Our history is different from tha,t of
tions and remams to be saId by others. '.Lhe d(~l'agatlOn
many countries since we partedwith our former ?O~,ti· of Iceland wishes to testify to its great interest in
cal associate, Denmark, as a result, of negotlatlo'p
this matter by giving .expression toa few of its .deand as good friends, only' to become still more clo~ely
liberations.
and intimately linked with her after the comp~ete
2. From the very beginning of the United Nations,
separation.
"
from the days ot its creationinSanFrancisco in 1945,
7. It can be said that .colonialism-has been on th~,
the question of colonialism in all its forms ,p.as be~n
wane and gradually losing ground during the last two'~,
one of its chief preoccupations. Thus, one of the mam
centuries. Perhaps the greatest blow it ever suffered
bodies of the Organization was to become the Trusteewas delivered here during the American Revolution,
· ship Council, and one of the sixoftheoriginal perma- when in the Declaration of Independence of 1776, it
· ment Committees-the Fourth Committee-was to de.. was ~tated:
, vote 1ts time and thought to these problems, including
those of the Non-Sel,f;..Governing Territoi!es.
"We, therefore, the Representatives of the United
States of America, in General Cong:tess, Assembled,
· a.At the end of th'd Middle Ages, colonialism began
appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the
to set its mark on the continents of the world and
rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name,and by
soon became a great factor in the development of
the Authority of the good People of these Colonies,
human history. It has had its few beneficial aspects,
solemnly publish and declare, That these United
but~any more destructive influences on the colonialColonies are, and of RightoughttobeFree and Indeiz~
peoples
'through
eYT\loitation
and
stagnation,
and
it
d t States; If •
.
~ • .t"
. pen en
has even led to misery for those peoples. Colonialism
.
was created by the exploratory and expansionist s~irit Aboui~ two years later, after ~ vigorous and victorious
of the brave and adventurous European explorers who
fight against heavy odds for the maintenance of this
sailed to every' corner of the world and discovered
independence, George Washington wrote to a friend
new gontinents. Thf,3se new lands were made colonies
these brave and wise words:
of the then dominating Powers of Europe, ~d the
'Nothing, short of independence, it appears to me
colonial system reached its peak in the seventeenth
can possibly dO•.A peace on other terms would, if,
· and eighteenth centunes.
I may be allowed the expression, be a peace of war".
4. Today times have chang~d radically, and we are
8. The revolution in North America and the words and
even, with the feeling ofbeingful1yjustifi~dby reality,
deeds of men like George Washington, inspired the
here and now planning the complete liquidation of leaders of the Latin American countries such as
colonial rule. This evolution has been marked by hard
Sim6n BOUvar, Jos6 Martf,and. sim,,ilar outstanding
men, who led the widespread anti-colonial revolution
struggles inside and outside all the colonialized lands.
·It has caused the shedding of blood onmany continents
against the British and Spanishcoloni~ rulers in the
and imposed tremendous sacrifices andfllufferings on
Ameri~o~. The lives and deeds of these men and of
the SUbjugated peoples everywhere.
their f1'ltSnds and associates gave inspiration to later
5. The people of Iceland have always taken the side
generations and to their leaders who, thenceforward
of the» subjugated peoples and held dearly to the ideal
and up to. the present day, were to take up the torch
that every people shOuld, through the right ,of selfto light' the road of the nations 'to~reedom andoindedetermination, become master of its fate and future.
pendence. The peoples of the watld have always been
1. Mr. THORS (Iceland): For the

'I
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either dominated or led, elthel' under the auth~rity of m~ght therefor~ be a1,ked~hetherarenewed ~erenb;
J
rulers" who take or under that of leaders "who give. "t8Jthese lofty p!1nciples was necesSaJi'Y oritnperative. "
t
It ,beoame obvious l~tge relations between the colonial
Tl1e Icelandic, ,delegation is of the opinion t~a.t, ~his
t
,
o Powers and the oolonized count:t':~6sthatcharitybegins
eJt~tive and world-wide debate should be concluded
at home. The itlterests of the homeland were para- by,. adopting a ,resolution. Let usal,so remelpber.that
t
mount and in most cases the colonial rulers exploited these ideals of freedom and independence were p:r()q
J
the reso~)ces of the far-away regions of the world olaimed at the Afric~-Asian Conference· at Baildung
ft
and enriched themselves, whereas the people of ~lle
in1.955, althougn they were expressed i~ thefoll(}wing ' . ' / "
r, colonies were kept under, in poverty, illiteracy, and
fO~n1: "That colonialism in its manifestations is f!l.n~'
even plisery.
' e v i l which should,speedily be brought to an end".j1'he
,
. , . , s a m e sentiments have subsequently been xepeafed in
g
9,' Expe.rie"nc.e
gained
dU,ring., th.e two
most
hor,nfyin " r,es,olutions.
adopt.ed a.t"
v.arious,
o,t.he,r . c.o,nfere.
n~,Zes of'
conflicts
in human
histqry-World
War
I iandVlorld
,urican States
,
[
War n-opened people's eyes everywhere to the ( . .
"
j
reciprooal relations. between nations. and to the fact 13. Let us nQW cOJ!Sider, for a momentwh~t~has t)
(
that, since people everywhere were forced or might happened in the world since the tremendousund~r
(
be forced~ to, bear burdens and make saciifices for takings of the United Nations Charter in 19~9. It must'
1
mankind, they' could tberefore claim to ~njoy toe same be, a sour~!e of pride, and, satisf~ction to all adherents
1
human (,rights and to be masters of their own ~destiny.
of freefioJIf and independence that since 1945 more than
, ,,'"
, '"
".
forty-~~ve countries have acceded to independence,
1
10. Such has been the trend 0... the times, and tothlS
among them such co~.ntries as Iridia, Pakistan, Ceylon
1
point had the evolution of human thought and yea~ng
and Burma with a total of more than 450 million in- / /
t
.!or universal human rights reaohed when the Umt~d habitants. Besides that more than 175 million who J
t
,Nations Charter was drawn up in San Fl'ancis~o, ~n belonged to colonies, Trust Territories ~or Non-Selfj
1945, Tl}.ese pr~greSS1Ve ideas found expre~slon In Governing Territories have acquired their full free1
dome These are enormous steps forward which have
,various ~vislPAO.S of the Charter.
~
11. ". In 4, ':Ule) 1, para., 2, one of the main purposes
all been taken. within the last fifteen years. During
1
of the Unihlci Nations is stated to be as follows:
this session of the General Assembly, we have seen
(
"
. ,
. sevente~n J;lew nations. ,emerge and. beco~~ fully'
'
1
To develop friendly re~ations amongnatlops'based
nedg~d and independent Members ofourOrgan~ation,
I
on r~spect for the principle of equal rights and self- which is a great encouragement for all of' U:s=and
f
determinat!9)1 of peoples, and to ta¥e other a~~~o- augurs well Jor the futu:r;~. Let us rem~mberthat
priate ~e&$Ures to strengthen unlv,ers~l p~ace,
when.'we refer to these figl(
w~ are not dealing "!~tb.
..Jnthe next paragraph of the same article, we have all
statistics but with human, ij~rlgSt individual souls and
~~~~l3ed 0llr support of the high ideal of "promoting
m.in,~s, who' have recei<~r! the gift of, freedom and
]
and .":ncifd'rdglng respect for human~ts and for
whdi~ life therefore loonr.~~,brighter than' ever before.
1
fundamental fl'eedoms for all without aisti~ion as to
"
~
race, sex, language, or religion; If. Similar commit- ~4. However, there are st!ll some ~oo millionpeople
1
ments are repeated in Article 55. Let us. remember In vario?s continant~who continue to live underth~
,:1
that three whole chapters of the United Nations Charter dominatIon. of some ~Qreign and d.~stant Power.. Jt is
are devoted to what we call· colonial questions. These the I?resent ?osition of ~hese peoples and their future
are ~Chapters XI, XII and xm. It is also well to" re- ~at~ with WhICh we are ImmeJiately, concerned at t?is
omember some of the principles of the Declaration Junc~;e, under the item appea,~ingcWith the impOSing
oontained in Article 73 whioh states'
.
title. Declaration of the Gran{,lng of Iridependence to
'"
"
'
."
•
Colonial C01;Lntries and Peoples." This item was pro- ,
"Memb'ers of th!, United Nations which::mave or posed by Mr. "Khrushchev, ChairJnan of the Counc~~
assume respo.nsibClties for ~, adminisUAtion of "of Ministers of the Soviet Union, during his visit .to
i..I territories whose peoples hwv~not yeteltta:fnedafull
the General Assembly [869th meeting], and it' fs an
measure of se~'(..governm.ent recogni~e the principle initiative which at this presentstage,is to be wel- ;)
that the interests of the lnhabitants.of these,;terri~ comed.'The Iceiandicdeiegatton, however; tegretslh8.t
tories are par-amount, and accept as;a sacred trust it is unable to consider that all the statements and
,)
the obligation to promote to the 1itirl,~ostt within the
assertions eJtpressed in the declaration of the Soviet
(
sY$te~m of international peace and. s~, urity estabUnion are relevant in this case or helpful to the causa
(
!is}1..!id by the present Cha.rter, the we~ "being of the
of the liberation of aU. oppressed.peoples; nor could
1fl!1abitants of these territorlesl~""
we s'Q.bac1,"~pe to many of the allegations therein con'"
Iri Article 76 it is further stated that one of the basic taine&. We are, therefore~ not in a position to vote for
objectives col the trus~eshlp ~ystem is
that declaration as a whole Should the Soviet Union
.
,"
,
"\~
want to put it to a vote in the Assembly.
"to pro~ote the rg11tlcal, economic~ social ~nd edu- 15" , We ~r~ grateful to the forty-five n~ti()nsof the
cation~l advancement of the inhabitants of tne Trust
African..Asian group who worked"jointly in preparing
TerritOrie,'ft~ and their, P,ro~~eSSlve. develo~,
~ ent t p,.,,:_, anoth,er, de,clarat,ion,".0,n t,h.,egr,anti",n,g Of, in,depende.nC,e
wards se}l~government or Independence ~,may be to colonial countries and peoples Which is now b~fore
appropriate to the paliioular circtpnstances of each us [A!L.323and Add.1-51,. and which alr~ady hasbeen
territo~ and its psoples and the freely expressed.
sponsored by forty-two countries. It is with optimistn
wishes of the pet>ples conoerned..."
and a feeling' of great satisfaotion that the IcelandiC
l
12. I· hav~ found it apprOPriate ] to oite all these delegation will vote for every expression conta.ined'in
explicit expression. in the Charter in order to rem.ind the,.Afri~~n~Asian declar~tion and fo,~ the draft r/i3Sous all that 'tb,eJe are firm commitments which each lution as a whole.
V
,
.
andever,yMember of the United Nations has solemnly " 16. Allow me tOeJq),ress ~6m~, few considerationf'
_, '
undertaken by signing the United Nations Chartetr. It relating to the draft resolution. '
~
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erative. "
hat ~bis
)ncluded
bel' that
~:re prOa
Baftdung
ol1owing

1~1' In~aragraph 6 of the preamble Iti8 stated that
the Geu,~:ral Assemblyollrecognizes that the peoples.of

"

the. world. a;dently, de:ire the end of .colonialis~ in
'all its :manifestations • We are certaIn that this IS a
true .statement of the .actual position. The s~e ap"~~ ~?~:he .assertion in paragraph, 9 where l.t s~YS"
/0' !fiat we \c ' .
.
•.
.~
•• .'
'ifJJeli~ve that the process ofhberationl.sirresl.stl.ble
lS is·'a~~·'
y';and irreversible and that in order to avoid serious
'crises,' .an. endxnpst b~ put to colonialism and all
'p:r:acticesof'seg:~'e,gation and discrimination ass 0'"'
elated
therewith ~.'
o
18~ We "are. glad to see that segregation and disd
crimination against races· are repudiated and such a
: und~r-.
declaration is in, complete coM9rmity with what the
. It must'
Iceland!c delegation has maintained and voted for
:lherents
tbroufih
aU the sessIons ()f the General Assembly..
tore than
The
practices
ofsegregation and discriminatiop should
3ndence,
be
repudiated
t not only in the colonized' countries,
I, Ceylon
buteve:rywhere in tbeworld, in all countries whether
TIion in.. / / " they. be old or new. c-'Furthermore, ,the declaration
lion who
solemnly proclaims the .necessity for bringing to "a
on-Selfspeedy
and' unconditional. end colonialism. in all its
1111 freeforms
and
manifestations-. We think it is appropriate
ich have
and wise to use the word "speedy" in this coimexion,
. During
but
not "immediate", as realiW,shows us that the
aye seen
complete
.liquidation of colonia:tfsmin various parts of
lie fully'
'the
worlcf"Wi1I,
in view ofthe indiV'idualpeopl~'$ ~~tual
~~ation,
position
aria
standard
of development, h3ve to '(Some
:U's=and
gradq@Y9'andprogressively an~,:a.s SO()Jl,aSpossible.
,bel' .that
we find it necessary in tlils· i'espect tQ
Thetefore
ling with
stress
~he important role of. the United· Nations in
ioulsand
assiSting the movement fo:r .independence. in.Tru$t and
dom and
NOD.-Selftl"Governing Territories t a,sexpteesed in
I:' before.
o:paragraph 58f the preamble.
mpeople
19~ }t~s evident· that internationai assfstal?,-ce, prefer-- f
nder the
ably throug-i. the United Nations, will be required by
rer.It is
,:the peoples still'under the colonial system. This in..
11' future
cludes f4tancialassi$tance, and clearly on a large
d at this
scale, which, as in all such c~ses,has'to come from
mposing
the greater. and richercount:tiesoftheworld; we have
dence to
to 'admit, 'inall humility, . that a small cou~try Uk~,
vas pro- .
I~el~d.c.an. b. e Of. OnlY. li.tt.le. a.sS.lsta.nC~in. tb.I.S ~at. ,.ter.
Counc~~
It would certainly be of. the greatest b~nefitto m~.~kind .
I visit to
as .a who~e if eyery nation would voldnta,rily agr~ie to'
it' IS an
sacr.J:tce some part of its military budget. and. to
Ibewel- ;)
devote even if it be no more than one percent of the
:retsthat
amount thus . saved annua..uy' to increase welfare and
.ents and
promote 'industry in~e less' developed count;rJes
le Soviet
'of. the world and assist the colonized peoples in their
!le cause
endeavours to a.cqQ.ir~·fiD,ancial and economic indetor· could
penden~e.
'ein con20. It is also'evident that greatlYJn().reas~edtechnic~
vote for
assistahce .in all spheres is urgelt"cJY required, whether
et· Union
it be for industrial purposes, .communiQationsor for
t~aining sufficient personnel from among the nationals
nsof the
of those countries to enable them to, take over efti,.,
reparing t
ciently the· administration of their own affairs.• Para~endence'
graph, 3 of the draft declaratiollstates that:
wbefore
"Inadeqttacy,of political, economic, social or eduhasfbeen
" 'cation~lpreparedness should never serve as apreIptimiS:m
text for delaying independence"..
[celandic
tainedln
,. Weagre~ that no such. pretexts should be applied,
utr,~soblltJtis . equaUy.. clear thatlndependence.shou.1dnot
cottle all of ~ sudden without due preparednesS, but
must
be gradUally.ootained step by step, and,that such
[erationf:"
; .<,t.
procedures' are by necessity required. In.this respect
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we can also subscribe to" paragrapho 5, which state~
that:
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in T1'l1$'t andNon. Self-(JQverning Territories or all otb('~ ter);'itori~a
whic~have not yet attained independence, to tra.nsfer
all powers to the :peopleso of those territories, with..
'0l.}~ ~ny .conditions or reserv~~~onst in,accordance
wl.th thel.r",t~ly .expressed will and desire, without.
any distinction as to race, creed or colour, in order
to enable them to enjoy. complete independence and
freedom".
'21. The Icelandic delegation Wishes to stress the
importance ()f' the wotds,rtimmediate ste~s ",Which
mean that independence "'cannot ~ome like 1ightnin~
from the skies.but only'through evolution and progressive development. These words" :in our opinion, mean"
that such'evolution should colllni~nce ixnm.ediatelyand
the first steps should be taken without delay. The road
to independence may be short in 'sotrlecaS~st
somewhat longer in ot.hers~ But·· it is of the utmost
importance that the hope and aSsy.rance ofipdependence
and liberty be immediately bestowed on all the peoples
of the wo,d .so that .they. can, .• in ,confidence. and
sed,;~ty, mrrch forward on the road to complete .
freedom. i
22. The Icelandic .qelegatioll w:.Jlcomes thisdeclara~
tion offreedo:m..and is .grateful to the African..Asian '
countries for having taken the lead in this sinc~
an~jdealistic movement .and for having brought th.e
ligb,t of e happier and better future to alloPPi!'eased
and discontent~d· peoples everywhex'6. Wei;trustthat
this declaration of freedom.w.ill b~' genuinely and
whole)heartedly sUPPorte<1 andimpleme~ted by allt}le
~,tions o~ the world, and particularly bY,ihosena,tious..
i~rt ~til1hold~~;minionove~ peoples !n oany .partof
tlieyYorld.W,e cons!der'that this declaration offreedom
o '

"

,

"

,

I

D

'~

(::.)

:.e~.;th::.t70.~~%:.:::~a.:l:':~.
"::~~~~.
naffi>h;~. of toaay and tomorrow sbould'iJenjoy their. full

freedom without u.ndUe aJld,undesirableilltelier~nQe',
from. any other nation whatever. '
23. May the ,torch of liberty be kindled in eV(j}'r!l ()
nation, in every .p~rt of our'globe. Butlet US"l1ot fo~et
that lofty ideals. andhigh-soundingword$·andpromfses
,are of little avail ifthey~'are' not folJowed' by genuine
acts. Let' us also remember that whereas no nation
has. the right. to govern othernatiotis,. so. is it the
primary duty 'of each" natton' to goyern itself and
firmly. at\d adequately to pursue its independence on
"its own, "l1nd lead its own people to progress,e~):t:l:P&tion
and prosperity.·
.
24. Evexy nation-~dpa.rticularlythesmall nationsshoUld qe. truly consciOUS., of thefactth~its strugQlle
for ihdependence does not end wi~ the:fJ1,nalpf;otJi:..
Ill,ation 'and celebration of independence~ 'On the con-.,
tra:ry,. it is then.. tllatthe struggle for re~l independen~o"
begins. The nation, hasth~nto chart its own cov.rse
across the "immense ocean of world affairs. It must .
then be' master .of its own. ship and breatRJ the.:.high·'
waves of international struggle ,and intrlgue~~ndon1y
thrqugh tbecombined and skilful efforts oftl1e cre,w
can it hope. to reach its desired destination. WIthout
a., uniteq crew, 'the ship .of" state maybeW1"ec),{~
Vigilance,
,caution and perseverance
will dfnecessity
.
berequirec!.
. _ - - ; ', t\. . c ' )
: .
If

-:;
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25. In voting .for the declaration ofindepend~nceof
all opeoples, the· Ice1andic .delegation does so withrPut
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Powers are stlIf locked in the arms of the past. They
even have some friends wbo sympathize With their
colonial affl~ction. We ~d perhapspny thern, if all
our pity, all our sadness,~l our thoughts were not
26. Mr. WIRJOPBANOTO (Indonesia): This is the first directed toward the peoples whom they condemn, by
time th~t the United'Nations is considering tIle entire th.eir blindness, to live a senseless life of subjugation,
question of colonialism. Ooncretely speaking, this is It is the sufferlngof these peoples that is our heavy
the first time that the United Nations is asked to burden. It is their grief that fills ourhearts and minds
proclalm.solemnly "the necessity of bringing to a with anguish and with anxiety.
speedy a.nd unconditional end colonialism in all its
32. Our anxiety should indeed be sharedby all. Surely
fprms and manifestations". (A/L.323 and Add.l...5,
last, paragraph of preamble] If it had done this a no one who has lived through the last fifteen restless
decade earlier, :I.twould certainly have been hailed as years can look with equanimity upon the persistence
a bold and historic 'act of international statesmanship. of the most virulent form of colonialism, which seeks
to maintain a natio~a, people, as its own private .
If it had done this in 1955, following the great con'"
ference of, Asian and Africar~ nations at Band1,lng, or preserve. This antiquated way of thinking is responsible today for the war in Algeria, the turmoil in tlie
even in 1958, fonowing the f:trst conferende of Jndew
pendent African nations at Aoqra, it still would.~}ave Congo, the strife in South ,Africa, SQuth West Africa.
been an.enlightened and it?ispiring'act. Bttt. wc;}, have Mozambique and Angola, as well as in other parts of
had to wait until 1960 fQ,r a!~fulland open airing of this Africa, Asia and even the Americas. It ia :responsible
pressing question.
'\
for the dangerously amoulderin,g discontent in West
Irian. Wherever it persists, it breeds such despah.' as
27. Som~ tnay feel, therefore, that our discussions
bou~d to explode into armed conflict. This is no
have come rather late in the day.. Instead of spear-- is
inflammatory
It is a fact, and a clear
heading the drive for freedom, the United Nations warning. Fromstatement.
own t:r;.·agic experience" we call
seems to be trailing behind the rapid march of events. upon the colonialour
Powers and their sympathizers to
But, though we Jr1ay have reached the twilight hour, , open their eyes and sae the writing on the wall. We
we feel it is still not too late to act. The grave of, appeal to them to follow the ex,ample of others who
colonialism has been dug. Now the United Nations
are walking towards the light.
must prepare for ~ts final burial.
33. Scanning this Assembly, one cannot but be struck
28~ In. the life of nations, negotiations for freedom
by the changing world picture. It finds its physical
succeed the active and often Violent struggle for embodiment here. We are certainly grateful for the
national liberation. Sometimes, as in the case of my healthy realism shown by some colonial Powers toown c~,untry, negotiations may be interrupted by
wa.rdathe drive for freedom. But, at the same time,
renewa}l of anned conflict, precipitatedby the stubborn we are aware of the heavy sacrifi.ces made by the
and ~~ctionary resistance of the colonial mind to the
dependent peoples in t..lte attair..mant of their independwindS" of change. However, no'f:wUhstanding some mo- ence. If blood, sweat and tears made possible the
mental-.jr setbacks, the victory ofthe dependent peoples triumph of democracy over totalitarianism, if it made
remains '$JI sight.
possible the United Nations, then it must be said that
29. This isfuEL!Jt~~ we have now reached in the i;he same blood, sweat and tears of the dependent
United Nations. The first major battle has been won. peoples have made possible the triumph of democracy'
There is no longer any serious quarrel with the as.. over colonialism, have made possible our new Umted
Nations, our new world. Their deep yearning for
sertion that colonialism must disappear from the face
of the earth. We are participating today, on an inter- freedom h~"s accomplished much. Think of the fact.
national level, in discussions for the complete eradi... that, about t;~irty years ago, t.he Indonesian national
l~ad~r, Suka:'t~ot was imprisoned for merely prophesycation of colonialism and the. acceptance of the new
ing' the end 'p~ coloniaiism and the freedom of Indotrend, the new forces of nationalism, in the world.
nesia. Toda)'~Indonesia is free, along with other
30. Seen in this perspective, our struggle has not African...ASian':ti~tions, and President Sukarno could
been in vain. Not only are Ollr voices being heard,
proclaim before this Assembly [880thmeeting], without
not only has our struggle confirmed the inexorable fear of dissent, th~t colonialism is dying.
demise ~f colonialism" b'lt it h.as created the hope
34. Is it then merely a question of when all colonies
of today that the speedy end of colonialism will 'be
hrought about by our concerted efforts, in accorda:llce
are to be free, not whethe1' they are to be free? Is it
only a question of pa~ience or impatien,ce? No. That
wIth the United Nations Charter. Let not this hope
is only one aspect of a.much broader ~~d fundamental
of today be still-born.
issue. Indeed, the cent~al issue todayJs the lack of a
31. Under the preamble ofthe Charter, we, the peoples common judgement of colonialism, of itl$ actual characof theUnf~ed Nations, are determined "to .reaffirm ter. The absence of a cOl.,mtton understanding on thiS
faith in tqhdamental human rights, in the dignity and point continues to be a s,')urce of discQrdand even
worth of the human person. in the equal rights of men conflict. Here is where tb.e real and pr~~sent danger,
and women 'and of' nations large and small n, and "to lurks.
' .
promote social progress and better standards of life
in larger freedom". We ask this Assembly now to
35~ We, ,. the nations o~new J\f3ia and new Africa,
express the conviction "that all peoples have an in'" reJect c010nialism in aV its fornls and manifestations
alienable right to complete freedom, the exerci&e of because it is an evil/ On the ~)ther hand, there are
their sovereignty and the integrity of their national those who. even whi~e acknow7;edging it as an evil.
territory".. [A/L.323 and Add.1-5, para.graph 11 of the . rJeek to justify :colonia:lismon, the basis of some' ideal.
preamble] We ask this Assembly solemnly to proclaim But those Who adopt thiS attitude shoUld remember
the speedy and unconditional end of colonialism. For that,though the innocen~victims of incarceration,may
there, sti1l1S colonialism in the world. A few colonial for their own comfort ~~ract some crumbs of con-

angry or repi-oachful !~lings toward any nation, bu,t
with a. sincere expression Qfgoodwishes to all nations,
large and small.
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, solation from their confinement, m~ gaoler' should or~~nizedour own production after our contac~s with
beware of preaching that prison is a gOod rather than the i~r:w markets of the West.. 'For example, how would
an evil. To think that consolation canliJe a justifict\t!ol'f,,~"the de~~lpping technology in the West have affected
for evil is dangerous and misleadbl[g.. Nevertheless,us if that technology had comewithin our reach through
the 90lonial Powers and their supporters try to justify peaceful contacts? As it is, such technology was within humanitarian,economic, sOQiala~d,cultural terms
held froID. us. I cannot Prove-at least not mathe"the exploitation of manby man, dis9rimination because matiaally-that under conditions of freedom our counof race, colour Or creed.. What ttre the claims, and tries would undoubtedly ha;ve developed economically
what are the facts? Let me brj,efly recall the past..
since such conditions were not given to us. But we
1\
"
• ,
have the previous example of Japan, and. in Our days,
36. It is said that colonialism brought progress and
that of China, India the other countries of Asia inprosperity to the colonies. Waste and open lands.were eluding my ~n, th~seof Latin Americatithe Middle
converledinto plan,~ations; the wealth of the sub-soil East and Africa-all of which are on the march to.
was explQited; transportation was taken care?ofsothat achieve economic progress withQutcolonialrule.. I
a stream of valuable primaxy products, .ncluding am confident we will succeed, '
minerals and oil, became available to the world.
. •
Gradually, in the bellef thatth~y caused poor and 39. It is, therefore, annDfair .interpretation of the
barren countries to become fertile and productive facts to state, that colonialism brought wealth to our
terrJ.tories, the colonizing nations found an economic
cou~tries which would not have been cr~ated Without
justification for t~eir domination .of foreign peoples. cololdal rule. Of course, 'at a v~*'-1teavycost, we
They believed so strongly in this kind of reasoning inherited some productive capacity from our former
that the voice of theircoD.$cience became silent and :rulers. But if one robs a house.~~ and later puts some
numb., Moreover, when at long last some education
furniture in it, one cannot claim '\plat the owner had a
was given to the colonized nations, bolder assertions
poor house which he cQuldnot f(~rnish himself. The
were made. These grew into the well-known theory of owner was, deprived of the liberi~~tb adorn his O\\'D
the I'Iwp.ite man fS burden", according to which a noble house. Moreover, aside from the t~talizing question
and high hum~nitarian, cultural and economic mission of whether we could have creat~1l 'our own wealth,
was being fulfilled. But, in fact, when the colonizers as we had in the past, what was the\~hare accorded to
came to our shores, we were neither pOQr nor withqut our people on whose ,soil and with wfl{)se labour ,mines
''\\
\"
civilization. It was indeed the wealth of our lands that and plantations came into being?
had attracted their attention for centuries. Our econ~
d
omy was develop/ad in those days. It was diversified. 40. I will not tire this Assembly withajl1 ab:Undance
,We in Indonesia, fOl~ example. were the producers of of figures. Allow me to citejustthefollowllng: In 1936,
many products-nowca1led the products of small- about 97112 per cent of the total, po~lation of ll1;y
scale industries, of ships, in addition to the pepper, country were Indonesians. Their share the national
cloves and other spices that particularly attra<,ted income was estimated at, about 20i.p{~rcent~ Asian
the Portuguese and Dutch. We were willingto exchange aliens amounted to apprOXimately 2 Fiar cent of the
our goods for the produ.cts of the West. Ours were .of total population. Their share in the t~,tal nati01?-al' ina high quality and much desired by the peoples who come was also 20 per cent. The non-A,Jian al1t;Ii$'we1"Cl)
came to us-unfortunately, so much so that they were only one half per cent of ou,r, totalriopl.oU!1tion. Their
not satisfied to obtain them through the channels of share in our national incoxpp'was the:remaining 60
mutually beneficial trade. Our States";'yes, our States, per cent. One half per cent of the total population,
because we were nations possessing statehood in those eo per cent of the, tot1l1 national, incom.e. These'are
days-became the viotims of the military might of the Dutch figures, illustiz-'ati'eg tile prosperity~r,:rather,
West.
deprivation-of my people 'under colonial rule. ThiS
was the paradox of Indonesia: a rich country-a "gar37. Then we entered a long~ agonizing period of
land of, emer,a.1d round the equator I as one Dutchman
darkness, which has been lifted in some, but not all,
described It-wlth' la desperately poor people. As
parts of the world. Much of our prOductive capacity anothel' Dutcn..11lan described it, Indonesia was anatioll
W8.S wantonly destroyed by the colonizers in order to
of coolies and a coolie among the na.tions.'
maintain high prices in theworld market. InIndonesi~
41. In", the light of these facts and figures, does not
there were the well known Hong! raids by the Dutch,
the
philosophy of the "white man's burden", with his
which destroyed the spice plantations of our people
self-imposed
missiontq, civilize and develop, sound
so as to ensUre high prices in the world market. 'In
more recent days, restrIctions were imposed on the rather hollow? I have only mentioned the economic
stagnation, Without touchingupon the social and cultural
production of rubber on the people's plantations, not
stagnation,
f~'3 destruction'of human dignity, that acthe large foreign estates. The interest of our countries
company
colOnial
rule. In fact, if colonialism is so
Was, certainly not the dOJninating factor in organizing
benign
and
benevol.~nt,
'\\rhy did the Americans in the
our productive capaci.t"i. No longer masters of our own
fate and destiny, our diversified economy, gradually North andSouth;r~volt?JWhy, in our time" haveA~ia,
became one-sided. The economic face of our land Africa, the Mid9~e East Jevolted? Because colonialiSlD.
is evil, because it .is based on greect;~ because it
~rned agrarian; our merchant fleet did not carry our
means
the domi!!~Mon of man by man. No fairy-tal~\,
own produce and ceased to exist as such. The plantaof
a
mission,
of'a task, of a responsibility oan quench \
tions that came into being were cultivated by ·our
the burning desire in roan to be frt'e, to be h~ 0'YA .
people, as indentured labour, and produced the crof's
master,
to ta"ke his destiny, into his QWD hands.')13t,
dem.anded by the markets' of our rulers.
not only do the colonial Powers and their suppo~ers
38. It would be interesting to speculate, at this point,
cling desperately to their "whi'te man'~burden" but,
on the possible economic situation of ou.r countries what is worse, they attempt now to' rationalize theit
if we had not been COlonized, if we could have pursued
justification of colonialism into a justification for
the COUrse of oUr own national life, :if we could have ,maintaining colonial rule in their form~r dep;endent
C'
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te,rrltorl~8., directly or Indl~ctly.O!l-~,e,,jUstificat,ion
)f the past, they seek to bUildane~dificeof colonial

-

~~ring tot;

yea,rs of colonlal1'Ule-yes, even llfte, r
Chart r of the United Nations...sought by-armed con..
rule. Believing-alas, perhap~~,
i ~ od faith-that they ,flict
d, subversion to" destroy this light of self..
know best, they ho~~ to mai,' ain their economic, determ L~~ation for the Indonesian, people, now,so sud..
stratsglo, social
eultural,'~ ,aominan,'ce, eve,n While denlYt ,a~. ",PiOUSly" so ,excluSiVely in,yoke this nOble,
I recognizing politica1fn~ePe~ace.I speakhere soberright~ It_~lS ridiculcus and, certainly su~picio~s. Do ,
ly from our own recent experience.
they real1)l wish to prepare the Indonesians in West
lrian for s~lf...determination, and I stress the wo:r:d
42. Wben the Dutch departed'frommdo,nesia$ we were
"self"? No,\~hat they mean today, as in the l'ecent
saddled with an enormous debt, including the debts ,past, is not s~-determinationbutDutch-made, Dutchincurred by the Dutch Intheir,"first,andsecond m,llItsry dI,·ctated,, determ~"'~ation Why else, doth.eyb"an, t,heus," f
aggressions aga:J.nst us. We were confronted not only the Indonesian 1 guag~ inWest Irian? Why el,;:;e do t~:y
with this unjust financial burden but with an empty forbid the West l"aDs to listento the radio broadcasts
treasury as well. We were left with only a handful of of the Republic of~,donesia? Why do they smasVall
tra1nedacIministrators and teohnicians. More ~an organizations that fav~t!' the reuniting of Wesi71:rian
95 per cent of our exports, imp0r,f:s, banking, shipplng and Indonesia? Why do th~Ylmprison any West lrian
and industries remained in Dutch,hands~ The Dutch who shows the slightest sym~th:Lfor the Republic of
retained their economic control, while we ~ere t~ Indonesia? Why try thus tobrain-wa'Bhj;~~Westlrians,
remain as the hewets of wood and drawers of wateI whose leaders and political organiza~~bns, together
in our own country. W~had politic~ freedom without with t,he leaders an,'d POlitic\~a,l Org,anizati~ps of the rest
economic freedom, ana that is no real freedom at all.
of Indonesia have fought fJ)r the freedom~of the whole
We were determined,therefol'e, to uproot this inequity. of our country? Do notf~~get that the p2~Ple of West
We did uproot it. Notwithstanding the most direwarn- Irian have long ago ~~ircised their if{ght of self..
fngs of Imminent economic collapse, we took over the determination. They hape, done so in ~h~~am.e manner,
instruments ofproduction and the financial institutions, with the same fervour (~d at the same time as all the
and we survived. Today, instead of the Dutch or other other peopl~cof Indonr.;ida. Moreover, is the maSsacre
aliens, Indonesians are playing the most important of our people' in W~st Irian-in the Baliem Valley of
role in our economic life. Unquestionably we face West ,1l~an-part ~:rld parcel of the Dutch programme
economic diff~cultie~~ Undoubtedly)ye make.m.istake.s. of self-d.etermina!l~ion? This happened recently under
But they are our difficulties and our mistakes. We the time-worn pr~!text of pacification.
are noW masters in our own house, and that is what
"
/
counts.
46. All the~~~are concrete questions towhichwehave
,
,
.
i '
never recefr/edany answers from the Dutch, because
43. There were also Dutch attempts to retain~9L~~al "they IC~:tln~~ answer. Indeed, instead of, answers that
and m!litary control, over Indonesia. We ov;~ame~le
cann\~t bell forthcoming. we want solutions of these
Dutch inspired des~gn to fragmentize ourJrdtary Bta ecolom"'~problems and disputes
\\
into numerous weak States, which tb~ could th ~
" ~L,
•
,
dominate, divide and rule. ,We put dO~~ the miUtati~ 47• Make no mistake about it: we are standing at a
disturbances caused by the Dutch adve brer Wester- . new cro~sroads. Colonialism is dying, and in its
ling. We nUllifiedjhe~~paratistmoveJ!!Jnts, originated 'pl~,~o·tIie' nationalism of Asia and Africa~ of former
or encouraged ~Y Dutch coloIJJ~'grQups,suchas that dependent peoples throughout th~ world, is surging to
of the so-callechRepn hHQ.>G""'.cthe Moluccas. We nulli- the centre of the stage. Will this bringpeace or a new
~led their recent encouragements to separatism in
confrontation? Will there be an understanding of the
Java, Sumatra, Celebes and otherislanqs ofIndonesia.
positive forces at play in the reawakened and reborn
We eliminated all these political, economic and milinations of the wOi;'ld, or will a new colonialism, ,seektary acts of subversion that were instigated and en- ing to justify the past, arise from the ashes of the old
couraged by those Dutch interests which still sought to to cross swords with the resurgent nationalism ofAsia,
pres&l*Ve themselves in our territory and to capitalize Afric~ and Latin A.merica? That is the choice, the
on a troubled and turbulent situation.
challenge, of today.
44. However, one act of SUbversion, one question re" 48. Reject colonialism in all its manifestations, and
mains-the question of West Irian.. It is not my inten- there will be an end to the recurrent conflicts. Reject
tion to dwell in detail on this dispute which arose, the colonial attitude, and you will be able to see our
solely and directly,'from the Netherlands' refusal to nationalism as a. pOSitive force for peaca. Understand
live up to their explicit agreement, their sole~npledge, that our nationalism. is not a chauvinisticandaggres- '
that the complete, unconditional and irrevocable trans- sive, nationalism. Born in the cru~ible of fOlfeign
fer of sovereignty to the independent Republic of Indo-' domination, it seeks new horizons not in the conquest
nesia' was to cover the whole territory of the former "pr plunder of foreign lands, but in the development of ,
Netherlands East Indie~-But, inthecontextofexamin- t)ur own material reseurces, in the rediscoveryofour .
ing the Western prGte8ts,', for continuing colonialism, ~wn creative resources, in the achievement of greater.
I would like to expose their distortion of the right of /opportunities for all ourpepple~Basically oqr nationalself-determination. In West Irian, the Dutch are per- ism is an assertion of our right and responsibility
verllng this right of self-determination intOl a, just!- to live our own lives, to fasnion our own political,
flcation for an amputation of mdonesian sovereign economW, social and cultural institutions, in accordtel'ritory. Again, the "white man's burdeni'i is being ance with our needs and conditions.
used as a cloak for the retention of colonIal rule and
, ' ',
' ' f edis"
the unllateralannexation G: a part of a sovereign 49. We are still in the, exciting process 0 •r
' c o v e r i n g and perf~cting our own national personality.
natlQn.
,
,,
'
,',
Do not label us, .then, as advocates of th~ right or the
45. The Dutch claim that they must train and prepare left, as sibling capitalists or sibling commu,nistS. YoU
the people of West Irian to exeroise their right of will xg:lsunderstand us .unless you approach us as plOself-determi'qation. The Dutch, who even after 350 !!Jleers in search of our own way of life. Of, course, in
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the process of that searoh we shall ,make mistakes.
We do not boast of perfection. But is the ,right to make
~ista.kes; to Qorrect one's ownmistakes, not an essential attribute of freedom? Look b~ckwards to the grave
mistakes committed in this century .alone by the old,
established nations, and then. ask yourselves if a
paternalistic attitude i~ not rather arrogant. God forllid tltat we should be guilt;y of such mistakes. In the
search for Our own, l:tnique pe~sona1ity, we shall iih'bibe deeply fr0ln the fountain of world knowledge and
ideas. But we also intend to make our contribution.
We believe that we have ,something 'to contribute in
new ideas to the world fund of knowledge_
50. Finally,
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so·called satellite~o~ with military"ba~es; butexelu""
8ive1y with thosestnldependentpeoples andterritories
whose fate, Was in themind(~fu~~e dr,rte:rs of the
United Nations Charter" Tc,":1ayoid t\'\l.e possibility <;if
any misunderstanding on this point, we havEt,in
paragraph 5 of our draft declaration, clearly delineated
these dependent peoples and territories as "T:ro.1stfi,nd
Non...Self-,Governing~erritories
?-U' other tern'"
tories which have not yet attained independence". As
a ma,terialexpression qf\jthe sole~,n ,pledge to ~nd
colonialism in all itsfom,ns and mani~e~tations, we
declare, that imnledia.te stepsc should b~~entottall~"'('
fe~.all powers to the peoplessof these sp~~~ri-

or'

~:~~~~- i~ ~~~i~~~~t~:~;g:t>;:~~af~:g=~~f~

need and we want certain assistailce
in the rebuilding of OUJ;" nationhood because we are
same exclusive manner.
engaged in a great waraga.inst poverty and disease.
il ..
We are waging war on the sources ofwar themselves~ 54. There is another issue on which I should Ifk.e to
We are racing against time to fulfil the rising de-~ffera b;r:ief clarification, so "as t~"avoi<:l,any tp,ttire
mands-not expectations, but demands-of our people..
misunderstanding. Our declaration on the ind~endence
In asking for assistance in this battle, which' is the
of colonial countries and peopleg'~s"an assertion of
battle of all mankind, we insist, however, that such the fact that the relationship~b~tweenc610ntal Powers
assistance shoUld be rendered as between equals,
and their dependent peoples iaa matter 'h:t lIpited
in a spirit of mutual benefit and mutual respect. We Nations concern and action. Cons~quently, the provi~""
are, in fact, not alone on the, receiving end. We know
sion in pe,ragraph
'7 on
non-interference in th.e internal
I!
.'
~
);
that we also have something to give in the search for
affairs of another State can be'understoodonlyas non-;:
international peace:and~tability,."Xhat all!' 3"ssist,ance
interference in the internal affairs of a sovereign
is needed has· been abundantly p~oven, for instance,
Stateand,in particular, non-interferenoe by coJ.onia'1
in the operations of the United Nations.-We hi:i~e not Powers in the internal affairs of their fornu~rde...
shirked our obligations in that respElct~
pendent territories. Our entire declaratioIi'is{infaQ,t,
designed to obtain concerted action, throughtbeUnited
51. Indeed, there must exist a co-operative relationNations, for the independence of dependent peoples
ship in the. community of nations. Mut1lallLe lp rather .and territories, without any conditions orres eJ;:Vations,
than the survival of the fittest-that is the underlying
philosophy of the Indonesian way oflife. That is also in \ ~ithoutany undermining of their righV~eelYto develop
conformity with the spirit and avowed pilrpose of the
their o'!'n po1itica~, econoulic, socla\:and CUltural
United Nations~ to achieve international co-operat.ion, institutIOns.
/.v/
in solVing international problems of an eQonomio,
55. 'Moreover, it is a matter of great importanoeL{o
social, cultural and humanitarian character. That i~ us that this declaration is designed to prevent any
the very basis, the "raison d'~tretr, of the forty-two-attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the
Power dr91t declaration tA./L.323and Add.1-5]on the
national unity and territorial iIitegrity ofa country.
independence of colonial countries and peoples, of It emphatically declares in parag~phs,4, 6a.nd 7 that
which my cou.ntry is a co-sponsor. Several of our co- the integrity of the national territories of peoples
sponsors have already presented and effectively ex... which have attained independence shall be respected..
plained this draft declaration to the Assembly. I shall This iaR rejection of colonial activities whiQh 6reate,
limit myself,therefore,to underlbiing what we condispute8$~jfu as that of West Irianbetween Indotlesia
sider ~o be some of its f)~lient features.
'
and tt't'B Netherlands. It iD a oategorical, rejec1ion,
52. The pillars of the/ttlraft resolution are the three
the:refore, of the Dutoh colol;lialpolicy which, as]
have already"pointed out, misuses the sacrecJ right
main prinoiples under1y~ng the declarations of Ban..,
of self-determination in order to continuecolon.fil11isln
,d~Ulg, Accra and AddisAb~ba. These are: the,United 'in anfntegralp"a.rtofournationalterrito,ry"West Ir~an.
Nations reaffinnationof fatlth in the equal right.s of
'
nations, large and small; the/UnitedNationspurposeto
56. In co-sponsoring the 42-Power d:raftdeclaration,
deve~9P,(J;ienpJY X'elationsf~!among nations, based on
we are expressingoul' firm belie(that it reprelients
resper;t=for-::the pl-inclp~~ of equal rights and s~lf'" a major and decisive contribution towards makingonr
determination .ofpeopl~s; and. the human right, as
()rganization a viable instrument forpeace~re~1Yto
adopted and enshrined in the draft Covenants on Human xneet and capable of meeting the Pl"essing needs of tne
Right,El' that all peoples, have the right toself-detertime.
Cl
mination.
57. Mr. AKAKPO (Togo), (t;anslated from French)~;
53~ The )\1fei~'6f the forty-two-Power draft declaraAt thisfMteenthsession the United Nations is}@.bout
tl~ '. ~~, of cou:rse, the solemn proclamation that' a
to turn, on behalf of mnety-nine States, to a n~vf'page
speedy and unconditional end shallbe put to colonialism
in tl\e hi~tory, of mankind., It is to examine today the
in. all' its forms and mairlfestations_ Let us' be clea?,
very important question of the abolition of coloniaJism.
therefor~, about what we mean by cQlonialism in' all
under the heading of:, "Declal'!ltion on the granting of
its fonns and manifestations. ,There should be no con- independencEJ to colonial,pountrles and peoples". lam.
fusion on thiS issue. We are' not here describing confident that this new page of history win open on a
situations in the world ~at reflect the present day
new world in which all peoples, Whoever they may be '
i~eological CQnflict, in eitherlts political o~ its miU...
and whatever their whereab~utsonthis planet. are to
.;co tary fomns.
Nor have we drafted a. deolaration for be free and equal.Colonialisrn is nq,!onger tole~ated
use by either side to proxnote its particular ideologiCal
in OU1" tinle, because it has always been-~nd now, in
aims. T-has draft declaration is not oonce rned with mid-twentieth century', is even more, ma:rkedly..~
'
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:Jhaxneful, hideous and repellent phenomenon. It is not
"Me:mbe,f', of •the~Uniied NatIons which have ;;;
an exploit of which the coldllialists should be proud.
aSSUllle re~ponsibilities 1:91" the admi:nistration of
All the speakers whohaveprecededmetothis rostrum
territories whose peoples have not yeta~inedaiull
have branded colonialism, and stressed all the harm it
measure,of self...gQvernment recognize the pri~ciPle
has done' to the, world at large and to the colonial
that the iJiterests of the inhabitants of these ~.erri..
peoples in particular.
()
tories arepara.mount, and accept as a sacred trust
. ,'
(",
,
the obligatiort to promote to the utmost, within the
58•• ' How did t~e wh~le thing sta~? Before the colonial
system of international peace and security estab..
period ~egan 1D Afrlca,the Afncan p~oples liv.ed a
lishedby the Ilresent Charter, the well..being of the IJ
h~ppy life. Their Yloods were fUll of frult, their fl.elds
inhabitants of these territories and to this end'
of'! crops, and their forests of game. All this belonged
" ,
••••
='-.-_ to them. The sUnlightfilled them withhealth and vigour,
"h. to develop seU"govermnent ...".
"--~, so that they constantly s;p1g, danc~d)and laughed with A to the Trust Territories Article 76 requires tho
carefree hearts. At nig~t, the Afncan sky rang with
pS, e •
'
se,
their laughter, the sound of their tom-toms, and their
ow rs.
songs. Every village had its chief and its court, and
It•••b. to promote the poUtf~;al, economic, social,
they meted out justice according to their laws. They
and educational advancement of the inhabitants ofthe
had their own civilization which, like' any other civili..
trust terntoriest and their progressive gevelqpment
za\\on, followed its normal course and ob:yed the
towards self-government or independence••• ".
in~orable law of evolution.
{)
These are the obligations we ass1itne~ whenwe agreed
59. The coloniaU~ts who filtered in among these
to become Members of the United Nations.
people in Africa, vJ€ireaware of the v~na1~ty of their i. 63. ,One of the basic purposes of the Bandung Conown designs" and their work of colomzatIon almost ilference of 1955 at which the Asian and African States
always beganwith a l~e. ,They almost always ~aid that:,represpnting th~ aspirations of the colonized countries
they ~ad come to bnng the people health.J ~;rlendship ~vereflssembled, was the condemnation of colonialism.
and theprot~ction of their great white chiefs far, far
Tife~famous "communiqu.~" Which was issued at this
awa~ across the sea, and asked permission to stay and
Conference and which has become historic stressed
trade. The ,African,. by nature hospitable and generous,
that the' me~bers were agreed: .
,
. .
..'.
often agreed without demur and welcomed his guests,
with no suspicion that they had in their luggage only
"Cg.) In declanng that colomalism In all ,ItS mamfetters with which to shackle him in the name pf
festations is an evil which should speedily be brought
colonialism.
"
to an end; ,
"<E) in affirJ,lling that the subjection of peoples td'
60. The coloni~1ism thu$/)established in Africa for
alien
SUbjugation, domination and exploitation consti"
nearly 500 years has changed theface 6fthe continent,
tutes
a denif1l of fundamental human rights, is con"
'the course of events and the character of men, by
trary
to the Charter of the United Nations and is
arresting the development ofAfrica's own civilization.
ap impediment to the promotion of world peace and
The colonial system has p:revailed inAfrica for nearly
co-operation; ".
500 .years; , it consists of the out and out exploitation
of
by:man, robfrihg the colonized of all freedom,
Those present at Bandung expressed the aspirations
dignity,rightsand individuality. In the territories
of millions upon millions of people, mainly those who
under foreign rule, despite steadilyinereasinglabollr,
are still under domination and who want to put an
poverty spreads evermoreWidely among:the col(mized
end to the degrading colonial system as' rapidly as
peoples. Who .knows what the civilizationof the peoples
possible. Aa- the anti-colonialist movement has gained ,
harnessed forCGIlturies to the.colonialyoke might have
ever-widening support, yet more conferences have ,.
produced if it had been allowed to evolve unchecked?
recently been held, at Accra, Monrovia and Addis
But I do not Wish to dWell on the nature of colonialism.
Ababa, on the colonialism Which continues to defile
As 1 said a few moments ago, other speakers have
our century and which must at all costs be abolif,Jhed.
deS9ribed it in all its aspects.
64. The awakening of the Africa.ns and Asians and
61. As SOOn as the Seoond World War ended,ihere
theiraspiratf.on to freedom ean no longer be checked
was a universal re;rolsion against. colopialism, chiefly without causing serious disturbances which may jeoin the territories under its sway.~~ll :men of good
pardize world peace and secutity. A1J?men of'\good
conscience ,are in revolt against the d(1min~~~n of will voice the need to make short work of colonialism
peoples, andimow ,that peace and security in the world
and to restore freedom and c:lignity to the Africans,
in whIch we live depend upon the cli.m1,nation of all
to the AsiatlS,and to all those whom the syatemof
exploUation has' kept from' the enjoyment of their
injuatice and- the restoration ,of the freedom and rights
of nat~ons, large or small. ,"
naturalr!ghts. The coloni2Aed peoples have done with
the shackles of slavery. They haVG,done with fd~cer;1
62., ,The ,States"which met at San Francjsco, desiring
labouf 'for masterS. They have done with seeing the'~r
to, build a neW world on a firm. foundation'of freedom
continents plundered. They have done with SUbjection
andequll rights fQr all peopleS"were disturbed at th~j to racial 'discrimination. They have done with arbitrary
exploitation visited upon ,the "colonized peopiesand ' unprisonment, concentration camps and pointless sufregarded it ".3.$ 11 Bhamefu~,\\crime,. They called for the
fering. They have do;ne with famine. and, ignorance. '
'elimin;atiQll of t~)t injustice. Tfi~.,.u.nited'Nations
They want ,their independence. their freedoJ:!l' ,their
-Oharter~ :p,rodaced at the San, FrancIsco,' Comerence
rights" ~eir dignity as human beings. The might of
as, 130bnas t}yjiSeconG'yvorldWar had ellded~ W8r~ the
'their aspirations is s~ch that, all r~pressivemeasures
ftrat instrument to impbse on the cplonial Power~an ml.lst go downcbefore it. '
ObUg;ttion' to liberate ,the colo~~zedcour.d;ries. A.rticle
~5. The grant of their independence is ~-:,niatt~r of
, 73~r9ga:mmg Non-Self-Governing Territories, prourgenCy,
for the greatest good of mankind. Our COJ1oO
vides-as follows':'
,
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cern here is not merely to "ondemn colonialism and
'd1dopt the priJ;l9iple of the grant of independence. It
Is of the greatest importance that we sl;l.ould also
draV\\ up, here and now, a time-table ofdates on which
the colonbed territories are to be grantf3d independence. Otherwise the countries still in bondage win
have to face another long struggle against colonial
powet.To take an example: Togo, my country,was
as you know a T:nIst Territoryforwhoseindependence
no date had been fixed, andtne Togolese people 4ad
'to struggle for that independence for twelve years;
whereas in Italian Somali1and~, which was also aTrust
Territory but for who,se lib6~rationa date had been
fixed, the peop1eca.;lmly awaited thei.r independence.
The need for a time-table did not ~scape the Addis
Ababa CQ~e~ence. Allow m~, Mr., President, to quote
itl this cannexion a paragraph from ,the operative part
of the resolution adopted at that Conference:
lfUrges the ~olonial POW\3rs to fix dates in conj) formity with the will of the people for the immediate
attainment of independence 'by all non-independent
countries and to commUnicate those, dates to the
)
people concerned."
66. The m.ovement of liberation from the colonialyoke
which began, as I said, immediat~y after the Second
World War has some sensationalvictories to its credit.
The liberation, first of all, of InGia, .Ghana, Tunisia,
Morocco, Indonesia, Cambodia, Ceyton, Guinea, Burr,n,a, etc., and then this ,year, in 1960, of Camerou~
Togo, Congo (Leopoldville), Somalia, Dahomey, ~lger~
Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Congo (Brazzaville), Gabon,
Chad, Central African Republic, Cyprus, Nigeria,
.Senegal, Mali and Madagascar, has restored their
freedom to millions upon millions of human beings.
67. But, despite those mortal blOWS, colonialism is not
yet completely defeated. It is staggering, but is still
showing fight in sqme places. Thus in North Africa
blood has been flowing for more than six years; in
central Africa the people are subjected to < inhuman
reprisals; and in SouthAfrica to racialdi8crimination.
Elsewhere ,colonialism' is trying to disguise its,~lf,
to change i~~ name. Forced to release its prey, it
resorts to suht~rfuge. Thus-as the Togolese delegation pointed out in the Fourth (?9mmittee!J-certain
Pqwers maintain that the_ Non-Self-Governing Territories under th,eir rule, althoughethnically~CUlturally,

economically and politically different from the metro-politan ~ountry, are nevertheless an integralpart of it,
solely in virtue of the enactment by the metropolitan
Parliament of a law to that effect, merely replacing
the word "colony" by the word "province" and t;Udng
no account of the peoplefS will and deep aspirations.
Other Powers have invented a whole series of names
for their empires in order to placate the subject
peoples and to conceal the truth about the administration of their colonies•
i68.For the sake ofpeace-of lastingpeace-this must
"be done away with Once and for all. Real independence
must be granted to all peoples. There are still many
peoples demanding their freedom. Most of them are in
Africa and Asia. On the continent of Africa-alone, ,
.colonialism must be stamped out in the territories. of
Algeria, Uganda, Kenya, Northern RhodeSia, "Southern
Rhodesia, Nyasaland, South West Africa," RuandaUrundi, Angola, Mozampique, Portuguese Guinea and
Spanish GUinea, to mention only a few.
69. On behalf of all the peoples that are suffering all::}coC:;"'" .
over the. world,. we are going to vote unanimously,
here in this Assembly Hall, to abolish the colonial
sys~~m. 'The delegation of Spain has already told ilie
Fou~~h Committee.Y that Spain is anti"colonialist~
and jthat it has always condemned, and still condemns
as,~n anachronism, colonialism and the exploitation
of !!p~oples. I hope that,' when we vote on the draft
resb1ution co-sponsored by my, country, we shall find
Spain in the ranks of the anti-colonialist countries
in favour of demolishing colonialism.
,10. At this historic moment, we, the representatives
.of ninety-nine nations are faced with a most poignant
humanit~rian problem, on which we are about to take
a decision which will be vital to the progress of
peoples throughout the world, now and in the future,
and to peace and security on this earth. The votes we
cast will go down to posterity, which will thank us for
ridding the world of a"'scou~e. For ourselves, we shall
have peace of m:fu.d and '-the satisfaction of having
helped to see justice triumph, to revive human dignity,
to restore equal rights among all peoples, and to
maintain peace and the' greatness of our respective
countries.

The

meetin~

rose at 10.40 p.m.

11 Official records of the General Assembly.fifteenthsesslo~.Fourth
Cornmitte~, 1.015th

meeting.
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Agenda item 87:
Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countriesa.nd peoples (continued).. 115/1
President: M~. Frederick H. BOLAN"O <Ireland).

matter, iti~~ hardly for the Honduran -delega~tlon to\\
supply the ~pacea-the solution to this probleJ ";'by.~
defining which'~,rritories are still colonie~-' s As- \\
sembly has not been able to define exastJr! what con- \
stitutes aggression either~ Neverth'?l.z:t3S;if pressed \\
s-qfficiently, we might hazard the fd.f1owing definitian: .
colonies are all those groups or peoples that do not yet
govern themselves and cannot choose their rulers by
democratic means.

6. In the fourth place~wehavebeentoldthatthecott\.
mission proposed by Honduras'would sovJenothingand
would merely delay matters. We do not agree. The
Declaration on th~ granting of independence to colonial
commission can do a, great service; it can chart the
countries and peoples (continued)
. course for the peoples that are still seeldng independence. Again, the argument tbatvisiting cOmIIlissions
1. The PRESIDENT: Before COlping to the first
speaker inscribed for. this afternoon, 1 ~ive -the floor to
should not be sanctioned, beDa.USe they are notallowed
to enter the territories concerned, is no reason for
the representative of Honduras in exercise ofhi.s right
reJ"ecting the draft resolution, for .such a sitGationis
of reply.
.
not new to this Assembly. Four years baveoo;ssed
2. Mr. MILLABERMUDEZ (Honduras) (translated
since the establisbmentofthe-SpecialCommittee'crit'the
from Spanish): Jn~xercising its right ofreply, my dele- . Problem of Hungary, and Sir Leslie'Munro, a former
gation wishes also to take this opportuni'ty>tG-elarify,
President of thi.s Assembly,hasjustsub~ttedanother
as requested,some point.s in its draft r(;}$olution (AI
report [A/4606] to us without setting foot on Hlmgarfan
L.324).
.
.
soil.

AGENDA ITEM 87

7. To sum up: the Honduran draft re.solutionsuPP1.ies
the African-Asian group's proposal With a means of .
sense an alternative totheAfrican-Asiandraftresolution.c'Onthe contrary, itisasupplem,entwhich we concarrying out the liberation. process.'
l~_-:o
s!<!~1"nece.ssaryfor.the implementation of the latter
proposal. What is more, my delegation. will vote in
8. Mr. WADSWORTI~ (United States of An1ericaf:
Through all its life, t9!(JJnited Nations has 1.l(3en deeplY'
favour of the African-Asian draft resclution {A/L.323
and· Add.1-5]. The Honduran proposal, &en, is designed
concerned with the progress .of dependent peoples
merely to help in .solving the problem of ways and
towards self-government andfudependence. Thatpromeans, of the pr,opar implementation Of the Africangress has embraced nearly 800,:nnmon people. Itba.s
Asian draft resolution. In other wo~dS,we esta,b1Miii~ become the greatest tide of politir~lliberationin all,
right and. proper link between ~ two. I sliow.d also
hi.story.
. ,
like to make itquitecleartbatthepo$ition of Honduras
9. nu.s year, With the admission of·seventeennewly.....
, in thi~ matter, as in any other ,is above suspicion~ and
established nations to ·our mld$t, the independence'
that we shall never'lend ourselves to manoeuvres on
movement has reached a climax. It is well, therefore,
either side.
in the_presence afsomanynationswhichhaveachieved
. 4•. In the second place, I have been told that no proindepa~Mience in· recent titnes,that this session of the
vision is made for an East European country am~g the. Gened1"tassemblyshould c,onsider the future of this
members of the commission. I disagreG~ The py;bposal
momentous movement. The movementltselfis natural,
provides!! for tberepresentatioo of two Admjnf:~tering
just, and irresistible. It is determined not .somuch by
Powers. It ifs therefore incorrect to call the Ho\\;lduran
wbatwe·sa.y here as byhistoric forces which cannot ~"- /
proposal inadmissible on the grOlmd that/it exc'~udesa
reversed. But it seems reasonable to hope. tbatour'~_/
representati'Ve area, for there isnotbingtop:re~ntthe deliberations here may help to speedit,andto znake it
inclusion of the Union of Soviet Socialist Reptfblic.s as
more orderly, n..'\Qre )peacefu1an~ more just for the
an Administering Powe~'.
scores -of milliOll$ WhQ~e future is bound up with it.
3. In. the first place, the Honduran proposal is in no

5. In the third plaoe, Ibave beenasked to specify what
I mean by colonies, or what colqtde~~ I have iJ;L mind.
This is a more difficult question to ~er, for there
are .disputes pending now before the ASsembly, for
wbich no .solution has 1:Jeen found in previous years;
Algeria is.acase;ln point. We allknow which col(mie~,
atillexlst:ln the world. But if debate or.the inter~retationofinternatlonallawhas so fa:rfailed to p-rofAce., 6r
if enianglement in the ~onflj,ct. of two worlds~,iJ.dinthe
col~ war has sO'far prevented any a~ee~<~ntbnthis

.,

10., No people .sl.1pports thq

id~ ~f :fre~doIJl

~tiona.l indepen<ience "more eagerly

and

Or more prOlld1y __

than the people of the United State.s/l All delegations '-..J
here are aware of the historical backgroundwhichled
the founders ofmycbUntry' to . make and carry into
effect thefam01.UiDec]aratton.ofJndependence,whlch~.
we celebrate every faurthofJuly. After one hundred
andfi;fty years ofcolonia1.rule,andafter",~;~cono1nio
.and social development of the origJnal. c.olomes bad
attained a point where they were abletOstahd.. on·'thefr
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I

.
)).
own. feet, and when repressive act$ reachedapoint
whe~e they wer,~ regai"ded as unendurable, our leader~
issued .thi.$ :lnun.ortal· declaration. By it they brought
into ~ing a new nation, founded on certain self-evident
truth&t~that all men ~re created equal, that they ar,~
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
rights, tbatamongthese are life, libertyand the pursuit
of happiness. That to secure these rights governments
are institUood among men, q~riving their just powers
from the consent of the governed."
.
11. OUJ: founders. declared, and we still hold,that
these truths are not f;1le heritage o:fanyparticuIar race
or any particular Da!&.on but of all men. And so it has
proved in fact, for the influence of that Declaration;..
reverberated around the world and still reverberates
today.()
.

o

12. Therefore the general sentiment of the American
people has always been that freedom andindependence
are among the basic natural nghtspfeverypeople and
na.~(O. Our public opinion hai:Jshown no ambition to
dom1pate other nations 8Jlld has had little enthusiasm
for .o\olonial veni=JJ.res, whether by ourselves or by
othe~t. Whep. a former colony einerg~s. as a new nation
w.e~!flS.tfnCt(v..eIY :rem.e~r.~ our own ·,origin and we
re e»nd with heartfelt J;"ejoicing.
.

'~ ~F'='C"
·('ta~,J1ttbisdebate,
\'

••

_~

on a subjectwhere so many nations

i /,,~ve ~ter experience than we, itw~d be idle for

:..1:/' ~.he. .u.Dited.,~~te.s

to try to preachtoanybody. Nor shall

.N w) try to rOlJ~e passions by lurid accusations. We are

•·•..."\",rjfore inter~,sted.in the future than in the past. We
~='~!ieye ~t the rapid progress of the independence
moverne~l is essential to peaoe. And in this statement
we shall try to set forth some of the broad principles
by which
that progress should be governed.
.,
14. From its very founding the UJ1f.tedNatlons conceived of the long-established colonial Governments,
which then embraced a 'major' part of the glo~, not as
sources of profits to the goyern1ng Powerbutrather as
la "sacred trust"andameans ofprogress for dependent
peoples. This was ma~ plain by Article 73 of the
Charter, under Chapter XI entitled: "Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing Territol"ies". That Article makes clear that the Administering Powers have
~responsibility .tothecommunity of nations; tba'tthe
(i'mterests of theindigen~ populatioil.S comefirst;tbat
\among those interests are progress toward sel£government and free :Institutions and the realization of
their trpolitical. aspira.tf.ans"-which, in most cases,
has meant independence. The same article also makf)S
clear that the pace and method of progress must take
into account the wparticwa:.r circumstances of each
territory and its peoples and their varying stages of
advancementlt •
15. In the fL.~en years. of the Unite.d Natlons,Article
73 has been put into effect with greater speed and on a
'grander scale than any other proviSion of the Charter.
Some thirty-four countries, containing over 775 million
people, ba;ve attained independence since 1946_ Nearly
all are Members of the United Nations with representatives intbis bnll.. In Africa alone no· less than
twenty.-one states have made this transitlonf ·untJ.1 two
,<,-t.\itds of the whole of Africa is :free and independent.
(( Alld, as therepresentaU-ye of the United Kingdom
reminded· us in his statement ~arly in· tb1s debate
[925th meeting], stlllothers Will follow in t.b.e yea].!.$
just ahead.
-'-

16. Now this success has ,given a powerful impetus to
the drive for independ@nce and full self-government
in other countries which are still dependent today and·
which feel themselves to be part of the same great
stream of history. It is natural and healthy ~t this "
shQuld bo so. The very presence in our midst ofgreatly increased number of new nations, all free to
express their views as they think right, iDi'~parts to this
question a new urgency.
I!·
17. It is equally fitting that,within the context of the
Charter provisiOIiS to which I referred just now, an
effort should be made to state the sense of the General
Assembly in a new declaration which accords. with the
circumstances of 1960.. For that task no one among US
is so well qualified as the nations of Africa and Asiii, :
to most of whom this question is a matter of firsthand experience and who are the sponsors ~fthe draft
resolution [A/L.323andAdd.1-51before the .Assembly.
We of the United States wish to be in a position to sup..'
po~ their declaration. We hope thatwhatever questions .
of language might remain can stIll be worked out. We .
applaud their.initiative and t1w spiritwhichanimates it.
18. In this statement, ~ther than dissect the draft
resolution, I shall try to set forth in broad terms tge
point of view of the United States.
19. First, let me say what we mean by colonialism~~
There is no need for a formal' definition. We have
learned from history certain of its characteristics. It '
is the imposit!onof alien power over a people, usually
by force, and without the formal and free consent of the
governed. It is the perpetuation of thatpower. It i~.the .
denial of the right of self-determinatIon-whether by .
suppressing free expression or by withholding necessary educational, economic and social development.
Obviously not all colonial r4gimes have been the same.
Some have been benevolent and have expended great
sums ,for the benefit of the indigenous people; others
have been harsh and repressive. Some have understood
th~ justice and iIlevltability of progress by the indigenous people to full self-government and self-determination, and have shaped their policies accordingly;
others have not. Buthoweyer importantthese di;fference!!t,the fact remains that colonialism in any form is·
undesirable. Neither the most benevolent paternalisDl.
by a ruling Power,. nor the motrtgratefulacceptance .of' .
these benefits by indigenous leaders can ;meet the test
of the. Charter or satisfy the' spirit of this age. In fact,
the only colonial rule which can meet that test is that
which energetically works to turn over .full power .to
tbeindigenous people and thus seeks to bring itseli to·
an end as s'oon as possible. Tinle and again~ that test
MS been met. The vast areas which,in generations,.
past, were overseas possessions of Western nations
have been transformed by the joilit efforts of the,governing and the governed, until today the complete end
of tbis traditional colOIL~1 era isa certainty. In spite
of inevitable friction and some tragic instances of
nolence, this historic transformation has been largely
peaceful; and for that blessing great credit is due. to
statesmen and leaders on both sides.
'
20. The United States deYoutlyhopes thatthe complete
ending of the colonial age Will be still more' peaceful
and harmonious. That this should be sols mamfestlyin
the future interest of all concerned. Waca:nnot help
remarking on the fact that· some speakers who have
taken a. pl"ondnentpam in,this debate,andwhomaintain
that they themse~ves are all free and independent and
haveno~clQn:f4s. bye outdone aUtherest of the
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speakers here in the violence of their language. They
give the impression that theywouldprefer, for reasons
best known to themselves, to see the colonial regimes
of which they speak btought toan endby violence, with
the greatest possible hatred and bitterness on both
side,S.
21. NOW we could describe at this point, lfit would be
helpful to any suffering people to do so, anew colonial
system ~hich' does not span any ocean$ bu1: which.is
nonetheless as complete a violaf;J.on of the rights of
man as any that has ever existed. "This colomal system
· was imposed by force on many peoples ofmauy r&.oes,
· many of whom had for .centuries been free and in: dependent States and had been Members of the Leag1lle
of Nations. Some lost their independence even in form;
all of them lost it in fact. This entire system is disguised by censorship, by ruthless thought control, and
, by an elaborate nlisuse ofwords like "democraticIt and
'. 'autonomous". But its tragic reality is attested by:f;he
, millions who have escaped from it and by the tens of
thousands who have died in their vain efforts to shake
it off.
• 22. That is the new colonialism. In the very years
· when the old colonia1i$m 'W3.$ being transformed by the
• independence movement, the neWlcolonialism was
· spreading to still other nations. It is the largest
colonial empire in aUthe world today, yet it seek$ to
spread still further under the false banner of Itlibera,.
tion". Fortunately, its furtherspreadilasbeenchecked
by the increasing ability of free peoples tounderstand
the' reality through the disguise. We are convinced that
this new colonial system too will dieout-and we hope
rmd pray it wU1 die peacefully. Its time, perhaps, is
not ye4 but its tiDle will com.e. Me.:?.nwhile, when W~
· hear the practlt10ners of this new cololliallsm. launch
their tlumderbolts against the old, we are tempted to
recall the old proverb: -What you do speaks so loud
,that I cannot hear what you say·

should and must recall that the draft resolution now
us quits rightly speak$ out apinst colonialism
-in all'its manifestatiOnsw, just as did the bijfQiio '
declaration following the BandungConference.Ireturn
now, however, to the old colonial syStem. .In t1w View
of the United States, certain pointa. are clear.

.befor~

25. First, the ending of the colomal era is already fa;r
advanced and its complete end iscertafn. The sentiment
of nationalism is one of the strongest and most ir-re$istlble forces of modern tim.e$.It should not be
thwarted or suppressed-indeed, it cannot be. Modetil
history records many inStances of nations whichwere
partitioned or completely extinguiShed, only to emerge
again as memberA' of the faDlilyof nations" Some'of
th~se are sitting in our midsttoday; others may be ~ere
tomorrow. In any case, those who have responsibility
under Chapter XI of the .United Nations Charter for the
administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories
must realize that their tutelage at best can be only
temporary. Any attempt to prolong it by unnecessary
de~yS,anyfaUureto prepare for it with all possible
speed,wiU only frustrate the ineVitable and sow a
harvest of bitterness .which will persist long after
independence has been achieved.

26. Secondly, it is not enough merely to liquidate the
old; it is neces$ary also to pl3.n s01Uldlyfor what wiU
replace it. And in this the wishes of the indigenous
people must be paramount. Experience' shows that a
separ&.te independence is . usually, but .'J>y .no m~JlDB
always, thepeopletschoice.Fo:rinstan;j~,contra:r:yw
the impression left by the.declaJ:atlonW:hichMr._2iur!n
read bere some weeks a~o.[925tb. meotlnghthe people
of the Commonwealth of Puerto Ricodonotnow.dasire
independence. They are fully self-governing a.nd bave
freely. choaen to be associatedwith the United States as
a self-govenrlng commonw~lth. There ~re~trOng
economic, financial and.o1;her reasons behindtheirdecision. On 8 November last they re-elected Governor
Marfil, who isastrong advocate of the conunonMunoz
23. The arch practitioner of this' new and letJ1a.l
wealth
solution and in :fa:ct one of its chief architects,
colonialism demonstrated to US as recently as bst
SUl1day the true colours of its cynical andhypocritJcal by a clear majority of 58 per cent of the vote in a free
election". Perhaps just as significant is 1he fact that
na:bJre$ \V1!!ch it hides under the false ba.nneJ' oflibe~~
another
32 per cent of the voters advocated statehood,
tlon and behindmasses ofwo.rds and $logans expounding
orfuli
political
integration with the United States,;and
'freedOlnfrom colonial domJnatlon and independence for
tbatmeans
in
siDlpletermsthatovar90per
cent of the
aUpeoples of the world. I know I do not need to refresh
'your memorle!) that it was the Soviet Unionwhich, last voters of Puerto Rico wish to ·bavecommonwea.lth
status or a ploserpermanenttie,with.the United states~
'Sunday m01ming in the Security COUD.oU"l1 vetoed the
.
There are other examples, countries which, on emergdraft resolution proposing the admission of the recently
ing
fromcoK.,ual rule~ haTe freely chosen to join.'Yith '
'free andfndependent Islamic Republic of Mauritania.
a
neighbouring
Sfate.. in a aingle sovereignty.Sobitibwi
Th1a veto, a' bare-facedatt$mpt to blackmail the'
like
these
•may
also be preferred· by other people$,
Security Council into accepting a package deal,bas
particularly those who live in small.and widely scateffectlvely prevented Mau,ritania from achieving ita full
tared islands. Thus independence· is only the mo~t
status and rights inthe community of nations. I ask you
to think about thetmp!!cationa of the Soviet UnionfS obvious of SeTeral possible choices. The essential
point is that the people should choose.
action ()D. Sunday.morning. Particularly consider this
Tetoon the admission ofa sovereign state to the United 27. My third point is related to this principle of popuNations when the representative oftbe Sovie.t Union next
takes the floor to cha.:a:r.,pion, with his hollow oratory, lar choice. The vital. test for the administering antho.rity.of every. dependent area is the test of free conthe independence and equal rights of an peoples.
sultation with the people through fre(( elections or
tbrough some equally ~Jjd means of se1f-determi.na-24.1 haTe made tb1s short digreSsion to d,escribe the
-new \')olwial system- so that we may not forget the tion. This means morc lban a ceremony in which the
people are permitted to ratify a singlepl"edeterm.ined
Jl1a11y m.ill1ons of people who suffer lDlder this ·new
.colO11lalisDl' and whO$e fate, rightly or wrcmgly, most decision. It means anactualchoice amongalternatlves.
That is the essence of the principleofs~lf-determi~
MelDbers of the General Assembly have chosen not to
talk about at this. time. At the same time, I tbink,we tionof peoples which is included among the Purposes
of the United Nations. It is fut:l.1e to argue that the
people
may make the wrong decision, 01" a decision
11 Official Records of the Security Council, Fifteenth Year, 9Uth
meeting.
which may proye to be badfor them" At some moment,
tl
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31. We are spealdnghere of one of the great liberating
movements of history-the creation o~ new soYereign
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and better soon than late" the administermg authority
must trust ·in' the,lieople's Wisdom and put their destiny
in their own. hafi6s.. This has beendone with success in
so many ca$eS that there can be nO denying its p;raetical validity. Let more USe be made offree elections,
then, so that peoples everywhere maybe free to deternrl.ne their own destiny.
28. Now I come to the question oftime. HoW soon shall
the remaining dependencies become independent or be
given the opportunity to decide their future? The
United States believee that steps must be taken immediately towards self-government or independence.
In many cases this process is already far advanced.
Where it ,:is, not so advanced, there must be no delay.
CertainlY' no administering authority should maintain
the colomal status or relationship one day longer than
may ,be necessa1'y to enable each territory to stand on
its own feet in the strenuous conditions of the modern
w;tj:rld. Moreover, the determination of a timetable
should not be arbitrary but should be the result of
COIl\tinuouS consultation with the indigenous peoples and
wj:th their leaders. The Charter makes it clear, in its
Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories, that the progressivedevelopmentoffreepolitical institutions is to be carried out according "to the
particular circumstances of each territory and its
peoples and their varying stages of advancement"
[Article 73 b]. All Members of the United Nations, in
subscribing to the Charter, have 'accepted this principl~; and its wisdom has been fuUy demonstrBted by
experience. If independence is to be re~tlandnotm.erely
formal, it must be accompanied by oconomic,social
and political growth and stability. Even iD the same
region there may be wide variations in this regard.
The Trust Territory of Western Samoa, for example,
which will soon have a plebiscite regarding its future,
has a very advanced society compared to the Trust
, Territory of New Guinea, large parts ofwhichare still
unexplored and unlmown to the outside world. Thus, to
deal with both as if they were in comparable stages of
advancement would not ensure to either what the
Charter pledges, namely, 'I~eir just treatment, and
their protection against abuses ft •
29. We can sum up ou:r views on the matter of timing
in this way. Common sense,and the terms of the
Charter as well, make it inescapable that independence-or whatever final result th~ people may
choose-must be reached in progressive steps.. Sometimes the rem.aining road is short; in other cases it is
still long, and a long road should not be attempted in
one leap. It is a poor service to any people to convert
them. overnight from colcmial subjection to a paper
independence which they are not equipped to, sustain.
The result is certain to be a collapse into chaos and
violence-and perhaps an. attempt by other stronger
Powers to put them under a new yoke. It could be
simply jumping from the frying,pan into the fire.
30. Yet none oithese cautions should be used as an
exCUSe for delay with the urgent business in hand. Administering authorities should consult wit.ll the people
to establish timetables of progress. And the steps
along the way must be immediate. Both the admjnistering authority and the people must feel an urgent
obligation to speed the day of full liberation. That
obligation is imposed upon us by history t and to shirk
it would lead only to tragic and needless conflict.

•

•
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nations. It is fitting to recall to ourselves. how mu,qh
this movement already owes-and how much it is sure
to owe in the future-to the United Nations. Not only has
this Organization, under its Charter, already taken a
substantial and creative interest in the liberatingprocess itself; the United Nations also provides-and this .
may be even a greater service in the long runOCila house
for the community of nations. And here the world's
many ind~pendent nations, in all their variety and de:'
spite .!..ll_ .their discor~., ca~ find a sound and strQng
fl"amewo:rk within. which to dwell in peace.'
'
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~
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32. This priceless value of the United Nations for the

emerging nations was recognized by PresidentEisenhower-when he proposed, in bis address to the General
Assembly on 22 September [868th meeting], a United
Nations programme for Africa. Among the points in
this programme are an immediate increase in the size
of the United Nations Expanded Programme of Techni.
cal Assistance and of the United Nations'Special Fund;
expansion and permanent status for the United Nations
programme to provide operational and executive personnel to newly developing countries; specialattention
to Africa by the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development and the International Monetary Fund;
and a new United Nations programme of education, so
that the peoples of Africa can more rapidly acquire
the mental tools' to preserve and develop their freedom.
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33. We shall develop theseproposals further when the

o
P

Assembly considers the item which the United States
delegation proposed entitled "Africa: a United Nations
programme for independence and developmentft [Item
8S]. We shall welcome particularly the ideas of the
African States on that programme. Already we have
been greatly intere.sted to hear a number of speakers
f~om Africa, during the present debate, emphasize
their wish that aid to Africa should come as much as
possible throueh the United Nations o With thatattitude
we entirely agree.
34. By such steps as these, we shall take the most
statesmanlike course of all-the courp~ which
strengthens the independence of nations and at the
same time strengthenS the world institution.s whichhirJ.d
us together in peaoe. Only from that unityin diversity
can a peaceful world community be built. And only,lirJ.
such a community can freedom be achieved, 'and
securely sustained, for all,the peoples of the worlii.
The President of the United States, in his address to
the General Assembly earlier this fall, described this
ideal in the.se words:
'
1tThis concept of unity in freedom, drawn from the
diversity of many racialB>trains and cultures, we
would like to see made a realityfor all mankind. ThiS
concept should apply within every nation as it does
among nations. We believe that the rightof every man
to participate, through his or her vote, in selfgovernment is as precious as the right ofeach nation
here represented to vote its own convictions in this
Assembly. I should like to see a uni'versalplebiscite
in Which every individual in theworldwauldbe given
the opportunity freely and secretly to answettbiS
question: 'Do you want this right?' Opposed to the
idea of two hostile, embittered worlds in perpetual
conflict, We envisage a Single world community, as
yet unrealized but advancing steadily towards fulfilment through our plans, our efforts and ou:r collective,
ideas.
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"Thus we see, as our goal.,notasuper-S::a:te a.bove
o natiOliS, 'but a world . c ommunity embr.!!cing them all"
rooted in law and justice and enhancing the potentialities and oommon purposes ofall peoples.· (868th
meeting, paras. 84-85]
.
35. In the light of those i';w,ls, we rejoice to see the
age of colonies pass into history and a host of new
nations emerging into the community of freedom. Let
tbatgreat community grow steadily to completion,
overcr: );ling all fanatical divisioD.5 and groundless am.."
bitions, until it embraces-as one day it surelymust-.o;."
a.ll the members of the family of man.
36. Mr. AMMOUN (Lebanon) .(translated from
French): During these memorable days we are writing
a great page of history, not the history we.~tudi~dnot
SO long ago about nations and their kings and wars, but
universal history as it must henceforth be taught: the
history of mankind, of its progress andachievements.
'l'he history of manldnd' is a history of' continuoUs
Ubera.tion-liberation from domination of manbyman,
whetb,er it involved individuals, communities or
peoples, that is to say, liberation from slavery and
colonialism.
37. But before we reached our px;esent stage, how
. much suffering was inflicted, howmuch bloC>dand tears
shedl And also, .howmanyfailures, set-baoks andpainfa! new beginningsl At each turning in this tortuous
road a bright summit bas emerged Uke the peak of
Mount Sinai. Once itwas the great Phoenician invention
of the alphabet, then, closer to our time, paper imported int~ Europe from China by the Arabs, .then
Gutenbergts printing prass and finally the newspaperall stages in the extension oflmQwledge and the liberation of thought and hellce the liberation of man. The
flowering of democracy in Great Britainandits,extension to other parts of the world was to be one of the
main consequences of that process of liberationwhich
is tOday enshrined in the democratic principles of the
United Nations Charter.
38. Today the subjugation of individuals byslavery is
cO:!ning to an .end. Nevertheless it has not completely
vamshed e Remnants of it remain in racial discriminatip~, serfdom and forced labour•
39. Until the beginning of the Christian era there was
only a sporadic struggle against this endemic eviland
revolts which were speedily repressed. In the eyes of
his contemporaries Spartacus was a rebel to be
punished, a rebel against an estabUshed institution, a
threat to one ofthefoundationsoftheciviUzation of the

their duty to combat it in the eastern seas. That was'a
reparatlonthey owed to the people•.•~ had 0ll.pressed. The activities of European navieS against the
African slavers we:re ins~ental in supprassingthis
hideous trade, which was ended for good by the International Convention for the Suppression of Slavery
adopted by the League of ~~ations, and signedat ,Geneva
on 25 September 1926.'v
.'
41. But, as has been observed, the r~mnants of s~vtGi"Y
remain in the form of racial discritninationJi wli~ch
rages in at least two countries:tlfe~trrilolt"tJf S<l~uth Africa and 'Israel.
",'C-"
,\
':::.--~.-/

42. It is time, high time.,thattheseinhum.anpractices
shoyld cease. The struggle against racial discriminationin the United States is procee4ittg successfully,
albeit slowly and considerably more in the legislative
acts and court decisions than in popular practices and
reactions, but so far little progress has been made in
South Africa despite repeated United Nations intervention. The policy of "apartheid", whichwe haye condemned' more than once, remains an open sore in the
side of mankind. How long will the United Nations
tolerate this affront to its most noble and lofty principles? The draft resolution before us [A/L.323 and
Add. 1-5] , and on which we are called upon to Yote,
condemns once and for all this policy which violates
both moral law and the precepts of religion, of all
religions. Will the Government of the Union of South
Africa Withhold its vote from this draft resolution? It
is being offered an opportunity to reconsider its policy,
which is as disastrous for the community whi~h it
defendS as for the one wbi~h is its wretched victim.
43. As to Israel, there have been many denunCiations
of its policy,a state policy which basracial discrimi'"
nation as one ofits corner-stones. TheveryConstitU....
tionof Israel, a theocratic State, lsmsed on the notion
that onlyijie Jew is a real citizen, the non-Jew being a
second .clil.sssubje~t. Racial discrimination results
fr~mthe existence of a racist state. It appears there
as. an 4~titution of ilia' State itself. Whether in' the form
of segregation imposed on the Arabs under the pretext
of national\ security, or of inequality before the state
and the pub\Uc authorities, itconstltutes one of the
fundamentallaw$ of the State. The censure incurredby
the Union ot South Africa is merited to an even greater
extent by Israel. How long Will people close their eyes
to thi.s anomaly, to this monstrosity ofracistpolicy in
. an anachr:onistic state, ando! the .Zionism which
.
nOUI'isbes i t ? ·
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40. With the advent of Christianity, the legitimacy of
slavery was called in question. After it had been
abolished in Europe it stillsubsisted in CzariStRussfa
in. the ,milder form of serfdom, despite repeated attempts at liberation and the two great revolutions in the
United States and France, together with the Deolara-tions of the Rights of Man which they broughtfortb. in
pain. But itneededan Abraham Lincoln anda Civil War
fo:tslavery to be abolished in the United States, and the
General Act of the Brussels . Conference relative to the
Afrioan Slave Trade of 1890Y for it to be condemned
alBo in Asia and Africa. The Powers that had officially
proteoted the slave trade on the Atlantic Ocean :made it

44. Slavery in ~ll its forms,as the League of :N~tions
declared, slavery in its most diverse shapes and with
all its hideous remnants, must finally give way to real
equality between men of all races and colours, and to
respect for the human dignity ofeachandevery person.
45. Eyen before voting On the resolution condemning
racial discrimination, we should like tobelieve that this
resolution will not, like so many other United Nations
res6>lutions,. rem.aina dead letter.' A people whose
actions violate the principles of the Charter and the
prOvisions' of the UniYersal Declaration of Human
Rights, whether it be Israel or any other country t m.ust
henceforth incur' not only moral penalties in the form of
United Nations censure, but t4~ legalpenalties attaching to thE"i violation of the rules of conduct for peoples

lollective .

?J general Act of the Brussels Confet.'ence relative to the African
gave Trade. signed atBrussels on 2July 1890. British and Foreign State
Papers, 1889-1890, vol: LXXX:U (London. H.M. Stationery Office).

'U See Publications of the League of Nations. VI.B.Slavery. 1926.
VI.D.7. (document C.586.M.22a.1926. Vl.).
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andindividT~als. We hope tha~theworld, wb~chhas seen~tate itself. By, occupying a part of Arab ~lestine

thead~~Jlt of independence ftorsomanyperi1t>les, will in .' Zionism has violated both thesovereigntyofthepeoPl~
the l},~ar':fu;f;ure see the aq,vent of univel\\=lal law and it ,expelled frotn their homes and the integrity of ,the
jus~ge for all.
national territory. While pretending to assert a rIght,
46. A last word before ,turnijl,~g from racialdiscffmi- It violates with impunity the most elementary prin..
,
ciples of good faith.
natip!lJ) whfch' be~ets the\\irtdividual, to colonialism,
whfch affects entirepeoples\. For the common good, we
50. Without a doubt, the colonial Powers have spread
their civilization in the colonized countries" to a
hope that racial discrimination willnot springup again
in the relations between the newly emancipat~d peoples,
greater or lesser extent. This. cultural expansion was
or those soon to be freed, and their forme.x""hlasters.
at titnes attended by violence. It was imposed rather
We entreat these long-suffering peoples to rise above
than accepted. It ~!lay be that without this culture and
malice' and vengeap.~e. At stake are their own interests,
without this violep~ce, the colonized oountries wouldnot
which can be fulfilled only through co-operation on an
have awakened so quickly to Independence and freedom.
This has happened at various times In history. In
equal footing, in an atmosphere of mutual confidence
among aU men and peoples.
antiquity, in the Middle Ages and in modern times the
47. The draft resolution before us states that the
currents of culture sweeping' through tb~ world, someliberation of peoples is an irreversible process. Whattim.es from East to West and sometimes from West to
East, were not always peaceful currents. Far fromit.
ever anyone may say,internationalmoralityiawinning
But this no longer holds true today. The book can dis..
a victory•. It will be one of the greatest achievements
pense with the sword arid the rifle. Economic develop..
of the United Nations, if not the greatest of all, to have· ment must no longer mean exploitation, as it olften
taken part in this regeneration of the world by helping
meant in times gone by, in all eras and und";';l)11
all peoples still in bondage in their struggle for inskies-exploitation of natural resources as wellas"of
dependence. What the League of Nations did to free the
individual frODl slavery, the United Nations is·in the
men.
process of doing to, .liberate all peoples from the bonds
51. OUr age is one of co-operation among free and
of s e r v i t u d e . ·
equal peoples and men. More still, it ie an age of
human brotherhood, associationand mutual assistance.
48. We do not wish to deny to the colonial Powers, or
ula I
at least some of them, the merit of having understood
This mutual aSsistanoe is more partic' r ynecessary
since justice-economic and social justice-did not
this movement and ofbaving risen to the heights of this
lati
be
~oralIty·. ,.yielding to the pressure of peoples striving
always in the past govern the re
ons tween nations.
The economic and technical development of some
for f:r:eedom. In the past two decades the United Ki.ngpeoples was sometimes achieved at the expense of
dom, France and Italy have cut the bonds of subjection
others.
placed _or.t more than thirty nations inhabited by more
. than a thousand miUIQnpaoplra. This Organization and
52. Tb.e proposal for assistance to AfrIcan countries
thet3e Powers are. today insiatently urgfld to extendtQ
which have attained independence • submitted by .the
all the peoples of the earth, onwhatever continent they
United states [868th meeting], comes at a timely
morn.ent. It springs from the new spirit. Itwill be wel..
live, and whether theyare black or wbite , the blessings
Qf freedom> and dignity. Let themput a speedy end to
come,;ls will also be any assistance which thec,oanbloodshed in the countries where the struggle is contries of western Europe may propose to·give to the
tinuing. Let tha territories taken away from sO'irereign
~tates they once administered. The seme may re ~~id
nations be restored to them, for parta oftheir flesh and
of the decision of the Soviet Union, announced ~ the
blood in Asia andAfrica remain in the hands of occupySecond Committee ,:U.to increase its contribution t<'ithe
ing Powers and forces.
programme of assistance to newly IndependentStates.
4'
1
h uld be
. f la d th
.
53. This assistance has already been the subject of
9. Specia mention so' .
madeo a n , e most
two importantresolutions ofthe Second Committee, ona
holy of lands,. which arapaQious colonialism, Zionis:ai,
on assistance to newly indepe'ndent states [A/4649,
has usurped and occupied in defiance of human laws
and, I may add. of Divine Law, since this is th,e 'land G~
draft resolution I] and the other on concertedaction for
the Holy Places and the Holy City. While the wholta
the economic development of all peoples [A/4648,
world aclmowledges that the age of conqu.est and C(Jdraft resolution 1].; These two resolutions underline the
loniallsm is past and while dozens ofnations a:rrEf'hclddUty of the United Nations topromote the economic and
ing up their heads and advancing towards ft"eedom and
social advancement of all the less developed peoples.
They complement the draft resolution which .is nOW
light; colonialIst Zionism is clinging desperately to the
alleged rights of conquest so as to dispossess a people
bef?re you. They constitute the economic charter of a
of its ancestral fatherland and open the land for
new wOl'ld in which all peoples must work together."
colonizatlon~ Palestine-the land of Canaan-was nota
54. If this assistance is accompanied by respect for
Sahara, an uninhabited d~..sert. It was, in the words of
the independence and sovereignty of young States~ as
the Bible, a land floWingvnth milk: and honey, a land
required by the. draft resolution on conce~ted action
bearing huge bunches of gT~pes that astonished the
for eeonomic development, if the recipient States a.re
nOIri3.dic Israelites. It was conquered in the time of
not drawn Into the conflicts and rivalries of the Great
ii'dsbua, and conquered again three thousand years later PowerS and are enabled to develop in peace tll1d tranin a no less cruel fashion, under the very eyes of the
quillity, an effective oontribution will indeedhave been.
United Nations and in spite of and in violation of its
made to human progress and universal harmonyinthe
principles and its most solemn resolution. Israel, in
world. Let us not regard this as a vision or as a figdefiance of logic and decency, maSks this new colonialmentof the imagination. It will be the reality of our
ism under a screen ofprinciples proclaimingfreedom,
time, and ofthe years to come, dictatedby the sequence
but the United Nations must be true to itself bY' unmasking. this deception, by exposing and hunting down
jjOfflcial Records of the General Assembly,flfteenthsession,Secbn,g
Committ~. 698th meeting.
colonialism wherever it seeks to perpetuate or rein•
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divorcement of political action from ethical action; in
will give the seal of its approval by adopting the draft
an age which still held man to be fully responsible for
resolution sponsored by forty-twoStetes [A/L.323 and
his every action.
j\dd.1-5]. This resolution will be the new charter pro61. Spain may have made many mistakes in the
" clawing the freedom of;peoples and the dignity of man.
American Indie s • Indeed, its very conception of the
enterprise of colonization-as a gigantic effort ~o lift
Mr. Nesbitt (Canada), Vioe-President, took the
the conquered countries to what it oonsidered a higher
Chair.
plane of morality and lir(lli.g-mayhave been a mistake~"';;\\
56. Mr. VELAZQUEZ (J"ruguay) (translated frol}l
It may have been a mi~~~~ frombeginningto end; and
Spanish): The delegation of Uruguay is taking part in "yet, for all the fire an\;} Passion which we,,put into our
this debate in full awareness of the importance of the
struggle for independence, that mi~take does notblind
matter before us. .
us to the 'beauty and transcendency qf the conoeption.
With all its faults and cruelties-thoughthe latter seem
56. There are still many mi1lionsof people in ASia, . innoc¥ous . in ~~()mparison With the metb.odsof mass
Africa and even our own America for whom the words
extermination used in our century-it was. an enterwe speak here have special signifi.canoe. ',There are
prise of high civilization. Itwas the Spanishmoralists ,
tnany millions of people whose eyes are fixed on the
jurists and theologians. who. proclaimed before the
United Nations at tbismoment, and who awaitfrom us
world that justice was the soittc~alllaW,and that
a word to hearten them in their struggle,a word of
reaSOn and. morality prevailed above ~he' ab~olu~r will
encouragement to help them to endure their ceaseless
of monarchs. It was they who <;1raf~d~the a<:b:n11"able
sufferings, a word of hope in their dejection.,
pages of the Code.oftheInd.iesth~it~gov~rn~d the life of
57. This lends particular gravity to our discussion and
the American communities.~orthree.hyndred years.
compels us to approach the subject with the honest
62. Spain's work in America is presenthere today; we
intention of worldng only for the objective which we
ourselves are .that work-we who, for a century and a
have set ourselves. We do not want this debate to be
half, have been dealing with the mother countryona
us~d as a cold weapon in a cold war, much less a6\ an
footing. of equality, with no misglvings,susplcions or
instrument of propaganda ·for an ideology which Jilas
fears. Even without our presence to testifY toitsc~
itself proved to be a mLodern version of colonialism':"of
tinuity, the earth and flesh of America would still
a colonialism that is implacable, rigid and inhuman.
abound with ,evidence, of its prodigious labour ofcivili..
My delegation has therefore. been· glad to· note the
zation, to which these lines from QU~vedo's m.oving
sonnet could well be applied: "They will abandon their
m.oderationanddeliberation which have cw:;tacterized
the statements of many countries that in rec\~ht times
bodies, but not their care. They willbeashes, but will
have fought ttJ.ost fiercely againsttbecolonia~\system.. havefeeling~ They will be dust, but lo\'ing dust.':'
ThepeQplesof Asia and Africa, more immediately
affected than ourselves by wbateveris said. or done in
63. I saidtbat'we should be unfa,ir if wesilnpliAed
this Assembly, have shown an admirable Ii)rudence. We
historical fact by attaching the same labelorapply1ug ;'
'~fudl tbiscfa~t as a favourable augury for thefut-ll'e of
the same yardsticktoaU Quloni.alism. To be f4~f.'W~'/
the United Nations.
must nOW recognize that it~'$s the West itself which,
..
in the oontext ofthe:w.odel'u a~,tQok a tragically
53. . Uruguay, like its fellow natio~' of SpaJlish and
wrong b.U"ning. It was Weste:rn.',tDOlight that questloned
Latin AmericR., can .claim a special justification for
the existence of thoS$ supr.e.. me, and. objectIveyalues of
:=e;t.e~~~,~.s~::~,~::~~:
. :.~:ngrc~'a~~.
~~~ to
justice' and morality wbich 'could and didglve meaning·
the Spardsh· eIlteX'pl'ise of. colonizatlon.Tha.t scepHces. The war ofindependenceinSouthAmerica~;Jj,ted ticism ll rooted deep inhlstory,hadenormoosexplosive
fourteen years and, even after the Battle ofAya.dtich~, force. If' ihere wa.snolawbuttbatimposedon the com..
~hi:hgh:~~rf~:. .~\:::~~~~:~~i.C~':rd~~~~ :d~~ m~t,nity ,by the monarch; if it was, will, an~inot reason,
"
that 11lade th.-'3 legal rules; if in so doing, that will was
, United Natlons. There was no.chapter XIandno Trus- . not .enlightened by the law ·of understa~ding.anS 1lb.3,
teeship'System. There was only an indomitable will to . objective nature of things; if force was not measured
independ~nce. Independence didnot com.eto US as a gift.
and regulated by.a higher law,bythat law whose edicts
Nor was it an act of justice On our behalf by a third
in the flnewords of Soph()C~es' heroine Antigone, tlare
.Panyil Independence was the exercise ofa right; but the
not of Y'eJ\'terdayortoday,buteTerlastlng, thoughwhere
they· came from, none of US can tellI; .then, is it any
right was e~erclsed through sacr!Bce and pain.,
59. It is true that the circumstances thenwere not the
Wonde:r that crinle ,should now be rewarded and transSame as those which came topre'\'ail in the cQUD.tries
gression praised? If whate:~!a.r is good and just is not
~xploited by the typical colonia.lism of the nineteenth
good and just of itself, but only because an omniscient
century. We should be unfair, and we Should be silnpli..
and omnipoten't ruler willed.it so, then in the name of
fying historical fact to the pOint of disto:rtion, if we
what logic, tlfat we .shall never succeed in underfailed to distinguish between the. colonialism against
standing, has otJJ;' conscience the right to revoltagainst
which we rose and the colonialism of more recent
the daily ~1l6ctacleof injustlce and disorder? I do not
times, 'particularly in the ,ruthless fOl{'llIlS which lm.QW whether they were ,many or few who perceived at
characterized It at least until the end of the First
the tiIne the danger that lurked in this ,philosophyCl I
,World War.
lm.ow only that we have here the rightful fruits of that
Ga~ For out part-andthis pointhas ah'eadybeenmade
philosophy: the grave of Katyn, the gas chambers of
by other representatives ofSpanlshAmeriea-wem.ust
Dachau, the . flerymushroom over Hir08h1Dl11~ Jhe
aclm.owledged that the Spanish venture began in an age
millions of human beings who still live in fear, :8ngulJh
When values and standards higher than the capriCious
and slavery.
.
Will of men were still acknowledged; in an age still
64. It waS colonialism conceived in the shadow oftbat
S.trongenOUgh ~ Chrlstlan tradition to ]:'esist the
sceptical and therefore materialistic philosophy; itwas
I
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colonialism born beneath the sign of the' spirit of gain;
it was colonialism as the legitimate qhild of the capitalistic spirit, which was responsibl~ for the sad
:r~antyof ,the colonial empires, the exploitation of
~~eoples, and the stupid myth of racial superiority. It
~~tbis cold, calculating, unfeeling colonialism tbatwe
!are going to condemn in this Assembly in the name of
the essential equality of men and peoples,in the name
of that common ancestry of the human race which
makes us but a single community and a, ~',tngle family.
65. To be completely fair-and, I repeat, we have
heard much that was just and sensible said in this
debate-we must obviously be extremely cautious when
it comes to judging or condemning any specific colonial
situation. The responsibility of the colonial Powers is
not always self-evident, nor canwe affirm a priori. that
the Governments \t>f those Powers must in all cases. be
held answerable 1,?r tb~ acts of their nationals. Many
noble efforts to g'Utde social conduct along more
rational paths com~'Up against indifference,prejl'"dice
or selfishness. Moreover, we are bound to sa',f, not
everything stems from foreign oppression, Since
colonialism,in the sense of exploitation 01 human
beings, is a state ofmind, there is national colonialism
as well as foreign colonialism. Theexploitat:(on of our
.peoples by men ofthe same stock, by groups iIldifferent
to the. requj,rements of the common good, is a moral
and adverse ttct, as adverse as colOllialism itseJf; and,
be it said in passing,. that situation of privileg~ and
injustice has alwrys been the most effective allvof
foreign interests in reducing the sovereigu;ty' of w~~k
and small nations to thraldom.
66. Although independence and self-government represent the first objectives to be attained in the process
of gaining. freedom and eradicating colonialism, they
are not the ultimate goal. TheuItimategoalis independence in the fullest sense of the word, independence
which really makes us masters of our fate, independence in each and every activity of the political community to which we belong. I readily acmowledge that
political independence may' be a sine qua non for·the
achievement of this other independence; butitisnot in
itself enough.. We, the peoples ofSpanishAmerica;mow
a g:reat deal about this. At any rate we mow-and
perhaps our experlence may be of some USe in this
debate-that political independence and the establishment of a country's own Government presuppose an
intelligent adaptation of legal forms to the sociological
realities of that country. Speaking ,for a countrywhich,
like its fellows in America, was in the past perpetually
torn between iq.eal constitutions andreal constitutions,
between written constitutions and sociological c~
stitutions-happily, the conflict was settledin uruguay
more than fifty years ago-we can appreciate howimportant it is that the formulas through which free institutions develop should bamade to fit-not like a
ready-made suit, but like one made to measure-the
always complex conditions in which the GOVernment is
to function. Every countrymust, of course, experiment
with formulas for itself; but the goalmust be the Same
for ·all: to ensure that-subject.to those basic principles, such as the sovereignty of the people and respect
for fundamental burn an rights, which have absolute
validity regardless ofthe situation-the institutions are
adapted to the real structure of the country. Otherwise
independence leads to chaos, and chaos reverts to
colonialism or to spurious fo:rms of political government which, as experience has shown, are always used

to further interests foreign to the legitimateinteres;
of the nation.
''
67. It would, however, be naive to think that political
independence can be maintained without breaking the
bonds of economic colonialism. I neither mean nor
~laim that such bonds can be broken overnight once'
freedom is won. We mow aUtoowell that the intricate
network of interests in which the world is, to Some
~xtent, held prisoner cannotbe broken so easily. Again,
It has never, wrhaps, been the part ofpolitical wisdom
to make an abrupt break; whether we like it or not We
have to reckon with world realities.Whatis important
is to fight on lesolutely and with a true sense of
patriotism. Let t.:..ere be an end to the paradox of
political independence and economic dependence. At a
time when the end of colonialism is already a fact,
perhaps our main concern should be, not so much to
issue a declaration which in the last analysis merely
takes note of that fact, as toissue a warning that there
will be no real end to colonialism while the peoples
enjoy no genuine and authentic freedom to dispose of
and exploit their natural wealth and resources for the
benefit of their communities; while we must rastcontent with the role of mere providers of raw materials
for the industrial Powers, and while ,we lack that
minimum of self-sufficiency which, within the natural
interdependence of nations, is the .truest sign offull an«
genuine independence.
68. An understanding of these truths,agenerousattitude on the part of those who until yesterday were the
masters--by what right we need not consider now-of
the fate and wealth of vast areas of the world, is not
m~rely an attitude whichmoralitydicta1;es butperhaps
the one factor upon which, in the long nm, the fate' of
the free world depends. Whenever the free world
clashes within itself, whenever the West betrays the
great and imperishable principles which have sealed
the greatness ofits culture, the West loses a battle; and
every battle lost by the West iBa battle lost for man;
for the values of the .West.-the freedom which Greece
bequeathed to us, .the sense of law and order contributed by the genius of. Rome, the. grace whereby
Christianity transformed the temporal meaning ofour
life-are, in one way or another, the values of manldnd,
which are. now threatened by atheistic and totalitarian
reaction. If the West understands, there is nothing to
fear ,whatever triumphs the adversary may seem to
gain. If the West does not understand, that lack of
under$tanding, and not nuclear war, w;Ul be the real
self-destruction of mankind,..
69. Mr. MARTINO. (Italy) (translated from Frencb);
The problem of the independonce of Non-Self-Governing Terr.itories and. colonial peoples has already, in thex
past, been the subject of lively debate in which :many
contrasting views have been expressed. That is quite
10glcaliJ for it is no accident that one of the main purposes ofthia Organization, since itwas established,has
been to urge and to help Member States to leadtb.e
territories which they administer, and which have not
yet gained .t.heir independence, to the gradualachieyement of that supreme aspiration of mankind.
70. The freedom of peoples :lii now the central preoccupation of the human race. We live in an age xnarked
by continual changes In the relations betweenpeoples.
These changes are partly the effect of extraordinary
technical. progress. bUt itis not <>n1yteclmical progreSs
which unites the thoughts and interests oi men and
which ncw] allows no man to live separate frOIn hbi
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· fellowS. Technical p~~gress is a creation ofthe human
historical reality of the. hour and the true meaning and
mind and its invepJ,10ns are the fruit of ideals.Techresponsibilities of their mission. WitbinthisveryAsnical progre~~t i.~ therefore bound to obey moral and
sembly, several representatives of territories which
spiritual/J!C}lIlands. -, ~"c<
w~re until recently non-self-governing, have acknowl71. .'S!iba&ver may be the mot!YeiJ which ~~'V£ led a . edged this fact andha\,,~ openly declared themselves
satisfied with the work done by the administering
Member of the Assembly to request this debate, we
countries, with which,.in several cases, thenewcounregard tl;t~Jnitiative as a useful one. It further demontries
have relations of close cO-operation. A f~w
strates the importance which this problem has acquired
moments
ago I referred to the cpncern which this coand the urgent need to seck a solution. The present,
operation
may cause 0 yet, althOUgh we recognize that
· which has its roots ~the past, is dominated by a
such
a
concern
is legitimate in certain ca~~~JkW~.can
powerful unifying force. Vre are moving towards unity.
only consider the tendency to oppose suchcG!'-operal.1on
72. Italy is convinced that, because of ita recent exas the :w~st serious threat to the developfuent of the
perience, its awarenes~ of present problems and the
former colomal peoples. These peoples feel a deep d&general approval of its action in the territories it once
sire for renewal-.a desire which shouldnof;baa cause
administered, it is inapositiontospeakobjectively, to
of separation and inevitable conflict, but should, as a
calm passions and to ma~e a fair assessm.ent of the
rule, lead to closer understanding and more fruitful
true aspects of the problem, without any attempt at and lasting co-operation. If there is to be such an
demagogic exaltation or ideological or political ex- understanding, it is essential that both sides should
ploitation. I believe I can say truly that the Italian quickly free themselves of all remnants ofresentment .
nation has, to its own great satisfactiou, playeda part
and regret,
in the development of the countries for .whose govern76. When we speak of colonization, it is necessary to
ment and administration it was responsible. This is
emphasize,
not only i1:$ executive aspects, butalsothe
borne out by the cordial relations of trust and coSpiritual
values
and forces which it eventDallysueoperation that have been established with the States
ceeded
in
releasing~
This is exactly what the diswhich were once under Italian trusteeship or which
tinguished
representative
of Uruguay did a few mowere Italian colonies..
ments ago. K.} M•. Panikkar, the Itldian author of Asia
and Western Dominance, which is regarded as the
73. We are also convinced that l'J.othing is more likely
to lead' to useful results, in the best interests .of all
sternest indictment of the colonizingWest,Q}J.ca,fu~
countries, than sincere technical and econolnic cocourse of a lecture emphasizedIndia'~!ls~t(~theWest
operation. Some are strongly critical ofsuch co-opera.in terms which may perhaps app~y to\, al~ .former
tion between countries which have just gained their
colonial.peoples. He said that social (reform: in Hindu
independence and their former administrators. They
society, .the raising of the untouchables and the prospeak of neo-colonialiam, condemning it as a seque~ to
foundly ~ignificantpurificati.on of Hinduism, all of
or a substitute for past colonial exploitation. Even if we
which were greater and more lasting tbings tban even
can sometimes understand and appreciate the reasons
the inde~~ndence of India, werereflectlOfiSoftbat
country's· ¥<estern heritage. The organization. pf. the
for these charges, we should resist the temptation to
make them indiscriminately. Such a generalization
democratic and secular State, the structure of its in.stitutions and the political principles on which it was
would not only be completely unjus~ed, it wovlda.lso
based were essentially European in ii:i$piratJ.on.
be dangerous. It might be used as a pretext by those
who are in no way concerned lest such co-operation
77. As in all human history; good is inseparable from
should hinder peaceful progress towards the indepenevil
and must always combat it. Ris to be hoped that
dence of ~ former colonial countriE'13, but who are
the
countries
which have gained their independence will
concerned and afraid that such co-operation'might be
find
in
themselves
the strengthtol'ejectboththe bondan obstacle to the enslavementand ideological domina.age'
of
their
recent
past, which still bear~Jthe germs .of
tion of these peoples-by those who fan the' flames of
distrust
and
resentment,
andthsrepeatetiandtemptmg
resentment and pride, in the hope that the work of reincitements of those who would gain by their isolation
newal will take the form of an anti.-westernmovement
would place them more completely at their
which
and an attack on certain ways of life, rather than on·
mercy.
But it is also desirable that the pteoples of the
certain western peoples.
'
West should understand tbat their task does not end
74. This shows the delicate nature and the importance
where the independence of colonial countries begins.
of the questi.on we are discussing today. The Italian
The assistance which the more advanced countries
delegati.on is firmly convinced that every possible efshouldglve to the less developednations is not a. comfort must be made to ensure thatthe debg.te willlea.d to
plete mh1W.1~idpollticalsolution.. The peoples of the
. useful and constructive decisions. It can obviously ha'fe
West must play a part in the creative effort~t;ofthe
but one objective, the ending in all continents, of all
newlyself~governingcountries, to ~irfull capacity
forms of me ovel" one people by another; no other
and With a firJ:n resolve to understand the full meaning
objective would be justified. But, if we are to achieTe
of thoa~ efforts and to further theih. with a new to
this objectlve by the most suitable means, we must
making joint prOgl'ess..
calmly assess whatnaa been' done in the past to the
'18. In this SlJ.n'ey of the problem beforellS, we cannot
· same end, and we must then look towards the fu.ture~
forget the part wblch the United Nations,tbl'ough if$
· u.lfng made a correct and· intelligent assessment of
tle palt.
.
organs, has played in th1semancipation,~rocesJi,par-.
ticuJarlyat the moment of accession to mdependence.
75. We believe that seyaral forces haye helped to de-The. TrwJteeshtp Cmmcllbas certainly done excellent
'te1"m.1ne and to accelerate the emancipation ofcolonial
work from eye:t>~ point of view. The work of the CompeQples, but it 18 true, as~e representative of Lebanon
m~eonWo~tion~~N~~~~~~
has said, that thiS process was helped and furthered by
ritories has increased our 1JJ1derstaJidfng of many
the policy of those countries which understood the
situations, especially m the economic, Bocfal·and cuI-
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tural sectors' and with regard to the rate of development towards 'political independence. In this con"
nexion may we also point out that, if we consider the
various fields of international co-operation provided
for in the Charter of the United Nations, we will find
that the same results and the same progress have not
been achieved in each of these sectors in the fifteen
years of ourOrgan1zation's life. However, as far as the
Non-Self-Governing Territories and the trusteeship
system are concerned, remarkable progress has been
made, possibly even exceeding the initial eXpectations.
I shall not pause here to repeat the list of admittedly
extraordinary a.cmevements which the representative
of the United Kingdom [925th m.eeting] quoted to US on
the first day of our debate. Those facts and figures are
in any case well mown to all Members of the United
Nations. The number and population of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories are today a very small fraction
of what they were in 1945. The progress made in the
Trust Territories has been no less rapid and decisive.
It seems to us indispatable,a:f'terwhatIhave just said,
that the Non-Self-Governing Ter:ritories have come a
long way in the last fifteen years. The United Nations
must take the credit for t.lUs development, especiall~
for the gradual and orderly way in which it has been
achieved. Experience has sh.own that the principles
enunciated in Chapters XI, XII and XIII of the Charter
were inspired by very wise and well balanced views. It
is those principlee. that have guided our action, and 'we
feel that it is in thttweshouldseek inspiration for the
decisions we must take in this debate.
79. We also belie1re 'that our most im\>ortant task is
to look beyond the simple question ofindependence. The
achievement of political independence by the new countr~es should be a stage rather than a goal, although it'
is,of course, a very important stage. Independence
should not give rise to disorder and chaos" It should
not mean political and economic isolation. It shouldnot
cause sudden imbalances and, above all, it should not
provide an occasion for friction or controversy. I said
that the emancipation of peoples still ruled by or under
trusteeahip of another country was the main goalwhich
we sh('~uld set ourselves. But that tasIt, arduous and
ambitJ.oU's f...lJ.ough it may be, does not exhaust the role
the lJll},lted N~tions has to play. The essential task of
the Organization is to defend peace and put an end to
war as a mean, of settling disputes between peoples.
To this end, we mustfight the causes of war, which are
povertyt slavery and ignorance. It is essential to establish living conditions which are by nature peaceful,
and forces for peace. It is therefo;r~ indispensable to
create, in the social structure of the various peoples,
conditions more conducive to understanding and cooperation, to reaffirm faith in fundamental human
rights and in the dignity and worth ofthe human person,
and to promote social progress andbetter standards of
life in larger freedom.
'
80. The circumstances of each people being different,
so also is theu' capacity to partivi~te in tJ.le common
effort needed 1eo establish peace as a part '-'f civilization" All peoples, however, have a duty to Qontribute to
the h~st of their ability. That is why the new idea of
collective solidarity, which is reflected in the United
Nations Charter and replaces the earlier antagonism
created when the more advanced nations took control of
the' less-developed count.rIes, is an essential part of
our Organization's activity and one ofthe mostsUitable
instruments for the mairdtenance of world peace.

81. There is no need for me to recl~ll the principles'
enuncia;ted in Chapters XI and xn ofthe Charter, but I
think it may be useful to point out that these principles
set two essential tasks for the United Natiuns.
82. The first is to encourage and promote in the best
possible way the further development of Non-Self-'
Governing or Trust Territories which have not reached
the ~l stage oftheir political development. This does
not mean, however, that attainment of this objective
necesSflrily entails the creation of new national entities. Certain territories-it is true-because oftheir
~~.mited size or population, do not have the necessary
resources to become independent states. However, in
such cases, it is necessary at least to provide for
special forms of self-government, in association with
the metropolitan country or with other adjoining countries. Suchtorms of government are in keeping with
the United Nations Charter, which envisaged themasa
natural conclusion of the development of Non-8elfGoverning Territories.
83. The second task facing the United Natlons today is
that of selecting the best means ofhelping those countries which have only recently become independent
because, as I said before, political independence is
only one stage in the present complex process of development.Forms of economic co-operation with these
countries will become increasingly necessary, as will
also forms of political co-operation, which may frequently prove effective in a regional framework. Cooperation on a basis of trust, between the mo;re
developed and industrialized countries and the less
developed ones may be the best means of furthering
development in the political field. This co-operation
may be based on technical assistance, commercial
interests and economic co-operation. As well as economic relations, cultural relations can also make a
considerable contribution to a later development
towards more perfect forms of political selfngovernment.
84. We have heard in this Assembly of the cultural
enslavement of colonial peoples. I should like to point
out that culture is an end and not a means. Political
institutions, as the poet T.S.Eliotsays,are the things
that are built, but culture is something that grows. It
is not possible to build it, just as it is not possible to,
build a tree. Hence there can be no true cultural enslavement. Only people deprived of their freedom can
take what is often called unilateral education to be
culture. The life of the mind is a perpetual synthesis,
bringing together and developing various ideas, and
conditions of fredom are necessary to this synthesis.
If such conditions do not exist, we may truly say there
is enslavement; but we cannot speak of culture.
85. As I, mentioned at the \1Ipening ofmy statement, the
forces which have enc'auraged the process ofdevelopment that has already taken place in a large number of
countries, and which are the ones that will inevitably
determine future progress, ha"b~ not affected all geographical areas in the same d~~gree.. These signs of
development, in whichwe take pride,andwbichhave led
to the formation of new States whichare now Members \
of the United Nations, have not appeared in certain
areas. In certain cases we have even seen movements
in the opposite direction, towards the enslavementand
foreign domination of peoples who once were free. It is
clear that the historic expansion known as colonialism,
which occurred essentially in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, was not confined to the countries of
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-western Europe. Other countries played their partin it,

including Tsarist nussia which extended its power beyondthe Uralsto the frontiers of China,into the very
heart of widely different territories andpeoples. Even
today,in the centre of Asia, we have witnessed expansionist moves with all t~e painful oppression and
repression they entail, wh:lchhave been made in de.fiance of the traditlonalfreedomg offhe Tibetanpeople.
Other states of eastern and northern Europe, which
yesterday were still free, have liOW J.ost their freedom.
86. We cannot remain indifferent to the fate of these
peoples. Any declaration or resolution whichweareto
approve cannot concern only some other continent; it
must be regarded as being equally valid in every
corner of the earth, where peoples still live 1.Ulder any
form of foreign oppression,even if such oppression is
concealed or consists only of a limitation of their independence.
87. The Italian delegation hopes that this debate will
lead to an agreement which is the result of· enlightened
and obje9tlve considerations, not of acrimonioUS attempts to disturb the atmosphere oi international relations. we are bound to distrust the Soviet Union's
proposals, because it is clearthatthe~faredesigned to
stir up the hatrA'~·and resentment of former colonial
countries against their previous rulers and to excite
their passions, in order to turn their energies to the
advantage of the Soviet Union•. Its initiative is too
obviously d~signed to serve Soviet propaganda purposes to be favourably viewed by this Assembly. It is
only a clumsy attempt to make the germs of distrust
more virulent, in order to separnte the Westfrom the
peoples who ha,ve recently emerge1 to independence and
to bring them under the icleological and political domination of the Soviet Union.
88. On the other hand, my delegation does view with
favour the initiative taken by a group ofAfrican-Asian
countries, which has submitted for our c.onsiderationa
responsible and constructive draft re/solution [A/L.323
and Add.1-5]. We sincerelyapprecia,1;e Its aim, even if
we have' some doubts regarding thll manner in which
certain points in the' declaration are expressed. The
Italian delegation fervently hopes thatany-fina,l text the
Assembly may approve will 'mention the :...e~ults already acbievedand Our gratitude to the United Nations
ollgans which have laboured most effeci~velV with
results of which we can rightly be proud.
89. Looking ahead, the most important, task is to ensure a more rapid development of 'fine" Territories
which are still non-self-governing. But tbisshould be
done in an" orderly and peaceful manner,in international cO-operation. This is the goal we must set
aursel'" in this debate.
90. ~. :a.OA(Cuba) (translated from Spanish): This
year has been called, with more than ample justification, the Year of Africa. In the course of 1960, sixteen
African countries have attained independence and are
already sharing in the duties and responsibilities of the
United Nations. This year shouldalsobe the Year of the
:I?1'oclamation· of Independence for all colonial countries
and peoples. The majority of the peoples and countries
still subjugated beneath the yoke of coloniaUsm are to
be found in Africa. There are also countries and
peoples in colonial status in Asia and Oceania, while
varioUs European Powers still have colonial establishments in Latin America. The United states has possessions. dependencies, leased terrltori~s and aJ:l
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inter-ocean canal in Latin America and its economic
policy towards the Latin-A:m.erican nations is !nits
nature, structure and objectives,typically colonialist.
If we proclaimed the abolition of all vassal·· status in
all cDntinents where it survive,~ip. One form. or another,
the Year of Africa mightrea;th a glorious/culmination
as the Year of the Liberation of Humamty. ThW is not
a flight of fantasy. Sucha proclamationwould be an act
of free will depending exclusively on the representatives of the peoples of the United Nations.
91. Colonialism is the most shameful survival of a
of mercantile expansion and of a geographical
shift of political power spurred en first and foremost
by the. prospect 'of boundless wealth. This r~gim.e and
the relnaining T/estiges of it have now come into fundamen~! contradiction wi1;h contemporarysociety's need
for development and progress. Th2Y are dying before
our very eyes. They are doomed to destruction" Even
though mortally wounded, however, the Leviathan that
is .colonialism still possesses sufficient strength and
sufficient means to prolong its last ~d.spingbra~thand
its death-thr~s. It also has before it the alterlllative
of peacefully surrendering a degrac:liLg but highly
profitable dominion which will be snatched away from
it at the eleventh hour by the inexorable laws of h:Lc:i'>tory.
This alternative was given to it bytb.e General Assembly when by acclamation [903rd meeting] it approved the allocation to the plena::y meetings of the
item .f tDeclarationon the granting ofindependence to the
colonial countriesl and peoplesft~ proposedby the. Union
of Soviet Socialist nepublics; and in the face of this
alternative there is no room for compromises or halfmeasures. The time has come for straightforward
statements, not for circumlocution. 'l....ne time bas come
to put the finishing touchesontbe process of emancipation of the peoples, not to retard it. Cuba w utterly
at variance with those who, demagoglcally donningthe
PhrygIail cap, have tried to light a resplendent candle
to the god of colonialism and a feeble one to the denl
of anti-colonialism. And since itis impossible to serve
both .God and Mammon,. whatthey SC1"Ve, objectively, is
colonialism and what theyare trying to undermine, subjectively, is anti-colonialism. Trying to appear subtle,
they turn out to be heavy-handed. It is understandable
that .the instigators and· beneficiaries of the colonial
system should resort to subterfuge, pbantasyanddissembling; what is not understandable is thatthose who
in the past have $Uffered i~ cTfldest manifestations,
and even those who are' stf~'l suffeting tfiemin disguised form, should do so too._
r~gune

92. . The unconditional and immediate abolition" of
coloniallsm in all its forms andIlJ!amfestatjqIlS-that is
what Cuba demands of this historic debate. How could
Cuba take any other stand without betraying itself, the
tradition of Bol1'var and the peoples whoare struggling
heroically to winself-determinatiohs :independence,
sovereignty and dignity? How could a people which, in
the flesh and in the spirit, has sufferedwithout respite
tl1ecolonial system of Spain and the imperialistic
domination of the United States take any other stand?

93. It is worth placing this on record. Three yea1"S
ago, Cuba would not have been able to speakin.tbe
straightforward, upn.gllt manner it uses today. Three
years ago, the true voice of Cuba was not heard in th1s
universal fo:ru.mof the nations. The flatulent tones ~~
the docile, muffled and obsequious voice of itsofftg!al
representatives reflected a state of internatlopi11VaS'salage which gave the lie to the bogus independence
and
"
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sovereignty of the Cuban State. According to its official political and juridical structure, Cuba was a
republic and possessed the formal attributes of independence and sovereignty: a flag, a shield, an anthem,
a separate colour on the map, and a seat in international organizations. But its voice in those organizations was mere mimicry, an echo pure and simple of
the political, economic, military and diplomatic interests of a foreign Power. Its voice sounded with
borrowed accents. It was not Cuba which spoke, but
imperialism. Colonies, where they are officially
acknowledged, have nothing to say. Where they exist in
disguise, they speak with a voice not their own. And
now, because Cuba has for ever ceased to be a colony
and effectively exercises its own self-determination
and sovereignty, the voice of its official representatives is the clear, full, deep voice of its people and its
Government, merged for the first time in our history,
in a dynamic community of thought and action. Since the
fourteenth regular session, which coincided with the
glorious year of its liberation, this new Cuba has given
clear and firm proof of the independence oUts foreign
polioy. Cuba-let it be said at once-supports all parts
of the draft declaration submitted by the Soviet Union
[A/4502].
94. At this stage of the debate, it would be idle to enter
into the history of colonialism or to refer to its depredations, its perfidies, its outrages and its opportunism. The task of refreshing the memory of those who
find it convenient to disguise themselves as innocent
angels has already been undertaken in a dramatic
recital of injuries and facts and figures by representatives of peoples whose backs, torn by the claws of
colonial exploitation, still bear mute witness to their
wounds, suffering and brutal treatment. But what we
must not fail to emphasize is the truenature, the real
motives and the specific aims of the colonial system.
Cuba has lived in the monster's maw, and it has a
moral obligation to reveal it to the world.
95. Colonialism is the legitimate child of the profound
and sweeping changes that took place in the economic
structure of European society during the fifteenth,
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and of their concomitant repercussions on political, juridical, SOCial,
religious and cultural life. Renaissance humanism-the
evocation of the uomo singolare in a society rent internally-is the fine flower of the tempestuous advent
of modern capitalism, and the spring-like flowering of
ideal societies that went with it, starting with Thomas
More's Utopia, was a denunciation in advance of its
miseries, degradations, inequalities, performances,
conflicts, wars and revolutions. Tbisnew society which
rose victorious from the crackling embers of feudalism, rested on the more and more pronounced predominance of merchants, money-lenders, bankers,
entrepreneurs, and ship-owners. Its emblem was the
class system; its instrument, the Graeco~Roman cul..
ture; ita oracle, nature; its Archimedean lever, technology; its desire, the chimera ofgold; its cry, liberty;
its fetish, trade; and its criterion of truth, quantitative
evaluation.
96. The dynamics of the new constellation of economic
interests, social relations, political forms and tables
of ethical values which accompanied this prodigious
upheaval required, before it could take root and grow,
the freedom of labour, of markets and of expansion,
and alBo the unlimited assistance of science and technology to stimulate its rate of development and satisfy

its desire for domination. The questioning spirit, held
back for ten centuries by the brake of scholasticism
thrust forward into all fields and expanded the horizon~
of scientific knowledge. The clock conquered time' the
telescope, space; the experimental method, nature; the
compass, the sea; the machine,production; rationalist
philosophy, the conscience of man. The acquisitive
spirit and the lust for expansion, spurred on by this
extraordinary adventure of the mind and impelled by
the beckoning gleam of precious metals, was soon
crystallized in commercial operations, mercantile
enterprises and agencies for exploiting the terra in~
cognita which was taken over by the great maritime
Powers of the time, especially Spain, England, Holland,
Portugal and France, by a process similar to the transformation of territorial revenues into monetarywealth.
97. The main source of the political power and economic potential of the rising merchant class was its
huge profits derived from the pillaging of the colonies,
from mass slavery and from the systematic depletion
of the soil and su~soil of the territories which had
been discovered, conquered and subjugated. "We have
become rich", wrote Werner Sombart, "because whole
peoples and races have died on our account; on our
account, whole continents have been decimated." Here
in a few words is summed up the real essence of
colonialism, which had, and still has, its theoreticians
and its apologists Skilled in the art of making "spiritual
values" tally with highly lucrative necessities. Lang~
uage and religion, education and culture were tools
used to twist the minds of the subjugated peoples,
psychological devices for castrating any urge to break
away, just as highways and hospitals, railways and
factories tended and still tend to increase the productivity of forced labour and total returns. This was and
is the total achievement of the "civilizing mission" of
the colonial and administering Powers. Their education
and indoctrination is for slavery, notfor freedom; they
exploit the resources and wealth of other people for
themselves, not for the peoples who produce them in
labour, sweatand poverty.
98. In this respect, Cuba file Spanish colony, and Cuba
the American colony, nurses bitter experience in
plenty. But it has always been able to keep the social
root of the crime and the historical background of the
oppression separate from the people in whose name
and on whose behalf they were committed. Thus, when
it took its stand against the colonial domination of
Spain, it stated clearly that the war was against Spanish
domination and not against the Spanish people, just as
it has established, with equal clarity, that its struggle
for emancipation from the colonial domination of the
United States is directed against the instigators, ben~
ficiaries and agents, and not against the American
people, despite the fact that their wealth, power and
standard of living are in large measure based on
colonialist and imperialistic exploitation. In the last
analysis, the people do not share the responsibilities
contracted by their governing castes towards the inexorable justice of history. This principle affords
ample ground for fruitful co-operation in the future
between the former colonial peoples and the former
colonialist peoples on the basis of mutual respect,
mutual benefit and absolute equality. The day will come
when both, prompted by identity of interests, needs,
values and aspirations in a world in which the free
development of each is the condition for the free deve~
opment of all, will consider colonialism, imperialism
and thermo-nuclear war as the most abhorrent and
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in the days before the advent of

99. I must stress this point. The peoples who have
been subjugated aild exploited in the name of civilization were just as civilized .in the sociological meaning
of the word as their self-appointed tutors-and in some
important aspects, far more so. Some were the repositories of ancient and lofty cultures, like China. and
India. When the ancestors of the English were still
olimbing trees-as Julius Caesar records in his Commentaries-the Chinese were already llving in cities,'
were politically organized in an empire, haddisoovered gunpowder and could print the writings of their
ph,;.losophers, poets and statesmen. Yet that same
China, which set standards for the world and today,
rejuvenated, is waging a bitter struggle for self..
determination, independence and unity,. is denied :i:;s
rightful place in this Assembly through the press1.:u-e of
the colonial Powers which in former times uSUIped its
wealth.
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ofJIarassment, intrigue, compulsion, threats, subversion and aggression waged by the U.S. Department
of state, the Pentagon and the America;n monopolies
with the crude a~ttl of breaking the Cuban people by
force and making them surrender through hunger. And
if this is not proof enough, you have only to look at the
Congo which was for a time a former Belgian :colony
and is today the coveted prey fought over by those in
temporary alliance-its former c9lonizers and neocolonialism whose main driving force is American
imperialism.

102. Tne plot against the self-determination, in..
depeIldenceand sovereignty of the Congo, to which this
... Organization is unfortunately no stranger, is an uneqUivocal sign ofcolonialism's st41bborness in continuing by other means the economic exploitation and
polif:i,cal domination of the territories and peoples
which have apparently been freed. Colonialism is moribund;' but even SOli like Proteus, it can assume new
forms and overtly or covertlyreconquer its privileges
and reimpose its exa~tions. Before our very eyes, the
100. In India, re1igion and culture had reached reneocolonialists and imperialists have destroyed the
constitutional structure of the Congo, deposed
markable levels centuries before Socratesbroughthis
penetrating wisdom to the market-places ofAthens and
Lumumba, conferred autocratic powers on Mobutu,
before Jesus and his disciples, in persecution and
recognized the secession of Tshombe and given its full
poverty, had founded ChristianitY. Ceylon, Indonesia
support to Kasa-Vubu after the latter had capituIatedto
and Burma, like many other Asian nations, have an· their evil designs. NeocoloniaUsm and imperialism
eminent position in the history of human culture. Egypt,
l1ave again planted the boot on the. Congo. At this
the age-old. c~d1e of a complex and mature civilizamoment, the Congo is the victim of intervention. The
tion, made a decisive contribution, through the Mtnoan
self-determittation, independence, sovereignty, unity,
security and peace of Africa are in danger; and interoivilization, to the advent ofthat ever-glorious triumph
of the human spirit, the "Greek miracle". The Araba, . national peace and security is also in danger•.The
who created a unique civilization and preserve~ the' arrest, derision and abuse of Lwnumba by Mobutu's
Pt"aetorian guard and his probable execution at the
wisdom of Greece and Rome, revivified and enriched
with prioeless contributions the apa~eti.c and turbid
bidding of neocolonialism andimperialism constitute a
currents of western thought. its imprint on Spanish
flagrant attack on the right of peoples and a portent.of
tragic times to come. The life of Lumumba, the rightoulture and on the Renaissance still sheds a bri1liant
light. Preserved in the sub-soil of the plains of Black
fui Priine Minister of the Congo and the indomitable
Africa there are vestiges of ancIent .and , highly··
l~der of the Congolese people, hangs byca thread and
developed cultures which have been mysteriously lost
the responsibility for saving it rests upon the United
or have disappeared; and that continent~ywellboost
Nations.. The Revolutionary Govermnentof Cuba has
of its 'Vivid folklore, its rich patrimony of arttorms,.· given mt, 'expressinStrllctions to press for rapid,
its p?'!~eless ()ontribution to the universalCul~,and'eI1erget1c and effective action before it is too late.
abofe all, its burning passion for liberty; whichis the
highest possible form of cultural expression 'when
103. Some representatives have deplored the scant
slavery is the mode oflife p Cuba, though geographically
attention that has been paid in this debate to the vestilocated in the Western hemisphere and a. Spanishgas ~ meth()d$ of Qolonialism in Latin America; but
speaking country, prides itseIfon the African sap which
I have been Silrprised to see that,in their indictments
strengthens. and colot'rs its folklore ,its art, its eulfm-e, .. . the·.UUljority have merely asked for the abolition of the
its religion and its nati<>nal development.
Eurc»ean colonies and have omitted mention of. the
coloidal .dependencies of the United states and its
101. The international landmar.ks of the ttctvi4zltlg
coloniaUst policy in our hemisphere. They have also
mission" of colonialism and imperialism-the satne
forgotten the Panama Canal, the Guan1m1amo Naval
process of economic exploitationandpol1tical~omtDa,..Baseand the Swan :rslands. I should like to give this
tlon carried one s1age further-are ciliUM' by sadly.. supje6t the Urgent attention it deserves.
familiar names: Overseas provinces, Holy Alliance,' , ..
Monroe doctrine, Manifest destiny, Platt A~iandment;,
Mr. .Boland (Ireland) resumed tbeChait".
Spheres of influence, Reciprocal agreeltlent8,'open- :"
door policy ~ Dollar diplomacy, War debtS.; Pr6-.· 104. 'The PRESIDENT: I am sorry to interrupt the
tectorates, Quota system, Tariffprivileges, Man~tes,
Foreign Minister of Cuba, buta poilltoforder has been
Private investments, Associated free State, Dtmiplng~
raised from the floor. lcallupontherepresen1ative of
Guanbtnamo Naval base, Trusts, NorthAtlantic·Treaty.
Honduras, on a point of order.
,Organization, South-East Asia Treaty Organi~tl~.
Central Intelligence Agency. These landmarkt4· have
10S. Mr. mLLA BERMUDEZ (Honduras) (translated
been a source of friction, violence, rapine,and Wa.rS , from:Spanish): Iprotestattheimplicationtbatthe Islas
between imperialists. They are at present the· majbi'
del Cisne, or Swan Islands, area United states colony.
obsiacles to the independent development oftheeJDaJ:iThe filct of the matter is that these islands are Honcipated peoples, the launching.-platforms f~:t . . neo- .. dUrat1 territory. They have been illegally and aroolQn1aliSm and the worst enemies of international
bitrar.Jy occupied by the Unitedstates, but I will never
peace and security. A good proof of this Is the pOlicy
tolerate their being described as a United States colony.
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106. The PRESIDENT: I would ask Members of the
Assembly, when they ask for the floor ana point of
order, to do sO only when the point they have to raise
is one of order. Other points maybe dealt with by way
of the' right of ·reply; but the right to intervene on a
point of order exists only where there is a point of
order involved.
107. I ask the Foreign Minister of Cuba to be good
enough to resume.
108. Mr. ROA (Cuba) (translated from Spanish): I
should like to point out to the representative of Honduras that I fully share his point ofview• As far as we
are concerned, the Swan Islands belong to Honduras,
but they are occupied arbitrarily by the Unitedstates,
which considers them as a colony, and that is a different ma:twr.
109. To. define the United states as an, imperialist
power is tautology indeed, since in this case what is
defined constitutes the definition. The history of the
United States is, for the most part, the history of its
territorial expansion at the expense of Spain and Latin
America and. of its exploitation of the natural resources of peoples living between the Rio Grande and
Patagonia. This ambitious. denign of expansion and
supr(,macy was conceived in tb..) very earliest days of
. the independenee of the tb!l-teen colonies. Jefferson,
Madison and John Quincy Adams were its first prophets
and exponents•. From Adams came the theory of the
ripe frUit-acoording to the law of political gravity,
Cuba must inevitably fall into the lap ofthe Union; and
likewise from Adams, who imitated the Englishman
Canning while thwarting his cunning, Came the Monroe
doctrine, which may be 'summed up in the motto: "Rest
.of the. world, hands off America; free band for the
United States." This unilateral doctrine, ostensibly
directed against hypothetical reconquests by the Holy
Alliance, and in· fact applied to prevent Cuba. from
lIberating itself from Spain if it was not acquired or
annexed by the United states, converted the whole of
Latin America, without its consentand to the detiment
of its unity:J development and emancipation,- into a
sphere of North American influence, than,kg to the use,
as a political weaponwithan obvious purpose, of dollar
diplomacy, hemispheric isolation, and international
intimidation. Under the protection of this coloriialist
doctrine and its imperialist corollaries the Government of the United States, with the close co-operation
of Latin-American dictators and oligarchies, opened
up the way for its merchants,bankers and corporations
in their economic exploitation of()"lttunder-developed,
UDarmed and disunited peoples.
110. Among these corollaries may be mentioned in
.connexion with Cuba the PIa.tt Amendment, t1ie Treaty
defhrlng the relations between the United states and
Cuba, the compulSory lease of the Guantlnamo Naval
Base, treaties of reciprocal aid, the sugar agreement,
public semce monopolies and mining concessions; and
in connexion with Latin America the occUpation of
Puerto Rico~ the control of the Panama Canal zone and
the exploitation of natural resources,the control of
~rketS, leonin~ loans and in;vestments ofthe colonial
type, throughout Latin America.
.
111. So far as Cuba is concerned, Prime Minister
Fidel Castro made a veryacuteandshrewdanalys!s of
the devastating consequences of the political dOJllin.a.tion and economic exploitation of the country by the
United States uptothetlmeoft1letriumphofour RevOs*

lutlon, and there is ll,()tbing to add. I do propose, however, to make a few comments on the Guant4namo
Naval Base. It is true that the territory on which the
Base is situated was 'leased to the United States for the
incredible sum of two thousand dollars a year, under
article vm of the' Platt Amendment, the Treaty of
Relations and the agreements signed in 1903. It is
equally uoue, however, that no civil contract or international treaty is complete unless the parties thereto
negotiate on an equal'footlng and are allowed free expression of their wishes. The Piatt Amendment was a
law approved by the United States Congress and imposed' on the Cuban ConstLtuent Convention in a territory under military occupation. The lease first granted
underartlcle VU! of that Amendment is therefore null
and void Under international law. The Naval Base, the
outcome of the most outrageous chicanery, undermines
the territorial integrity of the Cuban State ·and constitutes a threat to the security ofthe island, placing it at
the mercy of the warlike adventures and disputes of the
United States. Furthermore, it is today a focus of
conspiracy, provocation and subversion against the
Government and people of Cuba.
112. It should not surprise us that the United States
Government considers as its own property a territory
which it usurped fraudulently andwhich therefore does
not belong to it. 'Imperialist countries thinkthatwherever they set foot the soil belongs to them. They believe,too, that they can utilize the air space of other
nations as though it were their own preserve without
exposing the inhabitants of their own: country to the
danger and destruction that might result from the
explosion of their erratic missiles over the territory
of others, as has justhappened:bi the eastern region of
Cuba. Nor is it surprising that President Eisenhower
finally threw off the mask before world public opinion,
and from. the "bag of stinging adders" kept by the
United States Government to combat democracy, anticolonialism and socialism produced $1 million tosubsidize the subversive activities of Cubanwar criminals
and counter-revolutionaries, in defiance and disregard
of the United Nations Charter and of international
juridical order in the Americas.
113. The RevolutioDax-y Government of Cuba solemnly
repeats to the United Nations General Assembly that it
has not intendedand does not intend to reclaim by force
tbatpart of its ru'J,1;ionalterritory occupied by the
GuanUina.mo Naval Base. Italsorepeata,however, with
equal solemnity that 'it intends to ask for the return of
the Base, when it deems the time appropriate, under the
rules of international law. Consequently and for the
time being it considers tbatclaim to be covered by the
dec ,:ra.tion proposed by the Union of Soviet Sooialist
Re ublIcs [A/45021 and by the draft' resolution subtted by a number of African-Asian c6Untries (AI
.323 and Add.1-51. .
114. For four centuries Puerto Rico was lmder the
Spanish. yoke. For more than halfa century it has been
under United States domination. Puerto Rico, the smallest island ofthe Greater Antilles, a stable country with
a cultural tradition, a history, a seasoned personality
and a' national consciOUSness all its own, has not yet
been able to take its place, among the American States.
Endowed with all the attributes afa nation, the people
whom JoS~ Mart! helped to gain their freedom together with ours ~re. the only American people of
Spanish origin who;,· in spiteoftheirlUlShakable will for
independence, have never been free. That 'is 'there
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drama, a drama shared by all nations of our America
and particU1arly by those who Uve in the area of the
· Antilles. The catastrophic fall of Jos~ Mart! and the
intervention of the United States in the Spanish-Cuban
War, when the liberatOrS ofmy countrywere already. at
the gates of the capital of the colony and the spanish
army was practically routed,changed the destiny of
Cuba and Puerto, Rico. On 25 July 1898 the vangiJardof
· the occupatl.on army landedat Gu4nica. Gen.eralNelson
· A Miles, Com.mander-in-Chief of the expeditl.onary
forces ~ declared empliatically that, the people of the
,UnitedStatei3 had come to Puerto Rico in the name· of
hnmanity and justice, bearing the banner of freedom
and inspired by a noble purpose. And the joint resolution of the United States Congress proclaimed tbatthe
people of Cuba were and had the right to be free and
independent. In spite ofthatemphaticstate~entandthe
solemn under1aldng of the joint resolution, Cuba was
taken over temporarily and the Platt Amendment was
imposed.. And Puerto Rico was banded over a,s the
spoils of war to the Un:.lted States Governmentand subjected to an absolutist r~gime which was to convert it
into a mi1i1ary outpost and an area of dispute.
115. The mask of the ftcivllizing mission- was of
course intended' to cover up the real aim. of nascent
United States imperialism. Thet Puerto Ricans, as in
earlier times the' Indians, the Cbinese~the Egyptians,
the Arabs, the Sudanese, the Nigerians, the Ghanaians,
the Burmese, theCeylonese, the Jndonesians,the
Guineans and the Congolese, were not yet ready for
self-gowrnment and the exercise oftheir sovereignty.
They needed a prolonged paternalistic education, to
forget their past:- to deny their culture? to debase their
language and to accept joyfully as a promise of future
,bUss, the .self-righteous trusteeshi,p of their generous
redeemers. Beveridge said as much when hesmted
tb.a:t the United States war against Spain Was the great
purpose of God manifested in the instincts of the AngloSaxon race; its bnmecHate phase representedpersonal
gain, but the fl.nalend' was the cluiStianization, of
humanity. It bad to be so, since they were dealing with
a ftracially inferior- people, of different culture., providing cheap labour and able to producesu~rplentifully at low cost. To be a colony of plantations and the
black market of imperialism was the manifestdestiny
of Puerto Rico. .It became apparent that the Pu~rto
Rican people had simply changed masters; and tbenew
master was still more hateful than the old because he
brought .enslavement 'in the name of freedom. As was
only natural~ from bewilderment they passed abruptly
to perp~e:d.ty, from perplexity to confusion,. fromc.onfusion to scepticism, from scepticism to'desperation,
from desperation to rebellion and· then from ~ebellion
to the organization of the independenee.D1OYement already conseerated with tile blood of .heroesand
martyrs.
"
116. Seventy-two years after the United states GOTernment undertook, in article IX of the Peac~' Treaty
between Spain and the United Smtes, signed in Paris
on 10,. December 1898, to settle the problem of its
sovereignty $ Puerto Rico, afreeIY8:ss()Cia.ted ·Smte on
paper, is stpl a dependent territory,placed outside the
jurisdiction of the. United Nations by a. clever, str'd.1agem. In 1953 the United StD.tes Governmentsent anote
.[AIAC.35/L.121] to the Secre1ary-General informing
"him that from that date no further information on the
depend~nt territory of Puerto Rico woUldbe transmittedsince it. had-ceased to bea dependent terrttory by
virtue of prar.lsions in the canstl.tu.tion of the Corn-
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m.onwealth of Pu.erto Rico approved by the Vnited
States Congress. Wh~n the matte;r was brought before
it the Fourth Committee decided by 22 votes to 18,
with 19 abstentions to refer it to the General Assembly•.lVWhen the item was before 'the General As.sembly the United States representa.tive made an of.£tcial declaration§! guaranteeing that ifatanytiIn.,ethe
Legislative Assembly of PuertoRicoadoptedaresolution in favour of independence. the Execut!ye would
immediately thereafter recommend to Congress that
suchind.ependence be granted. The General Assembly
was fa.:vourably impressed by that declaration and
agreed [resolution 748 (VID:)] to relieve the United
S1ates of the obligation to submitannual information in
accordance with Article 73e ofthe Charter. The undertaldng was ,,-lolated, in connivance with the United
S1ates Government? by the Legislative Assembly of
Puerto Rico· and, againSt the' scvereignwiU of its
people, the smallest of the Great Antilles is today a
dependent territory.
117. Like every colonial nation, the people of Puerto
Rico have no power to speak for themselves in international bodies. Those who speak officially on their
behalf do not and cannot renresent them... The Cuban
delegation, in. renewiLl of ~ pact of Jos~ Martl',mterprets the 'Voice and spirit of Puerto Rico and re.quests the General Assembly in· its name and on its
ooh3.lfto uphold the just claimand right of Puerto Rico
to be a constituent nation bygrantmg "it abSolute' selfdetermination" independence and sovereignty.
118. At thi$ critical juncture in the history of the
United Nations Cuba reaffirms emphatically its anticolonialist position•.My delegation will ,Tote without
resenatl.ons in favour of the memorable declaration
submitted by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and will carefully study the draftresol11tionsponsored
bya number of African.Asian oountrie.,reaerYingita:
right to make at the appropriatetim.e the seriouscommenta "Which·it deserves.
119. Jnterp;retlng·the feeling'of peOples and countries
which desire but have· not yet been able to secure
freedom, and especially the spirit ofthe intrepid, seUl~ss and invincible warriors of Algeria, brothers :in
courage andidealsoftb.e Cuban guerrillas ofthe Sierra
Maestra,mydelegationproposes thatwe donotabandon
tbi$ debate until we have broken the last links in the
chain ofcoloniallsIn.·
..
..
,120. Mr. JAWAD (Iraq): This is indeed abistoricand
momentous occasion. At long last,·. the General' A$sembly haS been glwn the opportunity to conside~;and.
to pronounce. its opinion. clearly andunequivoCaUyon.
the most bnportantissUe of Our ~e: that of freedom
from colonial rule and domination. The presentdebate
On coloniaUsm is~ therefore, one of the most historic
and far-reaching STer helq by ttdsGeneral Assembly
or any otherinternaijfrdlbody.. We are most grateful,
.therefore, for,the hdtiatJ:veoftb.eSonet U~ in b:dng,fug this ~gGD.t and important prQblem-t'O ~e attention
of the unltedNattoos ata moment when thefu.ture of
c!~ili2ation is in danger and when colonialism '$t!11
keeps in bondage manym.illtons of people all oyer the
world. The: draft declaration presented by the Soviet
Union fA/4502] represents ,a true appraJ.sal of world
feeling toWards colonialism' an.d its .adOption would
~ !.M!!.,eighth session. FOurth Committee. 35~th meetlng.
§J Ibid., plenary meetings; 459th meeting.
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provide the world with a basis for positive action in
dealing with the problem.
'
.
121. The fight against colonialism has become one of
the most decisive factors shaping tOOpresent~ge.The
peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin Ame.rica, after centuries of alien dominatiQn, have reached a highly advanced stage in thei:r heroic struggleagainat foreign
rule and exploitation. Motivated by their strong desire
to live. freely, the~r have followed the example of many
peoples in America, and in Europe itself who., during
the last two centuries, were able to tlttow off the
shackles of foreign domination. The movements of
. national liberation have spread all over Asia, Africa
and the Middle East, and the struggle against ~
perialismin its varlous forms has become a major
factor in the development of these countries and the
establiShment oftheir national and international status.
122. The struggle for freedom is as old as civiliz~:tion
itself; in fact, .it has always been the propelling force
for the progress and development of human society.
Ever since human societywas organized, manbas been
endeavouring to achieve higher levels of Uberty and
justice in order to free himself from the despotism of
his fellow men and gain control over social andna~l
fo:rces.
123. Man. has experienced many types of despotism,
but one of the worst,and most shameful was tbatproduced under the colonial system in its modern form,
involving the alien subjegation and oppression of
nations,. the exploitation of their human and material
resources for the benefit of others, and the denial of
their right to lead a free and decent life.

124. With the extension of European domination over
large areas of Asia and Africa, another evilwas added
to the many evils of cQlonialism: the evil of ra(\lial diecrimination which is still practised on a larf~e scale
toward some of the people of Africa. It is hardly
necessary to cite in detail the evils of the, colonial
system and the immeasurable suffering andbardship
it has inflicted upon the people who have fallen lInder
its domi~'l:;fon. Neither is it necessary to explain the
way in which the colonial system has r~stricted the
development of the people colonizedll These evils are
welllmown, although they are too many to enumerate.
r'must mention, however, some ofthe examples that we
inth-e Arab world have experienced.
125. I do not think that I exaggerate when I say that
few nations in the world have suffered as much as the
Arab nationune;Jercolonial rule. out first e)qlerience
of European imperialism in modern times was the
Fre;o.ch conquest of Algeria in 1830. This was followed
by the French Qccupation of Tunisia in 1881, the
British occupation of Egypt in 1882 and the SUdali in
1898; the Italian conquest of Libya in 1911 and the .
French occupation of Morocco in 1912. Then came the
turn of Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, Jordan and Iraq,
which fell under French and British rule ~rlng and
after the First World War. If we add the gradual extension of British inflUence and rule in large parts .of
Southern. and South-Eastern Arabia, we will have the
complete colonial picture in the Arab world. With.a few
, exceptions, almost the entire Arab homeland wa~ thus
occupied by foreign invaders during the the nineteenth
and the early part of the twentieth century. This imposed upon our people the duty to wage a relentless
struggle to achieve their freedom and independence. It
took Egypt :more than seventy years to Uberate 11:$el£

from British occupation, only to be subjected shortly
thereafter to invasion and war by certain colonial
POWel"S in an effort .to reimpose once again their
c010$1·· domination. Libya's· struggle a~inst the
Italian ivaders took over thirty years, marked by recurrent rebellions al'ld severe repressions. Only
recently Morocco and Tunisia were able to achieve
their fJ;'eedom and independence, at the cost of consider~ble suffering and sacrifice.

126. ,In our area of the Middle East, foreign European
rule was perpetuated for a long time under the guise
of the Mandates System, imposed on unw:Ul.i.ngpeoples
by the colonial Powers after their COtmtries had been
conquered during the First World War. The people of
Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Palestine and Jordan never
accepted the Mandates and wageda relentless struggle
against this new form of colonialism. In Iraq, the
Mandate which was officially terminated in 1932 was
replaced by anew relationship which retained for the
former Mandatory Power great influence in the affairs
of the country. It took another twenty-six years and 01Jr
great July Revolution of 1958 for the people of Iraq to
rid the country finally of the last vestiges of foreign
domination and influence.
127. ~ experience ofthe Mandate-bitter as itwascannot be compared with the tragedy which befell the
people of Palestil'1e.Theywerethevictimsofthe worst
type of colonialism, a type whichhasnoparallel in the
annals of modern history. The ostensible objective of
the Mandate was to help the peoples Uberated from. the
roe of the vanquished Powers after the First World
War, to stand by themselves. Theoretically,the principle underlying the whole Mandates System was that
the interests and well-being of the people themselves
was a sacred tl'ust of the world community. HoW' was
this sacred trust \'Jarried out in the case of the people
of :Palestine? The interests of the Arabs, who constitf.lted over 90 per cent of the population of the country at the beginning of the Mandate in 1920, were sub->
ordinatedto tbe, interests of the Mandatory Power and,
under· its protection, to the Zionist immigrantinvaders.
In no other colony or Mandated Territory were the
interests of a whole nation so systematically ignoIJed
and disregarded. Nowhere were the legitimate aspirations of a whole people so ruthlessly suppressed
. and their basic rights so flagrantly violated. The
sacred trust became a nightmare of treachery, oppresslon and deceit. A whole country was taken away
from its people and given to the foreigners with the encouragement and connivance of the Mandatory Power.
When Great Britainfinally'gave up her Mandate and relinqllished her sacred trust, she left behind her in
Palestine the shambles of a once proud nation, nOW
destitute refugees· living on the charity of the world
community.,

. 128$' ~ 'We. survey the Arab world today, we see that,
besides Palestine, there are stillareas where im....
per;iaUsm is waglnga stubborn fight to stem the tide of
natlon,a~Uberatton.France has, for the lasts1xyears, ,
been waging a war of murder and devastation against
the Algerian people in order to keep them in bondage
and ~41v:ery, and to pre\l'entthem from joining the corn.munity of free and independent nations. In this way~
. France is trYing to deny' other nations the· rights and
liberties whichevery:FTenchman enjoys.. We are confident that France is trying in vain,for the bitter and
heroiC struggle of the Algerian people Will Ultimately
triumpb~ In Oman and Southern Arabia, also, the
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struggle against foi-eigb rule anddominationcontinues
unabaWd. While this General Assembly is exp~essing
itself most forcefully against the colonial system and
in support of a people's right to live in freedom and
peace, me armed forces of Great Britain are carrying
out repressive operations in Onian, Southern Arabia
and the colony of Aden.
129. It can be seen from whatIbave just said that the
Arab people have known colonialisminitsworstforms
and manifestations. They have experienced at first
hand its oppression and treachery and have suffered
from it physically, materially andsp~rituallYas few
others have. This is one of the reasons why we have
such a deep sympathy and understanding· fQ!, the
struggle of other nations for freedom and independence
and will continue to support the aspirations of the
peoples of the remaining colonies in Africa and elsewhere.
130. Our experience of colonialism has been extensive. We have seen economic exploitation and the plundering of our wealth and resources by the colonialists.
We have had the bitter experience ofthe suppression of
our liberties by force and we have known the methods
by which a nation can be keptata low level of cultural
and political development. These ,;Iacts do not perhaps
require great emphasis, butane thing really should be
recalled here, that is the use of colonial people in the
process of suppressing the movement towards liberation of other people under oolonial rule. The sad story
of the Indian soldiers who fell in the valleys of Mesopotamia during the First World War, or the Moroccans
who lost their lives on European battlefields, or the
other millions of colonial peoples who were driven to
fight neither under their own banner nor for their own
national cause but to defend the colonialists'interests
and to suppress the rights and liberties of oppressed
peoples will ever figure in the tragic annals of history•
This shameful employment of the colonial peoples as
cannon-fodder should remind us of the value·setby the
colonialists on the human lives of those whom they
dominated.
131. Because of our tragic experience·of colonialism,
and in view of our belief in the right of all nations to
live freely and in peace, we ha',e taken a strong stand
on all colonial questions in the United Nations. In the
Fourth Committee, where these questions have been
discussed, Iraq has spared no effort to serve the cause
of freedom in Africa and elsewhere. We have tried and
succeeded in breathing life into the Declaration regarding Non-SelfocGove~g Territories contained in
Chapter XI of the Charter. Through our collective
efforts we have been able to make the United Nations
play a significant andbeneficentrole in the progress of
a number of dependent Territories towards freedom
and mdependence, and thus assisted in bringing to
fruition one of the most important principles of the
Charter.
132. As to the draft declaration [A/L.S23 and Add.15] Which my delegation has the honour to co-sponsor,
together with a number of Asian and African States,
we present it to the Assembly in the hope that it Will
become a universal declaration like the one on human
rights-a landmark and a great milestone in the work
of this Organization. This is a charter of freedom for
the dependent and oppressed peoples of the warId submitted by countries many of which have emerged from
colonialism in the very recent past.
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133. In this draft declaration. we recall Some of the
basic principlef,l and ideals of the Charter andwe emphasize the dangers to internationalpeace and security
resulting from conflicts arising out of the denial of
.freedom to dependent peoples. Thedeclarati6n proclaims certain facts and principles which are selfevident-that colQn1alism prevents the development of
international economic co-operation and· impedes the
social, culturaland economic development ofdependent
'Peoples; that alien subjugation and exploitation constitute a denial of fundamental1nunan rights and are
contrary to the Charter of the TInitedNations, and that
all peoples have the. right to self-determ,tnation. The
declaration categorically rejects the arguments that
the colonialists haveconsisteetly advanced to justify
the perpetuation of their domination over dependent
countries, one argument being that the peoples of the
colonies are not prepared to rule themselves , thatthey
lack political maturity, and thateeonomically. socially
. and educationally they are not sufficiently developed to
be fu.11y independent. The fallacy oftbis argument is
evident and has. been discredited even by some· of the
colonial Powers themselves, which today 'admit that
political independence and emancipation Should not be
delayed OD. account of the inadequacy of political,
economic and social preparedness. The world has
come to recognize, too, tbatfreedomandindependence
provide a very powerful stimulus for accelerating the
pace' of advance in all fields of human activity. It is
hardly necessary. to cite the examples of so many
countries, including my own, which have been able to
advance at a much more rapid pace· after achieving
their full liberation from foreign rule.
134. One of the most important articles in this declaration is· the one which deals with the need for stopping all armed action and repressive measures
directed against dependent peoples struggling to
achieve ~eir just aspirations for freedomanddignity..
Examples of sucharDi.ed action and aggressionare too
well know to make it necessary for me to elabora~ on
this theme; but it is essential that nations should not
be compelled to pay the heavy price of partitioning
their own homeland in order to achieve independence.
We have already seen many examples of this and it is
a danger which ~e United Nations must always guard
against. It is therefore imperative that the declaration
should contain a paragraph condemning the partial or
total disruption of the national unity and territorial
integrity of countries•
135. Paragraph 5 of the draft declaration is oLispecial
significance. It asks that immediate steps be'taken in
all .territories which have not yet obtained their independence to .arrange the unconditional transfer ofall .
powers to the peoples ofthose territories in accordance
with their freely expressed will and desire. This is a
call to all those Powers tbabpresently administer
dependent territories to take immediate action with a
view to enabling the peoples of those territories to
achieve their independence without delay.
136. By· adopting this declaration unanbnously, the
General Assemblywould be fulfilling one ofthe greatest
purposes of the Charter andwould cause a fundamental
chan:ge in the present dangerou§1;r~~dsofdevelopment
in the power relations betweenStates and in the balance \
of risks which have so far dominated buman relationships. The final liquidation of the colonial system is
bOWldto usher in a new era in the history of human
society, an era in which relationships betweennations
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will evoll'e according to principles of justice and equity,
aiming at the elimination of violence and the USe of
force. Above all, it will reduce international tension
and pave the way fora better understanding between the
advanced and the under-developed countries.

137. It is the highest duty of. the United Nations to
assist in the emergence of this new (t)mmunity of
nations by helping forward the emancipation of those
nations which were-and still are-under colonialrule,
thus responding to the exigencies of the present era in
history. In the words of Mr. Khtushchev:
!!Ours is an era of swift renewal of society; an era
in which more progressive and equitable ways of
life are being affirmed; an era inwhich man is soaring upwards to unprecedented mastery over forces of
nature. The time has come for the complete and final
liberation of peoples languishing in colonial bondage.!! [A/4502]
The United Nations cannotremain indifferent to tb.e way
certain colonial Powers are trampling on the rights of
peoples and keeping them in subjugation by the most
brutal methods. It cannot close its eyes to the way in
which these colonial Powers are plundering the wealth
of other nations, thus keeping them in great poverty and
backwardness. The immediate elimination of colonialism will no doubt _be in the interests of all nations.
Recent experience has shown most clearly how much
emancipated nations are able to con1;ribute to world
progress and prosperity. The liberation of the colonia'.
countries has created many new conditions favouring
their normal economic,' political and cultural development and contributed to an appreciable rise in the
standard of living everywhere.
138. Only free people can join in building up the new
world order envisaged in the United Nations Charter,
and the colonial syste,m is. a denial of freedom and
therefore contrary to the principles ofthat Charter and
to the spirit and rising forces of our modern age•
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AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and p~ples'(continu!!cI)
Mr. 111ueca ,(Panama), Vit:?e-fresident,. took the
Chair.

ca and the ,political advancement attained by the
people of Puerto Rico, due regard will bee paid to
~he will of both the Puerto Rican and American
(peoples in: the conduct of their relativns under their
present legal statute, and also in the eventuality
that either of the parties to the' mutually agreed
association may desire any change in the terms of
this association".
5. The people of Puerto Rico and the people of the
United States have lived up in every way to the~ee
tations of the United Wations,a fact which is a source
of pride to all Americans.
6. If any of you assembled here have any doubts concerning the present status of Puerto Rico, I would
suggest, that you read the full text of the message
from the Honourable Luis MufiozMar1'n, Governor of
the Commonwealth, which was circulated as a United
Nations document. I should like to quote a part of it

1. The PR
ENT (translated from Spanish): Continuing t debate on the agenda item, I give the floor
to the' presentative of the United States of America
[A/4519]: '
,
inex cise of his right of reply•
'The people of Puerto Rico .' strongly adhere to the
2. Mr_. PAYNE (United States of America): It is not
democratic way of life, based on the respect of
surprising to us that in his statement the representaminority rights, the protection and furthe,rance of
tive of Cuba saw fit to refer to' the Commonwealth
individual freedoms, and the effective exercise ofthe
of Puerto Rico, and I cannot really say that we ~re
right to vote in, free, unhindered elections. There
disappointed-because the remarks of the representacan be no genuine selfoootietermination unless these
tive of Cuba make' it'possible, for us to talk on a" subconditions are met.
ject which is a considerable source of pride to the
'Puerto Rico has truly ,and effectively ,met them
United States. I must say, however, that references
it has •freely chosen, its present' relationship
and
to Puerto Rico by the representativeof.Cuba, while
with
the. United States. The people of Puerto Rico
not intended to make our proceedings more orderly,
are
a
self-governing people freely associated to the
may 'in fact result ina positive contribution to our
United
States of America on the basis of mutual
discussions, positive because facts-and I repeat,
consent and respect. The policies "regarding the
facts-will be brOUght to light.
cultural and economic development of Puerto Rico
3. Since Puerto Rico was last mentioned in our
are in the hands of the people of Puerto Rico ,themgeneral debate-that was inSeptember-an electionhas
selves for them to determine according to theirbest
been held in Puerto Rico, and the results of that elecinterests~
.
'
tion, to which Mr. Wadsworth :referred in,his state"The United Nations GeneralAssembly•by resolu,ment this afternoon [937th meeting], speak more, elo-'
tiQn
of November, 1953, hassoleDuily 'recognized
quently than I could hope to do. With these results in
that the·paople of ,Puerto Rico effectively.exe:rcised
mind, one could 'wonder for what purpose this subject
their
right to self-determination in establishing .the
was raised in this debate. SUrely it must strike many
Commonwealth
cas an autonomous political entity on
here as ironic that a Commonwealth where true
a
mutually
agreed
association with theUnited States.
democracy exists should be attacked by the Foreign
In
further
regard
to
the principle of $elf-determinaMinister of a country whose people have not been '
tion, the CommbnwealthLegislative Assembly has
allowed f:reelytoexpress their wishes through demoapproved this very year a law authorizing another
cratic processes.
V'oteon Puerto Rico's status whenever 10 per cent
4. By its resolution 748 (VIII) of 27 November 1953
of the electors request it".
the General Assembly recognized that the' people of
Puerto Rico expressed their will in a f:ree and demo7. ,That is what the Governor had to Say. And what
of his opposition? Only today, Mr.Wadsworth reCeived
cratic way, that they effectively e..~ercised their right
. to self=-determination, and that Puerto Rico clearly
this telegram:
,
was an autonomous political entity. ,Operative para"As
gubernatorial
candidate of the Statehood Regraph 9 of this :resolution had this to say:
publican Party of Puerto Rico advocating statehood
"Expresses its assurance that, in accordance with
for this island, which polled more than 250,000 or
32.4 per cent votes cast, A1ection last November
the spirit of the present resolution, the ideals embodied in the Charter of the United Nations, the
which, when added to 58 percent votes polledby
traditions of the people ofthe United States of Amerithe party in power~ which also ,adV'ocatedpermanent
~
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union between Puerto Rico and the United States,
with common American citizenship representing
more than ~O per cent our electorate, we consider
it improper ror small group ofIndependentist let,ders
whose party polled only 24,000 votes or less than
3 per cent of electorate, to go before United Nations
to misrepresent the situation in Puerto Rico, which
is a community of American citizens by Its own free
will. This is a reproachable attempt to interfere
with "he process of self-determination which has
heen freely exercised by the community ofAmerican
citizens of Puerto Rico.
(Signed) Luis A. Ferre n
8. If, after hearing these communications, any representative in the Assembly still has doubts about the
wishes of the Puerto Rican people, I recommend that
he go there to see for himself. He wilIbe greeted
with the traditional warmth and innate courtesy of the
Puerto Rican people-American citizens all-and he
will find Puerto Rico one ofthe mostdelightful islands
on this globe, a place particularly well suited for
relaxation after this rather arduous session of the
Assembly is over.
9. Mr.PARISIS(Belgium) ( transl~ted from French):
Belgium brought the colonial r6gim~ to an end of its
own accord. The independence proclaimed at Leopoldvffie on 3 June 1960 was not the outcome of age-long
struggle or the end of a r~gime of oppression. The
transfer of power was complete and unreserved; there
has never been any question of going back on it. The
Belgians have no other colonies.
10. At the present time Belgium still exercises trusteeship over Ruanda-Urundi. It does so in virtue of a
~rusteeship Agreement which succeeded a League
of Nations mandate. Belgium, through its Government,
stated on 9 September 1960 the wish that the trusteeship regime should end in the first six months of 1962.
This was confirmed by the representative of Belgium
in the Fourth Committee on 25 November 1960.!I
11. With a little more discernment, a little more
concern for truth, we shall have a clearer insight
int9 the problems that confront us. I need only recall
the wise words uttered by President Fulbert Youlou on
18 November:
"We lmow what colonialism, like any other human
activity, has sometimes imposed on us in the way of
humiliations .and injustices, but we do not wish to
deny the extent to v/bich it has also enriched us,
both materiaUy and spiritually." [917th plenary
meeting, para. 8.l
12. On the other hand, I am bound to note that the
Soviet statement [A/45021 contains errors of the first
magnitude. I have already disposed of the slanderous
allegation that the population of the Congo was decimated in fifty years. I have shown that, on the contrary,
the ra~ of increase' of the Congolese people has
quadrupled dUring the past t\'\tenty years. This same
document even contains the a\idacious statement that
when the independence of the Republic of the Congo
was proclaimed "only a few of its inhabitants could
read and write". Is it not realized, then, that in July
1960 there was a complete educational system, comprising teacher training, technical, secondary andpri11 Official Records of the General Assernbly, fifteenth session, Fourth
CornIIlittee. 1065th meeting.

mary schools, attended by nearly 2 million children,
or one-sixth of the total population of the Congo? This
figure represented 57 per cent oftheschool-agepopulation. Fifty-seven per cent! This figure must be
compared with that for African countries which have
been independent for a long timet and where school
attendance varies between 5 and 25 per cent of the
school-age population. Mr. Khrushchev does notmention the existence of two Congolese Universities, which
were estabU3hed, res-pectively, in 1954 at Leopoldville, and at Elisabethville in 1956, and where racial
discrimJnation is unknown.
13. Perhaps he does not know that the only nuclear
!"~actor in Africa is in operation at the University of
Lovanium, twenty kilometres from Leopoldville.
14. In the same dl)~.Lment Mr. Khrushchev says of
Africa that "... its main agricultural implements,
just as they we]:'e thousands of years ago, are the
mattock, the wooden plougb and the sharPened stake;
its primitive system of agriculture is causing soil
exhaustion and erosion". Unfortunately he pulled out
the wrong index card; the description he gives us
applies to the situation fifty-two years ago, when the
Belgian Sbte set to work on African soil. Since then
the Belgians have laid an economic and social infrastructure which has entailed the investment of $3,000
million over the past ten years. This represents a
per capita investment rate of $148 a year, whereas
in other independent African and Asian countries the
rate of such investment does not exceed $30 a year.
15. Again, need I remind the Assembly of the report
of the Committee on Informatio.n from Non-Self-Governing Territories, which refers to the ten-year
development planY that has been carried out at a cost
of 48,000 million francs-or about $1,000 millionentirely by the Belgians in the Congo? If we consider
the countries of Africa that are in process of industrialization, we read in the same report that "••• the
Belgian Congo, with 152,758 employed in 1956, representing 4.86 per cent of the tot3.1 economically active
population; was well in the lead among African territories •••"21.
16. .Belgium has just brought about the accession of
the Republic of the Congo to independence. Contrary
to what has been said, that accession was. prepared.
Elections took p',ace and were followed by the setting
up of local institutions in 1957 and 1959. A parliamentary working group travelled all over the Congo in
1958. Two round.. . .t able conferencest one dealinlg with
political questions and the other with economic and
financial problems, were held at Brussels in J'~uary
and. May 1960 respectively• There Congolese leaderS
met with representatives of Belgiumtoworkoutterms
for the accession to independence. The joint task waS
completed in 1960 by the holding of general elections.
Such were the stages in setting up the institutions
of the Republic of the Congo.
17. At the same time the Belgians made a.vailable to
the new Statet along with extensive aid, the services
of its own qualified personnel: 10,000 teachers, magis··
trates and civil servants were placed und.er the exclusive authority of the Congolese Government.
18. It has been stated from this rostrurn. that Belgium
showed liberalism in agreeing to proclaim the inde..!IIbld., Supplernent No. 15 (A/4371). second part" para. 5~,,'
§j Ibid•• para. 78.
-
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938th meeting - 6 December 1960
pendence of the Congo; but it was added that Belgium
had sabotaged that independence. Such an accusation
Is as absurd as it is unjust and groundless. Belgian
policy is based essentially on the principle of respect
for the sovereignty and independence o~ the Republic
of the Congo, and on :m'jrL~interference in its domestic
affairs. The Belgians consider that those affairz should
be handled exclusively by the Congolese.
19. If we re-read our history we find that a great
many countries repr~sented here have been in the
COl,lrse of their history, by turns, colonized and
colonizing. Belgium itseJi had known many a foreign
domina,tion befo~~ .in this century, it was invaded
twice in twenty.five years, from 1914 to 1918 and from
1940
1945. The misdeedS of colonialism are,alas:
to be seen everywhere--throughout the past, and iD. all
narts of the world. We cannotbut condemn them whereever they appear, not excepting the USSR. The representative of the Soviet Union may have maintained at
the Assembly's 925th meeting that internal affairs
were involved. But colonial qu~stions are, inprinciple, .
internal in character becauf d they relate to· Territories under the sovereignty of a State. That does
not prevent the Soviet Union from mounting a solid
attack on the countries which have, or have had,
ccolonies. In meeting the representative of the Soviet
Union on his own ground, I am. merely exercising
my right of reply. There cannot be two sets of
standards••••

to

20. The. PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
would ask the representative of Belgium kindly to
leave the rostrum in order that the represen'ta"ti'Ve of
the Soviet Union may ::ra~e a point of order.
21. Mr. ROSHCHlN(Union of Soviet Socialist Re.publics) (translated from Russian): Mr. President, w.e
are here discussing the colonial question" This question is ,on the General Assembly's agepdaand, accordingly, the references that the Belgian' representative
is making here to the Soviet Union and other countries
and that have no bearing on this question, are not
related in any way to the item we are discussing in
this Assembly. I should be glad, therefore, if the
Pre~ident would call the representative of Belgium to
order, since it is precisely the colonial question that
we are considering.
22. The Belgian representative spoke hel'e of the very
great work that has been done in the Congo.. We are
ourselves witnessing just what is going on in the Congo
today; It is just the situation which has now arisen in
the Congolese Republic that the Gensral AsseID.bly is
discussing, precisely through Belgium's fauit.. There
is no direct connexion between the matter we are
now discussing-co!onialism-and the question touched
upon here by the Belgian representative. I would accordingly ask the President to call the Belgian rep;re.sentative to order and to point out to him the need to
adhere strictly to the questions we are now discussing.

23. The PRESIDENT (transla1ied from Spanish): The
Chair wishes to be objective and, at the same time,
to give all representatives ample opportunity to
express the views of their Government. Nevertheless
.l should like to remind all representatives, as Mr.
-1l01and has done on other occasions, that the General
Ass!3Jnbly has decided to postpone its consideration
of the question of the Congo. That being so, I would
request all representatives, when speaking, to confine
their rem.arks to the agenda item under discussion.
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24. The representative of Belgiummay againhave the

tlov:!.
215•. Mr. PARISIS (BelgiUJ1il) (transla)~edfromFrench):
In the ·course of these disCUE?sions, /~any' attacks have
beell made on my country• We haYe never interrupted;
we have exercised our right of reply when necessary,
and we thought we could Qount on the President for
protection.
26. I resume my statement where! left off. I regret
that Mr. Roshchin found it necessa~r to interrupt me,
for I was, about to quote from a report of 12 January
1957 by Mr. Gorkin, Secretary of the Presidium of the
Supreme SOViet, and I do not imagine that the representative of the Soviet Unionwill impugn this authority.
The quotation reads as follows:
ftThe Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party
took cognizance of certain facts that are in flagrant
violation of the fundamental principles of Leninist
policy regarding nationalities in the Soviet State.
These violations took the form of the unwarranted
evictIon of whole peoples and the inlposition of restrictions on them in. their new place of residence..
Thus at the end of 1943 and at the beginning of 1944
the Balkars, Chechens, Kalmuks and Karachais were
sent from the northern Caucasus to areas in Kazakhstan and Central Asia .... 11.
27. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
would request the representative ofBelgium to be good
enough to leave the rostmm to allow the representative
of the Soviet Union to raise a point of order.

28.. Mr. ROSHCHIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): 1 would like to
point out to the President that in this instance he is
not maintaining sufficient objectivity in the conduct of
this plenary meeting.
29. The item under discussion is the colonial question•
This is detel"Dlined quite clearly by the agenda and the
range of questions that we are considering. In order
to distract the·Assem.bly's attention f~om·considera·
.tion of this item, the Belgian representative is trying
to divert the Assembly into discussing matters that
have no bearing on this item. If he were to attract
closor attention by the General AsseID.bly to colonial
matters and, in particular, to the situation. into which
the Belgian administration has brought the Congo, that
, would, of course, be in the order of· business and
would perhaps be a contribution to our discussion of
this item. Indeed~ the situation in the colonies and, in
particular perhaps, in the Belgian colonies is receiving great public attention throughout the world,
in all countries. The colonial question has aroused
great and profound· interest in· all continents of the
globe. The discussion we have had here has shown that
all delegations wish to speak on this urgent and ~portant question of the day.
)
30. In order to diminish the tremendous effect that
the discussion of this question is having in all circles
throughout the world and on public opinion in all
countries, the Belgian representative is now attempting to divert at.tentio~ by referring to events which
took place in various countries and which were due to
certain historical circumstances, to the wa.r, the,
extremely grievous war endured by all the peoples
of the world, and·particularly the peoples ofthe Soviet
Union. In this way he seeks to divert attention from
the matters which the General Assembly is now dis-

.i
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cussing and on which the attention of the wholewlorld
ia focused, to matters which have no connexionwh!1tsoever with oUr agenda.
31. I shotUd be glad, if, in view ofthis circumstance,
the President would call the Belgian representative to
order, BO that he should not take up any more of our
time, since the matter is one of such extreme importance. There are many other questions we could
discuss here in connexion with this circumstance. If
~ere were need, we could now begin a detailed and
thorough examination of the Belgian administration's
activities in the Congo. But the situation in the Congo
and the patently unlawful acts of the Belgian administration, the Belgian·Government and the Belgian ruling
circles in that country constitute a separate agenda
item which we shall discuss at. the meeting of the
Security Council tomorrow morning and inthe plenary
General Assembly two days- hence. I wiah once again
to draw the President's attention to the necessity of
calling the Belgian representative to order.
32. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): .I
give the floor to the representative of Ceylon who
has asked for it in order to raise a point of order.
33. Mr.PERERA (Ceylon): I am intervening to support the point of order raised by the representative
of the Soviet Union. As a sponsor of the draft resolution.
.
34. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish):. I
ask the representative of Ceylon to bear in
mind \1;he fact that the point of order raised by the
representative of the Soviet Union must be' ruled upon
by the President. Points of order are not open to debate. I would therefore ask htm to allow the Chair to
deifwith the point of order raiseCl by the representative of the Soviet Union. If the representative of Ceylon
then desires to raise a new point of order I shall be
glad. to grant him -the floor. I cannot, however, allow
him to continue to .speak now, since I have to role on
the point of order raised by the representative of the
l1
Soviet Union.

WOUld

35. Mr. PERERA (Ceylon):. I bow to your ruling, but
I want to save you from making two rulings. It is on
the same point. Maybe I can clarify it this way: as a
sponsor of the drait resolution [A/L.323 and AdcI..1-6]
on the ending of colonialism,I submit, Mr. President,
that the r.epresentative of the Belgian Governmenthas
made submissions which are improper and irrelevant.
36. The PRESIDENT (tra:D.slated from Spanish): I
wish to refer to the point of order raised by the representativeof the Soviet Union.

38. Mr. PARISIS (Belgiwn) (translated from French):
I have finished my quotation from the 'report of Mr.
Gorkin, Secretary of the Presidium of the Supreme
S~viet. I have nothing to add to it and no comment to
make on it; but lam amazed ut Mr. Roshchin's touchiness, which is of It completely different order from '
our own patience.
.
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39. Mr. Roshchin has said that colonialism has
arousoo the deepest interest on all continents. To go
on from there, I shall observe with reference to the
joint draft resolution, that the Belgian delegation cannot but declare itself in favour of the basic principle
underlying that proposal. It is a principle which Belgium, for the reasons I have just stated, has recently
'applied to the ·full in the case ·of the Congo and'whose
implementation it is actively pursuing in the case of
Ruanda-Urondi. However, my delegation is bound to
note that the resolution contains several inaccuracies,
including some of a legal nature.
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40. Like the other delegations that have spokenhere,
we .censure the misdeeds of colonialism and other
forms of subjection. We believe that the essential cO""
operation among peoples must develop in an atmosphere of mutual respect and esteem; and whatever
our detractors may say, the General Assembly canbe
sure that it was this honest conviction which led us
to summon our Congolese b,rQthers to independence.
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41. Mr. LHEYET-GABOKA. (Congo [Brazzaville])
(translated from French): In addressing this Assembly,
I cannot claim to prrnhlce any remedy, any support,
or any palliative for the uneasiness left by the many
statements which have been made here regarding the
colonial system. Quite the contrary. The many speakers who have succeeded one another at this rostrum
have already ~amined allthe symptoms and diagnosed
an the ills; one roter another, they have pu( their
finger on the open sore of colonialism in all its
forms and in all its ambitions. Those speakers have
laid bare the truth-a truth hot as heat itself, tasteless, bitter')' and indigestible for those who joy in the
conquest and submiasion of the weak; in colonies and
their inexhaustible wealth; and in peoples deceived,
perpetual children doomed to bondage.
42. My predecessors at this rostrum, then, have put
their finger on the running sore of colonialism. Sin1':'e
we must burn colonialism to ashes; since we must
corner it and face itwith its own image; since we must
lance the abcess in this Assembly; since we have the
opportunity to speak freely and frankly, you gentlemen
will not hold it against me if I, in my turn, clear a
little ground on the path to freedom. That freedom is
not a favour begged by long-subjected peoples from
their alleged masters but an indefeasible, legitimate
right; for all men are born free and eqUal, whatever
their skin pigmentation, the level of their civilization,
the size of their nation and the geographical position
of their country.

37. I repeat that I wish to allow representatives who
have the floor to state the position of their Government. In that connexion I invite representatives to
exercise· discretion, because I cannot stop a representative who is stating a position. The Chair wishes
4'3. No race here below, whether white, yellow or
to point out that the representative of Belgiwn was
black, can claim a right of seniority over other races
quoting something and that the representative of the . in order to impose its will on them. There are only \
Soviet Union will have an opportunity in due course
good-natured people, who too oftenpreen themselves on
toaxercise his right of reply. I repeat, however that
the enlightened nature of their civilization andpass
the President cannot stop the representative of Belon that account for' the world's most intelligent; but
gium from speaking, sincehis rights are those guaranintelligence does not follow the barometer. Birth in a
teed to every Member of this· Assembly. I call upon
cold country is not a title to everything there is, and
the re,resentative of Belgium to!:()ntinue hia state- .birth in a hot country is not an atavism which debars
one from everything, even from freedom.
.
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44. Will you not agree with me that a bird shut up in
a cage escapes; if it can, to fly in the air again? Will
you not agree with me that a dog long pent in its kennel
barks madly for release? If animals, with only instinct
to guide them, can grasp and understand the need to
be free and to live their own lives, how could man, the
thinker, faU to share that imperative need?
45. Every child, in his youth, inexperience and lack
of initiative, livea under the wing ofhis parents. When
he grows up, he leaves his parents' home, goes out
intp the world and makes a home for himself far from
those who reitred hiln, because he feels free in his
person and pe',rsonality. Then should the colonized, ever
submissive, have his freedom rationed by his cplonizer? In the country of the blind, where the one-eyed
man is king, does nothing begin and nothing end? Is
colonialism to survive indefinitely in Africa, Asia and
Oceania, to mention only three parts of the globe?
Must slavery,imperialism, dogmatism and all-their
viruses continue to thr.1v~ in Africa, in Asia, and in
Oceania? Must colonialism be upheld in order to avoid
cold war, to disarm the nations andto pacify the whole
wo~ld? I do not think so. Everything here below has a
beginning and an end,and only the nell-ye expect to outlive their allotted span. Only the blind cannot see
where' th~ sun rises and where. it sets.
'
46. Not long ago we were being poisoned with the
sugared venom of colonization-colonization with its
"Alice in Wonderland" marvels,' its milkless. breasts,
and its keen-edged mandibles, which cut slowly but
more surely than. a lancet. Not long ago we· watched
what our masters did, and said not a word to them.
OUr ,'masters took advantage of our sUence to sate
themselves on our natural wealth. They took advantage
of .. it to plunder our villages, and in return-a fine
return!-thay taught us to go backwards instead offorwards and gave us tools, good or bad, without showing
us how to use them.
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47. But we have outgrown the stage of servitude, we
are no. longer credulous children who can be made to
believe in Santa Clans forever. Those days are over,
and colonialism has been outstripped at every point.
Africa, Asia and Oceania are no longer an "open
sesame 11 for men who, through their own rudeness,
their own discourte«?us and humiliating ways,. have
bred embittered minds, peaceful revolutionaries whc
seek only the liberation of their country and people
frotn the yoke of colonial occupation.
48. Yesterday we were told, uphill and down dale and
in emphatic terms, about a wet-nurse by,the name of
colonization. Today thatwet-nurse has been dress ed up
and is called "decol~nization". It is a fine thing,this
dressing-up, this' 'neologism that is the outcome of
several' distressing and regrettable events. What did
they mean yesterday by ."coloniZing"? What do they
mean by "decolonizing" today? The answer to that
question lies ready in the minds of yesterday's coIOnizers and today's decolonizers.
.
49. I have no wish,to labour the point but it will be
well to remind our princelings that colonizil'lg, to them,
meant "dividES and rule"; it meantbreakingupthe conquered l~ds . and sharing them out like gamef so as
to make fat profits from them at the expense of other
men, who are yet their equals in the redness of their
blood and the invisibility of their souls. Colonizing
meant entrenching themselves in countries which did
not belong to them, in order to corner their wealth

and to oppress their peoples, to the length of reducing
them to their lowest terms-to utter non-existence.
50. Well, they have at last come round to the idea of
decolonizing; and in my humble op~nion as a.Negro,
and thus as one of yesterday's subject people, decolonizing means admitting their past errors, making
co~fession after plundering and playing the master,
after paralysing aL.d immobilizing the evolution of the
beasts of burden. Decolonizing means lifting offAfrica,
Asia and Oceania the heavy and massive carapace of
colonialism. Decolonizing means restoringfreedom to
peoples who were born free but who,'outof sheer presumption, were long' condemned to ignorance andbondage. That is the part of greatness 'and sincerity.
51. At a time when the United Nations is taking up the
question QfcoloniaIism we must be mindful of the
existence, spread across the world, of colonized
peoples, subjugated peoples, who are looking to us.
These peoples, whether African or European, expect of
the United Nations positive action to deliver them for
all time from .the yoke of, colonialism, the system
that disgraces the twentieth century, in which nuclear
weapons seem a superhuman Jiiscovezy. My meaning
is that our century is th~ one" in which mankind has
reached perfection; also that the time has come when
the colonizers must realize that our cries of protest
are justified; for in this century, in which man has
mastered science and rivals the Creator ininventiveness, freedom for the former colonies must notbe the
cause of bloodshed and mourning.
52. Convinced that decolomzation will fI..ing wide the
gates to independence for the colonial countries and
peoples, the delegation of the Republic of the Congo
takes this opportunity to express once again its gratitude ,to France and to General de Gaulle, President of
France, who was,<,quick to realize that to keep the
peoples subject to an outdated system in this century
was contrary to the principle that every people should
enjoy selflll>(jetermination.
53. My delegation wishes also to congratulate all
those African and Asian Stateswhichwox-ked at Bandung
in 1955 and denounced colonialism in all its forms.
The Congolese people are grateful to all thosewho have
helped and are helping to condemn the colQnialist
system. The Congolese people are proud that theya.re
now free to join the ranks of the fighters for the
freedom of all peoples. Not long ago lUy count'ry was
a French colony. Eminent speakers from this rostrum
have vigorously and eloquently branded every aspect
of colonialism. As an African, and as a Congolese,
I am too. well acquainted with the horrors of the
colonized not to associate myselfwith all who, for love
of freedom, are waging a bitter struggle to end the
colonialist system once and for all.
54. The political ,developments Which, happily, have
lately been gathering .speed, enabling many African
States to attain independence, gave rise in 1960 to ,
acts made more memorable by fme fact that that year
will be remembered as the' year in which Africa's
history started ~ew. It should be recognized that a
great step has already been taken towards thefreedom
of the colonized. countries and peoples; even more,
however, it should be stressed. that, for the future,
decolonization must be effected without disguise' and
without hypocrisy For we have also to wage a determined war on r8l:;1al segregation and to burY it for
all time.
0
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55•• 1here'~' a count;ry-Cabinda-whtch knows no
freedom. Thou~the sun is saidtO"shinefor everyone,
the people of CabindastID vegetate under coloniaUst
rule. Its foreign ocC'~piers seek to dazzle the \\>:orld
by representing it as partgf a Portuguese province,
whereas there is in reality a" considerable margin
between colo~ers and colonized in that country. I do
not wish ~o )"po., lpto de~j~, but merely to draw the
attentiq,~TF<?~ftb.e United Nations to a situation which is
certain,,·:tn q7t>st us more bloodshed and mourning in
AfrJ~. ~~~9).n 1~46 to 19~8, according to a provision
~tl1e F~(t!th ~9htitution~f 1946, we Congolesewere
~.renc.h1~ttj;,~.e-as..; but this did not. p.revent France. from
gi$g ~ independence~ What France has done other
nat'iWlS ~n do, especially those which claim to be

Mr. Liu (China), Vice-President, took tJie Cbair.

506. :rf~~ if there fl,re still peoples under the colonialist
Ydkti~~:Afric~, It should· not be forgotten that ;tP.ere
are countries elsewhere in the world which knoW no
freedom eithe~. Even in Europe, which prides itself
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join wholeheartedly in voting for the draft reso~ution
before us [A/L.323 and Add.l-6) and keenly geaires
to see decolonization speeded up, fJO that a.ll Peoples
may live in freedom' and independence.

Qhrl$ti~n.,

on its civilization, we can coqnt up the peoples who,
at the presenttim:a, certainly envy the lotof the African States which haye attained independence. We must
not forget. those countries whose crie~ are stifled and
hence- cannot reach us. What are their colonizers
waiting for before decolonizing them?
57. I have no desire to setmyselfup as defence counsel for France in this Assembly. I know that that
nation, like all other civilizing nations, committed
serious miStakes in the countries which were under
its colonial occupation. But allow me, in passing, to
emphasize the greatness ~hown by France in knOWing
when to free its African cqlonles,afterhavmgbrought
them to an undeniable poUticaJ. maturity, after seeing
them cllinb the successive rungs of the Ifindigenatvt
system,th~, "loi-cadre" that led to internal selfgovernment, and finally independence. '
58. France'S nobility of heart is far from being
equalled by other civilizing nations, which cling
jealously to their colonies•. France did not wait for
pressure from outside before recogniz~,ng the right
of its former colonies to. the freedom it owed thOOl. I
do riot want to P1J,t the cart before the horse by stating
this as a fact, but the state of public opinion indicates
to me that France will not delay much longer in decolonizing Algeria; for, speaklng personally, I have
complete confidence iD 1ts good faith and greatness,
whatever people may say. Francewillnotwaituntn the
most disastrot4spossible moment like Po:r;tugal, which
persists in :ruling Cabinda by magic wand and kee~ing
it under the yoke of its prejudices. France has not
waited for the hour of doom as did Belgium which,
through obstinacy and lust for permanent dominion,.
carried monsters on its shoulders and turned the
Congo (Leopoldville) into 'avast arena for brawls,
massacres, fratricidal war and senseless violence.
59. Freedom is "not a shoddy item to be bOUght, in
the world's every'market place, for the bloodtbat has
become current coin in ourtimes. It is an inborn right;
no one'here below can claim to be free,dom's master,~
to <cl....ve it. or take it awau as he pleases. Down with
&"
'01
colori!al1snU .Down with dogmatism,. down with the
imperlalists and capitalists who plunde::edAfrica, my
native land, that became a laughing-stock for other
nations!

61. Mr. N'GOUA (Gabon) (translated'from FrenCh):
My delegation, representing an independent Statewhich
was. once a colonial territory, catmot replain silent On
the important question of colonialism which we ~re
nOw discussing. I shall be brief, firstly in order to
avoid the repetition to which some speakers are prone.
and secondly in order not to abuse the indulgence of the
Assembly. But I do not wish to forego this opportunity
of 'expressing my countlY'S views.
62. In its .latest report, which has been circulated to
delegations, the Committee on InformatiQn from NonSelf...Qoverning Territories noted that
8 •••• the Administering MeJ;nbers. and others alike,
seem agreed that the people~ of the Non-Self-Governing Territories are entitled in each case, and on a
basis 'of complete equality, regardless of th~ dUferenc.es of race, colour or creed, to c01D.plete
independence, or, if they prefer, to some form of
full .self-government freely chosen by them,and,that
it will be for them to dete~inetheirfuture statue. "1/
63.. Here, clearly defined, is thebasicprin~lpleupon
which-I. hope-evexyone in· this Assembly 18 agreed.In giving his approval to this principle, however,
representative of Gabon has no sensation of push~
an open door, for it became clear to him duriDg the
discussions in Committeathat there were differences
of opinion on various points, particularly as 'ta the
form in which that development should take place;
difference,s which were sometbnEls onminorpointsbut
which, influenced by partisan feeling, often 'confused.
the discussion and obscured' the main issue, just as
it is sometime~ impossible to see the wood ~or the
trees.
'
64. That is why GabOn' wishes.,to play its part in
restoring calm. by recall:b1g a fewele!l18tttarY truths; ,
these are worth repeating after So many statemebts
which, although perhaps inspired by very lofty con.·
siderations of political principle, have in ,m~ .cases ,
been distorted by what I,might call a ce;;tain detnagogy.
The representative'd Argentma rightly' said :liI Committee, as· many others had said before h~, that pne
of the prinCipal conditionS for the peace6.11-eV'olilti6n
of Non-Self-Governing TezTltories towards independ·
enca was the existence of proper administrative and
technical staffs capable of ()perating the cotnplex services requited by the modern. stru.ctu~ of t1i~ Sta~~.
In our )'fiew it is not sufficient to clamour f~r the
immediate liberation of thousands of bein.gs w~o are
still, in one way or another, .depend~Dti .~e' ~t
conditions must be created for that liberation. There
may be a desire-and a most laudable one~to brblg
the date of independen~e or self-government forward
someWhat; but the main. consideration is to have ready
for the take-ove:t the new structures without which
there can be no viahte and durable independence. It .
is a fact that the~ colonial system is. outnloded and '
doomed, but the problem is to prepare the peoples. for
,
.
11
be
their new rasponsibilities.T;bat. wi 'no~,' acco.mplished bysubv,ersion, hatred and the UJlleashing ,of .. '
political pass!o~.'
, .

the

~

60. Thi~ brings me to the en~ but 1 Il1Ust state in

conclusion that the Congo
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65. I referred, in my short statemeht in Committee,
to the example of the former Belt~an Congo_ The
causes of the chaos which now reigns ~ that unhappy
country could be discussed indefinitely_l'tpains me, as
a brother African, to learn each day .ojl fresh mis..
fortunes ~icting that youpg natiqn.~ Each one may,
accorQing to his po1iticaIUg1its,~cc1.aYgreater o;rlesser
stress on th~ underlying causes of that Unfortunate
situation and 'throw the blame for the catastrophe on
this or that State or political ideology; but the fact
remains-and I do not think I am the only African to
reason thus-that the main cause of this fiasco is the
lack of preparation for, or rather the improvisation
Qf, that independence_ It is not my pu;rpose here to
expatiate on the errors which may have been cqm,~
mUted by the responsible Power. Impa;rtialobservers
recognize that Belgium made commendable efforts; but
without wishing to overwhelm' that ~ountry with re-proaches we must admit that, intentionally or not,
the colonial Power failed to prepare the Congo,·stlfficiently for independence. Proof of this truth has un"
fortunately been supplied by the distressing events we
have expedenced. But that is not all. If we turn to the
Second Progress Report of Mr. Dayal, Special Repre-sentative of the Secretary-General in the Congo, we
read the follow1ng:
"There is clear evidence of the steady return, .in
recent weeks, of Belgians to the "Congo, and within
this framework, of increasing Belgian participation
in political and administrative activities, whether as'
advisers, counsellors or executive officials.." [AI
4557 $ para. 39.1
Mr. Dayal goes on to say that there is at Brussels a
recruiting agency for the Congo, the object of which
seems to be to assist in re-establishing. a civil
service of Belgtannationality principally at the policy
le~·el. Here, then, is a striking case in point. An at..
tempt was made· to lUsh the fences-to climb the ladder
too fast. The rungs gave way, and the climber was
back where he started, if not further down.
66. These are the senous disadvantages ofindependencegranted without transition, disadvantages which
the Governments of some colonial Powers have endeavoured to avoid. Thus the majority. of African
States recently admitted here have attained independ)~~e quite smoothly and without jolts; and, although
nOt everything is yet perfect in our countries, .the
conditions are set for steady progr@ss. Our newStates
are firmly established, and our:accessioll to independence is none the less g~n:a.x-1fie and irreversible for
having come about gradu,ally. By way ofillustrat1on
I need only recall the stages through which Gabon has
passed~ from the colonial regime, known as the French
Empire, to the institutions' 01 the French Union; then
tOt the more liberal "loi-cadre" Which transfo~ed
what had been a colony into a territory already enjoying
broad self-government. with its own Parl,lament and
Government; and fmall)~ 'to. the recent proclmnation
of the Gabon Republic and the ultimate accolade of our
country's admission tCl this Organization.
67.It could thus be' said that here was- a perfectly
successful decolonizatio!J.e I do not think this can be
seriously questioned on the legal or political side:
our freedom and independence are real. On the other
hand it could also be said, and rightly, that on the
economic side inequality persists. We are aware oUt.
We know that in the near future we must aim at more
satisfactory e\l)onC):lnic structures, including an ade--

quate industrial sector. We Imow·that we should move
away from the siDcgle--product type of economy, which
is particularly vulnerable, an<L...try to secure more
equitable terms of trade so that our international dea],.;.<'
ings do not go against us. We know all that.
68. But we know also th.atour countries are underdeveloped, and that we are in great need of capital
equipment~'3'urthermore,untilnational'personnel can
be trained, we badly need international technical as"
sistance, whether bilateral or multilateral under the
United Nations. As we listened to some representa-.
tives, however, we received the ifupression thatthese
needs were· sometimes overlooked, and that the provision of assistance to' under-developed countries liKe'
r,>urs was sometimes regardec! as a manifestation of
nee-colonialism in that it crystallized the inequality
between the country assisting and the country assisteq..
I therefore wish to state, on my country's behaJi,
that economic aid or technical assistance of any kind,
rendered with no thought of domination, 'that is to say
on an equitable basis'and in respect for our freedom
and independence, cannot be dubbed nee-colonialism.
69. My country decided to associate itself with the
submission of the draft resolution on decolonization
[A/L.323 .and Add.l-61, and thatwas a perfectlynatural
step to take. Gabon, proud of its independence and
imbued with the principles of freedom, cannot but
wish all peoples without exception, not only in Africa
but on all continents, to enjoy the supreme benefits
of. freedom and independence.
70. I also felt it my duty, however-and I think the
A.ssembly will share my feeling-to stress the nee~ to
avoid exposing this indepsndence to the scourges that
.arise from improvisation. True, we mistlUst those
enemies of freedom who always tend to think it too soon
to make the necessary changes. The trend to emanci..
pation is irreversible. But· we should not wish our
brethren in Africa or elsewhere who are still living
under forei~ tutelage to be thrown without preparation or resources into the formidable tasks that con"
front young States. Such a policy of the worst way out
would· mean inpractiee that they. would pass from
foreign domination to the tyranny of anarchy, inwhich
all freedoms and prospects. of well-being perish together. The process ofliberation, then, mustbe speed. ed up; but so must the installation of the personnel
andmachinery,in whose absence the freedom granted
would be me~ly nominal and would .founder in chaos;
for we well know that the confusionthus created would
deprive the recently ,emancipated peoples of the bene-fits, they are entitled to expect, and give free rein to
the least acceptable influences..
.'
Mr.Liu (China), Vice-President, took' the Chair.

71. Mr. ILLUECA (Pana:ma) .,(tl'anslated' from. Spanish): The delegation of Panama voted, both inthe Gen..,

eral Committee of the Assembly and in the plenary
meeting, to place on the agenda item 87, concerning
the declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples.. Ourattftude refiectR .
a political viewwh1ch the Republic of Panmna has
constantly ma~ntained, f3versince the foundation of the
United Nations-the view that all peoples shouldeffectively enjoy the right of self-determination, respeqt .
for their integrity and independence and, allfunda,.
mental human rights and freedoms, ~nd that colonial....
ism should be abolished by peacefll'l means.. In thiS.
connexion, I need only recall thatPanam.a. was the
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country which had. the honour to submit to tbeSan
Francisco Conference the first draft universal deco"
laration of human rights considered by the Organization.
72. An outstanding feature of the history of Latin
America is the strugg.1e for one of the fundamental
ideals advocated by the Liberator, SiIn6n Bol1'var.
This ideal was the safeguarding of the political independence and territorial integrity of American States,
which entane<! th~ condemnatiQn of the so-called right
of conquest. This question of· safeguarding the territonal integrity and politiGalindependence ofAmerican
States was dealt with in the Treaty of Perpetual UniOil,
League of Perpetual ConfederaUon, conceivl2d at the
Congress of Panama convened by BoUvar in 1826. That
treaty laid the foundations of our present American
regional system and anticipated this world Organiza"
tion.
73. The views of the leaders of our region were
expressed at the InternatlonalConferences of American States, whiohbegan towards the end of the last
century. I shall quote a few examples. The resolution
adopted on 18 April 1890 by the First Conference,
held in Washington, declared that ftthe principle of
conquest shall 1\ot, ~.. be recognized as admissible
under American public lawt1! and that "all cessions of.
territory ••• shall be void if m.ade under threats of
war or in the presence of an armed force"'.
74. The Seventh International Conference ofAmerican
States held at MontevideD in 1933, laid down a fundamental doctrine of American public law in article 11
of the Convention on the Rights and Duties of States.
That article provides as follows:
"The contracting states definitely establish as the
1"U1.e of their conduct the precise obligation not to
recognize territorial acquisitions or special advantages Which have been obtained by fOTce whether this
consists in th~ employment of arms, in threatening
diplomatic representations, or in any other effective
coercive measure. 'l"he territory of a state is inviolable and.may not be the object of military occu.pation nor of. other measures of force imposed o-y
another state directly or indirectly or for any motive
whatever even temporarily."
75,\ We also think the thought ofBoUvar was accurately
exPressed in resolu.tion XCVI of the. 1.'enth Int:erAmedeanConferenQ6 [Caracas, 1-28 March 1£154),
which reaffirms the :light to self-determination of
peoples and deClares that it is the wilt of the peoples
of America that colonialism and the occupation of
territorIes should be deflnitiw'ely ended.

76. It is against this background that my country
comes to this rostrum to reattirmits democratic
faith -and, through its representative, to declare that
it intends to contribute, to the best of its· ability and
within the United Nations system, to the achiev$ment
of tbe aims of .the Organization's Charter,frl order
that 'the countries and peoples stUI under colonia.l
domination may obtain their independence. Webelieve
since:rrely' that those countries and peoples could ben
come a beneficial influence and could help to bring
about the .conditioIl6 of peace, nar.moDy, goodwill and
confidence, which the modern world needs if it is to·
move towards a creative peace that wm put science
to work for t'l1e progress, security and weU-being of
mankind in, every part of the world.

77. In this endeavour we can look towards a more
promising futuro, in which the threat of war and in-ternal struggles will disappear and~ in their place1
we . sh~ se a strengthening of the independence of
States great and small which, exerpising the principle
of sovereign equality, are prepaT@dtoco-fJPeratein
a sound and well-directed intel'national effort to solve
the grave and distressing economic and social prob,.
1ems which afflict great masses of people in various
parts of the world..
78. This debate, with all its Vicissitudes and contraversies, must serve constructive purposes. There is
no denying that colonialism, as a system of political
and economic domination, has lost its hold" The great...
est contemporary historians go so far as to say t.hat,
in the not too distant future, nationalism, which ia the
latest $tage but which now seems very deeply rooted,
will also give way to a new system of world goveI'nment, in which frontiers and political boundaries will
disappear.
79. I do not intend to digress into historical or pbUosophical considerations and shall therefore confine
my9a1f to a few brief remarks on the item we are
discussing. One cannot generalize on the subject of
colonialism, a system which has influenced the history
of many peoples" Imparlf.alityrequires us to consider
ea.chcase separately" Some metropolitan Powers have·
evolved a wise policy, which, in the course of time,
has led to a voluntary and harmonious association
between former colonies and the metropolitan country.
Their contribution. to the international community cannot be ignored. There a.re other Powers, however9
which in the course of history have ufdied an utterly
repugnant kind of colonialism as an instrument of
repl"essio'n, cruelty. and exploitation, and have left nr)
pleasant memories in the lives of colonial peoples.
Yet'cultural and 1'6ligious forces have played a significant part in the restoration of harmonious relations
between the independe~\t peoples and their former op.,
pressors.
80. It is fitting that we should recogniz;, ib~ immense
value of the work done by the United Natiolh~ in furthering the political, economic, social and educfitional
advf~cement of the inhabitants of the dependent subject terrltori--ea ii,nd their gradual development to.wards independence.. The important role wlrll1Jh the
United Na1';ions Truste~sh!p System has played in this
connexion,. in sl')ite of its Hmit~tions cannot be ovel"""
estimated, as the results it has achieved demonstrat~.
A large number of independent States, which are now
·seated With honour mld dignity in this Assembly,
achieved their independence through theTJnited Na,tions
Tl"4..;teeship System..
Sl. We are therefore extremely surprised that the
draft declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples [A145021.submittedfor
the consideration of the Assembly by the Chairman
of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet. Union,
Mr. Kbrushchev, sta.tes, inter alia, the fol1<1wing:
'The trusteeship system has not justified itself
anywhere and should be buried together With the
entire colonial system, which is an anachro!l1SlJl."
82. As far as the Trusteeship System is concerned,
my delegation does not believe that this violent s,tate- .
mentis justified either by the facts or by any arguments. For the last fifteen years the Soviet Union has
been a .permanent member of the Trusteeship Caun-
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to· broaden the responsibility and:
authorityGf the General Assembly and thtl'rrusteeship
Council in respect ofmany Non-Self-Governing Territoriesother than Trust Territories.

88. I would now like to turn to the draft resolution
83. The Trusteeship Sy$tem cannot be buried with a
which the representative of Honduras has submitted
mere sentence, however resounding itmay be. To bury
for our consideration[A/L.324].PerhapstheHonduran
means to inter something dead or to stifle something
draft, which has been laid before the AssembJyby a
living. If what the Soyiet Union proposes in its draft
sovereign .country inspired by sound motives, aims to
declaration is the ending and abolition of the Inter-give the United Nations greater infiuencein the proJUi,tional Trusteeship System and its removal from the
cess of. emancipation of the Trust and Non-Selfstructure of the United Nations, itshouldreaortlegally
Governmg Territories. Although we appreciate our
to Chapter xvm of the Charter, which deals with
Honduran colleague t s good intentions, my delegation
amendments to that instrument. We are apparently
reserves the right to make certain comments on his
faced with a contradiction, since it has not yet proved
draft in a future statem,ent, if QirGUIllstances make
possible to alter the membership ofthe Security COWlthis advisable.
cil and the Economic and Social Council, owing to
opposition by one of the great Powers, whose negative
89. P9.ragraph 5 of· the draft declar&tiG1!submitted
vote mnounts to a veto of any attempt to do so. .
by the A\frican..Asian countries [A/L.323 andAdd.l-6]
reads as follows:
84. The day is not far off when all dependent countries and peoples will have achieved independence.
"5u Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
Then, and only then, will Chapters XI, XII and xm of
Non-Self-Govel'ning Territories or all other territhe Cha.rter cease to apply and the Trusteeship Countones which have not yet attained independence,
eil, having no reason to exist, will disappear in acto transfer all powers to the peoples of those terricordance with the Charter, since there will no longer
tories, without any conditions or reservations, in
. be any Administering Authorities, Trust Territories
accordance with their freely expressed will and deor trusteeship agreements. However, until the ideal of
sire, without any distinction as to race,cre~d or
self-government has been achieved by all peoples, we
colour, in order to enable them to enjoy complete
must strengthen the United Nations syst~min order
independence and freedom."
to achieve the highest purposes of the CharteJ:..
90" My delegation wonders what immediate steps
should
be adopted in accordance with the African85. The experience obtailiedby the Trusteeship CounAsian draft. The document does not say. It says, of
cil suggests that· we should strengthen rather. than
course, that all powers should be transferred to the
weaken the United Nations system as far as the Nonpeoples of those territories in accordance with their
Self...Qoverning 'rerritories and the InternationalTrus"
freely
expressed will and desire. Butwhatlegal means
teeship System, referred to in. Chapters XI and Xn:
are
to
be used to de~erm:1ne the peoples' choice? Is
of the Charter, are concerned so that, as stated in
that to be a matter .exclusively within the internal
the AfrIcan-Asian draft resolution [AIL.323 andAdd.ljurisdiction of the Administering Authority, or is tlie~·'~~oo~,c-~'
5], steps are w.ken, in Trust and Non-Self-Governing
United Nations to exercise internationa.l supervision
Territories or all other territories which have not yet
over the method of consultation? An these are probattained indep~ndence, to transfer all powers to the
lems
wb:lch will have to be considered, and presumably
peoples of those territories, .in order to enable them
they cannot be settled immediately through the power
to enjcry complete independence and freedom.
of some miraculous phrase. Objective analysis is re86. There is no doubt that Chapter XI of the Charter
quired if practical steps are to be taken to enable
has led to heated controversies since it was adopted
the United Nations to promote efforts to secure the
at San Fr::mcisco. The declara.tion regarding Nonindependence of Trust and Non-Se)f-Gove:rningTerriSelf-Governing Territories whic~ is embodied in the
tories.
Charter, mea.ns that the colonial Powers accepted
extensive general obligations to promote to the utmost . 91. My delegation is aware of the complexity of the
question we are considering and realizes that a decthe well-being of the inhabitants of Non-Self-Governlaration of this kind cannot ·cover<all the practical
ing Territories under their administrationand to assiSt
aspects of attaimnent of its objectives" We must
fh.eJn, in the progressive development of their free
j,·ecognize that this declaration· by itself will not be·
political institutions.. There was, however, one defect
enough,
and that we shall have to continue to work
in the drafting of the provisions of the Charter, not
within
the
framework of the United Nations for the
only because it did not specify the means by which thefreedom of subject peoples, tnroughapeacefulprocess
Administering Powers' obligations were to be made
.which
is of the greate~t··interest to the whole intereffective, but because it did not define the functions
national
community.
of the United Nations with regard to· the fulfilment of
obligations assumed by Member States.
92. My delegation cannot support the Soviet draft
resolution [A/4502] in the form in which it has been·
87. In this connexion it might have beenuseful to take
submitted to this Assembly, as it contains certain
.in account the recommendations ofcertaib. experts,
elements which.would make it difficult to find harmosuch as Professors Grenville Clark and Louis B. Sohn.
nious
and peaceful settlements. We are opposed to'inIn the second edition of their book "Wo:rld Peace
jection
of a. controversial, hostile and harmful cold
through World Law", published by the Harvard Uniwar
atmosphere
into a matter of such great importance.
versity Press in 1960, they propose to amend Article
73 in order to clarify the obligations accepted by
93. I have already said ona'previous occasion that
member states as to. Non-Self-Governing Territories
the small Powers ·::t'b,ould become a. real· force for
under their administration, and completely to revise
mediation and understanding between the great· Oil-
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posing blocs. For this reason we view with considerable favour the joint draft resolution sub:m.ittedtothis
Assembly by the African-Asian delegations.
Mr. 111ueca (Panama), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

94. Mr. NIMNANHEMINDA (Thailand): It affords me
much pleasure to note that the General Assembly has
unanimously accepted [903rd meeting] the proposal
made by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to discuss the vE"xed question of colonialism in the plenary
meeting instead of referring this most momentous
subject to the First Committee. On this point I am
happy to note that for once the view of my delegation
is in perfect accord with that of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics.. The matter is ripe to be brought
before this Assembl~T so that wholehearted attention
can be paid to it.
95& My delegation wishes to put it on record that we
unreservedly support the draft resolution [A/L.323 and
Add.l-6], submitted by Afghanistan, Burma and other
Member States, and that we shall vote for it and for
all that it stands for.
96. Ours is one of the very few nations in Asia that
somehow or other succeeded in eluding the clutch of
colonialism or imperialism, eastern .as well as
western, durIng the last 700 years of its distinctive
existence, after the Thai people had finally settled in
its present territory. I am sure that our past experfences both in dodging and in temporizing with eviland I think. that everybody agrees that colonialism is
evil-when such evilbecame inevitable, may prove to be
of interest to some of us here today in dealing with the
evil aspects of colonialism that they may come across,
now or in the near future"
97 ~ As you lmow, my country is called Thailand in
English. In our language, we ca.!l it "Pratate Thai" or
"Muang Thai", which meansaThe Land of the Free".
The mind of our people, as its name implies, is always actively conscious of the idea of' freedom. and
independence, and it always arouses our sympathy to
observe that so many of our fellow beings! are still
deprived of their birthright, the right to be free and
to be master of their own destiny. The fact that we
always have been free makes us all the more sympathetic to the yearnings and aspirations of our lese
fortunate fellow beings. In our contact with many
.peoples, we are constantly being asked on what day we
celebrate our independence, and we are always at a
loss to answer this..query. We have no Independence
Day; every day, to us, is always our Day of independence.
98. Perhaps by this time you must be thinking that
I am carried away by emotional feelings, so let me
make my position clear. Our past efforts in defending
our independence and in elu\"ling and evading foreign
domination or colonialism, entailed an almost infinite
amount of hardship, privation, self-restraint plus no
less an amount of self-renunciation andpersonal sacrifice. We had often to exercise infinite patience and to
pocket our prldein the face of great and h'ritating
provocations.
99. It is my thesis, however, that whilst it is not beyond human effort and endeavour to acqtdre freedom
and independence, it is definitely more cU'.fficult, once
complete freedom. from enslaving colonia'lism has been
. acquired, to maintain and preserve this independence

intact for future generations. Circumspection as well
as wisdom and correct self-appraisal must be vigilantly kept in mind, orelaewemayfall into another and
greater evil.
.
100. Let me cite an example of how we managed to
evade and then to temporize with the expansionism
and imperialistic drive from our then powerful-and
still no less powerful now-neighbour of the North.
101•. Towards the middle of the thirteenth century of
the Christian era, the greatMongol Emperorwho ruled
over China, Kublai Khan, ordered his invincible army
to attack the early Thai principalities of Nan Chao,
or what is now known as the Chinese Province of
Yunnan. Instead of submitting tamely to the Chinese
yoke and accepting the colonialism which they abhorred, the 'Thais of various branches preferred to migrate elsewhere where they could breathe the air of
freedom as far from Chinese contact as was then
possible. Some of them moved into present-day Assam
Province, in India; a large group calling themselves
"The Major Thais" settled down in the Shan State~
of Burma; some migrated into present-dayViet-Nam;
while the largest group managed to move farther south
into present-day Thailand and Laos.
102. In spite of all these mass migrations, the great
Kublai Khan's terIitorial appetite was not completely
satiated. He later· on sent envoys into these new
colonies or territories to demand tribute and acknowledgement of his suzerainty. Similar envoys were
also sent to Sukhothai, the then capital of Thailand.
There is a Thai proverb which says "Do not attern.pt
to break the handle of achopperwithyour own knees Yl,
meaning, of course, that one sh.ould not attempt the
impossible· and hurt oneself at the same time. King
Ram. Kamhaeng of Thailand, therefore, for the first
time, put into practice what is lmown as personal
diplomacy by personally travelling to Peking to make
better acquaintance with Kublai Khan himself, and paid
him due respect in virtue of his seniority in rank as
well as age. By this gracious gesture, he found favour
with the Emperor who initiated, for the first time in
our history, a technical assist.ance programme, sending back with King Ram. Kamhaeng a group of experts
on pottery, who taught our people the art of glaZing
pottery by setting up kilns at Sangkaloke and Sukhothai
for turning out Sangkaloke ware which found its way
to different markets as far apart as Borneo and Persia.
103. Not more than two and a half centuries after
having s\ettled in the country, we began to r/.3ceive
attenti<')D from the outside world; first, from early .
Portug,uese adventurers, envoys and Roman Catholic
priestsl of that nationality. Theywere always welcomed
with warmth and tolerance in accol'dance with the
teachings of Buddhism. Land was given to them on
whieh to build their camps and. their churches and
many of them were taken into the King's service as
gunners..
104. The advent of the Dutch some time later weakened the hold of t..he Portuguese and lessened their
arrogance.. AfterhavingconsoUdated themselves firm"
ly, the Dutch began to exercise pressure on us. As
a result of a treaty signed in 1664, we granted the
Dutch monopolies in various commodities and in the
shipping of our produce to neighbouring countries.
They in turn were responsible for the introduction
into Thailand, for the first time, of that obnoxiouS
and subsequently much abused practice of e..-nraterritoriality•
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105. Finding the presence of, and pressure from, the
Dutch well-nigh intolerable, the Thais sought relief
.by addressing themselves to the French and entering
into djplomatic relations· with Louis XIV, who exchanged several ambassadors with 1>ur King, Phra
Narai. But, there again, we soon found that the French
intentions did not mu.ch differ from those ofthe Dutch,
except that there were far more French troops in the
country. ~t was only by means of a timely Thai version
of the fam.ous Sicilian Vespers that we were able to
stave off the first attempt to plant a French colonial
. empire upon us. From that time onwards until the
fall of Ayudhya in 1767, our relations with western
countries were chiefly confined to a small amol:J.D.t of
trading carried on by private traders from the West.
106. In 1833, less than sixty years after the Americans had discarded their colonial yoke and made their
presence felt in the commerce of Asia, and twenty
years b.efore Commodore Perry's forcible .opening of
Japan to other nations- in addition to the Dutch, the
Thai.s entered into diplomatic relations with the United
States of America. From 1855 onwards, tre.aties of
friendship and commerce were concluded with the
United Kingdom, France and other Western Powers.
107. Although we freely open~d our country before
forcible measures were taken against us, this does
not mean that we have come out of the colonialistic
game unsulUedand unscathed. In order to avoid total
extinction, we had to submit to the conclusion of a
series of one-sided, unjust and iniquitous treaties
without any terminating clause, thereby perpetuating
that odious extraterritorial practice and the limitation imposed on our fiscal 2,utonomy, which precluded
us from levying duties on exports or imports over and
above .3 per cent ad valorem. Furthermore, our
borders were also sUbjected to periodical grabbings,
known euphemistically as "rectification of frontiers".
108. To the Thai people, extraterritoriality was both
humiliating and unjust. Fiscal limitation prevented us
from embarking upon several necessary reforms
through want of essential revenues. Before Thailand's
association with colonial Powers, the area of the country exceeded 350,000 flquare miles, or 900,(100 square
kilometres. After 190'?'r its area was reduced to ba.rely
200,000 square mil~s~ or just over 500,000 square
kilometres ..
109. Throughout the whole of the ninet,eenth century,
and for many yea~L's after, the keynote of Thai policy
was that it was b~tter to lose a certain part than to
lose the whole COUii,try: half a loaf seemed better than
no bread. I think tbata well-known Russian story will
illustrate our policy at that time very graphically.
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A certain Russian gentleman went on a business trip
in a carriage drawn by four horses.. On.his way home,
he was pursued by a pack of hungry wolves. The
gentleman drove hard, yet the pack managed somehow
to overtake him after some time. To save the situation,
he cut loosP.i one ·\)f the horses to distract the wolves
.from pUrfjuing him, at any rate for a brief respite.
After that horse had been made short work of, the
howling pack roshed after him again. He repeated this
with a second and a third horse, until finally he reached
a post of safety with but one horse. I need not point
out the moral of this fabl.e, nor troUble you with the
identities of those big bad wolves.
110. Now we can more or less breathe freely seeing
that the brazen type of land grabbing and the naked and
shameless type of colonialism have become things of
the past. In Thailand we deem tha.t we managed to
escape from "the mouths of the tigers and the. bears"
with the skin of our teeth. We are proud of the wisdom
of our forbears in having chosen the better part so
as to preserve our independence to this very day. We
adhere, as good Buddhists, to our Lord's teaching,
which says: "Hatred ceaseth notwith hatred~ hatred
ceaseth only with non-hatred, this is an old law. It
Thus said the Buddha. We adopt a realistic view of
the world. We refuse to live in the past, nor will we
keep looking backward to the past all the time" We
deem it a waste of time to cry over spilt milk, but
we shall take· care not to spill any· more milk. It is
our aim and our objective to lead our people to the
goal where reign freedom from fear, from hunger,
from disease and from ignorance.
111. Colonialism of the old days is dead, and in this

Assembly we are driving home the nai1s~to its
coffin. But like the phoenix of old, while laniJ,......grabbing
colonialism is no longer with us, out of' its ashes a
new type of colonialism is arising. It is far more
dangerous, because It is cynically insidious; like the
Kingdom of God, it selcJffrtl comes with observation;
it often comes under the guise of libel'ation; it
preaches a new gospel of salvation; it heralds a new
millenimn; and it comes in sheep's clothing. In my
delegation's opinion, it is far more dangerous because of its deceptive ideological attraction. When it
enters by one door, freec;lom flies out of the other.
I think the case of present-day Tibet is an example
which clearly illustrates my point.
112. Now, may I put one question: What shall it profit
a country to gain complete indepsndence only to lose
its own soul?

The meeting rose at 10.55 p.m.
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,demands the' full discussion and' correct solution of
this burning problem.
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Agenda item" 87:
Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples (continued). ~ 1187

4. Some representatives of the.col(mial Powers, in-

cluding ':Aerepresentative of the' United Kingdom,
have' tried to assert that in calling upon the General
Assembly to adopt the "Declaration on the grant of
independence to ,colonial countries and peoples"the
President: Mr. Frederick' H. BOLAND '(Ireland).
Soviet Union is pursuing "ulterior motives"; tbatthe
Soviet delegation is trying to exploit the d.ebate on
this question for its own private purposes, to fan the
AGENDA ITEM 87
flames of the "cold war". But as all delegations have
been able to see for themselves, it is actually the
Declaration, on the granting of independence to colonial
representatives of' the United Kingdom, the United
. countries' and pe9ple$ (continued) ,
states, Belgium and other colonial Powers who have
attempted to impose ' 11 cold war" polemics on the Gene1. Mr. ZORIN(Union of Soviet SOcialist, Repu.blics)
ralAssemblyand to divert its attention from any seri(translated from Russian) The debate on the que~tion ous and practical discussion of the supremely im.of theimmed1ate and complete aboll:f;ion of the' coportant question of the imm,ediate ,and complete abolonial system, which has Qeen proceecllilgin the plenary
lition of the c~l~l system~ ,
General Assembly has shown how timely:it' was to
5. Of, course, ,the purposes of the Soviet delegation
place this. question before" the General Assembly,
arediaDletrically
opposed to those of the delegationa
how, essen~l it is that the United Nations shol:l1d take
of
the
colonial
Powers.
In submitting its "Declaration
action at once to ensure the freedom and indeon
the
grant
ofindependence
to colonial countries and
pendence of the countries and peoples which are still
peoples" to tbeGeneral Assembly for its consideration,
under colonial rule", ,.Thanks to the initiative taken
the ,Government of the Soviet Union ispursulng a
by Mr. KhruShchev~ the head of theSovietGovernment,
single goal: ,~t of putting an immediate and' fiIlalend
,in submitting, the "Declaration ori the grant of indeto colonialism, of bringing freedom and independence
pendence to, colonial countries and, peoples", to the
to
,all colonies. It is precisely for tba,t reason that
'General Assembly for consideration at its fifteenth
the
Soviet UnioniB interested in a serious discussion
session [869th meeting], the question of t~e 'abolition
of 'this question, and, in the, adoption of effective
of the coloni,alorder, of :the immediate liberation of
measures for its solution. The delegations of the
the colonial peoples, ls being ,exhaustively discussed
for the"first time in the history of. the United Nations, ·United states, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Portugal
in the Organlzation~shigh~S~foruI1l"-~eplenaryGene- and the other colonial Powers, on the other hand,
are trying to preserve the colonial system.. Because
ral Assembly.
'.. .
" .
.'
of that,th~y would like to embroil the question in
2. It hasto,be said, that the coionial Powers have not
a wrangle conducted in the worst spirit of the "cold
entered into this discussion willingly, but have been
war1l • Naturally" it would be most convenient for the
compelled to agree ;to it, by the mighty pressure of
cOlonialists if tbeycould succeed in disrupting any
.the anti-colonialist forces", For as everyone well
'practical discussion and· in preventing the General
knows, the colonial,Powers have in the past, throughAssembly from adoptingany measures on this question.
out the existence' of the United ,Nations, always opThat is why they have tried to inflame the' atmosphere
posedariy' ~scussion 'ofqueIJtions relating to. the
here by injecting ftcold war" elements" into our
political, .development of the 'Non-Self-Governing
debate •• • •
.
Ter:cttorle~~ S1!-ch Powers as:Spain and Portuga~have
resorted to ,:a., ~rie1;y of legal fictions to try to prCfiend
[The speaker was interrupted by shouts from the
that, they' ha:ve' no colonies at all, and that there is
public gallery}
,
absolu~ly'no such thirigas Spani~h'~d Portuguese
6. That shows very' wen· how serious debate on the
colonialism. The 'General Assembly's 'decision to consi4er the question of the abolition of ·the colonial
question of colonialiSm is organized in thel1nited
,
"
1lf
ta
'
'th
states. If offers even better evidence of the fact that
system is 'h,1 tse" .• alone an impor ,nt victo~y for., , e
the United Nations cannot work tranquilly" in United
countries which are fighting, against ~olOIiial .rule.
States territory, where patently provocative outbursts
3. The Soviet delegatiori expresses its gratitude to
are organized during the General Assembly's disthose representatives who have voiced appreciation
cussions.
of, the ,~tep taken by the Soviet Government, ,and b y .
Mr. Khrushchev in'person,in raising the question
7. As 'the debate ,on the colonial system has shown,
these manoeuvres by the colonialists have been a.
of .the .abolition' of ' colonialfsm before the General
Assembly/'and 'of, the SoViet Union\fs consistent and
fiasoo., The colonialistshave,-not been successful in
energetic struggle, since' 1917,' for the emancipation
diverting the attention of the General Assembly from
.of all colonial and dependent .peoples", Life ~ts'elf nOW
theessentlal problem of cQloniaUsm and in leading
. .
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it off into a discussion of matters having nothing to
do with that problem&' The overwhelm lug majority of
those attending this session, expressing the demands of
history in its objective advance,have supported the
proposal for the abolition of colonialismat the earliest
possible date, regarding the existence of the colonial
system as a disgrace to humanity.
8. In the course of the discussion the representatives
of the socialist countries, and of many African and
Asian States, have voiced well-founded and convincing
criticism of the colonial order, have cited actual examples and facts to show not only that the colonial
system is a brake on the economic, social and cultural development of the colonial peoples, but that it
crushes, tramples underfoot and oppresses mil~ons
of people, robs them of human dignity, humiliates
them and inflicts countless sufferings upon the colonial peoples.
9. So great is the pressure of the anti-colonialist
forces at this session of the General Assembly that
even the colonialists do not dare to defend the colonial
system openly. They try to do so in veiled form, 3J1d
resort,' to tricks and manoeuvres of all kinds in order
toJ'ustify the preservation of their colonial rule, to
justify their attempts to keep the colonial countries
in dependence for as much longer as possible. One of
the so-called arguments in defence of colonialism
advanced by the colonialists and their sympathizers
is that colonialism has brought the peoples under their
rule modern civilization,. has enriched their· culture,
has encouraged the diffusion of the tlcreative genius"
of man, as one speaker put it" Naturally, the purpose
of such sophistries is to distort the historical reality
and the causes of colonial usurpation and of the enslavement of entire peoples by foreign Powers. Those
who indulge in arguments of this kind try to do everything possible to whitewash the history of colonialism
and to pretend that the conscience of the colonialists
is clear; that they have brought the colonies of the
present and the past no sufferings but only benefits.
10. But the colonialists are wellaware that the seizure
of vast territories in Asia, Africa and Latin America
and the enslavement of their indigenous peoples were
carried out for purposes of profit and for the plunder
of the natural and human resources of the countries
conoerned. The history of colonial usurpation in various parts of the world, and particularly in Africa,
shows what injustices and what crimes have been
committed by the colonialists against the peoples of
those continents. As long ago as the first half of
the nineteenth century, that was well described by
William Howitt in his book Colonization and ChristiaIrltt· Let me cite one sentence from that book:
"The barbarities and desperate outrages of the
so-called Christian race, throughout every region of
the world, and upon every people thattheyhave been
able to subdue, are not to be paralleled by those of
any other race, however fierce, however untaught,
and however reckless of mercy and of shame, in
any age of the earth."l!
.
That was written even in the nineteenth century.
11. The 'defenders of colonialism usually deny that
any African civilization existed before the arrival of
Europeans in Africa. Quite often it is asserted that
even civilizations such as those of Ethiopia and Egypt

were founded and developed by members of the white
race•. All these theories have one aim and one 'alone:
to justify colonialism~ Their purpose is to convince
Africans that they have neverpossessedanydeveloped
civilization; that they have givenmanldndnothingof
value; that culture and civilization came to them only
with colonization. This denial of the cultural past of
the African peoples serves as an ideological weapon,
used, firstly, to magnify the non-existent tlservices"
rendered by the colonialists in spreading civilization
on the African continent, and secondly, to induce the
African peoples to renounce any national aspirations
and to bend their backs submissively to the burden
of colonialism, either in its old or, so. to speak,
"classical" form or in new camouflaged for:ms.
12. But these theories are false from beginning to
end, and have nothing to do with the,historical truth.
In recent yea-rs a great deal of objective historical
research has' ooen published by scholars of various
countries\ researc;h showing that long before the appearance of the first white man on the African continent the peoples 01 Africa, lived an independent life,
created States of their own, developed their native
cultures, carried on trade. This research of course
includes Basil Davidson's book Old Africa Rediscovered, published in London in 1960.' The author,
using the most recent archaeological data, throws
considerable light on the history of a number of areas
of Africa which have hitherto been little studied. For
example, he describes the civilization of Kush, of
the famous cities of Napata and Meroe, from which,
as long ago as eight centuries before our era, there
were di.ffus-ed new tools and n.ew methods of working
metals. He tells us of-the ancient States of the Western
Sudan, Mali, Ghana and Songhay, which at their peak
were the 'equals of·many States of medieval Europe.
The gold 6f these States did much to promote the
development of the economy of Europe before the
inauguration of the great geographical discoveries.
He describes in detail the ancient city-States of
the east coast of .Africa, Kilwa, Gedi, Mogadiscio and
others, which according to the reports of the Portuguese, yielded nothing to the most prosperous ~ities
of Europe. Another author, Sheikh. Anta Diop, points
out in his book Nation.s n~gres et cultureY that even
in the fifteenth century the African States were, in
political and social organization, the equals, and in.
some cases indeed the superiors, of the European
States.
13. The martyrdom of the 'peoples of the African
continent began with the arrival of the European slavetraders. The first ship laden with Africans captured
for sale into slavery arrived in Lisbon, the 'capital
of Portugal, in 1441. For nearly four centuries after
that, millions of slaves were exported from Africa,
and vast nlmlbers fell in inter-tribal wars caused by
the slave-ma-ders and in their ai'med raids.. That was
an incalculabie disaster. The 'African continent' was
depopulated. Its economy and culture decayed. Dr.
:Du Bois, the well-mown historian, whose greatgreat-grandfather was captured by 'slave-traders
on the GvJneacoast of Africa and carried off to
America, writes:
"It would be no exaggeration to say that the slave
trade cost Negro Africa 100 million souls.Yettoday
there are still people who seek the reasons for the
stagnation in ,the development of Africa's culture! If

JJ

11 William Howitt. Colonization and ChriStianity, London. 1838. p.9.
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14. The nineteenth' century was the era of the terri- Democratic Party of Southern Rhodesia. According to
torial partition of Africa by the European colonial
this brochure:
powers, the era· of colonial wars and the military
"Thanks to the various methods dev1~ to prevent
seizure of African lands. So far as they were able,
Africans from taking part in elections, tli\~ Parlia..
the Africans offered stubborn resistance to the
ment
of Southern Rhodesia has since 192~~ enjoyed
European invaders. The colonialists met thj.a re- .
pure
white
representatio~.
slstance by .sending entire armies to Africa, armies
supplied with the best technical equipment of their
"As a result, 1923 saw the initiation of a series
day. For several decades, the earth of Africa was
of despotic and discriminatory statutes directed
plentifully watered with the blopd of its peoples.
against Africans. There are at present 70,000
Hundreds of thousands of Africans defending their
European voters and less than 2$000 African voters.
freedom feU in unequal struggle.
"Since 1949,82,500 African families have been resettled
outside the so-called native lands, and21,500
15. An example of the heroio resistance offered by
have
been
moved from the Zambezi :River basin to
the peoples of Africa to the foreign invaders, one
special areas. It is anticipated that by 1962 all
which at t.he same time refutes the colonialists' asAfricans living in native lands or in 10caUties settled
sertions that the penetration of the African continent
by Europeans will have been moved to these areas. tt
by the Europeans was a peaceful process, f113.y be
found in the struggle of the. Matabele and lY.Iashona
"Under the Masters. and Servants Act, the African
peoples, inhabiting the region between the rivers
worker is entirely dependent on and at the mercy·
Zambezi and Limpopoj against the seizure of;their
of the European. He la prohibited by lawfrom leaving
territory by the British company controlled by CecH
his work if he considers tbathis employer is treating
Rhodes. In the eighties of the last century ~British
him badly or sweating him. If he strikes, he is
colonialists were actively scheming to appropriate
prosecuted like a criminal.
Southern African lands rich in gold, diamonds and
"Totalitarianism, oppression and intimidationhave
other minerals, in the territory since named after
taken the place of the freedom and·democracywhich
its conqueror Rhodesia. Operating in that area at the
are supposed to. be the· traditional characteristics of
time was one of the most powerful British groups
the British people.
of capitalists, repr.esented by Rhodes,aI1d in 1BBB
this group forced Lobengula, the king of the Matabele,
"The colour bar remains just what it was before
to accept an agreement of far-reaching intention. In
1953.. Everywhere there are notices 'Natives Only',
return for a small rent, the British won the exclusive
'Europeans Only'. Africans are still not allowed
right to exploit all minerals in tile territories subject
to enter cinemas, shops and hotels. Africans are
to the Matabele. That agreement was an outright fraud
still discriminated against just as badly as they
on the Africans, since their !dng, like his retainers
were ten years ago."
illiterate, was entirely ignorant of the real signifiThose are all quotations from this brochure. This, I
cance of the document to which he had set his mark by
may
say, is not Soviet propaganda-the colonialists'
way of signature. Nevertheless, the British Governfavourite catchword. It is th~ first-band report of a
ment used the agreement of 1BBBJ to justify the outpolitical
party of Southern Rhodesia.
right annexation of the lands of the Matabele and
Mashona peoples. In the wars which followed,the
1S.Life itselfconflrms the truth of Karl Marx's
Maxim guns used by the British turned ~very battle
comment that the profound hypocrisy characteristic
between the colonialists and the Africans into a
of bourgeois civilization is revealed not in the metromassacre. Rhodes himself estimated the Matabele
politan countries, where that civilization assumes re- .
losses at 3,000. The beaten Matabele were forced
spectable forms, but in the colonies,where it operates
to surrender; their territory became a colony, and
without the slightest concealment. The facts, both of
was given the name of Southern Rhodesia.
history and of the present day, lend particular relief
to the hypocrisy and sanctimoniousness of t!;lClza who
16. In the new British possessions, Africans were
attempt to whitewash colonialism, to represent it
brutally exploited. ~l their best lands were exas virtually the noblest enterprise of civilized
propriated. By decision, of a land commission made up· Christian men-an enterprise which for some unknown
of representatives of the British Government and of
reason is now coming to a close at the zenith of its
Rhodes' company, the Africans were driven into reS6r'"
glory, to quote some representatives at tbissession.
vations. Some idea of t~e nature of these reserva';Jons
19. Mr.• Ormsby-Gore, in his efforts topresent United
may be gained from the fact that they consisted
Kingdom
policy in whatever favourable light he can,
partly of areas .of endemic sleeping-sicmess 3.l\d
has
tried
to make out that for the last century, at
partly of areas of drought.
least, Britain's only concern has been either to grant
its coloniesiridependence or to intensify its efforts,
17. Those 9,re a few historic facts. For more than
sixty years now, colonial oppression has persisted
sparing no pains, to prepare them for independence.
in this country, named after the man who drenched
But the historical truth is that the colonialists
it in blood. Events during this period show that the . themselves never voluntarily grant the peoples of the
successors of Ceci! Rhodes are carrying on his black
colonies independence, and have never done so. Did
not the peoples of India, Burma, Pakistan, Ghana and
business~ For what is the· situation in Southern
other now independent states have to win theirinde. Rhodesia sixty years after? How has the United
Kingdom promoted the development of this country in
pendence in stubborn struggle with. the colonialists;
were not the leaders of 'the nationalliheration movethe "interests" of its indigenous, African population?
Clearly, that can best be told us by the lnbabitants of ments in those countries incarcerated for long years
the territory themselves, and for tbatreasonIventure
in British jails; and were they not also subjected to
. to cite a few extracts from a brochure on Southern
other forms of repression? Did not the French coRhodesia published jn London in 1960 by the National
lonialists crush the struggle for emancipation of the
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people~

of Madagascar and,. Cameroun by the most
savage and merciless means, just as they are at
present trying to drown in. blood the •selflessly
.courageous struggle of the .Algerian people for their
independence and liberty?
20. The colonialists are compelled to agree to the
grant of independence to th~ir' colonies only when
the national liberation movement acquires such
strength.that the colonial. Powers are' unable to cope
with it.. For that reason, the principal factors in the
libera.tion of the colonies are the struggle of the oppressed peoples themselves for their national freedom
and independence and the support given to that
righteous struggle by'all progressive forces.
21. When one listens to statements such astbatmade
by Mr. Ormsby-Gore, one can only wonder. For the
entire history of Britain's colonial l~e in Africa.,
Asia. and other parts of the worldabounds il1 examples
ef colonial wars and brutalviolence againsttb.e ill<U.ge. nous peoples. Has Mr. Ormsby-Goreforgotten that in
the'· last few years alone, British army and police
units .bave exterminated thousands of Africans and
cast tens of thousands into prisons and concentraition
camps in Kenya, Nyasaland, Southern and Nortb.~'rn
Rhodesia and other colonies? The world mows that. in
1952-1955 numerous Africans of Kenya were savagely
beaten and shot down. Using as their prew,~t for.
crushing the national liberation movement in: Kenya
the myth of the terrorist activities practised by a
secret society mown as Mau-Mau-a myth inve.nted
by the British settlers-the British colonialists tried
to make an end of the patriotic forces' of Kenya once
and for all. By 1955, thanks to punitive expeditions,
mass round-ups and man-hunts, more than 11,000
indigenous inhabitants had been murdered ~d 62,000,
including 14,000 women and 2,000 children, herded
into concentration camps. Many inhabitants, entire
tribes, were transferred to barren reservations in
remote areas. The African political parties in Kenya,
and then in Nyasaland and Northern and Southern
Rhodesia, were declared 1tsllbversivee organizations
and banned.
22. The colonialists regard any struggle for freedom

and :inflependence as subversive,while at the same time
hypoc~H.tically.declaring that they are helping forward
the ej£nancipation of the colonies" One must really
have lost an sense of shame to take up such an attitude in theG-el\eral Assembly, where there are So
many men. who have felt in their own persOD$. or
seen with their own eyes the crimes ofthe. cOlonialiJ;ts,
the oppression and repression, the prisons and concentration camp13 in their countries.
23•.. The tyranny of. the Britishcolonial1sts is not
confined to the territory of the African continent. In

other parts of the.·world, too, therea:restill.remnants
of the onQe spacious British Empire where independencemovements are cl'UShed bymeans of outright
violence.. One of these is British Guiana, in South
America. In a petition dated 11 November 1960 addressed to the 'United Nations General Assembly, DriJ
CJ1eddi Jagan, leader of the people's Progressive
l!arty of British Guiana., cites numbers of facts illustt'ating the British coloniallsts' oppression of the
local pedple. This docum.enthas been circulated in
the. United Nations. Refuting the colonialists' professio1l$ of their "lofty, civilizing miSSion", Cheddi
J'agan writes:

" ••• the Guianese a.retired and sick of being
told that the metropolitan countries hold colonies in
.trust for their colonial.Bubjects; that the policy of
sU'ch countries is to lead step by step all colonies
to the goal of independence. Bribery and corruption
and intrigue and d~ception, and the constant threat
of the use of force a:i)'e the order of the day. Are the
Guianese to believe ~~t these are the means to lead
them to freedom ano>de.mocracy and to the building
of a New Nation?"
From its foundation in 1950, the People's Progressive
Party. led by Jagan has tirelessly agitated for the
grant· of independence to british Guiana. In 1953, the
Party won eighteen out of twenty-four seats in the
elections to the House of Assembly; but after a few
months they were removed by' force. As the petition
states,.battleships and British soldiers withthetbreat
of bullets replaced the ballot box. For four years,
from 1953 to 1957, the peopleofGuianasuffered under
an authoritarlan police r~gime. At the 1957 elections,
the British authorities gerrymandered the electoral
constituencies in order to ensure the defeat of the
Party d~fending the interests of the people of Guiana.
Yet even then the People's Progressive Party won a
victory, gaining nine out of fourteen seats. Jagan, the
leader of the Party, goes on in his petition to say
that although his Party heads the present Government
t>f British Guiana, his hands are fetteredincolonialist
sbackIes. He ends the petition With an appeal to the
United Nations General Assembly to help the people
of British Gulana: "British Guiana needs your help
to:free itself :from the yoke of foreign rule, because
like peace, political independence and :freedom are
also indiviSible."
24. The colonialists also use other methods, whose
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goal, however, remains identical...to preserve their
rule" in the COlonies, and prevent any transfer of real
power to the indigenous peoples of the colonies. This
policy is carried on under the false slogans of "racial·
harmonytt and "peace and tranquillity" in·the colonies.
The representative of th~ United Kingdom has developed this argument here at· some length. But let us
see what this policy of "racial harmony" amounts to
in actual fact.

b

25.80 far as concerns East Africa, which
Mr. Ormsby-Gore mentioned here, the obvious aimof

t,

the Un'tted Kingdom Government's policy is to create
states or Unions on the lines of tl(le Union of South
Africa, that is, ostensibly independent states in which
all power and all positions of control are in the hands
of the European settlers who constitute a quite insigni'"
ficantminority of the population.. Instead of satisfying
the just demands of the peoples of Northern and Southern Rhodesia and of Nyasaland,the British colonialists
,have in defiance of the wishes of these peoples set
up theSQo!oocalled Central African "Federation, andhave
extended the power of the upper stratum of white
settlers in Southern Rhodesia to cover Nyasaland and
Northern Rhodesia. By this means they hope to carry
through their plan to establish in the centre of Africa
yet another 1"acist State on the lines of the Union of
.South A:fri',a. The establishment of the .so-called administrative' union between the Trust TerritorY of
Tanganyika and the colonies of Kenya. and Uganda is
intended to serve similar aims. The United Kingdom
Government is doingeverytldng in its power tocrus1~.)
and beat down the national liberation movements in
Kenya. and Uganda, to consolidate the positioml-of the
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Kenya in o:rder to place them in a poAfricans
sitton of subjection within the union thus oreated. In of Tanganyika met wit) failure. But Britain did not
its terl'itories in East Africa, the United Kingdon>-,~0 give up its plans. Under the guise ofreform, a system
has carried out measures by means of, which .-@:!l was introduced in this Trust Territory under' whicll,.
the Africans have one representative for, every'
, political power and control has been placed in the
hands of the Eutopean minority. Thus the "racial 180,000 mhabitants, whereafrth~~~opeanshave one
harmony" whiohthecolonlalists are, attempting to representative. for every 2~(JOO. bitants. There is
ensure in Africa, where the population 1$097 per cent equality of rights for yout There
you have the Bracial
.\
.African and ~nly 3'per centnon-Afr!can, is one ~der harmony" and tte~table race representationtt which
which the 3 per oent of E1.1l"opeans and otherou1:$idera were defended in such glowing terms by the United
~re to dominate the 97 per centofAfricana, within the
Kingdom rep:reselltative!
'
framework of so-called independent States..
."
28. The Administering Authotity is doing everything
. 26. The EurQpean colonialsettlers seize control not it 9an to put off the day ofTanganyika's independence.
only over political JPe in the colOnies, but also, ove:r It is a typicalfactthat onlyrecently,at the Trusteeship
theireconol!lies. With the help of the colonialauthoriCounci1Jstwenty-tbird-session,heldin1959, the repreties, vast areas of land belollging to the indigenous
sentatives of the AdministeringAuthority refused even
population are alienated to European coloni$ts .and to entertain the idea of Tanganyika's being granted
foreign companies. Wealllmow the story-a sadQ1le
independence in the neal' future. Theyllssertedtbat
for the Africans-of the "White Higl1b4'1ds lf of Kenya, while Tanganyika would be granted independence ;ls
where the finest land in the country, the most fe;rtile
soon as possible; .Pte Territory ,still ~d a long way
and the besf,.suited to agriculture, was transferred to to ,go before it could attain ,self-government,., The
the exclusive monopoly ownership of Europeans. In Administering Authority to thiS day refuses to comply
Southern Rhodesia, the centre ofthe colonialistCentral 'with the demands of the Trust Territory's largest
African Federation, that process has gone so far that political parties-the Tanganyika Afrioan" National
, the Etl..'ropeans, who make up no more than 9 per cent Union and the'J).nganyika African National Congressof the, ct,.;'1.mtryts population, now own more than balf for the immediate grant ofinc!~D.denceto Tanganyika.
the total ~d area, while the Africans, or 90 per In a memorandum subtm:ited to the, United. Nations
cent of the, population, are crowded into 22 per cent Visiting Missioq which came to the ~t Territory
of the territory's area. And itmustbenoted that those
in 1960, the Tanganyika African National Union de.same Europeans work only 2.5 pe:rcent of the land
clared that:
' '
, '\ c
they ~ve ~~ed; Tha~ isa practical example of how
"E\;ventsin Africa, other Trust Territori~~andthe
the ,olomalists care, for the interests of, the inworld ,at large and'Within the Territo:ry '~e such
digenous peoples, of h?W theydevelop the economies of
that Tangany:nk has to attai.n independend~ imthe ,colOnies ,in the mterests of their peoples. In
mediately ••• Wa strongly believe that mos~1 ecoanyika
:rang
nomic and socialdevelopment can onlybe accel~~ted
, ,the ~lienation of'land belonging to the
mdigenous population has gone on for tnany years and.
and attained under conditions of political !:i!nde.has proceeded on suoh a scale that up to the present
pendence -.El
'
more, than 2.5 million acres have been taken from
/.."
"
".
the indigenous population and transferred to EuroDespIte these clear and specific deIJ¥Uldsof Tanganpeana. And it must be remembered that, according to yika.ts main political parties fo~e hnm.ediate grant
the report prepared by a British Royal Comnrlssion,
to the Territory of independence, $le UnitedKingdom,
the alienated lands are thoseoost suited to crops of as in the past, is trying to put off to some later date
various kinds and are located in the areas having the
what will, for aIUtsefforts,inevi:tv,blybaveto be done;
best rainfall and climate.
' i s trying, to. prolong its rule oVer Tanganyika until
'the last poasible' moment. Speaking at this session
27. Yet the United Kingdom represen1ative ms spoken
of the GeneralAssembly~ the United Kingdom repreto us here, in the plenaxy General Assembly, of the. sentative has' kept sfience with regard to this para."racial harmony" and' IfQ~operation" tbat exist in ..mount and crucial issue for the , Trust T~rritory.
Tanganyilm. between EU~:9~eans and Africans! No
Instead of nalDing a specific date fortheprOfifamation
wonder~ople in Africa now say: "When the white men
of Tanganyikatsindependence, he has limited b:bn.self
came to us, :hey had the Bible and we had the land;
to an obscure statement to .the effect that the United
now, they bavethe land and we have the Bible.'" The
Kingdom proposesattbis session of the General AsUnited Kingdom representative specificallymentioned
s.embly to submit a proposal fOl" the te:rnunationof
Tanganyika, in his statement, as, an example of a
theTn~teeship Agreem.ent for Tanganyika afte:r the
tanitory where, -racial harmony" reigned. But what
procIa~l.ation of the Trust Terr1tory'sindependence.
is the United Kingdom representative sopleasedabout;
No on(!; can be in any doubt 'that the TrustaesPip
and what is it, he is extolling under the guise of this
Agreement wi1lin fact cease to have effect after the
celebratedl!t'aQialharmonytt ?TheBritish colonialist8
proclamation of the Trust TerritoryJs indepe~denoe.
have proclaimed this slogan in order to ensure the
But the whole point is, wllen will th~ indepen~fJnce of
hegemony of the European minority over the Africans
Tanganyika ~, proclaimed? Wea~ ·~onfi.denttbat
and thereby put off the day for the granting of:fndethe people of Tangany:l.'ka. .will wm their independence
pendence to Tangany:f.ka. At first, the British author!in the very nearfu:tur~ despite ([all the obStacles
.ties tried, to establish in Tangan:r.7~theprinciple of placed inthe~ path by the Adtninf~~ring(Authority.
,so-called r~ty of representation~1>etweenthe three
29. In Tanganyika, a$ in other colo~l TrUS.~ Terrira(;1algroupsa-Africans, Asians and Europeans. Under
tories, colonialiSm is leaving behind a i'grim he:J.itage:
this system, Africans and Europeans would have been
/"
represented on a basiS of ttparity" in Tanganyika's ~-'l~
.
legislative and administratiY,e organs, although the
1I Offichfl Records of tl1£lTrusteeship council, twentY",sixth session.
country has 9 mi.1lion Africaris and only 20,,000 Euro- Supplement No. 2 (T/1532 and Add.l]. AnnexII.
~.
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an a~h()st complE.!'te )a.ckofany manufacturing inchJstry,

a )i'~~~pa~;a~d subsiStence agriculture, a deficient

34.. In his statement of 28 November [925thmeetingl:
Mr. OmlsbY"'Gore, the representative of the United

-;;feo~~:;~;oo:::~~r~~:;::~El::~~~~~~f~~i:~~;~O~~~e;::~~:~ ~f~::e~f i:~~~f~~~~i~r1~:

edu.cational system, a low standard of living among the
at present under the colonial yoke. He referred in
indigenoua population-that is what the AdminiSterit\g this conne"ion to territories having a population of
Autb<>r1ty ;U;.. ~queatbing the. people of _Tanganyika
under one million. The people of these territories,
after forty y~rs of rule.. Jfweturnto one of the terri- '"he felt, should not sacrifice economic and social
t~ries under British administration in West Africa,~rogress" in order to "assume responsibility for
we shall find there again another example ofthe .tragio
Ji\aintaining the expensive apparatus .of a modern
outcome ofmatLy years of colonial oppression..
in,';lependent. State". What solicitude for the lot of the
30•. Thus, in the Trust Territory of t~'Ca.meroons sli'~all territories! It would seem in or~er to ask the
~p.er BritiSh adrnini stli~tion,()ffJ.clal data· indicate
Un1tted Kingdom representative a question on this point
ijttLtin the southern are;)~s of the country 90 per oent -alnd the United States representative too, since he
of the population are W\iterate. The figure for the
takes the same position. What is their attitude to the
ex:istence as independent states of such countries as
. __ -... _._ ..._.. ~"
n.q.l1.tb.-.e..
.~_. -__a..1'....~.~- .~. _,_.i.. s.. 9. G..1!..
~;r".:lQ.ell.t!'._.'!'hi.~in.
Jml
. fiUOn..
. y.··L'*embou'rn:...
..
- fo.r.
--_..
-~with.a--populationof300,000,·· . . onlceland,".
be found in the report of lCh.e Administering AuthoritY
l:t.
for 1958 (page 298)0 ACOOl'dingto UNESCO figuresfor
with a populatIon of 164,OOO?OrdotheUnited Kingdom
1957, Africa had about. 100 million illiterates,repreand United States representatives have two different
,Benting.80 to 85 per cent of the con.tinent's total
sets of standards, one for Western countries and
population. Only 4.7 per cent ef the African population
another for African and Asian countries at present in
-and in Angola, for example, only 1.4 per cent-were
a state of colonial dependence?
receiving elementary education., These figures are
35" We take a different view. We believe that all
literally an indiotment of colonialism, which beneath colonial peoples ought to be liberated.
the mask of trusteeship has for many decades doomed
the population of Africa to darkness and illiteracy.
36. It was not for nothing, we suspect, that the United
Kingdom representative referred in his statement to
31. All these facts showthat the goal ofthe colonial- the twelve principles approved by the Fourth Cornists has not been the development of the colonies in mittee [See A/C.4/L.648 and Add.1] and particularly
.the interests. of their peoples-has n~t, in particular,
to that part of them relating to the association or
been the development of education. ·lfhe oolonialists
integratf.on of a colony with an independent state.
have deliberately kept the colonial peoples illiterate,
Clearly, the association or integration of the colonies
and are still· doing so;' they have barred their access
with the metropolitan oountries would be most con"
to education and have prevented them from acquiring venient to the colonialists. They would like in this
trained leaders and administrators of their own-and way to retain their position in those territories
all this with the aim of 'keeping them in a state of while at the same time formally oomplyingwith certain
"principlfiis" by proclaiming, for appearances' sake.
colonial slavery on the pretext that they lack adequate
that. the goal of full se.lf...government or independence
numbers of trained personnel, of qualified and educated people. The same position was taken by the
for the colonies had already been attained.. But there
representative of Belgium, in trying to justify to us
is one not UIlilt~porta.1ltfact that must be mentioned
Belgium's-colonial rule overthe Congo. But the results
in this connex:ion. When the principles to which the
of this colonial rule are today· makiIlg themselves
'United Kingdom representative referred were being
acutel;y"\ felt in the events at present tu'king place in
discussed, many African and Asian representatives in
the Con!~o.. ,
.
•
the Fourth Committee emphasiz~~ that the peoples
32" In the large and popUlous territories with wellof the colonies must be guaranteed full freedom to.
developed national1iberation movements, the British express their will by democratic means, without any
colonialists try to do everything possible to put off
obstacles or threats.. As such a guarantee of the free
th~ day for granting political independence, and to
exeroise of the will of the peoples of the colonies, the
eIlsure that-the European minorities inthese countries
delegations of Togo and Tunisia propo~ed., before the
continue in the future to maintain their positions of Fourth. Committee [1043rd meeting], the adoption of
dominance. In. the small territories, however, they take
a provision entitling the United Nations, Whenever it
felt that such action was necessaryt to exercise supera different line-that of ..trying to preserve them as
strongholds of colon~alis:tn, of merging or "uniting"
vision over the implementation of the right of the
them with the metropolitan country. That is the gene- peoples of the colonies to free self~etermination.
rat policy followed by all the colonialists. The United
The Soviet· Union, the other sooialist countries and
States, the United Kingdom,. France, Spain and Portumost of, the African and Asian countries supported
gel; are t~~ing at all costs to retain such territories
that· proposal. Yet· the ··:ff'l~resentatives of the United
as the Panama Canal, Gibralter,Singapore, Goa,
States, the United Kingdom, France and other colonial
Powers which hypocritically come fOrw'ard here in the
Macao, 'Westlrian, Belize, the Falkland Islands, the
Azores :;lnd·the Canary Islands, Fernando Po, Rio Muni,
role of supporters of the free self-determinatfbnof
Ifni and so forth as· strategic bases and· strongpoints
peoples, opposed this proposal and voted against it
for Use in crushing the national liberation struggle
ID the Fourth Committee.
of the. colonial peoples and in bringing pressure to
37.' The United Kingdom representative devoted ':~ .
bear on neighbouring independent States.
considerable part of his statement to emphasiZing the
33. It is for this reason that the second point in
need of speoial care for the small territoriei~';, Let
the .Soviet draft declaration [A!4502], which refers to
us see, then, how the colonialists aotually care for the
the liquidation of strongholds and strategic bases,··is
small· territorieS and peoples.. Let us take as our
of great importance for the solution of the problem
example, if you Will, the tiny dependent territory of
of the abolition of colonialism as a whole.
Nauru, an island under trusteeship, which has only
i
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. soxue few thousand inhabit~nts. As you know, trusteepart of those countries. Th& statement me,de by the
,ship over this territory is the responsibility of threerepres~n.tati~e__of _Cu~a . Qp~.p~tely __ ~J!l~l!~p.ed . t4\~ .
\!tates-the Un~ted Kingdolll, Australia and New 'hypO'cntical as'$ertlo~of United Statefr'j..epresenta~
o ~~eaJ.and. It may be wondered why trusteeship o.ver so
tives that they have .granted "freedom" to "Puerto
~\\f'all an island had to be .assigned to so powerful a
Rico and haye no designs on t)Ie freedom and indeu
d\~mbination of forces. The answer is very simple:
pendenc of otqer countries, the Latin American
v~\rtually the entire island of Nauru conSists of. coun es in particular.
.
p~\osphates, and for that reason the Governments of
th(~ United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand ca..me
40•. Mr. Wadsworth's statement could easily have
to'!an agreement on the exploitation of these phosphate
given some innocentthe.impl'ession··that the United
't
f b k
States,the dominant colonial and imperial Po'war,
del~osi s as ar ac as 1919. This agreem.ent may
is the best and most unselfish friend of the colonip.::'
wijih entire justification be called a colonial treaty
peoples, tbat it is doing eve:t;Ything possib~e to bring
fo~r the robbe:r;y and apportionment of Nauru's natural
about their l~beration,and is :moved to joy and
rei/ources8 The ag~eement. fixes the share of each
ecstasy wheneveran,ewindependent State is bo~. In
°paj;ty: the Uni~ed Kingdom is to receive 42 percent
reality, however, the United States representative's
of !ithe total output, Australia 42 percent and New
~.
d"
..
--'ze~land 16 per .cen:t~ Provision to--thls""effecf may'pe .--cremarfi/3 .• are-ma e.upc-partlY-,--9f.hypQorl-s¥cand-pa~i;ly",,=.c--C"
fOl~nd in article 14 of the agreement signed on 2 July of outrightatte:mpts to justify the prese~ation of co19:~9. But even now that Nauru has formally been
lonial r6gimes indefinitely, on tb.e pr@text ofpr6-l
br,ought under the International r,rrusteeship System,'
venting "chaos" and "Violence" and of giving the
t~~. United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand are
colonies the training necessary to enable them to
st!~l1 as in the past despoiling the :island of its natural
"stand on tbeirown feet" .. Characterfstically» the
rl~sources and gradually turning it into a barren desert.
United States representative said nota word to us
If; has been calCulated that Nauru's remaining deposits
about when the United StatGS" proposes to grant inde~~f phosphates will last for about another thirty to
pendenca to its own colonies-the Trust T.erritory of'
fbrty years; and its population wUl then have to
the Pacific Islands,Guam, the Virgin ISlands, Samoa
b d
h
and Puerto Rico" \1:{hy is it that while New Zealand ha.s
"a an on t eir island, since it will no longer provide
agreed to terminate its trUsteeship over Western
them with a livelihood. For that reason, the Ad~
ministering Authority declares-verbally--that it i6
Samoa in 1961, the 'United States. still obstlmitely
preparing the population of Nauru fortheattainmento£
clings ,to its colony of Samoa a-ud intends to keep
the goal of trusteeship, that is, se1,f~governtnent or
that island in~ state of colonial subjection? Why does
the UnIted. SJa.tes stubbornly 4\'efuse to grant indeJndependence. In fact, however, and by lt~ practical
aotions, it is simply preparing for the removal of p~,~~~n~~,J9 Puerto' Rico, falsely and cynically asthe inhabitants of Nauru from the island so as to
sertbig"that the people ofthat country d/q not at present
prevent them from interfering with tJ.1~, continued
d.esire independence?
looting of its natural resOUrces. In a document sub..
41. The' United States representative yesterday e~..
mitted to the Trusteeship Council, the Administering
larged at some length on the importance of \~nsuring
Authority has plainly stated that the only real possithat the depelldent peoples are giventhe OP1'lortunity
bility for the Nauruans is to agree to be re-settled
of freely' and democratically. expressing their will;,
as immigrants in some country in the Pacific region.
Why, then, did the l.JnitedStmtes'rep72'esentati.ve in
And it is a statement of this kind that the Admi11isterthe F~1).rth Committee voteatthls sessioniPfthe'IGeneing Authority tries to represent as renectingth~freelyral Assembly ·agafnst'the African d01.Jlltries ' proposals
for United Nations supervision to"'~;ps'Ure the free
expressed will of the population of this Trust Territory, as an expression of its care for a small people
expression of the will of the colonial pe9Ples~with a
view to preventing.the intriglleswhichthe~CblGni~li~~s
under its trusteesh!p.
engage in with such alacrity? That in itself. alone,\
38. Such is the face of the old type of colonialismdemonstrates the hypocrisy of United States '''care''''-'
'Yhat might be called the "classical tf ~Jpe. But in
for the fate of t!lecolonial peoples, and exposes that
present-day conditions that is not the only and not
country's' real colonialist policy.
"
the principle form of colonialism. .In our day the
42., .While United States colonialism is in many remightiest colonial State is not enfeebled Britav..! or
spects'6\imilar to th~ colonialism of the old European.
France, not decrepit Portugal or backward Spain, but
Powers l) it has an even more dangerous and sinister
~~w~~ited States of America, the greatest imperial
side. ':('he history of United Statesc~lonia1ism,;too,
is full of waJ;'s and armed expeditions organizedl}with
'. 39. Th~~ United States repres)ntative, who for some
a view to these~zure of foreign ter~itories an(,i. the
reason preferred to speak at the very close of this
oppression of other peoples,or Withavi~w,to re"'.',
debate, tried in his statement to infuse new life into
pressive action against "recalcitrantJlJ native peoples.
the cold war themes which the United Kingdom repreAs we know, the Spanish-Am~ricanWar of 1898 was
sentative ha.d so carefully attempted to insinuate .into
the .first impe:r.ialis~wax-fought for the. repa~itioni~
our diWQussion. However, the statements of all the
of an already partitioned world. As a result of that
speakers who followed him showed that Mr. Wadswar the.United State~ was able to take_over tnePhilipworth's efforts were just as unsllccessful as Mr.
pines andJ3trertu~'Bico and tosul:dugate puba. The
0nnsby-Gore's. A suitable answertothesetwore({fr~ United ~t(~es {still holds some'of. tb,ese ter:kto:ries as
sentatives of the two existing variants of nati'bnal,outrigM colonies~BHt the inhabitants ofthase colonies,
oppression-"classftc" coloniali.sm and neo-colortlal- lL~e;/fhe other c~\?niaJ/peoples,are.legitimatelYd eism-was given by many speakers. Even the rep~emandiug their freedflim and independence, and- con""
sentatives of countries such as Honduras and Pana~a
aider that the time has come to put an end to American
were obliged to acknowledge publicly that a number
colonialism.
.
of territories seized or, as it is euphemistically
43. Let me cite as an example the statement made
term.E?d, leased by the United States are, in fact,
by two inhabitants ofthe Marshal! IslandS, Mr. Bolkain,
,I
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withQutmu(fn trouble, or friction' with an
aggres~iyeJ!~tion~isDlLthey control. the countl'Yand
. sha.ra its' wealth. This ingenious m.ethod is 'caned
economic imperialism. The map does .not show It.
A country may appear to be free and independent if
"Our complaints a.re simple. "Our standard of
you consult a geography or an atlas. But if you see '
living . under United States !"!Jle has gone down. OUr
behind the veil you will find that it is in the grip o.f
land has been tp~en for l:lj.meenyears and no payment
was Qfferedus unt!lthtrteen years afteritwas taken
another country, or rather its bankers and big
frnmus. OUr ~slandhome has been .madean atomic
basinessmen. It is this invisible;;;,mpire that the
United States of America POSS~dS.It.§J,
,..,
testing g;rzcand. OUr people have suffered radiation
siclc..nes$ 'and burns and other serious damages. • • • 46. The history of the years which have followed the
OUr anc~eD:t ways' are being destroyed. \Ve fear for writing of the~,;e words has onlY confirmed their t:r;uth.
our futare as' ~the Marshallese l'aC0" • • •
Since the Seoond World'War, the characteristic
feature
of United states colomalism has been its
1iMan.y~ 'many ,years a.go we,pri\l~ected ourselves
drive tQsecqre for itself the undivided dominion of
the ",eco)"lomically unde1""developed,. and colonial,
,.,.~- ~i;!ri~-~~~t:~~cf!fu~~::dn!i5~"c~~~na~~~n?:t'countries,
to diS'lodg~ its competitors-in the name
possession. Nenthe Germans· ct~m,e to protect us.
of the ba1ttle ag~inst "World communism"-from their
This "Was more cfjlonialism ••• ~, .Now the lJnited positions~.
to 'take over their former colonial pos..
States is proteot~ng us. We a~ si;Ul. a p~rt of co- sessiang, 9.nd
to crush the national liberation move-lonialism. We th1nk we c~proteQt.ou~ael"les better ments in the countries
of Asia, Latin America. and
and much more cheaplY(\ We are willing to learn Africa. Particularly active
in recent years have been .
democ;racy. VI/e believe tl.'a;c qemrJcracy is a good United States efforts to penetrate :into Africa. While
way. But we do not belieV (3 the way we are being the commanding positioM in Afric~ts economy are
treated :is a good examp]a' of democracy.
still. as in the past. inthe hands of the United Kingdom
" ••• Maybe. it would be better if we were given and France, these countries are more andniore
our ancient freedom. The people of Africa and Asia being crowded out by American' coloniaUsm. This is
well illustrated by the single fact that in 1959 United
are gettin~ theirf'reedom. We think we can do as
States privat.a and public investment in Africa ,had
good a job 'of' governing, ourselves as do these new
countries. ,,~ . .
.
already re~ched more than $2000 mitliori, , or m'oN
than twenty tunes the figure fOr the p1:a~war pe~iod.
That is what these pt~itioners declared. That is the During the same period,Amer!can prlvate invest1.p.ent
voice ofti:i~ indigenous population of the American .in Africa rose by about 1100 per cent-which m':~ans
colonies-a voice which the United States, for all its
that it had.. mora than' doublad the over-all 'ra.te of
efforts, will certainly never succeed in stifling.
growth of U:nited States private investment abr03lff. As
a res'ult, the tentacles of American monopoly capital
44. Inspealdng of American colonialism, however,
it ha~ to be borne in mind that this type of colonialism have
, already fastened onto many African cou;~td~s.
is e.2t,PresSed not only in the form of the open seizure ,47.
The United States is not in the slightestinterested
and possession of foreign territories, but also in the
in
the
peoples of the colonies achieving full· and genu"
concealed-and therefore ,more dangerous-form of th6 me independence,
for in. that event the' American
subjugation and control of even formally independent monopolies would lose their privileged positions' in
~erritories. and countries. The economic penetration
the colonies, would lose, the 'sources of their self.,
of American monopolies into the countries of Latin
enrichment. The United States cannot be present in the
America, Asia and Africa has resulted in the creation ranks of those who fight for. the liberation of the
,of an' outwardly "ihvisible" United States colonial colonies and for the abolition of COlonialism, since it
empire.
takes a direct a,nd active part in the spoliation' of the
45. The main ,features of American colonialism colonies. American imperialism has become ~e
dominant .international exploiter, the. main bastion
which have taken shape in this way were descn1>ed
'
some years ago very expressively by Mr•. Nehru, in of present-day colonialis:m..
, a letter to his daughter dated 3 January 1933-at 48., Headed by the' United States,the imperialists
which time, of course, he was not his country's
are making desperate efforts to continue by new
Prime' Minister. This is what Mr. Nehru wrote to
methods
and in new forms the colonial exploitation
his daughter:
of the peoples of thefo:rJner colonias. Themonopolies
are trying to retai~ in their bands the levers of eco"Do not imagine th&t· the Empire of the United
nomic control and political influence in the countries
States is confined to the Philippine Islands.Outof Asia, .A,fr~ca· and Latin America. Their airoJn.
wardly tllatis the only empire they have got, bl:lt,
profiting by the experience and troubles of other these efforts ,is to preserve their old posltions/~if
the econoniies of.the liberated countries a,nd to gain
imperialist powers, they have improved on the old
possession of new positions under the 'cloaltoi:ecomethods. They donQ.t take the trouble to. annex a
nomic "assistance n~ to inveigle the liberated countries
country, as Britain annexed India; all they are
into military blocs, to plant militar/. dictatorshiP$
interested in is profit and, so they take steps to
control the wealth of the country. Through the con- ' and set up military ba/3es in them,. The imperialists ,
are trying to' emasculate and .subvertthe national
,trol of the wealth it is easy enough to control the
sovereignty of the liberated countries, to. distort
people of the country and, indeed, tl1e land itself.
. the meaning of self-determination, to itnpose onthem,
Magistrate of ltl"l,ajalein Atoll. and· Mr", Amata Kabua.
.a ~o11Xler.:presil1ent of ,tht$ :M:irsha.1) ISlands Congress,
-, at the -Trusteeshi~/ <;-oUricUfs j;wenty-sfxthsession.
The petitioners declared as follows:

And

$0

1

'

jJ This statement was made at the W61st meeting of the TrusteesMp
Council, the official record ofwil1ch' was published only in summary
form.

2/ Jawaharlal Nehru, Glimpses
pp 748 and 749«
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under: the guise of lfinter-depen1ienceIf,newform,s of
colonial rule, to place imperialist puppets in power
..in.~e liberatedcolQnialcountries, to bribe part of
their national bourgeoisie, and to ~ploit the poisoned
weapon of ethnic discord in order to sap,the strength '
of these young' and still feeble States. ,For these,
,purposes they make active use of aggressive military
blocs and bilateral aggressive military alliances.
49. The main colonialist bloc is NATO. One of its
fundamental purposes is to set up a system of eoI..
lectiV'e ' 'colonialism and to organize collective
meHsuresfor the repression of the national liberation
movement in the colonies. For'~direct proof of this,
one need look no further than the fact that NATO
includes in its ranks such colonialPowers as the United,
Kingdom, France, Belgium, the", Netherlands ,', aIld
~portUgal. 'This indIca.tes that the colonial Powers,
faced with the extraordinary drive of the national
liberation movement and unable to meet it in isolation,
are endeavouring' to find the necessary strength ~
union. The United, States has repeatedly ,and openly
formed a united front with the old colonial Powers
in combating the' nation9.1liberation movement. It has
interfered flagrantly in the internal affairs of ,many
countries and tried to turn them intobases for attacks
on other countries., .
,
50. .Convincing evidence of the fact' that, the United
'States is now. assuming, the role, of main bastion of
the colonial system may be found in the "Eisenhower
doctrine If, a doctrine of patently imperialist character
based on the policy of "negotiating from strength".
In the past, the function of policeman inthe, Ne.a.r East
was<oarried out mainly by the British and French
in1~,erialists; today, the United States is trying to
st~p into that role" The United 'States-United Kingdom
intervention in, Lebanon' and Jordan in 1958 showed
the whole world what the. fiEisenhower doctrine"
means.
51.' The position taken by the United'Sttttes is c'reating .
serious difficulties for Indonesia in· its struggle for
West Irian. The United States prefers W'est lrian to
remain in the hands of the 'Netherlands~ which with,
time it maybe able to edgg outuI this area-asoecurred with France in South Vi~t.Nam.
52. Under the banner of the IfMA:lnroe Doctrine'!, the
United States has declared '" Lati'l1America its own
preserve and sphere of influeI11ce•. But the days of
tranquil and undisturbed United States hegemony in
.Latin America are past. Anew day has dawned-the
day of growing national self-consciousness among the
peoples of tha American continentandoftheiremancipation from United St8:tesspoliation.
53. As the principal colonial Power,the United States
gives active assistance to its decrepit and senile
partners, the other colonial Powers, in order to preI serve their rule over the peoples fighting for 'their
"., freedom, and independence. The United States helped,
the French colonialists in the!fr unsavoury war against
the,people of Viet-Nam~ Now it is giving the French
.,1 militarists arms andfmancial and economic assistance
.in their ~ffprts to crush the reVolt of the people of
Aigena.ltmust be said plainly that tbecolonial war
in Algeria would be ilnpossible, and the Algerian ~Bople
would long ago have won their freedom and independence, if the AmericaniIXlperialists and colonialista !lad not given the French colonialistsall possible
assistance. And is it not a fact that the collective
aggression of the NATO States in the Congo is bein~J

'.

- ,

~

carried out with the direct help of the United States?
I do not, of course, propose to embark at this point
on a detailed analysis of the situation in the Congo;,.that is a special item on our agenda'~ But I think it

desirable that I should draw attention to, those general
aspects of the question which are bound up with the
problem of colonialism as a whole.
54. Events in the Congo have shown that the North
Atlantic bloc, headed by the United States, has openly
taken the field against the people of the Congo, who
have' united around the Government 'of Patrice Lumumba and the Congolese Parliament. The purpose
of this aggression is to destroy the independence, won
by the Congolese People in.a tenacious struggle. What
is going on in the Congo at present i'8'~. rf1distribution
of inf1uellcea.sbe:tweenthecol6nialPow?Y.1"$~theUnited
States,o:"Beigium, 'theliIii~gIqn.&d'om and France.
This redistribution, as'm'simihJ,r cases in the past,
is 'taldng' place, Oh, the' basis of the new balance of
forces and of ~h9.nges in the appetites of the colonialists for the wealth of other peoples ••••
55. The PRESIDENT: I hope the speaker at the
rostrum will adhere to the statement of intention
which' he himself made just now 'and refrain from
going into the question of the situation in the Congo
in any detail. As he mows, this question is at.,present
under discussion elswehere, and it is also, ~n item
on the agenda of the Assembly, an item on which the
Assembly }las decided to adjourn debate. I hope,
therefore, that he will not try to go into theq,uestion.
in any detail now. As he knows, otJre:t' speakers who
have seemed to do so have ~ehasl~ed to refrain
from discussing thequesti.on~f the <~Qngo. I ,must
ask the representative of the ISoviet Uijion to do the
sam.e.
:::.....

56. Mr. ZORIN (Union ofSovlet S'ocialist Re'Publics)
(translated from Russian):' As I said when ~)took up
this point, it is not my int:~ntion to go into 3!i{letailed
discussion of the problem ,of the Congo as <$uch. My
intentl\on is tG deal with it ',in its relatiQD.-and solely
in its relation-to the'problem of colonia,1isi!J.,and that
is what I have largely done already. For thecqlonialistsare as one man trying to exploit the examp1tr ~f
the Congo as a "lesson" tothe peoples of Africa, ati'd'
trying to prove their theory-a theory theythe!'4se1ves
invented-that the young Ab."lcan Stateswhichh3.vewon
their independence will be unable to live and develop
without the aid of those whofol:' many decadeS anci
even centu.ries' have crushedallattempts by the African
peoples to win their freedom ~md independence. lam
convinced, however, that the lessons which the peoples
of Africa, Asia and the,Ji.b.ole world wi111earnfrom
the tragic example' oftne Congo will be different ones.
57. It is hardly'necessary to show that a weak and
country .like Portugal could .not possibly
preserve its ,rule ove!" ,eleven million ~i~~S without
assistance from the United States and its otliet~ NA.TO
allies. Portugal has dared to dj~fy ,all the AfrIca).
peoples and countries and to de~Yl~deMndenceto¥
gola, Mozambique. and its otbe,.i: coimuesonly ~fjtiiJ~e
it feels itself to, be sUPP9rteciby the, oth~]:/colgmal
Powers. I entirely agre~~'Wi.thth~;fp».ovrmgstawfnent
made by Mr. NkruIl'U}h; President of the Regliblicof
Ghana, in his' a9dt~ss to the Ge!~:r.'al A$flJ'mbly, at
this session~pn~3September:)) 1/
"In regard to Portugal, my viewAs tJr~t a particu- "
1ar:"1"esponsibility rests Oni:beNATO .fuembers who
bac~~rd
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are also Members of the United Nations ... ~ "
[869th meeting, para. 47].
58~But after a,lI;howcan tbe U-nited States fail to
help its Portuguese friends when the Portuguese colonies are dominated by American banks and companies
like Standard Oil, the Chase National Bank, the National
City Bank of New York and the Gulf Oil Corporation,
which control most of the Portuguese diamond, petroleum, rubber and other companies? Thus, the
colonialists form~. mutual guarantee system-a system
which reflects their moral and spiritual affinity. As
the proverb has it, dog does not eat dog. Naturally,
the United states cannot now come forward publicly
in the United Nations and declare to the whole world,
as it did at the close of the bilateral conversations
between..~the. .united StateJ:~.p.n~t PRrw~!,~tl!~t it.s~u'pports Portugal and that there are no differences of
opinion between the two States. At this session the
United States representative prefers to Iteep silent on
that point. It must nevertheless be pointed outthat the
question of the Portuguese and Spanish colonies has
been discussed in some detail at this session in the
Fourth Committee and that that discussion made it
clear that Portugal is in a position ofalmost complete
isolation.
.
.
59. Many delegations from African, Asian, socialist
and other countries have sharply criticized the brutal
colonialist practices established by' Portugal in its
colonies. They have cited many facts and a great
deal of evidence, which the Portuguese representative
was unable to refute. In addressing this plenary
s~ssion [934th meeting], the Portuguese representative found no better W?i.y than to deny indiscriminately
all the ~cts. aIJ.d arguments advanced by other delegations.But 18 it not a fact that a brutal system of
racial discrimination and forced J.abo~ exists in. the
Portuguese colonies? Neither in the Fourth Committee
nor in the plenary General Assembly has the Portuguese representative even attempted to deny that.in
the Portuguese colonies all tbeinhabitants are classified as "civilized" (assimilated) or "uncivilized".
And that in the twentieth centuryI So far as legal
form is concerned, Africans in the Portuguese colonies
may raise themselves to the status of "assimilated"
but to do that they must prove that they know th~
Portuguese language, are Catholics,possess specified
means, and are willing to renounce local custom and
their own .cultur~and traditions and to live in European
style. In actual facti however, only three out of every
thousand Africans have been able, after five centuries
of Portuguese occupa,ti,on, to acquire "assimilated"
status; the rest are still as in the past called natives
and denied all civil and political rights. They have
no representation in any single administrative organ
or in the metropolitan legislative organs; they enjoy
no legal protection of any kind. They can. be arbitrarilyexpelled from lands which have been theirs
from time immemorial; the authorities·can have them
flogged or sent to do forced labour without trial for
any misdemeanour The only thing that is prohibited
in ·the Portuguese colonies is the overt enslavement
of the indigenous inbabi1ants; all other forms of servi...
tude are not only not prohibited but sanctified by law ~
60. In Mozambique,for example, systematic trade in
Africans still goes on, under the guise of the contract
system. Under the so-call.adMozambique Convention
of 1928, which is regularly renewed, 100,000 Negroes
are exported every year ,from Mozambique to the
Union of South Africa and about the same number to
$

Meetings

RhodeSia and Nyasaland. In addition, there is a special
Government organization whose function it is to re..
cruitlabourfor .the gold-~e:;an,d ooal-pits of ~e
Transvaal. Most of the con..... acted workers, according
to bourgeois observer~, di~ on the jou~ey,from Si~k..
~ess, hunger and epJ.de:rmcs, or perIsh on the Job
Itself.
61. I should like to cite the issue for 8 April 1960
of The Guardian, an English newspaper. According to
thiS-newspaper, the use of forced labour in the Portu..
guese colonies has constantly expanded over the last
twenty years; and the practice has now become so
widespread tha·t forced labour is the predominantform
of labour both·in Mozambique and in AllgOla.And allow
me also to. quote from a memorandum circulated to
r~presenta.tives attending. the .fifteenth session of the
Genera,l Assembly by the Union of Peoples °of An.go1a:~
" .
. .
..
~ebasic feature of Portugue~e colomalism IS
FaSCIsm of the wor~t type, ~earmg f:he. s1amp. of
the most inhuman racIsm. Rac~stP?licy lS In practice
ca;~ied out wi~. brutal ferocIty m ~e spheres of
cU"Lure, economIcs and social affairs.
Later in the same document it is a,tated tb.at: .
"SiD.c~ the beginning of 1959 a veritable policy of
bloody intimidation, haa been carded on. Mass
murders in so--called Portuguese Guinea, the arrival
of military teinforcements in Angola, arrests t
tortures and the exile of pa.triots in Angola, the;
distribution of arms to the colonialists, who are
converted into militiamen authorized to destroy
any suspicious individual. Our eompatriots aresubjected to every imaginable form of punislunent and
torture. Examples which can be cited are tho~e of
the patriot Alfred Bange, who was left dumb and
paralyzed, and Ramos Lundila, who lost his reason
after torture with electricity and is now in a psychi'atric institution ••• the patriots Jos~Manuel Mart!ns, Domingo Joao and Manuel Franciscowereexe..
~"uted at RamAl de Bengo."
.
62. Can the Portuguese repres:ntativedenYthiE! tes.tl...
m.ony to the tortures, repreSSl?~S and hardships Inflicted on the indigenous population? Is it not a fact.
~hat in Mozambique a~out on,e out of every 0 new:bor.ll
infants dies in the first .days of life? ~ It nota fact
that 99 per cent of the indigenous popu1atlO~ of Ango12' t
M~zambique and. otherPorluguese col~m.e~ remai~
illiterate after flv: ?~?red y;ars of >enhghtened
administration and clVllization·?

-

tw.

63. The Portuguese. representative prefers torema41
silent on these matters and m.erely to assert grap:fjtGusly that some delegations engage in "propagand1l"
and make unjustified attacks on Portugal. He even
goes so far as to assert that those d.elegations whio~
are trying to bring· about th~ abolition of the coloniallst i !
order in the Portuguese colonies are interfering in1
Portugal's internal affairs; that in any event, portu~l
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the mere fact that on 11 June 1951 the PortugJ;iese
Constitution was amended by proclaiming the POl'~" .
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colonial system has continued in them quite UI1changed. No one, I need hardly say, will be dec~ived
by legal s~phistries or chicaneries of that ldnd, ,
and the demand voiced by all freedom-loving peoples •
that the shamefulphenomenon of coloniallsmbe brought
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to an enu-i'.pplies fully and.:wUhoot qualilfication to
still clinging to the colonial order o~ things. I can
the PortugueSe colonies too. And if the PortugJ.lese
hear in advance the criticism ,of those who defend
colonjalista stop ,their ears to the V'oic~ cfreason.the ,colonial systelIl.~~tAi(J tl19se~qcu~tqlJ:led t{)
and -fail to understand the lllsto:rical W.e'vitabilfty of'
build tbeir:prcsperitY'
the" expense of the op-the ,collapse of the colonial, ol.'der, then they will
pressed peoples of the colonies we say this: Think,
ultimately be swept from the face of Asia and Africa
look carefully at what is happening around you~
by the mighty surge of the llatiom'Llliberation moveIf not today, then soon, very soon, will come the
filial collapse of the colonial order, and if you do
ment.
not get out of the way in tIme, you will be swept
64. We have not cited all these facts merely for the
away just the same. The life of the doomed colonial
sake of criticizing the colonial Powers: this has not
system of government cannot be lengthened either
been criticism for the sake of criticism. The Soviet
by plots or even by force of arms.. Such efforts
Union, with other peace-loving and freedom-loving
will merely intensify and embitter, the struggle of
countrie~, tirelessly oPPos€Js the colonial system,bethe peoples, against this utterly decayed system."
cause it is vile, because it means depriVing en"tj:,re
[869th meeting, para. 221].
peoples of elementary rights and freedoms, because
/
, " it is a mockery of hun.\8.Il. dignity,because it.!!1eans
-, the humiliation and suffering of the many millions of
the disgraceful colonial sy~tem. We 0l,Jplilycdticize
inhabitants of the colonies"
'
'/ s~~~ers
la)\ 11d
the colonial Powers and ',Qnot
fear thE1;l:r
or
65. The total collapse of. the, system of colonial
insinuatio~s,fo:r: we are fighting for ia jus~(cg,;use
slavery underthepressJUrf) of the national liberation
the freedom and independence of the doloni?A pei;ples.
').movement is inevitable:; U la an irresistible and irreOur prese7lltstatement is a reply not only to/those
'versible process. A sharp. intensification in the
representatives of the colonial Powers who have
struggle of the colonial peoples for their 'liberation
spoken from this ros~in the course ofthis debate; ,
, took place under the impetus of the great October
but also to .the representatives of France" Spain and
Socialist Revolution, which awakened the East and
the Netherlands, who have preferred to keep silent.
swept the colonial peoples into the general tide of the
We regard that as a ruse on the part of cQlonialists ~
world revolutionary movement of emancipation.,
who ,are waging war in Algeria and are maintaining
History is confirming the truth of the prophecy made
their occupation of various territories in Africa and
by the great Len.in that:
Asia.. We say bluntly to the :representatives of::the
colonial Powers: Understand the historical necessity
"The pedod of the awakening of the East to the
and
inevitability of the liquidation of colonialism;
revolution of our times will be followed by a perlod
.
quit
the colonies of your own volition and With whole
in which all the peoples of the East will take part
skins. Otherwise the peoples of the colonies will
in deciding the destinies of the whole world, will
throw
you out of their countries. At this moment
cease to be a mere object of exploitation; a period
are
being, called upon in the United' Nations to
you
in which all peoples will decide the destinies of all
agree
to
grant
the colonial peoples their in.dependence
mankind."
peacefully• But if the 'colonialists refuse totak~ this
The victory of the Soviet Union in the Second World
course and compel the oppressed peoples to take up
War, the establishment of the people's demOCl:'atic
arms to expel their discredited oppressors , then it
system ina number of countries of Europe and Asia,
will be the duty of all peace-loving countries ,to give
the triumph of the socialist revolution in China, 'the
assistance of every ldnd in the rigl1teOl.lS cause c)fthe
formation of a world socialistsystem.have enormously national liberation of the colonial peoples.
accelerated the development of this process.
68. The debate on the colonial system at this :fifteenth
66. The heroic struggle of the colonial peoples and
session of the General -Assembly puts 'the United
the suppc,rt given them in thatstruggle by the sociallst
Nations to a serious test. Colonialisrnwillbe destroyed
and othf~rfreedom-loving countries-those are the
whatever may happen, with or without the help of the
basic f.actors ensuring the collapse of the colonial
United Nations, for the collapse of the colonial system
syateD'J.. But for the existence of the world socialist
is part of the objective march of history" which no
systeiJ1, the imperialists would by their united efforts
one can arrest. But the issue for the United Nations
have· crushed the national liberation movement in the
is this: either that Organization!Wlll hasten progress,
colotiial and dependent countries. Butthe world balance
or, remaining indifferent to the destinies of milUons "
, ofiQrces is now such that the colonialists can no
of oppressed people and aUowingitselftobe controlled
lOi~ger, even by force of arms, stave off th~ disinteby the colonialists, it will stand asidefr,om t'blC
~jation of the cOlonial system. The special feature of
progress, or, what is worse, will be an obstacle! to
the situation in our day is that the imperialists, under
the speedy abolition of the despicable colonialsystein.
pressure from the peoples and given the existence of
69. 111e broad discussion which has taken place on
a 1Dighty camp of peace and socialisln, alt"e comthe
subject of the draft declaration on the grant of
pelled in many cases to withdraw "peacefully" from
independence
to colonial countries and peoples has
their colonies, although they strive to enmesb them
shown that world public opinion is .so strongly in
in inconscionable agreements of various ld.nds. With
:favour
of the immediate and complete.~abolition of
the representatives of the colonial Powers in mind,
colonialism
that it cannot be ignored by'the colonial
Mr. Kb.rushchev, the head of the Soviet Government,
Powers..
'As
the debate has shown, most delegations
in a statement made to the General Assembly at this
take
their
stand
(1). behalf ofagenuine struggle against
session, Said:
colonialism. The Soviet delegation has listened'With
great attantion and interest to the statements made
"We cannot, of course, expect that our proposals
for the liquidation of the colonial system, consi~teilt bytbe representatives of Ceylon, Saudi Arabia, Ghana,
though they are With mankind's vital interests) will
Guinea, Mali, the United Arab R\epublic; India) Indomeet with sympathy' On the part of, '1;hosewhoare
nesm, Morocco, traqand other cOUnU1es of
.
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70. At the same time, it has to be noted that some
delegations, while paying lip-service to the cause of
anti-colonialism, ,in actual, fact ',. came to the defence
of dolonialis'i; wterests ,and argued in, favour e>fputting c
off the inevitable end of the colonial system. For
example, the representative of the Phi;tippines [933rd
meeting], despite the' facttbat at the last moment
he even joined the originalco-sponsors ofthe African"
Asian draft resolution [A/L.323 and Add.1-6], made
it clear that he interpreted the purposes and intentions of that draft resolution in a way completely
different from the purposes and intentions of the overwhelmihg~majoritycoofc1tg-"C()iiio~ponS()rS'i~He~gaV&-a--mis
.. -~
taken interpretation of paragraphS of the AfricanAsian draft resolution, asserting that it did not imply
the immediate transfer of all power~1 to the peoples
of the colonies. It would appear that t~e representative of the Philippines' set himself thb task of sub.verting the meaning of the African-ASian draft resolution and castrating it for the benefit of the coloniallsts. That, essentially, was also the position taken
by the Argentine representative [927th meeting], who,
in effect, opposed the immediate liberation of the
colonies and appealed to us not to precipitate artificiaily the process .of d\~colonization, which, in his
View, is going ahead at 2: 'rapid pace. He also opposed
the establishment of rt time-limit for the grant of
independence to colorlt\tl countries and. peoples. It is
clear that statements t\f this ldnd merely encourage
the colonial Powers in their refusal to grant the colonies freedom and independence. The representative of
Honduras went even fu:rther. He has submitted a draft
resolution [A/L.324/Rev.l1 which amounts to a c'olonialist proposaL The Honduran draft resolution can
be regarded only as a diversionary manoeuvre die
rected against the desire of the great majority of
Members of the United Nations to put an end to
colonialism. The Soviet delegation will of course vote
against the Honduran, proposal, Which, while it puts
up a show of opposition to the colonial sYjI'tem, actu..
ally impUes the continuance of that system. We are
confident that • the General Assembly will not allow
itself to be diverted from dealing with historically
important iSsu~s, whatever tricks and manoeuvres
the colonial Powers and their myrmidons may resort
to.
71. The debate in, plenary Assem.bly has aleoshown
tbatthere are a number "of delegations 'which for
various reasOns either wiU,:q.ot or cannot put the
quest:ion of the 'abolition of ·colonialism,insharp
and decisive f01"m; wJUch are aiming at som.e sort of
"compromise~ on the ,question ,with the· colonial
Powers. They apparently do not realize that on ~
matter of prineipleas vital for millions of people as
the abolition ofcolonialisDl, efforts at compromise
with thecolonialists can only harm 1;11e anti-colonial
strJ.tg,~le,can only' operate to the advantage of the
foreign oppressors. Any concession to the colonialists
wiUprolong the euff~rings of the colonial peoples.
Surely that has been prQved by the fourteen yearElof
unsuccessfUl sea:cch for a compromise with the
Government of the UnionofSt)UthAfrica on the question
of South West Africa. The outcome of such concessions to, the "8Quth African colonialistshas been
thep;reservationofcolonial slavery in South West
Africa andtbede facto annexation of that territory.
,

-

'
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a:qd Asia, and is gratified to note the conununity of
aspirations and goala in the struggle against colonialism" which-was' manifested in· those "statements.·

I,',,'

,

Further evidence of the pernicious results of concessions to the colonialists and of efforts at aompro-mise with them, is-cprovided by·the.present'b:a.gic
situation of the Ce>ngolese people.
72. For that reason, the Soviet Unlonts view is that
the question of the abolitie>n of colonialism must be
raised in consistent and decisive form, and that
a radical solutie>n to itmustbefoundwitbin the framework of the United, Nations. Such a solution means
that the General Assembly would have to express
quite definitely, at this session, its support for the
immediate and final abolition of colonialism in all
its fOI.'ms and manifestations. The Soviet delegation
considers that the draft declara1ion submitted by the
Soviet Union,for consideration atthis session [A/4502]
mostiul1y.meets.: the~,deIIl3.nds,.ofthf:)q()lQ.niQ.lpe()ples~
since it calls for their immediate and complete liberation from foreign rule. That is a demand made by
life itself., Such a decision, would have enormous
historic--and immediately practical-significance. It
would hasten the 'hour of liberation of all peoples
from foreign oppression, t\nd 'Would enable us to end
the shameful phenomenon' of colonialism for' good.
We are convinced that all countries which are sin";
cerely interestlJd in the gicant of freedom andindependence without delay to ' all colonies and Trust and
Non-~elf-Governing Terri!tories will support the draft
declaration submitted ,by /the Soviet Union.
73. In accordance with rule 93 of the rules of procedure of the General Assembly, the Soviet draft
declaration should be 'put to the vote first, since it
was introduced fOT consideration first.. The Soviet
dele.gation formally proposes that that procedure,
which is provi(1ed for in the rules ofprocedure $- should
be follow~d~
i,

74. With regard to the draft resolution submitted by
the '.Afric,an and Asian S,tates [A/L.323 and Add.1-5],
the SOVi/3t delegat19ll applauds the desire shown by
fueQ~et:Whelming majority of African and Asian delegations that measures should be taken at' the fifteenth session of the General, Assembly to advance
the realization of that lofty goal-the eomplete liberation of the peoples of all colonies and dependent
countries. 1Ne remember that as long ago as 1955,
the representatives of twenty-nine Asian and African
States proclaimed at Bandung tbatcolonialism in-all
its manifestations is an eVil which should.be speedily
brought to ,an end. We alao remember that in 1960,
at Addis Ababa, the representatives oftenindepandent
African count:l:'ies and of. a number of African'territories' Willch had. not yet obtained their independence,
addressed a~ urgent appeal to the colonial Powers
to fix <laws fucpnfq~mity.:with the wiIlof the people
for the attainment ofindepf:}!1dence by allnon-independent countries, and, to conNp.unicate those ~tes' to'
the people concerned..
'\
,
' !
75. The Soviet delegati9D reser\~esthe right to speak ;/1
at a later, stage .and explain its "rtews on the specific jl
provisions e>fthe African-Asian Q\;raft resolution. '/
\
Mr" Ha-san (PakfstEtn). Vice...l~resident,took t!f.e
'

Chair.

'

".'

76•. Mr. SOSA RODRIGUEZ (Vene~ela) Itransla1~d \
from Spanish]: The discussion in this A\~semblyof~t:ell1
67 entitled "Declaration on the gl'atl:tP1g ,9:~/J.ilde
pendence "to colonial countries and peuplestIlunquestionably consti~tes a ,landmark' of decisive j,m.portance ,in the history of mankind" The mere fact
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Con-

.that an item whose object is a solemn proclamation
that colonialism should once and for all be considered=athingA;>f-the--pasthasbeen .included in the
agenda of this Assembly without reservations or objections, is evidence of the vast progress being made
in this second half (1)f the twentieth century inregartl
to the recognition of human dignity.
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77. The history QfcoIQill9,.~sm is almost as old as
the history of the world i~~elf. It is the history of
the desire of the stronger/ to dominate the weaker.
By whatever titie thepr~~.ss is graced and on whatever pretext it isca:r-ried out, it is always the history
of the exPloitatio~ of the .weaker by the stronger•
Everywhere and ~,t .all times, a colonial system has
invariably begun With an act offol"~e, the imposition
c.", by . fo~ce-.,Ofa,s~;si:ecmpontrary .j:o"th~J~gitsmate and
natural aspirati01\S of the human peing. It is therefore
not surpriSing tb3:~ in all times and places the~e has
always been a violeri\' reaction·to this system. History
is full of examples ,Jof so-called colomal wars; both
wars of conque~t and wars to preserve conquests
already made~
78. UnderlYing any colonial system.-and I do not
think this is an over-simplification-there have alwa,ys
been two factorr:;: a belief in the,racial, cultural or
intellectual superiority of certafupeoples over others,
and a desire to exploit the natural resources of some
peoples. for the benefit of others. In certain cases
there has also been a desire for territorial expansion as a solution to problems of over-population.
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79. Human relations being a complex anq. subtle
matter, other factors have also entered into the
phenomenon of colonialism, and for that reason the
balance sheet of colonial r~gimes has not been entirely negative. Many peoples have attained higher
levels 'of culture and material progress under the
influence of. the colonizing country, but that is nota
sufficiently cogent. "argument to justify the evil in...
herent in all colonialr~gim.es.Except for the missionaries who went to foreign lands in a spirit of selfless devotion to preach their faith and whose goal was
to win souls for God. I doubt whether any colonial
undertaking could be saidtobe free ofulterior motives.
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always been repugnant to our consciences and has
stirred us deeply.
"·82~'··Venezue1awas~ca1tedupontop~y-ateaai:rfgpartc=

in the process of the e~cipation 'of America, and
o~ Sim6n BoHvar
that six nationsofour)';pontinent owe their independence.That is why=th8re exists in my. country a.
profound antipathy to colonialismanda lively sympathy
for the cause of the peoples who are still struggling
for their independence.
83. The Charter of the United Nations unquestionably
marked a great advance towards the solution ·of the.
problem· of ~olonialism and brought hop~ ·to those
peoples still subjected to that r~gime. Clearly$ the
exiStence of the colonial r~gime is incompatible with
ma:Uyccof·tbe··p:eGcipleScembodied·in·.our=Gharterrand- .- . ...
the provisions of. Chapters XI and xn, viewed in the
.
spirit of the Charter, can be considered only as the .
last compromise between the interests of the colonial
Powers and the powerful movement in favour of the
sacred principles of self-determination of peoples
and absolute equality a1p.ong men~
84. The system established by the Charter has
yielded excellent results. and,. thanks to the mcreasing
acceptance of itsguidingprincipl~s by the peoples.
we have witnessed the emergence since 1945 ofa large
number of newly independent States .which are today
Members of· the United Nations. MilliQns of human
beings are, however, still·liVing under the colonial
r~gimeand, ine their interest, It!0re rapid progress
must be made. The declaration on the independence
of those countries and peoples,whichwe are discussing
in this year 1960, will m.eet this requirem.ent and
fulfil that legi'timate aspiration. This declaration will
be the inStrumentwhichwi.ll make possible the adopp,.on
of measures directed towards the final eradication
of colonialism. The United Nations must continue to
play a vital part in this process, by. providing the
newly independent nations with the technical assistance
they need and by protecting them from econoplic de- c,
pendence on the former colonial Power, or on any
other Power• .
.
/?
..
.
... .
. . -/?'
85. Political independence does not by ilfselfconstitute real independence; it needs to be accompanied by
economic independence. That is Why the principle of
the right of people~ totiita qse of their natural resources is of such lmportance; in other words, this
right is an integr~l part of the right of self-deterpli...
nation. Natural resources should be used. for the'
. advantage and benefit of the country owning them,
subject of course to the obligations stemrn~om
economic cOo-operation among nations and from~rnational law•
.,
it is to the genius. and pe;!?everance

80. Nevertheless, the fact that Spain's colonial en.deavour in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
was marked by that spiritual quality gave it special
features which we do not fi:rJ.d in the colonialization
of the twentieth. century. Throughout the period of
the Spanish colonial r~gime in America in the sixteenth,. seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Spainand
its American colonies weregradual~y forging a
common identity ~ The children ofthe "conquistadores"
-=~~were children of America and the American terri- '
86. The course of events is the same with natio~
-1~tJies became an extension of Spain. That is why the
as
with individuals. A human being cannot develop
Ani\~rican peoples, who on acquiring a sense of their
his
talents to the full or be truly free unless, in
Q~l individuality, struggled for long years to win their
addition
to enjoYing all the civil and political rights
ind~!pendence from Spain, nevertheless retain for it
which
freedom
implies,he has reached a certain
the /1ove of children for their mother-we even call
level of economic well-being which emtbles him. to
Spain the mother country-arllce Spanis~bloodflows in
make
effective use'of that freedom.. rn the field of
c;;~)ur veins and our language and religion are· also
domestic
law,.we can·trace this process of liberation
.a legacy of spain.
from the 'French Revolution; which established the
81. Racial discrimination is unknown to Spanish principle of equality before the law and abolished,
class privileges, to the enactment during the past and
America and the conoe.pt of a· superior race or pe0I>le
especially the present century of social legislation
" is completely alien to us. It is for that reason that the
p:rocessof colonialization in Asia and especially in
specificaijydesigned to protect the WOl'kerand the/
Africa~ despite the benefits which the peoples of the
economjcal1:y weak classes. This process of evolutionfl\
Which has taken place in domestic law, in relation
co~onies may Sometimes have derived from it, has
c

·'I

to th'e individual is the same as is now taking place
in international law in relation to nations, and in
··"thiS·· process ,. tHeextstellCs-"or·tbeumWd Nations'-ms
.
unquestionably been, and· will cOlltinue to be, a
,
dominant and decisive factor. The declaration on.the

•

granting of lndepend!lnce to colonlil countries and

peoples,which this Asaembly will.adopt,.will con81;1..
tutea major landmark in this process of evolution.
87. Although the declaration on the granting· of independence to colonial countries and peoples refers
specifically to those countries and peoples which
the United Nations Charter defines as' Non-SelfGoverning or TruSt Territories, it must in fact have
a much wider application, as it once again endorses
the principle of self-determination of peoples,which

freedom. to become independent natic,)us; freedom to
shoose the political system which: most closely
. correspbn.tis~t(jtheirc traditiu:ns-·~afiaidea1sCfreedom
of education;. freedom of religion; in ,ahort, freedom
to live their own Uves, subject only\to respect for
the same rights of other peoplea. The 'declaration on.
the.gr;m1;i)lgofindependep.ce·:to..colol}ial c.ountries
and peoples must, therefore, apply to ~11 countries
and peoples in all continents who remain subject to
the colonial r~gime or who do not enjoy such independence, and it must also apply not onl)~ to the past
and the present, but· also to the future ll\the sense
that independent countries. must be prevented from
again falling 'Victims to colonialism.

c"'·'·ineludefl~the~right-=of'ev~y-'-people:"'tQ.·ch()ose=itso,own:_·
. ·89.- .Ite=iS-.o-.in:=~thiJLbrJ)ad~ sense. tbat.Jn.y delegation in..
terprets any declaration against colonialisl,~, and
forpl of government, to enjoy its spiritual and. ma-

terial patrimony Without restriction, to live freely
in accordance with its most cherished traditionsj and
to bee~empt from any form of subjection to any other
more pOwerful nation or people.
88. This point underlines a characteristic which any
declaration on .the abolition of colopialism m.ust
possess, namely, universality. Such a d(eclaration is,
in 'effect, based on universal principles w~ch.cannot
be' limited to any particular time or place. These
are the principles underlying the dignity of the human
being and the undeniable right of peoples to freedom.:

it is from this standpoint tluLt it wiU vote on the
draft resolutions sllbmitted for the consideration of
this Assembly. In voting in favour ofa declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples, the Venezuelan delegation will merely
reaffirm the'· position it has consistently taken and .
endorsed by its votes and its statements in the United
Nations in favour of the independence of all Peoples
and the implementation inall continents ofthe Purposes
and Principles of the United,Nations Charter.
The meeting rose at 5:30 p.m•.
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AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial·
countries and peoples (continued)
1.. The PRESIDENT: The first speaker on my list
this morning is the representative of Portugal, in
exercise of the right of reply.

foreign capital is not allowed to hold ,more than 40
par ceI)~ of the total social capital.. Therefore, we have
here a 1-..ain falsehood and a plain distortion of the
true facts..
4., The Soviet representative' also placed before the
Assembly the question whether or not it was a fact
that in Portuguese territory " .. " .. a brutal system of
racial discrimination and of forced slave labour exists
" • .." [ibid., para. 59] • No, it is not a fact. It is
merely another falsehood, and we firmly and strongly
repudiate it. I am not going to burden the Assembly
with details,but I must say that there is absolute
freedom of labour and absolute freedom of choice of
employment.. ,Furthermore, my Government ,has ratified the Convention concerning Forced orCompulsoty
Labour of 193011 and the Convention, concerning the
Abolition of Forced labour ,of 1957 Y of the International, Labour Organisation. Also,the Portuguese
ConstitutlDn and the labour laws explicitly prohibit
forced labour, or any other form ofcom:pulsol"Ylabour,
which is considered'by us as 9. crime. Anyone wishing
to do so can consult our laws.

2. .Mr. GABIN (Portugal): Using the most insulting
5. As for the allegatlonconcerning racial discrimin~
language, the baseness of which I can only guess at
from the English translation, the Soviet representaation, no imagination, no matter how fertile, could
tive, at the 939thmeeting, unrestrainedly insulted
conceive of any more unjust andunfounded accusation,
Portugal and the Portuguese people from this rostrum.
nor of any accusation which could have hurt us more
Pursuing his Government's well-known policy of indeeply had it come from s. responsible source. Let
jecting falsehoods and distortions into any issue, the
me quote a responsible source, the renowned historian
SoViet representative embarked the other day on a
Arnold Toyribee, who in an article published in The
rampant and vicious attack against many countries.
New York· Times magazine section of 7 August 1960
My own country was included, and the Soviet reprewrote:
sentative unleashed against us unprovoked, unjustified,
"There are large and important sections of the
unwarranted, gratuitous and thoroughly malevolent aehuman race in which race prejudice is conspicuous
cusations. This abuse by the Soviet delegation of a
by its absence: I am thinking particularly of the
self-respecting Member of this Organization cannot
Moslems and of the Spanish-speaking at'.d Portu..
go unanswered.
guese-speaking peoples."
.
3•. The Soviet representative began his false alleAnd again, the same historian wrote in the same
gations by asserting that in the Portuguese Overseas
article:
.
Provinces are found " .... Americanbanksandcompa"Anyway, the freedom of the Spanish- and of the
nies like Standard Oil, the Chase National Bank, the
Portuguese-sp~akingpeoples from racefeelingis.an
National City Bank of New York and the Gulf Oil
unquestionable fact, whatever its historic origins
Corporation, .which control most o~ the Portuguese
may be."
diamond, petroleum, rubber and other companies"
[939th meeting, para.. 58]. None of these allegations
6.. I could quote many other independent and reis true. Neither the National City Bank nor the Standard
sponsible authorities,but I doubtthattheSovietrepreOil Company nor the Chase National Bank controls
sentative would be much interested in independent
anything in Portuguese territory, nor have they in
and responsible sources...
.
any territory even an agency. All those who know
7.. Here is another accusationby the Soviet delegation:
the Portuguese economy and who are acting in good
"Neither in the Fourth Committee nor int.,Ue
faith are very much aware that there is no American
control, nor any foreign control tior that matter, over
plenary GeneralAssembly has the Portuguese repreany Portuguese enterprises or companies, and that
sentative even attempted to deny that in the Portu..
any Am.erican interests, as they may exist,are negliguese colonies all the inhabitants are classified as
gible. Besides, in accordance with Portuguese law,
V InternatiortalLabour Cortference, Conventions and Recol'nmenthe administration of any company or enterprise,
dations. 1919-1949 (Geneva. International Labour Office, 1949). ConeVen though it may have some foreign capital, must
ventlon No. 29.
always remain in, Portuguese hands; and under the
'AI International Labour Office. OtficialBUlletin. vol.XL (19~7).1'lo•. 1.
proyisions of the current Portuguese legiSlation,
Convention No. 105.
1/
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'civi1~ed' (assimilated) or 'uncivilized'." [939th
13. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative of
m.eeting, para. 59.]
Argentina to exe:.cise his right of reply.
(I
Bl
The portugues~ delegation has done more than try'to
14.· Mr.}ufatt>EO (Argentina) (translated from ,/
fi)
deny; we have strongly denied it, and, what is more, ,Spanish): ,}J£t his speech made on 7 December [939th \'·=c.
th
thePortuguese"delegation has explained in detail tuat
meeting]"the representative of the Soviet Union rear
P
such accusations have no foundation whatever inPortu.:.
ferred Ito the attitude adopted by the Argentinedele-~~.se
guese law or practice. The indisputable fact is that
gation' ib~!~is debate.
th:
the distin~tion between "civilized" and "uncivilized"' 15,. The Soviet, representative has blatantly distorted
in
is unkn()~m' to Portuguese law and if others, like the
the views expressed by Argentina by asserting that,
23
SOViet delegation, have framed such an invention for
inasmuch as my speech showed,ashe puts it,that
re
reasons of propaganda and political expediency, the
we,were opposed to the artificial acceleration of the
f~l
fault is not OUN and we reject any such blame.
decolonization process, it was encouraging the copr
8. For those who may be interested in more details,
lonial Powers to refuse independence to their colonies.
co
I would refer them to the debates in the Fourth Compe
mitteeon this question in which this point was ~Ily
16. The positio:q. of the Argentine delegation reCa
garding the liquidl1tion of the colonial system has been
explained beyond doubt.
so clearly expou'hded that it does not need to be ex..
~~
9. Then the Soviet delegation has stated that in one
plained. In my splvaach I said:
AI
Portuguese territory there has been carried on Ita
"The llnportant thing to. note is that whatever
wi
veritable policy of bloody intimidation" and "mass
judgem6ilt may be passad on the system now or
"p
murders" [ibid., para. 61]. Those were the actual
by future historians, colonialism no longer fits
M~
words. This is a most outrageous accusation and,
into the political structure of our time..... It does
fre
unless the Soviet delegation is aq~ustomed to taking
not matter now what explanati~n or justificationthose
ou
such things lightly, it seems to my;\delegation inconsystems may have had in the past.. What is important
tee
cheivatbdle thakat anyrhesponsiblemembei\~!thiSAsseimthblY
is that in our day and age we should refuse to allow
is,
s ou m e suc preposterous stat"ments w out
them to continue." [927th meeting, para. 17.]
thE
substantiation and Without the vaguest proof,.
sh
17. This point of view is sufficiently clear-cut to
of
10.1 strongly protest against these outrageous accurequire no clarification. The fact that we believe
satioDs made, by the Soviet delegation. There is still
h
f
f
'
t h
St t
t
of
another falsehood. The Soviet representative said that
that t e trans er 0 power 0 t e new a es mus
be effected as far as possible peacefully and in ac24.
the inhabitants of our overseas, territories "have no
cord with the former metropolitan Powers and within
re:
representation in any single administrative organ or
the>tiIrie...Hmits that are most convenient to the
an,
in the metropolitanlegislative organs" [ibid., para. 59].
liberated countries, does not in any way mean that
tha
It is not tm8; they have such representation. The
we modify the statement of principle affirming our
tha
Soviet representative said that the population "may
oppositiont~ the existence of the colonial system.
an(
be arbitrarily expelled from lands which have been
an<
theirs frolIl time immern.orial~'[ibid.]. It is not true;,
18., Accord:ingly, our vote in favour of the Africanins
they cannot..
-Asian draft resolution [A!L.323 and Add.1-6] is based
to
11. Shall t go on? I do not wish to try the patience of
on the conviction that the immediate steps referred
the
the Assembly. I Submit thati,t would be a divine
to in paragraph 5 ·of the declaration imply the creation
im.:
without delay· of the cond:itions requisite for indemiracle if the Soviet Government which, by ruthless
pendence. We do not believe, on the other hand, that
25.
and violent means, has consistently denied freedom,
eta
and whose record of oppression ~is second to none,
they presuppose an obligation to transform the existing,
anc
were truly interested in what it calls the freedom
juridical system.
of
of colonial peoples. Actually, we are left with the
19. It seems 'to us that the countries most directly
mo
same old story of Sovietinanoeuvres in this Assembly•
interested in these problems have adopted, a much
an
They will use anything-that is, anythingbut the truthniore realistic attItude and one, undoubtedly, that will
dis
or anyone, to plant the seeds of hatred and chaos on
prove more advantageous to the non-self-governing'
26.
earth so that the ground will be ripe for communist
peoples than those countrie.s whichhavemadeapropafer
conquest and exploitation, through penetration in
gandasldgan out of the colonial problem.
POll
Africa and elsewhere in the world, so as to carry
20. As far as our attitude is concerned, we will
of .
out the ftprophecy of the great Lenin" to which the
allow no one to interpret it In asense that is contrary
poi:
Soviet representative referred at the same meeting
to the letter and the spirit of our own words. We
Tal
[ibid., para. 65].
can accept criticism of the views we express but.
the
12. These matters of the subjugation of peoples and.
we reject interPretations which, whether from fair
teS1
territories, phYSical and moral slavery completewith
or from unfair motives, seek to change them.
pIa;
political ropres~ion, del~ortations of people enmasse,
21. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative of
priJ
forced immigration, absolute lack of political and
Spain to exercise his right of reply•.
pro
intellectual.,freedom, clonstant threats ,against other
PrE
nations arid' peoples, exp;Xoitation of the weak, ofwhich
22. Mr. DE LEQUERICA (Spain) (translated from
dell
the Soviet repre;SentativE~spoke at length inhis slanderSpanish): At the meeting on Wednesday last,7 DeintE
ous speech, are wall known characteristics of the
cember [939th meeting], the representative of the '
fak,
new type of coloniaIisnn.' which the world is facing:
Soviet Union made a speech which was heard by
this
Soviet colonialism. It iel tragically ironical that the
several members of the Spanish delegation, including,,;
la
myself personally, in its Spanish interPretation. We
Soviet representative carried his effrontery to the
Ohs
point of accusing the PQj~guese nation of murderous
found not the slightest mention in it of the Canary
ma(
activities.. And who is I1(laking this accusation? It is
Islands. Neither is any ~eference made in the Spanish
obv:
the representative of the ',Soviet empire, if you please.
text of the Soviet speech as it appeared in the protex1
c

ii(~jlll,·
.. __
~_a_. .,.$. .,.J.
,7 ,_
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ofli'

visional verbatim. record to this province of Spain.
Soviet Union has two quit~! dffferentmethods of apBut,on studying the English and French texts, we, proach to a problem; when~er any ~ef,erence is made
~om I/
find a 'list which the Soviet representative gave of
to the notorious Soviet iJi~..lerialis5! or colonialism, '
~9th (::,=.~
the various territories,soDl9 of them Spanish, which.it immediately voices a loit\~~fll but, at the same
re",
are customarily quoted in such cases, which could
tbne, it does not hesitate, aer.=the whole history of
~le'-~. serve as bases for 'colonialism in countries other
the Soviet r6gfine Shows, to intervene,in the domestic
than the metropolitan countries, and we find cited
affairs of other cQuntries and to attack the territorial
in this list the Canary I s l a n d s . i n t e g r i t y of my country, as it did last Wednesday.
l"ted
23. I do not desire to offend the intelligence of fellow
27. As we are_ only very indirectly affected by cohat,
representatives,
'for
you
are
all
well
aware
of
the
lonial
problems, we can speak on the subject in an
that
f~ct
that
the
Canaries
are
a
very
'ancient
Spanish
impartial
and disinterested fashion.. I take advantage
the
of this occasion-though I had not intended to interproVince, an older member of the Spanish national
cocommunity
than
some
of
the
provinces
in
the
Eurovene
in this discussion-to pay tribute to the honest
les.
peanpeninsula. Christopher Columbus stopped at the
way in which the African and Asian countries, in
reCanaries when he was sailing to AmericA and the
spite of the major interest they have in the problem,
)een
Canaries were a real centre for spreading the crehave. avoided making the same mistake in this disex""
ative work of Spain in the Western hemisphere. In
cussion as the Soviet delegation and have maintained
America, during the centuries when it was United 'the debate on colonialism on the appropriate, intelwith the Spanish crown, people talked constantly of . tectual and political level, without resorting to the
~ver
"peninsular Spaniards" and "Canarian Spaniards".
acrobatic tricks of those who seek no~ to achieve
, or
Many.
Americans
of,
Central
87>,d
South
America
come
the
progress of mankind 'but 'to find pret~ts .for
fits
from the Canaries, speak our language and belong to
c~nfusing the issue.
10es
lose
our race. The greatest Spanish novelist of the nine28. As I have this opportunity bere, I cannot re1:ant
teenth century, Gald6s, t.}am.e from the Canaries. It
frain from mentioning that the peoples of Central
llow
is, therefore, a historical monstl;osity, unworthy of
and Southern America have given recognition in ,moving
terms-and these are gratefully acknowledged-and
the culture of the Soviet delegation, to say w}1at was
stated by its ,spo.kesman. It is to manifest ignorance
It to
on a high intellectual and critical level to the past
of something that anyschoolboywithasUghtknowledge
history of Spain, and have maintained their links
leve
of European geography knows.
, with the' old European peninsula and its Canary Islands,
nust
24., A Minister of the Spanish Governm.ent, Mr. Car-Balearic Islands and other island provinces•.
lacrero Blanco, gave a good definition of the historical
'n
ithin
and
geographical
character
of
Spain
when
he
said
29•
.oefore
concluding, I must say that God forbid I
the
that the Spanish nation is, geographically, a peninSula
should follow th~,\bad example set by the Soviet Union,
that
link
with
the
'European
continent
as that' would \oiily :tnean inter:rupting the very fmthat
has
a
tenuous'
our
and
various
islands
and'territories
.in
the
Atlantic.
portan..t.diseu3sions
that have been begun and which,
tem.
and Mediterranean that are Spanish ~and. ~e, Pen-, _.~.,' I' ha-ye already saidt concern the' social advancecaninsula,~ the' Minister went On,' has a great resetnblancff,mant of,the whole world. Were I to be tempted, howased
to an island. The sole bond of union of our nation is
ever-whioh God, forbi~erely to read an article in
rred
the sea, and be conclude,d bv saying' that. we ,are an
The: New York Times of 24 September 1960, we would
"
find' s1:bject' matter to talk about Soviet colonialism
!ltion
immense archipelago.
' f o r 'many 'more meetings" This article enumerates
nde29. :But, above all, the SoViet Union representativets
all the countries which have been "colonized" by
that
statement implies an attack on Spain's sovere~gniy ~olen~e by Soviet, Russia. and I have no desire to
sting.
andint1agrity, which are guaranteed by the, Charter '·mention the nations that flgure among us here as indeof the United Nations, and against this we enter a
pendent, nations since we have very definite scruples
ectly
m.ost energetic protest and we deeply regret thatsuch
on thisIJOint.. There,was a discussion inthis Assembly
nuch
an act of aggression should have oCcurred in these
on,th~ question of Tibet.and, as we were not sure that
:will
discussions.Tib~~
was independent of Chinese suzerainty, we abrning
26. When the United Kingdom representative re.stp.~ from voting O11t of respect for th~ Charter,
'opaalthough the aggression comIb.ittedthere was obvious.
ferred [925th meeting] to mass deportatioBS of whole 'Inthe.article in The New York Times, as I was saying,
populations of the Soviet Union and to the supp;ression 'you win find listed, among the countries coloni~ed
will
of nationality which accompanied those deportati,oil;s,. bv' the Soviet Union Lithuani~ Latvia Est i A .
;rary
pointing out that this had happened to the Crhnean. ,.T. . ' . •
'
•
-',
,
on a, 1"I. We
Tartars the Ka1m.ucks and other sma11e'r co:rtu:nuniti-es '
menia, Georgia, AzerbaiJaD, Uzbekistan, Turlanenis'
,
,."
, ",' " " •".' .' tan; , Kirgizia. Tadzhikistan, Kazakstan, Tartu and the
~ but
th
te
erepresentative
of
th.e
Spviet
U~ionv'IQl~J1l:w,pr~
'f'~t and Buriat t'rritories. What a long tiroe we
fair
sted lJJld, bursting WIth .lndignatIon, c~e, ~o th~ . " could spend discussing each and every on~ of these
PI~tf°irm to declare that It vv,as a V1?la~ion of the. . problmns and submitting proposall!J designed to alve of
pnnc pIes generally recognized, as ,~ove~ng the, leriate the lot of those peoples But I II'epeat it
proceedings of this Assembly. ,And he requeste~ the ,would never occur to us to do so $ ,
,
Presid~nt to protect the SoViet delegation and the
'
,
•
from
30. And without going such a distance or delving into
delegations of other States against such an attempt to
-Deall the comp1ic~tions o!·' human geography. we coUld, .
interfere ,in the domestic affairs of a ,country. 'I
,f the '
take the opportunity of making the ·same appaal i~
with reference to Sir Leslie Munro's report,V cite
d by
this case'and, following the precedent thua established,
the case of the Hungarians. And we could, by merely
l1dingi;
I appeal to you,in the spirit and the letter of.o~r
taking a glance at the map, m.entionEasternGermany.
1. We
Chal"ter, to take cognizance of this uns~akableattack
But we prefer for the moment not to trouble this
mary
made by the delegation of the Sovief'Urdob, Which
aniSl1
obviously has no respect for the law 'nor for the
2i Official ~ecoJ:'ds bf the General Assembly, Fourte~th Session.
proAnnexes. ~enda item 74 document A/4304.
1)
text, that we all know so well, of the Charter. ~e
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meeting wlth such supe:rfluous reference$ which ~Jo the populations concerned' to express their feelings
little honOllr' to those who make them and would freely. It considers ·that it is the duty of these Powers,
carry no more serious weight than would be implicit
in an~r case, to prepare all the peoples for democratic
in, say,a reque~t by us to free Odessa or Leningrad
self-goverJUnent. Preparations mustforthwith be made
from Soviet ~QloDialism.
by stages to ensure that changes of status are made
in ordedy fashion, to see that the essential organs
31~ Mr. MKOTOMALALA (Madagascar) (trans~
of
modern administration are installed as soon as
lated from French): The speakers who ha~le preceded
possible
and that fu!ly qualified nationals get· imme at this rostl'l1tn have defined in ve-,:y loft'y- intelmediately
accustomed to the exercise of authority.
lectual phrases tile object and purposes of the discussion which is now proceeding in the United Nations .40. It is only by following this peaceful procedure,
General Assembly and .is being attentively followed
which Madagascar itself was fortunate to experience
by the whole world. The peoples who are longing for
when France granted her internal autonomy in 1957
their emancipation are turning hopefully towards us
and in.dependence in 1960, that the struggles and disand are expecting that speedy and positive solutions . orders can be avoided which bring suffering on the
will emerge from our proceedings.
populations and leave germs of. hatred and xenophobia,
behind in peoples' hea~s.
32. I shall now deal briefly with the substance of the
problem.
.
41. My delegation makes a ve:ry broad-based appeal,
therefore, to the consciences of the administering
33_ With the' advent of the eighteentb. cent-dry and the
Powers and begs them to comply not only with the
French Revolution, despotic r6gimes disappeared and
letter
but also withthespil."it of our draft resolution.
the rights of man were ·~irmed.
.
42. My delegation also trusts that the peoples who
34. Slavery was abolished in the nineteenth century.
will be called upon to choose their future lot will
35. The twentieth century should see the triumph of
fully realize the obligations they will have to assume
. equality as between all peoples. In the first half of
on gaining their freedom. As they evoke and strengthen
this century human folly led men to kill their fellowtheir national feelings and their patriotism, let them
men in two terrible wars. Now, in the second half
alBa try to ensure .that their accessiontointernational
6f the century, the peoples, having reached the age
sovereignty Is not accompanied by disorder, for the
of reason, will no .longer, so we hope, seek to subjuaccession to such sovereignty should not be motivated
gate one ,another.
by hatred but should form an important contribution
to friendship and concord between' men and nations.,
36. The hearts' of ali who yearned for independence
were filled with immense joy when, fifteen years ago,
43•. It is with this prospect in.mind thatthe Malagasy
the Charter of the United Nations drafted at San
delegation, having given its support to the forty-thre~
Francisco solemnly declared that the Powers which
Power draft. resolution, will. refuse to accept any
had control over non-self-governing peoples had the
amendment whIcn· would clte~ its meaning or scope,
obl.gation to lead them towards self-government and
and will support it fervently, realizing that in so do.ing
dem.ocratic management of their own affairs. A iresh
it is helping to promote the ideal of justice and pe,.oe
chapter was thus opened up in the book of the life
throughout the .world.
of nations and we have the privilege now of writing
the last pages. which will prepare for the. closing of 44. Mr. WACHUKU (Nigeria): I thank the President
for g:ving me the opportunity to make a short state. this chapter.
ment with regard to.the subject under consideration,
37. The draft resolution of which Madagascar' is a
that is.. the declaration on the granting ofindepeadence
sponsor [A/L.323 and Add.l-6] is designed to give a
to colontal countries and peoples.
firm reminder to the Powers who still administer
Non-self-Governing Territories that it is high time· 45.Fir~'t of all, I want to express the gratitude of
my delegation to the delegation of. the Soviet Union,
that the provisions of the Charter be implemented all
which
took the initiative in having this subject placed
over the world and that the United Nations resolutely
on
the
agenda of the plenary meetings of the General
follow the policy Which is laid down in the Charter
Assembly. I also want to express my thanks to the
and which should end in the abolition of colonialism.
delegations of the United Kingdom, the United States
38. My country has regained its international soverand all those non-African countries who are notbound
eignty after a break of sixty-four years.. Determined
by the force of circwnstances as intimately with thiS
as it is to safeguardthis priceless gift of independence,
subject as we are, but have expressed their support
it has entered the big family of the United Nations
fOT the drive against this nefarious practice which
firmly resolved' to contribute unreservedly to the
holds mainly Africa in thraldom.
maintenance of. peace and the territorial integrity of
46_ I' .speak as one who is more closely COnce!1'led
States, but· 91so, and above all, to pursue the lofty
with the Subject. The main colonial area of the world
ideal of' fraternity and equality which is the very
today is Africa. Therefore when one discusses cofoundation of the United Nations.
lonialism, it is of greater concern to African States
39. My delegation sincerely hopes that the draft
than .to ~ other States. Indeed, other countries can
reSolution which it submits to you jointly with all
abstain; they can walk away. They can say, -Wen,
the other African and Asian States will be adopted
it does not ·concern .us." And they would be quite enun3Dim ou.slyor, at any rate, by such a large majority
titled to do so. But no African State can do likewise. \
that it will have to .be regarded as manifesting the
For my delegation and for Nigeria the total liberation
determination of the peoples of the world not to ae-o
of African territory from foreign domination and
cept any further useless and endless delays. It is . imperialism is of pr:lmary concern. Indeed, that is
one of the pillars and canons of our future policies:
convinced that the Powers who are still administering
He who is nQtwith us inthis matter must be Obnsiderea
Non-Belf..Qoverning Territories .will loyally bow to
this will anH wiUmunediately take steps to @Rble
to be against us.
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47. As Ihave'said before, along with colonialism

54. It is because we want to avoid a repetition of
there is also the question of the humiliation of this type of anarchy and chaos elsewhere on,the conti...
nent .of Africa that we com~ here today to speak
peoples of African descent throughout the world; in
on this subject. Those who ht..Je ears to hear should
other words, racial discrimination against people of
hear-but those who have none, or those who have
African descent.
ears and.are prepared to block them, should not be
48. As far as Nigeria is concerned, the time has
surprised when history repeats itself.
come when this sUbject will no longer be~onsidered
an internal affair of· any State but indeed as something
55. Since we came to this Assembly, we have read
quite intimately connected with our foreign pplicy.
all sorts· of things. In fact, there was a circular letter
. Anybody who, is notp;repared to eradicate the -huthat we received at one time f.rom a strange organimiliation that has been meted out to people of African
zation in this great country-when we demand total
descent or p~~ople of our raci~l stock cannot claim
liquidation of all colonies,. it is this type of thing
to love us.
that makes us· do so unhesitatingly-and I think it is
right that· r should read thatdocument so that everybody
49. Colonia1i~m and imperialism go hand in han~
will
know its contents. I know that it is the work of
and fipr Nigeria independence is not an end in Hself
certain
marginal individuals, but the fact that such
but a means to an end: Nigeria is prepared to be the
.marginal
individuals can eXist and that such organiguinea pig, the sacrificial lamb, for the purpose of
zationscan
exist ina democratic society', .in a society .
the total liberation of the African continent. Thera are
that
is
governed
by law-individuals and organizations
so many millions of our people of Africa today who
aiming at the destru..ction or humiliation of people
are under foreign domination. Therefore, when you
different from themselves because they regard them
see the name of Nigeria· as one of the sponSors of
as colonialS-acts as a stimulus to us. It does not
the draft resolution· submitted by the African...A sian
generate hate in our hearts, Rather than that, it
group [A!L.323 and Add.l-6] you can appreciate why
serves
as a challenge to us to insist that, from now·
we whole-heartedly support this resolution.
on, every square inch of Afrlcanterritory and every
50. Africa was broken up by European Powers at the
square inch· ,of Asian territory and every sqtmre inch
Conference of Berlin in 1884...1885. At that time, no
of any. colonial territory must be liberated from
African was there; no representative of Africa was
foreign domination.
there.· Those who were present sat down and. used
56. By doing that, we will be contributing to the
a carving knife and divided up· the whole continent,
each taking its own share, as though itwere a Christ- .establishment of peace and tranquillity in the world..
There can never be any peace .in our world until
masturkey.
all colonial territories;are liberatedfrom colonialism•
51. :aut now Africa is coming back into. its own, and
Let. us not deceive ourselves. So long as any State
it is only right that we who. constitute the largest
believes that it can hold another State in bondage and
single country in Africa,' the most populous count.ry
exploit the resources of that other country to its
in Africa and one that is not badly off as far as reown advantage--not utilizing the resources of that
sources are ,. concerned, should, in the very· early
other country to the advantage of that country's people,
stages of our independence, make our position in
but hoping to build up its own economy at the expense
this matter very, very clear. There should be no
of theeconODlY and well~being of other people-there
doubt where Nigeria stands in this matter.
Can never be peace in our world. Let no one deceive
himself about that. These people want the good things
52. I take this opportunity once more, as I have. done
of this world; they want to develop1their culture,
before, to address certain colonial Powers which
their
traditions' and their institutions; they want to
still believe in certain strange ideologies. I must
develop
their spiritu&I, intellectual and moral qual:imention Portugal categorically. I want to tellPortugal
not to ,deceive itself any longer when it ·te1l8 us here . ties. For one nation to hold another 'in bondage, to
repress it .and suppress it and subjugate .it, is to
that Angola, Mozambique and otherAfrican territories
sow
the seeds of world catastrophe.
are part.and parcel of Portugal's metropolitan territory,. That is nonsense. Nigeria will never accept'
57. The most unpredictable thing~-in- the world· is
that fictitious doctrine. Portugal, all along, has been
man himself. You can predict the weather these days,
behaving as· if it is not aware of the· changes that are
but you cannot say exactly what a man. is likely to
taking place in the world today. We do not hate it,
do so long as he has a mind of his own.. In other words,
but we love our Africans more" And I am tatdngthis
the most uncertain thing in the world is man, and,
oPPOrtunity to serve notice upon Portugal that, while
so long as .there is the fire of God·~"d the divine
Nigeria cl0es not hate Portugal, Nigeria can never
element in man, he always has potentialities for good
a.gree with Portugal on an issue which means that the
or bad.
people. of Africa in Angtola will be held in thraldom
58•.... If you repress the people for too long there comes
an~ that no attempt will be made to give them an.
a time when they. do not count the cost and are preopportunity to live life more abundantly.
pared to die for a 'cause" which they beHeve to be
53. Portugal should learn a lesson from. what is
very dear to their hearts. I am saying this in relation
happening in the Congo~ It is because Leopold n
to South Africa•. Today colonialism is Lot confined to
regarded the Congo ,as his private· estate and, when
Europe. The Union of South Africa is one 'of those
the Belgians. took it over, regarded ftas a farm and
imperialistic States where a minority of 3 tnillion
t:::ained people onlyasfarmhands to produce wealth
people decide, to subjugate, humiliate and virtually
for the Belgian State, that,w'llen the time 'came -for
destroy·· the souls of 11 million others.
.
nationalism to take ita turn, Belgium was not up to
dealing with the probl\?'l1 ,that was raised. And what
59. I saY,..just as I have told Portugal-and the same
thing refers to Spaitt'and other countries of Europe
have We on our b,ands now·as· far as the Congo is
concerned? Chaos.
who think of Africa as the target of their ambitions;;~
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that the ,mnority in South ,·Africa'>that has had an
opportunity to do good has decided to do evil al.l along.
Nigeria takes thj~{opportunity to serve notice on th~
minority el~ents that Nigeria cannot accept indefinitely' the present pOBition. But Nigeria is broad'..,"
minded enough to appreciate the forces of history.
We do not want to treat the minority elements as
aliens of South Africa to be driven into the sea or
destroyed or expropriated.

lf~l"he degenerate French, the Latin nations dom.inated by the Roman Pope and the Jew Slavs have
already yielded, but we say America is white. We
shall lteep it White, no matter if the rest of .;he
world is mongolized we shall keep our America
pure.
ftThe Ku Kh:ax Klan is on guard against the black
and yellow peril sweeping in from across the seas..
-The present session of the General Assembly of
60. I have said this before and I want to repeat it
the United Nations is controlledby the inferior races.
in this august Assembly: all we want South African
It is a meeting of blacks and their brown and yellow
1".11er8 to practise today \ is the rule of law. There
brethren who are plottingtooverthrowwhiteProtesmURtbe one law for all ths people in South Africa.
tant America.
Those who are in power in SouthAfrica must appreciate
"What an insult to the founCUng .fathers of our
that if they are to .survive inthe near future they must
for the black Nkrumah, ·the brown Nehru,
Republic
acknowledge the ruleoflaw and make use of the powers
tan
Nasser,
the yellow Sukarno and the commuthe
and the resources at their disposal to enable the
nistic-atheistic Tito, a traitor to God and the white
majority tore-establish themselves so as to regain
raoe, to try to force President Eisenhower into a
the confidence th9,t they have lost because of years (\f
summit
with the anti-ehrist Khrushchev. These
oppression and repression. If they do not take the
should have been tanned and feathered.
monkeys
hiilt it is not Nigeria that will start the ball rolling;
there will come a time when the majority will revolt,
"The Lord in his infinite wisdom created thewhite
and we have already read of a number of incidents
race to rule over the animal kingdom and the lower
occurring in South Africa. There will be a time when
races. Our Saviour Jesus Christ taught us to love
the majority will revolt, and if those in power should
and cherish even the slave, but he did not preach the
be so indiscreet as to allow such anincident to occur,·
domination of the slave over the master.
I cannot say nor can I imagine what the consequences
"The Ku Klux Klan wants the black and yellow
may. be. I can only say mildly that it will be a great
delegates to stay close to the buildings ofthe United
.disaster.
Nations and the brothels of Harlem and not to defile
61. In order to avoid this holocaust Nigeria takes this
the hotels and restaurants of our white city. OUr
opportunity to ask the minority rulers of South Africa
police will not relax their vigilance against the lawto eradicate the colonialism and imperialism which
less acts of Africans like the delegate from Camerhave persisted in that territory for so .long, and the
oun and other umpty blacks, and if you don't like it,
humiliation that has been the lot of the people of
get out. There is no welcome in America for a
Africa.
black and yellow United Nations. The fiery crosses
shall burn."
62. There is no use in telling Nigeria that this is an
64. ,I have read this document not with a view to
internal affair. We will never accept that as an in...
engendering ill feeling, but to point out to this Asternal affair of the Union of South Africa. As long as
sembly what greater reason we have for our determiwe live on a continent where there is racial disnation to see to it that colonialism in all its forms is
crimination against people .of African descent-or as
eradicated from the surface of this world.
long as there is discrimination against people of
African descent anywhere in the world-it can never
65. I know that this organization, as I said, is com.be considered .by Nigeria as an internal affair·of any
posed of. marginal individuals Who cannot be concountry. The sooner it is understood the better. That
sidered to express the general will of the people of
is one. of the pillars of our policy in relation to all
tIlls great country. I know that this organization is
countries, and the sooner the Uni~ed Nations puts an
eomposed of some men who are so. warped in their
end to colonialism, imperialism and all that goes with
outlook that they cannot see history-and perhaps
them-which are so obnoxious, objectionable and unacthey
have not read history and have nothad the opporceptable iD a polite society-the sooner that is done
tunity
of appreciating the lesson of history. They forthe better we will be preparing for the establishment
get
that
even the wealth of the country of which they
of world peace and human understanding.
are proud to be loyal citizens was builtwith the sweat,
blood and tears of these very blacks. Without them
63.. I said that I was going to read a document. This
the econ0ID;Y and the greatness and EW'en the creation
was ci.rculated to the new African States and the
of their great couhtry would not have been· pOSSible,
Asian States. This came to mv office and I think it
and the country could not be what it is today. That is
is necessary that we should put it on record. It is
history;
we know that. I am prepared to acknowledge
lr"1\ded "White America rejects a bastardized United
that this is due more to ignorance than to anytliing
Natlons".
else, because Europe has dominated the course of
•A foul stench spreads out from the East River
history for so many centuries, and it is only recently
and hangs over New York like a pall. It is the smell
that the Asian and African countries have come l;'lto
of sweat, the greasiest sweat of the black races of
the picture, in our twentieth century. These· people
Africa and yellow races of Asia which have invaded
with warped intellects have come to believe that there
the United Nations. It is enough to make every white
were no other people than themselves.
Protestant American vomit.
66. However, we find in the United Nations a mirror
"These sub-humans have come downfrom the trees
reflecting theva:tious segments of the world. The
and out of the" swamps to lord it over the white . United Nations if', trying to bring about a balanced
race. Are they going to get away with it?
. picture, and it is because of the resistance of such
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people to the simple tru.ths th8~~ are shownhere through
the p:resence of the diverse nations and diver~e
races working in hannonyfor common humanity t,hat
such elements are afraid of the t:ruth and are prepf,Lred
to die in their ignorance. I hav~ read this fat order·
to enable the representatives of th.~ great count:ry
that acts as our host to apprec.'iate ,the amount of
harm ~ch organizations can do to a relationship between itself and other nations, so that they may exercise themselves in· sending a message to their na,tion,
to take steps to eradicate this type of cancer in their
political midst. I have 'pot read it because I am embittered; rather I take it in my strid~, because I have
read worse than thiS, written even by men of learning,
professors, who have prostitute<ltheir knowledge to
serve imperialistic purposes. We have-:read and
analyaed these things; and our reading has not deviated
us from. the course we have set ourselves.
67. It is when we see this type of thing happening,
when we see the justification of injustice because of
fallacious theories and fallacious concepts, that we
:realize that the only way to prove conclusively that
these things are erroneous is notby hate or bitterness
against anybody but· by organized effort to eradicate
those things that make such warped thinking exist lilt
all. One of the ways of doing ,that is the complete
liquidation of all forms of colonialism in all the areas
that are dominated by others. I am certain that when
that happens the goodness that is in manwill be liberated, the finer aspects of humanity will come to the
surface, and the world will benefit by the diversity
of the contributions that come from all sections of
the world. We will have a world with many facets
contributing to the totality of world culture, a world
in which the mutual appreciation of one another and
the mutual appreciation of diverse cultures and the
recognition of the contribution of others in other
sphares will bring a sense of balance and bring peace
and harmony between State and State and betweenman
and man.
68. We, the delegation of Nigeria, 100Ic at the :future
with confidence~ It has been said that the world looks
at us and expects us to play. an important role in
Africa and in the world. It is our intention to play
this role-if it is our lot to play such a role-honestly,
sincerely, fearlessly, with the truth as our guiding
light. When it comes toa situation of this nature, one
m.ust face it, and face it boldly. It is in' that light that
I have read this document, so that those who have
ears to hear may hear, those who have thoughts may
think and those that have capacity to reflect may
reflect and find a solution to this problem before it
becomes too late.

69. Tb~ other races of mankind are determined to
have the right to live in their territories, to make
use of the good things that are located within their
territories, to organize them, to exploit them, to
build their institutions, to perpetuate their kind
and their culture and their traditions and to be .able
to come to an assembly of this nature to contribute
to the well-being of the world. They cannot do that if,
.by any fictitious doctrine or by any dubious means,
.any nation puts forth an idea that it has any dh"ine'
right to govern another one. We know that this is not
troe. We know it is false. We know that throughout
. history the rise and fall of empires have been due to
thiS very thing. It is said that. history repeats itself,
but history does not repeat itself necessarily. As long

as men refuse to learn the lesson of history, that
lesson still remains there until it is learnt. If it is
not le~rnt, then it repeats itself because it has not
been learnt. It is an assignment that has not been
done. Then history repeats itself, and the lesson' is
learnt in a very expensive way..
70. The sponsors of the African-Asian draft resolution hope and believe that, following the trend of the
discussion n.3re, the Assembly will adopt this draft
resolution unanimously, without any equivocation, so
as to give hope to those countries that have been
subjugated, those countries that have been deprived
of their wherewithal, those countries that have been
held in bondage, those countries that have been kept
under heel, those countries that have not been allowed
tt; exercise theirG<>d--given ri~t to, life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. I sincerely hope that the
great Powers who profess deDlocrac"Y, who profess
high ideals, who deaire peace in the world, will see
that by eradicating all forms of colonialism and
opposing all forms of imperialism we will be achieving
one of the objectives, indeed one of the corner-stones,
in the achievement of world peace.
71. Colonialism and imperialism go hand in handwith
war and destruction. You cannotmaintainimperialism
by peaceful means. It is' always maintained by brute
force. And brute force is the brother and the sister
of war. That being the case, I take this opportunity
to ask the great Powers and the small Powers, the
medium Powers and the baby Powers, to go hand in
hand in voting for this resolution, so that this Assemnly can look back to this session with a feeling
of satisfaction that something has beenachievecI.
72. The PRESIDENT: I 'call on the representative of
the United States, who wishes to make a brief statement concerning the letter read by the representative
of Nigeria.

73. Mr. MORSE (United States of America): In behalf
of my delegation and my Government I have asked for
this opportunity to make a brief reply to the representative of Nigeria, Ambassador JajaWachuku. Iwant
him to know that I speak out of a great personal
fondness and a very high respect for him.
74.. He has read this very unfortunate letter that was
circulated to delegates. And I am glad that he read
it because it gets it out on top of the table, so to
speak, and gives us an opportunity to reply to it.

75. I want to say that we share his appraisal of the
letter~ ·We think it ;is a shocking epistle. I want,him
to know that we think it is not only an affront to the
delegates from. Africa and Asia and the other countries
which it attacks, but it is an affront to the American
people. I want .to assure the representative from
Nigeria that it does not repr~se:nt the point"of view of
the American people but represents apparently the bias
and the prejudice and the bigotry of· some fringe
group in America, if it was written by a fringe group
in America.
76. This delegation of the United states at the United
Nations is headed by a greatAmericanwhobelieves in
the dignity of 'man and in the equality of man and who
has demonstrated,. time and time again,tbesegreat
qualities in his leadership· of this delegati,.on. On the
very day this shocking, bigoted letter w~<~,ent to
certain delegates at the United Natio~,~, Mr. Ja....~~s
Wadsworth, on 28 November, issued a statement
1
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which 1 am about to read. I think in fairness to this
great Amerioan, who is the Chairman of our delegation, that our delegation owes it tobtm. this m.orning
to read his reply to the letter into the reoord I,n view
ot the fact that the representative ofNigeriabas made
it now a matter of public reoord-and I say quite
rightly so. Mr. Wadsworth said on 28 November:
"It has come to my attention that a number of
delegates recei\red by mail today a scurr1lousletter,
purportedly originatlng from the Ku Klux Klan. which
contains an outrageousraoiat attack. The. author of
this letter may be a crackpot All societies hs.v·e
their crackpots, and the "United States has laws
designed to protect all members of society against
vioious and threatening abuse created in sickminds.
"Whether this is the work of a crackpot or the
work of others who seek to embarrass the United
States, it is not possible to say at this tfIne. 1
therefore ask that all those who have receivtld this
shocking letter be good enough to give me the envelopes, the letters and any otherperiinent information"
I have already asked the Federal Bureau of Investigation to launch an immediate investigation, and it
is imperative that we receive as much evidence afJ
is available in order to identify the source so that
appropriate steps can be taken by United States
authorities."
I think this answer by' Mr. \Vadsworth speaks for itself.
'17. Let me add only this in addition. 'rhe internal
contents of this letter are strange in some of its
wordings. For example, it refers to tltanandfeather".
Let me say that :If itwere actually written by a bigoted
group, such as the Ku Klux Klan, that group would
well understand the meaning of "tar and feather"
rather than "tan and feather". And this linguistic
mistake in the letter, I think, speaks a great deal
to the premise which we contend as to who produced
the letteri nam.ely, that it came from some obviously
sick mind.
'i8. May I say further, as one Ul the Senate of the
United States, who for many years in the ~nate has
been in .the forefront of thefight against all discrimination in.my country based upon race, colouror creed,
that 1 can give assurance to this Assembly that this
letter referred to by the representative from Nigeria
does not besp3ak the point of view of the American
people.
Cl

'19. I also want to say a word in behalf of a very
distinguished member of our delegation, one of the
great Negro women of America, Mrs. George. Dr.
George is a personification, I think, of proof to this
Assembly that we in our countr:y and we as a Government believe in the elimination of any discrimination
based upon race, colour or creed. And I know I bespeak the point of vIew of Dr. George when I give you
further assurance that this letter does not represent
either the point of view of the great Negro leaders
in our society.
80. It is very difficult to apologize inbehalf of people
wh()m you do not know But if this letter really were
wrih'an by an American crackpot, I think that it is
only fittting and proper on this occasio~ in behalf of
our delegation. and of our Government, to express to
the General Assembly our apologies that anyone in
our country would see fit to spread such vicious
bigotry.
it

81. I want to assure the representative of Nigeria
that we have taken no offence over the fact that the
letter was read into the :record. In fact, as I said
:In •the beginning, it is a good thing that it was done.
Bat I want to give him assurance that this delegati.on
and this Government stand behind him and every delegation bere to ,do everything that we can to see to
it that their stay in our country f,s pleasant. We are
at their service, and we want them to know that this
letter in no way bespeaks the point of view of any
responsible citizen of the United States of Am.erica.

82. Mr. Krishna MENON (Ind'la): 'We are now coming
very near to the end of a great debate which has
taken sevoral days of the working time of this AsseDlb~yJ over fh."ty speaking hours, and in which some
seventy speakers ha"13 participated. Now, it is easy
to say that words do not have a real effect, but the
very :fact that the Assembly, in the seriousness of its
business, has devoted its time to this item, and that
a number of natioD$ have participated in the debateboth those who have been here for a long tfIne and
those'others who have recently joined, on whom the
impact of the subjeot which we are discussing is
more recent than on some of the 'f)the~s-is eloquent
in itself. It should not· be forgotten, howeve:r, that
some of tha more powerful nations of today who are
here have also gone thr(lugh the phase of being under
colonial rule, and it is much to their credit and the
advantage of the world as a whole that they still have
memories of it and .of their effort to throw it off,
and are aware of its impact upon the history of the
world.
83. Now, the subject comes before us this time,
thanks to the initiative of the Soviet Union, in the
shape of an item on the agenda; but it is by no means
a new matter to the United Nationt.=J, being written
into the Charter. I will not read these words and
clauses, which are ao familiar to everyone. Not only
is it written into the Charter, but a Chapter' of the
Charter deals with this problem of Non-Self-Governing Territories, though perhaps. in. 1960 not as adequately, in fJle present circumstances of the world,
as may have appeared in 1945.
84. Again that reminds us that even the Charter,
good as it is, is not like tho proverbial law of the
Medes and the Persians, unalterable, but has to be
Vivified, has to be made more useful, by being 1'&11
sponsive to the developing conditions of the world.
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85. Colonialism, as it is called, the expansion of
countries outside their 'borders, usually into far-off
lands, resulting either in conquest 01' occupatio~ allld
what is called government from a distance-that is
what it used to be called in the nineteenth centuryia no new phenomenon, so far as we are concerned.
I dQ not want to go into all the anoient history of this.
It goes back perhaps tit) the early stages of the preChristian era, when Alexander the Great embarked
upon his expeditions right to the frontiers of our own
country.· where .he won his battle, but from -Where he
returned without establishing an eJl1.pi:re' there. And.
then we had the Whole period of the development of
Europe, where theY' were concert'.ed with titeir own
internal 'troubles, EUl"opean nations elther coalescing
with each other or throWing the yoke of one on the
other, so that the present colonial lands of Asia anol
Africa did not attract their a.ttention for a long time
except in connexion V/,ith trade.
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86. Now we come to the more important period of
today. I say this because. we sboUldnot think that
suddenly, with the industrial civllization, a new idea
developed in the min.d of man, because then we ate
Ukely to think that we should not have to guard
against these evils :In tho future. So in more recent
tbnes there has been expa.t"\Sion. This expansion took
place partly as a result of expIOl~tio~ partly in an
attempt to gain riches, partly in order to provi~e for
migration, and for dozens of causes-through ~e
l1lerchant; the explorer; the promoter of enterprises;
the missionary; the politicalleaders ofsome countries;
the advancing might of armies; more and more in
recent years, particularly since the industrial ravelution,the engineer; and also sometimes the very
national1stic, patriotic expansionist who saw in the
conquest of other territories the glory of his own.
All this is.depicted by-I will not call it the newer
surge of nationalism.
.
87. I want to say a word about this conception of
nationalism, because it is at once the cause, the soul
of empire and the mainspring of the resistance to it..
After· an, oolonialism, as we understand it, is the
attempt to expand power from one t $ own territory
into another area. Europe particularly, having gone
thrwgh the phase somewhere Ilbout the sixteenth
century, or perhaps a littlo earlier, of having evolved
into nations from small tribal states, found in that
unHicatlon the possibility of greater unity. Now, as
th~n, 1t was often coloured by idealism: either it could
be talked about in the shape of pan-Christian ideas
or the spreading of some universal doctrines, or the
spread of the go.spel, or whatever it may be. In fact,
you will find that in the expansion of all these areas
the source of authority has come from charters or
other instruments granted to explorers which give
the sovereign power of life and death over non.Christian peoples. It appears in the clauses Qfthe
charter of the East India Company in regard to India,
in which Queen Elizabeth gave these merchants, who
were pr1~,ate citizens in her kingdom at that tfme~
sovereign rights of life rmd death over non-Christian
people. That is how her empire began. But it is a
great mistake to think that one motive or another can
explain this.
88. And so we go through various phases where
people explore everywbere in search of wealth and do
not find it, or as in the case of Columbus, they stumble
by mistake upon anotherc land of vast riches, and so
on. Skipping over this period from the early times
of the explorers, or the Phoenician. period, we hear
of the discoveries that gave A:tt1erica its nan1f.~ by the
Italian explorer, as it is said-I do not vouch for this.
Afterwards there came the expansion to tlle four
great territories of Asia, Africa, the Caribbean, and
the American continent, resulting in what today..-or
yesterday,. I should say-what, yesterday was the situation, where a small number of people in each of
these metropolitan countries rtllada very considerable
nwnber of people in othel· areas. But fortunat$ly this
phenolnenon, With the exception ofone or two countries,
or one or two combinations, is. on the way out. If I
may submit Without being misunderstood, one of the
mo'st potent hindrances, one of the great$st impediments in the way of progress, is not to recognize
that progr~ss is being made, because if we do not
recOgnize that progress is being made, we are likely
to apply the same remedies, have the sam~ reactions
to ~e changed conditions as to the preViOUS Conilll
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and thereby -get all· our orientation. and our
pO[icies misrepresented, misunderstood and misapplied. Similarly, if we do not recognize that progress
is being made, it is very likely that those who have
been pressured· into progress either by.the agttations
of colonial peoples or by libe:ral sentiments in their
own countries will be encouraged to fall back and
say to their own peoples, "We tol<lyou so." Therefore,
we have to recognize that some progress has been
made..
.
~tions

89. In modern times, since the fall ofConstantinople,
the European peoples, not knOWing how to preserve
their meat, had to· resort to spices, and it was about
that time that they learned theartofcookfng properly.
At thetnne when Constantinople went out of the
Christian ambit as such, the sea routes became) open
and then all the European popUlation, led bytb~ Portuguese alidthe Spaniards, followed by theI)utch and
the Frenoh, and the English last, can:u~ into ,all these
areas. They spread out into the new world in America,
they spread out into Asia, and later on, much. later on,
in some cases they spread out into Afric.l. At fitSt
this exploration was carried out by people vritha. real
desire to travel to these lands, the great sea dogs
of the tim.e, people who just wanted to explore for the
sake of exploration. 'But these exploration ente;p:prises
remind us of some of our modern sports tournaments;
that· is to say, some person who wants to establish
himself in a very big way in some sport and wants
to play in tournaments abroad gets promoted by the
:m~ufacturer of some commodity used in that sport.
In the same way, behind the explorer gathered those
interests who. could gain by his .explorations; thus
economic interests got tied up with the pioneering
spirit. But again, we must not forget that the great
urge was nationalism, tha.t it was thebirth of 'nationalism in the European nation States, pride in a nag,
rivalry with other nations, the ftlar that other nations
may establish themselves·1n areusto the disadvantage
of themselves, that pushed people forward time after
time.
90. First we have the phase-andwhenwe speakabout
phases we have to look for olear-cut, sharp lines of
division-first we have the phase of the em.pires of
settlement. Those empires of settlement may ha'Ve
arisen either as a result of a d.eUberatepoUcyof
sending people out or because-I win not mention
names--in some cases of great impetia! countries
they used. these far-away places todeportplbrsonalities
whose liberal ideas wers not accepta.bleat home;
therefore the ·convict settlelnent~ at~ they were oaned
at that time, were composed of miscreants and antisooial people, as we would call theln !lOW. But they
were plrobab1y the pioneers of revolutions, those who
rebelled against the old order at home, SQ they were
sent abroad to the colonies of settlement. In those
areas" the indtgenou$ populatlons--and we will draw
a curtain over their his(;ory-by and large becnme
extinct and the settlementsbecam.e practlcaUypatches
. of the old country in anew area. They were the colonies
of settlement which are now full-fledged nations, .and
they have. in variou.s W3YS contributedboth to progress
and to regress in regard to· ij11s oolonIalsystem.
91. Then W6 come to the period from. the. beginning
of the third pl1ase,froxn the nineteenth centUty Qnward,
when, as a result of the second industrial revolution
and the growth of technology and, what is more,
throughmercantJ.le expansion. the search formarkets
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and rawlllaterials began. Machines produ.ced large
quantities of goods. SWeated labour was aVailable in
the home country for some time.. However, that source
did not last because the people who were drawn from.
the rural part of 'the (3Q»ntl"¥side in countries like
the United Kingdom,forr'" mcamtJie, into the towns saw
the attractions of industry and a way to live better,
and so they began to put pressure on those who owned
the machines because they wanted higher ''llages.
92. However, there was overseas a source of this
underpaid labour and there· was no particUlar difficulty in obtaining. labourers. Most of these territories
were not democratic. Public opinion of ct/u.rse always
exists but agreements. were reached with individual
l."Ulers which. were to the advantage of' fue colonizing
nations.
93. So we have a period where raw materials were
produced by sweat-shop labou.r and where there were
vast markets of underpaid people whose purchasing
power was small but who made U.p for it by their
numbers. Thus yoU have an empire which it is gener.ally argued is anempi:re of profit. That was so in
the old days, because it is most unlikely that most
of these colonizing expeditions would ha'\fetakenplace
if there' had been no profit involved and thus no incentive.
94. Then came the break with imperialism, in which
there have been many pioneers from distant times up
to more modern times. The first breakwith imperialism. was\;Vhen some of the colonies revolted and in
other cas~s thecolonies...·asI said, they were colonies of settlement-began to organize themselves into
communities andas a result ofthe breakaway of others,
some concession had to be made to them. I will not
go into great detaU about this or mto the controversies
that prevailed in the home countries. The most out-:standing instance of this· is the breakaway of the thirteen American oolonies which was achieved under
conditions which are well known in history by this
time. This however had an effect-I suppose I may be
wrong-on the expansion of the United States in later
times becau~e right through history you )Vill find that
the consolidation of that territory as it is today was
by and large not achieved by the process of conquest
but by methods which today perhaps we would decry
but which at that time,were regarded as progressive,
namely, the purchase of territories. Thus we have
the purchase of Florida, ofAlaska, Louisiana or Rhode
Island, which is very different from the way the colonial frontiers expanded in the case of other imperial
territories.
95. In. more modern times. the most outstanding instance of the abdication of colonialism was soon after
the 1917 revolution in Russia when the ilnperial
pos~essions of the Czar were dispossessed by the
Russians themselves. I· wt'l not go into the details
of it. and this is no reference to. modern history, it
is only a historical survey of a situation. However,
by that time other events had taken place. In more
modern tim.es the rule of colonial people has been
of one rage, over another and thus, apart from the
economic factor, the racial element was important,
an.d gave rise to a racial doctrine, which now persists
in South Africa and other places:, "There are some
people who are born to rule and some others to be
ruled, and it ,is not possible to train people of certain
racial origins to practise self-government". As against
that, there was both in the metropolitan countries and .
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in the .countries so ruled a revolt against it. So the1:'e
Was some opposition to the racial doctrine, which
however was responsible for the growth of slavery•
But With the abolition ofslave;ryon the one hand and
the progress of liberal doctrines in the home country
on the other, the situation changed.
96. Howevert thE! most outstanding instance in the
context of our thinking was the blow to this racial
superiority which was struck.".though it seems fal'fetched today-when in 1905 the Japanese defeated the
:Russians in. the Russo-Japanese War. 'In. those days
we did not think: of economic, ideologic~ .and other
questions as we do today. But. the whole of Asia saw
this as the defeat of a European empire by a small,
short-statured Asiatic people. I am notgoll\g into
the question of the relevance of this struggle or the
title to Port Arthur or anything of thatkind. I am only
dealing with the psychological aspect.
97. All through that period, whenwewere but children,
tilis idea-which may have been a very halfueooked
idea-that there was no longer a superiority of race .
spread. Then it was further developed in the period
of the First World War. I am not for a moment
suggesting that wars are to be prepared for or that
they should take place in order tha.t colonies should
be liberated. But at the time of the First World War
a great part of the world-I would not like to say how
.much, but the greater part of the world-was under
colonial domination or something of that kind. Here
I should like to say that a colony is a colony-I
would not say as I have defined it,. but as I have dee
scribed it before-whatEWer it may be called. The
British system, with which I am more familiar, has
m.any types of colonies, such as crown colonies,
which in the beginning were the private property of
the crown, dependencies-India was called a dependency, not a colony-protectorates~ and protected.
States. There are places like Malta whichthirty years
ago was called a British ship. Then there are other
areas, but from an economic, social or political
point of View all these are really part of the colonial
empire.98. So in modern t:lmes we have the gteat colonial
Powers, the United Kingdom, France, the Netherlanfls,
Portugal and Spain. .It is interesting that it is the
most powerful of these empires that have given way
first; thiS has been due to a lal'ge number of circumstances, and world organizations played their part ill
this-and I mention the International Labour Ol:'ganisation :In Geneva in ·this connexion This was one of the
survivors of the League of Nations which even survived
the outbreak of the Second WorldWar. With the im.pact
of the International Labour Organisation it became
difficult for countries that respected conventions to
maintain the standards of labour in dependent
countries, and impossible for them to do so formally.
99. Secondly, there was the spread of movements
devoted to the emat\cipation and elevation of the
working classes.. This also made it difficult for the
continuation of this process; so that in some instances,
not all of them, you will find that empires have ceased
to . pay,. Although empires have ceased to pay. this
does not mean that some'people did not make conSiderable profits on account of political power 01:' that
some countries did not do so. However, what is usually
forgotten is that the great military arm ofthe Powers,
the item that goes' under the consolidated account
with regard to obligations undertaken for these
p
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pUl-poses, also comes under the cost of empire. So
while it is, quite true that it could be said that such
and such a, 'country spent- so much on a territory,
and that its balanoe oftrade is favourable or unfavourable, that presents only one part of the plct1lre. But
at any rate there is very little df'.)ubt that this was oJie
of the considerations.
100. Then later, when the world began to be divided
up-one of tJ.Ase things that we must take care of in
the future-between the great Powers, yet another
oategory of empire was, intrQduced, or came into

existence, that uau~ly called "spheres of influence",
and the modem e,xpreesion "tilling a power vacuum"
is a descendant of these "spheres of influence". Sb
when Franoe and Germany and Great Britain claimed
various spheres of infl:uenoe in various places, those
territories, wbUesovereign, still did not have independence.
101. Now, there are cousins, descendants, of this
today....~\s I said, there are "vacuums" being filled in
the way of ambassadors in some countries who are
not viceroys there, but who sometimes function as
suoh. There is also the attempted penetration or
conqUest of the mind, as it is called-or conqdest
of the body, it' 'may be. These tb.;ings stUl resurreot
themselves in various forms. "

is likely to assist in the survival or the liquidation
of impelialism~
,

,

'

,

,

' "-I'

105. On the one hand, after the period of the-First
World War., with the break-up of the Ottoman Empire
the greater part of western Asia began to achieve its
freedom, 'ir:respecl1ve of whatever internal: progress
in democracy m~ght have been made. The Ottoman
Empire, defeated in the war, in the old days would
have bad its territories annexed; but with the revolution in C~arist R'tlSsia, one of the great Allies in
the war was reJD.ovedfrom the context of the empire.
'With the emergence of the United States, as one of
the grea.t Allies, having one· of the strongest voices
in the making of the peace treaties,. its President
brought up that oonceptiononce more betfo;re the world,
but it was called "the sacred trustn..lam not talking
about trusteeship at the moment. But there were no
other peoples in the world that professed this. This
brought in what, in the future, would emerge asa new
theoxy of sovereignty, that is, sovereignty thrust on
the people but not conferred upon them. What the
empire does is just' to 0ppt'ess them; it remains
latent and legal. And then the empire is lifted and
the sovereign people come into their awn. 'l'his really
should' be the modern theory of sovereignty instead
of the oommand of a sovereign, anyway in the modern
period.

106. So first of all there was this concept;ton that
102. Now, why do I say all these things? Because,
there would be no anne:lCatioDS, of territory, and though
looking at the figu;res~ 'w~ would find a vast liquidation
proeess-I will give yOll the figures in a moment-a, the discussions at Versailles and Geneva did not
produce the results that were reqt.tired, there was a
vast liquidation process where we are told that these
break with imperialism; and so you find a third phase,
great, enormous empires are now shrunken. But as
where the attempt is made-at least in words-to
to independence of the former oolonies, we have to
expand or transform empires into what m.ay be oalled
see whether the real substanoe is there, and if it
is there, whether it'is likely to last. In that connexion
"brotherhoods"•
one would like to say that while we debate here day
107. This is all the positive side of it. But at the
after day-and seventy speakers have taken part in
same time there is the other side of the picture.
the discussion-there f.8 an air of \mreaUty about the
There is Algeria~ there is SOllth Africa, where there
whole bllSines$, consid~ring what happened in Algeria
is
a situation of another type-I am not referring to
only two days ago; when there are countries today
the
Union itl3elf-wg6~ a Trust Territory has been
like F,rance and Portugal that claim the people of
misappropriated by the administering Power and
these places are nationals of the metropolitan
treated as part of an empire; there is the situation
countries.' As I have repeatedly said to this Assembly
in the Portuguese territories, Where alone in the
the British did not insult us by callingus Englishmen;
world today forced labour bordering on slavery prethe Portuguese and the Frenoh do the equivalent of
vails; there is, 'again, the attamptby France by foroe
that.
of arms to subjugate a people who are as capable of
and as mut-;,r::.dntitled to freedom as any commUnity
103. The war that has been raging in Algeria for
sitting here, and who have, what is more, demonstrated
seven or eight years could not be called a Moslem
to the world that their sacrifices and capacities, in
revolt, an Arab revolt or a revolt of anybody else: it
spite of their limitations, could be as great as their
is really ~ War of colonial independence, of the same
aspiration for independenoe.
type that ocourred in this country, of the same type
that has occurred in China. This has not occux'red
108. But in this matter we must not forget-and this
in our country because we achieved our independence
is where, perhaps, there should be some sour..
by other methods, though you could also call ita war
searching on the part of the people concerned-that
in some other form. if yOu like. It is the resistance
the great military alliances of the world are an aid
of the people against the foroe of arms, against the
to these empires. It so happens that these great
a.rmed might of great empires.
colonial, Powers like France and Portugal depend o~
104. That brings us to the co~lderation of several , these alliances. Let us take Portugal as. anexan1ple.
Por1llgal ISa member of the North Atlantic Treat-J .
other problems concerne4 with world politics, and I
Organiza.tion (NATO), and this organization defini~ely
want to spend the little time I have, not in the description either of ,the bala.uoe-sheet of empire in
state$ that theseallianoes are not only in :regard to
terms of pounds and pence 01' dollars and cents, or
the metropolitan countries but in regard to the whole
of the sovereign areas. NOWt it is quite difficult fQr a
of the costs of this, that or, the other. I think we
must be realistic; we must realize that empires can
countl"Jr like the United States, Whiohhas n.o oolonies
~cept for the territories in the Pacific. area which
flOUrish only in one way, and that is by imperialist
could be considered in this broad oategors~~lt is quite
methods. That is to say, when you want to suppress
difficult fOr th,emtosaythattheyWiUmake au alliance,
somebody. you will suppress them. So we have to
but minus these territories. Whether or not t:he:re is
take. this .in our stride and see how the modem world
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going to be any such alliance, that would be a matter
which I would not wish to go into. But it becomes an
~ance with an empire.. It is as though a free man
were making a friendly agreement with a slavemaster in regard to both his own free, possessions
and the master's possessions.
109. So these great military alliances, whether in
the North or in Europe or elseWhere, become part
of an agreement with colonialists of the worst type.
It is not only in theory that this is bad-and here, now,
there may be reservations on this; we believe that
the resources of metropolitan France anti Portugal
for the oppression of the colonies, their moral power
to maintain them, the size of the opposition that the
revolting people have to face, are all affected by
this factor. Portugal has proclaimed before that its
presence :In 'NATO attracts th,e friendship of its oldest
11..., the United Kingdom. One of the oldest treaties
<4.U.J
in existence is that between the United Kingdom and
Portugal.
110. Although the United Kingdom has made great
strides in advancing independence-sometimes tardily,
sometimes under pressure, sometimes under various
circumstances as inthecaseofourowncountry, or, as
in the case of the United States"by revolt followed by
agreement-there still remain vast possessions. And
these vast possessions have to become free countries.
d
111. Certain problems have to be considere at this
stage.. First, what is to, happen to small areas of
50,000, 100,000 or 200,000 people who are as copsc:l,ous
of nationalism as any large c~:.:ntry? To, say to them
that they are only a small speck of land somewhere
and that they cannot be independent would neither fit
into the Charter nor satisfy their desire for liberty
in their own lands. That is one of the problems that
both the United Nations and the metropolitan countries
have to face. Andlwouldltketo submit tha.t any attempt
either to disregard their desire for national independence on the ,one han~ or to tell them they will
be free in their' master's home on the other hand,
would not in the long run meet the bill. 'l'he Assembly
will remember the recent ex.ample of CYP1Vs. Cyprus,
incidentally, brought modern Greece into the oontext
oianti-eolonialism-and I hope it remains there. We
found one of those great European countries, a NATO
ally, standing up ultim~tely for colonial independence;
but when they first came here, the idea was to divert
attention from the agitation in the colony by presenting
it either as a defence problem ora security problem
for some people, 'or making the Cypriots a bargain
for a cut-up among two or three people.
112. My own Government took the view that there
was no qllestion of this being anything but a colonial
matter. Oypros, by law and by Circumstance, by
economic factors, political factt.lrs, sociological
factors, was a colony and nothing b~t a colony an~
therefore, had to be treated as a colonial country
entitled to full ,independence, and although it took a
great deal of stmggle in the United Nations-perhaps
not always with the assistance of everybody concerned
...cyprus ultimately attat.aed its independence, though
on that basbj it has been vitIated bycf.rcwnstances.
Vfhat I want to point out is that in the attempt to
alogu6 against the people who want freedom, often
extraneous circumstances are introduced, which may
perhaps provide some help for some ti1tle, but ultimately the people claim their own; and all that is left
behind is a great deal of 111 wmand newer pl'')blems,
Q

newer eomplications which, if subject peoples do not
take enough care, will become what wUI be called a
joint imperialism.
113. I think it is right to say that' a mandate, or a
trusteeship, certainly represents the idea ofthe sacred
trust and of divesting the old country. of itll; colonial
territories, but if the United Nations does not stick
to the principles of the Charter and its spirit and
intent, then it is likely to becoxne a joint domination
of a helpless people by a more powerful people. This
is always in the minds of the colonial peoples.
'
114. Next I should like to say, before I come to
specific problems, that sometime in 1939'the colonial
territories of the great Powers were the following:
the United K:lngdom alone had about 13 million square
mUes; France had a huge empire ,Of about 4 'million
square miles, eighty tbries that of Belgium; the
Netherlands had its own colonies. All that is now
dispersed, but still there are in this world somewhere
about '15 million people who are under colonial rule.
Out of the '15 mUlion people, some 20 million belong
to the British hegemony and are on the path towards
self"'government. Therefore, there actually remain
some 50 million people still to be liberated; and when
we think that out of this 50 million, 14,8'11,195 belong
to the empire of Portugal» we have the situation that
the Portuguese are the biggest imperial Power in the
world" And it would be no answer to say that these
people are not colonials, that they are Portuguese
citizens, as I think has been argued here. So the greater
part of these 50 million people are the 14 to 15 Diillion
in the Portuguese empire and the 11 to 12 million in
Algeria. Thus, between France and Portugal are divided the largest colonial possessions-not the'most
scattered, but the, largest colonial possessions.
115.. In regard to their position in Africa, certain
new problems are faced. Unl~as colonialism is totally
li~idated on the African continent, it is more prone
to become the scene of contending ambitions, either
real or suspected, which will place the fortunes and
development of the African ,people in serious jeopardy.
Therefore, the total Withdrawal of the empire from
these, territories is necessary and, as in the case
of peace and war, there is no half-way house in this:
either you have an empire or you do not have an
empire. 'And that is why we do not believe that it
would be possible to progress from stage to stage
at this period of world evolution.
116. There is no country in the world that is not
capable of governing itself. We have all had the axperience of being asked, just before our imperial
rulers left us: "Who will command your armies? Who
will command your air force and your neet? Who will
administer? Who will run the finance, ministry? It, and
so on. None of us found very serious difficulties
with it any more than other countries, and I believe
that these problems are' common to independent
countries as well. But then we are told·that there are
countries in Asia, 'such as Pakistan, India andCeylon,
which have ancient ciVilizations and, therefore, have
bad long periods of the rule of law, and so on, but it
is our submission that civilization is not a peculiar '
monopoly of any part of the world. All we mean by
making this distinction is that those of us who speak
about it probably do not understand other people ta
civilizations; so we must abandon this distinction
also and go straight to the position that this world
must really be free in that sense. There shoUld be
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there. were two concentrations in Ruandafor the'
no territory under foreign rnl.e, no country whose
purpose of operations against the Congo. But over
territory can be used by someone else for purposes
and above that, we have now been told that Ruandathat have· no relation to the benefit or the advantage
Urundi is fit for· independence and, therefore, an
of the people who inhabit it. That is why, particularly
election· is to take place in a short time. I do not
in this present time of vast military alliances, when
to discuss the details here because it will oome
want
the old system. of strategic points, lifelines ofempire,
etc. is being transformed into the position of holding up in the Fourth Committee, but while. we yield to
no one in the passion to limit the period of transition,
the strategic. areas for .purposes which are not strictly
we do not want to see that used in such a way that indegermane to the progress of the country, w~ must
pendence becomes "independence"-that is, things
present our opposition.
change only to 'remain the same or .becom.e worse.
117. As· a result of this,debate, whatever may have
That situation should not arise.
been the nature of the facts presented, the attention
121. Thirdly, I would like to say that we of the
of t.1ie world which we represeQt is largely focused
colonial
areas who have b.een liberated have to take
upon this question. We have'.also the situation that
to heart the lessons of the empires of the past, and
the resources of the. world are attracting greater
the fate of the peoples who are still not liberated.
attention than ever before; and in this question of
Therefore the Assembly, and particularly those nations
world development, every item of liberation, the more
who have different views fr.om oUrs on colonial
people we bring into the area .of dynamic freedom,
then the more people there are for constru.ctiveen- . questions; ·should bear. with us when we feel moved,·
when we seem: to concern ourselves wlth something
deavour.
that is not our own territory. The place of. every
118. Let us take the case of Africa: the vast untold
liberated country-I am not speaking of the othersresources of the world are in Africa. This is not a
is with the struggle of the colonial peoples. It is the
counsel for other people to go and exploit them. In
determined policy of the Government of India that
an area of somewhere about 11 million. square miles
while we shall not participate in external military or
with a population of about 222 million, 98 per cent of
other movements, while we shall not promote trouble
all the diamonds in the world, 94 per cent of all the
in any areas, while we believe that no revolutions
columbite, 84 per cent of the copper, 55 per cent of
can be exported, our sympathies and our solidarity
the gold, 45 per cent of the radittm,33 per cent of the
are with those who struggle for independence. It is
manganese, and so on, are in this continent; and these
part and parcel of a country's attainment of national
are required not necessarily for the purpose of
independence that it does not mnaway from the whole
building· armaments, but in order that the world may
campaign for human freedom, for the freedom. of comove to higher standards of civilization. Therefore,
lonial peoples.
even frQm the point of view of making available the
122. Again, it is necessary that people like ourselves
resources of the world, and making those· resources
who
have been liberat,ed from oolonial empires should
available without the 'cost of" blood and pressuresee
to
it that our plal)e inworld politics is a functional
whioh is what a colonial war means-it would be to
position le~ding to progress ratherthan to regression.
our advantage to introduce this gospel to implement
That is to say, our independent positions should not
the United Nations Charter in its reality. The Charter
be used by us or by others in order to further agsays this inwhat may be called more or less embryonic
greSsive causes or to fasten tutelage uponotherpeople.
l~guage, but it should be made a reality in that we
It
would be the greatest tragedy if some of our libermust now address ourselves to the total liberation of
ated countries found themselves aligned against the
these territories.
campaigns of independence or the liberation of other
119. It is not a question of setting targets and dates.
peoples. That independence is not real, even though
The only limitation of time on this should be the time
it may have all theform.s and the trappings of inderequired for transfer. And if one may say so, those
pendence. The reality of independence must come from
people with the responsibility should not be permitted
the people themselves. And that reality is really not
to take the attitude of the gauntlet with a gift in it:
only political but also economic.
that is, to say as in the. case of the Congo: "There is
freedom "-and then to coma back the other way be..
123. We, ourselves, do not object-in fact, it is a
good thing-if there are fraternities formed either
cause there had been no preparation. for it. I think
among the liberated territories or with their f011!ler
that the Belgian Congo as it was formerly is the most
distressing instance of an empire of modern times.
rulers on the basis of freedom. But this should not be
merely another name for empire-whether you calt
After seventy or eighty years of colonial rule nothing
it a commonwealth or co-operation, whatever it is....
has been ·left in the political,admtnlstrative or other
organizations, and what is more, after the withdrawal
that would not meet the situation. Those of us who
are liberated have to make use of .our liberation. We
of the empire the former roler CQmes back•. That is
one thing we have to guard against. .
should not be subjeot peoples under another name.
120. The second thing is that no Trust Territory
124. It is in the sense of the advancement of OUr
should be given independence merely on the intimation
territories in economic terms-more food, more
of the Administering Authority that it is, ready for
shelter, more sanitation, more education and more
independence, without our being shown that it is so,
use of liberation-that is the implementation of inde·and Without the United Nations taking care that the
pendence.
transfer of power' will be carried out in such a way
as to make re-entry impossible. In the Fourth Com125. We constantly say in India that on 15 August
mittee soon we shall be disoussing the problem of
1947, wtJ,at happened was not independence but the
removal of the. main obstacle to ,independence, namely
Ruanda-Urundi, ,and my Government takes a serious
view of thiS question. I informed the Security Council
foreign rule; independenoe had still to be attained.
only two days ago that, to the best of our knowledge,
When people have adequate food, adequate shelter,
C
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adequate sanitation, adequate dignity ~ the capacity to
exercise them-that is independence.
126. No country should, under any circumstances,
be drawn willy-nilly into any kind of alliance, any
kind of alignment which promotes either war or the
domination' of that country. Far be it from me to say
that SOVereign territories which are independent cannot
make their own policies. But we have the right to
hope that people who have seen the consequences of
the worst wars in history-the great wars have been
imperialist' wars? whatever form they may takeshould contribute their might, their ideals, their moral
authority, in order to extend the areas of peace.
127. That is why you will find, .in spite of the great
conflicts in the world, that colonial territories tend
more and more to move into the position, even if
they are formally members of an alliance, of asking
to be left alone. And I think the most outstanding
ir$tance of this·· is the United States of' America
which for 150 years wanted to keep free from foreign
entanglements and wanted to be left alone for its own
economic development.
128. So it behooves those who are powerful people,
whQ have other interests, not necessarily of a selfish
character, butwho see things in another way, to leave
. these territories alone to develop for themselves.
The cause of world peace would be assisted by the
contribution that liberated peoples can make with the
enthusiasm which they bring~ and what is more, by
the evidence they give to the world that human efforts
and human cO-'operation can lead to advancement.
129. It should not be forgotten that in the last few
years, apart from all alliances, apart from all·
Charter provisions and so on, the. conditions in the
liberated territories, which have an economic imp~ct
upon other countries, have led to the process of cooperation. There is no country in the world today
which either has refused to receive or does not receive or·· does not give assistance in one form or
another. Therefore, willy-nilly, a form of world cooperation develops. But for all this, it is necessary
that there should be no reservations in this matter:
no giving with one hand- and taking away with the
other. That is why a young country like ours stands
very strongly against any imperialist power making
agreements before independence in regard to either
political, territorial or other rights. That is to say,
if these areas which are in tutelage before they
become free agree, as the price of freedom, to the
establishment of bases or to enter into trade
agreements or military agreements, they have not
gained real freedom.
130" What is more, the liberty that the liberated
territories get is conditioned by the burdens which
they cannot carry. And I think the great countries of
the world must take the risk that in conditions of
freedom, peoples would act sensibly, would act i,n the
line of progress and not otherwise; and imr::.cldiate '
advantages should not take precedence over these
distant ideals.
131. It is one of the great phenomena of the world
that while some forty or fifty years ago maybe 1,200
million, or 1,600 million people were under one form
of subjection or another and-if we exclude China
which, though colonial in an economic and social
sense, was not so in a literal sense-nearly 1,000
million people were under colonial rule. As I said,

only some 75 million people are left, but they are
scattered all over the world. They form a cancer
on the body politic of the world. So long as there is
any place in the wor~d which is not liberated, so long'
as the people struggle for lib~ration,no attempt to
give colonial rule other names, no show of force, no
military alliances or anything of that kind, would
succeed.
132. We have made progress on this subject at the
present session. That progress has resulted not only
from the fact that we have debated these matters here,
but frolD. the fact that the United Nations has asked
Portugal to supply information. Portugal is the last
stronghold of colonialism, and that stronghold has not
fallen but it is very badly 1;leleaguered. Spain has
agreed to accept the provisions of the Charter; Portugal has not agreed, and therefore stands today· isolated. If this last stronghold falls, we shall have made
another advance.
133. But we must not forget' that the real objective
is to abolish from this world any kind of role by one
nation or people of another nation or people, particularly if it is based on racial discrimination and similar considerations. After all, a people's own economic
interests are more im.portant to it than the economic
interests of someone ~lse•
134. There are various. drafts before the Assembly on
this s~bj~c~. The first, ~he draft. declaration in document A/4502, has been submitted by the Soviet Union.
We have read that text, and we find nothing in it to
which we can object. That is to say, we are in favour
of national States' achievidg their freedom in accordance with the freely expressed will and desire of
their peoples; we are againSt extraterritoriality in
any form; and we al"einfavour of the'.iinplementation
of the principles of the Charter•.
135. "The sec,orid, .the draft res.olli"on in document
A/L.323 andAdd.l-S, is sPQnsotedby my delegation,
among others. It is quite true that the draft' resolution
could. have been shoi>terjperhapsthere le a certain
aInQunt of repetition~ On ~e''Yho~e;·however,it represents what I have been ~rying 'to submit to the Assembly. There is rio attempt at recrlminati~ no attempt to place responsibilityOti anyone but·the United
Nations as a whole.
'
136. I would conclude by saying that the emergence
of so many countries iilto freedom is one of the g'reat
assets of the United Nations. While, we may not always
say this in so many words-and it is not applicable
to every country.:..we, have to pay a tribute, to those
countries which, whatever their past,· have in more
recent times made prog~Bs. "We ~ust' recognize'
that progress is being made, but It 18 not being inade
fast enough'.. And the fact 'that progress Is being, made
is no argumen.t, for, ou,rstopping. ~ur ,efforts. In, the
next year or two .vie. sh,ouId see·tlie liquidation of· all
these dependent and' colonial terrItories.' All these
places-whethe:r,- they'. be small, like the Island of
Malta,or large,-likeAlgeria-should emerge into complete statehood and become 'Members of :this Organization, u~ess they themselves choose something else.
We would be the last people to say that because a
State is independent It~hould not seek its .fraternity•
In fact, that is. our, hope' and, it
the purpose of the
present debate.. ," ,. . .: '
" . ."
.

is

'

137. I hope' that the drafts· before' .the Assembly on
the liquidation of colonialism will g~ unanimous ap-
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proval. It will be recalled that when the decision
was taken to discuss this item my delegation said
that we did not very much care where it was discussed
so long as it was discussed•. It was unanimously
decided' to discuss it in plenary meetings of the Assembly. That result was brought about by the arg\'4menta presented here and it is an index of our ca-
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pacity to persuade each other and of the desire on
all sides of this Assembly' that colonial territories
should be a thing of the past, that this world should
,become really free and that the process of peace
and world co-operation should thus be facilitated.

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)

1. The PRESIDENT: I call on the ,representative of
the Union of South Africa in exercise of the right of
reI?ly.

2. Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa): We have
listened carefully to a debate which has lasted for
many days. We were disappointed that most of those
who participated in this debate concentrated only on
one type of colonialism. It was our hope that more
attention would have been given also to the subjugation of other peoples in other continents by conquest.
3. It is interesting to note that some of those who
have so strongly cJ:"iticized the old type' of colonialism
and who, I might mention in passing, also referred to
my country, contrary to the rules of procedure, did
not look under their own carpets to find glaring at
them the new'type ;of colonialism. Furthermore, some
others, who also showed such keen interest in the
affairs of my country, have been using complimentary
language in referring to the attitude of a contemporary imperialist Power. I can only conclude that they
have no concern for those who live in subjugation
under the new type ofiJoloni.aUsmor imperialism.
4. Many parts of the forty-thr"e,..Power draftresolution [A/L.323 and Add.1-6] are acceptable to my
delegation. In fact, some have been taken verbatim.
from the Charter. There are, however, certain other
parts which we cannot support, and it is therefore
impossible for my delegation to go along with this
draft resolution in its entirety. I may add that, in our
opinion, this draft resolution must be regarded as a
aingle unit; it stands or falls as a whole. This also
•. appUesto the c"'~er two drafts before the Assembly
[A/4502, A/L.324/ReV.2]. My delegation does not,·
therefore, propose to vote on the constituent paragraphs if these are put to the vote separately. We
feel that you cannot take any of these parts out of the
ge~~ral context.
5
.• S!nC9 I was here on the rostJ:um, I thought I might
briefly explain my v o t e . '
6. Mr. OMAR (Somalla): I should like to open this
statement by saying that my delegation is happy to
give its full support to draft resolution A/L.323 and

Add.1-6, of which Somalia is a sponsor, orJ for that
matter, to any other draft resolution which calls for
the eradication of colonialism from the face of the
earth. In this matter my delegation speaks for a
people which, like so many other peoples represented
here, is qualified by experience to make an expert
report on the results of colonialism. Unfortunately,
we of Somalia can testify from ourper~onalknowledge to the suffering which is the invariable concomitant of colonial rule. The absence in our country
until very recently of vigourous measures -ro achieve
progress in such vital areas as education, health,
transportation,commumcations and agricultural and
commercial development is a typical legacy of colonialism which has left its mark in the poverty and
destitution which is the lot of so many of our countrymen. We know too fhe heavy hand of colonialism in
the unfortunate division of the Somali people into five
separate territories, which artificial divisiol1. haS inevitably compounded the social and economic problems of our people.
.
7. My delegation would, therefore ,be not only the
first to call for, but also the first to lend support ·~o
anyone who advocates the end of colonialism in all i1.:5
manifestations. In view of this, .the Soviet Union ha:.~
oorned both our congratulations and our gratitudefrit"
having taken the initiative to secure the inclusion M
this item in the agenda of this Assembly.
8. We are at a moment in .history when all the conditions are ripe, as Toynbee has said, "for an age of '
welfare for all"; but this is gemunely true only hecause it is also an age when there may be freedom
for all. The technological, intellectl~.tl and political
developments of the centuries have combined to make
possible the emancipation of mankind from economic
as well as political bondag~. In the economic sense,
this was a bondage dictated in the past not only by
man's inhumanity to man but also by the absenoe of
those technical developments which have now made
possible the creation of an economy of abundance,
freeing .mall from the unremitting toil which for so
long has been his inesca~ble lot.
9. It is too well known to require elaboration here '
that in rnasltering the forces of nature in the atomic
age,man also has acquired a power of mutual annihiIation. The incalculable powers of destruQtionat our
disposal have deprived us of the ability of making
whatever choice we would llke to make in pursllaD.ce
of world power politics. History and the atomic age
dictate our answers to many questions, not excluding
that of colonialism. We cannot afford the development
or continuation of unrest and conflict ill any part of
the world today_, The result of such &"!.tuations is
clearly to intensify the rivalries existing ~tweenthe
great Powers today and the setting up of rii)al claims
and positions on the part of other natl,~tis that may
be tempted to see in these areas of instability the
opportunity for advancing their own views, if. not
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their own interests. 'P1e rapid and orderly settlement
of the claims of oolonial peoples is indispensab,le if
we are to avoid a ·repetition of. the tragic circumstances which prevail today in the Congo and which
have thus far defied solution by all the nations assembled at this session. Yet what has happened in the
Congo may be only a minor catastrophe in comparison with what may yet come in other areas of the
world.
10. In South Africa we still hear the plea of domeGtJ.c
jurisdiction invoked to preclude discussion of the
deteriorating ~ituation there, a situation which involvee. the ·f.ate of millions of oppressed people. It
would be tragic enough if only the members of the
self-styled 1Imaster race" were the insane victims of
their own policies, or if the victims included <T.dly the
innocent millions under their immediate control; but
the obvious truth is that the explosion tbattakes place
in the Union of South Africa, if W~ are unable to prevent it, may rock not only that country but the entire
world. The West as a whole bears the moral onus of
the inhuman practices of that most spiritually backward of all states, of those who have chosen to set
themselves ltapart" from the stream ofbumanity as a
whole.
11= We do not believe it necessary to repeat here
the theme that the record of colonialism has been and
continues to be a dark age in human history. In our
view, it is far more significant that the historic conditions which made possible this period of exploitation have long since passed and that the survival of
colonialism is an anachronism we cannot afford to
tolerate.
. 12. However, I llltve referred to the case of South
Africa, and shall briefly mention conditions in Portuguese fJrica, So that we may all understand that we
are not dealing. with an academic issue. I shall here
content myself with the following quotation from
an authoritative and moderate observer, Anthony
Samt<T.lon, in his book Common Sense About Africa:
8':(' le first major investigation was conducted by
the :British journalist H. W.Nevinson,in 1905, who
was sent out. by .Harper's Magazine to investigate
allegations of slavery. His book, A Modern Slavery,
and the reports of later investigators, revealed the
large-scale use of forced labour, in conditions
hardly dis'ijnguishable from slavery. Fifty years
~ter Harper's· sent another British journalist,
Basil Davidson, on the same enquiry. His report in
his boOK, The African Awakening, together with reports from the Anti-Slavery Society and the international Labour Office, suggest that the abuses of
'contract labour' or !contratado$' are st1l1 widespread. Nearly half. the lebour force of Angola,
~co~g to Davidson, is still made up by 'contratados' .,as opposed to 'voluntarios' (379,000 ~)
420,000). 'ContratadoS' are obtained by the local
'Chefe de posto', who proV'ides them either from
tmt-defa'i1ltersor by pressure on the local Chief: it
is said that in many-cases the Portuguese officials
were heaVily bribed to produce contract labourers.
The workers on the cocoa fields of the island of Sao
Tom6 are still-as they were in the tiJne of Nevinson-largely obtained from the forced labour of
deported Africans. tt 1/
.
1/ Anthony Sampson, Common Sense About Africa. (Ne", York, The
Macmillan Company, 1960), pp. 136-137.
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These quotations are eno'U.gb to show that African~
in Portuguese Africa atill live under subhu~n
conditions•.
13. My delegation also cannot refrain from a brief
reference to one of the most tragic demonstrations of
~\e scourge of colonialism. We refer to the deplora.b';lc;) situation in Algeria, where the war against the
.IHgerian people has now entered its seventh year.
Every effort made to treat the Algerian case [LS
differeri.\t from any other manifestation of colonial_
ism, to regard Algeria and its people as aI,\ integral
part IGf metropolitan France, to-bring 2.00ut the dismemberment of Algeria whi(.lh we :t:egard as one and
indivH:dble, and to deny to itspeopl~ the right to selfdetermination under free \imnditions-aU of these
efforts are doomed to failure and can result only in
perpetuation of the tragedy which has already persisted far too long.
14. The new cry that an African country, be it Algeria or that often-forgotten part of Somalilandknown
in colonial terminology as the French Somali Coast,
, can become part of France is unacceptable to us
J...frlcans.
15. The problem of Algeria is in no fundamental res~ct different from the problem of any other colony,
and it can be successfully solved in no other way than
_by the unconditional liquidation of colonialism. We
venture to make these few remarks on this subject
because in our view Algeria 6pitomizes the entire
colonial problem. we shall of CIJurse speak on this
problem at much greater lengf..h when it is our turn
to do so before the appropriate bodies of thi$ Organization.
16. We have heard the view of some representatives
that colonialism today lts in effElct self-liquidating'.
The evidenQ~ offered in Hv..pport ,of this includes the
admission to the Unitedt Nations of seventeen new
nations this year. Those who put forward this view,
however,overlook several facts. There was nothing
automatic abouttbe process of emancipation in the
past. It was achieved only by the heroic sacrifice and
strUggle of inillions in the Golonial empire. Moreover, the countries still unde:r colonial rule constitute
a hard core, the piercing of which ~;ill require even
more vigorous efforts than those heretofore exerted.
In these efforts should be included both the co-operation of those nations which. have espoused the principles of democracy and of the Uirlted Nations itself,
representing the 13011ective will and the public opinion
of all the peopl~s of the world.
17. Sometim.:~s we hear the argument of domestic
jurisdiction ~,~duced i/againBt United Nations measures. It is sa\.id tbe.t the United NatiOIls has ~o right
to intervene ill 9d~onial countries even by exerting .
moral pressure. It is the view of my delegation that
the United Nations cannot be expected to abdicate its
duty of using its moral prestige and its unequalled
moral authority, as . the. custodian. and symbol of,t\te
hopes 'of all the nations, to achieve the' final stAges
of the liquidation of colonialism with the minfml1:Dl
dangers and the lllaXinlum benefits. It we are correct
in our analysis that the survival of mankind depends
upon eliminating all possible areas of friction and alt~::
threats to peace, then we are left with: no alternative
but to invoke the entire authority of this infernatunal
Organization in v~icin~.the demand that colonialism
be speedily liqui8n.ted and 'that the newly independent
nations be assisted in establishing effective g()vernmlent.
.
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18. The Africa.n-Asian draft re,solution [A!L.323 and'
Add.1...6) properly refers' to.the impropriety of disrupting national unity and territorial integrity. Paragraph 6 of the draft declaration reads:
"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial
. integrity of a country is incompatible with the purposes and principles of the' Charter 'of the United
Nations."
/
19. In a similar. theme, paragraph 7 reads:
. "All States shall observe faithfully and strictly
the provisions of the Charter of the UnitedNations,
tb'3 Uni-rersal Declaration' of Human Rights and ate
present Decbtration on the basis of equality, noninterference in the internal affairs of all States,
and respect for the sovereign rights of all peoples
and their territorial integrity.. 1f
20. Whilst my delegation fully supports the contents
of these two parag-.L"aphs, we shou!d like to emphasize
that phrases such as -territorial integrity" and "noninterference in the internal affairs of states" should
not be used; as a disguise for the continued domina.tion of dependent peoples and the denial to them of
the right of self-determination.. When we speak of
dependent peoples, we do not me;lD :tnerely those who
ll.ve under the domination of overseas metropolitan
Powers but also peoples who live 'tUlder the domina.tion of overland colonial Powers.. In this connexion I
hope that the represen1ative of Ireland will allow me
to quote from his well-thought-out speech delivered
on 5 December of this year~
21. t~pealtlng of the draft I'esolution' sponsored by the
African and Asian coun\tries, the representative of
Ireland said, among other'things:

13 December 1960
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tute indivisible economic ent!ties. This is particularly
true when artificial boundariea divide homogeneous
population groups, creating economic and social
hardships.. We must be governed by the basic prin-( ,
ciple, as expressed in the Charter of' the United
Nations, that the interests of the inhabitants of the
area.s concerned are pa;ramoUIlt. We. cannot permit
arbitrary lines to override the W6lfare and historical
rights of peopl~s,\\ or to conflict with the obvious
implications of the geographical contiguity of the
regions concerned and the wishes of their inhabitants.
The cUs~egard of such principles may well lead to
disguised forms of colonialism, as wolves in the garb
of sheep sometimes. creep into the fold.
24. Indeed, in our view the worst legacy of colonialism in Africa will be the endless number of territorial problems which it has created as a result
of the artificial divisions of homogenp,ous national
entities.
25.. Colonialism has seen to it, by leaving these
territorial disputes on their hands, that Africans
s1laU be 'divided amongst ,themselves for a long time
to come so that erstwhile colonial Powers can'exploit'
this division for t"qeir ,own advan~ge. It 'is for bs
Africans to take full cognizance of this fact and to
strive for the amicable solution of our differences so
that the Machiavellian doctrine of "divide and rule"
may not reappear in a different and more subtle form
fr~m that it has taken in the gast.
'
26. In conclusion, if an overvlhelming majority of
the nations represented at this sesSion of the General
Assembly agree On ,a vigorous declaration, this session of the Assembly may well go down in history as
the -Assembly of Freedom" and our declaration, as a
"Declaration of Freedom", would rank with the great
Charters of mankind: the Magna Carta, the J:)eclatation of Independence, the Declaration of the Rights of
Man, and the Charter of the United Nations..''''
"

1f ..... it is 'essential, we 8ubln.it, tbat the rights it
proclaims for peoples not now enjoying full national
independence should be appUcable to all peoples in
all parts of the world, east "or west, north or south;
27. In' so doing we shall, it is true, primarily be
that the right tQ exercise :full nationalindepeb.dence
recognizing ~wry rather than. making it, for the,
should be recognized as justly belonging' to all
march
toward~ iu.qependenceis So indelibly inscribed
peoples, whether the oppressors and the oppressed
in the agenda\on-manldndthat it cannot be halted;
were of the same :race, creed or colour~ or of difnevertheless,
iD.:J'a sense we shall be maldng histO:ry
ferent .races, creads and colours; 1f 1935th meeting,
as
well.
para.. 93)..
28" Mr. BOUCETTA ,(MoroCco), (transtated frOIn
22. These words, we subln.it, strike at the heart of
French): Earlier speakers from this rostrum. haove
the matter before this Assembly. In order that their
,
described,
with a talent I cannQt .hope to equal, the
'meaning may ,be made clear in the draft resolution,
~:r!\gin, ~4Btory and co~e4uences of the sorryscourge
the representative of Ireland expressed his delegatio;,
that is ~Alled colonialism.. Some of the most brIlliant
tion's preference that the opening part of paragraph 5
speakers have sought to give it a definition a-nd to
should read:
'
r~veal to the world all the hardship, ,suffering and
"Immediate steps shall be taken,.in Trust and
intrigues that., it conceals, anli also the racia.l PisNon-Self-Governing Territotles, and in all cases
criminatlon and segregation 'involved, L-uhillnating ine
where the sovereign rights proclaimed in this
the end in the exploitation in inhutnan and shameful
Declaration are deni~dto any people, to transfer
fashion of man by man, whereas men are borne free
all powers, to the people concerned without anyc(lnand
people are all equal and should be treated as
ditions or reservations... ... 11 [ibid., para. 107].
such..
:My delegation would be only too happy to support
such a proposal.
- ,
,
23. I am certain that all of US would wish also to
emphasize '·autt a.ll the elements which constitute a
~tion. and its national territory must be considered
,)in dealing with the question of territorial integrity
and national unity. Unsettled boundaries or arbitrary
deUmitations must be rectified in accordance with
the .O\l'erridtngand" cOmlnonly acceptedcriP3rion of
uni~cation of those ethnic groups which a1So~coiiirli"'"
,U

~
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ingful and eloquent will be their silence! How many'

generations have for centuries suffered and are still
suffering under it,fromthe days of the concessions
aildup to the brutal occupation by armed force, which
went on all through the last century and the beginning
of this century.
30. Times hJtve changed and we are witnessing today
this same phenomenon appear in new forms, with a
new ideology and a new doctrine. That is why the task
we are pursuing today and for which are forefathers
gave their lives and their happiness is a noble and
major task. It must also be accomplished completely
and definitively; it must unmask colonialism in both
its ancient and its present-day forms.
31. The disintegration and liquidation of colonial
empires is certainly one of the most salient features
of contemporary history. After lengthy sufferings and
a heroic struggle, millions of human beings have
successfully shaken off the oppressors' yoke and a
large number of nations have regained their freedom and their dignity. Nevertheless, anachronistic
though it may seem in the world of 1960, the expeditions., conspiracies. and acts of force that marked the
establishment of huge areas of domination in the not
very remote past show that the era of colonialism is
not by any means a thing of the past. Not only does it
survive in its most brutal classical forms, not only
does it continue to wage absurd colonial wars but, in
addition-and this too is a characteristic feature of
our time-we find it assuming new forms of domination that are no whit lessw.rulent.
32. This is a problem which merits all the atf~ntiOI\
and vigilance we can devote to it. That is why Morocco, a country which has endured foreign ()ccupation and its bitter experience, a country that is
devoted to the fre6ik;ID, and dignity of individuals and
nations, ls gratified to see the General ASlsembly
taldng up the important question of the grant. of independence to colonial countries and peoples,. It is
only natural that the United Nations should ta,ke up
this-in our vJ.ew, essential-problem~ Spe\)ificchtuses
in the Charter clearly show the importance aW.iched
to the development of dependent countriis and their
economic and social improvement with a vie~, to enabling them to govern themselves and gain their
freedom. Furthermore, the basic principles (,If the
United Nations, the aims which are the justifi<nation
for its ex.i.stence, oblige it to deal, with the least possible delaY1 with the serious problems raised by
colonialism and its consequences; for, as long as this
phenomenon persists., all the principles on which the
United Nations is based and which should govern any
international community worthy of its name will be
violated-whether it be res~ct for human rights and
dignity or equality as betweenpers'ons and peoples or
the right of peoples to self.",determination.
33" We fail to understalld, speaking for ourselves,
how anyone can. still ta.1k here about certain obsolete ideas, acclaiming the merits of "enlightened"
colonialism, vaunting its lofcy ideals or attributing to
it any kind of humanitarian or civilizing mission. The
history of colonial conquests, far fr.cOIn being a peak
achievement, confronts us With quite diffel'ent reaHtiese It is nothing other than a stormy succession of
wars and expeditions waged by Powers intoxicated by
their economic and milital'Y potential:; seeldng to gain
strategic positions and· hankering for wealth and
prestige. The struggles for pO'Yler between these

opposing PowerS, their polioies of collusion and their
intrigues to partition whole continents reflect little
credit on the Powers involved and are certainly not a
glorious page in the history of mankind.
34. And how could it be otherwise, seeh\g that co10nW,lism has its laws and its dogmas, it~ own dialectic and its own logic. To start With, it infringes the
prinoiple of the equality of individuals al~d ignores
their most elementary rights. Above all, it signi...
fies dOlllination, enslavement and exploita,tion of the
individual. OQcupation of any territory lentails, to
begin. with, a clash between two temperalnents, two
personalities, discrimination between th~} colon.tzer
and the oolonized. The iDieriority of the latter
to the former becomes a sacrosanc~ principle of
.colonialism.
35. It is a. podnt worth mentionIng that th~l occupying
countries whilJh have often thought fit to reg9.rd the
occupied territories as an integral pa~t of their own
territory-som~ of them even, in a fanl,ied display
of generosity, granting their citizenship to the conquered populations-have never gone so far as to
carry this fiction to its logical consequence and gllant
complete equality of rights.
36. The recent history of Algeria Is mostinst1~ctive
on this point and shows us the innume~t'able cha.nges
that have been made in the legal status of the Algerians at the whir,n of the colonizing Power and the
various categorie~ through which it ba.s successively
passed to fit the needs of the policy of the moment.
37. Colonialism, by its very nature, excludes any
form of equal rights which might operate to its disadvantage or undermine its rule. Even where itparades its civilizing virtues and certain humaniutrian
ideals, it is mainly directed towards the exploitation
of wealth and is prone to ·look upon the native of the
cOUI\try merely as a means to an end, a means of
producing something cheaply. The merciless logic of
suclla policy has led, and is still leading, colonialism
to practIse the most extreme forms of inequality of
rights and to build up a system of racial segregation.
38. World public opinion continues 1~0 feel deep resentment at the outmoded policies tl'lat are stillfollowed h\ c~rtain paltts of the worl&, :ll1ore especially
in. Africa, whic\h constitute a nega,1';!on of the basic
values of ciVilil~ation and a seriouS aff~on.t to.hwnan
dignity.
39. The Afr1.can and A5:ian countries r.nost immed!..
.ately affected by racial tiiscrf.minaUon have often
been heard denouncing and stlgma,iizing sucb behaviour. The serious decadence in human civilizatLon
refle,cted by this disgraceful behavlo\U! was strongly
condemned at the Asian-African Conferenoe held ,at
Bandung in 1955, and again. at the sessions of the
Conference of Independent African States held at
Accra and Monrovia an.a qu1t~~ recently also at Addis"
Ababa.
40. These VO!c~IZiS from Afl~ica and Asia met With
a resounding response iron~ world public opinion.
The problem oftt'acial seg,regation is still one of
the gravest and most dL.~qlult problems which our
Organization must solve.. For inStance, under p,
screen of humanitarian int4~nt:i.ons, the clolonialists
often trample underfoot the;m.ost elemenf.\1.ry rights
of the individual. Similarly, on the pretex\~ that the
inilabitants of the occupied regions are unable to exploit their \'fealth. and that th~y want to help the;tn to
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such as Ifnl, Segula El H~~ra, RiO de .Oro~ Tindouf,
Tidikelt, Ceu1a and Meli1la. Ea~b of these territories
Is uuder occupation, desig:nated''''al''iQU§:tY~s overseas territory, oversea.$ establisbxnent, tfpresidtQ"· or
a.bility. He finds his energies stifled and sUbjugated.
suzerain area; but the form is everyWhere and aI..
Now that many countries in Africa and Asia have
ways
the same and is nothing other tha.n oolonial
attained independence we can see how emancipation
occupation.
and the. t:)~nsj.on of energies that were forme:r1y
muzzled haVG stimulated the progress and well...being 47. <>ur task. here today 1(8 to lead the attaok against
of the populations and that it was foreign occupation these tricks of division and disunity. It is also to re"
that ktapt the economy, trade and agriculture at such a1at, in the best waywe can, coloniaUst deaigns/J:4tsed
a backward level.
'
on the principle of "divide and rulell or lldisunite in
order to ·hold on".
42. After being for long regarded as a reserve of
raw materials and plentiful cheap manpower, the
48. We refuse to accept balkanization, "kataD.ganizacountries of Africa and Asia r..ave now become aware tion" and "mauri1anization". We oannot but voice our
of themselves and have realized that, by freeing their
regret and resentm.ent at the fact that the same coener.gies, independence opens the door to economic
lonial ,Powers, which at the end of the last and beginexpansion and social and cultural progress~ Several ning of the present century partitioned and divided up
examples of this have been cited. I would like to add, Africa into zones of infiu(-Ince, are today objecting to
the case of my own country, Morocco, wherein four
reunification and regrouping. Thus, by seeking to
yearS of independent existence we have provided have MaurUania admitted to the United Nations,
schoolin~, for more than a million childrfJn, or ten
France and hel' allies sought to make the partitioning
times more than was achieved in forty-four years of and division of Morocco a "fait accotnpli", guaranteed
occupation. Our economy, which was a subsidiary and and ratified by the United Nations. The Soviet Union,
slave economy, is gradually becoming a national in opposing that admiSSion, and the fifty-siX deleeconomy operating for the prObTess and well-being ,gatious ,Which expressed themselves in tli~-First·
of the people. Sccial s~curity benefits are available
CottJJn1ttee by, theirafflrmative vote or their abstenfor everyone and the social welfare measures intro- tion,Y were but respecting the principle (;)nslu'h,led in
duceds:ince we became independent are mUch, very the Charter which dem.ands respect for the territorial
,
much, superior to those which existed oofore. Dis.. integ:rltyof Member States. '
criminatiton and differentiation of every ldnd have
been abolished and we are oontlnuing the fight against 49.. We are pT."~foundly sorry that certain repreunemployment and. for the happiness, prosperity and sentatives of great Powers not only disregarded this '
principle but also failed tocOlnply with their own.
w~ll-being of our people.
obUga:t:1ons as signatory' PO"l,vers of such inoornational
43. This means the disappearance of the m.yth of instruments as the General,' A~tQf the Jnte:rnational
chronic incapacity which the colonialists were fond of COluerence' at Algeciras in 1906. .
attributing to the peoples whom they oppressed. One
50. They go onstubpornly persisti..ng in their n11.sof the ,most disturbing aspects of colonial1sm,b.ow- tflkes and in this very Assembly they reproach those
ever, particularly at a time when all effort$ are
who Wokthe correqt view with having acted consE'directed towards maintaining peace, is the permanent ql.lentially~' We would 1i~e.,therefore, to have tbir~
threat which it represents flor the security andsta- point made absolutelycle~~r: we claim. t'bat the Soviet
bility of the world.
Union, by casting its veto, signified its (.)bjection, in.
yoking
the United Nations Charter~ to rec,ognizing the
The reli\.SOn for this is, firstly, that colonial
viclation"f
the territory of a Member State of the
settlement often goes hand in hand with tel'ritorial
United
Nations.
byanofher Member state. TheSoVf.et
partitiov.ing and evokes the divisions, or even exGovernm.ent
desired
in this way to respect its speploits the 'disputes, which at a given moment in his""
cial obligations towards !dorooco whoseindepend~nce
tory may exist. between certain peoples.
it had recog,tlized in 1956. Why was, not the same-atti45. The territorial partitloning whicb resulted from
tude adopted by all the delegations and all the memthe splitting up of whole continents into zones of bers o~ theSecurityCovmcil? We can only regret the
influence, the intrigues and manoeuvres ;r'esorted to fact but V~e feel bound to denouno~ the colonlal1st
by colonialism in order to achieve its aims baye
action which divides up .()UI' countrY'" rends asunder
always had the effect of exasperating the peoples who
our people and mutilates\our State,. ~yhow, we sbitU
have suffered from them. This partitioning anddis...
continue, the fight for complete liberation and for the
InantUng of territories stands in formalcontradlction
safeguarding ~f oUr territo~l integrity. 'Ibis ,is a,
to the very principles of our Chartel' and prejudices, ' fight based on right· and jllStice" It is also the con,,,,
seriOUSly prejudices, the territorial tllldty and in.. 'tlnuation, of a poll~ytbat has long Sinc.ebeen de'Vis~d
tegrity of States.
to comba~t coloniaJlsm, for resistance to oppression
46. That is how, as we have had occasion to point ha£\ been ~itten mto the 'b!!ltorY of peoples and
out and to repeat, our country was pa;r'ti:tioned, split form's OXl",e -,(i~',its' ,eSS6ntia,l,fa,.,c ~rs. 'l'he,re", is no~
stance of oolonial domination fblch:ln the long run
up,mutilated and divided because colonial Powers
has
not been obliged to capitula' to such resistance.
wanted at the ,outset of this century to,diVide it up beThat,
of course, does im.plY, a lot of hardship and
tween.them, quite heedless of either the wishes of
suffering but "ijle strlJ.ggle of npeople for its freedom.
the population or natural historical and geographical
,steels
its anel°gies and adds lUstre tQ its name. What
oircums1anoes.'rhat is how a united Morocco, formmakes
the situation more se:cious is that the of!/ntt'es
ing one single indenticalentlty,has been ampuUl.ted
of
intrigue
an.d trouble wh~nce colonialism launches
of what is nowadays presented as the independent
State of Mauritania and of territ()ries the populatious
-21 See pfficlal Records of th~ Genar~l Assembly, :U~eet1th Sessl5m.
of 'which still 'languish under colonial occupation, ,fIrst Committee, U18th meeting, para. 51.
develop their eoonOlUY, the colQnialisw do not hesi-

1a.te to proceed systematically to e,q>loit that wealth.
41. An individual is not even allowed to prove his

.4.
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its attacks for the oonquest of strongholds constitute
a grave thre.at to pe8~ce and stability in a nu,mber of
very sensitive ateas.

51. We cannot remain indifferent to the situation in
Oman and West Irian. for in present-day oircum.stances pea,ce and security are indivisible. The con~
cept of localized. conflict tends to disapp(~ar; the
extension and the generalization of disputes are always to be feared. One of the most striking examples
of the tb:r.ea.t which colonialism holds suspended over
world peace b\ the disturbing situation which prevails
1.n Palestine. a country wherecl'uel and despotic be,,.
ba.viour has reached its peak4t A whole nation bas
been displaced. deprived of its land and its we~dth.
and doomed for th(, last fourteen years to liye in
exile. This Palestine SUWltlOI'.l, which evokes f~;elings
of indignatioXl and revolt in everyone's cOD.f)cience.
must be vigilantly watched, for it ishigbly e;rq>loSive.
It has already led to a local wa,r, in 1948~ it nearly
produc~d a gener~l\l conflagratJ.ou in 1956 and it constitutes a permanent BOurCEl' of disturbaT,1ces and m.stability in a highly sensltive area og the world.
Generally fJpeaking,the conquest of strr.Ltegtc strang.. .
points, which is still the major aim of 'colonialism, is
a constant lJource 01 n'ouble and a aerious threat to
world peaoe and security. We all know how one event
leads to the next and how the prctCessmarches in...
evitably on-estab1i.abJnent ofmiUtary hl,ses, armaments race, the ol'ganizatJ.on of aggressive bloosa

-pc

rnore than six: years bringing unhappiness and sufferiug in itstr8jn, cont:inu~3s to re~\nd us of a. past we
would. like to see nevel" recur. It, continues to ha a
manifestation of o()loniaUsm in its l.'nost b1"Utal fo:rnl.
'llle endUrance and tenacity of the Alge:rian people
evoke our admiration and our sympa'thy. The various
pha~~s of its heroic fight are so well known that
there is no need to desoribeot' recall them here in

detail.
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55. Our Organization has already on several occasions considered. and is bound again, tb,.ts year,
marked as it is by the accession of several African
countries to independence. to consider ·this drama
which dangerously affects international peace. We
merely wish to stress once more the gr.a.ve risks of
the conflict OOh'llg widened and internationalized. more
espeoially because of the assistance which sonv~
natlons peJ:'sist in giving to the colonialist agg1"esso~l.
Facing as it· does a desire for dom.inatlon which ldia...
regards historical eVQlution and the il'resistible advanQa of nationalisms, 'the Algerian people yet enjoys
the support ands~npathy of 1.500 million human
beings who used to live not long :ago in colonialist
slavery and who have suoceeded, after long decades
of sltffering, in regaining their freedom and their
dignity.
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56. Asm and Africa show a new face to the world,
nowadays and we are conW1ced that the last s\tronw..
holds, behind WhtfJh coloniaUsm haa taken l'efuge,
will in theix' turn soon crumble awaYfl Thus, the grea.t
52. The presenoe of armed forces, which used to be
family
of the nations wlrl.ch have recently achieved
excused chiefi;r by the desire tt.l consolidate political
independence will goon expanding. to &e maximum
domination and maintain. powf~rful economic interadvantage of everyone., since its function will be .to
ests, becom.ea an end ;n itse}jt, dictated by strnU')gic
pla,y a decL~ive ro~,e'in maintaining peace improving
considerations and forming. ::l.n integral part (~If a
in.terna'tional
relations and promoting the progress,
policy of blocs and aIL1ances•. We eU\~rgetlcally proprosperity
and
well-being of the peoples. At tbe same
test against the threats which,in this way, bear partiro.e,
'though,
as
they are performing this noble bu,t
ticularly heavily. on Africa where cex'tain Powers,
very difficult task, they must consolidate their
rejecting the d1sal"mament policy whtch the peace,.
dearly-bought independence. put their economies on
loYing nations propose should lYe followed.collltinlle
a
sound footIng and continue to be more Vigilant than
to nourish aggressive ambitions aDd. under the pre- '
eVi:}r,
for the colonial Powers resort to other wayS
text of joint defence, set upbaSf.\S and carry out
and
means
of perpetuating their domination and their·
nuclear tests despi.te general disapproval and con...
infb:tencec.
trary to the wishes of the peoplel9 of Afriea..
53. We protest aVien more forcibly agllinst the coa)j...
tlon of power:fU11nterests, the leagueil of!. aggressive

blocs .formed against peoples ·Wh.o are .fighting to regain their independen,ce, and this is where we come
to the mostrevoltlng aspect of col<>n.lll.li~t domination.
The building up of overseas territories has not been
accomplished smoothly and peacefully. l~mpires on
which the sun never setsbave not been buUt up in an
atmosphere of peace and calm. 11le path ofl\:olonialist
conquesta. has always beenmarl(;edby bloody expedi.
tions in its various phases, more especw,lly in its
decline. The liber*dtion of c!olomzed peoplefil has almost always been charaoterized by mercilosfJ wars.
for neither the deployment of a formidable I military
potential nor the strongest coaUtion of intel~ests can
possibly prevant the oppressed populatio,ns from
waging tCitb.e utmost their lawful struggle fot" recognition of their sacred and undeniable rights.
'54" There is no need to dip very far back int~ J1istory to. come upon claSSical e;KRmples of colonial con-

flicts. Som.e PorNel'S have been engaged :In war for
tni:my long years. Only. recently Indo-China was the
scene oflarge-scaleoperat1ons which .had a profound
effect on world secu'rity and stability. The war in
Algeria. which has been gOing on relentlessly fOln

57. That is the reason why we wallt to thank the
ISoviet delegation for M.ving requested tile inclusion
of this item in 0'iU" agenda and insisting t.hat it should
be discussed. with all the prOpel) formality, in our
Organization. We shall support its draft resolution
and my delegation will, likewf,se. support any resolUr:>
tion or solemn, declaration that pro/claims the immediate ending of colonialism in all its forms and
urges respect for the sovel1eign rights and ~r:r1ltorial
in'tegrUy of all States without exceptton. It gfleS without saying that. a·s regards my country, these resolutt.ons .or declarationfJ ;:nver the ;whole cQ1tnplex of
oolonial territories, however they may be tricked
out or disguised as overseas territories or departments, t'presidios ft or suzerain areas, Col01111e8 or
protectc.lrates, mandated or trust territorieEI. We have
seen that, though the designation may be differeX!t,
the sSTf.ltem and methods remain the Same and the
single objective Is to exploit human oo;ings, to expJott
the natural wealth for them.selves irrespective of any
other oon,sldel"ation.
5.6. We ..say 100tdly and clearly that we want no in·
dapendencEI -at. a discount-; ¥le will never accerJt dependence or· servility e..nd so we Will always and
everyw:b.ere deno\Ulce pllppet r~gimeSt ballmnizatJ.on,
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61. Firstly~ the eradication ofcolonialiam on a
world-wide acale is desired by d~cent people all over
the world. The liquidatJ.on and burial of this parasiti...
cal evil was Ilmg overdue. Colonialism stands 0010."
damned eV~9rywhere an.d nowadays e'Ven the colo~al
powers are asJ.iamed of i't"They hide their faces when
it is referJ:ed to but they hid~ them under a veil. which.
does 'not differ from. the classical coloniaUsm,nowa-
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political, eoonomic, miliiary or cplt'Ui-al donlination.
political, miliUl,ry, economicj! cultural, social. and
WfJ stand for real, true independence, which will
diplomati,c.
foster the development of the individual and. guarantee
. '.
..
1,1
'the peoples advancement and well...being. That is how
65. After 1960 the fight .for fr,eedorn ~nw;i>sa t~'iSe
we m:.dersta.nd our fight for the futur~, one which will
wh.ich ,differs only superficially from theprev~(m.s
have no time for obsequiousness or beating about the
phase. After emanoipation and liberationfroru di~eQ:t
bush or hesitation of any kind. Accordingly, the inadministration, the peoples will SOOll realize ~t
.dependence~obe grant.ed to the colonial peoples must political u1det>eI).den.ce ,bri.:ng~ tbem toa period of
be one which protects their territorial Uttegrity and
l'ehabllita.tion. niarked by' a struggle ai.gainst ba.llm.nidoes not place them under any ldnd of domination. My·zation and the partition1.n1f, of countJ.'ies, against a
country is as amdous as any o.the:r to see colonia.l~, reversion to capitalist f<iUda.Usm, ag'd.inst foreign
ism in its death throes and liquidated once and for
economic control andagail~st military domination. In
all~ but it wants thi~1 independence to be something a wo:rd,ne~colonialism confronts the oountries that
genuine, both as regards territory and as rega.rds
took part in the'Bandung Cohferenc·e wIth the pr6spe\~t
populati.on!l
of fighting against the keepin.g of young oountries in a
state of dependence" With Pta p17'Q$pect of s,uch a
59"We are aware of the prett.-utt advanced to the
sombrefutu:i'e before It. nf:~o-o,ol()ni.aUsm,in order to
effect that the colonial countries are not yet capa,ble
maintain itself, se,ekS t(} c~~~ate and. to a.gp;ravate the
of conducting their own affairs. That is a misleading divisions between the African-Asian countries and
and baseless pretext and we reject :i.t oategorically. elsewhere also; it, is usi!lg and will go on using every
We consider that the first step is to free the peoples
mCfLns available to break up the Bandllng bloc. It ia
from colonial domination; tha.t is the essential pre- trying to separate Asia ft'ont A:fJ:ica. In Africa It
requisite for their speedy evolu.tion.. So long as the~' seelta to sepa:r.ate Nox'th Afrioa from Ce~:tral Afric~,
remaIn dbpendent, they will be unable to organize and from. South Africa.. Neo-colonialism fights against
their countries politic.\a.lly, economic.ally and socially the authen1..ic independence that basbeen won at the
in effective fashion and so as to' 'JGl've the:tr own oost of struggle and suffering. It is redoubling its
interests'll
?forts to have in Africa,~ and other oountries 0llly
60. We can now p.'3rhaps draw a. few conclusions
_.~ose f()rms of independence that are pervert.~d·....;t
from what has already been said.
ev~'i1 imposed, a.sin Maw:fta:nia in Southern Morocco.
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66. In the United Nations forum clas;$ical colonialism 'Was W0l.l't 1;0 use a ceX'tain number of falsehoods
like l)3.cificaticm., civilizing m.ission, respect fo~
traditi\')!1s, serving an app:renticee;hip to democracy,
defencf./ of :religion, properly qualified spokesnten,
fo:r;eign infll1.,ence, etc.
"

61(• NowadaY~l neo-colonialism represents itself' as
a system of ()1~derly evolution, the protector of freedays lmown as neo-colonialism.
d("ID, in ordel' .• to mainf,a,:1n its economic and m.ilitary
62. Secondly,the conscience of manldnd rejects
domination. It $Iplits up the territorial um.tyofnattons
colonia.1ism. as a derogation fronr the concept of free- and offers it a$: a ,,:further contribution to freedom 'and .
dom, aometbing that favours the spirit of domination, i1i.dependence. 1lhe line r.o.arking tbe boundarybetw~en.
based on a kind of parasitism in which man biahavesthe notion of eViolution and that of revolution becom.es
like a wol£ to his fellow-man. The moral conscience harder and har~ler to perceive.
is ,revolted and tJrl.s leads, inevitably to iu$tability
whtch, in turn,.bampers the advance of progress.
68. We live ill art a.~te of scientific and .technical
revolutlon and, 'at the Ilsame tim.e, our era is also an
:as., Thirdly, the moral cortlscience used to depict the age of political and so~Jial revolutions, which explains
fo:rmation <JIf empires as a civili:z;'hlg mission. !'his Why the uncondiU\'rnl~eradicatlonof colonialism' is
same conscience pl'ssents the neo-colonialist °im_ categorically imM'rative",
peria.lism of todaY~1.1S a system, for the defence of
freedom. Wht~e this imperialism combats freedom in 69. tl'he tre!ltd of histor:v is folIo,Wing the direction of
Algeria~ while it pro\"okes secessiollist m.ovements in
freedom and unity. Freedom Is l\ concrete idea.-an
Katanga and Mauritania., baYing first set up puppet economic, poij.tlcal, social and \spiritual concept.
and cOlnpletely un.'t>epresentative governm.ents, the
Unity is a concrete idea imply.lnt~ the equality, redesire tor power, the motives of profit, domina:ti,on grouping and universality of tights \ymd duties.
and exploitation hide themselves behln.d the false
mask of freedom and take cover beh1.nd a milf:ta.ry 70. When these two ideas are r~~pacted, the evosystem imposed on a large number of weak countries. lutlonary process follows the simpl~ path of emancipation and reconstruction. Whenneo-colonialism
64. Before 1960 tht'!lfigh~ for freedom was 'Wagedinterfetes with its intrigues and pr~yocati~~ a,s
a,gainst direct "olonial administration.. This classical in the Congo 'or Mauritania. the proceS$>'j)econ:les
form of colonialism tried to secure in the countries complicated.:r~ passes from classical colonialisnitG"
placerl under its control a monopoly of rawma~rials, balkanizatlon, economic exploi'tation. poPu1.ar revolu.. 1I
cheilW numpower and forced labour t sought to corner tions and then to, natural regrouping and, finally, to
tn.arltets. control points of strategic importance and national reconstruction in el~ry sphe:r.e.
keep a watch on foreign oompetition and, lastly,
sought the so-/JalledcannQ'll. fodderstlll to be found
71~ trhat is why the ooncept of independence is enO"Ll the battlefields in Algeria. The characteristio
til'ely relative tmless it is placed within the ftamefeatu:re ()fthi$ olassical colonialism is its donrlnation work of territorial integrity and representative
of all the. departments of public life-adrnintstrative,
goyernment.
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72,. The Soviet Union's proposal will constitute a
landmark in history. With colonialism and neocolonialism destroyed, it will become more' possible and feasible to bring men together. Since
imperialism and the·· spirit of dotnination were the
major causes of world wars, the problem of disarmament itself will be simplified by the liquidation
of the last vestiges of the. old empires.· Peace is indivisible; it goes lland in hand with justice. When the
evil that afflicts humanity has been exti::opated, the
beneficial effects will be felt in every department of
human activity..
Mr. Feldni (Libya)t Vice-President'. took the Chair.

73.. Mr. ROSSIDES (Cyprus): The subject which we
are I),ow debating in this Assembly-the granting of
indet>endence to colonial countries and peoples-is
one /of pre-eminent significance, in relation both to .
i,tS moral content and to its global encompassment. It
~s. in fact, an issue of world freedom.
'1',4.. .The dedication of the people of ,Cyprus to the
ideals of· freedom and self....determination has b~en
amply established by their hard and long struggle for
liberation. As a people who have long suffered under
foreign domination and experienced one of the saddest
manifestations of colonialism and its policy of "divide
and rule", and as a country having to cope with the
effects of colonialism, we feel deeply with all subject
peoples yearning and st:ruggling for their freedom.
With fullness of heart we espouse their cause, which
is our cause, the cause of all peoples spiritually free.
75. We are therefore happy to co-sponsor the African-Asian draft resolution [A/L.323 and Add.1-6]
and to endorse its vigorous declarations. We endorse
it not only because it contains a message of freedom
but also because it contains the meaning of peace.
76. Freedom and peace are inseparable concepts
and indivisible realities. Those who seek peace and
deny freedom are wo:r:king at cross purposes. The
nega,tlveness of the latter destroys the positlveness
of the former.
77. Disarmament and peace can only. be achieved
where world order reigns, and world order is impossible. so long as nations seek to dominate other
nations and peoples. Domination is linked with force.
and force is the enemy of peace.
78. We are not theorizing; we are speaking from
experience. After a long struggle for freedom in
the political field over many decades, the people of
Cyprus turned With faith to the United Nations, hoping
for a just. and peaceful solution. When negatJ"o results brought disillusionment and frustration» bJ:oodshed and armed resistance followed during four years
of fighting, with all its feats of hercdsm and selfsacrifice, and also with its hea.Vy toll in human life
and suffering.
79. Critioism is not the objective of this reference
to the past. Its sense Is to convey an experience and
an. encfuring lesson, that peace cannot last where
freedom is denied, and that United Nations apathy and
inactlon on issues of freedom do not help the cause
of peace. When this Simple truth is realized, many
grave problems of today wlll find their natural solution. If we are to move effectively towards world
peace, we must ensure world freedom; a.nd to ensure
world freedom, all forms of subjugation and domina.tion should be eliminated.

80. Colonialism is a system of domination that still
survives and, therefore, it should, in the first place,
be speedily abolished. Its abandonment will bring in
its wake the liberation of all subject peoples in whatever lands and by whatever means their freedom is
denied..

81" The .resolution which. as we hope, will emerge
from this· debate is of far-reaching importance. It
will be the collective voice of humanity making its
decisive pronouncement against colonialism and in
support of the right of all peoples to self-determination. In its wider Significance the resolution will
mark the approaching end of a long era in human history, an era conditioned by the concept of force and
domination, and will open up vistas of a new WOrld, a
world based on equality and the brotherhood of man.
82.. The primary and direct effect, however, of this
resolution will lie in the .termination of colonia.lism
as a world system, a system which still openly
sanctions domination by one people over another.

83. Historically, colonialism, which started .by way
of settlement _for purposes of trade, soon took the
form of subjugation and domination of primitive and
under-developed lands and countries in Asia and
Africa, and eventually grew into a political system
and a legal institution. Recognized under international
law, expounded and classified in constitutional laws,
colonialism came to be accepted as a normal state 'of
affairs. Geography was traced in terms of colonialism and national and international life, for over two
centuries, turned on its axis. In other words, domination by force, resulting in the deprivation of fundamental human rights to freedon1,equality and justice,
has been, and sadly enough still is, in the name of
colonialism, sanctioned and treated as the norm.
H~ever, the subjection and exploitation of man by
man and of nation by natlon, so long tolerated and
even. admitted in practice, now offend against the
moral conscience of humanity.
84. In the 'course of history mankind haa gone
th:rough many stages and conditlons. but ultimately
their fate. has been decided by the human attitude towards them. They survive where moral principle and
freedom prelall; they finally decay and die when they
run cOlDlter to man's inherent sense of right and justice. Humanity, finding no hope in them. casts them
aside. Even slavery, .now. long outlawed, was for
centuries an accepted and lawful practice.
85. The contlnuousbuman evolution, shaped by
industrial progress and technological· achievements,
~low at first,has in our present times so gained in
momentum that it succeSSively revolutionizes all
preconceived notions that do not rest on a moral
basis.
86. The stage has now come when the :ln$titutlon.of
COlonialism, or any other forcible domination· of one
people over another. Will, in its turn, be UIliversally
condemned and abandoned.
87. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the declaration in .tW3
African-Asian draft:resolutlon read as follows:
ItThe subjection of peoples to aliensubjugatlon.
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of
fundamental blJman rights, is contrary to the Chartar of the United N~tions and is an impediment to
the promotion of world peace and co-operation,
I
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-All peoples have the right ofself-cietermination;
by virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic,
social and cultin'al development.T"b.is is the call of lnJmanity-tOday, an.d-theseare the
dicta,tes of moral prh"lciple. They cannot go unheeded.
The ag~ of domination by force already belongs to the
past.. All peoples have a right to live in freedom and
to develop freely th~ir OW~ culture and their own
,political and economic sy&tems. The principle of
self-determinatlon has been aptly called the corner,stone of the Uilited Nations and the master key of the
Clmrter. People the world over look tofreedQm and
self-determination not only because they promote
human dignity ani! the assertion of human personality
but also as eleDl,ents of peace and conditions necessary for effecti\~eprogress and international cooperation. For, in"eed, the Wider the extent!>f selfdetermination, the broader the baSis of peace in the
.world. Relationship!? of dominant and ~ubject peoples
should be replaced by relations betwE3en free peoples
on a footing of equality and trust", In this way, cooperation and peace can 1ake the place of antagonism
and war~
88. The earlier this is realized by those directly
concerned, ~e better for them and for world peace.
An imaginative policy. on the part of those who wield
power can lead no other way. They should In-QTe with
the movJng times and the spirit of the age. I~yen n-om
theviewpoJnt of expediency, it would be in tl'-'6 fnt.~r
estsof t1m domimmt Powers to co-operata now Vl1"'l;l
what is l'lght 'While there is stillttme and befoli~
rapid developments force them to co-operate with the
inevi1able. Almost all the merit of that co-operation
would then be lost.
89. Foriy-two years ago, Wood-rO'W. Wl1son gaTe a
far-sightetl warning to the world. In his addre$$· to
the United States Congress on 11 February 1918" he
said: -Self-determination is not a mere phrase. ltt is
an imperative principle of action which statee:men
will hencefCJrrth ignore· at their peril." The wisdom
of that stat:ement is now obvious from e~ryda.y
realities.
I

90. I am. glad to note from tile .atate:ment of the
representative of the United Kingdonl, Mr. OrmsbyGore$ in regard to the smaller :BrItiSh colonies, that
his cOlDltry Is prepared, as he said, .in accordance
with Article. 73 b of the Charter, to work out with the
people concerned the fotm offndependence which
will best satisfy their aspirations.It [925th meeting,
para. 41.]
_

91. Therefore, eYeD. in the case of all tbesmall
colonies, their independence is promised by the
United Kingdom.' We earnestly hope that this will
apply aJ.soto the brave people of Ma.lta, whose progressto self-determination seems to have suffered
a marked regression in the new constitution now
offered to them, which is~Bfantlally less liberal
than the previous one" Thati.s why we make particular mention of this colO'41.

92. Another vital aspect of the draft resolution is its
deciaratton in9'lragraph 6, which runs: . ,

:atlon.
dalof
Char.ent to
1.

• Any attempt aimed at the partial 01' total disruption of the national unity and the territorial
integrity of a country is incompatible with the purposes and prinCiples of the Charter of the United
Nations.-
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93. This is essential in order to counter the consequ.ences of the policy of -divide and rule- t which
often is the sad legacy of colonialism and carries its
evil effects further into
the future.
---,,_.
-94. The abolition of colonialiSm will be a historic
landmark in the moralprogr'ess of mankind. There
is no doubt that its.impa'~~ upon all forms of dom.in.atlon and oppression will irievitably be far-reaching.
95. We· cannot, however, hope that c,olonialism will
disappear overnight. For a time its existence Will
inevitably continue, but only while it .is being gradu.ally liquidated, in much the same way-to draw a
rough analogy-in which a company continues to. exist
while in liquidation. The reSolution under discussion
will be, in a sense, the receiving order issued by
the colleotlve judgement of nations in 'the matter of
colonialisjlI1. The United Nations could well be the
trustee in this liquidation..,
96. The Charter ofthellinited Nations, in Chapters
XI, xn and XUI, while1;akmg cognizance of colonialism, made proviSion for the progress towards independence of colonial peoples. and territories. However, the progress achieved in. these fifteen years
has proved too slow to cope with the growing rapidity
of international developments, whiohseem to take by
surprise those more directly concerned with them.
One manifestation of these rapid developments is the .
abnost sudden collapse of colonialism., now evidenced
in tbis debate. The human instinct for libertyJ de'Yeloping into. an urge and an :l:m.pe11ingnecessif.y,is
now an irresistible force. That force inspires this
debate and· the resolution which Will be the outcome
of It.
97. The 'inscription .• in the agenda of the Gene:ral
Assembly of an item like the present one was thought
wholly unrealistic and unattainable even a few years
ago. SUch was then the grip of the old concept of
colonialism. It was not then an uncommon occurrence
for questions of freedom andself-determ.ina_tion
brought to the United Nations to be put aside, or -bypassed, inresoluttons without substance, instead of
leading to the adoption of oonstructive resolutions.
This was damaging to the. prestige of the United
Nations and to the. calJSe ofpeacSi For peace is not
Bened by covermg up .;W--Omalous. situations which
,stem from "riolatiOIJ.O of the very principles on which
the United Nations s1ands. That simply leads ctp
greater. anomaly-and we 'are witnessing the effect of
that policy today.
98. Adherence .to principle Is steadily becoming
more pronounced in the United Nations. The exparis~on
of membership by the addition of so many new states
from Asia and Africa, which long struggled for jus.tice and freedom .in their own cause, brings to the
United Nations a growing dedicationtQ the Charter.
particularly noticeable on questions of· freedom and
lnuxtan dignity.
99. It is common lmowledge .that oolonialism. in its
accepted form is a product Qf Westernchilizatlon.
But it should in all fairness also be said that it was
that ciYilization which voiced the stalUlchest mora~
condemnations of colonlalism and exploitation and
first .eXpOlUlded tIm· principle of self-determination.
All freedom movements have in some way or another
been inspired byW'este:rn civ.t1izatlon and blossQmed
:In its conoepts. Some staunch opposers of British and
other colonia.1ism may be fOWld. toda~ in Britain,.and
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we are grateful to those .liberal minds in Britain, no
less than. to those in other nations, who stood by our
side in the diffi.cult times of our struggle for freedom.'
100. Another aspect . that .has been put forward is
that of ensuring full independence to newly emerging
countries. To quote Mr. WaIter Lippman: "Colonial-ism· does not always end with the grant of.political
independence". Although a territory is independent,
yet the legacy of colonialism may sometimes be there
and may in its effect be a hindrance to the fullness of
independence.

unde;J,'.standing and co-operation. We hope and trust
that, mtlf the resolution to be now adopted, the thread
wiU be taken up and a new move forward will be
:ade ain 1;he .. r~~t direction, towards freedom and
war s peace based on freedom.
107. In concluding, I should like to point out that the
draft resolution, by.relating all its parts tothe United
Nations 'Charter and to the Universal Declaration of
Hunian Rights, not only gives a sound basis to its
contents', but also revitalizes the spirit of the Cha.rter. It restores to the Charter provision.8 on self"1
•
• .
determination something of the strength and purpose
101. From the eCCI4~mlC aspect, I should like to turn
which they may have lost over the years through into what has 1>een saId by the representative of Iran,
effective treatment of relative items of freedom
.
to the effect that the economic reconstruction and
.
.
•
dev.elopment of new countries must be aidedand their
108. Furthermore~ this draft reso~ution gives to the
freedom ensured .so that they "will never find it
Universal Declaration of Human Rights a new sense
necessary for reasons of national defence to alof reality and validity. This is of importance, con..
locate to ~ilitary expenditure funds essential to their
sidering that that Declaration has no 1:linding force in
national development" [926th meeting, para. 69].·
a legal sense, and·that the completion and adoption of
the draft International Covenants on Human Rights
cannot be expected, at least at the present rate of
102. Difficult economic· problems face· the new counprogress,
before many years have elapsed.
tries,. problems that have to be provided for. The
United Nations has a distinct obligation in that re109. This 7:esolution, if adopted, will make a signal
spect•. It should be prepared to render all necessary
contributioYl,juridically and politically, to the United
economic and other assistance. Meeting these reNations. It could become an epoch-making document,
quirements· .is a· necessity and a challenge for the
second only to the Charter and the Universal Declara.
United Nations.
tion of Human Rights. We hope it may be given, by
this Assembly, the unanimous adoption it deserves.
103•. We therefore support ~e United states pro110. Mr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
posal for a United Na1;ions programme for independ(transiated from Russian): The Soviet delegation has
ence and development ID Africa,. and we hope that
already
bad the opportunity of presenting in detail its
such aprogramm.e of development may be extended
views
on
all aspects of the problem of. the immediate
to Cyprus.
elimination of· colonialism; it has explained and given
104. We would also wish to see the United Nations
the reasons for its proposals. The Soviet Union is in
take .a more active part in helping newly emerging
favour of a radical and immediate solution of the
countries, as well as countries and peoples in the
whole problem of colonialism, and accordingly calls
transitory period to independence.. A United Nations
on all States that really desire the speedy liberation
~ommittee could be established to assist where there
of the colonial peoples to adopt, at this fi.fteenthsesare differences, by offering its good offices, by
sion of the General Assembly, the Declaration on the
mediation and bybridging the gulfs, thereby helping in
immediate granting of independence to all colonial
the smooth and speedy progress toward independence.
countries and ,peoples the draft text of which has been
submitted
by the Soviet Government in document
105. Although the African-Asian draft resolutI("l is
A/4502.
mainly concerned with the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples, yet it is in no way
111. In its previous statements the USSR delegarestricted~ Its scope, in terms of freedom and selftion has already pointed out that the overwhelming
det3rmination, is all-embracing. It includes all
majority of African and A.sian delegations have sinpeoples, in whatever land and in whatever circumcerely expressed . their desire to see the immediate
stances they are dominated and by whatever moons
termination of the colonial system and the adoption
they are deprived of their inalienable right to selfat this session of the General Assembly of measures
determination and freedom.
that would help in the performance of this noble task.
the draft
We should like now to express our views
106•.. This resolution. will, in a sense, be a sequel to
resolution and declaration su.bmitted by forty-three
and accounterpart of the Bandung Declaration, adopted
African and Asian states [A/L.323 and Add.1-6]. The
at the Asian-African Conference of 1955. The imSoviet delegation's opinion of this African-Asiandraft
portance of that declaration cannot beover-empharesolution is, on the whole, favourable, even though
sized. It was the dynamic expression of the awakening
we consider it inadequate and incomplete. The draft
African-Asian world unanimous in its declaration on
resolutiono-declaratfon contains a number of fundabasic moral and political principles. That declaration
mental provisionstbat were put forward in the Soviet
was equally all-embracing in its condemnation of
draft declaration submitted, as you alllmow. at the
imperialism and colonialism, in all their manifesta.very beginning of the fifteenth session. It can be said
tions, and :tn upholding the right of self-determ.inathat the Soviet draft declaration and the draftresolution. From that co~terence a chain of events. followed .
tion presented by the African-Asian countries exthat cannot be Ulv:elatedto the spirit of Bandung.
press .a common platform and identlcal views on a .
They produced a healthier international climate leadnumber of vital questlon$. This is a gratifying fact
ing up to the Geneva summit Conference.. 'JJ Subsequent
that proves that in the protracted .struggle for the
adverse events in international relations interrupted
elimination of colonialism. conducted bJT the Soviet
the trend of that positive move towards greater
Union, all the socialist countries and the· African and
11 Conference of Heads of Government of the four great Powers, held' Asian co~tries and peoples,tb.ere is an identity of
views and a single fundamental purpose.
at Geneva from 18''to 2a July 1955..
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119. First: we consider it essential to fix a iarget
112. However, we mu~t also pOlntouttbe defects
from which we think the African-Asian draft resolndate by which all colonial countries and peoples must
tion s u f f e r s . b e liberated" The call for the 'lrompt liberation of the
co10l)ies has been supported by a large number of
113. We could observe, first of all, that cer1:ain
paragraphs are not drafted with sufficient clarity; as' States. It is common knowledge that resolutions on
the speedy liberation of the, colonial peoples have
a result they are interpreted differently even by the
been adopted repeatedly at conferences of African
sponsors of the draft resolution.. We need only poil1t
and Asian states. As early as 1955, for insmnce, the
out that the r3presentati.ve of the Philippines asserted
that what was enjoined in paragraph 50f the draft
Stateti· represented at the Asian-African Conference
declaration waS not the immediate transfer of all
at Bandung aqopted a declaration to the effect tbit
powers to the peoples of the colonies, but rather the
"colonialism h1all its manifestations is an evil which
should speedily be brought to ~n endlt •
taldng or initiating forthwith of steps which would
lead to such transfer of power.. Approximately the
120. This demand of the Bandung Conference is resame interp!'e~..tion of tb8.t paragraph was given by
£lected in t.\e draft resolution now submitted to us.
the Malayan rep!."esentative, who stated that "the
However, w~)~ must take into account the fact that this
::ttr:ontr~:~er~~~e~~:~thB·· [~~alk~~;g_s,. c!13ma.IJ.c1._~~()P~.9 J~ .~9_55, _i.~ •. fiv~. years_s,gQ,- ;g.QW.
needs dev~710p1r4g'further. Having regard to the very·
para. 130]. We are inclined to think that this interprerapid rate of development of the national-liberation
tatlon does not correspond to the desires 'of the
movement, it is not enough now merely to repeat the
demands that were made five years ago.
overwhelming majority of the sponsors of the draft
resolution. We have no doubt of the sincerity of the
aspirations and motives of the overwhelming majority
121. It was for precisely this reaSon that at the
second Conference of Independent African states, held
of the African and Asian delegations, and we think
that they do not agree with such an interpretation and
at Addis Ababa in JUl'ie 1960, a resolution was adopted
believe in the need for the immediate liberation of urging the colonial Powers 8 ••• to fix dates in conthe colonial peoples. The Soviet, delegation, too, informity with the will of the people for the immediate
terprets paragraph 5 in just that way.
attainment of independence by all non-independent
countries and to communicate those dates to the
114. In a number of other provisions, also, the
people concerned8 • The Soviet delegation fully sup.
wording could give rise to interpretations contrary to
ports this demand made by. the representatives ofethe
the basic meaning of the draft resolu:ion as 1Jllder... ind
d
stood by the majority of the African and Asian C01JllepeD! ent countries of Africa.
tries, judging by their statements in the plenary
122. Thus, in the past five years the demand for the
Assembly. Leaving aside the question of the desiraspeedy eij.mination of the colonial system has been
transformed-a.nd very naturally so-into a demand
bility of improving the wording in a number of places,
since this could compUcate the consideration of the
for the immediate elim.inationof the colonial system,
draft resolution-and this the Soviet delegation has no
for theimmedia.te liberation of all peoples stil1living
intenti.on of doing-we should like to indicate two
in conditions of colonial:oppression. In conformity
with the .resolutlon adopted at Addis Ababa, t.Q.e reprefundamental provisions which, in our opinion,. the
sponsors of the draft resolution have completely
sentatlve ef Toga, when spealdng here in the general
failed to take into account.
debate, l'~fertedto the need to eliminate colonialism
115. Firstly, the draft r~solution refers to the need
as an urgent matter and emphasized that:
-otu.- concern her~_ is not merely to condemn
for the speedy elinrlnati:on of colonialism and for
colonialism and adopt the pl'incipleof the grant of
immediate steps to be taken to transfer all powers to
independence. It is of the g:r.oeatest importance that
the peoples of Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories and of all other territories which have not yet
we should also draw up, here and now, a time-table
attamed independence. Ho-wever; no precise target
of dates on which the colonized territories are to
date for the grant of independence to the 9010mal
be granted independence. Otherwise the oountries
countries is indicated. Moreover, the draft resolution
still iD. bondage will have to face another 'long
struggle against colonial powot.- [936th meeting,
00ntains no spec:lfic instructions for the Powers which
are responsible for the liberation of the colonies and;~J:~. 65.]
Trust Territories. It contains nO indications what123. We support this proposal ofthe~)Togolese deleever of what the.se Powers are to do and bywhat date.
gation for the fixing of a time-limit Jor the3Tanti'1g
116. Secondly, an important provislall ls missing: a
of independence. and we propose ~tthe end of 1961
pronsion to. the effect that the Gener-ai Assembly
should be aetas the target cta te • W~ accordingly proshould consider the question of theimplemehtation of pose that a pronsion should be inserted in the draft
this declaration at its next session; this is essential . resolution of the Aftican-Asian states, siating that
fu order to ensure that the main provisi<t\tS of the
all colomal countries and peopl~s should attain comdeclaration are carried out.
.
plete freedom and independence'ikot later than the end
of' 1961. In our view, this shameful relic of the de..
117. The Soviet delegation has accordingly ,teemed
et C.. Olonial. system can no longer be tolerate.d.
it necessary to submit for consideration by the Gen. I
eral Assembly certain amendments to the African.124, At the same time, for the !znplementatiori' OfJ\~
.4sian draft resolution which, while leaving the exist- practipal me.asures neQe.ssary.. !t>r.·.·. the transfer .o~ all
fug text unchanged, would introduce some additional
powers to the peoples of the colonies"the So, et
pro'Visions .that would giYe effectiveness to the gendelegation proposes that the General Assem.bly shoMd
e~l principles siated in the declaration and would ca.. n upon the COIOnia..I Powers to" enter into negot:iA
..~
~;alp. to· bring about their speedy implementation.
tions with represeniatives of the indigenous :Inha~i
tante of the colonial cOUlitr!es. In order that thes
\jS.The following are the essential points of these
representatives may truly express the w1U
~l_en1ary amendments.
aspirations Of the oolonial peoples, the Soviet'~
<,
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gation deems it essential that electiollil should be
held in all colonies on the basis of universal suffrage.
In order to ensure a free expression of their will by
the peoples of the colonies and topreventany manipulation of or juggling with the election results, we consider it desirable that the United Nations should, if
necessary, supervise the conduct of the elections.
125. In this connexion, it is necessary to recall that
during the recent discussion in the Fourth Committee
a majority of the Committee's members approved a
proposal by Togo and Tunisia that the United Nations
could, when it deemed necessary, supervise the
democratic processes by which the peoples of the colonies express their wishes [see A/4651, paras. 5-8].
We are all well aware of the importance which many
African and Asian countries, and other countries too,
attach to the holding, for instance, of a referendum in
Algeria under United Nations supervision, in order to
ensure the people's freedom to express their will.
126. Second: we consider that the declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples is different from the usual run of declarations-such as the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, for example-in that it is not a programme to
be applied for all time, but a programme of immediate action to implement the lofty principles proclaimed in the declaration. That is why, in the case
of the declaration of independence for the colonies,
the time factor is of great importance. The United
Nations cannot simply confine itself to proclaiming
certain principles, without taking steps for the appu,..
cation of those principles and for the implementation
of the declaration adopted. We therefore think that
provision must be made in the African-Asian draft
resolution for a clause providing that the General
Assembly should consider at its sixteenth session
in 1961 the question of the implementation of this
declaration.
127. For the reasons r have stated, the Soviet delegation has already circulated and now formally submits for consideration by the General Assembly the
following amendments to the draft resolution submitted by forty-three countries of Africa and Asia
[A/L.323 and Add.1-6]:
11 Add the following paragraphs after operative
paragraph 7:

'8. Calli upon the Powers concerned to ensure
the transfer of full and sovereign power to the
peoples of all dependent territories in accordance
with the principles stated above and, for this purpose, to enter into negotiations with representatives
of the colonial peoples elected on the basis of universal suffrage J if necessary under United Nations
supervision, so that all colonial countries and
peoples should attain independence not later than
the end of 19.61 and take their rightful place in the
community of nations;
J9. Decides to consider the question of the implementation of this resolution at its sixteenth regular
session.' " V
128. As regards the Guatemalan amendments [AI
.~.325] to the African-Asian draft resolution, the
C~c;OO~t delegation is unable to support these amendtn~ll:b:J .since they provide for a limitation of the
fundam6;1ltal right of all peoples to self-determination

Y Subsequently c1t"culated as document A/L.328.

and are thus contrary to paragraph 2 of the declara_
tion in the African-Asian draft resolution, which qUite
rightly states that IIAll peoples have the right of selfdetermination". If any States have any claims or
reservations to put forward with regard to the disposition of any particular territory, such matters
should, in our opinion, be settled according to merit
in each individual case; no attempt should be made to.
raise private claims and reservations to the level of
a general principle restricting the inalienable right
of every people to self-determination.
129. For the reasons I have just stated the Soviet
delegation will vote against the Guatemalan amendments.
Mr. Sosa Rodrfguez (Venezuela), Vice-President
took the Chair.
'

130. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
give the floor to the representative of France, in the
exercise of the right of reply.
131. Mr.BERARD (France) (translated from French):
I had not intended to intervene in this discussion, but,
as references have been made to France by several
speakers, may I be permitted to make use of my right
to reply to the various representatives concerned.
132. To some of these let me say, first, that the
French delegation was very glad to see this question
placed on our agenda. I would remind them that in the
history of our Organization there had been nothing
like what has happened in the course of the present
session-I mean the admission to the United Nations
of seventeen States that were formerly colonial territories. And thirteen of these States were formerly
under French administration. So, as regards the decolonization process and as far as France is concerned, the facts speak for themselves. These States
were admitted unanimously; in other words; the most
scornful of our critics did in this case add their votes
to that of France and it was not our fault if a fourteenth African State failed this week to become the
hundredth member of our Organization.
133. There has been no improvisation about this
evolution. We have no regrets about it. Quite the contrary; we have constantly encouraged it. Several
speakers were good enough to admit this and to
recognize the merits of this action. I would thank
them for this testimony, revealing as it does both
their honesty and their character.
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134. I shall define the French position on this problem by recalling the words uttered by General de
Gaulle on 5 September 1960:
"Regarding the whole movement of decolonization
which is taking place all over the world, I have not
ceased, since the day when the world war led me to
speak and to act in the name of France, to follow
the same course, because I think the emancipation
of the peoples-for that is what is at stake-is consistent both with the spirit of our country •.• and
with the irresistible movement set in motion by the
world war and its aftermath.
"1 then directed French policy along this path-the
path of emancipation-and for the past two years I
have steered it in the same direction."

135. We were also happy to hear the many references made in this discussion to freedom. Nothing
that relates to freedom can leave us indifferent. Let
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me be quite clear: the freedom lam referring to is
not the freedom of a minority to impose its laws nor
of a majority to silence any voice raised in disagreement. It is the freedom oftlie grou.p as well as of the
individual. It is liberation from hunger, from fear
and fr(.lm igpo~ance. It is the freedom o~ :$elfDlexpression, of action, freedom to constroct W'ithout con,"
straint, without· anxiety C~ any hinderanceother than
respect for the freedom of others. We want to bave
all that for ourselves; we want it for othe1"$; and in
this connexion I would like' to pay tribute to' the
t:!peakers who contributed constructive ideas to this
discussion.
136. Others have proffered. criticisms of my country
and have taken up a different attitude. One might well
be surprised and shocked to find one Power repre'sente~lhe[?e trying ~:oplay'the' leading role when we'have waited in vain 8,Q far for the slightest sign on its
part of~lnY policy of dSQolonization. Such a degree of
br.azen-facedness might well impress those of us who
a,l'e not so well informed but,. afte:J:." the veto cast on
,4 December in the Security Council, the mask haS
been dropped and' I feel sure th~.t in future more of
us will be .. able to discern the l,iifference between,
on the one hand, fine words, rig;hteous indignation,
advice, warnings of all kinds anq, on the other hand,
deeds. These false fa(}ades have an unfortunate habit
of collapsing~
137. When people talk about ii1&~pendence, we also
have in. mind something other than th~behaviour of
those who disappoint and bore us by constantly repeating year after yeaI' what they have been told to
say by the master brain. If some day or other a
speech of theirs shows the slightest sign of originality, the faintest br~ath of genuine freedom, that
will be a grel~t day in the history of our Organization.
138. Now I would like to ~ply to those speakers
Who, in discussing the colonial problem in Latin
.America, 'referred to the :Dtrench "d6partements tl in
the Antilles. This is an unfortunate confusion which
derives from an' obvious misunderstanding both of the
legal situation and of political reality. My country
does not administer any colonies nOw in Latin
America. The tld6partements If there are French "d6.partements" and' the only special feature about them
is that they are separated from the 1'8st of the Republic by the. sea, in the same way as Corsica is. These
lands have been French for more than three centuries
arid are some of the oldest French provinces. Is it.
really necessary to remind you that the Antilles were
present at the Constituent Assembly in'1789? Is anyone unaware' of the fact that,ever since the Second
Republic and. the introduction of universal suffrage,
i.e. since 1848, these countries have sent deputies
and senators to Parliament? The IId6partements tl of
Guadeloupe, .Martinique and Guiana are integral parts
of the,. French Republic on the same footing as any
other. Their .~itizens hav~ equal status and citizen~
ship rights ,without . distinction or discrimination.
They have equal. representation and take part at all
levels in the political and administrative life of the
.nation. The most distinguished sons of the· Antilles
.have given, and continue to give, the F~nch Republic
thinkers, men of action and statesirien who are the
pride of all my ,compatriots.'
.
139. LastlY,I would like- to· say a few words to the
. autb:ors of the 'draft resolution in document A/L.323 .
and Add.I-a, singe' some of them. have in the courSe
of~heir remaJ"kSthought fit to refer to my country.
"

140. There havJ' been many words spoken dUring
this debate. Some of them were gpod, some were not
so good a.nd thi~._ !l~~r~D.~e" is ref:iectegbLth(;} ,c:lryt
resolutioll\ before us. I "qiiite recognize the sin.cerity
of man-yof the sponsors of this draft resolution and I
would pay tribute; h~re to the efforts made to invest
this document wiih"~. certain nobility, to make it into
something other than a weapon in the cold war.
141. We particularly welcome several ef-the para,.
graphs in the preamble. We, too, consider that every
people! has the right of free determination, that the
na,tional unity and territorial integrity ofstates should"
be respected. But certain of the passages in this
document merely. )J:e~terate commitments which are'
contained in the Charter. We recognize and we respect these obligations.We'~ronder,thoUgh, whether

....

these-~repetitibnB~add.""anythI~i:fat~11'-'iO-o"W1iatcc-1s"laia-"

down in the international

',~oral code.

142. Above all, however, the draft before us is, unhappily, not devoid of considerations that have nothing
to. do with the aims that are sought. It refiects,lloSsibly unintentionally, the antagonisms wh~ch I mentiO]led earlier on. In that respect the' dedlaration
before us will not help to promote the Gpirit of-interna~onal comprehensior: which should animate us all.
It also contains certain contradictions. For instance,
in. paragraph 7 of the draft geclaration,. a 1"ather
solemn reference is made to the principle o~' nQninterference in the internal affairs of State(~, but,
quite frankly,' can it be claimed that the draft, does
not containS. whole series ofadmo1;1itions whi~h all
constitute interference in the int~rnal'affairs . of
States?
~
143. I am. quite aware of the fact that the drafting of
a text of this kind does inevitably confront its 'authors
with serious difficulties and I am the first to pay tribute to the conscientiousness of those who have taken
on such a responsible task. Nevertheless, my delegation does not feel that it can, for the reasons I have
stated, support the draft resollJ.tion in the form tn
which it has been 'laid before the AssembI:v"
.....
144. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
call on the representative of Spain to eJCercise the
right of reply•
145. Mr. DE LEQUERICA (Spain) (tranalated from
Spanish): This. debate on colonisJism is .extremely
interesting and, in my opinion, v~ryvaluable for the
d~yelopment of the·.interee;ts of tn&...~d in general,
but it undoubte.dlY offers ("xtraord.ina~rYsurprises for
those who are listening to it attentiveIsv and with f~el
ing. For example-and I am. grateful to the President
for. giving. me the right to speak-I have been listening thisafternootJ. to' the representative of Morocco,
whose remarks I have had an opportunity of appreciating On other occasionSc~d whose views I alWfYs
find of interest, particUlarly as he 'rep1'8sents a
friendly country, when suddenly, in a liSt ofpreSUtnably colonial countries-some of themSpanish-which
I shall~ not discuss now, though there is good reason
to do so, I came across the names"not of two Spanish
provinces, as I pointed out this morning [944th meeting] for another reason, but of two Spanish cities
belot:Jng to two differen,t provinces.
146.· Mention, I noticed, was made of Ceuta, a oltyo£
67,000 Christi,an and 13,000 Moslem inhabitants, all
Spaniards, belonging to tb~provinceofC4db;and of
Me1illa, a city in the province of. ytlaga, with a
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population of 85,000 Christians and 7,000 Moslems,
all Spaniards.
147. I remember in the last years of the old elected
type of Parliament having found myself sitting next to
the deputy from Algeciras, who was also the deputy
for Melilla, and now, all of a sudden, by an incredible inversion of values, it comes about that not two
provinces but two cities belonging to tw9 different
Spanish provinces, which have been inhabited for five
or six centuries past by Spaniards of different religions though predominantly Christian-which has not
changed their character-are regarded, quite incomprehensibly and confusedly, as territories to be
investigated, transformed and placed under other
peoples' sovereignty.
148. Accordingly, I beg to invoke, as I did this
morning for a different reason, the principle that has
already been very shrewdly appealed to by the Soviet
delegation to the effect that it is quite inadmissible,
save under due protest, to make an attack on the unity
or the sovereignty of States Members of the United
Nations who are protected by its Charter, and I beg
to protest, most respectfully but most energetically,
against this strange phenomenon of a reference to
Ceuta and Melilla being made in our debate by the
representative of Morocco.
149. I would add-I do not wish to say much, but it is
important, and I have some essential facts on the
point to hand-that Ceuta, under the name of Abila,
was already known at the time of the discovery of the
famous Pillars of Hercules; that the Greeks called it
Heptadelphos because of its seven hills; that the RomanS called it Septem Fratres (The Seven Brothers),
whence the derivation of the names Septa and Ceuta;
that it formed part of the dominions of Carthage, and
when 'that republic was annihilated by Rome, it became the capital of Mauritania Tingitana, a Roman
province; and that in the times of the Emperor Otho
it was included in the juridical convention of C!diz.

150. In the same neighbourhood landed the 80,000
Vandals who, under the command of Genseric, invaded North Africa. Later, between 531 and 548 it
was conquered by the Visigoth King of Spain, Teudis.
It was also conquered by Justinian, Emperor of
Byzantium, though I do not think it remained long in
his, power. It was in the possession of the Visigoths,
i.e. the Kingdom of Spain. when it was occupied by
Muza before he invaded Spain in 710.
151. After innumerable historical vicissitudes, in
the year 1437 the five brothers of Edward I, King of
Portugal, landed at Ceuta and tried to capture Tanglers. Under PhiUp IT of Spain, heir to the possessions of the Kingdom of Portugal, which also included
Ceuta, they were already incorporated in Spain in the
sixteenth century. Again, in 1640, when Portugal
separated from Spain. the nobles of Ceuta proclaimed
it as belonging to the King of Spain, Philip IV. Under
the treaty concluded on 13 February 1663, the towns
and dominions held in Africa were ceded to Portugal,
except Ceuta which Spain reserved for itself, and its
possession was confirmed in article 2 of the treaty
of 1678. Since that date it has belonged to Spain.

152. I read from a text, not a Spanish text but the
Enciclopedia ItaUana (vol. IX, page 903), that, being
in constant touch with Europe, Ceuta has become a
Spanish city where the Moslem population is few in

numbers and it has many features in common with
the ports of the Iberian Peninsula which face it.
153. Now did the one-time sultans, now kings of Morocco, ever at any time lay claim to Ceuta? No; on
the contrary, in many treaties signed before the Protectorate was set up and when, according to specific
declarations made by the Moroccan delegation, the
sultans were free, the territories around Ceuta were
discussed but never Ceuta itself.
154. I do not want to burden you with dates but in
article III of the Treaty of Peace and Amity between
Spain and Morocco, signed at Tetuan on 26 Aprll 1860,
it is stated that "in order to carry into effect what is
stipulated in the preceding article, His Majesty the
King of Morocco cedes to Her Majesty the Queen of
Spain, in full dominion and sovereignty, the territory
included between the sea and along the heights of
Sierra BUllones, and the ravine of Anghera••• ". I do
not propose to read the detailed texts but there is
no mention of Ceuta in ariy of these instruments,
since it was a centuries-old Spanish city.
155. And now Melilla. Melilla belonged to an old Rusadir founded by the Phoenicians and which Ptolemy
called Ryssadiron. It came into the possession of the
Visigoths, and was the seat of a Christian bishop in
the fifth century; it then passed to the Moors who
gave it the name of Mlila, a very common name in
North Africa; its inhabitants devoted themselves to
the exploitation of mines, as they do to this day.
Meanwhile, in 1496, Don Juan ClarOs de Guzmll.n,
Duke of Medina Sidonia, financed an expedition under
his officer, Don Pedro de Estupifl.~n, who captured
the city whioh at that time belonged to the King of
Tlemcen. Up to 1556 it was held by the Dukes of
Medina Sidonia with the title of Captains-General. It
was frequently attacked when it was in Spanish possession. In 1856 a convention was signed extending
its boundaries. And, just as in the case of Ceuta, all
the treaties with the sultans of Morocco recognized
that Melilla was Spanish; for example, the Convention between Spain and Morocco signed at Tetuan
on. 24 August 1859 talks of "cedfng to Her Catholic
Majesty in full dominion and sovereignty the land
contiguous to the Spanish city of Melilla, as far as
the points that will most adequately ensure the defence and tranquillity of that township",
156. In a further artiole emphasis is again laid on
this point but there is never any mention of authority
over Melilla. What then is the point of bringing into
this debate, one that is replete with serious problems
and with matters that fully justify preoccupation and
the need for all of us to re-examine our consciences,
arbitrary statements that are devoid of all historical
significance? Or are we to believe that by one of
those fancies which French seventeenth-century historians defined as ad usum Delphini and which were
used to satisfy the Dauphins who liked to believe that
their States were more powerful than they actually
were-an analogy that has since then lost its dynastic
significanoe so that the phrase ad usum Delphini
means, in general, "for the gratification of the
mighty"-are we, I say, to believe that with arbitrary
assertions of this kind we are going to transform the
geographical fact that these two African cities form.
an essential part of Spain? Or, to recall the eloquent
remarks of the representative of France, are we
going to draw geographical lines that will upset human history, century-old coexistence and the existence of permanent spiritual values?
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fng words spoken by 9rown Prince.Moulay Hassan
when.b) visited Tetuanon 17 June 1956:
.
If
!'ftforoccans, men and women, old.. people and
chilgren, will never forget the work dOlle by Spain
and the immense services rendered to His Majesty
, the (SUltan and to Morocco in those dlfficult moments when justice was trampled upon and persecution was.,r!lmpant•
tiThe realization of this work did no more than
reflect the nobility and chivalry of the Spanish
people and sow the seed of tbesincere attachment
and affection, as well as the heartfelt friendship:
batv(een Moroocoand Spain, which is of such great
advantage to both conntriesa tI
And ,the Prince concluded by exclaiming "Long live
Spain! Long live Morocco! n
160. I could quote other texts tha.t would eJq>ress
the same sentimeuts, and 1 myself have heard distinguished representatives of·this friendly country
make $lmilar references with regard to Spain. That
is why I am so surprised and why I must enter a pro-testagai~rSt this astonishing behav~our which is so
f( '~eign to" the custo:rnary conduct of our discussions.
Can it b~i perhaps that a pro-Bolshevik infection has
fOl~
the moment afflicted our' good friends, and in
•
many respects our brothers, of Morocco? It may wall
158. Only people with co$sed minds, to wht;)m an
be the case but I do not feel inclined to criticWLtoo
arbitrarily simplified version of history appeals, will
harshly. It is easy· to be tempted and many hQnourible"\
put forward claims for a specific frontier line within c'Alntries yield to it, but will they not regret it later?
which sole authority would be exercised. This is a
That is not the least of the peculiar fea1;urtls of this
claim we must contest Oiuhistoricalgrounds and fOr
evil calledcoloniallsm, a subject on Which I had not
the sake of the spiritual values cherished by our the least intention of intervening. And, if I may be
people.. And we regret that a country with such a
permitted the digression, I will tell you why: because
respect for law as Morocco has, a country with. which we have very few countries to be talked cabout in
we have none but cordial relations,· should disregard Africa; we are a tiny country in the colonialsel1$e.
the other discussions on frontiers that are going on
We cou~d borrow.a,well-known French tag and say:
and embark ona course of action that issoincontlAujbanquet de la vie, Infortun6 convive". And we
sistent with the United Nations Charter and shows
:might well add: "Au banquet d'Afrique, infortun6
so little respect also for justice and law, by claiming convive".
two old Sp~sh cities which regard it as a great
honour to belong to our country. How long then will 161. In the great colonia,l enterprises of the nin&"
teenth century, so Widely diSCUSsed and on which $0
they wait before asking for Guadalajara, ,which has
~eh could be said, we participated only' to a !ery
a Moslem na:rne, or before settling down on the banks
limited and remote degree. However, that doeS not
of the Guadalquivir,which also has a Moslem name,
prevent us from taking a sensitive and impartial view.
or in some other part of the country? Are we going to
of the problem, or from listen@.g to Soviet sp~ches
turn world hiStory into a veritable bedlam1. Are we
going to transform historians andpolitician\S into- such as the one we have just· heard-which. really
indicated anxiety for freedom and the sufferingsof
and many of the representatives belong to countries
peoples-which
Inay bathe beginning of a phase of
in which this type of .person. is not well known, though .
reflex~on .·or,perhaps, even, of repentance. BefQr8
many of the older cOill1tries are familiar·with it-that
type of genealogist, who, for a money' fee, will very buch \albelievabl~ happenings as that we shall not
take OUr eyes off the fund~ental problem that is
often. discover a relationship, for S':lmeone who wants
being
constantly referred to here as colonialism.
to acquire powerful ancestors, with Napoleon Bonaparte or the Emperors of. Constantinople? Are we
162.. It is true that there has been ha~hness spown.
not going to set' limits fQr ourselves in all these
there
has been persecution, that jUstice h3sbeeb.
dfst.-u.ssions?.
lacking in many of our, relationships.. Our bl'Clthers of
Central and South America. have, with due reserva...
. 159. I am doubly sOlT)',· about this instance because
tioIJS and with highly intelligent observations based
it was brought up by a country like. Morocco, which
0\'1 history, commented .here--it Was a moving ·experihas given us so many' ·proofs of affection. In our comence to .1isten'· to them~on the colonial pi"Oblemand
mon past there have been.plenty of difficulties, whic~
on the difficulties and, at the same t;iJne, the tJplendid
.for our part at any rate, have only increased the
achievements of Spain. We have no colonial past in'
admiration we have fe1tfo1" the berolsmshown by
Africa, there have been ~'eryfiBW interventions by
Moroccans on the battlefield. Yet Morocco used not Spain. But that does not alter our PI"OfOllnd conviction.
..tq•. forget how greatly Spain helped MorocQO to. re- And it is this cirmunstanc~\ of not being personally
~~~lisb itself as a free Power. T.hatfacthasbelSu
.illYolved that. leads uSttotonlyto proclaimJ:~pwmuch.
r~COgnizedmore. than once by some. of its rep rewe have done but also. to think and Yoteot! African
sJ~ntatives. I need. only quote, for e:xample\lthefollowp;-oblems with profound respect for the countri~8 of
157•.. 1 shall not dissemble 'the fact-and 'I am proud
to state it-that Spain is a Euro..African Power and
has been such for many eenturies; that it has ha.d
posse,ssions or, rather, establishmen.ts in Africa that
are more ancient than any establishments that the
Moslem kings can boast of, as I have just shown. I
have no need to add,that this north of Africa was
never a~ any time a hard and fast unity~ as invented
history asserts. This was quite clearly proved in the
discussion about Maul;'itania., We Spaniards were a
colony' not of MorocQo-although that is partially
true...but defilttt..~]y of Mauritania-and. I cite the dates
as I recall them from that discussion-between ,1094
and 1149. ,The Mauritanians, the AImoravides; or·
probably people from those tribes, occupied a great
part of Spain, built a castle in the Alfajerfa and controlled practically the, whole of Moslem Spain. We
we~ean Afro-Asi~ ,colony-and I say ~t proudlythere is no need to hide the fact. To that circumsta.n\·~e we owe the Alhambra of Grapada, Cordoba
and the immense cultural monuments' that have become part of our c1Jlture. Perhaps. the link we enjoy
with the most advanced European philosophy of the
period, as our American brothers have on occasion
pointed out, is also :responsible for many of the
CUltural and spiritual values in our past history.
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-------------------,--,that continent and ,with the desi:rethat they.should that When tbenanish GC\VQl:'1lDlenttwas reconstructed
se~ston'",~---,---

always attain the realization of all'their just aspb:a... after 'Qurgl3neral el~tiQn in' November of this year
tions ill, legal and orderly fashion.
a MemD,(i):t". ofPar1iron~nt el~Gted by the Greenland
163.. 1 ventured inth~ general debate 1886th meeting]
population-was made a dabinet Minister.
to cite the t~txts of the great Spanish jurists of the 170., Against this background it will easily be und~r
sixteentb 'Oentury who. at the time when America was
stood. that Denmark whole-heartedly slllpporis the
discoVGl'ed, recognized the rights of the primitive idea of the adQption by the United Nations of a declainh~itantsof that continent and -:refused to grant
ration stressing the necessit¥ gf bringing to a speedy
r!gbl:~J of tutelage" and vassalage that wi;)renot con..
end. colonialism in all its tQIfmS and manifestatlons.
sfstetllt with law Mr. Belatlnde has also alludef;i to
..
those. jUri~ts. in this debate. That is the spirit in 171. We~ support the drl"aft resol';ltion.subm~ttedbY a
which we are taking pari in this discussion and it is ,large number of African and ASlan States I.A/L.323
in thatspilit that we shall vote, subject to the neces.. and Add.l-6]. In Our opinion, it covers the problem
sary reservations regarding those phrases which are better than the draft res,olution submitted by Honperhaps not really consistent with the meaning of the duras [A/L.324!Rev.2], and also much better than the
United Nations Charter. But this should not be taken draft submitted by the USSR [A!45021.
as representing our attitude towards attacks,on the 172. The African..Asian draft resolution certainly
sovereigno/ of Spain, ~;hich I very strongly d~)nounce has its merits, alth~'1gh we would have preferred a
here and now.
somewhat different wording of certain passages.
'
164. ThePltESIDENT (translated from Sp~isl\); 1 Take, for instance, the following:
call upon the representative of DeIlDlark to speak in
"Convinced that the continued existence of cow
explanation of his vote.
lonialism prevents the development of international
165. Mr.. CHRISTIANSEN (DellD1ark): The DaniSh
economi~ co-operation, impedes the social, cultural
people has welcom.ed most heartily tha tide of libera:and economic development of dependent peoples and
militates' against the United Nations ideal of unition from colonialism and the emergence of new
States. which are characteristic of the present epoch.
versal peace. "
It is a blessing for mankind that in the years since
173. This can hardlybe said to be a correct analysis
the Second World War there has been an increasingly of
colonialism. There have undoubtedly been cases
strong trend towards liberating dependent' nations in which
colonialism did not prevent developments
from" the dominion of other nations.
such as those mentioned. On the other hand, there
166.. I should like at this point to compliment in par- have unfortunately been instances in which colonial..
ism was an impediment to snch development. We find
ticular the United Kingdom Government. which in the
years iJnmediately following the war gave the signal that this passage is a generalization and therefore
for this new development by granting independence to incorrect.
India and t\ther peoples within the British Empire.
174. There are a few, moro points to Vlhich I should
167", 1n, re~\ent years we have witnessed great and like to call your attention. Paragraph 3 reads as
rapidadvan~es in this respect, especially in Africa.
follows:
An friend$of progress and liberty welcome the
,"Inadequacy of political, economic, social or eduliberation f()f Africa as another victory for tlle high
cational
preparedness should never serve as a preideal ijtat ~11 peoples have the right to enjoy complete
text
for
d~laying independence."
freedom aIld independence. In DeIlDlark we have tried
to live up tt) that ideal, which we highly chedsb.
This wording is not quite clear, although there could
,not,
I think, be any doubt as to what the meaning
168. In this connexion I should like to mention the actually
Would not a correct interPretation be that
manner in which relations between Iceland and Den" colonial is.
Powers
shall not be able to prevent transi..
mark were settled, in full agreement between the two tion to independence
by pointing to the political, eco-,
countries, first in 1918 and later in 1944. I need only nomic or cultural inadequacies
in the territory conrefer to the warm..hearted statements made by thEl cerned, inadequacies for which they
themselves would
representative of Iceland dUring the debate here.
probably be responsible?
There is a most intimate friendship between the Icelandic people and the Danish peoph, and the ties be- 175. This u'ndoubtedly touches upon a problem Which
tween our two countries are growing increasingly should not be overlooked. It would be unrealistic to
maintain that immediate transition to independence
sttong.
would always be more advantageous for the popula'"
169. I would further Wtention the reorganization with
tion than., a gradual transition~ irrespective of the
regard to Greenland "'Men, with the approval of the
state of development the population has reached. It
United Natic~.s, was carried out in 1953. On 22 Nois a great problem and one to which it is extremely
vember 1954\ the General Assembly of the United difficult to find a just and equitable solution.
Nations adopted a resolution in which it was estab...
lished th,at the Greenland population had freely ex" 176. If we look at the development that has taken
pressed its will and had been placed on an equal place in Africa in the last few years, 1 think that
footing with other parts of the Kingdom of'Demnark many would say with :r:ega~ to a eertain territory
[resolution 849 (IX)]. May I add that thisreorganiza... that the transition to independence occurred at a time
tiOD has proved ~i! be a' happy one, satisfactory for when it had not been adequately prepared. On the
other hand, many would argue that there have been
the population of Oriteenland as w~n as for the Danish
population as a wllole. "this does not mean that all
se'l1eral instances in which delay in the transition to
problems have been solved. But progress has been independenoe' caused extremely great difficulties. But
made and continues to be made. As the latest imporit should be borne in mind that the rulers of a territant step in .this direction I should like to mention tory-.or even a group of people-would be apt to think
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that the dependen,t peQple ha-dnot yet aUainedsuf.,
our debate. on this qIi~sti6n n\anYI'epresenta~iv~sin
ficient maturii;y-e It is, however, explicitly stated in this hall were opposed by representatives of nations
in many parts of the world who complained of the
the draft resolution that this should not be used as a
pretext, which in our interpretation means that there
laqk of freedom. This draft resolution should. offer
m.ight be instances in which inadequate preparation
encouragement to the. democratic forces working, for
might' justify postponement of the transition to in.... the, freedom of sl}ppressed nations by peacefulmeans.
Ma1\lY of the natIons. now suppressed may today think
dependence until such time as conditions improve.
.
that the hori!4on is dark but they will hardly give up
177. May X say in conclusion that it w~uldbe .only hope This draft resolution will undoubtedly justify
fair to assume. that the peoples wht; WlSht~ attai~ . and ~trengtp.e.n the:m'in keeping up their hopes. Here
freedom are in a hurry and that it should not ~e pas
we must l<~joice in .. the existence 01:, the United
sible by pretexts that are more ~Jr less jrlvent~~ to
Nations. As I see it the United Nations has so far
prevent them from attaining free/lom. I would pu:~ it played its most decisive role in assisting by peaceful
like this: better freedom and 1nd~lpendence too e~,rl}' means in making so many peoples free and independent.We· hope that it will be possible, through our
than too late. But. while stressf~g this wish mQ(s!
emphatically, we should not ovel.lookthe probleml:i
international Organization, by peaceful means, to
secure for all nations, without dfstinctionas to race,
facing us in this respect. One important aspect shOUld
be borne in mind. When all adVol~ates of the liberacolour or geographical location, the freedom to which
tion of formerly dependent people~, invoke democratic
the people of all countries have an absolute right.
ideals and principles for the atta:lnment of that goal,
it would indeed be disgraceful if groups of people in
182" It is on the basis of these views that Dennewly estabUshed States subsequently exploit the in- mark will vote in favour of the African-Asian draft
adequate development of the poplll1ation to introduce
resolution.
not a demooratic rule, but dictatorship, which actu~lly
183. The PRESIDENT (translated from. Spanish): I
caU upon the representative of Austria, who wishes
delays and impedes necessary social and political
developments.
to speak in explanation of his vo,e.
•
178. The com.ments I have mad,e here on paragraph
184. Mr. MATSCH (Austria): lam most grateful
to the President for giving me the floor to explain
3 may be said also to apply tc/ paragraph 5, which
reads as follows:
briefly the pOSition of my delegation,
185. We have heard a most interesting debate, a
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
Non-SelfoooGoverning Territories or all other terridebate which was initiated by the delegation of the
tories Whi~h have not yet attained independence, to
USSR, to whom our thanks are due. My delegation
transfer ad powers to the peoples of those Terri- will vote for the draft resolution which has been subtories, without any ct.'mditions or reservations in
mitted by forty-three delegations from Afr!ca and
accordance with their freely expressed will and Asia [A/L.323 and Add.l-6]. They are pleading their
desire, without a;ny distinction as to ra~e, creed or
own cause a just cause and we are glad to support
colour, in ttrder tCI enable them to enJoy complete
them'
,
independence and freedom."
•
.
186. My country has never been what is termed
It appears from statements made by responsible
today a colonial Power, nor did the old Austrospeakers fnat it is recognized that the meaning of the
Hungarian Empire possess any colonies. This IS a
well-known fact. We have no first-hand knowledge of
words "inl.mediate steps shall be taken" is that we
shall proceed towards the goal and shall not allow
the experiences and cor::ditions in colomesand have,
ourselves to be stopped by unnecessary hindrance.
therefore, not taken part in the debate. But the AusThis is in conformity with the view I have just trian people, on whose behalf I have the honour to
expressed.
speak here, have always been in sympathy with the
179. Our critical comments on certain passages of
struggle of nations and peoples which have not enthe draft resolution do not however prev,ent us from
joyedfull freedom. We have, therefore, been devoting for it; this so ~uch :mo~, as it contains
lighted to see that after the Second World War many
.several highly desirable statements. I arn thinking of
great and many small nations have become independthe following' .
ent and we have been happy to establish contacts and
.'
hI
firm and cordial relations with them. We knov.: by our
" .
Convinced that all peoples have an !naliena e
own experience the vt~lue of freedom,b~tsause for
right to complete freedom~, the exerci~e of their
sevenwen long years we were deprived of it and I
BO':I~ereignw and the integrity of theIr national
believe that one never values something mo;e than
territory"
When one has lost it.
A more satisfactory wording could perhaps have been
187• Furthermore, we pel1eVG .that freedom is aa
found. However, we interpret it as a pledge given to
indivisible as pea~e, and as long as there are countries and peoples that have not attained their freedom
all nations.
180. In previous resolutions certain continents were
we .who enjoy .our own freedom will not be secure.
mention.ed by name. While ours-Europe-was not, its
May I say·ln rJarenthes!s that we believe in.my couupeople of course have the same rigbt to freedom and
try that this high principle dQes not only apply to
nations and peoples but also to the individual. As long
independence .as all other peoples. I think that the
as persorM freedom and the rule of law Have not
wording is good in so far as. it .says that all peopla
have the right to complete fraedom, and does not been iirrA]y established everywhere, the freedonJ. \lof
l:bnit the attainment of freedom and independence to every:man,woman and childanywhe~ will be in
certain parts of the world.
dange~~"
181

0

We know that .there are I111any forms of sup.'
of people and of groups of people. During

pres~ion

188. It is for this .reason. that we shall vote for the
draft resolution as it stands. We shall do $0 although,
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to be quite fran.k,. we have cer,tainmisgivings with
regard to some of the expressions used in the decla"
ration, some of the requests made and· some of the
procedures envisaged in it. In view of the high ideals
of freedom and the equality of all men on which the
declaration is based, we have felt, how~ver, that such
.considerations should not prevent us· from giving it
our full support.
189. May 1. take this opportunity of adding a further
observation.. In voting for the declaration, we do not
mean merely to pay lip service to the desires and
aspirations of the people emerging from colonial
rule. We want to assure them, by voting for this draft

resolution, that we will .support all measures within
the limits of our own resources to establish their
political and economic independence, beoause we believe that one cannot exist withou.t the other. The
Austrian authorities are at present actively engaged
in exploring various pOBsibilities of co-operationwith
the newly independent nations. We share their 'feeling
of urgency and we believe that they ~re justified in
demanding high priority for their ;reQuest. e are
convinced that they in tu~ w1l1 make a most Important contribution to our common aim, namely, the
preservation of peace.
The meeting rose at 6.30p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)

1. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative of
Israel in exercise of the right of reply.
2. Mr. COMAY (Israel): In the earlier stages ofthis
debate several Arab speakers tried to drag into it
the differences which unfortunately still persist between Israel and the Arab states. In its statement
before the Assembly on 2 December [933rd meeting],
my delegation deliberately refrained from reactllig
to these attacks, and did not refer to them at all. We
felt that the subject of this debate was of such deep
and serious concern to the world, and especially to
the new states, and to those who are. still subject
peoples, that we should disregard attempts to exploit
it for propaganda purposes. Unfortunately, this selfrestraint was one-sided. I would refer particularly
to the statement made on 6 December [937th meeting]
by the representative of Lebanon, which, as apiece of
mudslinging against another Member state of the
United Nations, was just about as offensive as anything
yet heard from this rostrum. My delegation feels
obliged briefly to exercise its right of reply. We shall
do so in relation to three points which have been
raised, although none of them ,in our opinlon;are really
relevant to the item under discussion.
3. Firstly, we repudiate as morally unworthy and
historically stupid the attempt to equate ZiOhism with
colonialism. Zionism is one of the noblest, the most
moving, the most constructive national movements in
human history. Behind it lies a unique and unbroken
connexion, extending over 4,000 years, between the
Jewish people and Palestine. No Jew coUld 'dwell in
Israel as a stranger or an alien, for there is not a
foot of its soil unhallowed by the bones of his Biblical
ancestors. It was here that the moral and spiritual
genius of our people gave birth to Judaism, from which
also sprang the Christian religion. It was here that
our people enjoyed national independence, which they
lost and regained and lost again, in the perpetual
struggle against the great colonial empires of that
time. The vital bond between the Jewish people and
the land of Israel is the very essence of our long and
often tragic history.

YO R K

4. In modern times, spurred by the twin forces of
nationalism and persecution, our people dreamtofrebuilding its ancient homeland, and organized the Zionist
movement to promote this ideal, both by gaining understanding for it amongst the nations, and by constructive
pioneering work in what had become a backward corner
of the ottoman Empire. This idea gained support at
one time from Britain, for which we were grateful,
and the concept of a Jewish National Home was expressly written into the terms of the League of Nations
Mandate for Palestine. In the end, however, Israel
gained its independence through a bitter struggle
against British rule, and a further struggle for survival against invading Arab armies. We stand ready
today, as we always have been, to live in peace with
our neighbours. Butwe are not ready to have the nature
of the Zionist movement perverted to serve demogogic
purposes.
5. These labels of "colonialism" are blatantly meant
to influence other new States in Asia andAfrica which
have relations with Israel. In the statement in reply
made by the Israel Foreign Minister, in the general
debate, on 17 October, Mrs. Meir dealtwith this point,
and I would take leave to quote a few sentences:
"We know that this is nonsense. The Arabs know
that it is nonsenSe and, what is more important,
the Africans themselves know that it is nonSense.
The leaders of African countries are not to be
frightened by meaningless slogans. They can be
relied upon to judge their telations with other coun. tries by the behaviour of those other countries towards them, and not by propaganda speeches in New
York.lI [907th meeting, para. 87.]
6. It is not Israel but certain other statea who profess
to be the brothers of the African peoples, but meddle
in their affairs and act as Trojan horses for new iroperialisms in Africa. As to who these states are, the
Afrioan peoples will judge for themselves, in the light
of recent experience on their continent.
7. Secondly, the representative of Lebanon wept
crocodile tears over the treatment of Israel's Arab
citizens, of whom there are a quarter of a million,
both Moslems and Christians. Here again, I would
refer to the statement by the Israel Foreign Minister
on 17 October, in which she again pointed out that
Israel Arabs enjoy exactly the same political rights
as do ISrael Jews; that their economic, social and
cultural standards have risen rapidly since the establishment of the State of Israel; and that "no Arab State
can point to the achievement of a stmdard of living
for the masses of its population tbatmaybe compared
favourably to the standard of living of the Israel Arabs"
[Ibid., para. 83]. Our country is open to the world,
and anyone is free to visit it and verify these facts
for himself. Tens of thousands of visitors have done
so; their impressions are on record, and they refute
the calumnies which have been repeated here.
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. 8~ Thirdly and lastly, the representative of Lebanon
JUld the effrontery to suggest· that l$rael was one of
two c01mtries in which vestiges of slavery remained.
The charge itself is too silly to be taken seriously.
Israel's Constitution and way of life ensure equality
and freedom for all its citizens without distinction of
race, sex or relgion.. But, if I were an Arab repr&!!t
sen1atlve, I woUld be'lery hC.3itant about raising the
issue of .slavery, in thecontex,tofadebate on colonialism. Does he think the African peoples have forgotten
the black and. ugly record of the Arab slave traders
on their continent? Does he think they are unaware
that there are Arab countries in the Middle East in
whirihAfrican men, women .and cjUldren, and especially young girls, are still bought and sold like cattle?
If he himself is tmaware of these facts, I would advise
him. to read the many reports which have been published on the matter i; recent years, includingthose
of th,' Anti-Slavery Society. .

the Congo (Leopoldville) would be justlfiedincla1ming
the right to separate from other paris of the Repul,>lic.
Or should another paragraph of the draft declaration
be applied in such cases, nam~ly paragraph 6~w~ch
opposes -any attempt aimed 'at the· p3-rtU1.11 or IQtal
disruption of the national unity and the' territorial
integrity of a cOWltryW?
15" Another observation which comes to our mind
when studying the ·text of the draft declaration is that
there are in some parts of the world dependent territories which are too small and too isolated to be able
to lead a successful life as independent States. Also,
it seems to my delegation that we should not overlook
the fact that too rapid a transitioo of a territory from.
colonial status to·indepe~ence )Day.cause serious
difficulties for its population. A transitional period
may be necessary.
16. The comments I have now made do not deter us
from supporting the draft d~c1ara:tf.<m", We understand'
9" My delegation has intervened again in the debate
it to be meant as' a' statement of general objectives
with relucmnce. We have no desire to engage in conand not as an act of legislation which would place ir.1.troversy on these matters. On the other hand, the
mediata juridical obligations on Member states and
impression should not gain ground thatany Arab reprewhich is designed to be applied literally. The General
sentative can, with itnpunity, utilize the forum of the
Assembly does not have the competence to adopt acts
United Nations in order to besmirchthe State of Israel.
of legislation which are binding on the Member States.
From a legal point ofview, the draft declaration WOuld,
10. The PRESIDENT: A number of delegations have
therefore,
seem. to be of the same nature as. the Uniasked to explain their vote before the voting. I propose
versal
Declaration
of Human Rights.
to call on these delegations in order. I give tlie floor
first to the representative of Sweden.
17. In maIdng a comparison between the twodeclal'ations
it is, perhaps, approp1t"iate to draw attention to
11.
ROSSEL (Sweden); The Swedish delegation
the
fact
.that while the goals set out in the earlier
will cast its Yote in favour of the draft declaration
declaration,
that is, to further the observance ofhuman
submitted, in document A/L•.323 and Add.1-6, by the
rights
in
the
whole world, are still very far from being
African-Asian countries. Wc will do so because we
achieved,
the
aims pursued by the present declaration,
find that it is in full accord with the spirit of the
that
is, to secure tharight of the peoples to national
Charter provisions on self-determinatlon, self-gov- .
independence, have already largely been attained as
ernment and national independence. The Swedish
far
as the former colonial empires are concerned.
Government and the SWedish people have followed
WithOut.
wishing to dimininh the importance oftbis new
with intent interest and great sympathy the historical
decla:ration,
one cannot escape the conclusion that it
proceSs by which the large majority of formerly de- .
will
not
play
the same construr,tive and instructin'l
nendent peoples have come to enjoy the great b.oon
role as the Universal Declaration of Human RighUJ
of national freedom. If the declaration will help to
which,
ever since 'it was adopted in 1948, has no doubt
keep the desire for freedom burning in lI\en's minds
served
as a useful model for legislation in many couneverywhere, it will serve a usefUl·purpose.
tries and as a constant rem.inder of certain noble
12. The attitude of my delegation does not mean,
principles. which are all too often honoured more in
however, tbatwe are entirely happyabout the language
the breach than·in the observance.
used in. some parts of the draft resolution. In fact; . 18. In the light of the observations which I have made,
there are some paragraphs that seem to us to leave
the Swedish delegation is, as I said before, prepared
room for different interpretations, while other parato vote in favour of the· draft resolution submitted by
graphs, in our view, are too categorical or too rigid.
the African..Asian states as a whole and in its present
Let me give you a few examples to illustrate my pOint.
form, and will Yote against ather·draftresolutionsand
amendments~
13.· The l2:st preambular paragraph. of the draftreso.lution states tb.at "all peoples baveaninalienablel'ight
191' Mr. AUGUSTE. (Haiti) (translated from French):
to complete freedom, the exercise oftheir ;3overeignty
The· problem of colonialism is •the cbieffocus of interand the integrity of their national territory". The apnational attention at this se3sion; it is accompanied
plication of. tb.:ls unimpeachablo principle in practice
by an avalanche of documents and a torrential fl;ow of
could surely become a matter of controversy. We all
words which often call to mind the heated atmosphe)'e
remember how, during the recent debate in the First
in which the equa1)y important questions of disarmuCoznmittee on the problem of Maurltania, there existed
mentandunder-developmentwere discussed. In theory,
d1fferentopinions even among those countries spon,coloniaUsm as we have known it in the past when it
soring .the present draft declarati()n,
how this prinsought by false, erroneous and sophisticatedreaSoning
ciple should find expression in that particular case.
to justify the domination of one Power over another
and
exalt to the level of a dogma the privileges and
14. The same principle is also laid d~t in paraprerogatives which certain. reputedly superior races
g'tUph 2 ,of the~ft declaration, which decllares that
had
arr0g9oted to themselves, has irrevocably and un"a.Upeoples have the rizht of self-determination'.
doubtedly
had its day.
One may be allowed to wonder whether fhe practf.ca~
20. It can.no longer continue to function as an ~cyno1J1ic
implication of this general principle would be, to take
or
politico-economic system, tlUlt lS,asaklrA,)f ar~
only <me axample,tbat provinces of the I~public of
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reserved for the home countt!y guaranteeingita market
sheltered from all competitiob and freely open for the
.fu1l expansion of its foreign trade. This. forIXl. of exploitation of man by man, accompanied at times by
episodes which do little .honour to those who have
raised the ridiculous claim of the inequality ofracesthis situation individuals and the passage of time have
undertaken to liquidate.
21. ~~, when. this thorny pl("o'b!em is mentioned, I
would b.~ loath not to menticm the United Nations~ this
great crossroads which for fifteen years past has
.served aSa happy meeting-place between peoples, a
kind of meltlng..pot of h.uma;aity where the course of
history has perhaps been speeded up in. a different
direction.
22. Bu!t ~deas, generally speaking, take a lot of killing. T{~oBe people, who, as they recall their reading,
remember the pages. on scientific. subjects bequeathed
to them by great writers, realize the long process of
. their development, as well as their authorityand their
strength, when they merge into our subGonscious/mind.
Ideas might be compared to a tree With numerous,
long-livJng roots. Merely to cut down the trunk without
. uprooting the tree would somf~tiJnes do not more than
·retard its growth.
,
23. All those who, in. a remote or recent past, have
suffered from colonialism, know this. Therefore, steps
must beiaken to prevent its ·return, not so much in
the. impossible form it a.ssumed in the past, as in. the
. pretentious, distinctly dangerous-yes, I would add,
extr~mely dangerous-fonD. it assumes in the present
·day world, :fu11 of malice, guile and trickery, like a
wolf in sheepts clothing.
24. I confess that these are reflections which an
authentic son of the Republic of Haiti could not· help
but feel as he listened to the charges levelled by certain self-eonstituted public prosecutors, lifting the vell
off the policy of neo-colonialism, of which Alfred de
Musset, if he were st1l1amongue-yes,Musset, the
delightful poet .of those immortal nights we allused to
sing a~t in days gone by.-wouldsay: -but it all looks
as much like you as your brother."

>ble
ein

25" The struggle against this new type or new form
or structure of colonialism must be our ~onstantcon
cern and we must fight it wherever ii sets itself up.

Lde,

26. I confess I fear it just as mqch as I do its older
brother,. which did such great harm to m.y ancestors
and to . the men of my race. As a more pernicious
phenomenon, characterized by great astuteness, because it assumes the guise of both wolf a.dd shepherd,
it wins over simple minds nowadays by offering them
not gifts of gold, a.s formerly, butsome:tb:b1g rather
more aubtle.-the magic and the seduction ofth.e promises latent.. in ~new organization of theworId of
tom.o~row., securing the well-being and the dignitY of
all men iu order to· put an end to the economic :inequalities from which they. have so long suffered.
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27. .To destroy colonialism in order to.have it replaced by another evil-let us .agree to call it neocolonialism-would be to rajectas hopeless the lessons
·of history, of, experience, of human intelligence and
even the need for freedom and independence felt by
all those who .have been deprived of it for so long;. it
would be like saying: JlGet out of there and let me in. 1t
2B.My delegation would like to congratulate all those
Whoha.ve so clearly discerned the danger ofneOu
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coloclalism in all its forms. True to the anti-colonialist policy of tb,e great Dessalines, who founded the
Haitian nation,faitbful also to the poU.ciea ofthe father
of my coun.trytsrepublic, the distinguished Alexandre
Petion, .who in 1811, inspired by the same lofty sen";
timents and high ideals which animate U$all today,
assisted Bol!var in his fight for liberati.onfromSpanish
domination, my d~legation, as heir to the political
testam.ent of those giants in the history ofmy country,
will vote ,in favour of any draft resolution which condemns colonialism, demands independencea,ndfreedom.
for some, while at the same time devising means of
protect.ing otb.el"s~ by forestalling the introduction
anywhere in the. world of neo-colonialism inanyshape
or form.
29. Mr. PAZHWAK (Afghanistan): I have asked to
speak in order to explain my vote on the w.riou,s prOposaliJ which u:r:enow before ~e General As:aembly.
This e'f;Planation will be given in the light of the statement which I ~de in the general debate £935th meeting] in which I expressed the views of my delegation
on the principles to which we adhere and which· guide
us in tn.k1ng a position OD any action by tpe Assembly
with re!,pect to this· item. Afghanistan is laSPQnsor of
onel; d~~resolutio~ [A/L.323 and Add.1-6], .and we
ha~e eX1?lained our :r;easons for sponsoring it. My
ex"Blanatilon of vote will therefore refer to the other
. di\~ re2,\olutions of Which we are not sponsors.
30. With respect to the draft resolutiOn submitted by
Honduras [A/L.324/Rev.2], we hope that, in View of
the. nature of this .draft, it will not be pressed to a'
vote and 'will be withdrawn. However, if it is put to
the vote, my delegation will be compelled to vote
against it. We are oppoaed to. this draft resolution
because, in the cOll$ideration at this stage by the
Q?ne;ral Assembly of the· item before us related to
the abolition of colonialism and domination :in all its
forms as soon as. possible and, in our vtew,immediately, the presentation of :such a draft LS completely
out of place. We. do not tidnk that it wrJUld serve any
useful purpo:se, and we therefore do not be~ve that
it should be adopted bytb.e General Aaser;nbly.. W(i3
shall vote against this draft resolution.
.
31.. With respect to the amendments .submitted by
Guatemala. [A/L.325] to the draft resolution contained
in document A/L.S23 an.d Add.I-6, we have no objection
,in principle tothein·· but we tbink. that the proVi$i:pns
of these amendments are covered in paragraph 6 of
the draft deClaration of the African-Asian countries.
We therefore believe that these amendments are superfluous and w.e shall abstain in. the yote on them.
32. The Soviet Umon has· submittsd two amendmEmts
IA/~328] to the draft resolution wli~ch we have spansored.T4ese amendments ",:i:'e usefalandconstructive,
and •my delegation will vote for ,!;hem. The contents
of these amendments are quite siniple. but they bring
out certain points. of which we. want to take ~rticular
note, and that is why we shall votefo:r:them. ''ibefirst
point recognizes in substance the right of the rightful
l'epresentatives ·()f. peoples •and nations to enter in~
negotiations on. thebasiSofself-determmat!on, a prin...
ciple to which we· have always adhered in all cases
related to dependent peopl~s. Secondly, these amendments contain the element of the tima-limit-, Which
expresaeswhat we had as~edfor'inthe generttTaebafe,
namely, the immediate ·al'iolitlon of colonialism: and
domination in all its forms and man:i.festatious. Thirdly, these amendments. emphasize the implementation
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.........
of the resolutlon on the abolition. of colonialism,which,
might t~d to a reduction of the support for this draft
t9 us, has alwayS been the true and onlyeffectiveaim :r:esolution, but in this case the quesUon of Plinciple
Wlth respect to the question of .the aboUtion of the is involved. In the case of' the Soviet amendments
colonial system.
li
and the Guatemalan amendments, my delegatiop feels
33. I come nOW to the dJ.oaft declaraUon submitted bv
tba.tit Should. give Pri
. ority to the PrinCiPle.s.OO-nm:~:;ed
J
in each of these amendments rather than to thetec
whic
the SoViet Union (AI 4502)t!! "fe have cOlYlidered nicaHtles b~which I have referred.
. I1
very carefully.. We would havEfpNlferred to have the
,
substantive part of this draft put to.the vote•. and not
3~.The Soviet amendmentsc9ntain a principle which
the whole declaration. If the entire'document is put
my delegation' fully supports, and we shall therefore
to the vote. 1 should like to request the PJ,"e~id~nt to
vote in favour of them. The Guatemalan amendments
put it to the 'Vote in two parts.. We suggest that a
include. the principle of the right of nations to recover
Separate vote' should be taken on the partbeginning
their territorial integrity; they also provide that the
with the words - ••• the States Members of the United
principle --Qf self-determination of peoples may in no
Nations solemilly proclaim the following demands; It
case impair the right to territorial integrity of any
andinclud:b1g the numbered paragraphs 1. 2 and 3.
state. We !mow that there bave been certain c~ses in
A separate vote should be taken on the rest of the
which the territorial integrity ofnations was impaired.
document.
The ~urpation of a part of the Arab territory of
34. When the separate vote is taken,iny delegation
Palestfue by the joint aggression of coloniaUsm.and
will vote· for the substantive part to which I have
Zionism is an outstanding international. question~We
.. referred, and we will. votefo~ it withorlt any reservauphold the right of the lawful people of any territory
'tions wha.taoever. When the rest of the document Is
to recover their territorial integrity. We shall thereput to the Yote, my delegation will support it because
fore vote in favour of the Guatemalanamendmenta.
we do not see any objection. to the principles contained
40. With regard to the Soviet draft deClaration Contherein; but we would like to stat~, in expla.nf1.tion of
tainedin document A/4502, we are told that this
our vote. that our .vote in . faVOUl" of that part of the
document is going to be p~t to the Yote as one unit.
doo\lJD,.ent should be cons~dered as being confined to
We are ready to support~llost()fitsparts,but we
the piinciples contained therein anq only to the pr1ncaDJlot subscribe to every paragraph in it. In one of
ciples which would help the immediate abolitiQl1 of
~e pa:r,oagraphs, refer,;~~ce is made to my own, country•
:rn another place, chiDa is mentioned, and it is known
domination and colonia.Usm.
35. Secondly,· we would like to sta.teheretbatin sU.P""
that mY' country recognizes NatlonallstCh1na. Therefore, if this draft declaration is put to the vote as a
~-l
d 1 ti
t
rt it·
porting this part of the document, ~tiS our understandingtbat the territories to which specific reference
wuO e, my e ega on canno suppo .•
has been made in this domment'do not constitute a
41. Mr. SUGAm (Saudi Arabia); My delegation will
.complete Hat. of the territories or peoples~Jhichare vote in favour of the draft declaration on the grauting
under aUen dom.inatf.on;,a~d,should not bel/taken as
of independence to colonial countries and people, emsu~h. By this we mean that t.;e implementati\\~. of this
bodied in document }1/4502. In the opinion ofmy deledraft declaration at any-\tin1e should not ~\:nonfined gation, it is in. conformity with the principles of the
to the territories ap.d peoples which, as aitjatter of
United Nations Charter as. well as.with the princip,les
Qf human rights.· Our vote, therefore, in support of
e:nample, ba~ been mentioned in the document, and
that theprovlsionsshould apply to all territoriE3s and
this draft declaration signifies ourendoreementofthe
all peoples .lm4er any form. of dominatlGil in any. part. "basic .principles containedtherein. This does not mean,
of the world, even though theybavenotpeenmentloned
however, that we are in full agreement with certain
in this document. --...
conclusions .made ·orwith certain of its phraseology.
Worthy of partl:cu~r mention:..ts the question of the
36.. W~tb. these tworepervations, we would like to
status of Na.tionalist China.
state once again that our suPP9rt of· tb.ia document
4:2. Mr. RA1INEMA (Iran)' (translated from French):
should be considered as being Ji=omined to th~. principl~s c,ontainedtherein.
My delegation has already hadoo~~as1on to set forth, .
in detail and without equivocation, its attitude on
37. Mr.. RIFA'1 (Jordan): 1 amtaklng the floor-in
all the aspects of the problem of the unconditional
order to.explain, the.· position of my delegation on the
Hquidation of the colonial r~gime. Consequently. my
Soviet dr:aft declaration contained in docum,entA/4502
explanation of vote! will bear solely. on the Soviet
and on the amendmenta to the African-Asian· draft
amendments' [AI~.3281, the Guatemalan amendments
resolution of which my delega:tion is p, SponSor.
[A/L.325] and the draft resolution submitted by. Hon38.. The forty-three Power draft resolution IA/L..323
duras [A/L.324/Rev.2].tn so doing, I shall try, more
and ~,dd.1-6] is the outcome of thorough cOtlBideration
particularly, to reply to certain objections made yesan.d wide consultations. It was drafted in away which
terday [945th meeting] by, the Soviet representative to
would reSPond to the universalcaU for freedrm and
theforly-three-Pow;el' draft resolution [A/L.323 and
..
Add.l-6].
independence and w.hich would. ', at the ,same 'ft01e,secure ;the maximuntpossible support in 'this General
43. The Soviet delegation cQnsidered that the forty.
Assembly. We certainly do not claim tba1t it co.o.tainS
three~Powe:r draitresolution was obscure on certain
an the Yle\VS nndwisheSwithin the scope ~f the na~onal points' and" might give rise to ambiguities as'regards
aspirations of the .peoples. My dele~;tion considers
hOW' itcon14.be interpreted. My delegation,Wbichtook
that the Soviet . amenaments ~o.tJ.ta.:med in document· quite .an active part in drafting this. dra~ a:-esplution,
A/L.S2S and the Gua:tema~amend\~e.1ifscontairiedin
does not think that is so.
~
document A!L.825.) conmin some of these· "Views.. In
44. Indeed,· I feel that. the prmciples we .wanted to
acceptfng ~OPp()sing:Uteseamendmentatmy deleg:h!o
defend are set fottll.ra.:ther ,Qlea:rly. I am pre~redto
Uon.aslIDieof the sponsors of the African-Asian· agre'e" with-M:t'. Zorin that the points in q~estionca.n
draft res0!Ution, wishes to avoid any proced1.Jre v/blch
be va:r~ously interpreted. But, qUite fra~y,what,text,
7
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45. Almost all the members of the Aflican~ian
group have, after all, interpreted this documentas one
which must solemnly proclaim the necessity ofbringfug to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in
all its forms and lIlanifestatiQns, the need never to
delay the granting of independence on th~ pretext, fOr
~xample, of inadequate preparation in the, political,
economic, social or other fields, an~, lastly,the need
for immediate steps to be taken tc:ftransfer p"wer to
the peoples of Trust and Non-Se1f-Gov~;.rniD.g':Territories, or all other territories cwhic:l!1have not yet
a~ined independence, }Vithoutan~,~ditions orreservations, in accordance wi'tl\):!t:elr freely expressed
will and- desire, without pjtlY distinction as to race ,
creed~~q:r colour, in 9~der to enable them to enjoy
completecft'~~domal'pindependenc,e.
·
46.. we bavetried, in the text now before you, to
state as clearly as possible tbe principlestbat we
wanted to defend. ButImusttelltheSoViet representativethat,for reasons which will be easlly understood
and which will d~rive from the special circumstances
of each state, we did not. want tospecijy how these
principles, should be applied. For exampf[e, ~e Soviet
representative has pointed outtbatan ii'X4.1.dt, date or
time-limit should have been specified #01' countries
to attain independence. In preparing this text we felt
that.we should <not fix a date arbitrarily but should
simply, state the need for putting an end, speedily and
unconditi.onally~ to colonialism. We considered that, in
certain cases, it would be advisable even that the
transfer of power. should not be effected immediately,
for it would be essential beforehand to make sure that
this transfer was made to the genuine representatives
of the population in accordance with their freely ex...
pressed will and desire.. Some latitude should also be
left; some countries, for instance, d,emandan immediate technical transfer; others demand a r~!l'i~t short
interval for the transfer ,of power. So we tb,ougbt that,
in a general declaration of this kind, it was better to
confine ourselves to laying down the principle. This
principle is clear: it is the principle of unconditional
and speedy independence, leaving it to the varlq-.us
comittees to decide how the principle should be implemente~· in each particular c~S~~ Consequently, the
fact that webave not, inourdraftreaolution,specined
a date or fixed an exact time-table does not in the
least mean that we'wereopposedtofixingsuch a·timetable iD. certain particular cases or that we intended
deferring ~de~ndencein afiy<;:way whatsoever. It
$iDlply .means, that we felt that the fixing of a rigid
target date-the same date for all 1;he countries-would
smack of artificiality and would not suit the differing
~nd fudividual circumstances of ea.ch particular case.
47~. Moreover, there were divergent views on this
point among th,-, spODSors. One delegatlon, for instance,

'~

th1>ught
the date
should
be an immediate date,
s1i.y
lQ6Dthat
or 1961.;
Qther
del~gationsconsidered
that
the dates should bein·lb.evel~Vnear fuWe. Ther~fore,
as I have just saId, we leiti~ to the various ct,:inmit-

!~

tlons. ,!:ere again, w,e though, t
was e.ssentlal n,ot to
lay do~'!l a hard ~~nd fa,~t rule, "which, however unexceptionable it Dli,Jht be ~ general, might raise certam special problems withill the context of the special
nature of the development of eaoh State fighting for
its independence"Some delegations even tbougl~t t;h8-t,
in some cases, the orga~zat10J1~ of electlons l1y 'im!versal suffrage might ultimately be used ~ a! retext,;;
for delaying independence. Hence the n a to sPecify;
the principle of the, transfer of
er, as I have
pointed out, in accordal1ce with _!U , freely expressed
will and desire of the peoples. This Will. of course,
can and in most cases should-I emphasize, in most
cases~be expressed by organizing a plebiscite 01'
electiOns on the basis of universal sUffrage held Et:
du~ and proper form and preferabl~ 'rdwher(;ver it
ispossible-gua.ra~teedby the presen~" and supervision of the"UnitedNations. ~~!~~es ', f;bi~ shou1~,
as I said just a m.omi.ant agQr~ decide-er: '1' each State
according to the speOialcircumstanctls onts develop.
m.ent.
49.. For example" at the present moment there are
two draft resolutions before the ~,ourth Committee,
one on Ruanda-Urundi [A/C.4/L.664] and -,one'''' on
western Samoa [A/C.4/L.663], in which itisproposed
to apply these pr1nOiples, in the light of the local
conditions and special Circumstances, to those ~rritories. The committees ooncerned will take up the
matter and will see that the general principles are
applied with the ,m.axim.um. fiexibilityand with due
consideratlon for th~ spec~l situation of each ofthese
j'erritori,es.
'~.
. ~"
50. Speaking as a member of the group whichdrafte,d
out
theforty~three-Powe~_draft resolution, I w . d like
to assure the Soviet U),t':PnrepresentatLve~twespent
a long time weighing'tlle pros and cons 6f each senh ....1.......
d
h -~
,:ud
be
tence, eac J:IUoLa.se an eac WOL"U. We w so cause
we never forgot that we had to frame a text that refiects as closely as possible the general aspirations
of the African and Asian people~-asptrations whioh
we are very glad to have the SoViet represeentative's
.assurance he' also shares-as well as the sometim.es
complicated conditions surrounding the liquidation of
the colonial r~gime.
'j

'l

51. I must adm.it that this is not a perfect text. But
in. a collective task of this kind, where allowanoe has
to be made for the complicated nature ofthe problems
and the differing points of view held about their solut!on, .it' is, humanly speaking, very difficult to a;rri~/
at a general ~xt which willbest express the collective
afipirations of the African and Asian peoples.
52•. AS regardB tbedraft resolq,tion submitted by '1,,'1
"(
Honduras [A/l,.324/Rev.2] and the GuaJemalanamendmenta [A/L.325] to the forty-ij,lree(<Powerdraftresolution, I should Uketo~ea brief comm.ent.
53. Th.e:draftresolution subndttedby Honduras , though
it pursues' p~iseworthy aims, seems to US at the
present moment rather" remote fJ.'om the im.m~diate
objectives which the anti-colonial Powers are pursuing '"
in the presentcU"cumstances; the Honduran text dpes .
en.•,
n'. o.t.t
•
Uebm
b'y Guate.-..
,mi:tte
~.
54
mala, I adm.it that we areinagreementWith the intenc
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tions behind i~t~ However, I should imm.e~ia.telY add
that, in so ~,r as these intentions relate to the objective ~f ~e present declaxation, they are stated
andexp~ss .Jd clearly enough in paragra~h. 6 of the
:e~laration/in our draft resolution, which reads as
o ows: l'
.
tfAl;J.)"'c~,ttempt aimed at the partial or total disX'Uption ,. o~ the national unity and the; territorial
integr!(ty pf a country is incompatible with the purposes ancl:pIinciple& of the Charter of the United
Nations."
.55. In conclusion, I would like to add once again that
this text was the- result-of lengthy' discussions and
exchange's of views, wbichtook a very long time to
materialize. It represents ·an· 'bnportant piece of work
and its particularly delicate balance has been achieved
as a result of the fixed determination of the African
and Asian Powers to express the aspirations of their
peoples through a historical, text which-and this is
most importan~wouldreflect the ,united front ofthese
peoples and of all cO.. .J ltries against colonialism.
56. Such being the case, we consider that the adoption,
or eyen the insertion, of the amendments submitted
might spoil this difficult.and especially delicate balance that·we have tried to maintain and would even
threaten to split the unity ofthe African-Asian peoples
on this question.
57.. My delegation would be extremely happy if the
sponsors of these draft resolutions and amendments,
in the light of the expla,nations we have given, would
not press for them to be put to the vote. If that should
not be the case, however, my delegation for the
reasons already stated, but mainly ina spirit of
African-Asian solidarity, would not be able to support
them.
58. I would like to aod one last word regarding the
text of paragraph 9 submitted by the USSRin d.ocument
A/L.328, according to which the General Assembly
j

Litho in U.N.

I

L. ".,..

would decid~/to 'consider the question of the implementation/lof the resolutionat_J~l;Iixteenth regular
session.~/'
'\.
~j;.. oQuite obviously, my delegation-Just as much,
' 1, fancy, as ~ of the other sponsors of the draft
resolution-has no objection in principle to thia::.,
paragraph, but the reason why we did not think,fit to
include it is that we felt it touched on a point of proced~e which, in our view, was out of place in a historical declarati<w- which would virtually be a classic
'text to be studied in schools and in various kinds of
organizations, that is, one in which a senten,ce of a
technical character like the one proposedwould really
be out of. place.
60. In my opinion this proposal might be made later
by a delegation, possibly as part of another draft
resolution, ,' but we really do believe that i.t is out of
place in such an important, such a very solemn declaration as that which we are at present discussing.
61. However, since on this procedural point we have
no objection to raise in principler-all the more·, so as
it· would not·in substance change the 'balance of the.
text in any way-we would leave its adoption or re-'
jection, as it now stands, to the collective Wisdom of
the Assembly and will ourselves abstain from voting
on this point.
62. The PRESIDENT: The list of speakers on this
item is now finally concludedand the Assembly, therefore, is in a position to proceed to the vote.. In view
of the fact, however, that the voting on the various
proposals before the Assembly is likely to be a pr~
tracted process and that itisnowa few minutes before
the usual time of adjournment, the Chair proposes to
adjourn the meeting now and to ask the Assembly to
proceed to vote as the first item' of business, at its
next meeting.
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on the grc:nting of indrotpendence to colonial
countries and people$ (~cluded>

1. Th~ PR.ESIDENT: The Assembly will now proceed
-to vote', on the various proposals that are before it in
connexil.)n with agenda item 87.
I

2. I Pl~opose to submit to the vote first the draft
declarat10n on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples submitted by the USSR in document A/45()3.
3. I propose, secondly, to submit to the vote the
amendments submitted by Guatemala [A/L.325] to the
draft resolution 8~1.bmitted by forty-three African and
Asian countries [A/k323 and Add.i-6].
4. Thirdly, I propose to put. to the vote the amend...
ments submitted by the USSR [A/L..328] to thelortyl""
three-Power draft res:plution.
5. Fourthly, I propose to put to the vote 1,he dra·ft
resolution submitted by forty-three African t.ndAsian
countries [A/L.323 and Add.1-6].
6. That leaves only the draft resolution submitted
by Honduras [A/L.324/Rev.2]. In connexion with this
document, I have been informed by the head of the
delegation of Honduras that he does notdesire that this
draft-resolution should be submitted-to the vote.

tinuation of Dutch colonialism in WestIrian is a ~rtial
disruption of the national unity and the terIitorial
,integrity of our country..
{
10. As we have often explained here, the Dutch are
using the right of Self-determination-in fact, they~.re
misusing it-to justify the continuation oftheir colonial
activities in West trian. We do not consider it necessary to explain this again, particularly as we have
already done so in our statement during the general
debate on this item [936th meeting]. It is for this
reason that we consider that the idea expressed in
the Guatemalan amendments is alreadyfullyexpressed
in psragraph60f our draft resolution,and it is for
the same reason tbatwe consider tMt'the territories
and peoples which the Guatemalan delegation had in
mind have been taken into 'consideration in our para..
graph 6..
11. Since I am on this rostrum and attempting to
persuade the representative of Guatemala to withdraw
his amendments, I should like to take this opportunity
of explaining our vote on the dra.ft resolution and OD,
the amendments. • •
.
12. The PRESIDENT: I amverj'relcactant fudeed."to
the representative of I~donesis:.. but I gave
him the floor onapoint of order and, a131 announced
at the end of the meeting this morning, th~ list of
speakers,lncludingthose wishing to give explanntiOIl$
of vote i was'finallyclosed this mornmg.tshould like
very much to be able tGal10w the representative of
IndoneSia to continue, butlamafraid that, on the basis ,
of the procedure which we have adopted, it is no longer
open to me to do. so.
13.Mr.~ PALAR. (Indonesia): I apologize. I hope that
-my effort to persuade tb.erepre~,entativeofGuatemala
maybe considered asa POint of order. (
mts~1'llpt

14. The PRESIDENT:.1 call on the representat1veof
Guatemala on a point of order.
15. Mr. HERRAR. TE (Guatemala) (translated from
Spanish): I bave just heard the statementoft:b.e~repre
senta:tive of Indonesia, who reqUested my delegation
toVlithdraw its amendments [A/L.325] to the forty..
three-Power draft resolution [A/L.323 and Add.l-6}.

7. I call on the representative of Indonesia ona point
of order.
8. M:r. PALAR (Jndon:~sia): It was not 'the intention
of my delegation to explain its ,vote before the voting
takes place, but we believe that an explanation of
paragraph 6in the draft resolution submitted by the
16~ .• As a matter offact, we heard this morning several
forty-tlh~Powlh-s may persuade the representative
oI··.·1he
sponsors (,If· the draft resoluUon giving their
of GuatemaIa. to withdraw his am~ndmentstothisdraft
Piterpremtionof
paragraph 6. We fully accept this
resolution. In fact, my delegation req,uests the repreinterpre1ation
and,.
although we .would have Uked to
sentative of Guatemala. to withdraw his amendments
have
the
principle
of
terrltoriaUntegrityrnore clearly
, for the following reasons. Allow me to read para-'
expressed, as it is in the text contained in <lur amendgraph 6:
ments, I raise no objection and wiUaskthe President,
ifAny a.ttempt aimed at the partial or total disrup..
on. behalf of my ddegation, not to put our amencbn.ents
to the vote.
" tion of the national unity and the territorial integrity
of.~ country is incompatible with the purposes and
17. The PRESIDENT: I call 011 the representative of
principles of the Charter of the United-Nations. 1t
Ghana on a point of order•
9. - When drafting this document my delegation: was
one of the sponsors of paragra.llh 6, and in bringing it
18. Mr. QUAISON-SACKEY (Ghana); I must apologize
into the draft resoJution we had in mind that the confor taking the time of the Assembly to raise a.point
1271
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of order, but 1 am moved by the hope that delegations
who. submitted am,~!1@lents to our· draft resolution
might find the;!r'Viay clear to withdrawing them, and
I appeal to the Union of SovietSocialist Republics also
to withdraw its amendments [A/L.328], particularly
its proposed paragraph 8.
19. Intake this appeal because I find that on reading
that particular paragraph in conjunction with our
paragraph 5, the two do not read very well. In paragraph 5 of our draft declaration [A/L.323 and Add.1-6]
we say:
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and NonSelf-Governing Territories or all other territories
wb,iCh have not yet attained independence, to transfer
all powers •••".,
.
Paragraph 8 proposed by the USSR (A/L.328]
~alls upon the colonial Powers to "enter into nego·tiatlons1f • The same idea is there. One says "transfer
all powers"; the other says "enter into negotiations".
The only novel aspect of their paragraph is the date
which they have fixed. I think those ofus who took part
in the drafting of the African-Asian draft mow very
well the va:rious views expressed before paragraph 5
was put in. Therefore on the basis that we shall be
voting on the draft declaration of 'ilie Soviet Union
without any amendment, we feel that ail amendments
. to our draft resolution should be withdrawn.
20:;

21. Therefore, in. that spirit, may I appeal to the
:representative of the Soviet Union to withdraw his
amendment.
22. Mr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Sccialist Republics)
(translated from Russian):' The Soviet delegation bal$
already explained the reasons' why we considered it
essential to introdu~e the amendments to which the
representative of Ghana has . just referred. In. our
statement we emphasized that our motive was 'to facilitate the adoption at this session of a resolution that
would basically settle this question of the elimination
of colonialism. Accordingly, we did not submit any
amendments to the actuP l paragraphs ofthe resolution.
introduced by the forty-tln-ee African and Asian countries, precisely in order to facilitate tJ1e positive
solution of this problem.
23. As regards the additional paragraphs proposed in
our document~ and, in particular, the additional paragraph 8, to which the representative ofGhana referred,
we cQJlsider that addition absolutely essential because
the main issue now is how to implement this decision
on the Uquidation of coloniaUsm and the liberation of
dependent and colonial peoples, and the paragraph in
question containS an effective indication ofhow to solve
this problem and sets a time-limit for its successful
solution.
24. We mow, of course, that there is no one single
point of view on. this question, even among the African
and Asian cmmtries themselves; we bt,lieve,however,
that the absence of such a single polnt of view will
not make it difficult for those countries that regard
the eUmination ofcoloniaJism as an urgentand pressing problem to vote for the proposal introduced in the
amendment to which I have just referred since, in the
last analysis, the representative of Ghana, when he
spoke here expressing his views, the views of his
Government, said that the Government of Ghana considered that the deadline for the completion of trJ.s
proceSs of liquidating the colonial system shOUld be
the beginning of 1962.

25. Thus, between our proposal and the view de~ended
by the Government of Ghana there are 1).0 major differences of substance. Of course, there are other'
points of view too, but I believe that the ~~otiJ:lg should
disclose the positions of all countries and reveal who
is interested in the speedy elimination of the colonial
system. We regret, therefore, that we shall not be
able to comply with the Ghanaian reprosentative's
request and shall press for a vote on both our amendments.
26. The PRESIDENT: The Assembly will now proceed
to the vote. The Assembly will have before it three
documents which I propose to submit to the vote in the
following order: first, the draft declaration proposed
by the Soviet Union and contained indocumentA/4502;
secondly, the amendments submitted by the Soviet
Union [A/L.328] to the forty-three-Power draft resolution; and finally, the forty-three-Power draft resolution itself [A/L.323 and Add.1-6].
27. Coming to the first vote which is the vote on the
draft declaration submitted by the Soviet Union, as
representatives may remember, a request was made
this morning [946th meeting] to have the vote on this
draft declaration in parts: first, a' separate vote on
the part beginning wifa the words, "••• the states Members of the United Nations solemnly proclaim. the
following demands:" and including the numbered paragraphs 1, . 2 and 3. Then a vote will be taken on the
rest of the draft declaration, and finally a vote on the
draft declaration as a whole.
28. I now put to the vote the part of the draft declaration submitted by the Soviet Union [A/4502] beginning
with the words, 1f••• the states Members of tile, United
Nations solemnly proclaim the fdlovr...ng dema21ds:~
and including the following paragraphB numbered 1,
2 and 3.
29.. "A roll-call vote has been requested.
wa~

iaJcen by roll-call.
Mexico. hs.v~ng been drawn by lot by the President,
was called upon to vote first.,
In favour: Morocco, Nepal, Poland, Romania, Saudi
Arabia, Sudan, Togo, Ukrainian SovietSocialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab
Republic, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Albania,
Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet Socia~t RepubUc,
Ceylon, Chad, Cuba, Czechoslovalda, Ethiopia, Ghana,
Guinea, HungarYf India, Indonesia, Iraq, Jordan,
Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Mali.
Agafust: Netherlands,' New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Nlger, Norway, Panama, Philippines, Portugal,Spain,
Sweden, Thailand, Turkey, Unj,ted Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ire1and~ United States ofAmeL'ica.,
Uruguay, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil,
Canada, Chile, China, Coloinbia,.Costa Rica, Denmark"
El .Salvador, France, Greece, Honduras, Iceland,
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japarl, Luxembourg.
Abstaining: Mexico, Nigl~ria, Paldstan, Paraguay,
Peru, Senegal, Somalia, Twrlsia, Upper Volta, Ven&zuela, Austria, Bolivia, Bur:niJ.a, Cambodia, Cameroun,
Central African Republic, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo
(Leopoldville), Cyprus, Dominiican Republic, Ecuador,
Federation of Malaya, Finland, Gabon, GuatemaJa,
Haiti, Iran, Ivory Coast, Laos, Madagascar.
That part of the declaratIon was rejected by35 votes
A .vote

to
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30 abstentions.
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/1,30. The PRESIDEN f£: I will now put t9 the AS1js:rnbly
th~ rest of the Soviet draft declaration~i I think that
the ~equest for a roll..call covers the declari~tion as
a WJ),ple,so I propose to put tbi$ part to a vote by
:roll-call also.

A vote was taken by roll-call.
Albania, having been drawn by lot by the President..
was called upon to vote flrst~
In favour: Albania, :Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Ceylon, Cuba, Czecposlovakia,
Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Hungary, Iraq, IVQry Coast,
Liberia, Madagascar,Mali, Morocco, Niger, Poland,
Romania, Saudi Al:'abia, Ukrainian Soviet SOCialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republic, Yemel'l, Afghanistan.
Against: Argentina, Australia, Belgium~ Bolivia,
Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Denmark, Ecuador, El Salvador, Federation of Malayet,
France, .Greece, Guatemala, llonduras, Iceland, Iran,
Ireland, If.rael, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Pakistan, Panama,
,Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Portugal,Spain,Sweden,
Thailand, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain'
and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Uruguay, Venezuela.
'

I

Abstainin~: Austria, Burma, Camb0di.8.~ Cameroun,
Central Alcan Republic, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville),
Congo (Leopoldville), Cyprus, Domi!1ican Republic,
Finland, Gabon, Haiti, India, Indonesia, Jordan, Laos,
Lebanon, Libya, Mexico, Nepal, Nigeria, Senegal,
SOtIlalla, Sudan, Toga, TimiGia, Upper Volta, Yugo..
slavia.

'Ihe rest of the decltu--atiqn was rejected by 43 votes.

to 25. with 29 abstentions.
31. The PRESIDENT: As neither part of the.~ft
declaration has received the approval ofthe Assen\,bly,
it i;;;; perhaps unnecessary to submit to the Asse:r..ilbly
the draft declarati.on as a whole.

32. I now propose to put to the vote the amendments
submitted by the USSR [A/L.328] to the forty-threePower draft resolution. Separate ·roll..call·votes have
been requested on each of the paragraphs in docutnent
A/L.328. Therefore, I now put to the vote the first of
the~e two paragraphs, paragraph 8.
A vote was taken by n>ll-.call.,

. 1ndollesia~ having been·drawn bYlotbythe.Pres-ident•.
wasoalled upon to voteflrst.

,
t

"
,
•
,
)

,

In .favour: Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya,
Mali,. Mexico, Morocco, Poland, Romania,Baudi
Arabia, SC);malia, Sudan, Togo,Tunisia,. Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United Arab Republl6;Yemen, YugoslaVia,
Afghanistm,. Albania, Bulgaria, Byelorussfan Soviet
Socialist Republic, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia,
GUinea, Ji,mgary.
.

Aga.inst: Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast,
Japan, Laos, Lux:embourg, Madagascar, Netherlands,
1'f~w ZealiUi~, Nicaragua, Niger ~ Norway, Pakistan,
PanaJWl, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
_'~.' l~nd,TurkeYj Union of South Africa, United King:~;. .."~:t Grea;tBrif:ain and Northern Ireland, United
Sl:a;;e!t:ip! America, Argenttna, Australia, Austria,
Belglum., c Bolivia, Brazil, .Canada, C~.1e., China,
Colop:1bia, eongo (Brazzaville),posta Rica,Denmark,
G

,

0

El Salvador, Federation of Malaya, France, Gabo:q."
Greece, Guatemala, Honduras, Iceland.
Abstaining: Indonesia, Nepal, Nigeria, Paraguay,
Senegal, Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela,'Burma,
Cambodia, CamerouU,. central African Republic,
Ceylon, Chad, Congo (Leopoldville), Cyp~, Dominican Republic, Ecu'ldor, Finland, Ghana, Haiti, India.

The paragraph was rejected by 47 votes to 29, with
22 abstentions..
33. The PRESIDENT: The,~seniblywhlnowproceed
to vote on paragraph 9, which is the second'am,endment
proposed in document A/I.I.328.
.
A vote

was taJr'1l by roll-call.

Haiti, . having .been drawn by lot. by the Presiilent,
wasca1led ,upon to vote first.
In favour: Hungary, India, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon,
Liberia, Libya, Mali, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Nigeria,
Poland, R.omania, Saudi Arabia, Somalia,Sudan, Togo,
TuniSia, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanis....
tan, Albania, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Cameroun, Ceylon, Ctm.d, Congo
(Leopoldville), Cuba,Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Ethic..
pia, Ghana, Guinea.
.

Against: Honduras, Iceland, Ireland,. Italy, . Ivory
Coast, Japan, Luxembourg, ~dagascar, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nicaragua,Niger, NO~1, Pakiatan,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden,1'hailand,1\1.J:'key, Union of
South Africa, United Kingdom of q;reatBrita:tn ~d
Northern Ireland, United States (()fAmer.!Q!l,Australla,
Belgium,. Bolivia, Brazil, .Canada, China ll ColOJq.bia,
Costa Rica, Denmark, Federation of Malaya, !'Fi:6.1and, .
France, Greece.
.
Abstaining: lJaiti, Indonesia,: Iran, Israel, Laos,
I>ana.ma, Pa~guay, Peru., Philippines, Senegal, Upper
Volta, Argentina, Austria, Cambodia, Centra..l Afri..
9an Republic~ ... Chile, Congo (Brazzavilleh--Dondr-.icean
R~public,Ecuadorll El Salvador, Gabon, Guatemala.
Tlit:~, result of. the .vote was 41 in favour. 35 agfJins't",
and 221 abstentions.

Tbl

paragraph was not adopted" baving fiJned td
obtain the required two-thirds majority.
,.
M.,The .PRESIDENT: The General. Assembly will
now proceed to vote on the forty-tb1"ee-Power draft
resoluti()n [A!L.323
and "Add.I-6I.
..
"
...
-
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\

.Avote waS taken by rGll-cal1..
,c
Haiti. having been drawn by lot by the Presiilent,
was called upon to vote :first.
In favour: Haiti. Hondttras, Hungary~ Iceland, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland,. Israel, IfalyjivoryJI
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Nepal, Netherlan..
. ds, New Zealand, Nicara
... ~t. Nig~~ll
Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Banama, Paraguay, Penl~
PhiliP.Pines,pOlan.
,. d, R.omania,sa.•.U..·di
. ·...Ara.ilia.'S.B.·.ne. '.1J.'~
Somalia, Sudan, SWeden, Thailand, Tog(>,Tunisia!~
Turkey, .UkrainianSovi~t·Soc~list.Repub1i~;Uni:,lr
of Soviet Socialist. RePWllies, .tTnited A'tab Ite ' b' !
UIL"'Gr Volta'Q Uruguay, Venezuela) Ye~enj"
.,.,
Afghanis~ . Albania,. ~ge~~4, .+~.
.Brazil; Blllg\\ria. Bur:rna, Jlyel01'1lSs~~o
Republic, Cambodia. CamerOlllJ."aana~l:Q. '
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can RepUblic, Ceylon, Chad, Chile, China, Colombia,
Ccmgo (Brazzaville), Congo (Leopoldville), Costa Rica,
Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Ecuador, El
Salvador, Ethiopia, Federation of Malaya,· Finland,
Gabon, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea.
A.Jgainst: None.
Abstaining: Portugal, 'Spain, Union of South Africa,
United"Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United States of America, Australia, Bel~ium, Dominican Republic, France.
The draft res,;,lutlon was adopted by 89 votes to none,
with 9 abstentions.!!

..

35. The PRESIDE:N'T: A number of representatives
have asked to explain their votes after the voting. I
give the floor to the first ef these, the represen1ative
of Canada.
36. ~:ir.. NESBITT (Canada): I wish to explain the vote

of the Canadian delegation on the forty-three-Power
draft resolution on the granting of independence to
colonial countries.
37. The Canadian delegation welcomed the initiative
1aken by the. sponsors of this draft resolution, which
we think a very good one and for which we were very
pleased to vote. We are inclinedindeed to congratulate
the United Nations itself upon an achievement which
should give encouragement to our Member Governm.ents and peoples ata moment when perhaps the
United Nations can do with a breath of encoutagement.
It is an event worth noting, when forty-thre~n.ations,
.some with, some Without a history of coIOllial'.sm,
agree upon the content of a resolution of Ws breadth
and depth in aD. area. by no means devoid of contravel"$Y·
.
38. In a resolution of this length and importance
there are inevitably passages Wbil1h one might wish
on first reading to·haV'e seen differently worded. For
this reason, we have cause to be grateful to the several
sponsors who took the trouble of explaining or interpreting . w.rious clauses and expressions. We were
pleased to hear from SOme of the sponsors, for example, that a condemnation of all colony-ltolding States
in the past'and present is not intended. Canada would
belie its own history, its history under two colonizing
states over a period of 200 years, if we were not to
affirm that the' ~~tnership and harmony of one country
and another~ e:ven thoughatfirst not in terms of mutual
equality, must often result in benefit to both. A clLozen
speakers ha"'/e given this testimony in the pJ'/esent
debate.
39. When, however, that harmony vanishes, the benefits fall, and then the whole of the old colonial system
must perish, as it is perishing before our eyes.
40. Nevertheless, history also has its rights· and
prerogatives ,of which no power'on earth can deprive
it. If interrupted too recklessly, too precipitately, .in
its course, history 1akes its own revenge. We do not
need to look far to see examples of this.
41. We note with care, therefore, whatthis resolution
says; it says: let all colonies be liberated. It does
not say, and several of its Sponsors have pointed out
that it 'does not mean: let all colonies and territories,
;regardless of their circumstances, regardless of their
YThe delegation of Dahofuey. which was absent when the vot'!! was
taken, subsequently informed the PreSident that it would have vOI.'ed in
favour .of the draft l;"esoltitlon (see paragraph 99 below).

readiness, regardless even ot their cwnwishes, be
Uberated at this moment. The resolution (loes Dot try
to force any people against its own wiShes and against its . own best interests into any particular form of
government or into any prescribed relationship in
reference to any other country. Nor does it seektc
forbid to any territory the right to maintain a connexion with another territory if it deSires to maintain
that connexion. To do the.se things would, infant, be
contrarY to the principles already recommended by
the Fourth Committee for adoption in this ASSembly,
following consideration by tbat Committee ofthe report
of the Special Committee of Six on the Transmission
of Jnfor,mation under Article 73 e of the Charter
[A/4526].
42. In voting f(\r this draft resolution, Canada. is
glad to have had theopportunityofjuiningthe sponsors
who have put forward this resolution and the many
speakers who have supporteditandclarifieditsterms,
as well as those administering Powers who have
demonstrated their compliance with its princlples.
43. I should now like to add a word of expll~ 'a.tionin
connexion With the .vote which the Canadian ';'<=I.Legation
cast against the Soviet draft declaration in document
A/4502. The sponsors of the African-ASian draft
resolution [A/L.323 and Add.1-6] made it vel'y clear
in their statements before the Assembly that they
wished this matter of the independence of colonies and
Trust Territories to remain completely divorced from
the great Powers' rivalry and the political objectives
of any of the great Powers. We had hoped that the
delegation of the USSR would have taken this evident
and laudable desire of the sponsors into consideration
and refrained from pressing their declaration ;'0 a
vote, couched as it is in highly inflammatory terms.
At the very least, we had hoped that the Soviet delegation would not have seized this as an appropriate
opportunity to wage propaganda warfare.
44. Contrary to these reasonable expectations, fhe
Soviet delegation, in every intervention, has attacked
the administering Powers, always extravagan~ly,often
savagely, and in nearly every case unjustly. Under
these circumstances, we now feel free to recall to the
mind of the Assembly certa:fn words spoken by the
Prime Mitlister of Canada from this rostrum at the
beginning of this .session. Mr. Diefenbaker invited the
Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR,
who then stood before us as the self-proclaimed libera<tor of the colonialpeoples,"••• to give to those nations
under his domination the right of free elections-to
give them the opportunity to determine the ldnd of
government theywantunder genuinely free conditions.'
[871st meeting, para. 197.] By doing so, Mr. KhrushclJ.ev could show that he really desired tfthe complete
and final elimination of the colonial r~gime in all its
forms and manifestations". These circumstance.s
constitute part, but by no means all, of the reasons
why the Canadian delegation voted against the Soviet
draft declaration.
Mr. Hasan
Chair.

(Pakistan), Y;ice-President, took the

45. Mr.ORMSBY..GORE (United Kingdom): My dele- ,
gation has listened to the long debate on this item
with the great.est attention, for it is a debate on a
matter of ~ita! concern tp us. An impor1ant part of
the obligations we owe to the international community
90ncerns the remainlng overseas territories under out
administration. These obUgations are covered by two
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sections of the United Nations Charter, different in
character but, with the same objectivs$-Chapter XI,
ccwering Non-Self-Governing Territories, and Chap..
tars xn and xm, covering
Trust Territories.
,
46. The debate has shown that there is widespread
understanding and indeed appreciation here in the
Utdted Nations of the manner' in which we are dis..
(',barging those obligations. The degree to which the
pcQplesof' these territories, with our help, can succeed
in creating new nations, undivided,strongand genuine..
ly independent, is, we believe, crucial both to their
own future happiness and to .the progress and well..
being of mankind as a whole. It· is with this in mind
that we have approached this debate.
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its administration are·framed strictly inaccord'With
Article 73 of the Charter. Under this we are obliged
to ensure the political,economic, social and 6a:uca,...
tionaladvancement of the dependent peoples and to
promote co-oPeration with international bodies with a
view to' the practical achievement of these purposes.
This we. do, and the manner in which we do it is well
mown andise:x:baustively examined byvarious·6~gans
of the United Nations.

51;. All delegations here are a~e, for example, of
the participation of territories under United Kingdom
administratiQll in the work of SUch bodies ,as the Economic Co:m.m.issionfor Africa.. The development· of
inSpiring examples of international economic cOoperation of this kind has not been impeded by the
47. Many of the sponsors of the forty-three-Power
fact that these territoriesare not yetfuUyindependent.
draft resolution, which has just been adopted by the _Equally, SOCial, cultural3¥d economic developmentfs
Assembly, have made it clear by.what they have said
going steadily forward in tht1 territories under our
in the debate that their basic objectives are the same
administration through the jom~ efforts of the peoples
as ours. ·.They are indeed the objectives set forth· in
concerned and ourselves.
the Charter of the United Nations. For this reason
52. My delegation regrets the ~riticiaD1 implied, in
we would like to have been able to vote for the declaration, especially since, as some of the sponsors fuive
this and other paragraphs, of .the. policies·· which we
said, it is intended to be universal in its application,
are carrying out in accordance with our Charter obligations. We also feel that the declaration mj,ght .in
to bring within its scope those forms of-and I use the
words ofthe resolutian-"aliensubjugation, domination
several places have laid m.ore stress on the positive
and exploitation", th,a practitioners of which try to
responSibilities ofthoae who stilladminiSter dependent
exempt themselves from the strictures ofworld public
territories. For instance,we accept that the :ina~quacy
of preparedness. in the' various fields mentioned in
opinion.
paragnph 3 shoUld not servG as a pretext-and by
48. But in a matter'as important as this, we have felt
pretext I mean what one of the sponsors defined as
bound to look most closely at the wording of the resoItfabricated grmmds of unpreparednesslt-fordelaylng
lution, and, to our regret, we came to the conclusion
independence. But we also sbare the Views of those
that its wording in certain respects was not such that
sponsors who urged that constructive steps must be
we could support it, We would have "been prepared in
1ak,1n in the political1 economic,socialandeducatiorttl
a matter which concerns us' so closely to have had
fields'as a preparation fo1' indePendence, in.ordel"/~t
discussions on the drafting with the sponsors.. We
independence, when it comes, can be ,~ffectivf'and .
believe that had this' been done we could have conhave real meaning. Wre think tha.t tb.edeclara~oncou1d
tributed some suggestio;1.S from our own e:>s.."perience
have been impT,oved if tbeaeconstructive aspects
which would not have derogated from the basic purpose
could have founil a. plam.~ in it.
of the draft and could have, at the sa.me time, made
53. On the otb£'r hand, paragraph 2 of the declaration
it possible for us to accept it.
seems to my del~ga.ti.on to be out of place in this con49. The majority of. the peoples now covered under
text.. The UnitedKingdom., of course, subscribes wholeChapters XI, XII and xm of the Charter live in terriheartedly to the principle of self-determination set
tories under United Kingdom administration. We have
out in the Charter itself, and we feel that we have done
a special responsibility, therefore, to ensure that our
as much to implement this principle during the past
position on the matters covered by the declaration
fifteen. years as any delegation in this Assembly.
is not misunderstood. For example, paragraph 1 of
Nevertheless, members of the Assefu.bly will befamiliar with the difficulties which have arisenfu connexion
the declaration is, I must assume, simply notapplicable to the people in these territories for which we . with the disCUSSion ofthe draft Jnternational Covenants
on Human Rights and in defining the right to selfare responsible, since it refers to a system of alien
dOmination' which is contrary to the United Nations
determination in a universally acceptable form. These
Charter, whereas the United Kingdom administration
difficulties have not yet been finally resolved by the
of dependent territories is conducted strictly in accord
Assembly, and we feel that it ,might have be.enbetter
with the relevant provisions of the Charter. I wish
not to make the attempt now ina rather different
context.
that the sponsors could have made this more explicit
in the text of paragraph 1. As it is, Itbink that it may
54. Som.a of the sponsors have describedparagraph5
be open to misinterpretation.
.
of the declaration as the key paragraph and have em50. There are other paragraphs in the declaration
phasized.that what this means is that immediate steps
which cannot be held to apply to territories for which
should be. taken for the necessary pr.eparation for the
the United Kingdom is responsible. For example, the
final transfer of power to the inhabitants of the terseventh paragraph of the preamble IJeads:
ritories and that there should be no deliberate procrastInation
and delay in this. The. United Kingdom
- "Convinced that the continued existence of colonialdelegation
entirely
agrees with these sentiments,
ism prevents the development of international ecoalthOUgh
we
wish
that
this paragraph too mfgbt have
nomic co-operation, impedes the Social, cultural
been expressed more clearly. The method and timing
and economic development ofdependentpeoples•••".
of progress towards independence m.ust be a matter
The .policies which .the United Kingdom Government
for the people themselves to work out together with
is Pursuing in connexion with the territories under
the administering Power. The circumstances ofevery
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0
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territory are different, and thereisnoone~pattern
which can be imposed frQm outside upon'1:hem. an..
In this respect, the speech of· the representative of
Australia [933rd meeting] describing the problems
facing New Guinea is worth close attention, particularly by those who, like the representative of the Soviet
Un.ion, have used the debate for the repetition of outworn political slogans and have revealedan.astonishing
ignorance of the whole subject.
55. For all the reasons I have JXle~i~i)ned,mydelega
tion abstained on this draft resolut:.:.on. Nevertheless,
I should like to say thatwe do regard -it as a considerable achievement that forty~tbre.e delegations should
have been able to agree upon the text ofa declaration
upon so controversial a matter as this. We should
like to pay tribute to those delegations which we know
have 'Worked. hard and long to produce a text which
could comma~\ld as wide a support as this one has.
We should espec'fllly like to congratulate them on
having producad a text which, ingpi~ of the hnper. fections which we still see in it, has suc(;eeded iil
emancipating the subject of the granting of fudependenc~ to all colonial countries and people~ from the
tendentio~and unconstructive language ()f the Soviet
draft deqlaration which was rejectedby th! 4S Assembly.
I do n()t think that 'the Assembly would. expect me to
comment on the extraordinary collectionl,>ffalsehoods
in the .speech of the rf3presentative· ot the Soviet
Union on· a number of oc:casions, and partieuJarly on
7 December. Anyone familiar with the· politic<-'l situation in East A::rica,for Elxample, will know how completely hemisrepresent43d it. The aspirations{\f the
people of Africa are not what Mr.. Zorin says thb~'
are and he cannot speak for them. The amendments
that his delegation sub~mit"..ed again showed how ill
qualified he was to speak on tbell~ behalfand how much
he has to learn of the real problems involved.
56. We are proud of thE' work which we are doing in
co-operation with the peoples of the territories for
which we arerespoU$ible, helping them by every means
at our command to create newnations, prosperous and
free. We look to the futul'e not to the past, a future in
which new and strong nations. will take ,their places
in the world community without fear of internal strife
or outside pressure.
57. In the· course of this debate one of the sponsors
of the draft resolution referred with approval to a
paragraph in the report of the Committee onImormation from Non-Self-Governing Territories which
concludes witb thefoUowing sentence:.
"The Committeetsconfident that the knowledge that
their ultin1ate de$t1ny is for them to choose, will
encourage the inhabitants of the Territories to m.ultiply many times their· own efforts to bUild a new
and prosperous future for themselves during a peri:n~
of smooth, c9llStructive and purposeful uansition. If
[A/4371, pa:r:'t~two, para. 25.] .
.
58. we share that confidenQe and we are grA~t.efu.l to
all those Members of the GeneralAssemblywhoshare
it also and who have shown understanding of the policies which the United Kingdom is following to bring
about this new and prosperous future with all speed.
59. Mr. SCHURMANN (Netherlands): My delegation
vo'b:Jd for the draft resolution which was sponsored by
forty-three African and Asian countries [A/L.323 and
Add.1-6]. We did so beca.use we agree With the prin..
ciples it contains, which are also the principles by

which we are guided in the administration of the only
Non.-Self-Go,\reX'lling Territory still under our adIn;inistration.
60" Our agreement with the principles of the resolution does not mEmIl that we are entirely haWY about
all· of its wording. Although we are conVinced, for
instance, tful,t independence willfo$ter the development
of international eCQIlon:Uc co-operation and will promote $ociaI, economic and educational development,
we do not cOU$ider t.ha.t the mere fact of dependence
necessarily impedes development. As administer.ing Power we are dOlllg all we can to promote the$e
various fon"lS of development in Netherlands New
Guinea, as is .1t;.jeed our duty l1D.der the terms of Article 73 e of the Charter.
61. I could give SOme more examples of .not fully
accurate phrasing, but the 'fact that we voted for the
resolution asa whole prove$ that 'we did not consider
them of decisiveimpf>rtance and so I shall not revert
to them.
62. What we cannot accept, however, is the inference
drawn by· one speaker in, the debafu from paragraph 6
of the declaration. That paragraph is a reaffirmation
of Article 2, paragraph 4, of the tJnitedNations Charter. As such .it naturally has o1lr full support and
approval. But we fail to $\ee by what strange kfnd of
reasoning the representative of Indonesia could possibly deduce from the terms of paragraph 6 of the
declaration that the right of self-determinationshould
be granted to all peoples of the world except only to
the people living in the western half of the island of
New Guinea, which is Netherlands New Guinea. Such
a contention is contrary to the Charter and most certainly finds no basis in the re$olution.
63. Mr. HERRARTE (Guatemala) (translated from
Spanish): In. Sltpporting the draft resolution of the
A:fr-ican-Asian Powers [A/L.323 and Add.1-6], my ,
delegation ~d. introduced the amendment contained
in document A/L.325 to the effect that the principle
of theself-determ:ina.tion of peoples may in no case
impair the right of territorial integrity of any State
or its right to the recovery ofterritory. This reservation' seemed to be absolutely desirable since there
are many territories disputed or claimed by other
states as an integral part oftheir respective countries
; which are improperly held by colonial Powers, and in
such disputes the solutiQIl cannot run count,er to the
principle of self-determination, as th~t would infringe
the other Y:Jry important principle of a country'$ territorial integrity.
64•.. It is true that paragl'aph 6 of the resolution contairis a positive statement to the effect that "anY- $,ttempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of
the national unity and the territorial integrity of a
country is incompatible with tl!e purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations". However,
my delegation thought it appropriate to make its point
of view clearer, as is set out in the amendments alread}· mentioned. Nevertheless, my delegation made
no objection to withdrawing its amendments in vieW
of the statements made by several of the sponsors in
interpreting paragraph 6 alid the request mad~/by the
representative of Indonesia, on the understan~\n.g that
the rights it was seeking to safeguard wouid be duly
protected by paragraph 6.
65. We are extremely gratified that the draft res()a
lution of the African and Asian countries naJa been
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approved by such a large majority. In any caae m.y
delegation wishes to . state tbatthe adoption of the
reaolution cannot. in anyway affect the legitimate
rig4~=~<;'.~~temalabas been maintaining againat;
$% United Kingdoni:t'esa-~gtheGuaWmal8v;lterritory
;ofBeli~e.The occupationO! ibis territltl"'Y' is no more
than a sequel to the old British piracy p;ractisedon
the\;c~sf;$ of Central America a.nd merely represents
the triumph of might over right.
,.
66. I must on thiS occasion place on record the fact
that, at the San Fnncisco Conference, Guatemala
expressly reserved its rights when}he intern~:t!onal
trU$teeship system was discussed banda.lso during
the discussion cOD,IJerning reports from countries ad.ministering non-se]f-governing territories. It has .
restated these reservations in this Assembly, in the
Trusteeship Council and in \arious Unite-d Nations
committees when it was necessary.
'

71. In short, the Government of Ceylon takes a morerevolutionary position regarding the substance of the
first of the Sovietameudments. It is the submission of
the delegation of Ceylon, in eXplaining our vote, that
it is tantamount, to some extent, to a fetter on certain
rights which all colonial peoples will·have..
72. 1· do not Wish to refer to items which are now .
being discussed in the F,i,rst Com.n:iittee ofthe Assembly, but I would say tbathny atte1n.ptmade by a group
of colonial PoWers., or by a singlr>~al Power,
to perpetuate colonialism would ~J~me&~ tha:f;in
future the right of conquesfw9uld~1!~thepeoples cf
those colonies tlte right to re~~..1On. In that sense,
the Government of Ceylongoe.s fu:rther ttan the firt
paragraph proposed in document A/L'.328.. ".
73. It is for that reason that the delegation of Ceylon
abstained on that paragraph. But '. may I say that on
the principles.contained therein, we are in agreement
with the Soviet Union; and if colonial peoples, through
their elected representatives, can negoti,atewith the
colonial masters, or the ,colonial Powers, we shall
welcome it.. But we also act on the principle: -peacefully ,if we may, forcibly if we musttt ~ in short,. the
principle that the right of conques~ gives the right of'
rebellion" to the people, and not merely the right to

67. The Republic of Guatemala has maintained the
same attitude at the various inter-American conferencestbat have dealt With the abolition ofcolonialism,
an idea to which it has given its warmest and most
enthusiastic support. At the Chapultepec Conference
in 1945, when the American states endorsed the principles of the Atlantic 'Charter, V Guatemala also ennegotiate~
tered a fOl'mal raservatlon 11 to 'the effect that the
principle of self-determmation could not affect its
74. For those reasons we abstained on the firstnararight of territorial integrity as regards ·the problem
of Belize, being a territory in dispute.
. graph.' of the Soviet amendments but wctYoteti1O~)the
second paragraph, which would ~J~ced thisqdes68. Consequently, my delegation maintains that the
tion on the agenda. of the s:ixt(eentb;\~~'~sion. We did
resolution adopted will not affect territories which
so because we feel· that this ii~, in lUie with what is
are the subject of dispute or litigation.
contained in dooument A/4502-ahd here Il"epeat, the
delegation of Ceylon accepts every word in the Soviet
69. Mr. PERERA (Ceylon): The delegation of Ceylon
draft declaration-and because it is necessary to put
in its intervention on 28 Novemoor [926thmeeting]
thecolomal Powers tron the spot., if I may ~e that
explained its poSition regarding documents' A/L.323
expression.. That is why we voted for it.
and A/4502. Today the delegation ofceylon has voted
for both parts of the Soviet draft declaration on the
75. I tak~ this opportunity, while explainingourvote,
granting of independence to colonial countries and
to say tllat the Government of Ceylon, through the
peoples. We agree. in toto with every word that is
delegation of Ceylon, expresses. its gratitude to the
stated in the declaration of the Soviet Union and conSoviet Union for having requested the inclU$iont'ftbis
tained in document A/4502. The delegation of Ceylon
item in the agenda of the fifteenth session.
abstained on the first of the Soviet amendments in
76.1\1r_ ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
document A/L';328 to the forty-three-Power African(translated from RusSian): More than twolIlonthshave
Asian draft resolution, and we abstained for the folpassed since Mr.. Kkrushghev,. the Read of the Soviet (
lowing reasotlS..
Government, milimittedto the General Assembly for
70. First, in paragraph 5 of the African-Asian draft
its consideration the .declaration .on the granting of
resolution we have, to some extent, covered the ground
independence to colonial countries and peoples and
dealt with in the first paragraph of the Soviet amendcalled. on all Membersof·tb..e"United Nations to·adopt
ments. Secondly, we.abstained.·o,n the first paragraph
a decision on the immed!ateand complete elimjn~ition
because we found that it does not perhaps cover every
of colonialism in all. its fonns and manifestations
possible issue that may arise in the future. I refer
(869thmee1;iJ1g1..
pa,rticularly-and this is in line with the intenention
77. ,1J'JW.to/propo\~l proved to be a powerfuln:umnsof
by the delegation of Ceylon on 28 NoY~mber_to the
mobiliZing
all anti-colOlrlalforces and a broad disfact that not only must we safeguard ourselves against
cussiOn
develo~darounditinwh..'~hmore
than seventy
the colonialist Powers that still exist in the world,
delegations
took
\~rt.
Of
great
Significance
. was the
but we must also $afeguard the position ofthe colonial .
fact
that
with
~~
exceptiono[:'ia
very
insignificant
peoples in the event of the colonial Powers combining
group of COIOniall[.iP._ow.ers and their. soo.og.e.s,.the grea.
to continue and perpetuate colonialism. Itwas the view
majority
of dele,ga:tions
condemned colonialism and\
of the delegation of Ceylon that although the principle
con1ained in the first paragraph of the amendment of
the· Soviet·Union may be correct, what in principle
liberation of all~~lonial countries and peoples.shows
Ibay be correct does not go far enough..
that powerful forces opposed to the sbalIlefulcolonial
system have come into being in the world today and
YUnited Nat!cns Conference on International Organization, 11/4/24.
have
joined.together. At the present time the rela!/See Final Act Or the Inter-American Conference on Problems of
tionship of economic, politlcaland miIitary factors
War and Peace. Mexico CitY, February-March 1945 (Pan American
Union, Washington. n.c., 1945), resolution XII, p. 50.
is such that the QolonialPowers can now nO longer
illbid.~ Declaration by Guatemala. p 109.
maintain their colonial posaessions under their domic
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nat:i.on and cannot a~ the cpl]apse of the colonial
system. A situatlOJl M$ come about inwhichthe peaceful elimina:tionotthe coloclal system· is possible' ;'f
all States, all forcestbatare demanding freedom and
inde~ndence fQr the •colonial peoples unite ~nd together take action·against the attem.pts Qf the colonial
Powers to maintamtheir· domination oyer territori~3
and peoples not their own.
.
7&. Taldngf;his real relationship of forces:lnto account, the Soviet Union took the initiative in. the United
Nations and called on all States to declare themselves
in favour of a peaceful .solution of the problem and
of the adoption, within the framework of the United
NationS, o:rmea$ures·which would help to bring about
the complete elimination of the colonial system. The
declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples tha't has just been adopted by
the General Assembly is a great viotoryforthe united
front of anti-colonial forces represented in the United
Nations. It is noteworthy that only eight colonial
Powers~Portugal, ~ Bel~ the Union of South
Africa, AustraHa,. the United Kingdom, Franoe and the
United States-did not approve that declaration, although they did not venture, in face of the poweF~l
anti-colonial· front, openly to oppose its endorsement.
The whole world can now Ree who in fact is in favour
of elfminating the shameful colonial system and who
. is opposed to it.
79. The Soviet delegation. expresses its gratification
that the overwhelming majority of States Members
of the United Nations have supported the fundamental
provisions of the Soviet draft declaration that are
reflected in the text of the .declaratlonnow approved
by the General Assembly. We are happy, too, that
thirty-two delegations actively supported with their
votes all the Qperative paragraphs of the Soviet draft
declaration, and that twenty-nine delegations. voted in
favour of the SoYiet proposal for the granting of independence to all colonial countries and peoples not
later than 1961.
80.. Th-e Dict that forty-one delegations have deemed
it Uecessary·to place the question of the implemenmticlD.of the resolution just adopted on the agenda of the
s~de~li1ti\ session of the General.· Assembly indicates
t.batAhe ~estion. will incm.f.ably come up at the sixteenth session. The whole course of the discussion on
this item. ct'mfirmStbat the Soviet Union's action in
raising the Jquestlon of the eliniination of colonialism
in the General Assembly has fUlly justifled itself. The
draft- declaration submitted by the SoT.let Government
on the. granting'of independence ;0 colonial countries
and peoples.' played an effective· and positive role in
determining the position of delegations and in preparing the ground for the adoption ofthe solemn United
Nations declaration on the elimination of colonialism
in all its forms and manifestations. The declarat:i.on
submitted by the Soviet Union is a living document of
bistoric importance, a programme of actlon for the
peoples of the. colonial countries. It will serve as a
symbol of the support of an peace-loving forces for
the national-liberation movement in tI:te colonies and
will be a call to allpeoples to make an end of colonialh-,m without delay and to erase this monstrous phenb~enon, this blot on the twentieth century, from the
face 01 the earth..
81. Mr. NINCIC (yugoslavia): I would juSt like to
say a. word in explanation of the votes my delegat10ll
.has just cast on thed'raft resolutions tbatwere before
USIl

82;\ My .delegation Ms voted in favour of that part of
dOC'llfu-ent A/4502,./ifb!ch, m our view,contained the
declaration, ,p!"v,{ler. We abstained 'With regard to the
rest of the document because we felt it was of an
explanatory nature, and that to yote for it mj,ght well
bave created a precedent. That iswhywedid not deem.
it possible to accept every word of the text thus formulated,no matter how much we were m agreement
with its general context. Had the document been put
to the vote as a whole, we would, of course, have
yt>ted in its favour.
.
83. My delegation also voted in favour of the fortythree-Power draft resolution, which we felt met the
basic requirements of the situation and whose overwhelming adoption a moment ago constitutes, in our
View, a highly important and most welcome event.

84. We also voted m favour of the Sovietamendments
to that draft resolution which, in our view, would bave
strengthened it quite considerably.
85. Mr. JHA (India): The declaration that has just
}r"een adopted is truly one of the landmarks in the
progress of the United Nations.. I believe that future
historians will regard it as one of the noblest declarations, one of the noblest resolutions coming out of
the United Nations; and there is no doubt that this
resolution will rank perhaps as the most constructive
achievement of this session of the General Assembly
of the United Nations. It is a resolution which will
inspire everyone, inspire the peoples who are under
colonial domination, .and give them hope and faith,
not only in themselves but in the United Nations. We
have no doubt that it will enormously expedite the
processes which are worldng tawards the libe:tation
of dependent peoples.
86. I take the floor for just a few minutes in order
to explain. the Toting of my delegatlon on the draft
declaration contained in document A/4502 and on the
amendments contained in document A/L.328.
87. My delegation voted for the three paragraphs of
the draft declaration numbered 1, 2 and 3 in document
A/4502", There was nothing in these paragraphs which
was contrary to the expressed views and attitudes of
the Government of India. Indeed, we fOlDld in these
paragraphs all that my country MS stood forever
since the inaugure:tion of the United Nations and the
views expressed by the responsible leaders and the
Government of India. Therefore, we whole-heartedly
supported those three paragraphs.
8S. As for the rest of the document, we would like to
say that we are entirely in accord with a very large
part of it. Indeed, the. rest of this document containS
statements which are highly noble and inspiring. For
example, it sayS:
.We all inbabU; the same planet. On this planet
we are born, "'ite ~({orl'" raise our children and pass
on to them all we have achieTed in llfe. And although
th.ere exist different State.a in the world,allmen are
born equal in dignity."
ThiS is a noble statement, and there is no one-cel"!'"
tainly not in my delegation-who would have the slightest hesitatlon or compwlctlon in voting for thiS.
89. As I said o we are in whole-hearted agreement
with most of the draft declaration,butourunderstandeing as regards voting on a historic declaration of this
nature, which goes mto the formal recordS of the
United Nations, is that if we vote for it, we subscribe
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to each and every-sentence of it, and we found sonte
dfffi,C1.uty in doing that. We found t;ba.tsome parts,
some statements, or perhapsthemannerofexpr~ssing
certain views, were such as did not accord with the
traditional position and the traditional attitudes of the
Government of India. We w,~re, therefore, unable to
vote in favour of it and we IlbSiained on that part of
the document.
90.. Coming to the amendmen1..s contained in document
lA/L.328, we abstained on the first am~l;ld!l1ent,which
would have figured as pa.~graph 8in the fo)!·ty-threePower draft resolution. I should Iiketo make it clear
on behalf of my delegation that we wowdwelcome , and
we do welcome, the immediate emancipation and free-.
dom· of ~ll dependent peoples. None would be happier
to see the end of the colonial system in all its forms
and manifestatiQDS by the end of 1961 so that the world
might become a completely free world by that date.
But in the discussions that preceded the voteo:-very
lengthy discussions and, if I may sayso, very thorough
discussions, which were conducted with a great sense
of responsibility and of r'ealization of the importance
of this declaration-it wa.s felt that we should strike
a somewhat different line; we should keep the reso- '
lution in the form. of a declaration of principles which
will be t.:aource of inspiration and guidance perennially and which can be used and cited at any time.
It was felt that any circumscription ofthose principles
bypu.tting a iarget date would be somewhatoat of tune
with the conception that wa~ behind that resolution.
91. Secondly, we felt that the proposed paragraph 8
in some ways-of course'".twasanadvancein the sense
that it wanted independ61T0,ce to be attained at the e:o.d
of 1961-was SOID",;; sort of limitatic;mon the key para.graph, which is paragraph 5 of the fOriy-tbree-Power
draft. declaration. Paragraph5is very clear. It says:
'Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other terri_tories which have not yet attained independence, to
transfer all powers to the peoples of those territories ••• without any conditions or reservations•••'.
It seemed to US that the idea of negotiatlons enit>odted
in the proposed parag-.taph8 was in'Some way a limitation inasmuch as negotiations presuppose the possible introduction of some conditions ~)r reservatiOl1$.
The thing behind paragraph 5-at least from the point
of view of my delegation-is that there is nothing fur...
,ther to be done; nopretext can be advanced for delaying
the freedom of dependent peoples. All ~t is necessary
is to take immediate steps.. , Those steps, naturally,
have, to be taken inacc.ordance with democratic practices, but the step~ oo.nnot be delayed on any ground,
and no negotlatiGllS can bea ground for delaying the
ta.ldng of immediate steps-and these immediatesteps
might even mean immediate independence, that is to
say, even before the end of 1961. Therefore, while
we fully appreciated the spirit behind the proposed
paragraph 8, we felt, being sponsor ofthe forty-threePower draft reSolution, and with the tbi'nkingthatwent
behind paragraph 5 of that text, that we should ab$tain
On paragraph 8 as proposed in document A/L.328.
92. We had no difficulty in deciding to vote fvr the
second 'Soviet amendment because we feel that the
whole question cannot, be left like that. Theql.lestion
of bnplementation of this resolution must cOll1ebefore
the General Assembly at its s:lxteenth'sessionmsome
form or other.
'

93. The PRESIDENT: The l!epresentativeofIndones~
has asked for 'the flqor to exercise his right of reply~:'94. Mr.' P ALAR (Indonf".3ia): It is noton!y, in order to';
exercise our right·ofreply that I have taken the floor;
my delegation wishes also to 6xplain its vote on
the amendments .submi~d by the US&lt in docum~nt
A/L.. 328~
95. My delegation participated intensively in the
preparation of the forty-three-Power draftresolution..
Wefelt that it was a happycompromisehetween views
that were very far apart. It took us about four weeks
to draft tbiR resolution and, therefore, it is understandablec that thesponaors shouldhave some diffi.culq
in accepf,jng .amendments. As a matter offact, we were
inclin~(f to accept the amendments submitted by the
USSR but, as I explained before, we took the position
that it would 116t be helpfalto accept any amendment
to our resolution. That was also the reason why we
su.cceeded in persuading the representative ol'Guatemala to withdraw his amendments.
-:
'"

-

96. Now I shcmld like to make use of m!y delegatiOll'S
right of reply to the representative of the Netherlands.
97. The represen~tive, of the Netherlands has tried
to interpret pa:ragraph6 of our declarationjn his own
way. In fact, what he tried to do was to tell us that
his delegation Imew better than the forty-three sponsors of the draft resolution what their desire waS in
submitting this resolution. We have h3.d some experience of Dutch masterfulness in the interpretation
of resolutions and agreements. I should Uke to draw
the attention. of the AssemLly to something that ITap..
pened between the Netherla.nds and Indonesia about
:fifteen years ago when we conCluded an agreement
with the Dutch. This agreement waS oo.:Ued the Ling~~djati A:greemen~ In that agreement there waS-a
?:rOVision that if the parties did D,otagree on its interpretation, this difference of opinion should be s.ubmitted to arbitration. At that time I was a Member
of the Dutch Parliament and I experienced much
astonishment that the Dutch Parliament and Government succeeded. in convincing themselves that this
prm1sionof arbitration did not in fact mean anything
resembling arbitration.. In ;fact, they managed to
convmce themselves that while there was a provision
for arbitration in the agreement, it was notnecessary
for them toacceptal'bitration.
\

' '

"

98. This is a kind ot,fnterpretation tbit~~we lmowfrom
the Netherlands. lcan~mderstandtbattheNetherlands
could try to treat Jnd~~esia, w¥ch was veryinexperienced, this way, but lam qtute surp~ed to see
the represeniative' of the Netherhtnds come to this
forum and ~y to give hisowninterpreiation tolf a res 0lutionthat has beensponsored byforly-tbree members
of this body. Obviously, the represeniatlve of the
Netherlantfu knows better what we wish than We ourselves. It 111 very difficult to cha:racterizetbis. but I
think we may just call it Dutch.
99., The PRESIDENT: Before I proceed with the list
of speakers I have an announcement to make. The
representative of Dahomey has asked me to annaunc'e
his inability to attend the voting ontbis i~m, but he..
wishes it to be recorded that had he be~n present he
would have voted for the forty-three-Power draft
resolution lA/L.323 and Add.l-6].
ff'"
(\

,

100. I give the floor now to the represen1;ative of
Portugal.
\\

..

_
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101. Mr. GARIN (Portugal): I wish to explain briefly
the vote of m.y delegation. My delegation has followed

With great attention the debate on colonialism which
the Assembly has just concluded. Much was .said from
this rostrum With which mydelegation is inagreement.
Ks was stressed by many representatives during 'i:he
debate, the most criticized aspects ofcoloniaJism
implied the idea of race superiority, of economic exploitation., and of subjugatiOI). ofpeoples for ideological
or political· purposes•. With the exception. of a few
delegations I am sure no one in this Assembly is a·
defender of such features ~f colonialism, and my
delegationwhole-heartedly shares such feelings. In
this context my delegat;i.. .:1 joins others in their anxiety
for the termination· of ilt kind of new and ruthless
colonialism. which isiound Within a great State or iD
those· nations which during the last few· decades have
lost their independence or which enjoy nothing but
sYmbolic independence..
10210 Also,in respect of Trust Territories or other
ter.otories in regard to which there may be international obligations, it is certainly deSirable that the
principles of the United. Nations Charter should be
implemented, due respect being paid to the particular
cirGUmStances of each cr.,se, in a way and at a time
which should not be detrimental to the real interests
of all concerned.
103. My delegation had carefully studied the draft
resolutions and the amendments submitted thereto. My
delegation felt that although we have had a prolonged
and exha.·rl3tive debate the texts before US were not
sufficiently discussed in the debate with the care that
the importance of the subject would seem to require.
The texts which the Assembly has justapproved do not,
in our view, take into account the complexity of the
various problems which they raise and the repercussions to which they may lead. Many implications and
practical realities have not been taken into consideration and proper perspective is lacking; and certain
political, economic and cultural aspects may be involved without due attention having been paid to them.
.104. Also, we have heard from this rostrum leaders
from foUl: or five countries who have referred to the
new type of colonialism whic:h is certainly the worst
an.d the most repugnant political and economic system
tbatthe world has ever been confrontedwithand which
has brought about the tyrannical subjugation and oppression of many countries. My delegation wouldhave
thought that this type of colonialism would have found
its proper place in the draft resolution andwe believe
that an effort in that direction could have been made
for the benefit of mankind.. 'Ihe Assembly, however.,
felt differently and the text just adopted has therefore
lost the wider meaning and impact which it could have
had otherwise.
105. Finally, during the debate some unfounded and
unwarranted attacks were addressed to my country,
and a few delegations have been at greatpains to connect principles and situations which in fact bear no
relation and which were quite outside the scope of the
debate. We had the opportunity to repudia.te the accusations made, but the fact that they wer,e made raised
in our minds some doubts which the course of the
debate did not otherwise dispel.

106. For all these reasons and in the context of the
statem.ent which I had the opportunity of delivering
during the debate [934tb. meeting]~ my delegation found
it necessary. to abstain•
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112. The second·.numbered paragraph reads ajJ fo1. lows:

1

"2. Sim.ilarly, ~ll strongholds of colonialism in
the f9rm of possesSions and leased areas. in th~
rerritory of other States must be eliminated.!!:
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Had a separate YOre been mken on this paragraph o
my delegation would ·have abstained because of the
wording: "leased areas in the territory of other
states•• As I have already explained, it is the view
of my delegation that neither the. United Nations' nor
anyone else in the world can express an opinion on a
lease or a contract made ina foreign. country. So' We
would have abstained if a vote had been taken on that
particular paragraph.
113. My delegation would have voted in favour of the
paragraph nwnbered 3 in the Soviet draft dec~,rati()fi..
Unfortunately, it was not voted on separately, and so
-we were cunable to express our Government's ·view on
that paragraph.
114. We abstained during the voting on the Soviet
draft declaration because we thought that the AfricanAsian draft resolution summarized, in general terms,
the Soviet point of view and that, besides, a country
which had sponsored a resolution ,submitted by all the
Powers concerned could not well dissent from the
views it had already stated.
115. As regards the Soviet amendmehts [~/L.328L
we would also have askedfor the deletion of the second
part of paragraph 8, which would then have reacl as
follows:
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The Cameroun
that, whatever
the Assembly de;cided, the quest1();D. wOUld have to be
-examined in fu~re by our Organbation. We supported
this amenc1m.entpecause we thought that, even though
a similar te.::d; wat., not included;ln our draft, this question would in any'~a.se be placed aga~f on theagen~
of the sixteenth se~sion of the Asse~bly and that It
was, highly desira'~le that our draft i~esolution should
. coniain prOTlSions\\tbat would enable an evaluati~ to
be made of the te:il,t we have adopted yirtually umini..
m0U81y.
118. Those are the rea$(.'U$ whichinducedmydelegation to' abstain in the vot.i.~g. OIl the draft declaration
and amendments submitted\py the USSR, and to Jast
our vote simply on a pa;ra~~aphwhich waS put to the
~mse~rare~.
.

119. To conclude., I :would say that the Camerounian
Government and I myself are thoroughly convinced
that the result of the voting on the /Jr1gan-Asian draft
resolution proves absolutely beyond a d\)$t that ,any
actiontbat may be taken in Africa will be d,~~~I1~q",to
failure unless the Mricans are consulted and/!l~~:t~.b\fJ,
an opportunity is given them ofexpressing thei:r'Wisnes
and indicating how they expect them to be realized.
120. 1\111". ROSSIDES ,(Cyprus): We believe that the
draft resolution which we sponsored dealt fully and
satisfactorily With the pr~blem of foreign. do:mi.D.a,tion
and '. colonialism, with which the people of Cyprus had
been. concerned for quite a longtime~ We therefore
abstain3d from voting on any other declarations or
on amendments to our resolution except in so far as
concerned the implementation of our resolution.

"Calls upon the Powers concerned to ensure the
121. This session had been noted. until now for its
transfer of full and sovereign. power to the peoples
ineffectiveness, as no agreement had been reached on
of all dependent territcries in accordance with the
any of the issues before it and; therefore, no fruitful
principles stared above and, for tbis purpose, to
results were yielded. Jokes even went around about
enter into negotiations with representatives of the
the aDo-Nothing Committee" and the "Special DoNothing Comm.ittee~. But the resolutiOn that has just
colonial peoples·.
That is where I wowd have stopped and I would have
been adopted ahnost unanimously more than comasked for a vote to be taken on this first part of par8.Jpensatesfoi- ineffectiveness in other 'directions. It
graph 8. My delegation would have supported this para-redeems" this session and, indeed, places it high in
gl"aph for, as I have already said in conn~xion with
the records of the Unired Nations. By this resolution,
paragraph 1 in the Soviet draft declaration [A/4502],
ideals and concepts which have beenJn the minds and
I think that the words "forthwith" and "negotiation"
in the hearts of. men through the ages, and for which
wars. were Waged, now take in a peaceful way a. ooncannot go together.
crereform .and realization. This is a great and his116. In the same way as we were obliged to abstain . toric fact. ThiS resolution has a significance which
on the Soviet clraft declal'3,tion because of the word. is far-reaching. History will place this session in
Itfortb:rlith9t in r.aragraph 1, so we had to abstain in' rank of" impor1ance imnlediately after the original
the vote on paragrap,h 8 of the Soviet amendments
session by which the United Nations was established,
because of the second part of the text of that para... . for the document which has now been adopted is an
graph. I did not manage to ask for a separateV'ote' tOep~h-.making document, second only to the Charter
be taken on the first part of that paragraph asldng . of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration
for negotiationS to be initiated. The CamerounianGov-, -of lIuman Rights, on both of which itis based and both
ernment is in favour of negotiations; tt has welcomed . of which it revitalizes; for they needed revitalization,
the admission of seventeen new Mrican and Asian'
and .this resolution does in '~tfectrevitalizethem.
Member States to the United NationS at this session
of the Assembly-and the accession of these'S1ates to
122. This resolution puts an end to a"long chapter
independence followed on negotiations. My delegation
in history, that of domination by fo:tce and subjugation
would have voted in favour of negotiations because
and exploitatf,on, and a new chapter is opened, one
they would have led inevitably to the independence
based on equality and the brotherhood of man. We
~md sovereignty of the African peoples.
.
therefore can,. with modesty, be proud about the
resolution which bas just been almost unanimously
adopted.
117. Now I would like to explain why I voted in favour
of paragraph 9 of the Soviet amendments reading:
. 123.· Mr. AMMOUN(Lebanon) (translated from
"Decides to consider the question of the-.· in1pleFrench): I come to the rostrum to explain,m.y del~
men1ation of this resolution at its sixteenth regular
gation's vore on the,Soviet Unionts draft declaration.
session."
We VQted fo1;' the three numbered paragraphs in the

•
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said draft because they condemn colonialiaIll everywhere and in all i1:$ form.a. We find in it, essentially,
the condemnation of a new.and siniSter manifestatlon
of colonialism: Zionist colonialism.
124. How can a certain representative of Israel dare
deny the fact when we see a motherland taken away
from its inhabitants by brute force and occupied by
people scraped together here and there ,from all
over the world?While these aliens occupy the country
they have invaded, a whole people is left without a
home and without a mother country. Colonialism in
Asia", ••

125. The PRESIDENT~ I call on tbe representative of
Israel, who wishes to speak on a point of order.
126. Mr. COMAY (Israel): I would just like to ask
the President whether it is in order under rule 90 of
the rules of procedure, dealing mth explanations of
vote, fora delegation~ in explaining Us vote on a draft
resolution, toind.ulge :In a renewed attack on another
Member State. I would· recall that thts attack was
made before, and in the legitimate exercise of its
right of reply my delegation briefly replied to it at
the end of the de'bateon this item and before we came
to the 'Voting and the explanations of vote.
127. I would therefore suggest that it would be in
accordan,ce with the rules of procedure and in accordance with the interests of winding up our debate
if the President ruled out of order any renewed attacks, to which I have already had occasion to make
a reply here today.
128. The PRESIDENT:. I would request the representative of Lebanon to oonfine himself to the explanation of his vote.
129. Mr. AMMOUN (Lebanon) (translated from
French): The explanation of vote that I am giving
relates to a text which my delegation did not help to
draft. Lebanon, together with other countries fromall
over the world, submitted to the Assembly a draft
resolution [A/L.323 and Add.1-6] which has been
adopted. My explanation, however,concerns a different
text which was submitted by another delegation and
which bears on certain points on which I must give
some explanations, since I voted for this new text.
With the permission of the· President, I shall continue
the explanation of this vote given by my delegation in
support of the Soviet draft declaration [A/4502].
130. I was aaying that colonialism in Asia and in
Africa really does come, all the same, under the
scope Qf colonialism. This colonialism in Asia and in
Africa occupieS, or haaoccupied, certain regions
without dispoasessing tJlleir inhabitants or pillaging
everything that belonged to them. These inhabitants
are now becoming independent again .and masters of
their own country. That was not what happened in
another colonized country and that is still what I am
referring to. I am referring to Palestine, a country
which has not only been occupied but stripped, not
merely of its possessions but even of its i:D.haW>tants.
And the. representative whom you ;JAve just beard was
brazen-faced enough to deny thatt;biSwascolonia,1ism,
whereas we have here a caaG oi' double colonialism,
as it were, since the CKlIl1ltry is cleprlved both of its
sovereignty and oUts territory. Not only did the representative in quesUon deny the f.actsbut he has also,
unwittingly, given the lie toa ce7ttdnpersonalitywhom
all JeWB respet:t and who waa the actual founder of
Zionism a lnmdred years ago and Who, as we alllmow,

entreated Great Bri1ain to help .:In creating a JewJ.sh
national home in Palestine, so that Palestine might
become, as he $aid,a bridge-head for European
colonialism. in ASia.
131. Unfortunately, though coloniaUsm ~a disappeared or is disappearing from Asia, the bridge-head
has remained and that is preoisely what has got to
be eliminated"
132. Secondly, the condemnation of colonialism made
in the Soviet text, in favour' of which my delegation.
has voted, castigates the manifestation' of the endemic
evil of racial deacrimjnation. Can the brazen denials
of tberepresentative of ISrael, or even of the dele-.
gates who spoke before him, conceal a reality which
is so blatant? Israel is, after all, a Jewish state.
Therefore, it follows incontrovertibly that a non-Jew
ia a citizen ofadifferentcategory.ISit not in a Jewish
State's Parliament that peoplE? are discussing the
question whether the- Jews 'of the Exodus were six
thousand or sixty thousand or six hundred thousand and
where the Head of the Government, Mr. Ben Gurion,
because he ventured to express views differing from
those held by certain other political parties, is now
faced with an interpellation and even, possibly, a Tote
of confidence? Is that body a Parliament or a synagogue? We are perfeotly justified in asking that question.
133. Ths Jewish state of ISrael being what it is, a
non-Jew is, in point of fact, treated asa second-olass
citizen, as a gentile, as tlle Jews used formerly to
say. We are again passing through an era of gentilenessl It is this new manifestation of colonialism that
Js condemned by the Soviet text which we voted for.
134~

Thirdly, and finally, the representatives of
Israel uttered vehement protests when we explained
how Palestine had been invaded and colonized. They
protested, more particularly, against the charge of
having employed Hitler-Wte methods against the population of the Holy Land. After all, though, it was not
the Arabs who compared Israeli behaviour with Hitler's
of ten years previously. It happened in 1948 in the
Security Council and the person who spoke in those
terms waS not an Arab representative. The one who
was aroused by the disgraced behaviour of JewS and
who said tha.t the Jews in Palestine had been•••
135. Mr. COMAY (Israel) (from the floor): A point
of order.
136. Mr. AMMOUN (Lebanon) (translated from·
French): I bave finished, Mr. President.
137. The PRESIDENT: As the representative of
Lebonon has finished, I give the floor to the representative of Israel on a ~oint of order.
138. Mr. COMAY (Israel): I think the kindest thing·
I can do about the lastspeakerts siatementis to repudiate it in toto and refer him for the reasons to the
statement I made this morning [946th meeting] :In
reply to the statement bis delegation made earlier.
139. My delegation fully supported the draft resolution
submitted by a group of Asian and African countries,
and we are happy that it bas been adopted without
opposition. This reau1t gives proper expression to,the
dramatic changes that have come o'Y'erthe world in
our time. We feel that it is in the beat interests of
the SUbject peoples themselves thatattainmentofinde..
pendence and the transfer of powers should, wherever
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possible, take place in an agreed and orderlymanner,
and not in oircwnstancesof conflict and ohaos.
140. It is for that reason that we have voted against
proposals which would categoriqally insist that all
Non-Self-Governing Territorie$ should become independent forthwith, or even by the end of 1961. The
more flexible and realistic wording ofdraft resolution
A!L.323 and Add.1-6 commended itself to us more
strongly, particularly as it constitutes the common
ground which evolved in the discus$ionsam.ong- the
sponsors themselves.
141. We have also voted against a declaration which
injected the granting of independence to col0n.i2,l countries and peoples into the controversies of the cold
war. We believe this, too, is not what is beneficial
for the peoples concerned and not what they want
themselves.
142. Mr. WADSWORTH (United states of America):
I· wish to explain the·atti.tude. of the United states towards the forty-three-Power draft resolution, which
has just been adopted without opposition, and the
reasons for our abstention'in the vote•. The United
States, as I said in my previous intervention in this
debate [937th meeting], warmly supports and endorses
the iIiterest and concern of the UnIted Nations in promoting larger freedom for peoples everywhere. The
support of freedom is a conceptspringingfrom deeplyheld beliefs of the American people. We accol"dingly
welcomed the underlying purpose of this resolution
sponsored by the forty-three delegations, which we
unde:rstand to be the advancement of human freedom
in Ute broa€ful3t $ense.
143. Th.econcept of human freedom. as the resolution
just passed makes perfectly clear, applies not only to
peoples who are achieving self-government ar independence under the administration of the various
Member States, but also to other peoples whose desire
to live under free institutions of their own choosing
is brutally stifled. Freedom is indeed indivisible.
144. Now. there are difficulties in the language and
thought of this resolution» which I shallconunenton
more specifically in a moment, which made it im.possible for us to support it, because they seem to- negate
certain clear provisions of the United Nations Charter.
This we deeply regret, tbatthese qq~stionsof language
could not have been straightened out, and we regret it
because, as I have said, the United States endorses
the support of the United Nations, as set forth in its
Charter, for the basic quest of people everywher~ for
political institutions and governmental forms inkeeping with their rights to live in dignity and in freedom.
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145.. One thing is clear. however. This resolution
applies equally to all a1"eas of the world which are
not free, whether they a1"e in. the Western hemisphere,
in Africa, Asia or Europe. It speaks of freedom from.
alien subjugation, domination and exploitation for all
peoples. It proclaims that all people have the right to
self-determination. It conQemns colonialism in all its
manifestations. Members of the United Nations would
not be true to their trusts and responsibilities under
the Charter if they failed to consider the plight of some
of the peoples to whom the Charter's provisions and
those of the new deolaration are clearly relevant.
I refer specifically to peoples living unde1" Soviet
colonial domination, whose plight I mentioned in my
p1"evious interventiOn.

. ,my
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146. We found difficulties,as I noted earlier, in the
language and thought of this resolution. For.instance,
It is hard to understand why a resolutionon this broad
subject should be completely· silent on theimpo1"tant
contributionswbich the administering Powers, including my own Govel"D.ment, have ~de in the advancement
of dependent peoples towards $elf-government or
independence.
147. The resolution also is heavily weighted towards
complete independence as the only accep1able goal,
thus ignoring the Charter provisions for self-government of dependent areas within larger political
contexts.. We see this reflected in the title of the
resolution and in many of its paragraph$.. The penultimate p.reamblllarparagraph, for example, speaks of
the inalienable right of all peoples to complete freedom, which seems to point to full independence in all
cases.
148. For our part,we must question the Wisdom of
. espousing principles which would resultin some cases
in unnecessary political fragmentation andwhiohwould
also fly in the face of political and economic realities
.in many areas of the world. Full democratio selfgovernment within a larger and stable political system.
is sometimes a more worthy immediate objective than
full political independence..
149. In examining with care, as· we have done, the
major aspects of this resolution, we reached the conclusi6n that parag:raphs 3, 4 and 5 aresu6ceptible
to sel"ious misinterpretations which could cause basic
misunderstanding of the attitude of the 'Va1"ious Governments here on the need for orderly and effective
preparations for self-government 01" independenoe in
accordance with the Charter provisions. Although we
a1"e sure that this was not the intent of the sponsors
of the resolution, paragraph 3 permits tb.,~ interpretation tbatthe question ofpreparation for independence
is wholly irrelevant. Adequate preparation for self..
government or independence is a matter ofelementary
prudence and is a responsibility which must be accepted by those administering dependent peoples. It is
clearly essentialtbat emerging peoples be reasonably
able .to undertake the responsibilities they will have
to face. On the other hand, we would nevel' agreetbat
false allegations in respect of political, economic.
social or educational preparation should be used to
retard political development..
150. Paragraph 4, written in unqualified language,
seems to preolude even legitimate measures for the
maintenance of law and order, and this ls,of course.
incompatible With the obligations of the Administering
Authorities towards the peoples under their administration.
151. As for paragraph 5, here again is a w1"ystrong
statement that only complete independence and freedom
is the acceptable political goal for dependent peoples.
This paragl"aph also calls for immediate steps to
transfer all powers to the peoples of Trust and NonSelf-Governing Territories, without any. conditions
ar reservations.
152. rrhe 1"ecord of the United states in taking steps
for the self-government Or independel1ce of peoples
under its administration is an open book. We are
proud of that record. We have taken many steps in
the. past, we are taking step$ now, and. we will take
fu1"ther steps in the' future, and we Will do this in a
manner in consonance With our international1"espon-

sibiliti~~)under the Charter and our reafibnsibilities
" ~~r Jl1~ people under our adtninistration~i Like many
other Members of the United Nations, we re,gard the
provisions of Chapters XI and xn of the Charter,
which deal specifically with Non-Self-Governing and
Trust Territories, as controlling so· far as the Territories for which we are responsible are concerned.
The. United Stat.43S Government will continue toadvance
these Territories and theb:' peoples towards selfgovernment· or independence in accordance with the
provisions of the Charter and the obligations we have
assumed under the Trusteeship Agreement for the
Trust Territory we administer.

153. I would caU attention to a very wise statelll.ent
which was made from this rostrum notlongago by the
representative of India who, while ~.cussing his delegation's position on another matter, said, "We do not
feel that we could fully support it unless we could
support every word of it". Thiythe major reason
WilY the United Statef1l felt constrained to abstain on
th1d particular vote. I should Uke to say, however,
that I am sure that the devotion of the United states to
the principles of human freedom and political advancement will be judged bywhat the United States has done,
is doing andwill continue to do in the cause of freedom.
I have every confidence that our Stlpportof these principles· will be considered on the basis of ou!" record
'in action as it really is, and not as it is distorted or
may in the future be distorted by the words of others.
154. I will turn now very briefly to the Sovi~t draft
which the Soviet delegation pressedbefore the Assembly in this debate. That draft wouldbaveaddedilcthing
useful to. the forty-three-Power draftresolution, which
we .all mew would be adopted without opposition. We
regret that the Sovietrepreaentative insisted onpressing it, as well as on pressing his am~~ndment to the
forty-three-Power draft resolution; ill view of the
Soviet record of imperialism and colcmialism in the
relatively brief history of the USSR, a1L1d particularly
since the Second World War, it would have been a
travesty to adopt the Soviet proposal ('JIl this question,
and we therefore voted against it.

155. Mr. BEN ABOUD (Morocco) (translated from
French): All the declarations and resolutions concerning the eradication of colonialism in all its forms
follow the normal trend of history and all of them,
without exception, correspond to the hopes ofmanklnd
aa a. whole for the advent and the consolidation of the
reign of positive and real freedom. 11lat is why we
voted in favour of the draft declaration submitted by
the Soviet Union [A/4502], more especiallya.s regards
the three numbered paragraphs. Of course. the sub.,stance of the provisions contain()d. in this dec~aration"
is to be found, more or less, in the declaration which
is contained in the African-Asian draft resolution
[A/L.~23 and. Add.1-6]. We are pleased to note that
this latter document has .been adopted without oppoaition.

156. We voted in favour of the draft declaration submitted by the Soviet Union so that we might by so
doing contribute to the final abolition of the enslavement, overt or covert, of man by his fellow man.
Nevertheless, if there is an objection a.t this late
hour to giving a lengthy. enumeration of the reasons
for our vote. we feel it is important to state one at
least of these reasons.
157. The three numbered paragraphs in the Soviet
Uni.on's declaration refer to: .real and not fictitious
independence, complete and unequivocal; the elimiJU1tion of colonialist strongholds, whichnowadays disturb
the tranquillity of the international atmosphere, and
respect for territorial integrity. .
158. The same principles are mentioned in the
African-Asian draft resolution. In particular, paragraph 6 explains very well what our delegation understands by territorial integrity. When we discussed
this document and agreed to become a sponsor, we
had in mind a long list of examples of the partitioning
and disruption of the unity of national territories.
I shall confine myself to mentioning three of these
examples.
159~ First, there is the attempt, which we trust will
prove.futile and unsuccessful, to dismember the Congo,
particularly in Katanga.
,160. Secondly, I would mention the regrettable dism~mberment and occupation of Palestine, which we
trust is only temporary and brief, by this new phenomenon of foreign colonialism mown as international
Zionism.
161. Thirdly, there are the efforts-employing the soft
and silent tactics of the viper-of French colonialism
to' partition Morocco and disruptits national territorial
unity. by setting up an artificial state in the area of
Southern Morocco which the" colonialists call Mauritania: The population of that area does not even mow
the word "Mauritania". If you tell a Bedouin of socalled Mauritania" that you are in Mauritania, he will
not unders~nd what you are ta1ld.ng about. In that area
a miniature capital has been created out of absolutely
nothing; up to now ttdidnotevenhave a single hotel. A
newly.built school has even been converted into living
quarters.
162. Thus, the Soviet draft declaration for which we
voted follows a line similiar to that of the AfricanAsian declaration demanding the radical and complete
eUntlnation of colonialism, be it European. or Zionist,
and of the kind of balkanization that is being practised
in Africa, the Middle East and elsewhere.
163. The PRESIDENT: All delegations wishing to
explain their' votes have now done so and the item
ItDechiration on the granting ofindependence to colonial
countries and peoples" is concluded.. The Assembly
may well congratulate itself on this accomplishment.
The meetin~ rose at 6.1.5 p.m.
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DECI.,ARATION ON THE GRANT' .OF INDIDqSDUSCE TO
COLONTAL COUNTAIE'J AND PEOPT,NS

Subnltted

Khrushchev. Chalrnan

lya

of the

Counei-]. of
on, oa
on6

that set up the Unlted Natl ons founded ite Charter upon the
l-ofty and. hueane idea16 of equallty of rlghte and. the sel-f-determiEatlon of
Ilhe States

nations end peoples.
Rn"'n i?l +.hF -6a.1.d of vlctorious concLuEiotr of the Second Worf.d [{ar, the
Unlted Natlons enbod.led hopeo that the i.nequaltty and. easlavellent of some neiions
aEd. leoples by others voul-d. dlsappear along r*ith the barbarlty and. erlnlna l
actB of fa6c16n and nlLitEr16n. 3ut not. all tbe hopes of the tr)ecples cane tfue.
StllL unso].ved ls a vltal problen of ou" timel the complete llberati on of
uankind. frorx the ehamefu]- col-onial- regimes lnherited from the !ast.
Ours l-s an era of slr'ift
1 of soclety; an era in whi ch mo"e progrebslve
"ener.E
and. equtt€,b1e r'rEyB of Life are belEg effixmed.; aD ex"a ln ldeich uan 1s soaring
upr,Jard s to unpreced,ented. trastery over forces of nature. The time ha6 come for
the compJ-ete and final llberatloo of peopl-eF languislring in coLonla]- bondage i'
Tberefore the States Members of the UDlted. NatlonB 6o1enn1y d.eclare theiT
convicttons, intentLons.and. d.euand.s for the grant of ind-epend.ence to col-oniatreountrles and. peolLes "
PeopLeB that oppress other peolles can]xot be free. Every free peopl-e should
help to lfin freedom and. ind.epend.ence for tlse peop].es that are 6t111 oppressea.
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Th.e

great rebirth of the ens].aved peoples

svlft l_iberatlon and. euancipatLon of couatries and peoples is a
slgnificant feature of our time' Even ln the lifetrme of the lresent generatlon,
trqo thirds of the lrorld.r s potr)urati on vere Living und er colonial cordltions.
At the end of the First worl-d. irrar the chains of the cor-oniar oppression of natl ons
feLl- a\4ay in a number of countries. The tanaer of nati onar i.ndepend.e'ce,
raised. hlgh over the ltorld, has become no1ar the banner of hund.red.s and b.r]nd red.s of
mll-ri ons of people o,' ar-r contrnents of the gr-obe, The ti-rne has come for the
l-l-berati on and rebirth'of nations., peopres and- tri.bes vhi ch lrere but
"ecentbf
oppressed and d o1{ntrod.d_en, Ter.s of nev. States have
Jolned the fa&ify of
lnd ependent countries. The d.eeocrati c id_eas of equality of Tlghts and Bel_f_
d.eterulnation of nations are being transfated. lnto rea].ity.
Ihe n{fbh of the lnabil-1ty of colonial_ peoples to govern, to create and. to
bu11d has cruebled to dust.
Today no one can say that the tr)eoples of Asia, Afri ca, or latin A.nerl can
cannot govem. thenselves. Gtgantic forces have avakened, exulting, to build a
nev lnd-epend.ent l-ife. rudeed, the settl-e&ent of international_ affairs is nov
lnconceivable rithout the particilatlon of the peopte's Republi c of ch1na, o,ittrout
the partlollation of the l-iberated. peoples of India, fnd.ooesia, Buflta, Ceylon,
the United Arab Republic t It:aq, Ghara, Gulnea and other States, laxge and. snal}.
Today no one can say that the liberati on of natioDs and peopl-es forflerly
under the yoke of cor-onlari.sm rrrirl brlng in its train an expansion of the zone
of confli cts and cr-ashes betveen countrles. ftr the contrary, nationar r_rberation
has brcadened the zone of peece, vhile coIcn1e1 opp"esslon and co].onlal
policy ha i'e l-ed, and stll]. 1ead , to v,ars .
Today no one ce,n assert that the l_iberatlon of Dations }rlll l-€ad. to
depression of the econo&y, trade, crafts o" agri cul-ture. Ol1 the cottrary,
experlence sho$r' that it is the po1ltical liberation of coronial peoples and tbe
establi sbment of ne}I ind.ependent States that open the vay for a genuine rise
in the na,tionaf econony.
Today no one wj.Il dale to aseert that the liberatloE of peoples f"cm the
col-onial yoke rdll r-ead to the decune of culture, Life shows that on the
heer-s
of liberation come the
up.urge and fr.overing of distlnctive natr onal
"ebirth,
TI:'e
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cultures, the spread. of pubi_i c education, the llxprovenent of health care, lbe
tralnlng of skllLed. natloDaL person::el, and. iacreased potentlaLltles for eqrlchlng

$or].d. cul-ture.

It 1s not only the peoples of the last vho gg,i.n from the Liberetion of,
prerlously oppressed. natlons, but the peoples of tbe West as wel].. The cause of
the freedom of peotrl1es, of rels,tlons anong then on a footlng of equality., and. the
preserl,atlon of peace ln the rior].d. are plaeed_ on a firner foundatlon"
But the liquldatlon of the coloniat regine is yet to be coropleted..
The States Menbers of the Unlted Natlons canaot re@,ib lnd.iffeleEt to the
fact that, ia the anclent laDd.s of Afrlca aEd Aola, on the lsLand.s of Oceeqle,
or1 the LBlaad.B of the ca"lbbean &nd. 1r1 other places, over one hur]d.red B]:lLl-lon
people etlll laEgulsh tn coLonial gubJugatloE. The BeopleB of theee countrJ. es
have the right to nationaL lnd.epend.ence; nevertheLess they a"e stil_l_ wlthout
rigbts, they a"e et113. kept lb the stockB, I! theEe countri es, i,{.olence and.
lalrlesgness relgn as beforej iD the6e countrles the hlgheet lalr is profit f,or
forelgners. Thetr lnterest 1s aLJ., and the lnallenable rl€hts of ran and
peopl-e are nothing. ftre sr''ay of forelgn adminlstrators !'ho desBise and loot the
local population; the pelsecution of trtbes; the derislon of neti onal custotrs;
inequality of status and rights for the ind.16enou6 inhabitantsi shameful
d.isregard. for their vital- lnterests; and. the huniliation of natlonal aad huh8n
dignity; all these arouse profor:nd. indignation in every ran of honour.
There the sw1sh of the overseeris lash 1s heard.; there heads fal-1 ,x]d.er the
executloner I s axe "
fhe peoples of

the colonies do not ]{ant to ll.ve i,n slavery or io coDd.itlons
of servltudej they are fightlng for their rigbts and ind ep endeoce, fo" everJrthlng
that other peoples enjoy. rn thetr path, hol,revel, stand. the sel-fish lnteregts of
imleriallst clrcl-es 1n the West, hlnd ering the fulfllment of the peoples'
JuBt aspiratloos. Col-onia]. \rars, pulitive et{trledltions, the open lootlng of
peoples by the monopolies, mllltary tribuj]al-s and. secret trials, reservatioos,
colour bars, prlsons and concentratLoE camps - these are some of the nethods by
qhich overt and. covert colonlali.sts try to st@,agLe evelythlng alive, independ.ent
and national_ in co].onlal cou.ntries.
The conference of AfrL can nations i-n Accr' Justl-y set the breld of colonlal
fascism oD afl this'
/..-
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for the preservatloD of the o1d. syBterxg of col-onial- rul-e
sti]-l yeam for savage !0ea,sures of retributlon in the co]-onies. 0f course,
such meagures are hamperlng llberatlon. Brt d.oes not life take 1ts course? Did.
cruel reprlealB, ca"rled out over a period. of dec€,d.e6, 6top the l-lberatl-on
of fndoneela? Did the rErssacre of tens and hundred.s of thousand s of people i:r
fEdo-Cblna €ave coloule,l donlrs,tlon there? Cb,E the crimes nov belng conmitted
agg,1nst the peoples of Afri ca etop the irresistibl-e lrocess of the liberation
Those who stand.

of Afrl

can nations

oppression and. d-espotism i,r"111 save the absolute colonlal o"d.er.
those kilJ.ed on the road to freedom it carnot be sald th6t they are

No forces

And

of

of

?

no, they are alLve in the memory of tpe peoples, they w:iIl Llve forever
as heroes of the struggl-e for natlonal llberation.
Co]-ordall sm ls In lts deatb-throes, But in its fa,st hour it can cause much
sufferlng and. take nany uictlbs, rr:ln oany more Lives in colonl-es and.
nrctropoLltao corrntrl-es, destroy uuch of the ueatth created. by the labour of Eany
d.ead.j

geuer€.tions.

a].l- peoples oD earth and to a].]. Govenments
not to stand. by as tddlfferent observexs of the sufferings of the col-onlalpeoples. 16 j.t possible to rere,in deaf to the groaoB of the people of KerSE,
where for eight years the col-onial authorltles have been exterminatlng the ].ocalThe United. IF'tlons appeels

to

it lnto reservetlons, prisons and concentl:atL on canpsj
to the sufferings of the people of Cnan, agalnst lrhom a rdar of usurT)atlon 16
being r,,aged.? I,lho can reraln calla in the face of the unending reprj.6al_s visited
populatloo after drlving

on the populati on of l[rasaland., Aagola, Mozambique, Rhod-esia,, Ruanda-Unmdt,
South West Africa, Tanganylk€,, UgaDda and llest frlan?

ft is

lna.lnl selb1e 1a this age of progress, bri1l1ant scientlfic d.iscoveries
and. lnmeasurably g"eater huEan corltroL over the forces of nature tha.t Fr€,nce
shouJ-d. be r.!€,ging a colonlal uar iD Al€erla wlth alrcl€,ft, artlllery, taDks,

of nass d-estnrcti.on agalnst the Al-gerlans uho have
fought for nearly slx. years wlth se].f].ess courage for the freed.om end independence
of tbelT notherland., mr:td.red s of th.ousand.s of A].gerlans have been ki-l-].ed,
naqy Al-gerian torrnE and. uiJ.l-ages burned. and. d.estrolred, a fifth of the countryr s
populetlon herd.ed. lnto concentxatlon camps. !y sons of I'lEnce are dylng for this
napal-u bombs and. other means

unjust cause'

luts

/
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Ce,n

a sltuatlon

conti.nue to be tolerated? No, it cannot, if the
the great cause of peace, the interests of hunanity and progress are

such

interests of

5

rralued .

Forwhat purpose d-o those qb.o refuse to renoulce col-oaidl- ruJ-e lrage
murd.erous r"ra,rs against peoples? llhy are the freed.om-l-oving aspiratlons of the
ebslaved peoples suppressed.? Sometimes it ts sald. that this is done in the
loterests of the ncluilizationtr of the J.ess d.eveloped cou::tries to prelnre then

for

Bel-f-gover"rment.

But thls 1s a lle given the guise of truth.
What civi]-lzation have five centuries of colonlal tyraEny brought to the
Africaa countrl-es of Atgola, Mozanblque and Portuguese Otrinea, r.I'ith an area
of toore than haLf that of Western Europe and a lopulatloD of eleven nil-ljton?
They have brougbt poverty, the lo6s of al]. rlghts, the forclb.l-e conflscation of
land l'latered lrith the sveat of nany generatiobs and. the expuLslon of farmers to
barren end. d rought-ridden regions.
Ttrere, arbitrary ruJ-e1 fanine, ignorance and d.isease axe ramtr)ant and ]Iintual
sLavery and. forced. l-abour are stIll practieed.. There is Dot s, sltlg].e higher
educatlonal lnstltution and- practlcallJr no Becond.ary educetlon.
lihy 18 Portugal- al-l-oved to practise such coloniaL despottsm in this age?
On

vhat

grourds

?

I! half a centuzy of Belgian

colonial_ d.oulnatl on the Congo's polul-atl on
d.eclined by more than haLf through punlttve erq)ed.ltlons, starvatlon and. dlsease"
When

Its

the

lnd.epead.ence

of the Relub:|ji.c of the

Congo xras

proclalued only e fev of

Lnhabltante coul-d read. and wrlte.
The BLtuation 1E other African colonLeB 1e oo better.
0f course, lo 6one larts of the colouleB, road.s, alrfiel-ds, ports, Elnes and
a felt school-s have been buil-t, 3ut al-1 thls ls for the puxpose of eqri-olttag
tbe lndlgenous populatL on and. pluld.ering the natural wealth of those colobieq.
The asBertion that coloniel ruJ.e ls neceseary to lrevent strife, fratriqi del
vars betveen tribes and. peoples in the col-onies is a].so a.d.el-lberate 11e.
DeveLopments in the Coago shoir that colo!.ial-ism thrives oa d.iscord_ and
deJ-lberately instigated. guarrels betlreen trlbes and. peoples i Jt tries to r,realken
their counon struggle for llberatloa. The lxotto of the coloqial-ists is stll-X
olvl.o.e and rule I
I

\
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i.s inscrlbed. on the bamers of Asian and. African peopl_es fighting for
thelr natioral freedom eBd ind-epend.ence? ftte peace and solldarity slogans
of Sandujxg and. AccrE, are there lnEcribed.
Indifferent to the c€,J-ls of Justlce, the colonlalists try to preserve
arbltraril-y-dt:avD frontlers dlvidlng peoples abd trlbes, as vell as klnd red.
econotrd e reglons of Afrlca and to dlBrupt the unlty and terrltorial integrity of
tany countrles.
What

for

coLonlaL countri es and

fhe Unlted l{ations appeals to peopLes and Goverlments irreEpectlve of fihere
their cou::trles nay be - East oz'West, North or South - to ask the questlon
posed todey by events thenseLves: d.oes the rotten colonia]- systeu natch the
ideals of nations abd the potenttaliti-es of the preEent age?
Ole need- only comlare the d evelopment in the past century of tbe iodepend.ent
countries of gurope or North Anlerlca uith that of co]-onla]- countrl_es in
Afri ca to reF,llze ttrat the tr,ath of coLoniali-sm Lead.s to the regression, atrophy,
and. degradation of the forcibly enslaved. countries,
"ul'n
Whlle i.n the econonl cally-d evelop ed. countries lnd.ustry, tr€,nsport,
ag}i. culture, science and culture have reached a high level, vessels propelled by
atonic energr have been bull-t and artLflcral celestlal bodies faunched. into
slace, Africa, a 1and. of fabulous veal_th, le backward and he,s become a continent
of faninej its aain agri. cultural- irylenents, Just as they were thousand.s of years
ago, are the (attock, the vood_en plough and the shazpened etake; its lritritlve
system of agrlculture is causing soil exhaustion and. eroslon.
There is nov a veritable abyss betveen the h:Lgh1y-industriarized. ind.epend.ent
sta,tes and. the colobial countries, vhereas Asia and. Africa r.rere once the cl€d.le
of great civil-lzatlons r,&lch eoriched. the cutture and. clvllLzation of other

peopLes.

re,ln object of the colonla] vegime is 1n fact to secure enormous profi.ts
for blg foreign nonololies, $hl ch have seized. the key econonic positions in
the colonies and to extort thelr vealth by every possi.ble means. Thereforer the
entire econorry of a colony is one of eq)Loltation. Havr'g first of al-l- been
subordlnated. to the ra,rrov interests and. r]eeds of the narkets of the hd.iuidual
ind.u6tlial- eountrles, its d.evelopment 1s slov, defoymed and one-sld.ed.
Tlxe
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after

llberated &€,s it recognized. that its future lies
not 1a the prod.uction of coco8, alone, but iu the d.evelopment of modern indristries
wlth extenslve utll-lzatloD of its large resou.rces of hyd.Toelectric power and
enormous deposits of ,bauxite and that this constitutes its greatest value ln terms
of wor]-d- econo!ry.
Und-er the colonial regime the enoz:nous hydro-pora'er resources of the Republt c
of the Congo also rene,ined untapped, elthough thelr potentlal- capacity is
nealfy equal to the present output of electri e pover in a1l- the countries of
Western Europe put together. The utllizatlon of the6e resource6 alone vould
not only allow the full exptoite.tion of co]-ossal olneral lrealth and_ @,ise the
leveL of agri c.ulture in the Republic of the Congb, but also substantia,lly
transform the entire econonl c pattern of the Central- Afri can couttrj-es and great\r
improve the wel_l-being of their popula,tions,
ft has been scl,entifically est€,b].ished. that al-l the couetries of the Afri can
continent, as wel-I as those in 6'i:iier cobtinents, possess vast, d.1ver6e and as
yet l"argefy unorplored. natural resources. They cou].d be &s,d.e to serve the
peo!l-e6 of these countrLes abd- thereby serve the vhole of nankind. But the
colonial system dellberately and arbifically perpetuates the economic backr,rArdness
of the colodes, hlnd.erlng their industTial-i zatl on and. the rati oral_ utilization
of their resources, This i.s coupl_ed. v1th aa unpreced_ented. squandering of
publi c property, lnnense vaste of labour and the pred.onlnance of the ])a"a61tlc
sin8l-e-crop uethod of ecooouli c ailmj nistratlon of the coLoryial coutxtTies adapted
to the se]-fish lnterests of the metlropo].ltan coul]tri-es.
The present LeveJ. of lndustrleJ. and technol-ogi cal_ d eveJ_opment and the latest
achlevements of Ecie!.ce, agrlculture and. cul-ture uake 1t posslble to Blace
al-L this vast wealttr ln the servi-ce of the peopl-es .(l'j.thin a conearativefy short
time. In ord.er to use lt, hovever, it ls flrst of a]-l necessary to secure
for the peoples the ri-ght to an ind.epend.ent sd.stence, to ellninate the colonial
systen2 and. to provlde econonlc assistance in aaklng use of tbis weal-th. This
1{i].1 nake lt possible to inprove the Ebl3_-belng of the loca1 popul-ation, to
erlEnd the calaci.ty of the interlla]- ndrket, and to d.o ara,y r,i-J.th existiog
llrlteracy, rrith the shortage of natitnat cadres., and. r,rith the d onchatLon of, the
one- crop systen in the col_onla]- econorqr " The col-onlaL systen d.ces not
lelmit
the solution of probJ-ens of this kidd. or the great technol-oglcal achtevenents lrhi ch
are ar. insetr€.rabl_e lart of modern civilization.
Only

Ghana bad- been
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benefits derlrrlng froro the exlLoltatlon of colonles do not in any sense
go to the peoples but pt{oarily to the blg foretgn aonopolles - to bilLlonaires.
The peoples of both E,st and ltrest are coupeLled to pay a heaw trtbute to
col-oniaL1sn. Oli- and. coffee, rubber and cotton, copper and banabas, a rariety
of t€,tt uateriaLs and fooilBtuffs brought 1u frce the colonies are sol_d. at
prices nany t1ne6 bigber than those fo" lfulch they are purchased. on the spot,
peopLe twl ce - in the East vhen they buJr aad ln the West vbeo
Th.e oonopoLles
"ob
they BelL colonlal- good5 and. rav Eteria]-s.
Moreover, they conpel the coJ_onlal peopl-es to naintain forelgn troops and
a forelgn adninlstratlon in peacetime, i.e. to pay for the chalns 1n whL ch they
are held.. At the same ti.ne, the monopolies 1fipose higlre" taxee on ts,xpayers
1B the metropolltan countrles for the purrose of inductlng punitlve exlerditlons
and. colonial- xars, forcing the peopJ-es of the metropolltan countri es ae weLl
to lay for the shackles i.n r&Lch the monopolist-col-onialists put other peopl_es.
In fact, they are burJdog tn field.s of d.erastation the freedon of tbelr ovn
peoples together ldth the independ.ence of other natloas. This sts,te of affairs
ls ln itself a Ferious lndlctmeBt of the co]-onlal system.
Yet, lf the States Members of the Unlted }lation€ and above aL1, of course,
those r,rhl ch at one tlme lmposed, the yoke of colonlalism on nuterous peoples
shoved even a ninimue d.egree of und.erstendlng of the urgeDt need.s of these
peopleo, the:r vould flnd xays of neetlng those needs. obe of the main method B of
dolng this is to resoJ.ve the dlsarmament probJ-em and curte,lL the lri11tary
The

expenditure of States.
As iB general-ly knom2 the states belonging to the nilita11r-col-orlal-1st North
Atlantlc bloc alone spend. $62,00o a111lon an:rually on the arlls rs,ce. ff evea hal-f
of thls 6ue that is spent arnually for unp"oductlve purposes that are dangerous to
peece sere u6ed. for the development end advanceo.eDt of, for exa,nple, the Afri-can
countdesr gi ga-atf c englneering projects could. be carrled out, lncluding the
fngul, concuru, €H;#J and volta, pleDs - plans for the construction of 1a3ge
hydroelectric stations, lrrigati on syster0s abd induEtrlal enterprises and. for
agr:icuJ-tural deve!-opment. The riberated nattons of Afri ca could bu1ld schools,
uolversities, hospitaLs end roads everJffhere and. carry out other neasures
vhl ch rrcul-d. enable then to re,ise agrl culture a6 wel-L- to a hi.gher level of mod.ern

develolment'
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trurJrs,
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rf the bonds of

colonlallsm vere renoved frcno the Afblcan

other colonies, that vould facj.lltate the utllizatLon of thelr natural
resou:ace6, increase the de&and i!' those cor:ntrleg for European and Ameri can
nachlnery and other lnd.ustrtal products, ex;:and. eqrorts of rav ne.terlals for the
lnd.ugtry of Europe and. the United- States, j.ncrease eurplcynent a,nd the utlljaatlon
of p"oductlve capeclty, and. raise the llvlDg stend.ards of the peopleE of the
and-

L

lEd.ustrially-developed. couEtrLes.
nvely honest person and. every gove?Iment that real-ly stends for the egualtty
of peopl-es, for the real-tzatlon of the great pur?oses and. prlnciples proclatloed.
tn the Unlted- lb,tLons Charter, camot but see that col_onlal1eu is ao obBol"efe
aqd shamefuL phenoneEotl 1a nod.ern l-lfe. TIxe conp:.ete and finat e]-irLiDation of
co].onlal-1sm voul-d. be the prelud.e oot oDly to Eocial progress but atso to
Bu:ift technlcal strides ln industry and. ag"icul^ture, just as the end. of the slave
trade lent a poverfuJ- lleetus to the d.evelopnent of the produetlve forces of
society.
The ellninatlon of colorri'.lism vould. be a key measure in yed.uc ing internlatlon.-l
tenslon. ft wa6 1lrecisely the deBlre to lrevent the liberation end the
national deveLolment of the young States of Asla, Afrlca and latlE Anerl ca that
l-ed. to such armed. conflLcts and llars iq the poet-1,Iar perlod. as those in Indo$esla,
Ind.o -Chlne and AJ.ger1a, the aggresslon age,lnst E$rct, the foreigE lnterventlon
1b Lebanon aad Jold.a!., th.e conspiracles against Syria a!'d It€,q, and eo forti.
fnd eed., throughout tbe last eentury &o6t lrars and. arared. confl"lcts vere in ohe
rlay or another conneeted. Trith colottla]_lsm, Ii-lth. the st"uggLe of the na,J or powere
f,or the d"ivleion ancl redl.strlbution of col_onles.
The peoBles have oE nore ths,n one occasion been subjected. to the terribl_e
d.anger thet co].onlal lrars vould. d.evelop lnto a !.ew vorl_d. va". And nov the
intervention agalnst the Republ-tc of the Congo has }ed to aggravatlon of thq
internatlonar sltuati-on and. has jeopardlzed. the cause of peace i.n Africa and_,
ladeed., not only in Africa " Can one forget that und.er present-day condltiohs,
tith nuclear aDd rocket veapons in eri-6tence, the flanes of ller, once kindred on
one contlEent, c€.n engulf 1n an instant the enti.re glcte.
l€,ny of the nost impo?tant focl of the present international tensloD - in
the Mid.dl-e and the Far b,st, in Afrlca and ln latin Anerl ca - are to a
coneld.erabLe d.egree the outgrow.bh of co].onialist pollcy. Colonles and. othe"
i
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so-called. "non-self-governinB territoriesrr are often used- es ro:i lltary bases of
foreign Povers, as. prordng grounds for atcmic tests. Can 6uch a situation
nake peopJ-e feel secure, relieve them of the fear of varr shov then hov to
extricate themselves from the poverty, hunger and d_isease vhi ch are stiU the 1ot
of the peoples of the coultri es whlch reoaln co]-onies and Trust Territories?
fn add-ltlon to large colouies and Trust TerrltorLes, some povers also
retain strong points in di fferent a"eas of tb.e world., such as tr{est frlan, Okl.nare,
Goe and Puerto Rico, not to mention Taill9,n, against whi-ch the Unlted States
has conmitted. aggression by occupying this territory of the people's Republ_i c of
China, trIhy do the higb.ly-d.eveloped industrlel_ povers need such bases and.
ttpossessi-

the terrltorrr of other countrLes? rs this not a dlrect suruival
of the foreer era of col-on:ial d.c,ndnati.on? !trhat vould the Elrropeans or Amerlcens
say i-f sc@e A6ian or Afrj.can countries denand.ed bases for thenselves in the
countTies of Ilestern Europe or North America?
ltrere cannot be two opinions on th.is score: theBe bases are rets,lned in
ord.er to threaten the natlonal lnd.epend.ence and security of the neighbourlng
peoples. JuEt as the txE d.lng stations Ln the earJ;r days of colonialisll served. as
a base for the extenslon of the system of colonial oppTe66ion in AfTlce,
Asia and. Anerica.' 60 today, when col-obj.alisn is dlBloteglating, the irperiaj:tsts
are trldng to use the renaialng bases and. colonles to exert brutal pressure on
the ind.epeBdent States of Asla, Africa and latln A&erica.
onsr! on

of the United l{ati ons subroitting this Declaration are of
the opinion that every Govern&ent }&lch is for peace and. progress in deeds,
and not in vJ"ds should. respect the far,'rful- rlghts of al1 Dati ons without exception
i'' 'cheir d enands for eq'aIity, iustice and independ eoce. Either th€se d enand.s
u:il1 be recognized. by aL-]. States or the oppressed. peopl-es, vlth the support
of thelr liumerous friends throughout the world., wiLL take their destiny in thelr
o.n!. hand-s and v-iLL trin l_iberty and independ.eoce, breaklng dovn al-l
the
artiflcis,l barriers erected. i.n their r,,ray by the cor-oniar-ists. nle prlnary duty of
aLl- nations ls to extend a her.ping hand in the .acred struggre for independence
The States Members

and agalnst coloniel-ist d oxdtratl on.
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Together with the lnfamous system of co].onialism2 the varlant of the
col-onial- regime knolln es the trusteeshlp system has al-so outlived. ltsel_f.

a vestlglal- reorant of the eardates

system

of the

League

of Nations, the preFent

trusteeship system in accordance rqlth the united Netions charter should have
pronoted. the d-evel-olneEt of the Trust rerritorles torfards self-goverrment and.
ind.epend-eoce. Ftfteen years have e1apsed., hovever, slnee the Charter llas
ad.opted., but onry four out of eleven rrust rerrltorles have att€,ined ind.epend.ence.
So far no exact dates have been fixed for granting lnd.epend.ence to Trust
Terrl-tories, including the largest of then - Tanganyilra, Ruanda-Urund.i and
Nei{ G?1nee.
Tlf,e.

Polrers regponslble

for 'ttrugteeship",

d.Lsregard.ing the princlpLes

of the

Unlted ]Etions, are i-n fact presenring col_o:ia] regimes, mercil-essly exploiting
the population and prund.eling natunal- resources, rep"esslhg those lrho subrnitted.

letitions to the uuited lvations, hanpering the econonlc and polltLcar d.eveJ-opnent
of the Trust Terrltories .
The tru.steeship systee has Dot justifled itself aE]^,ibere and should be
birried. together with the entire coloniaL system, whlch i6 an ars,chronism.
The regftoe of colonial oppression has l_eft to roankind. a burd ensome l_egacy
ln the folu of nunerous coryJ-:i cated probl-ems. The tragic events taklng place ln
the congo as r',erl as 1n other larts of the vorld vhere peoples are waging a Just
struggle for thelr rtghts, d.e[and. a reasonable solutioE. of the prob]_en of

relations

betrseen

coDtinents

.

the indigenous populatioo and the settlers vho

came

frorr other

naclel discriuination in alL lts odious foras, i,e.rd.i\-lsion of peoples and.
natior:s into the prlvil-eged end. the "Lnferlortt is nothlng but racism, an attempt
to Justify the crl.ne of genoclde, an add.lng of nev atrocltLes to those aL-reedJ
ccmitted, of nel' crtmes to old., a fou.entlng of mut,al hatled and end.1e6s breody
coDfli ct€ between coultries and peoples.
Dlfferent peoples have sklns of a dlfferent col-our, but the colour of their
bl-ood ls the same. And. not a siDgr-e peopre can lay a claln to d.oner.natr. on over
other peoples.
The tles and. relations between the peoples created. at the tLme of
colonlali.sm must be repl-aced_ by nev relati ons based. on the prlnciples of, equAlity,
frie'd.ship and nutual respect, regard.less of the soclal and poLitlcal systems
r
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of Sta,tes, the ideo1ory and politlcal v:i.evs of people or the colour of tbelr
6kin, The peoples ln co1on1e6 shoul-d. be given real independ-ence, not a
flctLtious one under vhlch they r+ouId., in fact, be kept und er a Bodified col-onla].
reglnxe. They are nov d.enand lng not onfy greater freedon rrithin the colonlal
rule but the flnal ellnlnatlon of thls 6y6tet0, freed.on for p"og"ess, the rl eht to
be their ol.rn m"sters, to use thelr olm wealth and the fruits of thel" fabour.
Every forra of ensfavelxent, every nanlfestatlon of rrtrusteeshlprt or " chariQrt!
toi€,rd.s peoples 1s a serl ous lnsult to their dtgnity.
Present real-it1es rnske 1t impero,tive to choose betveen st€,gnatlon and
progress, betrieen slavery and freedom, bet$een d.ivlsion of the peoples and their
unity, betfieen. var and peace.
The Urdted Natlons cor.siders lt its d.uty to urge the Poriers that have
col-orl1a]. possessions to enter lnto negotiatlons on a!., equal footing v:itl
representatives of the peopl-es of the co].on1es and. reach agreement oa the granting
of freed.om and l-nd epend.ence to the colonial- courtries,
Deflnite and. early dates for negoti.atj.ons should_ be fixed. and any
posetbl1lty of coerclon or aggression on the !€.rt of the co].onia]. povers should
be elin:inated.. But should those powerg turn a deaf ear to such an appeal,
shou.Id- they delay the liberation of the col-onles and suppress the l-iberation
Eoveme!.t of the colonial peoples, the pes,ce-]-ov1ng ns,tions shou].d rend.er every
assistance, nol:al and Eatertal, to the peoples fi.ghting for their ind.epend.eace.
The States Menbers of the Uaited Neti ons proceed. frcm the preni.se that every
cou]]try, every nation has a ful_l and. lnaLlenab].e rigfot to indep end ent
exlstence. They feel coneident that the elinlnati on of the colonial regi.me will
not nean the allehation of the countrles of Afri.ca and. Eu?ope frou. one another.
Cn the contm,ry, it wlIL pronote still_ greater co-operation among then. Such
unity and co-ole"ation, however, should. be reciprocal- and freely granted..
The more conslstently and dir.ectl-y the great p"lDclp]-es of lnternatlona]co-operation are realized - the principles of equality, soverei.gnty and terr:itorial_
Integlity, noh.-interference in each others internal_ effairs, ruf,us,] beneflt,
peaceful coextstence end. econouic co-operation - the greater v1LL be the rruirlat
und.erstandlDg and. agreement among free and. equal_ States of the vorLd..
AeQr thus id:ii-l- the countrles of the West and the &.st, the North and the
south nake progress torard,s genuine peaceftrl collaboration a.uong ]]etlons,

^
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utilizing the great achievements of nodem science and culture, Oely thus pan
the hlglr principles of the rlglrt of nations and peopl-es to eel-f-detefldnatlqin
enunclated 1n the United IF,II ons Charter be translated. into rea].ity.
Moved. by a fervent Aesire for the ea"l-iest establisbment of mutual- good-lrilt
and agreercent snong States and. Ire oples as I'iell as bellr',een the indigenous
popul-ation of the Non-Self-Governlng Territories and tho6e l,rho have settled in
6uch territoales and. w16h to l-lve there enj oylng tbe sahe
as those of the
"lghts
national-s of Buch countrtes, the States Menbers of the United Natl ons vhich
have affixed- their signatures to this Declal:ation appeal_ to aIL peopLe,
lrespectlve of language and. race, rellgion and potiticel !-iews:
let ala the peopl-e of tbe gfobe hear us!
We all- i.rhabit the same pl-anet. Cl1 this planet we are botn, ve vork, raise
our child-ren and. pas6 on to them al]. we have actrieved in llfe. And al_thougb
there exist dlfferent Sta,tes in the $orl-d, al]. men are born equal ln d.ignity.
fbe very course of hietoric development nov poses the questlon of comp.l,ete
and finat erlr.ni natlon of the col-oniar reglne ltr afr its forss and nanifestations,
not some tlme Ln the d-istant future, but inmediately and uncond.ltioDall-yf
According\r, the States Me@bers of the UDited \tstlons s olernr-r'i y proclai4 the
followlng

1,

Euet be

d.eeands :

All

cololrl.a]- countries and f?.u6t and Non-Self-Covernlng

Teritories

natLoral states in accoralance }r:ith the freeb-expreBsed nllr and desire of
thelr
and.
on in alL
ovE

in the forn of
of al-1 countries are urged_ to obqerve strictly and.
the provlsions of the Unlted lib,ti ons Charter end of this
the equality and
for the soverei
and. terrltorlalof aII States !,r-it&out
no nanlfest€,tlons of
co].onalism or
for some States to the d etriment of
The Gover&entg

Al'\r02

Engl-i sh
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the lofty pr:incipl_es of the Charber, the States Menbers of
the United ltations cabnot but regard. the el_inlnatl on of colonlal_ rule as a
most iloportant stage Ln international Llfe, Thls act ln i-tself 'nil-l provid.e a
6ol-1d. fourxdatl orx for the develolment of frieDdly refatlons a,nxong all states and.
anong all peol].es and. thereby for the realizatlon of the great obJectlve of

In

keepltxg v-lth

a strong a!d. l_asting pea,ce on e€.rth.
rt ls the sacred duty of each state and each Governtrent to
ancl full in{)].ementation of .this Declaration.
securlng

promote an early
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Fifteenth session
Agenda item 87
DECLARATION ON THE GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE
TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES
Afghanistan, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, Chad, Cyprus, Ethiopia, Ghana,
Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Liberia,
Libya, Morocco, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Togo,
Tunisia and Turkey: draft resolution
The General rlssembly,
Mindful of the determination proclaimed by the peoples of the world in the
Charter of the United Nations "to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in
the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women
and of nations large and small" and "to promote social progress and better
standards of life in larger freedom",
Conscious of the need for the creation of conditions of stability and
well-being and peaceful and friendly relations based on respect for the principles
of equal rights and self-determination of all peoples, and of universal respect
for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without
distinction as to race, sex, language or religion,
Recognizing the passionate yearning for freedom in all dependent peoples
and the decisive role of such peoples in the attainment of their independence,
Aware of the increasing conflicts resulting from the denial of, or
impediments in the way of freedom of such peoples which constitute a serious
threat to world peace,
Considering the important role of the United Nations in assisting the
movement for independence in Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories,
Recognizing that the peoples of the world ardently desire the end of
colonialism in all its manifestations,
60-30228
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Convinced that the

con~inued

of internatioD8l ccoLccic

existence of colonialism prevents the development

co-o~erctionJ

impedes the social, cultuTal and

economic development of dependent peoples and militates against the United
Nations ideal of universal peace,
Affirming that peoples may, for their

OIVil

ends, freely dispose of their

natural wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out
of international economic co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual
benefit, and international law,
Believing that the process of liberation is irresistible and irreversible
and that, in order to avoid serious crises, an end must be put to colonialism
and all practices of segregation and discrimination associated therewith,
Welcoming the emergence of a large number of dependent territories into
freedom and independence in recent years, and recognizing the increasingly
powerful trends towards freedom in such territories which have not yet attained
independence,
Convinced that all peoples have an inalienable right to complete freedom,
the exercise of their sovereignty and the integrity of their national territory,
Solemnly proclaims the necessity of bringing to a speedy and unconditional
end colonialism in all its forms and manifestations;
And to this end
Declares that:
1.

The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and

exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental human rights, is contrary to
the Charter of the United Nations and is an impediment to the pFomotion of
world peace and co-operation.
2.

All peoples have the right of self-determination; by virtue of that

right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their
economic, social and cultural development.

3.

Inadequacy of political, economic, social or educational preparedness

should never serve as a pretext for delaying independence.

4. All armed action or repressive measures of all kinds directed against
dependent peoples shall cease in order to enable them to exercise peacefully
and freely their right to complete independence, and the integrity of their
national territory shall be respected.

I···
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5.

Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and Non-Self-Governing

Territories or all other territories which have not yet attained independence,
to transfer all powers to the peoples of those Territories, without any
conditions or reservations, in accordance with their freely expressed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed or colour, in order to enable
them to enjoy complete independence and freedom.

6. Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national
unity and the territorial integrity of a country is incompatible with the
purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations.

7.

All States shall observe faithfully and strictly the provisions of

the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and this Declaration on the basis of equality, non-interference in the internal
affairs of all States, and respect for the sovereign rights of all peoples
and their territorial integrity.
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Fifteenth session
Agenda item 87
DECLARATION ON THE GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE
TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES
Afghanistan, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, Chad, Ethiopia, Ghana,
Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Liberia,
Libya, Morocco, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Togo,
Tunisia and Turkey: draft resolution
Add Cyprus, Mali and the United Arab Republic to the list of' sponsors of
the draft resolution.
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Fifteenth session
Agenda item 87
DECLARATION ON THE GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE
TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES
Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, Chad, Cyprus, Ethiopia~
Ghana, Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon,
Liberia, Libya, Mali, Morocco, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi
Arabia, Sudan, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey and United Arab Republic:
draft resolution
Afghanistan~

Add Laos and Senegal to the list of sponsors of the draft resolution.
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Fifteenth session
Agenda item 87
DECLARATION ON THE GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE
TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES. AND PEOPLES

Afghanistan, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, Chad! Cyprus, Ethiopia,
Ghana, Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Laos,
Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Mali, Morocco, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sudan, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey and United.
Arab Republic: draf't resolution
Add Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Leopoldville), Dchomey, Ivory Coast, Niger
and Upper Voltn to the list of sponsors of the draft resolution.

00-30552
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Fifteenth session
Agenda item 87
DECLARATION ON THE GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE
TO COLONIAL COUlrl'RIES AND PEOPLES
Afghanistan, Burma, CamboQta, C~Ylon, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville),
Congo (Leop(\l~vilJ.e), C·J?rns, Daho:m~y, E!!:2-0:?ia, GhaD~., Gujnea,
India, indonesia, Iran, rra~vo~y poas~l Jordan, Lao~~Lebanon,
Liberia, Libya, Mali, Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Su1an, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, United Arab
Republic and UpE~r Volta: draft resolution
Addendum
Add Cameroun, Central African Republic, Federation of Malaya and Madagascar
to the list of sponsors of the draft resolution.
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Fifteenth session
Agenda item 8'(
DECLARATION ON THE GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE
TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES

Afghanistan, Burma, Cambodia, Camerovn, Central ft~rican Republic,
Ceylon ;-c,haC!:.z-J':onf!9-.( Br~8ville )..L.-Conp..:..o (l,eopoldville) !. c~,
Dabome v , Ethiupia, ii'ederatjon of Eala.'y8, Ghana, Guinea, India,
Indonesia., Iran, Ira,-.. Ivory Coast, J·o:,clan, Laos, Lebanon,
Liberia, Libya, Madagascar] Mali} Mor0cco, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sudan) Togo, Tunisia, Turkey,
United Arab Republic and Upper Volta: draft resolution
Add Gabon and the Philippines to the list of sponsors of tbe draft
resolution.

60-30931
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Fifteenth session
Agenda item 87
DEClARATION ON THE GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE
TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES

Afghanistan} Burma, Cambodia., Cameroun, Central ;\.;!'rican Republic}
Ceylon, Chad, Congio (3razzaville), Congio (Leopoldvillel~' Cyprus,
Dahomey, -. :;:Jiv~~.~, Federation of Malaya, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea,
India) Indonesir" J:ran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Jerdan, Laos, Lebanon,
Liberia, Libya, Madagascar} Mali, Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria,
Prucistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sudan, Togo, Tunisia,
Turkey, United Arab Republic and Upper Volta: draft re301ution
Add Somalia to the list of sponsors

60-31301
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DECLARATION ON THE GRWING OF nmEPENDENCE TO
COLONIAL COU~TRIES AND PEOPLES

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: amendment to
the draft resolytion contaiued in document A/L.523
and Add.1-6
Add the, following paragraphs after operative paragraph

7:

118. Calls upon the Powers concerned to ensure the transfer of full
and sovereiGn power to the peoples of all dependent territories in accordance
with the principles stated above and, for this purpose, to enter into negotiations
with representatives of the colonial peoples elected on the basis of universal
suffrage, if necessary under United Nations supervision, so that all colonial
countries and peoples should attain independence'not later than the end of 1961
and take their rightful place in the community of nations;

"9. Decides to consider the question of the implementation of this
resolution at its sixteenth regular session. 11
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI (Iraq).

AGENDA 1TEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit
the information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter
'of the United Nations: report of the Special Committee
established under General Assembly resolution 1467
(XIV) (A/ 4526)

GENERAL DEBATE
1. Mr. JHA (India), introducing the report of the
Special Committee of Six on the Transmission of Information under Article 73 e of the Charter (A/4526),
expressed the hope that the report would assist the
Fourth Committee in the formulation and enumeration
of the principles which should serve as a universal
guide to Members in the discharge oftheirobligations
under Chapter XI of the Charter. The conclusions in the
report were related as closely as possible to the terms
of reference of the Special Committee. The heart of the
report was section V, partB, which enumerated twelve
principles on the basis of which the General Assembly
could appraise the circumstances in which information
in respect of a Non-Self-Governing Territory should be
transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter.

2. All the members of the Committee, which was
composed of an equal number of administering and nonadministering Powers, had made sincere efforts to
reach agreement and had shown mutual understanding
and a readiness to compromise where that was possible
without sacrificing essential principles. They had
endeavoured to reach unanimous conclusions, in the
belief that any conclusions on which there was a
division of opinion would not be of much assistance to
the Assembly.
3. No better example of the harmony that had prevailed in the Committee could be found than that reflected in the formulation of the principles, for while
both the administering and the non-administering
members had been tempted to insist on their respective
points of view on particular aspects of the principles,
they had realized that that would have made agreement

YORK

impossible and would have produced two sets of conflicting principles. They had therefore made every
effort to reach unanimity. Where reservations had
been made, they were recorded in paragraphs 13, 14
and 15 of the report. Any points which had arisen during
the Committee's deliberations but were not explicitly
covered in the report could be found in the summary
records of the Committee (A/ AC.100/SR.1•14.).
4. The Special Committee had decided to confine itself to the enumeration of universal principles without
reference to any particular Non-Self-Governing Territories, although individual Territories had occasionally been cited to illustrate certain points. The entire
discussion had been held in the contextofthe present•
day situation and of the problems of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories as they had been studied in
recent years in the Fourth Committee andtheGeneral
Assembly. Not only had the Committee's work been
carried out against the background of the no longer
controversial ideal of a world in which no people could
dominate another, but it had alsotakenaccountof such
practical aspects as the different sizes, geographical
situations and so forth oftheNon-Self-GoverningTerritories, the development and experiences of the last
few years and the various studies that had already been
made on the subject.
5. The Committee had taken fully into account the
views of Member States submitted in response to
General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV) which were
set out in document A/AC.100/1 and Add.1 and were
submitted to the Fourth Committee together with the
report. It had also taken into account the factors for
determining whether or not a Non-Self-Governing Territory had attained a full measure of self-government,
as laid down in General Assembly resolution 742
(VIII). It· had been considerably assisted by the docu•
mentation prepared by the Secretariat, especially the
reports in documents A/AC.100/2 and Add.1 and 2.

6. In presenting its report, the Committee felt thatit
had formulated principles on the basis of which the
General Assembly would be able to determine in each
specific case whether or not an obligation to transmit
information existed under Article 73 e of theCharter.
If, as the Committee hoped, the Fourth Committee and
the General Assembly could unanimously adopt a set
of principles, it would be possible to apply them
effectively to individual cases. The adoption of the
twelve principles proposed would remove any uncertainty with regard to the existence of an obligation
to transmit information or the circumstances in which
such an obligation existed and would provide a legal
and constitutional basis for any action which the
General Assembly might take in the matter.
7. Mr. ALWAN (Iraq) proposed that the full teXt of the
Indian representative's statement should be distributed
as a document.
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It was so decided)!
8. Mr. CUEVAS CANCINO (Mexico) said that the
interpretation of Chapter XI of the Charter. which had
imposed certain obligations on the Powers administer-.
ing Territories other than their own, had given rise to .
much heated controversy in the General Assembly.
Many attempts had been made to clarify the meaning
and scope of that Chapter; and even greater efforts had
been made by the FourthCommitteetodeterminewhen
such obligations began and ended. Afirmdirectionhad
been given to those efforts by General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV), under which the Special Committee
had been established.
9. His delegation had participated with enthusiasm in
the work of the Committee, for the Mexican Government had always considered that the United Nations
must concern itself with the future of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories. In view of the fact that the
Dumbarton Oaks Proposals had said nothing on that
point, that the Mexican Government had felt that the
work begun by the League of Nations should be continned and that the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories were asking for self-determination,
Mexico had firmly maintained that the international
community should supervise the development of those
peoples which were stUl n,ot free to conduct their own
affairs and had affirmed that the international community itself should decide which Territories should be
placed under its protection.
10. It would be a mistake to approach the item under
discussion as if it were a question of adopting something entirely new. WhattheCommitteewastryingto do
was to give substance to the doubts and hesitations
which had accompanied the colonial movement. Western civilization had always presented two aspects: the
aggressive spirit which had given rise to expansionist
colonialism, under which so many nations had suffered;
and the constructive spirit, which had always tried to
oppose that movement, with its false emphasis on
material aims. Thus at the present day, rising in opposition to the obsolescent colonial system, were those
who defended the primacy of world interests over the
private interests of any one Power.
11. From the very outset there had been great
European intellectuals who had opposed the colonial
aystem and had thought that there should be restrictions
on the exercise of force against weak foreign nations.
The same spirit had led Europe to reject slavery. Just
as colonialism and its abuses had come from Europe,
so had Europe also provided the antidote to colonialism:
the idea of an international community, human rights,
the primacy of general interests over the private
interests of any one State.
12. The United Nations was therefore simply following
a trend which had been in existence for centuries. The
United Nations had been based upon ideas which Europe
itself had conceived to eliminate the grave defects
implicit in its expansionist surge. It was thus continuing a task which had begun with colonialism itself
and its succ.,ss would be the happy culmination of a
process which crystallized the highest spiritual aspirations of mankind.
13. It had been the task of the Special Committee to
study 'colonial problems as they had existed since the

lf See A/C.4/450.

founding of the United Nations. That idea had found
expression in the first of theprinciplesithad adopted.
14. The ideas that had prevailed at the San Francisco
Conference had changed in the course of fifteen years
of colonial evolution. It had been said that the Special
Committee should not interpret the Charter; yet he
wondered whether that was not exactly what the Assembly or any other organ of the United Nations did
with every action it took. The United Nations would be
acting wrongly if, for fear of exceeding its powers, it
were to abandon one of the primary goals sought by
the Charter: the elimination of the colonial system
throughout the world.
15. International development was observable in all
fields, but in none more than in that of colonialism.
What had been scarcely aspirations in 1945 were now
accomplished facts. The reason was that other equally
productive ideas had come to fulfilment, such as the
concept of the sacred trust. That idea could be interpreted as the desire of the administering Powers to
form the Non-Self-Governing Territories in theirown
image. Such an interpretation was not, however, acceptable in the present era, which adm,itted the qoexistence of various civilizations from whose development along parallel lines a universal civilization would
emerge. The sacred trust could not be interpreted as
an imposition of Western values; on the contrary, it
embodied the implicit undertaking to safeguard the
culture of the non-self-governing peoples. His delegation considered it essential that the culture of each of
those peoples should be preserved, as a necessary
basis for their future development, without which they
would have great difficulty in establishing themselYes
in a developing world. Of equal importance were their
basic principles of justice and politica:!. organization.
The General Assembly would do well to bear in mind
the need for each of those peoples to reach selfdetermination according to its own standards.
16. Many colonial ideas were destruCtive, not the
least being the imposition of alien juridical rules. Law
was a social product and its indiscriminate application
to national groups of different mental and political
backgrounds could be extremely harmful. The problems of the non-self-governing peoples were .very
different from those of the administering Powers. The
United Nations should assure them that they would
attain independence according to their own leg;tl concepts.
·
17. The Special Committee of Six had repeatedly
stressed cultural distinctness. Under the Charter, all
civilizations were of equal value and none was supreme;
in consequence, the new nations found that the world
was prepared to welcome their contribution to law and
politics.
18. For centuries, statesmen in metropolitan countries, and notably in Spain, had inveighed against
colonialism as a aystem of gover1mlent. The reasons
advanced by them were echoed in the Charter, the aim
of.which was to put an end to so outmoded and harmful
a aystem. In so doing, it was guided by two main
prec spts: the fj.rst was to ensure that the just deman~
of the colonized peoples did not give rise to heavy loss
of life, and the second to helpthosepeoples to achieve
independence in a way that would ensure their happiness. Unlike the Latin American countries in the days
of their struggle for independence, the new ·nations
could count on a favourable atmosphere.
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19. There was a close relationship between the
reasoning which had led to General Assembly resolution 742 {VIII) and the principles which were now
before the Committee. When it had approved those
principles, the General Assembly would have established rules for dealing with two aspects of the same
problem, namely, iti what circumstances information
regarding the Non-Self-Governing Territories should
be transmitted to the United Nations, and in what circumstances the Administering Member was justified
in ceasing to supply that }nformation: in other words,
the point at which a territorycameunderinternational
supervision, and the point at which such supervision
was no longer required. As the debates of the Committee had shown, the former question was of very
great importance and principle IV made it clear that a
prima facie obligation existed when a territory was
geographically separate and ethnically and culturally
distinct from the country administering it. With regard
to principle V, he would lay particular emphasis on the
reference to a territory being arbitrarily placed in a
position or status of subordination.
20. Principles VI, Vll, Vill and IX dealtwithcases in
which it could definitely be stated that there was no
longer any reason for supervision. The basic idea was
the same as that in General Assembly resolution 742
(Ym); where the principles differedwaswithregardto
the actual historical moment when the transformation
was complete.
21. His delegation considered the conclusions reached
by the Special Committee of Six to be eminently con-

structive. It was only natural to assume that those who
had draft~d the Charter had considered the possibility
of introducing changes in the quantity and scope of the
information provided but they had certainly not contemplated its being reduced to nothing. What the
Charter had sought to achieve was that the peoples of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories should be assisted
in every possible way to achieve independence; anything that prevented that objective from being attained
was contrary to the spirit of the Charter. As paragraph
17 of the report pointed out, the Charter was the culmination of progressive evolution in international
thinking; the fulfilment of its behests was an important
factor in the preservation of international peace and
security.
22. The all-important question was whether the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter imposed an obligation on the Administering Members. His Government
had never doubted that it did. It based its conviction on
many reasons-the identity of views regarding the
nature of the colonial problemwhichhadinformedboth
the Covenant of the League of Nations and the United
Nations Charter; the fact that at San Francisco as much
attention had been paid to the Non-Self-Governing Territories as to the Trust Territories; the fact that it was
by a mere chance that the heading "Declaration" had
been adopted for Chapter XI; the implication in the
wording of that Chapter that an obligation existed; and
the opinion of Professor Hans Kelsen, who had considered that the provisions of the Preamble and even
more those of that Chapter entailed an obligation. If no
clear statement regarding that question was to be
found in document A/ 4526, it was because the positions
of the delegations concerned had been established beforehand; nevertheless, marked progress had been
made, thanks to the spirit of understanding shown by
the members of the Special Committee of Six.
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23. Principle m, which recognized that the obligations
inherent in the possession of colonies were of an international nature, was of fundamental importance. Thus,
the administration of colonies was no longer an instrument of policy of any Member State and the right of
peoples to self-determination was no longer governed
solely by the policies of the administering Power. The
aim of international law was to ensure that justice
would prevail among the nations and that each nation
would receive its due, no matte_r what pressure was
brought to bear. Principle Ill accordingly laid down
that the fulfilment of the provisions of Article 73 e was
an international obligation. If the international obligation to transmit information was accepted, then supervision by the General Assembly must be accepted also;
were it not so, international rules could not be carried
out.
24. His delegation considered that there was also a
moral obligation and in that connexion he wished to
emphasize the very importance which his delegation
attached to Article 74 of the Charter. The principle of
good neighbourliness, adopted by the American States
as a legal tenet, had found expression both in the
Preamble to the Charter and in Article 74; it was a
modern adaptation of the old idea of the brotherhood of
man. It meant that international relations were not to
be conducted on the basis of selfishnationalinterests.
Every nation desiring to behave as a good neighbour
was bound to take into consideration the well-being of
the community and to ensure that its own interests were
co-ordinated with those of the world in which it lived.
The social meaning of private property had come to
receive wide acceptance, and the same should be true
of the universal meaning of .State sovereignty. The
itnplications of Article 74 were perfectly clear: no
country was free to govern its colonies without taking
into consideration the views of the international
community. It was clear, therefore, that good neighbourliness was far more than a mere question of
geographical proximity; it was founded on moral
obligations which transcended geography. Moreover, it
meant that the administering Powers must not only
guide their colonies towards independence, but also
take into account developments in the regions where
those Territories were situated. All those aspects of
the matter were well summarized in paragraph 19 of
document A/ 4526 and his delegation was convinced that
the introduction of that principle would have valuable
results.
25. Although the principles drawn up by the Special
Committee would probably fail to win the approval of
those holding extremist views, they set out with sufficient clarity the conditions in which the obligations
itnposed under Article 73 e of the Charter were applicable. His delegation found them completely satisfactory and recommended them to the Fourth Committee.
26. Mr. DJERDJA (Yugoslavia) paid a tribute to the
Special Committee of Six for the work it had done and
the efforts it had made. His delegation was in agreement with virtually all its conclusions and observations. In particular it agreed with the opinion expressed in paragraph 18 of the Committee's report
that "the Charter is a living document and the obligations under Chapter XI must be viewed in the light of
the changing spirit of the times"· The fact that that
idea had been elaborated by a Committee in whose work
representatives of administering Powers had taken
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part endowed it in his opinion with a practical significanoe and a special value.
27. The obligation to transmit information under
Article 73 of the Charter, and all the other obligations
embodied in Chapter XI, were legal obligations equally
with any others arising out of the Charter. They could
not therefore be abrogated by unilateral action or
arbitrary interpretation by any Member State. The
obligation to tra.Dsmit informationappliedtoall Territories whose peoples had not yet attained a full
measure of self-government and remained in force
from the time the administering Power concerned was
itted to the United Nations until the attainment of
full self-government by theN on-Self-Governing Territories. Nothing less than full and complete selfgovernment could free the Administering Members
from that obligation. A limited measure of selfgovernment in certain functional fields mentioned in
Article 73 e could not serve as a basis for the cessation
of the transmission of information under that Article.

!

28. The General Assembly was competent to decide
whether a territory had attained a full measure of
self-government, or in other words whether it came
within the purview of Chapter XI of the Charter. The
competence of the General Assembly in that matter
was clear from the relevant provisions of the Charter
and had been confirmed by the General Assembly in
numerous resolutions.
29. Nevertheless, the question of the establishment
and determination of certain principles had no longer
the same practical significance it had had in the past
and had become to some extent academic. The situation
had changed greatly since the time when the Charter
had been adopted, and even since the fourteenth session of the General Assembly, when the Special Committee of Six had been established. The question of the
liquidation of obsolete colonial relationships and of the
granting of freedom and independence to all dependent
peoples had become a question of the highest international significance, as was shown by the fact that at
the present session attention was focused on colonial
problems. The United Nations could not permit its
decisions and actions to be overtaken by developments
in the colonial and other fields; its decisions must keep
abreast with the times and give concrete form to contemporary trends and aspirations. The enslaved
peoples of Angola, Mozambique, so-called Portuguese
Guinea and other territories, who were deprived of
basic national rights and dignity, were confidently
awaiting much more than a mereconfirmationofprinciples from the decisions of the General Assembly.
30. His delegation, like many others, had never
doubted that the territories under Portuguese and
Spanish administration had always been and would
remain colonies in the full senseoftheword so long as
they did not achieve complete independence. Those
territories therefore came within the purview of Chapter XI of the Charter. The fact that Portugal had replaced the term 11colonies 11 by 11 overseas provinces"
did not alter their colonial status.
31. During the general debate on the question of NonSelf-Governing Territories his delegation had given
some particulars concerning the situation in the Territories under Spanish and Portuguese control, as had
other delegations, especially those from Mrica. It
would be useless for the administering Powers to
attempt to refute the facts.
·

32. His delegation felt that the Fourth Committee
should be concerned less with the determination of
principles than with appropriate action leading to the
early attainment of full independence by all Non-SelfGoverning Territories and to the rapid elimination of
colonial relationships in general.
33. The question of the Spanish and Portuguese
colonies was a component part of the colonial problem
and any decisions the General Assembly might take on
that problem at the present session must apply to all
dependent territories equally. He had in mind particularly the draft resolution relating to the participation of the Non-Self-Governing Territories in the work
of the United Nations and the specialized agencies
approved by the Committee at its 1022nd meeting. On
the basis of that resolution his delegation expected
qualified representatives of the indigenous populations
of the Portuguese and Spanish possessions to participate in the work ofUnited Nations organs until they had
achieved full liberation.
34. His delegation was ready to support every action
designed to ensure the early and full emancipation of
all Non-Self-Governing Territories.
35. Mr. SIDI BABA (Morocco) said that he had little
to add to what had been said by the representatives of
India and Mexico. As was only natural in view of the
parity composition of the SpecialCommitteeofSix, the
report represented a compromise and had to a certain
extent been drafted in less categorical terms than the
delegations of the non-administering Members might
have desired. The Special Committee of Six hadleft it
to the Fourth Committee to enumerate the territories
in respect of which the obligation to transmit information should be applied and to specify the colonialist
Powers concerned. In the opinion of the delegation of
Morocco all dependent territories without exception
should be included. All the colonialist Powers should
abide by the principles laid down in the report and
should take account of recent developments. The
General Assembly had decided to examine in plenary
session the draft declaration on the grant of independence to colonial countries and peoples (A/4502 and
Corr.l). Thus a great evolution had taken place since
the report of the Special Committee had been drafted.
36. He proposed that the statement just made by the
representative of Mexico should be circulated as a
Committee document.
37. Sir Andrew COHEN (United Kingdom) saidthathe
would not make a long statement at the present stage
but would like to make one or two general remarks.
38. The United Kingdom delegation hadagreedtotake
part in the work of the Special Committee of Six
because it had thought that Committee had a useful task
to perform. None of those who had participated in the
work of the Fourth Committee in past years could have
failed to notice that, despite the close and friendly
relations which existed between members, there had
been a difference of view on the subject matter covered
by the report of the Special Committee. Such differences were inevitable, since they arose from divergencies of national approach, buthefeltthatthe degree
of difference in theCommitteewasgreaterthanit need
have been. His delegation had always been convinced
that, if a close study could be made of the principles
which should guide Member States in the matter and if
delegations could achieve greater understanding of
each other's views, the differences could be greatly
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narrowed. Before the Special Committee hadbegunits
work he had thought that the chances of arriving at an
agreed report were problematical. The Fourth Com•
mittee could congratulate itself on the fact that that
Committee had been able, through the good faith,
sympathy, mutual understanding, patience and hard
work of its members, to produce an agreed report.
39. The United Kingdom delegation had felt impelled
to enter certain reservations with regard to some parts
of the report; but ln other parts of the report, the
language had not been entirely satisfactory to it and ~is
delegation bad not made reservations. As the representative of Morocco had observed, ithadbeend.ifficult
at times to reach complete agreement and both sides
had had to make every effort to do so. The fact that
agreement had been reached showed that where important matters which affected the interests and future
of millions of people were concerned it was possible
for the members of the Special Committee of Six or of
any other United Nations body to arrive by negotiation
and compromise at something which could be widely
if not unanimously accepted. That was encouraging and
he hoped that in other important matters affecting the
subject under discussion it would be possible to proceed in the same way. The United Kingdom delegation
was glad that the Special Committee bad been able to
agree on principles which, in the wordS of General
Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV), "should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists
to transmit the information called for in Article 73 e of
the Charter". In his delegation's viewthoseprinciples
should be commended by the General Assembly to

Litho in U.N.

Member States. They would have all the authority of a

text agreed upon by such a widely representative Committee.
40. He supported the suggestion made by the representative of Morocco that the statement of the representative of Mexico should be circulated as an official
document.
41. The CHAIRMAN said that if there were no ob- ·
jections .the text of the statement made by the
representative of Mexico would be circulated as a
Committee document.
It was so decided. Y

42. Miss BROOKS (Liberia) said that for the time

being she would make no statement on the item before
the Committee. She wished, however, to pay a tribute
to Mr. Espinosa y Prieto, of Mexico, on whose initia•
tive the draft resolution calling for the establishment
of the Special Committee of Six had been submitted to
the Fourth Committee at the fourteenth session. She
thanked him, on behalf of the African States represented in the Committee, for his valiant defence of the
interests of the dependent peoples.
43. Mr. CUEVAS CANCINO (Mexico) said that he
would convey the remarks made by the representative
of Liberia to Mr. Espinosa y Prieto.
The meeting rose at 12.20 p.m.

Y

See A/C.4/451.
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AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not on obligation exists to .transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of
the United Notions: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolutio.n 1467 (XIV)
(AI 4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. DINGEMANS (Netherlands) said that it had
been a sour.ce of satisfaction to his delegation as a
member of the Special Committee of Six on the
Transmission of Information under Article. 73 e of
the Charter, that that Committee had been able to
arrive at an agreed report (A/4526) and he wished to
pay a tribute to the spirit of harmony and good will
that had prevailed. The final result naturally showed
signs of compromise; nevertheless, it was a shining
example of what could be achieved when Member
States were united in. good faith and perseverance.
The language, especially that of the principles set
out in section V, part· B, of the report, was logical
and clear, and his delegation had no doubt that the
principles would be a useful guide to the Fourth Committee in determining whether an obligation existed
to transmit the information called for in Article 73 e
of the Charter.

of those countries or as Non-Self-Governing Territories and thus whether those two European countries
should be regarded as Administering Members with
obligations to transmit information under Article 73 e
of the Charter.
5. He drew attention to principle IV, and recalled
that by a law of 11 June 1951 the status of the Portuguese overseas possessions, which were geographically separate from Portugal and whose populations
were ethnically and culturally distinct from the
Portuguese, had been changed from that of colonies
to that of "overseas provinces". That change in status
had not com~ about as a result of a free and voluntary
choice by the people of the territories concerned
expressed through informed and democratic processes; the law had not given those peoples the right
to determine their internal constitution or taken into
account their wishes and their aspirations.
6. The delegation of Ghana had always been of the
opinion that Portugal, like other Western European
colonial Powers, was engaged in a pure and oldfashioned colonialist and imperialist venture in Africa
and Asia. The ·results of Portuguese colonialist
expansion in those areas were no different from
those of the actions of any other colonial Power in so
far as they had meant domination over alien peoples.
His delegation could not, therefore, agree that Portugal by a unilateral act should be allowed to escape
the obligations of international accountability which
were clearly set forth in Article 73 e of the Charter.
The basic question was how the Portuguese themselves newed their empire. Responsible Portuguese
spokesmen fully agreed that Portugal was engaged in
an old-fashioned and outmoded imperialist enterprise in their so-called overseas provinces. In the
introduction (p. 11) to an official publication of the
Portuguese Ministry of Overseas Provinces entitled
Inquiry on Anti-Colonialism, published in 1957, the
former Portuguese Minister for Overseas Provinces
had written:
"It is an accepted fact that a great part of Western
Europe has its history, its economy, its people and
its very life bound up with Africa. Any acts likely
to effect a separation would have direct repercussions on the economic independence of Europe and
even in certain cases on the actual political independence of some countries.

2•.. His delegation commended the. report and hoped
that it would receive unanimous approval.
3. Mr. BRAIMAH (Ghana) congratulated the Special
Committee of Six, and in particular its Chairman, on
the admirable work it had done. His delegation was
glad to note that there had been a wide area of agreement on the approach to the problem and the basic
principles iri.volved, which: had enabred the Committee
to reach unanimous conclusions.
4. In the opinion of the delegation of Ghana, the
primary task of the Special Committee had been to
determine whether the non-European possessions of
Spain and Portugal were to be regarded as provinces

"The European nations, so-called, once deprived
of their African complement, would ineluctably be
heading for ruin. Europe would thus lose her value
in the Western alliance.
II'

"Their sovereign rights [i.e., the rights of the
Western European Powers] cannot be contested,
nor yet may one doubt the benefits accruing to the
peoples living therein, independently of their ethnic
origins, from a rule and administration based on
191
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the organic structure of the old metropolitan COUJlrlo. achieved the full status of citizenship; the Portuguese
tries with experience, means ·and stx-ength· :of · "Natives" com.prlsed all the inhabitants .of the,~eni
character ·to. undertake a mission of progress and, . tory· who had not r~hed that status. The Portuguese
ciVilization which is continuing with assurance-and. ·conceived of -Portuguese "~atives" as being in the
enthusiasm. To try to break this rhythm in favour
position of minors who might become full citizens of
of granting independence to unqualified population
Portugal when they reached the cultural maturity
groups, who have no title to preferential rights and,
which entitled them to that standing•.Y
what is worse, would have put forward no claims
10. Needless to say the delegation of Ghana cateof this kind had they not been suggested and engorically rejected the racist approach which had led
couraged from outside-to this, is to render a disPortugal to adopt such an inhuman system of classifyserVice to Africa and to all her inhabitants. It
ing human beings. Once more to quote Lord Hailey,
seems obvious that these peoples would have everyfor the purposes of the civil law the affairs of Portuthing to gain from the continuation of their upward
guese lfNatives" were regulated by custom and custommarch, with the assistance and guidance, both proary law and for administrative purposes they fell
tective and paternal, of the old metropolitan coununder the control of the Native Authorities, subject
tries."
to the overriding authority of the administrative
officers of the Government. In the matter of lal)our
7. The philosophy expressed there was one of naked
colonialism and imperialism and made a mockery of they came under a special r6gime, the Labour Code.
the Portuguese claim that Angola and Mozambique In regard to land, their rights and tenures were
regulated by the customary law and not by the "comwere provinces of Portugal in exactly the same way
mon law".. The "Native" as such had no direct repreas Minho and Beira.
sentation in the legislative organs of government;
B. Another writer in the same volume dealt at length
until he arrived at the full status of citizen he was
with the same outmoded and dangerous doctrines. He
compelled to carry an identification book and to show
called for an organization of colonial Powers to safeit on demand and he could not move from one locality
guard their interests in Africa "despite the deVia- to another without an authorization, which was duly
tions, the weaknesses, the imprudence, the errors,entered in his identification book. V
and, let the truth be stated courageously, the cowardice of some" (op. cit., p. 253), presumably referring
11. It was clear from the above that there was no
to some of Portugal's allies which had been forced to
legal equality between the Portuguese and the people
liberate some of their colonial possessions. Accordwho inhabited their overseas possessions. The classiing to the writer, the organization in question should fication contravened principle VIII of the Special
be built up by agreement among the States of Europe
Committee of Six. It was the contention of the delethat possessed territories in Africa and the old ingation of Ghana that the sharp distinctions which
dependen~ or newly formed States of that continent
existed made a mockery of the Portuguese concept
(op. cit., p. 261). Both writers realized that what
of integration, which purported to confer equal rights
Portugal held in Africa was held by force and that
of citizenship on Europeans and Africans. Not only
the days of its imperialist rule in that rapidly chang- were the indigenous people denied a share in the
ing continent were numbered. It was the assumptions
political life of the territories but there was a real
and the words of these writers rather than any legaldifference in juridical and administrative status beistic fol,"mulas advanced by the Portuguese Governtween the two categories of inhabitants. The basis for
ment that should be weighed carefully by the Fourth the classification disregarded the rights and the selfCommittee in deciding whether Portugal should transrespect of those peoples and was designed to destroy
mit information. on its possessions in conformity with their cultural identity.
Article 73 e of the Charter.
12. It was clear from what h,e had said that the par9. In her book entitled Salazar in Portugal,.!/ a
ticipation of the indigenous inhabitants of the PortuFrench writer, Christine Garnier, described how the
guese possessions in the conduct of their affairs was
Prime Minister, when asked what system Portugal
severely limited, if not non-existent. There was no
had adopted for the government of its overseas terrieVidence to show that large sections of the population
tories, had called its policy one of integration and had
were actively associated with the formulation and
added that the reversion to the old name of "overimplementation of policies affecting their economic,
seas provinces• did not imply any change of attitude
social, educational and political advancement. On the
on the part of Portugal as it did in other countries
contrary, as Lord Hailey had noted, in all those
where colonies had become •states overseas". Thus
possessions there was a high degree of centralizatiQll
the Prime Minister of Portugal himself admitted that
in government and administration, which had the
the change in nomenclature meant no change in Portueffect
of placing those possessions in a status of sub-gal1s traditional attitude towards its colonies and that ordination to Portugal since the result was the intethe old system of domination and exploitation con- gration of the economies of the territories in the
tinued as before. It was that continuation of the old
economic system of Portugal. Hence Portugal could
attitude which explained the inconsistencies which not escape the obligation to transmit information
arose in practice when the conception of integration under Article 73 e.
came to be applied in the overseas territories. The
law regulating the status of the inhabitants of those 13. Much of what he had said with regard to the
territories differentiated between the Portuguese Portuguese territories applied with equal force to
citizen and the Portuguese "Native". On that subject the territories of Spain in Africa. Lord Hailey had
Lord Hailey had written that the Portuguese "Citizens" included of course those 11 ciVillzados 11 who had
Y Lord Halley, An African Survey, rev. 1956 (Oxford University
!/New York, Farrar, Straus and Young, 1954. Translated from the
French.

Press, 1957), p. 562.
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not found much difference between the ·practices of
· colonial administration by those two countries.
14. The great movement for freedom and independence which was · now sweeping Africa could nqt be
stopped by legal and juridical formulas. Africans and
Asians could not be transforme<l into Portuguese or
Spaniards by a mere decree of the Portuguese or
Spanish Government.· Those two Governments should
come to terms with the realities of the twentieth
century and take fully into account the aspirations of
the peoples for freedom and independence. It was a
· source of great concern to the delegation of Ghana
that Portugal seemed determined actively to resist
the great liberation movement in Africa. The socalled overseas provinces could not indefinitely be
isolated from the wind of change which was sweeping
Africa. Recent events in Nyasaland and the Congo had
influenced those who were fighting for freedom in
·Mozambique and Angola, and recent events in French
Africa had had repercussions in so-called Portuguese
Guinea. The flight to Ghana of increasing numbers
of political refugees from Angola indicated that the
nationalist movement in that Territory was being
intensified. The continued suppression by the Portuguese authorities of such nationalistmovementswould
only lead to explosions such as had already occurred
elsewhere and perhaps even to conflicts which might
directly endanger international peace and security.
The independent countries of Africa were determined
to ensure that formal and legalistic constitutional
deVices were not invoked as justification for undermining freedom and independence to the Africans
inhabiting the So-called Portuguese provinces in
Africa. At the Second Conference of Independent
African States, 'held recently at Addis Ababa, those
States had resolved to continue to exert concerted
action to achieve through all possible means the
complete eradication of colonial rule from Africa.
15. His delegation welcomed the report of the Com•
mittee of Six; it was now for the Fourth Committee to
implement its principles. As a first urgent step the
Committee should call upon Portugal and Spain to
transmit immediately information in accordance with
Article 73 e of the Charter, to free imprisoned
nationalist leaders, to refrain from suppressing the
national liberation movements in territories under
their control and to set a definite date for the emancipation and independence of·those territories.
16. Mr.. KENNEDY (Ireland), after expressing his
appreciation of .the work accomplished by the Special
Committee of Six, said that his delegation WaS in
general agreement with the clear-cut basic principles
which that Committee had evolved~ Its report could
hardly have come at a more appropriate time, dealing as it did with a crucial Chapter of the Charter
concerned with the aims and hopes of millions of
people spreaq oyer imm~e geographical areas. The
old colonial system was crumbling all over the world
and, in his delegation's view, the great importance of
the Special Committee's work lay in the fact that it
had been responsive to the mighty tide of freedom
and social equality and that it had shown the Charter
to be a living, evolving instrument, the spirit of which
.had to be a~pted to the rapidly changing contemporary world.
17. His delegation had been encouraged to note that
the Special Committee's general approach in formulating the twelve principles had been very similar to
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the views expressed by the Irish Government in its
memora.ndutn (A/AC.l00/1/Add.1, paras. 3-7). That
was true in particular of principle IV, the essence of
the whole question, which his delegation welcomed
and which constituted a sensible, realistic approach
to the problem.
18. His delegation trusted that the twelve principles
would be embodied in a resolution which would serve
.as a ·guide to all the Administering Members in
assessing their responsibilities under Article 73 e
and that every Member State would take the principles fully into consideration in assessing its obligations to the United Nations. Therein lay the only real
hope of orderly and rapid progress towards the goals
of the Charter in co-operation with the Committee on
Information from Non-self-Governing Territories and
the other organs of the United Nations. At the current
session the Fourth Committee, which meant so much
to the smaller. countries, was facing a deeply significant issue, to which the task entrus~ed to the Special
Committee of Six was directly related. The issue was
whether the progress of recent years was to continue
in the immediate years to come in conditions of peace
and security within the framework of the United
Nations, or whether the organs of the United Nations
and the very provisions of the Charter were to be
abandoned and an end put to the great endeavours of
the Fourth Committee. The Special Committee had
shown the way towards orderly progress in the future
and his delegation hoped that all Members would sustain and implement the principles it had drawn up.
19. Mr. ZULOAGA (Venezuela) said that, before it
produced any draft resolutions to put into effect the
twelve principles upon which the Special Committee
of Six had unanimously agreed, the Fourth Committee
would do well to consider one striking aspect of its
recent unanimous approval of three draft resolutions
of major importance. While unanimity was a worthy
goal, it should not be allowed to obscure any subtle
intention to undermine the resolutions and make them
ineffectual and impossible to put into effect. On closer
examination, it would be seen that the colonial Powers
had been skilfully employing the tactics of abstention:
either a simple abstention, which passed unnoticed,
or abstention with an explanation of vote in which
reservations were made that were sometimes more
categorical than an outright negative vote would have
been. One Power was employing the rather franker
method of absenting itself. One of the Powers which
systematically abstained in the vote did not even
recognize the existence of the Committee on Information while two others managed, by employing certain
terms and indulging in some juridical sleightl-ofhand, to exclude themselves from the category of
Administering Members. While every delegation
represented in the Committee had the right to vote in
any way it pleased, other delegations were entitled to
analyse the votes and to draw their own conclusions
about whether or not the resolutions would be duly
implemented. The Fourth Committee should therefore
endeavour to frame its draft resolutions in precise
terms and should not be tempted to aim at a meaningless unanimity.
20. His delegation felt that the remedy for such
parliamentary manoeuvres lay in amending the terms
of reference of the Committee on Information to take
account of the three very important draft resolutions
which the Committee had unanimously approved.
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21. With regard to the report of the Special Committee of Six (A/4526), his delegation considered that
the statement in paragraph 18 that the Charter was a
living document and that the obligation under Chapter
XI must be viewed in the light of the changing spirit
of the times was so important that it should appear
in the preamble of every resolution the Committee
approved during the current session. In that connexion, it was only fair to point out that some delegations which the previous year had opposed with
determination and skill all the draft resolutions proposing the establishment of a committee to examine
the principles to guide Members in determining
whether or not an obligation existed to transmit
information had whole-heartedly co-operated in the
work of the Special Committee. There was therefore
reason for optimism in regard to "the changing spirit
of the times•.
22. With regard to principle m, he pointed out that,
by signing the Charter and thereby contracting certain
international obligations, each Member State had
surrendered a portion of its sovereignty and had
acquired certain rights and the advantage of the protection of the international Organization, which was
especially important to the smaller nations.
23. He would comment at a later stage on the United
Kingdom reservation to principle IX, as set out in
paragraph 13 of the Special Committee's report. That
country's reservation to principle X, recorded in
paragraph 15 of the report, was an example of the
type of reservation to which he had referred and
robbed its approval of the principle of all value.
24. He congratulated the six delegations on their
excellent work which, he was confident, would enable
the Fourth Committee to put an end to a situation
in which the refusal of certain States to transmit
information had discredited the United Nations in the
eyes of the world, and in particular of the newly
independent States and those which were still dependent upon metropolitan States.
25. Mr. LOIZOU (Cyprus) recalled that his country,
which had recently won its independence by great
sacrifices, honoured and supported all those in every
part of the world who were still striving for libera-

Litho in U.N.

tion. It considered that the work of the Fourth
Committee, thoogh limited in scope by juridical considerations, was of the utmost importance for the
speedy and peaceful accession to independence of all
peoples who were still denied their inalienable right
to self-determination.
26. His delegation noted with satisfaction the twelve
principles specifying and governing the obligation
to transmit information under Article 73 e of the
Charter, an obligation which could be terminated
only when a territory had attained a full measure
of self-government. No pretext advanced by any
Administering Member could justify its refusal to
comply with that legal obligation. Principles VI, VII,
VIII and IX provided a clear definition of the term
11 full measure of self-government" and constituted a
complete refutation of the arguments of those Powers
who tried to g:l.ve those words an arbitrary interpretation and who consistently disregarded the importance of the freely expressed will of the dependent
peoples in determining their political and constitutional future. His delegation saw in that definition
an expression of the principle of self-determination,
for the words 11free and voluntary choice • • • exressed by informed and democratic processes"
could have no other meaning.
27. With the foregoing considerations in mind, his
delegation welcomed the report and agreed with its
main conclusions and observations. He hoped that the
report would be accepted by all Member States, particularly those who had hitherto interpreted the
Charter in such a way as to serve their own interests and their aim of prolonging their domination
over other peoples.
28. His country considered that anything short of the
immediate and complete liberation of all peoples was
only a form of temporary relief in a case calling for
drastic and urgent action. It was unthinkable that in
the present age any people should be deprived of
freedom. He earnestly hoped that with the realization
of the aspirations of all dependent peoples, the work
of the Fourth Committee would very soon be brought
to an end.
The meeting rose at 11.55 a.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI (Iraq}.

AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of .the
United Hations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV) (A/
4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. MORSE (United states of America) recalled
that his delegation had voted in favour of General
Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV). It had also participated in the work of the Special Committee of Six
on the Transmission of Information under Article
73 e of the Charter, established under that resolution, and in the drafting of that Committee's report
(A/4526).
2. The United states Government had alreadyapplied
the principles established by the Special Committee
of Six in the Territories under its administration. It
had regularly transmitted detailed information; in the
case of Puerto Rico, Alaska and Hawaii, it had only
ceased to do so when the people of those countries
had themselves determined their new status.

3. He hoped that the report of the Special Committee
of Six would win the approval of the General Assembly, not only because of the logical, reasonable and
practical nature of the principles enunciated but also
because they had had the unanimous support of the
members of the Committee, which could be considered as representative of the General Assembly
as a whole. His delegation supported the report of the
Special Committee.
4. He would speak again later, when draft resolutions relating to the report were being considered.

s. U TIN MAUNG (Burma) recalled that the General
.Aflsembly had been studying the question of the transmission of information under Article 73 e of the
Charter for many years, The attitude of Portugal,
195

which stubbornly refused to transmit information on
the territories under its administration, had been a
source of considerable concern to the United Nations
for many years. The other Administering Members
transmitted more or less complete information on
their Non-Self-Governing Territories; Portugal did
not fulfil the obligation devolving upon it under Article
73 e, under the false pretext that its African possessions were an integral part of Portuguese territory.
In the opinion of his delegation, those territories
were indeed colonies; they had rightly been called the
"Zone of Silence". In refusing to transmit information, Portugal was trying to evade the obligation
placed upon it by .Article 73 of the Charter to promote
to the utmost the well-being of the indigenous inhabitants.
6. Before passing to the examination of the principles set out by the Special Committee of Six, he
stressed that the mere solemn proclamation of those
principles would not be enough to help the colonized
peoples to attain independence or self-government.
Much more radical measures were required and his
delegation would endorse any dratt resolution which
was designed to oblige the colonialist Powers to
modify their attitude with regard to the Non-SelfGoverning Territories.
·
7. Some Administering Members advanced a number
of arguments to explain their refusal to transmit
information. They maintained, for example, that a
territory could come under the general provisions of
Chapter XI without, however, the obligation to transmit information being applicable to it. The General
Assembly had never accepted that point of view. His
delegation, for its part, was firmly convinced that the
provisions of sub-paragraph e could not be isolated
from the rest of Article 73 or from the political
declaration that Chapter XI constituted. If that fallacious argument were accepted, the transmission of
the information referred to in sub-paragraph e would
be the ultimate objective, whereas it was only one of
the means of achieving the aims set forth in the
Charter.
8. The Administering Members also claimed that it
was difficult for them to transmit information on
territories whose constitutional development, according to them, was highly advanced. Those territories,
they said, managed their own internal and external
affairs and it was their Governments which should be
asked to supply the information referred to in Article
73 e. That argument, however, was inadmissible for
two reasons. First, those so-called self-governing or
responsible Governments did not represent sovereign
states and they had no seat in the United Nations
General Assembly or in any other bodies ofthe international community. Secondly, Article 73 was a contract agreed on between the Administering Members
and the rest of the United Nations. It was therefore
the responsibility of the Administering Members to
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transmit information, and not that of the so-called
autonomous Governments of territories which the
United Nations had not yet recognized as having
attained a full measure of self-government.
9, It was ~ssential that the Administering Mempers.
should transmit information, so that the General Assembly not only could ascertain whether they were
fulfilling. their obligations to the people of the NonSelf-Governing Territories, but could also judge how
close those Territories had come to self-government or complete independence. Only by studying the
information transmitted by the Administering Members could the General Assembly ascertain whether
t}ley were complying with the obligations imposed
upon them by Article 73 a, b, c and d, It was therefore regrettable that, . despite the encour;:tgement
given by the General Assembly, very few of the
Administering Members had agreed voluntarily to
transmit political information on the Territories
under their administration, Similarly, it was deplorable that some Administering Members agreed to
transmit information out of respect for the General
Assembly but resented the discreet supervision exercised by the United Nations under the Charter.
10, The obligations of Member states under Chapter
XI were not limited to Article 73. Under Article 74,

the Member states agreed to respect the principle of
good neighbourliness, not only in respect of their
metropolitan areas but also in regard to the territories for which they assumed responsibility. At a
time when the forces of national liberation were
spreading on the African continent and throughou,t the
world, the Administering Members could no longer
remain silent and stand apart in an attitude of negation, lest they endanger international peace and security.
11. He went on to consider the principles set forth
by the Special Committee in section V, part B, of its
report. He thought it highly regrettable that although
the Committee had adopted its conclusions unanimously some members had expressed reservations
with regard to a number of the principles. Those
reservations were tantamount to saying both yes and
no. The reservation that the representative of the
United Kingdom had made in regard to principle IX
(A/4526, para. 13) was. particularly serious. Integration was such an important step that the people
of a· territory should have the capacity to make
their choice in full ~owledge of the facts: they could
only do so if they could freely express their wishes
through democratic processes, by means of impartial
elections· based on universal adult suffrage. To deny
the inhabitants of the territories the right to decide
their future by universal adult suffrage was an insult
to their intelligence. still· referring to principle IX,
his delegation agreed with the majority of the Special
Committee that United Nations supervision might be
desirable in some cases, but was not indispensable.

12, With regard to principle I, he wished only to
point out that the General Assembly was competent to
decide whether or not information should be transmitted on a given territory. It was likewise competent
to decide if a territory had attained a full measure of
self-government, as mentioned in principle n.
13, Under principle IV, Portugal could no longer
consider itself exempt from the obligation to transmit information in respect of the territories under

its administration, · since those territories were· geo...
graphically separate · and ethnically and · culturally
distinct from the metropolitan country.
J.l, In conclusion, he stated that the peoples of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories were demanding independence more and more vehemently. Afriq.a ha4.
recently proclaimed its desire to free itself froiD the
last vestiges of colonisJism. Faithful to ~he ,~oble .
principles of the Charter, t;he United Nation.13 was in.
duty bound to reject the manoeuvres of the colonialists and to promote the liberation of all Non-SelfGoverning Territories.
·
15. Miss SAFFOURI (Jordan) whole-heartedly endorsed the principles set forth in the report of the
Special Committee of Six,
16. Her delegation agreed :with that Committ!:le that
the Charter was a living document and that all the
Administering Members must fulfil their obUgations
under Chapter XI. Moreover, those obligations were
not limited to Article 73; the Administering :tv.tembers
were obliged to take into account the provisions of.
Article 74 also.
17. Without politi9al independence there couid be no
economic, social or cultural independence. So long as
a territory had not attained political independence,
the obligations assumed by the administering Power
remained valid. the Jordan delegation considered'
that the contention that no obligation exis~ed for
Portugal and Spain to transmit information under
Article 7 3 e was· not valiq in regard to territories
such as Mozambique and Angola, since the integration or association was in fact not free and since the
status o{ the territories, in law and in practice, was
not identical with that of the metropolitan countries.
Hence the colonial policy of Portugal in that regard
was in full contradiction with principles IV, VII and _,
VIIL

1

18. It was the imperative duty of the United Nations
to urge the Governments of Portugal and other Member states to transmit information on the territories
under their administration; it should be pointed out,
in that connexion, that the General Assembly alone
was competent to decide whether a territory was or
was not self-governing. The main task of the United
Nations in that field was to contribute byevery possible means to the speediest attainment of independence
of the Trust and Non-Self~Governing Territories and
thereby implement the Principles and Purposes set
forth in the United Nations Charter with regard to
those territories.
19. Lastly, she wished to point out that her delegation considered the principles laid down in the Special Committee's report to be a means and not an
end. It approved of them only to the extent that theY,
could accelerate the progress of territories towards
independence. Jordan's acceptance of those principles
should not be taken to mean that it was prepared to
agree to any delay in the attainment of independence
by the Non-Self-Governing Territories. On the contrary, the .independence of those Territories was the
objective of the Fourth Committee.
20. Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) reserved the right to
reply later to the representatives who had spoken~
21. Mr. ·NEKLESSA (ffia.ainian' Soviet . ~cialist
Republic) decl~red· that the question now under dis-
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cussion was not merely a theoretical, academic
controversy. It had arisen because two colonial
Powers, Spain and Portugal, refused to fulfil the
obligations laid upon them by Chapter XI of the
Charter. Those two Powers justified their position
by claiming that Chapter XI laid no obligations on
Member states, since it confined itself to expressing
wishes, and that, above all, there were no Spanish or
Portuguese colonies. The Ukrainian delegation, like
the majority of the members of the Committee, could
not accept either that interpretation of the Charter or
that fiction. It had repeatedly affirmed that all Member States which administered colonial territories
must be guided by the Purposes and Principles proclaimed in the Charter. The Charter laid international
obligations on those states, including the obligation
to furt~r the well-being of the indigenous peoples,
to develop self-government, and to transmit to the
United Nations information on conditions in the
colonies.
22. As was clear from principles I, II, III and X, the
report of the Special Committee of Six confirmed the
international character of the obligations deriving
from Chapter XI; it also showed, in principles 1 and
IV, how to distinguish those territories to which the
provisions of Chapter XI applied. As the Moroccan
representative had observed, the Committee had not
mentioned any territory by name; it was evident that,
since Administering Members made up half of its
membership, it had not wished to offend Spain and
Portugal. The fact was that the territories administered by Spain and Portugal were colonies and the
Fourth Committee had wasted four years in proving
that fact.
23. Taking advantage of the slow pace at which the
United Nations was moving in the matter, the Spanish
Government, which had originally decided to provide
information on its colonies, had later changed its atti.tude and had declared, through its legislative bodies,
that those colonies were now "overseas provinces".
A change of name was in reality of little significance
if colonial methods and the colonial r6gime did not
disappeat.
24. Portugal's dependencies, which were of the same
area a$ Europe and had 11 million inhabitants, were
among the oldest colonies in the world. The Portuguese colonizers had of course constantly proclaimed
that they were fulfilling a "civilizing mission": in
the days of the ancestors of the present Portuguese
colonialists that mission had been called the slave
trade. In the course of two centuries 30,000 African
slaves had been shipped to America each year from
Angola alone. In 1939, Prime Minister Salazar himself had stated that the object of the Portuguese
policy, which he called a bold one, was to defend the
"inferior races" more effectively. In an issue of
For~ign Affairs published in 1956, Prime Minister
Salatar had expressed the view that most of Africa
shoulld remain under the domination of civilized
peoples for an indefinite period.
25. What had been the fruits of that "civilizing mission" in the Portuguese colonies? No one could now
be ignorant of the wretched system prevailing in
Angola and Mozambique: the absence of political
rights; restrictions on freedom of movement; a lack
of doctors-one to every 80,000 inhabitants in Angola
and 149 out of 6 million inhabitants in Mozambique;
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almost universal illiteracy, amounting to 99 per cent
in Angola; forced labour-Portugal had long refused
to sign the ILO .Convention concerning the Abolition
of Forced Labour; inhuman employment contracts in....
volving the breaking up of families; corporal punishment and the like, Only 30,000 Angolans hadbeen able
to satisfy the conditions demanded by the "assimilation" law passed in 1917, At that rate, it would take
more than 70,000 years for all the inhabitants of the
territory to be assimilated. With its so-called policy
of assimilation Portugal was concealing its policy of
oppression of 11 million Africans. Moreover, assimilation signified in practice the application of the
racist theory of the superiority of the white man and
his civilization and the destruction of the African
culture, for in order to be assimilated and to acquire
the rights of citizenship Africans had to renounce
their own culture, read and write Portuguese and
adopt the Portuguese way of life. The equality which
should theoretically have existed since 1951 between
the metropolitan country and its so-called overseas
provinces was simply a delusion: the governors and
the governors-general had very wide discretionary
powers and paid no heed, in practice, to the opinions
of the legislative councils, which were composed of
equal numbers of elected members and nominated
members and included only a few so-called assimilated inhabitants. The Portuguese Government itself
acknowledged that its rule in the overseas provinces
was a "benevolent dictatorship".
26. In · response to the intensification of oppression by the Portuguese colonialists and the foreign
monopolies with which they were allied, the peoples
of Angola at).d Mozambique had recently begun to
demand more and more insistently the immediate
granting of independence to their respective countries; to hold back that movement the Portuguese
Government had instUuted a reign of terror, arresting and torturing the leaders of the national movements and sending them to concentration camps; it
was sending out reinforcements and was starting to
construct aerodromes. The Portuguese colonial Press
was publishing articles about the "enQrmous firepower available in the colonies for the purpose of
destroying the agents of international communism".
The countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization gave their support to Spain and Portugal for very
obvious reasons: according to The New York Times
of 25 October, a former Portuguese Minister for
Foreign Affairs had asked the United states to continue to support Portugal in the United Nations, with
the very apposite reminder that his country had giyen
the United states military bases in the Azores. At the
present time, Portuguese military circles were trying to have United states legislation with regard to
military aid amended so that it would be possible to
use American arms in Africa. According to a dispatch published in the United states Press at the time
of the visit made to Portugal by the President of the
United states, the President had stated that the United
states and Portugal were working together without
any differences of opinion.
27. The CHAIRMAN, intervening on a point of order
raised by Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal), requested the
representative of the Ukrainian SSR to keep to the
point under discussion.
28, Mr. NEKLESSA (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic), continuing his statement, said that Portuguese
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capital, which had been predominant until recently,
was tending to give way to American, British and
Belgian, capital, invested in the leading branches of
agriculture and the mining industries; for example,
the American oil company in Mozambique had obtained a huge concession and prospecting licences
from the Portuguese Government.
29. The Governor-General of Angola had stated that
there could be no question of giving self-government
or independence to the territory and that the. Portuguese authorities would take care that the present
situation was maintained. The indigenous people were
well aware, however, that that situation could. not
go on. There was no doubt that if, on their side,
the · Spanish and Portuguese Governments, in the
face of the events taking place on the African continent, accepted the fact that the complete abolition of
colonies was inevitable and took measures accord- .
ingly, they would avoid very unpleasant consequences.
If they did not, the people of the colonies would themselves throw off the colonial yoke, throw off the
shackles of slavery, just as their brothers in the
neighbouring colonies had done. The liquidation of
colonialism was to be discussed by the General Assembly in plenary session: it was essential that the
United Nations should decide upon immediate independence for all colonies, including those of Portugal and Spain. The problem was not merely a theoretical one and it should not be a matter solely for
oratorical contests on legal points: it required a
practical and immediate conclusion, which could only
be the immediate independence of the colonies of
Portugal and Spain together with the other colonies,
as proposed in the draft declaration submitted by the
delegation of the Soviet Union (A/4502 and Corr.1)
for consideration by the General Assembly at its
fifteenth session.
30. Mr. DIALLO (Mali) expressed his delegation's
congratulations to the members of the Special Committee of Six, who had managed to set out in a clear,
concise and thorough report the guiding principles
which would enable Member states to determine
whether or not an obligation existed to transmit
the information called for in Article 73 e of the
Charter. Spain and Portugal, which refused to transmit information on the territories which they administered, must finally realize that their chauvinistic
machiavellianism was a weapon of despair which
could no longer protect them. The United Nations had
merely requested information in order that it might
know what progress was being made in the Non-SelfGoverning Territories; by refusing to give that information, Spain and Portugal made it clear that they
were not easy in their conscience. Their refusal
further increased and intensified the responsibility
of the United Nations towards the oppressed peoples
which were struggling for freedom and which placed
their trust and their hopes in the Purposes and Principles proclaimed in the Charter.
31. The Portuguese Government claimed that Portugal had no colonies. Yet in 1957, 750,000 inhabitants
of Angola had been subjected to forced labour; in
1959, three patriots of Angola had been executed
merely because they had asked that basic human
rights should be respected. The very term "colonies"
had appeared in the Portuguese Constitution until
11 June 1951, when it had been replaced by the term
"overseas provinces". At the previous meeting the

Ghanaian representative had described the political
and social conditions of Africans in the Portuguese
colonies. The black population was classified into
"non-civilized" and "civilized" 'persons, the latter
being those closest to the Portuguese masters. No
indigenous person could be elected; if he had voting
rights, they could be used only to elect a Portuguese
citizen; the authorities mercilessly imprisoned, tortured, exiled or killed those indigenous inhabitants
who had succeeded in acquiring a certain degree of
education. The United Nations therefore had a heavy
moral and humanitarian obligation towards the liberation movements ·which had sprung up in the last two
years in the Portuguese 'territories and which were
suffering the onslaught of the Portuguese troops; it
should be realized, however; that the combined
armies of the whole world could never keep a people
in slavery.
,
32. The Mali delegation fully subscribed to the pri_nciples and conclusions in the report of the Spec1al
Committee of Six; it hoped that the draft resolution
that the Fourth Committee would approve would condemn those Powers which refused to supply information on human beings to whose plight the rest of the
world could not remain indifferent. Portugal was well
aware of that risk, for according to a press dispatch
the· Administration of Angola had for some time been
subjecting political prisoners to strong pressure to
compel them to protest against any resolution adopted
by the General Assembly. Portugal declared that it
would never leave Africa, claiming that its departure
would open the door to the exploitation of blacks by
blacks. For his own part, he was convinced that
Portugal would indeed leave Africa, for it was impossible for one human being, whether black or white,
to go on indefinitely exploiting another human being.
33. Mr. KIANG (China) said that the obligation to
transmit information presented two problems which
the General Assembly had been trying to solve since
1951. The first was to define what constituted~ NonSelf-Governing Territory and the second, to determine the point at which such a Territory had achieved
self-government or independence. The General Assembly had examined those questions in terms of the
factors to be taken into account in deciding whether
a Territory had attained a . full measure of selfgovernment, and it had been generally agreed that
no enumeration of factors could do more than serve
as a guide, since each case would have to be considered on its own merits. But what authority was to
decide that the transmittal of information ·should
cease? There had been no agreement on that point.:
the majority of Administering Members maintained
that the competence to take that decision lay exclusively with them while the great majority of nonadministering Members thought that the General
Assembly should have the authority, either exclusively
or jointly with the Administering Member concerned,
to decide whether a Territory had ceased to be nonself-governing within the meaning of Chapter XI of
the Charter. In spite of that difference of opinion all
countries admitted that Chapter XI was not only a
declaration of principles-which required all Member
states to recognize the principle that the interests of
the inhabitants of Non-Self-Governing Territories
were paramount-but also a declaration of obligations
accepted by Member states administering Non-SelfGoverning. Territories. In order to ensure respect
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for those obligations the Administering Members
were urged to transmit statistical information, subject to such limitation as security and constitutional
considerations might require.
34. His delegation had always believed that it was
for the General Assembly to determine collectively
the interpretation to be given to the term "NonSelf-Governing Territories" and "territories whose
peoples have not yet attained a full measure of selfgovernment". It therefore endorsed the principles
laid down in the report of the Special Committee of
Six for the guidance of the General Assembly in
determining whether or not an obligation existed to
transmit information. It would be dogmatic to argue
that a definition of those principles was unnecessary.
Such a definition would certainly be of value if it had
the effect of changing certain rigid positions adopted
since 1952 and 1953.
35. Mr. GUARDADO (El Salvador) wished to associate himself with the representatives who had congratulated the Special Committee of Six on its concise
report, which would guide the Assembly in its implementation of the fundamental principles of the Charter. The work of that Committee had unfortunately
not been in time to prevent certain regrettable developments which ran counter to the ideas proclaimed
at the San Francisco Conference. His delegation
regretted that the debate had not been confined to a
legal study of the principles defined by the Special
Committee but had extended to the application of
those principles to particular cases like those of
Spain and Portugal.
36. Since there had been no criticism of the report
of the Special Committee, he moved the closure of
t e debate under article 118 of the rules of procedure.
7. Mr. KANAKARATNE (Ceylon) expressed asonishment at such a strange proposal so early in the
debate. The Committee had not even devoted three
full meetings to consideration of the report of the
Special Committee of Six, which had only been introduced in the Fourth Committee at the 1031st meeting.
His own delegation wished to study closely both the
report and the interventions made thus far before
stating its views. Any attempt to prevent delegations
from speaking on so important a matter would be a
serious encroachment upon freedom of discussion.
The representative of El Salvador believed that the
Committee should confine itself to the legal aspect of
the problem. While the Committee must naturally concern itself with the principles laid down by the Special Committee of Six, the item under discussion was
not an academic topic but a serious problem which
the United Nations had been studying for several
years. Sooner or later those principles would have to
be applied, and without taking any stand at that stage
on the situation in a given territory as depicted by
certain representatives, his delegation would submit
its views on the manner, time and place of their
application. It should be given an opportunity for
doing so. For that reason he strongly opposed the
motion for closure.
38. Mr. Krishna MENON (India) pointed out that the
report of the Special Committee of Six had only been
before the Fourth Committee since the previous day.
The latter would certainly need as much time to conLitho in U.N.
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sider the report as the Special Committee had spent
on its drafting. If the debate was closed immediately,
the Fourth Committee would be unable to approve any
draft resolution, as the delegations had had no opportunity to consult each other. That would be all the
more regrettable since the item under discussion had
been occupying the United Nations for a long time.
The Committee should trace the problem back to its
origins, namely to the drawing up of the Charter,
whose authors had obviously intended to impose on
Members administering Non-Self-Governing Territories similar obligations to those imposed on Authorities administering Trust Territories. Since those
Members had received a sacred trust, they should be
accountable for their actions to the international community. The Committee should not be content,with an
academic discussion of the principles involved but
should decide how and in what circumstances they
should be applied in order to avoid any violation of
the Charter. He therefore hoped that the Committee
would be able to go on with its work in the normal
way.
39. Mr. GUARDADO (El Salvador) said that he had
merely wished to draw the Committee's attention to
the need for concentrating the debate on the principles laid down in the report because he feared that
premature discussion of their application to any given
country might jeopardize the success of many years'
work in the United Nations. He was now confident that
he had achieved that purpose and would withdraw his
motion.
40. Mr. SALAMANCA (Bolivia) stressed the complex
nature of the legal and political problem before the
Committee. It was indeqfl difficult to say what consti...
tuted a nation. Certain countries were born weak and
gradually gained strength; others had long-standing
problems in the shape of minorities or regions difficult to integrate with the national community. A
nation was a continual creation and might only represent in effect the will of a certain group to become a
nation. The Committee must of course make sure
that the will of such groups was not ignored, but it
should not approve a draft resolution which would
only have the effect of creating a climate of tension.
41. The principles laid down in the report of the
Special Committee of Six raised very delicate problems; it might be fair to ask, for instance, how many
independent states where the people were completely
self-governing were to be found in the world of today.
The essential thing was not to try to make all territories independent even if they had only a minute
population but to ensure that human rights were
everywhere respected. In discussing a report of such
vast scope the representatives could obviously quote
all the examples and mention all the territories they
wished, but they should bear in mind that a general
declaration must not be used as a weapon against one
or two countries. The value of such a text would lie
in its unanimous acceptance. The Fourth Committee
would have to adopt the principles of the Special Committee of Six and see how they could be implemented
before it could decide whether any given country was
right or wrong to refuse to transmit information. For
the time being any condemnation was premature.
The meeting rose at 5.30 p.m.
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applicable, since they had been intended to cover the
cessation of the transmission of information rather
than the obligation to transmit information under
Article 73 e. Furthermore it had been contended that
Article 73 e contained a limitative clause relating to
security and constitutional considerations and also
that under Article 2, paragraph 7, the administration
of territories was a matter of domestic jurisdiction
and therefore outside the competence of the United
Nations.
·
3. The principles set forth in section V, part B, of
the report of the Special Committee of Six on the
Trans:qtission of Information under Article 73 e of
the Charter (A/ 4526) would finally refute those contentions. If the Fourth Committee or any of its members felt that a legal instrument was needed defining
the accountability of Members for the administration
of dependent territories, such a legal instrument had
been provided by the report of the Special Committee
of Six. Although her delegation was not in favour of
legal disputations about questions that by nature were
not necessarily legal, it was glad to have available a
well-documented instrument to strengthen its position
in a matter which was fraught with political dangers
and consequences.

Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHJ (Iraq),

AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Miss BROOKS (Liberia) said that for a number of
years the Liberian and other delegations had tried to
impress upon the General Assembly the need for
establishing a committee which would impartially and
objectively enumerate principles on the basis of
which Members which administered overseas territories could be asked to account for the administration of those territories before the international
forum, in accordance with the terms of Chapter XI of
the Charter. All attempts in that direction had been
consistently frustrated until at its fourteenth session
the General Assembly had decided that a study of
such principles was advisable and necessary. As a
consequence of the adoption of General Assembly
resolution 1467 (XIV), a six-member committee had
been appointed whose composition gave the assurance
of impartiality and whose report (A/ 4526) represented
the points of view of both administering and nonadministering Powers.

4. Nothing in the principles enunciated by the Special Committee could cause her delegation to have
any doubts that Portugal was an Administering Member in the fullest sense of the term and that the territories administered by the Portuguese Government
were territories on which information should be
transmitted without delay, in compliance with Article
73 e of the Charter. Even had her delegation's position not been strengthened and corroborated by the
existence of the legal document, it would not have
hesitated to address to the Government of Portugal
an earnest appeal to fulfil its obligations. The political situation in the world, and more particularly in
Africa, was such that the question of international
responsibility for the administration of the Portuguese territories had become a matter of the utmost
urgency. She felt that it would be a disservice not
only to the United Nations, to Africa and to the
whole world, but even to Portugal itself, not to insist
that that country should take account of the present
dangerous situation and relinquish its intransigent
attitude for the sake of world peace.

2. On many occasions in the past the question had
been asked in the Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories, the Fourth Committee and the General Assembly whether there were
any Member States which administered territories on
which information under Article 73 e of the Charter
was due but had not been forthcoming. The question
had never received an authoritative reply; some delegations had given an affirmative answer, while others
had asserted that the Assembly possessed no instrument on which a categorical ruling could be based.
The factors outlined in General Assembly resolution
742 (VIII) had been considered by some to be in-

5. The tide of African nationalism and the demand
of the oppressed countries to stand on their own feet
and be masters of their own affairs could no longer
be treated as a matter of legal niceties. and constitutional subtleties. There was an abundance of material
available from Angola, Mozambique and dependent
Guinea relating to the situation of the indigenous
populations there and the determination of the people
to obtain freedom by any means that were available
to them. She would not dwell on the conditions prevailing in the territories under Portuguese adminis201
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tration, for those conditions were well known and the
facts could be found in many books, pamphlets and
newspapers. The representative of Portugal had in
the past vigorously denied the facts but no documentation had been produced to corroborate such denials.
6. In its reply to the Secretary-General (A/ AC.lOO/
1, paras. 143-162) in compliance with General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV), the Portuguese Government had given a learned interpretationofthemeaning
of the word 11Declaration 11 as the title of Chapter XI
of the Charter, had upheld the competence of the
State concerned as opposed to that of the General
Assembly and had drawn a subtle distinction between
the political status of territories and that of peoples.
The time for such legal quibbles was past. If the
Portuguese Government needed a legal document it
had one in the report of the Special Committee of Six.
However minutely any of the principles put forward
by the Special Committee was examined, the conclusion must be that information on the territories under
Portuguese administration was called for. The reality
of the situation was more compelling than nice legal
points. The fact that the Portuguese territories came
within the purview of Chapter XI of the Charter was
confirmed by the twelve principles, regardless of
what their status might be according to the Constitution of Portugal. The territories were geographically
separate and ethnically and culturally distinct from
the country which administered them, in accordance
with the terms of principle IV. They were not freely
associated with an independent State, within the meaning of principle VII, or integrated into an independent
State within the meaning of principles VITI or IX.
7. The question of constitutional limitation had been
raised by the representative of Portugal on two previous occasions but in the light of the Portuguese reply
to the Secretary-General 1s note that point would seem
to have been abandoned by the Portuguese Government
and she would therefore not dwell on it. The question
of non-interference by the United Nations in Portugal's domestic affairs was much more fully covered
in its reply. Her delegation had, however, already
established the need for international accountability.
The lesson of the former Belgian Congo had contributed much to Liberia's jUstified fears in that respect
and the Government of Portugal would do well to heed
that hitter lesson.

s. The General Assembly, her delegation submitted,
had no choice but to request the Government of Portugal to implement the obligations it had undertaken in
joining the United Nations. Furthermore, the General
Assembly should recommend to the Government of
Portugal that it should advance with the tide of history and see that the territories under its administration and the peoples under its rule in Mrica and
Asia were delivered from Portuguese administration
and joined the community of free nations. Such a
recommendation would be in accordance with the
reality of the situation as it was today and as it would
develop in the near future-perhaps nearer than anyone could foresee. The forecasts made five years
earlier, or even less, regarding the date of the attainment of independence by dependent peoples had shown
an astonishing lack of foresight on the part of certain
Governments. There had been a great change from
the spirit that had prevailed in the Fourth Committee
and in the Committee on Information a few years
earlier, when certain Administering Members had

taken their stand on the principle of non-interference
by the United Nations in the domestic affairs of
States. Her delegation was glad to see that change
and appreciated the wisdom of those Administering
Members which had in fact and in practice accepted
international responsibility for the administration of
dependent territories and had adjusted their policies
to the facts. It was to be hoped that a similar change,
but a more rapid one, would take place on the part of
the Portuguese Government.
9. With regard to the application of the principles
enunciated by the Committee of Six to the territories
administered by Spain, she thought that members of
the Fourth Committee would agree that while the
approach of the Spanish Government to the question
of transmitting information with respect to the territories it administered was rather different from that
of Portugal, the final result was the same. At the
670th meeting of the Fourth Committee, during the
twelfth session of the General Assembly, the representative of Spain had stated that Spain's reply to the
communication addressed by the Secretary-General
to the new Member States in connexion with obligations under Article 73 of the Charter would be received in due course and that it would be entirely in
accordance with the spirit of the Charter. Later the
Spanish Government, through its Permanent Mission,
hird <confirmed that statement !I and had announced
that the reply of Spain was under consideration and
would shortly be transmitted to the Secretary-General
and that it would be in keeping with the spirit of the
Charter. In November 1958, however, the Spanish
Government, through its Permanent Mission, had informed the Secretary-GeneralY that Spain possessed
no Non-Self-Governing Territories, since the territories subject to its sovereignty in Mrica were
classified as provinces of Spain and that consequently
the Spanish Government did not regard itself as
affected by Article 73.
10. The delegation of Liberia could never accept the
principle that an administering State could by legislation deprive the dependent people it administered
of their rights as guaranteed under the Charter; such
action was in fact diametrically opposed to principles VI, VII, VIII and IX of the Special Committee
of Six. Thus it was the duty of the General Assembly
to call upon' Spain to fulfil its obligations under the
Charter in connexion with the territories it administered.
11. Her delegation was happy that many of the NonSelf-Governing Territories on which France had
formerly transmitted information had joined the
United Nations as independent States. Her delegation
was, however, concerned about the territory commonly called French Somaliland. It considered that
the United Nations should be informed by France of
the exact conditions and status of that territory. If by
the sixteenth session of the General Assembly French
Somaliland had not obtained independent status, her
delegation felt that France should be obliged to trimsmit information concerning that territory and to state
specifically when it would attain independence.
12. On behalf of the .millions of dependent peoples
everywhere, the majority of whom dwelt in the conti!/See A/C.4/375,
See A/C.4/385/Rev.l~
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nent of Africa, she appealed to Portugal, Spain and
every colonial Power to direct their efforts towards
the fulfilment of the provisions of the Charter and in
doing so to accelerate their plans so that in the very
near future all dependent people would be liberated
and take their rightful place among the free nations
of the world.
13. Mr. DIALLO (Mali), replying to the remarks
made by the Bolivian representative at the 1033rd
meeting, said that his delegation felt that it was its
duty, in furthering the canse of justice and peace, to
denounce the abominable practices of certain Powers,
not in a spirit of malice but in order to save the
United Nations from being considered an accomplice
in the crimes committed by Portugal and Spain, which
ignored the moral principles proclaimed by the United
Nations.
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in other colonial territories if considerations of
fictitious legality were allowed to stand in the way of
the tide of freedom. He appealed to the representatives of Spain and Portugal and to the other Administering Members to heed the lessons of history and
not to try and prolong the life of a dying system; for
no amount of legal verbiage or of twisting the meaning of the Charter could change reality. The peoples
of Angola, Mozambique and other territories alleged
to be fully self-governing and to be integral parts of
the metropolitan country showed signs of holding
views which did not tally with the views held by
Portugal and Spain. That was because they had a
different history and different racial and cultural
characteristics, facts which no amount of legal assertion could alter. It was the Committee's duty to
act speedily lest events overtook it.

14. Mr. Najmuddine RIFAI (United Arab Republic)
said that the Committee would be well advised to
concentrate on the principles elaborated by the Special Committee of Six; after adopting those principles, it could then proceed to investigate their
application.

18. , Miss SHELTON (Cuba) said that, in view of the
many debates and the different points of view held in
the Fourth Committee on the question of the interpretation of Chapter XI of the Charter, the clear and
precise report of the Special Committee of Six was
particularly welcome.

15. From the earliest days of the United Nations
there had been arguments about the interpretation of
Chapter XI of the Charter. With the passage of time,
the legal position of some of the administering
Powers had undergone a commendable change and
the gap between the two opposing views had been
narrowed. The Committee of Six had done its work
well; his delegation fully endorsed both its findings
and the principles set out in its report, which entirely
confirmed the views it had unswervingly upheld, and
it trusted that no more would be heard of the untenable thesis that the transmission of information was a
purely voluntary act depending solely on the Administering Member concerned. The principles had the
added advantage of providing the General Assembly
with criteria which would enable it to determine
whether or not any given territory was self-governing. Accordingly, the Administering Members could
no longer sustain the argument that it was their prerogative to decide that point; that argument had been
shown to be invalid from the legal point of view. Nor
could it any longer be m.,.t\intained that responsibility
was not collective and that the General Assembly was
not competent to decide whether or not an obligation to transmit information about a given territory
existed.

19. Her delegation, which had voted in favour of
General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV) setting up
the Special Committee, endorsed the statement in
paragraph 17 of the report that independence was
among the rightful aspirations of every nation, the
fulfilment of which was an important factor in the
preservation of international peace and security. The
wind of change referred to by various representatives
in the Committee had brought with it a clarion call
for independence. Evidence of that was the presence in the Committee of a number of representatives
of States which had recently been liberated from
colonialism: her delegation welcomed their liberation
with great joy, for Cuba had always championed the
equality of rights of all peoples and their right to
representation in the international community. It
agreed with the statement in paragraph 18 of the
Special Committee's report that the Charter was a
living document and the obligations under Chapter XI
must be viewed in the light of the changing spirit of
the times.

16. Events had rendered discussion about the legal
interpretation of Chapter XI increasingly unreal. He
wondered what the peoples of Angola, Mozambique
and many other territories would say if they heard
that the United Nations was engaged in an academic
discussion of that subject. At a time when many
former dependent territories had become sovereign
States, it was disheartening to find that, on the basis
either of treaties which had invariably been imposed
rather than negotiated or of certain constitutional
provisions about which the colonial peoples had never
been consulted, .there were colonial Powers who stUl
maintained that certain territories were outside the
purview of Chapter XI of the Charter. Such an attitude
was a danger to peace and was indeed harmful to
those who upheld it.
17. The events occurring in the central part of
northern Africa showed what was bound to happen

20. In its twelve principles the Special Committee
had given a clear and precise interpretation of Chapter XI, and especially Article 73 e. She would not
comment on those principles, for there was little to
add to what had already been said by previous speak•
ers, and particularly by the Indian and Mexican
representatives at the 1031st meeting, in their brilliant statements on the subject.
21. She associated herself with the Liberian representative in paying a tribute to Mr. Espinosa y Prieto
of Mexico, whose conciliatory spirit, clear thinking
and wide knowledge had. contributed much to the
success of the Fourth CoJp.mittee's work, especially
on the item at present before it.
22. Mr. THAPA (Nepal) said that he was glad to see
from the Special Committee's report how large an
area of agreement there was between the different
groups of Member States even on seemingly controversial questions. The report reflected the spirit of
understanding and compromise shown by the administering and the non-administering Powers. Although
the stresses and strains of compromise were visible
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in certain passages, it was a good, practical report·
and a good basis for the Fourth Committee1 s work.·
23. The validity of Article 73 of the Charter derived
from its contribution to world peace. With the growth
of nationalism in the colonies, it had been felt that
the United Nations could establish peace only if it
declared itself positively on the side of self-government. To keep a large part of the world's population
in a dependent status from which it wished to free
itself would be a threat to world peace. Article 73 e
must be interpreted in that context .. When it was so
interpreted, there appeared to be no limitations on
the obligation to transmit information regarding any
·
Non-Self-Governing Terrftory.
24. Moreover, Chapter XI was an expression of the
human conscience, as it had developed after the bitter
experience of the Second World War, in relation to
the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
The conscience of the world community as expressed
in the Charter rejected any type of dependent·status
as a permanent solution. The United Nations therefore had a sacred responsibility and must work
increasingly for the promotion of self-government in
all the Non-Self-Governing Territories through the
political, economic, social and educational advancement of those peoples. It :could not properly discharge that responsibility without the possession of
reliable and comprehensive information on the actual
state of affairs obtainin&' in the Territories.
25. Some Member States, however, were ·not prepared to interpret that Article as liberally as his
delegation would wish. No information had been supplied, for exampl~, on Goa, Angola, Mozambique and
other territories. In some cases political and constitutional difficlilties were cited as an excuse for not
transmitting information. In his delegation's opinion,
where such difficulties existed the constitutional
position shoUld be adjusted to comply with the spirit
of the Charter, rather than the spirit of the Charter
being strained to accommodate a constitutional position which no longer accorded with it.
26. His delegation would have been happier if there
had been no need to enunciate principles and if
information had been transmitted on all Non-SelfGoverning Terri.tories. In. the absence of such information, however, the next best thing was for the
Committee to clarify the position by the enunciation
of principles.
27. Principle I asserted that all colonial territories
that had existed at the time of the drafting of the
Charter were covered by Chapter XI; an absolute
obligation existed to transmit information on each
territory until it attained self-government either
through association, integration or emergence as a
sovereign and independent State. If there were any
limitations to that obligation they pertained only to
the granting of the information and not to the obligation itself.
28. His delegation hoped that the principles would
be adopted and that the Member States which had
refused to transmit information would reconsider
their position.
Mr. Ortiz de Rozas (Argentina), Vice-Chairman,
took the Chair.

· 29'; Mr. KUCHAVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said· that rt ·would'be a useless eXercise for the
Committee to embark on an academic discusSion of
the report of the Special Committee of Six, which was
the result ·of the 'Fourth Committee's inertia in past
years. It was a well-known fact that Spain and Portugal, in violation ·of the Charter, had refused to provide information regarding their colonies and that
with the support of other colonial Powers, they had
several times succe~ded in preventing the adoptio.n of
a definite decision to th~ effect that they were bound
by the obligations laid down in Chapter XI of the
Charter. In the end,. and to a large extent on the
initiative of the. Uni~d Kingdom representative,
the General Assembly had adopted re~Jolution 1467
(x:ry) and the Committee of spc h:;td been set up.
30. To his delegation, like many others, it had always been perfectly clear that any legal investigation
was :Pointless, since Angola, Mozambique, so-called
Portuguese Guinea,· Cape Verde and the Islands of
Sao Tom6 and Prfncipe were' colonies of Portugal,
and that Ifni, the so-called Bpanish Sahara, and the
Canary Islands were colonies of Spain, acquired in
all cases by military conquest leading to the enslave. ment of their peoples. Those facts were known to
any· ·schoolboy, yet the adult representatives of the
colonial Powers were trying to ·pretend that those
·territories were an integral part of the metropolitan
countries concerned. That attitude deceived no one
and it was useless for Spain and Portugal to try to
absorb those territories by calling them provinces of
the metropolitan country. At a ti!D.e when the national
liberation movement of the colonized peoples had
reached a decisive stage, the only realistic approach
was the .complete liquidation of colonialism, and
the General Assembly wOUld soon be considering a
declaration to that effect. Were Portugal and Spain to
be exceptions? Was the General Assembly to agree
tacitly to the continuati'O'n of colonialism in their
territories? It was obvious that tlie ·contentions of
Spain and Portugal were fallacious, and his delegation
regretted that the United Nations had taken several
years to discover the fact. The basic objective now
was not to ascertain ·whether the Spanish and Portuguese territories were colonies but to bring all
colonial domination to an immediate end in both the
Non-Self-Governing Territories and the Trust Territories; that included the Spanish and Portuguese
colonies.
31. The Committee should not waste time discussing
general principles, but should rather try and keep
pace with events. It should immediately take note of
the fact that since 1955, when Spain and Portugal had
become Member States, they had been under an unconditional obligation under Article 73 of the Charter
to transmit information about their colonies. Next,
the General Assembly should deal with the vital question of the grant of independence to all Non-SelfGoverning Territories, including those of Spain and
Portugal, where so many millions of indigenous
inhabitants were deprived of all rights and were the
victims of cruel oppression.
32. The Spanish and .Portuguese had often spoken of
their •civilizing mission •, as if they were bringing
culture and civilization to •inferior• races but if
their deeds rather than their words were examined
an altogether different picture emerged. There was
no information to show that industries were being
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established in Angola or Mozambique, that r11pid economic progress was being made, or that the level of
living and the literacy rate were being raised; on the
contrary, despite strict Press censorship, reports
showed that the African population had been deprived
of its rights, that patriotic organizations were being
persecuted and that the indigenous inhabitants lived
in conditions of slavery.
33. By an amendment to the Portuguese Constitution
made on 11 June 1951, the Portuguese colonies had
become "overseas provinces" of Portugal, but their
situation had remained exactly the same. Neither the
colonies nor their inhabitants enjoyed equal rights
with the metropolitan country; indeed, the indigenous
population was subjected to cruel racial discrimination. The indigenous inhabitants were divided into
"assimilated" and "non-assimilated" groups and under
the law an African could rise to assin:iilated status
only if he knew the Portuguese language, became a
Catholic, possessed a certain amount of money and
was prepared to reject local customs, culture and
traditions and to live like a European. AnAfrican who
fulfilled those conditions was given the right to Portuguese citizenship, and a Portuguese passport, he
could vote and his children could receive education.
Thus the policy of assimilation was a convenient
means by which the Portuguese colonialists oppressed
11 mlllion Africans. After five hundred years of
Portuguese occupation, only 0~3 per cent of the Africans had been assimilated; the others enjoyed no
political or civil rights, nor were they represented
in any of the adminiStrative or legislative organs of
the metropolitan country. They were required to
carry identity cards at all times, they could not move
from one place to another without special permission
and they enjoyed no protection under the law. They
could be driven from their land and impressed into
forced labour, which was in fact slave labour. Each
year male indigenous inhabitants were required to
contribute six months of compulsory labour. In the
Portuguese colonies only overt slavery was prohibited: all other forms of enslavement not only were
not forbidden, but were even legal. An organized
trade in indigenous inhabitants went on in Mozambique under the guise of contract labour. Under the
Mozambique Convention of 1928, 100,000 Africans
from Mozambique were sent to the Union of South
Africa each year and some 100,000 to Rhodesia and
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Nyasaland. There was a special government organ to
recruit manpower for the Transvaal mines. The
majority of those recruited died either en route, from
disease, malnutrition or epidemics, or from work in
the mines. In its issue of 8 April 1960, The Manchester Guardian had said that over the past twenty
years forced labour had been playing a constantly
increasing part in Mozambique and Angola.
34. That cruel colonial exploitation had reduced the
indigenous populations of the Spanish and Portuguese
territories to starvation and misery. Indeed, the
colonial r6gime had brought them nothing but suffering. Why did approximately one out of every two newborn infants die in its first year in Mozambique?
Why were 99 per cent of the indigenous population of
Angola, Mozambique and other Portuguese colonies
still illiterate after 500 years of 11 enlightened" administration and •civilization"? Surely no further
proof was needed that the colonial r6gime constituted
a major obstacle to the progress of the populations
of the Portuguese, Spanish and other colonies. That
obstacle must be removed immediately and the necessary conditions created for the economic, social and
educational development of those peoples. The colonial
Powers had often spoken of the "white man's burden";
the time had come to liberate them from that burden,
but most of all to liberate the colonial peoples from
their tutelage.
35. The USSR delegation called upon the Fourth
Committee to decide formally that the Portuguese
and Spanish colonies were Non-Self-Governing Territories, that Portugal and Spain bore full responsibility for implementing the obligations outlined in the
Charter, and that the present and future resolutions
of the General Assembly concerning the fulfilment of
the purposes and principles of the Charter in regard
to the Non-Self-Governing Territories and the immediate and complete liquidation of the colonial system in those Territories applied to the Spanish and
Portuguese territories.
36. The Fourth Committee had already wasted much
time in studying procedural and formal questions; the
time had come for it to take an immediate decision
on liberating the colonial peoples from the hated
colonial r6gime.
The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not ~n obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Artiel e 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. HUSAIN (Pakistan) said that for the moment
he would confine his remarks to the principles
enunciated by the Special Committee of Six on the
Transmission of Information under Article 73 e of the
Charter in section. V, part B, of its report (A/4526);
he would have an opportunity at a later stage to discuss
the application of those principles to particular
territories.
2. The only means that the United Nations possessed
for securing ultimate self-government for the NonSelf-Governing Territories, the goal it had boldly
set itself in Chapter XI of the Charter, was to request
the Administering Members to keep it informed of
the economic, social and educational development of
those Territories. That means had proved to be a
powerful weapon enabling the United Nations to keep
a close watch over the situation. Advancement in the
economic, social and educational fields had spurred
on political progress and many Territories had attained
independence as a result of the watchfulness of the
small nations and the good wm· of a number of
administering Powers.
3. Some Merilhers, however, had refused to provide
that information. They had ~ed that certain terri•
tories did not come within the scope of Chapter XI or
that others were already self-governing, because the
207

Charter failed to specify what constituted a Non-SelfGoverning Territory. The General Assembly had
previously decided that an Administering Member
would not cease to have an obligation to transmit
information in respect of a territory until that territory had attained a full measure of self-government
and had made it clear that it was for the Assembly
alone to determine, on the basis of certain criteria
laid down in General Assembly resolution 742 (VIII),
whether a given territory had reached that stage. The
Special Committee of Six, reprodUcing the basic
concepts of resolution 742 (VII1) in a more coherent
form and a more logical order, had defined the
principles which should serve as a guide in determining
whether or not an obligation existed to transmit
information.
4. Although it reserved the right to suggest some
changes, the Pakistan delegation generally endorsed
the Special Committee's recommendations. It agreed
with the Committee that the Charter was a living
document and that the application of Chapter XI should
be viewed in the light of political realities and of the
changing spirit of the times. It considered further
that the principles should be applied in the light of the
facts and the specific circumstances of each case.
Geographical separation combined with ethnic distinctness created a prima facie presumption that the
obligation to transmit information existed. The burden
of proof that the presumption was not necessarily
conclusive and that, as a result of constitutional and
juridical factors, there was no obligation-notwithstanding that geographical separation and ethnic
distinctness-lay with the Administering Member.
Judging from the way in which certain countries
interpreted Chapter XI, and in particular Article 73 e,
it would appear that they denied that freedom was the
highest of man 1s natural endowments and not the
product of any political system and that every nation
had the right to be free itself in order to protect the
rights and freedoms of its citizens. Yet it was the
vitality of that concept which had led many African
States tQ independence and now enabled them to work
for the development of Africa by Africans, for
Africans and in the African way, free from the
influence of the cold war. Most of the other peoples of
Africa would like to achieve the same status, notwithstanding the anachronistic thinking of those who clung
to imperialism.
5. Mr. ROHAL-ILKIV (Czechoslovakia) said that,
in considering all the items on the Committee's agenda,
his delegation continued to bear in mind the proposal
of the Soviet Union for a declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial peoples and countries
(A/4502 and Corr.1). It firmly believed that colonialism
should be totally and speedily liquidated and that it
would ultimately cease to exist. That did not mean,
however, that the Committee should be satisfied and
await the end of colonialism. On the contrary, action
should be taken simultaneously on all fronts and the
A/C.4/SR.l035
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problem under discussion was also a factor in the
struggle against colonialism.
6. The . Czechoslovak delegation had consistently
striven for a correct interpretation of Article 73 e.
Since the very inception of the United Nations, some
administering Powers had been reticent about the
territories for which they were responsible, evading
the obligation assumed under Article 73 e, and had gone
so far as to cease transmitting information. The nonadministering Members had fought against that policy
with some measure of success, as would be seen fro~
General Assembly resolutions 222 (Til), 334 (IV), 742
(VITI) and 747 (Vlll). Resolution 747 (VITI) gave the
Assembly the right to decide when the transmission
of information in regard to a Non-Self-Governing
Territory should be discontinued, and that right was
confirmed in resolution 748 (VITI), which established
the competence of the Assembly to decide whether a
Non-Self-Governing Territory had or had not attained
a full measure of self-government as referred to in
Chapter XI of the Charter.
7. Portugal and Spain refused to transmit information
in regard to the territories under their administration
on the grounds that they no longer had any 11 colonies 11
and th~t those territories were now "overseas provinces". It would be interesting to ask an indigenous
inhabitant of Angola whether life had changed in his
"province" since it had ceased to be a colony: there
could be no doubt regarding his reply, for the whole
world knew that the Portuguese was the most brutal
of colonial r~gimes. According to an article published
in The Times of London on 21 and 22 June 1960
entitled "Portuguese Way in Africa", the legal fictio~
of changing the label did not alter the fact that Angola
was still a colony; the density of its population was
very low despite favourable conditions and the indigenous inhabitants were subjected to forced labour. In the
opinion of The Times correspondent, the policy of
assimilation applied in Angola might result in a
11 Portuguese Algeria 11 •
8. As a result of the refusal ofcertainAdministering
Members to discharge their obligations under Chapter
XI of the Charter, the General Assembly, in resolution 1467 (XIV), had established a special committee
to draw up the principles which should guide those
Members in determining whether or not the obligation
to transmit information was applicable to them. Some
conclusions of the Special Committee of Six could
effectively serve the cause of the emancipation of
colonial peoples: the Charter was indeed a living
document and the obligations under Chapter XI should
be viewed in the light of political realities and the
changing spirit of the times; the obligations assumed
by Member States were not limited to Article 73 and
Chapter XI did indeed embody the concept of Non-SelfGoverning Territories in a dynamic state of evolution
and progress. Those conclusions and principles should,
however, have been expressed in more forceful terms
and should be accompanied by practical measures for
their implementation. The Czechoslovak delegation had
not expected revolutionary results from the Special
Committee of Six since half of its members had been
representatives of colonial Powers. In the General
Assembly, however, there were only a few colonial
Powers and that fact should be reflected in the
decisions adopted.
·
9. The main thing was to dispose once and for all of
the argument of the colonial Powers to the effect that

Chapter XI was a mere declaration of intention which
did not connote any obligation. On the.contrary, like the
Charter, of which it was a part, Chapter XI was an
international instrument which imposed obligations
on, and granted rights to, certain States. In the view
of the Czechoslovak delegation, all Member States
without exception were legally bound to transmit
information in regard to the territories for which they
were responsible. In practice, the General Assembly,
and the General Assembly alone, should be the judge
of whether a territory had attained a full measure of
self-government. Moreover, the obligation to transmit
information under Chapter XI meant not only that the
Administering Member was not entitled to discontinue
the transmission of information on its own authority,
but also that it was obliged to transmit that information
if the General Assembly so requested. Resolution 747
(VIII) left no doubt regarding the Assembly's competence in that respect.
10. In deciding whether there were grounds for
continuing or ceasing the transmission of information
on a particular Non-Self-Governing Territory, the
Assembly should ask itself whether the Territory
in question had or had not attained self-government.
In the opinion of the Czechoslovak delegation, the
essential test could only be the attainment of.genuine
political independence, based on the freely expressed
will of the people of the Territory, and not the
attainment of a fictitious independence or independence
proclaimed in a unilateral declaration of the administering Power.
11. Likewise, with regard to the volume of information to be submitted, he was of the opinion that
Article 73 of the Charter should be interpreted as
a whole: although sub-paragraph e of that Article
mentioned only information "relating to economic,
social, and educational conditions in the territories n,
sub-paragraphs a and b of the same Article spoke
of the "political advancement" of the territories
and of the "progressive development of their free
political institutions". There was, moreover, a close
relationship between the advancement achieved in each
of those fields, and that advancement was more rapid
when the territory had attained full independence. The
Administering Members should therefore be required
to transmit information of a political nature, for there
was no other way of determining exactly how the
principle of self-government of the peoples was
implemented in those territories and to what extent
they approached the objective set forth in the Charter,
namely, independence. It was essential to act without
delay and the United Nations should, as a first step,
oblige Spain and Portugal to acknowledge that the
territories they were administering were not selfgoverning territories and immediately to transmit
information regarding them. But that was only the
first step. It was necessary for those territories to
be granted complete independence without delay.
12. The time had come to take a firm stand in support
of the colonized peoples. The recent admission of new
African States as Members of the United Nations
worked in favour of that decision. Ever since the
second
session, the General Al!lsembly and the
Committee had been discussing the interpretation to
be given to Article 73 e; the colonized peoples would
not wait for the result of their debates and the
Assembly had no right to hinder the course of history.
The precise definition of the principles that should
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govern the interpretation of Article 73 was only a link
in the chain of measures expediting that evolution.
The Czechoslovak delegation was convinced that, by
adopting a resolution compelling the Administering
Members to respect the obligations imposed upon
them by the Charter, the Assembly would have taken
a favourable step forward towards the ultimate
objective, immediate and complete elimination of
colonialism.
3. Mr. KANAKARATNE (Ceylon) said that he would
eal mainly with the principles formulated by the
Special Committee of Six, for it was only after the
Fourth Committee had expressed its views on those
principles that it would be able to specify which
Administering Members should consider themselves
bound by them and on which territories those Members
should transmit information. In adopting resolution
1467 (XIV), the General Assembly had declared itself
competent to determine the scope of Chapter XI of
the Charter, and in particular Article 73 e; on that
point, the Ceylonese delegation did not in any way share
the reservations of certain delegations. As early as
the 16th meeting of the Fourth Committee, held
during the second part of the first session of the
Assembly, Mr. John Foster Dulles, representing the
United States of America, had stated that his country,
having adopted a broad view of its responsibilities
under Chapter XI, had forwarded to the SecretaryGeneral information relating to all the Non-Self•
Governing Territories under its authority. The representative of Norway, in turn, had stated that Chapter XI
might develop into a Magna Carta of liberty which
would give new faith and hope to millions of people
who were not represented among the United Nations.
It was in that spirit that Chapter XI must be interpreted and applied to all peoples to whom it was
applicable.
14. Certain countries that had transformed colonies
into "overseas provinces" by a mere change of
appellation and amendment of their basic laws were
using that constitutional fiction as a basis for refusing
to transmit information. It should be noted, however,
that in 1946 all countries then administering NonSelf-Governing Territories had decided to transmit
information, and the General Assembly had noted this
in its resolution 66 (1), adopted in that year. Could
Portugal and Spain be heard to say, in 1960, that if
'they had been Members of the United Nations in 1946
-and had not, by a mere accident of history, become
Members only in 1955-they would have had the
effrontery at that time to refuse what Australia,
Belgium, Denmark, the United States, France, New
Zealand, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom
accepted? Were the obligations assumed by the
founding Members of the United Nations not binding
upon the countries who became Members later?
15. It was moreover another accident of history that
Ceylon had not remained a Portuguese colony and had
thus been able to become a Member of the United
Nations. If the Netherlands, and then the United
Kingdom, had not in turn taken possession of the
island, would Ceylon have been considered, like
Angola or Mozambique today, to be an "overseas
province" of Portugal to which the provisions of
Chapter XI of the Charter did not apply? Every one
in the Committee, including the representatives of
Spain and Portugal, would agree that that would have
been absurd. It might be asked in what respect the
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present situation of Angola or Mozambique differed
from what Ceylon's situation would have been in that
case.
16. The Ceylonese delegation unreservedly endorsed
the principles defined by the Special Committee of Six
in its objective report. It noted, however, the United
Kingdom reservation recorded in paragraph 15. For
its part it considered that the constitutional limitation
mentioned in principle X could apply only to the
scope of the information and that it never exempted
a Member State from the obligations incurred under
Chapter XI. Acceptance of the United Kingdom's
reservation would mean starting all over again from
the beginning, for it was precisely because some
States had refused to transmit information on the
pretext of constitutional considerations that the Assembly had established the Committee of Six.

i 7. The Fourth Committee should not restrict itself
to a mere academic discussion of the legal l).spects of
the question. The interpretation of Article 73 e was
not a formal exercise in semantics but the means of
attaining the lofty aims expressed so eloquently in
1946 by the representative of Norway. The adoption
of the principles proposed by the Special Committee
would mark not the end, but the beginning, of the work
of the Committee, which was not an assembly of
jurists but a political organ which was required to act
in the context of current political realities. If it did
not ensure that the principles were applied in practice,
its efforts would have been in vain. The Ceylonese
delegation was anxious that those principles should·
not remain a dead letter, for it was eager to secure
a peaceful adjustment of a perilous situation, which it
deemed likely to impair the general welfare or
friendly relations among nations if it were allowed to
continue. This was a duty imposed on the General
Assembly by Article 14 of the Charter. If his delegation
did not call for the peaceful adjustment of the
situation in relation to the territories fictitiously
incorporated in metropolitan countries, it wotild be
false to the pledges it had made to itself, to its
Government and to its people.
18. Mr. NOGUEmA (Portugal), exercising his right
of reply, said that he was glad that the history of
Ceylon had so willed it that that former Portuguese
colony was today a Member of the United Nations.
If the United Nations had existed at the time when the
Netherlands had expelled the PortuguesefromCeylon,
Portugal would perhaps have appealed for United
Nations intervention, and, as a result of that intervention, Ceylon would not now be sitting with the other
members of the Committee.

19. Sir Andrew COHEN (United Kingdom) wished to
reassure the delegations which hadexpressedconcern
about the United Kingdom's reservation with regard
to the application of principle X and had gone so far as
to call the United Kingdom delegation's remarks
"double-talk".
20. Paragraph 15 of the Special Committee's report
was not a reservation but a clarification. Principles X
and XI, which should be read together to avoid
misunderstanding, were concerned only with NonSelf-Governing Territories for which constitutional
considerations might limit the scope of the information
transmitted. The constitutional considerations referred to in Article 73 e could, as principle XI said,
only arise from the constitutional relations between
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the territory and the administering State. Moreover,
principle XI laid down that the responsibility for
transmitting information continued unless the Government or Parliament of the AdministeringMemberwas
prevented from receiving from the territory the
information called for inArticle73e. Those principles
described a situation which might arise, if only
exceptionally, in the constitutional relationships between the United Kingdom and a territory under its
administration. The limit on the question of information
could only apply when the territory enjoyed selfgovernment in economic, social and educational
matters.
21. Mr. ZULOAGA (Venezuela), exercising his right
of reply, apologized for using the expression "doubletalk", which had offended Sir Andrew Cohen. It would
have been fairer to say, as had the representative of
Burma, that in making his reservation about principle X
the United Kingdom representative in the Special
Committee of Six had said both yes and no. The
explanation which Sir Andrew Cohen had just given
did not convfnce him. If it was admitted that there
might be circumstances in which constitutional considerations reduced to nil the amount of information
which could be transmitted, that meant that it might be
possible for a Member State to transmit no information
whatever; that would run counter to principle X, which
said that the extent of the information might be limited
in certain circumstances, but that the limitation in
Article 73 e could not relieve a Member State of
obligations of Chapter XI. All the principles laid down
by the Special Committee were made void by that
dangerous reservation.
22. He wished to draw the Committee's attention to
the importance of the first two se,ntences of pri:nciple XI. That passage might have applied, for instance,
to Malta, ortoNigeriabeforeitsindependence, because
their constitutions gave them self..government in
economic, social and educational matters through
freely elected institutions; but in no case could it
apply to the colonies of Spain and Portugal, the two
countries which transmitted no information. The
reservation made by the UnitedKingdom, which should
have been completely satisfied by the last sentence of
principle XI, might be used by Spain and Portugal as a
pretext for giving no information about their terri•
tories.
23. Mr. SINGH (India), speaking on a point of order,
requested that the full text of Sir Andrew Cohen's
statement should be distributed to the Committee as
soon as possible.
i4. Sir Andrew COHEN (United Kingdom), exercising
his right of reply, thanked the Venezuelan representative for his kind words. He said that the latter
might be right in thinking the United Kingdom's
position could have been met by principle XI alone.
25. Mr. ZULOAGA (Venezuela) requested that the
full text to be distributed to the Committee should
include also the United Kingdom representative's
second statement.
26. The CHAffiMAN said that, if there was no
objection, the full text of the two statements by the
United Kingdom representative would be circulated
as a document.

Y

It

was so decided.

Y

See A/C.4/452 and Corr.l.

27. Mr. BAMALLI (Nigeria) thanked the members
of the Special Committee of Six for their work. If
that work had been done earlier, it might have
prevented certain Member States from now deliberately
violating the letter and spirit of the Charter and
evading the obligations they had accepted at the time
of their admission to the United Nations.
28. He feared, however, that principles X and XI as
set forth in the Committee's report would provide a
means of escape for Member States which refused to
give information on territories they administered.
29. It was difficult to imagine a situation in which
constitutional considerations might limit the axtent of
the information to betransmittedonaparticularterritory. The last two sentences of principleXdefined the
situation more clearly, but the Nigerian delegati.on
thought that, when a territory enjoyed self-government
in economic, social and educational matters but still
caine under Chapter XI of the Charter, itcould only be
said that the administering Power had delegated some
powers to it; the final responsibility still lay with the
administering Power and the obligation to transmit
information was still valid. It was hard to see what
difficulties an administering Power might experience
in obtaining information from the Government of such
a territory. Why should the constitution of a Non-Self•
Governing Territory provide that it would not transmit
information to the Administering Member? Such a
provision would imply that the Government was completely independent. In order that principle XI should
not provide a means of escape for Administering
Members which wanted to avoid giving information, he
proposed that principles X and XI should contain an
additional clause to the effect that the transmission of
information could be subject to such limitations as
constitutional considerations might require only when
the constitution of the Non-Self-Governing Territory
concerned gave all its inhabitants the right to vote.
~0. The Nigerian delegation thought that the General
Assembly was competent to decide whether a territory
was or was not covered by Chapter XI of the Charter.
That meant that any Member State which was tempted
to declare that it administered no Non-Self-Governing
Territories must submit to the General Assembly's
opinion. It had been argued that such an interpretation
would give the General Assembly the right to discuss
the constitution of a Member State and therefore ran
counter to the principle of national sovereignty.
Chapter XI of the Charter, however, already recognized
implicitly that world public opinion considered that
the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories
was no longer a matter of national sovereignty.
31. Turning to the practical implementation of the
principles laid down by the Special Committee of Six,
he pointed out that Portugal persistently refused to
give information about Angola and Mozambique, on
the pretext that those colonies had become integral
parts of Portugal. Principle VIIT said that integration
with an independent State should be on the basis of
complete equality between the peoples of the erstwhile
Non-Self-Governing Territory and those of the i:ndependent country with which it was integrated. Not
only were Mozambique and Angola geographically
and ethnically distinct from Portugal, but their people
did not enjoy equality with the Portuguese people. Less
than 0.1 per cent of the inhabitants of those territories
were Portuguese citizens. The law called the rest
"indigenas ". The laws applicable to Portuguese citizens
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did not apply to 11 indigenas 11 • The economies of
Mozambique and Angola were based op forced labour.
Ninety-nine per cent of the indigenous population was
illiterate. The African people had no part in the
administration of the territories and did not enjoy the
most elementary safeguards against interferencewith
their persons or their property. No 11 indigena" could
travel or exercise a profession without permission;
the Government could order or forbid him to sell his
cattle and could force him to grow certain crops. The
authorities' brutality towards the indigenous inhabi•
tants was repugnant to human conscience. Yet the
Portuguese representative had been cynical enough
to vote in favour of the draft resolution on racial
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discrimination in Non-Self-Governing Territories
(A/C.4/L.643 and Add.1 and 2), adopted at the Committee's 1028th meeting.
32. Summing up, he said that the so-called overseas
provinces, Mozambique and Angola, were not integral
parts of Portugal; they had no free political institutions;
the indigenous peoples did not enjoy the same rights
as Portuguese citizens; they took no real part in the
administration; and their so-called integration was not
the result of their freely expressed will. Theywere, in
fact, two Non-Self-Governing Territories and came
under Chapter XI of the Charter.
The meeting rose at 5.10 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI <Iraq).

AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)

1036th

Friday, 4 November 1960,
at 11 a.m.
NEW

YORK

impugned the good faith of the Secretary-General and
of world public opinion. It had also been contended that
an examination of the replies of the new Members
would amount to discrimination against them, since the
Assembly had not examined the replies received in
1946. Had Portugal been admitted to membership of
the United Nations in 1945, however, Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea would automatically
have been considered Non-Self-Governing Territories
under Chapter XI. Another argument advanced had
related to the principle of non-intervention in matters
which were essentially within the domestic jurisdiction
of any State; it must always be remembered, however,
that the Charter was a multilateral treaty and that the
General Assembly was empowered to call upon
Member States to fulfil their obligations under it.
3. A remarkable change had come about at the
fourteenth session, at a time when momentous events
had been taking place in Africa. The opposition had
subsided to ,It great degree and the draft resolution
which had become General Assembly resolution 1467
(XIV) had been adopted by the Fourth Committee with
only nine negative votes-a remarkable achievement
and the result of four years of tireless work by the
anti-colonial groups.
4. In that connexion, he paid a tribute to Mr. Espinosa
y Prieto of Mexico, who had played a leading role in
the matter. The resolution was a credit to him and
an honour to the liberal policies adopted by Mexico
on colonial issues.
5. He was sure that, with the guidance of the principles
set forth in Section V, part B, of the report of the
Special Committee on the transmission ofJnformation
under Article 73 e of the Charter (A/4526), Member
States would cease to express differing opinions on the
application of the obligation under Article 73 e. It
was encouraging that both the administering and the
non-administering Powers represented on the Special
Committee had arrived at a unanimous agreement and
that the Committee had regarded the Charter as an
inStrument of welfare and freedom.
6. He proposed to examine the applicability of the
principles to the so-called Portuguese provinces, not
in the light of what had been said by African nationalists
from th0$e colonies, whom the Portuguese representative might consider biased, but on the basis of
the report by Professor Marvin Harris entitled
•Portugal's African 'Wards"' ,!Iwhich had been sponsored by the American Committee on Africa and dealt
with labour and education in Mozambique.
7. Principle I dealt with the applicability of Chapter XI
to territories which at the time of the drafting of the
Charter had been known to be of the colonial type. The
Portuguese territories had been so considered even
by the representative of the Union of South Africa,
who in May 1945, at the United Nations Conference on

1. Mr. ALWAN (Iraq) recalled that the initiative for
the establishment of a special committee to study the
principles which should guide Members in determining
whether or not an obligation existed to transmit
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter
had been taken by his delegation in 1955, after several
new Members had been admitted totheUnitedNations.
The Secretary-General had addressed letters to the
new Members, including Portugal and Spain, drawing
their attention to the obligation under Chapter XI and
requesting them to inform him if they had under their
administration any territories whose people had not
yet attained a full measure of self-government. The
replies of those two Governments had been negative.
His delegation had therefore felt that it was the duty
of the General Assembly to establish a committee to lay
down the criteria for determining the territories
to which Chapter XI applied. The Assembly had,
however, failed to establish such a committee until its
fourteenth session.
2. The Administering Members, who had played a
leading role in the drafting of Chapter XI and in
introducing the concept of the sacred tru,st, had
adamantly opposed the establishment of a special
committee; they had been joined by other Members,
guided by the principle of expediency. One of the
arguments advanced had been that any such proposal
impugned the good faith of Members; yet in his
delegation's opinion the negative answers of Spain
1/ Published in Africa Today, vol. V, No.6, November-December 1958.
and Portugal to the Secretary-General's letter
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International Organization had said that Portugal held
valuable colonial territories. Moreover, prior to 1951
Portugal itself had referred totheso-calledprovinces
as colonies. When the Constitution had been amended
in 1951, the word "colonies" had been replaced by
"overseas provinces".
8. According to principle II, Chapter XI embodied
the concept of Non-Self-Governing Territories in a
dynamic state of evolution toward a full measure of
self-government. It was evident, however, from Professor Harris's statement to the effect that many
people had risked their personal safety to tell him
about the conditions in which they were forced to live,
that, far from preparing the people of Mozambique
for a full measure of self-government, Portugal kept
them under a reign of terror.
9. According to principle m, the transmission of
information was an international obligation. Portugal
could not ignore that obligation as long as it was a
Member of the United Nations.
10. Principle IV stated that there was an obligation
to transmit information in respect of a territory which
was geographically separate and was distinct ethnically
and/or culturally from the country administering it;
he left it to the members of the Committee to decide
whether that principle applied to the so-called Portuguese provinces.
11. Principle V stated that if in addition, administrative, political, juridical, economical or historical
elements affected the relationship between the metropolitan State and the territory concerned in a manner
which arbitrarily placed the latter in a position of
subordination, the obligation to transmit information
existed.
12. Before dealing with the administrative subordination of the indigenous population in Mozambique, he
thought it might be useful to touch upon the Portuguese
administrative system for the "overseas provinces".
The central organ of administration was the Ministry
of Overseas Provinces, in Lisbon. According to the
Organic Law relating to Portuguese Overseas Provinces, the functions of the Minister for Overseas
Provinces included the appointment and dismissal of
officials in the overseas provinces, in the Ministry
and on the staff of any province and the approval,
modification or rejection of suggestions on matters
within his jurisdiction that were submitted to him by
the governments of overseas provinces. A governor
was the supreme authority in each overseas province,
but the provinces of metropolitan Portugal had neither
governors nor provincial legislative councils. Moreover, the indigenous population of the overseas provinces were subjected to a system of judicial and
administrative controls known as the "indigenato".
According to Professor Harris, that system rested
upon the doctrine that the mass of Africans were
culturally, linguistically' morally and intellectually
unprepared to exercise Portuguese citizenship. Portugal's presence in Africa was officially described as
a civilizing mission designed to convert the mass of
the indigenous inhabitants into Portuguese citizens
-a process known officially as assimilation, which
required them to speak Portuguese correctly and
to adopt the habits and customs presupposed for the
application of Portuguese common law. Since the first
assimilation law in 1917, only 5,000 Africans in
Mozambique, or less than one-tenth of 1 per cent of

the Mrican population, had been granted the status of
citizen.
13. The "indigenato" gave the Administration the
power to control all the activities of the African
masses. Among other things it empowered the Portuguese authorities to impose corporal punishment on
maladjusted or disobedient persons; such punishment
could be carried out simply by administrative decision.
It also enabled the Portuguese Government to exercise
control over the movement of the indigenous inhabitants
through the devices of the passbook, whichallAfricans
were required to carry at all times and without which
they were unable to travel from one district to another,
and the curfew, for the violation of which punishment
could be prescribed at the whim of the Administrator.
A third form of control was deportation: any African
considered undesirable could, at the whim of the
authorities, be deported to· the island of Sao Tom~,
which was greatly feared by the Africans. A political
refugee from Mozambique had recently told the
Iraqi delegation that most, if not all, ~f the undesirables were dropped into the sea · before the boat
arrived at Sao Tome.
14. It was obvious that administratively subordinate
as they were to metropolitan Portugal, the territories
were also politically subordinate to it. One aspect of
the question was that of racial discrimination. Notwithstanding the Portuguese representative's statement at the 1028th meeting that Portugal repudiated
racial discrimination, the Statute of 20 May 1954
concerning Portuguese Natives of the Provinces of
Guinea, Angola and Mozambique stipulated that Negroes
who did not possess the learning and the social and
personal habits presupposed for the unres.tricted
application of the public and private law pertaining to
Portuguese citizens were considered to be Natives.
Professor Harris had written that the effect of that
special status was to deny to Negroes, but not to
Whites, the most elementary safeguards against
violations of person and property. Professor Harris
had added that it was strange that a country. which
professed a tradition of anti-racism and which had
amply demonstrated it in other quarters of the globe
should in Mozambique be dedicated to one of the most
systematic and thorough attempts to er.ect discriminatory barriers against the well-being and social progress of the great mass of the Negro population.
15. A simple examination of the Portuguese Organic
Law showed the existence of juridical subordination
also. Under that law, the Minister for Overseas PFovinces had the power to annul the legislative measures
taken by the governments of overseas provinces or
decisions of the goverri.o!'; the "indigenato" system
made it impossible for civil maturity to be achieved
outside the Portuguese State; and civil, commercial
or criminal actions against the governor or the
administrator of a province could be brought only in
Lisbon courts.
16. The existence of economic· subordination was
proved by the fact that under the Portuguese Constitution, the Organic Law and the labour and agricultural
system in the overseas provinces flagrant economic
injustices were inflicted upon the indigenous people.
To mention only a few, the Constitution forbade the
overseas provinces :to. negotiate loans in foreign
countries and declared that the achievement of a proper
balance betWeen the development needs and welfare of
the peoples of the oVerseas provinces and the rights ·
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and legitimate advantage of the Portuguese nation was
reserved to metropolitan Portugal; the Organic Law
provided that banks of· issue must maintain their
reserves, headquarters and central administration in
mainland Portugal; and that the Minister for Overseas
Provinces must authorize the establishment, reopening
and change of equipment or site of industrial enterprises and approve concessions of public land, railways
deemed in the public interest, and important public
works. The Minister also directed and controlled the
budgets of the overseas provinc.as, and authorized
budget transfers. According to Mr. Marcello Caetano,
a former Portuguese Minister for the Colonies, Portugal did not accept in absolute terms the principle of
the primacy of the interests of the indigenous inhabitants.
17. As for labour conditions in the overseas provinces, the Labour Code of 1899 prescribed that all
Natives of the Portuguese provinces were subject to
the obligation of seeking work and, if they did not
comply with that obligation, the :qublic authorities
could force it upon them. Under that Code, African
men and women were forced to work wherever they
were needed. Professor Harris stated that forced
labourers were paid the minimum legal wage in each
region, ranging from $5 to less than $2 a mQnth. He
described the hygienic conditions under which the
labourers worked as so appalling that during the
early years .of the mining operations the mortality rate
among the Africans had been as high as among
combatants in the Second World War. Inotherparts of
the Portuguese colonies the exploitation oftheAfrican
took the form of obliging farmers to plant specific
crops. Professor Harris said that the aim of that
policy was to bind the farmer to the land and to force
him to plant cotton, which he must sell to the concession companies-which were private Portuguese
companies-at prices which were fixed by the Government far below those available on the international
market.
18. In view of the Portuguese representative's statement at the 892nd meeting of the General Assembly
that· Portugal had been able to ratify the two ILO
Conventions concerning the abolition of forced labour
without altering its internal laws, he would like to hear
from the representative of the ILO whether that
organization knew of the systems of forced labour in
the Portuguese territories and what measures it had
taken to put an end to them.
19. Principle vn (!) stipulated that free association
should be the result of a free and voluntary choice by
the peoples of the territory concerned expressed by
informed and democratic processes. An examination
of the legal and judicial systems revealed that the
indigenous inhabitants of the provinces had no voice
whatever because they were not Portuguese citizens.
In that connexion,, it was worth noting that under the
Constitution the legislative functions of the governments of the overseas provinces were exercised under
the supervision of the bodies in which sovereignty
resided, namely the. ·Head of State, the National
Assembly, the Government and the courts of justice
-all at Lisbon. According to article 151 of the
Constitution, legislative measures by the governments
of the overseas provinces could not revoke, suspend
or be contrary to the provisions of the Constitution
or of any other measures approved by the legislative
bodies of metropolitan Portugal. By virtue of the
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Organic Law as amended by Law No. 2076, if the
governor, who presided over the sessions . of the
overseas legislative councils, disagreed with the
opinion of the council, he submitted the matter for
decision to the Minister for Overseas Provinces. In
accordance with the Organic Law, the majority of the
legislative councils in the African provinces consisted
of members elected every four years from among
Portuguese citizens. only.
20. It was clear fromwhathehadsaidthat the indigenous population of Africa had no place in the legal and
constitutional picture •. There could be no doubt that
Portuguese sovereignty was imposed upon the people ,
of the African territories and that the Constitution
had been framed without even their knowledge.
21. Principle VIII determined the criteria of integration of a Non-Self-Governing Territory with an
independent State. The application of those criteria
.to the peoples and territories of Angola, Mozambique
and Portuguese Guinea led to certain conclusions.
The first was that not all the inhabitants of the
overseas provinces were Portuguese citizens, the
overwhelming majority being indigenous inhabitants,
or "non-civilized"; in Mozambique only about 1 per
cent of the population were Portuguese citizens, in
Angola about 3 per cent. Secondly, according to the
Constitution and the Organic Law, the State could
compel "Natives" to work on public works of general
interest to the community, in the execution of judicial
sentences of a penal character or for the discharge
of fiscal liabilities. Thirdly, the acquisition of individual rights ove.r real property by indigenous inhabitants was regulated by the Statute of May 1954 and those
rights could in no case be freehold. Fourthly, tbe
cultivation of certain cash crops was compulsory in
the overseas provinces, for the purpose of providing
supplies for the metropolitan country.
22. Accordin:fi to James Duffy's book entitled Portuguese AfricaF/a.lthough native lands were guaranteed
by the Statute, the actual boundaries of Mrican lands
were not clear; som~ Mrican land was absorbed
by European coffee plantations in north-eastern Angola
and some.Africans had been resettled in Mozambique
to make room for sugar plantations. The same book
spoke of the unequal status and rights of the European
and indigenous populations and stated that every male
"indigena" was required to possess an identification
card and passbook with his tax record and fingerprints.
23. It was clear that the Portuguese system ·of
colonialism went much further than any other form of
European colonialism. It not only sought economic
and political advantages but was endeavouring to
obliterate the very concept of African nationalism.
Under the assimilation system the African was taught
to think of himself as a Portuguese and not as an
Mrican.
24. After the slave trade, armed conquest and colonial
war, Portugal had brought those African territories
under the heel of colonialism. Conquest did not, however, confer ,any rights; the Charter did not recognize
that Members of the United Nations should hold on to
their possessions. In the Portuguese colonies an
unprecedented system of humiliation and servitude was
practised with Ute implied approval of the so-called
free world. If Portugal was to be regarded as part of
:lJ Published by Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1959.
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the free world, another definition of freedom should be
sought. The delegation of Iraq believed that humanity
was one and indivisible and the reign of terror in
Angola, Mozambique and Guinea was regarded by his
Government with the utmost seriousness. It earnestly
hoped that its concern was shared by other countries,
in particular by t!lose which claimed to stand for
freedom.
25. Mr. BOUZffii (Tunisia) recalled that the question
under discussion had already been debated at length
in the Fourth Committee but that, owing to the
obstruction of the colonial Powers and in particular
of Portugal, it had not been possible tolay down clear
principles that could be embodied in adocumentwhich
the General Assembly would approve. Now, however,
as a result of the struggle of the oppressed peoples,
colonialism was on the wane everywhere and the
administering Powers themselves had agreed to the
principles included in the report of the Special Committee of Six. That agreement was a matter of
rejoicing to the Tunisian delegation.
26. In the view of his delegation, as of all the speakers
who had preceded him, the report of the Special
Committee was clear, concise and full of substance.
There had apparently been some disagreement and
certain reservations had been made, but they did not
affect the value of the report. He would not make a
detailed analysis of the reportbutwoulddrawattention
to certain passages which he felt to be particularly
important.
27. His delegation was grateful to the Special Committee for having stressed the important truth stated
in the last sentence of paragraph 17. It hoped that the
colonialist Powers would appreciate its scope and
assess the heavy responsibility which would be theirs
if they continued to oppose the desire for independence
of the nations under their yoke.
28. His delegation enthusiastically endorsed the idea
expressed in paragraph 18, namely, that the Charter
was a living document and the obligations under
Chapter XI must be viewed in the light of the changing
spirit of the times. The truth of that statement was
manifested by the world-wide movement in favour of
freedom and equality. Any attempt to stop or to delay
that movement would not only create disturbances
and upheavals over a large part of the earth but would
be a serious blow to the principles of the Charter.
29. The Tunisian delegation had carefully studied
the principles enunciated in the report. Actuallythose
principles were not new and theirreformulationmight
have been of purely academic interest had it not been
for the fact that on the present occasion the administering Powers had accepted them and that the fate of
millions of humain beings depended upon their application. AU the principles were based on common sense
and on the understanding and precise interpretation
of the United Nations Charter and of international law.
30. If any doubts still subsisted about the obligation
to transmit information in accordance with Article 73,
they should be finally dispelled by principles I and ID;
he hoped never again to hear the claim that the
transmission of information depended on the good will
of the Administering Member concerned. The ~nsuing
principles defined the characteristics of Non-SelfGoverning Territories which governed thatobligation.
31. The principles should help to put an end to the
legal fictions created by the colonial Powers, which

were all too familiar to the formerly dependentterritories. Those fi-ctions deceived no one and the device
by which Portugal and Spain had transformed their
territories into overseas provinces would be overcome
by tQ.e pressure of facts and reality. In the light of the
racial discrimination practised in those territories,
the geographical separation and the political, ethnical
and cultural differences, there could benodoubtof the
fact that those so-called provinces were in reality
Non-Self-Governing Territories in the terms of Article 73 of the Charter.
32. His delegatiofl would have been happy to see
Spain and Portugal adopt a more reasonable attitude
in. conformity with their obligations as Member States.
Unfortunately that had not occurred. It hoped that the
report of the Special Committee and the principles
enunciated therein would lead them to a more reasonable conception of their relations with the non-selfGoverning Territories under their domination and to
the granting of independence as a pacific solution of
their colonial problems. Those two countries should not
forget that the United Nations, which was competent
to decide the question, would no longer tolerate the
decisions of the GeneralAssemblybeingignored. They
should realize that if they persisted in their stubborn
attitude, their aggressive policy would lead to serious
consequences for which they would bear the entire
responsibility. They should realize that all the African
countries were behind the colonized territories in
their struggle against colonialism and that they would
not relinquish the struggle until all those territories,
and especially those occupied by Portugal and Spain,
achieved freedom. Lastly, they should realize that all
the struggles of colonialism against the oppressed
peoples had been defeated, that those it was now
waging were being lost and that while they involved
great sacrifices for the oppressed peoples they also
entailed great human, material and spiritual losses
for the colonizing countries.
33. In a few days his delegation would state its
position on the inevitable end of colonialism, but in the
meantime it hoped the Fourth Committee would adopt
the principles in the report of the Special Committee
of Six and seek a wayofputtingan end to the challenge
to the United Nations launched by some of its Members.
34. Mr. NOGUEffiA (Portugal) said that, before
explaining the position of his delegation with regard
to the report of the Special Committee of Six, he
thought it his duty to reiterate the stand of his
Government regarding the proceedings which had
led to the establishment of that Committee. In that
connexion he drew attention to the relevant passage
of his Government's reply to the Secretary-General
in accordance with General Assembly resolution 1467
(XIV) (A/AC.100/1, para. 143), which clarified his
delegation's position in respect of the resolution and
of any developments arising therefrom. His delegation,
however, always kept an open mind and had studied
the report without any preconceived views. It had also
examined with all due respect andattentionthereplies
received from other Governments. Incidentally, he
pointed out that only twenty-six Governments had
taken the trouble to respond to the Secretary-General's
invitation-a fact which would seem to suggest that
the subject had not aroused the interest of the large
majority of Member Governments. Finally, his delegation had taken into account the compilation of legal
opinions and other documents prepared by the Secre-
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tariat (A/AC.100/2/Add.2), the account ofdiscussions
(A/AC.l00/2) and the various drafts of the report
before its final formulation.
35. He thought the members of the Committee would
agree with him that the question before it was once
again the interpretation of Article 73 of the Charter.
Precisely because various divergent interpretations
had been placed on Article 73, the Special Committee
of Six had tried to establish a set of principles which
sought to implement that provision without interpreting
it. His delegation, however, considered that no provision of the Charter or of any other legal document
could be properly implementedwithoutpriordefinition
of Us meaning and scope and that there could be no
agreement on the implementation if there was no
agreement on the substance. The question of interpretation therefore became once again of paramount
importance.
36. Many interpretations had been suggested for
Article 73. Every delegation was entitled to its
opinion; his delegation requested for its views the
same respect thatitreadilyaccordedtoothers.Nevertheless, the fact remained that Article 73 was a
written provision of the Charter and that no interpretation was valid unless it was based on it. Many
delegations were tempted to see everything they wished
in Article 73. The following sentence from the first
draft report of the Special Committee of Six gave a
clear indication of the frame of mind of some delegations: "It [the Committee] therefore approached the
problem from a practical point of view, bearing in
mind the political realities of the world situation".V
A practical point of view or the idea of a given
political situation were, however, matters ofindividual
interpretation and all sincere interpretations were
equally valid and worthy of respect. Nevertheless
they did not provide
juridical or legal foundation
for any obligation. His delegation did not therefore
feel that that was a good point of departure for an
interpretation of Article 73 of the Charter. The only
way was to revert to the letter and the spirit of
Article 73 and try to make clear its meaning without
indulging in. flights of fancy.

a

37. Notwithstanding the views of individual delegations, Chapter XI was entitled "Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories". Some might
suggest that the word "declaration" should not be
understood literally but rather in the sense of an
obligation. Such an interpretation might in principle
be valid, but its validity must be tested and to that
end Chapter XI must be placed in its proper context.
If that were done it immediately became clear that
the world "declaration 11 meant in fact nothing else
but a declaration-an act which was entirely left to
the initiative and discretion of Member Governments.
The question therefore was in what context Article 73
and Chapter XI should be read and the obvious answer
was that they should be read in the context of the
Charter. The first clear indication provided by the
Charter was that it established three different systems
for the promotion of the welfare of peoples and for
co-operation among nations in the social, economic,
educational and political fields. The first system was
that provided by Chapters IX and X of the Charter,
entitled "International economic and social cooperation"; the second was that outlinedinChapterXI,
entitled "Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing
2/ See A/AC.IOO/L.I, para.

12.
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Territories"; the third was laid down in Chapter XII,
entitled "International Trusteeship System". Those
systems were clearly delimited and the Charter had
emphasized the differencesbycreatingdifferentforms
of application for each of them. The first and third
systems were "international" systems; in other words
the authors of the Charter, by placing them under that
heading, had intendedthattheinternationalcommunity,
through the appropriate machinery of the United
Nations, should have a say in their implementation.
In regard to the second system, however, the word
"international" had been omitted, which was an
indication that the problem was considered to be
national rather than international in character.
Furthermore, the Charter emphasized the differences
among the various systems by providing machinery
for "international economic and social co-operation"
in the form of the Economic and Social Council and for
the "International Trusteeship System" in the form
of the Trusteeship Council, while it did not provide
any machinery for the supervision of the implementation of Chapter XI. There was no doubt, therefore,
that the Charter did not ascribe to Chapter XI the
same scope and the same obligations that it had
embodied in Chapters IX and X on the one hand and
Chapter XII on the other.
38. That conclusion was substantiated by the history
of the provisions of the Charter with regard· to the
subject. Both the Preamble and Article 23 of the
Covenant of the League of Nations had recognized the
need for co-operative action in the economic, social
and humanitarian fields. After the Second World War
it had been obvious to the drafters of the Charter that
the work done by the League in that sphere should be
continued and even intensified. Therefore, in the
Preamble and in Chapters IX and X of the Charter
the idea had again been expressed that international
peace and security on the one hand and economic and
social welfare on the other were unavoidably linked.
To strengthen international co-operation in that field
provision had been made for adequate machinery
within the framework of the United Nations. The
purpose and meaning of Chapter XII, though very
different in nature, had a somewhat similar origin:
the Mandates System had not provided the necessary
conditions that would enable all the territories under
mandate to achieve independence and it had therefore
been necessary to establish a new form of administration of those territories under international supervision, so the International Trusteeship System had
come into being. Again adequate machinery had been
needed and the Trusteeship Council had been established.
39. That contention could be given further proof by
an analysis of other parts of the Charter; whenever
the Charter provided for international action by the
United Nations or action by Members which must be
carried out under United Nations supervision, it
provided for the existence of competent organs for
the purpose. When the Charter had not provided for
machinery and organs, that lack of machinery was
clearly due to the fact that the subject had been deemed
by the authors of the Charter to be of a national
rather than an international character. That was
precisely the case where Chapter XI was concerned.
40. A close scrutiny of the Charter confirmed those
conclusions. Article 13, for instance, empowered the
General Assembly to "initiate studies and make re-
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commendations" and explicitlyreferredtoChapters IX
and X. No reference was made to Chapter XI. Article 16 dealt with the functions of the General Assembly
and explicitly referred to Chapters XII and xm; again
no mention was made of Chapter XI. Chapter IX
provided further evidence: Article 55 mentioned the
United Nations, Article 56 spoke of co-operation with
the Organization, under Article 58 the Organization
was entitled to make recommendations, Articles 59
and 60 entrusted the Organization with certain functions and responsibilities. Nothing similar was to be
found in Chapter XI. As far as Chapters XII and XIII
were concerned, Article 75 ascribed certain powers
to the United Nations; Article 83 referred to the
functions of the United Nations, as did also Articles 85
and 87. Again nothing equivalent was to be found in
Chapter XI. The inescapable conclusion was that the
Charter ascribed to the General Assembly certain
functions and responsibilities in connexion with the
implementation oftheinternationalsystemofeconomic
co-operation and with the International Trusteeship
System but none whatever in connexion,with the "Declaration regarding Non.-Self-GoverningTerritories".
On the contrary, whereas the Charter always referred
to theUnitedNationswhendealingwithmatterscovered
by Chapters IX and XII, in Chapter XI the emphasis
was on "Members of the United Nations 11 , thereby
placing upon them, and upon them only the responsibilities and powers which under the oth~r two systems
were placed in the General Assembly. Members of
the United Nations were not even requested to cooperate with the Organization for the implementation
of Articles 73 and 74, as they were in connexion with
Chapters IX and XII.
41. There could therefore be no doubt that the three
systems were entirely different in nature and in scope.
Similar views, although in another context~ had been
many times expressed in the Fourth Committee. As
long ago as 1947, during the second session of the
General Assembly, the United States representative
had spoken of a sharp and fundamental distinction made
at San Francisco between Chapter XI on the one hand
and Chapters XII and XIII on the other. He had stated
that in many Non-Self-Governing Territories sovereignty or jurisdiction was vested in theAdministering
States and that nothing in the Charter changed that
fundamental fact. On the other hand he had said
' the hands of'
superv1sion of Trust Territories lay in
the United Nations. It had appeared to the United
States delegation to be of fundamental importance that
the sharp differentiation made in the Charter between
territories and peoples under the sovereignty or
jUrisdiction of an independent State and those which
were not should be maintained. Chapters XII and XIII
he had concluded, materially altered the status of NoU.:
Self-Governing Territories coming within their scope,
whereas Chapter XI did not, and no effort should be
made to blur that distinction.

.

42. For all those well-founded reasons, it was most
surprising that some delegations had expressed the
opinion that the provisions of the International Trusteeship System should apply also to the system of the
Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories. Curiously enough, those same delegations
rejected the logical consequences of their opinion and
refused to accept in respect of Chapter XI the provision requiring a two-thirds majority for decisions on
trusteeship matters, as also the provision of Arti-

cle 77 c concerning thevoluntaryplacingofterritories
under trusteeship.
43. The entire text of Articles 73 and 74 was
addressed to Member States and they alone had the
power to make declarations in consequence of which
they might accept certain obligations. It was nowhere
suggested that a declaration, whether in the form of
a resolution or otherwise, might be made by the United
Nations itself. Moreover, the text referred to Members
which had or had assumed certain responsibilities.
Although the United Nations might be aware of existing
responsibilities, declared by a MemberState,ithadno
means of learning what further responsibilities any
Member State had assumed except by a new declaration
from that State, which was free to declare such new
responsibilities at its discretion. Again, Article 73
referred to 11 territories", a word whichhadnoprecise
juridical meaning in international law and might have
widely varying meanings in aconstitutionaltext.Itwas
nowhere defined in the Charter and it was therefore
obvious that the General Assembly's powers to define
its meaning were expressly limited to Article 77; in
fact, the definition of the status of any territory other
than those mentioned in Article 77 was left solely to
Member States.
44. In his delegation's view, the concern of the Committee was rather with the people inhabiting a territory than with the definition of the status of a territory. The Charter stated in Article 73 that the interests
of the inhabitants were paramount; that simply meant
that the Charter took for granted the political status
of the territory as defined by Member Governments
and was therefore concerned only with the condition
of the people.

,45. Article 73 e referr~ to two important points: the.
'question of the transmission of information and the
question of the limitations arising from security and
constitutional considerations. His delegation had
devoted much attention to the subject and had taken
into consideration the opinions expressed both within
and without the Committee; the more it did so, the
more firmly did it abide by the convictions which it
held. There was no question that Article 73 did not
either in letter or spirit, prescribe any specifi~
( obligation other than that of making a declaration,
the terms and scope of which were left entirely to
the discretion of Member States. It followed that the
only obligations assumed by Member States were those
arising from that declaration; were it not so the
precepts laid down in Articles 73 and 74, addre~sed
solely to Member States, would not be comprehensible.
In fact the GeneralAssembly,byacceptingthepractice
established by the United Nations Secretariat, had
always endorsed that interpretation-indeed, it could
not do otherwise; Governments had always been free
to reply to the Secretary-General in accordance with
their own understanding of what was required of them
under own legal and constitutional systems, of which
they were the sole judges.
46. If the constitutional limitations referred to in
An;cle 73 e derived froiD the constitutions of the
Non-Se~f-Governing Territories themselves, as some
delegations had claimed, then the security limitations
referred to in the same paragraph would also derive
from those constitutions, and responsibility for them
would devolve on the Non-SE;Jlf-Governing Territories
rather than on the Member States concerned. That was
certainly not the intention of the Charter, since
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Articles 73 and 74 concerned Member States only,
no other entities being recognized by the Charter. If
Member States, by their free declarations, assumed
obligations under Article 73, they and they alone had
the power to determine, in accordance with their own
constitutions, the limitations which might exist. The
interpretation of a national constitution was a matter
within the exclusive competence of a Member State
and was not one for discussion by any international
body; a dangerous precedent would be set by acting
otherwise. Constitutional limitation operated in two
ways: it could limit the nature or amount of the
information provided, in cases where a Government
was allowed to transmit information, and it could
prohibit a Member State from supplying information
on territories and populations whose political status
that State .alone could define.
47. In short, the only obligation arising from Articles 73 and 74 was that Member States were required
to make a declaration defining the obligation, if any,
which they undertook. The scope of that declaration
was left to the discretion of that State and constitutional
considerations might limit or prevent the transmission
of information. Many other delegations did in fact share
that point of view, as did many authorities on international law. Some delegations on the other hand thought
discussion of the provisions of the Charter to be useless and academic. The representative of Iran, for
example, had maintained that, after fifteen years, many
legal conceptsoftheCharterwereoutofdate and failed
to meet reality. But it was not possible to twist the
meaning of the Charter to suit individual ideas or
theories: it was the basic law of the United Nations.
That was not to saythathisdelegationdid not consider
that some of its provisions failed to meet modern
needs, but a way to effect changes in the Charter was
provided in Articles 108 and 109. His delegation agreed
that the Charter was a living document which should be
kept alive; the best way to accomplish that end was
to respect it, not to destroy it through distortions.
48. His delegation was not alone in holding those
views. In an advisory opinion, recorded on page 62 of
its Yearbook, 1947-1948, the International Court of
Justice had said that the question of the interpretation
of a provision of the Charter was a purely legal one.
Again, General Assembly resolution 171 (II) had stated
that it was of paramount importance that the interpretation of the Charter should be based on recognized
principles of international law. At the 113th plenary
meeting, held during the second sessionoftheGeneral
Assembly, the Soviet Union representative, Mr.
Vyshinsky, had said that the principles contained
in the Charter were apparently regarded as a stumbling
block by some delegations, which under the guise of
various amendments and resolutions were seeking
to amend it in the direction which they considered
important.
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to territories known at the time when the Charter had
been drafted to be of the 11 colonial type". That not only
implied that the word "colony" had been previously
defined but it gave the report a much wider scope. In
his delegation's view, that was an improvement. Again,
principle I seemed to take it for granted that an
obligation to transmit information did in fact exist
under Article 73 e of the Charter-a view with which
his delegation did not agree-whereas, by the terms
of General Assembly resolution1467 (XIV),theSpe2i.1!'J
Committee of Six had been given the very task of
ascertaining whether or not suchanobligationexisted.
51. As to principle II, his delegation failed to understand what, in legal terms, a "dynamic state of
evolution" might mean. Presumably the word
"dynamic" was used in opposition to "static 11 ; but,
whatever those words might mean intermsofscience,
they were utterly meaningless in terms oflaw. Perhaps
the phrase was intended to mean that the concept of a
Non-self-Governing Territory was a continuously
changing reality evolving towards a certain target. If
that was so, it confused two entirely distinct notions:
the theoretical concept of Non-Self-Governing Territories, on the one hand, and the physical reality to
which the concept applied on the other. The one was
immutable, whereas the other could undergoagradual
change until it fell under a different concept, namely,
the concept of a self-governing territory. Until it
became a self-governing territory, however, and no
matter how, near it might be to that status, it was still
a Non-self-Governing Territory. If for the sake of
argument fifty conditions had to be fulfilled before a
territory became self-governing, it would still be
non-self-governing if forty-nine of them had been
met. Consequently, the words "dynamic evolution"
were entirely meaningless and irrelevant.
52. Like principle I, principle m reached a conclusion
on the basis of an assumption which was not discussed,
when it was precisely that conclusion that was the
subject of controversy.

49. Mr. Lachs, the Polish representative in the Sixth
Committee, had said that the success of failure of the
United Nations depended on how it adapteditselfto the
requirements of the day and that, to be successful, it
must reflect changes in the field of law; the United
Nations could not rely on theworldofyesterday or the
world as some wished it to be, but must maintain
close contact with life.

53. With regard to principles IV and V, it was not
clear whether geographical, ethnical or cultural
distinctness were to be taken separately or together.
If taken separately, it would mean that there could be
a Non-Self-Governing Territory contigous to, or even
within, a metropolitan State, provided that ethnical or
cultural differences existed; if there was no ethnical
or cultural difference, a territory might be fully
self-governing even though it might be geographically
separate. Again, it might mean that a territory was
non-self-governing if, being geographically contiguous
and ethnically identical, it was culturally different. His
delegation believed the philosophy behind those hypotheses to be in sharpcontrastwiththehighest ideals
of mankind. The suggestion was that all ethnic groups,
no matter how small, should constitute different and
autonomous entities with separate and autonomous
political power and that such groups should necessarily
be in conflict with other groups. It was a denial of the
fact that, in the great and progressive nations of the
world, a combination of many races and cultures had
made possible their outstanding contribution to civilization, whereas a society having only one race, one
culture or one language might seem to be happy but
was certainly stagnant.

50. His delegation's interpretation of the Charter had
necessarily guided it in its examination of the report
of the Special Committee of Six. Principle I referred

54. His delegation did not in principle reject the
eleiil.ents of an ,administrative, political, juridical,
economic or historical nature referred to in
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principle V, and took it to mean that if those elements
did not arbitrarily affect the relationship between the
metropolitan country and a given territory and that if
such a relationship did not place that territory in a
position of subordination, then the result was a fully
self-governing territory.
55. In principle VI, the Special Committee appeared
to have taken it for granted that everyone lmew when
a State had emerged as a sovereign and independent
State. That was not the case; sovereignty in international law was a very controversial subject and it
had to be admitted that in the international community
there were several degrees of sovereignty. There were
States, like Andorra or San Marino, which, though
independent, were not fully sovereign. Nor did such
States fall within the next category mentioned in the
report-namely, free association with an independent
State-because they were themselves independent.
Were they therefore not self-governing? Again, there
were States which did not enjoy recognition by other
States; recognition was unavoidably linked with
sovereignty, since in international law the entry into
legal existence of a State was marked by recognition.
On the other hand, there were States which were not
recognized by others but were Members of the
United Nations, and States, like Switzerland, which had
been recognized by all but which were not Members
of the United Nations. The phrase •sovereign
independent State" was therefore unfortunate and
ambiguous, since emergence as a sovereign and
independent country was not an immediately recognizable factor constituting a universally accepted
criterion.
56. In principle vn, the Special Committee ofSixhad
merely described a federation or a confederation of
States. He thought that the Committee was agreed on
those two possibilities but there had been an important
omission; the principle made no reference to the
seceasion of a State or territory after acceding to the
federation or confederation concerned. Moreover,
principle vn used the words "democratic processes"
and "democratic means". Those words were difficult
to define; there was more than onetypeof democracy;
there were even ruthless dictatorships which called
themselves not only democratic but popular. In his
delegation's view, respect for national laws provided
the only baais for an agreed definition of a democratic
process through which the wishes of the people could
be expreased.
57. His delegation had no comments to make on
principle vm and was in general agreement with that
part of the report, but if principle VDiwas to be taken
with principle IX, then his earlier observations would
again apply. In particular, his delegation would object
to any recognition of supervision by the United Nations
as being desirable in certain circumstances. The
Charter nowhere envisaged such a supervision where
Non-Self-Governing Territories were concerned, and
his delegation was not prepared to subscribe to any
violation of the Charter or to endorse any attempt
to force the Charter to say what it did not say.
58. His delegation did not agree with principles X,
XI and XII. He would not repeat what he had already
said on the questionofthetransmissionofinformation.
He noted, however, that the Special Committee of Six
had admitted that the quantum of information could be
limited. Carried to its logical conclusion, that would
mean that constitutional limitations might reduce the

amount of information to nothing, and he wondered
why the Special Committee hadshiedawayfromsaying
so. On the other hand, were the views of that Committee to be accepted, the way would be open for the
examination and criticism of national constitutions by
the various organs of the United Nations, for the
question of the constitutional relations of a territory
with the Administering Member could not be examined
by the United Nations without examining the constitutions of Member States, which in his delegation's
view would be unacceptable.
59. The points arising out of Articles 73 and 74 and
the Special Committee's report might seem to be
questions of detail, but the fact was that the Committee
was facing a much wider problem and one which should
be of the gravest concern to all Member States. The
issue was most serious and the future work of the
United Nations might be at stake. The Charter did not
define a Non-Self-Governing Territory and the question
under discussion was whether a legal definition should
be accepted or whether a political definition should be
evolved. Two guiding principles were provided by the
Charter: namely, the responsibility of Member States
for the administration of any given territories and the
measure of self-government obtained by such territories: in other words, there was on the one hand the
national constitution of a Member State and, on the
other, the political situation of a territory and its
inhabitants. The two factors were of an entirely
different nature and could not be combined: a precise
definition could only be reached if there was no
divergence between the guiding criteria. As it was,
the Committee had to choose between the acceptance
or the rejection of national law. Once the international community had recognized a State, it was not
entitled to express any further differing views;
national law, it was his delegation's firm opinion, was
not a matter for discussion. Some delegations, when
defining a Non-Self-Governing Territory, sought to
discard entirely the concept of national law and were
apparently guided exclusively by political considerations: for them, legal arguments and the exist-ence of national law were merely obstacles to progress and to the development of societies and peoples.
That was a dangerous path to follow and, if they
discarded the national laws of others, the time might
come when their own might be brushed aside. Such a
course of political expediency involved seeking shelter
behind a majority gathered at random and prompted
by motives which, however much they might at one
time coincide, might become opposed; the States
concerned would then be in a minority, at a time when
their own national law was no longer respected. The
question arose whether the majority of the General
Assembly had the power to impose its decit:~ions on a
country in matters pertaining to that country's internal
juridical order. His delegation's reply to that question
was firmly in the negative; the United Nations was not
a world parliament nor was it a world government.
60. He wished to draw attention to a most serious
omission in the report of the Special Committee. As
was well lmown, questions involving Non-SelfGoverning Territories had been dealt with in association with what was called colonialism and imperialism. The Fourth Committee had for years concerned
itself with a particular and narrow type of colonialism
and imperialism; but the subject was in fact wider
and should embrace imperialism of a political and
ideological nature. In recent decades a new and more
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dangerous type of colonialism had developed and the
report had failed to take that reality into account.
61. In conclusion, he wished to say that his country
had been subjected to constant attack and to slanderous
accusations in the Committees; he reserved his right
to reply to them and to speak again if necessary.
62. Mr. KUCHAVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the representativeofPortugal,inhis
attempt to convince the CommitteethattheCharterdid
not oblige his country to transmit information on the
Portuguese colonies, had tried toenlistMr. Vyshinsky
in his cause. In the passage which the representative
of Portugal had quoted, Mr. Vyshinsky had not spoken
in favour of colonialism; he had been appealing for
strict compliance with the terms of the Charter. That
was precisely what his delegation required of Portugal.

Litho in U.N.

Expression of sympathy on the occasion of the disasters
in Pakistan

63. The CHAIRMAN expressed to the representative
of Pakistan his own and the Committee's heartfelt
sympathy on the two disasters which had occurred in
Pakistan in recent weeks and on the heavy loss of life
caused by the typhoons. He asked him to convey the
Committee's sympathy to the Government and people
of Pakistan.
64. Mr. HUSAIN (Paki»tan) thanked the Chairman for
his expression of sympathy, which he would convey to
his Government.

The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 38

Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Motions: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)

ment, took into account the development ofthemodern
world, as a result of which certain small Si"ates could
-understandably-decide in favour of association with
a larger State, it being clearly understood that such
association, as was stated in principle VII, should be
the result of "a free and voluntary choice by the peoples
of the territory concerned". The prbvisions of principle IX, which dealt with the integration of a territory
with another independent State, were equally important.
The principles drawn up by the Special Committee were
also, however, a reflection of more general considerations, embodying the idea that the progressive
development of self-government must take into account
the particular circumstances of a territory and the
aspirations of its peoples. It was on the basis of those
p:rinciples and considerations that the smooth transition
of the territories from dependent status to selfgovernment or independence should be ensured.
4. Mr. KUDRYAVTSEV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that, in his view, the point under
discussion was not the subject for an academic exercise
but was a practical problem of very great and urgent
importance. Its· importance was due not so much to the
principles themselves, which were nothing new, as to
the violation by two Member States, Spain and Portugal,
of the provisions of Chapter2croftheCharter. The two
countries in question described territories which were
simply colonies as "overseas provinces". It might
seem surprising that the United Nations should tolerate
that violation ·of the Charte.r, but Spain and Portugal
had the support of other colonialist countries which
were members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organi•
zation, such as the United States, the United Kingdom
and Belgium. No legal argument, however, would
convince the Committee that the territories administered by Spain and Portugal were not colonies, under
the complete domination of the metropolitan country.

1. Mr. LOOMES (Australia) associatedhisdelegation
with the congratulations offered to the members of the
Special Committee of Six on the Transmission of
Information under Article 73 e of the Charter, on the
constructive goodwill they had shown in the examination
of a very complicated question. Although there was •
general agreement on· the aims of Chapter 20 of the
5. The Portuguese colonies were characterized by
their economic backwardness. There were facts to
Charter and on the fact that the interests of the
inhabitants were paramount, opinions differed on the
prove it: in a lecture given at Lisbon in 1956 on
Portugal in Africa, a Portuguese lecturer had said that
methods to be employed.
there
were some grounds for concern at the industrial
2. His delegation endorsed in general the twelve
and economic backwardness of Mozambique; an artiprinciples enunciated by the Special Committee in
cle in TheTimesofLondonon22June 1960 had pointed
section V, part B, of its report (A/4526). Principle IX
out that very little industrialization had taken place in
was the only one about which it had doubts: it wondered
Angola, with a view to preventing its competing with
whether it was really necessary to insist on universal
the
metropolitan country. Thus for five hundred years
suffrage. The application of the principles, however,
the
Portuguese colonialists had kept their colonies
raised questions which would have to be studied later
under
the yoke in order to derive the greatest profits
and in connexion with which his delegation reserved
from
them;
under the pretext of bringing European
the right to make further statement, The Australian
civilization
to
Africa, they had sucked the Africans'
Government had always transmitted the information
blood.
The
result
of Portugal's "civilizing mission"
requested in Article 73 e; it had even voluntarily
was
well
known:
slaves, recruited by armies of
provided information of a political and constitutional
mercenaries and transported to America, had innature on Papua.
creased the incomes of the Portuguese "bourgeoisie •
3. He was glad to note that principle VI, while recogin the metropolitan country. That policy, followed also
nizing various ways in which a Non-Self-Governing
by Spanish, English, French and other colonizers, had
Territory could reach a full measure of self-govern.transformed Africa into a human hunting ground and

a
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had cost more than one hundred million Africans their
life and freedom. Mankind would never forget the
misfortunes of the colonial peoples. According to the
same article in The Times, the slave trade and forced
labour had reduced Angola to such a state of destitution
that the density of the population was at present the
lowest of all the countries of black Africa. The need
for so-called assimilation had led the Portuguese
authorities to introduce the system of contractlabour,
under which every African over eighteen years of age
was obliged to workforatleastsixmonths in the year.
6. As far as education was concerned, according to
the official statistics quoted by The Times only four
Angolese out of 4,200,000 had had an opportunity to
continue their studies beyond the secondary level, and
the few schools, which were, moreover, run by the
missions, were for European children only.
7. At the present time, when the whole world was
tired of colonialism and more and more African States
were acceding to independence, when life itself
demanded that the whole colonial system should be
abolished forthwith, the Portuguese colonizers were
trying to extend their possessions by demarcating
their frontiers. Thus they were continuing to practise
in respect to the African population a policy of racial
discrimination based on the theory of the superiority
of European moral principles. That policy of racism
was sanctioned by article 3 of the Statute of 20 May
1954, which laid down that anycompromisewithindigenous ways and customs was conditioned upon moral
and humanitarian considerations and the supremacy of
Portuguese interests. It was an affront to the dignity
of the Africans, and the words spoken by the Portuguese
representative at the previous meeting seemed ludicrous indeed beside the sufferings of the African
peoples. Portugal had, of course, the support of the
United States and its well defined place in the Western
military blocs. At the present day, however, events
showed that the African peoples had decided to sacrifice
everything in order to win freedom. They were awakening, becoming aware of their strength, breaking the
chains of slavery anddrivingouttheinvaders. The new
Africa was being born in a terrible struggle of immense
historic significance. The "backward" peoples were
riSing against those who claimed to be civilizers; the
former were fighting for human freedom and dignity;
the latter were endeavouring to obstruct their path to
freedom. But no guns could withstand the will of
peoples.
8. The United Nations should make its contribution
to the great cause of the liberation of the colonial
peoples forthwith. It should recognize that the Spanish
and Portuguese possessions were colonies, and as such
subject to the provisions of Chapter Xlofthe Charter.
It should adopt the draft declaration on the granting of
independence (A/4502 and Corr.1), the implementation
of which would mark the end of colonial rule and would
bring freedom to all oppressed peoples.
9. Mr. EILAN (Israel) said that the report of the
Special Committee was so important that it should
certainly be taken into account whenever questions of
colonial status arose. It had also, however, an immediate historic importance in that it demonstrated the
Committee's responsibility in that field.
10. In voting in favour of General Assembly resolution
1467 (XIV) establishing the Special Committee, his
. delegation had been guidedbytw.omainconsiderations.

It had realized the practical value of principles in
determining whether a territory had attained independence. It had also wished that everything possible
should be done to accelerate the process of national
emancipation, especially in Africa. Duringthegeneral
debate in the Assembly (897th plenary meeting) the
Israel Minister for Foreign Affairs had said that
nothing was so debasing as national dependence and
inequality and nothing so exhilarating as national
independence and equality, and that no nation hadbeen
ordained to rule over others or fated to be ruled by
others.
11. The Special Committee's report sought to interpret certain provisions of Chapter XIoftheCharter in
the light of changing circumstances. If it were adopted,
it would have to be regarded as an authoritative
interpretation of the provisions governing the obligations of Member States in relation to territories
for which they were responsible. Expressing his
satisfaction that the Special Committee had achieved
unanimity, he pointed out that the reportrightlylinked
the fulfilment of the legitimate aspirations of depe:ndent
peoples with the preservation of international peace
and security; the existence in Africa of Non-SelfGoverning Territories side by side With free and independent States might well cause international friction.
12. Moreover, the Special Committee had confined
itself strictly to its terms of reference. Despite the
diversity among territories "of the colonial type", it
stated, in principle I, that every Administering
Member was under the obligation to transmit information; and, in principle III, that that obligation should be
carried out with due regard to the fulfilment of international law. Principles IV and V defined the territories to which that obligation applied. In assuming
that a territory might reach a full measure of selfgovernment by free association with an independent
State or by integration with an independent State, the
Committee had obviously been guided by certain
specific cases with which it was acquainted and by
a problem with which it was faced at the current
session and which concerned the practical application
of the principles.
13. The representatives of Ghana, Liberia and Venezuela, among others, had drawn the Committee's
attention to the specific case of the Portuguese
possessions in Africa. Although there was no reference
to them in the report, there was no doubt that it was
a question of testing the contention of the Government
of Portugal that those possessions were not colonies
but an integral part of the metropolitan territory.
That contention was based on the constitutional
amendment of 11 June 1951, which had transformed
the overseas territories into overseas provinces.
It was essential, however, that the political realities
of the day should be taken into account: if the principles
set forth in the report were to be applied to Mozambique and Angola, the inevitable conclusion would be
that principle IV imposed an a priori obligation on
Portugal to transmit information on those two territories; similarly, that the integration which had taken
place in 1951 had not met the conditions laid down in
principle IX and that the people of the two territories
did not possess 11equa1 status and rights of citizenship
and equal guarantees 11 ~ as provided for in principle VIII. Angola and Mozambique could therefore
be regarded as territories "of the colonial type", in
the terms of principle I.
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14. The question was whether or not Portugal was
under an obligation-legal or moral-to submit information on the social, economic and educational
advancement of those territories. The present situation
was fraught with danger, for, as the Special Committee
had pointed out, the obligations of Members under
Chapter XI were notlimitedtoArticle73: the principle
of good neighbourliness mentioned in Article 74
reinforced the obligation to transmit information. His
delegation therefore sincerely hoped that Portugal
would consent to carry out to the full its obligations
and responsibilities, as otherWesternPowers, no less
great and ancient, had freely done.

a Portuguese, from whom he was divided by race,
language, religion and belief? The entire system of
Portuguese domination was based on the principle that
the Portuguese were superior to the indigenous
inhabitants. The truth was that the metropolitan
country governed what it claimed were its overseas
provinces without regard to the wishes of their
inhabitants, whom it wrongly regarded as Portuguese,
for they had never been consulted about the integration
of their territories with Portugal, The explanations
given by the Portuguese representative had not
convinced the Senegalese delegation. It would vote in
favour of the principles proposed by the Special Committee of Six and for their application to the Spanish
15. Mr. SALL (Senegal) said that the obligations • and Portuguese possessions.
imposed on the Administering Members by the Charter
17. Mr. SOUZA-BRAGA (Brazil) remarked that, at
reflected the unshakable determination of the international community to lead the colonized peoples to previous sessions of the General Assembly, his
delegation had considered only the legal aspects of
self-government or independance. Since 1946 more
the interpretation to be given to Chapter XI, and
than a hundred million people in nearly thirty Nonparticularly Article 73 e, for the Brazilian people
Self-Governing Territories had attained the objectives
believed in law and were deeply suspicious of interof Chapter XI; the determination of the fifty founding
pretations, because of their own history and the fact
Members to abolish the colonial system had therefore
that their frontiers had been defined by arbitration.
become the will of nearly ninety-nine States. The
For that reason, the Brazilian delegation had always
Committee was now better able to interpret Article 73 e
in accordance with the interests of the inhabitants of felt bound to exercise caution when considering
international legal problems during the phase in which
the Non-Self-Governing Territqries, for many of its
sources of law were being sought, the phase which a
members had experienced colonization and knew that
independence was no longer a favour to be granted by famous jurist had called that of "une construction de
droit". When the Committee had approved the report
the administering Power but an international obligation
before it, his delegation would feel bound to respect
arising out of the political evolution of those Territhat decision also. It would then be a matter of "une
tories. It was the bounden duty of the United Nations
constation de droit" and of defending a legal text.
to do away with the colonial system, which was
characterized by political domination, economic
18. The Brazilian delegation might be considered by
exploitation and loss of human dignity. For that reason
some to be too loyal to its friends. It would emphasize,
the Senegalese delegation was in favour of the clear
however, that the Africans, too, were its friends, for
and logical principles set out in the report of the
Brazil was the Latin-American country which was
Special Committee of Six, which wouldenableMember
closest to Africa. Furthermore, bias usually arose
States to interpret Article 73 e in accordancewith the
from hatred, not from friendship. He who deplored a
spirit and letter of the Charter and with the lessons
disagreement between two friends was often the
learnt from the political advancement oftheNon-Selfperson
who listened to the voice of reason and whose
Governing Territories.
only aim was to assist them.
16. Principle IV would suffice to prove that the
possessions of Portugal and Spain, particularly those
in Africa, were Non-Self-Governing Territories and
that, by refusing to transmit information on those
territories, the two States were violating the Charter.
The Senegalese delegation solemnly urged the two
States to· abandon their negative attitude and to assist
the peoples under their domination to advance towards
self-government and independence in an orderly and
peaceful ma~n~~· T~ose peoples, whoknewthems~lves
to have a CivilizatiOn and a culture as authentic as
tho~e claime? by Spain and Portug~, would inevitab~y
achieve the mdependence they aspired to, for Sp_am
and Portugal would not be able to resist the terrific
force of African nationalism. He could confirm the
absolute accuracy of the information given at the
previous meeting by the representative of Iraq, for
refugees from Portuguese Guinea and the Cape Verde
Islands were arriving in Senegal day after day. Radio
Dakar had even organized special broadcasts in
Portuguese for them. The humiliating system of
servitude, to which the inhabitants of the Portuguese
and Spanish possessions were subjected, was but one
more reason for insisting on the application of
Article 73 e to those territories. Portugal's contention
was a myth which deceived no one. How could an
inhabitant of Portuguese Guinea identify himself with

19. The Brazilian delegation endorsed the principles
set out in the report of the Special committee of Six,
which it would support. It trusted that the interpretation of those principles would be beyond reproach.
It would be for the United Nations to make the final
moral judgement, dispassionately. His delegation felt
that it was too early, from a technical point of view,
to give its opinion on the various theories which had
been put forward regarding the application of the
principles. It merely hoped that the draft resolutions
to be submitted to the Committee-on which it reserved
its position-would really help to improve the situation
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories and that the
decision would be just and humane
•
20. Mr. ABIKUSNO (Indonesia) observed that he had
already pointed out, at the fourteenth session, that in
view of the varying interpretations given to Article73
and of recent events in Africa, it had become urgently
necessary to establish the criteria for determining
whether a territory was or was not a Non-SelfGoverning Territory. The twelve principles defined
by the Special Committee of Six were therefore very
useful. They appeared to confirm the real nature of
the links between the administering Powers and their
dependent territories. As they were the result of
agreement between three colonial Powers and three
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non-administering Powers, they should be a step
forward towards a solution of the conflict between
those ,two groups of Member States. Indeed, the
administering Powers appeared to have no more
doubts about their obligation to inform the United
Nations of the policy they were applying in the NonSelf-Governing Territories. The regrettable resel'vations made by some delegations, however, made it
questionable whether the administering Powers had
really been convinced that their former position was
untenable. Only the application of the principles
would show whether real progress had been made.
21. Principle I showed that there had been a considerable advance in colonial thinking, for it undel'lined the multilateral character of Chapter XI, particularly when principle I was considered in relation
to principle III. It showed that it was for the United
Nations to decide whether territories of the colonial
type still existed and whether information about
conditions in those territories should be transmitted.
His delegation had always interpreted Chapter XI in
that way.
22. Nevertheless, the Committee might still be faced
with the same difficulties as before. Principle X
acknowledged that the authority of the United Nations
could be limited by security and constitutional considerations, which the colonial Powers would define
unilaterally. Principle X therefore conflicted with
principle lli. Whereas principle m stated that the
obligation to transmit information should be carried
out in accordance with international law, under
principle X the very elements of that law, such as the
political and constitutional advancement of the territories, which would affect their future behaviour
towards foreign countries, would remain within the
exclusive competence of the colonial powers. The
Fourth Committee had, however, recognized in many
resolutions that advancement in the different· fields
was interconnected. ·Furthermore, the development
of the former Non-Self-Governing Territories which
had now become independent showed how desirable
it was that the United Nations should be kept informed
of the political and constitutional advancementofth<?se
Territories. It should be the responsibility of the
United Nations to decide when security and constitu. ·
tionru considerations were to be taken into account.
Otherwise,. the United Nations might finditselfwithout
any information at a certain stage in the development
of those Territories. The Indonesian delegation trusted
that the principles defined by the Special Committee
of Six wou!d help the Non-Self-Governing Territories
to achieve independence in a peaceful manner. It had
nevertheless felt obliged to point out the difficulties
which might arise in their application, particularly
as the considerations put forward by Spain and Portugal to justify their intransigent attitude were of a
constitutional nature.
23. Mr. KABBANI (Saudi Arabia) recalled that for
many years the Committee had been holding long
debates, in which some delegations had put forward
legal quibbles to deny the real facts of geography and
history, on the obligation laid down in Article 73 e,
until the General Assembly had decided, in resolution
1467 (XIV), to establish the Special Committee of Six.
He congratulated that Committee on the work it had
done and whole-heartedly supported the twelve principles set forth in its report (A/4526).

24. Principles I, IV, Vll, VIII and IX-the last two
being so complementary that his delegation regarded
them as one-conflicted with the views put forward
by some of the administering Powers. It was not
enough, however, to call some territories 11 overseas
provinces 11 in order to avoid the obligation of transmitting information. In that connexion, he associated
himself with the comments made by the representatives of Ceylon (1035th meeting) and Venezuela
(1032nd meeting).
·
25. The twelve principles were, however, meaningless
by themselves; they would take on full significance
only if the Committee saw that they were applied in
a realistic manner by clearly defining and lieting the
Non-Self-Governing Territories regarding which the
Administering Members would be expected to transmit
information. His delegation would be prepared to
co-sponsor a draft resolution directed towards that
end.
26. Mr. MAGHERU (Romania) observed that, by
defining what should be understood by a 11full measure
of self-government 11 , the Special Committee of Six
had established the criteria for the application of
Chapter XI and thus rendered a valuable service to
the General Assembly; yet in so doing it had only
reproduced, in greater detail, the sense of certain
resolutions that had already been adopted on that
question of principle. Its work had been essential,
for since 1955, despite the efforts of the majority
of delegations in the Fourth Committee, Spain and
Portugal had refused to carry out their obligations
under Chapter XI. The standards laid down by the
Special Committee confirmed the fact that some
territories such as Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese
Guinea and Spanish Sahara, were not yet self-governing
and did not satisfy the conditions set forth in principles VI et seq. of the report of the Special Committee; consequently, Spain and Portugal administered
colonial territories and were therefore obliged to
comply with the provisions of Chapter XI.
27. The continued refusal of those two States to
accept their obligations was the more serious in that
the national liberation movement of the colonial
countries, especially those of Africa, was gaining
unprecedented momentum and that the agenda of the
General Assembly included a study of the draft
declaration on the granting of independence. Yet the
steps taken in the Portuguese colonies, for example,
were not in the direction of independence but were
designed to suppress any aspirations to independence;
in a report made before the United States House of
Representatives, some alarming facts had been disclosed: deportation and execution of leaders of the
national liberation movement, official encouragement
of colonization in AngolaandMozambique, exploitation
of indigenous workers, corporal punishment and
legally sanctioned racial discrimination. His delegation was convinced that the inhabitants of the
Portuguese and Spanish territories had as much right
to independence as any other people under colonial
administration,· and any decision which the General
Assembly might take to proclaim the independence of
the colonial peoples would be applicable to those
territories.
28. Mr. ZIKRIA (Afghanistan) said that the Charter
was a wisely integrated body of rules which should
further the development of the international community
in peace and security towards a prosperous and free
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world. It was thus a living document, the Chapters of
which all hung together and could not be arbitrarily
divided into totally separate entities. His delegation,
which upheld that realistic and dynamic conception,
had always wanted Chapter XI to be interpreted in
keeping with the well-being of all peoples subjected
to the domination of administering Powers and not in
the interests of those Powers themselves. It had also
maintained that the General Assembly itself was
competent to decide. on the principles which should
guide Members in determining whether or not an
obligation existed to transmit the information called
for in Article 73 e and it had voted in favour of
General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV) establishing
the Special C<!mmittee of Six.
·
29. The clarity and precision of the report submitted
by the Special Committee was praiseworthy. The
principles it set forth listed all the factors on the
basis of which it could be concluded that all the
territories known to be. of the ?olonial type were
indeed Non-Self-Governmg Territories within the
meaning of the Charter. They marked a decisive
step in the history of the development of the right of
peop~es to self-determination ~d would make it
possible to refute all the allegedly JUridical arguments
which certain colonial Powers, hopeful of protecting
their private interests, had not hesitated to set up
against the opinion of the large majority of Member
States.
30. His delegation could not, however, fully endorse
all the principles in their present form. It had particular reservations regarding principle IX (!!), under
which the possibility of United Nations supervision
of the process of integration of a Non-Self•Goyerning
Territory with an independent State was regarded
only as a desirable contingency in certain eire~stances. It could not agree that the peoples to whom
the provisions of Chapter XI applied should not receive
the same treatment as did the peoples under trusteeship and it had always called for effective Unite~
Nations supervision in the Non-Self-Governing Terri•
tories. It categorically rejected the idea of the asso
elation or integration of a colonial territory with an
independent State without supervision, for association
and integration had often been effected against the will
of the inhabitants and hence in defiance of the principles of self-determination and the provisions of
Chapter XI
•
31. His delegation had reservations also about principle n, which spoke only of a full measure of s,elfgovernment as the objective for the territories, and not
of independence, in spite of the definition of full
autonomy given in principle VI. His delegation strongly
urged that the term "independence" should appear in
all parts of all documents dealing with the future of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
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33. Mr. DARMAN (Somalia) said that, although his
country had not .taken part in the discussion which had
led to the establishment of the Special Committee of
Six, it could not, as an African State, fail to be concerned with the principles setforth inthat Committee's
report, since the fate of so many Africans depended
on. the outcome of the Fourth Committee's delibel'ations. Some speakers had implied that, as the item
under discussion -was of a delicate nature, the new
Members should approach it with caution and should
even abstain from participating in the debate. Yet it
was precisely because his country was an African State
which had only recently attained independence that it
should make clear what independence meant to it, and
there was no better way of doing that than by supporting
any body of principles or resolutions which were
calculated to accelerate the progress of all Africans
and all dependent peoples towards a full measure of
self-government. For Somalia to abdicate that responsibility would be to forfeit its right to independence.
34. His delegation fully supported the principles set
forth by the Special Committee because they were
equitable and just and respected both the spirit a~d the
letter of Chapter XI of the Charter. Furthermore, they
recognized the collective responsibility of Member
States in respect of the self-determination of dependent
peoples. It had been as a result of that collective
responsibility that the General Assembly in resolution
289 (IV), had placed Italian Somaliland u~der trusteeship for ten years, with such successful results that
Somalia had become independent five months before
the prescribed date.
35. He associated himself in particular with the
observations of the representatives of Ghana (1032nd
meeting), Mexico (103lst meeting), NigeriaandCe)rlon
(1035th meeting). Some speakers had named Mozam•
bique, Angola and the Canary Islands as territories
to which the twelve principles outlined by the Special
Committee should apply; his delegation could think of
other territories, too, and it reserved the right to
advocate a more general application of the principles.
It held that the General Assembly was competent to
establish principles to guide the Administering
Members in determining the territories for which there
was an obligation to transmit information. His delegation would therefore support the approval of the
report submitted by the Special Committee.
36. Mr. AZNAR (Spain), speaking on a pointoforder,
pointed out to the Somali representative that no
speaker had tried to include the Canary Islands among
the territories to which the provisions of Article 73
should apply.
37. Mr •. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) asked whether, in
accordance with the established procedure, the Secretariat had 'written to the new Members to inquire
whether they administered territories to which the
provisions of Chapter XI applied and, if so, whether
their replies had been received.

32. His delegation's general endorsementoftheprinciples formulated by the Special Committee of Six did
38. Mr. KUNST (Secretary of the Committee) said
not imply that it wished to prolong the existence of the- that the Secretariat had not yet had time to write to
colonial system. The days of that system were num- · the new Members on the subject.
bered. Nothing could prevent the peoples still in
39. Mr. DIALLO (Mali) said that, as the representasubjection from attaining independence. The Administive of a new Member state, he considered it distering Members would be well advised to carry out
courteous of the Portuguese representative to imply
their Charter obligations in respect of dependent
that the sixteen states_ which had just been admitted
peoples conscientiously, before they were obliged to
to the United Nations might have colonies. Those
bow to an inescapable fate.
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States, most of which were African, could in fact be
proud of never having shown any racism.
40. Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) explained that he had
simply made use of his undeniable right to ask the
Secretariat whether it had followed an established
procedure.
41. Mr. BOUZIRI (Tunisia) observed that no doubt
the Portuguese representative had not intended to be
discourteous, but he had asked his question in a tendentious way, so that the African States had had reason
to feel offended; in that sense he joined the Malian
representative in protesting against statements which
could cast aspersions on the new African states. The
question asked by the representative of Portugal was
in line with the colonialist policy of his government.

family of Mr. F6lix-Roland Moumie, whose recent
death at Geneva had been the result of poisoning.
43; Miss BROOKS (Liberia) associated herself with
the tribute to Mr. Moumie and wished also to pay a
tribute to the memory of Mr. John Kale, who had
likewise been active in the struggle for the liberation
of Africa.
44. She announced that the Governments of Ethiopia
and Liberia had instituted proceedings against the
Union of South Africa in the International Court of
Justice.
45. The CHAIRMAN took note of the statements made
by the representatives of Mali and Liberia.

Statements by the representatives of Mali and Liberia

42. Mr. DIALLO (Mali) asked the Chairman of the
Committee to convey his country's condolences to the

Litho in U.N.

The meeting rose at 5.35 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI (Iraq).

AGENDA ITEM 38

Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. BLUSZTAJN (Poland) wondered why the
representative of Portugal had felt called upon to deal
at such length on legal matters in his statement at the
Committee's 1036th meeting, since in that represent&tive's view the question under discussion was not of
direct concern to his country. Perhaps Portugal
believed that it had not only a civilizing mission in
Africa but also an educating mission in the United
Nations, or perhaps it thought itself to be the only
true defender of international law and the Charter.
Such a defence would be more convincing if it was
more disinterested. The arguments put forward were
not new. They had already been rejected by the
majority of the Members of the United Nations and
by a majority of the exponents of international law
and commentators on the Charter. They were also
in obvious contradiction to the entire body of practice
of the General Assembly.
2. The representative of Portugal had, in support of
his theory, cited various legal opinions.. includingthat
of Mr. Vyshinsky. Those opinions, however, tended
rather to prove that the United Nations could only
exist if its Members acted in conformity with the
provisions of the Charter, and that the Charter, far
from having been created as a means of perpetuating
the colonial system, provided especially fortheliberation of all people under colonial domination through
the exercise oftheirrighttoself-determination. Those
opinions also proved that the task of the United
Nations was to apply the rules of international law
in the interests of peace and progress. Neither the
United Nations nor international law was an end in
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itself but rather the outcome of the so~ial and
historical evolution of the world, and the;y should
both make it possible to find appropriate $olutions
for international problems.
·
3. The abstract title of the agenda itel!n under
discussion should not be allowed to mislea~. It was
not a question of indulging in theoretical dispussions
or of increasing already copious documen!:ftion but
of solving practical problems arising from th~ refusal
of two States to conform to the obligatio's of the
Charter and to transmit information on overseas
territories which to all intents and purposes were
colonies. His delegation had voted without ~Y great
enthusiasm for General Assembly resolutlon 1467
(XIV), under which the Special Committee of Six on
the Transmission of Information under Ar#cle 73 e
of the Charter had been set up, because it had been
convinced that the problem should have beEjn solved
long before and that the conclusions ofthatCqmmittee
would only confirm the opinions of his deJegation.
He asked whether there was any need to prove that
the Charter was a multilateral internationru treaty
whose every Chapter was a source of rights and
obligations for Member States whatever th~ date of
their admission; whether it was still necessary to
prove that ~1 the provisions of the Charteriimposed
obligations, regardless of the Chapter in which those
provisions were contained; and whether it was still
possible to deny that colonial problems were the
concern of the international community andhadthere-,
fore ceased to be within the exclusive jurisdiction of
the administering Powers. No trick of intei"Pretation
could hide the ·fact that the principles of th~ sacred
trust of the administering Powers andofthep~ramount
interests of the inhabitants of the territories would
be meaningless if the policy of those PoWers was
judged in the light of their own ideas of the h~ppiness
of the peoples of their colonies rather than abcording
to the true aspirations of those peoples. Uhlblateral
constitutional reforms were not sufficient t change
the nature of a policy which remained funda.Ptentally
the same, for all the available information~nfirmed
the tragic situation of the .inhabitants of e territories administered by Spain and Po
al. The
Governments of those countries would not l!nake the
inhabitants Spaniards or Portuguese by such m-ethods.
In any case, even if that policy succeede~, which
seemed doubtful, it would be a reprehens.ble one,
because no country had the right to assume the power
of imposing on another people its own ireligion,
culture and way of life. The policy of assimilation
was a dishonest one which never aimed at ' equality
petween the colonizer and the colonial peopl~s but at
lnai:q.taining the domination of the one over th~ other.
•
4. His delegation thought it unnecessary tQ analyse
in detail the principles set forth in section ~·A ~art B,
of the report of the Special Committee of Six (f" 4526),
since it was no longer a question of detrrmining
1
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whether a given country should or should not transmit
information on its colonies but of making a solemn
declaration in favour of abolishing colonialism in all
its forms and liberating immediately all peoples under
colonial domination, including those colonized by Spain
and Portugal.
Mr. Ortiz de Rozas (Argentina), Vice-Chairman,
took the Chair.

5. Mr. CABA (Guinea) noted that the Special Committee of Six, in the light of the factors annexed to
General Assembly resolution 742 (VIII), had established
twelve principles which affirmed the exact legal
interpretation to be given to Article 73 e of the Charter
and which were applicable tocertainAfricancountries
still under Portuguese, Spanish or United Kingdom
domination.
6·. Those who continued to defend the idea of integration or assimilation of so-called overseas provinces would come into conflict with the criterion of
geographical separation set out in principle IV enunciated by the Special Committee. In those territories
all legislative, executive and judicial powers were in
the hands of the metropolitan country. Faced with
the irresistible movement of African nationalism,
certain Powers had attempted to give their colonies
the fictitious status of overseas provinces by unilaterally providing them with constitutions which
could not, however, in anywaybebindingon the people
concerned. Any referendum on the question of association, assimilation or integration in Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea, the Cape Verde Islands,
Rio de Oro or Spanish Guinea would prove that
geographically, politically and economically the inhabitants of those territories had nothing in common with
Portugal or Spain. In that connexion he would refer
the Fourth Committee to principle Vll of the Special
Committee of Six.
7. Economic and social conditions in the terriories
under Portuguese, Spanish and United Kingdom domination bore all the marks of acute under-development.
With the increase in the technical and industrial
progress of the metropolitan countries, the economic
imbalance in their colonies became more pronounced.
In Angola, for instance, four fifths of the coffee
plantations belonged to the colonists, and the colonial
Administration fixed the prices of indigenous agricultural products at very low levels, was abolishing the
system of barter, contributed no effective technical
assistance, systematically drove the Africans from
the most fertile lands, and confiscated agricultural
implements on the pretext that the farmers were not
paying their taxes. Under-nourishment was rife,
and in most of the territories there was less than
one physician to 100,000 inhabitants. According to
information provided by WHO, the infant mortality
rate among the people of Angola, for instance, was
more than 40 per cent. In the island of Sito Tome the
mortality rate was the highest in the world. The people
were deliberately kept in ignorance. The enforced
use of foreign languages hindered the development
of national languages, the floweringofindigenous arts,
and the growth of a national consciousness. The
Portuguese Government gave the most striking example
of racial discrimination embodied in a constitutional
law by dividing the inhabitants of Angola into five
·categories-Portuguese born in Portugal; Portuguese
born in Angola or elsewhere in Africa; mulattos;

assimilated Negroes, who constituted a very small
minority; and other Negroes, namely the vast majority.
Apropos of such a clearly defined system, he would
like to ask the representative of Portugal how many
of the people of Angola were represented on an equal
footing with Portuguese in the metropolitan Parliament, since in the Portuguese colonies only Portuguese
citizens had the right to vote.
s. He would point out, moreover, thatwhenfacedwith
the nationalist demands of underground movements,
the Portuguese Government had mobilized a whole
system of military repression in its colonies, and
as a preventive measure had increased patrols,
strengthened air force installations, fortified the more
important frontier posts, and would soon increase
the strength of Portuguese troops in Angola to 60,000
men.
9. The Africans were still struggling for their
independence, and the Portuguese authorities were
adopting repressive and often blood-thirsty measures,
as they had done in February 1953 when thousands of
Africans had been massacred, or in August 1959
when some thirty persons had been killed in so-called
Portuguese Guinea. Political movements had nevertheless been launched, the best known of which was
the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola, to
which the majority of the f:ifty-seven persons involved
in the Luanda trial belonged. In all the countries under
Portuguese domination patriots were demanding more
and more forcibly the immediate recognition of the
right of peoples to national independence, as well as
total and unconditional amnesty., the immediate release
of all political prisoners, the establishment and
effective exercise of public liberties, the immediate
withdrawal of Portuguese armed forces and the
liquidation of existing military bases on their territories. They were also demanding that before the end
of 1960 a round-table conference; in which all political
parties of the different countries and the Portuguese
Government would be represented, should be held for
the purpose of seeking a. peaceful solution of the
colonial problem in the so-called overseas provinces
in the interests of all parties concerned, and particularly of the Portuguese Government.
10. In the view. of his delegation, there was no doubt
that the territories administered by Portugal, Spain
and the United Kingdom were in a position of subordination to a foreign Power and thus crune within the
scope of principle V enunciated lly the Special Commitltee of Six. He observed that, in spite of .the facts, the
Spanish, French and Portuguese Governments had,
like true colonial Pow~s, expressed identical views
on the obligation to transmit the information called
for in Article 73 e of the Charter and had declared
that they alone were competent in all matters concerning territories under their full sovereignty. While those
three Powers admitted ·that the main concern of the
Charter was the well-being and advancement of
peoples, they considered that the legal and political
status of a territory need only be taken into account
in so far as it affected the life of the people. In that
case, patent facts like forced. labour, the officially
sanctioned transfer each year of more than 400,000
Africans to the mines of Rhodesia and South Africa,
the massacre of. more than 1, 000. · Negroes on the
island of Sao Tom6 in February 1953, the tragic
plight of Algeria and the fearful infant mortality rate
in the Cape Verde Islands would all be deemed to
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be of no consequence in the life of the peoples concerned.
11. Mr. MAX (France), speaking on a point of order,
recalled that the Committee was not discussing the
question of Algeria.
12. Mr. ALWAN (Iraq) noted that the representative
of Guinea had mentioned Algeria in the course of
general remarks on colonialism, so that there seemed
to him to be no need to raise a point of order.
13. The CHAffiMAN recalled that speakers should
limit their remarks to the agenda item under discussion, but that the representative of Guinea had not
brought up Algeria in connexion with the substance of
the discussion.
14. Mr. MAX (France), taking the floor on a point of
order, repeated his remark.

Hi. Mr. CABA (Guinea), continuing his statement,
noted that the colonial Powers often cited the restrictive clauses in Article 73 e of the Charter, while
forgetting that those clauses could refer only to the
volume of information relating to economic, social
and educational conditions that was to be transmitted.
and that the obligation to transmit that iDformation
remained. There likewise remained the obligation
assumed by the Administering Members tp assist the
inhabitants in their progressive advancement towards
self-government.
16. He was of the opinion that the Fourth Committee
and the General Assembly ought to adopt unequivocally
the principles form111ated by the Special Committee of
Six. Such action would make it possible to establish
that: firstly, Rio de Oro, Ifni Territory, Spanish
Guinea, the island of Fernando P6o andRioMuni were
Non-Self-Governing Territories under Spanish domination; secondly, so-called Portuguese Guinea, Angola,
Mozambique, the Cape Verde Islands, the enclave of
Cabinda, the islands of Sao Tome and Principe, Sao
Joii:o Batista de Ajudll, Goa and dependencies, Maca1,1.
and dependencies, Timor and dependencies were NonSelf-Governing Territories under Portuguese domination; thirdly, Southern Rhodesia, Bechuanaland,
Basutoland, Swaziland and Zanzibar were Non-SelfGoverning Territories under United Kingdom domination. Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom, which
would thus be obliged to transmit information on those
Territories, maintained that the General Assembly
was not competent to require Member- States to begin
submitting information. The General Assembly had
stated, however, in the last preambular paragraph
of resolution 748 (VID) and of resolution 849 (IX)., that
it was competent to decide whether a Non-SelfGoverning Territory had or had not attained a full
measure of self-government as referred to in Chapter XI of the Charter. The GeneralAssemblywas thus
by that fact also competent to decide when the Administering Members ought to begin submitting the information in question. He likewise recalled that the General
Assembly had decided not to require a two-thirds
majority in voting on questions dealing with information
from Non-Self-Governing Territories and could there
fore decide by a simple majorityoftheMember States
to request Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom
to fulfil the obligations imposed on them by Article 73 e
of the Charter.
17. That decision was especially urgent as people of
the colonized countries were more than ever deter-
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mined to break the colonial yoke and hencef~rth only
the will of the people concerned and their' rightful
aspir!;ltions to national independence shoul~ count.
Portugal, Spain, the United Kingdom and Frailce could
not in any case block the national liberation movements,
and in that connexion the discussion of the teport of
the Special Committee of Six was already outpaced
by events, since the General Assembly had b~fore it a
draft declaration calling for the independen,ce of the
peoples in the colonial territories (A/4502 and Corr .1).
The colonial Powers would be well advised to abandon
their colonial positions inAfricabeforeitwasitoo late.
Mr. Pachachi (Iraq) resumed the Chair.

18. Mr. NOGUEffiA (Portugal) reserved the right to
reply to the representative of Guinea as soon ItS he had
been able to study the text of his statement, but he
asked for clarification of the number and date of the
Portuguese. law which, according to the · Guinean
representative, was supposed to have established in
Angola five categories of inhabitants.
19. Mr. CABA (Guinea) assured the representative
of Portugal that his statement had been based on
archives, official documents and statistics that were
available to him. He added that the establishment of
the five categories of inhabitants in Angola was but
one discriminatory measure among many o~ers.
20. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) felt that the present discussion
should have given him an opportunity to prove the
Spanish delegation's strong determination to take part
in the work of the United Nations andco-opecite in the
common task provided for in the Charter. Two reasons
had obliged him to change his plans and ref~ain from
delivering the remarks he would have liked' to utter.
In the first place, at the 1036th meeting the representative of Portugal, in a remarkable speech, had
analysed in detail the scope and significanc~ of Article 73 e of the Charter. and it would be ~cult to
equal his arguments. It was unfortunate, how~ver, that
the political passions dominating the discuss.ion were
preventing the Committee from engaging in a1thorough
study of the legal problem stated' by the Portuguese
representative. In the second place, the inttansigent
position of those who refused to consider the $ubstance
of the problem because they could see only i~s superficial ·aspects might entail serious consequ~nces for
the coexistence, within the United Nations, ! of delegations of differing opinions and might extend the cold
war to the Committee itself. What lay beyond the
screen of quotations, figures and statistic. was no
more than desperate and furious political qampaign
instead of poised and serene argument.
1

21. The Committee had before it the report of the
Special Committee of Six, which supposedly tas to be
considered in connexion with the present age*da item.
In an important section of that report were Usted the
principles that were to guide the Member ~tates in
determining whether the obligation to submit ~nforma
tion, in. accordance with the provisions of Article 73 e
of the Charter, applied to them or not. The Spanish
delegation, after careful study of the repoljt and its
principles, had felt in all good faith that the $embers
of the Fourth Committee, disregarding their political
position, would take up that code of conquct, that
brief fundamental charter of information concerning
the Non-Self-Governing Territories. Up to th~ present
stage of the discussion, however, the Committee had
been divided into three groups. Firstly, th~re were
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those that deemed it useful to consider the principles
without as yet discussing their practical application;
secondly, those that wished merely to consider the
practical implementation of the principles; and. thirdly,
those that maintained that it was pointless to open a
discussion whose result was a foregone conclusion.
For the lasil-mentioned delegations, any further argument and any further statement by the representatives
of Spain or Portugal were rejected in advance on the
grounds that the Committee had no time to waste in
legal quibbling.
22. He asked. however, whether the Fourth Committee,
with the exception of a _few delegations, had seriously
raised the question whether the principles enumerated
by the Special Committee were consonant with reason,
whether they were in accordance with the historical
and legal realities of the problem, and whether they
were in harmony with the fundamental principles of
international law. Had it sufficiently clarified the
question whether those principles really served the
principles set forth in the Charter? Absolutely not.
The representative of El Salvador, in proposing the
closure of the debate at the 1033rd meeting, had. of
course, intended only to draw the Committee's attention to the need for bringing the discussion to bear
on the principles enumerated; at the same meeting the
representative of Bolivia had. it is true, raised
problems of interpretation of constitutional law; in a
statement at the 1035th meeting the representative of
Czechoslovakia had. indeed, approached the question
in the manner desired by the Spanish delegation and
had only cited specific examples out of concern for
the substance of the problem; inpresentingtheSpecial
Committee's report (1031st meetit®, the representatives of Mexico and India had displayed. as ususal,
a lofty spirit. The fact remained, nevertheless, that the
report of the Special Committee and the list of twelve
principles had been praised in very general terms,
as if out of mere courtesy.
23. For its part, the Spanish delegation wished to
congratulate the Special Committee, several of whose
members had had to renounce certain ideas and
abandon certain profound personal convictions. That
sacrifice, however, had led that Committee to take
refuge behind a whole series of very vague expressions
scattered throughout a framework that was imprecise
and subject to the mostwidelyvaryinginterpretations.
When the representative of Bolivia had noted the
polemics on the concept of "nation" mentioned. in
paragraph 17 of the report, he had been told that that
was merely a subject of academic interest. Likewise,
when the Special Committee stated in paragraph 18 of
its report that the •charter is a living document and
the obligations under Chapter XI must be viewed in the
light of the changing spirit of the times •, the question
might be asked to whom this discovery was directed
and whether the inescapable corollary to it was that the
Fourth Committee might modify the Charter simply
to keep it in step with the "changing spirit". When it
was realized to what extent a country's constitution
was protected against any violation and how provision
was made for amendments only through a carefully
controlled process, one could not help but ask what
would happen if a majority group could without
hindrance interpret a national constitution along lines
favourable to its interests. Who, moreover, was going
to define 11the changing spirit of the times"? The truth
was that when the Special CommitteeofSixconsidered

that the principles should be applied "in the light of
the facts and specific circumstances in each case",
as was stated in paragraph 20 of its report, it was
leaving the way open for all possible interpretations.
To all appearances, then, its report was nothingmore
than an expression of an ideal which, thoughlofty, was
very difficult to attain.
24. The Charter was categorical. If its wording was
felt as not clearly representing the thoughts of its
authors, then it must be amended by the prescribed
procedure. Such a revision of the Charter was perhaps
desirable, but there could be no question of altering
its underlying meaning. The Special Committee had
laid down, in principle IV, that there was, prima facie,
an obligation to transmit information in respect Of a
territory which was geographically separate and
distinct ethnically and/or culturally from the country
administering it. It might be asked what the basis was
for this criterion of geographical separation, and why
it had been introduced into the principle in question..
How wide must the separation be: the width of a strait
or of an ocean? It was easy to see what dangers might
result from too loose an interpretation of that principle.
Yet the Special Committee had thought itproperto lay
down, in addition to the geographical, ethnical and
cultural distinctions, other elements of "an administrative, political, juridical, economic or historical
nature• (principle V). Who was to define the various
factors enumerated in those two principles-the Fourth
Committee, the Special Committee, a tribunal or a
supreme authority? If the various criteria there laid
down had to be taken into consideration, the independence, liberty and sovereignty of States would be in
jeopardy.
25. A majority of Member States might give their
support to the principles set out by tp,e Special Committee. Nevertheless, the substance of the problem
would not have been examined by the Fourth Com-r
mittee, doubtless because when political elements
had been removed. there was nothing left of the
document except the efforts made by its drafters to
formulate definitions on paper with regard to a most
complex matter.
26, Those delegations which considered that the
Fourth Committee was wastingitstimeshouldperhaps
be thanked for their frankness. Unless it was wished
to embark on a protracted legal discussion of the
principles contained in the report. there seemed to
be little point in having raised the question or in having
allowed the discussion to develop very rapidly into a
series of specific attacks on two countries. The
Fourth Committee had not observed the rules of a
genuine discussion on universal principles applicable
to all Member States. The supposition that Spain was ·1
a monster which lived on the flesh and blood of the
African peoples and that its opponents were a group I
of archangels defending the libertyoftheworldhad led
the Committee to accuse and condemn one country, in 1
an indefensibly discriminatory manner, under a law
which did not yet exist. When the scale of values was ,
reversed in that way, one could only cling to the hope
that moral and spiritual forces would restore justice
where it was being flouted and remedy the wrong.
27. The fact was that many delegations had forgotten
the position taken up by the Spanish delegation on the
interpretation of Chapter XI of the Charter, or had not
yet had time to take note of it. He therefore felt

1038th meeting obliged to repeat what he had said at the previous
session, namely, tlla.t Spain did not know what a NonSelf-Governing Territory was and did not accept the
obligation to send information on any so-called NonSelf-Governing Territories which it administered, but
that in view of its desire to co-operate with the
United Nations it was prepared in due course to
transmit information on its overseas provinces, in the
selection of which information he had himself collaborated. Although some had considered that attitude
questionable, the allegation could hardly be made that
the Spanish Government only replied with refusals.
Spain condemned colonialism and all exploitation of
peoples as being an anachronism, and had always done
so. There was no problem which came within its
jurisdiction which could not be resolved by means
of bilateral negotiations with countries which considered that they had some just claim. The Spanish
Government based its attitude on honour and justice,
and only asked the same in return.
28. He reserved the right to speak again later with
regard to the application of the principles contained
in the report of the Special Committee of Six.
29. Mr. GASSOU (Togo) said that he was pleased
to note that Spain considered itself an anti-colonialist
country, and he hoped that in due time it would turn
its statements into deeds.
30. The item on the agenda might seem a legal
question. In reality it was an essentially .political
question. The reason why it was so i~ortant to
discover the ideas behind Article 73 e, apd to set that
Article in its historical context,=a that certain
)~ember States had systematically r
ed to furnish
any information at all on the te
ories which they
ruled, on the pretext that th~serritories, in spite
of their remoteness and their
nomic, ethnical and
cultural differences, formed
integral part of the
metropolitan country simply n the grounds that the
metropolitan parliament ha? so decided without consulting the indigenousL!oples. By invoking such
legal and constitutional r· ctions, Portugal and Spain
were in fact only re
ting arguments which had
already been invoked by other colonialist States, but
the various appellations that the latter had successively given to their empires had not prevented those
empires from crumbling. The mere change in names
decided on by Portugal in 1951 had deceived nobody,
not even the Portuguese; its sole object had been to
enable Portugal, after its admission to the United
Nations, to dispute the Organization's right to be
informed on the conditions in which it administered
its colonies. The reason was obvious. It would
presumably not have had the courage to admit openly
that the inhabitants of the territories were subjected
to forced labour, slavery and racial discrimination.
31. The true meaning of Article 73 e of the Charter
was made clear by the preamble of that Article, in
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which the words "not yet" indicated tha(t it was
essential that the peoples in question shouli:l one day
attain a full measure of self-government; and by
paragraphs a and b, which laid on Adm~nistering
Members the obligation to ensure the economic and
social advancement of the peoples, with due respect
for their culture, and to develop self-government
and assist in the progressive evolution offree political
institutions. The obligations contained in paragraph e
only ceased when a territory had attained a full
measure of self-government; in other wotds, when
the people, through free democratic processes, had
appointed a parliament and a government or had
decided in favour of union with some other independent
country.
32, In its excellent report, the Special Committee of
Six had clearly and logically codified the *inciples
which should guide Member States in the interpretation
of Article 73 e. The Togolese delegation endorsed that
Committee's view that the Charter was , a living
document and that the obligations under Chapter XI
must be viewed in the light of the changing spirit of
the times. Since the drawing up of the Charter, the
composition of the United Nations and the1 political
map of the world had greatly altered, and the concessions made in 1945 to the colonial Powe:l:s would
doubtless not have been possible today. Ptinciple V
was one of the most important and would be very
useful in helping to decide whether the pqrtuguese
territories were colonies or not. The reservations
expressed by the United Kingdom with r egard to
principle X (A/4526, para. 15) were not enqouraging
if they meant that the information to be suppl~ed could
be reduced to nil even if the territory conc~rned was
still of a colonial type. They were only acc~ptable if
the requirements set out in alternative (!!) of
principle VI were fulfilled; in other worqs, if the
territory became independent. Otherwise, the requirements laid down in principles VII, VIII and IX must be
satisfied. The "constitutional relations 11 mentioned in
principle XI were only to be taken into account if they
resulted from the free expression of the wishes of
the people, under universal adult suffrage, ih· a ballot
supervised by the United Nations. Such supervision
ought to be the rule in order to guarant~ that the
voting procedures were impartially conducted and
to avoid what were commonly known as ~elections
·~ l'al~rienne' "·
33. The Togolese delegation therefore sdbscribed
fully to the twelve principles set out by thie Special
Committee of Six, but reserved the right !to speak
again when consideration was given to the "S.*plication
of those principles in the case of the Portuguese and
Spanish territories.
1

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHJ (Iraq),
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Ortiz de Rozas
(Argentina), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.

AGENDA ITEM 38

Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolutiol\ 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526) (continuecl)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Miss BROOKS (Liberia) recalled that at the 1036th
meeting the representative of Portugal had quoted
extracts from a statement made to th~ Committee by
the representative of the United States at the second
session of the General Assembly. She would point out
that many of those extracts had been quoted out of
context. According to the Portuguese representative,
the United States representative had said that sovereignty over dependent territories rested with the
administering Power. In her view, which was supported
by eminent international lawyers, that was not the case.
2. The representative of Portugal had quoted provisions of the Charter which he felt supported his point
of view, but he had failed to substantiate his case or to
convince the Liberian delegation that the principles set
forth in section V, part B, of the report of the Special
Committee on the Transmission of Information under
Article 73 e of the Charter (A/4526) did not apply to
the territories administered by Portugal.
3. Referring to the statement by the representative of
Spain at the previous meeting, she said that while she
took issue with that representative on his interpreta-tion of Chapter XI of the Charter and, in certain
respects, of the principles, sll.e welcomed his assurance that his Government intended to transmit informa-tion on the territories it administered.
4. Mr. NOGUEffiA (Portugal) said that, though he
appreciated the spirit in which her observation had
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been made, he felt bound to protest against the Liberian
representative's suggestion that he had quoted passages out of context. The passage in question had been
quoted from a book by Mr. Hans Kelsen,!l who was a
great authority on international law and a serious and
reliable scholar.
5. Mr. FARAHMAND (Iran) said that his delegation
had been glad to learn that there had been a wide area
of agreement within the Special Committee of Six on
the basic principles involved. The Committee's report
was a document of major importance since it had tried
to reflect the spirit of Article 73 of the Charter.
6. The report, particularly principle IV, showed that
the provisions of the Charter, and especially its emphasis on the fact that the interests of the inhabitants of
the territories were paramount, contradicted the
narrow interpretation of the wording of Chapter XI put
forward by certain administering Powers in order to
justify a po,sition which could not be reconciled with the
principles and purposes of the Charter. The clear
statement in the first paragraph of Article 73 that the
interests of the inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories were paramount governed the rest of that
Article, including the obligation to transmit information, laid down in sub-paragraph e. Before being admitted to membership of the United Nations, States
accepted the obligations imposed in the Charter:
Article 73 e clearly laiddownthatitwas the obligation
of Member States administering Non-Self-Governing
Territories to transmit information about them. Consequently, the whole question was merely one of determining whether or not a territory was actually
self-governing. To do so it was necessary to take
certain facts into account, such as the geographical
considerations which had given :r;ise to the notion of
"metropolitan areas" referred to in Article 74 of the
Charter, and other considerations such as differences
in race, language and cultural heritage. There were
also the factors listed in General Assembly resolution
742 (VID), but those should be regarded purely as a
guide and individual cases should be decided in the light
of their particular circumstances.
7. The obligation to transmit information was an
international obligation: in view of the movement
towards independence in all Non-Self-Governing Territories and the existing world situation, failure to
comply with it was tantamount to a rejection of international co-operation and to a denial of the principles
and spirit of the Charter. The obligation remained in
force until all the Territories had achieved a full
measure of self-government, and an Administering
Member was bound to comply with it until the General
Assembly had examined all the information relevant to
a change in a Territory's status.Itwasthe application
of that principle which gave the provisions of Article
73 their real meaning.
!I l'laris Kelsen, The Law of the United Nations (New York, Frederick
A. Praeger Inc., 1950), pp. 552-553, footnote.
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8. His delegation was in full agreement with the
principles drawn up by the Special Committee of Six
and hoped that, when adopted, theywouldbeeffectively
applied to each individual colony.
9. Mr. KUKAN (Libya) said that, like the Special
Committee of Six, his Government regarded the
Charter as a living document and it carried out its
international obligations in conformity with the principles of the Charter. Unfortunately, Portugal and
Spain, though adhering to the Charter, had never fully
carried out their obligations under it; indeed, they were
trying to convince the Committee that they had no
obligations under Article 73 e. His delegation's view
was that the General Assembly alone was competent to
decide whether or not an obligation existed to transmit
information; it could not accept any other interpret&tion. His country had suffered long from colonialism
and his delegation was therefore in a good position to
realize what the inhabitants of the dependent territories
were suffering and to appreciate their struggle for
freedom. It was the duty of Member States to support
those peoples, who could notspeakforthemselves, and
to put an end to their humiliation; the United Nations
must take immediate steps to help the peoples of
Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea to achieve
self-government and independence in accordance with
the aims of the Charter.
10. His delegation subscribed to the ideas voiced at
the 1031st meeting by the representatives of Mexico
and Yugoslavia, at the 1032nd meeting by the representatives of Ghana and Venezuela and at the 1036th
meeting by the representative oflraq; and it associated
itself with the tributes to the Special Committee of Six.
It strongly supported the principles which that Com•
mittee had evolved and believed that they wouldput an
end to differences of opinion on the subject of whether
or not a territory was self-governing; it urged the
Administering Members not to disregard them.
11. Mr. EL AMIN (Sudan) said that Article 73 of the
Charter imposed definite obligations on Member States
responsible for Non-Self-Governing Territories, with
which the majority of those States had complied. The
Charter should not be interpreted unilaterally by individual Member States; that was a task which the
General Assembly alone was competent to undertake.
His delegation could not accept the arguments put
forward by the representative of Portugal. The Spanish
representative's statement, though interesting, lacked
positive and constructive features; despite that representative's condemnation of colonialism, it was nevertheless a fact that there were African territories under
Spanish colonial domination. It was regrettable that
neither Spain nor Portugal had complied with the obli·
gation to transmit information. Portugal'sfailuretodo
so was due to a political misconception that the terri•
tories it administered were an integral part of the
metropolitan country. Not until1951haditadoptedthat
position; for five hundred years before then its terri•
tories had been considered colonies.
12. The report of the Special Committee of Six was of
the greatest importance. His delegation accepted the
principles enumerated by that Committee and regarded them as a true interpretation of the Charter.
One of the main purposes in setting up the Special
Committee had been to establish whether the colonies
of Portugal and Spain were to be regarded as provinces
or as Non-Self-Governing Territories. If principle IV

was applied to them, it was clear that they were geographically separate and ethnically and culturally distinct, from which it followed that the two Powers were
under an obligation to transmit information under
Article 73 e.
13. The policy followed by Portugal in its territories
contradicted both Chapter XI of the Charter and the
principles in the report, especially principles V, VI,
VIT, VIIT and IX. The policy of integration pursued by
Portugal was detrimental to progress; that of socalled assimilation was not in the interests of the indigenous inhabitants and was carried on in defiance of
Article 73 a of the Charter. Moreover, that policy had·
failed to produce many"assimilados"-inMozambique
there were only 4,349 out of a total population of some
5,650,000, the remainder being considered by the
Portuguese authorities to be "non-civilized". The
situation in the other Portuguese territories was no
better and it was clearthatthepolicywas only a cover
for a ruthless policy of exploitation, the object of which
was to keep the inhabitants in subjection in their own
countries and to deprive them of education and national
pride. He quoted several authorities who had reported
that Mrican adult males in those territories were
compelled to work on the roads; if the men were absent
on forced labour, then the women and children were
called upon to repair the roads. Such conscript labour
had to provide its own food and often its own tools.
14. In a recent joint communique, the Emperor of
Ethiopia and the President of theSudanhadreaffirmed
their determination to pursue the cause of the freedom
of all Africans and the elimination of colonialism from
Africa. His delegation and other M;rican delegations
were disturbed at the plight of Africans in the dependent
territories. But there was a limit to human endurance;
the nationalist movements around those peoples would
not pass unheeded and his delegation felt that the
policies in question were a danger to peace. A similar
political myth had given rise to the situation in Algeria.
15. His delegation hoped that the principles would be
approved unanimously.
Mr. Pachachi (Iraq) took the Chair.

16. Mr. MAX (France) protested against the reference
in the closing remarks of the Sudanese representative's
statement to a subject which was not on the agenda.
17. Mr. WESTERMAN (Panama) said that the Special
Committee had carried out its task with great care and
had succeeded in achieving agreement. The report
marked a notable step forward towards the attainment
of the aims set forth in Article 73 of the Charter, in
particular in sub-paragraph b.
18. His delegation considered that the principles
evolved by the Special Committee of Six, which were
both moderate and precise, should be endorsed by the
Fourth Committee and by the General Assembly. That
was a matter of urgency in view of the shadows still
cast over humanity by an anachronistic colonialism
now completely outmoded. Principle m was of the
greatest importance and his delegation fully agreed
with the views the representative of Mexico had ex•
pressed on that principle at the 103ist meeting, to the
effect that the fulfilment of the provisions of Article
73 e was an international obligation, that the interAmerican system had affirmed that war was no longer
an instrument of national policy, and that in the same
manner the administration of colonies was no longer
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an instrument of policy of any Member State and th
right of peoples to self-determination was no longer
governed solely by the policies of the administering
Power.
19. The Moroccan representative on the Special Committee of Six had stated that it was a point of principle
for his Government that the process of consultation
should be supervised by the United Nations. That was
also the view of the Panamanian delegation, which
attached great importance to popular consultations.
Principle IX merely recognized the desirability of
United Nations supervision; he was aware, however,
that that wording was due to the fact that in some cases
United Nations supervision could only take place with
the consent of the State administering the territory in
question.
20. It was his delegation's view that there should be
international supervision in the circumstances envisaged in cases fu) and (Q) of principle VI. It followed
from that that international supervision should be
contemplated not only in the case of integration,
referred to in principle IX, but also in the circum•
stances set out in principle vn, i.e., free association
with an independent State. When situations arose which
endangered good relations between peoples, common
sense rendered it advisable that a popular consultation
should take place under United Nations supervision.
That was all the more necessary in cases where
hostilities had resulted, producing loss of life and
suffering among the civilian population; where fundamental human rights must be protected and peace and
international security preserved. Thus, if a popular
consultation of the kind proposed by President de
Gaulle was held in Algeria, its effect on international
opinion would be heightened it if took place under
United Nations supervision.
21. In his delegation's view, principles IV and V met
the situation which had arisen as a result of the establishment of so-called overseas provinces. Obviously,
a country which had not reached an advanced stage of
self-government. which lacked free political institwtions and whose inhabitants were not in a position to
take responsible decisions, could not be incorporated
into another State in that manner.
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their encouragement of the idea that relations between
he administering Powers and their dependent territories should be based on the general principle of good
neighbourliness.
24. In conclusion, he associated himself with the
tribute paid by the Liberian representative at the
1031st meeting on behalf of the African States, to the
work done by the former representative of Mexico,
Mr. Espinosa y Prieto, in the interest of the dependent
peoples.
25. Mr. MAKKAWI (Lebanon) said that, in viewofthe
comprehensive character of the statements made by
the speakers who had preceded him in the debate, he
would confine himself to explaining his Government's
position on the important question before the Committee and on the report presented by the Special Committee of Six. It was encouraging to see that the two
opposing groups in the Committee-the representatives
of the administering and of the non-administering
Powers-had managed to agreeupontwelveprinciples.
His delegation endorsed every word of those principles,
which, if accepted, wouldconstitutethebasicpremises
for determining whether or not a particular territory
fell within the scope of Article 73 e of the Charter.
26. The replies (A/ AC.l00/1 andAdd.l) which certain
countries had sent to the Secretary-General in re-sponse to General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
outlined a number of basic factors. Iran's reply, for
instance, singled out the geographical considerations
which had given rise to the notion of "metropolitan
areas", found in Article 74 of the Charter; and dif•
ferences in race, language, religion or cultural heritage. Morocco held the view that Chapter XI of the
Charter applied to any territory whose people displayed
marked differences, from the ethnical, geographical,
historical, cultural or social standpoints, when com•
pared with the people of the colonial Power, and any
territory whose relationship with the administering
Power arbitrarily placed the indigenous inhabitants on
a lower footing. Those premises were clearly set out
in principles IV and V.
27. A thorough examination of the so-called overseas
provinces showed conclusively that principles IV and V
applied to them. It might well be asked on what basis

22. The principles formulated by the Special Committee of Six, which his delegationhopedtheFourth Committee would approve, would serve as a guide to
Member States in determining whether or not an oP..
ligation existed to transmit the information called for
in Article 73 e of the Charter. An honourable solution
would thus be found for cases such as Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea-territories which, on the
basis of the principles, were certainly covered by the
provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter. His delegation
hoped that those territories and any others in similar
circumstances would benefit from any action which the
General Assembly would take. It was confident that the
Powers concerned would co-operate with the General
Assembly and ensure that information would beforthcoming concerning all territories covered by Chapter
XI of the Charter.

those territories were regarded as overseas provinces, whether that status had arisen as a result of a
free and voluntary choice and whether informed.and
democratic processes had been at work. That was why
his delegation attached great importance to principles
VII, VIII and XI of the report.

23. The
sion lay
whereby
measure

29. Mr. LAMANI (Albania) said that, although Chapter
XI of the Charter gave a clear definition of the obligations which administering Powers assumed on their
dm.ission to membership of the United Nations, the
General Assembly--many years after the signing of the
Charter-was still marking time because of the nega-

main virtue of the principles under discus-in their conception of a peaceful procedure
peoples which had not yet achieved a full
of self.. government would be given an opportunity to advance and, at the appropriate moment.
to exercise their right to self-determination, and in

28. The tide of nationalism and the yearning for
freedom were at their peak everywhere, and particularly in Africa. It ·was high time for the colonial
Powers, and especially Spain and Portugal, to change
their attitude and meet the challenge of the day. His
country, which had always sympathized with the dependent peoples in their struggle for emancipation,
would vote in favour of a resolution approving the
principles in the report of the Special Committee of
Six.
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tive attitude adopted by the colonial Powers, while
millions of human beings in the colonies were clamouring impatiently for complete and immediate independence. Whereas paragraph 18 of the report of the Special
Committee of Six stated that the Charter was a living
document and that the obligations under Chapter XI
should be viewed in the light of the changing spirit of
the times, the colonial Powers were not prepared to
conform to the political situation and the changes
occurring in the modern world. Portugal and Spain
went so far as to supply no information on their colonies, on the pretext that they had no colonies but only
"overseas provinces 11 , and that there was therefore no
obligation to transmit information.
30. The Fourth Committee and the General Assembly
should adopt a firm attitude and should take the neces,.
sary steps for the liberation of the colonial peoples,
whose complete independence could no longer be delayed. The people of the dependent territories were
waiting for the United Nations to give them effective
help.
31. While the colonial peoples were fighting to throw
off the yoke, the representatives of the colonial Powers
were E:lndeavouring to defend the "principles" of colonialism, if that word could be applied in the context.
The representative of the United Kingdom, who had
obstinately defended the thesis, recorded in paragraph
15 of the report, that "there might be circumstances
in which ••• considerations .•. reduced to nil the
amount of information which could be transmitted",
had taken exception totheVenezuelanrepresentative's
conclusion that such a reservation constituted a kind
of "double-talk". The important point, however, was
that the passage in question clearly demonstrated the
efforts deployed by the United Kingdom representative
in the Special CommitteeofSixandinthe Fourth Com•
mittee with a view, first, to limiting the amount of
information transmitted-on the basis of principle xand then reducing it to nil with the help of the reservation in question. It was to be regretted that, despite
the efforts which the representatives of India, Mexico
and Morocco had made in the Special Committee to
further the cause of the colonial peoples, the representatives of the colonial Powers had been successful
in imposing upon certain paragraphs a wording that
lent itself to interpretation in the interestsofthe prolongation of the system of colonial exploitation.
·
32. The colonialists had been trying to conceal the
true situation in their colonies. Although the Portuguese representative had tried to deny facts which were
there for everyone to see, the Committee could never
forget the statements made by the representatives of
Iraq, Ghana, Guinea and other countries, describing
the inhuman methods to which the Portuguese colonialists resorted, In a publication entitled "Angola:
Repression and Revolt in Portuguese Africa", the
American Committee on Africa supplied evidence of
racial segregation, forced labour and corporal punishment and torture; it spoke of military patrols which
tried to prevent desertions from contractual labour
obligations and of the careful screening of African
students before they were allowed to leave Ango~a for
higher education in Portugal.
.
33. In 1956, 1957 and 1958 efforts had been made by
the Assembly to deal with the question of Portuguese
and Spanish colonies in a diplomatic way but, as a
result of the subtle manoeuvres o(the colonialist and

imperialist Powers, even the draft resolutions proposing the establishment of a committee to study the
question had come to nought. It had not been until the
fourteenth session that the problem had been discussed
more openly and the Special Committee of Six set up.
34. Mankind could no longer tolerate a situation in
which people were divided into masters and slaves.
The United Nations wasindutyboundtohelp the. struggle of the colonial peoples for emancipation. The AI•
banian delegation fully associated itself with the
numerous delegations which had stated that the Portuguese and the Spanish colonies should be regarded as
Non-Self-Governing Territories until they attained
complete independence. The United Nations should call
upon Portugal and Spain to fulfil their obligations under
the Charter.
35. Although his delegation could not endorse the
report of the Special Committee of Six in its entirety,
it wished to stress once again that it was ready to SUP"
port all measures designed to promote the liberation
of the colonial peoples.
36~ Mr. CARPIO (Philippines) said that his country,
which had never been a colonial Power or administered
any dependent territories, could approach the question
before the Committee with the objectivity that was indispensable for a wise solution. In dealing with the
twelve principles drawn up by the Special Committee of
Six, the Fourth Committee should discuss whether they
were wise and whether they conformed with the letter
and spirit of the Charter. Unfortunately, however;
three tendencies had emerged: some speakers held
that the Committee was dealing with a purelypolitical
question, which should be decided according to political
views and to the spirit of the times, irrespective of
whether the decision was in accordance with the letter
of the Charter; others approached the problem in a
purely legalistic way, ignoring altogether the temper of'
the times; a third group saw in the question a mixture
of both political and juridical considerations.

37. His delegation, which had always taken an independent line in the United Nations, thought that in approaching the question now before the Committee it was
necessary to recall the atmosphere prevailing at San
Francisco in 1945. At thattime the paramount consideration had been to ensure that the generations to come
would be saved from the scourge of war. In order to
achieve that goal it had been necessary to eliminate all
the causes of misunderstanding. That aim, in its turn,
had necessitated the creation of international machinery to promote better living conditions and greater
freedom for the people in the world.
38. He could not agree with the delegations which
argued that since Chapter XI of the Charter was entitled "Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing
Territories" the provisions of Article 73weresubject
to unilateral interpretation by Member States. The
heading of alegal textcouldclearlyhelpin interpreting
the text but the interpretation should be based on the
actual wording of that text. Article 73 stated that
Member States which administered dependent terri•
tories accepted an obligation as a sacred trust. It was
quite clear that that obligation was as binding as any
other portion of the Charter. It was for that reason
that his delegation haq always given Article 73 a very
liberal interpretation, going further in that respect than
most delegations. The obligation to transmit informa-
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tion on political developments was implied in the duty
expressed in Article 73 a and b.
39. It was perhaps unfortunatethattheCharterdidnot
define the nature of a Non-Self-Governing Territory,
but in fact the meaning of the term was clear. There
might be cases where, although a people had not
achieved a full measure of self-government, no oblig&tion had been created on the part of the administering
Power concerned. The great majority of Administering
Members had voluntarily transmitted information on
th~ territories under their administration and by so
doing had assumed responsibility under the terms of
Article 73, but the question was whether it could be
shown that those which had not transmitted information
had by their acceptance of the Charter assumed such
responsibility. It was for that reason that, aftertwo or
three years of failure, the General Assembly had had,
at its fourteenth session, set up the Special Committee
of Six. The problem JlOW before the Fourth Committee
was to determine what factors should be taken into
account and whether or not an obligation to transmit
information existed. The problem differed from that
considered by the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (NonSelf-Governing Territories), which had related chiefly
to the conditions which should govern the cessation of
the transmission of information. The point now at
issue was whether and when the transmission of information should begin. Instead, however, of delega•
tions examining the principles proposed by the Special
Committee of Six in a dispassionate and well-reasoned
manner, and so obtaining the co-operation and good
will of every Member of the United Nations, the subject had been approached in the three different ways
that he had already described.
40. One of the purposes oftheUnitedNationswas that
it should constitute a harmonious whole in the solution
of international problems. He couldnothelpwondering
what direction the United Nations was taking when he
heard extremist views expressed, based on the assumption that the obligation to transmit information
existed, condemning those who were supposedly disregarding that obligation and accusing certain Member
States of committing crimes in their administration of
dependent territories. In his delegation's opinion the
Committee should first consider the principles and
later, provided it approved them, endeavour to secure
their enforcement. The proper way to proceed would
be to reason with the Administering Members and try
to persuade them to do what was right. It was going
too far to utter dogmatic pronouncements to the effect
that every people was entitled to independence im•
mediately. His delegation fully understood and shared
the desire of the nations of Africa that all dependent
peoples should achieve freedom at an early date, but
the Charter provided that relations between Member
States must be governed by international law and must
be based on understanding, friendship and good neighbourliness. It was not acting in accordance with the
Charter to accuse fellow Members of crimes.
41. Turning to the principles, he observed that the
first sentence of principle I gave rise to certain questions: firstly, what had been the territories known to
be of the colonial type at the time of the drafting of
the Charter, and secondly, why theobligationtotransmit information under Article 73 e should be confined
to those territories. The latter thesis seemed hardly
consistent with the statement in paragraph 18 that the
Charter was a living document and that the obligations
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under Chapter XI must be viewed in the light of the
changing spirit of the times. There might be territories
which had become territories of the colonial type since
1945; that was a matterfortheCommitteeto consider.
In his view the principles should be of universal application.
42. Throughout the report the Special Committee had
used language that was consistent with the terms of
Article 73. To assert, as did some delegations, that
independence was the sole aim of all dependent peoples
and that they should be liberated immediately was not
in conformity with the letter or the spirit of that
Article.
43. There appeared to be no important divergence of
views about the wording of principle ID; the words
"international obligation" were in accordance with the
text of Article 73.
44. His delegation had serious reservations with
regard to principle IV. His own country, for example,
consisted of over a thousand islands inhabited by a
number of ethnic groups and he felt sure that there
were other Member States which were similarly composed. Similarly there were countries in which different ethnic groups had become merged through
intermarriage. Furthermore, the exact nature of the
geographical separation referred to in principle IV
was not clear.
45. His delegation welcomed the twelve principles
submitted by the Special Committee of Six and considered that their adoption would constitute a practical
step in the right direction. It wished, however, to
dissociate itself from some of the statements that had
been made condemning certain Member States for noncompliance with obligations which had not been proved
to exist.
46. Mr. GRINBERG (Bulgaria) said that in assessing
the work of the Special Committee of Six there were
two possible approaches. If the report were looked at
against the background of previous years it might be a
source of considerable satisfaction owing to the fact
that much that it contained, if taken at its face value,
would indicate a substantial evolution in the views of
some of the colonial Powers. In that connexion, he
drew attention to the last sentence of paragraph 17 and
the first sentence of paragraph 18.
47. In his delegation's view, however, the report
should be judged entirely in the light of the circum•
stances at present prevailing. The general trend could
be epitomized in two words: immediate independence.
That idea overshadowed everything else; its presence
threw doubt upon the attempts of the colonial Powers
to demonstrate that there had been progress in their
views.
48. Many delegations would remember the obstacles
raised by the colonial Powers in recent years to prevent any action by the General Assembly to bring the
colonies of Portugal and Spain within the purview of
Chapter XI of the Charter. The sponsors of draft
resolutions had done their utmost to couch them in the
most inoffensive terms. References to Portugal and
Spain had been taboo both in the draft resolutions and
in most of the speeches. Yet the colonial Powers had
opposed the adoption of any measure, no matter how
innocuous it might be. At the fourteenth session of the
General Assembly, however, there had been a sudden
change. The colonial Powers had presumably realized
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that the mounting anti-colonialist tide in the world and
the outcry for independence for all colonies necessitated the adoption of less exposed positions and that
the imminent increase in the number of anti-colonialist
countries in the United Nations demanded improved
tactics. Thus the twelveprincipleshadbeenworkedout
and submitted to the Fourth Committee, which should
now decide what action it would take. The colonial
Powers would doubtless advise the Committee to approve the principles without taking any specific action
in regard to the colonies of Portugal and Spain. That
would give the colonial Powers an opportunity to claim
to have made a positive contribution towards the solution of the problem of the Portuguese and Spanish
colonies while in actual fact it would amount to prae>tically nothing.
49. The twelve principles enunciated by the Special
Committee derived from Chapter XIoftheCharterand
merely reaffirmed positions that had been held by the
anti-colonialist countries ever since the establishment
of the United Nations. Up to the present' Portugal and
Spain had totally disregarded Chapter XI and there
seemed little likelihood that the colonial countries
would be more generous in respect of the twelve
principles. Indeed, since Portugal had voted in favour
of the draft resolution recommending the immediate
abolition of racial discrimination (A/C.4/L.643 and
Add.l and 2), adopted at theCommittee's1028thmeet,.
ing, it would not be surprising to see that delegation
vote in favour of the adoption of the principles and subsequently claim that they did not apply to Portugal. In
fact, in his long speech at the 1036th meeting the
representative of Po,rtugal, while not committing him•
self with regard to the principles as a whole, had made
it clear that his Government did not intend to proceed
with the fulfilment of its obligations under Chapter XI.
He had analysed many of the Articles and Chapters of
the Charter in an attempt to infuse new life into the
moribund colonial thesis that it was within the sole
discretion of the colonial Powers to decide whether or
not to implement the provisions of Chapter XI. He had,
however, omitted to mention Article 10, which was the
key provision of the Charter and gave a complete
answer to the question regardingthecompetenceofthe
General Assembly in matters relating to Non-SelfGoverning Territories. No less an authority than Mr.
Hans Kelsen,inhisbookThe Lawofthe United Nations,
wrote (p. 551): "Since the General Assembly under Article 10 is authorised to discuss any matter within the
scope of the Charter and to make recommendations on
such matters to the Members or to the Security Council, and since the administration of the territories to
which Chapter XI applies is certainly a matter within
the scope oftheCharter, theAssemblymaydiscuss the
matters to which Articles 73 and 74 refer and make
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recommendations on these matters". In afurtherpassage of the same book he wrote (p. 556): "If the General
Assembly is competent to make recommendations on
matters regulated by Chapter XI, and that means to
apply its provisions, the Assembly may-in form of a
recommendation-specify these territories".
50. He would not go any further into that question
since, with the exception of 'Portugal and Spain, no
colonial Power seemed now to lay any emphasis on the
alleged non-competence of the General Assembly.
51. The representative of Portugal had dweltatgreat
length on a number of juridical and other arguments
but had not tried to refute any of the facts which had
been brought forward by many delegations and which
proved beyond doubt that the so-called overseas provinces of Portugal were nothing. but colonial territories. The Committee should not allow itself to be
drawn into futile discussion but should face the incontrovertible fact that Portugal possessed geographically separated territories inhabited by over 12
million people who were distinct ethnically and culturally from the Portuguese people and who had been
arbitrarily placed in a position of subordination. The
Portuguese representative had made references to
democracy in his statement, but the situation in the
Portuguese colonies could not be spokenofinterms of
democracy since the facts pointed to something akin to
slavery.
52. Nearly everything he had said applied with equal
force to Spain, whose representative had, at the previous meeting, fully associated himself with the views
expressed by the representative of Portugal.
53. In the opinion of the Bulgarian delegation, the
United Nations had reached the stage of considering the
immediate abolition of colonialism. That fact must
obviously have a bearing on the way in which different
colonial problems would be solved.lftheFourthCommittee was to fulfil its responsibilities it should approve a draft resolution unequivocally stating that upon
the admission of Portugal and Spain to United Nations
membership the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter
had' become applicable to all their colonial territories
n~ely_: Madeira, the Azores, Sao Tom~ and Prlncipe:
Sao Joao Batista de Ajud~ Cabinda, Angola, Mozambique, Macau, Goa, Timor and other dependencies,
under the administration of Portugal; andlnfni, Spanish
Sahara, Fernando P6o, Rio Muni and the Canary
Islands, under the administration of Spain. Naturally
any resolution which the General Assembly might adopt
later regarding the immediate liberation of all colonies
would apply also to the colonies of Portugal and Spain.
The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.
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for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the United
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established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV) (continued)
General debate (continued) • •••••••••••

yet attained full self-government. That was the argument which the Government of the United Kingdom had
still maintained at the eighth sessioninconnexionwith
the Fourth Committee's Consideration of the question
of factors.
3. As for determiningthedifficultpointwhether"sovereignty" could be invoked with reference to Non-Self•
Governing Territories, he simply drew attention to the
fact that there was no mention whatever of sovereignty
in Chapter XI of the Charter. The obligations it contained were assumed by the Member States "who
have ••• responsibilities for the administration" of
those Territories. Even where Territories integrated
into the metropolitan country were concerned. the
transmission of information under the provisions of
Article 73 e had raised no problem for New Zealand.
for example, with respect to the Cook Islands or the
Tokelau Islands.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI <Iraq).

AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/ 4526, A/C.4/L.648 and Add.l, A/C.4/L.649) (continue!!)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. DORSINVILLE (Haiti) said that he was speak•
ing, not with reference to the report of the Special
Committee of Six on the Transmission of Information
under Article 73eoftheCharter (A/4526)~ which in the
main the Haitian. delegation approved of except for a
few remarks elicited by the so-called integration principle, but rather to exercise his right of reply. In
connexion with the definition of the word •territory",
the representative of Portugal had repeated at the
1036th meeting, with respect for the letter but in
contradiction to their spirit. certain terms. of a statement which he himself had made in the Fourth Committee on 31 January 1957, duringtheeleventhsession
(618th meeting), at the time the Fourth Committee had
been considering document A/C.4/331 and Add.1.
2. Repeating the text of his first statement, he made
it clear that the word "territory• had. of course, no
precise legal meaning in international law and might
have widely varying meanings in a constitutional text.
For example, the Australian Government had considered the Territory of Papua a Non-Self-Governing
Territory, to which the provisions of Chapter XI of the
Charter were applicable, but no one had ever disputed
that the Northern Territory of Australia, whichformed
part of the Australian continent, was not included in
those same provisions. It was quite apparent that at the
San Francisco Conference there had been unanimity in
excluding metropolitan territor.ies from the field of
application of Chapter XI, which could be applied only
to non-metropolitan regions, called colonies, poesessions and protectorates, whose inhabitants had not

4. It had been said that the list of Territories enumerated in General Assembly resolution 66 (I) had
confirmed the decision of only a few Member States,
that that decision could not be binding upon other Mem•
ber States, and that at San Francisco it had been decided not to discuss one Territory or another in
particular. He recalled, however, that at San Francisco
the Australian delegation had put forward the idea,
which unfortunately had not been retained. that the
General Assembly might designate the Territories for
which the Administering Members were to submit annual reports to theUnitedNations, andthatthe General
Assembly might also, before designating those Terri•
tories, call one or more conferences to be attended
by those States administering territories whose inhabi•
tants were not yet able to cope alonewith the difficulties of the modern world and might take into consideration the recommendations emerging from such
gatherings. Measures of that sort would have made it
possible to settle once and for all the question still
before the Committee. The fact none the less remained
that the decision made at San Francisco was not final,
and that the General Assembly had on several occasions made known its views concerning the obligation
to transmit information on Non-Self-Governing Territories, as, for instance, in its resolutions 66 (I), 334
(IV) and 648 (VIl) •
5. Professor Hans Kelsen, an expert on the Charter,
had concluded. with regard to Chapter XI, that the
obligations embodied in that Chapter were binding upon
States that had not taken part in the San Francisco
Conference but had since become Members of the
United Nations; that repeated violation of the obligations contained in Chapter XI might cause sanctions to
be applied; that in its resolution 66 (I) the General
Assembly had left to the Member States the task of
determining which territories came within the category
designated in Chapter XI; and that the General Assembly might nevertheless designate those territories
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in the form of a recommendation which would not,
however, be mandatory )1
6. It could not be gainsaid, as was apparent from the
last-mentioned conclusion, that the recommendations
of the General Assembly might often be disregarded.
It was true, none the less, that in becoming a Member
of the United Nations, a State bound itself to respect
both the spirit and the letter of the Charter, so that a
simple study of the actual situation of certain territories might, apart from any legal argumentation,
rightfully cause the question to be raised whether or
not it would be propertoapplyinsome particular case
or other the provisions of Articles 73 and 74. In his
mind there was no doubt that in the territories under
Portuguese administration, there was no equality of
rights between the people administered and those administering.
7. Mr. Krishna MENON (India) said that he was keenly
interested in the discussion of the principles that
should govern the application of Article 73 e of the
Charter, for the question was a fundamental one, involving the very meaning of the Charter. After admitting Spain and Portugal in 1955, the General
Assembly had tried unsuccessfully, at its tenth,
eleventh and twelfth sessions, to clarify the meaning
of Chapter XI. That was why it had decided at its
fourteenth session, in its resolution 1467 (XIV), to
establish the Special Committee of Six, composed of
Administering Members and non-administeringMembers. That Committee had formulated some excellent
principles, which were set out in section V, part B, of
its report and which the Fourth Committee would no
doubt adopt.

s. In different ways, Spain and Portugal were maintaining that none of the territories under their administration came within the scope of the provisions
of Chapter XI and that they were therefore not obliged
to transmit information under Article 73 e. Spain,
however, had adopted a more conciliatory attitude, in
the sense that, elthough making legal reservations, it
had transmitted znaterial to the Secretary.-General
for information purposes. That was a gratifying step
forward, and he hoped to be able to note further progress when the General Assembly had clearly expressed its opinion.
9. Portugal, on the other hand, felt itself under no
obligation, as if its rights and duties were different
from those of other States signatories to the Charter.
It would be plainly to its advantage, however, to transmit information, since by keeping silent about its
territories it in no wise prevented the world, and the
Indian delegation in particular, from forming its own
ideas about the lot of the local inhabitants. Actually,
the problem was not so much one of transmitting information as of applying the Charter. The many proposals put forward during and after the Second World
War, some even by administering Powers like the
United Kingdom and Australia, had tended to recognize
that the dependent peoples were a kind of moral •trust•
and had therefore to be prepared for independence. The
Charter was based upon that idea, notwithstanding the
formal legal distinctions between Non-Self-Governing
Territories and Trust Territories. Portugal claimed
to be the only one to interpret the Charter properlyan extraordinary claim-and denied any obligation.

Y See Hans Kelsen. The Law of the United Nations (New York.
Frederick A. Praeger Inc., 1950), pp. 553, 556-557.

However, the United Nations was a body of States which
had all accepted the provisions of the Charter. The
Charter was an organic whole; to deny one of its provisions was tantamount to denying all of them. It was
not a mere manifesto, but a multilateral instrument
binding upon each signatory. Unlike conventions or
treaties it did not allow the Members of the United
Nations' the option of making reservations to some of
its parts or of denouncing it as a whole. Each Member
of the United Nations was boundbytheCharter unless,
through a regrettable decision, it decided to leave the
Organization. Since Portugal had asked to be admitted,
it ought to consider itself bound by the Charter.
10. The provisions of Articles 73 and 74 were applicable to all Member States without exception. Portugal claimed exemption from the obligations imposed by
those Articles by using as !ln argument the meaning nf
the word "territory". It must however be noted that
that word signified only an area of land or a region of
the world; since it was not capitalized, there was no
need to give it a special definition or interpretation.
Therefore, Portugal could not claim that its colonies
were not "territories", since that word had no special
meaning. The only way of knowing whether the regions
were within the scope of Articles 73 and 74 was to
determine whether their peoples had not yet attained a
full measure of self-government. That was indeed the
case with the Portuguese possessions.
11. In accepting the sacred trust defined in Article 73,
States signatories to the Charter acknowledged their
accountability to the United Nations. While those
Articles did not, like the ones dealing with the International Trusteeship System, give the United Nations
the right to exercise supervision, they placed the
General Assembly under a duty to require information
from the Administering Members, in order to see that
they discharg~d their trust. No Administering Member
before Portugal had made the slightest difficulty;
Portugal alone had raised the question of interpret&tion. But that stage had long since been passed. From
1945 to 1955 Member· States had laid down how the
Charter was to be understood. On becomingaMembet
of the United Nations, Portugal had become bound not
only by the Charter, but also by the interpretation
given to it by the General Assembly in ten years'
practice.
12. Nor could Portugal take refuge in the argument
of the supremacy of its national Constitution. That
supremacy existed only to a certain degree. All the
States signatories to the Charter had renounced the
right to acquire territories by force, and municipal
law could not take precedence over international law.
That was also the view of the commentators on the
Charter. Of the twenty-two jurists quoted in document
A/ AC.l00/2/Add.2, which had been made available to
the Special Committee of Six, only four, one of them
Portuguese, had certain reservations on that point.
Mr. Louis Delbez stated, on the o~er hand, in his
Manuel de droit international publicY (p. 139):
"All the Members of the United Nations agree to
restrict their jurisdiction immediately in respect of
all territories in their possession, which are no
longer called colonies, but 'dependent territories'.
"As a result the legal status of the colonial territory is changed. Although it is still part of the
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national territory, it is detached from the metropolitan territory in the sense that it is no longer subject
to the same juridical system. The metropolitan
territory continues to be governed solely by municipal law, whereas the colonial territory is now in
large measure subject to international law."
13. Furthermore, even if one accepted Portugal's
argument that Chapter XI of the Charter was merely a
~ateral declaration, one would be ~bligedtoaddthat
1t was also the unilateral declaration of Portugal as a
Member of the United Nations. But ChapterXIw~s not
a unilateral declaration, Theuseoftheword "Declaration", at the head of the Chapter, should,,not cause
misunderstanding. If some Chapters had bindingforce
while others were mere statements of opinion, the
result would be anarchy. The text in question was not
a preamble, nor an explanatory note, nor a schedule,
but a declaration which was as fully binding as a concordat or as the Paris Declaration of 1856. To think
otherwise would amount to saying that a convention was
not as binding as a treaty, because it bore a different
name.
14. In reality, Portugal's only title was the right of
conquest. It was first in search of spices, and then to
spread Christianity, that the Portuguese explorers had
set out to discover the world. The only ground invoked
by Portugal for keeping its possessions was that they
were very old. No conquest of that kind would be
accepted today. Be that as it might, Portugal was the
only country which wanted to make the inhabitants of its
colonies Portuguese. The United Kingdom had never
claimed that the Indians were English! The Indian
delegation did not consider that conquest gave sovexeignty to the conquering power. Sovereignty resided
solely in the people of the conquered territory, and
reverted to it when colonial rnle ended.
15. The Portuguese possessions were not settled
territories like Australia, but conquered territories
whose inhabitants were subjected by laws enacted wi~
out their consent to treatment different from that
accorded to the inhabitants of the metropolitan country.
The Portuguese themselves regarded those territories
as colonies. In an article in the review Foreign AffairsY,
Prime Minister Salazar had written in 1956·•
n
••• it may be said that Africa lives and must continue
for an unforeseeable time to live under the control and
guidance of a ci,vilized State." Was not the domination
of one country by another colonialism? By asserting
the nececsity of colonialism, was the Prime Minister
not repudiating the very aim of the Charter? Prime
Minister Salazar went on: "Public administration and
the guidance of labor is unavoidably in the hands of a
small minority of Europeans. Their tasks cannot be
abandoned or handed ove:r to the indigenous elements
indiscriminately and all at once." In the same article,
the Prime Minister had written: "In fact, when it is
conscious of its mission the colonizing country ensures peace, is responsible for maintaining order
organizes life, promotes economic development .•• It
may well be asked whether the same end would be
reached as quickly in any other way." That meant that
colonialism was not only necessary but ~esirable.
16. Accounts published of conditions in those territories-exaggerated accounts, perhaps, but it was for
Portugal to prove that-were scarcely encouraging.
lf Oliveira Salazar, "Goa and' the Indian Union: The Portuguese View".
Foreign Affairs, vol. 34, No. 3 (April 1956).
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According to Mr. Peter Ritner in his book The Death
of Africa,il all the inhabitants of the Portuguese
African territories, with the exception of Europeans
and some 10,000 "assimilated" persons, were liable
to forced labour, instituted by the authorities at the end
of the nineteenth century to make it appear that the
territories had been Europeanized. Portugal had, in
particular, signed labour agreements with the Union of
South Africa to "facilitate" the hiring of Africans in
Mozambique. According to Mr. Marvin Harris, idleness had become immoral and illegal for Africans. If
an ~rican could not prove that he was not idle, he was
earned off to the police station; he then had to find a
European employer, or agree to be hired by a South
African agent, or be drafted by the Government into one
of the conscript gangs which carried out construction
works.
17. In Mozambique, a company set up by the mines
had been granted a monopoly by the Portuguese authorities for the hiring of indigenous labour; since the
formation of that company, thewagesofferedhadfallen
to a level below thatof1896. The vigorous suppression
of labour agitation had contributed not a little to that
result. There was in fact no collective bargaining .and
no law to protect indigenous labour. If the author of an
article published in Lisbon in 0 Seculo on 4 August
1956 was to be believed: "It has been more than once
demonstrated that the white man in Africa cannot carry
out heavy tasks, which demand a fatiguing and. e)l.loo
hausting human effort ••• He may only be given the task
of directing and of guiding, administratively and technically. Other tasks are naturally reserved for the
Negroes, since they are the only ones capable of carrying them out. • Did not that mean that slavery was
conceived for the good of the slave, who was good for
nothing else?
18. Without wishing to dwell on discriminatory practices which were well known, and admittedly not the
worst in the world, he must stress the deplorable
educational situation. In Angola, with a population of 4
million, only 58,000 children hadbeenattendingschool
in 1954. In 1950 the proportion of African illiterates had
been 99 per cent, as against 23 per cent of whites. Most
schools reserved the few vacant places for the Portuguese. In 1956 the public primacy schools had comprised 2,531 children of whites born in Europe, 3,382
children of whites born in Africa, 3,210 children of
mulattos and only 737 children of Africans. The proportion had been a little better in the private schools,
but generally speaking it appeared that only 5 per cent
of the children of school age were able to attend school.
According to Lord Hailey, the Portuguese territories
were the only major areas in Africa unaffected by the
acceleration of social and economic change which had
elsewhere been the most important result of participation in the Second World War.
19. Lastly, the populations enjoyed no civil liberties.
In Goa in particular, public meetings were banned, and
permission was required even for prayer meetings. In
1955, Portuguese troops had fired on the inhabitants
taking part in demonstrations of passive resistance.
Many people had been killed. Others had been sentenced
to terms of imprisonment of up to twenty-eightyears;
yet others had been deported to Africa and to Portugal.
Between 1954 and 1959, several hundred Goans had
been arrested, tortured and imprisonedfortakingpart
J/ New York,

Macmillan, 1960.
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in the freedom movement. Some were still in prison;
others carried on themthemarksofwoundsor mutilations caused by the Portuguese. Despite that, India had
stationed no troops on the Goan frontier. However, it
must not be thought that its silence meant approval. It
was because India was aware of its international re-sponsibilities that it did not want to have any difficulties with PortUgal or the international community.
Nevertheless, it reserved the right to call for the
liberation of Goa, which was as much an integral part
of Indian territory as were the former French establishments.
20. It was no good ignoring the realities of the world.
It had become impossible to speak of colonies from a
purely legalistic point of view. The Charter pre-scribed respect for human rights and the maintenance
of international peace and security. It imposed on the
Portuguese Government the obligation at least to
transmit information on economic, social and educational conditions in the territories it administered, and
the General Assembly had the right to apply in that
connexion the provisions of Article 10 of the Charter.
It was because it was convinced of the truth of that
assertion that his delegation had sponsored jointly with
other delegations the draft resolution in document
A/C.4/L.649. His delegation hoped that the draft
resolution would receive the unanimous support ofthe
Committee, particularly that of Portugal and Spain.
21. Mr. NOGUEffiA (Portugal) rejectedcategorically
the Indian representative's allegations concerning
conditions in the Portuguese territories; as to the legal
arguments, he reserved the right to revert to them
when he had studied the text of the Indian representative's statement.
22. Recalling that Mr. Krishna Menon himself had
stated in the Security Council on 21 November 1957
that the fact that a majority of States were of the same
opinion did not mean that the opinion was necessarily
right~-from which it could be deduced a posteriori
that the minority opinion was not necessarily wronghe failed to understand why the representative oflndia
now thought it extraordinary that the Portuguese dele-gation's view should differ from that of other delegations or even of the large majority of Assembly
Members.
23. Mr. ROHAI.r-ILKIV (Czechoslovakia) said he
wished to clear up any pOssible misunderstanding concerning a statement 'made by the representative of
Spain at the 1038th meeting, which had been unexpected,
to say the least, seeing that Spain and Czechoslovakia
held diametrically opposed views on colonialism. If
the representative of Spain considered that the ideas of
the Spanish delegation and those of the Czechoslovak
delegation coincided, it must be because he misunderstood the Czechoslovak delegation's position. Its attitude was very clear: it was essential to liquidate the
colonial system immediately. In the particular case of
the Spanish and Portuguese colonies, the Assembly
should insist on the information called for under
Article 73 e and should require Spain and Portugal to
recognize that the territories they administered were
not so--called overseas provinces but colonies.
24. Mr. KRIGA (Chad), after extending his delegation's congratulations to the Chairman of the Fourth
Committee on his election and to the members of the
Special Committee for their report, said that the
~ See Official Records of the Security Council, Twelfth Year, 805th
meeting, para. 58.
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twelve principles enumerated in section V, part B, of
that report gave precise and unequivocal expression to
the will of the Members of the United Nations as set
out in the Charter and moreparticularlyinArticle 73.
The principles gave an exact definition of Non-SelfGoverning Territories, and his delegation was ready to
support any draft resolution fully endorsing them.
25. While it was to be hoped that the debates of the
current session would lead to the complete and rapid
abolition of the colonial system, Spain and Portugal
were still maintaining, particularly in Africa, colonies,
which they cynically called provinces, where the most
inhuman colonialism was rife. In Angola, for example,
there were only 47,000 children in the primary schools
out of a total population of 4.5 million inhabitants;
700,000 inhabitants were subjected to forced labour,
and the population was living under the threat of
internment in concentration camps, torture and even
death; the inhabitants were classified as civilized,
assimilated and non-civilized. In the whole of the
Portuguese possessions there were only 35,000 out of
11 million inhabitants who had the vote, and the administrative system differed from that of the metropolitan country. It was therefore understandable that
the Spanish Government and the Portuguese Government found some difficulty in transmitting information
on their so--called overseas provinces.
26. Since 1946, 100 million people in nearly thirty
Non-Self-Governing Territories had become independent; but 150 million, mainly in Africa, were still
awaiting their freedom and were looking towards the
United Nations. Yet, if the colonialist Powers had not
constantly blocked the decisions of the international
Organization, it would now have sufficiently powerful
means at its disposal to impose its will, if necessary,
on the few countries still imbued with colonialism.
The non-self-governing peoples wanted independence
and freedom. The United Nations had the overriding
duty of rescuing them from the political, economic,
social and cultural domination of the colonial system.
No constitutional amendment could be an excuse for
continuing· to exploit the colonial territories; on the
contrary, the domination of one people by another
people which differed from it in race, language, culture, religion and philosophy was an international
matter, of concern to all the Members of the United
Nations. Yet up till now the vague notions which had
been adopted had allowed colonialism to be maintained.
27. To those who stated, in a Portuguese periodical,
that they would never leave Africa unless driven out by
force and that theywouldnotconsenttothe exploitation
of blacks by blacks, he would reply that there was not
an iota of metropolitan territory in Africa and that
Africa was African. He asked the c.olonial Powers and
all those with designs on Africa to heed the voice,
growing ever stronger, of the African peoples, who,
in complete solidarity, were claiming their freedom;
tor nothing could hold back the wave of nationalism
which was sweeping over the African continent. Consequently, his delegation thought that the Committee
should adopt the twelve principles formulated by the
Special Committee. The loyal application of those
principles would enable the United Nations to follow
the political, economic and social evolution of the NonSelf-Governing Territories in fulfilment of its responsibility under the Charter, the aim of which was to
ensure the equality, happiness and brotherhood of all
mankind.
The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
77401-April 1961-2,550
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he noted that the Special Committee itself had stated,
in principle IV, that geographical separation was only
a prima facie consideration.
3. His delegation also rejected the criterion of racial
or cultural differences, because it was opposed to all
discrimination based on race or colour. In reality,
under principle IV racial and cultural distinctness was
regarded merely as a prima facie factor. There was
a contradiction inherent in the argument itself, since
the Fourth Committee was-quite rightly-unanimous
in opposing all racial segregation or discrimination
and in striving to bring about international co-operation and solidarity. The assertion that racial or cultural
distinctness should necessarily imply a political distinctness ran counter to those aims. His delegation
believed that all Americans, Africans, Europeans or
Asians were human beings first and foremost, entitled
to equal rights and opportunities. The acceptance of,
any other standpoint would impoverish mankind socially and culturally by preventing the blending of races
and cultures, which was the only source of progress.
It would surely be generally agreed that there were
many independent countries inhabited by a number of
races with different cultures and backgrounds; indeed
it might be said that all countries were multiracial,
since there was no such thing as a pure race and the
universal tendency was towards the development of
multiracial societies. His delegation therefore agreed
with the conclusion in the report that racial and cultural
criteria were immaterial in defining a 11 colonylf.
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GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. NOGUEm.A (Portugal) said that, despite the
existence of many extremely important and urgent
questions on which mankind's very survival depended,
it was the question of colonialismwhichhadconstantly
been in the forefront of the discussions in plenary
meeting, and in all the Committees, at the General
Assembly's fifteenth session. Although that was particularly true of the debates in the Fourth Committee,
there was no definition of what constituted • colonialismIf or a lfcolony". It was, however, important that
the Committee should Imowwhat it was fighting against,
and it was equally important that it should offer a
positive alternative to colonialism and imperialism;
otherwise the Committee would be adopting a purely
negative and destructive attitude.
2. Several representatives had described a "colonylf
as a territory that was geographically separated from
the metropolitan territory and that was inhabited by
people of a different race orculturewhowere socially
and economically at a lower stage of development. Such
a definition, however • was untenable. The geographical
separation of territories was an irrelevant factor
because a number of independent States consisted of
archipelagos or other combinations of geographically
distinct areas. The inadequacy of geographical separartion as a criterion had been recognized by the representati.ve of ~eland in the Fourth Committee, and by
Mexico in its reply to the Secretary-General (A/
AC.100/1, paras. 73-118). Referring to the principles
enumerated in section V, part B, of the report of the
Special Committee of Six on the Transmission of Information under Article 73 e of the Charter (A/4526),

4. Lastly, it had been argued that a territory whose
economic level was low in comparison with that of any
other territory of the same country constituted a
colony. The report of the Special Committee of Six,
however, referred to that question only briefly, in
principle V, and subject to the important reservation
that such an economic element must affect the relationship between territories in a manner which arbitrarily
placed one territory in a position of subordination to
the other. His delegation agreed with that concept,
because if there was arbitrariness in such relationship
there was economic exploitation, which was one ofthe
elements of colonialism. If there was no arbitrariness
in the relationship, however • the economic situation
ted
was irrelevant; and that was further substantia:
by
the fact that in all independent countries, whether geographically united or separated, there were various
degrees of economic development. The conclusion
therefore was that the economic situation of a territory
did not, of itself, indicate whether or not it was a
colony•
·
5. He would not elaborate on the point at length; but in
tha....ligbt of all the considerations put forward in the
Fourth~ittee and in other Committees, certain
conclusions might be reached. A •colony 11 existed when
one people dominated another, when the principle of
equality of rights and opportunity was not accepted,
when there was economic and financial exploitation,
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when territories were held for military reasons or to
further national power, when a particular religion,
creed or culture was imposed on others, and when
political and ideological doctrines were imposed on
peoples to increase the power and prestige of a country
or group of countries.
6. All those aspects had been mentioned by various
delegations in connexion with the report of the Special
Committee of Six; and he would have expected the
report to be debatedinthelightofsuch considerations,
so as to enable the Fourth Committee to proceed to the
general application of the principles enunciated by the
Special Committee. His delegationhadbeenastonished
and, indeed, appalled at the manner in which the
Fourth Committee had proceeded. The report was
being used, not for a general and objective investigation, but merely as an instrument against two countries:
Spain and Portugal. Apparently it had not occurred to
a number of delegations that others might wish to
question some of the replies to the Secretary-General
besides those from Spain and Portugal. His delegation
did not agree that replies from Member Governments
should be discussed; but it had doubts on the replies
received from certain countries such as, for example,
the Soviet Union or the Indian Union. At the present
stage, however, he would merely state the position of
his own country in respect of the report, and answer
some of the arguments that had been advanced by delegations which had tried toapplythereportto Portugal.
7. The Portuguese nation was scattered over various
continents, but it had been shown that geography alone
did not imply any idea of colonialism. Many nations
had territories in more than one continent, and the
independence of the various component parts had not
been questioned. The only difference was that the
Portuguese nation had existed in its present form for
five centuries. Mr. James Duffy, in his book Portu~ese Africa,!! had written (p. 5): "On the southern
aDk of one of the world's great rivers the Portuguese
crown in the sixteenth century attempted a modest
program of co-operation and development with a primitive people, which, compared with the policies ofmany
European powers in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, remains, in some of its ideals, a model of
diplomatic understanding and restraint." True, there
had been wars at various stages, which was a matter
of regret, butthathadnothingtodowith the point under
discussion. Principle V of the report of the Special
Committee of Six mentioned the hiJJtorical element as
one of the additional elements which might be taken into
account.
8. Another accusation which had been made was that
the various provinces of Portugal were inhabited by
different races. That was mdeed so, but the same was
true of many nations; indeed, practically all countries
were inhabited by more than one race. Hi& delegation
could see nothing reprehensible in that state of affairs,
and refused to take account of any considerations based
on race or colour. Once again, principle IV made allowance for such a situation.

9. It had been indicated that the Portuguese overseas
provinces were not at the same economic level as the
European territory. That was partly true and partly
untrue, since there were some territories overseas
where economic growth was faster than in Europe. That
again, however, was meaningless in terms of colonial!1 Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard University Press, 1959.

ism or self-government, and economic development
was referred to in principle Vas an additional element.
In many countries, even the most highly developed,
there were areas which were less advanced; and if it
were accepted, as it must be, that geography, race and
culture were irrelevant in terms of colonialism, the
economic element was certainly not decisive.
10. Many delegations had stressed that up to 1951 the
overseas territories had been called colonies and that
only in 1951 had the name been changed to "provinces",
the implication being that such a change had been made
for reasons of expediency. None of the delegations in
question, however, had mentioned the fact that the word
"provinces" had been used for centuries; in Portuguese
general law and customary law the word trprovince•
had been applied to overseas territories for· the first
time around 1576; sinc.e then it had been used repeatedly-in various laws and ordinances, in the
Constitutions of 1820, 1832, 1842 and 1911, and in the
Constitution of 1933, which was still in force. The
word "colonya had been used for a brief period because in 1935, when administrative reforms had been
introduced, the drafters of those reforms had considered that the word "colony" had a more dignified
connotation, in accordance with Roman law. Public
opinion however, especially overseas, had gradually
reacted, and when the Constitution had been amended
in 1951 and Portuguese Parliament hadrevertedtothe
old nomenclature. Thus that particular argument used
against Portugal proved nothing.
11. Another line. of accusation was that, since the seat
of the Government and of the national parliament was

in the European territory, the overseas territories
were governed from outside. He was surprised that
such an argument should have been advanced. It was of
course true that the Head· of the State, the National
Assembly and the Government had their seat at Lisbon,
as did also the Supreme Judicial Court, the Supreme
Administrative Court and the Council of State. He had
repeatedly pointed out in the Fourth Committee that
Portugal was not a federation or a confederation; it was
a unitary State, and sovereignty was not, therefore,
divided or exercised by .degrees. That being so, and
since the same organs of sovereignty had competence
throughout the whole national territory, there Wa.s
political unity; the nation was one, and where there
was the nation there also had to be the State. Precisely
for that reason, the Portuguese Constitution did not
allow of any discrimination among the various territories; it was-impossible to apply one political status
to one territory on the international plane and a different political status to another territory. Hence
Article 73 did not applytoPortugal, which could not be
required to transmit information to the Sec:r;-etary- .
General. Portugal's attitude in tliat respect was very
firm.
12. A number of delegatiOns had raised the question
of the so-called division of the Portuguese population
in the overseas· territories into "civilizedtr and "noncivilized". In fact, the two categories of'Wcivilizea•
and "non-civilized" were not established by Portuguese
law; the Portuguese w<>rd had been wronglytranslated
by various foreign writers, and had been given wide
circulation. Incidentally, the representative of Guinea
at the 1038th meeting had made the unfounded stat~
ment that there was a Portuguese law establishiri'gfi'Ve
categories of inhabitantS of Angola-a statement which
had been culled from a pamphlet circulated by the
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of regional co-operation should be created in orderto
American Committee on Africa. To repeat: there was
no such division as "civilized" and "non-civilized". protect the interests of Africa. Much had also been
But there was a second factor which had been con- made of an article contributed by the Prime Minister
of Portugal to the review Foreign Affairs. Y That
veniently disregarded: in five of the eight Portuguese
article had been mentioned many times in the Comoverseas provinces, all the population had full rights
in all fields, including the right to vote and to be mittee; he would not deal with the point at length, but
elected. Since people of many races inhabited those would merely state once again that the Prime Minister
five territories, he failed to understand how certain had had two purposes in writing the article: to try to
define the substance of colonialism, and to show that
delegations could dare to affirm that the system was
colonialism was not practised by the Portuguese
based on racial considerations. With regard to the other
three territories, in Portugal, as in all countries, there Government.
were still some segments of the population which had 15. While on the subject of misquotations, he would
not reached an advanced stage of progress. His delerefer to a statement made by the representative of the
gation did not deny that that situation existed, but he
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic concerning an
did not consider that Portugal should be blamed for it,
exchange of telegrams, between the former Head of the
especially since every effort was being made to remedy Portuguese State and the Head of another State, from
it. In the course of the debate the representatives of which that representative had concluded that there had
Mali and India had admitted that some of the populations been modifications in the frontier "around11 Lake Nyasa
of those territories did have full rights, including and that large blocks of territory and people had
political rights. He was well aware that if it were fchan_ged hands. The facts were that on, not around,
proved-as it could be-that in the five territories ,:..•Ihlfi!rNyasa-which was a vast stretch of water 200 to
which he had mentioned full political and other rights
250 miles long andnearlyfiftymileswide-thefrontier
were enjoyed, that the process ofintegrationtherehad had never been demarcated and that various problems
long ago been completed, that th~ people voted and had arisen with regard to jurisdiction, fisheries and so
were elected, and that they had fullrepresentationand forth. It had therefore been necessarytodemarcatean
were on a footing of absolute equality, the Committee ideal line on the water. When the work had been comwould still not be prepared to accept those facts
pleted and the agreement signed, therehad,asa matter
because they would not suit certain delegations.
of normal courtesy, been the exchange of telegrams to
13. In that connexi.on he recalled that figures relating which he had referred. No land and no populations had
to 1950 had been quoted by certain representatives. been transferred. He was surprised that the repreTen years had elapsed, many events had occurred, and sentative of the Byelorussian SSR had made such a
baseless accusation, and wondered whether that reprethe figures in question were no longer valid.
sentative had forgotten the extensive modifications of
14. During the debate he had wondered at times
frontiers and the large-scale transfers of populations
whether his reply would be really to delegations or to
forcibly carried out after the Second World War, witha pamphlet by Professor Marvin Harris entitled
out United Nations supervision,fortheexclusivebene"Portugal's African 'Wards'
which was the main
fit
of a sing}.e powerful country.
source from which delegations had drawn their con16. The representative of Iraq had alleged that the
clusions. At the 1036th meeting, the representative of
Minister for Overseas Provinces had a special posiIraq had frankly stated that he was quoting from that
tion; that there were administrative and economic
pamphlet, but many other delegations had quoted from
it without mentioning the fact. The author himself differences between the European provinces and the
overseas provinces, only the latter having governors;
admitted in the pamphlet that it had not been written
and
that the overseas provinces were not an integral
in a disinterested or unemotional frame of mind. In
other words, the pamphlet was biased and partial, and part of the nation. In fact, the Minister for Overseas
Provinces had no kind of special position or compehad been based on preconceived ideas. Professor
Harris, as a private individual, was entitled to write tence within the Government; like any other minister,
as he wished; but delegations speaking on behalf of he was responsible to the Prime Minister. The European provinces were in point of fact also headed by
their Governments were not entitled to take such a
governors, while the administrative and economic difpamphlet as the.sole basis for unfounded accusations
against another delegation and another country. There ferences were clearly established in the Constitution.
Those differences were to befoundinallconstitutions,
was a wide range of available books on the subject by
and did not imply any division or fragmentation of
writers who were also scholars and men of integrity,
sovereignty. The meaning of the economic differentiabut all those books had been ignored. Other quotations
tiona was that, by law, no funds from any province
had been made rather loosely, to say the least. For
could be invested or transferred elsewhere; there was
example, at the 1032nd meeting the representative of
thus
no possibility of taking advantage of a particular
Ghana, in quoting from an article written by Mr.
territory for the benefit of another-in other words, of
Sarmento Rodrigues, a former Portuguese Minister for
Overseas Provinces, as the introduction to a book practising what in the Fourth Committee went by the
entitled InQUiry on Anti-Colonialism published by the name of economic exploitation.
17. The representative of Iraq had quoted from the
Ministry for Overseas Provinces in 1957, had read
Portuguese Constitution. That representative, howpassages taken from various paragraphs as though they
ever, had omitted any reference to certain other
formed a single, continuous text. Similarly he had
articles of the Constitution, stipulating that sovquoted from the same book selected passages from a
Portuguese writer, Professor da Silva Cunha, in such ereignty was vested in the nation, which consisted of all
Portuguese citizens; that Portuguese citizens were all
a way as to convey the impression that the author was
advocating a vast international plot against Africa, those persons who were born in Portuguese territory
whereas in fact he had been suggesting that some kind as defined in article 1 of the Constitution; and that the

•,Y

Y See Africa Today, vol. V. No. 6 (New York, American. Committee
on Africa, 1958). Also available as Africa Today, Pamphlet No. 2.

Y Oliveira Salazar, "Goa and the Indian Union: The Portuguese View".
Foreign Affairs, vol. 34, No. 3 (April, 1956).
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Portuguese State was a unitary State. Again, article 72
of the Constitution made it clear that the whole nation
participated in the political life of the State.

by an individual country to define its overseas areas,
those areas could become a source of world tension.
It was obviously one of the purposes of the United
Nations that it should be used as a forum where the
causes of world tension could be discussed, and an
effort should therefore b~ made to find an amicable
solution to the problem of the overseas territories of
Spain and Portugal.

18. Since many delegations had e::pressed the view
that the report of the Special Committee of Six applied
only to Spain and Portugal, his delegation felt obliged
to state, firstly, that the principles set forth in the
report did not apply to his country and, secondly, that
22. Those responsible for draftin:g Article 73 e of the
his delegaf;:i.on rejected the report. There had been a
Charter had clearly had two kinds ofterritoryin mind,
fundamental contradiction in the Committee's prosince they had referred to lfthe territories ••• other
ceedings; the Fourth Committee was opposed to
colonialism wherever it might be found, yet the imple- than those territories to which Chapters XII and XIII
applylf; they had thus drawn a distinction between the
mentation of the Special Committee's report was discriminatory and, apart from SpainandPortugal,itwas
Trust Territories and a State's other territories benot known towhatotherterritoriesitshouldalso apply.
yond its borders. In view of that language, and given
· He wondered whether it applied to countries which had the fact that Spain and Portugal had made no reservabeen independent and recognized as such by the inter- tions at the timewhentheyhadbecomeMember States,
national community butwhichhadbeenintegratedwith- they were not, in his delegation's view, on very firm
out any supervision by the United Nations. There were
legal ground when they claimed that they themselves
should decide to which territories Article 73 e reother contradictions: some delegations didnotvotefor
certain draft resolutions because of the anti-colonialist ferred. He did not question the sovereign right of any
declaration to be discussed in plenary meeting, but
country to follow that course, butit was the duty of the
they had already stated that they would vote for any United Nations to pass judgement onthatState'saction
draft resolutions directed against Spain and Portugal.
in so doing. It was difficult to conclude that it had been
Again, it was said that the report was a universal the intention of the Special Committee of Six that any
guide and that each case should be examined; yet it overseas area where another country exercised domidid not seem to occur toanyonetomention any nations
nation over the indigenous inhabitants should be exother than Spain and Portugal. From the fact that
cluded from the scope of its report. He denied the
Portuguese overseas territories had been called cocontention that the report was directed solely against
lonies for a few years, withoutanychangeof structure, · Spain and Portugal; it merely so happened that those
members of the Committee had drawn the conclusion two countries were not prepared voluntarily to submit
that they were colonial territories. First his country information.
was accused of not respecting the individuality and cul23. His delegation would like to see some changes
tural characteristics of the peoples of the overseas
made in the language of draft resolutionA/C.4/L.649,
territories, then it was reproached because in some
provinces integration was not complete. It had been with a view to making it more conciliatory. Progress
stated that colonialism was a global fact and should be had already been made in that direction, and the wordtreated on a global scale; but so far there had been no ing was far from dictatorial-indeed, he felt that the
suggestion that the report should also cover what many sponsors should be complimented on their moderate
delegations had described, in plenary meeting, as the and careful language and their obvious desire to phrase
the proposal in such a way as to obtain the widest
worst type of colonialism.
possible support. He felt that the list of territories
19. He reserved hisdelegation1srighttomakefurther might be reconsidered. Whatever modifications were
replies and any other statements which might be called effected, it should be made clear to the subject peoples
for. He wished to say, in conclusion, that delegations that the United Nations would hear their voice. The
had not hesitated to defame his country in the gravest Committee must find a basis upon which all Governmanner. It was an undoubted fact that decisions in the· ments could use the United Nations as a clearing house
Committee were arrived at before any discussion had for the type of information which the Special Committee
taken place; threats were made,andtheaccuserswere
of Six had contemplated. The real test was whether
also the judges. Though the tendency of the Committee Member States we:re ready to apply the principles set
appeared to be towards a system under which all non- out in the Special Committee'sreporttospecificareas
concurring voices would be muffled in the hope of their in the world.
being finally silenced, his delegation refused to be
24. Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) said that hisdelegationhad
either muffled or silenced.
had recourse to diplomatic procedure and persuasion
20. Mr. MORSE (United States of America) said that in its attempt to induce Portugal to submit information
his delegation's final decision with regard to draft under Article 73 e of the Charter. The representative
resolution A/C.4/L.649 would depend verymuchonits of Portugal was trying to buttress his Government's
final wording.
position by resorting to legal technicalities. In the
Liberian delegation's opinion, the Portuguese terri21. In his view, theCommitteewasmakingamountain
out of a molehill where the legal interpretation of tories in Africa and elsewhere were in fact colonies in
true sense of the word. Changes had been made in .
Articles 73 and 74 oftheCharterwasconcerned. Since the
the Portuguese Constitution merely in order to cirthose Articles had already been part of the Charter
when Spain and Portugal had become Member States, cumvent the Charter.
it followed that those two States thereby assumed the
25. The concept of geographical separation, referred
obligations inherent in the legal meaning of the terms
to in principle IV assetoutinthe Special Committee's
used in Articles 73 and 74, obligationS which were
report, was self-explanatory, despite the doubts cast
binding in the absence of any limitation in those
upon it by the representative of Portugal. The terriArticles. In the latter, the word lfterritories" was not tories in Africa could' not be described as part of the
used in a restrictive sense. Whatever the terms used
State of Portugal.
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26. The Fourth Committee was justified in concentrating on imperialism and colonialism despite the
existence of other major problems in the world, since
it was the only Committee concerned with human
beings-without whom there would be no communities
in the world. No definition of the term "imperialism"
had been given because there were various kinds of
imperialism-social, political, religious or commercial-all of which destroyed the ethnic and social units
in the territories in which they were active.
27. The representative of Portugal had referred to
economic exploitation as a criterion for deciding
whether or not a territory was a colony. Evidence of
the existence of exploitation was furnis1led by the author
of a study entitled "Portugal's African 'Wards'", whQ
referred inter alia to the activities of a commission
sent to LourenQo Marques in 1893. The commission had
been told that nothing could be accomplished without
a new labour code because the labour of the Natives
was needed for the economy of Europe and the progress
of Africa; the Negroes were a race which had never
produced the redum.ents of civilization by their own
spontaneous efforts.
28. Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) intervened to ask the
name of the authcn- referred to.
29. Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) replied that it was Professor Marvin Harris.
30. Professor Harris's book also contained material
relevant to another criterion of colonial status suggested by the representative of Portugal, namely the
imposition of an alien creed or ideology. Jn May 1954
a statute had been passed concerning the inhabitants
of Mozambique, Angola and Portuguese Guinea. It
established educational qualifications for individuals of
the Negro race or their descendants born and habitually
resident in those provinces. The process of assimilation implied in that statute constituted conversion to,
and the imposition of, ideological principles alien to
the customs and ideology of the indigenous inhabitants,
who were thus being asked to adopt the habits and customs applied by Portuguese general law. The factthat
the legislation in question didnotapplytothe illiterate
Europeans in those territories indicated that that was
indeed its purpose.
31. He knew, from personal observation, thatinPortugal1 s African territories there were different classes
of citizens, who lived in separate areas. The representative of Portugal could not deny it.
32. Sovereignty was an absolute concept. It belonged
to the people of a given territory and their right to own
the natural wealth oftheterritorywasnot,either, open
to doubt.
33. Mr. NIKOI (Ghana) said that he did not find the
arguments of the representative of Portugal very convincing. While it was quite true that his delegation had
quoted, in its statement at the 1032nd meeting, population figures mentioned in the 1956 revised edition of
Lord Hailey's book An African Survey.~ it had been
forced to resort to those out-of-date figures because
Portugal had been refusingtosupplymorerecentones.
34. A more serious, though implied, charge made by
the Portuguese representative concerned quotations
from the boo~ entitled Inquiry on Anti-Colonialism,
published by the Ministry for Overseas Provinces of
the Portuguese Government in 1957. The choice of
~Oxford University Press, 1957.
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title for that official publication was, indeed, curious
and if one was not conversant with the contents one
might have thought that Portugal had embraced anticolonialism. Jn actual fact, the Portuguese Government
was interested in convincing its allies, and particularly
the United States, of the dangers inherent in the anticolonialist revolution sweeping across Africa. It was
true that, in quoting from thebookinits earlier statement, his delegation had omitted certain passages; but,
as the Committee would see, the omissions had not
vitiated the author's argument. After stating quite
clearly, in paragraph 3 of the introduction, what the
purpose of the book was, the author of the introduction
went on, in paragraph 5, to call the Union·of South
Africa the most important independent country of the
continent, closely bound up with Europe; in the same
passage he said that Liberia had close links with the
United States, that the attitude of the North African
countries was not well defined, while the attitude of
Ghana appeared to be hardly favourable to Europeans'
continued presence in Africa.
35. His intention in quoting from the book had been to
indicate a state of mind and a system of approach. In
his view, Portugal's African territories were 100 per
cent imperialist and colonialist possessions. It might
have helped the Committee if the Portuguese representative had addressedhimselftotheviews expressed
in the book and had told the Committee whether they
still constituted official policy. The author of one of the
studies included in the book, Professor daSilvaCunha,
argued that in the face of the freedom movement in
Africa the colonial Powers should collaborate not only
in the elaboration of agreedpoliciesbutalsoin the adjustment of their internal policies, withspecificreference to their attitude and methods of action in relation
to the indigenous inhabitants; a regional organization,
complementary to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), could serve as a basis for common defensive action in Africa, and would help to neutralize
the anti-colonialism that still existed in the United
states. On page 263 of the book Professor Cunha indicated that such a regional organization should be
spearheaded by Portugal, which was a NATO member
and which, at the same time, was bound by bilateral
treaties to Spain; the collaboration of Spain, which
enjoyed high prestige in the Arab world, might counterbalance the disintegrating influences at work in North
Africa.
36. In the light of the foregoing, the delegation of
Ghana could not be accused of having failed to interpret
correctly the intent of Professor Cunha, who had been
arguing in favour of a regional organization for stemming the tide of nationalism in Africa. It was open to the
Portuguese delegation to deny that fact, but the delegation of Ghana, on the basis of facts and of the statements made by official spokesmen of the Portuguese
Government, was forced to concludethatbyrefusingto
co-operate to the extent of submitting information to
the United Nations, and by calling loudly for the establishment of a regional organization excluding the
new independent African States, Portugal left to the
countries direc:#;ly concerned with the welfare of
Africa1s inhabitlmts no alternative but to consider what
action they should take in the best interests of all the
African States.
37. He reserved the right to revert to the question
after he had had time to study in greater detail the
statement made by the Portuguese representative.
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38. Mr. CARPIO (Philippines) moved the adjournment of the meeting under rule 119 of the rules of
procedure.

Litho in U.N.

The motion was adopted by 42 votes to 1, with 18
abstentions.

The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m.
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Members under Article 73 e of the
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183. Transmission des renseignements
communiques per les Membres en
application de I'Article 73 e de la
Char~'e.
Rapport de la Quatrieme
Commission. Resolution (documents

A/249 et A/249/Add.l)
The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
The next item on the agenda is the report of
the Fourth Committee on the transmission of information by Members under Article 73 e of the
Charter (annex 78).
I call upon Mr. Lisicky, Rapporteur.
Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia), Rapporteur
(tmnslated from French): The resolution contained in document A/249 concerns the transmission of statistical and other information of a
technical nature relating to Non-Self-Governing
Territories, as provided in Chapter XI of the
Charter.
In accordance with Article 73 e, Members of
the United Nations who have the responsibility
of the administration of such territorie~ have
agreed to transmit such data regularly to the
Secretary-General for information purposes.
The draft resolution before you was carried
in the Committe by twenty-three votes to twelve,
with three abstentions.
With a view to utilizing the information received by the Secretary-General, the recommendation provides for the establishment of an
ad hoc committee with a membership as suggested in paragraph 4 of our conclusions. If this

Le PRESIDENT: L'ordre du jour appelle la
discussion du rapport de la Ql1atricme Commission sur la transmission des renseignemcnts
communiques par les Membres en application
de l'Article 73 e de la Charte (annexe 78).
Je donne la parole

a M.

Lisick~' .

Rapporteur.

M. LISICKY (TchCcoslovaquie), Rapporteur:
La resolution qui fait l'objet du doc~ment AI
249 concerne la transmission des renselgnements
statistiques et autres, de nature te.chnique, relatifs
aux territoires non autonomes VISes par le Chapitre XI de la Charte.
Les Membres qui ont la responsabilite. d'a~
rninistrer ces territoires ant, en vertu des dISpOSI.
tions de l'Artic1e 73 e de la Charte, accepte de
communiquer regulierement au Se~retaire general, a titre d'information, les renselgnements en
#.,
•
question.
Le proiet de resolutIOn qUI vou~ est SO?mIS .a
ete adopte en commission par vmgt-trOls VOlX
contre douze, et trois abstentions.
En vue d'utiliser les renseignements re<;us par
le Secretaire general, la recommandation prevo~t
la creation d'un comite ad hoc dont la composlfon est indiquee au point 4 de nos conclUSIOns.
{'Assemblee sera donc appelee) si dIe approuve

d
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meets with approval, the Assembly will thus be
called upon to elect the Members to be invited
to send representatives to the meeting of the ad
hoc committee.
Having- said this, I shall limit myself to reading the recommendation from paragraph 4 onwards. The first three paragraphs were carried
unanimously in the Committee.
UT he General Assembly:

" (4) Invites the Secretary-General to convene, some weeks before the opening of the
second session of the General Assembly, an
ad hoc committee composed in equal numbers of representatives of the Members transmitting information under Article 73e of the
Charter and of representatives of Members
elected, by the General Assembly at this session, on the basis of an equitable geographical
distribution;
" (5) Invites the Secretary-General to request the Food and Agriculture Organization,
the International Labour Organization, the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, and the World Health
Organization and the International Trade
Organization, when constituted, to send representatives in an advisory capacity to the
meeting of the ad hoc Committee;
" (6) Invites the ad hoc Committee to examine the Secretary-General's summary and
analysis of the information transmitted under·
Article 73e of the Charter with a view to aiding the General Assembly in its consideration
of this infonnation, and with a view to making recommendations to the General Assembly
regarding the procedures to be followed in the
future and the means of ensuring that the advice, expert knowledge and experience of the
specialized agencies are used to the best advantage."
The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
I call upon Mr. Blom, representative of the
Netherlands.
Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): The Netherlands
delegation has stressed in committee that, in the
international sphere, no better means exists to
promote the well-being of the inhabitants of
Non-Self-Governing Territories, than, first, cooperation of the governments and administrations concerned, which could be established and
developed most profitably on a regional basis,
and which will allow the peoples themselves to
b~ associated in this work; secondly, by oQtaining
comparative reports and studies of experts in
every field suitable to raising the standards of
living of the peoples concerned. Such reports
and studies could most successfully be made by
expert organizations such as the specialized
agencies, whose co-operation in this matter has
to be requested and discussed.

la resolution, a proceder a des elections de membres qui feront partie de comite.
Sous le benefice de ces observations prelimi·
naires, je me contenterai de lire la recommandation a partir du paragraphe 4. Les trois premiers paragraphes ont ete adoptes a l'unanimite
par la Commission.
HL' Assembtee generate:

. . . . . . . . .

"4) Invite le Secretaire general a reunir
que1ques semaines avant l'ouverture de la
deuxieme session de l'Assemblee generale un
comite ad hoc compose d'un nombre egal
de representants des Membres transmettant
des renseignements en application de l'Article 73 e de la Charte et de representants
des Membres elus par l'AssembIee generale a
cette session, sur la base d'une repartition
geographique.equitable;
"5) Invite le Secretaire general a demander
a l'Organisation pour l'alimentation et l'agriculture, l'Organisation internationale du Travail, l'Organisation des Nations Unies pour
l'education, la science et la culture, l'Organisation mondiale de la sante et l'Organisation
internationale du commerce, une fois constituees, d'envoyer a titre consultatif des representants a la reunion du comite ad hoc.
"6) Invite le comite ad hoc a examiner les
resumes et analyses faits par le Secretaire general des renseignements transmis en application de l'Article 73 e de la Charte, en
vue d'assister l'Assemblee generale dans son
examen de ces renseignements et de faire des
recommandations a l'AssembIee generale concernant la procedure a suivre a l'avenir et les
moyens d'assurer que les avis, les connaissances
techniques et l'experience des institutions spccialisees soient utilises au mieux."
Le PRESIDENT: J e donne la parole
M. Blom, representant des Pays-Bas.

a

M. BLOM (Pays~Bas) (traduit de l' anglais) :
La delegation des Pays-Bas a attire l'attention
de la Commission sur deux moyens que, dans le
domaine international, elle estime les plus propres a favoriser le progres des populations de
territoires qui ne s'administrept pas encore eux·
memes. Il s'agit: prernierement, d'une collab<r
ration des gouvernements et desautorites administratives interesses, collaboration qui pOUlTait
~tre etablie et dcveloppee avec le plus d'avanta~
ges sur une base regionale et qui pennettrait aux
populations elles-m€mes de participer aux mesures prises; deuxiemement, de rapports et d'etudes
comparatives d'experts dans tous les domaines,
propres a favoriser l'amelioration du niveau de
vie des peuples interesses. Il serait bon que ces
rapports et ces etudes soient l'reuvre d'organismes
speciaux comme les institutions specialisees, dont
il convient de demander et de discuter la collaboration en la matiere.

.,
I
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The Netherlands delegation is convinced that
there is no better way of international co-operation in the interest of the populations concerned
than by having drawn up, discussed and published regularly, expert comparative reports on
social, health, educational, economic, and whatever other technical subjects are suitable for the
purpose.
The draft resolution proposed by the Fourth
Committee, as it now stands, and particularly
paragraphs 4, 5 and 6, which invite the Secretary-General to convene an ad hoc committee
before the next session of the General Assembly
to examine the Secretary-General's report on the
information transmitted in accordance with
Article 73e of the Charter, is, in our opinion,
not a desirable procedure. The recommendation of convening this committee has political
implications; their conformity with the basic
character of Chapter XI of the Charter is subject to grave doubt. Moreover, more important
still, the recommendation will not serve the
best interests of the populations concerned. We
feel that it would be regrettable indeed if
international co-operation in the interest of the
populations in Non-Se1f~Governing Territories
were endangered by aiming, if only implicitly, at
interference with the development of the internal
political organization of the territories concerned.

During the debate on the Philippine resolution, the representative of the United States,
among others, very eloquently and very convincingly explained why such interference is not in
accordance with the Charter. The reasons which
he mentioned are equally applicable in this case.
Moreover, it would not only be contrary to the
Charter, but it would also hamper the peaceful
development of the populations, and might well
impair good relations.
For these reasons, the Netherlands delegation\
is not in favour of establishing the ad hoc committee proposed. And may we remind the General Assembly that it has often been rightly
stressed that the very able Secretariat should be
considered well qualified for the task of reporting
to the General Assembly on the information
transmitted in accordance with Article 73e of
the Charter?
The Netherlands delegation feels quite justified in taking this view, because, as is well
known, the Netherlands Government intends to
give the overseas territories of our Kingdom full
self-government in the near future. We therefore
look at this matter from a detached point of
view. As stated before, the Netherlands delegation is opposed to paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 of this
proposal. The first part of the resolution, however, is very valuable, and we fully agree with
its contents.
To give us the opportunity to express this

Soixanfe-quatrieme seance pleniere

La delegation des Pays~Bas est convaincue
qu'il n'existe pas de meilleur moyen de collaborer, sur le plan international, dans l'interet
des populations en question, que d'€laborer, de
discuter et de publier regulierement des rapports
comparatifs d'experts sur les questions sociales,
economiques, d'hygiene et d'enseignement, ainsi
que sur toutes autres questions techniques "dont
l'etude peut aider a la realisation des fins visees.
Toutefois, le projet de resolution propose par
la Quatrieme Commission, sous sa forme actuelle, et notamment les paragraphes 4, 5 et 6
qui invitent le Secretaire general a reunir un
comite ad hoc avant la prochaine session de
l'Assemblee generale afin d'examiner le rapport
du Secretaire general sur les renseignements
communiques conformement a l'Article 73 e de
la Charte, ne constitue pas, a notre avis, une
procedure souhaitable. La recommandation de
reunir cette commission comporte des implications politiques dont on peut douter fortement
qu'elles soient en harmonie avec l'esprit du
Chapitre XI de la Charte. En outre, et ce qui est
encore plus important, cette recommandation
n'est pas de nature a servir au mieux les interets
des populations interessees. Nous estimons qu'il
serait. eminemment regrettable que la collaboration internationale dans l'interet des populations
de territoires qui ne s'administrent pas euxmemes soit compromise parce qu'elle viserait,
meme implicitement, a faire intervenir les
Nations Unies dans l'organisation politique
interieure des territoires interessees.
Au cours de la discussion de la resolution de
la delegation des Philippines, le representant des
Etats-Unis, entre autres, a demontre avec beaucoup d'eloquence, et d'une maniere fort
convaincante, qu'une intervention de ce genre
ne s'accorderait pas avec la Charte. Les raisons
qu'il a donnees de son opinion valent egalement
pour le cas qui nous occupe. L'ingerence des
Nations Unies, non seulement serait contraire ala Charte, mais encore generait le progres pacifique des populations et pourrait bien alterer
de bonnes relations.
Pour ces motifs, la Q#~gation des Pays-Bas
n'est pas favorable a la cr~ation· du· comite
ad hoc envisage. Qu'il lui soit permis derappeler a l'Assemblee generale que l'on a souvent, et a bon. droit, fait observer que le tres
capable Secretariat des Nations Unies devrait
etre considere comme parfaitement qualifie pour
faire rapport a l'AssembIee generale sur les renseignements communiques conformement a
l'Article 73 e de la -Charte.
La del~gation des Pays~Bas estime que son attitude se justifie parfaitement car, comme on le
sait, le Gouvemement des Pays-Bas se propose
d'accorder, dans un avenir rapproche, l'autonomie complete a ses territoires d'outre-mer. C'est
donc avec detachement q u'il considere la question. Ainsi qu'eUe l'a deja declare, la delegation
des Pays-Bas estopposee aux paragraphes 4,5 et
6 de la proposition. Toutefois, eUe attache du
prix a la premiere partie de la resolution et approuve sans reserve son contenu.
Pour nous donner l'occasion d'exprimer ce
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point of view, we would req ue:st you, Mr. President, to put this draft resolution to the votc in
two parts: first, the preamble and paragraphs 1,
2, and 3 of the formal resolution; secondly, paragraphs 4, 5, and G of the resolution. We should
like to have a roll-call on that second part.

point de vue, nous vous serions obliges, Monsieur
le President, de bien vouloir diviser en deux
parties ce projet de resolution en le mettant aux
voix; la premiere partie comprendrait le preambule et les paragraphes 1, 2 et 3 de la resolution;
la seconde, les paragraphes 4, 5 et 6. Nous aimerions qu'il soit procede a un vote par appel
nominal sur cette derniere partie.

The PRESIDENT (translated front French):
I call upon Mr. Garcia Granados, representative
of Guatemala.

Le PRESIDENT: J e donne la parole a
M. Garcia Granados, representant du Guatemala.

:M. CARd\. CRANADOS (Guatemala) : La dele~
Mr. GAReIA GRANADOS (Guatemala) (translated /;om Ji'renl:h): The delegation of Guate- gation du Guatemala prie l'Assemblee de vouloir
mala asks the Asscmbl y tu note that in docu- bien observer que, dans le document A/249,
ment A/249, paragraph 2, of the resolution, au paragraphe 2 de la resolution, il y a une
after the words "British Honduras" there is a note en bas de page relative au Hondura~
reference to the journal of the United Nations, britannique, laquelle renvoie au Journal de::;
No. 55, 10 December 1946, Supplement No. 4, Nations Unies, No 55, du 10 clecembre 1946,
Supplement No 4, pages 79 et 80.
pages 79 and 80.
La delegation du Guatemala di~~:ire rcpeteI
I he delegation of Guatemala desires to repeat before the Assembly the statemeut which devant l'AssemblCe la declaration qui fut inseree
was inserted in the said Supplement of the dans ledit Supplement du Journal des Nations
Journal of the United Nati.ons on the page men- Unies, aux pages deja mentionnees.
tioned above.
Lors de la discussion, a la Quatrieme Corn·
At the time of the discussion, in the Fourth
Committee, of the draft resolution now before mission, du projet de resolution qui est mainte·
the Assembly, our representative abstained from nant soumis a l'AssemblCe, notre representant,
voting, and emphasized that he had done so be- s'abstint de voter et souligna qu'il l'avait fait
cause, in this resolution, the territory of Belize, parce que, dans cette resolution, le territoire cl ~
incorrectly called British Honduras, is men- Belize incorrectement appeIe Honduras britannique etait mentionne comme possession britalltioned as a British possession.
nique.
Il ajouta qu'il voulait eviter qu'un vote affirHe added that he wished to prevent his
affirmative vote from being interpreted later matif de sa part put plus tard etre interprete
as the recognition of a de facto situation in this comme la reconnaissance d'une situation existnnt
territory, since Guatemala does not and cannot de fait dans ce territoire, puisque le Guatem3J.a
recognize the sovereignty of Great Britain over ne reconnalt pas, ni ne peut reconnaitre la
the territory of Belize.
souverainete de la Grande-Bretagne sur le lerritoire de Belize.
I must add that the United Kingdom repreJe dois dire aussi que le representant du
sentative stated that his Government had pro- Royaume-Uni prit la parole pour signaler que
posed to submit the dispute to the International son Gouvernement a propose de soumettre le
Court of J usice, but that Guatemala had not yet differend a la Cour internationale de Justice,
accepted this proposal. Our representative replied ;nais que le Guatemala n'a pas encore accepte
that Guatemala in turn had proposed that the cette proposition. A quoi notre representant reCourt should try the case ex aequo et bono in pondit que le Guatemala, a son tour, a propose
confonnity with Article 38 of the Statute of the que la Cour puissc juger ex aequo et bono,
International Court of Justice.
conformement a I'Article 38 du Statut de la
Cour internationale de Justice.
In repeating before the .A$embly the various
En repetant devant l'AssembIee les diverses
statements made on this subject by our repre- declarations faites sur ce sujet par notre representative in the Fourth Committee, the delega- sentant au sein de la Quatrieme Commission, la
tion of Guatemala does not attempt to open a delegation du Guatemala ne pretend pas ouvrir
controversy on the substance of the dispute exist- une polemique sur le fond de la controverse exising with Great Britain. It merely desires to tant avec la Grande-Bretagne. Eile veut seuleaffirm specifically its position in this matter, ment marquer specifiquement sa position dans
although, in the same meeting of this Committee cette affaire, bien que, dans la meme seance de
and in connexion with the incident already ladite Commission et a propos de l'incident deja
mentioned, the representative of Mexico had cite, le represcntant du Mexique ait declare, sans
declared, and the representative of no country que le representant d'aucun pays n'eut arguentered any arguments to the contrary, that it mente contre, que 1'0n doit entendre clairement
must be clearly understood that "the adoption que ''l'adoption de la resolution ri'a, en aucune
of the resolution in no way implies the recogni- fac;on, le caractere d'une reconnaissance de la
tion of the sovereignty of any Power over any souverainete d'une Puissance quelconque sur un
territory whatsoever. It has only the practical territoire quelconque. ElIe n'a qu'une significasignificance of indicating which were the de tion pratique qui est de rappeler quclles sont les
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facto authorities responsible at present for the
administration of the territories in question'>'
Guatemala desires to live in harmony with all
the nations of the world. For this reason she
repeats her sincere desire that the dispute existing between her and Great Britain may shortly
find a just and friendly solution.

autorites de fait qui ont la responsabilite actuelle
de l'administration des territoires enUmeH~S".
Le Guatemala veut vivre en bOIlne harmonic
avec toutes les nations du monde. C'est pour
cela qu'il r'citere son sincere desir que le differend
existant actuellement entre lui et la GrandeBretagne puisse etre resolu prochainement sur
une base juste et amicale.

The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
I cnll upon Mr. Thomas, representative of the
United Kingdom.

Le PRESIDENT: Je donne la parole
M. Thomas, representant du Royaume-Uni.

Mr. THOMAS (United Kingdom): I confirm
that the view of the representative of Guatemala
is correct in that the return of information, under
Article 73 of the Charter, carried no implications with regard to sovereignty. It is undoubtedly a fact that the United Kingdom is the
administering authority in British Honduras, and
therefore we are under an obligation to return
the information which is mentioned in the paper
before us.

M. THOMAS (Royaume-Uni) (traduit de
l' anglais): En declarant que la transmission
d'informations prevue par l'Article 73 de la
Charte n'a aucune incidence sur la souverainete
nationale, le representant du Guatemala a exprin1c une opinion, qui, je tiens a. le confirmer,
est exacte. C'est un fait incontestable que le
Royaume-Uni est l'autorite qui aSSure l'administration du Honduras britannique. 11 s'ensuit que
nQus avons l'obligation de communiqueI' les
rense~gnements prevus dans le texte qui nous est
soumlS.
Cette controverse nous est familiere. Il s'agit
d'une contestation relative au trace de la frontU:re et qui a surgi a la suite d'un traite datant de
1859; je pense comme le representant du Guatemala que c'est une affaire qui pourrait parfaitement ctre regMe a l'amiable. Je Sals que le
Secretaire d'Etat britannique aux Affaires etrangeres sera tout dispose a entamer l'examen de
cette question par la voie diplomatique ordinaire
et j'espere qu'elle pourra etre reglce l'amiable.
Comme vous le savez, nous avons annonce
que nous etions disposes a. nous en remettre ala Cour internationale pour le reglement de cette
affaire et a nOlls incliner devant sa decision.
Le representant du Guatemala, toutefois, a demande que cette affaire soit traitee, non en appliquant les regles ordinaires du droit, mais ex
aequo et bono. Pour notre part, nous ne voyons
pas de raisons de nous ecarter ainsi des regles du
droit normalement applicables a un traite; mais,
ctant donne le ton que le representant du Guatemala a donne a son intervention sur ce suj et, et
je tiens a lui en exprimer ma sincere gratitude,
il ne me paralt pas douteux que cette question
pourra ctre reglee aisement.
Je passe maintenant a la resolution que nous
avons a examiner. Comme le representant des
Pays-Bas, je pense que cette resolution 'se compose d'une partie qui est bonne et d'une partie
qui est mauvaise, ou peut-Hre, devrais-je dire,
d'une partie qui est bonne et d'une partie qui
l'est moins. J'accepte tres volontiers, au nom de
la delegation du Royaume-Uni, les paragraphes
1, 2 et 3. Les paragraphes 4, 5 et 6 soulevent
la question d'un comite ad hoc charge d'examiner les renseignements qui seraient fournis
aux termes de l'Article 73 e.
Une difficulte preliminaire se presente du fait
qu'il n'est guere possible pour cctte Assemblee
de constituer un comite ad hoc pour la prochaine Assemblee. Chaque Assemblee doit decider elle-mcme de l'organisation de ses propres
travaux et aussi longtemps que les representants

The dispute is a familiar ouc. It is a boundary dispute arising out of a treaty of 1859, and
I share the view of the representative of Guatemala that this matter can be settled quite amicably. I know that His Majesty's Principal
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs will be
very glad indeed to take up the question through
the ordinary diplomatic channels. And I hope
that it can be amicably settled.
AB you recall, we have announced our willingness to have the matter remitted to the International Court for settlement, and to abide by its
judgment. He has asked, however, that it should
be treated, not by the ordinary rules of law, but
ex aequo et bono. We have seen no reason for
departing in such a manner from the rules of
raw normally applicable to a treaty, but in view
of the tone in which the representative of Guatemala approached tlus matter, for which I thank
him very sincerely, I have no doubt tllat this
question can easily be settled.

I turn now to the resolution before us. Like
the representative of the Netherlands, I think
this resolution consists of a good part and a bad
part, or perhaps I should say one good part and
a less good part. I very readily accept, on
behalf of the United Kingdom delegation,
paragraphs 1, 2 and 3. Paragraphs 4, 5 and
6 raise the question of an ad hoc committee
to examine the information provided under
Article 73e.

There is a preliminary difficulty~ in that it is
hardly possible for tllis Assembly to set up an
ad hoc comnlittee for the next Assembly. Each
Assembly must conduct its own business, and
until representatives have assembled and their
credentials have been examined, I hardly see

a

a
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how it is possible to set up such a committee. In
the few cases where this can be done, it has been
specifically provided for, as in the Budgetary and
Administrative Committee. I do not think that
it would be constitutionally possible to do it in
this case.
But I do not wish to base my argument on
purely constitutional grounds. There are other
objections of a more important character. On
9 February, a resolution was passed by this
Assembly at its London session, disposing of the
treatment of information under Article 73e of
the Charter. It was then decided that this information should be summarized by the SecretaryGeneral in his report, and most of us thought
that there the matter was at an end. What
would happen under that procedure is that the
Secretary-General, with the help of his Secretariat, would examine the information transmitted and prepare a summary. The Secretariat
is composed of experts in their particular fields,
than whom there a few persons better qualified
to deal with this material. It would be included
in the Secretary-General's report. Debate could
arise on it, and it would then be transmitted to a
committee of the Assembly where it would be
examined in minute detail. If the Fourth Committee, supposing it was the Fourth Committee
to which it would be transmitted, desired to set
up another committee or an ad hoC committee,
I suppose it could be done.

I submit that this is the right way to deal with
the information, and it was the way decided
upon at the London session of the Assembly. I
submit, therefore, that we should not introduce
new machinery now. The reasons given for
establishing the ad hoc committee are as follows:
in the first place, that the examination of this
information IJeeds experts. But what better
experts are there than those already in the
Secretariat? They have been carefully chosen
for this work, and I am sure that we can all feel
confident of their ability to discharge it properly.
Think of the members of the ad hoc committee
I you would choose, if this resolution were
adopted, and ask yourselves whether any of
them would be likely to do this work better
than the Secretariat itself. That disposes, I
think, of the argument that some other body of
experts is needed.
The second argument which has been advanced, not tonight, but in the Committees, is
that this work would have a political character,
and that, therefore, it would not be appropriate
for the Secretariat to deal with it. The idea that
,the examination of the information under Article
73e has a political character; is one that the
United Kingdom delegation must strenuously
resist. The article in question states that the
information is to be statistical or other informa-
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ne se trouvent pas reunis et que leurs pouvoirs
n'ont pas ete examines, je ne vois guere comment
it serait possible de constituer un td comite. On
a expressement prevu les quelques cas ou on
peut le faire, par exemple pour la Commission
des questions budgetaires et administratives. Je
ne pense pas qu'il soit constitutionnellement possible de le faire dans le cas present.
Cependant je ne desire pas etayer mOn argumentation uniquement sur des considerations
d'ordre constitutionnel. I1 y a d'autres objections
qui sont plus importantes. Le 9 fevrier, cette
Assemblee a adopte, au cours de sa session de
Londres, une resolution qui decidait de la fagon
dont seraient utilises les renseignements fournis
en vertu de l'Article 73 e de la Charte. Elle a
alors decide que le Secretaire general resumerait
ces renseignements dans son rapport et la plupart d'entre nous pensaient que la question
etait ainsi reglee. Dans la pratique, cette maniere
de proceder aurait l'effet suivant: le Secretaire
general, avec l'aidede son Secretariat, examinerait les renseignements qui lui auraient ete communiques et en ferait un resume. Le Secretariat est compose de fonctionnaires qui, dans leurs
domaines respectifs, sont des experts specialises
et dont certains sont parmi les personnes les
mieux qualifiees pour s'occuper de cette documentation. Le resume figurerait dans le rapport
du Secretaire general. Il pourrait faire l'objet
d'une discussion, puis il serait transmis a une
Commission de l'Assemblee qui l'examinerait en
detail; et si la Quatrieme Commission - j'imagine que, comme on peut le supposer, il s'agirait
de la Quatrieme Commission - desirait constituer un autre comite ou un comite ad hoc, je
suppose qu'elle pourrait le faire.
Je pretends que c'est la bonne methode a appliquer· aces renseignements, et que c'est celle
que l'AssembIee de Londres a decide d'adopter.
Je propose donc que nous n'instituions aucun
nouveau mecanisme maintenant. Les raisons que
l'on a invoquees en faveur du comite ad hoc
portent, en premier lieu, sur la necessite de
confier a des experts l'examen des renseignements. Oll trouverons-nous des experts meilleurs
que ceux qui font deja partie du Secretariat? Us
ont ete soigneusement choisis pour cette tache,
et je suis silr que nous pouvons tous compter
sur leur aptitude a l'accomplir convenablement.
QueUes sont les personnes en faveur desque11es
nous pourrions ctre amenes a voter, si cette resolution etait adoptee, pour constituer le comite
special? Pensez-vous reeUement que certaines
personnes seraient en mesure de faire ce travail
mieux que le Secretariat lui-meme? Voila. refute, je pense, l'argument suivant lequel il y a
lieu de constituer un autre comite d'experts.
Le deuxieme argument qui a ete invoque, non
pas ce soir, mais dans les Commissions, est que
cette tache aurait un caractere politique et que,
par consequent, il ne conviendrait pas que le
Secretariat s'en occupat. Cette idee que l'examen des renseignements fournis en execution de
l'Article 73e a un caractere politique est une
idee contre laquelle la delegation du RoyaumeUni se voit contrainte de s'elever energiquement.
VArtic1e en question stipule qu'il doit s'agir de
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tion of a technical nature relating to economic,
'social, and educational conditions in the territories for which we are responsible.

donnees statistiques et d'autres renseignements
de caractere technique relatifs aux conditions
economiques et sociales et de l'instruction dans
les territoires dont les Etats en question sont
responsables.
It is out of the question that the examination
On ne saurait dire que l'examen de ces renof such information could have a political char- seignements puisse avoir un caractere politique.
acter. That is deliberately excluded by the Cette idee a ete deliberement exclue par l' Artiarticle, and we must keep it excluded. Many cle 73 et dait continuer a l'etre. Apres nos
of us have come to feel from our long discussions longues discussions a la Commission, beaucoup
in the Fourth Committee that if we were to d'entre nous en sont venus a penser que si nous
appoint an ad hoc committee a political charac- constituions un comite special, nous donnerions
ter would be injected into this work, a political a ce travail un caractere politique, un caractere
character which is not intended by the authors qui ne correspond pas aux intentions des auteurs
de la Charte.
of the Charter.
We feel it essential, therefore, to come back
Nous jugeons donc qu'il est indispensable de
to the Charter, and for that purpose, we think nous reporter a la Charte et, a cette fin, nous
it would be better that this examination should pensans qu'il serait preferable que le Secretariat
be conducted, as was intended by the London effectuat cet examen comme la resolution de
resolution, by the Secretariat. The result of it Londres le prevoyait; le resultat en sera, alors,
will come before the General Assembly in the soumis a l'Assemblee generale sous la forme cl'un
form of the Secretary-General's report and be rapport du Secretaire general et :renvoye a une
referred to a committee. It is open to the commission. Il sera loisible, a ce moment, a
Assembly to do whatever it pleases with the l'Assemblee de donner aces renseignements la
suite qui lui conviendra, en conformite avec les
information, within the terms of the Charter.
termes de la Charte.
Pour ces motifs, j'espere que l' AssembIee deFor these reasons, I hope the Assembly will
agree to accept paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of the cidera d'accepter les paragraphes 1, 2 et 3 dont
resolution, which fulfil a very useful purpose and l'utilite est reelle et qui sont le resultat de longues
are the result of long deliberations in the Com- deliberations de la Commission, et qu'eUe ecar- mittee, and will reject paragraphs 4, 5 and 6. tera les paragraphes 4, 5 et 6 de la resolution..
Le PRESIDENT: Nous n'avan~ons pas tres
The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
We are not getting along very fast. So far, we vite. Nous avons examine deux points seulehave examined only two points of our agenda ment de notre ordre du jour cet apres-midi;
this afternoon. There are still twenty-four items. il en reste vingt-quatre. De toute fa~on, nous
In any case, we must give up hope of finishing devons renoncer a en terminer aujourd'hui,
today, but if we continue at this rate we shall mais si nous continuons a la meme allure, nous
not finish tomorrow either. Many representa- n'arrlverons pas a terminer demain non plus.
tives are leaving, and the heads of delegations De nombreux representants s'en vont, petit a
wish to leave. Consequently, we must make an petit. Les chefs des delegations desirent partir.
Par consequent, nous devons faire un effort pour·
effort to expedite the debates.
Mter la fin des discussions.
~
Au point ou nous en sommes, trois represenThere are now three representatives still on
my list: the representatives of Cuba, of the tants restent inscrits sur ma liste: celui de Cuba,
celui des Etats·Unis d'Amerique et celui de
United States of America, and of Argentina.
l'Argentine.
J'aurais voulu essayer de terminer ce point
I should have liked to finish this item before
dinner and adjourn the meeting at 9 o'clock. avant le dlner et de suspendre la seance a
If, however, the speeches of the representatives 21 heures. Cependant, si les discours des repreon my list are going to be long, we shall have to sentants inscrits doivent etre longB, nom devrons
listen to them after dinner.
les entendre apres le diner.
.
If the paragraphs of the resolution are
Si les paragraphes de la resolution sont votes,
adopted, we must elect eight members.
nous devrons elire huit membres~

.

l

Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) (translated
from French): Mr. President, I should like to
make my statement now.

M. PEREZ OISNEROS (Cuba): Monsieur le,
President, je desirerais pouvoir faire ma declaration des maintenant.

Mr. AROE (Argentina) (translated from
French): My remarks will be very brief.

M. ARoE (Argentine): La declaration que
j'ai a faire sera tres courte.

The PRESIDENT (translated from French'):
We might hear these three speakers before dinner, if their speeches are not long, and waive the
interpretation.

Le PRESIDENT: Peut-etre pourrions-nous entendre ces trois orateurs avant le diner, si leurs
discours ne sont pas trop longs et si nous Iious
paBSons de l'interpretation.
.

Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) (translated
from French): The -proposal before the

M. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba): La proposition
qui vous est soumise et qui a ete approuvee par

,..
\
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la Commission a Une assez forte majorite a fait
de grands progres. 11 n'y a pas longtemps encore,
on l'accusait, dans les sous-commissions, d'etre
inconstitutionnelle et d'aller contre la Charte.
Aujourd'hui, des arguments d'ordre mineur sont
employes contre eUe; je voudrais les combattre a
mon tour, car si, dans le cas du veto, Cuba
voulait reformer la Charte d'accord avec la
Charte, mon pays ne desire pas la reformer taus
les jours et, en tout cas, il ne desire jamais le
faire sans employer les methodes indiquees par
la Charte.
La question est tres simple: l'Article 73 de
la Charte pade de la "mission sacree" qu'ont
les Membres des Nations Unies qui, "assument
la responsabilite d'administrer des territoires
dont les populations ne s'administrent pas encore
completement elles-memes". De cette mission
sacree decoulent certaines obligations acceptces
par les Membres, entre autres, conformement all
paragraphe e; de "communiqueI' regulierement
au Secretaire general, a titre d'information, sous
reserve des exigences de la securite et de considerations d'ordre constitutionnel, des renseignements statistiques et autres de nature technique
relatifs aux conditions economiques, sociales et
de l'instruction dans les territoires dont ils sont
respectivement responsables, autres que ceux
auxquel,s s'appliquent les Chapitres XII et
XIII".
Not only have these governments generously
Non seulement ces Gouvernements ont geneaccepted obligations spontaneously at San Frar~ reusement accepte cette obligation d'une fa~on
cisco, but the majority, and perhaps nearly all, spontanee a San-Francisco. mais la plupart
have communicated this information.
d'entre eux, et peut-etre presque tous, ant communique des renseignement':l.
What have we done with the information?
Qu'avons-nous fait de ces renseig-nements?
We have filed it among the records of our dele- Nous les avons dans les arrhive~ de nos dCleg-agations. We have had this information in our Hons; ils ant passe entre n()~ main:;;; nour, les
hands and looked at it, but no committee, not avons feuilletes, mais aucune commission et
even a sub-committee, during the first part of meme aucune sous-commis;;ion n'<l. donne, au
the session of this AsSembly, has given this infor- cours de la premiere partie de la session de
mation the attention it deserved; it has remained l'AssenlbIee, l'accueil qu'ils meritent aces rlncllin our drawers and in our brief-cases.
ments; l'information est restee dans nos tiroil's et
dans nos portefeuilles.
We must decide whether we shall continue to
Il faudrait savoir si nous allons continueI' a
deal with these documents in this manner. The traiter ainsi ccs documents. La Quatrieme ComFourth Committee is awaiting our decision. In mission s'est demanele ce que nous allions faire.
its Sub-Committee 2, it was asked whether we A la Sous-Commission 2 de cette Commission, on
shall limit ourselves to receiving these papers, a pose la question de savoir si nous allions nous
binding them, burying them in the archives and borner ales recevoir, les relier, les enfouir dans
filing them away on our library shelves. It is les archives, les classer sur les rayons des biblioclear that we cannot do this. We must deal with theques. Evidemment, nous ne pouvons pas le
them in a manner worthy of them. These reports faire; il faut Jeur accoreler un traitement digne
must fulfil the principles of the Charter which d'eux; il faut que ees rapports servent a remplir
require that the peoples of the Non-Self-Govern- les principes contenus dans la Charte, en vertu
ing Territories-those millions of people whose desquels les populations des territoires non autovoices are not heard in this Assembly-be per- nomes - ces millions d'hommes dont la voix
mitted to develop and become self-governing.
n'est pas entendue dans cette A~scmblce puissent se deve10pper et deveneir autonomes.
As was already stated during the discussions of
Comme cela a deja ete elit lors des deliberathe Sub-Committee, it would be an insult to the tions de la Sous-Commission, ce serait une veriauthors of the most generous chapter of the table injure pour les auteurs de cc Chapitre ou
Charter not to utilize the information supplies. bat le cceur le plus genereux de la Charte, de
ne pas utiliser les renseignements fournis.
It must be recognized that all the delegations
Il faut le reconnaitre, toutes les delegations
have accepted the obligations of Article 73; they ont accepte les obligations de r Article 73; cUes
have submitted information; all of them wish ont envoye des renseignements; toutes sont d'ae-

Assembly, which was approved by the Committee by a fairly large majority, has made
great progress. A short time ago it was alleged,
in the sub-committees, that it was unconstitutional and contrary to the Charter. Today,
arguments of a minor order are used against it.
I should like to contradict them in my turn,
for if in the case of the veto Cuba desired to
amend the Charter in accordance with the
Charter, nevertheless my country does not wish
to amend it every day, and in any case, never,
save by the methods laid down in the Charter.
The question is very simple: Article 73 of the
Charter speaks of the "sacred trust" accepted
by the Members of the United Nations which
"assume responsibilities for the administration
of territories whose peoples have not yet
attaifled a full mea~ure of self-government".
This sacred trust gives rise to certain obligations
accepted by the Members, inter alia. in accordance with paragraph e, "transmit regularly
to the Secretary-General for information purposes, subject to such limitation as security and
constitutional considerations may require, statistical and other information of a technical
nature relating to economic, social and educational conditions in the territories for which they
are respectively responsible other than those territories to which Chapters XII and XIII apply".

\
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this information to be utilized. The end is the
same; but the means which we have evolved
during the course of our discussions differ somewhat. As you see, it is simply a matter of
procedure,
When this question came up in Sub-Committee 2 of the Fourth Committee, certain doubts
and certain difficulties became apparent. We
appealed to the organ to which we have always
appealed, and which is always ready to help; I
refer to the Secretariat. We asked the Secretariat
to draft a recommendation to try to overcome
the difficulty.
Very objectively, very spontaneously, without
hearing the opinions of the Governments, the
Secretariat soon submitted its plan to us.
Then the Cuban delegation, which agreed on
several items of the plan, amended it slightly,
made some additions and adopted the Secretariat's plan as its own. Consequently, the draft
before you represents, first, the viewpoint of the
Secretariat, and secondly, the viewpoint of the
Cuban delegation.
The Secretariat consulted my delegation in
this matter. An ad hoc committee must collect
and study, before the next meeting, the documents which will be prepared for it by the
Secretariat, documents supplied in conformity
with Article 73 of the Charter.
This ad hoc committee will meet a few weeks
before the General Assembly, in order to prepare
a report for the Fourth Committee. Consequently, this committee is not a new body, it is
not just a new wheel in the machinery. It will
simply act as a rapporteur, a function which is
shared by a number of persons, a number of
delegations. It is quite simple.
Another delegation, the Chinese, proposed
that the Trusteeship Council should deal with
dus report. Later, the Chinese delegation withdrew its proposal.
All we have before us now is the Secretariat's
proposal and the proposal of a number of delegations, including, I believe, the United Kingdom
and the United States. This latter proposal
would permit the Secretariat itself to deal with
the question. We must therefore confine ourselves to examining these two solutions.
Let us first of all consider the advantages and
disadvantages of utilizing the Secretariat. The
advantages are obvious. The Secretariat has
assembled in this particular section, as I was
able to ascertain myself, a staff which is particularly competent, very objective, and inspired
by a frankly progressive spirit. These are real
advantages, and the Secretariat is a good candidate. But there are disadvantages and, on
this account, we must rule out the Secretariat.
You are aware of how sensitive governments
are with respect to their sovereignty. These territories are administered by sovereign governments, and the reports submitted by these governments will have to be considered, and judged,
perhaps in the form of recommendations.
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cord pour vouloir que ces renseignements soient
utilises. La fin est la meme; mais les moyens qui
se sont degag,es au cours de nos debats different
quelque peu. Vous le voyez, il ne s'agit id que
d'une question de procedure.
.
Lorsque cette question a surgi ala Sous-Commission 2 de la Quatrieme Commission, certains
doutes et certaines difficultes se sont fait jour.
Nous avons alors recouru a l'entite a laquelle
nous avans toujours fait appel et qui repond
toujours genereusement: au Secretariat; nous lui
, avons demande de rediger un projet de recommandation pour essayer de rcsoudre la difficulte.
Tres objectivement, tres spontanement, sans
avoir entendu les opinions des Gouvernements, le
Secretariat nous a aussit6t fourni son projet.
Ensuite, la delegation cubaine, qui etait d'accord sur plusieurs points du projet, l'a legerement
amende, y a apporte plusieurs additions et a
fait sien le projet du Secretariat; par consequent,
le projet qui vous est soumis comprend, en premier lieu, le point de vue du Secretariat et
ensuite, le point de vue de la delegation cubaine.
C'est ma delegation que le Secretariat a consultee en ceci. 11 faut qu'un comite adopte,
etudie, avant la seance prochaine, les documents
que lui preparera le Secretariat, documents qui
auront ete fournis sur la base de l'Artic1e 73 de
la Charte.
Cc comite ad hoc se reunira quelques semaines
avant l' Assemblec generale, afin de fournir un
rapport a la Quatrieme Commission. Par consequent, ce comitc n'est pas un organisme nou~
veau, il n'est pas un nouveau rouage. I1 fait
simplement fonction de rapporteur, fonction qui
est rcpartie entre plusieurs personnes, entre plusieurs delegations. C'est tout' a fait simple.
Vne autre delegation, celle de la Chine, a
propose le Canseil de tutelle pour s'occuper de
ce rapport. Plus tard, la delegation chinoise a
retire sa proposition.
I1 ne nous reste maintenant sur table que le
projet du Secretariat, et celui de plusieurs delegations parmi lesquelles, je crois, le R0yaumeUni et les Etats-Unis. Ce dernier prajet tendrait
a ce que le Secretariat Iui-m€me traite de la
question. Nous clevons, par consequent, nous
borner a. examiner ces deux solutions.
Voyons d'abord Ies avantages et les desavantages qu'offre le Secretariat. I1 offre des avantages evidents. Le Secretariat est constitue, clans
cette section specialement, j~ai pu m'en rendre
compte, d'un personnel specialement competent,
tres objectif, et cl'un esprit franchement progressif. Ce sont, par consequent, des avantages
reels et le Secretariat est un bon candidat. Maia
il y a des desavantages, et c'est a cause de ces
desavantages que nous ecartons le Secretariat.
Vous savez, en dIet, combien les Gouvernements sont susceptibles en matiere de souverainete. Ces territoires sont administres par des
Gouvernements souverains, et il s'agit d'examiner, de jugel', sous la forme de recommandations
peut-etre, les rapports fournis par ces Gouvernements.
Le Secretari.at se trouverait peut.~tre dans
The Secretariat might find itself in a difficult
situation; it might be embarrassed, in fact, and une situation difficile; il serait gene, mal a l'aise,
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ill at ease, whenever it became necessary to point
out to a government that such and such a thing
might be done better or that such and such a
government administers a territory more progressively than another. Owing to the analyses
and classifications which the Secretariat would
be obliged to make, it would find itself in an
extremely difficult situation with respect to the
governments, so difficult in fact, that quite spontaneously, and without hearing the opinion of
any government, it has recommended that it
should not deal with the question, but that it,
should rather be left to a committee composed
of representatives of governments.
Let us now see the advantages and disadvantages of the committee and consider first of all
if such a committee can be set up. It can be
set up. To obviate all discussion, it is sufficient
to refer to rule 100 of the provisional rules of
procedure for the General Assembly, which
reads: "The General .Assembly may set up such
committees and subsidiary organs as it deems
necessary for the performance of its functions".
Let us see if there are precedents, for it is
'obvious that the General Assembly cannot prepare a committee for another General Assembly.
The General Assembly is an entity. It is a
constitutive body which subsists from year to
year, and indeed we trust that it will have a long
life.
Consequently, the General Assembly prepares
its own work; this is quite normal and quite
possible. It is so normal that the delegations
which opposed this plan used this argument and
have just approved a recommendation submitted
to the General Committee for the establishment
of a committee which will draw up a report on
the rules of procedure which we shall employ
for the second session of the Assembly.
Here again, we recall the committee which
prepared the General Assembly, although it was
created by a constituent assembly such as that
of San Francisco. Consequently, it is quite possible, and we have all the necessary precedents.
Now let us consider the advantages and disadvantages.
I can see only one disadvantage-namely, that
this committee has not yet been set up and that
, we are liable to lose many a quarter of an hour
before it is elected. Of course, we are all tired
by now, and we must perhaps consider this disadvantage. The advantages are, however, very
great, for this committee is elected by the Assembly on an equitable basis; it is composed of
members of governments. It is perfectly free to
use the information supplied by the governments.
This committee will have the advantage of
attracting the interest of the nations which are
perhaps not directly concerned, thus giving to
Chapter XI of the Charter all the importance,
all the power which we desire that it should
possess. This committee is well balanced with
respect to its composition and, it will above all,
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lorsqu'ils s'agirait de faire remarquer a un Gouvernement que telle ou telle chose pourrait ctre
mieux faite ou que tel ou tel Gouvernement
administre d'une maniere plus progressiste qu'un
autre. Le Secretariat, par les analyses et par les
classements auxquels il serait contraint, se trouverait dans une situation extremement penible
a l'egard des Gouvernements, si penible meme,
que, d'une fa~on spontanee et sans avoir entendu l'opinion d'aucun Gouvernement, il a recommande que ce ne ftlt pas lui qui traitat cette
question, mais plutot un comite compose des
representants des Gouvernements.
Voyons maintenant les avantages et les
desavantages du comite et voyons d'abord si
celui-ci peut-etre cree. Il peut l'etre. Il suffit
pour eviter toute autre discussion, de se referer
a l'article 100 du reglement interieur provisoire
de l'Assemblee generale qui dit: "L'Assemblee
generale peut constituer les commissions et organismes subsidiaires qu'elle juge necessaires pour
l'accomplissement de sa tache."
Voyons, d'autre part, s'il y a eu des antecedents, car il est bien entendu que l'Assemblee
generale ne peut pas preparer un comite pour
une autre Assemblee generale.
L'Assemblee generale est une entite; dIe forme
un corps constitutif qui subsiste d'annee en
annte et nous esperons qu'elle vivra tres longtemps.
Par consequent, c'est l'Assemblee generale qui
prepare son propre travail et ceci est tout a fait
normal et tout a fait possible. C'est tellement
normal que les delegations qui s'opposent a ce
projet se servent de cet argument et viennent
d'approuver une recommandation presentee au
Bureau en vue de creer line commission qui
etablira, pour la deuxieme. session de l'Assemblee generale, un rapport sur les regles de procedure que nous utiliserons.
La aussi, nous nous souviendrons de la commission qui prepara l'AssembIee generale, quoiqu'elle soit nee d'une Assemblee constituante
comme celIe de San-Francisco. Par consequent,
cela est tout a fait possible et il y aura tous les
antecedents voulus.
Voyons maintenant le chapitre des avantages
et des desavantages.
Je ne vois qu'un desavantage, c'est que ce
comite n'est pas encore cree et que nous pouvons
perdre quelques quarts d'heure avant qu'il soit
elu. Evidemment, actuellement, nous sommes
tous fatigues, i1 faut peut-ctre considerer ce
desavantage; mais les avantages sont tres grands,
car ce comite est elu par l'Assemblee sur une
base equitable; il est compose de membres de
Gouvernements; il pourra utiliser avec toute la
liberte possible les renseignemeI).ts qui seront
fournis par les Gouvernements.
Ce comite aura 1'avantage d'interesser les
nations qui ne sont peut-ctre pas d~rectement
interessees et ainsi de donner au Chapltre XI de
la Charte toute l'importance, toute la force que
nous voulons voir lui donner. Ce comite est tres
equilibre quant a sa composition, et il aura
avant to~t le grand avantage de liberer le Secr€;-
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have the great advantage of relieving the Secretariat of all kinds of political responsibility. The
information will thus be utilized in the most
appropriate manner.
When we go to see the director of an undertaking and we are received by the secretary, we
are not content. We should prefer to be received
by the director himself. The Cuban delegation
proposes that it should be the director of the
undertaking who receives the information, and
not the secretary.
I do not desire to say more in defence of this
very sensible scheme, which, will I think, receive
an enthusiastic welcome from the Assembly.
Nevertheless, as we are constantly discussing
questions of procedure, I should like to deal with
a few points.
It is quite certain that we shall come to consider whether a subject under discussion is important or not. All the subjects with which we
deal here are important. Of course, this thesis
can be defended, but we must always revert
to rule 78 of the rules of procedure. I see nothing
in that rule which might imply that the question
now under discussion is important.
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tariat de toutes sortes de responsabilites politiques. Ces renseignements seront utilises vralment de la fa«;on la plus convenable.

Lorsque nous allons visiter le directeur d'une
entreprise, et lorsque c'est le secretaire seulement
qui nous re«;oit, nous ne sommes pas satisfaits;
nous pn5fererions etre re«;us par le directeur luimeme. La delegation cubaine propose que ce
soit le directeur de l'entreprise qui re«;oive les
renseignements et non pas le secretaire.
Je ne veux pas en dire plus pour la dCfense de
ce projet tres simple et qui recevra, je pense,
l'accueil le plus enthousiaste de la part de l'Assemblee. Cependant, comme nous discutons
constamment les questions de procedure, je voudrais aborder quelques points.
Nous allons certainement voir surgir la question de savoir s'il s'agit d'un sujet important ou
non. Tous les sujets que nous traitons ici sont
importants. Evidemment, on pourrait defendre
cette the:5e, mais il faut se reporter toujours a
l'article 78 du reglement interieur. Je ne vois
vraiment rien, dans cet article, qui puisse impliquer que la question dont il s'agit ici est importante.
Only one sentence might be thus regarded;
Dne seule phrase de cet article pourrait etre
it is said that questions relating to the trustee- consideree ainsi; il est dit que les questions relaship system must be decided by a two-thirds tives au fonctionnement du regime de .tutelle
majority. But the question before us is not one demandent une majorite des deux tiers. Mais il
relating to the trusteeship system within the n'y a pas ici une question relative au regime de
meaning of Chapters XII and XIII of the tutelle visee par les Chapitres XII et XIII de la
Charter; it is a question within the meaning of Charte; il y a une question directement visee
Chapter XI. Rule 78 of the rules of procedure par le Chapitre XI. L'article 78 du reglement
therefore does not apply. To apply the two- interieur n'est done pas applicable. Si l'on vouthirds majority rule, it would be necessary to lait appliquer la regIe des deux tiers, il faudrait
have resort to rule 79 and to create a new cate- recourir a l'article 79 et Creel' une nouvelle category. The two-thirds majority would be neces- gorie. C'est pour la creation de cette categorie
que sera necessaire la majorite des deux tiers.
sary for the creation of this category.
La question est tres importante. J'insisterai
The question is very important and I must insist on several points. First of all, the committee sur plusieurs points. D'abord, il ne s'agit. de
is only to be set up for one meeting, with a view creer un comite que pour une seance. Cette
to preparing the work of the second session of the creation sera faite seulement pour prepareI' le
Assembly. Consequently, the committee is travail de la deuxieme session de l'Assemblee.
destined from its very inception, to be short- Par consequent, ce comite est voue, des sa naislived. Naturally, if the Assembly, during its sance, a une courte existence. Evidemment, si
second session, considers it advisable, it might l' Assemblee, au cours de sa deuxieme session,
confer immortality upon the committee, but only le juge opportun, elle pourra lui donner l'immortalite, mais seulement si tous les Membres sont
if all the members agree.
d'accord.
D'autre part, ce comite ne pourra traiter que
On the other hand, this committee could
deal only with provisional questions. I invite you des questions provisoires. Je vous invite a relire
to read once again paragraph 6 of the resolution, le paragraphe 6; il est ainsi con«;u:
which is as follows:
"Invite le comite ad hoc. a examiner les
"Invites the ad hoc committee to examine
resumes
et analyses faits par le Secretaire
the Secretary-General's summary and analysis
general des renseignements transmis en appliof the information transmitted under Article
cation de l'Article 73 e de la Charte, en vue
73 e of the Charter with a view to aidd'assister l'Assemblee generale dans son exaing the General Assembly in its consideration
men de ces renseignements et de faire des
of this information, and with a yiew to making
recommandations a I'Assemblee generale conrecommendations to the General Assembly
cernant la procedure a suivre a l'avenir et
regarding the procedures to be followed in
les moyens d'assurer que les avis, les connaisthe future and the means of ensuring that the
sances techniques et l'experience des instituadvice, expert knowledge and experience of
tions specialisees soient utilises au mieux."
the specialized agencies are used to the best
advantage."
Ce comite aura tres peu de matiere a traiter
This committee will have only a few it~ms to
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deal with, and as a matter of fact, its sole purpose will be to prepare for the Gelieral Assembly
a procedure to enable the information supplied
in accordance with Article 73e to be correctly
and usefully dealt with.
I would also remind you that this proposal
was submitted first of all by the Secretariat,
then by the Cuban delegation, and that in the
Sub-Committee it was approved by ten votes to
ten, that in the Committee it was adopted by a
majority of twenty-one votes to twelve and,
lastly that it contemplates the only really recommendable procedure-namely, the establishment
of an ad hoc committee.
These are the reasons for which the Cuban
delegation asks you to vote in favour of its proposal, which is also that of the General Committee, for the establishment of the only provisional body capable of utilizing to the utmost
the valuable information so generously offered
by the colonial Powers.
Mr. DULLES (United States of America) : We
all want this information that is transmitted to
be live, valuable information. The question is
how to make it so. We believe that the propo~al
made in the resolution, which calls for transmission of information to the Secretary-General
-which is in accordance with the Charter-so
that a summary and analysis may be made by
the Secretary-General for transmission to the
Members before the second session of the Assembly, is the most practical way to handle the
matter.

If the Secretary-General and his staff are not
competent to do it and require the services of a
committee of sixteen people to help them, I think
there is something wrong with the Secretariat.
I cannot think of any more inefficient way of
handling this information. than to surround the
Secretariat with a special committee of sixteen
persons. In my opinion, that will go very far
towards burying this information and destroying
its usefulness. It can be made useful if we have a
trained, competent Secretariat to study the
matter.
On the basis of the information transmitted
this year, we can judge that this involves a study
of reports from eighty different States. If, in
addition to the Secretariat, you would appoint a
special committee of sixteen to deal with those
eighty reports, I just cannot conceive that anything useful will come out for the next General
Assembly.

14 Decem ber 1946

et, en fait, son but unique sera de prepareI' pour
l'Assemblee generale une procedure pour que
les renseignements fournis en vertu de l'Artide 73c soient correctement et utilement traites.
Je rappelle aussi que cette proposition a ete
presentee tout d'abord par le Secretariat, puis
par la delegation eubaine; que, dans la SousCommission, elle a ete approuvee par dix voix
contre dix; que, dans la Commission, cUe a ete
adoptee par une majorite de vingt et une \foix
contre douze; et que finalement, eUe prevoit la
scule procedure vraiment recol!'lllandable: la
creation d'un comite ad hoc.
TeHes sont les raisons pour lesqueUes la delegation cubaine vous demande de voter pour sa
proposition, qui est aussi ceUe du Bureau, creant
le seul organisme provisoire capable d'utiliser au
maximum les precieuses informations qu'ant si
genereusement offert de fournir les Puissances
caloniales.
M. DULLES (Etats-Unis d'Amcrique) (ttaduit de l'anglais): Nous voulons tous que les
renseignements communiques soient des renseignemcnts a jour et qui aient de la valeur. Des
lOTS, la question qui se pose est ceUe-ci: comment
faire pour qu'il en soit ainsi? Nous croyons que
la resolution pToposee affre les moyens les plus
pratiques d'y parvenir; eUe prevoit: que les
renseignements seront communiques au Secretaire general, ce qui est confomle Et la Charte,
et que le Secretaire general les resumera et les
analysera, et que ce resume sera transmis aux
Etats Membres avant la deuxieme session.
Si le Secretaire general et son personnel ne
peuvent s'acquitter de cette tache, et s'ils ont
besoin pour cela des services d'un comite de
seize membres, j'estime qu'il y a quelquc chose
qui ne va pas au Secretariat. Je ne puis imaginer de plus mauvais moyen de traiter ces renseignements que d'adjoindre au Secretariat un
comite special de seize membres. A mon avis,
cette maniere de .procedeI' aurait pour dIet
d'ensevelir en grande partie ces renseignements
et de leur oter beaucoup de leur utilite. Or, ils
oeuvent etre utiles si nous avons un Secretariat
~xperimente et competent qui les etudie.
Les renseignements qui ant ete communiques
cette annee montrent qu'il va faUoir etudier les
rapports de quatre-vingts Etats. Si l'on ajoute
au Secretariat un cornite special de seize membres pour s'occuper de ces quatre-vingts rapports, je ne puis imaginer ce qu'il pourra sortir
d'utile de tout cela pour la prochaine Assemblee
generale.

Mr. ARcE (Argentina): The Argentine delegation will abstain from voting on this question
for the reasons given in the Committee, which
are summarized in the note to paragraph 3 of
the resolution.

M. ARcE (Argentine) (traduit de I'anglais) :
La delegation de l' Argentine s'abstiendra de
voter sur cette question, pour les raisgns qu'elle
a exposees a la Commission et qui se trouvent
resumees dans la note relative au paragraphe 3
de la resolution.

The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
We shall now proceed to vote, The representative
of the Netherlands has asked that the vore should
be split. We shall therefore vote first of all on
paragraphs 1,2 and 3, by a show of hands, then

Le PRESIDENT: Nous aUons proceder au vote.
Le representant des Pays-Bas a. demand6 la division du vote. Nous aUons done voter tout
d'abord sur les paragraphes 1, 2 et 3 ensemble,
a main levee, puis sur les paragraphes 4, 5

,
i
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on paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 by roll-call, as
requested.

et 6 par appel nominal, selon la dehande qui a
6te formulee.

Decision: The first three paragraphs of the
resolution were adopted by forty-one votes to
none, with four abstentions.

Decision: Les trois premie1's paragraphes de
la resolution sont adoptes par quarante et une
voix sans opposition, et quatre abstentions.

A vote by roll-call was then taken on paragraphs, 4, 5 and 6.

Il est procede au vote par appel nominal sur
les paragraphes 4, 5 et 6.

The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
The result of the vote is as follows;

Le PRE.SIDENT: Le resultat du scrutin est le
suivant:

V otes for: Brazil, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia,
Cuba, Dominican Republic, Egypt, El Salvador,
Ethiopia, Honduras, India, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Philippine Republic, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria,
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, Venezuela, Yugoslavia.
Votes against: Australia, Belgium, Den,mark,
Ecuador, France, Greece, Iceland, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Norway, Swed,en, Union ,of South
Africa, United Kingdom, United States of
America, Uruguay.
.
Abstentioris: Mghal1istan, Argentina, Bolivia,
Czechoslovakia, Guatemala, New Zealand,
.,
Turkey.

Votent pour: Bresil, Republique socialiste 50vietique de Bi610russie, Canada, Chill, Chine,
Colombie, Cuba, Republique Dominicaine,
Egypte, Salvador, Ethiopie, Honduras, Inde,
Iran, Irak, Liban, Mexique, Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay, Republique des Philippines,
Pologne, Arabie saoudite, Syrie, Republique socialiste sovietique d'Ukraine, Union des Republiques socialistes sovietiques, Venezu~la, Yougoslavie.
Votent contre: Australie, Be1gique, Danemark, Equateur, France, Grece, Islande, Luxembourg, Pays-Bas, Norvege, Suede, Union SudAfricaine, Royaume-Uni, Etats-Unis d'Amerique, Uruguay.
S' abstiennent: Afghanistan, Argentine, Bolivie, Tchecoslovaquie, Guatemala, Nouve1leZelande, Turquie.

Decision: Paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 of the
resolution were adojJted by twenty-eight votes to
fifteen, with seven abstentions.

Decision: Les paragrapher 4, 5 et 6 de la
resolution sont adoptes par vingt-huit voix contre
quinze, et sejJt abstentions.

A vote was taken on the whole resolution by a
show of hands.

Il est procede au vote tl main levee mr l'et/.semble du pro jet.

Decision:

J

The resolution was adopted by·
Decision: Le projet de resolution est adopte
to seven, with thirteen absten- dans son ensemble par vingt-sept voix contre
sept, et treize abstentions.

IwentJ!~seven votes

tions.

The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
I suggest that we elect the eight members of the
ad hoc Committee at tonight's meeting. In the
intervals, between the votes, we could take the
simpler items on the agenda so as not to lose
too much time.

The meeting rose at 8 p.m.

Le PRESIDENT: Je propose que nous procedions lors de la seance de nuit, a l'election de
huit membres du Comite ad hoc. Nous pourrions proceder a ce vote tout en abordant, clans
les intervalles, les points faciles de notre ordre
elu jour, de fac;;on a ne pas perdre trop de temps.

La seance est levee

a. 20

heures.
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TilE TRANSMISSION OF 11\TFO:R'AAT!ON J3Y MEMBERS
UNDEH ARTICI~E 73 (e) OJ!' TID.:i c:rrtJiTER
Report of' the Jfcrurth Comnd.ttee
Ra:p:porte1.1.r:

~. C,. J.ISICKY ( C;·:·echosloveJda)

The above question i?as

~fe:rr;;;d

by the Fourth Cor:m1i tte<3 to 1 ts

The repor-t of th0 Su1J ... Co:nrml ttee has been cUst:ri1n:tted to

Sub·--Committee 2.

members of tho General Assembly :'ln doe'L11TIJ3nts

A/C.4/68

anft A/C,.l+/68/Co:rr.l.

The resolution which vras a.dcpted 'by the Fourth Cormni tteE) (1);)" . ·

...

tvent:y-three votes to twelve with three e.'bste:at:ious) j,s not the same as
that reco:rru:nond.ed by the majority of the Sr:·b·~Commi ttee (by ten votes to
four

i-l'i th

five abstentions).

'l'he pree:mble and. the fi.rst three parap;raphs

are as rcccmJ.nsnd.ed by the Su.b·Comm.ittee; the remaining :pe.ragra}?hs four to
BiX

reprocluce an amendmen·t by the Delegat:!.on of Cuba simils.r to one moved

in the Sub-Committee whex·e it had been rejected. by ten votes to dg::1t -vri th

one al1stont::i.on.

creation c1f en ad hoc corrmd.ttee, are stated in the Sub-Commi ttee 1s report.
In addition, it

it3

to be note·1 thai; the re::;n:•esentatJ.ve of Chine., ::i.n

ennouncinc; hj s intentJ.on to vote fo:::- tJw Cub::m am.en('hnont,

report of the

Comr~li ttoe

e.s~;:ed

that the

shou1(l Bllecifically :rr:.ontion that :i..n the

Su1;-Commi ttee he harl exrressed. tho v:l.ow that it vras the Trus-:;eeshi:P.
Counc:i.l which vrould be tJ;e natu.ral end 1oglc,,l authorJ ty to rcce:l.ve and.
examine the infor:rnation trr::nsmi ttecl U...'1Cler Chap tor XI and that e.n m:nendL'lent

which he hac, moved. to this effer.; t had been d.3feated in Sub-Comd ttee by only

ten votoo to nino.

but

h1 order to faci1i tate the :proceod.incs of the Committee l1e cl:i.d. not :move :r~is

a:mendmen t <::.gain,

A/249

Page 2

The Delegetion of Cuba Bmendmont replaced. 1-n :paragrap!'ls l.t-~·6 the foJJ.cr;d.r;.g
text reco:mmended by the majo~_·ity of the Sub-C011mittee:

"4.

RecolllJ4ends tlnt the Secretary-Gene:cll consult the Specia.lized

Agencies with a vi01v to form.ulsrt:l.ng proposals for consideration by
the Ge:c.eral Asselicb2.y at 1 ts Second Session to ensure that the advice,
expert knmdedge

to the best

an'~.

advanta·;~n

experienCf3 of the Specialized Agenci.es are used.
."

A roll call vote was taklll, in the Fourth Conrnit tee on the amendment, which
was ad.opted. by brent:r-oE9 7otes to tw·elve with fou.r abstentions.
The Fourth Corumi ttef

tlle::.~efore

recoir.illlends to the Gonoral Assembly

~c;he

adoption of the follo-vling rt..sol.ut::l.on:
"ImSOIJJ'I'IGN ON ~·1HF Tli.i\l\fJ3H!SSION Oli' JT\JFOBNJ',.riON
DUD~~;R fill~ .'lC:l~~ 73 (e) OJP T!:lE CBNH'rER

on Non-Self-Govem:i. ng Peopleo.

By tlris

i:{eso~Lution

vas requested. to inGlncle in his a:mur1l report on

the Secretary-Gene;ral

tr. e

-vrork of the

Organization a statement su:ITll:lar:i.zine; such information as may haYo
been transmitted. to hi:m. by Members of the Cnited Nations und.cr
Article 73 ( o) of the Charter relating to econor:d.c, soci.r:il and
educational conditions in the territories for which they are
responsible~
11

other than those to which ChapterB XII and XIII apply,

The General Assembly notes thet information .has been transmitted

by the Governments of Australia coLce:rning con(li tiomJ in Papua;
France concerni!lg cond.i tions in French 1-Vest Africa, French Equatorial
Africa, French Somaliland., Madagascar and De::pend.enci es, French
Establishments in Oceania, Ir..d.ochina, French Est:lbl.:i.sb..ments in India,
New Caledonia and Dopender~cies, Saint. Piorre et Mlquelon, Morocco,
Tun~.da,

the New Hebria.es und.er Anelo-]'rer:ch Cond.oLlinium, Martinig_ue,

Guadeloupe and Dependencies, French Guia~:a, anJ. R<:Junl.on ( vri thout
prejudice to the future status of these ter.r.5.t-.:,:des); Ne1i ZealE:n..i
/ cor;.c e:rn ln,z

A/249

lage 3

concern:!.ng ccncl:iti.o:rw in the Conk Islonds (withuu.t Il:J;'(')juctice to any
interpretation of the eX:pt·esG:!on

Non~SeJ.f-Govs-rning

Territories in vlew

of the faGt that the Cook I::::Lmds are an integral part. of New Zealand);
the Unitec1 K:i.ngd.cm concerning cond:tticms in Barl!ados, Bermuda, British

Mauritius, St. I,ucia} ancl Za.r:tzlhtr Protectore.te; and the Un:tte(l Btates
concernin.r conditions 1.n AJ.,,_.,,L,., . "'1erican Scmoa, Gua.t'Y".• Hawaii, Panar.aa
Canal Zone ;JE·"li· Puerto Rico and tho Virgin IslendD.
"The General As$enbly also notes that the follmving Goverrunents
have declared.. the:ir intention of transmitting information: Belgiu.'Tl. on
the Belg:!.an Congo; Denmark on Greenland; the Netherland.s on the
Netherl<md.s Iru';lies, Sur:tna.rn and Curacao; New Zealand on the Tokelau
Islanccs; and the United. Kj.ngd.om on Aden (Colony and Protectorate),
Baha.mas: Bam.<tolancl, :Becl"m<:tnalancl Protector0.te, British Som.aliland
Protectorate, Brv.nei, C)y:prus, Dmn:inicE_., l!'cllkland. Islcnds, *** Gold. Coast
(Colony and Protf;>Ctorate) ·' Grenada, Hong Kong, Jamaica, Kenya (Colony
and. Protectorate), Malayan Union, Malta, Niseria, North :Borneo J Northern

Hhodesia., Nyasaland., Dt. Helena and De:pend.encies, St, Vincent, Sara1vak:,
Seychelles, E3ierra Leone, S:i.ngapore, Swaziland, Trinidad. ancl Tob3fSCJ,
Uganda Protectorate, and the High Comndss:tm:: Te:r:citor:ies of the "\-!estern
Pacific (Gilbert and KLUce ::: :J ... ·· ~! Cohmy, British Solomon Islands
Protectorate, PitGa:l.rn Islands).
"The value of the associat:Ion of Non-Self-Gove:rn:i.ng Terrlto:r:tes in
the work of the Special:tzed Agencies as a meetr.LS of att.n.ining the
ob,jectiveB of Cha}Jter XI of the Charter has been stressed...
/"The J).roceo.ures
''In this connect;ion referenee is mad.e to The Journal of the United Nations
-It....-pa:
·...,
~, ;_.,-;--79"''?f.o~--:---··--'-;.;_;;..-;;c...;;..;._
No. 55, 10 Deceml)er 19!+6, Supplement 1\To
U
o
I
bGO
~ o

**

In this cormect:i.on reference is mc.de to document Aj;;:OQ, dtJ.ted
26 NCJvember' 19L~6.
.
.

*~·t1·

In. resard. to the Falkland Islands the Deless/t.Jon o{ .Ax·g~mtine:. at the
twenty-fifth meeting of the Gomr1i ttee _. made a re3erYatio.n to the effect
that the Argeni.;ine Gove:rn'rne.nt did n.ot recc.gnize British sover·eignty in
the Ii'Ldkland Iclanc.ls. The Delegation of the United IUngdom Jjlade a
J)aTallel reservation, not recognizi:pg Argentine eovere:ignty in the>se

"The :procedures to be followed by the Orgcmization in connection
with the information transm::i.tted by Hembers regardjng Non-Self-Governing
Peoples have been carefully examined,
"TBiillEFORE Tllii GE'NEH!l.L A3SEMBI.Y:
"1,

INVIT:B;s the Members transmitting lnformation to send to the

Secretary-General by 30 cTune of each year the most recent
information >·Thich is at their disposal.
n2.

of

I~ECOMlvl"..El'JDS that the informatlon transmitted in the course

1947

by Me:m:bers of the UnHed Nations under Article

73

(e) of '

the Charter shC'uld be sul'lJ1I1.arized._, analyzed ancl classified by the
Secretary-Gener·:lJ_ and included :i.n his report to the Second Session
of the General Assembly, in order that in the lieht ()f the
experience gc::dned. the General Assembly may ,be .able t.o decide
whether any other J)roced.ure may be c1esirable

f'01~

dealing wHh such

:i.n:form.atlon in future years.

'3.

1

RECO.Nll'iENDS that the

f3ecretary~Gencral

ccmmun:J,cate to i:;he

Spec:i.alized Agencies the information transmitted., w:tth .a view to
making ~;tll reieYarit dr:tta ava:i.lable to their expert P.J:ld deliberative
bodies.
··~-.

INVITES the Secretary-General to convene, some vreeks before

the openj.ng of the Second. Session of the General Assemb}y, . an ad hoc
coill.ID.ittee composed in equ.al numbers to representatives of. the
Members transmttt1i1g inforrr!.lition under ~.rticle 73 , (e) of the Charter
and of representatives of Mem-bers elected, by the General ·Assembly
at this Sesslori·, on the basis of' an equJtabl~ ge 0 gra:phic.al
distribution.
INVITE:':3 the Secretary-General to request the Food and.
Agriculture OrganiZation, the International Labour Organization., the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
and the

~vorld

Health Or::::,anization and the International Trade

Orea.nization, ·when _constituted, to _send representatlves in an
advisory capacity to the meetlng of. the ad. hoc comu:i:tttee.
/INVITES

A/21+9

Page 5

"6.
I

INVI'.fEB the ari hoc c01nmittee to exa;rnine the Sec:x:etary-General' s

SlillillJa,ry

and analys::ts of the iD..for:mation trar.smitted under

ArticlE! 73 (e) of the

Cln~rter

with a view to aiding the

General Assembly in its consideration of this information,
aml with a view to maldng recoll1mendations to tha Gencr·al Assm:i!)ly
regarding the pr'ocedures to bo follCJTtled in the f1.1tm'e and the
lYJ.eans of ensuring that the ad.vice 7 expert kn.o-vrled.ge and
experience of tho Specialized Agencies al'e used. to the best
ad.vanto,ge ~"
This resolution as a ·1.,rllolo vras adopted by the Fourth CoiDJ:D.j_ttee
twenty--three Vf\tes to twelve with th:ree a1:stontions.
Tho French rep:resentati ve f02·mcJ.ly reserved the position of his
Goverment 7 stating that he could not unclertake on behalf of the French
GovernlJlent to send represep.tc.ti ves to an acl hoc co:rr. mi ttee created in
contravention of tl:J.e provisions of A::rticle 73 (e) of the Charter.
Tho Delegations of Australia: Belgium and tho United Kingd.om also
reoerved. the position of their Gov·ernments.
Should the General Assembly approvo the convocation of tho ad hoc
comm:Lttee outl:LnocL in paragraphs 1+ to 6 of the above resolut:Lon, the
General Assembly should at the present session olect the oight Members to
be invi ted. to send rep:resor:.tati ves to the moe·c __ ::1g of the ad hoc cm:m:d ttee.
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TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION BY MEMBERS tniJDER
ARTICLE 73 (e) OF TEE CHARTER
STATEMENT BY THE UNION OF SOUTH AF.RICA ON THE OUTCOME OF THEIR
CONSULTATIONS WITH TEE PEOPLES OF SOUTH vlEST AFRICA AS TO
THE FUTURE STATUS OF TEE MANDATED TERRITORY AND
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RESOLUTION ON REGIONAL CONFERENCES OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES
ADDENDA TO TEE REPORTS OF TEE FOURTH COMMITTEE

Sub-Committee 2 of the Fourth Committee -was composed of the
representatives of the following Members:
Argentina
Australia
Belgium
Brazil
China
Cuba
Denmark
Egypt
Fra'lce

India

Netherlando
New Zealand
Norway
Philippine Republic
Poland
Union of South Africa
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
United Kingdom
United States
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Pa'::':e 4, paragraph 4 of U1e propor::'ed resolution, in third line,
for:

read:

nequa.l m.wabers t.q_ represente.tives"
11

ec1ual nurc1bers of representatives 11
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FOURTH COMWTTEE
TRUSTEESHIP
Summary Record oí Meetings

QUATRIEME COMMISSION
TUTELLE
Compte rendu des Séances
Monday, 16 December 1946

lundi 16 décembre 1946

TWENTY-FOURTH MEETING

VINGT-QUATRIEME 5EANCE

Held al Lake Success, New York, on Tuesday,
10 December 1946, al 11.30 a.m.

Tenue ti Lake Success, New-York, le mardi
10 décembre 1946, ti 11 h. 30.
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3. Draft reports af the Fourth Committee
to the General Assembly concerning
matfors discussed in Sub-CommiUee 2
(documents A/CA/76, A/C.4/77 and
A/C.4/78)

3. Pro jet de rapport de la Quafrieme

The RApPORTEUR introduced the draft reports. He asked the Committee whether it wished
to make proposals to the General Asscmbly on
the eomposition of the ad hoc eommittee provided in the resolution eoneerning the transmission of information by Members under item e
of Article 73 oí the Charter.

Le RApPORTEUR présente les projets de rapport. Il demande a la Commission si elle désire
faire des propositions a l'Assemblée générale sur
la eomposition d'une commission ad hoc, prévue
dans la résolution eoneernant la transmission
d'informations par les Membres, selon le point e
de l'Article 73 de la Charte.

Mr. NAGGIAR (Franee) thought that it was
premature to diseuss this point, sinee it was not
yet eertain that the General Asscmbly would
adopt the resolution. The Freneh Government
had not yet deeided whether it desired to be
represented in this ad Íloc committee, and the
French delegation had reserved its point of view
on its establishment.

M. NAGGIAR (Franee) estime qu'il est prématuré de discuter cette question, puisqu'il n'est
encore sur que l'Assemblée générale adoptera
cette résoJution. Le Gouvernement fran<;ais n'a
pas encore décidé s'il désire etre représenté a
cette commission ad !loe, et la délégation francaise a meme réservé son avis sur l'établissement
de cette eornmission.

He askccl, moreover, that the Committee take
note of the formal reservations made by his
and other delegations on the Philippine proposal
as adopted by the Committee.

En outre, iI demande que la Commission
prenne note des réserves formelles faites par la
délégation fran<;aise et par d'autres délégations,
sur la proposition de la République des Philipp~nes telle qll'elle a été adoptée par la Commis-

The Committee decided that the reservations
exjJressed by the representatives of France, the
United Kingdom and other countries would be
included in the reporto

The meeting was adjoumed at 2.15 p.m.

Commission a l'Assemblée générale concernant les questions discutées a la SousCommission 2 (documents A/C.4/76, A/
CA/77 et A/CA/78)

I
1,

i
1

S1011.

La Commission décide que ces réserves formelles faiter par les représentants de la France, du
R ovali1ne··[jni el d' autres pays seront consignées
da;'s le ra/I/Jort.

I
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2. Consideration of the Rapporteur's draft
report concerning the transmission of information by Members under Article 73{e)
of tlle Charter (documents A/C.4/77 and
A/C.4/77/Corr.l)

2. Examen du projet de rapport du Rapporteur relatif a la trtmsmission des renseignements communiqués par les Membres en application de l'ArHcle 73 e) de
la Charte (documents A/C.4/77 et Aj
C.4/77/Corr.U

Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) reiterated his
observations made with reference to document
AjC.4j76.

M. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) réitere les observations préeédentes concemant le document
A/C.4/76.

:Mr. STEIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republíes) shared the view of the Cuban represent3.tive and stated that in the case of each reeommendation the vote should be recorded.

M. STEIN (Union des Républiques socialistes
soviétiques) se rallie a l' opinion exprimée par le
représentant de Cuba, et déclare que le vote sur
ehaque reeommandation doit etre cnregistré
séparément.

1fr. NAGGIAR (Franee) restated the reservation which the French de1egation had made with
regard to the establishment of an ad hoc committee. He could not undertake that France
would be preparcd to send a representative to
that committee as she eonsidered its establishment a contravention of the provisions oC Article
73 (e) of the Charter. He requested that the
reservation of his delegation should be indudd
in the Rapporteur's reporto

M. NAGGlAR (Franee) renouvelle la réserve
faite par la délégation franc;aise au sujct de
1'établissement d'un comité spécia1. Il ne peut
prendre l'engagement, au nom du Gouvernement franc;ais, d'envoyer un représentant a ce
comité, son pays eonsidérant la eréation d~ cduici comme allant a 1'encontre des dispositlOns de
l' Article 73 e) de la Charte. Il demande que les
réscrvcs faitcs par sa délégation soient insérées
dans le rapport du Rapporteur.

Mr. STEIN (Union oC Soviet Socialist Republíes) eonsidered that any delegation had the
right to make a reservation and that it was entitIed to its inclusion in the reporto
1fr. ANDREWS (Union of South Africa), noting that the number of members absent had
been listed in the Rapporteur's draft report coneerning South West Afriea, suggestcd that the
same procedure should be followed in thc document under consideration.

M. STElN (Union des Républiques socialistes
soviétiques) estime que toutes les délégations ont
le droit de formuler des réserves ct d'en demander l'insertion au rapport.
M. ANDREWS. (Union Sud-Africaine) prend
note que le nombre des absents a fait l'objet
d'une mention dans le projet de rapport du
Rapporteur relatif au Sud-Ouest Africain, et
propose que l'on suive la meme procédure dans
le document aetuellement a l'examen.

Mr. STEIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republies) doubted whether it was ncce.-c;sary to list the
number of members absent.
An exehange of views followed in which Mr.
PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba), Mr. PRADENAS
(Chile), Mr. NAGGIAR (France), Mr. Lru
(China) and Mr. TROMAS (United Kingdom)
participated.

M. STElN (Union des Républiques socialistes
soviétiques) exprime des doutes quant a la nécessité de mentionner le nombre des absents.
Un éehange de vues s'ensuit auque1 prennent part M. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba), M.
PRADENAS (Chili), M. NAGGIAR (France).M.
Lru (Chine) et M. THOMAS (Royaume-Um).

The CHAIRMAN stated that a decision on that
point would affeet the pr~vious reporto He put
the question to a vote.
Decision: By thirty-seven votes to none with
tour abstentions it was decided not to mention
the number o/ members absent in the reporto
Mr. NAGGIAR (Franee) wished to insert the
clause "without prejudice to the future status
of these territories" after the enumeration of the
French possessions on page 2.

Le PRÉSIDENT déclare qu'une décision sur ce
point eoneerne également le rapport précédent et
met la question aux voix.
Décision: On décide, par trente-sept voix
contre zéro et quatre abstentions, de ne pas mentionner les noms des absents dans le rapport.
M. NAGGIAR (Franee) désire qu'a .la suit~ d.c
l'énumération des possessions franc;alses qm f~.
gure a la page 2, on inscre les termes "sans prejudice du statut futur de ces territoires".

Mr. MENON (India) questioned the use of
the term "cstablishments", suggesting that it
should be replaeed by "possessions".

M. MENaN (Inde) met en doute l'emploi du
terme "établissements" et suggere qu'on le remplace par "possessions".

Mr. BENSON (Secretary) explained that the
term "establishments" was generally accepted.

M. BENSON (Seerétariat) explique que l/e
terme "établissements" est généralement accepte.
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Mr. DULLES (United States oí America)
suggested that reference should be made in the
report to the statement oí the deIegation oí
Panama concerning the Panama Canal zone. He
thought that it could best be done in the íorm
oí a íootnote.

M. DULLES (Etats-Unis d'Amérique) propose
que mention soit faite au rapport de la décIaration de la délégation du Panama relative ala zone
du Canal de Panama. A son avis, il est préférabIe de placer cette note au bas de la page.

Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) requested that
reference to his statement concerning the territory oí Belice should also appear in the reporto

M. MENDOZA (Guatemala) demande que sa
décIaration au-sujet du territoire de Bélize figure
également au rapport.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the reference
should cover the statements made by the delegations oí Guatemala, Mexico and the United
Kingdom.

Le PRÉSIOENT propase de faire état, dans la
meme note, des décIarations faites par les
délégations du Guatemala, du Mexique et du
Royaume-Uní.

Mr. FERRER VIEYRA (Argentine) wished to
make a reservation concerning the Falkland
Islands and in particular Malvina.

M. FERRER VIEYRA (Argentine) désire formuler une réserve concernant les iles Falkland,
en particulier celle de Malvina.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the representative oí Argenitna should consult with the representative oí the United Kingdom with the view
oí preparing a joint statement for incIusion in
the reporto

Le PRÉSIDENT propose que le représentant de
l'Argentine se mette en rapport avec le représentant du Royaume-Uni afín de préparer une
décIaration conjointe qui sera incIue dans le
rapport.

Mr. ALFARO (Panama) agreed with the formula suggested by the United States representative for recording the position of the delegation
oí Panama.

M. ALFARO (Panama) approuve la formule
proposée par le représentant des Etats-Unis concernant la position de la délégation du Panama.

Mr. PEON DEL VALLE (Mexico) thought that
in the case oí the statements of the delegations
oí Guatemala and the United Kingdom it would
be sufficient ií the report referred to the Joumal
containing the summary record of the meeting
at which the statements had been made.

M. PEON DEL VALLE (Mexique) estime qu,en
ce qui concerne les décIarations faites par les
délégations du Guatemala et du Royaume-Uni,
il serait suffisant que la rapport porte la référence
du Joumal contenant le compte rendu de la
séance au cours de laquelle ces décIarations ont
été faites.
.

Mr. FERRER VIEYRA (Argentina) and Mr.
THOMAS (United Kingdom) subrnitted the following joint statement:
"In regard to the Falkland Islands, the
Argentine delegation, at the twenty-fiíth meeting of the Committee, made a reservation to
the effect that the Argentine Government did
not recognize British sovereignty in the FaIk·
land Islands. The United Kingdom delegation made. a paralleI reservation, not recognizing Argentine sovereignty in those islands".

M. FERRER VIEYRA (Argentine) et M. TROMAS (Royaume-Uni) présentent la décIaration
conjointe ainsi con~ue:
"Re!ativement aux iles Falkland, la délé~a
tion argentine, au cours de la vi!Jgt-cinqmeme
séance de la Commission, a formulé la réserve que le Gouvernement argentin ne reconnaissait pas la souveraineté britannique sur
les ües Falkland. La délégation du RoyaumeUni a formulé une réserve paralIele, ne reconnaissant pas la souveraineté de l'Argentine
¡¡ur ces ileso

Mr. THOMAS (United Kingdom) pointed to
M. THOMAS (Royaume-Uni) releve les diffithe difficulties inherent in the last paragraph of cultés devant lesquelles on se trouve dans le
document A/CA/n. The creation of an ad hoc deruier paragraphe du document A/C.4:/n. La
comrnittee would involve an expenditure. Ac- création d'un comité spécial ne manq uera pas
cording to rule 112 oí the provisional rules oí d'occasionner des frais. Conformément a l'arprocedure íor the General Assembly, no resolu- ticIe 112 du reglement provisoire de l'Assemblée
tion involving expenditure could be passed until générale, on ne peut adopter aucune résolution
the Administrative and Budgetary Committee entramant des frais avant que la Commission
had expressed its opinion. Rule 82 stipulated administrative et budgétaire ait donné son avis.
that aH elections should be taken by secret ballot. L'articIe 82 stipule que l'on procede a toutes
ConsequentIy it would be impossible to follow les élections par voie de scrutin secreto En conthe procedure outlined in the draft reporto
séquence, il serait impossible de suivre la procédure exposée dans le projet de rapport.
Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) believed that
the Committee could elect the members of the
ad hoc committee and submit their names for
the' approval oí the General Assembly.

M. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) pense que la
Commission a le pouvoir d'élire les membres
du comité spécial sous réserve de soumettre leurs
noms a I'approbation de l'Assemblée générale.
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Mr. NAGGIAR (France) thought that it would
be difficult to ascertain the number of States to
be elected to membership on the ad hoc committee. Moreover, the problem of election was
not urgent and therefore could be ldt open for
the time being.

M. NAGGIAR (France) considere qu'il sera
difficile de déterminer le nombre des Etats susceptibles d'etre représentés au comité spécia1. Il
ajoute que, la question de l'élection n'étant pas
urgente, elle peut etre mise de coté pour le
momento

Mr. THOMAS (United Kingdom) associated
himself with the views of the French representative. He proposed that the entire last paragraph
after the word "abstentions" should be deleted.

M. THOMAS (Royaume-Uni) se rallie a
l'opinion du représentant de la France. Il propose la suppression de tout le dernier paragraphe apres le mot "abstentions".

Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) disagreed and
suggested a modiíication of the last paragraph to
the effect that the number oí States shoulll bedefined.

M. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) exprime son
désaccord et propose de modifier le dernier
paragraphe afin d'y déterminer le nombre des
Etats.

Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) and Mr. BAILEY
(Australia) associated themselves with the reservations made by the representatives of France
and of the United Kingdom.

M. R ~CKMANS (Belgique) et
(Ac;~tralie) s'associent aux réserves

M. BAILEY
faites par les
représentants de la France et du Royaume-Uni.

The RAPPORTEUR was oí the opinion that the
membership oí the ad hoc committee should be
composed of eight States.

Le RApPORTEUR est d'avis que le comité spécial soit composé des représentants de huit Etats.

Mr. NAGGIAR (France) opposed the insertion
of a definite figure.

M. NAGGIAR (France) s'oppose
ment d'un chiffre défini.

Mr. STEIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) favoured that figure. It rested with the
Governments concerned to send or not to send
their representatives to the ad hoc committee.
He proposed that the discussion should be closed.
Decisions:(l) It was decided that the report
should be modified to indicate that, if the Ceneral Assembly approved the creation of the committee, it should be invited to elect eight M embers to send representatives.
(2) The whole o/ the Rapporteur's draft report on the transmission of information by M embers under Article 73(e) o/ the Charter was
adopted as amended.

M. STEIN (Union des Républiques socialistes
soviétiques) se prononce en faveur de ce chiffre.
Il appartient aux Gouvernements d'envoyer ou
de ne pas envoyer des représentants a ce ,::omité
spécia1. Il propose la cIoture de la discussion.
Déeisions: 1) La C ommission décide que le
rapport sera modijié de fa~on ti indiquer (~u'au
cas ou l'Assemblée générale approuverazt la
création du comité, elle devra élire huit Etats
M embres qui y seront représentés.
2) Ainsi amendé, l' ensemble du pro jet de
rapport du Rapporteur, relatif ti la tranjmission
des renseignements communiqués par les M embres, en application de l'Article 73 e) de la
Charte, est adopté.
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Information fi"om Non.Self.Governi~g
Terri~orie8: report of the Fourth
, Committee (A/1159) . and report of
the Fifth Committee (A/I 166)
115. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic),
Rapporteur of the. Fourth Committee, recalled
that the General Assembly had referred to the
Fourth Committee the report of the SecretaryGeneral (summaries and analyses of information
transmitted under Article 73 e .of .the .Charter)
and the, report of the Special Committee on Information Transmitted under Article 73 e of. the
Charter (A;923). '
116. The Committee had devoted several meetings2 to the discussion ofthe six draft resolutions
submitted .by .the 'Special Committee .whichha,d
vtudie~the problem throughout 1949; Those draft
resoluttons.• concerned the optional transmission of
information .in accordance with thefirstpart. of
the standard form relating to Non-Self-Governl!1g Territories; equality .of treatment in ~duca
bon,the languag~ofinstruction, the suppression
of ,illiteracYF.and international. cq-opetation .on
SOCial; econo~icand.educa,tionalm:oblems in.NonSe1f-Governih~ Territorif!s. The draft resolutiops
...•.. 1'.Seepage21S: o,£th{ aov1soryoplnion' of the InternatIonal Court of Justice (A/960).
"..

.,1'

,I
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also concerned the establishment of a special
committee on information transmitted under
Article 73 e of the Charter.
117. In the course of its 123rd to 127th meetings, the Committee had discussed five other draft
resolutions and amendments to them.
.
118. T:~e draft resolutions were: a proposal by
Egypt inviting any special committee appointed
by the General Assembly to examine the factors
that should be taken into account in deciding to
which territories Chapter XI of the Charter applied; a proposal by India, to be substituted for
the text proposed by the Special Committee, that
a special committee should be established by the
General Assembly, under Article 73 e, of the
Charter, to study the information received, which
resulted in the resolution contained in document
A/1159; a joint proposal submitted by Cuba,
Ecuador and Guatemala, inviting the SecretaryGeneral to complement the summaries and analyses by periodical publication of data on special
aspects of the progress achieved in Non-SelfGoverning Territories; a joint proposal' by
Mexico and the United States of America recommending that the Special Committee should concentrate, without prejudice to the consideration
of the other functional fields referred to in Article
73 e of the Charter, on one field each year arid
in particular, in 1950, on the problem of education; and lastly, a proposal by Australia requesting the Secretary-General to keep the Special
Committee informed of the nature of the technical
assistance accorded to Non-Self-Governing Territories by specialized international bodies.
119. As a result of the Special Committee's report, the Fourth Committee had dealt with subjects that closely concerned the Non-Self-Governing Territories and their millions ofdnhabi- ,>
tants and that work had been most valuabG., -,/:>
120. He drew the General Assembly's attention
particularly to the draft resolutions on methods
for the. eradication of illiteracy, international
collaboration in regard to economic; social and
educational_ conditions in Non-Self-Governing
Territories.Technical assistance, and the 'future of
the Special Committee on Information Transmitted under Article 73 e of the 'Charter. The last
named draft resolution was a result of keen des
bate as to whether the Committee's' mandate as a
subsidiary organ of the GeneralAssembly should.
be foron~ year or three years or Whetherthe
Committee should be' established as a permanent
subsidiary organof the General Assembly.
121. Mr. de Marchena .• also drew the General
Assembly's attention to the draft .resolution on
territories .falling·under. Chapter XI ofthe Charter, as it incorporated theconclusions of a debate
on the.GeneralAssembly's \j.bmpetence to decide
whether on-not a territory came into-thecategory
of territories whose .peoples Dad notyet attained
a full measure of self-government,
. .
122.•·Unlike w4athci'd .happene<lin the" Fourth
Committee. during·previous sessions,at the. current session the draft resolutions.had'beenreconltn~ded to~e General'Assembly' by a substantial
majority, which led one to hope that there was a
............... ••.. '''C
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well-defined and common determinationin regard
to the application and implementation of the provisions of Article 73 e and Chapter XI of the
Charter.
123. The PRESIDENT referred Members of the
General Assembly to the report of the Fifth .Committee on the financial implications of draft resolution IX recommended by the Fourth Committee (Ajl166).

1 Decembel" 1949

129. In the British House of Lords, Lord Listowel had gone even further than the United
Kingdom representative in the Fourth Committee
aud had practically stated that his Government
felt that it was entitled to interpret the provisions
of the Charter as it wished. That was not an a.stonishing statement from a colonial Power which
refused to fly.the United, Nations flag in Trust
Territories..
130. On 29 November the London Times had
124. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) said that his stated in a leading article that, if the United
delegation had already stressed in the Fourth Kingdomconfonned to the. provisions of the
Committee the need for respecting not only the Charter and the decisions of the Assembly, it
letter but also the spirit of Chapters XI and XII would be placed, with all Its experience in colonial
of the Charter in connexion with Non-Self- administration, in the intolerable position of havGoverning Territories. The majority of the ing to submit to the direction of a purely political
Fourth' Committee had shared the same view and body in discharging its responsibilities to the
those who were trying to uphold the tradition of colonial peoples. That article was. anot~er indicolonial exploitation had remained in the minority. cation of the prevalent unco-operative attitude for
125. One of the draft resolutions submitted to which tl:!e Times suggested certain reasons, for
the General Assembly provided for the re-estab- example, the Special Committee might make data,
lishment of a special committee on information, which had been submitted for information only,
while another dealt with the territories referred the basis of resolutions and criticisms affecting
to in Chapter XI of the Charter. Those texts rep- many aspects of day to day administration in the
resented a step forward in the application of the colonies.
provisions of the Charter concerning dependent 131. The nations which, in the Assembly, had
territories. As those provisions were inadequate, spokeri so frequently of the need to observe the
much far-sighted statesmanship was required to Charter were the first to refuse to comply with
make them work properly. The draft resolutions its provisions when the fate of dependent peoples
therefore could not be accepted as a final clarifi- was at stake. That dearly showed their lack of
cation of the meaning of the Charter. Poland sincerity.
looked forward to a more precise interpretation 132. An analysis of 3.11 the available informawhich would eventually make it impossible for a tion, insufficient as it was, did not indicate a satcolonial Power to nullify the efforts of the isfactory situation in the Non-Self-Governing
United Nations by its failure to co-operate. Poland Territories. The data were not reassuring in spite
would collaborate with all who wished to fight of the fact that they were merely cold figures and
against colonialism throughout the world.
statistics. The dependent peoples were still treated
126. The special committee to be re-established merely as labourers engaged in procuring raw
'under the draft resolution would examine and materials' for the metropolitan Powers; race disanalyse all the available information on the eco- crimination prevailed; educational needs were nenomic, social, cultural and humanitarian living glected; native culture was suppressed and selfconditions of the dependent peoples. It would also governing institutions were looked upon as danco-ordinate the efforts of nations striving to gerous centres of obstructionism; merciless mitiachieve the ideals set forth in the Charter. With tary occupation methods 'were applied. He quoted
the signature of the Charter the fate of dependent the .Malayan Peninsula, to which he had already
peoples had become the sacred obligation of every referred in the Fourth Committee, as an example.
Member of the United Nations and had ceased to 133. The human misery which lay behind the inbe a matter forintemal legislation by the Gov- formation .subrnitted by the colonial Powers
crnments of colonial Powers.
emerged with convincing force from other
127. Chapter XI had torn down. the veil of se- sources, Bloody disturbances had recently tak~
crecy shroudingthefate of over 200 million hu- place in one of. the Non-Self-Governing Terr~
man beings. The United Nations was responsible tories forwhich the United Nations was responsibefore world"public opinion for the fate of the ble, Nigerian labour and political organizations
N on-~elf-Governing Territories and though it was had sunk .their differences in an all-party united
. still 0nly .a mo-ral . responsibility, the ·United front and had formed an emergency. committee
Nations.should censure all colonial Powers which to protest against the shooting of miners who ha;d
neglected the itlterestsof the. dependent peoples. been fighting for a basic daily wage of approximately 84 cents. Meetings' had been held and
128. The .• colonial Powers did nc;tproperly resolutions passed to indicate, as .The New York
understand the vast changes intheirpositionsince Times had said, that the people of Nigeria would
San. Francisco. The recent discussionsdn.sthe .. not tolerate such action. He did not intend to
Fourth Committee had not been reassuring with embark upon a detailed discussion of the abuse of
regard.to the attitude of. those Powers. They had native,'labour by the colonial Powers but he reagainJ>een reluctant to sUP01it thenecessary in- ferred to that one instance to show the kind of
fQrmationandsoUle.o£. them had even stated their information which had to be .evaluated under
intenti9n of transmitting no further data .regard- Article· 73 eand the events which could be prei!1g,s0tneoftheir eolorties.Insome instances they vented if the \'United Nations focused public atl'1a~s()ughttoescape behind the idearjfsover- tention 'on< some situations'<in the dependent
eignty~ • .• i!l > particular 'when"theprbblem of>the territories.
•.
,
'.,
EuroPeaneoloniesinLatin America had: been 134rThe interest of the United Nations, how~
raised.··
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ever, was rtotconfincdtotheniatei1:ilweil-being
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of dependent peoples or to their position as an
eventual market for consumer goods in order to
help the capitalist countries to escape the curse of
economic crises. The United Nations was not interested in discovering whether higher wages for
the indigenous inhabitants would produce more
tin or rubber for the metropolitan Powers. It was
rathee concerned with the final goal of self-government and independence for dependent peoples,
on the basis of the principles of Article 55 of the
Charter.
135. Self-government and national independence
might be achieved by the application of Article
77 c of the Charter, which provided that dependent territories might be placed voluntarily under
the Trusteeship System, or the progress from dependence to independence might develop in some
other way; the aim, however, remained the same.
In order to assess the true situation in any dependent territory, therefore, jt was essential that
the relevant data on the development of institutions of self-government should be supplied.
136. Certain colonial Powers had shown an
unco-operative attitude in that connexion also.
They had contended, and still maintained, that
the Administering Powers alone were entitled to
determine whether or not a territory was nonself-governing. They had claimed that they were
in no way bound by the Charter to submit any
information on the development of institutions of
self-government among their dependent peoples.
It was hardly likely that Malta had become a selfgoverning territory simply because the United
Kingdom had failed to submit any information
about it under Article 73 e of the Charter.
137. General Assembly resolution 66 (1), of 14
December 1946, had listed seventy-four territories as falling within the scope of Article 73~.
The General Assembly was the only body which
could release a colonial Power from the obligation
to send information on the status of the dependent
peoples. In order to take any such decision, the
Assembly must examine all the relevant facts.
138. The draft resolution under discussion provided that such work should be assigned to the
Special Committee. His delegationwould therefore
support it whole-heartedly. If that draft resolution were adopted, it was to. be hoped that the
colonial Powers would supply the relevant information, or, if they failed to do so, the General
Assembly would stigmatize that failure as it
deserved.
"1.39. Political advancement was only one aspect
of the economic arid social advancement of the
indigenous population in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories. It was the road towards independence.
Any denial of information on that subject would,
at least, imply the denial of their right to selfgovernment and thus be a violation of the Charter.
:rhat :was the only possible interpretation of the
intentions of the authors of the Charter; it could
not be perverted by any kind of legal subterfuge.
140. Mr.FARRAG (Egypt) said hisde1egation
would support all the draft resolutions submitted
by the Fourth Committee.. He would speak only
on . draft r~solution. VIII concerning the territories to which Chapter XI of the Charter applied.
Hl.A number of. vital quesfionsaffectedthe
wOl'~ of the.United Nations and Its relations with
N on~S:elf-Governirigterritories which were not

J
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within the terms of reference of the Special Committee. One of those questions concerned the application of resolution 222 (Ill) regarding the
cessation of the transmission of information. That
resolution had been adopted by the General
Assembly in view of the fact that the number of
territories in respect of which information was
transmitted to the Secretary-General had decreased since 1946. But the United Nations had
had no official means of ascertaining whether that
decrease had resulted from the attainment of independence or full self-government by the territories concerned, or from other factors.
142. The Special Committee had discussed communications (A/915, A/915/Add. 1) received by
the Secretary-General from Administering Powers concerning the cessation of the transmission
of information on certain territories. Comments
had been made on those communications in the
Special Committee, but it had rightly decided that
consideration of the issue was not within its particular competence and should be referred .to the
Fourth Committee. That had been done and the
Fourth Committee had approved resolution VIII
which was before the General Assembly.
143. That draft resolution completed the procedure laid down in resolution 222 (Ill). The
two Administering Powers concerned had given
different reasons for ceasing to transmit irtformation under Article 73 e, but they had concurred
in the view that it was exclusively within the
competence of the Administering Powers to determine the territories whose peoples had not yet
attained full self-government. If accepted, that
view would render resolution 222 (Ill) ineffective and would, in the long run, make Chapter
XI a dead letter, no matter how well intentioned
the Administering Powers might be.
144. The above view might have been correct
before the coming into force of the Charter of
the United Nations. In Chapter XI, however, the
Charter had created a new principleunder which
the relationship between Non-Self-Governing
Territories and the Administering Powers could
not be exclusively a matter for the domestic constitutionallaws of the latter. That was quite dear
from the text of Article 73 under which the Administering Powers. had accepted certain obligations (ifl respect of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, among them the. obligation to transmit
regularly to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations information relating to economic, social
and-educational conditions in those Territories.
145.' Under the League of Nations, the Administering Powers had been under no obligation to
transmit such information; but they were obliged
to transmit information regularly to the United
Nations. If 'they failed to do so they would be
requested by the Organization to observe the
obligation.
146. That new principle had been repeatedly
recognized and emphasized by the representatives
of the Administering Powers in their statements
at the first part of ,the first session of the General
ideals which ,had inAssembly, At that time
spired die" creation of the Charter had still.been
fresh in., representatives' minds,and the statements' made-then had been. in conformity with
those ide~ls. It would he useful to recall the fine
words of 'two eminent statesmen, Mr. Dulles and
Mr. -Creech Jones, who Dad spokenasrepresen-
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tatives of. the United States and the United King- Territories lay .exclusively within the competence
dom at the General Assembly in February 1946.1 of the Administering Powers. A remarkable feaMr. Dulles had said that his delegation made it ture of the discussions in Sub-Committee 2 of the
clear once and for all that the declaration regard- Fourth Committee in 1946 had been participation
ing 'the Non-Self-Governing Territories was not by the representatives of the Administering Powmerely the concern of colonial Powers but also ers in a constructive spirit of international cothe concern of the United Nations. Mr. Creech operation. Mr. Bailey, whom he had quoted, had
Jones had said that he would again like to say- represented Australia, which was an Administerbecause the United Kingdom was already working ing Power.
on the principles defined in the Charter-that the 152. The records showed that the representatives
United Kingdomwhole-heartedly rejoiced that at of the Administering Powers had not considered
last there was an international colonial convention that examination of the problem had involved any
in Chapter XI which all colonial Powers sub- encroachment upon the sovereign rights of the
scribing to the United Nations would be required N on-Self-Governing Territories under their adto observe.
ministration. They had not said one word which
147. That statement contained two points. First, might be construed as questioning the competence
that there was an international colonial conven- of the General Assembly and its Committees to
tion in Chapter XI, and secondly, that the colonial deal with the problem. He noted with regret that
Powers subscribing to the United Nations would at the moment a few Administering Powers re.be required to observe that convention.
fused tp recognize that the General Assembly was
148. The answer to the question which authority entitled' to request Administering Powers to conwas responsible for requesting the colonial Pow- tinue to transmit information until the Non-Self.ers to observe that international colonial conven- Governing Territory concerned ceased to be nontion was clear: it was the United Nations, and self-governing.
more particularly, the General Assembly.
153. During the discussions in the Fourth Com149. In discharging that responsibility, in 1946 mittee on the draft resolution, some representathe General Assembly had requested Member tives of the Administering ,Powers had said that,
States to enumerate the Non-Self-Governing Ter- if the draft resolution were intended to define the
ritories under their administration. They had term «Non-Self-Governing Territory", they
listed seventy-four such territories. There were would not oppose it; but if it were meant to give
at the moment only sixty-two Non-Self-Govern- the General Assembly the right to decide whether
ing Territories upon which information was a narticular territory was or was not non-selftransmitted; information had ceased to be trans- governing, they would oppose it.
mitted on twelve Non-Self-Governing Territories. 154. That stand was clearly self-contradictory,
If that cessation had been due to the attainment ,If they accepted the definition, they should accept
of self-government, that would be a matter for its logical consequence: namely, that if a particugeneral rejoicing. When information ceased to be lar territorv fell within that definition, it was a
transmitted on one of the Non-Self-Governing Non-Self-Governing Territory and therefore the
Territories already listed, or when no information Administering Power responsible for it should
at all was submitted on some of those Territories, not fail to supply the necessary information.
it was the duty of the General Assembly' to request the Administering Power concerned to ob- 155. It had been argued in the Fourth Commitserve the obligation imposed upon it by Article tee that the Administering Powers were entitled
to cease transmitting information on the ground
73 of the Charter.
Article 73 e contained a reservation to the ..-.150. Mr. Bailey, the representative of Australia, that
effect that the transmission of information was
2
had said in the Fourth Committee in 1946 when subject to such limitation as security and constithe same question had been discussed that if no tutional considerations might require.
.
information was,submitted for some territory, any
156.
It
had
been
said
in
that
connexioti
that
the
Member of the General Assembly '~"ould be entitled to call attention to that fact. That was ex- reasons for the inclusion of. that phrase had been
actly the meaning of draft resolution VIII which made abundantly clear at the San Francisco Conwas before the General Assembly. Resolution 222 ference, which had accepted them.
(Ill) could be considered a first step in the 157. On consulting the records of, the San
procedure necessary for the implementation of Francisco Conference in that respect, he had
Chapter XI of the. Charter. Draft resolution VIII ' failed to find any reference to the reasons which
completed. that procedure by requesting the had been said to have been made abundantly clear,
. Administering. Powers to observe the new inter- 158. As an Members knew, Chapter XI. had
national colonial convention created in Chapter .been drafted by Committee 4 of Commission II
XI of the Charter.
of the United NationsConference on Intema151. The substance of that draft resolution had tional Organization. The records of that Commitbeen discussed in Sub-Committee 20f the Fourth tee, Which appeared on pages 561 to 576 of vol-,
) Committee' in 1946.2 The question had not been umeX of the United Nations" Conference on
..pressed to. the point of drafting a resolution, be- International Organization, did not state the
., cause at that tillle the need for it had not arisen. . reasons for the inclusion of that phrase,
Since then important events had taken place. The 159. The report on that Committee had been
number of Non-Self-Governing Territories had submitted to Commission' II of the 'United
decreased~!lda thecirycontrary to the. principles Nations Conference on International 'Organiza.,
of. cpapter Xl of the.Charter had. been.advanced:
• Fo~the discussion.on this subject in·Sul>-Commi.ttee
. •that .tht; ..determination • oJIr~on-Self-Gov~rni?g
'/

. ,,1 SeeOfficial8.ecords of thiifirst part of: the first
ses,sionoftheGeneral; 4ssewb~y,27th plenary meeting.

.2 of t~eFourth .Committee,s~ ODkial Records of the
secolldpa.rt of the first session of the General Assembly,
Fourth-Committees-annex 21,pages 278 and followipg,
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-tlon, The record of Commission II regarding
Chapter XI which appea:red on page~ 125 to 154
of Volume VIII also faded to mention the famous reasons. It was, therefore, for the General
Assembly to look into the meaning of that phrase.
160. An analysis of the phrase would show ~h~t
it contained two points: first, there could be limitation of the transmission of information j secondly, the limitatio~ sh?uld be im~osed .because of
security and constitutional considerations.
161. As regards the first point, the lim!tation
of the transmission of information did not m any
way mean the complete cessation of information.
Any limitation of inf01"!nation should be ~e ~'C
ception to the rule, which was the transmission
of information, and it should. be very spa~ingly
applied. If the framers of the Charter had visualizedan eventual complete cessation of information
by the Administering Powers, they would have
indicated such an intention in quite different
terms.
,
162, As regards the second point, the General
Assembly had the right to examine the constitutional or security considerations in order to determine whether or not they were well founded. The
General Assembly had, in fact, already given its
ruling on that point by adopting resolution 222
(Ill), in which it requested the Administering
Powers to inform if of any change in the constitutional position or status of any Non-SelfGoverning Territory as the result of which the
transmission of information had ceased.
163. It went without saying that the General
Assembly did not mean that the information on
the changes in the constitutional position or status
ofthe territories concerned would be sent to the
archives of the Secretariat where it would rest
undisturbed. That information must be examined
and commented upon, if necessary.
164. He therefore appealed to the Administering Powers to adopt a liberal attitude in the interpretation of Chapter XI, of which Mr. Stassen
had stated in the Committee which had drafted
the Charter that it was a living document and
must evolve, must change, and must grow into
something greater and better.
165. The same idea had been very well expressed in, 1946 by the representative of Norwav,
who had said that he felt that Chapter XI might
be developed into a Magna Carta of liberty which
would, give new faith and hope to millions of
-people who had made. great' sacrifices during the
war but who were not represented among the
United Nations.
166. He hoped that the draft resolution would
receive the unanimous support of the General
Assembly. He requested that the vote should be
taken by roll-call. '
167. Mr. DE BRUYNIt (Belgium)' said that, .in
. order to define his de1egaHcb.'s attitude to draft
resolution VI, which the Fourth Committee,
quoting Artic1e73 e oLthe Charter, had submitted tojhe Assembly for the purpose of re-establishing the Special Committee, he was obliged. to
re-state certain legal .considerations he had
already outlined in the Fourth Committee. '
168. Under .Artic1e73 e. the' States responsible
for (theadministratiollc ofJhe Non-Self-Governing 'Territories referred
in Chapter XX qf th~

-to
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Charter had undertaken to transmit to the Secretary-General information relating to conditions in
those Territories. Sub-paragraph e carefully defined the nature of that information and the subjects with which it had to deal. I~ referred o.nly
to statistical and other information of a technical
nature relating to economic, social and educational conditions. That was the information which
States had undertaken to transmit j their commitment did not, therefore, extend to information
of a different nature or information relating to
other fields, such as the political field. Furthermore, they had agreed to transmit that information only subject to such limitation as security and
constitutional considerations might require.
169. Consequently the commitment entered into
under Article 73 e was limited in scope. More
especially, sub-paragraph e granted no power of
control, or even verification, to the United Nations
or its organs. It merely recognized th~t the S~c
retary-General had the power to receive the mformation transmitted to him, a power which included that of classifying and analysing that
information and, in short, of facilitating access
thereto by Members of the United Nations.
170. In particular, the States concerned had not
agreed to report to the United Nations, to come
and justify their actions before it or to render
an account of their actions to it. Sub-paragraph e
stipulated moreover in express terms' that the information was transmitted "for information
purposes" .
171. That was, moreover, quite understandable.
The territories in question formed an integral part
of the national soil of the contracting States. In
the case of Belgium, for instance, the Congo was
under the exclusive sovereignty of the Belg-ian
State. States had subscribed of their own free
will to Chapter XI which had been described as a
"Declaration" in order to indicate clearly its origin and its very special charactervThat accounted
for the contrast between Chapter XI and Chapters XII and XIII, which concerned territories
with an entirely differ.ent status.
172. While the Charter regulated the status of
the Trust Territories and provided for United
Nations participation in their organization and in
the supervision of their administration, it contained no such provisions concerning the territories referred to in Chapter XI.
173. It was true that -some representatives had
invoked Article 10, which provided that the General Assembly could discuss any questions within
the scope of the Charter and could make recommendations concerning such questions to vthe
Member States. The purpose of' that Article was
not, however, to determine the extent of the oblig-ations of those States. The freedom allowed.to
States under Article 73 e could not be restricted
by "the Assembly's, recomm~dations. Those
recommendations could not impose on the' States
measures of control or other obligations' which
they had not accepted. Provided.therefore-that a
State observed the explicit stipulations ofChapter XI, and in particular those of Article 73 e. it
must be regarded as keeping its promises, whether
or ,not it 'complied ,with, the conditions", w:hich
the' Assembly 111ight 'recommend. The.recommendations as, such had no binding force. More?ver,
the Assembly had no .• power of decision in the
111~tt~r. !.npartic\t1 i1or ;t h<\d·no pOW\'Cf tg.. rrw,~~ any
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decision with compulsory effect on the manner
in which States must proceed in order to act correctly in accordance with Chapter XI, or on the
question whether they had or had not. acted
correctly.
.
174. Furthermore, the Assembly was obliged to
remain within the scope of the Charter. It was,
however, exceeding its constitutional powers if it
claimed to be able to call upon States to fulfil
obligations which were not covered by the text of
the Charter. It was also exceeding its powers
when it set up subsidiary organs vested with powers which presupposed the fulfilment of such obligations on the part of the States.
liS. It was, however, Article 2, paragraph 7, of
the Charter which especially restricted the powers
of the Assembly.
176. That paragraph stated that no provision 0'£
the Charter authorized the United Nations to intervene in "matters which are essentially within
the domestic jurisdiction of any State" nor required Members to submit such matters to settlement under the Charter.
177. That principle was an interpretation rule
which took precedence over all the provisions of
the Charter, apart from those related to the application of the measures of coercion provided for in
Chapter VII. That rule was, moreover, binding
on all the organs of the United Nations, whether
principal, secondary or subsidiary, for-obviously
pone of them could have more power than the
Organization itself.

1 December 194:9

an account of the way in which they exercised
their sovereignty, even in matters which were essentially within their domestic jurisdiction. Moreover, the trend of the Special Committee's activities merely reflected the tendency shown by the
Assembly itself. Thus, when the first Special
Committee, then modestly entitled the ad hoc
Committee, had been established in 1946,1 the
Assembly had limited its 'powers of recornmendation to procedural measures only. The question
at issue was what procedure should be followed
in transmitting the information under Article 73e
and ensuring the useful co-operation of the
specialized agencies. Already in 1947 the General
Assembly had issued instructions going further
than those of 1946.2 It had recommended a standard form to serve Member States as a guide in
the preparation of information. That standard
form had, moreover, exceeded the obligations assumed by those States as it had included inter
alia, a (chapter providing for the transmission of
data of a definitely political character, a matter
which was not covered by Article 73. At the same
time the General Assembly had given additional
competence to the Special Committee wh~ch it had
set up, that of making general technical suggestions. Further, it had not, in doing so, excluded
questions which were essentially within the jurisdiction of Member States. The General Assembly
had confirmed those powers in 1948.s

182. The draft resolution proposed for adoption
went even further. Indeed, it contained a general
clause under which the Special Committee was
henceforward to, judge, in the spirit of Article 55
178. It was therefore legally impossible to inter- of the Charter, whether or not the action taken
pret Article 73 e or any other provision of Chap- .by States in the economic, social and educational
ter XI ...:.. as permitting intervention in matters fields was in conformity with the Assembly's resowhich were essentially within a State's domestic lutions. It should be added that the Special Cornjurisdiction. The same limitation affected the in- mittee which had never been continued for more
terpretation of Article 10.
than ~ne year, was being continued for three
179. Once the sphere reserved by Article 2, years and was thus on the way to becoming a ,
para.graph 7, was in question, the Assembly was permanent institution.
,
powerless to intervene. Consequently, its action, 183. That progressive interference and interin that case, must be particularly circumspect; it vention was apparently not to stop there. The
could never go as far as "intervention", Although resolution provided in effect that, in 1952. the
the Assembly could hold a discussion in which General Assembly should re-examine the Cornany Member.would be entitled to express his mittee's mandate. That precise stipulation was deopinion, it could not give directives to States, in liberate. It had given rise to a debate in the Fourth
any form whatsoever.
Committee, which had been fully aware of its
180. The Charter did not define the meaning to implications.
b~ attached to "I?at~er~ ~;rh!.ch are essential!r, 184. Belgium was firmly resolved to continue to
b
faithfuU the provisions of Chapter XI,
within the domestic Jur!sdlctlon of any State.
Further, the San Francisco Conference had re- 0 ~erv~ " y . .
..'
d
It
jected by a large ,majority a' Belgian amendment , which I~ had .freelt ,accepted as ~ sacre trust.. f
which would have conferred on the organs of t;!ie had ~o .Intentton, however, of g01?g f1;1rther or 0
United Nations the power to decide without <:ip- ~ub~lttIng to measu~es~taken .or sltt~att~ns created
peal whether a matter was or was not essentially In.disregard of the h~ItS of ItS. obhg~tlOns under
within a State's domestic jurisdiction.
.
the Charter. Inparttcu!ar, the T:rntory of .the
'H
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181. . e a · recapi u a e
e ru es app ica e Congo
Id was under Belgmnsoverelgnty.
'b'
t t Belgium
d
in the matter; draft resolution VI, submitted by wou, " nev~r consent to ItS emg. rea e as a
the Fourth Committee .did not. however respect Trust Territory. The draft resolution presented
those rules. That. draft resolution was intended by the Fourt~ Committee represented a new phase
'to re-establish for along period a .body, the. of anevolution that was contrary to the Charter.
Special Committee, the previous. activities of 185., The.Belgian delegation would thereforebe
whic~ .' reye~led .agrovdng tend~ncr to a~sume obliged to vote against the draft resolution and,
!unctlonsWlthr~g~!d. t9 the terntorle~. envisaged should the draft .resolution be adopted, it wotild
In Chaptey XI sltn!lar!o those exercised by the be bound to r.eserVe the full freedom of its GovTrusteeshlpCounctl -with reg~rd. to the. Trust
.
T,e,rritories. States were to appear before it to give
• See. Official, Records 0/' the second isesslon> of the
See Resoltdiorls· adopted ·by t/w'GeneralA,fsembly
duringthesecond,po.rt of its first session, No. 00,
1

,"
General AsslJlmbh" Resolutions, Nos. i42':md 146.
I See Official Records of the third session of ike Gc,,·,
mrl 4,1'sembl~, Reso/utio"s, Nos.21B and 219~,
~
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ernment in regard to the attitude to be taken concerning that measure.
186. The PRESIDENT announced that the list of
speakers would be closed at the end of the
meeting.
187. Mr. MeN ElL (United Kingdom) felt it
necessary to explain the attitude of his Government, not only to the particular resolutions before
the General Assembly, but also to a tendency
which had appeared during the previous years
and which had culminated in the ,Uscussions in
the Fourth Committee in 1949.
188. He was referring to the tendency to extend
the scope of Chapter XI, in other words, to read
into the Charter obligations and functions which
were not in it.
189. It had been largely due to the initiative of
his Government that the Declaration on Non-SelfGoverning Territories in Chapter XI had come
to be written into the Charter. That Declaration
affirmed principles which had inspired the colonial
policy of the United Kingdom long before the
United Nations had COme into existence and
which the United Kingdom would have continued
to apply even if there had been no Charter.
190. The only element in the Declaration which
entailed any new practices was the acceptance of
a specific and limited obligation to transmit to
the ,Secretary-General certain clearly defined
classes of technical information.' Although that
obligation had not been devised by the United
Kingdom his delegation had accepted it because
it accorded with the practice of the United Kingdom to make known as widely as possible the
work which it was doing ia the overseas territories for which it was resnonsible. Moreover, it
seemed to the United Kingdom, as a sponsoring
Power of the United Nations, desirable and appropriate that the economic and social data available to the Organization should be as complete
and as nearly universal as possible, particularly
in view of the high hopes placed by all in the work
of the specialized agencies.
'

.

191. In good faith, therefore, his delegation had
supplied the information required under the
Charter, believing that it would be used, as the
Charter specified, for information purposes. He
doubted whether the good faith in supplying the
information had been met by equally good faith
on the part of the other signatories of the Charter.

262nd plenqry meeting

had been taking place had been admitted by some
representatives. They had nevertheless sought to
explain or excuse that departure by appeals to
the spirt of the Charter, or to the possibility of
the growth of conventional interpretation.
194. There had been attempts in other fields to
modify the Charter by what Mr. Vyshinsky had
once most appropriately called "back-door methods". Attempts to modify the Charter by those
"back-door methods" had always been opposed
by the United Kingdom delegation, but no delegation had been more determined, and perhaps
more correctly determined, in its opposition to
that "infiltration" of the Charter than the delegation of the Soviet Union. The most obvious
example was the recent one connected with a
modification of the practice relating to the admission of new members.
195. The constant insistence of Mr. Vyshinsky,
and before him of Mr. Molotov, on the letter of
the Charter as applied to the matter to which he
had just referred, was an attitude with which
Mr. McNeil was completely in accord but it stood
out in very sharp contrast to the attitude adopted
by representatives of the Soviet Union in the
Fourth Committee, who had attempted time and
time again, together with representatives of other
Member States, by appeals to the spirit of the
Charter, to read into Chapter XI obligations and
principles which could not be found there. There
was no doubt much to be said' for an appeal to
the spirit of an international convention on points
where-the terms were not clear, but the majority
of those who had appealed to the spirit of the
Charter in relation to the subject under discussion
were invoking in support of their arguments particular doctrines which had been deliberately excluded from the Charter by majority votes taken
in proper and constitutional form at San
Francisco.
'
196. By no stretch of the imagination could the
spirit of the Charter be interpreted to cover
points which particular delegations would, have
liked to see inserted in the Charter, but for which,
rightly or wrongly, fortunately or unfortunately,
they had ~ompletely failed to obtain the requisite,
vote. The procedure for revising the Charter was'
well ~m.own, 'and his Government subscribed to
the Charter it stood. It had complied and would
continue to comply to the best of its ability-with
its requirements in respect of the Non-Self-Governing Territories for which it was responsible.

as

192. When studying' the ten resolutions passed
by the Committee, it was difficult to recognize in 197. There were.ihowever, many features in the
themArticle 73 e as it stood in the Charter. He ten draft resolutions which not only went far befound instead a confirmation of the tendency to yond any requirement of the Charter but also ran
which he had just referred, and to which the counter. to .the requirements of the current.situaUnited Kingdom representatives had drawn at- tion in many of the Non-Self-Governing Territention time and time again-in the Special Com- , tories "for which .his Government was responsible.
.mittee and in the Fourth Committee, namely, the There appeared .to be ,a widespread but,!otally
tendency to depart further and further and quite fallacious belief hi the United Nations that, ,unless
irresponsibly from Chapter XI and to pass Gen- a !/Territory was full~i self-governing or completely
eral Assembly resolutions on an assumption which independent its peoples had no share in their govwas expressly omitted from the Charter.
ernment and administration at. all and that their
affairs
were managed on an entirely atithoritariat;t
193., He was' referring to the completely invalid
~asis
by
dire~\t ,control from <the, metr~[loli~{i
assumption that, in subscribing. to the Declaration
in Chapter XI,Member States responsible for the
a~~inistrationcoi' Non-Self-Governing Territories 1;;ert he
h~d accepted tJjeprinciple of international super- hfldrepeated,ly, tried to, remove.that misappreh~n
VIsion over, thec-idministration of those Terri- sion,. but apparently they had been unsuccessful; .
tories. That,su9D a departure from the Charter . he sometimes th.?Ught that the people to:whQm

repr~entatives of,the<United,Kingd(J~
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the information was directed did not want to lis- fil,r ~~ they had not yet achieved maturity, were (:~
ten to the clarification.
still undeveloped,
199. The responsibility for the administration 202. Those statements appeared all too often to
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories with be inspired by emotion, sometimes by envy, rather
which the United Kingdom was concerned was than by the dispassionate objectivity which the:
devolving, to a rapidly increasing extent, on the Administering Powers considered they had a
peoples of the Territories themselves. The most right to expect. ASQne of the. Administering
striking, and quite 1/f.:cent, example was the report Powers, hIS country doubted whether those Powby the Committee \'},~ Constitutional Reform in ers were receiving fair treatment in many matters
the Gold Coast) under the chairmanship of Mr. of concern not merely to them, but also to the
Justice Coussey, a~listinguished African Judgc of peoples whom they administered, and indeed, as
the Supreme Court-of, the Gold Coast. That Corn- was becoming progressively clearer, of great conmittee, which had a membership of thirty-eight, cern to all who were jealous of the reputation and
was composed exclusively of Africans. No one the powers of the 1jnited Na~ions itse~f. Certainly,
who read the report could fail to be impressed much that was said from time to time was not
by that evidence of the political maturity of those calculated to .make it eas~er fo: t~7 Administering
people in the Gold Coast. His Government had Powers to discharge their obligations to the peoaccepted the report, subject to certain comments, ple, to themselves or to the United Nations.
as providing a workable plan within the frame- 203. The United Kingdom, whosee.xperience
work of which constitutional developments could and record as an architect of institutions of selfproceed.
.
government was unrivalled, was not prepared to
200.· Thus, through their own rapidly develop- put back the clock by committing the peoples of
ing institutions, the colonial peoples "to whom he Non-Self-Governing Territories to policies in the:
had been referring were continuously finding free for!Uulation ~f whi?t they had had no say and
expression of their will in' relation to the matters which the United Kingdom frequently found miswhich most closely affected them. T40se colonies guided and sometimes incompetent.
were not independent nations, a subject. of delight 204. Four of the ten draft resolutions, resolutions
to lawyers who sometimes abounded in the Fourth VI, VII, VIII and X, dealt with the future of the
Committee, but he assured the Assembly that SJ?e~ial Committee and the additional responsithere was a rapidly growing sense of local pride bilities which It was proposed to assign to it. In
in, and loyalty to, indigenous institutions and tra- agreeing in 1946, 1947 and again in 1948 to the
ditions. In the current phase of their political establishment of that Committee for a further
growth, those people themselves were certainly year only, his Government-had made it clear that
not prepared to tolerate a greater degree of inter- in. its view, the only functions which the Com~
national intet;Ventio~ in their d.omestic affairs than mItte: could u.sefu!1y perform, and indeed theonly
other. c?untnes, which were independent, would • f,!n~ttons which It could perform without conbe wtlltng to. a~cept. He thoug~t that that h~d . flicting with Chapter XI of the Charter, were
been made strikingly and persuasively clear by hIS procedural functions. His Government had felt
~911ea~ue; Mr.. Gran~ley A~ams of the Barbados, that the function of that Committee was and
speaking for the United-Kingdom at the previous should be to perfect the technique of transmission
sessions of the General Assembly. !,hose w?o ~d- so as t? ensure that the "statistical and. other invocated that th~ Non-Self-GoyerI!1D.g Territories formatt?n of a technical nature relating to
should be submitted to t~at dlscrImmatory!reat- economic, social and educational conditions" in
ment we~e them.selve~ &Utlty ~f ~gendermg that !he Non-Self-Governing Territories was canalvery feeling of mfe~lonty which It. should .be the ized to the specialized agencies, where it would
object of any enltghtened colonial policy to be considered by experts in a non-political atmos-remove,
p'here who would .also have before them informa201.. Few countries were immune from criti- tion on similar problems .existing in Member
cism, .and he ':) did not· pretend that the United States. There was no justification for spotlighting
Kingdom was" Many Member States. were fre- or highlighting conditions in the Non-Selfqueritly. the object in debates of severe strictures ~overning Territories. The problems which exby others. in. that respect. The Administering isted there could not be considered in isolation;
Powers, however; were in a rather different cate- they formed a part of world problems which were
gory from other sovereign States because of their to be found in under-developed areas irrespective
special responsibilities. That perhaps laid them of how their political status happened to be demore open to \~dticism than others. 'Certainly, they fined by jurists. The specialized agencies should
were criticizedl{itl very full measure in the Fourth study.thosep:oblems on a world, or perhaps on.
Committee whkh had, become a, byword for .irre- a, regional basis, and should submit the results of
sponsible criti~j~m.·. In .that. Committe'e, his dele- their findings,'to the General Assembly in their
gation felt tha:i!'the representatives of some?f the annual reports. For those reasons, he could not
States which were net confronted with the' diffi- agree' that it was. either necessary or-appropriate
cultlesand responsibilities of the Administering to set up a special committee for a three-year'
Powers:allowe,d themselves,and were permitted period with functions which far exceeded those
at times, to~(~;~edthe limits of fair and objective .which had been given .even to the 1949 Committee.
icriticism.Su<:hjstatenlents,towhich his colleagues His delegation would therefore vote against draft
feltpoimd totake exception)t10tinfrequently resolutions VI, VII and VIII, and would abstain
.
came. from the, representatives of ,States. which ftomvotingon .draft resoltttion X.
were.·by no m~ansbeyond criticism-in the conduct 205... His delegation must also votc.againstdraft
oftheirownaffairs,particula.rly incases where resolutions .IIand III becattse,qttiteapart from"
they,too, b()r~·.,r:sp«;)Dsibility f()rtheprogressiye certain tec1ttli~al objections withwhich;me1l1bers .....
qeyel<>pmeJ1t (if .IndIgenous ,peoples, .w.ho, in so' . ",-oJ;the Fourth Committee. were familiar, thpsl;
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two draft resolutions invited the Administering
Authorities to take certain action in respect of
their Non-Self-Governing Territories and thus
implied the existence of international accountsbility in respect of the administration of Non- .
Self-Governing Territories, for which there was
no provision in Chapter XI or any other chapter
of the Charter. For those reasons, even though
his Government was in fact taking action in
accordance with those resolutions, his delegation
would nevertheless vote against the two draft
resolutions.
206. Draft resolutions IV, V and IX dealt
primarily with the role to be·' played by the
specialized agencies and the Secretary-General in
dealing with the matters covered by Article 73 e
of the Charter. He regarded' those resolutions as
unnecessary in the sense that, in many cases, the
action called for .was already being taken and
that, where it was not, it would merely involve a
duplication' of work and proliferation of paper
and functions, His delegation's detailed comments
on those three resolutions had been made in the
Fourth Committee and he did not propose to 'repeat them, but his delegation, while abstaining in
the vote on draft resolution IV, would have to
vote against draft resolutions V and IX.
207. In relation to draft resolution X, which was
a request to the Administering Authorities to
transmit certain additional information in respect .

of the Non-Self-Governing Territories for which
they were responsible, information which they
were not required to transmit under the provisions of Article 73 e of the Charter, his Government had made itself so clear on the point on
so many occasions that it was hardly necessary
for him to re-state the position. But,. since his
Government was not required to transmit that
information, and did not propose to do so, his
delegation must vote against the draft resolution,
as it had dene in the case of similar resolutions
in the past.
208. In short, for the reasons stated in the
plenary meeting and in the Fourth Committee his
delegation must vote against all the draft resolutions with the exception of draft resolutions
IV and X in respect of which it would abstain
from voting. In voting thus, his delegation must
fully reserve the position of His Majesty's Government in respect of iUlY matters arising .out of
those resolutions if they were adopted by the
Assembly.
209. He found no pleasure inhavirig to' make a
statement of that kind. He had to make it because
his delegation must be as jealous for the character
and reputation of the United Nations as for its
own responsibilities, and he was very happy to be
joined in that attitude by several distinguished,
responsible and modest delegations.
The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m.
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ORIGilJ.AL: SP.tùîISH

Fou;_--th s .e ssion

mFORlviATION FROM NON .;.Sil.,F-GOVERNING TERRrrORIE.<3

:Report of' tho Fourth Committce
Rappo:i:-teur:

1.

Dr. E. DE MARCiillNA (Dom.inican Republic)

This item, comprising the r e1)ort of the Secrc tary-Genera l

- ( s.ummari~l:3 .and ~~~yse_s of .I?f01:1"Wltion transr:ù t~~<l lUl.C1er A.r.~icle 73 e of the
Charter) and. the report of the S:'.)ecial Conn:n.ittee on Informa t'fon tr2-:r:is:mittcèl.

under Article 73 e of the Charter (A/923), was refe:c"reèl. to the Fourth
Committee by the . GGneral Assembly at its 22 ':th meeting on 22 Septem.ber 19L! 9.
After an introductory statement by the Rapporteur of the Special
Commit-tee, at the 109th me e ting of the Fom."th Co:nwittee , the general Ct.eb.::.te
2.

bGgan ana continued until the. 117th .meeting .
From its 117th to its 122nd meetings,· the Committec <liscus3cd the
si:x: resolutions recomme nclccl 'by the 8::7ecial Connnittoe (A/923, Annex II).
Five aêl.a_itional draft resolutions a.'ld a number of uri1endments were
11.

3.

submittcà., and these ·wcre discus fJ ed by the Committee from its 1 23rd. to its
127th meetings. Those a.raft resolutions were of the follo'\-ring nature:
I.

A proposal by Egy~Yt o.utho:rizing a.ey 8:!:)ecial Committee which
the t,:mer a l Assembly might a ppoint to examine the factors
which should be takcn into n.ccount in cleciding the torritories
to ·which œ1a,pter XI of the Charte r applfos.

II.

III.

by India in substitutio n for the tcxt proposed by
the Special Conunittee and providing for the eatablisbl~e nt of
a Specia l Committe e to be elected by the General Assembly.

A proposal

A joint proposal by Cuba, Ecuador and Guatemala inviting the

Secretary-C erieral to oomplement the sunn:naries ane. analyses by
periodic a l publication of' data on special aspects of the
procress achieved in Non-Self-Go verning Territories .

/r,r.

A joint

A/1159

rr.

A jomt p~opooal by Me:::ico a:-i.d the Uni tecl. Sto.tos o-:; Aril.<Sric3,
that t:he 8?ec:.al Co:1T2itteo s:1oulc1• concentrato on one
functior.al field eacl: :rea:.:-, e.Ed l'eccrr.mcnrlins tno.t the
~1ro::ilm:1 cf e:luc:i.tion ahculc1- be chonC'n :'or 1)70,
kce:_) the 8::_)ecio..l Connittcc info::-moù. of the nature of· the
tcchnicr.l R.ssist::.nco e.cco~clca. to :Ton-Se:lf-Govorn:tnc

/"DRAFT

A/ll59
Page 14

DRAFT RESOIIJTION .CONCERNING TEE TERRITORIES TO WHICH CBAPI'ÈR XI APPLIES

63.

The representative of Egypt subraitted the following draft

resolution concerning the territories to which Chapter XI of the Charter
appliea:

''The General Assombly, .
"Having regard to the obligation

to

transmit information

under Art'icle 73 e of the Charter accepted by the Members which have
or assun:e responsibili ties for the adr!linistra tien of terri tories

whose peoples h~ve not yet attained ~ full ~easure of self-government,
"Having regard. to reaoluti_on 66 (I) _adopted by the
General Assembly on 14 December 1946 in which seventy-four territoriee

were enumerated in accqrdance with the declarations of the res.ponsible

Governments, aa falling Within the ~cope of Article 73 e, .
/"Having noted

A/1159
?ace 15

Il

11

Having noted .the in:formatio:;i sup"9lied by certair: Henl.bers

conce:rning the comiti tutional changes ,J:hich have leél. to th,:)

cessation of' the trensraissior. of ir:formatlon under A?'ticle 73 e
in_ respect of certain terri tories which were enumera.ted in

resolution

66 (I),

!'~der~ tha.t the General As sf.lmbly bas a res:p:msibility
to express its op:lnion on the :':)l"incil)len wh:!..ch have guided

or wbich may in future gu:l.de the M.erribors cor\cerr.ei in enuneratü1g
the te::.:ritorles fo:.n wllich the o.blige.tion ·existe to transmit
informsticn 1~ndcr Article 73 e of the Chc.rtcr;
"ILTi. t38 any s :pec: e l cor_;;:n_it: t -'.'e ·wJi::.ch the Gens-ral Ai sembly

- - ··-

may e.:;rpo-~nt on i.r.1\mnq,tion t,r-ancn::i. t t :.;<1 ,md er Article 73 e of
the Ch~rter to exa:iü r..G the factora w:üch should be ts.l:en into
account . in d_ec idir.g . whethor any terri tory i s or· is r.ot

r1

terri tory w:1osa ._p00:p le have not yst atta:tneù a full measure
of self-gOi,·er'r:!lle:, nt."

64. The re1i:;.qes,mta tive of Egypt accepted a susgestiœ~ l y the
1

re:presentative of 'l'ha:Uand t.o substitute in tbe fouJ.--th paragra ph t!le
phrase "i t .is vi thin the . respon sibility of the Gcme:.8.l .Assern.ply" for
the phras~ . "the Gsne.cal AsseLlbly has e. res1rjns::.bili ty''.

65. Tl1e :rep:::Gsentati ve of Ur1~g~[:y, in an effort to concilkt 13 ...
two points of' view ad·ranced du::ing the detate, rnbrni tt3d an ai:1endL1'3rit
to proyidc ttet the GeneraJ. Asserohly would ex1,?ress i ts o:pi:Gion on the
meaniJ.1-S oi'. the tenu "Non-Self-Govei:ning Te rri tory" .:..nd · tllat the StJec::e.l

Cor:m:.i tte'3 wouJ.:î e~mually exarüne the list of terri tor:.es for wl1ich
informa tt o:-! 1.2 ,J b e :::m rec 3 i YGd uridor A:cticla 73 e.

66.

::=::e

;"}_:·,-i-11i ttee

The 2-tGr.è.ma r:t, ho1Te--r-:;r,

.then: ado:pted the Egyptien d.rE.ft rosolution by

a roll c3.l]_ :v,,te '.):' 30 to 10., with 7 E',bstentions, s.s f.::iJ.lowr::

In f .s: • 0\.:r:
-----1

f,.fgh 2.r,iste.n, Bro.zil, ]3uroa, Byelorussiu.n Sov.l.-et
Socin1ist Re public, China, Colombia, C~ba,

C zech.:,slova!da, Ecua.f!or, .i<~eypt, . Ethiopie., . Guatemala,
Ind::o., Iran, Irag_. I3rael, I....eb:,mon, Liberia; Mexico,
Fakistnn, Fhi_lippir,cs, Polar.à, Sffuè.i Ar.s'bia,- 3yria,
.Thnila.rid, Ukrainien Sevi.e t Sec iali st R::;:_:mbl:'_ c, ·
.

.

,.

. Union of So-,riet Socic.l:!.st Republics, Venezuela, ...
Yemen, Yugoslavia.

/Ar:~1.ir.st:

A/ll59
P:.l[JG-

16

Aga:tnst:

Australia, Delgium, Can:'3.da, ,Fran~e, 1;6thorlsndn,
Kei-r Zeeland, Norway, 8~'?.a.en, UnioL of South .Africa,
Uni t-ed Kir.gdcm.

A11stentione:

.ti.rgent:ina, Chile, DaI1JLark 1 DoLrlnican Re-pub:~ c,

Grcec0, United St~tea o~ America, Uruguay .

A/llY) .
.:.'q:, v

18

77.

The Foœ:'th Co-.cm1i ttee thèref ore recornmfü1.-::ls to t.he Ge:J.eJ:~l
Aose:nbly t:10 ao.option of the :follo~ring resolutio ns:

l'i/1159
l'nge 28

1

'

F.ESOtV,t'IOlt VIII
TERRITORIES Tq :'WTIICli
CIIA'FT.:_.J XI OF TEE. Ct.ARTER APPl.IES
.
.
;

The General AEsembl y,

13

Having regard to the_ obligati on to transmi t informa tion und.or Article
. e cf the Charter accepted . by- the Members which
or assume

have

res:pon sibilitie s for the adminiB trat.ion

not y~t à.ttàined

of'

territor ies whose peop.les have

a' full

measl.l.l'p of self:..~o vernmen t,
''
Ravi1ig regard to resoluti qn 66 (I) ~üopted by th~ General Assembly on.
14 Dece:obe r 191~6 in -which eevent,y -four .terri tories were enumerai ;ed, .in
.
\
.
acco~Q3nce with th~ declarat ion~ of the r~spons ible G~vernments! as f~lling
._,

'

-within the scopé of Article 73. e,
H9.ving noteè. tte :informa tion ~upplinè l by certain Members concerni ng
the constitu tional . changes whi,J'1 have led. to the cessatio n of the transmis sion
of irlforma tion under Article 73 _ in res!}ll ~t of certain te~ri tories rrhich

e

vere enumera ted in resoluti on

i~

(I),

,

1.

C'onsidc r~ that it ia "~ithin the ros:pon sibility .of the General
Assembl y to express i ~s opinion on th~ J)rixt::i'p les which . have guid~d or
whi,:h may in future euide the Members concern ed in enumera ting the
terrùor ies for which the cbli3ati on exists to transmi t informa tion under
Article 73 e ç,f the Charter ;
,,

2.

Invites any special committ ee which the Gen.era l Assembly may
3.1):pcint on infor.me tion trensmi tted under Article 73 e of the C~ar:t,er to
.. .

.

'

.

~

examine th·e :factors which · should be t a ken into account in deciding vhetbe:r

any territor y is or is not a territor ywhose people have not yet attainod
. .
.. .
.
.
,

a full measure of self-gov ernment .

,·
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109th meeting

HUNDRED AND NINTH MEETING
Held at Lake Success, New York, on Thursday, 27 October 1949, at 3 p.m.
Chairman: Mr. H. LANNUNG (Denmark).

Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories (continued)
1. The CHAIRMAN opened the general discussion
on the question of information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories, and invited the Committee
to examine simultaneously the summaries and
analyses prepared by the Secretariat and the report of the Special Committee ( A/923). The six
draft resolutions contained at the end of the report
were also open to discussion and amendment by
members of the Committee; one amendment (A/
C.4/L.2) had already been presented by the
Cuban delegation. The six draft resolutions would
be discussed and put to the vote separately.

2. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic),
Rapporteur of the Special Committee, presented
that Committee's report (A/923). The report had
been circulated to delegations a month previously;
it contained not only the Special Committee's
recommendations but also a general outline of the
Committee's discussions.
3. The Special Committee, which had met that
year, was the third of its kind, each Committee
having been set up by virtue of a General Assembly resolution. The last of those Committees had
been set up by the General Assembly during its
third session, in Paris (resolution 219 (III)). It
had met at Lake Success from 25 August to 12

109th meeting
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September 1949 and had held twenty meetings.
The Committee's task had been greatly facilitated
by a series of documents specially prepared for it
by the Secretariat. It seemed that the Fourth Committee would like to draw the Trusteeship Council's attention to the desirability of having similar
documents available on Trust Territories.
4. The Special Committee's report set forth the
various views that had been expressed on the information supplied. It also stated that certain
questions which had been raised in the course of
discussion had been considered by the Committee
itself to be outside its competence. The most important matter was to draw attention to the six
draft resolutions approved by the Committee,
which it was submitting to the General Assembly.
The first draft resolution, on the voluntary transmission of information under part I of the Standard Form, contained a procedural recommendation. The following four resolutions might be
described as substantive suggestions on general
technical questions, with special emphasis on the
activities of the specialized agencies and the part
they could play, in collaboration with the Administering Powers, in the development of the NonSelf-Governing Territories. The last resolution
concerned a procedural question but was of great
importance in that it proposed the establishment
of a special committee for a period of three years.
5. There seemed to be a general tendency to consider that members of the various United Nations
bodies fell into two distinct groups where the
question of Non-Self-Governing Territories or
Trust Territories was concerned: there were, on
the one hand, the Administering Powers and, on
the other, the rest of the countries. That was not
strictly true, as had been proved by the Trusteeship Council's more recent sessions and more particularly by the Special Committee's last session.
Although members who were not Administering
States were inclined to go further than the latter
when it was a question of administrative responsibility, it would be seen that the four draft resolutions on substantive questions had been adopted
by a very large majority, which showed that most
of the members of the Special Committee were
prepared to co-operate, in accordance with the
Charter, for the good of the populations of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories. The draft resolutions which the Special Committee of the previous year had submitted to the General Assembly
had been adopted without any changes of substance. The draft resolutions the current Special
Committee was presenting had been drawn up in
the same spirit of international co-operation as had
been those of the previous year; they therefore
deserved careful consideration.
6. The Special Committee had adopted its report
by 13 votes to one, with 2 abstentions. The Committee's work had revealed a constant modification
of views and represented an interesting phase in
the work on Non-Self-Governing Territories.

7.

Mr. FARRAG (Egypt) thanked the Secretariat
for the excellent work it had accomplished and
paid a tribute to Mr. Gerig for the manner in
which he had presided over the Special Committee. He noted with satisfaction that the information furnished in 1948 was more instructive than
that transmitted the preceding year. He hoped
that the quality would improve even more in the
year ahead. In that connexion he pointed out that
some of the information had been received after
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the time limit; such delays were liable to place the
Special Committee and the Secretariat in a difficult position and to prevent them from giving
certain points as thorough an examination as they
would wish to. Under the terms of Article 73 e of
the Charter, the Administering States were required to furnish information in the economic,
social and educational fields only. He was glad,
therefore, to note that some of them had voluntarily submitted information of a political nature.
He hoped that other Administering Powers might
do likewise in the future.
8. The analysis of information on labour (A/
920) revealed that the problem of African migrant
labour had reached a point where it threatened to
disorganize local customary life and to prejudice
the perpetuation of the race. The situation concerning employment, as reflected in the information supplied, was characterized by an increased
demand for man-power in many territories and by
the meeting of that demand in wide areas of
Africa by the migrant labour system which deeply
affected the economy of the peasant areas (A/
920). Migration had been substantial, for example, from territories administered by the United
Kingdom, for employment in South African mines
( A/920). He was sure that the situation was
receiving the attention of the Administering Powers but he felt that drastic measures were necessary. The International Labour Organisation had
studied the problem of migrant labour in 1947.
He hoped the Secretariat was keeping in touch
with that organization and would supply information on the results of the study.
9. He would vote in favour of the six draft resolutions in the report of the Special Committee.
The text of those resolutions had been carefully
studied and amended, particularly draft resolutions B and C, for which a drafting committee had
been set up. The draft resolutions were the happy
result of the spirit of co-operation and conciliation
shown by the members of the Committee. He recalled that the preceding year some members of
the Fourth Committee, moved only by a desire to
further the development of the populations of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories in a direct
fashion, had blamed the Special Committee for
having formulated only procedural recommendations. Nevertheless that was a logical method, for
only after having adopted procedural measures
could the Committee proceed to deal with substantive matters. Furthermore, it was to be noted
that among the draft resolutions submitted by the
Special Committee at the end of its .last session
were four which concerned substantive questions.
The sole aim was to further improvement of conditions in the Non-Self-Governing Territories,
and a sincere implementation of the Committee's
recommendations would contribute to the attainment of the objectives stated in Chapter XI of the
Charter. He hoped that the Fourth Committee
would adopt the draft resolutions by a substantial
majority, if not unanimously, and that those representatives who had opposed them in the Special
Committee would be able to vote in their favour
in the General Assembly.
10. The Special Committee had not considered
itself competent to consider certain questions, in
particular the question of the cessation of the
transmission of information, which was the subject of reports by the Secretary-General (A/915,
A/915/Add.l). Those reports set down the rea-
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sons given by the United Kingdom and France to
justify the fact that they had ceased to transmit
information concerning certain territories. The
French Government stated that the determination
of Non-Self-Governing Territories lay exclusively within the competence of the States responsible
for the administration of those territories. That
principle might perhaps have been valid before the
implementation of the United Nations Charter,
but the latter established that the relations between
Non-Self-Governing Territories and the Powers
administering them, while mainly the concern of
the territories and States in question, were also of
importance to the international community, as
would be seen from Article 73 e of the Charter.
The Administering Powers themselves had often
stressed that principle in the early days of the
Organization, when the Charter was new, but that
did not seem to prevent their questioning the
validity of the same principle at the present juncture. It could be asked what authority other than
the United Nations could see to it that the Administering Powers complied with the terms of Chapter XI of the Charter. In 1946 the General
Assembly had requested the Administering Members to draw up a list of Non-Self-Governing
Territories on which they should furnish information. The list that had been drawn up included
seventy-four territories. The Administering Powers could not therefore cease to transmit information on certain of those territories without violating the Charter, unless, of course, the territories
in question had attained self-government.
11. The Administering Members had advanced
certain arguments to justify their action. They had
claimed that the declarations regarding Non-SelfGoverning Territories had been of a unilateral
nature. Surely that could not mean that the Administering Powers reserved the right to withdraw at will from the obligations they had
assumed. The obligations set forth in Chapter XI
could not be considered unilateral ; even if they
were, they would be enforceable under international law. They could not, however, be interpreted
as being unilateral in the light of the debates and
consultations, the compromises and various suggestions which had gone into the drafting of the
provisions of Chapter XI during its preparation
at the San Francisco Conference. The United
Kingdom representative himself had stated at the
time that that Chapter would constitute an international colonial convention which must be accepted on behalf of peoples of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories. The Administering Powers
had further maintained that Chapter XI had been
accepted as a moral obligation. There was not a
single provision in the Chapter, however, which
could be so interpreted ; the argument had been
advanced for the sole purpose of weakening the
binding force of the provisions of the Chapter.
The Administering Members had also stated that
Chapter XI was of a temporary character, whereas at San Francisco the view had been that it
should remain in force so long as there were any
Non-Self-Governing Territories. Mr. Stassen, the
representative of the United States, had stated at
the time that the Chapter was destined to develop
and would remain a living entity. The Administering Powers were alleging, furthermore, that the
Special Committee and the General Assembly had
in fact attempted to amend the provisions of the
Charter. That was not true, for the Special Committee had merely carried out a resolution of the
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General Assembly the aim of which was to ensure
the application of the Charter. They had also said
that the information spoken of in Article 73 e
should be transmitted only as information and
could therefore be neither examined nor discussed.
It was clear that the authors of the Charter had
never contemplated such an interpretation of the
provision. During the drafting of Chapter XI, the
representative of Australia had stated that the
provision represented progress and that it would
encourage a healthy spirit of emulation among the
Administering States. It would therefore be completely illogical and unfair to receive the information and not examine it. The only restriction in
the utilization of the information was that it \vas
not to be used for purposes of political propaganda.
12. Finally, the transmission of information
under Article 73 e of the Charter concerning the
seventy-four Non-Self-Governing Territories
should be continued until such time as the territories became self-governing.
13. It was obvious that the fact of incorporating
a Non-Self-Governing Territory into the metropolitan territory did not release the United Nations Member responsible for the administration
of that territory from the obligation, under Article
73 e, to transmit information concerning it.
14. The representative of the United Kingdom
had stated that it was not possible for his Government to transmit information on Malta, since
economic, social and educational conditions were
the exclusive concern of the Government of the
island. Mr. Farrag did not consider that an adequate reason for ceasing to transmit information.
Moreover, General Assembly resolution 222 (III)
requested the Members responsible for the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories to inform the United Nations of "any change in the
constitutional position and status of any such territory". The United Kingdom Government had
not complied with that request.
15. Some delegations had maintained that Chapter XI of the Charter concerned only those Members responsible for the administration of NonSelf-Governing Territories. There was no basis
for such a contention; he was sure the Fourth
Committee would confirm that Chapter XI concerned all Members of the United Nations. Indigenous peoples to the number of two hundred
million placed their hopes in the Organization and
he was convinced that it would not disappoint
them. The General Assembly's duty was to ensure
that the provisions of the Charter were applied
impartially for the benefit of the weakest as well
as of the strongest.
16. With regard to the comparisons between the
information transmitted under Article 73 e and
similar information communicated by independent
countries, which the General Assembly, by resolution 218 (III) of 3 November 1948, had asked
the Secretary-General to draw up, Mr. Farrag
was doubtful about the advantages the peoples of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories would derive
from such comparisons. Statistics from those territories, unlike data drawn up by independent
countries, were usually incomplete and inaccurate.
It was therefore impossible to make comparisons
of any value.
17. To lessen that difficulty, the Egyptian delegation suggested that the General Assembly should
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send a visiting mtsston to both the Non-SelfGoverning Territories and some independent
States in the same region, in order to make comparisons. Naturally, the prior consent of the independent countries would be necessary, but they
would surely be happy to consent to such a visit.
An expenditure of several thousand dollars would
be entailed, but the plan would appear to be well
worth trying.
18. He would welcome other views on the proposal.
19. Mr. RAo (India) associated himself with the
Egyptian representative's appreciation of the assistance given by the Secretariat to the Special
Committee. Turning to the question of information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter,
he thought that the report of the Special Committee was very full and called for no detailed observations. He wished, however, to draw the Committee's attention to some specific points.
20. First, there was the question of the cessation
of the transmission of information. The Egyptian
representative had given a comprehensive account
of what had so far transpired in that respect. By
its resolution 222 (III), the General Assembly
had requested the Members responsible for the
administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories
to inform the United Nations of any changes in
the constitutional position or status of Non-SelfGoverning Territories as a result of which information was no longer transmitted. The Indian
delegation had taken the view that that question
W3'> outside the competence of the Special Committee, but should be considered by the Fourth
Committee.
21. Once a territory had been entered on the list
of Non-Self-Governing Territories, it retained
that status until it met the necessary conditions
for membership of the United Nations.
22. It should be noted that the number of territories on that list decreased from year to year and
had come down from seventy-four to sixty-two.
The question was of great importance, especially
in view of the fact that Governments administering Non-Self-Governing Territories had stated
that it was for them alone to determine to which
territories Article 73 e applied. If those Governments continued to take unilateral decisions with
respect to those territories, it was to be feared that
the results would adversely affect the functions of
the General Assembly in respect of Chapter XI of
the Charter.
23. He suggested that, in order to enable the
Fourth Committee to examine the question at its
following session, the Secretariat might prepare
a working paper for the Special Committee, on the
constitutional status of territories on which certain
States had ceased to transmit information.
24. He drew the Committee's attention to the
discussion which had taken place in the Special
Committee regarding whether the Nether lands
Government was justified in transmitting information on Indonesia under Article 73 e. The Indian
delegation was of the opinion that Indonesia had
attained self-government status and that the information transmitted by the Netherlands should
not have been included in the summaries and analyses prepared by the Secretary-General. He took
the opportunity to express the concern of his dele-
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gation that the Round Table Conference at The
Hague had thus far reached no conclusions.
25. The Indian representative turned to the
question of information voluntarily transmitted,
which was dealt with in chapter VII of the Special
Committee's report. He noted with satisfaction
the liberal attitude of the United States and Denmark in that connexion and also that in 1948 a
greater number of Administering Members had
on their own initiative transmitted information
under the optional part of the Standard Form.
That tendency should be encouraged.
26. The Indian delegation wished to draw the
Committee's attention to a point which it considered important. The General Assembly had
adopted, or had considered adopting, several international conventions. The Third Committee
had considered the question of the obligations
incumbent upon States administering Non-SelfGoverning Territories in that respect. It would
seem desirable for the General Assembly to issue
a general directive to the States concerned to transmit information regarding the application of those
international conventions in the territories under
their administration.
27. With respect to international co-operation on
economic, social and cultural matters in Non-SelfGoverning Territories, Mr. Rao pointed out that
Article 73 d of the Charter mentioned two forms
of such co-operation : that among the Administering Powers outside the framework of the United
Nations, and co-operation with the specialized
agencies of the United Nations.
28. The Administering Powers had held conferences at which they had considered certain problems of common interest. They intended to continue such exchanges of views on a permanent and
wider scale. That type of co-operation fully conformed with the terms of Article 73 d of the
Charter. It seemed, however, that the principal
purpose of that co-operation was to obtain benefits
for the Administering Powers themselves and any
benefit to the populations of the Non-Self-Governing Territories was merely a secondary consideration. The introductory paragraph of Article 73,
however, laid down the principle that the interests
of those populations were paramount. Consequently, it was essential to encourage the other
form of co-operation, namely, co-operation with
the specialized agencies, in order to safeguard the
interests of the indigenous inhabitants.
29. As it had indicated in the draft resolution
presented to the Special Committee, which was
contained in that Committee's report, the Indian
delegation considered that it was most important
for the specialized agencies to undertake investigation and research in order to assist the populations of Non-Self-Governing Territories. The
representatives of specialized agencies should also
take a more active part in the work of the Special
Committee.
30. With regard to the future of the Special
Committee, he recalled that his delegation had
pleaded for the establishment of a permanent committee because of the unfortunate consequences
which dissolution of the Committee might have on
the populations of Non-Self-Governing Territories and because in its view the discussions
which had taken place in the Special Committee
helped the Administering Members to improve
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living conditions in the territories for which they
were responsible. The Indian delegation had noted
with regret that those Members did not concur in
that view. The draft resolution adopted by the
Special Committee therefore proposed the establishment of a committee for three years.
31. The Indian delegation intended to present
amendments to that draft resolution at a later
date. It particularly wished that the members of
the Special Committee should be elected by the
General Assembly and not by the Fourth Committee.
32. Mr. M UGHIR (Syria) pointed out that the
first question to be settled in considering the question of Non-Self-Governing Territories was
whether the United Nations was competent to
express an opinion on the development and disposal of those territories. A superficial interpretation of Chapter XI of the Charter might give the
impression that the United Nations should limit
its activities to receiving technical information on
economic, social and educational conditions in the
Non-Self-Governing Territories, and that it could
neither request nor study information on political
conditions. Such an interpretation could not be
accepted by the present-day international community. The Special Committee was not simply
an information agency. The progress and welfare
of humanity, respect for human rights, and the
attainment of national sovereignty and independence by all peoples, had become questions which
affected and interested the international community as a whole.
33. Under the terms of Chapter XI of the Charter, Powers which assumed responsibility for administering Non-Self-Governing Territories had
solemnly recognized the principle that the interests of the inhabitants of those territories were
supreme. They had agreed to observe a number
of principles in order to promote political, economic and social progress, as well as educational
development, in the territories they administered.
The Charter provided that the Administering
Powers should transmit to the Secretary-General
technical information on economic, social and
educational conditions in the territories for which
they were responsible. That signified that if the
United Nations considered that the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories was satisfactory, it would limit its activities to receiving the
information contemplated; if, however, that information revealed that the administration of
Non-Self-Governing Territories was not what it
should be, the United Nations must express its
opinion and give the necessary advice.
34. The Syrian delegation was fully aware of the
difficulties confronting the Powers administering
Non-Self-Governing Territories. Study and criticism of prevailing conditions in those territories
did not indicate doubt of the good faith of the
Administering Powers. Although Syria had suffered from colonial policy and methods, it would
maintain an objective attitude in submitting its
comments.
35. The information transmitted to the Secretary-General was insufficient to permit a detailed
analysis of the administration and development of
Non-Self-Governing Territories. The case of
Morocco was a perfect illustration of that point.
36. The information transmitted by France in
connexion with Morocco (A/909/Add.l) pro-
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vided no details about changes which had been
made or were contemplated in the political life of
that country. On the contrary, the little information supplied revealed that there had been no
change in the administration of Morocco since the
occupation of the country by French troops and
the signing of the Treaty of Fez in 1912. Actually,
the primary task of the Resident-General was to
supervise the implementation of that treaty. As a
result, no efforts had been made to introduce any
parliamentary system whatsoever in Morocco.
There was no elected legislative assembly. The advisory bodies actually bore no resemblance to a
legislative organ; they represented only economic
interests and not political interests. The judicial
system in Morocco was neither liberal nor suited
to current conditions; it could even be assumed
that it made corruption and abuse of all kinds
possible.
37. As regards individual liberty, the information transmitted indicated that "an arrest may not
be made without a warrant duly issued by the competent authority". But what was the competent
authority? Morocco had no penal code; reliable
sources confirmed that it was possible to be arrested and imprisoned for months on end without
trial.
38. Arabic newspapers had to be authorized by
an order of the Vizir, while French newspapers
were not subject to any control. That explained,
no doubt, whv there were so few Arabic newspapers, a fact which incidentally was not mentioned in the information transmitted to the Secretary-General.
39. The information indicated that "the establishment of an association is subject, as in France,
to the principle of the deposit of its articles in
advance". It was good to note that the French
authorities applied the same laws in Morocco as
in the metropolitan country; if the Moroccan
people enjoyed the same freedoms and the same
democratic institutions as the French, it was certain that Morocco would soon attain its independence. Before drawing such a conclusion, however,
it would be desirable to know whether the law of
1901 concerning freedom of association was applied in the territories under French administration.
40. Mr. LAPrE (France) raised a point of order.
He pointed out that the representative of Syria
had entered ;nto a political debate, and that was
not within the competence of the Committee.
41. Mr. M UGHIR (Syria), continuing, said that
in the field of education, it was stated in the
report of the French Government that 20 per
cent of Moroccan children attended schools. However, an official document entitled Conjoncture
econonzique marocaine de 1947 showed that the
number of children between the ages of 5 and 14
was 1,865,645, whereas according to the information transmitted in 1948, the number of children attending schools was 128,107. It was to be
noted therefore that one-fourteenth, rather than
one-fifth, of the children attended schools. The
information transmitted was very incomplete on
the question of higher education; in particular,
there was no mention of the two Moslem universities. The latter did not seem to be in good
standing with the Administering Power, and received no governmental subsidy.
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42. The French authorities seemed to be very
proud of spreading the use of French as the cultural language in order more quickly to give the
Moroccan higher economic and social groups a
knowledge of the contemporary world. The French
language and French culture were loved and admired throughout the world. Nevertheless, the
Arabs of the Middle East, who had occasion to
enter into relations with the Moroccans, had felt
the tragic consequences of that spread of the
French language in Morocco. Moroccans now
spoke a mixture of French and Arabic ; they could
no longer understand the Middle Eastern Arabs,
or make themselves understood by them. In losing their own language, they had at the same time
lost all links with their culture and their history.
43. The situation in Tunisia was not more bright
nor more encouraging. The information transmitted on the subject of economic conditions, in
particular, was very incomplete and sometimes
difficult to interpret.
44. In both Morocco and Tunisia, the distribution of land seemed to have been carried out in
complete disregard of equity, and with no justification whatsoever.
45. Information on labour and employment conditions in respect of both Morocco and Tunisia
was inadequate. It conveyed the impression that
there was no collective labour conflict, so to
speak, in those two countries. It made no reference to the frequent conflicts in the mining industry, and particularly in the iron and phosphate
industries. It did not explain how such strikes
as those of the dockers, civil servants, and coal
workers in Morocco in 1948 had been settled.
Many strikers had been imprisoned and some had
been struck down by the police.
46. The Syrian representative wished to point
out that he had mentioned Morocco and Tunisia
by way of examples. It should not be concluded
that conditions were better in the other Non-SelfGoverning Territories. He added that the sole
purpose of his criticism was to help and guide
the Administering Powers. The Syrian delegation had no desire to make political propaganda,
and had no ulterior motive.
47. The Syrian delegation was fully aware of the
fact that some Non-Self-Governing Territories
had reached a highly satisfactory stage of development. In that connexion, the Government of the
United States must be congratulated on its administration of the territories for which it was responsible.
48. The Syrian delegation wished to record its
concern regarding the cessation of transmission
of information. Some territories had not been included in the list of Non-Self-Governing Terri-
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tories although they were not self-governing. That
was so, for instance, in the case of Algeria. That
Arab country, occupied by France since the middle
of the nineteenth century, had no hope of obtaining its freedom and independence. Although
6,247,432 out of a total population of 7,235,684
inhabitants were Arabs, it was claimed that Algeria
could not be classed in the category of Non-SelfGoverning Territories. The reason, surprisingly
enough, was that the country had been annexed to
the French Republic.
49. The Syrian delegation opposed the idea that
only the Powers concerned had the right to determine which countries were Non-Self-Governing
Territories. It reserved the right to speak again
on that point during the debate.
50. The CHAIRMAN drew the attention of members of the Committee to the fact that the agenda
should be completed before the end of November.
51. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) asked a question concerning the use of Spanish. The document entitled "Non-Self-Governing TerritoriesSummaries and analyses of information transmitted to the Secretary-General during 1948" had
been published in English and in French but not
in Spanish. That was contrary to the provisions of
General Assembly resolution 262 (III). In the
same connexion, the Cuban delegation would like
to know what course the Secretary-General intended to follow regarding the annual supplements
mentioned in resolution 218 (III), paragraph
4 (b). Moreover, the Cuban delegation wished to
point out that the American Committee on Dependent Territories, established by the Ninth
International Conference of American States held
at Bogota, had requested the Secretary-General
to forward to that body all documents concerning
Non-Self-Governing Territories. The Committee
had received documents in English and French,
but not in Spanish.
52. Mr. BENSON (Secretariat) pointed out that
the document mentioned by the representative of
Cuba was a summary of information transmitted
in 1948, that was to say, before the adoption of
resolution 262 (III). The question of the publication of that document in Spanish was still being
considered by the appropriate section of the Secretariat. Moreover, the question of the form in
which the documents mentioned in resolution
218 (III) should be presented had not yet been
settled. The Secretariat would greatly appreciate
any suggestions on those matters. It was of course
regrettable that the Secretariat had been unable to
transmit documents in Spanish to the American
Committee on Dependent Territories; the situation would be different in the future, owing to the
adoption of resolution 262 (III).
The meeting rose at 5.30 p.m.
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HUNDRED AND THIRTEENTH MEETNG
Held at Lake Success, New York, on Wednesday, 2 November 1949, at 11 a.m.
Chairman: Mr. H. LANNUNG (Denmark).

Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories (continued)
1. The CHAIRMAN announced that the Committee would continue its discussion of information
from Non-Self-Governing Territories.
2. Mr. WrNIEWICZ (Poland) emphasized that
the information transmitted under Article 73 e
should not be considered in the light of that
Article alone but in relation to Chapter XI of
the Charter as a whole. The purpose of that
Chapter was to counteract the heritage of colonial
imperialism which was based on the principle of
inequality between the peoples of the dependent
territories and the peoples of the colonial Powers.
Although times had changed and the colonial area
had decreased, the remnants of that tradition still
survived.

3. Article 73, with which Chapter XI of the
Charter opened, laid down that the interests of
t~e ~nhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Terntones were paramount not those of the imperiali~t nations. Under ~ub-paragraph a of that
Article, Members of the United Nations which
had assumed responsibilities for the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories undertook
to safeguard the culture of the peoples of those
Territories. The tendency to supplant that culture
by the culture of the colonial Powers, which was
still in evidence, was a barrier to the educational,
social and, hence, political development of the
dependent peoples. Subparagraph b of Article 73
was intended to ensure the eventual attainment
of self-government by the dependent peoples;
while sub-paragraph c indicated that such action
was in the interests of international peace and
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security, which might be endangered by the oppression of nations, particularly of those ready for
self-government or for independent national existence. Sub-paragraph d of the same Article
stressed the duty of the colonial Powers to promote constructive measures of development, not
in their own selfish interests but in order to promote the general purposes outlined in the Article.
4. It was true that the Charter made no provision for direct enforcement action. The United
Nations was, however, in a position to focus public opinion on situations contrary to the Charter,
and Article 73 therefore marked an important
step in affirming the responsibility of the colonial
Powers to the United Nations as a whole.
5. The Polish delegation was well aware of the
arguments to which the colonial Powers were
resorting in the attempt to evade that responsibility. The New York Times had recently published
an article stating that the colonial Powers contended that the Special Committee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter
had overstepped its powers under the United
Nations Charter by criticizing, often adversely,
their policies toward Native peoples and by recommending changes. Furthermore, the article
continued, they stressed that any information they
might supply on conditions in their possessions
was freely available in published form to anyone
wishing to peruse it.
6. The Polish delegation reserved the right to
define its attitude towards the Special Committee
at a later stage. It felt bound to point out, however, that under Article 73 e of the Charter the
colonial Powers were clearly bound to transmit
statistical and other information on the NonSelf-Governing Territories and the General Assembly was entitled to acquire the necessary
knowledge to evaluate such information in order
to ensure the well-being of the dependent peoples
and their eventual attainment of self-government.

7. The latter task would have been easier if the
summary and analysis of information had not
been based on information relating to the specific
and restricted subjects of education, labour, social
welfare and so on and had included fuller information, in particular on the participation of the
indigenous population in local organs of selfgovernment. Before reaching any conclusion, it
would be desirable for the Fourth Committee to
consider the information submitted in a more
general light and in relation to certain tendencies
which appeared to differentiate some areas from
others. The replies to questions on a variety of
subjects provided evidence that sectional or racial
interests were impeding the realization of the objectives laid down in Chapter XI of the Charter.
8. The Secretary-General's analysis of information on education ( Aj919), for example, revealed
a considerable discrepancy between the educational facilities provided for European children in
Kenya and those made available to African children. The United Kingdom representative in the
Special Committee had referred to the considerable
contribution made by the European community
towards the education of its children. The exploited African population was not, however. in
a position to make such a contribution and it was
only just to demand that the exploiters should
do more for the education of the exploited.
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9. Similarly, the Secretary-General's summary
of information from Tunisia ( Aj909/Add. I) indicated an undesirable discrimination in the educational facilities provided for the different races
living in that territory. The small proportion of
Moslem children attending primary and secondary
schools by comparison with French and Jewish
children was an obstacle to the development of an
educated Moslem population and thus to the attainment of self-government. The situation in regard to education in Morocco was obscure but the
facts given in the summary pointed to the existence of similar racial inequalities.
10. In referring to education in the Non-SelfGoverning Territories, Mr. Winiewicz felt the
need to emphasize that their educational systems
should be based on the indigenous culture whenever possible. The colonial Powers should always
remember that the indigenous culture was in
many cases older and richer than their own. The
discrimination against indigenous culture was in
many cases due to an attempt to prevent the development of cultural trends, which might provide
a firm basis for national independence.
11. The Secretary-General's analysis on public
health ( Aj921) showed that the colonial Powers
were open to similar criticism in that sphere. In
the Belgian Congo, for example, the highest rank
of medical officer trained was described as medical assistant and there were few pupils in the
two medical schools to which the analysis referred. In the United Kingdom territory of
Basutoland, arrangements had been made for a
small number of students to obtain medical training in the Union of South Africa, but, in view
of the policy followed by that country, it was
doubtful whether such arrangements could be
expanded. In the opinion of the Polish delegation, training facilities in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories should be adequate to meet all requirements for medical personnel.
12. The Secretary-General's analysis of information on labour (A/920) unfortunately gave
little information regarding discrepancies in wages
or the racial discrimination prevalent in NonSelf-Governing Territories in Africa, nor did it
touch on the question of wage rates. Mr. Winiewicz quoted from summaries of information for
individual territories to illustrate discrepancies
in the wages paid to European workers and those
paid to Africans. He pointed out that it was difficult to escape the conclusion that wages were
being kept low and discriminatory practices retained in order to prevent the indigenous populations from becoming class-conscious and
nationally minded.
13. Although the Secretary-General's analysis
gave only passing glimpses of fundamental economic issues, it pointed out that production in
many territories had remained stationary or had
even declined during the war, a phenomenon
not confined to territories directly affected by
the war. The analysis of aspects of general economic development (AjACj28jW.5) described
a shortage of skilled labour as one of the factors
retarding the industrialization of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories. Although that shortage
could be eliminated by the expansion of education
and the payment of higher wages to indigenous
workers, such measures would be contrary to the
colonial tradition and some areas were even faced
with the problem of unemployment.
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14. It was clear from table XIII on page 533
of the volume on information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories1 that the trade of those
territories was almost exclusively with the metropolitan country. The recent expansion of trade
between the dependencies of European Powers
and the United States provided a striking exception to that general rule. According to the World
Economic Report for 1948,2 Africa (excluding
Egypt and the Union of South Africa) had imported goods from the United States to the value
of 49,700,000 dollars in 1937, a figure which had
risen to 257,000,000 dollars in 1948. Exports to
the United States in the same period had risen
from 64,200,000 dollars to 242,200,000 dollars.
15. Opponents of the colonial system had sometimes been accused of inconsistency in that their
criticism of the economic backwardness of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories had been combined with an attack on such economic development as had already taken place. Their attitude
was not, however, inconsistent, for any economic
development which had taken place had been
solely in the interests of the colonial powers.
16. The Polish delegation was not deceived by
the attempt to present the problem of dependent
peoples as if only backward bush-tribes were
concerned. Many of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories were inhabited by peoples with a
highly developed culture, who were worthy of
immediate admission to the United Nations. Had
it not been for the defeat of the Italian colonial
empire, the territories of Libya, Italian Somaliland
and Eritrea would still be classed as Non-SelfGoverning Territories and subject to a colonial
Power. There still were dependent territories in
Latin America, which were clearly part of national entities enjoying full independence. The
same was true of Asia. In the opinion of the
Polish delegation, the problem should be studied
in relation to each individual territory.
17. In the meantime, a change in the colonial
spirit was urgently required, if only because
Article 77 c of the Charter made provision for
territories to be placed voluntarily under the
Trusteeship System and therefore under the provisions of Chapter XII of the Charter. The Trusteeship System should not, however, be regarded
as the sole channel to self-government and independence, but it was essential to ensure that the
disintegration of one colonial Power did not result in the subjugation of dependent peoples by
another form of imperialism.
18. It was regrettable that the problem was not
properly understood. Malta was a case in point.
The United Kingdom had ceased to transmit any
further information on that island, on the pretext
that it had reached a stage of self-government.
Yet, according to an article published in the New
Republic on 10 October 1949, the Maltese had
delivered an ultimatum to the Colonial Office in
which they threatened to hold a referendum to
authorize the island's Government to ask assistance from the United States. In exchange for such
assistance, the Maltese would offer military bases
and, if necessary, offer the whole island to that
country as a kind of protectorate. That, said the
1 See Non-Self-Governing Territories, Summaries and
analyses of information transmitted to the SecretaryGeneral during 1948. United Nations Publications, Sales
No.: 1949. VI. B. 1.
2 See W arid Economic Report for 1948. United Nations Publications, Sales No. : 1949. II. C. 3, page 203.
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Polish representative, was not the road to independence.
19. It was for such reasons that the words of
Chapter XI of the Charter had become of even
greater significance than they had been at San
Francisco.
20. Some Member States of the United Nations
had repeatedly advocated that international cooperation and assistance should be effected exclusively through the specialized agencies. The
question, however, was by no means a technical
~me. It was fundamentally and inevitably political
m character. The General Assembly might invite
the specialized agencies to perform specific technical services, but it could not divest itself of the
responsibility of ensuring that those services were
provided in the interests of the peoples of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories and not in the
in~erests of certain world groups. His delegation
wished once again to associate itself with those
forces which were defending the interests of dependent peoples.
~1. The world was living in a period of revolutwnary change. In Asia, the colonial yoke was
becoming ever more loose despite the endeavours
of the colonial Powers to overcome the currency
crisis in their homelands by increasing exports of
rubber and tin produced by the dependent peoples. Die-hards hoped to stop the historical process, by force if necessary. A case in point was the
prevalent situation in Malaya, where 120 000
British troops were trying to suppress the ftght
for freedom. Similar situations existed in Indonesia and Viet N am. Nothing, however, could
prevent the ultimate success of the struggle.

22. Some die-hards hoped to keep the Non-SelfGoverning Territories for military bases. Lord
Tweedsmuir had said in the African Transcripts
of May 1946 that, given time and patience, the
United Kingdom could build up a first-class
African army; that who paid did not matter but
the British War Office must control it.
had
further stated that two-thirds of the British Empire lay in the African continent, which was of
vital strategic significance.

H:

23. An alleged danger of chaos was invoked as
an excuse to keep those colonial bases, but what
the die-hards really feared was the danger of
losing their economic gains, their invested capital
and their strategical advantages.
24. In contrast, the East African Indian N ationa! Congress had, in September 1946, passed a
resolution stating that the Congress was of the
opinion hat it was vitally necessary to promote
full understanding between African, Arab and Indian communities, and that practical steps should
be taken to create an organization to work for
their general advancement.
25. The report of the Special Committee
(A/923) betrayed the untenable attitude maintained by some members of the Committee. Arguments had been heard to the effect that the function
of the Special Committee was limited to procedural matters and that there was nothing in the
Charter which demanded an accounting for the
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
26. While he did not wish, for the time being,
to go into the detailed proposals of the Special
Committee, he felt he must stress one point in
the light of the information transmitted by the
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Governments themselves. The current situation
would hardly lead to an improvement of social or
political conditions. Changes were necessary. It
was the duty of the Fourth Committee and the
General Assembly to state in emphatic terms that
the rapid implementation of Chapter XI of the
Charter was a vital element in world peace.
27. His delegation appealed for a sincere understanding that the work of the Fourth Committee concerned living people who had the right
to enjoy freedom just as all the other nations had.
Their independence should be the ultimate aim.
28. Mr. KHADRA (Saudi Arabia) said that the
subject of the dependent territories greatly interested his delegation. In the first place, that interest was a matter of principle. His delegation and,
he believed, many others, would like to see the day
when all such territories would have attained
sovereign independence.
29. The twentieth century had witnessed the
spread of a most dynamic force in Asia and
Africa that had been let loose in Europe in the two
preceding centuries. That force was nationalism.
Nothing could restrict or retard the development
of national feeling among indigenous populations.
Some, through material and scientific advancement, had been able to attain that national consciousness earlier than others, but the difference
was only one of time.
30. Many representatives come from Asian or
African countries which had until recently been
covered by the scope and provisions of Chapter
XI. Those countries, which had been fortunate
enough to obtain their independence in the preceding few years, hoped that a similar future
awaited the remaining dependent areas in Africa
and Asia. National movements were, according
to reports, developing rapidly and assuming tremendous importance in many African territories,
such as the British Gold Coast and Nigeria.
31. In the second place, his delegation was interested because. more than ever before, the community of nations was closely watching the
situation of dependent territories. The people of
the world could no longer be divided into two
categories of governed and governing ; they should
be considered as belonging to a single category in
which all enjoyed equal and similar rights. The
attainment of independence would undoubtedly
remove the thorny cause of rivalry among
imperial powers.
32. The United Nations Charter declared in
Chapter XI, Article 73, the principle that the
interests of the inhabitants of the territories were
paramount, but there appeared to be some confusion as to what should or should not be believed.
On the one hand, there were the lofty phrases of
the Charter and, on the other, there were the record and deeds of the Administering Powers.
There was, however, no cause for despair. The
logical course to follow was to increase the efforts
for the promotion of the objectives of the Charter.
33. A third reason for the interest of the Saudi
Arabian delegation was the fact that at least
twenty million out of the two hundred million
people that came under the heading of Non-SelfGoverning Territories were Arabs. Those Arabs
naturally looked for help to those countries of
their own faith which were more fortunate. It was
the duty of the Arab countries to make their voice
heard in the United Nations.
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34. One of the reasons given by the imperial
Powers for declining to withdraw their forces
from those territories was that of strategy and
security. If that was to be the criterion then the
road to independence would be a long one.
35. Another consideration that weighed heavily
with the colonial Powers was that of material
interest. He wondered, however, whether the
interests of the indigenous populations weighed as
heavily in the mind of those Powers. Yet the
Charter proclaimed in clear and lucid language
that the interests of the indigenous populations
were paramount; their welfare could therefore
not be sacrificed on the altar of the material welfare of the Administering States.
36. The Fourth Committee was confronted with
the problem of the continuation of information.
It was certainly cause for regret that whereas in
previous years information covering seventy-four
territories had been submitted, during the current
year the figure had been reduced to sixty-two.
If the Administering Members were proud of
their achievements, they should be eager to furnish facts and figures thereon, instead of hiding
behind the heavy curtain of legal considerations.
He considered that Article 73 e of the Charter and
General Assembly resolution 9 (I) provided that
the Administering Members should supply the
Secretariat with such information as it required.
Furthermore, General Asssembly resolution 218
(III) of 3 November 1948 called even more imperatively for the supply of that information. A
refusal to supply information, in his opinion, ran
counter to the principle of freedom of information
to which all of the Administering Powers were
committed. Mr. Khadra failed to understand
how their representatives could take one stand in
the Third Committee and another in the Fourth
Committee.
37. He did not share the view that the categories
of territories to be included under the provisions
of Article 73 e of the Charter should be left to
the discretion of the Administering Members.
Such a course was arbitrary and lacked any justification. His delegation considered that nothing
should impede the flow of information on any
territory until that territory had attained the
status of independence. He hoped that in future
the relevant information would be more comprehensive, detailed and precise.
38. Furthermore, he saw no reason why information should be forwarded on the independent
Republic of Indonesia. Its independence had been
recognized by numerous Powers, including the
Arab States, and therefore there was no justification for continuing the supply of information.
39. With regard to the Special Committee, his
delegation would like to see that body operate on
a permanent basis. Not only did the Special
Committee expedite the work of the Fourth Committee but it collated and co-ordinated the information and submitted the necessary recommendations in the form of resolutions. It was therefore
the hope of his delegation that, when the threeyear period had expired, the General Assembly
would re-establish the Special Committee on a
permanent basis.
40. Mr. Khadra would like to make a few comments on the political, social, economic and agricultural conditions in the dependent territories.
In the field of education, he regretted that there
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were still cases of discrimination against the indigenous population and against the culture of
the indigenous inhabitants. Such discrimination
was obviously contrary to the specific provisions
of Article 73 e.
41. Political progress and transfer of authority
to the local inhabitants were still extremely slow
in many territories. He hoped the situation would
be corrected in the future so that the population
might be trained in the art of self-rule.
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governing peoples towards the extermination of
nazism and had said: "Accordingly, our task is
to help these people achieve their prosperity and
social progress, and to realize the fulfilment, as
early as possible, of their own responsible selfgovernment. That is the task to which the United
Kingdom has applied itself, and that task will be
assisted by the machinery and the purposes set
out in Chapters XI, XII and XIII of the Charter.
Our purpose is to set these peoples on the road
which will lead them to the place where they can,
as equal partners, play their full part in the
larg:er life of mankind." 1 Two years later, at the
Afncan Conference, the same United Kingdom
Secretary of State for the Colonies, referring to
former British colonial policy in Africa had admitted that it was a policy fashioned ac~ording to
the times, conceived in the conditions of laissezfaire, a policy which had very often proved itself
neglectful of social duties and often forgetful of
human rights; that the system contained antieconomic elements, predatory and exploiting in
nature; and that it was speculative and costly to
those who had intended to profit by it. On that
same occasion, Mr. Creech Jones had said that
the United Kingdom attitude had become less
vociferous and exuberant than at the beginning
of the century and that it was based on a clearer
comprehension of the place and needs of peoples
in the world and of the imperative importance of
building up friendships and of recognizing the
true rights of the peoples of other territories.
The fundamental basis of the United Kingdom's
economic policy had continued to prove sound,
but that policy had become flexible and had adapted itself to the conditions of the new situation.
Science and economics as well as politics had
altered Africa in the course of the preceding
fifty years, Mr. Creech Jones had said, and the
United Kingdom's concept of politics had changed
with it.

42. Another disturbing feature of the reports
was the amount of property held by nationals of
the Administering States. Most, if not all, of the
investments in the dependent territories were
held by foreign companies and trusts, a fact which
barred the indigenous inhabitants from sharing
in the resources of their own country. He considered that more attention should be paid to
such conditions in order to avert the possibility
of its reaching dangerous proportions.
43. His delegation desired to see an acceleration
in the progress of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, and to that end he welcomed the cooperation extended by the specialized agencies to
the Administering Powers. Indeed, he hoped that
in the future the specialized agencies would take
a more and more active part in surveying the
conditions of those areas and submitting their
findings to the General Assembly.
44. Similarly, his delegation approved the international co-operation existing between the Administering Powers, provided that the objective of
such co-operation was in the interest of the indigenous populations.
45. Although the six draft resolutions adopted
by the Special Committee (A/923, annex II)
left much to be desired, his delegation would
nevertheless support each one of them. He realized the difficulty of achieving a majority vote
and, therefore, in order to ensure their acceptance,
he would be guided by the spirit of compromise;
in that spirit, he would favour their adoption.
46. In conclusion, he declared that nothing
would deflect his delegation from its intention of
working for the ideals he had mentioned. His
delegation would pursue those ideals until the
Non-Self-Govering Territories were in a position
to join the community of nations on an equal
footing with all the other countries.
47. Mr. o'AQUINO (Brazil) said that his country was very proud to belong to the Special Committee, since that organ had the task of seeing
that Chapter XI of the United Nations Charter
was strictly applied. The Trusteeship System
had, as was generally known, set up a regime for
supervising the administration of Trust Territories. Chapter XI of the Charter did not affect the
sovereign responsibilities of the Powers administering the Non-Self-Governing Territories. It
could be said, however, that Chapter XI created
a responsibility towards the international community in so far as official facts were supplied
to the United Nations for information purposes
and that such facts made it possible to discuss the
problems to which they referred. He recalled that
in 1946, speaking in a plenary meeting of the
General Assembly, Mr. Creech Jones had mentioned the valuable contribution made by non-self-

50. A study of the summaries prepared by the
Secretariat on the basis of information transmitted
by the colonial Powers showed that there had
been an increase of production and exports during the preceding three years. The territories
were better supplied with equipment, although
the improvement had been limited by financial dif-

1 See 0 fjicial Records of the first part of the first
session of the General Assembly, 27th plenary meeting,
page 375.

• See Official Records of the second session of the
General Assembly, Fourth Committee, 43rd meeting,
page 78 and Annexes 5 a and 5 b, pages 217 and 218.

48. There was no doubt that in the twentieth
century world there was no room for classic colonialism. The responsibilities which the colonial
Powers had undertaken under Chapter XI of the
Charter could not be separated from those incorporated in Chapters XII and XIII. In that connexion, he recalled that the draft resolution submitted by India in 1947, which invited the colonial
Powers to extend the Trusteeship System to other
Non-Self-Governing Territories, 2 had been adopted by the Fourth Committee by 25 votes to 23
with 3 abstentions, and had received 24 votes to
23, with 3 abstentions, in plenary session. The
idea behind the Indian resolution was fundamentally the same as that which had inspired Sir
Hubert Murray, in 1924, to say that the principles
embodied in the mandate system should be extended to the colonies and territories.
49. By Article 73 of the Charter, the colonial
Powers had undertaken to promote to the utmost
the well-being of the indigenous inhabitants.
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ficulties, the needs of reconstruction in Europe,
the inadequacy of industrial production and the
shortage of foreign currencies.
51. The principal exports from the Non-SelfGoverning Territories were agricultural products
such as groundnuts, palm oil, cocoa, coffee, sugar,
rubber, tobacco, tea, sisal, wood, copra, bananas
and various fruits. Most of those exports had
shown a considerable increase in recent years.
The production of minerals in the ~on-Self
Governing Territories had also greatly mcreased,
and in many cases formed the greater part of the
exports. The economic development of the NonSelf-Governing Territories was taking place mor.e
and more rapidly. That development was particularly marked in the territori~s in Africa, a continent which had so far remamed free from the
communist agitation which threatened the political
structure of a number of territories in Asia. Although industrialization in Africa was at an early
stage, it already raised many serious problems
in the social and public health fields. The movement of workers to the urban and mining centres,
the depopulation of the villages, the long absences
of the male inhabitants, veneral diseases and other
characteristics of the great centres of population
which were the outcome of industrial development, presented great difficulties for the A_dn;inistering Powers. The shortage of coal, the Itn:tted
production of electric power, the lack of sktlled
labour the waste of unskilled labour, the insufficiency of transport, were all factors which
hampered industrialization in Africa.
52. As the representative of an enormous country, two-thirds of which was situ~ted in the
tropics, he fully realized the almost m~urf!loun_t
able difficulties in the way of colomzatwn m
tropical zones. Brazil was still en&"aged in colonizing its hinterland. It ob~erved with th~ &"reat.est
interest the efforts which the Admimstenng
Powers were making to develop the resources of
the African continent.
53. During the general debate on the report of
the Trusteeship Council, he had already stated
that the United Nations could not agree that
plans designed primarily to supply the industries
of the metropolitan territory - such as, for example, the Groundnut Scheme in Tan~anyika were likely to contribute to the economic progress
of the Trust Territories. The same remark applied to plans for the development of the mineral
resources of the colonies. Exports of tin from the
Malay States and of managanese from the Gold
Coast to the United States were a considerable
factor in earning dollars for the United Kingdom.
The mineral production of the colonies amounted
to one hundred million pounds out of a total of
one thousand million - the total mineral production of the Commonwealth - to which the United
Kingdom and Canada contributed se':en hundred
million pounds. In Northern Rhodesta the number of male Africans employed in the mining industry approached the maximum. Nearly twothirds of the male inhabitants had left the rural
areas where workers were essential to produce
the f~odstuffs needed by the African population.
54. He thought that the new direction which
had been given to agricultural development in
Africa would have truly beneficial results for
the indigenous populations whose nutritional
level was extremely low. He quoted a study
published in The Colonial Review, in which Dr.
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H. C. Trowell had said, in examing the nutritional
problems of the African worker, that Africans
still went to work on empty stomachs and that
nowhere in the world and at no time in human
history had good work been done in that way.
Mr. d'Aquino said that an extremely interesting
debate on Africa had recently taken place in the
House of Commons. The Secretary of State for
the Colonies, referring to the African problem,
had stated that the United Kingdom was faced
with the dilemma of how to increase its economic
production in such a way as to enable it to meet
the need for a higher standard of living for the
people, as well as the additional need for abolishing famine and for providing sufficient food f~r a
growing population. He had expressed the vtew
that the solution lay in attacking the problem
from all sides : large-scale production whenever
possible and, at the same time, encouragement to
the small-scale producer so that he would not only
be able to feed himself and maintain his health,
but also be able to dispose of a surplus for feeding the population as a whole. In the course of
his statement, the Secretary of State for the Colonies had called attention to the fact that, for every
pound spent by the British budget for Development and Welfare, at least two other pounds came
from the colonial Governments, in the form of
new revenue and loans, over and above normal
expenditure.
55. The documents submitted by the Secretariat
did not give the figures for dollar investments in
the colonies. It was well known that the exploitation of bauxite in British Guinea was controlled by American capital, and that there had
been large-scale American investment i~ the exploitation of timber and manganese m West
Africa and in other enterprises in Malaya and
Southern Rhodesia. The colonial Governments
were authorized by the Colonial Loans Act to
borrow from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and the Colonial Development Corporation had already obtained a
loan of 10 million dollars. According to the
analyses prepared by the Secretaria!, t~e plan ~or
the development of the French terntones provtded for purchases of machinery and equipment
amounting to over 190 million dollars.
56. It should not be overlooked that under the
Marshall Plan the United States had furnished
the countries of Western Europe with aid amounting to more than 8,000 million dollars. Part of
those sums had been used for the development of
the colonies. That fact had caused the Brazilian
delegation to call the attention of t~e Seco:'d
Committee to the danger that certam colo~ual
Powers might transform the plan for techmcal
assistance into an annex to the Marshall Plan.1
57. Mr. d'Aquino paid a tribute to the Unit~d
Kingdom for the progress that had been made m
setting up constitutions in the Non-Self -Governing Territories, particularly in the Western Hemisphere and in Africa. During the debate on the
administrative union between Togoland under
British administration and the Gold Coast, the
United Kingdom representative had anno~.mced
that the constitutional reform contemplated m the
colony would also apply to the Trust Territory.
He had added that the Secretary of State for the
Colonies had approved the report of the CommitI .See 0 fficial Ruords of the fourth session of the
General Assembl31, ,Second Committee, 94th meeting.
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tee of which Mr. Justice Coussey had been Chairman,1 and which had been entrusted with the
study of the matter. That Committee was composed exclusively of Africans, and the United
Kingdom Government deserved congratulations
for the happy outcome of that remarkable experiment.
58. In 1948 the French representative on the
Fourth Committee had stated that progress had
been made in the direction of self-government
by the French Non-Self-Governing Territories,
and that a supreme council of the French Union
would shortly be set up. 2 In that connexion he
pointed out that that council, which would be
one of the chief organs of the French Union, had
not yet been set up, and that the information
transmitted with regard to Morocco and Tunisia,
which were among the States which were to be
represented on the Council, contained no data
on that important question.
59. The United Kingdom had a difficult problem
to solve in connexion with the constitutional
problems of its dependent territories ; Africa, in
particular, presented an almost insoluble problem.
For instance, the establishment of the Central
African federation entailed a series of extremely
grave consequences and the wise, firm and courageous attitude of the United Kingdom Government in London in defence of the interests of
the indigenous populations had been recognized
by a resolution publicly approved by the indigenous inhabitants of Mufulira.
60. The French Union represented in many
respects an appreciable advance over the excessive
centralization which had characterized the French
colonial Empire. Mr. d'Aquino expressed confidence that it would be possible to carry out the
plan of political, economic, social and educational
development laid down for the ensuing ten years.
Nevertheless, the plan, which also provided for an
increase in agricultural production, should keep
in view the interests of the peoples concerned.
61. He congratulated the Administering Powers
for the admirable information which they had
transmitted to the Secretary-General in accordance
with Article 73 e of the Charter.
62. He also paid a tribute to the labours of the
officials of the various colonial services, both men
and women, who in the face of great risks and
inconveniences devoted themselves to the task of
raising to the level of civilization peoples many
of whom still lived in savagery.
63. He recalled that the Brazilian delegation had
voted in favour of General Assembly resolution
222 (III). In that connexion he observed that,
according to the London Times, the Government
of the Union of South Africa was endeavouring
to obtain the incorporation of the British territories of Basutoland and Swaziland and the
Bechuanaland Protectorate.
64. In case the United Kingdom consented to
that request, the General Assembly would have an
1
See Report to His Excellency the Governor by the
Committee on Constitutional Reform, 1949, (Colonial
Paper No. 241), London.
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opportunity to discuss the question on the basis
of resolution 22~ (III). The United Kingdom,
however, accordmg to The New York Times,
while admitting that such incorporation would
be logical from a geographic and economic
point of view, had stipulated that the inhabitants
of the territories, both white and black, should be
consulted. Mr. d' Aquino wished to express support of the United Kingdom in its attitude.
65. He pointed out that only the United States
and Denmark had furnished the Secretary-General with complete information under the optional
part of the Standard Form. It was gratifying that
m the current year a greater quantity of information had been submitted spontaneously. The Brazilian delegation considered that that was a
tendency that should be encouraged and it had
therefore voted in the Special Committee for a
draft resolution to that effect submitted by the
Indian delegation (A/923, annex II, draft resolution A). The international community should
be in a position to follow the progress of the
peoples concerned in the political field.
66. The Fourth Committee would be called
upon to take a decision as to the future of the
Special Committee on Information transmitted
under Article 73 e of the Charter. In the opinion
of the Brazilian delegation, since the obligations
undertaken by the Administering Powers and
the obligation for the Secretary-General to prepare summaries and analyses were permanent,
there should be a permanent committee to consider those summaries and analyses ; the members
of that Committee should be appointed by the
General Assembly for a three-year period. A
draft resolution establishing the Committee on a
permanent basis had unfortunately not received a
majority of votes in the Special Committee, which
had adopted a United States draft resolution
( Aj923, annex II, draft resolution F) renewing
the Committee's term of office for three years.
The Brazilian delegation considered that that
Committee had been entrusted with a most important task which it had carried out successfully
in spite of many difficulties. Great progress had
been made since 1945. Little by little the machinery had been set up by which the United
Nations could carry out its functions under Chapter XI, which could not be separated from Chapters XII and XIII.

67. The Brazilian delegation supported the various draft resolutions submitted by the Special
Committee in its report to the General Assembly.
It would vote for the United States resolution
renewing the Committee's term of office for three
years, unless the Fourth Committee decided that
it would be possible to prolong it indefinitely, as
proposed by China, Egypt, India and Venezuela,
with the support of Brazil.
68. The CHAIRMAN announced that in the absence of any objections, the time-limit for the
submission of draft resolutions would be fixed at
11 a.m. on Friday, 4 November.
There being no objections, it was so decided.
The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m.
• See Official Records of the third session of the
General Assembly, Part I, Fourth Committee, page 30.
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HUNDRED AND FOURTEENTH MEETING
Held at Lake Success, New York, on Thursday, 3 November 1949, at 11 a.m.
Chairman: Mr. H. LANNUNG (Denmark).

Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories (continued)
1. Mr. LIU (China) said that the Chinese delegation associated itself with the tribute which had
been paid to the Rapporteur of the Special Committee for his report and to the Secretariat for
its contribution to the success of that Committee's
work.
2. The matter of the status of Non-Self-Governing Territories and of the welfare of their peoples
was of great concern to the Chinese delegation.
The essence of Chinese political philosophy was
that the weak should be sustained against the
strong ; that had been one of the principles of the
party through whose effort the Republic of China
had come into being. It was ironical that, despite
the unselfish motives of its foreign policy, China
had for a century or more been the victim of
foreign exploitation, and was still faced with grave
dangers to its political independence and territorial integrity.
3. After the vicissitudes through which China
had passed, it naturally took a special interest
in the well-being of peoples who had not yet attained self-government.
4. With regard to the cessation of information
regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories, the
Chinese delegation did not share the views of
certain Administering Powers that the metropolitan countries were solely competent to decide on
the territories in respect of which information
should or should not be transmitted to the United
Nations. In its opinion, only when a territory
had attained self-government could the administering State cease to transmit information in regard to it. Since his delegation believed in the
international accountability which was the purport
of Chapter XI of the Charter, it would in principle support the draft resolution submitted by
the delegation of Egypt (A/C.4/L.37).
5. The Chinese delegation had voted in the
Special Committee for the United States draft
resolution on the extension of the Committee for
a period of three years (A/923, annex II, draft
resolution F) only because that draft resolution
contained the phrase "without prejudice as to the
future". It considered that the Special Committee should be placed on a permanent basis,
and regretted that the joint draft resolution of
which it had been one of the sponsors had not
been adopted by that Committee. It emphatically
disagreed with the view that the functions of the
Committee should be only of a procedural nature.
The mere fact that General Assembly resolution
219 (III) included in the Special Committee's
terms of reference the making of substantive
recommendations was a refutation of that contention.
6. The conversion of the Special Committee into
a permanent body would not only give the administering States the continued benefit of its
comments and criticisms, but would also be a
source of encouragement to the inhabitants of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories.

7. The Indian delegation had proposed a draft
resolution (A/C.41/L.39) which went a little
further than the United States proposal, and
therefore more closely approximated the views of
the Chinese delegation. He would therefore, in
principle, vote for the Indian draft resolution,
unless a majority of the Committee was in favour
of the establishment of the Special Committee on
a permanent basis, in which case he reserved the
right to support a resolution embodying such a
proposal.
8. Mr. GALAGAN (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that the information transmitted
on the Non-Self-Governing Territories under
Article 73 e of the Charter was unsatisfactory for
a number of reasons.
9. Since Members of the United Nations responsible for the administration of Non-SelfGoverning Territories had pledged themselves
under Article 73 of the Charter to take account
of the political aspirations of the peoples of those
territories and to assist them in their advance
towards self-government, details of political development might have been expected to figure
prominently in the information submitted by the
Administering Powers. Those Powers were, however, attempting to maintain that Article 73 e of
the Charter did not require them to transmit such
information, an interpretation which was incorrect
and which represented an attempt to prevent the
General Assembly from supervising the implementation of the obligations laid dmvn in Article
73 of the Charter. The spirit of that Article
undoubtedly imposed an obligation on the Administering Powers to transmit, together with other
information, details of the progress made towards
self-government in the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The information thus received should
be examined and studied by the General Assembly
with a view to promoting the political advancement of those Territories.
10. The information transmitted on social. economic and educational conditions in the NonSelf-Governing Territories was unsatisfactory on
account of its superficial and general character.
The information given on the standard of living
of the indigenous population was in many cases
insufficient to enable the reader to form any impression of living. conditions in the Territory
concerned.
11. A number of Non-Self-Governing Territories occupied an important place in the strategic
plans of the colonial Powers, both as sources of
strategic raw materials and as naval and air bases.
No reference to the use of Non-Self-Governing
Territories for that purpose, which was contrary
to Article 73 c of the Charter, was made in the
information submitted. In subordinating the economies not only of their own colonies, but of those
of other Powers to the interests of a~gressive
groups planning a new war, the United States and
the United Kingdom were contravening the Charter and ignoring the interests of the dependent
peoples.
12. It was impossible to concur in unilateral
decisions to suspend the transmission of informa-
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tion on Non-Self-Governing Territories. The
decision to discontinue the submission of information should only be taken by a special committee
on the basis of information submitted by the Administering Powers on the organs of self-government in the Territory concerned and on the
participation of the indigenous population in its
own administration.
13. Such scanty information as had been submitted provided evidence that the Administering
Powers were not complying with the provisions
of Chapter XI of the Charter and were continuing
to follow the old colonial methods of administration.

14. Puerto Rico under United States administration had developed a sugar-cane monoculture,
which was detrimental to the interests of the
indigenous population. The territory could trade
only with the United States and on extremely
unfavourable terms. Unemployment and undernourishment were widespread, and the population,
once renowned for its physique, had one of the
highest mortality rates in the world. The people
had no political rights and their representative in
the United States Congress was entitled to speak,
even on questions directly affecting Puerto Rico,
only if the unanimous consent of the House was
given. The legislative assembly was not in a
position to enact legislation in the real interests of
the country, since its bills were subject to the veto
of the Governor and, in the final resort, to the
veto of the President of the United States. An
attempt was being made to destroy the national
culture of the country by not permitting the use
of Spanish, the national language, as the language
of instruction in schools.
15. The position in the Territories administered
by the United Kingdom was little better. A
Labour member, Mr. Driberg, speaking in the
House of Commons on 4 February 1949, had
described Jamaica, to which guide books frequently referred as the tropical paradise, as a
tropical slum.
16. In the majority of British territories, the
year 1948 had been marked by a decrease in
wages and an increase in unemployment, on the
one hand, and by a sharp rise in the cost of living,
on the other. In Borneo, for example, taking
1938 as 100, the cost of living in 1948 was 320.
In a number of British territories there was discrimination against the indigenous population in
the matter of wages. In Northern Rhodesia, for
example, the African worker received 13 to 14
times less than the European worker for the same
work. There was also discrimination against the
indigenous population in the matter of education.
In Kenya, for example, the sum of 171,000
pounds sterling was spent on the education of
the relatively small European population and only
157,276 pounds sterling on the education of the
African population.
17. Disease resulting from undernourishment
was widespread and the mortality rate, particularly infant mortality, was very high. Doctors
and hospitals were insufficient and expenditure on
public health quite inadequate.

18. Such facts were evidence that the Administering Powers were following a policy which
directly contravened Chapter XI of the Charter.
In the opinion of the Ukrainian SSR, the General
Assembly could not remain a passive spectator,
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but must draw the attention of the Administering
Powers to the fact that the interests of the indigenous population of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories were paramount and not their own
selfish interests, which had nothing in common
with the objectives of the United Nations.

19. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) said that his
delegation had maintained throughout a clear and
well-defined position in connexion with the colonial problem. Ever since the San Francisco Conference, Guatemala had shown concern for the
fate of the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories and had enthusiastically supported any
proposal designed to further the political, social,
cultural and educational advancement of the peoples and to abolish colonialism, which it considered to be anachronistic. It was absurd that, in
th_e middle of the twentieth century, there should
sttll be two hundred million human beings in a
state of political dependency.
20. In defence of colonialism it had been claimed
that the system was the first step towards independence, a kind of school in \vhich backward
peoples could learn the art of self-government.
Admittedly the colonial empires were far more
humane and liberal than in the past, but to represent them as a school for self-government was to
draw a false picture. It was a school the pupils of
which would never be allowed to graduate · the
colonial Powers would always feel that th~ dependent territories needed their paternal care.
There was, however, one unmistakable sign of
maturity - armed rebellion which the metropolitan Power was unable to repress.
21. Another reason why he could not accept the
theory that colonialism prepared peoples for independence was to be found in the experience of
the American continent. Spanish colonialism,
though in many ways benevolent and paternal,
had done nothing to train the peoples in selfgovernment or to help them to attain independence. Spain had turned a deaf ear to warnings
regarding the disintegration of its empire. America had become independent during the nineteenth
century, not with the consent of Spain but
through its own will to be free ; and no one could
say that the Republics of Latin America had
proved unsuccessful. Those young and vigorous
peoples gave to the world an example of solidarity, mutual co-operation and peace. The Pan
American Union, originally founded in 1826, was
a source of pride to all America.
22. The above references were not irrelevant
to the discussions in the Fourth Committee, since
they illustrated the fact that political independence
was an essential element in the real progress of
peoples. At the beginning of the nineteenth century other territories had been as backward as
the Spanish colonies ; those territories were stili
not considered by the metropolitan Powers to
be ripe for self-government.

23. Economic immaturity was also said to be an
obstacle. A colonial economy was, however, the
greatest barrier to a people's aspirations towards
independence. As long as a people did not break
through that barrier, they would never know
whether they were able to govern themselves.
24. When the Spanish colonies had freed themselves, no international body had existed to take
an interest in their fate, and certain Powers had
tried to take advantage of the situation by en-
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tering into treaties which placed a heavy burden
on the new States. In the contemporary world,
there was no reason why two hundred million
people, assured of the sympathy and support of the
greater part of the nations, should remain in a
state of subjection.

that, if its attitude had not produced any results,
that was due to the reluctance of the Guatemalan
Government to submit its case to the Court ; and
he might add furthermore that that attitude was
due to the small confidence it had in its own
case.

25. Guatemala, which still suffered from some of
the consequences of colonialism, was deeply concerned with the fate of peoples governed by
others, and particularly those American peoples
who were subject of distant empires. That concern was shared by all the American Republics.
Resolution XXXIII of the Ninth International
Conference of American States held at Bogota
in 1948 contained a solemn condemnation of
colonialism, and expresed the hope that it would
disappear from the American continent. That
resolution had been adopted with not one vote
against and only three abstentions, and those abstaining did not oppose the principle involved.

30. The Guatemalan Government deeply appreciated the good intentions of the United Kingdom Government and quite realized the sacrifice
it meant for a great Power to submit itself to
an international judgment. Nevertheless, he
would like to say that the United Kingdom's
willingness to have the Court consider the matter
extended only to a merely legalistic decision and
to the interpretation of a treaty which, owing to
the failure of the United Kingdom to comply
with an important clause, the Guatemalan Govvernment had been obliged to denounce and to
declare void and wholly invalid.

26. It had been said at the conference at Bogota
that colonialism was anachronistic and incompatible with the American principles and ideals
of freedom, unity and solidarity, and prejudicial
to the economy of the continent, and that America
would not be entirely free so long as parts of its
soil remained in subjection. Attention had been
drawn to the fact that the existence of colonies
constituted a threat to the security of the continent
as had been illustrated by what had happened in
Martinique during the Second World War. In
1940 the Convention on the Provisional Administration of European Colonies and Possessions
in the Americas had been drawn up at Havana
with a view to taking over control of any colonial
territory which could be transformed into an
enemy base. That Convention was still in force.
27. At Bogota the American Republics had
classified the Non-Self-Governing Territories of
America in two categories : colonies and occupied
territories. The first category included all the
Non-Self-Governing Territories which were administered by a metropolitan Power the rights of
which were recognized by international law ; the
second included territories which were in foreign
hands for de facto reasons. Belize - known as
British Honduras - and the Islas Malvinas known as the Falkland Islands- had been classified as occupied territories. With respect to
those territories - although the representative of
the United Kingdom might say that it was an
unfailing ritual in the Fourth Committee - Mr.
Mendoza wished to recall that Belize was Guatamalan territory unlawfully occupied by the
United Kingdom and that a controversy had
existed between Guatamala and the United Kingdom on that subject for more than a hundred
years.
28. He did not intend to go into detail concerning the historical and juridical antecedents of
that long-standing dispute but he wished to reiterate the Guatemalan position in the matter, and
to state that his Government had constantly attempted to reach a just and peaceful solution to
the controversy. Hitherto it had not encountered
quite the same attitude on the part of the Government in London.
29. The United Kingdom representative might
answer that from 1946 onward his Government
had shown its willingness to have the International Court of Justice decide the problem and

31. Those were some of the reasons for which
Guatemala could not accept the judgment of the
Court on the conditions which the United Kingdom wished. But, in its turn, the Guatemalan
Government had proposed that the Court should
be empowered to judge ex aequo et bono taking
into consideration all the aspects of the dispute
and not the purely juridical aspect alone. The
United Kingdom Government had rejected that
proposal.
32. Nevertheless, his Government wished to
make it clear it had very firm hopes that Guatemala and the United Kingdom would be able
to find a formula for a free and just understanding on that important matter, the solution of
which was of vital interest to his country.
33. With regard to the Falkland Islands, he
would merely say that Guatemala fully supported
the claims of Argentina to those islands. The
resolution adopted at Bogota had set up the
American Committee on Dependent Territories,
the duty of which was to compile information
on American Non-Self Governing Territories, to
study the problem and to suggest pacific and
practicable solutions. That Committee had worked for five months and had submitted an extensive report which was under consideration by
the Governments of the American States.
34. The delegation of Guatemala would favour
any proposal designed to improve existing conditions in the Non-Self-Governing Territories and
any measure which might contribute to raising
their people from their state of subjection to that
of free, self-governing citizens, masters of their
own destiny.
35. Mr. SHAHBAN (Pakistan) pointed out that,
because Article 73 e of the Charter limited the
information to be submitted to the SecretaryGeneral to certain specific categories, the United
Nations was constantly faced with the question
whether the Administering Powers had any obligation to submit information on political development in the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
36. While a number of States had readily responded to the request for the voluntary submission of such information contained in General
Assembly resolution 144 (II), others had continued to argue that their obligation was limited
to the terms of Article 73 e.
37. Article 73 read as a whole clearly indicated,
however, that the metropolitan Powers had ac-
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cepted as a sacred trust the obligation to promote the well-being of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories and to that end to promote the development of self-government. The delegation of
Pakistan therefore hoped that those Members
of the United Nations who had hitherto been
reluctant to go beyond the obligations imposed
by their interpretation of Article 73 e would respond to the request contained in resolution 144
(II). Without their co-operation, the United
Nations would lack the necessary knowledge on
political progress in the Non-Self-Governing Territories and would not be in a position to evaluate
progress in the economic, social and educational
fields.
38. It had repeatedly been stressed that the information required under Article 73 e of the Charter was for information purposes only. The
intention clearly was, however, that such information should be studied and examined so that the
United Nations could give any help in its power
to the metropolitan countries in promoting the
advance of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
towards independence.
39. The delegation of Pakistan had no wish to
suggest that the United Nations should intervene in the internal administration of the NonSelf-Governing Territories or that the information
submitted should be used for the purposes of
party propganda. It was, however, undeniably
in the interests both of the two hundred million
inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
and of the Administering Powers that the United
Nations should be enabled to assist them to the
greatest possible degree. That could only be accomplished if the necessary information was
placed at its disposal.
40. The report of the Special Committee
( Aj923) and the annual report of the SecretaryGeneraP showed that in 1947 and 1948 certain
Governments had ceased to transmit information
on a number of territories on the grounds that the
territories concerned were no longer in the NonSelf-Governing category by virtue of alleged
constitutional changes.
41. While welcoming any development of selfgovernment, General Assembly resolution 222
(III) of 3 November 1948 requested the Members concerned to communicate to the SecretaryGeneral, within a maximum period of six months,
such information as might be appropriate, including the constitution, legislative act or executive
order providing for the government of the territory and the constitutional relationship of . the
territory to the Government of the metropolitan
country.
42. It was a matter for regret that that resolution had been treated as a dead letter and that
unilateral action had been taken to discontinue
the transmission of information in regard to a
number of Territories.
43. The United Kingdom representative had asserted that it was for the metropolitan Powers
alone to decide on the Territories in respect of
which information should be transmitted, and
that the question of the constitutional relationship
between the metropolitan Power and the Territories under its jurisdiction was a matter within
the exclusive jurisdiction of the Power concerned.
1 See Official Records of the fourth session of the
General Assembly, Supplement No. 1, pages 126 and 127.
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44. The United Kingdom representative had on
a previous occasion gone so far as to state that
neither the General Assembly nor the International Court of Justice had any voice in the matter. Such an attitude, however, was unlikely to be
productive of results. While no one could challenge the exclusive right of the metropolitan
countries to administer Non-Self-Governing Territories, the refusal to submit information on the
attainment of self-government could only breed
suspicion and give rise to unnecessary debate.
45. With regard to the summaries and analyses
of information prepared by the Secretary-GeneraP, the delegation of Pakistan wished to associate itself with the Indian delegation in advocating the inclusion in future reports of information
on the enforcement of labour legislation. It also
considered that steps should be taken to increase
food production by the use of modern methods
and by combating pests. His delegation also
wished to associate itself with the representatives
of China, Egypt, Venezuela and the Dominican
Republic in their suggestions for the improvement
of public health and education. He was in general
agreement with the draft resolutions proposed by
the Special Committee in its report, but reserved
the right to express his final comments, if any,
when those resolutions came up for detailed consideration.
46. In conclusion, Mr. Shahban expressed the
hope that budgetary and political difficulties
would not, as in the past, prevent the Special
Committee from becoming permanent as an instrument for the implementation of Chapter XI,
which was permanent also. It was impossible for
members of the Fourth Committee to sift the mass
of information received and make suitable recommendations. As the representative of Venezuela
had pointed out, the establishment of a Special
Committee on a permanent basis was no more a
violation of the Charter than the establishment
of the Interim Committee. The delegation of
Pakistan would, therefore, wholeheartedly support any draft resolution to make the Special
Committee permanent, in preference to resolutions
w?ich merely extended its life.
47. Mr. MARTIN (United Kingdom) announced
that his Government reserved its rights concerning the points raised by the representative of
Guatemala on the question of British Honduras
and the Falkland Islands.
48.
Mr. CARPIO (Philippines) declared that he
would like to clarify a few points that had arisen
during the discussion.
49. He had read with interest the report of the
Special Committee and had listened to the various
arguments. There were three different schools
of thought on the question of Non-Self-Governing Territories. The first group tended to veer
towards radicalism. Bitter criticism had been
voiced in the Fourth Committee, the General
Assembly and, he believed, in the Special Committee. He personally was opposed to that school
of thought which he considered harmful to the
aims of the United Nations.
50. The second group, diametrically opposed.
tended to be reactionary and had made it a habit
• See Non-S elf-Governing Territories, Summaries and
analyses of information. transmi!ted to t~e ~ecretary
General during 1948. Umted Nations Pubhcatwns, Sales
No.: 1949. VI. B. 1.
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to quote the Charter in a manner calculated to
further their own interests. According to them
the Charter had been drawn up to assist in the
perpetuation of colonialism.
51. His delegation preferred to align itself with
the third group, which took an objective view
of the problem of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. In order to have an objective view, it
was first advisable to have a clear conception of
what were the obligations of the Administering
Members under the Charter. The next step was
to establish what were the powers of the General
Assembly. Lastly, the Committee and the General Assembly should study the means of implementing those powers.
52. Chapter XI of the Charter contained only
two short Articles: Articles 73 and 74. The crux
of the matter was the interpretation of Article 73.
On various occasions the Committee had heard
arguments that, under the terms of Article 73,
the administering States had no other obligations
than those set forth in sub-pargaraph e.
53. Mr. Carpio wondered whether that was a
realistic or even a correct interpretation. If the
only obligations were to supply information on
Non-Self-Governing Territories, Chapter XI was
worthless. Such an interpretation could never
have entered the minds of the great men who had
drafted the Charter in San Francisco.
54. A thorough reading of Article 73 would
show that there were several obligations in subparagraphs a, b and c, as well as in sub-paragraph d.
55. Sub-paragraph e merited separate mention.
His delegation considered that the contention that
that sub-paragraph laid down the only obligation
was wrong. Sub-paragraph e merely referred to
the obligation of the Administering Members
to supply information on the Territories under
their care. The opinion of the majority was therefore that the Article in question implied a number
of definite obligations.
56. The problem of establishing the powers of
the General Assembly to implement the provisions
Df Chapter XI still remained. Article 10 of the
Charter provided that the General Assembly was
competent to discuss any questions or any matters
within the scope of the Charter, as provided in
Article 12. It was therefore clear that Article
73 was included in that provision. In that respect
he considered that Guatemala was justified in discussing the questions of British Honduras and
the Falkland Islands. The current debate affected
Non-Self-Governing Territories and the two areas
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mentioned by the Guatemalan representative were
certainly covered by that term.
57. Most of the difficulties confronting the Committee and the General Assembly were the result
of the absence of any machinery to implement the
provisions of Chapter XI.
58. The Administering Powers were internationally accountable, which did not imply that,
u_nde_r the terms of Chapter XI, dependent terntones had been placed under the direct control
of the United Nations. The concepts of Chapters
XI, XII and XIII were, however, so new that they
had been dubbed the "International Charter of
Colonial Administration".
59. A Special Committee had been established
by the General Assembly; that was a step forward. It might be the first part of the necessary
machinery for implementing Article 73.
60. The authors of the Charter in San Francisco
had been moved by a noble spirit and high ideals,
and had desired to convince the world that their
primary aims were to bring lasting peace and
abolish injustices. Those had been their aims
when they had drafted Chapters XI, XII and
XIII of the Charter. It was the first time in
history that the concept of trusteeship had been
recognized.
61. The Administering Authorities had not so
far been willing to make the spirit of Article 73
a reality. The problem was, however, a pressing
one ; there were at the moment over 200 million
people living in Non-Self-Governing Territories
and of that total only 15 or 16 million came within
the purview of the Trusteeship Council. It was
for that reason that his delegation attached even
more importance to Chapter XI.
62. He was not entirely satisfied with the draft
resolutions submitted by the Special Committee;
nevertheless, since they constituted a step forward,
his delegation would support them while reserving the right to introduce any amendment it
considered opportune.
63. Mr. TEDIN URIBURU (Argentina) thanked
the representative of Guatemala for his clear
statement on the question of Non-Self-Governing
Territories in Latin America, which coincided
with the policy of the Argentine Government as
outlined in the statement made by the representative of Argentina at the Conference of the American Committee on Dependent Territories held
at Havana.
The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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HUNDRED AND FIFTEENTH MEETING
Held at Lake Success, New York, on Thursday, 3 November 1949, at 3.15 p.m.
Chairman: Mr. H. LANNUNG (Denmark).

Information from Non-Self-Governin~
Territories (continued)
,_
1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to continue the general debate on information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
2. Mr. ZARUBIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, during the work of the Special
Committee, several of its members had drawn

20
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attention to the fact that some Governments were
not fulfilling the obligations they had assumed
under Chapter XI of the Charter in regard to
the transmission of information on the Non-SelfGoverning Territories they administered. Some
Governments, including those of France and the
United Kingdom, had decided to discontinue transmitting information for a certain number of territories.
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3. The USSR representative had told the Special
Committee that such a decision was arbitrary and
illegal. He had submitted a proposal to the effect
that the transmission of information should be
continued until the Special Committee had considered all the data concerning the change of status
of the territories in question and until it had submitted a recommendation to the General Assembly
that the application of the provisions of Article
73 e of the Charter should be suspended for those
territories. It was regrettable that the Special
Committee had not adopted that proposal.
4. The USSR delegation was of the opinion that
the Fourth Committee should consider the question of the cessation of transmission of information and adopt energetic measures to enforce respect for the provisions of the Charter.

5. Mr. Zarubin called the Committee's attention
to the fact that the information transmitted by
the administering States was clearly inadequate
and did not give a true idea of the situation prevailing in the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
Moreover, that information tended to sow confusion in that it mentioned no specific cases and
gave no statistical data. The Administering Powers
had transmitted no information on the development of organs of local government, nor had they
indicated how the ability of the indigenous populations to govern themselves was being developed.
It might be concluded from the information transmitted that the administering Members were not
fulfilling their obligations and were not contributing to the political, economic and social advancement of the populations of the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
6. In regard to social conditions, part II, section
B, paragraph 5 of the Standard Form required
the administering Members to transmit a brief
statement of the principal laws and regulations in
force for the protection of workers, together with
a brief description of measures and institutions
for the administration and enforcement of such
laws and regulations. The information transmitted
did in fact enumerate various laws and regulations,
but gave no indication as to what they actually
meant. Thus, the legal situation of indigenous
workers and that of European workers was never
compared, nor were any statistical data on unemployment given.

7.

There was a similar lack of details in the information on economic conditions. Information on
many points was missing, particularly in regard
to the industrial companies which had made investments, the profits those companies were making
by shamelessly exploiting the indigenous population, and the latter's participation in the economic
life of the territory.
8. The Administering Powers were maintaining
their policy of exploitation, without regard to the
interests of the populations they administered.
Large sections of the African population under
British, French and Belgian administration were
still living under an out-dated tribal system, which
was being preserved in order that the population
should make no progress and vegetate in poverty.
9. Those Powers were retarding evolution in the
agricultural sphere. The best land was exploited by
companies which used it for only the most profitable crops, regardless of the interests of the indigenous population. In Barbados, large sugar-cane
plantations covered an area of 77,063 acres, while
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the indigenous inhabitants had only 17,283 acres.
The same situation existed in many Non-SelfGoverning Territories. That agricultural policy of
the Administering Powers resulted in impoverishing the soil, caused a shortage of foodstuffs and
worsened the living conditions of the indigenous
inhabitants who were doomed to poverty and hunger.
10. The summary of information transmitted by
the Government of Belgium (A/910) gave edifying details on the wage levels of workers in the
Belgian Congo. In Leopoldville, an indigenous
bricklayer earned 12 to 65 francs per day and a
carpenter 23 to 66 francs. As wage levels were
lower in the other regions of the Congo, it could
be presumed that the average wages of an unskilled indigenous worker did not exceed 12 francs
per day. If those wages were compared with the
wages of a European worker, it was seen that the
European received thirty-two times more than the
indigenous worker. Moreover, the European had
free housing and transport; he also received free
medical care. The same racial discrimination in
the matter of wages existed in other Non-SelfGoverning Territories. For instance, the inadequacy of wages had been the cause of eighty-seven
labour disputes in Kenya. Moreover, unemployment was rife and the indigenous workers benefited from no social security measures.
11. The public health services were also inadequate. For instance, in Madagascar there were
only 356 doctors for some 2,146,000 cases of illness, including 314,000 cases of syphilis. The death
rate was three times higher in the Non-Self-Governing Territories than in the administering countries. The number of doctors was ridiculously low
in relation to the population and the high mortality.
The incompleteness of the demographic statistics
proved that the administering States paid no
attention to the social welfare or public health of
the indigenous populations. They were not, therefore, carrying out the obligations they had assumed
under Article 73 e of the Charter.
12. In regard to education, the situation was
hardly more encouraging. The analysis of the information transmitted showed that large sections
of the population were illiterate. For example, in
Somaliland, one per cent of the population could
read and write, in Uganda 30 per cent, ar.d in
the Gold Coast 20 per cent. In Sierra Leone the
rate had diminished: in 1946, 30 per cent of the
population could read and write, while in 1948
the proportion was only 28 per cent. The USSR
representative thought that the criteria used by
the Administering Powers in that matter should
be checked. They considered that a person could
read and write after two years of schooling, but
the USSR representative thought that that period
was not sufficient. The information transmitted
showed that flagrant racial discrimination was
practised by the Administering States in the educational system. Much more money was spent on
the education of European children than on that
of indigenous children. For instance, in Kenya,
0.04- pounds sterling was spent on an indigenous
child, while the education of a European child
cost 5.80 pounds sterling, 145 times more. In
Northern Rhodesia it was 24 times more, and in
N yasaland 80 times more. Those figures, together
with the table in document A/919, showed that
the credits allocated by the Administering Powers
for indigenous education were so small that an
30595-5
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educational system could hardly be said to exist.
The USSR representative thought that the percentages given should be carefully checked, as
they did not seem always to correspond to the
facts.

stated, in the fourth paragraph of the draft resolution they had submitted (A/C.4/L.40), that the
General Assembly should see to it that the summaries and analyses were in future published in
the three working languages.

13. In regard to secondary education, the information transmitted showed that the Administering States were making no provision to ensure its
de'Velopment and were thus condemning the population to ignorance in order to deprive it of the
possibility of taking an active part in the political,
economic and social life of the territory. In Madagascar, for instance, out of a population of 4 million inhabitants, only 2,065 pupils attended secondary schools; in Nigeria, out of a population of
21 million inhabitants, only 8,750 pupils were
registered in secondary schools.

19. Moreover, the delegations of Cuba, Ecuador
and Guatemala had noticed that the greater part
of the information transmitted omitted essential
data which should be taken into account in consideration of the situation prevailing in any given
territory. He was referring to information of a
geographical and historical nature. It should be
recognized that the Standard Form adopted in
1947 had classified such information in the optional
category; it was none the less true that it was
indispensable, and it should not therefore be
optional.

14. The USSR representative emphasized that,
even on the basis of the inadequate information
at the disposal of the Fourth Committee, it could
be affirmed that the Administering Powers were
practising a policy of discrimination against the
indigenous populations, and were not fulfilling
their obligations under Article 73 b of the Charter,
which required them to develop self-government,
to take due account of the political aspirations of
the peoples, and to assist in progressive development of their free political institutions. Finally,
they were transmitting no information on the
extent to which the indigenous populations participated in organs of local government. It was
clear from the other information transmitted on
economic, social and educational conditions that
the Administering Powers were not preparing the
indigenous populations for self-government, but
were keeping them in a state of savagery and
ignorance that would condemn them to a miserable
existence.

20. The three delegations had raised another
question. Mr. Perez Cisneros thought it unnecessary to remind the members of the Committee that
the articles of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights applied to all States as well as to NonSelf-Governing Territories, and that many articles
dealt with human rights in the economic, social
and educational fields, which were precisely the
three fields referred to in Article 73 e of the
Charter. In the circumstances, it was difficult to
see why the information on human rights was also
optional. The summaries of material voluntarily
transmitted under the optional category of the
:-ltandard Form (A/AC.28/W.8) showed, however, that information on human rights had been
communicated for only a very small number of
Non-Self-Governing Territories.

15. The USSR delegation thought that the
Fourth Committee should take energetic steps to
enforce respect for the provisions of the Charter
by the Administering Powers.
16. ln conclusion. Mr. Zarubin said that the
USSR would support any proposal to set up a
permanent special committee which would contribute to ensuring the application of the provisions of the Charter and, in particular, the- provisions of Article 73.
17. Mr. Pf:REZ CISNEROS (Cuba) said that his
deleorration, like the delegations of other LatinAmerican States that had taken part in the conference held in Havana by the American Committee on Dependent Territories, took a keen
interest in the question of information from NonSelf-Governing Territories. At that conference, in
which 13 Latin-American States had taken part,
the colonial problem had been considered mainly
on the basis of the data provided by the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations, including the summaries and analyses of information transmitted
during the year 1948. 1
18. As Mr. Perez Cisneros had already mentioned, the members of the conference had deplored the fact that there had been no Spanish
translation of that document. That was why the
delegations of Cuba, Ecuador and Guatemala had
1
See Non- Self-Governing Territories, Summaries and
a11alyses of information transmitted to the SecretaryGeneral during 1948. United Nations Publications, Sales
No.: 1949. vi. B. 1.

21. It was in order that general information on
geography, history, people and human rights
should no longer be classified in the optional category of the Standard Form that the Cuban delegation had submitted an amendment (A/C.4/L.2,
paragraph 1) to the draft resolution on the voluntary transmission of information under part I of
the Standard Form (A/923, annex II, draft resohition A). In that amendment, the Cuban delegation also expressed the hope that such of the
Members as had not done so on their own initiative would voluntarily include in the information
transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter
details on the government of the Non-Self-Gove-rning Territories. The Cuban delegation admitted
that the information provided in 1948 was fuller
than that of 1947, but thought that in certain
respects, including the question of public health
in the American Non-Self-Governing Territories,
the documentation was too vague. That lack of
detail had prevented the American Committee on
Dependent Territories from gaining a true idea of
the situation. :\IoreoYer, the Cuban delegation had
been surprised to note that the inhabitants of the
Caribbean Islands of French descent received elementary education only in English. Mr. Perez
Cisneros would refer to that question in detail
when the draft resolution on the language of instruction ( A/923, anne-x TI, draft resolution C)
was considered.

22. He then turned to the question of the cessation of the transmission of information. The
Cuban delegation wholly shared the Egyptian
delegation's opinion; it was difficult to admit the
view that the decision as to which territories were
not yet completely self-governing was exclusively
within the competence of the States that were
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responsible or assumed responsibility for administering them. The Special Committee had decided
by a large majority that it was not competent to
take a decision on the matter. It was for the Fourth
Committee to take the initiative and submit a
draft resolution to the General Assembly. The
Egyptian delegation had submitted a draft resolution (A/C.4jL.37) to the Committee which dealt
with the question most satisfactorily. The Cuban
delegation thought that certain drafting amendments might be made to it, but entirely approved
its substance.
23. Mr. Perez Cisneros then explained why his
delegation had submitted an amendment (A/C.4/
L.2, paragraph 2) to the draft resolution on equal
treatment in matters relating to education (A/
923, annex II, draft resolution B). The Powers
which administered the Non-Self-Governing Territories had given more or less satisfactory explanations as to their educational policies in the
Territories. They should also give more detailed
and precise arguments to justify the discrimination practised in that field. It was in order to
obtain such precise explanations that the Cuban
delegation suggested the addition of a second
paragraph, to complete the draft resolution.
24. The draft resolution on the eradication of
illiteracy ( A/923, annex II, draft resolution D)
was also the subject of a Cuban amendment (A/
C.4jL.2, paragraph 3). That amendment referred
to paragraph 1 of the operative part. It consisted
mainly of substituting the word ''annually'' for the
words "in 1950". In fact, although it was essential that the general plans drawn up by the administering Members should be communicated to
the General Assemblv with the least possible delay, the same was ~ot true of the i~formation
which UNESCO was asked to commumcate to the
administering Members or of the report that
UNESCO was to make to the General Assembly
on the results of the campaign against illiteracy.
UNESCO's action in that field should be continuing, and it was not logical that the terms of the
draft resolution should restrict it to the immediate
future.
25. The draft resolution on international collaboration in regard to economic, social and educational conditions in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories ( A/923, annex II, draft resolution E)
was the subject of a similar amendment by the
Cuban delegation (A/C.4/L.2, paragraph 4). As
in the preceding case, it was inadvisable to specify
that the specialized agencies should communicate
information to the General Assembly in 1950. It
seemed better to provide that such information
should be communicated annually. Mr. Perez Cisneros wondered whether the Special Committee
had had any particular reason for proposing that
information should be communicated only in 1950.
If the Fourth Committee was not given some
\·alid justification for such a proposal, the Cuban
delegation would maintain its amendment.
26. The Cuban delegation had no amendment to
propose to the draft resolution on the establishment of a special committee on information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter (A/923,
annex II, draft resolution F). It approved that
draft resolution, and would support it. It would,
however, have preferred to see the idea of the
Special Committee being a permanent organ prevail. The Cuban delegation had been in favour of
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that idea ever since the United Nations had been
set up; it was that delegation which, in 1946, had
taken the initiative in the establishment of a body
on information transmitted under Article 73 e of
the Charter. It was to be hoped that, when the
Special Committee's mandate expired in 1952, all
delegations would be in agreement to renew it
indefinitely.

27. The Cuban delegation was sorry to note that
only a few Administering Powers had transmitted
information on political conditions in the NonSelf-Governing Territories. It would like to pay
a tribute to the Powers which transmitted such
information voluntarily.
28. The Cuban delegation was one of those
which were of the opinion that the colonial system
had been dying out since the end of the First
World War. That phenomenon was in accordance with the aspirations of the peoples of the
world. The American Committee on Dependent
Territories had declared itself in favour of doing
away with all colonial systems; the community of
nations no longer allowed of the existence of
metropolitan Powers and colonies absolutely dependent upon them in all respects. It seemed that
that idea had been accepted by the Powers administering Non-Self-Governing Territories when
they had voted for Chapter XI of the Charter.
Those Powers would display generosity and a
spirit of co-operation if they agreed voluntarily to
transmit information of a political nature.
29. Mr. Perez Cisneros drew attention to the
last paragraph of the draft resolution submitted
jointly by the delegations of Cuba, Ecuador and
Guatemala (A/C.4/L.40). That paragraph invited
the Secretary-General to complete the summaries
and analyses, as well as the annual supplements,
by the periodical publication of data on special
aspects of the progress achieved in Non-SelfGoverning Territories.
30. The information transmitted under Article
73 e of the Charter, whether compulsory or voluntary, was so voluminous and covered such a great
field that it would seem to be advisable to issue
data on certain subjects in special publications.
Such a procedure would enable the Fourth Committee to accomplish its task more rapidly and
effectively. for under present conditions it was
difficult for it to study and analyse all the information transmitted.
31. 1\Ir. Perez Cisneros would like to know the
Secretariat's opinion on that point. He would like
particularly to know whether the Secretariat could
give effect to the provisions of the last paragraph
of the joint draft resolution without too great
material difficulties.
32. Mr. BENSON (Secretariat) remarked first of
all that it was difficult for the Secretariat to publish all the information transmitted by the Powers
administering Non-Self-Governing Territories in
extenso. The resulting document would be so
voluminous that it would be impossible for the
Special Committee, and even more so for the
Fourth Committee, to study it profitably. That
was why the Secretary-General published summaries and analyses of the information transmitted and why he would in future publish annual
supplements.
33. The Secretariat had already considered the
possibility of publishing technical studies relating
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to different aspects of the progress achieved in
the Non-Self-Governing Territories as separate
documents. It had even prepared such a document
by way of experiment. That document had not
been published because it was only an experiment
for the Secretariat's use.
34. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) was of the
opinion that the Secretariat's experimental document might be of interest to the members of the
Fourth Committee, in spite of possible defects. He
therefore asked whether it would not be possible
for the document to be communicated to the members of the Committee. It would allow them to
form an idea of the actual value of the proposal
made in the last paragraph of the draft resolution
submitted by the delegations of Cuba, Ecuador
and Guatemala.
35. Mr. BENSON (Secretariat) said that the
document would be communicated to all the members of the Fourth Committee for information.
He would like, however, to make all possible
reservations with regard to its presentation and
nature as, he repeated, it had only been prepared
as an experiment.
36. Mr. GHORRA (Lebanon) stated that his delegation had always considered the question under
discussion objectively and without preconceived
ideas. As the representative of the Philippines had
pointed out at the previous meeting, three distinct
trends of opinion had appeared among the members of the Committee. Some had taken a radical
attitude, and others a conservative and reactionary
attitude, while still others, among whom was the
Lebanese delegation, were of the opinion that,
above all, the principles of the Charter must be respected and its provisions applied. He thought the
Fourth Committee should not become a forum for
propaganda or confine its task merely to criticism
or congratulation of the Administering Powers
for the work they had done. On the contrary, it
should take part in drawing up suitable measures
to encourage realization of the objectives laid
down in Chapter XI of the Charter and to stimulate collaboration between the Administering Powers and the other Members of the Organization.
37. The Lebanese delegation could not share the
point of view of some representatives who interpreted Article 73 of the Charter too restrictedly by
confining its application in practice to the provision contained in sub-paragraph e. which was
really only a fraction of the Article. The result of
such an interpretation would be that the information transmitted by the Administering Powers
would be put in the archives of the Organization
for reference purposes only. If that was to be the
case, why transmit that information to the Members of the Organization and convene the Fourth
Committee to consider it? He personally did not
think that the Secretary-General should be reduced to a mere messenger, that it was enough
for representatives to read the documents in question as if they were a newspaper article.
38. The Administering Powers had voluntarily
agreed to assume the obligations laid down in
Article 73, and in particular had undertaken to
recognize the principle of the primacy of the interests of the inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The Fourth Committee's duty
was therefore to consider the information transmitted, to criticize it as it deemed fit, and then to
say what measures would ensure the application
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of the provisions of the Charter and respect for
the principles therein proclaimed. Thus the prestige of the Organization could be raised, collaboration between the Administering Powers and
the other States Members could be encouraged,
and the faith of the populations of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories in the United Nations could
be strengthened.
39. In reading the summaries and analyses prepared by the Secretary-General, he had noted that
during recent years the Administering Powers
had taken steps to improve the social situation
and develop education in many territories. It was
clearly difficult to state that that general tendency
was the direct result of an effort on the part of
the Administering Powers to act in the spirit of
the Committee's criticisms and recommendations,
but it was certain that the work clone by the Organization was a useful stimulant. The General
Assembly had gone ahead, and it was to be hoped
that the Administering Powers would do the
same. The authority of the United Nations should
be progressively strengthened and an atmosphere
of confidence should be created to promote cooperation between the administering Powers and
the Organization.
-1-0. Mr. Ghorra recalled in that connexion that
some of the countries administering Non-SelfGoverning Territories hac! deliberately stopped
transmitting information on some of the territories, or on some questions concerning them. He
hoped that those countries would reconsider their
position. It was to be noted also that in many territories questions of social welfare and education
were largely dealt with by missions and religious
institutions and that Government activity was very
limited, although the responsibility for preparing
programmes and for taking measures in those
fields in fact lay with the Governments.
-1-1. The Lebanese representative also drew attention to the fact that the teaching of vernacular
languages was often neglected and relegated to
the background. That was hardly justifiable, particularly in the case of such a language as Arabic.
Arabic, which was the language of a civilization,
was thus given a smaller part than it deserved.
Mr. Ghorra was entirely in favour of the teaching
of foreign languages in Non-Self-Governing Territories, but not at the expense of the vernacular
languages. He also considered that information
concerning Indonesia was out of place in documents on Non-Self-Governing Territories. In
that connexion, he recalled that Lebanon had been
one of the first countries to recognize the independence of the United States of Indonesia, and he
hoped that the new State would soon be welcomed
as a Member of the United Nations.

42. The Lebanese delegation considered that the
Special Committee should be given a permanent
status, for the obligations laid down in Article 73
uf the Charter were of a lasting character. It
would be inclined to vote in favour of any draft
resolution along those lines. If no such resolution
was submitted, it would vote for the United States
draft resolution (A/923, annex II, draft resolution F), which provided for the continuance of
the Special Committee's work for a three-year
period. It would oppose any resolution providing
for less than that.
43. The Lebanese delegation also supported in
principle the six draft resolutions annexed to the
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Special Committee's report, and would comment
upon them at the proper time.

amples which provided sufficient illustration of
that state of affairs.

44. Mr. AsTAPENKO (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) recalled that under the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter, the States
Members of the United Nations which assumed
responsibilities for the administration of NonSelf-Governing Territories were bound to promote the well-being of the inhabitants of those
Territories as far as possible. To that end, Article
73 provided that those countries must ensure the
political, economic, social and educational advancement of the inhabitants of Non-Self-Governing Territories, develop self-government, taking
due account of the political aspirations of the
peoples, and assist them in the progressive development of their free political institutions. Furthermore, the Administering Powers were bound
to report to the United Nations on the measures
they took with a view to carrying out their obligations in those fields. Some of the Administering
Powers, however, appeared unwilling to recognize that transmission of information on NonSelf-Governing Territories was a binding obligation. The United Kingdom had refused to
transmit information on Malta, and France had
decided to cease transmitting information on
Guadeloupe, Martinique, Guiana, New Caledonia
and the French possessions in the Pacific.

47. The economy of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories was therefore dislocated because they
in fact served only to supply raw materials to the
metropolitan countries. The position of the indigenous workers was difficult; an indigenous
worker in the Belgian Congo received a wage
thirty-two times smaller than that of a European
worker, and in Northern Rhodesia eleven times
smaller. In French Somaliland, dockers and unskilled labourers received a monthly wage equivalent to 16 dollars. It should be added that social
security services were non-existent, and that the
deadliest diseases raged among the populations of
the Territories. In that connexion, Mr. Astapenko
stressed that the Administering Powers did not
concern themselves with the question of public
health; in Aden, for instance, there was one doctor for 350,000 persons.

45. Those Powers were thus denying the right
of the United Nations, and, more particularly, of
the Special Committee, to examine the substance
of the information transmitted, and they were
doing so with the intention of preventing the
United Nations from supervising the implementation of the principles and provisions of the Charter. The United Nations obviously could not
tolerate such actions, which were ·both incompatible with the Charter and prejudicial to the
interests of the populations concerned. To weaken
the authority of the United Nations in respect of
Non-Self-Governing Territories could only harm
the quality of the information it should receive,
and that information was already inadequate and
incomplete. In that connexion, Mr. Astapenko
stressed the total absence of information on measures taken by the Administering Powers to prepare the inhabitants of the Territories for selfgovernment and on the participation of the indigenous inhabitants in public life. It was impossible to form an accurate picture of the true
state of affairs in the Non-Self-Governing Territories because the information transmitted was not
sufficiently detailed.
46. It could, however, be easily seen, even from
the inadequate and incomplete information available, that the Administering Powers were shamelessly exploiting the Territories for which they
were responsible, and were not fulfilling the obligations they had assumed under the Charter,
particularly as regards the economic development
of the Territories. Thus, the Territories were becoming more and more dependent upon the metropolitan countries, whose policy hindered their own
economic development by keeping them in a precarious situation as regards both living conditions
and the cultural level of the inhabitants. The
USSR representative had cited a number of ex-

48. Turning to the question of public education,
Mr. Astapenko remarked that large parts of the
populations of the Territories were still illiterate.
In British Somaliland, one per cent of the population could read and write; in French West
Africa, only 5 per cent of the children of school
age attended schools, while in Morocco the proportion was 20 per cent. It must therefore be admitted that discrimination was practised in the
educational field; in 1947, credits allocated in
Kenya for the education of Europeans had been
forty times higher than those allocated for the
indigenous population. In Uganda, the credits had
amounted to one-tenth of one pound sterling per
indigenous inhabitant and to several pounds per
European inhabitant.
49. It was clear, therefore, that the Administering Powers were not fulfilling the obligations they
had assumed, and were not promoting the development of the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
The Byelorussian delegation considered that the
Administering Powers should transmit full information and, in particular, should not fail to include
details on the measures they were undertaking to
prepare the populations concerned for self-government and to enable them to participate in the
political life of the Territories.
50. The CHAIRMAN stated that, if there was no
objection. the representative of France would be
permitted to make a statement in the general debate at the following meeting. The same right
would be granted to the representative of the
United States, who had made a request to that
effect.
51. Any delegation could, of course, exercise its
right of reply, in accordance with the provisions
of the rules of procedure.
52. He proposed that the Committee should begin the consideration of the draft resolutions submitted by the Special Committee.
53. Mr. FARRAG (Egypt) moved the adjournment of the meeting.
It ·was so decided.
The meeting rose at 5 p.m.
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HUNDRED AND SIXTEENTH MEETING
Held at Lake Success, New York, on Friday, 4 November 1949, at 10.45 a.m.
Chairman: Mr. H.

LANNUNG

Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories (continued)
1. Mr. LAP IE (France) wished to clarify the
position of the French Government on the question of Non-Self-Governing Territories and the
report of the Special Committee ( A/923). He recalled that the position of France had been expressed in the Special Committee, where its
delegation had voted in favour of all the draft
resolutions contained in annex II of the report,
with the exception of that which concerned the
extension of the life of the Special Committee for
another three years.

2. He would divide his statement into two parts :
the first part would concern the extension of the
life of the Special Committee; the second would
refer to the French Government's decision to discontinue the submission of information on certain
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
3. Before he dealt with those questions, he would
like to answer some of the criticism that had been
levelled against France. In his opinion, the criticism had been both scattered and of scant value.
Among all the members of the Committee only
{our delegations had formulated concrete criti.:ism. i\11 the other criticism had been either vague
or of a propagandistic nature.
4. He had been glad to note that some of the
criticism had been mixed with tributes. That was
particularly the case in the statement by the representative of Brazil, who had had the courage to
point out both the goocl and the bad in French
administration. While his delegation welcomed
such support, he wished to make it clear that
France was not seeking praise, but only recognition of the work it had carried out.
5. Criticisms had been levelled against all the
Administering Powers. It seemed that, in the
opinion of some delegations, notably the USSR,
to be an Administering Power was wrong in itself.
He wondered whether the USSR administered
any territories. If it did, he thought it would be
interesting to hear the echo of liberated people
instead of the silence of the oppressed.
G. He would like to clarify the statement made
by the Brazilian representative to the effect that
France had delayed the process of evolution toward independence in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories. In that connexion he recalled that the
French Constitution provided for the creation of
the French Union and its Supreme Council, which
was in process of organization. Such an undertaking took time and patience, but he was sure
that its fruits would be seen in due course. The
Supreme Council had been established by a law
promulgated in February 1949.

7. Some specific criticism had been heard regarding education in Tunisia. He would like to cite
some figures. In 1938 there had been 1,907 primary teachers in Tunisia, and by 1949 the number
had increased to 2,749. Of those 2.749 teachers,
1.104 were Tunisians. During that same period
the number of professors of secondary education

(Denmark).

had risen from 356 to 668, of whom 404 were
Tunisians. He wondered how anyone could say
that there had been no progress in education when
the number of teachers and professors had been
doubled in the preceding ten years. At the same
time he wished to point out that both French and
Arabic were used in the schools as languages of
instruction.
8. Concerning the criticism of the administration of Morocco, he considered that it had been
motivated by propaganda. In fact, the budgetary
allocations for education in Morocco constituted
15 per cent of the total budget and had been
doubled in the ten years between 1938 and 1949.
Another statement had implied that there were
only 100,000 children in Moroccan schools, but the
true figure was 150,000 in 1947, of whom 110,000
Moslems represented more than ten times the
figure for 1920. The number of teachers had been
increased in proportion.
9.

His delegation regretted the accusation made

by the Syrian representative that France had

endeavoured to eradicate Moslem culture in
l\1orocco. It was well known that teams of scientists had been sent to Morocco to study and
recommend means of preserving and expanding
Moslem culture. There was an Institute of Islamic
Studies in Morocco which offered courses in a
\vide yariety of subjects in thirteen faculties. In
the circumstances, he considered that the Syrian
representatives criticism was unjustified.
10. \Vith regard to the reasons that impelled his
delegation to vote against the proposal to extend
the existence of the Special Committee for another three years. he would like to go back to the
origins of the question. By resolution 66 (I) the
General Assembly had established the Committee
in 1946 under the name of Ad Hoc Committee,
for one year only. The following year, by resolution 146 (II). the Committee had been given another year of life and renamed the Special Committee. By resolution 219 (III), adopted in 1948,
a similar Special Committee had been established.
Currently the proposal had been put forward to
extend the existence of the Committee not for one
but for three years. That was clearly an attempt
to establish a body that would parallel the functions of the Trusteeship Council. His delegation
considered that the measure had no basis in the
Charter and had therefore refused to approve it.
11. \Yith regard to the statement made at the
114th meeting by the representative of the Philippines, he pointed out that if the intention of those
who had drawn up the Charter had been to establish an organ to parallel the Trusteeship Council,
he felt sure they would have done so. To say,
therefore, that such an intention was implicit in
the spirit of the Charter had no foundation in fact.
It was true that the question had been raised during the San Francisco Conference, but it had been
rejected, and the Charter had been drafted in its
present form. France had participated in those
discussions and had given its support to the majority, which had decided against such an organ.
If the question was studied carefully, it would be
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found that the proposed Special Committee actually contradicted the provisions of the Charter.
12. It was not suggested that the Special Committee could never be established, but in order to
establish it, it would be necessary to amend the
Charter. Chapter XVIII provided the machinery
for revision; it was therefore a question of setting
that machinery in motion if it was so desired.
13. He conceded that the Special Committee
might fulfil a useful purpose in matters of procedure. That required careful consideration.
Changes should not be made too rapidly. His delegation considered therefore that the life of the
Special Committee should be extended for one
year instead of three years.
14. The question had been asked why France
had ceased to transmit information concerning a
number of Non-Self-Governing Territories under
its administration. The answer was to be found in
the French Constitution and in the formal reservation with regard to constitutional considerations
made in Article 73 e of the Charter. While he
was prepared to reply to the remarks that had
ben made, he emphasized that France in no way
considered itself as being in the position of a
prisoner in the dock. The view of the French delegation was that all the members of the Committee
were engaged in a common task, an attempt to
ameliorate the lot of a part of the human race.
15. The conception of the French Union was a
new one in history ; it might appear discouraging
at first sight, and some explanation might thus be
called for.
16. Mr. Lapie drew attention to the phrase ''subject to such limitation as security and constitutional considerations may require" contained in
Article 73 e of the Charter. Under the French
Constitution, the former colonial territories and
the metropolitan territory were united in the
French Union. There was onlv one constitution
relating to metropolitan Franc~, the overseas departments, the overseas territories, the Trust Territories and the Associate States. It could not be
said that France was acting contrary to the Charter by availing itself in certain instances of a
reservation which was actually contained in the
Charter.
17. He quoted a letter addressed to the Secretary-General by the French Minister for Foreign
Affairs, dated 29 April 1949 (A/915), which set
forth in detail the reasons which had led the
French Government to cease to transmit information with regard to a number of territories. The
French Union, guided by the same spirit as that
which had inspired the Charter, aimed at the
emancipation of its peoples. It left a place open
for those territories which had attained self-government. It was unnecessary therefore to continue
to transmit information under Article 73 e when a
particular territory was sufficiently advanced in
the process of evolution.
18. France maintained that under its constitution, and in accordance with the reservations provided in the Charter, it was the sole judge of the
stage of emancipation reached by the peoples
under its administration.
19. In reply to the representative of Guatemala,
who had said at the 114th meeting that if the
colonial status was compared to a school for selfgovernment, it was a school from which the pupils
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would never be allowed to graduate, he pointed
out that as far as France was concerned, a number
of countries which before the war had been classified as colonies had become independent States
under agreements concluded with France. With
regard to the question as to what criteria would
he applied in awarding diplomas of independence,
France's reply was that the only possible criterion
was that of democracy and civic maturity through
education and the experience of political responsibility. France had developed education in the Territories and had established the franchise on a
very wide basis, which would be still further extended with the spread of education. The French
authorities themselves had been surprised at the
rapidity with which the idea of democracy had
taken root in Africa. That it had done so was an
encouraging sign for the future.
20. The establishment of the French Union had
not been a small matter. France remained faithful
to the spirit of the Charter. It availed itself of the
exceptions provided in Article 73 e, not in order to
violate the Charter but in order to implement it,
but it wished to do so in its own way. The Charter
of the United Nations and the Constitution of the
French Union had been signed at the same time,
with the same hopes and for the same purposes.
The idea of the French Union had been launched
at Algiers in the middle of the war, at the same
time the idea of the United Nations was growing
out of the Atlantic Charter. Both were aimed at
the same goal: freedom and a high standard of
living for all mankind. France had only one concern- to serve humanity.
21. Mr. FAHY (United States of America) said
that the people of Puerto Rico would deeply resent
the distorted picture of their country, which the
representative of the Ukrainian SSR had given at
the 114th meeting. He did not wish to burden the
Committee with a recital of the accomplishments
of the Puerto Rican people, much less with an
account of the assistance given by the United
States Government, hut felt it necessary to draw
attention to a number of facts.
22. On 2 January 1949 the first elected governor
of Puerto Rico, Luis Mufioz Marin, who had
been born and educated in Puerto Rico, had taken
his oath of office. So far as Mr. Fahy was aware,
Puerto Rico was the only Non-Self-Governing
Territory, which elected its chief executive by
universal adult suffrage. The Territory had a bicameral legislature. Twenty per cent of its budget
was allocated to education, which was free and
compulsory. The Ukrainian representative's assertion that the Puerto Rican Commissioner for
Education was appointed by the United States
President appeared to be based on the information
submitted for the year 1947. It was clear from the
in formation submltted in the following year that
the appointment was made by the Governor of
Puerto Rico, whose people formulated and executed their own educational policy.
23. l\Ir. Fahy found it difficult to understand
the basis for the Ukrainian representative's allegation that the indigenous culture of Puerto Rico
was being destroyed. Spanish was the language of
instruction in elementary schools. The Territory
had three institutions of higher education, including a university, which had the record enrolment of ten thousand students in the year 19471948 and which was making a special effort to
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train Puerto Rican public servants and thus to
accelerate the country's progress towards selfgovernment. The Puerto Rican school of industrial arts offered training to students from the
whole Caribbean area.
24. The Ukrainian representative had described
Puerto Rico as a single-crop agricultural community dependent on United States markets and
subject to United States control. Like the rest
of the Caribbean, the economy of Puerto Rico was
primarily agricultural. The percentage of the
population employed in agriculture had, however,
steadily decreased since the turn of the century
and, with the establishment of over fifty new industries, was now less than forty per cent. The
Ukrainian representative had alleged that Puerto
Rico traded only with the United States. In 1948,
however, Puerto Rico imported goods from fiftythree countries and exported her own manufactures and agricultural products to thirty-five
countries.
25. The Ukrainian representative had referred
to the high incidence of tuberculosis in Puerto
Rico. While the tuberculosis rate was high, it wa:>
important to remember that its treatment in tropical areas presented special problems. The Puerto
Rican Health Department had embarked on an
island-wide campaign to vaccinate the entire child
population against tuberculosis and was thus
undertaking one of the first large-scale campaigns
against tuberculosis with the use of BCG serum.
26. While he had no intention of referring to
the contribution which the United States Government had made to Puerto Rican progress, Mr.
Fahy wished to assure the Committee that his
Government would continue to give the Puerto
Rican people every assistance in its power.
27. Mr. CARPIO (Philippines), speaking in reply
to the representative of France, said that in his
attempt to give a legal interpretation of Chapter
XI of the Charter in his previous speech, he had
pointed out, first, that Article 73 impoo,ed a number of obligations on the colonial Powers over and
above those contained in sub-paragraph e of that
Article, a contention which had not been refuted;
secondly, that by virtue of Article 10 of the Charter the General Assembly had the right to discuss
and make recommendations on matters connected
with Article 73; and thirdly, that, whereas in the
case of Chapters XII and XIII of the Charter the
necessary machinery for discussion and recommendation was available in the form of the Trusteeship Council, no provision for such machinery
had been made in the case of Chapter XI. He had
gone on to suggest that the General Assembly
should take steps to remedy that omission.
28. The French representative had, however, asserted that such action would be tantamount to
an amendment of the Charter and would be contrary to the spirit which had animated its authors.
Mr. Carpio felt sure, however, that, as a fellow
lawyer, the French representative would agree
with his view that where there was a right, there
was also a remedy and hence, if the General Assembly enjoyed certain rights under Article 73
of the Charter, it should also have the power to
carry them into effect.
29. He wished to put three questions to the
French representative. He would like to know, in
the first place, whether the French representative
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admitted the existence of the obligations arising
out of Article 73, which, he, Mr. Carpio, had enumerated in his previous speech, or whether he considered that the obligations of the colonial Powers
were limited to those contained in sub-paragraph
e of that Article. In the second place, he wished
to know whether the French representative agreed
that, under the provisions of Article 73, read in
conjunction with Article 10, the General Assembly and the Fourth Committee were entitled to
discuss and make recommendations with a view
to ensuring fulfilment of the obligations imposed
by the Charter. In the third place, he would like
to know whether the French representative denied
the need to establish machinery to ensure fulfilment of the obligations contained in Article 73.
30. Mr. MuGHIR (Syria) referred to the French
representative's allegation that he had failed to
read the French Government's report on education in the Non-Self-Governing Territories administered by France. Not only had he read that
report, but had in addition studied a great deal
of information from Moroccan and Tunisian
sources.
31. The representative of France had spoken of
the French contribution to the work of Islamic
institutes in Morocco and Tunisia. Those institutes had, however, been in existence long before
the French conquest of North Africa. They did
not. moreover, receive any financial help from
the French authorities.
32. When the French had occupied North
Africa, they had found a coherent system of administration, with a temporal and spiritual chief.
a fact on which the French writer, Lyautey, had
commented. The French representative had not
indicated the existence of a legislative assembly
in Morocco, based on universal suffrage, nor had
he suggested that the establishment of such an
assembly was contemplated. There was no separation of executive and juridical power in the
territory. Freedom of movement was restricted,
as was freedom of association. There was also
severe censorship of the Press. In March 1948 the
number of banned Arabic publications exceeded
1,200. Moroccans were not permitted to form
tr~d~ unions. The~r property was liable to expropnatwn for a vanety of purposes. The economic
s~tuation had deteriorated under French occupation, a fact. to w~ich the sharp rise in the budgetary defiot testified. Wages had failed to rise
in proportion to the cost of living.
33. Mr. FARRAG (Egypt) said that the arguments advanced by the French representative to
justify the French Government's decision to discontinue the transmission of information on a
number of territories were not new. The French
delegation had put forward similar arguments during the first session of the General Assembly in
connexion with an attempt by France to annex
the mandated territories of Togoland and the
Cameroons. The attempt had fortunately been
frustrated and the French representative had ultimately been compelled to admit that no Power
had the right to appropriate the Territories placed
under its administration after the 1914-1918 war.
The limitations imposed by constitutional requirements, to which Article 73 e of the Charter referred, clearly applied to constitutions which had
existed before the adoption of the United Nations
Charter. The new constitution to which the French
representative referred had been adopted in 1946.
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34. Mr. ZARUBIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, in his attempt to refute the
facts put forward by a number of representatives,
the French representative had levelled the charge
of propaganda. It was to such a stratagem that
the colonial Powers were wont to resort in order
to avoid giving a direct reply to their critics. For
its part, the delegation of the USSR had based its
observations exclusively on· facts contained in the
information transmitted to the Secretary-General
by the Administering Powers and could not therefore justly be accused of propaganda.
35. The French representative had not attempted
to deny the facts quoted in evidence of the lack
of political rights in the Non-Self-Governing Territories, of their exploitation and dire poverty.
Facts were stubborn and the colonial Powers
found it easier to resort to generalities intended
to conceal conditions in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories from the public opinion of the world.
36. The French Government had taken a unilateral decision to discontinue the transmission of
information on certain territories. There was,
however, no doubt that the administering Members were required to continue the submission of
information required by Article 73 e of the Charter. It was the duty of the Fourth Committee to
ensure that the required information was submitted and to remind the colonial Powers of their
obligation to promote the well-being of the NonSelf-Governing Territories.
37. Mr. GALAGAN (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that, while the representative of
the United States had maintained that his description of conditions in Puerto Rico was incorrect,
he had not refuted a single fact contained in his
speech.
38. The United States representative had not
denied that the President of the United States
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could impose a veto on legislation enacted by the
Legislative Assembly of Puerto Rico. Nor had
he denied that the Puerto Rican representative
in Congress had no right to vote or even to speak,
except with the unanimous consent of Congress.
39. The United States representative had attempted to refute the facts, which he, Mr. Galagan, had given in regard to the economic situation of Puerto Rico. The information transmitted
under Article 73 e, however, made it plain that
Puerto Rico was a mere appendage of the United
States, that its resources were beino- exploited in
the interests of the United States, while its inhabitants were living at starvation level. The United
States representative had not denied the existence
?f widespread unemployment or the large increase
m Puerto Rican immigration into the United
States. Puerto Rican immigrants lived in squalor
and his delegation had received letters from some
of them who complained of the conditions under
which they lived.
-tO. The Ukrainian representative also referred
to a Puerto Rican law regulating child birth and
stated that sterilization of mothers was practised.
41. The United States representative had also
refuted the charge that his Government was attempting to destroy the culture of Puerto Rico.
He had not, however, denied the fact that the
Presiden~ of the United States had recently imposed hrs veto on a law on the teaching of
Spanish in Puerto Rican schools.
'
42. It was clear that the colonial Powers had
no intention of complying with the obligations laid
down by Chapter XI of the Charter. The General
Assembly should not be diverted by any charges
of propaganda from demanding the strict fulfilment of the obligations imposed by that chapter.
The meeting rose at 1.30 p.m.
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HUNDRED AND TWENTY·FOURTH MEETING
Held at Lake Success, New York, on Monday, 14 November 1949, at 10.45 a.m.
Chairman: Mr. H. LANNUNG (Denmark).

Information from Non.Self.Governing
Territories (continued)

Charter applied, submitted· by the delegation
of Egypt (AjCAjL.37).

The CHAIRMAN announced that the Committee would consider the draft resolution concerning the territories to which Chapter XI of the

2. Mr. FARRAG (Egypt), while not wishing to
review the various stages that had led to the
adoption of Chapter XI of the Charter at San
Francisco or to interpret its terms, stressed that

1.

22
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the draft resolution submitted by his delegation
was firmly based on the spirit and the letter of
that Chapter.

tive parts merely reaffirmed certain prerogatives
of the General Assembly.

6. It had been argued that no resolution such as
the one submitted by his delegation could be
adopted by the General Assembly because it
would infringe the sovereign rights of the Administering Powers. The argument, which was not
a new one, had been raised before in the Fourth
Committee. He recalled that the question had been
discussed in detail in 1946 when an attempt had
been made to define more precisely the term "NonSelf-Governing Territory". In that connexion, he
referred to the summary records of Sub-Committee 2 of the Fourth CommitteeS and to document A/CA/52 which had been submitted to the
Fourth Committee in 1946. 4 The views expressed
at that time' indicated that the Administering
Powers had not raised the question of competence
or considered that their sovereign rights had
been infringed.
7. With regard to the draft solution submitted
by his delegation, Mr. Farrag considered that
its contents could not raise any objections. The
preamble was based on the Charter and was in
conformity with resolution 222 (Ill). Its opera-

11. Experience had shown that the expression
"to intervene" as it occurred in Article 2 should
not be given a narrow, technical interpretation
as far as the responsibilities of the Administering Powers were concerned. In the current case
the Committee 'was dealing with matters which
did not fall essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any of the Administering Powers, and
there was, therefore, no need to analyse in detail
the juridical and political arguments which might
be expounded in support of the worthy principles
which had inspired the Egyptian draft resolution.
12. His delegation would vote for the adoption of the draft resolution and he hoped that it
would receive the support of the Committe. In
view of its importance he would request that
the voting should be by roll-call.
13. Mr. KHADRA (Saudi Arabia) supported the
Egyptian draft resolution because, in the opinion
of his delegation, it was conceived in the spirit
and letter of the Charter and would promote
the paramount interests of the inhabitants of
Non-Self-Governing Territories.

1 See Official Records of tlte first part of tlte first session of tlte General Assembly, 27th plenary meeting, page

3 See Official Records of tlte second part of the first
session of the General Assembly, Fourth Committee, Part

367.

Ill, pages 8 and 9.
• Ibid., Fourth Committee, Part I, pages 213-215.

8. As far as the first operative paragraph was
3. He recalled that at a meeting of the General concerned, the number of Non-Self-Governing
Assembly in February 1946 the United States Territories for which the Administering Powers
representative, Mr. John Foster Dulles, had were bound to transmit information had decreased
stated that the declaration on N on-Self-Govern- from seventy-four to sixty-two since 1946. His
ing Territories was not merely the concern of J delegation considered that if some of these Territhe Administering Powers but was also the con- 'Ii tories had attained independence or self-governcern of the United Nations!' The United King- I ment, that was a reason for great satisfaction.
dom representative, Mr. Arthur Creech Jones, i However, as long as there existed any territories
had added that he rejoiced that there was at last which were non-self-governing, the obligations of
an international colonial convention in Chapter the Administering Powers remained in force and
XI which all the Powers subscribing to the the General Assembly should ensure that those
obligations were observed. It was essential that
United Nations would be required to observe. 2
co-operation should prevail between the Admin4. In view of those statements, Mr. Farrag istering Powers and the other Members of the
considered that it was the duty of the United United Nations, and for that reason the draft
Nations, and more particularly of the General resolution should be favourably considered. With
Assembly, to request the Administering Powers regard to the second paragraph of the operative
to observe that convention, which, among other part, he considered that the Special Committe
things, required the regular submission of infor- was the most appropriate body to examine the
mation on the territories under their adminis- factors to be taken into consideration, and to
tration.
advise the General Assembly thereon.
5. According to resolution 66 (I) adopted by 9. Mr. DUARTE DE ROCHA (Brazil) considered
the General Assembly on 14 December 1946, that the principles which had inspired the Egypthe number of Non-Self-Governing Territories tian draft resolution were in accordance with the
enumerated by the Administering Powers spirit of Chapter XI of the Charter. Article 2,
amounted to seventy-four. In 1949 the number paragraph 7, of the Charter had been interpreted
of territories for which information had been in so many ways that it had become almost impostransmitted had been reduced to sixty-two. He sible for the United Nations to define exactly the
thought that the General Assembly was entitled meaning of the term "Non-Self-Governing Terto know whether the decrease in the number of ritory".
territories for which information had been transmitted was due to any change in the constitu- 10. The same interpretations had been used
tional position and status of such territories. It when the establishment of the Ad H GC Committee
was for that purpose that the General Assembly had been contemplated in 1946. It had been
had adopted resolution 222 (Ill) in 1948. The argued that the Charter had not provided for any
draft resolution under consideration, in his opin- system to implement the provisions of Chapter
ion, completed the procedure initiated by resolu- XI and that the establishment of the Ad H GC
tion 222 (Ill) and would enable the General Committee would infringe the domestic jurisdicAssembly to discharge its responsibilities in res- tion of certain States and constitute an attempt
pect to the transmission by the Administering to amend Article 2 of the Charter. Yet in spite
Powers of information under Article 73 e ,of the of that opposition, the Committee had been established.
Charter.

2

Ibid., page 374.
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14. In view of the measured tone and conciliatory nature of that resolution he hoped that the
Members responsible for Non-Self-Governing
Territories would be guided by a genuine spirit
of compromise and vote for its adoption.
15. He considered that further acrimonious debate ~ould be avoided by the adoption of the
Egyptian draft resolution, which provided the
means of finding criteria for deciding when the
Administering Powers should cease to transmit
information on the territories for which they
were responsible. He feared that if the resolution was not adopted, the same recriminations
would be heard at the fifth session of the General Assembly and might result in a serious
deadlock.
16. It was possible that the Administering
Powers had what they considered to be valid
reasons for ceasing to transmit information on a
number of territories, but it was also possible
that the non-administering Powers might refute
those reasons. In his opinion, the Egyptian draft
resolution presented a good solution to the problem of establishing criteria for determining
whether a territory was or was not non-selfgoverning. Nevertheless, the resolution did not
commit the Administering Powers to any further
obligations than those they had accepted when
they ratified the Charter.
I? He hoped that those delegations which consldered that the draft resolution was not sufficiently strong would not harm the interests of
the inhabitants of Non-Self-Governing Territories by failing to support it.
18. Mr. Shiva RAo (India) declared that a
number of Members were concerned at the unilateral decision of some of the Administering
Powers to discontinue the transmission of infor~ation on several Non-Self-Governing Territones enumerated in resolution 66 (I).
19. He wished to draw the attention of the
Committee to resolution 222 (Ill) of the Gen~ral Assembly which did not go beyond requestlUg the Administering Powers to explain the
reasons that had impelled them to cease transmitting information on those territories. The
General Assembly was uncertain whether the
decision of the Administering Powers to cease
transmitting the information was due to the fact
that the Territories had attained a status of independence or self-government, to a simple omission, or to other reasons. The Egyptian draft
resolution did not question the soundness or the
propriety of the decisions taken by the Administering Powers and was intended to throw some
light on the question by going one step further
than resolution 222 (Ill).
20. The first paragraph of the operative part
of the draft resolution established clearly that\
the General Assembly had the responsibility to
express its opinion on the obligations of the
Administering Powers under Article 73 of the
Charter. The second paragraph requested the
Special Committee to examine the factors which
should be taken into account in deciding whether
any territory was or was not non-self-governing.
21. The Administering Powers themselves did
not agree on the criteria that should be employed
in deciding whether a territory was or was not
non-self-governing. He referred to statements
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made by the United Kingdom and France contained in document A/915. The AJministering
Powers agreed, however, that the responsibility for
determining when a territory ceased to be nonself-governing rested not with the General Assembly but with the Administering Member concerned. It would be appropriate, therefore, if
the Secretariat prepared a working paper on the
subject as a guide for the Special Committee in
its examination of the factors which should be
taken into account.
22. For the reasons stated above, his delegation would vote in favour of the Egyptian draft
resolution.
23. Mr. MARTuRET (Venezuela) said that his
delegation considered the question of information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter
to be of primary importance.
24. He recalled that in 1946 the number of territories for which information had been received
totalled seventy-four, but subsequently the Administering Powers had transmitted information
.
on sixty-two TerrItories only.
25. His delegation considered that in order to
know how Chapter XI should be implemented,
the General Assembly should determine clearly
what constituted a Non-Self-Governing Territory.
Experience had shown that the term "non-selfgoverning" was not sufficiently precise. Its interpretation had given rise to the expression of divergent views which had made difficult the task of
the General Assembly in so far as the implementation of Article 73 was concerned. He therefore
thought that any effort made by the General
Assembly to clarify the situation would be justitied. The Egyptian draft resolution, in his opinion, was a step in the right direction since it
could serve as a basis for the eventual definition
of a Non-Self-Governing Territory.
26. The draft resolution made it clear that the
General Assembly had the responsibility to express its opinion on the principles which had
guided. the Members concerned in enumerating
the Non-Self-Governing Territories for which
they were bound to transmit information. It was
evident that the enunciation of such principles
could not be construed as intervention in the
domestic jurisdiction of the Administering Powers.
27. While his delegation had stated previously
that the Special Committee was not, in its opinion, competent to deal with the question of the
transmission of information on Non-Self-Governing Territories, it considered that the General
Assembly was fully competent to do so. If a
special organ of the United Nations was to judge
the type of relationship that should exist between
an Administering Power and a Non-Self-Governing :rerr~tory, that cou~d be ~onstrued as interventlOn m the domestIC affaIrs of the f?rmer.
Tha~ would n<?t .be t~e case, how~ver, If that
sp.eclal o~gan hn;lte.d. Itself t~ .carrymg out. certau~ stu~les of JUrIdical,. polItical,. ~conomlc or
SOCIal .kmd, to be used m determmmg whe~her
a terrItory shoul~ or should not be claSSIfied
as non-self-govermng.
28. The Egyptian draft resolution should therefore b~ accepta1?le to the majority ?f the M~mbers
and hIS delegatIOn would vote for Its adoptIOn.
29. Mr. FLETCHER-COOKE (United Kingdom)
said that, in introducing his draft resolution, the
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Egyptian representative had stated that the Ad- sibility of determining the effect of the two limitaministering Powers, having signed the Charter, tions - security and constitutional - on the
were bound by the provisions of Chapter XI. obligation of a Member State to transmit informaHe would, however, like to point out that those tion.
provisions were equally binding for the non2
administering Powers. Neither they nor the Ad- 3. No useful purpose would therefQre be served
dd
d 1
by a study of what was or was not a territory
ministering Powers could either a
to or e ete whose people had not yet attained a full measure
from that Chapter except in accordance with the
d
f h
of self-government, since that was not necessarily
accepted procedure for the amen ment 0 t e the decisive point. If the Special Committee was
Charter.
charged with such a study, Mr. Fletcher-Cooke
30. Mr. Fletcher-Cooke realized that, in propos- would be obliged to reserve his Government's
ing his draft resolution, the Egy~tian.represent~- position on the question of its participation.
tive had not only, or even pnmanly, had 111
mind the territories for which the United King- 33. Mr. SHAHBAN (Pakistan) said that the
h d ft draft resolution submitted by Egypt fully corresdom was responsible. Since, ~owever, t e. ra
ponded to his delegation's views and would reresolution seemed to imply a mlsunderstand1l1g of
the reasons for which the United Kingdom ceive its wholehearted support.
Government had ceased to transmit information 34. His delegation found it difficult to underon Malta, he felt it might be useful to explain stand how any objection could be raised to the
his Government's attitude on that matter.
Egyptian proposal, which was entirely in accord'31 I
.
t t
' t ' formatl'on about ance with the provisions of the Charter, Unilateral
ransml ill
d ..
t d'
.
h
..
f . f
. n ceasmg
Malta the United Kingdom Government did not
eCI~lOns 0 Iscontillue t e transt?lss.lOn 0 m orclaim'that the territory had attained a full meas- matlOn .on the ground that t.erntones were no
non-self-governillg category could
urposes Of Chap- longer . m the
ure XI
0 f seIf -government for th e p
. t 0 mlsun
. d ers t an d'111~ an d SuspiCIOn.
. .
ter
of the Charter. In the evolution of self-''\ on1y give
nse
t ' th N S If Go erning Terri- If self-government, or even partIal self-governgo~ernmhen ill th e
~nh-t e - ueVntl be a stage ment, as in the case of Malta, had been attained and
r G
1 d all h f
tones, owever, ere mlg fr eq
y
, h
as there was in the case of Malta, when, although t e metrohPo ulta~ dovNern~ent Phace 0 t ~ ,:cts
f
b
et
e
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a fu11 measure 0 f seIf-gove r n ment had not Y
'b'l't
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no
re
uctance
ill
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ucmg
t e , 1st
.
d
,
f"
h' h . f '
d
been atta1l1e , responsl I I Y 0
. 1 matt ers, w h'ICh we re the matters 0 terntones on w IC m ormatlOn was reqUire .
and ed ucatlona
mentioned in Article 73 e, no longer rested with 35. Mr. GARREAU (France), while appreciating
the metropolitan Government, but was vested by the spirit in which the Egyptian draft resolution
the Constitution in the Government of the ~ern- had been submitted, felt bound to emphasize that
tory. When that stage had been .reac~ed, c?n- it was first necessary to reach a satisfactory defistitutional considerations" as provl~e~ 111 ArtIcle nition of what constituted a Non-Self-Governing
73 e might preclude the transmls~lon by the Territory under Chapter XI of the Charter, If
metropolitan Government of informatI~n o~ those the Administering Power could decide to transmatters, as being matters with which It was mit information for a territory, it could also decide
no longer concerned. The. wo:ds "subje~t to ~uch unilaterally to cease doing so. No decision regardlimitations as ... constitutIOnal conslderatlOns ing the definition of the term "Non-Self-Governmay require" had been i~serted in t~e. ~r~ft of ing Territory" had been taken at San Francisco,
Article 73 e at San FranCISco on the 1I11tIatIve of an omission to which France had constantly
the United Kingdom representativ.e to meet .t~at drawn attention in the course of the preceding
very point and had been accepted With the additIon three years. To adopt the Egyptian draft resoluof the words "security and", proposed by the tion without first formulating that definition would
representative of the United States. Since! under be to put the cart before the horse.
the 1947 Constitution, Malta was responsible f o r .
.. ,
its own internal administration, including the 3~. Th~ hst of Non-Self-Govermng Terntones
matters enumerated in Article 73 e, the United With which the ~eneral As.sembly.was concerned
Kingdom Government was not concerned with was. no~ exhaus~lve and did. ~ot 1I1clude all the
those matters for constitutional reasons and could terntones to whl~h the provl.slOns of Chapter XI
not therefore supply any information regarding of ~he Charter might be apphed. It was therefore
them. There could be no doubt that only the unjust that the Chapter ~hould be held to aPl?ly
metropolitan Power concerned was in a position o~ly ~o those. ~owers whlc~ had loyally complied
to decide the question of security considerations With ItS, proVISIO~S. It applted to all Members of
and of its own constitutional relationship with the Umted NatlOns.
each of the territories for which it was responsible. 37. The French delegation had raised objecAs the United Kingdom representative had indi- tions of principle to the draft resolution submitted
cated during the discussion of resolution 222 by the delegations of Mexico and the United
(Ill) at the third session of the General Assem- States, that had been adopted at the previous
bly, the United Kingdom was prepared to inform meeting. The same objections applied to the
the Secretary-General whenever anyone of the operative part of the Egyptian draft resolution
territories under its administration reached a and, while again reserving the French Govemstage of constitutional development at which the ment's position in regard to the Special ComUnited Kingdom Government was no longer. mittee itself, which it regarded as unconstitutional,
responsible for the matters mentioned in Article the French delegation would vote against the
73 e, with the result that it was no longer consti- Egyptian draft resolution.
tutionally possible to transmit the information
required by the Article. It was, however, simply 38. Mr. DE BRUYNE (Belgium) said that, in
a question of informing the Secretary-General; expressing its views on the Egyptian draft resoluthere was no provision in the Charter which con- tion, the Belgian delegation found itself in a
ferred upon the General Assembly the respon- privileged position, since Belgium had freely de-
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cided that the Belgian Congo was the only NonSelf-Governing Territory over which it exercised
sovereign rights and had pledged itself to furnishthe information required by Article 73 e of the.
Charter on that territory. The Belgian delegation)
considered that all the under-developed peoples
of the world were entitled to expect the Members
of the United Nations to proclaim their acceptance;
of a sacred mission with regard to them, similar to
that which Belgium had accepted in regard to the
Belgian Congo.
39. As the French representative had pointed
out, no definition of a non-self-governing people
had as yet been formulated. Some non-self-governing peoples lived in territories, some in reservations; the areas which they inhabited were
in some cases within or adjacent to the frontier
of a State, while in other cases they were separated by the sea.
40. Som~ of the arguments advanced in that
connexion in the course of the previous week
were, in the opinion of the Belgian delegation,
invalid. From a legal point of view, whether
the area inhabited by the non-self-governing
peoples was within the frontiers of a State or
outside them, the better-developed State had certain rights over that area. The Belgian Congo
was a part of Belgian territory and was subject
to Belgian laws, just as certain reserves were
subject to the sovereignty of other States.
41. The Mexican representative had said, in
referring to a statement by the Belgian representative, that his country's policy toward the les~
developed peoples was subject to control by pubhc
opinion and by parliament. The position was
exactly the same in Belgium and the records of
parliamentary proceedings provided evidence of
the humanitarian concern with which all Belgian
political parties follmved the evolution of the
non-self-governing peoples.
42. The Belgian Congo had been both an independent State and a colony. When an independ~n~
State, it had been dependent on a sovereIgn
monarch and administered by a handful of white
men; it had had its own flag and a colonial
council independent of the Belgian parliament.
It had in effect been an authoritarian State. If
the Congo had retained its independent status,
it would have resembled many States represented
in the United Nations. It would have had its
own representative, who would have repudiated
interference, whether foreign or international, in
its domestic affairs. From the point of view of
international publicity, the Committee would no
doubt agree that the existing regime made better
provision for the people of the Congo than the
previous one.
43. The Uruguayan representative had stated
at an earlier meeting that colonial policy had been
subject to the judgment of the conscience of
the world since the Conference at San Francisco.
While such a situation was not unwelcome to
the Belgian delegation, it nevertheless felt that
the moral control exercised by public opinion
should be supplementary to the legal control
exercised by parliamentary institutions.
44. It might be profitable for all nations and for
the non-self-governing peoples to have official information on the measures being taken by certain
States to protect and develop the languages, for
example, of the Indians of Central, South and
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North America, of the N egritos of the Philippines
and so on. It would be useful for all Members
of the United NatioFls to receive statistics on
educational advancement and, in particular, on
economic and social conditions among the underdeveloped peoples in all States. The draft resolutions adopted in the course of the preceding few
days made it clear that such action in regard to
all the information required under Article 73 e
of the Charter would promote to the greatest
possible degree the well-being of the non-seIfgoverning peoples. The Belgian delegation trusted
that, in submitting its draft resolution, the Egyptian delegation had been motivated by a desire
to extend the benefits of Chapter XI of the
Charter to the greatest possible number of nonself-governing peoples.
45. The Committee should not blind itself to the
existence of profound mistrust among its members,
mistrust on the part of the non-administering
Powers in regard to the "unhappy few" and mistrust on the part of the Administering Powers
in regard to a majority which deliberately ignored
the constitutional guarantees explicitly provided
in Chapter XI of the Charter.
46. As regards the text of the Egyptian draft
resolution, the Belgian delegation would have preferred a briefer reference to Article 73, since
the existing wording appeared to prejudge the
interpretation of that Article. It would have
preferred an additional paragraph to the preamble on the following lines: "Considering that
resolution 66 (I), in taking note of a situation
of fact, cannot interpret Article 73 in a restrictive sense in regard to Members of the United
Nations who have or assume the responsibility
of administering Non-Self-Governing Territories". The Belgian delegation's principal objections to the draft resolution were, however, concerned with the wording of the last paragraph
of the operative part. The phrase "which should
be taken into account" in that paragraph was
impersonal and it was not clear whether it applied
to the General Assembly or to individual States.
47. As it had stated on a number of previous
occasions, the Belgian delegation held the view
that the General Assembly was not empowered
to express a binding opinion on the manner in
which the Administering Powers should comply
with the provisions of Chapter XI. Hence, even
if it reached a definition, by empiric or other
methods, of a Non-Self-Governing Territory, it
would still have no power to decide on the application of that definition to individual territories.
Such decisions were a matter for Member States
alone.
48. Such legal arguments would have been sufficient in themselves to justify opposition to the
Egyptian proposal. The Belgian delegation, while
continuing to reserve its position, particularly
in regard to the Special Committee, would abstain
from voting on the Egyptian draft resolution because it wished to emphasize the view, shared by
the majority of Members, that all the non-selfgoverning peoples of the world should receive
equal and effective guarantees from the United
Nations.

I

49. Mr. NORIEGA (Mexico) disagreed with ~he
contention of the United Kingdom representatIve
that the Egyptian proposal constituted an amendment of the Charter. The value of the Charter
rested upon the good will and good faith of all
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Members of the Organization. According to the
French representative, the eight countries which
had voluntarily decided to transmit information
under Chapter XI were free to cease doing so
at any time. Chapter XI, however, was an integral part of the Charter, and created international obligations both for the Administering
Members and the non-administering Members.
The Egyptian draft resolution should be considered in that light.
50. The United Kingdom representative had
stated that as a result of constitutional changes
which had taken place in Malta, the United Kingdom Government was no longer concerned with
economic, social and educational matters in that
territory. He had admitted, however, that Malta
was not fully self-governing. That being so, the
United Kingdom Government should continue to
transmit information with regard to Malta. All
that had happened was that there had been a
delegation of powers by the United Kingdom
Government to the Government of Malta.
51. With reference to the remarks of the French
and Belgian representatives, he considered the
case of population groups which were under the
domination of an alien race to be entirely different from that of Non-Self-Governing Territories.
Such population groups, though possibly, for
reasons of culture, not incorporated into the life
of the community, nevertheless enjoyed the same
civic and political rights as the remainder of the
population. It was true that there were cases of
groups living in conditions of discrimination and
segregation; the Mexican delegation would do
everything in its power to obtain justice for them.
52. He appealed to the Administering Powers,
in a conciliatory spirit, to propose a formula which
would be acceptable to them and satisfactory to
the General Assembly. He would like to see the
list of Non-Self-Governing Territories diminish
as a result of the attainment of real self-government. The Mexican delegation would be the first
to congratulate the Administering Powers when
that took place.
53. Mr. CARPIO (Philippines) observed that the
number of Territories on which information was
transmitted under Article 73 e had been reduced
from seventy-four to sixty-two without much explanation on the part of the Administering
Powers, which took the stand that it was for
them alone to decide whether or not to continue
transmitting information on any of the NonSelf-Governing Territories included in the original list. The draft resolution submitted by the
Egyptian delegation challenged the validity of
that contention and raised the question whether
or not the General Assembly had any say in the
matter.
54. It was the view of the Philippine delegation
that, once a Non-Self-Governing Territory had
been included in the list of those to which Article
73 applied, the Administering Power no longer
had the sole responsibility of deciding whether or
not to continue transmitting information. In
Article 73, the Administering Powers had recognized the principle that the interests of the
inhabitants of the territories were paramount and
accepted as a sacred trust the obligation to promote their well-being. The primordial concept
of the Mandate System had been that of the
white man's responsibility towards backward
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peoples. That concept had been embodied in
Article 73, with somewhat different wording. The
provisions of Chapter XI applied to some two
hundred million people, who had so far had little
say in the administration of their own affairs.
Nevertheless progress was being made; within
a period of three years a number of nations in
South East Asia had attained freedom. That was
a historical process which nothing could prevent
and for that reason it was important that the
decision whether or not to transmit information
should not be unilateral. The only criterion was a
full measure of self-government and until that
was achieved the administering Powers had no
grounds for saying that they had completed their
task under Chapter XI.
55. The Charter outlined the pattern by which
the Members of the United Nations might cooperate for the well-being of peoples throughout
the world. In many cases machinery had not
been established, but the pattern was there and
it was the duty of every Member of the United
Nations to follow it in order that the Organization might be a living reality, able to cope with
the changing requirements of modern times.
5.6. He re~lized that, as the Belgian representatlve had saId, there were many difficulties in the
war o~ establi~hing criteria as to the point at
whIch mformatIOn should cease to be transmitted
and .he acknowledged the vigour of the legal con~
tentIOt,I advanced by the United Kingdom representatIve. Nevertheless, until a full measure of
self-government had been attained, the obligation
of the colonial Powers to transmit information
remained intact.
57. The Philippine delegation would therefore
vote for the Egyptian draft resolution.
58. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) remarked that
the Egyptian representative had recalled that in
1946 the Cuban delegation had opposed the suggestion that the meaning of the term "Non-Selfyoverning Territory" should be defined. Cuba had
always wished Article 73 to be interpreted in the
broadest possible manner and had been against
any premature definition, which might have had a
restrictive effect. The Cuban delegation, however,
felt that the time had come when a definition
should be reached. Article 73 was quite clear; it
spoke of "territories whose peoples have not yet
attained a full measure of self-government". Until
they had attained that full measure of self-government, all the provisions of Article 73 remained in
force. Agreement must therefore be reached on
the exact meaning of the expression "full measure
of self-government". Only in that way could the
Administering Powers know what their obligations were with regard to the transmission of information. He could not agree that because a territory had become self-governing in social or educational matters, information should automatically
cease to be transmitted.
59. In reply to the French representative, he
maintained that once the list of Non-Self-Governing Territories had been established, it became
the property of the United Nations and the General
Assembly should continue to receive information
on all the territories it enumerated. He agreed
with the French representative that the list of
Non-Self-Governing Territories should be lengthened rather than shortened. No real difference
of principle existed between the administering and
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the non-administering Members, and he believed
that most of the former would vote for the draft
resolution.
60. It might appear that the Cuban delegation
had changed its opinion, but in reality it felt, as it
had always done, that Article 73 e should be interpreted as broadly as possible. It would therefore
vote for the Egyptian draft resolution.
61. Mr. GARREAU (France) pointed out that no
reply had been given to his question, which had
also been put by the Belgian representative: the
fundamental question of what were non-selfgoverning peoples.
62. Prince WAN WAITHAYAKON (Thailand)
sympathized with the aims of the draft resolution
submitted by Egypt.
63. With regard to the final paragraph, the task
assigned to the Special Committee would be extremely difficult; nevertheless it should be attempted. He would therefore vote for that paragraph.
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64. With reference to the first operative paragraph, it was acceptable in principle. The United
Kingdom representative had called attention to
the reservation regarding constitutional considerations in Article 73 e; the wording of the paragraph, however, made it clear that the General
Assembly could consider the constitutional considerations submitted for ceasing to transmit or
for not transmitting information and could express its opinion. He wondered whether it was in
order for the first operative paragraph to imply an
obligation on the part of the General Assembly,
and suggested that it should be altered to read: .
"Considers that it is within the responsibility of
the General Assembly to express its opinion ..."
If that was accepted, he would vote for the draft
resolution; if not, he would abstain.
65. Mr. FARRAG (Egypt) accepted the proposal
of the representative of Thailand.
66. He moved the adjournment of the meeting.
I t was so decided.
The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m.
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President: Mr. Luis PADILLA NERVO (Mexico).

Consideration of the various items on the agenda
of the meeting
1. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
Assembly's agenda fOl' this meeting consists of the reports
~9f the Fourth Committee, which has finished its work,
and a report of the First Committee. Before we proceed
.. to consider these reports, I ought to consult the Assembly
regarding the application of rule 67 of the rules of procedure
" which reads as follows:
" Discussion of a report of a Main Committee in a
plenary meeting of the General Assembly shall take
place if at least one-third of the Members present and
voting at the plenary meeting consider such a discussion
to be necessary. Any proposal to this effect shall not
be debated, but shall be immediately put to the vote. "
.. 2. Does any representative wish to propose that there
should be a debate on anyone of the first seven items
on our agenda ?
.. It was decided not to discuss the first seven items (items 12,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36 and 37).
'3. The PRESIDENT (translatedfram Spanish) : Naturally
'" the decision just taken does not deprive representatives
'of the right to explain their votes on each item.

4. Now we come to the eighth item on which the representative of the Union of South Africa has asked for' a
debate. Accordingly I ask the Assembly to decide by a
vote whether the eighth item should be debated.
It was decided to dt'scuss the eighth item (item 38), there
being 17 votes in favour, 18 against, with 12 abstentions.
5. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): There
is another item on our agenda, the ninth, which is the report
of the FiFst Committee on measures to combat the threat
of a new world war and to strengthen peace and friendship
among the nations.
6. Is there a proposal in favour of discussing this item ?
It was decided not to discuss the ninth item (item 67).
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100. In regard to this matter, three questions were referred
by this Assembly to the Fourth Committee under agenda ",
item 36 : Economic conditions and development in Non- i
Self-Governing Territories; Summary and analysis of
information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter'
and Information transmitted under Article 73 e of th~
Charter.
101. So far as the item on economic conditions and development in Non-Self-Governing Territories is concerned -',
a draft resolution I is now submitted to the Assembly which
approves the report of the Special Committee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter on ~
this matter, and invites the Secretary-General to communicate this report for further consideration to the Members
of the United Nations responsible for the administration
of Non-Self-Governing Territories to the Economic and .;
Social Council, the Trusteeship Council and to the specializcd agencies concerned. In drafting this resolution the
Fourth Committee followed the same procedure as in the
fifth session when it dealt with the report on education ..
referred to it by the Special Committee. Taking into account
the fact that many economic problems in Non-SelfGoverning Territories are similar to those affecting the
under-developed areas of the world, the Special Committee
referred in its report to the relevant resolutions of the
Economic and Social Council dealing with such questions
as flow of capital in under-developed areas, land reform, etc.
102. Draft resolution II takes note of the report of the
Special Committee covering its 1951 session and approves
the arrangements for its work in 1952. After having dealt
with educational problems in 1950 and economic development in 1951, the Special Committee will take up questions
relating to the social field in 1952.
103. Draft resolution III aims at associating Non-SelfGoveming Territorie3 more closely with the work of the
Special Committee, and that Committee is invited to
examine the possibility of such closer participation.
104. Draft resolution IV deals with future procedure
for the continuation of the study of factors which should
be taken into account in deciding whether a territory is or is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full _
measure of self-government. It decided to take as a basis
the list of factors drawn up by the Sub-Committee \l
appointed by the Fourth Committee to study the factors,
the list of which is annexed to the resolution. It also invites
Members of the United Nations to transmit in writing to
the Secretary-General a statement of the views of their
govemments on that problem, and it appoints an ad hoc
committee in order to carry out a further study of the factors.
This question, through one if its aspects, is linked with
the problem of cessation of the transmission of information
under Article 73 e of the Charter generally.
105. Draft resolution V, more particularly, deals with
the cessation of the transmission of information in respect
of the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam. It expresses
an appreciation to the Government of the Netherlands
for communicating full information in compliance with
General Assembly resolution 222 (Ill). Finally, the draft
resolution decides to refer the matter to the next session
of the General Assembly having regard to the fact that by
that time the ad hoc committee on factors will have further
clarified the question which it has been asked to study,
and that a round table conference of the representatives
of the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam is to be held in
March 1952 to decide upon the new constitutional order.
106. Draft resolution. VI suggests that in order to be
more conducive to a wide publicity, the title of the Special
Committee should, without affecting its terms of reference,
N

r
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Information from Non-Self-Governing Tel'l'itories:
(a) economic conditions and development in NonSelf-Governing Territories ; (b) summary amI analysis of information transmitted undel' Article 73 e
of the Charter; (c) information transmitte(1 umIcI'
Article 73 e of the Charter: l'ellOrt of the FOUl·th
Committee (Aj2057)
[Agenda item 36]
99. Mr. LA:~mUN9- (Denmark) (Rapporteur of the
Fourth Committee) : I have the honour to submit to the
General Assembly the report on information from NonSelf Governing Territories as unanimously adopted by
the Fourth Committee.
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be abbreviated to read" Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories". Further, on behalf
of the General Assembly, the Committee elected Ecuador
and Indonesia as members of the Special Committee in
place of Mexico and the Philippines.
107. As I am at this rostrum perhaps the President will
allow me, as the representative of DENMARK, to say
that I and many of my colleagues in the Fourth Committee
consider draft resolution IV cuncerning factors which should
be taken into account in deciding whether a territory is or
is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government is an important question both
in the general sense and, more particularly, in the sense
of Article 18 of the Charter. We should, therefore, like
to suggest that paragraph 2 of Article 18 of the Charter
and rule 84 of the rules of procedure should be applied to
draft resolution IV concerning factors.
108. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I call
upon the representative of Cuba, on a point of order.
109. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) (translated from
Spanish): I wish only to raise a point regarding the
prodecure suggested by the representative of Denmark
for the vote on draft resolution IV. He asks that it should
be considered as an important question and hence subject
to special voting rules. But I would respectfully point
out that the draft resolution is concerned only with future
procedure and not with the substance of the question.
Consequently, my delegation does not believe that it would
be logical, at the present stage, to raise the question whether
the resolution should be regarded as involving an important
question. At the present stage it is still merely a matter of
the procedure to be adopted in our future work.
110. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spatzish) : The
report of the Fourth Committee rAj2057] contains six
draft resolutions recommended for adoption by the General
Assembly. We shall vote separately on each draft resolution.
111. I now put to the vote draft resolution 1.
Draft resolution 1 was adopted by 48 votes to 5, with
1 abstention.
112. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : We
shall now proceed to the vote on draft resolution Il, which
was approved by the Fourth Committee without opposition.
If there are no objections, I shall consider it adopted.
Draft resolution 11 was adopted without discussion.
113. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : I put
to the vote draft resolution Ill.
Draft resolution 111 was adopted by 47 votes to 2. with
7 abstentions.
114. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spalzish): We
shall vote next on draft resolution IV.
Draft resolut£on IV was adopted by 46 votes to none, with
7 abstentions.
115. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now vote on draft resolution V.
116. I call upon the representative of the Netherlands
who wishes to explain his vote.
117. Mr. KERNKAMP (Netherlands): We should
like to ask for a separate vote on paragraph 3 of this draft
resolution, and at the same time I should like to explain my
vote on this item. I shall be very brief, because we have
already explained the position of my Government with
reference to this draft resolution in the Fourth Committee.
118. We do not object to the so-called factors being
studied. I mean, of course, factors which have to be taken
into account to decide whether a territory is or is not a
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territory whose people have attained a full measure of
self-government. We fully approve that such a list of factors
should be drawn up, but we can only accept such a list
as a guide as, in our view, it only presents indications.
119. We remain convinced that legally it is for the administering Powers to decide on constitutional grounds if a
given territory falls, at a certain time, outside the scope
of Article 73 e. We feel sure that the Netherlands Antilles
and Surinam have already attained a full measure of selfgovernment, and their democratic governments themselves
agree. Therefore, we are opposed to mentioning, in
paragraph 3 of the draft resolution, the forthcoming round
table conference because, important as this round table
conference is in itself in respect to the reconstruction of
the Netherlands kingdom, in our view this round table
conference is irrelevant in view of the self-government
that is already existing with respect to the Netherlands
Antilles and Surinam.
120. Therefore, we shall vote against paragraph 3 of this
draft resolution, and abstain from voting on the draft resolution as a whole.
121. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : The
representative of the Netherlands has requested a separate
vote on paragraph 3 of the operative part of draft resolution V. I shall put the paragraph to the vote.
Paragraph 3 of the operative part was adopted by 41 votes
to 7, with 8, abstentions.

In. The PRESIDENT (translatedfrom Spanish) : I shall
put draft resolution Vas a whole to the vote.
Draft resolution V as a whole was adopted by 47 votes to
none. with 9 abstentions.
123. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : Draft
resolution VI, which was approved by the Fourth
Committee without opposition, proposes to modify the
present name of the Committee on Information transmitted
under Article 73 e of the Charter. If there are no objections,
I shall consider this draft resolution as adopted.
Draft resolution V I was adopted without discussion.

., ....
.. . . . . ..
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Sixth session
Agenda items 36 and 37
TIWORMATION FROM NON -SELF · GOVERNING !l'EP.RITORIES
~art

Rapporteur:

of the Fourth

Committe~

Mr. Hermod LANNUNG (Denmark)

At its 34-2nd plenary meeting on 13 November 1951, the GGneral Assembly
referred to the Fourth Committee item 36 on its agenda concerning information from
L

Non -Self -Governing Territories and item 37 provid inc for the election of t'-10
members of the Special Committee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e of
the Charter.
2.

Item . 36 contained the follmrinG parts:
{a) Economic conditions and development .in Non-Self-Governing Territories:
repo~t of the Special Cowmittee on Information transmitted lmder

Articl~
(b)
(c)

73 e of the Charter.~/
Summary and analysis of information transmitted under Article 73 e
of the Charter: report of the Secretary-General}/
Inforrr..a ti on transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter: report
of the Special Committee.}/

3.
After introductory statements at the 205th meetine: by the Chairman and the
R8.pporteur of the Special Committee , the gene:-cal debate on item 36 as a 1-rhole
began and continued until the 2llth meeting .
~7

A/1836, Official Records of the General Assembly, Sixth Session, Supplement
No. 14, section V of part one, and part three.
~/ A/1823 and Corr.l and Add.l ; 1321} and Corr.l, A/1824/Add.l and Corr.l,
1824/Add.2 and Corr.l, 1824/Add.3 ; 1826; 1827 and Corr.l and Add.l;
1828; 1829 and Corr.l; 1830; 1835.
l/ A/1836, -0fficial Records of the Gener al Assembly, Sixth Session,
Su-pplement No. 1~.
·
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4.

During the general debate statements reserving the position of their

Go>:ernments in recard to sovereignty over and the transmission of i:1formation on
Netherlands Hew Guinea (Hest Irian) were made 'by the representatives of Indonesia
and the Netherlands.

Reservo. tions Here als.o rr.ade in regard to sovereignty over

British Honduras (Belize Territory) by the representatives of Guatemaln and the
United Kingdom, over Aden by the representatives of Yemen and the United Kingdom,
and over the Falkland)slands (Islas Malvinas) by the representatives of Argentina
and the United Kingdom.

TERRITORIES . TO WHICH CHAPTER XI OF THE CHARTER APPLIES
8.

From its 215th to 218th meetings, the

Cow~ittee

discussed the question of the

Territories to vrhich Chapter XI ·of the Charter applies, ;;hich is considered in
section XI of part one and in part four of the report of the Special Committee.

/9.

The following
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9.

The following texts were submitted on this subject:
I.

A joint draft resolution submitted by Denmark and Pakistan (A/C.4/L.l51),
the operative part of which would provide that th8 General Asaembly:
(1) decides to accept as an int erim guide for all useful purposes the
Report
of . the Special Committee; (2) invites Member States of the
'
United Nations to transmit in writing to the Se cretary-General, by
_1 June 1952, a statement of the views of their Goverr...ments on the factors
which ought to be taken into account in deciding whether a Territory is or
is not a Territory whos e people have not yet attained·a full measure of
self-government;

(3) requests the Se cretary-General, to that end, to

transmit a copy of this resolution, together with a copy of part four

(4) invites
the Special Committee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the
of the r eport of the Special Committee to all Member States;

Charter, at its 1952 session, to consider any statements transmitted in
accordance vli th the present resolution an'd t o review the list produced
by it in 1951 in the light of those statements;

(5)

inv~tes

the Special

Committee, to this end, to appoint a sub-committee at the beginn1.ng of its
1952 session to prepare a report on thes e matters for submission to the
Special Committee .
II.

A draft resolution submitted by Guatemala (A/C.4/L.l52) whereby the
Fourth Committee would establish a sub-committee to

(1) study, and define

in a draft resolution, the basic and general ' factors to be taken into
account in deciding vrhether a Territory is or is not a Territory whose
people have·not yet attained a f u ll measure of self-goverrlllent ;
(2) consider the advisability of establishing a committee to (a) study

these factors in gr eater detail;
which in the

opini~:m

(b) analyse the cases of Territories

of certain Administer1ng Powers have attained a full

measure of self-government;

and (c) recommend suitable resolutions to the

General Assembly at its nex~ session.
III. The representativ e of Guat emala subsequently revised the previ ous - _:
resolution by providing that the . proposed sub-cbnmiittee would study the
problem in the light of the Special

Corrm~ttee's

report and the Fourth

Comm.ittee 1 s discussions and would submit its report to the Fourth
Committee at the pres ent session (A/C.4/L.l52/Rev.l).

jrv.

A draft
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IT.. A draft resolution submitted by Ye_neZ1}.E)la (A/C. 4/1.153), the operative
part of which provided that the General Assembly should resolve _( l) to
reaffirm the principles stated in General Assembly resolution 334 (IV) of
2 December 1949 on the competence of the Assembly vri th regard ·to the
ex~ination

of information transmitted in accordance with Article 73 e of

the Charter by the Poi·Ters administering Non-Self-Governing Territorief::l;
(2) to appoint a Special Committee consisting of the representatives

of

to carry out during 1952, a detail ed study

of (a) the factors iV"hich should be taken into account in deciding
whether a Territory -is or is not a Territory whos e people have not
yet attained a full measure of self-government;

(b) the cases of

Territories which have, in the opinion of certain Administering Powers,
attained a full measure of·self-government;

(3) to postpone consideration

of chapters XI and XII of part one and the whole of part four of the
report of the Special Committee on Information transmitted under
Article 73 e of the Charter until the Special Committee referred to in
the present resolution has submitted its report;

(4) to instruct the

Special Committee appointed under the present resolution to complete
its report not later than 15 August 1952.

V.

An amendment proposed by Uruguay (A/C.4/L.l54) to add the following
sub-paragraph in paragraph 2 of the draft resolution submitted by
Venezuela:
"(c) The possibility of s etting up a permanent body with
instructions to report to the General Assembly and in each
case to propose a resoluti on with respect to the points referred
to in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) above."

10.

Following consultations between the sponsors of the above-mentioned draft

resolutions, the following joint draft resolution (A/C.4/L.l55) was submitted by
Denrr~rk,

Guatemala, Pakistan and Venezuela:
"The Fourth Committee
"Resolves to establish a sub-committee consisting of the representatives

of
"1.

to:
Study, in the light of the Special Committee's report and of the

discussions in the Fourth Committee, the basic and general factors to be
/taken into
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taken into account in deciding whether a Terri tory is or is not a Terri tory
whose people have not yet attained a full measure of

self-goverP~ent;

"2. Consider the advisability of establishing procedures for the further
examination of the prob~em, taking into account the draft resolutions on
this subject which have been submitted to the Fourth Committee in documents
A/C.4/L.l51, A.C.4/L.l52, A/C.4/L.l52/Rev.l, AjC.4/L.153 and AjC.4/L.154."
11.

At its 218th meeting, the Committee adopted the joint draft resolution by

36 votes to none, with 9 abstentions, and approved the following composition of the
Sub-Committee;

Australia, Cuba, Denmark, France; Guatemala, Iraq, the United States

of America and Venezuela.
12. The Sub-Committee (Sub-Committee 9) elected Mr. Awni Khalidy (Iraq) and
Hr. Guy Perez Cisneros (Cuba) as Chairman and Rapporteur respectively.

It held

eleven meetinBS and approved a report (A/C.4/L.l80 and Corr.2) for submission to
the Fourth Committee.

The report concluded with a draft resolution providing that
;

the General Assembly should (l) take as a basis the. list. of factors drawn up by the
Sub-Committee;

(2) invite lv!embers to transmit their views on the problem of factors

by 1 May 1952;

(3) appoint an ad hoc committee of eight members to carry out

further studies;

(4) invite the proposed ad -hoc
- .committee to take into account all

information available and to submit a report to the seventh regular session of the
General Assembly, and (5) invite the Secretary-General to convene the ad hoc
committee so that it might begin its work one vreek before the opening of the 1952
session of the Special Committee.

13. At its 24lst meeting, the Committee examined the report of the Sub-Committee.
It decided to increase the number of members of the proposed ad hoc committee from
eight to ten, the membership to be Australia, Belgium, Burma, Cuba, Denmark, France,
Guatemala, Iraq, the United States of America and Venezuela.
Subject to this
modification, the Committee adopted the draft resolution proposed by the Sub-Commi.ttee
by a roll-call vote of 39 to none, with 6 abstentions 1 as follm-rs:
In favour:

Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Burma,
Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Denmark, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Egypt, . El Salvador, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico,
New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, SJTia, Thailand,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States
of America, Venezuela, Yemen, ·Y ugoslavia.
1Abstc.ini1Y"
----· --~
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Absteinin~:

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia,
Netherlands, Poland, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

14.

The text of the draft resolution, ·as adopted, is annexed to the present report

as resolution IV.

/18.

Paragraph 3
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The Fourth Committee

r~con~ends

to the General Assembly the adoption of

the follovring resolutions:

/Resolution II

.

Page

Resolution

-

13

rv

·. F:UWRE PROCE'DURE FOR TEE · COIJTHUATIOH OF TEE STTJDY OF FACTORS ' HHICB:

STIOu.LD BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN DECIDING HHETHER A TERRITORY IS
OR rs· NOT A TERRITORY \-THOSE PEOPLE HA.\TE HOT YET ATTAINED . A
FULL HEI),SUJlE OF SELF ··GOVERNMENT

The General Assembly,
Recalling that. in J.•esoluticn 334- (IV), adop-~ed on 2 December 1949, the
General Assembl;y- i:::·;; it.-:d any speci0..-L co:m..i-ni ttee lThich

;'"i~ht

be appointed on

:.r.::o:::i..::cicn t:::'ansmi ttod UJ.'Jder Articl e 73 e of the Chaj_·tel" to examine the factorc
iihich should 1)e taken into accowjt in deciding 1·Thethe:;." any Terri tory is· or is not .

e. Territory
Rc;ving

'H~ose

1::eoplo have not yet attained a full measure of self-government,

ex:imin~.<!

the :r.eport on the matter :prepared by the Special Committee

on I:r:.forrr.a -:ion tlansrui. tted, under Article 73 e of the Charter,

Ea. vi~£L3}1}'l~taken a revision of thes e factors,
ConsideriDI~
---------

ths.t the "•J ro<luc t;i 'Jn of a more definitive list of factors involves
~

;;-:co·c:L-acted and co:n:plex studies on the basis cf more complete information tmn 11as
a7ai.lc.ole in 1951,
De cides to take as a

1.

l:: ·:uJi~

tho l:.st of factors dra-vm up at the sixth

session of the GeneTal Assembly, i·rhic;h list is annexed to the l)resent resolution;
2.

Invites the Members of the UIJitod Hations to transmit in writinG to the

Secretary-General, by 1

J!~'.lY

1952, a statement of the vieus of their Governments on

the fac ocors ·Hhich ought to be taken i nto account in deciding _vrhether a Territory
is or is not a Terri tory i·rhosG peo11le have not yet attained a full measure of
self-c;overr.ment;

3.
:Belciu.rn,

Ap-po:i.:_nt_fi an :£1-d.]l;Q.£ Committee of ten members comprisiDg Australia,
Bur~. ,

Cuba, Denmark, France; Guate:rr.ala, Iraq, United States of Arae:cica

and Venezuela in order to carry out a further study of the factors -vrhich should be
te.ken into account in deciding vhether a Territory is or is not a Territory vhose
people have not ·yet attained. a full :neasure of self-government;

4, · Inv:i.tec tr.e Ad.
available,

incl~ding

::Iq_£

Cor,, nit.tce to taks into account aLl informatioD

that transmitted to the Secretary-General on the reasonz

irhich have J.ecl certe,in Adminictering :Members to cease to transmit information on
certain of these Territories, and to submit a report to the seventh regular
session of the General Assembly;

/5.

Invites

5•

Invites the Secretary-General to convene

the~

Hoc Committee in

o:::d.or ·t.ha t it may begin its i·r ork one week before the opening of the 1952 se s sion
of tho .Special Corrli!li ttee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the

/

/
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AIJJIJEX
FACTORS WHICH SH01JI.D BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN DECIDING vlHETHER A
TERRITORY IS OR IS NOT A TERRITORY WHOSE PEOPLE HAVE NOT YET
ATTAHIED A FULL MEASURE OF SELF-GOVERNiviENT

Introduction
1.

The Terri to.ries which are covered by Chapter XI of the Charter are those

Territories whose people have not yet attained a full measure of self-government,
It may be noted that the expression "self-government" is q_ualified in the Charter
by the 'lvords "full measure"

in the English text, "completement 11 in the French text,

end· "pleni tud." in the Spanish text.
2.

The task of the General Assembly) at present, is to indicate the factors vrhich

should be taken into account in determining whether the result of the advancement
of the people of any given Territory is such that that Territory has reached a
stage of self-geJvernment 1-rhere it falls outside the scope of Article 73 e of the
Charter.

3.

The condition under which the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter cease

to apply ,,rill be that the inhabitants of' the Terri tory have attained, through
political advancement, a full measure of self-government.

The fulfilment of this

condition may be achieved by various means, involving in all cases the expression
of the free ·will of the people.

The t1w principal means are (a) the attainment

of independence and (b) the union of the Territory on a footing of equal status
with other component parts of the metropolitan or other country or its association
on the same conditions with the metropolitan or other country or countries.

The

extent to which the provisions of Article 73 e continue to apply in the case of
Territories ·which have become neither independent nor fully integrated within
another State but -vrhich have already attained a full measure of self-government
in their internal affairs is a q_uestion which merits further study.

4.

The two principal forrn.s of political advancement, mentioned in the above

:paragraph) call for the cons.ideration of different factors in determining 1-1hether
a Terri tory has or has not reached a stage of self-government vrhere it falls
outside the scope. of .Article 73 e of the Charter.

/5.

Accordingly,
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5.

Accordingly, the General Assembly lists under two separate headings

belm.: the factors to be taken into account, stressing that the list cannot
be regarded. as exhaustive or definitive; and that a single factor or
yarticular combination of factors cannot be regarded as decisive in every
case.

vlhether the peoples of a Terri tory should be regarded as having

reached a stage of self-government '\·There there is no longer any obligation
to transmit information should be solved in the light of the conditions
enQmerated under either of the two headings, taking into account the
circumstances of each :particular case; vrhich will need to be studied
separately.

6.

Nevertheless, the General Assembly considers that the essential factors

to be taken into account in deciding Hhether a Non-Self-Governing Terri tory
has attained a full measure of self- government are the follmving:

(j_)

Political advancement:

Political ad.vancement of the population

sufficient to enable them to decide upon the future destiny
of the Terri tory vri th due knovrledge. ·
(ii)

Opinion of the population:

The opinion of the population of the

Territory, freely expressed. by informed and democratic processes,
as to the status or change in status which they desire.

7.

These factors apply both to N::m-Self-Governing Territories which ha vo achieved

independence and. to Non-.Self -Governing Territories 1-Thich ha ve freely united. or
associated themselves on a footing of eq_ual status with other component parts of
the metropolitan or other country or countries.

In the latter case, hmrever,

the follcMing factors are alpo essential and. should be talten into account:

(i)

Legislative representati on:

Representation without d.iscrimination

in the central legislative organs on the same basis as other
inhabitz nts and. regions.
(ii)

Citizenship:

Citizenship without discrimination on the same basis

I

I

I
I

I

as other inhabitants.

I
/FACTORS
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FACTORS WHICH SHOUlD BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN
DECIDING vlliETHER A TERRITORY IS OR IS NOT A
TERRITORY WHOSE PEOPLE HAVE NOT YET ATTAINED
A FULL IviEASURE OF SELF -GOVERNMENT
I. : F.actors indicative of the attainment of independence or other

separate system of self-government
A.

General ·
1.

Political advancement:

Political advancement of the population sufficient

to enable them to decide upon the future destiny of the Territory with due kn;owledge.
2.

Opinion of the population:

The opinion of the population of the

territory, freely expressed by informed and democratic processes, as to the status
or change in status which they desire.
B.
International status
1.

Independence:

The attainment of independence by the Territory , or

complete control oveJ:' its external relations and internal affairs.
2. · Eligibility for membership in international organizations:

Eligibility

for membership in the United Nations or for membership or· associate membership
in other international organizations;

representation by delegates selected by

the Territorial Government.
Pm.,rer to enter into. direct relations
General international relations:
of every kind with other governments and wi th international institutions, and to
negotiate, sign and ratify international conventions.

4.

Voluntary limitation of

soverei~nty:

Degree to which the sovereignty of

the Territory is limited by its ovn free will when that Territory has attained
independence or other separate system of self-government.

c.

Internal self-government
1.

Territorial government:

Freedom from control or interference by the

government of another state in respect of the internal government (legislature,
executive, judiciary) and administration of the Territory.
2.

Participation of the population :

Effective participation of the

population in the government of the Territory by means of an
and representative system.

3.

Economic and social ,jurisdiction:
economic and social affairs.

ade~uate

electoral

Complete autonomy in respect of

/II.

Factors

A/ :~Oj'(
Pe.;::~

1.:..,

J:I.

...
1

Factors inciice.ti.Y£.2L the free association 'i·rhether in e. f.;;,~.G3."aJ.
or uni.t::cy rele.t"lcnship of a~rito:ry en oaual status
'l·ii th ..oth'er-COii{ponent narts of the metro)Joli tan·
or other country

General
l.

_Polit?-_£al _!l.d'v'2.ncement:

s·cl.:::'~ic::.ont

Political advancement of th0 por;ulation

to em.ble the;.:1 to d.ecido u:ro:;1 the future destiny of tho IJ.'erl~i "~o:;.•z·

£:pin~<2.:LE.f th~~_.t)_9.PU~~:t:!.o!2.:

2.

The

o~1inion

of the :population of tho

TGrri·co:::;y freely express Ad by j_nformei and democratic :grocesses, as to ths ata tus
Ol' ch::n:::;e in

3.

st--:J.tl~s

>:·:hich they

dcnire.

Ge£~£lir:_c.l co~§~~:l.m!~:

Extent to '.-ihich the relations of the

'I'crl'i tory i·r:i. th the capital of the centu1l f.SOVernment raay be affected b;r
ci:'C'\).i:~stancos
Gc:_~c.:ca t::.un

arising out of

by lanc1., cea o:::Et~nic

th8i~c

cy~;1or

:cespecti ·-"0 geo_Jra::;,hical positions, such e.s

natur-':' 1

c:~3tacles.

ana. cul tu~cal cor.•::'idera tions:

R':tent to uhich the· rormlation

a:·e of z.::l.ffercnt :·aco, lc.l1 [SU<1Q" o:r: religion or have a distinct cultural heritec,e,
intel'CsJcs or

v::.. t!1

as::,dr3:~i0ns,

vhich the;;r

5.

dtst.i:oc;uisl:L1Q

the~

fe::-om tae

!~ Go2_.llcs

of the

covnt~c~"

f1•eeJ.y ''-Ssociate the::nsel ves,

_9og_12}tt.u~5. o~J~_'b__<?_£~side :.:·r. ti.~.§_:

As co cia tion (a) bJo" virtue of the

const::.·cu·,;ion of the metropolitan country ox· (b) by virtue of a treaty or 1Jilate::e.l
a::_;!'OGl"JelYC affectinG the st3. tv.s of the Terri tory, takinc into accom1t ( i) iihether
the consti tutiona.l :ztnr<mtees extend oqt1al].y to the as so cia ted Terri tory,

(:.i) irhethe:;.· ·:.:.h(O re a

~o

consti tu:.ion~t l fields reserved to t.he Terri tory, 2.nd

(::.ii) '.;hether ttero is pro7ision fo:;.· the }:artici:fation of the Territory

011

c.

basis of equality in any ctan2:es :i.n the constitutional system of the sta:ce.
B.•

the

cen·~::aJ. leg~slat1 ve

2.

Citizenshi-p:
--------

or sans on the se.me basis as other inhabitants and recions.
Citizonslli!J

~-r:.t:1out discr:iJniJ::~ation

on the same bc,sis aa

otl.1e;.• inlnbHa:ats.

3.

go-y~tgn~~X:!..2f!1:?JE~1£:

Ap:vci11trnent or election of officials fl"'om the

S.1erri tory on the se.me basin es those from other parte of the c01mtry,

/C,

Internal
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C•

Internal constitutional conditions
l.

Suffrage:

Universal and equal suffrage, free periodic elections b;;r

secret ballot, freedom of choice of electoral candidates.
2.

Local rights and status:

Equal rights and status for the inhabitants

and local bodies of the Territory as enjoyed by inhabitants and local bodies of
other

~arts

3.

of the country,

Local officials:

Appointment or election of officials in the

Territory on the same basis as those in other parts of the country.
!~.

Internal legislation:

Complete legislative autonomy of tho Territory,

by means of electoral and re:f!resentative systems, in all matters i·Thich in

accordance 't·Tith the norrr.al terms of associatj.on are, in the case of non-unitary
sys"Cemc, not reserved to the central government.
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Territories

[Item 36]*
REPORT OF SuB-COMMITTEE 9, APPOINTED TO STUDY
THE FACTORS WHICH SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
IN DECIDING WHETHER A TERRITORY IS OR IS NOT A
TERRITORY WHOSE PEOPLE HAVE NOT YET ATTAINED
A FULL MEASURE OF SELF-GOVERNMENT (AfC.4fL.l80
and Corr. 2)
49. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba), Rapporteur of
Sub-Committee 9, introduced that Sub-Committee's
report (A/C.4/L.180 and Corr. 2). He explained that,
in aecordance with the Sub-Committee's decision,

272
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annexes I and II were to be considered as a whole and
should he discussed together.
50. He pointed out that the Sub-Committee had
adopted paragraph 7 of its report in spite of the Secretariat's statement, based on a General Assembly resolution, that it could not ensure a wide distribution of
the summary records of the meetings. The resolution
cited applied only to verbatim records and therefore
did not affect the Sub-Committee's right, under rule
60 of the General Assembly's rules of procedure, to
deeide upon the form of its records. Consequently, in his
rapacity as Rapporteur, he insisted that the Secretariat
should distribute a complete set, in triplicatr, of thr
Sub-Committee's records, at least to each member of
the Fourth Committee.
51. He paid a tribute to all the members of the Secretariat who had helped the Sub-Committee in its difficult
task, and mentioned in- particular Mr. Benson, the
Director of the Division of Information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories. He reserved the right to make
a longer statement on the substance of the question in
his capacity as representative of Cuba at a later stage
in the discussion, and for the time being simply stated
that, in his view, annexes I and II of the report representerl a marked improvement on all the former documents on the question.
52. Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq), speaking as Chairman of
Sub-Committee 9, did not think it appropriate to discuss
the substance of the question at that stage, since the
procedure to be followed for its future study was laid
down in the report. The procedure was both complex
and new, and the Sub-Committee's work had been
very successful.
53. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark) congratulated the
Chairman and the Rapporteur of the Sub-Committee
and thanked its members and the Secretariat for their
work. In general his delegation accepted the proposals
contained in annexes I and II of the Sub-Committee's
report. He outlined the various stages in the ~Lurly
of the problem and declared that the report constituted
a definite step forward, especially in its systematic
grouping of the factors.
5-!. His delegation attached particular importance to
paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of the introduction to annex II.
However, he had always realized that in all probability
a further study might show that the list of factors
indicative of the free association of a territory on equal
status with other component parts of the metropolitan
or other country (annex II) should be divided into
two parts, separate considerations being given to cases
in which a territory became associated with a State
of the federal type and to cases in which the union
was to be with a State of the unitary type. That distinction had indeed been mentioned in paragraph 12 of the
Sub-Committee's report. As an indication of the need
for such a sub-division, attention could be drawn to
the last factor included in the list mentioned. That
factor should be understood as applying only to States
of a non-unitary system. The real test, in the case of
assoeiation with a unitary State, was that the territory
should have equality of rights and status with the other
component parts of the State to which it was attached.

55. With regard to the future procedure for the study
of the problem, his delegation would have preferred to
entrust the work to the Special Committee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter or
to some subsidiary organ of that Committee. However,
in a spirit of compromise it had been able to accept the
solution put forward in paragraphs 3 and 5 of annex I.
56. He proposed that the Committee should adopt the
Sub-Committee's recommendations as set forth in
annexes I and II of document A (C.4 (L.180.
57. Mr. TOBIAS (United States of America) said that
the Sub-Committee's report was a helpful step forward
in the study of a difficult problem. He had no amendments to suggest and would vote in favour of the
proposed draft resolution (annex 1). He proposed that
the ad hoc committee provided for in paragraph 3 of
the draft resolution should be made up of the same
countries as the Sub-Committee, namely Australia,
Cuba, Denmark, France, Guatemala, Iraq, the United
States of America and Venezuela.
58. Mr. MAVROS (Greece) agreed with the SubCommittee that the list of factors it had prepared was
not definitive. The proposed ad hoc committee would
first have to consider procedure and decide whether the
C'>tahlishment of a list of factors was really the best
way of solving the problem. As the application of any
eriteria chosen would be a highly political matter,
each particular case would inevitably be decided on
political grounds not related to the factors. In addition,
the Sub-Committee had not considered who should
he responsible for deciding in practice whether or not
a given factor existed in a particular case.
59. He fully agreed with the authors of the report
that a distinction should be drawn between complete
self-government and the so-called self-government
which was confined to the management of the country's
internal affairs.
60. The Committee should avoid any undue optimism
abonl the results of the report. Two vitally important
que"tions must be answered with regard to Non-SclfGowrning Territorie~ : at what stage a population
which \Vas not self-governing became sufficiently malure
to be entitled to self-government ; and who was to
decide when thal stage of maturity had been reached.
The administering Powers considered that they alone
were entitled to decide that question. They would
therefore inevitably introduce, in breach of the spirit
and letter of the Charter, political considerations foreign
to the interests and aspirations of the peoples of those
territories. Such a procedure was quite illogical, because
it placed the Non-Self-Governing Territories in a less
favourable position than the Trust Territories, whose
development towards independence was protected by
international guarantees. That paradoxical situation
directly threatened the prestige of the United Nations.
61. Mr. RIVAS (Venezuela) considered that the SubCommittee had done constructive work, owing above
all lo the competent manner in which the representative
of Iraq had conducted its proceedings.
62. He fully agreed with the Greek representative
that the United Nations should lay down precise rules
in the matter. Each Non-Self-Governing Territory
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presented different geographical, ethnic, economic and
other characteristics. The best method of examining
such factors was to analyse the cases where the administering Power had stated that it would cease to communicate the information provided for in Article 73 e of
the Charter. No change in the status of a Non-SelfGoverning Territory could be valid unless internationally recognized. The General Assembly alone could
decide when a Non-Self-Governing Territory had
actually attained full self-government. Only the General
Assembly could apply the criteria that the Committee
was seeking to determine.
63. He hoped the Committee would adopt the draft
resolution in annex I of the report. The ad hoc committee
was not called upon to consider whether the General
Assembly had competence in the matter, for that competence was derived from the Charter.
64. Mr. DE PAIVA LEITE (Brazil) congratulated
the Sub-Committee and its Chairman on its excellent
work. He appealed to the members of the Committee to
refrain from raising again, at that stage, the complex
problems involved. The procedure suggested in the
draft resolution for a more thorough study of the
question was sensible, and he would vote for the report
and its annexes.
65. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) drew the Committee's attention to paragraph 12 of the SubCommittee's report. The list of factors should be subdivided into three categories according to the status of
territories : first, territories enjoying complete independence and sovereignty, with their own representation
abroad ; secondly, territories members of federations,
without diplomatic representation of their own but
enjoying broad legislative autonomy enabling them to
safeguard their rights and traditional interests ; thirdly,
territories that had attained the status of full sovereignty through incorporation in the metropolitan
country or another country but that had neither their
own diplomatic representation nor legislative autonomy.
To the last category the United Nations should apply
the strictest criteria
fi6. It was nut sufficient to eontrast the eoncept of
self-government with that of non-self-government.
As Mr. Georges Scelle, the eminent French jurist, had
explained, a territory could easily be financially and
administratively autonomous though still a colony in
the conventional sense. The terms of Article 73 of
the Charter, far from excluding access of Non-SelfGoverning Territories to complete independence, seemed
on the contrary to presuppose it.
67. Article 73 of the Charter had not required the
Administering Members to transmit information
regarding the political progress made hy the peoples
of Non-Self-Governing Territories ; nevertheless, for
the United Nations to be able to determine whetlwr a
territory had ceased to be non-self-governing, it must
he informed of the political progress made by the people.
68. Finally, when a country ceased to transmit information about a territory, the General Assembly had
the right and the duty, on behalf of the international
community, to consider and decide whether such action

was in accordance with established criteria. His delegation could not understand why some countries were
reluctant to recognize that right and that duty, of which
the Treaty of Versailles had provided a notable historical
example in requiring Germany to give up its colonies
because of its failure to fulfil its international obligations
with regard to them.
69. There was some ambiguity in the wording of the
introduction to annex II. His delegation could not
agree that social, economic and cultural autonomy
should be considered separately from political autonomy ; on the achievement of the latter depended all
other forms of true autonomy.
70. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republle)
unreservedly supported the views of the Brazilian
representative. The report was, in his opinion, acceptable as a compromise solution. It had been of considerable assistance to the Committee's debates, and the
Sub-Committee deserved to be congratulated on having
established a limited list of factors that could he completed through consultation with governments.
71. His delegation asked, however, that the summary
record of the meeting should report its wish that the
proposed ad hoc committee should apply itself to formulating a legal definition of self-government on which
it could base its work. On that understanding, his
delegation approved the draft resolution and proposed
that the report should be adopted as speedily as possible,
without unnecessarily prolonging the debate.
72. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) explainrd that the
last fador in Lhe list of factors indicative of the free
association of a territory on equal status with other
component parts of the metropolitan or other country
(annex II), which had been included in that list at his
request, could only be applied to federations and other
forms of association and did not apply to unitary
systems.
73. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark) desired that explanation to appear in the records.
7·i. Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq), supported by Mr. LANNllNG (Denmark) and Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic), asked the French representative, who
intended not to speak until the Committee's following
meeting, not to delay the discussion and prevent thi·
Committee from voting beforr the meeting rose.
t;>. Mr. DE LACHARHIERE (France) explained that
he would refrain from analysing the factors because the
proposc>d ad hoc committee would he required, according
lo the procedure laid down in the report and approved
by the French delegation, to revise the list of the factors
in the light of the comments submitted by governments.
76. He reminded the Committee of the reservations
France had made (A/C.4/L.180, para. 15) on certain
factors involving race and religion and on the identilicat ion of self-government with full independence.
77. He replied Lo the representatives of Greece, Cuba
and Venezuela that it rested solely with the administering Power to determine the territories concerning
which information should be transmitted under
Article 73 e. As for the Greek representative's comparison of the regime of the Trust Territories with that
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of the Non-Self-Gowming Territories, the distinction
between the two arose from the Charter, which his
Government intended to observe. France had agreed
to work on the establishment of factors only within
the terms of General Assembly resolution 334 (IV),
according to which the General Assembly could merely
express opinions for the guidance of governments, which
alone were competent to take a decision in the matter.
78. Lastly, the question of autonomy should not
arise only where a country ceased to transmit information on a territory, but also where a territory had
never had any information transmitted about it. Certain
governments had under their jurisdiction territories
whose inhabitants ought to be protected by Chapter XI
of the Charter.
79. Mr. SPITS (Nethrrlands) explained that he
would abstain from voting because the question was
so complex that his delegation had always doubted the
possibility of drawing up a complete list of factors to
cover all cases. Moreover, only the administering Powers
were competent to determine the territories to which
the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter applied.
80. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba), supported by
Mr. TAJIBNAPIS (Indonesia), Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq),
Mr. INGLES (Philippines), Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium)
and Mr. DE PAIVA LEITE (Brazil) observed that the
Far East should be represented on the future ad hoc
committee, and proposed the candidature of Burma.
81. The CHAIRMAN suggested that, in order to
maintain a balance between the administering Powers
and the. other countries, Burma and Belgium should
he appomted members of the ad hoc committee, with
Australia, Cuba, Denmark, France, Guatemala, Iraq,
the United States of America and Venezuela.
It was so decided.
82. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the draft
resolution as a whole (A/CA(L.180 and Corr. 2,
annexes I and II).
83. At the request of Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq), the
CHAIRMAN called for a vote by roll-call.
A !Jole was taken by roll-call.
Denmark, having been rlrwvn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.

In favour : Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Egypt, El Salvador, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Lebanon, Liberia,
Mexico, New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi
Arabia, Syria, Thailand, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina,
Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Burma, Canada, Chile,
China, Colombia, Cuba.
.4.bstaining : Netherland, Poland, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Byrlorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia.
The draft resolution as a whole was adopted by 89 votes
to none, with 6 abstentions.
Printed

in

France

8·!. U HLA MAlJNG (Burma) thankeu thosr of his
colleagues who had proposed his candidature.
85. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) stated that he had
voted for the draft resolution because it was a provisional measure and because his country agreed that the
studies for which it provided should be madr.
86. He pointed out, however, a serious omission in
annex II, which only dealt with territories concerning
which the administering Power had ceased to transmit
information.
Citing General Assembly resolution
334 (IV), he observed that his country, though glad
to see a territory removed from the list, would also
be glad to see included in it certain territories about
which information had nnfortunatrly nevrr !wen
transmitted.
87. Mr. l\IATHIESON (United Kingdom) stated that
he had voted for the draft rrsolution although his delegation still doubted the advisability of establishing
an ad hoc committee.
88. The resolution did not raise the question of competence and he had therefore no rrservations to make
on that subject.
89. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark) said that in his opinion
the factors established should apply equally to territories on which information had ceased to to be transmitted and to territories on which information should
begin to be transmitted.
90. In the light of the factors all countries would
have lo ask themselves whether they ought not to
transmit information coneerning eertain territories
for which they had hitherto not sent information.
91. In connexion with resolution 222 (Ill) of
:i November 19"18, his delegation had hau the opportunity of associating itself with the view that a State
responsible for a territory had the right itself to determine the constitutional status of the territory under
its sovereignty. Nothing in Chapter XI could be
construed to support a different view.
92. His country would inform the United Nations of
any change of status which might occur with regard
lo the territory for which it was responsible, but in
doing so did not consider that any action taken by its
eonstitutional organs should he snbjert to revision hy
the United Nations.
·
93. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) and Mr. PEREZ
CISNEROS (Cuba) stressed that the draft rrsolution
in no way prejudged the question of competence, which
in their view lay with the Grneral Assembly.

The meeting rose at 7.20 p.m.
D-93355-January 1952-3,600
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I. CONSTITUTION OF THE COMMITTEE
1. By resolution 567 (VI), adopted on 18 January
1952, the General Assembly appointed
Ad Hoc

on Non-Self-Governing Territories ever since the first
.
meetings of the General Assembly.
4. The present Ad Hoc 'Committee was instTUcted to
carry out a further study. For the purpose of this
study, it had as a basis a list of factors drawn up by
the General Assembly at its sixth session, together with
the comments which Members of the United Nations
had transmitted to the Secretary-General in response
to paragraph 2 of resolution 567 (VI). In addition,
the Ad Hoc Committee, in accordance with paragraph 4
of the same resolution, was authorized to take account
of all information available, including that transmitted
to the Secretary-General on the reasons which had led
certain Administering Members to cease to tr?-Osmit
information on certain of the Territories previously
enumerated as Non-Self-Governing Te,rritories.

an

Committee of ten members comprising Australia,
Belgium, Burma, Cuba, Denmark, France,. Guatemala, Iraq, the United States of America and Venezuela, in order to carry out a further study of the
.factors which should he taken into account in deciding
whether a territory is or is not a territory whose
people have not yet attained a full measure of sel£government.
The Committee met at the Headquarters of the
United Nations on 4 September 1952 and held six
meetings between 4 and 9 September.
.

1I.

OFFICERS

2. The officers of the Committee were il:be ·following:
Mr. Awni Khalidy (Iraq), Chairman;
Mr. Benjamin Gerig (United States of America),
Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur.

IV.

GENE:RA+- CONSIDERATIONS

5. In the course of the discussion'S in the Committee,
certain general considerations were advanced to which·
reference should be made in order to clarify the nature
of the Committee's work.
(A) The Committee was concerned with Non-Se1fGoverning Territories as covered by Chapter XI of
the Charter. This point was made, as follows, on the
three previous occasions on which the question has
been discussed;
(1) General Assembly resdl.ution 334 (IV) of 2
December 1949 is entitled "Territories to which Chapter XI of the 'Charter applies"; this resolution refers
to the enumeration of Territories in General Assembly
resolution 66 (I) and the cessation of information on
some of those Territories.
.
(2) Paragraph 11 of part four of the report
(A/1836) approved by the Committee on Information
in 1951 states that the Committee is of the opinion

Ill. INTRODUCI'IO~
. 3. This is the third occasion within a year on which
a committee of the General Assembly has given detailed attention to the problem of factors. The Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories in 1951 examined the question and approved
a report prepared by a sub-committee (AJ1836, part
four). At the sixth session of the General A!ssembly,
the Fourth Committee, after considering the report,
appointed a sub--committee, the report of which formed
the basis of resolution 567 (VI). All this previous
work has made it possible to clarify a number of the
elements in the problem involved, and has been justified
by the complexity and importance of the basie issues
which have been implicit in many' of the discussions
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that there are numerous elements which should be taken
into consideration "in reaching a decision whether a
particular territory would come within the scope of
Chapter XI of the Charter".
(3) Resolution 567 (VI), in paragraph 2 of its
annex, states that "the task of the General Assembly,
at present, is to indicate the factors which should be
taken into account in determining whether the result
of the advancement of the people of any given territory is such that that territory has reached a stage of
self-government where it falls outside the scope of
Article 73 e of the Charter".
The representative of Belgium stated that resolution 334 (IV) applied as well at the beginning as at
the cessation of the transmission of information; tha:t
. those who recognized the competence of the General
Assembly to decide that the transmi'Ssion of information should be continued should also recognize its
competence to decide that information should begin to
be sent for a territory in respect of which no information had yet been transmitted. The representative of
France associated himself with this opinion. The representatives of Guatemala and Venezuela expressed
reservations on this point.
(B) The question of what authority has the competence to determine that a territory has reached a stage
of self-government where it falls outside the scope of
Article 73 e of the Charter was not considered to be
within the competence of the Ad Hoc Committee.
Various members of the Committee, however, recorded
their opinions on this point as matters which they
reserved for treatment in the General Assembly.
(C) The Committee was generally agreed that no
enumeration of factors can do more than serve as a
guide in determining whether a territory is or is not
fully self-governing. Each specific case will need to be
determined by the particular circumstances of that
case. Paragraph 5 of the annex to resolution 567 (VI)
underlines this principle by stressing that such a list
of factors "cannot be regarded as exhaustive or definitive, and that a single factor or particular combination
of factors cannot be regarded as decisive in every case.
Whether the peoples of a territory should be regarded
as having reached a stage of self-government where
there is no longer any obligation to transmit information
should be solved in the light of the conditions
enumerated under either of the two headings, taking
into account the circumstances of each particular case,
which will need to be studied separately".
(D) A third general question relates to the extent
to which the provisions of Article 73 e continue to
apply in the case of territories which have become
neither independent nor fUlly integrated within another State but which have already attained a full
measure of self-government in their internal affairs.
Paragraph 3 of the annex to resolution 567 (VI)
states that this is a question which merits further
study. A number of replies received from governments
expressed divergent opinions upon this important question of principle. The Government of the Netherlands,
considering that as 'soon as a territory had reached a
state of self-government as regards the subjects
enumerated in Article 73 e the Administering Member was no longer under an obligation to transmit

information, suggested, in the light of this contention,
a new set of factors to be taken into account by an
Administering Member in deciding whether it should
cease to transmit information.
Different opinions were expressed in the Committee
as to whether, in the light of its terms of reference, it
was competent to consider this question. It was agreed
that the matter should be referred to the General
Assembly, which might wish to pursue its study. The
list of factors as suggested by the Netherlands Government was as follows:
(a) Has the territory a representative parliament
and is the composition of such parliament based on the
result of elections?
(b) In what way does this parliament co-operate in
the exercise of the legislative power with regard to the
subjects mentioned in Article 73 e?
(c) To what extent is the Executive bound by the
decisions of the~parliament with regard to the subjects
mentioned in Article 73 e?
(d) Is the intervention of the metropolitan country
in the autonomy with regard to the subj ects mentioned
in Article 73 e limited to those cases which are based
upon the constitution voluntarily accepted by the
territory?
(e) \¥hat matters are excepted from the autonomy
with regard to the subj ects mentioned in Article 73 e
as a result of the fact that they are of common interest
to the metropolitan country and the territory con~
cerned? Are they collectively dealt with and what part
has the territory in this respect?
(f) Does the territory enjoy financial independence
and is the budget controlled by parliament?
(g) In what way are human rights and fundamental
freedoms guaranteed?
(E) The Government of Iraq suggested that a new
factor should be added to the existing list relating to
the question of armed forces. Some members of the
Committee expressed the opinion that the details contained in the proposal raised difficult matters which
related to questions of security and were beyond the
terms of the Committee's work. It was agreed to insert
a reference to the broad question of responsibility for
national defence in the list of factors and to record in
full in the present report the following text submitted
by the Government of Iraq:
"(a) Does the territory possess armed forces of
its own? If so, who controls those armed forces
politically, administratively and financially? Is there
a financial contribution made towards the cost of
maintenance of its armed forces by a foreign or
allied Power? If so, what is the proportion of this
contribution to the total allocation in the national
budget for the armed forces? Is there a foreign
military mission in the territory accredited to the
armed forces? If so, in what capacity does this
foreign mission function, that is to say, if it is an
advisory military mission, to what extent is it in a
position to influence both in theory and practice the
policy and administration of the armed forces of
that territory?
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" ( b) Are there military, air and naval units belonging to a foreigo Power stationed in that territory? If so, was that agreed upon voluntarily with
the territory?"
(F) The United Kingdom Government submitted a
number of factors which, in its view, would ideally
have to be taken into account in deciding whether a
territory was or was not a territory whose people
enjoyed a full measure of self-government. The Committee included in its list,the points fr;bm the United
Kingdom list concerning political rights of individuals.
The opinion was expressed that other factors regarding
the position of the executive, the judiciary and internal
security would perhaps be too detailed for similar
treatment but that they should be recorded in the
report. These additional factors were:

FACTORS INDICATIVE OF THE ATTAINMENT OF INDEPENDENCE OR OF OTHER SEPARATE SYSTEMS OF SELFGOVERNMENT

First Part

Factors indicative of the attainment of independence
A. Intwnational status
1. International responsibility. Full international responsibility of the territory for the acts inherent in the
exercise of its external sovereigoty and for the corresponding acts in the administration of its internal
affairs.
2.. Eligibility for membership in the United Nations.
3. General international relations. Power to enter
into direct relations of every kind with other governments and with international institutions and to negotiate, sigo and ratify international instruments.
4. National defence. Freedom of the territory to
enter into arrangements concerning its national defence.
B. InternaJ self-government
1. For,n of government. Complete freedom of the
people of the territory to choose the form of government which they desire.
2. Territorial government. Freedom from control or
interference by the government of another State in
respect of the internal government (legislature, executive, judiciary) and administration of the Territory.
3. Economi<:, social and cultural jurisdiction. Complete autonomy in respect of economic, social and
cultural affairs.

Position of the executive
(a) Is the executive branch of government composed of persons who enjoy the support of the people
or their elected representativeS?
(b) Is the government drawn from the elected representatives of the people, and does the continuance of
its existence depend on the continuance of the support
of the people? In short, does the withdrawal of the
support and consent of the people ensure the fall of
the government?
(c) Is the government compelled, at reasonable intervals prescribed by law, to surrender its power and
provide the people with a further opportunity of determining the government of the territory?

Judiciary

Second Part

(a) Are the courts of justice free from political
influence, Le., does the appointment of judges depend
upon their political affinities or not?
(b) Are the courts entirely separate from the executive branch of government, i.e., is the position of
judges so entrenched that they are not dependent for
their office on or affected by the fortune of any
political party or any particular government?

Factors indi<:ative of the attainment of other separate
syste>ns of self-government
A. General
1. Politi<:aI advancement. Political advancement of
the population sufficient to enable them to decide upon
the future destiny of the territory with due knowledge.
2. Opinion of the population. The opinion of the
population of the territory, freely expressed by informed and democratic processes, as to the status or
change in status which they desire.
3. Voluntary limitation by sovereignty. Degree to
which the sovereigoty of the territory is limited by
its own free will when that territory has attained a
separate system of self-government.
B. Intemational status
1. General international relations. Degree or extent
to which the territory exercises the power to enter
freely into direct relations of every kind with other
governments and with international institutions and to
negotiate, sigo and ratify international instruments
freely.
2. Eligibility for membership in the United Nations.
C. InternaJ self-government
1. Territorial government. Namre and measure of
control or interference, if any, by the government of
another State in respect of the internal government,
for example, in respect of the following:

Internal security
(a) Are the elected representatives of the people
and the courts of jnstice free from pressure by mob
violence, private armies or similar influences?
(b) Is there freedom for the individual from arbitrary arrest? And are there means (such as habeas
corpus) of procuring his release from .any arbitrary
detention?
(c) Are the armed forces of the State, and its police
forces, ultimately subject to the will of the representatives of the people?

V.

LIST OF PROPOSED FACtoRS

6. The list of factors, therefore, which the Ad Hoc
Committee submits to the General Assembly which
should be taken into account in deciding whether a
territory is or is not a territory whose people have not
yet attained a full measure of self-government, is as
follows:
3

Legislature: The enactment of laws for the territory
by an indigenous body whether fully elected by free
and democratic processes or lawfully constituted in a
manner receiving the free consent of the population;
E.:recutive: The selection of members of the executive branch of the government by the competent
authority in the territory receiving consent of the
indigenous population, whether that authority is hereditary or elected, having regard also to the nature and
measure of control, if any, by an outside agency on
that authority, whether directly or indirectly exercised
in the constitution and conduct of the executive branch
of the government;
JudiCiary: The establishment ·of courts of law and
the selection of judges.
2. Participation of the populatWn. Effective participation of the population in the government of the territory: (a) Is there an adequate and appropriate
electoral and representative system? (b) Is this electoral system conducted without direct or indirect interference from a foreign govertunent?l
3. Economic, social and cultural jurisdiction. Degree
of auton<lmy in respect of economic, social and cultural
affairs, as illustrated by the degree of frt.;edom from
economic pressure as exercised, for example, by a
foreign minority group which, by virtue of the help of
a foreign Power, has acquired a privileged economic
status prejudicial to the general economic interest of
the people of. the territory; and by the degree of freedom and 1ack of discrimination against the indigenous
population of the territory in social legislation and
social developments.

3. Geographical" considerations. Extent to whiCh the
relations of the territory with the capital of the central
government may be affected by circumstances atising
out of their respective geographical positions, such as
separation by land, sea or other natUral obstacles.
4. Ethnic and cultural conSiderations. Extent to
wJIich the population are of different race, language or
religion or have a distinct cultural heritage, interests
or aspirationS, distinguishing them from the peoples of
the country with which they freely associate themselves.
5. Constitutional considerations. Association (a) by
virtue of the constitution of the metropolitan country;
or (b) by virtue of a treaty or bilater3l agreement
affecting the status of the territory, taking into account
(i) whether the constitutional guarantees extend·
equally to the associated territory, (ii) whether there
are powers in certain matters constitutionally reserved
to the territory or to the central authority, and (iii)
whether there is provision for the participation of the
territory on a basis of equality in any changes in the
constitutional system of. the State.
B. Status
1. Legislative representation. Representation without discrimination in the central legislative organs on
the same basis as other inhabitants and regions.
2. Citizenship. Citizenship without· discrimination
on the same basis as other inhabitants.
3. Government officials. Eligibility of offiCials from
the territory to all public offices of the central authority,
by appointment or election, on the same basis as those
from other parts of the country.
C. I nternaJ constitutional conditions
1. Suffrage. Universal and equal suffrage, and free
periodic elections, characterized by an absence of undue
influence over and coercion of the voter or of the imposition of disabilities ()n particular political parties.!
2. Local rights and status. In a unitary system equal
rights and status for -the inhabitants and local bodies
of the territory as enjoyed by inhabitants and local
bodies of other parts of the country; in a federal
system an identical degree of self-govern:ment for the
inhabitants and local bodies of all parts of the
federation..
3. Local officials. Appointment.LIr election of officials in the territory On the same basis as those in
other parts of the country.
4. Internal legislation. Local self-government of the
same scope and under .the same conditions as enjoyed
by other parts of the country.

Factors indicative of the free associaiWn of a territory
with oth"er component parts of the metropolitan or
other country
A. .General
1. Political advancement. Political advancement of
the population sufficient to enable them to decide upon
the future destiny of the territory with due knowledge.
2. Opinion of the populatio.n. The opinion of the
population of the territory, free1y expressed by informed and democratic processes, as to the status or
change in status which they desire.
:1 For example, the following questions wOuld be relevant:
(i) Has each adult inhabitant equal power (subject to special
safeguards for minorities) to determine the clul.racter of the
government of the territory? (ll) Is this IlOwer exercised
freely, i.e., is there an absence of undue influence over and
coercion of the voter and of the imposition of disabilities on
particular political parties? Some tests which can be used in
the application of this factor are as follows:
(a) The existence of effective measures to ensure the dem0cratic expression of the will of the people;
(b) The existence of more than one political party in the
territory;
(c) The existence of a secret baUot;
(d) The existence of legal prohibitions on the exercise of
undemocratic practices in the course of elections;
(e) The existence for the individual elector of a choice between candidates of differing political parties j
(f) The absence of "martial law" and similar measures at
election times;
(Hi) Is each individual free to express his political opinions,
to support or oppose any political party or cause, and to
criticize the government of the day?

2

For

~ple,

the following tests would be relevant:

(a) The existence of effective measures to ensure the demo-,

cratic expression of the will of the people;
(b) The existence of more than one political party in the
territory;
(c) The existence of a secret ballot;
(d) The existence of legal prohibitions on the exercise of
undemocratic practices in the course of elections;
(e) The e:ristence for the individual elector of a choice between candidates of differing political parties;
(t) The absence of "martial law" and similar measures at
eleCtion times;
(g) Freedom of each individual to express his political
opinionsl to support or oppose any political party or cause, and
to critiCIZe the ,government of the day.
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meeting on 10 D ~ r 1952, of the resolution renewing the Committee on
In.fo:'.".nat,ion frcm Non-Self-Governing Territcries, Y the Fourth Committee at its
30oth me.etiiig, on behalf of the General Assembly, elected. Brazil, China, India
e.nd Iraq es m....~rs of the Ooromittee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories.
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Chairman: Mr. Rodolfo MUNOZ (Argentina).
:Factors which should he taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a terri·
tory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2178)

[Item 36] *
Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq), speaking as Chairman of
the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, introduced the
Committee's report (A/2178).
1.

2. The question of determining whether a territory
had or had not achieved a full measure of self-government was one of the problems posed by the text of the
Charter which had in various ways influenced discussions in the Fourth Committee. It had arisen as early
as 1946, during the second part of the first session of
the General Assembly when, after the consideration of
co~munications from various governments, it had been
dectded that the best course of action at that time was
to incorporate in resolution 66 (I) an enumeration of
the territories which had been declared by the Administering Members concerned to fall within the scope
of Chapter XI of the Charter. In 1949, following the
cessation of the transmission of information under
Article 73 e in respect of certain territories, the General Assembly adopted resolution 334 (IV) in which it
had invited the Special Committee on Information
transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter to examine the factors which should be taken into account
in deciding whether any territory was or was not a
territory whose people had not yet attained a full measure of self-government. That Committee had been able
to transmit to the General Assembly a report ( A/1836
and Corr.1, part four) containing a list of factors
which it had said was not to be regarded as exhaustive.
Using that list as a basis for its consideration of the
problem, the Fourth Committee had, at the AssemLly's
sixth session, established a sub-committee, which had
studied the question further and submitted two lists :
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.

one of factors indicative of the attainment of independence or other separate system of self-government,
and the other of factors indicative of the free association of a territory on equal status with other component parts of the metropolitan or other country. On the
recommendation of the Fourth Committee, the General
Assembly in resolution 567 ( W), had decided to take
those two lists as a basis, and had also decided that since
further study based on more complete information was
required for a more definitive list, it would invite Member States to transmit their views to the SecretaryGeneral on the basis of the list drawn up at the sixth
session. It had also appointed an ad hoc committee of
ten members to carry out the further study. That was
the Committee whose report was now before the Fourth
Committee.
3. The work of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors
had been governed by certain general considerations.
First, it had been agreed that the Committee was concerned only with Non-Self-Governing Territories as
covered by Chapter XI of the Charter. The details
of the occasions on which that point had been previously made were to be found in paragraph 5 (A) of
document A/2178. Secondly, the Committee had decided that the question of what authority should determine that a territory had reached a stage of selfgovernment where it fell outside the scope of Article
73 e of the Charter was not within its competence.
Various members of the Ad Hoc Committee had reserved their right to deal with that question in the
General Assembly. Thirdly, it had been agreed to refer
to the General Assembly the question of the extent to
which Article 73 e continued to apply in the case of
territories which had become neither independent nor
fully integrated within another State but which had
already attained a full measure of self-government in
their internal affairs. The Netherlands Government had
submitted a list of factors relating to that question,
which had been included in the Committee's report.
4. After those jurisdictional questions had been disposed of, the Committee had co-operated in producing
a revised list of proposed factors, which were set out
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in detail in the report. The same two general_ c~tego_ries
had been maintained but the first had been divided mto
two parts : first, fa~tors indicative of th_e <1;ttai?ment
of independence; and secondly, factors mdicative of
the attainment of other separate systems of self-government. The second major category was still entitled
"Factors indicative of the free association of a territory with other component parts of the metropolitan
or other country."
5. The Government of Iraq had suggested that a new
factor relating to the question of arn:ed forces ~hould
be added to the list, but as that raised the difficult
questions of security which were beyond the te~ms of
the Committee's work, it had been agreed to mclude
a broad reference to the question of responsib~lity for
national defence, and to record the text submitted by
the Government of Iraq in paragraph 5 (E) of the
report.
6. The United Kingdom Government had sent the
Secretary-General a list of factors. which, in its. view,
would ideally have to be taken mto account m. deciding whether a territory was or was not a terntory
whose people enjoyed a full mea_sure
self-&"overnment. The Committee had found It possible to mclude
in its list the points concerning the political rights of

ot
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individuals while the others, regarding the position of
the executive, the judiciary and internal security, had
been recorded in the report.

7. The Committee had been able to agree on the
individual factors in its list without taking any votes.
However, when the report as :1: whole was ado~ted,
by 7 votes to none with 2 abstentions, some delegatiOns
had made formal reservations and it had been agreed
that all delegations would be free to re-examine the
report in the General Assembly.
8. The most important statement made by the Committee was that no enumeration of factors could do
more than serve as a guide in determining whether a
territory was or was not fully self-~overning. Each
specific case would need to be determmed by the particular circumstances of that case. Paragraph 5 of the
annex to resolution 567 (VI) had underlined that
principle by stressing that such a list of factors could
not be regarded as exhaustive or definitive.
9. In conclusion, Mr. Khalidy paid a tribute to the
spirit of co-operation which had domina_t:d the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors and to the diligence and
devotion of its secretariat.
The meeting rose at 4.15 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Rodolfo MUNOZ (Argentina).
Factors which should be taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) ( A/2178) (continued)
[Item 36]*
1. Mr. FORSYTH (Australia) said the Australian
delegation in the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors had
reserved its position and had abstained from voting
on the Committee's report because it did not approve
of the manner in which the Committee had dealt with
the question and revised the list of factors. No precise
definition had been given of the basic expressions used
during the discussion of the problem, and the status
of the territories had been regarded as a factor enabling the measure of self-government they had attained
to be determined. In his opinion, the two concepts were
not of the same kind. The Australian delegation, moreover, had always doubted the practical value of a list
of factors. Not only had those who advocated the study
of factors failed to justify the need for such study, but
the preparation of the list intended for the guidance of
the competent authorities had shown in practice that
other questions were involved. The difficulties of the
task left little hope for its success.
2. The more than seventy Non-Self-Governing Territories in respect of which the Administering Members
transmitted information to the General Assembly differed greatly in geographical situation, population and
political conditions and it would be unrealistic to think
that the pace or the forms of their advance towards
self-government could be uniform. Furthermore, the
discussions in the General Assembly and the Ad Hoc
Committee had shown that, owing to the great variety
of their traditions and political philosophies, Member
States had had difficulty in reaching agreement on the
factors to be formulated. For that reason, Australia
had adopted an attitude of reserve; it had seldom
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.

taken part in the discussions and had decided not to
transmit to the Secretary-General the statement requested in General Assembly resolution 567 (VI).
3. The Australian delegation's chief criticism was that
an attempt had been made to establish that the attainment of independence was one of the means by which
a territory could achieve self-government. That view,
refl.~cted m the annex to the General Assembly's resolutiOn, :v~s based on an unjustified interpretation of
the provisiOns of Chapter XI of the Charter. The list
of factors appearing in that annex should therefore
be studied with the greatest care.
4. In the introduction to the annex, the General Assembly stated, in particular, that the essential factors
to be taken into account in deciding whether a NonSelf-Governing Territory had attained a full measure
of self-government were the following: political advancement of the population sufficient to enable them
to decide upon the future destiny of the territory with
due knowledge; the opinion of the population of the
territory, freely expressed by informed and democratic
processes, as to the status or change in status which
they desired. With regard to territories which had
freely united or associated themselves on a footing of
equal status with other component parts of the metropolitan or other country or countries, the following
factors, according to the annex, were also essential
and should be taken into account: representation in the
legislative organs, and citizenship.
5. The whole of the introduction to the annex was
very unsatisfactory, and the ideas it contained had
made the discussion more confused. In his opinion, an
attempt should be made to define the basic terminology.
He had made a suggestion to that effect to the Ad Hoc
Committee, but the latter had deliberately evaded the
question. In any case, the Committee's report (A/2178)
did not finally settle the matter, and he still thought
that before a list of factors was prepared the exact
meaning of the words "a full measure of self-government" should be determined, for that concept was at
the very basis of Chapter XI of the Charter. Though
he did not wish to make a definite proposal, he sug-
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gested that the Committee might, for example, consider that a people had attained a full measure of selfgovernment when the executive power of government
was controlled by the will of the community in accordance with the territory's constitution.
6. The most serious .mistake that had been made had
been to regard independence as a criterion of a full
measure of self-government. Thus, paragraph 3 of the
introduction to the annex stated that the condition
under which the provisions of Chapter X]I of the
Charter ceased to apply would be that the inhabitants
of the territory had attained a full measure of selfgovernment, and that that condition could be fulfilled
by two principal means, namely, the attainment of
independence, or the union of the territory on a footing of equal status with other component parts of the
metropolitan or other territory or its association on the
same conditions with the metropolitan or other country.
In his delegation's opinion, it was wrong to assert that
the attainment of independence was a necessary condition of self-government. Actually, the word "independence" did not appear in Chapter XI of the Charter,
and the General Assembly was not competent to state
that the attainment of independence was the principal
means by which a territory could achieve a full measure
of self-government. Independence or association with
other countries or territories were not characteristics
of complete self-government; they were its consequences. If a people had attained a full measure of
self-government, it was for that people to determine
its own status.
7. Paragraph 3 also contained the following sentence:
"The extent to which the provisions of Article 73 e
continue to apply in the case of territories which have
become neither independent nor fully integrated within another State but which have already attained a full
measure of self-government in their internal affairs is
a question which merits further study." In his opinion,
that statement was mistaken. When a territory had attained a full measure of self-government, it no longer
fell under the provisions of Article 73 e of the Charter,
and there was no longer any reason why its case should
continue to be considered. That was a typical example
of the confusion created by the text under consideration. The confusion was largely due to the fact that
independence and self-government were regarded as
complementary concepts.
8. With regard to the factors mentioned in paragraphs
6 and 7 of the introduction to the annex, the first two,
namely, political advancement and the opinion of the
population, should be studied separately from the other
two, for they were of such a general nature that it
should not take long to deal with them. The fact that
the last two factors mentioned in the introductionlegislative representation and citizenship-were regarded as essential derived from the same mistaken
conception underlying the list in question. He would
like to make it clear that if his delegation took part
in the discussion of those factors, that should not be
taken to mean that it approved the basic concept.
He recalled that the United Kingdom and Belgian
representatives had emphasized that a list of factors
should be drawn up in such a way as to be useful
not only in appraising the provisions of a constitution,
but also in determining how those provisions were
applied. Furthermore, as he himself had stated in the

9.

,Ad Hoc Committee, the word "independence" appeared neither in Chapter XI of the Charter nor in the
Committee's terms of reference. The Australian delegation considered that independence was not an essential
condition of self-government. It noted, moreover, that
its views were shared by the delegations of France and
the United Kingdom, which had expressed themselves
similarly in the Ad Hoc Committee and in the statements they had transmitted to the Secretary-General
(A/ AC.58/1/Add.2 and 3). A territory could be independent or associated without being self-governing
in the sense of Article 73, and vice versa, so that status
could not be regarded as a criterion of self-government.
10. Mr. RIEMENS (Netherlands) was of the opinion that the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors (A/2178) dealt with an important and extremely complex problem. As an administering Power,
the Government of the Netherlands had always decided
for itself whether the territories for which it had responsibility came under Chapter XI of the Charter.
When it had seen fit, in respect of any particular
territories, to send in the reports referred to in Article
73 e of the Charter, neither the General Assembly nor
the subsidiary organs of the United Nations had questioned that decision in any way. Nor had the General
Assembly considered whether any Member States other
than those which had decided to submit the information provided for in Article 73 e were responsible for
territories whose peoples had not yet attained a full
measure of self-government. It was for the Members
of the United Nations alone to decide in respect of
which territories they must submit reports and to determine whether any of the territories which they
administered had reached the stage where their populations had attained a full measure of self-government.
11. The report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors
had been designed to assist the United Nations in determining the circumstances in which a territory advanced towards self-government until the time came
when its population had attained a full measure of selfgovernment. Actually, the Charter made a sharp distinction between self-government and independence;
and Chapter XI referred throughout to territories
which were non-self-governing as opposed to self-governing. The essential thing was to define the terms
"autonomie" and "self-government". The authors of
the Charter had obviously had in mind forms of government which were neither self-governing nor independent. The general criteria of independence could
not be applied to territories whose peoples had attained
a full measure of self-government.
12. There was an important discrepancy between the
text of Article 73 b, concerning Non-Self-Governing
Territories, and the text of Article 76 b, which related to the International Trusteeship System. The
words "or independence" which occurred in the latter
were not to be found in the former. Furthermore,
Article 73 b stressed the particular circumstances of
the various territories and their populations, and their
varying stages of advanceme9t.
13. It might be said that the-developmei1t of the NonSelf-Governing Territories was chiefly apparent from
the changes in their constitutions. Constitutional development, however, was one of the most diff?.cult
questions to judge for those who were not enttrely
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familiar with the particular situation in each territory.
Many local and historical factors had to be taken
into account. The legal system, the political aspirations
of the population, its level of education, the economic
relations of the territory with the metropolitan territory and with other countries all played an important
part. Furthermore, it was not enough to study the
written text of the constitution, for in many cases
constitutional practice differed widely from the written text. His own country was a case in point. If the
Fourth Committee wished to determine the factors
which should be taken into account in deciding whether the population of a territory had attained a full
measure of self-government, it would have to study
all those aspects of the question.
14. The Ad Hoc Committee had not made an adequate study of territories which had become neither
independent nor fully integrated within another State,
but which had already attained a large measure of
self-government in their internal affairs; however, paragraph 3 of the introduction of the annex to General
Assembly resolution 567 (VI) had pointed out that
that question merited further study. In the second
place, the Committee did not appear to have examined
the reasons why the administering Powers had ceased
to transmit information on certain territories. In the
third place, the Committee had not given its opinion
on the views transmitted by Member States in compliance with resolution 567 (VI).
15. It would not be impossible to reach a definition
of the factors concerned, if a fully competent body devoted all the necessary time to the matter. For the
reasons he had previously explained, his delegation was
not prepared to submit a draft resolution proposing
that a new body should be instructed to continue the
work of the Ad Hoc Committee, but if a proposal
were submitted to that effect his delegation would support it.
16. He explained once more that in his Government's
opinion the administering Powers would continue to
have full responsibility for deciding when the population of a territory had attained a full measure of selfgovernment, and when, in consequence, the provisions
of Chapter XI of the Charter ceased to apply to that
territory. When an administering Power had brought
a territory to the threshold of self-government, it did
not ask the United Nations to shower praises upon it,
but neither did it expect an attitude of distrust or
censure. Nothing would be more harmful to the prestige
of the United Nations than such an attitude.
17. If there were misunderstanding and distrust with
regard to the factors determining whether a territory
was self-governing, a more exhaustive study of those
factors was essential, not only in order to eliminate
such misunderstanding, but above all because the United
Nations, having begun the study of the problem, was
bound in its own interests to continue giving that problem its most careful attention.
18. Mr. HOUARD (Belgium) remarked that his
delegation did not intend at that stage to express its
views on the merits and the significance of the various
factors. The important statements just made by the
Australian and Nether lands representatives would undoubtedly help his delegation to determine its attitude
on the substance of the problem.
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19. The question was an important one; it was by
no means limited to the problem of when States should
cease to transmit information, for obviously the question of when they should begin to do so was equally
important. That was quite clear from paragraph 1 of
the operative part of General Assembly resolution 334
(IV). The very title of the Ad Hoc Committee's report showed that the drafters of General Assembly
resolution 567 (VI) had kept that idea in mind.
20. Subject to any comments it might wish to make
later on the substance of the problem, the Belgian
delegation wished to emphasize from the very outset
that the list of factors would never serve as anything
more than a guide, either for the administering Powers
or for the Member States which had not yet replied to
the Secretary-General's letter dated 29 June 1946. 1
21. His delegation was convinced that the list of
factors would help many Member States to re-examine
the position of their non-self-governing peoples, as
the Belgian representative had invited them to do at
the beginning of the current session.
22. Mr. NAUDY (France) began by praising the
care and seriousness with which the Ad Hoc Committee had undertaken its task. His delegation was glad
to note that some of the general considerations set
forth in the Committee's report placed the studies in
their true context. He was referring in particular to
Section IV, paragraph 5 (C), which stated that no
enumeration of factors could do more than serve as a
guide in determining whether a territory was or was
not fully self-governing, and that each specific case
would need to be determined by the particular circumstances of that case. In addition, the Committee had
been quite right to refrain from taking any decision
on the questions of competence which might well have
given rise to endless controversies.
23. On the other hand, his delegation wondered whether the list of factors recommended by the Ad Hoc
Committee really represented any improvement on the
list included in the annex to resolution 567 (VI), a list
which had already called for reservations.
24. The French Government had submitted its written comments on the old list, which were reproduced
in document A/AC.58/1/Add.2, and thought it would
be of interest, in view of the discussions which had recently taken place in the Fourth Committee, to quote
a general remark which had appeared among those
comments. The French Government had pointed out
(para. 13) that the study of the factors should provide
the necessary basis for a possible extension of the
obligations of Article 73 e to those Members which,
since the Charter's entry into force, had held that they
were not affected by the obligations of Chapter XI in
respect of any of the territories dependent on them.
In addition, the French Government had stated that it
seemed highly desirable that the guarantees contained
in Chapter X<I should be applied universally, as had
undoubtedly been the intention of the drafters of the
Charter. In his opinion, any study which did not take
that aspect of the problem into account was likely to
1
In this letter the Secretary-General requested the opinion
of Member States on the factors to be taken into account in
determining which were the Non-Self~Governing Territories
referred to in Chapter XI of the Charter and on the form in
which information concerning those territories should be submitted, as well as an enumeration by Member States of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories subject to their jurisdiction.
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lead to conclusions which would be both unjust and
lacking in scientific objectivity. Similarly, none of the
criteria of self-government could be fully acceptable if
it were inapplicable to States already regarded as selfgoverning or independent. Any other solution would
imply an intention to discriminate against the NonSelf-Governing Territories to which the Fourth Committee would certainly not wish to be a party.
25. The French Government had attached particular
importance to its comments on the geographical considerations and the ethnic and cultural considerations.
In spite of its criticisms, however, the Ad Hoc Committee had again included those considerations in the
list of factors indicative of the free association of a
territory with other component parts of the metropolitan or other country. In that connexion he quoted
paragraphs 23 and 24 of document A/ AC.58jl/ Add.2.
The French delegation still considered those comments
to be valid, and regretted that the Ad Hoc Committee
had not thought fit to take them into account.
26. The new text drafted by the Committee could be
criticized for continuing to lay undue stress on the
conditions characteristic of an independence which
went beyond the self-government in virtue of which a
territory came outside the scope of Article 73 e of the
Charter. It was quite true that when a territory secured
such international independence or such extended separate systems of self-government it ceased to be a NonSelf-Governing Territory. But it could not be said that
·the acquisition of a status of that kind was a necessary
condition of self-government within the meaning of
Article 73. On the way towards separate self-government, there was a stage at which a territory might
have ceased to be non-self-governing within the meaning of the Charter without having secured complete
independence or any other separate system of selfgovernment. It was precisely that stage which the Committee had failed to define. It had not considered itself competent to consider the extent to which the
provisions of Article 73 e continued to apply in the case
of territories which had become neither independent
nor fully integrated within another State but which
had already attained a full measure of self-government
in their internal affairs. However, paragraph 3 of the
introduction of the annex to resolution 567 (VI) stated
that that question merited further study. The suggestions made on that point by the Netherlands Government seemed to deserve consideration. On those very
important points there was therefore a gap in the work
of the Ad Hoc Committee.
27. The insertion of what might be called factual
criteria together with the legal criteria in the list of
factors only served to create confusion, because the
factual criteria dealt with individual cases and some of
them could not apply to States already recognized
as independent and sovereign.
28. Finally, he was surprised to find that the factors
of political advancement and the opinion of the population and its participation in the government had
disappeared from the new list of factors indicative
of the attainment of independence. He wondered
whether the conclusion to be drawn was that, as soon
as a community attained independence, there was no
longer any need to ensure respect for the opinions and ·
rights of individuals and their participation in the
government. Article 73, however, was concerned with
Printed in U.S.A.

protecting the interests, not of a territory considered
as an entity, but of a community composed of individuals each of whom had inalienable rights and prerogatives.
29. His delegation reserved the right to make additional comments during the course of the discussion.
30. Mr. DJERDA (Yugoslavia) paid a tribute to
the work of the Ad Hoc Committee but, for several
reasons, was not completely satisfied with the report.
31. In the first place, the drafters of the report had
placed the factor entitled "Political advancement" at
the head of the list of factors indicative of the attainment of separate systems of self-government other
than independence and also of the list indicative of
the free association of a territory with other component
parts of the metropolitan or other country. His delegation considered that factor to be totally inapplicable'.
since none of the peoples which were attempting to
realize their national aspirations at the present time
could be considered incapable of deciding their own
fate for themselves.
32. The most important factor was the opinion of the
population freely expressed by democratic processes.
Any attempt to limit that right was a denial of the
very principles on which the United Nations was
based.
33. · That factor should be combined with another,
which might be called "conditions to be fulfilled in
order to ascertain the opinion of the population". All
other factors must be regarded as secondary and subordinate. The freely expressed will of the people
ascertained in objective conditions was the first, and
indeed the only, factor to be taken into consideration
for a solution of the problem.
34. The factor entitled "National defence" in the
first part of the list was superfluous because it was
already covered by implication in the preceding factor,
"General international relations". The factors listed
under "B. Internal self-government", also in the first
part of the list, were irrelevant. Lastly, he did not
think that the opinions of various governments reproduced in section IV of the document should be considered as part of the substance of the report.
35. The Yugoslav delegation would continue to participate in the study of the problem but, for the
reasons he had just given, it would vote against the
Ad Ho.c Committee's report.
36. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba), speaking on
a procedural question, asked the Secretariat whether
it would be possible for the Committee to receive the
texts of the draft resolutions it had adopted in the
three working languages before it was called upon
to examine the Rapporteur's draft reports.
37. Mr. BENSON (Secretariat) said that the Secretariat would in future circulate the texts of the draft
resolutions adopted by the Committee in the three
working languages well before the Rapporteur submitted his draft reports, in order to enable delegations
tc check the concordance of the texts.
38. The CHAIRMAN and Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS
(Cuba) thanked the Secretariat.
The meeting rose at 12.20 p.m.
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Factors which should he taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a terri·
tory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2178, A/C.4/L.23l) (con·

tinued)
'[Item 36]*

had been the only country to note the omission. It
had objected that the Charter should lay down the
principles which would govern the administration of
colonies and protectorates, possible changes of sovereignty in such colonies and protectorates, in accordance with their geographical position and the freely
expressed will of their inhabitants, and the conditions
necessary for their recognition in due course as Member States of the United Nations, with the right to
self-government and the other prerogatives inherent
in that right.

1. Mr. RIVAS (Venezuela) said that in the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors, the Venezuelan delegation had
sought, as was its practice, to reconcile the views of
the administering and non-administering Powers on
the international aspect of the problem of Non-SelfGoverning Territories, and, at the same time, to reduce
to reasonable proportions those differences of opinion
which some administering Powers interpreted as an
indication that the non-administering Powers were
setting themselves up as their judges. The cessation
of the transmission of information on certain territories which a majority of Member States did not yet
regard as fully self-governing had been one of the
main reasons why the Fourth Committee was ap- ·
parently divided into two camps, each suspicious of
the other, and had made it impossible to unite the
efforts and experience of both sides in any constructive work.
2. Those countries which regarded certain territories
as not fully self-governing felt that they had a basis
for their belief in law and in fact. None of their
arguments had been inspired by the negative and
illegitimate desire to trespass upon national sovereignty. Their only motive had been the necessity
of continuing the work begun at San Francisco which
was being threatened by legalistic interpretations of
Chapter XI not in accordance with the basic trend
that had led to the inclusion in the United Nations
Charter of a chapter for which no provision had been
made in the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals. Venezuela

3. In making that observation, the Venezuelan Government had not been guided merely by humanitarian
principles. It had been moved above all by political
considerations. International peace and security could
not be adequately safeguarded if the problem of the
peoples inhabiting territories far removed, both geographically and legally, from their respective metropolitan countries was disregarded. Such territories
might well be centres of discontent, even of rebellion
and violence. The Venezuelan Government sincerely
believed that Chapter XI gave the inhabitants of those
territories an assurance that their aspirations could
be achieved by peaceful means. It had regarded, and
still regarded, the transmission of information referred to in Article 73 e of the Charter as a means
whereby the United Nations could show the dependent
territories that their political problems were under
constant study by the international community. The
obligation to submit information, which the administering Powers had accepted, conferred on the NonSelf-Governing Territories a higher political status
than that enjoyed by mere dependencies of countries
with a higher degree of civilization. In the final analysis,
the Non-Self-Governing Territories became dependent
upon the international community, which was a step
towards their acceptance as embryo subjects of international law.

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.

4. Mr. Rivas quoted a passage from a speech made
at San Francisco by Field Marshal Smuts, describing
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the text that later became Chapter XI of the Charter
as one which applied the principle of trusteeship to
all dependent territories, whether they were under
mandate, taken from defeated countries, or the existing colonies of certain Powers. 1 It subjected States,
particularly the colonial Powers which were responsible for colonies, to certain obligations. Thus, the
reports of the administering Powers on the Non-SelfGoverning Territories were clearly intended to provide
the United Nations with information which would
enable it to appreciate the rate of progress of the
non-self-governing peoples towards self-government
and suggest general measures to ensure that such
progress should continue in a peaceful atmosphere.
The .Venezuelan delegation had believed, and continued to believe, that the obligation accepted by the
administering Powers was based upon the fact that
the Non-Self-Governing Territories did not govern
themselves, and that until the basis for that obligation
disappeared, that is as long as the Non-Self-Governing
Territories did not govern themselves, the obligation
of the administering Powers would subsist.
5. The Venezuelan Government considered that in
defining the "self-government" referred to in Chapter
XI, the essential point was not whether such government was good or bad, but whether it was exercised
by the inhabitants of the territory without interference
by any other government in whose general policy they
did not participate on a footing of absolute equality.
6. It had been argued that the non-administering
Powers seemed to advocate the independence of the
·colonies as a sort of magic panacea for all the ills
affecting the world. It had been said that the welfare
of their inhabitants was often greater under the trusteeship of a more civilized people than under their
own leaders, and that there were colonies where educational, social and economic conditions were better
than in many sovereign States. It was also alleged
that nothing would be gained by according self-government to a community which was not economically
self-sufficient. Those arguments were as old as the
colonial system itself. At first sight, they were objective and scientific, but the human spirit had needs
not always comprehended by science. The nationals
of the metropolitan States might well be asked whether
they would be satisfied with social, educational and
economic advantages extended to them by some remote authority which governed them, on condition
that they remained passive and did not seek to legislate or to administer themselves, or to claim full
citizenship.
7. Some administering Powers, adhering rigidly to
the letter of Article 73 e, had argued that once territories had obtained self-government in the social,
economic and educational spheres, the obligation of
the metropolitan country was at an end. However,
the great mass of the inhabitants of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories would not agree with them. The
traditional error of the metropolitan Powers had been
to consider separatist movements as the invention
of a small group of fanatics, unsupported by their
fellow countrymen. However, whenever a metropolitan
Power had been forced to withdraw its forces to
deal with some crisis elsewhere, the mass of the colo1 See United Nations Conference on International Organization, II/16.
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nial people had been found willing to follow those
fanatics, particularly when they were supported by
the political or trade rival of the metropolitan country.
Chapter XI was expressly designed to minimize that
international threat.
8. It was inevitable that the administering Powers'
interpretation of their obligations under Chapter XI
should disturb those countries which had themselves
been colonies. Presumably, the educated members of
the indigenous peoples were also disturbed and an
easy prey for penetration by subversive organizations.
9. The list of factors under consideration was a
series of ideas on self-government on which there
had been no major disagreement. Some factors were
obvious. No country which did not fully exercise the
attributes of external and internal sovereignty could
be called independent. Moreover, in other separate
forms of self-government, limited sovereignty could
not be regarded as fulfilling the needs of the inhabitants unless the consent of those inhabitants was
manifest. It could not be considered that a territory
participated in the direction of national affairs on a
footing of absolute equality with other regions of
the State in which it was incorporated if persons
born in that territory were not, by that fact alone,
citizens of the State, or if they did not participate,
on a footing of complete equality, in legislative and
executive matters. Again, it was extremely difficult
to measure such equal status. It would be difficult
for a territory geographically far removed from the
metropolitan country to feel itself to be on an equal
footing when the government tended to give preference
to the interests of the metropolitan territory. The
geographical factor was therefore very important. The
racial factor was again of considerable importance.
If the separation between conqueror and conq11ered
was maintained for centuries, the original population
of the territory would have great difficulty in ceasing
to regard the dominant white race as aliens.
10. In its general comments on the question of factors (A/AC.S8j1/Add.3), the Netherlands Government had said that a metropolitan country could not
report on economic, social and educational conditions
in territories which had attained self-government in
those fields. However, all the administering Powers
had only recently asserted in concert that the international representation of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories was exercised by the metropolitan government and by the metropolitan government only. That
was all the more reason why they should assume full
international responsibility for what took place in
the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
11. In internal affairs, the inhabitants of certain NonSelf-Governing Territories might be allowed to manage
their own budget, organize their own schools and
regulate their trade-union activities. However, as long
as they did not exercise political sovereignty as independent States or integral parts of another State, on
a footing of complete equality with the other component parts of that State, it was obvious that the degree
of self-government which they were accorded would
always be dependent upon the goodwill of the metropolitan country. The bases of such self-government
were precarious, moreover, because they did not derive from the full recognition of the Non-Self-Govern-
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ing Territory as an agent absolutely equal, for the
purpose of contractual law, to the metropolitan country. Such partial self-government was only one stage
on the road towards the goal of Chapter XI. Until
that goal had been reached, it was clear that the
administering Power's obligations under Chapter XI
subsisted, since their cause still remained. Paragraph
3 of the operative part of the draft resolution on
the participation of the Non-Self-Governing Territories in the work of the Committee on Information,
adopted by the Fourth Committee at its 270th meeting,
might provide some solution of the problem of how
the administering Powers were to report on progress
in such partially self-governing territories. The administeriBg Powers had voted against paragraph 3,
yet the continued study which it recommended might
find a formula which would solve the general problem
raised by the Government of the Netherlands.
12. The list of factors could not of course be interpreted as in any way hindering the administering
Powers from helping the peoples of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories, in successive stages, towards
full self-government. Nor could it be represented as
a series of stages which the peoples of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories must pass through before being
regarded as self-governing. On the contrary: if the
peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories freely
expressed the desire to be self-governing, the United
Nations would have no other course than to urge the
administering Powers to allow those peoples to exercise
sovereignty.
13. The factor relating to political advancement could
also be considered from a similar standpoint. On that
point, the Venezuelan delegation shared the doubts
expressed by the French representative in the Ad Hoc
Committe on Factors. In certain cases, it would be
difficult to apply that factor, because it would be necessary to agree beforehand on the body which was to
judge the preparedness of the inhabitants of a territory
to assume certain responsibilities. Presumably, if the
people of a territory chose independence, they would
have to be regarded as sufficiently prepared to take
that step. The degree of political advancement of a
population would, however, have to be carefully determined, if they appeared to agree to voluntary limitations on the exercise of full self-government. In a
situation of that kind, the best thing to do would be
to invite the population to choose between full selfgovernment and the partial self-government they enjoyed, and, at the same time, see that the supporters
of full self-government had ample opportunity of expressing their views unhindered.
14. The delegations of Burma, Cuba, Egypt, Guatemala, Iraq and Venezuela had joined in submitting
the draft resolution in document A/C.4jL.231. All
those countries, save Egypt, had been members of the
Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, and the Egyptian delegation had been the original proponent of the idea
that the United Nations should study the question of
factors. The views of the Venezuelan Government
coincided in general with the draft resolution. Moreover, the constructive and conciliatory tone of the
draft resolution coincided with the approach of the
Venezuelan delegation in exploring those points on
which it differed from certain administering Powers
with regard to the interpretation of certain principles.
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If the administering Powers studied the draft resolution without prejudice, they would at least recognize
its good faith and sincerity. That in itself would be
a beginning in dispelling the mistrust which seemed
to divide the Fourth Committee into two opposing
parties, each seeking the discomfiture of the other.

IS. Mr. MciNNIS (Canada) would like to study
the full implications of the joint draft resolution further. At first sight, however, he was obliged to note
with regret and disappointment that it seemed unacceptable. It eliminated many of the wide qualifications
which gave the list of factors contained in the Ad
Hoc Committee's report its tentative nature. The draft
resolution was much more mandatory and paid only
brief lip-service to the need for taking into account
the varying conditions in the different colonies.
16. The Venezuelan representative's statement had
underlined the idea expressed in the second paragraph
of the preamble to the joint draft resolution. Mr.
Mcinnis doubted the validity of that idea: not only
had the various categories of information to be transmitted under Article 73 e been carefully restricted,
but even those restricted categories were subject to
the limitations of security and constitutional considerations. Furthermore, the N on-Self-Governin~ Territories would obviously advance towards self-government
by stages, and it was highly probable that at a given
moment they would reach a stage at which the administering Power no longer exercised effective practical control over the social, economic and educational
matters on which information was to be submitted.
Consequently, the administering Power's obligation to
submit such information would then be at an end.
That did not, however, imply the end of its obligation,
under Chapter XI, to promote a full measure of selfgovernment in the territory concerned.
17. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) said that his
delegation was satisfied with the joint draft resolution
contained in document A/C.4/L.231, which embodied,
among other ideas, those which the Minister of State
of the Republic of Cuba had expressed in his statement before the 379th plenary meeting of the General
Assembly. That representative had said then that Cuba
would continue to uphold the view that it was essential
that the international community should weigh carefully and determine the constitutional conside.rations
upon which any Administering Member might base a
decision to cease transmitting information under Chapter XI of the Charter. It would always be the view
of the Cuban Government that there could not be economic, social or educational self-government in the
absence of political self-government.
18. In co-sponsoring the draft resolution, the Cuban
delegation had done its utmost to exclude academic
or doctrinal considerations and to remain within the
limits of the practical problem which had been occupying the General Assembly's attention in the matter.
It considered that the problem was summed up in
the replies to two plain questions: first, when did an
Administering Member become free of its obligation
under Article 73 e to transmit information concerning
a given territory; secondly, when did the United Nations become free of its obligation under Art:cle 73 e
to receive information concerning a given territory?
Those two questions should be borne in mind. The
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previous year many delegations had feared that. the
examination of the subject might lead the Committee
into a merely academic debate.
19

In the view of the Cuban delegation there was a

du~lity of competence. He recalled certain passages
from a communication transmitted by the Government
of Cuba, at the Secretary-General's request, in connexion with the problem of factors ~A/A~.58/1/
Add.l), declaring that the progress. achieved ~n relc;tion to Chapter XI would in practice be frmtles~ If
the continuous fulfilment of the only concrete obligation contracted by the administering Powers under
Article 73 e depended exclusively upon their unilateral
judgment. The obligations under Chapter XI were as
binding as those under the other chapters of the
Charter and could not be annulled without prior agreement between the parties except in the circumstances
in which, under the very provisions of the Article,
they might be suspended. The. on~y grounds_ for ~uch
action were security or constrtutwnal consrderatlons,
but even in those cases, and especially in the latter,
it was unlikely that the Charter authorized unilateral
action by the administering ~ower. concerne~ .. It _was
true that cases might arise m which the hmrtatwns
of security would have to be determined by the administering Power alone, since a public examination
of the reasons might itself endanger security, but to
admit that unilateral action could be taken on a constitutional issue would be to imperil the principles
recognized today by positive international law. It v.:as
essential that the United Nations should be kept mformed of any change in the constitutional status of
any of the Non-Self-Governing Territories as a result
of which the responsible governments no longer felt
obliged to transmit information.
20. Thus, the international community must weigh
carefully the constitutional factors on the basis of
which the administering Power had taken the decision
to cease to transmit information. Such intervention
would not constitute an infringement of Article 2,
paragraph 7, as a decision of that nature towards
the fulfilment of the Charter's purposes by the international community could not be said to be a matter
of domestic jurisdiction. Problems connected with the
colonial system could come under international law;
many administering Powers had recognized that fact
by signing the Treaty of Versailles, Article 119 et seq
of which required Germany to renounce its colonies,
such action being based on the manner in which those
colonies had been administered. Those articles could
not be explained except by the admission, in sound
legal logic, that colonizing governments could not
arbitrarily dispose of the peoples or of the territory
or of the powers which they exercised.
21. The draft resolution before the Committee touched
on the problem of competence with the utmost discretion. The greatest care had been taken in drawing
it up because the sponsors wished the text to be as
conciliatory as possible.
• Sulbsequently circulated as document A/C.4/219.
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22. Paragraph 4 of the draft resolution dealt with the
problem of the indivisibility of the concept of selfgovernment. It appeared necessary to submit to the
General Assembly for its final approval the patent
truth that there could not be economic, social or educational self-government without political self-government. If that fact were recognized, much fruitless
debate might be avoided. To accept the concept of
indivisibility would be to invalidate absolutely the argument that the transmission of information could
cease because a territory had achieved self-government
in the economic, social or educational fields. Partial
self-government in certain respects would be illusory
unless there was at the same time political self-government within the meaning of the Charter, in other
words ''a full measure of self-government." Before
the transmission of information on a territory .could
cease, the United Nations should be furnished with
supplementary information regarding the degree of
political advancement reached by the territory.
23. In order to be free of its obligation to receive
information under Article 73 e, the international community must be in a position to affirm that the political
situation in the territory concerned was such as to
permit and create economic, social and educational
autonomy.
24. There was a further point: the draft resolution
clearly stated that the list of factors was recommended
merely as a guide. No rigid criterion could be devised
for determining whether a territory was self-governing
or not, and to attempt to do so would merely create
doctrinal difficulties. The Cuban delegation therefore
whole-heartedly endorsed paragraph 2 of the operative
part of the draft resolution, which stated that each
case should be decided in the light of its particular
circumstances. Over and above the list of factors there
would always be the over-riding consideration-the
desire of the people for freedom.
25. He would not for the time being propose any
additions or amendments to the list of factors, which
appeared to him comprehensive, well-considered and
likely to serve as a general guide. On the other hand,
he would not oppose any suggestions for improvement.
He therefore reserved his position with regard to the
list.
26. He appealed to the members of the Committee
to remember that the problem of ceasing the transmission of information was essentially a political rather
than a legal one, since each case must be considered
separately.

Requests for oral hearings
27. The CHAIRMAN announced that a request for
an oral hearing had been received from the ~loc
Democratique Camerounais. 2 If there ':'ere no obJections, it would be circulated as an official document.
It was so decided.
The meeting rose at 5.20 p.m.
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(continued)
'[Item 36] *
1. Mr. EL-PHARAONY (Egypt) recalled that the
study of the question of factors which should be taken
into account in deciding whether a territory had or
had not attained a full measure of self-government
had originated from a proposal (A/C.4/L.37) made
by the Egyptian delegation in 1949. That proposal had
been prompted by the great concern with which the
Egyptian delegation, among others, had viewed the
fact that in 1948 the number of territories on which
information was transmitted had dropped to sixtythree, whereas in 1946, according to the terms of
General Assembly resolution 66 (I), the number of
such territories had been seventy-four. For that reason
the General Assembly had adopted resolution 222 (III),
which, while welcoming any development of self-government, considered that it was essential for the United
Nations to be informed of any change in the constitutional position and status of any Non-Self-Governing
Territory as a result of which the responsible government concerned thought it unnecessary to transmit
information in respect of that territory under Article
73 e of the Charter. Accordingly, the Members concerned had been requested in any such case to communicate to the Secretary-General appropriate information, including the constitution, legislative act or
executive order providing for the government of the
terr!tory and the constitutional relationship of the
terntory to the government of the metropolitan country. It had become clear thereafter that certain criteria
had to be taken into consideration in dealing with such
situations, and resolution 334 (IV) had called for a
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.

study of the factors which should be taken into consideration in deciding whether a territory had or had
not attained a full measure of self-government.
2. The report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors
(A/2178) was now before the Committee. Previous
speakers had dealt in some detail with the various
factors listed in the report, some emphasizing particular factors which they felt should be considered essential or decisive while others had dwelt on the
report's various shortcomings. At the 273rd meeting,
the Venezuelan representative had outlined the elements
of the problem and had given a comprehensive analysis
of the various factors and the framework within which
they should be considered, and the value to be attributed to them. The Egyptian delegation endorsed his
views whole-heartedly. It considered that the list of
factors sh~uld not give rise to much disagreement,
so long as It was clearly stated in the report that they
could serve only as a guide in determining whether
a territory was or was not self-governing, and that
no single factor or combination of factors could be
regarded as decisive in all cases, each case needing to
be examined in the light of its particular circumstances.
It was on that understanding that the draft resolution
in document A/C.4/L.231, which the Egyptian dele~ation had joined in sponsoring, proposed that the
list of factors should be approved as it appeared in
the re~ort of t~e Ad Hoc Committee. The Egyptian
delegatiOn was m complete agreement with the views
in that regard expressed by the Cuban representative
at the 273rd meeting.
3. The Egyptian delegation considered that there was
one element of the utmost importance which should
be decisive in all ·Cases: the opinion of the people
concerned. That was particularly true in cases of association. The natural, logical, and expected process of
development was for a people placed under the domination of another to seek freedom from that domination and to proceed gradually to a full measure of
self-government and, ultimately, to independence. It
was the exception for people to achieve a full measure
of self-government or independence through association
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or assimilation with other component parts of the
metropolitan or other country, especially when that
people was of different race, language or religion, or
had a distinct cultural heritage, interests or aspirations,
which distinguished them from the people of the
country with which they were associated. The terms
"association" or "assimilation", no less than "incorporation" or "annexation", suggested a certain element
of pressure, an act of authority on the part of the
administering Power. That would not, of course, always be the case. However, as a general rule, the
goal to be attained was independence, and other forms
of self-government through assimilation or association
should be covered by every possible guarantee. That
was why the sponsors of the draft resolution were
anxious that in the case of the assimilation of a territory, there should be assurances of the unqualified,
freely expressed and unrestricted will of the people.
In all such cases, the United Nations must be satisfied
beyond all doubt that the will of the people had been
~xpresse_d freely either by means of a plebiscite under
1ts ausp1ces or by some other appropriate democratic
procedure.
4. The study of the factors involved in the attainment of full self-government should now be followed
by an examination of the principles governing the use
of those factors as a guide to action by the administering Powers and by the General Assembly. Under
General Assembly resolution 66 (I), the Non-SelfGoverning Territories had been enumerated on the
proposal of the Administering Members concerned.
The Administering Members should now be prepared
to take into account any list of factors drawn up by
the General Assembly when they themselves were examining the question of whether a territory had become
fully self-governing. The Fourth Committee should
also agree that it would take the same factors into
account when it had to consider any particular case
of the cessation of information. If the General Assembly made those two points clear, it would help
to define the principles involved and the methods to
be followed.
5. Mr. Shiva RAO (India) said that apart from its
merits or demerits, the joint draft resolution before
the Committee was useful in that it focused the Committee's attention on the practical aspects of the problem of factors.
6. At its first session in 1946, the General Assembly
had adopted resolution 9 (I) expressing the United
Nations' keen awareness of the problems and political
aspirations of the peoples who had not yet attained
a full measure of self-government and who were not
directly represented in the Organization. The resolution went on to emphasize that the obligations accepted under Chapter XI of the Charter by all Members
of the United Nations were in no way contingent
upon the conclusion of trusteeship agreements or upon
the bringing into being of the Trusteeship Council,
and were in faot already in force. The operative part
of the resolution requested the Secretary-General to
include in his annual report an analysis and summary
of such information as had been transmitted to him
by Members of the United Nations under Article 73 e.

7. From the outset, the General Assembly had shown
much practical interest in making use of the infor-

mation supplied by the Administering Members. It
had discovered that no list of Non-Self-Governing
Territories could be prepared by the Secretary-General
because of the difficulty of defining the scope of the
phrase "a full measure of self-government". It had,
therefore, merely noted that information would be
supplied by the Administering Members in respect
of the territories mentioned in General Assembly resolution 66 (I). That resolution had not said that the
list contained in it was complete ; but the General
Assembly had not challenged its contents and had
accepted it as a working basis. In 1947 and 1948,
some Administering Members had failed to transmit
information in regard to certain territories without
furnishing any explanation for the omission. The
General Assembly had thereupon passed the significant
resolution 222 (III), which had confirmed the interest
of the General Assembly in the development of selfgovernment in Non-Self-Governing Territories, and
had established the validity of the contention that the
General Assembly had the right to receive political
and constitutional information, at least in the last
stages. Lastly, the General Assembly had passed resolution 448 (V) on the development of self-government
in Non-Self-Governing Territories. That resolution
had linked resolution 222 (III) with the attainment
of self-government by Indonesia. The preamble and
the operative parts of the resolution were equallv
significant.
8. He did not underrate the need for a comprehensive
approach which did not neglect or overlook any aspect
of the problem. However, it was necessary at the same
t:me to bear in mind the scheme of things visualized
in Chapter XI and developed in practice by General
Asse111bly resolutions over a period of six years. The
objective of Chapter XI was "a full measure of selfgovernment". Because the General Assembly had been
unable to find a satisfactory definition in 1946, it had
accepted from the Administering Members a unilaterally prepared list of Non-Self-Governing Territories,
in order that the terms of Article 73 might be promptly
fulfilled. In 1947 and 1948 that list had begun to
shrink, and the General Assembly had immediately
taken note of the omissions and asked for details.
Resolution 222 (III) proved that the General Assembly's interest and jurisdiction were not circumscribed by a literal interpretation of Article 73 e. The
territories listed in resolution 66 (I) were those territories whose peoples had not yet attained a full measure of self-government. He quoted a passage from the
records of the San Francisco Conference to the effect
that the word "yet" \Yas held to apply to any degree
of self-government short of full self-government, and
until that had been attained, the responsibility of the
Administering Member subsisted.
9. There were only two ways in which a Non-SelfGoverning Territory could be removed from the list:
one was by the attainment of a full measure of selfgovernment, as in the case of the erstwhile Non-SelfGoverning Territory of Indonesia, now a Member of
the United Nations; and the second was by the transfer of the Non-Self-Governing Territory to the Trusteeship System. The General Assembly at no stage
lost sight of a Non-Self-Governing Territory; it retained active interest in it under either Chapter XI
or Chapters XII and XIII, or through its admission
to full membership of the United Nations.
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10. The Indian delegation found nothing to criticize
in the terms of the draft resolution. It could not
understand the objections raised by the Canadian representative at the 273rd meeting to the second paragraph of the preamble. It seemed obvious that the
obligations of an administering Power remained in
force in regard to each territory until the objectives
of Chapter XI were fulfilled. As it stood, the draft
resolution seemed to be an unexceptionable statement
of existing facts and of the legitimate aims of the
General Assembly, leading up to a suggestion of the
right approach in future in all cases of Non-SelfGoverning Territories regarding which Administering
Members had ceased to transmit information.
11. The Indian delegation also regarded the report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors as a practical
and valuable contribution to the study of a difficult
problem.
12. Mr. NAUDY (France) said that the French
delegation's first impression of the joint draft resolution had been that it was one of those ambitious
proposals which, while claiming to interpret the provisions of the Charter, in fact violated them. It was
not the first example of the light-hearted treatment
of complicated and far-reaching questions in the Fourth
Committee. The draft resolution also took for granted
the solution of the difficulties pointed out by many
previous speakers in noting the shortcomings of the
Ad Hoc Committee's work.
13. The second paragraph of the preamble to the
joint draft resolution declared that the obligation to
transmit information remained in force with regard
to each territory until the objectives of Chapter XI
were fulfilled. As the Canadian representative had
pointed out, that statement of principle was absolutely
unwarranted. There were degrees and stages in the
development of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
towards self-government. The obligation laid down
in paragraph e of Article 73, with its reservatiom
and limitations, was the only formal undertaking which
accompanied the general undertakings in Chapter XI,
and it ceased when it no longer applied, that was to
say, when the Non-Self-Governing Territories obtained self-government in the fields mentioned in Article 73 e. The Administering Members could not
have greater obligations imposed on them than they
had assumed. The transmission of information must
cease when there had been sufficient development to
free the administering Powers from the special obligation to transmit informatio11; in other words, when
the territory in question had reached a stage of development which, although not one of self-government,
was certainly not that of a Non-Self-Governing Territory to which the provisions of Article 73 e applied.
The Ad Hoc Committee on Factors had not studied
such border-line cases or defined the criteria to be
applied to them. The French delegation considered,
therefore, that the problem still existed, and it could
not support a proposal which merely assumed it to
have been settled. Paragraph 4 of the operative part
of the draft resolution was based on a similar principle, also taken for granted, which the Cuban representative had termed the indivisibility of the concept
of self-government. The French delegation objected
to that on the same grounds as it objected to the second
paragraph of the preamble.
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14. The fifth paragraph of the preamble and paragraphs 1 and 5 of the operative part assumed that
the General Assembly was competent to decide whether
a territory had or had not attained a full measure of
self-government or to study questions arising from
the cessation of the transmission of information or
the obligation to transmit information. Previous resolutions adopted by the General Assembly, in particular
resolution 334 (IV), had not attributed such competence to the General Assembly but had left the
decision, implicitly at least, to the administering Powers.
The provisions of the draft resolution tended to establish a degree of United Nations control over the
Non-Self-Governing Territories which was contrary
to the spirit and the letter of Chapter XI and also
to the principles of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the
Charter. The administration of the Non-Self-Governing Territories and the steps taken to ens11re their
political development came within the competence of
the administering Powers, whose parliaments were
the final authority in such matters. Any United Nations
intervention in that sphere would constitute interference in matters within the domestic jurisdiction oi
the Powers concerned and would involve a dangerous
and quite inadmissible duality of responsibility.
15. The French Government had made a formal
reservation in that regard at the San Francisco Conference.1 It had pointed out each year, in communicating information to the Secretary-General in accordance with Article 73 e, that the determination of
territories whose populations were not yet completely
self-govern~n~ ca!lle within the exclusive competence
of the admm1stenng Powers. The matters of principle
so light-heartedly approached in the joint draft resolution were of fundamental importance and the French
delegation formally reiterated its reservations. It would
oppose the joint draft resolution if it remained unchanged.
16. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) said that there
could be no practical answer to the problem of factors
without a proper approach to two preliminary but
essential considerations. First, what authority was competent to determine that a territory had reached the
stage of self-government envisaged by Article 73 as
a whole? He stressed the words "as a whole" because
of the obstinate attempt on the part of the colonial
Powers to restrict the problem of Non-Self-Governing
Territories exclusively to paragraph e of that Article.
Secondly, what did the Charter mean by the phrase
"a full measure of self-government"?
17. During the seven years of the United Nations' existence the colonial Powers had decided by a unilateral
decision to withhold information on thirteen Non-SelfGoverning Territories and had merely informed the
Secretary-General of that fact. The General Assembly
had never been given any valid explanation for the
cessation of information. The colonial Powers contmued to treat the Non-Self-Governing Territories as
their exclusive domain. Their attitude in that connexion
was a further infringement of the provisions of the
Charter.
18. The obligation to transmit information undertaken by the colonial Powers was a binding agreement,
1
See United Nations Conference on International Organization, II/4/8.
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and the international responsibility assumed by those
Powers could be disposed of only by an international
decision of the General Assembly itself. Before any
Administering Member could be released from its
duty to submit information under Article 73 e, the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories must consider all the data concerning the
changes in the status of the territory concerned and
submit a recommendation on the cessation of information to the General Assembly, with whom the final
decision lay.
19. The Non-Self-Governing Territories were not
merely provinces within the sovereign power of the
metropolitan country, and they were outside the scope
of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter. Chapter XI
had been written in order to establish a special relationship between the dependent territories and the
United Nations. The present and future of the dependent peoples was not the sole responsibility of
the administering Powers; it was a major concern
of all Member States.
20. It was instructive, in connexion with the report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, to study the
reasons given by the administering Powers for tht>
unilateral cessation of information from certain NonSelf-Governing Territories. There were two types of
explanation. The first hypocritically based the cessation of information on economic, social and educational
conditions on the assertion that self-government had
been established in those fields and that it was hard
to see how a government could continue to be under
an obligation in respect of matters for which it was
no longer responsible. That argument had been reiterated by the French Government in its observations
on particular factors (A/ AC.S8/4). It was a complete
distortion of Chapter XI. Article 73 clearly stated
that Non-Self-Governing Territories were those colonies whose peoples had not yet attained a full measure
of self-government. The Administering Members were
therefore under an obligation to transmit information
until a full measure of self-government had been
achieved, and alleged self-government in economic, social
or educational fields did not relieve them of the duties
imposed by Chapter XI or excuse the cessation of information.
21. The second excuse conceived in order to by-pass
the Charter was the idea of the association of the NonSelf-Governing Territory-absorption might be a better
word-with the metropolitan country, through some
constitutional process. That had already occurred on
several occasions and it was probable that the same
device would be employed in the future, to the detriment of the dependent peoples. Whether the national
identity of the indigenous inhabitants was extirpated
by obviously brutal or superficially constitutional methods, such an association bore no relation whatsoever
to the establishment of the full measure of self-government envisaged by the Charter and should be resisted
with the whole force of the authority of the United
Nations.
22. It must be emphasized that paragraph e was only
one part of Article 73. In the preamble and in paragraphs a, b, c and d of Article 73 the Administering
Members had undertaken to ensure, respect and promote the political advancement and aspirations of the
dependent peoples, as well as their economic, social

and educational needs. The entire phrasing of Article
73 left no doubt that by "a full measure of self-government" the Charter meant political independence. General Assembly resolution 66 (I) and the other texts
cited by the Indian representative all led to the same
conclusion.
23. Of the Non-Self-Governing Territories on which
information was no longer transmitted, only one, Indonesia, was an independent Member of the United Nations. The others had been withdrawn from anv international system of responsibility and were presumably
at the sole mercy of the selfish interests of the metropolitan Powers. That development had never been
envisaged by the Charter or by the many subsequent
resolutions on Non-Self-Governing Territories.
24. Before any dependent territory could undertake
full responsibility for its independent future, it must
be freed from the dominating influence and pressure of
the colonial Power. Paragraph A, 4, in the list of
factors indicative of the attainment of independence,
given in the Committee's report, mentioned "freedom
of the territory to enter into arrangements concerning
its national defence". Military bases had been established in many Non-Self-Governing Territories by the
colonial Powers and as long as those bases existed, no
dependent people could take its future into its own hands
with full freedom of action.
25. Another factor supposedly indicative of the attainment of independence was "complete autonomy in
respect of economic . . . affairs". It was well known
that all the Non-Self-Governing Territories were under
the full economic domination of the metropolitan countries. Full economic independence could be established
only if the foreign interests were deprived of their
holdings. As long as they retained economic control
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories there could be
no freedom of action for the dependent peoples.
26. The list of factors indicative of the attainment
of other separate systems of self-government referred to
the "freely expressed" opinion of the population and
"informed and democratic processes" for ascertaining
the "status or change in status which they desired".
Even in those colonial territories where the political
maturity of the indigenous population had already
achieved a very high level, there was nothing but a
mockery of democratic processes. In the few cases
where they did exist, the so-called legislative organs
were only too often composed of nominated officials,
the majority of whom were settlers from the metropolitan country who had nothing in common with the
indigenous population. The latter longed for freedom
and independence ; the former were doing their best
to prolong the colonial domination.
27. Paragraph A, 3, of that same list spoke of "voluntary limitation by sovereignty". Both that paragraph
and paragraph C, 1, might make it appear that of their
"own free will" the people of a territory might choose
colonial vassalage. Acceptance of such a notion would
make it possible to apply the label "self-governing"
to territories on which puppet legislatures and executive
councils had been imposed. The reference in paragraph
C, 1, to legislatures "lawfully constituted in a manner
receiving the free consent of the population" rather
than to elected legislatures could imply that the members
of a legislature nominated by a colonial Power were
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acting with the free consent of the population. Such a
meaning should be categorically rejected, since its adoption would signify United Nations agreement to the
existing undemocratic system of colonial rule through
nominated legislatures.
28. Adoption of the list of factors indicative of the
free association of a territory with other component
parts of the metropolitan or other country as binding
definitions would make it possible to sanction disguised
colonial subjugation as practised by the French through
the French Union, attempted by the United States
through the "Commonwealth" of Puerto Rico, or applied by the United Kingdom through its colonial system. If, for example, Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland were federated with Southern Rhodesia, as proposed, the entire federation would presumably become
"self-governing" and the United Kingdom Government
would no longer feel called upon to submit reports on
Northern Rhodesia and N yasaland.
29. The factors submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee
contained a significantly large number of phrases about
"voluntary" limitation of sovereignty and "free" association with the metropolitan country or other colonies.
Only after the colonial yoke had disappeared could the
free will of the dependent peoples be fully expressed.
The Ad Hoc Committee's report did not make that point
clear.
30. The Ad Hoc Committee had completely failed to
reappraise the essential question of the right to national
self-determination, which was clearly defined in Article
1, paragraph 2, of the Charter as one of the main purposes of the United Nations. At a given historical
moment, that right could be exercised by any one of the
dependent peoples. They would not consult a dictionary
to discover whether they satisfied all the definitions of
a free nation; they would simply ask for the recognition
of their right of self-determination, and their struggle
for full independence rather than any mechanical classification would decide the issue.
31. His delegation was not in favour of rigid formulae to be applied to all the Non-Self-Governing Territories in all circumstances. If the General Assembly
was not realistic, the cessation of information without
the corresponding attainment of self-government or
independence might reduce to zero the number of NonSelf-Governing Territories discussed annually by the
United Nations.
32. The Ad Hoc Committee itself had recognized the
limitations of its work in paragraph 5 (C) of its report,
when it had stated that the "circumstances of each
particular case" would have to be "studied separately".
Harmful generalizations should be avoided and the
General Assembly should analyse every case on its
merits, without referring solely to factors in order to
ascertain whether the territory concerned had attained
a "full measure of self-government", in the terms of the
Charter. The main principle was the right of national
self-determination, and everything must be done to
avoid weakening or distorting that right and to remove
the obstacles by which the administering Powers tried
to postpone the invoking of that right by the dependent peoples. The Polish delegation had some reservations with regard to the basic concept of the Ad Hoc
Committee's report, which could be in some situations
inconsistent with the right of self-determination.
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33. Mr. GERIG (United States of America) said
that the United States delegation would support the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors. That report gave evidence of a close and careful study of its
complex subject, and the matter had now been brought
to a stage where the General Assembly might well
adopt the report as representing the best consensus
of opinion which could for the time being be achieved.
It could of course be improved, and the United States
delegation was prepared to consider any proposal to
that end.
34. In supporting the report, the United States delegation did so on the understanding which the Committee
itself had arrived at, namely, that no enumeration of
factors could do more than serve as a guide in determining whether a territory was or was not self-governing. It also agreed with the Committee's view that
each specific case would need to be determined by the
circumstances of that case, while a single factor or
combination of factors could not be regarded as decisive
in every case. The Committee was to be commended for
having avoided the adoption of over-simple conclusions
which could not be helpful in seeking a standard by
which to judge whether self-government had been attained.
35. The factors themselves fell into three categories:
first, those which were indicative of the attainment of
independence; secondly, those which were indicative of
the attainment of some other separate system of selfgovernment; and thirdly, those which were indicative of
the free association of a territory with other component
parts of the metropolitan or other country. The factors
listed in each category were relevant in varying degrees,
but there were additional points which might well merit
inclusion. However, the United States delegation would
not suggest any new factors, partly because there might
be some danger of laying down so many that the peoples
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories themselves might
misunderstand the significance of the list and be somewhat discouraged by the belief that they had to qualify
on too many points in order to attain the desired goal
of self-government. Indeed, in examining the list of
factors, the United States delegation had wondered
whether some independent governments of States Members of the United Nations, could in fact qualify for
self-government.
36. The United States delegation also commended the
Ad Hoc Committee for having clearly indicated the difference between independence and self-government :
while independent entities were self-governing, not all
self-governing entities were independent.
37. The report also recognized clearly that the NonSelf-Governing Territories were not all moving, and
might not all wish to move, in the same direction.
While some were progressing towards independence,
others were clearly moving towards free association
with the metropolitan or other State or group of States.
38. With regard to the six-Power draft resolution
(A/C.4jL.231 and Corr.l), the United States delegation was indebted to the Venezuelan and Cuban representatives for their clear explanation at the 273rd meeting of the postulates underlying it. From the terms of
the draft resolution and the explanations of its sponsors,
it was clear that it was based on two fundamental
theories, both of which the United States Government,
under its Constitution, must reject. The first was that
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autonomy was indivisible and that the administering
Power would therefore be required to transmit information under Article 73 e until a territory was selfgoverning not only in economic, social and educational
but also in political matters. The second was that authority and responsibility for deciding when a territory had
become self-governing and need no longer be reported
on rested not with the administering Power alone, but
jointly with the General Assembly and the administering Power concerned.
39. On the first point, the United States delegation
believed that the people and government of a territory
and the people and government of a metropolitan
country could, if they wished, freely choose the nature
of their mutual relationship, and that in such a freely
chosen arrangement they could decide that certain matters, such as economic, social and educational matters,
should henceforth be the exclusive concern of the territorial government, and certain others, political matters
such as the conduct of foreign affairs and defence,
should be the responsibility of the metropolitan government. Under such an arrangement, if the territorial
government did not wish to submit reports on its
economic and social affairs to the metropolitan government or did not wish them to be transmitted to the
United Nations, it would not only be contrary to the
agreement if it were compelled to do so, but would in
fact be depriving the territory of much of its newly
acquired self-government. It was hardly believable that
that was the intention of the Cuban representative or
of the other sponsors of the draft resolution, but if it
was, the United States Government was unwilling tG
be a party to any action limiting the attainment of selfgovernment and could not support a resolution based
on such a premise.
40. On the second point, the United States delegation
held that each administering Power was entitled to
determine the constitutional position and status of territories under its sovereignty. The decision to cease
reporting under Article 73 e on specific territories rested
solely with the administering Power concerned. That
was not meant to imply that the General Assembly had
no part to perform. On the contrary, it could make a
useful contribution by trying to determine the proper
interpretation of such expressions as "Non-Self-Governing Territories" and "territories whose peoples
have not yet attained a full measure of self-government".
Since such expressions appeared in the Charter, their
definition should be a collective rather than a unilateral
matter, and the General Assembly should have authority to discuss and attempt to define those expressions
and to recommend to the Administering Members in
general the consideration of any definition which it
might adopt. The General Assembly might further
express its opinion in general terms on the principles
which had guided or might guide Administering
Members in deciding on which of their territories
they would transmit information; but any resolution
regarding the decision of an Administering Member to
cease the transmission of information should not imply
that that decision required the General Assembly's
approval or disapproval. If the people of a territory
freely chose to become a component part of another
State and the Government of that State, through its
constitutional processes, adopted the necessary legislation to make such union possible, that legislation could

not be made subject to further review and possible revision by the General Assembly, for the General Assembly did not enter into the legislative processes by
which governments, under their constitutions, carried
out the duties entrusted to them. No Member of the
United Nations recognized that the Fourth Committee
or the General Assembly as a whole was competent to
enter into the inner legislative processes of Member
States. The United Nations was not a world government. The United States had not abrogated its right
to determine when a territory had advanced so far that
it was qualified for statehood, nor could it yield that
right to the Fourth Committee, since it was a constitutional question on which the Government could not
surrender its sovereignty and right of decision.
41. For those reasons, the United States Government
would be unable to vote for the six-Power draft resolution. It would be more prudent simply to adopt the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, which the
United States would support.
42. Mr. C. LIU (China) said that, bearing in mind
the objectives of Chapter XI, he considered that the
joint draft resolution was a good one and that it correctly expressed the evolutionary interpretation that
the General Assembly had placed on Chapter XI in the
various resolutions to which previous speakers had
referred.
43. Nevertheless, paragraph 3 of the operative part
of the draft resolution was somewhat obscure. He could
not conceive that the factors could be interpreted as "a
hindrance to the attainment of a full measure of selfgovernment". That could only be hindered by the actions
of the indigenous population, the administering Power
or other interested parties. He would like some explanation of that paragraph.
44. Paragraph 2 was virtually a repetition of the second sentence of paragraph 5 (C) of the Ad Hoc Committee's report and, as such, should logically be combined with the last paragraph of the preamble; those
two paragraphs were two facets of a single idea and
should not be separated.
45. The relation between the terms "self-governing"
and "self-government" in paragraph 4 was rather confusing. The Cuban representative had pointed out that
paragraph 4 was intended to stress the indivisibility of
all aspects of self-government. That idea might be more
clearly expressed if the words "in the political field"
were added after the word "self-government".
46. He would not insist on the amendments he had
suggested and would in any case vote in favour of the
joint draft resolution.
47. Sir Alan BURNS (United Kingdom) said that
his delegation had never felt that the question of factors
had any great relevance to the principles and purposes
of Chapter XI, and had therefore taken no prominent
part in the debate on the subject. Nevertheless, in response to General Assembly resolution 567 (VI), it
had submitted its considered views to the Ad Hoc Committee. It was regrettable that the United Kingdom memorandum (A/ AC.SS/1/Add.3), with other closely
argued memoranda submitted by various Members of
the United Nations, had not apparently received the
thorough attention they deserved from the Ad Hoc
Committee, whose report would have been of much
greater value had those memoranda been annexed in
full for the consideration of the Fourth Committee. It
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was quite evident from some of the statements made in
the Fourth Committee that the views expressed in the
memoranda had not been fully taken into account.
48. Turning to the draft resolution, he pointed out that
the obligation to transmit information referred to in
the first two paragraphs of the preamble was subject to
such limitations as security and constitutional considerations might require. Subject to those limitations, his
delegation would agree that the obligation to transmit
information remained in force with regard to each territory until the obligations of Chapter XI had been
attained in relation to that territory.
49. The wording of the final paragraph of the preamble glossed over some of the complexities of interpreting the Charter. The problem in relation to Chapter
XI was to decide whether a territory was or was not a
territory whose peoples-that was the operative wordhad not yet attained a full measure of self-government.
Some confusion was evident in the Ad Hoc Committee's
report: some of the items referred to the features which
would be exhibited by a fully self-governing territory,
and some to the features which would be exhibited by
a fully self-governing people. It would have been prudent for the Ad Hoc Committee to define the words
"territory" and "people". Definitions, however, had
apparently been shirked by the Committee.

SO. The same confusion between "a territory" and the
"peoples" of that territory was apparent in p~ragraph 1
of the draft resolution. The General Assembly, if indeed
it ever had to consider the question at all, was presumably interested in the existence of people who did not
enjoy a full measure of self-government. That question
affected not onlv the cessation of information but also
the recognition ~f obligations on the part of other States
which had not hitherto regarded themselves as having
any commitments under Chapter XI.
51. The United Kingdom would have little difficulty
in deciding whether any of its territories had or had
not attained a full measure of self-government and his
Government had no need to approve the list of factors
in question. For example, if the United Kingdom decided to a~cord the peoples of a Non-Self-Governing
Territory for which it was responsible a full measure
of self-government, an order-in-council could be promulgated precisely to that effect. Such an instrument
would be internationally valid in removing the territory
in question from the category of territories to which
Chapter XI applied. It was quite possible that the
political advancement of the population would not be
sufficient to enable them to decide the future destiny
of the territory with due knowledge, and they might
not. have had an opportunity to express their opinion,
by mfonned and democratic processes, as to the status
or chang-e in status which they desired. Nevertheless,
their status would be effectively established in international law by the instrument to which he had referred.
Under his country's constitutional practices, therefore,
the list of factors would have little real relevance to the
basic issue of the status of the territory either in
international law or in relation to Chapter.

XI.

52. Paragraph 2 of the draft resolution was wise and
in accord with his Government's invariable practice.
He welcomed paragraph 3, since it would help to
dissipate the growing feeling in the Non-Self-Governing Territories that the United Nations would hesitate
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to recognize the political advancement of such a territory unless sixty nations could be convinced, through
the application of a series of almost incomprehensible
criteria, that a level of development had been reached
far surpassing that to be found in the majority of Member States.
53. He did not understand the phrase ''its people shall
have attained a full measure of self-government as referred to in Chapter XI of the Charter" in paragraph 4.
The Ad Hoc Committee's report contained no definition
of "a full measure of self-government". His Government
would deem a country self-governing in economic, social
or educational affairs when its legislature and executive
took independent decisions on those matters. He had
no doubt that the sponsors of the joint draft resolution
would be able to suggest a def:nition.
54. He endorsed the last clause of paragraph 5, which
clearly recognized the need to admit that there were
more than eight Members of the United Nations on
whom the obligation to transmit information might well
devolve.
55. His delegation felt unable to vote in favour of the
draft resolution or to approve the Ad Hoc Committee's
report. Much remained to be done before the question
could be considered as even provisionally elucidated.
Many doubts had been expressed regarding the real
value of the existing list of factors and many new elements had been brought into the discussion. The
thoughtful memoranda submitted by several Governments had been examined in a most cursory way, and
virtually all the essential terms remained undefined. He
therefore suggested that it might be wise for the Committee to invite the Secretary-General to prepare a
further comprehensive study on the subject in the light
of all the elements to which he had referred and to submit it to the eighth session of the General Assembly.
In the past the General Assembly had appeared to
attach great importance to the study of factors, which
it was now dismissing in a most light-hearted way.
56. He would not obstruct any attempt to remove a
somewhat unreal problem from the agenda by means
of the joint draft resolution. Before any vote was taken,
however, he fully reserved his Government's position
in relation to any claims which might be deemed to be
put forward on behalf of the General Assembly in the
draft resolution, and in the event of its adoption and
a subsequent urging of any claims, his delegation would
be obliged to draw attention to that express reservation.
57. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
said that his delegation had always supported the idea
that the General Assembly was competent to decide
when a territory was or was not self-governing and,
consequently, whether or not information should continue to be transmitted in respect of that territory.
Chapter XI was a declaration by the administering
Powers, but it was also a treaty between those Powers
and the international community represented by the
United Nations. In conform:ty with Article 10 of the
Charter, the General Assembly was certainly competent
to discuss Chapter XI and to interpret the obligations
of the administering Powers thereunder. His delegation
had therefore supported the setting up of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors and had co-operated in its work.
It was convinced, as the Dominican representative had
stated in the General Assembly at the 3%th plenary
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meeting, that the principle of self-determination was a
sacred principle and an integral part of international
law, unreservedly recognized in the United Nations
Charter.
58. Although his delegation had always maintained
that it was very difficult to determine absolute criteria
of self-government, it had nevertheless replied to the
Secretary-General's request for comments on the proposed list of factors. Only about a third of the Member
States, however, had felt able to submit such comments;
several States had reserved their opinion until they had
seen the Ad Hoc Committee's report and several States
still reserved their opinion. It was obvious that many
Member States still retained considerable doubts regarding the proposed list of factors and it therefore
seemed highly questionable whether the General Assembly should adopt that list as a conclusive study at
the present juncture.
59. He agreed with those representatives who had referred to the political aspects of the question. Nevertheless, it had always been presented to the Committee
as a legal problem, and it must be solved by legal
formulae derived from international public law. The
constitutional provisions governing the relations between
a metropolitan country and the Non-Self-Governing
Territories for which it was responsible obviously involved far-reaching legal problems. That was why, at
the sixth session (216th meeting), his delegation had
suggested that the study of factors should be entrusted
to the International Law Commission. It still held that
view. The Ad Hoc Committee's report should be submitted to a technical body for further analysis and in
order to bring its terminology more into line with the
legal requirements of the problem. Such a step was
particularly necessary in the case at issue, since the
list of factors would be a document of decisive importance when any revision of the Charter was undertaken.
He would therefore support any suggestion for further
study, particularly by the International Law Commission, and reserved his right to submit a draft resolution
to that effect.
60. The Ad Hoc Committee's report was guilty of
one major omission: it contained no definition of selfgovernment. His delegation had stated at the 216th
meeting of the Fourth Committee that prior to any
determination of factors, the principle of self-government from the standpoint of international law must be
defined as it derived from the application of constitutional law to international public law. The ambiguity of
Chapter XI, especially Article 73 b, in that respect
had been repeatedly emphasized by such commentators
on the Charter as Hans Kelsen and Lauterpacht. In
the French and Roman legal codes, the definition of any
crime, for example, always specified the elements of the
crime itself. In the same way, any definition of selfgovernment must specify the elements of self-government, that was to say, the factors. There seemed to be
a tendency in the Fourth Committee to claim that the
General Assembly should first establish the factors and
then, at a later stage, define self-government. There
seemed to be no reason why those processes should not
be undertaken simultaneously ; indeed that might be
preferable. His delegation had previously suggested that
self-government might be defined as the fact of a people
or group making its institutions completely independent
of the metropolitan country to which it had been legally

and politically linked. It was a prerequisite of any definition of self-government that it should embody the principle of self-determination.
61. Both the Ad Hoc Committee's report and paragraph 2 of the draft resolution recognized that no enumeration of factors could do more than serve as a guide.
Since, therefore, many other formulae might solve the
ambiguities of Chapter XI, his delegation would adopt
an intermediate position with regard to the draft resolution.
62. The preamble to the draft resolution was acceptable, since it merely listed the consequences of earlier
General Assembly resolutions. The opening statement
in paragraph 1 was correctly formulated, but, as he had
stated, it would be premature to approve the list of
factors as a final study. It should be given further consideration by a re-established Ad Hoc Committee or by
the International Law Commission. The very vague
phrasing in paragraph 2 detracted from the merits of
the draft resolution as a whole. Paragraph 4 was apparently a formal declaration by the General Assembly
enunciating a formal principle with regard to self-government, namely, that there could be no economic,
social and educational self-government without political
self-government. That was acceptable as a principle,
but in practice it would, if approved, render the entire
list of individual factors unnecessary. If the General
Assembly wished to make such a declaration, it might
do so in a separate resolution. He was not at all sure,
however, that such a declaration would not violate
Chapter XI of the Charter. As stated in paragraph 4,
the idea introduced a fundamental, new element with
the gravest legal and political implications. In his opinion, it would be premature at the present juncture
for the General Assembly to adopt what was, in essence,
a revision of Chapter XI, and he would therefore be
unable to vote for paragraph 4.
63. To sum up, his delegation was not against the
draft resolution, but felt that it was premature. It
would therefore _abstain in the vote on the resolution
as a whole, but might request a separate vote on certain
paragraphs and would vote against those paragraphs.
64. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) wished to remind
the Committee of some points that had apparently been
overlooked by other speakers. The question before the
Committee was not the determination of the conditions
under which the cessation of the transmission of information could be allo.wed; it was merely the determination of the territories in regard to which information
should be supplied. Texts to be submitted to the General Assembly must be precise. The question was, therefore, which were the territories whose populations had
not yet attained a full measure of self-government.
65. Secondly, every State had sovereign discretion to
decide what territories under its administration came
within the scope of Chapter XI. It decided in regard to
which territories information should be supplied and in
regard to which territories circumstances were such
that information need no longer be transmitted.
66. The Belgian delegation had grave doubts as to
the value of the list of factors drafted by the Ad Hoc
Committee. That list seemed to have been drawn up
in 3. somewhat random fashion: certain suggestions had
been put before the Committee, others had been added,
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some had been dropped, other retained. He was sure
that no member of the Committee could feel that the
problem had been thoroughly sifted. The Committee
had not performed what should have been its primary
task. namely, giving a definition of what self-government in fact was.
67. His delegation was not, however, taking a stand
with reference to the list of factors. All of them were
worthy of consideration, though neither any one of them
singly nor all of them tc.gether could offer an automatic
criterion for determining whether a territory did or did
not come within the scope of Article 73 e.
68. Nevertheless, the list of factors did confirm the
Belgian delegation's opinion that there were many peoples to which the criteria applied and on which information was not transmitted. There were two alternatives:
either the criteria were valid, in which case information
must be transmitted with regard to all the territories to
which they applied; or else they applied to certain territories in regard to which the administering Power
concerned or, as some held, the General Assembly, considered that there was no need to transmit information,
in which case they were not valid.
69. He would give some examples of territories to
which, in the opinion of his delegation, the factors undoubtedly applied. The factors indicative of the attainment of self-government included the opinion of the
population of the territory, freely expressed by informed
and democratic processes, as to the status or change in
status which they desired; the extent to which the relations of the territory with the capital of the central
government might be affected by circumstances arising
out of their respective geographical positions, such as
separation by land, sea or other natural obstacles; and
the extent to which the population were of different
race, language or religion or had a distinct cultural
heritage, interests or aspirations, distinguishing them
from the peoples of the country with which they freely
associated themselves.
70. In that connexion he referred to the report of the
first session of the Committee of Experts on Indigenous Labour of the International Labour Organisation,
held at La Paz in 1951, which described the conditions
under which the Indian population lived in Brazil.
According to that report there were three categories
of Indians: the first living in the same communities as
civilized people, the second consisting of tribes which
maintained peaceful relations with the civilized people
but inhabited remote territories near the sources of the
rivers, and the third composed of completely savage
tribes which lived in isolation in inaccessible territories
and offered armed resistance to any attempt by civilized
people to make contact with them.
71. In Venezuela, a report published by the Government for the year 1949-1950 stated that attempts were
being made to incorporate the Indians of the upper
reaches of the Orinoco into civilized life by teaching
them religion, Spanish, agriculture and trade and instructing them in hygiene and public health. In a report
for 1950-1951 it was stated that the Government, desirous of improving the conditions of the Native populations in distant and inaccessible parts of the country,
had entrusted Catholic missions with the task of winning the Indians over to civilization, and that notwithstanding the difficulties the missionaries were making
progress.
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72. According to a Venezuelan law of 1882, the special
system under which the Native communities were administered by the Federal Government would continue
until it should be appropriate to raise them to a different
status. The legislation which applied to those communities was therefore different from that which applied to
the majority of the inhabitants of Venezuela. A law
of 1915 had established a number of missions for the
purpose of introducing the uncivilized groups which
still survived in various areas of the republic to
urban life and of settling the more uninhabited parts
of Venezuela. The missions were granted authority to
maintain order among the Indians and to call on the
Federal Government to intervene when important measures were required. Indians who were willing to renounce their nomadic existence would be taught in
educational centres how and where to settle permanently. The decision where they should ·settle would
be taken by the head of the mission.
73. He assured the Committee that in speaking of
countries within whose boundaries non-assimilated inhabitants dwelt he intended no criticism. Belgium was
not as~amed of having semi-civilized peoples under its
sovereignty and could sympathize with other countries
that faced the same problems. The administering countries were not responsible for the problems, but only
for the way in which they endeavoured to solve those
problems.
74. In December 1951 a report from the Commissioner of Scheduled Castes and Tribes of the Government
of India dealt with the demand for independence of the
Naga tribe-a situation of which the Members of the
United Nations were aware, since they had received a
petition on the subject from that tribe dated November
1949. The Naga people claimed that they had never lost
their independence and that they were determined to
maintain it. The N aga had recently carried out a raid,
and Mr. Nehru, the Prime Minister, had said in Parliament that the territories in question were not administered by the Indian Government or any other government; they were completely unadministered and
left to their own resources except when trouble occurred.
75. Mr. Ryckmans could see no good reason why
information could not be submitted on all the peoples
to which he had referred. The factors in the Committee's
list applied to them quite as much as to the peoples
in the Non-Self-Governing Territories concerning which
information was transmitted in accordance with Article
73 e.
76. He had already mentioned at the 259th meeting
the example of Liberia. He did not wish to imply that
the Liberian officials were less competent or less devouted to the interests of the population than the French
officials of the Ivory Coast, but there appeared to be
no good reason why Liberia should not supply information on the peoples inhabiting the adjacent frontier
area.
77. Another instance was the Somali nation, which
was divided into several parts. Information was supplied
annually to the United Nations concerning Somaliland
under British administration, Somaliland under French
administration and Somaliland under Italian administration. The Somali whose territory had been conquered by the Ethiopians, however, were presumably
not self-governing, and therefore information should be
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submitted concerning them. It was difficult to see why
Ethiopia should be less bound by that obligation than
the United Kingdom, France or Italy.
78. According to a book, Government and Nationalism
in Southeast Asia, published in New York in 1942 by
the Institute of Pacific relations, in various parts of the
Philippines there were backward tribes living in the
mountains and the bush. So far they had been left
alone by the Spanish-speaking settlers owing to their
fighting prowess and the fact that their territory had
no resources which would repay the cost of military
operations. The book stated that the tribesmen disliked
the Philippine officials and that the latter regarded them
as barbarians. While on the subject of the Philippines,
he pointed out that the l'vforos did not have officials
elected in the same circumstances as prevailed in other
parts of the country. The factors suggested by the Ad
Hoc Committee applied to their territory and to that
of the other tribes in the Philippines.
79. Another case in point was that of the Dyaks in
Borneo, on whom the Netherlands Government had
supplied information in 1947, 1948 and 1949. According to that information some of the tribes in that part
of Borneo were completely isolated and very backward
and primitive, and some of them still engaged in headhunting. It could not be claimed that those peoples enjoyed full self-government under the terms of the
Charter.
80. No doubt it would be objected that the Charter
did not speak of populations but of ~r1~ f he had
shown, however, that many such populations inhabited
territories which were distinct and clearly defined and
yet did not enjoy self-government. There were other
territories which were separated by sea from the country
which administered them. The peoples of the Andaman
and Nicobar Islands, for instance, did not enjoy full
self-government, and Easter Island was under Chilean
sovereignty, yet India and Chile did not submit information concerning them.
81. It had been contended that the Belgian thesis was
contrary to the sovereignty of States and would universalize colonialism. The word "colony" did not however ·appear in Chapter XI nor in Article 23 of the
Covenant of the League of Nations, under which the
Members of the League had undertaken to secure just
treatment of the native inhabitants of territories under
their control. No distinction had been made in that
connexion between so-called metropolitan countries and
colonial territories.
82. The principle of domestic jurisdiction had also been
invoked. He could not see what that had to do with
territories which were not within the boundaries of the
metropolitan country.
83. Most of the States that objected to the Belgian
delegation's thesis had been Members of the League of
Nations, and they did not explain why the obligation
imposed by Article 23 of the Covenant, which had been
admissible twenty-five years previously, was inadmistible today. The argument that Article 73 applied to
territories and not to peoples was a mere legal quibble.
The territories were important because they were inhabited by human beings. Belgian public opinion would
be unable to believe in the sincerity of those who engaged in such sophistries and at the same time expressed
pious sentiments about the welfare of the non-selfPrinted in U.S.A.

governing peoples and appealed to the spirit of the
Charter, the spirit of international co-operation, and so
forth. Belgium would never admit that Chapter XI
applied only to the populations of territories in regard
to which information had been freely supplied by only
eight States. Those eight States had in reality shown
a greater spirit of international co-operation than all
the rest of the Member States. At least half the Member States of the United Nations contained populations
in regard to which information ought to be supplied under Chapter XI, and the refusal to do so resulted in
discrimination against the eight Powers in question, the
so-called colonial Powers, which in the long run would
seriously affect the functioning of the Organization.
84. Mr. CALERO RODRIGUES (Brazil) said that
the subject of the Belgian representative's remarks was
irrelevant to the question before the Committee. It was
true that three were Indians in Brazil. The Brazilian
Government co-operated with international institutions,
both inter-American organizations and such organizations as the ILO and UNESCO, in matters concerning
their interests, but it held that problems concerning
them were not the concern of the Fourth Committee.
If the question was raised again, he would be compelled
to raise a point of order. The Brazilian delegation had
no objection to discussing the ethnic, social and cultural
problems of the indigenous peoples, but it considered
that they were out of place in the Fourth Committee.
85. Mr. RIVAS (Venezuela) said that the history of
the question was well known to the Belgian delegation.
The population of the territories or provinces of V enezuela inhabited by backward peoples was not large
enough to justify the election of a senator. That however was a very different matter from a territory, within the meaning of the Charter. Non-Self-Governing Territories like the Belgian Congo had never been a legitimate part of the territory of the metropolitan country;
they were provisionally under the authority of the •
metropolitan Powers until they became self-governing.
The areas of Venezuela that had been referred to had
been part of Venezuelan territory since the country had
achieved self-government.
86. The CHAIRMAN said that it had been clear
from the outset of his statement that the Belgian representative had gone deeply into certain questions affecting
a number of sovereign States, most of which were
represented in the Fourth Committee. Representatives
of those States would wish to comment on those matters, and would undoubtedly do so with their usual
knowledge and ability. He might have interrupted the
Belgian representative in order to ask him to be more
brief, and not to reopen an argument which he had already advanced in connexion with the first item of the
agenda, since that would in no way help the Committee
in its consideration of the item now before it. He had refrained from doing so because he felt that the Belgian
representative should be given every opportunity, as
would other representatives, to express his views, because he had wished to extend him every courtesy, and
because he had not wished to appear to show prejudice
in favour of the countries to which the Belgian representative had referred in his statement. In any event,
however, representatives had the right to raise points
of order and could do so at any time.
The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m.
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Factors which should he taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a terri·
tory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2178, A/C.4/L.231, A/C.4/L.
233, A/C.4/L.234) (continued)
[Item 36]*

1_. Mr. YURANS (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) recalled that Chapter XI of the Charter imposed
certain obligations upon Powers administering Non~elf-Governing Territories. General Assembly resolutiOn 66 (I) gave a list of such territories. Under the
Charter, the colonial Powers were required to transmit
information to enable the United Nations to determine
whether they were fulfilling the obligations they had
undertaken.
2. Some of the administering Powers had arbitrarily
decided to cease transmitting information on a number
of Non-Self-Governing Territories, such as Guadeloupe,
New Caledonia, the Panama Canal Zone, Malta and
the Netherlands Antilles, because they were afraid to
reveal the situation in those territories to world public
opinion. That was how the question of factors had
arisen.
3. The list of factors in the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors (A/2178) marked a step forward, but could not be considered final or complete.
When the General Assembly adopted a list of criteria,
the way in which it would collect the necessary data
to ensure that the people of a given territory had attained a full measure of self-government would still
have to be determined.
4. The Soviet Union did not think that any administering Power could cease to provide information concerning any Non-Self-Governing Territory until the
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
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Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories had studied all the information concerning
the status of that territory and had advised the General
Assembly that the territory no longer fell within the
scope of Article 73 e of the Charter. The colonial
Powers could cease transmitting information only when
the Non-Self-Governing Territories had become independent, sovereign States whose people exercised all
powers: legislative, executive and judicial.
5. The Soviet Union would vote for the joint draft
resolution before the Committee (A/C.4/L.231) but
would submit an amendment (A/C.4/L.233) to the
effect that the following text should be added to the
third paragraph of the preamble:
" ... and that, not later than six months after the
submission of the aforesaid information, such information as may be required in such cases should be
communicated, including information about the constitution, legislative acts or executive orders regarding
the government of the territory as well as about the
constitutional relationship of the territory to the Government of the metropolitan country".
6. Mr. RIFAI (Syria) felt that the question studied
by the Ad Hoc Committee was a delicate and complicated one, and the Committee's report could be considered only as a useful guide. As the United States
representative had said at the 274th meeting, in seeking
to draw up a list that was too comprehensive there
would be the danger of coming to the conclusion that
no people qualified for self-government. The Syrian
delegation did not think that any new study was needed ;
it would vote for the joint draft resolution.

7. The statements that the representatives of some of
the administering Powers had made during the discussion were disconcerting. According to them, the administering Powers alone were qualified to decide whether
a particular territory was or was not self-governing, and
the Charter imposed no restriction on their sovereignty
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in that respect. The Syrian Government took the view
that it was not for the administering Powers alone to
decide whether a given territory had reached the stage
of self-government, not because it wished to hamper
the development of such territories towards independence, but in order to ensure that such independence was
real. To his mind the words "independence" and "selfgovernment" were synonymous. Any attempt to draw
a fine distinction between independence and self-government would be contrary to the aims of the Charter.
The only purpose of such an unwarranted distinction
was to enable the colonial Powers to claim that a territory could be considered as self-governing as soon as it
enjoyed a certain degree of autonomy in social, economic and educational matters. Such a concept, in
combination with the theory of the exclusive competence
of the administering Powers, would destroy all hope
for the emancipation of the colonial peoples and would
completely nullify Chapter XI of the Charter. If that
interpretation were adopted, it would soon be seen that
all Non-Self-Governing Territories no longer fell within the purview of the United Nations. For example,
Morocco could suddenly reach so-called self-government
merely by forming a part of the French Union.
8. The obligations under Chapter XI of the Charter
were binding on all Members of the United Nations.
Administering Powers could not take unilateral decisions concerning the future of Non-Self-Governing Territories. As the representative of India had said, the
status of Non-Self-Governing Territories could be altered in two ways only: they could be given a full
measure of self-government as in the case of Indonesia,
or they could be transferred to the United Nations
Trusteeship Sys_tem. The United Nations, in deciding
on any change m the status of a Non-Self-Governing
Territory, would have to take into consideration the
freely expressed will of its population.
9. Syria felt that unless the serious gap between the
opposing views of the Members of the United Nations
on that question was narrowed, the International Court
of. Justice would have to be asked for an advisory
opmwn.
10. Mr.ABOU KHADRA (Saudi Arabia) thought
that the complex nature of the problem was apparent
from the report of the Ad Hoc Committee. It was heartening to note that its members had been able to agree
on the two principles set out in paragraph 5 (c) of
the report.
11. The Saudi Arabian delegation believed that the
General Assembly was competent to decide whether a
country had become self-governing and the administering Power could cease to transmit information concerning it. If there were any doubts on that point, it might
be advisable to request an advisory opinion from the
International Court of Justice or to refer the question
to the Sixth Committee.
12. It would be dangerous to give the political system
of a territory too much weight in determining its progress towards self-government. Political conditions and
traditions varied greatly in different territories, and the
factors set out in the Committee's report could not be
rigidly applied in the various areas falling within the
scope of Chapter XI of the Charter.

13. Saudi Arabia thought that the list of factors in
the report of the Ad Hoc Committee was concise and
adequate. As to the factors concerning independence,
particular attention should be given to the degree to
which an indigenous population was conscious of its
political, economic and social unity. That factor was also
very important with regard to the association of a territory with the metropolitan or some other country,
because it provided the basis for judging whether the
people had been completely free in deciding in favour
of such association.
14. With reference to the remarks made by the United
States representative at the previous meeting, he would
say that while a territory might indeed wish freely to
associate itself with the metropolitan country or another State, such cases would always be very exceptional. It would be very dangerous to make that a principle
applicable to all territories. Non-Self-Governing Territories should, as a general rule, either become independent and be admitted to the United Nations or be
placed under the International Trusteeship System.
15. It was unfortunate that several colonial Powers
had, in the case of some territories, ceased transmitting
information under Article 73 e of the Charter.
16. The joint draft resolution requested the General
Assembly to approve the report of the Ad Hoc Committee. The Saudi Arabian delegation regarded the
report as satisfactory even though parts of it had given
rise to varying interpretations. It would therefore vote
for the draft resolution.
17. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark) considered that the
list of factors contained in the annex to General Assembly resolution 567 (VI) was an acceptable basis
for discussion. The Ad Hoc Committee's report did not
call for any special remarks by the Danish Government.
18. He had noted with satisfaction that the Ad Hoc
Committee had preserved the fundamental distinction
between factors indicative of the attainment of independence or of other separate systems of self-government and factors indicative of the free association of
a territory with other component parts of the metropolitan or other country. In the latter case, it might
perhaps be well to classify the factors further so that
they would apply, on the one hand, to a territory attached to a State of the federal type and, on the other,
to a territory attached to a State of the unitary type.
It was, however, of secondary importance whether that
subdivision was made or not. The principal matter was
that general agreement existed that the population of
a territory which by its own free will, freely expressed
by informed and democratic processes, associated itself
with the metropolitan or another country, certainly
would obtain a full measure of self-government. A
territory attached to a State of the unitary type should
enjoy the same status as the other component parts of
that State; the degree of local self-government would
not in that case be an all-important factor, because
it would depend upon how far the government of that
State had been centralized. It should be remembered
that where the population of a territory was very small
and hardly large enough to enable it to become an independent State, attachment to another State was the
only practical way in which the people of that territory
could be completely self-governing in accordance with
their freely expressed wishes.
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19. He would mention the wishes and attitude of the
population of Greenland as that had an important
bearing on the attitude of his delegation to the factors.
The Government of Denmark recalled in that regard
that during the past summer, the National Council of
Greenland had considered the question of that territory's
future status. Mr. Augot Lynge, a member of that
Council, had said that Greenland wished to be associated
with an integrated Denmark. On Mr. Lynge's motion,
the National Council, which consisted of representatives elected by the people of Greenland under a system
of universal and equal suffrage, had unanimously adopted a resolution providing that the new Constitution of
Denmark should make Greenland an amt, that is, a
county or province of Denmark and that Greenland
should send representatives to the Danish Parliament.
The Danish Government and Parliament intended, with
the agreement of all political parties, to amend the
Danish Constitution so as to comply with the aspirations
of the people of GreenJand. That might take some time
as the rules laid down for an amendment involved a
complex procedure.
20. The fundamental factor should be the freely expressed will of the people. If the people of a territory
and the administering Power both thought that that
people had attained a full measure of self-government
as provided in Chapter XI of the Charter, the United
Nations obviously should not place any obstacle in
their way.
21. The Danish delegation believed, moreover, that
the factors set out in the Ad Hoc Committee's report
should be used to determine not only whether a Power
might cease to transmit information under Article 73
e of the Charter, but also whether some Powers should
begin to send such information on certain territories
under their administration.
22. Denmark had already stated, when General Assembly resolution 218 (III) had been adopted, that a
State responsible for a territory was entitled to determine the constitutional status of the territories placed
under its sovereignty. Denmark would inform the
United Nations of any change in the status of Greenland, but in doing so did not regard any action taken
in the matter by its constitutional organs as subject to
revision by the United Nations. Denmark's attitude
towards the joint draft resolution would be determined
by those considerations.
23. Mr. PONCE YEPEZ (Ecuador) said that the
obligation of the administering Powers to transmit information on conditions in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories arose from a multilateral agreement concluded by those Powers with the other signatories of the
Charter. Therefore, the administering Powers could
not cease to transmit such information unless conditions
in the territories had undergone drastic change. That
was why it was important to determine what factors
must be taken into account in deciding whether the
peoples of a territory had attained a full measure of
self-government. The report of the Ad Hoc Committee
was a valuable study on that especially complex problem. No factor could be considered decisive and the
specific conditions in each territory had to be borne in
mind.
24. A general criterion which would take account of
the principle that self-government was indivisible would
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be invaluable. In that connexion he recalled that at the
sixth session, 242nd meeting, of the Committee, the
representative of an administering Power had stated
that economic autonomy was impossible without political autonomy and that autonomy was one and indivisible. The joint draft resolution, and particularly
paragraph 4 of its operative part, marked definite progress in that respect.
25. With reference to the interpretation given by one
of the administering Powers to the scope of Chapter
XI of the Charter, he stated that Article 73 e referred
exclusively to Non-Self-Governing Territories and in
no case to peoples constituting an essential element of
the population of independent and fully sovereign States.
Any contrary interpretation would be a flagrant violation of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter and a
threat to the very integrity of modern States.
26. Mr. COOPER (Liberia) recalled the statement of
the Belgian representative at the 259th meeting to the
effect that Liberia had been a colony. He would like to
ask the Belgian representative whether his own country
had never been subjected to the oppression of a foreign
Power. As a result of violations committed by certain
colonial Powers, Liberia had had to proclaim its independence scarcely twenty years after it had been set
up as a colony, on the friendly advice of the United
States. Liberia had been founded by Negroes forced
from their homes by certain colonial Powers and later
returned to their fatherland through the generosity of
powerful friends. The Constitution of Liberia expressly
stated that only Negroes or people of Negro descent
could become citizens of Libera and own real estate in
that country. Some representatives might feel that that
was a discriminatory measure, but it was partly on account of that provision that Liberia had preserved its
independence. If, as the Belgian representative had said,
the inhabitants of Liberia spoke an alien tongue, the
fault lay with the colonial Powers which had uprooted
them from their country.
27. Again at the 274th meeting, the Belgian representative had argued that Liberia should transmit information
on certain indigenous tribes. He had emphasized that
the Charter did not mention the word "colony", but it
was clear that the term "Non-Self-Governing Territory" which appeared in the Charter was synonymous
with colony, as shown by the reports of the colonial
Powers themselves to the General Assembly. It was
absurd to claim that the words "Non-Self-Governing
Territory" might also extend to sovereign States. To
avoid any such interpretation the authors of the Charter
had explicitly prohibited the United Nations from intervening in matters essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of a State. If the principle stated by the Belgian
representative were applied to States such as the United
Kingdom, the United States, the Soviet Union or
Belgium itself, the absurdity of his argument would
immediately become manifest.
28. The Ad Hoc Committee had been set up because
certain administering Powers had ceased to transmit
information on several territories under their administration on the grounds that the latter had attained a
certain measure of self-government. Even if a list of
factors could be drawn up as a basis for determining
whether the people of a territory had attained a full
measure of self-government, the basic question would
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be : Who was authorized to apply those standards to a
given territory? Some representatives felt that it was
the right of the General Assembly ; on the other hand,
the administering Powers said they had exclusive authority in that respect; finally, the indigenous peoples
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories could also claim
that they were directly affected and that Chapter XI
had been drafted specifically for them. So long as that
question had not been settled, any resolution which
might be adopted could be applied only with the consent
of the administering Powers and the purpose of establishing an Ad Hoc Committee would be defeated. The
authors of the joint draft resolution were perfectly
aware of that contingency. Liberia felt that no concrete
result could be achieved by adopting the draft resolution.
The administering Powers would in any case remain
free to apply whatever yardsticks they chose to each
territory.
29. It had often been asked what precisely was selfgovernment. In that connexion, the representative of
Liberia recalled paragraphs b and e out of Article 73
of the Charter and showed that they led to the conclusion that the question of whether the people of a
territory had attained a full measure of self-government
depended on political, social, economic and cultural
factors, or on a combination of all those factors. From
paragraph 4 of the operative part of the joint draft
resolution, it would appear that a territory could not
be considered as self-governing until it had attained
a certain measure of political, economic and social development. Although it was certainly not the intention
of the authors, adoption of the draft resolution might
result in retarding the advancement of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories towards self-government and
independence. Liberia therefore considered it more advisable to adopt a resolution which would simply approve the report of the Ad Hoc Committee pending
a decision by the General Assembly specifying what
organs were competent to decide whether a territory
was or was not ready for self-government.
30. If the authors of the joint draft resolution should
press for a vote on their text as it stood, the Liberian
delegation would vote for it, but it considered that there
was little chance for it to speed the progress of indigenous peoples towards self-government and independence.
31. Mr. NAJAR (Israel) observed that the joint draft
resolution did not give many details with respect to the
factors dealt with in the report; on the other hand, it
dealt directly with various problems on which the Ad
Hoc Committee had made no specific decision. The
debate had shown that the draft resolution raised the
following problems : Who had the right to determine
whether a territory was or was not a territory whose
people had not yet attained a full measure of self-government? Who had the right to decide that a territory
had ceased to be a Non-Self-Governing Territory and
had attained a full measure of self-government? What
was the precise definition of the term "self-government"
used in Chapter XI of the Charter? Did such selfgovernment differ from "independence" as referred to
in Chapter XII of the Charter and, if so, how? Could
the transmission of information provided for in Article
73 e cease before a territory had become a country
whose people had attained a full measure of self-government? Who could decide that information might

cease to be transmitted? Finally, who could determine
the validity of a political agreement between an administering Power and a territory which it used to administer but which, it contended, had become selfgoverning?
32. All of those questions involved the scope of the
powers of the General Assembly and came within the
framework of the transmission of information and its
free discussion by the Fourth Committee. On each of
them, the views of the eight administering Powers
differed entirely from the views expressed in the joint
draft resolution. The administering Powers based their
understanding of their obligations on Articles 73 and
76 of the Charter and on Article 2, paragraph 7. Basic
constitutional problems therefore arose both from the
point of view of international as well as national law.
33. The real solution of the difficulties before the Committee did not lie in the adoption of a resolution laying
down principles of major importance by a majority
which would not include a single administering Power.
The confusion of mind which had arisen was shown by
the fact that two delegations which had supported the
draft resolution had at the same time referred to the
possible necessity of requesting an advisory opinion of
the International Court of Justice. The Committee was
confronted, on the one hand, by an accumulation of
legal arguments and on the other, by a more and more
profound analysis of the concepts of self-government
and independence, and no one knew whether that
analysis would serve or harm the very right of peoples
to self-determination which it was desired to encourage.
34. By adopting the course suggested in paragraph 2
of the operative part of the joint draft resolution and
considering each territory in the light of its particular
circumstances, the Committee would avert a legal dispute which it could not settle and much more substantial
progress would be made. The Israel delegation suggested
that the solution of the problem should be sought in
conciliation or in renewed consultations, because it did
not believe that adoption of a resolution which would not
be given effect could serve the cause of the United Nations and of the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
35. The report of the Ad Hoc Committee certainly
showed that an effort had been made, but the question
was whether that effort had been necessary. The title
given to the list of factors showed that the Committee
considered the ultimate objective of Chapter XI of the
Charter to be complete political independence, which
could assume various forms of separate autonomy or
association freely entered into by the peoples of the
territories concerned. Such a clear view did not call for
a lengthy and laborious enumeration of factors and
would not, moreover, solve the Committee's difficulties.
The real problem, which remained intact, was to reach
a constructive modus vivendi with the administering
Powers respecting the scope of the relevant provisions
of the Charter.
36. Mr. TAJIBNAPIS (Indonesia) recalled that at
the previous meeting the Belgian representative had
asked why some States which did not administer territories had not sent information to the Secretary-General
regarding the backward groups of their population. The
reply to the question was very simple. Article 73 did
not apply to metropolitan territories. That interpretation
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was founded not only on the preparatory work done at
San Francisco, but also on Article 74 of the Charter.
37. He quoted from the verbatim minutes of the e!eventh meeting of Committee II/4 at the San Francisco
Conference, 1 to show that there had been no intention
of extending to metropolitan territories the provisions
regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories. While acknowledging that the question could not be settled by a
chairman's ruling, the Chairman of Committee II/4
had been of the opinion that the provisions in question
dearly did not apply to metropolitan territories. So had
the Greek and the United Kingdom representatives. He
did not doubt that the present Government of the
United Kingdom interpreted the provision of Article
73 of the Charter in the same way.
38. He wondered why the Belgian representative had
not also asked the United States and Canada the same
questions he had put to Indonesia. Why had he addressed those questions only to States of Asia, Latin
America or the Middle East? Mr. Tajibnapis requested
the Chairman to state that the Belgian representative
had not been speaking to the point when he alluded,
during the previous meeting, to the situation in certain
sovereign States.
39. The CHAIRMAN referred the Indonesian representative to the statement he had made on the matter
at the close of the preceding meeting.
40. Mr. Shiva RAO (India) explained that he had not
risen to a point of order at the previous meeting when
the Belgian representative had spoken of matters which
were entirely within the domestic jurisdiction of Members of the United Nations, as he had not wished to
give the impression that India had anything to hide.
He wished, however, to emphasize that the Belgian
representative had clearly not been speaking to the
point.
41. Without wishing to do the same himself, he felt
bound to reply to the remarks of the Belgian representative concerning the Naga tribe, in north-eastern
India, and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. As the
Indian delegation had already stated in the Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories,
the Indian Government was making considerable efforts
to promote the advancement of all those backward tribes
and castes, particularly the Nagas. He quoted from a
speech made by the Prime Minister of India at Shillong, the capital of Assam, on 19 October 1952, from
which it could be seen that the tribes were progressing.
while keeping to their own culture and traditions, and
that the population enjoyed a considerable degree of
self-government. India had been paying particular attention to the advancement of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, the economic potential of which was considerable, but which had been used only as penal settlements up to the time when India had gained its independence. The islands constituted a state of the Union
of India.
42. The Belgian representative had consistently maintained that the administration of Non-Self-Governing
Territories was a matter coming exclusively within the
domestic jurisdiction of the administering Powers. That
view was not shared by all, however, and he recalled the
1
See United Nations Conference on hztcrnational Organization, Committee II/4, May 31, 1945, Vol. 69.
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Swedish Foreign Minister's statement before the Ad
Hoc Political Committee on 12 November 1952, 2 which
showed that the question of the relations between Member States and Non-Self-Governing Territories was of
an international nature and no longer fell exclusively
within the domestic jurisdiction of the administering
Powers.
43. He had listened with much interest to the observations of the Israel representative. He agreed that in the
present circumstances it was idle to seek a purely
theoretical interpretation of certain provisions, and it
would be preferable to aim at an agreement with the
administering Powers under which, while continuing to
exercise their authority over the Non-Self-Governing
Territories, they would allow non-administering States
to exert an influence on the administration of those territories. The Indian delegation had ceaselessly advocated the conclusion of special agreements, and he
quoted the example of the agreement which had led to
the retention of the Indian Republic within the British
Commonwealth. There must be no shrinking from new
formulas.
44. Mr. INGLES (Philippines) recalled that his delegation had already had occasion to present its views
during the 1951 session of the Special Committee on
Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the
Charter and during the sixth session of the General
Assembly. Furthermore, the Philippine Government
had drawn up the written observations contained in
documents A/AC.58/1 and A/ AC.58/1/ Add.4. In the
latter document, the Philippine Government, taking as
a basis the preparatory work done at San Francisco,
refuted the Belgian Government's argument that Chapter XI of the Charter applied to less-developed minority
groups living within the metropolitan territory of a
Member State. The Philippine delegation had referred
to the minutes of the eleventh meeting of Committee
II/4 of the San Francisco Conference to prove that
Chapter XI applied only to Non-Self-Governing Territories. He wished, however, to reply to the Belgian
representative's remark that the allegedly savage tribes
of the Island of Luzon were more backward than the
inhabitants of the Congo. In actual fact, those tribes
had possessed a civilization of their own long before
the creation of the Belgian State. Their method of rice
cultivation in terraces built on mountainsides, rising
sheer from valley to summit were still marvels of engineering skill.
45. Whether pagans, Christians or Mohammedans,
the Filipinos constituted a single race, and they had had
an opportunity to demonstrate their solidarity during
the past world war. Under the Constitution of 1935,
all Philippine citizens, without any distinction, enjoyed
the same rights. In particular, no distinction was made
between Christians and non-Christians. A Moro from
the Island of Mindanao had in fact been elected to the
Senate, the members of which were chosen by universal suffrage by the entire country. The non-Christians elected their own representatives to the Lower
House of Congress, and their own provincial and municipal officials, the same as in other parts of the country.
If the inhabitants of the Congo enjoyed the same basic
rights as the Philippine non-Christians, they would
• See Official Records of the General Assembly, Seventh
Session, Ad Hoc Political Committee, 13th meeting.
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indeed be close to the full measure of self-government
mentioned in Chapter XI of the Charter.
46. If the Philippines were obliged by an international
convention to supply information concerning its internal situation, it would discharge its obligations willingly and, in particular, would not hesitate to provide
information on its political progress, as it was proud
of what it had achieved in that field.
47. Turning to the substance of the question, he
wished to reply to certain remarks made by the Australian and United Kingdom representatives, who had
considered that it was important to define first the
terms "territories", "peoples" and "self-government".
During the general debate, the Philippine Government
had shown that Chapter XI applied only to dependent
peoples living in dependent territories.
48. The Australian representative had emphasized at
the 272nd meeting that the word "independence" did
not appear in Chapter XI of the Charter. He quoted
from a statement made by the Australian representative at the San Francisco Conference, according to
which the provisions concerning Non-Self-Governing
Territories did not exclude the possibility that those
territories might finally achieve independence which
was in fact the highest and best form of self-government. He also quoted a statement made at that time
by the United Kingdom representative, who had been
of the opinion that the expression "self-government"
did not exclude independence.
49. The United States representative had stated, at
the eleventh meeting of Committee II/4 of the San
Francisco Conference, that four important parts of the
Charter had a bearing on Non-Self-Governing Territories, namely the Preamble, which set forth the fundamental principles of the United Nations; Chapter I,
which enumerated the general purposes and principles
of the United Nations; Chapter XI, which contained
a declaration of general policy regarding Non-SelfGoverning Territories; and, lastly, Chapter XII, which
dealt with the International Trusteeship System. The
United States representative had added that it was in
the light of those principles that the peoples should
progress towards full self-government, which would
at last put them upon a footing of sovereign equality
with the other nations. It was evident, therefore, that
for the administering Powers themselves, the expression
"self-government" included the idea of independence.
Consequently, the administering Powers could not now
claim that the word "independence" had no place among
the factors to be taken into account because it had not
been explicitly mentioned in Chapter XI.
50. Mr. Ingles also pointed out that Article 73 of the
Charter mentioned peoples that had not yet attained
a full measure of self-government. It could be immediately deduced from Article 73 that only the independence of the Non-Self-Governing Territories could
relieve the administering Powers of their obligations
un~er Chapter XI. Indeed, the New Zealand representative had stated, at the third meeting of Commission
II at the San Francisco Conference, on 20 June 1945,3
that for the Dominions of the British Commonwealth
8
See United Nations Conference on International Organization, Il/16.

the words "self-government" and "independence" were
synonymous.
51. I~ order to settle the question who was competent
to dee1de whether Chapter XI no longer applied to a
particular territory, it should first be ascertained exactly what obligations were imposed by Chapter XI.
Those obligations emerged clearly from Article 73. At
the 274th meeting the French representative had stated
t~at only paragraph e of that Article imposed obliga!IOns upon the administering Powers. In that connexwn, he emphasized that, in Article 73 of the Charter
the administering Powers had accepted as a sacred trust
the obligation to promote the well-being of the peoples
that had not yet attained a full measure of self-govern~ent. There was a similarity between the obligations
tmposed by Chapter XI of the Charter and Article 22
of the League of Nations Covenant, except that the
enforcement machinery provided in Article 22 of the
Covenant corresponded more closely to the provisions
of Chapters XII and XIII of the Charter and the
Tru.steeship Agreements than to the provisions of
Arttcle 73 e of the Charter. But the obligations of the
"sac~ed ~rust" con~erred upon the Non-Self-Governing
Terntones to whtch Chapter XI applied, as in the
case of mandated territories, a special international
stat~s. whi~h could not. be modified unilaterally by the
admmtstenng Power wtthout the consent of the United
N<~.ti_ons. That had be~n made clear in the advisory
opmwn of the Internatwnal Court of Justice with respect to the international status of South West Africa. 4
52. To be sure, Chapter XI of the Charter, as the
administering Powers had said, constituted a unilateral
declaration on their part. But, though such had been
the case at the time when it had been made that declaration, by being embodied in the Charter, 'thenceforth
acquired mandatory force. It was therefore the right
and duty of all signatories to the Charter to see that
the obligations imposed by Chapter XI were fulfilled.
53. It was true that the Governments of France, New
Zealand and the United States had made reservations
when transmitting information on the Non-Self-Governing Territories which they administered: they had
stated that they were transmitting the information without prejudice to whatever definition the term "selfgoverning territory" might later be given. By so doing,
they had not denied the General Assembly's competence
but on the contrary had indicated that they expected ~
definition from the General Assembly.
54. With regard to the list of factors submitted for
the Committee's examination, he must repeat the views
expressed by his Government in its statement (A/ A C.
58/1/Add.4) to the Secretary-General under General
Assembly resolution 567 (VI). His Government believed that once the admission was made that there
~ould be a full measure of self-government without
mdel?end~nce, the door ~as thrown wide open to the
classtficatwn of all concetvable gradations of self-government. an~ the arbitrary selection of certain grades
as constttuttt;g a full measure of self-government; in
other :vords, 1t would be possible at any time to "freeze"
a terntory somewhere on the road before attaining its
ultimate goal. In the minds of the framers of the
Charter, there were only two possibilities of there
4
See International Status of South West Africa, Advisory
Opinion: I.C.J. Reports 1950, p. 128.
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being a full measure of self-government without an
actual proclamation of independence. They were dominion status in the British Commonwealth and membership of the United Nations, both of which, however,
were hardly distinguishable from independence.
55. His delegation therefore could not agree unqualifiedly with the principle of the association of a territory
on a footing of equality with other parts of the metropolitan or other country. It believed that union or association could only be the result ultimately of independence or of the free will of the people expressed in
a plebiscite in which independence was presented as an
alternative to association. His delegation accepted the
first part of the list of factors indicative of the attainment of independence, but it could accept the second
part only on the understanding that independence, or
-conditions of absolute freedom of action, were a prerequisite for association with other component parts
of the metropolitan or other country. With those reservations, his delegation supported the draft resolution
under consideration, which embodied ideas previously
expressed by his own delegation.
56. Mr. SALAZAR (Peru) recalled that three different theses had been advanced in the course of the
discussion: the delegations of the people's democracies
held that the essential factor was the right of peoples
to self-determination; the administering Powers claimed
that it was for them alone to take a decision; the delegations of the third group thought that a set of principles and standards making it possible to decide whether a territory had attained self-government should be
drawn up. He thought the first two theses did not
take a sufficient number of elements into account. The
first did not take sufficient account of the degree of
economic, political and social evolution of the territories concerned, and the second was biased. Moreover,
the Ad Hoc Committee's list had certain defects; in
particular, it did not give a satisfactory definition of
the idea of independence. He believed it would be sufficient to study the definitions given by experts on the
subject, and to choose the one which appeared most
complete, or to draw up a new definition embodying
the essential elements of the definitions studied.

57. The list prepared by the Ad Hoc Committee was
the result of a praiseworthy effort, but the Committee
had not had the time necessary to solve that very complex problem. The list was incomplete and should be
improved, but it was nonetheless useful as preparatory
work. The time element should not intervene in a
question of such exceptional interest. For that reason
the delegations of Peru and the Dominican Republic
were jointly submitting a series of amendments (A/
C.4/L.234) to the draft resolution under consideration,
which recommended, inter alia, that a new committee
should be requested to continue the study of factors
in order to draw up a list that would be acceptable
both to the administering Powers and to the majority
of other governments.
58. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
noted that under point 1 of the joint amendment by the
Dominican Republic and Peru the second paragraph
of the preamble of the draft resolution would be deleted. That paragraph followed from the fundamental
principle on which Chapter XI of the Charter was
based and its contents were implicit in the first para-
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graph of the preamble of the draft resolution. Point 2
of the amendment referred to General Assembly resolution 567 (VI) and formed a necessary link between
the preamble and the operative part. Since various
delegations had objected to the adoption by the Fourth
Committee of the list drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee, his delegation and that of Peru had thought it
would be preferable merely to note the list. That was
the aim of point 3 of the joint amendment. With regard to point 4, he drew the Committee's attention to
the proposed sub-paragraph 3 (b). The elements specified in that sub-paragraph were directly related to the
factor defined in paragraph 2 under heading A of the
second part of the list, namely the opinion of the population of the territory, freely expressed by informed
and democratic processes. It appeared essential to
study the elements which would guarantee such freedom of expression. He added that the authors of the
amendments would welcome any useful suggestions
which members of the Committee might make.
59. Mr. EGUIZABAL (El Salvador) said that, in
his delegation's opinion, Non-Self-Governing Territories were essentially in a state of transition. All those
territories were destined to change their status rapidly,
taking into account of course their individual position.
Besides, the position of those territories no longer came
exclusively within the domestic jurisdiction of metropolitan States : it raised questions which concerned the
community of nations. Chapter XI of the Charter contained contractual provisions of a multilateral nature
which represented a guarantee given by the United
Nations to the populations of Non-Self-Governing Territories. It was as a result of the provisions of Article
73 e of the Charter that the United Nations was kept
informed of the evolution of those territories.
60. His Government would always support measures
intended to ensure the political, economic and administrative emancipation of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. It had already frequently adopted that attitude
in the past, for example at the Ninth International
Conference of American States held at Bogota in 1948,
and at the preliminary meeting of Ministers for Foreign
Affairs of the Central American States held at San
Salvador in 1951, where it had declared itself in favour
of the elimination of colonialism in America. That
liberation might be brought about by recognition of
the sovereignty and independence of peoples or at
least by the granting of a full measure of self-government, which in practice was equivalent to independence.
Such self-government should be granted to the peoples
themselves and not to local governments set up to
serve the interests of the metropolitan Power. In the
latter case, self-government would be merely a fa<;ade
to conceal the continuation of a colonial system.
61. A full measure of self-government meant essentially political self-government, which would logically
involve economic, social, administrative and cultural
self-government. It was inadmissible that administering
Powers should, in the case of a specific territory, consider themselves freed from the obligation contained
in Article 73 e of the Charter under the pretext that,
in their opinion, the government of that territory had
a certain measure of self-government in the social,
economic and educational fields.
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62. Unlike some representatives, he thought the absence of a definition was not an insurmountable obstacle. On the contrary, a definition would have certain
disadvantages; however perfect it might be, it could
never be absolutely foolproof and it would merely
establish restrictions and create problems of interpretation. There were concepts which were immanent in
the very consciousness of men and peoples. The best
way of defining them was to put them into practice
and make them come alive. The concept of self-government· sprang from the feelings of freedom and independence which, like the sense of justice, were attributes of the human soul.
63. His delegation could not agree that the administering Power should have the exclusive power of
deciding whether a territory had attained self-government. There was no doubt that the decision in that
field was the prerogative of the international community: in spite of the efforts of El Salvador and Guatemala, the General Assembly had avoided studying that
aspect of the question, although it was a fundamental
problem which concerned not only the basic principles
of international law but also the very life of millions
of human beings.
64. His delegation was satisfied with the list of factors
in the Ad Hoc Committee's report. It was the result
of painstaking study, for which the Committee should
be thanked. He would, however, have preferred the
factors to be classified in three groups: factors indicative of the attainment of independence, factors indicative
of the free association of a territory with the metropolitan or another country, and factors indicative of the
union of a territory as an integral part of the metropolitan or another country. That classification had
been proposed by El Salvador and Guatemala in the
joint statement they had submitted to the SecretaryGeneral (A/AC.58/1/ Add.3). It would make it possible to apply criteria which would be less susceptible
to differing interpretations.
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65. The two Governments had also stated that they
considered it essential to grant non-self-governing
peoples the right to modify by their own will, freely
and democratically expressed, the status and ties binding them to the former metropolitan Power or any
other country. They had also considered it essential
to provide expressly, in accordance with international
law, that no metropolitan government might decide to
change the political status of a Non-Self-Governing
Territory which was the subject of a claim on the part
of another State or the cause of a dispute with another
State, until the situation forming the subject of dispute
had been settled.
66. His delegation would gladly support the joint
draft resolution (A/C.4/L.231) for the majority of
the latter's provisions were in accordance with the
position it had always maintained.
Programme of work
67. The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Committee
had before it a request for a hearing by the Bloc
Democratique Camerounais (A/C.4/219). He proposed that the item should be placed on the agenda of
a subsequent meeting.
It was so decided.
68. Mr. TAJIBNAPIS (Indonesia) recalled that
under General Assembly resolution 568 (VI), the
Committee should study the question of the cessation
of the transmission of information under Article 73 e
of the Charter, as regards the Netherlands Antilles
and Surinam. As that should not be done until the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee had been adopted, he
proposed that the Committee should discuss item 6 of
its agenda, the report of the Trusteeship Council,
before item 5.
It was so decided.
The meeting rose at 1.55 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Rodolfo MUNOZ (Argentina).
Request for an oral hearing
1. The CHAIRMAN announced that a request for
an oral hearing had been received from the Union des
Chefs du Nord-Togo and the Parti Togolais du Progres.1 In the absence of any objection, it would be
circulated to the members of the Committee.

Factors which should be taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on }'actors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2178, A/C.4/L.23l and Corr.
I, A/C.4/L.233, A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l, A/
C.4/L.235 ) (continued)
[Item 36]*

2. Mr. RIEMENS (Netherlands) said that the report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (A/2178) appeared in a different light if it was to be not merely
a study, but a guide for future decisions of the General
Assembly. That, however, was one of the main points
of the joint draft resolution ( A/C.4/L.231 and Corr.1)
before the Committee.
3. It might be well, as the United Kingdom representative, Sir Alan Burns, had said, to consider how the
draft resolution, if adopted, would affect a specific case
-for example a large island, surrounded by a number
of smaller islands, situated somewhere in an ocean. He
would assume that those hypothetical islands, which
he would christen the Alan Burns Islands, had been
settled as long as three centuries earlier, and that they
were inhabited by Scottish, Irish, Scandinavian and
African stock, as well as a number of Hindus, some
Chinese and some Syrians. The people had enjoyed a
measure of self-government for over a century, demoSubsequently circulated as document A/C.4/220.
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
1

cratic institutions had spread to all layers of the population and a general franchise had been established
some years previously. Let it be supposed that the
United Kingdom had decided after careful consideration to grant a full measure of self-government to the
Alan Burns Islands. That decision had been taken
after full consultation with the inhabitants through the
established mechanism of their Legislative Assembly
and their Executive Council and had been greeted with
great enthusiasm by both bodies, because it meant that
henceforth they would enjoy complete self-government
in all internal matters. The Order-in-Council had been
signed.
4. Now, if the draft resolution before the Committee
had been adopted, the administering Power would have
to use the list of factors as a guide. It would naturally
consult the Executive Council of the islands, as the
highest body representing the interests of the inhabitants, and the Council would turn to the list of factors.
5. That list would undoubtedly strike them as strange,
for the Ad Hoc Committee had drawn up a list of
factors for independence together with, as an exception
to the case of independence, a list of factors for "other
separate systems of self-government". However, the
Executive Councillors would eventually master the list.
They would ignore the factors indicative of the attainment of independen.ce, since for so small an area to be
independent would be completely unworkable, but they
would find that the second part of the list applied at
least partially to their case. It was the only part of the
list that could possibly apply to them, because they had
no desire to become an administrative part of the United
Kingdom, which would mean giving up much of the
local self-government they had so long enjoyed.
6. The first three factors would cause no difficulty.
With regard to the factors determining international
status, however, the Councillors would undoubtedly
be greatly surprised to find that eligibility for membership of the United Nations was one of them. The
179
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imaginary islands he was describing would certainly
be unable to afford either to contribute to the United
Nations or to pay for representatives to attend its
sessions. Furthermore, a number of sovereign States
had been for some time waiting in vain for admission
and not a single Non-Self-Governing Territory was
among its Members.
7. The conclusion to which the consideration of that
hypothetical case led was, therefore, that the list of
factors was completely unworkable in the case of a
large number of territories which were still not selfgoverning but which might receive a full measure of
self-government in the near future.
8. The representative of India had asserted that only
two possible ways were open to such territories if they
wished to be no longer non-self-governing: either they
would have to become independent, or the administering
Power responsible would have to transform them into
Trust Territories. The representative of the Soviet
Union appeared to hold the same view. He appealed to
the members of the Committee to take reality into
account. It would be a strange reward for the inhabitants of a territory which was already well advanced
on the road towards full self-government to be changed
into a territory with a less advanced political status,
under the dual tutelage of the administering Power
and the Trusteeship Council. It was difficult to see
why members who were of that opinion needed any
list of factors, since the outcome of their consideration
was a foregone conclusion. Moreover, the right of the
inhabitants to decide upon their own fate was meaningless if in fact they could merely choose between independence and the status of a Trust Territory when
they wished for neither.
9. At the 273rd meeting the representatives of Venezuela and Cuba had made statements containing much
with which he whole-heartedly agreed, although certain
points required elucidation. While agreeing that there
could be no real self-government in economic, social
and educational matters without self-government in
political matters, he would prefer to change the emphasis and to stress that when genuine self-government
existed in those two fields it could only be because a
large measure of self-government in political matters
had already been granted; in other words, political
self-government was a prerequisite. Self-government
could not be granted in certain fields and not in others.
To what extent it existed was another matter and
depended on the definition given to the term "a full
measure of self-government"-a definition which so
far had not been reached.
10. In the case of a territory which had been granted
self-government, whose government had acquired political autonomy and full responsibility for all internal
matters, including economic, social and educational
conditions, the obligation of the administering Power
to report on those matters must end because the objective of Article 73 as a whole would no longer be served
by the transmission of such reports ; indeed there
would be no one to transmit them. The administering
Power would no longer have the responsibility nor the
necessary knowledge and would have to ask the territorial government to make the report, and it was unlikely that a territorial government which had just
acquired self-government would be eager to report to

the United Nations on its economic, social and educational policies and submit to an investigation of them.
To impose the tutelage of the United Nations in such
circumstances would be a travesty of the intentions of
Article 73 and would be tantamount to the creation of
a new kind of colonialism. Certain representatives appeared to regret that there were fewer Non-Self-Governing Territories in 1952 than there had been in 1946.
It would seem that they were over-eager to continue
control where it was no longer needed.
11. The Venezuelan representative held the view that
since the territory which had obtained self-government
was represented abroad by the administering Power,
the latter was responsible for all its acts and could
continue to report on its economic, social and educational conditions. That seemed too sweeping a statement; to represent a territory abroad implied responsibility for its external relations only.
12. The same representative had also maintained that
the voluntary grant of self-government could not relieve
the administering Power of its obligation to report
because that freedom might be withdrawn later. That,
however, seemed most unlikely except in the most
unusual circumstances. Even if that were to happen,
the position under Article 73 would simply be that
the duty of reporting would be revived.
13. The objective of Article 73 was to promote the
well-being of the inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, one of the means to that end being the
reports called for by paragraph e. There was no point
in continuing to send them once they ceased to serve
the objective.
14. With reference to the joint draft resolution, he
had no comments to make on the first paragraph of
the preamble. He felt, however, that the second paragraph was somewhat misleading, since on the one hand
it referred to the objectives of Chapter XI as a whole
and on the other qualified the obligation under Article
73 e by taking it out of its context and placing it on
the same footing as the general obligation under the
whole Chapter. As he had already said, the obligation
to report was a means to an end which became useless
when the territory in question had become self-governing in the matters covered by the reports. He would
therefore be unable to accept the paragraph as it stood.
15. With regard to paragraph 1 of the operative part,
he asked the sponsors whether the list of factors was
to be considered as exhaustive or as an enumeration
to which more factors would be added as need arose.
He could not admit that the list was exhaustive ; for
instance, the so-called third case of self-government to
which his delegation had frequently called attention
and which a resolution ( 567 (VI)) of the sixth session
of the General Assembly had said merited further
study had found no place in the list. 2
16. The Netherlands delegation's main point, however, was that to place a new and heavy responsibility
on the General Assembly at the precise moment when
a substantial measure of self-government was being
granted to a territory would mean that the General
Assembly would be given the right to intervene when
there was the least reason for it, i.e., when an essential
part of the objective of Chapter XI had been realized.
• See document A/2178, part IV, para. 5 (D).
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17. He had no objection to paragraph 2 of the operative part of the draft resolution, provided it was the
administering Power in conjunction with the government of the territory, and not the General Assembly,
which took the final decision on self-government. He
reserved the position of his Government in that connexion.
18. His comments on paragraph 4 were similar to
those he had made on the second paragraph of the
preamble. Until the General Assembly had been able
to define self-government, the paragraph appeared to
be meaningless and therefore to serve no useful purpose.
Since the General Assembly had been unable to define
clearly the concept of self-government, it should obviously be left to the administering Power, in conjunction with the government of the territory, to judge the
situation and to make its decisions as to when the stage
of a full measure of self-government had been reached.
19. He asked the sponsors what was the meaning of
the last clause of paragraph 5. He wondered whether
the "other questions" referred to territories which fell
within the scope of Chapter XI but on which no reports
had hitherto been transmitted, or to the obligations of
a more general nature to which allusion had frequently
been made by the Belgian and other representatives.
20. He would be compelled to vote against the draft
resolution as it stood. He considered the amendment
to the joint draft resolution submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru (A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l) to
be a marked improvement and to strike a happy medium
between the divergent views expressed during the
debate.
21. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) said that it had
been suggested that an attempt was being made to
impose new obligations on the Administering Members
in connexion with the question of factors. What was
being sought in fact was to find a formula which would
contribute to the solution of the problem.
22. The need to draw up a list of factors arose from
the fact that in the past few years the number of NonSelf-Governing Territories had been diminishing at a
speed which threatened to make Chapter XI obsolete.
That reduction in number would have been welcome if
it had been due to the granting of self-government to
the territories in question, but that had not been the
case. The reason in most cases had been the unilateral
adoption by the administering Power concerned of the
thesis of the divisibility of self-government, permitting
self-government in the economic, social and educational
fields, which would place the territories outside the
scope of Article 73, without political self-government.
Obviously the majority of the members of the Committee did not accept that thesis, because the Charter
required self-government to be complete in all spheres
and because there could not be self-government in those
three spheres without political self-government, which
was the most important.
23. It had also been argued that independence was not
the objective of Chapter XI of the Charter. That contention was apparently based on the fact that Chapter
XI did not contain the word "independence". Nevertheless, despite the efforts of the administering Powers
at San Francisco to have the word omitted, the whole
Chapter was instinct with the idea of independence.

24. When a people had to choose between two evils,
they naturally chose the lesser, but that did not mean
that their choice reflected their real aspirations. In
order to ascertain the real wishes of a people, it was
necessary to give them the alternative of real and complete independence or, as a second choice, annexation
or incorporation in the metropolitan country. If they
then chose the latter, it would be clear that the choice
represented their real desires.
25. Another thesis which had been maintained and
which his delegation could not accept was that it was
for the administering Power alone to decide whether
a territory was or was not self-governing. A contractual clause could not be subject to the unilateral decision
of one of the parties, and Article 73 was a contractual
clause.
26. The list of factors was undoubtedly open to improvement, but it did contain much that was useful.
Objections had been raised to the inclusion of the
geographical factor. His delegation attached great importance to that factor because it not only determined
the relations between a Non-Self-Governing Territory
and the metropolitan country, but it should also be
viewed in the light of the security and overall interests
of the region to which the territory belonged. During
the last war the American States had been greatly
concerned about the possible effect on the European
colonies and possessions in America of military operations in Europe. That was why they had signed the
Convention on the Provisional Administration of European Colonies and Possessions in the Americas, under
which, in view of the difficult situation of the administering Powers, they had agreed to assume responsibility for the administration of any territory which might
become a threat to the peace and security of America
owing to enemy occupation of the metropolitan country, or for any other reason. That convention was still
in force.
27. The representative of El Salvador had referred to
another important point-the principle that no administering Power could unilaterally change the status of
a territory which was the subject of a claim by another
State until a settlement had been reached.
28. With reference to the document submitted by the
Dominican Republic and Peru ( A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.
1), he could not agree that a proposal to the effect that
almost the entire text should be deleted and a new text
substituted for it could be called an amendment, and
he reserved the right to raise that issue when the vote
was taken. He would be prepared to accept paragraphs
2, 3 and 4 of the operative part as proposed in that
document if they were to be additions to and not substitutions for the existing paragraphs. The word "temporarily" should be added to paragraphs 1 and 5 in
connexion with the application of the list of factors
and without prejudice to its further study.
29. Mr. FORSYTH (Australia) wished to make
two points in reply to the Philippine representative's
reference, at the 275th meeting, to Australia's stand
at the San Francisco Conference. First, Australia had
certainly accepted at that time, and still accepted, the
principle of trusteeship-that promoting the advancement of the dependent peoples was an obligation and
a sacred trust. That general principle applied to all
dependent territories, but the Charter had drawn a
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very clear distinction between Trust Territories and
Non-Self-Governing Territories in respect of the methods and procedures to be followed in achieving the
objectives. Secondly, the Australian proposals at San
Francisco3 for supervision by an expert body and for
a colonial conference to decide which territories should
come within the scope of the Trusteeship System had
been rejected; they were therefore irrelevant to the
current discussion in the Fourth Commi~tee. The
Charter had been adopted in its existing form and Australia had loyally fulfilled its obligations thereunder.
30. In connexion with the words "Members which
have or assume responsibility for the administration of
territories whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government" in the first paragraph of
the preamble to the joint draft resolution, he had noted
the Belgian representative's suggestion that the obligation to transmit information had not been fulfilled by
all the Members of the United Nations who had accepted it in signing the Charter.
31. He fully agreed with the Canadian representative's
statement at the 273rd meeting concerning the second
paragraph of the preamble: the obligation, under Article 73 e, to report on social, economic and educational
matters might well expire before the attainment of
full self-government. He also agreed with the United
States representative that self-government was not
indivisible and, in that connexion, he cited the example
of the state of Victoria, in Australia, which had full
sovereignty in certain fields, such as education, while
such matters as defence and foreign affairs remained
within the competence of the Federal Government.
32. In the nineteenth century, Australia and New
Zealand, while not regarded as Non-Self-Governing
Territories, had enjoyed self-government in all matters
except defence and foreign policy ; in due course they
had attained self-government in those matters too.
Western Samoa seemed to be following the same line
of evolution. It was noticeable that some members of
the Committee who were willing to take an evolutionary
view of the United Nations, and particularly of Chapter XI, would not accept the possibility of evolutionary
processes in the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
33. The discussions in the Committee revealed a
number of similar contradictions. Those supporting an
evolutionary interpretation of the Charter stressed the
need for being guided by the spirit rather than the
letter. Nevertheless, when the Belgian representative,
in the same spirit, suggested that the provisions of
Article 73 e should be extended to all peoples who were
not fully self-governing, they drew back and said that
he was out of order.
34. Many difficulties would be avoided if the Committee adhered to the strict text of Chapter XI, which
recognized three groups of rights: first, the rights of
the dependent peoples ; secondly, the rights and responsibilities of the Administering Members; and
thirdly, the right of the United Nations to be informed
of economic, social and educational conditions in the
Non-Self-Governing Territories. The refusal on the
part of many members of the Committee to keep to the
strict interpretation of those rights appeared to be
based, first, on lack of confidence in the good faith of
3
See United Nations Conference on International Organi:::ation, G/14 (1).

the administering Powers. Those delegations were not
satisfied with the fact that the administering Powers
had fulfilled their obligation to transmit information,
but apparently wished to impose Fourth Committee
control over the fulfilment of the objectives of Chapter
XL He emphatically rejected that attitude and recalled
the United States representative's counsel in the Ad
Hoc Political Committee on the advisability of avoiding
actions wP,ich were likely to fail and of leaving the
fulfilment of declared objectives to the conscience of
the countries concerned and the force of world public
opinion.
35. Secondly, some representatives seemed to feel
that the United Nations was a world government and
should assume the government of all the dependent
territories. The United Nations, however, was not a
world government; it was not authorized by the Charter
to govern dependent territories and would not be
capable of so doing. Any "imperialistic" attempt by
the Fourth Committee to wrest control of the dependent
territories from the administering Powers recognized
by the Charter would result not in independence, but in
government by the United Nations and in utter chaos.
No large international committee was competent to
assume the responsibilities which the majority of representatives apparently wished the Fourth Committee
to assume. The peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, particularly those familiar with the discussions
in the Fourth Committee, would certainly not envisage
such a development with confidence and it would deprive them of the guidance and assistance regarded as
essential by the Charter.
36. Thirdly, there was a tendency to say that all the
dependent peoples should be given independence at
once. The advocates of that line of thought seemed
unaware that it was contradictory to their argument in
favour of United Nations responsibility. Trusteeship
had been mentioned as an alternative to independence,
but it would be subject to that same defect of unwieldiness as direct international control, not to mention the
fact that the Fourth Committee had frequently demonstrated its lack of confidence in the Trusteeship Council and the Trusteeship System. It was not correct to
say that independence or trusteeship were the only
alternatives, since, by recognizing, in Article 77, paragraph 1 c, that certain territories might be voluntarily
placed under the Trusteeship System "by States responsible for their administration," the Charter ex~plicitly recognized another form of administratiort
namely control by the administering Powers. There
was, in fact. yet another alternative, free association in
larger areas of self-government.
37. The third paragraph of the preamble of the draft
resolution could be extended into a demand for complete information on political development in the NonSelf-Governing Territories, although that was categorically excluded by Article 73 e. In that connexion, he
recalled the Danish representative's statement at the
27Sth meeting that, although his Government would
furnish information regarding any change of status in
the territories for which Denmark was responsible, it
did not consider that its actions in that respect were
subject to review or revision by the United Nations.
38. The words "having examined" in the fourth paragraph of the preamble were not strictly true, since
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there had been scarcely any detailed discussion of the
Ad Hoc Committee's report.
39. The present list of factors in his view could not
be described as "a useful guide", as was suggested in the
fifth paragraph of the preamble, since none of the essential terms had been defined. The words "for the
General Assembly and for the Administering Member
concerned" raised the whole question of competence,
which should be debated in full and on a general basis
before any decision was taken. If the General Assembly
was competent to decide when information should
cease to be transmitted, it was, logically, competent to
decide when such information should begin to be transmitted and, to that end, to examine the constitutional
and factual situation in every Member State. It would
be premature to take any decision on competence at
that juncture.
40. Paragraph 1 of the operative part also raised the
question of competence and was unacceptable for that
reason. Furthermore, Mr. Forsyth felt that he had
already made it quite clear that in his opinion the e::cisting list of factors would p~o_ve a _very _uncert~m
guide through the legal and poltttcal dtfficulttes whtch
the General Assembly would have to negotiate in deciding whether a territory had or had not attained a
full measure of self-government.
41. He had no great objection to paragraph 2, although it seemed somewhat platitudinous.
42. He objected to the implication in paragraph 3 that
the administering Powers might use the list of factors
to prevent the evolution of the Non-Self-Go':'e~ning
Territories towards self-government. The admmtstering Powers were bound by the obligations of Chapter
XI and were working for its fulfilment. He wondered
why the word "progressive" had been deleted (A/
C.4/L.231/Corr.l) from the phrase "the progressive
attainment of a full measure of self-government" in
the original text of paragraph 3, when the idea of progressive development was expressed throughout Article 73.
43. His views on paragraph 4 were similar to those
that he had already stated in connexion with the second paragraph of the preamble. It was entirely appropriate and in accordance with Article 73 that a
stage of development might be reached at which it
would be proper for the administering Power to cease
reporting on matters for which the territorial government had assumed complete responsibility. That stage
might be reached before the territory attained full selfgovernment in all fields. The General Assembly should
not at that stage request reports from the territorial
government, conceivably against its wishes ; such an
action would be a complete denial of self-government.
44. Lastly, in connexion with paragraph 5, he had
considerable doubts regarding the propriety of recommending- that the General Assembly should adopt the
list of factors as it stood.
45. The amendments submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru had much to recommend them. If they
were acceptable to the majority, he might be able to
support them, though he pointed out that the words
"additional elements" raised some extremely complex
questions not all of which were necessarily within the
scope of the study envisaged.
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46. In conclusion, he fully reserved his Governme?t's
position with regard to the six-Power draft resolut10n,
should it be adopted.
47. Mr. RIVAS (Venezuela) said that the sponsors
of the draft resolution had noted with pleasure the
objective and constructive tone of .t~e c~iticism directed against it by certain of the admmtstenng Powers
and the other deleo-ations
which had expressed reserva0
tions in its regard. The various reservations and amendments that had been made seemed to call for some
further explanation of the scope of the draft resolution.
48. The representative of the Dominican Republic had
dwelt upon the need to define self-government. It was
of course true that self-government, like aggression,
needed a definition. However, both were extremely
difficult to define in a constantly changing situation.
The problem was political rather th~n academic a~d
it would be unwise of the United Natwns to engage m
prolonged theoretical debate while the practical difficulty went unsolved. It was w~ll-known t~at th~ threat
in Asia and Africa was growmg; the dtsappomtment
of the inhabitants of certain Non-Self-Governing Territories might well be used as a weapon against the
Western Powers. The security of the West was a
matter of concern to Venezuela, which would prefer
that the military forces of those Powers did not waste
their energies on police duties. Chapter XI of the
Charter was intended precisely to prevent the NonSelf-Governing Territories from becoming a threat to
international peace and security. The faith of the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories in the
United Nations must be maintained and strengthened,
and all Venezuela desired in that connexion was that
the Non-Self-Governing Territories should not lose
confidence in their administrators.
49. The peoples of the Non-Self-Gove~ning T~rri
tories needed an assurance that the Umted Natwns
could not accept, as self-governing, territories which
were not so in all fields-economic, social, educational
and political. The representatives of Peru. and _the
Dominican Republic believed that that was tmposstble
without a scientific definition of self-government. However, aggression had not yet been officially defined by
the United Nations and yet in June 1950 and January
1951 the acts committed by the authorities of North
Korea and the Central People's Government of the
People's Republic of China had been officially dubbed
aggression. The United Nations ha?. not been abl~ to
wait for a scientifically perfect defimtwn of aggresswn.
The position in the colonies w_as not, _of . course, as
serious as in Korea. However, tt was stgmficant that
matters which in normal times would have been discussed in the Fourth Committee had now passed to
the First Committee. The Fourth Committee dealt with
political matters which did not yet. constitute em~:
aencies. All General Assembly committees were pohtt~al in their structure and in their aims, but what
differentiated the First Committee from the rest was
the degree of urgencv of the problems entrusted to it.
The task of the Fi~st Committee was to deal with
crises, while that of the rest was to prevent them from
arising. That was the aim of the joint six-Power draft
resolution.
50. The Israel representative had objected that the
conclusion in paragraph 4 of the operative part of the
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draft resolution was premature. However, the actions
taken by the administering Powers on the basis of a
unilateral and restricted interpretation of the concept
of "a full measure of self-government" as referred to
in Chapter XI of the Charter was much more premature. It would have been wise for them to wait
until a series of factors had been agreed upon, or a
satisfactory interpretation of the phrase evolved.
51. The conclusions in paragraph 4 of the draft resolution were not exclusive to its six sponsors. The
Special Committee on Information transmitted under
Article 73 e of the Charter had agreed at its 1951 session that there were only three systems whereby a
Non-Self-Governing Territory could attain a full
measure of self-government. Sub-Committee 9 set up
by the Fourth Committee during the sixth session of
the General Assembly had reached the same conclusion,
and the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors
had put forward those same three systems-independence, other separate systems of self-government and
the free association of a territory with other component
parts of the metropolitan or other country-as points
on which the administering and non-administering
Powers were agreed. The only advance made since
1951 had been on minor points of detail. That did not
mean that the Venezuelan delegation opposed continued study as recommended in the joint amendment
of Peru and the Dominican Republic, but the settlement of concrete problems must not be allowed to wait
upon the conclusions of abstract argument. A committee might well be appointed to make a scientific and
political study of the problem of self-government. The
Ad Hoc Committee on Factors might be prolonged in
order to study the scope of the factors relating to
geographical and racial considerations or the factors
relating to voluntary limitations of sovereignty. At
the same time, however, the United Nations must act.
52. The Venezuelan delegation could not understand
the doubts of the delegations of Israel, Peru and the
Dominican Republic regarding the power of the General Assembly to establish a criterion. The Israel representative had said that such a criterion would be useless unless it was accepted by the administering Powers.
However, the case was different from the dispute over
extending the life of the Committee on Information.
That had been a question of machinery in which the
participation of the administering Powers was essential. The draft resolution on factors, on the other hand,
was a functional expression of United Nations opinion.
The General Assembly expressed its opinion through
the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its Members present and voting. The opinion on the commission of aggression by North Korea and the People's Republic
of China had not been unanimous, yet it was, legally
and politically, the opinion of the United Nations on
events in Korea.
53. The expression of the General Assembly's views
on the question of factors would not open new fields
for Chapter XI of the Charter. The administering
Powers were not being asked to undertake more than
they had agreed to at the outset. The aim was that
the administering Powers should reflect and halt the
negative course which they had adopted. By approving
the resolution, the General Assembly would merely
say that, in its opinion, economic, social an~ educational self-government in the Non-Sel£-Governmg Ter-

ritories was not enough to release the administering
Powers from the obligations they had contracted under
Chapter XI. A clear expression of that vie~ would
show the administering Powers that the Umted ~a
tions did not accept semi-self-government as exemptmg
them from their obligations under Chapter XI, and
would always leave the international validity of their
decision to suspend information open to question. It
was unlikely that States such as the administering
Powers which believed in international law and promoted its development, would wish to oppose the views
of the entire international community.
54. Moreover, if the United Nations were denied the
right to examine decisions to cease t.he trans~iss~on
of information on N on-Self-Governmg Tern tones,
that would be tantamount to allowing only one of the
parties to an agreement to interpret it. United Nations
examination of the problem did not mean that it was
claiming the right to review national legislation .. It
could not advise the people of a Non-Self-Govermng
Territory that they were not bound by certain metropolitan laws because in the eyes of the United Nations
those laws were not just. That would be a flagrant
violation of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter.
However, when such laws or administrative provisions
entered the international sphere, as in the case of the
recognition of the attainment of self-government, then
the United Nations was entitled to study the documents
on which the request for such recognition was based.
That was the sense in which the last paragraph of the
preamble of the draft resolution and paragraph 1 of
its operative part should be read and interpreted. The
Venezuelan delegation could not accept the amendment
submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru which
sought to delete that point from paragraph 1 of the
operative part.
55. The United States representative had suggested
the possibility that Non-Self-Governing. Territori.es
which had been granted self-government m economtc,
social and educational matters might not wish the administering Powers to submit information on those
matters to the United Nations. Paragraph 2 of the
operative part of the draft resolution, which recognized
that each case should be considered and decided in the
light of its own circumstances, would deal with any
such situation. Moreover, a progressive administering
Power might use such a refusal by a Non-Self-Governing Territory to transmit information through it as
an occasion for seeking direct representation of such
a territory in the Committee on Information.
56. Paragraph 3 of the operative part made it clear
that neither the list of factors nor the resolution should
be regarded as criticizing any advances in self-government or imposing conditions on the Non-SelfGoverning Territories. On the contrary, it was th.e
administering Powers which must fulfil those condttions if they wished the international community to
recoenize that their work was finished and that a
depe~dent territory had become fully self-governing.
57. The draft resolution approved the list of factors
as a guide and not as an exhaustive list of requirements. The list was not complete, and some of the
factors which were included would not apply in every
situation. If the word "Approves" gave rise to doubts,
it might be replaced by the phrase "Notes with in-
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terest" as proposed by Peru and the Dominican Republic in their amendment.
58. The Indonesian representative had objected to
the last phrase of paragraph 5 of the operative part:
"or in relation to other questions that may arise concerning the existence of an obligation to transmit information under this article". The phrase was somewhat vague, and the Venezuelan delegation would not
oppose the Indonesian suggestion that it should be
deleted. The deletion might also give satisfaction to
the Australian delegation.
59. The USSR delegation wished to make an addition to the third paragraph of the preamble (AjC.4j
L.233). However, one of the chief aims of the sponsors
of the draft resolution had been to guard against any
appearance of exercising pressure on the administering
Powers and since the USSR amendment introduced a
time-li~it and required information about constitutions,
legislative acts and executive orders, the Venezuelan
delegation felt that it would be unwise to add it to the
six-Power draft. If the Soviet Union delegation insisted on a vote on its amendment, the Venezuelan
delegation would be compelled to abstain. Similar reasons would compel it to abstain from voting on the
Polish amendment to paragraph 2 of the operative
part (A/C.4/L.235).
60. The draft resolution was not directed against the
administering Powers but against the growing danger
that the natural impatience of the peoples of the NonSelf-Governing Territories to administer their own
affairs might be turned into a threat to international
peace and security. Such administering Powers as Denmark, the United States, France, the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom had not, in reserving their positions, assumed any intention to discredit them on the
part of the sponsors of the draft resolution. That was
at least a beginning at understanding. The Venezuelan
delegation was sure that countries which were fundamentally friendly and allied on the world political
front could differ in their views and yet continue to
co-operate. It was the honest belief of the six sponsoring Powers, and more than thirty-five countries represented in the Fourth Committee, that no matter how
praiseworthy the intentions of the administering Powers
in so doing, the cessation of information on Non-SelfGoverning Territories which had not yet attained political self-government would not promote the security
of those territories, nor that of the administering Power
concerned or of the rest of the world.
61. Mr. LESCURE (Argentina) congratulated the
Ad Hoc Committee on its work and its very useful report. He associated himself with the statements of the
representatives of Venezuela, Cuba, Egypt and India,
among others.
62. He interpreted paragraph A, 4, in the first part
of the list of factors to refer exclusively to the freedom
of a territory to participate in its own national defence
and not to refer to the retention of military bases,
which might imply a diminution of sovereignty.
63. He agreed with the Ad Hoc Committee's statement, in paragraph 5 (C) of its report, that no enumeration of factors could do more than serve as a
guide and that each specific case must be determined
by the particular circumstances of that case.
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64. Some representatives had suggested that the term
"self-government" should be defined before trying to
determine its constituent elements. Quite apart from
the fact that such a procedure seemed the reverse of
logical, any definition of that type was extremely dangerous by its very nature. A rigid definition could not
possibly cover every conceivable case and might therefore give rise to serious complications. Indeed, the only
point on which there seemed to be unanimity in the
Committee was that the list of factors could serve only
as a guide and should not be considered exhaustive.
65. The texts of Article 73 b and Article 76 b of the
Charter had been compared. In his opinion the difference between the phrases "to develop self-government"
and "to promote . . . their progressive development
towards self-government or independence" was due
solely to the fact that Chapter XI referred to NonSelf-Governing Territories, whereas Article 76 was
in Chapter XII, which referred to the International
Trusteeship System. The inclusion of the word "independence" in Article 76 b did not imply that the authors
of the Charter had wished to make any substantive
difference between the two categories of territories ;
if anything, it tended to broaden the scope of the
Charter in respect of Non-Self-Governing Territories.
The problem -had been extensively discussed at San
Francisco, where there had been general agreement that
self-government was the ultimate goal. Some representatives had wished to include independence as an alternative objective in Chapter XI of the Charter, but that
idea had been rejected on the formal understanding that
self-government in no way excluded the possibility of
independence.
66. The final objective of self-government had been
reaffirmed in the inter-American system on numerous
occasions. Resolution XXXIII on colonies and occupied territories in America, adopted at the Ninth
International Conference of American States, stated
that the historical process of the emancipation of
America would not be completed so long as there
existed on the American continent peoples and regions
subject to a colonial regime, or territories occupied by
non-American countries.~ That concept could be extended to all parts of the world inhabited by indigenous
peoples who still required the protection of the United
Nations in their struggle towards self-government. The
Argentine Government wished to emphasize that no
metropolitan government was entitled to change the
political status of a Non-Self-Governing Territory
which was the subject of dispute with another State.
67. He urged the representatives of the Dominican
Republic and Peru to agree that their amendments
should be accepted as an addition to, rather than a substitution for, the relevant paragraphs of the joint draft
resolution. It would be useful to continue the study
of the question of factors.
68. In conclusion, he announced that his delegation's
vote would be determined by the considerations he had
just outlined, and he reserved his delegation's right to
explain its vote if necessary.
69. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) said that the
Cuban delegation had great difficulty in understanding
• See Organization of American States, Annals, Vol. I,
No.l-1949, Washington, p. 134-135.
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the objection that by adopting the draft resolution before the Committee, the General Assembly would be
conflicting with the domestic legislation of sovereign
States. The sponsors of the draft resolution had been
particularly careful to see that there was nothing in the
proposal contrary or foreign to the letter and spirit of
the Charter. The Charter could not conflict with
domestic law because it had itself been ratified by
national parliaments, which had contracted definite
obligations to the international community by their acceptance of it. There could be no unilateral termination
of an obligation of the kind assumed by the administering Powers in Chapter XI of the Charter, and it was
clear that there must be agreement on the cessation
of information from the Non-Self-Governing Territories.

70. Cuba had argued on several occasions that Article 73 e of the Charter was a contract between the administering Powers and the United Nations. In support
of that thesis, he quoted a passage from a speech made
by the Uruguayan representative at the 216th meeting
of the Fourth Committee, stating that the General Assembly must represent the United Nations and that it
was inadmissible that one of the parties involved should
decide unilaterally whether or not a territory had attained independence or self-government. Mr. Perez
Cisneros had said that it was for the United Nations
also to examine the whole situation in each territory
and decide whether or not its people had attained a
full measure of self-government. A number of factors
had been indicated which should be taken into account
in deciding whether a territory was or was not selfgoverning, but it should also be decided what organ
would take the decision on behalf of the United Nations in each case. He had been convinced that that
organ could only be the General Assembly. It was inadmissible that one of the parties concerned should
unilaterally decide whether or not a given territory
had attained complete self-government.
71. The Cuban delegation also had some difficulty. in
understanding why opponents of the draft resolution
claimed that the General Assembly's role should be
limited to defining complete self-government, when they
realized and agreed that no single factor or combination of factors could be applicable in every case. Paragraph 2 of the operative part of the draft made it clear
that each case must be considered in the light of its
particular circumstances. As each case was to. be decided on its own merits, there should be no difficulty
in approving the list of factors as a guide.
72. In connexion with the Cuban thesis regarding the
indivisibility of self-government, the Israel representative had said that the administering Powers were unanimous in rejecting it. However, that argument had
first been used by an administering Power, and the
Netherlands representative had just confirmed what his
delegation had said on that topic at the sixt~ session.
At the 242nd meeting of the Fourth Comm1ttee, the
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Netherlands representative had said that he did .not
believe that economic self-government was poss1ble
without political self-government; self-government was
one and indivisible.
73. The various elements of self-government were inextricably interconnected, as was proved by the fact
that one great State had struggled for its independence
on the maxim "No taxation without representation".
That showed how closely related economic conditions
were to political structure. Self-government was not
the average of a number of factors but a total factor
with a political basis; a full measure of self-government meant self-government in all fields at the same
time.
74. In connexion with the Australian representative's
reference to state self-government under a system of
federation, he pointed out that in such cases fed~ral
intervention in certain matters was defined constitutionally and the constitution of a federal government
was a law that had been approved by the component
parts of the federation on an equal footing. Subsequently, all the states of the federation were represented in the federal government, and therefore any
intervention by the federal government could not really
be considered as intervention from outside which had
not been freely accepted beforehand.
75. Several representatives had taken exception to the
Cuban statement that the question was political rather
than legal. It was true that the problem of defining
factors was a legal problem that must be approached
in a legal spirit. But that was not the real problem
which had to be solved. The real problem was that of
the cessation of information on definite territories. To
judge whether or not they had reached self-governm~~t
-which was a political status-could only be a political problem. As proof that the application of fact~rs
did not always produce clear results, Mr. Perez Cisneros said that in the course of history, there had been
cases of count~ies considered as completely sovereign,
and therefore granted membership in .the internati~nal
community, which nevertheless by thetr very constitution might have suffered from a certain type of external intervention at least in certain cases and for a
certain time. But the political factor of their sovereignty
having been recognized by the international community
remained.
76. The CHAIRMAN suggested that in view of the
lateness of the hour Mr. Perez Cisneros might prefer
to postpone the remainder of his remarks if t~e Committee were to agree to hold another meetmg that
afternoon.
The Committee decided by 20 votes to 12 to hold its

277th meeting that afternoon at 3 p.m.
77. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) agreed to continue his remarks at the afternoon meeting.
The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Rodolfo MUNOZ (Argentina).
Factors which should be taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a terri·
tory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
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[Item 36]*
1. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba), resuming the
statement he had started at the 276th meeting, said that
if the term "a full measure of self-government" was
to be defined without taking into consideration either
the political circumstances that might surround each
case or the intentions of the signatories of the Charter,
it could only be regarded as the equivalent of the term
"independence". The non-administering Powers had not
adopted an intransigent attitude on the matter, for they
realized that any attempt to give the term too exclusive
a meaning would lead to great difficulties. On the contrary, they were endeavouring to keep the practical
aspect of the question in view. In its report (A/2178),
the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, supported by those
of its members who were not representatives of administering Powers, had proposed various elements as
a basis for interpreting the term "a full measure of
self-government" to mean either independence, or other
separate systems of self-government, or the free association of the territory with the metropolitan or other
country.
2. The solution of the problem before the United Nations lay in the answers to the following two questions:
when was an administering Power released from the
obligation it had assumed under Article 73 e as regards a particular territory, and when was it no longer
necessary for the United Nations to receive information under that paragraph concerning a territory upon
which it had been receiving information? The answers
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.

depended upon two factors, one of which was academic
-the interpretation to be given to the term "self-government"-and the other, practical-the need for the
United Nations and the administering Powers to decide
by mutual agreement that information need no longer
be provided concerning a given territory since that
territory had attained self-government.
3. The academic factor could not be defined absolutely
and it was clear from paragraph 5 of the introduction
to the annex of resolution 567 (VI) that the General
Assembly had recognized that fact. It was very difficult
to lay down a rule whose application would prove automatically whether a territory had or had not attained
self-government. Although it would be useful for the
United Nations to formulate guiding principles for that
purpose, such principles alone would not suffice to settle
the question with regard to a specific territory, for
the development of Non-Self-Governing Territories
proceeded in such a great variety of ways.
4. It was clear that the Cuban delegation would like
to see a progressive decrease in the list of Non-SelfGoverning Territories, but it considered it imperative
that the General Assembly should consider in each case
that the reasons for such action were adequate. He was
confident that when specific cases arose, the majority
of the General Assembly and the administering Powers
could find no difficulty in coming to an agreement. It
was in that spirit that paragraph 3 of the operative
part of the joint draft resolution (A/C.4jL.231 and
Corr.1) had been drafted. Everyone was aware that
there were very few territories, and indeed very few
sovereign States, whose real status would be in keeping with all the factors listed. Hence, the administering
Powers should not consider that all the factors must
be applicable to the territories concerned, as in that
case they would never consider that such territories
had attained self-government.
5. Replying to the Netherlands representative, who
had pointed out that the first paragraph of the preamble
of the draft resolution referred to Article 73 e only
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while the second paragraph referred to Chapter XI,
he said that the limitations mentioned in Article 73 e
were satisfactory as long as the information requested
continued to be transmitted, but that in order to warrant the cessation of the transmission of such information the territory must no longer be non-self-governing
but must be self-governing. It would then be necessary
to consider whether all the objectives of Chapter XI,
inch:ding the political objectives, had been attained.
Clearly, Article 73 e could not contradict a Chapter of
the Charter of which it was a part, and the various
parts of the Charter must be interpreted in the light
of the whole text. The term "self-government" should
therefore be avoided since it might lead to misunderstanding. The words of the Charter, "a full measure of
self-government", should be used. Many famous writers,
for example Professor Georges Scelle, had compared
the term "self-government" with "colonial status", and
in referring to colonies which were and would remain
colonies in the classical meaning of that term, had said
that they might have a "decentralized status or one of
self-government". 1 That was surely not the meaning of
"self-government" as used in the Charter.
6. With regard to the joint amendment submitted by
the Dominican Republic and Peru (A/C.4/L.234 and
Corr.1), he wondered whether the representatives of
those two countries would agree that the new paragraphs they proposed should be added to the draft
resolution instead of replacing certain paragraphs. It
would be better to present a single text.
7. Replying to the Australian representative who had
observed that the word "progressive" was not used in
paragraph 3 of the operative part of the joint draft
resolution to qualify the expression "a full measure of
self-government", he pointed out that the Charter
sometimes used that word, but only in cases where
Chapter XI still applied to territories. Those territories
must have attained a full measure of self-government
in order not to come under the provisions of that
Chapter, as was envisaged in the draft resolution. It
was therefore logical for the word "progressive" not
to be used in the text.
8. The Cuban delegation hoped that the Committee
would be able to reach an agreement that would not be
the result of compromise, but a recognition in all good
faith of the actual situation that had to be provided for.
Such an agreement would be an important factor in the
cause of peace.
9. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) said that in his delegation's opinion the draft resolution, while not perfect,
would prove quite useful in a number of ways. It
reiterated the obligations the administering Powers had
contracted, which were of great importance for the
future of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, particularly the obligation under Article 73 e to transmit information until such time as the territories in question had attain~d self-government. The Polish delegation had already spoken on those lines (264th meeting) during the general debate on the renewal of the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories. It considered that the draft resolution corresponded with its own attitude in that respect and it
appreciated the spirit in which it had been submitted.
1
See ·Georges Scelle, Precis du droit des gens, Paris, 1932,
Premiere Partie, p. 145.

General Assembly resolution 222 (III), which stressed
that it was essential that the United Nations should
be informed of any change that might take pla~e in the
constitutional status of any Non-Self-Govermng Territory, was duly taken into accou~t in the pream~le.
Most of the delegations were convmced that such mformation must be made available so that it could be
seen whether a territory was advancing towards independence or whether its development was being retarded in the interests of the administering Power.
10. The Polish delegation strongly supported the
USSR amendment ( AjC.4jL.233) to the third paragraph of the preamble of the draft resolution, w~ic;h
would make the original text clearer and more exphe1t.
Moreover the amendment would make it possible to
obtain m~re explicit information concerning the con-.
stitutional bonds uniting a territory ~o the metropo_litan
country and to prevent the integrat10n of t~e terntory
into the metropolitan country, a matter whtch had _always been the subject of some con~ern to ~he Pol_tsh
delegation; it would prevent the Umted Nations _bemg
presented with a fait accompli. As far as th~ hst of
factors was concerned-and he had made certam reservations on that subject (274th meeting)-he noted that
the draft resolution regarded it simply as a guide for
the use of the General Assembly and the administering
Powers.
11. Paragraph 3 of the operative part of the draft
resolution contained a most important provision, to the
effect that the factors should in no way be interpreted
as a hindrance to the attainment of a full measure of
self-government by the Non-Self-Governing .Territories. That provision corresponded to the pomt of
view of the Polish delegation, which considered that
the problem must be approached in a realistic manner.
12. He could not accept the joint amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru, for it
would rob the draft resolution of elements which the
Polish delegation considered very important.
13. The Polish delegation was submitting an amendment (A/C.4/L.235) to paragraph 2 of the operative
part of the draft resolution, to the effect that the w~rds
"and taking into account the right of self-determmation of peoples" would be added at the end of that
paragraph. That right was expressed in Article 1, paragraph 2 of the Charter and it seemed only right to
mention it in the draft resolution.
14. In conclusion, Mr. Winiewicz stated that his delegation was prepared, in principle, to vote in favour of
the joint draft resolution.
15. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) felt that certain
misunderstandings to which his statement of the 274th
meeting had given rise should be cleared UJ?. He did
not consider that he had strayed from the subject under
discussion in any way. He had confined himself to an
analysis of the proposed factors, declaring that Belgium
was willing to accept them en bloc, since they were all,
to a greater or lesser degree, worthy of consideration.
He had, however, drawn the Committee's attentionand he had every right to do so-to the consequer;-ces
which the application of certain of the factors mtght
have. The Charter did not speak of "peoples" but of
"territories whose peoples ... " What was it that made
any given area a territory in the meaning of Article
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73 e of the Charter? The factors referred to territories
separated from the central government by natural geographical obstacles. He had quoted the example of
peoples living in areas that were officially regarded as
inaccessible to civilized people. Some members considered that before a territory could be said to be
separated from the centre of government there must
be a stretch of water between the two. He had put forward the case of an island. Why should he not have
the right to speak of such specific cases?
16. One of the proposed factors was the political advancement of the inhabitants and their participation in
the national life of the territory. He had been perfectly
justified in citing the case of savage people who were
recognized as such in official documents. All he had
done had been to apply the proposed factors to practical cases and to draw attention to the inevitable consequences of certain criteria. If the Committee adopted
those criteria, it would of necessity have to consider
that any territories to which those criteria applied came
under Article 73 e of the Charter.
17. Some representatives had claimed that he had
brought the national territory of sovereign States into
the question and that a point of order would therefore
have been justified. Beigium was a sovereign State like
all the other Member States. It had examined the question whether the terms of the Charter applied to the
territories under its sovereignty; it had decided that
they applied to the Belgian Congo, and it had not felt
that to be an infringement of Belgian sovereignty or a
slight to national dignity. It was simply asking that
other sovereign States should similarly examine their
own case. The Indonesian and Philippine representatives had admittedly declared that the records of the
work done at San Francisco showed that Chapter XI
of the Charter did not concern people living within
the national frontiers, but he would point out that the
idea was not enshrined in the Charter. The Indonesian
representative had refuted the very thing he had been,
trying to prove when he had recalled that the Chairman
of Committee II/4, upon being asked to decide the
question, had refused to do so, declaring that it was
too important a matter to be the subject of a ruling
by the Chair.
18. Others had drawn attention to the word "metropolitan" used in Article 74 of the Charter in order to
draw the conclusion that Chapter XI applied only to
territories other than metropolitan territories. Now,
what was to be understood by "metropolitan territory"?
It was the governing territory as compared to the dependent territory, hence there could be no metropolitan
territories when there were no colonial territories. Only
eight members of the Fourth Committee had metropolitan territories; those were the administering Powers
which, by supplying information under Article 73,
recognized that their national territory consisted of a
metropolitan territory and dependent territories. If
there were any others, they had not fulfilled their obligations, for they had not supplied any information concerning their dependencies. Yet it was the very States
which used those arguments to evade their obligations
that accused the administering Powers of indulging in
legal quibbles.
19. The attempt to deprive him of his right of free
discussion was the more arbitrary and audacious in
that it came from delegations which claimed that the
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General Assembly was competent to decide whether or
not a territory was self-governing. Consid~ring that a
delegation had the right to ask that the questiOn whether
or not Surinam came under Article 73 of the Charter
should be included in the agenda of the General Assembly, what right had any member to try to prevent
the Belgian delegation from asking in its turn for a
study of the question whether Ethiopian Somaliland
was in the same position?
20. Some representatives had blamed h~m for spea~
ing of territories placed under the soveretgnty of the1r
governments and had taken his words as accusations.
He had not intended to attack or to accuse any one. He
had simply said that, in the eyes of his Government,
the proposed criteria appeared t~ be applicable to t~r
ritories other than those concermng wh1ch the admmistering Powers transmitted information.
21. He was proud of being an old colonial official; he
was aware of the derogatory meaning attached to the
word but he considered it an honour to have devoted
his c~eer to the sacred trust his country had accepted.
Among the great colonial officials whose names should
be mentioned were Lyautey, who had never thought of
victory without thinking of the peace that would follow it; Lugard, father of Nigeria, and founder of
what later became a nation; General Rondon, who had
never agreed to a battle against the indi~enous inhabitants. Mr. Ryckmans would never thmk of attacking General Rondon's achievement-the service for
the protection of Indians in Brazil-from w~ich he
could still learn a great deal. He had already sa1d how
much colonial officials appreciated the Indian Government's efforts to redeem the disinherited castes. Like
the administering Powers in Black Africa, it had to
struggle against poverty, ignorance, the caste system
and the age-old prejudices of the higher castes. In the
desire to hasten the reform, it took measures which
might be unpopular and accorded privileges to those
who formerly had been the victims of the privileges
of others. He did not pass judgment on those measures,
but when the Prime Minister of India had proposed a
policy of integrated autonomy to the N agas, saying that
isolationism would be disastrous in the modern world,
his language had been almost the same as that of the
French representative. Without wanting to criticize
that policy, Mr. Ryckmans thought that he was entitled to say that, in the light of the factors worked out
by the Ad Hoc Committee, the question of the selfgovernment of the Nagas should be given serious consideratiot)..
22. He had not reproached Liberia for being a former
colony. He had simply said that the founders of Liberia
had acquired rights to the Benin coast in the same way
as the founders of Netherlands, Danish, United Kingdom or French settlements. The Negroes from
America, in penetrating the hinterland, had used the
same methods as the English or French in the neighbouring territories. He had not blamed the founders
of Liberia for having a language, culture and religion
different from that of the indigenous inhabitants of the
country they occupied, but the difference was as great
as that between the French and the indigenous inhabitants of the Gold Coast. Nor had he questioned
Liberia's sovereignty over its entire territory--over the
tribes in the interior and the civilized counties on the
coast.
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23. Indonesia had accused him of choosing his examples from among the small countries. He had given
typical examples, and could have cited still others. The
statement of the Belgian Government (A/ AC.58/l)
had indicated the regions inhabited by the Eskimos in
Canada, the Indians in Canada and the United States,
and the Negroes in South Africa as some of the territories which, in its view, should be studied. The Belgian
delegation had never claimed that all those populations
came under Article 73 e of the Charter. It had merely
said that their position might well be examined and
had listed the cases in which examination was most
likely to give positive results.
24. The Indian representative had said that the
Belgian delegation had made itself the most stubborn
champion of the theory of exclusive domestic jurisdiction in colonial matters. Against that reactionary theory
he had held up the increasingly liberal interpretation
of the Charter, and had recalled the Swedish repre-'
sentative's words that while in principle the Non-SelfGoverning Territories came under the jurisdiction of
sovereign States, it should be recognized that the fate
of those territories had to a certain extent become a
matter of international concern.
25. The Belgian delegation noted that for a number
of years the majority of the General Assembly, by a
one-sided interpretation of the Charter, had been trying to extend the scope of the international protection
granted by that instrument to certain populations, while
at the same time denying, by an equally one-sided interpretation, many other populations of the protection
whkh the former had been enjoying for a quarter <?f
a century. The Indian representative had also said that
the international community took an increasing interest
in the fate of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The
opposite was true, as the debates in the Fourth Committee had shown in a striking manner. When he had
invited the representatives of States responsible for
the administration of certain indigenous populations to
consider whether those populations did not come within
the purview of Chapter XI of the Charter, a number
of them had protested on the grounds that he had encroached on the prerogatives of their sovereign governments.
26. From 1929 to 1934 the League of Nations had
discussed at length the question of the treatment by a
certain sovereign State of its indigenous inhabitants.
No one at the time, not even the State concerned, had
thought of questioning the right of the accuser or the
right of the Council of the League of Nations to take
action. That State was now a Member of the Uaited
Nations; it had not submitted information, and its
representative was among those who had protested
against the Belgian delegation's statements. In the circumstances, it was impossible to say that the international community was taking an increasing interest in
Non-Self-Governing Territories or to accuse Belgium of
being reactionary. Belgium deplored the fact that
Chapter XI should express less concern than Article
23 of the Covenant of the League of Nations. That
Article had been clear and had invited all Members to
undertake to secure just treatment of all the populations of all territories. Belgium and seven other nations had recognized that Chapter XI related to the
territories they administered. The other countries had
taken advantage of the ambiguity of Article 73 e to

evade responsibility, which they could not have done
if Article 23 of the Covenant of the League of Nations
were still in force. They had based themselves on a
restrictive interpretation of Article 73. Those countries
invoked the principle of national sovereignty for themselves and rejected it for others. Belgium accepted
the principle of the overriding interests of the indigenous inhabitants if it was applied to all indigenous
inhabitants; it could not accept discrimination. He had
already cited the example of New Zealand which applied the principle to the indigenous inhabitants of its
own national territory, in the Cook and Tokelau
Islands, without considering its sovereignty thereby
diminished. All that Belgium asked was that some other
States should do likewise.
27. Mr. AMDE MIKAEL (Ethiopia), in reply to
the Belgian representative, recalled that the Somali territories had been part of Ethiopia for many centuries.
It was only at the end of the nineteenth century that
those territories had been temporarily seized from
Ethiopia by European imperialists. It was therefore impossible to compare those territories with the African
colonies of the European countries.
28. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
said that if the amendment submitted by the Dominican
Republic and Peru was to be combined with the joint
draft resolution, the second paragraph of the preamble
would have to be deleted, as it was already implied in the
first paragraph; also, paragraph 5 of the operative part
of the joint draft resolution would have to be modified
so as to be brought into line with paragraph 1 of the
operative part of the amendment. Paragraph 4 of the
operative part of the joint draft resolution could not
be retained as it contained a statement on the substance
of the problem, which was incompatible with an invitation to continue the study of the factors. The paragraph
might possibly be adopted as a separate proposal.
29. Mr. KHATTAK (Pakistan) thought that the
list drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee (A/2178) was
a useful guide, it being understood that the case of
each territory had to be examined in the light of its
particular circumstances.
30. The Committee's debates had brought out two
different conceptions of the Charter, one static and
the other dynamic. According1 to the former, the
Charter was a rigid document. According to the latter,
it must develop with the changes in the international
situation, and was a starting point rather than the
ultimate goal. It was worth noting, however, that the
administering Powers which took a rigid view in the
Fourth Committee, became idealists in the Political
Committee.
31. The administering Powers refused to recognize
that the United Nations had any say on the future of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories, which they regarded as a purely domestic matter. Pakistan felt, on
the contrary, that the United Nations had an abiding
interest in the welfare and future of Non-Self-Governing Territories. In order to ascertain whether a territory had reached full self-government, it was not sufficient to examine constitutional texts. The sincerity of
the administering Powers' intentions must be established, and that was a question which could not be
settled by any list of factors.
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32. It was because the case of colonies administered
by people of a totally different language, culture and
religion was distinct from that of metropolitan regions
that the authors of the Charter had devoted a separate
chapter to the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The
United Nations could release an administering Power
from the obligation to transmit information under Article 73 e only after it became convinced that the territory in question was ready for membership of the
United Nations, and admission to membership should
precede cessation of reports to the United Nations.
33. He would vote in favour of the joint draft resolution.
34. Mr. LOPEZ VILLAMIL (Honduras) noted that
Chapter XI of the Charter was part of positive international law and the administering Powers had assumed certain specific legal obligations under Article
73.
35. Some administering Powers seemed to forget the
exact scope of Chapter XI, even as the representative
of Belgium seemed to forget that his country had once
been a Spanish colony. The sole purpose of his irrelevant references to matters concerning sovereign States
was to divert the Committee's attention from the point
at issue. True, there were, in some countries of Latin
America, populations with a lower degree of civilization, but they lived on the territory of sovereign States
and enjoyed equal rights with the other inhabitants of
those countries. He recalled that in Latin America many
(persons were proud of having Indian blood in their
veins, and racial discrimination was unknown there.
36. If the Committee were to adopt the point of view
of the administering Powers, which claimed to be the
sole judges of when they would cease to transmit information on a territory, it would be sanctioning colonialism. Even if the United Nations did not exist,
the march of history and the enslaved peoples' struggle
for liberation and independence could not be stopped.
37. It should be remembered that even after its liberation from the Spanish yoke, Central America had remained the object of the imperialist greed of some
European Powers. Thus the United Kingdom had illegally seized the territory of Belize (British Honduras),
which it still occupied.
38. He briefly reviewed the history of the Trusteeship
System which had followed the mandates system of the
League of Nations, and showed that Article 73 constituted a phenomenological rather than ontological
norm and that sub-paragraph b of that Article imposed
certain political obligations on the administering
Powers.
39. The Honduras delegation would vote for the joint
draft resolution, which it considered very moderate.
The principle of the right of peoples to self-determination was of capital importance and it included also the
right of independent peoples to dispose freely of their
natural resources.
40. The text submitted by the Dominican Republic
and Peru was more in the nature of a separate draft
resolution than an amendment. He was ready to agree
to the deletion of the second paragraph of the preamble to the joint draft resolution, but saw no reason
for changing paragraph 1 of the operative part. He
would accept paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 proposed by the
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Dominican Republic and Peru as an addition to, but
not as a substitution for, the joint draft resolution.
41. U TRANT (Burma) said he had not been convinced by the Belgian representative's arguments, which
had no bearing whatever on the question under discussion. He recognized that his country, like most
others, was faced with minority problems. N evertheless the overwhelming majority of Karens co-operated
fully with the Burmese Government in its efforts to
strengthen the recently won independence of Burma.
The Belgian representative's remarks concerning an
entirely independent country were totally irrelevant.
42. He accepted the amendment proposed by the
Dominican Republic and Peru to the preamble to the
joint draft resolution, but he could not agree to the
proposed amendment to paragraph 1 of the operative
part, as the list of factors drawn up by the Ad Hoc
Committee would serve as a useful guide in determining whether a territory had become completely selfgoverning. It would in any case be impossible to compile a list including all the factors involved.
43. Burma could accept operative paragraphs 2, 3 and
4 as proposed by the Dominican Republic and Peru
only if, instead of replacing the corresponding paragraphs of the joint draft resolution, they were added
to the latter. In that case, the texts of paragraphs 1
and 4 of the operative part of the draft resolution
should be brought into harmony with the paragraphs
of the amendment.
44. Finally, Burma would vote for the USSR amendment, which would strengthen the original text; and for
the Polish amendment, which was useful in that it drew
attention to the principle of the right of peoples to selfdetermination.
45. Mr. AGUIRRE (Uruguay) paid a tribute to the
generous sentiments which had prompted the authors
of the joint draft resolution. While entirely sharing
the point of view of the authors of the draft with regard to the objectives to be attained, the Uruguayan
delegation considered, however, that the draft resolution went too far because it regarded as settled certain
problems in respect of which there were fundamental
divergencies of view.
46. Thus the second paragraph of the preamble mentioned the objectives set forth in Chapter XI of the
Charter, though those objectives were variously interpreted not only by the parties concerned, but also by
experts on international law. It would be unwise to
interpret the provisions of Chapter XI in any particular way before the United Nations itself had reached
a definite decision on the matter. If the work done was
to be of any use, it must be based on a solid legal
foundation.
47. Paragraph 4 of the operative part contained the
same mistake, since it referred to a full measure of selfgovernment, although that expression had not had any
definite interpretation attached to it by the United
Nations.
48. The delegation of Uruguay could therefore give
its support to the joint draft resolution if the two
paragraphs it had criticized were deleted. Furthermore, the amendments submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru should be incorporated in the joint
draft.
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49. Mr. ULLRICH (Czechoslovakia) said the administering Powers were attempting to attach to Article
73 of the Charter a meaning similar to that of Articles
22 and 23 of the Covenant of the League of Nations.
In particular, they claimed that they themselves were
alone competent to decide whether a territory had attained a full measure of self-government. Furthermore,
they were putting that theory into practice, and, contrary to the provisions of Article 73 e of the Charter
discontinuing the transmission of information in respect
of certain territories.
50. The attitude of the administering Powers in
clain:ing. sole responsibility for the Non-Self-Governing
Tern tones was contrary not only to international law
but also to the provisions of the Charter itself. Chapter
XI set forth principles and imposed obligations which
had the force of law for all Members of the United
Nations. It was therefore both the right and the duty
of the non-administering Members to see that the provisions of Chapter XI were respected.
51. Chapter XI did not merely set forth the principles
according to which the Non-Self-Governing Territories
should be administered, and the objectives to be attained. Article 73 e also imposed upon the administering Powers definite obligations. Obviously, the rights
and obligations under Chapter XI were binding only
until a Non-Self-Governing Territory had attained a
full measure of self-government. It followed that,
sooner or later, the United Nations would have to decide whether a particular territory had attained a full
measure of self-government. It was on that principle
that General Assembly resolutions 222 (III) and 567
(VI) were based. It also followed that the decision as
to whether a territory came under Article 73 of the
Charter should be made not by the administering
Powers alone but also by the other Members of the
United Nations. Only the General Assembly was competent to say when the transmission of information on
Non-Self-Governing Territories should begin and when
it should end. The General Assembly could agree that
the transmission of information should be discontinued
only if it was convinced that the territory concerned
had attained independence, in other words, if the population of the territory had complete control of the
legislative, executive and judicial powers.
52. It was in the light of those considerations that it
was necessary to consider the question of the factors
which should be taken into account in deciding whether
a territory was, or was not, a territory whose people
had not yet attained a full measure of self-government.
As at present drafted, however, the proposed criteria
would allow the administering Powers to discontinue
the transmission of information in respect of certain
territories on the grounds that those territories had attained self-government in practice.
53. In spite of its omissions, the report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors represented a step forward,
but the Committee's work would be in vain if the General Assembly did not have the necessary data, particularly the information which the administering
Powers were bound to transmit under General Assembly resolution 222 (III).
54. For the reasons it had just stated, the Czechoslovak delegation would vote for all draft resolutions
and amendments which protested against the arbitrary

discontinuance of the transmission of information on
Non-Self -Governing Territories and were designed to
promote the achievement of the objectives of the
Charter.
55. Mr. ARAOZ (Bolivia) said he did not wish to
repeat the arguments already advanced by a large number of delegations.
56. He expressed his satisfaction with the work done
by the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors and emphasized
that, when a decision had to be taken as to whether or
not a territory had attained a full measure of self-government, a list of factors could, in the opinion of the
Committee itself, be valuable only as a guide. Obviously, the principles could be finally established only
in the light of experience. Quite properly, therefore,
paragraph 2 of the operative part of the joint draft
resolution recognized that each concrete case should
be considered and decided in the light of the particular
circumstances of that case. It was no use attempting
to define immediately the expression "a full measure
of self-government"; and it was better to take certain
essential factors as a starting point, to acquire practical experience and then finally to prepare definitions
based on the information thus gained.
57. He was also of the opinion that no distinction
could be established between the attainment by a territory of a full measure of self-government or independence and the attainment by a territory of selfgovernment in economic, social and educational matters.
Some ·countries, such as Bolivia, had attained political
independence before attaining self-government in economic matters.
58. The delegation of Bolivia supported the joint
draft resolution as well as the amendments submitted
by the Dominican Republic and Peru. It considered.
however, that instead of being substituted for certain
parts of the joint draft, those amendments should be
added to it.
59. Mr. CALERO RODRIGUES (Brazil) considered that the statements made by the Belgian representative at the 274th meeting and at the present meeting revealed a mistaken conception of the principal
purpose of Article 73 of the Charter, and particularly
of paragraph b of that Article. The Belgian representative had attempted to establish a parallel between
the obligations of sovereign States towards the lessdeveloped sections of their populations and the obligations of the colonial Powers towards the peoples of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories. Hence it would
appear that the Belgian Government assumed no political obligation with regard to the future of the Belgian
Congo. The Fourth Committee should take note of that
negative attitude.
60. Furthermore, the representatiYe of Belgium had
spoken of General Rondon. Mr. Calero Rodrigues did
not think, however, that General Rondon, an eminent
Brazilian of Indian descent, would like to see himself
compared with certain outstanding colonialists.
61. The Brazilian delegation was in favour of the
joint draft resolution, which approached the problem
correctly. While approving the list of factors, the draft
resolution said it might serve as a guide but that each
concrete case should be considered and decided with
reference to the particular circumstances of that case.
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As several speakers had said, no list of factors would
ever be enough to solve the problem, although the Ad
Hoc Committee has done some very useful work. The
factors must not, therefore, be considered absolutely
valid.
62. The delegation of Brazil shared the opinion expressed by the United Kingdom representative (274th
meeting) with regard to the usefulness of paragraph 3
of the operative part of the joint draft; the factors
were safeguards and must never become a hindrance
to the attainment by the Non-Self-Governing Territories of a full measure of self-government. As the
representative of China had said, however, the drafting of the paragraph could be improved.
63. Like other delegations, the Brazilian delegation
was of the opinion that objections could hardly be
raised to the second paragraph of the preamble and
paragraph 4 of the operative part, which were mere
truisms. Paragraph 4 of the operative part might even
seem unnecessary, for economic self-government, educational self-government, social self-government were
meaningless expressions; self-government could obviously mean only a people's right to manage its own
affairs.
64. While recognizing that a Non-Self-Governing
Territory might decide to associate itself with the
State by which it had formerly been administered, the
Brazilian delegation could not agree that administering Powers should be able to free themselves from
their obligations under Article 73 e by the mere assertion that they had transferred to a non-self-governing
people entire responsibility in economic, social and
educational matters. The Charter made no provision
for any kind of limited self-government.
65. He also shared the opinion expressed by the representative of Cuba with regard to the indivisibility of
self-government. He could not accept the French representative's contention that there were territories which,
while not entirely self-governing, were no longer nonself-governing. That idea had no legal basis. Under the
provisions of Chapter XI, a full measure of self-government must be attained before the transmission of
information provided for in Article 73 e of the Charter
came to an end.
66. Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa) said that
his delegation could not accept the second paragraph
of the preamble or paragraph 4 of the operative part
of the joint draft resolution because they referred ambiguously to Chapter XI.
67. There were two distinct aspects of Chapter XI of
the Charter. On the one hand, it contained a unilateral
declaration on the part of the administering Powers,
which extended to political matters; on the other hand,
it imposed certain obligations, which, however, were
confined to the transmission of the information provided for in Article 73 e. For the purpose of Chapter
XI, it would therefore be wrong to equate the idea of
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self-government of a people with that of the independence of a territory either as a separate international
entity or in association with other entities, and consequently to suggest that self-government was not selfgovernment within Article 73 e unless it involved independence.
68. He would like to recall that it was the administering Powers themselves who had unilaterally decided on
which territories they would transmit information. It
was therefore logical to conclude that they alone also
had competence to decide whether any of those territories had attained self-government in the various
branches of activity enumerated in Article 73 e.
69. The delegation of the Union of South Africa was
of the opinion that it would at present be premature
to approve the list of factors that had been prepared,
as advocated in paragraph 1 of the operative part of
the joint draft resolution. Furthermore, paragraph 5
of the operative part would have the effect of imposing on the administering Powers obligations which they
had not assumed when they signed the Charter and of
assigning to the General Assembly functions which,
under the Charter, it did not possess.
70. Lastly, with regard to the amendments submitted
by the Dominican Republic and Peru, he supported the
idea of further study. He was not sure, however, as to
the meaning and scope of sub-paragraph 3 (b) of the
operative part which the Dominican Republic and Peru
proposed should be substituted for the operative part
of the joint draft.
71. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
asked the Netherlands delegation, in connexion with
the amendment (A/C.4/L.236) it had submitted,
whether it would agree to incorporate the new paragraph 4 it proposed in paragraph 3 of the operative
part as proposed by the Dominican Republic and Peru.
The new paragraph 5 proposed by the Netherlands
would come after the paragraph 4 proposed by the
Dominican Republic and Peru.
72. Mr. RIEMENS (Netherlands) accepted the proposal of the representative of the Dominican Republic.
73. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) said he could
not accept the proposals made by the delegations of the
Dominican Republic and Peru, particularly with regard to the deletion of the second paragraph of the
preamble and paragraph 4 of the operative part. The
Cuban delegation would, however, vote for those proposals if they were added to the joint draft resolution.
74. Mr. LESCURE (Argentina) proposed the addition to the joint draft resolution of the paragraphs the
Dominican Republic and Peru had proposed as a substitute text for the operative part of the draft. He
would submit an amendment in writing to that effect.
The meeting rose at 6.20 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Rodolfo MUNOZ (Argentina).
Factors which should be taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2178, A/C.4/L.231 and Corr.1,
A/C.4/L.233, AjC.4/L.234 and Corr.1, A/
C.4/L.235, A/C.4/L.236, A/C.4/L.237, A/C.4/
L.238, A/C.4/L.239) (continued)
'[Item 36]*
1. Mr. COCK (Colombia) said that his country regarded the principle of self-determination as one of
the most sacred rights. Each State was entitled to
govern itself as it saw fit. It was a norm of international law that the will of the people was the only
factor which should be taken into account. Nevertheless, certain territories were obviously not in a position
to exercise their right of self-determination and had
therefore been granted a special international status
under Chapter XI of the Charter.
2. A number of brilliant arguments had been advanced for and against the list of factors contained in the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (A/2178).
Any enumeration was, by its very nature, restrictive
and, if the factors in the proposed list were regarded
as exhaustive, paragraph 5 of the operative part of the
joint draft resolution (A/C.4/L.231 and Corr.l) would
impose a binding obligation on the General Assembly.
It would be a great mistake to exclude altogether the
possibility of other additional factors and, indeed, such
a step would seem to contradict the reservation in
paragraph 2 of the draft resolution. A nstrictive list
could only lead to confusion under Article 73 e, particularly since it was clear from paragraph 4 of the
draft resolution-which should be deleted-that the
concept of self-government had not been defined preCisely enough.
*Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
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3. His delegation would be prepared to accept the
proposed list of factors as a guide which would not
impose binding obligations on the General Assembly.
No formal resolution was necessary. He could see no
objection, however, to noting the list of factors and
undertaking a further study, although care should be
taken not to make the list even more restrictive than
it was. He would therefore vote in favour of the amendments submitted by the delegations of the Dominican
Republic and Peru (A/C.4jL.234 and Corr.l) with
the exception of the proposed new paragraph 2.
4. The Polish amendment (A/C.4/L.235) and the
USSR amendment (AjC.4/L.233) did not substantially change the contents of the original draft resolution so his comments on it applied equally to them.
5. The Nether lands delegation was to be congratulated on its constructive amendment ( A/C.4/L.236),
but his delegation regretted that it did not feel that
it would be opportune to vote in favour of that amendment. The unforeseen must always be borne in mind
in international politics.
6. Nor would his delegation be able to vote for the
amalgamated text of the original draft resolution and
the amendments submitted by the Dominican Republic
and Peru suggested in the Argentine amendments (A/
C.4jL.237 and A/C.4jL.238).
7. Mr. MIKAOUI (Lebanon) said that his delegation's views had been clearly explained by the
sponsors of the joint draft resolution. He would vote
in favour of that draft resolution and the Argentine
amendments, with the exception of the proposed deletion of the second paragraph of the preamble.
8. His delegation was prepared to vote in favour of
the Polish amendment, because it had always upheld
the principle of self-determination. It would also vote
in favour of the USSR amendment, as a formula which
had already been adopted by the United Nations. He
was also speaking on behalf of the Iraqi delegation.
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9. Mr. PONCE YEPEZ (Ecuador) proposed that
the words "for the purposes of Chapter XI of the
Charter" (A/C.4jL.239) should be added at the end
of sub-paragraph (c) of the new paragraph 3 of the
operative part as proposed by the amendment of the
Dominican Republic and Peru (A/C.4jL.234 and
Corr.l, para. 4). He requested that that paragraph
should be put to the vote in parts.
10. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
supported the request in regard to the vote on paragraph 3, but neither his delegation nor the Peruvian
delegation could accept the Ecuadorean amendment to
their amendment.
11. Both delegations however were prepared to accept
the inclusion in their amendment of the two Netherlands sub-amendments.
12. The CHAIRMAN announced that he would put
the joint draft resolution to the vote paragraph by
paragraph and that the various amendments would be
put to the vote in connexion with the paragraphs to
which they applied.
13. He put to the vote the first paragraph of the
preamble to the joint draft resolution (A/C.4jL.231
and Corr.l).
14. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
requested a roll-call vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Denmark, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote fint.
In favour: Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Israel, Lebanon, Liberia, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Pakistan,
Peru, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, Syria,
Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia,
Cuba, Czechoslovakia.
Against: None.
The first paragraph of the preamble was adopted by
55 votes to none.
15. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the second
paragraph of the preamble to the joint draft resolution
(AjC.4/L.231 and Corr.l).
16. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
requested a roll-call vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Ct~ba having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, Egypt,
El Salvador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico,
Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia,
Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Venezuela, Yemen,
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Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile,
China.
Against: Netherlands, Union of South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United
States of America, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Colombia.
Abstaining: Denmark, Dominican Republic, France,
Greece, Israel, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Peru, Sweden, Uruguay.
The second paragraph of the preamble was adopted
by 36 votes to 8, with 11 abstentions.
17. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) said that he had
voted against the second paragraph of the preamble
because the statement it contained was incorrect. If
a country was granted independence, the obligation to
report ceased immediately.
18. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the USSR
amendment (A/C.4/L.233) to the third paragraph of
the preamble of the joint draft resolution.
19. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
requested a roll-call vote.

A vote was taken by roll-call.
Iraq, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Iraq, Lebanon, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Burma, Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia, India, Indonesia, Iran.
Against: Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Sweden, Union of South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Australia,
Belgium, Canada, France.
Abstaining: Israel, Liberia, Nicaragua, Peru, Thailand, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia,
Cuba, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt,
El Salvador, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras.
The amendment was adopted by 19 votes to 11, with
25 abstentions.
20. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the third paragraph of the preamble as amended.
21. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
requested a roll-call vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, having
been drawn by lot by the Chairman, was called upon
to vote first.
In favour: Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, V enezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland,
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Saudi Arabia, Syria, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.
Against: Union of South Africa, United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New
Zealand.
Abstaining: United States of America, Uruguay, Colombia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Israel, Nicaragua, Norway, Peru, Sweden, Thailand.
The third paragraph of the preamble, as amended,
was adopted by 35 votes to 9, with 11 abstentions.
The fourth paragraph of the preamble was adopted
by 52 votes to none, with 2 abstentions.
The fifth paragraph of the preamble was adopted by
41 votes to 12, with 1 abstention.
22. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the paragraph
proposed as an addition to the preamble by the delegations of the Dominican Republic and Peru ( A/C.4/
L.234 and Corr.l, para. 2). ·
The paragraph was adopted by 36 votes to none,
with 17 abstentions, and became the si%th paragraph
of the preamble.
23. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Argentine
amendment (A/C.4/L.237, para. 2) to paragraph 1 of
the operative part of the joint draft resolution.
24. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
requested a roll-call vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Norway, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour : Peru, Philippines, Thailand, Venezuela,
Yugoslavia, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Chile,
China, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Iran, Israel,
Lebanon, Mexico.
Against: Australia, Belgium, France, Luxembourg.
Abstaining: Norway, Pakistan, Poland, Saudi
Arabia, Sweden, Syria, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Yemen, Afghanistan, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Colomlbia, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark. Ethiopia, Greece, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Liberia, Nether lands, New Zealand, Nicaragua.
The am~ndment was adopted by 23 votes to 4, with
28 abstentzons.
25. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote paragraph 1
of the operative part ( A/C.4/L.231 and Corr.l), as
amended.
26. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
requested a roll-call vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Egypt, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Greece,
Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines,
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Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan,
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Ecuador.
Against: France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Peru, Sweden, Union of South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of America, Australia, Belgium,
Canada, Colombia, Denmark, Dominican Republic.
Abstaining: Israel, Nicaragua, Uruguay.
Paragraph 1 of the operative part, as amended, was
adopted by 36 votes to 16, with 3 abstentions.
27. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
and Mr. SALAZAR (Peru) withdrew paragraph 3
of their joint amendment ( A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l)
to the joint draft resolution.
28. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Polish
amendment (A/C.4/L.235) to paragraph 2 of the operative part of the joint draft resolution.
29. Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq) requested a roll-call vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Nicaragua, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman, was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Israel, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico.
Against: Union of South Africa, United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Uruguay, Belgium, Canada, France, Luxembourg.
Abstaining: Nicaragua, Norway, Sweden, United
States of America, Australia, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Netherlands, New Zealand.
The amendment was adopted by 39 votes to 7, with
9 abstentions.
Paragraph 2 of the operative part of the joint draft
resolution, as amended, was adopted by 47 votes to 1,
with 6 abstentions.
Paragraph 3 of the operative part of the joint draft
r~solution was adopted by 49 votes to 1, with 5 abstentzons.
30. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
explained that he had voted against paragraph 3 because his delegation maintained its original proposal
in the joint amendment ( A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l)
to delete paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the operative part
of the draft resolution.
31. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote paragraph 4
of the operative part of the joint draft resolution (A/
C.4/L.231 and Corr.l).
32. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) requested a
roll-call vote.
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A vote was taken by roll-call.
Sweden, having been drawn by lot by the Charrman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland,
Saudi Arabia.
Against: Sweden, Union of South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Australia, Belgium,
Canada, Colombia, Denmark, Dominican Republic,
France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Peru.
Abstaining: Greece, Israel.
Paragraph 4 of the operative part was adopted by
35 votes to 18, with 2 abstentions.

--------------------------------

The paragraph was adopted by 32 votes to 6, with
15 abstentions, and became paragraph 6 of the operative part of the joint draft resolution.
37. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first part
of the new paragraph 3 of the operative part proposed
in the joint Dominican-Peruvian amendment (A/C.4/
L.234 and Corr.l, para. 4), with the addition of the
new paragraph 4 proposed by the Netherlands in
document A/C.4/L.236, the combined text to read as
follows:
"Invites the said Committee to take into account
inter alia the list of factors (A/2178) prepared in
1952 by the Ad Hoc Committee set up under General Assembly resolution 567 (VI) ; the statements
transmitted by governments in compliance with the
aforementioned resolution; and, further, to take into
account the following additional elements:"
That text was adopted by 33 votes to none, with 20
abstentions, and became the first part of paragraph 7
of the operative part of the draft resolution.

33. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
said that he had voted against paragraph 4 of the
operative part for the same reason that he had voted
against paragraph 3, and also because of his delegation's
views regarding the need to define the term "selfgovernment".

38. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote sub-paragraph
3 (a) of the operative part as proposed in the amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru
(A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l, para. 4).
The sub-paragraph was adopted by 20 votes to 17,
with 4 abstentions, and became sub-paragraph 7 (a)
of the operative part of the draft 1·esolution.

34. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote paragraph 5
of the operative part of the joint draft resolution (A/
C.4 /L.231 and Corr.l), with the insertion of the word
"provisionally" as proposed by the Argentine delegation in document A/C.4/L.238 and accepted by the
six Powers sponsoring the joint draft resolution.

39. Mr. DJERDA (Yugoslavia) requested a roll-call
vote on sub-paragraph 3 (b) of the operative part as
proposed in the amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru.

35. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) requested a rollcall vote.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Burma, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In fa~·our: Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil.
Against: Canada, Dominican Republic, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Union of South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Australia, Belgium.
Abstaining: Colombia, Israel, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Peru, Sweden, United States of America.
Paragraph 5 of the operative part, as amended, was
adopted by 38 votes to 9, with 8 abstentions.
36. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote as an additional paragraph the new paragraph 2 of the operative
part proposed in paragraph 4 of the joint DominicanPeruvian amendment (A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l).

A vote was taken by roll-call.
The Netherlands, having been drawn by lot by the
Chairman, was called upon to vote first.
In fa'i/OUr: Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador,
Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico.
Against: United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Belgium, France, Luxembourg.
Abstaining: Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
·Norway, Sweden, Union of South Africa, United
States of America, Australia, Canada, Colombia, Denmark, Israel.
The sttb-paragraph was adopted by 39 votes to 4,
with 12 abstentions and became sub-paragraph 7 (b)
of the operative part of the draft ·resolution.
40. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Ecuadorean amendment (A/C.4/L.239) to sub-paragraph 3
(c) of the operative part as proposed in the amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru
(A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l, para. 4).
The amendment was adopted by 14 votes to none,
with 35 abstentions.
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Sub-paragraph 3 (c) as amended, was adopted by
39 votes to 1, with 14 abstentions, and became subparagraph 7 (c) of the operative part of the draft
resolution.
Paragraph 3 of the operative part as proposed in the
amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and
Peru (A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.l, para. 4) was adopted
as a whole, as amended by 42 votes to none, with 12
abstentions, and became paragraph 7 of the operative
part of the draft resolution.
Paragraph 5 of the operative part as proposed in the
amendment submitted by the Netherlands (A/C.4/L.
236) was adopted by 25 votes to none, with 27 abstentions, and became paragraph 8 of the operative part
of the draft resolution.
41. Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq) suggested that the words
"two weeks" in paragraph 4 of the operative part as
proposed in the amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru (A/C.4/L.234 and Corr.
1, para. 4) should be changed to "not later than four
weeks" in order to give the ad hoc committee time to
carry out the proposed study.
42. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
and Mr. SALAZAR (Peru) agreed to that proposal.
The paragraph, as amended, was adopted by 39 votes
to none, with 13 abstentions, and became paragraph 9
of the operative part of the draft resolution.
43. Mr. GERIG (United States of America) suggested that before the vote was taken on the draft
resolution as a whole the Secretary-General should be
asked for an estimate of the expenditure involved.
44. Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa) pointed
out that according to rule 152 of the rules of procedure
an estimate was required before a resolution involving
expenditure was adopted by the General Assembly in
plenary session.
45. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) said that the
French text of rule 152 made it quite clear that no
committee could adopt a resolution involving expenditure without first having an estimate.
46. The CHAIRMAN thought that that point should
have been raised at an earlier stage of the debate.
47. Mr. KHALIDY (Iraq) observed that in fact
there were no financial implications. The only expenditure caused by the previous Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors had been a small sum for printing, which was
not usually taken into consideration by the General
Assembly.
A vote was taken by roll-call on the draft resolution
(JAjC.4/L.231 and Corr.l) as a whole, as amended.
Panama, having been d·rawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria,
Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile,
China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Haiti, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia; Mexico, Pakistan.
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Against: Sweden, Union of South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Australia, Belgium, Colpmbia,
Denmark, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New
Zealand.
Abstaining: Peru, Uruguay, Canada, Dominican Republic, Greece, Israel, Nicaragua, Norway.
The draft resolution as a whole, as amended, was
adopted by 34 votes to 12, with 8 abstentions.
48. Mrs. SKOTTSBERG-AHMAN ( S we den )
wished to explain her delegation's reasons for voting
against the draft resolution.
49. That negative vote should not be construed as
an objection in principle to the attempt to formulate
a list of factors. The Swedish delegation had supported the decision to appoint the Ad Hoc Committee
on Factors at the sixth session of the General Assembly, on the understanding, as expressly stated in the
annex to the Assembly resolution, that the General
Assembly could only indicate those factors. That was
still more clearly stated in the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee, which said that no enumeration of factors
could do more than serve as a guide in determining
whether a territory was or was not fully self-governing.

50. The draft resolution contained in document A/
C.4/L.231 and Corr.l recognized that principle in parts
of the preamble, in operative paragraph 1 and in operative paragraph 2, but the Swedish delegation felt that
it was contradicted in operative paragraph 4. If a
territory was to be regarded as self-governing in economic, social and educational matters only when it had
attained self-government in the political field also, no
room was left for the consideration of particular circumstances in each case. Such a general declaration of
principle went beyond the stated purpose of merely
indicating guiding factors and in fact ran counter to it.
51. The Swedish delegation would have welcomed the
joint amendment submitted by the Dominican Republic and Peru as a substitute for the original six-Power
draft. It had not, however, been satisfied by the incorporation of parts of the amendment in the original
draft and had therefore been unable to vote for the
final text, especially in view of the fact that paragraph
4 had been retained.
52. Mr. PEON DEL VALLE (Mexico) had voted
in favour of the proposal submitted by the Dominican
Republic and Peru, though subject to the reservation
that the committee's terms of reference should include
the duty of reporting to the eighth session of the General Assembly. If that was not the intention, he would
hav~ to reserve his delegation's position in the plenary
sessiOn.
53. Mr. GERIG (United States of America) had
voted against the draft resolution for reasons similar
to those expressed by the Swedish representative. The
resolution appeared to postulate, first, the indivisibility
of autonomy and, secondly, the General Assembly's
competence to decide on the status attained by a territory, both disputed theories which the United States
delegation was unable to accept. Such theories might
have been made the subject of study by a committee
such as that which had been set up.
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54. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
said he had abstained from voting on the draft resolution as a whole for the reasons he had given during the
general debate. The inclusion of certain points from
the Dominican-Peruvian proposal had not enabled him
to vote for the whole because the second paragraph
of the preamble and paragraph 4 of the operative part
had been retained.
55. Mr. NAJAR (Israel) had been unable to vote
for the draft resolution as a whole because he felt
that it treated as settled issues questions on which further consultation would have been advisable. He felt
that the empirical nature of the Committee's work

Printed in U.S.A.

should be stressed and the door left open for a further
endeavour to settle the questions of principle involved.
56. Mr. PEREZ CISNEROS (Cuba) raised the
question of the list of countries to be chosen as members of the ad hoc committee.

57. The CHAIRMAN had assumed that the Committee would return to that question after the draft
resolution had been before the General Assembly. There
was, however, nothing to prevent representatives from
making nominations before then if they wished to do
so.
The meeting rose at 2.30 p.m.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDY OF FACTORS

5. By resolution 334 (IV) adopted on 2 December
1949, the General Assembly had invited the Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories
"to examine the factors which should be taken into
account in deciding whether any territory is or is not
a Jerritory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government".
6, In 1951 the Committee on Information prepared
a report which was submitted to the General Assembly
at its sixth session. 2 At that session, the Fourth Committee appointed a sub~committee (Sub-Committee 9)
to undertake a further examination of the question;
on -the report of that Sub-Committee it adopted a resolutiop which was approved by the General Assembly
as re lution 567 (VI).
7.
resolution 567 (VI) the General Assembly
decided
take as a basis the list of factors which
had been
wn up at the sixth session and to appoint
an ad hoc committee to carry out a further study of
the factors taking into account the infonnation available. This infonnation included the views which the
Members were invited to transmit by the resolution
itself, and earlier inronnation transmitted to the Secretary-General on the reasons which had led certain of
the Administering Members to cease to transmit information on certain of the territories previously enumerated as Non-Self-Governing Territories.
8. The 1952 Ad Hoc Committee reported to the
General Assembly at its seventh session.s After the
report had been examined by the Fourth Committee,

1. By resolution 648 (VII) adopted on 10 December 1952, the General Assembly appointed an Ad Hoc
Committee of ten members comprising Australia, Belgium, Burma, Cuba, Guatemala, Iraq, Netherlands,
lJnited Kingdom, United States of America and
Venezuela, in order to continue and carry out a more
thorough study of the factors which will have to be
taken into account in deciding whether a territory has
or has not attained a full measure of self-government.
The Committee was invited to take into account the
list of factors prepared in 1952 by the Ad Hoc Committee set up under General Assembly resolution 567
(VI) and the statements transmitted by governments
in compliance with the aforementioned resolution. The
Committee was also invited to take into account certain
additional elements (see section 10 below).
2. By resolution 650 (VII) adopted on 20 December 1952, the Ad Hoc Committee was invited to examine
carefully, in the light of resolution 648 (VII) , the
documents submitted by the Netherlands Government
relating to the cessation of information in respect of
the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam.
3. The Ad H QC Committee met at the Headquarters
of the United Nations on 21 July 1953 and held eight
meetings between that date and 30 July 1953.
H.

6

OFFICERS

4. The officers of the Committee were the following:
Chairman: Mr. Awni Khalidy (Iraq)
Vice-Chairntan and Rapporteur: Mr. Benjamin Gerig
(V nited States of America)

2

See Official Records of the General Assemblv. Sixfh Ses-

sion. Supplement No. 14, document Afl836, part iv.
3 Ibid., Seventh Sessirm. Anneres. agenda item 36, document

1 Items 33 and 34 (a) respectively of the provincial agenda
of the eighth session (A/2416).
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the Gen"1'al Assembly adopted resolution 648 (VII)
approving provisionally the list of factors as established
in 1952 but appointing the present Ad Hoc Committee
with the terms of reference set forth in paragraph I
above.
9. The foregoing history shows the degree of attention which has been paid to the problem in recent
years, and is an indication of the complexities involved.
From the beginning, it was agreed that no list of factors
could serve as more thau a guide in determining whether any particular t"1'ritory has attained a full measure
of self-gove1'nment. Moreover, as stated in resolution
648 (VII), each concrete case should be consid"1'ed
and decided in the light of the particular circumstances
of that case. Taking these circumstances into consideration, it may be thought that, while a further refining
and clarification of the list of factors would still be
possible, a stage may have been reached in the studies
of the subject which makes unnecess':'1 any immediate
action, since the present list is suffiCIent to serve as
a guide in the sense indicated in resolution 648 (VII),
pennitting the full consideration of each concrete case.
10. The representative of Iraq snggested that the
General Assembly should refer the list of factors
and the question of the interpretation and development
of those factors in the light of changing circumstances,
to the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories as one of its regular charges and
responsibilities. This suggestion was supported by the
representatives of Burma, Cuba, Guatemala and Venezuela. The representative of Belgium opposed the suggestion. He considered that even if the Committee on
Information could be regarded as constitutionally justified, it had no competence in political matters since
these matters were not covered by Article 73 e of the
Charter.
IV.

12. On the other hand, it was agreed that there
were a number·of features which were helpfnl in indicating whether a full measure of self-government had
been achieved in any particular case. Many of these
features were indicated in the list of factors. Others
were suggested in the replies of the gove1'nments.
13. Thus, the absence of a satisfactory definition
was not a serious disadvantage, since in the examination
of any particular case the concept would emerge in its
practical application to the facts of that case.
14. Points (b) and (c) were examined together,
in view of their close inter-connexion.
15. In relation to these two points, the Ad Hoc
Committee noted that, in virtue of General Assembly
resolution 637 C (VII), a study of ways and means
of ensuring international respect for the right of peoples to self-determination is being continued through
the Economic and Social Council and the Commission
on Human Rights. For its part, the Committee considered. that among the features guaranteeiug the )?rincipIe of the self-detennination of· peoples in relation to
Chapter XI of the Charter might be found the following:
A. The political advancement of the population sufficient to enable them to decide the future destiny of
the territory by means of democratic processes.
B. The functioning of a representative system of
government, with periodic elections in which the peoples fully participate, or other democratic processes
by which the peoples can exercise their free will.
e. The enjoyment of individnal rights, including:
(a) Freedom of the individual and his ability to
participate and to have a voice in his government,
(b) Guarantee of basic rights, e. g., freedom of
speech, Press, assembly, religion and the right to a
fair trial,
(c) Universal adult suffrage, based on adequate educational opportunities,
(d) Freedom of the individnal to join political parties and of all the parties to participate freely in the
political life of the territory.
D. The absence of any pressure or coercion on the
population 50 that they may be in a position freely
to express their views as to the national or international status which they may desire (attainment of
independence, attainment of other systems of sel£government in continuing association, or free association as an integral part of the metropolitan or other
country).
E. Assurance that the views of the population will
be respected.
16. With reference to point E above, the representative of the United States of America said that, because
the paragraph seemed to require a metropolitan or
other State to give assurances in advance that effect
would be given to the wishes of a territory which may
adopt for statehood or for another form of integration,
the United States delegation must completely reserve
its position since the action to be taken would be a
matter reqniring the consent of both parties.
17. Reservations were also made by the representatives of Australia, Belgium, the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom.
18. The representative of Anstralia said he would
abstain on any proposal in this connexiou because

ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS RELATING TO SELF-GOVERNMENT AND SELF-DETERMINATION

1I. By paragraph 7 .of Gen"1'al Assembly resolution
648 (VII), the Ad Hoc Committee was invited "to
take into account, inter alia, the list of factors prepared
in 1952 by the Ad Hoc Committee set up under General
Assembly resolution 567 (VI) and the statements
transmitted by gove1'nments in compliance with the
aforementioned resolution and, further, to take into
account the following additional elements:
(a) The possibility of defining the concept of a fuIl
measure of self-govermnent for the purposes of Chapter
XI of the Charter;
(b) The featares guaranteeing the principle of the
self-detennination of peoples in relation to Chapter XI
of the Charter;
(c) The manifestation of the freely expressed will
of the peoples in relation to the determination of their
national and international status for the purposes of
Chapter XI of the Charter."
In connexion with point (a), the Ad Hoc Committee
agreed that it was not possible to find a satisfactory
definition of the concept of a full measure of selfgovernment for the purposes of Chapter XI of the
Charter. Even if the concept of self-govermnent could
be satisfactorily defined, such a definition would be insufficient unless completed by the definition of "a fun
measure" of self-government within the framework of
Chapter XI.
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the question of self-determination had no direct relevance to Chapter XI of the Charter; the representative
of Belgium agreed that the phase of development involved was outside the scope of Chapter XI and therefore outside the competence of the Committee.
19. The representative of the United Kingdom felt
obliged to reserve the position of his delegation in relation to point E since he interpreted it as an assertion
that whenever a people had declared its will its desires
must be met. He indicated that any given Non-SelfGoverning Territory might well be inhabited by several
"peoples" whose freely expressed wishes might be in
conflict, and recognition of their several wishes without
qualification might simply lead to anarchy and chaos.
There was always in such discussions the overwhelming difficulty that DO acceptable definition of the word
"people" had ever been reached in connexion with the
principle of self-determination. His delegation had always regarded this principle as a useful guide to political action, in conjunction with other useful principles
such as the need for cohesion and stability in the world,
the need to provide for tolerable living standards and
the need for the recognition of mutual interests in relations between peoples. While due respect should be
accorded to the principle of self-determination, this
principle could not be followed blindly with disregard
to the equal validity of other principles.
20. The representative of the Netherlands associated
himself with the reservations of the other representatives.
21. The representative of Guatemala proposed the
addition of a new point F to the above list to read as
follows: "Freedom of the peoples of Non-Self-Governing Territories, which have freely limited their sovereignty in favour of the metropolitan or other country,
to change their status by democratic processes". The
representatives of Cuba, Iraq and Venezuela associated
themselves with this text, the representative of Venezuela stating that the whole list should be regarded
as an enumeration of features which should not be applied rigidly or inflexibly. A suggestion by the representative of the United States of America that this
fonnulation could be improved by making it subject
to existing agreements was not acceptable to the representative of Guatemala, who felt that this would
nullify the entire concept.

decision of association had been arrived at freely, as
expressed in the paragraph E which he had proposed.
26. The representative of the United Kingdom recorded the apposition of his delegation to point F since
he considered that it related to situations arising in
a territory after it had passed beyond the scope of
Chapter XI of the Charter and was, therefore, outside
the terms of reference of the Ad H QC Committee. Furthennore, such a provision would encourage the unilateral repudiation of agreements, to which his delegation was opposed.
27. The representative of the United States of America agreed with certain of the above reservations and
could not consider that an unqualified unilateral right
of secession or the unilateral altering of agreements
was a sound principle.
28. Finally the representative of Guatemala considered it essential to establish that no metropolitan government might change the political status of a NonSelf-Governing Territory which was the subject of
claim Or litigation on the part of another State until
such claim or litigation had been duly settled.
29. The representative of the United Kingdom observed that he failed to see the relevance of this contention to the list of factors or to any item on the agenda
of the Ad H GC Committee. Any disputes as to sovereignty could be adjudicated by the appropriate international body. In the meantime, it was surely the duty
of the de jocto Administering Authority to promote to
the utmost the realization of the objectives of Chapter
XI, since in the event of a change ~f sovereignty the
new sovereign would fall heir to all the obligations of
the old one under this Chapter of the Charter.

V. EXAMINATION OF THE LIST OF FACTORS
30. The list of factors provisionally approved by the
General Assembly in 1952 was considered by the Ad
Hoc Committee and approved, subject to the following
changes.
31. The 1952 list was divided into two parts, and
the second part into two sections. The first part consisted of £actors indicative of the attainment of independence. The second part consisted, first, of factors
indicative of the attainment of other separate systems
of self-government and, secondly, of factors indicative of the free association of a territory with other
component parts of the metropolitan or other country.
After various opinions had been expressed on other
possible ways of dividing the list, it was agreed that
no fundamental change was necessary, but it was
suggested by the United Kingdom representative that
the division should be into three separate parts concerning (I) Independence; (H) Self-government in
continuing association under treaty or constitutional
instruments with a metropolitan country; and (Ill)
Self-government as a component part of a federal or
unitary State.
32. The first part, concerning factors indicative of
the attainment of independence, was approved without
change.
33. The representative of the United Kingdom proposed that the title of the second part should read:
"Factors indicative of other systems of self-government
in continuing association with the metropolitan country." The representative of Guatemala made a reservation .that cases might conceivably arise when the association would not be with the original metropolitan
country. The representative of Venezuela proposed that

22. The original text proposed by the representative
of Guatemala being retained, reservations were expressed by the representatives of Australia, Belgium,
Bunna, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the
United States of America.
23. The representatives of Australia and the Netherlands considered the proposal unacceptable in its present
form.
24. The representative of Belgium repeated that this
point lay outside the scope of Chapter XI of the Charter
and was beyond the competence of the Ad Hoc Committee.
25. The representative of Burma said that the final
decision as to their future international status should
be taken by the people themselves. Once the people,
taking all factors and circumstances into consideration,
freely elected association with the metropolitan or other
country, then secession should be subject to the terms
of any agreement entered into at thatpartieular point.
His position was based on the assumption that the
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therefore be exceeding its powers if it passed judgment
in any capacity or in any way on the status of a specific
State or territory.
(c) The Assembly could, however, give its general
opinion on the factors which might, in its opinion, serve
as a gnide to States. They were no more than opinions,
however, and were not binding on States.
(d) If the factors drawn up by the General Assembly
were considered fit to serve as a gnide in determining
whether a terirtory was self-governing, they were, conversely, fit to serve as a gnide in determining whether
a territory was not self-governing and was hence a
subject for the guarantees of Chapter XI. No State
which recognized those factors as valid for determining
the status of other States could dispute their validity
for determining its own status under Chapter XI.
(e) The Belgian delegation had taken no part in the
efforts that had led to the study of factors and it was
not satisfied with the results. Its attitude concerning
the list of factors that had been drawn up was one of
abstention. In spite of some vagueness and inaccuracv,
however, the studies that had been made had brought
to light sufficient evidence to show that there were many
peoples in the world who were not yet self-governing
and that there were, therefore, many States with obligations under Chapter XI. Henceforth, therefore, it would
be useless to endeavour to impose the idea that the
ouly States having obligations under Chapter XI were
the eight Member States which had recognized those
obligations and, in particular, the obligation to furnish
information in accordance with Article 73 e.

the title should therefore be broadened by the addition
of the words "or in other fonus", which was accepted
by the Committee.
34. Factor A.3 of the second part relates to the
voluntary limitation of sovereignty. The representative
of Guatema1a pointed out that his Government and that
of El Salvador had proposed the elimination of this
factor. He expressed doubt whether any territory could
voluntarily surrender any sovereignty that it did not
possess. After other members had held that the factor
might be of practical value in certain cases, a phrase
was added, on the proposal of the representative of
Venezuela, with an amendment proposed by the representative of Cuba, to read "degree of evidence that
the attribute or attributes of sovereignty which are
not exercised individually will be collectively exercised
by the larger entity thus associated".
35. The representative of the Netherlands suggested
the inclusion of an additional paragraph after factor B.l
in order to provide for the complimentary case of the
obligations of the metropolitan country. After a brief
discussion, the Committee agreed to add the following:
"Degree or extent to which the metropolitan country is bound, through constitntional provisions or
legislative means, by the freely expressed wishes of
the territory in negotiating, signing and ratifying international conventions which may influence conditions in the territory."
36. The representative of the Netherlands, who had
requested the deletion of factor B.2-Eligibitity for
men.bership in the United N alians-from the second
part, withdrew his proposal on the ground that the
new title of the second part now made possible the
retention of such a factor.
37. On the proposal of the United Kingdom representative, it was agreed that the title of the third
part should read: "Factors indicative of the free association of a territory with the metropolitan or other
country as an integral part of that country".
38. The representative of Guatemala felt that this
title, like that of the second part, was too restrictive
and implied the concept of continuous associations and
did not, therefore, make provision for any other forms.
39. No change was made in the third part, on which
the opinion was expressed that it had been carefully
studied and was the most satisfactory of the three parts.
40. The Belgi"n representative made the following
reservations concerning the question of factors:
(a) Chapter XI of the Charter appeared to apply to
all "Territories whose peoples have not yet attained
a full measure of self-government". It was couched in
general terms and provided no exceptions. The benefit
of the international obligations assumed by States under
Chapter XI was not therefore restricted to the peoples
of colonies and protectorates.
(b) It was the prerogative of States, and of them
alone, to decide with legal effect, each for itself. whether
the territories for which they were responsible came,
did not come, or no longer came, within the scope of
Chapter XI. That was their right under international
law and they had not ceded it to any organ of the United
Nations. In particular, the General Assembly could not
force any definition upon them. Article 2, paragraph 7.
of the Charter was quite categorical: nothing contained
in the Charter authorized the United Nations to intervene in matters which were essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of any State. The Assembly would
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LIST
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41. The following is the list of factors approved by
the Ad Hoc Committee.
FACTORS INDICATIVE OF THE ATTAI]:\IMENT OF INDEPEND~
ENCE OR OF OTHER SEPARATE SYSTEMS OF SELF-GOVERNMENT

First Part

Factors indicative of the attainment of independence
A. International stains
1. International responsibility. Full international responsibility of the territory for the acts inherent in the
exercise of its external sovereignty and for the corresponding acts in the administration of its internal
affalrs.
2. Eligibility for membership in the United Nations.
3. General international retations. Power to enter
into direct relations of every kind with other governments and with international institutions and to negotiate, sign and ratify international instrnnrents.
4. National defense. Freedom of the territory to
enter into arrangements concerning its national defence.
B. Internal self-government
1. Form of go,'ernment. Complete freedom of the
P""Ple of the territory to choose the form of government which they desire.
2. Territorial government. Freedom from control or
interference by the government of another State in
respect of the internal government (legislature, executive, judiciary, and administration of the Territory).
3. Economic, social and cultural jurisdiction. Complete autonomy in respect of economic, social and
cultural affairs.
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of control, if any, by an outside agenc¥ on 0at authorit);,
whether directly or indirectly exerCIsed .1U the constitution and conduct of the executive branch of the government; .
J udkiary: The establishment of courts of law and
the selection of judges.
2. Participation of the population. Effective parn"!pation of the population in the government of the terntory: (a) Is there an adequate and approriate electoral
and representative system? (b) Is this electoral system
conducted without direct or indirect interference from
a foreign government j'4
3. Economic, social and cultural jurisdiction. Degree
of autonomy in respect of economic, social and cultural
affairs as illustrated by the degree of freedom from
econoric pressure as exercised, for example, by a
foreign minority group which, by virtue of the help of
a foreign Power, has acqnired a privile~ed. economic
status prejudicial to the general economIc mterest of
the people of the territory; and by the degree of freedom and lack of discrimination against the indigenous
population of the territory in social legislation and
social developments.

Second Part
FACTORS INDICATIVE OF THE ATI'AINMENT OF OTHER
SYSTEMS OF SELF-GOVERNMENT IN CONTINUING ASS0CIATION WITH THE METROPOLITAN COUNTRY OR IN
OTHER FORMS

A. General
1. Political advancement. Political advancement of
the population sufficient to enable them to decide upon
the future destiny of the territory with due knowledge.
2. Opinion of the population. The opinion of the
population of the territory, freely expressed by informed
and democratic proc!'SSes, as to the status or change
in status which they desire.
3. Voluntary limitation of sovereignty. Degree to
which the sovereignty of the territory is limited by
its own free will when that territory has attained a
separate system of self-government. Degree of ~dence
that the attribute or attributes of sovereignty which are
not individually exercised will be collectively exercised
by the larger entity thus associated.
B. International status
1. General internationaJ relations. Degree or extent
to which the territory exercises the power to enter
freely into direct relations of every kind with other governments and with international institutions and to negotiate, sign and ratify international inst::=ents freel:y.
Degree Or extent to which the metropolitan country IS
bound, through constitutional provisions or legislative
means, ~y !he f~eel¥ expressed. ~she:' of tIu: territory
in negotiating, SIgnUlg and ratifying mternational conventions which mav inflnence conditions in the territory.

Third Part
FACTORS INDICATIVE OF THE FREE ASSOCIATION OF A
TERRITORY WITH THE METROPOLITAN OR OTHER COUliTRY AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THAT COUNTRy

A. General
1. Political advancement. Political advancement of
the population sufficient to enable them to decide upon
the future destiny of the territory with due knowledge.
2. Opinion of the population. The opini0t.' of the
population of the territory, freely expressed by mfonn~d
and democratic processes, as to the status or change m
status which they desire.
3. Geographical considerations. Extent to which the
relations of the territory with the ~pita1 of the c,,:,~ral
government may be affected by CIrcumstances ansmg
out of their respective geographical positions, such as
separation by land, sea or other natural obstacles.
4. Ethnic a:nd cultural considerations. Extent to
which the population .ar~ of different ra,,;e, lan&Uage or
religion or have a distmct cultural hentage, mterests
or aspirations, distingnishing them from the peoples of
the country with which they freely associate themselves.
5. Constitutional considerations. Association (a) by
virtue of the constitution of the metropolitan country;
Or (b) by virtue of a treat); or bi1a~er~ agreement
affecting the status of the terntory, taking mto account
(i) whether the constitutional guarantees extend equally to the associated territory, (n) whether there are
powers in certain matters constitutional!y reserved..~o
the territory or to the central authonty, and (111)
whether there is provision for the participation of the
territory on a basis of equality in any changes in the
constitutional system of the State.
B. Status
1. Legislative represe"tation. ~epr:,sentation without
discrimination in the central legtslative organs on the
same basis as other inhabitants and regions.
2. Citizenship. Citizenship without discrimination on
the same hasis as other inhabitants.
3. Government officials. Eligibility of officials fr?m
the territory to all public offices of the central authonty,

2. Eligibility fo; membership in the United Nations.
C. Intenwl self-government
1. T erritori<ll goveYnnmzt. Nature and measure of
control or interference, if any, by the government of
another State in respect of the internal government, for
example, in respect of the following:
Legislature: The enactment of laws for the territory
by an indigenous body whether fully elected by free
and democratic processes or lawfully constitute~ in a
manuer receiving the free consent of the population;
Executwe: The selection of members of the executive branch of the government by the competent authority in the territory receiving consc;nt ~f the in<?genous
population, whether that authonty IS hereditary or
elected, having regard also to the nature and measure
4 For example, the following questions would be relevant:
(i) Has each adult inhabitant equal power (subject to special
safeguards for minorities) to determine the character of.the
governmeut of the territory? (U) Is thiJ! power exerCIsed

freely, i.e., is there an absence 0; und?~ influen~ fl!~ and
coercion of the voter and of the tmpostti~ of disabiltties ~
particular political lI"":?es? Some tests whieb eau be used m
the application o£ this factor are as follows:
(a) The existence of effective measures to ensure the demo-cratic expression of the will of the people;
.
(b) The existeoce of more than one political party m the
territory;
( c) The existence of a secret ba}.lC!~;
•
(d) The existence of legal prohihiticms on the exerCIse of

undemocratic practices in the course of elections;
(e)

~

.

Tbe extsteoce for the individual elector of a chOIce be-

tween candidates of differing political parties;
(f) The absence of "martial law" and similar measures at
election times.
.
. 'cal
..
Ciii) Is each individual free to express his poltti
optntons,

to support or oppose any political party or cause, and to

criticize the government of the day?

5

by appointment or election, on the same basis as those
from other parts of the country.
C. Internal constitutional conditions
1. Suffrage. Universal and eqnal suffrage, and free
periodic elections, characterized by an absence of undue
influence over and coercion of the voter or of the imposition of disabilities on particniar political parties.'
2. Local rights ond statltS. In a unitary system equal
rights and status for the inhabitants and local bodies
of the territory as enjoyed by inhabitants and local
bodies of other parts of the country; in a federal system
an identical degree of self-government for the inhabitants and local bodies of all parts of the federation.
3. Local officials. Appointment or election of officials
in the territory on the same basis as those in other
parts of the country.
4. Internal legislation. Local self-government of the
same scope and under the same conditions as enjoyed
by other parts of the country.
VII. CESSATION OF THE TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION ON THE NETHERLANDS ANTILLES AND SUIlINAM
42. By resolution 650 (VII) of 20 December 1952,
the General Assembly decided that the Ad Hoc Committee should examine carefully the documents submitted by the Netherlands Government relating to the
Netherlands Antilles and Surinam in the light of the
resolution on factors and should report to the General
Assembly at its eighth session.
43. The principal document submitted by the Netherlands Government was in the form of a communication
dated 31 August 1951, completed by a communication
of 30 November 1951 (AjC.4j200). The document
contained an explanatory note by the Netherlands Government and constitutional texts comprising articles of
the Constitution of the Netherlands (1948), the Interim Order of Goverrunent for the Netherlands Antilles (1950) and the Constitution of the Netherlands
Antilles (1950). The texts were transmitted in English
and, in addition, the full Dutch texts of the lelf<ll regulations of both the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam
were annexed.
44. When the Ad Hoc Committee met, a further
communication 'was brought before it in the form of a
letter to the Secretary-General dated 23 July 1953 from
• For oxlUllple, the followinlf

tests would be relevant:
(a) The existence of effective measures to ensure the democratic expression of the will of the people;
(~) The existence of more than one political party In the
terntory :
(c) The existence of a secret ballot;
(d) The existence of legal prohibitions on the exercise of

undemocratic practices in the course of elections;
(e) The existence for the individual elector of a choice between· candidates of "differing political parties;
(I) The absence of nmartial law" and similar measures at
election times;
(g) Freedom of each individual to express his political
opinions. to support or oppose any political party or cause, and
to criticize the government of the day.

Printed In U.S.A.

the Permanent Representative of the Netherlands to
the United Nations (AjAC.67j3).
45. In this last communication the Netherlands Government stated that according to Article 73 e, the obli"
gation to transmit information was subject to such
limitation as security or constitutional considerations
might reqnire. The Netherlands Government based its
decision to discontinue the transmission of information
in 1951 on this limitation. After the enactment of the
Interim Orders of Government which accorded a new
status to Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles, there
were constitutional objections to continning the transmission of information. The Netherlands Goverrunent
further expressed doubt whether the examination of
the discontinuance of the transmission of information in
the case of the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam would
be facilitated by applying the resolution on factors as
a yardstick. According to the Netherlands Government,
"the point is: has a territory attained such a measure
of self-government that it is fully responsible for the
three fields mentioned in Article 73 e, viz., the ecouomic, social and educational conditions"?
46. The representative of the Netherlands presented
this communication to the Committee, and said that the
Netherlands Government was confronted with the impossibility of transmitting information by the fact that
the Governments of the territories themselves had
opposed such transmission. He invited the Committee, and the Committee agreed, to hear on the
subject Mr. Pos and Mr. Debrot, General Representatives to the Netherlands Government in The Hagoe
for Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles respectively,
empowered by their respective Governments to act as
members of the Netherlands delegation.
47. The representatives of Australia, Belgium, the
United Kingdom and the United States of America,
though not all for the same reasons, agreed with the
Netherlands delegation that information on Surinam
and the Netherlands Antilles, hitherto supplied in accordance with Article 73 e, might now cease.
48. The representatives of Burma, Cuba, Guatemala
and Iraq did not consider that the reasons advanced
by the Netherlands delegation were sufficient to justify
the cessation of information because they were not in
conformity with the provisions of Geueral Assembly
resolution 648 (VII). The representative of Venezuela
maintained that, although the Ad Hoc Committee was
competent by virtue of its terms of reference to deal
with the matter, nevertheless, for practical reasons, it
would be better to refer the problem directly to the
General Assembly.
49. The views expressed by representatives are given
in the summary records of the sixth and seventh meetings of the Ad Hoc Committee (AIAC.67jSR.6 and 7),
to which the attention of the General Assembly is
drawn.
50. In view of the wide divergencies which prevailed
in the Ad Hoc Committee, it was decided that this matter should be referred to the General Assembly without
recommendation.
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of the Netherlands Antilles and Su rinam, and in
respect of Puerto Rico.
2. Tfle Fourth Committee spent thirty-seven meetings
in examining these questions. I mention this figure
as an indication both of the attention paid by the
Fourth Committee to the problems before it and as
a possible indication of the growing imp~ltance of
these questions in the international COl111l1Ul11ty.
3. The SECRETARY-GENERAL: In draft resolution V, concerning the employment of inte:na~jon~l
staff from Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, It
is stated that the Secretary-General has already taken
note of the wishes expressed in the Fourth Committee.
The draft resolution recommends that the SecretaryGeneral consider the desirability of continuing and increasing the recruitment of suitably qualified inhabitants
of the Territories in the United Nations Secretariat.
4. I should like to state on this occasion that the
most satisfactory way of meeting the wishes expressed
in the draft resolution would be, in the first instance,
to provide arrangements for training courses and
training service. The possibility of such arrangements
will be studied and the results reported to the General
Assembly for consideration in its Fifth Committee
as the body competent in questions of personnel policy.
5. The PRESIDENT: Before putting to the vote the
draft resolutions proposed by the Fourth Committee,
I shall call on those members who desire to explain
their votes. I believe the proceedings would be
expedited if members were able to include in a single
intervention the explanations of their votes which
they desire to make on any of the draft resolutions
now before the General Assembly.
6. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) (translated from Spanish) : I would ask representatives to
take a look at Article 18 of the Charter. My delegation
is of the opinion, which it will support with documents,
that the vote on any question connected with Chapter
XI of the Charter, whatever its importance, requires.
at present only a simple majority, and that the twothirds maj ority required for other important questions
can not apply to that chapter so long as the Assembly
has not created a: new category to that end.
7. Among the draft resolutions which will come up
for discussion today is one on the subject of factors,
which some delegations seem to consider as requiring
a two-thirds majority vote in view of the importance
of the subject. I should like to say first of all that
nothing which the Mexican delegation may say here
should be interpreted as detracting in any way from
the importance of the question. My delegation proceeds
on the assumption that any matter with which the
Assembly deals is important and worthy of respect.
With regard to the draft resolution on factors the
importance attributed by my delegation to that question
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1. Mr. RIFAI (Syria), Rapporteur of the Fourth
Committee: On behalf of the Fourth Committee, I
have the honour to present to the General Assembly
the Committee's report [A/2556 and Corr.l] on items
32, 33 and 34 of the agenda of the General Assembly.
The agenda items relate to information from N onSelf-Governing Territories, the factors which should
be taken into account in deciding whether a territory
is or is not a territory whose people have not yet
attained a full measure of self-government, and the
examination of the cessation of the transmission of
information under Article 73 e of the Charter in respect
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is shown by the fact that we were among the sponsors
of the principal amendments to the draft.
8. We are only proposing to demonstrate here that
under our present rules of procedure it is clear and
beyond doubt that questions relating to Non-SelfGoverning Territories, whatever the importance of the
individual case under consideration, should be decided
by a simple majority vote and not by a two-thirds
majority. We are stating this view out of loyalty to
the United Nations and in a spirit of disinterested cooperation, because it is clear that a uniform rule on
the subject will be favourable to some of the draft
resolutions we sponsor but not to others. Today we
are making use of the same right which other delegations possess to express opinions contrary to ours. We
shall expound what we believe and give the sound
arguments that militate in our favour. It goes without
saying that if the majority of the General Assembly
expresses itself in favour of another principle, the
Mexican delegation will.' as always, respect its decision.
9.

Article 18, paragraph 2, reads:
"Decisions of the General Assembly on important
questions shall be made by a two-thirds majority of
the members present and voting . . ."
The reference here to "important questions" has
aroused in many minds a doubt as to whether it applies generally, or merely to the categories which the
article proceeds to enumerate and any further categories for the subsequent determination of which provision is made in the same clause. As this confusion is
due merely to a drafting defect in the Charter, and
as many find it difficult to believe that so solemn an
instrument can contain any such glaring omission, it
is logical that I should have recourse to the support of
an authority who must obviously be uppermost in the
minds of all who are in any way connected with the
United Nations. Hans Kelsen, in his well-known work,
The Law of the United Nations, pages 180 and 181,
writes as follows:
"As to the voting procedure ... the Charter distinguishes between 'important questions' and 'other
questions'. . . . This is not a very fortunate terminology. If the General Assembly is dealing with a
question at all, this question can hardly be considered
as unimportant. The intention was to differentiate
decisions which require a two-thirds majority and
decisions which require only a simple majority.... "
It must not be thought that that distinguished writer is
our only authority. After tracing the matter to its
source, and to the real authority by which all Members
of the United Nations should be guided-the records
of the San Francisco Conference-we shall refer to
other authorities on the same subject.
10. It is easy to imagine the confusion that the Charter would have caused had it spoken of "important
.questions" without any qualification, in cases where
the Assembly had to consider questions which some
delegations regarded as "important" and others as "less
important". There would then have been no point in
enumerating the questions to which the two-thirds
majority rule applied, still less in leaving the door open
for the determination of new categories 0 f such questions. The confusion begins to disappear when we read
in Article 18, paragraph 3, of the Charter that:
"Decisions on other questions, including the determination of additional categories of questions to

be decided by a two-thirds majority, shall be made
by a majority of the members present and voting,"
Here, as you see, the term "important questions" is
dropped in favour of the correct terminology, "questions to be decided by a two-thirds majority". It is this
part o~ Article 18, the origins o~ which we propose to
trace nght back to the San FranCISCo Conference, which
establishes beyond any possibility of doubt that the
founders of the United Nations had in mind "categories
?f questions. to be deci.de? by a two-thirds majority",
r.e, those whIch,. by ~helr 1.mportance, gave rise to prolonged and special discussion ; that of the expulsion of
Members is a case in point.

11. As an illustration of this, it may be observed, for
example, that several of the questions enumerated in
paragraph 2 of Article 18, such as recommendations
with ;espect to. the maintenance .of peace and security,
questions relating to the operation of the trusteeship
system, and budgetary questions, cannot be regarded
as being questions in themselves, but as categories or
classes of questions, which include a multiple of di fferent topics.
12. A first argument which will help to throw light
on this point is the following. The Charter states in
so many words that "questions relating to the operation of the trusteeship system" shall be decided by a
two-thirds majority. Hitherto we have passed about
fifty resolutions in this category, all of course by a twothirds majority. As I have already stated, the Mexican
delegation is not casting doubt on the importance of
any of the questions we have under consideration. But
no one here present can fail to wonder whether all
these fifty resolutions relating to trusteeship can be
regarded as important. That is to say, will anyone
assert that any of them is more "important" than other
resolutions, obviously of outstanding importance, which
were adopted by a simple majority because they referred to questions not included in the categories appearing in Article 18? I will take at random resolution
651 (VII), under which the General Assembly, without mentioning a single reason, decided to postpone
consideration of the question of South West Africa
until the eighth session. All of you know very well that
that resolution was adopted because the session was
drawing to a close and there was no time to study the
question. There was nothing else to be done. Let us
take another example, also chosen at random, resolution 654 (VII), which again has no preamble and in
which the General Assembly takes note of report of
the Trusteeship Council and recommends that the
Council, in its future deliberations, should take into
account the comments and suggestions made in the
course of the discussion of the Council's report at the
Assembly's seventh session. The Mexican delegation
does not underestimate the importance of either of those
resolutions. But a good majority of those here present
wiI1 agree that the two decisions I have mentioned,
which 'were adopted by a two-thirds majority, were
less important than many very weighty resolutions
adopted by a simple majority.
13. Let us now look at the reverse side of the medal.
Is there anyone here who would deny that a special
session of the General Assembly can only be convoked
to deal with a matter of particular importance? Yet a
decision so serious, so costly and so important as that
of convoking a special session of this august body is.
taken, not by a two-thirds majority, but by a simple
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majority, since Article 20 of the Charter, at which I
would ask representatives to look, says so explicitly.
The importance of the question is self-evident. And
yet it is decided by a simple majority.
14. There is one very impressive example which we
may consider in order to settle this point. We have
been looking at Article 18 of the Charter. Who among
us, considering the gravity of our debates on important
questions, would feel moved to deny that the "determination of additional categories of questions to be
decided by a two-thirds majority" is an especially difficult and serious question, and manifestly of outstanding importance? Consider it for yourselves: under
Article 18, paragraph 3, this basic question, which
many consider tantamount to a revision of the Charter, is decided by a simple majority of members present
and voting, because the Charter says so. A question
which gave rise to most complicated and animated
debates at San Francisco on account of its obvious
importance, and which in my own view is a far bigger
matter than the list of factors, is decided by a simple
majority. Yet that simple majority is insufficient to
recommend that the flag of the United Nations should
be hoisted over the Trust Territories. A simple majority is not entitled to express even its most trivial
thought with regard to trusteeship questions or to the
budget.
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18. As we have seen, Article 18, paragraph 2, of the
Charter specifies the category of "questions relating
to the operation of the trusteeship system", but does
not include in the list questions relating to the N onSelf-Governing Territories. That is to say, questions
relating to Chapters XII and XIII of the Charter are
expressly included. I thus have a reason for stating
that those relating to Chapter XI are expressly excluded.

17. The matter to which Article 18, paragraph 3,
of the Charter expressly refers is the determination
of additional categories. If any delegation wished to
propose that the questions mentioned in Chapter XI
should be decided by a two-thirds majority, it would in
fact be proposing the determination of a new category.
The determination of a new category of questions to
be decided by a two-thirds maj ority vote would undoubtedly be a subject for discussion by this Assembly.
But that question is not on our agenda, and if anyone
wishes to propose it, he will assuredly have to wait
until the next session or, if he attaches sufficient importance to it, he can try, by using the machinery provided by the rules of procedure, to have the matter
accepted for discussion at the present session.

19. My delegation is not among those responsible for
the negotiations, during the last period of the San
Francisco Conference, which led to the division into
two parts of the chapter dealing with N on-Self-Governing Territories and Trust Territories. Most of those
present know that these two subjects, that is to say,
all matters relating to non-autonomous peoples, were
dealt with at San Francisco by the same commission,
Commission Il, and by the same committee, Committee
4, in the form of paragraphs A and B of a single
draft entitled the Conference "International Trusteeship
System". Many of you will remember with pain how
that courageous attempt to open up a new era in colonial
affairs was finally frustrated. When Commission II held
its third meeting, on 20 June 1945, Chapter XI had
already been severed from Chapters XII and XIII;
Chapter XI had been bereft of most of its force and
the influences working against the clear and precise
obligations established in Chapters XII and XUI in
respect of the ac1ministration of Trust Territories had
succeeded in raising the barrier of the two-thirds
majority vote.
20. Let me remind you first of all of the manner in
which the system of categories of questions to be
decided by a two-thirds maj ority vote was introduced.
At its first meeting, on 30 May 1945, Commission II
heard the Rapporteur say, in explanation of a report
from Committee 1 ; in the following words: "The Cornmittee recommends that the following important questions should be decided in the Assembly by a twothirds majority...."; there followed a list of six categories of questions, all of which were approved. The
Conference had been sitting for two months, but those
questions did not include either those relating to N onSelf-Governing Territories or those concerned with
trusteeship. I would refer in passing to the precise
interpretation given by those who were drafting the
Charter to the term "important questions", that is to
say, categories expressly specified in the Charter.
21. It was only after the disjunction of the NonSelf-Governing Territories from the Trusteeship System proper that Committee 4 submitted the proposal
on voting procedure to Committee 1. The Secretary
of Committee 1 entered it in the records of the fifteenth
meeting in the following words: "The question relating to the operations of the Trusteeship System can be
added as one of the important questions requiring a
two-thirds vote of the General Assembly for decision".2
Thereupon the Chairman of the Committee addressed
the representatives as follows: "The question is to add
to the list of important questions in the Charter the
question regarding the operations of the Trusteeship
System.t'" The proposal was approved unanimously.
The unity of the single chapter on which the Conference had been working until that point was broken.

1 See Charter
of the United Nations, Commentary awd
documents, second and revised edition, 1949, Lcland M.
Goodrich and Edvard Hambro.

• See United Nations Conference on Lnternationci Organizat1on, Commission Il, Committee 1, 18 June 1945, vol. 60.
• Ibid.

15. There can therefore be no doubt that until the
General Assembly has determined additional categories,
there is nothing in the Charter automatically authorizing decisions on other questions by a two-thirds majority. If, as some representatives will certainly wish to
remind me, the Assembly has sometimes agreed to a
two-thirds vote on questions to which that system of
voting does not apply, the reason must be sought not
in Article 18 but in Article 10 of the Charter, which
authorizes the Assembly, generally speaking, to do as
it likes.
16. The only fair and legal procedure to my mind, in
cases such as that before us, is for the Assembly to
determine whether or not the question to be decided
comes within the categories already specified in Article
18. Goodrich and Hambro- refer in that connexion to a
basic resolution concerning South Africa, which, after
being discussed in its context and despite its manifest
importance, was voted upon by a simple majority
because it did not fall into any of the categories
specified.
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Its two parts, which went under the cognate titles
"General Policy" and "International Trusteeship System" received the totally unrelated titles they now bear
in the Charter, and care was taken-quite correctlyto draft Article 18 in such a manner as to leave no
doubt that the category of questions to be decided by
a two-thirds majority applied only to the Trusteeship
System.
22. Some of you will doubtless wish to refer to two
important resolutions on N on-Self-Governing Territories, resolution 567 (VI) of 18 January 1952 and
resolution 648 (VII) of 10 December 1952, for which
it was suggested that a two-thirds majority vote should
be required. In the case of the first, Denmark asked for
a two-thirds majority vote and Cuba objected. In the
second case, the President pointed out that one delegation had requested a two-thirds majority vote, and
there is no record of any objection.
23. The PRESIDENT: I am sorry, but the speaker
has already exceeded the time-limit by many minutes.
24. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) (translated [rom Spanish) : It goes without saying that in
those cases, or, indeed, in any other, the legality of
such a procedure is open to doubt, as it is clear that
there are no provisions authorizing the Chair to make
such a decision ex officio.
25. The Mexican delegation, like many others, does
not consider it right that certain limitations which apply
typically to trusteeship affairs should be applied to
Chapter XI of the Charter, without any of the benefits
contained in Chapters XII and XIII. We have tried
constantly to reconcile our point of view with that of
the administering Powers, but have invariably come
up against this difficulty. When the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories and
the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors were set up, we were
conscious of the persistent shadows of the Trusteeship
Council, for the membership .of those committees never
differed from that of the Fourth Committee, or of the
Assembly. That is to say that in moments of crisis we
saw our majority melt away and found ourselves discussing fundamental questions on a footing of equality
with the administering Powers, although the latter
are in a definite, though important, minority. When
democratic procedures are applied, it is the majority
which logically decides joint action.
26. The procedure to which I have just referred
provoked a crisis during the present session, when it
was suggested that a sub-committee should be established which would once again reflect the type of membership of the Trusteeship Council. The proposal met
with vigorous resistance and the representative responsible for it quickly deleted that part of it, and in its
revised form it was on the point of adoption.
27. I have another page of arguments on this point
which I shall not read since, as the President has already pointed out, I have exceeded my time. I will
make these arguments available to....
28. The PRESIDENT: I regret that I cannot allow
the representative of Mexico to continue because there
are many other speakers. I think that the point has
been well made and understood by the Assembly. If
the representative of Mexico would like to finish, I
shall aJlow him only one minute more.
29. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) (translated frol1l Spanish) : The case of factors, which we are

considering, is typical of this anomaly. Because the
majority had given up its rights, we have been considering the question fruitlessly for several years. I
am far from discounting its importance. The points
suggested to us are not properly speaking factors but
simple lists 0 f considerations providing a framework
for debate, in which each can freely express his views
and vote accordingly. The examination of any of these
factors at random reveals that none of them establishes
the degree to which we can, by studying them, determine a territory's independence. I can tell you in
all sincerity that if this Assembly today rejects the
draft resolution before it, the loss will not be irreparable. There is already a list in resolution 648 (VII),
but, above all, there is the fact that at this session we
have voted on questions of self-government in three
cases, and no one has needed any guidance. It would
indeed be inconceivable that we, the representatives of
independent countries assembled here, jealous as we
are of our own rights, should be unable to define a
full measure of self- government.
30. I have now made clear our legitimate purposes and
the spirit in which we are putting forward these
considerations. In conclusion, we request that any questions relating to Non-Self-Governing Territories may
always be decided by a simple majority.
31. The PRESIDENT: I should suggest to representatives that interventions be kept as brief as possible.
32. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark): I shall try to
economize our time. The Danish delegation would, contrary to the views expressed by the representative of
Mexico, wish the President to confirm that the question
dealt with in draft resolution I, "Factors which should
be taken into account in deciding whether a territory
is or is not a territory whose people have not yet
attained a full measure of self-government", is an
important question both in the general sense and, more
particularly, as defined in Article 18, paragraph 2, of
the Charter and rule 84 of the rules of procedure.
Otherwise, these stipulations are really devoid of any
meaning.
33. The President will recall that in 1951, and again
in 1952, it was suggested that this was an important
question and would require a two-thirds majority, and
that the General Assembly voted on it with this understanding. The draft resolution now before us purports
to lay down certain criteria to be taken into account in
determining the field of application of Chapter XI of
the Charter. In the view of my delegation, this is clearly
an important issue, and I would ask the President to
confirm the view taken by her predecessors and accepted by the Assembly that this is so. The views of
the authors quoted by the representative of Mexico
were already known when the Assembly took an opposite stand on previous occasions. The Assembly will
surely wish to act with consistency.
34. The PRESIDENT: In order to expedite the work
today, I should like to summarize the situation, as
pointed out by the two representatives who have spoken.
The representatives of Mexico and Denmark have
raised the question of the majority required for the
adoption of the draft resolution which is about to be
voted upon.
35. According to the record, the A~sembly has n~ver
been called upon specifically to decide thIS. question,
although it did give its tacit assent to a ruling that a
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two-thirds majority was required on this subject. I
believe, therefore, that inasmuch as the question has
been raised in this manner, the best course to follow
would be for the Assembly itself to express its opinion.
36. I shall therefore put the motion of the representative of Mexico to the vote. The motion is to the effect
that the draft resolution may be carried by a simple
majority.
The motion was adopted by 30 votes to 26.

37.

Mr. LAWRENCE (Liberia): I am intervening
to explain briefly the reason why my delegation will
vote in favour of draft resolution VII of the Fourth
Committee, originally submitted by seven Latin American Powers, taking note of the opinion of the United
States as to the cessation of the transmission of information on Puerto Rico under Article 73 e of the Charter and releasing it from further responsibility to submit information on Puerto Rico.
38. In previous statements, my delegation has stated
in a categorical manner its interpretation of the phrase
"a full measure of self-government" as it appears in
Chapter XI of the Charter. One of the reasons for
this intervention is to reaffirm our views on this interpretation and to state emphatically that our vote in
this particular instance should not be construed as a
r~nunciation in the slightest degree of this point of
VIew.
39. I do not believe any representative will maintain
that Puerto Rico is independent or that it has attained a full measure of self-government, as my delegation has time and again defined the term, but we
have been informed by the representative of the United
States that the new constitution, which has brought
about the present status of Puerto Rico, was freely
adopted by more than 80 per cent of the Puerto Rican
people in a referendum; and this statement has
remained unchallenged in a manner which might have
justified a different consideration. The Committee's
refusal to grant the oral hearings requested by the
Puerto Rican parties, who wanted to appear before it to
present what might have been a different point of view
about the people and conditions in Puerto Rico, leaves
us with nothing other than the statement of the representative of the United States upon which to base our
consideration. The point in the United States statement
which appealed to my delegation wa~ the asserti.on
that the present form of government 111 Puerto RIco
was the result of the free and untrammelled choice of
the people 0 f Puerto Rico taken in popular elections.
I n these circumstances, we do not feel that any attempt
should be made to "0 behind the statement of the
United States delegation, and full faith and credit
should be accorded to what it has submitted, in recognition of the principle of mutual respect and consideration.
40. With regard to draft resolution VII, the provisions of paragraph 9 do not close ,the door to eventual
full independence for the Terntory whenever tl;e
peoples of both countries desire it. As any change m
the status of Puerto Rico will require the agreement
of both parties, it might be felt that Pu~rt~ Rico will
be forever bound to the United States III ItS present
limited partnership. This is indeed a possi'~i1ity, ~~t
the traditional generosity and free~om~lovlllg spirit
of the people of the United States, which Impelled them
spontaneously to grant freedom and independence, to
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the peoples of the Philippines and Cuba, and which
today has made Puerto Rico among the most advanced
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, will, we believe, in due course bring to the people of Puerto Rico
a full measure of self-government as we have always
defined it in these halls.
41. The history of the people of the United States
in colonial affairs supports this liberal view. At the
end of the great war of 1914, while its allies were
busily engaged in dividing and apportioning the loot
of their conquests without reference to the local inhabitants, the United States consistently refused to
have any part in this traffic. When the Second World
War came to a close, the United States, though in a
position to add great land areas to its domain, steadfastly declined to swerve from its traditional opposition
to the colonial traffic and remained aloof from it.
Trusteeship over Libya was even offered it, but it
refused this responsibility and instead lent its aid to
the establishment of what is today a free and independent Libya.
42. We do not know of another Power which can
boast of a similar record. It is therefore in the light
of these achievements, and in the firm conviction that
the traditional spirit of freedom and the acknowledgment of the right of peoples to self-determination,
which we believe pervades the hearts and minds of the
people of the United States, will prevail, that my delegation will feel justified in voting in favour of draft
resolution VII.
43. Indeed the examples which the United States has
set in the colonial field should inspire those Powers
which are today engaged in thro~tling, disp.osse~sing
and oppressing the peoples of Afnca and ASIa WIth a
new sense of value and with the realization that the
apothegm of the "fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man", to which they have paid such fervent
lip service whenever their imperialistic aims may thus
be enhanced, will one day come to pass.
44. Mr. VAN LANGENHOVE (Belgium) (translated from French) : The Bel~ian. delegation ;¥ishes to
sta te the main reasons why 1t Will vote agamst draft
resolution I on the factors to be taken into account in
determining whether a territory is or is not selfgoverning.
45. In the first place, the draft resolution. is designed
to confer upon the Assembly powers WhlC~ are not
conferred upon it by the Charter and to depr.lve ~em
bel' States of a sovereignty they have not relInqUIshed.
Such a resolution, if adopted despite the j tlstified. opposition of all the States it affects, would remain a
dead letter; its only result would be to lessen the
prestige of the United Nations.
46. Secondly, the draft resolution is designed to
sanction a restrictive interpretation of the Charter
which the Belgian delegation has constantly resisted,
namely, the interpretation favoured by: ~he States which
wish to limit the benefit of the provisions of Chapter
XI, concerning the Non-Self-G~verning Territories,
to the indigenous peoples of colonies and protectorates.
47. In contrast to this restrictive interpretation, the
Belgian delegation favours a br~a~l interpretation extending the benefit of those prOVISIOns to all non-sel~
governing indigenous peoples, regardles~ of the terr~
tory they inhabit. The Belgian delegation bases this
broad interpretation on three fundamental arguments.
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48. First of all, a textual argument: the words "colonies and protectorates" do not appear in the Charter,
which refers to the territories concerned as "territories
whose peoples have not yet attained a full measure of
self-government". Obviously, the peoples of the colonies and protectorates are not the only ones which have
not yet attained a full measure of self-government. The
point has, of course,' been made that Article 74 of the
Charter implies that the provisions in question do not
apply t~ the peoples of the metropolitan areas, but
those who imagine that they can legitimately infer that
those clauses are thereby limited to the peoples of
colonies and protectorates have failed to pay due attention to the actual terms of the Charter. The only definition of the territories covered by Chapter XI appears
in Article 73, and not in Article 74. Article 74 is
limited to a reference in that corinexion to Article 73.
It is therefore a glaring error of logic to look for that
definition in Article 74 and to attempt to base it on
so arbitrary an interpretation of the term "metropolitan areas" that it is made to include, against all
rhyme and reason, islands situated at more than 600
miles from the mainland of the State to which they
belong and inhabited by a primitive and almost unknown people.
49. Our second argument is factual. To claim that the
colonies and protectorates are the only territories whose
peoples are not yet fully self-governing is tantamount
to claiming that the indigenous primitive or semiprimitive peoples of America, Asia or Malaya are
already fully self-governing within the meaning of
the Charter. In fact, they are so backward that, where
they do not altogether escape the administration of the
State to which they belong, they are placed under a
special legal or administrative constitutional system,
just like the peoples of colonies. Furthermore, they are
totally different, not only by reason of their primitive
character but also race, language, and culture, from
the peoples fr0111 whom the government administering
the State emanates. These peoples, who may be counted
in their millions, are almost completely isolated from
the centres of government. They are generally separated from them by vast stretches of almost impenetrable jungle. They are often practically the sole inha:bitants of vast territories where the general legal
code does not apply. True, they are an integral part
of the State on whose territory they dwell, but the
same holds good of, for instance, the peoples of the
Congo, the Belgian Congo being also an integral part
of the Belgian State.

50. Our third argument is a moral one. Several Members of the United Nations which were previously
Members of the League of Nations undertook in
Article 23 of the Covenant to "secure just treatment
of the native inhabitants of territories under their
control". That undertaking, couched in terms almost
identical with those' contained in the Covenant, reappears in Chapter XI of the Charter. No one ever claimed
at the League that that undertaking was limited to
the peoples of colonies and protectorates or disputed
the view that it covered all indigenous populations.
It was cited at the League in circumstances which
prove that it was an effective safeguard for those
peoples. Nobody will assert that those indigenous
peoples have since progressed so far that the international community need no longer concern itself with
them. On the contrary, the committee of experts set

up by the United Nations to study the problem of
slavery recently carried out an investigation which
shows that they arc often grossly maltreated. Under
Article 23 of the Covenant, the indigenous peoples
were entitled to a measure of protection which is
called in question today. Thus, their situation, far from
having improved, has worsened. It is therefore an
elementary humanitarian duty to restore to the indigenous peoples the safeguards of which millions of them
have been deprived and to -which they are entitled
ur:d~r the very t~rms of the Charter, inste~d of perIU1tt1l1g the continuance of a state of affairs which
were it to persist, would represent a deplorable retrogression in international law. The Belgian delegation
urges all those who have the interests of other peoples
at heart to co-operate in this task.
51. Let me now briefly explain our vote on draft
resolution VII concerning the cessation of the transmission of the information prescribed in Article 73 e of
the Charter in the case of Puerto Rico. The Belgian
delegation unhesitatingly suscribes to the views expressed in that draft resolution on the measure of selfgovernment attained by the people of the free, associated State of Puerto Rico. It considers, therefore,
that the decision of the United States Government to
cease transmitting such information is fully justified.
We cannot, however, vote in favour of the draft resolution, because we do not recognize the competence of the
Assembly to pass judgment or to take a decision in
this matter.
52. The Belgian delegation is actuated by the same
fundamental reasoning in its attitude to draft resolution
VI, concerning the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam.
53. Mr. CANAS (Costa Rica) (translated from
Spanish) : My delegation is going to explain its vote
on draft resolution VII, relating to Puerto Rico, which
is now before the General Assembly.
54. When we spoke of Puerto Rico in my country,
fifteen years ago, we thought of it as a captive and
subjugated sister country which desired a future of
improvement and progress and we, as nationals of an
independent country, awaited the time when we should
be able to welcome Puerto Rico to our family of
American nations.
55. When we speak of Puerto Rico today in my
country, we think of it as an island where progress is
in full swing, where freedom is fully enjoyed by all,
and where a painstaking group of honest and very
conscientious men work ceaselessly to give their COUl1try an efficient government with far-reaching powers,
an island to which students from my country already
go to seek knowledge and from which they return
with what they sought.
56. The General Assembly is being requested officially
to recognize that Puerto Rico today has the status of a
free associated State, which its inhabitants accepted by
a free plebiscite, and is not the colonial territory it was
before, but one which possesses not only an independent
government but a good government.
57. A few weeks ago, my country flew the Puerto
Rican flag in honour of the visit of its Governor. For
us, whose country is situated in the same geographical
area as that island, whose destiny does not lie in our
hands but in the hands of tile men who live and
work on it, Puerto Rico is a beautiful and true example
of a stable and democratic government, and of a people
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which fully enjoys fundamental freedoms and even
those which are not fundamental, if such there be.
Puerto Rico is a stimulus to those of us who live in
the Caribbean region. The Caribbean, America, and
the whole world need the example of stable and
democratic governments which look to the future,
with bold economic and social ideals and bold programmes of social, educational and human improvement, like the programmes which the present government of Puerto Rico, of its own accord and without
any foreign assistance, is today carrying out to the
admiration of those who are interested in such matters.
58. If, as events have proved, Puerto Rico has ceased
to be a colony, and if the Puerto Rican people has
chosen by means of completely free plebiscites and
elections-no one disputes the freedom or honesty
with which they were conducted-to take the road it
wished to take, is the United Nations General Assembly going to tell the Puerto Ricans that this road
which they have chosen of their own free will is not
the road we feel to be that of self-determination?
Are we going to tell them that proper government for
them is not the one they have freely chosen, within the
framework of one of the most modern of constitutions,
but another one, chosen by us? Such an attitude would
be contrary both to logic and to realities.
59. My delegation cannot understand how, once a
people has its own government, the General Assembly
of the United Nations can tell that people that in its
opinion it is still a colonial people. We cannot understand how once the United States has ceased to be the
administering Power in Puerto Rico, the Assembly
of the United Nations can tell the United States that
it is wrong and that it must continue to act as the
administering Power in Puerto Rico, although neither
it nor Puerto Rico so wishes.
60. The opinion seems to be held in certain circles
that the fate of that country, which for us is a sister
country, depends on what is decided here. Such an
opinion is illusory. A colleague of mine stated, wh 7n
the matter was being discussed in the Fourth COl11Imttee that Puerto Rico did not need our vote in order
to 'achieve independence because Puerto Rico was
independent, with or without that vote. He added,
putting it more graphically, that it was not the accolade
which made a knight, but that the accolade was. required simply in order that a man might be recognized
as a knight.
61. Much has been said in books and by writers about
Latin America being an area of revolutions and dictatorships. But we have here a country which is not
such an area and which comes to us, not because it
has ceased t~ be such an area, but in order that we
may proclaim to the four corners of the earth that it
is not such an area. My delegation wishes to appeal
to the delegations of the other Latin-American countries to support the draft resolution before us, as an
accolade which kindred peoples give to this people
which is entirely free and unshackled, this fine democracy which expresses the ideal which the constitution of our regional organization so eloquently describes.
62. What more are we going to ask? That the Puerto
Ricans should change their mind and take the road
towards independence which the countries here represented point out to them? The Governor of Puerto
Rico, when he recently visited my country, stated
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in brusque terms: "The Puerto Ricans enjoy the type
of independence which they desire and not the type
which others wish to impose on them."
63. This General Assembly is fully competent to
decide what it has been asked to decide. There is no
need to demonstrate that competence exp1i~itly, .since
it is tacitly recoznized by the fact that the item IS on
our agenda, andbthat no one has so far objected to it.
This is why my delegation does not attach p~ram~unt
importance to paragraph 6 of the dra.ft ~esolutlOn, S111ce
it merely reiterates what we all admit 111 fact.
64. But the presence of this paragraph has ~aused
some delezations to consider the draft resolution as
inadmissible. Consequently, if the draft is voted upon
paragraph by paragraph, my delegation will vote against
paragraph 6 in the hope that it will ?e deleted ~nd
that the draft resolution as a whole '11'111 then receivr
the largest possible number of votes. But I ask the
other delegations to support the draft even though
the paragraph i1; question remains in i.t, to the end that
the United Nations may fully recognize the autonomy
and self-government now enjoyed by the island of
Puerto Rico.
65. Mr. LODGE (United States of AO?erica) : he
United States is proud of its new. rel.atlOnsh1p ."':'Ith
Puerto Rico and of the joint contribution to p~ht1cal
progress which our two peoples have made, While, of
course, I strongly favour the new status of Pl;1erto
Rico as a self-governing commonwealth as~oclated
with the United States, I am not here to review the
facts which my colleagues, Mrs. Bolton and Mr. Fernoz, have already explained fully to the Fo?rth C~m
mittee. My purpose in asking to sIX;ak 1!0W IS to bring
to the General Assembly the followmg Important message from the President of the United States.
66. I am authorized to say on behalf of the President
that if, at any time, the Legislative Assembly of Puerto
Rico adopts a resolution in £avoU1: o~ more ;complete or
even absolute independence, he will lmmeg1ate1y thereafter recommend to Congress that such independence
be granted. The President also wishes me to say that,
in this event he would welcome Puerto Rico's adherence to the Treaty of Rio de Janeiro and the United
Nations Charter.
.
67. The President's statement is an e;x:pression of the
traditional interest which the United States has always
had in encouraging and promoting political freedom
for all peoples in all parts of the world .whenever <:onditions are such that their freedom WIll not be Jeopardized by internal or external pressures.
68. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) (translated fro'm
Spanish) : My delegation is much gratified ?y the st~te·
ment which the United States representative has Just
made. It fully -confirms what my dele~ation had the
honour to state in the Fourth Committee; we ther
expressed our certainty that when the people of P?ert{
Rico said to the United States: "We have been friends
and associates now we wish to be only friends", the
United States Government, in keeping with its glorious
tradition, would concede the complete independence
requested by that people.
69. With regard to the draft resolutions before us.
my delegation does not propose to reiterate 1t~ V1e~"
on the question of factors. We stated those views rr
the Fourth Committee; we derive them from the authors
of the Charter, and they show that the argument
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frequently advanced by the Belgian delegation in the
General Assembly is completely at variance with the
legitimate interpretation which the actual authors of
the Charter placed on Chapter XI, namely, that Chapter
XI applies only to the peoples of territories which have
not yet achieved a full measure of self-government, and
not to more or less backward peoples living within
the national frontiers of independent territories.
70.

I wish to refer in particular to draft resolution

VII which the Fourth Committee has submitted to
the General Assembly and which concerns Puerto
Rico. My delegation has repeatedly expressed the
view that Puerto Rican people, by its own abilities
and thanks to the good will of the United States Government, has already attained a very considerable
measure of self-government. <My delegation, which
represents a country allied by ties of kinship to Puerto
Rico, has for centuries followed the Puerto Rican
people's struggle for freedom and enthusiastically
applauds its progress towards self-government. In doing
so, we heartily congratulate both this sister nation
and the United States Government, which has made
such progress possible.
71. However, we are not called upon to decide whether
the status which has been granted to the Puerto Rican
people is good or bad, or whether or not it helps that
people to realize fully its national aspirations. It is not
for us to grant or to deny liberty to the Puerto Rican
people. Our task is a different one; it is simply to
determine whether or not the degree of self-government which the Puerto Rican people has reached corresponds to what the United Nations Charter calls "a
full measure of self-government".
72. With this thought in mind, and from this point
of view alone, my delegation is fully convinced that
the present government of Puerto Rico is, in practice,
subject to such limitations and depends so much on
the United States that the country cannot be regarded
as having reached the full measure of self-government
which the United Nations requires. For this reason,
my delegation will again oppose the draft resolution
approved by the Fourth Committee, whilst at the same
time expressing the sincere hope that the noble Puerto
Rican people will every day advance a step further
towards a full measure of self-government and will
be able of its own free will to achieve its aspirations
in their entirety. What are those aspirations? That is
the affair of the Puerto Ricans, and theirs alone. By
their own free will they must decide what those aspirations are, what it is the people want. And whether that
is full independence, or a more or less close association
with the United States, or the arrangement which they
have at present, my delegation, my people and my
government, will applaud their choice whole-heartedly.

73. The PRESIDENT: Inconnexion with the votes
which are about to be taken on each draft resolution,
opportunity will be afforded for explanations of vote
either before or after each vote. The General Assembly
will now vote on the draft resolutions submitted by
the Fourth Committee [A/2556 and Cord].
Draft resolution I, including the annex, was adopted
by 32 votes to 19, with 6 abstentions. "J 1..\ dDraft resolution II was adopted unanimously. -~\ \..\
Draft resolution III was adopted by 43 votes to 8,
'lJJith 7 abstentions.
_'.\ \\;,
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Draft. resolution
wg"s arbPted by 48 votes to
none, wtth 8 abstentions.
l.\<,~)
Draft resolution V w,as adopted by 39 votes to 15
with 6 abstentions. 0"\; l.\ t,
,
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74. Mr. MUNRO (New Zealand) : I am aware that
the General Assembly has just voted on draft resolution I, dealing with factors, and that it voted a short
while ago on the question of the majority necessary
for the adoption of these draft resolutions. But I am
now approaching another matter. Before the President
invites the General Assembly to vote upon draft resolutions VI and VII, I request her to regard them
both as raising important questions and, as such, subject to the application of rule 84 of the rules of procedure. These draft resolutions relate to the cessation
of the transmission of information under Article 73 e
of the Charter with respect to the N on-Self-Governing Territories of the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam, and with respect to Puerto Rico. Decisions have
already been taken by the Governments of the Netherlands and the United States respectively to send no
further information in accordance with Article 73 e
of the Charter to the Secretary-General upon the Territories.
75. May I state very briefly why my delegation regards the draft resolutions as important questions.
Article 73 e of the Charter imposes an obligation on
Member States which have or which assume responsibilities for the administration of Non-Self-Governing
Territories to transmit regularly to the Secretary General information of a statistical nature on these Territories. The decisions of the General Assembly in relation to a determination by the administering States to
cease transmitting information, I submit, may intimately
concern the obligations of those Member States. The
decisions of the General Assembly on these two matters are, furthermore, of supreme importance to the
inhabitants of the Territories concerned. They will be
watching what we do here today with the greatest
interest, for our decisions may have an important
bearing on their political future.
76. Finally, these decisions of the General Assembly
involve, to some extent, a judgment upon the actions
of the two Member States, a judgment which surely
should not be lightly passed. I trust that the members
of the Assembly will give these draft resolutions the
careful consideration they deserve. If the President
should feel obliged to put my request to the vote, I
would urge its support upon all representatives who
have the welfare and progress of the dependent territories seriously at heart, and I would submit to them,
with great respect, that if these questions are not important, then the word has ceased to have importance.
77. The PRESIDENT: I regret that I cannot put
the proposal of the representative of New Zealand to
the vote because the Mexican proposal was intended
to cover draft resolutions VI and VII as well as draft
resolution I, and the decision of the Assembly which
has already been taken applies to all three draft resolutions.
78. Mr. MUNRO (New Zealand) : As the President
will appreciate, I would be the last to wish to dispute
one of her rulings. All that I wish to say-and I do
not know how many of my fellow representatives here
agree with me-is that, as I understand the matterI may be mistaken-the vote of the Assembly was in
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respect of draft resolution I, dealing with factors, and
that she has allowed representatives to speak on all
the draft resolutions by way of explanation of vote.
But I had n?t understood that t~e vote of the Assembly
wa~ one which affected the particular draft resolutions
which I have now mentioned.
79. The PRESIDENT: The speech of the Mexican
representative covered the entire field. As such I feel
that he intended equally to deal with draft resolutions
"Y'I and VII, as well as with draft resolution 1. I should
like the representative to confirm or to deny that.
80. Sir Percy SPENDER (Australia) : I would suggest that this matter ought to be left to the Assembly
to decide. It is not my purpose here to contest the
understanding of the President of the issue which was
placed before us by the representative of Mexico. All
I can say is that I am not the only representative in
the room who thought otherwise. Had it been so I
certainly would have asked leave to express my views
upon the matters which were involved.
81. Since there seems to have been a substantial deg~ee of misunderstanding, I am sure that the President
7"1~1 agree that the Assembly ought to decide whether
It l!1te,nds that the two-thirds majority or the simple
majority rule should apply to these two draft resolutions. I can assure the President, without any pretence
at all, .that I had no idea, when the motion of the represent~ttve of Mexico was put to this Assembly, that it
applied to draft resolutions VI and VII.
82. Sir Gladwyn JEBB (United Kingdom) : Before
we ~ake a decision on this extremely important point,
I think that we ought to have a little more discussion
as to where we are going. I do not really believe that
these things can be decided by a sort of snap vote. We
?ught to. have a little more discussion. This, I suggest,
IS very Important. I do not see why representatives
should be denied the right to express their views.
Therefore, in. two minutes,.r should like to explain
why I, too, 111 common WIth the representative of
Australia, thought that what was put to the vote when
the representative of Mexico had finished speaking
was not that all matters arising out of Chapter XI
should re.quire a si~ple majority vote, but rather that
the. or;e Item relating to factors should require that
majority.
83. If, .as I unde:stand it, it is now a question of
our having to decide that all matters pertaining to
Ch;;pt~r XI should automatically require only a simple
maJor~ty then, .more especially in view of the narrow
maJ<:mty by wl~l1ch the decision on factors was adopted,
I think that this Assembly ought to be allowed to have
some debate on the matter. It is an important matter
and nothing less.
84. In my view, it is a strange theory that is being
put to us by the representative of Mexico. It has now
bee? .defined what he meant. He said that all matters
d.envmg f:orr; Chapter XI should be decided by a
SImple maJonty. Now, what does the Charter say?
Under Article 18, the ~harter lays down ~hat important
matters should be decided by a two-thirds majority.
It states:
"Decisions of the General Assembly on important
qt:esttolls shall be made by a two-thirds majority...."
All Itnpo~tant ma.tte:s should !herefore?e decided by
a tw.o-t~lrds majority, And It even grves a list of
certain Items which are regarded as important by
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definition in the Charter itself. It then goes on to sayand here, I admit, there may be a certain ambiguity in
the Charter:
"Decisions on other questions, including the determination of additional categories of questions to be
decided by a two-thirds maj ority, shall be made by a
majority of the members present and voting."
85. In a sense, the question is: does the word "important" mean "important" or does it not? Obviously,
from an ordinary reading of the Charter, since it is
said specifically that important matters must be decided
by a two-thirds majority, the word "other can only
relate to unimportant questions. And incidentally, as
we know, among the matters which are specifically
stated to be important in the Charter there is the
matter ofthe operation of the Trusteeship System. Now,
if the operation of the trusteeship system is laid down
in the Charter itself as important, so that resolutions
in regard to it require a two-thirds majority, in the
light of common reason are not matters relating to
Chapter XI, by analogy, equally important? Why should
matters relating to Chapter XI be regarded as unimportant and matters relating to the Trusteeship System be regarded as important? There is no logic there of
any kind.
86. In my humble opinion, and in the opinion of my
delegation, the Mexican argument really amounts to,
and must be deemed to amount to, saying that matters
relating to Chapter XI of the Charter are unimportant
matters. However, that was not the view expressed
by the representative of Mexico. He did not say that
at all. He said that they were highly important, that
all these matters were of the first importance. Therefore there is clearly an inherent contradiction in what
the representative of Mexico said. First of all, he said
that they were highly important matters. Then he said
that decisions by the General Assembly 011 important
questions had no relation to this case. How does he
explain that? On the face of it, it seems to me that
. this is an impossible decision for the Assembly to
have taken, even in regard to the question of factors. If
it is going to be extended to the whole matter of Chapter XI, it is really rather grave.
87. Of course, I know that under the terms of paraI?raph 3 of Article 18 it is in fact possible-and it has
Just been demonstrated that it is possible-for the
Get;er~1 Assembly to decide, in its wisdom, by a simple
majority that any matter, no matter how important
is no~ really important but only one of the "other';
questions Ul:d~r the Charte.r. N otbing can prevent it
fro.m so d~cldmg. 11; fact, It showed its wisdom only
a little while ago. 1 herefo~e n?body can prevent the
Ger;er~l Assemb}y fr.om acting m t1115 way if Cl simple
m~Jonty so desires It to act. However, as we see it,
WIth gre.at def~re~ce to everybody who shares a different VIe,!" this IS really an irresponsible act on the
part of this great body.
8~. N;1ore especially was it regrettable, in our view,
since, ~n~tead of deciding under paragraph 3 of Article
18, as It?S empowered to do, that an additional category
?f questions should be decided by a two-thirds majorrty, the Gen~ral Asser;tbly was asked, in the contrary
sense, .to decide-s-and IS now asked as I understand it
to .de~lde-tha.t an additional categ~ry-in this case of
que.stlOlls rel~tl11g to Chapter XI-should be decided by
a SImple majority, which is absolutely the reverse of
what the Charter evidently intended.
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89. Finally, may I just say that, after all, the presumptive reason why the authors of the Charter provided that some matters specifically, and others because
they are important, should be decided by a two-thirds
majority, was because they felt, and I think rightly,
that a resolution passed by a two-thirds majority, while
it could not be binding, as we all know, would at least
exercise some moral authority over all Members. It is
for those, I suggest, who supported-and who now
support-the motion before us to say whether it was
their conscious wish, and is their conscious wish, to
detract from the moral authority of any resolution
relating to Chapter XI which may be passed in the
future by the General Assembly. If that is what they
want us to do, then let us do it.
90. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America) : I,
too, thought that we had voted only in connexion with
the draft resolution on factors. I wonder whether, in
order to help us all-including the United States delegation-to get out of this confusion, which seems to be
general, the President would be good enough to have
the stenographic record of her remarks, when she
put the matter to vote, read to us? Vlfe would greatly
appreciate this.
91. The PRESIDENT: I intervened a moment ago
to interpret the speech of the representative of Mexico.
Since then he has confirmed that my interpretation
was correct. However, in view of the situation that
has now developed, I am quite prepared to ask the
General Assembly whether it wishes the decision taken
a while ago to be interpreted as including draft resolutions VI and VII.
92. Sir Percy SPENDER (Australia) (from the
floor): The correct way in which it should be put
is whether the Assembly does or does not apply the
two-thirds rule, and not the way in which the President suggested it should be put.
93. The PRESIDENT: I do not see how I can bring
that up at this moment. The decision already taken.
was in ccnnexion with a simple majority, and that is
what we are dealing with at the moment.
94. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) (translated from
Spanish) : My delegation has no objection to the Assembly being consulted in this matter; we wish, however, to call the attention of the members to the rules
of procedure. In the first place, we have an Assembly
decision adopted by 30 votes to 26. To change this
decision, a two-thirds majority is required. In the
second place, the President has already given a ruling
as regards the interpretation of this matter, and a twothirds maj ority is also required in order to change the
President's ruling.
95. The PRESIDENT: It was not a ruling, it was
only an interpretation.
96. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) (translated from
Spanish) : I thank you for correcting me.
.
97. Mr. MUNRO (New Zealand}: I think I can
safely say that the President knows that neither my
delegation nor I would pay any disrespect to one of
her rulings, and we all know here that it is possible
for misapprehensions to arise in respect of a vote.
98. I am most reluctant that there should be a change
in the Assembly which would reverse one of the
President's findings-one of her rulings-and, indeed,
with great respect to the President, I am reluctant that
the matter should be approached in the way she sug-

gests. If I may say so, I think it would be fitting to the
dignity of the high office which she holds and the
responsibilities of this Assembly, if she would agree
that, on a matter where there has been misunderstanding, we can vote as the representatives of sovereign
States on this most important question as to whether
the two-thirds rule is applicable or not.
99. Mr. KYROU (Greece): As I understand the
whole situation, the President has not given any ruling;
she only interpreted the motion of the representative
of Mexico. I think we could go on with this discussion
for hours. That is why, in the circumstances, I feel
that what the President has just suggested is the
only solution. She interpreted the motion of the representative of Mexico as applying to the seven draft
resolutions, and this interpretation was confirmed by
the Mexican representative himself, so I think the
only way out of this difficulty would be to ask whether
the Assembly shares this interpretation.
100. Sir Percy SPENDER (Australia) (fro'm tile
floor) : Putting it more specifically, the question should
be put to the Assembly as to whether it was or was not
an important question within the meaning of Article
18, paragraph 2, of the Charter.
101. The PRESIDENT: I would like to draw to
the attention of the representatives who have been
pressing this point that a vote has been taken already.
Therefore the only way in which this matter can be
clarified is the way I have just put it to the house. I
do not see, after the vote has been taken and the
mover of the proposal himself intended it to apply
in the way in which it was interpreted by the Chair,
that we can suddenly turn round at this stage. Maybe
this would be possible after some clarification.
102. Sir Gladwyn JEBB (United Kingdom) : I wish
to speak on a point of clarification. I must say that I
do not find the situation very clear. I thought that the
President put the original vote on the Mexican proposal-perhaps I am wrong-in relation simply to the
draft resolution on factors. If I had thought that the
question was going to be put on the whole issue of
Chapter XII, which I understand has now been suggested, then I certainly would have asked for, and I
hope the President would have granted me. my right
to speak.
103. What exactly is the situation now? Do I understand that the President holds that the vote we took
on the Mexican proposal did relate to all matters coming up under Chapter XI, whatever they might be, or
only to the seven draft resolutions? That again is
obscure, at any rate in my mind. Our decision and our
attitude must be governed by exactly what did happen
when the question was put. Therefore, may I join with
the representative of the United States in asking that the
stenographic record of what happened when the President actually put the question should be read out.
Then we would all know where we were and what it
was to be presumed that we were voting on.
104. The PRESIDENT: I think that probably what
happened was that a number of the representatives
were not listening very closely to the statement of the
representative of Mexico. My interpretation was based
solely on the words stated by him; I have not put any
words into his mouth. The statement made by him
conveyed to the Chair the fact that it was intended to
cover draft resolutions VI and VII as well as draft
resolution 1.
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Mr. VYSHINSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) (translated from Russian): The USSR
delegation invariable observes the rules governing the
activities of the Genera! Assembly and the United
Nations as a whole most attentively and meticulously.
!O6. I should make it clear on behalf of my delegation
that I too understood that, as the President has explained, the vote we took on the question a certain
representative raised earlier, before we proceeded to
vote on these seven draft resolutions, was a vote on
all the draft resolutions. This I understood not only
from the way the question was put, but from the actual
substance of the drafts. The content of none of those
seven draft resolutions-as I see the matter, and to
the best of m)' knowledge and belief-is such as to
warrant its classification among the important questions such as those relating to trusteeship, referred
to inArticle 18 of the Charter and rule 84 of the rules
of procedure.
107. The United Kingdom representative quoted the
Charter to show that it provides that questions relating to the ~lperation of th~ Trust~eship ~ystem are
among the Important questions which require a twothirds majority. Permit me to point out, however, that
the draft resolution we are now speaking of, draft
resolution VI is in no way concerned with questions
relatinz to the operation of the Trusteeship System.
If you\vot1ld care to run through the draft resolution
now, paragraph by paragraph, you will s~e that It
contains precisely nothing about the operation of the
Trusteeship System.
108. That, of course, is no accident. Turning to the
rules of procedure, which reproduce the corresponding
text of Article 18 of the Charter, we see that they
refer not to trusteeship questions in general but !o
questions relating to the operation of the Trusteeship
here
System. The only place in draft resolutior:
there is any kind of reference to trusteeship IS 10 the
last paragraph, which requests the Government of the
Netherlands to transmit regularly to the SecretaryGeneral the information specified in Article 73 e of the
Charter. But that is not a question relating to the operation of the Trusteeship System. It is simply a request
to the Netherlands Government to perform the obligations already incumbent on it. The p.aragraph goe~ on:
"in regard to the Netherlands Antilles and Sur~n~m
such time as the General Assembly takes a deCISIOn
that the transmission of information in regard to those
Territories should be discontinued". So it was obvious
to me and I am sure that it was clear to many other
delegations as well, that this is not by any mean~ a
question relating to the Trusteeship System, upon ;Vh.lch
a decision has to be taken by a two-thirds majority,
but a question of continuing to transmit informatio~.
Now, transmitting information and t.he Trl1st~eshlp
System are not the same thing. Questions relating to
the Trusteeship System mean any changes that may. be
reqnired for the operation of that system. I see nothing
of that nature here. Naturally, therefore, I assumed
that this required a simple majority.
109. I should like to draw attention to the fact that
We have reached draft resolution VI. That mean? that
we have alreadv voted on five draft resolutions ",:Ithout
anybody bringIng up the question. o~ whether it was
necessary to have a two-thirds majority. We vot~d on
draft resolutions I, Il, Ill, IV and V b~ a Simple
majority; but when we came to draft resolution VI, .we
were all of a sudden confronted with the suggestlOn
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that this part particular draft was sufficiently important
to require a majority of two-thirds, I consider that
this draft resolution does not differ, as regards importance, from the preceding ones, any more than
from draft resolution VII. Consequently I consider that
of course we must vote on this draft by a simple
majority, and that the decision taken was in order.
llO. If the President puts to the meeting the question whether or not the decision we took concerning
a simple majority was in order, then of course, the
Guatemalan representative is right to insist on the ~p
plication of rule 82 of the rules of procedure, which
provides for a two-thirds majority. Should it be deemed
necessary to vote again on the President's decision-a
decision which in my opinion was perfectly in orderit would mean reconsidering a General Assembly
decision on the matter. In that case a vote under rule
82 would be unavoidable, which means that this decision that has already been taken can only be altered
or departed from if the alteration is decid.ed on by a
two-thirds majority at the present session of the
Assembly.
111. Mr. MENON (India): It is not clear to my
delegation on what item this debate is now being conducted. If it is on a point of order, I understand that
there may be two speakers in favour and two speakers
against. However, since the precedent has been set up
for having a general debate on this matter, I should
like to submit that in the view of my delegation, a
proposal was submitted by the representative of Mexico
and was opposed by the representative of Denmar~.
The President's interpretation, or rather, the President's ruling, since there is no provision for an int.erpretation was given when she was asked that the motion
should cover all seven draft resolutions. The only
possible procedure" th,erefore, is .either to challenge the
ruling or to submit It voluntat ily to chaUen,ge. I do
not see how we can have another. vote on this m~tt~r
unless the ruling that has been given by the Chair IS
challenged and a new decision taken.
.
.
112, I should like also to point out that, since deah?g
with draft resolution I, we have already dealt With
others on education self-government and ma!ters .of
that character, and surely it is. only. just ,at this point
that the objection has been raised 111 this manner. I
do not think that it would be proper for me to g?
into the merits of Article 18 of the Chart~r, but It
may be stated that that article refers specifically to
matters which must be submitted to- th~ two-thirds
rule. And when, in any law, there IS a specI~c mention,
then not only the implication but the meaning and the
intent of such a clause is that in all other matters that
specification shall not apply.
.
113. For these reasons I submit that "": should P!Oceed with this matter in accordance With the ruling
already given by the President.
114. Mr. PIGNON (France). (translated froll~
French) : After the explanations given br some of the
previous speakers, it seems to me obvious that t~e
circumstances in which we voted were confused. Did
we even vote on a motion? It would appear that what
we actually voted on was a speech, which o.f course
contained certain conclusions, but also certam. arguments or illustrations which seem to have been mistaken
for conclusions in the legal sense of the term.
115. On what was the President's interpretation
based? On a confirmation by the representative of
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Mexico. But that confirmation was retrospective; it
was an afterthought, since it was given after the vote
had taken place. It seems to me, therefore, that its
value is at best purely relative.
116. In the circumstances, I should like to propose a
solution, subject to the Mexican representative's consent. Since the President's ruling was, so to speak,
based on his decision, he would be doing us a great
service if he would agree, for the sake of clarity and
the good understanding that should prevail in the
Assembly, that his motion-if I may thus describe
what was in fact a speech-was concerned only with
the factors of self-government, and if he would permit
us to take another vote now.
117. The PRESIDENT: This is developing into a
debate. Representative after representative has conveyed the impression to me-and I am becoming a
little confused about my own impressions-that there
is a confusion. What I am trying to do is to dispel the
confusion, and for that reason I had reworded the
motion I wanted to put to the vote. I shall now call
upon the representative of Australia, who has indicated his desire to address the Assembly on this point,
but I do beg that since we are trying to clear up something that is confused we should not add to the confusion.

118. Sir Percy SPENDER (Australia) : I shall obey
the President's injunction as best I can, and shall seek
not to add to the confusion, but I think that the
matter is a very simple one.
119. In the first place, may I suggest that a speech
does not make a motion. A speech ranges over many
fields. The only question is what was the point, the
issue or the question before the Assembly. I have
taken the trouble to inquire what the question was.
There were a number of items on the agenda this
afternoon. The item which was voted on was the item
concerning factors relating to Non-Self-Governing Territories. No one disputes that. In the course of his
speech the representative of Mexico referred to a number of other matters, as one normally does when one
makes a point. But the only question is what was the
nature of the motion which he intended to put before
this Assembly. In truth, no motion was put before the
Assembly, but the President interpreted what the representative of Mexico had in mind, and the only question, as I understand it, which was put before the Assembly was on the first item. In putting it to the vote
the President said: "The motion is to the effect that
the draft resolution"-"draft resolution" in the singular-"may be carried by a simple majority."

cided earlier-I have tried to reword the motion. As I
said earlier, I am only trying to clarify the understanding that existed at the time of the first vote, and it is
by no means clear that everyone's understanding was
the same. Therefore I should like to suggest that we
take the matter up in the form of ascertaining whether
it is the wish of the Assembly to interpret the decision
taken on voting procedure as applying only to draft
resolution I.
122. Accordingly, I shall put to the vote the proposal
that the decision taken on voting procedure shall apply
only to resolution I. A vote by roll-call has been requested.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
The United States of America, having been drawll
by lot by the President, uios called upon to vote first.
In favour: United States of America, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, France, Iceland, Israel,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Peru, Sweden, Union of South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britan and Northern Ireland
Against: Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Burma, Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Egypt, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Saudi
Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Abstaining: Chile, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua.
The proposal was rejected by 34 'votes to 21, with 4
abstentions.
123. The PRESIDENT: It is necessary now to take
a decision on draft resolutions VI and VII, and I should
therefore like to put to the vote a motion providing that
a simple majority is required to carry draft resolutions
VI and VII.
124. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico)
(translated from Spanish) : I promise to be exceedingly
brief. I wish to point out that in the whole of my
speech I made it abundantly clear that the Mexican
Government requested that voting on any matter concerned with Chapter XI should be by simple majority
and not by a two-thirds majority. That was clearly
stated throughout my speech. Although unfortunate
circumstances prevented me from concluding my statement, it will be easy to verify from the verbatim
record that I finished with the words:
"We request that any questions relating to NonSelf-Governing Territories may always be decided
by a simple majority".

120. The representative of the United States asked
that the stenographic record should be read. I can only
say for myself that I was listening to the debate as I
b~lieve mo~t people were, and that I understood precisely, I think, what was the question put. May I suggest that the stenographic record should be read and
that, in any event, no question of technicalities should
stand in the way of this Assembly deciding for itself
this very important question of whether, under Article
18, paragraph 2, of the Charter, this is or is not an
important question.

125. My delegation thinks that the President's ruling
on this matter should be upheld. We regard the vole
which we have just taken as upholding the correct
interpretation placed by the President on my words;
we therefore think it inappropriate in the circumstances
to take a further vote. Naturally my delegation will,
~s always, act in accordance with the President's rulmg.

121. The PRESIDENT: For the very reason raised
by the representative of Australia-namely, because I
want the Assembly to have the fullest opportunity of
deciding as it wishes in the knowledge of what it de-

126. Mr. MATES (Yugoslavia): I
regrettable that, instead of continuing
on the draft resolutions, a kind of
discussion has developed. I would not

agree that it is
to take the vote
semi-procedural
have wished to
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participate in this discussion if again an interpretation
of .t~e C~arter had not been put forward which, in my
opmion, IS completely erroneous, and it is because of
this misinterpretation, I think, that most of the difficulties in this debate have arisen.
127. It has been stated here by the representative of
the . United Kingdom and other representatives that
Article 18 of the Charter specifies that on some impo.rtant questions a vote should be taken by a twothirds .maJonty, and that the Assembly can decide on
other Important questions which should also be voted
on by a two-thirds majority. First of all, I think it is
a very difficult matter to vote on whether a question
is important or not; it might have different importance
in the mind.s of various delegations, and it might be
extremely difficult to agree on a common denominator
in ~Il cases. However, I think that all this argument,
which has even gone so far that a vote has been
asked on whether the question involved in such and
such a draft resolution is important or not, is completely without any point. Article 18 of the Charter
states that on important questions the vote will be by
a two-thirds majority, and then it gives an exhaustive
enumeration of those questions which are important,
and paragraph 3 of Article 18 states that the decisions
on ~ther questions shall be by a simple majority, ineluding adecision as to whether some additional categories of questions are to be decided by a two-thirds
111:1. j ority.
128. The English text of the Charter may have misled
the representative of the United Kingdom, because
paragraph 2 of Article 18 says: "These questions shall
include"-and then comes an enumeration. But I
should like to pay tribute once again to the French
language from this rostrum. The French text of the
Charter is an official text-and if, in a legal document
which is valid in two or more languages, one leaves
open a doubt and another is precise, then the interpretation has to be taken from the more precise text. This
is a legal concept which I suppose nobody in this
Assembly will contest. What is written in the French
version of Article 18 of the Charter? I shall quote
the French text:
"Les decisions de r Assemblee generale StW les
questions im,portantes sont prises a la majorite des
deux tiers des membres presents et uotamts;"
That is the law. Now comes the definition: "Sont C'onsiderces comme questions i1~portantesJJJ and then there
is an enumeration of the important questions.
129. If there is any meaning in these words, it is
that decisions of the General Assembly on important
questions shall be by a two-thirds vote, and then these
important questions are enumerated. "Sont consulerees"
is a definition of the term "important questions" which
is used in the first sentence of Article 18, paragraph 2.
"Sont considerees comme questions importantes", and
then all the questions considered important are enumerated. Nothing concerning Chapter XI of the
Charter is in this enumeration. Besides, paragraph 3
states:
"Les decisions sur d' all/res questions, :v compris
IlL determination de nouuelles categories de questions
a trancher a la majorite des deuxtiers, sont prises
cl la majorite des membres presents et uotants:"
That means that unless a question comes within one
of the categories enumerated in Article 18, paragraph
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2, a vote has to be taken by a simple majority. There
can be no doubt about it, and all procedural wrangling
about it is completely outside the field of the Charter.
130. As I said, I asked to speak because I think that
a much more serious question is involved than a vote
on one or two draft resolutions. It is a question of the
Charter. I wanted to clarify this point and particularly
to point out again that I should consider any vote
to consider a question to be important or 110t as being
contrary to the Charter, because the Charter does not
require us to pronounce on the importance of questions,
but gives a technical term to important questions and
gives a definition and enumeration of these categories
and says:
"Decisions on other questions, including the determination of additional categories of questions to
be decided by a two-thirds majority...."
That means that the Assembly can exceptionally determine to vote on other categories by a two-thirds
majority without pronouncing on whether they are
important or not.
131. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) (translated from
French): The Mexican representative has just explained to us very clearly that the purpose of his
motion was to decide that the draft resolutions before
us today and, generally speaking, the draft resolutions
concerning Chapter XI of the Charter, should be subject to the simple majority rule.
132. I do not think this motion should have been
put to the vote, since all questions submitted to the
General Assembly, except important questions, are
subject to simple majority decisions, and the important
questions are those mentioned in Article 18, paragraph
2, of the Charter and those which the General Assembly
may decide, by a simple majority vote, to classify
among the important questions.
133. The question today is not whether the Assembly
wishes decisions to be taken by a simple majoritywhich is the rule-but whether it is prepared to decide
that the two questions now before it should be governed by the two-thirds majority rule. These two
questions are as follows. First, is the cessation of the
transmission of information on the Netherlands Antilles and Snrinam justified? Secondly, is the United
States decision concerning Puerto Rico justified?
134. If the Chair considers it necessary, I would propose that there be put to the vote a motion that the
General Assembly decides that these two problems are
important.
135. The PRESIDENT: We shall now proceed to
vote on the question of whether draft resolutions VI
and VII may be carried by a simple majority.
136. I call upon the representative of Guatemala on
a point of order.
137. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) (translated from
Spanish) : I am sorry, Madam President, but I do not
quite understand what we are doing. I am under the
impression that we are going to vote for the third
time to the effect that we do not wish these draft
resolutions to be subj ect to a two-thirds majority
vote. The first time was when the President put to
the vote the motion of the Mexican representative,
the second time was the vote which has just taken
place, If I understood ~he Spanish interpretation
correctly, the President put the following to the vote:
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does the General Assembly wish that the decision by
simple majority should apply only to draft resolution
I? The Assembly's reply was a categorical negative.
What does that mean? It means that the Assembly
wishes the decision on the seven draft resolutions to
be taken by a simple majority. Why should we vote
again on the question whether the decision on the last
two draft resolutions should be taken by a simple
majority or by a two-thirds majority?
138. I think that the appropriate procedure is to vote
forthwith on draft resolutions VI and VII, and that
the decision on those drafts should be taken, in accordance with what the Assembly has already decided,
by a simple majority.
139. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) (translated front
French) : The President proposes to put to the vote
the question whether the draft resolutions before us
may be adopted by a simple majority. That is tantamount to asking the General Assembly whether the
Charter may be complied with. The Charter states that
all questions are to be voted by a simple majority, with
the exception of important questions such as the questions classified as important in Article 18, paragraph
2, of the Charter as well as the questions which the
General Assembly itself decides are important. That
is how this term has been constantly interpreted since
the United Nations was first set up.
140. I say again, I do not believe it is possible to put
to the vote the question whether the Charter should
be complied with. All questions submitted to the General Assembly are settled by a simple rnaj ority, unless,
by a decision taken by a simple majority, the General
Assembly decides that a particular question is an important one.
141. In order to put an end to the present confused
situation, I shall move-and if the Chair considers it
necessary I shall submit it as a formal motion-that
the General Assembly considers that the two draft
resolutions which are to 'be put to the vote are important questions.

142. Mr. VYSHINSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) itronskaed front Russian) : If I understood
correctly, the question now is whether we should
decide on draft resolutions VI and VII by a simple or
by a two-thirds majority. In that case I should like to
know what we voted on a moment ago. What was
our last vote about?
143. The way I saw it was this-and the whole
thing is very clear and simple: the Mexican representative proposed that the vote on all the draft resolutions
should be by a simple majority. Draft resolution I was
voted on by a simple majority; draft resolutions II,
Ill, IV and V were voted on by a simple majority.
When we came to draft resolution VI the question
arose whether or not the Mexican representative's
proposal also applied to draft resolutions VI and VII
that is, to all the draft resolutions-so that they would
all be decided on by a simple majority-or whether
he had only meant draft resolution I.
144. The President then declared that the Mexican
representative's proposal applied to all the draft resolutions. But since it was difficult for the President to
impose her opinion to that effect, she put it to the Assembly, after first asking the opinion of the Mexican
representative. The Mexican representative confirmed
the fact that his proposal had applied to all the draft

resolutions. The question was put to the vote, and it
was decided by 34 votes in favour to 21 against, apparently, that the proposal applied to the seven d!aft
resolutions, which meant that all the draft resolutlOl1S
had to be decided on by a simple majority.
145. The President is now putting the question
whether or not the decision on draft resolution VI
should be taken by a simple or by a two-thirds majority. But that has been decided already. I entirely agree
with the Guatemalan representative that it has been
decided. And if it has been decided, why should we
decide it again? The President feels a certain diffidence.
I understand her scrupulous attitude; she wants to be
absolutely objective, and she is right. But we must not
be sacrified to such excessive scrupulousness. We lTI;tst
not be made victims and go on indefinitely speakmg
and voting on the same question. I believe that we
should be guided by the decision taken.
146. To conclude: if the President, or anyone else
wants to have another vote on this question, it will
mean reconsidering a decision already taken. The ?ecision taken was to vote on all the draft reso.l u t.ioris,
including draft resolutions VI and VII, by a simple
majority. If the matter is to be reconsidered, rule 82
of the rules of procedure will have to be applied. Rule
82 allows it to be done. But I strongly protest against
that rule being invoked, because the vote that has just
been taken has confirmed that all the draft resolutions,
draft resolution I to draft resolution VII inclusive,
must be decided by a simple majority. I therefore beg
the President to put these draft resolutions to the
vote.
147. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America):
I support the proposal of the representative of Belgium. In particular, the draft resolution concerning
Puerto Rico, which directly concerns the United States
and the Government and people of Puerto Rico, is to
my delegation the most important item in the report
of the Fourth Committee. Moreover, this draft resolution directly involves the discharge and the fulfilment
of an obligation specifically set forth in an article of
the Charter, namely, Article 73. My Government has
made every effort possible to discharge this obligation
in good faith, and in fact has done more than the letter
of the Charter requires. My delegation feels that this
question is an important matter within the meaning
of Article 18 of the Charter, and therefore definitely
requires a two-thirds majority. I hope most earnestly
that the President will put the Belgian proposal to the
vote.

148. The PRESIDENT: Much as I appreciate the
efforts of various representatives to try to clear up this
situation, and particularly the effort of the representative of Belgium, I regret that it is not possible for me
to do anything at this stage. We have just voted on the
interpretation of the motion on voting procedure, and
the General Assembly has indicated that it did not
intend to limit the application of that motion to resolution 1. N<Jw draft resolutions VI and VII remain, and
we have to vote on them. I think that point is quite
clear, and the only thing we can now do is to go ahead
and vote on those two draft resolutions. The decision
which the General Assembly has just adopted applies
both to draft resolution VI and to draft resolution
VII. We shall vote on those two draft resolutions
separately.
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149. I shall put to the vote first draft resolution VI.
155. Nevertheless, the Fourth Committee adopted
A separate vote on both paragraph 3 and paragraph 6
draft resolution VI containing an amendment by the
of that draft resolution has been requested.
Soviet Union, by which the Netherlands Government
was requested "to transmit regularly to the SecretaryThe preamble and paragraphs 1 and 2 were adopted
. General the information specified in Article 73 e of the
by 30 votes to none, with 15 abstentions.
Charter in regard to the Netherlands Antilles and
Paragraph 3 was adopted by 33 votes to 5 with
Surinam
until such time as the General Assembly takes
13 abstentions.
'
a decision that the transmission of information in reParagraphs 4 and 5 were adopted bv 39 votes to 2
gard to those Territories should be discontinued."
with 15 abstentions.
,
Pamgraph 6 was adopted by 35 votes to 13, with 2
1.56. Now that that.draft r~solution, including operaabstentions.
tive paragraph 6, which has just been quoted, has been
Tli d ft
It'
adopted by the General Assembly, I shall not dwell on
et 1'°3 r~stlo ~8l wblt tas c:- WhJole was adopted by 33
the question whether it is within the competence of the
V ot es 0 1
v~\·
G aI A ssembl y to decid
..
' 1C'1 t a s entums. :\
A:ener
eCI e w1ten t h e transmission
0f

X

150. The PRESIDENT: The General Assembly will
information on a Non;-Self-Governing Territory may
, c e a s e , a. compete~ce whlcl: the Netherlands Government
vote next on draft resolution VII.
emphatically denies, I Wish only to express the regret
of my delegation that the aforesaid paragraph 6 should
151. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark): I have two rehave been included in this resolution and to state that,
quests in connexion with draft resolution VII. First,
whatever the opinion of the majority of the members
I should like a separate vote,by roll-call, to be taken
of the General Assembly may be on this question, the
on the last paragraph of the preamble, and, secondly,
Netherlands Government cannot possibly act in a way
I request that a vote by roll-call should be taken on
which would be contrary to its own laws and Constitudraft resolution VII as a whole.
tion; nor is it prepared to take steps which would be
at variance with the opinion and the wishes of the
152. The PRESIDENT: Before putting draft regovernments and parliaments of the Netherlands Ansolution VII to the vote, I shall call upon the repretilles and Surinam, whose interests are at stake in
sentative of the Netherlands for an explanation of his
this controversy.
delegation's vote on draft resolution VI.
153. Mr. SPITS (Netherlands) : When the question
of the cessation of the transmission of information on
the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam was debated
in the Fourth Committee of the General Assembly, the
Netherlands delegation informed the Committee that,
uncler the terms of the interim orders of government
which at present embody the constitutions of the two
Territories concerned, the parliaments of those Territories-freely elected on a basis of general, direct
and secret suffrage-have full power to legislate with
respect to economic, social and educational affairs,
without any interference from the Netherlands Government. The transmission of information on any of
these subjects by the Netherlands Government, and the
assumption of responsibility which the transmission of
information entails, would therefore be an infringement of the autonornv of Surinam and the Netherlands
Antilles and contrary to the constitutional provisions
of the two Territories concerned, as well as to the
Consti tu tion of the Netherlands.
154. Since Article 73 e of the Charter states that the
obligation to transmit information to the SecretaryGeneral is "subject to such limitation as security and
constitutional considerations may require", the Netherlands Government believed that that article fully
authorized the cessation of the transmission of information, in the circumstances which I have just described. This view was supported by representatives of
the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam, who declared
that their governments and parliaments considered that
the transmission of information by the Netherlands
Government was incompatible with the implementation
and development of the autonomy already established
in their countries, and felt that, from a constitutional
point of view, they could not be expected to transmit
that information to the Netherlands Government for
communication to the United Nations under Article
73 e of the Charter.

157. The PRESIDENT: The General Assembly will
now vote on the first five paragraphs of the preamble
of draft resolution VII.
The paragraphs were adopted by 39 votes to none,
with 17 abstentions.
158. The PRESIDENT: We shall now vote 011 the
sixth: paragraph of the preamble. A roll-call vote has
been requested.
A vote was talken by roll call.
The Union of Soviet Sociarist Republics, having
been drawn by lot by the President, was called 1~pon
to vote first.
In favour: Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Chile,
China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, El Salvador,
Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Ukraiinan SSR.
Against: United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, United States of America, Australia,
Belgium, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark,
France, Iceland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Sweden, Turkey,
Union of South Africa.
Abstaining: Brazil, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Honduras, Israel, Nicaragua, Peru.
The paragraph was adopted by 34 votes to 19, with
7 abstentions.
159. The PRESIDENT: We shall now vote on the
whole of the operative part of the draft resolution.
The operative part of the draft resolution was adopted
by 26 votes to 11, with 19 abstentions.
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160. The PRESIDENT: The Assembly will now
vote on draft resolution VII as a whole. A roll-call
vote has been requested.

1

A vote was taken by roll-call.
The Union of South Africa, having been drawn by
lot by the President, uxis called upon to vote first.
In favour: United States of America, Uruguay, Bo-

livia, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia,
Greece, Haiti, Honduras, Iran, Israel, Liberia, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Thailand,
Turkey.
Against: Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, Yugoslavia, Australia, Belgium,
Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Guatemala, India, Indonesia,
Iraq, Mexico, Poland, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.
Abstaining: United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Venezuela, Yemen, Afghanistan,
Argentina, Denmark, Egypt, France, Iceland, Lebanon,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, Syria.

f

The draft resolution as a whole w.as F.opted by 26
votes to 16, with 18 abstentions.
1.1\

-J il

161. Sir Percy SPENDER (Australia): My delegation was compelled to vote against the draft resolution
concerning the cessation of the transmission of information on Puerto Rico. My delegation has consistently
held the view that the General Assembly is not competent to decide when a territory has reached such a
stage of development that information on economic,
social and educational advancement, under Article 73
e of the Charter, should cease. The competence to
decide such a question rests, in the view of my delegation, solely with the administering Power concerned, in
this case the United States of America.
162. We recognize that Puerto Rico has, under the
wise and benevolent guidance of the United States,
::eached a stage when it is no longer necessary, or
indeed possible, for the United States to submit information. This has been decided by the United States
and the General Assembly is not, under the Charter,
called upon to express any conclusion on the question.
My delegation has taken precisely the same attitude
firmly based on the principle I have enunciated, in
respect of the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam. No
other attitude, we think, could be, on our interpretation
of the Charter, possible or justified.
163.

The resolution which has just been voted upon

ass~rts the competence of the Gen.eral Assembly to

decide on this issue, and, though Its conclusion accords with the decision of the United States Government, it conflicts, in our view, with the clear principle which I have stated. My vote, therefore, should
not be interpre.te~ in any way as denying the indisputable fact that It IS no longer necessary for the United
States to continue the transmission of information on
Puerto Rico, but as a protest against what we regard
as an unwarranted assumption of competence on the
part of the Assembly to decide on this issue.
164. ~rs. BOLTON (\Jnited States of America) :
The United States delegation voted for resolutions lI,
IV and VII. We regret "that we were unable to support
resolutions I, IIl, V and VI.

165. With particular regard to the resolution
Puerto Rico,. I should like to s~y that the Unit~~
States voted 111 favour of resolution VII because it
expresses the agreement of the General Assembly with
the conclusion reached by my Government that 'Puerto
Rico has ceased to be a Non-Self-Governing Territory
within the meaning of Chapter XI of the United Nations Charter. In a matter of this sort the role of the
General Assembly is limited by the Ch~rter provisions
to discussion, expression of views and recommenda_
tions. The decision as to whether a territory has ceased
to be non-self-governing is one which in the last analysis can only be made by the administering Power.
166. In the case of Puerto Rico, the General Assembly
has discussed the status of that territory and in the
resolution just voted has expressed its view that Puerto
Rico is no longer a Non-Self-Governing Territory
under the terms of Article 73 e of the Charter. Whatever the language of the resolution, the General Assembly cannot and does not decide on the status of a
territory with reference to the provisions of Article
73. Any participation by the Assembly in such a decision is of course limited to discussion, expression of
views and recommendation. In the light of this understanding of the matter, my delegation voted for the
resolution which we have just adopted.
167. Finally, I wish to pay a tribute to that outstanding Puerto Rican statesman, Governor Luis Mufioz
Marin. Under his leadership, the highly cultured people
of Puerto Rico are making a splendid contribution to
democracy and freedom. In the future, as in the past,
his administration will continue to protect the legitimate rights of minority parties and the cherished freedoms guaranteed in the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. In defence of these ideals,
Puerto Rican soldiers fought for the United Nations
in Korea, and we can be confident that the great objectives of the United Nations will nowhere find more
devoted support than in the Commonwealth of Puerto

Rico.
168. Mr, DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
(translated from S panisIt) : The delegation of the Dominican Republic was pleased to be able to reaffirm the
vote it cast in the Fourth Committee in favour of the
draft resolution concerning the cessation of information
on Puerto Rico. The attitude of my delegation, adopted
on the official instructions of the Dominican Government, is that, as a result of its constitutional status
and its recent transformation into a free State associated with the United States, Puerto Rico has attained self-government, and that therefore the submission of information under Article 73 e of the Charter
is no longer required of the late administering Power,
the United States.
169. Moreover, the decisive factor for us has be~n
the principle of the self-determination of peoples, m
which, as expressed through various electoral processes, we found an overriding argument in confi~m~·
tion of Puerto Rico's status in international law within
the meaning of Chapter XI of the Charter; another
such argument was derived from the internal development of its constitutional institutions.
170. My delegation cannot conceal the feelings arousecl
in us by the official declaration made this afternoon b'y
Mr. Lodge on behalf of President Eisenh?wer. ~~
words lend a brilliant lustre to the resolution whic
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the Assembly has just adopted, while at the same time
doing honour to the United States, and confirming our
belief that the fate of Puerto Rico is closely linked
with our own, with that of our America and with that
of the United Nations; today more than ever the Puerto
Rican people can count on the enthusiastic and fraternal support of the whole community of nations.
171. Mrs. MENON (India): We listened with great
interest to the announcement made by the representative of the United States Government on behalf of the
President of the United States. On behalf of my delegation I should like to give this assurance to the representative of the United States. When the Puerto
Ricans become completely free, India will be the first
country to congratulate the United States Government
on the fulfilment of this noble task, thus setting an
example to the other administering Members of the
United Nations. In the meantime, my delegation was
compelled to vote against draft resolution VII, the
resolution on the cessation of information on Puerto
Rico by the United States Government, because it felt
that the General Assembly had not considered the
question in a proper manner.
172. When the matter was raised in the Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories,
my delegation voted in favour of a final decision being
taken by the General Assembly. It does so for two
reasons: first, because it is the opinion of my delegation that the General Assembly is alone competent to
take such a decision on an important question and,
secondly, because my delegation believed that a fuller
examination of the subject would be possible in the
Fourth Committee. The Secretary-General had. meanwhile, received many communications from leading political parties and representatives of those groups, asking for oral hearings before the Committee took its
decision. My delegation, along with others voted in
favour of granting those petitions, but the suggestion
was not adopted. When that happened, my delegation
moved an amendment to the draft resolution, requesting the appointment of an ad hoc committee which
would study the question, examine the petitions for
oral hearings, grant oral hearings and present a report
to the Committee next year. Of course, that would have
meant a delay of one year. It is not much when we
consider that the future and welfare of over 2 million
people in Puerto Rico depended on our decision.
173. My delegation has always accorded its full measure of appreciation to the United States Government
for the loyalty, sincerity and devotion with which it
has always fulfilled its obligations under the Charter,
and for the general principles which motivate its present
position with regard to Puerto Rico. But this sincere
appreciation should not blind us to the fact t1:a~. the
question of the future of a people, not only civilized
but the proud possessors of a rich cultural heritage,
deserves our careful study. No excuse can justify any
haste in this matter, for any step we might take will
have far-reaching effects not only on the future of
Puerto Rico and its 2 million people, but on the other
nearly 18 miIlion peopl.e br~ve1!, ?gh~ing helplessly for
their rights against racial discrimination, economic exploitation and political don;ination. These people l.ook
to the U ni ted Nations WIth hope, and our actions
should help justify that hope.
Printed in D.S.A.
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174. It is in this wider context that my delegation
voted against the resolution. It has been claimed that
Puerto Rico has reached a full measure of self-government as envisaged in Chapter XI of the Charter, and
that therefore the United States Government should
not be cal1ed upon to fulfil its obligations under Article
73 e. We have no doubt that constitutional changes
have taken place in Puerto Rico, and Puerto Ricans
have agreed to a compact with the United States. We
have studied the relevant documents with great care.
Two things have emerged from that study.
175. The first is that the degree of self-government
enjoyed by Puerto Rico under the new constitutional
arrangement does not keep it outside the scope of
Article 73 e. The second is that, while we do not
deny Puerto Rico the right to enter into any kind of
arrangement with the United States or any other country, we hold that this can be done validly only after
two conditions have been met: when Puerto Rico is
ful1y independent of external pressures at the time of
executing such a compact; and when the democratic
processes claimed, such as referendum or plebiscite,
are conducted in an atmosphere of complete democratic freedom. My delegation is not satisfied that these
things have been done in the manner envisaged in the
United Nations Charter.
176. It is also the view of my delegation that the
administering Member may not abandon its sacred trust
or the General Assembly its responsibility without
adequate and mature consideration. The protection
guaranteed under Chapter XI is deemed necessary for
the development of dependent peoples in Non-SelfGoverning Territories towards a full measure of selfgovernment. The General Assembly cannot barter away
that protection, it cannot ignore that guarantee on the
recommendation of the administering Members alone.
N or should we, the non-administering Members of
the United Nations here, deal with such questions in
a hasty or lighthearted manner. It is well to remember
that the paramount consideration is the welfare of the
peoples of the dependent territories.
177. To sum up, my delegation is not convinced that
Puerto Rico, under its present association with the
United States, has become a self-governing territory.
In our opinion, there can be no free, just or valid co,?pact, association or agreement between two count.nes
or territories except on a basis of equality. We believe
that independence should precede any voluntary as~o
dation, and the link of an equal and voluntary umon
between peoples forged out of a genuine desire for cooperation is not incompatible with independence, whe:eas an association of States under any form ID which
the inequality of status is not redeemed, would only
camouflage the relics of a colonial past. This would
be contrary to the Charter, which aims not at the creation or perpetuation of colonialisnl; i? s~me form or
other, but its total and complete elimination from the
political system and thought of the new world. ~here
fore my delegation was compelled to vote agamst. a
resolution which did not take into account the desire
of the Puerto Ricans for international guarantees
during the period of its tutelage and the fulfilment of
their just aspirations for freedom.
The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m.
M-4200 February 1954-2,000
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That list, though incomplete, had been accepted without question by the General Assembly (resolution
66 (I)). By 1948, however, information had ceased
to be supplied in the case of eleven of those territories.
Many members of the General Assembly had felt that
it was entitled to be informed of the reasons which
led to the cessation of information, and resolution 222
(III) had been adopted. The study of factors sprang
from that resolution.
10. The latest report of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors (A/2428) added very little of substance to
the report to the seventh session of the General Assembly ( A/2178). Her delegation did not think that any
useful purpose would be served by further academic
examination of the matter, particularly since there
was general agreement that a list of factors such as
that studied by the Ad Hoc Committee could serve
only as a guide, and that each case would need special
study and careful examination.
11. The administering and non-administering members of the Committee were not agreed on the definition of self-government. That, however, must be examined as a separate issue with reference to each case.
For the moment, the Committee was concerned only
with the Ad Hoc Committee's report, which her delegation would accept as providing adequate guidance for
the future consideration of practical problems. Since the
basic concepts of national sovereignty and self-government were being constantly modified to meet the growing demands of international co-operation, any factors
that might be approved could not be too rigidly enumerated or defined. While self-government could not
be measured by the yardstick of factors, because the
struggle to be free symbolized the will of the people
resisting domination, the list of factors might help the
Committee to understand individual situations vitiated
by the conflict of interests between the administering
Powers and the dependent peoples.
12. It was quite possible that the list of factors
might be interpreted or misinterpreted to suit the
convenience of various delegations, but any further attempt at definition would be of little help. The Committee should resist any attempt to curtail the right
of self-determination and the right to a full measure
of self-government envisaged in Chapter XI. It should
ensure that the advent of self-government was not
delayed by the attempts of the administering Powers
to disclaim responsibility while retaining control. It
was in that spirit and in full realization of the purposes
of Chapter XI that her delegation commended the report of the Ad Hoc Committee.
13. Mr. SPITS (Netherlands) pointed out that paragraph 9 of the Ad Hoc Committee's report showed
that, in that Committee's opinion, no further study
of the subject was necessary. The factors had been
considered successively, in 1951 by the Special Committee on Information transmitted under Article 73 e
of the Charter, and its Sub-Committee, as well as by
the Fourth Committee of the sixth session of the
General Assembly and Sub-Committee 9 of the Fourth
Committee; in 1952, by an Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors (Non-Self-Governing Territories) and by the
Fourth Committee of the seventh session of the General Assembly; and in 1953 by the Ad Hoc Committee
whose report was now under consideration. In the
opinion of the Nether lands delegation such prolonged
study had been necessary because the General Assembly had beet:~ trying to carry out an impossible task.
When the last Ad Hoc Committee had tried to define

"a full measure of self-government", it had been unable
to do so, for the good reason that that concept could
not be framed in a definition. Hence any attempt to
enunciate principles in that respect was doomed to failure, or at least could produce only incomplete results.
14. In 1931, the United Kingdom Government had
applied to the League of Nations to be relieved of
the mandate over Iraq. When that request was being
examined by the Permanent Mandates Commission,
the proposal had been made that general criteria
should be established for the purpose of determining
whether a mandated territory had developed politically
to such an extent that it could be considered as fully
self-governing. After thorough consideration, the Mandates Commission had come to the conclusion that it
\vas impossible to establish general rules, since the
question whether a territory should be regarded as
self-governing was a question not of principle but of
fact. That conclusion was equally true today.
15. The Ad Hoc Committee had, however, approved
a list of factors and the best the Fourth Committee
could do was to consider that list as final. The factors
enumerated might serve as a guide for an administering Power which had decided to cease to transmit information in respect of a certain territory in communicating the data called for in General Assembly resolution 222 (III). In many cases they would not be
applicable, because the answer to the question whether
a territory was or was not self-governing depended
not only on the mechanical application of the tests
enumerated in the list but also, and to a still greater
extent, on political and social conditions within the
territory and any ties it might have with another country. Those circumstances determined the territory's
status, and only those who were fully acquainted with
them-i.e., the governments of the territory itself and
of the former administering Power-could decide
whether self-government had been achieved.
16. Mr. DJERDJA (Yugoslavia) drew attention to
the fact that of the original seventy-four Non-Self
Governing Territories on which information had been
submitted, fifteen were no longer under the supervision of the United Nations. In other words, the
administering Powers were showing an increasing
tendency to by-pass the United Nations in revising the
status of various Non-Self-Governing Territories.
Such a procedure jeopardized all that the international
community had had in mind in adopting Chapter XI
of the Charter. Viewed in that light, the question of
factors was not an academic question and coukl not
be treated in an academic manner. It was a delicate
legal and political question. Much would depend on
the Committee's answer to the question whether it was
permissible that non-self-governing peoples should be
deprived of international protection by unilateral
action.
17. He congratulated those concerned with the work
of the Ad Hoc Committee on their efforts in preparing the report in its existing form. It contained a number of relatively clear concepts which might provide
a solid basis for the further refining and clarification
of the list of factors which, in paragraph 9 of the report,
the Ad Hoc Committee itself recognized as possible.
18. The list of factors should be drafted in the light
of the purposes and principles of the Charter and the
duty of the General Assembly in each individual case.
Chapter XI had been included to ensure the international protection of non-self-governing peoples and
their unhindered advancement towards emancipation.
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The fate of those peoples had become so closely linked
to the general efforts of the international community
to promote progress and world peace that it could no
longer be left within the exclusive competence of individual States; it had become a question of international
concern. The protection of non-self-governing peoples
should cover all the phases of their development until
the attainment of the final goal, namely, independence
or a full measure of self-government.
19. Article 1, paragraph 2, of the Charter contained
the essential elements by which the Administering
Members and the United Nations must be guided in
solving problems concerning Non-Self-Governing Territories, namely, the right of self-determination and the
equality of peoples and the link between those considerations and the efforts of the United Nations to
consolidate world peace. The right to self-determination was embodied in Chapter XI, in which the
Administering Members recognized that the interests
of the inhabitants of Non-Self-Governing Territories
were paramount, that it was their duty to promote
their political, economic and social progress, to develop
self-government and to take due account of the political
aspirations of the peoples with the ultimate purpose
of leading them to full self-government. In accepting
those obligations the Administering Members had indicated that they would be guided by them until the
final aims of Chapter XI had been fulfilled, and at the
first session of the General Assembly they had stated
their intention of submitting information on seventyfour territories. Since then, however, certain Administering Members had interpreted the purposes of Chapter XI unilaterally and had ceased to submit information on the pretext that the territory had attained a
degree of self-government in certain spheres or had
associated itself with the metropolitan country or one
of its component parts. The United Nations had therefore been obliged to assume the task of ascertaining
whether the degree of self-government was such that
the territory no longer came within the purview of
Chapter XI and that the mutual rights and obligations
assumed under the Charter had ceased to exist. It
had been comoelled to examine the legalitv of the
Administering Members' actions and to ascertain whether or not they were in harmony with the Charter.
20. It must be admitted that the report before the
Committee did not clearly answer the precise questions raised by the actions of the Administering Members. It should be redrafted to make it an adequate
instrument for implementing the right of self-determination.
21. Self-determination presupposed that a people
should be ahsolutelv free to choose between several
possibilities, includi~g independence, and also to revise
its sovereign decision at a later date. His delegation
would therefore give its full support to the proposal
of the Guatemalan representative set forth in paragraph
21 of the Ad Hoc Committee's report. Any misunderstanding regarding its scope should be eliminated in view
of the fact that the item on the agenda related to NonSelf-Governing Territories. The clearly and freely
expressed will of the inhabitants should head any list
of factors and constitute the highest law. Any other
factors the Committee deemed it necessary to retain
should appear more as conditions and guarantees of
the respect for that basic factor than as decisive factors
themselves. The recognition of the right of self-determination was the most solid basis for democratic rela-
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tions, equal co-operation and international peace. Disregard for or violation of that right was the principal
cause of the disturbances and dangers by which the
world was plagued.
22. The argument that one territory might be inhabited by several peoples, requesting different solutions, could not offset the importance of the factor
that the will of the inhabitants should always be respected. That argument, moreover, only strengthened
his doubts about the value of the various administering unions, federations and so on, which were being
established. They only hampered the just aspirations
of the non-self-governing peoples to attain an independent existence by incorporating them in communities whose framework did not promote the realization
of their aspirations. The artificial creation of cohesion
and stability where there were no natural conditions
for it must necessarily lead to instability and conflict.
23. His delegation could not agree that first place
should be given to the factor of political advancement.
Among the peoples demanding the fulfilment of their
national aspirations, there were none whose consciousness, maturity and ability to decide their own fate
could be questioned. In any case, who was competent
to decide that issue and on the basis of what criteria?
The mere fact that a people was stubbornlv and with
great sacrifices demanding its independence was sufficient proof of its political consciousness and made any
legal and technical formulas superfluous.
24. Since the attainment of independence was the
only normal outcome for the evolution of Non-SelfGoverning Territories, there should be fewer factors
in the first part of the list approved hy the Ad Hoc
Committee (A/2428, section VI). Factor A.l, "International responsibility", included all the other factors
in that part and thereby rendered them more or less
superfluous. The right of a State to request admission
to the United Nations or to enter into international
relations and to conclude military agreements were
the inalienable attributes of external sovereignty and
need not be mentioned separately. So far as the factors
concerning internal government were concerned, his
delegation did not consider them necessarv or even
recommendable. It went without saying that an independent State was competent in political, economic,
social and cultural affairs. The system of government
was the sole concern of the people of each State and
any attempt to link the fate of a people to its form
of government would constitute a violation of the
Charter and of international law.
25. His delegation would find it difficult to accept
the attainment of other systems of self-government in
continuing association with the metropolitan country
or in other forms as the ultimate outcome of political
development. Nevertheless, should a people freely elect
some form of association, it might be accepted, but only
as <1: stage in their advance towards independence, the
attatnment of which would be renderer] pos~ible by
further active assistance and control of the United
Nations. In such cases it would be necessary to ensure
that certain conditions obtained, inter alia. freedom
of choice between several alternative possibilities including independence, the free acceptance of such
status by the inhabitants of the Territory-the United
Nations must have the opportunity of satisfying itself
beforehand that such complete freedom of decision
existed-the absence of any outside interference with
the conduct of the external and internal affairs of the
territory, the free request and granting of international
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recognition, the establishment of diplomatic and other
relations, and the possibility of requesting admission
in the United Nations.
26. While the wording of factor A.3 in the second part
of the iist, "Voluntary limitation of sovereignty" had
been somewhat improved by the adoption of the
Venezuelan representative's proposal ( A/2428, para.
34). that factor should either be omitted, since no case
of limitation of sovereignty had yet arisen, or it should
be reworded in accordance with the proposal of the
Guatemalan representative as set forth in paragraph 21
of the Ad Hoc Committee's report.
27. The incorporation of a Non-Self-Governing Terntory into a metropolitan country or any of its component parts was completely unacceptable. It would not
be consonant with the Charter, as it would substitute
a decentralized provincial or regional local autonomy
for full self-government. It would be even less acceptable were it the result of unilateral acts by the metropolitan country rather than the implementation of a
sovereign decision and contractual agreement reached
after consultation of the people and carried out with
the active participation of the United Nations.
28. If the Committee were to set up a sub-committee
such as that established at the sixth session, the list
of factors could be considerably improved. The subcommittee could single out all the essential factors,
word them appropriately and assign the factors to the
place they deserved. That work could be completed in
a relatively short time and the Committee should be
able to apply the final list during the discussion of
item 3 of its agenda. His delegation would welcome
any initiative to that effect. If the list of factors remained unaltered, his delegation would have to consider
carefully whether to vote in favour of it, although it
did not deny its value. Further effort should, however,
be devoted to the problem in order to reach a comprehensive solution.
29. U ON SEIN (Burma) observed that there were
two alternatives before the United Nations in its examination of the somewhat complicated question at issue.
The first would be to continue setting up committees
to cover the same ground again and again in the hope
of eventually producing an entirely satisfactory list of
factors. The second would be to recognize honestly,
as had already been done by the General Assembly in
its resolution 648 (VII), that the list of factors could
do no more than serve as a guide and that each case
must be considered in the light of the particular circumstances. If the second alternative were chosen the list
of factors could be approved during the current session and, despite its imperfections, would serve to
assist both the Administering Members and the General
Assembly in determining whether any particular territory had attained a full measure of self-government.
In the light of that consideration the second alternative
appeared preferable; indeed, if it were not adopted,
the inference would be that certain delegations were
unwilling to allow the General Assembly to establish
factors which could serve as a yardstick for the progress
of political self-government in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories.
30. In its reply of 3 July 1952 (A/AC.58/1/Add.3),
the Government of the Union of Burma had already
brought forward considerations of that nature, and it
remained of the opinion that whether a territory had
become self-governing as a separate entity or whether
it had become associated with a metropolitan country
on equal terms were questions of fact which must be

determined in the light of the special circumstances of
each case.
31. The Government of Burma continued to hold that
the power of determining whether a country had become fully self-governing should be vested in the General Assembly. It recognized, however, that that view
was opposed by the Administering Members. Furthermore, General Assembly resolution 648 (VII) provisionally approved a list of factors which might serve
as a guide both for the General Assembly and the Administering Members, without indicating which should
have the final say in the matter. The same course might
be followed at the present session in approving a list
of factors for general use. Occasions might arise in
the future when the General Assembly and an Administering Member might disagree on whether the latter
was justified in ceasing to transmit information on a
certain territory. In that event all the complicated international issues involved would be examined on the
basis of a concrete case. There was no need to press
the theoretical question of the pre-eminence of the General Assembly or of the Administering Members until
such a concrete case arose.
32. He drew attention to the emphasis placed by the
Burmese representative in the Ad Hoc Committee on
the need for ensuring that the final decision as to the
future international status of a Non-Self-Governing
Territory was in fact taken freely by the people of that
territory. It must be demonstrated that the people had
had complete freedom of choice, and that their decision
to choose a status other than complete independence had
been taken in the full realization that they could have
opted for complete independence had they desired to
do so. Otherwise the choice of any international status
other than complete independence must remain suspect.
Once a people had freely elected association with a
metropolitan or other country, secession should be subject to the terms of any agreement reached.
33. The Burmese delegation would view with sympathy any resolution proposed for the purpose of approving the list of factors subject to the consideration
that the list should serve as a flexible guide and that
each concrete case should be examined in the light of
the particular circumstances.
34. l\Ir. MENDOZA (Guatemala) recalled that the
need to draw up a list of factors to be taken into account
in determining \vhether a territory had or had not
achieved a full measure of self-government, and above
all to ensure that such self-government did exist in
practice, had originated in the fact that the list of NonSelf-Governing Territories presented by the Administering Members in 1946 had rapidly diminished as a
result of unilateral declarations from the metropolitan
countries to the effect that new domestic legislation
prevented them from continuing to transmit information on conditions in ihose territories. Any decrease in
the list \vould have been welcome had it been the result
of practical measures granting the dependent territories
a full measure of self-government; but in general that
did not appear to be the case, and had the procedure
been accepted without demur, Chapter XI would soon
have lost its raison d'etrc without the purposes of the
United Nations having been realized. It was that circumstance which had made it necessary to draw up a
list of factors, not in order to delay the political advancement of non-self-governing peoples, but rather
to ensure that the obligations of the Administering
Members towards those peoples remained intact until
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the purposes of the United Nations had been fully
realized.
35. The Guatemalan delegation had carefully studied
the important report of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors. It had ceased to attach m:1jor importance
to the idea of working out a definition of "a full measure of self-government" for it realized that there would
be immense difficulty in reaching any agreement and
that the adoption of a probably vague technical definition would, far from advancing the cause of the nonself-governing peoples, only make the situation more
complicated. However, the Guatemalan delegation was
convinced that so-called self-government in economic,
social and educational matters, no matter how complete, could never in itself form a full measure of selfgoven,ment, which was an essentially political concept.
As long as a people did not enjoy full political autonomy, it could not enjoy full self-government in any
other field.
36. The Guatemalan delegation had always felt some
anxiety with regard to the attainment by a people of
a full measure of self -government by association, union
or integration with the metropolitan country. It did
not consider that a people under a colonial regime which
accepted such a status as an improvement over the
existing one thereby renounced forever its natural aspiration to complete independence. The Guatemalan
delegation therefore insisted that it was essential to
guarantee to such peoples that their inalienable right
to amend any status of that kind would be respected.
37. Most Members of the United Nations, including
some Administering Members, had agrted that matters
relating to Non-Self-Governing Territories were questions of international interest. Hence, the restriction
in Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter did not apply
tu them. If existing conditions in those territories were
matters of international interest, questions relating to
the future destiny of the peoples inhabiting them were
also of international interest. 1\loreover, Chapter XI,
like the entire Charter, was a multilateral c:mtr2.ct duly
signed and ratified by all Member States. It could not
be modified by the unilateral action of any of the contracting parties. Thus, the United Nations as a whole
was competent to decide whether a N on-Self-Goyerning Territory had achieved a full measure of selfgovernment.
38. In that connexion, the Guatemalan delegation
vvished to stress the need to reaffirm the principle that
no metropolitan government could, by a unilateral act,
change the political status of a Non-Self-Governing
Territory which was the subject of claim or litigation
on the part of another State, until such claim or litigatJOn had been duly settled. That safeguard was not
of course intended to impede or delay the advancement
of a territory in such circumstances towards genuine
self-government.
39. There were a few points to be noted in connexion
with the list of factors approved by the Ad Hoc Committee. The Guatemalan delegation would support its
approval by the Committee and the General Assembly,
on the understanding that it could be subject to later
modifications in the light of experience. The Guatemalan delegation deplored the tendency to denigrate
the utility of the list in advance, and was in favour of
its recognition as the compulsory basis upon which all
specific cases would be considered.
40. The Guatemalan delegation objected to the word
"continuing" in the title of the second part of the list,
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as it prejudiced the inalienable right uf the peoples of
Non-Self-Governing Territories to modify the system
associating them with the metropolitan country, and
srcemed to imply their renunciation of full self-government. The Guatemalan delegation also objected to the
frst part of factor A.3 of the second part, "Voluntary
limitation of sovereignty", since any limitation of that
kind had always been regarded as dangerous and illegal.
There was no objection to the second part of the paragraph.
·tl. The Guatemalan delegation reserved the right to
make other comments in due course and possibly to
submit formal amendments to the report.
4:?. 1\fr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) regretted that the Ad Hoc Committee had been unable to
e::-tahlish a precise list of factors. No doubt the majority
of delegations would have liked other stipulations to
he included; for example, in the second and third parts
it would have been desirable to include a stipulation
that, before entering into such association, territories
should pass through a period of complete freedom and
sovereignty. That point could however be raised in
connexion with the discussion of concrete cases.
43. The list approved by the Ad Hoc Committee could
be accepted only as a guide, and each separate case
would haw to be studied on its merits in relation to
the list.
44. The decision whether or not a territory had
ceased to be non-self-governing could not he left to
ihe Administering Member concerned; that was a
matter that the General Assembly must decide.
45. With reference to factor A.4 of the first part, he
maintained that freedom of a territory to enter into
arrangements concerning its national defence was not
an indication of complete independence and urged that
the sentence should he changed to read "to ensure its
own national defence".
46. Mr. HURE (France) said that the French delegation had always felt that the study of factors was
of genuine theoretical and practical importance. It was
of theoretical importance because the term "Non-SelfGoverning Territories" used in the Charter had never
been defined nor even interpreted; and of practical importance because such a study ought to be of assistance
to States which had declared themselves to be responsible for certain territories in decidin~ when their obligations under Article 73 had ceased, and ought also
to furnish the necessary basis for an extension of those
obli!!ations to States which had alwavs contended that
Chapter XI did not apply to them. Such a study would
help to ensure that the application of the principles of
the Charter would not be limited to certain countries
hut would be universal.
47. However, it was clear that in the minds of certain
delegations the question was important for quite other
reasons. Instead of studying the factors to be taken into
account in deciding whether ct territory was or was not
a territory whose people had not yet attained a full
measure of self-government, certain countries preferred
to discuss measures which a majority of the Assembly
could use to prevent a State which had admitted its
obligations towards the peoples under its administration
from being able one day to decide that it had fulfilled
them and was no longer required to transmit information to the United Nations. Looked at from such a
'iewpoint, the difficult legal and scientific question
became an easy political problem and but one more
attempt to violate the provisions of the Charter on the
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pretext of interpreting it. The implicit aim of resolution
648 (VII) seemed to be gradually to affirm the competence of the Assembly at the expense of the administering States, for it stated that a list of factors would
be a useful guide for the Adm;nistering Member concerned and for the General Assembly. It might well
be asked what legal text justified the General Assembly
in assuming such competence. The French Government
had repeatedly maintained that the Assembly's functions were purely advisory. The right to determine
whether territories were territories whose people had
not yet attained a full measure of self-government was
the exclusive prerogative of the States which were responsible for administering those territories.
48. Another attempt to infringe the sovereignty of
States was to be found in the number of criteria in the
report. It was doubtful whether those who had drawn
up the list had thought of verifying whether all independent States satisfied those criteria, or had realized
that in trying to accumulate obstacles in order to prevent
any action by the Administering Members, they were
at the same time indefinitely delaying the achievement
of self-government or independence by the Non-SelfGoverning Territories. The same desire to infringe
the sovereignty of States was to be found in the contention that Article 73 should continue to apply to
territories which had become completely self-governing in internal matters, and in the emergence of a concept of the indivisibility of self-government, a concept
·which the French delegation had consistently rejected.
Once governmental and administrative competence had
been transferred in economic, social and educational
matters, which '"ere the matters covered by Article
73 e, it was hard to see how a government could remain
responsiUe for transmitting information to the United
Nations on activities over which it had renounced all
control. From that point of view, the list of factors
quite disregarded the intermediate stage between nonself-government and independence, and thus distorted
the very concept it was supposed to clarify.
49. It might well be asked why the expression of the
will of peoples which had been mentioned in the first
list of factors had suddenly d:sappeared. It was rather
surprising that the achiewmcnt of independence shou1d
be the occasion for an abridgement of the right of individuals, when certain Pmvers were so anxious ahout
those rights when it was a case of separate autonomy
or association. On the other hand, quite inexplicably,
the right of peoples to self-determination had been
brought into the discussion. That was a concept which
did not appear in A.rticle 73 of the Charter and was
quite outside the Committee's jurisdiction.
50. The French delegation had entered reservations
on many occasions, not in order to defend the views
of an Administering Member, but to urge respect for
general principles. One of those principles was respect
for contracts and the refusal to be a party to abusive
interpretations. Another principle was the universal
application of standards. The current discussion was a
clear example of discrimination between States which
had admitted to being Administering Members and
those which, in order to escape their obligations, had
made no such admission. The third principle was that
the matter was worthv of the most serious and conscientious consideratio-n. In point of fact, the ruling
preoccupations were political, and all concern for legal
and scientific exactitude had been swept aside in favour
of a political debate. The French delegation, therefore,
reserved its position, not with regard to the principle
of a study of factors but to the spirit in which that
Printed in U.S.A.

study seemed to have been undertaken and the results
which it had produced.
51. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America) said
that the United States, which had been a member of
the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, would support the
list of factors contained in the Committee's report
( A/2428). The United States delegation agreed with
paragraph 9 of the report that no list of factors could
serve as more than a guide, and it also shared the
Committee's conclusion that while a further refining
of the list would be possible, the present list was sufficient. The Ad Hoc Committee had done useful service
and it was not necessary to re-establish it for further
study. Its work had succeeded in clarifying thought on
the complex and varying elements which constituted a
full measure of self-government, and the United States
delegation would support the approval of the Ad Hoc
Committee's report.
52. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) said that his delegation had approached the study of factors in a
thoroughly impartial spirit. In 1946, Belgium had
designated the Belgian Congo as a Non-Self-Governing
Territory for whose administration it was responsible,
and it had regularly supplied information on economic,
social and educational conditions there since that time.
It had no intention of ceasing to supply such information and its interest in the list of factors was therefore
purely academic, for Belgium would not be affected
by any decision of the General Assembly regarding it.
53. The Belgian delegation had approached the study
of factors in an impartial but not an enthusiastic spirit.
I_t had felt that it would be impossible to draw up a
hst of factors which would be strict, scientific and
automatically applicable. There had been no success
yet in formulating a satisfactory definition of a full
measure of self-government, and it was unlikely that
the Fourth Committee would meet with better results.
54. Turning to the list of factors, he noted that since
it could be used to determine that a territory was no
lor:ger non-self-governing, it could also determine that
a giwn territory was not yet self-governing. There
should he no difference between the principle of ceasing
to transmit information and beginning to do so. Unless
the list was in fact worthless altogether, it was valid
in both cases. Similarly, an authority which was comretent to decide when information should cease was,
for the same reasons and to the same extent, competent
to say when information should begin to be transmitted.
The Belgian delegation believed that it was the admini~tering Power alone which was entitled to decide
whether to begin. or to stop, or to go on transmitting
ir:formation. Those delegations which held the opposite
vle\v and contended that the General Assembly was
competent to decide whether an Administering Member should be required to continue submitting information must abide hy the logical conclusion. If the majority
of the Committee decided that the General Assembly
was competent to determine whether an Administering
Member should be compelled to continue to transmit
information, it must also admit the right of the Assembly to compel other countries to begin to transmit
information on non-self-governing peoples under their
administration. The General Assembly's decisions must
apply to all Members.
55. The Belgian delegation would abstain from voting
on the matter under discussion, but it warned the members of the Committee that it would take steps to ensure
that the Assembly acted logically.
The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m.
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social and educational advancement of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories. Those Powers appeared to forget that Chapter )\I~ and in particular Article 73 ?• ~!so
dealt with the political advancement of the terntones.
Moreover, the General Assembly had declared on
several occasions that it had the right to express its
opinion on the principles governing the status of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
4. The Committee should also reject outright the
Belgian delegation's attempt to apply the provisions of
Chapter XI to the inhabitants of certain sovereign
States who did not enjoy complete self-government,
since that would only complicate the question by introducing extraneous and illegal considerations.
5. With regard to the impossibility of finding a satisfactory definition of the concept of a full measure of
self-government, his delegation was prepared to accept
the Ad Hoc Committee's conclusions, since each individual case would have to be examined separately ;
but it remained convinced that the best criterion of
complete self-government was total independence, both
on the domestic and on the international plane.
6. The list of factors contained in document A/2428
was neither complete nor definitive; it should rather be
regarded as a collection of guiding principles which
would aid the General Assembly in taking decisions on
the cessation of the transmission of information. His
delegation accepted the present list of factors, which
was only slightly different from the list provisionally
adopted by the General Assembly at the preceding session (resolution 648 (VII) ) . The division of the list
ir•to three parts was both logical and practical. He
hoped that the Committee would adopt that list, ad!Jlirably drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee in its final
form, and transmit it to the Committee on Information
from Non-Self-Governing Territories.
7. The differences of opinion which divided the colonial
and the non-colonial Powers had been manifested once
more in the Committee. The Committee would not,
however, permit legal quibbles to divert it from its
sacred trust : to help dependent peoples to reach complete self-government by peaceful means.
8. Mr. DOMINGUEZ (Cuba) recalled that his delegation, representing a country which had suffered
greatly from colonialism, had constantly endeavoured
both in the Ad Hoc Committee and in the Fourth Committee to bring the administering and the non-administering Powers closer together.
9. Although a satisfactory definition of the concept
of a full measure of self-government could not be given,
he stressed that it could not be claimed that a territory
which was self-governing economically and socially but
not yet politically had attained a full measure of selfgovernment.
10. Referring to paragraph 15 of document A/2428,
he said that the absence of any pressure or coercion on
the population of a territory (point D) would not
suffice to enable that population to decide the future des-
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Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2428) (continued)

[Item 33] *
1. Mr. PACHACHI (Iraq) recalled that since 1949,
when the General Assembly had adopted its resolution
334 (IV), the question of factors had been discussed
in detail by two ad hoc committees and by the Fou:th
Committee itself. His delegation had taken an active
and it hoped, a useful part in those discussions, which
lnd' led to the prep1ration of the list contained in the
present report (A/2428) of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors (Non-Self-Governing Territories).
2. He wished first to comment on some of the views
expressed during the debate. Both in their replies to
the Secretary-General and in the course of the discussions in the Fourth Committee and in the Ad Hoc
Committee, the Administering Members had without
exception categorically stated that they alone were
competent to decide whether a territory had attained a
full measure of self-government. His delegation strongly
contested that claim, which was entirely incompatible
with the spirit of the Charter and, in particl!lar, with
the provisions of Chapter XI, which. proclarmed that
the obligation to promote the well-bemg of the NonSelf-Governing Territories was a sacred trust assumed
by the international community.
3. If the thesis of the colonial Powers, so dogmatically
propounded by the Belgian delegation at the 322nd
meeting, must be accepted, Chapter XI would be null
and void, since the General Assembly would have to
confine itself to confirming the decisions of the Administering Members without so much as discussing them.
Chapter XI, however, was more than an assemblage
of pious declarations; it was. an it;Iportant ?tag:e in man's
progress towards one of hrs pnmary obJectives: freedom for all peoples and all nations. According to the
colonial Powers, the United Nations was empowered
by Article 73 e to take cognizance only of the economic,

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
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tiny of the territory (point A) unless the necessary
measures were taken to ensure that the views of the
population would be respected (point E) ; point E
therefore appeared to be a cardinal point, since it supplemented the provisions of points A and D and made
them capable of application. The Cuban delegation failed
to understand why some delegations had felt obliged
to make reservations with regard to point E.
11. The Cuban delegation had also, the better to defend the interests of populations of Non-Self-Governing
Territories which aspired to complete independence,
supported in the Ad Hoc Committee the Guatemalan
proposal recognizing the freedom of the peoples of
Non-Self-Governing Territories which had freely
limited their sovereignty in favour of the metropolitan
or any other country to chang-e their status by democratic processes ( A/2-1-28, para. 21).
12. Contrary to the affirmations of some delegations,
the interpretation and application of the obligations assumed by the Administering Members under Chapter
XI of the Charter were not within the exclusive jurisdiction of those Powers; in other words, cessation of
the transmission of information on any territory required a previous agreement within the international
community, which was the United Nations, between
the Administering Members and the other Member
States. The provisions of Article 2, paragraph 7, of
the Charter could not be invoked in the present case,
since the fate of a Non-Self-Governing Territory did
not depend solely on the country which administered
it; colonialism was a doctrine of the past, and modern
international law prescribed other principles for the
administration of territories which were not yet selfgoverning. Consequently the United Nations as a whole,
and not merely the Administering Members, should be
guided by the list of factors in determining whether a
territory had attained a full measure of self-government.
In its reply to the Secretary-General in pursuance of
resolution 567 (VI) (A/ A C. 58/Add.1), the Cuban
Government had already indicated that while cessation
of the transmission of information on a Non-SelfGoverning Territory could, if necessary in given cases,
be decided upon unilaterally by an Administering Member if its security so required, in no case could it be
admitted that the transmission of such information
should cease as a result of a purely unilateral decision
taken for "constitutional considerations".
13. He could not define his delegation's position better
than by citing the statement made in the general debate
by the Cuban Minister for Foreign Affairs ( 441st
plenary meeting), who had said that, ''"hile his country
was determined to defend the right of peoples to selfdetermination, it would exercise great caution in that
sphere in order to avoid any basic discord which might
weaken the position of the free countries in relation
to the totalitarian bloc.
14. The list of factors given in document A/2428 was
satisfactory but might well be lengthened. The division
into three parts was intelligent. The list was, of course,
in no way final or binding, since each case of cessation
of the transmission of information would be studied in
the light of its particular circumstances. The Cuban
delegation would ·welcome any proposal to supplement
and improve the present list.
15. Mr. KUCHKAROV (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) said that the question of factors had arisen
because of the refusal of certain Administering Members-France, the United Kingdom, the United States
and the Netherlands-to continue to furnish the infor-

mation they were required to transmit under Article
73 e of the Charter with regard to certain Non-SelfGoverning Territories. The attitude of those States was
contrary to the Charter and amounted to a refusal to
carry out the obligations they had assumed under the
Charter with regard to Non-Self-Governing Territories. At the fourth and subsequent sessions of the
General Assembly many delegations had indicated that
the unilateral decision taken by those States could not
be accepted.
16. After reviewing the \Vork that had led to the
compilation of the list of factors which the General
Assembly had examined at its seventh session (A/
2178), the USSR representative stated that the list
was a step forward towards the goal set by the General
Assembly, but was still far from complete and should
be improved.
17. The list now submitted to the Fourth Committee
by the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors differed little
from the one approved by the General Assembly at its
seventh session. It contained serious gaps, particularly
the lack of a definition of the concept of a full measure
of self-government. He could not agree with the Ad
Hoc Committee that the lack of a satisfactory definition
raised no serious difficulty. Indeed, without a precise
definition of a full measure of self-government it was
very difficult to prepare a list of factors to determine
whether a territory had attained that objective. In the
view of the USSR delegation, Non-Self-Governing Territories would attain a full measure of self-government
when they became independent sovereign States in which
the legislative, executive and judiciary powers were
exercised by the indigenous population. Until then the
Administering Members were bound to transmit information under Article 73 e of the Charter. Those were
the criteria for determining whether a territory had
attained the goal of a full measure of self-government
set by the Charter.
18. Examining the list of factors drawn up by the
Ad Hoc Committee, he said that the USSR delegation
accepted the first part in principle, subject to some
clarification and addition. The second and third parts,
however, it considered unacceptable, as they did not
provide for the accession of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories to the status of independent, sovereign
States. Thus factor A.3 of the second part dealt with
voluntary limitation of sovereignty, whereas it was clear
that before speaking of the limitation of sovereignty
it was necessary to grant sovereignty and independence
to Non-Self-Governing Territories and provide for tne
right of the indigenous people of those territories to
decide for themselves their own destiny. He noted that
the second and third parts Df the list contained factors
which allowed for the control and interference of other
States in the internal affairs of the territories.
19. He denied the claim of the Administering Members to exclusive competence in the matter. That attitude
was contrary to the Charter and to the General Assembly's resolutions. He hoped that the factors which were
being worked out by the General Assembly would constitute an obstacle to arbitrary refusal of the Administering Members to transmit the required information
and would contribute to the fulfilment of the provisions
of the Charter with regard to the peoples of Non-SelfGoverning Territories.
20. Mr. T ARZI (Afghanistan) recalled that from the
outset the United Nations, true to the spirit of the
Charter, had been deeply concerned with the future
liberation of the Non-Self-Governing Territories and
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with the factors indicating self-government. The question was certainly difficult, and until September 1952
the Afghanistan delegation had doubted whether a fair
and sound solution could be achieved, since each Administering Member had taken a different view.
21. Although the 1952 Ad Hoc Com111ittcc had studied
the list of factors drawn up by the General Assembly
in accordance with resolution 567 (VI), it had at
first seemed difficult, when the question was studied
again at the seventh session, to find a body competent
to determine whether the new list of factors was complete. It had then been decided that the list should
simply be regarded as a guide to whether a territory
had attained full self-government, and should serve
no other purpose.
22. The factors that the two ad hoc committees had
prop0sed to the General Assembly were indispensable
fQf the study of social problems in the Non-Self-Governing Territories. If. however, they and the report
0f the 1953 Ad Hoc Committee were adopted, they
might well be deemed contrary to the principle 0f the
right 0f self-determination of peoples, a right on which
the freedom of peoples and nations was essentially
based. Though the proposed factors might serve as a
guide, the decisi0n whether a territory had attained
freedom could not be based on them alone. In deciding
that question, the 0pinion 0f the people concerned must
be asked, and must be expressed under the auspices
of the United Nations without interference by foreign
interests.
23. Miss ROESAD (Indonesia) said that most
representatives seemed to feel that the Fourth Committee could eventually adopt the proposed list of
factors. Nevertheless, some delegations felt that the
General Assembly was not competent t0 decide whether a territory was or was not a territory whose people
had not yet attained a full measure of self-government.
Indeed, the representative of France had stated at the
preceding meeting that if the General Assembly decided that it alone was competent to settle that question, n0 Non-Self-Governing Territory would ever
achieve independence. The Indonesian delegation failed
to understand the grounds for that opinion. On the
contrary, the General Assembly was competent to
decide whether Chapter XI of the Charter was applicable to a given territory. There seemed to be no need
t0 repeat the legal arguments 0n which that opinion
was based; the representatives of Guatemala and Mexico had stated them very eloquently at the preceding
meeting.
2..J-. Paragraph 5 of General Assembly resolution
648 (VII) showed that the General Assembly was
c0mpetent to rule 0n the cessation of the transmission
of information under Article 73 e 0f the Charter. In
the Indonesian delegation's view, the General Assembly ought to decide whether the cessation of the transmission of information was justified-in other words,
whether the population of a Non-Self-Governing Territory was fully in charge of its own administration.
25. The Ad Hoc Committee, which the Indonesi::tn
delegation congratulated on its good work. had not
seen fit to make. in its rep0rt, many changes in the
list of factors which the General Assembly had provisionally approved in 1952. The Fourth Committee
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therefore could recommend that the General Assembly
adopt a resolution approving the existing list subject
t0 the considerations contained in resoluti0n 648 (VII),
paragraph 2.
26. Furthermore, the principle set forth in paragraph
4 of that resolution should also be reaffirmed, especially
as some governments held that the obligation to transmit information under Article 73 e ceased when the
questions listed in that article were within a territory's own jurisdiction. There was an urgent need
for the General Assembly to take a stand with regard
t? that contention; indeed, the Netherlands representatiVe had emphasized it particularly in relation to the
cessation of the transmission of information regarding
the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam.
27. The declaration in resoluti0n 648 (VII) on the
whole question of factors should be reaffirmed.
28. The Indonesian delegation would support any
proposal which would improve the suggested list of
fact0rs, and reserved its position on any future motion
made in the Committee on that question.
29. Mr: L. S. BOKHARI (Pakistan) recalled that
the Pakistan delegation had stated in the Committee
at the seventh session ( 277th meeting) that the list
of factors was a useful guide and that the case of
each territory should be examined in the light of the
particular circumstances. It had also stated that the
United Nations took an abiding interest in the welfare
and future of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, and
that the transmission of information on those territories should not be discontinued without its consent.
His delegation's attitude remained unchanged.
30. After a careful examination of the Ad Hoc C0mmittee's report, his delegation agreed with the view
expressed by the Indian representative ( 322nd meeting) that the Committee had not been able to add
much to the list of factors approved by the General
Assembly in 1952. Although the list could doubtless
be improved, it was fairly complete and nothing would
be gained by a new study. His delegation was prepared
t? accept the Ad Hoc Committee's report, reserving the
nght to speak on any proposal later submitted to the
Fourth Committee.
31. Some delegations had made statements on the
reduction in the number of territories on which reports
were submitted to the United Nations. His delegation
had nothing against the reduction, provided that the
United Nations was certain that the territories in
question had reached a degree of development at which
supervision was no longer necessary.
32. Pakistan was impatiently waiting for the day
when the General Assembly would no longer have
to concern itself with the question because no territories would be administered any longer by a foreign
Power. In a sense the Administering Members were
on a black list : thev had to account to the United
Nations for certain" of their actions in Non-SelfGoverning Territories. They would surely be happy
to see their names struck from that list. The Pakistan
Government itself would be pleased to see the list
grow shorter. but it maintained that the final decision
rested with the United Nations, which he asked the
Administering Members to trust.
The meeting rose at 4.10 p.m.
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principle applied to all international commitments it followed that the restrictions contained in Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter were valid only for questions
not dealt with in the Charter. That was not the case
for Non-Self-Governing Territories since they were
dealt with in Chapter XI. The General Assembly therefore had the right and indeed the duty of ensuring that
all States which had signed the Charter fulfilled the
commitments thereby incurred. In that connexion, the
Assembly had taken a series of decisions and had, inter
alia, set up the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, which
had worked out a list of factors.
3. The Egyptian delegation thanked the Committee
for the work it had accomplished and considered that
the list it had drawn up was generally satisfactory. With
the addition of several amendments, designed to
strengthen the provisions governing the right of peoples
to self-determination, that list could be used for practical
purposes, without however absolving the Assembly from
examining the special circumstances of each particular
case. The Egyptian delegation intended to submit a
draft resolution amending the list of factors on those
lines.
4. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark) also thanked members of the Ad Hoc Committee and the Secretariat,
whose work had clarified the various aspects of the
problem and enabled delegations to define their position.
The Danish delegation was prepared to approve the repmt and to accept the list of factors it contained. The
classification of those factors into three parts seemed
judicious. The work accomplished so far was satisfactory, and consequently there was no need to maintain
the Ad Hoc Committee.
5. Among the factors enumerated in the Committee's
report .ti~ere was one of primary importance, namely,
the opmion
the population of the territory, freely
expressed by mformed and democratic processes, as to
the status or change in status which they desired. The
factors applied not only to the cessation of the transmission of information but just as well to the commencement of the transmission of information. All Member
States s?ould examine their ~wn position in the light
of the hst of factors and decide whether they should
transmit information on territories on which they had
not so far submitted a report.
6. As ~o the ques~ion of competence, the position which
the Damsh delegation had taken up at previous sessions
had not chan¥~d. It .considered th~t the State responsible
for the. admm1strat10J?- o~ a terntory had the right to
determme the constitutional status of the territorv
placed under its sovereignty. None of the provisions of
~hapt.er XI could be interpreted as modifying that principle m any way. whatever. ~enmark had always been
ready to transmit to the Umted Nations information
concerning not only the economic, social and educational
sitt:a.tion i~ the territory it administered, but also the
p~htJ~al s1tuation. and the ~evelopment of the constitutional status m that terntorv. Nevertheless it had
never considered that the United Nations was thereby
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Factors which should be taken into account in de·
ciding whether a territory is or is not a terri·
tory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2428) (continued)

[Item 33] *

1. Mr. ABOU-AFIA (Egypt) stressed the importance
which the Egyptian delegation attached to Chapter XI
of the Charter and recalled the steps it had taken or
supported to ensure that the provisions of that Chapter
were applied. During the discussion of that question,
the representatives of the Administering Members had
asserted that the General Assembly was not competent
to examine whether a Territory had attained full selfgovernment on the grounds that no text conferred that
power upon it. Their point of view had been expressed
in the reservations made by the Belgian representative
and contained in sub-paragraph (b) of paragraph 40
of the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors
(Non-Self-Governing Territories) (A/2428), the text
of which he quoted. True to the Charter and to its own
principles. the Egyptian delegation felt bound to oppose
that point of view. Chapter XI set forth contractual
obligations to which all Member States had subscribed
and which no Member State could evade by a unilateral
act or statement. To admit the contrary would enable
the Administering Members to waive too easily the provisions of Chapter XI. There was no doubt whatsoever
th2.t the meaning of that Chapter was completely divorced
from any unilateral interpretation which the Administering Members might give to it.
2. There were no grounds for invoking the provisions
of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter. Just as in
private law contractual obligations were interpreted as
a voluntary restriction on individual freedom, so international commitments constituted a voluntary restriction on the sovereignty of States, with reservations of
course as to the object of those commitments. As that
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empowered to review or revise any action which had
been taken by the constitutional bodies of Denmark.
7. Recalling the stages in the constitutional evolution
of Greenland, he said that, as early as 1951, the Danish
delegation had announced in the Special Committee on
Information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter1 that. Greenla_nd wished to be represented directly in
the Damsh Parhament. In 1952, the National Council
of Greenland had unanimously adopted a resolution expressing the desire that Greenland should be associated
with Denmark as an integral part of the metropolitan
country, with full equality of status with other parts of
Denmark and representation in the Danish Parliament.
It had also requested that the Danish Constitution should
be amended to that effect. The Danish Government and
Parliament had recognized those aspirations. The new
Danish Constitution, adopted by Parliament and subsequently endorsed by a referendum of the Danish
people, contained in its first article a provision to the
effect that Greenland had become an integral part of
Denmark and thus had acquired equal status with the
rest of Denmark. The population of Greenland now enjoyed the same rights as the rest of the Danish population. By virtue of that constitutional change, therefore,
Greenland was no longer a Non-Self-Governing Territory under the terms of Chapter XI of the Charter.
Thus, in conformity with General Assembly resolution
222 (III), the Danish Government had sent to the
Secretary-General a note dated 3 September 1953 in
which it informed him of that development and to which
was attached an explanatory memorandum, a translation
of the Danish Constitution and the records of the meetings in which the National Council of Greenland had
considered and then unanimously adopted the changes
in question. It was the understanding of the Danish
Government that, in conformity with resolution 448 (V),
that documentation would be laid before the Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories at
its next session, but the Danish delegation wished to
bring it to the immediate notice of the Fourth Committee.
8. The decision of the Danish Government was in
complete conformity with the fundamental factor which
h<> had previously stressed, namely, the freely expressed
will and opinion of the population of the territory. It had
been welcomed by the people of both Greenland and
Denmark, who were convinced that the new order
would serve the interests of Greenland best, and the
Government and Parliament where Greenlanders were
now sitting side by side with their fellow countrymen,
would continue to do their utmost to promote the welfare of the Greenlanders.
9. Mr. ABOU KHADRA (Saudi Arabia) said that
the Committee had heavy responsibilities which it must
strive to fulfil in a spirit of co-operation on the basis
of Chapters XI, XII and XIII of the Charter and in
pursuance of the aims and principles proclaimed in the
Charter. It might carry out its functions by seeking
solutions in the Charter itself, but all the members of
the Committee must also agree on the interpretation
to be given to the Articles on which its work was to be
based. Too often there had been a tendency to limit
the scope of the Committee's work and even its competence by the use of juridical arguments which departed from the real meaning- of the Charter and from
any strict interpretation of its provisions. If the purposes specifed by the Charter were to be attained, the
1

See A/AC.35/SR.34.

latter must be interpreted more broadly, and he hoped
that the discussion on factors would not lead to serious
controversy and that, by showing a spirit of sincere cooperation, the Committee could achieve productive results which would make it possible to bring- the views
of certain groups closer together.
10. His delegation paid a tribute to the way the Ad
Hoc Committee had carried out its duties. Yet, whatever the number of factors included no list could be
considered complete or final. The list :Uust therefore remain under constant study and be resubmitted for revision. Hence the General Assembly should refer to the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories, in connexion with its normal 1vork and responsibilities, the list of factors, their interpretation and
!he adjus_tme~ts to b~ mad~ in the light of any changes
m the situation which might occur. An appropriate
draft resolution should be submitted and adopted by the
Committee. Moreover, the list of factors could serve
only as a guide, a compilation of criteria whereby the
stage_ of development of a given Territory could be ascertamed and whereby_ a decision could be more easily
rea~hed on the questwn whether the Territory had
achieved full se~f-~overnment .. In view of the variety
of the characteristics of the different dependent territories, those criteria must be applied very flexibly. That
point was extremely important.
11. He did not agree with the Ad Hoc Committee
on Factors that the definition of the notion of full selfgovern~ent would necessarily raise serious difficulties.
~o arnve at such a definition it was enough to appreCiate the aspirations of the dependent peoples and to
re!y ~n two principl~s: that of the right of self-determmahon, set forth .m. Article 1, paragraph 2, of the
Charter, and the prtnCiple that the interests of the inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Territories were
paramount, as stated in Article 73. It was easy to defin~ t~e no~ion of f~ll self-government, the supreme
obJeC~Ive latd down m the Charter, by applying those
pnnctples : full self-government meant sovereign independence. When the current popular movements for
complete independence 1vere considerecl, there was
reason to doubt that the dependent peoples would freely
choose any form of self-government which did not imply
full and complete sovereignty. It mattered little whether
after. achievi~g independence, a Non-Self-Governing
Terntory dectded to enter into an association with the
.metropolitan or any other country inasmuch as such association was subsequent to independence. Otherwise
there would be serious reasons for doubting whether
the dependent territory had exercised a free choice.
12. With reg;ar~ to the elemen!s for determining
whethe~ the prm~Iple of self-determmation was guaranteed, hts delegatiOn accepted the list given in section
IV _of the. Ad Hoc Committee's report. It attached
pa~t1~ular tmportance to points D, E and F. If the
pnnctple that the interests of the indigenous inhabitants
were J?aramount was to be respected, it was an absolute
necessity that the population should be able to express
it~ ~pini~:m without any pressure on the part of the admmJstenng Powers. Point E (A/2428, para. 15) was
an essential supplement to point D, (A/2428, para. 15)
because the real aspirations of the peoples concerned
could not be determined unless the administering Powers
gave the assurance that the views of the inhabitants
would be respected. Finally, point F ( A/2428, para. 21)
was the only f~ctor which could be used in deciding
whether a Territory had voluntarily agreed to a limitation of its sovereignty in favour of the metropolitan
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or any other country. Some areas remained linked to the
metropolitan country against the wishes of the inhabitants. The metropolitan countries had always
claimed that such association had been effected with the
full agreement of the two parties. If such were the
case, those countries had no reason to make reservations to point F. If they accepted it, any doubts persisting in certain minds would disappear. The very
fact that a Non-Self-Governing Territory was free to
change its status by democratic processes, in other
words. to withdraw, in a given case, from an association
to which it was a party, proved once and for all that
the association had not been imposed upon it.
13. He then passed to the list of factors submitted by
the Ad Hoc Committee (A/2428, section VI). Factor
A.3 of the second part, which actually referred to a
limitation of sovereignty and independence, should be
omitted. V\1hile the right of a country to relinquish a
part of its sovereignty in favour of a larger entity was
one of the attributes of sovereignty, States which had
recently acquired their independence vvere much too
jealous of the latter to enter into an <:greement which
might limit it. The situation in the Middle East, ·where
the elements of one nation, divided to serve the interests
of the colonial Powers, were trying gradually to hring
about a closer union, was irrelevant. His delegation
unreservedly accepted the other factors, on the understanding that the association to which the latter two
parts referred had to be effected in accordance with the
real aspirations of the people and without pressure.
14. \Vith regard to the question of competence, the
General Assembly should be consulted whenever it was
to be determined whether a territory had achieved full
self-government, because it had to reach a decision on
each case individually. Only when a Territory had
reached a stage of independence which qualified it for
admission to the United Nations could the transmission
of the information specfied in the Charter cease.
15. Mr. DOBROSIELSKI (Poland) noted that the
purely theoretical analyses, which had been made for
several years, had not led to a final and complete list of
factors. It was to be feared that no substantial progress
could be made if the matter continued to be dealt with
in a purely academic manner. It was sufficient proof
that the list drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee hardly
differed from that of 1952 (General Assembly resolution
648 (VII), annex). It was only of value as a collection
of general indications. It was difficult to accept some
of the factors listed in the second and third parts. to
which the Guatemalan and USSR representatives had
raised objections ( 322nd and 323rd meetings).
16. It could be concluded from a study of the history
of the problem that the Administering Members were
trying to keep the subject on the plane of theory and
to prevent the General Assembly from taking the nE'cessary action to change the current situation. That situation was the result of the arbitrary refusal of certain Administering Members, the United States, France. the
United Kingdom and the Netherlands, to continue to
transmit information on the Non-Self-Governing Territories under their administration, contrary to the
obligations which they had assumed under Chapter XI
of the Charter. The Administering Members had stopped
transmitting information on fifteen of the seventyfour Non-Self-Governing Territories listed in General
Assembly resolution 66 (I). The tendency to adopt decisions unilaterally persisted, as proved by the cases of
the Netherlands Antilles, Surinam and Puerto Rico.
The Administering Members claimed that the Non-Self-
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Governing Territories came under their jurisdiction
exclusively. The question was international in scope
and the United Nations must attach very special importance to the present and future position of the
peoples concerned.
17. Hence, without underestimating the importance of
a theoretical study of the problem, his delegation considered that practical action should be taken to solve it.
It hoped that the General Assembly would very soon
compile a list of principles which would make it impossible for the Administering Members to decide unilaterally to stop transmitting information on the territories under their administration. Those Powers were
obliged to transmit such information so long as the
territories in question were not independent and
sovereign States, the inhabitants of which had full
executive, legislative and judicial authority. The General
Assembly was competent to decide whether a territory had attained full self-government and to rule
whether the transmission of information should cease.
The Polish delegation would support any positive resolution to settle the matter along those lines.
18. Mr. NAJAR (Israel) said that the Israel delegation had been somewhat concerned to find that the discussion had borne mainly on the question of who should
decide whether a Non-Self-Governing Territory had
really attained self-government, and \vhen it had become independent. As the question of the cessation of
the transmission of information appeared as item 3 on
the Committee's agenda, it might have been better if
the Committee had paid more attention to factors as
such, and less to the use made of the factors, which
only led to endless arguments about the interpretattion of the Charter. Its time would be better spent if
it tried to make some useful contribution to a sane and
constructive settlement of the practical political problems facing the United Nations.
19. The Israel delegation did not regard the examination of the factors as absolutely essential since the experience possessed hy the sixty Member States
practically guaranteed that no aspect of the problems
relating to any conceivable type of self-government or
independence would be lost sight of when any particular
instance was being discussed. The Ad Hoc Committee
report under consideration merely strengthened that
view. One of that Committee's tasks had been to define the notion of a full measure of self-government for
the purposes of Chapter XI. The problem had been to
ascertain whether the notion fell somewhat short of
independence as referred to in Chapter XII and, if so,
to decide whether it meant something more than
autonomy in economic. social and educational matters
as mentioned in Article 73 e. The Committee had decided that it was impossible to arrive at a definition and
that the concept would emerge from the examination
of each particular case. It had also been the Committee's
task to seek criteria to determine whether the principle
of the right of peoples to self-determination was guaranteed so far as that Chapter was concerned. The Committee had not come to anv definite conclusion or reached
any general agreement. Anyone considering the list of
factors would be struck by the fact that it failed to
reflect the complexity of the problems raised and the
positions of the members of the Ad Hoc Committee.
20. In considering ways and means of ensuring international respect for the right of peoples to self-determination, there was ;m unfortunate and growing tendency to overlook individual aspects of th1.t right, although they formed the real basis for it. Historically,
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the right of a people to self-determination rested upon
the freedom and equality of men bound together by
what had been termed the social contract. Nor should
it be forgotten that in President Wilson's Fourteen
Points, the principle of nationality and the principles of
democracy had been identical.
21. The first part of the list of factors dealt with
independence. To judge by the heading of the list as
given in paragraph 41 of document A/2428, the second
and third parts might have been expected to deal with
other separate systems of self-government, whereas they
dealt with self-government in continuing association
with the metropolitan country and with factors indicative
of the free association of a territory with the metropolitan or other country as an integral part of that
country.
22. It was useless to embed in an extremely complex
report a list of factors which seemed to establish the
fact that Non-Self-Governing Territories would some
day attain independence but that that independence was
likely to assume the most varied forms, according to
the freely-expressed wishes of the populations concerned. It might well be, therefore, that a more searching
analysis of the concepts of self-government and independence might prove a disservice to the right of
peoples to self-determination. The study of factors should
accordingly come to an end.
23. The Ad Hoc Committee's work would, however,
have helped to narrow the gap between the administering Powers' ideas and those of the non-administering
Powers on an important point, since paragraph 13 of
the report stated that the concept of self-government
would emerge in the examination of a particular case.
24. One example of the endless debates which the
Committee would let itself in for if it constantly discussed problems from the theoretical viewpoint would
be the discussion of the Belgian thesis that as there was
nc restrictive definition of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories in Chapter XI of the Charter, the Assembly might discover territories undeclared by the States
responsible for them. But it was clear from Article 74
that the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter could
in no circumstances he applied to a metropolitan territory. Would it be wise to engage in a discussion of
the concept of a metropolitan territory?
25. Mr. DORSINVILLE (Haiti) welcomed the historical process by which, within a century and a half,
the world had progressed from the slave revolt in Santo
Domingo to the meeting of the Fourth Committee in
which the representatives of free and independent nations were endeavouring to define the requirements that
some sixty territories throughout the world, with more
than 200 million inhabitants, must fulfil in order to
attain self-government or independence.
26. Despite their good intentions, competence and
eagerness to comply with their terms of reference, the
various subsidiary bodies set up to study the question
of factors had not been able either to define the notion
of a full measure of self-government or to draw up a
list of factors to everyone's entire satisfaction. Document
A/2428 was an intellectual exercise without any practical
bearin.g : while admitting that the list of factors was only
indicative, it recognized that only specific cases could
be considered. The work had not, however, been useless,
for it had made it possible to study all the legal, political,
economic and social aspects of vast territories whose
future was in doubt. There was great wisdom in the
following passage in Mr. Pierre Ryckmans' book,

Dominer pour servir: "There is as yet no political
problem in the Congo. Now is not the time to solve it,
but it is already time to think about it, to provide and
prepare for the future . . .When the time comes, people
will not wait. If we delay, the crisis will not end in
emancipation, but in hatred, revolt and separation"
(p. 74).
27. It was precisely in order to avoid outbreaks of
hatred that the Haitian delegation had always approved
the reports submitted on the question of factors and
would vote for the adoption of document A/2428, although it beiieyed that the free expression of the
people's wishes should have been the only factor listed.
Since the Administering Members had accepted a limitation of their sovereignty, they could not arbitrarily
withdraw a territory from the jursidiction of Article
73. It should be possible to ensure that peoples expressed their opinion with complete freedom if the parties concerned showed goodwill and allowed the United
Nations to exercise the requisite supervision.
28. In view of the Administering Members' adamant
attitude, his delegation feared that Chapter XI of the
Charter might soon become a dead letter. It asked,
therefore, that development should go forward in the
real interests of the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories, and it would vote for the adoption of
the report ( A/2428) so that each case might be studied
in accordance with agreed and accepted guiding standards, although it did not thereby acknowledge that the
factors listed would thenceforth be unalterable.
29. Mr. SHTOKALO (Ukrainan Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that SGme Administering Members
evaded their commitment under the Charter to transmit
information on the territories they administered because they wished to hide the harsh conditions prevailing in them. Many indications showed that those
Powers were shamelessly exploiting the people in those
territories and that they were merely trying to make
the biggest possible profits out of them ·rather than
to ensure their economic, social and educational advancement. It was enough to recall that the petitions and
complaints to the United Nations were continually
increasing. The working out of factors to determine
whether a territory had or had not attained a full measure of self-government should enable the Administering Members to fulfil the commitments imposed on
them by the Charter. Factors had been discussed at
length without any satisfactory conclusions being
reached, and it could be seen that the Ad Hoc Committee had once more failed to comply with its terms
of reference. The list of factors it had compiled was incomplete and should be improved. Even worse, the
Committee had not even succeeded in working out a
definition of the concept of a full measure of selfgovernment. It had claimed that the absence of such
a definition was not a serious disadvantage. That conclusion was quite wrong, for it would be impossible
to list precisely all the factors to be taken into q.ccount
in deciding whether a territory had attained complete
self-government if no one knew what a full measure of
self-government meant.
30. The first part of the list approved by the Ad Hoc
Committee might be regarded as acceptable, although it
should be improved. But the second and third parts
could not be accepted, since they dealt with a territory's association, continuing or otherwise, with the
metropolitan country, a limitation of its indPpendence,
rather than with attaining a full measure of self-government. The factors in the third part would entitle
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the Administering Members to cease transmitting information. The Ad Hoc Committee's work had, therefore led to a result that was exactly the opposite of
the terms of reference given it by the Assembly. To
adopt the last two parts would be to pmy the game
of the colonial Powers, which were trying to assume
the exclusive right to settle the future ot the Non-SelfGovermng Terntories. Their views had been strikingly
illustrated by Belgium's reservations reproduced in the
Ad Hoc Committee's report (para. 40) .
.H. It was to be hoped that the Committee would
amend the list of factors so that the Administering
Members would be enabled to fulfil their commitments
under the Charter.
32. Mr. CAMPOS CATELIN (Argentina) complimented the Ad Hoc Committee on the care with which
it had discharged its duties under the chairmanship of
Mr. Khalidy.
33. The Argentine delegation unreservedly approved
the conclusions set forth in paragraph 9 of document
A/2428. The factors enumerated in the present list
were merely a guide and in no way final.
34. As the Mexican representative had pointed out
( 322nd meeting), factor A.4 of the first part of the list
of ±actors was not acceptable. A State could be said
to have achieved a full measure of self-government when
it was able to take charge of its own national defence,
and not merely to partic1pate therein. Moreover, factor
A.4 could not apply to the setting-up and use of military
bases in a territory. That would imply an infringement
of the severeignty of the country concerned, since national defence was one of its essential attributes.
35. The adjective "continuing" should be omitted
from the tit1e of the second part of the list, especially
as the association referred to in that part could not be
other than what the parbes chose to make it; the assocmtion should always be to the benefit of the territory
voluntarily accepting a limitatwn of its sovereignty, but
such an association might, at a later date, be detrimental
to the interests of the territory concerned. Furthermore,
the idea of voluntary limitation of severeignty was
highly dangerous and should therefore not appear in the
list unless accompanied by the guarantee proposed by
the Guatemalan representative, which was set out in
paragraph 21 of the report.
36. Some delegations had found it difficult to draft
a satisfactory definition of the concept of "people", as
the object of the right of self-determination. In that
connexion there was a definition by Professor Georges
Scelle, in his Precis de droit des gens, which said that
a people was a collective entity able to exercise the right
of self-determination, an indispensable condition of its
existence; a people was the aggregate of the wills of the
individuals constituting it; that aggregate of wills implied a unity of purpose founded upon a unity of traditions, upon a common historical and spiritual heritage.
J7. With reference to paragraph 40 of the Ad Hoc
Committee's report, the Argentine delegation wished
again to refute the Belgian representative's thesis. The
Administering Members' acceptance of the provisions
of Chapter XI of the Charter placed under international
trusteeship only the peoples referred to in that Chapter, and its provisions applied only to territories which
had never been an integral part of a metropolitan State
or had never been considered a part thereof. Article 2,
paragraph 7, could not be invoked in that connexion because matters of that kind were not within the Administering Members' domestic jurisdiction; that was a
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position which the Argentine Government had maintained on many occa::.1ons. ;:,uch matters were connected
w1th the system ot mternatwnal protection of Non-SeltGovernmg Ternwnes set up by the Charter and freely
accepted by tt1e Adnmustenng Members. Those Members had assumed an oohgation which, in the words of
tl1e Charter itseu, consLltmed a "sacred trust" for them.
1t was for the General Assembly to decide whether a
territory had ceased to be non-self-governing or was
still non-selt-governmg within the meaning of Chapter XI.
J~. The Argentine delegation wished to repeat that
the Government ot tne metropolitan State had no nght
to modity the polltlcal status of a territory in the event
of a dispute or msagreement.
39. Lastly, the Government of the Argentine Republlc cons1dered that, as set forth in resolutwn XXA.lll
ot the .N mth 1nternatwna1 Conference of American
States at Bogota in l94b, "The historical process of the
emancipation of America will not be complete so long
as there remain on the contment peoples and regions
subject to a colonial regime, or territories occupied by
non-American countries".
40. Mr. S. S. LIU (China) felt that the study of factors had been the subject of long and fruittul work,
both in the Committee and in various subcommittees.
W1th the compllation of the present hst it had reached
a stage where, while the list could certainly be perfected
and made more precise, no useful purpose would thereby
he served for the moment, as paragraph Y of the Ad Hoc
Committee's report pointed out. '!'he present list could
serve as a useful gmde in determining whether a territory had achieved a full measure of sed-government or
not. lt was clear from the terms of resolutlon 648 (VII),
however, that the decision did not rest exclusively with
the Administering Member; it was for the General
Assembly to decide in the last resort. That thesis
was absomtely in accord with the theory of internatwnal
responsibility now almost universally admitted.
41. The Chinese delegation would cordially welcome
the cessation of the transmission of any information
on Non-Se1f-Governing Territories if such cessation
were proof that all Non-Self-Governing Territories,
\Vlthout exception, had achieved independence, thereby
attaining the purpose of Chapter Xl of the Charter.
So long, however, as there were territories not yet
enjoying a full measure of self-government, the Administenng Members should continue to furnish information. That was the only way the General Assembly cou:d ensure the protection of non-self-governing
peoples and safeguard their rights and legitimate interests.
42. The Chinese delegation wished to make three observations on the theory, frequently maintained by certain Administering Members, that the provisions of
Chapter XI applied not only to the Non-Self-Governing
Territories, but also to certain independent States whose
populations, or a part of whose populations, did not
as yet enjoy a ful: measure of self-government. In the
first place, the very title of Chapter XI indicated that
it referred solely to the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
Secondly, the Administering Members, which had accused certain non-administering Members of exceeding
the bounds of the provisions of Chapter XI, would be
ill-advised to try to extend the application of that
Chapter without having any legal justification for so
doing. Lastlv, extension of the scope of Chapter XI
could not in any way release the Administering Members from the obligations they had assumed in respect
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of Non-Self-Governing Territories to which that Chapter in fact referred.
43. The Chinese delegation was prepared to support
any draft resolution based on the conclusions formulated
by the Ad Hoc Committee; it reserved the right to speak
on that matter later.
44. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
noted with satisfaction that the Ad Hoc Committee's
report took into account the various juridicai questions
which the Dominican delegation had raised since the
question of factors had first come under study. That
;,tudy might make it possible to elaborate principles
of international law.
45. Chapter XI of the Charter was of very special importance. On the one hand, it gave the populations of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories the hope that their
aspirations to independence and freedom would one
Jay be realized, and, on the other, it bore witness to the
goodwill with which the metropolitan Powers had
agreed at San Francisco to assume the sacred trust
ol promoting the well-ueing of the populations of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories. His delegation had
greatly admired the generosity of the Powers which
had sub"cribed to the obligations set forth in Chapter XI.

46. In view of the great importance of Chapter XI,
its real scope should be defined. Since the San Francisco Conference it had given rise to many divergent
interpretations. Now that the United Nations was contemplating a revision of the Charter in accordance with
Article 109, it would be useful to strengthen Chapter XI
uy incorporating in it a definition of a full measure
or self-government. 1 hat was a very arduous task, as
those who had taken part in the efforts of the United
Nations to define aggression well knew. The difficulty
resided to a considerable extent in the fact that there
were various ideas of what a definition should be: shotLd
it be generic, descriptive, enumerative, or should it
combine all three of those features? In the first part of
the list of factors, the Ad Hoc Committee had succeeded
in giving an enumerative definition of independence,
and it should be congratulated on its brilliant achievement.
47. The list of factors would certainly never be fina,
and complete, but it would always be a guide to the
study of each specific case in the light of its own peculiar
circumstances. The present list :,eemed to be completei)·
logiCal; it filled a gap in the interpretation of Lllapter
}.1 and enabled General Assembly resolution 222 ( lii)
to be better implemented. The Dominican delegation
fdt that the Committee could now recommend to the
General Assembly that it should stop studying factors
because the resu,ts obtained were satisfactory enough
for the item to be taken off the agenda.
48. The first part of the list of factors included very
valuable criteria for determining whether a people had
attained independence. With regard to the other two
parts, he emphasized that any collective entity should
have the right to dissociate its political and parliamentary institutions from those of the metropo.itan
country to \vhich it was attached by historical links
when it expressed a desire to do so. In the case of an
association \vith the metropolitan or other country, the
fundamental criterion was the freely expressed opinion
of the population of the territory concerned. It \Y~ s
desirable to adopt flexible formulas, in harmony with
modern viewpoints on that subject.

49. The Dominican delegation was prepared to support
any proposal recommendmg the use of the present 1ist
ot factors as a guide in determining whether a territory
was or was not fully self-governmg, it being clearly
understood that the paramount factor should still be the
opinion, freely expressed by democratic means, of the
populations of the territories concerned.
SO. As his list of speakers on the question of factors
was exhausted, the CHAIRMAN proposed that further
discussion of the item should be deferred until the
following meeting and that the Committee should begin
its consideration of the question of information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter.
Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories
transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter
[Item 32] *
GENERAL DEBATE

51. Mr. HOPKINSON (United Kingdom) recalled
that at the seventh session, he had opened the general
discussion in the Fourth Committee (251st meeting)
on the report of the Committee on Information from
~on-Self-Governing Territories (A/2219 and Corr.1)
with a broad review of the policies and achievements
ot the United Kingdom Government in the territories
it administered. It would have been his wish to participate in the discussion for a longer period during the
present year. But as a Minister at the Colonial Office, he
had unfortunately a very heavy programme of work,
which would make it necessary for him to leave New
York very shortly. It was for that reason that he had
a~ked for the floor at the present stage.
j2. Section VI of the report of the Committee on
Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories (A/
24b5) now before the Fourth Committee dealt with
educationa. conditions in Non-Self-Governing Territories, the Committee's main topic for discussion in
1SJ53. In addition, part two of the document contained
a special report uy the Committee on education in NonS elf-Governing Territories.
.Jj,
He had a personal interest in the problem of
eaucatwn, since he was Chairman of the Advisory Committee established by the Secretary of State for the
Colonies to advise him on educational questions. That
Comimttec had originally been established in 1929 to
advise the Secretary of State on the formulation of
educational po.icy in the British dependencies. As a
result of constitutional and other developments in the
colonies, the character of the Advisory Committee's
work had changed greatly in recent years. Whereas
in the past educational policy had been formulated in
London, the considerable development of local initiative in educational matters and the growth of the
powers and responsibilities of colonial legislatures had
substantially modified the Committee's functions. It
was still the case that when the local authorities felt
the need for an outside opinion, they referred certain
questions to the Secretary of State, who arranged for
their consideration by the Advisory Committee. But the
Committee could now be regarded much more as a panel
of experts ready to offer technical assistance of the
highest quality at the request of colonial governments.
That change illustrated the new relationship which had
come into being between the metropolitan Government
and the territories for which it was responsib~e.
54. His delegation accepted the report of the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories as the expression of a consensus of views for
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which it had respect, and would transmit it to the
authorities of the territories under United Kingdom
administration in order that it might be taken into account as those authorities considered appropriate, in
the fdrmulation and execution of their educational policies, in the same way as they would take into account
the advisory opinions of the Committee of the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
55. He felt obliged, however, to make one mild criticism, namely that, in his opinion, the report perhaps
placed too much emphasis on the rapid extension of
primary education. While the defeat of illiteracy was of
vital importance, the United Kingdom delegation also
felt that a territory must preserve some balance at all
stages of its educational development. An effective system of primary education was impossible without a
satisfactory system of teacher training. Such a system
could not be established without an adequate number
of secondary schools from which to recruit student
teachers. Quality must not be sacrificed to quantity,
since that might seriously jeopardize the development
of the territories. Unless stress was laid on quality and
on the provision of general, professional and technical
education, there was no hope of achieving the objectives
set forth in paragraph 12 of the special report on
education.
56. The fundamental objective of United Kingdom
educational policy was the development of the capacity
for responsibility. The objectives of Chapter XI of the
Charter could not be met without a constant effort
on the part of the Administering Members to thrust
more and more responsibility on greater and greater
numbers of the inhabitants of the territories. That process of the active devolution of responsibility, of"'hich
there were several recent and important examples
in the United Kingdom territories, could not, however,
be foJlowed blindly. The United Kingdom Government
did not, for example, believe that just because there
existed in any given territory a handful of brilliant
and educated politicians, that territory was necessarily
ripe to assume complete responsibility for its own affairs.
57. A stable democracy must be broadly based. There
must be enlightened competence at all levels of society,
with a flow of educated and disciplined talent to fill
the places of the few brilliant individuals to be found
in the territories, as in most countries of the world.
The United Kingdom Government would regard it as
an utter dereliction of its duties if it handed over complete power to the peoples of the territories it administered when those terirtories had acquired no more
than a facade of self-discipline and responsibility. In
some cases· risks had to be taken, but, if they were
taken, an error must readily be recognized when it was
seen. If caution was not exercised, there might well be,
after half a century of the patient construction of
democracy, a relapse into conditions of instability, in
which the mass of the people would have very little
effective voice in the conduct of their own affairs and
would be abandoned to the tyranny and inexperience
of a local oligarchy.
58. One of the main reasons why the transition from
imperial or colonial rule to independence had been
carried out so smoothly in a number of United Kingdom
territories was that over a long period of years British
administration had evolved a trained and competent
civil service and an impartial judiciary.
59. The importance of higher education should not be
underestimated in the training of leaders, since such
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education contributed to the development of a sense
of values. In 1952, there had been approximately 3,500
full-time students in the institutions of higher education of the territories administered by the UnitedKingdom-the three universities of Malta, Hong Kong
and Malaya and the university colleges in the West
Indies, East Africa, the Gold Coast and Nigeria. The
United Kindgom intended to create a university in
Central Africa in the near future.
60. No educational system could expand, or even survive, unless it could draw increasing resources from
economic prosperity. Since the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories would again
be turning its attention to the problems of economic
development the following year, it might be appropriate
to recall that in the territories for which the United
Kingdom was responsible, the central problem was the
wise use of the land. In countries with an agrarian
economy, the people had the great responsibility and
necessity of conserving and developing the resources
of their land, particularly as the problem of overpopulation was becoming increasingly acute in many
countries. There were reasons for that state of affairs
as well as for the fact that, despite the resources of
modern agricultural science, the yield of the land had
not kept pace with the increase of population. As had
been wisely said, "Poor soil makes poor people, and
poor people make poor soil worse". Land tenure and
agricultural practices must be changed and changed
in such a way and at such a pace as not to shatter
the fabric of society. Demands were sometimes made in
some Eastern and Central African territories for small
areas of land farmed efficiently for generations by
European communities to be turned over to African
tribes. Such a step could at best provide only slight
and temporary relief for African congestion. Expropriation of that kind, which would hand over properly
farmed land for destruction, would be an act not
only of injustice but of folly. The United Kingdom
Government was at present examining the most promising ways of making use of the large areas of empty
or half-empty land still existing in Africa by placing
them under efficient and permanent cultivation.
61. Agriculture should not, however, be the only element in the ecoonmic prosperity of the territories. Some
element of industrialization was essential to absorb some
part at least of the excess population. The production
of cheap power was essential in any programme of industrialization. Two great schemes of hydro-electric
development in Africa might be mentioned in that
connexion : the Volta scheme, in the Gold Coast, which
would cost 144 million pounds sterling to construct,
57 million pounds of which would be provided by the
United Kingdom Government, 42 million pounds by
the Gold Coast Government and the remainder by the
Canadian aluminium company which was co-operating
in carrying out the project; and the dam under construction at the Owen Falls in Uganda. The latter would not
only act as a great stimulus to industrial development in
Uganda, but would also play a part in controlling the
waters of the Nile. The United Kingdom was working
on that scheme in close collaboration with the governments of other interested countries, and with the
Egyptian Government in particular.
62. Such developments in the economic field inevitably
gave rise to social problems such as housing, the transformation of tribal society, race relationships, etc. The
concept of partnership between the different races was a
valid one; it alone offered any hope of a world in which
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racial differences would not be a source of discord but
would rather give opportunities for the best in all races
to be blended into a strong and harmonious society.
63. Referring to a remark made at the 447th plenary
meeting by the representative of the Lebano?? Mr. Hopkinson said he also believed that the conditions of the
modern world called for something more than a fragmentation based on the old-fashioned idea of pure nationalism. There could be no doubt that the world was
moving towards the creation of larger units and towards
the attainment of cohesion and stability through emphasis on the things which bound men together rather
than those which separated them. That process was
going forward in Europe, and the United Kingdom
delegation was convinced that it was an _inevit~ble
development in all parts of the world. The Umted Kmgdom attached the greatest importance to the development of international co-operation to ensure the progress
of Non-Self-Governing Territories. It would play an
energetic part in promoting regional groupings for the
solution of common technical problems.
64. The United Kingdom welcomed the interest shown
by the specialized agencies ?f t~e U:nited Nati~ns in ~he
Non-Self-Governing Terntones m connex10n with
tchnical assistance. It regarded the promotion of ~n
effective technical assistance programme as one of Its
cardinal functions in the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The aid it was already extending to its own
territories could stand comparison with that available
to any other country in the world ..It fel~ however ~hat
there was great value in co-operatwn with the Umted
Nations and the specialized agencies in that field. Financial reasons alone prevented the British territories from
participating mo:e fully in the Expanded P.rogran;me
of Technical Assistance. The requests the Umted Kmgdom had made had exceeded the resources which could
be allocated to it. It was well satisfied that the Technical
Assistance Administration viewed its requests with sympathy and was equally satisfied with the energy and. effectiveness with which it had provided a wide vanety
of services in the British territories.
65. In conclusion, he would emphasize that the United
Kingdom would never subscribe to the view that there
must necessarily be two camps in the Fourth Committee,
the small camp of the administering Powers, that was
to say, of the Powers who, by definition, might he
regarded as reactionary and obstructive, and the large
camp of the non-administering Powers who, by definition, were considered to have the monopoly of good
intentions. The United Kingdom was convinced that
their fundamental objectives were the same. It did not
believe that problems were always approached without
some degree of prejudice and 'vithout some degree of
ignorance.
66. It was of the utmost importance both for the
fruitfulness of the Fourth Committee's work and for
the reputation of the United Nations that the Committee's discussions and recommendations should be based
on a true assessment of the nature of the problems
and on a generous understanding of the difficulties
to be faced. For its part, the United Kingdom had
consistentlv done its utmost to send to meetings of
such bodies, and notably to the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories, representatives who could speak with authority and experience on the problems of the territories administered
bv the United Kingdom. It might be of great assistance
if other Member States would make an effort to do likewise.

67. At some stage of the debate which had just opened,
the United Kingdom delegation might put forward concrete proposals designed to ensure that the matters
dealt with by the Fourth Committee should be examined, not within a preconceived political framework, but
as world-wide problems to the solution of which all
countries could contribute.
68. It was impossible to deal with the human problems
which confronted that Committee wholly in isolation.
Many of them were not solely a matter for the Fourth
Committee but also came within the terms of reference
of other Assembly committees. They could be judged
only against the background of the achievements of
each country, for after all, it was only the knowledge
a country gained in administering itself that taught it
to judge the success or failure of others. If, as the
drafters of the Charter certainly intended, Member
States could work together as one team, if they could
discard some of the doubts and suspicions existing on
both sides, if they could contribute to the common task
the maximum wisdom and technical knowledge which
they had gained individually, there was every likelihood
that the Fourth Committee's work would go forward
harmoniously and rapidly towards the goal which all nations sought to attain-the political economic, social and
educational advancement of the peoples of the territories
concerned.
69. Mr. CAMPOS CATELIN (Argentina) said he
wished, in the name of his Government, to submit a formal reservation to the effect that the transmission by
the United Kingdom Government of information on the
Islas Malvinas-incorrectly designated as the Falkland Islands in document A/2413-in no way affected
Argentine sovereignty over the territory, which had
been unlawfully occupied by the United Kingdom by an
act of force which the Argentine Republic would never
accept. He reaffirmed the inalienable and imprescriptible
rights of the Argentine Republic over the Islas Malvinas, South Georgia, the South Sandwich Islands and
the Argentine sector of the Antarctic, which were an
integral part of Argentine territory. He requested the
Secretariat to use the term Islas Malvinas in all documents issued in Spanish.
70. Mr. HOPKINSON (United Kingdom) replied
that his Government was sovereign over the territory in
question, the population of which was of purely English
stock and spoke only English. He affirmed the United
Kingdom's sovereign rights over the islands and requested that the correct title of the islands, namely the
Falkland Islands, should be used in all documents issued
m English.
Records of the Fourth Committee

71. Mr. DE l\lARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
wished to protest against the fact that the summary record of the Committee's 32lst meeting devoted only
twelve lines to the statement made by his delegation,
although the complete text of that statement, which had
been handed to the precis-writers, amounted to fiftyfive lines in Spanish. He asked that his speech should
be included in the summary record concerned without
mutilation.
72. The manner in which his statement had been summarized was particularly regrettable because it had dealt
with a question of great importance-the request for a
hearing by the President of the Puerto Rican Independence Party. His delegation had stated in that con-
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nexion that the Dominican Republic had always maintained the best possible relations with the Puerto Rican
people. He wondered why someone had seen fit to omit
that passage and why his statement had been reduced
much more drastically than the statements of other
delegations.
73. He also felt that the system of preparing summary records was faulty. The speeches of Spanishspeaking delegations were translated into English or
French and then retranslated into Spanish, which gave
rise to frequent errors and mistranslations in the summaries of speeches made in Spanish. It was also unsatis-
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factory that corrections to the summary records were
accepted by the Secretariat only in English or French
and not in Spanish.
74. His delegation requested that its complaint should
be included in the summary record, and if no action was
taken upon it, would be compelled to ask the Chairman
to summon the responsible officials before the Fourth
Committee.
75. The CHAIRMAN said he was confident that the
Secretariat would take whatever action was necessary
to satisfy the delegation of the Dominican Republic.
The meeting rose at 6.15 p.m.
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to make improvements to a work of that kind
but any changes in the text or in the system would
merely reflect personal preferences, and there was. c~m
sequently a risk of inviting fresh differences of opmwn
rather than improving the chances of agreement. The
Brazilian delegation had therefore been somewhat dismayed by the propos:=t~ to set up a thi:d commit~ee
to prepare a third ed~tlon of !he sam~ hst! on which
fruitless discussions m1ght contmue ad mfimtum.
5. If that vicious circle was to be broken, care should
be taken not to attach undue importance to the list. It
~hould be realized that political circumstances were
bound to vary and would always resist the application
of rigid methods and set principles. Consequently, the
existmg list could be considered good or bad only in so
far as it fulfilled its purpose of serving as a reference
and working document.
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f'actors which should be taken into account ~
deciding whether a territory is or is not a terri·
tory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the ;fd
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governmg
Territories)
(A/2428, AjC.4jL.272)
(con·
tinued)

6. The main criteria which could be applied in judging the measure of self-government were well known
to ad. The ooligations enumerated in Article 73 of the
Charter could cease only when the people of a territory
had themselves decided their future in full political freedom. Such a decision freely taken must necessarily bring
the people in question to the status either of complete
independence and admission into the United Nations
cr the status of association with a sovereign State.
li the conditions of such association left the former
dependent territory free to exercise political sovereignty
v;ithin its own borders, the problem would cease
to exist. It was not for the Fourth Committee to
decide whether the choice of such association had
been a wise one. It could only consider whether sel£gt,vernment in internal political affairs could lead to
self-government in administrative, economic and social
affairs. As long as a nation had no sovereign and absolute power within its borders, it would be useless
to assert that the provisions of paragraph b of Article 73
of the Charter, which was the cornerstone of Chapter
XI, had been applied. Such were the real criteria of
the autonomy of a territory's population. The indications given by the list of factors were of a subsidiary
nature and must never obscure the fundamental considerations.
7. The Brazilian delegation was therefore ready to
support any draft resolution which would view the list
of factors in that way and which would enable the list
to be put to the test.
8. If the members of the Fourth Committee would
analyse concrete cases objectively, differences on questions of principle would be greatly reduced and the
resulting atmosphere of calm would be conducive to
solutions in keeping with the spirit of the Charter and
reflecting the aspirations of dependent peoples without
prejudicing the just and legitimate interests of the Administering Members.
9. In that spirit the Brazilian delegation was formally
submitting draft resolution A/C.4/L.272. Its aim was to
reconcile the views expressed by several delegations at

[Item 33]*

1. The CHAIRMAN called attention to the draft
resolution submitted by the Brazilian delegation on the
subject of factors (A/C.4/L.272).
2 Mr. FERREIRA DE SOUZA (Brazil) recalled
that the Brazilian delegation had outlined its position
on the question of factors at the Committee's seventh
session (277th meeting).
3. After careful study of the report of ~he Ad oc
Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governmg Terntories) ( A/2428) and after reading ~he many docum~~ts
.submitted to the Fourth Committee, the Br<l:zilian
delegation had considered it unnecessary to speak m _the
debate on that item of the agenda. It had taken the v1ew
that after three years' discussion the members of the
Fourth Committee had reached an agreement on premii>es, on essential points and on preliminary. con~idera
tions, so that long digressions on the n:ents, Importance and limitations of scope of the list submitted
by the Ad Hoc Committee could be avoided. Unfortunately the Brazilian delegation had found that that
was not' so. Some speakers at previous meetings had
practically reopened the entire question.
4. The Brazilian delegation was none the less more
than ever convinced that it was unnecessary to study the
bases of the question of factors. or to di_gress i~to definitions. The criteria already listed satlsfactonly met
the purposes of the General Assembly ir;t reco'?mending
the production of a list of _factor? _which m1ght serve
as a guide to the Assembly m decidmg whether to terminate the obligations imposed by Chapter XI of the
Charter. The Ad Hoc Committee's report showed that
the study of those factors had reached a point where
no appreciable advance could be made. It was always
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recent meetings which were almost identical in several
important respects with the views of the Brazilian delegation, particularly with regard to the manner of applying the factors. The draft resolution did not detract in
any way from the value which those factors would have
when it became necessary to decide the scope of the
constitutional changes of which the United Nations was
informed by Administering Members in accordance with
resolution 222 (III), but it tried to define the spirit in
which the newly-established political and juridical
criteria should be applied and to stress their relative
nature and the importance to be attached, in accordance
with the principle stated in resolution 648 (VII), to the
particular circumstances of each case.
10. It was true that resolution 648 (VII), in enumerating the basic considerations to be taken into account
in the analysis of any situation where a full measure of
self-government might be alleged to exist, had referred
rather too vaguely to the right of peoples to determine
their own future. Moreover, the list of factors had not
emphasized sufficiently or exactly enough the importance
of that criterion. Consequently, the Brazilian delegation
had considered it advisable to give pride of place to a
respect for the right of the populations concerned to
choose their political status, when considering what
evidence was required to support the claim that a full
measure of self-government had been reached.
11. He felt sure that many delegations would share
his views and would accept the solution proposed in the
Brazilian draft. That text repeated paragraphs 3 and 4
of resolution 648 (VII) since it appeared essential to
restate the principles contained in that resolution, particularly the principle of the indivisibility of autonomy,
which was restated in paragraph 6 of document A/
C.4/L.272. That notion was not contested in international or national law, but the Fourth Committee had
placed on it certain restrictive interpretations which the
Brazilian delegation could not accept. Full political responsibility was the very essence of the concept of selfgovernment as expressed in Article 73 of the Charter.
It was true that the idea could have been expressed less
vaguely than in resolution 648 (VII), but a new text
which in the last instance would merely repeat the same
thing might well have given rise to further discussions
on the meaning of words, without any practical result.
12. The Brazilian delegation left the revision of the
list of factors to the Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories which, under resolutions 334 (IV) and 448 (V), was the competent
body for initial examination of the information required
under resolution 222 (III). Naturally, any final decision
must be taken by the General Assembly since a delegation of powers enabling the Committee on Information
to have the final word in such questions would be contrary to the principle of the stratification of powers,
which must be maintained. On the other hand, it was
impossible to exaggerate the importance of the functions of the Committee on Information with regard to
the preliminary study of any case of the cessation of the
transmission of information required under Article 73
of the Charter. The Brazilian delegation was submitting
its draft resolution because it was its sincere desire to
give that Committee a sound working document.
13. The Brazilian delegation would welcome any
amendment designed to give greater force, precision or
clarity to its text; but a resolution such as it was proposing would gain nothing by being overburdened with
details or subsidiary considerations.

14. Mr. RIFAI (Syria) recalled the earlier discussions
on the matter and urged that a list should be drawn
up of factors to serve as a guide in determining whether
the obligations set forth in Article 73 e of the Charter
still applied. Such guiding principles should not, of
course, be regarded as immutable criteria. In that connexion his delegation approved paragraph 9 of document
A/2428. No matter how varied the circumstances peculiar to the different territories, however, one factor remained constant : the freely-expressed will of the
peoples.
15. His delegation had two general observations to
make on the proposed list of factors. First, the list,
which was satisfactory on the whole, had in it shortcomings and gaps which could be remedied without
referring the text to an ad hoc committee. In that respect his delegation agreed with the Guatemahtn and
Yugoslav delegations that any amendment which would
improve the list should be supported. Secondly, no
definition could be of permanent value in a world that
was rapidly changing. The list would therefore have
to be revised as and when circumstances demanded. It
could be sent to the Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories, which could be guided
by it and could draw attention to such imperfections as
came to light in the course of its application.
16. The problem did not lie in the value of the list
itself, which everybody agreed was to be considered
solely as a guide, but in something more fundamentalthe disagreement in the Fourth Committee on the interpretation of the obligations placed on Member States
by Chapter XI. There was a fundamental difference
of opinion between the Administering Members, on the
one hand, which held that under Chapter XI it was
their exclusive prerogative to say whether a territory
was self-governing or not; and the non-administering
Members, on the other, which maintained that under
Chapter XI the General Assembly was clearly competent
to adjudicate on that point. Syria took the latter view.
It was not the exclusive prerogative of the Administering Member to decide whether a territory had or had
not attained a full measure of s~lf-government. Were
it otherwise, the drafting of the list of factors under
discussion would be a sheer waste of time and effort.
His delegation did not wish to involve the Committee
in a legal discussion, but felt called upon to reassert
that the General Assembly could not shirk its collective
responsibility towards the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
17. The Belgian representative had stated ( 322nd
meeting) that it would not be logical to apply the list
of factors to the cessation of the transmission of information referred to in Article 73 e of the Charter
without also applying it to the commencement of the
transmission of such information. He could hardly believe that the Belgian representative had thereby meant
information on sovereign States, Members of the United
Nations, and that he wished to apply the provisions of
Chapter XI to such States. That would be stretching
logic too far.
18. In the present eventful times, it was tragic to note
that many countries still thought fit to prolong the discussion on the peoples' desire for freedom, as though
what was only temporary could continue indefinitely.
Men must pray God to give them the courage to endure what could not be changed and to change what
could, and the wisdom to distinguish between the two.
19. Mr. BENITES VINUEZA (Ecuador) stated that
the problem of determining the factors in question was
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one of the most difficult ever placed before the General
Assembly, for on its solution depended the realization
of the hopes of millions of human beings living under
subservience to foreign governments, although some
Administering l\Iembers had striven to lead them to independence. Colonialism was an anachronism and the
survival of the colonial idea could be only temporary.
20. His delegation reserved the right to submit observations on the draft resolution before the Committee.
It would, for the present, confine itself to commenting on
the report of the Ad Hoc Committee.
21. To begin with, he desired to congratulate the Committee on the work it had accomplished. The problem
of factors comprised two distinct elements: on the one
hand, the determination of the factors: on the other, the
determination of criteria for their application. In regard
to the second element, each specific case should be considered and decided on its own merits, and it went without saying that the list of factors could serve only for
general guidance in arriving at a decision.
22. The Ad Hoc Committee had come to the conclusion
in its report that it was not possible to find a satisfactory definition of the concept of a full measure of
self government. That was a logical conclusion, for the
task was an extremely difficult one, consisting first in
analysing the features of self-government and then of
making a synthesis of them. The Ad Hoc Committee
had accomplished the first part of that task, but the
list it proposed was not final because it was not complete. The principle of the self-determination of peoples
and the principle of self-government were two intimately allied and inseparable concepts. Self-determination presupposed complete freedom. Any pressure would
distort the principle of the right of peoples to self-determination. Accordingly, improvements should be made
in the list of factors.
23. With regard to the application of the criteria, his
delegation had no intention of evading the consideration
of that burning problem. On the question which of the
two--the Administering Members or the General Assembly-was competent to decide whether a territory
had or had not attained a full measure of self-government, he stressed that by signing the Charter the Member States had assumed under Chapter XI, as under
the other Chapters, a series of obligations constituting
an indivisible whole. From the legal viewpoint, there
could be no doubt as to the nature of the obligations
under Chapter XI. According to the Administering
Members, Chapter XI did not embody legal obligations
but was a mere expression of goodwill, a moral declaration, as was clear from the very title of the Chapter:
"Declaration regarding non-Self-Governing Territories".
The French representative had stated (322nd meeting)
that the criteria applied by certain delegations in resolving the question of competence were not legal but political, and he had asked what were the legal arguments
it was intended to use in order to interpret Chapter XI
as imposing obligations on the Administering Members.
The replv was very clear. To begin with, the title of
Chapter XI did not in any way change the legal nature
of its content. The declaration was not unilateral; it
appeared in the Charter, a legal instrument which a
number of States had signed and which, for that reason,
implied multilateral undertakings. The nature of those
undertakings derived from the actual wording of Article 73, which spoke of Member States which had or
assumed responsibilities for the administration of NonSelf-Governing Territories. The idea of responsibility
excluded the possibility of unilateral action on the part
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of the Administering Members. By signing the Charter, those Powers had agreed to report to the United
Nations on their administration of the Non-Self-Governing Territories; they had recognized the principle that
the interests of the inhabitants of the territories were
paramount. It did not constitute an infringement of their
sovereignty to invite them to fulfil their obligations,
which would not end until the United Nations and the
Administering Member concerned had jointly agreed
that the provisions of Chapter XI had ceased to apply
to a given Non-Self-Governing Territory. The General
Assembly was therefore competent in the matter. Furthermore, delegations should not be reproached for inYoking both legal and political criteria at one and the
same time because the obligations under the Charter
were implemented at one and the same time on the
political and legal levels.
24. Mr. LYNKOV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) thought that if all States had strictly applied
both the Jetter and the spirit of the Charter, and if the
Administering Members had respected the provisions of
Article 73 in their administration of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, the number of such territories would
have dwindled daily. His delegation would have been
the first to welcome such a development, because it
would have been not the result of an arbitrary, unilateral
decision unmatched by any de facto change in the condition of a Non-Self-Governing Territory, but evidence
of the natural advancement of the peoples to self-government and independence. The Committee's discussions
would have become pointless, and it would not have
been necessary to draw up the list of factors which the
Committee was now considering.
25. Such was not the case, and it was therefore important to draft a list of factors which, if applied,
would prevent the Administering Members from arbitrarily ceasin!; to transmit the information referred to in
Article 73. The list drafted by the Ad Hoc Committee
on Factors was an advance in the right direction, but
it was far from complete and certain improvements
should be made. Moreover, some of the Ad Hoc Committee's conclusions were inacceptable. In particular, it
should not be impossible to find a satisfactory definition
of the concept of a full measure of self-government; the
absence of such a definition was a serious shortcoming.
The Ad Hoc Committee had not, therefore, fullv discharged the duty the General Assembly had assigned
to it.
26. His delegation was able to accept the factors enumerated in the first part of the list in principle, but was
opposed to the adoption of those included in the second
and third parts; those parts gave the Administering
Members an opportunity to interpret and apply
the factors in such a way as not to guarantee either the
right of peoples to self-determination or their attainment
of independence.
27. With regard to the question of competence, the
problems of the Non-Self-Governing Territories were
international problems. The Administering Members
could not therefore unilaterally decide that a territory
had attained a full measure of self-government, nor
could they cease, on their own initiative, to transmit
information on the territory. The Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic had made its position clear in a letter
to the Secretary-General dated 29 April 1952 (A/
AC.SS/1/Add.2) that position was similar to that of the
Soviet Union. In his delegation's opinion the Administering Members could not stop transmitting information
until the Committee on Information from Non-Self-
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Governing Territories, after studying developments in
the territory concerned, had recommended to the General
Assembly that Article 73 should cease to apply and until
the territory in question had become a sovereign State
in which the indigenous population fully exercised the
executive, legislative and judicial power. It was useless
for the Administering Members to try to give a restrictive interpretation to Chapter XI by alleging that
the United Nations was not competent to adjudicate
on the political advancement of a territory because the
information referred to in Article 73 e related solely to
economic, social and educational conditions. In point of
fact, under Article 73 a the Administering Members
were required to ensure the political advancement of the
indigenous peoples.
28. Like the Polish delegation, his delegation wished
the question of factors to proceed from the theoretical
level, at which it had remained so far, to the practical
level of specific decisions. It therefore considered the
Belgian representative's view, as set forth in paragraph
40 (c) of document A/2428, inacceptable. It was convinced that a useful purpose would be served by continuing the work undertaken and clarifying and improving the list approved by the Committee, which had
itself recognized that the list was by no means perfect.
29. In conclusion it was to be hoped that the list on
which the Committee was working would make it possible to help the populations of the Non-Self-Governing Territories to attain independence.
30. Mr. ARAOZ (Bolivia) said that the progress
made could be seen from the records of the meetings the
various organs of the General Assembly had devoted to
the question of factors and from the reports and decisions of those organs. It would seem that the international system drawn up for the benefit of Non-SelfGoverning Territories might be applied in practice.
The future of over 200 million people was bound up
with that of the United Nations. Obligations under the
Charter could not be nullified by a unilateral decision
which certain States had taken solely on the basis of
their own interests. The General Assembly was competent in the matter and could lead the dependent peoples
toward the objective laid down in the Charter.
31. The list of factors drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee was not final. In approving it, the Fourth Committee would merely be reaffirming the need for practical
use of the criteria contained in the report in order to
take a better-founded decision in each case. The list was
a guide and each case should he dealt with in the light
of its own circumstances, including historical circumstances. The Bolivian deleg-ation would support anv
proposal to continue United Nations supervision until
the obiectives laid down in Chapter XI had been
achieved and peoples subiected to colonial oppression
for centuries had become completely self-governing.
32. Definition of the concept of full self-government
was the first stage to be reached. The nations represPnted
in the United Nations were able to maintain their national unitv because thev enioved not onlv economic
and social independence, but also political independence.
It was erroneous to allege that the application of economic and social criteria was enough to determine whether
a territory was fully self-governing. Political independence was a prerequisite of economic and social independence. The peoples of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories should determine their future for themselves,
with the assi<;tance of the Administering Members and
the United Nations. The list drawn up by the Ad Hoc

Committee contained criteria relating to political conditions which seemed to constitute a definition of the
concept of full self-government. Agreement seemed to
have been reached on that point.
33. Among the criteria which the Assembly had to
apply, there was one to which the Bolivian delegation
attached great importance, that of respect for the principle of the right of peoples to self-determination. That
right was understood to be the achievement of the aspirations of a large majority and not the prerogative
of small minorities representing foreign interests. The
criterion relating to universal suffrage therefore seemed
to be especially important, since universal suffrage enabled the whole population to express its will freely,
without any discrimination whatsoever. In that connexion, universal suffrage must not be restricted by
introducing the concept of "educational opportunities"
referred to in sub-paragraph (c) of point C in paragraph
15 of the report because that might enable minorities
to interfere with the development desired by the population as a whole.
34. The Bolivian delegation was prepared to accept
the list of factors drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee.
Nevertheless, it did not consider that the Fourth Committee's task would stop there. The problem was closely
connected with that of the cessation of the transmission
of information. It was for the General Assembly to
decide. He would therefore support the proposal made
by the Mexican representative at the 322nd meeting for
the requirements of national defence must not lead to
measures contrary to the principle of sovereignty.
35. With regard to the title of the second part of the
list, the word "continuing", which was used to describe
the association of the territory with the metropolitan
country, should be deleted. The population should remain
free to express, by democratic means and without any
pressure, its views on the form of government it wished;
that was implied in respect for the right of people to
self-determination.
36. Finally, Mr. Araoz said that he would support
the Guatemalan representative's suggestion, contained
in paragraph 28 of the Ad Hoc Committee's report.
37. The United Nations must be on the watch and must
work out the principles which would promote the nonself-governing peoples' attainment of full self-government. Bolivia was the more prepared to help in that
work because, in the same spirit, it had undertaken,
together with other Latin-American countries, to
struggle for as long as was necessary to achieve the
independence of the populations of the regions of Latin
America which were still occupied by Powers foreign to
the Latin-American cultural sphere.
38. The arguments which the Belgian representative
had used with such acumen to defend his theory could
only add to the complexity of the problem before the
Committee, and were legally unfounded. Moreover,
there was an obvious contradiction between sub-paragraph (b) and sub-paragraph (e) of paragraph 40 of
document A/2428, where the Belgian delegation's thesis
was stated. The Bolivian delegation could not admit the
principle of applying the provisions of Chapter XI to
metropolitan territories because that principle was absolutely incompatible with its own national traditions
and with the spirit of the Charter, which made it incumbent on every Member State to respect the great
concepts of non-interference in the internal affairs
of States. of the right of peoples to c;el£-determination
and of freedom. In no case should a sovereign State
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agree that its metropolitan territory should be subject
to the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter. Bolivia,
which was pursuing its struggle towards economic independence, would never allow itself to be regarded as
a colony or territory.
39. In a spirit of co-operation, the Bolivian delegation
was prepared to consider favourably any draft resolution
or amendment which would take account of the principles he had stated.
40. Mr. FERNANDEZ (Uruguay) pointed out that
the problem the Committee was endeavouring to solve
was noteworthy both for its importance and for its complexity. The fate of 200 million people was involved and
the United Nations had devoted years of study to the
problem without being able to find a solution satisfactory to all.
41. General Assembly resolution 66 (I) listed seventy·
four territories with respect to which the Administering
Members had undertaken to transmit information. That
number had subsequently decreased, but the Administering Members had not seen fit to indicate why the territories concerned no longer came within the scope of
Chapter XI of the Charter. It was, of course, desirable
that the number of Non-Self-Governing Territories
should steadily decrease, in so far as the cessation of
the transmission of information really meant that those
territories had attained independence or self-government
and were occupying their rightful place in the community
of nations. Nevertheless, it was plainly the duty of the
United Nations to ensure that a Non-Self-Governing
Territory was not unduly deprived of international protection. Anxiety on that score should not be taken as
signifying distrust of the Administering Members, but
rather as an expression of the General Assembly's zeal
in putting the principles proclaimed in the Charter into
practice. It was precisely with a view to helping the
General Assembly and the Administering Members to
perform their tasks as satisfactorily as possible that a
list of factors should be established which could serve
as a guide in determining whether a territory had attained self-government.
42. The drawing up of a list of such factors raised two
separate problems : the compilation of th~ list proper and
the selection of the authority which was to decide
whether a territory was self-governing. The Administering Members claimed that they had exclusive
competence in the matter and that they alone could decide whether to continue or to cease transmitting information concerning the territory. It had always been
the Uruguayan delegation's view, stated in the Fourth
Committee (216th meeting) by Mr. Mattos as early
as the sixth session, that the United Nations, and
particularly the General Assembly, should examine the
situation in a given territory with a view to deciding
whether it had attained self-government; it was inadmissible that the Power administering the territory
should be able to decide the question unilaterally. By
assuming the obligations set out in Chapter XI. the administering Powers had recognized the competence of
the international Organization. Moreover. the United
Nations had assumed the task of helping the peoples of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories to attain their freedom by democratic and peaceful means.
43. It was therefore the right and the duty of the
United Nations most carefullv to examine the constitutional reasons advanced bv a Power responsible for
the administration of a Non-Self-Governing Territory
as grounds for ceasing to transmit information concerning that territory. Chapter XI would become completely
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meaningless if an Administering Member were able unilaterally to withdraw from the obligation it had assumed.
44. He wished to assert once again that the theory
of the universality of Chapter XI had no legal value.
Article 74 of the Charter made a very clear distinction
between Non-Self-Governing Territories and metropolitan territories. Clearly, therefore, in drafting Article 73,
the authors of the Charter had at all times had only the
non-metropolitan territories in mind. The theory of
universality was unacceptable; it could not be applied
in determining either the territories towards which
obligations existed under Article 73, or the factors by
·which the purpose of those obligations could be clearly
defined.
45. Referring to the list of factors in document A/2428,
he wished to congratulate the Ad Hoc Committee on
the care and intelligence with which it had performed
its task. As the situation varied considerably from one
territory to another, it was impossible to establish criteria
which would apply rigidly to all Non-Self-Governing
Territories; hence, the list of factors should, as the
Ad Hoc Committee stated in paragraphs 9 and 13 of
its report, merely serve as a guide permitting consideration of each concrete case in the light of the particular
circumstances of that case. While his delegation had no
basic objection to the list of factors proper, it was nevertheless prepared to support any proposal aimed at improving the list.
46. He reserved his delegation's right to speak on that
subject in the course of the discussion.
47. Mr. CALLE Y CALLE (Peru) supported the
Brazilian draft resolution ( AjC.4jL.272), the operative
part of which, and particularly paragraphs 3, 4 and 6,
embodied eminently acceptable principles. A number of
considerations should be borne in mind when studying
the draft.
48. First, Article 73 of the Charter and the obligations
it imposed could not be affected by the adoption of the
list of factors. Secondly, the Ad Hoc Committee had
studied the possibility of defining the concept of a full
measure of self-government and not of defining selfgovernment proper. Thirdly, while each of the factors
enumerated in the list represented one aspect of a full
measure of self-government, all the factors so listed
could not altogether be regarded as constituting a final
definition of a full measure of self-government. Fourthly, the fact that the list was in three parts by no means
meant that there were three or more systems of selfgovernment; in fact, self-government was indivisible.
Fifthly, the list should be entitled: "Factors indicative
of the attainment of a full measure of self-government",
since there could be no independence, continuing association or free association unless a territory had attained a full measure of self-government. If. on the other
hand, it was thought that a full measure of self-government was achieved only with independence, the list
should refer to other "degrees" rather than to other
"systems", of self-government. Sixthly, the voluntary
limitation of sovereignty, as a number of delegations
had pointed out, was an attribute of a full measure of
self-government and certain systems of association could
come about at the very moment when the territory attained self-government.
49. In short, the list before the Committee contained
no major improvements as compared with the previous
list, given in the annex to resolution 648 (VII). In
view of the further fact that the Ad Hoc Committee
had failed to established a definition of the concept of
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a full measure of self-government, the Peruvian delegation could not give final, but merely provisional, approval to the current list as a body of guiding principles.
50. His delegation reserved the right to speak again
later.
51. Mr. L. S. BOKHARI (Pakistan) considered that
the discussion had shown that it was pointless at that
stage to carry the study of the question of factors any
further and that it would be sufficient to amend the
existing list if examination of a particular case so required. The Brazilian draft resolution would not appear
to be controversial and the Pakistani delegation intended
to support it. It was clear from the discussions, both.
at the current session and at previous sessions, that
there was a wide divergence of views between the Administering Members and the other Member States with
regard to the interpretation of the Charter. It was time
to settle that disagreement, and the Pakistani delegation accordingly called upon the Administering Members
to undertake to continue the transmission of information
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if the United Nations, after examining the relevant
documents, decided that a particular territory had not
yet attained a full measure of self-government. He appealed to the good will of the Administering Members
and assured them that the United Nations was well aware
that it was impossible to apply rigid criteria to each
individual case. Relations between individuals as well as
between communities, especially political relations, were
in a constant state of change. The Administering Members could be sure that the United Nations would
examine each case with the greatest impartiality. If,
however, they were unable, for reasons. which the
Pakistani delegation failed to see, to act on 1ts proposal
and to trust the United Nations, the opposing parties
would have to be referred to the highest existing court,
the International Court of Justice.
52. The CHAIRMAN said that he proposed to close
the list of speakers at the next meeting.
The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m.
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Factors which should be taken into account in de·
ciding whether a territory is or is not a territory
whose people have not yet attained a full measure of self-government: report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2428, AjC.4jL.272, AjC.4/
L.273) (continued)

[Item 33]*

1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to continue the discussion of the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing Territories) ( A/2428). A number of amendments to the
Brazilian draft resolution (AjC.4jL.272) were proposed by the delegations of Bolivia, Egypt, Guatemala,
Indonesia, Iraq, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Syria, V enezuela, Yemen and Yugoslavia and were set out in document AC.4/L.273. Delegations wishing to propose
further amendments could do so until the close of
the following meeting.
2. Ato Katama ABEBE (Ethiopia) considered
that all Member States which had subscribed to the
Charter had thereby undertaken to co-operate with a
view to ensuring that the peoples of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories gained the freedom and political
independence pt'omised them in Chapter XI. The Administering Members were therefore not competent to
take unilateral decisions in the matter. The aspirations
of the peoples for complete self-government were still
far from satisfied in full; the establishment of the list
of factors was one of the stages in the process which
was to lead to a full measure of self-government for
all the peoples of the world.
3. His delegation regretted that the Ad Hoc Committee had failed to find a satisfactory definition of the
concept of a full measure of self-government within
the meaning of Chapter XI of the Charter; it agreed,
however, that the absence of such a definition was not
a serious disadvantage, since in the examination of any
particular case the concept would emerge in its practical application to the facts of that case.

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.

4. As regards the right of peoples to self-determination, point E of paragraph 15 of the Ad Hoc Committee's report was very important since an assurance
that the views of the population concerned would be
respected could alone guarantee the full exercise of
that right.
5. Some Administering Members had declared that
they had granted self-government to some of the territories under their control and that they therefore no
longer had the responsibility of transmitting the information referred to in Article 73 e of the Charter.
In such cases, well-defined criteria were necessary to
determine whether or not a territory really had attained a full measure of self-government. It was also
essential that the United Nations should have not only
the right but the duty to apply those criteria to each
individual case and then to reach a decision.
6. His delegation wished, furthermore, to refute the
argument that the provisions of Chapter XI could apply to the metropolitan territories of sovereign States.
7. In conclusion, he considered that the existing list
of factors constituted a satisfactory body of guiding
principles. It would only be necessary to apply those
principles to discover whether modifications were necessary. There was therefore no reason why the Committee should not adopt the list without further delay.
8. The Ethiopian delegation would support the Brazilian draft resolution (A/C.4/L.272) or any similar
draft resolution.
9. Mr. RIVAS (Venezuela) deplored the fact that
two opposing groups, apparently irreconcilable in their
views-at any rate on the question of defining the concept of a full measure of self-government and of determining whether it was for the General Assembly to
decide that a territory had attained self-governmentwere engaged in controversy in the Committee, thereby weakening that spirit of unity without which Chapter XI could not have been drafted at the San Francisco Conference. Abandoning- the sensible and generous attitude they had adopted during the drafting of
the Charter, the administering Powers were endeavouring to intr-oduce a narrow interpretation of the provisions of Chapter XI for which there was no justification either in the letter or in the spirit of that Chapter.
It was legitimate, therefore, to conclude that the administering Powers were actuated by motives alien to
the Charter and because of them were advancing once
again arguments regarded as completely outworn : selfgovernment alone would not ensure the well-being of
the peoples of a territory, while independence could be
a disaster for countries not yet able to enjoy it. Forgetful of the great danger which had threatened their
own independence during the Second \iVorld \iVar,
those Powers appeared bent on infringing the independence of certain sovereign States which they did not
hesitate to place on the same plane as colonies or protectorates. That survival of colonialism was directly
contrary to the provisions of Article 2, paragraph 4,
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of the Charter. Moreover, in invoking Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter to deny the United Nations
any competence in matters concerning the fate of a
Non-Self-Governing Territory, the Administering
Members were ignoring the fact that when Chapter
XI had been adopted, it had been understood that
matters relating to the Non-Self-Governing Territories
did not come within the scope of that paragraph.
10. Nothing could demonstrate more clearly the fallacy of the argument that self-government in the
economic, social and educational spheres constituted a
full measure of self-government within the meaning of
Chapter XI than the conclusions reached by the various committees that had studied the question in 1951
and again in 1952 and 1953. Each of those committees,
composed of an equal number of administering and
non-administering Powers-a fact which set a valuable
seal of impartiality on their views-had declared that
a territory which enjoyed self-government in all spheres
of public life except the political sphere could not belong to any of the three categories into which territories which had attained a full measure of self-government were divided. Moreover, in 1953 the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors had stated, in reply to a question by the Netherlands Government, that there could
be no provision for a fourth category of completely
self-governing territories to include territories which did
not en joy self-government in the poi !tical sphere though
enjoying it in economic, social and cultural matters. The
reason for that was clear: so long as a territory did not
s<Jtisfy the conditions laid down in paragraphs a, b, c, d
and e of Article 73 it could not be considered to have attained a full measure of self-government and the Administering Member responsible for it continued to be
bound by its obligations under Chapter XI. Those
obligations were not, as certain Powers would make
out, either unilateral or exclusively moral. It was
anachronistic in the twentieth century to believe that
an agreement could be concluded with an abstract
entity; to be objective and valid, international law had
to be applied and enforced by a concrete agency which,
in the case in question, was the United Nations. Consequently, the United Nations General Assembly was
competent to determine in each individual case whether
a territory continued to come within the scope of
Chapter XI or had attained a full measure of selfgovernment. According to certain d~legations the fact
that the Administering Members had been instructed
to draw up the list of territories contained in General
Assembly resolution 66 (I) proved that the General
Assembly had recognized the exclusive competence of
those Powers. That list, however, had been purely provisional until the General Assembly had confirmed it
in its resolution 66 (I) ; it was designed merely to
facilitate the Assembly's work. It was significant that
that list included only the territories with regard to
which certain stronger, more ingenious States had
assumed exclusive competence, without granting them
the same rights as the metropolitan territories.
11. It was to those less fortunate countries that the
provisions of Chapter XI applied: they could not be
extended to other territories without endangering the
security and sovereignty of the small countries. It was
to avert that threat that at Bogota in 1948 the Ninth
International Conference of American States had adopted resolution XXXIII in which it declared that the
process of the emancipation of America would not be
complete so long as there remained on the continent
a vestige of the European colonial regime. There

could be no question that in other parts of the world
where co:onies and protectorates still existed the small
Powers shared the same views, if not the same apprehension. It was undeniable also that those Powers
would be able to co-operate much more fruitfully
with the United Nations if the great Powers, and
more especially the European Powers, approached that
political problem in the spirit of good faith and constructive co-operation which had inspired them at San
Francisco.
12. Since the First World War a number of Powers
had conquered defenceiess peoples or had created
States whose independence was wholly fictitious. At
the present time, however, the world realized much
more clearly than at the time of the League of N ations that the task of promoting the advancement of
the peoples of territories other than sovereign States
was a matter for the whole body of civilized nations
which were Members of the United Nations. As
Marshal Smuts had declared at San Francisco, the international Organization's right of supervision should
extend even to the colonies and protectorates of the
countries which had vanquished the Axis Powers.
13. Chapter XI of the Charter represented an important stage in the process which was to lead all the
peoples to freedom, since it was inconceivable that
weak countries should be converted into colonies.
14. It was time to conclude the study of factors. The
current list was virtually identical with that drawn up
in 1952 (resolution 648 (VII), annex). Any prolongation of the discussion gave the Administering Members the opportunity to make statements threatening
the independence of the small countries which were
still struggling to throw off the last vestiges of colonialism. The amendnwnts contained in document A/
C.4jL.273 were based exclusively on the principles
proclaimed in the Charter; hence, they could not fail
to win the approval of those Member States which
did not wish to go beyond the scope of the international convention they had signed.
15. In conclusion, he pointed out how dangerous it
might be to delay the solution of certain problems, and
especially that of the political development of the
peoples of the Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, since those problems might then become acute
and provoke grave crises.
16. Mr. JUSTINIANO (Chile) said that his delegation congratulated the Ad Hoc Committee and unreservedly approved its report. It was ready to accept
any proposal enabling the provisions of the Charter
to be applied more effectively. Despite what some
delegations had said, the Charter, and in particular
Chapter XI, clearly defined the obligations of the Admini,tering Members, and there was not the least doubt
that those obligations were legal and not merely moral.
Chapter XI of the Charter also made unequivocally
clear that the Administering Members were not exclusively entitled to decide whether a territory had or
had not obtained a full measure of self-government.
17. The Chilean delegation regretted that some Administering Members, through an unjustified interpretation of Chapter XI, were attempting to extend the
provisions of that chapter to countries which were
fmmerly colonies. He referred especially to the arguments of the Belgian representative, in paragraph
40 of document A/2428. At the end of the First World
War, the possessions of Germany and Turkey had
lost their status as colonies and had been entrusted
to the victor nations in order to put an end to the
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partitioning of Africa and certain areas of Asia. _Th?se
former colonies had been made mandated terntones,
which had been designed as "A", "B" or "C'' mandates
according to the level of civilization attained by ~he
people. The leyei of civilization existing in a sovere1gn
State or a part of its territory could not be adopted
as a valid basis for asserting that such State came
under the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter.
The Chilean delegation accordingly rejected any attempt to set up a comparison between the populations
of Non-Self-Governing Territories and the indigenous
populations of Latin America, irrespective of the level
of civi;ization of the latter. In Chile, moreover, the
problem of indigenous populations did not exist.
18. Lord HUDSON (United Kingdom) said that in
the opinion of his delegation the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee should be accepted and that no further
study of the list of factors shoul~. be entrusted t? a
specially appointed body. The Braz1han draft resolu~1on,
to the extent that it set out the same concluswns,
could be supported by the United Kingdom delegation,
but that draft unfortunately contained a number of
elements which the United Kingdom Government could
not accept.
19. There was room for doubt, for example, concerning the true meaning of the statement in paragraph 6
of the operative part that " it is essential that its people
shall have attained a full measure of self-government,"
because the Ad Hoc Committee had not succeeded in
satisfactorily defining the term "a full measure of
self-government". There was a danger that that paragraph could in practice support interpretations which
the Government of the United Kingdom could not accept. \Vhen an administering Power and the people
of a Non-Self-Governing Territory, by processes well
established in law, jointly agreed that the government
of the territory should take over full responsibility
for certain fields of administration, or that the territory should become self-governing or independent,
then that decision should be accepted as final, and it
entailed as a necessary consequence that the transmission of information under Article 73 e should cease.
since the relationship between the territory and the
metropolitan government was no longer governed by the
provisions of that article. In the case, moreover, of a
territory attaining self-government by stages, a point
might be reached when information to be transmitted
under Article 73 e would relate to fields that were no
longer within the jurisdiction of the administering
Power, but it was unlikely that if! the circumstances the
administering Power would maintain that the territory
i1: question for that reason no longer fell within the
scope of the remainder of Article 73. That was the main
objection of the United Kingdom delegation to the
Brazilian proposal.
20. He added that despite the skill with which paragraph 3 had been drafted, the United Kingdom delegation could not accept the principle that a decision
whether a territory did or did not come under the
provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter rested equally
with the Administering Member and the Assembly. It
was quite clear that the Administering Member should
take the initial decision; the General Assembly would
be wise to accept that decision after due explanations
had been given. It was true that the objectives of the
Administering Members and of the General Assembly
with regard to Chapter XI were identical, but, in spite
of the provisions of paragraph 5, it was to be feared
that the Brazilian draft resolution would create the
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impression that the Assembly was seeking to interpose
some veto on the attainment of self-government by
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
21. The United Kingdom delegation also regretted
the inclusion in paragraph 4 of the words "the people
concerned has exercised its rights to self-determination". That phrase was ill-defined and should be
deleted.
22. It was, moreover, superfluous that the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories should be permanently entrusted with studying
relevant documentation in the light of the list of factors,
as was proposed in paragraph 7.
23. The United Kingdom delegation would vote on
the various paragraphs of the Brazilian draft resolution
and on the resolution as a whole in the light of the
views just expressed.
24. Mr. KAISR (Czechoslovakia) said that the arbitrary decision by the Administering Members to
cease transmitting information on conditions in some
Non-Self-Governing Territories and the frequent
violation of the principles ·of the Charter, especially
of Article 73 e, by those Members had obliged the
General Assembly to seek some means of preventing
them from taking unilateral decisions in the matter
at hand. The means had been the list of factors.
25. The Czechoslovak delegation believed that such
a list would never have more than a somewhat
theoretical value, even though it were faultless in all
respects. It would be productive of practical results
only through the concrete application of the factors
in each particular case in the light of the objective
to be attained, namely the realization of the incontestable right of the people to self-determination. As
clearly indicated in resolution 648 (VII). the list of
factors was not intended to prevent Non-Self-Governing Territories from attaining a full measure of selfgovernment but, on the contrary, was designed to
serve as a guide capable of furthering progress towards
self-government and independence and to prevent the
administering Powers from arbitrarily and unilaterally
changing the status of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. That was whv the Czechoslovak Government
regarded the drafting of a list of factors as a relatively
useful idea.
26. The Czechoslovak delegation had carefu1ly examined the list of factors prepared by the Ad Hoc
Committee, as provided in resolution 648 (VII). It
noted with regret that the so-called new list differed
very little from the old one, and thought it should try
to find out why that was so. The ten members of the
Ad Hoc Committee included five administering Powers
who, as document A/2428 proved, had exerted considerable effort to weaken the meaning and scope of
the factors as much as possible. The membership of
the Ad Hoc Committee had thus been one of the
principal obstacles preventing the Committee from
working more efficiently and obtaining more satisfactory
results.
27. The Czechoslovak delegation did not regard the
list of factors as a rule which could be applied
automatically. It regarded the list as a sort of guide,
and had observed during the lengthy debate on the
question in the Fourth Committee that the same opinion
was shared by most delegations, with the sole exception
of the Administering Members.
28. The Czechoslovak delegation believed, like several
other delegations, that Article 73 of the Charter fonned
a unit and as such constituted an obligation upon all
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Member States without exception. The Administering
Members were therefore not justified in regarding
paragraph e of that article as merely a formal declaration, because it was a positive rule of law and consequently binding on them.
29. It logically followed that the decision whether a
territory referred to in Chapter XI of the Charter
had or had not attained a full measure of self-government did not rest exclusively with the Administering
Members. The taking of such a decision was, first and
foremost, the right and duty of every Member of the
United Nations. The list of factors would accordingly
be useful in enabling the General Assembly to take
decisions of that kind, which it, and it alone, should
take.
30. Passing on to a detailed examination of the list
of factors set out in document A/2428, he found it
necessary to object to some points.
31. The title of the second part contained the words
"continuing association" of the territory with the
metropolitan country. Resolution 648 (VII) stated
clearly, however, that the list of factors should in no
way be a hindrance to the attainment of self-government by the territories. The word ''continuing" used
in the title was neither logical nor appropriate, because in some cases its interpretation might be a
hindrance to the attainment of self-government by a
particular territory. Even taking for granted the improbable case in which the people of a N on-Self-Governing Territory would, witl)out intervention or pressure, freely renounce their complete independence in
order to be freely associated with the metropolitan
country, it was inconceivable that the people in question
could agree that the association should have a continuing character, because they would thus be renouncing independence for all time.
32. The Czechoslovak delegation could not unreservedly accept factor A.l of the second part of the list
of factors. The drafting of that factor was also inappropriate, since the fact that the people of a territory
were asking for self-government and independence
was in itself sufficient evidence of their political maturity and any criterion other than a freely expressed
desire for a full measure of independence and selfgovernment which might eventually be used for interpreting factor A.1 could easily be a hindrance to the
attainment of self-government and independence by
the territory concerned.
33. The second and third parts of the list of factors
contained criteria which permitted interference by one
country in the internal affairs of another. Such criteria
were in contradiction with the right of self-determination of peoples and with the concept of a full measure
of self-government, a concept for which the Ad Hoc
Committee, as stated in paragraph 11 of document A/
2428, could not find a satisfactory definition.
34. He wondered whether the factors presented by
the Ad Hoc Committee could not be improved throug-h
a more thorough study by a body which could provide
a better guarantee of impartialitv. The various delegations which had participated in the debate had, by
their statements, already shown that such a procedure
was possible. In those circumstances the Czechoslovak
delegation would support any proposal to improve, revise and clarify the factors before finally adopting
them.
35. Thus his delegation was prepared to accept the
forst part of the list of factors proposed in document

A/2428, but it could not accept the second and third
parts of that list; it asked, therefore, that the three
parts of the list should be voted upon separately.
36. With regard to the draft resolution submitted
by the delegation of Brazil the Czechoslovak delegation likewise requested that each paragraph should be
voted upon separately. It was prepared to vote for
paragraphs 1, 4, 5, 6 and 8 of the operative part,
but would be obliged to vote against paragraphs 2, 3
and 7, because the second and third parts of the list
did not seem to accomplish their purpose. It accepted
the first three paragraphs of the preamble but objected to the fourth, because the list of factors
presented did not seem to correspond satisfactorily
with the intentions of the General Assembly as expressed in resolution 648 (VII), especially paragraphs
6 and 7 of that resolution.
37. The Czechoslovak delegation therefore requested
that the draft resolution submitted by Brazil (A/C.4/
272) should be voted upon paragraph by paragraph.
38. Mr. IT ANI (Lebanon) felt that it was not surprising that all the previous speakers had stressed the
exceptional importance of the question of factors, since
it was so closely connected with the freedom of peoples
generally. Lebanon, which had always defended the
right of peoples to self-determination and raised its
voice in support of freedom for all the countries of
the world, was bound to adopt a position in keeping
with its past and its traditions.
39. The study of factors had been decided upon by
the General Assembly because certain Administering
Members had ceased to transmit information on thirteen Non-Self-Governing Territories. Those Members
had thus taken a unilateral decision in regard to those
territories, although the responsibilities they had assumed were of an international character and could
not legally be discontinued except in pursuance of a
decision of the General Assembly.
40. The purpose of Chapter XI of the Charter was,
above all, to determine the special relations which
must exist between the United Nations and the NonSelf-Governing Territories. Unless one wished to depart from the letter and spirit of Article 73 of the
Charter, the Administering Members were far from
exclusively competent to decide whether a Non-SelfGoverning Territory had attained a full measure of
self-government.
41. Turning to the list of factors proposed by the
Ad Hoc Committee, he said that the Lebanese delegation wished to make certain general comments,
while reserving its Government's position in relation
to any amendment or proposal which might come before the Committee.
42. First, the opinion of the inhabitants of the NonSelf-Governing Territories should be the deciding
factor. For that reason, the Lebanese delegation expressed formal reservations in regard to such expressions as "association", "assimilation", "incorporation" or "annexation", particularly where there were
differences of race, language, religion, culture and
so forth.
43. Secondlv. it was of paramount importance to
specify the procedure which had to be followed in
applving the list of factors ; indeed, if the Administering Members did not declare that they were immediately ready to respect the decisions of the Assemblv. in
accordance with the list, all the work of the Ad Hoc
Committee would have been a sheer waste of time, and
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the prestige of the United Nations would have been
severely lowered.
44. Thirdly, it was very di~cult, ~f. not impossible,. to
frame a complete and final defimtwn of the notwn
of full self-government. For that reaso~ the li.st ~f
factors was merely an indication and gmde, which It
was for the Assembly to complete when fresh circumstances so required.
45. Fourthly, though conscious of . the need. to introduce certain additional e;ements mto the list, the
Lebanese delegation wished to thank the Ad Hoc Committee for the efforts which the latter had made and
which had resulted in the document before the Fourth
Committee.
46. Fifthly, the Lebanese delegation. calle~ o~ the
.i.\Iembers concerned, in conformity with their liberal
traditions, not to fail in the obligations they had assumed when they had acce~ed to ~he Charter, bu~ to
endeavour to strengthen mternatronal collaboratiOn,
the brotherhood of peoples and the prestige of the
United Nations. If they did so, it would be possible
t 0 end the present deadluck and to attain the objective
of Article 73 of the Charter.
47. He did not wish to enter upon a detailed examination of the proposed factors because that l!st
required improvement. He considered t~at the essential
condition was to give proof of good faith, and show a
sincere desire to solve the question in accordance with
international law and the right of peoples to self-determination, setting aside all economic and P.olitical interests which might prevent the complete, smcere, and
reso.ute application of Article 73 of the Charter.
48. Mr. NAUDE (Union of South Africa) said that
his delegation had not intended to take part in the
present debate, but in view of the discussion ':"hich
had taken place, he felt bound at least to complunent
the Ad Hoc Committee on the work which it had accomplished, particularly since the notions wit?. which
it had had to deal were not capable of defimtron.
49. His delegation had hoped, after the view originally expressed. that it would not be necessary to propose
that the General Assembly should take a formal decision on the list of factors. Unfortunately, the question of competence had been introduced and, in the
view of his delegation, had become the principal
element in the discussion. The proposed amendments
to the Brazilian draft resolution confirmed that
opinion.
50. In the present circumstances. his delegation felt
that the tendency to introduce the question of competence was not likely to assist the Fourth Committee
in successfully completing its work by drafting a text
acceptable to all.
51. In the past the South African delegation had on
many occasions been obliged to draw attention to the
dangers of submitting amendments by interpretation.
He regretted that the Fourth Committee was now faced
with a case of that nature. It was a serious situation.
52. The Union of South Africa considered that it
was exclusively for the Administering Members to
decide whether the territories administered bv them
had attained self-government in the matters listed
in Article 73 e. His delegation understood the lofty
ideals inspiring those delegations which desired a
specific list of factors. It was, however, worth observing that the United Nations was not a worlct parliament. Nevertheless, the law \vhich governed the
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Organization, namely the Charter, seemed to his delegation to be as clear as possible.
53. It was therefore important that the Fourth Committee should give the matter mature consideration,
before reaching any decision as to the action to be
taken to implement the submitted list of factors.
54. Mr. WORM-MULLER (Norway) stated that
the Norwegian Government regarded the development
of self-government in Non-Self-Governing Territories
as a question of primary importance, and public opinion
in Norway strongly supported the emancipation of the
peoples of those territories. It was therefore incumbent on the Assembly to take every appropriate step
to speed such development.
55. The nutter :ohould be regarded from a practical
ang:e. The first step had been taken in San Francisco
wht::n Chapter XI was drafted. Under that chapter the
Administering Members had accepted a sacred trust.
The obligation to transmit information in accordance
with Article 73 e provided an incentive to improve
conditions in the territories administered. Every Administering Member felt in honour bound to prove
that constructive steps had been taken to that end.
56. It was in the interests of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories that there should exist a feeling of mutual
confidence between the Administering Members and
the organs of the United Nations which dealt particularly with those subjects. If there were distrust, the
Non-Self-Governing Territories would derive little
benefit.
57. It appeared evident that there were sharply divided opinions in the Fourth Committee, and that the
Administering Members could not be expected to vote
for the draft resolution submitted by the Brazilian
delegation. He referred in particular to the statement made earlier in the meeting by the representative of the United Kingdom.
58. Since it had not been possible to find a generally
acceptab:e compromise resolution, it seemed best for
the continued close collaboration within the Committee
and in the interests of the Non-Self-Governing Territories to lav aside the controversial questions of
r:rinciplc and to proceed to take appropriate decisions
concerning the report on factors which had been submitted to the Committee.
59. His delegation could not, therefore, vote for the
draft resolution submitted by the Brazilian delegation.
CO. J\Ir. RYCKiiiANS (Belgium) said that he wished
to remove the misunderstanding which seemed to have
arisen at the previous meeting, particularly between
the representative of Bolivia and himself.
61. The Bolivian representative had pointed out
what he regarded as a contradiction in the reservations
made by the Belgian representative in the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors. According to the former, the
Belgian representative had admitted in paragraph 40
( (/) of document A/2-1-28 that Chapter XI of the Charter
applied only to colonies and protectorates, but had
said in paragraph 40 (c) that the same chapter applied to many peoples in sovereign territories.
62. In fact, the Belgian reservations did not state
that Chapter XI applied only to the peoples of colonies
and protectorates. On the contrary, the very object
of those reservations had been to point out that the
expressions "territories whose people have not yet attained a full measure of self-government" on the one
hand, and "colonies and protectorates" on the other.
were not synonomous. The only definition which the
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Charter gave of the peoples to whom the protection of
Chapter XI extended was in Article 73. The words
"co;ony" and "protectorate" were not to be found in
that article, which simp1y said: "territories whose
peoples have not yet attamed a fuil measure of selfgovernment'', w1thout making any further distinction.
1'hat article could. be given a wide interpretation, and
also a narrO\v one. The wide interpretation extended the
protection of the Charter to the peoples of all territories whose inhabitants had not a fu;l measure of
self-government, whether such territories were included
witlun the continental boundaries of a state or situated overseas. It was that wide interpretation which
Belgium adopted and proposed. The other interpretation was restrictive. It linuted the application of Chapter Xl to the overseas territories of certain so-called
"cokmial Powers". It deprived all oiher backward
peop.es of international protection.
63. None would dispute that there were non-self-governing peoples outside of the colonies. protectorates,
and Trust Territories. The memoranda submittt'd bv
the Belgian delegation (A/ AC.58j1, A/ AC.67 /2)
had listed an impressive number of s_uch peoples. For
example, it was beyond doubt that peoples 1iving in a
state of complete savagery, without any contact with
civilized peoples, were not enjoying full self-government within the meaning of the Charter.
64. The representative of Uruguay had said, at the
previous meeting. that the authors of the Charter had
neyer intended. Chapter ~~I to extend to peoples who
were not fully self-governing but iived within the
frontiers of sovereign States.
CiS. That was not the right approach to the question.
Indigenous ptoples, in all territories without dist;nctron, had l•een included in the protective provisions
of the CoYenant of the League of Nations. All the
l\It'mhers of the League had solemnly undertakel'l to
ensure fair treatment for all indigenous peoples living
throughout their territories, whether metropolitan or
colonial, continental or overseas. The wide interpretation of Article 73 maintained that notion of univer~a:
protection of indigenous peoples; the restrictive interpretation withdrew it from a large number. The
question, therefore, was whether the supporters of lhe
restrictive interpretation wished to exclude from the
protection of the Charter peoples who had for twentyi!Ye years enjoyed the protection guaranteed by Ar1icle 23 of the League of Nations Covenant, and
whether those among them who h<.!d also signed that
Covenant wished to repudiate their solemn undertnkings and refuse to accept the same obligations
under the United Nations Charter. If the answt'r wa''
i11 the affirLl2tiv", his delegation asked that they should
admit it. It would also ask them to explain the reaoon
for that retrograde step. Had the indigenous people:;
in metropolitan territories been less worthy of interest
in 1945 than in 1919? Had the United Nations wished
to deprive them of the protection which the Leag:te
of Nations had accorded them? In the Belgian deL'gation's view, the answer to both qut'stions was in the'
negative. The restrictive interpretation of Artic:e 73.
imputing to the words "territories whose peoples haw
not vet attained a full measure of self-governme:1t''
the rneaning of ''peoples of colonial territories alone'''
,gave an affirmative answer. His delegation asked each
Member State to make its choice.
o6. At the previous meeting, the Syrian renreseni:"tiw had asked, with irony, whetheT the Belgian cJe1."gation hncl in mind those dependent territories \vhicb
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were falsely represented as self-governing. His reply,
without irony, was that it referred to all territories,
whether dependent or not, whose peoples had not attained full self-government, and concerning which the
Secretary-General of the United Nations received no
information.
67. The Bolivian representative had said at the same
meeting that he could never permit his country to be
considered a colony. He felt bound to answer that if,
in the light of the work of the Ad Hoc Committee
on Factors, a State conceded that Chapter XI of the
Charter applied to certain peoples for which it was
responsible, and decided, without any pressure from
th: Assembly, to transmit the information specified
in Article 73 e, all would admire the generosity thus
displayed through its liberal interpretation of the
Charter. None would dream of disputing the fuJ
soyereignty of any such State or of regarding it as a
colony.
68. As for the documents before the Committef, he
was of the opinion that the Fourth Committee shoulrl
take note of the meritorious work accomplished by the
Ad Hoc Committee on Factors.
69. The Belgian representative would abstain from
vo~ing on the paragraph of the draft resolution which
approved the list of factors proposed by the Committee. It would be forced to vote against all those
paragraphs of the draft resolution and all those amendments which, either expressly or by implication, recognized the competence of the Assembly, supported
the theory, contrary to reality and facts, of the indivisibility of self-government, or set up some distinction, not justified by the Ch;uter, between the duty
to continue to transmit information and the duty to
begin transmitting information where that had not
previously been done.

70.

Mr. LAWRENCE ( Liueria) said that his delegation had :istened with interest to all that had been
said by the various representatives who had participated in the current discussion, many of whom had
expressed opinions which he shared.
71. He wished to congratulate the Ad Hoc Committee, whose efforts had resulted in the report contained in document A/2428. His delegation agreed
with the delegations which considered that the propos~d list of factors could serve only as a guide and
t 11at each srecific case had to be considered in the light
of the particular circumstances of that case.
72. One question which had been tht> subject of
particularly lively discussion was that of the procedure
to be adopted in applying those factors to a particuhr
territorv. The Administering Members had argued th'1t
they afone were competent to applv them. An Administering Member could not, however, legally revoke or change the status of a territory unilatera ·ly
without reference to the General Assemblv. Unoer
the Charter, the General Assembly alone had the power
to say whether the people of a territory had attained
a full measure of self-government.
73. There was, however, a new difficulty: the meCJning- of "a full measure of self-government". Two views
h;1cl been expressed in the CommittPe: that of the
Administering Members and that of the non-administering Members. The former thought that peoples could
achieve a full measure of self-government while remaining firmly attached to the administering Power.
whereas the latter felt that the well-being of the peop ·E',
nf those territories should be paramount and that
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their desires should receive free expression in connexion with any proposed change in the form of their
government.
74. While fully appreciating the high ideals which
had always inspired the administering Powers where
the well-being of the peoples of those territories was
concerned, his delegation felt that the desires and aspirations of those peoples should be determined through
the good offices of the General Assembly.
75. His delegation was concerned about another
point of procedure, the time when the factors could be
applied. From the discussion, it appeared that the
factors should, in the opinion of some delegations, be
applied after an Administering Member had reported
a change in the status of a territory and had then
ceased to transmit information, thus presenting the
United Nations with a fait accompli.
76. His delegation wondered how the ideals of peace,
well-being and liberty, which had impelled the governments of Member States to send representatives to
the General Assembly, could be achieved as long as
millions of human beings throughout the world were
exposed to oppression, misery and suffering. The problem could not be solved by avoiding it. On the contrary, the situation must be faced and a solution must
be sought conscientiously and with determination.
77. The General Assembly must not be presented
with a fait accompli by the Administering Members;
on the contrary, whenever an Administering Member
thought that the people of a given territory had really
attained a full measure of self-government, it should
so inform the General Assembly so that the latter
could take the necessary steps to ascertain whether
that was the case and could declare accordingly.
78. Mr. ARAOZ (Bolivia) said that the Belgian representative had again resorted to sophistry in an attempt to misrepresent the statements of certain delegations and to argue that the talk of colonies and
protectorates concealed an intention to return to the
colonial system. That might be the objective of the
administering Powers, but it was certainly not that
of the Committee.
79. He had given an outline of developments in
Bolivia because he had considered it useful to show
how a country which was still struggling for complete
independence in certain fields had succeeded in achieving national unity; in so doing, he had hoped that the
discussion would be concentrated on a number of
specific points. In Bolivia no group was subject to
discrimination. The economic, educational and land
reform programmes involved the whole population,
and the results would bring benefits to all without distinction. If the Belgian representative visited Bolivia
he would be able to verify the truth of that statement
for himself. He would see a united people working
to knit even closer together the various groups of the
population and would find evidence of the high cultural
values which were the age-old inheritance handed
down by the various races that had inhabited Bolivia ..
80. The Bolivian delegation was participating in the
Committee's discussion in a constructive spirit
motivated only by its desire to help the dependent
peoples to attain self-government. It would always be
ready to defend the fundamental principles which must
govern the progress of mankind. His delegation had
not objected to the Belgian representative's reservations because it had been offended hv the comparison
of Bolivia to a colony. On the contrary, the Bolivian
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people, formerly scorned and oppressed, was proud
that it had freed itself from that oppression and was
now ruled by a truly representative government.
Bolivia was not ashamed of the semi-feudal situation
which still prevailed there, becase it was proud of the
efforts undertaken to abolish it. The example of
Bolivia could appropriately be cited in a discussion
on Non-Self-Governing Territories, the peoples of
which had the right to determine their own fate in
accordance with the wishes of the great majority
and not those of an oligarchic minority representing
foreign interests.
81. Finally, he maintained his opinion about the contradiction which he had indicated in the Belgian representative's reservations. Those reservations were
intended only to divert the Committee from what
should be its main task, that of promoting the progress
of the dependent peoples towards complete self-government.
82. Mr. TRIANTAPHYLLAKOS (Greece) congratulated the Ad Hoc Committee and was prepared
to accept the list of factors it had prepared, with two
reservations. First, it must be clearly understood that
the list could serve only as a guide to assist in the
examination of each case in the light of the particular
circumstances of that case. Secondly, as the Guatemalan representative and other delegations had pointed
out, the word "continuing" used to describe the association of the Non-Self-Governing Territories with
the metropolitan country in the title of the second part
of the list of factors should be deleted. It was in the
light of those considerations, and taking into account
the primary need to maintain co-operation among all
!the parties concerned in order to ensure the implementation of Chapter XI, that the Greek delegation would decide on the Brazilian draft resolution and
the amendments thereto.
83: Mr~. BOLTON (United States of America)
pard a tnbute to the effort made by the Brazilian representative to frame a draft resolution that would be
generally acceptable. Her delegation could not, however, accept the principle underlying paragraph 3 of
the operative part of that draft. No Member State,
whether or not responsible for the administration of a
Non-Self-Governing Territory, could relinquish its
right to determine the constitutional status of a territory under its sovereignty. It was, therefore, for the
Administering Member concerned alone to decide
whether to stop transmitting information under Article 73 e.
84. It did not follow that the General Assembly
had not a useful part to play. On the contrary, the
General Assembly had already done valuable work in
that connexion. Under Article 10 the General Assembly was entitled to study the concept of Non-SelfGoverning Territories and of territories whose people
had not attained a full measure of self-government, and
to try to find a definition. The Assembly also had the
right to recommend that Member States should study
any definition which it might adopt and even to express in general terms its opinion regarding the principles on which the Administering Members might base
or might have based their decision to cease transmitting
information on the territories under their administration. The Assembly's resolution should not, however,
imply that the decision of the Administering Members must be approved or disapproved by the General
Assembly.
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85. Her de:egation would therefore be obliged to vote
against the Brazilian draft resolution and against any
other proposal which contained the same implications.
86. Mr. PIGNON (France) felt that it was unnecessary to restate the French Government's position
which had already been clearly enough defined; but h~
proposed to examine the legal theories that had been
put forward during the discussion. The French delegation had listened to those theories with interest but
had not been, and could not be, convinced by them
because they were based on an erroneous interpretation of a treaty, in the case in point, the Charter. To
interp~et a treaty, it was necessary to determine, by
r~fernng to the preliminary work on it, and in particular to the records of the discussions, the intention
of its authors-in the present case, the intention of the
co-signatories to the Charter-just as in interpreting
a law, reference was first made to the records of the
parliamentary debates. It was quite clear that the
authors of the Charter had neither foreseen nor
desired the developments and additions which an attempt was now being- made to introduce by means
of resolutions.
87. The history of the question of the cessation of
the transmission of information showed that that was
the case. At its third session the General Assembly
had felt so uncertain of its ground and its rights that
in resolution 222 (III) it had merely stated that it
was essential that the United Nations should be informed of any change in the constitutional position
and status of any territory as a result of which the
responsible government concerned thought it unnecessary to transmit information in respect of that territory
under Article 73 e of the Charter. Memories of San
Francisco had still been too fresh in representatives'
minds for an attempt to be made to question the exclusive competence of the Administering Member.
With resolution 334 (IV) the General Assembly had
taken a further step and had considered that it was
within the responsibility of the General Assembly to
express its opinion on the principles which had guided
or which might in future guide the Members concerned
in enumerating the territories in question. Even at
that stage the Assembly had shown a tendency to limit
the freedom of judgment of the responsible governments, but it had asserted its competence only with
regard to principles; the power of decision in each
particular case had continued to be vested in the Administering Member. At the fifth session, by resolution
448 \V), the Assembly had deliberately gone beyond
questwns of theory and had requested the Special
Committee on Information transmitted under Article
73 e of the Charter to examine such information as
might b~ transmitted in future to the SecretaryGeneral 111 pursuance of General Assembly resolution
222 (III) and to report thereon to the General Assembly. With that resolution, the frontiers which had
until then been respected had been crossed, and the
Assembly had assumed the right not only of expressing
opinions of a general nature but of examining and
discussing each particular case. At its sixth session,
the Assembly had been too preoccupied with the list
of factors to explore further the dangerous field of
competence. However, in resolution 568 (VI) it had
reaffirmed the principles laid down in resolution 448
(V). The decisive step had been taken at the seyenth
session when the Assembly had asserted its competence
as being self-evident without seeking to base it on any
considerations of law or of fact.

88.. That history of the successive conquests of the
maJo~tty showed clearly that the legal construction in
questwn had not been based upon a strict interpretation
of the Charter. At its third session the Assembly would
not . ha.ve hesitated to affirm its competence in the
particular case then before the Fourth Committee if
it had thought it possible to do so in accordance with
the Charter. Already, fired with enthusiasm which
1~1ade them forget the starting point, some representat~ves \vcre considering further steps. Certain delegations had proposed that only the first part of the list
cf factors should be retained; others had stated that
the notion of full self-government laid down in the
Charter could only mean independence. It should not
be forgotten, however, that the legal construction which
the majority seemed to think required only improvements of detail would remain without foundation and
without legal effect until it was embodied in a new
treaty or an addition to the Charter in the manner
provided in Article 109.
~9. The French delegation had listened with great
111terest to the argument concerning the responsibility
of the .Administering Members developed by the
Ecuad<:man representative. The Administering Members d1d not deny that responsibility, but accepted it
unreservedly. However, it remained a moral responsibility wi~hout legal. consequences because any form
of .supervisory machmery or specialized jurisdiction
whrch would make that responsibility legal in character
had been expressly and intentionally excluded from
the Chart.er. Certain delegations might regret what
they constdered to be an omission, but they should
also unders.tand that it w~s not in .their power to try
to remedy rt through the 111appropnate and ineffective
medium of recommendations.
90. The Fren~~ delegation could not, therefore, support. the Braz~han draft resolution although it ap~reCJated the smcere efforts the Brazilian representative had made to end the present deadlock in the Committee'~ wo~k. Paragraph 3 of the operative part of the
resolution 111 effect reaffirmed the competence of the
General A;;sembly. The same objection applied to paragr~ph 4, smce th~ ;~ssembly ":ol!ld obviously have the
ultimate respons1b1hty of dec1dmg whether evidence
that the p~opl~ concerned had exercised its rights to
se~f-determmatwn .had ~een fl!rnished. Paragraph 6
remtroduced the difficulties of 111terpretation which an
attempt had been made to eliminate by establishing
a list .of factors. "A full measure of self-government"
had still not been de.fined. and alt?ough some delegations
had made up the1r mmds w1thout hesitation their
opinion was not equivalent to a decision. Finally paragraphs 7 and 8 conferred on the Committee on Inf?rmatio~ powers which the French delegation consrdt;red macceptable and contrary to the compromise
wh1ch had enabled it to continue to take part in the
work o.f that body. For the same reasons, the French
delegation would oppose the amendments submitted
jointly by the eleven delegations ( A/C.4/L.273). The
very fact that those amendments had been submitted
gave added force to his argument and fully justified
if further justification were necessary, the French
Gove~nment's. P.osition. Those amendments had systet?~tically el.u;unated all that was conciliatory in the
ongmal Braz1han draft resolution. At least there now
remained no doubts or misunderstandings.
9}. In view ?f the importance of. the problem the
F re.nch . delegatiOn 'Yould not be satisfied merely with
regtstenng a negative vote. In accordance with the
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formal instructions from its Government it was compelled to repeat explicitly the reservations _which it
had made on resolution 647 (VII) and wh1ch were
contained in the summary record of the 279th meeting
of the Fourth Committee (A/C.4/SR.279, para. 1 to 3).
The French Government had not accepted resolution
647 (VII) as binding in any way whatever, and it
would not accept the Brazilian draft resolution as bindin~ if, as was probable,. it ~as ~dopted: The French
delegation felt the more JUstified m makmg that st<~:te
ment since at San Francisco it had taken the precautiOn
of making 'a reservation on the question of competence;
that reservation could be found in the report of Committee 4 of Commission II and in annex D of that
report, dated 20 June 1945.1 Nobo~y could ther~fore
express surprise at or take exceptiOn to an at~1tude
which remained constantly clear, frank and consistent.
The French delegation regretted, however, that it was
forced to take that negative and defensive position.
It was certainly not along those lines that it had envisaged collaboration with the United Nations. It was
still possible for the Committee to start afresh and
d1scover ways and means of accomplishing fruitful
work. Several days previously, Mr. Maurice Schumann
had informed the General Assembly at its 44Sth plenary
meeting that the French Government fully and unreservedly accepted the aims of Chapter XI of the
Charter. In the Committee itself the United Kingdom
representative had stressed the identity of aims. which
should unite Committee members. It was sufficient to
attempt to apply the Charter without seeking at the
moment to supplement or modify it. The French Government had given numerous examples of its good faith ;
it was ready to make new efforts but it could not
remain saitsfied with appeals for conciliation which
lacked any tangible expression of comprehension and
which still presupposed that the administering Powers
had to obtain forgiveness for some kind of original sin.
92. The reasons underlying the French Government's
position were evident. The French delegation. could not
admit that the General Assembly should d1scuss the
constitutional development of territories administered
by France for the simple reason that such a discussion
would involve constitutional questions which were matters of domestic policy and were the exclusive prerogative of the legislature. The French Constitution strictly
limited the powers of the executive. In international
affairs, the Government could negotiate and undertake
commitments subject to the subsequent approval of
Parliament. With regard to the status of territories,
Parliament held the right of decision, and neither the
French Government nor the French delegation could
waive in any way whatever the sovereignty of Parliament. It was easy to foresee the consequences of the
process which had been set in motion and the increasing
demands that would be made to subject the administering Powers to still stricter control by the United Nations. A moment's reflection would suffice to reveal
the dangers which would result, in the domestic field,
from interference by an international organization which
eventually would meddle arbitrarily with internal policies, whether with good intentions or not. Similarly,
in the present disturbed international situation such
interference would create a situation of constant inferiority at the international level by making possible
blackmail and manceuvres which would serve neither
the cause of peace nor that of co-operation between
1 See United Nations Conference on International Organi:::ation, II/4/44 (1) (a).
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nations. What the French Government once more requested was that certain members of the Committee
should take the trouble to put themselves from time to
time in the French Government's place and judge the
situation objectively. Whatever the Committee's decision on the Brazilian draft resolution, the discussions
which had taken place would have had the great merit
of enabling the Committee to discuss the substance of
the problem. The Committee had reached the stage
where ideological conceptions were clashing with the
facts. It should decide whether it should continue to
take theoretical decisions or whether, realizing the futility of such an undertaking, it should direct its attention
resolutely towards its proper functions.
93. Mr. LOPEZ (Philippines) said that the Philippines, which, after four centuries of oppression, had
become an independent State after the Second World
War, was deeply interested in the question of factors
and in the broader question of Non-Self-Governing
Territories.
94. At the San Francisco Conference, the Philippine
.delegation had argued that the word "self-government"
should be replaced, or at least supplemented, by the
word "independence" in all the provisions of the Charter
where it appeared. His delegation had been afraid that
if the notion of independence were replaced by the
vaguer notion of self-government, misunderstandings
might arise. Experience had shown that those fears
were justified. The Philippine delegation had not
pressed its suggestion at San Francisco because the
administering Powers had given it an assurance that
self-government was synonymous with independence
and that it was in that way that the notion of self-government would be interpreted in practice. It had been
found, however, that the vagueness of the expression
''self-government" was the source of many misunderstandings and had led to lengthy studies and prolonged
discussions. It had been illogical to speak only of selfgovernment in Chapter XI when in Chapter XII the
word "independence" was also used. In any case, the
time had come to clarify the notion of self-government.
In that respect, the work of the Ad Hoc Committee
was extremely valuable.
95. Mr. Lopez paid a tribute to the Ad Hoc Committee and agreed with the Venezuelan representative
that further studies should be suspended. It was time
to apply the factors which the Ad Hoc Committee had
listed. That would be possible only if there was sincere
co-operation between the Administering and the nonadministering Members. He was convinced that the
members of the Committe could resolutely set aside
controversial subjects and agree in recognizing that
it was necessary to hasten the progress of the peoples
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories in order to maintain peace, a purpose which concerned all States,
whether they administered Non-Self-Governing Territories or not. The Administering Members should
understand that by basing their claim to exclusive
jurisdiction on Article 2, paragraph 7, they gave the
impression of wanting to keep at all costs what they
regarded as their property. If they recognized that the
character of the colonial problem had been changed
since the Charter had made the future of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories an international problem, it
would be possible to proceed to practical action.
96. If an area of agreement was to be found, the
principle must first be established that the Administering Members could not decide unilaterally whether
a territory had become self-governing, and that such
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decisions must be made by agreement by those Members and the General Assembly after appropriate consultations. The list of factors was valuable only as
a body of general rules the application of which would
depend upon political realities varying from territory
to territory.
97. He was also of the opinion that the problem of
the cessation of the transmission of information had two
aspects. In some cases, the Non-Self-Governing Territories might think that by continuing to communicate
information about them the administering Power was
casting doubts on the reality of their self-government,
which might hurt the national feelings of the peoples
concerned. In other cases, the administering Powers
might seek by that means to conceal the real situation
in the territory which they claimed had become selfgoverning.
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98. The Philippine delegation believed that the
Brazilian draft resolution provided the framework within which agreement might be reached. It hoped the
draft resolution would be studied sympathetically and
that the difficulties of principle raised by paragraph 3
might thus be overcome.
99. In conclusion, he emphasized that the Committee's
decisions could be fruitful only if an agreement based
on political realities was reached.
100. The CHAIRMAN closed the list of speakers in
the general discussion. He invited delegations which
wished to explain their vote to place their names on
the list.
The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m.
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3. Sir Douglas COPLAND (Australia) said that the
Brazilian draft resolution (A/C.4/L.272) was an attempt to steer a course between the two conflicting
points of view that had emerged in the Committee and,
as such, deserved attention. It should not be forgotten
that the Administering Members had freely dedicated
themselves to the advancement of the peoples of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories and as freely undertaken to transmit information on economic, social and
educational conditions in those territories to the General
Assembly. Australia was a country which had itself experienced the rise from dependent status to a full measure of self-government and was thus able to realize that
the problem was extremely complicated and that no
definite rules could be formulated. He urged the Committee to consider the Brazilian resolution in the light
of the difficulty that had been encountered in defining
a full measure of self-government, and suggested that
it should give up its attempt to find a legal definition.
The Australian delegation would consider the resolution,
not as a definitive legal interpretation of self-government, but rather as a framework within which it could
discharge its responsibilities towards the Non-SelfGoverning Territory for which it was responsible.
4. The most serious objection to the list of factors in
the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (NonSelf-Governing Territories), contained in document
A/2428, was that it regarded independence as a criterion of a full measure of self-government. The Australian delegation felt that independent status was irrelevant to the question of self-government. Independence
was an external attribute, whereas self-government was
an internal attribute, the achievement of which was
normally followed by external independence. However,
a territory could be self-governing without being independent, just as it could be independent without being
self-governing. The report also admitted that the Ad
Hoc Committee had been unable to define a full measure of self-government. In considering the Brazilian
draft resolution, therefore, the Committee should take
care not to appear to be agreeing on a point on which
there was in fact fundamental disagreement. Lastly, the
report made it quite clear that the list of factors could
be regarded only as a guide and not as a series of hard
and fast rules.
5. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the operative part of the
Brazilian draft resolution took note of the conclusions
of the report of the Ad Hoc Committee and approved
the list of factors contained in the report. The Australian
delegation found it difficult to accept paragraph 2 because it felt that it was unnecessary to approve the list
when paragraph 1 merely took note of the report's
conclusions.
6. Paragraph 6 of the operative part of the draft resolution seemed to assume that the attainment of selfgovernment was a definitive act. The Australian delegation felt that self-government was, in fact, reached in
stages and in varying forms. Since the Ad Hoc Com-
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Factors which should be taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a ter·
ritory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2428, A/C.4/L.272, A/C.4jL.
273, A/C.4/L.274) (continued)

[Item 33]*
1. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) wished to reply to
the points raised by the Belgian representative at the
326th meeting. He recalled that when the Belgian argument had been advanced at the seventh session of the
General Assembly, it had been conceded that Guatemala
had no responsibility whatever under Chapter XI of the
Charter. Nevertheless, he felt that some reply should be
made to an ingenious thesis which was tending to distract the Committee from its true objective.
2. In point of fact, the Belgian argument had been
dealt with at San Francisco. The question had come up
during the discussion of the classification of dependent
territories and it had been made quite clear that the
"peoples not yet able to stand by themselves under the
strenuous conditions of the modern world", referred to
in a first draft of what had become Article 73 of the
Charter, were not peoples within the metropolitan frontiers of any State. He read extracts from the background document prepared by the Secretariat on the
definition of the concept of a full measure of self-government (A/ AC.67 /L.1), which quoted from the records of the meetings at San Francisco at which the
declaration regarding the Non-Self-Governing Territories had been discussed, showing that the question
had been raised and settled. The drafting sub-committee which had prepared that portion of the Charter had
undoubtedly borne those discussions in mind in preparing the final version of Article 73. The Belgian representative's contention that the phrase "territories whose
peoples have not yet attained a full measure of selfgovernment" could apply to territories forming part of
the metropolitan area was thus disproved by reference
to the expressed intentions of the authors of the Charter.

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
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mittee had been unable to define a "full measure of
self-government" the Australian delegation could not
agree to paragraph 6. Those Member States which had
declared themselves to be responsible for certain NonSelf-Governing Territories had undertaken to submit
information on economic, social and educational conditions in those territories. The Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territoies was fully entitled to consider whether the information that was submitted was adequate and relevant. However, if the
Committee on Information were to say that an Administering Member must continue to send in such information, despite its agreement with a Non-Self-Governing Territory, on all matters on which information was
to be submitted, that would be tantamount to asking
the said Power to abrogate the self-government that
had been agreed on. If a territory had full control over
economic, social and educational matters within its
boundaries, it would be entitled to insist that the administering Power had no right to continue to report
to the General Assembly upon them. If the General
Assembly were to require the continuation of such reports, it would not be promoting self-government in
the Non-Self-Governing Territories or helping the Administering Members to discharge their obligations.
7. Operative paragraphs 7 and 8 were over-specific.
The question of factors had been examined over and
over again ; if, in the light of experience, the list was
found to be inadequate, an arrangement could be made
to revise it at the end of five years or so.
8. Unfortunately, the Brazilian draft resolution had
been the subject of a series of drastic amendments submitted jointly by a number of delegations (A/C.4/
L.273). As amended, the resolution would take up a
position diametrically opposed to that which the Administering Members were charged with defending. He
urged the Committee to try to reach some reasonable
compromise on the issue, lest the General Assembly
should adopt a resolution that would be unenforceable.
9. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) would reaffirm that the
Brazilian delegation maintained, as it had done in the
past, that the final competence for taking a decision
concerning the cessation of the transmission of information from a Non-Self-Governing Territory rested
with the General Assembly.
10. In his delegation's view, the Charter should not be
regarded as a multilateral agreement establishing certain
legal obligations. At the time of its signature it had been
a contract, but it was one no longer. It was an organic
act establishing the competence of the United Nations
with regard to the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The
United Nations had assumed some of the competence
of the contracting parties. Its purposes were more than
the sum of the purposes of the contracting parties. That
conception of an institution was familiar to those countries where the principles of the Code Napoleon had
been adopted. His statement on the institutional jurisdiction of the United Nations over the Non-Self-Governing Territories was based on that conception.
11. The amendments contained in document A/C.4/
L.273 were not in his opinion amendments in the proper
sense of the term. Nevertheless he was able to agree
to the new paragraph proposed in amendment 1.
12. He could not, however, agree to the proposal in
amendment 2, to the effect that the fourth paragraph
of the preamble of the Brazilian draft resolution should
be deleted, because he did not consider that the right
of peoples to self-determination could be treated as a

factor or given an interpretation in one case which
might differ from that given in other cases. The right
of peoples to self-determination must be re-established
as a postulate.
13. Nor could he agree to amendment 5, which merely
reintroduced the previously existing confusion between
general principles and specific circumstances.
14. He had no objection to amendment 3; indeed he
felt it would improve the Brazilian text.
15. With reference to amendment 4, the Brazilian
delegation agreed with the terms of paragraph 2 of
General Assembly resolution 648 (VII), i.e., that each
concrete case should be considered and decided in the
light of the particular circumstances of that case. With
regard to the question of competence, there could be no
doubt that the meaning of paragraph 3 of the Brazilian
draft resolution was that the General Assembly was
competent to decide whether a territory was or was no
longer within the scope of Article XI. The conclusion
was clear, but it had been thought preferable not to
state it categorically in order to avoid friction, in view
of the conflicting opinions on the subject that existed
within the Committee. General Assembly resolution 222
(III) stated that it was essential for the United Nations
to be informed of any change that might take place in
the constitutional status of any Non-Self-Governing
Territory. That was in order that a decision might be
reached whether or not information should continue
to be transmitted in relation to that territory. Clearly
the obligation rested on the Administering Member and
the decision would be made by the General Assembly.
The members of the Fourth Committee should approach the question in the light of the general principles involved rather than attempt to gain debating
points. The Brazilian delegation did not object in principle to the proposed addition of the words "by the
General Assembly" in paragraph 3, although it thought
it unnecessary. The wording it had proposed said the
same thing without offending the administering States.
16. With regard to amendment 6, which proposed new
paragraphs 5 and 6, he felt that the Brazilian text said
the same thing better and in more general terms. Proof
of the wishes of the people was required not only in
cases of association but in all cases, including integration in the metropolitan territory. Paragraph 4 of the
Brazilian draft resolution already recommended that
paramount consideration should be given to evidence
indicating that the people concerned had exercised its
right to self-determination. The attempt in the amendment to emphasize the principle of the right of peoples
to self-determination in special cases tended to weaken
its general applicability as a fundamental consideration
in all cases. The new paragraph 6 proposed in the
amendment tended to compress too many ideas in a
single paragraph. It was somewhat illogical to approve
the list of factors but at the same time to imply that
the three forms of self-government were not equally
valid. The Brazilian delegation agreed that the aim of
political evolution in the Non-Self-Governing Territories should be complete independence and membership
in the United Nations, but Chapter XI of the Charter
did contain the notion of domestic self-government, a
type of internal political sovereignty that was not yet
independence. Chapter XI might be interpreted as justifying the cessation of the transmission of information
after a people had freely chosen a system of integration
or association which would give it full freedom to decide
its domestic affairs while at the same time leaving the
attributes of external sovereignty to be exercised by
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another State. The proposed new paragraph 6 thus reopened a point which the Ad Hoc Committee had already settled.
17. Amendments 7 and 8 of document A/C.4/L.273
improved the Brazilian text and were therefore acceptable.
18. He did not, however, understand the proposal in
amendment 9, to the effect that that part of paragraph 7
of the Brazilian draft resolution following "the cessation of information" should be deleted. If a desire for
brevity had inspired the proposal, he would accept it,
but not if the intention was to discard the provisions
of paragraph 2 of resolution 448 (V). The Brazilian
delegation felt that the Committee on Information had
a great part to play in the advancement of the NonSelf-Governing Territories, and that no attempt should
be made to detract from the importance of that part.
19. He felt that the wording of the final paragraph
proposed in amendment 10 tended to question the quality of the list of factors in advance, and he preferred
the original final paragraph 8 of the Brazilian draft
amendment.
20. He urged the Administering Members to accept
the Brazilian text in the light of his explanations. He
hoped that they would show sufficient goodwill to meet
the other members of the Committee half way, and perhaps to inaugurate a new stage in the relations of the
administering and non-administering Powers.
21. Mr. KUCHKAROV (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) said that while his delegation was in general
agreement with the first part of the list of factors approved by the Ad Hoc Committee, the second and third
parts of the list were completely unsatisfactory and unacceptable since they did not envisage the ultimate attainment by the Non-Self-Governing Territories of the
status of independent and sovereign States and permitted the limitation of sovereignty and outside intervention in the internal affairs of the Territories concerned. He was therefore unable to accept the fourth
paragraph of the preamble to the Brazilian draft resolution. He would vote against any parts of the draft
resolution implying the Committee's approval of the
list of factors as a whole, but in favour of paragraphs
1, 4, S, 6 and 8. He asked for a vote paragraph by
paragraph.
22. Mr. SPITS (Netherlands) had no objections, in
general, to the operative part of the proposal in so far
as it instructed the Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories to use the list of factors as a guide in studying specific cases. When an
Administering Member ceased to transmit information,
it was logical, if only as a gesture of courtesy, that it
should inform the General Assembly of the reasons for
its action. It was logical, too, that the Committee on
Information should study those reasons. Nevertheless,
that did not imply that the General Assembly was competent to approve or disapprove the cessation of the
transmission of information. Several representatives
had based their argument that the Assembly was competent on Chapter XI of the Charter, contending that
it was in the nature of an international agreement. He
was prepared to some extent to agree with the latter
contention, provided that it was recognized that Chapter XI had been included in the form of a declaration.
Since Chapter XI was admittedly vague, the Committee
would do better to resolve its doubts on the basis of
practice. In 1946, the Administering Members had
enumerated the territories on which they were prepared
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to transmit information and, in resolution 66 (I), the
General Assembly had taken note of-not approvedthat list of territories. It was difficult, therefore, to see
why the Assembly's approval should be required in the
case of the cessation of the transmission of information.
Therein lay his delegation's main objection to the draft
resolution. Paragraph 6, moreover, was vague and ambiguous. Hence, although his delegation appreciated the
goodwill shown by the Brazilian delegation, he would
be compelled to vote against the draft resolution and,
guided by the same principles, against the eleven-Power
amendments.
23. Mr. SCOTT (New Zealand) doubted whether the
action proposed to the General Assembly was realistic.
His delegation's position had been stated on many
earlier occasions and he had not felt it necessary to
intervene in the general debate. He had hoped that the
Committee would be prepared merely to adopt the list
of factors and recognize the difficulty of defining such
terms as "Non-Self-Governing Territories" and "a full
measure of self-government". The lack of effective definitions of those terms would continue to be a source
of disagreement between the administering and the nonadministering Powers and it would be wiser not to
press the issue as far as the draft resolution and, more
particularly, the amendments did. It was certainly not
in the interests of the non-self-governing peoples to
perpetuate the disagreement between the Administering
Members and the other Member States. That was the
reason why his delegation had not replied to the Secretary-General's request for observations on the list of
factors.
24. On the main issue of the General Assembly's
competence, his delegation's position was very clear.
Each Member State alone was competent to decide
whether the territories under its sovereignty or jurisdiction fell within the scope of Chapter XI and, similarly, when such territories had reached a stage of development at which its obligations under Article 73 e
no longer applied. He would therefore vote against any
paragraph implying that the responsibility for such a
decision might be shared between the Administering
Members and the General Assembly.
25. Mrs. SKOTTSBERG-AHMAN (Sweden) an~ounced that her delegation was prepared to accept the
hst of factors as it stood and to support the Brazilian
draft resolution in so far as it approved that list as a
guide. Her delegation had always insisted that the list
should not be more than a guide and that each concrete
case should be judged on its own merits. That idea was
contained in paragraph 3. Paragraph 6, however, somewh~t inconsistently attempted to lay down a rigid rule
which would leave no lee-way for taking into account
the circumstances pertinent to each particular situation.
Furthermore, it was generally admitted that it was impossible to define the term "a full measure of selfgovernment" for the purposes of Chapter XI, and it
was therefore of doubtful value to make the attainment
of that indefinable status a prerequisite for a Territory
to be deemed self-governing in economic, social or educational affairs. Her delegation would therefore vote
against paragraph 6 and, if it was retained, it would
abstain from voting on the draft resolution as a whole.
26. The eleven-Power amendments stressed the competence of the General Assembly almost to the exclusion of the administering Powers. That issue was one
of the main dividing lines in the Committee, and it
would be most unwise to widen and perpetuate the gulf
between the Administering and non-administering Mem-
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hers. No useful purpose would be served by adopting
categorical statements in the certain knowledge that
they would not be accepted by the Administering Members, whose co-operation was essential. Her delegation
would therefore vote against the amendments. If they
were accepted, it would be compelled to vote against
the draft resolution as a whole.
27. Mr. PATTERSON (Canada) said that his delegation fully appreciated the work of the Ad Hoc Committee and had no objection in principle to the study
of a list of factors, nor to the list itself, which might
have a useful bearing on some of the questions pertaining to the work of the Committee and of the Trusteeship Council and be of service to the administering
Powers. To that extent, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the
Brazilian draft resolution were acceptable.
28. For the reasons which the Canadian representative had outlined in the Fourth Committee (273rd
meeting) at the seventh session, he was compelled to
take exception to the principles in paragraph 6 and to
those implied in paragraphs 3 and 7. The principle contained in paragraph 6 could hardly be accepted by the
representatives of a country such as Canada, which had
at one stage in its constitutional evolution enjoyed complete autonomy in economic, social and educational
affairs, although it had not at the time attained a full
measure of self-government. With regard to the wording of paragraphs 3 and 7, the Canadian delegation
could not agree that the United Nations alone was entitled to determine whether or not a territory had ceased
to be non-self-governing or that every Administering
Member should continue to transmit information until
the provisions of Chapter XI had been fulfilled. The
Non-Self-Governing Territories would normally advance towards self-government by stages and, at a
given moment, they would reach a stage at which the
Administering Members no longer exercised effective
and practical control over the fields in which information was to be submitted. In such cases their obligation
to transmit information would logically end, although
that would not imply that they no longer had the obligation, under Chapter XI, to promote a full measure
of self-government in the territory concerned.
29. His delegation was grateful to the Brazilian delegation for its effort at compromise and for the fact that
the Brazilian draft resolution did not call for a continuing study of factors by a special committee ; it
seriously doubted whether any further study would
result in a more satisfactory solution. Nevertheless, the
objections he had outlined concerned such fundamental
issues that his delegation could not support the Brazilian
draft resolution as it stood. Subject to those observations, it was prepared to approve the list of factors contained in the Ad Hoc Committee's report on the understanding that it was to be used exclusively as a guide
and that it was not meant to be a rigid pattern to be
automatically applied by the General Assembly to all
Non-Self-Governing Territories. His delegation would
oppose the eleven-Power amendments and any subsequent amendment to the Brazilian proposal which ran
counter to the basic principles by which it was guided.
30. Mr. NAJAR (Israel) felt that the mandate of the
United Nations as expressed throughout the Charter
and the corresponding terms of reference conferred on
the General Assembly by Article 10 were sufficiently
broad to obviate the need for any discussion of the
Assembly's competence in the Committee. There seemed
to be a general tendency to confuse the Assembly's
competence and its powers. Obviously the Assembly re-

ceived information under Article 73 e and documents on
the cessation of the transmission of information so that
it could express an opinion thereon. Its competence to
vote resolutions, therefore, was not at issue, but its
powers and rights to have them implemented in fact.
31. During the general debate, he had expressed his
delegation's preference for examining each case of the
cessation of the transmission of information on its own
merits. Generally speaking, if the Assembly wished to
preserve its effectiveness and prestige, its recommendations must be realistic. The adoption of doctrinal resolutions might well bring the Assembly into conflict with
reality.
32. In the case under discussion, the Administering
Members felt that the pmver to decide whether or not
to continue transmitting information rested exclusively
with them. \Vere the General Assembly to assert in a
solemn and doctrinal resolution that, on the contrary,
such power rested exclusively with the Assembly, it
might well find that the constitutional development of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories ran counter to its resolutions. That would be most unfortunate. The General
Assembly should hesitate before embarking on such
open conflicts and administering and non-administering
Powers would be well advised to heed the old diplomatic
motto, "Toujours ncgocicr".
33. His delegation would have preferred merely to
adopt the list of factors and to postpone any decision on
the theoretical points of principle raised in the Brazilian
draft resolution until the Committee had had a chance
to apply the factors to the two concrete cases of the
cessation of information that it would shortly be considering. Although he questioned the advisability of
affirming the competence of the General Assembly as a
principle, rather than in relation to concrete cases, his
delegation would support the draft resolution on that
issue, but he reserved its position with regard to the
definition of terms. Such a definition would be tantamount to interpreting the Charter and should not be
done through a resolution, especially when several delegations had expressed the view that it would be wise to
consult the International Court of Justice on the points.
34. Mr. MENDEZ (Philippines) said that it was clear
from the discussion that the General Assembly was a
necessary party to the cessation of the transmission of
information. The information submitted under Article
73 e was clearly intended to help the Assembly to determine whether or not the situation in the Non-SelfGoverniug Territories was satisfactory in the light of
the Charter. That implied the Assembly's right to
decide when such information need no longer be submitted. There was nothing in Chapter XI to suggest
that the Administering Members were entitled to act on
a unilateral basis. Nevertheless consultation and agreement were preferable to arbitrary and unilateral actions,
and paragraph 3 of the Brazilian draft resolution might
be improved by inserting the words "in appropriate consultations" after the words "as a guide", and by replacing the words "a decision may be taken" by the
words "agreement may be reached".
35. Mr. LANNUNG (Denmark) would not go into
the merits of the proposed amendments, but would like
to have some elucidation from their sponsors.
36. Amendment 3 apparently meant that the list of
factors was accepted as it stood, or with some minor
amendments; indeed it had already been agreed to by
three of the sponsors-Guatemala, Iraq and Venezuela
-which had been members of the Ad Hoc Committee
on Factors. However, the new paragraph 6 which it was
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proposed to insert seemed, if not actually in contradiction with amendment 3, at least illogical and inconsistent.
He suggested that the words ''although it is recognized
that self-government can also be achieved" should be
deleted and replaced by the word "or''.
37. Mr. DJERDJA (Yugoslavia) said that the amendments to the list of factors ( A/C.4/L.274), of which
his delegation had been one of the sponsors, embodied
the constructive suggestions made by different delegations during the debate on the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee. They were based on the conviction that
although the main work of drafting the list of factors
had been accomplished, that list must be brought into
harmony with the high responsibilities of the General
Assembly and the spirit of the times.
38. Drafting a list of factors was not an abstract or
theoretical activity. The chief aim of such a list, which
must be made as useful and realistic as possible, was to
help the United Nations in the protection it afforded to
the Non-Self-Governing Territories. As he had already
pointed out, the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories placed great hopes in the United Nations.
It must not disappoint those hopes or bring about a
situation in which the people concerned would be compelled to follow another road and seek different solutions, with possible serious repercussions for world
peace.
39. Some delegations would perhaps find the amendments unacceptable and irreconcilable with their views
and interpretations of the Charter. Nevertheless, the
Yugoslav delegation felt it to be its duty, today more
than ever, to uphold the cause of the peoples of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories, both for reasons of
principle and for practical reasons, as long as the problem remained on the agenda. It would be very glad if
the problem were to disappear from the agenda as a
result of the attainment by those peoples of a status
equal to that of the free peoples of the world, but since
they had not yet attained such a status, the only possible
course was to strive, within the framework of the
Charter and in harmony with present necessities, to improve the conditions of the peoples of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories and accelerate their progress
towards a better future.
40. The Yugoslav delegation believed that the proposed
amendments would make the list of factors clearer and
more precise. Only one amendment was submitted to
the first part of the list, which clarified the idea without
altering the substance. The proposal to change the position of factors A.l and A.2 in the second part of the list
was due to the fact that many delegations had stressed
that the opinion of the peoples of Non-Self-Governing
Territories should be the basic factor. That concept justified the introduction of a new factor A.2-freedom of
choice-since clearly the opinion of the population must
be expressed in full freedom to choose between several
possibilities, including independence.
41. From the same factor sprang the need to introduce,
and to some extent reword, factor A.3, in view of the
circumstances in which decisions were often taken re-
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garding modifications m the status of Non-Self-Governing Territories.
42. The same observations applied also to the amendments submitted to the third part of the list of factors,
which had been rendered somewhat more precise and
complete. The freely expressed opinion of the population
presupposed association on a basis of equality, and hence
there should be no association on the basis of the constitution of the metropolitan country.
43. Mr. KHOMAN (Thailand) thought the list of
factors could usefully serve as a guide for the General
Assembly and the Administering Members in determining the status of a Territory as well as whether information concerning that Territory should continue to be
submitted. The question whether information should
continue to be transmitted should undoubtedly be decided by the Administering Member concerned, which
was responsible for conducting the Territory's affairs in
accordance with the principles laid down by the Charter.
But, once that decision had been taken, it was subject to
revision by the United Nations in conformity with the
principles enunciated in Article 73; otherwise the United
Nations would renounce the exercise of one of the essential functions provided under the Charter. Thailand was
prepared to support the principle that complete selfgovernment could not be conditional but, although having various aspects, must cover the political, economic
and social fields.
44. He would vote in fa.-our of the Brazilian draft
resolution. He was unable to agree to some of the proposed amendments, and especially those contained in
amendment 6. If the amendments were voted on paragraph by paragraph he would abstain on certain points.
45. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico), referring
to the Danish representative's criticism of the proposed
new paragraph 6, explained that the word "primarily"
had been inserted before the words "through the attainment of independence". That word appeared in document A/C.4/L.273, but did not appear in the earlier
draft of the amendments which was before the Danish
representative.
46. Mr. DE MARHUENA (Dominican Republic)
suggested that in view of the complexity and importance
of the question, the debate should be postponed until
Thursday, 8 October.
47. Mr. DE HOLTE CASTELLO (Colombia) supported that proposal.
48. l\>Ir. L. S. BOKHARI (Pakistan), referring to
the remarks made by the French representative at the
previous meeting, explained that in using the expression
"black list", in his statement at the 323rd meeting, he
had had no intention of giving offence. He agreed that
the Administering Members were performing an honourable and arduous task in the Non-Self-Governing Territories. He had merely meant to say that if the name of
a Territory remained indefinitely on the list of Non-SelfGoverning Territories, that might give rise to certain
doubts.
The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.
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Factors which should be taken into account in
deciding whether a territory is or is not a ter·
ritory whose people have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government: report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing
Territories) (A/2428, AJC.4/L.272, A/C.4/L.
273, A/C.4/L.27 4, AJC.4/L.275) (continued)

[Item 33]*
1. The CHAIRMAN drew attention to an amendment by the Philippines (A/C.4/L.275) to the Brazilian draft resolution (A/C.4/L.272); the amendment
had been submitted orally at the previous meeting and
hence was within the time-limit set by the Committee.
2. He recognized the Iranian representative, who had
reserved his right to speak in the general debate.
3. l\Ir. GHASSEl\fZADEH (Iran) said that the
question of factors was of intimate c~mcer_n to tens ?f
millions of human beings who, despite differences m
race, language, religion, customs, culture. and geographical situation, were nevertheless an mseparable
part of the human community. In line with the principles which it was possible to enunciate after the Second
World War, the Member States which had taken part
in the San Francisco Conference had devoted Chapter
XI of the Charter to the Non-Self-Governing Territories, and Chapter XII and XIII to the Int~n;atio:tal
Trusteeship System. In Article 73 the Admimstenng
Members had recognized the principle that the interests
of the inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Territories were paramount, had accepted as a sacred trust the
obligation to promote their well-being, and to that end
had accepted responsibility to the international community for the duties set forth in Article 73 a and b. So
that the United Nations might supervise the application
of those provisions, it had been provided that the Administering Members would transmit regularly to the
Secretary-General the information referred to in
Article 73 e.
4. The true sense of Article 73, and the views and
intentions of the Administering Members in relation
to it, were made sufficiently plain in the statements
made by the Netherlands and United Kingdom repre-

sentatives at San Francisco, reproduced in document
A/ AC.67 /L.l, paragraphs 46, 48 and 49. The Netherlands representative had said that when the development of economic, social and political institutions in a
dependent territory had reached a certain stage, the
achievement of the final goal was inevitable. The realization of self-government might take the form of a
continued equal partnership within one commonwealth
or that of an independent nation, as the inhabitants of
the territory might decide. The United Kingdom representative had compared properly constituted colonial
empires to a ladder up which non-self-governing peoples
were constantly moving as they attained a higher measure of self-government. He had taken the experience
of the British Commonwealth and Empire, in which
thE're were the most primitive peoples capable of taking
only a very limited part in conducting their own affairs ;
then territories where the peoples took an ever-increasing part in their own administration, and some of which
enjoyed a large measure of local autonomy; and lastly,
the great self-governing Dominions. He had added that
that progressive, dynamic conception was the right one,
that the dependent territories could not all afford the
risks of independence for which they were ill-equipped,
and that they had to be gradually trained in the management of their own affairs until they were ready for
the independence which would ultimately come.
5. The Iranian delegation agreed that very backward
populations could not claim independence or even a full
measure of self-government, for the peoples in question
had to go through a political, economic and social development before they reached that stage. There could
be no disagreement between administering and nonadministering Powers on that score. But the administering Powers should recognize that, under Chapter XI
of the Charter, they had expressly pledged themselves
to prepare the dependent peoples, however backward,
for a full measure of self-government and even independence. No people could suffer indefinitely economic
exploitation and political domination by another people.
Chapter XI could not in any way be regarded as a unilateral declaration by the administering Powers ; it contained commitments towards the United Nations, was
an inseparable part of the Charter and, in common with
all the other Chapters, had been signed by all the Member States and ratified by their legislative organs. Moreover, in conformity with the principle of the self-determination of peoples enshrined in the Charter, any dependent people which had attained a sufficient degree
of development would be able to declare its independence.
6. With regard to the definition of the notion of a full
measure of self-government, he said it was not possible
to find an exact and complete definition applicable to
every single case; the only value of the list of factors
would be that of a set of guiding notes, and each case
would have to be decided individually in the light of its
special circumstances.
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7. Lastly, referring to the question of

ju~isdiction, he

said it was incorrect to argue from Artlcle 2, paragraph 7, of the Chart~r th~t ~he. ~dministering ~e.m
bers possessed exclustve JUnsdtctwn; that provtston
applied only to matters not dealt with by the Charter.
8. The Iranian delegation would support any draft
resolution or amendment not inconsistent with the views
he had expressed.
9. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) said that
the sponsors of the joint amendment (A/C.4/L.273)
had originally intended to submit a draft resolution but,
since the Brazilian delegation had been the first to put
forward a text on the subject, their draft had, a fortiori,
taken the form of a series of amendments. The delegations concerned had also submitted a series of amendments (A/C.4/L.274) to the list of factors drawn up
by the Ad Hoc Committee ( A/2428, section VI), .and
he wished first to offer some explanatory observations
on the latter proposal, the text of which had been circulated more recently than that of the amendments to the
Brazilian draft resolution.
10. Unlike the representative of Brazil, the co-sponsors of the amendments to the list of factors did not
feel that the Committee could adopt the list of factors
as it stood. But the amendments, whatever the lively
differences of opinion displayed in debate might suggest, made no fundamental alteration to the list. With
a few exceptions they were drafting amendments. Thus,
for instance, the joint amendments proposed the replacement of the factor A.4 mentioned in the original
text of the first part by the following formula: uNational defence. Sovereign right to provide for its national defence". That wording would indicate better
than the original wording that a State had attained its
independence, without in any way prejudicing the right
of a sovereign State to enter into regional agreements
to provide for its defence. The object of some other
drafting alterations was to transfer to the second part
factors listed in the third part, and vice versa : that was
true, for example, of the factors dealing with geographical considerations, at present in the third part,
and of that relating to economic, social and cultural
jurisdiction, at present in the second part. The joint
amendments likewise sought to rearrange certain factors in order of importance, and to change the titles
of the second and third parts ; in the original text the
second and third parts both dealt with an association in
which the territory participated, and it would at times
be difficult to determine whether the second or the third
part was applicable to a given territory. The joint
amendment removed all ambiguity concerning that
point.
11. The substantive amendments were three in number, and concerned respectively: the freedom to choose,
on the basis of the right of self-determination of peoples, between several possibilities, including independence; the voluntary limitation of sovereignty, a provision which stipulated the freedom of the population of
a territory which had associated itself with the metropolitan country to modify at any time that status
through the expression of their will by democratic
means (a similar provision would be introduced into
the third part) ; and the right to change the political
status of the territory in the light of the consideration
whether that territory was or was not subject to any
claim or litigation on the part of another State.
12. Those amendments were not meant to express
criticism of the Ad Hoc Committee's excellent work;

but the sponsors of the amendments had believed that
they could not conscientiously support the very important list of factors which the Committee was asked to
adopt without making the changes they deemed requisite.
13. He then discussed the eleven-Power amendments
(A/C.4/L.273) to the Brazilian draft resolution
(A/C.4/L.272), and thanked the French representative for acknowledging that they had at least illuminated the Committee. They had met with such wide
support simply because they showed no sign of an
adamant or hostile attitude. Thus, in dealing with the
question of competence, they simply stated that the
Assembly was competent to consider the principles tha~
should guide the United Nations and the Member
States and to make recommendations in connexion with
them, which was merely a restatement of the Assembly's undoubted powers. The question whether the
Assembly could take a decision could be settled and
the misunderstanding that had arisen could be dispelled, as there was a general desire among the members of the Committee to reach agreement. Very many
delegations believed that the Administering Members
could not unilaterally evade commitments towards the
Assembly once they had entered into them. Some had
argued that the Administering Members alone were
competent, that the Assembly's function was merely to
take note of a statement whereby an Administering
Member notified it that a Non-Self-Governing Territory was no longer covered by Chapter XI and that the
Assembly could neither consider the matter nor express
an opinion. Such a view was wholly unacceptable and
would jeopardize the United Nations prestige. The
amendments were not, however, intended to confer on
the Assembly powers not vested in it by the Charter.
Under those amendments the Assembly could consider
each case and give its opinion in a resolution; if it
should reach a conclusion conflicting with that of the
Administering Member, it could recommend that the
latter should continue to transmit information. If the
Administering Member refused to do so, an eventuality which he would regret, nothing could force it to
do so.
14. Amendment 5 mentioned the right of self-determination of peoples ; that basic principle, which should
guide the future of mankind, had been purposely reaffirmed. In the paragraph 6 proposed in amendment 6,
the sponsors had stressed that Non-Self-Governing Territories could become fully self-governing primarily
through the attainment of independence, but that did not
preclude the possibility of an association with one or
more States in the circumstances set out in the second
and third parts of the list of factors. He fully appreciated the merits of a system similar to the Commonwealth, but preferred independence the expression of
another principle laid down in the Charter and one to
which Latin Americans were deeply attached. Countries
such as the United States, France, the United Kingdom,
Belgium and the Netherlands, though they were deeply
attached to the idea of independence and though their
example had guided others in their fight for independence, would be damaging their own prestige if they
appeared to refuse to other territories the independence
which they themselves enjoyed.
15. He wished to assure the Administering Members
that the sponsors of the joint amendment were quite
objective in their motives. They did not underestimate
the work those Powers had performed nor the magnitude of the problems raised by the Non-Self-Governing Territories and by public opinion at home, which
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sometimes tended to regard the attainment of selfgovernment by dependent peoples with some dislike.
16. Lord HUDSON (United Kingdom) said that he
was somewhat amazed at the way in which the discussion had developed during the recent meetings. As a
newcomer, he had anticipated taking part in an enlightening debate, which, in keeping with the humanitarian
ideals of the Charter, would tend to promote the prosperity of territories whose inhabitants were not yet fully
self-governing, and encourage the administrators, who
were endeavouring to improve the lot of those territories, in their frequently unrewarding labours.
17. A great deal of work had been expended on drawing up the list of factors. The most recent Ad Hoc Committee on Factors had submitted a unanimous report
( A/2428). At the beginning of the general debate the
Committee had seemed generally inclined to adopt that
list as the most satisfactory that could be drawn up in
existing circumstances. Hence it was astonishing that
some delegations, including three which had been members of the Ad Hoc Committee, had proposed farreaching amendments (AJC.4/L.274) to that list. If
the Fourth Committee was thus going to reopen the
discussion of the list drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee, differences of opinion might well become more
acute, as some States believed that some of the arguments heard in Committee almost amounted to intervention in their domestic affairs. Such dissension would
be certain to destroy the harmony without which the
Committee could not achieve anything worth while.
Furthermore, if a committee of sixty started revising
the list of factors on which a body of eight had spent
so much time, the discussion would be interminable.
To forestall those two dangers, he would urge the
Fourth Committee to make do with the list of factors in
the Ad Hoc Committee's report and not to jeopardize,
by lengthy and fruitless discussion, the respect that
millions had for the United Nations.
18. The conciliatory spirit invariably shown by the
Brazilian representative and by the speakers who had
supported his draft resolution was commendable. The
differences of opinion among members of the Committee
should not prevent it from making a constructive effort
towards the application of the principles of Chapter XI
of the Charter. It was to be hoped that time would solve
the problems that now seemed so hard.
19. He asked the Chairman to put the Brazilian draft
resolution to the vote forthwith and he urged the Committee to adopt paragraph 2 of the operative part, which
implied the rejection of amendment 3 in document
A/C.4JL.273. The Committee would thus be adopting
the list of factors as it stood in the Ad Hoc Committee's
report.
20. Mr. LOPEZ (Philippines) said it was time to put
an end to the debate on the question of factors and to
attack the problem of putting the list into practice. The
Committee should cease to be concerned with theoretical
and legal considerations and instead consider practical,
political questions. Whereas legal principles, for instance, those stated in the list of factors, should be
defined as precisely as possible and even perhaps somewhat dogmatically, they should be applied very flexibly
and progress should be gradual, with halts, if need be,
to take stock. The Committee had only to adopt the
Brazilian draft resolution to make that transition, the
need for which was becoming increasingly urgent. In so
doing it would be consolidating the United Nations
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previous achievements and paving the way for fresh
advances.
21. The United Nations had gone far in eight years
and was exerting an ever-increasing influence on the
future of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. Chapter
XI of the United Nations Charter was comparable in
importance to the Magna Carta, the Declaration of
Independence and the Declaration of the Rights of Man
and of the Citizen, but, unlike them, it had not been
wrested from a despot but had been freely and generously granted by the metropolitan Powers actuated by
the irresistible ideal for which they had fought the
Second World War. Chapter XI was a great victory for
moral force and a true measure of the evolution of political philosophy in recent centuries. If that Chapter was
so regarded, there would be no reason to despair of the
United Nations. The Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories, the Ad Hoc Committees on Factors and the Fourth Committee itself had
given world public opinion a chance to be heard. To
proceed from the preparation of legal texts to their
enforcement with all the requisite flexibility and energy
was a slow process, but nothing could halt it.
22. With those considerations in mind the Philippine
delegation had submitted its amendment (A/C.4/
L.275) to the Brazilian draft resolution. Perhaps the
time was not yet ripe for settling the question of competence and deciding whether it was for the Administering Member alone or for the General Assembly to
judge if a territory had attained self-government or not.
To adopt the existing list of factors would be wiser. The
parties concerned could then conduct consultations, on
the basis of that list, and in such exchanges of views
reason and sense would inevitably prevail over the dogmatic and uncompromising approach. That was the only
way for the Committee to reconcile conflicting views
and so to contribute to the relaxation of the international
tension that was beginning to be felt in the Security
Council, the First Committee and the Ad Hoc Political
Committee.
23. Sir Douglas COPLAND (Australia) said that he
was glad to find a more conciliatory mood prevailing at
the current meeting. He agreed with the United Kingdom and Philippine representatives that the only result
of considering document A/C.4JL.274 would be to protract the discussion unduly while other urgent matters
awaited the Committee's attention and to aggravate the
dissensions among Member States. The list of factors
so patiently and carefully worked out by the Ad Hoc
Committee was neither complete nor final, and only
after it had been applied for some time could it be
changed as circumstances might require. A final decision
would be neither possible nor timely at that stage. Reserving the position his delegation would adopt when
the vote was taken on the list of factors, he said that
the sponsors of document AJC.4/L.274 should accept
the list submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee if they
wished the Fourth Committee to adopt a list of factors
h 1953. for if it discussed the amendments it would
inevitably refer the questions back to the Ad Hoc Committee and thus lose another year. He hoped that debate
and a vote on document A/C.4JL.274 could be avoided,
so that the Committee could vote on the list of factors
as a whole as drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee.
24. Mr. RIVAS (Venezuela) was sorry that the
Brazilian representative had regarded the amendments
to his draft resolution as a separate resolution. They
were intended merely to develop the sound premises
and conclusions of the Brazilian draft resolution. The
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Brazilian delegation had in any case announced that it
was ready to accept some of those amendments, thus
showing that it did not claim that its wording could not
be- carried further.
25. Amendments 4 and 5 in document AjC.4/L.273
were intended merely to alter the arrangement of material in operative paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Brazilian
draft resolution. The principle that each "concrete case
should be considered and decided upon in the light of
the particular circumstances of that case and taking
into account the right of self-determination of peoples"
had never caused the least difference of opinion between
the administering and non-administering Powers. That
principle had been accepted, and to reassert it in a separate paragraph, as had always been done, was to preserve a basis for agreement.
26. The new or apparently new feature-that the
decision should rest with the Assembly-had already
been implied in the Brazilian draft resolution, as the
Brazilian representative had himself said at the previous
meeting. In any event, whether that principle were expressed or not, the delegations of the Administering
Members would still oppose it since in their view only
the Administering Member concerned was competent.
27. In order to make it easier to understand new
paragraph 5 proposed in amendment 6, he first explained the new paragraph 6 proposed in the same
amendment, which also supplemented rather than contradicted the Brazilian proposal so far as substance was
concerned. It merely stressed that it was primarily by
attaining independence that the territories mentioned in
Chapter XI of the Charter could attain full self-government. However, those considerations led directly to the
conclusion, repeatedly arrived at by the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, that it was recognized that selfgovernment could also be achieved by association with
another State or group of States if that were done freely
and on the basis of absolute equality. When embodied
in the operative part of a resolution, that conclusion,
having been recognized both by the administering and
the non-administering Powers, ceased to be a mere
guide and became a principle of the General Assembly.
28. The reason why the attainment of independence
should be regarded as the essential means by which the
territories in question would attain full self-government
was so obvious that it had not been discussed either in
the Fourth Committee or in the Ad Hoc Committee.
In fact, it was the least doubtful form of self-government and the one which lent itself least to misinterpretations or to the maintenance of a disguised form of
dependence. For that reason, the factors indicative of
independence were fewest in number. For that reason
also, the factors relating to political advancement and
the opinion of the population were not included among
them, for it would be inconceivable that independence
could be imposed by force on a territory, or that the
population of a Non-Self-Governing Territory which
chose independence had not reached a sufficient stage
of maturity to take that step. The mere fact that a
people took that step was a sign of sufficient political
advancement. In any case, that was not the issue on
which the administering and the non-administering
Powers were divided. The reason for the suspiciousness
of the former was their fear that a majority of the States
Members of the United Nations might treat independence as the only possible means of attaining full selfgovernment. The addition of that new paragraph 6,
proposed by the delegations of eleven non-administering

States, was therefore designed to eliminate that cause
of misunderstanding.
29. The idea of independence as the means par excellence of attaining full self-government necessarily implied the fundamental condition which governed every
type of association between a Non-Self-Governing Territory and the metropolitan Power or any other country.
That condition was conveyed by the words "the freely
expressed will of the people at the time of the taking
of this decision", in the new paragraph 5 proposed in
amendment 6. It was not impossible that not only an
administering Power but also some other State might
annex a Non-Self-Governing Territory by force and
claim that the territory had thereby attained full selfgovernment. Accordingly, the condition stipulated did
not apply only to the metropolitan government, but to
any State, whether a Member of the United Nations
or not. Furthermore, since the San Francisco Conference no administering Power had attempted to base a
territory's change of status on circumstances unconnected with the will of the people concerned. Similarly,
however forcefully they might argue the exclusive competence of the administering Power, the delegations of
metropolitan Powers had never seriously disputed the
proposition that a change of status had to be carried out
in conformity with the wishes of the population.
30. Amendment 9 called for no comments from his
delegation. However, he would be grateful if the other
sponsors of the amendments in document AjC.4jL.273
would agree to withdraw that amendment. The Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories had derived its terms of reference from resolutions
334 (IV) and 448 (V).
31. On the other hand, amendment 10 proposed a
wording more appropriate to the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories. That
Committee was, in a way, concerned with procedural
questions, and was not expected to take action. Its
functions were limited to organizing the work and proposing solutions to the General Assembly. Under the
particular amendment, the Committee was to propose
modifications to improve the list of factors, in other
words changes which would clarify the list and make it
progressively easier to apply.
32. Finally, he discussed amendments 3 and 4, which
had given the Brazilian delegation and some others the
most anxiety. That anxiety would have been mitigated
very largely if the amendments ( A/C.4/L.273) to the
Brazilian draft resolution and the amendments to (A/C.
4 jL.274) to the list of factors had been distributed at
the same time. In the light of the amendments proposed
to the list of factors it had appeared inappropriate, even
illogical, to let paragraph 2 of the Brazilian draft stand.
33. He then commented on the proposed amendments
to the list of factors. Those amendments had been
worked out by negotiations and compromises between
the various delegations sponsoring it. The item had been
so forcefully argued in Committee that it was felt something should he done to dispel the mistrust displayed in
debate. If each delegation had put forward its own
amendments as suggested to it hy the examination of the
list of factors, no final resolution could have been adopted
on the factors, and it would have been impossible to end
that regrettable controversy which had divided the delegations of friendly countries with similar viewpoints on
world politics. The Venezuelan delegation had always
been opposed to extreme proposals. Furthermore, it was
convinced that most of the differences of opinion arose
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from the form in which those opinions were presented
and not from their actual substance, and it had therefore
always tried to reconcile different points of view. It was
glad to state that it found the same desire for understanding among those delegations which had acted as
co-sponsors of the amendments under discussion.
34. New factors were not necessarily new unavoidable
conditions, but new guides, new data, which could be
used or not, according to the circumstances of each case,
and in accordance with the principle laid down the
previous year in resolution 648 (VII) and confirmed in
paragraph 5 of the Brazilian draft, namely, that the
factors "should in no way be interpreted as a hindrance
to the attainment of a full measure of self-government
by the Non-Self-Governing Territories".
35. The amendment to factor A.4, "National defence",
in the first part of the list of factors, was surely generally acceptable; the proposal was due to the initiative of
the Mexican delegation.
36. With regard to the second part, amendment 1 was
simply intended to restore the title which had been
adopted at the Sixth Session by Sub-Committee 9 of
the Fourth Committee 1 and which had then been quite
acceptable to the representatives of the Administering
Members, including the Australian representative, who
had rightly asked that the status of Dominions or members of the British Commonwealth should be taken into
account. The Commonwealth was certainly an association of independent States which, collectively, limited
their sovereignty to a certain extent. However, the term
"association" was not only somewhat vague but could
also lead to confusion between that distinct form of selfgovernment and the type of union or association referred
to in the third part of the list.
37. Amendments 2 and 3 to the second part required
no comment, as they simply recommend a rearrangement of the order of the factors.
38. Amendment 4 might be said to introduce a new
element. It would, however, be difficult to describe those
other distinct forms of self-government as such if the
States concerned had not, when the question of association arose, the power and ability to choose independence,
as had been the case of Burma, for example, immediately
after the Second World War.
39. Amendment 5 merely involved the deletion of the
first part of factor A.3, the negative part; it allowed the
positive part to stand. The extent to which a territory
had freely and on its own initiative limited its sovereignty
was not a positive factor. The decisive test for determining whether a people had attained some other separate
system of self-government was : how were the attributes
of sovereignty, thus limited, exercised? That positive
element had been introduced by the Ad Hoc Committee
in 1953, on his delegation's proposal (A/2428, para.
34).
40. Owing to the successive changes which had been
made in the proposals of the several delegations sponsoring the amendments, and with a view to putting the
amendments forward as quickly as possible, amendment
8, entitled "Change of political status", contained a passage which might well have been placed at the end of
amendment 5.
41. By the very nature of the attainment of full selfgovernment, States associated in that way, being independent, could separate and form distinct units. It would
not otherwise be possible to speak of "other separate
systems of self-government".
1

See A/C.4/L.l80 and Corr.2.
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42. The additions proposed in amendments 6 and 7
were based on the need to give territories the possibility
of seceding from the association for geographic, cultural
or ethnic reasons. The phrase in amendment 6, "the extent to which the interests of boundary States may be
affected, bearing in mind the general principle of goodneighbourliness referred to in Article 74 of the Charter"
was based on the Charter.
43. He pointed out a typing error in amendment 9,
which should read "The existing factor B.2 will become
B.l ".
44. Commenting on the third part, he said a Non-SelfGoverning Territory could hardly attain full self-government by associating with the metropolitan State or with
another country or by becoming an integral part of that
country, if that incorporation or association did not take
place on a basis of absolute equality with the other parts
of the State concerned, unless the inequality left the territory the possibility of changing its decision in the
future.
45. That was the reason for the addition of the words
"or in any other form" and was the purpose of amendment 5, which noted the existence of States with constitutional powers for granting that advantage. His delegation wished to emphasize that, while it endorsed the
addition of that new factor, it did not insist that metropolitan and other States should alter their constitutions
to give effect to that factor. Any such insistence would
constitute an infringement of Article 2, paragraph 7, of
the Charter. The fact that the Venezuelan delegation
supported the amendment did not mean that it intended
to place obstacles in the path of Non-Self-Governing
Territories which, in freely expressing their will, might
choose as a means of attaining full self-government association or integration on an absolutely equal basis with
other constituent parts of the State in which they were
being incorporated or with which they were associating.
46. The Venezuelan delegation was not responsible for
introducing amendment 6, but had agreed to sponsor it
in accordance with the obligations that it had contracted
by approving resolution XXXIII of the Ninth International Conference of American States.
47. Amendment 9 was obviously reasonable. If a NonSelf-Governing Territory were declared to be incorporated in a metropolitan State by virtue of a constitution
in the preparation of which the representatives of the
Non-Self-Governing Territory had not participated,
that incorporation might possibly lack the consent of
the inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing Territories;
that would be contrary to Chapter XI, the general
spirit of the list of factors and the principle which
would be endorsed by a General Assembly resolution
if the proposed amendments were adopted.
48. He emphasized that, in associating with other delegations which had drafted the amendments, the Venezuelan delegation had not intended, as had been alleged,
to correct the list of factors and to resume the work of
the Ad Hoc Committee. Nevertheless, the list, which the
Venezuelan delegation had helped to prepare as a member of the Ad Hoc Committee, could not be regarded as
unamendable, so long as its substance was not affected.
49. It was to be hoped that the General Assembly
would adopt a definitive resolution at the present session
and that a debate which was constantly being resumed
and which gave rise to differences between friendly
countries would thus be brought to an end.
SO. Mr. CALLEY CALLE (Peru) said that the list
of factors reflected the General Assembly's wish to
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establish, for itself and for the Administering Members,
regulations for the application of Chapter XI of the
Charter. On the basis of those criteria, the General
Assembly would be able to judge the merits of any communication notifying it of the cessation of the transmission of information and to decide on the motives for
such cessation. The General Assembly could then choose
between three decisions : it could take note of the cessation; it could weigh the merits of the case for cessation
by applying the criteria of the list of factors and taking
into account the circumstances peculiar to each case ; or
it could disapprove of the decision to cease the transmission of information. It might be assumed that in the
third case the Administering Member would continue
to transmit the information concerned.
51. By approving the factors, the Fourth Committee
would not be taking a decision on the question of competence, nor was it its intention to treat those criteria as
though they were rules governing the application of
Chapter XI of the Charter. Hence whatever resolution
was adopted should not be regarded as havin&" the
rigidity of a legislative text. The purpose of the hst of
factors was to serve as a guide. Accordingly, it would
be sufficient to state in the resolution that the General
Assembly approved the list of factors submitted in the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee and that the list was
intended, for the time being, as a guide for the application of Chapter XI of the Charter.
52. He agreed that the Brazilian draft resolution was
motivated by a conciliatory intention and by the wish
to facilitate the task of the General Assembly and that
of the Administering Members. The draft was also an
improvement on resolution 648 (VII) and contained
only judicious language, the practical consequences of
which would be visible in the future. Those remarks
also applied to the Philippine amendment.
53. His delegation would vote for the Brazilian draft
resolution but could not support the amendments to that
text or the amendments to the list of factors.
54. Mr. PETERSON (Canada) recalled that his delegation had spoken earlier on the Brazilian draft resolution and the amendments thereto. He now wished to
state its attitude to the amendments to the list of factors
(A/C.4/L.274).
55. As mentioned before, the Ad Hoc Committee's list
was a synthesis of the opinions expressed. during three
years of continued study, during which the list had been
even submitted to the governments of all Member States
for comment. He therefore agreed with certain other
representatives that it would be pointless for a committee of sixty members to reopen the discussion of the
existing list of factors. It seemed highly improbable that
such a discussion would serve any useful purpose.
56. The Venezuelan representative had said that the
amendments in document A/C.4jL.274 seemed to have
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aroused unwarranted anxiety and that they were in fact
simple and clear. That might be true of some of the
amendments, but, in the very short time it had had to
consider them, the Canadian delegation had found that
some of the proposed changes gave rise to difficulties of
interpretation and raised questions of principle which
could not be solved merely by brief explanations.
57. As stated at the previous meeting, the Canadian
delegation was prepared to vote for the list of factors
as submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee and hoped that
the list would be put to the vote as a whole. If, however,
the draft amendments in document AjC.4/L.274 were
put to the vote, the Canadian delegation would be obliged to vote against all of them because of the impossibility, in the present circumstances, of giving them
adequate consideration.
58. Mr. FERREIRA DE SOUZA (Brazil) explained
his delegation's attitude to the amendments contained
in document AJC.4/L.273. His delegation would accept
amendment 1, which considerably improved the Brazilian text, but could not accept amendments 2 and 3 ;
the latter presupposed the alteration of the list of factors
proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee. The Brazilian
delegation would accept the first part of amendment 4,
because it believed that the purpose of the change was
to lay stress on the primary responsibility of the General Assembly. With regard to the second part of the
amendment, his delegation would vote first for its own
text, which it considered clear enough to settle the
question of competence. It was unnecessary to repeat
why it took that view for it had stated the reasons at
the preceding meeting. His delegation would accept
amendments 7 and 8, but not amendments 5, 6, 9
and 10.
59. He quite understood the worthy motives underlying the Philippine amendment (AJC.4/L.275) but
considered it incompatible with his delegation's basic
thesis of the Assembly's competence.
60. The CHAIRMAN read Conference Room Paper
No. 1, 2 in which he explained what voting procedure he
proposed to follow concerning the question of factors.
61. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) pointed out that a
vote on amendment 1 in document A/C.4jL.273 should
be unnecessary since the Brazilian delegation had accepted it. Such a vote would be necessary only if a
delegation asked for a separate vote.
62. Mr. SCOTT (New Zealand) asked why the
words "and the Member States" had been included
after the words "United Nations" in amendment 1 of
document AjC.4/L.273.
63. The CHAIRMAN said that both those points
would be dealt with at the following meeting.
The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
• Distributed to members of the Committee only.
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7. Mr. FERREIRA DE SOUZA (Brazil) thought
the Committee should first decide on the principal question : whether or not it wished to adopt the list of
factors as it stood. If it rejected the list it could then
vote on the amendments.
8. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) supported that proposal.
9. Mr. ARAOZ (Bolivia) supported the Guatemalan
proposal.
10. Mr. DE HOLTE CASTELLO (Colombia) suggested that the Chairman should put the Guatemalan
proposal to the vote first and then, if that were rejected,
his own proposal.
The Guate-malan proposal was adopted by 26 votes
to 22, with 4 abstentions.
11. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) suggested that a
vote should be taken immediately on amendment 3 of
the eleven-Power draft amendments ( AjC.4jL.273).
12. The CHAIRMAN called on the Committee to
cvnsider the amendments to the list of factors (A/C.4/
L.274).
13. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America) said
that she would not touch on the substance of the matter
because the United States delegation had serious doubts,
on procedural grounds, concerning the practicability
of the step the Committee was being asked to take.
The list of factors contained in the Ad Hoc Committee's
report (A/2428) was the outcome of the deliberations
of several special committees which had devoted many
meetings to a thorough study of the views of governments on the question of factors. The Ad Hoc Committee's report had been in the hands of Member States
for many weeks. The United States Government considered that the Ad Hoc Committee had carried the
study of factors as far as it could profitably be pursued
at present. However, the Fourth Committee had been
presented with a number of amendments which it was
expected to examine in a few days. At best, the consideration the Committee would be able to give those
amendments would be hurried and incomplete. Furthermore, even such hasty consideration would entail
lengthy discussion and take more time than the Committee could spare.
14. The United States delegation was therefore of the
opinion that the Committee should not attempt to
amend the Ad Hoc Committee's list but should approve
it as it stood.
15. Mr. PIG NON (France) entirely shared the
United States representative's view. Since, however, the
majority of the members of the Committee were evidently determined to vote on the amendments he would
explain his delegation's position.
16. The position of the French delegation in the matter
had always been perfectly clear. While it had the most
serious reservations with regard to the General Assembly's competence to apply the list of factors drawn
up by the Ad Hoc Committee, it considered, as it had
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[Item 33]*
1. The CHAIRMAN drew attention to Conference
Room Paper No. 1, 1 which contained his proposals for
the procedure to be followed in voting.
2. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) suggested that before examining the Brazilian draft resolution, A/C.4/
L.272) and the proposed amendments thereto (A/C.4/
L.273, AjC.4jL.275), the Committee should consider
and vote upon the proposed amendments to the Ad Hoc
Committee's list of factors (A/C.4/L.274).
3. Mr. BOZOVIC (Yugoslavia) supported that proposal. Logically the Committee should first decide on
the list of factors and then consider the Brazilian draft
resolution, whose purpose was the adoption of the list,
and the proposed amendments to that resolution. The
Ad Hoc Committee's list should be treated as an original
proposal, and in accordance with rule 129 of the rules
of procedure the amendments to it should be voted on
first.
4. Mr. KAISR (Czechoslovakia) recalled an earlier
proposal made by the Czechoslovak delegation ( 326th
meeting) to the effect that a separate vote should be
held on the individual sections of the list of factors, and,
in that connexion, expressed his delegation's support
of the Guatemalan representative's proposal.
5. Lord HUDSON (United Kingdom) suggested
that the Chairman's proposal should be put to the vote
immediately.
6. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) maintained that the
list of factors drawn up by the Ad Hoc Committee did
not constitute a proposal in the sense of rule 129, but
that paragraphs 1 and 2 of the operative part of the
Brazilian draft resolution did. The Committee should
therefore vote first on the amendments to that draft
resolution.

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
1 Document distributed to members of the Committee only.
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always done, that the study of such a list was legitimate
and useful, on the understanding that the list would
constitute not a rigid and inflexible code but a guide to
States in dealing with specific cases. Despite its obvious
imperfections the list contained in document A/2428
could be used as such a guide.
17. However, the amendments submitted, no doubt
with the praiseworthy intention of improving the Ad
Hoc Committee's work, completely vitiated it and destroyed a structure which, though uneven, had nevertheless had a certain balance. The amendments aggravated the list's existing defects to such a point that they
rendered it unacceptable.
18. Those defects derived primarily from the fact that,
for an increasing number of delegations, political considerations outweighed the objectivity so essential in
dealing with such questions. It was the negation of all
scientific method to erect a general theory on special
cases; yet that was what had been done in the second
part of the list by introducing such controversial ideas
as those contained in amendments 6, 7 and 8 of the
second and third parts of the eleven-Power amendments. For the sake of the prestige of the United Nations the Fourth Committee must be careful of the
quality of its work. The proposed new factor A.4, in
the second part of the list, to cite an example, introduced
a principle of intervention which was contrary to the
spirit and the letter of the Charter and which would
endanger that very good-neighbourliness which it was
intended to foster. An attempt had been made to establish a spurious link between that idea and Article 74
of the Charter.
19. In the view of the French delegation, however,
the most serious fault of the amendments was that
they created confusion between the three parts of the
original list. The factors of independence, of self-government in association and of self-government through
integration were completely confused, and he doubted
the usefulness of such a list in the proper sphere of the
Committee's work-Chapter XI of the Charter. It
was hardly necessary to reiterate that self-government
could and did exist without independence ; he would
merely emphasize that the sponsors of the amendments
had wished to create the impression that the second
and third parts of the list of factors were useless in
practice. In so doing they had deliberately ignored the
Fourth Committee's terms of reference and the very
object of its work, i.e., the progress of certain territories towards self-government.
20. For those reasons, the French delegation would
vote against the proposed amendments as a whole.
21. Lord HUDSON (United Kingdom) regretted
that the attempt he had made at the previous meeting
tc prevent a sterile debate and to obtain some measure
of agreement had failed.
22. His delegation had made no secret of the fact that
the contents of the list of factors were a matter of comparative indifference to it. The United Kingdom Government had no need for factors and their application
by others could have no effect on the status of any
of the territories for which it was responsible. The application of the list of factors was thereby limited at
one stroke to, at the most, one-third of the territories
at present reported on.
23. However, the United Kingdom had responsibilities
as a Member of the United Nations of the Ad Hoc
Committee. It had no political interest in the outcome
but had sought to assist the Committee in evolving a

list which satisfied a coherence theory of truth and was
in line with the political realities of the modern world.
Nine other delegations had co-operated in the work.
A list had been approved after eight months of preparation and two weeks of debate, during which the views
of all governments that had wished to submit written
observations had been taken into account. Now, when
the Fourth Committee was on the point of voting on
a draft resolution, a series of amendments to the list
had been submitted by eleven delegations, three of which
had been represented in the Ad Hoc Committee; indeed the representative of one of them had been its
Chairman.
24. In the view of the United Kingdom delegation the
amendments were a supreme demonstration of intellectual confusion. For the most part they appeared to
be attempts to assert certain political maxims, some of
which were unacceptable to his delegation. Many could
he identified as arising from the political ends of particular delegations. That fact should be borne in mind
during the vote.
25. With regard to the amendment to the first part
he would suggest that if a State existed it had a manifest
right to provide for its national defence. Its capacity to
do so might be more doubtful and might indeed be considered as a factor in its choice of political orientation.
26. In the second part, amendments 6 and 7 attempted
to insert two factors from the third part of which the
United Kingdom delegation had never been in favour.
Amendment 6 was in effect a reaffirmation of what
had been called the "salt-water fallacy", namely, that
land-locked imperialism was morally admirable whereas
transoceanic communities were ethically obnoxious. The
experience of the United Kingdom was that the ocean
was a link rather than a barrier. Amendment 7
amounted virtually to the endorsement of racial discrimination and was unworthy of the Fourth Committee.

27. With reference to amendment 8, the United Kingdom delegation could not accept the view that the
political development of Non-Self-Governing Territories should be impeded by the existence of a dispute
between nations claiming sovereignty over them. As
the Australian representative had truly said, there was
a world of difference between international status and
internal responsibility. The duty of any Member State
having sovereignty over a Non-Self-Governing Territory was to promote to the utmost the realization of
the objectives of Chapter XI of the Charter, including
the development of a full measure of self-government.
Undoubtedly all members of the Committe would agree
that, in the event of a Non-Self-Governing Territory's
passing from the sovereignty of one Member State
to that of another, the new sovereign would inherit
all the obligations of the old under Chapter XI. The
representative of Guatemala had referred to sovereign
independence as the manifest goal for Non-Self-Governing Territories, even though that objective was not
referred to in Chapter XI. It would be strange if an
administering Power were to be inhibited from pursuing the objectives of Chapter XI because of the
existence of a claim on the part of another State which
must be assumed equally to support the principles of
that chapter; for otherwise the existence of such a claim
might be construed as a claim for the annexation of the
territories in question without regard to the objectives
of Chapter XI.
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If the amendments were adopted the only effect

th~y could have would be to prevent t?e attaim;nent of

independence by any N on-Self-Governmg Tern tory.
29. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) regretted that his
delegation would be obliged to vote against nearly all
the proposed amendments to _the list of factors contained in the Ad Hoc Committee's report. The only
point with which he agreed was the first half of the
proposed new factor A.4 in the second part, which
seemed to recognize the error of supposing that an
ocean was a greater barrier than a land frontier. However, he could not agree to the second half.
30. The representative of Iran had said at the previous
meeting that although there were backward peoples
which were not in a position to claim their indepen_de~ce,
they must not remain indefinitely subject to explmtat10n
by more advanced peoples. Belgium differed on that
point: it had always held that backward peopl~s. sho~tld
never be exploited. The duty of the Admimster~ng
Members was to administer the Non-Self-Govermng
Territories on behalf of the peoples of those territories
until they were able to do so by themselves; it was
clear that the interests of the peoples must be paramount. The votes which the Belgian delegation would
be forced to cast against the proposed amendments to
the list of factors were therefore based purely on considerations of principle ; they did not mean that Belgium
did not recognize its obligations under Chapter XI of
the Charter or that it would cease to discharge them
faithfully.
31. Mr. M. S. ESFANDIARY (Iran) said that the
representative of Belgium, in his .intervention, had made
several references to the statement made by the representative of Iran. While thanking him for his kind
words, he would like to reserve his delegation's position
in regard to those remarks.
32. Mr. PACHACHI (Iraq) said that, although Iraq
had been a member of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Factors, its delegation had made it clear in that Committee that it did not regard the list of factors approved
as final and incapable of improvement. The amendments jointly proposed by eleven delegations were improvements over the original list, making it more
coherent and affording better protection for the peoples
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. He deplored
the attitude of inflexible opposition adopted by the
United Kingdom and Belgian delegations.
33. Mr. CALLE Y CALLE (Peru) said that, although his delegation was not opposed to the principles
embodied in the joint amendments, it intended to vote
against them all on the ground that it was impractical
to pursue any further the discussion of the list of
factors proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee. The Fourth
Committee ought simply to take note of the results of
the Ad Hoc Committee's deliberations and not attempt
to continue that committee's work to the detriment of
other items on its own agenda.
34. Mr. MENDEZ (Philippines) noted that the
Belgian representative had suggested that a vote on
amendment 3 of the joint amendments (A/C.4/L.273)
to the Brazilian draft resolution (A/C.4/L.272) might
save the Fourth Committee a great deal of time by
making it unnecessary to discuss the draft amendments
to the list of factors point by point. That suggestion
might well have been put to the vote.
35. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) noted, in connexion with certain observations made by the United
Kingdom delegation, that the position of the Guatemalan
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delegation in regard to dependent territories which were
subject to any claim or litigation on the part of another
State had been made quite clear at the Committee's
322nd meeting. His Government would welcome the
achievement of complete independence by such NonSelf-Governing Territories, but wished to ensure that
illegally occupied territories which were subject to
litigation should not have their political status changed
by forms of association before such litigation was settled.
36. In connexion with the proposed amendments to the
list of factors he objected that the question was being
made too complicated. The purpose of the list of factors
was not to help the General Assembly to decide whether
the status conferred on a Non-Self-Governning Territory was good for the territory or whether it was
what the territory wanted, but merely to enable it to
analyse the situation and determine whether the A_dministering Member was in fact released from Its
obligation to transmit information on the territory to
the United Nations. If the number of Non-Self-Governing Territories on which information was transmitted remained constant, no list would be necessary;
but if it continued to dwindle it was essential that the
General Assembly should have some such guide. He did
not agree that the General Assembly had not enough
time to improve the list of factors suggested by the
Ad Hoc Committee; the work of the various bodies
which had prepared the list of factors had in fact been
compressed into a very short time.
37. The CHAIRMAN called upon the Committee to
vote on the amendments contained in document
A/C.4/L.274 to the list of factors as contained in the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors, document
A/2428, section VI.
38. He put to the vote the amendment proposing that
a new factor A.4 should be added to the first part of
the list.
That amendment was adopted by 31 votes to 9, with
10 abstentions.
39. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first part
of the list of factors ( A/2428, section VI), as amended.
The first part of the list, as amended, was adopted by
34 votes to 7, with 10 abstentions.
40. The CHAIRMAN then put to the vote the amendments (A/C.4/L.274) concerning the second part of
the list.
Amendment 1 was adopted by 27 votes to 15, with
9 abstentions.
41. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 2.
The adoption of that amendment would automatically
imply the adoption of amendment 3.
Amendment 2 was adopted by 21 votes to 12, with
16 abstentions.
42. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 4.
Amendment 4 was adopted by 27 votes to 15, with
8 abstentions.
43. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) asked for a separate vote on the first part of the text of amendment 5,
up to the words "thus associated". He intended to
vote against both parts of that paragraph; however,
many delegations might be in favour of the first part
of the text but not of the universal right of secession
embodied in the second part.
44. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first
part of amendment 5.
The first part of amendment 5 was adopted by 30
votes to 8, with 12 abstentions.
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45. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium), requested that the
vote on the second part of amendment 5 should be
taken by roll-call.
A 'Vote was taken by roll-call.
Lebanon, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina,
Bolivia, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Egypt, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Haiti, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq.
Against: Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Peru, Poland, Sweden, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, Australia, Belgium, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Colombia,
Czechoslovakia, France.
Abstaining: United States of America, Brazil,
Burma, China, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ethiopia, Greece, India, Israel.
The second part of amendment 5 was adopted by 25
votes to 18, with 10 abstentions.
46. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 5
as a whole.
Amendment 5, as a whole, was adopted by 25 votes
to 18, with 9 abstentions.
47. Mr. CALLE Y CALLE (Peru) explained that
he had voted against the second part of amendment 5
and abstained from voting on the whole amendment
because he could not endorse the right of secession in
all cases.
48. In response to a request by Mr. RYCKMANS
(Belgium), who asked for a separate vote on the two
parts of amendment 6, which had nothing in common,
the CHAIRMAN put to the vote successively the first
and second parts of that amendment.
The first part of amendment 6 was adopted by 26
votes to 14, with 11 abstentions.
The second part of amendment 6 was adopted by 23
votes to 18, with 10 abstentions.
49. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 6
as a whole.
Amendment 6, as a whole, was adopted by 24 votes
to 17, with 8 abstentions.
SO. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 7.
Amendment 7 was adopted by 26 votes to 17, with
8 abstentions.
51. The CHAIRMAN said that no amendments had
been submitted to factor B.l of the second part of the
Ad Hoc Committee's list, and that, unless there were
any objections, he would consider it adopted.
It was so decided.
52. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 8,
the adoption of which would automatically imply the
adoption of amendment 9.
Amendment 8 was adopted by 23 votes to 18, with
12 abstentions.
53. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the second
part of the list of factors (A/2428, section VI), as a
whole, as amended.
The second part of the list of factors, as a whole, as
amended, was adopted by 24 votes to 18, with 11 abstentions.

54. The CHAIRMAN then put to the vote the amendments in document AjC.4jL.274 applying to the third
part of the list of factors.
Amendment 1 was adopted by 25 votes to 15, with
13 abstentions.
Amendment 2 was adopted by 26 votes to 14, 'lvith
15 abstentions.
55. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 3,
whose adoption would automatically imply the adoption
of amendment 4.
Amendment 3 was adopted by 23 votes to 9, with
18 abstentions.
56. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) requested that the
vote on amendment 5 should be taken by roll-call.
A 'Vote was taken by roll-call.
France, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Guatemala, Haiti, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines,
Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Chile,
Costa Rica, Cuba, Egypt, El Salvador.
Against: France, Greece, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Poland, Sweden, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, Australia, Belgium, Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark.
Abstaining: Israel, Norway, Peru, United States of
America, Brazil, Burma, China, Colombia, Dominican
Republic, Ethiopia.
Amendment 5 was adopted by 25 votes to 17, with
10 abstentions.
57. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republican)
drew the secretariat's attention to certain changes that
should be made in the Spanish text of amendment 6.
58. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 6.
Amendment 6 was adopted by 22 votes to 18, with
11 abstentions.
59. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote factor A.3 of
the third part of the list ( A/2428, section VI), as
amended by the adoption of amendment 6.
Factor A.3, as amended, was adopted by 23 votes to
18, with 8 abstentions.
60. The CHAIRMAN said that no amendments had
been submitted to factor A.4 and that, unless there were
any objections, he would consider it adopted.
It was so decided.
61. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment
7 (AjC.4jL.274).
Amendment 7 was adopted by 28 to 13, with 10
abstentions.
62. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote factor A.S of
the third part of the list ( A/2428, section VI), as
amended by the adoption of amendment 7.
Factor A.5, as amended, was adopted by 23 votes to
18, with 9 abstentions.
63. The CHAIRMAN said that no amendments had
been submitted to factor B.l., and that, unless there
were any objections, he would consider it adopted.
It was so decided.
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64. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 8
( AjC.4jL.274) .
Amendment 8 was adopted by 25 votes to 16, with
9 abstentions.
65. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 9.
Amendment 9 was adopted by 25 votes to 17, with
8 abstentions.
66. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the third part
of the list of factors ( A/2428, section VI), as a whole,
as amended.
The third part of the list of factors, as a whole, as
amended, was adopted by 23 votes to 16, with 11 abstentions
67. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the list of
factors, as a whole, as amended.
The list of factors, as a whole, as amended, was
adopted by 25 votes to 18, with 8 abstentions.
68. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America) had
abstained from voting on any of the amendments to the
list of factors because the Committee had been able to
consider them only in hurried and incomplete fashion.
She reserved her delegation's position on their substance and regretted that the Chairman had not followed
the procedure suggested by the representative of Belgium, the Philippines and the United States.
69. Mr. S. S. LIU (China) said that his abstention
on the amendments had been without prejudice to their
substance. The list of factors proposed by the Ad Hoc
Committee had seemed to be a satisfactory guide, and
his delegation had not felt that there was any need
to amend it at the present juncture. Furthermore, that
list, as the outcome of a long period of arduous work,
might have obtained a wider measure of support in the
General Assembly itself. No list of factors could be
exhaustive or final.
70. Mr. DE HOLTE CASTELLO (Colombia) had
abstained on all the amendments without prejudice to
their substance and without going into their merits.
His delegation supported the Brazilian draft resolution
(A/C.4/L.272) and would vote in favour of it.
71. Mr. NAJAR (Israel) said that his abstention on
all the amendments should not be construed as implying
any stand on the principles and definitions embodied in
them. There was a wide difference between adopting
proposals at forty-eight hours' notice and adopting a
list which had been given long and careful study. It
was regrettable that the Committee should not have
seized the opportunity for obtaining a broad measure
of agreement offered by the list submitted by the Ad
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Hoc Committee, but had instead preferred to adopt the
amended list by a rather small majority. He feared
that a list adopted in such circumstances would not
produce the desired results.
72. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) explained that he
would have abstained from voting on the original list
cf factors, which represented the work of several years,
but he had felt compelled to cast negative votes in the
haphazard adoption of amendments that had just taken
place.
73. Mr. DONS MOELLER (Denmark) would have
been prepared to vote in favour of the list of factors submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee. The introduction of
the amendments at the present stage had caused his
delegation surprise, and there had been very little time
to consider them. He had been able to support a few of
them but the majority had not appeared to offer any
improvement on the original text. The new factor A.2
in the third part, namely, the possible wishes of the
population of a Non-Self-Governing Territory at some
future date, was not a factor at all because it related
to subsequent events. Furthermore, it either implied
that the integration with the metropolitan country was
not complete, or would constitute intervention in the
domestic affairs of another State, which \vas contrary
to the Charter. He had therefore been compelled to vote
against the introduction of that new factor and against
certain other amendments.
74. Mr. PIG NON (France) noted with regret that
the majority which had approved the amended list of
factors had not even tried to answer the criticism that
had been levelled against the amendments.
75. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
wished to make it clear once again that his delegation
had always been in favour of drawing up a list of factors
and had been prepared to approve the list submitted
by the Ad Hoc Committee. It had been surprised at the
introduction of amendments at the present stage, and
had been unable to vote in favour of them, since it would
have preferred the adoption of the original list.
76. Mr. FERREIRA DE SOUZA (Brazil) explained
that his delegation had abstained from voting on any
of the amendments in the same spirit of conciliation
that had led it to introduce its draft resolution. Moreoyer, the amendments had not been adequately studied
and he reserved his delegation's position on them in the
General Assembly.
77. Mr. NAUDE (Union of South Africa) wished to
make it quite clear that his voting on the amendments
had been without prejudice to their substance.
The meeting rose at 6.5 p.m.
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central provision was the adoption of the list of
factors proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee, though
the possibility of subsequent revision by. the Com~it~ee
on Information from Non-Self-Govermng Terntones
had been left open in paragraph 8. The list proposed
by the Ad Hoc Committee was the outcome of nearly
three years' work, and his delegation had ad.vocated
its adoption in the belief that it would further mternational collaboration to promote the objectives of Chapter X of the Charter. He deeply regretted the decisions
taken by the Committee at the previous meeting. His
delegation had considered withdra~ing its draft. ~ince
paragraph 2 was irreconc~lable wtth thos~ d~ctstons,
but in order not to comphcate the Commtttee s work
it had in the end decided to maintain it, including
paragraph 2. He urged the C~mmittee to adopt. ~hat
paragraph as it stood, in whtch case the dectstons
at the previous meeting would be annulled.
3. He wished to place the motive for his delegation's
action on record and to make it clear that his delegation retained full liberty to support any compromise
that might be suggested in the General Assembly.
4. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America) said
that her delegation appreciated the effort of the delegation of Brazil. Although her delegation was not entirely
satisfied with the Brazilian draft resolution it would,
in a spirit of conciliation, vote for eleven of the twelve
paragraphs as they stood. If operative. paragraph 3
was modified the United States delegation could also
support it and vote for the draft resolution as a whole.
She hoped that other delegations would vote in the
same spirit.
5. The General Assembly had already performed a
useful service in clarifying the complex and variable
factors which indicated the achievement of a full measure of self-government. Although her delegation could
not accept the principle implied in paragraph 3 of
the Brazilian draft, its position on that matter was
not a negative one. Under Article 10 of the Charter
the Assembly was competent to discuss and attempt ~o
define the expressions "Non-Self-Governing Terntories" and "territories whose peoples have not yet attained a full measure of self-government" ; it was entitled to recommend to the Administering Members
in general the consideration of any definition it adopted
or even to express its opinion in general terms on
the principles which had guided or might guide sue?
Members in deciding on which territories to transmtt
information. Moreover, her delegation had no objection
to discussion by the Assembly of the information transmitted by the Administering Members in explanation
of their decision to cease reporting on territories which
had become self-governing. However, the United States
Constitution gave the United States Congress the
sovereign and exclusive power to. decide upon c~an~es
in the constitutional status of Umted States terntones.
Only the United States could decide when one of its
territories had attained self-government within the
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[Item 33]*
1. Mr. L. S. BOKHARI (Pakistan) said that before
the introduction of the eleven-Power amendments (A/
C.4/L.274) to the list of factors proposed in the report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-SelfGoverning Territories), ( A/?~28), his delega~ion had
intended to support the Brazthan draft resolut10~ (A/
C.4/L.272) since it was in favour of tha~ hst. of
factors as a guide and had felt that further dtscusswn
of it in the Committee was unnecessary. He had hoped
that the Brazilian draft resolution would be widely
supported and help to narrow .t~e g.ap between the
administering and the non-admtmstenng Powers. At
the previous meeting he had voted against the Guatemalan representative's proposal that the amendments
(A/C.4/L.274) to the l.i~t of factors sho?ld be considered before the Brazthan draft resolution and the
amendments thereto. Subsequently, however, since he
was not opposed to the substance o! the amendments
to the list of factors, he had voted m favour of them
though he did not feel very sa!is~ed :nith t~e result
in view of the very small maJonty oy whtch most
of them had been adopted.
2. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) said that t~e proced?re
followed by the Committee at the previOus meetmg
had led to the adoption of certain decisions, a~ a
result of which his delegation had had to reconstder
its attitude to its draft resolution (A/C.4/L.272).
That draft resolution had been based on the conviction that there were certain basic principles of international responsibility that the ~n.e:~l Assembly sh?~ld
adopt and certain basic responstb!ltttes of the Admtmstering Members. He had hoped that it would prove
acceptable to a large majority of the Committee. Its

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
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terms of Article 73 of the Charter. She had therefore
been startled to find that some delegations were supporting recommendations which would have no legally
binding effect on the United States Congress. and would
be misunderstood by the people of the Umted States.
As a practical matter such recommendations would be
generally meaningless and, to the extent that they _had
any meaning, harmful. She appealed to the delegatwns
concerned not to try to force such proposals through
the Committee.
6. In the hope that her appeal would be effective,
she wished to propose a change in paragraph 3 of the
operative part of the Brazilian draft resolution. She
therefore requested the Chairman to take a separate
vote on the words "by the Administering Members
and by the General Assembly" in paragraph 3 of the
Brazilian draft resolution and on the last part
of that paragraph beginning with the words "in order
that . . . ".
7. Her delegation was prepared to support several
of the eleven-Power amendments (A/C.4jL.273) to
the Brazilian draft resolution but it would vote against
amendments 2 and 3, because it supported the list
of factors in the Ad Hoc Committee's report. If those
amendments were rejected, the Committee would have
an opportunity-bv voting for the present text of the
paragraphs of the Brazilian draft to which they referred
-to remedy the hasty and unfortunate action it had
taken at the previous meeting and to approve the list
of factors proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee (A/
2428). In order to meet the wishes of the eleven sponsors
of the amendments to the list of factors the Committee
might consider the possibility of referring the summary
records of its debates on the question of factors to the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories with instructions to consider the suggestions
of members of the Assembly when and if that Committee
decided to consider further revisions in the list of
factors. 1
8. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) welcomed the United
States amendment as a very reasonable solution to
the difficulty. He hoped that the sponsors of the amendments in document AjC.4jL.274 would be prepared
to vote in favour of it and, consequently, of paragraph 2
of the Brazilian draft resolution. His delegation would
be glad of an opportunity to consider the amendments
to the list of factors in the Committee of Information
and might well be able to support many of them. At
the previous meeting, however, those amendments had
been adopted without proper consideration.
9. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala), supported by
Mr. BOZOVIC (Yugoslavia) and Mr. ESPINOSA
Y PRIETO (Mexico), argued that to vote on paragraph 2 of the Brazilian draft resolution would be
tantamount to reversing the Committee's decisions at
the previous meeting. Under rule 122 of the rules of
procedure such a step could be taken only if the Committee so decided by a two-thirds majority.
10. Mr. AROAZ (Bolivia) pointed out that whether
the Committee approved paragraph 2 of the Brazilian
draft or paragraph 3 of the amendments (A/C.4/L.
273) the net result would be the same. The Committee
had before it only one list of factors, namely, the
amended list, since by the very act of amendment the
original list of factors proposed by the Ad Hoc Com1 An amendment to that effect was submitted by the United
States delegation later in the meeting and was circulated as
document A/C.4/L.276.

mittee had ceased to exist. If the Committee wished
to reconsider its decision to amend the list of factors
the rules of procedure governing such cases must be
strictly applied.
11. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) and Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) could not agree that the list proposed
by the Ad Hoc Committee no longer existed. In any
case, the Committee had not considered any part of
the Brazilian draft resolution or the amendments thereto at the previous meeting. It had voted only on the
amendments to the list of factors. It must now proceed
to vote on the draft resolution and amendments.
12. The CHAIRMAN ruled that the voting on the
Brazilian draft resolution and amendments would not
constitute reconsideration of the Committee's previous
decisions and, consequently, that rule 122 did not
apply.
13. No amendments had been submitted to the first
two paragraphs of the preamble of the Brazilian draft
resolution ( AjC.4/L.272) and, unless there were any
objections, he would consider them adopted.
It was so decided.
14. The CHAIRMAN announced that amendment 1
of document AjC.4jL.273, proposing the insertion
of a new third paragraph in the preamble, had been
accepted by the Brazilian representative.
15. Mr. PIGNON (France) requested that the paragraph should nevertheless be put to the vote.
16. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) requested that the
vote should be taken by roll-call.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Iraq, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Iraq, Israel, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico,
Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria,
Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile,
China, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dominican
Republic, Egypt, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti,
Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran.
Against: Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Union of South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France.
Abstaining: Norway, Sweden.
The amendment was adopted by 37 votes to 11,
with 2 abstentions.
17. The CHAIRMAN announced that no amendments had been submitted to the original third-now
fourth-paragraph of the preamble to the Brazilian
draft resolution and that, unless there were any objections, he would consider it adopted.
It was so decided.
18. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the fate of
the original fourth paragraph of the preamble to
the draft resolution and, consequently, of amendment 2
of the document A/C.4jL.273 would automatically be
decided by the vote on paragraph 2 of the draft resolution.
19. No amendments had been submitted to paragraph
1 of the operative part of the Brazilian draft resolution
and, unless there were any objections, he would consider it adopted.
It was so decided.
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20. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) pointed out that the
additional paragraph proposed by the United States
might well affect the way in which a numbe~ ?f delegations voted on paragraph 2 of the Braz1han draft
resolution and the amendment thereto. He therefore
proposed that the meeting should be suspended pending
circulation of the United States amendment.
21. The CHAIRMAN put the motion for suspension
to the vote.
The motion was rejected by 17 votes to 12, with
14 abstentions.
22. Mr. DORSINVILLE (Haiti) requested a separate vote on the first part of amendment 3 of document
A/C.4/L.273, down to the words "is attached".
23. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first part
of amendment 3.
The first part of amendment 3 was rejected by 24
votes to 20, with 3 abstentions.
24. The CHAIRMAN observed that the second part
of the paragrapph would be meaningless by itself so
that no vote could be taken on it.
25. Mrs. MENON (India) proposed that in paragraph 2 of the operative part of the Brazilian draft
resolution the words "contained in that report"
should be deleted and replaced by "as adopted by the
Fourth Committee".
26. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) supported that
proposal, both for reasons of substance and for reasons
of procedure. Since the Committee had already ~p
proved the amended list of factors, there was no pomt
in voting on a paragraph which approved the Ad Hoc
Committee's list.
27. Mr. MATHIES ON (United Kingdom) maintained that despite the vote taken at the previous
meeting there were still two lists of factors: that proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee and that approved by
the Fourth Committee. There was no reason why the
Committee should not vote on a draft resolution approving the former if the Brazilian delegation so wished.
28. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil), speaking on a point of
order did not consider it proper that a new amendment
should be submitted when the Committee had already
begun voting on the eleven-Power amendments.
29. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) did not think the
Indian amendment could be put to the vote since it
would in effect reintroduce the amendment the Committee had just rejected.
30. Mr. PIGNON (France) said tbe Indian amendment was one of substance and the voting on the
eleven-Power amendments could not be interrupted
to take a vote on it.
31. Mrs. MENON !India) insisted that by rejecting amendment 3 of the eleven-Power amendmen~s the
Committee had in effect rejected the amended hst of
factors which it had adopted at the previous meeting.
On the other hand, by adopting the amended list of
factors it had automatically rejected the original list.
In fact, therefore, no list remained on which it could
vote.
32. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) urged that the
Committee should vote on the Brazilian draft resolution.
33. The CHAIRMAN proposed to put the Indian
amendment to the vote.
34. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
emphasized that the Indian amendment was out of
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order under rule 127 of the rules of procedure. Furthermore, the amendment reopened a subject on which
the Committee had already come to a decision.
35. The CHAIRMAN asked the Committee to decide
whether it wished to vote on the Indian amendment.
The Committee decided by 25 votes to 19, with 4
abstentions, to vote on the Indian amendment.
36. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic),
speaking on a point of order, said that under rule 119
of the rules of procedure the Indian amendment should
be circulated in writing and the Committee should
be given time to study it.
37. The CHAIRMAN said that the meeting would
be suspended for fifteen minutes to allow the Indian
amendment to be circulated in writing.
The meeting was suspended at 5.15 p.1n. and was
resumed at 5.45 p.m.
38. Mr. CALLE Y CALLE (Peru) said that although rule 119 of the rules of procedure allowed the
Chairman to permit the discussion of amendments
which had not been circulated, it did not allow him to
put such amendments to the vote before circulation.
Moreover rule 127 said that voting could not be
interrupted except on a point of order in connexion
with the actual conduct of the voting. The Indian
amendment (A/C.4/L.277) was not a point of order
and it had been submitted in the course of the voting.
39. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)
agreed that the Indian amendment was not purely formal, but insisted that even if it were, the fact that it
had been introduced during the voting meant that to
receive it would create a very serious precedent. In
view of the grave implications he felt that the Committee should have time to study the Indian amendment. He therefore suggested that the meeting should
be adjourned.
The proposal ·was not adopted, 19 votes being cast
in favour and 19 against, with 11 abstentions.
40. Mrs. MENON (India) said that the amendment
proposed by her delegation was not substantive but
merely a consequential change in view of the fact
that the Committee had adopted an amended list of
factors at its previous meeting.
41. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) noted for the purposes
of the summary record and the report that at the proposal of the Chairman the Committee had voted on and
rejected the first part of amendment 3 of the joint
amendments (A/C.4/L.273), and was to vote on the
Indian amendment after the rejection of the joint
amendment.
·
42. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Indian
amendment (AjC.4jL.277) to paragraph 2 of the
operative part of the draft resolution submitted by
Brazil ( A/C.4/L.272).
43. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) requested that the
vote should be taken by roll-call.
The vote was taken by roll-call.
Sweden, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Syria, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Chile, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia,
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Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Poland, Saudi Arabia.
Against: Sweden, Union of South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United
States of America, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada,
Colombia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, France,
Israel, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru.
Abstaining: Thailand, China, Greece, Philippines.
The amendment was adopted by 30 votes to 18, with
4 abstentions.
44. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote paragraph 2
of the Brazilian draft resolution (A/C.4/L.272), as
amended, noting that the amendment implied the
deletion of the fourth paragraph of the preamble.
45. Mr. MENDOZA (Guatemala) requested that
the vote should be taken by roll-call.
The vote was taken by roll-call.
The Philippines, having been drawn by lot by the
Chairman, was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Saudi Arabia, Syria, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia,
Burma, Chile, Cuba, Egypt, Ethiopia, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon,
Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan.
Against: Poland, Sweden, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Canada, Colombia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Dominican Republic, France, Israel, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru.
Abstaining: Philippines, Thailand, China, Greece.
Paragraph 2, as amended, was adopted by 25 votes
to 23, ·with 4 abstentions.
46. Mrs. BOLTON (United States) withdrew her
proposal for a separate vote on paragraph 3 of the
Brazilian draft resolution.
47. The CHAIRMAN said that, in the absence of
any objection, he would regard the first part of paragraph 3 of the Brazilian draft resolution ( AjC.4/
L.272) as far as the word "as a guide", as adopted.
It was so decided.
48. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) said that if a vote
had been taken, his delegation would have voted
against the first part of paragraph 3.
49. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote point (a) of
the Philippine amendment (A/C.4/L.275), to the
effect that the words "in appropriate consultations"
should be inserted after the words "as a guide" in
paragraph 3 of the operative part of the Brazilian
draft resolution.
The amendment was rejected by 26 votes to 15, with
9 abstentions.
50. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the second
part of amendment 4 of the eleven-Power amendments
( AjC.4 jL.273), to the effect that the clause "and
applied in the light of all relevant circumstances pertinent to each particular situation . . . " should be deleted from paragraph 3 of the operative part of the
Brazilian draft resolution.
The amendment was adopted by 26 votes to 18, with
6 abstentiotJS.
51. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote point (b) of
the Philippine amendment (A/C.4/L.275), to the
effect that the words "a decision may be taken", in

paragraph 3 of the operative part of the Brazilian draft
resolution, should be replaced by the words "agreement may be reached".
The amendment was rejected by 19 votes to 13,
with 4 crostentions.
52. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the third part
of amen,Jment 4 of the eleven-Power amendments (A/
C.4 /L.273). to the effect that the words "by the
General Assembly" should be inserted between the
words "may be taken" and the words "on the continuation", in paragraph 3 of the operative part of
the Brazilian draft resolution.
The amendment was adopted by 30 votes to 15,
with 5 abstentions.
53. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the whole of
paragraph 3 of the operative part of the Brazilian
draft resolution ( A/C.4/L.272), as amended.
Paragraph 3, as a whole, as amended, was adopted
by 25 votes to 23, with 3 abstentions.
54. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment 5
eleven-Power amendments (A/C.4jL.273), proof
posmg a new text for paragraph 4 of the Brazilian
draft resolution.
Amend~nent 5 was adopted by 35 votes to 11, with
4 abstentwns.
55. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the new operative paragraph 5 proposed in amendment 6 of the
eleven-Power amendments (A/C.4/L.273).
The new paragraph 5 was adopted by 29 votes to 19
with 4 abstentions.
'
56. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first part
of the new operative paragraph 6 proposed in amendment 6 of the eleven-Power amendments (AjC.4/
L.273), as far as the words "the attainment of independence", as requested by the representative of
Poland.
57. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) requested that the
vote should be taken by roll-call.
The vote was taken by roll-call.
Pakistan, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman, was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Peru, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia,
Syria, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay, Venezuela, Y em en, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia,
Br~zil, Burma,. Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Chrle, . Colombra, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dominican
Republic, Egypt, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti Honduras
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Leban~n Liberia'

t?e

Ma~.

'

'

Against: Sweden, Union of South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
United States of Ameriqt, Australia, Belgium, Canada:
Denmark, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway.
Abstaining: Pakistan, Thailand, China, Ethiopia.
That part of the new paragraph 6 was adopted by
35 votes to 13, ·with 4 abstentions.
58. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the remainder
of the new paragraph 6.
The remainder of the new paragraph 6 was adopted
by 28 votes to 7 with 15 abstentions.
59. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the new paragraph 6 as a whole.
Paragraph 6, as a whole, was adopted by 28 votes
to 18, with 3 abstentions.
60. The CHAIRMAN said that in the absence of
any objection to amendments 7 a~d 8 of the eleven-
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Power amendments (A/C.4jL.273), which had been
accepted by Brazil, the original paragraphs 5 and 6 of
the Brazilian draft resolution, as amended, which would
now become paragraphs 7 and 8, would be regarded
as adopted.
It was so decided.
61. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first part
of amendment 9 of the eleven-Power amendments, to
the effect that the word "further" should be deleted
from the first line of paragraph 7 of the operative part
of the Brazilian draft resolution, which had become
paragraph 9.
The amendment was adopted by 23 votes to 2,
with 21 abstentions.
62. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the second part
of amendment 9 of the eleven-Power amendments, to
the effect that the part of paragraph 9 of the Brazilian
draft resolution following the words "of cessation of
information" should be deleted.
The amendment was adopted by 23 votes to 3, with
13 abstentions.
63. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote paragraph 9
of the Brazilian draft resolution, as amended.
Paragraph 9, as amended, was adopted by 28 votes
to 21, with 2 abstentions.
64. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote amendment
10 of the eleven-Power amendments, which proposed
a new text for the last paragraph, formerly paragraph
8, of the Brazilian draft resolution.
The amendment was adopted by 33 votes to 13, with
4 abstentions.
65. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) noted that he had
voted against the amendment, but not because he did
not think that the list was capable of improvement.
66. The CHAIRMAN stated that the United States
amendment (A/C.4fL.276) had been withdrawn.
67. He put to the vote the whole of the Brazilian
draft resolution, as amended, with the list of factors,
as amended.
68. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) requested that the vote should be taken by roll-call.
The vote was taken by roll-call.
The Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, having
been drawn by lot by the Chairman, was called upon
to vote first.
In favour: Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Burma, Chile, Cuba,
Egypt, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico,
Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria.
Against: Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
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of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Australia, Belgium,
Brazil, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada,
Colombia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, France, Israel, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Peru, Poland, Sweden.
Abstaining: China, Thailand.
The Bmzilian draft resolution, as armended, was
adopted by 27 votes to 23, with 2 abstentions.
69. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Poland) said that the position of the Polish delegation on the list of factors
had been motivated by its support for the principle
of self-determination of peoples. Thus, although it had
been able to accept and vote for the first part of the
list, it had found the second and third parts unacceptable because they did not provide for the accession
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories to the status
of sovereign States. The second and third parts could
thus be open to an interpretation serving the perpetuation of colonial rule under another form, instead of
serving the aim of ultimate independence for dependent
peoples.
70. The Polish delegation had been obliged to vote
against the Brazilian draft resolution, even as amended,
because its essential part consisted of an approval of
the unsatisfactory list of factors. Neither the amendments suggested to the list of factors nor the amendments to the draft resolution had improved the original
text and thus disposed of the Polish delegation's serious
doubts.
71. He wished to re-emphasize another fundamental
consideration already expressed by the Polish delegation during the previous discussion of the same topic
by the Fourth Committee. The obligation to transmit
information undertaken by the colonial Powers was a
binding agreement, and the international responsibility
assumed by those Powers could be disposed of only
by international decision of the General Assembly. Before any Administering Member could be released from
its duty to submit information under Article 73 e
of the Charter, the General Assembly must consider
all the data relating to the changes in the status of
the territory and take the final decision, having
regard to all the relevant circumstances of the case.
Those considerations would guide the Polish delegation in the future, whenever the General Assembly
was called upon to decide whether a territory was
or was not a territory whose people had not yet
attained a full measure of self-government.
The meeting rose at 6.45 p.m.
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examined separately in the light of its particular circumstances. The scope and applicability of the list of
factors had therefore been at the same time limited and
expanded. The list itself was a sincere attempt to fit
facts into theories rather than theories into facts and
was of purely academic value.
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3. To the Indian delegation, two points were important: first, there must be a certain degree of understanding between the Administering and non-administering Members if the Committee's work was to be
pursued; and secondly, the Committee's decisions ought
to accelerate the progress envisaged in Chapter XI
of the Charter. Those objectives could be attained only
through co-operation. Although there was nothing in
the Charter to compel the Administering Members
to adopt a particular course, the Fourth Committee
was seeking within its limitations to give effect to the
decisions of the General Assembly. Once those limitations had been realized, it seemed unnecessary to argue
about the respective claims of the Administering Members and the United Nations. The constant reassertion
by the Administering Members that their decisions
regarding the status of the Non-Self-Governing Territories for which they were responsible would be unilateral, that they had made all the concessions which
they were prep.ared to make in accepting Chapter XI,
and that anythmg else demanded of them would be a
violation of the Ch~rter, did not promote understanding,
and at the same time made nonsense of Chapter XI.
The Indian delegation believed that when a Member
Sta.te acc~t~d the Charter, it could not accept some
of tt as bmdmg and the rest not. It agreed with other
delegations that the provisions of Chapter XI were
not and could not be regarded as unilateral declarations by certain Member States, but were the content
of a treaty to which all the Members of the United
Nations were contracting parties. Thus, the obligation
to transmit information was not permanently limited to
a few Administering Members, for the possibility that
other Members might assume such obligations was not
excluded. All the Members of the United Nations
were responsible for the fulfilment of the objectives
listed in _C~apt~r XI, and that was one reason why the
non-admtmstenng Members were so interested in the
welfare of the peoples of dependent territories.

Chairman: Mr. Santiago PEREZ PEREZ (Venezuela).

Factors which should be taken into account in deciding whether a territory is or is not a territory
whose people have not yet attained a full meas·
ure of self-government: report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing Territories) (A/2428) (continued)
[Item 33] *
1. Lord HUDSON (United Kingdom) said that at
the 330th meeting his delegation had voted against the
Brazilian draft resolution (A/C.4jL.272) for the reasons given in the United Kingdom's first statement in
the debate on the item ( 326th meeting). Moreover,
should any member of the General Assembly invoke
the resolution in support of any claim that might be put
forward at some future date, the United Kingdom
delegation expressly reserved its position.
2. Mrs. MENON (India) said that although the
Indian delegation had been prepared to accept the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (NonSelf-Governing Territories) (A/2428) as it stood, it
had had no objection to an elaboration and restatement
of the principles contained in the list of factors (A/
2428, section VI) as well as in the Brazilian draft resolution (AjC.4jL.272). It had therefore voted in favour of the eleven-,Power amendments to the list
(A/C.4jL.274) and to the draft resolution (A/C.4/
L.273). Some delegations had objected to the re-examination of the list of factors on the grounds that the
Ad Hoc Committee had already worked on the list,
and to the proposed amendments on the grounds that
the Fourth Committee had not been given time to
study them. A small body such as the Ad Hoc Committee could obviously not represent the views of all the
sixty nations on the Fourth Committee but some
of the amendments proposed had first been discussed
at the San Francisco Conference, so that the ideas
contained in them had long been familiar. It had been
agreed that the list of factors was only a guide and
therefore illustrative rather than exhaustive, and that
each case submitted to the United Nations would be

4. The Indian delegation did not underestimate the
value of definitions but it believed that facts were more
important. There could be voluntary association between countries only when the countries concerned
enjoyed equality of status. Thus, association and cooperation at an international level could be valid and
feasible only after a territory had been freed from all
external political pressure. Therefore, in all such cases
the correct proc~dl!re would be independence first, followed by assoctatwn, as in the case of India itself.
Since the Charter said that Member States had accepted their various obligations under Article 73 as a
sacred trust, it was hard to see why the Administering

* Indicates the item number on the agenda of the General
Assembly.
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Members should fear the words independence and selfdetermination of peoples. Their arguments ignored recent dvelopments of political thought. Events showed
that theories and legal interpretations had ceased to
withstand the force of popular desire for freedom. The
administering Powers should move with the times
and not wait for time to move them. In Europe, sovereign States were surrendering the right to provide national defence, which had been accepted as one of
the distinctive marks of sovereignty, while all over
the world dependent peoples were claiming the right
to be independent. It was against that background
that the Committee had discussed the list of factors.
5. It was strange and unfortunate that certain Member States, which were fulfilling their obligations under Chapter XI in the true spirit, should have expressed
their indifference to the list of factors as such and reasserted their oft-repeated claim that neither the General Assembly nor any other power could influence
them in decisions regarding the status of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories under their administration. The
Indian delegation shared the concern for the peoples
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories and as always
would extend its full support to any step which accelerated or helped to accelerate the movement for independence in those territories.
6. The Indian delegation did not agree with those
delegations which emphasized the difficulty of finding a
proper definition of self-government. The difficulty was
not the absence of a definition but the absence of agreement on the definition. The Indian delegation believed
that there •vas no difference bet,veen a full measure of
self-government and independence. There might be
degrees of self-government, but a full measure of selfgovernment should be equated with independence.
7. It was those beliefs which had impelled the Indian
delegation to accept the eleven-Power amendments and
the principles embodied in the Brazilian draft resolution.
8. Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) said that the Belgian
delegation had voted in accord with certain unvarying
principles, of universal application and in full conformity with the law.
9. The representative of the United States had made
it quite clear that it was the United States Congress
alone which exercised the sovereign power of decision
over the status of the United States territories. Similarly, the Belgian Parliament alone could decide the
status of the Belgian territories, which were an integral part of the Belgian State. When Belgium had
decided that the Belgian Congo fell within the scope
of Article 73 e of the Charter, it had decided, without
consulting the General Assembly, to transmit the information provided for in that article; the General Assembly had simply noted the decision and had not been
called upon to approve it. When Belgium decided that
the Belgian Congo had ceased to fall within the purview
of Article 73 e, it would decide, again without consulting the General Assembly and without requiring
its approval, to cease to transmit information. That was
the law and no vote by the Fourth Committee or
recommendation by the General Assembly would change
it, for they could not invest the General Assembly with
powers which the Charter had not conferred upon it and
they could not deprive the signatory States of a sovereignty which they had not abdicated. The draft resolution adopted at the previous meeting would therefore remain a dead letter.

10. The Belgian argument that all non-self-governing
peoples were entitled to be treated fairly and protected
against abuses, and that all States which possessed
territories inhabited by peoples who did not administer
themselves were obliged, under Article 73 e of the
Charter, to supply certain information to the SecretaryGeneral, had never been refuted. In an effort to do so
the Guatemalan representative had quoted the views
expressed at the San Francisco Conference by the
Greek and United Kingdom representatives, but individual opinions could not stand against the clear statement in the Charter. No real defence had been put up
against the irrefutable case developed in paragraphs
59 et seq. of the Belgian memorandum of 30 April
1953 (A/AC.67j2).
11. If the Charter was applied in the letter and the
spirit, there would be nothing alarming in the Belgian
argument. All men were entitled to fair treatment
and protection. from abuse merely as human beings,
even had that nght never been laid down in the Charter.
~11 civilized States had recognized that right in Article 23 of the Covenant of the League of Nations. Even
!h~se States which now claimed not to have recognized
It m the Charter would never dare to admit that they
ha? cease? t? ~elieve in it and _that they wished to depnve their mdigenous populations of an international
s~f~&"uard which t_hey had formerly recognized. All
c_Ivihzed States which administered indigenous population~ ha:d set up for their protection services which
published reports. The Charter ~did not require such
States, nor were they being asked, to inform the General Assembly of their political difficulties. All that was
being asked of them and all that the Charter did require
w;;ts that. t~ey should extract from those reports certam statistical and other information of a technical
character relating to economic, social and cultural matters and communicate it officially to the SecretaryGeneral.
12. It was hard to see how such an argument could
b~ una~cept;;tbl~ to any sovereign State. If certain States
drd reJect It It was because they wished to impose
on t~ose fe~ Po~ers. which had recognized and were
fulfillmg their ~blrgahons, an abusive interpretation of
the Charter which they would not accept in their own
cases. However, logic had its own inviolable laws. What
was true in the Committee did not become false outside
it. A_lthough the decisions taken at the two preceding
meetmgs would not a~hieve their aim, they would
nevertheless ~ave certain repercussions which might
prove very different from what had been intended.
The extraordinary theories which those decisions implied-the ~meness of ~elf-government and indepen?ence, t~e nght of secessiOn presented as being inherent
m the nght of peoples to self-determination the exclus~ve competence of the Assembly to decid~ when a
terntory ceased to fall within the scope of Article 73 e
the Charter---:might cause some amusement in legal
circles, and their sponsors might possibly have refused to uphold them elsewhere than in the Fourth
Committee. ~ everth~less, they had been upheld, and
those delegations which had upheld them in the Committee c?uld expect to have them quoted against them in
other Circumstances. If the factors which had been
adopted as criteria were valid, they were so in all
countries, not only in the colonial territories. If they
could be used to decide when a State could cease to
transmit information, they could also be used to decide
when a State should start to transmit such information. If the Assembly was competent, it was so in
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regard to all States and not only in regard to the
colonial Powers.
13. Certain members of the Committee had affirmed
in a roll-call vote that the right of the colonial peoples
to self-determination included the right of secession.
Some governments might well fail to applaud the votes
cast in the Committee by their representatives. It was
doubtful whether they would confirm them when they
had weighed the consequences and when each of them
was called upon to assume its responsibilities in the
General Assembly. The colonial territories were not
the only places where there were peoples subject to a
State which they had not chosen and from which they
would gladly secede. When such peoples demanded
the application of the principles implied in the votes
in favour of the list of factors and the amended draft
resolution, they would be told that of course the principles applied only to the peoples of "superior" territories and not to peoples living within the continental
frontiers of a sovereign State. They might well fail
to appreciate the fine shade of meaning. There were
many States in which national minorities demanded a
certain degree of self-government. They would learn
from the resolution that there was no real self-government outside total independence. Henceforth, they might
not be content merely to claim self-government. He reminded the members of the Committee of the proverb
"Who sows the wind, reaps the whirlwind". Those
who had voted for the amended draft resolution were
sowing the wind, and when the whirlwind blew it would
be too late to disclaim responsibility.
14. Mr. FRAZAO (Brazil) wished to explain the
reason for his negative vote on the amendments to his
delegation's draft resolution, in order to avoid any possibility of misunderstanding.
15. During the debate he had pointed out that there
was no fundamental difference with regard to either
principle or purpose between his delegation and the
authors of the amendments. That was proved by the
fact that the Brazilian delegation had accepted the additional paragraph of the preamble concerning the competence of the General Assembly in the implementation
of obligations arising from Chapter XI of the Charter
(A/C.4/L.273, amendment 1).
16. With regard to the other amendments, however,
the Brazilian delegation had wished to show its preference for the manner in which it had defined the
competence of the General Assembly in connexion with
the cessation of the transmission of information and the
principle of relativity which should condition the application of the list. Moreover, it did not consider that
the text had been improved by the deletion of paragraph 4 of the operative part. It would have preferred
to retain its own formulation of the right of peoples
to self-determination as the main postulate to which all
other considerations must be subordinated. Furthermore, it felt that the drafting of paragraphs 5 and 6
of the amended text was not very happy. Parag-raph 5
repeated the idea embodied in paragraph 4 of the Brazilian text. Paragraph 6 contained an expression of
opinion as to the value of two forms of self-government. The drafting implied a certain prejudice against
any form of association and might be interpreted as
meaning that the Committee condemned such association
and would prefer that the peoples of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories should not choose it. The cessation of the transmission of information on the grounds
that the territory reported on had attained a footing of
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absolute equality was possible in only three situations:
union; federation of the classic type; and the Commonwealth as it existed today, since at one stage in its
evolution the Dominions had not possessed absolute
equality with the United Kingdom. There was therefore a contradiction in the text adopted. According to
paragraph 6 a territory might become self-governing
by association with another State if it were done on the
basis of absolute equality. That provision would however exclude incorporation or integration in a federation, since when States signed a federal pact their legal
personality became subordinate to that of the union.
It could not therefore be said that integration in an
existing union would be on a footing of equality. Nor
did the paragraph admit the possibility of another type
of integration: that in a unitary State. He would not,
however, go into that question.
17. He thought he had sufficiently explained the apprehensions with which the Brazilian delegation viewed
the amended text. He had wished to voice his disapproval of the hasty manner in which the Committee
had radically altered the list of factors. In admitting its
draft resolution the Brazilian delegation had wished to
take advantage of the compromise reached in the Ad
Hoc Committee. It would have been desirable for the
Administering Members willing to accept a list of
factors. True, they had not been very favourable to the
Ad Hoc Committee's list, but they could not reject it
since they had helped to draw it up. A resolution supported by them would have had great force. The Brazilian text, in spite of opposition from some quarters,
would have secured a large majority in favour of the
list. That opportunity had been thrown away.
18. The Committee had not been justified, in the light
of past experience, in thinking that it would be able
to improve within the space of a few days on the
results of three years' work. It had abandoned the prudence with which it had begun the study and classification of factors. In 1952 representatives on the Fourth
Committee had reserved their position on the question
until their governments had had time to consider the
list. At the 330th meeting decisions of far-reaching importance had been taken. The Brazilian delegation had
felt that the list of factors had been sufficiently considered and that it would be better for the time being
to let the question rest in view of the danger of serious
dissension. The Ad Hoc Committee had shared that
view, as had two-thirds of the speakers in the general
debate. Then there had been an abrupt change and a
number of speakers had taken the opposite view. The
Brazilian delegation had been unable to follow that
change of direction and had not hflld time to consult
its Government with regard to the proposed amendments, which required study and consideration. It had
taken no further part in the debate ; it had not even
intimated that it regarded the Indian amendment (A/
C.4/L.277) as a substantive one. The last chance of
conciliation had been lost when the Committee had refused to consider the United States amendment (A/
C.4/L.276).
19. With reference to the statement made earlier by
the Belgian representative, he was surprised that such
a thesis should be defended at the present stage. He
would not, for the time being, deal with the Belgian
representative's conclusions, either from the legal point
of view or from that of the Charter, but would return
to the question when the Committee discussed the report of the Committee on Information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories ( A/2465).
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20. Mr. SHTOKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) reminded the Committee that on 2 October (at
the 324th meeting) his delegation had stated that although the first part of the list of factors required
elucidation, it was nevertheless acceptable, but that
the factors in the second and third parts of the list
were not such as would further the aims and purposes
of the Committee. Those factors did not relate to the
achievement of self-government and independence but
to association with the metropolitan country or with
other countries. Such factors could only play into the
hands of the colonial Powers, who wished to determine
the destinies of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
without outside control. The Ukrainian delegation had
therefore voted for the first part of the list and against
the second and third parts. It had also voted against
the relevant paragraphs of the Brazilian draft resolution
and the draft resolution as a whole, and the relevant
paragraphs of the various amendments.
21. Mr. FERNANDEZ (Uruguay) said that he had
supported all the amendments proposed by the eleven
Powers (A/C.4/L.273) which in his opinion made the
text of the draft resolution on factors clear and precise and brought it within the juridical framework of
the Charter.
22. Mr. L. S. BOKHARI (Pakistan) said he had
favoured the Brazilian draft resolution on the grounds
that it was conciliatory and should be acceptable to
the Administering Members. However, the debate had
shown that those Members were opposed to its operative
clauses. Hence he had voted for most of the amendments
submitted by the eleven Powers, since he had no serious
objections of principle to them. Nevertheless he felt
that the draft resolution as finally approved had no
chance of a smooth passage through the General Assembly.
23. Despite its affirmative vote, his delegation still
hoped that the Committee would find a way to avoid
a deadlock and reach a compromise between the administering and the non-administering Powers. He appealed to both groups to reconsider their attitude. His
delegation firmly believed that decisions reached in a
spirit of goodwill and co-operation would be more
useful than decisions forced on the Administering
Members in the face of their determined opposition.
24. Mr. KAISR (Czechoslovakia) said that Chapter
XI of the Charter was a clear directive to all Member
States to accept as a sacred trust the obligation to promote to the utmost the welfare and political aspirations
of the dependent peoples, and only those factors could
be accepted which faithfully reflected unconditional
respect for the freely-expressed will of the peoples and
their desire for true and full independence.
25. His delegation had voted for the first part of the
list of factors and the amendments (A/C.4/L.274)
thereto because it believed that they would assist the
Non-Self-Governing Territories in their struggle to
achieve self-government and independence. The second
and third parts of the list, however, did not strengthen
the principles affirmed in the first part but, on the
contrary, weakened them; he had therefore voted
against those parts of the list and against most of the
amendments relating to them. The sincere desire for
complete independence was the universal characteristic
of all national liberation movements, which never
sought any form of association with the metropolitan
Powers. Hence, it was absurd that the second and third
parts of the list of factors should legalize such an as-

sociation. Even with the eleven-Power amendments,
those parts of the list would still permit outside intervention in the domestic affairs of territories and would
constitute a chngerous instrument in the hands of the
administering Powers and help them to prolong the
reign of colonial oppression in the Non-Self-Governing
·
Territories.
26. His delegation had accepted eight paragraphs of
the Brazilian draft resolution and the amendments relating to those paragraphs, but it had voted against
those parts of the draft resolution and of the amendments which implied approval of the list of factors
and against the amended draft resolution as a whole.
27. Mr. ESPINOSA Y PRIETO (Mexico) announced that the eleven delegations that had sponsored
the amendments to the list of factors and the Brazilian
draft resolution h~d submitted an explanatory statement
which would be circulated as a conference room paper.
28. Mrs. BOLTON (United States of America) said
that her delegation shared the regret expressed by the
representatives of Brazil and Pakistan, among others,
at the Committee's hasty and ill-considered decisions at
its two previous meetings. Those decisions would not
help the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
and would jeopardize the co-operation and harmony
which had, in the past, made the Committee an effective
instrument for promoting the welfare of those peoples.
Her Government did its utmost to fulfil its Charter
obligations with regard to the Non-Self-Governing Territories under its administmtion.
29. Mr. LYNKOV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that his delegation had always maintained
that the first part of the list of factors was acceptable
but that the second and third parts were not, since they
would not protect the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories or ensure their independence and sovereignty.
He had voted against the fourth paragraph of the
preamble and paragraphs 2, 3 and 7 of the Brazilian
draft resolution and the relevant amendments and against
the draft resolution as a whole, because his favourable
vote would have signified approval of the list of factors.
For the same reasons, he had also voted against the list
of factors and the amendments thereto.
Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories
transmitted nnder Article 73 e of the Charter
(continued)

[Item 32]*
(continued)
30. Mrs. MENON (India), speaking as Rapporteur
of the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories, introduced the Committee's report
(A/2465). The Committee's work had been marked by
a spirit of harmony and co-operation and both parts of
the report had been adopted unanimously.
31. Two draft resolutions were proposed for the consideration of the General Assembly, one on educational
conditions and one on the association of representatives
from Non-Self-Governing Territories in the work of the
Committee on Information. They would be found in annex II to part one of the report. The Committee had
adopted a third resolution, on the cessation of the transmission of information on Puerto Rico, which formed
an integral part of the Committee's report (A/2465,
part one, para. 67). It had been adopted with no opposition and three abstentions. It was submitted to the
General Assembly for information only.
GENERAL DEBATE
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32. A real attempt had been made to study the problems sincerely and the new spirit of conciliation was
particularly apparent in the draft resolution on the
association of indigenous representatives in the Committee's work. There was still far to go, however, before
the ideals of Chapter XI would be realized, and she
appealed to the members of the Fourth Committee for
constructive co-operation.
33. Mr. LOOMES (Australia), speaking as Chairman
of the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories, commended the Committee's report
to the Fourth Committee. The Committee had carried
out its detailed study of educational conditions on the
basis of the summaries and analyses prepared by the
Secretariat from the information transmitted by the
Administering Members. A number of excellent studies
had been submitted by the United Nations Secretariat1
t See A/2407, A/2408, A/2409, A/2410 and Add.l, A/2411
and Add.l, A/2413 and Add.l to 6, A/2414 and Add.l and 2.
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and by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, the Food and Agriculture Or~
ganization, the International Labour Organisation and
the World Health Organization. The Committee had
also profited from the presence of educational experts on
the delegations of some of the Administering Members.
The discussions throughout had been cordial and cooperative, although some divergence of views had b~
come apparent on the question of associating representatives from the territories in the work of the
Committee. There too, however, it had ultimately proved
possible to reconcile the various points of view to a
very large extent. The draft resolution in question had
been adopted by 12 votes to one, with 2 abstentions. The
draft resolution on educational conditions had been
adopted unanimously.
The meeting rose at 11.55 a.m.
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Declaration oil the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples • •• • • • • • •

with tlle attempts of the colonialists,'./ip regain their
lost positions, as is graphically shownny recenteventa
in the Congo, which have been the subject of heated
discussion in the' Ge1£;leral Assembly
Q

,981.

1. There are still many count:r:ies in ,:!siap Africa,
Latin America and Ocean1a that are languishing under IJ
the yoke, of toreignusurpers. It would be a delusion
President: Mr. Frederick'H.BOLAND(lreland).
to consider the struggle agaillste}he colonialiste as
ended~ One has only to jlaJrice at a map of the wO.rld.
to see scattered upon i~..l!ke so many birth-marks of
AGENDA ITEM 87
the past, the remains)/of the ruined colonial empires
where the colonialistjj 13tillsucceed in keeping tens
lion on Ihe groo'i"g 01 independ... to"
of'millions of peopl~in slavery. There, colonial wars (/"
•
countries and peoples
contin"U.e to tak,'e, .tQ,e,'ir bloody t",OllrJ H,UUdredS and thou- { \
sand~_pr patzl~ots~~fi~ht~ng f~r tbe ,freledom, of their \, \
1. Mr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
peoPle,,' s" a,re, ont:IneU;,lll prlsons,and. c,oncent,ration
'~~~)I
(translated from. Russian): We, the representatives of
camps there.! Aa ;,a re/3iultofthe plundering carried
"'lI!'
a1lb.ost one hundred States of the world, havegathered
out by, tbe<!Qlon:iali~fs in th~ ~lonies, it is t h e r a i
here to considera.ud take an historic decision ona, that are to be found, ~ide by side, the 10ng~st worki~=-,
question of vital importance for the whole world, the
da~ andt~~ )~!~!=lt st~ndard of living, the highest' "~,~/,
question of the final and complete liquidation of the
i1hte~acy rate, tne lowest expectancy of lifl9 and the;; \\
colonial system and the liberation of all colonial
hig~est ~o;r~3.l~t)r ~ate am?ng !he population,. Repulsive (~J
countries and p~\oples.
rl:l,clal dlscrlmmatlOn, w:q.~ch Insults and ~degrades the
'
dignity
of
ID,l:l,n,
is
practised
there
in
its
'Worst
:fOrnl~.
2. Our descendants, when studying the developmentof '
hu:mansociety, will have every justificationfor Galling
8. Can the United Nationsa'nd its Member States
the middle of' the 'twentieth century, after the great aCG~iesce in' this? Who but we ~\}:lould speak out for
October, Socialist Revolution, a significant epoch of
th~;' complete and prompt eli'mimi~.ion of colonialism
construction of a new world, a world of freedoDland
in'" all its forms and manifestations and thUG tdlfU
independen.ce of peoples.
the task entrusted to us of reaffirming faith in, humOOl
rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person
3. The dest1'llction of the most shameful phenomenon
and in the equality of rights of all nations great and .
in the life of mankind, colonialism, has become the
small?
sign of our times. During the lifetime of our generation the colonial system has suffered crushing blows.
9. On ~3 September 1960 [869thmeeting), tile ChairSince the Second World War, India, Indonesia, B~i.rma,
man of the delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Ceylon, Cambodia, the United Arab Republic,l't',aq,
Republics, Nikita Sergeevitch Khru~hchev, Chairman
Morocco, Tunisia, Ghana, Guinea and many otl~er
of. the Council of Ministers 01. thelrSSR, expressing
countries have thrown off the domination of the cothe will of millions of Soviet people, sub;l'nitted a
lonialists.. In 1960 alone, seventeen new States have . Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
burst their colonial bonds and gained independence.
countries and peoples [A/4502 and Corr.l] for conNow 1,500 million people, but lately languishing in
sideration by the United Nations General Assembly at
cplonial bondage, are following the path of national
itsfifteei{tb session.
regeneration.
(The speaker then read the text of dooument A/4502
4. The liberation struggle has changed the entire face
and Corr.l.JI J
.
of mqpern Asia. Tremendous, indeedhistor!.c, changes
have taken and are still t~ng place on the African . 10. "',Ihe extreme importance oftheprob~moflibera
ting the peoples and countries still rem~ining und>Jr
continent. Profound processes of national liberation
colonial domination s&"luld be obvious to all. The,time
are going on in the countries of Latin America, whose
has
come to make an en~of
" colonialism and free man~
peoples are rising with ever-increasing resolution
kind
f:om
this
Shameful
v~~ge of the past.
to fight imperialism. Close athand now is the complete
collapse of the' whole colonial system of impf-.>rialism,
11. Statem~nts to this eff~have been made at this
foreseen by, the best minds of mankind and predicted
session of the General ASsembly by Prime&linieter
bY,the great Vladimir nyich Lenin.
Nehru of India [880th meeting], President Nasser of
the 'United Arab ,Republic [873rd meeting], l?,resident
.5•. But colonialism is not yet dead. Not all States and
Sukarno
of the Republic of Indonesia [880th meeting].
peoples by any means ha";e liberated themselves from
President
Nkrumah of Ghana f869th meeting), Prime
colonial oppression and enslavement..
r::=\

pet'.

~e ~olon.lol

le.

1?8

,

i\

6. Even those which have become independent are

!J See
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vitally concerned. We know the great force of nationa:!_
!he Repu!>lic of Guinea [99~ra me?tism in th,? world today. Weh~ve seenhow the achieve;.;~,~~g]~/;;1\k./ Shukatry, Chairman of the S~a.t:h Arabian
m(mt of mdependence has given to the manymilliQh~
de1agation [879th meeting], and many- other repre...~~,o£![ people for whose administration we were once
sentatives.
responsible the incentive to develop their own countries
with
added energy and vigour. We have seen how it
12. Speaking in <"this chamber on 12 October 1960
hfls
given
them the opportunity by'taking their place
[902nd meetingl( Mr. Kh:roshchev, Chairman of the
here
in
the
United Nations to serve the world comCouncil of Ministers of t.lJ.e USSR, emphasized that the
munity
and
the
interests of international peace and
General Assembly should be fully aware that unless the
security. The example of the new natii)nS, great and
most urgent measures are taken colonialism is capable
small, of ~\frica and Asia has been a great stitnulus
of inflicting much more suffering and loss, ruining
to us in th() common effort which we share with tne
many more Inillions of lives and spawning armed con'"
people of the depe~1dent territories which still retnain.
fIicts and wars, creating a. threat to peace and security
It has ft!purred );Us forward in our policy of helping
not only in certain quarters of the globe but all over
them blJJ.ld strof!g an~l vigorous nations, undivided by
the world.
tribal, ~deologi('#al or racial strife and imbued with the
13. The Soyiet delegation regards as a good and enstrength which only freedom and prosperity can give.
couragingsign the unanimous decision of the General
18. I have been shocked, as I am. sure many repreAssembly [903rd meeting] to discuss the Declaration,
sentatives have been, by the mam\ler in which the
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
Soviet delegation and its friends have ~~ought to pervert
and peoples in plenary meeting, that is to sa~r? in the
for
their own purposes the ~eeply rol.\l genuinely felt
highest forum of the United Nations. This decision
desire for ~ndependenceof so many milUons of peoplecan be considered a new blow against cr/\onialism1 a
a desire which is supported and applaudedby the great
new viQtory for the peace-loving forces in the great
majority
of mankind. Both in the document which
struggle for peace and the freedom or peop.les.
Mr. Zorin read out to us this morning, in which the
14. 'The Soviet Union delegation expresses its firm
Soviet delegation asked for the inscription of this
belief that the fifteenth sesgivll of the General As'"
item, and in the speech with which the Soviet represembly will become a historic landmark on the road. sentative ope~e this debate, there is no. sign of' reco.gto the complete and fiDal liquidation of colonialism
nition of the .Iacts of the. situation which th,~y have
and that 1960 will rightfully be called not only the
caricatured. ~ heir only purpose seems to be to:gener"year of Africa'lt but also the year of the liberation
ate hatred rather than friendship, violence rather than
from colonial slavery of all peoples wherever they
peace, and chaos rather than order. ,/
lived-in Africa, Asia, Latin America, anywhere in the
19. The representative of the Soviet Union appears to
world.
wish to use this debate Simply as another occasion
15. The Declaration submitted by the Soviet Governfor vilifying my country and other Administering
ment is a document containing a programme for the
Powers and for ··'carrying the cold war into Africa, in
struggle (br the liberation of all colonial peoples. It . the hope that perhaps it can there be hotted up to his
defines the principa~ tasks and indicates the general
advantage. I must warn him that if I chose to follow
approach to the solution of this historic problem. We
suit, I would have mush better ammunition than he
. are convinced that the peoples of all continents and
has. Since 1939, some 500 million people, formerly
all delegations to this session that are anxious for a',
under British rule, have achieved freedom and indespeedy and radical solution of the historic task 01
pendence, and their representatives sit here.. In that
liquidating the shameful colonial system will SUI-\port
same period, ~he whole or part of six countries, with
this Declaration and its humanitarian, progressive
a population of 22 million, have been forcibly inprinciples as a noble and powerful appe&l for the
corporated into the Soviet Union; they include the
complete liberation of mankind from the shameful
world's three newest colonies; Lithuania, Estonia and
past, for the complete freedom and i,"\dependence of
Latvia. In addition the Soviet Union exercises ecoall colonial peoples.
nomic, political and military domination over millions
of other men and women in neighbouring cOllntries.
16. Mr. ORMSBY-GORE (United Kingdom): I think
efforts have been made by national moveCountless
my first duty should be to cong:ratulate Mr. Zorin
ments
in
countries
under Russian control to gain
on a very accurate reading of document A!4502, subAll
have
been suppressed. In Central
independence.
mitted by Mr. Kbrushchev on 23 September 1960.
Asia, we have seen examples of a colonial policy
1 followed the tex4 which I had read two months ago,
which,
as Mr. Khrushcbev himself told us at great
and I found his rendering clear and faultless, but I
earlier
in the session [869th meeting], hlil-fJ in
length
am. bound to say that I did not find it any more helpful
material
terms
been an outstanding success. He did
or constructive than whi;}n I first read it for myself
not teD. us of the mass deportationf-i of popu.lations
two monthG ,ago.
and the l"Uthless suppression of nationalities which
__
.·1. _
.
_
_.'
17• When.th~ delegation of #ti~<Soviet Union askedfor
went with it. I shall not harrow the feelings of this
the in.~,cription on our agenl.1a ,)f the item which we
Assembly by reciting the whole grisly c8,ta.lo1tue; one
are now considering, "DeQaaratlon on the granting of
or two examples must suffice. The so-called German
independence to colonial cd'untriles and peoples", Ihad
Autonomous Republic was abolished by a stroke ofthe \
hoped that the debate upon it Qould be made the occapen and the Volga Germans who inhabited it; were
sion of a serious discussion of the ways in which we
removed to various localities in the East. Thisl popucan all help to realize the aspi~ationsof those peoples
lous group was thus scattered and 1iquidate~ as a
who do not yet enjoy what is described in the Charter
community. Again, th~ .entire populations of th~,Cri·
of the United Nations as a "full measure of selfmean Tatar, Kalmyk and Checkev 1tAuton~im.ousl
government". This is an aspect of 'World affairs with
Soviet Socialist Republios,. amounting with some
which we in the United Kingdom have for .long been
smaller communities to nearly a million peopl,e••"
~~kou,rou;t" of
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925th meeting - 28 November 1960
20. 'rhe PRESIDENT: I call on the representatiVEt~of
the Sloviet Union on a point of order. Perhaps the
speaker at the rostrum would kindly stand aside while,
I deal with the point.
.
21. ¥r. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist~epublics)
(translated from Russian): Mr. PreSident, in l\\le state..
ment I just made I did not say one word a,pout the
United Kingdom;, I did not speak about that c6untl:'Y at

all.
/~-:;

-<'

22. The United Kingdom representative, however, has
just attempted to start a discussion of the internal
affairs of the Soviet Union. This is a violation of the
generally accepted principle that governs the work of
this Assembly. I ask you, Mr. President, to protect
the delegation of the Soviet Union and the delegations
of other countries against attempts to intervene in the
Soviet Union's internal affairs.
'

23. It is perfectly natural that the United Kingdom
representative should have nothing to say about the
"beneficent" effect the United Kingdom is having on the
colonial territories under what he called its "adminis"
tra.tion". There is, of course, nothing favourable that
ha ~an say in that connexion. However, attempts at
intervention in the internal affairs of the Soviet Union
, are inatixnissible; we must protest against them and
regard the ,use of such methods ,of discussion as ut~
terly illegal.
24. The United Kingdom representative said that he
wanted to avoid the cold war, but he was the first to
take this line in speaking from this rostrum. If he
, continues in the same vein he will receive an appro"
priate answer both from the Soviet Union and from the
other countries that are anXious to discuss the liquida"
tionof the colonial r6gimes. existing in the territories
dependent upon the colonial Powers, butwill not permit
intervention in the affairs of the peoples that exist
and act in freedom within the framework of the Soviet
Union and other socialist countries.
25. Ffhe PRESIDENT: The point of order raised by
the representative of the Soviet Union places the Chair
in somewhat of a difficulty. As all delegations here
are aware, charges and accusations of the kind against
which the representative of the Soviet Union .has just
protested' have !become only too common coin in our
discussions here in the Assembly. They are. not confined to anyone delegation or to anyone group' of
delegations. They ar'e made indifferently by many
delegations.
26. The purport of all charges and accusations ofthis
type, and in many cases their actual substance, is the
sam.e~ It is impossible for the Chair to discriminate
. between them. To rule some of them out of order and
others not would involve the Chair in a series of
arbitrary judgements which it would be impossible to
Jllstify. To rule them all out of order might rightfully
be regardeti as an :undue restriction of the right of
free expression. In these circumstances, the primary
responsibility falls on delegations themselves.
Charges and aecusations of the kind complained of
rarely add force to argument and do much to lower
the tone of the Aasembly's debates. I would appeal,
therefore, to the good jUdgement and the good sense
of delegations to refrain from making these charges
and .accusations gratuitously and, by so doing, to help
to keep the t!lne of this debate on a level in keeping
with -the importance of the subject matter.

27. I would ask the representative
dom kindly to continue.

oftheUnited~ingc,

28. Mr. ORMSBY-GO:RE (United Kingdom):
President, of course I will bow to your ruling.

Mr.

/'

29. I felt that we had certain charges made against
us. We had been called robbers; we had been told that
we indulged in ceaseless carnage, and so on. I. did
not think the words that I had used in reference to the
Soviet Union should have made Mr. Zorin oversensitive. But I am aware that the Soviet delegation does
not like discussion here of certain aspects of their
home policy, nor does the Soviet Government facilitate
the publication by the free Press of the world of the
facts about it. Very well; we have to accept that.
30. It is, a tragic fact that there is little which we in
the United .Nations can do to help these people under
Soviet domination, and it would be no service to the
peoples of the rest of the world who are passionately
concerned about their own desire for i~~endenceto
play ,the, sov,iet game, t,o, answer th~m ba.~k in their
own kind and thus to allow the affiirs otAfrica and
Asia to become lost underneath a barrage of charges
and counter charges. All I ask is that-the United
, Nations machinery for dealing with Trust and NonSelf..Governing Territories, and the strUcture of cooperation which has been builtup over the years, should _"
not be destroyed by the unconstructive andirrespons"
ible assaults of. the Soviet delegation and their friends.
For this reason, I do not propose to waste further
time on the draft declaration on this subject put forward by the Government of the Soviet Union.
"

31.. On the subject of colonialism, my''Govermnent
will listen with the greatest attention to the voices of
Africa and Asia; but we see no reason why our serious
discussions on this great subject should be degraded
by the calumnies and distortions which are the stock
in trade of the greatest oppressor of our day.
32. I am heartened that the African and Asian Members of the United Nations do not appear themseht~s
to regard the Soviet contribution,A;o our debates as a
particularlyseriousone,ca.nd that they intend to put
forward ,a draft declaration of their own. Let me say at
Once that the United Kingdom delegation is in· entire
,sympathy with what! know to be 'the feelings and .the fI"'"
main purposes of these delegations, the achievement if
with all possible speed of full self-government and /1
independence by those people who do not yet enjoy ~
these things. If we have sometimes had differences of . .}
opinion on this question, these have been differ$ncQ§/
of method and sometime.s of timing; they are(iiot
differences of intention. Th~y are differences which
can be discuased between Mein'ber States,spealdng as
equals and sR~:~ing in good faith, speaking, in fact,
as those who have the same goals in view.
33. Let us look objectively at the nature ot.the problem. We hear a 10tintheUnitedNations and elsewhere
of' the fact that colonialism is dying or that it is dis·
appearing.Of course it is, in those parts of the World
where we and'those who think like us bear responsibility. It is dying
the ,sense that the Phoenix died,
dying at li the moment of its greatest glory, when it "
gives birth to new nations. Indeed,in the sense ~~\t
colonialism i~volved the permanent subjection of one
people to another. it was already accepteclas an out--of-date political relationship by all those Who, like the
United Kingdom, sUbscribed without reservation to

in
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Chapter XI Q:f-fut};,United Nations Charter and have
pendencer all of,them in. Africa. That is trr'say that"
since honoured it in practice.
as regards people ·living outside the SoV'j:~t empire
650 million have achieved complete inQ.epEmdence inth~
34. I find it hard to improve upon the terms of Arpast fifteen years. The only people living within the
ticle 73 of the Charter as a description of the British
Soviet
empire who have gained their freedom are the
concept of the modern colonial relationship, which is,
few millions who have escaped from it as refugees.
by definition, a living and oonstantly evolving one and
Of those who remain in dependent territories, about
one which, by its very nature, must be rapidly re40 million live in Trust and Non-Self-Governing Terplaced by something new. Let me quote a few passages
ritories for which the United Kingdom is responsible.
from· this'article. We, the United Kingdom Government,
As far as we are concerned, these are the people whom
as an original Member of the United Nations, "recogthis debate is about.
nize the principle that the interests of the inhabitants"
of \ the Non-Self-Governing Territories "are para38. But in these, too, progress towards independence
is extremely rapid. Over two millfDn of them live in
mount". We "accept as a sacred trust the obligation
Sierra Leone, where, according to the representative
to promote to the utmost•.•the well-being oUhe inhabiof the Soviet Union speaking at the beginning of this
tants of these territories". We undertake "to ensure,
session, "the struggle for l~el'ation still goes on".
with due respect for the culture of the peoples con""'
ThiS particular "struggle" can\\best be described as a
cerned, ~ their political, economic, social and educa1t
figment
of the Soviet im.aginatiol.~ over-heatedperhaps
ti,onal advanceme.nt • In this connexion, I notice that
by the perusal of out-of-date Ma~,'Xist text-books and
Mr. Krishna Menon' of India observed in committee
the incantation of worn-out Lenitlist slogans. In fact,
the other day that we have never tried to turn other
the people of Sierra Leone kn0T,~ perfectly well that
people into Englishmen~ Moreover, we undertake "to
they will be independent in fiire months' time. The
develop self-government, to take due account of the
distinguished
Sierra Leonean Mxpister, who is already
political aspirations of the peoples, and to assist them
concerning himself with problellXls of foreign affairs,
in the progressive development of their free political
was here in New York a few w~eks ago sP.1dying the
institutions, according to the particular circumstances
problems of United Nations representation for a small
of' each territory and its peoples and their varying
country• Many delegations met~him. Three million
stages of advancement".
more of these people live in the Federation of the
35. These obligations we havehonou:r;ed, and the manWest
Indies, whiQll wf;ll also, without doubt, be inde"
ner in which we have done so is Imownto all the world.
in the near future. Nine million more live in
pendent
I think it is fair to say that the speed with which we
'ranganyika, the biggest territory for which the United
have developed self"'government has been remarkable,
Kingdom remains responsible'~mdwhere, according to
in the light of the expectations of the world in 1946..
the representative of the Soviet Union, there has been
The Committee onlnformationfromNon..Self-G9"iern....
"unending carnage". There has been nothing of the sort.
ing Territories has just reviewed the progr~~s made
there has been an inspiring example of harInstead,
in these territories during the first ten years. It has
mony
between
all communities in the Territory, a
observed, and rightly:
harmony which has already brought it to the verge of
itThe aspirations of peoples towards ~)e1f-govern lndependenge, with a. peaceful and exciting future bement or independ¥ne6-nave too ofteR fa:r outstripped . fore it. In response to a request from Mr. Ju!ius
Nyerere, Chief Minister of Tanganyika, the United
the pace of their ~conomicandaOi;ial advancement•.• t?
'
part
"..~'"
~
.
n!1~tl
,).i!'''J'"
Kingdom proposes to introduce, later in this very
[A/4371
.
", . , . .' l"We,.. :J:""_......--.... -;,,;.
;',_ ..-,.:.~: : ."
session of the General Assembly, a draft resolution
36. This is true. Economic and social progress,
designed to terminate the TrusteeShip Agreement for
though steady, has nowhere been as spectacular as
Tanganyika on its· attainment of independence, with
political progress. This does not mean. that political
effect from a date to be. agreed between the United
progress must ~r slGwed .down. Far from it~ No one
Kingdom Government and the elected leaders of T9Jlcan deny that p!'01;itical aclyance is affected by the
ganyika No one can doubt that that date will nofbe .
success of econorl,\!c and soCial policy, but independfar away; at least, it is not doubted in Tanganyika
ence cannot be •d~llayed unti1~:~ll economic and social
or in the United Kingdom. So, proceeding at their own
problems are s/i)1ved. Nor~ \of course, are these
pace and in their own way, the way of co-operation
problems solved /i automaticallyhy independence, and
and statesmanship, the people of Tanganyika are blazthere are other i;tems on our agenda which call attening the trail for the rest of East Africa.
tion to the need. for the United Nations to continue to
39. What, then, are the problems which remain? What
expand it.s work in the newly independent States to
is
so different about the remaining territories, the
help them tackle and solve the problems which remain.
ones which I .have not mentioned, which prevents them
from acceding to immediate independence? There are.
37.. Let us look for a. moment at the facts and figures
oi this political progress. It is people that we are I~hink, two differeJ;ltidnds of problem; they differ
a~co~ding to the cir~umstancesofthe territories conconcerned with, and not just territories; so the figures
cerned.
The first kjnd concerns territories which are
I will give are figures, of population. The 450 million
small and someti1~es isala.ted. There are no fewer
or so people who lived in India, Pakistan, Geylon,
than twenty-nine Non=Self-Governing Territories noW'
Burma1 all achieved indE.\pendence after the war. Not
under United Kingdom administration which have a .
counting these, the total population of the Trust and
population of under one million each. Fourteen of these .
Non-Self-Governing Territories of the world was in
have
a popUlation of less than 100,000. The people of
1946 .approximately 225 million. Ten years later it had
these small territories have to think carefully abput
fallen to approximately 125 million, a figure which
their future. There are many factors, different in each
inclUded a natural population increase in the remaincase, which may cause their people to hesitate about
ing territories of about 25 million over ,the period.
separate independence. They may be isolated geoSince 1956, the pace has further speeded up, and
graphically, with an economy barely sufficient to meet
roughly another 75 million have achieved their fnde-
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the expanding needs of their people. Thesepeople may ~ 4/1.. Here r must return 'to the theme which I stated
have no wish to sacrifice the ,economic and social
earlier. Every action of the United Kingdom in regard
progress to which tht)y are entitled in order to assume
to these territories is direct$f:!;c~wards the bUilding
of new nations, nations whiclr~w~l1 be\Vnited and free,
'responsibility for maintaining the~xpensive apparatus
of a modern independent State.
and through which the people can realize their aspirations for p~ace independence, prosperity and indi40. Alternatively, in some cases the people of these
vidual freedom.'It is' of fundamental importance totbe
te'rritories feel-justly or unjustly-threatened by a
future peace and prosperity of Africa that the counlarge ~)ld powerful neighbour•.,They fear that~eir tries of· that continent should retain their integrity, and
jndep~ndence might not long endure and that they mlg1?-t t
that their independence should not be followed by civil
unprotected, lose the political freedom which they now
war and economic collapse•

-------:----:-

48. In these last few yearsf',<during which we still
.enjoy.
41. The people of these small territories deserve our
retain a direct responsibility'for these te~ritories,
consideration just as much as those who liye in the
we are framing our policy in such a way that the dif..
great States of the world. They each have tneir own
ferent tribes and communities who inhabit these terripeculiar political problems, and we in the United
tories can learn confidence, and trust in each other.
Kingdom consider it as our solemn obligation, in acWorking all the time with the people, we are trying to
ensure before the date ofindependence is determined,
cordance 'With Article 73 b of .the Charter, to work
0.ut fi:i' the people concernedthe fO~1n of independence
that th~ new States will command the loyalty and the
which ill best satisfy their aspirations.,
energies of all tribes, all communities alike.'
42. The other day the Fourth Committee adopted, by
49. We think that this has' already been a,chieved in
a. majority of 62 t03,Y a draft resolution [A/C:4/
Tanganyika. In the neighbouring territories in this
L.648 and' Add.l] approving twelve principles, whIch
region of Africa certain fears still remain. The proare 'Cl} serve as a gUide to Member States in determincess is a delicate one. There are groups in all these
ing whether they are under an obli~ation to transmit
countries, sometimes African, sometimes European,
information to the Secretary-Generalin respect of
.sometimes Asian, w;o.o fear that independence when it
particular territories in accordance with Article 73 eof . comes will hurt them7The task is to dispel this fear,
the Charter. Principles VI, vrr, V1II and IX· refer to
as similar fears have been dispelled in count):"ies
the circumstances in which such territories can be
which have already achieved i,ndependence.
1(,
said to have reached a full measure of self-government. I will read out Principle VI:
50. In these territories, there ie no argument about
the right of the people to independence; there is no
"A n'on-Self-Governing Territory can be said to
argument whether the people will be independent o;r
have reached a full measure of self-government by: "
not. certainly they will. The only queEltion is when,
n(a_) Emergence as a sovereign independent State;
and the answer must be, just as soon as ther~arl be
confidence that the new nations will thriveJand that
n<Q) Free association with an independent State; or
their independence will be really effective and have
cl t 8t t "
real meaning and will not be sapped by internal
d
It(Q) Jntegration with an in epen en
ae •
strife or external pressure. The people ofthesecgun43. Principles vrr, vm ~cd IX go on, very properly,
tries want independence in the form which suits them,
to define with some care the circumstances in which
and not according to some ideological pattern imposed
free association or integration is acceptable as full
on them from outside. They want to avoid violence
self-government.
and chaos, for these things bring with them 'outside
44. An important point in these principles is that the
pressure and interference.
free and voluntary choice of such a status by the people
51. It is ou~ obligation to see that they achieve, their
concerned must be the result-.and I uSe the words of
genuine aspirations and to help them frustrate those
the draft resolution-of "informe'ij and democratic
who wish them ill. In this I am confident that we shall
processes". Now, these processes take time; although
have the support of the great majority of the Memperhaps, in comparison with an earlier age, not much
bel'S of the United Nations. I only wish that we c~ld
time.
have the support of all of them.
45. The United Kingdom is d()ing all it can to hurry
52. In view of sO:pl~ of the things which have be~n
on the processes of self-government as fast as Pos-said during this Assembly, I should like to emphasize
sible, but it would surely be a betrayal of the wholehnce again that the policy of the Un!i~ed Km6do~ in
spirit of Chapter XI of the Charter for us to say that
those parts of Africa for which we aj~e rel3poJ.llS:ible
the people of, for example, the Seychelles Islands, or
is a non-racial policy, as indeed it iIB(/;elsewhere in
the Gilbert Islands, should decide immediately what
the world.'~ To quote the ·-,words used by the United
form they wish their ultimate independence to take;
Kingdom representativef Mr. Selwyn Lloydf from. 'this
or, to take other examples, the people of Basutoland
rostrum at the fourteenth session, on 17 Septe~ber
Or Hong Kong.
1959:

46. So much for the smaller territories; let us look
now at the nature of the problems in the larger te;rritories which are still dependent. These are perhaps
lnore •important in the eyes. ofc:most Members of the
United Nations. They contain more people and they are
in Africa.
?J See Official

Reeords'of the General Assembly. Fifteenth Session,

.E2urth Committee. lQ45th m.eeting.

1.\

"In those territories whe,;re diffel;'ent races. or
tribes live side by sid~, the task is to ensure 1nat
all the people may enjoy security and freedom' and
the chance to contribute as individuals to the progressand well-being of these countries. We re3eot
the idea of any inherent ~l,~eriodty of one race
over another. Our policytl~,<lrerorelsnoh-racial;
it offers a future in which Africa:D:s, Europeatts,
ASi&1ls, the peoples of, the Pacific candothers with
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whom we are concerned, will all play their full
part a~ citizens in the cOHntries where they live,
and in 'Which feelings ofrtlce will be submerged in
loyalty:, 'to new nations. ft [798th meeting, para. 30.]
53. To sum up, we believe that the peoples of dependent territories should advance to self-government
and independence af;: fas~ as is hutnaJlly possible. We
believe that new nations should be strong andprosper. ous and at peace with themselves and theirneig~bours.
Well hold these beliefs 'because, to us, they ar,: manifestly right, and because we know that the peoples of
these countries ardently d~sire these i:b-kigs. But we
also hold these beliefs bec'a,use they; are in our own
interests, and indeed in the\illteres,~$ of every one of
'Us· represented' in this Assembly ~ "'If the new nations
are .strong and peaceful, they have a great contribution to make to world peace, which is indivisible. If
th~:y are prosperous and dynamic in their progress,
the;.'r have a great contribution to make to the raising
of standards of living, to the development of world
resources and to the progress and well-being ofmankind as a Whole. These are the deeply and sincerely
held beliefs of the British people. For many years
they have guided our actions toward the peoples of
countries overseas. Onthem Will continue to b.e founded
our cotn.tt!0n. efforts, until we ·have achieved the. goals
of oU,r policy and they, the peoples of these countries,
have realized their national aspirations.
54. Mr. CARDOSO (Congo, Leopoldville) (translated
from French): It is painful for the delegation of the
=So!1go to have ,to speak after a clash beteeen two
powe~l delegations. It was not enough that we had to
enter tl:l,~ United Nations through an emergency door;
we also H~d to receive our baptism of fire.
55. Howe~T~r, Mr. President, we wishtothankyouand
all those ~\tto have made it possible for us to speak
here.
..
\\

'\

56. On 22 NO\1elllheJ! 1960 the General Assembly decided [924th meeting] that the representatives of the
Republic: of the Congo (LeqpoldVllle) would not onlybe
recognized bere but woul~':~Jsohave the right to speak.
Having been unanimously :admilled to membership in
the United Nations on 20Sep~~D1Df~r 1960 [864thmeeting], the RepUblic of th~· Cong(ficould no longer be
denied the rigr,t to make i~ts voice heard.
57. While all MeJI).'be:rs o{ the Organization have used
and even. abuse4. the right to speak about the Congo,
some of them going so far as to speak in its na.:rhe, it
must be aclmowledged that this ri..~ht belongs, in the
first place, to the Congolese themselves. No olie is
better qUalified to speak of the Congo than the Congolese, who are the first to suffer from the Government
crisis which has lasted all too long.
.
58. Tli~cdeci~(jn of 22 NoV'3X1lber gave international
confirmation 'to the undisputed authority of our coun"
try's highest institutiOn, the office ofthe Head of State.
The Congolese people is resolved to defend all the
institutions which it has freely· ,chosen. Our Head of
State, President Kasa-Vubu, Wh6 has been recalled to
Leopoldville by duties W~1ich. permit no delay, has
ask~A lll~ to cOl\~ey to. the General ASfJembly his
.. 0e,~ret 'that he could not himseUexpress his satisfaction at the dGcf~Jon of 22 November,\)and he has asked
ro..~ to read the follOWing message to the AssemblsT,\:·)'
~'rhe :Republic of the Congo fully appreoiates the
assletance Which the United Nations has decided to
.

I
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afford it in this exc~ptionally difficult period of its
history. It realizes now great are the sacrifices in
men and money which several· Member StateEhare
making in order to help bring about the successful
solution of critical problems.
11

against com
adrl that no f
Government
Taiwan is a

ftIn expressing the hope that this assistance will
COntinue; I. undertake, as Head of the COl'lgolese
State, to do everything in my power to make the
best use of it >for the sake of peace and progress in
the Congo. More than any other country, the Congo
needs national unity and agreement. At the proper
tinle, all persons of good will who can contribute to
this task will be called upon to do so. n
.59. That is the message from, the President of our
Republic. You must understand that the Congolese
p~ople, in its determination to free itself from imperialism in any form, is in the pay of no one. It is
both futile and insulting to preach that any re-volution
which does not embrace a particular ideology m.ust
inevitably be condemned by history.
60. The dialectic whose intellectual legitimacy has
never bean a,clv..1owledged by some, does not seem to
tolerate any surprise. The Congo, alas, n-~ a country
of surprises. Imperialists of all persuasions have
opposed each other there and have all failed lament·ably. The Congolese people has. defeated colonialism'
once and for all. The colonialists of the West and
East alike, too .long accustoJ:1ed to thinkin~.of Africa
as the perfect country for colonization, now se~m.bent
on "dacolonizlng" it. In obedience to the wave of new
ideas, they intend to ftdecolonize ft at any 90st,as if to
ease their consciences. But Africa remalIi~ vigilant
and refuses to be taken ·in by the pedlars of good
intentions•
6.1. It was these same pedlaJ;s of goot.' intentions who
yesterday devastated our countries with the hateful
slave-trade' and with colonialism.. They are the ones
who today promise us the moon an.d the stars. They
act as though they were dealingnotonlywith economic
and social under-development, but alsowith congenital
intellectual under-development.
62. Africa, howev.er, is on the alert to prote~t its
freedom and cultural personality. All peaceful means
will be used to promote the unity of Africa, and the
magic of mere words and slogans will not prevail
against it. Tomorrow Africa" one and indivisible, will
release from . colonialism the peoples still under
arbitrary rule, for it cannot be the only continent of
"decolonization". Tomorrow AfrIca will give the world
a more human aspect, so that the tr'.J.ehope of mankind,
to live in peace, may not be disappointed.
63. The PBESIDENT: I Gall upon the representative
of China 'in exercise of the right of reply.
64. Mr. LW (China): In the wild and far-rauging
distortions in his statement, the reRresentative of the
Soviet Union made a reference to Taiwan againstwhich,
he said, "the United States has committed aggression"•.
I did not wish at that moment to interrupt the orderly'
proceedings of the Gerteral Assembly by table-thumPing or otherwise raisblg a point of order, but Task
for the floor now in my 6.."Cercise of the ~ight of reply to
say' that the United States military personnel onTaiwan
are there by the invitation of my Govermnent in connexion with my Government's programme'~9fd~}~nce

-
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against communist aggression in that area. I need not
adu that no Soviet distortion can alter tho fact that the
Government of the Republic of China now based on
Taiwan is an independQ,nt and sovereign Government,

.
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and it is 'utter falsehood to allege that the United
States has committed aggrel3sion against China.

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m.
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President: Mr. Frederick H. BOLANO (Ireland).

AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting ~f independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)
1. The PRESIDENT: The General Assembly will continue its consideration of the item entitled "Declarationon the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples".
2. Before calling on the next speaker inscribed on
my list, I give th6 floor to the representative of Portugalin exercise of his right of.reply.

3. Mr. GARIN (Portugal): Mr. President, maylthank
you for granting me the right of reply. It is for my
delegation a matter of deep regret that the representative from the Soviet Union has thought it appropriate
to blur this debate-a debate which should be solely
concerned with the discussion of general principles
and high ideals-by coming here and making remarks
and statements which certainly are not a contribution
\ to harmony and agreement. Indeed, the representative
of the Soviet Union has made accusations which my
delegation must reject categorically. Iti~notsurprising that such vilifications should be made by the
delegation of the Soviet Union: as we all know the delegation of the Soviet Union is always at its,best when
indulging in sub-standard propaganda, and when addressing to others certain accusations which more
properly should be directed elsewhere, namely, to
themselves.
.

,4. My delegation strongly rejects and emphatically
protests against the statements made in regard to
Portugal qy the representative ~f the Soviet Union.
They are entirely baseless aild, shouldthe representative of the Sovie't Union p:tetend to prove them, he
would have to offer still more fabrications.
5. The Soviet representative accused my country of
carrying out unending reprisals in the Portuguese
Overseas Provinces and of practising forced labour,
virtual slavery, colonial tyranny a-ad the like. These
are outrageous slanders and my delegation, on behalf
of the Portuguese nation and its Government, vehemently denies such accusations and once again repudiates everyone of them.

_ . _ - - - - - - - - -_ _

ment-ahe is likelY"to stop at nothing for ,as long as he
senses that this forum renders him a degree of
immunity.
'
7. We take pride in the unceasing toil and work that·
for nearly five centuries of Common history we have
achieved overseas-it has been the work of maintaining order, organizing.community life, promoting economic development, providing education at all levels,
investing capital, and raising living standards. However, one thing is certain: at l~ast, the progress and
development which we brought and are still bringing
into our Overseas Provinces was not and is not done
by methods which are repugnant to the conscience of
mankind nor by violations of human rights. We have
not and we will not achieve progress throughsubjugation of peoples and territories, physical and moral
slavery,complete political repression, deportations of
people "en masseD, forced migration, absolute lackof
freedom-political or intellectual-constant threats
against other nations and peoples, exploitation of the
we/elk, and, so on.
8. I hope that the Soviet representative will under';;'
stand why I objected to his irresponsible remarks
about PortugMt;=!Iowever, if he insists on fictitious
and uttei~ly\,ililWarrantedremarks about a so-called'
Portuguese{colonialism, I will be compelled to return
here in due course to remind him and to elaborate
on acertaintJ.'Pe of colonialism, Which, I am sure,
he is very familiar wiU\tJ
.
/1

9. Mr. NONG KIMNY (Cambodia) (translated from
French): .I have the honour to submit formally to the

General Assembly the draftdeclarationonthegranting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples contained in document A/L.323, on behalf ofthedelega..
tions of Afghanistan, Burma, Cambodia,Ceylon,Chad,
Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Jordan, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Morocco, Nepal,
Nigeria, Paldstan~ Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Togo,'I'uuisia
and Turkey.

10. Since the text was distributed, three other delegations-those of' Cyprus, Mali and the United Arab
Republic-have joined the co-sponsors .[A/L.323/
Add.1].
11. In submitting this draft declaration, we wish to
inform the General Assembly that we have 'taken the
greatest ca~e in,drafting it and giving itits final form.
In preparj~g it we' have tried, in ~rtlcular, to find
formuIaF,' aad solutions which we hope will be acceptable to the greatD13.jority of delegations, iftiotto the
entire General Assembly. The co-sponsors of the
document therefore appeal to all delegations to con'"
sider it with open :minds, as a means of putting an
end to a situation which is. now an anachronism in the
history of mankind,the domination of one country py
another and the exploitation of one, people I,by an,.other..

G.When the Soviet represent2.tive becomee; intoxica.ted with the' high sound of his irresponsible words~ ,particularly when be feels that the Assembly. will
12. Since the historic Bandung Conference of 1955,
~lerate his verbal abuse 'of my country and Governenormous progress has been made in applying the
.,
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principles laid down at that fir~t~eeting of the Afriand, I m~~ladd, a force designed primarilyto hold up
can-Asian countries. We are anxious that the present
the developlli~l1~ of the colonial peoples whene\Ter
draft'declaration should be yet another step forward I) development was not seen to be essential, in one way
in the il~resistible process of the emancipation of
or another, to the development ofthe colpnial interests.
peoples. We hope that all the countries concerned,
It was· therefore basically a force opposed to those
especially those resPQnsible for the future of 1~e
peoples' development, antagonistic to that de\Teloppeoples who are still dependent, will see their way"'~o
ment, a force· based on pl'inciples which often paid no
support this declaration; and in our desire to ensure
heed to the fate of the subject peoples.
peaceful development and a bl{1)ght future of freedom
20. This does not mean, by the way, that a settler
for all peoples who have not yet gained independence,
was
by nature a contemptiblee~loiter; not neceswe have kept the language used mour draft deClaration '
sarily so. He was like so many other kinds of men; he
strictly in conformity With that of the United Nations
might,
as an individual, be as pleasant as the next,
Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human
as
helpful
and as good as the exploited bla.ck person.
Rights.
The trouble was inherent in the very nature .of his
13.· Since I am. speaking now solely to submit our
status and of the colonial system, which sought to
exploit the conquered countries in--wbatever manner
draft declaration formally, I have the honour to inform
'you that the co-sponsors. resel"ve the right to speak
would be best for production, profit arid,a r~assuring
absence of trouble.
' . .
again in order to present their views. I should also
Iiketo say that it seems probable that other delega21. In its pursuit of this purpose, the colonial system
tions, which are now waiting for instructions from
was,
by its very nature, in the opposite camp to the
their'GOvernmenta, will join us later as co-sponsors
peoples. It unconsciously, but justifiably, con..
colonial
of the draft.
sidered any real progress and any awakening of the
14" ~r. VAKIL (Iran) (translated from French): There
colonial peoples as a real threat to its own existence, ,"
is no doubt that the debate which began this morning
and it did not allow those peoples to develop. except in
is of exceptional historical importance. Colonialism is
so far as their development wal,3 essential to its own
in itS last throe~,as a·result'of the irresistible and
existence, and only in whatever conditions ofpeace and
irreversible movement ofpeoples towardS full emancistability, or rather social stagnation, were most
pation; and here we ~l1'e, the peoples of the United
suitable to the colonial system.'
Nations, giving historic expression to this universal
moment of truth.
.
22. 'Colonialism" iIrltially imposedbyforce, very soon
became a highly complicated system of direct or in15. It is a :moment between a past of inequality and
direct political and economic domination of all the
a" glorious ,future, in which all peoples of theworld
less developed peoples. Hence, accordingtothekindof
seem resolved to re-esfablishhuman brotherhood, now
interests concerned and the ad\Tantages. to be gained,
won back at last, and to work 'together for their com- . the colonial Power would resort either to direct con'"
mon haPRiness, on a footing .ofequality and the solitrol of the subject territories, or to indirect contrOl,
darity. of free men.
by systematically supportingrullng classes whichwere
kept in" power to defend colorual interests againSt the
16. As the representative of one of' the oldest free
indigenous peoples.
and independent States in the world-though it is
situated in a continent which has for longbeen ravaged
23. \Vhatever the 'method of controlling these terri...
by the curse of colonialism....l am deeply aware of the
tories
applied by the metropolitan country, colonialism
great honour it is for me to be able to put my coun- .
succeeded
through this COntrol in 'establishing and
try's views on the problem before us.
r;
maintaining powerful machinery designed to bring in
17. At tbismoment, when the victorious struggle of
the greatest possible profits;· regardless of the in-,
thec9olonial peopleS)Jas brOUght about the,~disintegra~ terests of the indigenous inhabitants. So the coloniat
tio#'of the. colonialsystsm, and when more than fortysystem, by the support it gave to the forces of social
fi<1ecountries have become independent since the
reaction in subject territories and to ,tribal classes
establishment of the United Nations, over 100 million
and hierarchies which would otherwise have disapof our brothers· and sisters are still experiencing
peared, distorted the dynamic working of the forces
the horrors of a system which has infIict~dindescrib of change and froze political and social development
aqle sqffering~ondependent peoples.
at the primitive stage. This is why colonialism must
be held responsible for the considerablebackwardne€ls
18.; Before I begln to discuss colonialism, it may be
useful, Itbink, to try to define it. Colonialism might , of .the dependent countries in relation to the general
progress throughout tlie world, and for the tragic gulf
be defined as a poUtical and economic system im..
between
these dependent countries. an.d the industrialposed and maintained by foreign Powers onthe national
izedcountries.
.
territory of other peoples, its main feature in those
territories being 'the arbitrary establi~hmentofa sYs24. ~,order to maintain and :increase its profits, to
temintroduced from outside,. without the consent of
protect colonial enterprise against all risks and danthe· peoples administered, and designed mainly to ser\Te
gers and to perpetuate its rule, colonialismwas forced
the interests ofth~ administering Powers.
to perpetuate an order. based essentially on social
stagnation and the maintenance of the:§.tatusguo, and,
19. As this definition ~hows, one ofthe main features
marked
by the paralysis of the forces of progress.
of colonialism has beeti the use of force With or withFor these purposes· the colonial r~gime ~edsuch
out provocation, either brute force. or force cleverly
devices~ as racial discrimination, enslavem.entby
disguised in the best paternalistic traditions. We can
humiliation, fear and ignorance,explQjtation under
say, without danger· of partiality,. that colonialism,
stripped of its trappings. ~s a system established
paternalistic labels·· and other practices calculated to
deprive the man living ~dercoloniali$mofbis identity
by force, .and then deV'eloped; beco;rning more subtle,
and hwnan dignity. Ast haye said, it permittedn()
and· even in a way, more humane~· likewise by force
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progress of subject peoples unless such progress was
seen to be essential to its own existence.
25. It is, of course, true that, to serve its own purposes and to exploit the wealth of conquered territories in the manner best suited to production, profit
and relative absence of trouble, colonialism introduced
features typical of more advanced societies.
26. Here, obviously, colonialism could hardly escape
the general law of contradiction inherent in every
living process. This is also a point which must be
brought out if we are to understand the complex and
sometimes misleading nature of the colonial problem.
It would be a mistake to carry hatred of colonialism,
however understandable, to the pointofsimplydenying
or refusing to recognize the undoubtedly useful features
produced by and inherent in the very exploitationsystem itself. It is by no means true that colonialism
has done absolutely nothing in the colonies. We personally feel that colonialism has undeniably made
definite contributions, some of them of the greatest
importance for the later development of the colonies.
However, we must at once make clear the nature of
these contributions and put them in their historical
setting, in order to avoid confusion and distortion
of the truth. Any objective analysis of the facts will
thus show clearly that the so-called benefits of the
colonial system, far from being essential features of
colonialism, are simply its inevitable secondary consequences, and are caused by the very contradictions
in the system.
27. It is important to carry this analysis further.,
The source of the contradiction lay in the actual development of modern society and in the needs of a
system of profitable exploitation of colonial countries.
This meant, among other things, that the peoples had
to play a greater part in the colonial enterpriSE(.
The system needed labour which was not only cheap
but also skilled and properly organized. It had to set
up what has been called the economic infra-structure
necessary for the development of transport, commerce and the economy in general. It could not do
without roads, buildings, schools or even hospitals,
all of which are now part of any large-scale, efficiently
run and expanding commercial enterprise. As I say,
these indisputable featuras of colonialism, although
they are there for all to see, are not evidence of any
sacred miSSion of the colonial Powers, but are to be
explained as the inevitable consequences of a system
based essentially on profit and the colonial interests
concerned. These same consequences were also to
bring about the gradual disintegration of the system.
28. The contradictions inherent in the colonial system, in fact, became more apparent as the system
enlarged its horizons. The development of means of
communication, the esm.blishment of urban centres,
the introduction of the new system of trade and organized labour, as well as such things as the gradual
impoverishment of the indigenous peoples, were strong
enough to break out of the framework artificially
maintained by the settlers and finally led the colonial
peoples to self-awareness in the face of the whole
phenomenon of colonialist rule.
29. The revolutionary changes which followed the
Second World War and affected the fate of about 1,500
million persons belonging to the Asian peoples gave a
new impulse to the independence movement of the
African peoples. In a sense, they served to bring to
a head what I have called the secondary consequences
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of socialism. Those who had been trained and schooled
for the deliberate purpose of serving their former
masters more diligently became aware oftheirhu:rnan
and national strength and refused to be used as the
instruments of their own ruin.
30. So the African awakening, whichhasbeenthe most
important feature of the history of the black continent
over the past fifteen years, pitted against colonialism
in Africa a force of such power I scope and lightning
development that it has surprised not only the colonialists but sometimes those who set it in motion, namely
the prime movers of the African emancipation movement.
31. During the period which followed the African
awakening after the Second World War, there was a
certain confusion in the colonial camp. Was brute
force to be stepped up and were the old colonial
methods to be continued, with still heavier oppression
and repression? Would it be better to adapt them to
the more democratic climate of the time? Or bad the
time come to make an agonizing reappraisal of the
traditional methods and simply to keep pace with the
troublemakers?
32. The foreign and colonial offices had never seen
such extraordinarily swift deployment of forces which
they could not even understand. And, while they tried
one solution after another, each testing wbat seemed
to it the most effective way of dealing with the situation, the peoples themselves continued the struggle,
wbich grew like a snowball and threatened to become
a general movement going beyond the purposes which
the colonial peoples had set for themselves.
33. As may be imagined, the political conditions
arising out of the cold war were not likely to make it
easier to deal with the more and more threatening rise
of the anti-colonial tide. Those who had a clearer
sense of history and more practical vision decided at
this point to adapt their thinking to the new conditions
and to achieve the only possible balance capable of
maintaining positions which had become precarious.
Some suoh concern would appear to have been beltind
the famous "new wind of change" policy in Africa,
which the Africans, though they realize its nature,
have welcomed. It is a true expression of the real
forces concerned, since it exists, clearly, first and
foremost because of the courage and struggles of the
African peoples for independence, and also because of
the practical good sense and enlightenment of the
colonial Powers concerned.
34. The United Kingdom, feeling this wind of change,
is .breaking up its former colonial empire with undeniable success, and often with the effective cooperation of the peoples concerned. In this England
has once again shown its political genius for adapting
itself to the changing conditions of the times.
35. It is this wind of change that has brought France,
with glory and success, to restore to most of its
former African possessions the great principles born
of the French Revolution and of its rights of man and
of the citizen.
36. The admission to the United Nations of ten new
States, all members of the French Community, does
credit to the courageous decolonization operation un.dertaken by the Fifth Republic. Let us hope that this
wind of change will be strong enough to blow, not only
through the former French territories which have
already been freed, but also through other territories
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37. Thus in the annals of colonialism the w:i.ndof
cpange is a new phenomenon which has come to stay.
It,_ is an expression of this moment of truth when
colonialism, realizing the implications of the emancipation movement and the new andonlypossible balance
of forces,sees no alternative but to make an agonizing
reappraisal. of its general attitude towarcIa the very
problem of the colonial system.
38. Colonialism, V?hich had. been more or les'sfirmly
founded on brute force-the most efficacious and practical instrument of supremacy at the time-is turniIig
to anew strategy. Instead of opposing the tide, it will
now follow the tide. Instead of stopping it with a force
which is no longer effective, colonialism will try to
use it 'in a neW' way, seeking to co-operate with the
former rebels and trying now to maintain, as far as
possible, its only remaining bastion~namelyits economic and technical supremacy.
39. It is of the greatest theoretical and practical
importance for the' under-developed peoples to study
tlle complex features of this vJind of change which has
begun to blow through Africa and has opened the last
chapter of colonialism. This wind must hot deceive
the African people by its freshness or by the new
sense of dignityand freedom itbrings them. Nor should
it be n~glected and simply opposed, just because it
rises in the white hills of the West. J1ilHe every historical fact,a.nd like colonialism itself, ~t is made up
of opposing forces. It is our tasl$:, as the peoples of
the developing countries, to turn it to the best E,dvantage without falling into the snares of inexcusable
credulity or of an anachrOliistic and dogmatic orthodoxy.
40. The colonial peoples, I am sure, will tackle this
. new situation, with all its inherent hopes anddangers,
its possibilities in the way of co-operation, its pitfalls and dilemmas. But this will of course require
great vigilance and discernmeb" I.,;verywhere. For the
cp;ns1;rnctive and .promising aspects of 'the wind of
c1iange are, after all, only an intelligent reaction to
and a realistic estimate of the new balance which
history has imposed on the colonial Powers. It should
be welcomed and enQottraged wherever it truly and
effectively expresses a realistic ~nd enlightened sense
of history and is based on the premise, now evident
and well estab~shed, that no kind of political enterprise can'last in the context of tyranny and the subjugation of peoples.
41. It would be a very different ~g if other Powers ,

more obstinate and less imaginative, were to look on
the wind of change as a simple tactical manreuvre,
regarding it in Machiavellian terms as a safety valve
to be opened when the pressure reached the point of
explosion. The even~or the past year have revealed
two significant tendencies in the colonial situation at
its present stage of development. On the one hand,
they have familiarized us with the more intelligent,
long-term policy of the wind of chalilge; on the other
hand,they have shown us once mOJr:e that, in their
desperate struggle for existence, coJlonial vested interests have more than one trick up 'their sleeve and
that neo-colQnialism is a very much more cunning,
and hence far more dangerous, child than the parents
who gave it birth.
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in which this sincere effort is still held back by
unwa:rranted vested interests.
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42. In point of fact, traditional colonialism as such ' . /
Gan h~nceforth be considered as a historical pheqome_
non belonging to the past. Even if in some terrJtories
it dS 'still rampant and still provokes crises marked
by the blood and tears of the indigenous people, even
if it still exists in a considerable number of tertitories, with a total, population. of 100 million, the
colonial system as a whole is already on its de~thbed, already breathing its last, and its hysterical
outbreaks of violence show even more clearly that its
end is near and inevitable.' Thus it is not the old
colonialism, asthmatic and with one foot'in the grave,
that now threatens to deprive peoples of genuine independence; but the young and virulent neo-colonialism.
With its complex network of political, economic,
ideological and other weapons, neo-colonialism is .out
to defend the same interests over the corpse of the
old-style colonialism. The nature and purpose of both
are the same, and on the whole only the tactics seem
to have changed~ to fit in with the political, economic
and psychological requirements of the modern world.
No one should be deceived by appearances, and precisely for that reason,as long ago as 1955, at Bandung,
all the African and Asian peoples decided to denounce
colonialism, solemnly declaring it, in all its ,forms
and manifestations, ·to be an ~vil which must be quickly
broUght to an end.
-

43. There is no doubt that the vested interests which
caused the colonial scourge to appear in the world and
have enabled it to endure will continue to exist long
after colonialism itself has been eliminated. Hence it
is to be expected that they will refuse to submit to the
verdi9t of the liberated peoples and will do everytbinp;
they can 'to return to the scene and recreate colonialism. in new forms better suited to the conditions of the
modem world. This being so, it is imperaave tbat the
peoples concerned shoul5i continue to extend their
struggle against the colonial phenomenon to all forms
of colonialism,> whether economic or political, which
directly or indirectly threaten their national sovereignty and the wor~ba of the democratic institutions
derivingtherefrom.
'
44. The problems and circumstances to which I have
referred show clearly that the whole question of
colonialism is far from being simple. Ithas theoretical
aspects which particularly call for study so as to enable
the peoples of the world to follow its development
better as time goes on and to' prepare themselves to
confront the dangers it presents. But such a study
would be altogether outside the scope of this' debate.
With your permission, therefore, I shall try as briefly
as possible to put forward s()me considerations of a
general natu:v~ and to deal with the main practical
problems which face us today, seeking at the same
time to establish certain principles which we feel
should be brought to the attention of the Member States
concerned.
45. (1) Let me say once more what pleasure it gives
my country to note that this year seventeen former
colonial territories have come to swell our rankS as
fully. sovereign and independent Members. It. is a
brilliant victory, not only for the peoples concerned,
but also for the international community as a whole,
and, of course, for the United Nations.. It is obvioUS
that the contribution of new states not only strengthens
the position and prestige of the United Nations, but is
also an importantfactor in ensuring international peace
and security. '
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46. (~~ While recognizing the, merits' and p~gre~slve whole world.lf~)ey take place,anda:r.-ecarried on ,~~a
nature of the efforts recently made by ceitam Ad... "friendlyatmospli~re,thereiseveryreflson tQ belitw:e
nrlnisOOring Powers to lead a large ~wnber of OOrti- :;/;~t ,an era of fritltful co..-operationfot' the common
tories under their administration towards independgood could come about; and that would not ,bea deence, my delegation hopes that the policy of defeat, but a yictory.for all.
I(
colonization' thus begun will ~e adopted and followed
50. The 'very natural suspici6ns, of both,
by all Powers administering o\~er~eas territories and
misunderstandings
t (the muwal recrimination$~co~!d
will be extended to all colonial territories where the
~ical
indigenous peoples are still deprived of the fundamental
us~ grad,uall,Y di,sa,P,~ea,'X", in, an a,tmos,phe"r,e,ma,
, ,,',rked bY,'
joinr~efforts 'on the ~!t of the free' and independent
t its
right of se;l.f-deternlination. By virtue of this recogpeo)les to create ~ new community of nations, free
l oldnized rig~tof all peoples,they freely determine their
fr~m unjust bon~ge" fr~e ~ racial or otherpreaye,
po~tical' . status and freely pursue their economic,
judices, and free ~om the' tyranny of things and of
ridesocial and cultural development. Article 1, paraII,~'
men.
\\
lsm.
graph 2, of the draft International Covenants onHwn~
mic,
Rights, already adopted by the' Third Committee oftlle
51. Such a policY of co-0pt1ration is, in our view, the
lout
General Assembly, recognizes further that:
only on(3 which can help the former colonial peoples , '
f the
to follow their course of dev«i'lopment without discord
both
"The peoples may, for their own ends, freely disand enable th~m to solve the problems, particularly
eem
pose oftbeir natural wealth and resources 'Without the economic problems, which" will arise along this
>mic
prejudice to any obligations arising out ofinteJrarduous .path. It is also the only one which can lay
>rld.
national economic co-operation, based upon the pr1.nthe foundations of a solid 'and lasting peace, in the
prcciple pf mutual benefit and inte:rnational law. In no
regions con~ernedand iD. the whole ,world. If,by
lung,
case 1,113.y a people be deprived of its own nieans of some misohance, such co-Qperation is not achieved in
unce
subsistence." Y .
time" and,if the deoo.te °doos not proceed on a ~Sis' of
equality and mu~lconfiden:ce,itis to be feared;f;J1at
lrms
47. (3) The United Nations is to be congratulated on
the whirlWind)) of events will engulf all men.of goodWill
lckly
its contribution to the movement tpemancipate the
a~d 'open th~r door to tyranny, which alone in suCh
peoples of Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories
cl1"cwnstanc~F would be capableofpu~ganen.d to
and on its support for the principle of self-determinarhich
the
chaos thu.s
unleashed. ,
tion. The International Trusteeship System, and a
/1
land
dynamic interpretation of the spirit;of Chapter XI of
52. All ~ib~les, therefore, and allfieeand indelong
the
Charter,
have
proved
effective
meanS
of
helping
pendent
States, particularly the AdminisWring Powers,
,ce it
progressive
emancipation
and
these
peoples
to
achieve
must recognize this complex ,situation, wb!chisas
o the
preparing th~mgradually for independence. It is, howfraught with danger as it ·is fu1lofopportunities for
I:hing
ever J regrettable to note that in 'this field the resistance
co-operation. To this end they mUSt estabv'sh and
tUalof certain Administering Powers to the constructive develop theft" relations Withtheformer col<>nialPaoples
,f the
efforts of the United N('l.;tions and their systematic
on the :fuD.darhental,sacred prjnciple that all peoples
.t the
policy
of
meeting
the
liberal
spirit
of
the
Charter
with
without
exception have an inalienable right to complete "
their
a
narrow
'and
outmoded
interpretation
of
the
letter'
of
independence, to ,the exercise of sovereignty and to
>rm.s
the Charter have had this effect of reducing consider- ~e integrity of their national territory, and on this
(hich
ably, and, eVfdn paralysiIlg, the possibilities of action ~\sis are determined t:> take their destinies into their
Iverby
the international community"
'
oWh=han~., in complete fr~edom.,withoutanypressm:e
tions
from
ou~i~. They t'J.ust realize once and for all
48.(4) World development, particularly during the
past fifteen years, shows unquestionably thatin present that the geire~almovementofpeoples tawarpg,complete ,',
have
emancipatiori>.~ an irre\7arsible and irresiStible phe..
circUt"nstances the conditions necessary for lasting
In of
international co-operationbised on respectforfunda!"',; nomenon and ~'a.tanyattempt, either direct or llidirect,
ltical
menml human rights not only run parallel to, but ,~re to resist it is ifot only immoral and cont1FJ.ry to interlabIe
identical with, the essential conditions for preserving n,ational law,but is doomed inad~~,6 to c,ortain
ment
failure. They must have confidence re all peoples
the legitimate economic and political interests of the
es to
great Powers. The incomprehensible insistence of and abstain from any interventiop of a pglitical,eco;tudy
some Powers on maintaining certain colonial prac- nomic or other kind in their internal 'affairs. ?;he
bate.
tices which in the past proved successful methods of ' free ~oples and the Powers which were and still are
'iefly
achieving colonial ends, cannot today.but ruin the last responsible for admini~teringthe colonial ter;dtories
lofa
chances of Co-Opel"ation between the developing peoples must do all that is ,in their power to workd!!or the
:tical
success of this historical movemept, on wh1c,h' the
and the more privileged Powers.
;ame
future and the happiness ofall mankinQ ~S'!y depend.
49. More particularly, itls ofthe greatest importance
feel
that countries inspired' by the ideals of liberty and '53. (5) The present situation thus imp<>se~'}a\v retates
democracy shpuld yield to the evidence ofa new order sponsibilities on the fo:rm.ercolonial Powers. These
of things and should not p:rtecipitate, whether through new responsibilities must, first of all, le~dthemip. do
indifference or lack of vision, situations which can e\7erything they can to bridgeth~gapwhichnowsepa,r~ves
I.'mer
only benefit the enemies of all peoples. The logical ates them from ,the colonial peoples and, to that end~
tS,as
development of the colonial peoples is proceeding at to seek the required SOl,utions in sincere co-op~;ration ,,,~
j
is a
such a furious pace that it is now no longer permis- with the peoples concerned.
med,
sible to keep to a narrow conception of immediate 54. These responsibilities must also lead them
hole,
self-interest. Today more than ever, sincere andfrank establish, 'bistead of keep:fng up the united frO~t' of
rioUS
talks'between colonial POWers and colonial peoples is traditional polonialismtanew united front of ,free
fuens
",necessary, and on these ~1ks depend the future of the peoples agw'~st all those in the world who woUld, like
jut is
to maintain and e~~hlish positions, ofst1'engtli ~nd
lCace
unwarrantedsuprema~y. The yoke of tyranny is ~till
YOfficial Records of the General Assembly, Tenth Session, Annexes,
agenda iteM 28 (part I), document A/3077. para. 77.
too iJ;-esh in the minds of the ,newly Uberat('{iWQlJles
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for them "to -Want to seek new masters or to let them.always' posed serious problelIlS when the nece'JsRty,
.selves bed~~eivedbyanyoneo Hence their mostnatural
suitably trained personnel are lacking.
allies are ~:b.ose who truly and sfucerely Beek to m a k e '
freedom a ''UlUversal ideal. The colonial peoples will
59. Today, the difficulties which always springfrolll
certainly fight as they have fought in the past against an inadequate level of developmentand from the short...
any fortnof domination. subjQ2'ation or explo~tation in
age of trained perso11llel in the colonial territories_
.
~
.... ,
~
for which the colonial Powers must assume full
defence 9~their natio~l digni~ and their dearly-won
responsibiUty-do not frighten the colonial peoples
freedom•. It is thereforE) of the highest importance
unduly, beoause over. and above the definite advantages
that all .. Powers with the same ideals of freedom,
whichindepe:n,denoeholds out to them, they are .confihuman dignity and social justice should unde:r;~nd dent. tba.t the peoples of the world will support them
this fact and, above all, that they should not, tlt,'ough
and that organizations like the United Nations will
lack of vision or patience, or as a. result of hasty dehelp them to remedy.their deficiencies.
fensive reactions dictated by emotiQ'l:, or fear, spoil
their chances of setting up a united t~\pnt of freedom
60. Moreover, even if their economic, social and
ana democracy with the forme~, colonial peoples.
political M'ckwardness necessarily imposes a state of
55. It would be a great misfortune if \the 13/b.ort..,
relative dependence on some of the under-developed
countries, there is no reason to think that;;such de'·@ighted desire to retaincertainpolitical,econamicand pendence should.be imposed upon them by ,the former
other immediate advantages, and continued resort to Adniinistering Power. The international community
certainm.odes of aQ1;1on incompatible with the freedom
and the United Nations, am0D:g others, can easily give
and the basic inwrest of these peoples were to agthem. the necessaryaid.anda.ssistance without imposing
gravate misunderstandings, widen the existing gap
upon them obligations incompatible with their indeand in. addition, by omission or commission, force
pendence.
them. to se~k allies elsewhere than in the camp of
those individuals and peoples who are inspired by the
61•. These peoples k:p.ow that they are no longer alone
same ideals.
in an indifferent world. Moreover, they now. possess
confidenoe in themselves, and where they have been
56. (6) The colonial Powers must recognize that one of given the opportunity they have quickly shown that
the ft;rst and most important attributes of a people t s
.
.
independence is the exercise of sovereignty, which is
that confidence was amply justified. More particularly,
the sole prerogative of those living within the national the mere a~sumptionbya people liberated from slavery
territory. Sovereignty appertains to them both de factn
of· resporis;.biUty for their own destiny gives them the
and de iure and no one m.a.:F~xercise 1~ on their behalf necessary strength to overcome all obstacles, includ'Without their freely""!given consent.. Hence, the P9wers
ing those deriving from. their colonial heritage and from
which have exercised sovereignty on behalf' of. the an ,inadequate level of political, economic or other
peoples oftb.€r territories-under their admjnj stntion training.
.
in accordance wi,ththe United Naf,lons Charter; m.ust62~.. (9)' In colomal ~rritories whe;ra the peace has
now' take immediate measures to transfer that sovebeendistur'bed either be,cause of arrned conflict or as
,·reignty to the duly qualified representatjves of th9se
a c.onsequenc'e of repressive measures taken against
p:,eoples.
the' people, the Powers responsible for the sittW.t1on
57. (7) In order to bring about the unconditionalindeu
must take immedlllte measures for the re-establish.
pendanceof the:Non...Self~overning and Trust Terriment of the peaceful conditions needed if the people
tories ,and of any other colonial territory which has
are to exercise their saored apd inalienable right to
not yet attained independence, the AQIninistering
complete independence and to the integrity of their
Powers must take urgent and immediate steps to
national territory. At.the same time itis also essential
transfer an powers' to the peoples of these territories
tba.t any armed. or repressive action of any kind whatwithout.,any oonditions or res6rvations in acoordance
ever should be prohibited and proscribed fOl';the future.
wlththeir freely expressed will and aspirations , with63. In this connexionJ 'let us rememberthatpeaceand
out any distinotion as to race, creed. or colour in
fre~dom are indivisible; any nation which. oppresses
-order' to enable them to enjoy complete independence
atlother violates not only the sovereign rights of the
an;p the freedom to build their national States.
latter but also the freedom, conscience and dignity of
mankind
as a whole. By so doing, it likewise does
58. (8) The inadequate level of political, economic,
violence
to
'World peace and.security and it mu.st bear
social and educational advancement has in the past
the full responsibility. The . international community
always been used by the Administering Powers as a
and
the United Nations, then, have the right and the
r'eason for delaying the independence of the colonial
duty
to make every effort to help the peoples thus
countr~es. A more objective scrutiny of the problem
subjected
to oppression and· violence to regain their
reveals the ,danger inherent in this pretextandthe bad
sacred right to self-de~rmination.
faith which has often been behind the use of this' argument. In fact, the argument runs in a vicious circle .64. (10) There can be no doubt that the transfer of
powers will inevitably be subject to the con~tions
which the colonial interests collectively have sought
to perpetuate. Thus, on the one band, they havege- "peculiar to each territo~·y. However, it seems to US
,layed giving the peoples the necessary training for
that, in. order to achiev(l thegeRuine and complete
various aspects of their national Ufe, while on the
independence of these ter~Jitories in a mannercorres'" .
ponding closely to the r~quirem.ents ()f a democratio
other hand they have argued that, since independence
system of national powElr, the good of the peoples rerequires a. oertain mhdmum degree of training, it
quires
that their atta~nent of independence shoUld,
cannot be granted to them without this. In. these cirwherever national conditions make it possible and
cumstances, it is hardly surprisingthat,nothlng subfeaSible, be preceded by a consultation of the people
stantial bas been done ill most of the colonies to
and by general elections held by universal suffrage
prepare the neoessary trained personnel and, corresand the secret ballot, preferablyunder the supervision
pondingly, that the attainment of independence has
- - - "_ _IW<"'""~~'
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71. Member States, and especially theiorlner Ad...
would ,make it possible for the sta~s thus,attaining ministerhi&: Powers, tnU$t, m()reove:t', refrain fr()m any
their itldependence, to build upon Golid and democratic
~~empt aimed at the partial or total disruption. of the
foundations and act' as a strong safeguard against ,the
national unity and the territorial integrity ofa country.
return of colonialism in new guises.
Thus, ,it ,would be desirable if, in the ~ecJp.rati.on on
the
terminationo:fcoloniaUsm, all Membe.r States
fm. (fi) It is therefore '~ the interests of the dewould
solemnly, reaffirm the undertakingtheyassume,d
pendent peoples that the date of their independence
under,
the United Nations Charter never in any way
and the methods of achieving it should be established
whatever
to violate the national sovereigntyand terrias a result of negotiations between the Administermg
Authorities and the duly qualified representatives o:f torial integrity of another State.
these peoples, meeting 01). a footing of equality.
72. (16) The peoples of the world should, finally, be
on guard to p;revept ,colonialism from trading on the
66~ The Administering Powers should refrain from'
internal weaknesses and' difficulties of the smallindeattaching to independence any conditi9ns or reservapendent States and'(returningto the scene or infiltrating
tions whiQh Would restrict the exercise ofthe people's
into the country ID n,ew guises. Any intervention bya
sovereignty. Unequal and restrictive treaties' on ecomore POWerful State in the 'domestic affairs ofanother
nomic, political financial or mili1ary rilatters, signed
and any economic, political or ideological pressure
prior to independ.enceand limiting in any way 'the
being applied from outside' with the' mt~ntion of disexercise of national sovereignty,conStitute a source of
rupting ,the normal functioning of the doi~estic inStifuture misunderstandings and friction incompatible
tutions of a country thus constitute thehaeic elements
with the preservation of an atmosphere ofmutual con- 'of a nee-colonialism which is incol~pati.llle, with
fidence and the maintenance of peaceful and friendly
national independence, and ,sovereigntyanc.! ~\vith ,the
relations
purposes and principles of the l;DitedNa.tlons Charter.
67. (12) Since freedom. for the peoples on the threshold
73. Such are the few principles which my delegation
of independence is essentially a process of gradual
deemed, it appropriate to recall as we embark on our
and progressive 'liberation from their former bondage,
debate on the general problem of the attainment of
and in particular from the tyranny of want and fear,
independence by the colonial countries andthefr'
no extrinsic factor should be allowed to hinder this
peoples~ They are principles which webave always
process through which in the first instance, the peoples
been 'proud to champion and support'during the Whole
concerned themselves ml.'lSt pass. However, the indico,,1l'se of our· participation in the work of the United
visibility of freedom and peace and the cause of human
Na,tions. My 'country, though it bas never suffered
solidarity m2ke it imperative that the international
from colonialiSm as such, 1$ nevertheless proud that
community should spare no effort to help them accelit has at all times, without exception, pleaded the
erate this process of liberation if the peoples ooncause of itS less ,fortunate sister countries of Asia
cerned so' rBquest.
and Africa' and contributed its moral suppor,to the
caUSe of ;all the colonial peoples fighting for ~eb:
68. (13) Since'a neWly independent state mlWt bnmeright to independence. Only !a short time ago,lUs
diatelymeet grave problems of all kinds, first and
Majesty the Shahinshahmade hillnself the mouthpiece.
foremoat the prohlems reSultin~ from its colonial
of the u.n.a.n:imous sentilfients of aU the h"1Urlan people
~e1'itage, it is particulady necessary that the United
when, at the inaugural meeting of the ,Senate, conNattons should give it all the, econom!tf, teclmical,
gratulating the African oountrias:wbich had achieved
social, cultural and otherassietance it needs to pass
independenoe, he said:
~ough' the initial stages of ita independence. It is
"to the interest of the newly independent peoples that
"We are happy that a considerable nlpllber of
the great Pow'era, which are anxious to bring them
colonial cmmtries ,ihave attained freedom and indeaid and assistance, should likewise ,do so, as far as
pendence ahd'are 4lready taking part in the work of
possible, through the United Nations and its speQ1allzed
the United :Nations' and that others Will in the future
agencies so that no Power whatever should lay upon
follow intheir~ footsteps.' From. the bottom of our
these peoples any obligation which might limit their
hearts we congratulate t1lem ontheiracblevelllent)
freedom of actiOn and. thl.'lS impede their tal9ng their
of freedom and wish them. all PQssible prosperity
own independent road towards their own destiny.
and happiness iD. their path, to true progress in
accordance with the principles of democracyandthe
69,! (14) In. order' to enable the newly emancipated
spirit of the United Nations Charter."
peoples to devote all their human and economic reSources to their national p1B.ns,'ofrec~tructionand
74. My deleg11tion is, most proud to have taken an
development, all Member States, and in particular the
active
part in the preparation of the draft declaration
great Powers, should act in .such a way that these
which
now
stands before you [A/L.323 and Add.I] in
peoples will never find it necessary• for rea$onB of
the naIPe of a 1arge~jority ofAfrican...Asian Power~t
natlonal defence, to allocate to .military expenditure
and de~ms it an l!onour to be one of the co-sponsors
funds eSSential to their national development. More
of the document. This draft de()laratlon, which solemnparticularly, the great Powers are in duty bound to
ly proclaims the necessity of bringing to a speedy,'
l'efrainfrom any action which directly orindirectlyis
and
unconditional end to colonialism in all Its forms
likely to increase the military burden borne by the
and manifestations, also contains most ~~the principleS
newly independent countries.
which we feel shoUld be adopted by the Assembly as
7.0. '(is) It is of course understood thatanyRct of
a whole.
aggression against an :Independent State constitutes a
75. Those ,who have played apart in preparing this
crime against humanity. This crime takes on an even
graver complexion when it is directed against acoundraft are best able to bear witness to the constructive
try Which has just attained its independence, and is
spirit. shown "by its an,.thors. There is no doubt, f01"
tl'averf!ling the difficult initial stages of development•
example, that many of the co-sponsors of this draft
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decla.rati,on who ba-veosuff~redgreatlYfromtheravages
the map showed vast territories in Africa, Asia and
of coloni,alism would ha.ve preferred a more expressive
other parts. of the world in the few .coloors d~picting
text, inoluding olauses condemning colonialism in' its
the colonial systems of .several colonial powers, a
most,.cu1pabl~aspects. However, in order to rally all
glance at this map today shows the subs.tanialchanges
c1ttrents' of opinion in the Assembly in fa-vour of a
which have occurred in the world. From. the terri__
'text acceptable to all the Members of the United tories of preVious colonies there have emerged tens
Nations, they ha~e, ina spirit of conciliation,accepted
of sovereign States which won their freedom and
certain phrases of a much more moderate nature. We
independence in a long and hard struggle. Thecolonial__
hope thatJ the salrie spirit of constructive c~operation ists have been putting various obstacles in the way of
will inspire all the Members 'of this Asse~nti~,y~·and the struggle of the colonial nations for their national
we also hope that they will unanimously sUPPri'1(::a. text
liberation. Sometimes they use such unscrupUlous .'
of such great historical importance which at this
means as napalm. bombs and grenades, sometimes the
solemn moment is the instrUlllentfor the expression
tactics of pitting Qne colonialnation against the other."
9f the universal conscience of man in regard to the
Of late, we often hear the contention that this or that
problem of colonialism in our time.
nation is not developed, mature enough to shoulder the
76. My delega.·. tionhas.the honour warmly to commend
responsibilities of its freedom and independence and
to organiz.e a State of its own. There is no need for the
the draft declaration in document A./ L.323 and Add.lcolonialists to be unduly concerned and to cover their
to the a~ntion of the ~~embers of the Assembly and
unwilfingilessto put an' end to the shameful colonial
more particularly to a1;>peal· to the Administering
te b h . "
"
h th th
1
• I
Powers to accord it thei£~eservedsuppor~,
sys m y s owmg concern over w e ~r e·co.a.oma
"'
. -,.'
/ nations will be capable of rq'9-ning their countries.
77. In conclusion, my =ae1egation' would like tothankf The example ofmany new independent countries proves
the Soviet Union delegation for taking the initiative U7 that after their peoples have freed themselves from.
placing this problem on tl(, agenda of the Gener4I
colonial slavery, they know well how to rule their

te..e.n.th.... aes8.1.. 0/n'··.. Ho..wev.er... , fO.l' re.as~.././ns. countries and to build their economies.
having to do firstly with ,the positive ideas conta ,ed
81. Another argument we hear from some colonialist
in our draft resolution, s~condly with the need ~or
countries is the contention that their Qolonial terri-securing the largest possible majority for the p Plciples which. should govern Q1lr attitude of an~~
tories are not in fact colonies, but, as they say, over-colonialism,. and lastly with tile need to Hm..itany action.
,",,, seas provinces; that is,. part of their homeland. There
in W·s conten'tion as if we.
which Pte Assembly. ~y take on this point. t~;;-.those '" is as little logic. o.l' 4--..,
WoU
aspects of the question futvingan essential and ~Elu_said that some metropolitan countries were not part
sive connexionwith the problem of colonialism; my
~t Europe, but of the Mricancontinent or the Indiall
, d~legation will be unable to supportthe Sovietdeclarasul)i..:~gp.tinent.
'Hon. Indeed, it earnestly hopes that the Soviet dele...
82. Th~\decline of colonialism, engendered by the
gation will appreciate the reasons which have impelled
nationa.I !lIberation movement of the COlOnial. peoples,
the majority of .the African~Asian powers to submit
ls inevitable and cannot be stopped by any kind of
thei:=: own draft resolution, and will graciously with- " forc&1intrigue or juridical formula. It is a historical
draw its draft,maIdngit possible for this Assembly
process which, is bound to be crowned by the Victories
to adopt the Afri<ian-Asian draft resolution [A/L.323 of the idea of liberty and independence.
Rud AeJ,d.l] unan1nlt>usly. Such unanimity-it cannot be
83. However; the matter now is whether the complete
saJd
6fte~Will give the presen,t draft the historic
decline
of colonialism will be brought about by sanplace .which rightfully belongs to' it in the annals of
guineous struggles in which further hundreds of thou-anU"cQlonialism.
..
sands ofpeoples will perIshor whether ways and means
78. Mr•. NOSEK (Czechoslovakia): The General Aswill be found to accelerate and make easier the insembly has COme:' to the consideration of one of the
evitable downfall of colonialism. i(
mos~ important itelp.s on its agenda, tbatis, thGdecIa\....
.
.....
84. The United Nations, too, muSt help to find Bu:cn'
ration: on the granting of independence to colonial
ways and means. It must try its best to se~ that,
countries and peoples. It is a question of great interthroughout the world, not a single nation remains
national bearing, whose immediate solution is of vital
interest to the oppressed and exploited peoples of the
subjuga1ed by other nations, thattJiepeoples otcolonial
colonial and dependent countries and, together with
and Trust Territories be give~ full independence.
them, to the freedom-loving people all over the world.
85. Long ago, tbepeople of the, wm:ici\pronouuged .
tHeir verdict on' colonialiSM, and this irrev<>oable ver~
79. Today, colonialism. ~ti11 keeps in bon~ge',mercilessly exploits~ a~d' oppre~sestens of millions of
dict should now receive the full bac1dngofthe\~~uthority
people in Mrica, Asia, Latin America and the Pacific.
of the Unitel1 Nations. In any case, it is a de')t which
the, United Nations has, for fifteen years, ow~d~o the
Manldnd would be .burdened by .immense' shame if,
at a. time when it iearned to split the atom, when it
purposes alld principles' embodied illiti c~rter•.
can harness natural forces, and it prepares tomaster
Keeping a ~ingle nation or even a tribe in the ydke.of
outer space, it should fail to break the chains of
colonialism'>is a mockery of the lofty ideals of the
United Nations.'
.,
impUdent colonialism and to compel the colonialist to
grant wjthout delay liberty and. independence to the
86. A passiIlg compa:cls~ between the development of
millions of people. leading a miserable existence in
metropolitan countries and the deve!~pment of their
the colonial countries.
colonies suffices to make it clear for everybody what
80. The proc,~~s of compJete elimination of coloniala .m
.... 0.riS.~tr. 0.sity is c.once.aledin. ~r.e ve.ry SUbs.tance of
colonhtlisl~. In the metropoli~.n countries we see
iSDfJ lsa .historic necessity of our time. The national
liberation movement
of
the
colonial
and,
dependent
examplGifi
·'-'0t ,~ealth .~d·. we1fare"which are the result
/(',.
.. . .
of a .long, unse~pulousrobbing of millions of.peoples
countries makeS every year acbange in the political
in the colOnies and the plunder of the natural wealth
map of the world. If, prior to the Second World War,
A
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0.£ fo:reignoountries" The . J~Ultof the oolonialist thecol~nial nations in SUbjugation by the Ilwst brutat
adtninistration of the opp~~$sedoount1"ies is tbat the . methods" We cannot pass Qver" the oppression of the
peoples the:re liveinponditlons of utmost poverty, . oolonial nations and the uttSQrtlPulous squandering of
illiteracy, disease;· they are doomed to the shortest
their national wealth. We ca1'lJl.otclose our eyes wh~n
life span in,the world,and more than half of the popuwe a:re confronted With colonial wars and the shedding
hltion dies Cluringinfancy...
!~\::::~/
of blood in Algeria, Kenya,.Rhodesia, 'ODlan, in the
87. Tbenation~L(,which areStI'ugg!ing against the
Portuguese colonies and e]sewhere, when confronted
colonialists fOl\~~eir, independence' take over their
with the fact that the colonial'P.owers use every means
,countries in a sJate which gives an astonishing testiof naked force to prevent the people of co~ia.l counmony of the care and the civilizing mission of their. triesC,to assert their inalienable 'right toseIf-dete:rformer colonial overlords. ,Such.,instancesastherenot
mination. The United Nations must· exert all efforts
being-a single factory, an entei~prise of the country
fuf:ft::::.e;;:s~p::i:~~~~~:{::.=:~~"
whioh could meet the requirements of the population,
time. Consequently, theGene:r:aIAsSemblYShOuld~~~t
are not exceptional" The case Of the Congo, which won
thee -declaration on the imm~edl·a te elimination of colo-.
its. independence ina situation when there was no
~
,
Congolese dootor 9r lawyer,engineer or' officer in the
~n~l~:~r~~o~:::mg'0(li)independencet.oallco.lOlrlal
country, is not an isolated one" The statistics whi~l1
are available to the United NatiQIlsand t1leinformation
92" -/ Czechoslovak publidL opinion welcomed the fact
which leaks i:romthe colonial count1"ies present a
that at :the Seco:ndConfe~ceof Independent African
States 'at Addis Ababa in June 1960, the African nations
shocking picture of the results of the ,century of
colonial rule" A good deal of information on ,this has
them~,elvesexpressedtheir determinatiollto eliminate
been disclosed during the general debate atthisJ;ession
colonialism in Africaln·the resolution onthe eradica~
of the General Assembly by the most competent aution of colonial rule from Africa, whiohthey adopted.
The fact that the people of the African countries are
thOJj.ties-the representatives ofthe Africancount~.es.
\"
88" But there' oannot be other results because dllthe
ever more resolutely taking,flleir affairs in their own
hands is a matter of great ,significanoe as well as
activities of the colonialists inthe:tr colonies have
always been subordinated to a ,single purpose, that is,
an important prerequisite for the earliest possible
to ensui'e maximum. profits fc.'if metTopolitan monopotermination of the· complete and:final elimination ofthe
lists. That is why the colonial countries have served
colonial system. The determination ofthe youngAfri..
as the raw material appendage of the imperialist
can states to continue to strive for complete liberation
of Africa, a determination aboutwhichwe learnedfrom
countries, as a marketplace for metropolitan products;
cheap manpower in the colonies and the output of raw
statements made in this General Assembly bystlch
materials and their export totbe metropolitan coun-\outstanding {Urican represe~~ti;y~ as the President
tries, at almost nooost whatever, enable the colonial"Pf Ghana, Dr. Nkrumah, the FJ1:esidentofGuinea, S~kou
,ists to get huge profit~ from selling the raw materialS1'our
. ~, and ·Ofr.he...r.s"makes ~. c.zec~.~~.~ovakd.elegatiOn
and foodstuffs on world :markets" That is why the
believetbat the peoples oftlierema" IlgAfricanterricolonialists deliberately retarded the development
tories Will also take theirdestini~firmly in their
of local industries in the colonies and in so far as such
own hands•
industries were developed at all, they were merely
raw material processing industries and lightindustry.
93.. Recent developments have also shown that the perpetuation oJtthe' colonial systein creates repeated
89. The colonialists used to draw attention to all the
inter.pa.J:i.J.}'"'tiiil crises whichthrea.tento drag mankind
railways, roads, harbours and communication faciliinto the catastr9phe of a world war. The1mmedlate
ties which they built in the colonies" However, they did
elimination of colonialism and all its vestiges would
. not build them in the interests of the local population
r~lllove one of the sources of permane~t tension and
but in their own interest, in the interest of an easier
cOrifIict in tb.e world and considerably .diminish the
and intensified exploitation of the colonial people and
danger of war". Is it notwetlknown that the disintegratheir natural wealth. This situation in the colonial
tion of the colonial system has always been accomterritories can hardly be a different one; it logically
panied by provocations, military' interventions, and
much too often by colonial wars? It is sufficient to
stems from the very substance of the oppressing and
recall the oolonial wars in Jndonesia, Viet-Nam, Laos,
piratical nature of colonialism which, despitehay;Ing
been buried by the Prime Minister of the United
Cambodia, the itnperiafist aggression againSt Egypt,
Kingdom during his statement at this session of the
the a:r;,ned intervention of the colonialists in the Congo,
~eneral Assembly, is not yet dead.
and others. The United Nations must exert all its
90. President Sukarnoaptlycharacterizedthepresent
efforts to remove the common roots of thesecMses ,
state 9f colonialism when he said at the current sesin Africa, Asia· and LatlnAmerica, tbatis, the colonial
sion of th~ General Assembly:"
system.
.
"People sometimes say tbatimperialism and
;:.colonialism are dead. No, imperialism is not yet
dead. It is dying, yes..... Still-and mark my words
well-the dying imperialism is dangerous, as dangerOUS . as 'the wounded" tiger in a t1"opical jungle. It
(880th :meeting, para" 63.]
91.. The United Nations, whioh embodied the respect
for .the. principleH! equality of rights and $elf..
determmation of~tions, as well as human rights, in
its Charter, ca~t continue to stand 'idly by ~hen' the
col~lists ~~esslytrampleon these rights and keep
.,

;/
\\

94•. The United Natiansmust strive to ,~~ble the

colonial nations to embarkupontheroad-ofindependent
free de.velopment. The problem of the consolictation
of peace in, the wor~d, which is thebasio task to which
the United Nati.ons ~ust address itself is, therefore,
most oloselyconnectedwith the elimination ofcoloniaJ....
ism.

. '..
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95. The. Czechoslovak .delegation, fully subscl"ibes 'to
the Views expressed by the President of Ghana, Mr.
Nkrutnah, who stated in the general debate of this
Assembly:
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"As long as a single foot of African SQil remains
under foreign domination, the· world will know no
peace. ... The United Nations :must call upon all
nations that have Qolonies in Africa to grant com...
plete independence to the territories still under their
contro~. In my view possession of colonies is now
quite incompatible with membership in the United
Nations." [869th meeting, para. 5.]
96. No one can question the great importance of the
emergence of the independent States after the SeCond
World War for the maintenance of peace in the world.
The overwhelming majority of these new countries
energE;)tically pursue a policy of positive neutrality
and peace and· refuse to take part in the aggressive
groupings of the imperialists. Therefore, nobody can
,·-doubt that the immediate liberatioij. of the remaining
'~colonial peoples would be a grea't contribution to the
.future destinies and the developnlent ofhuman society.
If the colonial Powers are sincerely in favour of the
consolidation of peace, as they repeatedly proclaim,
and if they tal~e sincerely their commitments towards
the United Nations, they should adopt the proposals
contained in the declaration submitted by the Soviet
Union [A!4502 and Corr.l], that is, they should first
of all immediately grant complete independence and
freedom to all colonial, trust and other non-selfgoverning cowl'tries and territories, .remove all
strongholds of colonialism maintained in the form of
various domains and leased areas on alien territories,
and all countries should strictly respect the sover...
;~ignty and territOJ.~. ial inviolability of countries which
~v:~ recently gained or which will gain, after the
adol:ition of tl1~--cle(,}laration, their independence.
97. By the adoption of the declaration, the colonial
nations would have realistic prospects of achieving
freedom by peaceful means, and peace in the world
would thus be considerably strengthened. In our view,
however, it is not sufficient :merely to eliminate
colonialism in its old form. The peoples of the countries which have liberated themselves or which will
liberate themselves from colonial slavery must be
e*emely vigilant and stand on their guard against
val1bus forms ofneo-colonialismwhich thedmperialist
Powers try tg; :L.l1pose upon them. I have in mind par~cularly th~.dtte~pts to drag the African-Asian countries into me aggt~ssive alliances of the imperialists,
forcing these countr;ies to niake available their territories for the militi~ry bases of the imperialists and
to accept various Idnds of unequal economic agreements and assistance.
98. In this connexion, we cannot pass over the everincreasing activities ofthe ruling circ1( j of the Federal
Republic of Germany, which, by means of economic
penetration into the countries of Asia and Africa,
ar?covertly seeking to regain the lost positions of
imperial Germany, which was one of the most brutal
of the colonial countries.
99. The immediate elimination of colonialism would
also be of tremendous importance for the develQpment
of international economic co-operation and th\e ecenomict1<i3velopment of the presfmt colonf(es. The~olo
nialists l~thlessly plundered the wealtbtl£the colonial
countries;· '~pposed their industrialization, and crippled their economies as a whole by forcing them to
maintain a one-crop agricultural production. The
liberation of the colonial countries from colonial
bondage creates favourable p\terequisites for a normal
development of their economtes, increases the volume

(

of world trade,atic.i le; beneficial to all countries. The
itnmediate elimination of colonialism likewise would be
or~emendous importance for the raisingofthe stand..
ards of living and the cult~e of the peoples of the
colonial countries, and for the liquidation of illiteracy
and the diseases scourging the popUlation.
l@D. That the immediate elimination of the shameful
system of 90lonial slavery would be to the common
benefit of all nations is clearly apparent from the
rich experience gained in the period following the
Second World War, when approximately thirty coun...
tries with a population of 1,500 millIon people liberated
themselves from the colonial yoke. Bearing this experience in mind, the Czechoslovak delegation deems
it right for the United Nations to appeal to all the
peoples of the world not to remain indifferent to the
suffering of the colonial nations. The United Nations
muSt emphatically call upon the Powers which possess
colonial dominions to initiate without delay, and on an
equal footing, negotiations with the representatives of
the colonial countries on the establishment of freedom
and independence jn all colonial, trust and non-self..
governing territ()I'ies and countries. If the colonial
rowers attempt to delay the liberation of the colonies
and deny to their peoples their inalienable rights to
freedom and independence, then the peace-loving
nations will have to render every material assistance
to the people of the colonial countries in their struggle
against the oppressors.
101. The warm sympathies of the Czechoslovakpeople
for the national and liberation movements have deep
roots~ They stem from. the bitter experience of the
hard times of the Hitlerite occupation, when foreign
intruders unscrupulously oppressed our peoples and
plUJ."'1.dered our countryo We proceed, therefore, from.
the principle that ev~ry nation has an absolute right
to self-determination and to an independent existence.
The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic maintains very
close and all-round relations, established on the principle of equality and mutual advantage, with the States
of Asia and Africa which have liberated themselves
from colonial rule. Particularly in the field of economic co-operation, Czechoslovakia ccrnti,\ibuteswithin its power and possibilities to ena~mng these new
countries to overcome their present :econo~c backwardness and thus strengthen their political and
economic independence. Basing itself on the unshakable
principles of the Czechoslovakforeign po~j.cy, the delegation of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic fully
supports the proposal on the immediate elimination
of colonial r~gimes and the granting of full independence and liberty to the colonial nations. The
President of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Mr.
Novotny, expressed the will of all the Czechoslovak
people when he stated in the general debate of this
session of the General Ass~mbl~:
"We are convinced tliit tl: i~' necessary to abolish
forever the whole system of c(}~onialism. and give
all nations every opportunity to ~1.in freedom. This
is why we unreservedly endorse, agenda item 87:
Declaration on the granting of· independence to
colonial countries and peoples, submitted by the
delegation of the Soviet Union at the present session
of the General Assembly." [871stmeeting,para.56.]

102. The delegation of the Czechoslovak Socialist·
Republic fully supports the proposal ofthe declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples submitted by the delegation of the Union
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of Soviet Socialist Republics [A/4502 and Corr.1].
The adoption of this declaration by the General As..
sembly would be a significant contribution by the
United Nations for the improvement of international
relations, in the consolidation of pea.ce in, the world
and the' development of friendly international co;, operation.
103. This afternoon a twenty-eight-Power dra:ftreso-

lution has been submitted [A/L.323 and Add.1] and
introduced by the representative of Cambodia. ];
reserve my right to comment on it at a later stage
of our deliberations.
104. Before concluding, I consider it nE,cessary to
reply to the statement made this nlOrning [925th
meeting] by the :t!epre!sentative of the United Kingdom,
who tried to take advantage of the debate on the im...
mediate liquidation of colonialism and attacked slanderously tile socialist States. These attacks are aimed
at diverting the attention of the Assembly; as well as
public opinion, from the solution ofthe urgentproblem
8f the immediate liquidation of colonialism and the
liberation of nations living so far under the colonial
yoke. The representative of the United Kingdom endeavoured to divert the Assembly't:s attention from the
c,:uestion we have under consideration and to substitute
the serious, business-like debate on the liquidation of
colonialism by offensive attacks against the socialist
Smtes in the spirit of the cold war.
105. We are not surprised by these attacks. Some
representatives-and the representative of the United
Kingdom did it this morning-are following this course
because of their hatred of the .mclalist countries,
whose peoples have in the past "freely and irrevocably
decided their course, namely 'i;ha.t ofbuilding socialism
in their cOUl\tries. There is no power in the world
which could stop the advance of the socialist countries,
and the iL.lperialistsshould realize that.
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unequivocal .declaration to the effecttbat they ar~
willing to grant immediate freedom and bldependence
to the oppressed peoples in colom.es,in ha:rmony with
the noble principles and objectives of the Charter of
the United Nations, in place of offensive attacks against
the socialist countries in.the spirit of the cold war.
Mr. Nesbitt (Canada),
Chair.
.

Vice-Pre~ident,

took !the

108. Mr. PERERA '(Ceylon): The delegationofCeylon
is privileged to co-sponsor the draft reso~ution which
has been 'presented as document A/L.323 and Add.l.
While sponsoring the draft resolution, the delegation
of Ceylon also venture,s to submit that the item which.
has resulted in ,the p:fiEisent discussionmarks a turning
point in the devel0f,m.ent of international society and
the comm~IDity of na.tions.
109. lndeed, t would not be able toilnprove QJlthe
words used py Mr. Khrushchev, Chairman of the
Council of Ministers of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, contained in document A/4502, on 23 September 1960. I would like to quote a few sentenc~s
from that document, wherein the Chairman of tli~
Council of Ministers of the Soviet Union said:
.
"Ours is an era of swift renewrl.l of society; an
era in which more progreSSive and equitable ways
of life are being affirmed; an era in which man is
soaring upwards to unprecedented mastery over
forces of nature. The time has come for the complete and final libe3~tion of peoples languishing in
{}olonial bondage." [AI4502~1
110. Indeed, we cannot remind ourselves too often of
the maxim: "People that oppress otherp~oplescannot
be free" • Chairman Khrushchev in the very same
document, as well as President S~kou Tour~ of Guinea
when addressing this Assembly at the fourteenthsession {837th meeting], cited this maxim•. 11; is, therefore, in this context that the delegation of Ceylon
makes this intervention.

106. The hundreds of millions of dollars officially
alloted every year to financ:ing the subversive activi..
Ill. The emancipation of subject peoples has alwaYf?
ties against the socialist countries, the dispatching of
been
dear to the hearts of the people of Ceylon. If
agents and saboteurs, the organization of inflammatory
I
may
be pardoned for so stating, Ceylon played a
campaigns, the attempts at interference, and other
not
inconsiderable
role at some of the great interprovocations, have proved to be of little help. It is
national
conferences
at which the sqbject of the ending
well known that real freedom, independence md the
of colonialism was discussed. And may I say that the
sovereignty of States cannot be evaluated either by the
Government of Ceylon would prefer to use the term.'
sonority of phrases and statements made mthe United
Nations or by the rudeness and impertinence ofat- . "the ending of colonialism" ~,*n .. "the .granting. of
independe~cen.. I refer, in ,par~\cular, to .ths :ASian
tacks against the socialist States, but, for example,
peoples COnferen,ce held in NewL~lhiin 1947 and the
by such criteria as the assurance of equal rights for
.
Bandung Conference of 1955. si'ii~~ Bandung, we in
all, irrespective of colour, sex or denomination, or
Ceylon
have not only accepted the de\clarations of the
by economic, cultural and social development, and
African States at the corilferencesi-,held in
independent·
growth in the living standards of the population.
Accra, Conakry and Addis Ababa, but we bave been
inspired and guided by these principles in th~\ execu107. The principal task of our discussion on this
tion ((of our policies" In fact, the end of cOlo\iiaUsm
question is to adopt an unequivocaJ declaration on the
was&'-, cardinal tenet in the policy of the :t'!eople'~
immediate liquidation of colonialism, to renounce
Government, which came into power in April 1956,
colonialism. as a disgrace and dishonour to mankind
under
Prime Minister :Bandaranaike. The present Gov'in the twentieth century. Our debate should be conernment;11eaded
by Mrs. Bandaranaike, has intensified,
ducive to the adoption of an urgent appeal to colonialist
this
policy;
and
I
am not overstating my case when I
Powers that they grant, without delay, fundamen.i:al
say that our people regard the ending of colonialism
rights to peoples living so far under the servile and
as
the firstprinc;i.ple of their faith and also the last
undignifieC: conditions of, the colonial rule. Neither
ari;icle
of their creed.
the .imperialist colonial Powers, which under various
pretexts rule and exploit the people in colonies, nor
112. I do not intend to examine the arcana imperii of
the countries which support the former ,can avoid the
tbecolonialist powers, either of the pastor of the
solution of this urgent question by slanderous attacks
present, but I am constrained to sa.y that the "raison
against the sociaUst countries. The democratic public
d'etre If of the draft resolution now before this AsOPinion of the world expects from them, by right, an
sembly derives from the existenc:eof colonialism. in
'\1'1

r,·
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its various manifestations. It is therefore imperative
that we take immediate measureS to bring colonialism
to an end. Let me remind representatives who were
once subject people that we cannot be too grateful
not only to the Chairman of the Council of Ministers
of the Soviet Union, Mr. Khrushchev, for his untiring
and determined efforts to place this item on the agenda
of the fifteenth session, bu,t also for the ceaseless
activity of the Soviet Union since the Bolshevik revolution of 1917, to this end.

Trusteeship System has also outlived itself. Being
a vestigial remnant of the Mandates System of the
League of Nations, the present Trusteeship System
in accordance with the United Nations Charter should
have promoted the development of the Trust Territories towards self-government and independence.
Fifteen years have elapsed, however, since the
Charter was adopted, but only four out of eleven
Trust Terltories have attained independence.

113. We do not accept the thesis that independence is
granted. to subject nations. I recall Mr. Krishna
Menon's words in addressing this Assembly during the
course of the general debate on more than one occasion, when he said that the more correct terminology
would be lithe ending of foreign rule or foreign domination 11. Of course, in some instances the term "transfer of power" is used. Be that as it may, we believe
that the independence of subject peoples or peoples
subject to domination, political and economic, has been
won either by political struggle or by political struggle
combined with internationfl,l pressures that may be
exerted by international bodies like the United Nations,
or perhaps by the determined efforts and the stand
taken by anti-colonialist Powers in helping those who
were once dependent to gain their independence. We
have long learned to despise the ignorance or, as some
would say, the hypocrisy of those who speak of giving
freedom, and here again I am reminded of the words
of the poet who said:

"The Trusteeship System has not justified itself
anywhere and should be buried together With the
entire colonial system, which is an anachronism."
[A/4502.]

A gift of that which never can be given
By all the blended powers of earth and heaven.

114. We have before us certain documents, and I, on
behalf of the delegation of Ceylon, would like to attempt
a dispassionate analysis both of those documents and
of the draft resolution which has now been submitted
by twenty-eight Asian and African Powers.
115. I must say that I was rather disturbed by the
intervention of the Minister of State of the United
Kingdom, Mr. Ormsby-Gore, this morning [925th
meeting], when he read into document A/4502 an
attempt to fan the cold war. r have sought in vain to
find any semblance of this attempt to fan the cold war
in this document. On the contrary, it is this document
on which we have based our discussions , and that is why
the delegation of Ceylon would like to place it before
the representatives and perhaps draw the attention of
representatives to certain passages, because we are
here discussing the ending of colonialism and not
either the continuation or the cessation of the cold
war. In point of fact, the delegation of Ceylon, or, for
that matter, the Government of Ceylon, is no party
to such a war, even if such a war does exist. Perhaps
we are naive enough not to believe that there is such
a war. But we are at the moment concerned with the
ending of colonialism. May I, therefore, go to the pith
of the matter as contained in document A/4502, because it is for that reason that we ourselves are
sponsoring a draft resolution. I refer to one sentence
from that document: "The elimination of colonialism
would be a key measure in reducing international
tension," [A/4502]
116. That is one aspect of the 'matter. The second
and perhaps a more important one for our purpose
is this, and I quote again from the same document:
.. Together with the infamous system of colonialism,
the variant of the colonial r~gime known as the

11

...

117. As I said, the pith of the document lies in these
paragraphs. There are also demands at the end of the
document, and it is perhaps in respect of the demands
that we, that is, the twenty-eight African-AsianStates
that have submitted the draft resolution, may appear
to be at cross purposes. It is my hope that we may be
able to find a solution at the end of our debate.
118, If one examines the proposals in document
A/4502 and if one examines the draft resolution which
we have submitted [A/L.323 and Add.1], one also finds
that there is a sort of golden thread underlying both
documents. Perhaps in some instances we are in
agreement, and in some we are not, but one thing I
could say with some confidence is that this very subject, when the question was debated of the allocation
of the item either to the First Committee or to plenary
meeting, was adopted by acclamation. When the item
dealt with in document A/4502. entitled IIDeclaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples 11 , was placed before the General Assembly [903rd meeting], it was adopted without any
dissension as such, and, what is more, there was no
question of the cold war being involved in this. That
is why it is disturbing to find that this issue has been
raised.

119, On the other hand, we from Ceylon would like
to consider this as a matter which concerns the
world community as a whole. No doubt we still have
Trust Territories, Non-Sell-Governing Territories
and perhaps colonies in various stages of political
and economic development, and that is why I said that
it is not for me at tbis stage to go into it, except very
generally; I do not wish to go into the secrets of the
nicer points of comparative colonial policy. But Imay
be permitted to quote from what the Secretary-General
at that time, Mr. Trygve Lie, said almost at the beginning of this Assembly. I shall quote from a document dated 26 March 1947, as this is necessary for
my argument. These are his words:
11 ... the International Trusteesbip System is no mere
prolongation of the 1fandates System under the
League of Nations. It is a new system of international
supervision. Its scope is wider I its powers broader I
and its potentialities far greater than those of the
Mandates System.wy

120. Bearing that in mind, we must examine it in
relation to what document A!4502, submitted by the
Soviet Union, states. That is why I submit to this
Assembly that, if we consider the ending of colonialism, we must also examine the practical usefulness
y
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of the Trusteeship SyStem as well.. We all know that
the Mandates System which was propounded at the end
of the First World War, if it did not achieve any
specific advantages for the subject poeples under the
Mandates-of course, there were the variants, the
"Aft,
and "c" Mandates-at leastinfluenced public
opinion, but are we content with that? The Second'
World War perhaps created and unleashed forces which
the First World War did not. In this' context the
TruSteeship System has now been working for nearly
fifteen years.
,~

"13"

~~~;'

\,

121\(\:fO.h the other hand, as far back as the( sixth
seSSiOn of the General Assembly, in a memorandum
submitted by the then Secretary-General to the Assembly, svme misgivings were expressed as to the
success of the Trusteeship System as well as about
the purposes for which it was created and how those
purposes were being served by the Administering
Authorities.' I refer also to document A!C.4!SR.245,
of 12 January 1952, and a summary of that document,ip.whicih various' views were expressed, clearly indi~ating that there were reasons why the Trusteeship
System was not working properly, the reasons being"I will give just a few-that certain Administering
Authorities were not complying with their obligations.
In some cases, they had argued that·the obligations
were wholly unacceptable. What is more, the nonadmini staring Powers repeatedlypointed out that those
Admiuistering Authorities were not only not fulfilling
their obligs,tions but in some cases were actually
':Ylchting them. 'In other words, actionwas taken by the
TruSteeship Council to call the attention of the Administe:ring Authorities to their remissness and their
lapses, and also a genuine attempt was made to put
right the system. We did not,however, find that the
Administering Authorities responded to the high calling
of the dignity of their om.ce.
122. Perhaps I am generalizing, but on the other
hand. these are facts. It is for that reason that the
iSsue now raised demands our close attention, because
it is not sufficient for us to comment that a system
already exists; it is for us to find ways and means to
end colonialism and colonial rule or domination. At
the present moment, I submit on behalf of the delegation of Ceylon, there is no positive evidence to
~upport the oft-repeated argument that trusteeship
is the surest and quickest way of ensuring the goal
of self-government or independence. I say tbi3 with a
certain amount of emphasis because if the present
,Trusteeship System did prc\vide such a guarantee I
would not be s1a.nding here appealing for support for
the draft resolutlon presented by the African-Asian
countries.
123. It is .in this connexion that I should like to recall cer1ain cardinal pmciples which have motlvated
,. us in this respect. The representative of Iran in his
own way attempted a definition of colonialism" Thisis
another concept, apolitical as well as perhaps a juridical concept which could be .defined in ,many ways,
but baSically we subscribe to the view that colonialism
lneans economic exploi1a.tion, political domination and
:t'ac~al arrogance, and perhaps, in the proce.ss of
achieving the aims of the Power dominating the su'b-o
jeet or dependent people., a system whereby the moral
prostitution of the indigenous population is brought
about by the raping of its intellect.
124. Here I have attempted a defiidtion. I, do not
claim .that that definitiOllis final for all time, but
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that is how it strikes us in Asia and it is a fact that
colonialiSm in its various IlUlnifestations does exist.
It appears under different names and in point of fact
I would argue that Chapters XI, xn and XIII of the
Charter becam.e neces$p;,y because of .the existence
of colonialism. It still exists, in different forms perhaps. Its manifes1ations, or perhaps a better -word
would be its purposes., are many, andtbat is why we .
representatives from African-Asian countries in the
Assembly, some of which won their independence quite
recently, have not forgotten them and feel we ought to
make a contribution to the ending of colonialism.
125. In the past colonialism appea.red in various
guises; the whole. doctrine of extra~territori~ity,the
doctrine .of capitulations-these were all fa~-ets of
colonialism, as was also the division'of the world in
terms of colonialism... Even in~rn.ational lawyers'
talked in terms of colonialism and not in terms of a
World or international community. It is per:haps a
hackneyed reference, but I may be permitted to refer
to this. It was- in the nine~)enth century that a very
famous interIlationallawyer,Professor Lorimer, Professor of International Law at Edinburgh, divided the
world into three kinds ofhumanity. Therewas civilized
humanity, as, represented by Europe; there ,was bar..
barffllS ,humanity, as represented bya few Powers
like Turkey and l'raq-because it was after the Treaty
of 1856-and there was savage humanity'i'wbichcovered
the rest of Africa and Asia. We have travelled a long
way since that time, but nevertheless, if I may put it
this way, the damnosa hereditas of colonial rule gave
rise to the problems which the world of 1945 had to
face, and that is why Chapters XI, XII and XIII of the
Charter had to be formulated to provide a system to
end colonialism. Today we' are not discussing the
merits of ChapterS XI, xn and XIII, but having found
them wanting, we are now trying to find a way out.
126;. 'For the moment lam not 'raising the question
of cbangingthe Charter-far be it for me to attempt
tha:t-but what I -want to point out is that the Trusteeship 'System has been found wanting. I would like to
subscribe tQthe view thatperhaps certainAdminister.:.
ing Authorities do observe strictly Article '73 .of the
Charter, but some do not. We know that; we have only
to ask any member of the Fourth Committee to dis- '
cover that. Some do not, and then there .are others who
would argue. tha1: Article 84 of the Chal-ter gives a
certain neutral status to the Administering Authority
vis-A-vis the General Assembly itself. Be that as it
may, today document AI4502 focuses ,our _attention
on the grave lacuna that exists in the Charter itself.
and thus we go outside the strictly legal interpretation of the Charter, to the existing realities of the
world. That is.~l"hy the movements in Asiaand Africa,
the conferences to which I referred, marked a. turning
point not only in the history of Asia and Africa but
in the bistoryof the world. Mostofus belong to S1ates
which have really no armed power, as such; we depend
on the mobiliz~:tion of public opinion and the .jf1stice
of our cause•. By remainingsUent on this matter,
by re:fJ:a.iI$g from saying what we ought to say, it
might be ma1:n.tained that we are contributing to the
purpose of Jrlstory. But in 'this context I would say
that if the General Assembly did remain silent on a
matter liketbis it might, in future years, come to be
regarded. as perhaps an 1JD.conscious tool of history,
when historJr wiUhave got the better oftbis ASSelllbly.
But why n<)t take the other point of· view, why not
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become the consoious tool of the historioal prOoess
and do something to end oolonialism.?
127. I should alao refer to the faottbat when we talk
of the manifestations of oolonialism we mean-and this
is what the draft resolution tries to meet-the various
methods, procedures and legal figments whioh are
used by the colonial Powers to ooverthe nakedness
of rank colonialism. For instance, as I said earHer.
there is the question of the transfer of power. Sometimes the transfer of power must wait until the oorreot
party, or the. correot group of men, have been found in
a colony to whom the power may be transferred. We
have to wait, som.etimes it is said, until people are
politically and sooially educated to be the equals of
the people of the Ac:bninistering Authority, and that is
why the transfer of power is delayed•. Wp have also
seen that monstrous figment that has be~J};''broughtup
here more than once whereby it is a:(gue~ that overseas territor.ies are provin.
. ces of the met1"f»polis, whioh
makes those areas part of the metropol(itan oountry
and therefore not colonies or subject co~tries. That
point was well argued elsewhere, and as lam discussing general principles I do not want to pursue the
point. but we mow that it is under the guise of these
figments that some of the m.ost brutal struggles conoerning the e.'Ubjeot peoples have been going on, where
rank inequality has been continued for several years
to justify this legal figment that they belong to the
metropolis.
128. So, in tbat oontext it is my submission that under the guise of these legal figments we ha.ye ignored
the Charter. After all, it does not require great intelligence or great wisdom to see that Articles 73, 76
and, what is more, Article 1, paragraph 2, of the
Charter, or Artiole 55, are very simple matters,
propositi<>mlwbioh are accepted by the world oommunity, and yet, in the implementation of these Articles we find that these authorities have not oonformed
to the obligations, and that is, as I say, the justification for our draft resolution and the just1f1oation for
. the declaration presented by the Soviet Union.
It

129. . I dealt only in a general way with the basis of
Chapters XI, XII and XIII. We are now faoed also with
another a~pect ~f the problem. There have been unequal treat1es~ which is always a form or manifestation of ooloniaUsm-some have referred to this as
neo-colonialism. There have been occasions where the
Acbn in1 ster:lng Authority or the dominant Power, while
abdicating its power 01" transferring power, has stUI
retained its eoonomio stranglehold. We may call it
neo-ooloniaUsm.-the term. does not matter.
130. Many years ago-and here in. this context one
oannot forget; one need not subsoribe to the dootr:lne
of communism or socialism as suoh-but it has been
pointed out that the time may oome-and here it was
after the Congress of Berlin in the nineteenth oentury-it was poblted out by socialist theorists that the
time may come when the co.tttliot between the oolonial
Powers' may lead to the point where they might oom.bine to keep. jointly a oolonial stranglehold on some
oountries and territories.
.
131. I would lJke striotly to adhere to my subjeot,
and this is why I am not mention:lng any partloular
Power. Whether we call it neo-colonialism, or, as
another author called it, ultl-a-imper:l.alisn'L, it is stlll
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132. In. this context I W\~ld say-and here l am not
saying so because I want t01>ursue the point as against
the representative of the United K:lngdom who spoke
this morning-that it is not a question of repeating
Marxist texts or Leninist inoantations. IUs the radical
tradition-I am using the word in a very broad sensewhioh has always guided a country's destinies in ulti.
mate fulfllment of its goal. I can only, in this oontext,
without going into comparative studies, refer to the
radioal traditi"n of England whioh was responsible for
enlightened colonial policy at cerminphases in its
history. And that tradition oontinues, and it is because
of that radical tradition that no less a man than Lenin
himse1f~ who in his famous book Imperialism-The
Highest Stag~' ~f Capitalism, acknowledged a debt to
J. Hobson, the English economist$? who at the close of
the nineteenth centurywrote his classic book;rmperlal.
iS1l\. It is not a question ofrepeating Leninist incanta.
tions; it is a question of taking the siTUggle to a 0(11'tain point. It is not a dogma like the Charter,lor
instance. Is the Charter made for all time? Are the
organs and systems whioh were created in the Charter
in 1945 good for all time?
133 Institutions, like human beings, are subject to
deoay. It is for us, therefore, we who want institutions,
to see.the ways and means whereby we may improve
those Institutions. It is in. thatsensetbatI would argue
that one must not forget-it is nota question, I repe~t,
of Leninist inoantations, but it is the strong radical
tradition whioh has been displayed, or the liberal
tradition displayed by those who fought for freedom- .
for example, even the oountries of Latin America. if
they had waited until all of thom were so refined or
so eduoated or politloally and sooially the equals of
the oolonial Powers, they would still have to wait
perhaps until doomsday. In the long run we will all
be dead and that is why it is necessary, at a particular
stage in the history of human affairs, that we take
stook of these th:Ings.
134. It is in that sense that I wouldargue'tbat when
we adopted by aoclamation the inscriptLon of this item
on the agenda of the Assembly, we tookupon ourselvea
a burden, the task of formulating either by some resolutlon or other measure-a declaration, if you care
to put it that way.-a. proolamation whereby we would
not only offer hope to those wh~ are still in the
oolonies J but something which would be implemented
by the colonial Powers as suoh.
135. I would like to regard the draft resolution which
we haTe submitted as coming in the long line of various
deolarations whioh have noWbecome international law.
It is not a question here of a pure juridical concept
or the oreation of law; on the contrary, it is a question of trying to find the proper plaoe in the develo~
ment of human society for this particular measure.
0

136. I would argue that in. thasame way-and here
it may be that some states were not parties to some
of the great laws whioh today maJ;k and perhaps enrioh history; for insUql08 .1 refe;r; to the Deolaration
of PariS :In 1856.. whioh :maI'kedthe tllrning point in
the laws of land "WfA.rfare.. I 1.."ei:~r to the Declaration
of St. Pefel'sburg in 1868 'whioh again took a further
step in the development of the hum.antzaUon of war.
I refer, for instance, to the Hague Conl~ntions of 1899
and 1907. Similarly, one could argue that here in
our draft resolutlon perhaps-I would have nbt only to
defend it but see :In it cer1ain merits, whioh lti$ybe
j
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subnrlt, tbatthe :two are complementary; there is no
fun,da.menta1 disagreement in our basic objectives, and
what is more. we can see that on the basic issues we
are in agreen10nt although we may say it in different
ways.
137. I do not want to :r.epeatthat point, but I would
like, in addressing an international Assembly .like
thiS, to point out that if these great declarations of
the past, of the nineteenth century, cu1.mbla.ting perhaps in the greatest declarations of our time,namely,
the Charter, the judgements and the principles of
Nuremberg, if they have been accepted by this Assembly, if they have passed into international law, it
would be with a view to achieving a certain objective.
It is in that light that I would like to ask the representatives to pass the declaration contained in our
d't"aft resolution [A/L.323. and Add.1].
i38. Here again, may I say that as an international
body we may not be a lawmaking body as such. The
draft resolution which is before this Assembly has a
sanction. It is the public opinion behind it, or the
moral opinion of the world represented here. Perhaps
in this declaration we would also find the moral
~'Udgement 9f the nations.
139. On this particular point, letme 17ecall-because I
am aure that the speakers who follow me tomorrow
will go into the draft resolution in detail-the history,
as it was, of one of the most important aspects of
colonialism in the past. I regard it as colonialism
because it was one form of colonialism of which,
perhaps, we are not aware today. Historically, Iwould
siate that at the Congress of Vienna in 1815 it was
the British delegate, Castlereagh himself, who proposed that in the FJnaJ Act of the Congress of Vienna
there should be a clause eliminating or dealing with
the suppression of the slave-trade, and so it was embodied, but that did· not mean that slavery came to '
an end.
140. That is what I am concerned with when discussing the d,raft resollltlon-what was embodied in the
Final Act in 1815. Similarly, as 1 argued-in 1919 we
had the Mandates System, perhaps a manifestation of
the then enlightened conscience of Europe, andin 1945
the Trusteeship System, bUt if I am to s1ate the later
hlstoryof the slave-trade-because it is pertinent to
my task-as the slave-trade was not abolished tm:m.edtatelyafter 1815 beoause certain countries did not
perhaps,w. their natiOIial legislation provide for its
abolition. 'It was only in 1885, When, by the Berlin Act,
it was formally adopted· by all the nations. At that
time the number of nations had increaSed since the .
time of the Congress of Vienna.
141. There was a further development in 1890. The
Brussels Act also dealt with the suppression of the
slave-trade, but unfortunately for the world, boththese
Acts dealt only with the Congo BaSin, where the slavetrade was rampant. Therefore, the world bad to wait
for several years, even for the impleme11tatlon oftbat
Act. As recently as 1919, after the Flrfjt World War,
when the peace p:eaties were being deuAted and negotiated, it was by the Treaty of Stdnt-Germain in 1919
that the civil1zed world admitted that the slave-trade
was gohig on in cer-tatn areas and .tbat it had to be
put down by the authorities concerned. So we have the
Slavery Conventions of 1926 and 1956, the supplementary provisions, being dealt with by the International
." ,. Labour Orgr.cmsation.,aspecializedagencyofthe United
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142.. So you will see that there has beena long history,
and I have taken just one example. It is a long history
but, unfortuJul,tely, in the context of global politics .
today the world, and especially subjectpeoples are not
content to wait So long for the implementation of such
resolutions or such declarations. It is therefore essential that 'here in this body, where there are Ad..
ministering Authorities-the so-called Trusteeship
Powers,with their obligations to subjectpeoples-and
where at the same time there are present, participating on a basis of equality, those who. do not possess
colonies or Non-Self-Governing TerritoJ.'ies; it is essential, I repeat,· that both sides-that is, the Ad..
ministering Authorities and the non-Administering
Authorities-subscribe to the view that we have stated
as regards the general principles underlying the declaration coniained in our draft resolutiQll.
143. It is for that reason that Isubmitthat the declaration and the draft resolution mark a siage in the
development of the international conscience of manldnd. In point of fact, I would go further· and say that
the success of the resolution does not depend on the
mere adoption of it because we lmow that we cannot
go to war on the ending of colonialism. The struggle
continues because freedom is something which is dear
to those people who are struggling for it. We may be
told that there are peoples in Africa whope;rhaps still
do not want freedom in that sense, who are oontent to
be 'lmder the yoke of their colonial masters. It does
.not require a very brilliant thesie from me to disprove that. But that is the argument which is always
adduced. But we here, who have perhaps seen the
. actual worIdng of the Trusteeship System, we who
have seen its effects, realize that without such a
declaratlonit is not possible· to 'take another step
further because year in and year outW6 find the lapses
of the Administering Authorities, we find the :Interplay
of world politics co:m:1ng into question. We also find
that sometimes, when there is no ar&lWlent to juStify
the withholding of independence, the argument istbat
the Adm:lrdstering Authority must proteot the subject
peoples, the dependent peoples from aperniciausdoctrine like oommunism. I think it.was in the eighteenth
century that Dr•. Jobnson, a well-lmown figure in
British literary circles,said that ftPatrlotlsmwasthe
last refuge of a scoundrel.. I am not one to say that
those who now argue that we mustkeep these people in
the subjeot territories immune to communism would
subscribe to Dr. Jobnsonts siatement.. I am not going
to say that here,but very often tbis argument has
been put"!Qrward. It is on that basis perhaps that we
a,lllmow that after the First World Wa1t' certain States
were created to keep Bolshevism out of Europe; but
that did not prevent it.
144 So we in Asia, we who have perhaps.seen better
days and worse. days, we who still may have a long
way to go in the evohttivn of our own society, can,
I submit, take a more correct View ofthe development
of human society:. and it is for. that reason that the
delegation of Ceylon. while supporting tile draft resolution, would also like to say that we are prepared to ;/'
accept any suggestion-I think I am speaking on bebalf(:
of all the co-sponsors....whioh wouldimprovG the reso- \
lutlon so that we could end colomal1sm once and for
all; the sooner the better for all of us. I submit"tbat
the day suoh adeclaratlon is,adopted,it Will mark a
moment in the consoience of oivilized mankind.
0

The meeting rose at S.45 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)

1. Mr. AMADEO (Argentina) (translated
from Spant

ish): Colonial questions have taken up most of the
meetings 9f this Assembly session and will, in all
probability, take up a large part of what· remains of
the session. This predominance of colonial questions
in the United Nations is not the result of chance nor
is it entirely due to capricious or arbitrary manmuvres.
It is a reflection of the reality that confronts us today
2. Our Organization is among other things a great
sounding-board where the questions of major concern
.to the world strongly reverberate. It was inevitable,
therefore, that it should be confronted with this question of colonialism-or, if you Will, the end of colonialism-which is one of the most deeply disturbing and
bitterly controversial topics of this mid-twentieth
century.
0

3. The question takes on added relevance and virulence by reason of being closely linked vlith the international tension between the great Powers, that is,
with what has come to be known as the cold war. There
does in fact exist an intimate relationship between the
process of liquidating the colonial systems and the
balance of power between the strongest nations of the
earth. That is what complicates the problem andmakes
it the pivot on which turn the issues of war and peace.
4. Now the colonial question returns once again in a

new guise for our consideration, in the, shape of a
declaration on the granting of independenceto colonial
countries and peoples. This is clearly no trivial matter.
Hence, it seems impossible to deal with it without a
.general review, however sketchy, of the scope and
significance of colonialisln. I hasten to state that I
shall try to limit my remarks to what is strictly
essential to make our position clear.
5. There is one point which we feel compelled to make
at the outset. That is. the monotonous persistence With
which ready-made phrases and prefabricated slogans
recur Whenever these colonial questions are discussed.
The use of propaganda themes and catchwords is indeed one of the evils of the modern world. The slogan
has the a4vantage that it saves us the trouble of thinking, and as many of our fellow human beings have
appar~ntly a real horror of the arduous and'difficult
i

task of thinkin~ it is a valuable labour-saving aid.
Nevertheless theJ colonial issue is one ofsucbpith a,rtd
moment that it requires our most objective attent~fpn
and a serious effort on our part to discern its ti\iJ.e
essence. We are in fact in the presence of historicAl
events of tremendous importanQe, and it is lamentabje
that we who have been privileged to witness subh
events should, instead' of examining them with the
passionate interest that is aroused G:~ the sight .of .
history on the march, view them through the .veil ,of
sectarianism or the thick cloak of our intellectual
poverty.
6• This reproach is not levelled particularly at those,
who have just emergedfrom the colonial system or yh'10
are seeking to abolish it. When people are suffer~g
or struggling for any cause they have some excuse (or
not being too impa..."1:ial. We cannot ignore the legitimate
grievances which some coJ,~>nial peoples may ha7e
against their former masters~ and a bare, cold analysis
of what they have experienced at first hand would be
as difficult for them as anobjective study of the adv~l'"
tages of a given prison systemwouldbefor.the inma,~~
of a prison.
7. Those of us, however, whose attitude is not lp.fIuenced by our past history are in duty bound to consider events in a spirit of justice andwith respect fpr
truth. That is the chiefcontriblltion which we can make
so that this transition between the colonial system and
independence may be effected without undue violenQe
and in particular that it may. not engender further
and more serious explosions.

8. A kind of psychological tyranny has been created
which makes it impossible to abandon the curren~~.y
accepted catchwords in this matter .yJithout incttrritklf/ .
the charge of complicity in What the phraseology of
the moment terms "the enslaving exploitation of tl;.e
colonial Powers".
\\
~

9. We wish to state categorically that we shall ~t
allow ourselves. to be influenced by. this atmosphel;"e,
and that we shall define our position without any fear
of how it may be interpreted or judged. My country,
which has emerged ~rom a process of emancipatiQn
that strengthened rather than severed the bonds of
affection With its count:t'y of origin, is in a position to
speak freely on this subject.
Ij

10. We do not, iUs needless to say; have any colonies,
and although we havetomakedetermined91aimsto oQ.e
island sector of our territory under foreign control,
we have maintained cordial relations in other fieldS
with the Power exercising that control. We hatre therefore no preconceived notions, and if our sympathies
tend to one side or the other, there can be no doubt, in
the view of the ample witness which we have given in
these very precincts, that these sympa,thies go to the
peoples newly emerging to independence.
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11. The colonization process- was the outc6me of
Europe's tremendous impulse for expansion at the end
of the Middle Ages. There 1~ no do'Ubt that the "little
peninsula backing on Asia", as it was once described,
.comprised within its narrow confines a collection of
peoples gifted with the most extraordinary qualities
of intelligenc~, inventiveness andenterprisethatmankind has .ever known. The descendants of, "IJapheth's
bold progeny" , as the Latin poet called them, soon
found the territory assigned to them too small and
went off tiJ the four corners of the earth in search of
new theatres for the expansion oftheir cr-eative genius.
That'was the beginning of the' great colonial adventure
whose final stages we are now witnessing.
12. We shall not attempt to, sketch even briefly the
stages in that great historical process which was so
c.omplex and had so many different forms and diverse
facets. In any event a final judgement on the colonial
system would in our opinionbe premature. In a general
way, however, we do not believe ,it possible-and least
of all at this moment-to pronounce a simple straightforward opinion on what, in the language of Balzac,
we might call the "grandeurs and miseries" of the
colonial system. Individual cases vary with the period
and with the colonizing and the colonized country. To
apply a single standard or to render a single concise
judgement would, in our opinion, merely misrepresent
the extreme complexity of the colonial phenomenon.
I

13. It is hardly necessary for us to recall that there
have been intolerable abuse~ in the system because we
hear it repeated here daily. While some of the evils
alleged against the colonial system may be exaggerated, many, on the other hand, are true. When
Europe first substituted the desire for gain for the old
Christian ideals which directed its first steps towards
unknown lands, the profound significance of the
colonizing effort was also transformed.
14. We shouldbe engaging in melodramatic truculence
if we recalled the now classic impression of those

rapacious adventurers which has been con'\>eyedbythe
cinema and the novel. Such is the disgusting and unfortunately only too true aspect of the colonial system
Which we cannot condemn too strongly.
15. We have~ on the other hand, heard certain representatives of the new countries speaking from this
rostrum and telling us that they are indebted to the
colonial Powers for nothing except humili~tion,tyranny
and spoliation. We do not deny the truth of their complaints, but we have noticed one thing: we have noticed
that they voice those complaints in an English or a
French which is socorr~~ct and harn~onious that it
excites our envy.
'

16. The point is that when. a peopl(~ Jiasreceived
from another country such a valuable ttdasure as language, it cannot assert that it owes that country nothing.
It is indebted at least for a form of culture so important that it influences even the thought that is ,expressed
in the language. That, however, is not the only pOSitive
result of the system that has hitherto been in force.
There is also the victorious campaign against disease,
the educational work of the missionaries and the
constructive efforts of technicians. It may be true that
the colonialPowei's hav'e themselves benefited from
that higher material level and that theirs has often
been the lion's share, but it would, also be wrong to
say that at the end of the period of colonial domination
all colonized peoples without exception are morally or

-

materially worse off than before the arrival of the
colonizers.

17. To draw up a balance-sheet of colonialism might
take us much further than we want toga. The important
thing to note is that whatever judgement may be passed
on the system now or by future historians, colonialism
no longer fits into the political structures of our time.
It is a type of relationship which has ended forever.
At a time when equality~and I say equality rather than
liberty-represents to the masses the' greatest good,
the survival of systems in which some peoples are
dominated by others is an anachronism. It does not
matter now what explanation or justification those
systems may have had in the past. What is important
is that in our day and age we shotild :refuse to allow
them to continue.
18. I think that we are almost all agreed upon that
point. In his eloquent statement yesterday [925th meeting] the representative of the United Kingdom made an
impressive survey of his country's contribution tothe
emancipation of peoples. It is a policy which has now
become general, and we must not underestimate the
corresponding contribution which France, the other
great colonial Power, has made to that emancipation.
It is no longer a question of discussing whether or not
coloniaUsmmust be brought to an end, but of determining the methods, time limits and procedures by which
the process of liquidation is to be <effected.
19. Before voting on the specific proposal that has
given rise to this debate, we think that some of the
chie{ problems raised by the liquidation of colonialism
should be rapidly examined. It is not enough, in our
Opinion, simply to decree, with all the omnipotence of
the Creator wh~n He separated the light from the dark
on the first day of the Creation, 'that "Colonialism is
at an end". What is essential, and particularly for the
international Organization to which we belong, is to
ascertain and attempt to solve the main problems that
will follow the end of colonialism.
20. The most important problem which the end of
colonialism brings in its wake is the imbalance between the desire for independence of formerly subject
peoples and their economic, and technical possibilities
for self-development. I should like in this rega::d to
make. our position quite clear. We do not bslieve that
because a people does not possess the economic potentia.lities for, self-~vernment it should as a matter
of principle be deprived of access to independence.
Independence is a' spiritual value and cannot therefore
be reduced to economic terms. It would not be in
keeping with the dignity of the human person to say
that a people cannot accede to independence because it
does not have the' material' resources to Sl.J:pport itself, or because it does not have enough tt',chnicians
to establish an industry or becaUSe it doe's not have
officials qualified to constitute an organic adlIlinistratlon.
21. This does not mean that new countries lacking
economic or technical resources wtll not be faced with
problems which, in the present state of the world,
automatically take on the character of major inter- .
national crises. This is true because this inability to
meet their own needs arid'the disproportion between
their legitimate and sincere desire for independence
and the inadequacy of thebt :resources inevitably raise
the question of foreign intervention. And with foreign
intervention there also arises the question of a covert
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the

re'Vival of colonialism and the struggle between world
blocs for supremacy in the emancipated countries.
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22. This explains why there has recently been so
much talk hereof "nea-colonialism". The term in itself seemS tendentious, but the fact that we may object
to the term does not lllean that the reality which it
seeks to define does not exist. The attainment of independence by some countries-and I say some, not alldoes create a problem when they lack the material
means for assuming all the responsibilities which, independence implies.
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23. This problem has already arisen and has been
solved in various ways. In sottle cLses the independent

countries ha:ve retained close links with the former
metropolitan country, which provides them with equipment, technicians and financial assistance. It is precisely this type of cQ-operation which has been vilified
as· "ne9-coloniaJism ~.,. \\\e should find it impossible to
agree with this' attifude because the co-operation and
assistance of the\ former dominating Power to its
newly emancipated colony do not seem to us -to be
intrin6ically evil but appear rather to be in keeping
with the natural order of things. Who, after all, is
more aware ofthe country's problems, who has greater
experience of its needs, and who can provide it with
better qualified technicians than the one that is thorou,ghly familiar witb the country? This is saidto be a
prolongation of colonialism in another form, but do
those who say this have any magic formula by which
,a country structurally in its infancy can alone, and
without external aid, achieve the status of a mature
nation?
.
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24. There is of course a second formula: support
from one or other of the great Powers which are competing for world influence. The new countries can-and
legally there is .nothing to prevent this-become
\ "clients" in the Roman sense of the word, of one of
these great Powers and receive assistance in exchange
for full incorporation into its sphere of influence. But
what, we may ask, has then been gained?Viihat difference is there between maintaining bonds with a
country with which, after all, links forged by past
association still remain, and attachment to some new
country, whose hegemony automatically implies entry
as a passive element into the struggle for world
power?
25. There is, however, a third solution, and we believe that. all forces should be channelled towards it.
This ia collectiv~ assistance to new countries through
an, international organization.

26. If the former colonial Powers arid the great
,Powers of the world want the new states to enjoy a
prosperity which does not mean makingfeudal vassals
of them nor aligning them with one ofthe ~amps in the
cold War, then co-operation through~international
organizations must b~ regarded as the;'lideal solution.
We are aware that this channelling of "aid is not easy
to achieve, and in the case of the Co~;go we haVe already seen the difficulties it involves., At the least,
howe'Ver, it is important for us to agree tHat this international co-operation, rather than individ\~al assistance obtained as a result of conflioting 1nf1uences,
provides the solution which we should s~ek.In t~e
meantime. until a climate favourable to ~that solution
has been created, we refuse to condeW;h friendly cooperation at any levelbetween·the form.er metropolitan
cOunt~ies and the new countries 3 ande'Ven more do we
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refuse to condemn this co-operation when the only
alternative is the ideological and political incorporation of the .new States into·.the factions that are struggling for world domination.
27~ In making these rema:rks, it would be unfair not
to point out, with reference to the great world Powers,
that while the United States has strongly urged that
international assistance to the emancipated colonies
should be channelledmainly through the United Nations,
the Soviet Union, by contrast, has so far done nothing
to facilitate this. We have not lost hope. however,
that there will be a change of attitude that will allow
that great country to co-operate effectively in. the
effort to place the technic.al development of the new
.States under international protection at the level re·'quired by their newly acquired independence, andthus
keep those countries aloof from the world struggle for
power.
28. We cannot conclude these remarks on the assistance that should be provided to new countries without
.
elucidating tWQ basic points~
29. We believe, first of all, that although it may be
legitimate for us to consider one form of assistance
to be better than another, and although we believe
that international assistance is the most beneficial for
the recipient country and most conducive to the preser- .
vation of peace, we are nevertheless convinced that
the final judge of these criteria is the recipient country itself. To place restrictions on its freedom of
choice would be to impose conditions on the independence that has been granted to it and to diminish the
full sovereignty which that independence.implies.
30. secondly. our support for the continuation of
Iriendly co-operation between the former colonies and
metropolitan countries refers only to co-operation that
rests on effective equality and mutual respect.
31. We believe that it would be a farce, to which no
serious State could lend itself, to grant nominal independence but in fact to maintain clandestine' relations
of dependency. We do not, however, have any reason to
believe that suchMachiavellianplans are being carried
out, and we have complete faith in the sincerity with
which the metropolitan Powers are encouraging the
process of emancipation.
32. We have been told, and it has been proposed,that
the colonial system should be brought to an immediate
.end. Our opinion of this proposal is as follows. We
think that we have made clear, beyond all doubt. what
our views are with regard to the liquidation of colonialism.
33•. The problem, then, is not to decide for or against
the colonial system, but rather to be prUdent in the··
. true Aristotelian sense of the word. Hence any proposal on this subject should, above all,. take into
account the information provided by actual facts.
·34. Now what do the facts t~l1 us? They tell us that
the process of "decolonization", if I maybe pardoned
for the neologism, is going ahead at a rapid pace and.
Will, without any need for artificial assistance. be
largely accompliShed in a very short gpace of time.
In this respect. we may .count upon the assuranceS
given.by the main coloIrlal Powers. Also, the·fact that
this year the United Nations__pas admitted seventeen
new countries, Which were previously dependent on
these Powers, provides in our opinion afirm guarantee
that these aSSurances were not given in vain.
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35. Naturally my Government does not oppose nor
could it ever oppose any desire expressedin fulfilment
.of our common aspiration to see the COlonial system
come to an end as soon as possible, once and for all.
We do not, on the other hand, believe that the fixing
of a dead-line here and now would really accelerate
the proCeSS. The situations are not all the same, and
each one requires its own specific tempo. The important thing is to help to create an atmosphere· of mutual
understar.ding and harmony that will facilitate the
progressive and expeditious dissolution of the old
. colonial bonds. If they were to be broken in an atmosphere of hatred, the result would be to slow down the
process and condemn the countries achievingemancipation to the alternative of chaos or a new and graver
form of submission.
36. In declaring that the colonial era has ended, we
cannot consider the process of emancipation to be complete so long as certain forms of domination by some
States over others, which while not usually included
under the term "colonialism" are nevertheless particuiarly odious and oppressive, persist in the world.
'l'herefore, we cannot alloW this opportunity to pass
without emphatically .stating that tf colonialism is to
disappear, then there is equally go~d reason for the
elimination of those. forms of politicaiand ideological
oppression under which manymillionsofhumanbeings
in Europe and in Asia are living today. They also
deserve our close attention and solidarity.
37. At this stage of the debate a large group of
African-Asian countries has submitted a draft resolution which appears in document A/L.323 and Add.!.
My delegation, after carefully examiningthis text, considers that in its general lines it coincides with the
views I have just expressed, and we are therefore in
principle ready to support it. My delegation naturally
reserves the right to express further opinions on any
reviSion or amendment that may be submitted.
38. In times such as those through which the African
and Asian continents are now passing, it is natural
that an atmosphere of optimism and elation should
arise. These times remind us of the eve oJ. the French
Revolution when, in a fervent hour of liberation, the
nobility and the clergy gave up century-oldprivileges.
We should, nevertheless, issue a warning ofthe dangers
that may lie ahead. The road that now awaits the new,
free countries is, as the nations of Latin America
know all too well, both difficult a..'1.d tortuous.
as.. We are convinced that fewer difficulties will be
encountered on this road if the new nations will com...
bine their national and continental aspirations with a
spirit of generous universality. For this it is necessary
that no bitterness shouldremain from the stage through
which they have already passed. Their independence
must really mark the beginning of an era dedicated
entirely to the future.
40. Argentina greets the awakening ofthe new nations
with optimism and hope and brings them its message
of fraternal solidarity.
41. Mr. QUAISON-SACKEY (Ghana): This is a day of
salvation to minions of people living in colonial territories and other territories which are yet to be independent. For the first time, this world Organization
is pronouncing itself on the fate of these millions.
In fact, today, the General Assembly has taken up one
of the most important problems of contemporary international politics, namely, the problem of the complete

eradication of colonialism from the world. From the
earliest times to this very day, the problem of im..
periali srn ~as vexed and puzzledthe human conscience
and men have never been able to find a satisfactory
solution to it. Mankind has never been able to find
any moral justification for the imposition of foreign
rule by one country or race over another. The human
mind can never justify imperialism, no matter how
hard it tries, because it is morally indefensible and
utterly unjustifiable for any group of people to claim
that they have an inherent right to impose their rule,
with all its attendant consequences, over others•
42. We have met on this momentous occasion to find
a lasting and just solution to this problem and to
.abolish all the inequalities of imperialism. We are not
here to engage in .an id\e or philosophical exercise,
because we are dealing With an ever-present issue
which endangers the very peace and stability of our
present-day world. It is my delegation's view that the
issue of the complete eradication of colonialism is
inextricably bound up With the problem of establishing
and maintaining peace and friendship among peoples
of all races and civilizations. In the final analysis,
peace and $tability can come to the world only when
all peoples are free and enjoy equal rights and fundamental freedoms, without distinction as to race, sex,
language or religion. This, then, is the noble task on
which we have embarked at these historic plenary
meetings of the General Assembly. It is the earnest
hope of my delegation that no attempts will be made by
any delegation to drag into our deliberations any
extraneous factors or preoccupations~
43. The question with which we are dealing, namely,
the burning desire and aspirations of millions ofpeople
who still live the non-independent territories, iefar
too serious to be approached in a partisan or irresponsible spirit. Let us therefore deal in a constructive
manner with the practical problems of securing freedom for such peoples as have not yet, in the words of
Article 73 of the United Nations Charter, attained a
full measure of self-government. The colonial Powers
have, I believe, accepted the solemn obligations of our
Charter to promote to the utmost, as a sacred trust,
the welfare of these peoples, to develop self-government, to take due account of the political aspire.tions
of these peoples and to assist them in the progressive
development of their free political institutions.

in

44. With the exception of Portugal and Spain, all the
colonial Powers have co-operated with the United
Nations in fully accepting the doctrine of international
accountability contained in Chapters XI to XUI of the
Charter, dealing with peoples living in Non-selfGoverning and Trust Territories. Ghana has always
maintained that no part of Africa can be regarded as
an extension of Europe. Continental pride alone will
not suffer us to take kindly to Portuguese and Spanisli
claims. Now that the report of the Special Committee
of Six [A/4526] has been approved bythe Fourth Committee, my delegation appreciates the readiness ofthe
Government of Spain to yield ground, and we hope that
both Spain and Portugal will stop clingingto the jtmidical fiction that their possessions are "overseas pro- \
vinces" and that they will furnishto the United NationS
full information on these territories and will take
immediate steps to transfer to the peoples of Angol!,-,
Mozambique, Ifni and West Sahara all the powers
which will enable them to enjoy their sovereignty and
independence .and to safeguard their territorial inte"
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grlty. Ghana calls upon' Portugal and Spain toofollow
the example of France and the United E:ingdom, which.
have' seen the light of ,day, and to express their clear
intention also to allow tb~ir territories in Africa and
. elsewhere to attain complete independence.
45. It is a source of gratification to my delegation
that we have come to a juncture in history When we
talk of the complete eradication of colonial rule. I
must say that this is a splendid culmination of a procesS of development in international thinking and
morality to which men of good will from all over the
world have generously and valiantly contributed. Anticolonialism is not the monopoly of one group or any
race or philosophy or government. It has a long history,
which, for convenience, we might date backtothe first
successful colonial revolutions of our time. I refer,
indeed, to the revolutions of the Americans which
overthrew the British and Spanish colonial rule in
the Western Hemisphere and established the right of
the' peoples of this continent to live and develop as
free men under political institutions of thei~ own
choice. The names of George Washington, Sim6n
Bolfvar and Jos6 Martf, who led the great anticolonial revolutions against British and Spanish colonial rulers in the Americas, are known all over the
world, and the deeds of these men have been sources
of inspiration to the leaders of the national liberation
movements throughout the world.
46. In fact, it was an Englishman, John Hobsol1, who
in 1902 published a book entitled Imperialism in which
he systematically examinedthe economic relations between the dependent peoples and their colonizere,
mostly from the industrial nations of Europe, and thus
gave a fruitful turn of meaning to this word which
formed the title of his book. Other European thinkers,
such as Lenin, starting from socialist aRsumptions,
developed Hobson's analysis further to embrace mqre
recent developments in the colonial world. Such analysis and writings no doubt influenced the thoughts and
actions of a generation of leaders who later led the
revolt against colonialism in Asia and Africa. It was,
however, in the colonial world itself that the peoples,
bent upon liberating themselves from alien rule, initiated their own anti-eolonialist revolutions and drew
on the rich experiences gained in ringing manifestos
and resolutions which have become part of the history
of our time.
47. In Africa, where many territories are stillunder
foreign domination, words and positive action have not
heen lacking in making it clear to the colonizers that
Africa wants to be completely free from the shackles
of imperialism and colonialism. "Seek ye first' the'
political kingdom," thundered Kwame Nkrumah of
Ghana, "and all other things will be added unto it."
Then, to those who have maintained that Afri'ca needs
foreign domination, exploitation and Western culture
because Africa is a dark contlnent, the follOWing lines
written by Dei-Anang of Ghana in his Africa Speaks
are an answer:
"In the pages of the past,
}n the faIthless days of long ago,
:' When visiOn was short, and knowledge scant,
Meil called me 'Dark Africa'.
Dark Africa?
I, Who raised the regal pyramids,
And held the fortunes
Of conqu'ring Caesars
~. my tempting grasp?
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Dark Africa?
Who nursed the doubtful child
Of civilization
On the wand'ring banks
Of life-giving Nile,
And gave to the teeming nations
Of the West
A Grecian gift!
The dazzling glare of iron and steel
Sometimes obscures non-metal worth;
So when I disdained my pristine
Bows and arrows,
And cared not much for iron and steel,
They called me 'Dark' in all the· world.
But dearer far than cold steel and iron
Is the tranquil art
Of thinking together
And living together.
Dark Africa?
Underneath the clotted roots
Of.my kingly whistling palms,
I k(~ep a treasure that none can measure.
Dark Africa!
My dawn is here:
Behold, I see
A rich-warm glow in the East,
And my day will soon be here."
48. There has been a tremendous reawakening in
Afr! ,e.. ¥J'!lat Prime Minister Macmillan described
during his recent visit to Africa as a "wind of change"
is rather a raging hurricane sweeping all before it.
The writings of Rousseau, Jeffersori, Marx, Thomas
Paine, . Machiavelii and' other political thinkers have
had. their influence. Thus, everywhere in Africa,
Africans demandfreedom, equality and justice: whether
in Algeria, where the Algerian heroes are fighting
for independence against the forcesol,France; whether
in Central Africa, where Africans refuse to have
imposed upon them political institutions which they
do not like; whether in South Africa, Angola, Mozambique or East Africa, where Africans are opposed to
racial segregation and refuse to allow a minority of
Europeans to hold in ransom a majority of Africans,
the stru~'gle continues.
49. Mention must of course be made of that great
gathering of peoples from Asia and Africa at Bandung
in 1955,. where our leaders collectively declared emphatically their unrelenting 0i>position to imperialism
and colonialism in all its forms. In the final "communiqu6" of that greathistoric conference, the peoples
of Asia and Africa agreed:
"First, in. declaring that colonialism in all 'its
manifestations is an evil which should speedily be
brought to an end;
"Second, in affirming that tue subjection ofpeoples
to alien subjugation, domination'llnd exploitation
constitutes a denial of fundamental human rights, is,
contI~ary to the Charter of the United Nations and is
an impediment to the promotion of world peace and
co-operation."
50. These sentiments have sUbsequently found echOes
in resolutions adopted at the conferences of the independent African States held at Accra, Monrovia and,
more recently, at Addis Ababa. It must ~e, recalled
that the First Co~lerence of Indepe,~dent. African
states heldJat Accra froln. 15 to 22 April 1958 marked
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a landmark in the history of the African continent.
For the first time leaders of the independent Africa~
States came together to pool their ideas concel'ntn{!
problems confronting Africa.. If in 1885 European
Powers met in Berlin to decide what they should do
to Africa, namely to scramble to Africa and to set up
artificial frontiers, in Apri11958 leaders of the independent African States met at Accra to undo that
decision. Allow me to quote from the Addis Ababa
'Conference resolution on the eradication of colonial
rule from Africa; it was a very important document:
"Recalling the declaration of Bandung and the
resolutions of Accra and Monrovia proclaiming that
colonialism in all its manifestations constitutes an
evil which should speedily be broUJht to an end;
"Reaffirming that the subjugation of peoples to alien
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of
fundamental rights which is contrary to the Charter
of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, and is an impediment to the promotion of world peace and co-operation; .
"Considering that Africa is the only continent
where a large proportion of the inhabitants still
live under colonial domination with all its privations
and indignities;
"ConSidering further that the present awakening of
the people of Africa and the independence movements
can no longer be contained, without the risk· of
seriously compromising relations between the different nations;
"Believing that the restoration of the natural
rights and human dignity to the Africans, in those
parts of Africa at present under foreign subjugation,
as well as the peaceful enjoyment of the hard-won
freedom by the peoples of the Independent African
states, could only be achieved through the complete
eradication of colonial rule from our continent;
If

...

"Urges the colonial Powers to fix .dates in conformity with the will of the people for the immediate
attainment of independence by all non-independent
countries and to communicate those dates to the
people concerned;
"Resolves that the Independent African states continue to exert concerted action to achieve through all
possible peaceful means the complete eradication of
colonial rule from Africa."
51. It must be said that the establishment of the

United Nations coJncided with a period of profound
political transformation and revolution in Asia and
Africa. At San Francisco fifteen years ago there was
an awareness that something had to be done about
the vast areas in Asia and Africa which were then
under colonial domination. What prompted the United
Nations at that time to draw a line between the former
colonies of vanquished Germany on the one hand, and
colonies under the rule of the victorious Allies on the
other, remains a puzzle to my delegation. The principles of the sacred trust and international accountabili.f.y should have applied in full measure and equal
intensity to all non-independentterritories; but instead
there were enshrined in the Charter a declaration on
Non-self-Governing Territories and another one on
Trusteeship" With. ~heresult that Trust Territories
have, on the whol~, moved faster towards independ"!'

enee than sO-CQuled Non-Self-Governing TerritOries.
Another sorry result is that today the fate of South
West Mrica hangs fire. Nevertheless, after the Second
World War it became quite clear that it would be
impossible to restore the ····s,'~i')remacy of Western
Europe militarily or AQonomically over large parts
of Asia and Africa.
52. Those European countries which misjudged the
temperaf those times, and thought they could return
and set up shop as if nothing bad happened, learned
to their bitter cost that the times have inde~d changed.
Great and once submerged nations were tbus reborn.
'l'be emancipation of Asia from white domination and
supremacy was triumphantly proclaimed. Almost all of
these reborn nations joined the United Nations, thus
enriching our Organization with their ancient wisdom
and cultures. This movement~, which began in Asio.,
has now become a general revolt against colonialism
everywhere-a revolt against political stranglehold,
economic exploitation and racial inequality. As I have
already said, there is a great reawakening in Africa,
where today the largest concentrations of dependent
and non-self-governing peoples are to be found. In
summing up the effects of these revolutions in Asia
and Africa, the Committee on Information from NonSelf-Governing Territories, over which I had the
privilege to preside, noted in April 1960thefollowing:
"The number of Territori~s fell from seventyfour to fifty-five and the aggregate of population
from approximately 215 million to approximately
113 million, a figure which includes a natural population increase in the remaining Territories of
some 22 million over the period. In particular, the
total number of Asian and Pacific peoples identified
as belonging to Non-8elf->Qoverning Territories was
reduced from more than 113 million to less than
..14 million. By the end of the period, thecontiICht
of Africa contained the last great groups of peoples,
totalling some 96 million, whose political statushad
yet to be finally determined." [A/4371, part two,
para. 10.]
53. Nigeria and the former french territories in
Africa lAave since become independent, but the number
of those still living under co!onial rule in Africa runs
into the millions. It is the fate of th\l3se millions that.
we are called upon here to decide. The. vast and mosU
beneficent change that has come over contemporary
international society today is that the former colonial
peoples are no ·longer passive objects of policy but
driving fox-ces-driving forces for peace, sanity and
racial equality in a world torn by bitter ideological
conflicts. \They have taken the initiative in buildihg a
world frotlIl which the scourge of war will forever be
banished. )Today they·. spearhead the movement to
translate ;~he lofty aims of our Charter into concl1~
actionsfo~~ the betterment of all mankind.
54. The tli\inking of all progressive people, therefo,,"~,
seems to n1e directed towards the eradication of colonial rule ~pd imperialism because it is now evident
that. the cot~~inuation of this iniquitous system of'
domination and exploitation 'Poses ,~ serious threat to ~
international p~age and stability. Th11 urgent problems
that are to be soIvea on the Africa,1t continent today
are largely colOnial problems. There is anurgenttR13k
of granting freedom to the peoples \~f Angola, Kenya,
Uganda, Northern and Southern Rhodesia, Nyasaland,
Rttanda-Urundi, Sout~1 West Africa, th\, 11.5 million
Africans of South Africa, Malta, Algeria and Mozam"
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blque, to name only a few territories which are yet
to be represented in this world Organization.

55. Then, there is the tragic question -of them all,
and I refer to the problem of Algeria. The heroic
struggle of the Algerian people against French colonialism is now in its seventh year. About this great
tragedy, I wish to quote briefly from an editorial
captioned"Another Seven Years War" which appeared'
,jn The New York Thnes., ofWedtlesday, 2 November
!'1960:

'

"The war in Algeria, which began with rebel :r:aids
on November 1, 1954, enters its seventh year amid
rising internatlional tensions, mounting discord in
France itselfalnd growing involvement of the Communist bloc seeking to make this unhappy land So"
pawn in _the cold war.
"This conflict, which in F.t~ncheyes is a civil
war in which no outsiders must interfere, has ai~
ready cost 1,50~OOO....m.ostly rebel-lives, with an
additional 14;OOO-mostly Moslem-civilians ,killed
by terrorists. It keeps the bulk of the French Army
pinned down in Algeria tothedetrimentofthe West's
main front- in central Europe. It saps France of $1
billion a year. It raises the twin specters of Communist 'volunteers' in Algeria and' another .military
coup in France.
"The special tragedy of this continued conflict is
that both sides agree on the only possible solution
for it. This solution is Algerian self-determination,
offered by President de Gaulle, accepted by the
rebels. But there is no agreement On giving practical
effect to this proposal••.•"
56. I quote The New York Times because it is a paper
that cannot be accused of being unsympathetic to the
French point .of view on this question. But even The
New York Times sees clearly line tragedy and the
futility of continuing a war which, to the mind of my
delegation, will no doubt end only in the victory of
the Algerian peoples and the establishment of an independent Algeria. Our world Organization must declare
unequivocally that armed intervention against colonial
peoples who demand their independence' and sovereignty should be banned completely.

57. The solution of the colonial problem has thus beCome the most urgent problem of our time, and it is
upon its solution that the peace, stability and orderly
progress of our world depend. The profound aspirations
of peoples who are still living under colonial rule in
~ t~e Non-Self-Governing Territories must be fully
'\>~aalized if wars and racial conflicts are to be avoided.
Reasons of inadequate economic, social or educational
development must no longer be invoked as a pretext
to delay the transfer of freedom and independence to
these peoples. Their first and foremost demand is for
freedom-freedom which will enable themto undert8.ke
the arduous tasks of international reconstruction .and
development.

58. _What we are witnessing in the non-independent

t~rritories is what a great American has called the

revolution of "ri'singexpectations". The first objective
of this resolution is to secureself~governmentand
independence for peoples who stUlliveunder alien rule.
Without freedom and independence, these peoples cannot.· hope to solve reaUstically and speedily 'their
economic and social problems. It has been our experience in Ghana that natfonal freedom and lnde-

pendence have (released our creative energies and have
given atillip to a tremendous enthusiasm and wil- ,.
lingness for building a better material and spiritual
life. It has been our noble task, as an economically
less developed country, to strive with all our resourcefulness to conquer poverty andnialnutdtionand .
to build up adequate social, medical and educational
services, thus making Ghana a fit country for heroes
to live/J}n. We have no doubt that other re-emergent
count~1(~s are moving in the same direption.
~~,

b

59. One must never lose sight of the underlying ec~
nomic and -social factors. of the great anti-eolonial
revolutions of our time. ColDnidism created a world'
wNch was and is, to a large extent, still divided into
advanced industrial and under-developed colonial
peoples. This division offunction, 'broadly corresponding with a division of politicals'i:atus, was for a long
time the basis of the world economy; politlcalinequality matched inequality ofeconomic status, as well
as racial inequality. This division ofthe worldbetween
advanced and so-called backward peoples led to the
intensive industrialization of metropolitan areas, to
the exclusion of the so-called dependent territories.
Have these colonial territories finat enormous resources which can help tran~form them to economically advanced countries? It was Sir WinstonChurchill
who, in his book My African Journey, observed: '"
"So much power running to waste, such a coign
of vantage unoccupied, such leyer to control the
natural forces of Africa ungripped, cannot but vex
and stimulate the imagination."

60. But then, it has never been the policy of 9cla~al
Powers to develop the territories under tt;em to '~
economically high level, because to then'i cQlonieS\\
must remain sources of r~wmateria1s and tl'iinerals. \\
Thus it is that I do not know of any colonial terrItory \\
in Africa which on the attainment of independence can \\
be described as an economically advanced country. \.
It is this sad lega.cy of colonialism that theanti~
colonial revolution aims to destroy and to work for
the type of a world economic system Which, will enable
all peoples to enjoy a Widely diffused and a high
material and cultural standard of living. The pressing i;
task of our time-and this will become mQrepres'sing ;'
after we have abolished colonialism-is the establish- !;'
ment of sound economic relations between the coun-' {/

~=trio;S ~~~:e ~~i:"~~a~a:ar::~=1

technical assistance, planned national economie~'
planned international trade to protect the economiei3
of these areas from excessive price fluctuation~~
these elements are necessary if the anti-cOlo1]!{al
revolution is to be guided by the United Np;tions
a
.
peaceful and successful consummation. -

I

fk

61. 1J1esegreat tasks Qf development can Oiny ~
undertaken successfully in a world of freedomrindependenceand national dignity, and under.• govJnments
freely chosen by these peoples, without re~!tfto race,
creed or colour. Alien rule, n9 matter how~nevolent
or paternalistic, jnhibits the _free devel~~ment of
peoples, saps their creative energies ano.! deprives
them of t1)eir national self-res~3ctand digrJty. Foreign
domination can never be a substitute formdependence.
Our task, therefore, is to liberate these peoples, to'
call upon the colonial Powers to take immediate steps
to transfer to. these ~()ples their God-given right to
independence and sovereignty•

_.
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62. ,It is the conviction of :my delegatio~ that greater
will be opened. up for more fruitful
internatIonal co-operation for economic and social
development when all the countries that are stUl nonindependent becom~. free· and their representatives jo},n
us here in the United Nations. We regard the independence et these peoples as a crucial and necessary
step in building a world where all peoples, regardless
of ideology, race, colour or ,.creed. can co.-operate
in the establishment of those economic and social conditions which alone can guarantee peace and stability
in our world.
63.~ I submit that our task is only beginning. We
muliJt first set these peoples free, so that they can
join us here at the United Nations. Our next task will
be to devise an appropriate machinery of international
cO-<..1Jeration for the development of adequate eco..
nomic, social and cqItural standards for all peoples.
.I suggest, therefore, that, as a logical follow-up t9
the declaration which the General Assembly is about
to adopt here, we also give serious thought to the
speedy establishment of an international ma.chinery
which will provide adequate financial and technical
aid to these peoples during the initial stages of their
national reconstruction and development.
64.. I hope that this General Assembly, before it adjourns, will take' the first necessary steps to set up a
United Nations capital development fund to aid all
developing countries. If the rich countries ofthe world
make available one per cent each ofthef,r national revenues to such a fund. this would help avoid East-West
competition to win allies.
65. In conclusion, may I say that the draft declaration on the granting of independence to colonial cOuntries and peoples contained in document A/L.323 and
Add.1, Which is before this Assembly, has been prepared by fort¥,-five Asian and African delegations
whose .countries have invariably passed through the
colonial mill.
66. The :1aclaration itself is self-explanatory. However,my delegation wishes to emphasize categorically,
first, that Ghana is uncompromisingly I!:opposed to
colonialism in all its forms, and Ghana has no apology
to render to anyone for this stand.
67. secondly, we prefer complete independence with
danger to servitude in tranquillity,and, therefore, we
are firmly of the opinion that inadequacy of political,
economic, social or educational preparedness should
never be used as a pretext to delay the transfer of
sovereignty and independence.
opport~ties

68. - Thirdly, Ghana believes that the attainment of
independence should not be based on any conditions.
In this regard, Ghana is oppose~ to· colonial Powere
who cajole nationalist leaders t(" sign military treaties
p~rm.itting the establishment of military bases and to
g..:k:economic concessions before independence, and
we warn pol1ticalleaders ofthis new colunialismwhich
can be more devastating and soul-killing than the
traditional colonialism which we all know.
69. Fourthly, Ghana calls upon all colonial Powers
to eschew the use of armed action and other repressive acts directed against freedom fighters.
'!!
70. Fifthly, it. is the firm view of Ghana that immediate measures fJhould be initiated by th0colonial
Powers to hand over all·powers, including the·exerclse of sove::etgnty, to all tetritories that are not yet

indet~ndent, in accoI'dance with their legitimate wishes for freedom and. independence. If this is done now,
Ghana beJieves that by 1962 all Africa, includingSop.,th..
ern Rhodesia, South w~st Mrica, Angola and Mozam..
bique, will be free.
71. Lastly, Ghana reaffirms its faith in the United
Nations and is strqngly of the bel~ef that the United
Nations should serve as a bulwark against all attacks
on the territorial integrity, unity and independence of (
nations.
. .

7
t

72. I would like to express the hope of my delegation
that this draft declaration submitted by African-Asian
states will be adopted unanimously by the General
Assembly. This is not a document that should give
rise to any partisan rancour.We are here dealing
with the hopes and aspirations of millions of peuple
who still live in the Non-Self-Governing and Trust
.Territories of tbr..:world and who look to the United
Nations to help them in their long and arduous march
towards freedom. and independence. Indeed, we would
hd failing in our duty if we were to forget the.e.e peoples
and allow this debate to degenerate irito one more
fruitless exercise in the. so-called cold war. History
and, indeed, the silent millions in the under-developed
areas who are carefully listening to our proceedings,
will not forgive us if we allow our endeavours here to
be bedevilled by irrelevant ideological wranglings. We
should come out boldly and support the right of these
peoples to freedom and independence. All of us-those
of us from erstwhile colonial areas and those -who
presently colonize and administer alien peoplesshould vote for an end to colonialism now and for the
restoration of human rights andfundamental freedoms
to all peoples without regard to race, colour or creed.

1

73. Mr. SHUKAIRY (Saudi Arabia): For the first
time in the history of the United Nations, the question
ot 'colonialism is brought to the foreground on the
platform of this Organization, which has opened its
doors wide to it. Tn past years it is wldeniable that
colonial issues, whether in the General Assembly or
in its Committees, have been examinedunder one item
or the other, but never before has colonialism in its
entirety been projected into the full light, into fullfledged discussion~ with the lofty hope oi collectiveaction worthy of the authority of the United Nations
and its' dignity.
74. I preface my statement with this firm and sincere
hope, for the problem of colonialism ranks uppermost
in the history of human relations. It· stands as bigh
as a giant in the field of international relations. It
involves political captivity, economic domination,
social enslavement and cultural subjugati9n that affect
not only the colonial peoples but human society as a
whole. T9 fu.easure its devastating evilfl, it is sufficient to know that colon.ialism involves the present
time the future of 100 million people. This fact,
t:reated in passing, may sound of9;r;:dinary significance.
It may not ~ouse deep. reflection or 'provoke our
imagination. Yet, when we pause for a steady focus,
the picture showf,& up 1n all its shades and colours,
and indeed ina11 its dimensions. The picture. theJii
presents the I'ealitles of the lives of millions and
millions of people; their food-I dare say their starvation; their clothing-I da~J},' sa.y their nakedness;
their shelter-I dare say, theIr exposure; their~duca.
tion-l dare say t~eir ignorance; their health-I dare
say their debility; 'their 80c19.1 a.nd economic progress
-1 dare say their social and economic wsery.
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75. All this should invite our attention to the importance of the problem. Colonialism is no'casual problem
which we can examine With o~ minds at leisure, and
With our hearts at ease. It is a problem we should
discuss with an alert mind, a lively heart and a restless soul. Of all international problems except disarmament, colonialism is secorid to none. In fact,
colonia.1isxn, war and disarmament are the three
unscrupulous mue;keteers that are driving the vehicle
of humanity into the abyss-and what an ahyss--of
annihilation.• I have placed colonialism firSlt in order,
because war for colonialism is the institution, and
armaments are its tools. Armaments are not the great
toys and hobbies of humanity; they are thegr.im reaper
of mankind, and colonialism is the harvest. Neither is
war an end in itself. All through our history, people
did not war for war; they warred to achieve usurpation and exploitation. In plait! terms, they wa~red to
usurp the wealth of a territory and exploit the possessions of Jts people. They warred to realize high returns at a cheap cost, cheap labour and cheap raw
materials. TheY7/arred to conquer a new ground of
~xploitation, to expand or to defend what had already
it':b~,\en conquered. Even the First World War of 1914,
which was thought to be one of ideas and ideals, was
principally motivated by coloniali~m. In the words of
Dr. Moon, an American authority on international
affairs: .
"The catastrophe of 1914 was not brought about
by the personal vagaries of William Hohenzollern.•.
The very alignment of European powers was dictated
by imperialism, not by race or democracy or kinship of culture ••• Imperialism is the root and
'raison d'~tre' of world politics
n
76. I do not need to heap the evidence in support of
this valid assertion. It is enough to reca~l that colonialism was behind many treaties, In'l.t1y alliances,
many~ententes" and many conferences. 'fudeed, colonialism was behind the paradoxofconverlingfriends
into enemies, of making enemies out of friends. In a
word~ .colonialism has been the greatest single factor
in history to make bad history. And what history is
as bad as that when our generation W3.S destined to
witness two-thirds of the world's population groaning
undsr the yoke of colonialism?
t •••

77. .It is common knowledge that on the eve of the

Second World War ten imperialist nations possessed
colonies and protectorates seven times the size of
Europe. It was estimated that, out of the two billion
:;people inhabiting this planet, one-and-a...half billion
. were living under the r~gime of colonialism in com...
pany with disease, ignorance' and poverty--the most
notorious enemies of mankind. The estimate has revealed that every man, woman and child in Great
Britain had ten colonial subjects, black, brown and
yellow; and that for every acre in France there were
twenty in the French colonies. At that time colonies'
were very much bigger than the so-called mother
!) country. The colonies of Italy were six times the size
ot Ita.ly; of Portugal, twenty-three,times that of Por...
tugal; and of Belgium, eighty-one times the size of
Belgium. Hence, contrary to the rules of creation,
the child was' manifoldly bigger than its parents; indeed all the parents put together.
..
78. This picture has materially changed. The dimen...

sions of colonialism have decreased and the forces of
liberty have increased. Liberty has trlumphed$;n<1
m~ny victories ~a'V'e been scored. The struggle \1 of

peoples for freedom, their yearnings f~;Jl' independence,
their stirrings for economic betterment, their agita-;,.
tions for social adVfl.ilce, and in a word, their strivingS "
for hUD:lan fulfilment, have re~ersed the wrongful
trend of history. Empires have fallen, shattered into
splinters, and colonialism was withdrawing in retreat
after retreat because liberty was'scori.ng triumph
after triumph. "
.
79• The outcc-me, the glorious outcome, is now with us. .
Many nations here in-the Assembly Hall have achieved
their independence; indeed, I would say. they have
captured their independence. They enter~d the United
Nations-indeed they have forced open its doors-and
now they are here in the United Nations occupying
their worthy seats, outnUmbering their old masters.
M:P,lW of their representatives, even those who come
hei;e to the rostrum of this Ass~mbly, come from
jails, from cDncentration camps an.d from detention
cells as sovereign equals With their jailers.
80. The other ;day, when the question o:tthe Congo
was discussed \lin the General Assembly, I saw with
my own eyes 'J.n this passage in the middle of this
house, Mr. OrnXsby-Gore, the Minister of state for
Foreign Affairs of the United Kingdom, kneeling down
on his knees and speaking before the delega.tions of
Ghana and Nigeria, begging of them not to press for
their proposal. Fortunately or unfo:rtu11ately, the
cameramen of the United Nations missed this historic
occasion, that historic pose.

81. This is how the trend of events has been revers&'d
from ~,~trogression into progression,frommonstrous
history' into glorious history and frOm the abyss of
degradaticn into the heights of human <fignity.
82. But the battle for freedom is not yet at an end.
We still have an unfinished w,sk to >10.. We must do it,
here and now, at this session and in thi.s Assembly.
At this historic mom.ent, when we are debating colonialism, we must recall tbat.many. a people in, many
a country are still chained in colonialism. CaU them
what you will-l'olonies, trust territories, non-selfgoverning countries, dominated areas-the simple
truth cdes out with anger and vehemence that 100
million people ar.e still under the heels of foreign
rule. And mind you, these 100 million souls are
listening to our, deliberations with mounting hope and
promise. They are waiting for your voices to champion
their freedom; for your r.esolutions to sponsortheit
liberty; and, for your . votes, in support, of their independence. That is their right and this is our duty.
The dominated peoples ar~ entitled to oV'~rth.row this
domination, even by the fOrce of arms, and the United
Nations is duty-bound to declare its·' end. In ,fairness,
I should say, this obligation of the United Nation~3 has
long been overdue, and it is high time to discharge our
obligations, with no delay and 'Without hesitation.
83. Surely our obligation in· this regard MS been
overdue for a long time in the past. In the Charter of
the United Nations, in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, and in a host 9f United Nations resolutions,we have pledged our.selves to respect the prin..
ciple of self...determination fo~ all peoples,1?..r ge and
small. But. colonialism is still reigning in rr~any parts
of the world.
.,
'<'
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84. Even in our books, in the Unitedffations books,
the world is classified into dependent and independent
peoplesj'thus consecrating the u.gliest discrimination
in the. treatment 9f the human raCe. Dependence,
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as a status, must be :fi:nisbedand liquidated forever. a burden to shoulder. The white man's burden is the
By doing so the United :N'ations Will truly beoome a whole philosophy of oolonial!stn.Butthis philosophy
Unit-ed Nations. We have no valid title, at least to'our was exposed bY'1its own philosopherS.liIt was Rudyard
name as a United Nations, wh,en 100 million people KipUng, the poet of impe.rialism, who sang;
ore not with us in this Organi~ationas fully independent
"Take up the white man's burden,
and fully sove..l.'eign peoples. They mqst be with us,
" Your new-caught, sullen peoplesri
not as they haYe been, so far t tts subjects of discusHalf-deYll and half-ehild."
sion. or as topics of deba~s; they shouldbe with us as
fully sovereign states and fully independent Melu'bers, 92.. T'ne truth,I submit, is tb..1.t colonialism ia the .
85. If colonialism is the impedbnent, then oolonialism. devil itself. Colonialism is not the wh1teman'a burden.
should be destroyed, and destroyed forever, and we It has proved to be the white man's spoil and priZe.
have the task of destroying it. All peoples should be.. If it had been a burden at all, it is because the white
man was overburdened with the wealth of the black,
come free. Men are boX'n free, and no man should be
allowed to enslaye man. This is not only right and with the treasure of the brown and with the riches"
of the yellow. This is the burden of the white man
justi but it is the dictater of human brotherhood under
with whioh he was overburdened.
the fatherhood of God.
86. This, is· no sermon preached to a religious Qon- 93. Yet the white man can legitimately be asked, ~d
gregation; neither is our Organization a worshipping I put the ques't!on noW: who has entrustedyou with tllf~
house. 1bis is simply a reiteration of our (.lbli~tions. burden to shoulder? And who has vested you with that .
right to' ex~cf.se? And who has charged you With this
and a rea.ffirmation of our objectives. In faot,,~t is a
swnrnation of our Charter to which we hav!'fJ all obligation to discharge? Of the millions and millions
solemnly subscribed. And if disaJ:m.a.ment, t\$//aptly of white. men, let one single white man volunteer the
described by Premier Khrushchev, is the p!'oblem of answer-.but a ~ensible cnswer.
problems, thencolon.ialism.:, I submft,trrtbe evil of 94. You oannot deny that an answer'to these questions
all evils. and, we 1la.ve t() destroy colonialism, :root
been attempted by many architects of colonialism.
and branch. This is the unfinished 'task which we must has
In this field the French have proved to be the oleverest
finish.
advocates for a losing ca.se. In 1886, Alfred Ranibaud,
87• But this voice does not come only fi~om the newly a professor at the Sorbonne, wrote a whole volume
in justification of colonialism, with a boastful title:
independent nations. 'This has beart thf;/ voice of huLa :F'rance ooloniale. This title is enough to blemish
manity ever since m3u started to domirtate man. Even
the case of colonialism. In 1870, Beaulieu, a French
when col<UliaUsm was at its peak there were heroic
voices condemning colonialism. At a. time when the
economist, wrote to say that: "Every day that passes
frontiers of the British Empire were, racing with the
oonvinoes me more and more of the importance of
setting and rising of the sun, the1'e Wl3re many leading
(:Q)loniza.t1on in genel·aY., and ita impo:r;tance above all
Englishmen condemning Bri.tishimPf~rialism. JereJrI.Y
to France." So, abov~~ .all. it is France which is at
Bentham~ father of British radicalism, in a letter
stake., More rec-ently. in:t924,. Victor Beauregard, in
published in 1830 under the title "Emancipate Your
his ~book ILempire cqh1!!!l~1 de la France, declared;
""the study of histo:tJY reVlaals a conclusion which has
Colonies", stressed that colon:les invol~r-e a grellt
the certainty of an wom: France nlore t.bAn, any other
nrllitaryand luJ.val expense, the danger off6reign war,
na,tion has a gemus for colonization." ThiS) Is a geniUS
and politlea.i COrrtlptionin. the xnother country. This
fallaoy, and if this is an axiom then it is a.n axiom of
'Waa said jtrst as though he were speaking to, tbis Or...
fallaoy. For shortlyafter this reference to the genius of
gan'lzatl.oll in 1960.
if
Francejl the writer went on to sa.y~ "The future of
88. Along the same lines, James Mill, in his art.tole
:F'rnnoe Is :in },ter colomes.* So it was France, not the
tnthe 1818 supplenlent to the Encyolopedia...13ritannica,
colonies,
which was at stake.
exposed coloJ:llialism and its evils. l!ut the most devastating a.ttack has oome from Ri(lhard Cobden, the
95. But the true axiom is tbatcolonialiam. is not a
apostle of free trade. He called the British Govern"mission sa.cr~e". it is a "mission 'dtlsacrtle'''. What
is behind oolonialism is subordinated markets, su})..
ment of tbat'era "a stancU.ng conspiracy to rule and
V'Grted consumers and usurped raw materials. Behind
bam,boozle the people".. Probably "bamboozle" if3, a
colonialifJm there is a dominating . capital, land disword foreign to our century,but these are the 'Words
Dossession and forced labour-all in the interest of
of the British ge~peman.
coloniz0rs,·under the umbrella of civilization.
89. NOJ.T.aa.tterhQW poUte, and courteous one oan be,
96. Rtjh:t from the very begfuning, colonialism was
the fact cannot be a:v~~ded that colonialism, from. 00-.
Jaunoheda.s a campaign to capt'i'\re buainess, to capture
ginWng to end, ia nothing but the exploitation of weak
peoples and the v-sai'pationof their wealth. I do not
tradG and :fndU$t1'y-all carried out with a deter:rnined
myself wial!, tOUee the words "robber-yllt or "bam.pUfPose of exploitation. JU$~ remember the I1t\mes of
boozle", f~'l robbery is inherent in colonialism itself.
those great enterprises: the East India Companies,
th9 West India Comparg.es, the LeVant Coxnpan.{es and
90. Of dourse, colonialis:trt wa.anot left witJi\)ut dewA
the African Compan.tea~ And remember too tlmtthese ,.~~~
fence. But this is the: CaSf} ofthe culp:lL'it who eJ)t8.blishes
oompames 'had armies ap.d mercenary 'b:oops whiph .
h1ms~1f. as his own judge and pronounces his oWn
later bullt those vast empires. There iaa len~~ ,
in.uocenoe. 'the attempt was always abo:rtiveand it
record
of ,confessions by empire. bUi~ders themselyes .
Simply proved the guilt, and what a tnos~/heinO'lJS guilt
that
th~, white man'sburden, is 8.\\ pale argument.
it ViaS,.
Col(l~alIJ)m is meant prima:cl.ly to serve the interests
91. Colonialism, it was claixnedli lw,s a 1.1iv.111zing
of thesc>-oalled mother country. And what affection
mission, a "miss:lo~L $\.crtle", towa,rdathe bJackra(l~. . is it to 'sta,'rv1e the child a:nd nourish the mother? Tile.
In aooorda~oe with th19 baseless premise, the white
granting of 1ndepend,en,~e to colonial territories If¥an
man has a ((right to exeroise, a duty to di~cbarge and
ec~O:m1o liberation. for colODiaUsm was intended
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butiaUy as an ecOnom.io dommation, The record of
oolonialism tsmost eloquent, and hel'e agamtbe
record of France riSes above every record.
97. In 1884, the French Premier." Jules Ferry, deolared in these terms: "The superior races"-andhere
France is speaking in terms of race superiority'have a right as regards infei::ior races ... if Franoe
refrained from imperialism she would descend ,from
the first rank ~o the third or the foUX'th". Hence
oolonialism for ] ~nce is not to help the ascent of its
ool~es, but to aVoid the descent of France to the
fourth rank.
98. Again in 1890,the French Premier disclosed that
.colonial policy ·ls the daughter of industrial polioy".
If these words by the Prime Minister of France have
any m.eaning, they' only mean that a oolony to France
ia nothing but a market, t.o sell at the highest price
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Prime Minister of France himself.
104. The granting of independenc~toc()lo~;r~eoples
99. In the same vein, in 1881, Mr. Gambetta justi- has anothe~ human aspect.Jnadditi~tobrinffingabout
fied the oonquest Qf Tunisia, which is now an inde-economic liberation, independence lead§jO spiritual
pendent and" fully sovereign State represented m the emancipation. It iea restoration of human dignity and
,United Nations, in the Chamber of Deputies as follows:
a rehabilitation, of h~ personality. Colonialism is
ItTumsia is necessary for our matertal prosperity." based on racesupedority. Thesupremaoyofthewhites
Thus it is the prosperity of France not the prosperity is the fountainhead from which flows the entire philo~~\
of Twrlsia which was at ~tal(e.
opb.y of colonialism. Col0pialismhas two .gospel&'.
one to preach. on the ground of tlle white mants
"
100. Later, in 1895, Mr. Cbp.utetnps, Minister "of , burden, a.nq the other to practise.. man unquep-cilable
Colonies" described himself-and it is .interesting and thirst for priz~@.nd hunger fo:rspoiw. But the gospel
amusing for the Minister of Colonies so to desoribe
t't'- preach, which 'ls"supposed to inculcate .ml, idea or
himse~-t&s "in :4'eality a Second Minister of Com.propagate a prmciple;isdrenchedwithtbeUlostshockmerce • This is I~olonialismand we speak of a "mising ideology-race supremacy.
sionsacr~e", and. the'M1nister of Colonies says that
.
.. .•..
."
he is a "Second WDister of Commerce". I say in all
105. Speaking of Britishcoionialism, Ceoil Rhodes
humility that he s~~ould have described himself as the
declared: "I contend that we are the first race in the
"First Minister of Comme:t'oe"o
worldoandtbatthe more of the world we inhabit, the
better it ia for the human ra~e.It ';}Us 1s'\a blal'id of a
101. In 1862, Beaulfeu,the French ecohomist, exposed parad<»c and a oomplex.lt is a paradox that a superiOr
French colonialism to the last point of exposure. In race should condescend to :tob •the inferiorraoe; and··
plain terms lie stated that "Qolonizatton is f,l)r France the complex is too flagrant to.explain, a @uperiority
aquestioh of life and death". So the matter la not the
com.plex.
"
. -1!f~ and death of the oolonialpeoples.The heatt of the 106. But the stubborn reality is thatltishuman greed
ma:tte~ is the life of France and the death of France.
The cOltlpial people are to live as they could; and they and. not hum.aJ1 grade which is the driving force of
It is not the gospel of "live and let live".
are to die,,1l.s they should. They are left to their fate, colonialism.
~Liva, and let no one. else live. is 'the real gospel of
to.the m~1fcy of destiny. '
colonialism.
It
102. .Th~,1.S colonialism is not exposed by.lts enemies
107. This s1ate of affairs is'Jnopast history. For all \
bu~ rath~!r it is defeated by its very authors. by its
mtentsand purposes. this ispresenthiatory. in classi,..
philosop~,\e:rs, by its ·engineers, by its dreamers and
:fyinJt the' world of today the phrase has been ooined,
schemedl. The architeots of oolonialism, the builders
here in the United ~ations, "the h9.ves and the haveof e1l1P!iies, whether m"eamers or otherwiSe, ha,,·e all nots·.This terminology has found respeotable room
gone. ~~ they have left behind them a vol\Ul1.e ofoon... even fu our records., It is a faot that of the 2 billion
fessians, demonstrating the brutalities of colonialism human hemgs on earth, one and a half billion are poor,
and demolishing forever the fallao:y ofhumanitarfanism
incredibly poor. That explains why the}!l'haves" are
.
as a motive for colonialism. It was m the middle of the nrlnority and the Ithave-notsllare 'line. majority.
the nineteenth century_ when colonialism· was at its
The Jitlnority are 'rioher .and· have better livhlg condipeak, that it was stripped naked as a heinous mstitu- tions;the majority are poor. living in piliJery.. Surtion primarily intended for usurpationand exploitation prisingly, however. the ·hav~nots"are rIcher in area,
9P- an. inte:rnatiQnal scale. I say on an international in mine:J:a1 wealth and in nta:terial resources. Why,
scale because the words of the notorious imperialist then, are they poor. incredibly poor? The answer is
of Great Britain,Cettil Bhodes,are still ringing m
colonialism. The coloniaUsnt of•the nineteenthcentury
our ears. Speaking bf the world of the nineteenth explaina the poverty ofthe twentieth oentury. Colonial..
oentury CecilRhodessaid:
ism is the "raison d'Otre w for olassifying the nat1on~
of the world into the "haves
It and the "have-nota".,
,
"The world is nearly \all parcelled out. and what
., v
..
.".
there is left of it is being divided up, conquered and 108. In our United Nations books....in "esthnates an4
colonized ...liI If there be a Godt!-tbis is his challenge, statlstics-weare often faoed With siaggermg flgure~
(,.,'

nota
What
sub-ahind
.dis..

nined
.e s of
nies,
sand
these
,.,bi.9h·
ngt.~

the challenge of the British imperialists-"I tbJnk
what He would lJ.ke for me to do fs to paintaa much
of the map of ~icaBritisb red as poss~le,••• "
Finding the world too small to meet the greed ~f
B:r;itiah colonialism, aecil RhOdes went on to say:
ftl'would annex the planets if .I could, I oftentbink of
that. It makes· mesad to see them so clear and yet so
far."
laS•. These words, I submit, about dividing, conquer:l:ngand parcelUng the world, as well as painting the
map of Africa British red as 1l'luobas possibleara
a vivid expression of coloriiaUsm br itsclassica(ooncept. :But the greed, the fiery greed. to annex the
planets simply discloses ·tbat British imperialism of
the •nineteenth century, not satisfied with coloniaUs~=:c_~
on earth, was hoping for colomalisD,:'l in outer s~e. ~7.1
Today, the United Kingdom sinnds for ~a~~c~~~

~:t1.~.de
a.:~.':W.low.Pl"'l>.a~.~r;;::.g.ue~;:~~=~.:~ ~:i~~liO:~~~~/~:a,,:. ~~=~~ ·~ffsf~~ .
of French colonialism more than,this statementby the far behind in the race for planets. ;> ,
J
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about the nationa!. economy of the various States
Members of the United Nations. The fact is frequently
referred to, with pride, that certain States have a high
standard of living while others ha~e a low one. For
instance, the United Kingdom, France and Belgium
are shown to have a high standard of living, while
cOWltries of Asia, Africa and Latin America are shown
to have a low standard of living. This is no credit to
the rich, and no shame for the poor. It is not any
particular genius which made the' Western countrIes
richer; neither is it because of a natural disability
that the other countries are poorer. Colonialism is the
explanation of the.whole phenomenon of disparity. The
peoples of Africa~ Asia and Latin America, because of
ages of colonialism, have been robbeQ of tlleir gold,
their diamonds, their cotton, their silk, their ivory,
the1~r spices~their drugs, their rubber, their oil,
theltll animal wealth, and many times even robbed of
thel;r' fabulous museums, including the dead kings and
queens.
109. That is the whole story of the lIhaves and the
have-nots" traced down to the very. root of colonialism.
The 'state of poverty and backwardness now prevalent
in many areas of the world is the direct legacy of
colonialismD The dominated peoples-those thatbave
become independent and those on the waiting list-have
a colossal and outstanding debt to claim. What is
extended to them now in the form of economic assistance, grants-in-aid, technical assistance, or anything
you please, is only a fraction of the grand total of
that debt. It is not a moral debt, but one adm1tted and
comessed,'Nith all the attTibutes of legal indebtedness.
Just let me give you one illustration. Speaking on
British colonial policy, Joseph Chamberlain said: "The .
Empire is commerce." Joseph Chamberlain summed
up in two words what two volum.es cannot say: "The
Empire is commerce."
110. This empire of commerce was further portrayed
by a well-known British imperialist. In a speech before the Manchester Chamber of Commerce in 1884,
Henry Stanley said the following:
"There are 40 million people beyond the g'c:l.teway
of the Congo, and the cotton-spinners of Manchester
are waiting to \fJlothe them. Birmingham foundries
are flowing with the red metal that will be made into
iron-work for them and trinkets that shall adorn
thos"} dusky bosoms."
Such plain words call for no comment; they are sel£explanatory. They g'o to show how colonialism has
raised the standard of living in Manchester and Birmingham and how the whole of Africa was left in
poverty and misery.
111. The present disparity between the "haves" and
the "have-nots" could be eliminated and, to be more
precise, its elimination could be speeded up by the·
granting of independence to all dependent countries.
Since freedom and peace are indivisible~.so econom.i.c
prosperity also should be indivisible. The economic
freedom of dependent countries requires nowa chivalrous venture, at least as an expression of repentance
On behalf of tlle colonial Powers, for their enslavement was the result of adventures devoid of chivalry.
At times this colonialism of commerce was so outspoken .that it required no evidence to prove it.;A
genius imperialist like Disraeli announced in his f/~
mous Crystal Palace speechtqtat imperia.Usmwas dl\le
main objective in his policy~; In practice, Disraeli
showed himself to. bea big contributor to colonialism
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as we find it in its present pictu.l'e.. Disraelihad many
connexions With the Rothschilds and many other finan..
'ciers., When the offer was made for the sale of shares
in the Suez Canal enterprise, Disraeli~Withoutwaiting
for a Parliamentary appropriation, immediatelyaecepted the offer-an adventure which, as we know
added another chapter to the history of imperialism fu
the Middle East. But, to meet the offer~ Disraeli had.
to borrow £4 million sterling froID, the Rothschildsj
and we are told by Professor Moop, a well-known
American authority on international relations, thatthe
Rothschilds m.ade £100,000 On this transaction.
1
• '.
.
h h th
.
1_2. This lS only one mstance to s ow 0V: e wealth
of the'people wasrobb~d,~owfabulouspr0:f!twasm.a~e
a~d, ~lly, how c?lomahsm ,has led to this economIC
dlsparlty ~-rom which most of the nations of the world
are sufiermg up to the present moment.
113., I might at this stage mention that it was this
Rothschild who on 2 November 1917 received a letter
from the British Foreign Secretary promising the
establishment of a Jewish Nati.onal Home in Palestine.
It was Mr. Rothschild, this gentleman. who made
£,100,000 on one SinglElI transaction, who received that
promise for the establishment of a Jewish National
Home in Palestine.
114. I bring this matter to the attention of the Assembly because, in examining colonialism, we should·
not forget that the establishment of a Jewish National

Home in Palestine originated, right from the very
beginning as an i.mperialist policy-just as other
imperialist policies have been carried out in Africa,
Asia or Latin America. III estabLishing a Jewish Home
in Palestine, the British policy, shared and supported
by the United States, has proved to be the ugliest
form. of imperialism. Colonialism has receded from
many parts of the world leaving the land for its people.
and'the people in their land" But as enforced in Palestine, colonialism has led to the infiltration of one
million Jews and the expu~$ion of one million Arabs,
now living as refugees in their camps ~ as victims of
imperialism and colonialism" in its ugliest form.
However ~ the day is SOO)Il coming when the refugees
will go back to their homeland, their COWltry. emancipated from Zionist occupation; and, with full sover...
eignty, Will join the United Nations as the free and
independent State of Palestine, embracing all the legitimate citizens of the country: Moslems~ Christians
and Jews alike.
115. In the remaining areas, consolation is notabsent.

Having reached its climax in the nineteenth century,
colonialism in the twentieth century is now witnessing
its own decline. In the past fifteen years, some 1,500
million human beings have destroyed their chains and
have gone free. It was the biggest battle that restored
liberty to more than half the World's population.
Figures are sometimes more telling than volumes.
'rhink of ·these figures and wbat they mean. 'They mean
that, when established, the United Nations repreflented
only one-half of the world~ and that the second half .
waS st;ill under the yoke of colonialiSm. Now we bav~
reached the stage where only 100 million peoples re.. \
main in this international captivity. The ratio of
emancipation in the past fifteen years has been 100
million per year. It is, therefore, imperativetbat the.
United Nations should declare, here and now ~ in this
Assembly f the liberty of the 100 million of our friends,;
ofou.r~brethrenwho are still in bondage. They are our
brethren in spite of their race, in spite of their coloU1',
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in spite of theit creed and faith~ because we stand for.
no discrimination on any ground; and this is a test
case for those who smnd for no disctimination~ to
support the draft resolution sponsored by the AfricanAsians [A/L.323 and Add.1]. These brethren of ours
are scattered far and wide on this planet, but they are
united intheirst;ruggleforfreedom,andtheirlanguis]P
ing for liberty.

llB.The peo.~ le of Palestine, K:enya, Ollll.ln~Aden,
extremities of the Arabian peninsula, Nyasaland, Angola r Mozambique, Rhodesia, Ruanda-Urundi, South
west Africa, Tanganyikd., Uganda, West Irian, MaIm,
and other parts of tb.e world should be set free in their
homelands. Algeria in particular is a burning issue
because war in Algeria enters now its seventh year.
The people of Algeria are entitled to what we are
entitled. They should be free as we are, have independence as we have, and enjoy dignity as we do. All
human beings are .born free, and as our great Caliph
said, "By what right do you enslave the people when
their mothers have begot them free?"
117. .The colonial peoples have an inherent right to
freedom, and it is our duty to recognize it and declare
it. I stress recognition for I submit that the phrase~
"the granting of independence", whiph was used in the
memorandum of the Soviet Union [A/4501]J for me is
not a happy expression. The freedom of 100 million
people is their privilege I' not our grace. It is their
inherent right not our grant.
118. Be that as it may, the argument has often been
adduced that these people are now under tutelage and
that their economic and social advancement requires
that such tutelage should continue for some time. "Tell,
this is an antiquated argument not worthy ofthe spirit
of the day. This is a pale argument which is really
worthy of a pale smile.
119. These people· have 'been under tutelage for decades and some of them forages. How long should
we wait for this weary ordeal-for this painful trialfor this bitter experiment-an experiment on human
beings, not an experiment on animals or senseless
material?If the past tutelage has not been able, thus
far, to raise these people from dependence to independence, then the tutelage is a failure,and the United
Nations should put an end to this milure. There is also
the recent plea drawn of the Congo situation. Some
VOices-and I would say, remnants of imperialismare la,bouring to sbowtbat the Congo situation is a
forceful illustration to warn against the untimely grant....
ing of independence. This is the latest fashion of logic,
designed by the habitual designers of politicalfashionang. I would say, ugly political fashion. But this logic
l~rl~s every quality of real logic. To impeach such an
a\ ,ment, it is sufficient to know that it has been put
on .ae llllarket by the enemies of liberty, by the enemies of 1reedom.
120. The situation in the Congo, however, is anargument in the direction of freedom, not in the denial of
freedom. The crisis of the Congo is not the outcome
of. speedy independence or untimely granting of indepande'nce. It is the outcome of speedy aggression
against a newly emerging, independence. Had the Congo
been left on its own, the whole crisis would have been
averted, the United Nations forces would not have been
assem.bled, the Congo would not h&;ve become an item
on the agenda of the United Nations; and the imperialists would not have been furnished WitlLaooo!' illusira'.\ tiQn in favour of colonialism•.. ' . . _.. -
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1.21(,' All these arguments, or to be more precise,

the~,e shallow arguments, fall to the ground. 1he co-

10l~ial peoples should be set free. Let them go their
way. They will take good care of themselves. They
-Jlill look after their eC(>Domic development, their
social betterment,and their cultural advanoem,J:mt. .
They will bBin safe hands because they will be in their
own handS. There is nothing more useful, nothing1l).ore
• fruitful and nothing more honourable than to be on your
own. And nothing is nlore gratifying for a people than
to construct their national life in their own hands.
Behind this reconstruction would be their own hands t
.
their minds, their souls and their/hearts. The res1.'!:lt
would no doubt be, not this decaying evolution of tute...
lage, but the revolutionary evolution oiind~pel1,p.ence.
122. 'fake Ghana as an illustration. Thepott;'ntials
of water power have been lying dormant in Ghana for
years during the colonial r~gime. With independence,.
the Volta River project, which shall J!nake of Ghana
an industrial plant, is now in execution: So is the case
of Guinea with its dramatic proje,z1:s" They have been
lying dormant irJ. the archives, here and there, uncler
foreign domination.
. .
123. Take the 'UnitedArab Republic-theprojectofthe
Aswan Dam was slumbering in the archives for decades. Withr;~al independence, under President Ni\sser, the project is now between the jaws of the most
efficient equipment for development.
124. Take China, for so long dismembered, domin~ted
and humili.ated; it has become with independence a
production giant, rightly termed *e impatient gi~nt.
Impatient with time, China is endeavouring to catch
up-and 1 am not bringing in the political implications
of C h i n a . . 125. And lastly, take India and Pakistan which-had
been, before independence, in complete stagnation.
After independence, these two countries have become
a beehive of plans and proj?ctsb
126. I will not proceed with more iHustrations, for
the one and a half billion peoples .who have been
Hberated in the past fifteen years, are th~ greatest
illustration of the greatest human 62{perience.

127. One last point should not escape our attention.
Vlith colonialis:m brought to an end, the1'rusteeship
Council should be brought to an end also. In fact,the
United Nations Trusteeship is· an institution in the
image of the Mandates System of the League of Nations.
It is sad that the Trusteeship Council should remain
up to this moment a principal organ of the United
Nations, an organ which expresses the domination of
the people, and still we should admit that one of the
principal organs of the United Nations is handling
colonialism and peqple of dependent status.
128. Equally sad is the term "self-government",
which was assigned by the Charter' as the goal to
which the Trust Territories should be led. The fh:a.1
goal should have been expressly declared as inde..
pendence, instead of the feeble, poor and miserable
expression of self-government. \Vhen the questiorz\ qf
trusteeship was discussed in Sa.n Francisco in 194:~,
Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov recommended th(~t
the purpose of the trusteeship should be independen.ct':.'.
At that time, only the Philippine delegation stood fo~~"
independence against self-government, and this is an """'~cC~
occasion for me to admire the Philippines. Unforto.-n.ate1y. the opposition Was led by the. United States
rep1~esentativeD Mr. Stettinius, who insi.sted thatlt~e

•
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phrased asself"'government. We hope that at this
session our colleague from. the United States will be
ready to -CD-sponsor the idea of the elimination of the
Trusteeship Oouncil and this poor and miserable expression of self-government. Let us stand for direct
independence and be direct and honest in our expressions. There is no shame in independence that we
should hide behind this expression that has no meaning.
129. But this is now past history. Whether it, is

independence or self-government, let us now make a
new history more worthy of our age. Let us declare
the independence of· all peoples, wherever they be and
. to what race or colour they may belong. Let us liqui-

date colonialism. in all its for;!ris and m.anifestations~
fron'). wherever it may come. Let us wind up imperialism.> in all its manifestations, and let us set free all
peoples in alll~inds.
130. Eaoh ofthe ninety-eight nations represented in
this Organization, and I make no mistake about the
number, has an independence day. Let ustnake this
day an independence ,day for the whole world, so that
with joy and pride we cancommem'orate a glorious
achievement, liberty for all, soveref,gnty for all, independence for all and, what is more, a United Nations
for all.
The meeting rose.\ at 1.15 p.m.
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Agenda item 87:
Declaration on the granting of independence to
colon~al countries and peoples (continued).. 10i9

President: Mr. Frederick H."BOLAND (Ireland).

AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)
1. The PRESIDENT: Before ca;lling on the first

speaker inscribed on the list for' this morning, I give
the floor to the representative of Portugal inexercise
of his right of reply.
2. Mr. GARIN (Portugal): I have been compelled to
request the right of reply much against my wish because some of the previous speakers have once more
attempted from this rostrum to interfere in the internal
affairs of my country against the specific provisions
of the Charter of the United Nations.
3. The representative of Ghana has gratuitously classified as juridical fiction the constitutional structure
of my country. Now, I am sure that all of us will
agree that to classify as fiction the constitutional
structure of a country is a most serious statement,
and this is precisely what the representative of Ghana
has attempted to do in relation to my own country.
4. I have explained once and again from this rostrum
that the Portuguese nation, as the result of a centuriesold historical process, is a unitarian state where all
the component parts enjoy equal status before the law.
The representative of Ghana is, of course, at liberty
not to like our Constitution. However, not liking a particular national constitution is one thing, but impugning
it in this Ol'ganization is another thing altogether. It
, is not only a violation of the principles of the Charter,
but it also tends to create a dangerous precedent
whereby the internal structure and affairs of Member
countries.....all of them, including Ghana-may be freely
discussed from this rostrum.
5. I have never come here to question the internal
political structure of Ghana or of any other State, nor
do I intend to do so, and therefore, my delegation
cannot accept without protest that an illegal exception
should be made against Portugal. The representative
of Ghana has carried his attempted interference into
.the internal affairs of my country to the point of
hoping for immediate steps for the transfer of all
powers of sovereignty over the Portuguese overseas
provinces of Angola. and Mozambique.
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state. However, ~:\prefer to believe that the representative of Ghana di~ not really weigh his words when he
spoke about his r~ope that the Portuguese nation should
be dismembere~ll and that sovereignty over the dismembered comJ~nents should be elsewhere.
7. But there a~ain, this is a very serious matter,
and this Assembly' is· not the place for levity When the
lives of countries ~1l1dpeoples are at stake. Therefore, I must strongly prc;test such verbal liberties
taking plac~ against the letter and spirit of the Charter, the result of which can only embitter the present
debate.
8. Needless to say, this answer applies equally to
another delegation which,yesterday, also subscribed
to such preposterous suggestions. I do hope that the
embitterment of this debate can still be aVOided.
9•. Mr. ALEMAYEHOU (Ethiopia): In 1945, when the

United Nations was organized in San Francisco, about
1,000 million people were under the colonial system.
A yeai' or two later, with the independence of India
and Pakistan. followed by the independence of Burma,
Ceylon Indonesia and other Asian countries, the system of colonialism remained untouched in the continent
of Africa and Oceania.
9

10. In 1955, at the Asian-Mrican Conference held in

Bandung, the States assembled at that historic conference took stock ofthe colonial situation and imtiated
a number of fundamental principles which have hecome
the cornerstones of the policy of independent cOWltries
of Africa and Asia towards the colonial countries and
peoples. These principles have also inspiredthe struggle of the dependent peoples themselves towards freedom and independence in Asia, Africa and Oceania.
Meanwhile, the struggle of the African-Asian states
for the liberation of the dependent and colonial peoples
continued in the Fourth Committee of the General
Assembly. The struggle consisted in liberaliZing the
rather cOnservative declaration contained in Chapter XI of the Charter of the United Nations. Although
the provisions of the Charter were, so to speak, conservative, the Mrican-Asian countries, with the help of
Latin American ~md other cOWltries, succeeded in
making that document a living instrument for the pur;';
pose of aiding the colordal peoples towards freedom and
independence.
11. While the achievement of independence by the
colonial peoples cannot be claimed as the work of the
United Nations, none. the less, it is true to say that
the influence of the United Nations has been felt and
that the contribution of liberal forces has not been
without effect in the colonial territOries.
12. At a later stage of the struggle of the dependent

6. Now, I honestly think that this is carrying matters
peoples towards independence, we find that, with the
to a regrettable extent, when a representative, from
independence of Sudan, Morocco and Tunisia, a new
this rostrum, asks for the dismemberment of a Member
chapter was opened for ending colonialism on the
1019
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continent of Africa. This prOcess culminated with the
independence of Ghana on the west coast of Africa,
swiftly followed by the independence of Guinea and
this year by so many Mrican states and Cyprus which
h
t k
h'
i tfW 1
f
ave a en t ell' l' gh
P ace in the community 0
nations.
13. At this point it must be remembered that the
Mrican States themselves, following" the example. of
Bandung, enunciated a number of concrete principles
designed for the particular purpose oftheir own continent at their first historical Conference of Independent
African StaU~s, held at Accra, Ghana, in 1958. At this
Conference they adopted thirteen resolutions, all of
which dealt with colonialism and the consolidation of
the independence of African States. An examination
of these resolutions shows that the p.ight Mrican states
were not satisfied in simply enunciating broad principles~ but specifically asked the end of colonialism,
"apartheid" and racial discrimination. In brief, the
application of one vote to one man was called for so
that governmental powers in all the colonial territories
in Mrica could be organized according to the will of
the people, and not according to the dictates of socalled mother countries in far-off places.
14. At the same Conference, the African countries,
realizing the unique situation of Algeria, called upon
France:
"~) To recognize the right of the people of Algeria
to independence and self-determination;
.
R(!» To put an end to the hostilities and to withdraw
all her troops from Algeria;
It (Q) To enter into immediate peaceful negotiation
with the Algerian Liberation Front with a view to
reaching- a final and just settlement. n lJ

It can be seen immediately that the first aim has been

achieved, while the remaining two have either become
obsolete, due to a change in circumstances, or have
been recognized as a necessity even by those Who, at
the time of the Conference, were moved to condemn
the attitude of the African countries. The point, however, is that the demand by the Africancountries for
the independence and self-determination of Algeria is
nOw recognized by practically everyone concerned, and
What remains is the application of these principles
under conditions that will ensure to the Algerian people
free choice as to their future.
15. A year later, the independent African countries
assembled once more in an extraordinary conference
in Monrovia Y to consider the Algerian problem, in
the first instance, and to deal with other problems
of an urgent nature, such as the nuclear tests in the
Sahara and the intensification of mass .massacre and
other repressive measures against the indigenous
population in Africa as a result of racial discrimination, and adopted resolutions embodying certain principles on each of these problems. These principles,
again, have been accepted by practically all the Members of the United Nations. All that remains is for
them to. be applied concretely on the spot in conditions
which will result in respect by all concerned, so that

20.

when the matter has become history the process will
have left intact the friendship of the p~oples.
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16. The independent countries of Afr-ica-this tim.e
sixteen in number-met earlier this. year in their
regular conference at Addis Ababa, Y and discussed
and adopt e d a number 0 f resolutions. These resolutions.
dealt with: (~J negotiated and peaceful settlement of
the Algerian problem; (Q) the question of South West
Africa; .(Q) the cessation of nuclear and thermo-nucleai'
tests in the Sahara; (g) the eradication of colonial
rule from Africa; (~) the question of a Central African
Federation; ill the policy of "apartheid" and racial
discrimination in Africa; and other questions~ One
resolution called for the end of colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations and proclaimed the equality
of all the races in civil and religious mrc:'ct:ers and,
in particular, the application of the principle of one
vote for one man so that governmental power in all
the colonies may be transferredto the representatives
of the people.
17. Accordingly, the present draft resolution [AIL.
323 and A.dd.1-2] , which my delegation has the honotU'
to co-sponsor, is a consolidation of the ideals and
principles which the African-Asian countries have proclaimed and supported ever since 1955, in Bandung,
Accra, Monrovia and Addis Ababa. An examination of
the draft resolution shows at once that all the paragr'aphs of the preamble have at one time or another
and in one form or another been proclaimed in those
historic conferences. From our point of view, therefore, the adoption of these principles by the United
Nations would mean that their application was supported by each and every Member state.
18. At this point my delegation woUld like to pay a
tribute to and. congratulate the Soviet Union for its
initiative in proposing to the fifteenth session of the
General Assembly [A/4501] the item which is now
underconsidflration-namely, a Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples [A/4502 and Corr.1]. This declaration on the
abolition of colonialism, if adopted by the General
Assembly-and I hope it will be adopted unanimously.
will undoubtedly be a great landmark in the history of
the world. It will be a turning point in the history of
international relations, in the relations of the States
and peoples of the world. It will be a realization of
the noble ideals and principles of the United Nations
Charter. This declaration, if adopted and implemented,
would undoubtedly .open a new era to the peoples of
the world to work together, to co-operate as members
of a great family, for the achievement of common
obj"ectives-namely, peace and happiness for all. There
can never be a lasting peace in such a great family if
all members are not equally happy. Where there is not
equal happiness, where there is not equal 0a.tisfaction
for all, there may be B;tl armed truce but not peace.
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19. Hence, in order that there may be lasting peace
among the nations and peoples of the world, in order
that there may be friendly co-operation among the
nations and peoples of the world, colonialism in all .
its forms and manifestations must come to an end,
and the colonial Powers must recognize that the peoples
under their domination have the same birthright
freely to determine their destinies, as have the peoples
in the respective colonial countries.
.

Y Conference of Independent African States. heldatMonrovia. Liberia.
from 4-8 August 1959.

Y Second· ConfeI'ence Ot Independent African States. held at AddiS
Ababa. Ethiopia. 14-24 June 1960.

11 Conference of Independent African States. Declaration and Resolu22 April 1958, Accra. Ghana (Government Printer. 1958). resolution No. m.
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20. It is therefore in the, .interest of lasting pea.ce

, will

as a.gainst perpetual conflict/in the interest of brotherly co-operation for the common good as against animosity among the nations and peoples of the world,
that we appeal to all states represented here to give
their full support to the declaration under discussion
so that ,.it may b,~ adopted by acclamation.
21. ptbople lli'lder colonial rule and their supporters
in Afl~ica and Asia, and elseWhere, have beencriticized: by neutral-and, I am sure, honest--observeJ.1s
for being impatient and hasty in asking for an immecUate and unconditional end to colonialism. According
to such observers, the end of colonialism has in some
cases led to conflicts among the native political
leaders, as a result of the premature conclusion of
colonial rule. They cite the situation in the Congo to
support their view. These observers argue, further,
that, whatever the peoples' und~r colonial rule may
feel about their colonizers, these colonizers must
necessarily have contributed to the economic, social,
educational and political development of the colonial
peoples under their' respective rule, and they' must
necessarily have their own economic or other interests
which cannot and must not be disregarded. According
to those observers, for all those reasons and in order
to prepare the native political leaders for a smooth
take-over of power, a longer term than that asked for
by the colonial peoples and more patiencearenecessary.
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22. But we have said to such observers; and we must
reiterate, thf.it the abolition of colonialism is long
overdue and can never be premature. We understand
these honest observations and criticlsms which at first
glance seem to be reasonable and sound for all neutral
observers. We know how neutral observers, living in
freedom, feel about colonialism in general, because we
ourselves have lived both in freedom and under colonial
rule. But they cannot understand how we feel about
colonialism, because they have always livedin freedom
and never under colonial rule. It is convenient and
easy· for all neutral observers, living in freedom, to
criticize, because they have never been subjectedtothe
most abject degradation and humiliation, because they
have never been foreigners in their own country, because, they have never fought and given their lives in
wars which were not theirs and only added glory to
their already glorious masters, and because they have
never laboured to add more wealth to that of their
already wealthy masters and to strengthen the hands
oppressing them. One bas to live under colonialism
and experience these things for oneself in order to
understand the full impact of colonialism.
23. It must be recognized that tpe colonial ,Powers
must have contributed, to a greater or lesser degree,
to the economic, sanial and educational development
of their respective colonies. But wbat our critics have
completely overlooked is the fact that invariably the
COntribution in economic, military and other 'fields
made by the colonies to the metropolitan countries
has been incomparably greater than that made by the
metropolitan countries to their colonies.

24. As to certain political or economic difficulties
and cOIlf.licts follOWing the end c;>f colonial rule in some
countries, we can say to our c.ritics that thesedifficulties are always engineered by foreign intrigues,
With a view to discrediting and frustrating the irreversible movement towards emancipation by the subjugated peoples all over the world, particUlarly in
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Africa and Asia,and with a view to re-establishing
the system of exploitation in one form or· another.
But, even if it is true that JUfficultiesand conflicts
among political leaders follow the end of 'colonialism
in some countries, that shoUld not be a reasOn for
denying independence to the peoples chiiming it. Fighting for power among politioal leaders is not an extraordinary thing.. It happens everywhere. Political
leaders all over the world have always fought for po~er
by various means-some with money, others with their
fists and still others with guns, tanks and airplanes.
It should not, therefore, be taken as something sO
extraordinary simply because it happens in former
colonial territories. This is purely and simply an excuse or pretext for maintaining colonial subjugation
in those terrtloi-ies.
25. The peoples in the liberated countries, left alone
without interference from foreign intriguers, will
settle their differences in no time, as all the other
peoples in similar circumstances ha:~t3'~lways done.
Let the peoples of the liberated countrieS'1i~~. Let
them fight if they want to, and settle their own affairs.
26. I say, in the first place, that there is nO reason
to believe that the colonies which have immensely
contributed to the economic wealth ofthe metropoHtan
countries would not be able to build up economically
viable States of their own. Nor is there any reason to
believe that the peoples of the colonies, having fought
long and hard to free themselves from colonial subjugation, and provided there is no foreign intrigue and
sul;>version, woUld fail to enjoy peacefully the benefit
of their hard-won freedom.
27. But if, in spite of all, the question woUld be to
choose between freedom with all its attendant economic
difficulties and internal conflicts.on the one hand, and
the maintenance of colonial rUle with all its attendant
subjugation, exploitation, degradation and humiliation,
and so on, on the other, I woUld right away and unequivocally say that the peoples, all peoples, under
colonial rule prefer poverty in freedom to wealth in
slavery, and they will definitely prefer fighting in
freedom to peace in slavery.
28. There was a time when the spirit of enterprise
andheroism,the power, the greatness and prosperit~
of .a nation were measured by the extent and num5ifr
of its colonies. There was a time when to own colonies
gave pride and glory to those nations owning such
colonies. But that is all a matter of the past. Today,
-t6'owncolofiies~ is no longer glorifying. Today it is
not in owning but in freeing colonies that nations take
pride, and even those which still entertain the hope of
keeping their colonies are trying to do so under different names. Thus,. the terms "overseas territories",
"overseas provinces", etc., are coined for theformer
colonies. The names "colonial Power" and "colonies".,
once a source of pride and glorification to those own- .
ing colonial territories, are. now becoming more and
more embarrassing to them, and I think we can safely
say that it will· not be long when to own colonie.s not
only will be considaredas a disgrace but also as a
crime, in the same way as slavery has been so considered.
29 ~ All this COining of neW names for the colonies
and, inventing of excuses to delay the liberation of the
colonial peoples on the part of the colonial Powers,
are significant proqf that colonialism is a thing which
I
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cannot be maintained and that the colonial Powers
themselves know it.
30. In fact, the representative of the United Kingdom,
whose political foresight, particularly, in this field
has been widely appreciated, said only the other day
from this rostrum [925th meeting] that it was as regards the method of achieving the end and not the end
itself that differences of opinion exist between his
Government and those insisting on immediate liberation of all the colonies.
31. Well, since there is no difference of opinion as
regards the end-that is, the ultimate liberation of all
the peoples presently under colonial rule on the basis
of their right of self-determination-there cannot, or
at least there should not be, in the view of my delegation, differences of opinion as regards the method to
achieve such end.
32. We all agree that the ul~imate end sought is the
liberation of all cQlonial pe,~ples from the colonial
bonds. If so, is there a better'~ethod than ascertaining
the wishes of the colonial peoples, under free conditions, as to what they think best for their future? We
believe that this is the best method.
33. A declaration abolishing colonialism, a declaration telling the colonial peoples that they are free to
choose what they want as to their future, does not
preven.t any of them from freely and voluntarily associating themselves with their former metropolitan
countries in any form, if they deem such association
advanta~ous to ~hem.
34. With respelot to certain territories in Africa and
Asia considered as overseas provinces of metropolitan
countrj.es in Europe, we frankly fail to be persuaded
by the arguments of our friendsSlideolleagues representing such metropolitan countries. What makes these
far-off territories part of the metropolitan countries?
It is not geographical, econ~')mic, historical, racial,
ethnical, cultural, or any otller identity; nor is it a
common agreement, freely and voluntarily arrived at.
It is simply a law unilaterally enacted by the metropolitan countries. As to what effect such a law, enacted
unilaterally and lacking the agreement of one of the
parties, would have, the answeris, I think, clear. Just
imagine country A, somewhere in Africa: enacting a
law by which country B, in. Europe or in America, is
made a province of country A. What effect would such
a law have? None. It would have no effect either in
law or in fact, because country Ahas not the necesl1~y
military might to enforce its law nor has it the agr 'ement of country B to become a province.
35. In the case between the colonial countries in
Mrica and Asia and the metropolitan countries in
Europe, while the claim of these metropolitan countries that the far-off colonies can be COnsidered as
part of themselves cannot ha-q;e le,gal effect because the
agreement of one, of the parti;js IS lacking, s,qch claim,
however, h&s effect, !nfact, simply becaUse these
metropolitan countries have military might over the
unarm:ed peoples of t,heir colonies. It is, therefore,. a
questfQn of force; it Is a question of domination by
force; it is colonialism, again.
36. That is whj' I said a moment ago that the agrument
of some of the :t'~presentatives of themt'.tropolitan
countries was not persullsive, and we appeal to these
representatives and to all the other Members to give
their full support to the draft' resolution containingthe

....
declaration of which I have just spoken [A/L.323 aM
Add.l..2] and which, we believe, will serve the interests
of all, including that of the colonial Powers.
37. Mr. WlNIEWlCZ (Poland): At none ofthe previous
sessions of the General Assembly has the problem of
the colonial peoples and of the final abolition of
colonialism been presented witfl such convincingforce
as at our current session. Tl~e admission to United
Nations membership of seventeen new states, everyone
of which in its history has experienced oppression and
colonial exploitation, was a great demonstration ofthe
international import of this problem. It became One
of the key issues of our general debate. It ran as a
major theme through discussions on many items onthe
agenda of the Main Committees of this seSsion. It is
now, on the initiative of the Soviet Union, being discussed here in the General Assembly in all its aspects,
with a view to the adoption of the only just decision.
38. The problem has become ripe for final solution.
The new balance of forces in the world has. created
a situation in which the laws of imperialismno longer
play a decisive role. The victorious national liberation
movements in Asia and Africa strengthen the anti~,
colonial front and inspire by their example the still
dependent peoples.
39. The unprecedented progress of science and.technology, the triumph of 'man's thought over the forces
of nature, as well as the broad possibilities of the
peaceful development of humanity, do not allow any
further tolerance of colonial dependence and of keeping
peoples in poverty and ignorance while they, like all
of us, have the right to independence and to a better
future.
40. Indeed, where colonialism extended its power, we
saw tIle extermination of subjegated peoples, the deEltruction of their culture, the imposition of alien
institutions and patterns. We sawthe merciless exploitation of their labour and natural resources, inhuman
racial discrimination, denial of the fruits of civilization. Its characteristic traits are not some of the
very rec'ent forms of colonial administration, evolved.
in recent years owing to ever stronger and ever'
growing pressures of the progressive forces all over
the world. Those new forms, obtained thanks to the
steadfast resistance of. colonial peoples and the anticolonial debates and resolutions of the United Nations,
have not changed the very essence of colonialism.
41. The political importance, ecopomjic might and high
standards of living of the metropolitan Powers have
been built uponthe sweat, blood and tears of the peoples
of Africa, Asia and Latin America. What benefits
accrued tothe indirgenous populations as the result-of
the discovery of gold and diamonds in Mrica, of the
establishment of rubber plantations and exploitation of
the mineral !"lches of Asia, of sugar-oane plantations
and . tropical· fruits tn Latin America, of the finding
of uranium in the Congo? The fate of those peoples .
was decided at the stock exchanges and commodity
markets· in. London, Paris, BrusselS and New Yorkt
and their life was regimented by the colonial offices
in the metropolitan territories.
42. . To what extent have the great achievements of
science and civilization been spread among colonial
peoples? What the colonial adn'linistration did-ifit did
anything at all-for the dependent peoples, it did not
do in the sense of fulfilling any civilizing mission~as
the defenders of colonialism, including tne ill-advised
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would like us to believe. It was . example, which can be suspended by the colonial
done either fbr the sake of selfish interests or under
administration whenever it sees fit, in spi~ of the
the pressure of political circumstances.
wishes of the people and at a moment when they want
43. May I be permitted to add here that the United .~9 avail thf1mselves of the rights given to them? It is
no mere coincidence that, at a time when the constituKingdom representative did try to divert our attention
tions
of Malta and British Guiana were suspended,
from the problem of colonialism by insinuations
Southern Rhodesian laws-forming the basis for the
regarding the situation in Eastern Europe. But the
fu.'1ctioning
of the colonial administr~tion there, which
record' of his country in that part of the world cannot
follows
the
pattern
of the discriminatOry policy of the
withstand any o})jective scrutiny; it is nothing that
Union
of
South
Africa-remain
in force. out of 3 million
anyone can be proud of. I shall not say anything more
in
Southern
Rhodesia,
only 2,000 have the
Africans
on the matter. For our part, we prefer to stick to the
right
to
vote.
topic of our debate.
49. Colonial administrators may cherish the illusion
44. I repeat: Whatever was done in the colonies was
tp,at
they can gain time by a policy of repression. But
done for the sake of selfish interests. Roads were
is
it
not obvious··that they cannot arrest the ultimate
built, ratlways and communications systems estabdefeat of colonialism? This' had to be admittedeven by
lished, because they were needed by the colonizers.
the Advisory Commission of the British Government
A minimum of professional education was provided.,
which inquired recently into the situation in Rhodesia
only to the extent needed for;exploitation of those
and Nyasaland. We read in Lord Monckton's i'eport:
territories. 'The minimum of political rights was meted
out when toe pressure ofthe masses grew and when the
"To say that events are moving fast in AtTica is a
balance o£Jprces in the world was changing.
truism. They are moving like an avalancne, and it
appears only too likely that those who merely cling
45. What were the results? The per caput national
to their familiar position will be swept away."
income of France and Belgium is about $900 but, in
some of the African countries which prey!ously were
They will be swept a.way, not only inAfrica. Colonialcolonieso£ those States, it does not'8xceed$50 to $70.
ism can neither be reformed nor improved. One canIn the United Kingdom, the per caput, national ipcome
not
reform a system the very essence of which is
is about $1,100, while in Kenya, rich and amply endomination
by force, to subordinate the interests ofthe
dowed by nature:, it is about $100, including, of course,
to political and economic needs of
dependent
peoples
the high incomes of white colonists. And we know from
the
colonial
Powers.
One cannot improve a system
official United Nations data, from data contained in
built
upbn
the
principle
of racial and cultural inferiority
the report of the Committee on InformationfromNon"
of some nations in relation to others, tbis being a
Self-Governing Territories, that the per capUit income
challenge to the basic terl;ets of humanism. One cannot
of Africans in Kenya is thirty-three times less than
deny to other peoples*hat one asks for\( one's own
tIiat of the non-African pop'!1l.ation. In Rhodesia and
naticn.
The abolition of colonialism is in &>nformity
Nyasaland, it is forty-three times less. ,
with theobJ.oective laws gOverni..n g the deve.l~"E:.
m.ent of
46. In Southern Rhodesia, 200,000 European settlers
society; it is a requirement of juStiCe'andeq~.
hav'e taken 51 per cent of the best land, While the
'",
3 xp.illion Africans have been restricted to the worst
50. The colonial peoples have a right to independent
soil, occupying only 42 per cent of the whole area.
eJdstence.They. demand today the right to decide their
The rest of the land is in the hands of the colonial
fut1,11"e, ,and this demand must be satisfied forthwith as
administration and is being administered in the
the Soviet Declaration so rightly sets forth. This coninterests of the white settlers. 1'1 the African colonies
cerns all the colonial territories irrespective oftheir
of Portugal, there is forced labour. Almost the whole
formal and legal status; it concerns Non..SeU-Governpbpulation is reduced to the humiliating status created
lng Territories and Trust Territories withinthe mean"
by the colonial administration and described as "un"
ing of the United Nations Charter-; it concerns also
civilized". Shall I go on reminding you of facts which
protectorates and areas leased in foreign lands. The
we all know well from the documents and from the
majority of colOnial territories are still to be found
proceedings, over many years-;>of the' Fourth Comin Africa, but. we should not fOrge.t thtt.t not nIY/:Asia
mittee?
but also Latin America and the Pacific region Je not
free from colonialism. What is at stake is the future
47. nuteracy!n colonial territories is wide...spread,
of a hundred million people, and-tbere can be no comsometimes encompassing up to 90 per cent ofthe adult
promise on that.
population. It cannot be otherwise when, for longyears,
the metropolitan Powers supported the principle that
51. The experienc~ of history shows that colonialism
Umitation\?f education prevents the growth \nf national
is not yielding of its own will. Indeed, at tim.es the
consciousn\~ss and of tendencies to political emancipastrength of its stubborn resistance leads to sharp
tion. Colonftu administrations of·many countries have
conflicts
prolonging and increasing the sufferings of
Purposely, and in a planned way, hampered the educadependentpeople~ The histQrY of accession to ~?e
tionof the indigenous intelligentsia and of the indigpendence
of many post-eolonial states such as India,
enous "cadres" of skilled workers. This was parIndonesia,Morocco,
Cyprus and others, Which aTe toticularly true in the Congo, and many political or
day
Members
'of
our
Organiz~tion,isatellingill'Ustfa~dministrative difficulties of the new Republic are a
tion of this all too well founded truth. As aresnlt of
d!):'ect result ofthat policy of the colonizers.
the very same. colonial policy, viet. -Na~~s stilltoday
48. Today; howev~r, tbisstate of affairs can no longar
divided and .is.not a Member Of.. the uni.t.:~~ N.a.tion.a..
continue. The just\national aspirations of the colonial
For seven years the Algerian people havepeenwaging
peoples cannot ~~/l\Uled or deceivedbyofferingpiece- their heroic struggle for the right toftreedom and
meal PQt!!!C~k~"~ht~. Besides, of::.owhat value is a conindependent'eJdstence, While in the C06.go we Witness
sti~tion such as that of Malta or British Guiana~ for
attempts at restor-ing colonial dependence under neW
0.
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~~de1'neWguise,

forIns, of course,
even after the 58. If the'I-ep:r;esentatlre of 'Gcdne;)'ll permitme,=
1 will use ,the example. of Guinea. Two ye~rs 'after.
proclamation of independenGe.
'. . .'.'
.
accession to independenceG'ulUEla, in,,,spite ofthagrave
52. That, is why. many leaders of former oolonies .pJ:ecasts and in spi~e of attempts by oolonl~ers, iQ
which have already been liberated or of depen ~~. ~j developing favourably The Three Ye~EoOl~omic
terr~tories still aspiring to independenoe "were or ~\fe Plan "of tq,t country 'envisages '. annual \lnvestrl\ents
.,1lO1,i~10alPrisO~~Es wlWm the pol~n!a1 admin~stratit'n twt?tty~fiva. times.high~!~ than the .·.avera~ ,ant\ual
has depr,ived,_ ~f~.,~h.,. eir freedomlno.rderto p.re.,.ventt.h m it~,Y~~tment dur,i.n,g th.,~ la~t t,en yea.'t's of the cOICJrr.lai'°"
. ~~ro,
uenclUg tb,eir peQples. I can,quote here'C he r~.gi~.,e, The number(~f stUdent,s andpUP.!,lS h,as dO\(\bl~4
n ,ee of Pandit. Nehru, Dr. Banda, ,Jomo Keny~~tta,
while\the number of ~oholarships has increased thre~1
• Jagan-to mention but a few. Many, like Um N'~,obe times~
1
of the Oameroons, were killed Jp the struggleifor
~..
,"
.'
. ' , . (I
freedom. As the representative of Mali BO rightli) aid 59. Ag~n, witb tbepermission of the representativlP
in hi'a ~peeoh on 28 September 1960: tf,:\,hee:rnan~ipaef Gha~a, may 1 say that the~vernw~ntof Ghana h~~
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ment of industry and diversification of eoonomy. Ac...
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53., T,he Vn.ited Nati,on.s,,deois,ion oono.,er,n!ng t~f,in,'a.l.
c,orcUng h.,'~~'. i,ci~ d~~a, of the In,te.,l·national M.o.netary,
abolition of Qol?nialism. should be, the;refore,~~!:! Fund, ~h~ ~no~~ase Of the gr,pssnational p,roduct oJ
. emphatic, uneqUivocal in" its me~ning, and b~o~ed l>y,~,~hanaiIlj( he years 1~.5~-1957:7'whenthe o()untrywas a
~'a:
th,e ":hole..,authority of our o:gan.iza,tion., we,~hOuldnot
Bl'i:t!AA
..... olon.y., -was,.2.5 mi11lon poun,',ds" W,her~.",\~as the
;/ 0:
be swayed from this road by arguments advanoed by
releVa.llt figureafor'the year fo~lowingtheindepe¥ence
;f
~
i1
the defenders of oolonialism inthe present discussion. . were already 14:Amil1ion lK')unds.
\
a:
We should in p~icular not be misled bythe view that
. ' " ,.' " g "
" • I',f
the C"OIOni,al peoples allegedly reqUire preparation for
60•. ' Nlger..ia is, PI«"nnin the.•. devel,opme.nt ~q.~, i.ts gre~
tDE1
their fr~~dom and that politioal independence must be hY4rO~l~?tr~o potential. and full utihza~f~ of its
'. w
b a len~'fiy economic a d sooial develop- nati~na1 tlGh~"sof iron ores and oil. The intier~nde.:nce
Preoeded
"
Y
6""
-l~
,,
gave west Afrioa a S".Jmulus . to an unprecedented
a:
tnent, under f~reign guidance.
"~ \I
growth. .trhe same will. happen to East Africa and all
tI
54,' It would be diffioult,to ,deny t at the ,predatory the oountries which have to be r~leased from oolonial
w
colonial system, the e~loitationof locall\labo'lr kel;)t bonds.
U
purpqsely. ina state of baokwardness and ign?ra?-ce,
61. The President of Guinea. M. S6kou Tour6, was of
.rr
the stifling"of politioaI11fe, all thoseandot~.er Inaben~. oq~se fully, justified in stating from this rostrum on) . Jf 0:
able elemepts of oolomalism le.ave in thct1r wake the' l(fJ~ber 1960~
,
/
6'
'iUIlder-developmentof the dependent territories, so
.~
,
/ f III
tbatthose oountdes are backward in theQteohnioal and
J!••: national i~~ependenee presupposes not only r(
T
eoonomio sense and lack qual1fi~d manpower. :aut all
~litlOa1 liberati~\ but a1s.o~ and above all, total b
iI
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1

~.r:~r~1:.itr,l~,~;:',O.:tbe speedle,stpoSS.ible abolit,.iOn (:i:~=~~.]~~+~~=f;::: ~=?
~?lonizers

\
.-.:1.",
.
6,2., The oo.untr.les liWrate,dfrom.,the, YOke. of 0010,nial..
ism mum be assisted to join, underconditionaof,complete equality and non-discrimination, in. the international exohange of goods and services. Those
oountriesshould havf(~pletefteedo~ of disposing
of their naturalres~~
oes and of establishing their
e,o,Dnom,.iO'relati<>ns., wt,', h. oth,er countries on.t.,he basis "
of mutual, advantages. r.e mu~ oreate for them thA'
PO"SSib,ilit,ies, of divers, ~.lf/ing their, ec.o,nomio str.uct.ure..
'We should prevent t~)n from falling under any new
form of depende~Do not forget how and Why three
years ,ago the oolonialPowers were opposing here
the establishment of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Afrioa' which can play an Itnportall~
~ole in the proper defenoe ()f the eoonomio interests
of that region.'
D

55. 'The
are not, the best educators, of
nati,on.s,, a,10.pg t,be 1',oad. toward..stndepende,nee,•. Tb,ey d,re
those. in whose interest it is to malntainthe status of
iiepetilienc~\ a$ long as pos~ible. To paraphrase George
Wasbington1swords, "It is fo11yll1 ,a oolo~l oountry,
to !ook for disinterested favcursfromtheoolonizers".
On' the other. hand" the experienoe of all neWly establisn,·,e.d S,ta.. te,s.• ,Sh,ows.' clear~y that aft,e,r gaining. indepen. denoe, owing to the oreatIve efforts of their own, they
le ~gun, to develop in all fiel,. d~ mUCh.' qui.okeras
.compared. with the ,period when they were under the
coloni~l system. "

Q

ha,

/I
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,
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"
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'56.\) The. fa;~laoyof the reaoUpnary the'ory of dividing
nations info those,o able ~nd those unable to govern
theplselve.s h~~ beenoompletely exposed. Therefore,
the historlo SOViet Declaration on t~~grantingofinde~ndenoe to colonial oountries ,;anit peoples is fully
justified in stating:
"

.

r

CJ

.,'".

~Li.!~ ,showt! ~hat on the h~els of liberation oome the
rebltth, upsurge 'and floweringofdistinotivenational
'c~tur~s, the spreadofpublio education. the improve...
merntof health ~are, the,training,of skilled national
~somlel."." [A/4502] • .,
o

/I

63~ , At prese!1t we~ee again even more oiearly,~he
efforts of oertain wef1-defln~d oiroles.partioularlyln
the ,United States, to strengthen their, influence ~l)~' (
Aft-ioa, in the newly liberated Btates. Thus the indepen"
denoe of those States, so de8.t'ly paid for, could be
speedily and oheaply loatin anewformof dependence,
neo-oolonial dependellce. The Polish delegation will
disouss this subjeot ~ again in' oonne:xion wlthother \
items On the age~daofour session~
.
';).
." .,.'
~
11f'
64. Only the bmnediate, complete abolitlonofoolonial
~~pendenoe oan becoM~ the ult1m~fte embOdiment ofthe'
al~s and p!-ttlJ,.?
.~j~S of the UnitedNationsCharter,for
th~ Charterte~pgnlzedas
one of the basicpurpose~
i\' \\ .
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5P.The end to coloniaJ exploitation facilitates the
better use "of the national re§ourc.es of the' hitherto
dependent territories, increases their demandf6r
tot"eigttgq9ds, , en1~~ft~ thefr exports, •. raises the~r
indttstl'iar capacity and. serves tbe development of the
wa-rld eeonomy as a whole.
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~~\.\.orga.niZ.at.ion.. ;0 ttrespec.. t £.'..0r.th'IB.:prin.9.iP.I.'·.e Of. eQU'.8.1 sons of Asia and Mrica ' were ala()shedolingt~p:i:t'
rights\ nd self-qeterminati~~n o~ peoples" .. At the same blood. COUl:JIlonwast~sc~truggl~J.u:nd ~\lsO.,o\~I1tln'10n
tUne ~ ticle78 ,of the ChaTter reqognized the unde"
shQu.ldbe the' f;1C,Wtsof( victory,. Irhe C,hartel\J;la,r.;
niabl~ l"wtthat there we~e in 1f)45 peoples who "nave strengthened the (oonvict~.ol).t~at the idea.l6'.l Qf free~~~'P)
, not· yet. attained a· full measure of self-government".
and. equality forwhichthep.~ol"'les It.nited;m.the fight
r~Omic
The very wox'ds "not yet"'implied theprov1sional
against fascisOl and n~ism gayetheir l~iW'Gz:r:-cr-~~,..
Il\ents
character of "Non-Self-Goverf1lng Tel·:d;tories". The batUefields(;fthe~cond\VurldWa1~ can,nat berecQn~~ .
Lnr~ual
Ilc,tflai=
same applies to Art~cle 76, Whichlaysdowptlle objec- ciled with colonialism, w~thth(3: sUbjugationofna,ti~!\s,
k
tives for the Trustec;,Jship Sys.tetr1~·'
with raciaiidiscr1mination. Indeed~ in many ad~pendent
)~\bl~~
o
. '.
.
.
,territQry the· retwm of soldiers from the battlefieJ.q.s
thre~}
(I
65. Whatever interpretation is applied to Chapters XI
of the Second,World WaJ;'sC\\.lnded the. be~,nning oftlie
and xn of the Charter, they cleal'1y mean. that the
I(
institutions' J~n.(,t procedures provide. d by them are
struggle fO,rlndependence. Do 1 need to citE) p;1ore than
~tativip
.
two of those countries...i(lhana· and Nigeri~? '
transit:Qry and te,mpo~ary. TJ:1ere can be no question as
la h91~
~tion~l
"to Whether independence is to be accorded to the
70. "All attempts at pre$e:r:vingthe colonial system,or
7e1l';>P'"
.'. ,~peoples inhabiting the territories mentioned in these
at defending the privileged position which it has given
,. Ac...
',if/-chapters, the only question to.whicb a reply had to be to colonial Powers are contrary to the Charter~.They
tetary
given was "when?"
are bound to, render the development of international
uct oJ
co-operation more difficult and constitute
obstacle
'66. Thepurposes and principles oUhe United Nations
'wa-sa
on the road qfsocial, cultural and econon:i:lc davelo~
',)are of basic oharactel~; they are the very foundation
a$ the
ment
of all natiOns. How many conflicts, dangerous to
of our Organization and its verybemg depends on their
fence
peace,
have arisen precisely as a result ofthe sense\~ 1mplementatipn. To implement them, other provisions
less
resistance
of-the colonial' forces against the irre\ af tha Charter call for proper interpretation. Wherever
versible
trend
of
history?
great
necessary, certain processes Inust be completed and
of its
terminated. This applies to' Chapters XI and XII, which
71. TJ;1e war in Algeria has 'Qecome an international
lde.:nce
" were .meant to operate for a lirnitecl time only. Their
problem. The situation in the Congo is fraught with
iented
attificial perpetuation or evenprolongation would condanger. The continuation of the present policy of the
md all
tradict paragraph 2 of Article 1 of the Charter. It
Governments'of the Union of South Africa· and of Por,Ionial
would amount to .tbe denial of the purposes of the
tugal gives rise to fearsaf furthGr disturbances in
United Nations to some peoples of our globe. No such
international relations. The policy pur'sued by the
was of
meanmg could be attributed to the Charter as a whole
Western Powers and NATO in establishing military
or to any of its provisiollS.
cc:::.c:_~~
umon c'
bases and experimental. testing g,Tounds for nuclear
weapons, contrary to tJrf-manifest desires oithe whole
/'1' 67. It is therefore obvi~usthat thesestiPulat~'o!nswere region,
of the countri,s liberated from th~~_colopial
oppressio~,
has also l')ecome an internatiqnID p~fem.
:
Nor does 'jneo-coloni~~m.' seeldn.g n.evtforms. of imssible,f f.... 0 institutions of Non-Self-Governing Territories or
posing
dependence, s~rveJ the interesy'ofpeace.
met/' ~. ,
Tr~~t T~:rritQries should be replaced by full self~;/,
'\
dete:rmination and independence, to events, to life.
72. On the other hand th~ complet~fabolitionof coloAnd,\ndeed~ life has offered this reply.jn the succes- nialism can set free all the best\\ forces of the new
onial~\\.l sive 3\ears after 1945, andthe yeaf:f960'seem~to have nations. The countries') libera.ted from under the
~ given \It in full. That is why iUs ~~. full accol!dWl)h!;fhe
:jcomcoloniaJCyoke have already made their valuable contriInter.bution
to the building and the strengtheningofpeaceful
Char.
both it. s. l.etter. and.s.Pi.r~~,.that. both the... NonSelf-Go\rerning Territories and t~ Trust Te;rritories
Those
coexistence of nations.
. ought to!i disappear, that all dependent.territories and
~osing
73. 1\The Bandung.Conference,
.during which., such ~
..,
peoples \~hould be grtaited full independence.
: their
imPdrt.ant r.ole was.Played by the .people's Re1?,ub,!~c.
basis
f)8;1 I w~\ill.d like to recall the words of the President
~mthA
~_~~£~rno qf Indonesia, who rightly stressed here on
.cture.
'·"'-"'3'O'lSepteniber 1960:
lng Bandung there were conferences iD TunIS, Tangier~ ..
ly new
\\
Conakry, Addis %babaand Accra. Thereprese~tatiVt.
')
.three
"Tpe b3ilance of the world has changed si~ce that
Ethiopj.~,
wholJ
preceded
'me
on
this
rOfjtrU1n,o~.ls~
,pf
day in Jw\ie fifteen years ago when the Cha~r was
~ here
n~'8.nt,t?ne.d thte.. All.ofthese COrd..e.rences,)Ve.re a.D.· i~a.lt~.d
, signed in th~ United states city of san;l1ncisco,
Inomic
at a moment wh~n humanity ,jwasJ~mvl'glhg from the fbyc cO~1rn not only for th~ common ifiood of allj~e
lona.nt
erest's
horror of war.' Th~ fate of hu,rfianity can no longer I peoples.~f Asi8;;?-ndAfricabut, also fQr, a1urther pe9.befU! 9-e1'rlopmell! ~ international ,~,elatiofisa.l!;"ove~fthe"
be. de. cided by a few l~rge atttpowerful nations••• "
worl~~L~~edtthe"ab~lition of cOIOnia}d.e.~r)a.en~Ocan cc
[H80th meeting, para. 54].
\~ 0
~ly,~he
" PreSident Sukarno also said:
\
:~~~l~~st:d ~~~~:::;:~~:~~~t~~:~~~~~e i~O 1~1:
arlyfu
o
~
Cl
noe~~~'
"The United Nat!ons Is no ·longel",,the sa~e body Jiesired. Both would game The 'world OOnIDlunjlitY of ;("
lepen.:v
nfltions ·would, gain. ,. );
'~~
as that which signed the Charter fiftee~.Jear~ ago.
uldbe
Nor is this world the same world. Tbosewhcrla.b~l1red
If the United Nations is to mee\~ ~{ly its sks;'
denoe,
in Wisdom to, produce. the Charterli/pf tJP.l}·Grganiz~:- ,it has also to react speedily toothe changes now ~ ·ng
In will
tion ,could not have foreseen thesbape '~hich it ha~*
other
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peoples,o t'he Uni~~d,Jrations shouUi w~tli~ut delay
a decision on the"l!~ediate ~bo1ition ofcolon~iistr~~d)
75~ ~he United ,Natio~sJ(decil~i~nShoulcJ \U'~!aU t~e~/
colonIal PoweI'~ t~?~~a~elY to enter int()~.~6tiatiOns
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69•. The United Nations Charter was an. express!on f.
,those ideals for which the peoples fought dUring ~, e

I~CO~d

World Warccagainst fascis"" ana Ilaaisbl.c,e
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with representathea of the dependent peoples in orde1t
to. rea(~b."an agr.e.". en~ent ?nt;.h.e. esta.b.~is··.h.m.ent Off.r.• eedQ~nl.
and independenoe 101' the hithe).~to oolonia.loountrtes.
Steps should be advised and underta'i{el1 i~(;Jrcfer to
transfer all powers to the peoples ofth;\ool()nial Qountries without any conditions or reservatlod~. It should
, ~em~in the. ta',S.k of the United Nations to sd.~~aJ:'dthe
fUll implementation of such provisions. 1,'1'1e Urll:ted
Nations is facing a histol'ie deoision. Historio in this
respect-is the respon~ibi1flty 0'£ an the delegH::tiom'9
. assembledh~n'e. Let us meet this responsibility.

relationShips, the very faot wouldsuffioe that they oan
and must be ootnparted only with suoh growths on a
human body whioh they threaten to pol,son and destroy
if noteUrrdnatedentirely. Thefive-yearwaragalnstthe
people of Algeria and also, in its many aspects, the
months-long tragedy of the C-dngo, as a typical product
of. oontemporary colonial policy-not to enumerate
other examples for the time being-oonstitute a bloody
oonfirmation of the truth that colonialism is one of the
wors,~ running sores 61 the present-day social and
internationaloommunity.

76. Mr. DJERDJA (YugoslaVia): In ta.'king t}.1e floor in
this debate, I wish to point out immediately that it is
not my intention to examine when and how the phenomenon of colonialism. 8ippeared 01' how. '»hen and why it
came about in. thE) world that $om~ peoples imposed
their domination upon others, compelling them to a life
without freedom, often akin to the' slavery of ancif!nt
Ulnas. A whole literature has been written about this
aspect, and ample light has also been shed upon 0010niaUsm. from this a,ngle dl;lX'ing. the past fourteen seaslons ofthe Assembly. Perhaps we should only add here
that there.arefewer a.ndfewerpeople in the world today
who date openly to defend OOlOl1lialism and' colonial
relationships and\1fho dare to assert that such reiationships are jUstif)ed in the pre~ept-day world. Both
the history and the ;9..otual substance of colonialism
have beatlclarified to ~uch an extent and exposed to
such general condemn,l)tion that, no\ rnatt~r what one
might think oneself ()r how one rp!ight try to act in
practice, one cannot n~ust~f ,,-ptheneoessarycourage
to identify one~~!f with. ot to place oneself openly on
t,he side of cq~onialism. This faot speaks rather elo....
quently for itself.
77. Our present de~ate ari~es out of the Declaration
on the granting of indepehdence to colonial countries
and peoP"~s presented to this session by the delegation
of the USSR [A/4502and Corr.1]~ In our opinion,
therefore, what we should actually debate here is the
specific and complex question of existing colonial
relationships as a whole. Or, tobeevenm9re precise,
it is a question of conorete measures that we and oUt'
Organization should unde'rtake here and now in order
to put an end to these rel!:1tionships andthus eliminate
from contemporary soc~ety the remnants of a system
which belongs to the pa~t.
78. 1.t ap·.pears fromt,ij.,is that the way•.·. ill w.:hioh the
fA
.
problem under consid~Jration presentaltselt to us is
rather new. Aotually,I at ealfilier sessiofis we approaohed colonialism ()nlyfrom.the angle of its indivtdual aspects when disdussing situ,ation~'or oonflicts in
various colonies. A'nt,unber ofdiHvrent circumstanoes
-among whioh the evolution ofcolonlalism lts·elf during
the past deoade alsQ/,/has it.Spiace-have b.rought about
.
a situation where VIe are tClday dealing ~th the fJolon!al
problem as a w11016 and wl1ere we are s~eking solutions
for the most oomplete tind most dil'eot abolition of
colonialism in it~J entirety. Dur'llg the last decade and
a half. several /dozens of oolonies have found their
rightful place i~i th~ worldan~ they nowlive am,oIlg us
and act as fre:e l:U1dindependent States. They stand
among us as all living proof of. the obsoleteness of a
system which. \was .built and maintained only on the
basis of the r~ght of the stronger. The rE,\nmants of
thiEl system in present'-day society stand out"l.ilee sus..
picious .and un(~ealthy cancerous gl'owths on ~\ healthy
human body. If\\there were no other reasons to searoh
for final measluoes for a radical liquidatior~ of these

79. It a,otually appears rather absurd that here today,
in 1960, while on the one hand we are already Oon-

\

quering the universe, entering an era in the develop..,
tnent of mankind about which we could not evell dare
to d!'ieam only a few years ago, at this time we should
find ourselves having to argue that 'We should not
stand .w~th a floottn the seventeenth oX' ~ighteenth
century .and that we should finally and fo~ve:r rid
ourselves of prejudices and negati.ve legaci~s of the
past whioh are dangerously pulling us }?;ackwards,
threatening to lead us even more dangerously astray.
80. Beoause of suoh negative legacies and evenrnore
dUbious material advantages, the protagonists of 0010niallsm are unable to realize the untenability of their
own situation and of the situation that they are creating
by their short-sighted policies. They are stubbol'nly
ende~vouring to preserve the remnants of the past.
For the sake of selfish privileges, they oppose the
general course of events Without hel:litating to undertake aotions aimed at forcibly interrupting or changing
this oourse which unavoidably causes crises and oonfilets and is a constant threat to peace. The antioolonial transformation whioh has changed the face of
whole oontinents sinoe the Seoond World War, altering
thereby the picture ot the rest of the world as well,
ha~ passed unnotioed by the supporters of colonialism
and has remained without echo. It appears that the~
often draw the oonolusion from this and similar 'lYdneficial ohanges Which have taken place in the cout'se of
the last two deoades, namely, thattheY!llmstpersevere
in their resistance and oontinue theh' efforts to put
a stop to the prooeSlB of ohange, and to achieve this
regardless of the means@:mployed.
81. Let us cite once again, for purpo,sesof illustra
tion and as a proofD the example of Algeria and the
oase of the Congo-not, perhaps, beoause they would
be the only ones t but merely because their bloody
drama, brought about ,by suoh a policy ofthe ooloniallsts, Is strikingly unfolding before our eyes. We cannot' but point out here that a tendenoy has matdfested
itself simUltaneously in various colonial capitals in
reoent times to place In the service ~f this policy,
iti 1
partioularly on the soll of M1dca, the mllitary-pol oa'
maohinery of a coalition, which 'would multiply the
present dangers to unheard-of proportions, Ilnd woUld
inorease our oonoern for peace and the future of Africa.
It
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82a Under these oir'oumstanoes, we have .discussed,
at this session of the General Assembly, the colonial
problems first of all in the Fourth Committee apd al$O
elsewhere, whenever they came up. Under these oondi..
tlol1.s itts naturalthat we approach the ()olonial problem
here in plenary meeting with the convictloi1 that it is
high time to undertake measurea, whioh Wc.~u1dbl"ing
about the direot and complete liquidation ofremaining
o()l~nlal relations. AotuQJ.~y, these relationships bttve ",
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been ripe for liquidation for a long time already; on
the other hand, by their perpetuation, they exercise

an ever more destruotive influence upon progress
and peaoe among nations in the world.
83. In the days of the founding of the United Nations,
when the Charter of our Organization was drafted,
ther~seemed to be a general consensus, taoit or
explicit, that the days of oolonial relationships were
numbered, and that the termination of these relation..
,ships was one of the important tasks of the United
Nations Organization, as well as the principal obliga..
tiop} of the colonial Powers towards the peoples over
whom they had established their rule and domination.
Since this, seemed to be the case, the language of the
Charter in regard to the colonial problem is per-haps
not always precise; nevertheless, it ~s very definite
and unequi'\Tocal, espeoially if we wish to ascertainthe
aotual substance and to feel the spirit of what is emr'
bodied in the Charter.
84. In token of suohan understanding, ft:rJ.portantprCJooo
visions, contained espec:ially in Chapterf.3 XI andXtt of
the Charter, were devoted to the oolol7,les, and under
this term we equally understand No~Self-Governing
as well as Trust Territories. The~e provisions were
drafted and incorporated into the If; .Charter in cooperation with the colonial Powers. which should be
particularly borne in mind when int'arpretingthem and
when draWing conclusions about the rights and obligations of one .side or the other. This co-operation of
the colonial Powers with the Unt;ted Nations was pe:rhaps partly due to the general enthusiasm. e:ngendered
in the world as a result of the 1)ictoryove.r f;he enem.y
of freedom, over fascisttl. If; it is so,· tl;iis does not
,diminish in the leastbut, on th~) contTal""t- $.i1 ou"'''/iewonly enha:.lloes the value of thE) :prov~siol'~S of the, Charter
on the co!onieF,i, because in,thit ~'Naya corresponding
moral substance is added to' a formal legal obligation•
85. To our mind, the aordsJ meaning of' the aforementioned chaptet·s of th~ICharter, in their substance,
,is that the colorlial Pbw~rs should promote the prom
gress of the peoples t~n.der their adIl"linistratton and tl')
lea,d these peoples towarcm,. natiolial indeper.l.denoe
through adequate adr.ainistration" and under the supervisioIi and contr'o! QftheUnitedNations"Notlme lin1its
have be~n set, not are the other individual elements
sufficiently defin:ad, but the sense and the aim. are
clear. Why, otherwise, would the chapters of the
ChartGt on the ,~olonies find their plaoe in 2, doc111ment
which was accepted in all parts of the world from
from the v~rry beginl'ilng as a Charter of peace and
freedom fOl.' all, without distinction? It is completely
unbelievablle that there should be some among 'Us who
wouldasselrtthat these chapters were drafted and
became an( im.portant oomponent. of the Charter of our
OrganizatIon, perhaps for the purpose of legalizing
ancl perpetuating,on the one band, the rights and
prhrlleg~s of stronger and more Ildvancedpeoples and,
on 'the ~/t;ber. hand, the poverty and slavery of weaker
and les~ ad:V':aI!.ced peoples.
86. W~at·does Chapter XI of *e Cha.rter. relating to
No:n,...SI~)f...Governing Territorie.s, specifically say conCernlJllg the tasks andobliftE~,tions of the colonial
POW~fS. ,rnd about colonial aJ1minlstration over thene
terrj{tori(;~? Chapt~r XI stf:'plil~tes, 'byway of introduc..1w.
ticn;that the; colonial· Powe~'S ha".,e assumed, under the
Chartel\ as a "saored tru$,t~f, the obligations embodied
in sub-paragraphs a and b\\ of Article 73'a' The said
paragraphs I'ead ·a~!z.ii~ws: ., '.

__.'1.'. .

"a. to ensure, with due respect for the culture, of
the peoples ooncerned, their political, ecolfonl'lc,
social, and educational advancement, their just treat-m.ent,and their protection against abuses;
"b. to develop self-governm.ent, to take due account
of the political aspirations of tbe peoples, and to
assist them in tIts progressive development of their
free political institutions, according to the particular
circtunstances of each territory and its Peoples and
their varying stages of advancement." '-':~\,
87. As we have already mentioned, the language of
the chapter in this respect is perhaps not perfeot
with regard to precision, and had thetex:ts of, tbeabove
ohapters been drafted later or todaYl they would
prObably be better as regards the wording and the
form. However, it seems to us that, in spite of this,
not an especially great effort is needed to ascertain
and to deduce from. these words and formulations their
real meaning, that is to .say, that the peoples in the
colonies, all of them, without distinction, who have
been deprived temporarilY,and in every respect unlawfully,of their fundamental 'I'ights, 'are entitled to
progxoess and national independence to which the colonial administration, under the supervision ofthe United
Nations, should lead them.

Let us see now what Chapter XII,
says about Trust Terdtories:

88.

Art~ole

76 b,
1

lb. to promote the political, economic, social, and
educational advancement of the inhabitants of the
trust territories, and their progressive development
towards self-government or independence) ':as maybe
o,1>propriate to the particularcircumstanoes of each
territory and its peoples and the freely expressed
wishes of the peoples concerned, and as may be provided by the terms of each trusteeship agreement...
Both in fo:r,'m and language, this provision is olearer
than thevftb~rs, but the differerl(}es in wordS cannot
conceal the 'substantial J.o1entity, in o~ view, of pur...
poses, missions" a.nd obligations. In both~ases it is the
task of. the colt)nialPowers to p:r;omotethe progress
of the colonies l, tOl"espe.ct their individualities, to
protect these peoplesfromar'bitraryac~sand abuses,
and finally to develop fre~ d(~mocratioinstitutions on
the b~isofthe aimS and aspir8.tions of these peop~es
towards se7Lf-government, freedom and independen.ce.
89.IJf the doournentof a bu.reaucratic institutionwere
involved, it might be possible, perhaps, todrawcertafn

conclusions on the basi$of iSQlated words and lack of
preoision. However, as vie are £aeedhare with a major
historical dooument Qj an e:mip.ent. tr,.oral,politlcal and
legal significlino fJ, we musta!Jproach it dUferently,
we should c(>nsider it and appraise it in tne light of
hi~torical relatIons and cbn'u1ges,~nd aScel"tainthe
spirit with which it is imbued'i' ,and tbe meaning which .
isinh.erent in itti BYJapproaching i~ in tbis manner we
cannot draw any oth~lr conclusions· but those whi6h we
have constantly formUlated and ,upheld-and not only
at tlle current session of the. General"Assernbly-demanding that N~e United Nations.accept and implement tb~m. Ano(~er approach anddiffe~~ent condusioilS
to wh:i.ob the co16ttial Powers are .inclined wOJJld mean.
to aI1IPt'ai~\e the Charter as a do,lcument tfttnctioning
and p~~r~e~~ati.ng thee~~slavem.ent of some l~oples for
the. bihEl.fit'of,otheI'. pe,OPles,whioh;WOU,ld, !nP\lX' v,lew,
amo~;vit to legal nOll,sense as well aS 1:Qt\ xn01"allY and.
politcl.cally untenable thesis.
If
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90. One decade and a half after the drafting of the
Charter of 'our' Organization, our understanding and
interpretation of the aforementioned chapters of the
Charter on the colonies have received an indirect, it
is true, but rather solid confirmation in an important
United Nations document to which we attach all the
more significance as it was elaborated with the participation of the representatives of the colonial Powers.
I have in mind the report of the Special Committee of
Six on the Transmission of Information under Article
73 e of the Charter-submitted this year as document
A/4526-which was debated and accepted in the Fourth
Committee. The Committee of Six was set up pursuant
to General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV) of 12 December, 195.9, with the task of formulating ~~~ SOcalled prinCIples on some aspects of colonial pro~.ems.
The Committee elaborated a report, paragraph 18 of
which reads as follows:
"The Charter is a living document and the obligations under Chapter XI must be viewed in the light
of the changing spirit of the times, Under Article 73
of the Charter, Members of the United Nations
recognize that in Nolt-'Self"Governing Territories
the interests of the inhabitants are paramount. The
progressive development of self-government Inust
take into account the partiCUlar circumstances of a
territory and the aspirations of its peoples. SUch
development must be in tune with the movement
towards freedom and equality everywhere." [A/4526,
para. 18.]
91. How else could weinterpretthis but as an expression of the aclmowledgement that, according to a
correct interpretation of the Charter, the colonial
Powers have the duty and obligation to act, in the
colonies, in such a way as to lead them to the fulfilm.ent of their yearnings and aspirations, and to the
attainment of their elementary rigbt to freedom, of
which they we,lje deprived only because they were
weak and helpless when the str()nger and more powerfUlimposed their yoke upon them.
92. Therefore, if this happens to be the'case, and if
words and written documents have any meaning, we
could say th8.t there is less and less difference about
what thl..~ Charter says on the destiny of the 'colonies
and the future of the peoples under colonial administration, as well as on the nature of the obligations and
duties of the c.lCtlonial Powers arising' out of the' pro'Vision~afthe Chlu;'ter.
f

..

,.1·

....

93ft! However, the question arises: why have we been
~b1iged constantly, at all former sessions, to solve
='disputes,to end crises and toextinguiah conflagrations
whiCh have flared up, now itl one colony and then in
another, which still happens to be the Case today in:
more than one place . in. the world? If this is sO.'Plhy
are we then (30mpel1e~ also· at the current. sesfJion,
to substantiate o:uceagain the pUrposes of the Charl~:r
and the C)bligations of the colonial Powers, and to ~I~ek
to abolish in the colonialspherf1'-once and for (all,
this tim.e-the relations which are causing so much
uncertainty and unea.siness in the world by thei~ very
continuation?

(

94." In· our op11lionl the answe?i to' this and siInila~i
qU~sti(,)ns should he sought an,d can be \found in the fiel~
01 the practical policies in the colonies f in the way (in
which the colonial power1s administer the colonies and
operate in them.
.J)

_

95. In practice, in actual fact, almost aB a rule, the
provisions. of the Charter and the obligations arising
out of them are ignored. In most of the colonies these
Powers have acted as if the colonies were the private
property of the colonial Powers and of the colonialist
settlers. The fate of the colonies is in their hands and
for this reason, on the whole, they do not wish to b~
responsible to anyone, either to the international community, or even less to the peoples of the colonies.
Even those among the colonial Powers which have been
submitting limited information to the United Nations
refuse to transmitpo!iticalinformation, and especially
refuse to permit appropriate United Nations supervision and action when they prove to be necessary.
96. Portugal and Spain, for instance, so far have nQt/
permitted the United Nations to approach in any fOl"m
the colonies under their administration and even less
to gain an insight into what is being do~e there., Further to increase the irony, they justify this by resorting to legalsubterfuges, saying that overseas parts
of the metropolitan country are involved, and that,
therefore, any United Nations action would constitute
an interference in the domestic affairs of Member
States.
97. However, the situation in these colonieB is sufficiently well known and, judging by the events taking'
place in Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea and
elsewhere, which have come to light in spite of deliberate attempts at isolation and concealment, the
situation is 'gloomy. The pop~.lation is officially divided
into seve,tal categories, of whichthe categoryofindigenous inhabitants is,o£' course, the lowest. The
indigenous :inhabitants who, in Angola and Mozambique
taken together, number apprOXimately 10 million
people, belong to the category of "unciv11lized" persons,
who are outside the 1aws of the country as they are
conSidered to be unworthy to enjoy the lbenefits of these
laws. Only the s,~ttlers or small numbers of persons
of mixed raoe ~ay acquire these privileges; that is,
may become eql1.al to Portuguese citizens bef()re the
law. Thus it hf4Ppens that in countries havin.g a population of more than 10 million, only app:oximately two
to three hu,ndred thousand people enjo~ the fundamental
tights of th1~ laws of the countlj", and even the majority
of this nur4ber is. comp()sed of foreign settlers.
98. Belgium did not act differently in itscolon.ies,
nor is it acting bette:i' at present. The author tTohn
Guntaer, in his well-known book Inside Afrie;!, painted,
some time ago, an appalling picture of events and rela~16ns in. the former Belgian col'Ony of the Congo, and
{this has also been confirmed by other sources. On the
other hand~ the facts which became public knowledge
in .June of t~is year with reg,ard to the eighty-fiv&"
yea~old policy in the fields of education and training
of dotnest:Hi personnel in the Congo-oa country dozens
of times larger than B~lgiu:tn-show that the results
achie'ved are smaller, incomparably eanaller, thanthe
t$su.lta achieved in this field during a much shorter
period of time by a small Belgian comm.une. It is
Understandable after this that this policy htid to have its
share in the later tragic developments in the former
colony. It is understandable> in the same way, that a .
similar policy of the'same country in Ruanda..Urundi
obliges us to watch with uneasiness the future de'T8lopment of that country, if the United ~lations does not"
take adequate action intima.

I

99. At the cl.!rrent session of the Assembly. only a
few weeks ago. we listened to the statements of pet!-
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-------...---tioners from. South West Africa, a CrOlln,try which the

[sing

Government of the Union of South Africa, in spite of its
obligations and of the- Charter, endeavours to dena:...
tionalize and. annex. The petitioners revealed, ipthe
Fourth Committee, the fact tbatintheir country,which
MS been un(:J..er the I'u.1e of tb.e Union of South Africa
for forty years, there are fewer.indigenousinhabitants
with bJ,g'ber education than there are fingers on one
band. liThe Reverend Markus Kooper f:rom the E\ame
~9untry revealed on that occasion-I quote from the
records of the Fourth Committee-that "in the hospitals
at ·Gobabis and Keetmanshoop, which ha.cl been established to meet the criticisms of the United Nation~,
Africans were sometimes treated worse
dogs·".1.t
100•. The tragedy of Kenya during the past few years,
is widely known, and the struggle of the people of t~)t
country has already found its place inmodernhisto;ry.
The peace and calm whio:h reign hi that countr"1 at
least for us observers from afar, greatly rese:m.b'les
the peaCiB of the grave$ which ha.veb~enstrewn
throughout the land du,ring the course of the prolonged
persecutions under various pretexts.
.
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101. . We could enumerate such examples indefinitely,
and in doing this we could hardly exclude any eolony
because they have all gonethrou.gh, or are going
througb, the trials experienced in their' time by the
co]~ooie~ of Indo-China and Kenya, and which are now
belQ.~~JCperienced by Algeria, Oman and others•
102. Th.e. Fourth Committee had on its agenda this
yt.'ar an extraordlnarily important document-the report of the Committee t)D Information from Non-SelfGoverning . Territories [A/4371], on the progress
achieved by tbe colontes durmg the last decade. I will
quote only a few data on some economic aspf.1cts in the
development of the colonies, as well as the situation
in the field of raoe relations.
103. pa.ragraph 95 of tl.\e report, which is pa,rt of the

chapter dealing with cc.,onomic conditions, says the
following:
"To a greater extent than in any other field of
eoonomic activity, large-scale mining operationlii in
the Territodes were. financed by external capital and
managed by non-indigenous interests. The direct
contribution of mining to 'an improvement in the
standards of living of the population was not always
substantial, especially as the nur..aber of wageearners employed was often relatively srnall. indigenous participation was usually for the most part
through unskilled labour ..." [A/4371~ part two,
para. 95]. .
This catlnot mean anything else but that the essential
riches of Non..Self-Governing Territories have been
appropriated by the coloniallsts and foreigners.
104. The following data are added inter alia in paragraph 53 of the report:

"Thus in 1957 in the Belgian Congo the per caput
personal income of the African population was $42.20
. a.nd of the non-African $2,973.; in the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland the . corresponding figurel;J
Were $39.20 and $1,711; and in Kenya $33.55 and
$1,100." [A./4371, part two, para. 53.]

y.

.'

. Official Records of theGenetal Assembly, FifteenthSesslon, Fourth
Committee, l050thmeeting.
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108" Viewing the problem under consideration in this

light, we must come to the conclusion that colonial
policy, in trampling under foot the prQvisions of the
Charter,· simultaneously.violates the basic norms of
the civilized world. Eve'n if we accepted fora moment
different views on the significance of the provisions
of the Charter, and even if we·accepted for a moment
a diffeloent interpretation of the Charter with regard to
the colonies, we wou\d still be fully justified in considering that practical policies and actions and their
effects-in the -oolonies have no connexion whatsoever
even with such views and interpretations.
109. In this connexion I cannot help referring to the
example of Malta, which illustrates rather faithfully
the assertion I have just made. This territory enjoyed
a. certain measur-e of mternal self-government from
1947 'to 1958, when the Co~stitution \vas abrogated.
. According to that Constitution, foreign relations and
defence were itl. the hands of the British\\Government.
According to the new Constitution, whi~1h is now in
preparation, in addition to foreign relations and defence, even the civil service and the police-which
formerly, under the previous Constitution, had been
within the competence of the Maltese Governmental"e.to be under the control ofthe British Government.
In other words t this means that instead of progress
towards full self":,,government, a Constitution is being
prepared for Malta which actually amounts to a retrogression compared with earlier achievements. Furthermore, the Constitution is such that the colonial
Power may abrogate it at any moment, which shows
that there can be no talk of realseH-government.
110. The demand that an. end be put to colonial relations and that the United Nations exert energetic
efforts with a view: tb undertaking direct and radical
measures-this demand constitutes the only realistic
policy of the United Nations today, as well as a great
historical obligation of the whole international community. To reconcile oneself to the prolongation of the
present situation and relations in this field would be
for us tantamount, particularly today, to exposing the
interests. of theiliternational community, to a great
risk, and to abandoning them to the whims of selfish
and short-sighted policies"
111. Colonial relations are incompatible with the

;requirements and needs o~ develop~ent of cQntemporary society; they are contr-c:/.ryto the interests of the
present-day international community. iFor this reason
they have not 'been able to escape 'their fate. The
colonial system has been rapidly disintegrating since
.the Second World War. Thus, it has disappeared, on
the whole, in Asia and in tbe Middle East, wh~rea~ in
Africa its proportions have been considerably reduced.
The formerly nUll1erous colonies have been, replaced by
independeIl,t countries and States, which have taken
signal positions in the. world in the efforts for peace,
independence. and progress.
112. Althougb, tOOaY, colonialism continues to exist
only in "the foI"Jih ofremnants , it nevertheless appears
and presents i~elf a~.>; very acute problem for many
reasons. Ini,this ~rpl1ase of colonialism itis rather
natural that the pec\pler;; of the colonies should more
actively· claim their ~llightS. and the satisfaction oftheir
national aspirations, ,'i,which colonial' policy tends to
smother by :resortin~; to repression and force, out of
which stem crises, conflicts, and even wars e It is
precisely for the reason that colQnies and colonial
problems are often Viewed from the angle ofthe stra-

.;:......,----

tegic needs of the i(cold war that, this pro'Jlem gains in
urgency and that itb solution imposes itself as a component.part of Q\t1~ general efforts/ towards ,easing
tensions and ensuring peace among~atlons.
/
113. Actually, it seems to~y th[,t.t tl),e liberation of
peoples from colonial dominatio~ is one of the prerequisites for the success of ~any .serious effort aimed
at consolidating peace and relaxing tension in the world.
Peace is threatened from vari.ous directions and in
different ways, but it appears to
that one of the
main sources of the danger today to peace is to be
found in colonial policy w1p.ch provokes, now on one
point of the globe and now on another, conflicts and
conflagrations which can be resolved and extinguished
only if the untenable colonial relations are abolished
and if the justified aspirations of the peoples are
satisfied.
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114. We have always considered that colonial rela•.
tions are untenable ,. and we have demanded their abolition for legal, historical and moral-political reasons.
Today, however, they obviously emerge as a direct
threat to the highest interests of the world, and therefore it has 'become essential in the general interest
that the world rid itself of such an anomaly without
any hesitation. In pleading for this, my delegation has
always believed that we should do it in the general
interest and in our own national interests as well.
The Yugoslav delegation believes that today theabolition of colonial relationships is also in the wellconceived interests of the colonial Powers themselves,
which are facing the danger of bending undeX' the
burden of the stubborn pursuit of colonial policy-and
we have seen this happen many times already.
115. What can the colonial Powers .expect and hope
to achieve today' by stubbornly prolonging relations
which are absolete and untenable? The maintenance of
a huge apparatus for oppression, of expensive armed
forces which are exhausting the metropolitan countl"ies both materially and morally, and yet remain
without effect: this is a burden which cannot be eschewed, and the results in the end are always tantamount to defeat.
.116. In the course of the process of the abolition of
colonial relationships, our Organization has considerably contributed to the acceleration of that process
and has, within the limits of its possibilities, exerted
efforts to .assist the peoples in the colonies to realize
their legitimate and natural rightS. Thanks to these
efforts exerted by the United Nations, this process has
often evolved less painfully and more rapidly than
would otherwi~e have been the case, and the events in
various complex situations' have developed more
steadily and smoothly than would have been the case
without the presence and efforts of our Organization.
For these reasons, and ,because of our belief that the
United N~tions has great possibilities and a great
historical obligation with regard to the abolition ofthe
remaining colonial relationships, we consider that,
today also, this Organization's action in that field is
vital and essential•.
117. I:r:1 this intervention we have ,as On earlier occa-

sions when problems of this natllre have been discussed, taken the' position upon which progress in the
world and peace among nations depend to a very great
extent. The United Nations\) as the guardian of p~ce
and the instrument of (peaceful co-operationatrlollg
nations, has, in our view, special respansibilitiesand "'"

-
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great possibilities to make the future of peace and of
the world in general more secure through the adoption
of adequate decisions. The ideas on the liqUidation of
colonialism, as well as their adequate implementation,
are in harmony with the responsibilities of the United
Nations, with the responsibilities of the international
community, and with the rights of the peoples in the
colonies. Therefore, we consider the implementation
of these ideas to be indispensable today.
118. Gm.ded by such considerations, my delegation
will accept and support all appropriate resolutions or
decisions likely to lead us to the immediate abolition
of colonial relationships. My delegation will support
every decision likely tp lead us to the unreserved
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recognition of the right of the peoples in the colonies
to independence, every decision likely to bring about
the disappearance-in the immediate future-from the
soil ofAsia, Latin America and~ particularly, Africa,
of the last remnants ofa sy.;:;tem which we rightly
consider to be the running s6re of the contemporary
social community and one of the greatest sources of
danger to peace in the present-day world.
119. In conclusion, I wish to reserve my delegation's
right to speak again, when the time comes, in the
debate on.
concrete draft
'resolutions or declarations.
.

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m.
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4. More' recently~ colonization was also used as a
p~text when a number of .countries in Asia, Africa
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and Oc.eania were annexed for the establishment. of
colonjal. settlements designed to solve the problems
of overo-population in oertain European countries.
5. What some western Europeanhistorians like to call
the colonial saga has prodw~ed-alongwithits plethora
President: Mr. FrederJck H. BOLAND <Ireland).
of military expeditions· and wars of occupation-its
missionaries, philosophers anq. theorists,3ndeven its
poets and itsepics,as well' as the fals~ theories of
AGE NO A IT EM 87
superior races carrying outso-called"civiUzing :rois"
.
r:::
i(
sions among allegedly backward or inferior tribes•.
Declaration on the granting of independenqe to colonial
6. But in spite of thev3rlous labels which the colonial
countries and peoplefS (continljed~
Powers used to induce an ill"'informedpublic opinion
,
,;
\\
or a- reluctant parliament to accept the. vast expense
1. Mr~ FEKINI (Libya) (translated from French): The
of their conquests, the history of colonial expansioa
present Gen.eral Assembly debate 9n the adoptiQn of a
has olearlyshown the reality of the materialistic
United Nations declaration on the granting of inde..
motives, often cynical and selfish and dominated by
pendence to countries and peoples still under foreign
the greed which .inspired the colonialists.
7. I1i .any.' case.coIOnial~;;sm«hasmoreoften"ihan. not
domination, calling for the ilnmediate and fin::j.l aboli..
•
tion of colonialism, is a significant stage inthe history
of mankind. The United Na.tio~s, by initiating such a
resorted ;;~9aI'IXle,d for~ '. t{) impose the rule. 9f 9pe
d cla~at'on,' is taking an im.portant step towards discountry or p~ple ~veranot~er. In the eyes of colonial,"
e
1
.: '.
.
.• .
..
_<peoples, this dommatiop bY. force has always been a
charging one of the solemn obligations to which Me~ l~ sign"of theillegal.i~ and immorality of their sUbjuga~
b
8
ber. states. SUbSC.ri.. ed .When.. they 1.aid.. do.wn c.e.rt :ut» tiqn and.. th3....s.eizure.Oftheir¥.tu ral . w.ealth. b."Y". f.o.reign
definite purpos~s for the Organiza~ion. One 0.. f tbo~~ powe.rs~ The colonf'al peopleil have. offe.red physical
resistance to foreign domination, sometimes .for
purposes was . to develop friendly relations. JlmO~
.!lations based on .resp~ct fo~ the principle of equal
decade after decade- ana where they have submitted
· .... ··h
.• t .b·.
".' ...• i· ··ad b t· hh .. db itted"
rights and self-determination of peoples, and to take
othei' ap ropriate measures to strengthen universal ' thay. ave no . ecomeres gn , u. ~ve s :ro...'
p.eacel! p.
..
.... . .\)'.
OnI
. Y. te.mpprarilY,S.e.izing.every o~l?0rtunity to assert
.
~:~, .
\\.
t
themselvesina variety. of ways. .
2. It "is .now universally acbowledged that the prac"
...".,. .
. .. '..
tices ofcolonialism, whJch,iboniist_ purely.and sin;ply
8. ~J1e colonia!peop~es opposed exploitation, inJus.,~lO:
of the· domination ofcerta1n countries by others and
and provocation with l~ubordination and dexnoDS'&r8.!
the .subj;~ation of' certain.neoples by others, are a
tlons, and sometinte~. with .uprisfngs, ,rebellions and
flagraxW'violation of th~ Prij~iPle offtequai rights and
revolts. Because ofthe. refusal of the colonial peoples
self-deterDllnation of peo]flesftlaid down in. the Charto accept f~reign) domin:at~on, and because tJ1ey!'erre
ter; w~ile the p:r~ctices of coloniali~m, ~:y keeping a
aware~!\their rig~t to attaintb:eirnationalambitlonB.:.
nUlllber of countnes and their itlhabitantssubjectedto
national! t moyements grew up givingthe pbpularf~~
the dom:tnation and exploitation of othercoWltries, are
ing . of re~olt .a means of expression, disciplined or-:
.,. the most ·obvious causes. of the. distress, the actsofgani~ationand dynamic methods of action. J~t as men,
violence and the ·disorders which are':occurrlng.,in
arp Jealous ofthe~J~,personalrights and~c,Lre~~m~
several parts of the world and seriollQli;)threatening wli~n these are.tbreatened by ;;the~itrary ~le of
international peace and seCUri~=?~Ys-' '1,
pnnces or States, so the "!olonialpEloples were ~ager
to e~joy self"respectanc;l to regain their<freedoJ.ttwith
3•.. The . colonial phenomenon,·in th~.historical sense,
na~10i1S'6fashionedby theirsUfieriDg and sacrifice. and
reaohed its peak in the expansionisturge ofthe western, bealjng aloft the ideala~rnatio1!aJ,~ind(3p~n.deDcean4
European Powers during. the .nineteenth century, ester:titi~\rial.int.egrity.·'fhe.modern, hi~tory ofAfria,a. and
pecially towards the end•.. Their ambition w~achieved Asia le .dominated by this struggle of peoples sup..
at the expense;, of a large(\nutnber ofAsian' and African
juga.ted by colonialPowersandoppressedby~e"fo~es
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.\-.D.t ri.es. A.,prO(iqc.t Of. ,th.,.e.'m.e.rean.ti.nsm of eal:"lier '?f.'exptoltatioD. WhiC~rSeized.· theirn.~~ralwea,lt.h \~ Sin~."e
??nturles,
colonialexpanaion was based essentially on Idealsand reactions are the J;sam.~ irrespective bf
.
economic and strAte~c conside:r:-ations, in ahistorical
elhnic divers!w and. geograPbi:~alsepa~ation, 'libe
period marked by industrialization in Europe anddomi-peoples coolonized and d0l11-inatedY by foreign:Po~ers
nated by the~need to ensUre that raw materials from
foilnd .encouragement for . thelragitatio~t~ne ~er
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reached and the movement organized among all peoples
still under foreign domination. After the Second World
War the movement became one of the most important
forces in the history of the second half of the twentieth
century. This vast liberation movement, aiming at the
fulfilment of the aspirations of all peoples under
foreign domination, at victory for the dignity of the
oppressed peoples and their rapid liberation from the
colonial yoke, found a means of expression and a basis
for its principles in the League of Arab States set
up at the end of the Second World War, in the Conference of African and Asian States held in Bandung
in 1955, which worked out a kind of anti-colonialist
charter, and at the various pan-African conferences,
from the Accra Conference of 1958 to the latest Conference of Independent African States, held at Addis
Ababa in June 1960.
9. The principles of the Atlantic Charter and the
purposes, principles, and ideals of the Charter of the
United Nations have undoubtedly played a decisive
part in this historic development of the movement for
the abolition of colonialism and of the exploitation of
one people by another; and a movement of public
opinion in favour of the liberation of colonial peoples
has also made a great contribution. This movement
has appeared and prevailed because of its humanism,
its vision and its nobility of purpose and ideals, even
in those countries which are still, unfortunately, dominated by the forces of colonialist reaction. The countries formerly under foreign domination have shown
their ability to manage their own affairs and a sense
of responsibility in discharging their obligations as
sovereign members of the family of nations. In this
way they have shown, in the clearest possible way,
how untenable are the arguments which the colonial
Powers tend to use in order to maintain their supremacy and domination, including the argument that the
countries concerned are not ready for self-government. Where peoples have resolved to resort to the
most extreme means to achieve their national ambitions, they have shown an exemplary sense of sacrifice
in their armed struggle against the forces of colonial
oppression which have given the colonial Powers pause.
They have realized that the only way to protect their
interests is to speed up the process of emancipating
the peoples under their domination to prevent them
from using such methods to achieve their ends.
10. Thus a process of seIf-l1quidation,of colonialismor decolonization, as it is now called-has made it
possible, over the last few years, and especially more
recently, for the United Nations to admit to membership many African nations which are free at last from
foreign colonial domination.

11. But, alas, there is still much to be done. In
several parts of the world, and especially in Africa
and the Middle East, tens of millions of oppressed
human beings, eager for freedom and a life of dignity
and fully aware of their natural and lawful right to
self-detennination and independence, are fighting
bravely against the blind forces of colonial exploitation and oppression. In Algeria, in Palestine, in the
south of the Arabian peninsula and in various parts of
Africa, the indigenous peoples are revolting against
the foreign occupation of their national territory and
are fighting against abuse, injustice, hardship, oppression and arbitrary rule. In all these parts of the world,
the peoples concerned are paying a heavy tribute in
blood, sweat and tears to the triumphant cause of their

freedom, their dignity and the safeguarding of th
integrity of their national heritage. The peoples .e
question are prepared to make great sacrifices Simp~;
because they do not despair of the victory 'of their
just struggle in a world where the forces of equity
justic~ and morality find t~ei~ most eloquent expres~
sion III the purposes, prIllClples and ideals of the
United Nations Charter.
12. It is highly significant that the authors of the
Charter tried to base the new order, the order of the
United Nations, on the solemn determination of the
peoples of the United Nations "to reaffirm faith in
fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of
the human person, in the equal rights of men and
women and of nations large and small", and "to promote social progress and better standards of life in
larger freedom".
13. This fundamental concern with the dignity and
worth of the human person was the source of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. That solemn
proclamation was certainly a historic step forward
in the struggle for the triumph of individual rights
and essential freedoms.
14. No less important is the United Nations concern to
achieve these freedoms within the framework of the
equality of nations large and small. Chapters XI, XII
and XIll of the Charter deal with obligations towards
Non-Self-Governing Territories and territories under
international t~steeship. Over the past fifteen years,
the United NatIons has worked most diligently to implement the provisions of the Charter which relate to
these two kinds of territories and are basically concerned with ensuring the political, economic and social
progress of the peoples of those territories, developing their administrative ab:l1ity, catering for their
p01:ltical ambitions, helping them gradually to develop
their political institutions and encouraging their steady
growth towards self-government or independence.
15. Over the past fifteen years, the dependent peoples,
or those under foreign domination, have taken every
opportunity of expressing their most ardent and sincere wish to enjoy their freedom and self-respect and
to be masters of their own fate. Those among them
whose national aspirations have been fulfilled have
considered it their duty to make the voice of the still
oppressed peoples heard in international circles; they
have become the interpreters of the legitimate desire
of those peoples for human dignity and national independence.
16. Some of the dependent peoples, as we have already said, have determined in the face of injustice,
misunderstanding and provocation to use extreme
methods to gain their rights. This has led to tragic
situations and bloody wars which are a serious threat
to international peace and security. The long and painful war which has now gone on for six years in Algeria
between the forces of nationalism and the armies of
colonialist oppression, is a distressing and alarming
example.

17. The acts of violence, clashes and disturbances,
the instability and unrest characteristic of the Asian
and African countries under foreign domination today
and ever since the Second World War, have been
caused mainly by this very failure of the colonial
Powers in their so-called civilizing mission and the
humanitarian principles they professed in order to
bring the local peoples under their yoke. Denial of
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human dignity, ignorance of the demands of the indigenous masses and the negation of fundamental freedoms were unfortunately made still more intolerab,le
'" by the racial discrimination and segregationpractised
against most of the peoples who had the-~isfortune
to faU under forf;lign colonial domination., '·1
18. The Administering·Autbonties have ri.6t given- all
the attention which was expected and desirable to the
educatio:q. of the indigenous masses, the improvem~nt
of their health conditions, the raising of their standard
,of
\,
.living and their preparation for the responsibility
of managing th~ir~wn affairs.
19.. Those peoples wl;J.ich did achieve their national
ambitions immediately' ~nderstood the enormous responsibilities facing ,their leaders,because almost
everything had to be dl')ne from scratch. Large-scale
public works were of cp'!!rse carried out in countries
domil:!ated 1'y foreign P"mvers; bridges, harbours and
roa]'£ vl~re built and simllal' projects .were carried
out~~ But· clearly all this was donetp ensure the effici~nt
running of colonial enterprises with a view to higher
economic returns, almost exclusively in the \interests
of those who had the work done. It is nevertheless
encouraging for all concerned that tpe colonial past,
in spite of old· scores, has hardly anyWhere engendered
.bitterness or strong feelings, which w»:>uld have been
understandable; nor has it given rise to ranklinghate,
desire for revenge or xe!1ophobia amGlng the liberated
peoples. On the contrary, in most of Jhe ppuntries
formerly under European dominatio:q., iilcludingmy
own, foreign commUnitie~stilllive in an atmosphere
of hospitality and tranquillity· and enjoy a growing
economic well-being and prosperity~ The anxiety of
certain colonial Powers to maintain their supremacy
in order to ensure the safety and tranquillity of European minorities, is not based on any valid (~7easoning
and is really no more than a pretext for maintaining
colonialist privilege. It merely encourages the desire
for domination and pel'Petuates greed· for power and
profit.
20. However skilful colonialism may bl~ in maintaining its position by indirect economic technical or other

dominatio:q., its skill will be of no avail in the face of
the awakening of the peoples and their ne~..found
awareness in every field.
.
21. .In its constant concern to discharge its solemn
obligations and to create the conditions of lasting peace
and universal .well-being based on respect for the
principle of equal'rights of peoples·· and therigbtof
self-determinatio:q., the United Nations must take a
stand in favour of ending the exploitation of one people
by "another. solemnly proclaiming the necessity of
bringing colonialisJIJ: in all its forms and manifestations to a speedy and unconditional end.
22. Once it is recognized that all dependent peoples
long. to achieve their goal offreedom and independence,
it is the duty of the United Nations t.o denounce any
SUbjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination
Or exploitation as immoral, unlawful and contrary to
the principles of the Charter. All peoples have the
right of self-determination. the right freely to deterInine their political status and freely t~/pursue their
economic. social and cultural develepment.
23. If the United Nations is convinced that the lDaintenanct) of colonialism is at variance with its ideal
of. universal peace, "it is :in duty bound to declare that
all armeq. action or repressive measures directed

against dependentpeoples shallcease in order to enable
them to exercise peacefully and freely their right to
complete independence and to the integrity of their
national territory.
·24. In accordance with the demands of international
morality, as expre~0~q by the great majority of the
'internationalcommuni'ty, it is most. urgent that the
United Nations should declare solemnly that immediate
steps shall be taken in all dependent countries, whatevel' their form of subjection and whatever fictioilS
may be u.sed to keep them in subjection, to transfer all
powers to the peoples of those territories,in accord.ance with their freely expressed will and desire, preferably with adequate international guarantees.
25. For these reasons a number of delegations, including my ow:q., have submitte~ to the General Assembly a draft declarati«J1;L[A!L.323 and Add.1-2]
expressing the wish of all the peoples of the earth to .
get rid of coloniaJism once and for all and proclaiming the right of dependent peoples to enjoy freedom,
national independence and territorial integrity as soon
as possible.
26. This draft, worded in extremely dignified and
moderate language, is a. sincere and realistic attempt
to bringc,about the final victory of the principles' of
the United Nations and its ideals of equality among
peoples and human dignity. The draft is asigpfof
good faith and goodwill, devoid of anyharshneffS. or
demagogy. By adopting it, we are convinced that the
General Assembly will be taking a. timely standi. in
keeping with its noble mission throughout the world.
/.~'""'.

,\

27. The moral effect of such a declaration will ha to
strengthen the hopes of the oppressed peoples who are
fighting bravely to attain their legitimate ambitions,
and allow the United Nations to create the conditionS
for a world governed by freedom, law and human
values.
28. I should like on behalf of the Libyan delegation
to express to the Soviet Uriion our heartfelt gratitude
for its initiative in asking to have this important
question placed on the·agenda of th~ present session
of the General Assembly [A/45011 and pressing for
its solemn discussion in plenary meeting. I must assure the ~oviet delegation. that. we have studied its
draft declaration [A/4502 and Corr.l] with the closest
attentio:q., and I must say that we have found complete
agreement between the views and purposes set out in
theit draft resolution and our own. Our purpose in
. asso.~iating ourselves withn'a numberof.Asian and
African delegations to . submit the draft declaration
contained in documentA/L.323 andAdd.l-gwas simply
to ensure that this questionwas considered objectively
and without refer~nce to any matters irrelevant to
its essential purpoS~. We recommend it to the General
Assembly, in the hope that it will be considered in
its proper context and approved on its ,proper merits.
29. I should also like to express in advance our appreciation to the United States of America for taking
thei.ni..tiative in o.utlining a UnitedNa.ti.oDS. pr.ogramme.
for th~ independence and developmellt ·of Africa•.We
shall examine this proposal with eqUal interest when
the time comes to consider it in the First Committee.
May I~y that the interest in the independence 'of
peoples now shown by the two major Powers of the
present world is sig:q.ificant in many ways.
30. In conclUSion, my delegati~n sincerely hopes to
,see the beginningofa new age in the history of man(J
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kind when the peoples of the world, free at last from
the domination of great Powers, will turn their energies to the service of everlasting peace and fruitful
co-operation in a better world, governed by the wise
and humane order of the United Nations.
Mr. Nesbitt (Canada),
Chair.

Vice-President, took the

31. Mr. TARABANOV (Bulgaria) (translated from

French): Now that the draft declaration on the abolition
of the colonial system and the granting of independence
to colonial peoples has been introduced, everyone,
even the most determined champions of the colonial
system agrees that colonialism has had its day. Sometimes 'however the champions of colonialism find
really ingeniou; ways of presenting a case which is
not in line with the general trend of ideas now uppermost in people's minds regarding the abolition of
colonialism. They rack their brains to find expressions
such as !tan outmoded concept of political relationships" for colonialism, naturally so as not to hav~ to
take a clear and unequivocal decision on such a VItal
question as the abolition of colonialism in our times,
or so as to prepare the ground and take up special
positions for an out-and-out defence of the colonial
system in a new guise.
32. But the declaration on the abolition of colonialism
proposed by the USSR is so wide in scope and such a
turning point in the history of this question that even
those that are involved in colonial exploitation and
their friends and allies find it difficult to defend the
continuation of the colonial system. Colonialism has
caused such untold and incalculable suffering to mankind in general and to the colonial people in particular
now that no one can .easily defend it openly. For centuries, the colonial peoples have been subjected to a
horrible system under which they h;:lVe been exploited
and deprived of the most elementary human rights.
We shall not dwell on some of the episodes of colonial
history such as the extermination of whole peoples
to make room for white settlers, since for the time
being these have no direct bearing on the development
of the question or on the decision to be taken with
regard to the abolition of the colonial system. They
are merely historical facts, but they give us an inkling
of the ferocity with whichcolonlzationwascarriedout.
33. What is more important is to note that, at the
present time, fifteen years after the foundation of the
United Nations and the establishment of the system
defined in Chapters XI, XII and XIII of the Charter
relating to the colonial territories, there has been
very little improvement in the situation of the people
who are still groaning under the colonial yoke, compared with their lot in the past.
34. Indeed, because the economy of the colonial countries is the most backward in the. world, because their
agriculture is stlll at a stage comparable to that of
the Middle Ages in Europe, because the fertile land
has been taken over and developed by the white settlers while the indigenous population'has been herded
onto poor and· arid land, because industry is very
backward and the industrial enterprises are nearly all
in the hands of the colonialists, who also exploit all
the natural wealth of the colonies, the colonial people
are still living in the most frightful poverty and the
death rate in the colonies is still so high that the
figures themselves do not give an adequate picture of
··he mise:ry into which the people have been plunged.

In a word, the blood and sweat of the colonial peoples
who are stlll beneath the colonial yoke and the ruthless
exploitation of the labour and natural wealth of the
colonies are still bringing in fabulous profits for the
people who, through their representatives, are trying
to convince us of their sacred civilizing mission and
of their sincere efforts to prepare the colonial peoples
for independence.
35. The results of this civilizing mission are only
too obvious and too well known. We shall not dwell
on the living standards of the colonial peoples. Other
delegations have quoted figures in abundance. It is
enough, perhaps, to point out that in most colonies,
the per caput income of the indigenous inhabitants is
often scores of times lower than the per caput income
of the white eolonists.
36. And these are not all the so-called virtues of the

colonial system. There are others. The indigenous
inhabitants are subjected to a monstrous system of
racial discrimination, even in their own country-in
South West Africa, Angola, Mozambique, Southern
Rhodesia and elsewhere. They are not treated like
human beings at all, but as though they were cattle.
The colonists are indifferent not only to the interests
of these people but even to their lives and their very
existence.
37. Under these circumstances it is understandable
that certain representatives have appealed to delegations not to bring up the appalling history of colonialism again in the present debate, in particular not to
mention certain special and particularly vile instances
of colonialism. Some have even gone so far as to claim
that it would be introducing the language of the cold
war to dwell on cases which show us some of the uglier
facts of colonialism.
38. We representatives of the socialist countries
would certainly like to find a solution to the problem
of granting independence to the colonial peoples without
going into all the past crimes of the colonialists or
bringing up certain special cases. In fact this is the
position and attitude we have adopted in the past and
still maintain on every question, provided there is no
attempt to use special tactics to defer and even prevent the necessary solutions-we have proved this on
several occasions. We have no wish to introduce an
acrimonious note into the debates on the item under
discussion, either in the General Assembly or in the
Committees. However, we cannot resign ourselves to
mere statements, to expressions of pious hope that a
just and adequate solution will be found for the problems facing the General Assembly, if and when the
representatives of certain countries startmanceuvring
to divert attention and prevent the necessary decisions
from being taken. It is regrettable that in the course
of the present debate, attempts have been made by the
representatives of certain colonial Powers to present
the vilest colonialism not only in a favourable light
but as a boon to the colonial peoples who for decades
and even centuries have been bowed beneath the
colonial yoke. The United Kingdom representative, for
instance, attempted to prove that the question of
granting independence to the colonial peoples could
not be considered a colonial question and sought to
place it on another footing which he hoped would m~e
it possible to thwart the colonial peoples strugglmg
for their liberation and impatiently awaiting a decision
from the Assembly. He strove to transfer the discus-
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s10n to;l1nother field, the, field()f the cold wa:rj but
,small 'COlJll;f;lies wiJl need, -'why nqt let th~:m.:tnake the!!!l
if we followed him, we should have even more argu-" own choice~d ~resstheirow:p.opiniononthat point?
?
:ments, and, really effective ones,not baceeyed ,a,l'gu44.Refe'r~fcebas been made tq\ another category of'
:ments sueh as 1}e uses.
,
cou.ntries; yihere di~erent tIibesandcomnunitiqs live,
"I: 39. Some ;repl'esentatives of the colonialPowers have
side bysig.e, and where "groups ••• '~ometimes Af~can"
\) stood up here, both during the present debateandtn
'so:m.etinl\~$~European, sometimes Asiall ••• fear that
oth~r disc~sions in the United Nat~ons, and tried to
independence when it comes will hurt them.".
,champion'the ,colonial system withdutgiving the ap-o'
"?)\ '
" "
, peara,nce of doing so. The ,old formo£, colomalis:r:n,
45.,~\ ,tVVhif~l grotipSare meant?' If, the, reference is to
they tell us, is dead or at least dying. The colonial
the \~,i!',elC,',O~,;On,ia1ist,s, w,h,ohave, Pro"f,'ite,d bYth,e, copowers themselvertf ·have granted independence to the
loni2:ation ant eXp~oitation. of theindigeD;~us populacolonial peoples; whY', then, shouldwe discus~ the questions,' it "Wil*, ce7ftainiy be ~iffil~~lt to. p,~;rsu~de the
f
I
·al·
"
h
d
t"l
th'
k
Wh
colonial, ped\?,le,~,( and w,or,ld publlc, opinion that the,
t i on 0 ' co om lsm In SUc' e al ,
ey as • ',' Y
colonial Syst~ln'must be maintained i:nthesecountries
propose such, urgent measures against a systemwhich
fs disappearin(~natura11y, of its own accord?
in order to preserve, thenlO11Strousprivilegesenjoyed!
"'"
by the,se minorities.
',,__,
040. It would be difficult'Jto find statements so ,far
46. As for the ,otherc,ommunlties, ,it isnotori01.1S
fro:r:n tlte ~ruth. At the 1>resent :time, more th~n a
that thecolonia.list pelicy has al,ays i\~ought to cre,ate
hundred milliOJ;lmen are still under the colbnialyoke.
conflicts among them, the mo~e eaSIly to keep tb:~In
N~.a day goes by Without the Press and radio informb ti
d I
All 'b~
t· d " b
us of the c,ruelest repressive measures against
insu jec on an ' '13 aV!3iry.,
'. ese con nve p:ro,;~ f;he colonial peoples! ~ot only are colonialis:r:n and' lems will disappear ofi1themselves, ,once ademocratic
'the colonialists unwlll~ng to let go their prey, but
and independent ,syste~, is eStabUshed; in the counf:rites
concerned,UlllesfJ the cClonialists atte~ptto interfe,re
';realizing that theirgdys are numbered, they often
become much more aggressive and much more bloodonc~,::::;agaW ~'~ the' dome\~tic affairs r.>f the 1iber~ted
thirsty. "Vhe;re:the colcnial Powers are no longer able
countries. if'
to resist the pressure of the maSses of the peoplet
47. All sucllargumenw,as well:> as those extolling
they make politicalconcessions, while at the same time
the benefits of thec9l6nialisfp61icy, are put forward"
striving to maintaintheir economic, strategic aridother
here, as, we, h,avealrready", stressed, to di,stract, a, e-~,r--~
positions. If these are imperilled, they use every means
tion ,from the maii) qu.estionnow' undeJ;discu.ssion.; ,»
at their disposal, including armed force, inanattempt
i.e. the iInmediategranting- ofindependence to colonial
to protect them. When they cannot do this alone,they
peoples, to try ./,;6' postpone a decision and maintain "
enlist the aid of other colonial and imperialistPowers
colonial domination until such time as tiheo,colonialist,
who are their allies.
Powers are able to find 'other devices ,and other wti.ys
of dominating their former colonies. Under thesecir41. This aggr_essive colonialist policy is frauglltwith
l'1i>\w~tances,., we "must ,re-examine certain ar,.~,;Q11ents/
enOrmouS dangers -for the whole of mankind, for corl
rt·
th h
bId
t dl ill
lonialiElm and its methods of imposing colonial policy
an!l--ass,e. 10~ .•at, aye eene~,'p0,lye,'. repe,a e y y
tWerepresentatlves of the colomalist Powers.
'
have always been linked with war and hay-t;} always led
to war. In the present situation, where there are
48. On several occasions we have heard stat~ments
weapons of.mass destruction such as nuclear weapons,
here to the effect that since "1939" 500 'million me:q
!Jlankind can no longer ru:n the risk of allowing such
and women who were formerly nnderBritish dominabreeding grounds of conflict 'and the possibilities of
tion 'have obta~ed fr.eedoth :.ptd inde-pendence and that
war to persist indefinitely.
their.rep!"~sentatives are seated here" That is un, "
\.
doubtedly true. But it is odd that the United Kingdom
42. The United Kingdom representative, in hiS,?ut..
representative should 'not hesitate toclainl for 'his
·and....out defetJ,ce of the ,principles of colonial po'1jcy
Govermnent and, for, the United J{ingdoIn colonii'lil~ts ;
a:ld his attf3mpt to find justification for not granting
in general the honour ofhavingfurthereClthis bistorj,caJ,
development. Anatte:r:npt' has been made to persuade .,
fulmediateindependence to colonial countries, has ad?need arguments marked by What, \in t~iS day and age, ,us that, British colonial policy was enlightened and
Isas~rangeand completely misPlac~ logic. He has tha"t, the, United Kingdo,mG~'Y,,~,~rnment, madEta, ,gre,at
tried to prove that certain small \'nr£:tions and small
'
"""
',
'
territories should not be gr~tedimmediateindependc~~tribl.ltt'1;n to the liberatio~ o~fornt~rcQIonies.
t~nce., Howe\1\er, ,mere is n~\ithing to be found in the
49. Perhaps the United Kingdomr~Ptesentative is
United Nations Charter whic~::establishCis an invidious
counting. on the colonialcpeople~-haviIf~1ii)ninemodistinction between small and large natio~s. Moreries, or is hoping that this' joy at being independent
has made them forget the dreadful rea1i~~ftbepast~
over, there aloe, of course,already in the, United
Nationsseyeral countries with a population of less
the horror of colonialist subjugation'a,nd tliep'rOtr~cted
than a :r:nil1ioninhabitants. Freedom can surely not be
and heroic struggles they waged'to ,achieve liberation
denied to these peoples, still suffering under the coand independence. The fact that, these peoples have
lonialist yoke, for the trumped up reasons advanced
not forgotten and will never forget so long as colonial r
by' the United Kingdom representative. It has also
domimitionexists on this planet has been amply ~
been stated ~at these small colonial countries had,
d~monstrated in the discussions that have ~n plaoe
and will have need of financial assistan~eandspecial
here since the debate on the elimination of colonialism
(protection In order to survive. I fear I must question
begaI;l.l refer to ~_,tnatter, not to prove what is
th~ S,incerity of,thellgenerous" concern expressed by
self~evident but merel1. to refresh the memory of
the colonialists for those whom they have until now
certain representatives' and to ftlake them realize that '
Oppressed.
unsupported assertions cut no [Jce with world public
43.ih the matter of financial assistance, the balance
opinion..
~"!',
has,of course, always been in favour of the colonialist
50. The United KingdoJIl representatives have said
Power. As for the pr,otection it is alleged that these
:more than once that the policies ofthe United Kingdop:1
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beings freedoxn3tn~ 11~~ependenoe.J!0)' ev~r</the faots
of t~he ~)1.Ltish Empire.
\\.
au',
=Jfi'e entirely, ~~x·ent. 'l'9jearn )'hyth~!an:itedK:lng- .r:t1"Th·· th f ti th t Indi bt
,.
'.
COl
c~" qom po1ioYi~al~~ihl1s been~\~"~ut:theperiodWhef\
". " us ~ ,ac s a
a (} ained its independ~
fai
sQ Ulany,Britia~ colonies :P~e attained independence
ence, not because the colonialists grante~ it, inde..
OU(
t):n~ must ref,erl nof to t9,$"statements made 'by United pendence willingly, but because t~ey ?id. n~~ possess
of
K;ing~om politida1lea¥.fs alter this historical develop;.. ~e military power necessary to maintaln ~elr colonial
[.AI
ment~adr~ao~ed ~ri'Uition-,"such as the statements by @minati~n of that country.
. ilis
the J!,d~513Ji~~WleMinisterof the United Kiugdpm. or
~8. But India is a large country. Inqther colonies,'by}~:r. Ormsb~t-Gote, the Unit!3d Kingdom rePl.eeen'~'"
the United Kingdom colonialists weref:ble to madnta,Mi
66;
t¥e to" the Un\~ted Nations which rwillnot. cite, since
enough troops to postpone independenfJe for yea~~ andf,bl',
!:t1~y, are' so w~~l1 known-but rather to tb~ state1'll~ntSi years and to maintain!lle colonial system by papres11t
pel
land acts of the (political leaders oftbe: Urdted Kingdom
sion and massacre. '/1'0. cite 0111y, one instf.nce, the
m~
,. a~ the~~le w~'~n these decisions were taken and the
example of Kenya is still fresh in evexybOfY'S mind.
~t
events ~, questlop took place.
.
59. In an. attempt to, find re~~ons for po~j.pOning the
of
51. Th~s,l we ~\hould like to cite the statements of the
liberation ,of certain c~mnt:ries and their attainment of
wh
':most .' e'minent political1eaders of' tbeUnited Kingdom.
immediate 'independence, th~ United Kinr~dom repreinc
at the ti,fj),e' when one of the largest Bl"itish colonies,
sentative sought to persuade us that in,d~endence h a d _ sel
India, was about tt)' attain independence.
been postponed only tlp'ough a desir~ to give "the
,~ hal
, '
'
.'
people of these oountries u. independe~/ce in the form
Na
5g.. .OpeD1n~ the d~bate. Ql). 5 March 194:7 (l11 'the Labour
which suits them, and bot aocording to some ideological
giv
Governtnent s deCIsion, to transfer po~er lp. Indiawithpattern imposed on them from outside" [925thmeeting
mo
in fou.rteen mon1ili~fl Sb' ,Stafford CrlPPSJstated, ~J!!:
para. 50].
'
.
.'
suI
alia, that thaGQvexnment wa,s.fa~ed with 1;\110 alterna60 .. -tt i S rea11y;swx,.L-"
~·~"'·""'li ng ·t0 h'
d King'dom.
Uves:
ear th·e Unite.
,~)
representative r,nake such a statement. at leastfor any
,
"•••nrstl> .we oould. att(~mpt to strengthen British
one who has had an opportunity to follow the progress
67,
~()nt:rol in India ol1~thebasisofanexpanded personnel of the colonial people's fight for independence~
lat
in the Sepretary of State's S~l'V'ices, andaoonsider-'
!
. '
rOf
, ablereimoreemant. of B'l:Uish troops, both of whicb
61. It will,be recalledi.hat scarcely seve~ year~,ag;o
the
" would have beenrequired"f,)o that we should be in a
the People ca Progressive Party of British GUi~na
lot
position 'to maintain for as lQng as might be necesachieved a S!gnal victory a~~hepollsandthereby chose
del
sary (Jur administr,ative responsibili~'''-nota that
the.form of government w'hvh suited it. Unfortunately,
ha'
the $~e innocuous .exllression is used toda)~ by
tha,t fo;rm of gove~.ant dId not suit the British
sel
Mr. Onnsby-GQre to describe Bl'j.tish coloniaUst
colomaUsts. The Unit~Jd ~ingdom Go~ernment sentits
in
su,bjuga.tio~~llwhi1eawaiting an agreement amongst
b~~tleshlps, suspe~de~{ ~e ConstitutIOn and dec]~a,I'e(l
exe
Jbe Indian C~j:mmunities... Such. a policy wO'uld entail th~ elections invafitU_St/eaking t~ the Hous~ of Com""
mf.
a. definite decision that we should remain in India
mons on 22 Oc~~~b~.l'- 1953, MJ:. OliveI' I~yttelt0Th
pr(
1o:r~t least 15 tc20 years ... The second alternative
Sqcre~ary o~ ~tate tor the ~olOnies, made thefollOWing
tha
WM$ we could ~.\tcept the fact that the first alternaobs,ervatiQn. Her Majesty s Government are notprethE
ti"e "was not pO$sible .." •.... One' thing fhat was, I~ared to tolerate the se~ting up Communist sta:~a
val
think, quite obViously imposs,ible was to decide to
in the British Com~onwe,llth •••• As you see, thac. IS
c611tinue our respopsibilitjr/ind~finitely••• into a
quite EL :iffer~nt tone from ~e one employedb~ Mr.
68,
period when we had not the power t(~ oarrylt out ~
Ormsby Go,r(,~ Mr. Lyttelton s view was echo~bythe
out
..
. ' . .
•
following oom:otental';y. from Mr. Bevan, speaking for
arc
t
53. 'rhus, according toSirStaffordCrippa Ettatement,
the Labour Party~ This version, of the attitude of the'
an(
the United Kingdom was obliged to racognizetheindeBritish Governm.ent on the right of peoples to have
wtiiO~
pendence of India because it did not have fhepower
vV'hatevet Government they liked was as follows: "You
.
needed to' stay in thfJ country.
"
i
.
are f,ree to have whs.tever Governmentyou like as long
15(
ij4. Sir vVinston Churchill, sp~aIdng on,behalf of: the
as it is the kind of Government we likeQ It In other
fie]
opposition, ,declared· that the n'~em.bers of.the Opposiwords, the qUestio~ was whether the Government
~~
tion had .to sever themselve~ a1together l'Ifrolll the
pleased the British Government.
."-'
. ECl
Indian policy of His Majesty\:!=J Government, and to
62. British Guiana is an interesting andinstroctive
ID
tiisclaim all responsibility fo~' t.'\le COn21'quences which
~xample of the manner in which the colonialists think
rul
will darken-aye, and redden-th:e coming years".,
they can arrange matters in their former colonies.
JfOr them, the establishment of an independent and
69.
55. That is what Chu:rchill said .in 1947, and now
popular r6gfme would be a "bad" eXalllplewhich:migbt
nat
Mr. Orm~J:>y-Gore is tr'Jing to tell us that the aiDl of
have an unfortunate effect on the peopleS of the adjacent
Sill
the Briti~,' policy of this period was to b:.rlng about
territories.
'
,;
ex]
the 1ibera~ion of the colonial peoples..
63. The' New York Herald Trib~ was .quite frank
of
Ca'
ab oUfl,the situation When it stated, on 9 October 1953,
56. Later, Churchill said that if the United Kingdom,
6X<
t!thrOUgh lack of phYSical and moral strength cannot
that the case of British.Gulana is of vital importanct'l
tak
wind up our affairs in a responsible~ .. fashio~,ff-and to the United States, not beoause ofth~lntern.al events
wit
by resp()nsible fashion he ,meant the maintenance of
!n that colony, but because of its stra.tegic position, ~ac(
colonialist subjugation in India and the setting up-,of a.
since the neighboUring country ofVenezuela is synony,70.
Government that would follow Eritish'poUoy-at least it
mous with two products. very important to the United
ani
should not end "by a.premature5 hurried scuttle" thus
States economy: oil and iron ore.
del
~dding to the "ruin" and disaster, ·Whioh is 'what 64.-That explains why in Guiana great forces were
not
Churchill called the attainment of independence by
marshalled to disperse th.e popUlarr6gime headed b"J
OUJ
India and the other British colonies that liberated
Mr. Jagan.
'
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faith and good will of the colonialists.\1hat is just
th~y,\had help'~,~o lPJierate, bUf!4i~g thei:rhomesthere
one mO.rereaspn why the Decla7tationon tn~ g~antingP1iid living,.ihpea({e -as simpptcitize~ dedicated to
of independence to colonial cQuut:ries and\\ peoples
'the workj?;.nd pro~ZEfrvf~:h~ newemauc~JYated lands.
[A!4502 and Corr.1:], proposed by !~e SOVle\<vnion,. Hovr3veryd~ient is this attitude from that o~Other
is of capital inlportance at the present time"
~"0_ ..
nations {Which in. the very middle . of· the tw;antieth
\1
66. '!'he efforts by the colo#!alist;s to postpone the~_c~n~fi"~endthe1.rarmies not to help ~OU1~try!~~ to be
J)
ranting of independence to. colonial countries and
:n.'etJ' but to co-operate with governmen~~ that,/d~wnin
/ ~eoPles are made with a view 1;0 finding new ways and
blood thesove;reign aspira.tionsof thetr peoples.
1Ueans of maintaining their economic and po1it~,cal
71.. The t;lubject.o~ colonialism is asoldas<theworld.
dominion over theSE! countries. But t."te machinations
RQme~ Greece and Carthage were in their time coloof the colonialist circles against the oppressedpeoples
nies, as were also France, Spai~ qennany and the
of their col,onies should spur us on to take B~ decision
United Kingdom. The hiStory of the world is the ~tory
which will :make it possible for these peoples to~.€:hieve
of the'Ufe of countries which, through changes extendindependence immediately and to decide fO~1 them:iug over a long procession ofyears, e'/entual1yattained
selves what form of government they want. (rhe time
the fun. realization of their political personalities.
= has come .to tell the colo1llial peoples that
~~t~d
72. In the perpetual flow of· time, new forms· of lifec
Nations, f8~thful tQ the p.rin?iples of the Ch(,~rter, VillI
are 8ubstitutedfor others Whi~h in their day had their'·.
givel them iUl~ supp\ort In their just fi~t ,;\Lgatnst .~e
explanation and reason for existe~ce.Even legal tr!lStimost ~onstrl()llS system known to manki~;d:-eolonial
tutions change. as the years go by; the theo!'Y of
subjuga"ion.
nt:.tional''$overeignty so dear tI? the writel"S of treatises
~~Mr. Boland (Irel8.nd). resumed the Chai/t.
on international law in the nineteenth cenmI'Yhasbe~n
superseded by the new form. Cif $upra*natio-nal assoc~ia.67. M:r.. ALVAREZ R;mST:R:m PO (Colo~l1b:l.a) (transtion which is the basis of the United Nations.
lated fromSpamsh): A few weeks ago, f~!om this same
rostrum, the Qhainnan of the Council at Ministera of
73. Our country too was a colony, and in.the initial
the Union of'Soviet Socialist Republics ];'eferredto CO(F-'
period of independence our people displayed the same
lombia as a colonialist countrysbnp~;y because our
rebellious attitudes and voiced the same bitte'Z;'<Dom~
delegation had expx'essed the· view that: this item could
plaints as we now hear, with some justification, on
have been discussed in an atmosphere of greater
the lips of the representatives of the 'new nations
serenity and calm in the First COJnn',iittee rather than
which· have recently acquireatheir. freedom and, by
in this Assembly, which seems to le;hd itself to sharp
virtue of .their n.ew status, have been abie to join our
exchanges of Views or vehement ora/tory, so that stateOrganization after having lived for many years. under
menta made here:_ a~ often utteJi'ed in a spirit of'
the dominion of some foreign Power. The fact that
propaganda, with: an eye to the out:side world, rath,er
we were a· colony did not prevent us, once we had
than with a deSIre to inform the opinion or influence
achieved our independence, from regarding Spainwith
the calm. judgement of the l'epr(~sentatives of the
the greatest affection as thecountI'Y which governed
various nations.
u's during the period of our .early forn:t.ation,and which
68. We could not therefore speak this debatewithg~T{e us a language, a. religion, a legal syste;m atlda
out stating beforehand that our c;ountry is one which
~road cultural foundation, four elements which ~ve .
ardently supports 'the self-deten:n.ination of peoples,
oeen the funcmmental pill::l.rs on which oUr society has
and Which at no time in its history;has been associated
been built.
74. Not every aspect of colonialism is as pernicious
with any movement aimed at the suppression or limitationof tha,t freedom elsewhe:r;e. On the contrary~ when,
and harmful as somE) representatives herfil, more from
150 years ago, Colombia ~as beginrdJlg its life as a
politic~lzeal than from a desire to understand history,
separate nation, and befor(~ it had even consolida:ted
try' to make it appear. In the gradual formation of new
its own independence, it. gld not hesitate to send its
nationalities one of. the valuable culturalcontributions
armies to the neighbonrir,a.g .Cowltries of Venezuela,
to their future life is that which has been trans:m.itted
. Ecuador, Pero and BoUvLa in order to support them
during the years of. d.omination by the governingcounin their struggle for final emancipation from Spanish
try, as we have been able to appreciate here as we
rule.
listened to the erodite andojudicious speeches of representatives .!ik~the' •MimsteY.s'o:r Foreign Affairs of
69. I~ that magnificent'epic struggle, the men of five
CamerQun
and ,:NIgeria in which an outstanding cultural
nations fought under the inspiration and command of
back~ioUJ;ld wu.sapparent.
Sim6n Bolfvar, the illUstrious leader whose legendary
exploits fill the pages of American history" The blood
75". In speaking of colonialism it may perhaps· beapof Colombians was thus shed on American soil, from
}?l'opriate at this stage to clear up onepQint in order
Caracas to La Paz, in a gigantic effort which far
to avoid a· repetition of what some speakers have had
exceeded its capacity at the time and which was unde~
the affrontel7Y to insinl1ate, vaguely but none the less
taken by my country with the sole aim·of co-operatmg
suggestively, when, in their referenees to the~olonial
with the .Spanish colonies in.order that they might
problem in the wQrld, they appea~ to include)the whole
aCqtlire full independence as sovereign nations.
9.~- Latin America within the areas controlled by the
,70. \Ve have therefore an honourable history as all, colonial system.
~=C~,
anfti·colonial country which entitles us to speak in t1~is
76. It is true that in our continent the~c;remaln a
debate with a fu11sense of responsibility, andwe can';;'
few small areas under the control ofE,.l'1-6pean nations,
not refrain f:rom pointing out, in passing, that after
and we hope that one day those ar(as may enjoy full
our armies contributed to the liberation of five counliberty. It is equally trtle, ~oweve~. that the Latin \
trles>and
the
victory
was
won,
all
those
brave
stalAmerican countries represented here\are not colonies
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"'ofany POWfJ1I Each country ha.s weUcqdefinedgeo79fi:' M;t·.S6kou.~'\t)u1'6, the President of the Republic of
graphical an4 poilitioalboundaries, and on Jhe soil of
(?pinea. said in. this Assembly in his statement of
our continent there, have arisen soveJteigll nations,
J;3 October 1960:
each with its~ ()wn p~:rson.aUty, its QWll culture, its own
-We know that there are problems onwhich every.
h;istoryand lts own UMl:llstaka.ble human characteris....
one may speak as he' Wishes, according to his own
tiCS•. The ,one feature that might stamp us all as memtempere.ment; but 1;here are other problems which
bers 'of the same. family wo~d be~ the ~e,a.lousca:~
cap..riot becorlsidered as personal problems, and stUI
which we exer?ise, on ~ll oc~aslOns ,,0 avoid any .thrfilat
less as problems related to the existence of this .or
to .our sovereIgn autonoIn.Y. From the . grea;e~t to ~~e
that system or 'bloc. Such problems concern the very
smallest, from :Br~zil to C~)~ta Rica, ~~ch of ..be ~.eu,,~
foundations of a life of dignity for every human being,
Ame;ican States has its OWl:~ pe.rso~8-""... ty, its ()~ dis
whatever politicalor economic system he may choose.
tinctIve features and a pJ:'oud belieUnits.indepenrl\~ncean.d whatever his religion, colour or nationality~!!
that can never be effaced ho~ever dHflcult the ~,~z[903rd meeting para. 4.]
.
cumstances that may arise in ItS national life. In that
.
.. ,
respect we all bear traces of the heritagewe received
He then added:
from t?e Iberian peninsula, f~m Spain ,and Portugal,
"There can be no doubt.that the problem of freecountnes in which the cultivation of one s personality
dom is the greatest problem in the world. No people
is insepar.abr l:inked with the words denoting "honour
and no thinking; person can think that freedom is
; and nobility , which are so much~steemed in our
divisible or that it belongs to a single people rac
language. We. are no man's sla,vG. Po}.!ticall~r we move
or religion If []bid para 5]
,
e
in. the broad area of Western .democracy, the same
• _ .....!, ' ..
democl,"acy by which the free nations of the world
80. In listening to the speakers who have come to
becam~ united:In one great phalanx to fight agaiDst
this rostrum to present colonialism as a systemwhich
totalit~riandictatQrship. We choose our gove:rmnents
has deprived thousands of human beings of their indeand our parliaments .in public elections, inwhich every
pendence, we might hav.e thought that colonialism, and
citizen l),as the opportunity of expressing his opinions . colonialism alone, represents the problem offreedom
according to his own conscience; we determine our own
in the world. All the terms that signify the submisfate and ord.er our own destiny according to the dicsion of one country to another have been employed to
tates of our national needs. It is tbne therefore for
convey to us the full horror of colonial policy, which
certain delegations to the United 'Nations to stop
subjugates, controls, enchains, oppresses, humiliates
insinuating that we are some other nation's colomes
and crushes the dignitY of many nations that should
:whenin reality the Latin American countries are
be free. In an impressive stream of words a picture
sovereign and ind.ependent nations because they bo~g!lt of enslavement and bondage has been presented to us,
their independence many years ago with the J;>lood of but all the criticism has been directed one way and
their heroes.
'/'
has had one objective, as if the problems of human
'" uld seem that there. i s a mal iClq~S
' ,:''iand de.uU1..'freedom existed only in this quarter.
77 • I,,,wo
erate attempt to confuse the term Ifcolo~lialism"with
81. The trutb.!chowever, is that while political cothe term "under-development", but in 1\fact the one
10'W.alis~/:f()r the greater good of humanity, moves
term has nothing ~I) tfowith the 0t1l.erj.:!l/oul' case. We
rapidly towards its close because of the intelligent
are indeed unde1""\~eveloped coymnes inthe sense that
and far-sighted policy of the former metropolitan
we have a high bl--rth-r-ate,' a low per caput income,
countries or through the force of circumstances,
in, marq countries a high percentage 'of illiteracy,
another type of colonialism has arisen to take its
sm:i.ous health and education problems,_ and in nearly
place. The only difference is that this is not the type
all cases a high degree of dependence 'on the export
of colonialism which exercises control over the soil
of primary commodities. Thus, according to the exand the harvests, the mountains an~ the r!vers~ the
perts, we have all the features' that characterize an
social life and political system, over education and
under-developed area. Economic backwardness must
health and, in fact, over all the externals of the life
not, however, be confused with the loss of national of a people; it is r-ather a colonialism which keeps
dignity or of social and political autonomy. To use a
watch over man's conscience, suppresses his freewell-known expression we might say, as they said in
doms and utterly de$troys the life of the spirit.
Spain when the great nobles lost their fortunes, we
.
,-,ontlnue to be nobtes despite our poverty.
82. There are, of course, deplorable legacies of the
.
old colonial system, and mfilions of men are stlll
a.waiting their deliverance. Traces still remain of t.lte
78. The aim of this de~a~e on colonialis~, according
to those who requested It, IS to ensure the mdependence
system which until quite recently controlledvast areas
of peoples and to eliminate a shameful phenomenon
Qf the world and we have heard here the statement
of modernblst~~. The declaration in its literalmeanb}.' the repr~sentative of the United Kingdom [925tll
fug pre~ents no difficulty to us•. Our legal tradition
mtJeting] who explained in detail how hiscouutry is
makes us .naturally sympathetic to all that is implied preparing to grant complete self-government to those
by freedom, but this must be complete freedom in all
areas wh.ich are not yet independent.
places, in all latitudes and lmder all systems. We do
..
. .
' . '.
.
.
not believe that colonialism alone deserves criticism
83. What we have not heard here is the voice of those
as a system of subjection and submission,·of control
who k~pinsubjection, not newly-emerging countries. ,
and enslavement. The item must be wider in scope.
but nations with an old culture and noble historical
The .great issue to be debated 11ere is that of freedom
traditions, andwho have forced them. to accept a r6g:in1.e
in 9,11.its . manifestations, the' freedom to create, to
of terror and sile,nce. It might be said that while the
worsh1p, to tea.ch, to write, to speak, to disseminate
colonialism Which controls material factprs and file
information. to criticize and to protest w~,enever this
world of wealth is progressively and continuously disbecomes necessa.ry·for the preservationofhumandig..
appearing from\'astareasoftheworld, there is arising
nity.
in other areas what we might term the colonialism of
1
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,~ansion which led to the subjection of the majority

101. It is tlJ,t"Jefore ap~opriate 'that the General As..
-of the peoples of Africa ~d [1\sia. The year 1960 has
sembly should bold a larg~cale debtLte on the sUbject
been. called the year of Africa, which is indeed anaptattbis fifteenth session. and that it should conclUde
IfQJdeSCri.ption si.nc.ewe. h.av..e. had the.. great satisfact..ion
the debat.e. with the.' adoption. ofa resolu.tio;o. Wh.i~h ill.
of welcoming sixteen neVi' African States to our midst.
mark an important date in the history {)f the ~rnit,ed
94.Tn accordance with the trradition ofl)am.inge];K>chs
Nations.
(~J~ afterim~rtant eve:rl~~t. the.. sec,ond •. h,altOfth
.. etwentieth
102. In.ihe op:lDion of. the Tunisiall delegation, it if:!
, ''''/\century wlll have th~ distinction of being knQwn as the
not enough io round off this debate by drawing up a
· . Jl pe:t;iod})of .the liberation of peoples. FOT, whether we proclamation. sta,ting the principle of the righ~ of
~/~\>,J~e Jyor not, whether force has tobe used or persuapeoples to self-determination, since this is al~ady
siot( whether it is acceptable to the colonizing counenshrined in the Chart~r; What we must do, above ali,
tries or nott tnere will soon nolonge1¥be any enslaved
is to reaffirm and atrengt..lten those principles in the
peoples. The eraofcoloni~ldom!nationtof the enslavelight of the difficulties raised by/the colonizing counment of man by man, of the "indig6nat" system ~nd
tries with a view to delaying the liberation of the
other laws .imposing forced labour in the colonies, is
peoples under th~ir charge.
,~,
over. All over ilia world colonialism, despite its power
'103 Ou t k t thi
i i
"d bted1 t
and resources, is retreating before the irresistible
.•
l' as a.
s sess on ~ un ou. - .•' . 0 proadvance of men towa,rds freedonl and independence.
vide a vigorous impetus and to give clear an general
The~rrevocableJDal'ch of history wlll cerlaimynotbe-, guidance on the means to beelllployed so that ~e(,
halted. by the obstinacy of Fr8.11ce in carrying on a ,peoples sti~ undercoIQnialdO~inationma~a~n~../.r
futile .' and hopeless war in Algeria fo1" the past six
end, which is also ourst that 18 to say unt., eraal rode-.
years; of' Portugal in.denying the evidence and clingpendence.
ing to absurd. fictions; above all, of South Africa in
104. Our. essential purpose i,s to avoidwhathappened
isol~ting itself, despite universal reprobation, within
recently ill Viet-Nam, what is happening today in AIan iiahuman racism which it has raisedto the:status of
geria and what has happened in the Congo..
national policy.
.
105. Let m.e explain myself. Faced with the irresist95. The upheavals brought aboutbytheir stubbornness
1:1>1e drive of those countries towards independencet the
will perhaps ineVitably delay the achievement offreereaction. of the two Powers which can be quoted as
dom. by .$ome peoples, but at the cost of much unexamples ofthemostrecalcitrantcolonia1ism~France
necessary suffer;4ig and to the detriment ofthe friend- . and Belgium-has boon either stubbornly tomamtatn
ship, underst~ding and co-operation which are so
domination by. force of arms or to agree to inde-.
~ssen~al amoni~ 'the peoples..
pendence and then to attempt to divide the liberated:
96. .'The coloDit~@d coup.tI1,es will· attain independence
nations by preposterous manoouvreS and to regain
domination by underhand means.
with or withou,t the BgI,ement of 1;lle colonizers, but
they will attain it in any event,for no force in the
106. In Viet-Nam, for example, after seven years of
world can arrest the irresistible march of history.
appalling warfare which cost tens of thousands,of lives,
97 Ever since its establishment the United Nations
France was obliged to bow to facts and abandon the
ba~ been' 'concerned"..w ith the sitUation .of dependent
country, leaving behind not only ruins but a people
territories and peoples and ofthOS8 wider international
divided into two States r,nd thus providf,ng more fuel
;\trUsteeship•. ~e 0manizatioil has undoubtedly.made a
for the cold :war.
.substantial contribution to the peacefull1beration of
107. Unfortunately, the French colomaUsts did not
the colonized peoples through the impo~t debates profit by the lesson of Viet-Uam. Having learned
it has held on the subject, particu,larlyin the Fourth
nothing and forgotten nothingtfor the past six years
Committee and'-' the Trusteeship CounCil, and through
they have been c~mmitting the samemistakea in
the numerouEVrecommendations it has made.
Algeria which we:re so disastrous 'in Viet-Nam both
98. Nevertheless, that contribution is not sufficient.
for France, fQr its former colony and for the whole
On the one hand,. the impatience of the colomzed
of humanity.
Pl30ples is:continually growing; Onthe other, the ~l'!1c"
10S.In the Congo, Belgium demonstrated its liberaltance and the resistance of the colonizing' countries
ism to the 'world by agreeing to proclaim themde-ha.ve created difficulties. which have delayed the rependence of the country. YGt by iJ'.stigating the's~cescovery of ,,Sovereignty and independence by the peoples
sion of Katanga .and Kasai and by . engaging in man.
..,.
te1lvres designed to maintain its domination in another
Under their domination. .
99. This dish~hri~~~tweenthe two movements has
form, it has plunged the Congo into the tragedy 'Of
frequently led~o clasheli\ and t~ sanguinary conflicts
which we are aware and which today. constitutes one
which have endangered the friatldship betweenpeoples
of our most serious ca:uses for anxiety.
,
and international peace"and s~cu.rJ.ty. It is therefore
109. In both cases the result has been a lamenU)ller
\\
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GhartfiJr
retain their privileges. On the contrary, owmg to
and~eUniversalDeclar:pltionofHumanRights

to this sphere;. it would th~ indicate the road to be
followed and clear !t of obst~cles.
100. FGr"the Sak~)of reinforcing the' authority and
,ieiiootiv~nessofthis institution and in the interests
otJpendship, ltdfrnony a,"'\dpeace, it is desirable t\at
the . pe?ple~;:ahoU1d attain independence within me
fra;m.ework of the United Nations and with its assistance. <,,?

th~'

force of circUDlsta:n,C~s, the rift has steadily d~epene~)
and the poss:tbility of~~erstandingt reconciliation
co-operation has dbninished with every pass~g 98-Y.
110. Would the result have been the same if the.:
colonizing countries boo am~epted the in6vltable andhad
spontaneously~r at least rationa1ly--encourageli the
liberation movement? I do not seriously .1;h1nk· so.
Viet-Nam, which jomed the FrenchUniort'in 1~47t
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ntight today have been a unified, independent and
sovereign State, linked to France by ties offriendship
and fruitful co-operation; the same would be true of
Algeria if that had 1 been desired" if there had been a
wish to avoid the continuatioh of the war..
,)
111.' The Congo would not have been the scene of the
unfortunate· exodus of the Belgians or of the app3.Uing
crisis through which it is nOw passing.
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112. We consider that the time has come when the
..... Uriited Nations should face its responsibilities and
resolutely put an end to the tragedy of the colonized
peoples. The country which I have the honour to represent was one of the first of'those placed by an unjust
fate under ,fotaign domination to initiate the struggle
for honour, digDity. and freegom ll •For thre'e-quarters
of a century-and particuI~rly during the past thiW
years-it waged unrelenting war against the occupying
power. At the tiine Tunisia's strogglemighthavebeen
likened to that of David with Goliath,since the cons~lence of the world 'was not alive as it is today to the
hero!c efforts of the peoples to achieve dignity, freedom and independence. By the use of persuasion and
force and byJinvoking humanitarian. considerations and'
human solidarity, my country persevered on the road
of honour until victory was achieved.·Under the leadership of President Bourguiba,it has always advocated
. that colonial problemsshonld be solvedby negotiation,.,
though it accepts the need for the use of force when
faced by a lack of good will on the part of the colonialists.
113. On the day when. it achieved independence, after
having in.desperation embarked upon a long andbitter
armed conflict calling for patience, persev.erance,
sacrifice and courage, it accepted as an ideaIthe
sacred dUty. of lending its support to the peoples struggling for freedom. Thus on 1 June 1955, when it had
only just achieved internal self"gove'rI1lnent~when the'
whole question might have been reopened since France
retained military ,bases and powerful means of action
iIlthe country" Tunisia did not hesitate:'to stand
shoulde:r to shoulder with Algeria in its struggle for
freedom. I· shall have much to say on that subjeCt
when the quest:i.on of Algeria. comes upbefore the 1first
Committee. For the moment I shall only make such
allusions as I consider necesacary in the present debate.
114. On 1 June 1956, ·when he 'Was leaVing French
soil for his triumphant return to his .• own. country,
PreSident Bourguiba said that he hoped with an his
heart that the Tunisian experimentwould bee'Xtended
so that fighting :might end inAlgeria~ as it ~~d ended
in: TUnisia, with a settlement Which would ellablecooperation to be maintained and to continue.
115. A fGW months later Tunisia achieved independence and has flinQe devoted all its efforts and all its
resources to hastening the end of the war. During the
past six years President Bourguiba has spared no
endeavour to, reconcile the' two parties and to persuade
them to negotiate. Unfortunately our efforts have not
ll1~t with tJ1e succesathey deserve.
c
116.. Nevertheless, despite the great anxiety caused to
Tu:tlisia by .the continuange of the war \L~ Algeria,
Which sometimes spills across itsfrontiers,Tunisia
has, never ceased. to be concerned with the fate of the
Qther Qolonized~~ountries and particUlarly those of oUr
own(!:,:mtinen~, Africa.
117. At all the African conferences, at Accra, Monl'Ovias 'Addis Ababa and recently· at Leopoldville, Tu,j
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nisia haa, associated itself with the other independent
African countries in advocating the (~nd ofcQlOnialism
and endeaVOUring to find the most appropriate means
to lighten the cross borne by our less forf:u.na.te
brothers.
118.. More than a year and a . half ago, on 2 March·
1959, at the Neo-Destour Congress,' held at Sousse, .
President Bourguiba made a stirring .,appeal to the
colonial countries to adopt a realistic attitude. I shoulp
like to quote briefly ~from. his.speech:
.
"The instability now . prevailing in the world is:
born of the antagonism between two blocs, the West
and the East, and of the desire of each to attract
the.largest ri:umberof'peoples of Asia and Africa.
"However, we see the whe~l of history turning
iJJ.exorably in the. direction of liberation; notcolonization.· The number of em.ancipated nations is' increasing day by day. The future is certainly on the
.side of' the freedom of nations--oolonialism. Is
doomed: France may persist in its obstinacy for a
year or two·more, but will not preventAIgena from.
gaining independence.
1

0

WIn the ~ame way, the United Kingdom caM.otprevent Kenya, Nyasaland, Rhodesia and Somaliland
from becoxning independent~
WIt is futile to try to delay these developments
at' all costs.

"The reluctance and procraatinationofthese,countries cannot stop the wheel ofhistory., which crushes
those who place themselves in its path.
"Why do the Western Powers not consider a return
to wisdom? '
"instead of allowing this great battle to c~~ftplue,
in whlcl},:iibeW i~. waging an unsy~tem.atic ~~d un...
provit;J~ strug'kle·.oaga.i.nsttyranny, insteadofr~rlng
'~a,tt,irs to ch~lce and relymg on the inspiration of
~Yc¥1its, let g~rrlmon·sense take the upper hand," with
a~wi1lingness t6 face the facts. 1 think there is still
time' for. the nations which \TaIue liberty and dignity . C)
to reverse the trend of events.
"These nations can meet around the conference
table to examine and solve the question of fdecolonization't and all its attendant problems. in peace and
ti-anqui1lity•

11

"The task is to ensure that :m~d progresses
frolD. the colonial era into -the age of co-operation•.
This procesl~ ·must take place in an atm.osphereio~
,-calm. Re~6na.bles~agescan be established, and the
·possibilities. of fruitfUl. c~operation and lasting
friendship safegu.arded;This must be possible. The
colonized. countries should not have to seize their
independehce at .~ost of bloodshed
perhaps
at th~ risk of beiiig. plunged into an anarchy which
might .be. exploited by' a hostile party to/inflame
grievances, propagate its ideology-and paye"ilie way
~.n: its domination. f t ,

and

.. fl

. . . . . ..

Prl3sidentBourguiba continued. on 2 March 1959:
"1 can. J:"eaclilyenvi~agea l~rge conference attended
by aU thosecountrles which arest1J.l colomes or
semi~()lonies.

c."

u.

.

•At such ~ conferenc.e, which would at first be
confined to these countries, the .latter could reach
sOl,ne agreement. They would then 1nVitethe.repre-

of.,'
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sentatives of the peoples concerned to meet them
around the table, or alternatively, they might setup
committees to make a separate study of the case of
each individual country and examine its pO~!l>j)ities
and particular c o n d i t i o n s . "Much useful information could be obtained from
, ,
,
the experience of the UnitedK:ingdom, which is now
making preparations for the independence of Nigeria
in October 1960. By that date, the country's constitution will have been drawn up,administrative and
technical personnel will have been trained, and its
state institutions will be ready to function.
"What the United Kingdom has done for Ghana
and Nigeria, and is preparing to do for Somali1and,
can perhaps also be done tomorrow for Rhodesia,
Kenya and Tanganyika.

this year to membership in the Organization. But there
is still war in Algeria; there is stillno progr~e of (\
decolonization for Angola and Mozambique. This state
of affairs should" not be tolerated, any longer. The
experience of recent years has proved how dangerous
it is for the colonizeI' and the colonized, and for all .
mankind, to allow colonialism to pursue its harmful
course. We know that the colonialists and, more gen...
erally, all th~ peoples that dominate others, are clearly
aware that their day is drawingto a close. But we also
know that, in its death throes, colonialism may' still
be shaken with convulsions that are extremely dan..
gerous for peace and international security. This was
the case in Indonesia..w:hy should we not recall it?when the Neth~rlands, after haVing recognized the
independence' of that country, then tried to reconquer it.

122. This is the case today in Algeria and the Congo:
"To adopt such a policy is to follow the natural
I am not afraid to repeat myself on this subject, for
course of development. Why is it that other counthe grave responsibility of France and Belgium in
tries-France for example-do not adopt this sa:me
this connexion cannot be stated often enough. I oite,
policy'? ,
,
' t h e s e two cases deliberately, because they are used
-They could establish contact with the nationalist
by the colonialists 'as arguments in L~eir attempts to
,'movements an~ with their co..operation, organize
justify their poliCY of domination.
\ free elections. Such elections would reveal themost
123. Indeed, it is in virtue of French legislation
based on faked elections that Algeria is regarded us
influential and enlightened elements, with whom diecussions could be held.
French territory. It is on the pretext of safeguarding
"The risks of terrorism, violence and anarchy
the national heritage that war is at present being'
could thus be avoided in the evolution of colonial
waged'on the Algerian people.
124. J?ortugal, to,o, regards Angola and Mozambique
peoples.
ftNegotiations between colonists and colonized
as integral parts of the metropolitan territory.
shOUld be concern.ed,not only with determining the
125. This idea cannot be justified eitheronhistorical
stages and methods of emanc~pation, but with the
or geographical grounds. Nor has it any sound juridical
consideration, of plans for economic assistance and
foundation. Therefore it is of capital importance to
publicize this ,fact so that the colonizing countries may
development. The peoples :Qlustbe savedfrom undernot be able to evade. their obligations by sheltering
development, whicn is a fQrm of servitude"
BIn pursuing such a course, the Western countries
behind the national territory theory.
would merely be applying the principle which they
12~,!- Now I come to- the example of the Congo. The
profess to support, of helpPlgthe peoples to ~chieve
disturbances 'that occurred in that country imniediately
political and economic ,liberation. Unger the proceafter
it achieved independence were represented by
dure that I ptopg~e, this liberationwould be achieved
champions of colonialism as a solemn warning
in accordance with a reasonable plan 'Providing for the
possible dangers of "premature independence It.
of
the
the ", restoration of power to the nationals of the
According
to thGln, the lesson to be learned from the
country concerned, for the holding of elections and
situation
in
the Congo is this: a colony which is
,the trainmgof the' necessary personnel.
liberated before attaining a certain level of economic
"Subsequently, ways and means ofproviding assistdevelopment and a certain politicfJl maturity, and beance and arranging investments wouldbe investigated
fore qualified personnel have been trained, in other
in order to speed up industrialization programmes.
words, before it is prepared for its new responsibilities, runs the risk of lapsing into anarchy. This may
I\'ThuJS, the road to economic and technical progress
be true especially ifthe former controlling Powerdoes
would be opened to the liberated peoples."
everything it can to sow the seeds of anarchy, 'as was
119. This appeal launched by President Bourguiba
the case in the Congo. But there is another truth which
more than a year and a half'ago appears prophetic
is also illustrated in the Congo, in Angola and in '
in the'light of the serious disturbances-of which he
Mozambique: the colonial Powers are unfortunately
gavei warning-that have since occurred in the Congo,
incapable of preparing these countries for independSouth Africa, South West Africa and other iInportant
ence for the very good reason that theydo not want
places on the African continent.
'
them to be independent. Th-erefore, the only rational
'I
and fair-minded conclusion we can draw ~romthe
120. Unfortunately, his appeal to reason and realism
situation
i~ the following: the colonial Powers must
went unheeded. Of course, some countries have since
give' a firm undertaking to refrain from any' action
been liberated. Nigeria, the African States which were
that may cause disturbances in the liberated countries ,
under French domination, and the Congo. But there
and avoid any attempt to create difficultiefJ for the Dew
has been no, solution to the Colonial problem as a
governments. They must strictly respect the indewhole, as urged by President Bourguiba, a.' solution pendence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of the
which would have contributed substantially to the renew States. In other words," we must prevent, any ,
duction of international tension.
furth-er attempts to do what France hoped to do in '
121.. It is true that sixteen new African States have
Guinea and what Belgium unfortunately succeeded in
recovered their independ~nce and have been admitted
doing in the Congo. In both these casEls, the colonial
f
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Dowers trieq to sabotage the independence they had
or technical. None of these States· will be able to do
without it iI-=u wants ,to ,-develop economically and
been forced. ito concede by the nabl,ra1.'C\ourse of developmen~ "
/
, socially. In gene~al, this urg~nt need of new Sta~\
provides a, good opportunity' for competition bet!iren ~
127. But ar~\undertaking by the colonial Powers, no
the different forces in the world, and particularly
matter how '( s~lemn, does not, in our opinion, constibetween . . "f;1le tWo blocs, each ,seeking to impose, its
tute a suffici~t guarantee. If need, be, the United; influence on the new countries.' 'J:'echnicians, equipNations_must b~ able to ensure that the undertaking
ment, and even considerable funds are offered on all
will l;>~ ob~erved~
. sides from{~rportedlydisinterested sources to States
'\
\\
which no longer know whether it is more advantageous·
128. There. is al\other kind of ruse regularly practo turn to the left or the right. Whatever dir.eJptiop,
tised by the cblonialPowers. This consists in demandthey choose, the result is the same: they find tb-em.tng from the colonized country, under pressure, and
selves_.aligned, often against theirwillt withJ~e bloc or
before granting its independence, certain economic or
the o\iJ,ier. From being an object of riv~1:.rY they thus
other advantages.
become, despite themselves, partie~"'to a struggle in
129. It was indisputably Tunisia's experfcence-ancl
which they have nothing to gain.
this situation is still continuing-that before granti:r.\g
independence, certain Power$ try to secure forthem135. That is why we appeal to_the
great Powers of
u
selves the largest possible nUlllber of cultural, ecoEast and West, in the interests of t,hen"ew ~tates,lI, ,for
nomic, and even strategic advantages, which are,..p rethe sake of mankind and of peace, to st~p making
sented to the other· party as being in the mutual
those States a field for competition. Weas~~them, in
interests of both parties, having regard to the prlnci,\Jle
all seriousness and sincerity, to realize tha~)/JY seekof the interdependence of peoples.
ing to draw these peQples into theirorbft they nm
.
,
the risk of jeopardizing the nong.al' and 1UiJ/4J.ratevolu130. On the eve of its independence, ,aooloni2ed
tion of these young nations.
people thus finds itself iu a qurmdary: it can either
reject the demands for concessions at the risk of
136. Having their own ideologies, their own problems,
losing the opportunity of peacefully recovering its
these States urgently need to work in peace and freedom
sovereignty; or it can accept them at the risk, after
for the prosperity of-theirpeople, for higher standards
independence, of finding its liberty of action restricted,
of living. They cannot achieve this, aim without the
as well as its freedom to determine its own interests,
help of more developed countries. Inorder to improve
which are not necessarily identical with those of the
the situation of their people, to set them on the path of
former colonizing Power.
economic and social progress and the' application of
modern science and technology, they are obliged to
131. Faced with this painful conflict of conscience,
turn to the Powers which have attained a very high
a colonized people generally opts forthe second alterdegree of industrialization and whose technical
native, but withth~.firmintention, once its sovereignty
achievements
have sometimes been revolutionary.
is recognize.d and regained, of retrieving whatever it
had be3n forced to concedellnder pressure. It is then
137. If the colonies, which are at present one of the
that new dJfficulties, and sometimes serious crises,
factoi)s in the cold wa:t and may .even be one of the
arise in the relations between the new independent
caUses of a. real war, \~':"ie to stop being a source of
State and its former master. The latter argues that
discord once they· have"achiev~d independence, it is
commitments which have been entered into must be
essential that the economic arid technical aid which
~!:~spected and often tries to equate what it considers
they need and which the two/1)locs are in a position
to be concessions on its part with the ,concessions
to give should not be used as a means of binding them
which it extorted before independence. Hence ", the
to one or other. of those blocs. My delegation thinks,
clashes and wrangling that cloud relations which might
therefore, that the value of this aid would !leenor"
otherwise become increasingly friendly and trusting.
mously enhanced if it, were given through the United,
Nation~. In this way it would lose any political colour132. I have done no more than state the relevant and
ing, it would become truly unconditional and would,be
indisputable conclusions based on experience. I could
a disinterested manifestation of ,international coquote exact· facts and introduce' irrefutable docuoperation and solidarity.
mentary evidence to show the disastrous consequences
of agreements made between a colonial Power and a
138.· My delegation much appreciated,th~actionofthe
colOnized people before the 'latter achievec, its indeSoviet
Union in proposing this item for inclusioll on
pendence
the agenda of the present session IA/4501]. We are
133. SUch agr~ements must be considered RS vitiated
also very grateful. for the wannthwith 'Wm.ch the Soviet
from the start. The colonial Powers should refrain
delegation argued the case for discussioln ofthi.s imfrom insisting on them. They should, at the very ,least,
portant question in the G'(~:meral Assembly.. .
agree with good grace to their revision after the for139. However, althol1gh' decolonizat~on ils a problem
mer colony takes Over its new ref:;ponsibiUties as an
which
concerns the whole world, i~; 11\0 less true
independent and sovereign nation. That is a fundamental
that
it
is
oUr sacred. dUty, as countries for.tl1erlyunder
Principle, which would en~ble peoples under foreign
colonial rule which have, suffered directly from the
domination to achieve a real, healthy independence,
misdeeds
of the colonialists,. it is, "I say, ()ur duty as
free from the oqtset from any kind of mortgage. ,
uncommitted countries to be. in the forefl,'Ont of this
,134. There is a third point which, in my delegation's
battle. We are far from having any desire to claim a
View, is of prime importance: the need to ensure that
monopoly in the stroggle for the freedom lpf peoples
political independence has the best possible chance of
or any intention of re:fusing the assistance of the great,
functioning effectively in the interests of the people
Powers. On the contra:ry, we need everfone f $ help
,concerlied-I am speaking of aid to neWly 1iber~ted
and we will not exclude anyone. It is just that we do
\~ountries. They will n~d such aid, whether economic
nd,t want to give this debate, I. might even. say this
11
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whole process of decolonizatiollp an ideological charac..
ter, which would link it to the struggle at present
going on between East and West. We do not want thiS!)
procesSo to lead to a sterile situation where each of
the two blocs trlesto outbid the other, nor do we want
it to become a m.eans of intensifying the cold war. .
140. To put it clearly, we should like there to be
less talk .of NATO, western bases, the countries of
Central Europe and their int@rnal r~gimes. Neither
the first nor the second of these appears on the agenda
of this debate, nor, in our opinion, are they related
in any way to the question itself. On the contrary,
if this debate took on an eastooowest, partisan, ideologi"
cal character, we shoul,d be liable to get off the sub..
ject, to introduce emotion and to make the questions.
propaganda issue.
141. The problem is so seriolls that it demands from
all of us an effort to Uft this debate above any partisan, ideological considerations a:pd give it an objective
and disinterested character. I say ftfrom all of us",
becaui~ 1 do not see how anyone in this Assembly
could hone~tly oppQse the principles which are the very
foundation of our Charter. There are still, it is true,
some unrepentant 90lonialists; but, fortunately for
mankind, their number is becomingsmallerandsmaller.
142. But apart from them, who in this hall is\Dot
aware of the irreversible process which has led and
will lead all peoples to independence? Which ofus can
sincerely believe for an instant that there could exist
any force capable of stopping man's irresistible
progress towards freedom? Which of us doubts the
impossibility of div6rting history from its natural
course?
143. There should be no man worthy of the name who
refuse other men the right to dignity and freedom on
the grounds of their colour, their religion or simply
the fact that their countries a.re not sufficiently developed. Slavery may have been abolished, but 1% not
colonialism· one of the most pernicious for:m.sof the
enslavement of man by man?
144. In tb~s centurY of technical progress, in this
golden age of science, when man has succeeded in
taming the fordes of nattJ.r~>,constantly·improving his
s~~dards of living",,,, ,there . should no longer be any
fiface for servitude. For whereas in the days of
slavery, men were bought and sold under a'system
which no one could have justified in terms of human
values, colonialism claims to act in the name of
civilization, humanitarian principles, and even by all
irony of fate, demQ9racy. Do we not see, even nowadays, States systeIri'atically exploiting whole peoples
while procl~~ing, with the support of figures, that
they have laVished education on them, introducedpublic
health services and improved their living conditions?
Do we 'not see States keeping weakpepples under thei'X
domination on me grounds that they have grantedthem
the same rights as their own nationals? Yet the results are far from being commensurate with the economic exploitation and the exploitation of human resources in which the . colonial Powers have engaged,
to the detrilnent of th/~\ colonies.
' ,;
145. In my statement, I have quoted examples and have
made specific mention of certain colonies and colonial
Powers•.1 have done so in order tQ, give this debate a
practical character. In the' opinion of my delegatiou,.>
the time for profeSSions of faith and affirmations of

principle is past. Such statements of principle were;
made as long ago as the period after the First World
War and aronsed great hopes among the subject,
peoples.. ThosqJ statements, however, remained a dead
letter. At SaD; Francisco, also, it was solemnly decIared that (he United Nations was determined tit
reaffirm faitrlin funda:m,ental human rights,
in the digft
nity and worth of the human person••• •
146. This is no longer the time to assert such principles, as no Qne contests them any longer. Our task '
is to avoid disappointing the peoples of the world, Who
believed in the San Francisco Charter, to avoid disappointing them as they were disappointed ,after the
First World War.
147. What the present situation requires of us is no'
longer words, but a solemn declaration by Which all '
Members of the United Nations would undertake to put
those same principles into effect and to respect their
conunitments. It is our duty toacbieve one of the aims'
of our Organization, namely, to give all men freedom
and dignity.
.
148. It was this consciousness1bf a sacred duty that.
we all have towards mankind as a whole which prompted'
my delegation, together with other African and Asian
delegations, to submit a draft resolution [A!L.323and
Add.1-2]. This draft specifies the principles which
should be the foundation for a general and rapid '
decolonization ill peace, friendship and understanding.
149. We should, it is true, have liked this draft to
define more closely the methods of negotiation.Which,
alone, wIthout any c.oercion or armed repression,
should be used by the colonial Powers. We should
have liked the draft to fix as short a time limit as .
posSible for the attainment of complete independence'
by all peoples who are still,on whatever baSIS, under
foreign domination: .We have confined ourselves to
stating indisputable principles" which do not seemto us
to offer any grounds for controversy•.
156. This draft could set our Organization on a neW
path, bringing it to grips With reality. It is One of the
finest tasks that it, could undertake. If we succeed In .
carUing. it out, we can lay. claim to the gratitude of
future generations;' we shall have helped, in large
measure, to achieve the goal wbj.ch is set before us by
the first words of the Charter:
"We the peoples of the United Nations determined
to save succeeding generations from the scourge of'
war, which tWice in our lifetime has brought untold
sorrow to mankind.•. ".
151. Not only shall we have reduced the rls1\:of war,
but we shall have given the world, in addition to peace, ,;
stability and prosperity. We shall have restored to
hundreds of millions' of men the concept of dignity,
of honour, of freedom, and hence, of happinGss. We
shall have washed the brow of humanity free f:rom the
blot of colonialism.
'
Co

Mr. Tarabanov (Bulgaria), Vice-President, took the
Chair.
if

152. Mr. ASHA (United Arab Republic): In view ofthe
importance of the question before us, the General As....
sembly, in its wisdom, has decided that it be dis-,,;GI
cussed in plenary me~ting :rather than In committee.
The problem of the liquidation of colonialism and the
granting of independence to all· colonial countries .and
peoples is, in the view of my delegation u the most
important problem that is before this Organization
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'after the question of disarmament. It 1L'alses some tof
the ,fundamental issues at stake in the present wo1'ld
andrefleotsall the cleavages, conflicts and stresses'
of our time.
153. I would like, therefore, on behalf of my delegtf"tion to express our thanks for the initiative of Chairma~ Khrushchev, in proposing this item: "Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and' peoples." The declaration which the General As;;'
sembly 'will adopt will inevitably be onenot~~erelY'
about the matter in hand, but no less about 0 selves
and the future of our Organization. The lncl ~~on in
,our agenda of this item was approved by acclamatil>n
in th~a Assembly . [903rd meetlng]-a fact of great
9sigMficance. Letus~therefore, approve a declaration
, which will abolish colonialism; apd free humanity from
its evils inthe same manner."! '
,
154. ,My delegation has the honour to be one of the .
co-sponsors ''Of the draft resolution contained in docu..
ment A.!L.323 and Ad.d.1-2, entitled "Oeclarationon the
grahting Of independence to "colonial countries and ~
peoples", and I shall now state the views .of my delegation on this question.
155. My delegation approaches this problem with a
great senSe of urgepcy-a senseo£. urgenGY which
'. arises, as we had occasion to point out in the General
Asaembly and in its main committees, from. the ,rapid
and increasing pace of the liberation, movement which
has cswept the two great continent~ of A~\a and Africa,
culminating in regaining independence lor more than
two-thirds of humanity. The eventEi()f the past fifteen,
years, and in particular the year 1960, are' h1stQri'c
events, unparallelec:l in the bistory of mankind. These
events have liberated scores of nations who have suf..
fered, for varying periods, the oppression of the
colonial system and lm.ve~estoredtothemtheirfW1da
mental human rights and their dignity, proclaimed in
the. Chartei' more th9.n !ifteen years ago.
156. But the atmosphere of these past fifteen years
was, by far, more dynamic than that which existed
iti San Francisco in 1945, and vastly more so than
before the second World War.....anatmosphere impreg....
natedwith ideas, revolutionary ideas, reflecting dig..
satisfaction with colonial rule, economic exploitation
and traditional authority; ideas of thetr.ue ,va~~e of
human rights, the dignity and worth of the hUman
person, the equal rights of men and women and of
nations large and small; ideas of political; economt~;
social and cultural freedom; ideas for more progress
and better stanv-ardsof life in 19:rE~r freedOm.
:
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157. We cannot affo~d to pretend that the!ge Idea~ will
safely wait in co~d \'storage while economic, social
1.\
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158,;, in this atmosphere, filled~wh~).-e~igOfthe
COl,on,i,al peoP~es for th,eir inalien ,ine right,,8. of reedom
and independence, one cOlonial~e.pire after ~he other
began to collapse. Yetthey
,nQt aayet totally
as we hOpe theyJ
The:time ha$ come
When colonialism must be given, ita final d~thn.blow
, once and for all to liberate the morCl than 10~\tn1llion
f,

disappe~red,

n.

16a. One "of th~ great ironies of the ,present age is
the curious Inability' of the,colonial Powers tocompre:..
hend the' fundamental urges of freedom and independ...
ence. Many of the~ were at one· tim,e or the qth&r
victims of aggressionandlengthyoccupat!on byforeign ,
troops~ Have they forgotten the degradation and suffer...
ing of these years? Have they forgotten thatoa great
American s a i d : '
."••• ,that all men are createp equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator withcerlain inaIienab,e
rights, that atnong these ar~ life, liberty and the,
pursUit of happiness. IV
(,
They speak of libertybnly to fill the jails .and prisons;
they declare their solemn devotion to the prill~ip~es
of fraternity and equality only to create moreconcentration camps for innocent ~~ple. They,. speak of
democ.;t;~cy and free speech only to give orders to
fir!ng'sIDlads.And·,I ask the eXistent colonial Power~
ana the former colonial Powers; How ni'anyIiveswer-e
lost in suppressing'the nationalist and fref!~'1pm...seek~ "
ingpeople of their colonies,' Trusf\r.rerri{6ries, Na,a.... \'
Self...Qovernmg Territorles, and others?" Wh;t.we~e'·
their own l)~sualtie$andwhat was their net profit·~d
loss? What was' the price for colonial domlnation1\" \t
161. COlonialism, should have' ~en liquidated a lontr,
time ago but, Unfortunately, it is still alive. Tl].ecen...
cept of the t'ight of peoples and nations, to infiepend...
ence-that i~.t~'say, the rig~t()fself-determination
was theearliest'aspect of human llbertyto be accepted .
as a matter of international concern. '~ First WOrld
.War, which owed its" origin ill con~ider)]'ble measure
to the" explOSive, forces of m~,t!onal.ism,crystall~ed
the concept of .self-deternrlnatlc)O. President WOQdrow ,
Wils?nbecame the champion of this ideal even befo~
the Unite« states entered the First, '¥:9rld War.o' He
enunciated the principle:
.'
. n... that governments derive' all th~i~ just powers
. ,from the cOllsent of thegove;rned, and \hat, no l'ight
" anywhere exists"to 'hand peoplea, about frQmSoveri,.
,eignty to sovereignty ~s if they were/) properly.n
162. The widespread acceptance oftbisprinciple 90n"
trlbutedslgnificantly to the world trendtowards liqui- !
dation of colonialism. Butneithe~the establishment)}r
bU. the League of lfatiohs of the Mandate.s5ystetn,
nOr the Truste~ship System, which was estabUshe4by
the United'Nations, was sufficientlyeffectivetoe:radi..·
oate t.he colonial r~gll11~. Naver~hele$$, the position
has, been, firmly taken that ,peoples and ~er:ritories
should. nQt be used as pawns or be held by victor
nations_.as nspoils of war 'fi\
163. Durirti the past :I:~enYears colOnial probl~ms
have oome toholdthe majo~1l1aceon the agendas of our ri'
annual sessions of the General Assembly. rndeed, they
have domInated our debate$.
"
{ia
164. Chapters XI, Xn.u.nd XUI of the Chamrreflect
the serious concern of the foun~rs 8I.Qout co~oni;,aliam
U

.\

and educational advancement Jl10ve on at the same slow
. pace' as in the past. We cannot afford to pretend, that
the colonial, peoples,. even in the least developed areas;
will be content, or indeed should be required, to come
upwards to fitness for independence through the s,ame

'j

human beings still suffering from oppression and
exploitation in various forms.
()
159. ·It,is high time for the colo~Jai Powers to'Iorp:et.,
the glories offormer colonial empires and to'>recognize
the emergehthistorical forces inthe areas under their
domination. The fre~dom;"loving people of the world
must exert all tIie pressure they can tost:rike the last
nail in the coffin of cOlortiaUsm, so that peace,stability
and friendly telations, based on respect ofequalrights, '
mayprevail~
.
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'Geneltal AsselIlbly -Flfteenth8ession- Plenary Meetings
in 1945Qat San Francisco. -They devoted three of the
«nineteen Chapters of the ,Charter tcfthe colonialprob~:~
le:m. beee.:use.,they:'acutely l'eqpgnized itsyital implications, for seclu'ity,andthat real progress towards a
Solution was a~ essential element in any firm fpunda...
tien for peace. They. were also mindful of the fact
that most.of ,the colonial· peoples had, ,in two great
wars, fought and sacrifiGedat the side ofthe countries
that ruled them and had contributed significantly to
their 'Victory. Despite this, the colonial peopleshadno
voice in international councils and little enough in the
ordering of their domestiGaffairs."
165. It is true that over 800 million people have
,regaine,d their independence, but there are over 100
million~ still struggling to win. their freedom and
1iberty~ As ~ilrly as +947, the late Mr. John Foster
DuUes, with whom we disagreed on a numberof occaSiOllS, was bold enough and courageous enough to ask
for the 'liqUidation of the colonial system. Speaki~g on
behalf of the United ,States in the Fourth Committee,
he said the following concerning colonialism:
"The colonial system should be done away with.
It is obsolete, ,and if it ever had justification in the '
pasf it certainly has none in' the future/It has borne
some' ver)7evil frUit, primarily in that it has put ,
people of one 'race to rule over those of another,
whioh' has been very bad for both races. I cannot
find words to, express myself sufficiently strongly on
my belief that the,system must'com~-to an end,and
be-Uq;tidated in aprompti~ndorderJt1raY."JJ
}66. 'Th1rteen~yearshaveelapse~sincet;~p'-8st~tement

was made and yet this evil, the most sinister of evilS,
refuses to die Q~ its own will,and it is up to us now to
effect its demise. But to do so, all the colonial Powers
must bow to the will of pUblic opinion and provide us
with the necessary means. The colonial Powers have
all contended that tbepurposeof tljeir remaining in
other peoples' lands is to spread their language and
culture to tne peoples ofthese colonies and, in general,
to entl1;lle -them to carry out a "civilizing mission".
Let me tell 'them .here and now:~t they are wrong. ~n
the first place, the former colonial people~ andthose
".{110 are still not in.dependent havs'their own cultures,
their own ciVilizations, their own traditions, their own
languages andthe!r own ,cu~toms.They are not only
p:roud of their heritage, but ~hey want to maintalri it.
They are determined to" preserve it and" to develop
it in their, own way. In the seCOnd place, these activities" can be carried out just as well,,' if not better, if
the colonialists ~ake an'exit, and a quick exit now.
167• The rulers of the colonies9ften declare publicly
thfil.t the people -of the colonies loY~ them~ If this istbi~ca.se,that the subject' peoples lOve them and wish
to, benefit froD;1,their'culture and civilbation, surely,
if in~pendence is granted. nothing will prevent the
fo:rmer' rulers from carrying ontheir sq-calledcivilizing work.. Their" scJ;lools will remain open, provided
they' operate wlthin'''the"national laws Clf the, country;
their settlers and traders Will oarry on their busi...
ness-not as exploiters but as equalS; and, instead of
the , ' former r~!~tionship of governor and governed,
there will develop a new relationship of partnership,
equal partnership. All this.. Will be particularly true if,_
as we hope, all territories which have not as yet
achieved independence become independent and the
(C'

~tatentent WaS made at the 43rd meeting ~f the Fourth C()mItlfttee, the official reccrd of which was publ1shed only in sumrpary form.

Y This

peoples can exercise their free choice as to the countries from which they wiSh to receive assistance in
building up', their society. Reoentexpe:riencel1~s given
proof of the fact that the,~resence of a European Power
as, the rUler' of an Asialror African country is actually
alii obstacl\e to the spreading ofthe c~ture and civilization of that European Power" Its presence as the .ruler
acts as an obstacle because, instead of admiration and
love and desire to learn, which perhaps existedbefore,
there iscreat~d an attitnde of resistance on the part
of the governed ~ople, who naturally transfer this
resistance from the political sphere to the sphere of
the mind and spirit. All this shows that the cultural
and civilizing influence" far from being harmed or
~stroyed by the absence of an accompanying poUti..
dal and administrative influence, may actually be
strengtheut3d and encouraged by that abs~.nce.
168. The colonial Powers complain, and at times they
bqast,of the heavy obligations and responsibilities
they have to shoulder fOJ;" the so-called development of
the'resources of the colonial countries and the welfare
of their pQpulations. We have often heard that these
financial responsibilities cause a great' drain on their
treasuries. If this is so, why shouldthey endure such a
heavy burden? Would it not be in the interest of the
colonial Powers to proclaIlll independence in their
respective colonial territories and thus ridthemselves
of eridless headaches?
169. Another reason why the liquidation of colonialism'
is in the interelsts of the colonial Powers themseives
in particular and of Europe in general is that it will
helP. them to trust each other. This can best be illustrited from the experience of the i10rthern ~egion:bf!
lny cquntry following the First World War.
170. The post-war settlement adopted by the League
of Nations fOl" the territories of the Ottoman Empire
in.volved the partition of the Arab countries in the
northern part of'the Arabian peninsula between Great
Britain and Franp~c!;, In the period between the two
wars, and until the-- final termination of the French
~andateover Syt;'ia and Lebanon, nothing contributed
so 'much to the creation of suspicion, distrust and
rivalry between the United Kingdo;m and France as did
their proximity as administering Powers in Palestine
on the one hand, and inSyria and Lebanon on the other.
The Frenoh Government believed that the British were
stirring up revolt against their authority inthe Levantin~ States; the British Governmentbelievedthe French
were not adverse to contributing discretely to the difficulties Which they were encountering in Palestine.
Far be it from me to judge how much truth there was
in these mutual accusations; no one, however, could
~eny' that the':se suspicionaand tensiOns existed. The
le~son which'we may draw from, all this is that nothing
contributes so much to the disruption offriendly rela·
tions between European Powers as their proximity in'
territories outside their own metropolitan areas. His..
tory, recent 'history, tells us· that many of the wars
between the colonial Powers were ,waged by armies
from the colonies and dependent territories. May I
suggest that one of' the blessings of the abolition of
colonialism will be the denial of the manpower of the,
colonies to the colonial Ppwers, and t1)t, as a result,
the waging of war will become more difficult and the
world's chances for peace will thereby be increased.
171. My arguments' so far have been concerned onlJ~
with the strict interests of the colonial Powers. When
we consider the aspect of the problem that should be
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foremost in our minds-the liberty and freedom ofthese
territories in accordance with their wishes andinterests-any doubts that might linger as to the necessity
of immediate independence vanish altogether. Immediate independence, without any conditions or reservations, in accordance with the freely expressed will
and desire of the people and without any distinction
as to race, creed or colour, must be proclaimed without delay. This is the irrevocable decision which we
must take with courage, boldness and determination.
If we sincerely believe that the wishes of the people
who are struggling for liberty are of paramount importance-and no one can deny this-then the adoption
of a declaration to this effect becomes imperative.
172. We are familiar, for example, with the argument
that such and such a territory is not ready for independence. When the ottoman Empire was defeated in
the First World War, the territories detached from
it were subjected to varying treatment: while on the
one hand the least prosperous were left independent,
the more developed were placed under the Mandates
System. The actual state of the territories in question
was not the main criterion; the deciding factors were
the rivalries of the great Powers and their inability
to agree among themselves.
173. If any colonial Power should venture to say-and I
hope none will-that some colonial territories are not
prepared to assume independence, then we must treat
with the greatest suspicion the assertion advanced by
that Power. No serious argument can be advanced to
support such an assertion; and if it is made, we are
confident that no representative will accept it. In the
past we have been told that some colonial territories
are too poor to assume the great responsibilities of
independence. If the existence of an unbalanced budget
were an adequate argument for denying a country its
independence, I am afraid we should see many empty
seats in this great hall. There are many Governments
represented here which do not balance their budgets
every year, which receive support from outside sources, which make loans or just jog along with a perpetual
deficit. Only the malicious-minded could suggest that
these countries do not deserve independence. Therefore, that argument falls to pieces also because, if the
colonial Powers leave these territories, they will, I
am sure, take care of themselves and, in co-operation
with friendly States and the United Nations family,
they will be able to recover their former prosperity
once the colonial Powers cease exploiting their riches
and natural resources. Financial and technical assistance could be given without denyingthemindependence.
174. Certain oolonial Powers are still clinging to
the outmoded, discarded, and W1justified claim that
certain territories are considered as parts of their
metropolitan areas .
175. Those who are versed in the social and human
elements colouring and characterizing these territories cannot deny that these territories have far
more in common with the people of their sister States
in Africa and Asia than with the so-called metropolitan
countries. The relationship between these people and
the independent people of Africa and Asia has been
forged over long centuries of free association and
common heritage, while the relationship of the colonial
people to the colonial rulers is basically one that is
predicated on force. The legal framework linking these
territories to the colonialists is one of those anomalies
of history that are held and sustained by the imbalance
of power.
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176. Herein lies a fundamental problem, and in this
fact resides the basic cause of the present situation.
Whether we take a geographical, historical or cultural
approach, these territories cannot be considered as
European in character, and I submit that no juridical
situation, however valid, can ignore or supersede these
basic elements in the formation of the human society.
No law is immutable, and, for law to survive, it must
ever respond to the dynamic existence of those societies whose evolution it purports to regulate. In the
course of centuries of colonial domination these
Powers have failed to engender in the conscience of
the oppressed people anything of a durable value, and
the relationship unfortunately continues to reflect a
wide human gap bridged only by force. otherwise how
could we explain the violent upsurge of nationalism
in these non-independent territories, this long yearning
for independence from the colonial rulers, this turmoil
of revolution and suppression in those cOW1tries? This
is a fact which we must face, and face now. No legal
niceties can suffice to explain the situation. It is undeniably a situation that calls for our concern as an
international Organization, and the colonial Powers
cannot claim in this respect any exclusive domestic
jurisdiction. This aspect of the problem has been
dealt with during this and past debates, and I need not
take the time of the Assembly to dwell on it in detail.
177. Some of my colleagues have already exposed the
myth that certain territories are integral parts of the
metropolitan cOW1tries. It is therefore idle for the
metropolitan Powers and those who support their thesis
to claim that the questions pertaining to the so-called
"overseas territories" are essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of the metropolitan Powers.
These territories have nothing more than a colonial
stfl.tus and must therefore be liberated without delay.
178. I should like to stress one other point, and that
is the preservation of the unity and territorial integrity
of the colonial countries. I mention the necessity for
unity and territorial integrity because of the wlfortunate experience of recent years and of recent events.
My delegation attaches fUll importance to these two
considerations. We believe that the question of territorial integrity and unity cannot be divorced from the
question of independence.
179. A colonial Power has on one occasion divided
a small land into five independent States. In North
Africa, Morocco was amputated from an integral part
of its territory-Mauritania. Colonialism is also
threatening the W1ity and territorial integrity of the
Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville). One cannot forget the situation in Malta, where unfortunately the
aspirations of the people are not receiving due respect
by the Government of the United Kingdom.

180. In Palestine a division, drastic and disastrous,
was the final outcome of the Mandatory r~gime. The
colonialists have conspired against a whole nation. A
nation was uprooted wholeSale from its motherland
and given away to others. In this connexion may I be
permitted to quote what President Gamal Abdel Nasser
said on 27 September 1960, before this august body:
"Imperialism has its own logjc. The logic of
imperialism, as manifested in its crime against the
people of Palestine, has been to break the geographical unity of the Arab world, on the one hand, and,
on the other, to create for itself in the very heart
of the Arab world a base from whioh to threaten the
Arab peoples. 1 believe no stronger proof of this
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could be giiven than the' conspiracy which led to the
tripartit~/ aggresSion against lis in ~956~~[873rd
meeting'!i para.· 131.]
.
This new fotm of colOnialism called' Zionism must
also be eradicated.
181. An9tbJar attempt ,at destrt)ying unity is under way
in Algeria. A colonial war has been wagedfor over six
years. The colonial Power, in this case France, with
military assistance from its allies, is using the.··:r:nost
inhuman war weapons against the brave and heroic
.people of Algeria to perpetuate the subjugation of ten
million Arabs. These Algerian brotr~rs and sisters,
who have suffered more than any pec~le in the cause
of~'regaining their freedom and liberty, are fighting
selflessly to that end. As President Nasser said:
, "It is really deplorable that Jhe French Government persisted in setting up concentration camps and
resorted to all sorts of brutal torture against the
free men and women of the Algerian people, in a
manner which aroused the human conscience all over
the world, including France itself." [Ibid., para. 144.]
182. The valiant people of Algeria have lost hundreds
of thousands of martyrs, their towns and villages were
destroyed, over two million innocent civilians live in
concentration camps, and hundreds of them die every
day, so that their lioerty may be restored, So far
France has refused to settle this bloOdy war and now
is threatening the territorial integrity and unity of
Algeria. How much longer can we tolerate this shameful colonial aggression?' How much longer can the
:human conscience endure such a degradation of the
1'lUItian person? it is time that we declare solemnly
the "end of colonialism inthis dear Algeria, and France
ahOutd be the first to affix, its sign!l1ture.
183. In this connexion I would like to quote President
qamal Abde~ Nasser 9 who, speaking in the general
cl/abate on 27 September 1960, said:
"Today the United Nations shouldperformits duty.
I do not ~link that we would be exaggerating in our
demand~\ we now pressed for the right of the Algerian people to self-determination based on a
plebiscite carried out under the supervision and protection of the United Nations." [873rd meeting,
para. 147.]
184. Colonialism does not stop in Palestine and Algeria. It is there in oman, in SOuthern Arabia and in
the so...called protectorates and many parts of Africa.
It is in Nyasaland, Angola, Mozambique, Rhodesia,
Ruanda-Urundi\> South West Africa, Tanganyika, Uganda, West Irian, Portuguese Guinea, and elseWhere. It
is attempting to go back from where it was ejected•.
It,must die and we must be certein that it ie" a genuine
and final death.
185. The mightyforces of Asia and Africa have arisen.
The two giant continents are awake" The misery of the
colonial rule has not yet v~nishedfrO!ntheir memories.
Their strong sympathies are with their brothers and
sisters who are still living in bondage and servitude.
They are impatient with the remnants of colonialism
and they want tCI give nt. its death blO~. Their voice
is on the side of truth, and truth Is freedom, and·
freedom is the road to peace.
186. 'I'he struggle against c.olonialism reached a
dra.matic climax. at the Asian-Afr-ican Conference in.
Bandung in April 1955. Am,ongother historic dacisions,
the' Conference decl~.t'ed that colonialism in all its
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manifestations .is an evil. which should spet:idily be
brought to an end. It affirmed:
"that the subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a detrlal
of fundamental human right$, is contraryto the Char':'
.ter of the United Nations :\lnd is an impediment to
the promotion of vlorldpeace and co-operation."
It declared "its support of the cause Qf freedom and
independence.,for all such peoples", and called "Upon
the Powers concerned to grant freedom and independence to such peoples" •.
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187. The Indepen~h(; Mrican States, meeting in Accra
in 1958, gave add(,~d support to the declaration adopted
in Bandung. The African' states were convinced that:
"a definite date should be set for the attainment
of independence by each of the colonial territories
in accordance with the will ofthe people of the terri. tories and the provisions ofthe Charter ofthe United
Nations."
188. Meeting in Addis Ababa in June 1960, tbeSeconl
Conference' of Independent African States reaffirm(;u
the deelaration of Bandungandthe resolutions ofAccra
and Monrovia and stated:

"...

"Considering further that the present awakening
of the people of Mrica and the independence movementscan no longer be contained, without the risk of
seriously compromising relations between the different nations,
"Believing that th~ restoI'ation ofthe natural rights
and human dignity ~o the Africans in those parts of
Africa at present under foreign subjugation, as well
as the peaceful enjoyment oftheir hard-won freedom
by ..the peoples of the Independent African States,
could only be achieved through the complete eradica..
tion of colonial rule from ourcontlnent,

"...

"Urges the' colonial Powers to fix dates in conformity with the will of the people for the 'immediate
attainment of independence by all non-independent
countries••• ".
189. In conclusion, complete, unconditional, and immediate liquidation of colonialism in all its manifestations must be our irreducible decision. Never will its
unjust nature, its horrors, its crimes be sufficiently
denounced. Colonialism has never given liberty to its
victims as a gift. Histol'y is fullofthe heroic struggle
of thos~ who wrested their freedom from their op·
pressors.
190. The era of colonization is over. This year, rightly
called the African year, has seen sixteen sister States
make their entry into the family of nations. This
historical phenomenon of decolonization and of the
achievement of an authentic national life is irresistible.
191. We must therefore give our fullest support to
the cause of freedom and independence for all colonial
people. Let the parties concerned begin immediate
negotiations to transfer full sovereignty and authority
to the rightful people without delay and let us welcome
'~hem in this world Organization as we have welcomed
others during the past fifteen years.
192•. It Js in the pursuance of these aiJns that the
draft resolution, which we have the honour to co-
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sponsor [A!L.323 and Add.1-2], has been submitted
to the ABsembly. There Is no ,essential difference
between the draft declaration which it t:}ontains and the
declaration which has been submitted by the Soviet
Union [A!4502 and Corr.l]. Both documents have but
one objective, that is, the immediate eradication of
colonialism.
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193. I reserve the right of my delegation to intervene
'again later in the debate on the draft resolution, and
I hope the President will be Idnd enough to give me
the floor at the appropriate time.
'
The meeting

rose at 6.30 p.m.
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per1.~list m.e.thOd .haS mOrally.,. ius.. tifie.d its.elf.r~~~!teth.e. r
the Impact o.f weste.rn civilization haS. b.roti~ht-m:or~

bless~gs ":I:lJan, evils on the subject peoph\s. Undow;>tedly, the colonial record can claim to have con.tr~ll~d or e:liminated\\~om.e of the worst exc~sses';of
prImItive life, such as the torture of prisoners or
the tyranny of aut0c;tatic' r.uIers. It has introduced
hospitals' and better\lsanita:tion.. It has attempted to
combat ignorance as W~~~ as dlseas~.
6

'I

--------;:,

6. Nevertheless, against these and other substantial
reforms must be reckoned many,features andten:Clen.;;;==-='"
AGENDA ITEM 87
cles ,which have counterac.ted the~~ progressive
on the granting of independence to colonial
influences. Chief among them is the fact that the
countries and peoples (continued)
primary .motive of the colonial Power in developing
the natural resources Qf a colony has been its own
1. U ,THANT (Burma): At the outset, let .),~'1.e offer
commercial profit. Consequel\tly, the greater pro~~ sincere thanks of my delegatiOn to the di::11egation
portion of the wealth extracted froi.h. the soil has gone
, of the Soviet Unionforh:lving submitted a request
into the pocket's of the colonial in:yestors. The Repub",,[A/4501] for the inscription on our agenda of the itt'iln
lic' of the ';:'Collgo n~opoldville) has been a c:L!iLssic
which we are now considering.
exa~ple. Though the native standa.rd of living may
2•. Since the end of the Second World¥'lar, the probhaveJ been raised, it has been in the inevitable interlem of colonialism has been engaging the attention Of
est of the colonizers to keep profits high 'and, thereleaders of thought all over the world, and perbapsthe-:
fore, wages low.
/F'~""-",c
most conspicuous feature of the post-war period<has \ 7• Moreover, the cultuffal eff~~~ .of the impact of
been the awakening of national consciousness on the \ European civilization Ms been otfset by the fact that
part of peoples under colonialism. Immediately after
the European<?v~Unityhas .car~llY segregated ~t:-':::;
. the war, a profound change took place-a change
self from native society. Clubs afid railway carriages
which has affected the political landscape of the whole
have been reseT.'~.e~ strictly for Europeans, ~nd this
world. This change has been mainly centred in the
organized racial discrimination has created bitter
continents of Asia and Africa.
reseritm.~nt in the minds particularly of the educated
,3. It will be recalled that the long war years witsu~~>c:iJeoples. Above all, the /growth of national
nassed the sharp deterioration of .relations between. consciousness among thenativc;Peoples ha.smeant a
the rulers and the ruled. The strain and stress recraving for political independence and an increasing
suIting from the bitter war were the culmination of
antagonism against the whitesettle~swho, whatever
a long and painful period of struggle for freedom
the economic and 'Bucialimprovements they haye
by Peoples under foreign domination. Peoples who
introduced, are regarded as aliens who have seized
hitherto were not sufficiently developed· to be anipower and who have no m9ral title, totbis possession"",
mated by any conscious desire for independence,
8. One great European colonial 1?owersaw.the im...
were then demanding the same rights of national
ti
d t
ban
th
h I i tur t th
d
sovereignty which more advanced States. lon'g 'ago
pera ve nee . 0 c
g(3 e w,o e p c .e a
een
.
of the Second W6rld War. BJ:itainfixeda defiDite date
acQ.uired. .
.
.
for ending its power·in India, Paldstan and Burma. At·
4. It must be admitted' that the European .nations
once a catalytic element ~~ introduced into Anglehave benefited immensely by the discovery of vast Asian relations, to which all· e~e had to react.. The
regions possessing natural wealth where capital could day 'of liberation became a goal, a' challenge and an .
be profitably developed and labour was cheap. The . aspiration. Hostility and bitterness 1Uelted away, and
impact of Western civilization on the bac~rd popu- now, as far as my country is concerned, 3: very warm .
lations, most of whom had many centuries of their
friendship with.· Britain has taken th~.,J1lace of .the
own type of civilization, has proceeded on imperialist accumulated bitterness of a hundred ye'ars. I wiSh I
lines" Usually tJ?e missionary arid the .explorer have
could say the same'tbing regarding other Colonial
been· the pioneers, but the trader and' the colonial
Powers, but the current. happenings hi .the great
civllservallt followed in their wake.. It must also be
continent of AlJ;ica clearly. indicate that·.. ~imilar
admitted that without this im.pact, the condi,tions of' praise cannot oo'bestowed on those other masterS.
0
many of the native races would presumably have reThat is why this item, introduced by 'i;he Soviet Union,
mained relatively primitive. But the incant1ve which is, in the view of my delega~on, a most timely one.
~1:l "produced the impact has been the commercial
eIiferpris~ of ~eEm-opeannationS.
9. As I havestatefll in a previous sesslonof the Genl\
~
eral.Assembly;'theH~ is a very true historlcal~~
5. Whene\'1e7~one discusses the question of colonialWhen independence .is too long postponed,~~ of
ism Qne is1 apt to ask the que~tion whether the imfrustration and desperation occurs which breeds' un1;'
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desirabl.e traits like bitterness and hatred. If a couna sense, privileged people, that is, who have had the
try has to win :i.:l'.Ldependence too late, then some
privilege of education-for in Africa this is still' a
extreme forces come" to the surface and become "facility, enjoyed by few-and who are thus ina very
dominant. This certainly does not help the cause of advantageous position in relation to their other fellow
democracy, which most of us desire, nor the cause
countrymen. Through a variety of circumstances
of friendship and amity between nations.
this .educated class fights in the vanguard of in~
10. Realizing, therefore, that all dependent peoples
dependence movements, and the transfer of power in
have a passionate yearning for freedom and the end
most cases goes to this class. It would be a mistake
of colonialism in all its manifestationS,and being
to assume that the political institutions and forms of
. d that 11
1 ha'
democracy in most of the newly-independent counconvmce
. a peop es
ve an inalienable right
tries will be of the same type a,s those prevailing in,
to complete freedom, the Prillle Ministers of five
Asian countries-Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia and
Br~tain or the United States, or that there will necesPakistan~at the Bogor Conference, jointly sponsored
~arny be two main parties competing against each
the convening of the Asian-African Conference and
other for the votes of the people. The notion tbat
invited twenty-five. Asian-African countries to take
democracy requires the existence of an organized
part in it. With the exception of the Central African
opposition to the government of the day is not valid.
Federation, 3111 these countries accepted the invitaDemocracy r.equires only freedom for such an option. The Conference which teok place in Bandung,
position, not necessarily the existence of it. In many
newly independent cOWltries-and I am thitiki.ng
Indonesia, has become history. It met from 18 to 24
April 1955, and with the unanimous agreement of t..~
especially of African countries-it is most unlikely
participating countries, the Qonf~...( ence completed its
that there will be a two-party system for some years
historic task, issued its final communiqu6 and a
to co'me. The nationalist movements are going to be
DeclaratiOn on the Promotion of World Peace and
very powerful indeed; they will control the governCo-operation, and defined the objectives which the
ment and organize local development in the economic
participating countries would jointly strive for.
and social spheres without there being any effective
challenge to them from within. And any challenge
11. I need not go into the significance of this Banfrom olltside will only strengthen them. It will take
dung Declaration nor its impact on world history. I
tir.n.e before any issues arise in the new cOWltries on
will say only that opposition to colonialism in all its
which it will be possible to build a real opposition
manifestations and the striving for and safeguarding
organization. It is worth bearing in mind that the
of national independence were the basic fuemes of
democratic sy~tem of government, though most deth\.~ Conference. Twenty-nine Asian-African COWltr:t~s
sirable, is at the same time thP, most difficult form
Jeblared -~jth one voice that colonialism in all its
of government to operate.
mafiifestations was an evil which should speedily be
16. Mr. MILLA BERMUDEZ (Honduras) (translated'
'brought to an end.
from Spanish): The delegation of Honduras voted in
12. Since then many dependent territories have refavour of the inclusion of the item on colonialism in
gained their birthright of independence~ but many the agenda of the fifteenth session of the General
more are still in colonial bondage. For the sake both Assembly [903rd meeting]. I now come to this rosof peace and of stability, immediate steps must be
trum to do honour to that yote, which responds to the
taken to transfer all powers to the peoples of depend- aspirations of those individuals, groups and peoples
ant, territories, without any conditions or reservawho are still unable to exercise, their sovereign
tions, in accordance with their fre.ely expressed will
rights becaUse they are dominated by that dying
and desire. It is also of the utmost importance that politico-social phenomenon mown as colonialism.
all a~m.ed;action and, repressive measures of all
17.' An objective examination of the facts compels us
kinds ~"l;'~cteli against dependent peoples cease.
to state, firstly, that the nation least lItorally quali13. This of c~U'se does not mean that the colonial fled to propose this item is the Union of Soviet SocialPowors must dd away with the ordinary police force
ist Republics. At the same tinie, we must give cl11e
wh1;Jh, has to perform the normal and legitimate
recognition to those nations which, whether voIunfunction of suppressing crime. Here a sharp die- tarily or under pressure, have shoWn. a favourable
tinction must be drawn between ordinary crimes and attitude towards the granting of freedom to the subjupolitical actions.. On.e great mistake of the colonial gated peoples and we must pay a tribute to France
Powers has been, and still is, thvJX failure to dis- and the United Kingdom, which since the Second
tinguish nationalist leaders from criminals. It is
World War have liberated and sponsored for United
a,/ cOI'll.monplace that almost
the leaders of new
Nations membership more than thirty peoples reprenations happen to have spent a good part of their
senting a total of over 750 million inhabitants and
lives in colonialist prisons.
covering a land area of! mo~~e than 10 million square
kilometres.
\
14. With all these considerations in mind, my delegation, along with thirty-nine other Asian-African
18. Inspired by our devotion to the Latin American
delegations, has sponsored the draft resolution con....
cause and by our desire to rem~dy situatiQIlS which
tained in document A/L.323 and Add.l-4, a:r1d I would~ are of the utmost urgency but which are unfortunately
appe~l to the Assembly to give it urotnimouBsupport.' being postponed or disregarded, we wish to make'it
\\
clear once and for all that while colonialism may be
1~. B~fore I conclude, let me dealv'CJry briefly with
dying, this process has been going on for a con"
one aspect of pos.t.-independence phenomena prevailsiderable, time; that colonialism is not an. exclusively
ing in many cOWltries which disturbs many observers
African-Asian phenomenon, for colonies still exl.~t in ,
of the world scene. This relates to the absence of
our America; that anti-colonialism is a cause, an
democratic trappings in the set-up of several newlyobject of devotion and above all a fundamental prtn.independent countrie's.. Almost all the nationalist
ciple of freedom for which the countries of this hemimovements are led by' 8/ class of people who are, :in
spliere began their struggle more than 150 years ago.
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19. Jn~discussmg this item t my, delegation will
eschew the deJay.lD.g tactics adopted by the exponents
of treaties or legal provisions and the subtle arguments to whicbthe high priests of international law
.:'and diplomacy are so addicted. OUr aim is merely
this: to set a date for the elimination of colonies
throughout the world and particularly j,n"'the 'Western
lIeptisphere.
20. The item proposed by the' Soviet Union is entitled "Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial coun,tries and peoples" [A/4501]. We should
liOW like to analyse what has been se.id by various
, countries during the general debate cm this subject.
We wish to make it clear that ir1quoting certain of
our colleagues <mr intention is not to enter into any
dispute, much less to appear to be criticizing anyone
unfairly. Our sole aim is to ch'-'aw attentlon to the per. sistent. failure to define an anti-colonial policy for
Latin America.
.

21. At the beginning of the fifteenth session of the
General Assembly, on 22 September 1960, Marshal
Tito said:
"These cold war confliots illso 'tlu"eaten on thei:r
part to spread to areas whicl'1 had been or still
are under colonial domination••• 1t [868th meeting,
para. 113.]
22. On the following cia.y the President of Ghana said:
"The flowing tide of African nationalism sweeps
everything before it and constitutes a challenge to
the colonial Powers to make just restitution for
the years of injustice and Cr~mlc] committed against
our continent." [869th IDl'OB1'1g, para. 1.]
"For years and years, Africa has been the footstool of coloniaijsm and imperialism, eX}:'loitation
and degradation••• But those days are gone, and
gone forever•••" [Ibid., para. 3.]
23. . On the same day ;Premier Khrushchev said:
"We must have done with oolonialism, for it
brmgs In:fafortunes and suffermg ••• to the peoples
of the enslaved countries•••" [869th meeting,
para. 173.]
WheTrt Khrushchev says this, we think of the Latvians 8
Lithbnians, Slovenes, Czechs, BulsariaDSt Ukrainians, Hun~rians and so on who lost t1~eir ft~eedom
at the hands of the oommunizing colonialism of the
Soviet U n i o n " ,
.

24. When the turn of PreSident Nasser of the United
Arab Republic came, he said:
11 Four

years ago the African contment witnessed
the end of one e:ra of colonialism•••" [873:rd meeting,para. 120.]
Bu~ he is wrong. The era of colonialism will not end
tmtil all America is :fre~.

25. The representative of Senegal, whose country
has just been admitted to the United Nations, said:

"Once it iB recognized that deoolonization is the
outsbmding phenomenon of this century
we see
no reasoIt Why the parties involved should not en..
deaYour to give effect to it in the best possible
way." [876th meeting, para. 171.]
$ ••

. ~6. In his first statement, lUs oolleague from the
Republic of Mali stated:

. . "While· it is true that Gu.mea first br.,eached the
French colonial structure ':in September 1958, it was
Mali that strongly and patiently attacked .-thevery
foundations of that·· edifice which history had condemned.." [D:>id., :Pal'a.187..]
27. And I ask: will 1961 or 1962 mark the end o.f
colonialism in America?
28. 01129 Se}jtember 1960 the representative of
Liberia stated~
"ColOhialism in any form dies painfully and
slowly... •• Africa is the last bulWark of such colonialism." [8781:'4 meeting, pa,ra" 255.]
But I ask: is ipi true that it is dying painfully? Is
Africa the last 17iW.wark of colonialism?
..:'>

If"

.

29. Mr. Titrb3.y AyaIa., the. Mi.nister for ,Foreign
Affairs of Colombia, after referring to the Confe~
ence of San Jos~,'Costa Rica, and its resolute stand
aga,inst a;ny foreign intervention, said:
ItLatin Amerfca need have no fear of ad~uced
ideas or of social justice
The tiIne has dome
for the. grp,at social evolution " [880th meeting,
para. 242~]
He is right, but he might have dramaijzGd his argument anddesc:ribedthe present age and his own
thoughts more explicitly by saying~t the hour for
.the emancipation of the colonlalterritories has
struck.
:
"
30. Let me reconstrUct the pattern underlying thes~
facts. America is continually defen1ing the rights of
othe.r peoples to freedom; it now feels concern for
Algeria, as earlier it felt concerJ;l for' Tunisia, Morocco and o'Cher Arab States in Afrlca. It stret!Jhes
out the band of friendship to the peoples of "black"
Africa as it· did formerly to the peoples of Asia. Although not all the American countries suppo:rt in."
dependencte and libel"ation movements, many give
them the~:r support, their votes or at least their
approval.I,
31. I now :maintain that the hour has come fo:r liberating the colonies that still remain in. our America
and I ask: Are we going to have the support of the
African-Asian Powers?
32. While in one Committ~¥of this Assembly the
.representative of Mali spr..a~\. of the pris$1S fi1. Angola and makes a severe' atta~YJt on the recalcitrant
colonialist attitude of Portuga;$~\ his colleague fro~
Liberia states tbat"the tide otAfrican nationalism
and the' demand of the oppressed\) countrie~to stand
on their 0\V11 feet and be masters of their own ·affairs
could no longer be treated as a matter of legal nice- .
ti~,s and constitutionalsubtleties u •Y Thus both of:
-ili~.. view th~ .. PIrjblem purely from the African..
point of view and make no mention of the AnienC"'a.h
situatioll.•
33. The Netherlands, for example, does not say very
much about the independep;~e of the Antilles, Aruba,
Cura9S-o or Surinam (Dutch Guiana), which compriSe
more tbati 300,000 inhah,itants and occupy a total area
of 140,000 square Idlcnpetres. All these terr:f;tori\'3S
are geograp,P:1cally sepaJ."a.ted from the m.etropolJ;tan
country
are ethnically and culturally distinct
from the C'.o)m1;ries which administer and exploitthem.
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.;~

,,~\ (.i~~9~'.it~f~.;UbRl,<iJmg~.014:I:t(1t1\t~·~,$~df?)ofrMarti-

.. :·t!o1;J,S ~~. e.ffeotive means of ensuring the comple,fe
a,bQJi,tioDi·,·'o! ·colonialism:'throughout tbe',!~)rld' 811l11:1
'~~ch . : ·a,.~~y.~1;)i~~, ;g¥~ ,'~0~~ ~ ~lJ,;~:.~lfa:.1iDi'·I~on
eAAbJ;Jn,g' ,aUpeoples which are still unde:r colonia:l
,.~.',
. ~qple .. ~d.-e.<:>v.",~;t1',~~~eai.OfJ~¥,~r.t9,A.,.,'~'~QQQ s~
.., .~el<:bla.~dm.:':J,.Di.str,
•. , 3t1iiOll.. t<:>. a.Cqui,'re 'the status of independent
~~~. . " .~.• ' "
c.;""
.
,:.
~d.sov~r~ignS,tates."
"
~5~ ,,'l'n,(;ll Unj.t~c;I ~gdom lS ,~,till W;i:tb]}91ding frpm'US
40. Mr.. .R.~FA 'I (Jordan,): At this momentous occasion
territories wbich~willhard1iY·~cQ~~4mem~a:nund.er when the General Assembly discusses the ~anting of.
its influence). Thlsprocessis beirigbro\lght about
independence to all peoples of the world, the cry for
-~eugh ;theWest r:ndtes FedemtiOtt, 'li:1.wJr!.ohTrin,i- freedom e.,choes from the conscience of history "to
, dad, Tobago and Jamaica playa prepo!-:).c:lerant role. It
urge US all, without distinction, to recognize the free..
is,~ nevertheless ~deniablel\~t the, Federation is
dom and independence of those who live in oppression"
D,1.o:vin,g.towards self~gQvetmment andfreedQm. We
and deprivation. 'I'hievoice for freedom comes from
therefore hav~ Qilly, tores.cue :6eUze, Brit$s:b.. Guiana
the graveyard of the martyrs who sacrificed their
a~d ~e Malvinas Islan~r\, '"
.
souls to save their' native land, from the battlefield
36. OUr ailn therefovLIf;~' to reiate~e problem to
where the soldier stands in defence of the hon?urof
o-q,r continent, to stress its urgency, .to include in it his nation, from the eXile where the patriot IS dethe strong ,currents of .nationaliSm similar to those
parted from his fa;therland, .from. th? shabby.tent
which gave rise to our own independence, and to enwhere .the refugee IS expelled from his hom.e, fr?m
su:re t1:lll,t ,'the tide which washes the coast of Africa
the prlson where. the hero languishes t and this VOIce
may extend to the Antilles, the Caribbean and the
for freedom comes from e~ery mm: and every wo~n
S9uthAtlantic, for, it is the same .aea, though with
who is suppressed and demed the rtght ~f decent life.
different names which unites or se~rates us"
Freedom and independence are the baSIC factors for
.
"
,
... . .•
the. progress of man and for the establishment of a
life of peace and satisfaction in which all peoples en,,,3.7.·During the general debate it became clear that
we had forgotten-an, uu?;Jardonable oversight-the
joy equality and fraternity..
colonial territories which, still remain in America
.'
.
..'.
.
and whichaltogethexo cover an area of approximately
4~. In his vast desert, ~th no .confine~ents. to 1t
~,700 ,000 square kilometres, with an aggregate popuhis movem.ent and no horlzon to limit his l1?JB'gmatipn,
hition of more than 3,000,000. It seems, as though
the Bedoum struck far and dee:p, searching for the
there .has been a tacit agreement not even to mention
truth. He explored. the sea and ,~scovered the earth.
,the American colonies. 'It seems as though those
He o1Jserved, the stars and e~nuned nature. He then
territorie~ 'ibave been condemned to remail1 colonies
f~undhis way t~rds etermty. Freedom released
.for ever.. '. .
hi~ fr?m. detention a:r:.d made him a man of energy
"
.
and action..
38~. My delegation finds theSovlet Union draft decla- 42" . It was in the early days of the history of the
:r:ation [A/4502 and Gorr.1] unacceptable and will vote
Arabs that thefrsecond Caliph, fourteen hundred
,agf\.mst.. it. We reserve the right to speak about the
years ago, set his ,everlasting rule, fihow can people
A~can,-ASian draft resolution (A/L.323. and Add.1-4] be enslaved when they were born free?" This spi:dt
later.
of liberation flared up all over the Arab world during
39. The delegation of Honduras oonsiders that the
the last several decades. National revolutions broke
best way of achieving a poSitive solution totbis probout on every side and in ev~ry land, and, caravans of
lem is to set up a· cOn'.mission which should prepare
martyrs fell ,in the fields of honour,great in life and
ai' specific report and make practica~ recommencIaglorious in death.
tions. I therefore formally submit the following draft
i1:'eso!utj'.onY for the cons,ideratiml of this Assembly:
43. The Arabs, like many other nations" paid the
. . ,
price of their independence in full. Theil' plains and
"The General Assembl;r,
hills are true witnesses of .their desperatE::,struggle
for independence and freedom. In every s:c~ot there
"ConSidering thatmankfud cannot remain irdifferent to' the fact that some peoples do not yet enjoy is a temple of a ma.rtyr and a statue of a:,hero8 Inse1f~determ.ination and self-government,
dependence to us is the earning of years ana the outcome of toil and strife. We culled it from the lion's
ftCoD.Sid~ring that the process of emancipation
den, and we marched to it under the shadowof~peaI!s.. ·
ll).ust be hasten,ed'so that the ~aidpeoples may p:r:oTo us it is, therefore, the dearest thing we possess~
.gress, .a~ .rap~d1y as possible, towards the creation
,of the political apd sooial leadership neces,sary to
44. No nation could carry out is mission in life towards '" ,~tself or towards manldnd unless it were free
.enable them to assume the attributes of governmental authority.and to exercise rights andcontract and unless it stood on equal footing Vtith other nations
obligations as subjects of public law,
and shared equal opportunities. How could a nation.
fulfil its own aspirations and respond to its own
"1.. Proclaims the elimination of colonialism all wishes if its powers are restrained and its vigotu'
over the W~)l~l~
is retard~d? Independence is essential for a proIt 2. ,.' Decid~s to appointac'ommission consisFing
ductive and prosperous life..
of £lve members (one African" one LatiIi Anieti- 45. In the past several years, andparticu1ar1ydurin~
"can, :one .Asian. a!1-d' two nati~a1s of admjnistering
the present year, a number of African states have
Powe-rs-)to 'ViSit', tb:ose colonial pqsses'$ions which recovered their full freedom, and sovereignty. ,Tlte,y
"€lbl1~:tyetenjOy ~qependence a~dto .s~mit recom..
are now among, us, aSSlJjffm~ their intermitiona.lr~
~~endations to the General Assembly at its sixteenth
sponsibilities in a most imp:t:essive and remarltab!e
's~Ss:iGn eoncernin~t the most a'Ppropriate, expedimanner, and are in the front line of the defence of
t1t~ c,ause of freedom and peace.. Many; of. themal'e~
scoring high in social reform.aand economic -de~e,i~~

''''~ ~<W~l' :~~}.S~g.~,l~D~'t ,.,a,:s/:.~~!~,~~§, E:W~@;qQb· ~U~:§"WL,
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:ments. This is ,a fact which should provide the United
Nations with· the argument thattheremainingj:nbabi~
tants of Africa who have not yet won their 'independOiii
ence should immediately be permitted to follow the
procession of,their African sovereign brothers. In
Africa, along the southern shores ,of the Arabian
peminsuIa, and in other parts of Asia there are still
a considerable number 'bf colonies, Trust Territories,
protecto;rates and so-called overseas provinces. They
all look today to the United Nations and wait to hear
its pronouncement.

46. , Todaywe are discussing the adoption. of a solemn
declaration to end colonialism and to grant independto all colonized peoples of the world without exception.m fact, the continuance of cQloniaJism has no
justification whatsoever ,for it is an old-fashioned.
rule representing a, reactionary mentality which waa
applied, at a time when thEl· colonizer was ass~j.ng
the status of the master, and the colonized wa~/kept
ignorant of the facts and values of life. Now ignorance
.of such values has vanished. Now the dignity and
pride of nations and, individuals reject the idea of
a master and a slave. Now people realize that, if
colonialism had contributed in certain areas, after
generations of captivity, to the progress and benefit
of some territories and nations, U'has mostlybrought
msery and hardships to many others,
enc~

47. Was the PaleStine tragedy not the ugliest example of colonialism? Was it not in flagrant violation
of the rules of justice, right and honesty that after
thirty years of foreign domination the Arabs of
Palestine were left to a fatal end and their native
land was ·usur-ped? Colonialism inPalestiIre not only
diSpersed the rightful inhabitants and shattered the
territorial integrity .of the country but it also established, on the ashes of the victims a foreign State
which is the tool of imperialistic aggression, whenever aggressi{ln is planned; and the means by which
colonialism is being reintroduced in Africa, when-'
ever colonialism creeps back in disguise.

48. Colonialism could have folded its pages in many
areas with, cheers of farewell rather than with the
.smoke of guns. Algeria, could be spared several tens
of thousands of the lives of its inhabitants if France
would heed the' voice of reaSon and wisdom. Indeed,
the call for ending colonialilam and declaring the independence of all nations is not a call of vengeance
but· rather one of h'trmony and friendship among
peace-loving nations. .{\.nrlcable relations among nations could only be established by goodwill,. mutual
c()~fidence and the removal of doubt and susp1cion.
How pleasant life w~l1be when nations live in real
brotherhood; when the strong supports the1weak; the
wealthy helps .the nl3edy; the develop(,dassists the
under-developed; and when all such aids are made
without conditions or strings attached"
49. The heavy yoke of coloni,alisrr/has caused the
new nationalism to ado!>t an attitude, by which n tries
to detach itself froma:l1 relationships with the outgoing colonial Powersaltld by which it refuses .any aid
which might be construed' a,s a return to the colonial
influence. ,Such a tend(3ncy is indeed a natural re~
action to the manner in. which colonial policies, were
applied in the colonized territories. Thus, if we all
Wish to develop among nations, new and Old, big and
Small,a spirit of co-operation and trust, WEt/must
begin by persuading the big Powers to abandon the
con.cept of might, superiority and exploitation.
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50." To"some' small States that are needyanq underdeveloped or that have newly acquired their independ- '.
ence, the question of how to maintain a.nd safeguard
independence is perhaps as difficult as how to achieve
it. Keen on carr;;ing out their responsibilities and
meeting the reqUirements of their nationals, they feel
in need of seeking foreign aid. They could receive it
from ,old friends or from new acquaintances, 'but in
both cases they have to make accurate calculations
which would not pull them back to the old colonial
orbit or drag them into the conflict of the cold war.
Under such citcumstances,' the United Nations could
undertake a useful task by extending its assistan.ce" to
such countries for a Jransitio¥l period which might
be found necessary to· enable them to s.tand on thelr ,
own feet. It might sometimes happen that the poverty ,
of a country leads it to fall under colonial influence.
Yet it has always been a fact that colonialism leads
countries under its rule, even if rich, to poverty.
51. It is not sufficient in our present world that
we get rid of the colonial system in its military or

administrative form. After all, international control
and the development of demo.crat1c theories bave
offered adequate, guarantees against the old imperialistic methods of military aggression and occupation,
But there is a new phase of colonialism which aims
at weakening .other nations or subduing them through
other means. It is economic oolonialism by which
the natural we~lth 'Of a nation becomes the target of
exploitation and utilization, and the commodities and
products of a' country fall at the mercy of foreign
economic measures. The abolition' of the colonial
system must, therefore, be accompanied by the eradication of the colonial mentality; otherwise it will
continue to he a serious problem in the' world, appearing in various forma and following different
channels.
52~

The delegation of Jorpa,n, in joining many other
delegati9ns in 'the ,efforts towards adopting a draft
resolution which would declare the end of the colonial
system and the granting of independence to all dependent peoples in the world~ feels confident that this
great achievement will be' a corner-stone in the
establishment of international peace.
53. The independence and freedom of all will remove
, international friction and will curb rivalryand competition among strong Powers at the expe.nse of small
nations. Independence isa constructive development
which will raise. the tens of millions of human beings
who are living at present in stagnation to a level of
prodqctivity and action.
'

54. My country, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan,
believing (:that independence is a means to the fulfilm,ent of 'higher" aims, .endeavours through its ipdependence to achieve the following objectives: fir~t,
to utilize its' potentialities and develop its natural resources for the well";being of its inhabitants and the
betterment of their life; second, to leaera progressive
life in the fields of technology, education, agricUlture, '
trade, health, archJtecture, comttllL.'1iqations and other
spheres, so as to raise the present standard of living;
third, to promote in the individ"al a spirit of sel£reliance and self-respect to enable him to be, an
active,free and responsible citizen; fourth, to buiid
up an organized and enlightened society in which
reason is the guide; fifth,', to develop our national
and" political strength by promoting Arab unity and
national solidaritY; and,sixt;h, to defend peace in our
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region and to establish it on the principles of right
and justice. and to this end to make every effort to
remove aggression f~omour area, whether it is in.
the form of aZ'med. ~nvasion, military occupation or
foreign domination.
55. It is indeed gratifying to see this rostrum of
the General Assembly of the United Nations at its
fifteenth ses~ion a platform for declaring independence·
freedom to all peoples of the world.·May we
hope that this remarkable new achievement will be a
further step towards international brotherhood.

an."

56. Mr. HASAN (Pakistan): The debate in which we
are now engaged is one of special sigrdfioance for
our Organization. It takes place in a seBsion which
has witnessed the admission of sixteen new African
States which were colonies until only'tl>ie other day.
57. Today we join with them in proclaiming the end
of colonialism. To conquer and to bI~ conquered has
been the fate of all the na.tions ill history and of
almost every people of the world. 'The advance of
mankind has reached a state where this process is
conSidered fundamentally. iniquitous because it has
brought so much misery to a large part of the human
race. Its memory is still bitter.
58. While I listened to impassioned words, words
which were intended to open up portals of freedom
for humanity still in. shackles,. I was sometimes left
untouched because, as one who has traversed the
journey through life perhaps longer than some of
these passionate fighters for the rights of men who
haYe spoken during the last few days, I thought of the
history of. man which teaches us that freedom has
never been won with words. If I may be forgiven for
being a little personal, 1 would recall that I have
seen fall around me thousands of my countrymen,
massacred in a few hours because they assembled to
protest against an iniquitous law ordained by foreign
:rulers. I refer to the historical events which occurred
in 1919 and which is lmown as the massacre of Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar, which was my own native
town. r saw that myself. as a very YOUllg boy, but its
remembrance is indelibly scorched in my memory.
. But the struggle went on and after an even greater
holocaust came freedom.
59. The freedom of Pakistan was the first of the
series of emancipations of SUbjugated peoples in Asia
and Africa, a series which continues until today and
which we earnestly and passionately desire to continue until the last· human being in bondage is free.
That freedom hallowed the sacrifices and obliterated
their bitterness, SiIld now they brighten our history.
60. Our sacrifices taught us to honour and value our
own freedom and the freedom of others, and our
record in the United Nations over the thirteen years
of our membership will show that we have, without
one single exception, been on the side of the weak and
the oppressed and we have stood and fought for the
freedom of all nations. Our record of voting.iS open
and we are proud of it. We have sought only one conslstency in our vote: that it be for tIle righteous cause
of freedom.
61. For us freedom came as the climax of a long
and bitter Struggle and our dedication to it is as deep
as the suHering which preceded it. To preserve it, to
preserve every· inch of the' beloved land which became our home, we consider our most sacred duty,
,-,._._.-.'~.~
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and ,that devotion teaches us to honoUJ: the freedom
and devotion to their homes of the other peoples of
the world.
$2. OU1' discussion of colonialism at this session,
~or. which credit must be aclmowledged to the Soviet
initiative, is significant in· that it formally registers .
the recognition that colonialism, political or economic, benign or oppressive, is an untenable system
which history sadly re('lounts' but cannot justify. Colonial empires sprang up through the use of armed
might, and as newer andvaster areas of the world
were overcome, colonialism procured a rationale for
its existence. A concern for the welfare of subject
peoples became its justification. Dissolution of t1'te
system was resisted on the ground that these subjeiQt
peoples were not ready for self-government and that
therefore they needed the tutelage of superior peoples .
for their welfare. The time has now come when the
truth can be declared definitively, that no nation has
a right' to govern another, whatever its way of life.
The right of subject peoples to shape their own
destiny without the protection or intervention of
another people is fully aclmowledged. There is now
no other valid basis on which relations between different peoples can be built. The experience of the
last decade and a half has clearly shown that States
have made greater and more rapid progress in all
fields after their independence than when they lacked
the right to govern themselves. Their increased
prosperity has also been reflected in the prosperity
of their erstwhile rulers.
63. The accession of colonial terl'itories to independence has been hastened by the United Nations.
The principle of equal rights and self-determination
of peoples was incorporated in the Charter with the
final liberation of Non-Self-Governing Territories in
Vie,w. By Virtue of the provlsirms of Chapters XI, xn
and xm,. the United Nations assumed the ultimate
responsibility of bringing about the attainment of
self-government by all colonial peoples. As year
after year the. United Nations dealt with the question
of colonies 11 trust and mandated territories the demand for independence of their peoples was given
forceful expression by the Asian and African coootries in our proceedings. But although freedom has
come.to over two-score countries in the last fifteen
years, colonialism has not yet completely liquidated
itself. HeJ",e ar d there one still finds its remnants, in
one case a remnant that is responSible for much
strife and tragedy. We, the Members of the United
Nations" must give unreserved support to its utter
and unconditional termination. It is simply a question
of fulfilling the task we all have undertaken in the
United Nations Charter itself.
64. The basis of the United Nations is universality.
From this principle it derives its greatest strength.
There is an urgent need, therefore, for speed in
bringing about the conditions in which all peaceloving States can participate equally in its delibel'a..
tions. I'rhe entry of seventeen States this year has
infused into the Organization a new Vitality, but we
cannot rest until the practice of colonialism is '
abandoned in those remaining areas where it still
survives.
65. We deplore the fact that we should still need to
declare that all peoples inhabiting this planet have
the inalienable right to freedom atid.equality. But we
also believe that a firm and·· solemn proolamation
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by all of us in. the Uniteli Nations will quicken the
emergence into independence of those territories
which are still held in subjection. It Will be a moral
command which will ieeue from this Assem.blyand
we trust that it will have the unqualifiEld support of
all Members. We fully realize the fact that it must be
clothed in such words and form as not to lend itself
tG"'doubtful interpretation.
66. The end of colonialism must undoubtedly be
sought, but it is not necessary to impart in the debate
a wasteful note of recriminationelt is of greater importance to be concerned with the future of the newly
independent countries, which must be shaped in acsordance with their desires. If thai's is tobe a peace,.
fal and happy accession to freedom by others, germs
of unrelated controversy and disputes about past
happenings must not be allowed to infect our debates.
67. We have read with great interest the extremely
well written draft declaration. One might disagree
with many words, phrases and thoughts, but one must
admire .ita literary composition. I am sure humanity
itself will be grateful to Mr. Khroshchev ancl his
delegation for their solicitude fei:'" the emancipation
of mankind.
68. We have been reminded Qf 'all the explo!tations
that we have suffered, all the pains which we have
borne, and the heritage of woe which descended from
generation to generation. Somehow, it is like r~m.ind
ing a man who has recovered in health after a long
illness of· the dangors and anxieties that his illness
entailed. A friend generally helps him to forget it and
think only in gratitude to his God for the restored
health and the promise of long life a!lead.
69. The declaration seeks to keep alive the remembrance of the evil days of servitude. It has almost been sought to form a union of emancipated
slaves. It is for the consideration of this General
Assembly and the United Nations whether it is in the
interest of the llewly freed countries themselves to
bernade ifiGi"easingly conscious of racial and colour
divisions of the world and for chasms to be created
between them and the more advanced countries, on
whose help they have to depend so much for their
economic and social advancement. In our view we
are equal, the big· and the small, the white and the
coloured. Our worth depends on our pride., our dignity
and the faith that we shall not be subjugated again. A
shortage of wealth in a country does not make that
country less proud or less worthy of devotion. 111e
path of constructive action lies in the establishment,
in a sense, of the largest community of interests
amongst all peoples. This il::l essential for a smooth
transition in the newly independent countries from dependence to thdependence, unaffected by the stresses
and strains which, unhappily, have marred many
transfers of power in recent years.
70. The delegation of Pakistan is privileged to cosponsor, with thirty-nine othercountries-AsianAfrican States, the draft resolution which has been
issued as document A/L.323 and Add. 1-4. On the
strength. of the eloquent statements which we have
h(i)ard from the representatives of our fellow sponsoring Members, and on the basis of the submissions
Which I have just made t my delegation ventures to
hope that the terms of our draft resolution win find
general acceptance in this Assembly. Though we believe( that these terms. have the force of axiomatic
truth, it may not perhaps be entirely superfluous to
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draw the attention of those Mem,bers wnoare n9t
C1luded among'the spolisors otthe draft resolution, to
three of its provisions.
'it. These three px-ovisionsare found in paragraphs
4!( Sand 6 of the decla~jltion" While the other paragraphs state the principles, these three gi've~x
p):'e~sion to certain basic imperatives of the world
situation today•
72. Paragraph 4 calls for the immeQiateeoessation
of all arm.ed' action or repressive m~asureaagainst
dependellt peoples; paragrapb Dcans for the early
transfer of all powers to the peoples of Trust and
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
73•. Lest our fellow Members be inclined to think
thnt, in putting forth these imper.atives without clarification, we are beco:«l:ing oblivious to certainrela.ted
demands of international security and. a stable world
order JJ we woulr; point out the provisions of paragraph
6" This paragraphe:rnbodies an importan.t safeguard
against any attempt to disrupt the national unity and
territorial integrity of a .country.
74. ". In introducing this si~ficant point of balance
into the scheme of the whole draft resolution, .we
have, Ibetieve, made it .clear that we do not countenan.ce, and do not L"tend to countenance, a m.isuseal1d
perversion of the terms of our draft resolution for
any 'l.uteriorends of enlarging .the territory 'of One
country at the expense of another. In. recommending
this draft resolution to those Members who are not
joined with us in sponsoring it, we are therefore in a
positior. to extend to them a whole-hearted and unequivoc~lassurance that our proposed declaration
shall not lend itself to be used for 'the disruptlveen~
of aggrandizement, of interference in the domestic
affairs ()f other countries, and of generating new ~d
unsuspected conflicts.
'.
.
C

75. Our concern is with the ending of crises and
conflicts. OUr opject is not to encourage new threats
to world peace.
76. Finally, I submit that as we sit here, attempting
to bring about the term.ination of colonialism, it
should be our prayer that we will all rexnain on guard
against a1.1forms of this .maIaise. One form of it,
painfully :familiar to' us all, will soon be extinct.
Other forms of it may erupt in other ways. 'l1l.e most
sinister would be one which uses no force, but grows
insidiously, which seekS to enslave the hearts and
minds. of men, seduces them from their traditions
and their faith with a philosophy wldch promises, but
never attains full life.
"
77. Mr. BELAUNDE (Peru) (translated fromspaniSh~~\
At this time of uncertainty and anxi~tythrough which '..
mankind is passing, one encouraging feature is the
irreversible movement towards independence and
freedotrl for all PeoplE;,s. A compensation for the pains
and sacrifices':-:~f the recent world wars has been the
awakening of a patriotic consciousness ,. in peoples
under oolonialrule, ,andtlle heed given totbi~con'"
sciousness, innmny oases!' by the greafl\~owel'S
exercising dominion or influence over vast exp~ses
of Afrioa and Asia.
"
';

78. It is not ourtaak now to pass judgement on the
phenomenon of the formation of em.pires, nor on its
effects inconnexion with what the sociologists call
"culturf:'11 diffusion". OUr point of view is determined
by the ~~preme principle of the· dignity of the human
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person, whether considered individually, orco11e2tively, and, cOI!Sequently, of the right of all men -to
th~ >.outward expressions of .freedQln, including par~
ticUlarlythe freedom to combine or associate in collecthre entities or .nations, which, to 'achieve their
ends, need the legal organism of the sovereignSta:te.
79. We have been rightly reminded of the admirable
cOlU'se followed by the United Kingdom in recognizing'
the OJfreedom of~o many countries and, once their
independence wa~ established, in forming links of
friendship and co-operation With them, thus working
for the ~trengthen:fng of peace.
.
80. Te~ years ago wew«~Icomad with Joy the great
RepubU:cofIndonesia a~er its agreements with the
Netherlands. It is .apprtJpriate t9 recall the policy
recently followed by FraJ;Lce wh~reby we today enjoy
the company of the countries ofthe French Community)
Cyprus, the remarkable meeting-place of so manjr
cultures, attained its independence under an agree'ment V2'b!ch owes much t,o'the United. Nations,and thus
that independence is a symbol of the efficacy of inter~
national co-operation. Belgj.um decided to grant independence to the Congo, and thatcountry, now a Member
of our Organization, is seeking the assistance which
will enable it to strengthen its institu,tj.onS.
81. The old bond of the imperium must be succeeded
today by a broad and free co-oPeration, based on
frielldship, as President Wilsorrwished it, in terms of
equa\ity and in terms of honour.
\

\

82.. %e movement of liberation which we are
witnessing today is no more than a continuation of the
revolution which took place in our continentinthe late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The freeing
of the peoples of Amerioa sowed the seeds ,lit the way
and provided a model for similarmovemen,1;s in terri..
tories of Africa, Asia and Oceania, the seats'of ancient
civilizations which preceded and influenc~d Western'
culture. The ideal expressed with unsurpa(3sable eloquence by fi>ur liberators was that our revolrltion should
spread thr'~U,ghout the world in order to bring about,
in aS~_Qgjati.01;\ with. all free peoples, '!4a federation
gowrned by i\t. code of laws of univep'sal value and
based on the principle of absolute ~quality, without
distinctions as to colour or race". I quote these words
from that remarkable document-an itltimat~ docu'ment of Bol!var's. dated 20 February 1826~which
was diScOlrered by the Liberator's great biographer,
Vicente Lecuna.
83. AS far as we Thero-Americans are concerned, the
principles of self-determination which I have recalled
were in conformitywith the Hispanic juridical tradition
in 'its highest expression. The European countrtes,
and principally Spain and Portugal, adhered. to the,
philosophy which bases the State not on power, as
unfortunately was the case in the nineteenth c~ntury,
but rather on justice., The Spanish ftbehefrfas" and
"cabildos" and the Hispano-American or IberoAmerican "cabildos" which were their counterpart,
were considered the depositories of a sovereignty
which, in the event of not being exercised by the
monarch, was completely invested. in them. The,
discovery 01 America determined tlie concepts of
Francisco de Vitoria, Who, confronted b~' the tremendous reality ofthe empire of Charles V, tJ.nreservedly
proclaimed the obligation to :respectnotonI.v individual
freedom and property .but also the governments of
indigenous peoples. .Francisco Suarez, the doctor
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adlnirabiliS to whom all Europe listened with respect,
based the notion of so'Vereigntyon the consent of the
governed, and his teaching was in conformity with the
ideas oflnod~~1'1 policital science, greatly surpassing
the· endeavo~s of other writers of his time. Thus it
wl\s tbat inf the American· revolution the vital force
of 'our owr!self-assertion as nations was united with .
the spiri,f,otml values which we inherited from Spain
~nd Po;mgaland which gave the revolution.a high
moral significance and an i~refutablelegal foun~tion.
84. The draft l'esolution submfti:ed by the Afdatn..
Asian countries, [A/L.323 and Add.1-4] , which' we'
are diSCUSSing at this time, represents the culmina.~9n
of this historic evolution, the first signs of which
appeared in the. covenant of the League of Nations r
but which Wd.S emphatically affirmed for the firsttim~
in the San Franci~cJ;Charter.What we call the spirit
of San Francisco had two elements: peace through
justice, 'an.do the proclamation of the freedt>m of all
men and all peoples. The authority exercised by some
nations over territories .which were not materially
or culturally a part of those nations was not regarded
as a privilege, but as a responsibility! and a sacred
duty to pursue the specific and unwavei'ing objective
of prepg.:ring those territories for independence. The
sponsors of this draft resolution did well to include
in lts preamble quotations from 'the 'Charter by which
we are governea,'and they did even better by making
a reference to 'the -close link between individual freedom. and effective. national sovereignty. They have also
clearly pointed out tbatthe submission or subjugation
of some peoples by' otp.ers-whatever the form and
whatever ,the pretext-involves a danger to peace
among manIdnd today.
.
8'5.. It might L~ said that the draft resolution generally
fo116ws the sp1.!'it and the l~tter of the Charter and
reSponds to~ desire for greater speedinthe achieve...
ment of its aims. than we con~mp1ated fifteen years
a{~o in the hopeful days of San Fx;ancisco. This desire
for a higher .rate of progress is explained by the fact
that the rhythm of human progress as a whole has
accelerated since that time While, in tragic contrast,
there has also been 8.. rapid growth·in the causes, of
conflict,dissatisfaction and discord, with the accompanying danger pf a war of universal destruction.
86. The proclamation. of the, freedom of all peoples
cannot and must not in any way be individualistic,
incoherent or isolated,. but must be characterized
by deep solidarity, cohesion and co-operation. Freedom can only be. maintained by love and understanding
and can never be based on ~~.rrow, rigid concepts or
on chaUvinistic exclusiveness. It must likewiSe not be
an expressiOn of the natural regionalism which has its
r~ots in geography,history or a culture of long standing
but which opposes or ignoreS the universal feeling of
our time. The free peoples must, not only as the l"ssult
of natural forces but also as a guarantee of their .
existence" lttOV-e within an ever widening circle of
solidarity. While freedom .impUes the voluntary choice
of .ways of life and cultur"e,the association which .in
many CB.ses is still encouraged by the old form of life
in common should not leave a bitter residue of use..
les5!Y""l~e~,i)spective rancour and te~entment. Spincza
said tbat only he who is inspired by love can fight for
freedom. ·The 'struggle that ··has led to natiunal sove"
rej,gnty was' 'not born of ha~tredJ' but of the id~als of
creation and c~operation.Nations which have ~c'lieved
liberty :require~ like individuals, an atmospaere of
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of peace carried With it another ideal: the possibility
that$e advent of freedom in Africa and Asia will of investing, for the improvement of stanqards of
assume the same noble and generous forms as in our living, the £undE.)· which could be saved. byr1educing
. .
own America. In the words of Bol!var, we achieved' armame:Q.ts.
liberty/against the will of the whole world, but yet
we have forgotten the obstacles and the struggles,and 88. I am convinced that the nations which have
our countries have offered shelter to all the peoples recently attained independence will s~e in the United
"e£ the earth. We have diligently sought the .friendship (,Nations an institution desti,ned to ensure their liberty
'
and co-operation of those who were our former but and guarantee their progress.
noble enemieS, our unoonvinced allies, or indifferent
89. The great hope for the peace of the world--and
spectators. This attitude led to the linking ofAmerica I say this with the deep~st conviction of my soul-iS
to the .rest of the world. We can thus proudly stress
that the present Members of the United Nations and
the universal character of our revolution, and we :are
those which tom<M'1:owma,ybecome Members shou'ld be
sure that the same feelings animate the peoples of the
inspired by a single ideal and should rema~faithfu1,
African and Asian countries.
absolutely faitluJUI, to the principles. of. the Charter
without any affiliation, alliance oraligttn,lent which
87. There is a further reason why this should be so..
is incompatible with the principles of hiwand coAt the time when we achieved independence, there was
operation enshrined in our C1lflrter, and that with
no. political institution which could claim to represent
stern and unswerving dignity they shoulcl defend them-.
the whole of mankind. Slowly and painfully we raised
selves against .all extraneous influence and against
-first in Panama, then in the Lima Conferences and
all
political mtrigue which, by reducing and suppress..
finallx in the Pan American Conferences-the edifices
ing their per,sonality, might turn them into pawns of
of· ,our organization, the oldest and most complete
th:
cold war,•. We trust that they will unanimously
- of the regional bodies. The nations of Africa and Asia
derend
and Strl~tly apply the principles of the Charter
have attained-independent life ur.der the protective and
with
enthusiasm
and with a miraculous spiritual
watohful eyes of the United Nations.. Jealously guarding
force" ;!rhe future of the United Nations-and Isaytbis
the principles of the Charter, the United NatiOD,$ has
to.. all friendly nations p including those that will be
ensured that the provisions relating toself-governmf\nt
With
us tomorrow-is dependent upon the close union
were fulfill~d, and when these nations acceded to
all
of you,gi~eata~~ small, and on your efforts to
of
independence, the United Nations hastened towelcome
create
an atmosphere which Will make co-operation
them joyfully into its midst. Setting aside political
imperative.
and mew.fable for all, both great and
debates, forgetting for (la ID.Qment the problems of
small, both strong and weak, in upholding our ideals
armaments, silencingtrl),gic :t'ears, this' Organization
of justice and peace.
.
offered economic a.nd tecluUcal assis1ance to the
full extent of its resources in order to prepare and
The meeting rose at,12.30 p.m.
maintain the independence of those nations. The ideal
r?
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In the absence of the President, Mr. Hasan (Pakistan), Vice-President, took the bhair.

annals of the United Nations-the delegation of the
RepUblic of Mali does not intend simplyto take part in
the trial and conviction of the .system known by the
name of colonialism. My deI!3gation and the other
co-sponsors of draft resolution A/L.323 and Add.1-4
who preceded me on the rostrum are hoping for m.Q~e
and are asking for more, because they consider that
colonialism has already been judged. We hopetbat, by
adopting unanimously the draft resolution we are
submitting, the General Assembly Will express to the
whole world its determination to make an end at lad
of dying cQlonialiSm, although certain ill-intentioned
hypocrites would like to make us e;orry for it by
"reiterating-without conviction, I must say-that
colonialism has not had an entirely bad effect O;U the
peoples under its domination, since there were schools
and hospitals built, roads laid out, etc.

1. The PRESIDENT: I will give the floor to the representative of Netherlands, exercising his right of reply.

I shtmld like to pay a tribute to the Chairman. of

Page
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AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)

9. Before replying to such. hypocritical remarks,

2. Mr.. EINAAR (Netherlands): This morning [930th
meeting] the representative of Honduras mentioned a
nUmber of territories in the region of Latin America
, which were still colonial possessions of other countries. Among those territories still having a coloQial
status he included "Aruba, CuraQao and Surinam".
3. 'Ibe reason why I have asked for the floor is merely
to point out to the representative of Honduras that the
inclusion must have been due toa slip of the tongue, no
doubt unintentional.

4 Under the Charter of the Kingdom of the Netherlands of 1954 the three parts of the realm, that is, the
NetheI'lands, Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles,
have, of their free will, established a new constitutional
order of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, in which the
three countries henceforth form a free association of
completely equal partners, and in which they conduct
their internal interests autonomously, their common
interests ona basis of equality, and accord each other
reciprocal assistance.
5. Since 2.9 December 1954-the date on which this
jointly drafted and agreed Chartor entered into force
-colonialism in any form whatsoever in SUrinam and
the Netherlands Antilles has been a thing of the past.
0

6. The General Assembly has recognized this by
adopting resolution 945 (X) of 15 December 1955 by
which the cessation of the transmission o.:information
l.U1der Article 73 e of the United Nations Charter in
respect of Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles by
the Government of the Netherlands was approved.
7. I trust that the representative will accept this
correction and will understand that we in Surinattland
the Antilles are proud of our full self':'governmentand
cannot accept being called colonies.
.8. Mr. AW (Mali) (translated from French): Intaking
part in the present debate. on the end of colonialismthe first such debate in the General Assembly in the

the Council of· M:btisters of the USSR, who asked
the President to submit to the GeneralAs~embly
for consideration the item which we are discussing,
entitled: "Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples" [A/4501]. This proposal, which was received With well-deserved enthusiasm~ is now the subject of our debate, and my dele..
gation is convinced that the United Nations will not fail
to seize this opportunity of accomplishing its mission
of justice, f,reedom and peace in whatisa particularly
sensitive area, involving as it does the fate of tens. ot
millions of human beings exploited in the name ofan
outdated paternalism for which no one wouldwish to be
responsible before history.
10. Whether the colonialistcountriesacceptorrefuse
to co-operate conscientiously in the great and noble
work which we are undertaldng is for them to decide;
but let the representatives of those countries not
appear here as wolves in sheep's clothing, protesting
their innocence of· all the sins of which theyare
accused and trying to div~rt our justcomplaints to the
shifting sands of the coldwar. Let them not tell us that
by shooting peaceful and defenceless crowds they are
contributing to their well-being, that by torturing
patriots they are educating the people,· or that by
compelling women, cbildren and old men to do· forced
lH.bour they are raising the level of Hving. Let those
who are trying to salve their conscience and conceal
their crimes not tell us: "Before we came to those
territories, there was nothing there." How wrong that
is! There was nothing there-but before the advent of
the colonialists there Was independence,andindependence meanS freedom. Is there aliythingin tbe world
more precious to a people than freedom?
11. When General de Gaulle, in Ms vexation, told the
people of Guinea in August 1958, "You want ind-apendence? Well, take it, with all its disadvantages",
you will remember President S6kou Tour6's retort:
"We will take independence with. itsadvan1ages!·
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12.' Who can fail to be aware today that the myth of
outline when the first colonies were founded, it took
the good Christian leaving hishom.~ to bring civilizaon unaer Colbert, who was -particularly concerned
tion to the Buddhists of Asia or the pagans of Africaa,boutthe shortage of money,the character of an'
~:~d Oceania is now a matter for ridicule? Who would
established policy and, despite sOme modifications,
v~nture to deny ~t the general laws of human evol",...
persisted until the revolution. 'The various regula..
tion W01l1d, by means of free and friendly exchanges,
ti9ns to which it gives rise can be summed up in the
have allowed the colonial peoples to becom~ happy arid
following general statements: ••• colonial produc~ prosperousm\tions had not the colonial!ists appro-"
exists to .supply the French consumer, and only
priated their wealth, thus denying them all possibility
French goods have access to the colonial market.
of baim<miousd(welopment?Noenumerationofschoals
Industries maybe established in the colonies onlyif
or hospitals built can conceal the dreadful tz-ut.i. oftbe
they do not duplicate French industries" Maritime
crime against humanity perpetrated by the bma~~~s of
transport between France and its colonies is per...
this sacrosanct civilization of theirs.
mitted only under the French flag."Y
" .
13. The point is notthat colonization may have brought
some degree of literacy to the children of the exploited
countries or that it brought railways and roads; the
point is whether a farmer who calls a veterinarian to
care for his sick cow does so for humane reasons or
simply to preserve his source of income.
14. Colonization ·was imposed by force or treachery
on peoples which had their own civilization and asked
nothing of anyone, Listen to the message dispatched in
1895 by an African emperor, the Moro· Naba of
Ouagadougou in Upper Volta, to captain Destenaves
who had been sent to him by the Fr~nch Government to
conclude a treaty:
i
tJA long time ago I consulted the omens and they
told me that if I saw a white man I would die. I know
. that the white men want to make me die so as <to take
my country; yet you assert that theywant to help me
organize my country. But I think my country is fine
as it is. I have no need of them; I lmow what I need
and what I want; I have my tt'aders , so count yourself
lUCky that ·ldo not have your head cut off. Go, then»
and above all never come back."
15. That is clear enough. What, then~ was the reason
for colonization? There is no more authoritative voice
to eXplain that tban Georges Hardy, who wrote in his
lIistoire sociale de la colonisation frangaise:
"For the statesm.en of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in Frangeand elsewhQ1"e, colon.iza-.
tion was merely business l1 a mercantile enterprise,
an element in the great maritime trade. w1J
And Georges Hardy continue~~.
eThereis nothing by which the niainspringsoftbat
colonization are more clearly revealed than the
economic' system which was imposed upon the coloniesand which' is known as the colonial system or,
more specifically,the exclusive system.
wEach trading company, in compensation for -its
responsibilities, was granted certain privileges,
e.g., sovereign prerogatives in the occupied territories and various· exemptions and subsidies. Its
main advantage, however, was the monopoly oftrade
.in the areas forming its domaJn. The inhabitants
were obliged to sell their produce to it and to buy
from it the goods which they ne~ded; all other trade
was excluded from that private preserve.
tf This system was ofc!JUrse aimed against foreigners, but it was at the same time designed to
prevent possible competition between the colonies
and the metropolitan country. Already present in

1/ Georges Hardy. Histoire socialedelacolonisationfrans;aise(Paris,
Editions Larose. 1953). p. 13.

16. This, as described by Mr. Georgas Hardy, whom
no one could suspect of having subversive or Commu..
nist ideas, istl1e.ecopomicsystem p misleadinglycalled
the "colonial compact", which is the basis and essence
of colonization.
.
17. The truth, however, is sometimes ugly, and the
colonialists have had their experts in falsification and
cynicism to present the great cololusJ. epic through
rose~coloured spectacles, depicting it as· a philan..
thropic enterprise and a· disinterested work of pacifi..
cation and civilization.
18. Aim~ C~saire, in the colourful style ,tbat is his
own, has written as follows in his famous treatise
colonialism:
"Colonization and civilization?
"The most common misfortune in this connexion
is to bap in all good faith, the dupe of a' collective
hypocrisy which is expert in presenting· the proh.·
lems in a misleading way so as better to justify·the
odious solutions which are provided for them.
"This amounts to saying that the essentiartbing
here is to see clearly, to tbinkclearly-that is to
say, dangerously-a,nd' to reply clearly to the innocent original question: what in essence, is colonization? To do this is to concede that it is not the
preaching, of the Gospel, nor a philanthropic enterprise nor a desire to push back the frontiers of
ignorance, disease and tyranny, nor the expansion
of the kingdom of God, nor the extension of law. It
is rather to acknowledge once for all, without fear
of the consequences, that the decisive motive here is
that of the adventurer and. thc;} pirate, the wholesale
. grocer and the shipowner, the gold seeker and the
merchant, of greed and force, and ,tbatlurkingevilly
behind them, is the shadow of a form of civilization
which~ at a given moment in its history, feels an
inner compulsion to extend on a world scale the
competition of its "antagonistic economic systems.
"Continuing my analysis, I find that the hypocrisy
is of recent date, for neither Cortez discovering
MeXico from the top of the great Teocalli, nor
Pizarro before Cuzco (and still less MarcoPolo
before Cambaluc) claimed to be the harbingers of a
superior system. They killed; they pillaged; they
had helmets, lances and covetous instincts; but the
loud-mouthed talkers came later. The chief culprit
here is sanctimonious Christianity, because·it for- \
mulated the false equation that Christianity is identical With civilization, and paganism with savagery,
so that the inevitable result was the hideousness of
.2:/ Ibid•• pp.

14-15.
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colonialism and racism, and the viQtims were the red,
the yelloW' and the black races." Y
19. I ~ve taken th<fliberty of quoting this remarkable
passage. the relevance of which I am sure will escape
no one. Aim~ C~sair.e concludes with these words:
"1 acknowledge, of course, that it is good for
different civilizations to be brought into contactwith
each other and that the marriage of different worlds
is to be commended, for whatever the inner gemus
of a civilization, it inevitably loses its vigour if it
.withdraws into itself. I agree that international trade
is like oxygen, that Europe's great opportunity lay
ill having been the crossroads, the geo~etric locus
of all the ideas, the receptacle ofall the philosophies
and the home ofal! noble feelings,and that this has
made it the best possible redis¥"ibutor of energy.

"t,

"But. having said this, I must then ask whether
colonization really. brought people into contact or, if
you prefer, whether .it was the best possible way of
establishing contact.'
.
"My answer is no, and I Say that there is an infinite
distance between colonization and civilization. I say
that all the vast numbers of colonial expeditions,all
the collections of colonial statutes ahd all the ministerial circulars which have been issued have not
'succeeded in producing a single human value. rdl

20. These words of Aim~ C~saire are clear and pre'"
cise; they seem to us to constitute an extremely sound
argument and lead us naturally on to put another
question. Is decolonization historically possible? This
neologism certainly conceals a dangerous vagueness.
The dizzying series of countries which became independent in 1960 has marked that year inthe history of
mankind and proves to us, if any proof were needed,
that it is impossible to speak.of progressive evolution
when we see events unfolding 'at such a rate, for the
fact is that there are no immature peoples incapable
of governing themselves freely. Of course there are
bad governm.ents, but it must be admitted that they are
to be found everywhere and at all levels.
21. Between Bandung and today, it seems as if several
centuries have passed, so far-reaching are the upheavals which are everywhere shaking the edifice of
colonialism to its foundations.
22. Fifteen years have passed since San Francisco.

Those who,. only five ye9.,rs ago, called countries of
Asia and Africa their possessions, no longer denytbat
a people cannot be a possession•. The analogy between
a colonial subjecte:ilu a slave has become obvious. If
I am not mistaken, it was President Franklin D.
Roosevelt who said that future generations would one
day ask how it was that slavery had been abolished
and yet, so long afterwards, the colonial system of'
relations between States was still accepted.
23. What was a slave? A human being bought in the
m.arket or a prisoner brought back from the battlefield
after Victory; a human being treated as a personal
possession.
.

.24. What is a colonized person? It· should be pointed
out that he does not ex1stas an individual phe~omenon;
indiVidual persons. or small groups are not objects of
colonization. Colonization is the occupation of a whole
y A!~ Cesa:ire, Discours sur .Ie col6nialis'me (Paris. Presence'
Afr1calne. 1955). pp. ~1O.
Y. Ibid•• pp. Io-U.
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country and thJ SUbjugation of an entire people. Like
the slave, the colonized person obeys the wishes of his
master, the colonizer, who treats him as a personal
possession.
25. There can be no doubt aboutthe immora.lcharacter of colonial rule, which it must beadmit.ted in .no
way differs from slavery. Consequently all of us here
are now unanimous in our condemnati'onofcolonialism,
but there does not seem to be the same unanimity when
it comes to mldng action. Who is it that disrupts this
unanimity On the immediate liqUidation of colonialism?
It is of cOurse the countries whichstiU posaesscolonies. Their favourite argum..~tttisthegradualadvancement of the colonial countries, and they base this
argument on their experience as predestmed metro-,
poli1an countries, particularly well versed in' the
problem of the advancement of cq~onies.
26. They like to tell us; we knOW from. experience
that by speeding up matters we would be doing these
countries a disservice; and theyad(l,: look at the
exa~ple of the former Belgian Cong9'-it~ou1d. so
easily happen to anyone. I should like to tell the pD.oponents of that kind of argument that they have been
overtaken by events.
27. 'llle United Nations is no lcngeran assembly
where, on the one hand, there are countries which can
lay claimtri long experience .as e~ertcQlonizers and,
on the othel',countries which have no colonies and
whose praiseworthy intentions concerning oppressed
peoples are quickly denounced as. demagogicmanreuvr~s.'There are now other voices in the United Nations
which .can give irrefutable and impressive evidence on
the subject of colo~ialism. There are now in the United
N~tions the representatives of'peoples 'llhose bodies
and whose human dignity have suffered 'under colonialism. It is usually said that every generation·feels
that it is at a turning point in history. Present gen.erations in dependent and colonial c01llltriesare
undoubtedly at a turning point in their bistory, in·fact
at a·turning point in all history. T.h.edelegations which
speak in this Assembly of their colonial experience or
proclaim the benefits of colonization Can unfortunately
only speak of the empire of their fathers' day; they
speak of it as a heri1age..
'.

.

.

p

.

.

28. If their countries were colonized at so~~e time in '

history, .they know it only. from history bookl,s. Therein lies the fundamental difference betvteen those
delegattonsand ou,rs, who have.. personalE}i4>erience of
.colonial rule. Our knowledge is not basEtd on hearsay'
or on what we learnt in school; we werl~ for decades
the li\1ng embodiment of that system. Ours was' a
generation which, on coming of age, did not have the
right to vote in its own country.
29. May we remind certain delegations thathenceforth
we, the peoples who were once colonizedand dependent,
but who are now peoples in our own right, are ready
to give super-a.bund.ant testimony against the perpetuation of colonialism on any pretext whatsoever.
30. When we hear . such commonplace arguments as
those which reduce the positive accomplishments of
colonialism to the presence of a few good speakers
from the neWly independent countries, this does not
trouble us. On the contrary, we think it proves that
the apologists of colonialism have no other arguments
left. Perhaps we shall disillusion some delegations
when we say ~fl.t most of the advanced elements in
the nevdy independent countrieswere not train~dunder

,-;;:> ...-:
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normal conditions by colonial Powers; most of them
werE} subjecte4 to a special kind of education which
opened no horizons and which imbued them with the
cult and the superiority of the metropolitan country,
while emphasizing their own cO:tlgenital incapacity,
Many of the advanced elements of today reached
adolescence at school without having had any op-.
portunity of learning that there were other countries
in the world besides the metropolitan country, which
was always described as a magnanimous saviour.

31. If these advanced elements have now shown
thE3mselves able to face their. responsibilities, this
should not be regarded as eyi.denceof the colonial
Power's intention to lead the dependent peoples towards their maturity, in accordap,ce with the spirit
of the United Nations Charter. On the contrary, the
successes-which in our opinion are unfortunately
too few-should be regarded as proof that no system
of education, however severe, can destroy the qualities ofa people determined to become free.
32. OUr present experience in Africa shows, in any
case, how fast the wheel of history can turn, maldng
the astonished colonial Powers giddy, since they
cannot understand that they have no choice but to
accept the loss of their paradise, a paradise which
waS a hell for the millions of human beings who for
too long had been reduced to the level of beasts of
burden. in the name of an imaginary racial superiority.
Like Mr. Jean Bruhatl, we pity the writers of geegr-a,phytextbooks who, he says,
"'--'..
.
-1ra:f~ hastily making and remaldng maps of the
Africa of 1956, which had s.ix independent States, as
against twenty-six in 1960. No sooner are these
States 'set up' (to use the accepted form of words)
than their institutions must be transformed. 11
33. And whenever the colonialists throw off some
ballast, they hope to keep the main cargo, for we Should
never forget that they never lightly give up the exploitation of the countries they do:m.inate.
34. We mow that two Powers have thought that they
could shelter themselves from the i:rresistible wind
of independence blowing through the continent ofAfrica
by inventing the legal artifice of overseas provinces
in order thus to draw a modest veil over the frantic
cQlonialism which they practise in their colonies. We
are very pleased by the decision of the Fourth Committeeof the United Nations General Assembly,§I
which has just ~evelled this last rampart by voting,
by a commendable majority" for a draft resolution
declaring tba.t the' so-called overseas provinces are
simply colonies' and shOUld be considered such ,from
now On.
35. The process of liberation has begun and Cam10t
be turned back. In the words of Abraham Lincoln:
NIt is .true that you may fool all the people some
of the time; you can even fool Some of the people
all the time; but you can't fool all of the people all
the time."
.'

36. We should like to- tell the die-hard colonialists
that the critical point in the liberation of the peoples
upder foreign domination was passed in .1960. The
awakening is noW universal, and all attempts to integrate the inhabitants of colonies with the nationals of
§j Sce Ogicial Rec:ords of the General Assembly. F'fteenth Session.
Fourth Cotmnittee;1048th meeting.

..

'

:metropolitan countries will be in vain. It must be
realized, moreover t that the metropolitan country is
never sincere in its desire for integration; integration
always creates insoluble prop1\'<lms for the metrq~oU_
tan country, and is directly-~gainstitsinterests,~1hich
are based essentigllY on defrauding those whose rights
are ostensibly befug restored.
.
37. Neither the balm of an illusory assimilation, as
in Apgola, nor orga~zed subversion" as in the Congo,
nor open war, as in Algeria, can save colonialism, )
for its doombas irrevocably been sealed. We repeat
that the process is historic and irreversible, and we
maintain that it is independent of the colonial Power's
will. Let us remember this. .
38. In the London Guildhall on 10 November 1942,
Sir Winston Churchill saicl this of the colonies:
"We mean to hold our own. I have not become the
King's Prime Minister in order to preside over the
liquidation of the British Empire. 11

39. We should also remember the famous Brazzaville
Conferance,which, according to the Gaullists, was a
liberal achievement of decolonization. This Conference
began its recommendations with these words:
11 The purposes of the work of civilization which
France has carried out in its colonies rule out any
idea of autonomy and any possibility of development
outside the French bloc of the Empire. Possible
self-government in the colonies, even in the distant
future"-:rnark this, even in the distant future-IIis
out of the question.".
40. Nor shoul:l we forget that the French Prime
Minister said Oh· 9 June· 1960 in the French National
Assembly: "We intend to protect our country's political interests, its strategic interests, its in~:tlectual
'influence and its economic Qpportunities."
41. Nothing could be clearer. >The exploiters of the
colonial countries intend to give',the colonial peoples
with. one band only what they can take away with the
other, since Africa produces, for :'~xample{S8.4per
cent of the world's diamonds, 66;)4 per cent of its
co}j\lt, 45 per cent of its gold,,35 per cent of its
phoSi1)hates, 29 per cent of .its manganese and nearly
25 per cent of its copper, apartfrom:natural rese;rves
of lead, zinc, bauxite, iron and radi().~activeminezals.
The continent of Africa is also the worldfs largest
producer of cocoa, ground-nuts and palm Qil.
42. Should we. conclude from all this that anyindependnnce. which is granted is necessarily a false indepet.:~ence that is to be despised? We donot think so,
becaul~e we are convinced . that whenever a colonial
people" gains a fragment of freedom, it owes it above
all tor'! a certain awakening of its masses. Another
. reasOlJ why we do nottbink so is that we knoW that
wheneWer a colonial people aohieves some form of .,.
self-de~~rmination, this victory inevitably g5.ves it
anothet~, opportunity to win a greater victory over the
forces d~\ foreign domination.
43. Gene:ra,l de Gaulle has _qnderstood this very wep'
as he de$p~rately:-.clli!gsa~ "Algerian Algeria'
while refusmgtG allow the AIg~lrian people to speak
for itself under United Nations.;,oontrol. We would ~
willing to wager that France, iIiits obstinate attempt
to _stifle the will of the proud ~nd brave people of
Algeria, will soon awake to the da~~ling realitieS of a
radiant Algeria, which will have burst its chainS and

to
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laid down its arms at the feet of the United Nations,
to hear the voice of its people in their new-found

confidence.

Its,~vhich

44. Meanwhile, let us act in such a way that those who
are not yet fighting to seize their freedom may be
grateful to the United Nations for sparing them from
a useless and unjust war. Is that not the first duty of
a world-embracing organization that issued from the
victory of ~g;ce~lQ~ng and freedom-loving peoples
over the forlres of NaZism and Fascism?
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45.

My de/legation hopes that the Assembly will
unanimouslJ( adopt all draft resolutions giving concrete
form to the~\ complete liquidation of coloniaUsm whic~~
may be subhlitted to it. The Assembly ,must d~this,
not only because such an attitude is in keepmg with the
spirit of the Charter, but in particular' because it
would be the most effective possible con~'b~:fijon to
the maintenance of world peace. As long as the\United
Nations recognizes that ,some people have the right to
control other people, there will be the prospect' of
conflicts, wtuch atany moment might break outin some
corner of Africa, Asia or America and, in view of the
present world political situation, lead to a largescale conflagration.
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46. The Assembly should not postpone its decision on

the pretext that a S1ate should reacha cer1ainstage of
development before being given control of its own
affairs. Although it is easy to speak of the plinciple
of a minimum level of development, we do not see how
such a level could be defined nor how the criteria for
setting time limits could be fixed. We see what Belgium did in the Congo in eighty years; we see what has
been done in the other parts of the world in several
centuries. W'J:l,en, moreover, we hear references being
,made to a level, we remember that the Nazi r~gime of
Hitler regarded the countries of Europg as unfit to
govern themselves. Everything, of course, isrelatlve.
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47. The right of peoples to self-determination is
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based, above all, on respect for human dignity, which
must come before all otiler considerations. In the
name of this sacred principle, my delegatlolf' has
co-sponsored· draft resolution A/L.323 and Add.l-4
and is re~dy to support any other efforts to speed the
movement for the liberation of all peoples under
foreign dominatlon and to promote the unconditional
gxoanting of independence to all colonial and dependent
c·ountries.
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48. Mr. DOSUMU-JOHNSON (Liberia): At the outset
of my statement, I Wish to express my delegation's
great satisfaction at the tre'nd of the world attitude
towurds this most debased political conception which
is knOwn as COlonialism, and at the fact that we have
wisely decided to discuss its complete eradication at
this time. By this awareness,the United Nations is
set to remove one of the greatest risks and dangers
to world peace, and consequently to rem.ove all
obstacles between nations. The possession and nonpOssession of colonies and raw materials have been
one of the chiefsources of international conflictamong
the Western Powers, and definitely the cause of the
two 'World wars. Thetb.eory of the \1haves" and the
"have nots" has its origin in colonial reflection and
had always engendered jealO'L1sy and hatred among
industrially develop~d States. The elimination of
colonialism is tberefo."e a contribution to the peace
and prosperity of mankind.
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49. M.·'Y co:nte.m.pora.. ies. in ~can nationalis.t. lItOVe..
ments, no matter how divergent our interpretations of
present trends may be, WiUagreewith me that. World
War n was a critical turning-point in mOdern colonial
history. It put an. el),d to complacency towards colonial
political, economic and culturalasp~~.rations.ltmarked
the beginning of the positive liquidation of colonial
empires., and the/:t;"ecogIrl.ti.on of nationalisUeaders not
aB hot-heads and ambitious radica.'1s, but as men of
sincere dedication to the causeoi\their people, entitled
to the respect and recognition Qftb.e world.
50. But it Would be fallacious to cQnclude that the .
profound changes now Jak!ng place iD. the interest of
subject peoples are manifestly the result ofourindividual or even collective efforts. To my rather I'\aive
mind, looking back over the road we have tr8,.~lled
since 1919 when we organj,zed the National Congress of
British West Africa, witha secretariatin the then Gold
Coast, and the COJ!gress of the African Peoples of t,he
World here in the United States, andviewingthe speed
With which ~~s are happening in(~e colonial world
of these days,·~lam inclined to c\pnclude that some
supernatural ford~, which w~ call Gt>d and others call
Allah, is respon~~ble for i~1 all. Some may not agree
with me, but this is''n'ly~l:>ellef.We, the agitators, were
only instruments in God's hands; and no ingenious
manipulation of words from quarters howe~er exal~"d
Will shift me one inch from the bed-rock of my confide~ein God as the arbiter of buma;n .events. How else
~~ you account for great colonial Powers giving up
the bread-baskets of their colonial territories without
a fight, if God's hand is not in it? I put my faith in
God-this not as a set doctrine of bellef, but as a
tendency towards action, the mat-m ofjl~rmulated
creed and an inspiration to endeavourt!ear1l9t, take
courage; thy great sorrows are carveld in, ~r'b.leand
they will not be inscribed there in va~---, '\; ~
51. This, however, does not imply quiGscenc,~ or
passive graduallsm. I~ does not mean that wesht\u.1d
relax our .effor.tse It means that Heaven helps :~~. ,e
who help themselves, and that that God WholJ\~e
POssib.le the. independ~nt Ghana
. ,Ni~!~ria,. C.o.ngo (.r~· ppoldvi11e) and, soon, Slerra Leone; and all the fa ~r
French colonies· now members of the French Co muni.ty, Will soon-possib.lyinafew y.ear-s ben.ce-.~... ~e. '
all Africa free, SO that even South '1\fricaand A.,~eZia'
I dare say, will be ruled by Africans.
."~~
1'.

52. My friends tell me that as I:-~coxrf~. o~" ~r I .
become conservatlve. Nothing could be furthe~fffrOm
the tJ;utb. The simple fact is that my utteranc t are
now governed by cireumstances~nd time.Whilifin the
past I agitatedwitb pugnacity, venom and ~tll<?tion,
now I endeavour to deliberate with logic, pati,-hce and
intellect to achieve the =same end. L5ie is a:tiynamic
equiUbrium.·
..
/
"
53. l'nb.erent in the Atlantic Charter is ~a principle
6f se]j-determination for all peoples. TJr)is PlinCi.pie
was, at the formation ofthe United NatlfM, embodJ.ed
in Article 73 of its Charter which I ~ote
in ~xteJ1SO:
,o
'j

s

{The speake.·r read the text of
Charter of the "United Nations.!

A~iC1.e'l3 of the

p '"
54•. ~. This a.rticle of the Charter i~(1he. biais of the

declaration wbich the African-Asia"D. members of this
Assembly have submitted for the unqiJalifled approval
of the Assemblyo
[J
55. ColOnialism ~s been the subject of much1iter~
ture of description., analysis and dogma. Its origin is

,........... ,.
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found in that pathologicalpoU'tic3.1!attitude which.predicated national greatness and prestige On overseas
possessions. The subject of our declaration is to the
effect that, domination of any nation over another is a
travesty of human justice; tl.1at it is always a sbllrce
of conflict and, in this age of modern comm:unication
and rabid nationalism, can more easily than in the
past provoke an international crisis~ Any attempt to
-condone or uphold or support any form of colonialism
is, to say the least, immoral.
56,,· {£he essence of colonialism is domination of one
nuti6n over one or several others. Itmaytal{e. several
-forms, such as conquest, outright purchase, extra-territoriality or economic condominium. Whatever
aspect it assumes, in essence it is agroup of persons
coming ,from another IAnd and imposing its will and
'-Pleasure on the original inhabitants without regard to
their elem.entary, intere$ts'l and they are inv.ariably
reduced to the position of hewers of wooer and
dn(wers of water, forever consigh?d to providing
for the colonizers the prerequisites ef a refined and
Cultured life, while they themselves are prevented
by their poverty and ignorance from any share or
part in that life.
57. Colonial empires have been built on the sweat
and wretchedness of the aborigines. The great explorers of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, in
their searoh for adventure, knowledge,. glory for their
kings, riches for themselves and their friends under
the guise of the so-called civilizing mission, exploited,
ravaged and pillaged colonial peoples and territories,
leaving many of them. homeless and debauched. Their
complex of superiority left the aborigines no right
which tile colonizers were bound to respect. The
atrocities and deprivations that accompanied colonialism are too sordid' for recital here. Suffice it to
say that it w:as a black era for Asia and Africa.
58. With the advent and grOVi1:h of modern capitalism
With its concomitant of commeroial and trade expan-slon, remote areas were penetJ.aatedwith the protection
of Governments. Reluctant mandarins in China were
subdued by foreign warships. The Ea"st European
armies moved against the Emir of Bokhara.
59. ' Seized by so-called national needs and strategic
interests, the British and French became involved in
Nf'~l~ America and India; Russia and Japan in Man, chura and Korea; Britain, France, Spain, Portugal,
the Netherlands, BelgiuJn,' Italy and Germany were all
involved in Asia and A;B:lca, each netting as part of its
booty colonial land area~severaltimeslargerthaL.lts
size" The colonial mentality continued to be so strong
an instrmttEmt of national policy that the Third Reich
planned to turn Poland and Russia into vast colonies to
be peopled by foreign farmers who would be served
by the slave labour of the popuhNion that remained
,unexterminated.
-·r'
BO. This is among the compelling reasons why this
Assembly shOUld take positive steps' to remove all
traces of colonialism from the face of the earth. To
this end my delegation is committed..
61. Here I would like to interpose that we note with
satisfaction that the Spanish Government has agreed
to i'e'Yiew .its position and to submit reports on its
colonies to the United'Nations periodically.

62. Despite the fact that colonialismhasbeenamajor
topic in s11 African and Asian conferences of reoent

-

y~rs-Bandung.Accra, Monrovia, Addis Ababa and

elsewhere--we have never asked for the, flnalending
of it in the United' Nations. We must, tht'.jefore,
appreciate the Soviet Union's action in placing this
'qUestion on the agenda of the United Nations.
63. If the British and French were the only colonizing
Powers in the world today, our 'argument would have
been very much weakened by recent treuds in their
colonialpolioies. Although we are not in complete
agreement with them on Algeria, Kenya and the
Federation of Rhodesia. we are comforted by their!
willingness to cOo-operate, as they are setting their \\
colonies free. They have perhaps learnt that they have '
more to gain by setting their colonies free and l.'e1;aining their friendsbipthan by forcing them to war; and
the sooner they'do this for the rema:ilrl.Lg oolonies the
better it will be for them.
64.' However, there are die-bards, such as Portugal
and Spain, which seek to make Africa a part of Europe.
The Portuguese and Spanish colonies are the most
deplorable, and inhuman in the colonial history ofthese
times, although they have been longer in the colonial
'
field than any'other European nations.
65. The Africans in Mozambique-S,780,OOO-and
Angola-4,145,OOO-live under a .dictatorship of the
cruelest kind. I was not toldtbis; Iwent there. All the
fancy talk of equal rights and no colour bar, and that
colonies are an integral part of Portugal, is a fraud
and, an insult to the conscience of mankind. because
these are benefits designed for civilized perso~, and
under Portuguese practice few Africans qualify as
such. The Africans in these territories live m abject
poverty. Forced labour is practised on them, as they
are always handed over to employers ittheyfail to pay
the poll-tax. They are not even permitted to drive
taxis, as .such employment is reserved for Portuguese.
Strangers are not permitted to talk to Africans in these
two countries unless in the Portuguese language. This
is official policy. Bissau and Sao Tom~ are even. worse
than these. This Assembly must take positive measures to ~elieve the plight of the Africans in Spanish
Femando Po 'and' the Portuguese colonies, and in the
former British colony of South Africa. South Africa
was a British colony, and in the transfer of power
Britain should have protected the African popu1atio~.
Consequently, it shares responsibility for the plight of
the African in the Union of South Africa.
66. Uganda, Kenya, the Central Federation ofRhod~
sia, South West Africa, Bechuanaland, Basutoland and
a few others here and there on the colonial list cry
out for independence. They are exposed to a colour bar
:;l.nd other inhuman treatment. Although there are
hopeful 1\ligns, these are too small. The only remedy
open to the Africans is complete political independence
as a means of raising themselves from the degrading
position of an incarnate Lazarus feeding on the crumbs
of alien taxmasters to. the posture of equa,lityandhuman
dignity which is their rightful heritage.
67. It is needless to compile statistics to prove the
immorality of colonialism. It is a system that ~kes
'the manhood out· of those exposed to it. It robs the
people of their resources and gives them nothing
comparable in return.
68. Viewing it in the light ofthedeclarationwhtch my
delegation has ({,co-sponsored with ,alacrity) let US
examine this baneful system with regard to its poUtical, economic and cultural implications and, where
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possible, disprove all ··prereXts for delaying independence.
.
.,
69.ContJ:ary to the'belietoftenentertained bypeople
whose education just suffices to elevate them from the
status· of boors, the Africans, prior to the advent of
European tradersJn Africa, had a well-ordered and
h.ighly . developed system, of family life, community
development, education for boys and girls, arts and
health.
'

74. Within forty years Africa's 11,545,000 square
miles, With the exception of the areas occupied 'by
sove:reign Liberia :and Ethiopia, were staked outamong
.the great Powers , with unhappy consequences for the
inhabitants. Despite the lofty humanitarian principles
which were ech()ed :In the platforI;l1s of Europe, the
practices of these early colonizers were neither lofty
nor h11Inane. If you look at the treaties 'with their. x's
as symb()J,r"of . acceptance by unlettered chieftains,
you cannot tiut be convinced of the varying d~grees
of deception employed to induce Africans to' Sign
papers they did not understand. If I do not understand
these treaties today, you can imagi:ile how much less
they understood them then.

70. The heart of African society, .since beforetbe
European invasion, has been the family. A broad view
is taken of family relationship·and responsibility. It is
composed of every link in the family chain. Marriage
is the business of the whole group. The cultural
75. In some instances political affairs were left .to
pristine value of the community and the chieftaincy
companies and individuals who. were willing to
./'I).rivaoo
"will be attested to by all those who have obs@rved it
'condone
the treatment of the African, which was not
with unbiased minds, whether they be missionaries,
in
harmony
with their protestations of concern forhi~.
anthropologists or sociologists. Because the African
Ufe
and
liberty.
Some of the methods used to recruit
believes in the continuity of family and community, b.~
labour and to keep it were the Same as those employed
does his level best to instil in his children the things
by
the slave driver, and resistance by the conscript
for which the family and the community stand. The
met
with counter-meaS1U'6S of the most brutal sort.
educational processes were by observation, involve. ment and formal learning. Notwithstanding all its
76. If we are anxious to have a declaration oncoloaspects, this culture was ridiculed and the. social
nialism in the face of the kaleidoscopic changes 'faking
system ignored or disrespected. •
place in Africa today, it is because consistency is not
a part of the vocabulary in colonial circles,. The stream
71. To say that· the African had no government and
of colonial policy has many .tributaries which are
~t it took the' Europeans to introduce political system
sensitive to changes in the intellectual climate of the
in Africa is to make a statement without foundation in
home cOlUltry.
fact. When God divided the world, He gave a portion
77. The argument that the colonies are not yet preeach to Shem, Ham and Japheth. Ham took Africa as
pa:r:.jd for independence is untenable. They said that
his portion. With his sons, eush" Phut and Mizraim,
about all the colonies that have attainedindependence.
the government of AfI'ica began and later gave rise to
No amount of political tutelage can give a people the
the empires of Sokoto, Gando, Kano, Conghoi and the
real robustness that.independence supplies. Go there
various'dynasties of Egypt. When European colonizatoday and see what Africans have done forthemselves
tion of Africa began under the intrepid mariners of
since independence. The .Africa~s managed their. own
Prince Henry in the fifteenth century, Africam.\ on the
affairs
before the colonial er~;' Ibave no doubt that
Atli.:.ntic shores were in trade contact with Mediterthey can manage them today 'with the United Nations
ranean traders since as far backas 600 B.e. and were
as their guide.
enjoying the benefits of a cultural evolution with its
seat in the Nile, Tigris and Euphrates rIvers. The
78. It would be a travesty on theprfuciples of. the
claim that they came to protect us is balderdash, for
purest justice if I failed to express my indebtedness
when enemies really came we were usually left to our
to Western missions which set me an.dmanyothers on
own fate.
the road 0 modern politicaLpractic~,yes, myindebtedness
to Western .science and medicine, engineering,
72. IVlany of the things 'you hear about today, such as
weJ.i?re, administration and other modern parapherdisease.s, curable and incurable, did not begin to
nalia. But these cannot be substituted for the indeafflict the African until the invasion of alien forces,
penden.ce of my. brethren who are systematically
which ravaged and pillaged the homes of Africans and
deprived of the right to. speak and move about With the
in some instances sold them into slavery. Being forced
dignity that characterizes manhood.
'
to do things against their will and towork for masters
instead of for themselves was too bitter a pill to
79. All that the Africans-East, West, . North·
swallow. Death or indolence or shiftlessness was
,South-are.
asking the. colonial and administering
.resorted to as a way of life. Freedom and democracy,
Powers
~ and the great democratic nations is that they
the keystone of English liberty and the watchword of
accord the colonies political independence sothatthey
Europe, was never exported to the colonial territories.
may develop hatter' houses, better food, a higher
A strange form of freedom was inaugurated 'in dealing
standard of living generally; a. vigorous .natiomtl .
With Asians and African::s.
economy; a stable society with its concomitants of
schools,
colleges,. w~lfare centres,hospita~s".disci...
73. Colonialism in any shape or form is bad. It
plined
army
and pOlice,}3ivil and politic11 liberty.
brought to Asia and Africa a great deal of evil which
was encouraged in some instances by the coloniZing
80. People in territories undercolonialdommation
Powers. Interested in the wealth that they could find
desire a better life. It is not necessary for their
to enrich the coffers of merchant princes in Europe,
children to be damned to cOme into the world With
pirates and adventurers like Drake, Frobisher and
disease or for them themselves to be subjectall their
Hawldns burnt down African towns and villages and
lives to its debilitating and incapacitating effects.
sold their inhabitants into slavery. In many places the
\\ Africans were only beasts of burden. This is what
81. It is peculiarly obtuse for any MemrJ81F~f the
Kiplingfs white man's burden did for Africa. We should
United Nations to claim any section of Africa a's part
tha:nk God for t\1e.I\losquitoes in West Africa.
of his metropolitan territory, as is also the. assertion

or
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recently ntade by a certain European Head of State,
that in discussing Africa the United Nations is meddling in the domestic affairs of his country.. This is a:.a
outmoded subterfuge. Any inhuman practice perpetrated on subject peoples, every colonial question in
any pa:r:t of the world, is within the competence of the
United Nations, and it is so unde:r:stood.
82. The year 1960 should be made complete in its
claim as the "African Year tt by the adoption of this
declaration as a charter of freedom for the remaining
colonial territories from exploitation and servitude,
and· thus make them beneficiaries of the fundamental
human rights which the United Nations assures to all
peoples.
.83. Prepared or unprepared, experience has taught us
that they will develop faster under a government of
their own choosing.
84. ~e PRESIDENT: Before. I' call on the next
speaker, I should like to draw the attention of the
Assembly to document A/L.323/Add.5, which informs
us that Gabon and the Philippines have been added to
the list of sponsors of the draft resolution.
85. Mr. TOURA GABA (Chad) (translated from French):
The delegation of Chad has listenedwith clearlyunderstandable interest to the speakers who have preceded
it to this rostrum. fndeed, of all the discussions in
which it has bad the honour to take part, my delegation
considers the one in which we are engaged today as
being by far the mostimportantbecauseithas a direct
bearing on both the presentand the future. Colonialism
is not a stl.-anger to the ills from which our unfortunate
planet suffe:r:s.
86. My delegation would in this connexion like to
address itself particularly to the delegations of those
nations which still have political and economic responsibilities overseas.
87. ;For reasons which are well known, this debate
concei11S them as de~ply, if not more deeply, than it
concerns· us, the representatives of the young nations
that :i'JtY'e co-sponso:r:ed the draft declaraticm on the end
of colonialisi'P. which will be proposed, towards the end
of our discusslpn, for the acceptance ofthis Assembly.
88. Since they boo·at of a Christian ciVilization which
isbmlt, so we are tJA.ught, on charity,justice" love for
one's neighbour ;a.ndother such principles, the representatives of' the nations indicted in the declaration
will undoubtedly :find themselves on the horns of a
dilemma and, as so m.any of their co-religionists, the
victims of severe attacks .of conscience. They Certainly know the consequences,. happy or disastrous as
the case ~y be, ofthe vote they will cast at the end of
this debate. Never has a vote had Bomuch importance
for the whole of the world, and fo:r: the white race in
particular t paralysed as it is· by its deep-rooted iftstinct of self-preservation. Never, owing to a handLful of
backward-looking people who obstinately clin~ to the
last vestiges of an irretrievable past, has Christianity,
of which the white race is apparently so proud, been in.
so great danger in the dependent countries. Never have
other religions known suc}1 popularity in these colonies.
89. My delegation would like to hope that the colomalist nations· will, this year, make a magnanimous
gesture. They callnotshow themselves inferior to those
nations which hAve voluntarily recognized the necessity
of liberating their colonies.
.

-

90. No one hesitates to proclaim from the rOof-tops
that he is free and democratic. But can a free and
democratic person oppress other men? It is unthinkable to refuse to others what one demands for oneself.

91. Are not the flags and anthems of the colonialist
oountries themselves a sign of their g:r:eat love for
independence? The need to be free and independent is
inherent in the human person. It would therefore be
criminal, futile and against the will of God to refuse,
on any g:r:ound whatever to give full and total independence to an individual, and even more to a people,
that demands it.
92. My delegation would further like to hope that the
colonialist nations, w:hich for well-known reasonS have
spread prog:r:essive ideas throughout the wor1d~ will
not reverse themselves here; they must not fail to be
logical with tbemselves. Hence my delegation directs
a pressing appe..~l to them to unite their efforts with
ours so that we may build a new world from which
slavery will be ba.ni~hed and where juStice, equality,
brotherhood and harmony at last will reign.
93. In order to rOUEe it.epeople to the struggle for
national independence, one of the older republics which
sits among us here reinvig()rated the religion of its
ancestors. Though clothing it in CIU'istian rites, it
drew Jesus Christ and his faiithful apostles in its own
image, excluding ..Judas of cot.\rse. These people proudly tell us that without this memmorphosis they would
never have succeeded in driving the in~'2der from their
country. If the colonialists continue to reason as their
ancesf,ors did, and like them allow thernselves to be
overtaken by the times, we fear that this pheno.men
will recur Ort a large and devastating scale. It will
carry everything before it, and nothing which recalls
colonialism will remain..
.
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94. "Let us see to it together that, for the good of
manldnd, this calamity, which inllootical language
has been deSCribed as a return to the well-springs of
humanity, does not come about.
95. This sombre prospect gives singular importance
to the debate which you, Mr. President, are directing
with your customary competence and distinction. Would
it be asldng too much to beg you to use your influence
so that those whom the colonial Powers heed might
make an extra effort to bring about file freeing of
colonies which alltbe peoples of the world so ardently
desire? OUr Assembly, the reflecti.on of these peoples
who thirst for justice and deeply believe in the neces..
sity for peaceful coexistence,' could not fail to be
grateful to you..
96. The African co.ntinent is ,shaped somewhat like a
ques~'~on-m.ark, but also somewhat like a pistol pointecl,
as if by chance, at the Unicn of South Africa. It is for
the colonial Powers to see to itthat the continent is not
transformed into a real pistol, but remains a peaceful
question-mark. To do this the colonial Powers must
henceforth show that they can respond in time to the
questions put to them. This is vital to. the interests of
peace and friendship among peoples.
97. Africa does not bear malice or seek revenge; it is
not racist. and has no special dis1ik~ for foreigners.
All race~ liVe there togethcl-, all opinions are freely
expressed, except of course in the territori~~ which
are still 'lU1der the colonial yoke. Africa a180 knows
how to forget. The proof of this is in the young nationS
where the indigenous people and. colonizers live and
work together in friendShip and dignity.
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. 98. The draft resolution which is before you in docu-

ment A/L.323 and Add.1-5 comes from most, if not
all, of the formerly colonizednations. It is the expression of those who know the colonial r~gime better than
anyone else and who can assess its advantages and
disadvantages in a t.r'Ue perspective. The domination
of one people byanother, a condition contrary to fundamental hUD;laR rights and to the Charter of the United
NationS, is somethll1g that is known to all people. But
henceforth colanialil3m is condemned, and its perpetuation is recognized to be a clear threat to inter;'
national peace and security.
99. All peoples have the right of self-determination;
no political, economic or social pretext may be used
to deprive them of this right. We address a pressing
appeal to all the great nations to put an end to all
armed aC'(;ion and all other repressive measures
directed against the still dependent peoples thatpeacefully claim their independence. Such is the spirit of
our draft resolution.
100. Our continent knows its origins and its potentialities; it knows its value both for the present and
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for the future. Thus, when Africa and its sister continent Asia have occasion to speak of other continents,
they sometimes wear the tender smile of an indulgent
mother.
101. Africa cannot therefore ignore or dispense with
the other continents. Perhaps more than them itneeds
outside assistance to develop its fabulous latentriches.
It cannot, in the interdependent world of today, set
itself apart or withdraw into itself.As in the past it
wants to be both donor and recipient of everything that
enriches and does honour to our common heritage:
civilization.
102. The time has come when Africa as a whole must
occupy the select place it deserves in the family of
sovereign nations. Its intentions are pure, and, as in
the past, it is worthy of confidence.
103. I shall conclude by renewing· my app~a1/to the
colonial Plowers to join disinterestedly with us so that
thebreadfb. of the bistoric vote we snaIl talte wIll not
be lessened by a discordant note.
The meeting rose at 10.20 p.a,.
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AGENDA ITEM 87
Dec~laration on t~e granting of in~ependence to colonial

countrh!s and peoples (continue~)

.
•
.
1. Mr. SHANAHJ\.N (New Zealand): Since the founding
of the United Nat:lons a large part ofits work has been
directed to improving the position of peoples who could
not play a full part, as adult members, in the government of the society to which they belonged. This work
ha.s not been confined to the application of the provisions of the Charter relating to Trust and Non-SelfGoverning Territories: it has found expression also in
the steps taken by the United Nations to fulfil its de(~lared pu~oseof promoting respect for human rights
and freedoms for all, without distinctions of any kind.
.
~
2. The tree of freedom and independence is firmly
rooted in the Charter; and, at this session of the
General Assembly, we have witnessed its finest flower'"
ing. At this moment, whensevel1teennewlyindependent
countries have so recently been admitted to membership, it is natural that we should turn our attention to
the distance still to go, before the task can be complated. That is the reason why the concept of a draft
.declaration finds such a ready respon.se in this Assembly.
3. The very essence of this project is a belief in the
individual worth and dignity of all human beings-a
i belief which allovrs of no distinction on grounds of
race, of colou:.: ur of nationality, and which cannot be
fully vindicated as long as one people·exercises any
f9J.!M of hegemony over another. My delegation can
s\tbscnbe whole"'heartedly-and without any reservation or qualification-to a reaffirmation of this belief.
The people of New Zealand are as eager as those of
any other country to see a world of independent nations
~oI'king together for the common good of mankind,
f¥eed from the evils of racial disorimination and from
all forms of domination and oppression.
4. Let me say at once that my delegation does not
equate those evils with the term "colonialism". It
~9uld.he 'no service to the ideals ofthis Organization to
,'find a c~.tch-phrase for all the shortcomings of the
social'order in national societies. When the existence
o~ coloni,.ilism is openly recognized, as merely a pass'"
ing phase in the development of a particular'territory,
it shquld not be l1sed as a term. of disparagement.
• !I

That is the position in the ca.ses of the Trust and NonSelf-Governing Territories whose peoples are admitted to be within the scope of the relevant chapters
of the United Nations Charter.
5. It is a fact worth recalling that the States which
have borne the heaviest responsibilities for the administration of Trust and Non-Selfoo.Governing Territories were among the founding Members of this Organization, and that theyfreel~~ndvoluntarily assumed
the obligations which the Charter created. Their record
of performance is symbolized by the presence among
us of "the rep~~sentatives of many new States, which
have been brought to independence by the UnitedK~ngdom, France and other countries. In. this process, the
influence and moral authority of the United Nations
have played their own unique part; but that in turn was
made possible because the administering Powers
joined with othel~ independent States in framing .and
subscribing to th~~ provisions of the Charter it~elf.
6. Any declaration which· the Assembly adopts must
build on these foundations. In placing on record a
solemn expressi\'Jn of our aspirations for all peoples
who do not have:, a full measure of freedom, we must
not-as the Sovie,; Union and itssupporterswouldhaye
us do-ignore o~ belittle the honest efforts and sub..
stantial progress which have been made. Oursolici~
tude must ~end to all the· peoples whose actual state
of indepen~ence and subordination is not avowed.
7. In particula.r, the Assembly's attention should not
be confined to the Trust and Non-Self-GoverningTerritories which already come under the scrutiny of the
appropriate organs of the United Nations. We m:ust
take into account other and truly sinister forms of
colonialism-sinister because there are no pledges to
end them, no endeavours to redress wrongs actively
perpetrated in our own times, in defiance of Cllhrter
obligations and in full awareness of the humansuffering and degradation they have caused.
8. My delegation has welcomed the inf.tiativetakenby
the African and Asian States which have putforward a
draft declaration on the granting of independence to'
colonial countdes and peoples [A/L.323 andAdd.1-5h
This·· proposal must be regarded as a continuation of
the work begun when the Charter marked out the path
towards the goal of universal independence. We would
readily agree that to place any obstacles In this path
would be wholly at variance with the letter and the
spirit of the Charter.
.
9" . Yet the Charter itself recognizes that every people
and territory which travels this. pathm.ust set a pace
in keeping With itsc~:pabil1ties. That is why the detaUedprovisions governing Trust· and Non-Self-Gpverning Territories left room for a fiexibleapproach .
capable of beingadj'Usted to the circtlmstances 9feach
territory. This flexible approach was necessary only
because the immediate gl7ant of seH-goveI'I1Ib.en~ or
independence would in most cases have been'detli...
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mental to the real interests ofthe territory concerned.
yokes the whole moral authority of the United Nations.
To command the same universal respect, a, declara...
Many of the sponsors of the draft declaration have
first-hand experience of the provisions of Chapters XI tion on the granting of independence to colonial· coun'"
and XII of the Charter and how they have worked out tries and peoples must come up to the same standards
in practice. We have not heard any suggestion that' of objective validity and l'eflect the same positive
when these provisions are fully acknowledged and im- , approach. To take its place among the great documents
of the United Nation~, it must also be scrupulously
plementedby the administering Power concerned they
operate in any way to the detriment of a Trust or fair and must not at\tribute to administering Powers
motives and intentions which are the antithesis of
Non-Selt-Governing 'l'erritory orto delay its independence unre,asonably.
their settled policies and the results they have already
achieved.
10. New Zealand, also is in a position to judge for
14. We have no doubt that the intentions of the authoI"D
itself the efficacy of the Trusteeship System. There
of the present draft are in keeping with those aims.
is no doubt that its application to Western Samoa., for
It
is certainly' a praiseworthy objective to try to seCUre
example, has substantially hastened the day, nowarfull
acceptance and implementation by all States of
rived, when the people of Western Samoa feel able and
their Charter obligations, and also to speed uP-as
ready to become independent. This is not because in
the absence of a trusteeship agreement New Zealand m.uch as is consistent with good sense and practical
possibilities-the processes leading to independence
would have wished or would have been able to refuse
for
all peoples in the form. which they themselves
demands for indep'f/mdence., It is simply that the standards set by the Assembly and by the Trusteeship have chosen as best suited to their needs.
Council and their' c9.reful appraisal of progress have
15. At a session of the Assembly which has been so
encour.aged the growth of political institutions, the
deeply concerned with the tragic events in the Congo,
development of econo)mic and technical 'resources and we must be aware of the difficulties and complexities
the training of a nucleus of officials, teachers and in bringing a territory to independence. Under the
experts. The exisHmce of this basic' equipment is the
Charter an obligation to prepare dependent peoples
prerequisite for aln independence haVing any reality
for independence is imposed on the administering
or stability. WftlE'Jn the Prime Minister of Western
Power. It is therefore necessary to avoid any expresSamoa comes h~te next week to ask this Assembly to
sion of principle which may weaken the force of this
set in train the termination of the Trusteeshi.pAgreeobligation or cast doubt upon the need for its fulfil..
ment, 1 ,do not think we shall hear him say-as has
ment.
been said frol..n this rostrum in the course of this
16.. It may be that in some oases the work of presession....that lihe Trusteeship System has not justified
paring
for independence should have begun earlier or
itself anywhe:rta and should be buried.
have been, carried on more quickly-though under the
11., I repea.t 1~hat we all'e building on the Charter, and
spur of the Charter our conceptions have changed in
that its detailed provisions have already proved their these last changing years. It is proper to ensure that
worth in sec11.1ring-at 8'. much faster rate than many
all administering Powers are aware of their responsiwould have thought possible-the independence of a
bilities and are taking stl.3PS to discharge them. Bltt
large nUlllbeir of Trust andNon-Self-Governinl!Terri- it will serve no one, least of all the peoples of the
tlJries. Thifi' is the reality we need to bear inmind, if territory concerned, if the task still, to be completed
we are to Ir¥ake an honest assessment of the value and
is simply ab~ndoned(
purposes 02f a new declaration. SUch a document must
17. We were all impressed when the leader of one of
deal in gel1'laralitie~,. It cannot provide a rule of thumb
the grei!,t African nations admitted to m.embership this
which offers any automatic soluti.on of remaining coyear paid a tribute to the work Which the former Ad...
lonial problems; for, as the Charter recognizes, each
ministering
Authority had pat into preparing his councase isgc#ver.ned by its ownparticularcireumstances.
The test, is always that of determining what wUl best try for independtSnce. Let us be honest enough to
acknowledge freely the need for this preparation, to
suit the dnterests of the peoples-of all the peoplesrecognize that ir., most cases it is being carried on at
Whose d(,~stiny is at stake.
an ever lncreaS flng rat.e, with an integrity of purpose
12.. It lis in this light that my delegation judges the
and an unsurpassed devotion~
,
,
draft declaratipn submitted to us by the African and
18. For' all th£i;se reaSl'lns my delegation hopes thattha
Asian states.. What is here contemplated is not a
sponsors will bo Willing 'to consider rephrasing some
trea~J instrument, every stipulation of which would
parts
of their d},-aft. In some cases, what is implicit
Uave 'to be minutely weighed by each country that (Joncould
be
made 6}~plicit.. Understandably9 many of th(~
'templated adherence-and" indeed, it would seem to us
almost ilnpossible for such a,n instlument to improve sponsors were preoccupied With the remaining large
dependent territol\i.es in Africa. There is, howeverll a
upotl the tried and tested provisiollSl of the Charter.
need to make sure that the rights of. people subject to
Ra~her it is the object of a declaration, to capture and
reflect faithfully ideals and principles which axre of other fOl'ms of (mlon;ia1ism are equally prot9cted, and
that the different nt.)ed$ of smaller territorie$ in
universal
application.
j
regions other than .A.f~tica are notov91'10oked..
l~J. A declaration such as that now proposed by the
19. In relation to operative paragraph 5, therecan\be
ff,)rty..two countrief3 which have joined ~lS co-sponsors
no reason for not givhlg express recognition to the \
r/A/I~.323 and Add.1-5] would be in the best United
Nations tra.dition if it plac'ed on l'ecOJrd an optimum ~e!01owledged principle that, when the' time comes, the
people of these small territories may well choose a
,,·~tandard of attainment, in the work of bringing to an
fOl\:'!D.
of independence which Q\1es not inyolve the!~'
ena4j;l-1c"fortnsof colonialism at the earliest possible
separate
existence as & sovereign State. We also thi,nk
date. T}:i~ Universal Declaration of Human Rights ia
it would be possible to b:r::ing out more clearly in this
the grea~<~am:pleof a statement of principle so genparagraph
that the dUty of admimsterii1.g Powers is to
erally r~j.,ognized and so widely. supported that it in/1
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set in train immediately the processes which will which might be made to deviate thns important disenable their territories to achieve independence, in an
cussion towards purposes which areforeigntothehigh
orderly manner at the earliest possible date.
principles involved.
20. We also feel that the seventh paragraph of the
26. As we talte ¥pthis discussion at thepresent se8preamble does not take sufficient account of the many
sion of the General Assembly, one aspect of this pa1"""
ways in which the more developed countries are sharticulargathering is predominant in our minds;'the fact
ing their resources with the less developed countries,
tha~ there are so, many newly independent States sitting
whether or not they have yet attained independence.
wit~, us in this hall on the basis of equality and bringFrom what I have already said, it will be clear that
ingtheir own valuable contributions in this debatewhich
we consider that the ninth paragraph of the preamble
deals with a matter of such vital importance. Some
would be more happily, expressed if it did not imply
time ago it would have been difficult even to imagine
that colonialism was the Source of segregation and
such! rapid progress along the pai;Q,of freedom and
discrimination.
2ndependence. This reality is in itself a most ~ignifi..,&.1
'
•
,cant proof of the fact that the movement towards free21. The drcni: as a whole sh~uld, w.e thInk, refleCt
dom is irrev~rsible and will remain as the dominant
characteristic trend of thi .
tu
.
the fact that most of the adnunistenng Powers are
s cen ry.
already fully committed to the policy of permitting
the peoples of their territories freely to determine
27. Another happy trend is .constituted by tne fact that
their own future. In those circumstances it is wrong
the evolutionary processes which are culmlnating in a
to imply in operative paragraph 4 that all armed action movement of emancipation over a large part of the
is necessarily dire.et.ed toward preventing dependent
world are commonly upheld by the majority of people
~eoples_!ro.~ exerclsmg this free choic.eandobtainillg
in all the contj.nentsc Consequently, we can s~e today
~ts reahzatIon. Surely it would ~.e deSIrable to mike
that the attainment of freedom and .indepoodence
It clear that the uses of force WhICh are legitimate in
through evolutionary processes and without hideous
any State are not precluded. For example, the reprebloodshed is gradually becoming the general rule in~entative of Burma .mentioned ye~te,rday [93Oth meetstead of the exception, though, as we all know, quite
109] that in order to prevent cnme the police might
a number of tragic cases in the opposite direction
need to use force.
ha11e existed in recent years and some continue. to
,22. Finally, the text slnould establishbeyond doubt that
exist.
we are concerned not only with the peoples of Trust
28. My own country has had its bitter share of war
and Non-Self-Govern1lDg Territories but with all
and bloodshed and devastation in the past. Therefore
peoples who do not at,present enjoy an effective indewe lmowwhat it is for a young nation to lose the cre:h...~
pendence or full freedoms._
of its youth and to have its resources laid waste. 'We
23. I mention the desirability of these clarifications
also know that freedom ..~~g independence are to be
because the New Zealand delegation is eager to give
tre~sured above everything else. But, as we havewitits whole:z..hearted support to a declarationwhich would
nessed during the last decaq~s, these high ideals have
testify not only to the uncompromising stand of the
been attained and continue to b~ attained in certain
" United Nations against the continuation of colonialiem
parts of the world through. evolutlonary processes.. We
in'lany form but also to its ability to recognize good'as
a.r e of ~e opinion !hat, Wherever such pcace~1transiwen as too cOlldemn evil and to face and to grapple with hons mi:LY be attamed, they should be consldered as
the very .real practical problems which must be overoccasions for particular rejoicing.
come be~(.rt'e all territories and peoples can be truly
29. As we take up this discussion today these two
1.ree and md(~pendent.
important facts' which I have mentioned show clearly
24. Mr. MENEMENCIOGLU(Turkey); The Turkish
that there eXi~ts .agr:ement i? large areas of .the
delegation COIi\siders t":1',e discussion on the declaration world over ultimate alms and Ideals on the subJect
concerning thld indepen,(Ience of colonial countries and
under consideration. It is, therefore, an occasion of
peoples as one of the 1.'li.YSt important tasks which has
profound satisfaction for m.y delegation to co-sponsor
been take~. 'ap by the' Assembly during recent years.
a dr~ declaration in,defence of the· ideals of freedom
Wesb.are the views expressed by many. speakers who
and Independence, while we are conscious of the fact
have preceded v.S to the effect that this debate may
tha.t today such a declaration cannot be construed as
elucidate a number ot! important problems and may
being ~gainst .anybodYf 3:fly c~untry o~ .any group .of
contribute to formuhLting certain fundamental princountries. ThiS. declaration :l:lJIlS atglvmg a forceful
ciples of the utmost .aignificance fo!" the nations of the
an~ epoch-makmg expression to a set of basic ideas
world.'
which are deeply rooted among all thepeQples of the
world. We are confidellt that these ideals will continue
25. The subjel~t,under consideration includes such
to wield great influence wherever the cause offreedom
high aspirations a\~ "freedom It, "self-determination",
and independence may be in jeopardy in the future.
,fiindependence" and lIterritorial integrityff. These are
high ideals which a~re dear to the people of my country.
30. ".T?e araft declaratlOn co-sponsored by over forty
Indeed, in their his1POry both old and new the Turkish
coun..nes [A/L.323 and Add.1-5] 'is aimetlatextend;'ng
people have given ampl~ proof of the valtle which they
freedom and independence to., such dependent terri..
attach to these higl1. principles. Sometimes, under adtoriesas have not yet attained these, attributes. While
verse conditions, (Jur people have found themselves in
formulating th~conditions under which these te:re.the necessity of defending these principles singletorie.s may enJoy the .fruits of their e~ancipation, It
handed and at th~ cost of great sacrifiee. In Consewas }nevit~le and lo~cal that 'Ye shoulf,i try to ~ttend
quencc, like many other delegations. we are mindful
to them all the .basIc .prere.qulsites of. freedoman,d,
of the need to give to this debate s~rious, objective
independence Which are chenshed by our own peoples.
and constructive attention. There should be no doubt
31. Consequently the text before us l1lakes reference
that my delegation cannot participate in any attempt
to 0uch high aspirations as freedom, self-deterlllina";
"!\

.

'
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tion, independence, territorial integrity and racial
equality. These' are lofty ideals whj,chsb.ould be cherished by all countries old and new."
32. The incorporation of these principles in the draft
declaration should serve to remind all countrieswhich
have newly attained freedom and independence, and all
otherl:; which will soon follow, to be forever vigilant
so as to preserve their freedom and ind(~:pendence in
th.e face of whatever danger they may encounter in the
futu.re.
33. The attainment of independe~~e is certainly not an
end but a beginning. This was proclaimed with great
insistence by Kemal Atatui~k, the founder of.modern
Turkey ~ The legacy which he has left to the young
generations of our country and whk~h has had a profound influence in great areas of the world points to
a two-fold, purpose: first, to preserve at all cost the
freedom, independence and territorial integrity of the
country which have been optained through greatsacrifice; and· second, toconc;·entrate all efforts for accelerated development in the economic, social, cul~raland
political fields, not only with the aim of integrating our
country with the most advanced conceptit;ns ofmodern
civilization, but also because such develO'pmentconstitutes, ,in the long run, the only tru~ guarantee for
preserving intact the fruits of freed.om and independ'ence which are cherished above all by my countrymen.
.34. This legacy of our great founder, KemalAtaturk,
together with his motto, "Peace in the motherland and
peace in the world", continue to be the solid cornerstones of our political conceptions in Turkey.

35. The Turkish Republic, which was founded some
forty years ago on these con'Viotions and which has
evolved its policy in the same direction ever since,
is p~rtj:c\llarly happy to collaborate with so many new
Members of the United Natj.ons for the solid entrenchmEmt of these ideals in wide areas of the world. The
fact that so many other countries will soon attain
independence, and that they will soon join us here to
make their own valuable contribution to the cause of
peace and universal brotherhood in our"Organization,
is a matter which gives us further cause forsa'ti£:lfac;o
tion.
36. As co-sponsors of the draft declaration, we do not
advance the pretension ,that this text in itS3lf has
f.ormulated a new CC!l@Jilptiol1 of human relationso We
have attempted to bring together and to crystallize
the fundamental ideals of our ·tjrnes in connexion with
colonialism. in all its forms an.d manifestations. In so
doing, thi~ text in its essence elucidates a basic move"
ment which, haVing startedwith scme political philo~o
phers in France, the United states and England nearly
two centuries ago, has evolved to constitu.te an outstanding universal trend of the present period.
-

.

'

37. The co-sponsors of this draft declaration, haVe
had a constructive and practical aim in mind. As I
have said before, we do not construe thist~t as being
directed against anybody; neither is it' our intention
to hamper any efforts now being ma,de in many territories for' ,a peaceful and orderly transition to independence witn,;.:the co-operation of all concerned.
.38. My d~lf3gation is aware that in certain cases the
necessity id! harmonizing the interests of the peoples
who should be the rightful masters of the newly
established States has made it' imperative to have
preparatory consuUationsin order to arrive at a
mutually acceptable constitutional formula upon which

a stable and peaceful national existence could be based.
This has been the ease in certain ~.federative states
and in others which were previously faced by similar
problems. We have among us today as Members of the
United Nations some outstanding examples of success...
ful solutions, which have been found 'to such problems
through the consh"uctive efforts of all concerned. Such
constitutional and practical achievements of many
nations and pe()pl~s represented here, as well as the
determined ", efforts which they have made in order to
reach these happy results, can undoubtedly serve as
valuable examples wherever similar problems may
arise. An atmosphere of union and harmony has always
'been of the utmost importance for newly-established
States in allOWing t.."'lem to concentrate all their efforts
towards economic, social, cultural and political advancement, which is the only guarantee of their su~
vival as truly free and independent nations.

-

44.
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39. The draft declaration before us proclaimsthe end
of an era and the beginning of a new one. No one can
contest the. validity of this claim. What is important
today is that all our efforts should be united to make
this end speedy and unconditional. There is no better
way of serving the cause of international peace and
understanding, which are the essence of our Charter,
than to accelerate all efforts aimed at securing freedom and independence to the dependent peoples who
ardently desire these attributes.

4€

40. At the same time, the draft declaration sets forth

01

certain prerequisites for the full and continued enjoyment of freedom and independence. Therefore, the
principles embodied in the draft declaration also recommend themselves as elements which will serve the
cause of peace, which is a common aim of the peoples
of the world.
41~. In conclusion, I wish to state once again that my
delegation considers this d~bate as one of utmost im...
portance. We are aware that the subject-matter deals
with problems which are of vital significance at the
present
We have been conscious of the heavy
responslbility which weighs upon uS,as upon every
other delegation in this Assembly, in trJing to make a
contribution both in this debate and in the preparation
of the draft declaration. In making our modest contribution, we.have served the ideals inwhichwe strongly
believe, while at the same time trying to achieve these
ends through harmony instead of discord. We hope that
thes.e discussions may bring about such harmony of
views and that the principles embodied in the draft
declaration may be proclaimed to all the world in a:
manner which will leave no doubt as to their momentous significance.

4'i

time.

42. Mr. MEZINCESCU (Romania) (translated from
French): The Romanian delegation attaches particular
importance b t.his debate on the abolition of the colonial r6gime, an item which was placed on the agenda
of the fifteenth session of the General Assembly at
the request of the Government of the Soviet Union
[A/4501].

-

43. The achievement of the fundamental aims of the \
United Nations is inconceivable Without the abolition
of the colonial r6gime. The colonial wars and repressive military operations against the patriotic nationalliberation movements, which have' hardly ceased since
the end of the Second World War, are a denial of the
principles of the Charter and a permanent threat to
international peace and security.
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932nd meeting - 2 December 1960
44. At a time when the colonial r~gime is still depriving more than one hundred million people of their
freedom and national independence, how is it possible
to speak of friendly relations among nations, "based
·ontespect for the principle of equal rights and selfdetermination of peoples", to quote the terms of
Article 1, paragraph 2, of the Charter?
45. As the Head of the Romanian delegation, Mr.
Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, stated in the course of the
general debate:

. " •••. adherence to the principles of the United
Nations Charter has become incompatible with colonial oppression perpetrated by Member States of
the United Nations. Consequently, it is high time for
the United Nations to call upon all Governments
strictly to observe the provisions of the Charter on
equality and respect for sovereign rights and for the
territorial integrity of all States without exception,
rejecting any manifestation of colonialism, any exclusive right or privilege for the benefit of so~e
States to the detriment of others." [873rd meeting,
para. 44.]
46. Only the permanent abolition of the colonial r~
gime and of all vestiges of colonialism can satisfy
the legitimate desire of the colonial! peoples for freedom and national independence, and satisfy progressive
public opinion throughout the world, which is demanding that this disgrace to humanity be removed from
our planet once and for all.
47. The tjosition taken by States <>n the abolition of
the colomal r~gime in all its forms and the immediate
granting of independence to the colonial peoples is a
test of their loyalty to the principles of the United
Nations Charter.
48. All those who sincerely adhere to the principles
of freedom and of the right of peoples to use the resources of their country for their own benefit cannot
fail to support the immediate granting of complete
independence to all the colonial countries,. to all the
Trust Territories and other Non-Self-GoverningTerritories, and the abolition of the leasing of property
and whole areas in the territory· of other States.
49. A categorical "yes" by States to the concreteand
practical proposal for the immediate abolition of the
colonial r~gime places them on the side of the forces
ef progress and peace. A negative or evasive reply
places them OD the side of the forces of reaction and
aggression.
50. This is not a case of "psychological terrorism".
The laws of historical developmant of human society
create situations in which equivocation is no longer
Possible, however subtle the masters of that school of
thought may be.
51. The force of the liberation and national independence movement, and the irresistible tide of opinion
in favour of the abolition of the colonial r6gime place
the colonial Powers and their representatives in this
debate in an unenviable position. On no. other question
is Western diplomacy obliged to conceal·more effectlvely the difference between what it practices and
What it preaches.
~~\.

It is admittedly extremely difficult for the colonial
masters to reject directly and categorically, in the
name of "\Vestern freedom If and the "free world",
freedom and i1J.dependence for over one hundredmillion
people who are still subjected to colonial slavery; it
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is equally difficult for them to give a categorically
affirmative reply to this question: the tiger does not
turn vegetarian just because his prey becomes scarce
and elusive.
53. This is why, since the opening of this discussion,
we have witnessed the efforts of certain delegations
to avoid replying by a categorical yes or no to these
questions, and the efforts of other. delegations to
eulogize the "civilizing mission", the "generosity"
and the "magnanimity" of the colonial oppressors.
54. The most authoritative representati,,~s of the .
peoples who have regained their independence as a
result· of the collapse of the former colonial empires
have already given caustic but dignified replies to the
apologists for slavery and colonial exploitation. It is
not gratitude towards the former colonialist rulers
that they have expressed from this rostrum, but scorn
and condemnation of colonial oppression and exploitation.
55. I have only a few remarks to add to what has
already been said. We must make no mistake about
the motives of colonialism, the reasons for its collapse and the conditions which must be established
if it is not to recur in a new form.
56. As regards the "generosity" and the "civilizing
miSsion" of colonialism, I think that Africa-and, at
this session of the United Nations, is this not the year
of Africa?-is the continent which, better than any
other part of the world, reveals the true value of
the "generosity" and the "civilizing mission" of the
coloJlialists. From Whatever angle we consider the
matter and whatever our standard of comparison,
Africa is the most backward region of the world with
respect to per caput national income, level of industrial development, edUcation, public health and medical
assistance. Is this backwardness due to a lack of
natural resources, particular climatic conditions, or
the inability of its peoples to develop the natural
resources of their countries? Certainlynot. Africa
has the bulk of the capitalist worldfS reserves of gold,
diamonds, uranium, chromium, stibnite and phosphorites, with 60 per cent of its manganese, 48 per cent
of its copper, 47 per cent of its bauxite, 40 per cent
of its hydro-electric resources, etc. The recent discoveries of petroleum and natural gas in the Sahara
are opening new development prospects for Afrtc}!.~and
prove that the full extent of its natural resources
has still to be explored. In addition, there are the
very rich and varied agricultural crops of Africa
whioh, ~ihilg they m.ay not provide the world with its
daily bread, do add a certain spice to it in the form of
deliCiOUS fruits, dishes and drinks. It is not the
natural conditions or the incapacity of the population
which have prevented the development of the African
soil and sub-soil for the welfare of the peoples of
Africa. It is ,the seizure of these resources and the
exploitation of the African peoplas byfo:reignmonopolies which are the cause of the poverty and sufferings
of the African peoples.
57. It· is with African labour, the cheapest in the
world,. and under African conditions that the Western
monopolies are making record profits, recovering .
their capital investments in only three or four yea.rs, .
or even sooner. The current profitsof.,the RhodeSian
Selection Trust group, controlled by the New York
Company, American Metal, amounttodoublethewages
of the 39,000 miners Which this group employs. The
Anglo-Alnerlca'J1 group, with its Chairman HaI'l'y Op-
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penheimer, whose empire extends from LakeVictoria
to the Cape, last Year made profits which alone amount
to three and a half times the total sum which the
Un~ted States Government considers necessaryforthe
programme of economic development in Africa. This
shows very clearly where the material means to cure
Africa of the after-effects of colonialism should be
sought.
58. As a further example to add to those· already

given by other speakers, I shall quote the follOWing
lines published in the May 1960 issue of the magazine
Fortune. Speaking of the Western Deep Levels gold
mine, in the Transvaal, the author of an article in
defence of the millionaire Harry Oppenheimer and
the Anglo-American, group wrote:
"For seven and a half hours a day, since drilling
first started in 1945, native miners havebeen digging
out the shafts of the new mine in this watery hell
amidst the deafening roar of pneumatic drills•••"
. 59. By 1964 they will be down to the deep reefs at
10,000 feet. Then Western Deep Levels of the Transvaal will be the richest gold mine in the world. In its
expected lifetime it will produce more than $2,200
million worth of gold at today's prices. 'When the mD,le
is finally in operation, Anglo-Americanwill have spr~nt
more than $84 million-mark the difference!-underthe
ground and also above· it for the plants to turn ore into
ingots, for the co:qstruction of compounds for native
wor.kers-note this well!-and for modern housing for
white employees. How kind, how magnanimous and
generous~ No usurers, however hard-hearted, could
fail to be enraptured by such remunerative "generositylf.
60.· As other speakers before me have shown, it is in

fact not a question of gep.erosity or of a civilizing
m,ission, but simply one of \?lunder and e::ltplo~tation
carried to extremes.
.'
'
61. If the colonialist Powers are now forced to seek
new methods and tactics to ensure the continued flc!w
of profits from the @olonial countries, this i~ m:t~ to
the pressure of the~:powerful movement for liberation
and national independence among the colonialpeoples.
The colonialists are obliged, by the force of events,
to recognize that when they obstinately cling to extreme
forms of colonial oppression-as is the case in Algeria, Kenya and Rhodesia-they risk losing everything.
62. This was frankly admitted by the American ide,~l
ogists of neo-coloniaUsm, Stra~sz-Hup6 and :Hazard,
whQ wrote in their book The Idr}ja of Colonialism: "•••
the light course for the West is not to retreat or 'get
out', but to find acceJ)table solutions in orderto stay"!/
-in the colonies, it is understood.
63. When the colonialist Powers claim that a particular territory is not yet ready for self-government, it
can be stated, without fear of contradiction, that it is
precisely the question. of the "succession 1f that they
have failed ,. to solve. This excuse for delaying the
granting of 'freedom and independence to the colonial
pe.oples has been made several times during this debate. But those who wish to use this excuse to involve
the solution to the colonial problem in a vicious
circle have avoided saying who has prevented and is
11 Robert Strausz-Htip~ and Harry W. Hazard. The Idea of Colonialism
(New York. Frederick A. Praeger, Inc•• 1958). pp. 42~43.
~/;

still preventing the colonial peoplescfrom preparing
for se~f-government.

themselve~

1

1

64. To admit th(~t after decades-and in some cases
centurie.S-Of. the '~~.ilizin.gmission" ofthe colonialist
.

countries, the peoplels concerned are not yet ready to
govern themselves, 'Is tantampunt to admitting not
only the failure of the coloniaU;8t "civilizingmission It,
but also the falsity of any Cla.iJilS based upon it.
65. Dr. Banda, the leader of the national liberation
movement in Nyasaland, rightly pointed out that to
make the granting of independence contingent upon the
degree of preparation of the indigenous inhabitants
was equivalent "to asking tennis players first to take
part in the Wimbledon Tournament and then to learn
to hold a racquet".
66. It is the struggle against oppression and colonial
exploitation which has been and still is the hard
training ground for the "cadres" through which the
colonial peoples would be able to govern themselves•
This~truggle is going on wherever colonies still
exist. This training ground has produced remarkable
politicians, who have not only. proved to be skilled
leaders of their peoples but have also gained consid<;lrable international authority, such as Nehru,
Sukarno~ Nkrumah, S6kou Tour~, Ferhat Abbas ..and
many others. It is in the prisons, in the concentration camps or in exile that the "cadres" through which
the colonial peoples will be able to govern themselves
must be sought. It is in the colonialist prisons tnat
are to be found leaders of the vast national liberation
movements, such as Kenyatta in Kenya, Rukeba in
Ruanda, Mohammed Ben Bella and other leaders ofthe
Algerian people's struggle for national liberation and,
according to the latest news, Lumumba in the Congo.
67 .WitIlout ignoring past or present difficulties, it is
clear that the immediate granting of independence to
the colonial peoples is the surest and most rapid
means of maturing and training "cadres" in all fields.
The example of the States which hav.e become truly
independent is most edifying in this regard.
68. My delegation would like to draw the Assembly's

attention to the importance· of abolishing all forms of .
colonial domination, which includes the restoring to
their legitimate, owners of the possessions and leased
areas held by the colonial Powers in the territory of
other States. In this c;:;onnexion, it ll1lust be pointed
out, in the first place, that poss-essibns rmd leased
areas of this kind are used mainly for mi)~itary purposes and represent a particuk~rly dangerOus form of
the colonial r6gime which it is absolutely essential
to eradicate.
69. The existence

of

possessions and leased areas.
not only prevents States from exercising their sovereignty over tht( whole of the national territory, but, in.
addition, is always accompanied by brutal interventio~
in the domestic. affairs of the States inwhose territofy
the poss,~ssions and leased areas are situated on the
part of the colonial Powers which hold them.
70. Moreover, since these possessions and leased
areas, which are scattered throughout Asia, Africa,
Latin America and even Europe, are used alInost
exclusively as sites formilita+~, nav,:a1.andair bases
or for rocket launching grounds, it is easy to see,what
a. threat to international peace and security this form
of colonial domination r~presel1ts.
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71. The mORt authoritative leaders of the peoples of
Africa and A"Sia have drawn attention to the danger
represented by the maintenance and organization of new
foreign military bases in Africa and Asia. They rightly
conc1ricted, in the course of the general debate, that
"as long as a single square yard of African and Asian
land is still under foreign~~minationtthe world will
know no peace". This is particularly understandable as
the· network of dllilitary bases\encircling the globe is
controlled by the military alliances of the colonialiet
countries; this explains the anxiety of so many peoples
still sUbjected to colonial slavery, and of those which
have recently regained their independence. These
}?,eoples fully realize that the military bases belonging
to the United States and Jts allies are not only directed
against the socialist countries, but are also designed
to maintain or impose colonial domination in one form
or another.
72. Very often, t4e i~maller colonialist countries
which are members6f NATOus~theAmerican military
bases installed in different territories oftheircolonl~l
empire in shameful transactions aimed at obtaining
aid and assistance from the United States and the
other colonialist NATO Powers to suppress the struggle for liberation of the oppressed peoples. Everyone
will undoUbtedly remember that the'Belgian colonialIsts made their future participation in NATO contingent
on their receiving support from the United Statesand the United Nations-and from other colonial Powers
for .the defence of Belgian colonial interests in the
Congo. This support was granted, to the satisfaction
of Belgian coloniallst circles.
73. The New York Times of 25 October 1960 informed
'its American readers that aformerMinisterofPortugal, in an article which appeared at Lisbon, "reminded American leaders that Portugal had granted
bases in the Azores to the United States" and said that
the United States should manifest "comprehension and
solidarity in the case of Portuguese territories in
Africa".
74. Once they have gained their freedom and political
independence, the former colonial peoples have to face
the problem of the struggle for economic independence
and the free possession and development of their
resources for their own benefit.
75. The struggle for eCOllomic independence, which
should give real meaning to_9tDd consolidate political
independence, is as legitunate and inexorable a process as the movement for liberation and national independence ampng the colonial peoples.
76. If we bear in mind that almost all the fortunes
of the Western world were largely built upon the exploitation of the colonial peoples, we caD:\ alSo understand th~ irritation of certain representatives who hav~
spoken d\\ring this debate at the attempt which has been
made by fue :PJPresentatives ofthe coloDialist Powers,
directly or through other persons, to divert the Assembly's attention from the problem which it is discussing and the roots of the evUwhioh must be eliminated. My delegation thinks that the insinuations made
.by certain )1oepresentatives deserve no other" reply
than;~the expt:Bseion of our deepest scorn.
77. The United Nations is now called upon to decide
in favour of the;total and permanent abolition of the
colO~a1 r6~~~ B~=t the peop~es which have gained
their )JoUtiaaJ. independence or will, we hope, gain it in
the. near future, have and will continue to have to

struggle desperately'''i;o rid themselves of the infiltration of foreign monopolies into their economies,which
constitutes not only a relic of colonial domination,
\~1;>ut also ~I formidable obstacle to overcoming the lag
In economic and cultural developll1ent which these
peoples have inherited from colonial slavery.
78. The colonialist powerswhich(§ucceeded, fifteen
years ago, inpreventing~hewords "colony", "colonial"
and "colonialism" from appearing in Chapter XIofthe
Charter, have been unable to prevent the historic
destiny of colonialism from being now almost entirely
fulfilled. They are no longer able to prevent the last
traces of colonialism from being erased.
79. The abolition of colq~alism, on which the United
Nations must reach a decision, "represents the climax
of a historical process. This climax can no longer be
postponed, .whatever decision is taken by the Gen.eral
Assembly. But it could be expedited and tIle abolition
of colonialism could be completed if the General As-.
sembly would unequivocally condemn allo.forms and
manife.stations of colonial domination, without exception.
'
)

80. Mr. TOURE Ismael (Guinea) (translated f:rom
French): Until 1950, the great majority of the people
of Africa, colonialism's favoUrite continent, lived under foreign domination. Only three States-the Egyptian
Provinoe of the United Arab Republic,Liberia and
Ethiopia-enjoyed national independence. In other
words, ten years ago, the free population ofthe African
continent amounted to only 45 million persons.spread
over a total area of 2.3 million square kilometres.
During the eight-yearperiod from 1950 to 1958, the
liberation movement, which began after· the lastworld
war, brought about the liberation of 37 million people
),and 5,250,O~O square kilometres. For the statistician,
this· already! reflected considerable .progress, because
this first tl,rust towards independence meant an increase of more than 100 per cent in terms of the
geographical area, of the territories liberated and of
:more than 80 percent in terms ofthe number of people
liberated. As we know, this trend has taken a sharp .
upturn during the year 1960. Retu~g toourstatistics, we note that,in all, 82 minion people and 1.5
m.illion square kilometres hadpal:ilsed from the colonial·
systell1 to sovereigllty by 31 December 1958. In 19~0
alon~e, seventeen African States have either regained
o~ are about to regain their independence, a. ~otal. of
1l10re than 85 million people. and 12milliow(square
kilometre~. In other words, these figures du~g a
single year show an increase of over 100 percent in.
terms of numbers of people and 150 percent in terms
of total area.
81. Thus, the year ~960tru1ydeserves the nam.e "Year
of Africa w• The" liberation movement h~s. grown by
geometric progression.· The very logic ofthisp~
greasion m.akes us think that the year 1961· will be
the terminal year of the ~olonialera in AfriC$~, because only the last third of thiscontinel\t remaIns to
be liberated, though this still means that more than
60 million people and 9.5" million square kilometres
remain under foreign domination. With the a,ccession
of these 60 million. men and WOll1en ~, national independence, the. political. aspect of ethe~~
.• ·enomenon of
co19nialism ~can be considered as virtu y a thing of
the past.
!',~
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82. The end of the colonial system does ll:ot,hgwever,
imply the end of the effects of the system:
J'he main
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characteristic of <tlolonialism-under-development84. The search for gold very quickly outstripped the
cannot be eliminated overnight; it will take time, and
search for spi.ces and other exotic CUriosities. Coloni..
great effort. And the reason why it is important. to put
zation brought about the establishment of gr,eat colonial
an. ·inlmediate end to all ·systems of colonization ls c'ompanies w,hichengaged ili areaFscramble for
precisely so as to speed up the struggle against the
treasure. In an article entitled "The Days of Don
aftermath of foreign domiilation. For a great many
911ixote" in the January 1956 issue of the magazine
years. stUl, the African continent, even after it. h~it~ l&:urope,Pf.erre Vilar wrote;
cOlllpletely fr~ed itself from servitude, will have':'to
continue to devote its energies to the dev~..1opment of . \;.\ "The occupation of land, the subjection ofmen, the
pillaging of treasuries do not constitute any kind of
its economic, social and cultural institutionS~ Like
pr,eparation f~r investment, in the capitalist meaning
Asia, Africa has now become aware. of the abs~lute
9f~\:;the term. A nascent b.;>t1.rgeoisie coul~/a\l) this.
D.ecessity,ofridding itself of 'the colonial system,
An,i
from about '..480 to 1550 the SpanishbOurgeoisie
which has shown. itself to be utterly bankrupt in all
did.
exactly
that. Only, because o!:ilts position astride
re~pects. It· is, of course, true that no one actually
the ~~i1vertract.e,1t first experimentedwith capitalism
defends the colonial system,. but there are some who
at ports and fairs. Much was spent, imported, or
wish to delay its demise on the pretext that the colonial
loaned
out at interest, but littlewas produced. Prices
peoples must be tJ:'ained for independence. That is not
and
salaries...
soared. Parasitism developed and
~ very weighty argument nor does it take any aocount
enterprise
declined,
spelling futu~ destitution. It
either of the past history of the colonial. peoples or of
the real problems they must solve in order~ to. build
85,", As a result of this threat, betvleen th<?! years
a :future for themselves. To. those who postulate the
18'10 and 1890 tue worl:d was divided up with a view to
need for a period of so-called preparation for indethe more wholesale and more efficient exploitation of
pendence, it is always a valid reply that that very
the subjllgai:ed peoples and their wealth. Each colonial
fact constitutes an additional damning indictment of
Power set up ita OW"ll empire and its own zone of in..
coloniali~m. In reality, it has never been any part of
fluance. W'e shall not dwell upon colonialist methods,
the purpose of colonialism to fulfil an:;" mission of
vif&ether pe~ceful or brutal and ranging from. cunning
c~ivilizatio1'l "Vhatever 01' to carry thJ;ough any endeavour
to the mos1~bloody' repression, for they are already
to eduoate,? the colonial peoples for the e.ltercise of
well knownJ
/
their. sovereignty.. Hence, if, in its declimng days,
iiThe gesign of these colonies", Montesquieu wrote
colonialism makes ~. feverish attemp~ to teach the
in
his Esp!!t des lois, "is to trade on more advan~coloni~ p~oples how to govern th~;mselves, it thereby
tageous
conditions than could otherwise be done with
~~~J9!QYJ<l~~g~~ .its,~ own failure, because it must not be
neighbOUring
people to Whom all' advantages are
foi"~en, that at the tune of theirc~)~o~zation, these
reciprocal. It has been established that the metropeopl~ have in all instances been found~:J:l1,~n~:Q.t~y
polis
01" mot~er COUlltry alone may tr~de in the
capable of govel'lling themselves throllgh their own
calonj,as,
and that· for a verJ good reason; because
national.institutions, which had sometbnes reached ~n
the
desi~
of tlv~ settlem~nt is the extension of
(I
advanced stage of development. These peoplesnev1sr
commerce, not ItJ~e fou:ndat~on of a city or .a new
caJ].ed .in the <~(J)l()nizers, and in some cases they had
empire. " i \
..
attaineaa degree of civiliz~:j.on.whi.ch wa~ infillitely
lJ
':::~:."
higher than t~.at of their conquerors. There can pe no
86. It is.
·:£llat the great country of China, the
doubt that colonialism has always been ,based excluhome of a civilization several thousand years old, was
sively on the interests ofthe cQlonizers(. In the fifteenth
not spared thiS rush towards the Virgin territories. In
century, the :-;nain incentive was· the search for such
this·feverish race, the idea. of ftfortune" predominated.
prod'uctsas spices, aromatic dru.gs, perlufues, sugar,
over the idea of Itcivil;lzation"~. whic~_was .only a preeamphor, opium,gtUlls and resins~ ete.l! of whieh
text, and. th~) . g1'eat Powers, no doubt because they
Europe had need andwhich had at allcosts to be sougbt
were conScience..stricken, spoke of .what they called
mother continents.
1\.
their "civiliZing.missionf,'. · : i
1(,
83.Little by litf;le, the search for gold 'Was added.to
87~ .J'ules . 1l6rry, the father of the French colonial
speCUlation in exo~ic spices. In th~ seventeenth Q\eneJ.]lpire, said in the Chambej:" ofQeputies on 30 Novemturj', the merchantbankers, who allied themselvEff;·'1t'itb
ber 1883:
t~e soverta1gn against thegJJ-powerful feudal IoNs;
be-~~n to appear in Eu~9P~. At that moment~ the era
"Thus from an sides we see the pun exerted. by
of ~lonial adyp~.resdaWned. The termf,J .civilizing
int~re$t or greed directed 'towards what was th$
, dr~arb.' of all' and the.desire of each: China, that
~issio~ga6fus, or humanism of any type are out .of
immensetrGasure ofthe Pacific; China, i;heancient
p~ifnere. Thus~ it would be altogether ironical to
. />,,,,,,·<ifescribe'that bygone age as an' era of so-called build..
and marvellous; China, tl'ta fOCUBOf an schemes and
ers of. empires; the term merely disguises exploiters
hop8$, with its immense \:inarket of400 to 500 million
consumers p its subsoil rich in coal deposits extendc:~whole peoples, even of whole conttnellts. The illustrious Christopher Columbuswrote on14 OQ~ober1492:
ing over an area of more than 700,000 squ,are ~JP·
xnetret3, its ine:;c:hanstible ore deposits, its immense
" .-There,. must be many thingS grQWing here which
provinces, crying out for industrial e~pment, rail" 't I do D~t know about, but I cannot let myself be cUstoads, and metal supplies. And the European rivals
~racted 'from my purpose, which.is to tind gold by
vied
with one another to reach this Eldorado first
~lOring the islands. If I hav'e the time:, I shall
and to carve ou.t. their portion, their zone of in- \\
ransack the whole island until I find the king and
nuance,
their p~lVileged domain •••"
discover the 6Xtent of his weall:J1 in gold."
And he continUed:
Believing that he had found Japan, he wrote:
1f~ •• it was Gennany which set things in motion by
, "When I see what reserves·· of gold and spices are
deciding, somewhat belatedl)Y'; that it also wanted to
. to be found here, ct shall consider what is tl,le best
- become a col07.11al nation. But greedforcedGermany
thing to do.' ;)
'.1"""
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pped the
to make up fOr lost time. It coveted one of the best
91. In the Geograplrlcal De$cription of Spain and
.Colonimorsels of China, Shantung, with its 30 million Africa another Arab author states that a stablecivilicolonial
pecople"and its ,immense natural; wealth.,Us1ng as a . ~ation wasalreadyflourisbing in the SUdan in the
lble for
o pretex;t the convenient killing of two,ilermanmiseleventh century. At the time Wli~)l the Empire of
I of Don
sionaries, Germany dispatchedasquadl~n,seized Ghana had reached its peak, alchemYt a science comlagazine
Shantung, and gave the signal for the scramble for
posed of an equal proportion of naivet6and supersti"spoils. Russia hurried in, extended the Trans"",Siber~ tion, was rampant-~in El.'-rope.
,~
ian
Railway
and
obtained
the
lease
of
Liaotung,
which
men, the
92. The Malt Empire reached its peak in the four-. she ·.had forced the Japanese .to return. England
'kind of
teenth century under the famous Kankan Mous~a, who
claimed Weihaiwei, and France, wiShing to balance
meaning
reigned f~om 1307 to 1332. Arab writers areunStinting
her holdings, occupied Kwangchowan, in the vicinity
'all> this.
in
their praise of Kankan. MQussa, a pious emperor
of ,Indo-China. "
rgeoisie
whcS" founded' the compulsory Koranic· School for
:lastride
the children of the capital. His pilgrimage to Mecca
'88. Some people naively believe th.at the histoiy of the
pitalism
in 1324 was of unparalleled importance and magI)i...
p'e9ples who haye been viQtims of colonialis:m. began
rted, or
fice,nce.; According to Ibn Klfaldun there were no
with coloniaI penetration. This is a serious error
I. Prices
lesa:"ttlan 80,000 men in the train of ' the sovereign
/"
which, in the majority of cases, results from the
pad and
El Ua]j Mansa Moussa. Tradition, in tl'\~ form of
·efforts
of
the
colonial
system.
of
education
to
drop
the
ion."
chanted poetry, has recorded' the name~j of the prinveil completely on the past and the history of those
cipal personages inthe sov~reign's retinue. To m:ention
l~ years
'peoples and to instil in them a' del,lendency complex.
only a few: 1Ungku Magnuma, TungkuManian, the two
l. view to
In this way, the official history of Africa has trans~
men Kan Tour6 and .Kan Ciss~, SiriInanban,
holy
ltationof
formed the foreign conquerors into so-called apostles
Dalamina
Mam~dou Kouyat6.The Tarikh el-Fettach
lcolonial
of c.\ivilization.
described the Scene of Mansa Moussa's wife's bath
ne of'in..
in
the middle of the desert. There is another,and no
nethods,
89. Cht the other hand, the greatest of the African
less
important, aspect of this pilgrimage-it is possible
"cunning
heroest/who opposed foreign domination and'brought
to.
date
the beginning of the so-called Su:4anese style
J already
the set\se of liberty and dignity of our peoples to its
of
architecture
at about 1325. It is ·stiu found in
highest point, have been disparagingly depicted in the
Afrlqa, particufarly in the present Republico! Mali,
colonial manuals as common bandits or as ambitious
euwrote
and it originated with Ibrahim Es-Sahili,a native of
and blood-thirsty upstarts.
e advanGranad~
brought back by Kankan Moussa.
,I
:. . .: .:.:__
:ionewith
93. Ibn Khaldun relates:
90. This systematic d,istortion has be-en'fQstered by
1ges are
lack
of
written
data
on
the
history
of
the
African
the
~ metro"Sultan Merinide Abou Hasseinmaintainedfriendly .
continent. Bad 'faith has gone to such lengths that
(e in the
relatioDSwith the Sultan of Mali and the two monattempts have even been made to convince some Afri"';'
because
archsexchanged gifts through their grand viziers.
cans
that their ancestors were blue-eyed~,. flaxen- .
ansion of
The Sultan ofthe~)greb even had a selection· ot
haired Gauls. This was the best"way of providing a
:>r a new
the finest products~skingdommadea;nd entmsted
semblance of justification for the s~alled civilizing
AliIbn Ghanem, the ,Emir of the Makils, with the
mission of the colonial Powers. It,;!tad to be shown·
task of bringing this truly royal gift to the SUltan of
hina" the
somehow that at the time of tljec'co16lrl:a-Lponquest,
the 'nlacks.."
""(,
I old, was
../. Af~rca was inhabited by barbaliih tribes who "W~!~I2' in~ories.In
.;/ capable of governing themselve~~ But in the history of
94. To give some idea of the strength of Kankan
:>minated,
Africa as it actually was t sevf'}ral large and wellMous,sa's army, 'we l1lay point out that according to
ly a preorg:anized empires such as the Mali Empire of the
Aldmari he 'had 100,000 foot-soldiers and 10,000
use they '1'~~QurteenthQentur'J'~,hadattained 'a degree of culture c~valry. Under the influence of Islam, MalisaW'~the
ay called •. .artd,civiltzation that Europe 'd.uring the sallleage might flowering of such great cultural centres as Timbuktu,
well~n'Vtb· Vihen Ibn Batuta,a geographer entrusted
gj6n6, Gao, OUalata and Niar~\o Several Ima:msofMali
with
a~\J.hission
for
the
Sultan
of
Fez,
visited
the
Mali
studied in the cities of No:gh .t\frica, the most eminent
colonial'
Empire
in
1352;
it
impressed
him
as
a.
riqh
and
ha:ppy,
of
whom was the jurist of Timbuktu, Kateb Moussa,
Novemland. Indeed, during the reign of Mansa Suleiman,
who studied at Fez. EvenMaghrebiansdidnotconsider
it beneat:h them to att~ndirthe universities on the banks
the Empire of Mali covered all the part of the African
~erted,by
continent which today, corresponds roughly to West
of the Nfger. The Tarl.:kb es-Soudancontali1S the followwas th~
'. ~Africa. Nor was, the reign of MansaSUleimanthe /.m.ost iJ:lg anecdote:
lina, that
brilliant in the ·history of the Ma:liEmpire. However,
"Abderhaman et-Temini, who hadcom~from Hede ancient
according to the acoount IbnBatat.agave ofhis journey,
jaz
with Mansa .Moussa, realized in TimbuktU that
emesand
Mansa SUleiman, who reigned as sovereign over Mali
he
\yas
dealing with eminent jurists. He returned
omillion
from 1336 to 1359, wa~ a great patron of education
to Fez to c01l1pletehis education and thencame back
sextendand culture. He gathered arQJ.lud him a body of' mer\ of
to hold his own ~ong the scholars of Timbuktu."
a.re k11ol~w and maintaineg very close diplomatic relations
lmmeiise
95. It was also under the reign of Kankan Moussa
with the so,,~ereignsof the Nortb. Like his brother
ent,. railthat trade between th~SUdan.and the Mediterranean
Mans a Mousa, known as the King ofthe Pilgrimage, he
an rivals
countries appears to have reached its peak, fostered
journeyed to Mecca in 1351. On his;return, he built
'ado first
by
the peace then prevai11ng:gold and salt were the
the famous CaJIl,anbolon hut, where he deposited the
ne of in- \)
main commodities. iJore extensive researchhas made
holy books he 'had brought· back with him. Clearly
,everything that we know about the Mali Empire re..
itopos~.ible to determine the institutions of this great
AfriCan empire of the fourteenth century. Life at the
CVeals a State organization that was both democratic
court of Mali was regulateCtby very elaborateprotocol.
and strong and a civilization which bore no resembnotion by
The monarch lived withdrawn in his palaces. Accordlance to the usual picture in the manuals on Africa,
~anted to
ing to Ibn Batuta he held two types of aUdience:()ne
showing a band of hiCleous-looking Negroes dancing a
Germany
under the famous cupola bunt by the architect Esweird. dance around a wood fire.
'-
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Saheli, the other in the open air on a dais or "bemb6 fl
reserved for the Emperor alone. During the audience
under the cupola tAeEmperor heard complaints and
grievances and the reports of the.provincial governors
or "Farma" and the nl.ilitary chiefs or "Fari""
Throughout the audience t1\~_J!~utenant or "Kanfarin"
stood by the Sovereign '$ side. During tl!e oj)~n-air
audiences, however, the Emperor was sJeated. Ibn
Batuta notes that the dais was covered ,vith silken
cloth and strewn with cusli\iottS;above was 'a parasol
resembling a silken dome, topped by a golden bird as
large as a hawk. It was here that the Emperor received ambassadors and sometimes wa:tched great
ceremonial processions.
96. The government consisted chiefly of high dignitaries, jurists and other officials. The principalposts,
five in number, were most often entrusted to close
relatives of the Emperor. The "Babili Farma" was
MIMSter of Agriculture; the "Wanei Farma" was Minister of Lands; .the "Sao Farma" was in charge of
forests; the "Khalissi Farmanwas :rdinister ofFinance.
Lastly, the "Hari Farma It was Minister of Waters,
responsible for fisheries and for navigatio~ on the
'&

.,

!~",_!ger.
}!

97•. This brief outline gives some idea of the m.ighty
empire of Mall which began as a modest kingdom, a
vassal of Ghana ~d -l,ater of 80so, entered on its
period .pf greatness with Sunjata Keita in 1230 and
ultimately extended errtstwards of the Nig~).". IUs clear
that by the Middle ~~ges Black Mri,ca had already,
several centuries l):.~for~r th.~-colonfal penetration,
attained a highdegree~~~{jevelopme:ht and culture..
1I

..

tb(

system. My delegation, one of the sponsors of draft
resolution A/L.323 and Add.1-5 submitted by forty.. ·
two States· of Africa and Asia,wishes. to congratulate
the delegatiot'o of the Soviet Union to whose initiative
we owe this debate in the plenary Assembly" If the
declaration proposed by that delegation [A/4502 and
Corr.1] ia,\putto the vote my delegation will support
it whole..heartec11y.

wl

101. On the other hand, we shall be unable to support
the draft resolution submitted by Honduras [A/L.3241,
for the very simple reason that it provides no valid
answer to the fundamental question of the immediate
liberation. of the colonial peoples.
102. Law and morality. and the development of frat~
ternal human relations between the peoples of Africa~'
and other nations demand that an answer be given that
will, without evasion or hesitation, give the colonial
peoples the justice, dignity and equality which are their
right. It is not isolation that we want, because, after
all, Africa has never been isolated except during the
colonial era. Then each territory was isolated frolll
the other and in each the social classes were isolated
and opposed to each other.
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103. The empires o~ the different colonizers, even
when adjoining or inter-penetrating, were isolated
from each other. To put it more concretely, Conakry
was' closer to Paris than to Freetown, MOl?:rovia or
Tunis. To get to Accra from Dakar one had first to
go to Paris.. To get to Brazzaville, whatever the point
of departure in West Africa, the shortest route is still
via London or Paris. This isolation is absurd and the
peoples of Africa will no longer tolerate it. We want
sound and useful relationships to be established among
the various African States and their peoples, and betweel\-tne African continent and allthe other continents.
For r\thisto \,hifo pos~~ble, the ancie~t shackles of
coloJi\'!l!ie:m~m:twt be br('~ken. The only positive step to
be taken for th~ future is to·put an end to this absu~ty
which history condemns.

98. :From the fourteenth to ,the siXteenth centuries,
after the decay of the Mali Empire, the Songhoi
Empire of Gao w~~ destined to achieve particular
brilliance, reaching its zenith under Askia Mohamed,
who rei~ed fr9m 1492 to 1527. Askia Mohamedfounded
the system of municipalities; he also made a pilgrimage to Mecca. On that important journey he was as..
corted by 500 horsemen and 1,000 foot-soldiers. He
carried with him 300,000 pieces of gvld from the 104. Africa offers the hand of friendship but demands
treasury of his predecessor, the Empero* Sonni Ali that the last fetters of foreign domination be broken.
Bel'. He established an ~lite guard lbnited to a small
There is no hat;red on our part in spite of all that we
number. of professional soldiers, well equipped and have suffered in the past. We Wish only to turn the
trained. A great military leader himself, AsIda M~ page and face the future. In calling for an end to the
hamed is considered in Sudanese history as an en- colonial system, we are sure we shall be giving freelightened administrator and a .great organizer and,
doxn not only to the African people and othereolonial
as SUCh, deserves a special place among African peoples, but also to the peoples of the metropolitan
s o v e r e i g n s . c o u n t r i e s in whose name the domination and exploita...
'-'
I1
tion of the colonies are· carried on. Injustice, brutality
99.. The civilizations which were founded and de- and plundering in tq.e colonies have always I~gravely
veloped mainly on the banks of the Nile, the Niger and impaired freedom, and even more surely, morality, in
the Congo were abruptly confronted with the phenome-' the metropolitan countries themselves~,
non of· colonialism, 'W~ich triumphed by force and
t:reachery. alone. ,. Closer to OUr own times, genuine
105. On 28 September 1958 my country grapuated
.\\ heroes,. such ,~~ El Hajj Umar, Samory, Behanzin and, unexpectedly and, one might say. instantaneouslyfrom
many others, would never bow to subjectionandfought the status of a colony to that of a sovereign State,
to the ,end against all foreign domination. In 1895,.the without any preparation. In Guinea., independence did
Moro Naba of OUagadoug~l~ made the following eele- ~~~~~b~:~e~:n~:~td~G~~i~~=t~~~:::1:e::
brated "declaration to Captain Destenaves, who had Naturally the leadE). ra of the young.Repu·hUc of Guinea
been·$ent to conclude a treaty with him: "
have had to fa1c,emanyimportantproblemsaltis fitting,
I!I think my Icountry is fi~e as it is. I have no need
too, to stres$ the whol1Yc, peaceful character_,of-our,"c.
of them'-meaning the ~onquerol1s, of course. "I accession to independence, . without the shedding of ~
"
~ what I need and whatl~'
want. I have my traders;
drop of blood, without a shot· being fired . and 'in .the
~~~//so count yourself luck)T tha~'~dO not have your head
most complete national'unity, in spite of the provocaCllt off. Go, ,then, and ne1Jer c me back."
tions of the coloni~l Power~ ,
106. Those whQ'then, predicted diao~ersand, dig...
100. 'foday once mO;l\,e, the w~ le of Africa. is calling
with. one voice for the" immediate
ending ofthe colon!.alturbances witnessed how, in. the mO$t complete)caltn,·.
/,/.
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the (;uinean authorities took over all 'the earlices
which had previously been run by }""rench officiah'3__.general and regional administrative officers, judges,
army officers, engineers and technicians, andthe like.
There was no interruption in any of those services,
in spite of the deliberate ha.ste with which the French
Government withdrew its personnel.
107" 'rhll£l~ in proclaiming the independence of all
territories still under foreign domination, VIe are convinced that they will ,find national personnel with sufficient awareness of their capac:lt)" and their respo'nsi\,Alities to cope with the immense tasks that confront
us, as under-developed countries, in Africa. We do
not exclude technical assistance,provided that it is
inspired by a spirit that is entirely new and different
from the colonial spirit.

108. We know that the attainment of independence will

not solve the problem of under-development, but nothing can justify the maintenance of a system that is
now an anachronism. Independence is necessary an~
indispensable but it is not by an}" means an end in.
itself. Political independence, so long as it is not
supplemented and gual'anteed by economic independence, cannot be th~ goal. ..
109. On the other hand it would He quite futile to
. try to ensure any economic development in conditions

of non-independence. Neither the psychological 69nditions nor the material means required to promot\3 !t
valid economic policy can exist until the former colonial territories exercise full and complete sover- eignty.
110. Not only are the colonized peoples incapable of
development so long as they remain under foreign
dq;mination, but they cannot take any effective part in
the efforts that all peoples are making for the maintenance and strengthening of peace. A people that is
deprived of freedom and is unable to express itself
directly through its own free institutions has no way
of contributing to the struggle for the establishment
of a w(i"dd of equality and peace.
111. Thus, the genel"al and inu,nediate proclamation
of .the independence oft1iffstlll dependent peoples
will If strengthen the ranks of the peoples and nations
devoted to peace.
112. For Africa, the problem of independence, while
still the most urgent, is already giving way to another
and ~!ch' more difficult problem: that of the struggle
against neo-colonialism. How will the African States
. succeed in consolidating their independence while
stre~gthening their unity?
)

o

-/

113. This question io today becoming more important
than .political independence itself, It may be that cO1011ialism will recognize the impossibility of surviving
Without changing itsforln, While remaining determined
to safeguard its economic interests and privileges. The
actual stand taken by the new nations, anxious to
maintain natioD.al cohesion and poorly equtpP1ad to cope
with the many problems created by the rapid evolution
of the populations for which they are responsible, will

ofour,o~_

deter:min.e whether the oU4'ome is.' to be a new f():tmof
subjugation or a'prosperous and stable future•
114. The danger of c.ontrol1ed il1dep~'t1dence is alreacP]
a re~llity, but it is :not by delaying the liberation of
tbe still colonized t.err1tories that this new scourge
will be avoided. It :18 ~lain that lllnity of action alone
will enable the new .:~tatces· to avoid the temptation
to barter away partlbf ,their sovereignty to satisXy

l
11

.':~v:~~~~;e=:~:;;~~~X::~ll~t::l~:~~~~~:

(

oate~ory

ofun.der-developed countries could m~e Pl'o\\
gress and settle its probl~ms. at the expens~ of the
\\
others. For Africa, whichJhas known the slav~~;rade
)
and coloniza,ti,on, a sham independence would be are~~",-~, )
catastrophe, an historic CU:;fse.,
"''''='/
115. In the end the fOrnle~ masters would be the
onl~' ones to benefit. from division and disagreements
&mong their fO.J:'mer colonies. While it is t1'Ue that
assistance and co-operatiop are indispensable for the
progress of theu.nder-developed countries, the gap·
separating them from the teichnically a.dvan!6edcou.n(~
tries can only. be bridge& if loyal 'co-operation is
established within the fr2lllework ofnational independence for all countries, for the task of transforming
and industrializing' the economic st1'Uctures of the
backward countries.
116. The quality of the contribution bythenewStat~s,
which has a direct bearing on the question of world
peace, will depend not on their governments but on the
degree of freedom enjoyed by their peoples and on
the. opportunities afforded them of devoting their efforts
to the general welfare.
117. The future of a former colony can no longer be
considered in isolation from that of its neighbours. It
would be equally futile to seek a world balance reostricted to the advanced and. industriaUzednatlons.
Henceforth, it is mankind's lot to agree u.nanimously
to degend an indivisible peace anduniversal happiness.
Accordingly it can be said that the question of the
liberation of the colonial peoples i5~:directly linked
to the cmcial question of general and oompletedisa~mnent.
.
118. ~ snpuld like to conclude this presentation ofth~
views\,Sf the delegation of the Republic of Guinea Ylith
thefq~lowing words from PresidentS6kou Tour6 ts
message of 30 November 1960:
-The choice before the conscience of your issembly
today is between posItive wlorld constt,uction and
wOl'ld diViSion, betweenuna~oussolidaritJ~~<J/
domination and ex:ploitation, betweenthe llberationof
man and social slavery•••".
.
119.. Confident of c:the O11tc0111$; of this depate we believe! with President SGkou Tour6, that it is for this
eession to mark in history the opening of a nevrand
decisive era in. universal evolution, and to lay the
foundation-st'one of ::lj.world ba$~d on loyal eo-opera....
tioD, human @ol1darity, justice !~d universal pel\ce/O

ll~e meeting rose at~2.55 i).m.
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pend~nce and well;Jl)eing that the United Nations was
established?<
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5. The problem
tli~~COIon~al enSlavement ofpeoples
i~ _nothing new. It fas 1 ~~{ed, f01" ce~ries,andeven
goes as far back \~s ,~'~ tl, ~~t aggreSS,lve wars waged
by
~he strong to .eh~i~(I t~~) weIDt andstl~p .tb.em of
Preside!!!: Mr. Frederick H. BOLAND (Ireland).
theIr wealth. It ~~-/'the v~",~ssence of the history' of
all .the wars :t!hich th~, imperialists have waged to
subJugate"tlepeoples of different continents by force,
AGENDA ITEM 87
, fire and the sword in o:rder to Secure for them.selves
Declaration on the granting of inde:'lendence
I· I
the profits to b~ obtained by exploiting those peoples.
I"
to co onla
and their wealth. In the final ,analysis all the wars
countries and peoples (continued)
of the past century had the same causes: the inordinate
1. Mr. BUDO (Albania) (translated. from French):
desire of the imperialist Powers to seize control of
On the initiative of the Government of the Union of
world markets, the sources of raw materials and
Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Nations has
areas ,9f investment opportunity and, to that end, to
before it a ,~~ye problem with vast international
secure colonies and spheres of influence and to divide
ramificati0D.{$: tIle problem of the final and complete
up and redistribute the world's wealth. The two world
° eradication ff bf that shameful survival of another era
wars which have taken place in this century: had.their
known as colonialism. At a time when human society
origin in, thf;l. greed of theSe same Powers for a
has taken enormous strides on the road to progress
further diVision of the world,. 'and its' wealth for an
and well-being and when man's genius knows no
imperialist world hegemony ~nd' for theseHish and
bounds in harnessing the forces of nature to ensure
exclusive exploitation of the wealth of this terrestrial
, to all mankind a happy life in prosperity and dignityt
globe. The same causes have been at the root of the
'the eXistence on our planet of millions of human
w.arsand &;L"fued conflicts whi~h have taken place
beings who still ,endure the colonialistyoke, in
smce the end of the Second World War. The cause
whatever form, not only is an intolerable anachronism
of these wars has beenthe imperialists' determination
unworthy of our society but .is at the same time the
to prevent p~.oplefrom achieving theit national libel""
gravest possible crime against humanity andhuman
ation and the young States -from develoPing infreedom
Qiyilization and one which directly affects the question
an~. independence. 'thiS was true of the wars inIn~oof· world peace. It is high time to put an end to it
Chma and IndoneSIa and of the armed agg:res~on
altogether, once and for all.
,
' against, Egypt; it was also ,true of the aggression
and of the a~ed threats, of the imperialist Powers,
2. Th.e attainment of national independence and
and primarily of the United states, of AmeriQa, in
freedom by the still subject peoples is inevitable..
the countries of the Near and Middle East. The co" This i~ the natural evolution of human history and
lonialist-imperialist wars are continuing at the present
th~re IS no force in the ;world powerful enough to ,lives
tim.e a,n.,d.,are e,v,e,;YW,,h,'e,re,' eau,,~',:n,~-d]j.,'~,e',f1,',1~ISS Of,cou.ntle,SS,'.
o stop the tremendo'L!f." tide of this movement of national
andmatenalgoods. A~ase Iv, p~int'is Algeria,
liberation which over the last few years has gathered
w~ere the valiant Algerian pehple have"on:the admirvolUDleat an unprecedentedly rapid rate.
atlOn and sympathy ,of
world in ~Gt~ heroic
3. Now, however, the world turns to the United
struggle for national liberation and theiI~' ~-year'
Nations to ask it, in'accordance with the fundamental
resistance to .the most.Jbmtal kind of armed' ~a- .
purposes and p.rinciples of the Charier, to ma~e its
pression., This is also the case of the Congo, where=~
important contribution to the immediate abolition of
we are Witnessing the armed intervention of the
the .colonial slavery which has become intolerable
Western Powers which are memberS of NATO and in
and to do this before, the peoples, relying only on
particular the United states and Belgium. Ag;inthis
themselves, ac;hieve their liberation solely thl'ough
is the case "of Omatlt where the valiant people of
their own efforts. UpQn the response whicEl the
that country, dE3spite the enemy's military superi...
United Nations will be able to give to this categorical
ority, are waging a selfless and unremitting stroggle
imperative of OUI-' p,entury-which is not only the urgent
to free themselves of the British :imperialist yoke.
de~~d of theshbjugated peoples but also th'e ardent I Lastly, this is the case of Cuba, whe;rethe United
. wish of mankind as a whole-will depend in larg~ States im.periaIistsshrinkfrom (~'nothing-neither
measure the very future of our Organization.
bomb!ngs,nor murder, nor subversion" nor, demon4
."
.
stratlons of force by the United states Navy-in their
f. Indeed, is it" not the human, being who is the
efforts. to undermine the rllgime set up by the people
elnal ,end of our Organization? Was it not in order,t!?
and to protect, once again, the interests of the United
nsure to, people~ ang to nations, whether great or
States monopolies•. In this connexion,it is pertinent
smal~, .the full enJoyment of their fundam~~al rights,
to note that the United States Navy, which at one tim.e
Q
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liberation movGL,l1ent has gained increasing momentum.,
appears off the Mediterranean ports of the Middle
and this year has seen the emergence of sixteen
East, at anoth~rin the. Straits of. Taiwan and at
new independent States in Afrilca, so that 1960 has .
another in the 'Caribbean Sea, in accordance with
the. requireiD.~nts Qftbe' Pentagon's 8,ggressive plans, . been aptly called "the Year of Africa.". The new
has become the symbol of provocation, the· threat of
Sta.tes, which are now Members of the United Nations, .
force and the aggravation of international tension.
aria taking an active part in ~~ternational life. They
have
thus greatly enlarged the area of peace. The
6. The problem of the liberation of the peoples encolonial system is consequently disintegrating, andits
slaved by colonialism thus touches upon the very
very
foundations are cra~king; a new era is opening
essence of the question of peace and war, wi.th which
up
for
mankind. The face of Africa and Asia has been
it is intimately linked. The eradi,cationfrom our society
completely
transformed, and the movementofnational
of the last vestiges of this shameful rottenness, the
liberation
and independence is growing in Latin
colonial system, and the ending of e.~l()itation by
America. Each day the struggle of the peoples still
foreign monopolies would not only constitute the most
subject to the colonial yoke in Africa, Asia and Latin
elementary recognition of the inalienable right of
America
is assl1ming larger dimensions. The,se.;'
the colonial peoples to the alleviation of their agepeoples,
numbering
some 100 million human beings,· .
old sufferings, but would also crea.te the necessary
Will,
without
the
slightest
doubt, attain their indeconditions for the full social, eco;[lomic and cultural
pendence, but in the meantime they continue to suffer
development of these ,peoples. :Without the slightest
under colonialist-imperialist domination. The United
doubt, thi$ would serve to reduce intel~pationaltension
Nations owes it to itself therefore, in accordance
and to create propitious conditions f()r the solution
with
the principles of its Charter, to take effective
of other international problems, chief· among which
measures to put an end totally and for all time to
is the unquestionably urgent problem of general and
this shameful blemish on our civilization.
complete disarmament.
10. The liberation of the colonial countries has 11ever
'1.. We feel called upon at this point to refer to
been
attributable to the colonial Powers, despite what
disarmament because we think it essential always to
their
best spokesmen try to make us believe. It has
remember tha,t as long as the imperialist Powers
resulted from the sustained efforts of the enslaved
have in their 'hands the tileans of oppressing other
peoples.
and of the support which they have always
peoples, they will not g1""ie up the possibility of using
received
from other peaceful States and peoples.
them eaoh time their. ~e1£ish .interests are affected,
The
imperialists
never of their own volition forfeit
and thus it win be 1~possible to ensure a lasting
fabulous
profits
which they derive from the n,lOst
the
world peace. There ca1\'be no d.oubt that the eradication
savage
exploitation
of other people. The world is
of the colonit.~l system w\fU very substantially enhance
well informed on that score. There is no need to
the unremitting efforts of the peace-loving peoples
seek very far afield for conclusive evidence of
and the peaceful countries to establish co-operative
this.
It is enough to recall here the reoelllt events
and good-neighbourly relations between all nations,
in
tJ.1eCongo,
which show how the imperialists t even
large and small, on the oasis of the sovereign equality
at the moment when a country attains independence,
of States, respect for the right of peoples to se1£conspire
to take back what they had been forced to
determination, and non-interference in the internal
yield.
affairs of other States-all this in the mutual interest
of States and in the interest of the international
11. The colonial peoples have languished for centuries
COnlmunity as a whole. This would.be in full conformity
under inhuman exploitation by the imperialists.
with the purpo~es and principles set forth in the
Millions' of men have suffered under it; millions have
Charter of our Organization.
•
fallen as Victims of repression or in the struggle
they have waged to achieve a free and independent
8. The colonial peoples have always fought for their
life. The time has surely come to put an end to this
national liberation. After the great· Russian Revor~gim.e of obscurantism, terror and exploitation.
lution of October 1917; a new era dawned in ~e
history of mankind. The lofty humanitarian principles
12. One quick glance at the situation now prevailing
of the October Revolution spread throughout the
in the countries still subjected to the colonial system
entire world and found an especially warm welcome
is enough to convince anyone of the urgency of the
on the part of the peoples suffering under colonialistduty incumbent upon the United Nations to make every
imperialist domination. After the Second World War,
effort to bring about the immediate elimination
a number of countries broke the chains of colonial
of this ~9ameful aberration in human society, in
and national oppression. The great victor;Y over
whatever form it may appear.
"fascism in the Second World War resulted inbreaking
13. An examination of the United Kingdom's cothe ch~!lS,.··of imperialism in CentrSl.and Eastern
lonial policy in Africa during recent years gives us
Europ~/ where new Socialist countries came into
an
ides. of the state of slavery in which the SUbject
being; The historic victory of the great Chinesfit
peoples live, and shows that the United Kingdom imp~ple's revolution gave rise to the People's Re!~
coypUblic of China,whose population amounts to sOY'"e, perialists have not hesitated to adopt the cruellest
methods whenever the interests of their ,powerful
700 million. These countries now consti:tute//the
oligarchy were threatened by a movement
financial
world's Soci~lfst' system, . which exerts' a salutary
of
national
liberation onthe part ofthe subject peoples. \
influence on ~e course of world events and represents. a facto~::~,'~f paramount importance for inter14.. Let us take, tor instance, the case of the Feder-'
national peace and security•
ation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. In Northern Rhodesia
9. During the same period, thestrugg;le of the opthe white settlers, who number only 70,000, hold
pressed peoples enabled many cOl:t'~~ries of Asia and
more than half of the best lands, leaving to more .
than 2.5 million Africans the other half consisting
Africa to throw off the c()lonia11toke and achieve
independence. During, Hs most recent' phase, the
of infertile landS. A scandalous fOrIll of di,scrimination
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settlers . and .,indigenous· inhabitants
Repression and Revolt in Portugtl8se Africa. ~ should
is also practisedwith regard to wages. Africanworkers
likfJ to quote this typical passage: .
/
.
are' employed on the hardest kinds of work and
'''While
in
decades
past there may .have been
$OlIletimes receive wages twenty to thirtytim.es lowe,:
fewer
visi.ble
signs
of.
theoolor bar in Angola than
than those of the whites, as in thecase9f the <11:0;000
ln
some
of
her
neighbol;'wg
territories,' j.n recent
.miners of Southern Rhodesia. The colonialistsmake
. years racial discrimination has grown•••• Signs
fabulou:;' profits from. the systematic exploitation of
on ,the ·doors of. some· restaurants read, 'Right of
the great 'riches of these territories_anq cheap lsbour.
is reserved'. All-white towns ••• have
admission
Northern Rhodesia,neighp.ouri:ngc"on Katanga, is very ,
been
built.
public service it is hard to find an
rich in copper, and in 1959__ ~ecounted for 15'~er cep.t . African in a In
position
higher than that cfinterpreter.,
who enjoys this ''wealth?
. of the world copper ou'tPut~~ut
,,--.'a-.o .m,i1e the co10r bar. is thus· obViouS in the
Only the United' Kingdom co1c1nialists ana /their
larger coastal cities, it is even more' prevalent
partners, while the indigenous inhabitants, ,for an
in the interior. tI
their exhaust:irig work, lead a life of pov~rtr.f. To
/"'==,
satisfy th~' neeo1 'for cheap African labour, the most
19. Clea.r~ prOOf. O.f popular diSS.~~isfaction with the
colonial au\thoJj.tie~-,. is given by 'tile<military preparabominable laws have been enacted which enabl~ the
~olonialists to apply in one form. or another, 1'acial
ations which' fhe POrtUg-u.e6~~rft making in Angola in
)discrimination, forced labour and the herding together
order to. stifle resistance.Re.ce~tly2,000 Portuguese
of Africans inreser\"ati:ons where a system ofunheardsoldiers were sent to rei~70rce";<tbe 20,000 already
of poverty and terrcl- prevails and where men die by
there. These troops are equipped\\\'\V~thPanhard type
the hundreds. Yet the representatives of the colonial
tanks,field guns. andar~ouregr transport cars.
Barracks and military airfi:el~'(1are being built in ..
Powers come here to tell us of the benefits of the
colonial system! The "nlOSt'\, elementary rights are . haste, and naval vessels ar'e' patrolling
the coasts·
I,
_.
trampled underfoot. To cite only one example, the
and rivers. Angola is thus being transformed into a
NATO base to serve the aggressive schemes of the
number of Africans on the electoral rolls in Southern
imperialist Powers for dividing Africa and crushing
Rhodesia in 1938 was forty, and twenty years later,
in 1958, that. figure was not more than '550. This
any national liberation movement. Milita~ circles
shows how. much the oolonialistscare about emanciin Portugal were evidently able to convince President
pa.tion and civilization with regard to the indigenous.
Eisenhower when he visited Lisbon in May 1960 of
inhabitants!
the necessity to use armaments supp~ied to Portugal
. by the United States to crush natiG~al liberation
movements of the African people. This,Gf course, is
15. Tlle history of foreign domination in central
nothing new since United States arms have been used
Africa, as indeed in all oolonies, is simply a long
success,ion of cunning stratagems, hypOC1"!sy, infor years, under cover of NATO and other aggressive
trigues, repx'6ssion and terror exercised by various
treaties, to crush national liberation movements in
colonialists..
various African countries, as is being done inAlgeri,~,
the Congo and elsewhere.
16. In Kenya, -a colony under United Kingdo;prdomi20. All this goes to show how the imperialist and
nation. where blood has been,ahed unceasi~,gly, the
colonialist Powers defend their common cause of
struggle for national liberation is developin~;lgain keeping the. colonial peoples under their control and
after the· ferocity with which the national moveih6rtt
of mercilessly .exploiting their wealth and the forced
was crushed by the United Kingdom co1onialists a
labour
of the indigenous inhabitants. The imperialist
few years ago.. According to the United KingdoIll
Powers-beginning
with the United Kingdom which is
Press itself, more than 4,000 troops have recently
making efforts to appear more liberal, down to the
been sent to Kenya !n order to suppress any desire
most
refractory one, the Union of South Africa,
for freedom and to quell anyna.tional movement.
is flouting all the resolutions adopted by the
which
During recent months 2,pOO persons have been im'·
United
Nations
Gener~lAsst¥inbly-areallpursuingthe
prisoned; 800 persons have been in prison for fifteen
same aims; they have -no intention of renouncing their
Y'ear~, and the head of the nationalist movement,
shameful privileges, and they devise all sorts of manJomo Kenyatta, was after seven yeJars of imprisonoeu~res, intrigues and even crimes to prolong the life
ment again, tried and deported.
.
of the moribund colonial system. This has been evident even within our Organization,particularly with
17. Portuga1,one of the oldest coloni~ Power~,
regard to the Congo .question, on which the colomalist
does ,not admit that it ha:s colonies, but' only overPowers
have joined forces in order to defend coloni,al
Seas provinces. Thus Angola, Mozambique and other
domination~ The, fact that we See the colonialist
Portuguese colonies in, Africa and Asia, which are
Powers .drawing more closely together at the very
thousands of kilometres\ away from Portugal, are
time
when colonialism is in its death throes only
considered by the PortJllgUese coloniaUsts to be
senreS to show their weakness.
nothing more than geowtapbical, extensions of the
metropolitan territory (~t is can ~v.ndeniable fact. that
21. Let us consider also the C:i;se of· South West
in the. ~ortuguese coloi~ies tile ~\ploni4ists employ· Af~ca. The Assembly has now been concerned with
i~Jlecruellest methods to,\ stifle ~t~e nat~ona1 }eel\ng
this\, qUestion for. fifteen years; dozens of resolutions
. o~ the indigenous popu1ati\6n whi9fi, tie~Qite, the mdl~t
havabeen adopted; commissions and' committees have
b:rutalcolon1.al subjugation' fo~' many centuries, offers
been set up; and numerous petitioners have been given
unceasing' :t'esistancet9 assimilatiol) and extermia hearing in the Fou.rth Committee and have reported
nation.
on the intolerable situation in which the indigenous
population languishes.. It is well known that in that
18. To got some idea of the situation in Angola,
unhappy country "apartheid" andracialdiscrimination
reference may be made to the booklet.pUblished by
are the rule. Men are treated like beasts of burden,
the American Committee on Africa entitled ~ngola:
and forced labour is common practice. The Govern-·
petw~e:n,~b:l.te
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ment of the Union of South Africa ha ~ completely
element of world peace 'and stability. Countries like
disregarded the resolutiolL,.~c=~doptedby lithe General
India, the United Arab Republic, Guinea and others
Assembly, and the situation has deteriorated in South
are :playing. an active and positive part in the solution
WestcAfrica fl"QJ:n yeartQ year.Jtis to be noted that
of international problems•. We cannot adequately
the Government of the Union of South Africa has been
convey thE\ joy that we feel when here in the United
encouraged in this attitude by the other colonial
Nations we ~ee the young African States taking the
Powers.
1\
lead in the. .struggle for the defence of the legitimate
22. Through systematic andun~eaSingpillage of -~orights of enslaved peoples and for the total and final
- abolition of theirinslavement.
lonial territories in Africa, Asia and elsewhere, the
monopolies in the various metropolitan countries have
26. Ha'unted by the possibility of losing everything
accumulated fabulous rlches while leaving the subject
connected with their colonial system, the colonialists
peoples in a bacl~ward state of poverty and unde:r-o
resort. to f,raud and, by labelling themselves benedevelopment that is in striking contrast'to the wealth
factors and philanthropists, try to give the impression
that' colonialism h~s now ce~;sed to be colonialism
and development of the metropolitan countries.
aJ:ld no longer exists 'as such. At the same time they
23. It is understandable then that the imperialists
are unwilling to loosen their hold on their colonial
endeavour, as it has been aptly Said, to shroud the
possessions and are using every possible means to
corpse of the discredited colonial system and em.ploy
avoid doing so. To prevent the liberation of. the terrinew methodsan,d new approaches to ensure their
hold over the economies of their former colonies
to1'les under their control the colonial Powers have
or of the under-developed countries. The United States
indeed had recourse to every pOErsible means, for
in addition to murderous wars in which they have not
and West. German imp~rialists are particularly active
hesitated to employ the most barbarous weapons,
in that respect, even to the detriment ofthe traditi.onal
colonial Powers, which seem to have difft~ulty in
including napalm bombs, and in which millions of
persons have perished, the imperialists have resorted.
adapting themselves to the new conditions. '"'
to a wide" range of obstacles and manoeuvres. One
27. Under the cover of economic aid to the underof the arguments which the colonialists have never
developed countries and of association between the
ceased to repeat whenever there has been any question
industrialized and the ullde:r-odeveloped countries, the
of liberating colonies is that colonial or dependent
masters of the monopolies wish to ensure theirecopeoples do not yet possess the necessary maturity
nomic supremacy in those countries. One of their
for independence and self-government, this ideahaving
objectives is to delay the industrial development ofthe
developed from the racist concept of the imperialists
under-developed countries so as to be able to dispose
.that peoples not belonging to the white race are inof their industrial products in the markets of those
feriar.
.
countries and to buy their raw materials there at
prices which they impose..
24. In an attempt to justify the policy of colonial
28. In order to ensure an economic hold over newly
domination and the continuance of that domination, the
inqependent and other under-de..! eloped countries, an
imperialists and their champions never tire of telling
us of their famous "civilizing mission". They even . effort is made to include them in organizations like
the Common Market and OEEC, the purpose of which
ha.ve the audacity cyni.cally· to claim that nine-tenths
is to .co-ordinate the economic policy of certain
of the' Africans are. illiterate, and that their lack of
Western Powers so as to embraceunde1"""developed
culture shows that these people are not ready to accede
countries which, according to their plans, are to"be
to independence and assume the c9ntrol of their own
transformed 1]1to economically and politically _deaffairs. This statement is made t-:Clc.though the impendent countt1es. This is the-new phenomenonolcolperi~lists themselves were not responsible for the
lective colof.~r~lism, which is being revealed in the
situation. The world, however, is well aware that as
long as the' colonial system endures in a country,
common struggle of the colonial and imperialist NATO
the doors to education and culture will be clnsed to
countries against the national liberation movements
the subject peoples, who, without fr~edom and indeof the peoples of Africa, Asia, and Latin,America.
pendence, will never be able to make\';l start towarCls
The military treaties of NATO and SEATO\help. the
national development, progress and prosperity. The
imperialist Powers to realize their colonial objectives
and to gain a footing in other countries, partllcularly
reactionary claims that Africans have no cultural
tradition are refuted by history, which in fact teaches
by the construction of military bases .for plratical
us that there was a time when Africa was m.ore adschemes of conquest and world supremacy, thus envanced than Asia and Europe. The fact that Africa
dangering peace and security, and in particular the
has had lts own culture is born out by the ancient
peace ancl security of t.g.ecountries in which such
bases arf~ltuated.
, ..
history of Egypt as well as that of the Napata, :Meroe
and ~suxn States, which were inhabited by the
29. It shOUld be' n.oted that in their efforts to safe~ncestors of the Ethio»iariSi~remarkable explanation
g-aard
their colonial possessions, the Europeanw~f all these bareja.~6d ~laim.s of the representatives
penalists
enjoy the support and aid ef the United
of imper:lalism Jtias been given by the Malagasy poet
Stat.es
of
America.
The ruling circles in the United
Rabeman~(tj~!'i,who said "The Negro became a
States are dOing their best to play a double game.
s~~a:g<?=cf~ the day when the white man discovered
While
trying to pose as friends of Africa, they are ,
how much profit could be derived from:~that state".
at
the
sameMIp.e orgamzing collective aggression
_~~~~. I:
25. The many countries of Af~rca;ll.
Asia
and
other
in
the
Cqngo
anli supplying the Freneh Government
,u,
with
money
and"
military equipment to continue the
parts of the world Whl.ch have a\~~ired intlependen.ce
and .are taking an active part)) in international life . war in Algeria•. Furthermore, .the Atnerican monopO· ,',
lies ,cherish the hope ofseizingthe :African inheritance .
shQw how peoples which have b1bcoxne free and independent are able to direct.and g\~vern their countries .. which the colonialists of Western Europe a.re obliged
and at the same time tdJ become a very Important
to ~!!nqUish,'"and the Saine is true of'othercolonies.
•
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previously held by Europeans. Along with the establisbmentof military,air and naval bases, the
United states Government, through. so-called advisers
and missionaries, is setting up in the African countries a vast espionage network for the purpose, among
others, of carrying out sabotage.
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39. No one can doubt that the radical and final
elimi~ati9n of colonialismwouldbe9}@onsiderable
~portance fQr· intern&t:i~.al. J~pt.}1Wmic co-operation
'on' a basisot equality and mutual advantage. That
so. Africa,,, however,has completely changed "and is would assist in the creation of the conditions neces'"
today no longer. what it was before the Second World
sary for normal international relations based onunderWar. The people of Africa are well aware of their
standing and good-neighbourliness and would thus
rights arid their interests, and they know wheJ;e they
contribute di~ectly andeffect!vely to the relaxation
i.', stand; they can distinguish between their friends and
of tension and the strengthening of internationalpeace
their foes, whatever mask the United States ofAmerica
and security.
may wear.
40. Hence the adoption by the General' Assembly of
31. The pe-i>ple of Africa, Asia and Latin America the declaration submitted by the Soviet Union on the
are well aware of the methods by which the imperial- . granting of independence to colonial countriesancl
ists hope to carry out their c910nial policy and of how
peoples would be a substantial' contribution to the
really dangerous that polic~i is. That is why.they are
efforts of peace-loving countries for theimp1"ovement
resolutely intensifying theii' struggle to throw off
of international relations and the strengthenifig of
the colonial and imperialist yoke regardless of the
universal peace•.
form it may' assume.
41. Mr. DIOP (Senegal) (translated from' French)
32. The Albanian people know fro~,; their own c~ntuIn this debate we are watching the countries Which
ries-Iong experience what foreign d6mination means.
want to hold on to their colonial possessions, come
what may, at bay, facing the final attack of the world
They have always sympathized wilt.J1 and supported
conscience; we are watching their. last rearguard
the struggle of peoples for indepep.dence.
action and their last desperate struggles.
S3. This spirit of deep sympathy which the Albanian
(,~..
people feel for people under the colonial y~ke and
42. The colonial story is an ol('\~ old story, as old
their whole-hearted support for those people in their
as the world itself. It is the e)ternal story of the
heroic struggle for national liberat:lon are the reasons
exploitation of Dian by man by brute force. Homo
why the delegation of the People's Republic ofAlbania
homini lupus, as the anc~ents used to say~
firmly .supports the declaration of the Soviet Union on
43.· Man was exploited by man in our African land
the' grantipg of independence to colonial countries and
by Europeans, first of all through the establishment
peoples [A/4502 and Corr.1].
' o f the slave-trade some centuries. ago. MilUons and
34. The elimination from human society of cOlortiaimillions of men were torn from their' native land.
They "were transplanted,,~to America.~~d elseWhere,
ism in all its forms constitutes not only a recognfUon
of the inalienable right of all people to H~e in
and were thus involved ln a whole Serl~13 of frightful
miseries andsufferings. Out of the ten million men
sovereign freedom and equality, but also ~ prerequisite for their progress towards political, ecothus trasplauted, scarcely a million survived.
nomic, cultural and' social maturity.
44. But, just as man's injustice to man is constant,
35.' The accession of allcolop,!al peoples to a free
so is the progress of the human conscience" A few
and independent existence ts an irresistible"and ircenturies later, voices were raised ill protest,voices
reversible process" The vlo;rld is changing before our
which expressed the highest values of the human convery eyes at an incredible speed. The shameful
science. To give only a few examples, the first
system ofcolon~a1ism"iis drawing. to an end and
voice to bo heard was thatr.-,' of the great thinkers of
only deserves a place'\~n the scrap-heap of history.
the French Revolution of 1789.; and' in the United
States, it was the voice of a man like Abraham Lincoln,
The decisive factor in this process of change is,
of course, the struggle of the coloni,al and dependent, at the· time of the War of Secession. These \1oices
peoples; who have the sympathy apd support of all . rang out condemning slavery,detnanding itsaboUtion;
, those who believe in progress.'
but their" effect was not to be felt until more 'than a
century later"jabout 1848. Even 'later than that, When
36. It is nevertheless the supreme duty of the United
most of the European nation~~d acgepted the
Nations, in conformity with. the Charter, to do its
principle of ~he &.bolltion ofsl3:YLery,-there were still
utmost to ensure that this inevitable liber.ation is
some recalcltr~ts, some baCKWard people,. set in
accomplished within the shortest pos~ible time. The
their ways, whQ continued the slave-trade as .pirates.
General Assembly should demand the immediate and
The mc;>st sincere European nations had to police the
final. accession to complete independence ,and liberty
seas in order to enforce thep\abolition of slavery by
of all countries under colonial domination and of all
'~t.her European States, andevehbytheir-ownnat~~!naIS.
Trust and Non~Self-Governing Territories.
45. Slavery was finally abolisned, a.t last. But scarcely
37. The United Nations should demand and even
had it been abolished than the eXploitation of man by
Iti;an was reborn from the as~g of slavery uD4er the
take action to ensure that the imperialist Powers
gu:lse of colonialism. There was no more transplanting:
.re(rain 'from' any form. of interference With, and that
the~ exploiters went to Afri~a to do their dominating
they str:lctly respect, the sovereignty and independence
of the newly independent States, and of those which
and exploiting on the spot•
will.become independeni~after'th~ adoption of thedec"lara.tion now '¥lder discussion.
~46.. ThiS. colonial~m, which flourished also .for more
.
",
th.an two h.undred ~fifty y'l!ars,. was .~~.~~mn.edye.ar
, \~~'. The Ullited Nations \'cannot afford" to remain inafter year as the conscience of ~~osteadi1Y
~.Jiffwrent before the spectacle ofthe poverty and /:lufferdeveloped and also thanks to the g kdual ~awakening
c
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of the colonized peoples who, little by little, became
aware of their own dignity and their national feeling.
These colonized peoples gradually abandoned the intellectual, cultural and artistic livery they had worn
under coloniaiism and went back to the sources of
their own individual and original genius to draw from
them the strength they required to regain their
indiViduality and also their sovereignty and independence. This is a movement of humanism and renewal that some have called "negr itude".
47. It may be as well to state here also that this
move~ent Qf renewal, humanism and liberation at all
levels has never had any racial tinge, has never involved the rejection of any other culture or of any
other civilization, of the benefits of any other culture
or of any other civilization, whatever it might be,
whether Graeco-Latin, American or Chinese.
48. At last, in the course of years, human progress
triumphed over this second form of the exploitation
of man by man, this neo-slavery called colonialism;
and considerable progress has been achieved, particularly since the end of the last World War. Particularly in Africa, in less than fifteen years, we
have witnessed liberation and the achievement of
national independence by three-quarters of the dependent peoples that were once colonized.
49. However-as I emphasized just now-in spite of
the abolition of slavery by declarations of principle
and through laws enacted by the European countries,
there were some recalcitrants, set in their ways,
who continued to make slavery a prosperous concern.
What happened with regard to slavery is now happening
with regard to colonialism.
50. In the field of colonialism also, there are some
backward people, some hardened cases, people set in
their ways, who wish to maintain their positions in
spite of everything and regardless of the trend of
history. They will be swept away by the irreversible
torrent of history; they will be swept away like straws.
51. But to await the ineluctable future is not enough
for the United Nations. Here, at another focus of world
conscience, we must take a positive position; we must
start a new crusade and this time, in order to police,
not the seas, but the continents and to ensure that
colonialism and the exploitation of man by man shall
cease.
52. That is why the delegation of Senegal has agreed
to join in sponsoring a draft resolution [A/L.323 and
Add. i-51 calling for the end of colonialism in Africa
and everywhere else, and for the dependent nations,
in Africa and everywhere else, at last to become
free, sovereign and independent.
Mr. Zorin (Union of Soviet Sociallst Republlcs),
Vice-President, took the Chair.

53. Mr. PLIMSOLL (Australia): The large numberof
speeches that we have heard so far and the even
larger number that are to come are some evidence
of the interest, in the international community here
.in this Organization and among the peoples that we
represent, in the carrying-out of the obligations that
are laid down in the Charter towards Trust Territories and· towards non-self-governing areas. The
Covenant of the League of Nations represented a
statement in a formal international document of a
new'· principle. the principle of international aecountability,for the administration by Powers over

the indigenous inhabitants of the territories under
their control; and this doctrine, this movement was
carried a step further at San Francisco in the Ch~rter
of the United Nations. There are very important
chapters of the Charter, integral parts of the whole
organization that became the United Nations, and in
the drafting of those chapters and the working-out
of the substance, Australia and New Zealand played
a very large part. They were in the forefront of those
Powers that were pressing for a clear recognition
and acceptance of wider international responsibility
and accountability than had existed before the war.

.pro

54. After the Charter came into effect, Australia
proceeded to place under the International Trl1.steeship
System the mandates which it had held under the
League of Nations. Furthermore, although the Charter
does not lay down as an obligation the submission of
political information on Non-Self-Governing Territories the Australian Government has, from the very
beginning, voluntarily submitted this information to
the United Nations. We have, throughout, co-operated
with the United Nations, we have explained our policies
in the Trusteeship Council and in the Fourth Committee, and we have endeavoured in the last fifteen
years to discharge our obligations under the Charter
faithfully. So we do not come before this Organization
now, or at any time, in a reluctant way. We come on
each occasion to give an account of what we have
voluntarily undertaken and, indeed, gladly undertaken.
55. Colonialism is, like all institutions, a human
institution. It varies in different parts of the world;
it varies with human beings; it can be bad; it may
sometimes be bad. But, at its best, I submit, it has
been and is continuing to be a necessary transitional
phase, and many of tlle wrongs that have occurred
under colonialism-and some· of them have been
outlined here in this debate-are really examples of
man's inhumanity to man, which we find in so many
international and so mallY human institutions.
56. I have felt when I have heard some of the
problems that have been posed here and in the Fourth
Committee that they are common problems that we
are facing in all our countries-that they are part of
our common drive for the betterment of mankind by
the raising of standards of living throughout the
world, for the observation of human rights and the
fostering of human rights everywhere. Ma,ny of these
problems are problems of humanity.

Inst

57. It seems to me that one essential point in considering this question is that we cannot think of all
colonies as being exactly the same. They are different not only in their physical conditions, not only in
the nature of the inhabitants, not only in the nature
of the administering Powers: they are different in
their historical background, and in so many other
respects. Some of the countries that became colonies
were old civilizations, old cultures, perhaps large
political groupings. Some of them were not nations
but, nevertheless, were aggregates of substantial
social groups-perhaps large tribal structures of
many, many thousands, even tens of thousands. And
then in other cases the colonies consisted of groupS,
very small in number, disorganized, perhaps unrelated
to one another, scattered, unconnected. And our approach to the problems of colonialism can, I think,
be fruitful only when we recognize that there are
different sorts of colonies just as there are different
sorts of administering Powers, different sorts of
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problems to be overcome and different sorts of ways
of meeting them.
58. Nor is it true that in all cases coloniali$;nl has
meant taking independence away from people who
would otherwise today be living at the flame standards
of living as Western Europe. That i<iJ!ay be true in
some parts of the world, but in othesr parts of the
world it obviously is not true. In some places,
before the present administering Powers came, there·
were no national entities, there was interneoine
warfare and tribal fighting, there were no human rights,
and there was slavery-because slavery is not just an
inatitutionthat '. Europeans have practised on otheT
peoples. Slavery i~. an age-old insti1lltion that we have
to fight wherever It occurs and whatever the peoples
which may be practising it.
59. We have heart~ in this debate, at various stages,
fanciful. phrases about the lash of the overseer, about.
the ~rlmes of the colot\ialists. And when I heard them
~ thought that they migh~ be true in some times of
"history and in some places in this world, but they
are certainly not true of anyterrit()ry~athas been
alministered by Australia, an"it is for Australia
that I am speaking. I am not s~tleaking for any other
administering Power, but it might, be useful, and perhaps even helpful, to this Assemb1Y~ifI said something
about eastern New Guinea, for 'Nhich Australia is
responsible.
60. Eastern New Guinea' has long been iaolated from
the rest of the world. Its people -had no contacts
with other peoples for hundreds of years-probably
for thousands of years. It was, .therefore, different,
for example, from the peoples of Africa who, at
various stages over a long period of time, have
had .fruitfuf contact wltlt other culi:U:res in other parts
of Africa~ in parts of Asia and in vario@s other parts
of the world,. New Guinea 'Was a completely isolated
series of communities cut off from cultural and other
contacts. Even today it contains fewer than two
mfilionpeople. The population has been growing
steadily in recent years, but it i,B still fewer than
two million, andbetween them theyspeak510languages
and some thousands of dialects; and the people who
speak one of thOSIS 510 languages do not understand
anyone who speaks another, so that onel1asa large
number of groups unable, for all practical purposes,
to communf,cate with one another-people who have
had no concept of a nation, people who have had no.
concept of the size of the island that they inhabit and
the fact that there might be some common !nterest,
even some common bond, between them and the other
people on that island. They have lived primitive lives.
On the whole their way of life consisted of gathering
food and eating it rapidly ~ Storage offood. for example,
was an idea thatbarely entered into their way of living.
They were dominateci by sorcery and witchcraft.
In many cases they practised ca1mibalism.
61. These are not, people Who, until recent times,
,formed a nation with a highly sophisticated political
or Social structure. I am not one of those who confuses
. ciVilization with Western ways of living, but I know
that there are many Members of this Organization
in many continents who have w~in their borders
small groups of peoples living~pr1mltive lives, with
Jimited traditions, and With. up to the present,
lit~ited opportunities. And I ask the representatives
of those countries to imagine an island evex:v one of
whose inhabitants is a person of that background.
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That shows the jlm.mensity of the task. It isa question
of bringing men in a few years from the stone age up
to the modern complicated civilization. And this is
not a problem that confronts any country in this
Orga~ati.o:n. It is nota p;roblem that has confronted
the .Members o[ this Organization in recent· times.
This is almost (t~~~i:que situation-unique in the size of
the people, whoee s:tandard is such that they have quite
a way to go before they cantake their place among us.
This view is not based on anyfeelingof racial supeno:rity~' The people of New Guinea will be able to attain
their place alongside everybody else. The relatively
backward state in which. they found theJIlselves is a
product of long isolation from the rest ofman..ld.nd.
It is the result of historical circumstances.
'
62. Australia has had the great task-an.d.it is a task
which we have gladlyaccepte~ and one whichwe have
chosen to accept-of ~y~~ging these people into the
twentieth century, of making them peaceM neighbo\lrs ,
.of Australia and of the other countries in our Western
Pacific region, people who will be partners of all of
us in a peaceful world.
.
'
63. Profit has not been our motive. As far as AuStralia is concerned, the task of administering New
Guinea and of adv~~cing the indigenous inhabitants
has been a heavy economic and financial burden, and
it is a burden that will continue. Therefore, the
classical ideas of the economic exploitation ofc(J1onies
do not apply in the case of New Guinea~
II
":\
64•.The people of New Guinea are our neigpb.ours"
The island of New Guinea is llext to us; we five with
its people cheek by jowl in thisworld.Wew~Altto
be friends with tiiem. We want them to be partners"
with us in a common endeavour and 1n the interests
of our common peace" We look forward to bringing
them to nationhood. We have accepted and have gone
beyond our obligations under the Charter to .bring
them to nationhood., .
!

65. Let me say something about the problems that
have confronted Australia in a country like New
Guinea-and, when Is~y this, perhaps it will answer
questions that could arise in ynur minds as to why
it is taking some time to achieve our objective.
66.. Australia has had the Trust Territoryo£ New
Guinea for forty years. That is the lifetime afone
indiVidual. Before that, it· was a German colony.
Australia also has a Non-Self-Governing Territory
itO the south of the Trust Ter:ritory, ,!here we have
',been somewhat longer';But I shall speak about the
two together becansewe'areapplyingcommonpolicies.,
we have a common aspiration of giving self-determi";'
nation to the people in both territories.
67.. , New Guinl;)a is in the tropics" It has a rough
terrain" It ha..~ a junglethat is frequently bnpenetrable.
When you thillk of New GUineat perhaps you. could
put ·it alongside the· Amazon as .a vast· area which it
is extremely difficult to penetrate. That is one of the
reasons why it has taken a long time to open up the
'country. Even today' there are areas that are not yet
under adminil=Jtration. It has be~n a hard and a.l6hg
task. We ·must xemeJnlJ,er that all the resources that
a:r~~vai1able today were not available forty years ago,
oi--ven twenty years ago. I am thinking in particulaF
of aircraft and of the bulldozer. It often takes a man
on foot many, many days to go a. very few miles.
We" have been able to,,-) ov~ercome this J)roblem of,
space and of impenetrable '.' jungle by usinga:1rcraft.
c
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Australia did a lot of the pioneering work in the world
in opening up a territory by aircraft. In the late
twenties and in the thirties, we built a whole town
in the mountains of New GUinea, supplied completely
by air-the town of Bulolo-and in those days that
was quite a feat. It was something from which other
countries learned, but it was something that was
not possible until we had mastered the use of aircraft
for the transport of heavy machinery and heavy goods.
Even today there are settlements in New Guinea
where a substantial part of the supplies and communications have to come in by air-an expensive
and sometimes a difficult project because, in addition to this jungle, there are high mountain ranges
and there are various indentations of valleys. Many
people who have come to New GUinea, including some
of our United Nations colleagues and visitingmissions,
have been quite alarmed at the conditions under which
they have had to fly from place to place in New
Guinea through mists and fogs, a condition that is
quite normal in the lives of those who have to live
and work in New Guinea.
68. And then we had, in the middle of our task in
New Guinea, a war which devastated New GUinea.
New Guinea was the scene of active fighting for five
years. During that time, a large number of buildings,
roads, wharves and docks were destroyed in shelling
and other forms of warfare. The jungle swallowed
them up.
69. I· can remember going to Finschhafen, on the
northern coast of New GUinea, where there was a big
building of about the same size as the Delegates'
Dining Room, with a floor of concrete six to nine
inches thick. And yet, in a period of six months,
that enormous slab of concrete had been completely
destroyed by the jungle: trees had forced themselves
up through the concrete, splitting it in two. And so,
by the end of five years of fighting, there was very
little of a material nature left in northern New GUinea,
and we had to start off again from scratch in a material
sense. Quite apart from warfare, of course, this
great tropical growth of New Guinea imposes enormous
tasks upon us annually in maintenance. The task of
maintaining roads and buildings is very great.
70. Then there has been the problem of overcoming
disease. The whole coast of New Guinea was an ar~a
in which malaria was prevalent, an area of great
sickness for the indigenous inhabitants and for any
Australians who came there. We have graduallyovercome that. But it has taken a long while, because
the knowledge and the drugs that exist today did not
exist until comparatively recently. Here, again, pioneering work has been done in Australia by people
like Sir Hamilton Fairley. The work done in New
Guinea in coping with malaria has served as a lesson
and has been applied in places like Burma and other
parts of South-East Asia and in the continent of Africa.
Nowadays, in the development of under-developed
countries, we can take account ot things like atabrin
and paludrin. We have learned more about the importance of draining areas, where it Is possible, and
how to drain them. We have learned about using
fish to swallow and keep in check the larvae of
mosquitoes. All these things have gradually been
learned over the years and applied throughout the
world. But, until some of these things were learned,
there were serious impediments to the development
of many parts of the world and certainly to the development of New Guinea.

71. Scientific research has been needed, and in
Australia itself a large part of our economic history
has consisted of learning how to acclimatize to
Australian conditions animals and vegetation from
Europe. We had great problems in getting even sheep,
which are now the backbo~ of our exports, to live
in Australia. We had problems with Wheat.
72. We have had the same problems in New Guinea.
I have been up in the highlands of New Guinea in the
last few years, where we have been experimenting
with cattle and sheep and pigs-livestock which did
not exist in those parts even five years ago, livestock
which is still not at home in those parts and still
not an economic proposition. The gradual application
of research and experimentation will, we hope, make
it possible for areas which at present can carry
nothing to become productive areas, but these things
take time. Even the breeding period for livestock is
of some duration. We need time for these things.
73. I have said this because I know, and I have
heard it said here, that the development of some of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories and the Trust
Territories has appeared to go slowly. But one reason
in many cases, and certainly one reason in the case
of New GUinea, has been the difficulties ofthe terrain,
the physical obstacles that any Government would have
had to overcome slowly and painfully.
74. We are making efforts, apart from the material
work, some of which I have referred to, such as
roads, bridges, hospitals and so on. We have applied
ourselves industrially to carry out our obligations to
prepare the peoples for self-government, and in this
process, of course, there is a fanning out. We started
off with nothing in this respect, as far as the indigenous
inhabitants were concerned, but you build up a nucleus,
and the nucleus itself canplay a part in training others,
and so you get a fanning 0llt. You teach some teachers,
and then the teachers teach other teachers. So, instead of political and economic development proceeding
at a steady, uniform pace, we can look to it proceeding
at a steadily accelerating pace.
75. In the political field, there is increased participation in the public service and in the central Government. This year there have been reforms in the Legislative Council which have increased the number of
indigenous inhabitants serving in that Council. There
has been steady development of local and regional
government. ThiS is not uniform all over the territories. We are not holding back one province because
another province is not ready for a particular form
of self-government, but in towns and in Villages, and
gradually in higher forms of organization, the indigenous inhabitants of the particular localities are
playing a bigger and bigger part in running their own
affairs.
76. Education is steadily growing. There are nOW
200 000 at school in New Guinea. As I have said,
the' total population of adults and children is less
than 2 million. Technical training, not only in varioUS
forms of industry but in agriculture, is steadily being
expanded. For example, I myself visited a large
plywood factory in Bulolo in 1956 and again in 1957,
and in that period I could see a steadily increasing
proportion of indigenous inhabitants taking part in the
operations of that establishment, operations which
were highly sophisticated, with electriC eyes and
various operating methods that could be used in any
city in the world.
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77. Health services have been expanded. This does 1>efore us,' who would not havG" preferred
different
not 6~yapply to(' hospitals and so forth' where Euro- wording. For exa.mple,~ I do not think it is true that,
pean doctors and others couldhelp, butweare training as stateqm in the preaJllble, in,' all cases the continued
and preparing' the indigenous inhabitants for health
existanc~of colonialism "impedes the social, cultural
services on their own account. We are building so
and e~onom.ic de'velopment of dependent , peoples".
that the people themselves will take over these
I hope that what I have said about New Guinea indifunctions.
cates that there at least colonialism is helping the
indigenousinhabitapt~_f01"Ylal"f!"and that without the
78. Law and order now prevai!sovernearlythewhole,
,
'Australia~--Adm.inisteling Ailt1l6rltythe people would
territo:r;y. There are stin some,areas, as 1 have said,
have no im.med1atehopes of advancement and of selftIiatare not under administration, but. most of it~,
government.
and here is. L~;W , and order' where all the people of
the territorieB,~~an look to the protection of the
83. Oper~tive paragraph 3, referrlngto'pretexts, for
courts against arbitrary action by individualS or 'delaying independence, :might •perhaps be misinarbitra.ry action by Government.. The territory is terpretedJ There are;parts of the world where the
subject to the rule of law, and the, rule of law applies
immediate, abandqDIIlent by the AdministeringAuthgrito all the inhabitants.
ty would result incha<>s, but I think we would all .
79. We are gradually reforming or amending reagree that as a p~text, as aJalse reason, unjustified"
strtbtions imposed by tribal or religious custom.
~~ ::~~,the con~tions in that paragraph should not
That, of course, is a complicated question, and.many
'.)
representatives here will have had personal expert- 84. There has already been reference by therepre-ence andwillhave p~rsonalviews onthe extent to which sentatives of Burma and New Zealand ,. to operative
an Adrninistering Authority should interfere in old paragraph 4cabout armed action, and", they have exinherited customs. This is something where we have plained their interpretation that this is not intendedto
tried' as far as possible to adapt ourselves and to l1'~vent °tf~e use of 'police in the noi"lnal maintenance
'
adapt our laws to the wishes and the freely accepted ollaw anff order.
desires bfrl;he illdigenous people. As you know, local
J
,
(!
cU$toms can make diffic1t,\t the most economical use
85. There is also a paragran]f stating that immediate
steps should be taken totrirttsfer all powersin'Cleof land, to take just one example. However, with regard cordance with .the freely expressed will of t~
to 19fd",/t:he,Australian Gav.ernmenthas 0p~}!s~edthe' digenous" inhabitant~ As far as we are' con,cerned it\
pol1c~":1;hat no land canbeacq1..liredfrom·the indigenous
inhabi~@ts except by the 1\;\bnini~#;1.ation itself, and Gill" te~ritories, Australia, is taking steps-and it has
"
been t~~dng them-to transfer powers as rapic11yas
then only"under safegu.ards. The, result is that 97 pex: ,pos$;1Ql\~ to the indigenous inhabitant$, and }Ve,.1 ~.
cent"of the land in New Guinea is unde~'indigenous believe:' ,are giving effect to that, paragraph of this'"
~nership, ,and less, than 1 percent is rn, use by or
declaration"
' ,
".
.
.' ,,'
.' \\
occupied lly non-indigenous people. We, have felt that, \~ , . . . , >, ,.
as part of our sacred trust-using the words, of the :186., This \I,debate has. 1?~en ~eful ,~ revealing ,the
Charter--we •had an obligation('Ito see to it .that the ) currentsG~ ~~oUght, and m demonstrating the feeling,
lahdS in New Guinea remained in the ownership and
nQ~>6n1YaJll6llg those of US who are here, but among
at the .disposalofthe people of New Guinea..
~ose whom we represent, here•.Themost '~ffe~~$lx\
.
,..,'
.
.'
.
,'. .
~peeche~if I might say so-have been those which
80••• As I have said, Australia has,acc:ptedthe obhw1~re restrained and which balanced good and. bad.
gatIonsof the Charter. These are obh~ations to the
N~)ne of Us would, say' that there is no good or no bad
United" Nations, to the internat!o~ community" but
~;~is institution of colonialism. Butwe are all agree(!
they are also obligations to.the Indigenous~~abit~ts ~~t we should bring it, as rapic11yas possible, to an
themselves" The Charter lsprecise on thi$~ It 18 a
e~~d in the form of self"",governtnent ~or all the peoples
treaty o b l i g a t i o n . »
of: the world.
.
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81. Now we have before ,us, submitted bya large
number of nations on the initiative of the AfricanASian group,a declaration [A/L.323 and Add.1-51..
This declaration is different from the Charter. The
Charter, as I say, is a treaty obligation and preci.sely
worked. out. This declaration is different evenfrom the
Universal Declaration of Human c'Rights, which wafiJ
carefully.worked over in a commissicm and a COm,mittee and even then had no. binding 01' enforceable
status. It isdifficulf to .be precis~_~Jl a general
declaration, It Is designed, to cove:edifferellt types
of territory; it is designed to covel~ different types
of administrative r6ginies. But this \declaration, riot
being able to override the Chart~:l7,~;~\r go beyond the
powers of this Assembly, represents~~therageneral
statement of agreed aspirations.
82. Some here wo~ld have liked it togofurther~ as
we have heard. Som,a would have liked it to go less
far" Some would have liked it, to be more precise,,"
!)thars woufdhave'preferred differentwordiilg"There
is, 1 imagine, no ·~ember here who would'not like to
see,some change in the draft declarationasltappears,

8+. I haYe tried today. to miike'Australia'sPoSition
cXear as an administering Power. I have tried not to
ntislead the General Assembly, but to show the diffj."'"
cUlti~S\ and the aims that we have 'in our territories,
haw \\re are trying to cope with those difficulties,
and how we.. are trying to pursue" those aims. The
Prime Minister of Australia said in this very Assembly hall on 5 October 1960:, ft •• ,,,,we regard oq)~
selves as having a duty ~oproduce~s. soon ~$.:i.t is
practicable an 'opportunity f9r completeself.pe~np.ination for the people of Paptta and New G".it\~;'~)f=<,
[888th meeting, para. 46.]
- --~
/l~"'"

0

88'. Mr. MlYAZAta (Japan): 'l'he· question of the ab~.?
litionof colonialism is no newissue'lD. J11e ,Covenant
of the, League of 'Nations, we have1"se~n~,r'ijre,..idea
, of
~andate, , the" forerunner of the intern~tiotlal" aecountability of dependent te~nte~~e Charter
of the United Nations this J.s mo~e clear and precise"
The provisions on Non-Self-Governing Territ6nes
andTl'Ust'l'erritories inl~Chapters XI, XII and. XIII '
enVisage future ,self-gove:rn:rnent or inde~ndenc~ of
these Territories.
-

o
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89. In POit'$-5 of fact as welt, since the United Nations

~t!~n w~,~~n~ained our independenc~?g~ina~~~i;

came into being" former Non·Self-Gove;rningTerrlableol1dB. A~te:r. emergen.ce from,th:t~~,centurtl;3~~
torle8 and Trust Ter'ritories, totalling more than
seclusion, m~J country encountered theharah~:.real~~ie~
thirty, attained independence in accordance with'the
of interna~i9~allife.At that time the~ was:no League)
letter' and spirit, of the, Charter_This, is no mean /9i '~,',atiO~,'1S~or U,n,ited, Nations" to lean~pon an,d, m,~
record for the United NatioDS, and with seventeen
COU,~\try h.~;a to see thl"Ough early' days of contact an~
newly independent nations among us here at this
c(lnf~ntai~on wIth the rest\~f the world enti~J '
session, the trend and the urge for :Independence are
s:lngle-n:mdedly.
all the more mounting and pronounced.'
97• Mod'e rni za:~;'fj",
," s,truetu' re and.:l..
On 0,f po,liti,
,ca.z:
euu....
90. My delegation shares the view that the question 'cational '. inatitutions. inau,guration Qf induStries using
0,£ C,OIOnialism is one of the J!llostlmportant problems
ro,acbine,s ,and electJiicity', had tc.> b, e done solely on
of the, day. 'rh,e]E6should be no time,loat in bri:nging
our own resources. It was a hard 'road that }Y,ty ,oountry
the Whole question to a reasonable pe:r.spootivEI. ,had to tru.dge along, but ',vill and determination carried
Unrest in more than one part of still dependent areas
us to a position among the nations of the world that
in Africa and the situation in the Congo compel our
is not easlly im1uen~ed by outt3ide forces.
urgent attentIon to this question.
98. Because of our own experience, we i1,l Japan
91. ,We have three Qecla:ra,,~c!U=J.9!lthe",end of colpnialhave a deep sYJilpathy, not only for the independeli:CG
ism before us. All are SI? phraSed as lio.be applicable
of colo~a1 oountl'ieS$ but also for themevitab1lefu.ture
throu,ghout the, wo:dd~ lACy delegation. attaches great
that€Cwaitsthmn after the attainment of independence
importance to, the sc6p~ .\1)f application. It is the con-a hard cUmb uphill taxing them, :requiring every bit
viction ofm~ldelegationtha.tadeclarationofthisnatul'e
of will power and ard1.lOus work. Today with the
United Nations standing by all Member ~tions and
should be universal in its application, that is, such a
de,claration must be, applied toev~/Jfy part ofthe world
ready to extend a helping ,hand where it is reasonably
necessary, things are cdttsiderablyeasier. This is
without exception.
92. My deleg;3,tion wishes to point out, however, tha.t
surely an advancement of 'our internatioll;;ll socie~v
although ~n:lversal in its s(}ope, actual application must
in which we live today. Nevertheless, m'spite of all
be flexible. In a sense, universality of application
the aid and assistance at the disposal ofyolmg nations
necessitates flexibility• Especially with regard to the
of today, the malnstay of orderly progress should
timing of independence, no wholesale determination
rest on the self-help of each na.tion.
is practicable or even possible.
"
99. As I mentioned before, there is a sense of urgency
93. I submit this bf3cause we have to recognize great
among non-independent peoples today. My delegation
differences in the oonditions obtaining in Africa and
fully sympathizes with it., It goes without saying
those in the Pacific Ocean. In Africa, territories
that we must not dally and tarry in bringing about
independence or self-government to all the peoples
awaiting independence are inYariably land masses of
considerable size and population. In the case of the
On the other hand, hatred and mistrust towards
'Pacific areas, there are thousands of small islands,
colonial Powers linger among some peoples who have
separated by sea and many of them sparsely populated.
expenenced the humiliation of subjection under the
Some 'Of. them may be too, small as a unit of an indecolonial r6gime. We perceive this from the tone and
pendent, State While, more, often than not, cohesion
vocabulary of some of the speeches in this Assembly.
among islands and propensity towards national unity
It is understandable and we cannotbutsympathizewith
are yet to come. Such peculiarity of the Pacific area
such feelinga.
was already forcibly and eloquently expressed in t h e :
" ,
"
Fourth Committee by the representative ofthe Philip-o
100. Recollection and recounting of the past with
pines", My delegation, also representing an insular
rancour serve little purpose in our march towards
nation in that part of the world lUlly shares his view
freedom and independence. We had better look ahead.
and congratulates him on speaking outconcerningwhat
"Ve have come to, agI'\3e that colonialism is a matter of
is rightly worrying this Government.
bygone days. The scramble for, colonies, which was
the order of the day in past centuries, doesnot
94. It may,the~fore,.be unreas~nable to expect a.
and should not exist now. With the chan~e of the
mechanically ~~orm lDlplementatlon of the declartimes and human thinking, and with the United Nations
ation in all ter~~ories of the world. Chaos and void,
and its Charter among us, the rules of the game of
through which anlrthing might creep in, s~oli.ld never
international society have, definitely changed. We
~e allowed in '~Iat part of the, world whIch has, so
should, exhort administering PowerS to recognize
~ar, be,en spared\.fr~m turmoil and remains true. to
this change of the rules., Accusations, if they should
Its ,name. This c~tion on the part of my delegation
be made, may only be directed to those who refuse
does not imply lac\t o;{ sympathy for those,people,on
to acknowledge the change of the tlmesand spared
the isl~ds in the Pacific. On the co~~rary~ we
on those who are quick to aclmowledgethis and act
hope, tha:t those people on the Pacific iSlands may
accordingly.
.
eventual~y be enabled to formulate freely what status
they shall assume in the future, ,to give full sway to
101. A chain reaction, of aecusation,impatien~e,
their own genius, and to enjoy the fruits of their labour
haste and violence is deplorable, to say the least.
to the full.
There is no gainsaying that transition from a st:a.tus
,
,",
of dependency to inaependence had better be smooth
95. My delegation should like to take this oppox;umty
and peaceful. My delegation" therefore, sincerely
to pay attention to some constderatf.ons necessa...'Y for
appeals to the administering, Powers to respect fully
nations which have newly emerged on the international
the desires of dependent peop~e. Any attempt to delay,
scene.
,.-;
unduly the progress toward~ independence or self96. Since the sixteenth century the billows ofcolonialgovernment should never be countenanced., At the
,ism stormed my country, but With staunch determinsame time, to the ,dependent people, my delegation
' "
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102rlln.conclu~io~ my delegation wishes to express
ita .earnest hopa;that adoption by the General Assexnbly of a declaration on the end of colomaU.am
wUl put a final period to the era of hatred and antagords:rm.a.nd open a new era of harmony3I1!icooperation in the history of mankind.
;' .,
.
q
•
.103. Mr. COMAY (Israel): The m.ost exciting~'lfeature
of. th~. historic debat~} is that it could not have taken
pla~~ a generatiqnago. It is five centuries since
the ''l~gQr\ous and inte~ligent nations on the westem
fr1nge~\ of Europe st~#ed setting out to dlscover and
conque\\ n~w -co:ntinen\t~" '1'1'I:ey became the masters of
the Jm~wa . world; frol~ the vast and nearly empty
plains ·..:J,t No~h America. to the ancient civilizations
of Asia. One hundred eighty years ago. the tide
started turning) when a shot was fired at>Concord
which rang around the world. The American RevoIUtlO'D: was followed by the liberation of LatinAmerica,
and by the evolution within the British Empire towards
Dominion status.
~''l04. What marked this phase was the emancipation,
by f(,~ce or consent, of communitiel3 of European stock
,c~o longer willittg to live under the control of distant,
/'parent countries. It wa,e in a much more recent phase
that the process extended to the indigenous non-vihite
peoples of Asia and Africa~ It is only since the end of
World._V!~r II, and the Signing of the United Nations
Charter'in San Francisco fifteen years ago, that
national independence on these two continents has
become an irresistible flood. changing the political
face of the earth so radically tha'i the school atlases
we U$ed as boys, with the different empires emch
painted in with its own special colour, have now become
museum pieces.
105. E'Ven in the short span of these p.?st-war years,
Africa lagged behind Asia, and it now rem8.ins the one
major field for wbathas come to be called "decolonization".. That is why we have all felt such getmine
joy at the' spectacular change which has taken place in
the last year ore two, marked by the admission of
so many new African Member states at the present
Assembly session.' For too long Africa has been the
forgotten contin,ent, languishing in ~overtyand back·"
, wardness, its resources squeezed to enrich others,
the outside world too often reaching ~to its depths
only in the frightful guise of the slav&itrader, whose
traffic in human 'flesh still persists to this day in
certain parts of the Middle East.
e

lQ~il

It is only in our t~e that the philosophical
ideals of human . f reedom and equ,al1ty are at last
being turned int6 practical inteI'l1ational policies.
, Men .will only be brotbers in the real sense of the
word when the pigment of their skins and the shape
of. their. features are no longer relevant to their
individual position in society or to the status of their
people'.
':"

107.' My delegation agrees with What was said by ete

representative of Argentina inhis eloquent stateme'iltnaJnely, that:
'To draw up a balance-sheet of colonialism might
take us Jlluch further· than we want to go. The :Important thing to note is that whatever ,judgement
nt.aybe passed on the .system now or by future his-

torlans,coloniaUsm ;qo longer fits into."the p0.-

litical structures of our time; It lsa type of· 1"6-'
lationship which.has ended forever.1f[927thmeeting,
para. :1'7.]
Whatever that balance-aheet maybe,!1 there is nO
question that the earlier record ,of colonialism is
stained with oppresf;ilion and exploitation. There can
alSQ be no question that the cOJ,\temporarypolicies
and" outlook of the two major. colonial Powers, the
UnJ.ted K:,tngdom and France, ate based on anhonourable
desire to bring their colonies to self rule. For proof
they can ,legitimately point to the man~ seats which
thefrformer SuPjects now occupy itlthis United Nations
as sovereign and equal States~ Acknowledgement of
this· fact should not be. withheld through proper
resentment of theevUs of an earlier coloni31 era.
108. Where new States wish of their own free will
tQmainta1n an·association with the for:rnerJtletropolitan country,. on a basis of (3qualitya.ndmutual ~apect,
and where they find such links to be beneficial to
them, thex'e is no need to label sv,cha relationship
as "neo-eolonlalismIt. This is a matter which the
new states must decide for themselves" ;in the ex:ercise
of their own sovereign ,prerogatives. What is important to stress IS that there is no special merit
in achieving independence in circumstances of conflict
and chaos if the transfer of power can take place iil
an agreed and orderly manner, as has happened in
many cases and as we hope will happen\ very soon
with all the remaining Non-Self-Govern:Jbg Territories.
,~
109. 'I'he principle of na.tional ind~pendence, spelt
out in the draltresolution in document A/L.323 and
Add.1-5, is one which touches the deepest s~ntiments
and the most venerable memories ()~ the .people of
Israel. Thousands of years ago we were struggling
for .our independence against tbe great colonial
empires of theancieilt wo.rld. Time after time their
marching armies trampled our freedom into the dust.
Time after t:lme the (·standard of revolt was raised "
again, for a people can never be finallycon~ered
so long as the lov~_. of freedom remains alive in
their hearts.
."
110Cl This recurrent $truggle is ensnrined' in the
Hebr~ calen<iart~veryyear. at the Feast ofPassover,
Jews recall the time, over three thousand years ago,
when Moses led the chUdren of Israel out of their
bondage in Egypt so that they could livp as freemen
in the Promised IJancLEvery year, on the ninth day
of the: month of Av,. reUgious Jews fast inmourrdng
for the destruction of our national independence by
Nebuchadnezzar, King. of Babylon, in 686 B.e", and.
again by the Roman, LegIons under Titus, in 70 A.D.
Channuk~,,:.theFeastof Lights,. co:rnmeJtlorates th~
revolt,) of chldas Maccabeasand his brothers against
the domination and the religious and oultural suppression of th~ Syrian-Hellenist e~ire. On .Lag
Btomer, the eighteenth day. of the ~onthof Iyar, we~
remember the heroic and bloodily repressed Jewish
revolt led by B8J."-Kochba and Rabbi Akiva against
the :Imperial power of Rome, in the se9.ond centu:ry
A.D.
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111. These events were the historjcbackgroul1d0'to
Israel fS renewed independence ,in 1948, .aftertijEitter
and painfUl struggle against What had in effectbecome
a colonial 'r6gim~~a.stl'Uggle ''Which :Inv(jlved deportations, loss o£f/1ife ';ed the detention of out" leaders
and thousand(a of our people. But I ,40 not, want "0
(~

~
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-dwell upon that c9nf1ict now, for. tnrougJ~qiltscours&
knOwled;,....~e-W-l-th-,"-th""o-s-e-;"'''-h-o--n-ee-d--it-."--[8-9-7-th--m-e-e-ttn-g,
we kept intact our belief m.. the basic decency of the
paras. 128-130.]
British ,peoPl~ and our regard for what it has con116. The aching gulf between the political sovereigntributed to civllized values, and we are gladthat there
ty of their countries and the actual conditions of life
al'e today good and friendly relations between the United
of the~r peoples 1.s fully understood by the statesmen
Kingdom and us. OUr only purpose in mentioning our
of the new countries as has been reflected in,th
ancient and modern ~erienoe, is to e~rlain. 'why views expressed her; bY' their 'delega.tions. I WOUl~
w,e so passionately reject any concept 0 ... superior mention, in particular, the stress laid by the repreor inferior races and any belief that one country,
aentative of Ghana on the economi~ and social factors
in the great anti-colonial revolutions of our time, On
nation or people ha,s the. right to rule over another.
112. Who has bett~r reason than we to "reaffirm
the creative energies released by independence, and
faith •• ,. in the dignity and worth of the human
on the need for sound economic relations between the
person. or to hate and reject "all practices of segreunde:r-deve10p(.d countries of Asia and Africa, and the
gation and discrimination"? Down the centuries, our
great industrial countries of Europe and ~merica.My
people have been classic) victims of these practices
delegation fully agrees with these views.
and have survived through many dark and bloody
117. National independenc~ is essential but it is not
episodes, reachi~g their climax in our own lifetime
enough. No nation can be an island unto itself. We
in the Nazi design to procure wha.t they called a final
inhabit one world in which all peoples must learn
solution to the Jewi~h problem by genocide-that is,
to liv'e together or must perish together. In his Intraby the extermination-'of a whole people.
' quction to the Israel Government YearBook, publishell
','
'',
' "
a few weeks ago, the Prime Minister,Mr. David
H.3. We cannot forget past suffering, and we would
Ben-Gurion writes:
not suggest to, others that they do so" What we have,
,"Nations of every size, long under foreign rule.
however,' u:~edupon ourselves and do suggest to
other ,newly independent States is that we and they
some with ancient ,cultures, others for centuries
should, not dwell too much in the past, but should
untutored, are c,asting that yoke aside and grasping
instead concentrate on building the future"
independence.. The, day cannot be far when all
peoples, no matterwhat their colour, race or culture,
114. All of us who are newly emei:ment States have
will be members of mankind's family, equal in
discovered in turn that the proclamation of inderights, sovereign. and free.
pendence is .not an end, but only a beginning. On the,
"Yet all nations, whatever their strength or
morrow of the celebrations, t}te leaders of each of
stature, are growing more and more dependent each
us hav~ had to face difficult. mternal problem~. a:lld
upon the-other. There ·ls hardly a ,State, large.
looming external dan~ers,and~~ch of us has ,~Jllfere1
rich and powerful though it be, that can do without
th,e co....operation and support of 'others","
f,anures,an,d frust~tions. Thac,is so, ,n,~~ ow.y fo~r
recently Independent countries. We have listened 11\\
this debat~ to sober and mature statem,E1~~,S by repre-,'
BeYOnd, ,the ind,ependence of each people lies the intersentatives of LatinAmerican countries wo,mch liberated
dependence of all peoples..
themselves from ;pl0ni~1 tutelage1..~v~~.l centu:y ago
118. V/ebave carefully studied the wordin~ ef the
and, are still elfgaged today in.t....." oattle to fll1 the
proposed draft resolution contained in /document
frame of their sqv~re!gJl~wit1ithe content of human
A/L.323 and Add.I-5, and we shall vQte' for it and
welfare.
support its aspirations. To us, these aspirations
115. Speaking in the general debate on,.lO October
are already foreshadowed in the sublime and universal vision of ~aiah, Jeremiah and the other ancient
1960, the Foreign Minister of Israel said:
Hebrew Prophets, who preached the equality of all
'We, the new countries, have gained our indemen and all nations. In the words of the Prophet
pendence in an era of man's greatest achieve:menta.
Amos;
In ps,ne of the world the standal"d of living and
"Are ye not as children of the Ethiopians unto me,
development' has reached fantastic heigh'ts.. WeSho111d
o
children of Israel? saith the Lord."
not be told to go slow in our development; we
should not ba told that the advances ofthe developed
119. Mr. ,HERRARTE (Guatemala) (translated from
countries have taken generations and centuries to
Spanish): The delegation of Guatemala, pursuing the
attain. We cannot wait. We must develop quic.kly • • • ..
course that it has always followed both inside and
" .... we win never be really free as long as our
outside the United Nations, wishes to declare onQa
children, need to be fed by others. Our freedom,wiU
again that it is in favour of the freedom of peoples
be complete only when we have learned to bring forth
and the abolition of the ,historical phenomenon lmown
from our own soil thacefood that we need. The cry
~s colonialism, which has definitely been onthe decline
fhr some time.
\\
that goes out from the African and Asian continents
120. We have not come here to make accusations of
today is: share with..us not on1~t food, but also your
knowledge of how t.o pJ"Oduce it. The ine~ality in
a..'ly kind. As a nation that emerged into independent
the world today is not only in the gap of material
life after a long colonial perioe;'( we Guatemalans have
things, but what is evenmOl'e frightening, in the
learned to love liberty; we jealously guard our ip.degap between those who litera1:hJ reach for the mooD.
pendeD,o~~:;nd we are firmly convincedthatallpeoples
and those Who do not know how -to reach efficiently
are<~apable of self-determination and self-governin:to~he!r own soil to prC?~uce their daily needs.
mtint-t.he best m.eans of developing their cu1tura1herifI"tCi .satisfy, the hunger of the mind is no less
tage, promoting their welfare and exploiting their
natural riches, for their own benefit.
urgent than to satiSfy the, hungel" 'fo~ bread. T.he
question is; how; the world can ol'gariize itself to
121.. We would be unjust if we included only those
span~1he tiple-lag~of generatiottsandshare this
Western nations which possess. 01" have until recently
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concerned. The Charter also contains a special chapter
possessed, colonies, among the colonial P9wers. In
OUr opinion, colonialism began when man first ex'"
on Non-Self-Qovermng Territories. Although in this
ploited man; when the first tribes subjllgated neighborcl;lse the provisions do not ~()·",-~ofar,nothingelse
ing tribes; when the great emph~es of antiquity were could have been expected, in I~Jt}eW, oft\e gr,e~t political,
and economic interest~ of the c610nialist Powers" Yet
formed through the conquest of more or less distant
that was the beginningl'rf the end~ The PoWers .undernations, which were yet within reach, using the means
took to transmit inforni~tiononthose territories when
of communication available at the time. Colonialism
was b:tought by Alexander the Great and his conquel""'" they accepted the sacrer trust of administration, and
ing h~sts that overran the· Mi<I:dle East; colonialism they made binding stat~ments recognizing that the
was p'tactised by ancient Rome, which conquered s9
interests o.f the inhabitat1\~s were p.aramount. a.. nd Ob,li'"
gating themselves to promote self-government and
many diffetent peoples along the shores of the mare
the politica~ aspirations of those peoples.
'nostrum and converted them into provinces of its
vast empire. It was by colonialistmethods that such 126. The result of these wise provisions has been
great countries as China were formed, and Hqly
definitely encouraging. Of course, the fate of all deRussia, which \\ extended its conquests into distant pendent territories could have been . decided at tllat
Siberia, the e..xtreme east of the continent of Asia.
time by a single stroke off the pen. But the political
Neighbouring peoples were brought under their d()aoa
conditions were not sufficiently favourable and great
minion and the frontiers were Widened as their
decisions of that kind are not arrived at suddenly.
conquests were consolidated. Colonialism and imperiThere is always much reluctance on the part of the
alismare two terms which overlap and have the same
colonizing countries to accept the !ossof th~irprivi..
meaning.
leges" That is why the fight for independence is always
'122. Advances in the art t.\fnavigation and the progress . a bitter _one and why in most cases victory is won
only after a violent struggle"
of science enabled the peoples who possessed this
knowledge to reach distant continents. The discovery
127" We shoqld therefore rejoice that in recerityears
of Ame:rtca charted a new course for colonialism.
the
liquidation of colonialism has developed ·for the
With the advent of transoceanic cam:m.umcationthe
most
part along peaceful Unes,thanks to the spirit
Europeans, with theirtechnical skills, overflowed first
into America, then into Asia, and finally into Africa that reigned at the San Francisco Conference,and
we should also rejoice that this process. is hoW, in
and other, regions.
its final stage.
123. This is no place to relate the long history of
128. My countr.v, to its great satisfaction and pride,
colonialism in modem times. However, as technical
was
a member of the Trusteeship Council and the
knowledge spread and nations became less isolated,
Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing
colonialism. began, paradOXically, to decline until in
Territories.
We believe that we have discharged a
reoent years it reached a point of almost complete
great humanitarian duty by watching over and wor~9
disintegration.
for the development of the dependent peoples and {:~5l:~
124. Now that over a hundred years have elapsed
achievement of their independence. We have consince we became independent of the mother country,
tinued to fulfil these duties in the General Assembly.
we. have come to understand, that not everything was
129. My delegation has witnessed, with the deepest
bad iD. the colony; that· we did receive inestimable
satisfaction the entry into the United Nations of many
spiritual benefits from Spain which form our cultural
new Members,States which were previously colonies
heritage and give us strength to face the vicissitudes
or T,rust Territories. The best proof of this process
of life. Those new countries, too, which are emerging
of' ~"decolonizationlt is provided by the fact that when.
to independent life today will have to realize that
the
United _';Nations was founded,. fifteen years ago,
hostility and resentment must give' way to' undel""'"
there
were cin allfifty-one Members and 'now wej are
standing and healthy co-operation, which does not
mean: subjection in any sense, nor disguised ex... " approaching one hundred,or nearly double the ori~al
number" If we were to compare a map of the world as
ploitation" The road· before them is a rough one and
it was at the end of the war, showing in different
is full of stumbling blocks.
colours the various dependent territories, with a :tp.ap
125. The liquidation of colonialism, a process which
of today, we should' realiZe howencoutaging thepros..
had its feeble beginnings after the First World War
pects are,and that we may now speak of the last rem..
nants()f colonialism.
- '.
when the Mandates System was applied by the League
of Nations to the colonies of the defeated countries,
130•.. Therefore, my delegation believes thaV-dle liqui..
took a. tremendous step forward with the ratification
dation of colonialism will not take-long, and tht.:'-the
of the United Nations Charter, establishing the right
matter
should not be exploitedfor dem8:~ogicpurposes
of penples to self-determination and instituting the
in
the
cold
war, but treat~d with thes~riousness and
Trusteeship Sys,tem for the territories formerly
good sense thatth~times~aU for. Above all, wemusr
under m~~~a:i;e,.!for the territori.es taken away from
prevent
the countries on the threshold ofindependence
th~, enemy Stat~Js,during the Second World War, and
from
becoming
the vIctims of the cold war-op2~ in
for those territories, which were voluntarily placed
a
dangerous
ganle,
bearing the lab~Lefcindependence
under tI1.1steeship by th~States responsible for their
but
suffering
worse
SUbjection than when they were
administration. The provisions relating to the Truscolonies.
teeshipSystem clearly state J;hat its objectives are
to promote p'olitical, E;lponomic;" social and,educational
131. We should not disregard the praiseworthy.efforts
advancement of the inhabitants of the Trust Terriof the recently emancipated countries in favour,of..,the
tories, and their progressive development towards
total abolition of colonialism. This is the "same:Jsfjed.
se1f"'gov~rmnent orci1idependence, ·as may be allthat flourished in AmeriCa, when the moment for
propriatetothe particular circwnstances of each
independence spread over the wholecontinent.Slt is
territ.ory and the freely expressedwishes ofthe peoples the same force that was exertec!by the Latin Amerlcan"
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_peoples at the very beginning of the United Nations,
/ for, the successive liberatiffn of the ,peoples of Asia
and Africa; now these efforts are being taken up by
those peoples themselves, so that colonialism may be
done away with once and for all.
132. The spirit that reigned at our famous American
Congress of 1826,. convened on the initiative of the
liberator SimOn Bol{var, is the same spirit that was
manifested at the Bandung, A,~cra and' Addi.s Ababa
Co;nferences, so dear to the,. jiearts of the peoples of
Asia and Africa.
..
133. We have heard the demandS of these peoples
for the Uquidation of QoloniaIism in their continents
But there are still vestiges 'of colonialism in free
America, a' heritage of former times, which should
also be done away with. In the West Indies, in the
Guianas and in part of the Guatemalan territory
tr~awfully occupied by th~ United Kingdom, ~r own
teirttory of Belize, colonialism seems still to 5>6.
deeply rooted. We were encouraged to hear the statement by the United Kingdom representative [9~oth
meetj,g] to the effect that his country is in entire
sym)jJthy with the feelings and aims of the AfricanAsian delegations as regards the earliest possible
achieve.ment of independence by all the p:e()ples not
yet enjewmg it. These are our own. feelings, and I
trust that the United Kingdom, honouring its own
statement, will decide to put an end to the centuryold controversy with Guatemala regardillg our territory of Belize and will respect the territorial integrity of a ,country which, because of its weakness
and lack of r~sources, has no other weapon than the
justice of its cause.
134. I do not wish .to ~ the patience of the Assembly with this p~rtieular question and I shall'
therefore not go into it in detail. However, I must
declare that in conformity withArticl~1 of our Constitution, Belize is !.Jart of the national territory and
we consider its reincorporatio~1 to be of vital importance.
135. If colonialism cannot be justified. anywhere on
earth, it is unthinkable that there Should still be
remnants of this odious system in the American
continent, which was the first to accede to inde- "
pendence and to give the world its greatest lesson
'in liberty and self.-determination. In a century and
a half of independence we have learnedto love freedom,
and despite our political wrangIings we je~J.ous1y
guard this heritage from our liberators and have
devoted our .efforts and oUr enthusiasm to the liberation of other countries. We hope, therefore, that
justice will l:!e done 3,lso in regard to the American
claimS. n,.:ah~eath of freedom, which is today a
strong wtrJd that blows over. the whole world, must
also rea~h America, where it started, and sweep
away fot:ever the last remnants of colonialism. We
are sure that the peoples of A:'sia and Africa will
respond in the same ·generous spirit that has been
shown by the Latin American countries fOrtheindependence of those distant lands."
\

136. My .. deleg~t1.on is firmly. convinced that,if we
are tl:) implemenf-effectively the prol'daions of Article
1 of the Unit~, Nations Charter, especially in respect
of the fundalIlental aim of maintaining internll,tional
peace.. and,;security, colonialism must be abolis)hed.
The subjugation of one people by another inevitably
leadeo;' to constant irritation between the oppressor

- -

and the opJ;);ressed." ThiSV' irritation is reflected in
friction a'~i struggle and sometimes in long, cruel
wars which leave behind them a legac:y of hatre4 that
is hard to dissipate. There canbe no true international,
co-operation on the ba~is of thesubjectio~( of on~
people by another or the violation of ter'iritorial
integrity For/these essential reasons colonialism '
is an anachronism and if we are to respect the
Purposes and Principles of the United Nations Charte;t'~
these forms of, domination :must cease to exist. Thewell-known pretext that those peoples are backward
has no justification. We have seen how peoples regarded as backwa.rd are reborn, assimilate modern
techniques, and jom the universal movement of
progress. The'struggle against economic, and political
domination and against racia.l discriming.tion in. \any
form is the sign of the times, and nothing can halt
the march oftheilnder-developed nations towards their
complete economic, political and social ,liberation.
Cl

137. It is also obVious that colonialism is in open
conflict with any sound legal and philosophical ~on
ception of human rights. How can the empty pretexts
which are advanced to justify colonialism be reco:~
ciled with the glorious declarations on human rights
made in this august Assembly twelve years agoy
What arguments, what legal' concepts can be rais~:U
against the precept, which is but a recognition of the
truth, that all human beings are born free and equal
in dignity and rights? The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights states that no one shall be hel~in
slavery or servitude, but what is thebasis of colonl'ill;;
ism if it is not slavery and seryf,tude? Theratore
my delegation, in. condemnf,ng all forms of col~nialism,
also condemns all its disguised forms, im:po~ed upon
countries which once were i:q.dependent, against: which
it cannot be said that they lack preparation fo~~ independence, countries in Which rospect for the rJignitJr
arld freedom of the ~ndividual and for great spiritur.4
values' has been suppressed. For these reasons,
we were surprised that the SovietUnion shouldpropose
the abolltio:p. of colonialism since it has obdurately
opposed any consideration of the case of the nations
which' have fallen victim to Russian neo-colonialisnr.
138. Let us then accomplish our task in favour of
h,unan liberty,. conscious of doing our duty, without
demagogical arguments or futile recriminations. My
delegation, is pltaased that in the near futUre many
more countries Will take their place in this Organization, after achieving full independence, in fulfilment
of our aim of universality and of unity in freedolIl,
now that man, having made prodigious scientific
discoveries,faces the choice between his oWn destruction and the exploration of new worlds. Let this
be a sign for man to choose the path of reason and
justice.
C

139. We were pleased at the submission of. draft
resolution A/L.323 and.Add.1-5 sponsored by q,·large
number of countries, especially those of Atricll)mdc
Asia, and' including many of the pltemises necessary
for the abolition of colonialism. We find this draft
,resolution constroctive,· and its general. lines are·.in
agreement With our .;point of view. We also welcome \
the draft resolution· introduced yesterday by the
delegation of Honduras [A/L.3241, callingforthearadi·
cation: of colonialism and the appointment of a coinmission to visit the territories which. are still
dependent and make recommendations to- me next
session of the General Assembly on the-l110st rapid
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'iUid efficient" ways of wiping Ol,lt tl'le colonial system"
We shall devott'1 our mostcarefal attention to these
draft resolutions and we reserve thenght to speak
a.gain when they come up fm!,discu.a~ion.
0~

,,~

J

Mr. Bo1and (Ireland) ,iesumed the Cbair..'

140. Mr~BENn'ES vi~EZA (Ecuador) (translated
from Spanish): In this jp-all are assembled the representatives of ninety-nirJe States" It t.'llight well be said
that this Is inde~t!cwnat has b~en caUad the Assembly.
of Humanity. We are the representatives ofthe peoples
of the United Nations, so speakGitheCharter, and this
is tantamount to saying that we are the representatives
of the peoples of the world. Yet there is a gap in our
ranks here which, is,paradoX:ically enoughta~ ac- cusing pr~se:cce. I refer to the absence of those who
are suffering under the colonial yoke-the subject
peoples of the earth.
141. That absence is all too grave an accusation
Jevelled against our consciences as free men, because
'it confronts us with an .inescapable dilemma: th9ae
people are not here either becauae they ~ilve not been
granted the freedom they deserve or because there
a.re in the world conditiona of cultural under-develop..,.
ment which" do n.ot allow them to exercise their
rights to selt~.~govermnent. One'way or the other, this
signifies the o~en acceptance of an ~justice.
.'
142. WbileX}'have heard the representative of a
gl'eat Power "declare that, on colonial queations, he
would listen with att~ntion and respect to what the
'cO!!n.trles of Asia, and Africa have to say, I believe
that the countries of Latin America also have something to sayi! on thiS problem. Surely the representative to whom. I am alluding is aware of the great contributionsin m!.)ney and blood made by the United KingdOJn to the" countries of Latin Americlllmore than a
century aito for their political f.}mancipation, and he
is also a\vare that in America there are still dep,end~nt territories and territories claimed by more
than one State. I do not, however, think j.t· necessary
to invoke special prerogatives in order to speak on
the inJ·ustice inherent in the colOnial system.
143. The State which 1 represent lived for three
. centuries under a system of alien domination Which,
despite the fact that it was actually feUdal, 'is usually
referred to as colonial. To achieve emancipation, we
had to wage a cruel war of twenty years' duration.
That war called for incredible sacr..fices, inclUding
economic sacrifices Which bore heavily upon our
future development. We do not want the peoples now
striving towards their freedom to have to,Jhed blood,
to make sacrifices or to jeopardize their long-range
f!lture. We do not want them to have to repeat our
painful experiences, and this is as valid a reason
as any for C()m.ing to this rostrum.
144:. As :r stand here, I feel the weight of a heavy
-e-,;responsfuility. The subj~ct we are dealing with signifies human suffering. A deep and simple thing is expressed in those two words, but there is nothing
more sa,cred than the suffering of m~n. That is why
my delegation CQ;!!p.ot consent to this being turned
Into a tn~$;ns for propaganda or a lamentable instru":'
ment of the cold war. We refuse to allow it to be
"turned into a jugglery of colonialist dialectics; but
'we also reject its becoming a battle cry of thepurV~ors of democracy~ who are sel~ing their magic
recipes for collective happineS~/ln all corners of the
world.

109!:)

145"F1.rst, I must expl'esso~behalf of.the Gove1'n""
ment of (Ecuador, the profoun~ syxnpathy that. we feel
for the peop, les. oppressed "Ult.~der .the COlOnial, yoke.
Generally sp.eakfng, COIOnialts
./ m isa v,ipe of racism
and has been so throughout its history; the State
I> represent is based upon a multiracial society that
passed through a colonial status. '!'he indigenous
society of Ecuador was multiracial; it sufiered under
the colonialism of the Incasforalmosttwogenerations
and had to shake off that oppressive. domination•
Spain, which held its position of ~olonizer, during
three centt:tries; was also. a multiracial society,
being composed ofCeltic, Iberian, Greek, Phoenicians,
Roman, Gothic, Hebrew and-lastly and gloriouslyArabic elements. The African contributions were also
multiracial-those men and 't'(omen who were bro\Jght
O\Ter in the sla\Te ships to satisfy the slave-owning
ra,paciw of the white man. Thus we know, fr~om our
remote pre-Hispanic past, what is meant by colonial
dom.1.nation, and infJte one centUry of OUr life as a
repi.iblic we have known how heavy' is .the weight of
th
. ~;t past.
14tS. I have hesitated, however, to refer to t4e threecentury domination of Spain in America, and thus also
in my own country, aa colonialiam. The phenomenon
of the expansion of Spain beyond the seas is original
andl!rdque in history. It did not at all resemble the
establishment of ports of call for trading purposes
by the Phoenicians in the Mediterranean; nor did it
resemble th,osecf,ty states which Greece founded
as foci of its marvellous culture, which was based on
a system of slav.e ,labo~~; nOli? again, did it resemble
the Roman colomal system, a ,masterpiece of organization for the exploitation of tributary lands. Spain
yearned to form. America in her own image and
likeness. It sought the souls of the indigenous inhabitants as the supreme object of its colonizing task in
order to save them and, ,according to its Christian
conception, to incorpo~at~them into the Kingdom of
God. It was a feelingoftendEirness towards this newlydiscovered human !?eing, whom through a naive mistake
.
,
ed
was called the Indian, that, long before Grotius, 1
Spanish jurists such as Su!rez and Vitoria to create
a system of ·int.ernationallaw based upon respect forc
the dignity of the human person and the denial of the
right of conquest. It was this urge that'led Spain's
jUrists to establish, the most humane code of laws
that any colonizing peqple has e\Ter form.ul~t~-the
"Leyes de Indias".Spain, raised no barriers between
races, but joinedwith them,'creating our mixedso,ciety.
True, there were injustices; undeniably thef'e was
cruelty, bu~if)! there was harsh domination, it was
the fault of'lrrei.Sponsible people and occurred agaitlSt '
the will of't",e mother co\mtry, which always considered
the lands iliJAmerifta. to be o",~rseas provinces~
147. Colonialism. as we se; it in the. modern world
is· based' on principles contrary to those adopted by
Spain. It is founded, in the firat place, on the, assumption of the inequaU,ty of human beinge as a basis
forecQf,Gmic exploitation. 'There is an underlying
"acism,'jin its doctrine or, at least, in its historic
:;"asis. The mariners of ancient times ontheir voyages
of discovery believed that wh,~n they reached the
equator their skins would (1:)ecome black, like those
of the men viho li\Ted in Africa. This fear of becoming
black continued to exist m the'suboonscious minds
of the descendants of the Slave-traders who, ofcourse,
were never Spaniards. I do not wish to draw unpleasant
conclusions or to (lite concrete cases,but,ob\TloUSly,
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it is this saJIlestate of mind that leads the racists
of today to setupthe barriers in cities,neighbourhoods
and public services between Negroes and Whites.
148. Thus,racism and ·colonia.!ism were inseparably
joined at birth. The search for spice-producing
tropical countries was the motive. In their 'search
for spices, the portuguese set, out on the Mare
Tenebrum; they rounded the Cape of Good Hope,
discove:red Madagasoar and r~achedIndia, while others
set off on a different route towards the coasts Where
the brazil-wood grew. Looking for the Indies where
the spices grew, the Spanish navigators set forth on
the mysterious western Atlantic, and the Spanishpilots
Vicente YMez and MartfnAlonso Pinz6~ in the employ
of the navigator Christopher Columbus, discovered
America. The discovery of the tropicalla.I\ds created,
in its turn, new needs and brought the beginning of tb;~
most inhuman of all. trades, the trade inhuman beings.'
The Negro became a commodity to be bought and sold.
He was hunted on the coasts.of Aftica. He was hunted
like a wild beast. The doctrine of slavery came into
being to justify this savage hunt, and slavery became
the twin brother of colonialism, which is but the
collective form of slavery. Such was the genesis of
classic colonialism.
\/'.

)1

149. Eoonomic n.eceB~ity gave impetus to its development. The peopling of distant lands increased the
investment of capital in iD.dustry. Private capital,
which, working in closely-knit fashion, had sufficed
during the era of discovery,. was no longer enough.
So there came into being that great instrument of
modern capitalism, the limited liability stockcompany,
and it is noteworthy, that the first of these was a
c9lonial ente:rPrise, the Dutch East India Company.
rrthe colonial· system, transformed the old guild
. economy. It produced m~rcantilism as a State policy,
and mercantilism, fii, !tFi turn, gave greater impetus
to colonialism. The strUggle fo~ markets ineVitably
produced international tensions.· When colonies could
~ot be obtained through negotiation, wars of conquest
'or violent diplomatic struggles ensusd. We all know
,the history of Europ~ between. the s~enteenth and
pineteenth. centuries, and I need not go into it here.
J.50~ Colonialism thus acqllired its soo-calledclassic
form, which we desire to see liquidated today. From
the nineteenth . century onwards, it was completely
developed as a meanS· of exploiting under-developed
countries capable of pt;ooucing· cheap raw materials
on a basis almost of sl~ve labour, and of absorbing
industrial excess products at high' prices. That
colonialism has been the cause of strife and war.
The States which arrived late in a world already
divided up demanded their share. Almost all the warS
of that period, including the First World War; were
bJ;pught about by this struggle fo.rcolonial and semicolonial markets. And it is not :ito be wondered at
that the first attempt at world organizatJ7:on. which.
came out of the First World War~ cont"mued to endorse the colonial system.
•
.
.

151. Please excuse me for thiS historical ditression.
I can assure you that it. has not been·· a mere- academic
p.astiIne. At the start .of this debate, mentionwas made
-and rightly so-of cl~sBic, oolonialismand neocolonialism" It was therefore necessary to glance
retrospectively .at classic· colonialism 80 as to explain its strength and persistence. I now wish to
refer. to what lies behind the assumption of its approaching liquidation.

152. My delegatio~ wishes to remain on a strictly
objective plane and seek out the guide line Which
will lead us through the labyrinift. of opimons. I shall
therefore start with an exam~.p.ation ()f what the
Charter of the United Nations 'has to~ say in this
.regard. It must be noted that the Charter has com... ,
pletely suppressed any recognition of the colonial
system, in contrast to the Covenant of the League of
Nations. It was logical that this should be sO,>for
the Charter i:n its PreaJIlble~sets forth ;/ia body of
principles regarding the equality of men and the
rights of peoples-principles which ar~~compatible
with colonial servitude. In the face, 'l~6wever, of ~~
avoidable realities, it has created/a system of ad...
. ministration for the former colonies whicn,jR.outlined
in Chapters XIand XII.
-.....

cc.

.

.

•

153. I take the liberty of pointing out that there is
no essential difference between those two Chapters.
Actually both the Non-Self-Governing Territories
and the Trust Territories are under a similar
juridical system, and similar provisions govern the
relations between dependent territories and the Administering States. The need for making a distinction
was based on practical necessities.

154c As a matter of fact, inboth cases it is the Organization .which. grants the power to administrate.
Article 73 provide~~~vith regard to Non-Self-Gover~
lng Territories, that the assumption of administrative
responsibility by the administering state is "a sacred
trust tf, and it sets forth the rules f~r such adminiStration.
~-:: ;-.:.
-:--

-'-;:

155. Article 75 of the Cha=rt~r states quite clearly
that: tfThe United Nations shall establish under its
authority an international trusteeship system for the
administration and supervision of such territories as
may be placeq thereunder by subsequent individual
agreements." In both these oases the Charter,lays
down that it·· is the Organization which exercises the
functions of mandator and the administering State
which accepts the obligations of a mandatory and thus
binds itself to observe the regulations conforming to
that legal relationship.
156. The rel~tionship bet-Neen the Organization~id
the administering State established by the Charterthat of mandator and mandat0ry-crea~s a series
of juridical ties. Just as, in civil law, an administrator
does not exercisepruperty rights over the asse~
he administers, so~ on the international plane, the
administering State does not. exercise sovereigntY.
over the territories in respect of which it ~xercises
a mandate. It has no vested rights in those territories
either of ownership or sovereignty. Sovereignty implies a totality of rights which is incompatible with
the Simple exercise of administration. In this case
sovereignty has been suspended until a condition is
fulfilled-to wit, the attainment of self-government.
Sovereignty belongs to the people whose territory
is unde~ administration even· though they are ~uable
to exernise it, just as the assets of a minor Jjelong
to him even ,though he cannot at the tlIll5 exercise
full rights over j;l).em. The legal status of the de.. .
pendent peoples is that of incomplete' states. Of the
thr,eee1ements of the modern State they have only
twt>-a. people and a ~rritory-a~d they· are lacking
in the third element, which is seIl-government.
157. It isobvioU8 that the fulfilment of the condition
is not a recoll1IIlendation that mayor may not be
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:omplieq(With by the administering;!State, b~l.t rather
jealously watched over by military . forces ready to
an inesc~pable obligation to lead I'tlllea.cbninistered
drown in blood any attempt at rebelUon.I shall not
peoples ~;ow~rd self-government. Threadminister1ng
refer to the countries wht~h are suffering under e:i~
S~~ is tP~~sponsibleitor the fulfilment of this conc!usivist political parties. NorshaU I l'eferto those
cUtitit>, a)~cl:\ theOr~?nizati.on, as the mandator, has
new "mitimAes"-an old Quechuan word for describing
the pow~\r~o inSiS~ )~ponthis without reg:i1rd to the ,'the peoples that were transp~rtedwholesale for colexception pr;pvidedirl Article 2, paragraph 7, since
lective work under the totalitarian imperialism and
tha;r's~te .ha\l voluntarily placed itself under jntercolonialism of the Incas. there was brainwashing in
. xuttiona~ juris~~ction. by/acoepting the obligations of the
those days too-a fact that bears out Solomon's reCharter','~hicll\is a multilateral treaty.
.
mark in Ecclesiastes that there is nothing neYl UD?er
the sun.
.u
I '
1~8. Beven years ago, in 1953, I had the honour to
.
,
"
!/1
expound this interpretation of Chapters XI and XII
163. My' delegation feels that in ,order topomqatthis
of the Charter in the Fourth Committee on behalf of
neo-,coloniaIism, whether it comes. ~p.til the left 01"
the delegation of Ecuador.!! We held at that time, and
the right,. the Charter sets· forth ~thods which the
we 'continue to hold, the firm hope that the probleti~s
United Nationsshoulddevelopancvperfect.themethods
of colonialism can be settled by juridical means
.in .questiQnrefer to the growing application of the
through a correct interpretation of the principles
principle of self-determination of peoples. Anything
set forth in the Charter.. Many of too sovereign peoples
which guarantees its e:xercise,anytbing which conof today, whose representatives honour this A,~sembly tributes to implanting its existence~ will prevent the
with their presence, were at that time petitioners.
development of neo-colonialism. 1'hisprinciple m.ust~','
We heard some of them speak, and the fact that they
however, be exercised broadly without discrimination"
are now' sitting among us is a' clear proof of the rapid
and without admitting exclusivist' subtleties or fal""
decline of colonialism.
lacious exceptions,:whether .from the side ·of classic
159. 1 must admit that the presence here in this hall
colonialism or of neo-colonialism, and whether from.
the
left or the right.
of the .,representatives of those territories, which at
that time were dependent territories but which now
164. There is, finally, an insidious type of colonialism
are sovereign states, is to a Iarge extent due to
against which it would be well to arm ourselves. I
their courage, their constancy, their clear fighting
refer to the so-called economic semi-colonialism
spirit, their love of liberty and their tenacity in
whichendeavors to preserve a state ofuilder-developachieving it. 09.ceagain we Wy them a tribute. But
ment in order to retain sources ofcheap raw materials
we cannot ignore the fact thaftheir emancipation has
and outlets for expensive manufactured goods. It is
been due also to the efficacy of the principles of the
essential, intJiis case, to increase international C'COCharter which have helped them in their purposes,
operation in the field of economic aid.
and to the understanding shown by many of -the ad16S. I Win now refer briefly to the draft resolution «~
ministering S~tes which have fulfilled the conditions
which .has been circulated as docn:unent A/L.323 and,
'·for,.leading these peoples towards the final goal of
Add.l""S. Its generous spirit,the wisdom witbwbichl-~c"
self-government. The wisdom of the representatives
it presents the problem and the noble feeling for
of those former colonies which today are independent
humanity which pe:):'Vadesit deserve our tribute,
States is eloquent proof of the concern which,. in acbecause it aspires t~8be a declaration of the rights
cordance with the provisions- of the Charter, has been' of' colonial peoples which will complement the Unishown by the one-ti~.e administrators to ensutt3.fQr
versal Declaration of Human Rights.
them steady educational progress.
.
160. These facts strengthen the faithofmydelegation
166. I am bound to examine it in the light of the
in the juridical solution of colonial problems in and
ideas which my delegation has just submitt~d, and ~.n
this po;.nt I must say that I find certain. discrepancies.
through the United Nations. Our Organization is the
I.shall overlook the purely doctrinaire disbrepancies,
mandator, and it is in the power of i¥e mandator
h ' that t i th inth fifth
b la
to bring the mandate t1> an end if and when the consuc as
.'. ·se or.
.' .·e . " pream u r paragraph referring to the role of. the United Nations in
ditions are not fulfilled or there are unwarrantable
assisting the movement for independence in Trustand
delays in their fulfilment. We accordingly believe t h a t '
t
..
,
each case Should be examined in the light of its own
Non-Belf-Governing Terriories. It would seem that
this paragraph seeks to assign the United NationS an
merits and circumstances and against its own back""
active role as a mediator in colonialproblems, placing
ground, and that it should be measured in its own
it in between the dependent· territories and. the adConsequiBnces. Emancipation "enmasse" does notseem
ministering States. My... delegation bas held tbat th~-;/
to us a gooo method, any more than is 'condemnation
.
hi
.
"en masse".
juridical relations ,.'p between the United NationS and
the Administering Stltes
must be that ofmandator to
I : ; : >
161. I have ~,o far referred to what is usually called
mandatory.,'
"classic colonialism", but we ,cannot ignore the fact
167! In,. the operd,~.·Y.J~ part',whicp takes the form of'
that colonialism, li:ke Proteus 'In the Greek myth, is . a declaration of principles, my delegation has certain
mUltiform. It has mimetic powers, ·and·it is abvious
doubts. re,.garding
...·para.,gI".a.ph 3. these.do.ub.ts.. ha¥,eboth
that there exist forms of neo-colonialism which need
a juridical and a practical basis. .My dele~tion beto be destroyed a,t the sourlce.
lieves that the indispensable condition for the at162. I shall paSs now, like the salamander over fire,
tainment·of self...gove.~nment·is that dependentpeoples
toa new form of political and econol;llic colonialism
should have reached a sufficient degree of cu.ltural,
social and economic development which in ~~ch case
which SUbjugates peoples while leaving them with a
self-government which appears to be genuine but is
must be assessed against the backgro;Und~pf its Own
circumstances. The declaration in paragrapb3 might
lead to a massive emancipation, even in. the case
Y See Official Record~ ,of the General Asse~bIY. Eigh~Session.
.. Fourth Comrnittee. 325th and 344th rneetings.
where the stage of developr.nent necessary for the
I
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granting of self-government has not been reached.
The practical difficulties of independence for apeopl~
·that has not attained the requisite degree of social,
econoIriic an4 cultural development would obviously
be very serious indeed.
.

M~etings

there is a :technical obstacle which will make it
CUfficult forua t9 ,s1,lpport the draftresolution, namely,
that when 'spea,ldng of·colonies, it refers to a concept
which diJes notha:\Teany legal basiS in. the Charter
and which it tnightbe appropriate to clarify so as
to indicate whether the reference is merely to· N~
168. My delegation also entertains certain doubts
Self-Governing and Trust Territories,o:talsoincludes
regarding the usefulness of operative paragraph 4..
not so far as the principl~s are concerned but bethose overseas territories tbatsome States regardas
cause it appears to be redunchtnt.
part of their metropolitan territory. We therefore
consider that t4ere is a certain vagueness abouttbe.
169. Despite" these observations, my delegation is
terms used.
.
happy to congratulate the sponsors' of this draft,
.
alth:ough we do reserve our right to express a. final
175. I believe that,'in this matter of the liquidation
opinion on it later. We nevertheless wish to state
of colonialiSm, we are on the right road; but we have
for the racord that we unconditionally' support two
not yet reached the goal. The goal is still very far
fundamental principles COntained in the declaration,
off, andtbe road is beset with difficulties. A studr
such as the one suggested offers one posSibility of
namely, the right to self-determination as the basis
reaching that goal but ,another would be to determine ;
for the independence of States, and the condemnation
how the United Nations· could obtain compliance with .
of any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption
the measures for·the furtherance of self...governm.ent
of the national ~ty)' or the territorial integrity of a
when the administering States fail to comply with
cOuntry..
c, "
their obligations. Otherwise, we shall find ourselves
170.. Self-determination is the indispensable premise
in a vicious circle. It wiU be impossible to give
in any ethical.·or political consideration of humanc'~~independence to certain people$because they will ~
1;>eings, w-hstiJ.~~ individually or collectively. It is,
regarded as not fulfilling the necessary conditions
therefore, the funcmmental condition for the existence
for self-government, and it will also be impossible
of democracy. Deter~inism,which is the philosophical
to insiSt that the administering States achieve those~
negation of self-detel'.~tion, leads individuals~b conditions by constructiVG efforts. This wouldefautomation and peoples ~ slavery. Anything that is
fectively killall hope and would perpetuate an injustice.
done tostrengtb.eD: the prbicipl? of self-determination
176. I must again apologize for having spokenatsuch '
and guarantee lts exercise WIll receive the fervent
great length but this is a sacred cause-that of the
support ef my delegatlon.
oppressed ~oples. We do not want them to suffer
171. My delegation also condemns any attempt to
what we had to suffer to attain our independence.
disrupt the national unity or territorial integrity of
For them we want an independence that is based upon
a country as being. contrary to the principles of the
the principle of self-determination, a freedomthatis
Charter and to the foundations of law and peaceful
without subterfuge or limitation. We feel responsible
co-existence. Wars of conquest, the imposition of
for their hope,s, and. we cannot allow despair ,to lead
treaties . that mutilate the territorial heritage of a
them, Py logical reaction, to accept the totalitarian.
State, and military occupation as a means of settling
Charybdis after having escaped fromthecolon!alist
international disputes are all unfortunately the surScylla. The independence oftoday's dependent peoples,
vivals of a retarded colonialist mentality.
based upon self-determinatiQn, will ineVitably lead
172' Ma I b
110 ed t
11 with
e tain rid
them by their free decisions, free alike from pressures
•• y
~ a .W
0 reca
a c r
p e
and from blandishments, to their own unique forms
that, m. the Juridical development of the J\merican
ofgovernme to This as far as my delegation is concontin~nt.as embodi-sd in. inter,national instruments, cerned is ":e great' responsibility of the peoples of
the prmciple of self-determination is set down as the
the United Nations
~Sis for.peaceful relations between.States and within
•
the international cOinmunity. The international
177. Mr. SUMULONG (Philippines): As all deledoctrine' of uti possideti Juris came into being at the
gatioliS are aware, the item "Declaration on the
same time as we attained our independence~ since
granting of independence to colonial countries and
Sim6n BoU'var, our liberator, took it as the basis
peoples" was originally proposed by the Government
for the existence of States,. On the basis of ~s
of the. USSR [A/4501] and unanimously approved by
principle, nationalities became terl'itorial entities,
the General Assembly for inclusion in the agenda of
and respect for this principle has been maintained
the present session. On 23 September 1960,Chairman
throughout the course of our American juridical
Khrushchev formally presented the draft text •. of the
development. Thus, American inte~tiona1lawcondeclaration which is contained in docum0nt A/4502.
demns the dismemberment of states by armed interDuring the debate on the recommendation' of the
vention and conquest. We cannot allow the civilized
General Committee to include the item and toallocate
world to resound to the tragic Vaevtctis of the ancient
it to the First Committee, my delegatiO!! was among
barbarians.
the first to give' its support to an amendment proposed
•
by the delegation of the Soviet Union [A/L..312/Rev.l]
173. This is why we give our enthusJ.astic support
to have the question discussed inStead in the General
the the embodiment of this principle in the declaration
Assembly in plenary session. We were in agreement
contained in the draft resolution.
with the Soviet view that the vital importance of thiS
174. I mu.stalso freferto the considerable effort
question fully warranted'its consideration by this body.
towards a solution of this problem represented by
We made it clear that, in our opinion, this item had
the draft resolution submitted by Honduras [A/L.324].
asccpe and significance much broader thanthatwhich
A commission such as the one proposed would, through
had been indicated by the terms of, the explanatory
a detailed and careful fie:ld survey, facilitate an obmemorandum, and of the draft declaration submitted by
jective appraisal of the situation even thou.gh it might
the Soviet d~legation. We accordingly rejected the
. not itself provide a solution. My delegation feels that
notion that tJle General Assembly, in considering tliiS
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qUestion, would be bound by therestric~d'and te~'
~ntious _terms of the Soviet draft declaration. We
:maintained that such a declaration must cover the
.cases of all·' countries and peoples anywhere in the
world that remain under alien subjection, victims
of· imperialist domination both old 'and new, arid in
all its forms and manifestations.
\~78.

It wal:J .upon the basis of this understanding
that the Philippine delegation co-operated with other
countries. of Asia ~nd Africa in the elaborati01(of the
draft declaration which is tQ ~~~iOUnd in d~}~ument
A/L.323 and Add~1-5. In accordance with ~the instructions of my Government, the Philippin~ delegation has joined the rapidly increasing number of
co-sponsors of this proposal, which at the present
moxnent, if I am not mistaken, number forty-two.
179" My country's profound interest in this question
is easily explained. Our experience of colonial subjection, which lasted unbroken for nearlyfour hundred
yqars, was certainly one of the longest in all recorded
historY. We have drunk of the bitter cup of alien
domination to the dregs. But we also recall with relief
,and gratitude that the' Republic of the Philippines was
the first-born independent State of this revolutionary
era of the United Nations-this eta whi:?h will forever
be distinguished in the annals' of human civilizationby
theeII!ergence into freedom and independence offortyodd countries within a period of, only fift~en ,years"
'\\

...;

:' ('.

":~~

.

":t

of the United Nations, "(;bat it could not for long be
ignored or kept, so to say, in coldsto:rage"

182. The forward movement of history could not be
,arrested by any.kind of verbal legerdemain, however
'-ingenious. Thus, today, we are in the process of
adopting a,. "Declaration on the granting of independence to coloniiH countries and peoples" as a
necessary follow-up and clarification of the "Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governirig Territories"
which is .embodied in Chapter XI of the Charter.
183" Some may wonder whether this new declaration,
by specifying independence, does not constitute a reVision of the existing declaration in the Charter. This
is a legitimate concern which it is well for us to
consider" In this ct>nnexion, we would recall the assurances that were offered to us in San· Francis~o
to the effect that self-government and independence
were virtually synonymous-an interpretation which
the dictionary as well as textbooks on political science
tend to support.
{,
184.~ Moreove:E, Article 73 b of the Charter obligates
the colonial Powers "to take due account of the political aspirations of the peoples"-an obligationwhich
most of the colonial Powers have respected during
the last fifteen. years since the end of the Second (~: ,>
World War, by satisfying the s~preme politicalaspiration of any people, which ismdependence, readily
and voluntarily in some cases, grudgingly and by
making a virtue of necessity in others.

180. In his speech before the Assemoly on"29 November 1960 [927th meeting] ,Mr. Shukairy, the repre185. Considering that nearly f~;rty ct1at1tries ~ye .
sentative of Saudi Ara.bia, was generous enough to
achieved independence since the"Chart~r'was pr~
"recall that the Philippines was 'the only Asian country
-mulgated,
it is the eolonial,powers' 1;ilemse'Z:Veswho
that in San Francisco fought for the inclusion in the
havebome: the responsibility for the'progrefiktve
"Charter of the United Nations of independence aB the
interpretation
of Article 730£ the Charter" It Is tIley
just· and rightful goal of the peoples of the Nonwho
have
dared'.
to carry· the letter of this. promiQnSelf-Governing Territories. The colonial Powers at the
of
the
Charter
.to
its logicalconclusion,and-,~s,new
time would concede no more than the principle that in
declaration
which
we are proposing does 'no 'D;iore
these territories they would ~develop self-government" and "take due account of·the political aspir-/ \:than confirm 'the wisdom they have shown in the face
of ineluctable historical necessity"
ations of the peoples", and they tried hard toconvinCf)
us that the general concept of self-government woutd
186. The PJ:q.lippine delegation, stands four-square
include and would enibracethe goal of independenc~:r.
behind the terms of the declaration. proposed byfortyFrom this. semantic confusiop. has sprung one of tIle
two Asian and African States [A/L~323 and Add.1-5].
seeming inconsistencies or, shall we say, one of the
Jf it be 01>jected that this declaration is considera.1~~y
political curiosities of the Charter; for, whereas
mo~ exuberant in 'letter and spirit than the iJ corArtiole 76 of the Charter clearly establishes "selfresponding declaration in the Charter, our answer is
government or independence" as the goal ,of the·m,...
that the difference is' due to the new'complexion of
habitants of the Trust Territories, Article 73 merely
the United ,~ations and the radically altered .enobligates the colonial Powers Stto develop selfvironment inwhieh it operates t<>day. In8an Francisco
government" fer the peoples ofijl~~Non-Se1f-Governing the .greatPo\~rs that Won the war influenced a:hd
Territories.','
determined the 'form and character of the Charter;
they understandably hoped to prese:rve ,what they 1;hen
181. It was the view of the philippine delegation at
possessed for as long as possible and they "rere not
the ~an Francisco Conference, and it still remains
in any mood for voluntary sacrifices and acts of
the view of the Philippine delegation now, that inderenunciation"
Their domination of the San" Francisco
pendence should be the common objective of· all the
Conference
Is therefore l"eflected in the.rather con....
peoples of dependent territories, whether Trustc or
sarvative, though not ungenerous, language of Article
c~on-Self-Governing. we were assured in san Fran..
73"
ciscothat this was indeC3dthe case, in the spirit if
not in.the letter. of the Charter.' We we~~.vastly
187i' But fifteen years have passed sin:~e then, and
the. membership, of thCil',<,United Nations has doubled
outnumbered in San Francisco and we lost tJ\~ slh-uggle
for this, one crucial word" But.",-th!!it. wo:rilll'was not
since the Charter was >' iVri:tten because of the adsimply a word tbatcould be ~de to~l1fsappear by
mission 'Of states newly emerged from' coloniaLsubsleight-of-hand or by incanta~~on" It was a word so
jection" When these new States speak, as they do now,
fnstinctwith, life, so dear an9) so near to the hearts
in the' proposed declaration, the world must be preand minds of so many milli«(ns of dependent people, "pared to hear a voic~ with strong .undertones of
so tightly woven into thefrlbric of the present and 'remembered injustice and hurt, and vibrant with
:the ~ture, and so linked to the purposes and plinciples
sympathy for peoples still waiting to Qe free.
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188. Some doubt has been expressed in connexion
with .paragraph 5 of the draft declaration, wbichreads:
"'5. Immediate (reps-s~llJ>e taken, in Trustand
Non-Self-Governing" Territories or all other territories wh1chhave not yet attained independelT!Ce, to
transfer all powers to the peoples of those territo1'les. without any conditions or reservations, in
accordance with their freely expressed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed or
colour, in order to enable them to enjoy complete
independence and freedom."
189. At first blush, this provision might appear to
be in contrast to the philosophy of gradualism which
underlies Article 73 of the Charter and is implioit
in the words, "progressive development of ••• free
political institutions, according to the particular circUlnstances of each territory and its peoples and their
varying stag~s Qf advancement". However, it is clear
that what is !ienjoined in paragraph 5 of the proposed
declaration is not the immediate transfer ofall powers
to the peoples of those territories, but rather the
taking or initiating forthwith of steps whichwould lead
to such transfer of power. What is intended to be
corrected is a policy of deliberate procrastination
and delay, of failure to launch a dependent people
upon the road to independence-a policy which, 'as we
have seen, has had such tragic results in the case of
the former Belgian Congo.
190. Our support of this paragraph springs from
our experienoe as a former depend~~t territory of
the United States. After the United ldta:tes had CO'mpleted the, conquest of my country at 'tbe turn f/ithe
century, the leaders of my people began to petition
and oampaign for imrnediate,complete and-absolute
freedom, and they asked the United States for repeated guarantees towards that .end. The American
people and Government gave us the guarantees we
asked for, and although ourindepehdence was not
recognized immediately from. the moment we petitioned for it, still it was gratifying to recall that
by virtue of the guarantees thus obtained there mlS
never any doubt from the be~"'\lling that steps wol.\ld
pe taken immediately towards the goal ofindependence.
191. In point of fact, on the ~xact date promised to
us by the United States, on 4 July 1946, Philippine
independenoe was granted and ;recognized, and all
this was accomplished without need of shedding a
single drop of hwnan blood.
192. Had the United Nations existed then, my country
would surely have benefitted by the moral pressure
of the Organizationji and the period of preparation
~()Uld have been much shorte.r. What paragraph 5,
8!nd indeed what the declaration, means is that the
deliberate delay or withholding of independence shall
no longer be tolerated, having regard for the greatly
accelerated pace of developments in the world today,
. the irrepressible aspirations of peoples for political
and economio em~Jnc"pation, and the irreversible
march of history.
193 e The heart of the forty..two-Power draft declaration [A/L.323 and Add.1-5], however, is to be found
in the words:
"The General Assembly,
)

.<

"•••
"Solemnly proclaims the neceSSity of bringing to
a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations;
,
,

'. -

,.A.nd to this end
"Declares that:
"1. The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation,
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of
funda~nental human rights, is contrary to the Charter
of the United Nations and is an impediment to the
promotipn of world peace and co-operation."
194. By ithese forthright af,lirmati,ons, we make itin.
dubitablt clear that we intend tWs declaration to apply
to all ~~ubjugatedpeoples in.e..ny part of the world,
whethex;1 in front of the iroIl and bamboo curtains, 0);'
behind1iliem, whether domhiated and exploited overtly
or cov(~rtly by the methods of classical imperialism
or ne~:imperialism. .
195. We hav~ no tea:rs to shed as yet for the old
colonial imperialism that has' died. Of it we can say
truly that, the sooner it is finally liquidated, the better
for, manld.nd. But equally'we have no words of welcome
to offer to the new colonial imperialism that is
arising to take its place. We feel we have a duty to
warn peoples against the new colonialism which is
weeking to impose itself upon weak peoples by force
or upon unsuspecting nations by stealth. ,Constant
vigilance is our only weapon against the resurgence
of the old colonialism that is dying as well as against
the new colonialism that is coming to birth.
196. By adupting the African-Asian draft declaration
we shall give proof of our capacity to see through
pretence and hyprocrisy. We shall proclaim the in.
tegrity of our own judgement, uninfluenced by pity or
flattery. We shall give notice to the neo-imperiaIist~
and to tbecrypto-imperialiststhatwea:renotprepa-r;ed
to accept any lessons from them in ,the matter of
winning freedom and independence. But Should they
per.sist in the attempt'we shall be constrained to say
unto them: What you now do to destroy the freedom
of human beings and the independence of peoples is
so loud, so deafening, that we cannot hear what you
say.
,

197. Mr. PALAMARCHUK (Ukrainian SovietSocialist
Republic) (translated from Russian): The GeneralAssembly is discussing the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
The vast dome of this chamber seems to have, swe1l8d
with the passionate, emotional appeal for the complete\)
and final elimination of the colonial r~gime in all its).!
forms and manilestations. For the first time since itS
foundation' the United Nations is resolutely declaring
its conviations. intentions and demands to assist the
still·oppressed"peoples in the colonies to winfreedotn
and independence. The wise and vibrant words of the
Soviet UnioJ!, De~laration [A/4502 and Corr.1], to the
effect that "peoples that oppress other peoples cannot
be free", should be carved m gold letters in the
granite entrance to the United Nations.
198. For several days now page after page has been
read out from tbis rostrum telling with anger, con"
viction and pride of the broken chains of colonialism
in Asia; of the great awakening in Africa; ,of the
bonfires of independence 'already kindled and burning
under the blue skies of Africa; of the disgrace of our ,
century_the remains of the colonial system in the
ancient lands of Africa and Asia, on the islands of
OCe'ania and the shores of the Caribbean, where colonialism is still rampant. Land and people. Q11e
h.undred million people, still bear the colonial yoke
of slavery.
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205_ These words of Lenin, which.spa,rkle with the
,clarity of his thwght and foresight,are extremely
noteworthy today. They can provide the key t~dD.der- 'I
sianding the reasons why. the imperialliJ~pl1U).derl(
the colonies and seek to mainiain the colonia.lr6gbnes,
and also to understlnding the fenrwhich besets ceriain
represeniatives of the colonial Powers in this Assembly;; You will 'recall with what haste the United
Kingdom.represeniative, despite the staidness of the
Bri~~sh character, used every effort Wbanish from
his .!sight, like an apparition, the g~mandsof;f the
So7Jiet Union's Declaration. SuchwaS(!tiis,ha~te,inq;e'ed,
that he declared his sympathy-whetherwaririor not,
I cannot say-for the voices of Africa and Asia which,
at the time he began to speak, he ha~,not yet heard,
as they had not spoken{,l do not reproach him for
this: I merely note the fact.
206. Subsequently, in the 'usual Western fashion, he
lost his footing in the slippery task of contrasting
the ideas, arguments and aims of the Soviet Declaration and those of the African-Asian countries, as he
attempted in fact to dissociate those countries from
the socialist countries with respect to their common.
views on the question of the complete and immediate
liqliidatiOIl, of colonialism. These are favourite, though,
to tell the truth, excessively straightforward btctio(:J,
that are being employed with particular emphasis at
this session of the General Assembly. However, let
the United Kingdom representative be heartened that, .
as he thinks, the African and Asian Mem.bers of the
United Nations "do not ••• regard the Soviet contributionto our debates as a particularly serious one ft •
May God grant him his daily illusion' on tbisscore!
His statement, however,the tJkrain:l.an de!.egation
most firmly believes, makes one think of a sfraw"in
the flood of accusatory denunciations of the remnants
of the colonial system and demands for their prompt
Uquidation. For that, indeed, is the whole tenor and
b\rrden .of the discussion that is 1akingplace.in the
A1~~embly in connexi~n with the submission by the
So-\tlet "Q"pion Gove~ent, Ior the Assembly's' consideration.~ of the histtt.ric Declaration on the granting
of indepenu'ence to colonial countries and peoples'
[A!4502and Corr.l].
,..
,

.

"

207. Toretur(J., however, to the main point: the peoples
of Asia and Mrica ~ve awakened and are acting in
the interests ofl thv'/destiny of all m.ankind. That is
now an irrefutable fact. Colonialism today, raised to
the highest degree of parasitism., is the source of
the penples' calamities and sufferings. It plunders
and sucks the blood of the peoples and places a qlank
wall between them and progressive deveIQpm~nt.
During the years of their domination the 6olonial
Powers have wrung untold wealth out ofthe subjugated
countries. In the period 1955-1958, for insiance,
Belgium. had a favourable paymen.ts balance in its
trade with the Congo amounting to 373 millioD.:,pounds
sterling. Of this sum only £2 :million poun~fS went
back to the Congo in the same period. This \JneaD.S
that in four years the clear profit extortedfr~~mth€\.,
colony amounted to the enormous sum of 291 tt\~. lion ""''''\
pounds..··
..)
(1
208. According to the. most modest estima;t~'s, the '
United States monopolies made a profitof:,.alore than
$1,500 mil1~pn in. Africa alone in the P9si;-waryears
1946-1959, a sum s~cient to paYforth~~construction
of more than one h~1dredand fifty 100;~Oo-1dlowatt
power stations for the Africans.
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210•. However, as already stated, the plundering of
the colonies is not only directed against productive
capital~ The colonial countries are doing everything
possible to deny the colonies and under-developed
countries access to the world market and are endeavouring to dominate completely the foreign trade
and much of the domestic trade of the colonie~,
amassing great wealth in the proce$s. For instance,
in 1951 the cost of a ton of oil extracted in Kuwait
was 73 cents, while < the same oil was sold on the
world market at the. price of the most expensive oil,
$US17-18 per ton. In other words, the monopolies
earned a p:::,ofit of 2,000 per cent on each ton.
211. The colonialists are tbVS reaping a rich harvest,
while the colonial peoJ?les are becoming impoverished
antI, are falling further and further below the level
of the highly:-developed countries.
.

.

-

'.'

I1

212.. I should like to draw thM attention of representatl'ves to an interesting d<>cinnent-the report ()f
the Committee on info~tion from Non-SeH,,;;,Governing Territories [A/4371]. This report was prepared
pursuant to resolution 1461(X!V) ofthe United Nations
General Assembly. The Committee set itself the
task.of formulating observations and conclusions on the
progr,ess achieved by the inhabitants of the so-caUed
°Non-Self-Governing Territories in the" past, fift..een
years. The objective sense of the Committee's report
is 'that the so-called Non-Se)f-Governing TerritorieS
eSSentially have the status of colonies:l with all the
enSuing consequences. .The Committee reached the
conclusion that to this day "the economy ofthe Territories remained, in general, at a low stage of deyelo!>,,"
ment, based mainly on subsistence agricultut'~ and,
also, on the production efa fewpr1mary pr~~LlQts,
for export" [A/4371,. part two, para.. 45]. The egJ~liomy
of these Territories is doomed to stagnation, since
"the. production of capital goods remained in its
infancy" [ibid., para. 46]. The report contains stti.ki.tlg
illustrations of the fact that, :In its words, "the ~
caput personal incomes of the indigenoUS population
of the African Territories for which data were available
~" for 1956 or 1957 were among the lowest in the world"
·~~q~.lid./para. 53] ,an~ that there is an enormous. dis. pah~, measurable m factors of ten, between the incomes of the Territoryfs various population groups
-and not, of course, in favour of the indigenous
Africans, iole.,the indigenous population of the co10nies.The report alsoacknowledges many other equally
eloquent facts: the weakening of family ties amongthe
indlgenous population,an increaSe in juvenile de-i
lin4uency; unemployment and underemployment,. the
spread of dreadful diseases, in many places wide-
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209. F~r:fAanYddecades,.throughout the entire history
of colo~1ism. indeed,. the economy of the colonial
countrie~ has remained dreadfully backward, and the
coloniaU.~ts are doing everytbingpoasible tope~:tuate
that conditlon. In. all the African colonies and the
dependent countdes two 'economic sectors have been
,reated" J7bich differ both? ~ocio-economically .and
nation~ny: they. aI(~/ tlle" highly-organized capitalist
economy of the Europea,ns, in which foreign capital
predominates, and the wr~tchedsubsistence andpet~
commodity economy of the indigenous populatC:h.· The
foreign monopolies doom. th~economy(ofthe countries
they e:1CPloit to unna~~:L1 one-sided development, use
the colonies assolWC"es of cheap raw materials and
. ,.Ja-b9lq:~_~d .pltilesslyexploit them by means of an
unbalanced . system of trade between the countries.
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spread. illiteracy, deprivation of rights '8.l)p racial
~~
~
ina.tlon.
WJ:)crim
o
213. Can such a situatIon be tolerated any longer?
No, it . cannot, . if we cherish the interests of the
cause of peace, the interea~ ofhumanityandprogress.
,"
\\
214. Each year the United Ue.tionsreceives thOttSands
of petitions from the inhabitants·ofso-called
Territor'ies. These petitions· are o~nthe only form
in which the dependent peoples canappea.1 to the international community for help. There are 20,000 such
petitions buried in the dusty archives of the United
Nationa which should rather be pubUf:hedin milUons
of copies.
. /~
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215. one of tli~~epetitions states that in South West
Africa there is 'an organization known as the South
that
West Africa Native Labour Association. This Associand
ation is authorized to sell (I emphasize the word seU)'
,
pe'nd
AtricansfrQtn the Native reservations outside the
te~:rltory "
22'0.
plant
216. I shall now quote,from another petition:
,j\
(iQlor
"At this moment when the' General Assembl~'·Iz:c
tree
the United Nations is going into the details of ~'",,;J
tyraI
lonial matters and discussing colonial administration
word
in~ependent overseas territories, we, .the peoples'
in w:
representatives of the British crown colony of
and'
British Guiana, would like to draw the attention of
race
. ~~. Honourable delegates to our unfortunate plight.
movf.
".I;\BlIereby we, thefruatrated people of British
man.
GGiana ••• take the opportunity of presenting. our
';;:221.
case before this world assembly. We want politloal
UnitE
independence. We want to run our national affairs,
UnitE
political, social [nd economic, according to the
m.Ull
wishes and aspirations of our people and for a better
1961.
Guiana•. We place here before the Honourable delemiss
gates zrb indicto').ent, as our intention is not of im...
a no
"~"p€,acw.rlg British imperialism. We only endeavour to
ofal
siiow /our. national wounds, which the shoo' ,of coof FI
. lonialism has made into our body politic. Ours is'a
Vl'th
cry of mortal. agony. and what we r~quest is tJmt ,
decu
Great B~ritain be asked by this distinguished aSf-'-~'
ganCL
sembly t(\ be great enough and lift her shoe because
conti
where" the shoe' rests there happens to be more
weali
than half a million feeble Guianese throats~)t
candl
217.. There are other documents too, the documents of
Affai
the Conference of Independent African states that waS
able
peld at }.l.ccra. The Conference heard moving reports
of i1
by representatives of the participating organizations
AIri<
of the brutal deeds of colonialism and .imperialism
What
on the African continent. It waS told that through (,
to e
the activ.ities of the imperialists •. the Africans have
domi
been deprived of the basic human rights, freedom.
the p
of .a~~ch,···ofJtssembly, of lllovement; freedom to live
to rE
in plenty. (!7Wherever the remains of' the colonial
fore,
system pelsist there is dre~dful poverty, denial of
222.
rights to oppressedpeoJ?les, the savage rule ofignorof
pc
ance and. violence, .and people dyingpff like burnt
bem!
grass. Only those whose ;gearts are made of stone
of Cl
and who today stand gp;lrd for oolonialism cl()s..~
it
ha
their earS to this.
to g.
218J~ Document AIAC.73/3, which bas been diS.~
they
tributed to this Assembly, contains a number of stateask f
ments which, we think,. should also be pUblished in
.' pendl
a great many copies so that the whole world may B~e
as in
the foul visage ofthe champions ofthe colonial system.
,futur
One of these statements alleges that It t Apartheid' is
catec
to the black people a perfectly comprehensible systeIl1
tweel
which they employ among themselves" [A/AC.7 S/ 3,
i;
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petition NO. 10].. Jnanother equa.Jly sham~fu1 siate-- Asia" and Africa; there were differences as ,to' the
lllent it is :fJ:ank1yasserted that "Once "the/ natives methods ,and':SQmetimes ttie time for granting indegovern themselves, we are convinoed that the history. pendence and freedom.
onger?
of Africa. will be turned back by 100 Jo 200 years" 22~. But they have long been singing tJi~~~oCl~Sc to
of the
[ibid., petition No. ,20].
'
goddintentions that have no reference to tinie, while
Igress.
J19.ln order to enaure ~t history is not "turned the date for the; comple~ elimination of the oolonial
llSands ..
back", crimes are" committed. The conscience of r~gime :J.$ being deferred on Various ridiculous and, I
minkind winces at these crimes, whether committed might say, demagogic pretexts. That precisely is the
'I form
in Algiers, in South West Africa or in the Republic . crux of the •differences p:(",principle. At one pOle
interof the Congo. Judging by the nature of the events stand. the cOlonialcoun~h~~;.}Nith their intentions. at
10 .such
that are taking place there, the Republic of the Congo' the other pole the cOUb~es demanding' ~ediate
United
has been chosen as a testilig ground in, whi,ch to elimination of the colonial system. The declaration
dllions
raise' the tree of neo-colbnialism, no lessJ.loistmous of the African-Asian countries lA/L.323 and Add.l-S] ,
than colonialism itsel1~ Renegades of the Mobutu type like that of the Soviet"l:Jnion, solemnly pro9}..aimsthe
are ploughing this ground with weapons•.. The e:8ample necessity of. bril,~ging toa s~edy and una~ditlonal
h West
of the Republic of the Congo makes it clear to all end colonialism mall its forms andmanifes)tations.
I South
that
colonial fascism and nea-.colonialism are twins What need then was there for the dr{lft resciiution. of
,ssooi.
and are attempting to stifle everything live, inde- Honduras [A/L.324]? It wasn~ed~d by those who
"d sellf
pendent
and national in the colonial countries.
stand. behind Honduras, and whi)· 'the~ are it is not
lde the
hard to guess. Its purpose is to pteven1, if possible~
22'0. A long time ago a "TreeiofLiberty". was· the adoption of the declaration anej.thps pr{)\ong the life
planted in American soil liberated from the British of the colonial system. Our delegatrmt-an(I.~ say this
cDlonialista, and Thomas Jefferson said that for the with full respect .for the countries of 4ttv~er!ca
lbl~,"·i~>
tree·
to grow it had to be refreshed with the blood of would be greatly disturbed to '~,earn that the HondUran,
of ~Ui'I..)
tyrants. From American soil we have heard the fiery
draft resolution expresses t;b.e views of all Latin
tration
Vlords of WaIt Whitman who declared that a world American countries.
~oples'
in which masters and slaves' existed, had grown old,
ony of
and who paSsionately believed} that a new and mighty
224. That draft resolutiou. in fact repeats the dema...
ttion of
race of men with firm and'regular step w~ld regogic and slanderous assertion that the colonies are
plight:.
move from our planet the traces of oppressi\,?n of not prePared for self";go~fernment, that .they lack the
British
man by man.
;
\\
. pplitical and30cial learJership necessary' to enable.
ng our.
~~em to assume the functions of govermn.ent.
~/221. TQday, however, other voices are heard;from the
olitioa.l
United states of America. According to reportl:l, the
225~The draft resol\jtion,of course, proclaims the:
LffairS,
United
States
Congress
intends
to
spendsev(3ral
elimination
of coloni?1ism throughout the world. Bu't
to the
million
dollars
on
propaganda
in
Africa
in
the
1960it
does
not:indicatewhen
the era«;Iication of this blot
,better
on
the
twentieth
CE'llltury
is to take place. It is not
1961
financial
year..
Several
thousand
United
States
e delemissionaries
have
already
entt'enched
thenlselves
in
difficult
to
undersw.nd
that
once again it is aquestiol'J.
ofim...
a ntiInber of African countries and the messengers
of intentions, and in order tf.t mask .those. inten.tipn.~
,vourto
of
all
kinds
of
fl charitable founda!:1ons If, SUlJD as those
it
is proposed thatia commission should be appointed.
of coof
Ford
and
Rockefeller,
have
gone
there
in
drOV€is.
;
What
is this cotb.miSsion. to do? It ,is to Visit the
lTS is'a
Vl!thno
sense
of
constraint
Senatol'~{)ross
openly
and draft ~.'~ecomm.endationsfor
Golonialpossessfons
is that ,
declared
in
the
United
stat.es
Congress
twl.t
a
pr6paproposal
to
the!
General
AsseJ)lbly at its sixteenth
led asf--(.'
"'
,
gand3.
campaign
must
be
prepared
for
the
African
session. Reconu'il,endations a.bout what?About the most
le cause
.continent,
so
as
to
open
up
thtl~t
vast
new
region
where
appropriate,
eXJ~ditiol1.sandeffectiv~
way ofachievmg
~ more
wealth lay waiting to bemmed. With· even greater
the complete abolition of colonialism. This: is a mere
candour the Assistant Secretary of State for Afrioan.
m~aningles~,' collecrtion of worda. The .same thing has
lentsof
Affairs said that the United States would soon be
happened before in ,the United Nations: aSfloon as it
ilat was
able to make up for the comparative lack of success
is desired to block any sound anI:! progressive action
L"eports
of its policy in Asia and the Middle East, that
by the Organization, a heavy-weight draft ;t;esolution,
zations
Africa afforded it th~ opportunity to get its revenge.
like that of Honduras, is got ready. For some defe.
t'ialism
What is involved, then,' is the United states desire 'gations,perhaps, such a draft resolution is a sort
furough
to establish its political, ecoI'iomic and military
of safety-valve or a shadow in which they can hide
lshave
domination over Africa. Neo-colonialism, daubed'with
conveniently. For its part, however, the Ukrainian
L"eedom
the paint and powder ofim.perialism, is being implanted
delegation wishes to state clearly that the Hondurati
.to live
to replace the old colonialism that is now discredited
draft resolution is unacceptable ·from beginning to
:olonial
forever.
end.. We cannot support a draft resolution which ha~ ..~
mial of
as its aim not the elimination of colonialism but
222. The words "getrevange" are a faithful reflection
Eign0rmerely the ascer~ining, the veri#cation. of the readiof policy and, behind this policy, of practical action
~ burnt
ness.
of the coloraesfor independ~nceand self-governbeing taken inside and outside the United States. Life,
'f stone
ment.
of course, teaches even the colonialists something: .
l close
it has taught them--notall of them perhaps-to seek
226. The peoples fighting for their liberation and
to
gain
their
ends
by
more
subtle
methods.
Today
the establishn1ent of genuine independence have. a.
m dis~
they
do
not
say:
colonialism
is
a
boon
and
do
not
dare
tremendous
strength which is set againSt all the
Ifstate- \
stratagems
of·· the coloD.ialists and neocowardly
ask for its abolition. In. their lexicon the words "indeshed in
pendence" and self~government·are employed only
colbnialists. That· sttength is unity and solidarity. At
nay' B~e
Bandung, the Asian and.African states formulated thEi'
as
indicating
mere
intentions
tbat
relate
to
the
remote
~ystelll.
basic
principles ofAfrican...Asiansolidarity. Tbatsoli...
future•.
One
speaker
quite
clearly
and
definitely
indi...
neid'is
darity
.!s based on a common hatred of colonialism·
cated
that
there
were
no
differences
of
intention
beSystel1l
tween
the
colonialist
Powers
and
the
countries
of
in whatever form; a common hatred. of racism; and
0.73/3,
rac:lal
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a common desire for the preservation arid consolidation of peace in the world. Since tbattime there
have been similar meetings of t,'lJ.e fighting peoples,
at Accra, Tunis andConakry. The voice of Latin
America,cembodied in the ardent appeals of the Havana Declaration, has reverberated throughout the
'
world..
227. At the present tilne IJ on the initiative of the
Sovie'~ Union"';;k country of peace, a country of
fraternity and friendship of peoples, a CQ'J..1J1~y which,
in the words of a distinguished leadel" Q.I modern
Asia, has laid the foundatiOIl of a new cIvilization
in which the world can move ahead-the almost one
hundred States represented in the United Nations are
considering and discussi~g with deep emotion the
Declaration on the granting ofindependence to colonial
countries and peoples. The liberation of nations and
peoples from colom..al domination will bring about
an improvement in !'" inte;nmtional relations and a
strengthening .of peace.1'lle struggle of ~~coloniaJ
peoples for liberatiQD.P' 'cannot be baIted. As Nikifa
Sergeevich Khrushch.ev said in his statement at (.ne
present session of the General Assembly, "it .,;.3 a
great ,historic process, one of ever-growing a:q{J invincible po\Ver"~ We say, and we repeat, t1ulJt full
independence and freedom must be given to the pEioples
of the colonies and the Trust and Non-8elf-GovElrning
Territories, not some time in the future, but t?day,
without delay. '

true

232. After Asia, Africa, with all its wealthand human.
potential, is awaking to international Ufe and, as every
speaker heJ:e has stressed, quite rightly, 1960 is
Africa's year. By its dynamic energy, Africa has
already made an important contribution to our work.
233. Except' for a few isolated areas where the'
colonialists are dominant and still the law-makers,
it may be said that this is the end of the coloniaUst
era. These few areas still exist, but the deeply rooted
emancipation movement will soon sweep them away.
For in this era of interdependence and of a peace
that is one and indivisible, a dying colonialism can
hardly survive.
"

234. The Laotian F~ople, belonging to a Buddhist
country, have a]J«ays found all forms of domination,
whether ideological or material, utterly repugnant.
We feel that humiliation is worse than poverty, that a
man can get used to hunger but never to humiliation.
However, brought up on principles of tolerance and
humanism, we refuse to look only at the dark side
of this problem.
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235. We strongly support the peoples who are
struggling for freedom and independence. We feel that
it is only through self-determination that the political
consciousness of the oppressedpeoples can be changed
and harmony re-established. Wf3 are convinced the
emancipation movement is irresistible and irrev~rsable, but we are opposed to those who foster
hatred, who use violent slogans for social or racial
eJ;lds, or merely to divert attention fIoom political
difficulties, f61' we feel that these are debased ways
t\f thinldng which are incompatible with moral
prllic!ples.

228, The free people and Government of ind~pende~t
Soviet Ukraine sfano. side by side and sht\l:J.lder to
shoulder with all free peoples and give full and unqualified support to the lofty ideas and aims of the
Declaration on the granting ofindependence to colonial
countri~s and peoples.
236. ],et us take care, however 1I not to let ourselve$
be invulved in demonstrations of hysterical racism
229. Mr. CHAMPASSAK (Laos) (translated from
through hatred of colonialism. It is not enoug~ to
French): The reason why my delegation feels impelled
den'Ounce colonialism in verbal fireworks; the reasons
to take part iD" the discussion of the problem of
for
its continued eXistence must be removed so that
grantlng independence' to the colonial peoples is tbatit
it
cannot
return. Racism and xenophobia are in our
'believes that the problem of colonialism' is of exopinion the t\ro keynotes on which the'supporters of
ceptional importance. Some of the speakers who have
colonialism
play in an. attempt to resuscitate their
preceded me have stressed that it was infamous that
past
grandeur
and superiority. ,If such feelings were
the ~olonialist scourge Should still exist. Others have
outlawed,
the
colonial PowerS would be forced inemphasized the progressive disappearance ofcolonialcreasingly
into
isolation, and the very germs of coism and also the appearance of this sCCfurge in a new
lonialism would be destroyed.;: Newly acquired indeform, aimed at perp«;)tuating the domination of one
pendencemust
not develop into blind,' dependence, for
c01.lntry by another and~·the exploitation ofmanby,m.an.
there
is
no
alternative
to freedom. We feel that the
They have all adduced (tbundant proof that colonia:llsm
battle
against
colonialism
must be fought at the same
in all its forms is a danger to international peace and
time.
as
the
battle
for
social
well-being and economic
security.
progJ;~j:!§, for to combat colonialism on only one front,
230. After the Second World War great waves of
whiie-neg16~ting the problem of hunger and ignorance~
nationalism beat on the continent of Asia, shaking the
would be usel~ss and worse tba;n a crime.
colonial positions that had stood so firm in the past.
237. Our ant1l."colonialism must not blind US to the
Nearly a thousand million men have recovered.Jhclr
political designS' pf any ideologicalbloc which is trying
outraged dignity and freedom. There canpen:o- doubt
to capture the n~,w States while they are still weak
that the San Francisco Charter, px:oc!a1med amid the
and at a losst:. an& either bring them directly within
rejoicing at the end of the Se90iid World War, has
its orbit or turn them into useful clients. Any state
accelerated the process ofclecolonization, because
t~!~f.a.lls ~to the iitraps· set by this new imperialiSm
of its moral bases. The policy of the traditlonally
runs th~ rIsk of b{ecoming a mere Cl~g in a machine.
anti-colonialist countries, rapid technical progress
In
that ca:se:the ipdependence fot which it hasstrugglsd
and the increasing exchange .of ideas have made the
would be only second-class independence.
;~
positions of the colonialist Powers untenable. Under
the com.bined influence of these different' factors,
238. In the view of my delegation Itwould be pointless
empires have broken up more quickly.
to indulge in controversy if we have not the same
231. The Bandung Conference of 1955, which was a , conoept of freedom and human dignity. If the freedom
and equality, o~ peoples has not the same meaning,
historic milestone in the relations of the peoples of
the same significance, everywhere, if it is merely
Africa and Asia, gave a new impetus to the liberation
an
export for the consumption of the poor and ignorant
movement in Africa.
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masses, to serve the cause f)f cer1aininterests, then
there is no point in pas~iotlatelyfighting the ancient
scourge of colonia1ismhere in the United Nations.
239. Our way ~to~~Et and harm.ony will always be
strewn wi~.;()bstacles a$ 16b.g JlS there are natiop.s
which, fori111 their talk of peace, fre-ed~and e:rti~1!~.t,J
pation, 'are really dreaming only of extending their
pride and PO"1;~~l bey04d their frontiers either byforce
of arms, or by cunning and subversion, a worse
evil than colonialism itself.. These nations, over-su:re
of their philosophy, convinced that they have the key
of the future and imbued witItl missionary spirit, use
any 'means, even the most brutal, to impose their
domit'.ation. These Powers, which are trying to give
us a new version of the c610nial saga, must be told
that thediSsolutlcm of the colonial empires has now
gone so far that onl¥ the most conciliatoryand imagi-
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native liberalism caD, rep~ce past obligations byf:reely
accepted links.. The neces~ary adjustmentsni\LSt: be
made through a, dispassioaate,a,ppraisalof the present
relationships between the Powers, by redefining interest,.so .:that it excludes vulgar concepts ~f national
grandeur, in order tore-establish conf!dence,fr!endship and/peace.
'
24:0", My delegation is ane of the sponsors of the
forty-two-:Power ,draft resolution [A/L.323 and
Aq~.1-51 which has been submitted to this Assembly
for its considm,"ation. It believes that the structure
and ideas of this. draft resolution are afai~\~tl_~~
flection of ~e noble principles of the United ",~ations'
Charter. It hopes that the. ,', draft resolution Will be
adopted by the largest %»ossible majority.
\\
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. especially those that have been colonized, a profound
bitterness, the legitimacy of which cannot be denied.
This bitterness disturbs the unanimity with whiCh the
world conscience today pronounces jts condemnation
of colonialism. To be/able to forget the evil done to us
1111
is sometimes a n~c-egsity. It is an especially vital
necessity in politi,tSs. And it is particularly important
today~ at 'least for those Who have nO psychological
President: Mr. Frederic~ H. BOLAND <Ireland).
complexes to blind their eyes and divert them'froD.l
their goals and who truly wish to strengthen the unity
needed to holdthe international community togetharand
AGENDA ITEM 87
maintain WOrld peace.
Declaration on the granting of independ9!1ce to colonial
5. No one could possibly doubt that the prjnciple ,bf
countries cnd peoples (continued)
freedom for individuals and peoples call1iot be deemed
1. Mr. TSATSOS (Greece) (translated from French): to have been realized in practice ifithas been applied
The colonial era is a '''ecent stage ofworld history the
in only one part of the world. It is Only when it is
last vestiges of which are rapidly' disappearing from
world-wide and the entire globe is mantledin its royal
the face of the earth. That is a fact that no one doubts
purple, that this freedom will become a reality. This
today, and from that fact certain problems arise. But
no one would venture to deny. Indeed, that declaration
before' 'examining them, and ill order to dispel any mis~ itself gives us a glimpse of one of the finest .victories
awaiting mankind, a victory wn':'Grt will be all the
understandings-which are an the more undesirable as
the atmosphere in which we live lIS already heavy with
greater because it will be won, and won gloriously,
suspicion-it might be useful to def!ne the historical
under the sole moral impetus of the ide'l of freedom.
notion of colonJes and colonialism.
6. It will be recalled that in the tW9 Americas', both
2. The modern understanding of the term "colony" is
North and South t colonialism yielded before the
very different from what it was in ancient times. A patriots t bol~ess and courage and before the fO~ioeof
, colony is the result of the forceful domination by an
arms. Later, in Asia, it had to beat a x'etreat mainly
because of the magnificent moral resistance displayed
. organized people having its own territory-hence a
state-over a people living in another territory, irreby the Asian peoples. Finally, in'Africa, the accession
to independence of so many peoples, Whose worthy
spective of the legal form the domination takes and the
representatives we are proud to have among us today,
organization it involves. "Colonialism" is the body of
circumstances relating to the establishment and main- was tiue to part, of course, to these peoples' resolve
tenance of colonies in modern times. This definition of to· win their place among the free nations, but it was
"eolony" and ftcolonialism It may be too narrow for
also partly the result of the ripening in Europe of the
some to accept, but it has the. advantage of not giving great liberal and peace-minded climate of opinionthat
. rise tq serious controversy. It should be added that
led to the political cha~ges which are bringing the
coloIii~lism is not the only posSible form of domination
colonial era to a close. It would be both unjust and
of one people by another. Anyone who fails to con~mn dangerous to try to overlookthis'iract Which, moreQY~r,
such domination in all its forms must be lacking in as we are bound toadmit;'7ioff~\fS the only genuine
logic and moral consistency.
guarantee of the final and endurintt~\victory offt'eedom
in.
a world without war.
~.\
3. Oddly enougli, before colonialism has quite disappeared, we already know the moral judgement that
7. The end of cOlonialism'inAfricaahdwhere~r0ise
history will, pass on it", To the extent that it impeded it still clings on is only a matter of time. No one dQUbts
instead of hastening the development of peoples, it was
this, but it would be .ingenuous to believe that the end
one of the 'Worst forms of domination of man by man,
can be instantaneous. To· undo the evil, while taking
and in that sense it was a prolongation of slavery. But pains to preserve the:good, to remove what has been
. to the extent that it·enabled the colonial peoples to
accumulated over many decades, is an operation onthe
attain a' higher cultural and social level, colonialism largest scale, and if it is to succeed it mu;t be exewas a positive factor in. world evolution. In any case,
cuted without procrastination but also with prudence
it is now fated to disappear, and on this world public and with a deep sense of responsibility. Each case has
opinion is in unanimous agreement, for I do not sup- features particular to it. The Charter itself provides
. pose that there is a single nation in our great world for several different paths of development. What is
family which wishes to or can contei1d that there is or ess;ential is to guarantee tb:at ineachcasethe decisive
coUld still be any justification for colonialism.
factor is the freely expressl3d will of the people. That
4. The ending of a historical era always raises the is the common denominator in this vast operation to
sllme problem: What should be remembered and what sweep away the remnants of colonialism. Those who
/!
forgotten? Generally speaking, the memories of co- claim that a lightning attack oncolonialtsm cOul~..AT==/
lonialism evoke in the minds of all peoples, but carried out on a world scale are settinga~~ imPrSlble .
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goal for themselves. We trust that the course of our
debate will demonstrate that it is not the wish of the
Assembly to compromise the possible by demanding
the impossible.
8. But if the end of what remains of colonialism cannot be instantaneous, it can-and since it can, it mustbe rapid. Furthermore, it must be recognized that to
the extent that this proceSs is not mOVing along at the
accelerated pace one might wish, the blame for it rests
in the first instance with certain colonial Powers which
have adopted a policy running counter to the current of
history and to the real interests ofthese Powers themselves, viewed in the light of their own future. Hence
it is the bounden duty of all colonial Powers to speed up
the emancipation of the peoples still under their domination and to do this by stages, on the basis of a detailed plan. I should like to repeat that this is not only
the bounden duty of the colonial Powers, but it is also
in their own interests, for only in this way can they
give decisive proof of their good faith, proof that they
are acting not by force of circumstances but because
their own conscience makes it morally necessary for
them to put an end to colonialism as quickly as possible.

9. If to achieve this goal the colonial Powers need our

confidence, let us give it to them. I am thinking not of
a mere gesture. My argument runs deeper than that. If
the African victory had been won on African soil alone,
if it had not become part and parcel of the European
conscience, the confidence I speak of could justly be
withheld. But, as I have pointedout, the African victory
was won not only in Africa itself but also in Europe. I
believe this fact to be of capital importance. It enables
us to Bee the problem, as it will develop in the future,
in its true perspective, and this is the only conSideration which should occupy our minds if we are to deal
constructively with the question of wiping out colonialism. The fact that colonialism was fought on its own
ground, that public opinion in the colonial Powers is
almost unanimously opposed to the unjustified perpetua.tion of a system which the course of history has
condemned, assures us not only that it will disappear,
but that its disappearance will be qUick and irrevocable.
No Government, no power on earth can oppose this
moral force which springs from the very depths of the
popular conscience, a conscience which is by nature
liberal.
10. The political maturity and the excellent grasp of
history and sociology displayed by the representat!ves
of the new African States give proof ofthe advancement
of the African 6Hte and demonstrate the possibility of a
general development of their peoples. But we must note
that there is a difference between the levels of political
development and economic development achieved in a
number of the former colonies. 'this gives rise to a
problem which is very difficult to solve. What must be
said, and said with emphasis, is that political independence must not be delayed until a corresponding
degree of economic development has been attained.
Consequently, the nations which have achieved a high
degree of economic development bear a moralobligation-whose urgency is no whit lessenedby its natureto help the African world to develop its economy without interfering politically and without seeking any
direct benefit. By acting in this way, countries would
in the long run be accomplishing a double purpose:
they would be acting at once justly and in their own
interests, because it is only by bringing the African

world, on a footing of equality, as an active factor, into the world economy that a more stable and highly
developed world economy can be achieved.
11. Although I am an Athenian, and proud of it, I have
a high regard for Sparta and laconic speech. I have
tried to be brief, and I have but a few words to add. I
know that there was a time, and it was not so long ago,
when the word "never" would have been the only replytinged possibly with some contempt-to ideaUsts who
might have undertaken an anti-colonialist campaign and
asserted then what all of us nowadays regard as an
obvious truth. But those who are an active element in
the shaping of world history should know that it is a
serious mistake to use the word "never".
12. Ancient Greece created the idea of liberty and the
ideal of democracy. We are proud of that. But we are
even prouder of the example which, ever since its
rebirth at the beginning of the last century, modern
Greece has given to the world by its sacrifices and its
devotion to the ideas of liberty andhumandignity. The
Greek nation greets the end of colonialism as a human
conquest of world-wide importance, to the achievement
of which it has contributed to the fullest extent of its
ability.
13. Mr. PETER (Hungary): As an introduction to what
I am going to say I wish to invoke an old African
proverb: "When minds are the same, that which is far
off will come." The saying goes back to the ancient
life of the East-African peoples. It is still current in
the Swahili language and has a direct application to
this debate.

14. By quoting this ancient proverb I wish to pay at
least symbolic tribute to the living heritage in the
thinking of peoples emerging from the shadows of
colonial ag63. However long and disastrous the centuries of slavery were in many parts of the colonial
territories, old human traditions were preserved
everywhere in the form of legends, songs, proverbs,
written or engraved words, popular customs and monuments-all rich in cultural values. The peoples have
not forgotten their own ancient history. It is being
transmitted orally from generation to generation. We
are already and will go on witnessing a resurgence of
national life, a revival of old cultural values with the
coming of independence and a rebirth of the consciousness of peoples everywhere, which will be effectively instrumental in shaping the economic and
political life in the new age of their existence. This
national renaissance will add to the cultural treasure
of the family of nations as a whole.
15. The proverb I have just quoted expresses something essential regarding the present collapse of the
colonial system. A few years ago one could hardly
have imagined the speed with which the peoples of the
old COlonial territories would regain their freedom and
independence. Among the many factors which have
contributed toward this happy development, one of the
most striking has been the jointeffortofthose who for
generations have struggled against colonial rule. The
minds of peoples and those of their national leaders
have become the same and so that which seemed to be
far off has come.
16. Now, in the present debate in this Organization,
we are about to achieve an even greater unity of all
minds and forces in order to complete the liquidation
of every kind of colonial rule. The peoples of Africa
and Asia have become so strong and united in their
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struggle for independence that they would be powerful resolution submitted by a number of states [A/L.323
enough to rid themselves by force of what is left from and Add 1-5] are based on this interpretation. The
old colonial times. The very fact that this session of latter should be 'madeto coincide more oloselywith the
the General Assembly is debating this question shows former mainly as regards the means of im.plementathat there is a realpossibllity of a peaceful solution of tion. The more delegations there are which understand
remaining problems. The greater the unity of minds the real meaning of oolonialism: as Seenbythe peoples
willing to put a definite end to colonial rule, the of the colonial territories, the greater will be the
brighter' will be the prosp~cts of finding an immediate possibility of formulating the results of this debate"in
and peaceful solution to all colonial problems. In this
such a way as to be really effective against colonial
connexion we may say that when minds are the same domination.
here in this hall, that which is still far off will soon be 21. Mr. F'~esident, before venturing to suggest the
,rea<?hed.
main characteristics of a possible resolution liKely
17. We should find it easier to reach a commOn . tCf prove effective, I should like, w~th your kind perunderstanding if we could all accept the same interpre- mission, to say a few words about the basic principle
tation9f the colonial system Which peoples having gUiding my delegation in the common effort to achieve
experiEmced co~onial rule for generations are givingto the best possible results from this 9iscussion. Only
it. For beyond all its-connotations the word "colonial- one motivation Is justifiable in the \eyes of those On
ism It has two essential meanings. These two meanings whose' behalf thlswholedebat~hasbeen initiatedare confronting each other in this debate whenever t~~ only one, namely, the oonsciousness of human solidiscussion becomes controversial. T~.e meaning,/of darity. All the delegations which in this debate have
colonialism is not the same for the colonial Powers stood up for the immediate liquidation of all the reand their successors as it is for the peoples under mains of the colonial past, have borne witness to deep
colonial rule. For the colonial Powersthere is nothing human soJidarity. The best guarantee of a helpful
dishonest in colonialism. Not so long ago in Europe attitude in this matter is unconditional soUdarit! witJ1~c
the possession of as many colonies as possible was one those peoples for whose sake this itemhas ~,e~~placed
of the main criteria fox; the international and world- on the agenda. Any attempt to avoid o~~j.~osepone an
wide authority of some States. As a child wider the t"ffective resolution or' tosidetr-ack the debate inlate Austro-Hungarian Empire, I saw that beyond sub- dicates that the true feeling of human solidarity has
jugating a whole series of nationalities, one ofthe main relinquished its decisive role arid cerlainQther
objectives was to acquire by·conquestorotherwisethe interests have taken, its place-interests alien to the
richest possible territories in Asia or Africa for cause of liqUidating all types of colonial rule. Mr.
colonial administration. The attack in the thirties by President, as you may know? the Secretary-General
~ussolinif s Italy on Ethiopia was one of the last diswas good enough to provide an excellent illustration of
plays of appetite for colonial territories.'q.IJ.for- tbisattitude by distributing a so-called "report by an
tunately, those bad old days are not· entirely past. extremely distinguished special representative. Bpt I
There are still governments which do not \~onsider it do not wish to elaborate On this point. On the basis of
dishonest to have colonial offices and ministries for human solidarity an effective stand by the General
colonial affairs, and to train officials to regard it as Assembly on the problems of colonial countries and
an honour to serve in a colonial administration.
peoples should be characterized by a g-enuine and
ineaningfu11iocument designed to avert all possible
18. But the other aspect of colonialism is entirely,
attempts at embellishing the picture of colonialism
essentially different, in fact just the oppof3ite~ In the
and to'condelI1Ilunreservedly the ages of colonialism
eyes of peoples that have experienced colonial rule;
and make it clear that the United Nations will;e.not
colonialism is the most detestable evil of human life.
tolerate
colonial rule any longer.
It would'lfe~~orth while to reiterate what has been already said by Asian and African delegations about 22. To emhellish the picture serves no justifiable or
c
the tragic conditions of colonial times, because .unjustifiab~~ purpose. It does not . even serve the
for the sake of a better future it ia as .well not to forget
interests of'the colonial Powers., It is no w:;~_!~ying.to
the past and the vestiges of the past. Yet I will not do embellish the picture. The peoples familial-r\vith the
so. Instead, I will sum up the general impressions left intimate pictur~ of colonialism will never accept any
by'their statements.
misrepresentation of that true~ picture. It may be that
persons of colonial origin who have lost every or19. If human sufferings were measurable and comganiccontact with their peoples will be taken inby
parable experiences, it could be argued that centuries
of c,olonial slavery had oaused human societies even such embellishineIlts, but it will beimpossibletomismore suffering, loss, devastation andimpoverishment lead the p~oples themselves. On the contr~ry. any
than an the warsfocght' during' the whole' history of attempt ,at e~bellishment merely helps to agg'tfivate
mankind, and let us add that wars have mostly been the situation in every respect, both in the colonial if"
fought against peoples under colonial rtde rnd at their territories and_ in the United NatiortEJ also.. Here lsan
to illustrate this..
expense. But even if human sufferings fj,~e not com" example
. '
.
parable' the comparison has its meaning, and it does
23. A recent report by an American (Negro) writer on
stand to indicate what colonialism meant to those
the situation in Africa, based on a journey to Mrica
familiar with its inside story•
last summer, gives an astonishing account of a talk
with
a white settler in Kenya who is apolitical figure,
0,20.' Any resolution resultingfrom this debate canhave
and
even
a person of some importa~ce, haviJ;1g taken
real value and can mean effective help to peoples under
Colonial rule only if it is based On a true interpretation part in the Lancaster House conference. Speaking,to
this American (Negro}:;writer about the prospects in
of the meaning of colonialism as understood by those
Kenya, he s a i d : · "
whose {ate lay or still lies under' the shadowof
colonia(ism. Both the declaration presentf:ld by ~he
"I think Kenya should be independent. I think the
Gover~ment of the Soviet UniOn [A/4502] and the draft
Africans must one day run the country. Butfirst I
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think the British Government should give us -£ 10 _
mUllon'to launoh a full-scale education programme
for these Afrioans. That Will take from ten to twenty
years. That is the only way to do it. I have said this
OIl the floor of Parliament anfJ. I have told it to the
Colonial Secretary. Now I realize I will getnowhere
with this. So I have asked Mr. Mboyaand his Afrioan
friends to give us Europeans the following as'"
surances: a promise that land and properties will
not be confiscated once Afrioans are in pontrol. and
a promise that we will be free to send our ohildren
to schools of our own ohoice. And I have asked the
British Government to impoundcertain.Kenyamoney
to guarantee that Africans willrespeot and honour
such an agreement once it is made." !J
I think it would be rather instruotive to quote other
parts of that talk, but I do not propose to cl? so as they
are of an even more inflammatory cht\1"l:IB~er.
24. To realise all the dangerous anc1/even tragio
implioations of such a tragioomicattit~ide, we must
remember that the talk to which I have j:y.st referred
took place in Nairobi. Kenya, at exactly th~ same time
as the crisis which broke out in Leopoldville. The
attit\tde of certain prominent figures in the oolonial
territories largely reflects that of the colonial PowerS
themselves and their allies, wh9 thus make offioialor
semif-official statements desCgned to redress the
colonial past and present... 11.ft such attempts at embelUshment will only provide new motives for renewed
tragedies. The march of hi$tory hits back ina merci...
,less way at all who venture to trifle with the real
forces at work in a historical process.'

ooeXistenoe of former oolonies and former cOloniai
Powers, a real. helpful and effeotive dooument' shoUld
oondemn the oolonial systems. with a viewto liqUidating
all their remains.

2.7 • The second main characteristic of such a real.
helpful and effeotive document, following logically
from" the condemnation of colonial rule. should be to
stress the urgent needto liqUidate all eXistingcolonial
systems. Any delay will only aggravate the situation.
In the general debate on the subjeot in this hall, the
First Secretary of ~he Socialist WorkerS' Party of
Hungary, Mr. JanosK!ddr, as Chairman of my delegation, spoke as follows:
"The foundations of the. colonial system have been
shaken so muoh that any attempt at obstructing the
progress of liberation will not stop but accelerate
it." [883rd meeting, para. 30].
Yes, accelerate it; any attempt to halt or divert this
process will result in renewed forcible action on the
part of peoples under colonial rule. In the present
world situation real conditions prevail for an itnmediate and peaoeful solution of these problems. It is
not a sheer coincidence that this 'WorldOrganization is
dealing with problems of general and complete diearmament and problems of liquidating all kinds of
colonial rule almost at the same time. The two issues
are interdependent and the feasibility of both rests on
the present international situation, where the new
balance of power is in favour both of disarmament and
the liquidation' of the colonial system. In view of the
great political. moral and material forces at the disposal of the'Soviet Union and the socialist countries in
25. Here is, another example to illustrate my po~nt,
general 9 present i.r,.tal,;national relations are not such as
and Which refers to an experienoe co:rnmon to all of us
to favour the colonlat Powers if,th,ey try" to thwart the
in this hall.
independence movements of colonial peoples. The
26. During the last two or three weeks we have seen
forces of the colonial peoples, together with those
that on some controversi~l issues, for instance in
reoently liberated in Asia and Af~lca. are so powerful
oonnexion with the Congo. the Western Powe;rs, 0.1..
that they oould achieve their demands by forcible
though opposed by the majority of Asian and African
action, and this will oertainly happen if the solution
delegations, have succeeded in attaining majodty 'ooxnes too late. And it is almost too late-as we see
votes with the help of their military allies. Tb!" smell
now from recent events in the Congo. The peoples of
of victory has been in the air-and what 8«.smell! But
the former colonies and of those still existing, tothose Who want to embellishthe sitUation do not realize
gather with their leaders, would like to avoid the use of
that such actions carried out against the oommon wUl
violence and to aot in a peaoeful way. If the present
of the majority of Asian ~nd Afrioan States will only
session of the General Assembly hef3 ds the signs of the
contribute to widening the gap and Sharpening the contimes, they will be helped to implement their goodwill.
tradiotions, between As.!iln and Afdcan countries and
To oonclude: for the sake of a peaceful solution. a real,
the western Powers.. If we. from the point of view of, helpful and effective document will make clear the
the socielist oount~ies, looked upon these happenings
urgent need for finding a solution to the problems of
in a'cold-waI' spirif", we would feel gratifiedto see the
the colonial territories.
way in which som~,V{estern Powers undermine their
28. Many previous speakers have underlined how
own tela,tions, Witll,' ~'~ian and African countries. But
importan.t it is that the proposal ofthe SoViet Union on
we are not guided.) by a cold-war spirit. We are not
the problem of colonialism as a whole shouldbecome a
grattfied when we see many delega.tions from Asia and
main concern of thiJ3 Oz'ganization.The Governmentaf
Afripa becoming embittered by the powet'...poUcy of the
the Soviet Union has thereby rendered a service not
cold war. No, we a.re not. We are so anXious f9r peace'"
only to the colonial peoples by bringing their case to
ful coexistence that wo wish former colonies to be on the attention of the QeneralAssembly but also to tlUs
,good terms with their former oolonial r.nasters, Onthe
Organization. 8.nd even to the colonial Powers-sV'en t'O
basis of equality and mutual respect. We desire the
them. This Organization has been giV'en a great op"
peaceful coeXi~tenoe of Cuba and the United. States, of
portunity to say what it should so as to usher in a new
the two States of the C(Jngo and France and Belgium,
era for all mankind, and the colonial Powers have been
and so on. Hencep: the illusions oreated by an em- , offered friendly aid in liqUidating a dishonest heritage
beUlshment of colonial oonditions even work against
of the past in a decent. honest and peaceful way.
the very interests of the Western Powers. To con"
clude: for the sake of peaoe, security andthe peaceful
29. The results of re...establishingthe independenoe of
all oolonhtl countries will be oftremendous benefit not
only
to the oountries concerned but to all of us, and
Y Louis E. Lomax, The Reluctant African, New York, Harper and
this
for
two reasons. This new situation will help to
Brothel'S. 1960. p.7l.
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and create :mOre relaxed inter- private enterprise, as well as in public and social l1.fe.
national relations beneficial to all oountries, large and A na,Uon. which has had as President of its SUpreme
small, without exception. At the same time the family Court of Justice in Ltabona Portuguese nationalofa
of nations will be enriched by the participation of the non-European race, born in an overseas province-not
newly independent nations in international endeaV'Ours. to sJ:)eak()f Cabinet Members and oountless otherhigh
peoples and their representatives, inspired by their gov(~rnment offioials-eertainly is not a country which
struggle for independence, peace and human existenoe, follows the tenets of colonialism. This tradition is long
usually bring a powerful and oonstruotive element into and~eply ;rooted;. it was not improvised overnight to
international organizations, and this promotes the . please some of the Members of this Assembly. It is a
honest solution' of such controversial issues as peace, tradition· of equality that has ne,ver faltered. The same
security and sooial progress. lv1ay Ibe allowed to fundamental human rights andfreedoms are guaranteed
express the hope that the present debate will serve to all nationalS, and we draw justifiable pride from the
faot !that we have been pIoneers of non-racism in the
this end.
four corners of the globe during the lastfive centuries.
30. The PRESIDEN.1': Before I call on the next
On this soore. we are certainly not preparedto accept
speaker, may I intervene at this point to say that, ac- lessons or advice from anybody, however well-meancording to the best information available to the Chair, ing these may appear,especially from those who seem
if the Assembly were prepared to sit until so:metime to have discovered onI1lf.?ecently that racism constiafter 2 o'olook-which I think would,not be later than tutesdisrespect for the will of God.
2.30 p.m.-it would be possible to di$}»se ofthe 11st of
speakers inscribed for today and an afternoon meeting 34. Politically as well as juridically• the" Portuguese
would not be necessary. The Chair would propose, with Overseas Provinoes are, and always have been, an
integral part of the nation and, as such, they enjoy adthe agreement of the Assembly, to pursuethlscdurse.
minist-~ative and financial autonomy and dispose en"
It was so decided. tirely of their own revenues. Through their directlyelected representatives in the National Assem.bly,
31~ Mr. GARIN (Portugal): The important item being
cUsoussed noW deserves the closest attention of my where they have been represented since 1821 when we
delegation-particularly because its common interpre- held· our first parliament after the .Napoleonio wars,
tation requil'es some points of clarification-and this they"play an active part in the formation and funotioning
is the reason for my intervention. Either directly or of the central organs of sovereignty ona basis of abindirectly, many speakers from this rostrum during- solute equality. This situation,' resulting from a long
the present debate have attempted to include ,Portugal historioal process, is indeed remarkable, since it does
not oorrespond to the outsider's preconceived ideas of
in the problem of the eUmination of colonialism in the
paramount
economic motives and feelings of racial
world. However, the more I heard about colonialism
as an eoonomic and political system. th.~more I heard pride whioh are often associated with the relations
about its fundamental characte1'istics· al1(d the different between peoples of different continents. The impartial
faoets it presents, the more, it became' manifest that observer. travelling in Portuguese territory, cannot
fail to observe this' complete identity between PortuPortuguese nationhood was completely alien to the
guese populations of different races and religions, but
praotice of colonialism. Whatever the confused reasonings, misunderstandings, innuendoes and insinua- with ,the same national ideal. The moral climate distions advanced in good or bad faith by some, in con- cerned by the impartial observer reflects the profound
nexlon With the moral, politicalandjuridical structure faot that only one nation exists. in the minds of t11e
of my country, the faotremains that nt) type of co- people and Is repri~sentedintheir institutions and ways
of life. AdmittePlY, the Portuguese nation presents a
lonialism is praotised within the Portuguese nation.
unique case whichdoes not lend itselfto alien standards
32. Portugal has been for centuries a unitary nation
of measurement-quite apart froin the fact that sl,ch
and i~ has always been recognized as such by the
alien standards would not be applied for the benefit of
international oommunity. We are, like many other our people, but for the ~~1fiSh and hypocritical purnations, multi-raoial; our land and-our people aredis- poses of some outsiders. But here again, ourparticupersed Over several continents, as is also the case
larism was not designed overnight- as a matter of
with other nations. But we form only one unit, com- expediency; it sprang fr()m the roots of our national
pletely independent and solid-politically, juridically charaoter, was moulded by the circumstanoes of hiSand sooially, one country withthe same strongnational
tory, and consolidated in the centuries-old oommunion
feeling. Nowhere in my oountry is there any subjugation
and brotherhood of our populations. ,
of peoples to foreign dominationbeoause all our people,
35. It was indeed a radically different process, an
Wherever they may live, a:re themselves the body and
altogether
different attitUde, from that associatedWith
soul of the nation. From the point of view of economio
the
exploitation
of the soil and sub-soil through cominitiative, no ohe part of the nation enjoys any special
meroial enterprises which did not call for perm~nent
prh'llege Or benefit with respeot toothel" parts"or to
the Whole, and all Portuguese nationals. whatever their . settlement by the EuropeE:n. In such cases, the States
responsible for the administration oftbeterritortes
raoe, origin or religion 11 enjoy idenUcal economic
concerned
have always deolared their intention of
priv'ileges on a footing O,f absolute equality, Wherever
steering
the
looal populations towards independenoe.
they may find themselves.
When the Portuguese nation was set up and extended
33. Juridioally, there is no distinction among the
over other continents. usua11yon unoooupied or unu~ed
Portuguese in any part of the nation in their enjoyment land, some very -striking factors beoame apparent: to
of, Portuguese nationality, With its privileges and its those peoples which had not yet conoeivedthe idea of a
opportunities. Whatever their origin, raoe or religion,
homeland, it offered one; it a.lso offered aoommon
the Portuguese have always found inthe law the means language, the guarantee of peace and an organized
ofenjoyi~g the same rights and opportunities and of
eoonomio and oommunity life Without disrupting the
holdi!1g tllehighest posts, Whether in gove,l'nment or indigenous way of life.
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36. In his reoent speeoh before the National Assembly in Lisbon, the President of the Counoil of
Ministers of Portugal declared:
"'rhe idea 0:£ raoial superiority is notouts, but that
of human brotherhood certainly ls, as well as equality before the law based on the principle of equality
of merit, as is propeJ: to progressive societies.
"In all these terr~toriesthe mingUngofpopulatlons
was intended to aid the process of forming a multiraoial sooiety. The most important element, however, the trUly essential one, lay in the spirit of
familiar oontaot With local elements, the recognition
of possibilities of access in economic and ·social
Ufe. the prinoiples of a more advanced culture and a
higher moral code that, even when isolated, was the
rule of publio and private behaviour. These means
have neoessarily exercised a slow aotion, but where
a oommunity has been formed With a certain degree
of oohesion by them, then we can say that the task
has been suooessful: the independence and equality
of the If-,oples integrated with th$ir territories into a
national unity.
"Inspired by that same ideal, we worked in Brazil
for over three hundred years and what is to be observed there is truly extraordinary. Brazil opens
its doors to people from almost ever-ywhere in the
world and welds them into the variety of its population. It absorbs them, assimilates them, andyet does
not lose any of its own spirit. There is no country to
Whose formation different raceS have contributedthat
can compare with BraZil in the matter of so complete
an absenoe of raclo.l prejudices in legislation, in
politioal organization and in social conduot. Brazil
is the, greatest modern experiment in a multiracial
society and is at the same time a magnificent example of the transposition of Western ciVilization
Into the tropios and onto the continent of Al~erica.
Peacefw p stable. dynamically progressive" 13razil,
even when it Improves upon its own creatiolllS, does
not need to deny its origins or its homeland/.

-

aohievement still is the atmosphere of seourityt
peaoe and brotherly contact amongtheverydlfferent
elements of the population, which is something unique
in present-day Africa, for material progress canbe
attained by anyone who has money at his disposal,
whereas this achievement of ours cannot".
38. The factors to which I have referred conoerning
the unity of the nation in the pluraUty of its territories
also call for unity of political orientation, with the cooperation of all elements; but this prinoiple does not
affect oertain problems which relate to administrative
organization and to the greater or lesser degree of
decentraUzation and autonomy. In this connexion, the
President of the Counoil of Ministers of Portugal
stated in the course of his speeoh of a few days ago:
"In the last few decades the economy of the Overseas Provinces, especially that of Goa, Angola and
Mozambique, has undergone a great development,
while side by side with economic progress and the
progress in education an increasingly large class of
persons capable of administering the territories has
come forward. This is, furthermore. a natural feature-the tendency for funotions toexpantlinrelation
to growing needs and the means availa.ble. On the
other hand, the vast size of the territories, and even
the distances separating them, as well as the particular features of some oftheir problems, will make
it inevitable f01' larger sectors of their administration to be handed over to local organs. This may
represent a gain of time and even, at least tbeoretioally,a truer appreciation of local circumstances; yet nothing can dispense with the need for the
competent leadership of a large ~lite in the government services.. One factor only would seem tome to
belie the spirit of unity t and that would be the conception of a kind of exclusiveness or privilege whereby a Portuguese would be denied the rightto work or
serve in any p,artof our territory, according to his
ability.. Have we not Goans and people from Mozambique in Lisbon i Europeans and inhabitants of Cabo
Verde in Guinea, people from Angola or GUinea in
"A multiraoial sooiety is therefore possible,
Mozambique, and people from Mozambique in Timor?
wheth~r of Luso...American stook, as in E\razil, on a
So, I think, it should continue to be.
Luso"'Aslatio basis. as in Goa, or Lu,So-Afrioan,
"The Government keeps an open mind as to a.ll
as we see in Angola and Mozambique.
modifications in the administrative.structure , except
"There is nothing, there has never been anything,
in the case of those which might endanger the unity
whioh oould lead one to aocept the opposite con_of the nation and the general interest".
olusion. The simple fact is that such a society ex- 39. It is certainly deplorable that this Organization,
created to uphold peace and harmony betweennations,
oludes any manifestation of racism-whether white,
blaok or yellow-and calls for a long development and has been used as a stage and an instrument by some
the toll of oenturies, Within the. principles that delegations for slanderous attacks and false accusa..
underlie the Portuguese oommunity".
tions against a nation which. perhaps more than any
37. Later in his speech before the Portuguese
other in the history of the world. had the foresight to
National Assembly, Dr. Oliveira Salazar continued~
build with faith and feelings of racial brotherhood and
religious tolerance a political and human unity which,
"It Is possible to find many defects in our work,
in these times of turmoil, lives and works in peace in
and we are the first to regret that our limited re" four continents of the earth. without the slightest unsouroes have not enabled us to make greater prorest among its populations a state of peace which no
gress. Muoh remafns for us to do, above all in oom- outsiders will be allowed to disturb. Some of the selfmunications, the spread of eduoational facilities,
appointed champions of anti-colonialism allege that
health organization. But, even in these, as in many
colonies oannot be integrated into a politioal unitary
other fields, when we compare ourselves withothers
body simply by a stroke of the· pen or a juridical fiewe have no oall to feel ashamed. Our towns and viltion-I believe these were the expressions used by
lages, our railways, our ports, the hydro-eleotrioal
certain delegations. that Portugal has merelyattached ,
sohemes. the preparation of irrigated land and its a label to its overseas territories as an expedi~nt
distribution to white men and black, the explOitation device to face the wave ofanti-colonialism. Those who
of the wealth of the sub-solI, the installations of our
may have made such a statement in good fai,th-and I
publio servioes-all have their merits. But a greater Wish to stress that not all have necessarily done soIf
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reveal a total ignorance ofthe ideals and methods whicll
inspired the formation of the Portuguese nation and of
the history of its constitutional laws.
"
40. Some of our detractor~ attempt to conV!nce the
Assembly that we have hurriedly converted "colonies"
into "provinces". Such an objection has already been
answered. But if it is a question of technical nomen~clature, I have no difficulty in answering our earnest
~but ill-informed critics: it simply is not true that
". portugal has only recently named its extra-European
territories "provinces". Anyone who will 'take the
trouble to lOQk into Portuguese constitutional history
. I before attacking us on false premises can easily find
out for himself the following facts:
41. The political and administrative concept of "prOr'
vince" is a tradition in Portuguese common law as well
as in customary law. The great Portuguese historian
Joao de Barros in the sixteenth century, as well as the
other chroniclers of the time, refers to the lands beyond the seas as "Provinces". In the public documents
of the following century, the seventeenth, the sanle designation is applied. LawS enacted in 1663 formalized
the expression "Overseas Province". The designation
has since been adopted by the Constitutional Laws of
Portugal. For the enligbtel1!r1ent of ip.terested parties,
t should like to stress that the Portuguese Cortes, or
Parliament, of 1820, which provided the basis for the
first written Constitution, adopted the designation
"Overseas Provinces" as being the most accurate and
consistent With the principles ofnational unity. Clearly,
the Portuguese legislators of 1820-140 years agowere not thinking of' the United Nations Organization
nor of any other international body, when they referred
to our Overseas Provinces as such.
42. The first Constitution, of 1821, says, in Article
132: "The administration of the provinces Will remain
as it is for the time being, until altered by law". Title
X of the 1832 Constitution reads: "The Overseas
Provinces". The same designation was adopted in
Title X of the Cdnstitution of 2 May 1842, as well as
in the Constitutional Amendment of 1852, and again in
the Overseas Legislation of 1867. The tradition has
not been changed With the Republic. Title Vof the 1911
Constitution was: "Administration of the Overseas
Provinces". The 1933 Constitution, at present in force,
refers in Article 135to" The Overseas Provinces •••".
Futthermore, since 1612 the Overseas Provinces have
been considered as being an integralpart of the Portuguese nation. Portuguese Public Law has alwa.ys followed this traditional pattern, which has been reflected
accordingly in the acts of the administration. And
Arti(}le 135 of the present Constitution says: "The
Overseas Provinces, as an integral part of the Portu...
guese State, are ttn\tedas between theMselves and
with Metropolitan Portugal". It is also evidenttbatthe
attitude of the Portuguese from the very. beginning of
their communion With the peoples overseas was in advance of the times; the so-called ·"winds of change"
came to us long ago. To those who express their in...
comprehension of the Portuguese attitude, we can only
reply that we cannot sacrifieJe the sacred interests of
the Portuguese populations. in the national community
simply in order to meet their desires or gratify their
emotions.

43. The unitary Portuguese nation represents a unique
htstorical realization which has always obtained internatiOnal recognition. It was precisely that politicoaOCia~ structure of a unitary state with its, overseaS
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proVinces integrated in the nation-it was precisely
that political structure, I repeat-which was admitted
unanimously as a Member of the united Nations. The
personality of a State is inalienable and indivisible.
That personality is made up of the spiritual values
common to the populations as well as of the material
values, that is, the territories which constitute the
physical body of the State. ThUS, the indiviSibility of
the State refers to the unity of its spiritual values as
well as to the physical components of the whole. It is,
then, the integrity and unity of the Portuguese State,
as well as ofany other State admitted to this Organization, which all Members of the United Nations have
committed themselves'to respectand protect•.This has
been the attitude invariably adopt.ed by this Organization and very recently reaffirmed in resolutions ofthe
Security Council and of this Assembly. Certainly no
unitary or federal State Member of tJUs Organization
would tolerate a request for the diEl 1utegration of that
State. No delegation, no matter how obsessed by the
results of propaganda has the legal or moral right to
go so far, and we solemnly protest against those who
come here With such preposterous suggestions.
44. Using an alleged colonialism as an excuse, some
of the delegations in this Assembly have addressed
slanderous attacks against my country. But their true
intentions are perfectly clear to us. Their aim is to
spread disorder where peace reigns, to encourage subversion where perfect hal"mony exists, and to create
new problems artificially so as to m.akeevenmore
difficult the solution of the complex ones already facing
the world, and for which the countries represented by
the delegations I have in mind are mostlyresponsible.
I am not going to address myself to these malevolent
delegations whose partisan motives are transparent. I
have listened to them With the contempt they deserve,
as my delegation fully knows that such detractors are
not interested in the truth. I am also convinced that
one or two other delegations, moved by their customary
hostility toward Portugal, Win likeWlse not be ~
terested in listening to me. But I particularly regret
the remarks made by those who anowed themselves
to be guided by their emotions-emotions inSpired in
political concepts which are alien and not adaptable to
the Portuguese case. I llave in mind particularly the
allegations made by one or two delegations from the
African states.
45. First of all, I should like to address myself to
those African delegations to t~l1 them of the very sincere desire and intention of the Portuguese ilation to
maintain the most cordial relations withallthe African
States in accordance With the principles of peaceful
coeXistence and good-neighbourliness-principles
which have always been traditional in our policy. My
Government firmly beHaves that the great ohanges
which have taken place in the political structure of the
territories adj~herrt to m.y country in Africa-due to
the welcome access to independence of those new
States-should not hinder in the least the relations of
mutual trust and friendship which have hitherto existed
between our respective peopleS-indoed. that such
relations Will have an effective bearing. on the necessary contacts and commercial and cultural exchanges
between neighbours. In our relations with the new
African states, we shall always be inspired by the,
scrupulous application of the prmciplesofthe Charter
of the United Nations.
46. Together with the new African States, we are
deeply interested in the' return to normality ofthe .en-
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49. Mr.KISELEV (Byelorussian Sov:i,~t Socialist Re...
public) (translated from Russian): WEJare at present
discussillg a historic document-the "Declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples" [A/4502], submitted for our considerationby
the Soviet delegation. As. the Declaration states, the
immediate abolition of the colonial system and the
transformation of the present colonies into independent·
States will pave the way for replacing relationships of
domination arid subjection by relationships :qased on the
principles of equality of rights, friendship and mutual
respect.
50. But that will be impossible while colonialismand
the discrimination against entire countries and peoples
which it involves. still exist. As has .been rightly
47. My Government has always, and scrupulously,
pointed out in the statements made earlier in the debate
respected its international obligations. We have been
by the representatives of the Soviet Union, Ghana,
dealing with other c'ountries and Governments for many
Guinea, the United Arab Republic, Saudi Arabia, Oey.centuries and our record of living by the law and of
Ion and other countries, the immediate liquidation of
observing the rules of intern.ational conduct is blamecolonialism would be a signal victory for the forces of
less. We are not going t(!!,~ba.r~ge our attitude as a
peace, Progress, freedom and independence in their
responsible and sovereign State and·a Member of the
fight against the forces of reaction.
United Nations simply because those delegations attacking us appear to forget the principles of parlia51. In his statement made on 23 September, during
mentary responsibility. We could, if we wanted, be as
the general debate at the present session of the Asfertile as the representative of Liberia, for example,
sembly; Mr. Khrushohev, the head of the Soviet
in the matter of gratuitous accusations. After all, the
Government, said:
easiest thing in the world, under the immunity af"••• there is no means and no force which can halt
forded by this Assembly, is to make accusations the
this
struggle of the peoples for their.liberation, for it
accuracy of which need not be proved. Butwe shall not
is a great historic process, one ofever-growingand
embark on that easy path, because we holclseif=
invincible power. It may be possible ·to·prolongthe
respect in high esteem and we continue to believe that
dominion of one State over another for a year or two,
the spirit of this Organization deserves more respectbut just as in the past the bourgeoiS order of things
ful treatment.
came to replace feudalism and as, now,aocialismis
48. It must be admitted that in the last few week$ the
replacing capitalism, so colonial slavery is giving·
irresponsible or malevolent accusations voiced against
place to freedom.. Such are the rules ofhuman develportugal in this Organization-particularly during a
opment, and only adventurers canbelievetbatmoun-)
recent debate in the Fourth Committee-have had a
tELins of corpses and millions of victims will delay
considerable effect in my country, though certainlynot
the advent of a radiant future." [869th meeting,
the effect our detractors hadhoped for•Anyone who has
para.172]
recently travelled through Portugal-European or
52. In these .fewbriefwords the historically inevitable
Overseas-or anyone who may read the Portuguese
development
which is taldng place in our era is denewspapers. will realise what a tremendous wave of
indignation is sweeping the nation. There have been fined. It must be pointed outtbat whatever the colonialists do to preserve their dominion over the colonies,
massive demonstrations, as impressive and intense in
their efforts will fail. The abolition of colonialism
the Overseas provinces as in continental Portugal, to
would
undoubtedly be an important contribution to the
protest against the attempted villfication and verbal
consolidation
of peace and security throughout the
attacks directed against Portugal by various delegations. Such·eloqllent demonstrations, which have taken world, and a vital step towards reducing international
place daily in both the larger and smaller towns of tension. It is the duty of the United Nations io put an
continental Portugal, in Angola and Mozambique and in . immediate end to this evil.
other Portuguese overseas prOvinces, are the natural
53. We are living in remarkable times 0 times in
outcome of genuine offended feelings. The Portuguese which we can witness With our own eyes the irresistible
press~ in Europe or overseas, printed, for what they
struggle of countries and peoples to liberate thelliwere worth, the full texts of the accusations brought selves from the colonial yoke. Many representatives
against us in this Organization. The effect was an imin this chamber have raised the banner offreedom and
mediate reaction of indignation and outraged feelings
national independence in their own countries and are
by the people, by tbewholenation,againstsuchattacks taking an active part in the struggle for the emanciand the countries responsible for tliem, and the reaf- pation of hundreds of millions of oppressed people from
firmation of the profound patriotism at,ldbrotherhood colonial slavery. Let me venture on behalfof the Byewhich unites all Portuguese, regardless of origin, race,
lorussian people to congratulate them on their glorioUS,
colour or creed. From one end of the Portuguese victory. In the fifteen years flince the end of the war,
nation to the other, from the Atlantic islands of Cape forty new States with a population amounting to 1600
Verde·to the distant shores of Timor, on every parcel million-or more than half the population ofthe world..
of the national territory where the Portuguese people have come into being and are successfully developIng.
of all races live and work in peace, there has been a
simultaneous ·protest and absolute . rejection of these. 54. Asia, in particular. has been transfol'med unrecognizably, thanks to the great successes won by ita
vile accusations, and the united and determined voice
of the entire Portuguese nation has never been peoples in their struggle for national liberation. Silloe
the war, sixteen new States have come into being in
stronger.

A,

tire African continent, to an atmoflphere ofharmony and
joint constructive effort that will permit the solution
of existing problems in peace and goodwill and the
building of a future,of mutually beneficial work and
prosperity.OertainlY, my counu'yts interest in solving
the problems of Africa is no less than that of the most
interested parties. The accusations directed against
my country by one or other of the Afric~~ states are
entirely wfthout fo~dation. As I prefeI' to believe that
those delegations whichare responsible for them would
not. act ·in bad faith or merely on a Whim, I am convinced that the reason for their accusations lies in the
distorted or fabrIcated information somehowplaced in
their hands.
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Asia, among them such greatStates as India, Indonesia
and Burma, which are carrying out a policy of in- .
.dependence a:nd neutrality and are successfullystreng.;'
thening their independence and sovereignty.
55. Great event$ are tald.ng place in our era on the
African continent. The' heroic fight of the peoples of
Afdca for their freedom and independence has borne
itssplenUid fruit. When the United Nations came into
existence, Africa was represented in the Organiz~i;ion
by only four States; today it already counts tblrty
Member States, with a population of one hundred mlllion. At the current session of the General Assembly
alone, we have had the opportunity to admit as Mem.hers of the United Nations sixteen new African states
[resolutions 1476 (XV) to 1488 (XV) and 1490 (XV) to
1492 (XV)]. How true has proved the great Lenin's
prophecy that "In the history of the world, tomorrow
will be the day when the peoples oppressed by imperialism, now awakened, will open their eyes once
and for all, and when the decisive, long and laborious
struggle for their liberation willbe?;in."
56. Colomalism has been sentenced to death by his-'
tory: its day is over. The disintegration of the timehonoured colonial system now talting place bears unmistakable witness to the truth of Lenin's prophecy.
The question of the complete and immediate abolition
of colonial systems has been placed on the order of the
,.,day by life itself; for all objective conditions are ripe
m.,r the downfall of colonialism-that black page in the
gr\lat annals of history.

5J); But it would be premature to conclude that the
;:'colonial system of imperialism has breathed its last.
The Western colonial Powers still retain their dominationover vast territories, territories which are of
great importance from the standpoint of economics and
military strategy.
58. At present, m.ore than a hundred million people
in Asia and Africa are still suffering under direct
oolonial oppression. In Asia, more than fifty million
people are suffering under the colonial yoke. And more
than sixty million indigenous inhabitants of Africa are
still being oppressed by the colonialists. Thus, the
Uquidation.of the colonial system is not yet complete.
Imperialism. and colonialism still exist; theyare trying
to turn. the wheel of history back and doing everything
in their power, stopping at.nothing, to preserve their
domination. As Mr. Suka;rnot the President of Indonesia, has said. in t.1rls chambert "hnperialismis not
yet dead ••• the dying imperialism. is dangerou~, as
dangerous as the wounded tiger in a trppical jungle."
[880th meeting, para. 63]. The disintegration of colonialism is being accompanied not only by the constructive process of·' the formation of new independent
States, whose admission to membership in the United
Nations we here welcome fervently and with all our
hearts, but also by determined efforts on the part of
the colonialists to preserve· their domination in the
colonies in new forms. These activities of the colontalists are giving rise to an extremely tense situation
Itn Asia and Africa, and are creatlngthe danger of new
:,conflictswhlch coUld have serious consequences.
59. But the advance of the peoples of Asia and Africa
towards immediate independence is an impetuous and
irresistible one. As Mr. Khrushchev said last autumn
frolll the rostrum of. the United Nations General As..
sembly.
.
.
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"The last strongholds of the decaying colonial
system are crumbling away for good,··and'tbati$~OnEf· .
of the most significant factors ofour time~ If we look
at the map of Asia. and Africa we shall seethe
spectacle of the liberation of htmdreds ofmillions of
people from foreign exploitation after centuries of
repression. "1/
60. The grandiose events taking place in our era confirm the truth of Mr. Khru.shchevts words. The knell
of colonial· robbery has sounded. But if even the very
idea of colonialism is to become a thing of the past, the
United Nations, in accordance with the spirit of its
Oharter, must help the peoples and countries whi.chare
still groaning under colonial oppression to win their
independence more rapidly. At the same tin:le, it is
important that this process ofliberation shouldnot take
place to the sound ofthealarums ofwar and the. groans
of human beings; for emancipation from colonialism
has in the past cost many peoples too much blood and
too many lives. We must see that the conditions which
permit the colonialistB illegally to continue their
domination in foreign countries, on thepretextthatthe
colonial peoples are not mature enough and not yet
ready for self-government and independence, are done
away with for good. We believe that any people can:
govern itself; all that needs to be done ia to give it the
opportunity to do so-and that means to abolish colonial
oppressjpR_~dcolonial domination..

,

61. The repr~:ntatives. of the United Kingdom,
Portugal and other~@J!ritries have enlargedhere onthe
"civilizing mission" which tbeyprofess to have carried
out.,. and to be carrying out, in the colonial and de...
.H)endent countries. They have cited statistics on the
development of industry, agriculture tpublic education,
public health and transport in their colonies to convince us that theyhavemadeagreatcontributioh to the
prosperity and culture of the peQples concerned" But
what, in point of fact, have the colonialists of Europe
and America broughtthese peoples? Let me quote SOme
facts which illustrate the results offormer colonialist .
rUle.
62•. I have recently read a highly interesting book. A
Hundred Countries and One-and-a-Quarter Billion
People, written by the present Managing Director of
the United Nations Special Fund. Paul Hoffman, an
American, and published this year in Washington].!. It
deals with· the problem of economic assistance to the
under-developed countries of Asia, Africa and Latin
America. According to the author, there are over one
hundred such countries in the world, numbering m.ore
than 1 t250 million people. The annual average incom.e
per person in those countries, Hoffman says, is at
present $100 t whereas the corresponding figure for the
United Statr~l, and most of Western Europe is $10002000, or ten to twenty times greater. These figures
show what merciless exploitation and robbery the
indigenous populations have suffered.
63. According to the report M of the United Nations
Committee on Information ·from. Non-'Se!f-Oove;rning
Territories, drawn up this April for the fifteenth ses-~
sion of the General Assembly, per capitapersonalincome in the African territories for which data are
available for the year 1957 was among the lowestinthe

y Official Records of the Cenl:!ral Assembly, fourteenth .session~
plenary meetings. 799th meeting, para. 35.
'
Y Albert D. and Mary Lasker Foundation, 1960.
~ A/4371, Supp~No.15, Fifteenth Sl:!ssion.
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world. In Nigeria the figure was $67,in Ug'anda $43.34,
in the former Belgian Congo, $42.2' and in Kenya,
$35.55. Thus per capita income in the United Kingdom
is~ome tens of times greater than per capita income
in Nigeria, Uganda and Kenya.' These figures, which
would be difficult to deny, speak for themselves.
64. As we see, then, colonialism is in essence a repulsive mixtur,eof l:U1precedented exploitation, diacrimin~lt:!on':ofvarious kinds and deprivation of elementary hUrtJ.an 'l'ights. By the blood and sweat of the indigenous peoples the colonialists amaSs vast riches
out of which all they leave the peoples they exploit ifJ a
few miserable crumbs. The export of their wealth, the
accumulation of fabulous profits, hunger, poverty and
arbitrary law-that is what the colonialists bring the
indigenous peoples.
65. Let me quote a few figures which illustrate the
sharp contrast between the incomes of the indigenous
peoples and those of the European settlers. According
to the report I have mentioned, per capita personal income in the former Belgian Congo in 1957 was $42.2
for the African population, and $2973, or eighty times
more, for the Europeans. In the F~derationofRhodesia
and Nyasaland, European incom~s were 43 times
greater; in Kenya, 30 times. Suct\ are the fruits of
Western "civilization" in Africa. "

tised by the Europeans are inno way different from the '
barbarities perpetrated by the Nazis during the Second
World W~r.
.
67. The efforts of the colonial Powers to preserve
their weakened positions in Africa are explainedby the
fact that the African contiD.ent possesses enormous
minera.l resources and is a vital marketand source of
raW materials for the capitalist countries. According
to United States figures, Africa accounts for 98 Per
cent of the world's output of diamonds, 81 percent of
its cobalt, 59 per cent of its gold, 42 per cent of its
antimony, 40 per cent of its chromit&, 36 per cent of
its· manganese and 27 per cent of its copper. Africa
provides more than four-fifths ofthe capitalistworld's
output of uranium ore. Itl the Sahara, petroleum has
been discoverGd~jn hllge deposits amounting to thousands of :nii.llions (irtons. Africa possesses more than
40 per cent of the world's resources of water-power.
Many African territories haye rich deposits ofbauxite,
manganese ores, iron orGt nickel, zinc, lead, phosphates and other minerals. That is why Africa is of
such great importance both to the United States and to
Western Europe; for it is one of the greatest world
producers of certain SCarce raw materials.
68. However, the interests of the colonialists differ

from those of the indigenous inhabitants of the African
territories. The ,representatives of the monopolists
look upon the Africans as cheap labour, labour which
can be mercilessly exploited. The so-caned plans for
the industrialization of the African territories mean
nothing :l;n.ore than the development of sectors of industry-in particular the mining' industry-which the
colonialists find profitable.. But there is not a word,
in these plans of the colonialist Powers about the
creation of a heavy_industry-the essential foundation
of any genuine independenc,e for the new states.

66. Representatives of the colonial Powers who have
addressed the United Nations General Assembly at
various sessions have said not one word about the
profits they make from their "benevolence ft. They have
delibe:r.ately failed to mention such horrifying facts as
the almost complete illiteracy which exists in the
colonies and, the fact that they have the highest death
rate and the lowest life-expectancy in the world.
Whereas 'life-expectancy in the United Kingdom is
sixty years, in Nigeria, which has only justfreed itself
from colonial rule, it is substantially less than thirty.
69.~ At the same time, Africa plays an essential part
Relatively speaking, the population of Nigeria has sixty
in the colonial Powers' strategic preparations, whioh
times fewer doctors than that of the United Kingdom;
envisage the use of the continent as a powerful base
and it has only one dentist per two million inhabitants.
and rear echelon of the West Atlantic bloc. In his book
The wage of the Negro worker in this former British
L'Eurafriqu~notre derni~re chance &I, the French
colony is twelve times smaller than the average wage
author Pierre Nord writes:
of the Britishworker. The United States luis an average
"Strategically speaking, no one would dare to attack
of 1.1 doctors per thousand inhabitants. The cor'::
the
gee-military complex of Eurafrica: Eurafrica,a
responding figure for Africa is 0.11, which means that
vaster
living-space than Siberia; Eurafrica, a safer
Africa has only thirty-six doctors per million inindustrial
base thantheUrals; Eurafrica, where ina
habitants. The illiteracy rate among the population of
few
years
we shall be able to produce atom bombs
Africa is seventy to ninety per cent. In Algeriu the
over the deposits whichprovide their raw materials."
illiteracy rate among the Moslem population is ninety
per cent, whereas in 1830, when France conquered
70. Thus the purpose of the association of Europe
Algeria, there was less illiteracy there than in France.
with Africa, in this author's mind, is the creation of a
Such are the "achievements" ofthe French "cililizers"
mighty bloc of States designed to combat the national
in that colonial country. Hunger and sickness, brutal
liberation movement of the African peoples and to solve
exploitation and forced labour-all these have brought
the internal difficulties of the metropolitan countries
about the extinction of entire peoples. During the half- . at the expense of the indigenous inhabitants of the
century of Belgian domination the population of the
African territories. The white settlers, according to
Congo has been almost halved; in Madagascar, sixty
the colonialists' plans, are to be assigned a privileged
years of lrench domination have more than halved the
position and to perform the function of defenders of
population. I have taken these figures from the
colonialism. The author is a zealous advocate of the
American journalist John Gunther's book Inside
theory of "collective colOnialism", the object ofwhich
Africa§/, published in New York in 1955. Gunther,who
is to 'preserve Africa, 'by the combined efforts of the
is a spokesman and. theoretician of American neaindustrially advanced countries ofWestern Europe and
coloniylism, was compelled to acknowledge the exisAmerica, as a colonialist base.
tence of the frightful colonial practice of mutilation71. Such are the words and the deeds of the presentthe amputation of the hands or feet of Negroes for bad
day
colonialists. Thus there is no justification whatsowork, in the plantations and mines-and to publish
ever
for the appeal addressedtousbyMr. Macnrlllan,
photographs i'llustrating it. These barbaritiesprac§I Harper and Brothers.

&I Paris, Librairie Arthetne Fayard, 1955, p.
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- .
,',
• if
the Prime Minister of the Ul)ited Kingdom, when he
the colonial system are part of an objective histQrical
called onus in his stateJt1en:L'to the plenary meeting of 'process which no repress!()n,noguns and machine
this GeJ;leraI Assembly held on 29 September to "free
guns can arrest. The coloni~lists are trying to stop
ourselves from old and worn-out slogans andobsolete
t.h:is inexorable historical process, and even to turn
battle-cries"-which is how he sees the words "coit back; but they, will not succeed.
lonialism" and "imperialism".. [877thmeeting, para..
7'5. AfFYoU JplOW ,the proposed Declaration [A/4502]
98].
calls for the immediate grantto the oppressedcplonial
72. 'No, Mr. Macmil1an, these are not oldand worn-out peoples of complete independence and freedom. Onlyin
slogans: to put an end at once to the remnants of the
conditions of genUine independence, as is convincingly
shameful heritage. of imperialism is the real battledemonstrated by the manifold development ofthe young
ory of our era. The sacredfire ofstruggle for freedo~/ African republics, including Guinea, Ghana. and other
burns in the' hearts of all the colonial peoples, and of
States, cmi all the political, economic, social and cui...
the peoples of all the other dependent territories..And
turalproblems involved be solved. What we are
in this fire the fetters of slavery~remelting" away and
witnessing is the efforts of the monopoUsts of the
real independence is being forged. Allthew<>:rldknows
Western countries and the United States to nmke up for
of the heroic struggle ,;of the people of Kenya for their
their defeat in Asia at the expense of Africa~ Imfreedom' and independence. The revolt they began in
mediately after the Second World War they began the
1952 was brutally crushed bythe culonialists after four
policy ofpuSh1ng forward their expansiQnin Africa.
yearS of colonial warfare during V{hich 10,000 of the
The RockefeIler, Morganand Mellon monopolist groups
people of Kenya were ldlled and 150,000 thrown into
now have' huge investments in Africa.
prison, Kenya has 6 million A;frican inhabitants, and
76. Direct,private investmentbyAmerican companies
63,000 British settlers. Yet tl':J British own the most
in
Africa was estimated to amount at the end of 1958
fertile areas, having cleared them of their indig.enous
to
$789 million-three times, the figure for 1950. At
inhabitants and settled them wi~ 12,000 British
farmers. ,Each of these farmers owns an average of 2.5, the end· of 1959 about 200 Americancompan!es "had
interests" in Africa, most of them companies engaged
square ldlometres of land, whereas the indigenous inin
the extraction ofindustrial raw materials, especially
habitants of Kenya live in reservations in which the
strategic
raw materials. With its rich, natural redensity of population is as high as 400 per square
sources'
and
theexceptionallyiowwages ofits workers,
kilometre. No wonder, 'then,- that the average annual
Africa offers the United States monopolies prospects
income of an indigenous Kenyan is thirty times smaller
of profits and wealth thatare extraordinaryeven in the
than that of a British settler. Ask any indigenous inconditions of colonialism. Interesting data in this conhabitant of Kenya whether the immediate' abolition of
nexion
may be fOUlldin a report, published in 1959 in
colonialism is an obsolete slogan. His replY,Iventure
Washington, c0!X1piledunder the African Research Proto think; will be that it is far from obsolete; that on the
gramme of Northwestern University for the United
contrary it is a highly topical and vital slogan.
States Senate Foreign Relations Committee. According
73. Mr. Macmillan, singing the praises of his action
to the data it provides, wbilethe average rate of~profit
in the British colonies, declared from this rostrum:
on American capital invested abroad as a whole is 26
per
cent, the figure for Africa is 30 per cent. The
"Our aim is•••clear and constant: to build the
report shows that American monopolies are,taking a
people of these countries,or help them build up,
direct );)art, together with Western European monoposocieties in which all these, the people, of whatever
lies, in exploiting the peoples of Afriba and-extracting
race, tribe or religious persuasion, may live and
profits
from Africa. In the Congo, for example, the
work harmo!1iously together. To that purpose we are
United
States,
according;;;to American data, every year
pledged, and for that purpose we shall continue to
w
takes out of the country 60 per cent of its output of
work. [Ibid., para. 106}.
cobalt~ 64 per cent of its manganese, 79 per cent of its
74. Mr. Ormsoy-Gore, the United Kingdom repretantalum, 87 percent of its chamonds, and nearly 100
sentative, told. us roughly the same thing, though in
per cent of its uranium ore and lithium. In addition,
different words,when he addressed us here on 28
part of the Congo's resources is diverted to West
Gerzna.JlY's war industry, which,is contrQJ.1,qd by the
November. Mr.. Macmillan and Mr. Ormsby-Gore tried
to represent themselves to us as good "fatherly" men
United States. It must be clear to evaryonetbat this
'and to depict the colonial peoples as children, who
penetration of United States capital into, Africa is
need to be taught,.prepared to go out into the world, to
barefaced neo-coloniali~m, which represents a new
form of enslavement of tl:l~~ African peoples. And close
be sent to school. Naturally, therefore, they said
on the heels of the American monopolists come the
nothing -about the acts of brut~lity and repression and
West German industrialists, some ofwhom recently
the other deeds perpetrated by the British colonialists
in their colonies, of the suffermgs, want, arbitrary
toured the African countries. In the international conrule and harsh exploitation towhich they have subjected "sortium set up under the name of "Konsafrik". the
German DeutscheBank is a partner with Belgian,
them. Mr. Macmillan and Mr. Ormsby-Gore were
silent about the guns which are at present thundering
British and Frenoh banks. German monopolies have a
in the ancient lands of Oman-representatives of
predominant influence in this consortium, which has ,
which are here among us-Nyasaland and Rhodesia.
interests in the iron ore, manganese,aluminium and
The Whole world knows that the independence achieved
other mineral deposits of the Congo and other African
by the former British colonies is not the fruit of
territories. Since the Congo's basic mineral resources
"British magnanimity" but has been Won by the 'bloody
are at present exploited in Katanga, any talk of reGogstruggle of the peoples of those oountries. To assert
nizing Katanga as a separate State is a manoeuvre of
the Belgian and United states coloniaUsts aimed at
that the independence of these oountries is the result
of the coloniallststsolicitude for their,ttprogress" is
preserving the main source of their high profits-the
exploitation of Ka~~ga'snaturalresources6The Byeto falsify history. The liberatiOn of the peoples of the
loruss~~people,together With all
otherpeo'pl~sof
colonies from colonial oppression and the collapse of
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the Soviet Union and with progressive mankind a~ a
believes that the day is not far off when late
natural resources of the Republic of the Congo will
advance the people of that country to the forefront of
the struggle for .the progress of all Africa and of the
entire human race.
whol~,

,77. The struggle for national freedom and independence is continuing and spreading in Oman, Uganda,
Tanganyika and· Zanzibar, in the Portuguese colonies
of Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea, in the
Belgian Trust Territory ofRuanda-Urundi, in the South
African colony of South West Africa, in the United
States colony of Puerto Rico and in many other areas.
78. The colonialists are trying to preserve their rule
ove? the countries they have ,enslaved atall costs, and
are USing a wide variety of means to that end. As the
Soviet Declaration [A/4502] rightly states: "theycompel the colonial peoples to maintain foreign troops and
a foreign administration in peacetime, i.e. to pay for
the chains in which they are held." They make extensive use of the old system of "divide and rule", setting
tribe against tribe, as at present in the Congo. 'I'hey
also use subtler methods, manoeuvring and making
apparent concessions, such as extending the franchise
for Africans; and theyengage in the large-scale bribery
of African leaders, so as to have others to do their
dirty work for them. Referring to the new methods at
present being used to preserve colonialism, Mr.
Nasser, the President. of the United Arab Republic
rightJr ~aid from, this rostrum that "The aggression ~
Suez Was ··the end of unmasked imperialism and its
graveyard. Today we find th~Congopresentinguswith
masked imperialism, which does not shrink from exploiting the United Nations itselfin order to realize its
hidden designs and aims." [873rd meeting, para. 120]
We entirely agree with that statement.
79. Nowadays the colonialists are even going to the
length of granting their colonies political independence; but they retain the key positions in economic
affairs, finance and the armed forces for themselves,
and not infrequently select traitors totheir own people
to place in power as their puppets. There is no funda..
mental difference between all these methods; all of
them are identical in purpose: to preserve, or at any
rate prolong, their colonial rule and the spoliation of
the colonial peoples.
80. People all over the world are alarmedat the news
of the forcible seizure of the person of M1:'.. Patrice
Lumumba, Prime Minister of the Congolese Government, by Mobutu's armed gangs. This act of gross
violence and lawleSSness against the legal head of the
Government of the Republic ofthe Congohas been ComzrJ.tted despite· the presence in the Congo of United
Nationsforce~ sent there at Mr. Lu:rnumba's request.
The mission of the United Nations is to carry out the
Security Council's decisions; yet the policy actually
being carried out is one of appeasing the illegal and
dictatorial r6gime of Mobutu, the henchman. of the
Belgian, United States and French colonialists.
81. The Byelorussian delegation wishes to protest
emphatically, from this rostrum, against the savage,
arbitrary and illegal arrest of Mr. Patrice Lumumba,
Prime Minister of the Republic of the Congo, and
demands his immediate release. We believe that conditions must be created in the Congo suchas to permit
the Parliament ofthe Republic to resume its activity•••

-~__:....
:. . :.
..

82. The PRESIDENT: I am sorry to inte;rrupt the
speaker at the rostrum. I hope,however~ that he is not
going to take advantage of his intervention in this
essentially general debate on the subject ofcolonialislll
to d!scU$s the present situati.or; in the C()ngo, a subject
upon which the General Assembly has decided to ad-.
journ discussion. I am afraid that any detailed state.
ment of views on the situation in the Congo would not
be in order in the present debate" I would ask the
speaker to continue, taking account of the statement I
have just made.
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83. Mr. K1SELEV (Byelorussi~ Soviet Socialist
Republic) (translated from Russian): I have said what
I had to say. I will continue.
.
84. , The abolition of the colonial system also implies
the abolition of its twin-the tJtllsteeship system. When
in accordance with the United Nations Charter, th~
trusteeship system was established, the assumption
was that the Administering Authorities were under the
obligation of promoting the development of the Trust
Territories towards self-government and independ-.
ence. Yet ;fifteen years after the adoption of the
Charter, only four of the eleven Territories originally
under trusteeship have attained their independence. So
far as concerned the other Trust Territories, no firm
dates have be,en set for their independence. The largest
of them are Tanganyika, Ruanda-Urundi and New
Guinea; and the vast African territory of South West
Africa has been annexed by the racists ofthe Union of
South Africa. The colonial Powers responsible for
"trusteeship" are in reality, and in defiance of the
United Nations Charter, preserving the colonial regime
in1.b.e Trust Territories J brutally exploiting the local
peoples and despoiling their na~l resources for the
benefit of their own monopolies, holding back the economic and political development ofthe TerritorieL-lnd
saVagely repressing all who demand independence- including those who send petitions to the United Nations.
The United Nations receives thousands of petitions
from the peoples of the Trust Territories, which are
examined by the Fourth Committee. They spea~k for
million.s of the inhabitants of the Trust Territories.
These t'6titions, many of them. written inhumanblood,
constitu\\e an indictment of the policies ofthe Administering Authorities. The facts they cite arouse the ange~
and indign.aJlon of the public all over the world.
.
85. As the Soviet Declaration rightly says, "The
trusteeship system has not justified itselfanywhere and
should be buried together with the entire (}olonial
system, which is. an anachronism" [A/4502].
86. The representative of Portugal, whoaddressedthe
Assembly just before me, asserted in defiance oftruth
and of the facts that colonialism is alien to his country.
Such fairy-tales, surely, must be addressed to innocents, and are intended to pull the wool over peopl~'s
eyes. The whole world knows that in the Portuguese
African colonies of Angola, Mozambique and Portu..
guese Guinea, which have an area equal to more than
half that of Western Europe, with a population of 11
million, there is not a single institution ofhigher education, and virtually no secondary or primary educa.tion. The Portuguese colonialists pursue their policy
of oPPl"ession and racial discrimination behind the
smoke-screen of a policy of "assimilation". According
to them, the Africans are progressively being granted
civil righ1:$, and even Portuguese citizenship.
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87. But to acquire these advantages Africans must
its Charter proclaiming th~ right of nations to selfimowthe Portuguese language and must satisfy educa- determination. It could best make this contribution by
tlonal qualifications and a highuproperty qualification..
adopting the "Declaration on the grant ofindependence
In the five centuries of their rule the colonialists bavetcf' colonial countries and peoples" submitted for our
"assimilated" less than 0.3 per cent of the African consideration by the Soviet Union. The Declaration
pop'ulation; the remaining 99.7 per cent have no rights provides that all Sta:tes Members ofthe United Nations
of any ldnd and are mercilessly exploited by their op- sbould'solenmly proclaim the following demanc;ls:
pressors, who can even drive Africans offanyland that
.
pleases them.. If the Africans resist and protest, the
B1. All coloniaf·countriesand Trust and Non...SelfPortuguese autboI'itie~ resort to repressive measures
Governing Territories must be granted forthwith
of the most ~drocious ckind. In 1959 the Portuguese
complete independence andfre~don1 to bUild their own
Government w\IlS even obliged to dispatch air(traft and
national States in accordance with. the freely exwarships to Gl,linea to beat down the population. Thoae
pressed will and desire oftheir peoples. The colonial
facts are kn01,vu to the Portuguese representative and
system and colonial administration in all its forms
to the whole.Vjrorld•
must be completely abolished in order to afford the
peoples of the territories concerned an opportunity
88.. I should likeaiso to speak briefly of the Umted
to determine their own destiny and form of governNations Trust Territory of Ruanda-Urundiunder Belment.
gian administration, which has a population of 5million
82. Simllarly,all strongholds of colonialisminthe
inhabitants including 6,000 Europeans.. In conn~xio-ll
form of possessions andleasedareas in the territory
with this Territory the General Assembly adopted
of other States must be eliminated.
'
'
recommendations [1413 (XIV) and 1419 (XIV)] under
which Belgium was to fix a period during which the
"3. The Governments of all countries are urged to
Territory was to be prepared for political independobserve
strictly and steadfai~ly the provisions ofthe
ence; but the Belgian Government has not complied
United Nations pharter~)ld of this Declaration conwith these recommendations.
cerning t1:J.eequality and respect for the sovereign
rights8rid tettlt~}.'ial integrity of all states' without
89. In Ruandi-Urundi monstrous racial discriminaexcep#on, aUowingnc~estationsofcolonialism
tion is practised in all its forms, political, legal and
or any special ri~ts or a~~1:ages for some states
social, and flogging still exists as a judicial penaltyto the detriment of other States:~ [A/4502.]
in our era! According to UNESCO data, about 40Q,000
I'
,
'\
of Ruanda-Urundi's 600,000 children do not go to
'rh€:-~~laration
also
provides
tbat~,?Wers
wbichhave
school. The result of more than forty yearsof Belgian
colonial}
possessions
should
enter
intp
negotiations
on
rule is the general impoverishment of the local popuan
equal
footing
with
representatives
of
the,
peoples
of
lation. In November 1959 the masses of the people,
the
colonies
and
reach
agreements
on
the
granting
of
reduced to despair by the oppression of the Belgian
freedom and independence to the colonial countries,
colonialists, rose in revolt, but were crushed with the
definite and early dates beingfixed for the negq~~~,tions
use of parachute troops. Violentmethods ofrepression
and
any possibility of coercion and aggression'oil the
were \'!Sed, causing hundreds of deaths and the burning
pa~t of the colonial Powers being eliminated. ,
of some tens of villages. All this was reported in the
American Press. Many other facts could be cited; but ' '93" In the opinion of the Byelorus~ian delegation, the
those I have mentioned'are enough to show that the
Dec1&:ration represents a programme of action that
nature of colonialism has not changed. Africa has 2could i,,\nd should t in present 'conditions, bef()lJ.9Wed~y
popuIationof more than 200 million. Of this figure,
the U~\ted Nations with a view to,the abolitIOilof'the
only 5million are Europeans, or 2per cent of the popucoloniaJ, system.. It lays down general priDciples, by
lation.
'which all states Members of the United Nations should
be guided. in dealing with this prQbl~W~'Na.tUranY,We
90. The flames of freedom are sweeping through the
do not expa9t the Western c~IQW~l-:Powersto support
African continent and will rapdily consume the strongt,he
Soviet ~.claration. /T'.a.eyhave thought up ,'-:Jivery
holds of colonialism. The colonialists are offering
I?C?ssible
ideal,have J.;~~~{)rted to every possible tfargu..,
stubborn resistance, manoeuvring, and attempting to
ll
ment , in order 'to distort the sense and the motives
arrest by fire and sword the onrush of the national
of the Soviet Declaratiop,.
liberation movements. But the struggle of the peoples
for their freedom and independence is constantly ex94.. I should like to comment briefly on these tfargu_
panding and deepening.. There is ,not one corner left on
tt • We have heard the old, hackneyed argument
menta
African soil where the ground is not burningunder the
that this is all "Sovietpropagandatt .. We area-U, I think,
colonialists' feet.. Whatever means of repression they
used to the United states and its military partners
use, the colonialists will not be strong enough to halt
crying ·propaganda" whenever·the Soviet Union prathe course of history.. We believe that the day is not far
sen~, any proposal designed to reduce international
off when Africa will· be free.
tension. I have heard that accusation here year after
year. But what prevents the Western Powersfr.'om
91. The experience of the Soviet Union and the other
c~rrying on propaganda of ~e same kind? Clea:rly,
socialist coUntries in dealing with the national question
have nothing in store to set against the Soviet
they
shows that the cause of close co-operation among the
proposals; and that is inevitable, fortheSoViQt Union
peoples can be served only by granting all peoples
has truth on its side, and there can only be one truth..
genuine equalitY of rights and the .opportunity of free
In assert1ngtbat the Soviet Declaration is, ftpropaganda lt
national deyelopment.
they are giving themselves away; theyare showingtbat
92. The United Nations could effectively promote the
they have nothing to oppose to itbecause in reality they
abolition ofcolonialismand racism. The United Nations are against the abolition of thecolomalsystemand for
continuing the lo.otitlg:6£ the colonies. No juggling with
must make its contribution to the abolition of the
words will help them here..
col~l system, in accorda.ucewith the pro-rlsions of
,

'
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95. It is alao said that tb.e Sovie~'i)e~laration is too
general; that thE) probleJU,. of the abolition of oolonialism
is a highly oomplex one, that one must bear in mind
the "servioes" the oolonial Powers have rendered to
their oolonies by. establishing a link between i;tb.e
colonies and the metropolitan oountries, and so forth.
o
,.. h t k thi l1n
0
b
. nespea~er w 0 00
s
ewa~ Mr. rms. y-Gore,
the representative of the United Kingdom, in his statements during the disoussion of the Soviet Deolaration
at the plenary meetings held on 12 October [90200
meeting] and 28 November [925th meeting]. So far as
conoerns the "servioes" rendered by the colonialists
in the oolonies, I have already dealt with. tbat subject
!n'ISome detail, and I shall not repeat myself.
96. It is said, too, that the adoption ofthe Declaration
would entail ame~ding the United Nations Charter, in
its provisions relatJ.rig to the trusteeship system. That
assertion was mad~, in particular, by M);". Shanaban,
the representatLve of New Zealand, in his statements
in plenary session on 12 October [902ndmeeting) and 2
December [932nd meeting], as an "argument" against
the adoption of the Deolaration. But isitan argument?
We drafted and s~gned the United Nations Charter, and
we a.re equally entitled to amend it in the light of the
radical changes which haye taken plaoe in the internationalsituation ll There is nothing eternal on earth.
Governments ohange,so do States; social systems
change, and even life on earth ohanges. Afortiori, the
'United Nations Charter oan be ohanged.
97. Many Western leaders, particularly in the United
states, are opposing the Deolaration on the ground that
it is an invitation to disturbances in the colonies. In
his statement to the Assembly on 28 November, Mr.
Ormsby-Gore, the representative of the United Kingdom, went to the length of indulging in a gross distortion of the faots and a direot slander of the Soviet
Union, when liie asserted that the only purpose of the
Soviet Deolaration was "to generatehatredrathertban
friendship,.'Yiolenoe rather than peaoe, and chQOS
rather ~Xi order". [925th meeting, para. 18].

D.1etlt, said in hiS statement~to the plenary meeting of "
the General Assembly held this sessi(~n on 12 October..
.
. •
'\
.
ft ••• the peoples o~ the colonial co~~es will.J1a.ve
:J:lO option but tQ take l.\parms.Ifthey a~~ not granted
the right to lead an independent e~ten!J~, to have a
political and social system of.their owncnposingand
to organize their life in their own cOlm..t..1-y as they
themselves see fit, they will win that right incQm.
bat." [902nd meeting, para. 13.]
. !
101. Thus, it is the duty ofall peoples which stand for
the abolition of the colonial system to-give every possible assistance to those who are fighting against
colonial oppression, against the colonialists and im.
perialists; to give mo:r:a.l,materialandallotherhelp in
order to bring the sacred and righteous struggle of the
peoples for their independence to its consummation.
'102. For its part, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, like all the other Republics of· the great
Soviet Union, faithful to its policy ofpeace and of sup..
~;;)Orting the struggle of oppressed peoples for national·
independence-a policy proclaimed by Vladimir nyich
Lenin, the founder of the Soviet state-has stood, still
stands and will alwayn stand at the side of the peoples
fighting for liberation from colonial oppressionandfor
freedom and nationnl independence. To all these
peoples we hold out abelpinghand. Nothingcan prevent
the collapse of the do()med colonial system.
103. The Byelorussian delegation warmly supports
the "Declaration on the grant of independ.ence to
colonial countrIes and peoples" submitted by the
Government of the Soviet Union for the consideration
of the General Assembly at its present session. We
call upon all States Members of the United Nations to
support this Declaration. We appeal to the representatives of the P..sian and African cor.mtries which have
recently emancipated themselves from the colonial
yoke, and to the countries of Latin America, and call
upon them to vote for the IJDeclaration on the grant of
independence to colonial countries and peoples".

98. 'J.1J.ese statements gIve their authors away; their
meelning is that they fear the colonial iddependence
movements, are putting obstaoles in the way of the
prompt granting ofindtlpendenoe, al'ld are trying to prolong colonial rula. It is precisely their policy and
practice in the colonies whioh lead to disturbances.
Such "disturbances", "violenoe" and "ohaos" occurred
long before the Soviet Deolaration was submitted to the
Assembly; they occurred, are still ooourring, andwill
contmlW to ooour so long a£findependenoe is denied to
the oppressed peoples of the oolonies and so long &.$
the coloniaUsts refuSe to le8,,,e the oolonies and go back
tb their own countries.

104. I should like to conclude my remarks with a
quotation from a poem by an African poet, Bernard
Dadi~, a native of the Ivory Coast, which speaks of the
great march of events in present-day Africa:
"In the chaos of the century ancient Africa has
awoken;
People, be not weak!

99. The great historioal signifloance ofthe "Declaration on the grant of independenoe to colonial countries
~ peoples" oannot be challenged, for the Declaration
~s raised an iSsue whioh should long ago have been
disposed (Vg-that of the complete and final abolitiOn of
the oolonial sY~J'tem ina1l1tsformsandraanifestaiions.
It has met with an enthusiastio weloom.e among the
peoples of the colonial and fonner oolonial countries,
and among freedom-loving peoples all over the world.
lOO. The United Nations, unless itisoontmlttolet the
great h1J:Jtorioal prooess of the abolition ofthe colonial
r~gime!' pass it py, must adopt reoommendations designed to bring that system to an end. If it does not,
then, as Mr. Khrushohev, the headofthe Soviet Gov~rn'"

At the crossroads, under the· baobab trees,
In the prisons and:ln the huts of the workers'
districts
I shout to every man and 'Woman,
To the ,poor people of my land:
You - you are the king of the factories! You
are the king of the fields!
You are the people,
You then are the Master!"*'
105. Mr. KAKA (Niger) (translated from French): In
taldng the floor, Mr. President, may I be allowed to
congratulate you, although it is a little :tate to do so.
106. As the Argentine representative pointed outwith
great relevance:ttThis predominance of colonial questions in the United Nations is not the result of chance
nor .is. it entirety due to capricious. or arbitrary
,(' Translated from Russian text.
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;manoeuvres. It is a reflection 9f; the re;.,litythat confrc>nts us. today." [927th meeting, para. 1}\. That reality
!Jas made this fifteentJ,1 sesst,on of the ti~~ted Nations
the session ofAfricaaD.doftfiemanyprobl~msborn of
under-development and all its consequence~~
I
107. My voice is that of a country wbWh,:came out
from the shadow of the colon..~l· systfJ'Ill only a few
months acgo, and it will not 00 a timid voice. I Wish at
once to declare solemnly that my country, which has
fought for years to break the yoke of colonialism., is
proud to add its name to the long list of nations which
proposetbat this Assembly should adopt the draft
resolution [A/L.323 and Add.I-5] on the granting of
iildependence to colonial countries and peoples. I s.aid
that my voice would not be a timid voice; nor will the
tone be one ofhatred. Ishould like it to be impassioned
omy when I speak of the right to freedom and the right
to dignity, which are clearlyrecognized by the Charter
andwhich must be granted immediately to the peoples
living under foreign domination.
108. History teaches

US

that certain nations, at cer-

tain times, ·could no 'longer be contained within their
1i~rrow frontiers. Led now by a spirit of adventure,

nOw by self-interest, they con'Vinced,themselves thatit
would be good to impose their science, their culture and
their ciVilization nn other peoples; Since they were
masters of the world at the time, they resorted to the
right of the strongest. The need to survive by bringing
many kinds of influence to bear 'overseas, the need for
markets to develop their economies and hence their
industrial methods, and the search for resources to
r,aise the standard of living of their people-these are
the only, justifications for their many misdeeds. I shall
not abuse my right as an ex-colonial to censure them.
Coloniz~-tion l.s a fact of history, and every people
represented here has known periods of greatness and
periods of humiliation. Some have been driven from
their lands, others have been crushed under the heel of
blood-thirsty and ambitious conquerors, while still
others were net merely dominated but "digested".
None has escaped these tragic upheavals, which have
marked the history of mankind from time immemorial.
109. Wnen colonialism first began, international law
was confined to the established nations of the old continent. A certain meeting, held at the end of the last
century to discuss taking possession of Africa and
cutting it up, affords a striking example of the spirit
and conception of tbislaw. This law ViaS based on the
"right of the strongest", which is unjust and which all
here condemn, in its essence and right down to its
least manifestations. But the narrowly circumscribed
world of that day could create its own rights to suit its
interests. Now that our world embraces the whole
planet, and now that distances are so reduced that the
opinion of any man, anywhere on the globe, weighs in
th~ balance of human relations, colonization can no
lotlger be justified.
.,
l~P. The administering nations which have adapted or
ar~~ adapting their ideas to modern life donot, I think,
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deserve the systematic and impassioned chargeE-made
against them. They certainly still have much tO,do, and
the best thing they can do is to hasten the liberation of
all the peoples they still dominate. It is not my purpose
to justify any form of domination. Bu,t we are dealing
, with a historical fact. I intend to put it, in its context,
so that it can be appraised calmly and. objectively. I
knOw that, if we took all the modern cases of colonization, we Should 1u,lve a very sombre picture. Direct or

indirect domination, 'and imperialism in every shape
and form,are by their nature hateful. There is ne> need
for me to list the .facts which condemn them. There
aremanyinthis Assemblywhopreachanti-colonialism
and, since this discussiQnopened, most of the delegations of former colonies' have had occasion to portray,
with icy self-control, the misdeeds of colonialism.yet
there is one point I should like to stress.
111. Some c<,l9niaUst methods, marked by a spirit of
cynicism, consist in infecting the dependent peoples
with the virus of a complex-a racial c,omplex, an
inferiority complex, an imperfectibility complexdeliberately maintaining cultural malnutrition and
turning. the person into a human wreck, incapable of
initiative and·of healthy and logical reactions. Man,in
WPQm all dignity has been blunted, is thus morally
di::.~ainished. Certain administering nations have come
to commit· this moral genocide in order to ensure,
perpetual domination. Shut up in their ivory towers,
they imagine that no prying eyes can glimpse the consummate art with which they contrive to mou,ld servile
minds. While these nations in their folly continue
secretly to plunder human resources, allmankindwill
rise up to say no.
I

112. We want-nay, we demand-the liberation of
peoples and of individuals. Those who hold back, who
believe they can escape from the realities of the second
half of the twentieth century by subterfuges, will bear
a heavy responsibility before history. Their contempt
for human dignity carries in it. the fertile seeds of
conflict. With the passing of time, this senseless contempt will seem more and more intolerable. The
principles of the United Nations Charter clearly set
forth the right to freedom, and allow of no biased
inte:tpretation. It is unthinkable that otherwise brave
and worthy nations, whose history has not lackedhuman
greatness, should continue to practise dishonesty by
following a policy different from that laid down in the
United Nations Charter, which they have solenmly
accepted before the eyes of the world. Suchan attitude '
is indecent. The right of the strongestis out of date. It
can :ll0 longer be a foundation for contemporary rela- '
tions between peoples.
113. In conclusion,' I appeal most earnestly, on behalf
of my delegation, to the great Powers which divide the
worlcl into spheres ofinfluence. The end of colonialism,
for which all hope so fervently, is certainly one of the
most important human problems that our generation
has had to face. For the sake of suffering men deprived of their elementaryrights and kept in servitude,
for the sake of those destitute ones Who have just
broken free and whose first steps are stillunsure, we
ask you to protect us, at least for a time, from your
130ld war disputes. Decolonization cannot be used as an
instrument to demonstrate the particular advantages
of a social system. The young liberated peoples will
need to find their bearings and, with themea.ns at
hand, patiently to·build up their countries.
114. We !mow that there are some who yearn for the
past, and tmnk themselves shrewd enough and strong
enough, where decolonization is concerned,to take back
with their left hand what they have given with their
right. We also know tbatsome are chafing with impatience to replage the. administrators of yesterday.
These struggles! for influence, between friendly or
hostile brothers are unrealistic. We are of ~ge from
the moment when we have the full USe of our freedom.
There are no countries which are undtir age when. it

(
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comes to the exercise of freedom. We firmly condemn
colonialism in all its forms.
115.. I need hardly say that the peoples which aspir~
to freedom . and independence expec!t much of this
august Assembly. I ask you, in the name of human
dignity, whether you can say no to this natural and
legitimate aspira,i'ion?
116.. I am still cbnvinced that all nations which love
peace, justice and freedom will join us, and that this
Assembly Will adopt the r~solution unanimo'QfSly.
117.Mr., De FREITAS-VALLE (BraZil): Before going
into the .heart of the subject, it appears to me indispensable to follow an ancientpractice: to dafine what ia
to be discussed, namely, to establish the concept of
~olonialism. The first difficulty is immediately encountered, as current concepts of colonialism derive
from different political philosophies.
118.iflte-re\'fs't on the one hand, what might be called
the expansionist definition of colonialism, for example
that of Hobson: 11
"Colonialism, in its best sense, is a natural over-'
flow of nationality; its test is the power of colonists
to transplant the civilization they represent to the
new natural and social environment in which they
find themselves."

.......

the Cbarter~ to its practical and political devices and
to the mOJ:al impactofits decisions, the United Nations
is gradually being transformed into the real insti'ument
of the great revolution of our times: the liberation of
the colonial peoples not only frompoliticalslaverybut
a1S0from economic. slavery• Th!u tsnot the time to
draw up a balance-sheet of the achievements of the
United Nations in this field. But even the most casual
onlooker knows that the United Nations has contributed
substantially to the multiplication ofthe coloured flags
which glorify this Organization.
121. In order to examine the colonial question in' the
light of the Charter, one shoUld seek to face it with an
open heart within the context of the political reality of
t.he times. One should remember that we liv-e in one
world which is spIit into two rival' political blocs and
which .i~ pa,ralysed by the terror of a. thermo-nuclear
war. Consequently, the colonial questicnunfortunately
tends to be examined in terms of ideological struggle
and of power politics. This is a serious and dangerous
error. To increase the areas of poUticaltension.
multiply poin,ts of friction, reinforce the wallsofmiaunderstanding, Signifies not only to prejudice the immediate and futureinteresta ofthe colonial peoples, but
also to weaken the possibilities of peaceful settlement
of the problems which separate the rival blocs. This
would also transform the United Nations, not into the
On the other hand, one might recall the old Pan- instrument of the revolution of hope for which we.
Germanistic definition of colonialism-only recently soldiers of peace, fight, but into the instrument of a
revived by Nazi-Fascism. Here we have the lebens- revolution of resentment.
raum Jheory: the 'power of peoples, who oonsider
122. If one must separate the colonial question from
themsel ves superior, to occupy the space required for
the accomplishment of their political aims. We could the problem of the cold war, one cannot, however,
separate it from the fundamenial politicalproblems of
also refer to Lenin's interpretation of colonialism as
the inevitable consequence of the development of our Ume. The colonial question, for instance, speeds up
capitalism and imperialism Then there are those who the nationalist movement which is sweeping over Asia
look upon colonialism as the "white man's burden": the and ,Africa. ThenatiQnalist movement occurs at the
same tinle as theicMological offensive of Communism
humanitarian mission incumbent upon certain powers
to bring progress, technical know-how, education and . throughout the world. Many fear that this coincidence
might taint the independence of the newly independent
mater~~}c?mfort to baokward peoples.. In most cases,
peoples..
Others fear that the old colonial Powersmay
this definition. served to conceal naked imperialism..
One could not overlook the most' m.odern and highly seek to grant to the nl8wly independent countries merely
nominal independence, continuing to maintain over
aggressive form of colonialism: ideological colonialthem a disguised political domination througheconomic
ism. This is tantamount, as we all know, to the total
control.
domination of one people by another, through the imposition of. an alien ideology upon the dominated
123. On the .other hand, the scientific revolution of
people.
our
day brings a new dimension to the nationalist
L
movement
in the colonial countries. The awareness of
119.. The colonialismtbat we are considering in this
debate-to remain strictly within the limits of our
their misery coincides with the maximum utilization of
agenda-refers to the political and juridical status of
the resources .of the new teclmology in the highly in...
the territories which, in the terms of the Charter,
dustrialized countries. Instead of being at the serVice
"have not yet attained a full measure of self-governof the whole of humanity, thenaw technology widens
m.ent". [Art. 73]..
the a11'eady so striking gap betweenthe "haves" and the
"haVS'llots". To giv,e one e~mple, r would recall that
120. The classic forms of colonialism-sprung from
the
exploitation of nuclear enes.-gytoday benefits very
the Industrial Rev-olution, capitalism, the spirit of
few
countries, while its risks and. dangers threaten
adventure, need to expand and also from greed, of~)!
every
human being. The newly independent states join
unscrupulous-bave already completed their historic .
the
international
community with the fear that the cold
.cycle.. In this regard, it would appear to me not fo be
war is going to delay the solution of their fundamental
an exaggeration to attribute to the authors of the
.
problem.s. In their despair', .many States, under the
United Nations Charter the delivery of the coup de
delusion of act1elerating their economic and social
gF-tce to colonialism. The Declaration regarding Nondevelopment
and of appeasing the restlessness oftheir
Self-Governing Terrnor!es-which was not contained
populations,
might
seek political solutions which could
in' tbeDumbarton Oaks proposals, butwhich was wisely
jeopardize their newly acq:uired independence.
incorporated into the very te'tt ofthe Charter [Chapter
XI]:-deals with. the juridical situation of the heritage
124,. 1 realize that it is :rnost difficult to reason!!!
of colonialism and establishes the conditions for its
abstracto when such grave problems weigh on ,:the
hearts of millions and on my own heart. But I am don...
11 J. A.Hobson, "ImpeX'ialism-a study" t London, George Allen and
Vin~ed
that we in the ,;United Nations have the oblig'ation
Unwin, Ltd., 1938, P. 7.
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to separate thecolonia1A!uestion from the battles and the people of Mexico attained their independence,' the
skirmishes of the cold war.,
Mexican Gove",[af~n~"-naB foughtfol" the t.otal abolition
of the coloniOrfsystem. It looks upon tbatsystem. as an
.125. The San Francisco Chatt~r, in its Chapter XI,
anachronism.!;'
which should notcontlnue to exist lli. the
outlines, wisely and· cg.~tiously,'t~e course we should
follow. I refer in.prb.1cipl~ to Arti61e~,,~. It is lnCUl11- world of tooay. It is thus pursuing the American road
of 'liberty and justice for all, with which ideal itllnks
bent upon us to impl~}ment its proVisions W!tb deterthe principle of non-intervention. We consider that
xnina.ti.on and, above a~~.•,..Wit.?l.sincerity. To dOSe.,.. . it i.s
ever)'
people must develop freely witlUn the norms
D.ecessary for the col~l)nial Powers to admit tba)~ the
which
it
chooses for itself, in accordance with its
legitimacy ofa jw:;p.1cal. situation cannot ha}!t the
-under.standingof
hIstory. We also consiu.!jr that every
nationalist explosion. which sprang lesB from. the
physical disiances existing between the metropoUtan people should create its own form of organizatioo.in
conformity with its ideals, developed independently
Powers and the colonies than from sociological and
from
those of other nations.
cultural differences· and from unquenchable aspirations" It is necessary that the' colonial Powers also
131. The great stridesmken by the United Nations
convince themselves ofthe uselessness ofany attempts
towards a. final liquidation of colonialism are now
to substitute indirect domination for classic colonial- 'bringing it toward its goal. Thus aspirations>fhioh
ism. It is necessary that the former colonial Powers
have a long history in the annals of A.meris~~~p;·~being
and' the peoples who attained their independence from
fulfilledojWhe Inter-American Confer9D~ea/have rethem. join hands in the new struggle for the social and ferred to ~~e subject on many occasions; re~folutlon96
economic development of the latter. It is necessary
of the T:dnth Inter-A~erican Carlferencdl, beld 17.1
that the world's two rival blocs refrain from considerCaracas in .March 1954 in particular, is,/especially
ing the states reaching independence asa no-man'srelevant. The Amerioannations reiterate;therein their
land over which they might extend their influence in
conVictiatt that self-determinatioft·tor a9-ipeoples is an
order to tip in their favour the balance of power. essential bulwark, and declaretbat itwas the will of
Lastly, it is necessary that the peoples still under a
the nations of America that colonialism rnaintained
colonial r~gime convince themselves thatindependence against the desire of peoples, and the occupation of
is not just a magic word followed bya flag, an anthem American territories, should be definitively ended,,,
and diplomatic representation,but the effective po132. The very next resolution of that same Interlitical,economic and cultural mastery'ofthe country's
American
Conference, namely, resolution 97,expreswealth and heritage, their utilization in the service of
the whole population, and the practice ofUbertytl1:fough ses the need that extra-continental countrieahaving
political - institutions based upon a representative colonies in the territory of America should carry to
completion the measures envisaged' in our Charter in
r~gime with full freedom of opinion.
order to make it p(.~ssible for those AmericaIlpeoples
that
have not yet dc.'!le so to exercise fully their rights
126. The obligation of the United Nations-our obligato
self-determination.
.
tion-is to prepa.r6 the peoples still under colonial
r~gimes for independence with the utmost speed. We
133. These two dO(Juments embody the two key prinwould be failing in our obligation by delaying their
ciples on which the position of the Mex!c9.n Governcomplete emancipation. But we wouldbe improperly
ment in respect of Belize iabased. The first includes
fulfilling this obligation if we were to forget the prothe historical and legal background of the Territory..
visions of the Charter by exposing these peoples inThe orIgins ef Britishrule in this part of the Am.erican
discriminately and without the proper precautions-in
continent are quite humble: a concession granted by
the name of an independence which would therefore be
the Spanish sovereign for the cutting oflogwood became
fictitious-to the risks and dangers oftwo new colonialwith the passag~ of time a presumed and imagina.~y
isms: the colonialism of the totalitarian ideologies,
right. The repeated requests for the reoognition ofits
which suppresses freedom of the people, 'and the form
sovereignty made by the Gove:r.nment ofMexicoduring
of colonialism consisting of possible attempts by the
the course of the nineteenth oentury fell on deaf ears.
former colonial Powers towards maintaining under a
The great colonial Power awaited the advent of diffi...
new guise their economic and political domination.
cult times in Mex'lQlo in order to force On it the acceptance of an onetous treaty, in cont.ravention of
127. The statesmen who drew up the United Nations
Mexico's rights; nevertb.eless, my c·ountry has reCharter had political vision and firmness in estabspected that treaty scrupulously. Howe\'eJl.',thathasnot
lishing the course to be followed. Having in m.md the
prevented
it from. repeatedly pointing out that if the
principles of the Charter and guided by'the observations I have just made, the Brazilian delegation con- status of Belize is altered, ithas rights, based on legal
grouads, which it can and must exercise..
siders with sympathy the draft resolution [A/L.323
and Add.1-5] and will examine it in the light of the suggestions and remarks put forth during this debate~
134. The other and basic guiding ~lnciple for my
country
in the matter is founded on R,,rticle 73 of the
128. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative of
Charter.
As was well said by the representative of
Mexico in exercise of the right of reply.
Guatemala yesterda,y[93Srd meeting], tl)e interests of
129. Mr. ClTEVAS CANCINO (Mexico) (translated
the inhabitants of Non-Self-.Governing .~~rito:dea are
from Spanish): In his brilliant speech yesterday [933rd
paramount. In the case of Belize,my!'Government
meeting], the representative of Guatemala referred to
considers that the promotion. of self-go'vernment and
the future of the Territory of Belize. I have come to
the fulfilment of the political aspirationso! the people
this rostrum for a few minutes to make some remarks
of Belize constitu.tea taskwhich the interna.tional comon that subject.
munity cannot evade.

.

130. My country has rights to Belize which it has
Claimed for many years, and Ifeelitnecessary for me
to :reiterate its position on this occasion. Ever sinc~

1350 This, then, is Me~ico'S positiQp. with regard to
Belize. My Government~!ha$declared;'and l'eiterates
here, that, should the present status of BeUrae be al-

--~-
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tered, Mexioo, while using only means in keepingwith
the peaoeful Q;1ld friendly procedures which cbarao-terizeits international relations, will put forward
olaims whioh ar.e based on well-known historical and
legal factors. My Government recognizes, at the same
time, that the interests of the inhabitants of the Territory of Belize are paramount. It therefore holds that
in the attainment of self':'government by the Territory
of Belize~ the true and freely expressed political aspirntiofis of its people cannot be ignored.
136. Consequently, as the Mexican Foreign Minister
stated before this Assembly on 6 October 1958,Ythe
Government of Mexico will not omit to take into
aooount, when the time comes, that a solution to the
problem of the future of Belize tt ~st be based on
freedom and independence for the·people of Belize.
137. TMI PRESIDENT: I call On the iepresentative of
Belgium, who wishes to speak in exercise of the right
of reply•
138. Mr. PARISIS (Belgium) (translated from
Frenoh): Among the glaring misrepresentations oonoerning Belgium in the speeches made from this
rostrum, I shall refer to only one today.
----§} Official Records of the General Assembly, thirteenth session,

.2!llInar¥ meetings, 771st meeting.

~-

139" People have taken pleasureinwritingandsaY!ng
that during half a century of Belgian colonial domination, the population of the Congo was reduced to less
than half its former. size as a result of punitive ex..
peditions, famine and disease. It is absurd to Oompare
current population figures with estimates for aperiod
when th(\ terl'itory was unexplored and impenetrable
in many pJ.aces. It had to be open to traffic in all
directions for decades before a census couldbe mken.
That this is a glaring error of judgement becomes
obvioUS if we analyse the drop in the mortality rate
and the increase in the birth rate and if we consider
that, as a result, the growth rate of the population
quadrupled over twenty years, from 1935 to 1957, for
example. On the eve of independenoe, half the popula..
tion of the Congo consisted of children.under fifteen,
au exceptional sign of dynamic growth, especially if we
remember that in the last century, unfortunately, one
out of every two children born in the Congo died in
infancy.
140. The error which I have just pointed out is but
one example of the bad faith shown in some speeches~
but this does not prevent Belgium from being proud
of what it has achieved in collaboration with the Congolese people.
. The meeting rose at ~.15 p.m.
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it appropriate to go into the matter in detail, However,
at the 934th meeting on 3 December 1960, the representative of Mexico saw fit to refer to the case of
Belize in connexton with my statement, and stated the
problem in a form open to misunderstanding and misinterpretation.
18. My delegation thanks the representative of Mexico
for giving it the opportunity to go into the problem
of Belize in more detaU. Mydelegatton wishes to state
ence agatn, as it has been doingfor several years t that
the claim recently put forward by Mexico regarding
rights in the territory of Belize which it wouldadvance if that territory's status should be changed in
response to Guatemala's demands, is not, under any
circumstances or for any reason, to be regarded as
a move made jointly or. in concert with my country,
which has claimed exclusive rights to the territory
for over 100 years.
19. I should like to add a few comments on this matter, The Belize problem is purely and simply a case
of seizure of territory by a great Power from a weak
country which lacked the means to ensure that its
rights were respected. It is true that, as the representative of Mexico said, the occupation of the territory began in virtue of the permits for timber.- felling
granted to Great Britain by Spain under the treaty of
1773, for the area from the river Hondo to the river
Belize, and the treaty of 1776, which added the area
between the river Hondo and the river SlbUn. In both
treaties, Spain expressly reserved its sovereignty
over the territory while granting the British the usufruct thereof free of charge, subject to certain restrictions, particularly with regard to the right to
build fortifications. These concesstons lay within the
Captaincy-General of Guatemala, in the Province of
Pet6n; the river Hondo separated the CaptaincyGeneral of Guatemala from the Captaincy of Yucatan,
20. When the Captaincy-General of Guatemala was
declared independent on 15 September 1821, the
Fed~!'al Republic of Central America was formed and
inherited all rights of sovereignty over the territories
which it covered, The United Kingdom's precarious
usufruct of the Belize area expired in virtue of international law, inasmuch as new States start theirindependent existence free of all commitments made by
the previous sovereign, such commitments being ~
inter alios acta.

AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples {continue!D

16. The PRESIDENT: Before:;: come to the list of
speakers inscribed today on the item before us, I give
the floor to the representative of Guatemala in exercise of his right of reply.
17. Mr. HERRARTE (Guatemala) (translated from
Spanish): In its statement in the general debate on the
item "Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples", the delegation of
Guatemala mentioned in passing the wrongful occupation of the Guatemalan territory of Belize by the
United Kingdom, but, in view of the general nature of
the item now under discussion, we did not consider

21. The independent existence ofthe Federal Republic
of Central America was beset by many trials; the
great Power in question, wishing to gain control of
the canal ,\'outes, worked for its division. The Federal
Republic llf Central America was unable to secure
recognttton by the United Kingdom save at the price
of cession of the territory of Belize. It also extended,
by way of the Mosquitia shore and the Bay islands, to
the territories of Honduras and Nicaragua.
22. When the Federal Republic of Central America
was dissolved and divided into the five independent
Republics of Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras,
Nicaragua and Costa Rica, each with jurisdiction '
over the te:rritory of the corresponding former State,
the territory of Belize fell within the jurisdiction of
Guatemala under the rule of ut~ possidetis.
23. The serious threat that loomed over the Central
American States was to some extent dispelled by the
Olayton-Bulwer Treaty of 1850, under which Great
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Britain and the United States undertook not to oocupy
any part of Central America.
24. For reasons which I need not go into here, aad
under the pressure of oircumstances, the Government
of Guatemala was forced to conclude with Great Britain
the Convention of 1859. This was a real treaty of cession and increased the area of the territory from
6,000 to more ~han 22,000 square kilometres. It contained a compensatlon clause with which the United
Kingdom did not comply; Guatemala has therefore
denounced the treaty, but the United Kinl1;dom has not
returned the territory wrongfully held.
25. The Go;ernment of Mexico concluded with the
United Kingdom Government in 1893 a frontier treaty
under which the river Hondo-th3 boundary between
the Captaincy of Yucattin and the Captainoy-General
of Guatemala in colonial times, as we have seen-was
recognized as the frontier between the territory of
Belize and the Province of Yucat!n, in Mexico. The
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Mexico recognized
at the time that the 1859 Convention between Great
Britain and Guatemala had been a treaty concerning
the cession ofterritory, that the only issue with Mexico
was one of boundaries and that no sacrifice of Mexican
territory was involved.
26. At this point, I should like to remind the Mexican
representative of what some illustrious Mexicans have
said in connexion with the Gi.latemalan case regarding
Belize. General Eduardo Hay, the Minister for Foreign Affah's of Mexico, in a very cordial note to the
Guatemalan Foreign Ministry in 1939, recognized
Guatemala's rights to Belize "in accordance", as he
put it, "with the historical, geographical and legal
background to the case". General Ltizaro Ctirdenas,
the President of Mexico, said in a statement in 1940:
"Just as Mexico feels strengthenedby these proofs
of solidarity, it also feels bound to reciprocate,
either by making proposals for peace or neutrsdity
or by supporting the territorial claims of sister
nations which, like Guatemala in Belize, justly seek
the settlement of long-standing disputes and the
healing of mutilations inflicted by force and in defiance of the rules of international law. "
27. The same attitude of solidarity has been shown
by the Central American Republics on several occasions and more partieular-ly in the Declaration of Principles of Central American Co-Existence (Declaration
of Antigua Guatemala), which Included the following:
"The First Meeting of Ministers for Foreign
Affairs of Central America declares, on behalf of
the States rspresented: ..• 8eventhly:its rejection
of the survival of colonialism in America and its
express statement that the territory of Belize is an
integral part of Guatemalan, and therefore of Central
American, ter:ritory, and th(l.t the .action taken to
reclaim it concerns all the states signatories ofthis
Declaration. "
28. It would take a long time to narrate the Guatemalan people's unremitting, heroic and worthy struggle
for the victory of their just cause. We have heard the.
VOices of the most eminent jurists and publto figures
of our continent raised in encouragement and support
of OUI right. It is consequently painful to us that, in
recent years, the delegation of Mexico haa advanced
at the United Nations claims which it had neverpreviously made, which are opportunist i,ncharacter,
and which present the Belize problem in a form very
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different from the historical reality. I should also like
to remind the Mexican representative of what his
country means to us. We are proud of the historical
and cultural bonds between us. For the small countries
of Central America, Mexico is like an elder brother.
We admire its great civic deeds, its nobility, its deep
and historical sense of continental solidarity, and its
relations with our peoples have always been most cordial. We are therefore entitled to expect from that
great country what Benito Jutirez, one of its greatest
men, expressed in the monumental words: "Peace is
respect in the rights of others".
29. Mr. OBEID (Sucan): May my first words in this
brief intervention be words of tribute and congratulation to the delegation of the Soviet Union, under the
leadership o~ Premier Khrushchev, for having taken
the very timely initiative of proposing that this item
be placed on the agenda of this session and for having
Ing successfully advocated its discussion in plenary
meeting.
30. The progress of the debate thus far has demonstrated with devastating force the depth of convictions
guiding the.freedom-loving peoples of the world in this
determined struggle to eradtoate a sinister phenomenon from which humanity has suffered only too long
and which has generated much poison in the relations
between man and man,
31. I believe that everything that ought to be said has
been said by the more enlightened speakers who have
preceded me to this rostrum and I am, therefore, not
going to protract this debate by covering the same
ground again. It is not my intention to go into the
details of the history of colonialism; but I shall try
to follow a brighter theme-that of the struggle against
colonialism which has resulted in freedom and independence.

32. Two conceptions ha.ve, over the years, been developed by the colonial Powers as justifications for
dominating others. In the first place, they tellus that,
in subjugating the colontal peoples, they have a civilizing mission to perform. In the second place, they tell
us that they have been entrusted with that mission
because they are superior. This latter conception went
to the heads of some of the colonial Powers to an extent that it has developed into a policy as sinister and
as diabolical aa colonialism itself and which we now
call "racialism". It does not need much ingenUity to
discover the flimsiness and even absurdity;')f such
theories. Civilization is one of those great words that
has so· far defied definition. Theories of racial superiority have led their propagators to nothing but
inevitable and all-embracing disaster, and history
sometimes repeats itself. It is not naive to state that
these theories are used to cover the exploitation of
peoples and to justify the enjoyment of the material
fruits of their land and their labour. But human beings,
by their very nature, cannot accept or tolerate foreign
domination and the injustice, humiliation and degradation that necessarily accompany it. It was only natural
then for those peoples to rise, to resist,and to struggle
to redeem a birthright.' These resistance movements
against colonialism were rather Isolated in the early
days of colonialism. The odds were heavy, the conditions were adverse, the costs were incalculable, countless lives were lost or sacrificed, prisons overflowed
with what the colonialists called ilagitators".but who
were, in fact, freedom lovers. But the will of God and
the determination of his creatures to redeem what he
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has decreed for them prevailed against injustice and
inequality•
33. Rivalries between the colonial Powers helped this
liberation movement. Many times, and notably during
the last two wars, they tried to win the colonial peoples
to their side and gave them glittering promtses which
were soon to be forgotten after the hour of distress
was over. But the colonial peoples did notforget; they
accelerated their efforts and intensified their struggle,
so that the colonial Powers were, in the end, forced to
concede to them what was theirs-their independence.
34. The best example of these promises unfulfilled
is the famous Arab revolt. When the First World War
broke out and Turkey joined the side of Germany, the
Allies encouraged the Arabs-who were under Turkey
than-to revolt. They promised them complete independence after Victory. The Arabs revolted, fought
bravely on the side of the Allies and, within two to
three years, the Turks were driven out of Arabia,
Syria, Palestine and Lebanon. To the dismay of the
Arabs, it was soon discovered that the Allies had made
a secret treaty between them, called the Sykes-Picot
Agreement, sharing, amongst themselves, L1.e Arab
world. Not only that, but by the Balfour Declaration,
Great Britain promised the creationofanationalhome
for the Jews in Palestine against the clearly expressed
wish of the overwhelming majority of the Palestinians.
The tragic consequences of that unfortunate decision
are well known, since they have been with us here in
the United Nations for the last thirteen years.
35. But the Arabs did not succumb. They continued
the bitter fight even after the Allies had won the war
and imposed their authority over the Arab world.
Again, the wishes of the people and taetr indomitable
determination to realize them prevailed and most of
the Arab countries of the Middle East have achieved
the~r complete independence. It is regrettable that one
of the Arab countries in that area is still fighting Ior
its independence, but we hope itwillnotbe long before
Palestine will join the free nations of the world, in
spite of attempts to keep it in the present forced
desert camp settlement.
4
36. The sacrifice and endurance of the colonial peoples during their struggle were worth while: after the
Second World War, many Afro-Asian countries, led
by the great peoples of the Indian Sub-continent and
by Burma, Ceylon and Indonesia, gained their independence.
37. This episode brings us to the new and auspicious
era of the collective rise against colonialism. The
leaders of the independent Asian and African countries
realized that the plight of the colonial peoples in Asia
and Africa was the same and that their collective
efforts against colonialism would be more effective
than their individual action. Hence, the epoch-making
Asian-African Conference held at Bandung in 1955,
which constitutes a veritable landmark in man's re,:",
lentless and purposeful march on the road of liberty
and independencee . The lofty principles adopted by the
Conference are ever inspiring and shall always stand
as a beacon of liberty and freedom. Then followed the
first Conference of Independent African States, held
at Accra in1958. All Africa listened and held its breath
for its results. It adopted forceful resolutions, particularly in the sphere of freedom and the future of
dependent territories in Africa. Resolution II reads:
"The G~nf~r_~I].~ of !.ndeJ2.~~~nt~frical1 States,

"R~Q2m!ising that the existence of colonialism in
any shape or form is a threat to the security and
independence of the African States and to world
peace,

"Considering that the problems and the future of
dependent territories in Africa are not the exclUsive
concern of the Colonial Powers but the responsibility
of all Members of the United Nations and in particular of the Independent African States,
"Condemni~ categorically all colonial systems
still enforced in our Continent and which impose
arbitrary rule and repression on the peoples of
Africa,

"Convinced that a definite dais should be set for
the attainment offndependence by each of the Colonial
Territories in accordance with the wlll of the people
of the territories and the provisions of the Charter
of the United Nations,
"1. Calls upon the Administering Powers to respect
the Charter of the United Nations in this regard, and
to take rapid steps to implement the provisions of
the Charter and the political aspirations of the people
namely self-determination and independence, according to the will of the people;

"2. Calls upon the Administering Powers to refrain
from repression and arbitrary rule in these territories and to respect all human rights as provided
for in the Charter of the United Nations and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights;
"3. Calls upon the Administering Powers to bring
to bring to an end immediately every form of discrimination in these territories;
"4. Recommends that all Participating Governments Should give all possible assistance to the
dependent peoples in their struggle to achieve selfdeterminatfon and iniependence;

"5. Recommends that the Independent African States
assembled here should offer facilities for training
and educating peoples of the dependent territories;
"6. Decides that the 15th April of every year bOe
celebrated as Africa Freedom Day."
My purpose in quoting this resolution in full is to have
it recorded in the annals of the United Nations.
38. This is how and why the presentliberationmovement in Africa gathered force and brought the sweeping
change in the continent. Just this year, sixteen African
countries gained their independence and others are
on the way to independence. It is the collective will
and stand of all Africa for freedom and independence
that brought the change and determined to eradicate
eolontaltsm and racialism from the soil of Africa.
Africa-a continent that has for so long been ravished
by the scourge of colonialism and its concomitantshas shaken its chains. It will not wear them again.
39. We, the African people, who have euffered so much
and who have now, through our own efforts and with
the assistance of thefreedom..Iovfng peoples, achieved
our independence, realize the difference between our
miserable past and the bright present, and stillbrighter
future. It has been demonstrated beyond any doubt that
countries progress more rapidly in all fields after
independence.
40. In the report of. the Committee on Information
from Non-Self-Governing Territories (A/4371, partI,
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para. 23), the representatives of India and Iraq stated
that, although in the past the Administering Members
had held that self-government should be the culmination of a long process of economic and social development, experience had shown that the Territories
progressed more rapidly after they had become selfgoverning 01' independent. The representative of India
also emphasized that the Committee should consider
not only the progress achieved but what more should
and could be done. Moreover, it was important that
the progress should be assessed not only in terms of
statistics and percentages, but also by the extent to
which the needs or aspirations of the people had been
met. He emphasized that it could no longer be accepted
that the attainment of freedom by peoples in Non-SelfGoverning Territories should be made conditional on
their prior attainment of certain standards in other
fields.
41. Judging by our own experience, we totally agree
with these views. It has been proved beyond doubt that
colonialism is sterile and cannot contribute to progress. The African independent States followed the
mareh of struggle tu free the remaining part of the
continent. The three conferences in Accra, Monrovia
and Addis Ababa intensified the pressure against
colonialism. But in spite of the march of freedom, we
find today some colonial Powers which hide their
heads in the sand. Portugal follows the most oppressive
and degrading policy in its African colonies ofMozambique, Angola, Guinea and others. Its policy can easily
be compared with the racialist policy of the Union of
South Africa, which is also applied in the Territory
of S~'lth West Africa. We should like these two countries to watch the tempo of the time and to act in
harmony with the requirements of the age in which
they, and we, live. These people will not be forsaken
or forgotten. They will find assistance from all Africa
and the freedom-loving countries, until they achieve
their independence. We call upon the administering
Powers responsible for the affairs of Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Kenya, Uganda, Malta, West Sahara, Somalia
territory under France, and West lrian to accede to
the will, wishes and aspirations of thepeoples of these
territories.
42. As for Algeria, the greatest tragedy of our time,
so much has been said Ol.l.t very little has been done
to put an end to a brutal war now in its seventh year.
With every day that passes, this war in Algeria becomes more and more furious. Loss of human lifeboth French and Algerian-mounts by the hour. More
than one-fourth of the population of Algeria are held
in prisons and internment camps where they are subjected to the most cruel and humiliating treatment.
This latter aspect of this inhuman war was shockingly
revealed in a report of the International Committee
of the Red Cross and was the subject of a strong protest addressed to the Secretary-General by twenty
Airo-Asian Members of the United Nations in February
ofthis year.
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43,. This was the tragic result of the French Government's not abiding by President de Gaulle's recognition
of the right of the Algerian people to self-determination. The behaviour of the Provisional Government of
Algeria, since President de Gaulle's declaration of
16 September 1959, has conststerely-been characterized by a sense of responsibility, political maturity,
statesmanship and peaceful intentions.
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44. In its declaration of 28 September 1959, in response to General de Gaulle's declaration, the Provisional Government of Algeria agreed with the French
position that the right of self-determination should
be the basis for a solution o~ the Algerian problem.
It also agreed with the French Government that recourse to universal suffrage as a means of determining the political future of Algeria cannot take place
without the return of peace. It only asked for an opportunity t.o discuss with France the political and
military conditions for the cease-fire and the conditions and guarantees for the application of the
principle of self-determination. This was a natural
demand. But, from what transpired during the year
since President de Gaulle's declaration, France seems
insistent that any discussions regarding the cease-fire
or regarding the conditions and modalities of aDymeeting between France and the representatives of the
Provisional Government of Algeria should be unilaterally decided by France. We have ample proof of
this from what took place at Melun between 25 and
29 June of this year. The conditions made by France
at that meeting-these conditions and modalities of a
meeting between French and Algerian delegationswere described by a former French Prime Minister,
Mr. Mendes-France, as follows and I quote: "conditions
so humiliating that they were equivalent to a demand
for eapitulation,"
45. But the valiant Algerian people, who have fought
so long and so courageously for an honourable cause,
will not capitulate to the weight of French armour,
because they have the right on their side and the right
will ultimately win.
46. We are convinced that Algeriawill be independent
and that the representatives of Algerfa will soon be
sitting amongst us here. We are happy that today the
UnH;ed Nations decided to throw its moral weight
against colonialism and for the independence of subjugated peoples. It has contributed greatly in tile movement of progress and Independence of Trust and NonSelf-Governing Territories. It is acting in accordance
with the determination proclaimed by the peoples of
the world in the Charter of the United Nations:
"••• to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights,
in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the
equal rights of men and women and of nations large
and small,
"••• to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom, ",
47. To us, the draft resolution [A/L.323 andAdd.1-5] ,
of which my delegation has the honour to be a cosponsor, marks the climax of the struggle and the
formal denunciation of colonialism in any form or
shape. We are convinced that the continued existence
of colonialism prevents the development of international co-operatton, impedes the social, cultural and
economic development of dependent peoples and militates against the, United Nations ideals of .universal
peace. We are convinced that the craving of dependent
peoples for freedom and independence is natural and
rational and that the process of liberation is irresistible and irreversible, and, in order to avoid serious
crises, an end must be put to colonialism and all practices of segregation and discrimination associated with
it. The United Nations is richer and stronger with the
emergence of the new independent States,andwe must
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see that all peoples of the world are free and loyal
Members of the United Nations.
48. The policy of my Government towards the freedom
movement in Africa is well defined and set forth clearly. It leaves no room for doubt. We shall help, morally and materially, all African peoples struggling for
freedom, independence and equality. In a reoent cornnuniqu6, the President of the United Arab Republic
and the President of the Repubtte of the Sudan declared
their condemnation of the policies designed to subjugate
and enslave the peoples, or to undermine human dignity because of colour, race or creed. They also declared that they will continue to support the oause of
national liberation of the African countries which are
yet to achieve independence. They condemned all
nefarious attempts aimed at disorganizing this liberation struggle and supported all attempts to uproot
colonialism and racialism from African soil.
49. We shall not remain silent in the face of injustice
nor fail to criticize whatever is manifestly wrong. We
shall always express our views honestly andfearlessly
and shall. always render any assistance within our
power to freedom fighters all over the world until
freedom and justice for all peoples throughout the
world are ensured.
50. In conclusion, we hope that the draft resolution
will be carried unanimously and that its implementation will immediately follow its adoption. The goodwill
and the co-operation of the Administering Powers are
hopefully sought in rising to this challenge. We shall
expect them to try to forget the theories' with which
they sought to justify colonialism. On our part, we
shall also try to forget and what we cannot forget we
shall try to forgive.
51. Mr. SHAHA (Nepal): My delegation welcomes
the initiative JK the delegation of the USSR in sponsoring the item entitled "Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries anti peoples n.
We feel that the time has come for the United Nations
to pronounce itself clearly and unequivqcally on the
necessity and urgency of unconditionally ending colonialism in all its forms and manifestations.
52. The advanced thinking and the enlightened conscience of mankind in the mid-twentieth century has
far outstripped even the most radical and progressive
concepts of colonialism, no matter what justification
the colonial Powers themselves may have for their
own policies and actions in this regard. It is true that
some countries have a better colonial record than
others, but this alone does not entitle those countries
with a more favourable record to seek justification
for the pursuit of their colonial policy in the changed
circumstances of the present-day world.
53. We might have some reservations of our own
with regard to the form of the Soviet declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples [A/45 02 and Corr.lh but it cannot be denied
that the Soviet declaration brtngs this idea of the
ending ofoolonialism into a sharp focus, Every Mem»
bel' should realize the importance and seriousness of
this matter that is presently being debated and should
direct all its efforts and attention towards enabling
the peoples still under colonial domination in the world
to realize their aspirations for freedom and independenee in the immediate fattlre.
!!]Jlln!

!il111R .

54. We are afraid of one thing and this is that, like
any other subject, it might also be treated by oertain
interested parties as an item for c old war propaganda.
But to us, in Asia and Afl'ioa, who have experienoed
oolonial domination in the past and are even now seeing
the true pieture of oolonialism with its grim consequenoes to the people under its yoke, this is a matter
whioh should not be treated lightly and must not be
allowed to be given the cold war treatment in this
debate. To us it is something whioh is vital to the
evolution of a new world order based on frl:ledom,
justioe and equality for all men, irrespective of
their colour or the region to which they belong. In
our opinion, this is the kind of world order which is
envisaged in the Charter of the United Nations itself.
55. We were heartened and gratified to hear Mr. David
Ormsby-Gore, the Minister of State for ForeignAffairs
of the United Kingdom, remark earlier in the course
of his intervention on this subject:
"Let me say at once that the United Kingdom
delegation is in entire sympathy with what I know
to be the •••main purposes of these 9,elegations"from the oontext it follows iliat these delegations
are the Asian and African delegations-lithe achievement with all possible speed of full self-government
and independence by those people who do not yet
enjoy these things;" [925th meeting, para. 32.]
The Minister of State for ForeignAffairs ofthe United
Kingdom referred-and I must say rightly-to the obligations the colonial Powers have undertaken under
Article 73 of the United Nations Chartez.But the question is how many of the colonial Powers, even to this
day, have shown respect for these obligations in their
colonial policies.
56. Yet, from another point of view, the speed with
which the Government of the United Kingdom itself
.might have advanced the cause of self-government
in different colonies-Trust and Non-Sell-Governing
Territories under its administration-might have been
"remarkable . in the light of the expectations of the
world in 1946"-these are the words of Mr. David
Ormsby-Gore [ibid., para. 35]-but the relevantquestion is whether this speed with which self-government
has been advanced in the above-mentioned Territories
satisfies the growing demands of world public opinion
in 1960.
.
57. As we have said before, if the United Nations is
to keep pace with events in the world and with the
growth of consciousness among the peoples of the
world in this regard, the time has come for it to declare its position on this question in clear and unmistakable terms. We know that the Principles and
Purposes of the United Nations Charter, and the chapters in it dealing with international economic and
social co-operation and the international trusteeship
system are oriented towards the eventual eradication
of eolonlaltsm, But that alone does not seem to satisfy
the rising expectations of the peoples in the countries
that are still under colonial domination. This is the
main reason that has led us, along with so many other ,
Asian and African delegations, to eo-sponsor the
draft. resolution.
58. For understandable reasons, my delegation does
not wish to go into the origins of colonialfsm at this
stage, nor does ttwtsh to analyse its causes and motives. In our opinion, colonialism, as a force in inte!'-
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national politics, has to be examined in terms of its
effects on international relations. Judged in this light,
it has proved to be an unmitigated evil which has not
only vitiated the relations between the colonial peoples
but also has led to wars between the colonial Powers
themselves.
59. The history of the scramble for Africa in the
last century, and even in the early twentieth century,
bears testimony to this fact. The end of the Second
World War gave new impetus to the freedom movement
in Asia and Africa and, as a result of the general
awakening that ensued, quite a few countries in Asia
and Africa attained their independence and freedom
and took their rightful places in the community of
nations.
.

60. If there has been any subject on which the nations
of Asia and Africa have been able.to put up a united
front before the world, it has been that of colonialism.
The Conference of the African-Asian nations held at
Bandung in April 1955 gave an answer to the question
as to how the peoples of Asia and Africa stand on this
subject.
61. It is our sincere belief that colonialism is no
longer tenable, that it is indeed on its last legs and
that a final effort must be made, here and now, for its
complete eradication. The SoViet initiative has given
us an opportunity to reaffirm our faith in the lofty
principles of the Charter in relation to colonialism
and declare ourselves finally and unequivocally against
it. In the opinion of my delegation, a solemn declaration
to the effect that colonialism must and will go quite
a long way to inspire hope and confidence in the minds
of the peoples of the world, and particularly those of
Asia and Africa, who have suffered and continue to
suffer most from colonialism.
62. As I have already said, my delegation is aware
that different colonial Powers have different colonial
records and these Powers make different kinds of
claims as to the success or failure of the colortal
system. o-ver-enthusiastic colonial thinkers have even
tended to regard colonialism as an unmixed blessing.
According to them, coloniaiism is just an extension
of the great European liberal tradition of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries-a movement of civilization
itself. The adoption of this attitude towards colonialism
has led many colonial Powers to make extravagant
claims on behalf of their colonies. For instance, it is
sometimes claimed that a strong colonial Power has
established unity where there was chaos before. Moreover, statistics are adduced to prove that there has
been constant social and economte progress in the
colonies.
63. My delegation, while admitting that the balancesheet of colonialism is far from uniform, as applieQ.
to the records of different colonial Powers, believes
that colonialism is unsatisfactory as a system of
relations among nations. European liberalism has
achieved many wonderful things no doubt, but colontalfsm is not one of its strongest points. In the face
of poverty and backwardness, which are wide-spread
over the colonies and former colonies in Asia and
Africa, in the face of wide-spread disturbance 1nmany
Suchterritories before and after independence, and in
the face of complete balkanization of continents such
as that occurring in .the continent of AfricS. at the
present moment, claims of unity,· order and progress
made on behalf of colonies appear to us unjustified.

64. We recognize that remarkable progress has been
made since the last war towards the emancipation of
the colonial peoples. People who have become free
are far larger in number than people who still remain
to be freed. But since a large number of people have
attained freedom, the continuation of a smaller number
in the dependent status has become even more unacceptable and more irritating. Judging from the
intensity of bitterness that continued colonialism
engenders, not only in the minds of the peoples of
the dependent countries, but also in the minds of
peoples who have recently freed themselves from
colonialism, we are per-suaded to believe that the
continuation of colonialism, even in small territories,
is undesirable. The volume and intensity of ill feeling
alone seem to outweigh all other considerations, practical or otherwise, that might be cited in' favour of
maintaining; the status quo in a particular territory.

6u. In these circumstances, it would have been most
fitting if the colonial Powers r,(;mselves had taken
the initiative to persuade the Um t~;,: Nations to declare
itself in unmistakable terms l. :;rnst colonialism.
Colonialism, as it was understood in the nineteenth
century and has been understood so far, is definitely
in its death throes, and the colonial Powers have
themselves realized this. We hope, therefore, that all
the States Members of this Organization will find it
possible to support the forty-two-Power draft resolution which has been submitted to the General Assembly
on behalf of the Asian and African group. In the opinion
of its sponsors, the question of colonialism is far too
serious a subject, and in the drafting of the text care
has been taken to make it acceptable to all.
66. r shooud like to explain the draftresolutionwhich
we have the honour to eo-sponsor with forty-one other
Powers. I do not wish to refer to its preambular
paragraphs in detail, because ~.3Y do not contain anything which is not already contained in the United
Nations Charter and which has not, as such, been
accepted by the Me:mbers of this Organization. Ifthere
are any suggestions with regard to improvement of
the phrasing of these paragraphs, they could be considered by the sponsors, but I need hardly add that
the process in which United Nations resolutions are
drafted and prepared is not always eonducfve to the
production of the best text.
67. The first preambular paragraph speaks of the
determination proclaimed by the peoples of the world
in the same words in which it is expressed in the
Preamble of the United Nations Charter. The second
preambular paragraph is obviouslybased on Artiele 55
of Chapter IX of the Char1:er that deals with international eeonomte and soetal-co-operatlon; and. the
remaining paragraphs merely statefacts orprinciples
of international co-operation and conduct that have
been accepted by all. We do not think that any delegation represented here will have any serious objections
to the pream'bular pzragraphs as such.
68. The final communiqu~ of the Asian-African Conference at Bandung shows that the Conference was,
inter alia, agreed on the following: first,1n declaring
that colonialism, in all its manifestations, is an evil
which should speedily be brought to an end; secondly,
in affirming that the subjection of peoples to alien
subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a
denial of fundamental human .rights, is contrary to the
Charter of the United Nations and is an impediment
to the promotion pf world peace and co-operation;
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thirdly, in deolariftli~ .upportoft11eoaulsotfr&edom
and independence for.ll luoh llUfJ!Ilui and finally, in
oalling upon the Powera concern&! to grant freedom
and independence to suoh peoplel.

69. The operative part of the forty-two-Power draft
resolution begiDl with the wordt:
llSo1~_n!Y_~roclaiml

the necelsity of bringing to

a speedy and unoonditional end oolomalism in '-lllits
form. and manife.tatioDli
"And to this end

"RtQ!!m that:
Ill. '!'he subjeotior. of peoples. to alien subjugation,
domination and exploitation oonstitutes a denial of
fundamental human rights, is oontrary to the Charter
of the United Nations and is an impediment to the
promotion of world peace and oo-operatlon,"
As is clear, these paragraphs are based on the text
of the final communiqutl of the Asian-Afrioan Confer-enee at Bandung. It is also to be noted that the second
Conferenoe of Independent Ai'rioan States which met
at Addis Ababa from 14 to 26 June 1960 voiced the
flame sentiments and aspirations in its resolutions on
the emdloatiou of oolonial rule in Afrioa.

70. The second prinoiple in the operative part of the
draft resolution relates to the right of self-determina"
tion and is based on artiole 1 of the draft Covenant
on Human Rights dealing with the right of selfdetermin&tion whioh has been aocepted Py most of
the Members of this Assembly.
71. The third prinoip:le ilit self-explanatory and merely
implies that politioal, economio. social oreduoational
unpreparodness muat not be used as a pretext for
delaying independe~ce.

72. The fourth principle implies that the people in
the coufitries under colonial domination must not be
subjected to armed action or repressive measures
that will prevent them from exercising.their right to
Independence freely and without pressure of aD)" kind
from Administering Authorities. It further says that
the integrity of the national territory shall be respeeted, The stipulations oontained in this principle
are based on the practical experience of the countries
in their struggle for freedOM against the colonial
Powers. Hence, it is full of meaning and significance
to the peoples still under the colonial yoke.
73. T"e fifth principle is, in our opinion, the most
important one and forms the key paragraph in the
whole draft resoluti<;»D, the implementation of which
alone can make it effective. It has been argued that
this paragraph appears a little irresponsible because
it does not take into account th.., pec~liar circumstances
of each territory under colonial or Trust administra..
tion. and its adoptJon may make it unnecessarily dif..
fieult for the Adminiatering Power to discharge its
responsbilities. However, it!s proposed by the sponsora merely in ~e hope and belief that the adoption
of this paragraph will give an added incentive to the
colonial Pow0n to draw up and declare suitable time
lim1l:s for the granting of independence to the countries
under colonial rule as soon, as feasible, taking into
accOUnt both the rising expectations ~nd demands of
the peoples and the peculiar circumstances prevailing
in each· dependent territory, Trust Territory orco'.ony.

-

'14. The sixth principle oautioM. in the light of the
living experience of the oolonial territories, agaiUlt
any attempt on the part of the colonial Powers at the
partial 01' total dhsruption of the national unity and
the t"rritorial integrity of the colonial oountry by stating that such attempts would be incompatible with the
Charttrr of the United Nations.
75. Paragraph 7 merely reiterates and reaffirms
that an States shall observe the provisions of the
declaration along with those of the Unitad Nations
Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. on the basis of equality. non..interference in
the internal affairs of all States, and respect for the
sovereign rights of all peoples and their territor!~
integrity. The principles that have been put forward
as the basis for the observance of the above-mentioned
provisions of the Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights are manifestly the principles
which have been enshrined in the Charter ofthe United
Nations itself and generally accepted by every Member
of thif! Organization.
76. We commend this draft resolution to the unanimous
acceptance of the Members of this Assembly.
77. Mr. PAZHWAK (Afghanistan): The serious inter-est demonstrated in the consideration of the item
before the General Assembly is in itself evidence of
the great importance whtch the people of the world and
the United Nations attach to the necessity of an im..
mediate end to the system of domination of peoples
and nations. I do not see any need to restate my country's traditional firm policy of full support of the
absolute elimination of the system of domination in
all its forms and manifestations. Our stand on this
matter is not only clear but has been outstanding.
78. In my intervention of 12 October 1960 before the
General Assembly [902nd :meeting], I emphasized that
a declaration on the abolition of colonialism should
have been the first order of business at the time of
the establishment of the United Natlons, and I regretted
that it had been delayed. I have asked permission to
speak on this issue at this stage to explain whywe
have actively participated in the drafting of one of the
declarations which we have ultimately eo...sponsored
and to state our own understanding of this declaration.
79. We have listened to all the statements with great
care. We have naturally felt assoctated with all strong
arguments in favour of the urgent abolition of the sys"
tem of domination and colonialism put forward by those
who have preceded us. However, on our part, we are
proud to say that we do not have anything to complain
about regarding the colonial Powers, if the colonial
Powers which attempted to attack us have nothing to
complain about regarding us. They attacked us andwe
defended our rights, and that is that. It is a matter
which belongs to a history which we do not wish to be
repeated. Therefore, I do not intend to repeat the
tragic hlstory or the sad consequences of the policies
of domination, as VIe think. we art:' here not to deal
with the faults of 1be past but to prevent their continuation and to alioltsh the pO/Jsibmty of their revtval-sa history which should in no way be allowed to'
repeat itself.
80. Moreover. I do not intend to go into the matter
of the definition of colonialism or domination of peoples and nattone; particularly since I speak before an
Assembly the majority of whose Members are eyewitnesses to different forms of suffering emanating
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from the dltterent forms of domination. Without the

intention, therefore, of repeating what has already
been laid, I shall confine mYl!leU to a f8W general
observations, as our speoific ideas are inoorporated
in the draft resolutlon under oonsideration of which
we are a eo-sponsor,
81. Firet, the syatem that we should like to see im"
mediately abolished is the domination of any people
by an alien people in all its forms and manifestatiOns.
Second, independence from domination should &llPly
not only to those peoples and tel'ritories whioh are
usually called colonies but to all der.endent peoples.
Third, the abolition of domination by giving Independ«
enee should be complete; it can be completed only if it
is meant to stop forever any cttempt at the revival of
a:ny alien influence on peoples and nations after they
have achieved their independence, Fourth, Independence should not mean only political independence, but
should mean economic and culturalIndependenae, free
from any direct or Indirect influeno@ or exercise of
pressure of any kind on peoples and nations in any
form and under any pretence. Fifth, the implementation
of the provtsions of the declaration shouldbe universal
and should apply to all peoples and terrlto:ctes, not
only for the achievement but also for the preservation of their full and absolute independence, solely
dependent on the free will and determination of the
peoples themselves, and free from any influence whatsoever.
82. The draft resolution covers all these principles
in the real sense and spir:~ of its pzovtstons, No

other interpretation should ~ _ considered a part of
our understanding of this declaration, particularly anything which would in any way cast a shadow of doubt
on these principles and their undeniable acceptance
by the peoples of the world.
83. There are two paragraphs in this draft resolution
which were incorporated as a result of the particular
interest which my delegation attaches to their provisions: operattve paragraph 2 of the declaration,
which r.~!ldfl:
"All peoples have the right to self...determination;
by virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic,
social and cultural development."
and the eighth paragraph of the preamble, whieh affirms that:
"peoples may~ for their own ends, freely dispose
of their natural wealth and resources withoutprejudice to any obltgattons arising out of international
eeonondo co-operation, based upon the principle of
mutual benefit, and international law, ".
84. I mention this only to emphasize the importance
of these provisions among other provisions of the
declaration for the abolition of nependence and colonialism, to all of whioh we have agreed with full convtctton,
85. It is our strong hope that the United NationG will
D.et. fail to adopt the most effect1ve measures at the
conclusion of its consideration of the issue before it.
My delegation will support any other constructive
measures which would strengthen the stand of the
United Nations in favour of the natural and undeniable
right of peoples and nations and which would bring
about the end of all forms of domfnation of man by
man.
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86. Before concluding, I wi.h to expru. our appre-olation of one of the great oonstructive oha.nge. whioh
separates our time from that of the put. With the
world following two main ideological systems, it is
a source of gratifioation to us that, within each system, the Powera most capable of domination are not
colonial Powers. I refer, evidently, totheSovietUnion
and the United States. The great responsibilities of
these big Powers in the implementation of the declaration cannot and should not be ignored.
87. The fact that the initiative for a declaration on
the abolition of domination and colonialism to be acted
upon by the United Nations was takenby the delegation
of the Soviet Union is greatly appreciatedby us. I wish
!;o pay a warm tribute to the Government and people
of the Soviet .Union for their effort in this i'teld. It is
our hope that all other Powers, including the colonial
Powers, will follow the same policy for the achieve-ment and preservation of the right of all nations and
peoples to freedom and the right of man to dignity.
88. When the declaration on the abolition of domina..
tion and colonialism is put to the vote, it will be an
historic moment in which the real stand and the real,
sincere intentions of all countries, large and small,
will be put to the test. This will not be a vote that, if
cast negatively, will leave room for any positive explanation of vote understandable to mankind.
89. It is our strong hope, therefore, that no nation
in this Organization will fail itself in this great historic test.
90. Mr. AIKEN (Ireland): When my delegation read
the statement int.roducing the proposed. ":Oeclaration
on the granting vf mdependentle to colonial countries
and peoples" (A/4502 and Corr.l], we feared we were
about to wit'J.8ss only another intense propaganda battle.
We feared t.;"'at the greater part of the discussion would
be directed not to the consideration of howbest to win
Independence for the peoples not now enjoying inde...
pendence, but that their rightful aspirations and vital
mtereeta would be set at nought in an attempt to use
them as cannon fodder in the cold war.
91. We welcome, therefore, the construottve efforts
of those who prepared the draft resolution [A/L.323]
and of ,'111 those who contributed to this debate with
the sole objoot of securing a fruitful outcome; instead
oi sowing hatred and confusion, they have tried to
promote friendship, co-operation and freedom. We·
welcome, too, the many emphatic statements that
the peoples have the inalienable right to enjoy a ful:l
measure of Independence for their nationalterritories.
Many peoples stand db}>rived of that right today .. Some/
of these peoples have never achieved independent state'"
hood. Some others-and their fate is not less tragic-«
had their independence and lost it.
92. Representing a nation that fou:Jht for centuries
to uphold the principles of freedom for men and
nattons-stbe principles that are now inscribed in our
Chart~I'-the Irish delegation, like mostotherdelega»
ttons, has one interest and one interest only in this
debate: that is, .to secure the passage of a resolution
by this ,-, <sembly that will best serve the 'long-term
interests of all nations and give fresh impetus to the
sp ~ ~d~i . and orderly implementation of our Charter
p:huctples. In this way, we can help to lay firm$aUr.,dations for a trae peace and for a great co-operatfve
effort to reduce poverty, illiteracy and disease throughout the world.
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essential., we submit, that the rights it proclaims for
peoples not now enjoying full national independenoe
should be applioable to all peoples in all parts of the
world, east or west, north or south: that the right to
exercise full national independenoe should be recog\ nized as jUstly belonging to all peoples, whether the
oppressors and the oppressed were of the same race,
creed or colour or of different races, creeds and
colours; whether the oppressed peoples came under
the domination of an outside Power many centuries
ago like my own country, or in the last century like
many countries in Africa, or in recent years like
Tibet. We are concerned also to ensure that if, in the
future, a small country anywhere in the world should
come under the domination of an outside Power, our
resolution should affirm the right of that country to
regain :its freedom.
94. The draft resolution sponsored by Afghanistt\n
and forty-one other countries, clearl~1 maintains this
essential principle of umversaUty when it reminds
us that the Charter of the United Nations reaffirms
our "faith in fundamental human rights" and in the
"equal rights of men and women and of nations large
and small".
95. The draft resolution emphasizes the need for

IIrespect for the principles of equal rights and selfdetermination of all peoples, and of universal respect
for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental
freedoms for all withod distinction as to race, sex,
language or religion".
96. The draft resolution recognizes further "thepaastonate yearning for freedom in all dependent peoples"
and the fact that ·the peoples of the world ardently
desire the end of colonialism i1'1 all its manifestations 11.
97. It asserts our conviction that lithe continued

existence of colonialism prevents the d~velopment of
international ••• co-operation••• and militates against
the United Nations ideal of universal peace".
98. .It affirms the right of peoples freely to dispose
of their national wealth in accordance with the principle of mutual benefit and international law.
99. It asserts the principle that lIall peoples have an
inalienable right to complete freedom, the exercise
of their sovereignty and the integrity of their national
territory 11.
100. It "solemnly proclaims the necessity ofbringing

to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all
its forms and manifestations 11.
101•.. The draft resolution firmly maintains the principle of universality when it declares that "the subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and
exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental human
~~ts, is contrary to the Charter of the United Nations
~\'l is an impediment to the promotion of world peace'
and co-operation".
102. The same principle of universality is explicitly
asserted in the. declaration, namely:. IIAll peoples have
the right to self-determfnatton",
103. This principle also underlies

declarations:

the following

"Inaaequaoy of politioal, eeoaomtc, social or &du..
cational prepal'ednOlI should never .erve u a pl'Qoo

text for

del~ng independence."

"All armed action or repreBBive meuures of all
kinds directed SlCl'alnst dependent nAopleB shall cease
lI'V
i111 order to enable them to exercise peacefully and
freely their right to oompiete independence, and
the integrity of their national territory shall be
respeoWd."
"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total dis..
ruption of the national unity and the territorial
integrity ~f a country is incompatible wrth the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United
Nations. 11
"All States shall observe faithfully and strictly
the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations,
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
present Declaration on the basis of equality, noninterference in the internal affairs of all States, and
respect for the sovereign rights of all peoples and
their territorial integrity."
104. It will be noted, I am sure, that all the quotations
I have given from various paragraphs of the draft
resolution are couched in clear and unambiguous language and are of universal application. In these paragraphs definite and clear-cut principles are asserted
without limitation of time or geography, or limitation
as to race, creed or colour; the rights apply universally to all peoples, and the duties apply universally
to all peoples.
105. In the quotations Ihave given, thE> dnlft resolution
speaks of the "fundamentalll human rights, oithe "equal
rights of nations", of the rights to self-determinatlon
of' lIall peoples", of the freedom of "all" dependent
peoples, of the end of colonialism in "all its manifestations ",of the right of peoples to dispose of their
national wealth, of the end of "allpractices 11 of segregation, of the inalienable right of "all peoples" to
complete freedom, independence and territorialunity,
of an end to colonialism in 1Ia11 its forms 11 and manifestations, of the principle that independence shall
"never ll be delayed by a pretext of unpreparedness,
of the duty of lIall states 11 to observe the Charter of
the United Nations and respect the sovereign :;:igltte
of lIall peoples" and their territorial integrity, of the
truth that human rights and fundamental freedoms
belong to lIall peoples", without distinction as to race,
sex, language or religion.
106. All the assertions of rights to which I have just
referred seem to me to·~ general and untverssl in
their application. The opemtilg part of operative p&t'agraph 5 seems, however, to be more restricted in its
scope. .It refers to territories which have liot yet
attained independence, without referring specifically
to the case of peoples who once enjoyed i1.1dependence,
but lost it.
107. For the sake of clarity anduni!ormitywithother

parts of the draft resolution, my delegation .therefore
would prefer that the opening part of operative paragraph 5 should read:
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
Non-Self...Governing Territories, and tn all cases
where the sovereign rights proc~aimedin the present
Declaration are denied to any· 1'Vtaople, to transfer .
all powers to the people concerned without any conditions or reservations••• "
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lO~. How8ver~ we know the ditf1culty, in the fewdays
now at our disp08al for this debate, of changing the
wording of a. draft already agreed upon by the Govarnmenta of torty...two Member States after many weeks
of discussion between their representatives. We are
accordingly prepared, if the sponsors are not in a
position to amend the wording as I have suggested.
to acoept the draft resolution as a whole as meaning
that all peoples in all parts of the world now subject,
or who may become subject in the future, in whole or
in part, to an outside Power are entitled to full national independence for all their territory, and that
immediate steps shall be taken to apply to them, in
a speedy and orderly manner, the fundamental rights
proclaimed for all peoples in this declaration.

109. In addressing this Assembly containing so many
representatives of newly emerged nations and of the
Powers which once held dominion over them, I wish
to say how profoundiy we are impressed by the widening of freedon ~ which has occurred in our time through
the efforts of former subject peoples and, often,
through the wise and realistic statesmanship of the
colonial Powers. The United Nations is entitled to be
proud of the help it has given in the peaceful and orderly achievement of Independence by many States in
the last fifteen years. The result has been spectacular.
110. What Irishman would have believed forty years

ago that he would live to hear a British statesman
proclaim, in relation to all the remaining territories
under United Kingdom administration, the words uttered here a few days ago by the representative of the
United Kingdom, Mr. Ormsby-Gore: "In these territorfes", he said, "there is no argument about the right
of the people to independence; there is no argument
whether the people will be independent or not. CertaSnly they will ll [925th meeting, para. 50]. Which of
us would have believed forty years ago that he would
have lived to see a hundred nations participating on
the basis of equality in a world Organization with a
fundamental law such as the Charter of the United
Nations? I gladly pay tribute to the part played in that
achievement not only by the gallant men and noble
women of the subject countries who fought for freedom
through the centuries, but also by forward-looking
statesmen and liberal-minded ,;itizens of the colonial
Powers.
111. The draft resolution we are dis,mssing emphasizes the fact that, though much has been accomplished
h the Widening of fr~ladom, much remains to be done.
112. In Ireland, we have not yet recovered the historic
unity of our national territory•.We therefore note with
particular satisfaction the principle declared in operative paragraph 6 of this draft resolution:
llAnyattempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity of a country is incompatiblewith the purposes
and principles of the Charter of the United Nations. 11
113. We have every hope that, with the growth .of
goodwill and better understanding, the unity of our
CGu,ntry will be recovared with reasonable speed and
in a peaceful and orderly manner, in keeping with the
interests of the Irish nation as a whole, and of the
United Kingdom as well.
114. In many parts of the world,· there arestill many
millions not now enjoying the rights proclaimed in this
draft resolution. We trust the good work·of extending
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freedom will oontinue until all the peoples oftho world
are free and until, through peaceful and generous cooperation, the resources and skills at the disposal of
mankind are fully developed to bring peace, prosperity
and the chance of happinel3sto aU corners of the globe.
115. Mr. KAMIL (Federation of Malaya): The delegation of the Federation of Malaya considers it a
special and signal honour and pride to be associated
with more than forty other delegations of Asian and
African countries in co-sponsormg the draft declaration on the granting of. independence to colonial ccuntries and peoples [A/I••323 and Add.l-5].
116. While in terms of sponsorship this declaration
appears essentially an Asian-African initiative, this
in no way implies that the liquidation?f colonialism
in all its forms is exclusivt;llythe concern of the AsianAfrican world. The distaste and abhorrence for the
institution and practice of the subjugation of man by
man and the domination of nations by nations is uni«
versally shared by men of conscience everywhere,
inasmuch as the yearning for freedom and the determination to defend it are commonly felt by all
humanity.

117f I would venture to say that the noble aims enunciated in this declaration, echoing and reiterating as
they do the lofty principles of the United Nations
Charter, will be welcomed as a source of stirring
inspiration by all peoples, not only in Asia and Africa
where the vestiges of colonialism still persist in one
form or another, but also in other parts of the world
where millions of people are forcibly denied the full
enjoynent of complete freedom andnationalindapendence, Freedom and liberty are universal, and any
declaration for the cause of freedom and Ifbertymust,
as a matter of course, be taken as universal in its
application and scope.
118. That the Asian and African countries Show a
particular concern and anxiety for the speedy liquidation of colonialism is easily explained by the events of
history. For the past many centuries, the pattern of
history has been shapedby the subjugation and domination of weaker peoples by stronger nations. Invariably
in this process, the victims had been, by and large,
the Asian and African peoples. For centuries, Asia
and Africa laboured and stagnated under a foreign
yoke of one form or another. Although the force of
nationalism and the yearning for freedom stirred in
the hearts and souls of men, itwas only in this century
that this force gathered momentum and unleased its
full impact. Thus, the last few decades-epartfcularly
since the end of the Second World War-witnessed the
emergence into full independence and sovereignty of a
great many countries, first in Asia, .then in Africa,
representing over 500 million people of the world's
population. The year 1960 alone saw the emergence of
eighteen Independent States, almost all of them from
the great continent of Africa.
119. The admtsston of so many new States to mem';.
bership of the United Nations during .this session of
the General Assembly was indeed a stirring reminder
of the irreversible course of history in the direction
of freedom and emancipation of peoples long subjected
to alien domination. This process is still contiriuing,
gathering momep.tum and ever powerful force with the
passage of time. It is the tragedy. of the moment that
there are still instances where the ruling authorities
fail to take full cognizance of this .historical force,
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but oholl inltud to repress the aspirations of their
IUbjlOt plOpl...
120. My del.ption is gratified, on the other hand,
to note the IUlsuranoes given by some colonial Powers
of their undertaking to prepare their colonial peoples
and tflrritories for the exercise of full sovereignty
without undue delay. It is only in conditions where
the Power. concerned take full oogntzance of the
aspirationJ of their subject peoples for independence
and, acoordinglyt take the necessary steps to faoilitate
the early fulfilment of these aspirations, that the
danger of hate and violence can be averted and independence aehfeved in a friendly and harmonious
atmosphere. Any obstinacy on the part of the ruling
authorities to recognize and give way to the irrepressible ~rge of the sv.bjeot peoples for emancipation
will inevitably erupt into violence which, ultimately,
gould have far-reaching oonsequences detrimental to
relations among nations and to Intematlonal peace
and harmony
•
121. On the other hand, a senstble and realisttc handling of this problem on the part of the ruling authozl«
ties, as has baen proven in many cases, cannot but
lead to a cordial and harmontous transfer of power
which, instead of abruptly breaking; the ties between
the master and the ruled in an atmosphere of hate and
nngeanoe, would upon a new vista of happy relations
and co-operatlon between them as equal partners in
the world community of sovereign nations.
~ M·
1
f
122• Th e F e deration 0..
alaya happi y is one 0
several oountries that acceded to full sovereignty in
a friendly and constitutional process. Today, as an
ind6pendent nation, we enjoy the warmest and most
oordial relations with the United Kingdom. Yet, our
st1'l.!5,I;gle for national1iberation did not follow an easy
path. There were many difficulties in the way and
many obstacles to overcome. But, throughout this
process, both our leaders and peoples, as well as the
Administering Authority, displayed such measure of
wisdom and understanJj!:.1g that our independence was
achieved earlier than planned and without leaving any
traces of hate or resentment. The haemonteus transfer
of power which marked the end of a colonial rtlgime
marked also an auspicious b ~ginn:l.ng for our task of
national development and consolidation and for new
relations with the United Kingdom as equal partners
in the Commonwealth of Nations.
123. My delegation, therefore, understands the joy
and gratification of those many new nations which
have regained their independence in a similarly harmonious atmosphere. We realize, however, that not
all are as fortunate. Many of our sister nations have
achieved liberty only at the, high sacrifice of human
lives and material resources to the extent that their
task of nat:.t>nal development has been rendered extremely diffioult by the added task of national rehabilitation and reconstruction. My delegation views,
therefore, with tha profoundest concern, the instances
in some parts of the world today where unnecessary
and senseless war is being waged againstsubjectpeoples who are struggling for their just and legitimate
right to self..determination.
124. As a nation which had just attained its independence from oolonial rule, however beneficent that
r6gime may be, the Federation ofMalaya has dedicated
and continues to dedicate itself to the just cause of
peoples and. nations everywhere foX' the right to self"

determination and freedom frum alien bondage in all
its forms, manifestations and guises. ThiS dedioation
to the cauae of freedom has become one of the oardinal
prinoiples that form the cornerstone of my Govern-o
mentta foreign polioy.
125. It is in this spirit that my delegation has felt
proud and honoured to join other delegations of Asian
and Afrioan oountries, most of whom-like our ooun..
try-had had n colonial past, in proposing the adoption
of the draft deolaration on the granting of independenoe
to colonial countries and peoples. It would be wishful
thinking to suggest that this declaration is intended to
create the process of history. Rather, the aim is to
assist and accelerate the course of history that is
already set in motion by the irrepressible urge of
subjeoted peoples for their emancipationfrom bondage
to freedom and liberty.
126. This declaration, when adopted, as I have no
doubt it willbe, and I hope unanimously by all Members
of this Assembly, will become another momentous,
living and inspiring document of the United Nations,
such as the Charter itself. Its aims are noble and
lofty and are bound to touch the hearts and souls of
all freedom-loving peoples. Its scope, as my delegation
sees it, is universal; that is to say it speaks out for
freedom of all peoples still living in oolonialbondage,
all peoples who in one way or another are forcibly
denied the full enjoyment of complete and unrestricted
sovereignty and Independence, Thus the declaration
proclaims in operative paragraph 2:

"All peoples have the light to self-determination;
by virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic,
social and cultural development."
127. In calling for the total elimination of alien rule
the- declaration hl also mindful of the danger to which
new nations in their tender years are liable to be
exposed. Thus, to guarantee the, safety of the newly
won independence the declaration stresses in paragraph 7.
'
•
"All States shall observe faithfully and strictly
the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations,
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
present Declaration on the basis of equality, noninterference in the internal affairs of all States, and
respect for the sovereign rights of all peoples and
their territorial integrity. 11
128. My delegation is fully aware, from the experienoe
of our own country, of the dangers of new forms of
alien domination which come in subtle guises, such
as eeonomte domination and, most dangerous of all,
ideological domination. The latter, ifunchecked, could
lead to the total compromise of the politioal and eeonomic independence to alien subjugation. Even before
the Attainment of our independence-and through the
years of our existence as a sovereign nation-our
people have steadfastly fought to keep the nation free
from being subjugated by this fo~of alien ideological
domination. We are detezmtnad to continue to be alert
against this new and more sinister form of. human ,
bondage.
'
129. The Asian and African sponsored declaration/"
as my delegation sees it, is realistic in its approach
to the problem of colonialism. It seeks not to condemn
the colonial Powers, f01' condemnation, however jUS~
tified in some cases, does. not serve the interest of
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133. Mr. TSIANG (China): The United Nations hu,
tion on the evils and dangers inherent in the institution in the past fifteen years t frequently debated particular
andpraotioe of oolonialisJn. It brings to lightthe anacolonial questions arising fJnm different parts of th&
chronism of colonialism in the presen~ world in world. The General Ass~ly, the 6eoUrity CounoU
whioh the ideals of equality and liberty have become . and, of course, the Trustetlsbip (;ounoU have all had
colonial questionb on their agenda, Hitherto, all such
an ever powerful drivingforoe in the course of history.
It points out that the continuation of oolonial dominaquestions constdered by the United Nations hav~ been
tion is not only opposed to the Charter of the United conorete qJJ.estions, relating to a partioular country
Nations, but oonstitutes an impediment to the promo- or regtcn, This is the first time that the United Nations
tion of world peaoe and co-operation.
is oonsidering colonialism in general.
130. Thus, it calls far the ending of colonialism in
134. My delegation has delayed our partioipation in
all its forms and manifestations and for immediate this discussion because we are not sure about the
steps to be taken in Trust and Non-BeH-Govern1ng practical fruitlulness of such a debate. If the purpose
Territories and all other territories which have not of the present debate is to achieve a general agreeyet attained independenoe to transfer all powers to the ment on the principles relating to colonialism, such a
peoples concerned. Bymaking this call, the declaration debate does not seem particularly necessary, since
does not envisage, in the view of my delegation, that we have had such general agreement already for fifteen years. The principles relating to oolonialism are
all powers shall be transferred forthwith. What is
all enshrined in the Charter of the United NatiollS-, to
called for is that immediate steps be taken for the
the fuHilment of which we are all legally and morJilly
necessary preparation for the final transfer ofpower.
All too often colonial Powers have delayed independ- committed. If, on the other hand, the pres..~t debate
is intended to promote the applicationofthept'inciples
ence on the fabricated grounds of unpreparedness,
while nothing is done towards this preparation, if to the colonial questions that still remam, then, I
submit the debate should be particularized and not
indeed the territory concerned ts as yet unprepared.
Thus, alleged inadequacy ofpolitical, economic, social generalized. No two colonial problems are alike; each
or educational preparedness has all too often been colonial area or country has its special background
and its specialJU'8sent-day eondltlons, Whatis suitable
used as a pl'etext for delaying independence. This is a
for one area is not necessarllysuitableforthe others.
deplorable attitude on the part of the colonial Powers
It is only through systematic study of each question
and contrary to the obligations under the Charter,
by itseH that we can make progress. I hope that the
which provides as a responsibility and duty of the
Administering Authority that preparations be made for present debate will be useful in hastening the end of
subject peoples to assume responsibility in the shortest colonialism everywhere. I am, however, certain that
possible time for independence.
it is not. and cannot be, a substitute for the aystematte study ofparticular concrete colonial questions.
131. My delegation deems it essentialthat allAdministering Authorities of Trust Territories, Non-SeH- 135. Among the ccuntrtes of Asia and Africa, my
GoverningTerritories and all other colonialterritories
country is one of \he earliest to embrace modern
carry out faithfully their obligations under the Charter nationalism and to fight for emancipation from Euroso that the neglect of their responsibilities will not pean colonialism or imperialism. Sun Yat-sen, the
be the lamentable cause of indefinite delays for the
father of the Chinese Republic-indeed, the father of
fulfilment of the aspirations of their subject peoples modern Chinese nationalism-began, towards the end
for independence. The consequences of neglect should of the nineteenth century, to lead the Chinese people
furthermore be studies closely and in true conscience,
in tb.eir two-fold task of freeing China from European
for such consequences of neglect have been demon- exploitation and of building up in China a modem
strated so glaringly in the crisis of the Congo.
state, ready and capable of exercising the full rights
of national sovereignty and ofprovidiJ1gfor the welfare
132. I should like to venture to. conclude my interof the Chinese people. In the course of this struggle,
vention with a reminder that the problem withwhlch Bun
found that there were many peoples in
this Assembly is seized is a serious and grave problem AsiaYat-sen
and
Africa
under conditions as bad as
which affects the lives, destiny and aspirations of those prevailing inliving
China
and, in some cases, even
millions of our fellow mankind who are still labouring worse. In his last will and
testament, Sun Yat-sen
under some form of alien subjugation or other. These
emp\lasized
that
the
new
China-Nationalist
Chinapeople have no voice here, nor can theirvoice be heard should always sympathize with and support the
opoutside of their own homes•. They look to us here to pressed peoples of the world and give them, in their
champion their cause; with the keenest hope and anti- struggle. for independence and freedom, such support
cipation that this momentous and historic debate will
as the Chinese people are capable of.
pav~ the way for the eventual removal of the injustices
and humiliation they have suffered for so long. My 136. .My delegation arid my Government have always
delegation sincerely hopes, in the intersts of these been faithful to the teachings of Sun Yat-sen. When
I first came here to represent my country, one of the
still subjected peoples. and in the interest of future
critical problems that the United Nations faced atthat
inte:roationalharmonyand co-operation, that this
debate, in trying to pave the way for the liquidation time was the struggle for national independence by
of colonialism., does not .leave in its wake traces of the people of Indonesia. In the long debates in the
resentment and bitterness which might inject a sour Security Council on that qJJ.estion, my delegation was
second to none in its warm support ofIndonesian freenote.to future international peace and co-operation.
The ending of colonialism should be an auspicious and dom. From that time to the present, my delegatio!'
has been consistent in this respect.
\
happy landmark in the history of mankind, and to this
endwe should all dedicate ourselves.
137. It is generally assumed that the problem of
colonialism is a problem between certain European
Mr. l11ueoa (Panama). Vice-President. took the
qh~it".
.
peoples on the one side andcertainABian-African
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peoplet> on the other side. IUs also gEmerally assumed
that the problem of colonialism concerns the relatioT.s
between the industrialized nations and the underdeveloped nations of the world. My delegationbelieves
that these two assumptions are in general oorreot, but
we also believe, however, that these assumptions
over-simplify the problem of colcnialtsm, There are
exoeptions to and variations oi these assumptions that
oall for some oonsideration in order to get at the full
truth. I wish, therefore, to speak briefly on the variations and ~eptions to the general rule.
138. It is not true that the problem of oolo~alism
only arises when more highly developed nattona try
to dominate less developed nations. History records
many instances where less developed people have tried
to exsreise domination over a more developed people.
I shall cite an example which has the merit of not
arousing any contemporary controversy, The example
is that of the Mongol empire of tte thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. The Mongols, led by Genghis
Khan, were predominantly nomads. Their economy was
very primitive, mainly limited to sheep-raising. Their
political organization was in the main along tribal
lines. Yet, these people conquered China and held it
under subjection for almost a century. Theyconquerad
and held in subjection also large parts of western Asia
and eastern Europe which were, for the most part, as
was China, far more advanced than Mongolia was in
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
139. The Mongols, under Genghis Khan, were not
seeking markets for their exporttrade,forinfact they
had almost nothing to export. They were not seeking
foreign fields for investment, for in fact they had no
capital to invest in their own country, to say nothing
about foreign countries. They were not seeking raw
materials, for in fact they wou!d not have lmown what
to do with coal, iron, rubber, Oil, coconut or tin. They
were seeking power and tribute. Nevertheless, such a
relatively under-developed people, motivated by a
c:ude desire for power and loot, ,?uilt an empire as
bIg as any that the history of mankind has ever seen.
140. The example of the Mongol Empire demonstrates
conclusively that colonialism or imperi3.usm is not
the exclusive property of any particular economic,
political or social system. Indeed, if we study history carefully, we find that peoples in all parts of the
world, in all stages of development, from the Stone Age
through nomadism, agriculture, commerce to modern
mechanical industry and capitalism, have all made
attempts at colonization and empire-building. The
problem of colonialism is as old and as complex as
human history itself.

141. It is also not true that only European peoples
have practised colonialism and imperialism, or ~hat
they practise colonialism and imperialism only agamst
non-Buropean peoples. M:r example of the Mongol
Empire is a case of an ASIan people practising colonialism and imperialism against other Asian peeples
and against Europe as well. In the mediaeval period,
there was the Moorish Empire, stretching to Portugal
and Spain and even at one time threateningto colonize
Fr,ance. In the early modern period, there was the
ottoman Empire covering parts of Asia, Africa and
south-eastern Europe. Europe itself has practised
colonialism and imperialism against European, as
well as against non-European, peoples. I need on1y
cite hare the case of the Napoleonic Empire. I might
also cite the case of the Austro-HungarfanEmpfre,
•....

w...~

142. In eonnexion with the Austro--Hungarian Empire,
I might be permitted to remind the Assembly of the
Peace Conference in Paris in the middle of the nineteenth century, at the end of the Crimean war. One
of the natlonaltst movements of that time was that of
Italy. Led by Cavour and other Italian statesmen and
prophets, the Italian people strove for emancipation
from Austro-Hungarian domination of LombardyVenetia as well as for Italian unity. Atthe Paris Conference, France sympathized with Italian nationalism
and wished to give Oavour aohancetoplead for Italian
freedom and unity and to speak abeut LombardyVenetia. The Austro-Hungarian delegation to the Paris
Conference protested on the ground that the questton
of Lombardy-Venetia was one of Austrian domestic
jurisdiotion, that the Austrian title to LombardyVenetia h d be
ctified by treaty and t diti
a
en s~ a
ra on,
and that, therefore, i w s an uncalled for interference
if the Conference in Paris should touch on problems
relating to northern Italy.
143. As is welllmown, the Austro-Hungarian objeettons were overruled byCountWalewski, the President
of the Conference, and Count Cavour had his chance
to speak on behalf of Italianfreedom and unity. I recall
this episode partly because, although it occurred one
hundred years ago, it still holds certain lessons valid
for us today and partly because that episode is a good
demonstration of the fact that the European nations
have exercised colonialism and imperialism over other
European peoples.

144. Colonialism changes withtfme, It is as variedae
human society itself.' e would be unrealistic and ineffecti've if we limited our attention to any one type of
colonialism and overlooked the dangers and threats
of other types of colonialism.
145. In the modern period of history, that is, in the
last four or five centuries the main trend of colonialism is that of European ~ansion to the other con"
tinents of the world. It is in the main a struggle of
the economicallyandpoliticallybetterorganizedStates
of Europe against the politically and economically less
developed peoples of Asia, Africa and America. In
the course of these centuries, the whole world has
been, to some degree at least, Europeanized. If there
is one feature in modern history that can be said to
domina~e the whole period, we can say that it is the
Europemnzation of the world. The process has been
a mixture of the evil with the good. I shall not stop
to analyse and differentiate or to assign blame and
responsibility. Some of the evil done by Europe to
Asia. and Africa was unintended; some was intended.
Likewise with the good; some of the good done was
incidental and unintended; on the other hand, there
has been some good which was intentional and planned.
The whole process of the Europeanization or col'>nization of the world is indeed very human-a great
mixture of the good ith the evil
.
w..
146. When Europe started on its grand movementfor
expansion beyond Europe, it divided into two currents.
Nations of Western Europe expanded overseas to
America, Asia and Africa. Russia, that is Tsarist
RUSSia, on the other hand, expanded overland. The \
Russians crossed the Ural Mountains to conquer and
colonize Siberia and Central Asia. Furthermore,
Russia took Crimea, t.Ue Caucasus and certain parts
of Eastern Europe. It has been an accident of geography
that most of the countries of Asia and Africa were
reached only by the overseas expansion of Western
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---------------------------------------------Europe and were untouched by the overland expansion
of Tsarist Russiaw As a result of this geographical
oircumstance, most of the peoples of Asia andAfrica,
but not all, have had the colonialism ofWestern Europe
burned into their consciousness and have almost no
room in their minds for the overland colonialism of
Russia. For this reason, the present prevailing opinion
in many Asian-African countries in regard to European
colonialism is one-sided, distorted and, to a certain
degree, non-objective.

147. The two currents of EJlropean expansion, that
is, the overseas expansion of Western Europe and the
overland expansion of Russia, met with relativelyweak
opposition on the part of the peoples of Asia, Africa
and America. In both currents, the participants were
a great mixture of adventurers, lawless persons, patriots, reltgtous zealots and fortune hunters. In the
case of Russia, the first expansionist leader was
Yermak. who led a band of 840 men across the Ural
Mounta:tDs in the year 1579. In about sixty years, a
succession of Russian adventurers managed to reach
the Pacific Coast, in the region of Okhotsk, In those
sixty years, the enttre extent of Siberiabecame a part
of the Tsarist Empira, with a total are? of 4 million
square miles, more than twice the size of European
Russia.
'
148. In tbis long march to the Pacific across Siberia,
the first organized opposition the Russians met came
from the Kuchum Khanate, on the upper part of the
Ob River. The Khanate was one of the remnant parts
parts of the great Mongol Empire. In 1583, Yermak
captured Sibir, whence the name of Siberia, the capital
of the Khanate. When the Russians reached the Far
East, they met the opposition of China. Here, in the
region watered by the upper tributaries of the Amur
River, China and Russia fought a series of skirmishes.
Militarlly it was a draw ~ The military stalemate resulted in the Treaty of Nerchinsk, ~\ignedon27 August
1689. According to that Treaty, the valley of the Amur
River and its tributaries was acknowledged to be part
of China.
149. In the nineteenth century, the Russians renewed
their aggression along the Amur River. By a combination of military action and diplomacy, Tsarist
Russia took from China the northern bank of the Amur
River and the eastern bank of the U::lSUri River. These
two areas today constitute the Amur Province and the
Maritime Province of the Russian Far East. The city
of Vladivostok was, up to 1860, a Chinese settlement
called "Hai-shen-wei"; the Russians obanged it to
"Vladivostok", which means "Dominator of the East".
These regions of the Amur and .Ussuri, which Tsarist
Russia took from China in 1860~ and which Soviet
Russia retains. have a total area of 400,000 square
miles.
150. I shall not relate here the history of Russian
expansion in Central Asia. The so-called Republics
of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kirghizia, Turkmenistan
and Tadzhikistan of today had been independent countries before they were annexed by Tsarist Russia.
I shall also not relate the story of Russian expansion
1nEurope itself. Others in this hall know that story
evenbetter than I do.
151. In his long speech before the General Assembly
on 23 September 1960 which, among other things,
opened the prl.~sent debate oncelcnialtsm, Mr. Khrush...
chey, Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the

Soviet Union, had some very important as well as
interesting things to say about colonialism in Tsarist
Russia:

"The Tsarist Government pursued in the borderlands of Russia an essentially coloniahst policy which
differed little from what can be observed today in
colonial countries, Uzbeks, Kazakhs, 'l'adzhiks and
other non-Russian nationalities were scornfully
called 'aliens'. They were not considered human
beings and were ruthlessly exploited. National differences, hatred and dissension were fomented between tr.ese nationalities, and the Tsarist Empire
was held together only by bayonets and oppression."
[869th meeting; para. 207.]
152. With Mr. Khrushchev as our authority, we can
conclude that Russia, at least up to the Revolution of
1917, had a colonial empire, differing but little from
the other colonial empires of theworId. What he called
"borderlanw.l. •• held together only by bayonets and
oppression" included Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Bessarabia, the Ukraine, the Caucasus,
Central Asia, Eastern Siberia and parts of Manchuria.
They covered 15 million square kilometres of land,
or about 70 per cent of the total area of the Russian
Empire. That is the heritage left by Tsarist Russia
to Soviet Russia. The all-important question is: What
has the Soviet Union done with this Tsarist heritage?
153. At the time of the Revolution in1917, all former
colonial areas of Russia rose in revolt and declared
their independence. Some succeeded, some failed.
Finland, under Marshal Mannerheim, won its war of
independence which ended with the signing of the treaty
of 14 October 1920; the same happened m Poland,
which, under Marshal Pilsudski, had its independence
confirmed by a treaty signed on 18 March 19P.l;and
also in Estonia, LaMa and Lithuania, which signed
treaties on 22 February, 11 August and 12 July 1920,
respectively. But it was not the same for the other
colonial areas. The independence of the Ukraine was
suppressed in August 1920, that of Georgia in February 1921, and that of Central Asia through a long
campaign that lasted from 1922 to 1924. In recent
years, the Soviet Union has retaken Estonla, Latvia
and Lithuania and has, in addition, broughtotherEuroa
pean countries under its domination. Today, the Soviet
Empire is bigger than that of the Tsars.. We know from
the example of Hungary how the Sovi8t Union would
deal with any of its subject peoples if they should fight
for freedom~
154. The Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the
Soviet Union palnted a bright picture of the deYelopment
of the Central Asian Republics in the Soviet Union on
the one side, and a dark picture of the colonies of
Western European nations on the other. Certain delegations in this Assembly hall can examine his account
of conditions in the Western colonies with greater
authority than I. I. wish, .for the moment, to call the
attention of the Assemblyto conditions in Central Asia.
Mr. Khrushchev adm!tted the following:
"Conditions in remote areas of the Tsarist empire
hardly differed from those of colonies because thehpopulations were cruelly exploited by the autocracy.
by capitalism." [Ibid., para. 192.]
He went on to say that the pictur6has greatly changed
since the October 1917 Revolution:

.

(
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menlstan, Tadzhlldstan-all the sister republics of
Central Asia-have been transformedfrom backward
colonies of Tsarist Russia into advanced. industrially
developed socialist republics." [Ibid•• para. 193.]
155. It is true indeed tbattherehasbeenconsiderable
industrial development in Soviet Central Asia, but
there has likewise been considerable industrial development in many of the Western colonies. The fact
remains that in the huge Soviet Empire industrialization has been Vel'Y uneven. Take the example of the
textile industry. Accordingto Mr. Baransky. a member
of the Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Union. in his
booli on the economic geography of the Soviet Union.
80 per cent of the textile industry of the USSR is
concentrated in the three purely Russian regions of
Moscow, Yaroslav and Ivanovo, and only 20 per cent
in the cotton-producing areas which are in Central
Asia.
156. The natural resources of the Soviet Union are
unevenly distributed. The non..Russian Republics of
Turkestan. Caucasia and the Ukraine and some his ..
to:t'tcally non..Russian areas of Siberia. are the richest
in the Soviet Empire. Almost 100 per cent of the oil
resources are concentrated in the Moslem republics.
Basic iron and coal deposits. manganese. non..ferrous
metals, sugarbeet, cotton, grain and cattle breeding
are also mostly concentrated in non-Russtan areas,
while the ethnic Russian areas are generally poor
in natural resources. In spite of this fact, industrial
development has been much more' concentrated in
Russia proper and is much less significant in the
non..Russian territories. According to official Soviet
statistical sources, Russia proper produces 75 per
cent of all Soviet engineering and metal-working
products, .92 per cent of all automobiles, 87 per cent
of all finished cotton goods and 82 per cent of wool
products.
157. In addition to the favoured position of Russia
proper in the huge Soviet Empire, the Russians have
migrated in large numbers into many ofthese so-called
sister republics. According to the Grea.t Soviet Encyclopaedia, the population of Kazakhstan, which is the
largest of the non-Busstan republics, was, in 1933,
57 per cent native Kazakh and 19.7 per cent Russian,
with a certain percentage of other minor groups. According to the Soviet census of 1959, the population
of Kazakhistan has become only 30 per cent Kazakh,
42.7 per cent Russian, 9.2 per cent Ukrainian, with
the remainder consisting of minor ethnic groups.
158. Mr. Khrushchev had also much to say on the
subject of the cultural development ofthe non..Russian
republics in the Soviet Union. He said:
"It is known, for example that before the revolution
the peoples of Kazakhstan and the Central Asian
republics were almost entirely illiterate. There
were almost no people with secondary and higher
education. The Soviet .Power has made education
and culture widely accessible to all peoples." [Thid.,
para. 199.] .

Unfortunately, we do not know much about the cultural
c.onditions .in Central Asia in the earlier periods-at
least, I do not. Nevertheless, I have the feeling that
Mr. Khrushchev's charactertaatton of. these peoples
as .being almost entirely illiterate is a gross caricature. According to the Russian geographer. Khanykov,
who explored the Bukhara region in about 1840, and

in the Bukhara Emirate were spread all over the coun.
try. both in towns and in villages. In towns, almost
every street had its primary sohool and. aocording
to an approximate evaluation, about one-quarter ofthe
population of the Emirate was literate. Duringthefil'st
half of the nineteenth oentury. suoh a high percentage
of literacy was high even for Western countries.
159. Leaving aside the cultural oonditions of Central
Asia in the pre..Russian period, we know for certain
that the cultural development in the Soviet Union is
also uneven. Take. for example. Uzbekistan. Thepopulation of Uzbekistan is 14.5 times less than that of
Russia proper. but the number of students is 18 times
less, the number of books and journals published per
year is 44 times less and the number of issues of
newspapers published per year is 40 times less.
160. Let us take Kazakhstan. The population of
Kazakhstan is 12 times less than that ofRussia proper,
but the number of students is 24.5 times less, books
and journals published per year 66 times less and
newspapers issued 35 times less.
161. Or let us take the Ukraine. According to official
Soviet statistics, the population ofthe UkrainianRepublic is 2.8 times less than that ofthe Russian Republic.
but the number of students in higher schools is
3.6 times lees, the number of books and [oumals published per year is 10 times less andthe number of issues of newspapers published peryear is 7 tim.es less.
There was a time when the culture ofthe Ukraine was
ahead of that of Russia. One cannot possibly argue
that the present state of Ukrainian culture is due to
its old backwardness.
162. Mr. Khrushchev painted for us a glorious picture
of the national freedom in the Soviet Union, when he
said;

"Under the Constitution, each of our fifteen Union
Republics has the right to remain in the Union or to

leave it, if it so desires. The existence of nineteen
autonomous republtcs, nine autonomous regions and
ten national territories makes it possible to preserve
the national characteristics and cultural originality
and individuality of each people and nationality."
[Ibid., para. 209.]
163. It is true that article 17 of the Soviet Constitution does declare that every Soviet Republic has the
right to secede :fromthe SovietUnion. But Mr. Khrushchev forgot to mention to us two other articles of
the same Constitution, namely, articles 21 and 133.
Article 21 stipulates: "Uniform Union citizenship is
established for citizens of the USSR." .Article 133
reads: ·IITo defend the country is the sacred duty of
every citizen of the USSR. Treason to the Motherlandviolation of the oath of allegiance, desertion to the
enemy, impairing the military power of the State, espionage-is punishable with all +he severity of the law
as the most heinous of crtmes", In fact. any attempt
to obtain any advantage from. article 17 of the Constitutionautomatically becomes a sertouacrime, according to articles 21 and 133.

It should be remembered that, while the political
structure of the Soviet Unionis nominally a federation,
actual political power is centralized in the Russian
Communist Party. The Communist PartieS of the
constituent republics are treated as local committees
of the Russian Communist Party.
164.
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165. The question may be asked: Why do the Soviets,
whUe refusing their own oaptive peoples the right to

, almost
ioording
er of the
thefirst
'oentage

secede and eetablish themselves as independent States,
propagate the slogan of liberation of colonial peoples
in Asia and Mrioa? Lenin answered this question in
the following wnrdB:
"We, as Communists, must and will support the
bourgeois emanoipation movements in colonial countries whenthose movements have a real revolutionary
oharaoter and when the representatives of those
movements will not hinder us in educating and organizing the peasants and the exploited masses in
the revolutionary spirit."
I have taken this quotation from Lenin's Works,
4th Edition, Volume XXXI, page 217.
166. Later, stalin also gave an answer to this question:
"The slogan of self-determination of nations at the
present moment, when the flame of emancipation is
spreading in the colonies, is a revolutionary passwordfor us. While the Soviet states are uniting into
a federation of their own will, the nations forming
the Russian Socialist Federation will not voluntarily
use the right of secession. Howeve,r, if we deal with
colonies still under the claws of Britain, France,
America, Japan, if we deal with such countries as
Arabia, Mesopotamia, Turkey, India, which are
colonies or half-eolonies of the Entente, then the
right of nations to separate becomes a revolutionary
slogan and to give it up means to help the imperialists. "
I take this quotation from the Works of stalin, Volume V, page 43.
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167. In plain language, stalin's idea was this: the
Soviet Union supports the liberating movements in
Western colonies because such support will help the
Soviet Union to spread its power and its interests
the world over. Within the bocders ofthe Soviet Union,
the Soviets are naturally against any liberatingmove-

ments and against any form of federation of free

nations. That is the crux of the matter. Let us not
misunderstand the Soviet initiative in this session of
the General Assembly.
16B. Lenin deolared long ago:
"Marxism cannot be reconciled with nationalism
even if the latter is just, irreproachable and civilized.
Marxism is moving forward ahead of every nationalism as an international idea of the amalgamation of
all nations into a higher whole. National culture is
in general the culture of estate-owners, clergy and
bourgeoisie. "
This quotation is found in Lenin's Works, Volume XX,
page B.
169. We are against colonialism of any type, shape
or origin. A colony is a colony, whether it is the
product of overseas expansion or the product of overland expansion. We have nothing good to say about
colonialism. We wish it to be terminated as early as
possible and, for this reason, my delegation will support the forty-two Power draft resolution [A/L.323
and Add.1-5] • Wherever people In Asta, Africa, Europe
or America struggle against colonialism, China will
lend them its support.
170. The world faces a gigantic contradiction in its
developments. On the one hand, we have the development of the colonies of Western European countries
into independent nations, many of which are represented here today. On the other 'hand, we have the
Soviet Empire ever expanding. I think I am not wrong
or immoderate when I say that the nations of Western
Europe are trying to live up to, eventhough somewhat
slowly, too slowly, the principles of the Charter and
the basic aspirations of mankind. The Soviet Empire
is today pushing and forging ahead against the ideals
of the United Nations Charter and the basic yearnings
for freedom of people everywhere. This is the problem
of colonialism which the United Nations faces today.
The meeting rose at 6 p.tn.
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We have b.ere in the United Nations, therefore, always
and in every case-such as, for example; the questions
of Cyprus and Algeria-voted for the self-detennination of the small countries, no matter what big Power
saw reaSon to oppose such moves towards freedom
andindepend~nce.We, the Icelandic people, cOllld not
act otherwise since we have h~d our"own experience
of foreign dO~ination, and t~(~~efOre we can apiJreciate
the blessings and benefits enjoyed by each nationwhen
it is master in its own house and in a position to
utilize for its own benefit the country's natural resources on land and in the sea so as to bring progress
to, and increase the prosperity of its own people.

6. Ar(though Iceland, was independent fo~, three centuries:"'from the ninth to the thirteenth-we only rehave been discussing here inplenary seB~iona declaragained our full sovereignty in 1918, and therefore have
tion on the granting of independence to (.mlonial coun-' had a renewed experience of sovereign rule for over
tries and peoples [A/4502). This is ~; great caUse, a
forty years, although our reborn.- Republic only d~tes
big order, and. much has ~een said b,¥..,many_dele~a- back to 1944. Our history is different from tha,t of
tions and remams to be saId by others. '.Lhe d(~l'agatlOn
many countries since we partedwith our former ?O~,ti· of Iceland wishes to testify to its great interest in
cal associate, Denmark, as a result, of negotlatlo'p
this matter by giving .expression toa few of its .deand as good friends, only' to become still more clo~ely
liberations.
and intimately linked with her after the comp~ete
2. From the very beginning of the United Nations,
separation.
"
from the days ot its creationinSanFrancisco in 1945,
7. It can be said that .colonialism-has been on th~,
the question of colonialism in all its forms ,p.as be~n
wane and gradually losing ground during the last two'~,
one of its chief preoccupations. Thus, one of the mam
centuries. Perhaps the greatest blow it ever suffered
bodies of the Organization was to become the Trusteewas delivered here during the American Revolution,
· ship Council, and one of the sixoftheoriginal perma- when in the Declaration of Independence of 1776, it
· ment Committees-the Fourth Committee-was to de.. was ~tated:
, vote 1ts time and thought to these problems, including
those of the Non-Sel,f;..Governing Territoi!es.
"We, therefore, the Representatives of the United
States of America, in General Cong:tess, Assembled,
· a.At the end of th'd Middle Ages, colonialism began
appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the
to set its mark on the continents of the world and
rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name,and by
soon became a great factor in the development of
the Authority of the good People of these Colonies,
human history. It has had its few beneficial aspects,
solemnly publish and declare, That these United
but~any more destructive influences on the colonialColonies are, and of RightoughttobeFree and Indeiz~
peoples
'through
eYT\loitation
and
stagnation,
and
it
d t States; If •
.
~ • .t"
. pen en
has even led to misery for those peoples. Colonialism
.
was created by the exploratory and expansionist s~irit Aboui~ two years later, after ~ vigorous and victorious
of the brave and adventurous European explorers who
fight against heavy odds for the maintenance of this
sailed to every' corner of the world and discovered
independence, George Washington wrote to a friend
new gontinents. Thf,3se new lands were made colonies
these brave and wise words:
of the then dominating Powers of Europe, ~d the
'Nothing, short of independence, it appears to me
colonial system reached its peak in the seventeenth
can possibly dO•.A peace on other terms would, if,
· and eighteenth centunes.
I may be allowed the expression, be a peace of war".
4. Today times have chang~d radically, and we are
8. The revolution in North America and the words and
even, with the feeling ofbeingful1yjustifi~dby reality,
deeds of men like George Washington, inspired the
here and now planning the complete liquidation of leaders of the Latin American countries such as
colonial rule. This evolution has been marked by hard
Sim6n BOUvar, Jos6 Martf,and. sim,,ilar outstanding
men, who led the widespread anti-colonial revolution
struggles inside and outside all the colonialized lands.
·It has caused the shedding of blood onmany continents
against the British and Spanishcoloni~ rulers in the
and imposed tremendous sacrifices andfllufferings on
Ameri~o~. The lives and deeds of these men and of
the SUbjugated peoples everywhere.
their f1'ltSnds and associates gave inspiration to later
5. The people of Iceland have always taken the side
generations and to their leaders who, thenceforward
of the» subjugated peoples and held dearly to the ideal
and up to. the present day, were to take up the torch
that every people shOuld, through the right ,of selfto light' the road of the nations 'to~reedom andoindedetermination, become master of its fate and future.
pendence. The peoples of the watld have always been
1. Mr. THORS (Iceland): For the
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either dominated or led, elthel' under the auth~rity of m~ght therefor~ be a1,ked~hetherarenewed ~erenb;
J
rulers" who take or under that of leaders "who give. "t8Jthese lofty p!1nciples was necesSaJi'Y oritnperative. "
t
It ,beoame obvious l~tge relations between the colonial
Tl1e Icelandic, ,delegation is of the opinion t~a.t, ~his
t
,
o Powers and the oolonized count:t':~6sthatcharitybegins
eJt~tive and world-wide debate should be concluded
at home. The itlterests of the homeland were para- by,. adopting a ,resolution. Let usal,so remelpber.that
t
mount and in most cases the colonial rulers exploited these ideals of freedom and independence were p:r()q
J
the reso~)ces of the far-away regions of the world olaimed at the Afric~-Asian Conference· at Baildung
ft
and enriched themselves, whereas the people of ~lle
in1.955, althougn they were expressed i~ thefoll(}wing ' . ' / "
r, colonies were kept under, in poverty, illiteracy, and
fO~n1: "That colonialism in its manifestations is f!l.n~'
even plisery.
' e v i l which should,speedily be brought to an end".j1'he
,
. , . , s a m e sentiments have subsequently been xepeafed in
g
9,' Expe.rie"nc.e
gained
dU,ring., th.e two
most
hor,nfyin " r,es,olutions.
adopt.ed a.t"
v.arious,
o,t.he,r . c.o,nfere.
n~,Zes of'
conflicts
in human
histqry-World
War
I iandVlorld
,urican States
,
[
War n-opened people's eyes everywhere to the ( . .
"
j
reciprooal relations. between nations. and to the fact 13. Let us nQW cOJ!Sider, for a momentwh~t~has t)
(
that, since people everywhere were forced or might happened in the world since the tremendousund~r
(
be forced~ to, bear burdens and make saciifices for takings of the United Nations Charter in 19~9. It must'
1
mankind, they' could tberefore claim to ~njoy toe same be, a sour~!e of pride, and, satisf~ction to all adherents
1
human (,rights and to be masters of their own ~destiny.
of freefioJIf and independence that since 1945 more than
, ,,'"
, '"
".
forty-~~ve countries have acceded to independence,
1
10. Such has been the trend 0... the times, and tothlS
among them such co~.ntries as Iridia, Pakistan, Ceylon
1
point had the evolution of human thought and yea~ng
and Burma with a total of more than 450 million in- / /
t
.!or universal human rights reaohed when the Umt~d habitants. Besides that more than 175 million who J
t
,Nations Charter was drawn up in San Fl'ancis~o, ~n belonged to colonies, Trust Territories ~or Non-Selfj
1945, Tl}.ese pr~greSS1Ve ideas found expre~slon In Governing Territories have acquired their full free1
dome These are enormous steps forward which have
,various ~vislPAO.S of the Charter.
~
11. ". In 4, ':Ule) 1, para., 2, one of the main purposes
all been taken. within the last fifteen years. During
1
of the Unihlci Nations is stated to be as follows:
this session of the General Assembly, we have seen
(
"
. ,
. sevente~n J;lew nations. ,emerge and. beco~~ fully'
'
1
To develop friendly re~ations amongnatlops'based
nedg~d and independent Members ofourOrgan~ation,
I
on r~spect for the principle of equal rights and self- which is a great encouragement for all of' U:s=and
f
determinat!9)1 of peoples, and to ta¥e other a~~~o- augurs well Jor the futu:r;~. Let us rem~mberthat
priate ~e&$Ures to strengthen unlv,ers~l p~ace,
when.'we refer to these figl(
w~ are not dealing "!~tb.
..Jnthe next paragraph of the same article, we have all
statistics but with human, ij~rlgSt individual souls and
~~~~l3ed 0llr support of the high ideal of "promoting
m.in,~s, who' have recei<~r! the gift of, freedom and
]
and .":ncifd'rdglng respect for human~ts and for
whdi~ life therefore loonr.~~,brighter than' ever before.
1
fundamental fl'eedoms for all without aisti~ion as to
"
~
race, sex, language, or religion; If. Similar commit- ~4. However, there are st!ll some ~oo millionpeople
1
ments are repeated in Article 55. Let us. remember In vario?s continant~who continue to live underth~
,:1
that three whole chapters of the United Nations Charter dominatIon. of some ~Qreign and d.~stant Power.. Jt is
are devoted to what we call· colonial questions. These the I?resent ?osition of ~hese peoples and their future
are ~Chapters XI, XII and xm. It is also well to" re- ~at~ with WhICh we are ImmeJiately, concerned at t?is
omember some of the principles of the Declaration Junc~;e, under the item appea,~ingcWith the impOSing
oontained in Article 73 whioh states'
.
title. Declaration of the Gran{,lng of Iridependence to
'"
"
'
."
•
Colonial C01;Lntries and Peoples." This item was pro- ,
"Memb'ers of th!, United Nations which::mave or posed by Mr. "Khrushchev, ChairJnan of the Counc~~
assume respo.nsibClties for ~, adminisUAtion of "of Ministers of the Soviet Union, during his visit .to
i..I territories whose peoples hwv~not yeteltta:fnedafull
the General Assembly [869th meeting], and it' fs an
measure of se~'(..governm.ent recogni~e the principle initiative which at this presentstage,is to be wel- ;)
that the interests of the lnhabitants.of these,;terri~ comed.'The Iceiandicdeiegatton, however; tegretslh8.t
tories are par-amount, and accept as;a sacred trust it is unable to consider that all the statements and
,)
the obligation to promote to the 1itirl,~ostt within the
assertions eJtpressed in the declaration of the Soviet
(
sY$te~m of international peace and. s~, urity estabUnion are relevant in this case or helpful to the causa
(
!is}1..!id by the present Cha.rter, the we~ "being of the
of the liberation of aU. oppressed.peoples; nor could
1fl!1abitants of these territorlesl~""
we s'Q.bac1,"~pe to many of the allegations therein con'"
Iri Article 76 it is further stated that one of the basic taine&. We are, therefore~ not in a position to vote for
objectives col the trus~eshlp ~ystem is
that declaration as a whole Should the Soviet Union
.
,"
,
"\~
want to put it to a vote in the Assembly.
"to pro~ote the rg11tlcal, economic~ social ~nd edu- 15" , We ~r~ grateful to the forty-five n~ti()nsof the
cation~l advancement of the inhabitants of tne Trust
African..Asian group who worked"jointly in preparing
TerritOrie,'ft~ and their, P,ro~~eSSlve. develo~,
~ ent t p,.,,:_, anoth,er, de,clarat,ion,".0,n t,h.,egr,anti",n,g Of, in,depende.nC,e
wards se}l~government or Independence ~,may be to colonial countries and peoples Which is now b~fore
appropriate to the paliioular circtpnstances of each us [A!L.323and Add.1-51,. and which alr~ady hasbeen
territo~ and its psoples and the freely expressed.
sponsored by forty-two countries. It is with optimistn
wishes of the pet>ples conoerned..."
and a feeling' of great satisfaotion that the IcelandiC
l
12. I· hav~ found it apprOPriate ] to oite all these delegation will vote for every expression conta.ined'in
explicit expression. in the Charter in order to rem.ind the,.Afri~~n~Asian declar~tion and fo,~ the draft r/i3Sous all that 'tb,eJe are firm commitments which each lution as a whole.
V
,
.
andever,yMember of the United Nations has solemnly " 16. Allow me tOeJq),ress ~6m~, few considerationf'
_, '
undertaken by signing the United Nations Chartetr. It relating to the draft resolution. '
~
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erative. "
hat ~bis
)ncluded
bel' that
~:re prOa
Baftdung
ol1owing

1~1' In~aragraph 6 of the preamble Iti8 stated that
the Geu,~:ral Assemblyollrecognizes that the peoples.of

"

the. world. a;dently, de:ire the end of .colonialis~ in
'all its :manifestations • We are certaIn that this IS a
true .statement of the .actual position. The s~e ap"~~ ~?~:he .assertion in paragraph, 9 where l.t s~YS"
/0' !fiat we \c ' .
.
•.
.~
•• .'
'ifJJeli~ve that the process ofhberationl.sirresl.stl.ble
lS is·'a~~·'
y';and irreversible and that in order to avoid serious
'crises,' .an. endxnpst b~ put to colonialism and all
'p:r:acticesof'seg:~'e,gation and discrimination ass 0'"'
elated
therewith ~.'
o
18~ We "are. glad to see that segregation and disd
crimination against races· are repudiated and such a
: und~r-.
declaration is in, complete coM9rmity with what the
. It must'
Iceland!c delegation has maintained and voted for
:lherents
tbroufih
aU the sessIons ()f the General Assembly..
tore than
The
practices
ofsegregation and discriminatiop should
3ndence,
be
repudiated
t not only in the colonized' countries,
I, Ceylon
buteve:rywhere in tbeworld, in all countries whether
TIion in.. / / " they. be old or new. c-'Furthermore, ,the declaration
lion who
solemnly proclaims the .necessity for bringing to "a
on-Selfspeedy
and' unconditional. end colonialism. in all its
1111 freeforms
and
manifestations-. We think it is appropriate
ich have
and wise to use the word "speedy" in this coimexion,
. During
but
not "immediate", as realiW,shows us that the
aye seen
complete
.liquidation of colonia:tfsmin various parts of
lie fully'
'the
worlcf"Wi1I,
in view ofthe indiV'idualpeopl~'$ ~~tual
~~ation,
position
aria
standard
of development, h3ve to '(Some
:U's=and
gradq@Y9'andprogressively an~,:a.s SO()Jl,aSpossible.
,bel' .that
we find it necessary in tlils· i'espect tQ
Thetefore
ling with
stress
~he important role of. the United· Nations in
ioulsand
assiSting the movement fo:r .independence. in.Tru$t and
dom and
NOD.-Selftl"Governing Territories t a,sexpteesed in
I:' before.
o:paragraph 58f the preamble.
mpeople
19~ }t~s evident· that internationai assfstal?,-ce, prefer-- f
nder the
ably throug-i. the United Nations, will be required by
rer.It is
,:the peoples still'under the colonial system. This in..
11' future
cludes f4tancialassi$tance, and clearly on a large
d at this
scale, which, as in all such c~ses,has'to come from
mposing
the greater. and richercount:tiesoftheworld; we have
dence to
to 'admit, 'inall humility, . that a small cou~try Uk~,
vas pro- .
I~el~d.c.an. b. e Of. OnlY. li.tt.le. a.sS.lsta.nC~in. tb.I.S ~at. ,.ter.
Counc~~
It would certainly be of. the greatest b~nefitto m~.~kind .
I visit to
as .a who~e if eyery nation would voldnta,rily agr~ie to'
it' IS an
sacr.J:tce some part of its military budget. and. to
Ibewel- ;)
devote even if it be no more than one percent of the
:retsthat
amount thus . saved annua..uy' to increase welfare and
.ents and
promote 'industry in~e less' developed count;rJes
le Soviet
'of. the world and assist the colonized peoples in their
!le cause
endeavours to a.cqQ.ir~·fiD,ancial and economic indetor· could
penden~e.
'ein con20. It is also'evident that greatlYJn().reas~edtechnic~
vote for
assistahce .in all spheres is urgelt"cJY required, whether
et· Union
it be for industrial purposes, .communiQationsor for
t~aining sufficient personnel from among the nationals
nsof the
of those countries to enable them to, take over efti,.,
reparing t
ciently the· administration of their own affairs.• Para~endence'
graph, 3 of the draft declaratiollstates that:
wbefore
"Inadeqttacy,of political, economic, social or eduhasfbeen
" 'cation~lpreparedness should never serve as apreIptimiS:m
text for delaying independence"..
[celandic
tainedln
,. Weagre~ that no such. pretexts should be applied,
utr,~soblltJtis . equaUy.. clear thatlndependence.shou.1dnot
cottle all of ~ sudden without due preparednesS, but
must
be gradUally.ootained step by step, and,that such
[erationf:"
; .<,t.
procedures' are by necessity required. In.this respect
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we can also subscribe to" paragrapho 5, which state~
that:
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in T1'l1$'t andNon. Self-(JQverning Territories or all otb('~ ter);'itori~a
whic~have not yet attained independence, to tra.nsfer
all powers to the :peopleso of those territories, with..
'0l.}~ ~ny .conditions or reserv~~~onst in,accordance
wl.th thel.r",t~ly .expressed will and desire, without.
any distinction as to race, creed or colour, in order
to enable them to enjoy. complete independence and
freedom".
'21. The Icelandic delegation Wishes to stress the
importance ()f' the wotds,rtimmediate ste~s ",Which
mean that independence "'cannot ~ome like 1ightnin~
from the skies.but only'through evolution and progressive development. These words" :in our opinion, mean"
that such'evolution should colllni~nce ixnm.ediatelyand
the first steps should be taken without delay. The road
to independence may be short in 'sotrlecaS~st
somewhat longer in ot.hers~ But·· it is of the utmost
importance that the hope and aSsy.rance ofipdependence
and liberty be immediately bestowed on all the peoples
of the wo,d .so that .they. can, .• in ,confidence. and
sed,;~ty, mrrch forward on the road to complete .
freedom. i
22. The Icelandic .qelegatioll w:.Jlcomes thisdeclara~
tion offreedo:m..and is .grateful to the African..Asian '
countries for having taken the lead in this sinc~
an~jdealistic movement .and for having brought th.e
ligb,t of e happier and better future to alloPPi!'eased
and discontent~d· peoples everywhex'6. Wei;trustthat
this declaration of freedom.w.ill b~' genuinely and
whole)heartedly sUPPorte<1 andimpleme~ted by allt}le
~,tions o~ the world, and particularly bY,ihosena,tious..
i~rt ~til1hold~~;minionove~ peoples !n oany .partof
tlieyYorld.W,e cons!der'that this declaration offreedom
o '

"

,

"

,

I

D

'~

(::.)

:.e~.;th::.t70.~~%:.:::~a.:l:':~.
"::~~~~.
naffi>h;~. of toaay and tomorrow sbould'iJenjoy their. full

freedom without u.ndUe aJld,undesirableilltelier~nQe',
from. any other nation whatever. '
23. May the ,torch of liberty be kindled in eV(j}'r!l ()
nation, in every .p~rt of our'globe. Butlet US"l1ot fo~et
that lofty ideals. andhigh-soundingword$·andpromfses
,are of little avail ifthey~'are' not folJowed' by genuine
acts. Let' us also remember that whereas no nation
has. the right. to govern othernatiotis,. so. is it the
primary duty 'of each" natton' to goyern itself and
firmly. at\d adequately to pursue its independence on
"its own, "l1nd lead its own people to progress,e~):t:l:P&tion
and prosperity.·
.
24. Evexy nation-~dpa.rticularlythesmall nationsshoUld qe. truly consciOUS., of thefactth~its strugQlle
for ihdependence does not end wi~ the:fJ1,nalpf;otJi:..
Ill,ation 'and celebration of independence~ 'On the con-.,
tra:ry,. it is then.. tllatthe struggle for re~l independen~o"
begins. The nation, hasth~nto chart its own cov.rse
across the "immense ocean of world affairs. It must .
then be' master .of its own. ship and breatRJ the.:.high·'
waves of international struggle ,and intrlgue~~ndon1y
thrqugh tbecombined and skilful efforts oftl1e cre,w
can it hope. to reach its desired destination. WIthout
a., uniteq crew, 'the ship .of" state maybeW1"ec),{~
Vigilance,
,caution and perseverance
will dfnecessity
.
berequirec!.
. _ - - ; ', t\. . c ' )
: .
If
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25. In voting .for the declaration ofindepend~nceof
all opeoples, the· Ice1andic .delegation does so withrPut
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Powers are stlIf locked in the arms of the past. They
even have some friends wbo sympathize With their
colonial affl~ction. We ~d perhapspny thern, if all
our pity, all our sadness,~l our thoughts were not
26. Mr. WIRJOPBANOTO (Indonesia): This is the first directed toward the peoples whom they condemn, by
time th~t the United'Nations is considering tIle entire th.eir blindness, to live a senseless life of subjugation,
question of colonialism. Ooncretely speaking, this is It is the sufferlngof these peoples that is our heavy
the first time that the United Nations is asked to burden. It is their grief that fills ourhearts and minds
proclalm.solemnly "the necessity of bringing to a with anguish and with anxiety.
speedy a.nd unconditional end colonialism in all its
32. Our anxiety should indeed be sharedby all. Surely
fprms and manifestations". (A/L.323 and Add.l...5,
last, paragraph of preamble] If it had done this a no one who has lived through the last fifteen restless
decade earlier, :I.twould certainly have been hailed as years can look with equanimity upon the persistence
a bold and historic 'act of international statesmanship. of the most virulent form of colonialism, which seeks
to maintain a natio~a, people, as its own private .
If it had done this in 1955, following the great con'"
ference of, Asian and Africar~ nations at Band1,lng, or preserve. This antiquated way of thinking is responsible today for the war in Algeria, the turmoil in tlie
even in 1958, fonowing the f:trst conferende of Jndew
pendent African nations at Aoqra, it still would.~}ave Congo, the strife in South ,Africa, SQuth West Africa.
been an.enlightened and it?ispiring'act. Bttt. wc;}, have Mozambique and Angola, as well as in other parts of
had to wait until 1960 fQ,r a!~fulland open airing of this Africa, Asia and even the Americas. It ia :responsible
pressing question.
'\
for the dangerously amoulderin,g discontent in West
Irian. Wherever it persists, it breeds such despah.' as
27. Som~ tnay feel, therefore, that our discussions
bou~d to explode into armed conflict. This is no
have come rather late in the day.. Instead of spear-- is
inflammatory
It is a fact, and a clear
heading the drive for freedom, the United Nations warning. Fromstatement.
own t:r;.·agic experience" we call
seems to be trailing behind the rapid march of events. upon the colonialour
Powers and their sympathizers to
But, though we Jr1ay have reached the twilight hour, , open their eyes and sae the writing on the wall. We
we feel it is still not too late to act. The grave of, appeal to them to follow the ex,ample of others who
colonialism has been dug. Now the United Nations
are walking towards the light.
must prepare for ~ts final burial.
33. Scanning this Assembly, one cannot but be struck
28~ In. the life of nations, negotiations for freedom
by the changing world picture. It finds its physical
succeed the active and often Violent struggle for embodiment here. We are certainly grateful for the
national liberation. Sometimes, as in the case of my healthy realism shown by some colonial Powers toown c~,untry, negotiations may be interrupted by
wa.rdathe drive for freedom. But, at the same time,
renewa}l of anned conflict, precipitatedby the stubborn we are aware of the heavy sacrifi.ces made by the
and ~~ctionary resistance of the colonial mind to the
dependent peoples in t..lte attair..mant of their independwindS" of change. However, no'f:wUhstanding some mo- ence. If blood, sweat and tears made possible the
mental-.jr setbacks, the victory ofthe dependent peoples triumph of democracy over totalitarianism, if it made
remains '$JI sight.
possible the United Nations, then it must be said that
29. This isfuEL!Jt~~ we have now reached in the i;he same blood, sweat and tears of the dependent
United Nations. The first major battle has been won. peoples have made possible the triumph of democracy'
There is no longer any serious quarrel with the as.. over colonialism, have made possible our new Umted
Nations, our new world. Their deep yearning for
sertion that colonialism must disappear from the face
of the earth. We are participating today, on an inter- freedom h~"s accomplished much. Think of the fact.
national level, in discussions for the complete eradi... that, about t;~irty years ago, t.he Indonesian national
l~ad~r, Suka:'t~ot was imprisoned for merely prophesycation of colonialism and the. acceptance of the new
ing' the end 'p~ coloniaiism and the freedom of Indotrend, the new forces of nationalism, in the world.
nesia. Toda)'~Indonesia is free, along with other
30. Seen in this perspective, our struggle has not African...ASian':ti~tions, and President Sukarno could
been in vain. Not only are Ollr voices being heard,
proclaim before this Assembly [880thmeeting], without
not only has our struggle confirmed the inexorable fear of dissent, th~t colonialism is dying.
demise ~f colonialism" b'lt it h.as created the hope
34. Is it then merely a question of when all colonies
of today that the speedy end of colonialism will 'be
hrought about by our concerted efforts, in accorda:llce
are to be free, not whethe1' they are to be free? Is it
only a question of pa~ience or impatien,ce? No. That
wIth the United Nations Charter. Let not this hope
is only one aspect of a.much broader ~~d fundamental
of today be still-born.
issue. Indeed, the cent~al issue todayJs the lack of a
31. Under the preamble ofthe Charter, we, the peoples common judgement of colonialism, of itl$ actual characof theUnf~ed Nations, are determined "to .reaffirm ter. The absence of a cOl.,mtton understanding on thiS
faith in tqhdamental human rights, in the dignity and point continues to be a s,')urce of discQrdand even
worth of the human person. in the equal rights of men conflict. Here is where tb.e real and pr~~sent danger,
and women 'and of' nations large and small n, and "to lurks.
' .
promote social progress and better standards of life
in larger freedom". We ask this Assembly now to
35~ We, ,. the nations o~new J\f3ia and new Africa,
express the conviction "that all peoples have an in'" reJect c010nialism in aV its fornls and manifestations
alienable right to complete freedom, the exerci&e of because it is an evil/ On the ~)ther hand, there are
their sovereignty and the integrity of their national those who. even whi~e acknow7;edging it as an evil.
territory".. [A/L.323 and Add.1-5, para.graph 11 of the . rJeek to justify :colonia:lismon, the basis of some' ideal.
preamble] We ask this Assembly solemnly to proclaim But those Who adopt thiS attitude shoUld remember
the speedy and unconditional end of colonialism. For that,though the innocen~victims of incarceration,may
there, sti1l1S colonialism in the world. A few colonial for their own comfort ~~ract some crumbs of con-

angry or repi-oachful !~lings toward any nation, bu,t
with a. sincere expression Qfgoodwishes to all nations,
large and small.
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, solation from their confinement, m~ gaoler' should or~~nizedour own production after our contac~s with
beware of preaching that prison is a gOod rather than the i~r:w markets of the West.. 'For example, how would
an evil. To think that consolation canliJe a justifict\t!ol'f,,~"the de~~lpping technology in the West have affected
for evil is dangerous and misleadbl[g.. Nevertheless,us if that technology had comewithin our reach through
the 90lonial Powers and their supporters try to justify peaceful contacts? As it is, such technology was within humanitarian,economic, sOQiala~d,cultural terms
held froID. us. I cannot Prove-at least not mathe"the exploitation of manby man, dis9rimination because matiaally-that under conditions of freedom our counof race, colour Or creed.. What ttre the claims, and tries would undoubtedly ha;ve developed economically
what are the facts? Let me brj,efly recall the past..
since such conditions were not given to us. But we
1\
"
• ,
have the previous example of Japan, and. in Our days,
36. It is said that colonialism brought progress and
that of China, India the other countries of Asia inprosperity to the colonies. Waste and open lands.were eluding my ~n, th~seof Latin Americatithe Middle
converledinto plan,~ations; the wealth of the sub-soil East and Africa-all of which are on the march to.
was explQited; transportation was taken care?ofsothat achieve economic progress withQutcolonialrule.. I
a stream of valuable primaxy products, .ncluding am confident we will succeed, '
minerals and oil, became available to the world.
. •
Gradually, in the bellef thatth~y caused poor and 39. It is, therefore, annDfair .interpretation of the
barren countries to become fertile and productive facts to state, that colonialism brought wealth to our
terrJ.tories, the colonizing nations found an economic
cou~tries which would not have been cr~ated Without
justification for t~eir domination .of foreign peoples. cololdal rule. Of course, 'at a v~*'-1teavycost, we
They believed so strongly in this kind of reasoning inherited some productive capacity from our former
that the voice of theircoD.$cience became silent and :rulers. But if one robs a house.~~ and later puts some
numb., Moreover, when at long last some education
furniture in it, one cannot claim '\plat the owner had a
was given to the colonized nations, bolder assertions
poor house which he cQuldnot f(~rnish himself. The
were made. These grew into the well-known theory of owner was, deprived of the liberi~~tb adorn his O\\'D
the I'Iwp.ite man fS burden", according to which a noble house. Moreover, aside from the t~talizing question
and high hum~nitarian, cultural and economic mission of whether we could have creat~1l 'our own wealth,
was being fulfilled. But, in fact, when the colonizers as we had in the past, what was the\~hare accorded to
came to our shores, we were neither pOQr nor withqut our people on whose ,soil and with wfl{)se labour ,mines
''\\
\"
civilization. It was indeed the wealth of our lands that and plantations came into being?
had attracted their attention for centuries. Our econ~
d
omy was develop/ad in those days. It was diversified. 40. I will not tire this Assembly withajl1 ab:Undance
,We in Indonesia, fOl~ example. were the producers of of figures. Allow me to citejustthefollowllng: In 1936,
many products-nowca1led the products of small- about 97112 per cent of the total, po~lation of ll1;y
scale industries, of ships, in addition to the pepper, country were Indonesians. Their share the national
cloves and other spices that particularly attra<,ted income was estimated at, about 20i.p{~rcent~ Asian
the Portuguese and Dutch. We were willingto exchange aliens amounted to apprOXimately 2 Fiar cent of the
our goods for the produ.cts of the West. Ours were .of total population. Their share in the t~,tal nati01?-al' ina high quality and much desired by the peoples who come was also 20 per cent. The non-A,Jian al1t;Ii$'we1"Cl)
came to us-unfortunately, so much so that they were only one half per cent of ou,r, totalriopl.oU!1tion. Their
not satisfied to obtain them through the channels of share in our national incoxpp'was the:remaining 60
mutually beneficial trade. Our States";'yes, our States, per cent. One half per cent of the total population,
because we were nations possessing statehood in those eo per cent of the, tot1l1 national, incom.e. These'are
days-became the viotims of the military might of the Dutch figures, illustiz-'ati'eg tile prosperity~r,:rather,
West.
deprivation-of my people 'under colonial rule. ThiS
was the paradox of Indonesia: a rich country-a "gar37. Then we entered a long~ agonizing period of
land of, emer,a.1d round the equator I as one Dutchman
darkness, which has been lifted in some, but not all,
described It-wlth' la desperately poor people. As
parts of the world. Much of our prOductive capacity anothel' Dutcn..11lan described it, Indonesia was anatioll
W8.S wantonly destroyed by the colonizers in order to
of coolies and a coolie among the na.tions.'
maintain high prices in theworld market. InIndonesi~
41. In", the light of these facts and figures, does not
there were the well known Hong! raids by the Dutch,
the
philosophy of the "white man's burden", with his
which destroyed the spice plantations of our people
self-imposed
missiontq, civilize and develop, sound
so as to ensUre high prices in the world market. 'In
more recent days, restrIctions were imposed on the rather hollow? I have only mentioned the economic
stagnation, Without touchingupon the social and cultural
production of rubber on the people's plantations, not
stagnation,
f~'3 destruction'of human dignity, that acthe large foreign estates. The interest of our countries
company
colOnial
rule. In fact, if colonialism is so
Was, certainly not the dOJninating factor in organizing
benign
and
benevol.~nt,
'\\rhy did the Americans in the
our productive capaci.t"i. No longer masters of our own
fate and destiny, our diversified economy, gradually North andSouth;r~volt?JWhy, in our time" haveA~ia,
became one-sided. The economic face of our land Africa, the Mid9~e East Jevolted? Because colonialiSlD.
is evil, because it .is based on greect;~ because it
~rned agrarian; our merchant fleet did not carry our
means
the domi!!~Mon of man by man. No fairy-tal~\,
own produce and ceased to exist as such. The plantaof
a
mission,
of'a task, of a responsibility oan quench \
tions that came into being were cultivated by ·our
the burning desire in roan to be frt'e, to be h~ 0'YA .
people, as indentured labour, and produced the crof's
master,
to ta"ke his destiny, into his QWD hands.')13t,
dem.anded by the markets' of our rulers.
not only do the colonial Powers and their suppo~ers
38. It would be interesting to speculate, at this point,
cling desperately to their "whi'te man'~burden" but,
on the possible economic situation of ou.r countries what is worse, they attempt now to' rationalize theit
if we had not been COlonized, if we could have pursued
justification of colonialism into a justification for
the COUrse of oUr own national life, :if we could have ,maintaining colonial rule in their form~r dep;endent
C'
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te,rrltorl~8., directly or Indl~ctly.O!l-~,e,,jUstificat,ion
)f the past, they seek to bUildane~dificeof colonial

-

~~ring tot;

yea,rs of colonlal1'Ule-yes, even llfte, r
Chart r of the United Nations...sought by-armed con..
rule. Believing-alas, perhap~~,
i ~ od faith-that they ,flict
d, subversion to" destroy this light of self..
know best, they ho~~ to mai,' ain their economic, determ L~~ation for the Indonesian, people, now,so sud..
stratsglo, social
eultural,'~ ,aominan,'ce, eve,n While denlYt ,a~. ",PiOUSly" so ,excluSiVely in,yoke this nOble,
I recognizing politica1fn~ePe~ace.I speakhere soberright~ It_~lS ridiculcus and, certainly su~picio~s. Do ,
ly from our own recent experience.
they real1)l wish to prepare the Indonesians in West
lrian for s~lf...determination, and I stress the wo:r:d
42. Wben the Dutch departed'frommdo,nesia$ we were
"self"? No,\~hat they mean today, as in the l'ecent
saddled with an enormous debt, including the debts ,past, is not s~-determinationbutDutch-made, Dutchincurred by the Dutch Intheir,"first,andsecond m,llItsry dI,·ctated,, determ~"'~ation Why else, doth.eyb"an, t,heus," f
aggressions aga:J.nst us. We were confronted not only the Indonesian 1 guag~ inWest Irian? Why el,;:;e do t~:y
with this unjust financial burden but with an empty forbid the West l"aDs to listento the radio broadcasts
treasury as well. We were left with only a handful of of the Republic of~,donesia? Why do they smasVall
tra1nedacIministrators and teohnicians. More ~an organizations that fav~t!' the reuniting of Wesi71:rian
95 per cent of our exports, imp0r,f:s, banking, shipplng and Indonesia? Why do th~Ylmprison any West lrian
and industries remained in Dutch,hands~ The Dutch who shows the slightest sym~th:Lfor the Republic of
retained their economic control, while we ~ere t~ Indonesia? Why try thus tobrain-wa'Bhj;~~Westlrians,
remain as the hewets of wood and drawers of wateI whose leaders and political organiza~~bns, together
in our own country. W~had politic~ freedom without with t,he leaders an,'d POlitic\~a,l Org,anizati~ps of the rest
economic freedom, ana that is no real freedom at all.
of Indonesia have fought fJ)r the freedom~of the whole
We were determined,therefol'e, to uproot this inequity. of our country? Do notf~~get that the p2~Ple of West
We did uproot it. Notwithstanding the most direwarn- Irian have long ago ~~ircised their if{ght of self..
fngs of Imminent economic collapse, we took over the determination. They hape, done so in ~h~~am.e manner,
instruments ofproduction and the financial institutions, with the same fervour (~d at the same time as all the
and we survived. Today, instead of the Dutch or other other peopl~cof Indonr.;ida. Moreover, is the maSsacre
aliens, Indonesians are playing the most important of our people' in W~st Irian-in the Baliem Valley of
role in our economic life. Unquestionably we face West ,1l~an-part ~:rld parcel of the Dutch programme
economic diff~cultie~~ Undoubtedly)ye make.m.istake.s. of self-d.etermina!l~ion? This happened recently under
But they are our difficulties and our mistakes. We the time-worn pr~!text of pacification.
are noW masters in our own house, and that is what
"
/
counts.
46. All the~~~are concrete questions towhichwehave
,
,
.
i '
never recefr/edany answers from the Dutch, because
43. There were also Dutch attempts to retain~9L~~al "they IC~:tln~~ answer. Indeed, instead of, answers that
and m!litary control, over Indonesia. We ov;~ame~le
cann\~t bell forthcoming. we want solutions of these
Dutch inspired des~gn to fragmentize ourJrdtary Bta ecolom"'~problems and disputes
\\
into numerous weak States, which tb~ could th ~
" ~L,
•
,
dominate, divide and rule. ,We put dO~~ the miUtati~ 47• Make no mistake about it: we are standing at a
disturbances caused by the Dutch adve brer Wester- . new cro~sroads. Colonialism is dying, and in its
ling. We nUllifiedjhe~~paratistmoveJ!!Jnts, originated 'pl~,~o·tIie' nationalism of Asia and Africa~ of former
or encouraged ~Y Dutch coloIJJ~'grQups,suchas that dependent peoples throughout th~ world, is surging to
of the so-callechRepn hHQ.>G""'.cthe Moluccas. We nulli- the centre of the stage. Will this bringpeace or a new
~led their recent encouragements to separatism in
confrontation? Will there be an understanding of the
Java, Sumatra, Celebes and otherislanqs ofIndonesia.
positive forces at play in the reawakened and reborn
We eliminated all these political, economic and milinations of the wOi;'ld, or will a new colonialism, ,seektary acts of subversion that were instigated and en- ing to justify the past, arise from the ashes of the old
couraged by those Dutch interests which still sought to to cross swords with the resurgent nationalism ofAsia,
pres&l*Ve themselves in our territory and to capitalize Afric~ and Latin A.merica? That is the choice, the
on a troubled and turbulent situation.
challenge, of today.
44. However, one act of SUbversion, one question re" 48. Reject colonialism in all its manifestations, and
mains-the question of West Irian.. It is not my inten- there will be an end to the recurrent conflicts. Reject
tion to dwell in detail on this dispute which arose, the colonial attitude, and you will be able to see our
solely and directly,'from the Netherlands' refusal to nationalism as a. pOSitive force for peaca. Understand
live up to their explicit agreement, their sole~npledge, that our nationalism. is not a chauvinisticandaggres- '
that the complete, unconditional and irrevocable trans- sive, nationalism. Born in the cru~ible of fOlfeign
fer of sovereignty to the independent Republic of Indo-' domination, it seeks new horizons not in the conquest
nesia' was to cover the whole territory of the former "pr plunder of foreign lands, but in the development of ,
Netherlands East Indie~-But, inthecontextofexamin- t)ur own material reseurces, in the rediscoveryofour .
ing the Western prGte8ts,', for continuing colonialism, ~wn creative resources, in the achievement of greater.
I would like to expose their distortion of the right of /opportunities for all ourpepple~Basically oqr nationalself-determination. In West Irian, the Dutch are per- ism is an assertion of our right and responsibility
verllng this right of self-determination intOl a, just!- to live our own lives, to fasnion our own political,
flcation for an amputation of mdonesian sovereign economW, social and cultural institutions, in accordtel'ritory. Again, the "white man's burdeni'i is being ance with our needs and conditions.
used as a cloak for the retention of colonIal rule and
, ' ',
' ' f edis"
the unllateralannexation G: a part of a sovereign 49. We are still in the, exciting process 0 •r
' c o v e r i n g and perf~cting our own national personality.
natlQn.
,
,,
'
,',
Do not label us, .then, as advocates of th~ right or the
45. The Dutch claim that they must train and prepare left, as sibling capitalists or sibling commu,nistS. YoU
the people of West Irian to exeroise their right of will xg:lsunderstand us .unless you approach us as plOself-determi'qation. The Dutch, who even after 350 !!Jleers in search of our own way of life. Of, course, in
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the process of that searoh we shall ,make mistakes.
We do not boast of perfection. But is the ,right to make
~ista.kes; to Qorrect one's ownmistakes, not an essential attribute of freedom? Look b~ckwards to the grave
mistakes committed in this century .alone by the old,
established nations, and then. ask yourselves if a
paternalistic attitude i~ not rather arrogant. God forllid tltat we should be guilt;y of such mistakes. In the
search for Our own, l:tnique pe~sona1ity, we shall iih'bibe deeply fr0ln the fountain of world knowledge and
ideas. But we also intend to make our contribution.
We believe that we have ,something 'to contribute in
new ideas to the world fund of knowledge_
50. Finally,
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so·called satellite~o~ with military"ba~es; butexelu""
8ive1y with thosestnldependentpeoples andterritories
whose fate, Was in themind(~fu~~e dr,rte:rs of the
United Nations Charter" Tc,":1ayoid t\'\l.e possibility <;if
any misunderstanding on this point, we havEt,in
paragraph 5 of our draft declaration, clearly delineated
these dependent peoples and territories as "T:ro.1stfi,nd
Non...Self-,Governing~erritories
?-U' other tern'"
tories which have not yet attained independence". As
a ma,terialexpression qf\jthe sole~,n ,pledge to ~nd
colonialism in all itsfom,ns and mani~e~tations, we
declare, that imnledia.te stepsc should b~~entottall~"'('
fe~.all powers to the peoplessof these sp~~~ri-

or'

~:~~~~- i~ ~~~i~~~~t~:~;g:t>;:~~af~:g=~~f~

need and we want certain assistailce
in the rebuilding of OUJ;" nationhood because we are
same exclusive manner.
engaged in a great waraga.inst poverty and disease.
il ..
We are waging war on the sources ofwar themselves~ 54. There is another issue on which I should Ifk.e to
We are racing against time to fulfil the rising de-~ffera b;r:ief clarification, so "as t~"avoi<:l,any tp,ttire
mands-not expectations, but demands-of our people..
misunderstanding. Our declaration on the ind~endence
In asking for assistance in this battle, which' is the
of colonial countries and peopleg'~s"an assertion of
battle of all mankind, we insist, however, that such the fact that the relationship~b~tweenc610ntal Powers
assistance shoUld be rendered as between equals,
and their dependent peoples iaa matter 'h:t lIpited
in a spirit of mutual benefit and mutual respect. We Nations concern and action. Cons~quently, the provi~""
are, in fact, not alone on the, receiving end. We know
sion in pe,ragraph
'7 on
non-interference in th.e internal
I!
.'
~
);
that we also have something to give in the search for
affairs of another State can be'understoodonlyas non-;:
international peace:and~tability,."Xhat all!' 3"ssist,ance
interference in the internal affairs of a sovereign
is needed has· been abundantly p~oven, for instance,
Stateand,in particular, non-interferenoe by coJ.onia'1
in the operations of the United Nations.-We hi:i~e not Powers in the internal affairs of their fornu~rde...
shirked our obligations in that respElct~
pendent territories. Our entire declaratioIi'is{infaQ,t,
designed to obtain concerted action, throughtbeUnited
51. Indeed, there must exist a co-operative relationNations, for the independence of dependent peoples
ship in the. community of nations. Mut1lallLe lp rather .and territories, without any conditions orres eJ;:Vations,
than the survival of the fittest-that is the underlying
philosophy of the Indonesian way oflife. That is also in \ ~ithoutany undermining of their righV~eelYto develop
conformity with the spirit and avowed pilrpose of the
their o'!'n po1itica~, econoulic, socla\:and CUltural
United Nations~ to achieve international co-operat.ion, institutIOns.
/.v/
in solVing international problems of an eQonomio,
55. 'Moreover, it is a matter of great importanoeL{o
social, cultural and humanitarian character. That i~ us that this declaration is designed to prevent any
the very basis, the "raison d'~tretr, of the forty-two-attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the
Power dr91t declaration tA./L.323and Add.1-5]on the
national unity and territorial iIitegrity ofa country.
independence of colonial countries and peoples, of It emphatically declares in parag~phs,4, 6a.nd 7 that
which my cou.ntry is a co-sponsor. Several of our co- the integrity of the national territories of peoples
sponsors have already presented and effectively ex... which have attained independence shall be respected..
plained this draft declaration to the Assembly. I shall This iaR rejection of colonial activities whiQh 6reate,
limit myself,therefore,to underlbiing what we condispute8$~jfu as that of West Irianbetween Indotlesia
sider ~o be some of its f)~lient features.
'
and tt't'B Netherlands. It iD a oategorical, rejec1ion,
52. The pillars of the/ttlraft resolution are the three
the:refore, of the Dutoh colol;lialpolicy which, as]
have already"pointed out, misuses the sacrecJ right
main prinoiples under1y~ng the declarations of Ban..,
of self-determination in order to continuecolon.fil11isln
,d~Ulg, Accra and AddisAb~ba. These are: the,United 'in anfntegralp"a.rtofournationalterrito,ry"West Ir~an.
Nations reaffinnationof fatlth in the equal right.s of
'
nations, large and small; the/UnitedNationspurposeto
56. In co-sponsoring the 42-Power d:raftdeclaration,
deve~9P,(J;ienpJY X'elationsf~!among nations, based on
we are expressingoul' firm belie(that it reprelients
resper;t=for-::the pl-inclp~~ of equal rights and s~lf'" a major and decisive contribution towards makingonr
determination .ofpeopl~s; and. the human right, as
()rganization a viable instrument forpeace~re~1Yto
adopted and enshrined in the draft Covenants on Human xneet and capable of meeting the Pl"essing needs of tne
Right,El' that all peoples, have the right toself-detertime.
Cl
mination.
57. Mr. AKAKPO (Togo), (t;anslated from French)~;
53~ The )\1fei~'6f the forty-two-Power draft declaraAt thisfMteenthsession the United Nations is}@.bout
tl~ '. ~~, of cou:rse, the solemn proclamation that' a
to turn, on behalf of mnety-nine States, to a n~vf'page
speedy and unconditional end shallbe put to colonialism
in tl\e hi~tory, of mankind., It is to examine today the
in. all' its forms and mairlfestations_ Let us' be clea?,
very important question of the abolition of coloniaJism.
therefor~, about what we mean by cQlonialism in' all
under the heading of:, "Declal'!ltion on the granting of
its fonns and manifestations. ,There should be no con- independencEJ to colonial,pountrles and peoples". lam.
fusion on thiS issue. We are' not here describing confident that this new page of history win open on a
situations in the world ~at reflect the present day
new world in which all peoples, Whoever they may be '
i~eological CQnflict, in eitherlts political o~ its miU...
and whatever their whereab~utsonthis planet. are to
.;co tary fomns.
Nor have we drafted a. deolaration for be free and equal.Colonialisrn is nq,!onger tole~ated
use by either side to proxnote its particular ideologiCal
in OU1" tinle, because it has always been-~nd now, in
aims. T-has draft declaration is not oonce rned with mid-twentieth century', is even more, ma:rkedly..~
'
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:Jhaxneful, hideous and repellent phenomenon. It is not
"Me:mbe,f', of •the~Uniied NatIons which have ;;;
an exploit of which the coldllialists should be proud.
aSSUllle re~ponsibilities 1:91" the admi:nistration of
All the speakers whohaveprecededmetothis rostrum
territories whose peoples have not yeta~inedaiull
have branded colonialism, and stressed all the harm it
measure,of self...gQvernment recognize the pri~ciPle
has done' to the, world at large and to the colonial
that the iJiterests of the inhabitants of these ~.erri..
peoples in particular.
()
tories arepara.mount, and accept as a sacred trust
. ,'
(",
,
the obligatiort to promote to the utmost, within the
58•• ' How did t~e wh~le thing sta~? Before the colonial
system of international peace and security estab..
period ~egan 1D Afrlca,the Afncan p~oples liv.ed a
lishedby the Ilresent Charter, the well..being of the IJ
h~ppy life. Their Yloods were fUll of frult, their fl.elds
inhabitants of these territories and to this end'
of'! crops, and their forests of game. All this belonged
" ,
••••
='-.-_ to them. The sUnlightfilled them withhealth and vigour,
"h. to develop seU"govermnent ...".
"--~, so that they constantly s;p1g, danc~d)and laughed with A to the Trust Territories Article 76 requires tho
carefree hearts. At nig~t, the Afncan sky rang with
pS, e •
'
se,
their laughter, the sound of their tom-toms, and their
ow rs.
songs. Every village had its chief and its court, and
It•••b. to promote the poUtf~;al, economic, social,
they meted out justice according to their laws. They
and educational advancement of the inhabitants ofthe
had their own civilization which, like' any other civili..
trust terntoriest and their progressive gevelqpment
za\\on, followed its normal course and ob:yed the
towards self-government or independence••• ".
in~orable law of evolution.
{)
These are the obligations we ass1itne~ whenwe agreed
59. The coloniaU~ts who filtered in among these
to become Members of the United Nations.
people in Africa, vJ€ireaware of the v~na1~ty of their i. 63. ,One of the basic purposes of the Bandung Conown designs" and their work of colomzatIon almost ilference of 1955 at which the Asian and African States
always beganwith a l~e. ,They almost always ~aid that:,represpnting th~ aspirations of the colonized countries
they ~ad come to bnng the people health.J ~;rlendship ~vereflssembled, was the condemnation of colonialism.
and theprot~ction of their great white chiefs far, far
Tife~famous "communiqu.~" Which was issued at this
awa~ across the sea, and asked permission to stay and
Conference and which has become historic stressed
trade. The ,African,. by nature hospitable and generous,
that the' me~bers were agreed: .
,
. .
..'.
often agreed without demur and welcomed his guests,
with no suspicion that they had in their luggage only
"Cg.) In declanng that colomalism In all ,ItS mamfetters with which to shackle him in the name pf
festations is an evil which should speedily be brought
colonialism.
"
to an end; ,
"<E) in affirJ,lling that the subjection of peoples td'
60. The coloni~1ism thu$/)established in Africa for
alien
SUbjugation, domination and exploitation consti"
nearly 500 years has changed theface 6fthe continent,
tutes
a denif1l of fundamental human rights, is con"
'the course of events and the character of men, by
trary
to the Charter of the United Nations and is
arresting the development ofAfrica's own civilization.
ap impediment to the promotion of world peace and
The colonial system has p:revailed inAfrica for nearly
co-operation; ".
500 .years; , it consists of the out and out exploitation
of
by:man, robfrihg the colonized of all freedom,
Those present at Bandung expressed the aspirations
dignity,rightsand individuality. In the territories
of millions upon millions of people, mainly those who
under foreign rule, despite steadilyinereasinglabollr,
are still under domination and who want to put an
poverty spreads evermoreWidely among:the col(mized
end to the degrading colonial system as' rapidly as
peoples. Who .knows what the civilizationof the peoples
possible. Aa- the anti-colonialist movement has gained ,
harnessed forCGIlturies to the.colonialyoke might have
ever-widening support, yet more conferences have ,.
produced if it had been allowed to evolve unchecked?
recently been held, at Accra, Monrovia and Addis
But I do not Wish to dWell on the nature of colonialism.
Ababa, on the colonialism Which continues to defile
As 1 said a few moments ago, other speakers have
our century and which must at all costs be abolif,Jhed.
deS9ribed it in all its aspects.
64. The awakening of the Africa.ns and Asians and
61. As SOOn as the Seoond World War ended,ihere
theiraspiratf.on to freedom ean no longer be checked
was a universal re;rolsion against. colopialism, chiefly without causing serious disturbances which may jeoin the territories under its sway.~~ll :men of good
pardize world peace and secutity. A1J?men of'\good
conscience ,are in revolt against the d(1min~~~n of will voice the need to make short work of colonialism
peoples, andimow ,that peace and security in the world
and to restore freedom and c:lignity to the Africans,
in whIch we live depend upon the cli.m1,nation of all
to the AsiatlS,and to all those whom the syatemof
exploUation has' kept from' the enjoyment of their
injuatice and- the restoration ,of the freedom and rights
of nat~ons, large or small. ,"
naturalr!ghts. The coloni2Aed peoples have done with
the shackles of slavery. They haVG,done with fd~cer;1
62., ,The ,States"which met at San Francjsco, desiring
labouf 'for masterS. They have done with seeing the'~r
to, build a neW world on a firm. foundation'of freedom
continents plundered. They have done with SUbjection
andequll rights fQr all peopleS"were disturbed at th~j to racial 'discrimination. They have done with arbitrary
exploitation visited upon ,the "colonized peopiesand ' unprisonment, concentration camps and pointless sufregarded it ".3.$ 11 Bhamefu~,\\crime,. They called for the
fering. They have do;ne with famine. and, ignorance. '
'elimin;atiQll of t~)t injustice. Tfi~.,.u.nited'Nations
They want ,their independence. their freedoJ:!l' ,their
-Oharter~ :p,rodaced at the San, FrancIsco,' Comerence
rights" ~eir dignity as human beings. The might of
as, 130bnas t}yjiSeconG'yvorldWar had ellded~ W8r~ the
'their aspirations is s~ch that, all r~pressivemeasures
ftrat instrument to impbse on the cplonial Power~an ml.lst go downcbefore it. '
ObUg;ttion' to liberate ,the colo~~zedcour.d;ries. A.rticle
~5. The grant of their independence is ~-:,niatt~r of
, 73~r9ga:mmg Non-Self-Governing Territories, prourgenCy,
for the greatest good of mankind. Our COJ1oO
vides-as follows':'
,
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cern here is not merely to "ondemn colonialism and
'd1dopt the priJ;l9iple of the grant of independence. It
Is of the greatest importance that we sl;l.ould also
draV\\ up, here and now, a time-table ofdates on which
the colonbed territories are to be grantf3d independence. Otherwise the countries still in bondage win
have to face another long struggle against colonial
powet.To take an example: Togo, my country,was
as you know a T:nIst Territoryforwhoseindependence
no date had been fixed, andtne Togolese people 4ad
'to struggle for that independence for twelve years;
whereas in Italian Somali1and~, which was also aTrust
Territory but for who,se lib6~rationa date had been
fixed, the peop1eca.;lmly awaited thei.r independence.
The need for a time-table did not ~scape the Addis
Ababa CQ~e~ence. Allow m~, Mr., President, to quote
itl this cannexion a paragraph from ,the operative part
of the resolution adopted at that Conference:
lfUrges the ~olonial POW\3rs to fix dates in conj) formity with the will of the people for the immediate
attainment of independence 'by all non-independent
countries and to commUnicate those, dates to the
)
people concerned."
66. The m.ovement of liberation from the colonialyoke
which began, as I said, immediat~y after the Second
World War has some sensationalvictories to its credit.
The liberation, first of all, of InGia, .Ghana, Tunisia,
Morocco, Indonesia, Cambodia, Ceyton, Guinea, Burr,n,a, etc., and then this ,year, in 1960, of Camerou~
Togo, Congo (Leopoldville), Somalia, Dahomey, ~lger~
Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Congo (Brazzaville), Gabon,
Chad, Central African Republic, Cyprus, Nigeria,
.Senegal, Mali and Madagascar, has restored their
freedom to millions upon millions of human beings.
67. But, despite those mortal blOWS, colonialism is not
yet completely defeated. It is staggering, but is still
showing fight in sqme places. Thus in North Africa
blood has been flowing for more than six years; in
central Africa the people are subjected to < inhuman
reprisals; and in SouthAfrica to racialdi8crimination.
Elsewhere ,colonialism' is trying to disguise its,~lf,
to change i~~ name. Forced to release its prey, it
resorts to suht~rfuge. Thus-as the Togolese delegation pointed out in the Fourth (?9mmittee!J-certain
Pqwers maintain that the_ Non-Self-Governing Territories under th,eir rule, althoughethnically~CUlturally,

economically and politically different from the metro-politan ~ountry, are nevertheless an integralpart of it,
solely in virtue of the enactment by the metropolitan
Parliament of a law to that effect, merely replacing
the word "colony" by the word "province" and t;Udng
no account of the peoplefS will and deep aspirations.
Other Powers have invented a whole series of names
for their empires in order to placate the subject
peoples and to conceal the truth about the administration of their colonies•
i68.For the sake ofpeace-of lastingpeace-this must
"be done away with Once and for all. Real independence
must be granted to all peoples. There are still many
peoples demanding their freedom. Most of them are in
Africa and Asia. On the continent of Africa-alone, ,
.colonialism must be stamped out in the territories. of
Algeria, Uganda, Kenya, Northern RhodeSia, "Southern
Rhodesia, Nyasaland, South West Africa," RuandaUrundi, Angola, Mozampique, Portuguese Guinea and
Spanish GUinea, to mention only a few.
69. On behalf of all the peoples that are suffering all::}coC:;"'" .
over the. world,. we are going to vote unanimously,
here in this Assembly Hall, to abolish the colonial
sys~~m. 'The delegation of Spain has already told ilie
Fou~~h Committee.Y that Spain is anti"colonialist~
and jthat it has always condemned, and still condemns
as,~n anachronism, colonialism and the exploitation
of !!p~oples. I hope that,' when we vote on the draft
resb1ution co-sponsored by my, country, we shall find
Spain in the ranks of the anti-colonialist countries
in favour of demolishing colonialism.
,10. At this historic moment, we, the representatives
.of ninety-nine nations are faced with a most poignant
humanit~rian problem, on which we are about to take
a decision which will be vital to the progress of
peoples throughout the world, now and in the future,
and to peace and security on this earth. The votes we
cast will go down to posterity, which will thank us for
ridding the world of a"'scou~e. For ourselves, we shall
have peace of m:fu.d and '-the satisfaction of having
helped to see justice triumph, to revive human dignity,
to restore equal rights among all peoples, and to
maintain peace and the' greatness of our respective
countries.

The

meetin~

rose at 10.40 p.m.

11 Official records of the General Assembly.fifteenthsesslo~.Fourth
Cornmitte~, 1.015th
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Agenda item 87:
Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countriesa.nd peoples (continued).. 115/1
President: M~. Frederick H. BOLAN"O <Ireland).

matter, iti~~ hardly for the Honduran -delega~tlon to\\
supply the ~pacea-the solution to this probleJ ";'by.~
defining which'~,rritories are still colonie~-' s As- \\
sembly has not been able to define exastJr! what con- \
stitutes aggression either~ Neverth'?l.z:t3S;if pressed \\
s-qfficiently, we might hazard the fd.f1owing definitian: .
colonies are all those groups or peoples that do not yet
govern themselves and cannot choose their rulers by
democratic means.

6. In the fourth place~wehavebeentoldthatthecott\.
mission proposed by Honduras'would sovJenothingand
would merely delay matters. We do not agree. The
Declaration on th~ granting of independence to colonial
commission can do a, great service; it can chart the
countries and peoples (continued)
. course for the peoples that are still seeldng independence. Again, the argument tbatvisiting cOmIIlissions
1. The PRESIDENT: Before COlping to the first
speaker inscribed for. this afternoon, 1 ~ive -the floor to
should not be sanctioned, beDa.USe they are notallowed
to enter the territories concerned, is no reason for
the representative of Honduras in exercise ofhi.s right
reJ"ecting the draft resolution, for .such a sitGationis
of reply.
.
not new to this Assembly. Four years baveoo;ssed
2. Mr. MILLABERMUDEZ (Honduras) (translated
since the establisbmentofthe-SpecialCommittee'crit'the
from Spanish): Jn~xercising its right ofreply, my dele- . Problem of Hungary, and Sir Leslie'Munro, a former
gation wishes also to take this opportuni'ty>tG-elarify,
President of thi.s Assembly,hasjustsub~ttedanother
as requested,some point.s in its draft r(;}$olution (AI
report [A/4606] to us without setting foot on Hlmgarfan
L.324).
.
.
soil.

AGENDA ITEM 87

7. To sum up: the Honduran draft re.solutionsuPP1.ies
the African-Asian group's proposal With a means of .
sense an alternative totheAfrican-Asiandraftresolution.c'Onthe contrary, itisasupplem,entwhich we concarrying out the liberation. process.'
l~_-:o
s!<!~1"nece.ssaryfor.the implementation of the latter
proposal. What is more, my delegation. will vote in
8. Mr. WADSWORTI~ (United States of An1ericaf:
Through all its life, t9!(JJnited Nations has 1.l(3en deeplY'
favour of the African-Asian draft resclution {A/L.323
and· Add.1-5]. The Honduran proposal, &en, is designed
concerned with the progress .of dependent peoples
merely to help in .solving the problem of ways and
towards self-government andfudependence. Thatpromeans, of the pr,opar implementation Of the Africangress has embraced nearly 800,:nnmon people. Itba.s
Asian draft resolution. In other wo~dS,we esta,b1Miii~ become the greatest tide of politir~lliberationin all,
right and. proper link between ~ two. I sliow.d also
hi.story.
. ,
like to make itquitecleartbatthepo$ition of Honduras
9. nu.s year, With the admission of·seventeennewly.....
, in thi~ matter, as in any other ,is above suspicion~ and
established nations to ·our mld$t, the independence'
that we shall never'lend ourselves to manoeuvres on
movement has reached a climax. It is well, therefore,
either side.
in the_presence afsomanynationswhichhaveachieved
. 4•. In the second place, I have been told that no proindepa~Mience in· recent titnes,that this session of the
vision is made for an East European country am~g the. Gened1"tassemblyshould c,onsider the future of this
members of the commission. I disagreG~ The py;bposal
momentous movement. The movementltselfis natural,
provides!! for tberepresentatioo of two Admjnf:~tering
just, and irresistible. It is determined not .somuch by
Powers. It ifs therefore incorrect to call the Ho\\;lduran
wbatwe·sa.y here as byhistoric forces which cannot ~"- /
proposal inadmissible on the grOlmd that/it exc'~udesa
reversed. But it seems reasonable to hope. tbatour'~_/
representati'Ve area, for there isnotbingtop:re~ntthe deliberations here may help to speedit,andto znake it
inclusion of the Union of Soviet Socialist Reptfblic.s as
more orderly, n..'\Qre )peacefu1an~ more just for the
an Administering Powe~'.
scores -of milliOll$ WhQ~e future is bound up with it.
3. In. the first place, the Honduran proposal is in no

5. In the third plaoe, Ibave beenasked to specify what
I mean by colonies, or what colqtde~~ I have iJ;L mind.
This is a more difficult question to ~er, for there
are .disputes pending now before the ASsembly, for
wbich no .solution has 1:Jeen found in previous years;
Algeria is.acase;ln point. We allknow which col(mie~,
atillexlst:ln the world. But if debate or.the inter~retationofinternatlonallawhas so fa:rfailed to p-rofAce., 6r
if enianglement in the ~onflj,ct. of two worlds~,iJ.dinthe
col~ war has sO'far prevented any a~ee~<~ntbnthis

.,

10., No people .sl.1pports thq

id~ ~f :fre~doIJl

~tiona.l indepen<ience "more eagerly

and

Or more prOlld1y __

than the people of the United State.s/l All delegations '-..J
here are aware of the historical backgroundwhichled
the founders ofmycbUntry' to . make and carry into
effect thefam01.UiDec]aratton.ofJndependence,whlch~.
we celebrate every faurthofJuly. After one hundred
andfi;fty years ofcolonia1.rule,andafter",~;~cono1nio
.and social development of the origJnal. c.olomes bad
attained a point where they were abletOstahd.. on·'thefr
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own. feet, and when repressive act$ reachedapoint
whe~e they wer,~ regai"ded as unendurable, our leader~
issued .thi.$ :lnun.ortal· declaration. By it they brought
into ~ing a new nation, founded on certain self-evident
truth&t~that all men ~re created equal, that they ar,~
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
rights, tbatamongthese are life, libertyand the pursuit
of happiness. That to secure these rights governments
are institUood among men, q~riving their just powers
from the consent of the governed."
.
11. OUJ: founders. declared, and we still hold,that
these truths are not f;1le heritage o:fanyparticuIar race
or any particular Da!&.on but of all men. And so it has
proved in fact, for the influence of that Declaration;..
reverberated around the world and still reverberates
today.()
.

o

12. Therefore the general sentiment of the American
people has always been that freedom andindependence
are among the basic natural nghtspfeverypeople and
na.~(O. Our public opinion hai:Jshown no ambition to
dom1pate other nations 8Jlld has had little enthusiasm
for .o\olonial veni=JJ.res, whether by ourselves or by
othe~t. Whep. a former colony einerg~s. as a new nation
w.e~!flS.tfnCt(v..eIY :rem.e~r.~ our own ·,origin and we
re e»nd with heartfelt J;"ejoicing.
.

'~ ~F'='C"
·('ta~,J1ttbisdebate,
\'

••

_~

on a subjectwhere so many nations

i /,,~ve ~ter experience than we, itw~d be idle for

:..1:/' ~.he. .u.Dited.,~~te.s

to try to preachtoanybody. Nor shall

.N w) try to rOlJ~e passions by lurid accusations. We are

•·•..."\",rjfore inter~,sted.in the future than in the past. We
~='~!ieye ~t the rapid progress of the independence
moverne~l is essential to peaoe. And in this statement
we shall try to set forth some of the broad principles
by which
that progress should be governed.
.,
14. From its very founding the UJ1f.tedNatlons conceived of the long-established colonial Governments,
which then embraced a 'major' part of the glo~, not as
sources of profits to the goyern1ng Powerbutrather as
la "sacred trust"andameans ofprogress for dependent
peoples. This was ma~ plain by Article 73 of the
Charter, under Chapter XI entitled: "Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing Territol"ies". That Article makes clear that the Administering Powers have
~responsibility .tothecommunity of nations; tba'tthe
(i'mterests of theindigen~ populatioil.S comefirst;tbat
\among those interests are progress toward sel£government and free :Institutions and the realization of
their trpolitical. aspira.tf.ans"-which, in most cases,
has meant independence. The same article also makf)S
clear that the pace and method of progress must take
into account the wparticwa:.r circumstances of each
territory and its peoples and their varying stages of
advancementlt •
15. In the fL.~en years. of the Unite.d Natlons,Article
73 has been put into effect with greater speed and on a
'grander scale than any other proviSion of the Charter.
Some thirty-four countries, containing over 775 million
people, ba;ve attained independence since 1946_ Nearly
all are Members of the United Nations with representatives intbis bnll.. In Africa alone no· less than
twenty.-one states have made this transitlonf ·untJ.1 two
,<,-t.\itds of the whole of Africa is :free and independent.
(( Alld, as therepresentaU-ye of the United Kingdom
reminded· us in his statement ~arly in· tb1s debate
[925th meeting], stlllothers Will follow in t.b.e yea].!.$
just ahead.
-'-

16. Now this success has ,given a powerful impetus to
the drive for independ@nce and full self-government
in other countries which are still dependent today and·
which feel themselves to be part of the same great
stream of history. It is natural and healthy ~t this "
shQuld bo so. The very presence in our midst ofgreatly increased number of new nations, all free to
express their views as they think right, iDi'~parts to this
question a new urgency.
I!·
17. It is equally fitting that,within the context of the
Charter provisiOIiS to which I referred just now, an
effort should be made to state the sense of the General
Assembly in a new declaration which accords. with the
circumstances of 1960.. For that task no one among US
is so well qualified as the nations of Africa and Asiii, :
to most of whom this question is a matter of firsthand experience and who are the sponsors ~fthe draft
resolution [A/L.323andAdd.1-51before the .Assembly.
We of the United States wish to be in a position to sup..'
po~ their declaration. We hope thatwhatever questions .
of language might remain can stIll be worked out. We .
applaud their.initiative and t1w spiritwhichanimates it.
18. In this statement, ~ther than dissect the draft
resolution, I shall try to set forth in broad terms tge
point of view of the United States.
19. First, let me say what we mean by colonialism~~
There is no need for a formal' definition. We have
learned from history certain of its characteristics. It '
is the imposit!onof alien power over a people, usually
by force, and without the formal and free consent of the
governed. It is the perpetuation of thatpower. It i~.the .
denial of the right of self-determinatIon-whether by .
suppressing free expression or by withholding necessary educational, economic and social development.
Obviously not all colonial r4gimes have been the same.
Some have been benevolent and have expended great
sums ,for the benefit of the indigenous people; others
have been harsh and repressive. Some have understood
th~ justice and iIlevltability of progress by the indigenous people to full self-government and self-determination, and have shaped their policies accordingly;
others have not. Buthoweyer importantthese di;fference!!t,the fact remains that colonialism in any form is·
undesirable. Neither the most benevolent paternalisDl.
by a ruling Power,. nor the motrtgratefulacceptance .of' .
these benefits by indigenous leaders can ;meet the test
of the. Charter or satisfy the' spirit of this age. In fact,
the only colonial rule which can meet that test is that
which energetically works to turn over .full power .to
tbeindigenous people and thus seeks to bring itseli to·
an end as s'oon as possible. Tinle and again~ that test
MS been met. The vast areas which,in generations,.
past, were overseas possessions of Western nations
have been transformed by the joilit efforts of the,governing and the governed, until today the complete end
of tbis traditional colOIL~1 era isa certainty. In spite
of inevitable friction and some tragic instances of
nolence, this historic transformation has been largely
peaceful; and for that blessing great credit is due. to
statesmen and leaders on both sides.
'
20. The United States deYoutlyhopes thatthe complete
ending of the colonial age Will be still more' peaceful
and harmonious. That this should be sols mamfestlyin
the future interest of all concerned. Waca:nnot help
remarking on the fact that· some speakers who have
taken a. pl"ondnentpam in,this debate,andwhomaintain
that they themse~ves are all free and independent and
haveno~clQn:f4s. bye outdone aUtherest of the
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speakers here in the violence of their language. They
give the impression that theywouldprefer, for reasons
best known to themselves, to see the colonial regimes
of which they speak btought toan endby violence, with
the greatest possible hatred and bitterness on both
side,S.
21. NOW we could describe at this point, lfit would be
helpful to any suffering people to do so, anew colonial
system ~hich' does not span any ocean$ bu1: which.is
nonetheless as complete a violaf;J.on of the rights of
man as any that has ever existed. "This colomal system
· was imposed by force on many peoples ofmauy r&.oes,
· many of whom had for .centuries been free and in: dependent States and had been Members of the Leag1lle
of Nations. Some lost their independence even in form;
all of them lost it in fact. This entire system is disguised by censorship, by ruthless thought control, and
, by an elaborate nlisuse ofwords like "democraticIt and
'. 'autonomous". But its tragic reality is attested by:f;he
, millions who have escaped from it and by the tens of
thousands who have died in their vain efforts to shake
it off.
• 22. That is the new colonialism. In the very years
· when the old colonia1i$m 'W3.$ being transformed by the
• independence movement, the neWlcolonialism was
· spreading to still other nations. It is the largest
colonial empire in aUthe world today, yet it seek$ to
spread still further under the false banner of Itlibera,.
tion". Fortunately, its furtherspreadilasbeenchecked
by the increasing ability of free peoples tounderstand
the' reality through the disguise. We are convinced that
this new colonial system too will dieout-and we hope
rmd pray it wU1 die peacefully. Its time, perhaps, is
not ye4 but its tiDle will com.e. Me.:?.nwhile, when W~
· hear the practlt10ners of this new cololliallsm. launch
their tlumderbolts against the old, we are tempted to
recall the old proverb: -What you do speaks so loud
,that I cannot hear what you say·

should and must recall that the draft resolution now
us quits rightly speak$ out apinst colonialism
-in all'its manifestatiOnsw, just as did the bijfQiio '
declaration following the BandungConference.Ireturn
now, however, to the old colonial syStem. .In t1w View
of the United States, certain pointa. are clear.

.befor~

25. First, the ending of the colomal era is already fa;r
advanced and its complete end iscertafn. The sentiment
of nationalism is one of the strongest and most ir-re$istlble forces of modern tim.e$.It should not be
thwarted or suppressed-indeed, it cannot be. Modetil
history records many inStances of nations whichwere
partitioned or completely extinguiShed, only to emerge
again as memberA' of the faDlilyof nations" Some'of
th~se are sitting in our midsttoday; others may be ~ere
tomorrow. In any case, those who have responsibility
under Chapter XI of the .United Nations Charter for the
administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories
must realize that their tutelage at best can be only
temporary. Any attempt to prolong it by unnecessary
de~yS,anyfaUureto prepare for it with all possible
speed,wiU only frustrate the ineVitable and sow a
harvest of bitterness .which will persist long after
independence has been achieved.

26. Secondly, it is not enough merely to liquidate the
old; it is neces$ary also to pl3.n s01Uldlyfor what wiU
replace it. And in this the wishes of the indigenous
people must be paramount. Experience' shows that a
separ&.te independence is . usually, but .'J>y .no m~JlDB
always, thepeopletschoice.Fo:rinstan;j~,contra:r:yw
the impression left by the.declaJ:atlonW:hichMr._2iur!n
read bere some weeks a~o.[925tb. meotlnghthe people
of the Commonwealth of Puerto Ricodonotnow.dasire
independence. They are fully self-governing a.nd bave
freely. choaen to be associatedwith the United States as
a self-govenrlng commonw~lth. There ~re~trOng
economic, financial and.o1;her reasons behindtheirdecision. On 8 November last they re-elected Governor
Marfil, who isastrong advocate of the conunonMunoz
23. The arch practitioner of this' new and letJ1a.l
wealth
solution and in :fa:ct one of its chief architects,
colonialism demonstrated to US as recently as bst
SUl1day the true colours of its cynical andhypocritJcal by a clear majority of 58 per cent of the vote in a free
election". Perhaps just as significant is 1he fact that
na:bJre$ \V1!!ch it hides under the false ba.nneJ' oflibe~~
another
32 per cent of the voters advocated statehood,
tlon and behindmasses ofwo.rds and $logans expounding
orfuli
political
integration with the United States,;and
'freedOlnfrom colonial domJnatlon and independence for
tbatmeans
in
siDlpletermsthatovar90per
cent of the
aUpeoples of the world. I know I do not need to refresh
'your memorle!) that it was the Soviet Unionwhich, last voters of Puerto Rico wish to ·bavecommonwea.lth
status or a ploserpermanenttie,with.the United states~
'Sunday m01ming in the Security COUD.oU"l1 vetoed the
.
There are other examples, countries which, on emergdraft resolution proposing the admission of the recently
ing
fromcoK.,ual rule~ haTe freely chosen to join.'Yith '
'free andfndependent Islamic Republic of Mauritania.
a
neighbouring
Sfate.. in a aingle sovereignty.Sobitibwi
Th1a veto, a' bare-facedatt$mpt to blackmail the'
like
these
•may
also be preferred· by other people$,
Security Council into accepting a package deal,bas
particularly those who live in small.and widely scateffectlvely prevented Mau,ritania from achieving ita full
tared islands. Thus independence· is only the mo~t
status and rights inthe community of nations. I ask you
to think about thetmp!!cationa of the Soviet UnionfS obvious of SeTeral possible choices. The essential
point is that the people should choose.
action ()D. Sunday.morning. Particularly consider this
Tetoon the admission ofa sovereign state to the United 27. My third point is related to this principle of popuNations when the representative oftbe Sovie.t Union next
takes the floor to cha.:a:r.,pion, with his hollow oratory, lar choice. The vital. test for the administering antho.rity.of every. dependent area is the test of free conthe independence and equal rights of an peoples.
sultation with the people through fre(( elections or
tbrough some equally ~Jjd means of se1f-determi.na-24.1 haTe made tb1s short digreSsion to d,escribe the
-new \')olwial system- so that we may not forget the tion. This means morc lban a ceremony in which the
people are permitted to ratify a singlepl"edeterm.ined
Jl1a11y m.ill1ons of people who suffer lDlder this ·new
.colO11lalisDl' and whO$e fate, rightly or wrcmgly, most decision. It means anactualchoice amongalternatlves.
That is the essence of the principleofs~lf-determi~
MelDbers of the General Assembly have chosen not to
talk about at this. time. At the same time, I tbink,we tionof peoples which is included among the Purposes
of the United Nations. It is fut:l.1e to argue that the
people
may make the wrong decision, 01" a decision
11 Official Records of the Security Council, Fifteenth Year, 9Uth
meeting.
which may proye to be badfor them" At some moment,
tl
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31. We are spealdnghere of one of the great liberating
movements of history-the creation o~ new soYereign
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and better soon than late" the administermg authority
must trust ·in' the,lieople's Wisdom and put their destiny
in their own. hafi6s.. This has beendone with success in
so many ca$eS that there can be nO denying its p;raetical validity. Let more USe be made offree elections,
then, so that peoples everywhere maybe free to deternrl.ne their own destiny.
28. Now I come to the question oftime. HoW soon shall
the remaining dependencies become independent or be
given the opportunity to decide their future? The
United States believee that steps must be taken immediately towards self-government or independence.
In many cases this process is already far advanced.
Where it ,:is, not so advanced, there must be no delay.
CertainlY' no administering authority should maintain
the colomal status or relationship one day longer than
may ,be necessa1'y to enable each territory to stand on
its own feet in the strenuous conditions of the modern
w;tj:rld. Moreover, the determination of a timetable
should not be arbitrary but should be the result of
COIl\tinuouS consultation with the indigenous peoples and
wj:th their leaders. The Charter makes it clear, in its
Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories, that the progressivedevelopmentoffreepolitical institutions is to be carried out according "to the
particular circumstances of each territory and its
peoples and their varying stages of advancement"
[Article 73 b]. All Members of the United Nations, in
subscribing to the Charter, have 'accepted this principl~; and its wisdom has been fuUy demonstrBted by
experience. If independence is to be re~tlandnotm.erely
formal, it must be accompanied by oconomic,social
and political growth and stability. Even iD the same
region there may be wide variations in this regard.
The Trust Territory of Western Samoa, for example,
which will soon have a plebiscite regarding its future,
has a very advanced society compared to the Trust
, Territory of New Guinea, large parts ofwhichare still
unexplored and unlmown to the outside world. Thus, to
deal with both as if they were in comparable stages of
advancement would not ensure to either what the
Charter pledges, namely, 'I~eir just treatment, and
their protection against abuses ft •
29. We can sum up ou:r views on the matter of timing
in this way. Common sense,and the terms of the
Charter as well, make it inescapable that independence-or whatever final result th~ people may
choose-must be reached in progressive steps.. Sometimes the rem.aining road is short; in other cases it is
still long, and a long road should not be attempted in
one leap. It is a poor service to any people to convert
them. overnight from colcmial subjection to a paper
independence which they are not equipped to, sustain.
The result is certain to be a collapse into chaos and
violence-and perhaps an. attempt by other stronger
Powers to put them under a new yoke. It could be
simply jumping from the frying,pan into the fire.
30. Yet none oithese cautions should be used as an
exCUSe for delay with the urgent business in hand. Administering authorities should consult wit.ll the people
to establish timetables of progress. And the steps
along the way must be immediate. Both the admjnistering authority and the people must feel an urgent
obligation to speed the day of full liberation. That
obligation is imposed upon us by history t and to shirk
it would lead only to tragic and needless conflict.

•

•

Meetings

nations. It is fitting to recall to ourselves. how mu,qh
this movement already owes-and how much it is sure
to owe in the future-to the United Nations. Not only has
this Organization, under its Charter, already taken a
substantial and creative interest in the liberatingprocess itself; the United Nations also provides-and this .
may be even a greater service in the long runOCila house
for the community of nations. And here the world's
many ind~pendent nations, in all their variety and de:'
spite .!..ll_ .their discor~., ca~ find a sound and strQng
fl"amewo:rk within. which to dwell in peace.'
'
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32. This priceless value of the United Nations for the

emerging nations was recognized by PresidentEisenhower-when he proposed, in bis address to the General
Assembly on 22 September [868th meeting], a United
Nations programme for Africa. Among the points in
this programme are an immediate increase in the size
of the United Nations Expanded Programme of Techni.
cal Assistance and of the United Nations'Special Fund;
expansion and permanent status for the United Nations
programme to provide operational and executive personnel to newly developing countries; specialattention
to Africa by the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development and the International Monetary Fund;
and a new United Nations programme of education, so
that the peoples of Africa can more rapidly acquire
the mental tools' to preserve and develop their freedom.
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33. We shall develop theseproposals further when the

o
P

Assembly considers the item which the United States
delegation proposed entitled "Africa: a United Nations
programme for independence and developmentft [Item
8S]. We shall welcome particularly the ideas of the
African States on that programme. Already we have
been greatly intere.sted to hear a number of speakers
f~om Africa, during the present debate, emphasize
their wish that aid to Africa should come as much as
possible throueh the United Nations o With thatattitude
we entirely agree.
34. By such steps as these, we shall take the most
statesmanlike course of all-the courp~ which
strengthens the independence of nations and at the
same time strengthenS the world institution.s whichhirJ.d
us together in peaoe. Only from that unityin diversity
can a peaceful world community be built. And only,lirJ.
such a community can freedom be achieved, 'and
securely sustained, for all,the peoples of the worlii.
The President of the United States, in his address to
the General Assembly earlier this fall, described this
ideal in the.se words:
'
1tThis concept of unity in freedom, drawn from the
diversity of many racialB>trains and cultures, we
would like to see made a realityfor all mankind. ThiS
concept should apply within every nation as it does
among nations. We believe that the rightof every man
to participate, through his or her vote, in selfgovernment is as precious as the right ofeach nation
here represented to vote its own convictions in this
Assembly. I should like to see a uni'versalplebiscite
in Which every individual in theworldwauldbe given
the opportunity freely and secretly to answettbiS
question: 'Do you want this right?' Opposed to the
idea of two hostile, embittered worlds in perpetual
conflict, We envisage a Single world community, as
yet unrealized but advancing steadily towards fulfilment through our plans, our efforts and ou:r collective,
ideas.
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"Thus we see, as our goal.,notasuper-S::a:te a.bove
o natiOliS, 'but a world . c ommunity embr.!!cing them all"
rooted in law and justice and enhancing the potentialities and oommon purposes ofall peoples.· (868th
meeting, paras. 84-85]
.
35. In the light of those i';w,ls, we rejoice to see the
age of colonies pass into history and a host of new
nations emerging into the community of freedom. Let
tbatgreat community grow steadily to completion,
overcr: );ling all fanatical divisioD.5 and groundless am.."
bitions, until it embraces-as one day it surelymust-.o;."
a.ll the members of the family of man.
36. Mr. AMMOUN (Lebanon) .(translated from
French): During these memorable days we are writing
a great page of history, not the history we.~tudi~dnot
SO long ago about nations and their kings and wars, but
universal history as it must henceforth be taught: the
history of mankind, of its progress andachievements.
'l'he history of manldnd' is a history of' continuoUs
Ubera.tion-liberation from domination of manbyman,
whetb,er it involved individuals, communities or
peoples, that is to say, liberation from slavery and
colonialism.
37. But before we reached our px;esent stage, how
. much suffering was inflicted, howmuch bloC>dand tears
shedl And also, .howmanyfailures, set-baoks andpainfa! new beginningsl At each turning in this tortuous
road a bright summit bas emerged Uke the peak of
Mount Sinai. Once itwas the great Phoenician invention
of the alphabet, then, closer to our time, paper imported int~ Europe from China by the Arabs, .then
Gutenbergts printing prass and finally the newspaperall stages in the extension oflmQwledge and the liberation of thought and hellce the liberation of man. The
flowering of democracy in Great Britainandits,extension to other parts of the world was to be one of the
main consequences of that process of liberationwhich
is tOday enshrined in the democratic principles of the
United Nations Charter.
38. Today the subjugation of individuals byslavery is
cO:!ning to an .end. Nevertheless it has not completely
vamshed e Remnants of it remain in racial discriminatip~, serfdom and forced labour•
39. Until the beginning of the Christian era there was
only a sporadic struggle against this endemic eviland
revolts which were speedily repressed. In the eyes of
his contemporaries Spartacus was a rebel to be
punished, a rebel against an estabUshed institution, a
threat to one ofthefoundationsoftheciviUzation of the

their duty to combat it in the eastern seas. That was'a
reparatlonthey owed to the people•.•~ had 0ll.pressed. The activities of European navieS against the
African slavers we:re ins~ental in supprassingthis
hideous trade, which was ended for good by the International Convention for the Suppression of Slavery
adopted by the League of ~~ations, and signedat ,Geneva
on 25 September 1926.'v
.'
41. But, as has been observed, the r~mnants of s~vtGi"Y
remain in the form of racial discritninationJi wli~ch
rages in at least two countries:tlfe~trrilolt"tJf S<l~uth Africa and 'Israel.
",'C-"
,\
':::.--~.-/

42. It is time, high time.,thattheseinhum.anpractices
shoyld cease. The struggle against racial discriminationin the United States is procee4ittg successfully,
albeit slowly and considerably more in the legislative
acts and court decisions than in popular practices and
reactions, but so far little progress has been made in
South Africa despite repeated United Nations intervention. The policy of "apartheid", whichwe haye condemned' more than once, remains an open sore in the
side of mankind. How long will the United Nations
tolerate this affront to its most noble and lofty principles? The draft resolution before us [A/L.323 and
Add. 1-5] , and on which we are called upon to Yote,
condemns once and for all this policy which violates
both moral law and the precepts of religion, of all
religions. Will the Government of the Union of South
Africa Withhold its vote from this draft resolution? It
is being offered an opportunity to reconsider its policy,
which is as disastrous for the community whi~h it
defendS as for the one wbi~h is its wretched victim.
43. As to Israel, there have been many denunCiations
of its policy,a state policy which basracial discrimi'"
nation as one ofits corner-stones. TheveryConstitU....
tionof Israel, a theocratic State, lsmsed on the notion
that onlyijie Jew is a real citizen, the non-Jew being a
second .clil.sssubje~t. Racial discrimination results
fr~mthe existence of a racist state. It appears there
as. an 4~titution of ilia' State itself. Whether in' the form
of segregation imposed on the Arabs under the pretext
of national\ security, or of inequality before the state
and the pub\Uc authorities, itconstltutes one of the
fundamentallaw$ of the State. The censure incurredby
the Union ot South Africa is merited to an even greater
extent by Israel. How long Will people close their eyes
to thi.s anomaly, to this monstrosity ofracistpolicy in
. an anachr:onistic state, ando! the .Zionism which
.
nOUI'isbes i t ? ·
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40. With the advent of Christianity, the legitimacy of
slavery was called in question. After it had been
abolished in Europe it stillsubsisted in CzariStRussfa
in. the ,milder form of serfdom, despite repeated attempts at liberation and the two great revolutions in the
United States and France, together with the Deolara-tions of the Rights of Man which they broughtfortb. in
pain. But itneededan Abraham Lincoln anda Civil War
fo:tslavery to be abolished in the United States, and the
General Act of the Brussels . Conference relative to the
Afrioan Slave Trade of 1890Y for it to be condemned
alBo in Asia and Africa. The Powers that had officially
proteoted the slave trade on the Atlantic Ocean :made it

44. Slavery in ~ll its forms,as the League of :N~tions
declared, slavery in its most diverse shapes and with
all its hideous remnants, must finally give way to real
equality between men of all races and colours, and to
respect for the human dignity ofeachandevery person.
45. Eyen before voting On the resolution condemning
racial discrimination, we should like tobelieve that this
resolution will not, like so many other United Nations
res6>lutions,. rem.aina dead letter.' A people whose
actions violate the principles of the Charter and the
prOvisions' of the UniYersal Declaration of Human
Rights, whether it be Israel or any other country t m.ust
henceforth incur' not only moral penalties in the form of
United Nations censure, but t4~ legalpenalties attaching to thE"i violation of the rules of conduct for peoples

lollective .

?J general Act of the Brussels Confet.'ence relative to the African
gave Trade. signed atBrussels on 2July 1890. British and Foreign State
Papers, 1889-1890, vol: LXXX:U (London. H.M. Stationery Office).

'U See Publications of the League of Nations. VI.B.Slavery. 1926.
VI.D.7. (document C.586.M.22a.1926. Vl.).
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andindividT~als. We hope tha~theworld, wb~chhas seen~tate itself. By, occupying a part of Arab ~lestine

thead~~Jlt of independence ftorsomanyperi1t>les, will in .' Zionism has violated both thesovereigntyofthepeoPl~
the l},~ar':fu;f;ure see the aq,vent of univel\\=lal law and it ,expelled frotn their homes and the integrity of ,the
jus~ge for all.
national territory. While pretending to assert a rIght,
46. A last word before ,turnijl,~g from racialdiscffmi- It violates with impunity the most elementary prin..
,
ciples of good faith.
natip!lJ) whfch' be~ets the\\irtdividual, to colonialism,
whfch affects entirepeoples\. For the common good, we
50. Without a doubt, the colonial Powers have spread
their civilization in the colonized countries" to a
hope that racial discrimination willnot springup again
in the relations between the newly emancipat~d peoples,
greater or lesser extent. This. cultural expansion was
or those soon to be freed, and their forme.x""hlasters.
at titnes attended by violence. It was imposed rather
We entreat these long-suffering peoples to rise above
than accepted. It ~!lay be that without this culture and
malice' and vengeap.~e. At stake are their own interests,
without this violep~ce, the colonized oountries wouldnot
which can be fulfilled only through co-operation on an
have awakened so quickly to Independence and freedom.
This has happened at various times In history. In
equal footing, in an atmosphere of mutual confidence
among aU men and peoples.
antiquity, in the Middle Ages and in modern times the
47. The draft resolution before us states that the
currents of culture sweeping' through tb~ world, someliberation of peoples is an irreversible process. Whattim.es from East to West and sometimes from West to
East, were not always peaceful currents. Far fromit.
ever anyone may say,internationalmoralityiawinning
But this no longer holds true today. The book can dis..
a victory•. It will be one of the greatest achievements
pense with the sword arid the rifle. Economic develop..
of the United Nations, if not the greatest of all, to have· ment must no longer mean exploitation, as it olften
taken part in this regeneration of the world by helping
meant in times gone by, in all eras and und";';l)11
all peoples still in bondage in their struggle for inskies-exploitation of natural resources as wellas"of
dependence. What the League of Nations did to free the
individual frODl slavery, the United Nations is·in the
men.
process of doing to, .liberate all peoples from the bonds
51. OUr age is one of co-operation among free and
of s e r v i t u d e . ·
equal peoples and men. More still, it ie an age of
human brotherhood, associationand mutual assistance.
48. We do not wish to deny to the colonial Powers, or
ula I
at least some of them, the merit of having understood
This mutual aSsistanoe is more partic' r ynecessary
since justice-economic and social justice-did not
this movement and ofbaving risen to the heights of this
lati
be
~oralIty·. ,.yielding to the pressure of peoples striving
always in the past govern the re
ons tween nations.
The economic and technical development of some
for f:r:eedom. In the past two decades the United Ki.ngpeoples was sometimes achieved at the expense of
dom, France and Italy have cut the bonds of subjection
others.
placed _or.t more than thirty nations inhabited by more
. than a thousand miUIQnpaoplra. This Organization and
52. Tb.e proposal for assistance to AfrIcan countries
thet3e Powers are. today insiatently urgfld to extendtQ
which have attained independence • submitted by .the
all the peoples of the earth, onwhatever continent they
United states [868th meeting], comes at a timely
morn.ent. It springs from the new spirit. Itwill be wel..
live, and whether theyare black or wbite , the blessings
Qf freedom> and dignity. Let themput a speedy end to
come,;ls will also be any assistance which thec,oanbloodshed in the countries where the struggle is contries of western Europe may propose to·give to the
tinuing. Let tha territories taken away from sO'irereign
~tates they once administered. The seme may re ~~id
nations be restored to them, for parta oftheir flesh and
of the decision of the Soviet Union, announced ~ the
blood in Asia andAfrica remain in the hands of occupySecond Committee ,:U.to increase its contribution t<'ithe
ing Powers and forces.
programme of assistance to newly IndependentStates.
4'
1
h uld be
. f la d th
.
53. This assistance has already been the subject of
9. Specia mention so' .
madeo a n , e most
two importantresolutions ofthe Second Committee, ona
holy of lands,. which arapaQious colonialism, Zionis:ai,
on assistance to newly indepe'ndent states [A/4649,
has usurped and occupied in defiance of human laws
and, I may add. of Divine Law, since this is th,e 'land G~
draft resolution I] and the other on concertedaction for
the Holy Places and the Holy City. While the wholta
the economic development of all peoples [A/4648,
world aclmowledges that the age of conqu.est and C(Jdraft resolution 1].; These two resolutions underline the
loniallsm is past and while dozens ofnations a:rrEf'hclddUty of the United Nations topromote the economic and
ing up their heads and advancing towards ft"eedom and
social advancement of all the less developed peoples.
They complement the draft resolution which .is nOW
light; colonialIst Zionism is clinging desperately to the
alleged rights of conquest so as to dispossess a people
bef?re you. They constitute the economic charter of a
of its ancestral fatherland and open the land for
new wOl'ld in which all peoples must work together."
colonizatlon~ Palestine-the land of Canaan-was nota
54. If this assistance is accompanied by respect for
Sahara, an uninhabited d~..sert. It was, in the words of
the independence and sovereignty of young States~ as
the Bible, a land floWingvnth milk: and honey, a land
required by the. draft resolution on conce~ted action
bearing huge bunches of gT~pes that astonished the
for eeonomic development, if the recipient States a.re
nOIri3.dic Israelites. It was conquered in the time of
not drawn Into the conflicts and rivalries of the Great
ii'dsbua, and conquered again three thousand years later PowerS and are enabled to develop in peace tll1d tranin a no less cruel fashion, under the very eyes of the
quillity, an effective oontribution will indeedhave been.
United Nations and in spite of and in violation of its
made to human progress and universal harmonyinthe
principles and its most solemn resolution. Israel, in
world. Let us not regard this as a vision or as a figdefiance of logic and decency, maSks this new colonialmentof the imagination. It will be the reality of our
ism under a screen ofprinciples proclaimingfreedom,
time, and ofthe years to come, dictatedby the sequence
but the United Nations must be true to itself bY' unmasking. this deception, by exposing and hunting down
jjOfflcial Records of the General Assembly,flfteenthsession,Secbn,g
Committ~. 698th meeting.
colonialism wherever it seeks to perpetuate or rein•
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divorcement of political action from ethical action; in
will give the seal of its approval by adopting the draft
an age which still held man to be fully responsible for
resolution sponsored by forty-twoStetes [A/L.323 and
his every action.
j\dd.1-5]. This resolution will be the new charter pro61. Spain may have made many mistakes in the
" clawing the freedom of;peoples and the dignity of man.
American Indie s • Indeed, its very conception of the
enterprise of colonization-as a gigantic effort ~o lift
Mr. Nesbitt (Canada), Vioe-President, took the
the conquered countries to what it oonsidered a higher
Chair.
plane of morality and lir(lli.g-mayhave been a mistake~"';;\\
56. Mr. VELAZQUEZ (J"ruguay) (translated frol}l
It may have been a mi~~~~ frombeginningto end; and
Spanish): The delegation of Uruguay is taking part in "yet, for all the fire an\;} Passion which we,,put into our
this debate in full awareness of the importance of the
struggle for independence, that mi~take does notblind
matter before us. .
us to the 'beauty and transcendency qf the conoeption.
With all its faults and cruelties-thoughthe latter seem
56. There are still many mi1lionsof people in ASia, . innoc¥ous . in ~~()mparison With the metb.odsof mass
Africa and even our own America for whom the words
extermination used in our century-it was. an enterwe speak here have special signifi.canoe. ',There are
prise of high civilization. Itwas the Spanishmoralists ,
tnany millions of people whose eyes are fixed on the
jurists and theologians. who. proclaimed before the
United Nations at tbismoment, and who awaitfrom us
world that justice was the soittc~alllaW,and that
a word to hearten them in their struggle,a word of
reaSOn and. morality prevailed above ~he' ab~olu~r will
encouragement to help them to endure their ceaseless
of monarchs. It was they who <;1raf~d~the a<:b:n11"able
sufferings, a word of hope in their dejection.,
pages of the Code.oftheInd.iesth~it~gov~rn~d the life of
57. This lends particular gravity to our discussion and
the American communities.~orthree.hyndred years.
compels us to approach the subject with the honest
62. Spain's work in America is presenthere today; we
intention of worldng only for the objective which we
ourselves are .that work-we who, for a century and a
have set ourselves. We do not want this debate to be
half, have been dealing with the mother countryona
us~d as a cold weapon in a cold war, much less a6\ an
footing. of equality, with no misglvings,susplcions or
instrument of propaganda ·for an ideology which Jilas
fears. Even without our presence to testifY toitsc~
itself proved to be a mLodern version of colonialism':"of
tinuity, the earth and flesh of America would still
a colonialism that is implacable, rigid and inhuman.
abound with ,evidence, of its prodigious labour ofcivili..
My delegation has therefore. been· glad to· note the
zation, to which these lines from QU~vedo's m.oving
sonnet could well be applied: "They will abandon their
m.oderationanddeliberation which have cw:;tacterized
the statements of many countries that in rec\~ht times
bodies, but not their care. They willbeashes, but will
have fought ttJ.ost fiercely againsttbecolonia~\system.. havefeeling~ They will be dust, but lo\'ing dust.':'
ThepeQplesof Asia and Africa, more immediately
affected than ourselves by wbateveris said. or done in
63. I saidtbat'we should be unfa,ir if wesilnpliAed
this Assembly, have shown an admirable Ii)rudence. We
historical fact by attaching the same labelorapply1ug ;'
'~fudl tbiscfa~t as a favourable augury for thefut-ll'e of
the same yardsticktoaU Quloni.alism. To be f4~f.'W~'/
the United Nations.
must nOW recognize that it~'$s the West itself which,
..
in the oontext ofthe:w.odel'u a~,tQok a tragically
53. . Uruguay, like its fellow natio~' of SpaJlish and
wrong b.U"ning. It was Weste:rn.',tDOlight that questloned
Latin AmericR., can .claim a special justification for
the existence of thoS$ supr.e.. me, and. objectIveyalues of
:=e;t.e~~~,~.s~::~,~::~~:
. :.~:ngrc~'a~~.
~~~ to
justice' and morality wbich 'could and didglve meaning·
the Spardsh· eIlteX'pl'ise of. colonizatlon.Tha.t scepHces. The war ofindependenceinSouthAmerica~;Jj,ted ticism ll rooted deep inhlstory,hadenormoosexplosive
fourteen years and, even after the Battle ofAya.dtich~, force. If' ihere wa.snolawbuttbatimposedon the com..
~hi:hgh:~~rf~:. .~\:::~~~~:~~i.C~':rd~~~~ :d~~ m~t,nity ,by the monarch; if it was, will, an~inot reason,
"
that 11lade th.-'3 legal rules; if in so doing, that will was
, United Natlons. There was no.chapter XIandno Trus- . not .enlightened by the law ·of understa~ding.anS 1lb.3,
teeship'System. There was only an indomitable will to . objective nature of things; if force was not measured
independ~nce. Independence didnot com.eto US as a gift.
and regulated by.a higher law,bythat law whose edicts
Nor was it an act of justice On our behalf by a third
in the flnewords of Soph()C~es' heroine Antigone, tlare
.Panyil Independence was the exercise ofa right; but the
not of Y'eJ\'terdayortoday,buteTerlastlng, thoughwhere
they· came from, none of US can tellI; .then, is it any
right was e~erclsed through sacr!Bce and pain.,
59. It is true that the circumstances thenwere not the
Wonde:r that crinle ,should now be rewarded and transSame as those which came topre'\'ail in the cQUD.tries
gression praised? If whate:~!a.r is good and just is not
~xploited by the typical colonia.lism of the nineteenth
good and just of itself, but only because an omniscient
century. We should be unfair, and we Should be silnpli..
and omnipoten't ruler willed.it so, then in the name of
fying historical fact to the pOint of disto:rtion, if we
what logic, tlfat we .shall never succeed in underfailed to distinguish between the. colonialism against
standing, has otJJ;' conscience the right to revoltagainst
which we rose and the colonialism of more recent
the daily ~1l6ctacleof injustlce and disorder? I do not
times, 'particularly in the ,ruthless fOl{'llIlS which lm.QW whether they were ,many or few who perceived at
characterized It at least until the end of the First
the tiIne the danger that lurked in this ,philosophyCl I
,World War.
lm.ow only that we have here the rightful fruits of that
Ga~ For out part-andthis pointhas ah'eadybeenmade
philosophy: the grave of Katyn, the gas chambers of
by other representatives ofSpanlshAmeriea-wem.ust
Dachau, the . flerymushroom over Hir08h1Dl11~ Jhe
aclm.owledged that the Spanish venture began in an age
millions of human beings who still live in fear, :8ngulJh
When values and standards higher than the capriCious
and slavery.
.
Will of men were still acknowledged; in an age still
64. It waS colonialism conceived in the shadow oftbat
S.trongenOUgh ~ Chrlstlan tradition to ]:'esist the
sceptical and therefore materialistic philosophy; itwas
I
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colonialism born beneath the sign of the' spirit of gain;
it was colonialism as the legitimate qhild of the capitalistic spirit, which was responsibl~ for the sad
:r~antyof ,the colonial empires, the exploitation of
~~eoples, and the stupid myth of racial superiority. It
~~tbis cold, calculating, unfeeling colonialism tbatwe
!are going to condemn in this Assembly in the name of
the essential equality of men and peoples,in the name
of that common ancestry of the human race which
makes us but a single community and a, ~',tngle family.
65. To be completely fair-and, I repeat, we have
heard much that was just and sensible said in this
debate-we must obviously be extremely cautious when
it comes to judging or condemning any specific colonial
situation. The responsibility of the colonial Powers is
not always self-evident, nor canwe affirm a priori. that
the Governments \t>f those Powers must in all cases. be
held answerable 1,?r tb~ acts of their nationals. Many
noble efforts to g'Utde social conduct along more
rational paths com~'Up against indifference,prejl'"dice
or selfishness. Moreover, we are bound to sa',f, not
everything stems from foreign oppression, Since
colonialism,in the sense of exploitation 01 human
beings, is a state ofmind, there is national colonialism
as well as foreign colonialism. Theexploitat:(on of our
.peoples by men ofthe same stock, by groups iIldifferent
to the. requj,rements of the common good, is a moral
and adverse ttct, as adverse as colOllialism itseJf; and,
be it said in passing,. that situation of privileg~ and
injustice has alwrys been the most effective allvof
foreign interests in reducing the sovereigu;ty' of w~~k
and small nations to thraldom.
66. Although independence and self-government represent the first objectives to be attained in the process
of gaining. freedom and eradicating colonialism, they
are not the ultimate goal. TheuItimategoalis independence in the fullest sense of the word, independence
which really makes us masters of our fate, independence in each and every activity of the political community to which we belong. I readily acmowledge that
political independence may' be a sine qua non for·the
achievement of this other independence; butitisnot in
itself enough.. We, the peoples ofSpanishAmerica;mow
a g:reat deal about this. At any rate we mow-and
perhaps our experlence may be of some USe in this
debate-that political independence and the establishment of a country's own Government presuppose an
intelligent adaptation of legal forms to the sociological
realities of that country. Speaking ,for a countrywhich,
like its fellows in America, was in the past perpetually
torn between iq.eal constitutions andreal constitutions,
between written constitutions and sociological c~
stitutions-happily, the conflict was settledin uruguay
more than fifty years ago-we can appreciate howimportant it is that the formulas through which free institutions develop should bamade to fit-not like a
ready-made suit, but like one made to measure-the
always complex conditions in which the GOVernment is
to function. Every countrymust, of course, experiment
with formulas for itself; but the goalmust be the Same
for ·all: to ensure that-subject.to those basic principles, such as the sovereignty of the people and respect
for fundamental burn an rights, which have absolute
validity regardless ofthe situation-the institutions are
adapted to the real structure of the country. Otherwise
independence leads to chaos, and chaos reverts to
colonialism or to spurious fo:rms of political government which, as experience has shown, are always used

to further interests foreign to the legitimateinteres;
of the nation.
''
67. It would, however, be naive to think that political
independence can be maintained without breaking the
bonds of economic colonialism. I neither mean nor
~laim that such bonds can be broken overnight once'
freedom is won. We mow aUtoowell that the intricate
network of interests in which the world is, to Some
~xtent, held prisoner cannotbe broken so easily. Again,
It has never, wrhaps, been the part ofpolitical wisdom
to make an abrupt break; whether we like it or not We
have to reckon with world realities.Whatis important
is to fight on lesolutely and with a true sense of
patriotism. Let t.:..ere be an end to the paradox of
political independence and economic dependence. At a
time when the end of colonialism is already a fact,
perhaps our main concern should be, not so much to
issue a declaration which in the last analysis merely
takes note of that fact, as toissue a warning that there
will be no real end to colonialism while the peoples
enjoy no genuine and authentic freedom to dispose of
and exploit their natural wealth and resources for the
benefit of their communities; while we must rastcontent with the role of mere providers of raw materials
for the industrial Powers, and while ,we lack that
minimum of self-sufficiency which, within the natural
interdependence of nations, is the .truest sign offull an«
genuine independence.
68. An understanding of these truths,agenerousattitude on the part of those who until yesterday were the
masters--by what right we need not consider now-of
the fate and wealth of vast areas of the world, is not
m~rely an attitude whichmoralitydicta1;es butperhaps
the one factor upon which, in the long nm, the fate' of
the free world depends. Whenever the free world
clashes within itself, whenever the West betrays the
great and imperishable principles which have sealed
the greatness ofits culture, the West loses a battle; and
every battle lost by the West iBa battle lost for man;
for the values of the .West.-the freedom which Greece
bequeathed to us, .the sense of law and order contributed by the genius of. Rome, the. grace whereby
Christianity transformed the temporal meaning ofour
life-are, in one way or another, the values of manldnd,
which are. now threatened by atheistic and totalitarian
reaction. If the West understands, there is nothing to
fear ,whatever triumphs the adversary may seem to
gain. If the West does not understand, that lack of
under$tanding, and not nuclear war, w;Ul be the real
self-destruction of mankind,..
69. Mr. MARTINO. (Italy) (translated from Frencb);
The problem of the independonce of Non-Self-Governing Terr.itories and. colonial peoples has already, in thex
past, been the subject of lively debate in which :many
contrasting views have been expressed. That is quite
10glcaliJ for it is no accident that one of the main purposes ofthia Organization, since itwas established,has
been to urge and to help Member States to leadtb.e
territories which they administer, and which have not
yet gained .t.heir independence, to the gradualachieyement of that supreme aspiration of mankind.
70. The freedom of peoples :lii now the central preoccupation of the human race. We live in an age xnarked
by continual changes In the relations betweenpeoples.
These changes are partly the effect of extraordinary
technical. progress. bUt itis not <>n1yteclmical progreSs
which unites the thoughts and interests oi men and
which ncw] allows no man to live separate frOIn hbi
'_.'-""'--:
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· fellowS. Technical p~~gress is a creation ofthe human
historical reality of the. hour and the true meaning and
mind and its invepJ,10ns are the fruit of ideals.Techresponsibilities of their mission. WitbinthisveryAsnical progre~~t i.~ therefore bound to obey moral and
sembly, several representatives of territories which
spiritual/J!C}lIlands. -, ~"c<
w~re until recently non-self-governing, have acknowl71. .'S!iba&ver may be the mot!YeiJ which ~~'V£ led a . edged this fact andha\,,~ openly declared themselves
satisfied with the work done by the administering
Member of the Assembly to request this debate, we
countries, with which,.in several cases, thenewcounregard tl;t~Jnitiative as a useful one. It further demontries
have relations of close cO-operation. A f~w
strates the importance which this problem has acquired
moments
ago I referred to the cpncern which this coand the urgent need to seck a solution. The present,
operation
may cause 0 yet, althOUgh we recognize that
· which has its roots ~the past, is dominated by a
such
a
concern
is legitimate in certain ca~~~JkW~.can
powerful unifying force. Vre are moving towards unity.
only consider the tendency to oppose suchcG!'-operal.1on
72. Italy is convinced that, because of ita recent exas the :w~st serious threat to the developfuent of the
perience, its awarenes~ of present problems and the
former colomal peoples. These peoples feel a deep d&general approval of its action in the territories it once
sire for renewal-.a desire which shouldnof;baa cause
administered, it is inapositiontospeakobjectively, to
of separation and inevitable conflict, but should, as a
calm passions and to ma~e a fair assessm.ent of the
rule, lead to closer understanding and more fruitful
true aspects of the problem, without any attempt at and lasting co-operation. If there is to be such an
demagogic exaltation or ideological or political ex- understanding, it is essential that both sides should
ploitation. I believe I can say truly that the Italian quickly free themselves of all remnants ofresentment .
nation has, to its own great satisfactiou, playeda part
and regret,
in the development of the countries for .whose govern76. When we speak of colonization, it is necessary to
ment and administration it was responsible. This is
emphasize,
not only i1:$ executive aspects, butalsothe
borne out by the cordial relations of trust and coSpiritual
values
and forces which it eventDallysueoperation that have been established with the States
ceeded
in
releasing~
This is exactly what the diswhich were once under Italian trusteeship or which
tinguished
representative
of Uruguay did a few mowere Italian colonies..
ments ago. K.} M•. Panikkar, the Itldian author of Asia
and Western Dominance, which is regarded as the
73. We are also convinced that l'J.othing is more likely
to lead' to useful results, in the best interests .of all
sternest indictment of the colonizingWest,Q}J.ca,fu~
countries, than sincere technical and econolnic cocourse of a lecture emphasizedIndia'~!ls~t(~theWest
operation. Some are strongly critical ofsuch co-opera.in terms which may perhaps app~y to\, al~ .former
tion between countries which have just gained their
colonial.peoples. He said that social (reform: in Hindu
independence and their former administrators. They
society, .the raising of the untouchables and the prospeak of neo-colonialiam, condemning it as a seque~ to
foundly ~ignificantpurificati.on of Hinduism, all of
or a substitute for past colonial exploitation. Even if we
which were greater and more lasting tbings tban even
can sometimes understand and appreciate the reasons
the inde~~ndence of India, werereflectlOfiSoftbat
country's· ¥<estern heritage. The organization. pf. the
for these charges, we should resist the temptation to
make them indiscriminately. Such a generalization
democratic and secular State, the structure of its in.stitutions and the political principles on which it was
would not only be completely unjus~ed, it wovlda.lso
based were essentially European in ii:i$piratJ.on.
be dangerous. It might be used as a pretext by those
who are in no way concerned lest such co-operation
77. As in all human history; good is inseparable from
should hinder peaceful progress towards the indepenevil
and must always combat it. Ris to be hoped that
dence of ~ former colonial countriE'13, but who are
the
countries
which have gained their independence will
concerned and afraid that such co-operation'might be
find
in
themselves
the strengthtol'ejectboththe bondan obstacle to the enslavementand ideological domina.age'
of
their
recent
past, which still bear~Jthe germs .of
tion of these peoples-by those who fan the' flames of
distrust
and
resentment,
andthsrepeatetiandtemptmg
resentment and pride, in the hope that the work of reincitements of those who would gain by their isolation
newal will take the form of an anti.-westernmovement
would place them more completely at their
which
and an attack on certain ways of life, rather than on·
mercy.
But it is also desirable that the pteoples of the
certain western peoples.
'
West should understand tbat their task does not end
74. This shows the delicate nature and the importance
where the independence of colonial countries begins.
of the questi.on we are discussing today. The Italian
The assistance which the more advanced countries
delegati.on is firmly convinced that every possible efshouldglve to the less developednations is not a. comfort must be made to ensure thatthe debg.te willlea.d to
plete mh1W.1~idpollticalsolution.. The peoples of the
. useful and constructive decisions. It can obviously ha'fe
West must play a part in the creative effort~t;ofthe
but one objective, the ending in all continents, of all
newlyself~governingcountries, to ~irfull capacity
forms of me ovel" one people by another; no other
and With a firJ:n resolve to understand the full meaning
objective would be justified. But, if we are to achieTe
of thoa~ efforts and to further theih. with a new to
this objectlve by the most suitable means, we must
making joint prOgl'ess..
calmly assess whatnaa been' done in the past to the
'18. In this SlJ.n'ey of the problem beforellS, we cannot
· same end, and we must then look towards the fu.ture~
forget the part wblch the United Nations,tbl'ough if$
· u.lfng made a correct and· intelligent assessment of
tle palt.
.
organs, has played in th1semancipation,~rocesJi,par-.
ticuJarlyat the moment of accession to mdependence.
75. We believe that seyaral forces haye helped to de-The. TrwJteeshtp Cmmcllbas certainly done excellent
'te1"m.1ne and to accelerate the emancipation ofcolonial
work from eye:t>~ point of view. The work of the CompeQples, but it 18 true, as~e representative of Lebanon
m~eonWo~tion~~N~~~~~~
has said, that thiS process was helped and furthered by
ritories has increased our 1JJ1derstaJidfng of many
the policy of those countries which understood the
situations, especially m the economic, Bocfal·and cuI-
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tural sectors' and with regard to the rate of development towards 'political independence. In this con"
nexion may we also point out that, if we consider the
various fields of international co-operation provided
for in the Charter of the United Nations, we will find
that the same results and the same progress have not
been achieved in each of these sectors in the fifteen
years of ourOrgan1zation's life. However, as far as the
Non-Self-Governing Territories and the trusteeship
system are concerned, remarkable progress has been
made, possibly even exceeding the initial eXpectations.
I shall not pause here to repeat the list of admittedly
extraordinary a.cmevements which the representative
of the United Kingdom [925th m.eeting] quoted to US on
the first day of our debate. Those facts and figures are
in any case well mown to all Members of the United
Nations. The number and population of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories are today a very small fraction
of what they were in 1945. The progress made in the
Trust Territories has been no less rapid and decisive.
It seems to us indispatable,a:f'terwhatIhave just said,
that the Non-Self-Governing Ter:ritories have come a
long way in the last fifteen years. The United Nations
must take the credit for t.lUs development, especiall~
for the gradual and orderly way in which it has been
achieved. Experience has sh.own that the principles
enunciated in Chapters XI, XII and XIII of the Charter
were inspired by very wise and well balanced views. It
is those principlee. that have guided our action, and 'we
feel that it is in thttweshouldseek inspiration for the
decisions we must take in this debate.
79. We also belie1re 'that our most im\>ortant task is
to look beyond the simple question ofindependence. The
achievement of political independence by the new countr~es should be a stage rather than a goal, although it'
is,of course, a very important stage. Independence
should not give rise to disorder and chaos" It should
not mean political and economic isolation. It shouldnot
cause sudden imbalances and, above all, it should not
provide an occasion for friction or controversy. I said
that the emancipation of peoples still ruled by or under
trusteeahip of another country was the main goalwhich
we sh('~uld set ourselves. But that tasIt, arduous and
ambitJ.oU's f...lJ.ough it may be, does not exhaust the role
the lJll},lted N~tions has to play. The essential task of
the Organization is to defend peace and put an end to
war as a mean, of settling disputes between peoples.
To this end, we mustfight the causes of war, which are
povertyt slavery and ignorance. It is essential to establish living conditions which are by nature peaceful,
and forces for peace. It is therefo;r~ indispensable to
create, in the social structure of the various peoples,
conditions more conducive to understanding and cooperation, to reaffirm faith in fundamental human
rights and in the dignity and worth ofthe human person,
and to promote social progress andbetter standards of
life in larger freedom.
'
80. The circumstances of each people being different,
so also is theu' capacity to partivi~te in tJ.le common
effort needed 1eo establish peace as a part '-'f civilization" All peoples, however, have a duty to Qontribute to
the h~st of their ability. That is why the new idea of
collective solidarity, which is reflected in the United
Nations Charter and replaces the earlier antagonism
created when the more advanced nations took control of
the' less-developed count.rIes, is an essential part of
our Organization's activity and one ofthe mostsUitable
instruments for the mairdtenance of world peace.

81. There is no need for me to recl~ll the principles'
enuncia;ted in Chapters XI and xn ofthe Charter, but I
think it may be useful to point out that these principles
set two essential tasks for the United Natiuns.
82. The first is to encourage and promote in the best
possible way the further development of Non-Self-'
Governing or Trust Territories which have not reached
the ~l stage oftheir political development. This does
not mean, however, that attainment of this objective
necesSflrily entails the creation of new national entities. Certain territories-it is true-because oftheir
~~.mited size or population, do not have the necessary
resources to become independent states. However, in
such cases, it is necessary at least to provide for
special forms of self-government, in association with
the metropolitan country or with other adjoining countries. Suchtorms of government are in keeping with
the United Nations Charter, which envisaged themasa
natural conclusion of the development of Non-8elfGoverning Territories.
83. The second task facing the United Natlons today is
that of selecting the best means ofhelping those countries which have only recently become independent
because, as I said before, political independence is
only one stage in the present complex process of development.Forms of economic co-operation with these
countries will become increasingly necessary, as will
also forms of political co-operation, which may frequently prove effective in a regional framework. Cooperation on a basis of trust, between the mo;re
developed and industrialized countries and the less
developed ones may be the best means of furthering
development in the political field. This co-operation
may be based on technical assistance, commercial
interests and economic co-operation. As well as economic relations, cultural relations can also make a
considerable contribution to a later development
towards more perfect forms of political selfngovernment.
84. We have heard in this Assembly of the cultural
enslavement of colonial peoples. I should like to point
out that culture is an end and not a means. Political
institutions, as the poet T.S.Eliotsays,are the things
that are built, but culture is something that grows. It
is not possible to build it, just as it is not possible to,
build a tree. Hence there can be no true cultural enslavement. Only people deprived of their freedom can
take what is often called unilateral education to be
culture. The life of the mind is a perpetual synthesis,
bringing together and developing various ideas, and
conditions of fredom are necessary to this synthesis.
If such conditions do not exist, we may truly say there
is enslavement; but we cannot speak of culture.
85. As I, mentioned at the \1Ipening ofmy statement, the
forces which have enc'auraged the process ofdevelopment that has already taken place in a large number of
countries, and which are the ones that will inevitably
determine future progress, ha"b~ not affected all geographical areas in the same d~~gree.. These signs of
development, in whichwe take pride,andwbichhave led
to the formation of new States whichare now Members \
of the United Nations, have not appeared in certain
areas. In certain cases we have even seen movements
in the opposite direction, towards the enslavementand
foreign domination of peoples who once were free. It is
clear that the historic expansion known as colonialism,
which occurred essentially in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, was not confined to the countries of
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-western Europe. Other countries played their partin it,

including Tsarist nussia which extended its power beyondthe Uralsto the frontiers of China,into the very
heart of widely different territories andpeoples. Even
today,in the centre of Asia, we have witnessed expansionist moves with all t~e painful oppression and
repression they entail, wh:lchhave been made in de.fiance of the traditlonalfreedomg offhe Tibetanpeople.
Other states of eastern and northern Europe, which
yesterday were still free, have liOW J.ost their freedom.
86. We cannot remain indifferent to the fate of these
peoples. Any declaration or resolution whichweareto
approve cannot concern only some other continent; it
must be regarded as being equally valid in every
corner of the earth, where peoples still live 1.Ulder any
form of foreign oppression,even if such oppression is
concealed or consists only of a limitation of their independence.
87. The Italian delegation hopes that this debate will
lead to an agreement which is the result of· enlightened
and obje9tlve considerations, not of acrimonioUS attempts to disturb the atmosphere oi international relations. we are bound to distrust the Soviet Union's
proposals, because it is clearthatthe~faredesigned to
stir up the hatrA'~·and resentment of former colonial
countries against their previous rulers and to excite
their passions, in order to turn their energies to the
advantage of the Soviet Union•. Its initiative is too
obviously d~signed to serve Soviet propaganda purposes to be favourably viewed by this Assembly. It is
only a clumsy attempt to make the germs of distrust
more virulent, in order to separnte the Westfrom the
peoples who ha,ve recently emerge1 to independence and
to bring them under the icleological and political domination of the Soviet Union.
88. On the other hand, my delegation does view with
favour the initiative taken by a group ofAfrican-Asian
countries, which has submitted for our c.onsiderationa
responsible and constructive draft re/solution [A/L.323
and Add.1-5]. We sincerelyapprecia,1;e Its aim, even if
we have' some doubts regarding thll manner in which
certain points in the' declaration are expressed. The
Italian delegation fervently hopes thatany-fina,l text the
Assembly may approve will 'mention the :...e~ults already acbievedand Our gratitude to the United Nations
ollgans which have laboured most effeci~velV with
results of which we can rightly be proud.
89. Looking ahead, the most important, task is to ensure a more rapid development of 'fine" Territories
which are still non-self-governing. But tbisshould be
done in an" orderly and peaceful manner,in international cO-operation. This is the goal we must set
aursel'" in this debate.
90. ~. :a.OA(Cuba) (translated from Spanish): This
year has been called, with more than ample justification, the Year of Africa. In the course of 1960, sixteen
African countries have attained independence and are
already sharing in the duties and responsibilities of the
United Nations. This year shouldalsobe the Year of the
:I?1'oclamation· of Independence for all colonial countries
and peoples. The majority of the peoples and countries
still subjugated beneath the yoke of coloniaUsm are to
be found in Africa. There are also countries and
peoples in colonial status in Asia and Oceania, while
varioUs European Powers still have colonial establishments in Latin America. The United states has possessions. dependencies, leased terrltori~s and aJ:l

,
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inter-ocean canal in Latin America and its economic
policy towards the Latin-A:m.erican nations is !nits
nature, structure and objectives,typically colonialist.
If we proclaimed the abolition of all vassal·· status in
all cDntinents where it survive,~ip. One form. or another,
the Year of Africa mightrea;th a glorious/culmination
as the Year of the Liberation of Humamty. ThW is not
a flight of fantasy. Sucha proclamationwould be an act
of free will depending exclusively on the representatives of the peoples of the United Nations.
91. Colonialism is the most shameful survival of a
of mercantile expansion and of a geographical
shift of political power spurred en first and foremost
by the. prospect 'of boundless wealth. This r~gim.e and
the relnaining T/estiges of it have now come into fundamen~! contradiction wi1;h contemporarysociety's need
for development and progress. Th2Y are dying before
our very eyes. They are doomed to destruction" Even
though mortally wounded, however, the Leviathan that
is .colonialism still possesses sufficient strength and
sufficient means to prolong its last ~d.spingbra~thand
its death-thr~s. It also has before it the alterlllative
of peacefully surrendering a degrac:liLg but highly
profitable dominion which will be snatched away from
it at the eleventh hour by the inexorable laws of h:Lc:i'>tory.
This alternative was given to it bytb.e General Assembly when by acclamation [903rd meeting] it approved the allocation to the plena::y meetings of the
item .f tDeclarationon the granting ofindependence to the
colonial countriesl and peoplesft~ proposedby the. Union
of Soviet Socialist nepublics; and in the face of this
alternative there is no room for compromises or halfmeasures. The time has come for straightforward
statements, not for circumlocution. 'l....ne time bas come
to put the finishing touchesontbe process of emancipation of the peoples, not to retard it. Cuba w utterly
at variance with those who, demagoglcally donningthe
PhrygIail cap, have tried to light a resplendent candle
to the god of colonialism and a feeble one to the denl
of anti-colonialism. And since itis impossible to serve
both .God and Mammon,. whatthey SC1"Ve, objectively, is
colonialism and what theyare trying to undermine, subjectively, is anti-colonialism. Trying to appear subtle,
they turn out to be heavy-handed. It is understandable
that .the instigators and· beneficiaries of the colonial
system should resort to subterfuge, pbantasyanddissembling; what is not understandable is thatthose who
in the past have $Uffered i~ cTfldest manifestations,
and even those who are' stf~'l suffeting tfiemin disguised form, should do so too._
r~gune

92. . The unconditional and immediate abolition" of
coloniallsm in all its forms andIlJ!amfestatjqIlS-that is
what Cuba demands of this historic debate. How could
Cuba take any other stand without betraying itself, the
tradition of Bol1'var and the peoples whoare struggling
heroically to winself-determinatiohs :independence,
sovereignty and dignity? How could a people which, in
the flesh and in the spirit, has sufferedwithout respite
tl1ecolonial system of Spain and the imperialistic
domination of the United States take any other stand?

93. It is worth placing this on record. Three yea1"S
ago, Cuba would not have been able to speakin.tbe
straightforward, upn.gllt manner it uses today. Three
years ago, the true voice of Cuba was not heard in th1s
universal fo:ru.mof the nations. The flatulent tones ~~
the docile, muffled and obsequious voice of itsofftg!al
representatives reflected a state of internatlopi11VaS'salage which gave the lie to the bogus independence
and
"
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sovereignty of the Cuban State. According to its official political and juridical structure, Cuba was a
republic and possessed the formal attributes of independence and sovereignty: a flag, a shield, an anthem,
a separate colour on the map, and a seat in international organizations. But its voice in those organizations was mere mimicry, an echo pure and simple of
the political, economic, military and diplomatic interests of a foreign Power. Its voice sounded with
borrowed accents. It was not Cuba which spoke, but
imperialism. Colonies, where they are officially
acknowledged, have nothing to say. Where they exist in
disguise, they speak with a voice not their own. And
now, because Cuba has for ever ceased to be a colony
and effectively exercises its own self-determination
and sovereignty, the voice of its official representatives is the clear, full, deep voice of its people and its
Government, merged for the first time in our history,
in a dynamic community of thought and action. Since the
fourteenth regular session, which coincided with the
glorious year of its liberation, this new Cuba has given
clear and firm proof of the independence oUts foreign
polioy. Cuba-let it be said at once-supports all parts
of the draft declaration submitted by the Soviet Union
[A/4502].
94. At this stage of the debate, it would be idle to enter
into the history of colonialism or to refer to its depredations, its perfidies, its outrages and its opportunism. The task of refreshing the memory of those who
find it convenient to disguise themselves as innocent
angels has already been undertaken in a dramatic
recital of injuries and facts and figures by representatives of peoples whose backs, torn by the claws of
colonial exploitation, still bear mute witness to their
wounds, suffering and brutal treatment. But what we
must not fail to emphasize is the truenature, the real
motives and the specific aims of the colonial system.
Cuba has lived in the monster's maw, and it has a
moral obligation to reveal it to the world.
95. Colonialism is the legitimate child of the profound
and sweeping changes that took place in the economic
structure of European society during the fifteenth,
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and of their concomitant repercussions on political, juridical, SOCial,
religious and cultural life. Renaissance humanism-the
evocation of the uomo singolare in a society rent internally-is the fine flower of the tempestuous advent
of modern capitalism, and the spring-like flowering of
ideal societies that went with it, starting with Thomas
More's Utopia, was a denunciation in advance of its
miseries, degradations, inequalities, performances,
conflicts, wars and revolutions. Tbisnew society which
rose victorious from the crackling embers of feudalism, rested on the more and more pronounced predominance of merchants, money-lenders, bankers,
entrepreneurs, and ship-owners. Its emblem was the
class system; its instrument, the Graeco~Roman cul..
ture; ita oracle, nature; its Archimedean lever, technology; its desire, the chimera ofgold; its cry, liberty;
its fetish, trade; and its criterion of truth, quantitative
evaluation.
96. The dynamics of the new constellation of economic
interests, social relations, political forms and tables
of ethical values which accompanied this prodigious
upheaval required, before it could take root and grow,
the freedom of labour, of markets and of expansion,
and alBo the unlimited assistance of science and technology to stimulate its rate of development and satisfy

its desire for domination. The questioning spirit, held
back for ten centuries by the brake of scholasticism
thrust forward into all fields and expanded the horizon~
of scientific knowledge. The clock conquered time' the
telescope, space; the experimental method, nature; the
compass, the sea; the machine,production; rationalist
philosophy, the conscience of man. The acquisitive
spirit and the lust for expansion, spurred on by this
extraordinary adventure of the mind and impelled by
the beckoning gleam of precious metals, was soon
crystallized in commercial operations, mercantile
enterprises and agencies for exploiting the terra in~
cognita which was taken over by the great maritime
Powers of the time, especially Spain, England, Holland,
Portugal and France, by a process similar to the transformation of territorial revenues into monetarywealth.
97. The main source of the political power and economic potential of the rising merchant class was its
huge profits derived from the pillaging of the colonies,
from mass slavery and from the systematic depletion
of the soil and su~soil of the territories which had
been discovered, conquered and subjugated. "We have
become rich", wrote Werner Sombart, "because whole
peoples and races have died on our account; on our
account, whole continents have been decimated." Here
in a few words is summed up the real essence of
colonialism, which had, and still has, its theoreticians
and its apologists Skilled in the art of making "spiritual
values" tally with highly lucrative necessities. Lang~
uage and religion, education and culture were tools
used to twist the minds of the subjugated peoples,
psychological devices for castrating any urge to break
away, just as highways and hospitals, railways and
factories tended and still tend to increase the productivity of forced labour and total returns. This was and
is the total achievement of the "civilizing mission" of
the colonial and administering Powers. Their education
and indoctrination is for slavery, notfor freedom; they
exploit the resources and wealth of other people for
themselves, not for the peoples who produce them in
labour, sweatand poverty.
98. In this respect, Cuba file Spanish colony, and Cuba
the American colony, nurses bitter experience in
plenty. But it has always been able to keep the social
root of the crime and the historical background of the
oppression separate from the people in whose name
and on whose behalf they were committed. Thus, when
it took its stand against the colonial domination of
Spain, it stated clearly that the war was against Spanish
domination and not against the Spanish people, just as
it has established, with equal clarity, that its struggle
for emancipation from the colonial domination of the
United States is directed against the instigators, ben~
ficiaries and agents, and not against the American
people, despite the fact that their wealth, power and
standard of living are in large measure based on
colonialist and imperialistic exploitation. In the last
analysis, the people do not share the responsibilities
contracted by their governing castes towards the inexorable justice of history. This principle affords
ample ground for fruitful co-operation in the future
between the former colonial peoples and the former
colonialist peoples on the basis of mutual respect,
mutual benefit and absolute equality. The day will come
when both, prompted by identity of interests, needs,
values and aspirations in a world in which the free
development of each is the condition for the free deve~
opment of all, will consider colonialism, imperialism
and thermo-nuclear war as the most abhorrent and
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in the days before the advent of

99. I must stress this point. The peoples who have
been subjugated aild exploited in the name of civilization were just as civilized .in the sociological meaning
of the word as their self-appointed tutors-and in some
important aspects, far more so. Some were the repositories of ancient and lofty cultures, like China. and
India. When the ancestors of the English were still
olimbing trees-as Julius Caesar records in his Commentaries-the Chinese were already llving in cities,'
were politically organized in an empire, haddisoovered gunpowder and could print the writings of their
ph,;.losophers, poets and statesmen. Yet that same
China, which set standards for the world and today,
rejuvenated, is waging a bitter struggle for self..
determination, independence and unity,. is denied :i:;s
rightful place in this Assembly through the press1.:u-e of
the colonial Powers which in former times uSUIped its
wealth.
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ofJIarassment, intrigue, compulsion, threats, subversion and aggression waged by the U.S. Department
of state, the Pentagon and the America;n monopolies
with the crude a~ttl of breaking the Cuban people by
force and making them surrender through hunger. And
if this is not proof enough, you have only to look at the
Congo which was for a time a former Belgian :colony
and is today the coveted prey fought over by those in
temporary alliance-its former c9lonizers and neocolonialism whose main driving force is American
imperialism.

102. Tne plot against the self-determination, in..
depeIldenceand sovereignty of the Congo, to which this
... Organization is unfortunately no stranger, is an uneqUivocal sign ofcolonialism's st41bborness in continuing by other means the economic exploitation and
polif:i,cal domination of the territories and peoples
which have apparently been freed. Colonialism is moribund;' but even SOli like Proteus, it can assume new
forms and overtly or covertlyreconquer its privileges
and reimpose its exa~tions. Before our very eyes, the
100. In India, re1igion and culture had reached reneocolonialists and imperialists have destroyed the
constitutional structure of the Congo, deposed
markable levels centuries before Socratesbroughthis
penetrating wisdom to the market-places ofAthens and
Lumumba, conferred autocratic powers on Mobutu,
before Jesus and his disciples, in persecution and
recognized the secession of Tshombe and given its full
poverty, had founded ChristianitY. Ceylon, Indonesia
support to Kasa-Vubu after the latter had capituIatedto
and Burma, like many other Asian nations, have an· their evil designs. NeocoloniaUsm and imperialism
eminent position in the history of human culture. Egypt,
l1ave again planted the boot on the. Congo. At this
the age-old. c~d1e of a complex and mature civilizamoment, the Congo is the victim of intervention. The
tion, made a decisive contribution, through the Mtnoan
self-determittation, independence, sovereignty, unity,
security and peace of Africa are in danger; and interoivilization, to the advent ofthat ever-glorious triumph
of the human spirit, the "Greek miracle". The Araba, . national peace and security is also in danger•.The
who created a unique civilization and preserve~ the' arrest, derision and abuse of Lwnumba by Mobutu's
Pt"aetorian guard and his probable execution at the
wisdom of Greece and Rome, revivified and enriched
with prioeless contributions the apa~eti.c and turbid
bidding of neocolonialism andimperialism constitute a
currents of western thought. its imprint on Spanish
flagrant attack on the right of peoples and a portent.of
tragic times to come. The life of Lumumba, the rightoulture and on the Renaissance still sheds a bri1liant
light. Preserved in the sub-soil of the plains of Black
fui Priine Minister of the Congo and the indomitable
Africa there are vestiges of ancIent .and , highly··
l~der of the Congolese people, hangs byca thread and
developed cultures which have been mysteriously lost
the responsibility for saving it rests upon the United
or have disappeared; and that continent~ywellboost
Nations.. The Revolutionary Govermnentof Cuba has
of its 'Vivid folklore, its rich patrimony of arttorms,.· given mt, 'expressinStrllctions to press for rapid,
its p?'!~eless ()ontribution to the universalCul~,and'eI1erget1c and effective action before it is too late.
abofe all, its burning passion for liberty; whichis the
highest possible form of cultural expression 'when
103. Some representatives have deplored the scant
slavery is the mode oflife p Cuba, though geographically
attention that has been paid in this debate to the vestilocated in the Western hemisphere and a. Spanishgas ~ meth()d$ of Qolonialism in Latin America; but
speaking country, prides itseIfon the African sap which
I have been Silrprised to see that,in their indictments
strengthens. and colot'rs its folklore ,its art, its eulfm-e, .. . the·.UUljority have merely asked for the abolition of the
its religion and its nati<>nal development.
Eurc»ean colonies and have omitted mention of. the
coloidal .dependencies of the United states and its
101. The international landmar.ks of the ttctvi4zltlg
coloniaUst policy in our hemisphere. They have also
mission" of colonialism and imperialism-the satne
forgotten the Panama Canal, the Guan1m1amo Naval
process of economic exploitationandpol1tical~omtDa,..Baseand the Swan :rslands. I should like to give this
tlon carried one s1age further-are ciliUM' by sadly.. supje6t the Urgent attention it deserves.
familiar names: Overseas provinces, Holy Alliance,' , ..
Monroe doctrine, Manifest destiny, Platt A~iandment;,
Mr. .Boland (Ireland) resumed tbeChait".
Spheres of influence, Reciprocal agreeltlent8,'open- :"
door policy ~ Dollar diplomacy, War debtS.; Pr6-.· 104. 'The PRESIDENT: I am sorry to interrupt the
tectorates, Quota system, Tariffprivileges, Man~tes,
Foreign Minister of Cuba, buta poilltoforder has been
Private investments, Associated free State, Dtmiplng~
raised from the floor. lcallupontherepresen1ative of
Guanbtnamo Naval base, Trusts, NorthAtlantic·Treaty.
Honduras, on a point of order.
,Organization, South-East Asia Treaty Organi~tl~.
Central Intelligence Agency. These landmarkt4· have
10S. Mr. mLLA BERMUDEZ (Honduras) (translated
been a source of friction, violence, rapine,and Wa.rS , from:Spanish): Iprotestattheimplicationtbatthe Islas
between imperialists. They are at present the· majbi'
del Cisne, or Swan Islands, area United states colony.
obsiacles to the independent development oftheeJDaJ:iThe filct of the matter is that these islands are Honcipated peoples, the launching.-platforms f~:t . . neo- .. dUrat1 territory. They have been illegally and aroolQn1aliSm and the worst enemies of international
bitrar.Jy occupied by the Unitedstates, but I will never
peace and security. A good proof of this Is the pOlicy
tolerate their being described as a United States colony.

. ._"-
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106. The PRESIDENT: I would ask Members of the
Assembly, when they ask for the floor ana point of
order, to do sO only when the point they have to raise
is one of order. Other points maybe dealt with by way
of the' right of ·reply; but the right to intervene on a
point of order exists only where there is a point of
order involved.
107. I ask the Foreign Minister of Cuba to be good
enough to resume.
108. Mr. ROA (Cuba) (translated from Spanish): I
should like to point out to the representative of Honduras that I fully share his point ofview• As far as we
are concerned, the Swan Islands belong to Honduras,
but they are occupied arbitrarily by the Unitedstates,
which considers them as a colony, and that is a different ma:twr.
109. To. define the United states as an, imperialist
power is tautology indeed, since in this case what is
defined constitutes the definition. The history of the
United States is, for the most part, the history of its
territorial expansion at the expense of Spain and Latin
America and. of its exploitation of the natural resources of peoples living between the Rio Grande and
Patagonia. This ambitious. denign of expansion and
supr(,macy was conceived in tb..) very earliest days of
. the independenee of the tb!l-teen colonies. Jefferson,
Madison and John Quincy Adams were its first prophets
and exponents•. From Adams came the theory of the
ripe frUit-acoording to the law of political gravity,
Cuba must inevitably fall into the lap ofthe Union; and
likewise from Adams, who imitated the Englishman
Canning while thwarting his cunning, Came the Monroe
doctrine, which may be 'summed up in the motto: "Rest
.of the. world, hands off America; free band for the
United States." This unilateral doctrine, ostensibly
directed against hypothetical reconquests by the Holy
Alliance, and in· fact applied to prevent Cuba. from
lIberating itself from Spain if it was not acquired or
annexed by the United states, converted the whole of
Latin America, without its consentand to the detiment
of its unity:J development and emancipation,- into a
sphere of North American influence, than,kg to the use,
as a political weaponwithan obvious purpose, of dollar
diplomacy, hemispheric isolation, and international
intimidation. Under the protection of this coloriialist
doctrine and its imperialist corollaries the Government of the United States, with the close co-operation
of Latin-American dictators and oligarchies, opened
up the way for its merchants,bankers and corporations
in their economic exploitation of()"lttunder-developed,
UDarmed and disunited peoples.
110. Among these corollaries may be mentioned in
.connexion with Cuba the PIa.tt Amendment, t1ie Treaty
defhrlng the relations between the United states and
Cuba, the compulSory lease of the Guantlnamo Naval
Base, treaties of reciprocal aid, the sugar agreement,
public semce monopolies and mining concessions; and
in connexion with Latin America the occUpation of
Puerto Rico~ the control of the Panama Canal zone and
the exploitation of natural resources,the control of
~rketS, leonin~ loans and in;vestments ofthe colonial
type, throughout Latin America.
.
111. So far as Cuba is concerned, Prime Minister
Fidel Castro made a veryacuteandshrewdanalys!s of
the devastating consequences of the political dOJllin.a.tion and economic exploitation of the country by the
United States uptothetlmeoft1letriumphofour RevOs*

lutlon, and there is ll,()tbing to add. I do propose, however, to make a few comments on the Guant4namo
Naval Base. It is true that the territory on which the
Base is situated was 'leased to the United States for the
incredible sum of two thousand dollars a year, under
article vm of the' Platt Amendment, the Treaty of
Relations and the agreements signed in 1903. It is
equally uoue, however, that no civil contract or international treaty is complete unless the parties thereto
negotiate on an equal'footlng and are allowed free expression of their wishes. The Piatt Amendment was a
law approved by the United States Congress and imposed' on the Cuban ConstLtuent Convention in a territory under military occupation. The lease first granted
underartlcle VU! of that Amendment is therefore null
and void Under international law. The Naval Base, the
outcome of the most outrageous chicanery, undermines
the territorial integrity of the Cuban State ·and constitutes a threat to the security ofthe island, placing it at
the mercy of the warlike adventures and disputes of the
United States. Furthermore, it is today a focus of
conspiracy, provocation and subversion against the
Government and people of Cuba.
112. It should not surprise us that the United States
Government considers as its own property a territory
which it usurped fraudulently andwhich therefore does
not belong to it. 'Imperialist countries thinkthatwherever they set foot the soil belongs to them. They believe,too, that they can utilize the air space of other
nations as though it were their own preserve without
exposing the inhabitants of their own: country to the
danger and destruction that might result from the
explosion of their erratic missiles over the territory
of others, as has justhappened:bi the eastern region of
Cuba. Nor is it surprising that President Eisenhower
finally threw off the mask before world public opinion,
and from. the "bag of stinging adders" kept by the
United States Government to combat democracy, anticolonialism and socialism produced $1 million tosubsidize the subversive activities of Cubanwar criminals
and counter-revolutionaries, in defiance and disregard
of the United Nations Charter and of international
juridical order in the Americas.
113. The RevolutioDax-y Government of Cuba solemnly
repeats to the United Nations General Assembly that it
has not intendedand does not intend to reclaim by force
tbatpart of its ru'J,1;ionalterritory occupied by the
GuanUina.mo Naval Base. Italsorepeata,however, with
equal solemnity that 'it intends to ask for the return of
the Base, when it deems the time appropriate, under the
rules of international law. Consequently and for the
time being it considers tbatclaim to be covered by the
dec ,:ra.tion proposed by the Union of Soviet Sooialist
Re ublIcs [A/45021 and by the draft' resolution subtted by a number of African-Asian c6Untries (AI
.323 and Add.1-51. .
114. For four centuries Puerto Rico was lmder the
Spanish. yoke. For more than halfa century it has been
under United States domination. Puerto Rico, the smallest island ofthe Greater Antilles, a stable country with
a cultural tradition, a history, a seasoned personality
and a' national consciOUSness all its own, has not yet
been able to take its place, among the American States.
Endowed with all the attributes afa nation, the people
whom JoS~ Mart! helped to gain their freedom together with ours ~re. the only American people of
Spanish origin who;,· in spiteoftheirlUlShakable will for
independence, have never been free. That 'is 'there
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drama, a drama shared by all nations of our America
and particU1arly by those who Uve in the area of the
· Antilles. The catastrophic fall of Jos~ Mart! and the
intervention of the United States in the Spanish-Cuban
War, when the liberatOrS ofmy countrywere already. at
the gates of the capital of the colony and the spanish
army was practically routed,changed the destiny of
Cuba and Puerto, Rico. On 25 July 1898 the vangiJardof
· the occupatl.on army landedat Gu4nica. Gen.eralNelson
· A Miles, Com.mander-in-Chief of the expeditl.onary
forces ~ declared empliatically that, the people of the
,UnitedStatei3 had come to Puerto Rico in the name· of
hnmanity and justice, bearing the banner of freedom
and inspired by a noble purpose. And the joint resolution of the United States Congress proclaimed tbatthe
people of Cuba were and had the right to be free and
independent. In spite ofthatemphaticstate~entandthe
solemn under1aldng of the joint resolution, Cuba was
taken over temporarily and the Platt Amendment was
imposed.. And Puerto Rico was banded over a,s the
spoils of war to the Un:.lted States Governmentand subjected to an absolutist r~gime which was to convert it
into a mi1i1ary outpost and an area of dispute.
115. The mask of the ftcivllizing mission- was of
course intended' to cover up the real aim. of nascent
United States imperialism. Thet Puerto Ricans, as in
earlier times the' Indians, the Cbinese~the Egyptians,
the Arabs, the Sudanese, the Nigerians, the Ghanaians,
the Burmese, theCeylonese, the Jndonesians,the
Guineans and the Congolese, were not yet ready for
self-gowrnment and the exercise oftheir sovereignty.
They needed a prolonged paternalistic education, to
forget their past:- to deny their culture? to debase their
language and to accept joyfully as a promise of future
,bUss, the .self-righteous trusteeshi,p of their generous
redeemers. Beveridge said as much when hesmted
tb.a:t the United States war against Spain Was the great
purpose of God manifested in the instincts of the AngloSaxon race; its bnmecHate phase representedpersonal
gain, but the fl.nalend' was the cluiStianization, of
humanity. It bad to be so, since they were dealing with
a ftracially inferior- people, of different culture., providing cheap labour and able to producesu~rplentifully at low cost. To be a colony of plantations and the
black market of imperialism was the manifestdestiny
of Puerto Rico. .It became apparent that the Pu~rto
Rican people had simply changed masters; and tbenew
master was still more hateful than the old because he
brought .enslavement 'in the name of freedom. As was
only natural~ from bewilderment they passed abruptly
to perp~e:d.ty, from perplexity to confusion,. fromc.onfusion to scepticism, from scepticism to'desperation,
from desperation to rebellion and· then from ~ebellion
to the organization of the independenee.D1OYement already conseerated with tile blood of .heroesand
martyrs.
"
116. Seventy-two years after the United states GOTernment undertook, in article IX of the Peac~' Treaty
between Spain and the United Smtes, signed in Paris
on 10,. December 1898, to settle the problem of its
sovereignty $ Puerto Rico, afreeIY8:ss()Cia.ted ·Smte on
paper, is stpl a dependent territory,placed outside the
jurisdiction of the. United Nations by a. clever, str'd.1agem. In 1953 the United StD.tes Governmentsent anote
.[AIAC.35/L.121] to the Secre1ary-General informing
"him that from that date no further information on the
depend~nt territory of Puerto Rico woUldbe transmittedsince it. had-ceased to bea dependent terrttory by
virtue of prar.lsions in the canstl.tu.tion of the Corn-
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m.onwealth of Pu.erto Rico approved by the Vnited
States Congress. Wh~n the matte;r was brought before
it the Fourth Committee decided by 22 votes to 18,
with 19 abstentions to refer it to the General Assembly•.lVWhen the item was before 'the General As.sembly the United States representa.tive made an of.£tcial declaration§! guaranteeing that ifatanytiIn.,ethe
Legislative Assembly of PuertoRicoadoptedaresolution in favour of independence. the Execut!ye would
immediately thereafter recommend to Congress that
suchind.ependence be granted. The General Assembly
was fa.:vourably impressed by that declaration and
agreed [resolution 748 (VID:)] to relieve the United
S1ates of the obligation to submitannual information in
accordance with Article 73e ofthe Charter. The undertaldng was ,,-lolated, in connivance with the United
S1ates Government? by the Legislative Assembly of
Puerto Rico· and, againSt the' scvereignwiU of its
people, the smallest of the Great Antilles is today a
dependent territory.
117. Like every colonial nation, the people of Puerto
Rico have no power to speak for themselves in international bodies. Those who speak officially on their
behalf do not and cannot renresent them... The Cuban
delegation, in. renewiLl of ~ pact of Jos~ Martl',mterprets the 'Voice and spirit of Puerto Rico and re.quests the General Assembly in· its name and on its
ooh3.lfto uphold the just claimand right of Puerto Rico
to be a constituent nation bygrantmg "it abSolute' selfdetermination" independence and sovereignty.
118. At thi$ critical juncture in the history of the
United Nations Cuba reaffirms emphatically its anticolonialist position•.My delegation will ,Tote without
resenatl.ons in favour of the memorable declaration
submitted by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and will carefully study the draftresol11tionsponsored
bya number of African.Asian oountrie.,reaerYingita:
right to make at the appropriatetim.e the seriouscommenta "Which·it deserves.
119. Jnterp;retlng·the feeling'of peOples and countries
which desire but have· not yet been able to secure
freedom, and especially the spirit ofthe intrepid, seUl~ss and invincible warriors of Algeria, brothers :in
courage andidealsoftb.e Cuban guerrillas ofthe Sierra
Maestra,mydelegationproposes thatwe donotabandon
tbi$ debate until we have broken the last links in the
chain ofcoloniallsIn.·
..
..
,120. Mr. JAWAD (Iraq): This is indeed abistoricand
momentous occasion. At long last,·. the General' A$sembly haS been glwn the opportunity to conside~;and.
to pronounce. its opinion. clearly andunequivoCaUyon.
the most bnportantissUe of Our ~e: that of freedom
from colonial rule and domination. The presentdebate
On coloniaUsm is~ therefore, one of the most historic
and far-reaching STer helq by ttdsGeneral Assembly
or any otherinternaijfrdlbody.. We are most grateful,
.therefore, for,the hdtiatJ:veoftb.eSonet U~ in b:dng,fug this ~gGD.t and important prQblem-t'O ~e attention
of the unltedNattoos ata moment when thefu.ture of
c!~ili2ation is in danger and when colonialism '$t!11
keeps in bondage manym.illtons of people all oyer the
world. The: draft declaration presented by the Soviet
Union fA/4502] represents ,a true appraJ.sal of world
feeling toWards colonialism' an.d its .adOption would
~ !.M!!.,eighth session. FOurth Committee. 35~th meetlng.
§J Ibid., plenary meetings; 459th meeting.
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provide the world with a basis for positive action in
dealing with the problem.
'
.
121. The fight against colonialism has become one of
the most decisive factors shaping tOOpresent~ge.The
peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin Ame.rica, after centuries of alien dominatiQn, have reached a highly advanced stage in thei:r heroic struggleagainat foreign
rule and exploitation. Motivated by their strong desire
to live. freely, the~r have followed the example of many
peoples in America, and in Europe itself who., during
the last two centuries, were able to tlttow off the
shackles of foreign domination. The movements of
. national liberation have spread all over Asia, Africa
and the Middle East, and the struggle against ~
perialismin its varlous forms has become a major
factor in the development of these countries and the
establiShment oftheir national and international status.
122. The struggle for freedom is as old as civiliz~:tion
itself; in fact, .it has always been the propelling force
for the progress and development of human society.
Ever since human societywas organized, manbas been
endeavouring to achieve higher levels of Uberty and
justice in order to free himself from the despotism of
his fellow men and gain control over social andna~l
fo:rces.
123. Man. has experienced many types of despotism,
but one of the worst,and most shameful was tbatproduced under the colonial system in its modern form,
involving the alien subjegation and oppression of
nations,. the exploitation of their human and material
resources for the benefit of others, and the denial of
their right to lead a free and decent life.

124. With the extension of European domination over
large areas of Asia and Africa, another evilwas added
to the many evils of cQlonialism: the evil of ra(\lial diecrimination which is still practised on a larf~e scale
toward some of the people of Africa. It is hardly
necessary to cite in detail the evils of the, colonial
system and the immeasurable suffering andbardship
it has inflicted upon the people who have fallen lInder
its domi~'l:;fon. Neither is it necessary to explain the
way in which the colonial system has r~stricted the
development of the people colonizedll These evils are
welllmown, although they are too many to enumerate.
r'must mention, however, some ofthe examples that we
inth-e Arab world have experienced.
125. I do not think that I exaggerate when I say that
few nations in the world have suffered as much as the
Arab nationune;Jercolonial rule. out first e)qlerience
of European imperialism in modern times was the
Fre;o.ch conquest of Algeria in 1830. This was followed
by the French Qccupation of Tunisia in 1881, the
British occupation of Egypt in 1882 and the SUdali in
1898; the Italian conquest of Libya in 1911 and the .
French occupation of Morocco in 1912. Then came the
turn of Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, Jordan and Iraq,
which fell under French and British rule ~rlng and
after the First World War. If we add the gradual extension of British inflUence and rule in large parts .of
Southern. and South-Eastern Arabia, we will have the
complete colonial picture in the Arab world. With.a few
, exceptions, almost the entire Arab homeland wa~ thus
occupied by foreign invaders during the the nineteenth
and the early part of the twentieth century. This imposed upon our people the duty to wage a relentless
struggle to achieve their freedom and independence. It
took Egypt :more than seventy years to Uberate 11:$el£

from British occupation, only to be subjected shortly
thereafter to invasion and war by certain colonial
POWel"S in an effort .to reimpose once again their
c010$1·· domination. Libya's· struggle a~inst the
Italian ivaders took over thirty years, marked by recurrent rebellions al'ld severe repressions. Only
recently Morocco and Tunisia were able to achieve
their fJ;'eedom and independence, at the cost of consider~ble suffering and sacrifice.

126. ,In our area of the Middle East, foreign European
rule was perpetuated for a long time under the guise
of the Mandates System, imposed on unw:Ul.i.ngpeoples
by the colonial Powers after their COtmtries had been
conquered during the First World War. The people of
Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Palestine and Jordan never
accepted the Mandates and wageda relentless struggle
against this new form of colonialism. In Iraq, the
Mandate which was officially terminated in 1932 was
replaced by anew relationship which retained for the
former Mandatory Power great influence in the affairs
of the country. It took another twenty-six years and 01Jr
great July Revolution of 1958 for the people of Iraq to
rid the country finally of the last vestiges of foreign
domination and influence.
127. ~ experience ofthe Mandate-bitter as itwascannot be compared with the tragedy which befell the
people of Palestil'1e.Theywerethevictimsofthe worst
type of colonialism, a type whichhasnoparallel in the
annals of modern history. The ostensible objective of
the Mandate was to help the peoples Uberated from. the
roe of the vanquished Powers after the First World
War, to stand by themselves. Theoretically,the principle underlying the whole Mandates System was that
the interests and well-being of the people themselves
was a sacred tl'ust of the world community. HoW' was
this sacred trust \'Jarried out in the case of the people
of :Palestine? The interests of the Arabs, who constitf.lted over 90 per cent of the population of the country at the beginning of the Mandate in 1920, were sub->
ordinatedto tbe, interests of the Mandatory Power and,
under· its protection, to the Zionist immigrantinvaders.
In no other colony or Mandated Territory were the
interests of a whole nation so systematically ignoIJed
and disregarded. Nowhere were the legitimate aspirations of a whole people so ruthlessly suppressed
. and their basic rights so flagrantly violated. The
sacred trust became a nightmare of treachery, oppresslon and deceit. A whole country was taken away
from its people and given to the foreigners with the encouragement and connivance of the Mandatory Power.
When Great Britainfinally'gave up her Mandate and relinqllished her sacred trust, she left behind her in
Palestine the shambles of a once proud nation, nOW
destitute refugees· living on the charity of the world
community.,

. 128$' ~ 'We. survey the Arab world today, we see that,
besides Palestine, there are stillareas where im....
per;iaUsm is waglnga stubborn fight to stem the tide of
natlon,a~Uberatton.France has, for the lasts1xyears, ,
been waging a war of murder and devastation against
the Algerian people in order to keep them in bondage
and ~41v:ery, and to pre\l'entthem from joining the corn.munity of free and independent nations. In this way~
. France is trYing to deny' other nations the· rights and
liberties whichevery:FTenchman enjoys.. We are confident that France is trying in vain,for the bitter and
heroiC struggle of the Algerian people Will Ultimately
triumpb~ In Oman and Southern Arabia, also, the
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struggle against foi-eigb rule anddominationcontinues
unabaWd. While this General Assembly is exp~essing
itself most forcefully against the colonial system and
in support of a people's right to live in freedom and
peace, me armed forces of Great Britain are carrying
out repressive operations in Onian, Southern Arabia
and the colony of Aden.
129. It can be seen from whatIbave just said that the
Arab people have known colonialisminitsworstforms
and manifestations. They have experienced at first
hand its oppression and treachery and have suffered
from it physically, materially andsp~rituallYas few
others have. This is one of the reasons why we have
such a deep sympathy and understanding· fQ!, the
struggle of other nations for freedom and independence
and will continue to support the aspirations of the
peoples of the remaining colonies in Africa and elsewhere.
130. Our experience of colonialism has been extensive. We have seen economic exploitation and the plundering of our wealth and resources by the colonialists.
We have had the bitter experience ofthe suppression of
our liberties by force and we have known the methods
by which a nation can be keptata low level of cultural
and political development. These ,;Iacts do not perhaps
require great emphasis, butane thing really should be
recalled here, that is the use of colonial people in the
process of suppressing the movement towards liberation of other people under oolonial rule. The sad story
of the Indian soldiers who fell in the valleys of Mesopotamia during the First World War, or the Moroccans
who lost their lives on European battlefields, or the
other millions of colonial peoples who were driven to
fight neither under their own banner nor for their own
national cause but to defend the colonialists'interests
and to suppress the rights and liberties of oppressed
peoples will ever figure in the tragic annals of history•
This shameful employment of the colonial peoples as
cannon-fodder should remind us of the value·setby the
colonialists on the human lives of those whom they
dominated.
131. Because of our tragic experience·of colonialism,
and in view of our belief in the right of all nations to
live freely and in peace, we ha',e taken a strong stand
on all colonial questions in the United Nations. In the
Fourth Committee, where these questions have been
discussed, Iraq has spared no effort to serve the cause
of freedom in Africa and elsewhere. We have tried and
succeeded in breathing life into the Declaration regarding Non-SelfocGove~g Territories contained in
Chapter XI of the Charter. Through our collective
efforts we have been able to make the United Nations
play a significant andbeneficentrole in the progress of
a number of dependent Territories towards freedom
and mdependence, and thus assisted in bringing to
fruition one of the most important principles of the
Charter.
132. As to the draft declaration [A/L.S23 and Add.15] Which my delegation has the honour to co-sponsor,
together with a number of Asian and African States,
we present it to the Assembly in the hope that it Will
become a universal declaration like the one on human
rights-a landmark and a great milestone in the work
of this Organization. This is a charter of freedom for
the dependent and oppressed peoples of the warId submitted by countries many of which have emerged from
colonialism in the very recent past.
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133. In this draft declaration. we recall Some of the
basic principlef,l and ideals of the Charter andwe emphasize the dangers to internationalpeace and security
resulting from conflicts arising out of the denial of
.freedom to dependent peoples. Thedeclarati6n proclaims certain facts and principles which are selfevident-that colQn1alism prevents the development of
international economic co-operation and· impedes the
social, culturaland economic development ofdependent
'Peoples; that alien subjugation and exploitation constitute a denial of fundamental1nunan rights and are
contrary to the Charter of the TInitedNations, and that
all peoples have the. right to self-determ,tnation. The
declaration categorically rejects the arguments that
the colonialists haveconsisteetly advanced to justify
the perpetuation of their domination over dependent
countries, one argument being that the peoples of the
colonies are not prepared to rule themselves , thatthey
lack political maturity, and thateeonomically. socially
. and educationally they are not sufficiently developed to
be fu.11y independent. The fallacy oftbis argument is
evident and has. been discredited even by some· of the
colonial Powers themselves, which today 'admit that
political independence and emancipation Should not be
delayed OD. account of the inadequacy of political,
economic and social preparedness. The world has
come to recognize, too, tbatfreedomandindependence
provide a very powerful stimulus for accelerating the
pace' of advance in all fields of human activity. It is
hardly necessary. to cite the examples of so many
countries, including my own, which have been able to
advance at a much more rapid pace· after achieving
their full liberation from foreign rule.
134. One of the most important articles in this declaration is· the one which deals with the need for stopping all armed action and repressive measures
directed against dependent peoples struggling to
achieve ~eir just aspirations for freedomanddignity..
Examples of sucharDi.ed action and aggressionare too
well know to make it necessary for me to elabora~ on
this theme; but it is essential that nations should not
be compelled to pay the heavy price of partitioning
their own homeland in order to achieve independence.
We have already seen many examples of this and it is
a danger which ~e United Nations must always guard
against. It is therefore imperative that the declaration
should contain a paragraph condemning the partial or
total disruption of the national unity and territorial
integrity of countries•
135. Paragraph 5 of the draft declaration is oLispecial
significance. It asks that immediate steps be'taken in
all .territories which have not yet obtained their independence to .arrange the unconditional transfer ofall .
powers to the peoples ofthose territories in accordance
with their freely expressed will and desire. This is a
call to all those Powers tbabpresently administer
dependent territories to take immediate action with a
view to enabling the peoples of those territories to
achieve their independence without delay.
136. By· adopting this declaration unanbnously, the
General Assemblywould be fulfilling one ofthe greatest
purposes of the Charter andwould cause a fundamental
chan:ge in the present dangerou§1;r~~dsofdevelopment
in the power relations betweenStates and in the balance \
of risks which have so far dominated buman relationships. The final liquidation of the colonial system is
bOWldto usher in a new era in the history of human
society, an era in which relationships betweennations
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will evoll'e according to principles of justice and equity,
aiming at the elimination of violence and the USe of
force. Above all, it will reduce international tension
and pave the way fora better understanding between the
advanced and the under-developed countries.

137. It is the highest duty of. the United Nations to
assist in the emergence of this new (t)mmunity of
nations by helping forward the emancipation of those
nations which were-and still are-under colonialrule,
thus responding to the exigencies of the present era in
history. In the words of Mr. Khtushchev:
!!Ours is an era of swift renewal of society; an era
in which more progressive and equitable ways of
life are being affirmed; an era inwhich man is soaring upwards to unprecedented mastery over forces of
nature. The time has come for the complete and final
liberation of peoples languishing in colonial bondage.!! [A/4502]
The United Nations cannotremain indifferent to tb.e way
certain colonial Powers are trampling on the rights of
peoples and keeping them in subjugation by the most
brutal methods. It cannot close its eyes to the way in
which these colonial Powers are plundering the wealth
of other nations, thus keeping them in great poverty and
backwardness. The immediate elimination of colonialism will no doubt _be in the interests of all nations.
Recent experience has shown most clearly how much
emancipated nations are able to con1;ribute to world
progress and prosperity. The liberation of the colonia'.
countries has created many new conditions favouring
their normal economic,' political and cultural development and contributed to an appreciable rise in the
standard of living everywhere.
138. Only free people can join in building up the new
world order envisaged in the United Nations Charter,
and the colonial syste,m is. a denial of freedom and
therefore contrary to the principles ofthat Charter and
to the spirit and rising forces of our modern age•

."

Litho in U.N.

77001-September 1961-2,225
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AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and p~ples'(continu!!cI)
Mr. 111ueca ,(Panama), Vit:?e-fresident,. took the
Chair.

ca and the ,political advancement attained by the
people of Puerto Rico, due regard will bee paid to
~he will of both the Puerto Rican and American
(peoples in: the conduct of their relativns under their
present legal statute, and also in the eventuality
that either of the parties to the' mutually agreed
association may desire any change in the terms of
this association".
5. The people of Puerto Rico and the people of the
United States have lived up in every way to the~ee
tations of the United Wations,a fact which is a source
of pride to all Americans.
6. If any of you assembled here have any doubts concerning the present status of Puerto Rico, I would
suggest, that you read the full text of the message
from the Honourable Luis MufiozMar1'n, Governor of
the Commonwealth, which was circulated as a United
Nations document. I should like to quote a part of it

1. The PR
ENT (translated from Spanish): Continuing t debate on the agenda item, I give the floor
to the' presentative of the United States of America
[A/4519]: '
,
inex cise of his right of reply•
'The people of Puerto Rico .' strongly adhere to the
2. Mr_. PAYNE (United States of America): It is not
democratic way of life, based on the respect of
surprising to us that in his statement the representaminority rights, the protection and furthe,rance of
tive of Cuba saw fit to refer to' the Commonwealth
individual freedoms, and the effective exercise ofthe
of Puerto Rico, and I cannot really say that we ~re
right to vote in, free, unhindered elections. There
disappointed-because the remarks of the representacan be no genuine selfoootietermination unless these
tive of Cuba make' it'possible, for us to talk on a" subconditions are met.
ject which is a considerable source of pride to the
'Puerto Rico has truly ,and effectively ,met them
United States. I must say, however, that references
it has •freely chosen, its present' relationship
and
to Puerto Rico by the representativeof.Cuba, while
with
the. United States. The people of Puerto Rico
not intended to make our proceedings more orderly,
are
a
self-governing people freely associated to the
may 'in fact result ina positive contribution to our
United
States of America on the basis of mutual
discussions, positive because facts-and I repeat,
consent and respect. The policies "regarding the
facts-will be brOUght to light.
cultural and economic development of Puerto Rico
3. Since Puerto Rico was last mentioned in our
are in the hands of the people of Puerto Rico ,themgeneral debate-that was inSeptember-an electionhas
selves for them to determine according to theirbest
been held in Puerto Rico, and the results of that elecinterests~
.
'
tion, to which Mr. Wadsworth :referred in,his state"The United Nations GeneralAssembly•by resolu,ment this afternoon [937th meeting], speak more, elo-'
tiQn
of November, 1953, hassoleDuily 'recognized
quently than I could hope to do. With these results in
that the·paople of ,Puerto Rico effectively.exe:rcised
mind, one could 'wonder for what purpose this subject
their
right to self-determination in establishing .the
was raised in this debate. SUrely it must strike many
Commonwealth
cas an autonomous political entity on
here as ironic that a Commonwealth where true
a
mutually
agreed
association with theUnited States.
democracy exists should be attacked by the Foreign
In
further
regard
to
the principle of $elf-determinaMinister of a country whose people have not been '
tion, the CommbnwealthLegislative Assembly has
allowed f:reelytoexpress their wishes through demoapproved this very year a law authorizing another
cratic processes.
V'oteon Puerto Rico's status whenever 10 per cent
4. By its resolution 748 (VIII) of 27 November 1953
of the electors request it".
the General Assembly recognized that the' people of
Puerto Rico expressed their will in a f:ree and demo7. ,That is what the Governor had to Say. And what
of his opposition? Only today, Mr.Wadsworth reCeived
cratic way, that they effectively e..~ercised their right
. to self=-determination, and that Puerto Rico clearly
this telegram:
,
was an autonomous political entity. ,Operative para"As
gubernatorial
candidate of the Statehood Regraph 9 of this :resolution had this to say:
publican Party of Puerto Rico advocating statehood
"Expresses its assurance that, in accordance with
for this island, which polled more than 250,000 or
32.4 per cent votes cast, A1ection last November
the spirit of the present resolution, the ideals embodied in the Charter of the United Nations, the
which, when added to 58 percent votes polledby
traditions of the people ofthe United States of Amerithe party in power~ which also ,adV'ocatedpermanent
~
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union between Puerto Rico and the United States,
with common American citizenship representing
more than ~O per cent our electorate, we consider
it improper ror small group ofIndependentist let,ders
whose party polled only 24,000 votes or less than
3 per cent of electorate, to go before United Nations
to misrepresent the situation in Puerto Rico, which
is a community of American citizens by Its own free
will. This is a reproachable attempt to interfere
with "he process of self-determination which has
heen freely exercised by the community ofAmerican
citizens of Puerto Rico.
(Signed) Luis A. Ferre n
8. If, after hearing these communications, any representative in the Assembly still has doubts about the
wishes of the Puerto Rican people, I recommend that
he go there to see for himself. He wilIbe greeted
with the traditional warmth and innate courtesy of the
Puerto Rican people-American citizens all-and he
will find Puerto Rico one ofthe mostdelightful islands
on this globe, a place particularly well suited for
relaxation after this rather arduous session of the
Assembly is over.
9. Mr.PARISIS(Belgium) ( transl~ted from French):
Belgium brought the colonial r6gim~ to an end of its
own accord. The independence proclaimed at Leopoldvffie on 3 June 1960 was not the outcome of age-long
struggle or the end of a r~gime of oppression. The
transfer of power was complete and unreserved; there
has never been any question of going back on it. The
Belgians have no other colonies.
10. At the present time Belgium still exercises trusteeship over Ruanda-Urundi. It does so in virtue of a
~rusteeship Agreement which succeeded a League
of Nations mandate. Belgium, through its Government,
stated on 9 September 1960 the wish that the trusteeship regime should end in the first six months of 1962.
This was confirmed by the representative of Belgium
in the Fourth Committee on 25 November 1960.!I
11. With a little more discernment, a little more
concern for truth, we shall have a clearer insight
int9 the problems that confront us. I need only recall
the wise words uttered by President Fulbert Youlou on
18 November:
"We lmow what colonialism, like any other human
activity, has sometimes imposed on us in the way of
humiliations .and injustices, but we do not wish to
deny the extent to v/bich it has also enriched us,
both materiaUy and spiritually." [917th plenary
meeting, para. 8.l
12. On the other hand, I am bound to note that the
Soviet statement [A/45021 contains errors of the first
magnitude. I have already disposed of the slanderous
allegation that the population of the Congo was decimated in fifty years. I have shown that, on the contrary,
the ra~ of increase' of the Congolese people has
quadrupled dUring the past t\'\tenty years. This same
document even contains the a\idacious statement that
when the independence of the Republic of the Congo
was proclaimed "only a few of its inhabitants could
read and write". Is it not realized, then, that in July
1960 there was a complete educational system, comprising teacher training, technical, secondary andpri11 Official Records of the General Assernbly, fifteenth session, Fourth
CornIIlittee. 1065th meeting.

mary schools, attended by nearly 2 million children,
or one-sixth of the total population of the Congo? This
figure represented 57 per cent oftheschool-agepopulation. Fifty-seven per cent! This figure must be
compared with that for African countries which have
been independent for a long timet and where school
attendance varies between 5 and 25 per cent of the
school-age population. Mr. Khrushchev does notmention the existence of two Congolese Universities, which
were estabU3hed, res-pectively, in 1954 at Leopoldville, and at Elisabethville in 1956, and where racial
discrimJnation is unknown.
13. Perhaps he does not know that the only nuclear
!"~actor in Africa is in operation at the University of
Lovanium, twenty kilometres from Leopoldville.
14. In the same dl)~.Lment Mr. Khrushchev says of
Africa that "... its main agricultural implements,
just as they we]:'e thousands of years ago, are the
mattock, the wooden plougb and the sharPened stake;
its primitive system of agriculture is causing soil
exhaustion and erosion". Unfortunately he pulled out
the wrong index card; the description he gives us
applies to the situation fifty-two years ago, when the
Belgian Sbte set to work on African soil. Since then
the Belgians have laid an economic and social infrastructure which has entailed the investment of $3,000
million over the past ten years. This represents a
per capita investment rate of $148 a year, whereas
in other independent African and Asian countries the
rate of such investment does not exceed $30 a year.
15. Again, need I remind the Assembly of the report
of the Committee on Informatio.n from Non-Self-Governing Territories, which refers to the ten-year
development planY that has been carried out at a cost
of 48,000 million francs-or about $1,000 millionentirely by the Belgians in the Congo? If we consider
the countries of Africa that are in process of industrialization, we read in the same report that "••• the
Belgian Congo, with 152,758 employed in 1956, representing 4.86 per cent of the tot3.1 economically active
population; was well in the lead among African territories •••"21.
16. .Belgium has just brought about the accession of
the Republic of the Congo to independence. Contrary
to what has been said, that accession was. prepared.
Elections took p',ace and were followed by the setting
up of local institutions in 1957 and 1959. A parliamentary working group travelled all over the Congo in
1958. Two round.. . .t able conferencest one dealinlg with
political questions and the other with economic and
financial problems, were held at Brussels in J'~uary
and. May 1960 respectively• There Congolese leaderS
met with representatives of Belgiumtoworkoutterms
for the accession to independence. The joint task waS
completed in 1960 by the holding of general elections.
Such were the stages in setting up the institutions
of the Republic of the Congo.
17. At the same time the Belgians made a.vailable to
the new Statet along with extensive aid, the services
of its own qualified personnel: 10,000 teachers, magis··
trates and civil servants were placed und.er the exclusive authority of the Congolese Government.
18. It has been stated from this rostrurn. that Belgium
showed liberalism in agreeing to proclaim the inde..!IIbld., Supplernent No. 15 (A/4371). second part" para. 5~,,'
§j Ibid•• para. 78.
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938th meeting - 6 December 1960
pendence of the Congo; but it was added that Belgium
had sabotaged that independence. Such an accusation
Is as absurd as it is unjust and groundless. Belgian
policy is based essentially on the principle of respect
for the sovereignty and independence o~ the Republic
of the Congo, and on :m'jrL~interference in its domestic
affairs. The Belgians consider that those affairz should
be handled exclusively by the Congolese.
19. If we re-read our history we find that a great
many countries repr~sented here have been in the
COl,lrse of their history, by turns, colonized and
colonizing. Belgium itseJi had known many a foreign
domina,tion befo~~ .in this century, it was invaded
twice in twenty.five years, from 1914 to 1918 and from
1940
1945. The misdeedS of colonialism are,alas:
to be seen everywhere--throughout the past, and iD. all
narts of the world. We cannotbut condemn them whereever they appear, not excepting the USSR. The representative of the Soviet Union may have maintained at
the Assembly's 925th meeting that internal affairs
were involved. But colonial qu~stions are, inprinciple, .
internal in character becauf d they relate to· Territories under the sovereignty of a State. That does
not prevent the Soviet Union from mounting a solid
attack on the countries which have, or have had,
ccolonies. In meeting the representative of the Soviet
Union on his own ground, I am. merely exercising
my right of reply. There cannot be two sets of
standards••••

to

20. The. PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
would ask the representative of Belgium kindly to
leave the rostrum in order that the represen'ta"ti'Ve of
the Soviet Union may ::ra~e a point of order.
21. Mr. ROSHCHlN(Union of Soviet Socialist Re.publics) (translated from Russian): Mr. President, w.e
are here discussing the colonial question" This question is ,on the General Assembly's agepdaand, accordingly, the references that the Belgian' representative
is making here to the Soviet Union and other countries
and that have no bearing on this question, are not
related in any way to the item we are discussing in
this Assembly. I should be glad, therefore, if the
Pre~ident would call the representative of Belgium to
order, since it is precisely the colonial question that
we are considering.
22. The Belgian representative spoke hel'e of the very
great work that has been done in the Congo.. We are
ourselves witnessing just what is going on in the Congo
today; It is just the situation which has now arisen in
the Congolese Republic that the Gensral AsseID.bly is
discussing, precisely through Belgium's fauit.. There
is no direct connexion between the matter we are
now discussing-co!onialism-and the question touched
upon here by the Belgian representative. I would accordingly ask the President to call the Belgian rep;re.sentative to order and to point out to him the need to
adhere strictly to the questions we are now discussing.

23. The PRESIDENT (transla1ied from Spanish): The
Chair wishes to be objective and, at the same time,
to give all representatives ample opportunity to
express the views of their Government. Nevertheless
.l should like to remind all representatives, as Mr.
-1l01and has done on other occasions, that the General
Ass!3Jnbly has decided to postpone its consideration
of the question of the Congo. That being so, I would
request all representatives, when speaking, to confine
their rem.arks to the agenda item under discussion.

1177

24. The representative of Belgiummay againhave the

tlov:!.
215•. Mr. PARISIS (BelgiUJ1il) (transla)~edfromFrench):
In the ·course of these disCUE?sions, /~any' attacks have
beell made on my country• We haYe never interrupted;
we have exercised our right of reply when necessary,
and we thought we could Qount on the President for
protection.
26. I resume my statement where! left off. I regret
that Mr. Roshchin found it necessa~r to interrupt me,
for I was, about to quote from a report of 12 January
1957 by Mr. Gorkin, Secretary of the Presidium of the
Supreme SOViet, and I do not imagine that the representative of the Soviet Unionwill impugn this authority.
The quotation reads as follows:
ftThe Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party
took cognizance of certain facts that are in flagrant
violation of the fundamental principles of Leninist
policy regarding nationalities in the Soviet State.
These violations took the form of the unwarranted
evictIon of whole peoples and the inlposition of restrictions on them in. their new place of residence..
Thus at the end of 1943 and at the beginning of 1944
the Balkars, Chechens, Kalmuks and Karachais were
sent from the northern Caucasus to areas in Kazakhstan and Central Asia .... 11.
27. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
would request the representative ofBelgium to be good
enough to leave the rostmm to allow the representative
of the Soviet Union to raise a point of order.

28.. Mr. ROSHCHIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): 1 would like to
point out to the President that in this instance he is
not maintaining sufficient objectivity in the conduct of
this plenary meeting.
29. The item under discussion is the colonial question•
This is detel"Dlined quite clearly by the agenda and the
range of questions that we are considering. In order
to distract the·Assem.bly's attention f~om·considera·
.tion of this item, the Belgian representative is trying
to divert the Assembly into discussing matters that
have no bearing on this item. If he were to attract
closor attention by the General AsseID.bly to colonial
matters and, in particular, to the situation. into which
the Belgian administration has brought the Congo, that
, would, of course, be in the order of· business and
would perhaps be a contribution to our discussion of
this item. Indeed~ the situation in the colonies and, in
particular perhaps, in the Belgian colonies is receiving great public attention throughout the world,
in all countries. The colonial question has aroused
great and profound· interest in· all continents of the
globe. The discussion we have had here has shown that
all delegations wish to speak on this urgent and ~portant question of the day.
)
30. In order to diminish the tremendous effect that
the discussion of this question is having in all circles
throughout the world and on public opinion in all
countries, the Belgian representative is now attempting to divert at.tentio~ by referring to events which
took place in various countries and which were due to
certain historical circumstances, to the wa.r, the,
extremely grievous war endured by all the peoples
of the world, and·particularly the peoples ofthe Soviet
Union. In this way he seeks to divert attention from
the matters which the General Assembly is now dis-

.i
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cussing and on which the attention of the wholewlorld
ia focused, to matters which have no connexionwh!1tsoever with oUr agenda.
31. I shotUd be glad, if, in view ofthis circumstance,
the President would call the Belgian representative to
order, BO that he should not take up any more of our
time, since the matter is one of such extreme importance. There are many other questions we could
discuss here in connexion with this circumstance. If
~ere were need, we could now begin a detailed and
thorough examination of the Belgian administration's
activities in the Congo. But the situation in the Congo
and the patently unlawful acts of the Belgian administration, the Belgian·Government and the Belgian ruling
circles in that country constitute a separate agenda
item which we shall discuss at. the meeting of the
Security Council tomorrow morning and inthe plenary
General Assembly two days- hence. I wiah once again
to draw the President's attention to the necessity of
calling the Belgian representative to order.
32. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): .I
give the floor to the representative of Ceylon who
has asked for it in order to raise a point of order.
33. Mr.PERERA (Ceylon): I am intervening to support the point of order raised by the representative
of the Soviet Union. As a sponsor of the draft resolution.
.
34. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish):. I
ask the representative of Ceylon to bear in
mind \1;he fact that the point of order raised by the
representative of the Soviet Union must be' ruled upon
by the President. Points of order are not open to debate. I would therefore ask htm to allow the Chair to
deifwith the point of order raiseCl by the representative of the Soviet Union. If the representative of Ceylon
then desires to raise a new point of order I shall be
glad. to grant him -the floor. I cannot, however, allow
him to continue to .speak now, since I have to role on
the point of order raised by the representative of the
l1
Soviet Union.

WOUld

35. Mr. PERERA (Ceylon):. I bow to your ruling, but
I want to save you from making two rulings. It is on
the same point. Maybe I can clarify it this way: as a
sponsor of the drait resolution [A/L.323 and AdcI..1-6]
on the ending of colonialism,I submit, Mr. President,
that the r.epresentative of the Belgian Governmenthas
made submissions which are improper and irrelevant.
36. The PRESIDENT (tra:D.slated from Spanish): I
wish to refer to the point of order raised by the representativeof the Soviet Union.

38. Mr. PARISIS (Belgiwn) (translated from French):
I have finished my quotation from the 'report of Mr.
Gorkin, Secretary of the Presidium of the Supreme
S~viet. I have nothing to add to it and no comment to
make on it; but lam amazed ut Mr. Roshchin's touchiness, which is of It completely different order from '
our own patience.
.
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39. Mr. Roshchin has said that colonialism has
arousoo the deepest interest on all continents. To go
on from there, I shall observe with reference to the
joint draft resolution, that the Belgian delegation cannot but declare itself in favour of the basic principle
underlying that proposal. It is a principle which Belgium, for the reasons I have just stated, has recently
'applied to the ·full in the case ·of the Congo and'whose
implementation it is actively pursuing in the case of
Ruanda-Urondi. However, my delegation is bound to
note that the resolution contains several inaccuracies,
including some of a legal nature.
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40. Like the other delegations that have spokenhere,
we .censure the misdeeds of colonialism and other
forms of subjection. We believe that the essential cO""
operation among peoples must develop in an atmosphere of mutual respect and esteem; and whatever
our detractors may say, the General Assembly canbe
sure that it was this honest conviction which led us
to summon our Congolese b,rQthers to independence.
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41. Mr. LHEYET-GABOKA. (Congo [Brazzaville])
(translated from French): In addressing this Assembly,
I cannot claim to prrnhlce any remedy, any support,
or any palliative for the uneasiness left by the many
statements which have been made here regarding the
colonial system. Quite the contrary. The many speakers who have succeeded one another at this rostrum
have already ~amined allthe symptoms and diagnosed
an the ills; one roter another, they have pu( their
finger on the open sore of colonialism in all its
forms and in all its ambitions. Those speakers have
laid bare the truth-a truth hot as heat itself, tasteless, bitter')' and indigestible for those who joy in the
conquest and submiasion of the weak; in colonies and
their inexhaustible wealth; and in peoples deceived,
perpetual children doomed to bondage.
42. My predecessors at this rostrum, then, have put
their finger on the running sore of colonialism. Sin1':'e
we must burn colonialism to ashes; since we must
corner it and face itwith its own image; since we must
lance the abcess in this Assembly; since we have the
opportunity to speak freely and frankly, you gentlemen
will not hold it against me if I, in my turn, clear a
little ground on the path to freedom. That freedom is
not a favour begged by long-subjected peoples from
their alleged masters but an indefeasible, legitimate
right; for all men are born free and eqUal, whatever
their skin pigmentation, the level of their civilization,
the size of their nation and the geographical position
of their country.

37. I repeat that I wish to allow representatives who
have the floor to state the position of their Government. In that connexion I invite representatives to
exercise· discretion, because I cannot stop a representative who is stating a position. The Chair wishes
4'3. No race here below, whether white, yellow or
to point out that the representative of Belgiwn was
black, can claim a right of seniority over other races
quoting something and that the representative of the . in order to impose its will on them. There are only \
Soviet Union will have an opportunity in due course
good-natured people, who too oftenpreen themselves on
toaxercise his right of reply. I repeat, however that
the enlightened nature of their civilization andpass
the President cannot stop the representative of Belon that account for' the world's most intelligent; but
gium from speaking, sincehis rights are those guaranintelligence does not follow the barometer. Birth in a
teed to every Member of this· Assembly. I call upon
cold country is not a title to everything there is, and
the re,resentative of Belgium to!:()ntinue hia state- .birth in a hot country is not an atavism which debars
one from everything, even from freedom.
.
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44. Will you not agree with me that a bird shut up in
a cage escapes; if it can, to fly in the air again? Will
you not agree with me that a dog long pent in its kennel
barks madly for release? If animals, with only instinct
to guide them, can grasp and understand the need to
be free and to live their own lives, how could man, the
thinker, faU to share that imperative need?
45. Every child, in his youth, inexperience and lack
of initiative, livea under the wing ofhis parents. When
he grows up, he leaves his parents' home, goes out
intp the world and makes a home for himself far from
those who reitred hiln, because he feels free in his
person and pe',rsonality. Then should the colonized, ever
submissive, have his freedom rationed by his cplonizer? In the country of the blind, where the one-eyed
man is king, does nothing begin and nothing end? Is
colonialism to survive indefinitely in Africa, Asia and
Oceania, to mention only three parts of the globe?
Must slavery,imperialism, dogmatism and all-their
viruses continue to thr.1v~ in Africa, in Asia, and in
Oceania? Must colonialism be upheld in order to avoid
cold war, to disarm the nations andto pacify the whole
wo~ld? I do not think so. Everything here below has a
beginning and an end,and only the nell-ye expect to outlive their allotted span. Only the blind cannot see
where' th~ sun rises and where. it sets.
'
46. Not long ago we were being poisoned with the
sugared venom of colonization-colonization with its
"Alice in Wonderland" marvels,' its milkless. breasts,
and its keen-edged mandibles, which cut slowly but
more surely than. a lancet. Not long ago we· watched
what our masters did, and said not a word to them.
OUr ,'masters took advantage of our sUence to sate
themselves on our natural wealth. They took advantage
of .. it to plunder our villages, and in return-a fine
return!-thay taught us to go backwards instead offorwards and gave us tools, good or bad, without showing
us how to use them.
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47. But we have outgrown the stage of servitude, we
are no. longer credulous children who can be made to
believe in Santa Clans forever. Those days are over,
and colonialism has been outstripped at every point.
Africa, Asia and Oceania are no longer an "open
sesame 11 for men who, through their own rudeness,
their own discourte«?us and humiliating ways,. have
bred embittered minds, peaceful revolutionaries whc
seek only the liberation of their country and people
frotn the yoke of colonial occupation.
48. Yesterday we were told, uphill and down dale and
in emphatic terms, about a wet-nurse by,the name of
colonization. Today thatwet-nurse has been dress ed up
and is called "decol~nization". It is a fine thing,this
dressing-up, this' 'neologism that is the outcome of
several' distressing and regrettable events. What did
they mean yesterday by ."coloniZing"? What do they
mean by "decolonizing" today? The answer to that
question lies ready in the minds of yesterday's coIOnizers and today's decolonizers.
.
49. I have no wish,to labour the point but it will be
well to remind our princelings that colonizil'lg, to them,
meant "dividES and rule"; it meantbreakingupthe conquered l~ds . and sharing them out like gamef so as
to make fat profits from them at the expense of other
men, who are yet their equals in the redness of their
blood and the invisibility of their souls. Colonizing
meant entrenching themselves in countries which did
not belong to them, in order to corner their wealth

and to oppress their peoples, to the length of reducing
them to their lowest terms-to utter non-existence.
50. Well, they have at last come round to the idea of
decolonizing; and in my humble op~nion as a.Negro,
and thus as one of yesterday's subject people, decolonizing means admitting their past errors, making
co~fession after plundering and playing the master,
after paralysing aL.d immobilizing the evolution of the
beasts of burden. Decolonizing means lifting offAfrica,
Asia and Oceania the heavy and massive carapace of
colonialism. Decolonizing means restoringfreedom to
peoples who were born free but who,'outof sheer presumption, were long' condemned to ignorance andbondage. That is the part of greatness 'and sincerity.
51. At a time when the United Nations is taking up the
question QfcoloniaIism we must be mindful of the
existence, spread across the world, of colonized
peoples, subjugated peoples, who are looking to us.
These peoples, whether African or European, expect of
the United Nations positive action to deliver them for
all time from .the yoke of, colonialism, the system
that disgraces the twentieth century, in which nuclear
weapons seem a superhuman Jiiscovezy. My meaning
is that our century is th~ one" in which mankind has
reached perfection; also that the time has come when
the colonizers must realize that our cries of protest
are justified; for in this century, in which man has
mastered science and rivals the Creator ininventiveness, freedom for the former colonies must notbe the
cause of bloodshed and mourning.
52. Convinced that decolomzation will fI..ing wide the
gates to independence for the colonial countries and
peoples, the delegation of the Republic of the Congo
takes this opportunity to express once again its gratitude ,to France and to General de Gaulle, President of
France, who was,<,quick to realize that to keep the
peoples subject to an outdated system in this century
was contrary to the principle that every people should
enjoy selflll>(jetermination.
53. My delegation wishes also to congratulate all
those African and Asian Stateswhichwox-ked at Bandung
in 1955 and denounced colonialism in all its forms.
The Congolese people are grateful to all thosewho have
helped and are helping to condemn the colQnialist
system. The Congolese people are proud that theya.re
now free to join the ranks of the fighters for the
freedom of all peoples. Not long ago lUy count'ry was
a French colony. Eminent speakers from this rostrum
have vigorously and eloquently branded every aspect
of colonialism. As an African, and as a Congolese,
I am too. well acquainted with the horrors of the
colonized not to associate myselfwith all who, for love
of freedom, are waging a bitter struggle to end the
colonialist system once and for all.
54. The political ,developments Which, happily, have
lately been gathering .speed, enabling many African
States to attain independence, gave rise in 1960 to ,
acts made more memorable by fme fact that that year
will be remembered as the' year in which Africa's
history started ~ew. It should be recognized that a
great step has already been taken towards thefreedom
of the colonized. countries and peoples; even more,
however, it should be stressed. that, for the future,
decolonization must be effected without disguise' and
without hypocrisy For we have also to wage a determined war on r8l:;1al segregation and to burY it for
all time.
0
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55•• 1here'~' a count;ry-Cabinda-whtch knows no
freedom. Thou~the sun is saidtO"shinefor everyone,
the people of CabindastID vegetate under coloniaUst
rule. Its foreign ocC'~piers seek to dazzle the \\>:orld
by representing it as partgf a Portuguese province,
whereas there is in reality a" considerable margin
between colo~ers and colonized in that country. I do
not wish ~o )"po., lpto de~j~, but merely to draw the
attentiq,~TF<?~ftb.e United Nations to a situation which is
certain,,·:tn q7t>st us more bloodshed and mourning in
AfrJ~. ~~~9).n 1~46 to 19~8, according to a provision
~tl1e F~(t!th ~9htitution~f 1946, we Congolesewere
~.renc.h1~ttj;,~.e-as..; but this did not. p.revent France. from
gi$g ~ independence~ What France has done other
nat'iWlS ~n do, especially those which claim to be

Mr. Liu (China), Vice-President, took tJie Cbair.

506. :rf~~ if there fl,re still peoples under the colonialist
Ydkti~~:Afric~, It should· not be forgotten that ;tP.ere
are countries elsewhere in the world which knoW no
freedom eithe~. Even in Europe, which prides itself
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join wholeheartedly in voting for the draft reso~ution
before us [A/L.323 and Add.l-6) and keenly geaires
to see decolonization speeded up, fJO that a.ll Peoples
may live in freedom' and independence.

Qhrl$ti~n.,

on its civilization, we can coqnt up the peoples who,
at the presenttim:a, certainly envy the lotof the African States which haye attained independence. We must
not forget. those countries whose crie~ are stifled and
hence- cannot reach us. What are their colonizers
waiting for before decolonizing them?
57. I have no desire to setmyselfup as defence counsel for France in this Assembly. I know that that
nation, like all other civilizing nations, committed
serious miStakes in the countries which were under
its colonial occupation. But allow me, in passing, to
emphasize the greatness ~hown by France in knOWing
when to free its African cqlonles,afterhavmgbrought
them to an undeniable poUticaJ. maturity, after seeing
them cllinb the successive rungs of the Ifindigenatvt
system,th~, "loi-cadre" that led to internal selfgovernment, and finally independence. '
58. France'S nobility of heart is far from being
equalled by other civilizing nations, which cling
jealously to their colonies•. France did not wait for
pressure from outside before recogniz~,ng the right
of its former colonies to. the freedom it owed thOOl. I
do riot want to P1J,t the cart before the horse by stating
this as a fact, but the state of public opinion indicates
to me that France will not delay much longer in decolonizing Algeria; for, speaklng personally, I have
complete confidence iD 1ts good faith and greatness,
whatever people may say. Francewillnotwaituntn the
most disastrot4spossible moment like Po:r;tugal, which
persists in :ruling Cabinda by magic wand and kee~ing
it under the yoke of its prejudices. France has not
waited for the hour of doom as did Belgium which,
through obstinacy and lust for permanent dominion,.
carried monsters on its shoulders and turned the
Congo (Leopoldville) into 'avast arena for brawls,
massacres, fratricidal war and senseless violence.
59. Freedom is "not a shoddy item to be bOUght, in
the world's every'market place, for the bloodtbat has
become current coin in ourtimes. It is an inborn right;
no one'here below can claim to be free,dom's master,~
to <cl....ve it. or take it awau as he pleases. Down with
&"
'01
colori!al1snU .Down with dogmatism,. down with the
imperlalists and capitalists who plunde::edAfrica, my
native land, that became a laughing-stock for other
nations!

61. Mr. N'GOUA (Gabon) (translated'from FrenCh):
My delegation, representing an independent Statewhich
was. once a colonial territory, catmot replain silent On
the important question of colonialism which we ~re
nOw discussing. I shall be brief, firstly in order to
avoid the repetition to which some speakers are prone.
and secondly in order not to abuse the indulgence of the
Assembly. But I do not wish to forego this opportunity
of 'expressing my countlY'S views.
62. In its .latest report, which has been circulated to
delegations, the Committee on InformatiQn from NonSelf...Qoverning Territories noted that
8 •••• the Administering MeJ;nbers. and others alike,
seem agreed that the people~ of the Non-Self-Governing Territories are entitled in each case, and on a
basis 'of complete equality, regardless of th~ dUferenc.es of race, colour or creed, to c01D.plete
independence, or, if they prefer, to some form of
full .self-government freely chosen by them,and,that
it will be for them to dete~inetheirfuture statue. "1/
63.. Here, clearly defined, is thebasicprin~lpleupon
which-I. hope-evexyone in· this Assembly 18 agreed.In giving his approval to this principle, however,
representative of Gabon has no sensation of push~
an open door, for it became clear to him duriDg the
discussions in Committeathat there were differences
of opinion on various points, particularly as 'ta the
form in which that development should take place;
difference,s which were sometbnEls onminorpointsbut
which, influenced by partisan feeling, often 'confused.
the discussion and obscured' the main issue, just as
it is sometime~ impossible to see the wood ~or the
trees.
'
64. That is why GabOn' wishes.,to play its part in
restoring calm. by recall:b1g a fewele!l18tttarY truths; ,
these are worth repeating after So many statemebts
which, although perhaps inspired by very lofty con.·
siderations of political principle, have in ,m~ .cases ,
been distorted by what I,might call a ce;;tain detnagogy.
The representative'd Argentma rightly' said :liI Committee, as· many others had said before h~, that pne
of the prinCipal conditionS for the peace6.11-eV'olilti6n
of Non-Self-Governing TezTltories towards independ·
enca was the existence of proper administrative and
technical staffs capable of ()perating the cotnplex services requited by the modern. stru.ctu~ of t1i~ Sta~~.
In our )'fiew it is not sufficient to clamour f~r the
immediate liberation of thousands of bein.gs w~o are
still, in one way or another, .depend~Dti .~e' ~t
conditions must be created for that liberation. There
may be a desire-and a most laudable one~to brblg
the date of independen~e or self-government forward
someWhat; but the main. consideration is to have ready
for the take-ove:t the new structures without which
there can be no viahte and durable independence. It .
is a fact that the~ colonial system is. outnloded and '
doomed, but the problem is to prepare the peoples. for
,
.
11
be
their new rasponsibilities.T;bat. wi 'no~,' acco.mplished bysubv,ersion, hatred and the UJlleashing ,of .. '
political pass!o~.'
, .
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65. I referred, in my short statemeht in Committee,
to the example of the former Belt~an Congo_ The
causes of the chaos which now reigns ~ that unhappy
country could be discussed indefinitely_l'tpains me, as
a brother African, to learn each day .ojl fresh mis..
fortunes ~icting that youpg natiqn.~ Each one may,
accorQing to his po1iticaIUg1its,~cc1.aYgreater o;rlesser
stress on th~ underlying causes of that Unfortunate
situation and 'throw the blame for the catastrophe on
this or that State or political ideology; but the fact
remains-and I do not think I am the only African to
reason thus-that the main cause of this fiasco is the
lack of preparation for, or rather the improvisation
Qf, that independence_ It is not my pu;rpose here to
expatiate on the errors which may have been cqm,~
mUted by the responsible Power. Impa;rtialobservers
recognize that Belgium made commendable efforts; but
without wishing to overwhelm' that ~ountry with re-proaches we must admit that, intentionally or not,
the colonial Power failed to prepare the Congo,·stlfficiently for independence. Proof of this truth has un"
fortunately been supplied by the distressing events we
have expedenced. But that is not all. If we turn to the
Second Progress Report of Mr. Dayal, Special Repre-sentative of the Secretary-General in the Congo, we
read the follow1ng:
"There is clear evidence of the steady return, .in
recent weeks, of Belgians to the "Congo, and within
this framework, of increasing Belgian participation
in political and administrative activities, whether as'
advisers, counsellors or executive officials.." [AI
4557 $ para. 39.1
Mr. Dayal goes on to say that there is at Brussels a
recruiting agency for the Congo, the object of which
seems to be to assist in re-establishing. a civil
service of Belgtannationality principally at the policy
le~·el. Here, then, is a striking case in point. An at..
tempt was made· to lUsh the fences-to climb the ladder
too fast. The rungs gave way, and the climber was
back where he started, if not further down.
66. These are the senous disadvantages ofindependencegranted without transition, disadvantages which
the Governments of some colonial Powers have endeavoured to avoid. Thus the majority. of African
States recently admitted here have attained independ)~~e quite smoothly and without jolts; and, although
nOt everything is yet perfect in our countries, .the
conditions are set for steady progr@ss. Our newStates
are firmly established, and our:accessioll to independence is none the less g~n:a.x-1fie and irreversible for
having come about gradu,ally. By way ofillustrat1on
I need only recall the stages through which Gabon has
passed~ from the colonial regime, known as the French
Empire, to the institutions' 01 the French Union; then
tOt the more liberal "loi-cadre" Which transfo~ed
what had been a colony into a territory already enjoying
broad self-government. with its own Parl,lament and
Government; and fmall)~ 'to. the recent proclmnation
of the Gabon Republic and the ultimate accolade of our
country's admission tCl this Organization.
67.It could thus be' said that here was- a perfectly
successful decolonizatio!J.e I do not think this can be
seriously questioned on the legal or political side:
our freedom and independence are real. On the other
hand it could also be said, and rightly, that on the
economic side inequality persists. We are aware oUt.
We know that in the near future we must aim at more
satisfactory e\l)onC):lnic structures, including an ade--

quate industrial sector. We Imow·that we should move
away from the siDcgle--product type of economy, which
is particularly vulnerable, an<L...try to secure more
equitable terms of trade so that our international dea],.;.<'
ings do not go against us. We know all that.
68. But we know also th.atour countries are underdeveloped, and that we are in great need of capital
equipment~'3'urthermore,untilnational'personnel can
be trained, we badly need international technical as"
sistance, whether bilateral or multilateral under the
United Nations. As we listened to some representa-.
tives, however, we received the ifupression thatthese
needs were· sometimes overlooked, and that the provision of assistance to' under-developed countries liKe'
r,>urs was sometimes regardec! as a manifestation of
nee-colonialism in that it crystallized the inequality
between the country assisting and the country assisteq..
I therefore wish to state, on my country's behaJi,
that economic aid or technical assistance of any kind,
rendered with no thought of domination, 'that is to say
on an equitable basis'and in respect for our freedom
and independence, cannot be dubbed nee-colonialism.
69. My country decided to associate itself with the
submission of the draft resolution on decolonization
[A/L.323 .and Add.l-61, and thatwas a perfectlynatural
step to take. Gabon, proud of its independence and
imbued with the principles of freedom, cannot but
wish all peoples without exception, not only in Africa
but on all continents, to enjoy the supreme benefits
of. freedom and independence.
70. I also felt it my duty, however-and I think the
A.ssembly will share my feeling-to stress the nee~ to
avoid exposing this indepsndence to the scourges that
.arise from improvisation. True, we mistlUst those
enemies of freedom who always tend to think it too soon
to make the necessary changes. The trend to emanci..
pation is irreversible. But· we should not wish our
brethren in Africa or elsewhere who are still living
under forei~ tutelage to be thrown without preparation or resources into the formidable tasks that con"
front young States. Such a policy of the worst way out
would· mean inpractiee that they. would pass from
foreign domination to the tyranny of anarchy, inwhich
all freedoms and prospects. of well-being perish together. The process ofliberation, then, mustbe speed. ed up; but so must the installation of the personnel
andmachinery,in whose absence the freedom granted
would be me~ly nominal and would .founder in chaos;
for we well know that the confusionthus created would
deprive the recently ,emancipated peoples of the bene-fits, they are entitled to expect, and give free rein to
the least acceptable influences..
.'
Mr.Liu (China), Vice-President, took' the Chair.

71. Mr. ILLUECA (Pana:ma) .,(tl'anslated' from. Spanish): The delegation of Panama voted, both inthe Gen..,

eral Committee of the Assembly and in the plenary
meeting, to place on the agenda item 87, concerning
the declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples.. Ourattftude refiectR .
a political viewwh1ch the Republic of Panmna has
constantly ma~ntained, f3versince the foundation of the
United Nations-the view that all peoples shouldeffectively enjoy the right of self-determination, respeqt .
for their integrity and independence and, allfunda,.
mental human rights and freedoms, ~nd that colonial....
ism should be abolished by peacefll'l means.. In thiS.
connexion, I need only recall thatPanam.a. was the
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country which had. the honour to submit to tbeSan
Francisco Conference the first draft universal deco"
laration of human rights considered by the Organization.
72. An outstanding feature of the history of Latin
America is the strugg.1e for one of the fundamental
ideals advocated by the Liberator, SiIn6n Bol1'var.
This ideal was the safeguarding of the political independence and territorial integrity of American States,
which entane<! th~ condemnatiQn of the so-called right
of conquest. This question of· safeguarding the territonal integrity and politiGalindependence ofAmerican
States was dealt with in the Treaty of Perpetual UniOil,
League of Perpetual ConfederaUon, conceivl2d at the
Congress of Panama convened by BoUvar in 1826. That
treaty laid the foundations of our present American
regional system and anticipated this world Organiza"
tion.
73. The views of the leaders of our region were
expressed at the InternatlonalConferences of American States, whiohbegan towards the end of the last
century. I shall quote a few examples. The resolution
adopted on 18 April 1890 by the First Conference,
held in Washington, declared that ftthe principle of
conquest shall 1\ot, ~.. be recognized as admissible
under American public lawt1! and that "all cessions of.
territory ••• shall be void if m.ade under threats of
war or in the presence of an armed force"'.
74. The Seventh International Conference ofAmerican
States held at MontevideD in 1933, laid down a fundamental doctrine of American public law in article 11
of the Convention on the Rights and Duties of States.
That article provides as follows:
"The contracting states definitely establish as the
1"U1.e of their conduct the precise obligation not to
recognize territorial acquisitions or special advantages Which have been obtained by fOTce whether this
consists in th~ employment of arms, in threatening
diplomatic representations, or in any other effective
coercive measure. 'l"he territory of a state is inviolable and.may not be the object of military occu.pation nor of. other measures of force imposed o-y
another state directly or indirectly or for any motive
whatever even temporarily."
75,\ We also think the thought ofBoUvar was accurately
exPressed in resolu.tion XCVI of the. 1.'enth Int:erAmedeanConferenQ6 [Caracas, 1-28 March 1£154),
which reaffirms the :light to self-determination of
peoples and deClares that it is the wilt of the peoples
of America that colonialism and the occupation of
territorIes should be deflnitiw'ely ended.

76. It is against this background that my country
comes to this rostrum to reattirmits democratic
faith -and, through its representative, to declare that
it intends to contribute, to the best of its· ability and
within the United Nations system, to the achiev$ment
of tbe aims of .the Organization's Charter,frl order
that 'the countries and peoples stUI under colonia.l
domination may obtain their independence. Webelieve
since:rrely' that those countries and peoples could ben
come a beneficial influence and could help to bring
about the .conditioIl6 of peace, nar.moDy, goodwill and
confidence, which the modern world needs if it is to·
move towards a creative peace that wm put science
to work for t'l1e progress, security and weU-being of
mankind in, every part of the world.

77. In this endeavour we can look towards a more
promising futuro, in which the threat of war and in-ternal struggles will disappear and~ in their place1
we . sh~ se a strengthening of the independence of
States great and small which, exerpising the principle
of sovereign equality, are prepaT@dtoco-fJPeratein
a sound and well-directed intel'national effort to solve
the grave and distressing economic and social prob,.
1ems which afflict great masses of people in various
parts of the world..
78. This debate, with all its Vicissitudes and contraversies, must serve constructive purposes. There is
no denying that colonialism, as a system of political
and economic domination, has lost its hold" The great...
est contemporary historians go so far as to say t.hat,
in the not too distant future, nationalism, which ia the
latest $tage but which now seems very deeply rooted,
will also give way to a new system of world goveI'nment, in which frontiers and political boundaries will
disappear.
79. I do not intend to digress into historical or pbUosophical considerations and shall therefore confine
my9a1f to a few brief remarks on the item we are
discussing. One cannot generalize on the subject of
colonialism, a system which has influenced the history
of many peoples" Imparlf.alityrequires us to consider
ea.chcase separately" Some metropolitan Powers have·
evolved a wise policy, which, in the course of time,
has led to a voluntary and harmonious association
between former colonies and the metropolitan country.
Their contribution. to the international community cannot be ignored. There a.re other Powers, however9
which in the course of history have ufdied an utterly
repugnant kind of colonialism as an instrument of
repl"essio'n, cruelty. and exploitation, and have left nr)
pleasant memories in the lives of colonial peoples.
Yet'cultural and 1'6ligious forces have played a significant part in the restoration of harmonious relations
between the independe~\t peoples and their former op.,
pressors.
80. It is fitting that we should recogniz;, ib~ immense
value of the work done by the United Natiolh~ in furthering the political, economic, social and educfitional
advf~cement of the inhabitants of the dependent subject terrltori--ea ii,nd their gradual development to.wards independence.. The important role wlrll1Jh the
United Na1';ions Truste~sh!p System has played in this
connexion,. in sl')ite of its Hmit~tions cannot be ovel"""
estimated, as the results it has achieved demonstrat~.
A large number of independent States, which are now
·seated With honour mld dignity in this Assembly,
achieved their independence through theTJnited Na,tions
Tl"4..;teeship System..
Sl. We are therefore extremely surprised that the
draft declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples [A145021.submittedfor
the consideration of the Assembly by the Chairman
of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet. Union,
Mr. Kbrushchev, sta.tes, inter alia, the fol1<1wing:
'The trusteeship system has not justified itself
anywhere and should be buried together With the
entire colonial system, which is an anachro!l1SlJl."
82. As far as the Trusteeship System is concerned,
my delegation does not believe that this violent s,tate- .
mentis justified either by the facts or by any arguments. For the last fifteen years the Soviet Union has
been a .permanent member of the Trusteeship Caun-
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carried out by that body" not only with its participation but with its vote and its co-operation with the
United States, the United Kingdom,France, China and
other Member States.
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to· broaden the responsibility and:
authorityGf the General Assembly and thtl'rrusteeship
Council in respect ofmany Non-Self-Governing Territoriesother than Trust Territories.

88. I would now like to turn to the draft resolution
83. The Trusteeship Sy$tem cannot be buried with a
which the representative of Honduras has submitted
mere sentence, however resounding itmay be. To bury
for our consideration[A/L.324].PerhapstheHonduran
means to inter something dead or to stifle something
draft, which has been laid before the AssembJyby a
living. If what the Soyiet Union proposes in its draft
sovereign .country inspired by sound motives, aims to
declaration is the ending and abolition of the Inter-give the United Nations greater infiuencein the proJUi,tional Trusteeship System and its removal from the
cess of. emancipation of the Trust and Non-Selfstructure of the United Nations, itshouldreaortlegally
Governmg Territories. Although we appreciate our
to Chapter xvm of the Charter, which deals with
Honduran colleague t s good intentions, my delegation
amendments to that instrument. We are apparently
reserves the right to make certain comments on his
faced with a contradiction, since it has not yet proved
draft in a future statem,ent, if QirGUIllstances make
possible to alter the membership ofthe Security COWlthis advisable.
cil and the Economic and Social Council, owing to
opposition by one of the great Powers, whose negative
89. P9.ragraph 5 of· the draft declar&tiG1!submitted
vote mnounts to a veto of any attempt to do so. .
by the A\frican..Asian countries [A/L.323 andAdd.l-6]
reads as follows:
84. The day is not far off when all dependent countries and peoples will have achieved independence.
"5u Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
Then, and only then, will Chapters XI, XII and xm of
Non-Self-Govel'ning Territories or all other territhe Cha.rter cease to apply and the Trusteeship Countones which have not yet attained independence,
eil, having no reason to exist, will disappear in acto transfer all powers to the peoples of those terricordance with the Charter, since there will no longer
tories, without any conditions or reservations, in
. be any Administering Authorities, Trust Territories
accordance with their freely expressed will and deor trusteeship agreements. However, until the ideal of
sire, without any distinction as to race,cre~d or
self-government has been achieved by all peoples, we
colour, in order to enable them to enjoy complete
must strengthen the United Nations syst~min order
independence and freedom."
to achieve the highest purposes of the CharteJ:..
90" My delegation wonders what immediate steps
should
be adopted in accordance with the African85. The experience obtailiedby the Trusteeship CounAsian draft. The document does not say. It says, of
cil suggests that· we should strengthen rather. than
course, that all powers should be transferred to the
weaken the United Nations system as far as the Nonpeoples of those territories in accordance with their
Self...Qoverning 'rerritories and the InternationalTrus"
freely
expressed will and desire. Butwhatlegal means
teeship System, referred to in. Chapters XI and Xn:
are
to
be used to de~erm:1ne the peoples' choice? Is
of the Charter, are concerned so that, as stated in
that to be a matter .exclusively within the internal
the AfrIcan-Asian draft resolution [AIL.323 andAdd.ljurisdiction of the Administering Authority, or is tlie~·'~~oo~,c-~'
5], steps are w.ken, in Trust and Non-Self-Governing
United Nations to exercise internationa.l supervision
Territories or all other territories which have not yet
over the method of consultation? An these are probattained indep~ndence, to transfer all powers to the
lems
wb:lch will have to be considered, and presumably
peoples of those territories, .in order to enable them
they cannot be settled immediately through the power
to enjcry complete independence and freedom.
of some miraculous phrase. Objective analysis is re86. There is no doubt that Chapter XI of the Charter
quired if practical steps are to be taken to enable
has led to heated controversies since it was adopted
the United Nations to promote efforts to secure the
at San Fr::mcisco. The declara.tion regarding Nonindependence of Trust and Non-Se)f-Gove:rningTerriSelf-Governing Territories whic~ is embodied in the
tories.
Charter, mea.ns that the colonial Powers accepted
extensive general obligations to promote to the utmost . 91. My delegation is aware of the complexity of the
question we are considering and realizes that a decthe well-being of the inhabitants of Non-Self-Governlaration of this kind cannot ·cover<all the practical
ing Territories under their administrationand to assiSt
aspects of attaimnent of its objectives" We must
fh.eJn, in the progressive development of their free
j,·ecognize that this declaration· by itself will not be·
political institutions.. There was, however, one defect
enough,
and that we shall have to continue to work
in the drafting of the provisions of the Charter, not
within
the
framework of the United Nations for the
only because it did not specify the means by which thefreedom of subject peoples, tnroughapeacefulprocess
Administering Powers' obligations were to be made
.which
is of the greate~t··interest to the whole intereffective, but because it did not define the functions
national
community.
of the United Nations with regard to· the fulfilment of
obligations assumed by Member States.
92. My delegation cannot support the Soviet draft
resolution [A/4502] in the form in which it has been·
87. In this connexion it might have beenuseful to take
submitted to this Assembly, as it contains certain
.in account the recommendations ofcertaib. experts,
elements which.would make it difficult to find harmosuch as Professors Grenville Clark and Louis B. Sohn.
nious
and peaceful settlements. We are opposed to'inIn the second edition of their book "Wo:rld Peace
jection
of a. controversial, hostile and harmful cold
through World Law", published by the Harvard Uniwar
atmosphere
into a matter of such great importance.
versity Press in 1960, they propose to amend Article
73 in order to clarify the obligations accepted by
93. I have already said ona'previous occasion that
member states as to. Non-Self-Governing Territories
the small Powers ·::t'b,ould become a. real· force for
under their administration, and completely to revise
mediation and understanding between the great· Oil-
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posing blocs. For this reason we view with considerable favour the joint draft resolution sub:m.ittedtothis
Assembly by the African-Asian delegations.
Mr. 111ueca (Panama), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

94. Mr. NIMNANHEMINDA (Thailand): It affords me
much pleasure to note that the General Assembly has
unanimously accepted [903rd meeting] the proposal
made by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to discuss the vE"xed question of colonialism in the plenary
meeting instead of referring this most momentous
subject to the First Committee. On this point I am
happy to note that for once the view of my delegation
is in perfect accord with that of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics.. The matter is ripe to be brought
before this Assembl~T so that wholehearted attention
can be paid to it.
95& My delegation wishes to put it on record that we
unreservedly support the draft resolution [A/L.323 and
Add.l-6], submitted by Afghanistan, Burma and other
Member States, and that we shall vote for it and for
all that it stands for.
96. Ours is one of the very few nations in Asia that
somehow or other succeeded in eluding the clutch of
colonialism or imperialism, eastern .as well as
western, durIng the last 700 years of its distinctive
existence, after the Thai people had finally settled in
its present territory. I am sure that our past experfences both in dodging and in temporizing with eviland I think. that everybody agrees that colonialism is
evil-when such evilbecame inevitable, may prove to be
of interest to some of us here today in dealing with the
evil aspects of colonialism that they may come across,
now or in the near future"
97 ~ As you lmow, my country is called Thailand in
English. In our language, we ca.!l it "Pratate Thai" or
"Muang Thai", which meansaThe Land of the Free".
The mind of our people, as its name implies, is always actively conscious of the idea of' freedom. and
independence, and it always arouses our sympathy to
observe that so many of our fellow beings! are still
deprived of their birthright, the right to be free and
to be master of their own destiny. The fact that we
always have been free makes us all the more sympathetic to the yearnings and aspirations of our lese
fortunate fellow beings. In our contact with many
.peoples, we are constantly being asked on what day we
celebrate our independence, and we are always at a
loss to answer this..query. We have no Independence
Day; every day, to us, is always our Day of independence.
98. Perhaps by this time you must be thinking that
I am carried away by emotional feelings, so let me
make my position clear. Our past efforts in defending
our independence and in elu\"ling and evading foreign
domination or colonialism, entailed an almost infinite
amount of hardship, privation, self-restraint plus no
less an amount of self-renunciation andpersonal sacrifice. We had often to exercise infinite patience and to
pocket our prldein the face of great and h'ritating
provocations.
99. It is my thesis, however, that whilst it is not beyond human effort and endeavour to acqtdre freedom
and independence, it is definitely more cU'.fficult, once
complete freedom. from enslaving colonia'lism has been
. acquired, to maintain and preserve this independence

intact for future generations. Circumspection as well
as wisdom and correct self-appraisal must be vigilantly kept in mind, orelaewemayfall into another and
greater evil.
.
100. Let me cite an example of how we managed to
evade and then to temporize with the expansionism
and imperialistic drive from our then powerful-and
still no less powerful now-neighbour of the North.
101•. Towards the middle of the thirteenth century of
the Christian era, the greatMongol Emperorwho ruled
over China, Kublai Khan, ordered his invincible army
to attack the early Thai principalities of Nan Chao,
or what is now known as the Chinese Province of
Yunnan. Instead of submitting tamely to the Chinese
yoke and accepting the colonialism which they abhorred, the 'Thais of various branches preferred to migrate elsewhere where they could breathe the air of
freedom as far from Chinese contact as was then
possible. Some of them moved into present-day Assam
Province, in India; a large group calling themselves
"The Major Thais" settled down in the Shan State~
of Burma; some migrated into present-dayViet-Nam;
while the largest group managed to move farther south
into present-day Thailand and Laos.
102. In spite of all these mass migrations, the great
Kublai Khan's terIitorial appetite was not completely
satiated. He later· on sent envoys into these new
colonies or territories to demand tribute and acknowledgement of his suzerainty. Similar envoys were
also sent to Sukhothai, the then capital of Thailand.
There is a Thai proverb which says "Do not attern.pt
to break the handle of achopperwithyour own knees Yl,
meaning, of course, that one sh.ould not attempt the
impossible· and hurt oneself at the same time. King
Ram. Kamhaeng of Thailand, therefore, for the first
time, put into practice what is lmown as personal
diplomacy by personally travelling to Peking to make
better acquaintance with Kublai Khan himself, and paid
him due respect in virtue of his seniority in rank as
well as age. By this gracious gesture, he found favour
with the Emperor who initiated, for the first time in
our history, a technical assist.ance programme, sending back with King Ram. Kamhaeng a group of experts
on pottery, who taught our people the art of glaZing
pottery by setting up kilns at Sangkaloke and Sukhothai
for turning out Sangkaloke ware which found its way
to different markets as far apart as Borneo and Persia.
103. Not more than two and a half centuries after
having s\ettled in the country, we began to r/.3ceive
attenti<')D from the outside world; first, from early .
Portug,uese adventurers, envoys and Roman Catholic
priestsl of that nationality. Theywere always welcomed
with warmth and tolerance in accol'dance with the
teachings of Buddhism. Land was given to them on
whieh to build their camps and. their churches and
many of them were taken into the King's service as
gunners..
104. The advent of the Dutch some time later weakened the hold of t..he Portuguese and lessened their
arrogance.. AfterhavingconsoUdated themselves firm"
ly, the Dutch began to exercise pressure on us. As
a result of a treaty signed in 1664, we granted the
Dutch monopolies in various commodities and in the
shipping of our produce to neighbouring countries.
They in turn were responsible for the introduction
into Thailand, for the first time, of that obnoxiouS
and subsequently much abused practice of e..-nraterritoriality•
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105. Finding the presence of, and pressure from, the
Dutch well-nigh intolerable, the Thais sought relief
.by addressing themselves to the French and entering
into djplomatic relations· with Louis XIV, who exchanged several ambassadors with 1>ur King, Phra
Narai. But, there again, we soon found that the French
intentions did not mu.ch differ from those ofthe Dutch,
except that there were far more French troops in the
country. ~t was only by means of a timely Thai version
of the fam.ous Sicilian Vespers that we were able to
stave off the first attempt to plant a French colonial
. empire upon us. From that time onwards until the
fall of Ayudhya in 1767, our relations with western
countries were chiefly confined to a small amol:J.D.t of
trading carried on by private traders from the West.
106. In 1833, less than sixty years after the Americans had discarded their colonial yoke and made their
presence felt in the commerce of Asia, and twenty
years b.efore Commodore Perry's forcible .opening of
Japan to other nations- in addition to the Dutch, the
Thai.s entered into diplomatic relations with the United
States of America. From 1855 onwards, tre.aties of
friendship and commerce were concluded with the
United Kingdom, France and other Western Powers.
107. Although we freely open~d our country before
forcible measures were taken against us, this does
not mean that we have come out of the colonialistic
game unsulUedand unscathed. In order to avoid total
extinction, we had to submit to the conclusion of a
series of one-sided, unjust and iniquitous treaties
without any terminating clause, thereby perpetuating
that odious extraterritorial practice and the limitation imposed on our fiscal 2,utonomy, which precluded
us from levying duties on exports or imports over and
above .3 per cent ad valorem. Furthermore, our
borders were also sUbjected to periodical grabbings,
known euphemistically as "rectification of frontiers".
108. To the Thai people, extraterritoriality was both
humiliating and unjust. Fiscal limitation prevented us
from embarking upon several necessary reforms
through want of essential revenues. Before Thailand's
association with colonial Powers, the area of the country exceeded 350,000 flquare miles, or 900,(100 square
kilometres. After 190'?'r its area was reduced to ba.rely
200,000 square mil~s~ or just over 500,000 square
kilometres ..
109. Throughout the whole of the ninet,eenth century,
and for many yea~L's after, the keynote of Thai policy
was that it was b~tter to lose a certain part than to
lose the whole COUii,try: half a loaf seemed better than
no bread. I think tbata well-known Russian story will
illustrate our policy at that time very graphically.
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A certain Russian gentleman went on a business trip
in a carriage drawn by four horses.. On.his way home,
he was pursued by a pack of hungry wolves. The
gentleman drove hard, yet the pack managed somehow
to overtake him after some time. To save the situation,
he cut loosP.i one ·\)f the horses to distract the wolves
.from pUrfjuing him, at any rate for a brief respite.
After that horse had been made short work of, the
howling pack roshed after him again. He repeated this
with a second and a third horse, until finally he reached
a post of safety with but one horse. I need not point
out the moral of this fabl.e, nor troUble you with the
identities of those big bad wolves.
110. Now we can more or less breathe freely seeing
that the brazen type of land grabbing and the naked and
shameless type of colonialism have become things of
the past. In Thailand we deem tha.t we managed to
escape from "the mouths of the tigers and the. bears"
with the skin of our teeth. We are proud of the wisdom
of our forbears in having chosen the better part so
as to preserve our independence to this very day. We
adhere, as good Buddhists, to our Lord's teaching,
which says: "Hatred ceaseth notwith hatred~ hatred
ceaseth only with non-hatred, this is an old law. It
Thus said the Buddha. We adopt a realistic view of
the world. We refuse to live in the past, nor will we
keep looking backward to the past all the time" We
deem it a waste of time to cry over spilt milk, but
we shall take· care not to spill any· more milk. It is
our aim and our objective to lead our people to the
goal where reign freedom from fear, from hunger,
from disease and from ignorance.
111. Colonialism of the old days is dead, and in this

Assembly we are driving home the nai1s~to its
coffin. But like the phoenix of old, while laniJ,......grabbing
colonialism is no longer with us, out of' its ashes a
new type of colonialism is arising. It is far more
dangerous, because It is cynically insidious; like the
Kingdom of God, it selcJffrtl comes with observation;
it often comes under the guise of libel'ation; it
preaches a new gospel of salvation; it heralds a new
millenimn; and it comes in sheep's clothing. In my
delegation's opinion, it is far more dangerous because of its deceptive ideological attraction. When it
enters by one door, freec;lom flies out of the other.
I think the case of present-day Tibet is an example
which clearly illustrates my point.
112. Now, may I put one question: What shall it profit
a country to gain complete indepsndence only to lose
its own soul?

The meeting rose at 10.55 p.m.
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,demands the' full discussion and' correct solution of
this burning problem.

Page
Agenda item" 87:
Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples (continued). ~ 1187

4. Some representatives of the.col(mial Powers, in-

cluding ':Aerepresentative of the' United Kingdom,
have' tried to assert that in calling upon the General
Assembly to adopt the "Declaration on the grant of
independence to ,colonial countries and peoples"the
President: Mr. Frederick' H. BOLAND '(Ireland).
Soviet Union is pursuing "ulterior motives"; tbatthe
Soviet delegation is trying to exploit the d.ebate on
this question for its own private purposes, to fan the
AGENDA ITEM 87
flames of the "cold war". But as all delegations have
been able to see for themselves, it is actually the
Declaration, on the granting of independence to colonial
representatives of' the United Kingdom, the United
. countries' and pe9ple$ (continued) ,
states, Belgium and other colonial Powers who have
attempted to impose ' 11 cold war" polemics on the Gene1. Mr. ZORIN(Union of Soviet SOcialist, Repu.blics)
ralAssemblyand to divert its attention from any seri(translated from Russian) The debate on the que~tion ous and practical discussion of the supremely im.of theimmed1ate and complete aboll:f;ion of the' coportant question of the imm,ediate ,and complete abolonial system, which has Qeen proceecllilgin the plenary
lition of the c~l~l system~ ,
General Assembly has shown how timely:it' was to
5. Of, course, ,the purposes of the Soviet delegation
place this. question before" the General Assembly,
arediaDletrically
opposed to those of the delegationa
how, essen~l it is that the United Nations shol:l1d take
of
the
colonial
Powers.
In submitting its "Declaration
action at once to ensure the freedom and indeon
the
grant
ofindependence
to colonial countries and
pendence of the countries and peoples which are still
peoples" to tbeGeneral Assembly for its consideration,
under colonial rule", ,.Thanks to the initiative taken
the ,Government of the Soviet Union ispursulng a
by Mr. KhruShchev~ the head of theSovietGovernment,
single goal: ,~t of putting an immediate and' fiIlalend
,in submitting, the "Declaration ori the grant of indeto colonialism, of bringing freedom and independence
pendence to, colonial countries and, peoples", to the
to
,all colonies. It is precisely for tba,t reason that
'General Assembly for consideration at its fifteenth
the
Soviet UnioniB interested in a serious discussion
session [869th meeting], the question of t~e 'abolition
of 'this question, and, in the, adoption of effective
of the coloni,alorder, of :the immediate liberation of
measures for its solution. The delegations of the
the colonial peoples, ls being ,exhaustively discussed
for the"first time in the history of. the United Nations, ·United states, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Portugal
in the Organlzation~shigh~S~foruI1l"-~eplenaryGene- and the other colonial Powers, on the other hand,
are trying to preserve the colonial system.. Because
ral Assembly.
'.. .
" .
.'
of that,th~y would like to embroil the question in
2. It hasto,be said, that the coionial Powers have not
a wrangle conducted in the worst spirit of the "cold
entered into this discussion willingly, but have been
war1l • Naturally" it would be most convenient for the
compelled to agree ;to it, by the mighty pressure of
cOlonialists if tbeycould succeed in disrupting any
.the anti-colonialist forces", For as everyone well
'practical discussion and· in preventing the General
knows, the colonial,Powers have in the past, throughAssembly from adoptingany measures on this question.
out the existence' of the United ,Nations, always opThat is why they have tried to inflame the' atmosphere
posedariy' ~scussion 'ofqueIJtions relating to. the
here by injecting ftcold war" elements" into our
political, .development of the 'Non-Self-Governing
debate •• • •
.
Ter:cttorle~~ S1!-ch Powers as:Spain and Portuga~have
resorted to ,:a., ~rie1;y of legal fictions to try to prCfiend
[The speaker was interrupted by shouts from the
that, they' ha:ve' no colonies at all, and that there is
public gallery}
,
absolu~ly'no such thirigas Spani~h'~d Portuguese
6. That shows very' wen· how serious debate on the
colonialism. The 'General Assembly's 'decision to consi4er the question of the abolition of ·the colonial
question of colonialiSm is organized in thel1nited
,
"
1lf
ta
'
'th
states. If offers even better evidence of the fact that
system is 'h,1 tse" .• alone an impor ,nt victo~y for., , e
the United Nations cannot work tranquilly" in United
countries which are fighting, against ~olOIiial .rule.
States territory, where patently provocative outbursts
3. The Soviet delegatiori expresses its gratitude to
are organized during the General Assembly's disthose representatives who have voiced appreciation
cussions.
of, the ,~tep taken by the Soviet Government, ,and b y .
Mr. Khrushchev in'person,in raising the question
7. As 'the debate ,on the colonial system has shown,
these manoeuvres by the colonialists have been a.
of .the .abolition' of ' colonialfsm before the General
Assembly/'and 'of, the SoViet Union\fs consistent and
fiasoo., The colonialistshave,-not been successful in
energetic struggle, since' 1917,' for the emancipation
diverting the attention of the General Assembly from
.of all colonial and dependent .peoples", Life ~ts'elf nOW
theessentlal problem of cQloniaUsm and in leading
. .
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it off into a discussion of matters having nothing to
do with that problem&' The overwhelm lug majority of
those attending this session, expressing the demands of
history in its objective advance,have supported the
proposal for the abolition of colonialismat the earliest
possible date, regarding the existence of the colonial
system as a disgrace to humanity.
8. In the course of the discussion the representatives
of the socialist countries, and of many African and
Asian States, have voiced well-founded and convincing
criticism of the colonial order, have cited actual examples and facts to show not only that the colonial
system is a brake on the economic, social and cultural development of the colonial peoples, but that it
crushes, tramples underfoot and oppresses mil~ons
of people, robs them of human dignity, humiliates
them and inflicts countless sufferings upon the colonial peoples.
9. So great is the pressure of the anti-colonialist
forces at this session of the General Assembly that
even the colonialists do not dare to defend the colonial
system openly. They try to do so in veiled form, 3J1d
resort,' to tricks and manoeuvres of all kinds in order
toJ'ustify the preservation of their colonial rule, to
justify their attempts to keep the colonial countries
in dependence for as much longer as possible. One of
the so-called arguments in defence of colonialism
advanced by the colonialists and their sympathizers
is that colonialism has brought the peoples under their
rule modern civilization,. has enriched their· culture,
has encouraged the diffusion of the tlcreative genius"
of man, as one speaker put it" Naturally, the purpose
of such sophistries is to distort the historical reality
and the causes of colonial usurpation and of the enslavement of entire peoples by foreign Powers. Those
who indulge in arguments of this kind try to do everything possible to whitewash the history of colonialism
and to pretend that the conscience of the colonialists
is clear; that they have brought the colonies of the
present and the past no sufferings but only benefits.
10. But the colonialists are wellaware that the seizure
of vast territories in Asia, Africa and Latin America
and the enslavement of their indigenous peoples were
carried out for purposes of profit and for the plunder
of the natural and human resources of the countries
conoerned. The history of colonial usurpation in various parts of the world, and particularly in Africa,
shows what injustices and what crimes have been
committed by the colonialists against the peoples of
those continents. As long ago as the first half of
the nineteenth century, that was well described by
William Howitt in his book Colonization and ChristiaIrltt· Let me cite one sentence from that book:
"The barbarities and desperate outrages of the
so-called Christian race, throughout every region of
the world, and upon every people thattheyhave been
able to subdue, are not to be paralleled by those of
any other race, however fierce, however untaught,
and however reckless of mercy and of shame, in
any age of the earth."l!
.
That was written even in the nineteenth century.
11. The 'defenders of colonialism usually deny that
any African civilization existed before the arrival of
Europeans in Africa. Quite often it is asserted that
even civilizations such as those of Ethiopia and Egypt

were founded and developed by members of the white
race•. All these theories have one aim and one 'alone:
to justify colonialism~ Their purpose is to convince
Africans that they have neverpossessedanydeveloped
civilization; that they have givenmanldndnothingof
value; that culture and civilization came to them only
with colonization. This denial of the cultural past of
the African peoples serves as an ideological weapon,
used, firstly, to magnify the non-existent tlservices"
rendered by the colonialists in spreading civilization
on the African continent, and secondly, to induce the
African peoples to renounce any national aspirations
and to bend their backs submissively to the burden
of colonialism, either in its old or, so. to speak,
"classical" form or in new camouflaged for:ms.
12. But these theories are false from beginning to
end, and have nothing to do with the,historical truth.
In recent yea-rs a great deal of objective historical
research has' ooen published by scholars of various
countries\ researc;h showing that long before the appearance of the first white man on the African continent the peoples 01 Africa, lived an independent life,
created States of their own, developed their native
cultures, carried on trade. This research of course
includes Basil Davidson's book Old Africa Rediscovered, published in London in 1960.' The author,
using the most recent archaeological data, throws
considerable light on the history of a number of areas
of Africa which have hitherto been little studied. For
example, he describes the civilization of Kush, of
the famous cities of Napata and Meroe, from which,
as long ago as eight centuries before our era, there
were di.ffus-ed new tools and n.ew methods of working
metals. He tells us of-the ancient States of the Western
Sudan, Mali, Ghana and Songhay, which at their peak
were the 'equals of·many States of medieval Europe.
The gold 6f these States did much to promote the
development of the economy of Europe before the
inauguration of the great geographical discoveries.
He describes in detail the ancient city-States of
the east coast of .Africa, Kilwa, Gedi, Mogadiscio and
others, which according to the reports of the Portuguese, yielded nothing to the most prosperous ~ities
of Europe. Another author, Sheikh. Anta Diop, points
out in his book Nation.s n~gres et cultureY that even
in the fifteenth century the African States were, in
political and social organization, the equals, and in.
some cases indeed the superiors, of the European
States.
13. The martyrdom of the 'peoples of the African
continent began with the arrival of the European slavetraders. The first ship laden with Africans captured
for sale into slavery arrived in Lisbon, the 'capital
of Portugal, in 1441. For nearly four centuries after
that, millions of slaves were exported from Africa,
and vast nlmlbers fell in inter-tribal wars caused by
the slave-ma-ders and in their ai'med raids.. That was
an incalculabie disaster. The 'African continent' was
depopulated. Its economy and culture decayed. Dr.
:Du Bois, the well-mown historian, whose greatgreat-grandfather was captured by 'slave-traders
on the GvJneacoast of Africa and carried off to
America, writes:
"It would be no exaggeration to say that the slave
trade cost Negro Africa 100 million souls.Yettoday
there are still people who seek the reasons for the
stagnation in ,the development of Africa's culture! If
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11 William Howitt. Colonization and ChriStianity, London. 1838. p.9.
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14. The nineteenth' century was the era of the terri- Democratic Party of Southern Rhodesia. According to
torial partition of Africa by the European colonial
this brochure:
powers, the era· of colonial wars and the military
"Thanks to the various methods dev1~ to prevent
seizure of African lands. So far as they were able,
Africans from taking part in elections, tli\~ Parlia..
the Africans offered stubborn resistance to the
ment
of Southern Rhodesia has since 192~~ enjoyed
European invaders. The colonialists met thj.a re- .
pure
white
representatio~.
slstance by .sending entire armies to Africa, armies
supplied with the best technical equipment of their
"As a result, 1923 saw the initiation of a series
day. For several decades, the earth of Africa was
of despotic and discriminatory statutes directed
plentifully watered with the blopd of its peoples.
against Africans. There are at present 70,000
Hundreds of thousands of Africans defending their
European voters and less than 2$000 African voters.
freedom feU in unequal struggle.
"Since 1949,82,500 African families have been resettled
outside the so-called native lands, and21,500
15. An example of the heroio resistance offered by
have
been
moved from the Zambezi :River basin to
the peoples of Africa to the foreign invaders, one
special areas. It is anticipated that by 1962 all
which at t.he same time refutes the colonialists' asAfricans living in native lands or in 10caUties settled
sertions that the penetration of the African continent
by Europeans will have been moved to these areas. tt
by the Europeans was a peaceful process, f113.y be
found in the struggle of the. Matabele and lY.Iashona
"Under the Masters. and Servants Act, the African
peoples, inhabiting the region between the rivers
worker is entirely dependent on and at the mercy·
Zambezi and Limpopoj against the seizure of;their
of the European. He la prohibited by lawfrom leaving
territory by the British company controlled by CecH
his work if he considers tbathis employer is treating
Rhodes. In the eighties of the last century ~British
him badly or sweating him. If he strikes, he is
colonialists were actively scheming to appropriate
prosecuted like a criminal.
Southern African lands rich in gold, diamonds and
"Totalitarianism, oppression and intimidationhave
other minerals, in the territory since named after
taken the place of the freedom and·democracywhich
its conqueror Rhodesia. Operating in that area at the
are supposed to. be the· traditional characteristics of
time was one of the most powerful British groups
the British people.
of capitalists, repr.esented by Rhodes,aI1d in 1BBB
this group forced Lobengula, the king of the Matabele,
"The colour bar remains just what it was before
to accept an agreement of far-reaching intention. In
1953.. Everywhere there are notices 'Natives Only',
return for a small rent, the British won the exclusive
'Europeans Only'. Africans are still not allowed
right to exploit all minerals in tile territories subject
to enter cinemas, shops and hotels. Africans are
to the Matabele. That agreement was an outright fraud
still discriminated against just as badly as they
on the Africans, since their !dng, like his retainers
were ten years ago."
illiterate, was entirely ignorant of the real signifiThose are all quotations from this brochure. This, I
cance of the document to which he had set his mark by
may
say, is not Soviet propaganda-the colonialists'
way of signature. Nevertheless, the British Governfavourite catchword. It is th~ first-band report of a
ment used the agreement of 1BBBJ to justify the outpolitical
party of Southern Rhodesia.
right annexation of the lands of the Matabele and
Mashona peoples. In the wars which followed,the
1S.Life itselfconflrms the truth of Karl Marx's
Maxim guns used by the British turned ~very battle
comment that the profound hypocrisy characteristic
between the colonialists and the Africans into a
of bourgeois civilization is revealed not in the metromassacre. Rhodes himself estimated the Matabele
politan countries, where that civilization assumes re- .
losses at 3,000. The beaten Matabele were forced
spectable forms, but in the colonies,where it operates
to surrender; their territory became a colony, and
without the slightest concealment. The facts, both of
was given the name of Southern Rhodesia.
history and of the present day, lend particular relief
to the hypocrisy and sanctimoniousness of t!;lClza who
16. In the new British possessions, Africans were
attempt to whitewash colonialism, to represent it
brutally exploited. ~l their best lands were exas virtually the noblest enterprise of civilized
propriated. By decision, of a land commission made up· Christian men-an enterprise which for some unknown
of representatives of the British Government and of
reason is now coming to a close at the zenith of its
Rhodes' company, the Africans were driven into reS6r'"
glory, to quote some representatives at tbissession.
vations. Some idea of t~e nature of these reserva';Jons
19. Mr.• Ormsby-Gore, in his efforts topresent United
may be gained from the fact that they consisted
Kingdom
policy in whatever favourable light he can,
partly of areas .of endemic sleeping-sicmess 3.l\d
has
tried
to make out that for the last century, at
partly of areas of drought.
least, Britain's only concern has been either to grant
its coloniesiridependence or to intensify its efforts,
17. Those 9,re a few historic facts. For more than
sixty years now, colonial oppression has persisted
sparing no pains, to prepare them for independence.
in this country, named after the man who drenched
But the historical truth is that the colonialists
it in blood. Events during this period show that the . themselves never voluntarily grant the peoples of the
successors of Ceci! Rhodes are carrying on his black
colonies independence, and have never done so. Did
not the peoples of India, Burma, Pakistan, Ghana and
business~ For what is the· situation in Southern
other now independent states have to win theirinde. Rhodesia sixty years after? How has the United
Kingdom promoted the development of this country in
pendence in stubborn struggle with. the colonialists;
were not the leaders of 'the nationalliheration movethe "interests" of its indigenous, African population?
Clearly, that can best be told us by the lnbabitants of ments in those countries incarcerated for long years
the territory themselves, and for tbatreasonIventure
in British jails; and were they not also subjected to
. to cite a few extracts from a brochure on Southern
other forms of repression? Did not the French coRhodesia published jn London in 1960 by the National
lonialists crush the struggle for emancipation of the
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of Madagascar and,. Cameroun by the most
savage and merciless means, just as they are at
present trying to drown in. blood the •selflessly
.courageous struggle of the .Algerian people for their
independence and liberty?
20. The colonialists are compelled to agree to the
grant of independence to th~ir' colonies only when
the national liberation movement acquires such
strength.that the colonial. Powers are' unable to cope
with it.. For that reason, the principal factors in the
libera.tion of the colonies are the struggle of the oppressed peoples themselves for their national freedom
and independence and the support given to that
righteous struggle by'all progressive forces.
21. When one listens to statements such astbatmade
by Mr. Ormsby-Gore, one can only wonder. For the
entire history of Britain's colonial l~e in Africa.,
Asia. and other parts of the worldabounds il1 examples
ef colonial wars and brutalviolence againsttb.e ill<U.ge. nous peoples. Has Mr. Ormsby-Goreforgotten that in
the'· last few years alone, British army and police
units .bave exterminated thousands of Africans and
cast tens of thousands into prisons and concentraition
camps in Kenya, Nyasaland, Southern and Nortb.~'rn
Rhodesia and other colonies? The world mows that. in
1952-1955 numerous Africans of Kenya were savagely
beaten and shot down. Using as their prew,~t for.
crushing the national liberation movement in: Kenya
the myth of the terrorist activities practised by a
secret society mown as Mau-Mau-a myth inve.nted
by the British settlers-the British colonialists tried
to make an end of the patriotic forces' of Kenya once
and for all. By 1955, thanks to punitive expeditions,
mass round-ups and man-hunts, more than 11,000
indigenous inhabitants had been murdered ~d 62,000,
including 14,000 women and 2,000 children, herded
into concentration camps. Many inhabitants, entire
tribes, were transferred to barren reservations in
remote areas. The African political parties in Kenya,
and then in Nyasaland and Northern and Southern
Rhodesia, were declared 1tsllbversivee organizations
and banned.
22. The colonialists regard any struggle for freedom

and :inflependence as subversive,while at the same time
hypoc~H.tically.declaring that they are helping forward
the ej£nancipation of the colonies" One must really
have lost an sense of shame to take up such an attitude in theG-el\eral Assembly, where there are So
many men. who have felt in their own persOD$. or
seen with their own eyes the crimes ofthe. cOlonialiJ;ts,
the oppression and repression, the prisons and concentration camp13 in their countries.
23•.. The tyranny of. the Britishcolonial1sts is not
confined to the territory of the African continent. In

other parts of the.·world, too, therea:restill.remnants
of the onQe spacious British Empire where independencemovements are cl'UShed bymeans of outright
violence.. One of these is British Guiana, in South
America. In a petition dated 11 November 1960 addressed to the 'United Nations General Assembly, DriJ
CJ1eddi Jagan, leader of the people's Progressive
l!arty of British Guiana., cites numbers of facts illustt'ating the British coloniallsts' oppression of the
local pedple. This docum.enthas been circulated in
the. United Nations. Refuting the colonialists' professio1l$ of their "lofty, civilizing miSSion", Cheddi
J'agan writes:

" ••• the Guianese a.retired and sick of being
told that the metropolitan countries hold colonies in
.trust for their colonial.Bubjects; that the policy of
sU'ch countries is to lead step by step all colonies
to the goal of independence. Bribery and corruption
and intrigue and d~ception, and the constant threat
of the use of force a:i)'e the order of the day. Are the
Guianese to believe ~~t these are the means to lead
them to freedom ano>de.mocracy and to the building
of a New Nation?"
From its foundation in 1950, the People's Progressive
Party. led by Jagan has tirelessly agitated for the
grant· of independence to british Guiana. In 1953, the
Party won eighteen out of twenty-four seats in the
elections to the House of Assembly; but after a few
months they were removed by' force. As the petition
states,.battleships and British soldiers withthetbreat
of bullets replaced the ballot box. For four years,
from 1953 to 1957, the peopleofGuianasuffered under
an authoritarlan police r~gime. At the 1957 elections,
the British authorities gerrymandered the electoral
constituencies in order to ensure the defeat of the
Party d~fending the interests of the people of Guiana.
Yet even then the People's Progressive Party won a
victory, gaining nine out of fourteen seats. Jagan, the
leader of the Party, goes on in his petition to say
that although his Party heads the present Government
t>f British Guiana, his hands are fetteredincolonialist
sbackIes. He ends the petition With an appeal to the
United Nations General Assembly to help the people
of British Gulana: "British Guiana needs your help
to:free itself :from the yoke of foreign rule, because
like peace, political independence and :freedom are
also indiviSible."
24. The colonialists also use other methods, whose
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goal, however, remains identical...to preserve their
rule" in the COlonies, and prevent any transfer of real
power to the indigenous peoples of the colonies. This
policy is carried on under the false slogans of "racial·
harmonytt and "peace and tranquillity" in·the colonies.
The representative of th~ United Kingdom has developed this argument here at· some length. But let us
see what this policy of "racial harmony" amounts to
in actual fact.

b

25.80 far as concerns East Africa, which
Mr. Ormsby-Gore mentioned here, the obvious aimof

t,

the Un'tted Kingdom Government's policy is to create
states or Unions on the lines of tl(le Union of South
Africa, that is, ostensibly independent states in which
all power and all positions of control are in the hands
of the European settlers who constitute a quite insigni'"
ficantminority of the population.. Instead of satisfying
the just demands of the peoples of Northern and Southern Rhodesia and of Nyasaland,the British colonialists
,have in defiance of the wishes of these peoples set
up theSQo!oocalled Central African "Federation, andhave
extended the power of the upper stratum of white
settlers in Southern Rhodesia to cover Nyasaland and
Northern Rhodesia. By this means they hope to carry
through their plan to establish in the centre of Africa
yet another 1"acist State on the lines of the Union of
.South A:fri',a. The establishment of the .so-called administrative' union between the Trust TerritorY of
Tanganyika and the colonies of Kenya. and Uganda is
intended to serve similar aims. The United Kingdom
Government is doingeverytldng in its power tocrus1~.)
and beat down the national liberation movements in
Kenya. and Uganda, to consolidate the positioml-of the
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Kenya in o:rder to place them in a poAfricans
sitton of subjection within the union thus oreated. In of Tanganyika met wit) failure. But Britain did not
its terl'itories in East Africa, the United Kingdon>-,~0 give up its plans. Under the guise ofreform, a system
has carried out measures by means of, which .-@:!l was introduced in this Trust Territory under' whicll,.
the Africans have one representative for, every'
, political power and control has been placed in the
hands of the Eutopean minority. Thus the "racial 180,000 mhabitants, whereafrth~~~opeanshave one
harmony" whiohthecolonlalists are, attempting to representative. for every 2~(JOO. bitants. There is
ensure in Africa, where the population 1$097 per cent equality of rights for yout There
you have the Bracial
.\
.African and ~nly 3'per centnon-Afr!can, is one ~der harmony" and tte~table race representationtt which
which the 3 per oent of E1.1l"opeans and otherou1:$idera were defended in such glowing terms by the United
~re to dominate the 97 per centofAfricana, within the
Kingdom rep:reselltative!
'
framework of so-called independent States..
."
28. The Administering Authotity is doing everything
. 26. The EurQpean colonialsettlers seize control not it 9an to put off the day ofTanganyika's independence.
only over political JPe in the colOnies, but also, ove:r It is a typicalfactthat onlyrecently,at the Trusteeship
theireconol!lies. With the help of the colonialauthoriCounci1Jstwenty-tbird-session,heldin1959, the repreties, vast areas of land belollging to the indigenous
sentatives of the AdministeringAuthority refused even
population are alienated to European coloni$ts .and to entertain the idea of Tanganyika's being granted
foreign companies. Wealllmow the story-a sadQ1le
independence in the neal' future. Theyllssertedtbat
for the Africans-of the "White Higl1b4'1ds lf of Kenya, while Tanganyika would be granted independence ;ls
where the finest land in the country, the most fe;rtile
soon as possible; .Pte Territory ,still ~d a long way
and the besf,.suited to agriculture, was transferred to to ,go before it could attain ,self-government,., The
the exclusive monopoly ownership of Europeans. In Administering Authority to thiS day refuses to comply
Southern Rhodesia, the centre ofthe colonialistCentral 'with the demands of the Trust Territory's largest
African Federation, that process has gone so far that political parties-the Tanganyika Afrioan" National
, the Etl..'ropeans, who make up no more than 9 per cent Union and the'J).nganyika African National Congressof the, ct,.;'1.mtryts population, now own more than balf for the immediate grant ofinc!~D.denceto Tanganyika.
the total ~d area, while the Africans, or 90 per In a memorandum subtm:ited to the, United. Nations
cent of the, population, are crowded into 22 per cent Visiting Missioq which came to the ~t Territory
of the territory's area. And itmustbenoted that those
in 1960, the Tanganyika African National Union de.same Europeans work only 2.5 pe:rcent of the land
clared that:
' '
, '\ c
they ~ve ~~ed; Tha~ isa practical example of how
"E\;ventsin Africa, other Trust Territori~~andthe
the ,olomalists care, for the interests of, the inworld ,at large and'Within the Territo:ry '~e such
digenous peoples, of h?W theydevelop the economies of
that Tangany:nk has to attai.n independend~ imthe ,colOnies ,in the mterests of their peoples. In
mediately ••• Wa strongly believe that mos~1 ecoanyika
:rang
nomic and socialdevelopment can onlybe accel~~ted
, ,the ~lienation of'land belonging to the
mdigenous population has gone on for tnany years and.
and attained under conditions of political !:i!nde.has proceeded on suoh a scale that up to the present
pendence -.El
'
more, than 2.5 million acres have been taken from
/.."
"
".
the indigenous population and transferred to EuroDespIte these clear and specific deIJ¥Uldsof Tanganpeana. And it must be remembered that, according to yika.ts main political parties fo~e hnm.ediate grant
the report prepared by a British Royal Comnrlssion,
to the Territory of independence, $le UnitedKingdom,
the alienated lands are thoseoost suited to crops of as in the past, is trying to put off to some later date
various kinds and are located in the areas having the
what will, for aIUtsefforts,inevi:tv,blybaveto be done;
best rainfall and climate.
' i s trying, to. prolong its rule oVer Tanganyika until
'the last poasible' moment. Speaking at this session
27. Yet the United Kingdom represen1ative ms spoken
of the GeneralAssembly~ the United Kingdom repreto us here, in the plenaxy General Assembly, of the. sentative has' kept sfience with regard to this para."racial harmony" and' IfQ~operation" tbat exist in ..mount and crucial issue for the , Trust T~rritory.
Tanganyilm. between EU~:9~eans and Africans! No
Instead of nalDing a specific date fortheprOfifamation
wonder~ople in Africa now say: "When the white men
of Tanganyikatsindependence, he has limited b:bn.self
came to us, :hey had the Bible and we had the land;
to an obscure statement to .the effect that the United
now, they bavethe land and we have the Bible.'" The
Kingdom proposesattbis session of the General AsUnited Kingdom representative specificallymentioned
s.embly to submit a proposal fOl" the te:rnunationof
Tanganyika, in his statement, as, an example of a
theTn~teeship Agreem.ent for Tanganyika afte:r the
tanitory where, -racial harmony" reigned. But what
procIa~l.ation of the Trust Terr1tory'sindependence.
is the United Kingdom representative sopleasedabout;
No on(!; can be in any doubt 'that the TrustaesPip
and what is it, he is extolling under the guise of this
Agreement wi1lin fact cease to have effect after the
celebratedl!t'aQialharmonytt ?TheBritish colonialist8
proclamation of the Trust TerritoryJs indepe~denoe.
have proclaimed this slogan in order to ensure the
But the whole point is, wllen will th~ indepen~fJnce of
hegemony of the European minority over the Africans
Tanganyika ~, proclaimed? Wea~ ·~onfi.denttbat
and thereby put off the day for the granting of:fndethe people of Tangany:l.'ka. .will wm their independence
pendence to Tangany:f.ka. At first, the British author!in the very nearfu:tur~ despite ([all the obStacles
.ties tried, to establish in Tangan:r.7~theprinciple of placed inthe~ path by the Adtninf~~ring(Authority.
,so-called r~ty of representation~1>etweenthe three
29. In Tanganyika, a$ in other colo~l TrUS.~ Terrira(;1algroupsa-Africans, Asians and Europeans. Under
tories, colonialiSm is leaving behind a i'grim he:J.itage:
this system, Africans and Europeans would have been
/"
represented on a basiS of ttparity" in Tanganyika's ~-'l~
.
legislative and administratiY,e organs, although the
1I Offichfl Records of tl1£lTrusteeship council, twentY",sixth session.
country has 9 mi.1lion Africaris and only 20,,000 Euro- Supplement No. 2 (T/1532 and Add.l]. AnnexII.
~.
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an a~h()st complE.!'te )a.ckofany manufacturing inchJstry,

a )i'~~~pa~;a~d subsiStence agriculture, a deficient

34.. In his statement of 28 November [925thmeetingl:
Mr. OmlsbY"'Gore, the representative of the United

-;;feo~~:;~;oo:::~~r~~:;::~El::~~~~~~f~~i:~~;~O~~~e;::~~:~ ~f~::e~f i:~~~f~~~~i~r1~:

edu.cational system, a low standard of living among the
at present under the colonial yoke. He referred in
indigenoua population-that is what the AdminiSterit\g this conne"ion to territories having a population of
Autb<>r1ty ;U;.. ~queatbing the. people of _Tanganyika
under one million. The people of these territories,
after forty y~rs of rule.. Jfweturnto one of the terri- '"he felt, should not sacrifice economic and social
t~ries under British administration in West Africa,~rogress" in order to "assume responsibility for
we shall find there again another example ofthe .tragio
Ji\aintaining the expensive apparatus .of a modern
outcome ofmatLy years of colonial oppression..
in,';lependent. State". What solicitude for the lot of the
30•. Thus, in the Trust Territory of t~'Ca.meroons sli'~all territories! It would seem in or~er to ask the
~p.er BritiSh adrnini stli~tion,()ffJ.clal data· indicate
Un1tted Kingdom representative a question on this point
ijttLtin the southern are;)~s of the country 90 per oent -alnd the United States representative too, since he
of the population are W\iterate. The figure for the
takes the same position. What is their attitude to the
ex:istence as independent states of such countries as
. __ -... _._ ..._.. ~"
n.q.l1.tb.-.e..
.~_. -__a..1'....~.~- .~. _,_.i.. s.. 9. G..1!..
~;r".:lQ.ell.t!'._.'!'hi.~in.
Jml
. fiUOn..
. y.··L'*embou'rn:...
..
- fo.r.
--_..
-~with.a--populationof300,000,·· . . onlceland,".
be found in the report of lCh.e Administering AuthoritY
l:t.
for 1958 (page 298)0 ACOOl'dingto UNESCO figuresfor
with a populatIon of 164,OOO?OrdotheUnited Kingdom
1957, Africa had about. 100 million illiterates,repreand United States representatives have two different
,Benting.80 to 85 per cent of the con.tinent's total
sets of standards, one for Western countries and
population. Only 4.7 per cent ef the African population
another for African and Asian countries at present in
-and in Angola, for example, only 1.4 per cent-were
a state of colonial dependence?
receiving elementary education., These figures are
35" We take a different view. We believe that all
literally an indiotment of colonialism, which beneath colonial peoples ought to be liberated.
the mask of trusteeship has for many decades doomed
the population of Africa to darkness and illiteracy.
36. It was not for nothing, we suspect, that the United
Kingdom representative referred in his statement to
31. All these facts showthat the goal ofthe colonial- the twelve principles approved by the Fourth Cornists has not been the development of the colonies in mittee [See A/C.4/L.648 and Add.1] and particularly
.the interests. of their peoples-has n~t, in particular,
to that part of them relating to the association or
been the development of education. ·lfhe oolonialists
integratf.on of a colony with an independent state.
have deliberately kept the colonial peoples illiterate,
Clearly, the association or integration of the colonies
and are still· doing so;' they have barred their access
with the metropolitan oountries would be most con"
to education and have prevented them from acquiring venient to the colonialists. They would like in this
trained leaders and administrators of their own-and way to retain their position in those territories
all this with the aim of 'keeping them in a state of while at the same time formally oomplyingwith certain
"principlfiis" by proclaiming, for appearances' sake.
colonial slavery on the pretext that they lack adequate
that. the goal of full se.lf...government or independence
numbers of trained personnel, of qualified and educated people. The same position was taken by the
for the colonies had already been attained.. But there
representative of Belgium, in trying to justify to us
is one not UIlilt~porta.1ltfact that must be mentioned
Belgium's-colonial rule overthe Congo. But the results
in this connex:ion. When the principles to which the
of this colonial rule are today· makiIlg themselves
'United Kingdom representative referred were being
acutel;y"\ felt in the events at present tu'king place in
discussed, many African and Asian representatives in
the Con!~o.. ,
.
•
the Fourth Committee emphasiz~~ that the peoples
32" In the large and popUlous territories with wellof the colonies must be guaranteed full freedom to.
developed national1iberation movements, the British express their will by democratic means, without any
colonialists try to do everything possible to put off
obstacles or threats.. As such a guarantee of the free
th~ day for granting political independence, and to
exeroise of the will of the peoples of the colonies, the
eIlsure that-the European minorities inthese countries
delegations of Togo and Tunisia propo~ed., before the
continue in the future to maintain their positions of Fourth. Committee [1043rd meeting], the adoption of
dominance. In. the small territories, however, they take
a provision entitling the United Nations, Whenever it
felt that such action was necessaryt to exercise supera different line-that of ..trying to preserve them as
strongholds of colon~alis:tn, of merging or "uniting"
vision over the implementation of the right of the
them with the metropolitan country. That is the gene- peoples of the colonies to free self~etermination.
rat policy followed by all the colonialists. The United
The Soviet· Union, the other sooialist countries and
States, the United Kingdom,. France, Spain and Portumost of, the African and Asian countries supported
gel; are t~~ing at all costs to retain such territories
that· proposal. Yet· the ··:ff'l~resentatives of the United
as the Panama Canal, Gibralter,Singapore, Goa,
States, the United Kingdom, France and other colonial
Powers which hypocritically come fOrw'ard here in the
Macao, 'Westlrian, Belize, the Falkland Islands, the
Azores :;lnd·the Canary Islands, Fernando Po, Rio Muni,
role of supporters of the free self-determinatfbnof
Ifni and so forth as· strategic bases and· strongpoints
peoples, opposed this proposal and voted against it
for Use in crushing the national liberation struggle
ID the Fourth Committee.
of the. colonial peoples and in bringing pressure to
37.' The United Kingdom representative devoted ':~ .
bear on neighbouring independent States.
considerable part of his statement to emphasiZing the
33. It is for this reason that the second point in
need of speoial care for the small territoriei~';, Let
the .Soviet draft declaration [A!4502], which refers to
us see, then, how the colonialists aotually care for the
the liquidation of strongholds and strategic bases,··is
small· territorieS and peoples.. Let us take as our
of great importance for the solution of the problem
example, if you Will, the tiny dependent territory of
of the abolition of colonialism as a whole.
Nauru, an island under trusteeship, which has only
i
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. soxue few thousand inhabit~nts. As you know, trusteepart of those countries. Th& statement me,de by the
,ship over this territory is the responsibility of threerepres~n.tati~e__of _Cu~a . Qp~.p~tely __ ~J!l~l!~p.ed . t4\~ .
\!tates-the Un~ted Kingdolll, Australia and New 'hypO'cntical as'$ertlo~of United Statefr'j..epresenta~
o ~~eaJ.and. It may be wondered why trusteeship o.ver so
tives that they have .granted "freedom" to "Puerto
~\\f'all an island had to be .assigned to so powerful a
Rico and haye no designs on t)Ie freedom and indeu
d\~mbination of forces. The answer is very simple:
pendenc of otqer countries, the Latin American
v~\rtually the entire island of Nauru conSists of. coun es in particular.
.
p~\osphates, and for that reason the Governments of
th(~ United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand ca..me
40•. Mr. Wadsworth's statement could easily have
to'!an agreement on the exploitation of these phosphate
given some innocentthe.impl'ession··that the United
't
f b k
States,the dominant colonial and imperial Po'war,
del~osi s as ar ac as 1919. This agreem.ent may
is the best and most unselfish friend of the colonip.::'
wijih entire justification be called a colonial treaty
peoples, tbat it is doing eve:t;Ything possib~e to bring
fo~r the robbe:r;y and apportionment of Nauru's natural
about their l~beration,and is :moved to joy and
rei/ources8 The ag~eement. fixes the share of each
ecstasy wheneveran,ewindependent State is bo~. In
°paj;ty: the Uni~ed Kingdom is to receive 42 percent
reality, however, the United States representative's
of !ithe total output, Australia 42 percent and New
~.
d"
..
--'ze~land 16 per .cen:t~ Provision to--thls""effecf may'pe .--cremarfi/3 .• are-ma e.upc-partlY-,--9f.hypQorl-s¥cand-pa~i;ly",,=.c--C"
fOl~nd in article 14 of the agreement signed on 2 July of outrightatte:mpts to justify the prese~ation of co19:~9. But even now that Nauru has formally been
lonial r6gimes indefinitely, on tb.e pr@text ofpr6-l
br,ought under the International r,rrusteeship System,'
venting "chaos" and "Violence" and of giving the
t~~. United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand are
colonies the training necessary to enable them to
st!~l1 as in the past despoiling the :island of its natural
"stand on tbeirown feet" .. Characterfstically» the
rl~sources and gradually turning it into a barren desert.
United States representative said nota word to us
If; has been calCulated that Nauru's remaining deposits
about when the United StatGS" proposes to grant inde~~f phosphates will last for about another thirty to
pendenca to its own colonies-the Trust T.erritory of'
fbrty years; and its population wUl then have to
the Pacific Islands,Guam, the Virgin ISlands, Samoa
b d
h
and Puerto Rico" \1:{hy is it that while New Zealand ha.s
"a an on t eir island, since it will no longer provide
agreed to terminate its trUsteeship over Western
them with a livelihood. For that reason, the Ad~
ministering Authority declares-verbally--that it i6
Samoa in 1961, the 'United States. still obstlmitely
preparing the population of Nauru fortheattainmento£
clings ,to its colony of Samoa a-ud intends to keep
the goal of trusteeship, that is, se1,f~governtnent or
that island in~ state of colonial subjection? Why does
the UnIted. SJa.tes stubbornly 4\'efuse to grant indeJndependence. In fact, however, and by lt~ practical
aotions, it is simply preparing for the removal of p~,~~~n~~,J9 Puerto' Rico, falsely and cynically asthe inhabitants of Nauru from the island so as to
sertbig"that the people ofthat country d/q not at present
prevent them from interfering with tJ.1~, continued
d.esire independence?
looting of its natural resOUrces. In a document sub..
41. The' United States representative yesterday e~..
mitted to the Trusteeship Council, the Administering
larged at some length on the importance of \~nsuring
Authority has plainly stated that the only real possithat the depelldent peoples are giventhe OP1'lortunity
bility for the Nauruans is to agree to be re-settled
of freely' and democratically. expressing their will;,
as immigrants in some country in the Pacific region.
Why, then, did the l.JnitedStmtes'rep72'esentati.ve in
And it is a statement of this kind that the Admi11isterthe F~1).rth Committee voteatthls sessioniPfthe'IGeneing Authority tries to represent as renectingth~freelyral Assembly ·agafnst'the African d01.Jlltries ' proposals
for United Nations supervision to"'~;ps'Ure the free
expressed will of the population of this Trust Territory, as an expression of its care for a small people
expression of the will of the colonial pe9Ples~with a
view to preventing.the intriglleswhichthe~CblGni~li~~s
under its trusteesh!p.
engage in with such alacrity? That in itself. alone,\
38. Such is the face of the old type of colonialismdemonstrates the hypocrisy of United States '''care''''-'
'Yhat might be called the "classical tf ~Jpe. But in
for the fate of t!lecolonial peoples, and exposes that
present-day conditions that is not the only and not
country's' real colonialist policy.
"
the principle form of colonialism. .In our day the
42., .While United States colonialism is in many remightiest colonial State is not enfeebled Britav..! or
spects'6\imilar to th~ colonialism of the old European.
France, not decrepit Portugal or backward Spain, but
Powers l) it has an even more dangerous and sinister
~~w~~ited States of America, the greatest imperial
side. ':('he history of United Statesc~lonia1ism,;too,
is full of waJ;'s and armed expeditions organizedl}with
'. 39. Th~~ United States repres)ntative, who for some
a view to these~zure of foreign ter~itories an(,i. the
reason preferred to speak at the very close of this
oppression of other peoples,or Withavi~w,to re"'.',
debate, tried in his statement to infuse new life into
pressive action against "recalcitrantJlJ native peoples.
the cold war themes which the United Kingdom repreAs we know, the Spanish-Am~ricanWar of 1898 was
sentative ha.d so carefully attempted to insinuate .into
the .first impe:r.ialis~wax-fought for the. repa~itioni~
our diWQussion. However, the statements of all the
of an already partitioned world. As a result of that
speakers who followed him showed that Mr. Wadswar the.United State~ was able to take_over tnePhilipworth's efforts were just as unsllccessful as Mr.
pines andJ3trertu~'Bico and tosul:dugate puba. The
0nnsby-Gore's. A suitable answertothesetwore({fr~ United ~t(~es {still holds some'of. tb,ese ter:kto:ries as
sentatives of the two existing variants of nati'bnal,outrigM colonies~BHt the inhabitants ofthase colonies,
oppression-"classftc" coloniali.sm and neo-colortlal- lL~e;/fhe other c~\?niaJ/peoples,are.legitimatelYd eism-was given by many speakers. Even the rep~emandiug their freedflim and independence, and- con""
sentatives of countries such as Honduras and Pana~a
aider that the time has come to put an end to American
were obliged to acknowledge publicly that a number
colonialism.
.
of territories seized or, as it is euphemistically
43. Let me cite as an example the statement made
term.E?d, leased by the United States are, in fact,
by two inhabitants ofthe Marshal! IslandS, Mr. Bolkain,
,I
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withQutmu(fn trouble, or friction' with an
aggres~iyeJ!~tion~isDlLthey control. the countl'Yand
. sha.ra its' wealth. This ingenious m.ethod is 'caned
economic imperialism. The map does .not show It.
A country may appear to be free and independent if
"Our complaints a.re simple. "Our standard of
you consult a geography or an atlas. But if you see '
living . under United States !"!Jle has gone down. OUr
behind the veil you will find that it is in the grip o.f
land has been tp~en for l:lj.meenyears and no payment
was Qfferedus unt!lthtrteen years afteritwas taken
another country, or rather its bankers and big
frnmus. OUr ~slandhome has been .madean atomic
basinessmen. It is this invisible;;;,mpire that the
United States of America POSS~dS.It.§J,
,..,
testing g;rzcand. OUr people have suffered radiation
siclc..nes$ 'and burns and other serious damages. • • • 46. The history of the years which have followed the
OUr anc~eD:t ways' are being destroyed. \Ve fear for writing of the~,;e words has onlY confirmed their t:r;uth.
our futare as' ~the Marshallese l'aC0" • • •
Since the Seoond World'War, the characteristic
feature
of United states colomalism has been its
1iMan.y~ 'many ,years a.go we,pri\l~ected ourselves
drive tQsecqre for itself the undivided dominion of
the ",eco)"lomically unde1""developed,. and colonial,
,.,.~- ~i;!ri~-~~~t:~~cf!fu~~::dn!i5~"c~~~na~~~n?:t'countries,
to diS'lodg~ its competitors-in the name
possession. Nenthe Germans· ct~m,e to protect us.
of the ba1ttle ag~inst "World communism"-from their
This "Was more cfjlonialism ••• ~, .Now the lJnited positions~.
to 'take over their former colonial pos..
States is proteot~ng us. We a~ si;Ul. a p~rt of co- sessiang, 9.nd
to crush the national liberation move-lonialism. We th1nk we c~proteQt.ou~ael"les better ments in the countries
of Asia, Latin America. and
and much more cheaplY(\ We are willing to learn Africa. Particularly active
in recent years have been .
democ;racy. VI/e believe tl.'a;c qemrJcracy is a good United States efforts to penetrate :into Africa. While
way. But we do not belieV (3 the way we are being the commanding positioM in Afric~ts economy are
treated :is a good examp]a' of democracy.
still. as in the past. inthe hands of the United Kingdom
" ••• Maybe. it would be better if we were given and France, these countries are more andniore
our ancient freedom. The people of Africa and Asia being crowded out by American' coloniaUsm. This is
well illustrated by the single fact that in 1959 United
are gettin~ theirf'reedom. We think we can do as
States privat.a and public investment in Africa ,had
good a job 'of' governing, ourselves as do these new
countries. ,,~ . .
.
already re~ched more than $2000 mitliori, , or m'oN
than twenty tunes the figure fOr the p1:a~war pe~iod.
That is what these pt~itioners declared. That is the During the same period,Amer!can prlvate invest1.p.ent
voice ofti:i~ indigenous population of the American .in Africa rose by about 1100 per cent-which m':~ans
colonies-a voice which the United States, for all its
that it had.. mora than' doublad the over-all 'ra.te of
efforts, will certainly never succeed in stifling.
growth of U:nited States private investment abr03lff. As
a res'ult, the tentacles of American monopoly capital
44. Inspealdng of American colonialism, however,
it ha~ to be borne in mind that this type of colonialism have
, already fastened onto many African cou;~td~s.
is e.2t,PresSed not only in the form of the open seizure ,47.
The United States is not in the slightestinterested
and possession of foreign territories, but also in the
in
the
peoples of the colonies achieving full· and genu"
concealed-and therefore ,more dangerous-form of th6 me independence,
for in. that event the' American
subjugation and control of even formally independent monopolies would lose their privileged positions' in
~erritories. and countries. The economic penetration
the colonies, would lose, the 'sources of their self.,
of American monopolies into the countries of Latin
enrichment. The United States cannot be present in the
America, Asia and Africa has resulted in the creation ranks of those who fight for. the liberation of the
,of an' outwardly "ihvisible" United States colonial colonies and for the abolition of COlonialism, since it
empire.
takes a direct a,nd active part in the spoliation' of the
45. The main ,features of American colonialism colonies. American imperialism has become ~e
dominant .international exploiter, the. main bastion
which have taken shape in this way were descn1>ed
'
some years ago very expressively by Mr•. Nehru, in of present-day colonialis:m..
, a letter to his daughter dated 3 January 1933-at 48., Headed by the' United States,the imperialists
which time, of course, he was not his country's
are making desperate efforts to continue by new
Prime' Minister. This is what Mr. Nehru wrote to
methods
and in new forms the colonial exploitation
his daughter:
of the peoples of thefo:rJner colonias. Themonopolies
are trying to retai~ in their bands the levers of eco"Do not imagine th&t· the Empire of the United
nomic control and political influence in the countries
States is confined to the Philippine Islands.Outof Asia, .A,fr~ca· and Latin America. Their airoJn.
wardly tllatis the only empire they have got, bl:lt,
profiting by the experience and troubles of other these efforts ,is to preserve their old posltions/~if
the econoniies of.the liberated countries a,nd to gain
imperialist powers, they have improved on the old
possession of new positions under the 'cloaltoi:ecomethods. They donQ.t take the trouble to. annex a
nomic "assistance n~ to inveigle the liberated countries
country, as Britain annexed India; all they are
into military blocs, to plant militar/. dictatorshiP$
interested in is profit and, so they take steps to
control the wealth of the country. Through the con- ' and set up military ba/3es in them,. The imperialists ,
are trying to' emasculate and .subvertthe national
,trol of the wealth it is easy enough to control the
sovereignty of the liberated countries, to. distort
people of the country and, indeed, tl1e land itself.
. the meaning of self-determination, to itnpose onthem,
Magistrate of ltl"l,ajalein Atoll. and· Mr", Amata Kabua.
.a ~o11Xler.:presil1ent of ,tht$ :M:irsha.1) ISlands Congress,
-, at the -Trusteeshi~/ <;-oUricUfs j;wenty-sfxthsession.
The petitioners declared as follows:

And

$0

1

'

jJ This statement was made at the W61st meeting of the TrusteesMp
Council, the official record ofwil1ch' was published only in summary
form.

2/ Jawaharlal Nehru, Glimpses
pp 748 and 749«
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under: the guise of lfinter-depen1ienceIf,newform,s of
colonial rule, to place imperialist puppets in power
..in.~e liberatedcolQnialcountries, to bribe part of
their national bourgeoisie, and to ~ploit the poisoned
weapon of ethnic discord in order to sap,the strength '
of these young' and still feeble States. ,For these,
,purposes they make active use of aggressive military
blocs and bilateral aggressive military alliances.
49. The main colonialist bloc is NATO. One of its
fundamental purposes is to set up a system of eoI..
lectiV'e ' 'colonialism and to organize collective
meHsuresfor the repression of the national liberation
movement in the colonies. For'~direct proof of this,
one need look no further than the fact that NATO
includes in its ranks such colonialPowers as the United,
Kingdom, France, Belgium, the", Netherlands ,', aIld
~portUgal. 'This indIca.tes that the colonial Powers,
faced with the extraordinary drive of the national
liberation movement and unable to meet it in isolation,
are endeavouring' to find the necessary strength ~
union. The United, States has repeatedly ,and openly
formed a united front with the old colonial Powers
in combating the' nation9.1liberation movement. It has
interfered flagrantly in the internal affairs of ,many
countries and tried to turn them intobases for attacks
on other countries., .
,
50. .Convincing evidence of the fact' that, the United
'States is now. assuming, the role, of main bastion of
the colonial system may be found in the "Eisenhower
doctrine If, a doctrine of patently imperialist character
based on the policy of "negotiating from strength".
In the past, the function of policeman inthe, Ne.a.r East
was<oarried out mainly by the British and French
in1~,erialists; today, the United States is trying to
st~p into that role" The United 'States-United Kingdom
intervention in, Lebanon' and Jordan in 1958 showed
the whole world what the. fiEisenhower doctrine"
means.
51.' The position taken by the United'Sttttes is c'reating .
serious difficulties for Indonesia in· its struggle for
West Irian. The United States prefers W'est lrian to
remain in the hands of the 'Netherlands~ which with,
time it maybe able to edgg outuI this area-asoecurred with France in South Vi~t.Nam.
52. Under the banner of the IfMA:lnroe Doctrine'!, the
United States has declared '" Lati'l1America its own
preserve and sphere of influeI11ce•. But the days of
tranquil and undisturbed United States hegemony in
.Latin America are past. Anew day has dawned-the
day of growing national self-consciousness among the
peoples of tha American continentandoftheiremancipation from United St8:tesspoliation.
53. As the principal colonial Power,the United States
gives active assistance to its decrepit and senile
partners, the other colonial Powers, in order to preI serve their rule over the peoples fighting for 'their
"., freedom, and independence. The United States helped,
the French colonialists in the!fr unsavoury war against
the,people of Viet-Nam~ Now it is giving the French
.,1 militarists arms andfmancial and economic assistance
.in their ~ffprts to crush the reVolt of the people of
Aigena.ltmust be said plainly that tbecolonial war
in Algeria would be ilnpossible, and the Algerian ~Bople
would long ago have won their freedom and independence, if the AmericaniIXlperialists and colonialista !lad not given the French colonialistsall possible
assistance. And is it not a fact that the collective
aggression of the NATO States in the Congo is bein~J

'.

- ,

~

carried out with the direct help of the United States?
I do not, of course, propose to embark at this point
on a detailed analysis of the situation in the Congo;,.that is a special item on our agenda'~ But I think it

desirable that I should draw attention to, those general
aspects of the question which are bound up with the
problem of colonialism as a whole.
54. Events in the Congo have shown that the North
Atlantic bloc, headed by the United States, has openly
taken the field against the people of the Congo, who
have' united around the Government 'of Patrice Lumumba and the Congolese Parliament. The purpose
of this aggression is to destroy the independence, won
by the Congolese People in.a tenacious struggle. What
is going on in the Congo at present i'8'~. rf1distribution
of inf1uellcea.sbe:tweenthecol6nialPow?Y.1"$~theUnited
States,o:"Beigium, 'theliIii~gIqn.&d'om and France.
This redistribution, as'm'simihJ,r cases in the past,
is 'taldng' place, Oh, the' basis of the new balance of
forces and of ~h9.nges in the appetites of the colonialists for the wealth of other peoples ••••
55. The PRESIDENT: I hope the speaker at the
rostrum will adhere to the statement of intention
which' he himself made just now 'and refrain from
going into the question of the situation in the Congo
in any detail. As he mows, this question is at.,present
under discussion elswehere, and it is also, ~n item
on the agenda of the Assembly, an item on which the
Assembly }las decided to adjourn debate. I hope,
therefore, that he will not try to go into theq,uestion.
in any detail now. As he knows, otJre:t' speakers who
have seemed to do so have ~ehasl~ed to refrain
from discussing thequesti.on~f the <~Qngo. I ,must
ask the representative of the ISoviet Uijion to do the
sam.e.
:::.....

56. Mr. ZORIN (Union ofSovlet S'ocialist Re'Publics)
(translated from Russian):' As I said when ~)took up
this point, it is not my int:~ntion to go into 3!i{letailed
discussion of the problem ,of the Congo as <$uch. My
intentl\on is tG deal with it ',in its relatiQD.-and solely
in its relation-to the'problem of colonia,1isi!J.,and that
is what I have largely done already. For thecqlonialistsare as one man trying to exploit the examp1tr ~f
the Congo as a "lesson" tothe peoples of Africa, ati'd'
trying to prove their theory-a theory theythe!'4se1ves
invented-that the young Ab."lcan Stateswhichh3.vewon
their independence will be unable to live and develop
without the aid of those whofol:' many decadeS anci
even centu.ries' have crushedallattempts by the African
peoples to win their freedom ~md independence. lam
convinced, however, that the lessons which the peoples
of Africa, Asia and the,Ji.b.ole world wi111earnfrom
the tragic example' oftne Congo will be different ones.
57. It is hardly'necessary to show that a weak and
country .like Portugal could .not possibly
preserve its ,rule ove!" ,eleven million ~i~~S without
assistance from the United States and its otliet~ NA.TO
allies. Portugal has dared to dj~fy ,all the AfrIca).
peoples and countries and to de~Yl~deMndenceto¥
gola, Mozambique. and its otbe,.i: coimuesonly ~fjtiiJ~e
it feels itself to, be sUPP9rteciby the, oth~]:/colgmal
Powers. I entirely agre~~'Wi.thth~;fp».ovrmgstawfnent
made by Mr. NkruIl'U}h; President of the Regliblicof
Ghana, in his' a9dt~ss to the Ge!~:r.'al A$flJ'mbly, at
this session~pn~3September:)) 1/
"In regard to Portugal, my viewAs tJr~t a particu- "
1ar:"1"esponsibility rests Oni:beNATO .fuembers who
bac~~rd
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are also Members of the United Nations ... ~ "
[869th meeting, para. 47].
58~But after a,lI;howcan tbe U-nited States fail to
help its Portuguese friends when the Portuguese colonies are dominated by American banks and companies
like Standard Oil, the Chase National Bank, the National
City Bank of New York and the Gulf Oil Corporation,
which control most of the Portuguese diamond, petroleum, rubber and other companies? Thus, the
colonialists form~. mutual guarantee system-a system
which reflects their moral and spiritual affinity. As
the proverb has it, dog does not eat dog. Naturally,
the United states cannot now come forward publicly
in the United Nations and declare to the whole world,
as it did at the close of the bilateral conversations
between..~the. .united StateJ:~.p.n~t PRrw~!,~tl!~t it.s~u'pports Portugal and that there are no differences of
opinion between the two States. At this session the
United States representative prefers to Iteep silent on
that point. It must nevertheless be pointed outthat the
question of the Portuguese and Spanish colonies has
been discussed in some detail at this session in the
Fourth Committee and that that discussion made it
clear that Portugal is in a position ofalmost complete
isolation.
.
.
59. Many delegations from African, Asian, socialist
and other countries have sharply criticized the brutal
colonialist practices established by' Portugal in its
colonies. They have cited many facts and a great
deal of evidence, which the Portuguese representative
was unable to refute. In addressing this plenary
s~ssion [934th meeting], the Portuguese representative found no better W?i.y than to deny indiscriminately
all the ~cts. aIJ.d arguments advanced by other delegations.But 18 it not a fact that a brutal system of
racial discrimination and forced J.abo~ exists in. the
Portuguese colonies? Neither in the Fourth Committee
nor in the plenary General Assembly has the Portuguese representative even attempted to deny that.in
the Portuguese colonies all tbeinhabitants are classified as "civilized" (assimilated) or "uncivilized".
And that in the twentieth centuryI So far as legal
form is concerned, Africans in the Portuguese colonies
may raise themselves to the status of "assimilated"
but to do that they must prove that they know th~
Portuguese language, are Catholics,possess specified
means, and are willing to renounce local custom and
their own .cultur~and traditions and to live in European
style. In actual facti however, only three out of every
thousand Africans have been able, after five centuries
of Portuguese occupa,ti,on, to acquire "assimilated"
status; the rest are still as in the past called natives
and denied all civil and political rights. They have
no representation in any single administrative organ
or in the metropolitan legislative organs; they enjoy
no legal protection of any kind. They can. be arbitrarilyexpelled from lands which have been theirs
from time immemorial; the authorities·can have them
flogged or sent to do forced labour without trial for
any misdemeanour The only thing that is prohibited
in ·the Portuguese colonies is the overt enslavement
of the indigenous inbabi1ants; all other forms of servi...
tude are not only not prohibited but sanctified by law ~
60. In Mozambique,for example, systematic trade in
Africans still goes on, under the guise of the contract
system. Under the so-call.adMozambique Convention
of 1928, which is regularly renewed, 100,000 Negroes
are exported every year ,from Mozambique to the
Union of South Africa and about the same number to
$
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RhodeSia and Nyasaland. In addition, there is a special
Government organization whose function it is to re..
cruitlabourfor .the gold-~e:;an,d ooal-pits of ~e
Transvaal. Most of the con..... acted workers, according
to bourgeois observer~, di~ on the jou~ey,from Si~k..
~ess, hunger and epJ.de:rmcs, or perIsh on the Job
Itself.
61. I should like to cite the issue for 8 April 1960
of The Guardian, an English newspaper. According to
thiS-newspaper, the use of forced labour in the Portu..
guese colonies has constantly expanded over the last
twenty years; and the practice has now become so
widespread tha·t forced labour is the predominantform
of labour both·in Mozambique and in AllgOla.And allow
me also to. quote from a memorandum circulated to
r~presenta.tives attending. the .fifteenth session of the
Genera,l Assembly by the Union of Peoples °of An.go1a:~
" .
. .
..
~ebasic feature of Portugue~e colomalism IS
FaSCIsm of the wor~t type, ~earmg f:he. s1amp. of
the most inhuman racIsm. Rac~stP?licy lS In practice
ca;~ied out wi~. brutal ferocIty m ~e spheres of
cU"Lure, economIcs and social affairs.
Later in the same document it is a,tated tb.at: .
"SiD.c~ the beginning of 1959 a veritable policy of
bloody intimidation, haa been carded on. Mass
murders in so--called Portuguese Guinea, the arrival
of military teinforcements in Angola, arrests t
tortures and the exile of pa.triots in Angola, the;
distribution of arms to the colonialists, who are
converted into militiamen authorized to destroy
any suspicious individual. Our eompatriots aresubjected to every imaginable form of punislunent and
torture. Examples which can be cited are tho~e of
the patriot Alfred Bange, who was left dumb and
paralyzed, and Ramos Lundila, who lost his reason
after torture with electricity and is now in a psychi'atric institution ••• the patriots Jos~Manuel Mart!ns, Domingo Joao and Manuel Franciscowereexe..
~"uted at RamAl de Bengo."
.
62. Can the Portuguese repres:ntativedenYthiE! tes.tl...
m.ony to the tortures, repreSSl?~S and hardships Inflicted on the indigenous population? Is it not a fact.
~hat in Mozambique a~out on,e out of every 0 new:bor.ll
infants dies in the first .days of life? ~ It nota fact
that 99 per cent of the indigenous popu1atlO~ of Ango12' t
M~zambique and. otherPorluguese col~m.e~ remai~
illiterate after flv: ?~?red y;ars of >enhghtened
administration and clVllization·?

-
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63. The Portuguese. representative prefers torema41
silent on these matters and m.erely to assert grap:fjtGusly that some delegations engage in "propagand1l"
and make unjustified attacks on Portugal. He even
goes so far as to assert that those d.elegations whio~
are trying to bring· about th~ abolition of the coloniallst i !
order in the Portuguese colonies are interfering in1
Portugal's internal affairs; that in any event, portu~l

~I'
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a.t an·,
but onlyiso¥e.
. !'.,s.eas
provin..c1lor
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The
falsity
of such
assertions
quite
obvioUS.

the mere fact that on 11 June 1951 the PortugJ;iese
Constitution was amended by proclaiming the POl'~" .
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the
colonial system has continued in them quite UI1changed. No one, I need hardly say, will be dec~ived
by legal s~phistries or chicaneries of that ldnd, ,
and the demand voiced by all freedom-loving peoples •
that the shamefulphenomenon of coloniallsmbe brought
I
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to an enu-i'.pplies fully and.:wUhoot qualilfication to
still clinging to the colonial order o~ things. I can
the PortugueSe colonies too. And if the PortugJ.lese
hear in advance the criticism ,of those who defend
colonjalista stop ,their ears to the V'oic~ cfreason.the ,colonial systelIl.~~tAi(J tl19se~qcu~tqlJ:led t{)
and -fail to understand the lllsto:rical W.e'vitabilfty of'
build tbeir:prcsperitY'
the" expense of the op-the ,collapse of the colonial, ol.'der, then they will
pressed peoples of the colonies we say this: Think,
ultimately be swept from the face of Asia and Africa
look carefully at what is happening around you~
by the mighty surge of the llatiom'Llliberation moveIf not today, then soon, very soon, will come the
filial collapse of the colonial order, and if you do
ment.
not get out of the way in tIme, you will be swept
64. We have not cited all these facts merely for the
away just the same. The life of the doomed colonial
sake of criticizing the colonial Powers: this has not
system of government cannot be lengthened either
been criticism for the sake of criticism. The Soviet
by plots or even by force of arms.. Such efforts
Union, with other peace-loving and freedom-loving
will merely intensify and embitter, the struggle of
countrie~, tirelessly oPPos€Js the colonial system,bethe peoples, against this utterly decayed system."
cause it is vile, because it means depriVing en"tj:,re
[869th meeting, para. 221].
peoples of elementary rights and freedoms, because
/
, " it is a mockery of hun.\8.Il. dignity,because it.!!1eans
-, the humiliation and suffering of the many millions of
the disgraceful colonial sy~tem. We 0l,Jplilycdticize
inhabitants of the colonies"
'
'/ s~~~ers
la)\ 11d
the colonial Powers and ',Qnot
fear thE1;l:r
or
65. The total collapse of. the, system of colonial
insinuatio~s,fo:r: we are fighting for ia jus~(cg,;use
slavery underthepressJUrf) of the national liberation
the freedom and independence of the doloni?A pei;ples.
').movement is inevitable:; U la an irresistible and irreOur prese7lltstatement is a reply not only to/those
'versible process. A sharp. intensification in the
representatives of the colonial Powers who have
struggle of the colonial peoples for their 'liberation
spoken from this ros~in the course ofthis debate; ,
, took place under the impetus of the great October
but also to .the representatives of France" Spain and
Socialist Revolution, which awakened the East and
the Netherlands, who have preferred to keep silent.
swept the colonial peoples into the general tide of the
We regard that as a ruse on the part of cQlonialists ~
world revolutionary movement of emancipation.,
who ,are waging war in Algeria and are maintaining
History is confirming the truth of the prophecy made
their occupation of various territories in Africa and
by the great Len.in that:
Asia.. We say bluntly to the :representatives of::the
colonial Powers: Understand the historical necessity
"The pedod of the awakening of the East to the
and
inevitability of the liquidation of colonialism;
revolution of our times will be followed by a perlod
.
quit
the colonies of your own volition and With whole
in which all the peoples of the East will take part
skins. Otherwise the peoples of the colonies will
in deciding the destinies of the whole world, will
throw
you out of their countries. At this moment
cease to be a mere object of exploitation; a period
are
being, called upon in the United' Nations to
you
in which all peoples will decide the destinies of all
agree
to
grant
the colonial peoples their in.dependence
mankind."
peacefully• But if the 'colonialists refuse totak~ this
The victory of the Soviet Union in the Second World
course and compel the oppressed peoples to take up
War, the establishment of the people's demOCl:'atic
arms to expel their discredited oppressors , then it
system ina number of countries of Europe and Asia,
will be the duty of all peace-loving countries ,to give
the triumph of the socialist revolution in China, 'the
assistance of every ldnd in the rigl1teOl.lS cause c)fthe
formation of a world socialistsystem.have enormously national liberation of the colonial peoples.
accelerated the development of this process.
68. The debate on the colonial system at this :fifteenth
66. The heroic struggle of the colonial peoples and
session of the General -Assembly puts 'the United
the suppc,rt given them in thatstruggle by the sociallst
Nations to a serious test. Colonialisrnwillbe destroyed
and othf~rfreedom-loving countries-those are the
whatever may happen, with or without the help of the
basic f.actors ensuring the collapse of the colonial
United Nations, for the collapse of the colonial system
syateD'J.. But for the existence of the world socialist
is part of the objective march of history" which no
systeiJ1, the imperialists would by their united efforts
one can arrest. But the issue for the United Nations
have· crushed the national liberation movement in the
is this: either that Organization!Wlll hasten progress,
colotiial and dependent countries. Butthe world balance
or, remaining indifferent to the destinies of milUons "
, ofiQrces is now such that the colonialists can no
of oppressed people and aUowingitselftobe controlled
lOi~ger, even by force of arms, stave off th~ disinteby the colonialists, it will stand asidefr,om t'blC
~jation of the cOlonial system. The special feature of
progress, or, what is worse, will be an obstacle! to
the situation in our day is that the imperialists, under
the speedy abolition of the despicable colonialsystein.
pressure from the peoples and given the existence of
69. 111e broad discussion which has taken place on
a 1Dighty camp of peace and socialisln, alt"e comthe
subject of the draft declaration on the grant of
pelled in many cases to withdraw "peacefully" from
independence
to colonial countries and peoples has
their colonies, although they strive to enmesb them
shown that world public opinion is .so strongly in
in inconscionable agreements of various ld.nds. With
:favour
of the immediate and complete.~abolition of
the representatives of the colonial Powers in mind,
colonialism
that it cannot be ignored by'the colonial
Mr. Kb.rushchev, the head of the Soviet Government,
Powers..
'As
the debate has shown, most delegations
in a statement made to the General Assembly at this
take
their
stand
(1). behalf ofagenuine struggle against
session, Said:
colonialism. The Soviet delegation has listened'With
great attantion and interest to the statements made
"We cannot, of course, expect that our proposals
for the liquidation of the colonial system, consi~teilt bytbe representatives of Ceylon, Saudi Arabia, Ghana,
though they are With mankind's vital interests) will
Guinea, Mali, the United Arab R\epublic; India) Indomeet with sympathy' On the part of, '1;hosewhoare
nesm, Morocco, traqand other cOUnU1es of
.
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70. At the same time, it has to be noted that some
delegations, while paying lip-service to the cause of
anti-colonialism, ,in actual, fact ',. came to the defence
of dolonialis'i; wterests ,and argued in, favour e>fputting c
off the inevitable end of the colonial system. For
example, the representative of the Phi;tippines [933rd
meeting], despite the' facttbat at the last moment
he even joined the originalco-sponsors ofthe African"
Asian draft resolution [A/L.323 and Add.1-6], made
it clear that he interpreted the purposes and intentions of that draft resolution in a way completely
different from the purposes and intentions of the overwhelmihg~majoritycoofc1tg-"C()iiio~ponS()rS'i~He~gaV&-a--mis
.. -~
taken interpretation of paragraphS of the AfricanAsian draft resolution, asserting that it did not imply
the immediate transfer of all power~1 to the peoples
of the colonies. It would appear that t~e representative of the Philippines' set himself thb task of sub.verting the meaning of the African-ASian draft resolution and castrating it for the benefit of the coloniallsts. That, essentially, was also the position taken
by the Argentine representative [927th meeting], who,
in effect, opposed the immediate liberation of the
colonies and appealed to us not to precipitate artificiaily the process .of d\~colonization, which, in his
View, is going ahead at 2: 'rapid pace. He also opposed
the establishment of rt time-limit for the grant of
independence to colorlt\tl countries and. peoples. It is
clear that statements t\f this ldnd merely encourage
the colonial Powers in their refusal to grant the colonies freedom and independence. The representative of
Honduras went even fu:rther. He has submitted a draft
resolution [A/L.324/Rev.l1 which amounts to a c'olonialist proposaL The Honduran draft resolution can
be regarded only as a diversionary manoeuvre die
rected against the desire of the great majority of
Members of the United Nations to put an end to
colonialism. The Soviet delegation will of course vote
against the Honduran, proposal, Which, while it puts
up a show of opposition to the colonial sYjI'tem, actu..
ally impUes the continuance of that system. We are
confident that • the General Assembly will not allow
itself to be diverted from dealing with historically
important iSsu~s, whatever tricks and manoeuvres
the colonial Powers and their myrmidons may resort
to.
71. The debate in, plenary Assem.bly has aleoshown
tbatthere are a number "of delegations 'which for
various reasOns either wiU,:q.ot or cannot put the
quest:ion of the 'abolition of ·colonialism,insharp
and decisive f01"m; wJUch are aiming at som.e sort of
"compromise~ on the ,question ,with the· colonial
Powers. They apparently do not realize that on ~
matter of prineipleas vital for millions of people as
the abolition ofcolonialisDl, efforts at compromise
with thecolonialists can only harm 1;11e anti-colonial
strJ.tg,~le,can only' operate to the advantage of the
foreign oppressors. Any concession to the colonialists
wiUprolong the euff~rings of the colonial peoples.
Surely that has been prQved by the fourteen yearElof
unsuccessfUl sea:cch for a compromise with the
Government of the UnionofSt)UthAfrica on the question
of South West Africa. The outcome of such concessions to, the "8Quth African colonialistshas been
thep;reservationofcolonial slavery in South West
Africa andtbede facto annexation of that territory.
,

-
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a:qd Asia, and is gratified to note the conununity of
aspirations and goala in the struggle against colonialism" which-was' manifested in· those "statements.·

I,',,'

,

Further evidence of the pernicious results of concessions to the colonialists and of efforts at aompro-mise with them, is-cprovided by·the.present'b:a.gic
situation of the Ce>ngolese people.
72. For that reason, the Soviet Unlonts view is that
the question of the abolitie>n of colonialism must be
raised in consistent and decisive form, and that
a radical solutie>n to itmustbefoundwitbin the framework of the United, Nations. Such a solution means
that the General Assembly would have to express
quite definitely, at this session, its support for the
immediate and final abolition of colonialism in all
its fOI.'ms and manifestations. The Soviet delegation
considers that the draft declara1ion submitted by the
Soviet Union,for consideration atthis session [A/4502]
mostiul1y.meets.: the~,deIIl3.nds,.ofthf:)q()lQ.niQ.lpe()ples~
since it calls for their immediate and complete liberation from foreign rule. That is a demand made by
life itself., Such a decision, would have enormous
historic--and immediately practical-significance. It
would hasten the 'hour of liberation of all peoples
from foreign oppression, t\nd 'Would enable us to end
the shameful phenomenon' of colonialism for' good.
We are convinced that all countries which are sin";
cerely interestlJd in the gicant of freedom andindependence without delay to ' all colonies and Trust and
Non-~elf-Governing Terri!tories will support the draft
declaration submitted ,by /the Soviet Union.
73. In accordance with rule 93 of the rules of procedure of the General Assembly, the Soviet draft
declaration should be 'put to the vote first, since it
was introduced fOT consideration first.. The Soviet
dele.gation formally proposes that that procedure,
which is provi(1ed for in the rules ofprocedure $- should
be follow~d~
i,

74. With regard to the draft resolution submitted by
the '.Afric,an and Asian S,tates [A/L.323 and Add.1-5],
the SOVi/3t delegat19ll applauds the desire shown by
fueQ~et:Whelming majority of African and Asian delegations that measures should be taken at' the fifteenth session of the General, Assembly to advance
the realization of that lofty goal-the eomplete liberation of the peoples of all colonies and dependent
countries. 1Ne remember that as long ago as 1955,
the representatives of twenty-nine Asian and African
States proclaimed at Bandung tbatcolonialism in-all
its manifestations is an eVil which should.be speedily
brought to ,an end. We alao remember that in 1960,
at Addis Ababa, the representatives oftenindepandent
African count:l:'ies and of. a number of African'territories' Willch had. not yet obtained their independence,
addressed a~ urgent appeal to the colonial Powers
to fix <laws fucpnfq~mity.:with the wiIlof the people
for the attainment ofindepf:}!1dence by allnon-independent countries, and, to conNp.unicate those ~tes' to'
the people concerned..
'\
,
' !
75. The Soviet delegati9D reser\~esthe right to speak ;/1
at a later, stage .and explain its "rtews on the specific jl
provisions e>fthe African-Asian Q\;raft resolution. '/
\
Mr" Ha-san (PakfstEtn). Vice...l~resident,took t!f.e
'

Chair.

'

".'

76•. Mr. SOSA RODRIGUEZ (Vene~ela) Itransla1~d \
from Spanish]: The discussion in this A\~semblyof~t:ell1
67 entitled "Declaration on the gl'atl:tP1g ,9:~/J.ilde
pendence "to colonial countries and peuplestIlunquestionably consti~tes a ,landmark' of decisive j,m.portance ,in the history of mankind" The mere fact
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Con-

.that an item whose object is a solemn proclamation
that colonialism should once and for all be considered=athingA;>f-the--pasthasbeen .included in the
agenda of this Assembly without reservations or objections, is evidence of the vast progress being made
in this second half (1)f the twentieth century inregartl
to the recognition of human dignity.
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77. The history QfcoIQill9,.~sm is almost as old as
the history of the world i~~elf. It is the history of
the desire of the stronger/ to dominate the weaker.
By whatever titie thepr~~.ss is graced and on whatever pretext it isca:r-ried out, it is always the history
of the exPloitatio~ of the .weaker by the stronger•
Everywhere and ~,t .all times, a colonial system has
invariably begun With an act offol"~e, the imposition
c.", by . fo~ce-.,Ofa,s~;si:ecmpontrary .j:o"th~J~gitsmate and
natural aspirati01\S of the human peing. It is therefore
not surpriSing tb3:~ in all times and places the~e has
always been a violeri\' reaction·to this system. History
is full of examples ,Jof so-called colomal wars; both
wars of conque~t and wars to preserve conquests
already made~
78. UnderlYing any colonial system.-and I do not
think this is an over-simplification-there have alwa,ys
been two factorr:;: a belief in the,racial, cultural or
intellectual superiority of certafupeoples over others,
and a desire to exploit the natural resources of some
peoples. for the benefit of others. In certain cases
there has also been a desire for territorial expansion as a solution to problems of over-population.
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79. Human relations being a complex anq. subtle
matter, other factors have also entered into the
phenomenon of colonialism, and for that reason the
balance sheet of colonial r~gimes has not been entirely negative. Many peoples have attained higher
levels 'of culture and material progress under the
influence of. the colonizing country, but that is nota
sufficiently cogent. "argument to justify the evil in...
herent in all colonialr~gim.es.Except for the missionaries who went to foreign lands in a spirit of selfless devotion to preach their faith and whose goal was
to win souls for God. I doubt whether any colonial
undertaking could be saidtobe free ofulterior motives.
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always been repugnant to our consciences and has
stirred us deeply.
"·82~'··Venezue1awas~ca1tedupontop~y-ateaai:rfgpartc=

in the process of the e~cipation 'of America, and
o~ Sim6n BoHvar
that six nationsofour)';pontinent owe their independence.That is why=th8re exists in my. country a.
profound antipathy to colonialismanda lively sympathy
for the cause of the peoples who are still struggling
for their independence.
83. The Charter of the United Nations unquestionably
marked a great advance towards the solution ·of the.
problem· of ~olonialism and brought hop~ ·to those
peoples still subjected to that r~gime. Clearly$ the
exiStence of the colonial r~gime is incompatible with
ma:Uyccof·tbe··p:eGcipleScembodied·in·.our=Gharterrand- .- . ...
the provisions of. Chapters XI and xn, viewed in the
.
spirit of the Charter, can be considered only as the .
last compromise between the interests of the colonial
Powers and the powerful movement in favour of the
sacred principles of self-determination of peoples
and absolute equality a1p.ong men~
84. The system established by the Charter has
yielded excellent results. and,. thanks to the mcreasing
acceptance of itsguidingprincipl~s by the peoples.
we have witnessed the emergence since 1945 ofa large
number of newly independent States .which are today
Members of· the United Nations. MilliQns of human
beings are, however, still·liVing under the colonial
r~gimeand, ine their interest, It!0re rapid progress
must be made. The declaration on the independence
of those countries and peoples,whichwe are discussing
in this year 1960, will m.eet this requirem.ent and
fulfil that legi'timate aspiration. This declaration will
be the inStrumentwhichwi.ll make possible the adopp,.on
of measures directed towards the final eradication
of colonialism. The United Nations must continue to
play a vital part in this process, by. providing the
newly independent nations with the technical assistance
they need and by protecting them from econoplic de- c,
pendence on the former colonial Power, or on any
other Power• .
.
/?
..
.
... .
. . -/?'
85. Political independence does not by ilfselfconstitute real independence; it needs to be accompanied by
economic independence. That is Why the principle of
the right of people~ totiita qse of their natural resources is of such lmportance; in other words, this
right is an integr~l part of the right of self-deterpli...
nation. Natural resources should be used. for the'
. advantage and benefit of the country owning them,
subject of course to the obligations stemrn~om
economic cOo-operation among nations and from~rnational law•
.,
it is to the genius. and pe;!?everance

80. Nevertheless, the fact that Spain's colonial en.deavour in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
was marked by that spiritual quality gave it special
features which we do not fi:rJ.d in the colonialization
of the twentieth. century. Throughout the period of
the Spanish colonial r~gime in America in the sixteenth,. seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Spainand
its American colonies weregradual~y forging a
common identity ~ The children ofthe "conquistadores"
-=~~were children of America and the American terri- '
86. The course of events is the same with natio~
-1~tJies became an extension of Spain. That is why the
as
with individuals. A human being cannot develop
Ani\~rican peoples, who on acquiring a sense of their
his
talents to the full or be truly free unless, in
Q~l individuality, struggled for long years to win their
addition
to enjoYing all the civil and political rights
ind~!pendence from Spain, nevertheless retain for it
which
freedom
implies,he has reached a certain
the /1ove of children for their mother-we even call
level of economic well-being which emtbles him. to
Spain the mother country-arllce Spanis~bloodflows in
make
effective use'of that freedom.. rn the field of
c;;~)ur veins and our language and religion are· also
domestic
law,.we can·trace this process of liberation
.a legacy of spain.
from the 'French Revolution; which established the
81. Racial discrimination is unknown to Spanish principle of equality before the law and abolished,
class privileges, to the enactment during the past and
America and the conoe.pt of a· superior race or pe0I>le
especially the present century of social legislation
" is completely alien to us. It is for that reason that the
p:rocessof colonialization in Asia and especially in
specificaijydesigned to protect the WOl'kerand the/
Africa~ despite the benefits which the peoples of the
economjcal1:y weak classes. This process of evolutionfl\
Which has taken place in domestic law, in relation
co~onies may Sometimes have derived from it, has
c

·'I

to th'e individual is the same as is now taking place
in international law in relation to nations, and in
··"thiS·· process ,. tHeextstellCs-"or·tbeumWd Nations'-ms
.
unquestionably been, and· will cOlltinue to be, a
,
dominant and decisive factor. The declaration on.the

•

granting of lndepend!lnce to colonlil countries and

peoples,which this Asaembly will.adopt,.will con81;1..
tutea major landmark in this process of evolution.
87. Although the declaration on the granting· of independence to colonial countries and peoples refers
specifically to those countries and peoples which
the United Nations Charter defines as' Non-SelfGoverning or TruSt Territories, it must in fact have
a much wider application, as it once again endorses
the principle of self-determination of peoples,which

freedom. to become independent natic,)us; freedom to
shoose the political system which: most closely
. correspbn.tis~t(jtheirc traditiu:ns-·~afiaidea1sCfreedom
of education;. freedom of religion; in ,ahort, freedom
to live their own Uves, subject only\to respect for
the same rights of other peoplea. The 'declaration on.
the.gr;m1;i)lgofindependep.ce·:to..colol}ial c.ountries
and peoples must, therefore, apply to ~11 countries
and peoples in all continents who remain subject to
the colonial r~gime or who do not enjoy such independence, and it must also apply not onl)~ to the past
and the present, but· also to the future ll\the sense
that independent countries. must be prevented from
again falling 'Victims to colonialism.

c"'·'·ineludefl~the~right-=of'ev~y-'-people:"'tQ.·ch()ose=itso,own:_·
. ·89.- .Ite=iS-.o-.in:=~thiJLbrJ)ad~ sense. tbat.Jn.y delegation in..
terprets any declaration against colonialisl,~, and
forpl of government, to enjoy its spiritual and. ma-

terial patrimony Without restriction, to live freely
in accordance with its most cherished traditionsj and
to bee~empt from any form of subjection to any other
more pOwerful nation or people.
88. This point underlines a characteristic which any
declaration on .the abolition of colopialism m.ust
possess, namely, universality. Such a d(eclaration is,
in 'effect, based on universal principles w~ch.cannot
be' limited to any particular time or place. These
are the principles underlying the dignity of the human
being and the undeniable right of peoples to freedom.:

it is from this standpoint tluLt it wiU vote on the
draft resolutions sllbmitted for the consideration of
this Assembly. In voting in favour ofa declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples, the Venezuelan delegation will merely
reaffirm the'· position it has consistently taken and .
endorsed by its votes and its statements in the United
Nations in favour of the independence of all Peoples
and the implementation inall continents ofthe Purposes
and Principles of the United,Nations Charter.
The meeting rose at 5:30 p.m•.
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AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial·
countries and peoples (continued)
1.. The PRESIDENT: The first speaker on my list
this morning is the representative of Portugal, in
exercise of the right of reply.

foreign capital is not allowed to hold ,more than 40
par ceI)~ of the total social capital.. Therefore, we have
here a 1-..ain falsehood and a plain distortion of the
true facts..
4., The Soviet representative' also placed before the
Assembly the question whether or not it was a fact
that in Portuguese territory " .. " .. a brutal system of
racial discrimination and of forced slave labour exists
" • .." [ibid., para. 59] • No, it is not a fact. It is
merely another falsehood, and we firmly and strongly
repudiate it. I am not going to burden the Assembly
with details,but I must say that there is absolute
freedom of labour and absolute freedom of choice of
employment.. ,Furthermore, my Government ,has ratified the Convention concerning Forced orCompulsoty
Labour of 193011 and the Convention, concerning the
Abolition of Forced labour ,of 1957 Y of the International, Labour Organisation. Also,the Portuguese
ConstitutlDn and the labour laws explicitly prohibit
forced labour, or any other form ofcom:pulsol"Ylabour,
which is considered'by us as 9. crime. Anyone wishing
to do so can consult our laws.

2. .Mr. GABIN (Portugal): Using the most insulting
5. As for the allegatlonconcerning racial discrimin~
language, the baseness of which I can only guess at
from the English translation, the Soviet representaation, no imagination, no matter how fertile, could
tive, at the 939thmeeting, unrestrainedly insulted
conceive of any more unjust andunfounded accusation,
Portugal and the Portuguese people from this rostrum.
nor of any accusation which could have hurt us more
Pursuing his Government's well-known policy of indeeply had it come from s. responsible source. Let
jecting falsehoods and distortions into any issue, the
me quote a responsible source, the renowned historian
SoViet representative embarked the other day on a
Arnold Toyribee, who in an article published in The
rampant and vicious attack against many countries.
New York· Times magazine section of 7 August 1960
My own country was included, and the Soviet reprewrote:
sentative unleashed against us unprovoked, unjustified,
"There are large and important sections of the
unwarranted, gratuitous and thoroughly malevolent aehuman race in which race prejudice is conspicuous
cusations. This abuse by the Soviet delegation of a
by its absence: I am thinking particularly of the
self-respecting Member of this Organization cannot
Moslems and of the Spanish-speaking at'.d Portu..
go unanswered.
guese-speaking peoples."
.
3•. The Soviet representative began his false alleAnd again, the same historian wrote in the same
gations by asserting that in the Portuguese Overseas
article:
.
Provinces are found " .... Americanbanksandcompa"Anyway, the freedom of the Spanish- and of the
nies like Standard Oil, the Chase National Bank, the
Portuguese-sp~akingpeoples from racefeelingis.an
National City Bank of New York and the Gulf Oil
unquestionable fact, whatever its historic origins
Corporation, .which control most o~ the Portuguese
may be."
diamond, petroleum, rubber and other companies"
[939th meeting, para.. 58]. None of these allegations
6.. I could quote many other independent and reis true. Neither the National City Bank nor the Standard
sponsible authorities,but I doubtthattheSovietrepreOil Company nor the Chase National Bank controls
sentative would be much interested in independent
anything in Portuguese territory, nor have they in
and responsible sources...
.
any territory even an agency. All those who know
7.. Here is another accusationby the Soviet delegation:
the Portuguese economy and who are acting in good
"Neither in the Fourth Committee nor int.,Ue
faith are very much aware that there is no American
control, nor any foreign control tior that matter, over
plenary GeneralAssembly has the Portuguese repreany Portuguese enterprises or companies, and that
sentative even attempted to deny that in the Portu..
any Am.erican interests, as they may exist,are negliguese colonies all the inhabitants are classified as
gible. Besides, in accordance with Portuguese law,
V InternatiortalLabour Cortference, Conventions and Recol'nmenthe administration of any company or enterprise,
dations. 1919-1949 (Geneva. International Labour Office, 1949). ConeVen though it may have some foreign capital, must
ventlon No. 29.
always remain in, Portuguese hands; and under the
'AI International Labour Office. OtficialBUlletin. vol.XL (19~7).1'lo•. 1.
proyisions of the current Portuguese legiSlation,
Convention No. 105.
1/
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'civi1~ed' (assimilated) or 'uncivilized'." [939th
13. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative of
m.eeting, para. 59.]
Argentina to exe:.cise his right of reply.
(I
Bl
The portugues~ delegation has done more than try'to
14.· Mr.}ufatt>EO (Argentina) (translated from ,/
fi)
deny; we have strongly denied it, and, what is more, ,Spanish): ,}J£t his speech made on 7 December [939th \'·=c.
th
thePortuguese"delegation has explained in detail tuat
meeting]"the representative of the Soviet Union rear
P
such accusations have no foundation whatever inPortu.:.
ferred Ito the attitude adopted by the Argentinedele-~~.se
guese law or practice. The indisputable fact is that
gation' ib~!~is debate.
th:
the distin~tion between "civilized" and "uncivilized"' 15,. The Soviet, representative has blatantly distorted
in
is unkn()~m' to Portuguese law and if others, like the
the views expressed by Argentina by asserting that,
23
SOViet delegation, have framed such an invention for
inasmuch as my speech showed,ashe puts it,that
re
reasons of propaganda and political expediency, the
we,were opposed to the artificial acceleration of the
f~l
fault is not OUN and we reject any such blame.
decolonization process, it was encouraging the copr
8. For those who may be interested in more details,
lonial Powers to refuse independence to their colonies.
co
I would refer them to the debates in the Fourth Compe
mitteeon this question in which this point was ~Ily
16. The positio:q. of the Argentine delegation reCa
garding the liquidl1tion of the colonial system has been
explained beyond doubt.
so clearly expou'hded that it does not need to be ex..
~~
9. Then the Soviet delegation has stated that in one
plained. In my splvaach I said:
AI
Portuguese territory there has been carried on Ita
"The llnportant thing to. note is that whatever
wi
veritable policy of bloody intimidation" and "mass
judgem6ilt may be passad on the system now or
"p
murders" [ibid., para. 61]. Those were the actual
by future historians, colonialism no longer fits
M~
words. This is a most outrageous accusation and,
into the political structure of our time..... It does
fre
unless the Soviet delegation is aq~ustomed to taking
not matter now what explanati~n or justificationthose
ou
such things lightly, it seems to my;\delegation inconsystems may have had in the past.. What is important
tee
cheivatbdle thakat anyrhesponsiblemembei\~!thiSAsseimthblY
is that in our day and age we should refuse to allow
is,
s ou m e suc preposterous stat"ments w out
them to continue." [927th meeting, para. 17.]
thE
substantiation and Without the vaguest proof,.
sh
17. This point of view is sufficiently clear-cut to
of
10.1 strongly protest against these outrageous accurequire no clarification. The fact that we believe
satioDs made, by the Soviet delegation. There is still
h
f
f
'
t h
St t
t
of
another falsehood. The Soviet representative said that
that t e trans er 0 power 0 t e new a es mus
be effected as far as possible peacefully and in ac24.
the inhabitants of our overseas, territories "have no
cord with the former metropolitan Powers and within
re:
representation in any single administrative organ or
the>tiIrie...Hmits that are most convenient to the
an,
in the metropolitanlegislative organs" [ibid., para. 59].
liberated countries, does not in any way mean that
tha
It is not tm8; they have such representation. The
we modify the statement of principle affirming our
tha
Soviet representative said that the population "may
oppositiont~ the existence of the colonial system.
an(
be arbitrarily expelled from lands which have been
an<
theirs frolIl time immern.orial~'[ibid.]. It is not true;,
18., Accord:ingly, our vote in favour of the Africanins
they cannot..
-Asian draft resolution [A!L.323 and Add.1-6] is based
to
11. Shall t go on? I do not wish to try the patience of
on the conviction that the immediate steps referred
the
the Assembly. I Submit thati,t would be a divine
to in paragraph 5 ·of the declaration imply the creation
im.:
without delay· of the cond:itions requisite for indemiracle if the Soviet Government which, by ruthless
pendence. We do not believe, on the other hand, that
25.
and violent means, has consistently denied freedom,
eta
and whose record of oppression ~is second to none,
they presuppose an obligation to transform the existing,
anc
were truly interested in what it calls the freedom
juridical system.
of
of colonial peoples. Actually, we are left with the
19. It seems 'to us that the countries most directly
mo
same old story of Sovietinanoeuvres in this Assembly•
interested in these problems have adopted, a much
an
They will use anything-that is, anythingbut the truthniore realistic attItude and one, undoubtedly, that will
dis
or anyone, to plant the seeds of hatred and chaos on
prove more advantageous to the non-self-governing'
26.
earth so that the ground will be ripe for communist
peoples than those countrie.s whichhavemadeapropafer
conquest and exploitation, through penetration in
gandasldgan out of the colonial problem.
POll
Africa and elsewhere in the world, so as to carry
20. As far as our attitude is concerned, we will
of .
out the ftprophecy of the great Lenin" to which the
allow no one to interpret it In asense that is contrary
poi:
Soviet representative referred at the same meeting
to the letter and the spirit of our own words. We
Tal
[ibid., para. 65].
can accept criticism of the views we express but.
the
12. These matters of the subjugation of peoples and.
we reject interPretations which, whether from fair
teS1
territories, phYSical and moral slavery completewith
or from unfair motives, seek to change them.
pIa;
political ropres~ion, del~ortations of people enmasse,
21. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative of
priJ
forced immigration, absolute lack of political and
Spain to exercise his right of reply•.
pro
intellectual.,freedom, clonstant threats ,against other
PrE
nations arid' peoples, exp;Xoitation of the weak, ofwhich
22. Mr. DE LEQUERICA (Spain) (translated from
dell
the Soviet repre;SentativE~spoke at length inhis slanderSpanish): At the meeting on Wednesday last,7 DeintE
ous speech, are wall known characteristics of the
cember [939th meeting], the representative of the '
fak,
new type of coloniaIisnn.' which the world is facing:
Soviet Union made a speech which was heard by
this
Soviet colonialism. It iel tragically ironical that the
several members of the Spanish delegation, including,,;
la
myself personally, in its Spanish interPretation. We
Soviet representative carried his effrontery to the
Ohs
point of accusing the PQj~guese nation of murderous
found not the slightest mention in it of the Canary
ma(
activities.. And who is I1(laking this accusation? It is
Islands. Neither is any ~eference made in the Spanish
obv:
the representative of the ',Soviet empire, if you please.
text of the Soviet speech as it appeared in the protex1
c
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ofli'

visional verbatim. record to this province of Spain.
Soviet Union has two quit~! dffferentmethods of apBut,on studying the English and French texts, we, proach to a problem; when~er any ~ef,erence is made
~om I/
find a 'list which the Soviet representative gave of
to the notorious Soviet iJi~..lerialis5! or colonialism, '
~9th (::,=.~
the various territories,soDl9 of them Spanish, which.it immediately voices a loit\~~fll but, at the same
re",
are customarily quoted in such cases, which could
tbne, it does not hesitate, aer.=the whole history of
~le'-~. serve as bases for 'colonialism in countries other
the Soviet r6gfine Shows, to intervene,in the domestic
than the metropolitan countries, and we find cited
affairs of other cQuntries and to attack the territorial
in this list the Canary I s l a n d s . i n t e g r i t y of my country, as it did last Wednesday.
l"ted
23. I do not desire to offend the intelligence of fellow
27. As we are_ only very indirectly affected by cohat,
representatives,
'for
you
are
all
well
aware
of
the
lonial
problems, we can speak on the subject in an
that
f~ct
that
the
Canaries
are
a
very
'ancient
Spanish
impartial
and disinterested fashion.. I take advantage
the
of this occasion-though I had not intended to interproVince, an older member of the Spanish national
cocommunity
than
some
of
the
provinces
in
the
Eurovene
in this discussion-to pay tribute to the honest
les.
peanpeninsula. Christopher Columbus stopped at the
way in which the African and Asian countries, in
reCanaries when he was sailing to AmericA and the
spite of the major interest they have in the problem,
)een
Canaries were a real centre for spreading the crehave. avoided making the same mistake in this disex""
ative work of Spain in the Western hemisphere. In
cussion as the Soviet delegation and have maintained
America, during the centuries when it was United 'the debate on colonialism on the appropriate, intelwith the Spanish crown, people talked constantly of . tectual and political level, without resorting to the
~ver
"peninsular Spaniards" and "Canarian Spaniards".
acrobatic tricks of those who seek no~ to achieve
, or
Many.
Americans
of,
Central
87>,d
South
America
come
the
progress of mankind 'but 'to find pret~ts .for
fits
from the Canaries, speak our language and belong to
c~nfusing the issue.
10es
lose
our race. The greatest Spanish novelist of the nine28. As I have this opportunity bere, I cannot re1:ant
teenth century, Gald6s, t.}am.e from the Canaries. It
frain from mentioning that the peoples of Central
llow
is, therefore, a historical monstl;osity, unworthy of
and Southern America have given recognition in ,moving
terms-and these are gratefully acknowledged-and
the culture of the Soviet delegation, to say w}1at was
stated by its ,spo.kesman. It is to manifest ignorance
It to
on a high intellectual and critical level to the past
of something that anyschoolboywithasUghtknowledge
history of Spain, and have maintained their links
leve
of European geography knows.
, with the' old European peninsula and its Canary Islands,
nust
24., A Minister of the Spanish Governm.ent, Mr. Car-Balearic Islands and other island provinces•.
lacrero Blanco, gave a good definition of the historical
'n
ithin
and
geographical
character
of
Spain
when
he
said
29•
.oefore
concluding, I must say that God forbid I
the
that the Spanish nation is, geographically, a peninSula
should follow th~,\bad example set by the Soviet Union,
that
link
with
the
'European
continent
as that' would \oiily :tnean inter:rupting the very fmthat
has
a
tenuous'
our
and
various
islands
and'territories
.in
the
Atlantic.
portan..t.diseu3sions
that have been begun and which,
tem.
and Mediterranean that are Spanish ~and. ~e, Pen-, _.~.,' I' ha-ye already saidt concern the' social advancecaninsula,~ the' Minister went On,' has a great resetnblancff,mant of,the whole world. Were I to be tempted, howased
to an island. The sole bond of union of our nation is
ever-whioh God, forbi~erely to read an article in
rred
the sea, and be conclude,d bv saying' that. we ,are an
The: New York Times of 24 September 1960, we would
"
find' s1:bject' matter to talk about Soviet colonialism
!ltion
immense archipelago.
' f o r 'many 'more meetings" This article enumerates
nde29. :But, above all, the SoViet Union representativets
all the countries which have been "colonized" by
that
statement implies an attack on Spain's sovere~gniy ~olen~e by Soviet, Russia. and I have no desire to
sting.
andint1agrity, which are guaranteed by the, Charter '·mention the nations that flgure among us here as indeof the United Nations, and against this we enter a
pendent, nations since we have very definite scruples
ectly
m.ost energetic protest and we deeply regret thatsuch
on thisIJOint.. There,was a discussion inthis Assembly
nuch
an act of aggression should have oCcurred in these
on,th~ question of Tibet.and, as we were not sure that
:will
discussions.Tib~~
was independent of Chinese suzerainty, we abrning
26. When the United Kingdom representative re.stp.~ from voting O11t of respect for th~ Charter,
'opaalthough the aggression comIb.ittedthere was obvious.
ferred [925th meeting] to mass deportatioBS of whole 'Inthe.article in The New York Times, as I was saying,
populations of the Soviet Union and to the supp;ression 'you win find listed, among the countries coloni~ed
will
of nationality which accompanied those deportati,oil;s,. bv' the Soviet Union Lithuani~ Latvia Est i A .
;rary
pointing out that this had happened to the Crhnean. ,.T. . ' . •
'
•
-',
,
on a, 1"I. We
Tartars the Ka1m.ucks and other sma11e'r co:rtu:nuniti-es '
menia, Georgia, AzerbaiJaD, Uzbekistan, Turlanenis'
,
,."
, ",' " " •".' .' tan; , Kirgizia. Tadzhikistan, Kazakstan, Tartu and the
~ but
th
te
erepresentative
of
th.e
Spviet
U~ionv'IQl~J1l:w,pr~
'f'~t and Buriat t'rritories. What a long tiroe we
fair
sted lJJld, bursting WIth .lndignatIon, c~e, ~o th~ . " could spend discussing each and every on~ of these
PI~tf°irm to declare that It vv,as a V1?la~ion of the. . problmns and submitting proposall!J designed to alve of
pnnc pIes generally recognized, as ,~ove~ng the, leriate the lot of those peoples But I II'epeat it
proceedings of this Assembly. ,And he requeste~ the ,would never occur to us to do so $ ,
,
Presid~nt to protect the SoViet delegation and the
'
,
•
from
30. And without going such a distance or delving into
delegations of other States against such an attempt to
-Deall the comp1ic~tions o!·' human geography. we coUld, .
interfere ,in the domestic affairs of a ,country. 'I
,f the '
take the opportunity of making the ·same appaal i~
with reference to Sir Leslie Munro's report,V cite
d by
this case'and, following the precedent thua established,
the case of the Hungarians. And we could, by merely
l1dingi;
I appeal to you,in the spirit and the letter of.o~r
taking a glance at the map, m.entionEasternGermany.
1. We
Chal"ter, to take cognizance of this uns~akableattack
But we prefer for the moment not to trouble this
mary
made by the delegation of the Sovief'Urdob, Which
aniSl1
obviously has no respect for the law 'nor for the
2i Official ~ecoJ:'ds bf the General Assembly, Fourte~th Session.
proAnnexes. ~enda item 74 document A/4304.
1)
text, that we all know so well, of the Charter. ~e
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meeting wlth such supe:rfluous reference$ which ~Jo the populations concerned' to express their feelings
little honOllr' to those who make them and would freely. It considers ·that it is the duty of these Powers,
carry no more serious weight than would be implicit
in an~r case, to prepare all the peoples for democratic
in, say,a reque~t by us to free Odessa or Leningrad
self-goverJUnent. Preparations mustforthwith be made
from Soviet ~QloDialism.
by stages to ensure that changes of status are made
in ordedy fashion, to see that the essential organs
31~ Mr. MKOTOMALALA (Madagascar) (trans~
of
modern administration are installed as soon as
lated from French): The speakers who ha~le preceded
possible
and that fu!ly qualified nationals get· imme at this rostl'l1tn have defined in ve-,:y loft'y- intelmediately
accustomed to the exercise of authority.
lectual phrases tile object and purposes of the discussion which is now proceeding in the United Nations .40. It is only by following this peaceful procedure,
General Assembly and .is being attentively followed
which Madagascar itself was fortunate to experience
by the whole world. The peoples who are longing for
when France granted her internal autonomy in 1957
their emancipation are turning hopefully towards us
and in.dependence in 1960, that the struggles and disand are expecting that speedy and positive solutions . orders can be avoided which bring suffering on the
will emerge from our proceedings.
populations and leave germs of. hatred and xenophobia,
behind in peoples' hea~s.
32. I shall now deal briefly with the substance of the
problem.
.
41. My delegation makes a ve:ry broad-based appeal,
therefore, to the consciences of the administering
33_ With the' advent of the eighteentb. cent-dry and the
Powers and begs them to comply not only with the
French Revolution, despotic r6gimes disappeared and
letter
but also withthespil."it of our draft resolution.
the rights of man were ·~irmed.
.
42. My delegation also trusts that the peoples who
34. Slavery was abolished in the nineteenth century.
will be called upon to choose their future lot will
35. The twentieth century should see the triumph of
fully realize the obligations they will have to assume
. equality as between all peoples. In the first half of
on gaining their freedom. As they evoke and strengthen
this century human folly led men to kill their fellowtheir national feelings and their patriotism, let them
men in two terrible wars. Now, in the second half
alBa try to ensure .that their accessiontointernational
6f the century, the peoples, having reached the age
sovereignty Is not accompanied by disorder, for the
of reason, will no .longer, so we hope, seek to subjuaccession to such sovereignty should not be motivated
gate one ,another.
by hatred but should form an important contribution
to friendship and concord between' men and nations.,
36. The hearts' of ali who yearned for independence
were filled with immense joy when, fifteen years ago,
43•. It is with this prospect in.mind thatthe Malagasy
the Charter of the United Nations drafted at San
delegation, having given its support to the forty-thre~
Francisco solemnly declared that the Powers which
Power draft. resolution, will. refuse to accept any
had control over non-self-governing peoples had the
amendment whIcn· would clte~ its meaning or scope,
obl.gation to lead them towards self-government and
and will support it fervently, realizing that in so do.ing
dem.ocratic management of their own affairs. A iresh
it is helping to promote the ideal of justice and pe,.oe
chapter was thus opened up in the book of the life
throughout the .world.
of nations and we have the privilege now of writing
the last pages. which will prepare for the. closing of 44. Mr. WACHUKU (Nigeria): I thank the President
for g:ving me the opportunity to make a short state. this chapter.
ment with regard to.the subject under consideration,
37. The draft resolution of which Madagascar' is a
that is.. the declaration on the granting ofindepeadence
sponsor [A/L.323 and Add.l-6] is designed to give a
to colontal countries and peoples.
firm reminder to the Powers who still administer
Non-self-Governing Territories that it is high time· 45.Fir~'t of all, I want to express the gratitude of
my delegation to the delegation of. the Soviet Union,
that the provisions of the Charter be implemented all
which
took the initiative in having this subject placed
over the world and that the United Nations resolutely
on
the
agenda of the plenary meetings of the General
follow the policy Which is laid down in the Charter
Assembly. I also want to express my thanks to the
and which should end in the abolition of colonialism.
delegations of the United Kingdom, the United States
38. My country has regained its international soverand all those non-African countries who are notbound
eignty after a break of sixty-four years.. Determined
by the force of circwnstances as intimately with thiS
as it is to safeguardthis priceless gift of independence,
subject as we are, but have expressed their support
it has entered the big family of the United Nations
fOT the drive against this nefarious practice which
firmly resolved' to contribute unreservedly to the
holds mainly Africa in thraldom.
maintenance of. peace and the territorial integrity of
46_ I' .speak as one who is more closely COnce!1'led
States, but· 91so, and above all, to pursue the lofty
with the Subject. The main colonial area of the world
ideal of' fraternity and equality which is the very
today is Africa. Therefore when one discusses cofoundation of the United Nations.
lonialism, it is of greater concern to African States
39. My delegation sincerely hopes that the draft
than .to ~ other States. Indeed, other countries can
reSolution which it submits to you jointly with all
abstain; they can walk away. They can say, -Wen,
the other African and Asian States will be adopted
it does not ·concern .us." And they would be quite enun3Dim ou.slyor, at any rate, by such a large majority
titled to do so. But no African State can do likewise. \
that it will have to .be regarded as manifesting the
For my delegation and for Nigeria the total liberation
determination of the peoples of the world not to ae-o
of African territory from foreign domination and
cept any further useless and endless delays. It is . imperialism is of pr:lmary concern. Indeed, that is
one of the pillars and canons of our future policies:
convinced that the Powers who are still administering
He who is nQtwith us inthis matter must be Obnsiderea
Non-Belf..Qoverning Territories .will loyally bow to
this will anH wiUmunediately take steps to @Rble
to be against us.
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47. As Ihave'said before, along with colonialism

54. It is because we want to avoid a repetition of
there is also the question of the humiliation of this type of anarchy and chaos elsewhere on,the conti...
nent .of Africa that we com~ here today to speak
peoples of African descent throughout the world; in
on this subject. Those who ht..Je ears to hear should
other words, racial discrimination against people of
hear-but those who have none, or those who have
African descent.
ears and.are prepared to block them, should not be
48. As far as Nigeria is concerned, the time has
surprised when history repeats itself.
come when this sUbject will no longer be~onsidered
an internal affair of· any State but indeed as something
55. Since we came to this Assembly, we have read
quite intimately connected with our foreign pplicy.
all sorts· of things. In fact, there was a circular letter
. Anybody who, is notp;repared to eradicate the -huthat we received at one time f.rom a strange organimiliation that has been meted out to people of African
zation in this great country-when we demand total
descent or p~~ople of our raci~l stock cannot claim
liquidation of all colonies,. it is this type of thing
to love us.
that makes us· do so unhesitatingly-and I think it is
right that· r should read thatdocument so that everybody
49. Colonia1i~m and imperialism go hand in han~
will
know its contents. I know that it is the work of
and fipr Nigeria independence is not an end in Hself
certain
marginal individuals, but the fact that such
but a means to an end: Nigeria is prepared to be the
.marginal
individuals can eXist and that such organiguinea pig, the sacrificial lamb, for the purpose of
zationscan
exist ina democratic society', .in a society .
the total liberation of the African continent. Thera are
that
is
governed
by law-individuals and organizations
so many millions of our people of Africa today who
aiming at the destru..ction or humiliation of people
are under foreign domination. Therefore, when you
different from themselves because they regard them
see the name of Nigeria· as one of the sponSors of
as colonialS-acts as a stimulus to us. It does not
the draft resolution· submitted by the African...A sian
generate hate in our hearts, Rather than that, it
group [A!L.323 and Add.l-6] you can appreciate why
serves
as a challenge to us to insist that, from now·
we whole-heartedly support this resolution.
on, every square inch of Afrlcanterritory and every
50. Africa was broken up by European Powers at the
square inch· ,of Asian territory and every sqtmre inch
Conference of Berlin in 1884...1885. At that time, no
of any. colonial territory must be liberated from
African was there; no representative of Africa was
foreign domination.
there.· Those who were present sat down and. used
56. By doing that, we will be contributing to the
a carving knife and divided up· the whole continent,
each taking its own share, as though itwere a Christ- .establishment of peace and tranquillity in the world..
There can never be any peace .in our world until
masturkey.
all colonial territories;are liberatedfrom colonialism•
51. :aut now Africa is coming back into. its own, and
Let. us not deceive ourselves. So long as any State
it is only right that we who. constitute the largest
believes that it can hold another State in bondage and
single country in Africa,' the most populous count.ry
exploit the resources of that other country to its
in Africa and one that is not badly off as far as reown advantage--not utilizing the resources of that
sources are ,. concerned, should, in the very· early
other country to the advantage of that country's people,
stages of our independence, make our position in
but hoping to build up its own economy at the expense
this matter very, very clear. There should be no
of theeconODlY and well~being of other people-there
doubt where Nigeria stands in this matter.
Can never be peace in our world. Let no one deceive
himself about that. These people want the good things
52. I take this opportunity once more, as I have. done
of this world; they want to develop1their culture,
before, to address certain colonial Powers which
their
traditions' and their institutions; they want to
still believe in certain strange ideologies. I must
develop
their spiritu&I, intellectual and moral qual:imention Portugal categorically. I want to tellPortugal
not to ,deceive itself any longer when it ·te1l8 us here . ties. For one nation to hold another 'in bondage, to
repress it .and suppress it and subjugate .it, is to
that Angola, Mozambique and otherAfrican territories
sow
the seeds of world catastrophe.
are part.and parcel of Portugal's metropolitan territory,. That is nonsense. Nigeria will never accept'
57. The most unpredictable thing~-in- the world· is
that fictitious doctrine. Portugal, all along, has been
man himself. You can predict the weather these days,
behaving as· if it is not aware of the· changes that are
but you cannot say exactly what a man. is likely to
taking place in the world today. We do not hate it,
do so long as he has a mind of his own.. In other words,
but we love our Africans more" And I am tatdngthis
the most uncertain thing in the world is man, and,
oPPOrtunity to serve notice upon Portugal that, while
so long as .there is the fire of God·~"d the divine
Nigeria cl0es not hate Portugal, Nigeria can never
element in man, he always has potentialities for good
a.gree with Portugal on an issue which means that the
or bad.
people. of Africa in Angtola will be held in thraldom
58•.... If you repress the people for too long there comes
an~ that no attempt will be made to give them an.
a time when they. do not count the cost and are preopportunity to live life more abundantly.
pared to die for a 'cause" which they beHeve to be
53. Portugal should learn a lesson from. what is
very dear to their hearts. I am saying this in relation
happening in the Congo~ It is because Leopold n
to South Africa•. Today colonialism is Lot confined to
regarded the Congo ,as his private· estate and, when
Europe. The Union of South Africa is one 'of those
the Belgians. took it over, regarded ftas a farm and
imperialistic States where a minority of 3 tnillion
t:::ained people onlyasfarmhands to produce wealth
people decide, to subjugate, humiliate and virtually
for the Belgian State, that,w'llen the time 'came -for
destroy·· the souls of 11 million others.
.
nationalism to take ita turn, Belgium was not up to
dealing with the probl\?'l1 ,that was raised. And what
59. I saY,..just as I have told Portugal-and the same
thing refers to Spaitt'and other countries of Europe
have We on our b,ands now·as· far as the Congo is
concerned? Chaos.
who think of Africa as the target of their ambitions;;~
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that the ,mnority in South ,·Africa'>that has had an
opportunity to do good has decided to do evil al.l along.
Nigeria takes thj~{opportunity to serve notice on th~
minority el~ents that Nigeria cannot accept indefinitely' the present pOBition. But Nigeria is broad'..,"
minded enough to appreciate the forces of history.
We do not want to treat the minority elements as
aliens of South Africa to be driven into the sea or
destroyed or expropriated.

lf~l"he degenerate French, the Latin nations dom.inated by the Roman Pope and the Jew Slavs have
already yielded, but we say America is white. We
shall lteep it White, no matter if the rest of .;he
world is mongolized we shall keep our America
pure.
ftThe Ku Kh:ax Klan is on guard against the black
and yellow peril sweeping in from across the seas..
-The present session of the General Assembly of
60. I have said this before and I want to repeat it
the United Nations is controlledby the inferior races.
in this august Assembly: all we want South African
It is a meeting of blacks and their brown and yellow
1".11er8 to practise today \ is the rule of law. There
brethren who are plottingtooverthrowwhiteProtesmURtbe one law for all ths people in South Africa.
tant America.
Those who are in power in SouthAfrica must appreciate
"What an insult to the founCUng .fathers of our
that if they are to .survive inthe near future they must
for the black Nkrumah, ·the brown Nehru,
Republic
acknowledge the ruleoflaw and make use of the powers
tan
Nasser,
the yellow Sukarno and the commuthe
and the resources at their disposal to enable the
nistic-atheistic Tito, a traitor to God and the white
majority tore-establish themselves so as to regain
raoe, to try to force President Eisenhower into a
the confidence th9,t they have lost because of years (\f
summit
with the anti-ehrist Khrushchev. These
oppression and repression. If they do not take the
should have been tanned and feathered.
monkeys
hiilt it is not Nigeria that will start the ball rolling;
there will come a time when the majority will revolt,
"The Lord in his infinite wisdom created thewhite
and we have already read of a number of incidents
race to rule over the animal kingdom and the lower
occurring in South Africa. There will be a time when
races. Our Saviour Jesus Christ taught us to love
the majority will revolt, and if those in power should
and cherish even the slave, but he did not preach the
be so indiscreet as to allow such anincident to occur,·
domination of the slave over the master.
I cannot say nor can I imagine what the consequences
"The Ku Klux Klan wants the black and yellow
may. be. I can only say mildly that it will be a great
delegates to stay close to the buildings ofthe United
.disaster.
Nations and the brothels of Harlem and not to defile
61. In order to avoid this holocaust Nigeria takes this
the hotels and restaurants of our white city. OUr
opportunity to ask the minority rulers of South Africa
police will not relax their vigilance against the lawto eradicate the colonialism and imperialism which
less acts of Africans like the delegate from Camerhave persisted in that territory for so .long, and the
oun and other umpty blacks, and if you don't like it,
humiliation that has been the lot of the people of
get out. There is no welcome in America for a
Africa.
black and yellow United Nations. The fiery crosses
shall burn."
62. There is no use in telling Nigeria that this is an
64. ,I have read this document not with a view to
internal affair. We will never accept that as an in...
engendering ill feeling, but to point out to this Asternal affair of the Union of South Africa. As long as
sembly what greater reason we have for our determiwe live on a continent where there is racial disnation to see to it that colonialism in all its forms is
crimination against people .of African descent-or as
eradicated from the surface of this world.
long as there is discrimination against people of
African descent anywhere in the world-it can never
65. I know that this organization, as I said, is com.be considered .by Nigeria as an internal affair·of any
posed of. marginal individuals Who cannot be concountry. The sooner it is understood the better. That
sidered to express the general will of the people of
is one. of the pillars of our policy in relation to all
tIlls great country. I know that this organization is
countries, and the sooner the Uni~ed Nations puts an
eomposed of some men who are so. warped in their
end to colonialism, imperialism and all that goes with
outlook that they cannot see history-and perhaps
them-which are so obnoxious, objectionable and unacthey
have not read history and have nothad the opporceptable iD a polite society-the sooner that is done
tunity
of appreciating the lesson of history. They forthe better we will be preparing for the establishment
get
that
even the wealth of the country of which they
of world peace and human understanding.
are proud to be loyal citizens was builtwith the sweat,
blood and tears of these very blacks. Without them
63.. I said that I was going to read a document. This
the econ0ID;Y and the greatness and EW'en the creation
was ci.rculated to the new African States and the
of their great couhtry would not have been· pOSSible,
Asian States. This came to mv office and I think it
and the country could not be what it is today. That is
is necessary that we should put it on record. It is
history;
we know that. I am prepared to acknowledge
lr"1\ded "White America rejects a bastardized United
that this is due more to ignorance than to anytliing
Natlons".
else, because Europe has dominated the course of
•A foul stench spreads out from the East River
history for so many centuries, and it is only recently
and hangs over New York like a pall. It is the smell
that the Asian and African countries have come l;'lto
of sweat, the greasiest sweat of the black races of
the picture, in our twentieth century. These· people
Africa and yellow races of Asia which have invaded
with warped intellects have come to believe that there
the United Nations. It is enough to make every white
were no other people than themselves.
Protestant American vomit.
66. However, we find in the United Nations a mirror
"These sub-humans have come downfrom the trees
reflecting theva:tious segments of the world. The
and out of the" swamps to lord it over the white . United Nations if', trying to bring about a balanced
race. Are they going to get away with it?
. picture, and it is because of the resistance of such
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people to the simple tru.ths th8~~ are shownhere through
the p:resence of the diverse nations and diver~e
races working in hannonyfor common humanity t,hat
such elements are afraid of the t:ruth and are prepf,Lred
to die in their ignorance. I hav~ read this fat order·
to enable the representatives of th.~ great count:ry
that acts as our host to apprec.'iate ,the amount of
harm ~ch organizations can do to a relationship between itself and other nations, so that they may exercise themselves in· sending a message to their na,tion,
to take steps to eradicate this type of cancer in their
political midst. I have 'pot read it because I am embittered; rather I take it in my strid~, because I have
read worse than thiS, written even by men of learning,
professors, who have prostitute<ltheir knowledge to
serve imperialistic purposes. We have-:read and
analyaed these things; and our reading has not deviated
us from. the course we have set ourselves.
67. It is when we see this type of thing happening,
when we see the justification of injustice because of
fallacious theories and fallacious concepts, that we
:realize that the only way to prove conclusively that
these things are erroneous is notby hate or bitterness
against anybody but· by organized effort to eradicate
those things that make such warped thinking exist lilt
all. One of the ways of doing ,that is the complete
liquidation of all forms of colonialism in all the areas
that are dominated by others. I am certain that when
that happens the goodness that is in manwill be liberated, the finer aspects of humanity will come to the
surface, and the world will benefit by the diversity
of the contributions that come from all sections of
the world. We will have a world with many facets
contributing to the totality of world culture, a world
in which the mutual appreciation of one another and
the mutual appreciation of diverse cultures and the
recognition of the contribution of others in other
sphares will bring a sense of balance and bring peace
and harmony between State and State and betweenman
and man.
68. We, the delegation of Nigeria, 100Ic at the :future
with confidence~ It has been said that the world looks
at us and expects us to play. an important role in
Africa and in the world. It is our intention to play
this role-if it is our lot to play such a role-honestly,
sincerely, fearlessly, with the truth as our guiding
light. When it comes toa situation of this nature, one
m.ust face it, and face it boldly. It is in' that light that
I have read this document, so that those who have
ears to hear may hear, those who have thoughts may
think and those that have capacity to reflect may
reflect and find a solution to this problem before it
becomes too late.

69. Tb~ other races of mankind are determined to
have the right to live in their territories, to make
use of the good things that are located within their
territories, to organize them, to exploit them, to
build their institutions, to perpetuate their kind
and their culture and their traditions and to be .able
to come to an assembly of this nature to contribute
to the well-being of the world. They cannot do that if,
.by any fictitious doctrine or by any dubious means,
.any nation puts forth an idea that it has any dh"ine'
right to govern another one. We know that this is not
troe. We know it is false. We know that throughout
. history the rise and fall of empires have been due to
thiS very thing. It is said that. history repeats itself,
but history does not repeat itself necessarily. As long

as men refuse to learn the lesson of history, that
lesson still remains there until it is learnt. If it is
not le~rnt, then it repeats itself because it has not
been learnt. It is an assignment that has not been
done. Then history repeats itself, and the lesson' is
learnt in a very expensive way..
70. The sponsors of the African-Asian draft resolution hope and believe that, following the trend of the
discussion n.3re, the Assembly will adopt this draft
resolution unanimously, without any equivocation, so
as to give hope to those countries that have been
subjugated, those countries that have been deprived
of their wherewithal, those countries that have been
held in bondage, those countries that have been kept
under heel, those countries that have not been allowed
tt; exercise theirG<>d--given ri~t to, life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. I sincerely hope that the
great Powers who profess deDlocrac"Y, who profess
high ideals, who deaire peace in the world, will see
that by eradicating all forms of colonialism and
opposing all forms of imperialism we will be achieving
one of the objectives, indeed one of the corner-stones,
in the achievement of world peace.
71. Colonialism and imperialism go hand in handwith
war and destruction. You cannotmaintainimperialism
by peaceful means. It is' always maintained by brute
force. And brute force is the brother and the sister
of war. That being the case, I take this opportunity
to ask the great Powers and the small Powers, the
medium Powers and the baby Powers, to go hand in
hand in voting for this resolution, so that this Assemnly can look back to this session with a feeling
of satisfaction that something has beenachievecI.
72. The PRESIDENT: I 'call on the representative of
the United States, who wishes to make a brief statement concerning the letter read by the representative
of Nigeria.

73. Mr. MORSE (United States of America): In behalf
of my delegation and my Government I have asked for
this opportunity to make a brief reply to the representative of Nigeria, Ambassador JajaWachuku. Iwant
him to know that I speak out of a great personal
fondness and a very high respect for him.
74.. He has read this very unfortunate letter that was
circulated to delegates. And I am glad that he read
it because it gets it out on top of the table, so to
speak, and gives us an opportunity to reply to it.

75. I want to say that we share his appraisal of the
letter~ ·We think it ;is a shocking epistle. I want,him
to know that we think it is not only an affront to the
delegates from. Africa and Asia and the other countries
which it attacks, but it is an affront to the American
people. I want .to assure the representative from
Nigeria that it does not repr~se:nt the point"of view of
the American people but represents apparently the bias
and the prejudice and the bigotry of· some fringe
group in America, if it was written by a fringe group
in America.
76. This delegation of the United states at the United
Nations is headed by a greatAmericanwhobelieves in
the dignity of 'man and in the equality of man and who
has demonstrated,. time and time again,tbesegreat
qualities in his leadership· of this delegati,.on. On the
very day this shocking, bigoted letter w~<~,ent to
certain delegates at the United Natio~,~, Mr. Ja....~~s
Wadsworth, on 28 November, issued a statement
1

,~_h
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which 1 am about to read. I think in fairness to this
great Amerioan, who is the Chairman of our delegation, that our delegation owes it tobtm. this m.orning
to read his reply to the letter into the reoord I,n view
ot the fact that the representative ofNigeriabas made
it now a matter of public reoord-and I say quite
rightly so. Mr. Wadsworth said on 28 November:
"It has come to my attention that a number of
delegates recei\red by mail today a scurr1lousletter,
purportedly originatlng from the Ku Klux Klan. which
contains an outrageousraoiat attack. The. author of
this letter may be a crackpot All societies hs.v·e
their crackpots, and the "United States has laws
designed to protect all members of society against
vioious and threatening abuse created in sickminds.
"Whether this is the work of a crackpot or the
work of others who seek to embarrass the United
States, it is not possible to say at this tfIne. 1
therefore ask that all those who have receivtld this
shocking letter be good enough to give me the envelopes, the letters and any otherperiinent information"
I have already asked the Federal Bureau of Investigation to launch an immediate investigation, and it
is imperative that we receive as much evidence afJ
is available in order to identify the source so that
appropriate steps can be taken by United States
authorities."
I think this answer by' Mr. \Vadsworth speaks for itself.
'17. Let me add only this in addition. 'rhe internal
contents of this letter are strange in some of its
wordings. For example, it refers to tltanandfeather".
Let me say that :If itwere actually written by a bigoted
group, such as the Ku Klux Klan, that group would
well understand the meaning of "tar and feather"
rather than "tan and feather". And this linguistic
mistake in the letter, I think, speaks a great deal
to the premise which we contend as to who produced
the letteri nam.ely, that it came from some obviously
sick mind.
'i8. May I say further, as one Ul the Senate of the
United States, who for many years in the ~nate has
been in .the forefront of thefight against all discrimination in.my country based upon race, colouror creed,
that 1 can give assurance to this Assembly that this
letter referred to by the representative from Nigeria
does not besp3ak the point of view of the American
people.
Cl

'19. I also want to say a word in behalf of a very
distinguished member of our delegation, one of the
great Negro women of America, Mrs. George. Dr.
George is a personification, I think, of proof to this
Assembly that we in our countr:y and we as a Government believe in the elimination of any discrimination
based upon race, colour or creed. And I know I bespeak the point of vIew of Dr. George when I give you
further assurance that this letter does not represent
either the point of view of the great Negro leaders
in our society.
80. It is very difficult to apologize inbehalf of people
wh()m you do not know But if this letter really were
wrih'an by an American crackpot, I think that it is
only fittting and proper on this occasio~ in behalf of
our delegation. and of our Government, to express to
the General Assembly our apologies that anyone in
our country would see fit to spread such vicious
bigotry.
it

81. I want to assure the representative of Nigeria
that we have taken no offence over the fact that the
letter was read into the :record. In fact, as I said
:In •the beginning, it is a good thing that it was done.
Bat I want to give him assurance that this delegati.on
and this Government stand behind him and every delegation bere to ,do everything that we can to see to
it that their stay in our country f,s pleasant. We are
at their service, and we want them to know that this
letter in no way bespeaks the point of view of any
responsible citizen of the United States of Am.erica.

82. Mr. Krishna MENON (Ind'la): 'We are now coming
very near to the end of a great debate which has
taken sevoral days of the working time of this AsseDlb~yJ over fh."ty speaking hours, and in which some
seventy speakers ha"13 participated. Now, it is easy
to say that words do not have a real effect, but the
very :fact that the Assembly, in the seriousness of its
business, has devoted its time to this item, and that
a number of natioD$ have participated in the debateboth those who have been here for a long tfIne and
those'others who have recently joined, on whom the
impact of the subjeot which we are discussing is
more recent than on some of the 'f)the~s-is eloquent
in itself. It should not· be forgotten, howeve:r, that
some of tha more powerful nations of today who are
here have also gone thr(lugh the phase of being under
colonial rule, and it is much to their credit and the
advantage of the world as a whole that they still have
memories of it and .of their effort to throw it off,
and are aware of its impact upon the history of the
world.
83. Now, the subject comes before us this time,
thanks to the initiative of the Soviet Union, in the
shape of an item on the agenda; but it is by no means
a new matter to the United Nationt.=J, being written
into the Charter. I will not read these words and
clauses, which are ao familiar to everyone. Not only
is it written into the Charter, but a Chapter' of the
Charter deals with this problem of Non-Self-Governing Territories, though perhaps. in. 1960 not as adequately, in fJle present circumstances of the world,
as may have appeared in 1945.
84. Again that reminds us that even the Charter,
good as it is, is not like tho proverbial law of the
Medes and the Persians, unalterable, but has to be
Vivified, has to be made more useful, by being 1'&11
sponsive to the developing conditions of the world.
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85. Colonialism, as it is called, the expansion of
countries outside their 'borders, usually into far-off
lands, resulting either in conquest 01' occupatio~ allld
what is called government from a distance-that is
what it used to be called in the nineteenth centuryia no new phenomenon, so far as we are concerned.
I dQ not want to go into all the anoient history of this.
It goes back perhaps tit) the early stages of the preChristian era, when Alexander the Great embarked
upon his expeditions right to the frontiers of our own
country.· where .he won his battle, but from -Where he
returned without establishing an eJl1.pi:re' there. And.
then we had the Whole period of the development of
Europe, where theY' were concert'.ed with titeir own
internal 'troubles, EUl"opean nations elther coalescing
with each other or throWing the yoke of one on the
other, so that the present colonial lands of Asia anol
Africa did not attract their a.ttention for a long time
except in connexion V/,ith trade.
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86. Now we come to the more important period of
today. I say this because. we sboUldnot think that
suddenly, with the industrial civllization, a new idea
developed in the min.d of man, because then we ate
Ukely to think that we should not have to guard
against these evils :In tho future. So in more recent
tbnes there has been expa.t"\Sion. This expansion took
place partly as a result of expIOl~tio~ partly in an
attempt to gain riches, partly in order to provi~e for
migration, and for dozens of causes-through ~e
l1lerchant; the explorer; the promoter of enterprises;
the missionary; the politicalleaders ofsome countries;
the advancing might of armies; more and more in
recent years, particularly since the industrial ravelution,the engineer; and also sometimes the very
national1stic, patriotic expansionist who saw in the
conquest of other territories the glory of his own.
All this is.depicted by-I will not call it the newer
surge of nationalism.
.
87. I want to say a word about this conception of
nationalism, because it is at once the cause, the soul
of empire and the mainspring of the resistance to it..
After· an, oolonialism, as we understand it, is the
attempt to expand power from one t $ own territory
into another area. Europe particularly, having gone
thrwgh the phase somewhere Ilbout the sixteenth
century, or perhaps a littlo earlier, of having evolved
into nations from small tribal states, found in that
unHicatlon the possibility of greater unity. Now, as
th~n, 1t was often coloured by idealism: either it could
be talked about in the shape of pan-Christian ideas
or the spreading of some universal doctrines, or the
spread of the go.spel, or whatever it may be. In fact,
you will find that in the expansion of all these areas
the source of authority has come from charters or
other instruments granted to explorers which give
the sovereign power of life and death over non.Christian peoples. It appears in the clauses Qfthe
charter of the East India Company in regard to India,
in which Queen Elizabeth gave these merchants, who
were pr1~,ate citizens in her kingdom at that tfme~
sovereign rights of life rmd death over non-Christian
people. That is how her empire began. But it is a
great mistake to think that one motive or another can
explain this.
88. And so we go through various phases where
people explore everywbere in search of wealth and do
not find it, or as in the case of Columbus, they stumble
by mistake upon anotherc land of vast riches, and so
on. Skipping over this period from the early times
of the explorers, or the Phoenician. period, we hear
of the discoveries that gave A:tt1erica its nan1f.~ by the
Italian explorer, as it is said-I do not vouch for this.
Afterwards there came the expansion to tlle four
great territories of Asia, Africa, the Caribbean, and
the American continent, resulting in what today..-or
yesterday,. I should say-what, yesterday was the situation, where a small number of people in each of
these metropolitan countries rtllada very considerable
nwnber of people in othel· areas. But fortunat$ly this
phenolnenon, With the exception ofone or two countries,
or one or two combinations, is. on the way out. If I
may submit Without being misunderstood, one of the
mo'st potent hindrances, one of the great$st impediments in the way of progress, is not to recognize
that progr~ss is being made, because if we do not
recOgnize that progress is being made, we are likely
to apply the same remedies, have the sam~ reactions
to ~e changed conditions as to the preViOUS Conilll
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and thereby -get all· our orientation. and our
pO[icies misrepresented, misunderstood and misapplied. Similarly, if we do not recognize that progress
is being made, it is very likely that those who have
been pressured· into progress either by.the agttations
of colonial peoples or by libe:ral sentiments in their
own countries will be encouraged to fall back and
say to their own peoples, "We tol<lyou so." Therefore,
we have to recognize that some progress has been
made..
.
~tions

89. In modern times, since the fall ofConstantinople,
the European peoples, not knOWing how to preserve
their meat, had to· resort to spices, and it was about
that time that they learned theartofcookfng properly.
At thetnne when Constantinople went out of the
Christian ambit as such, the sea routes became) open
and then all the European popUlation, led bytb~ Portuguese alidthe Spaniards, followed by theI)utch and
the Frenoh, and the English last, can:u~ into ,all these
areas. They spread out into the new world in America,
they spread out into Asia, and later on, much. later on,
in some cases they spread out into Afric.l. At fitSt
this exploration was carried out by people vritha. real
desire to travel to these lands, the great sea dogs
of the tim.e, people who just wanted to explore for the
sake of exploration. 'But these exploration ente;p:prises
remind us of some of our modern sports tournaments;
that· is to say, some person who wants to establish
himself in a very big way in some sport and wants
to play in tournaments abroad gets promoted by the
:m~ufacturer of some commodity used in that sport.
In the same way, behind the explorer gathered those
interests who. could gain by his .explorations; thus
economic interests got tied up with the pioneering
spirit. But again, we must not forget that the great
urge was nationalism, tha.t it was thebirth of 'nationalism in the European nation States, pride in a nag,
rivalry with other nations, the ftlar that other nations
may establish themselves·1n areusto the disadvantage
of themselves, that pushed people forward time after
time.
90. First we have the phase-andwhenwe speakabout
phases we have to look for olear-cut, sharp lines of
division-first we have the phase of the em.pires of
settlement. Those empires of settlement may ha'Ve
arisen either as a result of a d.eUberatepoUcyof
sending people out or because-I win not mention
names--in some cases of great impetia! countries
they used. these far-away places todeportplbrsonalities
whose liberal ideas wers not accepta.bleat home;
therefore the ·convict settlelnent~ at~ they were oaned
at that time, were composed of miscreants and antisooial people, as we would call theln !lOW. But they
were plrobab1y the pioneers of revolutions, those who
rebelled against the old order at home, SQ they were
sent abroad to the colonies of settlement. In those
areas" the indtgenou$ populatlons--and we will draw
a curtain over their his(;ory-by and large becnme
extinct and the settlementsbecam.e practlcaUypatches
. of the old country in anew area. They were the colonies
of settlement which are now full-fledged nations, .and
they have. in variou.s W3YS contributedboth to progress
and to regress in regard to· ij11s oolonIalsystem.
91. Then W6 come to the period from. the. beginning
of the third pl1ase,froxn the nineteenth centUty Qnward,
when, as a result of the second industrial revolution
and the growth of technology and, what is more,
throughmercantJ.le expansion. the search formarkets
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and rawlllaterials began. Machines produ.ced large
quantities of goods. SWeated labour was aVailable in
the home country for some time.. However, that source
did not last because the people who were drawn from.
the rural part of 'the (3Q»ntl"¥side in countries like
the United Kingdom,forr'" mcamtJie, into the towns saw
the attractions of industry and a way to live better,
and so they began to put pressure on those who owned
the machines because they wanted higher ''llages.
92. However, there was overseas a source of this
underpaid labour and there· was no particUlar difficulty in obtaining. labourers. Most of these territories
were not democratic. Public opinion of ct/u.rse always
exists but agreements. were reached with individual
l."Ulers which. were to the advantage of' fue colonizing
nations.
93. So we have a period where raw materials were
produced by sweat-shop labou.r and where there were
vast markets of underpaid people whose purchasing
power was small but who made U.p for it by their
numbers. Thus yoU have an empire which it is gener.ally argued is anempi:re of profit. That was so in
the old days, because it is most unlikely that most
of these colonizing expeditions would ha'\fetakenplace
if there' had been no profit involved and thus no incentive.
94. Then came the break with imperialism, in which
there have been many pioneers from distant times up
to more modern times. The first breakwith imperialism. was\;Vhen some of the colonies revolted and in
other cas~s thecolonies...·asI said, they were colonies of settlement-began to organize themselves into
communities andas a result ofthe breakaway of others,
some concession had to be made to them. I will not
go into great detaU about this or mto the controversies
that prevailed in the home countries. The most out-:standing instance of this· is the breakaway of the thirteen American oolonies which was achieved under
conditions which are well known in history by this
time. This however had an effect-I suppose I may be
wrong-on the expansion of the United States in later
times becau~e right through history you )Vill find that
the consolidation of that territory as it is today was
by and large not achieved by the process of conquest
but by methods which today perhaps we would decry
but which at that time,were regarded as progressive,
namely, the purchase of territories. Thus we have
the purchase of Florida, ofAlaska, Louisiana or Rhode
Island, which is very different from the way the colonial frontiers expanded in the case of other imperial
territories.
95. In. more modern times. the most outstanding instance of the abdication of colonialism was soon after
the 1917 revolution in Russia when the ilnperial
pos~essions of the Czar were dispossessed by the
Russians themselves. I· wt'l not go into the details
of it. and this is no reference to. modern history, it
is only a historical survey of a situation. However,
by that time other events had taken place. In more
modern tim.es the rule of colonial people has been
of one rage, over another and thus, apart from the
economic factor, the racial element was important,
an.d gave rise to a racial doctrine, which now persists
in South Africa and other places:, "There are some
people who are born to rule and some others to be
ruled, and it ,is not possible to train people of certain
racial origins to practise self-government". As against
that, there was both in the metropolitan countries and .

I
1
t

I,

in the .countries so ruled a revolt against it. So the1:'e
Was some opposition to the racial doctrine, which
however was responsible for the growth of slavery•
But With the abolition ofslave;ryon the one hand and
the progress of liberal doctrines in the home country
on the other, the situation changed.
96. Howevert thE! most outstanding instance in the
context of our thinking was the blow to this racial
superiority which was struck.".though it seems fal'fetched today-when in 1905 the Japanese defeated the
:Russians in. the Russo-Japanese War. 'In. those days
we did not think: of economic, ideologic~ .and other
questions as we do today. But. the whole of Asia saw
this as the defeat of a European empire by a small,
short-statured Asiatic people. I am notgoll\g into
the question of the relevance of this struggle or the
title to Port Arthur or anything of thatkind. I am only
dealing with the psychological aspect.
97. All through that period, whenwewere but children,
tilis idea-which may have been a very halfueooked
idea-that there was no longer a superiority of race .
spread. Then it was further developed in the period
of the First World War. I am not for a moment
suggesting that wars are to be prepared for or that
they should take place in order tha.t colonies should
be liberated. But at the time of the First World War
a great part of the world-I would not like to say how
.much, but the greater part of the world-was under
colonial domination or something of that kind. Here
I should like to say that a colony is a colony-I
would not say as I have defined it,. but as I have dee
scribed it before-whatEWer it may be called. The
British system, with which I am more familiar, has
m.any types of colonies, such as crown colonies,
which in the beginning were the private property of
the crown, dependencies-India was called a dependency, not a colony-protectorates~ and protected.
States. There are places like Malta whichthirty years
ago was called a British ship. Then there are other
areas, but from an economic, social or political
point of View all these are really part of the colonial
empire.98. So in modern t:lmes we have the gteat colonial
Powers, the United Kingdom, France, the Netherlanfls,
Portugal and Spain. .It is interesting that it is the
most powerful of these empires that have given way
first; thiS has been due to a lal'ge number of circumstances, and world organizations played their part ill
this-and I mention the International Labour Ol:'ganisation :In Geneva in ·this connexion This was one of the
survivors of the League of Nations which even survived
the outbreak of the Second WorldWar. With the im.pact
of the International Labour Organisation it became
difficult for countries that respected conventions to
maintain the standards of labour in dependent
countries, and impossible for them to do so formally.
99. Secondly, there was the spread of movements
devoted to the emat\cipation and elevation of the
working classes.. This also made it difficult for the
continuation of this process; so that in some instances,
not all of them, you will find that empires have ceased
to . pay,. Although empires have ceased to pay. this
does not mean that some'people did not make conSiderable profits on account of political power 01:' that
some countries did not do so. However, what is usually
forgotten is that the great military arm ofthe Powers,
the item that goes' under the consolidated account
with regard to obligations undertaken for these
p
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pUl-poses, also comes under the cost of empire. So
while it is, quite true that it could be said that such
and such a, 'country spent- so much on a territory,
and that its balanoe oftrade is favourable or unfavourable, that presents only one part of the plct1lre. But
at any rate there is very little df'.)ubt that this was oJie
of the considerations.
100. Then later, when the world began to be divided
up-one of tJ.Ase things that we must take care of in
the future-between the great Powers, yet another
oategory of empire was, intrQduced, or came into

existence, that uau~ly called "spheres of influence",
and the modem e,xpreesion "tilling a power vacuum"
is a descendant of these "spheres of influence". Sb
when Franoe and Germany and Great Britain claimed
various spheres of infl:uenoe in various places, those
territories, wbUesovereign, still did not have independence.
101. Now, there are cousins, descendants, of this
today....~\s I said, there are "vacuums" being filled in
the way of ambassadors in some countries who are
not viceroys there, but who sometimes function as
suoh. There is also the attempted penetration or
conqUest of the mind, as it is called-or conqdest
of the body, it' 'may be. These tb.;ings stUl resurreot
themselves in various forms. "

is likely to assist in the survival or the liquidation
of impelialism~
,

,

'

,

,

' "-I'

105. On the one hand, after the period of the-First
World War., with the break-up of the Ottoman Empire
the greater part of western Asia began to achieve its
freedom, 'ir:respecl1ve of whatever internal: progress
in democracy m~ght have been made. The Ottoman
Empire, defeated in the war, in the old days would
have bad its territories annexed; but with the revolution in C~arist R'tlSsia, one of the great Allies in
the war was reJD.ovedfrom the context of the empire.
'With the emergence of the United States, as one of
the grea.t Allies, having one· of the strongest voices
in the making of the peace treaties,. its President
brought up that oonceptiononce more betfo;re the world,
but it was called "the sacred trustn..lam not talking
about trusteeship at the moment. But there were no
other peoples in the world that professed this. This
brought in what, in the future, would emerge asa new
theoxy of sovereignty, that is, sovereignty thrust on
the people but not conferred upon them. What the
empire does is just' to 0ppt'ess them; it remains
latent and legal. And then the empire is lifted and
the sovereign people come into their awn. 'l'his really
should' be the modern theory of sovereignty instead
of the oommand of a sovereign, anyway in the modern
period.

106. So first of all there was this concept;ton that
102. Now, why do I say all these things? Because,
there would be no anne:lCatioDS, of territory, and though
looking at the figu;res~ 'w~ would find a vast liquidation
proeess-I will give yOll the figures in a moment-a, the discussions at Versailles and Geneva did not
produce the results that were reqt.tired, there was a
vast liquidation process where we are told that these
break with imperialism; and so you find a third phase,
great, enormous empires are now shrunken. But as
where the attempt is made-at least in words-to
to independence of the former oolonies, we have to
expand or transform empires into what m.ay be oalled
see whether the real substanoe is there, and if it
is there, whether it'is likely to last. In that connexion
"brotherhoods"•
one would like to say that while we debate here day
107. This is all the positive side of it. But at the
after day-and seventy speakers have taken part in
same time there is the other side of the picture.
the discussion-there f.8 an air of \mreaUty about the
There is Algeria~ there is SOllth Africa, where there
whole bllSines$, consid~ring what happened in Algeria
is
a situation of another type-I am not referring to
only two days ago; when there are countries today
the
Union itl3elf-wg6~ a Trust Territory has been
like F,rance and Portugal that claim the people of
misappropriated by the administering Power and
these places are nationals of the metropolitan
treated as part of an empire; there is the situation
countries.' As I have repeatedly said to this Assembly
in the Portuguese territories, Where alone in the
the British did not insult us by callingus Englishmen;
world today forced labour bordering on slavery prethe Portuguese and the Frenoh do the equivalent of
vails; there is, 'again, the attamptby France by foroe
that.
of arms to subjugate a people who are as capable of
and as mut-;,r::.dntitled to freedom as any commUnity
103. The war that has been raging in Algeria for
sitting here, and who have, what is more, demonstrated
seven or eight years could not be called a Moslem
to the world that their sacrifices and capacities, in
revolt, an Arab revolt or a revolt of anybody else: it
spite of their limitations, could be as great as their
is really ~ War of colonial independence, of the same
aspiration for independenoe.
type that ocourred in this country, of the same type
that has occurred in China. This has not occux'red
108. But in this matter we must not forget-and this
in our country because we achieved our independence
is where, perhaps, there should be some sour..
by other methods, though you could also call ita war
searching on the part of the people concerned-that
in some other form. if yOu like. It is the resistance
the great military alliances of the world are an aid
of the people against the foroe of arms, against the
to these empires. It so happens that these great
a.rmed might of great empires.
colonial, Powers like France and Portugal depend o~
104. That brings us to the co~lderation of several , these alliances. Let us take Portugal as. anexan1ple.
Por1llgal ISa member of the North Atlantic Treat-J .
other problems concerne4 with world politics, and I
Organiza.tion (NATO), and this organization defini~ely
want to spend the little time I have, not in the description either of ,the bala.uoe-sheet of empire in
state$ that theseallianoes are not only in :regard to
terms of pounds and pence 01' dollars and cents, or
the metropolitan countries but in regard to the whole
of the sovereign areas. NOWt it is quite difficult fQr a
of the costs of this, that or, the other. I think we
must be realistic; we must realize that empires can
countl"Jr like the United States, Whiohhas n.o oolonies
~cept for the territories in the Pacific. area which
flOUrish only in one way, and that is by imperialist
could be considered in this broad oategors~~lt is quite
methods. That is to say, when you want to suppress
difficult fOr th,emtosaythattheyWiUmake au alliance,
somebody. you will suppress them. So we have to
but minus these territories. Whether or not t:he:re is
take. this .in our stride and see how the modem world
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going to be any such alliance, that would be a matter
which I would not wish to go into. But it becomes an
~ance with an empire.. It is as though a free man
were making a friendly agreement with a slavemaster in regard to both his own free, possessions
and the master's possessions.
109. So these great military alliances, whether in
the North or in Europe or elseWhere, become part
of an agreement with colonialists of the worst type.
It is not only in theory that this is bad-and here, now,
there may be reservations on this; we believe that
the resources of metropolitan France anti Portugal
for the oppression of the colonies, their moral power
to maintain them, the size of the opposition that the
revolting people have to face, are all affected by
this factor. Portugal has proclaimed before that its
presence :In 'NATO attracts th,e friendship of its oldest
11..., the United Kingdom. One of the oldest treaties
<4.U.J
in existence is that between the United Kingdom and
Portugal.
110. Although the United Kingdom has made great
strides in advancing independence-sometimes tardily,
sometimes under pressure, sometimes under various
circumstances as inthecaseofourowncountry, or, as
in the case of the United States"by revolt followed by
agreement-there still remain vast possessions. And
these vast possessions have to become free countries.
d
111. Certain problems have to be considere at this
stage.. First, what is to, happen to small areas of
50,000, 100,000 or 200,000 people who are as copsc:l,ous
of nationalism as any large c~:.:ntry? To, say to them
that they are only a small speck of land somewhere
and that they cannot be independent would neither fit
into the Charter nor satisfy their desire for liberty
in their own lands. That is one of the problems that
both the United Nations and the metropolitan countries
have to face. Andlwouldltketo submit tha.t any attempt
either to disregard their desire for national independence on the ,one han~ or to tell them they will
be free in their' master's home on the other hand,
would not in the long run meet the bill. 'l'he Assembly
will remember the recent ex.ample of CYP1Vs. Cyprus,
incidentally, brought modern Greece into the oontext
oianti-eolonialism-and I hope it remains there. We
found one of those great European countries, a NATO
ally, standing up ultim~tely for colonial independence;
but when they first came here, the idea was to divert
attention from the agitation in the colony by presenting
it either as a defence problem ora security problem
for some people, 'or making the Cypriots a bargain
for a cut-up among two or three people.
112. My own Government took the view that there
was no qllestion of this being anything but a colonial
matter. Oypros, by law and by Circumstance, by
economic factors, political factt.lrs, sociological
factors, was a colony and nothing b~t a colony an~
therefore, had to be treated as a colonial country
entitled to full ,independence, and although it took a
great deal of stmggle in the United Nations-perhaps
not always with the assistance of everybody concerned
...cyprus ultimately attat.aed its independence, though
on that basbj it has been vitIated bycf.rcwnstances.
Vfhat I want to point out is that in the attempt to
alogu6 against the people who want freedom, often
extraneous circumstances are introduced, which may
perhaps provide some help for some ti1tle, but ultimately the people claim their own; and all that is left
behind is a great deal of 111 wmand newer pl'')blems,
Q

newer eomplications which, if subject peoples do not
take enough care, will become what wUI be called a
joint imperialism.
113. I think it is right to say that' a mandate, or a
trusteeship, certainly represents the idea ofthe sacred
trust and of divesting the old country. of itll; colonial
territories, but if the United Nations does not stick
to the principles of the Charter and its spirit and
intent, then it is likely to becoxne a joint domination
of a helpless people by a more powerful people. This
is always in the minds of the colonial peoples.
'
114. Next I should like to say, before I come to
specific problems, that sometime in 1939'the colonial
territories of the great Powers were the following:
the United K:lngdom alone had about 13 million square
mUes; France had a huge empire ,Of about 4 'million
square miles, eighty tbries that of Belgium; the
Netherlands had its own colonies. All that is now
dispersed, but still there are in this world somewhere
about '15 million people who are under colonial rule.
Out of the '15 mUlion people, some 20 million belong
to the British hegemony and are on the path towards
self"'government. Therefore, there actually remain
some 50 million people still to be liberated; and when
we think that out of this 50 million, 14,8'11,195 belong
to the empire of Portugal» we have the situation that
the Portuguese are the biggest imperial Power in the
world" And it would be no answer to say that these
people are not colonials, that they are Portuguese
citizens, as I think has been argued here. So the greater
part of these 50 million people are the 14 to 15 Diillion
in the Portuguese empire and the 11 to 12 million in
Algeria. Thus, between France and Portugal are divided the largest colonial possessions-not the'most
scattered, but the, largest colonial possessions.
115.. In regard to their position in Africa, certain
new problems are faced. Unl~as colonialism is totally
li~idated on the African continent, it is more prone
to become the scene of contending ambitions, either
real or suspected, which will place the fortunes and
development of the African ,people in serious jeopardy.
Therefore, the total Withdrawal of the empire from
these, territories is necessary and, as in the case
of peace and war, there is no half-way house in this:
either you have an empire or you do not have an
empire. 'And that is why we do not believe that it
would be possible to progress from stage to stage
at this period of world evolution.
116. There is no country in the world that is not
capable of governing itself. We have all had the axperience of being asked, just before our imperial
rulers left us: "Who will command your armies? Who
will command your air force and your neet? Who will
administer? Who will run the finance, ministry? It, and
so on. None of us found very serious difficulties
with it any more than other countries, and I believe
that these problems are' common to independent
countries as well. But then we are told·that there are
countries in Asia, 'such as Pakistan, India andCeylon,
which have ancient ciVilizations and, therefore, have
bad long periods of the rule of law, and so on, but it
is our submission that civilization is not a peculiar '
monopoly of any part of the world. All we mean by
making this distinction is that those of us who speak
about it probably do not understand other people ta
civilizations; so we must abandon this distinction
also and go straight to the position that this world
must really be free in that sense. There shoUld be
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there. were two concentrations in Ruandafor the'
no territory under foreign rnl.e, no country whose
purpose of operations against the Congo. But over
territory can be used by someone else for purposes
and above that, we have now been told that Ruandathat have· no relation to the benefit or the advantage
Urundi is fit for· independence and, therefore, an
of the people who inhabit it. That is why, particularly
election· is to take place in a short time. I do not
in this present time of vast military alliances, when
to discuss the details here because it will oome
want
the old system. of strategic points, lifelines ofempire,
etc. is being transformed into the position of holding up in the Fourth Committee, but while. we yield to
no one in the passion to limit the period of transition,
the strategic. areas for .purposes which are not strictly
we do not want to see that used in such a way that indegermane to the progress of the country, w~ must
pendence becomes "independence"-that is, things
present our opposition.
change only to 'remain the same or .becom.e worse.
117. As· a result of this,debate, whatever may have
That situation should not arise.
been the nature of the facts presented, the attention
121. Thirdly, I would like to say that we of the
of t.1ie world which we represeQt is largely focused
colonial
areas who have b.een liberated have to take
upon this question. We have'.also the situation that
to heart the lessons of the empires of the past, and
the resources of the. world are attracting greater
the fate of the peoples who are still not liberated.
attention than ever before; and in this question of
Therefore the Assembly, and particularly those nations
world development, every item of liberation, the more
who have different views fr.om oUrs on colonial
people we bring into the area .of dynamic freedom,
then the more people there are for constru.ctiveen- . questions; ·should bear. with us when we feel moved,·
when we seem: to concern ourselves wlth something
deavour.
that is not our own territory. The place of. every
118. Let us take the case of Africa: the vast untold
liberated country-I am not speaking of the othersresources of the world are in Africa. This is not a
is with the struggle of the colonial peoples. It is the
counsel for other people to go and exploit them. In
determined policy of the Government of India that
an area of somewhere about 11 million. square miles
while we shall not participate in external military or
with a population of about 222 million, 98 per cent of
other movements, while we shall not promote trouble
all the diamonds in the world, 94 per cent of all the
in any areas, while we believe that no revolutions
columbite, 84 per cent of the copper, 55 per cent of
can be exported, our sympathies and our solidarity
the gold, 45 per cent of the radittm,33 per cent of the
are with those who struggle for independence. It is
manganese, and so on, are in this continent; and these
part and parcel of a country's attainment of national
are required not necessarily for the purpose of
independence that it does not mnaway from the whole
building· armaments, but in order that the world may
campaign for human freedom, for the freedom. of comove to higher standards of civilization. Therefore,
lonial peoples.
even frQm the point of view of making available the
122. Again, it is necessary that people like ourselves
resources of the world, and making those· resources
who
have been liberat,ed from oolonial empires should
available without the 'cost of" blood and pressuresee
to
it that our plal)e inworld politics is a functional
whioh is what a colonial war means-it would be to
position le~ding to progress ratherthan to regression.
our advantage to introduce this gospel to implement
That is to say, our independent positions should not
the United Nations Charter in its reality. The Charter
be used by us or by others in order to further agsays this inwhat may be called more or less embryonic
greSsive causes or to fasten tutelage uponotherpeople.
l~guage, but it should be made a reality in that we
It
would be the greatest tragedy if some of our libermust now address ourselves to the total liberation of
ated countries found themselves aligned against the
these territories.
campaigns of independence or the liberation of other
119. It is not a question of setting targets and dates.
peoples. That independence is not real, even though
The only limitation of time on this should be the time
it may have all theform.s and the trappings of inderequired for transfer. And if one may say so, those
pendence. The reality of independence must come from
people with the responsibility should not be permitted
the people themselves. And that reality is really not
to take the attitude of the gauntlet with a gift in it:
only political but also economic.
that is, to say as in the. case of the Congo: "There is
freedom "-and then to coma back the other way be..
123. We, ourselves, do not object-in fact, it is a
good thing-if there are fraternities formed either
cause there had been no preparation. for it. I think
among the liberated territories or with their f011!ler
that the Belgian Congo as it was formerly is the most
distressing instance of an empire of modern times.
rulers on the basis of freedom. But this should not be
merely another name for empire-whether you calt
After seventy or eighty years of colonial rule nothing
it a commonwealth or co-operation, whatever it is....
has been ·left in the political,admtnlstrative or other
organizations, and what is more, after the withdrawal
that would not meet the situation. Those of us who
are liberated have to make use of .our liberation. We
of the empire the former roler CQmes back•. That is
one thing we have to guard against. .
should not be subjeot peoples under another name.
120. The second thing is that no Trust Territory
124. It is in the sense of the advancement of OUr
should be given independence merely on the intimation
territories in economic terms-more food, more
of the Administering Authority that it is, ready for
shelter, more sanitation, more education and more
independence, without our being shown that it is so,
use of liberation-that is the implementation of inde·and Without the United Nations taking care that the
pendence.
transfer of power' will be carried out in such a way
as to make re-entry impossible. In the Fourth Com125. We constantly say in India that on 15 August
mittee soon we shall be disoussing the problem of
1947, wtJ,at happened was not independence but the
removal of the. main obstacle to ,independence, namely
Ruanda-Urundi, ,and my Government takes a serious
view of thiS question. I informed the Security Council
foreign rule; independenoe had still to be attained.
only two days ago that, to the best of our knowledge,
When people have adequate food, adequate shelter,
C
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adequate sanitation, adequate dignity ~ the capacity to
exercise them-that is independence.
126. No country should, under any circumstances,
be drawn willy-nilly into any kind of alliance, any
kind of alignment which promotes either war or the
domination' of that country. Far be it from me to say
that SOVereign territories which are independent cannot
make their own policies. But we have the right to
hope that people who have seen the consequences of
the worst wars in history-the great wars have been
imperialist' wars? whatever form they may takeshould contribute their might, their ideals, their moral
authority, in order to extend the areas of peace.
127. That is why you will find, .in spite of the great
conflicts in the world, that colonial territories tend
more and more to move into the position, even if
they are formally members of an alliance, of asking
to be left alone. And I think the most outstanding
ir$tance of this·· is the United States of' America
which for 150 years wanted to keep free from foreign
entanglements and wanted to be left alone for its own
economic development.
128. So it behooves those who are powerful people,
whQ have other interests, not necessarily of a selfish
character, butwho see things in another way, to leave
. these territories alone to develop for themselves.
The cause of world peace would be assisted by the
contribution that liberated peoples can make with the
enthusiasm which they bring~ and what is more, by
the evidence they give to the world that human efforts
and human cO-'operation can lead to advancement.
129. It should not be forgotten that in the last few
years, apart from all alliances, apart from all·
Charter provisions and so on, the. conditions in the
liberated territories, which have an economic imp~ct
upon other countries, have led to the process of cooperation. There is no country in the world today
which either has refused to receive or does not receive or·· does not give assistance in one form or
another. Therefore, willy-nilly, a form of world cooperation develops. But for all this, it is necessary
that there should be no reservations in this matter:
no giving with one hand- and taking away with the
other. That is why a young country like ours stands
very strongly against any imperialist power making
agreements before independence in regard to either
political, territorial or other rights. That is to say,
if these areas which are in tutelage before they
become free agree, as the price of freedom, to the
establishment of bases or to enter into trade
agreements or military agreements, they have not
gained real freedom.
130" What is more, the liberty that the liberated
territories get is conditioned by the burdens which
they cannot carry. And I think the great countries of
the world must take the risk that in conditions of
freedom, peoples would act sensibly, would act i,n the
line of progress and not otherwise; and imr::.cldiate '
advantages should not take precedence over these
distant ideals.
131. It is one of the great phenomena of the world
that while some forty or fifty years ago maybe 1,200
million, or 1,600 million people were under one form
of subjection or another and-if we exclude China
which, though colonial in an economic and social
sense, was not so in a literal sense-nearly 1,000
million people were under colonial rule. As I said,

only some 75 million people are left, but they are
scattered all over the world. They form a cancer
on the body politic of the world. So long as there is
any place in the wor~d which is not liberated, so long'
as the people struggle for lib~ration,no attempt to
give colonial rule other names, no show of force, no
military alliances or anything of that kind, would
succeed.
132. We have made progress on this subject at the
present session. That progress has resulted not only
from the fact that we have debated these matters here,
but frolD. the fact that the United Nations has asked
Portugal to supply information. Portugal is the last
stronghold of colonialism, and that stronghold has not
fallen but it is very badly 1;leleaguered. Spain has
agreed to accept the provisions of the Charter; Portugal has not agreed, and therefore stands today· isolated. If this last stronghold falls, we shall have made
another advance.
133. But we must not forget' that the real objective
is to abolish from this world any kind of role by one
nation or people of another nation or people, particularly if it is based on racial discrimination and similar considerations. After all, a people's own economic
interests are more im.portant to it than the economic
interests of someone ~lse•
134. There are various. drafts before the Assembly on
this s~bj~c~. The first, ~he draft. declaration in document A/4502, has been submitted by the Soviet Union.
We have read that text, and we find nothing in it to
which we can object. That is to say, we are in favour
of national States' achievidg their freedom in accordance with the freely expressed will and desire of
their peoples; we are againSt extraterritoriality in
any form; and we al"einfavour of the'.iinplementation
of the principles of the Charter•.
135. "The sec,orid, .the draft res.olli"on in document
A/L.323 andAdd.l-S, is sPQnsotedby my delegation,
among others. It is quite true that the draft' resolution
could. have been shoi>terjperhapsthere le a certain
aInQunt of repetition~ On ~e''Yho~e;·however,it represents what I have been ~rying 'to submit to the Assembly. There is rio attempt at recrlminati~ no attempt to place responsibilityOti anyone but·the United
Nations as a whole.
'
136. I would conclude by saying that the emergence
of so many countries iilto freedom is one of the g'reat
assets of the United Nations. While, we may not always
say this in so many words-and it is not applicable
to every country.:..we, have to pay a tribute, to those
countries which, whatever their past,· have in more
recent times made prog~Bs. "We ~ust' recognize'
that progress is being made, but It 18 not being inade
fast enough'.. And the fact 'that progress Is being, made
is no argumen.t, for, ou,rstopping. ~ur ,efforts. In, the
next year or two .vie. sh,ouId see·tlie liquidation of· all
these dependent and' colonial terrItories.' All these
places-whethe:r,- they'. be small, like the Island of
Malta,or large,-likeAlgeria-should emerge into complete statehood and become 'Members of :this Organization, u~ess they themselves choose something else.
We would be the last people to say that because a
State is independent It~hould not seek its .fraternity•
In fact, that is. our, hope' and, it
the purpose of the
present debate.. ," ,. . .: '
" . ."
.

is

'

137. I hope' that the drafts· before' .the Assembly on
the liquidation of colonialism will g~ unanimous ap-
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proval. It will be recalled that when the decision
was taken to discuss this item my delegation said
that we did not very much care where it was discussed
so long as it was discussed•. It was unanimously
decided' to discuss it in plenary meetings of the Assembly. That result was brought about by the arg\'4menta presented here and it is an index of our ca-
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pacity to persuade each other and of the desire on
all sides of this Assembly' that colonial territories
should be a thing of the past, that this world should
,become really free and that the process of peace
and world co-operation should thus be facilitated.

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.
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President: Mr. Frederick H. BOLAND (Ireland)..

AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)

1. The PRESIDENT: I call on the ,representative of
the Union of South Africa in exercise of the right of
reI?ly.

2. Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa): We have
listened carefully to a debate which has lasted for
many days. We were disappointed that most of those
who participated in this debate concentrated only on
one type of colonialism. It was our hope that more
attention would have been given also to the subjugation of other peoples in other continents by conquest.
3. It is interesting to note that some of those who
have so strongly cJ:"iticized the old type' of colonialism
and who, I might mention in passing, also referred to
my country, contrary to the rules of procedure, did
not look under their own carpets to find glaring at
them the new'type ;of colonialism. Furthermore, some
others, who also showed such keen interest in the
affairs of my country, have been using complimentary
language in referring to the attitude of a contemporary imperialist Power. I can only conclude that they
have no concern for those who live in subjugation
under the new type ofiJoloni.aUsmor imperialism.
4. Many parts of the forty-thr"e,..Power draftresolution [A/L.323 and Add.1-6] are acceptable to my
delegation. In fact, some have been taken verbatim.
from the Charter. There are, however, certain other
parts which we cannot support, and it is therefore
impossible for my delegation to go along with this
draft resolution in its entirety. I may add that, in our
opinion, this draft resolution must be regarded as a
aingle unit; it stands or falls as a whole. This also
•. appUesto the c"'~er two drafts before the Assembly
[A/4502, A/L.324/ReV.2]. My delegation does not,·
therefore, propose to vote on the constituent paragraphs if these are put to the vote separately. We
feel that you cannot take any of these parts out of the
ge~~ral context.
5
.• S!nC9 I was here on the rostJ:um, I thought I might
briefly explain my v o t e . '
6. Mr. OMAR (Somalla): I should like to open this
statement by saying that my delegation is happy to
give its full support to draft resolution A/L.323 and

Add.1-6, of which Somalia is a sponsor, orJ for that
matter, to any other draft resolution which calls for
the eradication of colonialism from the face of the
earth. In this matter my delegation speaks for a
people which, like so many other peoples represented
here, is qualified by experience to make an expert
report on the results of colonialism. Unfortunately,
we of Somalia can testify from ourper~onalknowledge to the suffering which is the invariable concomitant of colonial rule. The absence in our country
until very recently of vigourous measures -ro achieve
progress in such vital areas as education, health,
transportation,commumcations and agricultural and
commercial development is a typical legacy of colonialism which has left its mark in the poverty and
destitution which is the lot of so many of our countrymen. We know too fhe heavy hand of colonialism in
the unfortunate division of the Somali people into five
separate territories, which artificial divisiol1. haS inevitably compounded the social and economic problems of our people.
.
7. My delegation would, therefore ,be not only the
first to call for, but also the first to lend support ·~o
anyone who advocates the end of colonialism in all i1.:5
manifestations. In view of this, .the Soviet Union ha:.~
oorned both our congratulations and our gratitudefrit"
having taken the initiative to secure the inclusion M
this item in the agenda of this Assembly.
8. We are at a moment in .history when all the conditions are ripe, as Toynbee has said, "for an age of '
welfare for all"; but this is gemunely true only hecause it is also an age when there may be freedom
for all. The technological, intellectl~.tl and political
developments of the centuries have combined to make
possible the emancipation of mankind from economic
as well as political bondag~. In the economic sense,
this was a bondage dictated in the past not only by
man's inhumanity to man but also by the absenoe of
those technical developments which have now made
possible the creation of an economy of abundance,
freeing .mall from the unremitting toil which for so
long has been his inesca~ble lot.
9. It is too well known to require elaboration here '
that in rnasltering the forces of nature in the atomic
age,man also has acquired a power of mutual annihiIation. The incalculable powers of destruQtionat our
disposal have deprived us of the ability of making
whatever choice we would llke to make in pursllaD.ce
of world power politics. History and the atomic age
dictate our answers to many questions, not excluding
that of colonialism. We cannot afford the development
or continuation of unrest and conflict ill any part of
the world today_, The result of such &"!.tuations is
clearly to intensify the rivalries existing ~tweenthe
great Powers today and the setting up of rii)al claims
and positions on the part of other natl,~tis that may
be tempted to see in these areas of instability the
opportunity for advancing their own views, if. not
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their own interests. 'P1e rapid and orderly settlement
of the claims of oolonial peoples is indispensab,le if
we are to avoid a ·repetition of. the tragic circumstances which prevail today in the Congo and which
have thus far defied solution by all the nations assembled at this session. Yet what has happened in the
Congo may be only a minor catastrophe in comparison with what may yet come in other areas of the
world.
10. In South Africa we still hear the plea of domeGtJ.c
jurisdiction invoked to preclude discussion of the
deteriorating ~ituation there, a situation which involvee. the ·f.ate of millions of oppressed people. It
would be tragic enough if only the members of the
self-styled 1Imaster race" were the insane victims of
their own policies, or if the victims included <T.dly the
innocent millions under their immediate control; but
the obvious truth is that the explosion tbattakes place
in the Union of South Africa, if W~ are unable to prevent it, may rock not only that country but the entire
world. The West as a whole bears the moral onus of
the inhuman practices of that most spiritually backward of all states, of those who have chosen to set
themselves ltapart" from the stream ofbumanity as a
whole.
11= We do not believe it necessary to repeat here
the theme that the record of colonialism has been and
continues to be a dark age in human history. In our
view, it is far more significant that the historic conditions which made possible this period of exploitation have long since passed and that the survival of
colonialism is an anachronism we cannot afford to
tolerate.
. 12. However, I llltve referred to the case of South
Africa, and shall briefly mention conditions in Portuguese fJrica, So that we may all understand that we
are not dealing. with an academic issue. I shall here
content myself with the following quotation from
an authoritative and moderate observer, Anthony
Samt<T.lon, in his book Common Sense About Africa:
8':(' le first major investigation was conducted by
the :British journalist H. W.Nevinson,in 1905, who
was sent out. by .Harper's Magazine to investigate
allegations of slavery. His book, A Modern Slavery,
and the reports of later investigators, revealed the
large-scale use of forced labour, in conditions
hardly dis'ijnguishable from slavery. Fifty years
~ter Harper's· sent another British journalist,
Basil Davidson, on the same enquiry. His report in
his boOK, The African Awakening, together with reports from the Anti-Slavery Society and the international Labour Office, suggest that the abuses of
'contract labour' or !contratado$' are st1l1 widespread. Nearly half. the lebour force of Angola,
~co~g to Davidson, is still made up by 'contratados' .,as opposed to 'voluntarios' (379,000 ~)
420,000). 'ContratadoS' are obtained by the local
'Chefe de posto', who proV'ides them either from
tmt-defa'i1ltersor by pressure on the local Chief: it
is said that in many-cases the Portuguese officials
were heaVily bribed to produce contract labourers.
The workers on the cocoa fields of the island of Sao
Tom6 are still-as they were in the tiJne of Nevinson-largely obtained from the forced labour of
deported Africans. tt 1/
.
1/ Anthony Sampson, Common Sense About Africa. (Ne", York, The
Macmillan Company, 1960), pp. 136-137.
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These quotations are eno'U.gb to show that African~
in Portuguese Africa atill live under subhu~n
conditions•.
13. My delegation also cannot refrain from a brief
reference to one of the most tragic demonstrations of
~\e scourge of colonialism. We refer to the deplora.b';lc;) situation in Algeria, where the war against the
.IHgerian people has now entered its seventh year.
Every effort made to treat the Algerian case [LS
differeri.\t from any other manifestation of colonial_
ism, to regard Algeria and its people as aI,\ integral
part IGf metropolitan France, to-bring 2.00ut the dismemberment of Algeria whi(.lh we :t:egard as one and
indivH:dble, and to deny to itspeopl~ the right to selfdetermination under free \imnditions-aU of these
efforts are doomed to failure and can result only in
perpetuation of the tragedy which has already persisted far too long.
14. The new cry that an African country, be it Algeria or that often-forgotten part of Somalilandknown
in colonial terminology as the French Somali Coast,
, can become part of France is unacceptable to us
J...frlcans.
15. The problem of Algeria is in no fundamental res~ct different from the problem of any other colony,
and it can be successfully solved in no other way than
_by the unconditional liquidation of colonialism. We
venture to make these few remarks on this subject
because in our view Algeria 6pitomizes the entire
colonial problem. we shall of CIJurse speak on this
problem at much greater lengf..h when it is our turn
to do so before the appropriate bodies of thi$ Organization.
16. We have heard the view of some representatives
that colonialism today lts in effElct self-liquidating'.
The evidenQ~ offered in Hv..pport ,of this includes the
admission to the Unitedt Nations of seventeen new
nations this year. Those who put forward this view,
however,overlook several facts. There was nothing
automatic abouttbe process of emancipation in the
past. It was achieved only by the heroic sacrifice and
strUggle of inillions in the Golonial empire. Moreover, the countries still unde:r colonial rule constitute
a hard core, the piercing of which ~;ill require even
more vigorous efforts than those heretofore exerted.
In these efforts should be included both the co-operation of those nations which. have espoused the principles of democracy and of the Uirlted Nations itself,
representing the 13011ective will and the public opinion
of all the peopl~s of the world.
17. Sometim.:~s we hear the argument of domestic
jurisdiction ~,~duced i/againBt United Nations measures. It is sa\.id tbe.t the United NatiOIls has ~o right
to intervene ill 9d~onial countries even by exerting .
moral pressure. It is the view of my delegation that
the United Nations cannot be expected to abdicate its
duty of using its moral prestige and its unequalled
moral authority, as . the. custodian. and symbol of,t\te
hopes 'of all the nations, to achieve the' final stAges
of the liquidation of colonialism with the minfml1:Dl
dangers and the lllaXinlum benefits. It we are correct
in our analysis that the survival of mankind depends
upon eliminating all possible areas of friction and alt~::
threats to peace, then we are left with: no alternative
but to invoke the entire authority of this infernatunal
Organization in v~icin~.the demand that colonialism
be speedily liqui8n.ted and 'that the newly independent
nations be assisted in establishing effective g()vernmlent.
.
I
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18. The Africa.n-Asian draft re,solution [A!L.323 and'
Add.1...6) properly refers' to.the impropriety of disrupting national unity and territorial integrity. Paragraph 6 of the draft declaration reads:
"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial
. integrity of a country is incompatible with the purposes and principles of the' Charter 'of the United
Nations."
/
19. In a similar. theme, paragraph 7 reads:
. "All States shall observe faithfully and strictly
the provisions of the Charter of the UnitedNations,
tb'3 Uni-rersal Declaration' of Human Rights and ate
present Decbtration on the basis of equality, noninterference in the internal affairs of all States,
and respect for the sovereign rights of all peoples
and their territorial integrity.. 1f
20. Whilst my delegation fully supports the contents
of these two parag-.L"aphs, we shou!d like to emphasize
that phrases such as -territorial integrity" and "noninterference in the internal affairs of states" should
not be used; as a disguise for the continued domina.tion of dependent peoples and the denial to them of
the right of self-determination.. When we speak of
dependent peoples, we do not me;lD :tnerely those who
ll.ve under the domination of overseas metropolitan
Powers but also peoples who live 'tUlder the domina.tion of overland colonial Powers.. In this connexion I
hope that the represen1ative of Ireland will allow me
to quote from his well-thought-out speech delivered
on 5 December of this year~
21. t~pealtlng of the draft I'esolution' sponsored by the
African and Asian coun\tries, the representative of
Ireland said, among other'things:

13 December 1960
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tute indivisible economic ent!ties. This is particularly
true when artificial boundariea divide homogeneous
population groups, creating economic and social
hardships.. We must be governed by the basic prin-( ,
ciple, as expressed in the Charter of' the United
Nations, that the interests of the inhabitants of the
area.s concerned are pa;ramoUIlt. We. cannot permit
arbitrary lines to override the W6lfare and historical
rights of peopl~s,\\ or to conflict with the obvious
implications of the geographical contiguity of the
regions concerned and the wishes of their inhabitants.
The cUs~egard of such principles may well lead to
disguised forms of colonialism, as wolves in the garb
of sheep sometimes. creep into the fold.
24. Indeed, in our view the worst legacy of colonialism in Africa will be the endless number of territorial problems which it has created as a result
of the artificial divisions of homogenp,ous national
entities.
25.. Colonialism has seen to it, by leaving these
territorial disputes on their hands, that Africans
s1laU be 'divided amongst ,themselves for a long time
to come so that erstwhile colonial Powers can'exploit'
this division for t"qeir ,own advan~ge. It 'is for bs
Africans to take full cognizance of this fact and to
strive for the amicable solution of our differences so
that the Machiavellian doctrine of "divide and rule"
may not reappear in a different and more subtle form
fr~m that it has taken in the gast.
'
26. In conclusion, if an overvlhelming majority of
the nations represented at this sesSion of the General
Assembly agree On ,a vigorous declaration, this session of the Assembly may well go down in history as
the -Assembly of Freedom" and our declaration, as a
"Declaration of Freedom", would rank with the great
Charters of mankind: the Magna Carta, the J:)eclatation of Independence, the Declaration of the Rights of
Man, and the Charter of the United Nations..''''
"

1f ..... it is 'essential, we 8ubln.it, tbat the rights it
proclaims for peoples not now enjoying full national
independence should be appUcable to all peoples in
all parts of the world, east "or west, north or south;
27. In' so doing we shall, it is true, primarily be
that the right tQ exercise :full nationalindepeb.dence
recognizing ~wry rather than. making it, for the,
should be recognized as justly belonging' to all
march
toward~ iu.qependenceis So indelibly inscribed
peoples, whether the oppressors and the oppressed
in the agenda\on-manldndthat it cannot be halted;
were of the same :race, creed or colour~ or of difnevertheless,
iD.:J'a sense we shall be maldng histO:ry
ferent .races, creads and colours; 1f 1935th meeting,
as
well.
para.. 93)..
28" Mr. BOUCETTA ,(MoroCco), (transtated frOIn
22. These words, we subln.it, strike at the heart of
French): Earlier speakers from this rostrum. haove
the matter before this Assembly. In order that their
,
described,
with a talent I cannQt .hope to equal, the
'meaning may ,be made clear in the draft resolution,
~:r!\gin, ~4Btory and co~e4uences of the sorryscourge
the representative of Ireland expressed his delegatio;,
that is ~Alled colonialism.. Some of the most brIlliant
tion's preference that the opening part of paragraph 5
speakers have sought to give it a definition a-nd to
should read:
'
r~veal to the world all the hardship, ,suffering and
"Immediate steps shall be taken,.in Trust and
intrigues that., it conceals, anli also the racia.l PisNon-Self-Governing Territotles, and in all cases
criminatlon and segregation 'involved, L-uhillnating ine
where the sovereign rights proclaimed in this
the end in the exploitation in inhutnan and shameful
Declaration are deni~dto any people, to transfer
fashion of man by man, whereas men are borne free
all powers, to the people concerned without anyc(lnand
people are all equal and should be treated as
ditions or reservations... ... 11 [ibid., para. 107].
such..
:My delegation would be only too happy to support
such a proposal.
- ,
,
23. I am certain that all of US would wish also to
emphasize '·autt a.ll the elements which constitute a
~tion. and its national territory must be considered
,)in dealing with the question of territorial integrity
and national unity. Unsettled boundaries or arbitrary
deUmitations must be rectified in accordance with
the .O\l'erridtngand" cOmlnonly acceptedcriP3rion of
uni~cation of those ethnic groups which a1So~coiiirli"'"
,U

~
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ingful and eloquent will be their silence! How many'

generations have for centuries suffered and are still
suffering under it,fromthe days of the concessions
aildup to the brutal occupation by armed force, which
went on all through the last century and the beginning
of this century.
30. Times hJtve changed and we are witnessing today
this same phenomenon appear in new forms, with a
new ideology and a new doctrine. That is why the task
we are pursuing today and for which are forefathers
gave their lives and their happiness is a noble and
major task. It must also be accomplished completely
and definitively; it must unmask colonialism in both
its ancient and its present-day forms.
31. The disintegration and liquidation of colonial
empires is certainly one of the most salient features
of contemporary history. After lengthy sufferings and
a heroic struggle, millions of human beings have
successfully shaken off the oppressors' yoke and a
large number of nations have regained their freedom and their dignity. Nevertheless, anachronistic
though it may seem in the world of 1960, the expeditions., conspiracies. and acts of force that marked the
establishment of huge areas of domination in the not
very remote past show that the era of colonialism is
not by any means a thing of the past. Not only does it
survive in its most brutal classical forms, not only
does it continue to wage absurd colonial wars but, in
addition-and this too is a characteristic feature of
our time-we find it assuming new forms of domination that are no whit lessw.rulent.
32. This is a problem which merits all the atf~ntiOI\
and vigilance we can devote to it. That is why Morocco, a country which has endured foreign ()ccupation and its bitter experience, a country that is
devoted to the fre6ik;ID, and dignity of individuals and
nations, ls gratified to see the General ASlsembly
taldng up the important question of the grant. of independence to colonial countries and peoples,. It is
only natural that the United Nations should ta,ke up
this-in our vJ.ew, essential-problem~ Spe\)ificchtuses
in the Charter clearly show the importance aW.iched
to the development of dependent countriis and their
economic and social improvement with a vie~, to enabling them to govern themselves and gain their
freedom. Furthermore, the basic principles (,If the
United Nations, the aims which are the justifi<nation
for its ex.i.stence, oblige it to deal, with the least possible delaY1 with the serious problems raised by
colonialism and its consequences; for, as long as this
phenomenon persists., all the principles on which the
United Nations is based and which should govern any
international community worthy of its name will be
violated-whether it be res~ct for human rights and
dignity or equality as betweenpers'ons and peoples or
the right of peoples to self.",determination.
33" We fail to understalld, speaking for ourselves,
how anyone can. still ta.1k here about certain obsolete ideas, acclaiming the merits of "enlightened"
colonialism, vaunting its lofcy ideals or attributing to
it any kind of humanitarian or civilizing mission. The
history of colonial conquests, far fr.cOIn being a peak
achievement, confronts us With quite diffel'ent reaHtiese It is nothing other than a stormy succession of
wars and expeditions waged by Powers intoxicated by
their economic and milital'Y potential:; seeldng to gain
strategic positions and· hankering for wealth and
prestige. The struggles for pO'Yler between these

opposing PowerS, their polioies of collusion and their
intrigues to partition whole continents reflect little
credit on the Powers involved and are certainly not a
glorious page in the history of mankind.
34. And how could it be otherwise, seeh\g that co10nW,lism has its laws and its dogmas, it~ own dialectic and its own logic. To start With, it infringes the
prinoiple of the equality of individuals al~d ignores
their most elementary rights. Above all, it signi...
fies dOlllination, enslavement and exploita,tion of the
individual. OQcupation of any territory lentails, to
begin. with, a clash between two temperalnents, two
personalities, discrimination between th~} colon.tzer
and the oolonized. The iDieriority of the latter
to the former becomes a sacrosanc~ principle of
.colonialism.
35. It is a. podnt worth mentionIng that th~l occupying
countries whilJh have often thought fit to reg9.rd the
occupied territories as an integral pa~t of their own
territory-som~ of them even, in a fanl,ied display
of generosity, granting their citizenship to the conquered populations-have never gone so far as to
carry this fiction to its logical consequence and gllant
complete equality of rights.
36. The recent history of Algeria Is mostinst1~ctive
on this point and shows us the innume~t'able cha.nges
that have been made in the legal status of the Algerians at the whir,n of the colonizing Power and the
various categorie~ through which it ba.s successively
passed to fit the needs of the policy of the moment.
37. Colonialism, by its very nature, excludes any
form of equal rights which might operate to its disadvantage or undermine its rule. Even where itparades its civilizing virtues and certain humaniutrian
ideals, it is mainly directed towards the exploitation
of wealth and is prone to ·look upon the native of the
cOUI\try merely as a means to an end, a means of
producing something cheaply. The merciless logic of
suclla policy has led, and is still leading, colonialism
to practIse the most extreme forms of inequality of
rights and to build up a system of racial segregation.
38. World public opinion continues 1~0 feel deep resentment at the outmoded policies tl'lat are stillfollowed h\ c~rtain paltts of the worl&, :ll1ore especially
in. Africa, whic\h constitute a nega,1';!on of the basic
values of ciVilil~ation and a seriouS aff~on.t to.hwnan
dignity.
39. The Afr1.can and A5:ian countries r.nost immed!..
.ately affected by racial tiiscrf.minaUon have often
been heard denouncing and stlgma,iizing sucb behaviour. The serious decadence in human civilizatLon
refle,cted by this disgraceful behavlo\U! was strongly
condemned at the Asian-African Conferenoe held ,at
Bandung in 1955, and again. at the sessions of the
Conference of Independent African States held at
Accra and Monrovia an.a qu1t~~ recently also at Addis"
Ababa.
40. These VO!c~IZiS from Afl~ica and Asia met With
a resounding response iron~ world public opinion.
The problem oftt'acial seg,regation is still one of
the gravest and most dL.~qlult problems which our
Organization must solve.. For inStance, under p,
screen of humanitarian int4~nt:i.ons, the clolonialists
often trample underfoot the;m.ost elemenf.\1.ry rights
of the individual. Similarly, on the pretex\~ that the
inilabitants of the occupied regions are unable to exploit their \'fealth. and that th~y want to help the;tn to
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such as Ifnl, Segula El H~~ra, RiO de .Oro~ Tindouf,
Tidikelt, Ceu1a and Meli1la. Ea~b of these territories
Is uuder occupation, desig:nated''''al''iQU§:tY~s overseas territory, oversea.$ establisbxnent, tfpresidtQ"· or
a.bility. He finds his energies stifled and sUbjugated.
suzerain area; but the form is everyWhere and aI..
Now that many countries in Africa and Asia have
ways
the same and is nothing other tha.n oolonial
attained independence we can see how emancipation
occupation.
and the. t:)~nsj.on of energies that were forme:r1y
muzzled haVG stimulated the progress and well...being 47. <>ur task. here today 1(8 to lead the attaok against
of the populations and that it was foreign occupation these tricks of division and disunity. It is also to re"
that ktapt the economy, trade and agriculture at such a1at, in the best waywe can, coloniaUst deaigns/J:4tsed
a backward level.
'
on the principle of "divide and rulell or lldisunite in
order to ·hold on".
42. After being for long regarded as a reserve of
raw materials and plentiful cheap manpower, the
48. We refuse to accept balkanization, "kataD.ganizacountries of Africa and Asia r..ave now become aware tion" and "mauri1anization". We oannot but voice our
of themselves and have realized that, by freeing their
regret and resentm.ent at the fact that the same coener.gies, independence opens the door to economic
lonial ,Powers, which at the end of the last and beginexpansion and social and cultural progress~ Several ning of the present century partitioned and divided up
examples of this have been cited. I would like to add, Africa into zones of infiu(-Ince, are today objecting to
the case of my own country, Morocco, wherein four
reunification and regrouping. Thus, by seeking to
yearS of independent existence we have provided have MaurUania admitted to the United Nations,
schoolin~, for more than a million childrfJn, or ten
France and hel' allies sought to make the partitioning
times more than was achieved in forty-four years of and division of Morocco a "fait accotnpli", guaranteed
occupation. Our economy, which was a subsidiary and and ratified by the United Nations. The Soviet Union,
slave economy, is gradually becoming a national in opposing that admiSSion, and the fifty-siX deleeconomy operating for the prObTess and well-being ,gatious ,Which expressed themselves in tli~-First·
of the people. Sccial s~curity benefits are available
CottJJn1ttee by, theirafflrmative vote or their abstenfor everyone and the social welfare measures intro- tion,Y were but respecting the principle (;)nslu'h,led in
duceds:ince we became independent are mUch, very the Charter which dem.ands respect for the territorial
,
much, superior to those which existed oofore. Dis.. integ:rltyof Member States. '
criminatiton and differentiation of every ldnd have
been abolished and we are oontlnuing the fight against 49.. We are pT."~foundly sorry that certain repreunemployment and. for the happiness, prosperity and sentatives of great Powers not only disregarded this '
principle but also failed tocOlnply with their own.
w~ll-being of our people.
obUga:t:1ons as signatory' PO"l,vers of such inoornational
43. This means the disappearance of the m.yth of instruments as the General,' A~tQf the Jnte:rnational
chronic incapacity which the colonialists were fond of COluerence' at Algeciras in 1906. .
attributing to the peoples whom they oppressed. One
50. They go onstubpornly persisti..ng in their n11.sof the ,most disturbing aspects of colonial1sm,b.ow- tflkes and in this very Assembly they reproach those
ever, particularly at a time when all effort$ are
who Wokthe correqt view with having acted consE'directed towards maintaining peace, is the permanent ql.lentially~' We would 1i~e.,therefore, to have tbir~
threat which it represents flor the security andsta- point made absolutelycle~~r: we claim. t'bat the Soviet
bility of the world.
Union, by casting its veto, signified its (.)bjection, in.
yoking
the United Nations Charter~ to rec,ognizing the
The reli\.SOn for this is, firstly, that colonial
viclation"f
the territory of a Member State of the
settlement often goes hand in hand with tel'ritorial
United
Nations.
byanofher Member state. TheSoVf.et
partitiov.ing and evokes the divisions, or even exGovernm.ent
desired
in this way to respect its speploits the 'disputes, which at a given moment in his""
cial obligations towards !dorooco whoseindepend~nce
tory may exist. between certain peoples.
it had recog,tlized in 1956. Why was, not the same-atti45. The territorial partitloning whicb resulted from
tude adopted by all the delegations and all the memthe splitting up of whole continents into zones of bers o~ theSecurityCovmcil? We can only regret the
influence, the intrigues and manoeuvres ;r'esorted to fact but V~e feel bound to denouno~ the colonlal1st
by colonialism in order to achieve its aims baye
action which divides up .()UI' countrY'" rends asunder
always had the effect of exasperating the peoples who
our people and mutilates\our State,. ~yhow, we sbitU
have suffered from them. This partitioning anddis...
continue, the fight for complete liberation and for the
InantUng of territories stands in formalcontradlction
safeguarding ~f oUr territo~l integrity. 'Ibis ,is a,
to the very principles of our Chartel' and prejudices, ' fight based on right· and jllStice" It is also the con,,,,
seriOUSly prejudices, the territorial tllldty and in.. 'tlnuation, of a poll~ytbat has long Sinc.ebeen de'Vis~d
tegrity of States.
to comba~t coloniaJlsm, for resistance to oppression
46. That is how, as we have had occasion to point ha£\ been ~itten mto the 'b!!ltorY of peoples and
out and to repeat, our country was pa;r'ti:tioned, split form's OXl",e -,(i~',its' ,eSS6ntia,l,fa,.,c ~rs. 'l'he,re", is no~
stance of oolonial domination fblch:ln the long run
up,mutilated and divided because colonial Powers
has
not been obliged to capitula' to such resistance.
wanted at the ,outset of this century to,diVide it up beThat,
of course, does im.plY, a lot of hardship and
tween.them, quite heedless of either the wishes of
suffering but "ijle strlJ.ggle of npeople for its freedom.
the population or natural historical and geographical
,steels
its anel°gies and adds lUstre tQ its name. What
oircums1anoes.'rhat is how a united Morocco, formmakes
the situation more se:cious is that the of!/ntt'es
ing one single indenticalentlty,has been ampuUl.ted
of
intrigue
an.d trouble wh~nce colonialism launches
of what is nowadays presented as the independent
State of Mauritania and of territ()ries the populatious
-21 See pfficlal Records of th~ Genar~l Assembly, :U~eet1th Sessl5m.
of 'which still 'languish under colonial occupation, ,fIrst Committee, U18th meeting, para. 51.
develop their eoonOlUY, the colQnialisw do not hesi-

1a.te to proceed systematically to e,q>loit that wealth.
41. An individual is not even allowed to prove his

.4.
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its attacks for the oonquest of strongholds constitute
a grave thre.at to pe8~ce and stability in a nu,mber of
very sensitive ateas.

51. We cannot remain indifferent to the situation in
Oman and West Irian. for in present-day oircum.stances pea,ce and security are indivisible. The con~
cept of localized. conflict tends to disapp(~ar; the
extension and the generalization of disputes are always to be feared. One of the most striking examples
of the tb:r.ea.t which colonialism holds suspended over
world peace b\ the disturbing situation which prevails
1.n Palestine. a country wherecl'uel and despotic be,,.
ba.viour has reached its peak4t A whole nation bas
been displaced. deprived of its land and its we~dth.
and doomed for th(, last fourteen years to liye in
exile. This Palestine SUWltlOI'.l, which evokes f~;elings
of indignatioXl and revolt in everyone's cOD.f)cience.
must be vigilantly watched, for it ishigbly e;rq>loSive.
It has already led to a local wa,r, in 1948~ it nearly
produc~d a gener~l\l conflagratJ.ou in 1956 and it constitutes a permanent BOurCEl' of disturbaT,1ces and m.stability in a highly sensltive area og the world.
Generally fJpeaking,the conquest of strr.Ltegtc strang.. .
points, which is still the major aim of 'colonialism, is
a constant lJource 01 n'ouble and a aerious threat to
world peaoe and security. We all know how one event
leads to the next and how the prctCessmarches in...
evitably on-estab1i.abJnent ofmiUtary hl,ses, armaments race, the ol'ganizatJ.on of aggressive bloosa

-pc

rnore than six: years bringing unhappiness and sufferiug in itstr8jn, cont:inu~3s to re~\nd us of a. past we
would. like to see nevel" recur. It, continues to ha a
manifestation of o()loniaUsm in its l.'nost b1"Utal fo:rnl.
'llle endUrance and tenacity of the Alge:rian people
evoke our admiration and our sympa'thy. The various
pha~~s of its heroic fight are so well known that
there is no need to desoribeot' recall them here in

detail.
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55. Our Organization has already on several occasions considered. and is bound again, tb,.ts year,
marked as it is by the accession of several African
countries to independence. to consider ·this drama
which dangerously affects international peace. We
merely wish to stress once more the gr.a.ve risks of
the conflict OOh'llg widened and internationalized. more
espeoially because of the assistance which sonv~
natlons peJ:'sist in giving to the colonialist agg1"esso~l.
Facing as it· does a desire for dom.inatlon which ldia...
regards historical eVQlution and the il'resistible advanQa of nationalisms, 'the Algerian people yet enjoys
the support ands~npathy of 1.500 million human
beings who used to live not long :ago in colonialist
slavery and who have suoceeded, after long decades
of sltffering, in regaining their freedom and their
dignity.
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56. Asm and Africa show a new face to the world,
nowadays and we are conW1ced that the last s\tronw..
holds, behind WhtfJh coloniaUsm haa taken l'efuge,
will in theix' turn soon crumble awaYfl Thus, the grea.t
52. The presenoe of armed forces, which used to be
family
of the nations wlrl.ch have recently achieved
excused chiefi;r by the desire tt.l consolidate political
independence will goon expanding. to &e maximum
domination and maintain. powf~rful economic interadvantage of everyone., since its function will be .to
ests, becom.ea an end ;n itse}jt, dictated by strnU')gic
pla,y a decL~ive ro~,e'in maintaining peace improving
considerations and forming. ::l.n integral part (~If a
in.terna'tional
relations and promoting the progress,
policy of blocs and aIL1ances•. We eU\~rgetlcally proprosperity
and
well-being of the peoples. At tbe same
test against the threats which,in this way, bear partiro.e,
'though,
as
they are performing this noble bu,t
ticularly heavily. on Africa where cex'tain Powers,
very difficult task, they must consolidate their
rejecting the d1sal"mament policy whtch the peace,.
dearly-bought independence. put their economies on
loYing nations propose should lYe followed.collltinlle
a
sound footIng and continue to be more Vigilant than
to nourish aggressive ambitions aDd. under the pre- '
eVi:}r,
for the colonial Powers resort to other wayS
text of joint defence, set upbaSf.\S and carry out
and
means
of perpetuating their domination and their·
nuclear tests despi.te general disapproval and con...
infb:tencec.
trary to the wishes of the peoplel9 of Afriea..
53. We protest aVien more forcibly agllinst the coa)j...
tlon of power:fU11nterests, the leagueil of!. aggressive

blocs .formed against peoples ·Wh.o are .fighting to regain their independen,ce, and this is where we come
to the mostrevoltlng aspect of col<>n.lll.li~t domination.
The building up of overseas territories has not been
accomplished smoothly and peacefully. l~mpires on
which the sun never setsbave not been buUt up in an
atmosphere of peace and calm. 11le path ofl\:olonialist
conquesta. has always beenmarl(;edby bloody expedi.
tions in its various phases, more especw,lly in its
decline. The liber*dtion of c!olomzed peoplefil has almost always been charaoterized by mercilosfJ wars.
for neither the deployment of a formidable I military
potential nor the strongest coaUtion of intel~ests can
possibly prevant the oppressed populatio,ns from
waging tCitb.e utmost their lawful struggle fot" recognition of their sacred and undeniable rights.
'54" There is no need to dip very far back int~ J1istory to. come upon claSSical e;KRmples of colonial con-

flicts. Som.e PorNel'S have been engaged :In war for
tni:my long years. Only. recently Indo-China was the
scene oflarge-scaleoperat1ons which .had a profound
effect on world secu'rity and stability. The war in
Algeria. which has been gOing on relentlessly fOln

57. That is the reason why we wallt to thank the
ISoviet delegation for M.ving requested tile inclusion
of this item in 0'iU" agenda and insisting t.hat it should
be discussed. with all the prOpel) formality, in our
Organization. We shall support its draft resolution
and my delegation will, likewf,se. support any resolUr:>
tion or solemn, declaration that pro/claims the immediate ending of colonialism in all its forms and
urges respect for the sovel1eign rights and ~r:r1ltorial
in'tegrUy of all States without exceptton. It gfleS without saying that. a·s regards my country, these resolutt.ons .or declarationfJ ;:nver the ;whole cQ1tnplex of
oolonial territories, however they may be tricked
out or disguised as overseas territories or departments, t'presidios ft or suzerain areas, Col01111e8 or
protectc.lrates, mandated or trust territorieEI. We have
seen that, though the designation may be differeX!t,
the sSTf.ltem and methods remain the Same and the
single objective Is to exploit human oo;ings, to expJott
the natural wealth for them.selves irrespective of any
other oon,sldel"ation.
5.6. We ..say 100tdly and clearly that we want no in·
dapendencEI -at. a discount-; ¥le will never accerJt dependence or· servility e..nd so we Will always and
everyw:b.ere deno\Ulce pllppet r~gimeSt ballmnizatJ.on,
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61. Firstly~ the eradication ofcolonialiam on a
world-wide acale is desired by d~cent people all over
the world. The liquidatJ.on and burial of this parasiti...
cal evil was Ilmg overdue. Colonialism stands 0010."
damned eV~9rywhere an.d nowadays e'Ven the colo~al
powers are asJ.iamed of i't"They hide their faces when
it is referJ:ed to but they hid~ them under a veil. which.
does 'not differ from. the classical coloniaUsm,nowa-
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political, eoonomic, miliiary or cplt'Ui-al donlination.
political, miliUl,ry, economicj! cultural, social. and
WfJ stand for real, true independence, which will
diplomati,c.
foster the development of the individual and. guarantee
. '.
..
1,1
'the peoples advancement and well...being. That is how
65. After 1960 the fight .for fr,eedorn ~nw;i>sa t~'iSe
we m:.dersta.nd our fight for the futur~, one which will
wh.ich ,differs only superficially from theprev~(m.s
have no time for obsequiousness or beating about the
phase. After emanoipation and liberationfroru di~eQ:t
bush or hesitation of any kind. Accordingly, the inadministration, the peoples will SOOll realize ~t
.dependence~obe grant.ed to the colonial peoples must political u1det>eI).den.ce ,bri.:ng~ tbem toa period of
be one which protects their territorial Uttegrity and
l'ehabllita.tion. niarked by' a struggle ai.gainst ba.llm.nidoes not place them under any ldnd of domination. My·zation and the partition1.n1f, of countJ.'ies, against a
country is as amdous as any o.the:r to see colonia.l~, reversion to capitalist f<iUda.Usm, ag'd.inst foreign
ism in its death throes and liquidated once and for
economic control andagail~st military domination. In
all~ but it wants thi~1 independence to be something a wo:rd,ne~colonialism confronts the oountries that
genuine, both as regards territory and as rega.rds
took part in the'Bandung Cohferenc·e wIth the pr6spe\~t
populati.on!l
of fighting against the keepin.g of young oountries in a
state of dependence" With Pta p17'Q$pect of s,uch a
59"We are aware of the prett.-utt advanced to the
sombrefutu:i'e before It. nf:~o-o,ol()ni.aUsm,in order to
effect that the colonial countries are not yet capa,ble
maintain itself, se,ekS t(} c~~~ate and. to a.gp;ravate the
of conducting their own affairs. That is a misleading divisions between the African-Asian countries and
and baseless pretext and we reject :i.t oategorically. elsewhere also; it, is usi!lg and will go on using every
We consider that the first step is to free the peoples
mCfLns available to break up the Bandllng bloc. It ia
from colonial domination; tha.t is the essential pre- trying to separate Asia ft'ont A:fJ:ica. In Africa It
requisite for their speedy evolu.tion.. So long as the~' seelta to sepa:r.ate Nox'th Afrioa from Ce~:tral Afric~,
remaIn dbpendent, they will be unable to organize and from. South Africa.. Neo-colonialism fights against
their countries politic.\a.lly, economic.ally and socially the authen1..ic independence that basbeen won at the
in effective fashion and so as to' 'JGl've the:tr own oost of struggle and suffering. It is redoubling its
interests'll
?forts to have in Africa,~ and other oountries 0llly
60. We can now p.'3rhaps draw a. few conclusions
_.~ose f()rms of independence that are pervert.~d·....;t
from what has already been said.
ev~'i1 imposed, a.sin Maw:fta:nia in Southern Morocco.

fier...
stwe

1
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66. In the United Nations forum clas;$ical colonialism 'Was W0l.l't 1;0 use a ceX'tain number of falsehoods
like l)3.cificaticm., civilizing m.ission, respect fo~
traditi\')!1s, serving an app:renticee;hip to democracy,
defencf./ of :religion, properly qualified spokesnten,
fo:r;eign infll1.,ence, etc.
"

61(• NowadaY~l neo-colonialism represents itself' as
a system of ()1~derly evolution, the protector of freedays lmown as neo-colonialism.
d("ID, in ordel' .• to mainf,a,:1n its economic and m.ilitary
62. Secondly,the conscience of manldnd rejects
domination. It $Iplits up the territorial um.tyofnattons
colonia.1ism. as a derogation fronr the concept of free- and offers it a$: a ,,:further contribution to freedom 'and .
dom, aometbing that favours the spirit of domination, i1i.dependence. 1lhe line r.o.arking tbe boundarybetw~en.
based on a kind of parasitism in which man biahavesthe notion of eViolution and that of revolution becom.es
like a wol£ to his fellow-man. The moral conscience harder and har~ler to perceive.
is ,revolted and tJrl.s leads, inevitably to iu$tability
whtch, in turn,.bampers the advance of progress.
68. We live ill art a.~te of scientific and .technical
revolutlon and, 'at the Ilsame tim.e, our era is also an
:as., Thirdly, the moral cortlscience used to depict the age of political and so~Jial revolutions, which explains
fo:rmation <JIf empires as a civili:z;'hlg mission. !'his Why the uncondiU\'rnl~eradicatlonof colonialism' is
same conscience pl'ssents the neo-colonialist °im_ categorically imM'rative",
peria.lism of todaY~1.1S a system, for the defence of
freedom. Wht~e this imperialism combats freedom in 69. tl'he tre!ltd of histor:v is folIo,Wing the direction of
Algeria~ while it pro\"okes secessiollist m.ovements in
freedom and unity. Freedom Is l\ concrete idea.-an
Katanga and Mauritania., baYing first set up puppet economic, poij.tlcal, social and \spiritual concept.
and cOlnpletely un.'t>epresentative governm.ents, the
Unity is a concrete idea imply.lnt~ the equality, redesire tor power, the motives of profit, domina:ti,on grouping and universality of tights \ymd duties.
and exploitation hide themselves behln.d the false
mask of freedom and take cover beh1.nd a milf:ta.ry 70. When these two ideas are r~~pacted, the evosystem imposed on a large number of weak countries. lutlonary process follows the simpl~ path of emancipation and reconstruction. Whenneo-colonialism
64. Before 1960 tht'!lfigh~ for freedom was 'Wagedinterfetes with its intrigues and pr~yocati~~ a,s
a,gainst direct "olonial administration.. This classical in the Congo 'or Mauritania. the proceS$>'j)econ:les
form of colonialism tried to secure in the countries complicated.:r~ passes from classical colonialisnitG"
placerl under its control a monopoly of rawma~rials, balkanizatlon, economic exploi'tation. poPu1.ar revolu.. 1I
cheilW numpower and forced labour t sought to corner tions and then to, natural regrouping and, finally, to
tn.arltets. control points of strategic importance and national reconstruction in el~ry sphe:r.e.
keep a watch on foreign oompetition and, lastly,
sought the so-/JalledcannQ'll. fodderstlll to be found
71~ trhat is why the ooncept of independence is enO"Ll the battlefields in Algeria. The characteristio
til'ely relative tmless it is placed within the ftamefeatu:re ()fthi$ olassical colonialism is its donrlnation work of territorial integrity and representative
of all the. departments of public life-adrnintstrative,
goyernment.
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72,. The Soviet Union's proposal will constitute a
landmark in history. With colonialism and neocolonialism destroyed, it will become more' possible and feasible to bring men together. Since
imperialism and the·· spirit of dotnination were the
major causes of world wars, the problem of disarmament itself will be simplified by the liquidation
of the last vestiges of the. old empires.· Peace is indivisible; it goes lland in hand with justice. When the
evil that afflicts humanity has been exti::opated, the
beneficial effects will be felt in every department of
human activity..
Mr. Feldni (Libya)t Vice-President'. took the Chair.

73.. Mr. ROSSIDES (Cyprus): The subject which we
are I),ow debating in this Assembly-the granting of
indet>endence to colonial countries and peoples-is
one /of pre-eminent significance, in relation both to .
i,tS moral content and to its global encompassment. It
~s. in fact, an issue of world freedom.
'1',4.. .The dedication of the people of ,Cyprus to the
ideals of· freedom and self....determination has b~en
amply established by their hard and long struggle for
liberation. As a people who have long suffered under
foreign domination and experienced one of the saddest
manifestations of colonialism and its policy of "divide
and rule", and as a country having to cope with the
effects of colonialism, we feel deeply with all subject
peoples yearning and st:ruggling for their freedom.
With fullness of heart we espouse their cause, which
is our cause, the cause of all peoples spiritually free.
75. We are therefore happy to co-sponsor the African-Asian draft resolution [A/L.323 and Add.1-6]
and to endorse its vigorous declarations. We endorse
it not only because it contains a message of freedom
but also because it contains the meaning of peace.
76. Freedom and peace are inseparable concepts
and indivisible realities. Those who seek peace and
deny freedom are wo:r:king at cross purposes. The
nega,tlveness of the latter destroys the positlveness
of the former.
77. Disarmament and peace can only. be achieved
where world order reigns, and world order is impossible. so long as nations seek to dominate other
nations and peoples. Domination is linked with force.
and force is the enemy of peace.
78. We are not theorizing; we are speaking from
experience. After a long struggle for freedom in
the political field over many decades, the people of
Cyprus turned With faith to the United Nations, hoping
for a just. and peaceful solution. When negatJ"o results brought disillusionment and frustration» bJ:oodshed and armed resistance followed during four years
of fighting, with all its feats of hercdsm and selfsacrifice, and also with its hea.Vy toll in human life
and suffering.
79. Critioism is not the objective of this reference
to the past. Its sense Is to convey an experience and
an. encfuring lesson, that peace cannot last where
freedom is denied, and that United Nations apathy and
inactlon on issues of freedom do not help the cause
of peace. When this Simple truth is realized, many
grave problems of today wlll find their natural solution. If we are to move effectively towards world
peace, we must ensure world freedom; a.nd to ensure
world freedom, all forms of subjugation and domina.tion should be eliminated.

80. Colonialism is a system of domination that still
survives and, therefore, it should, in the first place,
be speedily abolished. Its abandonment will bring in
its wake the liberation of all subject peoples in whatever lands and by whatever means their freedom is
denied..

81" The .resolution which. as we hope, will emerge
from this· debate is of far-reaching importance. It
will be the collective voice of humanity making its
decisive pronouncement against colonialism and in
support of the right of all peoples to self-determination. In its wider Significance the resolution will
mark the approaching end of a long era in human history, an era conditioned by the concept of force and
domination, and will open up vistas of a new WOrld, a
world based on equality and the brotherhood of man.
82.. The primary and direct effect, however, of this
resolution will lie in the .termination of colonia.lism
as a world system, a system which still openly
sanctions domination by one people over another.

83. Historically, colonialism, which started .by way
of settlement _for purposes of trade, soon took the
form of subjugation and domination of primitive and
under-developed lands and countries in Asia and
Africa, and eventually grew into a political system
and a legal institution. Recognized under international
law, expounded and classified in constitutional laws,
colonialism came to be accepted as a normal state 'of
affairs. Geography was traced in terms of colonialism and national and international life, for over two
centuries, turned on its axis. In other words, domination by force, resulting in the deprivation of fundamental human rights to freedon1,equality and justice,
has been, and sadly enough still is, in the name of
colonialism, sanctioned and treated as the norm.
H~ever, the subjection and exploitation of man by
man and of nation by natlon, so long tolerated and
even. admitted in practice, now offend against the
moral conscience of humanity.
84. In the 'course of history mankind haa gone
th:rough many stages and conditlons. but ultimately
their fate. has been decided by the human attitude towards them. They survive where moral principle and
freedom prelall; they finally decay and die when they
run cOlDlter to man's inherent sense of right and justice. Humanity, finding no hope in them. casts them
aside. Even slavery, .now. long outlawed, was for
centuries an accepted and lawful practice.
85. The contlnuousbuman evolution, shaped by
industrial progress and technological· achievements,
~low at first,has in our present times so gained in
momentum that it succeSSively revolutionizes all
preconceived notions that do not rest on a moral
basis.
86. The stage has now come when the :ln$titutlon.of
COlonialism, or any other forcible domination· of one
people over another. Will, in its turn, be UIliversally
condemned and abandoned.
87. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the declaration in .tW3
African-Asian draft:resolutlon read as follows:
ItThe subjection of peoples to aliensubjugatlon.
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of
fundamental blJman rights, is contrary to the Chartar of the United N~tions and is an impediment to
the promotion of world peace and co-operation,
I
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-All peoples have the right ofself-cietermination;
by virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic,
social and cultin'al development.T"b.is is the call of lnJmanity-tOday, an.d-theseare the
dicta,tes of moral prh"lciple. They cannot go unheeded.
The ag~ of domination by force already belongs to the
past.. All peoples have a right to live in freedom and
to develop freely th~ir OW~ culture and their own
,political and economic sy&tems. The principle of
self-determinatlon has been aptly called the corner,stone of the Uilited Nations and the master key of the
Clmrter. People the world over look tofreedQm and
self-determination not only because they promote
human dignity ani! the assertion of human personality
but also as eleDl,ents of peace and conditions necessary for effecti\~eprogress and international cooperation. For, in"eed, the Wider the extent!>f selfdetermination, the broader the baSis of peace in the
.world. Relationship!? of dominant and ~ubject peoples
should be replaced by relations betwE3en free peoples
on a footing of equality and trust", In this way, cooperation and peace can 1ake the place of antagonism
and war~
88. The earlier this is realized by those directly
concerned, ~e better for them and for world peace.
An imaginative policy. on the part of those who wield
power can lead no other way. They should In-QTe with
the movJng times and the spirit of the age. I~yen n-om
theviewpoJnt of expediency, it would be in tl'-'6 fnt.~r
estsof t1m domimmt Powers to co-operata now Vl1"'l;l
what is l'lght 'While there is stillttme and befoli~
rapid developments force them to co-operate with the
inevi1able. Almost all the merit of that co-operation
would then be lost.
89. Foriy-two years ago, Wood-rO'W. Wl1son gaTe a
far-sightetl warning to the world. In his addre$$· to
the United States Congress on 11 February 1918" he
said: -Self-determination is not a mere phrase. ltt is
an imperative principle of action which statee:men
will hencefCJrrth ignore· at their peril." The wisdom
of that stat:ement is now obvious from e~ryda.y
realities.
I

90. I am. glad to note from tile .atate:ment of the
representative of the United Kingdonl, Mr. OrmsbyGore$ in regard to the smaller :BrItiSh colonies, that
his cOlDltry Is prepared, as he said, .in accordance
with Article. 73 b of the Charter, to work out with the
people concerned the fotm offndependence which
will best satisfy their aspirations.It [925th meeting,
para. 41.]
_

91. Therefore, eYeD. in the case of all tbesmall
colonies, their independence is promised by the
United Kingdom.' We earnestly hope that this will
apply aJ.soto the brave people of Ma.lta, whose progressto self-determination seems to have suffered
a marked regression in the new constitution now
offered to them, which is~Bfantlally less liberal
than the previous one" Thati.s why we make particular mention of this colO'41.

92. Another vital aspect of the draft resolution is its
deciaratton in9'lragraph 6, which runs: . ,

:atlon.
dalof
Char.ent to
1.

• Any attempt aimed at the partial 01' total disruption of the national unity and the territorial
integrity of a country is incompatible with the purposes and prinCiples of the Charter of the United
Nations.-
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93. This is essential in order to counter the consequ.ences of the policy of -divide and rule- t which
often is the sad legacy of colonialism and carries its
evil effects further into
the future.
---,,_.
-94. The abolition of colonialiSm will be a historic
landmark in the moralprogr'ess of mankind. There
is no doubt that its.impa'~~ upon all forms of dom.in.atlon and oppression will irievitably be far-reaching.
95. We· cannot, however, hope that c,olonialism will
disappear overnight. For a time its existence Will
inevitably continue, but only while it .is being gradu.ally liquidated, in much the same way-to draw a
rough analogy-in which a company continues to. exist
while in liquidation. The reSolution under discussion
will be, in a sense, the receiving order issued by
the colleotlve judgement of nations in 'the matter of
colonialisjlI1. The United Nations could well be the
trustee in this liquidation..,
96. The Charter ofthellinited Nations, in Chapters
XI, xn and XUI, while1;akmg cognizance of colonialism, made proviSion for the progress towards independence of colonial peoples. and territories. However, the progress achieved in. these fifteen years
has proved too slow to cope with the growing rapidity
of international developments, whiohseem to take by
surprise those more directly concerned with them.
One manifestation of these rapid developments is the .
abnost sudden collapse of colonialism., now evidenced
in tbis debate. The human instinct for libertyJ de'Yeloping into. an urge and an :l:m.pe11ingnecessif.y,is
now an irresistible force. That force inspires this
debate and· the resolution which Will be the outcome
of It.
97. The 'inscription .• in the agenda of the Gene:ral
Assembly of an item like the present one was thought
wholly unrealistic and unattainable even a few years
ago. SUch was then the grip of the old concept of
colonialism. It was not then an uncommon occurrence
for questions of freedom andself-determ.ina_tion
brought to the United Nations to be put aside, or -bypassed, inresoluttons without substance, instead of
leading to the adoption of oonstructive resolutions.
This was damaging to the. prestige of the United
Nations and to the. calJSe ofpeacSi For peace is not
Bened by covermg up .;W--Omalous. situations which
,stem from "riolatiOIJ.O of the very principles on which
the United Nations s1ands. That simply leads ctp
greater. anomaly-and we 'are witnessing the effect of
that policy today.
98. Adherence .to principle Is steadily becoming
more pronounced in the United Nations. The exparis~on
of membership by the addition of so many new states
from Asia and Africa, which long struggled for jus.tice and freedom .in their own cause, brings to the
United Nations a growing dedicationtQ the Charter.
particularly noticeable on questions of· freedom and
lnuxtan dignity.
99. It is common lmowledge .that oolonialism. in its
accepted form is a product Qf Westernchilizatlon.
But it should in all fairness also be said that it was
that ciYilization which voiced the stalUlchest mora~
condemnations of colonlalism and exploitation and
first .eXpOlUlded tIm· principle of self-determination.
All freedom movements have in some way or another
been inspired byW'este:rn civ.t1izatlon and blossQmed
:In its conoepts. Some staunch opposers of British and
other colonia.1ism may be fOWld. toda~ in Britain,.and

I
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we are grateful to those .liberal minds in Britain, no
less than. to those in other nations, who stood by our
side in the diffi.cult times of our struggle for freedom.'
100. Another aspect . that .has been put forward is
that of ensuring full independence to newly emerging
countries. To quote Mr. WaIter Lippman: "Colonial-ism· does not always end with the grant of.political
independence". Although a territory is independent,
yet the legacy of colonialism may sometimes be there
and may in its effect be a hindrance to the fullness of
independence.

unde;J,'.standing and co-operation. We hope and trust
that, mtlf the resolution to be now adopted, the thread
wiU be taken up and a new move forward will be
:ade ain 1;he .. r~~t direction, towards freedom and
war s peace based on freedom.
107. In concluding, I should like to point out that the
draft resolution, by.relating all its parts tothe United
Nations 'Charter and to the Universal Declaration of
Hunian Rights, not only gives a sound basis to its
contents', but also revitalizes the spirit of the Cha.rter. It restores to the Charter provision.8 on self"1
•
• .
determination something of the strength and purpose
101. From the eCCI4~mlC aspect, I should like to turn
which they may have lost over the years through into what has 1>een saId by the representative of Iran,
effective treatment of relative items of freedom
.
to the effect that the economic reconstruction and
.
.
•
dev.elopment of new countries must be aidedand their
108. Furthermore~ this draft reso~ution gives to the
freedom ensured .so that they "will never find it
Universal Declaration of Human Rights a new sense
necessary for reasons of national defence to alof reality and validity. This is of importance, con..
locate to ~ilitary expenditure funds essential to their
sidering that that Declaration has no 1:linding force in
national development" [926th meeting, para. 69].·
a legal sense, and·that the completion and adoption of
the draft International Covenants on Human Rights
cannot be expected, at least at the present rate of
102. Difficult economic· problems face· the new counprogress,
before many years have elapsed.
tries,. problems that have to be provided for. The
United Nations has a distinct obligation in that re109. This 7:esolution, if adopted, will make a signal
spect•. It should be prepared to render all necessary
contributioYl,juridically and politically, to the United
economic and other assistance. Meeting these reNations. It could become an epoch-making document,
quirements· .is a· necessity and a challenge for the
second only to the Charter and the Universal Declara.
United Nations.
tion of Human Rights. We hope it may be given, by
this Assembly, the unanimous adoption it deserves.
103•. We therefore support ~e United states pro110. Mr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
posal for a United Na1;ions programme for independ(transiated from Russian): The Soviet delegation has
ence and development ID Africa,. and we hope that
already
bad the opportunity of presenting in detail its
such aprogramm.e of development may be extended
views
on
all aspects of the problem of. the immediate
to Cyprus.
elimination of· colonialism; it has explained and given
104. We would also wish to see the United Nations
the reasons for its proposals. The Soviet Union is in
take .a more active part in helping newly emerging
favour of a radical and immediate solution of the
countries, as well as countries and peoples in the
whole problem of colonialism, and accordingly calls
transitory period to independence.. A United Nations
on all States that really desire the speedy liberation
~ommittee could be established to assist where there
of the colonial peoples to adopt, at this fi.fteenthsesare differences, by offering its good offices, by
sion of the General Assembly, the Declaration on the
mediation and bybridging the gulfs, thereby helping in
immediate granting of independence to all colonial
the smooth and speedy progress toward independence.
countries and ,peoples the draft text of which has been
submitted
by the Soviet Government in document
105. Although the African-Asian draft resolutI("l is
A/4502.
mainly concerned with the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples, yet it is in no way
111. In its previous statements the USSR delegarestricted~ Its scope, in terms of freedom and selftion has already pointed out that the overwhelming
det3rmination, is all-embracing. It includes all
majority of African and A.sian delegations have sinpeoples, in whatever land and in whatever circumcerely expressed . their desire to see the immediate
stances they are dominated and by whatever moons
termination of the colonial system and the adoption
they are deprived of their inalienable right to selfat this session of the General Assembly of measures
determination and freedom.
that would help in the performance of this noble task.
the draft
We should like now to express our views
106•.. This resolution. will, in a sense, be a sequel to
resolution and declaration su.bmitted by forty-three
and accounterpart of the Bandung Declaration, adopted
African and Asian states [A/L.323 and Add.1-6]. The
at the Asian-African Conference of 1955. The imSoviet delegation's opinion of this African-Asiandraft
portance of that declaration cannot beover-empharesolution is, on the whole, favourable, even though
sized. It was the dynamic expression of the awakening
we consider it inadequate and incomplete. The draft
African-Asian world unanimous in its declaration on
resolutiono-declaratfon contains a number of fundabasic moral and political principles. That declaration
mental provisionstbat were put forward in the Soviet
was equally all-embracing in its condemnation of
draft declaration submitted, as you alllmow. at the
imperialism and colonialism, in all their manifesta.very beginning of the fifteenth session. It can be said
tions, and :tn upholding the right of self-determ.inathat the Soviet draft declaration and the draftresolution. From that co~terence a chain of events. followed .
tion presented by the African-Asian countries exthat cannot be Ulv:elatedto the spirit of Bandung.
press .a common platform and identlcal views on a .
They produced a healthier international climate leadnumber of vital questlon$. This is a gratifying fact
ing up to the Geneva summit Conference.. 'JJ Subsequent
that proves that in the protracted .struggle for the
adverse events in international relations interrupted
elimination of colonialism. conducted bJT the Soviet
the trend of that positive move towards greater
Union, all the socialist countries and the· African and
11 Conference of Heads of Government of the four great Powers, held' Asian co~tries and peoples,tb.ere is an identity of
views and a single fundamental purpose.
at Geneva from 18''to 2a July 1955..
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119. First: we consider it essential to fix a iarget
112. However, we mu~t also pOlntouttbe defects
from which we think the African-Asian draft resolndate by which all colonial countries and peoples must
tion s u f f e r s . b e liberated" The call for the 'lrompt liberation of the
co10l)ies has been supported by a large number of
113. We could observe, first of all, that cer1:ain
paragraphs are not drafted with sufficient clarity; as' States. It is common knowledge that resolutions on
the speedy liberation of the, colonial peoples have
a result they are interpreted differently even by the
been adopted repeatedly at conferences of African
sponsors of the draft resolution.. We need only poil1t
and Asian states. As early as 1955, for insmnce, the
out that the r3presentati.ve of the Philippines asserted
that what was enjoined in paragraph 50f the draft
Stateti· represented at the Asian-African Conference
declaration waS not the immediate transfer of all
at Bandung aqopted a declaration to the effect tbit
powers to the peoples of the colonies, but rather the
"colonialism h1all its manifestations is an evil which
should speedily be brought to ~n endlt •
taldng or initiating forthwith of steps which would
lead to such transfer of power.. Approximately the
120. This demand of the Bandung Conference is resame interp!'e~..tion of tb8.t paragraph was given by
£lected in t.\e draft resolution now submitted to us.
the Malayan rep!."esentative, who stated that "the
However, w~)~ must take into account the fact that this
::ttr:ontr~:~er~~~e~~:~thB·· [~~alk~~;g_s,. c!13ma.IJ.c1._~~()P~.9 J~ .~9_55, _i.~ •. fiv~. years_s,gQ,- ;g.QW.
needs dev~710p1r4g'further. Having regard to the very·
para. 130]. We are inclined to think that this interprerapid rate of development of the national-liberation
tatlon does not correspond to the desires 'of the
movement, it is not enough now merely to repeat the
demands that were made five years ago.
overwhelming majority of the sponsors of the draft
resolution. We have no doubt of the sincerity of the
aspirations and motives of the overwhelming majority
121. It was for precisely this reaSon that at the
second Conference of Independent African states, held
of the African and Asian delegations, and we think
that they do not agree with such an interpretation and
at Addis Ababa in JUl'ie 1960, a resolution was adopted
believe in the need for the immediate liberation of urging the colonial Powers 8 ••• to fix dates in conthe colonial peoples. The Soviet, delegation, too, informity with the will of the people for the immediate
terprets paragraph 5 in just that way.
attainment of independence by all non-independent
countries and to communicate those dates to the
114. In a number of other provisions, also, the
people concerned8 • The Soviet delegation fully sup.
wording could give rise to interpretations contrary to
ports this demand made by. the representatives ofethe
the basic meaning of the draft resolu:ion as 1Jllder... ind
d
stood by the majority of the African and Asian C01JllepeD! ent countries of Africa.
tries, judging by their statements in the plenary
122. Thus, in the past five years the demand for the
Assembly. Leaving aside the question of the desiraspeedy eij.mination of the colonial system has been
transformed-a.nd very naturally so-into a demand
bility of improving the wording in a number of places,
since this could compUcate the consideration of the
for the immediate elim.inationof the colonial system,
draft resolution-and this the Soviet delegation has no
for theimmedia.te liberation of all peoples stil1living
intenti.on of doing-we should like to indicate two
in conditions of colonial:oppression. In conformity
with the .resolutlon adopted at Addis Ababa, t.Q.e reprefundamental provisions which, in our opinion,. the
sponsors of the draft resolution have completely
sentatlve ef Toga, when spealdng here in the general
failed to take into account.
debate, l'~fertedto the need to eliminate colonialism
115. Firstly, the draft r~solution refers to the need
as an urgent matter and emphasized that:
-otu.- concern her~_ is not merely to condemn
for the speedy elinrlnati:on of colonialism and for
colonialism and adopt the pl'incipleof the grant of
immediate steps to be taken to transfer all powers to
independence. It is of the g:r.oeatest importance that
the peoples of Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories and of all other territories which have not yet
we should also draw up, here and now, a time-table
attamed independence. Ho-wever; no precise target
of dates on which the colonized territories are to
date for the grant of independence to the 9010mal
be granted independence. Otherwise the oountries
countries is indicated. Moreover, the draft resolution
still iD. bondage will have to face another 'long
struggle against colonial powot.- [936th meeting,
00ntains no spec:lfic instructions for the Powers which
are responsible for the liberation of the colonies and;~J:~. 65.]
Trust Territories. It contains nO indications what123. We support this proposal ofthe~)Togolese deleever of what the.se Powers are to do and bywhat date.
gation for the fixing of a time-limit Jor the3Tanti'1g
116. Secondly, an important provislall ls missing: a
of independence. and we propose ~tthe end of 1961
pronsion to. the effect that the Gener-ai Assembly
should be aetas the target cta te • W~ accordingly proshould consider the question of theimplemehtation of pose that a pronsion should be inserted in the draft
this declaration at its next session; this is essential . resolution of the Aftican-Asian states, siating that
fu order to ensure that the main provisi<t\tS of the
all colomal countries and peopl~s should attain comdeclaration are carried out.
.
plete freedom and independence'ikot later than the end
of' 1961. In our view, this shameful relic of the de..
117. The Soviet delegation has accordingly ,teemed
et C.. Olonial. system can no longer be tolerate.d.
it necessary to submit for consideration by the Gen. I
eral Assembly certain amendments to the African.124, At the same time, for the !znplementatiori' OfJ\~
.4sian draft resolution which, while leaving the exist- practipal me.asures neQe.ssary.. !t>r.·.·. the transfer .o~ all
fug text unchanged, would introduce some additional
powers to the peoples of the colonies"the So, et
pro'Visions .that would giYe effectiveness to the gendelegation proposes that the General Assem.bly shoMd
e~l principles siated in the declaration and would ca.. n upon the COIOnia..I Powers to" enter into negot:iA
..~
~;alp. to· bring about their speedy implementation.
tions with represeniatives of the indigenous :Inha~i
tante of the colonial cOUlitr!es. In order that thes
\jS.The following are the essential points of these
representatives may truly express the w1U
~l_en1ary amendments.
aspirations Of the oolonial peoples, the Soviet'~
<,
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gation deems it essential that electiollil should be
held in all colonies on the basis of universal suffrage.
In order to ensure a free expression of their will by
the peoples of the colonies and topreventany manipulation of or juggling with the election results, we consider it desirable that the United Nations should, if
necessary, supervise the conduct of the elections.
125. In this connexion, it is necessary to recall that
during the recent discussion in the Fourth Committee
a majority of the Committee's members approved a
proposal by Togo and Tunisia that the United Nations
could, when it deemed necessary, supervise the
democratic processes by which the peoples of the colonies express their wishes [see A/4651, paras. 5-8].
We are all well aware of the importance which many
African and Asian countries, and other countries too,
attach to the holding, for instance, of a referendum in
Algeria under United Nations supervision, in order to
ensure the people's freedom to express their will.
126. Second: we consider that the declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples is different from the usual run of declarations-such as the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, for example-in that it is not a programme to
be applied for all time, but a programme of immediate action to implement the lofty principles proclaimed in the declaration. That is why, in the case
of the declaration of independence for the colonies,
the time factor is of great importance. The United
Nations cannot simply confine itself to proclaiming
certain principles, without taking steps for the appu,..
cation of those principles and for the implementation
of the declaration adopted. We therefore think that
provision must be made in the African-Asian draft
resolution for a clause providing that the General
Assembly should consider at its sixteenth session
in 1961 the question of the implementation of this
declaration.
127. For the reasons r have stated, the Soviet delegation has already circulated and now formally submits for consideration by the General Assembly the
following amendments to the draft resolution submitted by forty-three countries of Africa and Asia
[A/L.323 and Add.1-6]:
11 Add the following paragraphs after operative
paragraph 7:

'8. Calli upon the Powers concerned to ensure
the transfer of full and sovereign power to the
peoples of all dependent territories in accordance
with the principles stated above and, for this purpose, to enter into negotiations with representatives
of the colonial peoples elected on the basis of universal suffrage J if necessary under United Nations
supervision, so that all colonial countries and
peoples should attain independence not later than
the end of 19.61 and take their rightful place in the
community of nations;
J9. Decides to consider the question of the implementation of this resolution at its sixteenth regular
session.' " V
128. As regards the Guatemalan amendments [AI
.~.325] to the African-Asian draft resolution, the
C~c;OO~t delegation is unable to support these amendtn~ll:b:J .since they provide for a limitation of the
fundam6;1ltal right of all peoples to self-determination

Y Subsequently c1t"culated as document A/L.328.

and are thus contrary to paragraph 2 of the declara_
tion in the African-Asian draft resolution, which qUite
rightly states that IIAll peoples have the right of selfdetermination". If any States have any claims or
reservations to put forward with regard to the disposition of any particular territory, such matters
should, in our opinion, be settled according to merit
in each individual case; no attempt should be made to.
raise private claims and reservations to the level of
a general principle restricting the inalienable right
of every people to self-determination.
129. For the reasons I have just stated the Soviet
delegation will vote against the Guatemalan amendments.
Mr. Sosa Rodrfguez (Venezuela), Vice-President
took the Chair.
'

130. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
give the floor to the representative of France, in the
exercise of the right of reply.
131. Mr.BERARD (France) (translated from French):
I had not intended to intervene in this discussion, but,
as references have been made to France by several
speakers, may I be permitted to make use of my right
to reply to the various representatives concerned.
132. To some of these let me say, first, that the
French delegation was very glad to see this question
placed on our agenda. I would remind them that in the
history of our Organization there had been nothing
like what has happened in the course of the present
session-I mean the admission to the United Nations
of seventeen States that were formerly colonial territories. And thirteen of these States were formerly
under French administration. So, as regards the decolonization process and as far as France is concerned, the facts speak for themselves. These States
were admitted unanimously; in other words; the most
scornful of our critics did in this case add their votes
to that of France and it was not our fault if a fourteenth African State failed this week to become the
hundredth member of our Organization.
133. There has been no improvisation about this
evolution. We have no regrets about it. Quite the contrary; we have constantly encouraged it. Several
speakers were good enough to admit this and to
recognize the merits of this action. I would thank
them for this testimony, revealing as it does both
their honesty and their character.
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134. I shall define the French position on this problem by recalling the words uttered by General de
Gaulle on 5 September 1960:
"Regarding the whole movement of decolonization
which is taking place all over the world, I have not
ceased, since the day when the world war led me to
speak and to act in the name of France, to follow
the same course, because I think the emancipation
of the peoples-for that is what is at stake-is consistent both with the spirit of our country •.• and
with the irresistible movement set in motion by the
world war and its aftermath.
"1 then directed French policy along this path-the
path of emancipation-and for the past two years I
have steered it in the same direction."

135. We were also happy to hear the many references made in this discussion to freedom. Nothing
that relates to freedom can leave us indifferent. Let
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me be quite clear: the freedom lam referring to is
not the freedom of a minority to impose its laws nor
of a majority to silence any voice raised in disagreement. It is the freedom oftlie grou.p as well as of the
individual. It is liberation from hunger, from fear
and fr(.lm igpo~ance. It is the freedom o~ :$elfDlexpression, of action, freedom to constroct W'ithout con,"
straint, without· anxiety C~ any hinderanceother than
respect for the freedom of others. We want to bave
all that for ourselves; we want it for othe1"$; and in
this connexion I would like' to pay tribute to' the
t:!peakers who contributed constructive ideas to this
discussion.
136. Others have proffered. criticisms of my country
and have taken up a different attitude. One might well
be surprised and shocked to find one Power repre'sente~lhe[?e trying ~:oplay'the' leading role when we'have waited in vain 8,Q far for the slightest sign on its
part of~lnY policy of dSQolonization. Such a degree of
br.azen-facedness might well impress those of us who
a,l'e not so well informed but,. afte:J:." the veto cast on
,4 December in the Security Council, the mask haS
been dropped and' I feel sure th~.t in future more of
us will be .. able to discern the l,iifference between,
on the one hand, fine words, rig;hteous indignation,
advice, warnings of all kinds anq, on the other hand,
deeds. These false fa(}ades have an unfortunate habit
of collapsing~
137. When people talk about ii1&~pendence, we also
have in. mind something other than th~behaviour of
those who disappoint and bore us by constantly repeating year after yeaI' what they have been told to
say by the master brain. If some day or other a
speech of theirs shows the slightest sign of originality, the faintest br~ath of genuine freedom, that
will be a grel~t day in the history of our Organization.
138. Now I would like to ~ply to those speakers
Who, in discussing the colonial problem in Latin
.America, 'referred to the :Dtrench "d6partements tl in
the Antilles. This is an unfortunate confusion which
derives from an' obvious misunderstanding both of the
legal situation and of political reality. My country
does not administer any colonies nOw in Latin
America. The tld6partements If there are French "d6.partements" and' the only special feature about them
is that they are separated from the 1'8st of the Republic by the. sea, in the same way as Corsica is. These
lands have been French for more than three centuries
arid are some of the oldest French provinces. Is it.
really necessary to remind you that the Antilles were
present at the Constituent Assembly in'1789? Is anyone unaware' of the fact that,ever since the Second
Republic and. the introduction of universal suffrage,
i.e. since 1848, these countries have sent deputies
and senators to Parliament? The IId6partements tl of
Guadeloupe, .Martinique and Guiana are integral parts
of the,. French Republic on the same footing as any
other. Their .~itizens hav~ equal status and citizen~
ship rights ,without . distinction or discrimination.
They have equal. representation and take part at all
levels in the political and administrative life of the
.nation. The most distinguished sons of the· Antilles
.have given, and continue to give, the F~nch Republic
thinkers, men of action and statesirien who are the
pride of all my ,compatriots.'
.
139. LastlY,I would like- to· say a few words to the
. autb:ors of the 'draft resolution in document A/L.323 .
and Add.I-a, singe' some of them. have in the courSe
of~heir remaJ"kSthought fit to refer to my country.
"

140. There havJ' been many words spoken dUring
this debate. Some of them were gpod, some were not
so good a.nd thi~._ !l~~r~D.~e" is ref:iectegbLth(;} ,c:lryt
resolutioll\ before us. I "qiiite recognize the sin.cerity
of man-yof the sponsors of this draft resolution and I
would pay tribute; h~re to the efforts made to invest
this document wiih"~. certain nobility, to make it into
something other than a weapon in the cold war.
141. We particularly welcome several ef-the para,.
graphs in the preamble. We, too, consider that every
people! has the right of free determination, that the
na,tional unity and territorial integrity ofstates should"
be respected. But certain of the passages in this
document merely. )J:e~terate commitments which are'
contained in the Charter. We recognize and we respect these obligations.We'~ronder,thoUgh, whether

....

these-~repetitibnB~add.""anythI~i:fat~11'-'iO-o"W1iatcc-1s"laia-"

down in the international

',~oral code.

142. Above all, however, the draft before us is, unhappily, not devoid of considerations that have nothing
to. do with the aims that are sought. It refiects,lloSsibly unintentionally, the antagonisms wh~ch I mentiO]led earlier on. In that respect the' dedlaration
before us will not help to promote the Gpirit of-interna~onal comprehensior: which should animate us all.
It also contains certain contradictions. For instance,
in. paragraph 7 of the draft geclaration,. a 1"ather
solemn reference is made to the principle o~' nQninterference in the internal affairs of State(~, but,
quite frankly,' can it be claimed that the draft, does
not containS. whole series ofadmo1;1itions whi~h all
constitute interference in the int~rnal'affairs . of
States?
~
143. I am. quite aware of the fact that the drafting of
a text of this kind does inevitably confront its 'authors
with serious difficulties and I am the first to pay tribute to the conscientiousness of those who have taken
on such a responsible task. Nevertheless, my delegation does not feel that it can, for the reasons I have
stated, support the draft resollJ.tion in the form tn
which it has been 'laid before the AssembI:v"
.....
144. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
call on the representative of Spain to eJCercise the
right of reply•
145. Mr. DE LEQUERICA (Spain) (tranalated from
Spanish): This. debate on colonisJism is .extremely
interesting and, in my opinion, v~ryvaluable for the
d~yelopment of the·.interee;ts of tn&...~d in general,
but it undoubte.dlY offers ("xtraord.ina~rYsurprises for
those who are listening to it attentiveIsv and with f~el
ing. For example-and I am. grateful to the President
for. giving. me the right to speak-I have been listening thisafternootJ. to' the representative of Morocco,
whose remarks I have had an opportunity of appreciating On other occasionSc~d whose views I alWfYs
find of interest, particUlarly as he 'rep1'8sents a
friendly country, when suddenly, in a liSt ofpreSUtnably colonial countries-some of themSpanish-which
I shall~ not discuss now, though there is good reason
to do so, I came across the names"not of two Spanish
provinces, as I pointed out this morning [944th meeting] for another reason, but of two Spanish cities
belot:Jng to two differen,t provinces.
146.· Mention, I noticed, was made of Ceuta, a oltyo£
67,000 Christi,an and 13,000 Moslem inhabitants, all
Spaniards, belonging to tb~provinceofC4db;and of
Me1illa, a city in the province of. ytlaga, with a
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population of 85,000 Christians and 7,000 Moslems,
all Spaniards.
147. I remember in the last years of the old elected
type of Parliament having found myself sitting next to
the deputy from Algeciras, who was also the deputy
for Melilla, and now, all of a sudden, by an incredible inversion of values, it comes about that not two
provinces but two cities belonging to tw9 different
Spanish provinces, which have been inhabited for five
or six centuries past by Spaniards of different religions though predominantly Christian-which has not
changed their character-are regarded, quite incomprehensibly and confusedly, as territories to be
investigated, transformed and placed under other
peoples' sovereignty.
148. Accordingly, I beg to invoke, as I did this
morning for a different reason, the principle that has
already been very shrewdly appealed to by the Soviet
delegation to the effect that it is quite inadmissible,
save under due protest, to make an attack on the unity
or the sovereignty of States Members of the United
Nations who are protected by its Charter, and I beg
to protest, most respectfully but most energetically,
against this strange phenomenon of a reference to
Ceuta and Melilla being made in our debate by the
representative of Morocco.
149. I would add-I do not wish to say much, but it is
important, and I have some essential facts on the
point to hand-that Ceuta, under the name of Abila,
was already known at the time of the discovery of the
famous Pillars of Hercules; that the Greeks called it
Heptadelphos because of its seven hills; that the RomanS called it Septem Fratres (The Seven Brothers),
whence the derivation of the names Septa and Ceuta;
that it formed part of the dominions of Carthage, and
when 'that republic was annihilated by Rome, it became the capital of Mauritania Tingitana, a Roman
province; and that in the times of the Emperor Otho
it was included in the juridical convention of C!diz.

150. In the same neighbourhood landed the 80,000
Vandals who, under the command of Genseric, invaded North Africa. Later, between 531 and 548 it
was conquered by the Visigoth King of Spain, Teudis.
It was also conquered by Justinian, Emperor of
Byzantium, though I do not think it remained long in
his, power. It was in the possession of the Visigoths,
i.e. the Kingdom of Spain. when it was occupied by
Muza before he invaded Spain in 710.
151. After innumerable historical vicissitudes, in
the year 1437 the five brothers of Edward I, King of
Portugal, landed at Ceuta and tried to capture Tanglers. Under PhiUp IT of Spain, heir to the possessions of the Kingdom of Portugal, which also included
Ceuta, they were already incorporated in Spain in the
sixteenth century. Again, in 1640, when Portugal
separated from Spain. the nobles of Ceuta proclaimed
it as belonging to the King of Spain, Philip IV. Under
the treaty concluded on 13 February 1663, the towns
and dominions held in Africa were ceded to Portugal,
except Ceuta which Spain reserved for itself, and its
possession was confirmed in article 2 of the treaty
of 1678. Since that date it has belonged to Spain.

152. I read from a text, not a Spanish text but the
Enciclopedia ItaUana (vol. IX, page 903), that, being
in constant touch with Europe, Ceuta has become a
Spanish city where the Moslem population is few in

numbers and it has many features in common with
the ports of the Iberian Peninsula which face it.
153. Now did the one-time sultans, now kings of Morocco, ever at any time lay claim to Ceuta? No; on
the contrary, in many treaties signed before the Protectorate was set up and when, according to specific
declarations made by the Moroccan delegation, the
sultans were free, the territories around Ceuta were
discussed but never Ceuta itself.
154. I do not want to burden you with dates but in
article III of the Treaty of Peace and Amity between
Spain and Morocco, signed at Tetuan on 26 Aprll 1860,
it is stated that "in order to carry into effect what is
stipulated in the preceding article, His Majesty the
King of Morocco cedes to Her Majesty the Queen of
Spain, in full dominion and sovereignty, the territory
included between the sea and along the heights of
Sierra BUllones, and the ravine of Anghera••• ". I do
not propose to read the detailed texts but there is
no mention of Ceuta in ariy of these instruments,
since it was a centuries-old Spanish city.
155. And now Melilla. Melilla belonged to an old Rusadir founded by the Phoenicians and which Ptolemy
called Ryssadiron. It came into the possession of the
Visigoths, and was the seat of a Christian bishop in
the fifth century; it then passed to the Moors who
gave it the name of Mlila, a very common name in
North Africa; its inhabitants devoted themselves to
the exploitation of mines, as they do to this day.
Meanwhile, in 1496, Don Juan ClarOs de Guzmll.n,
Duke of Medina Sidonia, financed an expedition under
his officer, Don Pedro de Estupifl.~n, who captured
the city whioh at that time belonged to the King of
Tlemcen. Up to 1556 it was held by the Dukes of
Medina Sidonia with the title of Captains-General. It
was frequently attacked when it was in Spanish possession. In 1856 a convention was signed extending
its boundaries. And, just as in the case of Ceuta, all
the treaties with the sultans of Morocco recognized
that Melilla was Spanish; for example, the Convention between Spain and Morocco signed at Tetuan
on. 24 August 1859 talks of "cedfng to Her Catholic
Majesty in full dominion and sovereignty the land
contiguous to the Spanish city of Melilla, as far as
the points that will most adequately ensure the defence and tranquillity of that township",
156. In a further artiole emphasis is again laid on
this point but there is never any mention of authority
over Melilla. What then is the point of bringing into
this debate, one that is replete with serious problems
and with matters that fully justify preoccupation and
the need for all of us to re-examine our consciences,
arbitrary statements that are devoid of all historical
significance? Or are we to believe that by one of
those fancies which French seventeenth-century historians defined as ad usum Delphini and which were
used to satisfy the Dauphins who liked to believe that
their States were more powerful than they actually
were-an analogy that has since then lost its dynastic
significanoe so that the phrase ad usum Delphini
means, in general, "for the gratification of the
mighty"-are we, I say, to believe that with arbitrary
assertions of this kind we are going to transform the
geographical fact that these two African cities form.
an essential part of Spain? Or, to recall the eloquent
remarks of the representative of France, are we
going to draw geographical lines that will upset human history, century-old coexistence and the existence of permanent spiritual values?
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fng words spoken by 9rown Prince.Moulay Hassan
when.b) visited Tetuanon 17 June 1956:
.
If
!'ftforoccans, men and women, old.. people and
chilgren, will never forget the work dOlle by Spain
and the immense services rendered to His Majesty
, the (SUltan and to Morocco in those dlfficult moments when justice was trampled upon and persecution was.,r!lmpant•
tiThe realization of this work did no more than
reflect the nobility and chivalry of the Spanish
people and sow the seed of tbesincere attachment
and affection, as well as the heartfelt friendship:
batv(een Moroocoand Spain, which is of such great
advantage to both conntriesa tI
And ,the Prince concluded by exclaiming "Long live
Spain! Long live Morocco! n
160. I could quote other texts tha.t would eJq>ress
the same sentimeuts, and 1 myself have heard distinguished representatives of·this friendly country
make $lmilar references with regard to Spain. That
is why I am so surprised and why I must enter a pro-testagai~rSt this astonishing behav~our which is so
f( '~eign to" the custo:rnary conduct of our discussions.
Can it b~i perhaps that a pro-Bolshevik infection has
fOl~
the moment afflicted our' good friends, and in
•
many respects our brothers, of Morocco? It may wall
158. Only people with co$sed minds, to wht;)m an
be the case but I do not feel inclined to criticWLtoo
arbitrarily simplified version of history appeals, will
harshly. It is easy· to be tempted and many hQnourible"\
put forward claims for a specific frontier line within c'Alntries yield to it, but will they not regret it later?
which sole authority would be exercised. This is a
That is not the least of the peculiar fea1;urtls of this
claim we must contest Oiuhistoricalgrounds and fOr
evil calledcoloniallsm, a subject on Which I had not
the sake of the spiritual values cherished by our the least intention of intervening. And, if I may be
people.. And we regret that a country with such a
permitted the digression, I will tell you why: because
respect for law as Morocco has, a country with. which we have very few countries to be talked cabout in
we have none but cordial relations,· should disregard Africa; we are a tiny country in the colonialsel1$e.
the other discussions on frontiers that are going on
We cou~d borrow.a,well-known French tag and say:
and embark ona course of action that issoincontlAujbanquet de la vie, Infortun6 convive". And we
sistent with the United Nations Charter and shows
:might well add: "Au banquet d'Afrique, infortun6
so little respect also for justice and law, by claiming convive".
two old Sp~sh cities which regard it as a great
honour to belong to our country. How long then will 161. In the great colonia,l enterprises of the nin&"
teenth century, so Widely diSCUSsed and on which $0
they wait before asking for Guadalajara, ,which has
~eh could be said, we participated only' to a !ery
a Moslem na:rne, or before settling down on the banks
limited and remote degree. However, that doeS not
of the Guadalquivir,which also has a Moslem name,
prevent us from taking a sensitive and impartial view.
or in some other part of the country? Are we going to
of the problem, or from listen@.g to Soviet sp~ches
turn world hiStory into a veritable bedlam1. Are we
going to transform historians andpolitician\S into- such as the one we have just· heard-which. really
indicated anxiety for freedom and the sufferingsof
and many of the representatives belong to countries
peoples-which
Inay bathe beginning of a phase of
in which this type of .person. is not well known, though .
reflex~on .·or,perhaps, even, of repentance. BefQr8
many of the older cOill1tries are familiar·with it-that
type of genealogist, who, for a money' fee, will very buch \albelievabl~ happenings as that we shall not
take OUr eyes off the fund~ental problem that is
often. discover a relationship, for S':lmeone who wants
being
constantly referred to here as colonialism.
to acquire powerful ancestors, with Napoleon Bonaparte or the Emperors of. Constantinople? Are we
162.. It is true that there has been ha~hness spown.
not going to set' limits fQr ourselves in all these
there
has been persecution, that jUstice h3sbeeb.
dfst.-u.ssions?.
lacking in many of our, relationships.. Our bl'Clthers of
Central and South America. have, with due reserva...
. 159. I am doubly sOlT)',· about this instance because
tioIJS and with highly intelligent observations based
it was brought up by a country like. Morocco, which
0\'1 history, commented .here--it Was a moving ·experihas given us so many' ·proofs of affection. In our comence to .1isten'· to them~on the colonial pi"Oblemand
mon past there have been.plenty of difficulties, whic~
on the difficulties and, at the same t;iJne, the tJplendid
.for our part at any rate, have only increased the
achievements of Spain. We have no colonial past in'
admiration we have fe1tfo1" the berolsmshown by
Africa, there have been ~'eryfiBW interventions by
Moroccans on the battlefield. Yet Morocco used not Spain. But that does not alter our PI"OfOllnd conviction.
..tq•. forget how greatly Spain helped MorocQO to. re- And it is this cirmunstanc~\ of not being personally
~~~lisb itself as a free Power. T.hatfacthasbelSu
.illYolved that. leads uSttotonlyto proclaimJ:~pwmuch.
r~COgnizedmore. than once by some. of its rep rewe have done but also. to think and Yoteot! African
sJ~ntatives. I need. only quote, for e:xample\lthefollowp;-oblems with profound respect for the countri~8 of
157•.. 1 shall not dissemble 'the fact-and 'I am proud
to state it-that Spain is a Euro..African Power and
has been such for many eenturies; that it has ha.d
posse,ssions or, rather, establishmen.ts in Africa that
are more ancient than any establishments that the
Moslem kings can boast of, as I have just shown. I
have no need to add,that this north of Africa was
never a~ any time a hard and fast unity~ as invented
history asserts. This was quite clearly proved in the
discussion about Maul;'itania., We Spaniards were a
colony' not of MorocQo-although that is partially
true...but defilttt..~]y of Mauritania-and. I cite the dates
as I recall them from that discussion-between ,1094
and 1149. ,The Mauritanians, the AImoravides; or·
probably people from those tribes, occupied a great
part of Spain, built a castle in the Alfajerfa and controlled practically the, whole of Moslem Spain. We
we~ean Afro-Asi~ ,colony-and I say ~t proudlythere is no need to hide the fact. To that circumsta.n\·~e we owe the Alhambra of Grapada, Cordoba
and the immense cultural monuments' that have become part of our c1Jlture. Perhaps. the link we enjoy
with the most advanced European philosophy of the
period, as our American brothers have on occasion
pointed out, is also :responsible for many of the
CUltural and spiritual values in our past history.
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-------------------,--,that continent and ,with the desi:rethat they.should that When tbenanish GC\VQl:'1lDlenttwas reconstructed
se~ston'",~---,---

always attain the realization of all'their just aspb:a... after 'Qurgl3neral el~tiQn in' November of this year
tions ill, legal and orderly fashion.
a MemD,(i):t". ofPar1iron~nt el~Gted by the Greenland
163.. 1 ventured inth~ general debate 1886th meeting]
population-was made a dabinet Minister.
to cite the t~txts of the great Spanish jurists of the 170., Against this background it will easily be und~r
sixteentb 'Oentury who. at the time when America was
stood. that Denmark whole-heartedly slllpporis the
discoVGl'ed, recognized the rights of the primitive idea of the adQption by the United Nations of a declainh~itantsof that continent and -:refused to grant
ration stressing the necessit¥ gf bringing to a speedy
r!gbl:~J of tutelage" and vassalage that wi;)renot con..
end. colonialism in all its tQIfmS and manifestatlons.
sfstetllt with law Mr. Belatlnde has also alludef;i to
..
those. jUri~ts. in this debate. That is the spirit in 171. We~ support the drl"aft resol';ltion.subm~ttedbY a
which we are taking pari in this discussion and it is ,large number of African and ASlan States I.A/L.323
in thatspilit that we shall vote, subject to the neces.. and Add.l-6]. In Our opinion, it covers the problem
sary reservations regarding those phrases which are better than the draft res,olution submitted by Honperhaps not really consistent with the meaning of the duras [A/L.324!Rev.2], and also much better than the
United Nations Charter. But this should not be taken draft submitted by the USSR [A!45021.
as representing our attitude towards attacks,on the 172. The African..Asian draft resolution certainly
sovereigno/ of Spain, ~;hich I very strongly d~)nounce has its merits, alth~'1gh we would have preferred a
here and now.
somewhat different wording of certain passages.
'
164. ThePltESIDENT (translated from Sp~isl\); 1 Take, for instance, the following:
call upon the representative of DeIlDlark to speak in
"Convinced that the continued existence of cow
explanation of his vote.
lonialism prevents the development of international
165. Mr.. CHRISTIANSEN (DellD1ark): The DaniSh
economi~ co-operation, impedes the social, cultural
people has welcom.ed most heartily tha tide of libera:and economic development of dependent peoples and
militates' against the United Nations ideal of unition from colonialism and the emergence of new
States. which are characteristic of the present epoch.
versal peace. "
It is a blessing for mankind that in the years since
173. This can hardlybe said to be a correct analysis
the Second World War there has been an increasingly of
colonialism. There have undoubtedly been cases
strong trend towards liberating dependent' nations in which
colonialism did not prevent developments
from" the dominion of other nations.
such as those mentioned. On the other hand, there
166.. I should like at this point to compliment in par- have unfortunately been instances in which colonial..
ism was an impediment to snch development. We find
ticular the United Kingdom Government. which in the
years iJnmediately following the war gave the signal that this passage is a generalization and therefore
for this new development by granting independence to incorrect.
India and t\ther peoples within the British Empire.
174. There are a few, moro points to Vlhich I should
167", 1n, re~\ent years we have witnessed great and like to call your attention. Paragraph 3 reads as
rapidadvan~es in this respect, especially in Africa.
follows:
An friend$of progress and liberty welcome the
,"Inadequacy of political, economic, social or eduliberation f()f Africa as another victory for tlle high
cational
preparedness should never serve as a preideal ijtat ~11 peoples have the right to enjoy complete
text
for
d~laying independence."
freedom aIld independence. In DeIlDlark we have tried
to live up tt) that ideal, which we highly chedsb.
This wording is not quite clear, although there could
,not,
I think, be any doubt as to what the meaning
168. In this connexion I should like to mention the actually
Would not a correct interPretation be that
manner in which relations between Iceland and Den" colonial is.
Powers
shall not be able to prevent transi..
mark were settled, in full agreement between the two tion to independence
by pointing to the political, eco-,
countries, first in 1918 and later in 1944. I need only nomic or cultural inadequacies
in the territory conrefer to the warm..hearted statements made by thEl cerned, inadequacies for which they
themselves would
representative of Iceland dUring the debate here.
probably be responsible?
There is a most intimate friendship between the Icelandic people and the Danish peoph, and the ties be- 175. This u'ndoubtedly touches upon a problem Which
tween our two countries are growing increasingly should not be overlooked. It would be unrealistic to
maintain that immediate transition to independence
sttong.
would always be more advantageous for the popula'"
169. I would further Wtention the reorganization with
tion than., a gradual transition~ irrespective of the
regard to Greenland "'Men, with the approval of the
state of development the population has reached. It
United Natic~.s, was carried out in 1953. On 22 Nois a great problem and one to which it is extremely
vember 1954\ the General Assembly of the United difficult to find a just and equitable solution.
Nations adopted a resolution in which it was estab...
lished th,at the Greenland population had freely ex" 176. If we look at the development that has taken
pressed its will and had been placed on an equal place in Africa in the last few years, 1 think that
footing with other parts of the Kingdom of'Demnark many would say with :r:ega~ to a eertain territory
[resolution 849 (IX)]. May I add that thisreorganiza... that the transition to independence occurred at a time
tiOD has proved ~i! be a' happy one, satisfactory for when it had not been adequately prepared. On the
other hand, many would argue that there have been
the population of Oriteenland as w~n as for the Danish
population as a wllole. "this does not mean that all
se'l1eral instances in which delay in the transition to
problems have been solved. But progress has been independenoe' caused extremely great difficulties. But
made and continues to be made. As the latest imporit should be borne in mind that the rulers of a territant step in .this direction I should like to mention tory-.or even a group of people-would be apt to think
0
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that the dependen,t peQple ha-dnot yet aUainedsuf.,
our debate. on this qIi~sti6n n\anYI'epresenta~iv~sin
ficient maturii;y-e It is, however, explicitly stated in this hall were opposed by representatives of nations
in many parts of the world who complained of the
the draft resolution that this should not be used as a
pretext, which in our interpretation means that there
laqk of freedom. This draft resolution should. offer
m.ight be instances in which inadequate preparation
encouragement to the. democratic forces working, for
might' justify postponement of the transition to in.... the, freedom of sl}ppressed nations by peacefulmeans.
Ma1\lY of the natIons. now suppressed may today think
dependence until such time as conditions improve.
.
that the hori!4on is dark but they will hardly give up
177. May X say in conclusion that it w~uldbe .only hope This draft resolution will undoubtedly justify
fair to assume. that the peoples wht; WlSht~ attai~ . and ~trengtp.e.n the:m'in keeping up their hopes. Here
freedom are in a hurry and that it should not ~e pas
we must l<~joice in .. the existence 01:, the United
sible by pretexts that are more ~Jr less jrlvent~~ to
Nations. As I see it the United Nations has so far
prevent them from attaining free/lom. I would pu:~ it played its most decisive role in assisting by peaceful
like this: better freedom and 1nd~lpendence too e~,rl}' means in making so many peoples free and independent.We· hope that it will be possible, through our
than too late. But. while stressf~g this wish mQ(s!
emphatically, we should not ovel.lookthe probleml:i
international Organization, by peaceful means, to
secure for all nations, without dfstinctionas to race,
facing us in this respect. One important aspect shOUld
be borne in mind. When all adVol~ates of the liberacolour or geographical location, the freedom to which
tion of formerly dependent people~, invoke democratic
the people of all countries have an absolute right.
ideals and principles for the atta:lnment of that goal,
it would indeed be disgraceful if groups of people in
182" It is on the basis of these views that Dennewly estabUshed States subsequently exploit the in- mark will vote in favour of the African-Asian draft
adequate development of the poplll1ation to introduce
resolution.
not a demooratic rule, but dictatorship, which actu~lly
183. The PRESIDENT (translated from. Spanish): I
caU upon the representative of Austria, who wishes
delays and impedes necessary social and political
developments.
to speak in explanation of his vo,e.
•
178. The com.ments I have mad,e here on paragraph
184. Mr. MATSCH (Austria): lam most grateful
to the President for giving me the floor to explain
3 may be said also to apply tc/ paragraph 5, which
reads as follows:
briefly the pOSition of my delegation,
185. We have heard a most interesting debate, a
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
Non-SelfoooGoverning Territories or all other terridebate which was initiated by the delegation of the
tories Whi~h have not yet attained independence, to
USSR, to whom our thanks are due. My delegation
transfer ad powers to the peoples of those Terri- will vote for the draft resolution which has been subtories, without any ct.'mditions or reservations in
mitted by forty-three delegations from Afr!ca and
accordance with their freely expressed will and Asia [A/L.323 and Add.l-6]. They are pleading their
desire, without a;ny distinction as to ra~e, creed or
own cause a just cause and we are glad to support
colour, in ttrder tCI enable them to enJoy complete
them'
,
independence and freedom."
•
.
186. My country has never been what is termed
It appears from statements made by responsible
today a colonial Power, nor did the old Austrospeakers fnat it is recognized that the meaning of the
Hungarian Empire possess any colonies. This IS a
well-known fact. We have no first-hand knowledge of
words "inl.mediate steps shall be taken" is that we
shall proceed towards the goal and shall not allow
the experiences and cor::ditions in colomesand have,
ourselves to be stopped by unnecessary hindrance.
therefore, not taken part in the debate. But the AusThis is in conformity with the view I have just trian people, on whose behalf I have the honour to
expressed.
speak here, have always been in sympathy with the
179. Our critical comments on certain passages of
struggle of nations and peoples which have not enthe draft resolution do not however prev,ent us from
joyedfull freedom. We have, therefore, been devoting for it; this so ~uch :mo~, as it contains
lighted to see that after the Second World War many
.several highly desirable statements. I arn thinking of
great and many small nations have become independthe following' .
ent and we have been happy to establish contacts and
.'
hI
firm and cordial relations with them. We knov.: by our
" .
Convinced that all peoples have an !naliena e
own experience the vt~lue of freedom,b~tsause for
right to complete freedom~, the exerci~e of their
sevenwen long years we were deprived of it and I
BO':I~ereignw and the integrity of theIr national
believe that one never values something mo;e than
territory"
When one has lost it.
A more satisfactory wording could perhaps have been
187• Furthermore, we pel1eVG .that freedom is aa
found. However, we interpret it as a pledge given to
indivisible as pea~e, and as long as there are countries and peoples that have not attained their freedom
all nations.
180. In previous resolutions certain continents were
we .who enjoy .our own freedom will not be secure.
mention.ed by name. While ours-Europe-was not, its
May I say·ln rJarenthes!s that we believe in.my couupeople of course have the same rigbt to freedom and
try that this high principle dQes not only apply to
nations and peoples but also to the individual. As long
independence .as all other peoples. I think that the
as persorM freedom and the rule of law Have not
wording is good in so far as. it .says that all peopla
have the right to complete fraedom, and does not been iirrA]y established everywhere, the freedonJ. \lof
l:bnit the attainment of freedom and independence to every:man,woman and childanywhe~ will be in
certain parts of the world.
dange~~"
181

0

We know that .there are I111any forms of sup.'
of people and of groups of people. During

pres~ion

188. It is for this .reason. that we shall vote for the
draft resolution as it stands. We shall do $0 although,
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to be quite fran.k,. we have cer,tainmisgivings with
regard to some of the expressions used in the decla"
ration, some of the requests made and· some of the
procedures envisaged in it. In view of the high ideals
of freedom and the equality of all men on which the
declaration is based, we have felt, how~ver, that such
.considerations should not prevent us· from giving it
our full support.
189. May 1. take this opportunity of adding a further
observation.. In voting for the declaration, we do not
mean merely to pay lip service to the desires and
aspirations of the people emerging from colonial
rule. We want to assure them, by voting for this draft

resolution, that we will .support all measures within
the limits of our own resources to establish their
political and economic independence, beoause we believe that one cannot exist withou.t the other. The
Austrian authorities are at present actively engaged
in exploring various pOBsibilities of co-operationwith
the newly independent nations. We share their 'feeling
of urgency and we believe that they ~re justified in
demanding high priority for their ;reQuest. e are
convinced that they in tu~ w1l1 make a most Important contribution to our common aim, namely, the
preservation of peace.
The meeting rose at 6.30p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 87
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)

1. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative of
Israel in exercise of the right of reply.
2. Mr. COMAY (Israel): In the earlier stages ofthis
debate several Arab speakers tried to drag into it
the differences which unfortunately still persist between Israel and the Arab states. In its statement
before the Assembly on 2 December [933rd meeting],
my delegation deliberately refrained from reactllig
to these attacks, and did not refer to them at all. We
felt that the subject of this debate was of such deep
and serious concern to the world, and especially to
the new states, and to those who are. still subject
peoples, that we should disregard attempts to exploit
it for propaganda purposes. Unfortunately, this selfrestraint was one-sided. I would refer particularly
to the statement made on 6 December [937th meeting]
by the representative of Lebanon, which, as apiece of
mudslinging against another Member state of the
United Nations, was just about as offensive as anything
yet heard from this rostrum. My delegation feels
obliged briefly to exercise its right of reply. We shall
do so in relation to three points which have been
raised, although none of them ,in our opinlon;are really
relevant to the item under discussion.
3. Firstly, we repudiate as morally unworthy and
historically stupid the attempt to equate ZiOhism with
colonialism. Zionism is one of the noblest, the most
moving, the most constructive national movements in
human history. Behind it lies a unique and unbroken
connexion, extending over 4,000 years, between the
Jewish people and Palestine. No Jew coUld 'dwell in
Israel as a stranger or an alien, for there is not a
foot of its soil unhallowed by the bones of his Biblical
ancestors. It was here that the moral and spiritual
genius of our people gave birth to Judaism, from which
also sprang the Christian religion. It was here that
our people enjoyed national independence, which they
lost and regained and lost again, in the perpetual
struggle against the great colonial empires of that
time. The vital bond between the Jewish people and
the land of Israel is the very essence of our long and
often tragic history.

YO R K

4. In modern times, spurred by the twin forces of
nationalism and persecution, our people dreamtofrebuilding its ancient homeland, and organized the Zionist
movement to promote this ideal, both by gaining understanding for it amongst the nations, and by constructive
pioneering work in what had become a backward corner
of the ottoman Empire. This idea gained support at
one time from Britain, for which we were grateful,
and the concept of a Jewish National Home was expressly written into the terms of the League of Nations
Mandate for Palestine. In the end, however, Israel
gained its independence through a bitter struggle
against British rule, and a further struggle for survival against invading Arab armies. We stand ready
today, as we always have been, to live in peace with
our neighbours. Butwe are not ready to have the nature
of the Zionist movement perverted to serve demogogic
purposes.
5. These labels of "colonialism" are blatantly meant
to influence other new States in Asia andAfrica which
have relations with Israel. In the statement in reply
made by the Israel Foreign Minister, in the general
debate, on 17 October, Mrs. Meir dealtwith this point,
and I would take leave to quote a few sentences:
"We know that this is nonsense. The Arabs know
that it is nonsenSe and, what is more important,
the Africans themselves know that it is nonSense.
The leaders of African countries are not to be
frightened by meaningless slogans. They can be
relied upon to judge their telations with other coun. tries by the behaviour of those other countries towards them, and not by propaganda speeches in New
York.lI [907th meeting, para. 87.]
6. It is not Israel but certain other statea who profess
to be the brothers of the African peoples, but meddle
in their affairs and act as Trojan horses for new iroperialisms in Africa. As to who these states are, the
Afrioan peoples will judge for themselves, in the light
of recent experience on their continent.
7. Secondly, the representative of Lebanon wept
crocodile tears over the treatment of Israel's Arab
citizens, of whom there are a quarter of a million,
both Moslems and Christians. Here again, I would
refer to the statement by the Israel Foreign Minister
on 17 October, in which she again pointed out that
Israel Arabs enjoy exactly the same political rights
as do ISrael Jews; that their economic, social and
cultural standards have risen rapidly since the establishment of the State of Israel; and that "no Arab State
can point to the achievement of a stmdard of living
for the masses of its population tbatmaybe compared
favourably to the standard of living of the Israel Arabs"
[Ibid., para. 83]. Our country is open to the world,
and anyone is free to visit it and verify these facts
for himself. Tens of thousands of visitors have done
so; their impressions are on record, and they refute
the calumnies which have been repeated here.
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. 8~ Thirdly and lastly, the representative of Lebanon
JUld the effrontery to suggest· that l$rael was one of
two c01mtries in which vestiges of slavery remained.
The charge itself is too silly to be taken seriously.
Israel's Constitution and way of life ensure equality
and freedom for all its citizens without distinction of
race, sex or relgion.. But, if I were an Arab repr&!!t
sen1atlve, I woUld be'lery hC.3itant about raising the
issue of .slavery, in thecontex,tofadebate on colonialism. Does he think the African peoples have forgotten
the black and. ugly record of the Arab slave traders
on their continent? Does he think they are unaware
that there are Arab countries in the Middle East in
whirihAfrican men, women .and cjUldren, and especially young girls, are still bought and sold like cattle?
If he himself is tmaware of these facts, I would advise
him. to read the many reports which have been published on the matter i; recent years, includingthose
of th,' Anti-Slavery Society. .

the Congo (Leopoldville) would be justlfiedincla1ming
the right to separate from other paris of the Repul,>lic.
Or should another paragraph of the draft declaration
be applied in such cases, nam~ly paragraph 6~w~ch
opposes -any attempt aimed 'at the· p3-rtU1.11 or IQtal
disruption of the national unity and the' territorial
integrity of a cOWltryW?
15" Another observation which comes to our mind
when studying the ·text of the draft declaration is that
there are in some parts of the world dependent territories which are too small and too isolated to be able
to lead a successful life as independent States. Also,
it seems to my delegation that we should not overlook
the fact that too rapid a transitioo of a territory from.
colonial status to·indepe~ence )Day.cause serious
difficulties for its population. A transitional period
may be necessary.
16. The comments I have now made do not deter us
from supporting the draft d~c1ara:tf.<m", We understand'
9" My delegation has intervened again in the debate
it to be meant as' a' statement of general objectives
with relucmnce. We have no desire to engage in conand not as an act of legislation which would place ir.1.troversy on these matters. On the other hand, the
mediata juridical obligations on Member states and
impression should not gain ground thatany Arab reprewhich is designed to be applied literally. The General
sentative can, with itnpunity, utilize the forum of the
Assembly does not have the competence to adopt acts
United Nations in order to besmirchthe State of Israel.
of legislation which are binding on the Member States.
From a legal point ofview, the draft declaration WOuld,
10. The PRESIDENT: A number of delegations have
therefore,
seem. to be of the same nature as. the Uniasked to explain their vote before the voting. I propose
versal
Declaration
of Human Rights.
to call on these delegations in order. I give tlie floor
first to the representative of Sweden.
17. In maIdng a comparison between the twodeclal'ations
it is, perhaps, approp1t"iate to draw attention to
11.
ROSSEL (Sweden); The Swedish delegation
the
fact
.that while the goals set out in the earlier
will cast its Yote in favour of the draft declaration
declaration,
that is, to further the observance ofhuman
submitted, in document A/L•.323 and Add.1-6, by the
rights
in
the
whole world, are still very far from being
African-Asian countries. Wc will do so because we
achieved,
the
aims pursued by the present declaration,
find that it is in full accord with the spirit of the
that
is, to secure tharight of the peoples to national
Charter provisions on self-determinatlon, self-gov- .
independence, have already largely been attained as
ernment and national independence. The Swedish
far
as the former colonial empires are concerned.
Government and the SWedish people have followed
WithOut.
wishing to dimininh the importance oftbis new
with intent interest and great sympathy the historical
decla:ration,
one cannot escape the conclusion that it
proceSs by which the large majority of formerly de- .
will
not
play
the same construr,tive and instructin'l
nendent peoples have come to enjoy the great b.oon
role as the Universal Declaration of Human RighUJ
of national freedom. If the declaration will help to
which,
ever since 'it was adopted in 1948, has no doubt
keep the desire for freedom burning in lI\en's minds
served
as a useful model for legislation in many couneverywhere, it will serve a usefUl·purpose.
tries and as a constant rem.inder of certain noble
12. The attitude of my delegation does not mean,
principles. which are all too often honoured more in
however, tbatwe are entirely happyabout the language
the breach than·in the observance.
used in. some parts of the draft resolution. In fact; . 18. In the light of the observations which I have made,
there are some paragraphs that seem to us to leave
the Swedish delegation is, as I said before, prepared
room for different interpretations, while other parato vote in favour of the· draft resolution submitted by
graphs, in our view, are too categorical or too rigid.
the African..Asian states as a whole and in its present
Let me give you a few examples to illustrate my pOint.
form, and will Yote against ather·draftresolutionsand
amendments~
13.· The l2:st preambular paragraph. of the draftreso.lution states tb.at "all peoples baveaninalienablel'ight
191' Mr. AUGUSTE. (Haiti) (translated from French):
to complete freedom, the exercise oftheir ;3overeignty
The· problem of colonialism is •the cbieffocus of interand the integrity of their national territory". The apnational attention at this se3sion; it is accompanied
plication of. tb.:ls unimpeachablo principle in practice
by an avalanche of documents and a torrential fl;ow of
could surely become a matter of controversy. We all
words which often call to mind the heated atmosphe)'e
remember how, during the recent debate in the First
in which the equa1)y important questions of disarmuCoznmittee on the problem of Maurltania, there existed
mentandunder-developmentwere discussed. In theory,
d1fferentopinions even among those countries spon,coloniaUsm as we have known it in the past when it
soring .the present draft declarati()n,
how this prinsought by false, erroneous and sophisticatedreaSoning
ciple should find expression in that particular case.
to justify the domination of one Power over another
and
exalt to the level of a dogma the privileges and
14. The same principle is also laid d~t in paraprerogatives which certain. reputedly superior races
g'tUph 2 ,of the~ft declaration, which decllares that
had
arr0g9oted to themselves, has irrevocably and un"a.Upeoples have the rizht of self-determination'.
doubtedly
had its day.
One may be allowed to wonder whether fhe practf.ca~
20. It can.no longer continue to function as an ~cyno1J1ic
implication of this general principle would be, to take
or
politico-economic system, tlUlt lS,asaklrA,)f ar~
only <me axample,tbat provinces of the I~public of
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reserved for the home countt!y guaranteeingita market
sheltered from all competitiob and freely open for the
.fu1l expansion of its foreign trade. This. forIXl. of exploitation of man by man, accompanied at times by
episodes which do little .honour to those who have
raised the ridiculous claim of the inequality ofracesthis situation individuals and the passage of time have
undertaken to liquidate.
21. ~~, when. this thorny pl("o'b!em is mentioned, I
would b.~ loath not to menticm the United Nations~ this
great crossroads which for fifteen years past has
.served aSa happy meeting-place between peoples, a
kind of meltlng..pot of h.uma;aity where the course of
history has perhaps been speeded up in. a different
direction.
22. Bu!t ~deas, generally speaking, take a lot of killing. T{~oBe people, who, as they recall their reading,
remember the pages. on scientific. subjects bequeathed
to them by great writers, realize the long process of
. their development, as well as their authorityand their
strength, when they merge into our subGonscious/mind.
Ideas might be compared to a tree With numerous,
long-livJng roots. Merely to cut down the trunk without
. uprooting the tree would somf~tiJnes do not more than
·retard its growth.
,
23. All those who, in. a remote or recent past, have
suffered from colonialism, know this. Therefore, steps
must beiaken to prevent its ·return, not so much in
the. impossible form it a.ssumed in the past, as in. the
. pretentious, distinctly dangerous-yes, I would add,
extr~mely dangerous-fonD. it assumes in the present
·day world, :fu11 of malice, guile and trickery, like a
wolf in sheepts clothing.
24. I confess that these are reflections which an
authentic son of the Republic of Haiti could not· help
but feel as he listened to the charges levelled by certain self-eonstituted public prosecutors, lifting the vell
off the policy of neo-colonialism, of which Alfred de
Musset, if he were st1l1amongue-yes,Musset, the
delightful poet .of those immortal nights we allused to
sing a~t in days gone by.-wouldsay: -but it all looks
as much like you as your brother."

>ble
ein

25" The struggle against this new type or new form
or structure of colonialism must be our ~onstantcon
cern and we must fight it wherever ii sets itself up.

Lde,

26. I confess I fear it just as mqch as I do its older
brother,. which did such great harm to m.y ancestors
and to . the men of my race. As a more pernicious
phenomenon, characterized by great astuteness, because it assumes the guise of both wolf a.dd shepherd,
it wins over simple minds nowadays by offering them
not gifts of gold, a.s formerly, butsome:tb:b1g rather
more aubtle.-the magic and the seduction ofth.e promises latent.. in ~new organization of theworId of
tom.o~row., securing the well-being and the dignitY of
all men iu order to· put an end to the economic :inequalities from which they. have so long suffered.
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27. .To destroy colonialism in order to.have it replaced by another evil-let us .agree to call it neocolonialism-would be to rajectas hopeless the lessons
·of history, of, experience, of human intelligence and
even the need for freedom and independence felt by
all those who .have been deprived of it for so long;. it
would be like saying: JlGet out of there and let me in. 1t
2B.My delegation would like to congratulate all those
Whoha.ve so clearly discerned the danger ofneOu
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coloclalism in all its forms. True to the anti-colonialist policy of tb,e great Dessalines, who founded the
Haitian nation,faitbful also to the poU.ciea ofthe father
of my coun.trytsrepublic, the distinguished Alexandre
Petion, .who in 1811, inspired by the same lofty sen";
timents and high ideals which animate U$all today,
assisted Bol!var in his fight for liberati.onfromSpanish
domination, my d~legation, as heir to the political
testam.ent of those giants in the history ofmy country,
will vote ,in favour of any draft resolution which condemns colonialism, demands independencea,ndfreedom.
for some, while at the same time devising means of
protect.ing otb.el"s~ by forestalling the introduction
anywhere in the. world of neo-colonialism inanyshape
or form.
29. Mr. PAZHWAK (Afghanistan): I have asked to
speak in order to explain my vote on the w.riou,s prOposaliJ which u:r:enow before ~e General As:aembly.
This e'f;Planation will be given in the light of the statement which I ~de in the general debate £935th meeting] in which I expressed the views of my delegation
on the principles to which we adhere and which· guide
us in tn.k1ng a position OD any action by tpe Assembly
with re!,pect to this· item. Afghanistan is laSPQnsor of
onel; d~~resolutio~ [A/L.323 and Add.1-6], .and we
ha~e eX1?lained our :r;easons for sponsoring it. My
ex"Blanatilon of vote will therefore refer to the other
. di\~ re2,\olutions of Which we are not sponsors.
30. With respect to the draft resolutiOn submitted by
Honduras [A/L.324/Rev.2], we hope that, in View of
the. nature of this .draft, it will not be pressed to a'
vote and 'will be withdrawn. However, if it is put to
the vote, my delegation will be compelled to vote
against it. We are oppoaed to. this draft resolution
because, in the cOll$ideration at this stage by the
Q?ne;ral Assembly of the· item before us related to
the abolition of colonialism and domination :in all its
forms as soon as. possible and, in our vtew,immediately, the presentation of :such a draft LS completely
out of place. We. do not tidnk that it wrJUld serve any
useful purpo:se, and we therefore do not be~ve that
it should be adopted bytb.e General Aaser;nbly.. W(i3
shall vote against this draft resolution.
.
31.. With respect to the amendments .submitted by
Guatemala. [A/L.325] to the draft resolution contained
in document A/L.S23 an.d Add.I-6, we have no objection
,in principle tothein·· but we tbink. that the proVi$i:pns
of these amendments are covered in paragraph 6 of
the draft deClaration of the African-Asian countries.
We therefore believe that these amendments are superfluous and w.e shall abstain in. the yote on them.
32. The Soviet Umon has· submittsd two amendmEmts
IA/~328] to the draft resolution wli~ch we have spansored.T4ese amendments ",:i:'e usefalandconstructive,
and •my delegation will vote for ,!;hem. The contents
of these amendments are quite siniple. but they bring
out certain points. of which we. want to take ~rticular
note, and that is why we shall votefo:r:them. ''ibefirst
point recognizes in substance the right of the rightful
l'epresentatives ·()f. peoples •and nations to enter in~
negotiations on. thebasiSofself-determmat!on, a prin...
ciple to which we· have always adhered in all cases
related to dependent peopl~s. Secondly, these amendments contain the element of the tima-limit-, Which
expresaeswhat we had as~edfor'inthe generttTaebafe,
namely, the immediate ·al'iolitlon of colonialism: and
domination in all its forms and man:i.festatious. Thirdly, these amendments. emphasize the implementation
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of the resolutlon on the abolition. of colonialism,which,
might t~d to a reduction of the support for this draft
t9 us, has alwayS been the true and onlyeffectiveaim :r:esolution, but in this case the quesUon of Plinciple
Wlth respect to the question of .the aboUtion of the is involved. In the case of' the Soviet amendments
colonial system.
li
and the Guatemalan amendments, my delegatiop feels
33. I come nOW to the dJ.oaft declaraUon submitted bv
tba.tit Should. give Pri
. ority to the PrinCiPle.s.OO-nm:~:;ed
J
in each of these amendments rather than to thetec
whic
the SoViet Union (AI 4502)t!! "fe have cOlYlidered nicaHtles b~which I have referred.
. I1
very carefully.. We would havEfpNlferred to have the
,
substantive part of this draft put to.the vote•. and not
3~.The Soviet amendmentsc9ntain a principle which
the whole declaration. If the entire'document is put
my delegation' fully supports, and we shall therefore
to the vote. 1 should like to request the PJ,"e~id~nt to
vote in favour of them. The Guatemalan amendments
put it to the 'Vote in two parts.. We suggest that a
include. the principle of the right of nations to recover
Separate vote' should be taken on the partbeginning
their territorial integrity; they also provide that the
with the words - ••• the States Members of the United
principle --Qf self-determination of peoples may in no
Nations solemilly proclaim the following demands; It
case impair the right to territorial integrity of any
andinclud:b1g the numbered paragraphs 1. 2 and 3.
state. We !mow that there bave been certain c~ses in
A separate vote should be taken on the rest of the
which the territorial integrity ofnations was impaired.
document.
The ~urpation of a part of the Arab territory of
34. When the separate vote is taken,iny delegation
Palestfue by the joint aggression of coloniaUsm.and
will vote· for the substantive part to which I have
Zionism is an outstanding international. question~We
.. referred, and we will. votefo~ it withorlt any reservauphold the right of the lawful people of any territory
'tions wha.taoever. When the rest of the document Is
to recover their territorial integrity. We shall thereput to the Yote, my delegation will support it because
fore vote in favour of the Guatemalanamendmenta.
we do not see any objection. to the principles contained
40. With regard to the Soviet draft deClaration Contherein; but we would like to stat~, in expla.nf1.tion of
tainedin document A/4502, we are told that this
our vote. that our .vote in . faVOUl" of that part of the
document is going to be p~t to the Yote as one unit.
doo\lJD,.ent should be cons~dered as being confined to
We are ready to support~llost()fitsparts,but we
the piinciples contained therein anq only to the pr1ncaDJlot subscribe to every paragraph in it. In one of
ciples which would help the immediate abolitiQl1 of
~e pa:r,oagraphs, refer,;~~ce is made to my own, country•
:rn another place, chiDa is mentioned, and it is known
domination and colonia.Usm.
35. Secondly,· we would like to sta.teheretbatin sU.P""
that mY' country recognizes NatlonallstCh1na. Therefore, if this draft declaration is put to the vote as a
~-l
d 1 ti
t
rt it·
porting this part of the document, ~tiS our understandingtbat the territories to which specific reference
wuO e, my e ega on canno suppo .•
has been made in this domment'do not constitute a
41. Mr. SUGAm (Saudi Arabia); My delegation will
.complete Hat. of the territories or peoples~Jhichare vote in favour of the draft declaration on the grauting
under aUen dom.inatf.on;,a~d,should not bel/taken as
of independence to colonial countries and people, emsu~h. By this we mean that t.;e implementati\\~. of this
bodied in document }1/4502. In the opinion ofmy deledraft declaration at any-\tin1e should not ~\:nonfined gation, it is in. conformity with the principles of the
to the territories ap.d peoples which, as aitjatter of
United Nations Charter as. well as.with the princip,les
Qf human rights.· Our vote, therefore, in support of
e:nample, ba~ been mentioned in the document, and
that theprovlsionsshould apply to all territoriE3s and
this draft declaration signifies ourendoreementofthe
all peoples .lm4er any form. of dominatlGil in any. part. "basic .principles containedtherein. This does not mean,
of the world, even though theybavenotpeenmentloned
however, that we are in full agreement with certain
in this document. --...
conclusions .made ·orwith certain of its phraseology.
Worthy of partl:cu~r mention:..ts the question of the
36.. W~tb. these tworepervations, we would like to
status of Na.tionalist China.
state once again that our suPP9rt of· tb.ia document
4:2. Mr. RA1INEMA (Iran)' (translated from French):
should be considered as being Ji=omined to th~. principl~s c,ontainedtherein.
My delegation has already hadoo~~as1on to set forth, .
in detail and without equivocation, its attitude on
37. Mr.. RIFA'1 (Jordan): 1 amtaklng the floor-in
all the aspects of the problem of the unconditional
order to.explain, the.· position of my delegation on the
Hquidation of the colonial r~gime. Consequently. my
Soviet dr:aft declaration contained in docum,entA/4502
explanation of vote! will bear solely. on the Soviet
and on the amendmenta to the African-Asian· draft
amendments' [AI~.3281, the Guatemalan amendments
resolution of which my delega:tion is p, SponSor.
[A/L.325] and the draft resolution submitted by. Hon38.. The forty-three Power draft resolution IA/L..323
duras [A/L.324/Rev.2].tn so doing, I shall try, more
and ~,dd.1-6] is the outcome of thorough cOtlBideration
particularly, to reply to certain objections made yesan.d wide consultations. It was drafted in away which
terday [945th meeting] by, the Soviet representative to
would reSPond to the universalcaU for freedrm and
theforly-three-Pow;el' draft resolution [A/L.323 and
..
Add.l-6].
independence and w.hich would. ', at the ,same 'ft01e,secure ;the maximuntpossible support in 'this General
43. The Soviet delegation cQnsidered that the forty.
Assembly. We certainly do not claim tba1t it co.o.tainS
three~Powe:r draitresolution was obscure on certain
an the Yle\VS nndwisheSwithin the scope ~f the na~onal points' and" might give rise to ambiguities as'regards
aspirations of the .peoples. My dele~;tion considers
hOW' itcon14.be interpreted. My delegation,Wbichtook
that the Soviet . amenaments ~o.tJ.ta.:med in document· quite .an active part in drafting this. dra~ a:-esplution,
A/L.S2S and the Gua:tema~amend\~e.1ifscontairiedin
does not think that is so.
~
document A!L.825.) conmin some of these· "Views.. In
44. Indeed,· I feel that. the prmciples we .wanted to
acceptfng ~OPp()sing:Uteseamendmentatmy deleg:h!o
defend are set fottll.ra.:ther ,Qlea:rly. I am pre~redto
Uon.aslIDieof the sponsors of the African-Asian· agre'e" with-M:t'. Zorin that the points in q~estionca.n
draft res0!Ution, wishes to avoid any proced1.Jre v/blch
be va:r~ously interpreted. But, qUite fra~y,what,text,
7
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(]' ili the context in which we are ,opera~~gih~~ Assemtees whicl! deal with the problems attaching to each .
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45. Almost all the members of the Aflican~ian
group have, after all, interpreted this documentas one
which must solemnly proclaim the necessity ofbringfug to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in
all its forms and lIlanifestatiQns, the need never to
delay the granting of independence on th~ pretext, fOr
~xample, of inadequate preparation in the, political,
economic, social or other fields, an~, lastly,the need
for immediate steps to be taken tc:ftransfer p"wer to
the peoples of Trust and Non-Se1f-Gov~;.rniD.g':Territories, or all other territories cwhic:l!1have not yet
a~ined independence, }Vithoutan~,~ditions orreservations, in accordance wi'tl\):!t:elr freely expressed
will and- desire, without pjtlY distinction as to race ,
creed~~q:r colour, in 9~der to enable them to enjoy
completecft'~~domal'pindependenc,e.
·
46.. we bavetried, in the text now before you, to
state as clearly as possible tbe principlestbat we
wanted to defend. ButImusttelltheSoViet representativethat,for reasons which will be easlly understood
and which will d~rive from the special circumstances
of each state, we did not. want tospecijy how these
principles, should be applied. For exampf[e, ~e Soviet
representative has pointed outtbatan ii'X4.1.dt, date or
time-limit should have been specified #01' countries
to attain independence. In preparing this text we felt
that.we should <not fix a date arbitrarily but should
simply, state the need for putting an end, speedily and
unconditi.onally~ to colonialism. We considered that, in
certain cases, it would be advisable even that the
transfer of power. should not be effected immediately,
for it would be essential beforehand to make sure that
this transfer was made to the genuine representatives
of the population in accordance with their freely ex...
pressed will and desire.. Some latitude should also be
left; some countries, for instance, d,emandan immediate technical transfer; others demand a r~!l'i~t short
interval for the transfer ,of power. So we tb,ougbt that,
in a general declaration of this kind, it was better to
confine ourselves to laying down the principle. This
principle is clear: it is the principle of unconditional
and speedy independence, leaving it to the varlq-.us
comittees to decide how the principle should be implemente~· in each particular c~S~~ Consequently, the
fact that webave not, inourdraftreaolution,specined
a date or fixed an exact time-table does not in the
least mean that we'wereopposedtofixingsuch a·timetable iD. certain particular cases or that we intended
deferring ~de~ndencein afiy<;:way whatsoever. It
$iDlply .means, that we felt that the fixing of a rigid
target date-the same date for all 1;he countries-would
smack of artificiality and would not suit the differing
~nd fudividual circumstances of ea.ch particular case.
47~. Moreover, there were divergent views on this
point among th,-, spODSors. One delegatlon, for instance,

'~

th1>ught
the date
should
be an immediate date,
s1i.y
lQ6Dthat
or 1961.;
Qther
del~gationsconsidered
that
the dates should bein·lb.evel~Vnear fuWe. Ther~fore,
as I have just saId, we leiti~ to the various ct,:inmit-

!~

tlons. ,!:ere again, w,e though, t
was e.ssentlal n,ot to
lay do~'!l a hard ~~nd fa,~t rule, "which, however unexceptionable it Dli,Jht be ~ general, might raise certam special problems withill the context of the special
nature of the development of eaoh State fighting for
its independence"Some delegations even tbougl~t t;h8-t,
in some cases, the orga~zat10J1~ of electlons l1y 'im!versal suffrage might ultimately be used ~ a! retext,;;
for delaying independence. Hence the n a to sPecify;
the principle of the, transfer of
er, as I have
pointed out, in accordal1ce with _!U , freely expressed
will and desire of the peoples. This Will. of course,
can and in most cases should-I emphasize, in most
cases~be expressed by organizing a plebiscite 01'
electiOns on the basis of universal sUffrage held Et:
du~ and proper form and preferabl~ 'rdwher(;ver it
ispossible-gua.ra~teedby the presen~" and supervision of the"UnitedNations. ~~!~~es ', f;bi~ shou1~,
as I said just a m.omi.ant agQr~ decide-er: '1' each State
according to the speOialcircumstanctls onts develop.
m.ent.
49.. For example" at the present moment there are
two draft resolutions before the ~,ourth Committee,
one on Ruanda-Urundi [A/C.4/L.664] and -,one'''' on
western Samoa [A/C.4/L.663], in which itisproposed
to apply these pr1nOiples, in the light of the local
conditions and special Circumstances, to those ~rritories. The committees ooncerned will take up the
matter and will see that the general principles are
applied with the ,m.axim.um. fiexibilityand with due
consideratlon for th~ spec~l situation of each ofthese
j'erritori,es.
'~.
. ~"
50. Speaking as a member of the group whichdrafte,d
out
theforty~three-Powe~_draft resolution, I w . d like
to assure the Soviet U),t':PnrepresentatLve~twespent
a long time weighing'tlle pros and cons 6f each senh ....1.......
d
h -~
,:ud
be
tence, eac J:IUoLa.se an eac WOL"U. We w so cause
we never forgot that we had to frame a text that refiects as closely as possible the general aspirations
of the African and Asian people~-asptrations whioh
we are very glad to have the SoViet represeentative's
.assurance he' also shares-as well as the sometim.es
complicated conditions surrounding the liquidation of
the colonial r~gime.
'j

'l

51. I must adm.it that this is not a perfect text. But
in. a collective task of this kind, where allowanoe has
to be made for the complicated nature ofthe problems
and the differing points of view held about their solut!on, .it' is, humanly speaking, very difficult to a;rri~/
at a general ~xt which willbest express the collective
afipirations of the African and Asian peoples.
52•. AS regardB tbedraft resolq,tion submitted by '1,,'1
"(
Honduras [A/l,.324/Rev.2] and the GuaJemalanamendmenta [A/L.325] to the forty-ij,lree(<Powerdraftresolution, I should Uketo~ea brief comm.ent.
53. Th.e:draftresolution subndttedby Honduras , though
it pursues' p~iseworthy aims, seems to US at the
present moment rather" remote fJ.'om the im.m~diate
objectives which the anti-colonial Powers are pursuing '"
in the presentcU"cumstances; the Honduran text dpes .
en.•,
n'. o.t.t
•
Uebm
b'y Guate.-..
,mi:tte
~.
54
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tions behind i~t~ However, I should imm.e~ia.telY add
that, in so ~,r as these intentions relate to the objective ~f ~e present declaxation, they are stated
andexp~ss .Jd clearly enough in paragra~h. 6 of the
:e~laration/in our draft resolution, which reads as
o ows: l'
.
tfAl;J.)"'c~,ttempt aimed at the partial or total disX'Uption ,. o~ the national unity and the; territorial
integr!(ty pf a country is incompatible with the purposes ancl:pIinciple& of the Charter of the United
Nations."
.55. In conclusion, I would like to add once again that
this text was the- result-of lengthy' discussions and
exchange's of views, wbichtook a very long time to
materialize. It represents ·an· 'bnportant piece of work
and its particularly delicate balance has been achieved
as a result of the fixed determination of the African
and Asian Powers to express the aspirations of their
peoples through a historical, text which-and this is
most importan~wouldreflect the ,united front ofthese
peoples and of all cO.. .J ltries against colonialism.
56. Such being the case, we consider that the adoption,
or eyen the insertion, of the amendments submitted
might spoil this difficult.and especially delicate balance that·we have tried to maintain and would even
threaten to split the unity ofthe African-Asian peoples
on this question.
57.. My delegation would be extremely happy if the
sponsors of these draft resolutions and amendments,
in the light of the expla,nations we have given, would
not press for them to be put to the vote. If that should
not be the case, however, my delegation for the
reasons already stated, but mainly ina spirit of
African-Asian solidarity, would not be able to support
them.
58. I would like to aod one last word regarding the
text of paragraph 9 submitted by the USSRin d.ocument
A/L.328, according to which the General Assembly
j

Litho in U.N.

I

L. ".,..

would decid~/to 'consider the question of the implementation/lof the resolutionat_J~l;Iixteenth regular
session.~/'
'\.
~j;.. oQuite obviously, my delegation-Just as much,
' 1, fancy, as ~ of the other sponsors of the draft
resolution-has no objection in principle to thia::.,
paragraph, but the reason why we did not think,fit to
include it is that we felt it touched on a point of proced~e which, in our view, was out of place in a historical declarati<w- which would virtually be a classic
'text to be studied in schools and in various kinds of
organizations, that is, one in which a senten,ce of a
technical character like the one proposedwould really
be out of. place.
60. In my opinion this proposal might be made later
by a delegation, possibly as part of another draft
resolution, ,' but we really do believe that i.t is out of
place in such an important, such a very solemn declaration as that which we are at present discussing.
61. However, since on this procedural point we have
no objection to raise in principler-all the more·, so as
it· would not·in substance change the 'balance of the.
text in any way-we would leave its adoption or re-'
jection, as it now stands, to the collective Wisdom of
the Assembly and will ourselves abstain from voting
on this point.
62. The PRESIDENT: The list of speakers on this
item is now finally concludedand the Assembly, therefore, is in a position to proceed to the vote.. In view
of the fact, however, that the voting on the various
proposals before the Assembly is likely to be a pr~
tracted process and that itisnowa few minutes before
the usual time of adjournment, the Chair proposes to
adjourn the meeting now and to ask the Assembly to
proceed to vote as the first item' of business, at its
next meeting.

The
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on the grc:nting of indrotpendence to colonial
countries and people$ (~cluded>

1. Th~ PR.ESIDENT: The Assembly will now proceed
-to vote', on the various proposals that are before it in
connexil.)n with agenda item 87.
I

2. I Pl~opose to submit to the vote first the draft
declarat10n on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples submitted by the USSR in document A/45()3.
3. I propose, secondly, to submit to the vote the
amendments submitted by Guatemala [A/L.325] to the
draft resolution 8~1.bmitted by forty-three African and
Asian countries [A/k323 and Add.i-6].
4. Thirdly, I propose to put. to the vote the amend...
ments submitted by the USSR [A/L..328] to thelortyl""
three-Power draft res:plution.
5. Fourthly, I propose to put to the vote 1,he dra·ft
resolution submitted by forty-three African t.ndAsian
countries [A/L.323 and Add.1-6].
6. That leaves only the draft resolution submitted
by Honduras [A/L.324/Rev.2]. In connexion with this
document, I have been informed by the head of the
delegation of Honduras that he does notdesire that this
draft-resolution should be submitted-to the vote.

tinuation of Dutch colonialism in WestIrian is a ~rtial
disruption of the national unity and the terIitorial
,integrity of our country..
{
10. As we have often explained here, the Dutch are
using the right of Self-determination-in fact, they~.re
misusing it-to justify the continuation oftheir colonial
activities in West trian. We do not consider it necessary to explain this again, particularly as we have
already done so in our statement during the general
debate on this item [936th meeting]. It is for this
reason that we consider that the idea expressed in
the Guatemalan amendments is alreadyfullyexpressed
in psragraph60f our draft resolution,and it is for
the same reason tbatwe consider tMt'the territories
and peoples which the Guatemalan delegation had in
mind have been taken into 'consideration in our para..
graph 6..
11. Since I am on this rostrum and attempting to
persuade the representative of Guatemala to withdraw
his amendments, I should like to take this opportunity
of explaining our vote on the dra.ft resolution and OD,
the amendments. • •
.
12. The PRESIDENT: I amverj'relcactant fudeed."to
the representative of I~donesis:.. but I gave
him the floor onapoint of order and, a131 announced
at the end of the meeting this morning, th~ list of
speakers,lncludingthose wishing to give explanntiOIl$
of vote i was'finallyclosed this mornmg.tshould like
very much to be able tGal10w the representative of
IndoneSia to continue, butlamafraid that, on the basis ,
of the procedure which we have adopted, it is no longer
open to me to do. so.
13.Mr.~ PALAR. (Indonesia): I apologize. I hope that
-my effort to persuade tb.erepre~,entativeofGuatemala
maybe considered asa POint of order. (
mts~1'llpt

14. The PRESIDENT:.1 call on the representat1veof
Guatemala on a point of order.
15. Mr. HERRAR. TE (Guatemala) (translated from
Spanish): I bave just heard the statementoft:b.e~repre
senta:tive of Indonesia, who reqUested my delegation
toVlithdraw its amendments [A/L.325] to the forty..
three-Power draft resolution [A/L.323 and Add.l-6}.

7. I call on the representative of Indonesia ona point
of order.
8. M:r. PALAR (Jndon:~sia): It was not 'the intention
of my delegation to explain its ,vote before the voting
takes place, but we believe that an explanation of
paragraph 6in the draft resolution submitted by the
16~ .• As a matter offact, we heard this morning several
forty-tlh~Powlh-s may persuade the representative
oI··.·1he
sponsors (,If· the draft resoluUon giving their
of GuatemaIa. to withdraw his am~ndmentstothisdraft
Piterpremtionof
paragraph 6. We fully accept this
resolution. In fact, my delegation req,uests the repreinterpre1ation
and,.
although we .would have Uked to
sentative of Guatemala. to withdraw his amendments
have
the
principle
of
terrltoriaUntegrityrnore clearly
, for the following reasons. Allow me to read para-'
expressed, as it is in the text contained in <lur amendgraph 6:
ments, I raise no objection and wiUaskthe President,
ifAny a.ttempt aimed at the partial or total disrup..
on. behalf of my ddegation, not to put our amencbn.ents
to the vote.
" tion of the national unity and the territorial integrity
of.~ country is incompatible with the purposes and
17. The PRESIDENT: I call 011 the representative of
principles of the Charter of the United-Nations. 1t
Ghana on a point of order•
9. - When drafting this document my delegation: was
one of the sponsors of paragra.llh 6, and in bringing it
18. Mr. QUAISON-SACKEY (Ghana); I must apologize
into the draft resoJution we had in mind that the confor taking the time of the Assembly to raise a.point
1271
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of order, but 1 am moved by the hope that delegations
who. submitted am,~!1@lents to our· draft resolution
might find the;!r'Viay clear to withdrawing them, and
I appeal to the Union of SovietSocialist Republics also
to withdraw its amendments [A/L.328], particularly
its proposed paragraph 8.
19. Intake this appeal because I find that on reading
that particular paragraph in conjunction with our
paragraph 5, the two do not read very well. In paragraph 5 of our draft declaration [A/L.323 and Add.1-6]
we say:
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and NonSelf-Governing Territories or all other territories
wb,iCh have not yet attained independence, to transfer
all powers •••".,
.
Paragraph 8 proposed by the USSR (A/L.328]
~alls upon the colonial Powers to "enter into nego·tiatlons1f • The same idea is there. One says "transfer
all powers"; the other says "enter into negotiations".
The only novel aspect of their paragraph is the date
which they have fixed. I think those ofus who took part
in the drafting of the African-Asian draft mow very
well the va:rious views expressed before paragraph 5
was put in. Therefore on the basis that we shall be
voting on the draft declaration of 'ilie Soviet Union
without any amendment, we feel that ail amendments
. to our draft resolution should be withdrawn.
20:;

21. Therefore, in. that spirit, may I appeal to the
:representative of the Soviet Union to withdraw his
amendment.
22. Mr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Sccialist Republics)
(translated from Russian):' The Soviet delegation bal$
already explained the reasons' why we considered it
essential to introdu~e the amendments to which the
representative of Ghana has . just referred. In. our
statement we emphasized that our motive was 'to facilitate the adoption at this session of a resolution that
would basically settle this question of the elimination
of colonialism. Accordingly, we did not submit any
amendments to the actuP l paragraphs ofthe resolution.
introduced by the forty-tln-ee African and Asian countries, precisely in order to facilitate tJ1e positive
solution of this problem.
23. As regards the additional paragraphs proposed in
our document~ and, in particular, the additional paragraph 8, to which the representative ofGhana referred,
we cQJlsider that addition absolutely essential because
the main issue now is how to implement this decision
on the Uquidation of coloniaUsm and the liberation of
dependent and colonial peoples, and the paragraph in
question containS an effective indication ofhow to solve
this problem and sets a time-limit for its successful
solution.
24. We mow, of course, that there is no one single
point of view on. this question, even among the African
and Asian cmmtries themselves; we bt,lieve,however,
that the absence of such a single polnt of view will
not make it difficult for those countries that regard
the eUmination ofcoloniaJism as an urgentand pressing problem to vote for the proposal introduced in the
amendment to which I have just referred since, in the
last analysis, the representative of Ghana, when he
spoke here expressing his views, the views of his
Government, said that the Government of Ghana considered that the deadline for the completion of trJ.s
proceSs of liquidating the colonial system shOUld be
the beginning of 1962.

25. Thus, between our proposal and the view de~ended
by the Government of Ghana there are 1).0 major differences of substance. Of course, there are other'
points of view too, but I believe that the ~~otiJ:lg should
disclose the positions of all countries and reveal who
is interested in the speedy elimination of the colonial
system. We regret, therefore, that we shall not be
able to comply with the Ghanaian reprosentative's
request and shall press for a vote on both our amendments.
26. The PRESIDENT: The Assembly will now proceed
to the vote. The Assembly will have before it three
documents which I propose to submit to the vote in the
following order: first, the draft declaration proposed
by the Soviet Union and contained indocumentA/4502;
secondly, the amendments submitted by the Soviet
Union [A/L.328] to the forty-three-Power draft resolution; and finally, the forty-three-Power draft resolution itself [A/L.323 and Add.1-6].
27. Coming to the first vote which is the vote on the
draft declaration submitted by the Soviet Union, as
representatives may remember, a request was made
this morning [946th meeting] to have the vote on this
draft declaration in parts: first, a' separate vote on
the part beginning wifa the words, "••• the states Members of the United Nations solemnly proclaim. the
following demands:" and including the numbered paragraphs 1, . 2 and 3. Then a vote will be taken on the
rest of the draft declaration, and finally a vote on the
draft declaration as a whole.
28. I now put to the vote the part of the draft declaration submitted by the Soviet Union [A/4502] beginning
with the words, 1f••• the states Members of tile, United
Nations solemnly proclaim the fdlovr...ng dema21ds:~
and including the following paragraphB numbered 1,
2 and 3.
29.. "A roll-call vote has been requested.
wa~

iaJcen by roll-call.
Mexico. hs.v~ng been drawn by lot by the President,
was called upon to vote first.,
In favour: Morocco, Nepal, Poland, Romania, Saudi
Arabia, Sudan, Togo, Ukrainian SovietSocialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab
Republic, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Albania,
Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet Socia~t RepubUc,
Ceylon, Chad, Cuba, Czechoslovalda, Ethiopia, Ghana,
Guinea, HungarYf India, Indonesia, Iraq, Jordan,
Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Mali.
Agafust: Netherlands,' New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Nlger, Norway, Panama, Philippines, Portugal,Spain,
Sweden, Thailand, Turkey, Unj,ted Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ire1and~ United States ofAmeL'ica.,
Uruguay, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil,
Canada, Chile, China, Coloinbia,.Costa Rica, Denmark"
El .Salvador, France, Greece, Honduras, Iceland,
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japarl, Luxembourg.
Abstaining: Mexico, Nigl~ria, Paldstan, Paraguay,
Peru, Senegal, Somalia, Twrlsia, Upper Volta, Ven&zuela, Austria, Bolivia, Bur:niJ.a, Cambodia, Cameroun,
Central African Republic, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo
(Leopoldville), Cyprus, Dominiican Republic, Ecuador,
Federation of Malaya, Finland, Gabon, GuatemaJa,
Haiti, Iran, Ivory Coast, Laos, Madagascar.
That part of the declaratIon was rejected by35 votes
A .vote

to

32jw.~ih

30 abstentions.
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/1,30. The PRESIDEN f£: I will now put t9 the AS1js:rnbly
th~ rest of the Soviet draft declaration~i I think that
the ~equest for a roll..call covers the declari~tion as
a WJ),ple,so I propose to put tbi$ part to a vote by
:roll-call also.

A vote was taken by roll-call.
Albania, having been drawn by lot by the President..
was called upon to vote flrst~
In favour: Albania, :Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Ceylon, Cuba, Czecposlovakia,
Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Hungary, Iraq, IVQry Coast,
Liberia, Madagascar,Mali, Morocco, Niger, Poland,
Romania, Saudi Al:'abia, Ukrainian Soviet SOCialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republic, Yemel'l, Afghanistan.
Against: Argentina, Australia, Belgium~ Bolivia,
Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Denmark, Ecuador, El Salvador, Federation of Malayet,
France, .Greece, Guatemala, llonduras, Iceland, Iran,
Ireland, If.rael, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Pakistan, Panama,
,Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Portugal,Spain,Sweden,
Thailand, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain'
and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Uruguay, Venezuela.
'

I

Abstainin~: Austria, Burma, Camb0di.8.~ Cameroun,
Central Alcan Republic, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville),
Congo (Leopoldville), Cyprus, Domi!1ican Republic,
Finland, Gabon, Haiti, India, Indonesia, Jordan, Laos,
Lebanon, Libya, Mexico, Nepal, Nigeria, Senegal,
SOtIlalla, Sudan, Toga, TimiGia, Upper Volta, Yugo..
slavia.

'Ihe rest of the decltu--atiqn was rejected by 43 votes.

to 25. with 29 abstentions.
31. The PRESIDENT: As neither part of the.~ft
declaration has received the approval ofthe Assen\,bly,
it i;;;; perhaps unnecessary to submit to the Asse:r..ilbly
the draft declarati.on as a whole.

32. I now propose to put to the vote the amendments
submitted by the USSR [A/L.328] to the forty-threePower draft resolution. Separate ·roll..call·votes have
been requested on each of the paragraphs in docutnent
A/L.328. Therefore, I now put to the vote the first of
the~e two paragraphs, paragraph 8.
A vote was taken by n>ll-.call.,

. 1ndollesia~ having been·drawn bYlotbythe.Pres-ident•.
wasoalled upon to voteflrst.

,
t

"
,
•
,
)

,

In .favour: Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya,
Mali,. Mexico, Morocco, Poland, Romania,Baudi
Arabia, SC);malia, Sudan, Togo,Tunisia,. Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United Arab Republl6;Yemen, YugoslaVia,
Afghanistm,. Albania, Bulgaria, Byelorussfan Soviet
Socialist Republic, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia,
GUinea, Ji,mgary.
.

Aga.inst: Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast,
Japan, Laos, Lux:embourg, Madagascar, Netherlands,
1'f~w ZealiUi~, Nicaragua, Niger ~ Norway, Pakistan,
PanaJWl, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
_'~.' l~nd,TurkeYj Union of South Africa, United King:~;. .."~:t Grea;tBrif:ain and Northern Ireland, United
Sl:a;;e!t:ip! America, Argenttna, Australia, Austria,
Belglum., c Bolivia, Brazil, .Canada, C~.1e., China,
Colop:1bia, eongo (Brazzaville),posta Rica,Denmark,
G

,

0

El Salvador, Federation of Malaya, France, Gabo:q."
Greece, Guatemala, Honduras, Iceland.
Abstaining: Indonesia, Nepal, Nigeria, Paraguay,
Senegal, Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela,'Burma,
Cambodia, CamerouU,. central African Republic,
Ceylon, Chad, Congo (Leopoldville), Cyp~, Dominican Republic, Ecu'ldor, Finland, Ghana, Haiti, India.

The paragraph was rejected by 47 votes to 29, with
22 abstentions..
33. The PRESIDENT: The,~seniblywhlnowproceed
to vote on paragraph 9, which is the second'am,endment
proposed in document A/I.I.328.
.
A vote

was taJr'1l by roll-call.

Haiti, . having .been drawn by lot. by the Presiilent,
wasca1led ,upon to vote first.
In favour: Hungary, India, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon,
Liberia, Libya, Mali, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Nigeria,
Poland, R.omania, Saudi Arabia, Somalia,Sudan, Togo,
TuniSia, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanis....
tan, Albania, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Cameroun, Ceylon, Ctm.d, Congo
(Leopoldville), Cuba,Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Ethic..
pia, Ghana, Guinea.
.

Against: Honduras, Iceland, Ireland,. Italy, . Ivory
Coast, Japan, Luxembourg, ~dagascar, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nicaragua,Niger, NO~1, Pakiatan,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden,1'hailand,1\1.J:'key, Union of
South Africa, United Kingdom of q;reatBrita:tn ~d
Northern Ireland, United States (()fAmer.!Q!l,Australla,
Belgium,. Bolivia, Brazil, .Canada, China ll ColOJq.bia,
Costa Rica, Denmark, Federation of Malaya, !'Fi:6.1and, .
France, Greece.
.
Abstaining: lJaiti, Indonesia,: Iran, Israel, Laos,
I>ana.ma, Pa~guay, Peru., Philippines, Senegal, Upper
Volta, Argentina, Austria, Cambodia, Centra..l Afri..
9an Republic~ ... Chile, Congo (Brazzavilleh--Dondr-.icean
R~public,Ecuadorll El Salvador, Gabon, Guatemala.
Tlit:~, result of. the .vote was 41 in favour. 35 agfJins't",
and 221 abstentions.

Tbl

paragraph was not adopted" baving fiJned td
obtain the required two-thirds majority.
,.
M.,The .PRESIDENT: The General. Assembly will
now proceed to vote on the forty-tb1"ee-Power draft
resoluti()n [A!L.323
and "Add.I-6I.
..
"
...
-

c~

\

.Avote waS taken by rGll-cal1..
,c
Haiti. having been drawn by lot by the Presiilent,
was called upon to vote :first.
In favour: Haiti. Hondttras, Hungary~ Iceland, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland,. Israel, IfalyjivoryJI

!

l

~=~:~~~r.'~~u:~~;~

Nepal, Netherlan..
. ds, New Zealand, Nicara
... ~t. Nig~~ll
Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Banama, Paraguay, Penl~
PhiliP.Pines,pOlan.
,. d, R.omania,sa.•.U..·di
. ·...Ara.ilia.'S.B.·.ne. '.1J.'~
Somalia, Sudan, SWeden, Thailand, Tog(>,Tunisia!~
Turkey, .UkrainianSovi~t·Soc~list.Repub1i~;Uni:,lr
of Soviet Socialist. RePWllies, .tTnited A'tab Ite ' b' !
UIL"'Gr Volta'Q Uruguay, Venezuela) Ye~enj"
.,.,
Afghanis~ . Albania,. ~ge~~4, .+~.
.Brazil; Blllg\\ria. Bur:rna, Jlyel01'1lSs~~o
Republic, Cambodia. CamerOlllJ."aana~l:Q. '
g a .
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can RepUblic, Ceylon, Chad, Chile, China, Colombia,
Ccmgo (Brazzaville), Congo (Leopoldville), Costa Rica,
Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Ecuador, El
Salvador, Ethiopia, Federation of Malaya,· Finland,
Gabon, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea.
A.Jgainst: None.
Abstaining: Portugal, 'Spain, Union of South Africa,
United"Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United States of America, Australia, Bel~ium, Dominican Republic, France.
The draft res,;,lutlon was adopted by 89 votes to none,
with 9 abstentions.!!

..

35. The PRESIDE:N'T: A number of representatives
have asked to explain their votes after the voting. I
give the floor to the first ef these, the represen1ative
of Canada.
36. ~:ir.. NESBITT (Canada): I wish to explain the vote

of the Canadian delegation on the forty-three-Power
draft resolution on the granting of independence to
colonial countries.
37. The Canadian delegation welcomed the initiative
1aken by the. sponsors of this draft resolution, which
we think a very good one and for which we were very
pleased to vote. We are inclinedindeed to congratulate
the United Nations itself upon an achievement which
should give encouragement to our Member Governm.ents and peoples ata moment when perhaps the
United Nations can do with a breath of encoutagement.
It is an event worth noting, when forty-thre~n.ations,
.some with, some Without a history of coIOllial'.sm,
agree upon the content of a resolution of Ws breadth
and depth in aD. area. by no means devoid of contravel"$Y·
.
38. In a resolution of this length and importance
there are inevitably passages Wbil1h one might wish
on first reading to·haV'e seen differently worded. For
this reason, we have cause to be grateful to the several
sponsors who took the trouble of explaining or interpreting . w.rious clauses and expressions. We were
pleased to hear from SOme of the sponsors, for example, that a condemnation of all colony-ltolding States
in the past'and present is not intended. Canada would
belie its own history, its history under two colonizing
states over a period of 200 years, if we were not to
affirm that the' ~~tnership and harmony of one country
and another~ e:ven thoughatfirst not in terms of mutual
equality, must often result in benefit to both. A clLozen
speakers ha"'/e given this testimony in the pJ'/esent
debate.
39. When, however, that harmony vanishes, the benefits fall, and then the whole of the old colonial system
must perish, as it is perishing before our eyes.
40. Nevertheless, history also has its rights· and
prerogatives ,of which no power'on earth can deprive
it. If interrupted too recklessly, too precipitately, .in
its course, history 1akes its own revenge. We do not
need to look far to see examples of this.
41. We note with care, therefore, whatthis resolution
says; it says: let all colonies be liberated. It does
not say, and several of its Sponsors have pointed out
that it 'does not mean: let all colonies and territories,
;regardless of their circumstances, regardless of their
YThe delegation of Dahofuey. which was absent when the vot'!! was
taken, subsequently informed the PreSident that it would have vOI.'ed in
favour .of the draft l;"esoltitlon (see paragraph 99 below).

readiness, regardless even ot their cwnwishes, be
Uberated at this moment. The resolution (loes Dot try
to force any people against its own wiShes and against its . own best interests into any particular form of
government or into any prescribed relationship in
reference to any other country. Nor does it seektc
forbid to any territory the right to maintain a connexion with another territory if it deSires to maintain
that connexion. To do the.se things would, infant, be
contrarY to the principles already recommended by
the Fourth Committee for adoption in this ASSembly,
following consideration by tbat Committee ofthe report
of the Special Committee of Six on the Transmission
of Jnfor,mation under Article 73 e of the Charter
[A/4526].
42. In voting f(\r this draft resolution, Canada. is
glad to have had theopportunityofjuiningthe sponsors
who have put forward this resolution and the many
speakers who have supporteditandclarifieditsterms,
as well as those administering Powers who have
demonstrated their compliance with its princlples.
43. I should now like to add a word of expll~ 'a.tionin
connexion With the .vote which the Canadian ';'<=I.Legation
cast against the Soviet draft declaration in document
A/4502. The sponsors of the African-ASian draft
resolution [A/L.323 and Add.1-6] made it vel'y clear
in their statements before the Assembly that they
wished this matter of the independence of colonies and
Trust Territories to remain completely divorced from
the great Powers' rivalry and the political objectives
of any of the great Powers. We had hoped that the
delegation of the USSR would have taken this evident
and laudable desire of the sponsors into consideration
and refrained from pressing their declaration ;'0 a
vote, couched as it is in highly inflammatory terms.
At the very least, we had hoped that the Soviet delegation would not have seized this as an appropriate
opportunity to wage propaganda warfare.
44. Contrary to these reasonable expectations, fhe
Soviet delegation, in every intervention, has attacked
the administering Powers, always extravagan~ly,often
savagely, and in nearly every case unjustly. Under
these circumstances, we now feel free to recall to the
mind of the Assembly certa:fn words spoken by the
Prime Mitlister of Canada from this rostrum at the
beginning of this .session. Mr. Diefenbaker invited the
Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR,
who then stood before us as the self-proclaimed libera<tor of the colonialpeoples,"••• to give to those nations
under his domination the right of free elections-to
give them the opportunity to determine the ldnd of
government theywantunder genuinely free conditions.'
[871st meeting, para. 197.] By doing so, Mr. KhrushclJ.ev could show that he really desired tfthe complete
and final elimination of the colonial r~gime in all its
forms and manifestations". These circumstance.s
constitute part, but by no means all, of the reasons
why the Canadian delegation voted against the Soviet
draft declaration.
Mr. Hasan
Chair.

(Pakistan), Y;ice-President, took the

45. Mr.ORMSBY..GORE (United Kingdom): My dele- ,
gation has listened to the long debate on this item
with the great.est attention, for it is a debate on a
matter of ~ita! concern tp us. An impor1ant part of
the obligations we owe to the international community
90ncerns the remainlng overseas territories under out
administration. These obUgations are covered by two
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sections of the United Nations Charter, different in
character but, with the same objectivs$-Chapter XI,
ccwering Non-Self-Governing Territories, and Chap..
tars xn and xm, covering
Trust Territories.
,
46. The debate has shown that there is widespread
understanding and indeed appreciation here in the
Utdted Nations of the manner' in which we are dis..
(',barging those obligations. The degree to which the
pcQplesof' these territories, with our help, can succeed
in creating new nations, undivided,strongand genuine..
ly independent, is, we believe, crucial both to their
own future happiness and to .the progress and well..
being of mankind as a whole. It· is with this in mind
that we have approached this debate.
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its administration are·framed strictly inaccord'With
Article 73 of the Charter. Under this we are obliged
to ensure the political,economic, social and 6a:uca,...
tionaladvancement of the dependent peoples and to
promote co-oPeration with international bodies with a
view to' the practical achievement of these purposes.
This we. do, and the manner in which we do it is well
mown andise:x:baustively examined byvarious·6~gans
of the United Nations.

51;. All delegations here are a~e, for example, of
the participation of territories under United Kingdom
administratiQll in the work of SUch bodies ,as the Economic Co:m.m.issionfor Africa.. The development· of
inSpiring examples of international economic cOoperation of this kind has not been impeded by the
47. Many of the sponsors of the forty-three-Power
fact that these territoriesare not yetfuUyindependent.
draft resolution, which has just been adopted by the _Equally, SOCial, cultural3¥d economic developmentfs
Assembly, have made it clear by.what they have said
going steadily forward in tht1 territories under our
in the debate that their basic objectives are the same
administration through the jom~ efforts of the peoples
as ours. ·.They are indeed the objectives set forth· in
concerned and ourselves.
the Charter of the United Nations. For this reason
52. My delegation regrets the ~riticiaD1 implied, in
we would like to have been able to vote for the declaration, especially since, as some of the sponsors fuive
this and other paragraphs, of .the. policies·· which we
said, it is intended to be universal in its application,
are carrying out in accordance with our Charter obligations. We also feel that the declaration mj,ght .in
to bring within its scope those forms of-and I use the
words ofthe resolutian-"aliensubjugation, domination
several places have laid m.ore stress on the positive
and exploitation", th,a practitioners of which try to
responSibilities ofthoae who stilladminiSter dependent
exempt themselves from the strictures ofworld public
territories. For instance,we accept that the :ina~quacy
of preparedness. in the' various fields mentioned in
opinion.
paragnph 3 shoUld not servG as a pretext-and by
48. But in a matter'as important as this, we have felt
pretext I mean what one of the sponsors defined as
bound to look most closely at the wording of the resoItfabricated grmmds of unpreparednesslt-fordelaylng
lution, and, to our regret, we came to the conclusion
independence. But we also sbare the Views of those
that its wording in certain respects was not such that
sponsors who urged that constructive steps must be
we could support it, We would have "been prepared in
1ak,1n in the political1 economic,socialandeducatiorttl
a matter which concerns us' so closely to have had
fields'as a preparation fo1' indePendence, in.ordel"/~t
discussions on the drafting with the sponsors.. We
independence, when it comes, can be ,~ffectivf'and .
believe that had this' been done we could have conhave real meaning. Wre think tha.t tb.edeclara~oncou1d
tributed some suggestio;1.S from our own e:>s.."perience
have been impT,oved if tbeaeconstructive aspects
which would not have derogated from the basic purpose
could have founil a. plam.~ in it.
of the draft and could have, at the sa.me time, made
53. On the otb£'r hand, paragraph 2 of the declaration
it possible for us to accept it.
seems to my del~ga.ti.on to be out of place in this con49. The majority of. the peoples now covered under
text.. The UnitedKingdom., of course, subscribes wholeChapters XI, XII and xm of the Charter live in terriheartedly to the principle of self-determination set
tories under United Kingdom administration. We have
out in the Charter itself, and we feel that we have done
a special responsibility, therefore, to ensure that our
as much to implement this principle during the past
position on the matters covered by the declaration
fifteen. years as any delegation in this Assembly.
is not misunderstood. For example, paragraph 1 of
Nevertheless, members of the Assefu.bly will befamiliar with the difficulties which have arisenfu connexion
the declaration is, I must assume, simply notapplicable to the people in these territories for which we . with the disCUSSion ofthe draft Jnternational Covenants
on Human Rights and in defining the right to selfare responsible, since it refers to a system of alien
dOmination' which is contrary to the United Nations
determination in a universally acceptable form. These
Charter, whereas the United Kingdom administration
difficulties have not yet been finally resolved by the
of dependent territories is conducted strictly in accord
Assembly, and we feel that it ,might have be.enbetter
with the relevant provisions of the Charter. I wish
not to make the attempt now ina rather different
context.
that the sponsors could have made this more explicit
in the text of paragraph 1. As it is, Itbink that it may
54. Som.a of the sponsors have describedparagraph5
be open to misinterpretation.
.
of the declaration as the key paragraph and have em50. There are other paragraphs in the declaration
phasized.that what this means is that immediate steps
which cannot be held to apply to territories for which
should be. taken for the necessary pr.eparation for the
the United Kingdom is responsible. For example, the
final transfer of power to the inhabitants of the terseventh paragraph of the preamble IJeads:
ritories and that there should be no deliberate procrastInation
and delay in this. The. United Kingdom
- "Convinced that the continued existence of colonialdelegation
entirely
agrees with these sentiments,
ism prevents the development of international ecoalthOUgh
we
wish
that
this paragraph too mfgbt have
nomic co-operation, impedes the Social, cultural
been expressed more clearly. The method and timing
and economic development ofdependentpeoples•••".
of progress towards independence m.ust be a matter
The .policies which .the United Kingdom Government
for the people themselves to work out together with
is Pursuing in connexion with the territories under
the administering Power. The circumstances ofevery
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territory are different, and thereisnoone~pattern
which can be imposed frQm outside upon'1:hem. an..
In this respect, the speech of· the representative of
Australia [933rd meeting] describing the problems
facing New Guinea is worth close attention, particularly by those who, like the representative of the Soviet
Un.ion, have used the debate for the repetition of outworn political slogans and have revealedan.astonishing
ignorance of the whole subject.
55. For all the reasons I have JXle~i~i)ned,mydelega
tion abstained on this draft resolut:.:.on. Nevertheless,
I should like to say thatwe do regard -it as a considerable achievement that forty~tbre.e delegations should
have been able to agree upon the text ofa declaration
upon so controversial a matter as this. We should
like to pay tribute to those delegations which we know
have 'Worked. hard and long to produce a text which
could comma~\ld as wide a support as this one has.
We should espec'fllly like to congratulate them on
having producad a text which, ingpi~ of the hnper. fections which we still see in it, has suc(;eeded iil
emancipating the subject of the granting of fudependenc~ to all colonial countries and people~ from the
tendentio~and unconstructive language ()f the Soviet
draft deqlaration which was rejectedby th! 4S Assembly.
I do n()t think that 'the Assembly would. expect me to
comment on the extraordinary collectionl,>ffalsehoods
in the .speech of the rf3presentative· ot the Soviet
Union on· a number of oc:casions, and partieuJarly on
7 December. Anyone familiar with the· politic<-'l situation in East A::rica,for Elxample, will know how completely hemisrepresent43d it. The aspirations{\f the
people of Africa are not what Mr.. Zorin says thb~'
are and he cannot speak for them. The amendments
that his delegation sub~mit"..ed again showed how ill
qualified he was to speak on tbell~ behalfand how much
he has to learn of the real problems involved.
56. We are proud of thE' work which we are doing in
co-operation with the peoples of the territories for
which we arerespoU$ible, helping them by every means
at our command to create newnations, prosperous and
free. We look to the futul'e not to the past, a future in
which new and strong nations. will take ,their places
in the world community without fear of internal strife
or outside pressure.
57. In the· course of this debate one of the sponsors
of the draft resolution referred with approval to a
paragraph in the report of the Committee onImormation from Non-Self-Governing Territories which
concludes witb thefoUowing sentence:.
"The Committeetsconfident that the knowledge that
their ultin1ate de$t1ny is for them to choose, will
encourage the inhabitants of the Territories to m.ultiply many times their· own efforts to bUild a new
and prosperous future for themselves during a peri:n~
of smooth, c9llStructive and purposeful uansition. If
[A/4371, pa:r:'t~two, para. 25.] .
.
58. we share that confidenQe and we are grA~t.efu.l to
all those Members of the GeneralAssemblywhoshare
it also and who have shown understanding of the policies which the United Kingdom is following to bring
about this new and prosperous future with all speed.
59. Mr. SCHURMANN (Netherlands): My delegation
vo'b:Jd for the draft resolution which was sponsored by
forty-three African and Asian countries [A/L.323 and
Add.1-6]. We did so beca.use we agree With the prin..
ciples it contains, which are also the principles by

which we are guided in the administration of the only
Non.-Self-Go,\reX'lling Territory still under our adIn;inistration.
60" Our agreement with the principles of the resolution does not mEmIl that we are entirely haWY about
all· of its wording. Although we are conVinced, for
instance, tful,t independence willfo$ter the development
of international eCQIlon:Uc co-operation and will promote $ociaI, economic and educational development,
we do not cOU$ider t.ha.t the mere fact of dependence
necessarily impedes development. As administer.ing Power we are dOlllg all we can to promote the$e
various fon"lS of development in Netherlands New
Guinea, as is .1t;.jeed our duty l1D.der the terms of Article 73 e of the Charter.
61. I could give SOme more examples of .not fully
accurate phrasing, but the 'fact that we voted for the
resolution asa whole prove$ that 'we did not consider
them of decisiveimpf>rtance and so I shall not revert
to them.
62. What we cannot accept, however, is the inference
drawn by· one speaker in, the debafu from paragraph 6
of the declaration. That paragraph is a reaffirmation
of Article 2, paragraph 4, of the tJnitedNations Charter. As such .it naturally has o1lr full support and
approval. But we fail to $\ee by what strange kfnd of
reasoning the representative of Indonesia could possibly deduce from the terms of paragraph 6 of the
declaration that the right of self-determinationshould
be granted to all peoples of the world except only to
the people living in the western half of the island of
New Guinea, which is Netherlands New Guinea. Such
a contention is contrary to the Charter and most certainly finds no basis in the re$olution.
63. Mr. HERRARTE (Guatemala) (translated from
Spanish): In. Sltpporting the draft resolution of the
A:fr-ican-Asian Powers [A/L.323 and Add.1-6], my ,
delegation ~d. introduced the amendment contained
in document A/L.325 to the effect that the principle
of theself-determ:ina.tion of peoples may in no case
impair the right of territorial integrity of any State
or its right to the recovery ofterritory. This reservation' seemed to be absolutely desirable since there
are many territories disputed or claimed by other
states as an integral part oftheir respective countries
; which are improperly held by colonial Powers, and in
such disputes the solutiQIl cannot run count,er to the
principle of self-determination, as th~t would infringe
the other Y:Jry important principle of a country'$ territorial integrity.
64•.. It is true that paragl'aph 6 of the resolution contairis a positive statement to the effect that "anY- $,ttempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of
the national unity and the territorial integrity of a
country is incompatible with tl!e purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations". However,
my delegation thought it appropriate to make its point
of view clearer, as is set out in the amendments alread}· mentioned. Nevertheless, my delegation made
no objection to withdrawing its amendments in vieW
of the statements made by several of the sponsors in
interpreting paragraph 6 alid the request mad~/by the
representative of Indonesia, on the understan~\n.g that
the rights it was seeking to safeguard wouid be duly
protected by paragraph 6.
65. We are extremely gratified that the draft res()a
lution of the African and Asian countries naJa been
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approved by such a large majority. In any caae m.y
delegation wishes to . state tbatthe adoption of the
reaolution cannot. in anyway affect the legitimate
rig4~=~<;'.~~temalabas been maintaining againat;
$% United Kingdoni:t'esa-~gtheGuaWmal8v;lterritory
;ofBeli~e.The occupationO! ibis territltl"'Y' is no more
than a sequel to the old British piracy p;ractisedon
the\;c~sf;$ of Central America a.nd merely represents
the triumph of might over right.
,.
66. I must on thiS occasion place on record the fact
that, at the San Fnncisco Conference, Guatemala
expressly reserved its rights when}he intern~:t!onal
trU$teeship system was discussed banda.lso during
the discussion cOD,IJerning reports from countries ad.ministering non-se]f-governing territories. It has .
restated these reservations in this Assembly, in the
Trusteeship Council and in \arious Unite-d Nations
committees when it was necessary.
'

71. In short, the Government of Ceylon takes a morerevolutionary position regarding the substance of the
first of the Sovietameudments. It is the submission of
the delegation of Ceylon, in eXplaining our vote, that
it is tantamount, to some extent, to a fetter on certain
rights which all colonial peoples will·have..
72. 1· do not Wish to refer to items which are now .
being discussed in the F,i,rst Com.n:iittee ofthe Assembly, but I would say tbathny atte1n.ptmade by a group
of colonial PoWers., or by a singlr>~al Power,
to perpetuate colonialism would ~J~me&~ tha:f;in
future the right of conquesfw9uld~1!~thepeoples cf
those colonies tlte right to re~~..1On. In that sense,
the Government of Ceylongoe.s fu:rther ttan the firt
paragraph proposed in document A/L'.328.. ".
73. It is for that reason that the delegation of Ceylon
abstained on that paragraph. But '. may I say that on
the principles.contained therein, we are in agreement
with the Soviet Union; and if colonial peoples, through
their elected representatives, can negoti,atewith the
colonial masters, or the ,colonial Powers, we shall
welcome it.. But we also act on the principle: -peacefully ,if we may, forcibly if we musttt ~ in short,. the
principle that the right of conques~ gives the right of'
rebellion" to the people, and not merely the right to

67. The Republic of Guatemala has maintained the
same attitude at the various inter-American conferencestbat have dealt With the abolition ofcolonialism,
an idea to which it has given its warmest and most
enthusiastic support. At the Chapultepec Conference
in 1945, when the American states endorsed the principles of the Atlantic 'Charter, V Guatemala also ennegotiate~
tered a fOl'mal raservatlon 11 to 'the effect that the
principle of self-determmation could not affect its
74. For those reasons we abstained on the firstnararight of territorial integrity as regards ·the problem
of Belize, being a territory in dispute.
. graph.' of the Soviet amendments but wctYoteti1O~)the
second paragraph, which would ~J~ced thisqdes68. Consequently, my delegation maintains that the
tion on the agenda. of the s:ixt(eentb;\~~'~sion. We did
resolution adopted will not affect territories which
so because we feel· that this ii~, in lUie with what is
are the subject of dispute or litigation.
contained in dooument A/4502-ahd here Il"epeat, the
delegation of Ceylon accepts every word in the Soviet
69. Mr. PERERA (Ceylon): The delegation of Ceylon
draft declaration-and because it is necessary to put
in its intervention on 28 Novemoor [926thmeeting]
thecolomal Powers tron the spot., if I may ~e that
explained its poSition regarding documents' A/L.323
expression.. That is why we voted for it.
and A/4502. Today the delegation ofceylon has voted
for both parts of the Soviet draft declaration on the
75. I tak~ this opportunity, while explainingourvote,
granting of independence to colonial countries and
to say tllat the Government of Ceylon, through the
peoples. We agree. in toto with every word that is
delegation of Ceylon, expresses. its gratitude to the
stated in the declaration of the Soviet Union and conSoviet Union for having requested the inclU$iont'ftbis
tained in document A/4502. The delegation of Ceylon
item in the agenda of the fifteenth session.
abstained on the first of the Soviet amendments in
76.1\1r_ ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
document A/L';328 to the forty-three-Power African(translated from RusSian): More than twolIlonthshave
Asian draft resolution, and we abstained for the folpassed since Mr.. Kkrushghev,. the Read of the Soviet (
lowing reasotlS..
Government, milimittedto the General Assembly for
70. First, in paragraph 5 of the African-Asian draft
its consideration the .declaration .on the granting of
resolution we have, to some extent, covered the ground
independence to colonial countries and peoples and
dealt with in the first paragraph of the Soviet amendcalled. on all Membersof·tb..e"United Nations to·adopt
ments. Secondly, we.abstained.·o,n the first paragraph
a decision on the immed!ateand complete elimjn~ition
because we found that it does not perhaps cover every
of colonialism in all. its fonns and manifestations
possible issue that may arise in the future. I refer
(869thmee1;iJ1g1..
pa,rticularly-and this is in line with the intenention
77. ,1J'JW.to/propo\~l proved to be a powerfuln:umnsof
by the delegation of Ceylon on 28 NoY~mber_to the
mobiliZing
all anti-colOlrlalforces and a broad disfact that not only must we safeguard ourselves against
cussiOn
develo~darounditinwh..'~hmore
than seventy
the colonialist Powers that still exist in the world,
delegations
took
\~rt.
Of
great
Significance
. was the
but we must also $afeguard the position ofthe colonial .
fact
that
with
~~
exceptiono[:'ia
very
insignificant
peoples in the event of the colonial Powers combining
group of COIOniall[.iP._ow.ers and their. soo.og.e.s,.the grea.
to continue and perpetuate colonialism. Itwas the view
majority
of dele,ga:tions
condemned colonialism and\
of the delegation of Ceylon that although the principle
con1ained in the first paragraph of the amendment of
the· Soviet·Union may be correct, what in principle
liberation of all~~lonial countries and peoples.shows
Ibay be correct does not go far enough..
that powerful forces opposed to the sbalIlefulcolonial
system have come into being in the world today and
YUnited Nat!cns Conference on International Organization, 11/4/24.
have
joined.together. At the present time the rela!/See Final Act Or the Inter-American Conference on Problems of
tionship of economic, politlcaland miIitary factors
War and Peace. Mexico CitY, February-March 1945 (Pan American
Union, Washington. n.c., 1945), resolution XII, p. 50.
is such that the QolonialPowers can now nO longer
illbid.~ Declaration by Guatemala. p 109.
maintain their colonial posaessions under their domic
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nat:i.on and cannot a~ the cpl]apse of the colonial
system. A situatlOJl M$ come about inwhichthe peaceful elimina:tionotthe coloclal system· is possible' ;'f
all States, all forcestbatare demanding freedom and
inde~ndence fQr the •colonial peoples unite ~nd together take action·against the attem.pts Qf the colonial
Powers to maintamtheir· domination oyer territori~3
and peoples not their own.
.
7&. Taldngf;his real relationship of forces:lnto account, the Soviet Union took the initiative in. the United
Nations and called on all States to declare themselves
in favour of a peaceful .solution of the problem and
of the adoption, within the framework of the United
NationS, o:rmea$ures·which would help to bring about
the complete elimination of the colonial system. The
declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples tha't has just been adopted by
the General Assembly is a great viotoryforthe united
front of anti-colonial forces represented in the United
Nations. It is noteworthy that only eight colonial
Powers~Portugal, ~ Bel~ the Union of South
Africa, AustraHa,. the United Kingdom, Franoe and the
United States-did not approve that declaration, although they did not venture, in face of the poweF~l
anti-colonial· front, openly to oppose its endorsement.
The whole world can now Ree who in fact is in favour
of elfminating the shameful colonial system and who
. is opposed to it.
79. The Soviet delegation. expresses its gratification
that the overwhelming majority of States Members
of the United Nations have supported the fundamental
provisions of the Soviet draft declaration that are
reflected in the text of the .declaratlonnow approved
by the General Assembly. We are happy, too, that
thirty-two delegations actively supported with their
votes all the Qperative paragraphs of the Soviet draft
declaration, and that twenty-nine delegations. voted in
favour of the SoYiet proposal for the granting of independence to all colonial countries and peoples not
later than 1961.
80.. Th-e Dict that forty-one delegations have deemed
it Uecessary·to place the question of the implemenmticlD.of the resolution just adopted on the agenda of the
s~de~li1ti\ session of the General.· Assembly indicates
t.batAhe ~estion. will incm.f.ably come up at the sixteenth session. The whole course of the discussion on
this item. ct'mfirmStbat the Soviet Union's action in
raising the Jquestlon of the eliniination of colonialism
in the General Assembly has fUlly justifled itself. The
draft- declaration submitted by the SoT.let Government
on the. granting'of independence ;0 colonial countries
and peoples.' played an effective· and positive role in
determining the position of delegations and in preparing the ground for the adoption ofthe solemn United
Nations declaration on the elimination of colonialism
in all its forms and manifestations. The declarat:i.on
submitted by the Soviet Union is a living document of
bistoric importance, a programme of actlon for the
peoples of the. colonial countries. It will serve as a
symbol of the support of an peace-loving forces for
the national-liberation movement in tI:te colonies and
will be a call to allpeoples to make an end of colonialh-,m without delay and to erase this monstrous phenb~enon, this blot on the twentieth century, from the
face 01 the earth..
81. Mr. NINCIC (yugoslavia): I would juSt like to
say a. word in explanation of the votes my delegat10ll
.has just cast on thed'raft resolutions tbatwere before
USIl

82;\ My .delegation Ms voted in favour of that part of
dOC'llfu-ent A/4502,./ifb!ch, m our view,contained the
declaration, ,p!"v,{ler. We abstained 'With regard to the
rest of the document because we felt it was of an
explanatory nature, and that to yote for it mj,ght well
bave created a precedent. That iswhywedid not deem.
it possible to accept every word of the text thus formulated,no matter how much we were m agreement
with its general context. Had the document been put
to the vote as a whole, we would, of course, have
yt>ted in its favour.
.
83. My delegation also voted in favour of the fortythree-Power draft resolution, which we felt met the
basic requirements of the situation and whose overwhelming adoption a moment ago constitutes, in our
View, a highly important and most welcome event.

84. We also voted m favour of the Sovietamendments
to that draft resolution which, in our view, would bave
strengthened it quite considerably.
85. Mr. JHA (India): The declaration that has just
}r"een adopted is truly one of the landmarks in the
progress of the United Nations.. I believe that future
historians will regard it as one of the noblest declarations, one of the noblest resolutions coming out of
the United Nations; and there is no doubt that this
resolution will rank perhaps as the most constructive
achievement of this session of the General Assembly
of the United Nations. It is a resolution which will
inspire everyone, inspire the peoples who are under
colonial domination, .and give them hope and faith,
not only in themselves but in the United Nations. We
have no doubt that it will enormously expedite the
processes which are worldng tawards the libe:tation
of dependent peoples.
86. I take the floor for just a few minutes in order
to explain. the Toting of my delegatlon on the draft
declaration contained in document A/4502 and on the
amendments contained in document A/L.328.
87. My delegation voted for the three paragraphs of
the draft declaration numbered 1, 2 and 3 in document
A/4502", There was nothing in these paragraphs which
was contrary to the expressed views and attitudes of
the Government of India. Indeed, we fOlDld in these
paragraphs all that my country MS stood forever
since the inaugure:tion of the United Nations and the
views expressed by the responsible leaders and the
Government of India. Therefore, we whole-heartedly
supported those three paragraphs.
8S. As for the rest of the document, we would like to
say that we are entirely in accord with a very large
part of it. Indeed, the. rest of this document containS
statements which are highly noble and inspiring. For
example, it sayS:
.We all inbabU; the same planet. On this planet
we are born, "'ite ~({orl'" raise our children and pass
on to them all we have achieTed in llfe. And although
th.ere exist different State.a in the world,allmen are
born equal in dignity."
ThiS is a noble statement, and there is no one-cel"!'"
tainly not in my delegation-who would have the slightest hesitatlon or compwlctlon in voting for thiS.
89. As I said o we are in whole-hearted agreement
with most of the draft declaration,butourunderstandeing as regards voting on a historic declaration of this
nature, which goes mto the formal recordS of the
United Nations, is that if we vote for it, we subscribe
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to each and every-sentence of it, and we found sonte
dfffi,C1.uty in doing that. We found t;ba.tsome parts,
some statements, or perhapsthemannerofexpr~ssing
certain views, were such as did not accord with the
traditional position and the traditional attitudes of the
Government of India. We w,~re, therefore, unable to
vote in favour of it and we IlbSiained on that part of
the document.
90.. Coming to the amendmen1..s contained in document
lA/L.328, we abstained on the first am~l;ld!l1ent,which
would have figured as pa.~graph 8in the fo)!·ty-threePower draft resolution. I should Iiketo make it clear
on behalf of my delegation that we wowdwelcome , and
we do welcome, the immediate emancipation and free-.
dom· of ~ll dependent peoples. None would be happier
to see the end of the colonial system in all its forms
and manifestatiQDS by the end of 1961 so that the world
might become a completely free world by that date.
But in the discussions that preceded the voteo:-very
lengthy discussions and, if I may sayso, very thorough
discussions, which were conducted with a great sense
of responsibility and of r'ealization of the importance
of this declaration-it wa.s felt that we should strike
a somewhat different line; we should keep the reso- '
lution in the form. of a declaration of principles which
will be t.:aource of inspiration and guidance perennially and which can be used and cited at any time.
It was felt that any circumscription ofthose principles
bypu.tting a iarget date would be somewhatoat of tune
with the conception that wa~ behind that resolution.
91. Secondly, we felt that the proposed paragraph 8
in some ways-of course'".twasanadvancein the sense
that it wanted independ61T0,ce to be attained at the e:o.d
of 1961-was SOID",;; sort of limitatic;mon the key para.graph, which is paragraph 5 of the fOriy-tbree-Power
draft. declaration. Paragraph5is very clear. It says:
'Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other terri_tories which have not yet attained independence, to
transfer all powers to the peoples of those territories ••• without any conditions or reservations•••'.
It seemed to US that the idea of negotiatlons enit>odted
in the proposed parag-.taph8 was in'Some way a limitation inasmuch as negotiations presuppose the possible introduction of some conditions ~)r reservatiOl1$.
The thing behind paragraph 5-at least from the point
of view of my delegation-is that there is nothing fur...
,ther to be done; nopretext can be advanced for delaying
the freedom of dependent peoples. All ~t is necessary
is to take immediate steps.. , Those steps, naturally,
have, to be taken inacc.ordance with democratic practices, but the step~ oo.nnot be delayed on any ground,
and no negotlatiGllS can bea ground for delaying the
ta.ldng of immediate steps-and these immediatesteps
might even mean immediate independence, that is to
say, even before the end of 1961. Therefore, while
we fully appreciated the spirit behind the proposed
paragraph 8, we felt, being sponsor ofthe forty-threePower draft reSolution, and with the tbi'nkingthatwent
behind paragraph 5 of that text, that we should ab$tain
On paragraph 8 as proposed in document A/L.328.
92. We had no difficulty in deciding to vote fvr the
second 'Soviet amendment because we feel that the
whole question cannot, be left like that. Theql.lestion
of bnplementation of this resolution must cOll1ebefore
the General Assembly at its s:lxteenth'sessionmsome
form or other.
'

93. The PRESIDENT: The l!epresentativeofIndones~
has asked for 'the flqor to exercise his right of reply~:'94. Mr.' P ALAR (Indonf".3ia): It is noton!y, in order to';
exercise our right·ofreply that I have taken the floor;
my delegation wishes also to 6xplain its vote on
the amendments .submi~d by the US&lt in docum~nt
A/L.. 328~
95. My delegation participated intensively in the
preparation of the forty-three-Power draftresolution..
Wefelt that it was a happycompromisehetween views
that were very far apart. It took us about four weeks
to draft tbiR resolution and, therefore, it is understandablec that thesponaors shouldhave some diffi.culq
in accepf,jng .amendments. As a matter offact, we were
inclin~(f to accept the amendments submitted by the
USSR but, as I explained before, we took the position
that it would 116t be helpfalto accept any amendment
to our resolution. That was also the reason why we
su.cceeded in persuading the representative ol'Guatemala to withdraw his amendments.
-:
'"

-

96. Now I shcmld like to make use of m!y delegatiOll'S
right of reply to the representative of the Netherlands.
97. The represen~tive, of the Netherlands has tried
to interpret pa:ragraph6 of our declarationjn his own
way. In fact, what he tried to do was to tell us that
his delegation Imew better than the forty-three sponsors of the draft resolution what their desire waS in
submitting this resolution. We have h3.d some experience of Dutch masterfulness in the interpretation
of resolutions and agreements. I should Uke to draw
the attention. of the AssemLly to something that ITap..
pened between the Netherla.nds and Indonesia about
:fifteen years ago when we conCluded an agreement
with the Dutch. This agreement waS oo.:Ued the Ling~~djati A:greemen~ In that agreement there waS-a
?:rOVision that if the parties did D,otagree on its interpretation, this difference of opinion should be s.ubmitted to arbitration. At that time I was a Member
of the Dutch Parliament and I experienced much
astonishment that the Dutch Parliament and Government succeeded. in convincing themselves that this
prm1sionof arbitration did not in fact mean anything
resembling arbitration.. In ;fact, they managed to
convmce themselves that while there was a provision
for arbitration in the agreement, it was notnecessary
for them toacceptal'bitration.
\

' '

"

98. This is a kind ot,fnterpretation tbit~~we lmowfrom
the Netherlands. lcan~mderstandtbattheNetherlands
could try to treat Jnd~~esia, w¥ch was veryinexperienced, this way, but lam qtute surp~ed to see
the represeniative' of the Netherhtnds come to this
forum and ~y to give hisowninterpreiation tolf a res 0lutionthat has beensponsored byforly-tbree members
of this body. Obviously, the represeniatlve of the
Netherlantfu knows better what we wish than We ourselves. It 111 very difficult to cha:racterizetbis. but I
think we may just call it Dutch.
99., The PRESIDENT: Before I proceed with the list
of speakers I have an announcement to make. The
representative of Dahomey has asked me to annaunc'e
his inability to attend the voting ontbis i~m, but he..
wishes it to be recorded that had he be~n present he
would have voted for the forty-three-Power draft
resolution lA/L.323 and Add.l-6].
ff'"
(\

,

100. I give the floor now to the represen1;ative of
Portugal.
\\

..

_
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101. Mr. GARIN (Portugal): I wish to explain briefly
the vote of m.y delegation. My delegation has followed

With great attention the debate on colonialism which
the Assembly has just concluded. Much was .said from
this rostrum With which mydelegation is inagreement.
Ks was stressed by many representatives during 'i:he
debate, the most criticized aspects ofcoloniaJism
implied the idea of race superiority, of economic exploitation., and of subjugatiOI). ofpeoples for ideological
or political· purposes•. With the exception. of a few
delegations I am sure no one in this Assembly is a·
defender of such features ~f colonialism, and my
delegationwhole-heartedly shares such feelings. In
this context my delegat;i.. .:1 joins others in their anxiety
for the termination· of ilt kind of new and ruthless
colonialism. which isiound Within a great State or iD
those· nations which during the last few· decades have
lost their independence or which enjoy nothing but
sYmbolic independence..
10210 Also,in respect of Trust Territories or other
ter.otories in regard to which there may be international obligations, it is certainly deSirable that the
principles of the United. Nations Charter should be
implemented, due respect being paid to the particular
cirGUmStances of each cr.,se, in a way and at a time
which should not be detrimental to the real interests
of all concerned.
103. My delegation had carefully studied the draft
resolutions and the amendments submitted thereto. My
delegation felt that although we have had a prolonged
and exha.·rl3tive debate the texts before US were not
sufficiently discussed in the debate with the care that
the importance of the subject would seem to require.
The texts which the Assembly has justapproved do not,
in our view, take into account the complexity of the
various problems which they raise and the repercussions to which they may lead. Many implications and
practical realities have not been taken into consideration and proper perspective is lacking; and certain
political, economic and cultural aspects may be involved without due attention having been paid to them.
.104. Also, we have heard from this rostrum leaders
from foUl: or five countries who have referred to the
new type of colonialism whic:h is certainly the worst
an.d the most repugnant political and economic system
tbatthe world has ever been confrontedwithand which
has brought about the tyrannical subjugation and oppression of many countries. My delegation wouldhave
thought that this type of colonialism would have found
its proper place in the draft resolution andwe believe
that an effort in that direction could have been made
for the benefit of mankind.. 'Ihe Assembly, however.,
felt differently and the text just adopted has therefore
lost the wider meaning and impact which it could have
had otherwise.
105. Finally, during the debate some unfounded and
unwarranted attacks were addressed to my country,
and a few delegations have been at greatpains to connect principles and situations which in fact bear no
relation and which were quite outside the scope of the
debate. We had the opportunity to repudia.te the accusations made, but the fact that they wer,e made raised
in our minds some doubts which the course of the
debate did not otherwise dispel.

106. For all these reasons and in the context of the
statem.ent which I had the opportunity of delivering
during the debate [934tb. meeting]~ my delegation found
it necessary. to abstain•
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112. The second·.numbered paragraph reads ajJ fo1. lows:

1

"2. Sim.ilarly, ~ll strongholds of colonialism in
the f9rm of possesSions and leased areas. in th~
rerritory of other States must be eliminated.!!:
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Had a separate YOre been mken on this paragraph o
my delegation would ·have abstained because of the
wording: "leased areas in the territory of other
states•• As I have already explained, it is the view
of my delegation that neither the. United Nations' nor
anyone else in the world can express an opinion on a
lease or a contract made ina foreign. country. So' We
would have abstained if a vote had been taken on that
particular paragraph.
113. My delegation would have voted in favour of the
paragraph nwnbered 3 in the Soviet draft dec~,rati()fi..
Unfortunately, it was not voted on separately, and so
-we were cunable to express our Government's ·view on
that paragraph.
114. We abstained during the voting on the Soviet
draft declaration because we thought that the AfricanAsian draft resolution summarized, in general terms,
the Soviet point of view and that, besides, a country
which had sponsored a resolution ,submitted by all the
Powers concerned could not well dissent from the
views it had already stated.
115. As regards the Soviet amendmehts [~/L.328L
we would also have askedfor the deletion of the second
part of paragraph 8, which would then have reacl as
follows:
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The Cameroun
that, whatever
the Assembly de;cided, the quest1();D. wOUld have to be
-examined in fu~re by our Organbation. We supported
this amenc1m.entpecause we thought that, even though
a similar te.::d; wat., not included;ln our draft, this question would in any'~a.se be placed aga~f on theagen~
of the sixteenth se~sion of the Asse~bly and that It
was, highly desira'~le that our draft i~esolution should
. coniain prOTlSions\\tbat would enable an evaluati~ to
be made of the te:il,t we have adopted yirtually umini..
m0U81y.
118. Those are the rea$(.'U$ whichinducedmydelegation to' abstain in the vot.i.~g. OIl the draft declaration
and amendments submitted\py the USSR, and to Jast
our vote simply on a pa;ra~~aphwhich waS put to the
~mse~rare~.
.

119. To conclude., I :would say that the Camerounian
Government and I myself are thoroughly convinced
that the result of the voting on the /Jr1gan-Asian draft
resolution proves absolutely beyond a d\)$t that ,any
actiontbat may be taken in Africa will be d,~~~I1~q",to
failure unless the Mricans are consulted and/!l~~:t~.b\fJ,
an opportunity is given them ofexpressing thei:r'Wisnes
and indicating how they expect them to be realized.
120. 1\111". ROSSIDES ,(Cyprus): We believe that the
draft resolution which we sponsored dealt fully and
satisfactorily With the pr~blem of foreign. do:mi.D.a,tion
and '. colonialism, with which the people of Cyprus had
been. concerned for quite a longtime~ We therefore
abstain3d from voting on any other declarations or
on amendments to our resolution except in so far as
concerned the implementation of our resolution.

"Calls upon the Powers concerned to ensure the
121. This session had been noted. until now for its
transfer of full and sovereign. power to the peoples
ineffectiveness, as no agreement had been reached on
of all dependent territcries in accordance with the
any of the issues before it and; therefore, no fruitful
principles stared above and, for tbis purpose, to
results were yielded. Jokes even went around about
enter into negotiations with representatives of the
the aDo-Nothing Committee" and the "Special DoNothing Comm.ittee~. But the resolutiOn that has just
colonial peoples·.
That is where I wowd have stopped and I would have
been adopted ahnost unanimously more than comasked for a vote to be taken on this first part of par8.Jpensatesfoi- ineffectiveness in other 'directions. It
graph 8. My delegation would have supported this para-redeems" this session and, indeed, places it high in
gl"aph for, as I have already said in conn~xion with
the records of the Unired Nations. By this resolution,
paragraph 1 in the Soviet draft declaration [A/4502],
ideals and concepts which have beenJn the minds and
I think that the words "forthwith" and "negotiation"
in the hearts of. men through the ages, and for which
wars. were Waged, now take in a peaceful way a. ooncannot go together.
crereform .and realization. This is a great and his116. In the same way as we were obliged to abstain . toric fact. ThiS resolution has a significance which
on the Soviet clraft declal'3,tion because of the word. is far-reaching. History will place this session in
Itfortb:rlith9t in r.aragraph 1, so we had to abstain in' rank of" impor1ance imnlediately after the original
the vote on paragrap,h 8 of the Soviet amendments
session by which the United Nations was established,
because of the second part of the text of that para... . for the document which has now been adopted is an
graph. I did not manage to ask for a separateV'ote' tOep~h-.making document, second only to the Charter
be taken on the first part of that paragraph asldng . of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration
for negotiationS to be initiated. The CamerounianGov-, -of lIuman Rights, on both of which itis based and both
ernment is in favour of negotiations; tt has welcomed . of which it revitalizes; for they needed revitalization,
the admission of seventeen new Mrican and Asian'
and .this resolution does in '~tfectrevitalizethem.
Member States to the United NationS at this session
of the Assembly-and the accession of these'S1ates to
122. This resolution puts an end to a"long chapter
independence followed on negotiations. My delegation
in history, that of domination by fo:tce and subjugation
would have voted in favour of negotiations because
and exploitatf,on, and a new chapter is opened, one
they would have led inevitably to the independence
based on equality and the brotherhood of man. We
~md sovereignty of the African peoples.
.
therefore can,. with modesty, be proud about the
resolution which bas just been almost unanimously
adopted.
117. Now I would like to explain why I voted in favour
of paragraph 9 of the Soviet amendments reading:
. 123.· Mr. AMMOUN(Lebanon) (translated from
"Decides to consider the question of the-.· in1pleFrench): I come to the rostrum to explain,m.y del~
men1ation of this resolution at its sixteenth regular
gation's vore on the,Soviet Unionts draft declaration.
session."
We VQted fo1;' the three numbered paragraphs in the

•
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said draft because they condemn colonialiaIll everywhere and in all i1:$ form.a. We find in it, essentially,
the condemnation of a new.and siniSter manifestatlon
of colonialism: Zionist colonialism.
124. How can a certain representative of Israel dare
deny the fact when we see a motherland taken away
from its inhabitants by brute force and occupied by
people scraped together here and there ,from all
over the world?While these aliens occupy the country
they have invaded, a whole people is left without a
home and without a mother country. Colonialism in
Asia", ••

125. The PRESIDENT~ I call on tbe representative of
Israel, who wishes to speak on a point of order.
126. Mr. COMAY (Israel): I would just like to ask
the President whether it is in order under rule 90 of
the rules of procedure, dealing mth explanations of
vote, fora delegation~ in explaining Us vote on a draft
resolution, toind.ulge :In a renewed attack on another
Member State. I would· recall that thts attack was
made before, and in the legitimate exercise of its
right of reply my delegation briefly replied to it at
the end of the de'bateon this item and before we came
to the 'Voting and the explanations of vote.
127. I would therefore suggest that it would be in
accordan,ce with the rules of procedure and in accordance with the interests of winding up our debate
if the President ruled out of order any renewed attacks, to which I have already had occasion to make
a reply here today.
128. The PRESIDENT:. I would request the representative of Lebanon to oonfine himself to the explanation of his vote.
129. Mr. AMMOUN (Lebanon) (translated from
French): The explanation of vote that I am giving
relates to a text which my delegation did not help to
draft. Lebanon, together with other countries fromall
over the world, submitted to the Assembly a draft
resolution [A/L.323 and Add.1-6] which has been
adopted. My explanation, however,concerns a different
text which was submitted by another delegation and
which bears on certain points on which I must give
some explanations, since I voted for this new text.
With the permission of the· President, I shall continue
the explanation of this vote given by my delegation in
support of the Soviet draft declaration [A/4502].
130. I was aaying that colonialism in Asia and in
Africa really does come, all the same, under the
scope Qf colonialism. This colonialism in Asia and in
Africa occupieS, or haaoccupied, certain regions
without dispoasessing tJlleir inhabitants or pillaging
everything that belonged to them. These inhabitants
are now becoming independent again .and masters of
their own country. That was not what happened in
another colonized country and that is still what I am
referring to. I am referring to Palestine, a country
which has not only been occupied but stripped, not
merely of its possessions but even of its i:D.haW>tants.
And the. representative whom you ;JAve just beard was
brazen-faced enough to deny thatt;biSwascolonia,1ism,
whereas we have here a caaG oi' double colonialism,
as it were, since the CKlIl1ltry is cleprlved both of its
sovereignty and oUts territory. Not only did the representative in quesUon deny the f.actsbut he has also,
unwittingly, given the lie toa ce7ttdnpersonalitywhom
all JeWB respet:t and who waa the actual founder of
Zionism a lnmdred years ago and Who, as we alllmow,

entreated Great Bri1ain to help .:In creating a JewJ.sh
national home in Palestine, so that Palestine might
become, as he $aid,a bridge-head for European
colonialism. in ASia.
131. Unfortunately, though coloniaUsm ~a disappeared or is disappearing from Asia, the bridge-head
has remained and that is preoisely what has got to
be eliminated"
132. Secondly, the condemnation of colonialism made
in the Soviet text, in favour' of which my delegation.
has voted, castigates the manifestation' of the endemic
evil of racial deacrimjnation. Can the brazen denials
of tberepresentative of ISrael, or even of the dele-.
gates who spoke before him, conceal a reality which
is so blatant? Israel is, after all, a Jewish state.
Therefore, it follows incontrovertibly that a non-Jew
ia a citizen ofadifferentcategory.ISit not in a Jewish
State's Parliament that peoplE? are discussing the
question whether the- Jews 'of the Exodus were six
thousand or sixty thousand or six hundred thousand and
where the Head of the Government, Mr. Ben Gurion,
because he ventured to express views differing from
those held by certain other political parties, is now
faced with an interpellation and even, possibly, a Tote
of confidence? Is that body a Parliament or a synagogue? We are perfeotly justified in asking that question.
133. Ths Jewish state of ISrael being what it is, a
non-Jew is, in point of fact, treated asa second-olass
citizen, as a gentile, as tlle Jews used formerly to
say. We are again passing through an era of gentilenessl It is this new manifestation of colonialism that
Js condemned by the Soviet text which we voted for.
134~

Thirdly, and finally, the representatives of
Israel uttered vehement protests when we explained
how Palestine had been invaded and colonized. They
protested, more particularly, against the charge of
having employed Hitler-Wte methods against the population of the Holy Land. After all, though, it was not
the Arabs who compared Israeli behaviour with Hitler's
of ten years previously. It happened in 1948 in the
Security Council and the person who spoke in those
terms waS not an Arab representative. The one who
was aroused by the disgraced behaviour of JewS and
who said tha.t the Jews in Palestine had been•••
135. Mr. COMAY (Israel) (from the floor): A point
of order.
136. Mr. AMMOUN (Lebanon) (translated from·
French): I bave finished, Mr. President.
137. The PRESIDENT: As the representative of
Lebonon has finished, I give the floor to the representative of Israel on a ~oint of order.
138. Mr. COMAY (Israel): I think the kindest thing·
I can do about the lastspeakerts siatementis to repudiate it in toto and refer him for the reasons to the
statement I made this morning [946th meeting] :In
reply to the statement bis delegation made earlier.
139. My delegation fully supported the draft resolution
submitted by a group of Asian and African countries,
and we are happy that it bas been adopted without
opposition. This reau1t gives proper expression to,the
dramatic changes that have come o'Y'erthe world in
our time. We feel that it is in the beat interests of
the SUbject peoples themselves thatattainmentofinde..
pendence and the transfer of powers should, wherever
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possible, take place in an agreed and orderlymanner,
and not in oircwnstancesof conflict and ohaos.
140. It is for that reason that we have voted against
proposals which would categoriqally insist that all
Non-Self-Governing Territorie$ should become independent forthwith, or even by the end of 1961. The
more flexible and realistic wording ofdraft resolution
A!L.323 and Add.1-6 commended itself to us more
strongly, particularly as it constitutes the common
ground which evolved in the discus$ionsam.ong- the
sponsors themselves.
141. We have also voted against a declaration which
injected the granting of independence to col0n.i2,l countries and peoples into the controversies of the cold
war. We believe this, too, is not what is beneficial
for the peoples concerned and not what they want
themselves.
142. Mr. WADSWORTH (United states of America):
I· wish to explain the·atti.tude. of the United states towards the forty-three-Power draft resolution, which
has just been adopted without opposition, and the
reasons for our abstention'in the vote•. The United
States, as I said in my previous intervention in this
debate [937th meeting], warmly supports and endorses
the iIiterest and concern of the UnIted Nations in promoting larger freedom for peoples everywhere. The
support of freedom is a conceptspringingfrom deeplyheld beliefs of the American people. We accol"dingly
welcomed the underlying purpose of this resolution
sponsored by the forty-three delegations, which we
unde:rstand to be the advancement of human freedom
in Ute broa€ful3t $ense.
143. Th.econcept of human freedom. as the resolution
just passed makes perfectly clear, applies not only to
peoples who are achieving self-government ar independence under the administration of the various
Member States, but also to other peoples whose desire
to live under free institutions of their own choosing
is brutally stifled. Freedom is indeed indivisible.
144. Now. there are difficulties in the language and
thought of this resolution» which I shallconunenton
more specifically in a moment, which made it im.possible for us to support it, because they seem to- negate
certain clear provisions of the United Nations Charter.
This we deeply regret, tbatthese qq~stionsof language
could not have been straightened out, and we regret it
because, as I have said, the United States endorses
the support of the United Nations, as set forth in its
Charter, for the basic quest of people everywher~ for
political institutions and governmental forms inkeeping with their rights to live in dignity and in freedom.
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145.. One thing is clear. however. This resolution
applies equally to all a1"eas of the world which are
not free, whether they a1"e in. the Western hemisphere,
in Africa, Asia or Europe. It speaks of freedom from.
alien subjugation, domination and exploitation for all
peoples. It proclaims that all people have the right to
self-determination. It conQemns colonialism in all its
manifestations. Members of the United Nations would
not be true to their trusts and responsibilities under
the Charter if they failed to consider the plight of some
of the peoples to whom the Charter's provisions and
those of the new deolaration are clearly relevant.
I refer specifically to peoples living unde1" Soviet
colonial domination, whose plight I mentioned in my
p1"evious interventiOn.
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146. We found difficulties,as I noted earlier, in the
language and thought of this resolution. For.instance,
It is hard to understand why a resolutionon this broad
subject should be completely· silent on theimpo1"tant
contributionswbich the administering Powers, including my own Govel"D.ment, have ~de in the advancement
of dependent peoples towards $elf-government or
independence.
147. The resolution also is heavily weighted towards
complete independence as the only accep1able goal,
thus ignoring the Charter provisions for self-government of dependent areas within larger political
contexts.. We see this reflected in the title of the
resolution and in many of its paragraph$.. The penultimate p.reamblllarparagraph, for example, speaks of
the inalienable right of all peoples to complete freedom, which seems to point to full independence in all
cases.
148. For our part,we must question the Wisdom of
. espousing principles which would resultin some cases
in unnecessary political fragmentation andwhiohwould
also fly in the face of political and economic realities
.in many areas of the world. Full democratio selfgovernment within a larger and stable political system.
is sometimes a more worthy immediate objective than
full political independence..
149. In examining with care, as· we have done, the
major aspects of this resolution, we reached the conclusi6n that parag:raphs 3, 4 and 5 aresu6ceptible
to sel"ious misinterpretations which could cause basic
misunderstanding of the attitude of the 'Va1"ious Governments here on the need for orderly and effective
preparations for self-government 01" independenoe in
accordance with the Charter provisions. Although we
a1"e sure that this was not the intent of the sponsors
of the resolution, paragraph 3 permits tb.,~ interpretation tbatthe question ofpreparation for independence
is wholly irrelevant. Adequate preparation for self..
government or independence is a matter ofelementary
prudence and is a responsibility which must be accepted by those administering dependent peoples. It is
clearly essentialtbat emerging peoples be reasonably
able .to undertake the responsibilities they will have
to face. On the other hand, we would nevel' agreetbat
false allegations in respect of political, economic.
social or educational preparation should be used to
retard political development..
150. Paragraph 4, written in unqualified language,
seems to preolude even legitimate measures for the
maintenance of law and order, and this ls,of course.
incompatible With the obligations of the Administering
Authorities towards the peoples under their administration.
151. As for paragraph 5, here again is a w1"ystrong
statement that only complete independence and freedom
is the acceptable political goal for dependent peoples.
This paragl"aph also calls for immediate steps to
transfer all powers to the peoples of Trust and NonSelf-Governing Territories, without any. conditions
ar reservations.
152. rrhe 1"ecord of the United states in taking steps
for the self-government Or independel1ce of peoples
under its administration is an open book. We are
proud of that record. We have taken many steps in
the. past, we are taking step$ now, and. we will take
fu1"ther steps in the' future, and we Will do this in a
manner in consonance With our international1"espon-

sibiliti~~)under the Charter and our reafibnsibilities
" ~~r Jl1~ people under our adtninistration~i Like many
other Members of the United Nations, we re,gard the
provisions of Chapters XI and xn of the Charter,
which deal specifically with Non-Self-Governing and
Trust Territories, as controlling so· far as the Territories for which we are responsible are concerned.
The. United Stat.43S Government will continue toadvance
these Territories and theb:' peoples towards selfgovernment· or independence in accordance with the
provisions of the Charter and the obligations we have
assumed under the Trusteeship Agreement for the
Trust Territory we administer.

153. I would caU attention to a very wise statelll.ent
which was made from this rostrum notlongago by the
representative of India who, while ~.cussing his delegation's position on another matter, said, "We do not
feel that we could fully support it unless we could
support every word of it". Thiythe major reason
WilY the United Statef1l felt constrained to abstain on
th1d particular vote. I should Uke to say, however,
that I am sure that the devotion of the United states to
the principles of human freedom and political advancement will be judged bywhat the United States has done,
is doing andwill continue to do in the cause of freedom.
I have every confidence that our Stlpportof these principles· will be considered on the basis of ou!" record
'in action as it really is, and not as it is distorted or
may in the future be distorted by the words of others.
154. I will turn now very briefly to the Sovi~t draft
which the Soviet delegation pressedbefore the Assembly in this debate. That draft wouldbaveaddedilcthing
useful to. the forty-three-Power draftresolution, which
we .all mew would be adopted without opposition. We
regret that the Sovietrepreaentative insisted onpressing it, as well as on pressing his am~~ndment to the
forty-three-Power draft resolution; ill view of the
Soviet record of imperialism and colcmialism in the
relatively brief history of the USSR, a1L1d particularly
since the Second World War, it would have been a
travesty to adopt the Soviet proposal ('JIl this question,
and we therefore voted against it.

155. Mr. BEN ABOUD (Morocco) (translated from
French): All the declarations and resolutions concerning the eradication of colonialism in all its forms
follow the normal trend of history and all of them,
without exception, correspond to the hopes ofmanklnd
aa a. whole for the advent and the consolidation of the
reign of positive and real freedom. 11lat is why we
voted in favour of the draft declaration submitted by
the Soviet Union [A/4502], more especiallya.s regards
the three numbered paragraphs. Of course. the sub.,stance of the provisions contain()d. in this dec~aration"
is to be found, more or less, in the declaration which
is contained in the African-Asian draft resolution
[A/L.~23 and. Add.1-6]. We are pleased to note that
this latter document has .been adopted without oppoaition.

156. We voted in favour of the draft declaration submitted by the Soviet Union so that we might by so
doing contribute to the final abolition of the enslavement, overt or covert, of man by his fellow man.
Nevertheless, if there is an objection a.t this late
hour to giving a lengthy. enumeration of the reasons
for our vote. we feel it is important to state one at
least of these reasons.
157. The three numbered paragraphs in the Soviet
Uni.on's declaration refer to: .real and not fictitious
independence, complete and unequivocal; the elimiJU1tion of colonialist strongholds, whichnowadays disturb
the tranquillity of the international atmosphere, and
respect for territorial integrity. .
158. The same principles are mentioned in the
African-Asian draft resolution. In particular, paragraph 6 explains very well what our delegation understands by territorial integrity. When we discussed
this document and agreed to become a sponsor, we
had in mind a long list of examples of the partitioning
and disruption of the unity of national territories.
I shall confine myself to mentioning three of these
examples.
159~ First, there is the attempt, which we trust will
prove.futile and unsuccessful, to dismember the Congo,
particularly in Katanga.
,160. Secondly, I would mention the regrettable dism~mberment and occupation of Palestine, which we
trust is only temporary and brief, by this new phenomenon of foreign colonialism mown as international
Zionism.
161. Thirdly, there are the efforts-employing the soft
and silent tactics of the viper-of French colonialism
to' partition Morocco and disruptits national territorial
unity. by setting up an artificial state in the area of
Southern Morocco which the" colonialists call Mauritania: The population of that area does not even mow
the word "Mauritania". If you tell a Bedouin of socalled Mauritania" that you are in Mauritania, he will
not unders~nd what you are ta1ld.ng about. In that area
a miniature capital has been created out of absolutely
nothing; up to now ttdidnotevenhave a single hotel. A
newly.built school has even been converted into living
quarters.
162. Thus, the Soviet draft declaration for which we
voted follows a line similiar to that of the AfricanAsian declaration demanding the radical and complete
eUntlnation of colonialism, be it European. or Zionist,
and of the kind of balkanization that is being practised
in Africa, the Middle East and elsewhere.
163. The PRESIDENT: All delegations wishing to
explain their' votes have now done so and the item
ItDechiration on the granting ofindependence to colonial
countries and peoples" is concluded.. The Assembly
may well congratulate itself on this accomplishment.
The meetin~ rose at 6.1.5 p.m.
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DECI.,ARATION ON THE GRANT' .OF INDIDqSDUSCE TO
COLONTAL COUNTAIE'J AND PEOPT,NS

Subnltted

Khrushchev. Chalrnan
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Counei-]. of
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that set up the Unlted Natl ons founded ite Charter upon the
l-ofty and. hueane idea16 of equallty of rlghte and. the sel-f-determiEatlon of
Ilhe States

nations end peoples.
Rn"'n i?l +.hF -6a.1.d of vlctorious concLuEiotr of the Second Worf.d [{ar, the
Unlted Natlons enbod.led hopeo that the i.nequaltty and. easlavellent of some neiions
aEd. leoples by others voul-d. dlsappear along r*ith the barbarlty and. erlnlna l
actB of fa6c16n and nlLitEr16n. 3ut not. all tbe hopes of the tr)ecples cane tfue.
StllL unso].ved ls a vltal problen of ou" timel the complete llberati on of
uankind. frorx the ehamefu]- col-onial- regimes lnherited from the !ast.
Ours l-s an era of slr'ift
1 of soclety; an era in whi ch mo"e progrebslve
"ener.E
and. equtt€,b1e r'rEyB of Life are belEg effixmed.; aD ex"a ln ldeich uan 1s soaring
upr,Jard s to unpreced,ented. trastery over forces of nature. The time ha6 come for
the compJ-ete and final llberatloo of peopl-eF languislring in coLonla]- bondage i'
Tberefore the States Members of the UDlted. NatlonB 6o1enn1y d.eclare theiT
convicttons, intentLons.and. d.euand.s for the grant of ind-epend.ence to col-oniatreountrles and. peolLes "
PeopLeB that oppress other peolles can]xot be free. Every free peopl-e should
help to lfin freedom and. ind.epend.ence for tlse peop].es that are 6t111 oppressea.
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Th.e

great rebirth of the ens].aved peoples

svlft l_iberatlon and. euancipatLon of couatries and peoples is a
slgnificant feature of our time' Even ln the lifetrme of the lresent generatlon,
trqo thirds of the lrorld.r s potr)urati on vere Living und er colonial cordltions.
At the end of the First worl-d. irrar the chains of the cor-oniar oppression of natl ons
feLl- a\4ay in a number of countries. The tanaer of nati onar i.ndepend.e'ce,
raised. hlgh over the ltorld, has become no1ar the banner of hund.red.s and b.r]nd red.s of
mll-ri ons of people o,' ar-r contrnents of the gr-obe, The ti-rne has come for the
l-l-berati on and rebirth'of nations., peopres and- tri.bes vhi ch lrere but
"ecentbf
oppressed and d o1{ntrod.d_en, Ter.s of nev. States have
Jolned the fa&ify of
lnd ependent countries. The d.eeocrati c id_eas of equality of Tlghts and Bel_f_
d.eterulnation of nations are being transfated. lnto rea].ity.
Ihe n{fbh of the lnabil-1ty of colonial_ peoples to govern, to create and. to
bu11d has cruebled to dust.
Today no one can say that the tr)eoples of Asia, Afri ca, or latin A.nerl can
cannot govem. thenselves. Gtgantic forces have avakened, exulting, to build a
nev lnd-epend.ent l-ife. rudeed, the settl-e&ent of international_ affairs is nov
lnconceivable rithout the particilatlon of the peopte's Republi c of ch1na, o,ittrout
the partlollation of the l-iberated. peoples of India, fnd.ooesia, Buflta, Ceylon,
the United Arab Republic t It:aq, Ghara, Gulnea and other States, laxge and. snal}.
Today no one can say that the liberati on of natioDs and peopl-es forflerly
under the yoke of cor-onlari.sm rrrirl brlng in its train an expansion of the zone
of confli cts and cr-ashes betveen countrles. ftr the contrary, nationar r_rberation
has brcadened the zone of peece, vhile coIcn1e1 opp"esslon and co].onlal
policy ha i'e l-ed, and stll]. 1ead , to v,ars .
Today no one ce,n assert that the l_iberatlon of Dations }rlll l-€ad. to
depression of the econo&y, trade, crafts o" agri cul-ture. Ol1 the cottrary,
experlence sho$r' that it is the po1ltical liberation of coronial peoples and tbe
establi sbment of ne}I ind.ependent States that open the vay for a genuine rise
in the na,tionaf econony.
Today no one wj.Il dale to aseert that the liberatloE of peoples f"cm the
col-onial yoke rdll r-ead to the decune of culture, Life shows that on the
heer-s
of liberation come the
up.urge and fr.overing of distlnctive natr onal
"ebirth,
TI:'e

A
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cultures, the spread. of pubi_i c education, the llxprovenent of health care, lbe
tralnlng of skllLed. natloDaL person::el, and. iacreased potentlaLltles for eqrlchlng

$or].d. cul-ture.

It 1s not only the peoples of the last vho gg,i.n from the Liberetion of,
prerlously oppressed. natlons, but the peoples of tbe West as wel].. The cause of
the freedom of peotrl1es, of rels,tlons anong then on a footlng of equality., and. the
preserl,atlon of peace ln the rior].d. are plaeed_ on a firner foundatlon"
But the liquldatlon of the coloniat regine is yet to be coropleted..
The States Menbers of the Unlted Natlons canaot re@,ib lnd.iffeleEt to the
fact that, ia the anclent laDd.s of Afrlca aEd Aola, on the lsLand.s of Oceeqle,
or1 the LBlaad.B of the ca"lbbean &nd. 1r1 other places, over one hur]d.red B]:lLl-lon
people etlll laEgulsh tn coLonial gubJugatloE. The BeopleB of theee countrJ. es
have the right to nationaL lnd.epend.ence; nevertheLess they a"e stil_l_ wlthout
rigbts, they a"e et113. kept lb the stockB, I! theEe countri es, i,{.olence and.
lalrlesgness relgn as beforej iD the6e countrles the hlgheet lalr is profit f,or
forelgners. Thetr lnterest 1s aLJ., and the lnallenable rl€hts of ran and
peopl-e are nothing. ftre sr''ay of forelgn adminlstrators !'ho desBise and loot the
local population; the pelsecution of trtbes; the derislon of neti onal custotrs;
inequality of status and rights for the ind.16enou6 inhabitantsi shameful
d.isregard. for their vital- lnterests; and. the huniliation of natlonal aad huh8n
dignity; all these arouse profor:nd. indignation in every ran of honour.
There the sw1sh of the overseeris lash 1s heard.; there heads fal-1 ,x]d.er the
executloner I s axe "
fhe peoples of

the colonies do not ]{ant to ll.ve i,n slavery or io coDd.itlons
of servltudej they are fightlng for their rigbts and ind ep endeoce, fo" everJrthlng
that other peoples enjoy. rn thetr path, hol,revel, stand. the sel-fish lnteregts of
imleriallst clrcl-es 1n the West, hlnd ering the fulfllment of the peoples'
JuBt aspiratloos. Col-onia]. \rars, pulitive et{trledltions, the open lootlng of
peoples by the monopolies, mllltary tribuj]al-s and. secret trials, reservatioos,
colour bars, prlsons and concentratLoE camps - these are some of the nethods by
qhich overt and. covert colonlali.sts try to st@,agLe evelythlng alive, independ.ent
and national_ in co].onlal cou.ntries.
The conference of AfrL can nations i-n Accr' Justl-y set the breld of colonlal
fascism oD afl this'
/..-
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for the preservatloD of the o1d. syBterxg of col-onial- rul-e
sti]-l yeam for savage !0ea,sures of retributlon in the co]-onies. 0f course,
such meagures are hamperlng llberatlon. Brt d.oes not life take 1ts course? Did.
cruel reprlealB, ca"rled out over a period. of dec€,d.e6, 6top the l-lberatl-on
of fndoneela? Did the rErssacre of tens and hundred.s of thousand s of people i:r
fEdo-Cblna €ave coloule,l donlrs,tlon there? Cb,E the crimes nov belng conmitted
agg,1nst the peoples of Afri ca etop the irresistibl-e lrocess of the liberation
Those who stand.

of Afrl

can nations

oppression and. d-espotism i,r"111 save the absolute colonlal o"d.er.
those kilJ.ed on the road to freedom it carnot be sald th6t they are

No forces

And

of

of

?

no, they are alLve in the memory of tpe peoples, they w:iIl Llve forever
as heroes of the struggl-e for natlonal llberation.
Co]-ordall sm ls In lts deatb-throes, But in its fa,st hour it can cause much
sufferlng and. take nany uictlbs, rr:ln oany more Lives in colonl-es and.
nrctropoLltao corrntrl-es, destroy uuch of the ueatth created. by the labour of Eany
d.ead.j

geuer€.tions.

a].l- peoples oD earth and to a].]. Govenments
not to stand. by as tddlfferent observexs of the sufferings of the col-onlalpeoples. 16 j.t possible to rere,in deaf to the groaoB of the people of KerSE,
where for eight years the col-onial authorltles have been exterminatlng the ].ocalThe United. IF'tlons appeels

to

it lnto reservetlons, prisons and concentl:atL on canpsj
to the sufferings of the people of Cnan, agalnst lrhom a rdar of usurT)atlon 16
being r,,aged.? I,lho can reraln calla in the face of the unending reprj.6al_s visited
populatloo after drlving

on the populati on of l[rasaland., Aagola, Mozambique, Rhod-esia,, Ruanda-Unmdt,
South West Africa, Tanganylk€,, UgaDda and llest frlan?

ft is

lna.lnl selb1e 1a this age of progress, bri1l1ant scientlfic d.iscoveries
and. lnmeasurably g"eater huEan corltroL over the forces of nature tha.t Fr€,nce
shouJ-d. be r.!€,ging a colonlal uar iD Al€erla wlth alrcl€,ft, artlllery, taDks,

of nass d-estnrcti.on agalnst the Al-gerlans uho have
fought for nearly slx. years wlth se].f].ess courage for the freed.om end independence
of tbelT notherland., mr:td.red s of th.ousand.s of A].gerlans have been ki-l-].ed,
naqy Al-gerian torrnE and. uiJ.l-ages burned. and. d.estrolred, a fifth of the countryr s
populetlon herd.ed. lnto concentxatlon camps. !y sons of I'lEnce are dylng for this
napal-u bombs and. other means

unjust cause'

luts

/

...
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Ce,n

a sltuatlon

conti.nue to be tolerated? No, it cannot, if the
the great cause of peace, the interests of hunanity and progress are

such

interests of

5

rralued .

Forwhat purpose d-o those qb.o refuse to renoulce col-oaidl- ruJ-e lrage
murd.erous r"ra,rs against peoples? llhy are the freed.om-l-oving aspiratlons of the
ebslaved peoples suppressed.? Sometimes it ts sald. that this is done in the
loterests of the ncluilizationtr of the J.ess d.eveloped cou::tries to prelnre then

for

Bel-f-gover"rment.

But thls 1s a lle given the guise of truth.
What civi]-lzation have five centuries of colonlal tyraEny brought to the
Africaa countrl-es of Atgola, Mozanblque and Portuguese Otrinea, r.I'ith an area
of toore than haLf that of Western Europe and a lopulatloD of eleven nil-ljton?
They have brougbt poverty, the lo6s of al]. rlghts, the forclb.l-e conflscation of
land l'latered lrith the sveat of nany generatiobs and. the expuLslon of farmers to
barren end. d rought-ridden regions.
Ttrere, arbitrary ruJ-e1 fanine, ignorance and d.isease axe ramtr)ant and ]Iintual
sLavery and. forced. l-abour are stIll practieed.. There is Dot s, sltlg].e higher
educatlonal lnstltution and- practlcallJr no Becond.ary educetlon.
lihy 18 Portugal- al-l-oved to practise such coloniaL despottsm in this age?
On

vhat

grourds

?

I! half a centuzy of Belgian

colonial_ d.oulnatl on the Congo's polul-atl on
d.eclined by more than haLf through punlttve erq)ed.ltlons, starvatlon and. dlsease"
When

Its

the

lnd.epead.ence

of the Relub:|ji.c of the

Congo xras

proclalued only e fev of

Lnhabltante coul-d read. and wrlte.
The BLtuation 1E other African colonLeB 1e oo better.
0f course, lo 6one larts of the colouleB, road.s, alrfiel-ds, ports, Elnes and
a felt school-s have been buil-t, 3ut al-1 thls ls for the puxpose of eqri-olttag
tbe lndlgenous populatL on and. pluld.ering the natural wealth of those colobieq.
The asBertion that coloniel ruJ.e ls neceseary to lrevent strife, fratriqi del
vars betveen tribes and. peoples in the col-onies is a].so a.d.el-lberate 11e.
DeveLopments in the Coago shoir that colo!.ial-ism thrives oa d.iscord_ and
deJ-lberately instigated. guarrels betlreen trlbes and. peoples i Jt tries to r,realken
their counon struggle for llberatloa. The lxotto of the coloqial-ists is stll-X
olvl.o.e and rule I
I

\
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i.s inscrlbed. on the bamers of Asian and. African peopl_es fighting for
thelr natioral freedom eBd ind-epend.ence? ftte peace and solldarity slogans
of Sandujxg and. AccrE, are there lnEcribed.
Indifferent to the c€,J-ls of Justlce, the colonlalists try to preserve
arbltraril-y-dt:avD frontlers dlvidlng peoples abd trlbes, as vell as klnd red.
econotrd e reglons of Afrlca and to dlBrupt the unlty and terrltorial integrity of
tany countrles.
What

for

coLonlaL countri es and

fhe Unlted l{ations appeals to peopLes and Goverlments irreEpectlve of fihere
their cou::trles nay be - East oz'West, North or South - to ask the questlon
posed todey by events thenseLves: d.oes the rotten colonia]- systeu natch the
ideals of nations abd the potenttaliti-es of the preEent age?
Ole need- only comlare the d evelopment in the past century of tbe iodepend.ent
countries of gurope or North Anlerlca uith that of co]-onla]- countrl_es in
Afri ca to reF,llze ttrat the tr,ath of coLoniali-sm Lead.s to the regression, atrophy,
and. degradation of the forcibly enslaved. countries,
"ul'n
Whlle i.n the econonl cally-d evelop ed. countries lnd.ustry, tr€,nsport,
ag}i. culture, science and culture have reached a high level, vessels propelled by
atonic energr have been bull-t and artLflcral celestlal bodies faunched. into
slace, Africa, a 1and. of fabulous veal_th, le backward and he,s become a continent
of faninej its aain agri. cultural- irylenents, Just as they were thousand.s of years
ago, are the (attock, the vood_en plough and the shazpened etake; its lritritlve
system of agrlculture is causing soil exhaustion and. eroslon.
There is nov a veritable abyss betveen the h:Lgh1y-industriarized. ind.epend.ent
sta,tes and. the colobial countries, vhereas Asia and. Africa r.rere once the cl€d.le
of great civil-lzatlons r,&lch eoriched. the cutture and. clvllLzation of other

peopLes.

re,ln object of the colonla] vegime is 1n fact to secure enormous profi.ts
for blg foreign nonololies, $hl ch have seized. the key econonic positions in
the colonies and to extort thelr vealth by every possi.ble means. Thereforer the
entire econorry of a colony is one of eq)Loltation. Havr'g first of al-l- been
subordlnated. to the ra,rrov interests and. r]eeds of the narkets of the hd.iuidual
ind.u6tlial- eountrles, its d.evelopment 1s slov, defoymed and one-sld.ed.
Tlxe
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after

llberated &€,s it recognized. that its future lies
not 1a the prod.uction of coco8, alone, but iu the d.evelopment of modern indristries
wlth extenslve utll-lzatloD of its large resou.rces of hyd.Toelectric power and
enormous deposits of ,bauxite and that this constitutes its greatest value ln terms
of wor]-d- econo!ry.
Und-er the colonial regime the enoz:nous hydro-pora'er resources of the Republt c
of the Congo also rene,ined untapped, elthough thelr potentlal- capacity is
nealfy equal to the present output of electri e pover in a1l- the countries of
Western Europe put together. The utllizatlon of the6e resource6 alone vould
not only allow the full exptoite.tion of co]-ossal olneral lrealth and_ @,ise the
leveL of agri c.ulture in the Republic of the Congb, but also substantia,lly
transform the entire econonl c pattern of the Central- Afri can couttrj-es and great\r
improve the wel_l-being of their popula,tions,
ft has been scl,entifically est€,b].ished. that al-l the couetries of the Afri can
continent, as wel-I as those in 6'i:iier cobtinents, possess vast, d.1ver6e and as
yet l"argefy unorplored. natural resources. They cou].d be &s,d.e to serve the
peo!l-e6 of these countrLes abd- thereby serve the vhole of nankind. But the
colonial system dellberately and arbifically perpetuates the economic backr,rArdness
of the colodes, hlnd.erlng their industTial-i zatl on and. the rati oral_ utilization
of their resources, This i.s coupl_ed. v1th aa unpreced_ented. squandering of
publi c property, lnnense vaste of labour and the pred.onlnance of the ])a"a61tlc
sin8l-e-crop uethod of ecooouli c ailmj nistratlon of the coLoryial coutxtTies adapted
to the se]-fish lnterests of the metlropo].ltan coul]tri-es.
The present LeveJ. of lndustrleJ. and technol-ogi cal_ d eveJ_opment and the latest
achlevements of Ecie!.ce, agrlculture and. cul-ture uake 1t posslble to Blace
al-L this vast wealttr ln the servi-ce of the peopl-es .(l'j.thin a conearativefy short
time. In ord.er to use lt, hovever, it ls flrst of a]-l necessary to secure
for the peoples the ri-ght to an ind.epend.ent sd.stence, to ellninate the colonial
systen2 and. to provlde econonlc assistance in aaklng use of tbis weal-th. This
1{i].1 nake lt possible to inprove the Ebl3_-belng of the loca1 popul-ation, to
erlEnd the calaci.ty of the interlla]- ndrket, and to d.o ara,y r,i-J.th existiog
llrlteracy, rrith the shortage of natitnat cadres., and. r,rith the d onchatLon of, the
one- crop systen in the col_onla]- econorqr " The col-onlaL systen d.ces not
lelmit
the solution of probJ-ens of this kidd. or the great technol-oglcal achtevenents lrhi ch
are ar. insetr€.rabl_e lart of modern civilization.
Only

Ghana bad- been
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benefits derlrrlng froro the exlLoltatlon of colonles do not in any sense
go to the peoples but pt{oarily to the blg foretgn aonopolles - to bilLlonaires.
The peoples of both E,st and ltrest are coupeLled to pay a heaw trtbute to
col-oniaL1sn. Oli- and. coffee, rubber and cotton, copper and banabas, a rariety
of t€,tt uateriaLs and fooilBtuffs brought 1u frce the colonies are sol_d. at
prices nany t1ne6 bigber than those fo" lfulch they are purchased. on the spot,
peopLe twl ce - in the East vhen they buJr aad ln the West vbeo
Th.e oonopoLles
"ob
they BelL colonlal- good5 and. rav Eteria]-s.
Moreover, they conpel the coJ_onlal peopl-es to naintain forelgn troops and
a forelgn adninlstratlon in peacetime, i.e. to pay for the chalns 1n whL ch they
are held.. At the same ti.ne, the monopolies 1fipose higlre" taxee on ts,xpayers
1B the metropolltan countrles for the purrose of inductlng punitlve exlerditlons
and. colonial- xars, forcing the peopJ-es of the metropolltan countri es ae weLl
to lay for the shackles i.n r&Lch the monopolist-col-onialists put other peopl_es.
In fact, they are burJdog tn field.s of d.erastation the freedon of tbelr ovn
peoples together ldth the independ.ence of other natloas. This sts,te of affairs
ls ln itself a Ferious lndlctmeBt of the co]-onlal system.
Yet, lf the States Members of the Unlted }lation€ and above aL1, of course,
those r,rhl ch at one tlme lmposed, the yoke of colonlalism on nuterous peoples
shoved even a ninimue d.egree of und.erstendlng of the urgeDt need.s of these
peopleo, the:r vould flnd xays of neetlng those needs. obe of the main method B of
dolng this is to resoJ.ve the dlsarmament probJ-em and curte,lL the lri11tary
The

expenditure of States.
As iB general-ly knom2 the states belonging to the nilita11r-col-orlal-1st North
Atlantlc bloc alone spend. $62,00o a111lon an:rually on the arlls rs,ce. ff evea hal-f
of thls 6ue that is spent arnually for unp"oductlve purposes that are dangerous to
peece sere u6ed. for the development end advanceo.eDt of, for exa,nple, the Afri-can
countdesr gi ga-atf c englneering projects could. be carrled out, lncluding the
fngul, concuru, €H;#J and volta, pleDs - plans for the construction of 1a3ge
hydroelectric stations, lrrigati on syster0s abd induEtrlal enterprises and. for
agr:icuJ-tural deve!-opment. The riberated nattons of Afri ca could bu1ld schools,
uolversities, hospitaLs end roads everJffhere and. carry out other neasures
vhl ch rrcul-d. enable then to re,ise agrl culture a6 wel-L- to a hi.gher level of mod.ern

develolment'
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trurJrs,
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rf the bonds of

colonlallsm vere renoved frcno the Afblcan

other colonies, that vould facj.lltate the utllizatLon of thelr natural
resou:ace6, increase the de&and i!' those cor:ntrleg for European and Ameri can
nachlnery and other lnd.ustrtal products, ex;:and. eqrorts of rav ne.terlals for the
lnd.ugtry of Europe and. the United- States, j.ncrease eurplcynent a,nd the utlljaatlon
of p"oductlve capeclty, and. raise the llvlDg stend.ards of the peopleE of the
and-

L

lEd.ustrially-developed. couEtrLes.
nvely honest person and. every gove?Iment that real-ly stends for the egualtty
of peopl-es, for the real-tzatlon of the great pur?oses and. prlnciples proclatloed.
tn the Unlted- lb,tLons Charter, camot but see that col_onlal1eu is ao obBol"efe
aqd shamefuL phenoneEotl 1a nod.ern l-lfe. TIxe conp:.ete and finat e]-irLiDation of
co].onlal-1sm voul-d. be the prelud.e oot oDly to Eocial progress but atso to
Bu:ift technlcal strides ln industry and. ag"icul^ture, just as the end. of the slave
trade lent a poverfuJ- lleetus to the d.evelopnent of the produetlve forces of
society.
The ellninatlon of colorri'.lism vould. be a key measure in yed.uc ing internlatlon.-l
tenslon. ft wa6 1lrecisely the deBlre to lrevent the liberation end the
national deveLolment of the young States of Asla, Afrlca and latlE Anerl ca that
l-ed. to such armed. conflLcts and llars iq the poet-1,Iar perlod. as those in Indo$esla,
Ind.o -Chlne and AJ.ger1a, the aggresslon age,lnst E$rct, the foreigE lnterventlon
1b Lebanon aad Jold.a!., th.e conspiracles against Syria a!'d It€,q, and eo forti.
fnd eed., throughout tbe last eentury &o6t lrars and. arared. confl"lcts vere in ohe
rlay or another conneeted. Trith colottla]_lsm, Ii-lth. the st"uggLe of the na,J or powere
f,or the d"ivleion ancl redl.strlbution of col_onles.
The peoBles have oE nore ths,n one occasion been subjected. to the terribl_e
d.anger thet co].onlal lrars vould. d.evelop lnto a !.ew vorl_d. va". And nov the
intervention agalnst the Republ-tc of the Congo has }ed to aggravatlon of thq
internatlonar sltuati-on and. has jeopardlzed. the cause of peace i.n Africa and_,
ladeed., not only in Africa " Can one forget that und.er present-day condltiohs,
tith nuclear aDd rocket veapons in eri-6tence, the flanes of ller, once kindred on
one contlEent, c€.n engulf 1n an instant the enti.re glcte.
l€,ny of the nost impo?tant focl of the present international tensloD - in
the Mid.dl-e and the Far b,st, in Afrlca and ln latin Anerl ca - are to a
coneld.erabLe d.egree the outgrow.bh of co].onialist pollcy. Colonles and. othe"
i
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so-called. "non-self-governinB territoriesrr are often used- es ro:i lltary bases of
foreign Povers, as. prordng grounds for atcmic tests. Can 6uch a situation
nake peopJ-e feel secure, relieve them of the fear of varr shov then hov to
extricate themselves from the poverty, hunger and d_isease vhi ch are stiU the 1ot
of the peoples of the coultri es whlch reoaln co]-onies and Trust Territories?
fn add-ltlon to large colouies and Trust TerrltorLes, some povers also
retain strong points in di fferent a"eas of tb.e world., such as tr{est frlan, Okl.nare,
Goe and Puerto Rico, not to mention Taill9,n, against whi-ch the Unlted States
has conmitted. aggression by occupying this territory of the people's Republ_i c of
China, trIhy do the higb.ly-d.eveloped industrlel_ povers need such bases and.
ttpossessi-

the terrltorrr of other countrLes? rs this not a dlrect suruival
of the foreer era of col-on:ial d.c,ndnati.on? !trhat vould the Elrropeans or Amerlcens
say i-f sc@e A6ian or Afrj.can countries denand.ed bases for thenselves in the
countTies of Ilestern Europe or North America?
ltrere cannot be two opinions on th.is score: theBe bases are rets,lned in
ord.er to threaten the natlonal lnd.epend.ence and security of the neighbourlng
peoples. JuEt as the txE d.lng stations Ln the earJ;r days of colonialisll served. as
a base for the extenslon of the system of colonial oppTe66ion in AfTlce,
Asia and. Anerica.' 60 today, when col-obj.alisn is dlBloteglating, the irperiaj:tsts
are trldng to use the renaialng bases and. colonles to exert brutal pressure on
the ind.epeBdent States of Asla, Africa and latln A&erica.
onsr! on

of the United l{ati ons subroitting this Declaration are of
the opinion that every Govern&ent }&lch is for peace and. progress in deeds,
and not in vJ"ds should. respect the far,'rful- rlghts of al1 Dati ons without exception
i'' 'cheir d enands for eq'aIity, iustice and independ eoce. Either th€se d enand.s
u:il1 be recognized. by aL-]. States or the oppressed. peopl-es, vlth the support
of thelr liumerous friends throughout the world., wiLL take their destiny in thelr
o.n!. hand-s and v-iLL trin l_iberty and independ.eoce, breaklng dovn al-l
the
artiflcis,l barriers erected. i.n their r,,ray by the cor-oniar-ists. nle prlnary duty of
aLl- nations ls to extend a her.ping hand in the .acred struggre for independence
The States Members

and agalnst coloniel-ist d oxdtratl on.
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Together with the lnfamous system of co].onialism2 the varlant of the
col-onial- regime knolln es the trusteeshlp system has al-so outlived. ltsel_f.

a vestlglal- reorant of the eardates

system

of the

League

of Nations, the preFent

trusteeship system in accordance rqlth the united Netions charter should have
pronoted. the d-evel-olneEt of the Trust rerritorles torfards self-goverrment and.
ind.epend-eoce. Ftfteen years have e1apsed., hovever, slnee the Charter llas
ad.opted., but onry four out of eleven rrust rerrltorles have att€,ined ind.epend.ence.
So far no exact dates have been fixed for granting lnd.epend.ence to Trust
Terrl-tories, including the largest of then - Tanganyilra, Ruanda-Urund.i and
Nei{ G?1nee.
Tlf,e.

Polrers regponslble

for 'ttrugteeship",

d.Lsregard.ing the princlpLes

of the

Unlted ]Etions, are i-n fact presenring col_o:ia] regimes, mercil-essly exploiting
the population and prund.eling natunal- resources, rep"esslhg those lrho subrnitted.

letitions to the uuited lvations, hanpering the econonlc and polltLcar d.eveJ-opnent
of the Trust Terrltories .
The tru.steeship systee has Dot justifled itself aE]^,ibere and should be
birried. together with the entire coloniaL system, whlch i6 an ars,chronism.
The regftoe of colonial oppression has l_eft to roankind. a burd ensome l_egacy
ln the folu of nunerous coryJ-:i cated probl-ems. The tragic events taklng place ln
the congo as r',erl as 1n other larts of the vorld vhere peoples are waging a Just
struggle for thelr rtghts, d.e[and. a reasonable solutioE. of the prob]_en of

relations

betrseen

coDtinents

.

the indigenous populatioo and the settlers vho

came

frorr other

naclel discriuination in alL lts odious foras, i,e.rd.i\-lsion of peoples and.
natior:s into the prlvil-eged end. the "Lnferlortt is nothlng but racism, an attempt
to Justify the crl.ne of genoclde, an add.lng of nev atrocltLes to those aL-reedJ
ccmitted, of nel' crtmes to old., a fou.entlng of mut,al hatled and end.1e6s breody
coDfli ct€ between coultries and peoples.
Dlfferent peoples have sklns of a dlfferent col-our, but the colour of their
bl-ood ls the same. And. not a siDgr-e peopre can lay a claln to d.oner.natr. on over
other peoples.
The tles and. relations between the peoples created. at the tLme of
colonlali.sm must be repl-aced_ by nev relati ons based. on the prlnciples of, equAlity,
frie'd.ship and nutual respect, regard.less of the soclal and poLitlcal systems
r
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of Sta,tes, the ideo1ory and politlcal v:i.evs of people or the colour of tbelr
6kin, The peoples ln co1on1e6 shoul-d. be given real independ-ence, not a
flctLtious one under vhlch they r+ouId., in fact, be kept und er a Bodified col-onla].
reglnxe. They are nov d.enand lng not onfy greater freedon rrithin the colonlal
rule but the flnal ellnlnatlon of thls 6y6tet0, freed.on for p"og"ess, the rl eht to
be their ol.rn m"sters, to use thelr olm wealth and the fruits of thel" fabour.
Every forra of ensfavelxent, every nanlfestatlon of rrtrusteeshlprt or " chariQrt!
toi€,rd.s peoples 1s a serl ous lnsult to their dtgnity.
Present real-it1es rnske 1t impero,tive to choose betveen st€,gnatlon and
progress, betrieen slavery and freedom, bet$een d.ivlsion of the peoples and their
unity, betfieen. var and peace.
The Urdted Natlons cor.siders lt its d.uty to urge the Poriers that have
col-orl1a]. possessions to enter lnto negotiatlons on a!., equal footing v:itl
representatives of the peopl-es of the co].on1es and. reach agreement oa the granting
of freed.om and l-nd epend.ence to the colonial- courtries,
Deflnite and. early dates for negoti.atj.ons should_ be fixed. and any
posetbl1lty of coerclon or aggression on the !€.rt of the co].onia]. povers should
be elin:inated.. But should those powerg turn a deaf ear to such an appeal,
shou.Id- they delay the liberation of the col-onles and suppress the l-iberation
Eoveme!.t of the colonial peoples, the pes,ce-]-ov1ng ns,tions shou].d rend.er every
assistance, nol:al and Eatertal, to the peoples fi.ghting for their ind.epend.eace.
The States Menbers of the Uaited Neti ons proceed. frcm the preni.se that every
cou]]try, every nation has a ful_l and. lnaLlenab].e rigfot to indep end ent
exlstence. They feel coneident that the elinlnati on of the colonial regi.me will
not nean the allehation of the countrles of Afri.ca and. Eu?ope frou. one another.
Cn the contm,ry, it wlIL pronote still_ greater co-operation among then. Such
unity and co-ole"ation, however, should. be reciprocal- and freely granted..
The more conslstently and dir.ectl-y the great p"lDclp]-es of lnternatlona]co-operation are realized - the principles of equality, soverei.gnty and terr:itorial_
Integlity, noh.-interference in each others internal_ effairs, ruf,us,] beneflt,
peaceful coextstence end. econouic co-operation - the greater v1LL be the rruirlat
und.erstandlDg and. agreement among free and. equal_ States of the vorLd..
AeQr thus id:ii-l- the countrles of the West and the &.st, the North and the
south nake progress torard,s genuine peaceftrl collaboration a.uong ]]etlons,

^
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utilizing the great achievements of nodem science and culture, Oely thus pan
the hlglr principles of the rlglrt of nations and peopl-es to eel-f-detefldnatlqin
enunclated 1n the United IF,II ons Charter be translated. into rea].ity.
Moved. by a fervent Aesire for the ea"l-iest establisbment of mutual- good-lrilt
and agreercent snong States and. Ire oples as I'iell as bellr',een the indigenous
popul-ation of the Non-Self-Governlng Territories and tho6e l,rho have settled in
6uch territoales and. w16h to l-lve there enj oylng tbe sahe
as those of the
"lghts
national-s of Buch countrtes, the States Menbers of the United Natl ons vhich
have affixed- their signatures to this Declal:ation appeal_ to aIL peopLe,
lrespectlve of language and. race, rellgion and potiticel !-iews:
let ala the peopl-e of tbe gfobe hear us!
We all- i.rhabit the same pl-anet. Cl1 this planet we are botn, ve vork, raise
our child-ren and. pas6 on to them al]. we have actrieved in llfe. And al_thougb
there exist dlfferent Sta,tes in the $orl-d, al]. men are born equal ln d.ignity.
fbe very course of hietoric development nov poses the questlon of comp.l,ete
and finat erlr.ni natlon of the col-oniar reglne ltr afr its forss and nanifestations,
not some tlme Ln the d-istant future, but inmediately and uncond.ltioDall-yf
According\r, the States Me@bers of the UDited \tstlons s olernr-r'i y proclai4 the
followlng

1,

Euet be

d.eeands :

All

cololrl.a]- countries and f?.u6t and Non-Self-Covernlng

Teritories

natLoral states in accoralance }r:ith the freeb-expreBsed nllr and desire of
thelr
and.
on in alL
ovE

in the forn of
of al-1 countries are urged_ to obqerve strictly and.
the provlsions of the Unlted lib,ti ons Charter end of this
the equality and
for the soverei
and. terrltorlalof aII States !,r-it&out
no nanlfest€,tlons of
co].onalism or
for some States to the d etriment of
The Gover&entg
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the lofty pr:incipl_es of the Charber, the States Menbers of
the United ltations cabnot but regard. the el_inlnatl on of colonlal_ rule as a
most iloportant stage Ln international Llfe, Thls act ln i-tself 'nil-l provid.e a
6ol-1d. fourxdatl orx for the develolment of frieDdly refatlons a,nxong all states and.
anong all peol].es and. thereby for the realizatlon of the great obJectlve of

In

keepltxg v-lth

a strong a!d. l_asting pea,ce on e€.rth.
rt ls the sacred duty of each state and each Governtrent to
ancl full in{)].ementation of .this Declaration.
securlng

promote an early
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Fifteenth session
Agenda item 87
DECLARATION ON THE GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE
TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES
Afghanistan, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, Chad, Cyprus, Ethiopia, Ghana,
Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Liberia,
Libya, Morocco, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Togo,
Tunisia and Turkey: draft resolution
The General rlssembly,
Mindful of the determination proclaimed by the peoples of the world in the
Charter of the United Nations "to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in
the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women
and of nations large and small" and "to promote social progress and better
standards of life in larger freedom",
Conscious of the need for the creation of conditions of stability and
well-being and peaceful and friendly relations based on respect for the principles
of equal rights and self-determination of all peoples, and of universal respect
for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without
distinction as to race, sex, language or religion,
Recognizing the passionate yearning for freedom in all dependent peoples
and the decisive role of such peoples in the attainment of their independence,
Aware of the increasing conflicts resulting from the denial of, or
impediments in the way of freedom of such peoples which constitute a serious
threat to world peace,
Considering the important role of the United Nations in assisting the
movement for independence in Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories,
Recognizing that the peoples of the world ardently desire the end of
colonialism in all its manifestations,
60-30228
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Convinced that the

con~inued

of internatioD8l ccoLccic

existence of colonialism prevents the development

co-o~erctionJ

impedes the social, cultuTal and

economic development of dependent peoples and militates against the United
Nations ideal of universal peace,
Affirming that peoples may, for their

OIVil

ends, freely dispose of their

natural wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out
of international economic co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual
benefit, and international law,
Believing that the process of liberation is irresistible and irreversible
and that, in order to avoid serious crises, an end must be put to colonialism
and all practices of segregation and discrimination associated therewith,
Welcoming the emergence of a large number of dependent territories into
freedom and independence in recent years, and recognizing the increasingly
powerful trends towards freedom in such territories which have not yet attained
independence,
Convinced that all peoples have an inalienable right to complete freedom,
the exercise of their sovereignty and the integrity of their national territory,
Solemnly proclaims the necessity of bringing to a speedy and unconditional
end colonialism in all its forms and manifestations;
And to this end
Declares that:
1.

The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and

exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental human rights, is contrary to
the Charter of the United Nations and is an impediment to the pFomotion of
world peace and co-operation.
2.

All peoples have the right of self-determination; by virtue of that

right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their
economic, social and cultural development.

3.

Inadequacy of political, economic, social or educational preparedness

should never serve as a pretext for delaying independence.

4. All armed action or repressive measures of all kinds directed against
dependent peoples shall cease in order to enable them to exercise peacefully
and freely their right to complete independence, and the integrity of their
national territory shall be respected.

I···
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5.

Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and Non-Self-Governing

Territories or all other territories which have not yet attained independence,
to transfer all powers to the peoples of those Territories, without any
conditions or reservations, in accordance with their freely expressed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed or colour, in order to enable
them to enjoy complete independence and freedom.

6. Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national
unity and the territorial integrity of a country is incompatible with the
purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations.

7.

All States shall observe faithfully and strictly the provisions of

the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and this Declaration on the basis of equality, non-interference in the internal
affairs of all States, and respect for the sovereign rights of all peoples
and their territorial integrity.
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118. Calls upon the Powers concerned to ensure the transfer of full
and sovereiGn power to the peoples of all dependent territories in accordance
with the principles stated above and, for this purpose, to enter into negotiations
with representatives of the colonial peoples elected on the basis of universal
suffrage, if necessary under United Nations supervision, so that all colonial
countries and peoples should attain independence'not later than the end of 1961
and take their rightful place in the community of nations;

"9. Decides to consider the question of the implementation of this
resolution at its sixteenth regular session. 11
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AGENDA 1TEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit
the information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter
'of the United Nations: report of the Special Committee
established under General Assembly resolution 1467
(XIV) (A/ 4526)

GENERAL DEBATE
1. Mr. JHA (India), introducing the report of the
Special Committee of Six on the Transmission of Information under Article 73 e of the Charter (A/4526),
expressed the hope that the report would assist the
Fourth Committee in the formulation and enumeration
of the principles which should serve as a universal
guide to Members in the discharge oftheirobligations
under Chapter XI of the Charter. The conclusions in the
report were related as closely as possible to the terms
of reference of the Special Committee. The heart of the
report was section V, partB, which enumerated twelve
principles on the basis of which the General Assembly
could appraise the circumstances in which information
in respect of a Non-Self-Governing Territory should be
transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter.

2. All the members of the Committee, which was
composed of an equal number of administering and nonadministering Powers, had made sincere efforts to
reach agreement and had shown mutual understanding
and a readiness to compromise where that was possible
without sacrificing essential principles. They had
endeavoured to reach unanimous conclusions, in the
belief that any conclusions on which there was a
division of opinion would not be of much assistance to
the Assembly.
3. No better example of the harmony that had prevailed in the Committee could be found than that reflected in the formulation of the principles, for while
both the administering and the non-administering
members had been tempted to insist on their respective
points of view on particular aspects of the principles,
they had realized that that would have made agreement

YORK

impossible and would have produced two sets of conflicting principles. They had therefore made every
effort to reach unanimity. Where reservations had
been made, they were recorded in paragraphs 13, 14
and 15 of the report. Any points which had arisen during
the Committee's deliberations but were not explicitly
covered in the report could be found in the summary
records of the Committee (A/ AC.100/SR.1•14.).
4. The Special Committee had decided to confine itself to the enumeration of universal principles without
reference to any particular Non-Self-Governing Territories, although individual Territories had occasionally been cited to illustrate certain points. The entire
discussion had been held in the contextofthe present•
day situation and of the problems of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories as they had been studied in
recent years in the Fourth Committee andtheGeneral
Assembly. Not only had the Committee's work been
carried out against the background of the no longer
controversial ideal of a world in which no people could
dominate another, but it had alsotakenaccountof such
practical aspects as the different sizes, geographical
situations and so forth oftheNon-Self-GoverningTerritories, the development and experiences of the last
few years and the various studies that had already been
made on the subject.
5. The Committee had taken fully into account the
views of Member States submitted in response to
General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV) which were
set out in document A/AC.100/1 and Add.1 and were
submitted to the Fourth Committee together with the
report. It had also taken into account the factors for
determining whether or not a Non-Self-Governing Territory had attained a full measure of self-government,
as laid down in General Assembly resolution 742
(VIII). It· had been considerably assisted by the docu•
mentation prepared by the Secretariat, especially the
reports in documents A/AC.100/2 and Add.1 and 2.

6. In presenting its report, the Committee felt thatit
had formulated principles on the basis of which the
General Assembly would be able to determine in each
specific case whether or not an obligation to transmit
information existed under Article 73 e of theCharter.
If, as the Committee hoped, the Fourth Committee and
the General Assembly could unanimously adopt a set
of principles, it would be possible to apply them
effectively to individual cases. The adoption of the
twelve principles proposed would remove any uncertainty with regard to the existence of an obligation
to transmit information or the circumstances in which
such an obligation existed and would provide a legal
and constitutional basis for any action which the
General Assembly might take in the matter.
7. Mr. ALWAN (Iraq) proposed that the full teXt of the
Indian representative's statement should be distributed
as a document.
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It was so decided)!
8. Mr. CUEVAS CANCINO (Mexico) said that the
interpretation of Chapter XI of the Charter. which had
imposed certain obligations on the Powers administer-.
ing Territories other than their own, had given rise to .
much heated controversy in the General Assembly.
Many attempts had been made to clarify the meaning
and scope of that Chapter; and even greater efforts had
been made by the FourthCommitteetodeterminewhen
such obligations began and ended. Afirmdirectionhad
been given to those efforts by General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV), under which the Special Committee
had been established.
9. His delegation had participated with enthusiasm in
the work of the Committee, for the Mexican Government had always considered that the United Nations
must concern itself with the future of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories. In view of the fact that the
Dumbarton Oaks Proposals had said nothing on that
point, that the Mexican Government had felt that the
work begun by the League of Nations should be continned and that the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories were asking for self-determination,
Mexico had firmly maintained that the international
community should supervise the development of those
peoples which were stUl n,ot free to conduct their own
affairs and had affirmed that the international community itself should decide which Territories should be
placed under its protection.
10. It would be a mistake to approach the item under
discussion as if it were a question of adopting something entirely new. WhattheCommitteewastryingto do
was to give substance to the doubts and hesitations
which had accompanied the colonial movement. Western civilization had always presented two aspects: the
aggressive spirit which had given rise to expansionist
colonialism, under which so many nations had suffered;
and the constructive spirit, which had always tried to
oppose that movement, with its false emphasis on
material aims. Thus at the present day, rising in opposition to the obsolescent colonial system, were those
who defended the primacy of world interests over the
private interests of any one Power.
11. From the very outset there had been great
European intellectuals who had opposed the colonial
aystem and had thought that there should be restrictions
on the exercise of force against weak foreign nations.
The same spirit had led Europe to reject slavery. Just
as colonialism and its abuses had come from Europe,
so had Europe also provided the antidote to colonialism:
the idea of an international community, human rights,
the primacy of general interests over the private
interests of any one State.
12. The United Nations was therefore simply following
a trend which had been in existence for centuries. The
United Nations had been based upon ideas which Europe
itself had conceived to eliminate the grave defects
implicit in its expansionist surge. It was thus continuing a task which had begun with colonialism itself
and its succ.,ss would be the happy culmination of a
process which crystallized the highest spiritual aspirations of mankind.
13. It had been the task of the Special Committee to
study 'colonial problems as they had existed since the

lf See A/C.4/450.

founding of the United Nations. That idea had found
expression in the first of theprinciplesithad adopted.
14. The ideas that had prevailed at the San Francisco
Conference had changed in the course of fifteen years
of colonial evolution. It had been said that the Special
Committee should not interpret the Charter; yet he
wondered whether that was not exactly what the Assembly or any other organ of the United Nations did
with every action it took. The United Nations would be
acting wrongly if, for fear of exceeding its powers, it
were to abandon one of the primary goals sought by
the Charter: the elimination of the colonial system
throughout the world.
15. International development was observable in all
fields, but in none more than in that of colonialism.
What had been scarcely aspirations in 1945 were now
accomplished facts. The reason was that other equally
productive ideas had come to fulfilment, such as the
concept of the sacred trust. That idea could be interpreted as the desire of the administering Powers to
form the Non-Self-Governing Territories in theirown
image. Such an interpretation was not, however, acceptable in the present era, which adm,itted the qoexistence of various civilizations from whose development along parallel lines a universal civilization would
emerge. The sacred trust could not be interpreted as
an imposition of Western values; on the contrary, it
embodied the implicit undertaking to safeguard the
culture of the non-self-governing peoples. His delegation considered it essential that the culture of each of
those peoples should be preserved, as a necessary
basis for their future development, without which they
would have great difficulty in establishing themselYes
in a developing world. Of equal importance were their
basic principles of justice and politica:!. organization.
The General Assembly would do well to bear in mind
the need for each of those peoples to reach selfdetermination according to its own standards.
16. Many colonial ideas were destruCtive, not the
least being the imposition of alien juridical rules. Law
was a social product and its indiscriminate application
to national groups of different mental and political
backgrounds could be extremely harmful. The problems of the non-self-governing peoples were .very
different from those of the administering Powers. The
United Nations should assure them that they would
attain independence according to their own leg;tl concepts.
·
17. The Special Committee of Six had repeatedly
stressed cultural distinctness. Under the Charter, all
civilizations were of equal value and none was supreme;
in consequence, the new nations found that the world
was prepared to welcome their contribution to law and
politics.
18. For centuries, statesmen in metropolitan countries, and notably in Spain, had inveighed against
colonialism as a aystem of gover1mlent. The reasons
advanced by them were echoed in the Charter, the aim
of.which was to put an end to so outmoded and harmful
a aystem. In so doing, it was guided by two main
prec spts: the fj.rst was to ensure that the just deman~
of the colonized peoples did not give rise to heavy loss
of life, and the second to helpthosepeoples to achieve
independence in a way that would ensure their happiness. Unlike the Latin American countries in the days
of their struggle for independence, the new ·nations
could count on a favourable atmosphere.
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19. There was a close relationship between the
reasoning which had led to General Assembly resolution 742 {VIII) and the principles which were now
before the Committee. When it had approved those
principles, the General Assembly would have established rules for dealing with two aspects of the same
problem, namely, iti what circumstances information
regarding the Non-Self-Governing Territories should
be transmitted to the United Nations, and in what circumstances the Administering Member was justified
in ceasing to supply that }nformation: in other words,
the point at which a territorycameunderinternational
supervision, and the point at which such supervision
was no longer required. As the debates of the Committee had shown, the former question was of very
great importance and principle IV made it clear that a
prima facie obligation existed when a territory was
geographically separate and ethnically and culturally
distinct from the country administering it. With regard
to principle V, he would lay particular emphasis on the
reference to a territory being arbitrarily placed in a
position or status of subordination.
20. Principles VI, Vll, Vill and IX dealtwithcases in
which it could definitely be stated that there was no
longer any reason for supervision. The basic idea was
the same as that in General Assembly resolution 742
(Ym); where the principles differedwaswithregardto
the actual historical moment when the transformation
was complete.
21. His delegation considered the conclusions reached
by the Special Committee of Six to be eminently con-

structive. It was only natural to assume that those who
had draft~d the Charter had considered the possibility
of introducing changes in the quantity and scope of the
information provided but they had certainly not contemplated its being reduced to nothing. What the
Charter had sought to achieve was that the peoples of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories should be assisted
in every possible way to achieve independence; anything that prevented that objective from being attained
was contrary to the spirit of the Charter. As paragraph
17 of the report pointed out, the Charter was the culmination of progressive evolution in international
thinking; the fulfilment of its behests was an important
factor in the preservation of international peace and
security.
22. The all-important question was whether the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter imposed an obligation on the Administering Members. His Government
had never doubted that it did. It based its conviction on
many reasons-the identity of views regarding the
nature of the colonial problemwhichhadinformedboth
the Covenant of the League of Nations and the United
Nations Charter; the fact that at San Francisco as much
attention had been paid to the Non-Self-Governing Territories as to the Trust Territories; the fact that it was
by a mere chance that the heading "Declaration" had
been adopted for Chapter XI; the implication in the
wording of that Chapter that an obligation existed; and
the opinion of Professor Hans Kelsen, who had considered that the provisions of the Preamble and even
more those of that Chapter entailed an obligation. If no
clear statement regarding that question was to be
found in document A/ 4526, it was because the positions
of the delegations concerned had been established beforehand; nevertheless, marked progress had been
made, thanks to the spirit of understanding shown by
the members of the Special Committee of Six.
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23. Principle m, which recognized that the obligations
inherent in the possession of colonies were of an international nature, was of fundamental importance. Thus,
the administration of colonies was no longer an instrument of policy of any Member State and the right of
peoples to self-determination was no longer governed
solely by the policies of the administering Power. The
aim of international law was to ensure that justice
would prevail among the nations and that each nation
would receive its due, no matte_r what pressure was
brought to bear. Principle Ill accordingly laid down
that the fulfilment of the provisions of Article 73 e was
an international obligation. If the international obligation to transmit information was accepted, then supervision by the General Assembly must be accepted also;
were it not so, international rules could not be carried
out.
24. His delegation considered that there was also a
moral obligation and in that connexion he wished to
emphasize the very importance which his delegation
attached to Article 74 of the Charter. The principle of
good neighbourliness, adopted by the American States
as a legal tenet, had found expression both in the
Preamble to the Charter and in Article 74; it was a
modern adaptation of the old idea of the brotherhood of
man. It meant that international relations were not to
be conducted on the basis of selfishnationalinterests.
Every nation desiring to behave as a good neighbour
was bound to take into consideration the well-being of
the community and to ensure that its own interests were
co-ordinated with those of the world in which it lived.
The social meaning of private property had come to
receive wide acceptance, and the same should be true
of the universal meaning of .State sovereignty. The
itnplications of Article 74 were perfectly clear: no
country was free to govern its colonies without taking
into consideration the views of the international
community. It was clear, therefore, that good neighbourliness was far more than a mere question of
geographical proximity; it was founded on moral
obligations which transcended geography. Moreover, it
meant that the administering Powers must not only
guide their colonies towards independence, but also
take into account developments in the regions where
those Territories were situated. All those aspects of
the matter were well summarized in paragraph 19 of
document A/ 4526 and his delegation was convinced that
the introduction of that principle would have valuable
results.
25. Although the principles drawn up by the Special
Committee would probably fail to win the approval of
those holding extremist views, they set out with sufficient clarity the conditions in which the obligations
itnposed under Article 73 e of the Charter were applicable. His delegation found them completely satisfactory and recommended them to the Fourth Committee.
26. Mr. DJERDJA (Yugoslavia) paid a tribute to the
Special Committee of Six for the work it had done and
the efforts it had made. His delegation was in agreement with virtually all its conclusions and observations. In particular it agreed with the opinion expressed in paragraph 18 of the Committee's report
that "the Charter is a living document and the obligations under Chapter XI must be viewed in the light of
the changing spirit of the times"· The fact that that
idea had been elaborated by a Committee in whose work
representatives of administering Powers had taken
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part endowed it in his opinion with a practical significanoe and a special value.
27. The obligation to transmit information under
Article 73 of the Charter, and all the other obligations
embodied in Chapter XI, were legal obligations equally
with any others arising out of the Charter. They could
not therefore be abrogated by unilateral action or
arbitrary interpretation by any Member State. The
obligation to tra.Dsmit informationappliedtoall Territories whose peoples had not yet attained a full
measure of self-government and remained in force
from the time the administering Power concerned was
itted to the United Nations until the attainment of
full self-government by theN on-Self-Governing Territories. Nothing less than full and complete selfgovernment could free the Administering Members
from that obligation. A limited measure of selfgovernment in certain functional fields mentioned in
Article 73 e could not serve as a basis for the cessation
of the transmission of information under that Article.

!

28. The General Assembly was competent to decide
whether a territory had attained a full measure of
self-government, or in other words whether it came
within the purview of Chapter XI of the Charter. The
competence of the General Assembly in that matter
was clear from the relevant provisions of the Charter
and had been confirmed by the General Assembly in
numerous resolutions.
29. Nevertheless, the question of the establishment
and determination of certain principles had no longer
the same practical significance it had had in the past
and had become to some extent academic. The situation
had changed greatly since the time when the Charter
had been adopted, and even since the fourteenth session of the General Assembly, when the Special Committee of Six had been established. The question of the
liquidation of obsolete colonial relationships and of the
granting of freedom and independence to all dependent
peoples had become a question of the highest international significance, as was shown by the fact that at
the present session attention was focused on colonial
problems. The United Nations could not permit its
decisions and actions to be overtaken by developments
in the colonial and other fields; its decisions must keep
abreast with the times and give concrete form to contemporary trends and aspirations. The enslaved
peoples of Angola, Mozambique, so-called Portuguese
Guinea and other territories, who were deprived of
basic national rights and dignity, were confidently
awaiting much more than a mereconfirmationofprinciples from the decisions of the General Assembly.
30. His delegation, like many others, had never
doubted that the territories under Portuguese and
Spanish administration had always been and would
remain colonies in the full senseoftheword so long as
they did not achieve complete independence. Those
territories therefore came within the purview of Chapter XI of the Charter. The fact that Portugal had replaced the term 11colonies 11 by 11 overseas provinces"
did not alter their colonial status.
31. During the general debate on the question of NonSelf-Governing Territories his delegation had given
some particulars concerning the situation in the Territories under Spanish and Portuguese control, as had
other delegations, especially those from Mrica. It
would be useless for the administering Powers to
attempt to refute the facts.
·

32. His delegation felt that the Fourth Committee
should be concerned less with the determination of
principles than with appropriate action leading to the
early attainment of full independence by all Non-SelfGoverning Territories and to the rapid elimination of
colonial relationships in general.
33. The question of the Spanish and Portuguese
colonies was a component part of the colonial problem
and any decisions the General Assembly might take on
that problem at the present session must apply to all
dependent territories equally. He had in mind particularly the draft resolution relating to the participation of the Non-Self-Governing Territories in the work
of the United Nations and the specialized agencies
approved by the Committee at its 1022nd meeting. On
the basis of that resolution his delegation expected
qualified representatives of the indigenous populations
of the Portuguese and Spanish possessions to participate in the work ofUnited Nations organs until they had
achieved full liberation.
34. His delegation was ready to support every action
designed to ensure the early and full emancipation of
all Non-Self-Governing Territories.
35. Mr. SIDI BABA (Morocco) said that he had little
to add to what had been said by the representatives of
India and Mexico. As was only natural in view of the
parity composition of the SpecialCommitteeofSix, the
report represented a compromise and had to a certain
extent been drafted in less categorical terms than the
delegations of the non-administering Members might
have desired. The Special Committee of Six hadleft it
to the Fourth Committee to enumerate the territories
in respect of which the obligation to transmit information should be applied and to specify the colonialist
Powers concerned. In the opinion of the delegation of
Morocco all dependent territories without exception
should be included. All the colonialist Powers should
abide by the principles laid down in the report and
should take account of recent developments. The
General Assembly had decided to examine in plenary
session the draft declaration on the grant of independence to colonial countries and peoples (A/4502 and
Corr.l). Thus a great evolution had taken place since
the report of the Special Committee had been drafted.
36. He proposed that the statement just made by the
representative of Mexico should be circulated as a
Committee document.
37. Sir Andrew COHEN (United Kingdom) saidthathe
would not make a long statement at the present stage
but would like to make one or two general remarks.
38. The United Kingdom delegation hadagreedtotake
part in the work of the Special Committee of Six
because it had thought that Committee had a useful task
to perform. None of those who had participated in the
work of the Fourth Committee in past years could have
failed to notice that, despite the close and friendly
relations which existed between members, there had
been a difference of view on the subject matter covered
by the report of the Special Committee. Such differences were inevitable, since they arose from divergencies of national approach, buthefeltthatthe degree
of difference in theCommitteewasgreaterthanit need
have been. His delegation had always been convinced
that, if a close study could be made of the principles
which should guide Member States in the matter and if
delegations could achieve greater understanding of
each other's views, the differences could be greatly
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narrowed. Before the Special Committee hadbegunits
work he had thought that the chances of arriving at an
agreed report were problematical. The Fourth Com•
mittee could congratulate itself on the fact that that
Committee had been able, through the good faith,
sympathy, mutual understanding, patience and hard
work of its members, to produce an agreed report.
39. The United Kingdom delegation had felt impelled
to enter certain reservations with regard to some parts
of the report; but ln other parts of the report, the
language had not been entirely satisfactory to it and ~is
delegation bad not made reservations. As the representative of Morocco had observed, ithadbeend.ifficult
at times to reach complete agreement and both sides
had had to make every effort to do so. The fact that
agreement had been reached showed that where important matters which affected the interests and future
of millions of people were concerned it was possible
for the members of the Special Committee of Six or of
any other United Nations body to arrive by negotiation
and compromise at something which could be widely
if not unanimously accepted. That was encouraging and
he hoped that in other important matters affecting the
subject under discussion it would be possible to proceed in the same way. The United Kingdom delegation
was glad that the Special Committee bad been able to
agree on principles which, in the wordS of General
Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV), "should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists
to transmit the information called for in Article 73 e of
the Charter". In his delegation's viewthoseprinciples
should be commended by the General Assembly to

Litho in U.N.

Member States. They would have all the authority of a

text agreed upon by such a widely representative Committee.
40. He supported the suggestion made by the representative of Morocco that the statement of the representative of Mexico should be circulated as an official
document.
41. The CHAIRMAN said that if there were no ob- ·
jections .the text of the statement made by the
representative of Mexico would be circulated as a
Committee document.
It was so decided. Y

42. Miss BROOKS (Liberia) said that for the time

being she would make no statement on the item before
the Committee. She wished, however, to pay a tribute
to Mr. Espinosa y Prieto, of Mexico, on whose initia•
tive the draft resolution calling for the establishment
of the Special Committee of Six had been submitted to
the Fourth Committee at the fourteenth session. She
thanked him, on behalf of the African States represented in the Committee, for his valiant defence of the
interests of the dependent peoples.
43. Mr. CUEVAS CANCINO (Mexico) said that he
would convey the remarks made by the representative
of Liberia to Mr. Espinosa y Prieto.
The meeting rose at 12.20 p.m.

Y

See A/C.4/451.
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AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not on obligation exists to .transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of
the United Notions: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolutio.n 1467 (XIV)
(AI 4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. DINGEMANS (Netherlands) said that it had
been a sour.ce of satisfaction to his delegation as a
member of the Special Committee of Six on the
Transmission of Information under Article. 73 e of
the Charter, that that Committee had been able to
arrive at an agreed report (A/4526) and he wished to
pay a tribute to the spirit of harmony and good will
that had prevailed. The final result naturally showed
signs of compromise; nevertheless, it was a shining
example of what could be achieved when Member
States were united in. good faith and perseverance.
The language, especially that of the principles set
out in section V, part· B, of the report, was logical
and clear, and his delegation had no doubt that the
principles would be a useful guide to the Fourth Committee in determining whether an obligation existed
to transmit the information called for in Article 73 e
of the Charter.

of those countries or as Non-Self-Governing Territories and thus whether those two European countries
should be regarded as Administering Members with
obligations to transmit information under Article 73 e
of the Charter.
5. He drew attention to principle IV, and recalled
that by a law of 11 June 1951 the status of the Portuguese overseas possessions, which were geographically separate from Portugal and whose populations
were ethnically and culturally distinct from the
Portuguese, had been changed from that of colonies
to that of "overseas provinces". That change in status
had not com~ about as a result of a free and voluntary
choice by the people of the territories concerned
expressed through informed and democratic processes; the law had not given those peoples the right
to determine their internal constitution or taken into
account their wishes and their aspirations.
6. The delegation of Ghana had always been of the
opinion that Portugal, like other Western European
colonial Powers, was engaged in a pure and oldfashioned colonialist and imperialist venture in Africa
and Asia. The ·results of Portuguese colonialist
expansion in those areas were no different from
those of the actions of any other colonial Power in so
far as they had meant domination over alien peoples.
His delegation could not, therefore, agree that Portugal by a unilateral act should be allowed to escape
the obligations of international accountability which
were clearly set forth in Article 73 e of the Charter.
The basic question was how the Portuguese themselves newed their empire. Responsible Portuguese
spokesmen fully agreed that Portugal was engaged in
an old-fashioned and outmoded imperialist enterprise in their so-called overseas provinces. In the
introduction (p. 11) to an official publication of the
Portuguese Ministry of Overseas Provinces entitled
Inquiry on Anti-Colonialism, published in 1957, the
former Portuguese Minister for Overseas Provinces
had written:
"It is an accepted fact that a great part of Western
Europe has its history, its economy, its people and
its very life bound up with Africa. Any acts likely
to effect a separation would have direct repercussions on the economic independence of Europe and
even in certain cases on the actual political independence of some countries.

2•.. His delegation commended the. report and hoped
that it would receive unanimous approval.
3. Mr. BRAIMAH (Ghana) congratulated the Special
Committee of Six, and in particular its Chairman, on
the admirable work it had done. His delegation was
glad to note that there had been a wide area of agreement on the approach to the problem and the basic
principles iri.volved, which: had enabred the Committee
to reach unanimous conclusions.
4. In the opinion of the delegation of Ghana, the
primary task of the Special Committee had been to
determine whether the non-European possessions of
Spain and Portugal were to be regarded as provinces

"The European nations, so-called, once deprived
of their African complement, would ineluctably be
heading for ruin. Europe would thus lose her value
in the Western alliance.
II'

"Their sovereign rights [i.e., the rights of the
Western European Powers] cannot be contested,
nor yet may one doubt the benefits accruing to the
peoples living therein, independently of their ethnic
origins, from a rule and administration based on
191
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the organic structure of the old metropolitan COUJlrlo. achieved the full status of citizenship; the Portuguese
tries with experience, means ·and stx-ength· :of · "Natives" com.prlsed all the inhabitants .of the,~eni
character ·to. undertake a mission of progress and, . tory· who had not r~hed that status. The Portuguese
ciVilization which is continuing with assurance-and. ·conceived of -Portuguese "~atives" as being in the
enthusiasm. To try to break this rhythm in favour
position of minors who might become full citizens of
of granting independence to unqualified population
Portugal when they reached the cultural maturity
groups, who have no title to preferential rights and,
which entitled them to that standing•.Y
what is worse, would have put forward no claims
10. Needless to say the delegation of Ghana cateof this kind had they not been suggested and engorically rejected the racist approach which had led
couraged from outside-to this, is to render a disPortugal to adopt such an inhuman system of classifyserVice to Africa and to all her inhabitants. It
ing human beings. Once more to quote Lord Hailey,
seems obvious that these peoples would have everyfor the purposes of the civil law the affairs of Portuthing to gain from the continuation of their upward
guese lfNatives" were regulated by custom and custommarch, with the assistance and guidance, both proary law and for administrative purposes they fell
tective and paternal, of the old metropolitan coununder the control of the Native Authorities, subject
tries."
to the overriding authority of the administrative
officers of the Government. In the matter of lal)our
7. The philosophy expressed there was one of naked
colonialism and imperialism and made a mockery of they came under a special r6gime, the Labour Code.
the Portuguese claim that Angola and Mozambique In regard to land, their rights and tenures were
regulated by the customary law and not by the "comwere provinces of Portugal in exactly the same way
mon law".. The "Native" as such had no direct repreas Minho and Beira.
sentation in the legislative organs of government;
B. Another writer in the same volume dealt at length
until he arrived at the full status of citizen he was
with the same outmoded and dangerous doctrines. He
compelled to carry an identification book and to show
called for an organization of colonial Powers to safeit on demand and he could not move from one locality
guard their interests in Africa "despite the deVia- to another without an authorization, which was duly
tions, the weaknesses, the imprudence, the errors,entered in his identification book. V
and, let the truth be stated courageously, the cowardice of some" (op. cit., p. 253), presumably referring
11. It was clear from the above that there was no
to some of Portugal's allies which had been forced to
legal equality between the Portuguese and the people
liberate some of their colonial possessions. Accordwho inhabited their overseas possessions. The classiing to the writer, the organization in question should fication contravened principle VIII of the Special
be built up by agreement among the States of Europe
Committee of Six. It was the contention of the delethat possessed territories in Africa and the old ingation of Ghana that the sharp distinctions which
dependen~ or newly formed States of that continent
existed made a mockery of the Portuguese concept
(op. cit., p. 261). Both writers realized that what
of integration, which purported to confer equal rights
Portugal held in Africa was held by force and that
of citizenship on Europeans and Africans. Not only
the days of its imperialist rule in that rapidly chang- were the indigenous people denied a share in the
ing continent were numbered. It was the assumptions
political life of the territories but there was a real
and the words of these writers rather than any legaldifference in juridical and administrative status beistic fol,"mulas advanced by the Portuguese Governtween the two categories of inhabitants. The basis for
ment that should be weighed carefully by the Fourth the classification disregarded the rights and the selfCommittee in deciding whether Portugal should transrespect of those peoples and was designed to destroy
mit information. on its possessions in conformity with their cultural identity.
Article 73 e of the Charter.
12. It was clear from what h,e had said that the par9. In her book entitled Salazar in Portugal,.!/ a
ticipation of the indigenous inhabitants of the PortuFrench writer, Christine Garnier, described how the
guese possessions in the conduct of their affairs was
Prime Minister, when asked what system Portugal
severely limited, if not non-existent. There was no
had adopted for the government of its overseas terrieVidence to show that large sections of the population
tories, had called its policy one of integration and had
were actively associated with the formulation and
added that the reversion to the old name of "overimplementation of policies affecting their economic,
seas provinces• did not imply any change of attitude
social, educational and political advancement. On the
on the part of Portugal as it did in other countries
contrary, as Lord Hailey had noted, in all those
where colonies had become •states overseas". Thus
possessions there was a high degree of centralizatiQll
the Prime Minister of Portugal himself admitted that
in government and administration, which had the
the change in nomenclature meant no change in Portueffect
of placing those possessions in a status of sub-gal1s traditional attitude towards its colonies and that ordination to Portugal since the result was the intethe old system of domination and exploitation con- gration of the economies of the territories in the
tinued as before. It was that continuation of the old
economic system of Portugal. Hence Portugal could
attitude which explained the inconsistencies which not escape the obligation to transmit information
arose in practice when the conception of integration under Article 73 e.
came to be applied in the overseas territories. The
law regulating the status of the inhabitants of those 13. Much of what he had said with regard to the
territories differentiated between the Portuguese Portuguese territories applied with equal force to
citizen and the Portuguese "Native". On that subject the territories of Spain in Africa. Lord Hailey had
Lord Hailey had written that the Portuguese "Citizens" included of course those 11 ciVillzados 11 who had
Y Lord Halley, An African Survey, rev. 1956 (Oxford University
!/New York, Farrar, Straus and Young, 1954. Translated from the
French.

Press, 1957), p. 562.
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not found much difference between the ·practices of
· colonial administration by those two countries.
14. The great movement for freedom and independence which was · now sweeping Africa could nqt be
stopped by legal and juridical formulas. Africans and
Asians could not be transforme<l into Portuguese or
Spaniards by a mere decree of the Portuguese or
Spanish Government.· Those two Governments should
come to terms with the realities of the twentieth
century and take fully into account the aspirations of
the peoples for freedom and independence. It was a
· source of great concern to the delegation of Ghana
that Portugal seemed determined actively to resist
the great liberation movement in Africa. The socalled overseas provinces could not indefinitely be
isolated from the wind of change which was sweeping
Africa. Recent events in Nyasaland and the Congo had
influenced those who were fighting for freedom in
·Mozambique and Angola, and recent events in French
Africa had had repercussions in so-called Portuguese
Guinea. The flight to Ghana of increasing numbers
of political refugees from Angola indicated that the
nationalist movement in that Territory was being
intensified. The continued suppression by the Portuguese authorities of such nationalistmovementswould
only lead to explosions such as had already occurred
elsewhere and perhaps even to conflicts which might
directly endanger international peace and security.
The independent countries of Africa were determined
to ensure that formal and legalistic constitutional
deVices were not invoked as justification for undermining freedom and independence to the Africans
inhabiting the So-called Portuguese provinces in
Africa. At the Second Conference of Independent
African States, 'held recently at Addis Ababa, those
States had resolved to continue to exert concerted
action to achieve through all possible means the
complete eradication of colonial rule from Africa.
15. His delegation welcomed the report of the Com•
mittee of Six; it was now for the Fourth Committee to
implement its principles. As a first urgent step the
Committee should call upon Portugal and Spain to
transmit immediately information in accordance with
Article 73 e of the Charter, to free imprisoned
nationalist leaders, to refrain from suppressing the
national liberation movements in territories under
their control and to set a definite date for the emancipation and independence of·those territories.
16. Mr.. KENNEDY (Ireland), after expressing his
appreciation of .the work accomplished by the Special
Committee of Six, said that his delegation WaS in
general agreement with the clear-cut basic principles
which that Committee had evolved~ Its report could
hardly have come at a more appropriate time, dealing as it did with a crucial Chapter of the Charter
concerned with the aims and hopes of millions of
people spreaq oyer imm~e geographical areas. The
old colonial system was crumbling all over the world
and, in his delegation's view, the great importance of
the Special Committee's work lay in the fact that it
had been responsive to the mighty tide of freedom
and social equality and that it had shown the Charter
to be a living, evolving instrument, the spirit of which
.had to be a~pted to the rapidly changing contemporary world.
17. His delegation had been encouraged to note that
the Special Committee's general approach in formulating the twelve principles had been very similar to
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the views expressed by the Irish Government in its
memora.ndutn (A/AC.l00/1/Add.1, paras. 3-7). That
was true in particular of principle IV, the essence of
the whole question, which his delegation welcomed
and which constituted a sensible, realistic approach
to the problem.
18. His delegation trusted that the twelve principles
would be embodied in a resolution which would serve
.as a ·guide to all the Administering Members in
assessing their responsibilities under Article 73 e
and that every Member State would take the principles fully into consideration in assessing its obligations to the United Nations. Therein lay the only real
hope of orderly and rapid progress towards the goals
of the Charter in co-operation with the Committee on
Information from Non-self-Governing Territories and
the other organs of the United Nations. At the current
session the Fourth Committee, which meant so much
to the smaller. countries, was facing a deeply significant issue, to which the task entrus~ed to the Special
Committee of Six was directly related. The issue was
whether the progress of recent years was to continue
in the immediate years to come in conditions of peace
and security within the framework of the United
Nations, or whether the organs of the United Nations
and the very provisions of the Charter were to be
abandoned and an end put to the great endeavours of
the Fourth Committee. The Special Committee had
shown the way towards orderly progress in the future
and his delegation hoped that all Members would sustain and implement the principles it had drawn up.
19. Mr. ZULOAGA (Venezuela) said that, before it
produced any draft resolutions to put into effect the
twelve principles upon which the Special Committee
of Six had unanimously agreed, the Fourth Committee
would do well to consider one striking aspect of its
recent unanimous approval of three draft resolutions
of major importance. While unanimity was a worthy
goal, it should not be allowed to obscure any subtle
intention to undermine the resolutions and make them
ineffectual and impossible to put into effect. On closer
examination, it would be seen that the colonial Powers
had been skilfully employing the tactics of abstention:
either a simple abstention, which passed unnoticed,
or abstention with an explanation of vote in which
reservations were made that were sometimes more
categorical than an outright negative vote would have
been. One Power was employing the rather franker
method of absenting itself. One of the Powers which
systematically abstained in the vote did not even
recognize the existence of the Committee on Information while two others managed, by employing certain
terms and indulging in some juridical sleightl-ofhand, to exclude themselves from the category of
Administering Members. While every delegation
represented in the Committee had the right to vote in
any way it pleased, other delegations were entitled to
analyse the votes and to draw their own conclusions
about whether or not the resolutions would be duly
implemented. The Fourth Committee should therefore
endeavour to frame its draft resolutions in precise
terms and should not be tempted to aim at a meaningless unanimity.
20. His delegation felt that the remedy for such
parliamentary manoeuvres lay in amending the terms
of reference of the Committee on Information to take
account of the three very important draft resolutions
which the Committee had unanimously approved.
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21. With regard to the report of the Special Committee of Six (A/4526), his delegation considered that
the statement in paragraph 18 that the Charter was a
living document and that the obligation under Chapter
XI must be viewed in the light of the changing spirit
of the times was so important that it should appear
in the preamble of every resolution the Committee
approved during the current session. In that connexion, it was only fair to point out that some delegations which the previous year had opposed with
determination and skill all the draft resolutions proposing the establishment of a committee to examine
the principles to guide Members in determining
whether or not an obligation existed to transmit
information had whole-heartedly co-operated in the
work of the Special Committee. There was therefore
reason for optimism in regard to "the changing spirit
of the times•.
22. With regard to principle m, he pointed out that,
by signing the Charter and thereby contracting certain
international obligations, each Member State had
surrendered a portion of its sovereignty and had
acquired certain rights and the advantage of the protection of the international Organization, which was
especially important to the smaller nations.
23. He would comment at a later stage on the United
Kingdom reservation to principle IX, as set out in
paragraph 13 of the Special Committee's report. That
country's reservation to principle X, recorded in
paragraph 15 of the report, was an example of the
type of reservation to which he had referred and
robbed its approval of the principle of all value.
24. He congratulated the six delegations on their
excellent work which, he was confident, would enable
the Fourth Committee to put an end to a situation
in which the refusal of certain States to transmit
information had discredited the United Nations in the
eyes of the world, and in particular of the newly
independent States and those which were still dependent upon metropolitan States.
25. Mr. LOIZOU (Cyprus) recalled that his country,
which had recently won its independence by great
sacrifices, honoured and supported all those in every
part of the world who were still striving for libera-
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tion. It considered that the work of the Fourth
Committee, thoogh limited in scope by juridical considerations, was of the utmost importance for the
speedy and peaceful accession to independence of all
peoples who were still denied their inalienable right
to self-determination.
26. His delegation noted with satisfaction the twelve
principles specifying and governing the obligation
to transmit information under Article 73 e of the
Charter, an obligation which could be terminated
only when a territory had attained a full measure
of self-government. No pretext advanced by any
Administering Member could justify its refusal to
comply with that legal obligation. Principles VI, VII,
VIII and IX provided a clear definition of the term
11 full measure of self-government" and constituted a
complete refutation of the arguments of those Powers
who tried to g:l.ve those words an arbitrary interpretation and who consistently disregarded the importance of the freely expressed will of the dependent
peoples in determining their political and constitutional future. His delegation saw in that definition
an expression of the principle of self-determination,
for the words 11free and voluntary choice • • • exressed by informed and democratic processes"
could have no other meaning.
27. With the foregoing considerations in mind, his
delegation welcomed the report and agreed with its
main conclusions and observations. He hoped that the
report would be accepted by all Member States, particularly those who had hitherto interpreted the
Charter in such a way as to serve their own interests and their aim of prolonging their domination
over other peoples.
28. His country considered that anything short of the
immediate and complete liberation of all peoples was
only a form of temporary relief in a case calling for
drastic and urgent action. It was unthinkable that in
the present age any people should be deprived of
freedom. He earnestly hoped that with the realization
of the aspirations of all dependent peoples, the work
of the Fourth Committee would very soon be brought
to an end.
The meeting rose at 11.55 a.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI (Iraq}.

AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of .the
United Hations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV) (A/
4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. MORSE (United states of America) recalled
that his delegation had voted in favour of General
Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV). It had also participated in the work of the Special Committee of Six
on the Transmission of Information under Article
73 e of the Charter, established under that resolution, and in the drafting of that Committee's report
(A/4526).
2. The United states Government had alreadyapplied
the principles established by the Special Committee
of Six in the Territories under its administration. It
had regularly transmitted detailed information; in the
case of Puerto Rico, Alaska and Hawaii, it had only
ceased to do so when the people of those countries
had themselves determined their new status.

3. He hoped that the report of the Special Committee
of Six would win the approval of the General Assembly, not only because of the logical, reasonable and
practical nature of the principles enunciated but also
because they had had the unanimous support of the
members of the Committee, which could be considered as representative of the General Assembly
as a whole. His delegation supported the report of the
Special Committee.
4. He would speak again later, when draft resolutions relating to the report were being considered.

s. U TIN MAUNG (Burma) recalled that the General
.Aflsembly had been studying the question of the transmission of information under Article 73 e of the
Charter for many years, The attitude of Portugal,
195

which stubbornly refused to transmit information on
the territories under its administration, had been a
source of considerable concern to the United Nations
for many years. The other Administering Members
transmitted more or less complete information on
their Non-Self-Governing Territories; Portugal did
not fulfil the obligation devolving upon it under Article
73 e, under the false pretext that its African possessions were an integral part of Portuguese territory.
In the opinion of his delegation, those territories
were indeed colonies; they had rightly been called the
"Zone of Silence". In refusing to transmit information, Portugal was trying to evade the obligation
placed upon it by .Article 73 of the Charter to promote
to the utmost the well-being of the indigenous inhabitants.
6. Before passing to the examination of the principles set out by the Special Committee of Six, he
stressed that the mere solemn proclamation of those
principles would not be enough to help the colonized
peoples to attain independence or self-government.
Much more radical measures were required and his
delegation would endorse any dratt resolution which
was designed to oblige the colonialist Powers to
modify their attitude with regard to the Non-SelfGoverning Territories.
·
7. Some Administering Members advanced a number
of arguments to explain their refusal to transmit
information. They maintained, for example, that a
territory could come under the general provisions of
Chapter XI without, however, the obligation to transmit information being applicable to it. The General
Assembly had never accepted that point of view. His
delegation, for its part, was firmly convinced that the
provisions of sub-paragraph e could not be isolated
from the rest of Article 73 or from the political
declaration that Chapter XI constituted. If that fallacious argument were accepted, the transmission of
the information referred to in sub-paragraph e would
be the ultimate objective, whereas it was only one of
the means of achieving the aims set forth in the
Charter.
8. The Administering Members also claimed that it
was difficult for them to transmit information on
territories whose constitutional development, according to them, was highly advanced. Those territories,
they said, managed their own internal and external
affairs and it was their Governments which should be
asked to supply the information referred to in Article
73 e. That argument, however, was inadmissible for
two reasons. First, those so-called self-governing or
responsible Governments did not represent sovereign
states and they had no seat in the United Nations
General Assembly or in any other bodies ofthe international community. Secondly, Article 73 was a contract agreed on between the Administering Members
and the rest of the United Nations. It was therefore
the responsibility of the Administering Members to
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transmit information, and not that of the so-called
autonomous Governments of territories which the
United Nations had not yet recognized as having
attained a full measure of self-government.
9, It was ~ssential that the Administering Mempers.
should transmit information, so that the General Assembly not only could ascertain whether they were
fulfilling. their obligations to the people of the NonSelf-Governing Territories, but could also judge how
close those Territories had come to self-government or complete independence. Only by studying the
information transmitted by the Administering Members could the General Assembly ascertain whether
t}ley were complying with the obligations imposed
upon them by Article 73 a, b, c and d, It was therefore regrettable that, . despite the encour;:tgement
given by the General Assembly, very few of the
Administering Members had agreed voluntarily to
transmit political information on the Territories
under their administration, Similarly, it was deplorable that some Administering Members agreed to
transmit information out of respect for the General
Assembly but resented the discreet supervision exercised by the United Nations under the Charter.
10, The obligations of Member states under Chapter
XI were not limited to Article 73. Under Article 74,

the Member states agreed to respect the principle of
good neighbourliness, not only in respect of their
metropolitan areas but also in regard to the territories for which they assumed responsibility. At a
time when the forces of national liberation were
spreading on the African continent and throughou,t the
world, the Administering Members could no longer
remain silent and stand apart in an attitude of negation, lest they endanger international peace and security.
11. He went on to consider the principles set forth
by the Special Committee in section V, part B, of its
report. He thought it highly regrettable that although
the Committee had adopted its conclusions unanimously some members had expressed reservations
with regard to a number of the principles. Those
reservations were tantamount to saying both yes and
no. The reservation that the representative of the
United Kingdom had made in regard to principle IX
(A/4526, para. 13) was. particularly serious. Integration was such an important step that the people
of a· territory should have the capacity to make
their choice in full ~owledge of the facts: they could
only do so if they could freely express their wishes
through democratic processes, by means of impartial
elections· based on universal adult suffrage. To deny
the inhabitants of the territories the right to decide
their future by universal adult suffrage was an insult
to their intelligence. still· referring to principle IX,
his delegation agreed with the majority of the Special
Committee that United Nations supervision might be
desirable in some cases, but was not indispensable.

12, With regard to principle I, he wished only to
point out that the General Assembly was competent to
decide whether or not information should be transmitted on a given territory. It was likewise competent
to decide if a territory had attained a full measure of
self-government, as mentioned in principle n.
13, Under principle IV, Portugal could no longer
consider itself exempt from the obligation to transmit information in respect of the territories under

its administration, · since those territories were· geo...
graphically separate · and ethnically and · culturally
distinct from the metropolitan country.
J.l, In conclusion, he stated that the peoples of the
Non-Self-Governing Territories were demanding independence more and more vehemently. Afriq.a ha4.
recently proclaimed its desire to free itself froiD the
last vestiges of colonisJism. Faithful to ~he ,~oble .
principles of the Charter, t;he United Nation.13 was in.
duty bound to reject the manoeuvres of the colonialists and to promote the liberation of all Non-SelfGoverning Territories.
·
15. Miss SAFFOURI (Jordan) whole-heartedly endorsed the principles set forth in the report of the
Special Committee of Six,
16. Her delegation agreed :with that Committ!:le that
the Charter was a living document and that all the
Administering Members must fulfil their obUgations
under Chapter XI. Moreover, those obligations were
not limited to Article 73; the Administering :tv.tembers
were obliged to take into account the provisions of.
Article 74 also.
17. Without politi9al independence there couid be no
economic, social or cultural independence. So long as
a territory had not attained political independence,
the obligations assumed by the administering Power
remained valid. the Jordan delegation considered'
that the contention that no obligation exis~ed for
Portugal and Spain to transmit information under
Article 7 3 e was· not valiq in regard to territories
such as Mozambique and Angola, since the integration or association was in fact not free and since the
status o{ the territories, in law and in practice, was
not identical with that of the metropolitan countries.
Hence the colonial policy of Portugal in that regard
was in full contradiction with principles IV, VII and _,
VIIL

1

18. It was the imperative duty of the United Nations
to urge the Governments of Portugal and other Member states to transmit information on the territories
under their administration; it should be pointed out,
in that connexion, that the General Assembly alone
was competent to decide whether a territory was or
was not self-governing. The main task of the United
Nations in that field was to contribute byevery possible means to the speediest attainment of independence
of the Trust and Non-Self~Governing Territories and
thereby implement the Principles and Purposes set
forth in the United Nations Charter with regard to
those territories.
19. Lastly, she wished to point out that her delegation considered the principles laid down in the Special Committee's report to be a means and not an
end. It approved of them only to the extent that theY,
could accelerate the progress of territories towards
independence. Jordan's acceptance of those principles
should not be taken to mean that it was prepared to
agree to any delay in the attainment of independence
by the Non-Self-Governing Territories. On the contrary, the .independence of those Territories was the
objective of the Fourth Committee.
20. Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) reserved the right to
reply later to the representatives who had spoken~
21. Mr. ·NEKLESSA (ffia.ainian' Soviet . ~cialist
Republic) decl~red· that the question now under dis-
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cussion was not merely a theoretical, academic
controversy. It had arisen because two colonial
Powers, Spain and Portugal, refused to fulfil the
obligations laid upon them by Chapter XI of the
Charter. Those two Powers justified their position
by claiming that Chapter XI laid no obligations on
Member states, since it confined itself to expressing
wishes, and that, above all, there were no Spanish or
Portuguese colonies. The Ukrainian delegation, like
the majority of the members of the Committee, could
not accept either that interpretation of the Charter or
that fiction. It had repeatedly affirmed that all Member States which administered colonial territories
must be guided by the Purposes and Principles proclaimed in the Charter. The Charter laid international
obligations on those states, including the obligation
to furt~r the well-being of the indigenous peoples,
to develop self-government, and to transmit to the
United Nations information on conditions in the
colonies.
22. As was clear from principles I, II, III and X, the
report of the Special Committee of Six confirmed the
international character of the obligations deriving
from Chapter XI; it also showed, in principles 1 and
IV, how to distinguish those territories to which the
provisions of Chapter XI applied. As the Moroccan
representative had observed, the Committee had not
mentioned any territory by name; it was evident that,
since Administering Members made up half of its
membership, it had not wished to offend Spain and
Portugal. The fact was that the territories administered by Spain and Portugal were colonies and the
Fourth Committee had wasted four years in proving
that fact.
23. Taking advantage of the slow pace at which the
United Nations was moving in the matter, the Spanish
Government, which had originally decided to provide
information on its colonies, had later changed its atti.tude and had declared, through its legislative bodies,
that those colonies were now "overseas provinces".
A change of name was in reality of little significance
if colonial methods and the colonial r6gime did not
disappeat.
24. Portugal's dependencies, which were of the same
area a$ Europe and had 11 million inhabitants, were
among the oldest colonies in the world. The Portuguese colonizers had of course constantly proclaimed
that they were fulfilling a "civilizing mission": in
the days of the ancestors of the present Portuguese
colonialists that mission had been called the slave
trade. In the course of two centuries 30,000 African
slaves had been shipped to America each year from
Angola alone. In 1939, Prime Minister Salazar himself had stated that the object of the Portuguese
policy, which he called a bold one, was to defend the
"inferior races" more effectively. In an issue of
For~ign Affairs published in 1956, Prime Minister
Salatar had expressed the view that most of Africa
shoulld remain under the domination of civilized
peoples for an indefinite period.
25. What had been the fruits of that "civilizing mission" in the Portuguese colonies? No one could now
be ignorant of the wretched system prevailing in
Angola and Mozambique: the absence of political
rights; restrictions on freedom of movement; a lack
of doctors-one to every 80,000 inhabitants in Angola
and 149 out of 6 million inhabitants in Mozambique;
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almost universal illiteracy, amounting to 99 per cent
in Angola; forced labour-Portugal had long refused
to sign the ILO .Convention concerning the Abolition
of Forced Labour; inhuman employment contracts in....
volving the breaking up of families; corporal punishment and the like, Only 30,000 Angolans hadbeen able
to satisfy the conditions demanded by the "assimilation" law passed in 1917, At that rate, it would take
more than 70,000 years for all the inhabitants of the
territory to be assimilated. With its so-called policy
of assimilation Portugal was concealing its policy of
oppression of 11 million Africans. Moreover, assimilation signified in practice the application of the
racist theory of the superiority of the white man and
his civilization and the destruction of the African
culture, for in order to be assimilated and to acquire
the rights of citizenship Africans had to renounce
their own culture, read and write Portuguese and
adopt the Portuguese way of life. The equality which
should theoretically have existed since 1951 between
the metropolitan country and its so-called overseas
provinces was simply a delusion: the governors and
the governors-general had very wide discretionary
powers and paid no heed, in practice, to the opinions
of the legislative councils, which were composed of
equal numbers of elected members and nominated
members and included only a few so-called assimilated inhabitants. The Portuguese Government itself
acknowledged that its rule in the overseas provinces
was a "benevolent dictatorship".
26. In · response to the intensification of oppression by the Portuguese colonialists and the foreign
monopolies with which they were allied, the peoples
of Angola at).d Mozambique had recently begun to
demand more and more insistently the immediate
granting of independence to their respective countries; to hold back that movement the Portuguese
Government had instUuted a reign of terror, arresting and torturing the leaders of the national movements and sending them to concentration camps; it
was sending out reinforcements and was starting to
construct aerodromes. The Portuguese colonial Press
was publishing articles about the "enQrmous firepower available in the colonies for the purpose of
destroying the agents of international communism".
The countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization gave their support to Spain and Portugal for very
obvious reasons: according to The New York Times
of 25 October, a former Portuguese Minister for
Foreign Affairs had asked the United states to continue to support Portugal in the United Nations, with
the very apposite reminder that his country had giyen
the United states military bases in the Azores. At the
present time, Portuguese military circles were trying to have United states legislation with regard to
military aid amended so that it would be possible to
use American arms in Africa. According to a dispatch published in the United states Press at the time
of the visit made to Portugal by the President of the
United states, the President had stated that the United
states and Portugal were working together without
any differences of opinion.
27. The CHAIRMAN, intervening on a point of order
raised by Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal), requested the
representative of the Ukrainian SSR to keep to the
point under discussion.
28, Mr. NEKLESSA (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic), continuing his statement, said that Portuguese
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capital, which had been predominant until recently,
was tending to give way to American, British and
Belgian, capital, invested in the leading branches of
agriculture and the mining industries; for example,
the American oil company in Mozambique had obtained a huge concession and prospecting licences
from the Portuguese Government.
29. The Governor-General of Angola had stated that
there could be no question of giving self-government
or independence to the territory and that the. Portuguese authorities would take care that the present
situation was maintained. The indigenous people were
well aware, however, that that situation could. not
go on. There was no doubt that if, on their side,
the · Spanish and Portuguese Governments, in the
face of the events taking place on the African continent, accepted the fact that the complete abolition of
colonies was inevitable and took measures accord- .
ingly, they would avoid very unpleasant consequences.
If they did not, the people of the colonies would themselves throw off the colonial yoke, throw off the
shackles of slavery, just as their brothers in the
neighbouring colonies had done. The liquidation of
colonialism was to be discussed by the General Assembly in plenary session: it was essential that the
United Nations should decide upon immediate independence for all colonies, including those of Portugal and Spain. The problem was not merely a theoretical one and it should not be a matter solely for
oratorical contests on legal points: it required a
practical and immediate conclusion, which could only
be the immediate independence of the colonies of
Portugal and Spain together with the other colonies,
as proposed in the draft declaration submitted by the
delegation of the Soviet Union (A/4502 and Corr.1)
for consideration by the General Assembly at its
fifteenth session.
30. Mr. DIALLO (Mali) expressed his delegation's
congratulations to the members of the Special Committee of Six, who had managed to set out in a clear,
concise and thorough report the guiding principles
which would enable Member states to determine
whether or not an obligation existed to transmit
the information called for in Article 73 e of the
Charter. Spain and Portugal, which refused to transmit information on the territories which they administered, must finally realize that their chauvinistic
machiavellianism was a weapon of despair which
could no longer protect them. The United Nations had
merely requested information in order that it might
know what progress was being made in the Non-SelfGoverning Territories; by refusing to give that information, Spain and Portugal made it clear that they
were not easy in their conscience. Their refusal
further increased and intensified the responsibility
of the United Nations towards the oppressed peoples
which were struggling for freedom and which placed
their trust and their hopes in the Purposes and Principles proclaimed in the Charter.
31. The Portuguese Government claimed that Portugal had no colonies. Yet in 1957, 750,000 inhabitants
of Angola had been subjected to forced labour; in
1959, three patriots of Angola had been executed
merely because they had asked that basic human
rights should be respected. The very term "colonies"
had appeared in the Portuguese Constitution until
11 June 1951, when it had been replaced by the term
"overseas provinces". At the previous meeting the

Ghanaian representative had described the political
and social conditions of Africans in the Portuguese
colonies. The black population was classified into
"non-civilized" and "civilized" 'persons, the latter
being those closest to the Portuguese masters. No
indigenous person could be elected; if he had voting
rights, they could be used only to elect a Portuguese
citizen; the authorities mercilessly imprisoned, tortured, exiled or killed those indigenous inhabitants
who had succeeded in acquiring a certain degree of
education. The United Nations therefore had a heavy
moral and humanitarian obligation towards the liberation movements ·which had sprung up in the last two
years in the Portuguese 'territories and which were
suffering the onslaught of the Portuguese troops; it
should be realized, however; that the combined
armies of the whole world could never keep a people
in slavery.
,
32. The Mali delegation fully subscribed to the pri_nciples and conclusions in the report of the Spec1al
Committee of Six; it hoped that the draft resolution
that the Fourth Committee would approve would condemn those Powers which refused to supply information on human beings to whose plight the rest of the
world could not remain indifferent. Portugal was well
aware of that risk, for according to a press dispatch
the· Administration of Angola had for some time been
subjecting political prisoners to strong pressure to
compel them to protest against any resolution adopted
by the General Assembly. Portugal declared that it
would never leave Africa, claiming that its departure
would open the door to the exploitation of blacks by
blacks. For his own part, he was convinced that
Portugal would indeed leave Africa, for it was impossible for one human being, whether black or white,
to go on indefinitely exploiting another human being.
33. Mr. KIANG (China) said that the obligation to
transmit information presented two problems which
the General Assembly had been trying to solve since
1951. The first was to define what constituted~ NonSelf-Governing Territory and the second, to determine the point at which such a Territory had achieved
self-government or independence. The General Assembly had examined those questions in terms of the
factors to be taken into account in deciding whether
a Territory had attained a . full measure of selfgovernment, and it had been generally agreed that
no enumeration of factors could do more than serve
as a guide, since each case would have to be considered on its own merits. But what authority was to
decide that the transmittal of information ·should
cease? There had been no agreement on that point.:
the majority of Administering Members maintained
that the competence to take that decision lay exclusively with them while the great majority of nonadministering Members thought that the General
Assembly should have the authority, either exclusively
or jointly with the Administering Member concerned,
to decide whether a Territory had ceased to be nonself-governing within the meaning of Chapter XI of
the Charter. In spite of that difference of opinion all
countries admitted that Chapter XI was not only a
declaration of principles-which required all Member
states to recognize the principle that the interests of
the inhabitants of Non-Self-Governing Territories
were paramount-but also a declaration of obligations
accepted by Member states administering Non-SelfGoverning. Territories. In order to ensure respect
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for those obligations the Administering Members
were urged to transmit statistical information, subject to such limitation as security and constitutional
considerations might require.
34. His delegation had always believed that it was
for the General Assembly to determine collectively
the interpretation to be given to the term "NonSelf-Governing Territories" and "territories whose
peoples have not yet attained a full measure of selfgovernment". It therefore endorsed the principles
laid down in the report of the Special Committee of
Six for the guidance of the General Assembly in
determining whether or not an obligation existed to
transmit information. It would be dogmatic to argue
that a definition of those principles was unnecessary.
Such a definition would certainly be of value if it had
the effect of changing certain rigid positions adopted
since 1952 and 1953.
35. Mr. GUARDADO (El Salvador) wished to associate himself with the representatives who had congratulated the Special Committee of Six on its concise
report, which would guide the Assembly in its implementation of the fundamental principles of the Charter. The work of that Committee had unfortunately
not been in time to prevent certain regrettable developments which ran counter to the ideas proclaimed
at the San Francisco Conference. His delegation
regretted that the debate had not been confined to a
legal study of the principles defined by the Special
Committee but had extended to the application of
those principles to particular cases like those of
Spain and Portugal.
36. Since there had been no criticism of the report
of the Special Committee, he moved the closure of
t e debate under article 118 of the rules of procedure.
7. Mr. KANAKARATNE (Ceylon) expressed asonishment at such a strange proposal so early in the
debate. The Committee had not even devoted three
full meetings to consideration of the report of the
Special Committee of Six, which had only been introduced in the Fourth Committee at the 1031st meeting.
His own delegation wished to study closely both the
report and the interventions made thus far before
stating its views. Any attempt to prevent delegations
from speaking on so important a matter would be a
serious encroachment upon freedom of discussion.
The representative of El Salvador believed that the
Committee should confine itself to the legal aspect of
the problem. While the Committee must naturally concern itself with the principles laid down by the Special Committee of Six, the item under discussion was
not an academic topic but a serious problem which
the United Nations had been studying for several
years. Sooner or later those principles would have to
be applied, and without taking any stand at that stage
on the situation in a given territory as depicted by
certain representatives, his delegation would submit
its views on the manner, time and place of their
application. It should be given an opportunity for
doing so. For that reason he strongly opposed the
motion for closure.
38. Mr. Krishna MENON (India) pointed out that the
report of the Special Committee of Six had only been
before the Fourth Committee since the previous day.
The latter would certainly need as much time to conLitho in U.N.
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sider the report as the Special Committee had spent
on its drafting. If the debate was closed immediately,
the Fourth Committee would be unable to approve any
draft resolution, as the delegations had had no opportunity to consult each other. That would be all the
more regrettable since the item under discussion had
been occupying the United Nations for a long time.
The Committee should trace the problem back to its
origins, namely to the drawing up of the Charter,
whose authors had obviously intended to impose on
Members administering Non-Self-Governing Territories similar obligations to those imposed on Authorities administering Trust Territories. Since those
Members had received a sacred trust, they should be
accountable for their actions to the international community. The Committee should not be content,with an
academic discussion of the principles involved but
should decide how and in what circumstances they
should be applied in order to avoid any violation of
the Charter. He therefore hoped that the Committee
would be able to go on with its work in the normal
way.
39. Mr. GUARDADO (El Salvador) said that he had
merely wished to draw the Committee's attention to
the need for concentrating the debate on the principles laid down in the report because he feared that
premature discussion of their application to any given
country might jeopardize the success of many years'
work in the United Nations. He was now confident that
he had achieved that purpose and would withdraw his
motion.
40. Mr. SALAMANCA (Bolivia) stressed the complex
nature of the legal and political problem before the
Committee. It was indeqfl difficult to say what consti...
tuted a nation. Certain countries were born weak and
gradually gained strength; others had long-standing
problems in the shape of minorities or regions difficult to integrate with the national community. A
nation was a continual creation and might only represent in effect the will of a certain group to become a
nation. The Committee must of course make sure
that the will of such groups was not ignored, but it
should not approve a draft resolution which would
only have the effect of creating a climate of tension.
41. The principles laid down in the report of the
Special Committee of Six raised very delicate problems; it might be fair to ask, for instance, how many
independent states where the people were completely
self-governing were to be found in the world of today.
The essential thing was not to try to make all territories independent even if they had only a minute
population but to ensure that human rights were
everywhere respected. In discussing a report of such
vast scope the representatives could obviously quote
all the examples and mention all the territories they
wished, but they should bear in mind that a general
declaration must not be used as a weapon against one
or two countries. The value of such a text would lie
in its unanimous acceptance. The Fourth Committee
would have to adopt the principles of the Special Committee of Six and see how they could be implemented
before it could decide whether any given country was
right or wrong to refuse to transmit information. For
the time being any condemnation was premature.
The meeting rose at 5.30 p.m.
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applicable, since they had been intended to cover the
cessation of the transmission of information rather
than the obligation to transmit information under
Article 73 e. Furthermore it had been contended that
Article 73 e contained a limitative clause relating to
security and constitutional considerations and also
that under Article 2, paragraph 7, the administration
of territories was a matter of domestic jurisdiction
and therefore outside the competence of the United
Nations.
·
3. The principles set forth in section V, part B, of
the report of the Special Committee of Six on the
Trans:qtission of Information under Article 73 e of
the Charter (A/ 4526) would finally refute those contentions. If the Fourth Committee or any of its members felt that a legal instrument was needed defining
the accountability of Members for the administration
of dependent territories, such a legal instrument had
been provided by the report of the Special Committee
of Six. Although her delegation was not in favour of
legal disputations about questions that by nature were
not necessarily legal, it was glad to have available a
well-documented instrument to strengthen its position
in a matter which was fraught with political dangers
and consequences.

Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHJ (Iraq),

AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Miss BROOKS (Liberia) said that for a number of
years the Liberian and other delegations had tried to
impress upon the General Assembly the need for
establishing a committee which would impartially and
objectively enumerate principles on the basis of
which Members which administered overseas territories could be asked to account for the administration of those territories before the international
forum, in accordance with the terms of Chapter XI of
the Charter. All attempts in that direction had been
consistently frustrated until at its fourteenth session
the General Assembly had decided that a study of
such principles was advisable and necessary. As a
consequence of the adoption of General Assembly
resolution 1467 (XIV), a six-member committee had
been appointed whose composition gave the assurance
of impartiality and whose report (A/ 4526) represented
the points of view of both administering and nonadministering Powers.

4. Nothing in the principles enunciated by the Special Committee could cause her delegation to have
any doubts that Portugal was an Administering Member in the fullest sense of the term and that the territories administered by the Portuguese Government
were territories on which information should be
transmitted without delay, in compliance with Article
73 e of the Charter. Even had her delegation's position not been strengthened and corroborated by the
existence of the legal document, it would not have
hesitated to address to the Government of Portugal
an earnest appeal to fulfil its obligations. The political situation in the world, and more particularly in
Africa, was such that the question of international
responsibility for the administration of the Portuguese territories had become a matter of the utmost
urgency. She felt that it would be a disservice not
only to the United Nations, to Africa and to the
whole world, but even to Portugal itself, not to insist
that that country should take account of the present
dangerous situation and relinquish its intransigent
attitude for the sake of world peace.

2. On many occasions in the past the question had
been asked in the Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories, the Fourth Committee and the General Assembly whether there were
any Member States which administered territories on
which information under Article 73 e of the Charter
was due but had not been forthcoming. The question
had never received an authoritative reply; some delegations had given an affirmative answer, while others
had asserted that the Assembly possessed no instrument on which a categorical ruling could be based.
The factors outlined in General Assembly resolution
742 (VIII) had been considered by some to be in-

5. The tide of African nationalism and the demand
of the oppressed countries to stand on their own feet
and be masters of their own affairs could no longer
be treated as a matter of legal niceties. and constitutional subtleties. There was an abundance of material
available from Angola, Mozambique and dependent
Guinea relating to the situation of the indigenous
populations there and the determination of the people
to obtain freedom by any means that were available
to them. She would not dwell on the conditions prevailing in the territories under Portuguese adminis201
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tration, for those conditions were well known and the
facts could be found in many books, pamphlets and
newspapers. The representative of Portugal had in
the past vigorously denied the facts but no documentation had been produced to corroborate such denials.
6. In its reply to the Secretary-General (A/ AC.lOO/
1, paras. 143-162) in compliance with General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV), the Portuguese Government had given a learned interpretationofthemeaning
of the word 11Declaration 11 as the title of Chapter XI
of the Charter, had upheld the competence of the
State concerned as opposed to that of the General
Assembly and had drawn a subtle distinction between
the political status of territories and that of peoples.
The time for such legal quibbles was past. If the
Portuguese Government needed a legal document it
had one in the report of the Special Committee of Six.
However minutely any of the principles put forward
by the Special Committee was examined, the conclusion must be that information on the territories under
Portuguese administration was called for. The reality
of the situation was more compelling than nice legal
points. The fact that the Portuguese territories came
within the purview of Chapter XI of the Charter was
confirmed by the twelve principles, regardless of
what their status might be according to the Constitution of Portugal. The territories were geographically
separate and ethnically and culturally distinct from
the country which administered them, in accordance
with the terms of principle IV. They were not freely
associated with an independent State, within the meaning of principle VII, or integrated into an independent
State within the meaning of principles VITI or IX.
7. The question of constitutional limitation had been
raised by the representative of Portugal on two previous occasions but in the light of the Portuguese reply
to the Secretary-General 1s note that point would seem
to have been abandoned by the Portuguese Government
and she would therefore not dwell on it. The question
of non-interference by the United Nations in Portugal's domestic affairs was much more fully covered
in its reply. Her delegation had, however, already
established the need for international accountability.
The lesson of the former Belgian Congo had contributed much to Liberia's jUstified fears in that respect
and the Government of Portugal would do well to heed
that hitter lesson.

s. The General Assembly, her delegation submitted,
had no choice but to request the Government of Portugal to implement the obligations it had undertaken in
joining the United Nations. Furthermore, the General
Assembly should recommend to the Government of
Portugal that it should advance with the tide of history and see that the territories under its administration and the peoples under its rule in Mrica and
Asia were delivered from Portuguese administration
and joined the community of free nations. Such a
recommendation would be in accordance with the
reality of the situation as it was today and as it would
develop in the near future-perhaps nearer than anyone could foresee. The forecasts made five years
earlier, or even less, regarding the date of the attainment of independence by dependent peoples had shown
an astonishing lack of foresight on the part of certain
Governments. There had been a great change from
the spirit that had prevailed in the Fourth Committee
and in the Committee on Information a few years
earlier, when certain Administering Members had

taken their stand on the principle of non-interference
by the United Nations in the domestic affairs of
States. Her delegation was glad to see that change
and appreciated the wisdom of those Administering
Members which had in fact and in practice accepted
international responsibility for the administration of
dependent territories and had adjusted their policies
to the facts. It was to be hoped that a similar change,
but a more rapid one, would take place on the part of
the Portuguese Government.
9. With regard to the application of the principles
enunciated by the Committee of Six to the territories
administered by Spain, she thought that members of
the Fourth Committee would agree that while the
approach of the Spanish Government to the question
of transmitting information with respect to the territories it administered was rather different from that
of Portugal, the final result was the same. At the
670th meeting of the Fourth Committee, during the
twelfth session of the General Assembly, the representative of Spain had stated that Spain's reply to the
communication addressed by the Secretary-General
to the new Member States in connexion with obligations under Article 73 of the Charter would be received in due course and that it would be entirely in
accordance with the spirit of the Charter. Later the
Spanish Government, through its Permanent Mission,
hird <confirmed that statement !I and had announced
that the reply of Spain was under consideration and
would shortly be transmitted to the Secretary-General
and that it would be in keeping with the spirit of the
Charter. In November 1958, however, the Spanish
Government, through its Permanent Mission, had informed the Secretary-GeneralY that Spain possessed
no Non-Self-Governing Territories, since the territories subject to its sovereignty in Mrica were
classified as provinces of Spain and that consequently
the Spanish Government did not regard itself as
affected by Article 73.
10. The delegation of Liberia could never accept the
principle that an administering State could by legislation deprive the dependent people it administered
of their rights as guaranteed under the Charter; such
action was in fact diametrically opposed to principles VI, VII, VIII and IX of the Special Committee
of Six. Thus it was the duty of the General Assembly
to call upon' Spain to fulfil its obligations under the
Charter in connexion with the territories it administered.
11. Her delegation was happy that many of the NonSelf-Governing Territories on which France had
formerly transmitted information had joined the
United Nations as independent States. Her delegation
was, however, concerned about the territory commonly called French Somaliland. It considered that
the United Nations should be informed by France of
the exact conditions and status of that territory. If by
the sixteenth session of the General Assembly French
Somaliland had not obtained independent status, her
delegation felt that France should be obliged to trimsmit information concerning that territory and to state
specifically when it would attain independence.
12. On behalf of the .millions of dependent peoples
everywhere, the majority of whom dwelt in the conti!/See A/C.4/375,
See A/C.4/385/Rev.l~
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nent of Africa, she appealed to Portugal, Spain and
every colonial Power to direct their efforts towards
the fulfilment of the provisions of the Charter and in
doing so to accelerate their plans so that in the very
near future all dependent people would be liberated
and take their rightful place among the free nations
of the world.
13. Mr. DIALLO (Mali), replying to the remarks
made by the Bolivian representative at the 1033rd
meeting, said that his delegation felt that it was its
duty, in furthering the canse of justice and peace, to
denounce the abominable practices of certain Powers,
not in a spirit of malice but in order to save the
United Nations from being considered an accomplice
in the crimes committed by Portugal and Spain, which
ignored the moral principles proclaimed by the United
Nations.
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in other colonial territories if considerations of
fictitious legality were allowed to stand in the way of
the tide of freedom. He appealed to the representatives of Spain and Portugal and to the other Administering Members to heed the lessons of history and
not to try and prolong the life of a dying system; for
no amount of legal verbiage or of twisting the meaning of the Charter could change reality. The peoples
of Angola, Mozambique and other territories alleged
to be fully self-governing and to be integral parts of
the metropolitan country showed signs of holding
views which did not tally with the views held by
Portugal and Spain. That was because they had a
different history and different racial and cultural
characteristics, facts which no amount of legal assertion could alter. It was the Committee's duty to
act speedily lest events overtook it.

14. Mr. Najmuddine RIFAI (United Arab Republic)
said that the Committee would be well advised to
concentrate on the principles elaborated by the Special Committee of Six; after adopting those principles, it could then proceed to investigate their
application.

18. , Miss SHELTON (Cuba) said that, in view of the
many debates and the different points of view held in
the Fourth Committee on the question of the interpretation of Chapter XI of the Charter, the clear and
precise report of the Special Committee of Six was
particularly welcome.

15. From the earliest days of the United Nations
there had been arguments about the interpretation of
Chapter XI of the Charter. With the passage of time,
the legal position of some of the administering
Powers had undergone a commendable change and
the gap between the two opposing views had been
narrowed. The Committee of Six had done its work
well; his delegation fully endorsed both its findings
and the principles set out in its report, which entirely
confirmed the views it had unswervingly upheld, and
it trusted that no more would be heard of the untenable thesis that the transmission of information was a
purely voluntary act depending solely on the Administering Member concerned. The principles had the
added advantage of providing the General Assembly
with criteria which would enable it to determine
whether or not any given territory was self-governing. Accordingly, the Administering Members could
no longer sustain the argument that it was their prerogative to decide that point; that argument had been
shown to be invalid from the legal point of view. Nor
could it any longer be m.,.t\intained that responsibility
was not collective and that the General Assembly was
not competent to decide whether or not an obligation to transmit information about a given territory
existed.

19. Her delegation, which had voted in favour of
General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV) setting up
the Special Committee, endorsed the statement in
paragraph 17 of the report that independence was
among the rightful aspirations of every nation, the
fulfilment of which was an important factor in the
preservation of international peace and security. The
wind of change referred to by various representatives
in the Committee had brought with it a clarion call
for independence. Evidence of that was the presence in the Committee of a number of representatives
of States which had recently been liberated from
colonialism: her delegation welcomed their liberation
with great joy, for Cuba had always championed the
equality of rights of all peoples and their right to
representation in the international community. It
agreed with the statement in paragraph 18 of the
Special Committee's report that the Charter was a
living document and the obligations under Chapter XI
must be viewed in the light of the changing spirit of
the times.

16. Events had rendered discussion about the legal
interpretation of Chapter XI increasingly unreal. He
wondered what the peoples of Angola, Mozambique
and many other territories would say if they heard
that the United Nations was engaged in an academic
discussion of that subject. At a time when many
former dependent territories had become sovereign
States, it was disheartening to find that, on the basis
either of treaties which had invariably been imposed
rather than negotiated or of certain constitutional
provisions about which the colonial peoples had never
been consulted, .there were colonial Powers who stUl
maintained that certain territories were outside the
purview of Chapter XI of the Charter. Such an attitude
was a danger to peace and was indeed harmful to
those who upheld it.
17. The events occurring in the central part of
northern Africa showed what was bound to happen

20. In its twelve principles the Special Committee
had given a clear and precise interpretation of Chapter XI, and especially Article 73 e. She would not
comment on those principles, for there was little to
add to what had already been said by previous speak•
ers, and particularly by the Indian and Mexican
representatives at the 1031st meeting, in their brilliant statements on the subject.
21. She associated herself with the Liberian representative in paying a tribute to Mr. Espinosa y Prieto
of Mexico, whose conciliatory spirit, clear thinking
and wide knowledge had. contributed much to the
success of the Fourth CoJp.mittee's work, especially
on the item at present before it.
22. Mr. THAPA (Nepal) said that he was glad to see
from the Special Committee's report how large an
area of agreement there was between the different
groups of Member States even on seemingly controversial questions. The report reflected the spirit of
understanding and compromise shown by the administering and the non-administering Powers. Although
the stresses and strains of compromise were visible
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in certain passages, it was a good, practical report·
and a good basis for the Fourth Committee1 s work.·
23. The validity of Article 73 of the Charter derived
from its contribution to world peace. With the growth
of nationalism in the colonies, it had been felt that
the United Nations could establish peace only if it
declared itself positively on the side of self-government. To keep a large part of the world's population
in a dependent status from which it wished to free
itself would be a threat to world peace. Article 73 e
must be interpreted in that context .. When it was so
interpreted, there appeared to be no limitations on
the obligation to transmit information regarding any
·
Non-Self-Governing Terrftory.
24. Moreover, Chapter XI was an expression of the
human conscience, as it had developed after the bitter
experience of the Second World War, in relation to
the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
The conscience of the world community as expressed
in the Charter rejected any type of dependent·status
as a permanent solution. The United Nations therefore had a sacred responsibility and must work
increasingly for the promotion of self-government in
all the Non-Self-Governing Territories through the
political, economic, social and educational advancement of those peoples. It :could not properly discharge that responsibility without the possession of
reliable and comprehensive information on the actual
state of affairs obtainin&' in the Territories.
25. Some Member States, however, were ·not prepared to interpret that Article as liberally as his
delegation would wish. No information had been supplied, for exampl~, on Goa, Angola, Mozambique and
other territories. In some cases political and constitutional difficlilties were cited as an excuse for not
transmitting information. In his delegation's opinion,
where such difficulties existed the constitutional
position shoUld be adjusted to comply with the spirit
of the Charter, rather than the spirit of the Charter
being strained to accommodate a constitutional position which no longer accorded with it.
26. His delegation would have been happier if there
had been no need to enunciate principles and if
information had been transmitted on all Non-SelfGoverning Terri.tories. In. the absence of such information, however, the next best thing was for the
Committee to clarify the position by the enunciation
of principles.
27. Principle I asserted that all colonial territories
that had existed at the time of the drafting of the
Charter were covered by Chapter XI; an absolute
obligation existed to transmit information on each
territory until it attained self-government either
through association, integration or emergence as a
sovereign and independent State. If there were any
limitations to that obligation they pertained only to
the granting of the information and not to the obligation itself.
28. His delegation hoped that the principles would
be adopted and that the Member States which had
refused to transmit information would reconsider
their position.
Mr. Ortiz de Rozas (Argentina), Vice-Chairman,
took the Chair.

· 29'; Mr. KUCHAVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said· that rt ·would'be a useless eXercise for the
Committee to embark on an academic discusSion of
the report of the Special Committee of Six, which was
the result ·of the 'Fourth Committee's inertia in past
years. It was a well-known fact that Spain and Portugal, in violation ·of the Charter, had refused to provide information regarding their colonies and that
with the support of other colonial Powers, they had
several times succe~ded in preventing the adoptio.n of
a definite decision to th~ effect that they were bound
by the obligations laid down in Chapter XI of the
Charter. In the end,. and to a large extent on the
initiative of the. Uni~d Kingdom representative,
the General Assembly had adopted re~Jolution 1467
(x:ry) and the Committee of spc h:;td been set up.
30. To his delegation, like many others, it had always been perfectly clear that any legal investigation
was :Pointless, since Angola, Mozambique, so-called
Portuguese Guinea,· Cape Verde and the Islands of
Sao Tom6 and Prfncipe were' colonies of Portugal,
and that Ifni, the so-called Bpanish Sahara, and the
Canary Islands were colonies of Spain, acquired in
all cases by military conquest leading to the enslave. ment of their peoples. Those facts were known to
any· ·schoolboy, yet the adult representatives of the
colonial Powers were trying to ·pretend that those
·territories were an integral part of the metropolitan
countries concerned. That attitude deceived no one
and it was useless for Spain and Portugal to try to
absorb those territories by calling them provinces of
the metropolitan country. At a ti!D.e when the national
liberation movement of the colonized peoples had
reached a decisive stage, the only realistic approach
was the .complete liquidation of colonialism, and
the General Assembly wOUld soon be considering a
declaration to that effect. Were Portugal and Spain to
be exceptions? Was the General Assembly to agree
tacitly to the continuati'O'n of colonialism in their
territories? It was obvious that tlie ·contentions of
Spain and Portugal were fallacious, and his delegation
regretted that the United Nations had taken several
years to discover the fact. The basic objective now
was not to ascertain ·whether the Spanish and Portuguese territories were colonies but to bring all
colonial domination to an immediate end in both the
Non-Self-Governing Territories and the Trust Territories; that included the Spanish and Portuguese
colonies.
31. The Committee should not waste time discussing
general principles, but should rather try and keep
pace with events. It should immediately take note of
the fact that since 1955, when Spain and Portugal had
become Member States, they had been under an unconditional obligation under Article 73 of the Charter
to transmit information about their colonies. Next,
the General Assembly should deal with the vital question of the grant of independence to all Non-SelfGoverning Territories, including those of Spain and
Portugal, where so many millions of indigenous
inhabitants were deprived of all rights and were the
victims of cruel oppression.
32. The Spanish and .Portuguese had often spoken of
their •civilizing mission •, as if they were bringing
culture and civilization to •inferior• races but if
their deeds rather than their words were examined
an altogether different picture emerged. There was
no information to show that industries were being
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established in Angola or Mozambique, that r11pid economic progress was being made, or that the level of
living and the literacy rate were being raised; on the
contrary, despite strict Press censorship, reports
showed that the African population had been deprived
of its rights, that patriotic organizations were being
persecuted and that the indigenous inhabitants lived
in conditions of slavery.
33. By an amendment to the Portuguese Constitution
made on 11 June 1951, the Portuguese colonies had
become "overseas provinces" of Portugal, but their
situation had remained exactly the same. Neither the
colonies nor their inhabitants enjoyed equal rights
with the metropolitan country; indeed, the indigenous
population was subjected to cruel racial discrimination. The indigenous inhabitants were divided into
"assimilated" and "non-assimilated" groups and under
the law an African could rise to assin:iilated status
only if he knew the Portuguese language, became a
Catholic, possessed a certain amount of money and
was prepared to reject local customs, culture and
traditions and to live like a European. AnAfrican who
fulfilled those conditions was given the right to Portuguese citizenship, and a Portuguese passport, he
could vote and his children could receive education.
Thus the policy of assimilation was a convenient
means by which the Portuguese colonialists oppressed
11 mlllion Africans. After five hundred years of
Portuguese occupation, only 0~3 per cent of the Africans had been assimilated; the others enjoyed no
political or civil rights, nor were they represented
in any of the adminiStrative or legislative organs of
the metropolitan country. They were required to
carry identity cards at all times, they could not move
from one place to another without special permission
and they enjoyed no protection under the law. They
could be driven from their land and impressed into
forced labour, which was in fact slave labour. Each
year male indigenous inhabitants were required to
contribute six months of compulsory labour. In the
Portuguese colonies only overt slavery was prohibited: all other forms of enslavement not only were
not forbidden, but were even legal. An organized
trade in indigenous inhabitants went on in Mozambique under the guise of contract labour. Under the
Mozambique Convention of 1928, 100,000 Africans
from Mozambique were sent to the Union of South
Africa each year and some 100,000 to Rhodesia and
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Nyasaland. There was a special government organ to
recruit manpower for the Transvaal mines. The
majority of those recruited died either en route, from
disease, malnutrition or epidemics, or from work in
the mines. In its issue of 8 April 1960, The Manchester Guardian had said that over the past twenty
years forced labour had been playing a constantly
increasing part in Mozambique and Angola.
34. That cruel colonial exploitation had reduced the
indigenous populations of the Spanish and Portuguese
territories to starvation and misery. Indeed, the
colonial r6gime had brought them nothing but suffering. Why did approximately one out of every two newborn infants die in its first year in Mozambique?
Why were 99 per cent of the indigenous population of
Angola, Mozambique and other Portuguese colonies
still illiterate after 500 years of 11 enlightened" administration and •civilization"? Surely no further
proof was needed that the colonial r6gime constituted
a major obstacle to the progress of the populations
of the Portuguese, Spanish and other colonies. That
obstacle must be removed immediately and the necessary conditions created for the economic, social and
educational development of those peoples. The colonial
Powers had often spoken of the "white man's burden";
the time had come to liberate them from that burden,
but most of all to liberate the colonial peoples from
their tutelage.
35. The USSR delegation called upon the Fourth
Committee to decide formally that the Portuguese
and Spanish colonies were Non-Self-Governing Territories, that Portugal and Spain bore full responsibility for implementing the obligations outlined in the
Charter, and that the present and future resolutions
of the General Assembly concerning the fulfilment of
the purposes and principles of the Charter in regard
to the Non-Self-Governing Territories and the immediate and complete liquidation of the colonial system in those Territories applied to the Spanish and
Portuguese territories.
36. The Fourth Committee had already wasted much
time in studying procedural and formal questions; the
time had come for it to take an immediate decision
on liberating the colonial peoples from the hated
colonial r6gime.
The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m.
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--------------------Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI (Iraq),

In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Ortiz de Rozas
(Argentina), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.

AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not ~n obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Artiel e 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. HUSAIN (Pakistan) said that for the moment
he would confine his remarks to the principles
enunciated by the Special Committee of Six on the
Transmission of Information under Article 73 e of the
Charter in section. V, part B, of its report (A/4526);
he would have an opportunity at a later stage to discuss
the application of those principles to particular
territories.
2. The only means that the United Nations possessed
for securing ultimate self-government for the NonSelf-Governing Territories, the goal it had boldly
set itself in Chapter XI of the Charter, was to request
the Administering Members to keep it informed of
the economic, social and educational development of
those Territories. That means had proved to be a
powerful weapon enabling the United Nations to keep
a close watch over the situation. Advancement in the
economic, social and educational fields had spurred
on political progress and many Territories had attained
independence as a result of the watchfulness of the
small nations and the good wm· of a number of
administering Powers.
3. Some Merilhers, however, had refused to provide
that information. They had ~ed that certain terri•
tories did not come within the scope of Chapter XI or
that others were already self-governing, because the
207

Charter failed to specify what constituted a Non-SelfGoverning Territory. The General Assembly had
previously decided that an Administering Member
would not cease to have an obligation to transmit
information in respect of a territory until that territory had attained a full measure of self-government
and had made it clear that it was for the Assembly
alone to determine, on the basis of certain criteria
laid down in General Assembly resolution 742 (VIII),
whether a given territory had reached that stage. The
Special Committee of Six, reprodUcing the basic
concepts of resolution 742 (VII1) in a more coherent
form and a more logical order, had defined the
principles which should serve as a guide in determining
whether or not an obligation existed to transmit
information.
4. Although it reserved the right to suggest some
changes, the Pakistan delegation generally endorsed
the Special Committee's recommendations. It agreed
with the Committee that the Charter was a living
document and that the application of Chapter XI should
be viewed in the light of political realities and of the
changing spirit of the times. It considered further
that the principles should be applied in the light of the
facts and the specific circumstances of each case.
Geographical separation combined with ethnic distinctness created a prima facie presumption that the
obligation to transmit information existed. The burden
of proof that the presumption was not necessarily
conclusive and that, as a result of constitutional and
juridical factors, there was no obligation-notwithstanding that geographical separation and ethnic
distinctness-lay with the Administering Member.
Judging from the way in which certain countries
interpreted Chapter XI, and in particular Article 73 e,
it would appear that they denied that freedom was the
highest of man 1s natural endowments and not the
product of any political system and that every nation
had the right to be free itself in order to protect the
rights and freedoms of its citizens. Yet it was the
vitality of that concept which had led many African
States tQ independence and now enabled them to work
for the development of Africa by Africans, for
Africans and in the African way, free from the
influence of the cold war. Most of the other peoples of
Africa would like to achieve the same status, notwithstanding the anachronistic thinking of those who clung
to imperialism.
5. Mr. ROHAL-ILKIV (Czechoslovakia) said that,
in considering all the items on the Committee's agenda,
his delegation continued to bear in mind the proposal
of the Soviet Union for a declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial peoples and countries
(A/4502 and Corr.1). It firmly believed that colonialism
should be totally and speedily liquidated and that it
would ultimately cease to exist. That did not mean,
however, that the Committee should be satisfied and
await the end of colonialism. On the contrary, action
should be taken simultaneously on all fronts and the
A/C.4/SR.l035
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problem under discussion was also a factor in the
struggle against colonialism.
6. The . Czechoslovak delegation had consistently
striven for a correct interpretation of Article 73 e.
Since the very inception of the United Nations, some
administering Powers had been reticent about the
territories for which they were responsible, evading
the obligation assumed under Article 73 e, and had gone
so far as to cease transmitting information. The nonadministering Members had fought against that policy
with some measure of success, as would be seen fro~
General Assembly resolutions 222 (Til), 334 (IV), 742
(VITI) and 747 (Vlll). Resolution 747 (VITI) gave the
Assembly the right to decide when the transmission
of information in regard to a Non-Self-Governing
Territory should be discontinued, and that right was
confirmed in resolution 748 (VITI), which established
the competence of the Assembly to decide whether a
Non-Self-Governing Territory had or had not attained
a full measure of self-government as referred to in
Chapter XI of the Charter.
7. Portugal and Spain refused to transmit information
in regard to the territories under their administration
on the grounds that they no longer had any 11 colonies 11
and th~t those territories were now "overseas provinces". It would be interesting to ask an indigenous
inhabitant of Angola whether life had changed in his
"province" since it had ceased to be a colony: there
could be no doubt regarding his reply, for the whole
world knew that the Portuguese was the most brutal
of colonial r~gimes. According to an article published
in The Times of London on 21 and 22 June 1960
entitled "Portuguese Way in Africa", the legal fictio~
of changing the label did not alter the fact that Angola
was still a colony; the density of its population was
very low despite favourable conditions and the indigenous inhabitants were subjected to forced labour. In the
opinion of The Times correspondent, the policy of
assimilation applied in Angola might result in a
11 Portuguese Algeria 11 •
8. As a result of the refusal ofcertainAdministering
Members to discharge their obligations under Chapter
XI of the Charter, the General Assembly, in resolution 1467 (XIV), had established a special committee
to draw up the principles which should guide those
Members in determining whether or not the obligation
to transmit information was applicable to them. Some
conclusions of the Special Committee of Six could
effectively serve the cause of the emancipation of
colonial peoples: the Charter was indeed a living
document and the obligations under Chapter XI should
be viewed in the light of political realities and the
changing spirit of the times; the obligations assumed
by Member States were not limited to Article 73 and
Chapter XI did indeed embody the concept of Non-SelfGoverning Territories in a dynamic state of evolution
and progress. Those conclusions and principles should,
however, have been expressed in more forceful terms
and should be accompanied by practical measures for
their implementation. The Czechoslovak delegation had
not expected revolutionary results from the Special
Committee of Six since half of its members had been
representatives of colonial Powers. In the General
Assembly, however, there were only a few colonial
Powers and that fact should be reflected in the
decisions adopted.
·
9. The main thing was to dispose once and for all of
the argument of the colonial Powers to the effect that

Chapter XI was a mere declaration of intention which
did not connote any obligation. On the.contrary, like the
Charter, of which it was a part, Chapter XI was an
international instrument which imposed obligations
on, and granted rights to, certain States. In the view
of the Czechoslovak delegation, all Member States
without exception were legally bound to transmit
information in regard to the territories for which they
were responsible. In practice, the General Assembly,
and the General Assembly alone, should be the judge
of whether a territory had attained a full measure of
self-government. Moreover, the obligation to transmit
information under Chapter XI meant not only that the
Administering Member was not entitled to discontinue
the transmission of information on its own authority,
but also that it was obliged to transmit that information
if the General Assembly so requested. Resolution 747
(VIII) left no doubt regarding the Assembly's competence in that respect.
10. In deciding whether there were grounds for
continuing or ceasing the transmission of information
on a particular Non-Self-Governing Territory, the
Assembly should ask itself whether the Territory
in question had or had not attained self-government.
In the opinion of the Czechoslovak delegation, the
essential test could only be the attainment of.genuine
political independence, based on the freely expressed
will of the people of the Territory, and not the
attainment of a fictitious independence or independence
proclaimed in a unilateral declaration of the administering Power.
11. Likewise, with regard to the volume of information to be submitted, he was of the opinion that
Article 73 of the Charter should be interpreted as
a whole: although sub-paragraph e of that Article
mentioned only information "relating to economic,
social, and educational conditions in the territories n,
sub-paragraphs a and b of the same Article spoke
of the "political advancement" of the territories
and of the "progressive development of their free
political institutions". There was, moreover, a close
relationship between the advancement achieved in each
of those fields, and that advancement was more rapid
when the territory had attained full independence. The
Administering Members should therefore be required
to transmit information of a political nature, for there
was no other way of determining exactly how the
principle of self-government of the peoples was
implemented in those territories and to what extent
they approached the objective set forth in the Charter,
namely, independence. It was essential to act without
delay and the United Nations should, as a first step,
oblige Spain and Portugal to acknowledge that the
territories they were administering were not selfgoverning territories and immediately to transmit
information regarding them. But that was only the
first step. It was necessary for those territories to
be granted complete independence without delay.
12. The time had come to take a firm stand in support
of the colonized peoples. The recent admission of new
African States as Members of the United Nations
worked in favour of that decision. Ever since the
second
session, the General Al!lsembly and the
Committee had been discussing the interpretation to
be given to Article 73 e; the colonized peoples would
not wait for the result of their debates and the
Assembly had no right to hinder the course of history.
The precise definition of the principles that should
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govern the interpretation of Article 73 was only a link
in the chain of measures expediting that evolution.
The Czechoslovak delegation was convinced that, by
adopting a resolution compelling the Administering
Members to respect the obligations imposed upon
them by the Charter, the Assembly would have taken
a favourable step forward towards the ultimate
objective, immediate and complete elimination of
colonialism.
3. Mr. KANAKARATNE (Ceylon) said that he would
eal mainly with the principles formulated by the
Special Committee of Six, for it was only after the
Fourth Committee had expressed its views on those
principles that it would be able to specify which
Administering Members should consider themselves
bound by them and on which territories those Members
should transmit information. In adopting resolution
1467 (XIV), the General Assembly had declared itself
competent to determine the scope of Chapter XI of
the Charter, and in particular Article 73 e; on that
point, the Ceylonese delegation did not in any way share
the reservations of certain delegations. As early as
the 16th meeting of the Fourth Committee, held
during the second part of the first session of the
Assembly, Mr. John Foster Dulles, representing the
United States of America, had stated that his country,
having adopted a broad view of its responsibilities
under Chapter XI, had forwarded to the SecretaryGeneral information relating to all the Non-Self•
Governing Territories under its authority. The representative of Norway, in turn, had stated that Chapter XI
might develop into a Magna Carta of liberty which
would give new faith and hope to millions of people
who were not represented among the United Nations.
It was in that spirit that Chapter XI must be interpreted and applied to all peoples to whom it was
applicable.
14. Certain countries that had transformed colonies
into "overseas provinces" by a mere change of
appellation and amendment of their basic laws were
using that constitutional fiction as a basis for refusing
to transmit information. It should be noted, however,
that in 1946 all countries then administering NonSelf-Governing Territories had decided to transmit
information, and the General Assembly had noted this
in its resolution 66 (1), adopted in that year. Could
Portugal and Spain be heard to say, in 1960, that if
'they had been Members of the United Nations in 1946
-and had not, by a mere accident of history, become
Members only in 1955-they would have had the
effrontery at that time to refuse what Australia,
Belgium, Denmark, the United States, France, New
Zealand, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom
accepted? Were the obligations assumed by the
founding Members of the United Nations not binding
upon the countries who became Members later?
15. It was moreover another accident of history that
Ceylon had not remained a Portuguese colony and had
thus been able to become a Member of the United
Nations. If the Netherlands, and then the United
Kingdom, had not in turn taken possession of the
island, would Ceylon have been considered, like
Angola or Mozambique today, to be an "overseas
province" of Portugal to which the provisions of
Chapter XI of the Charter did not apply? Every one
in the Committee, including the representatives of
Spain and Portugal, would agree that that would have
been absurd. It might be asked in what respect the
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present situation of Angola or Mozambique differed
from what Ceylon's situation would have been in that
case.
16. The Ceylonese delegation unreservedly endorsed
the principles defined by the Special Committee of Six
in its objective report. It noted, however, the United
Kingdom reservation recorded in paragraph 15. For
its part it considered that the constitutional limitation
mentioned in principle X could apply only to the
scope of the information and that it never exempted
a Member State from the obligations incurred under
Chapter XI. Acceptance of the United Kingdom's
reservation would mean starting all over again from
the beginning, for it was precisely because some
States had refused to transmit information on the
pretext of constitutional considerations that the Assembly had established the Committee of Six.

i 7. The Fourth Committee should not restrict itself
to a mere academic discussion of the legal l).spects of
the question. The interpretation of Article 73 e was
not a formal exercise in semantics but the means of
attaining the lofty aims expressed so eloquently in
1946 by the representative of Norway. The adoption
of the principles proposed by the Special Committee
would mark not the end, but the beginning, of the work
of the Committee, which was not an assembly of
jurists but a political organ which was required to act
in the context of current political realities. If it did
not ensure that the principles were applied in practice,
its efforts would have been in vain. The Ceylonese
delegation was anxious that those principles should·
not remain a dead letter, for it was eager to secure
a peaceful adjustment of a perilous situation, which it
deemed likely to impair the general welfare or
friendly relations among nations if it were allowed to
continue. This was a duty imposed on the General
Assembly by Article 14 of the Charter. If his delegation
did not call for the peaceful adjustment of the
situation in relation to the territories fictitiously
incorporated in metropolitan countries, it wotild be
false to the pledges it had made to itself, to its
Government and to its people.
18. Mr. NOGUEmA (Portugal), exercising his right
of reply, said that he was glad that the history of
Ceylon had so willed it that that former Portuguese
colony was today a Member of the United Nations.
If the United Nations had existed at the time when the
Netherlands had expelled the PortuguesefromCeylon,
Portugal would perhaps have appealed for United
Nations intervention, and, as a result of that intervention, Ceylon would not now be sitting with the other
members of the Committee.

19. Sir Andrew COHEN (United Kingdom) wished to
reassure the delegations which hadexpressedconcern
about the United Kingdom's reservation with regard
to the application of principle X and had gone so far as
to call the United Kingdom delegation's remarks
"double-talk".
20. Paragraph 15 of the Special Committee's report
was not a reservation but a clarification. Principles X
and XI, which should be read together to avoid
misunderstanding, were concerned only with NonSelf-Governing Territories for which constitutional
considerations might limit the scope of the information
transmitted. The constitutional considerations referred to in Article 73 e could, as principle XI said,
only arise from the constitutional relations between
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the territory and the administering State. Moreover,
principle XI laid down that the responsibility for
transmitting information continued unless the Government or Parliament of the AdministeringMemberwas
prevented from receiving from the territory the
information called for inArticle73e. Those principles
described a situation which might arise, if only
exceptionally, in the constitutional relationships between the United Kingdom and a territory under its
administration. The limit on the question of information
could only apply when the territory enjoyed selfgovernment in economic, social and educational
matters.
21. Mr. ZULOAGA (Venezuela), exercising his right
of reply, apologized for using the expression "doubletalk", which had offended Sir Andrew Cohen. It would
have been fairer to say, as had the representative of
Burma, that in making his reservation about principle X
the United Kingdom representative in the Special
Committee of Six had said both yes and no. The
explanation which Sir Andrew Cohen had just given
did not convfnce him. If it was admitted that there
might be circumstances in which constitutional considerations reduced to nil the amount of information
which could be transmitted, that meant that it might be
possible for a Member State to transmit no information
whatever; that would run counter to principle X, which
said that the extent of the information might be limited
in certain circumstances, but that the limitation in
Article 73 e could not relieve a Member State of
obligations of Chapter XI. All the principles laid down
by the Special Committee were made void by that
dangerous reservation.
22. He wished to draw the Committee's attention to
the importance of the first two se,ntences of pri:nciple XI. That passage might have applied, for instance,
to Malta, ortoNigeriabeforeitsindependence, because
their constitutions gave them self..government in
economic, social and educational matters through
freely elected institutions; but in no case could it
apply to the colonies of Spain and Portugal, the two
countries which transmitted no information. The
reservation made by the UnitedKingdom, which should
have been completely satisfied by the last sentence of
principle XI, might be used by Spain and Portugal as a
pretext for giving no information about their terri•
tories.
23. Mr. SINGH (India), speaking on a point of order,
requested that the full text of Sir Andrew Cohen's
statement should be distributed to the Committee as
soon as possible.
i4. Sir Andrew COHEN (United Kingdom), exercising
his right of reply, thanked the Venezuelan representative for his kind words. He said that the latter
might be right in thinking the United Kingdom's
position could have been met by principle XI alone.
25. Mr. ZULOAGA (Venezuela) requested that the
full text to be distributed to the Committee should
include also the United Kingdom representative's
second statement.
26. The CHAffiMAN said that, if there was no
objection, the full text of the two statements by the
United Kingdom representative would be circulated
as a document.

Y

It

was so decided.

Y

See A/C.4/452 and Corr.l.

27. Mr. BAMALLI (Nigeria) thanked the members
of the Special Committee of Six for their work. If
that work had been done earlier, it might have
prevented certain Member States from now deliberately
violating the letter and spirit of the Charter and
evading the obligations they had accepted at the time
of their admission to the United Nations.
28. He feared, however, that principles X and XI as
set forth in the Committee's report would provide a
means of escape for Member States which refused to
give information on territories they administered.
29. It was difficult to imagine a situation in which
constitutional considerations might limit the axtent of
the information to betransmittedonaparticularterritory. The last two sentences of principleXdefined the
situation more clearly, but the Nigerian delegati.on
thought that, when a territory enjoyed self-government
in economic, social and educational matters but still
caine under Chapter XI of the Charter, itcould only be
said that the administering Power had delegated some
powers to it; the final responsibility still lay with the
administering Power and the obligation to transmit
information was still valid. It was hard to see what
difficulties an administering Power might experience
in obtaining information from the Government of such
a territory. Why should the constitution of a Non-Self•
Governing Territory provide that it would not transmit
information to the Administering Member? Such a
provision would imply that the Government was completely independent. In order that principle XI should
not provide a means of escape for Administering
Members which wanted to avoid giving information, he
proposed that principles X and XI should contain an
additional clause to the effect that the transmission of
information could be subject to such limitations as
constitutional considerations might require only when
the constitution of the Non-Self-Governing Territory
concerned gave all its inhabitants the right to vote.
~0. The Nigerian delegation thought that the General
Assembly was competent to decide whether a territory
was or was not covered by Chapter XI of the Charter.
That meant that any Member State which was tempted
to declare that it administered no Non-Self-Governing
Territories must submit to the General Assembly's
opinion. It had been argued that such an interpretation
would give the General Assembly the right to discuss
the constitution of a Member State and therefore ran
counter to the principle of national sovereignty.
Chapter XI of the Charter, however, already recognized
implicitly that world public opinion considered that
the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories
was no longer a matter of national sovereignty.
31. Turning to the practical implementation of the
principles laid down by the Special Committee of Six,
he pointed out that Portugal persistently refused to
give information about Angola and Mozambique, on
the pretext that those colonies had become integral
parts of Portugal. Principle VIIT said that integration
with an independent State should be on the basis of
complete equality between the peoples of the erstwhile
Non-Self-Governing Territory and those of the i:ndependent country with which it was integrated. Not
only were Mozambique and Angola geographically
and ethnically distinct from Portugal, but their people
did not enjoy equality with the Portuguese people. Less
than 0.1 per cent of the inhabitants of those territories
were Portuguese citizens. The law called the rest
"indigenas ". The laws applicable to Portuguese citizens
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did not apply to 11 indigenas 11 • The economies of
Mozambique and Angola were based op forced labour.
Ninety-nine per cent of the indigenous population was
illiterate. The African people had no part in the
administration of the territories and did not enjoy the
most elementary safeguards against interferencewith
their persons or their property. No 11 indigena" could
travel or exercise a profession without permission;
the Government could order or forbid him to sell his
cattle and could force him to grow certain crops. The
authorities' brutality towards the indigenous inhabi•
tants was repugnant to human conscience. Yet the
Portuguese representative had been cynical enough
to vote in favour of the draft resolution on racial

Litho in U.N.

discrimination in Non-Self-Governing Territories
(A/C.4/L.643 and Add.1 and 2), adopted at the Committee's 1028th meeting.
32. Summing up, he said that the so-called overseas
provinces, Mozambique and Angola, were not integral
parts of Portugal; they had no free political institutions;
the indigenous peoples did not enjoy the same rights
as Portuguese citizens; they took no real part in the
administration; and their so-called integration was not
the result of their freely expressed will. Theywere, in
fact, two Non-Self-Governing Territories and came
under Chapter XI of the Charter.
The meeting rose at 5.10 p.m.
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impugned the good faith of the Secretary-General and
of world public opinion. It had also been contended that
an examination of the replies of the new Members
would amount to discrimination against them, since the
Assembly had not examined the replies received in
1946. Had Portugal been admitted to membership of
the United Nations in 1945, however, Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea would automatically
have been considered Non-Self-Governing Territories
under Chapter XI. Another argument advanced had
related to the principle of non-intervention in matters
which were essentially within the domestic jurisdiction
of any State; it must always be remembered, however,
that the Charter was a multilateral treaty and that the
General Assembly was empowered to call upon
Member States to fulfil their obligations under it.
3. A remarkable change had come about at the
fourteenth session, at a time when momentous events
had been taking place in Africa. The opposition had
subsided to ,It great degree and the draft resolution
which had become General Assembly resolution 1467
(XIV) had been adopted by the Fourth Committee with
only nine negative votes-a remarkable achievement
and the result of four years of tireless work by the
anti-colonial groups.
4. In that connexion, he paid a tribute to Mr. Espinosa
y Prieto of Mexico, who had played a leading role in
the matter. The resolution was a credit to him and
an honour to the liberal policies adopted by Mexico
on colonial issues.
5. He was sure that, with the guidance of the principles
set forth in Section V, part B, of the report of the
Special Committee on the transmission ofJnformation
under Article 73 e of the Charter (A/4526), Member
States would cease to express differing opinions on the
application of the obligation under Article 73 e. It
was encouraging that both the administering and the
non-administering Powers represented on the Special
Committee had arrived at a unanimous agreement and
that the Committee had regarded the Charter as an
inStrument of welfare and freedom.
6. He proposed to examine the applicability of the
principles to the so-called Portuguese provinces, not
in the light of what had been said by African nationalists
from th0$e colonies, whom the Portuguese representative might consider biased, but on the basis of
the report by Professor Marvin Harris entitled
•Portugal's African 'Wards"' ,!Iwhich had been sponsored by the American Committee on Africa and dealt
with labour and education in Mozambique.
7. Principle I dealt with the applicability of Chapter XI
to territories which at the time of the drafting of the
Charter had been known to be of the colonial type. The
Portuguese territories had been so considered even
by the representative of the Union of South Africa,
who in May 1945, at the United Nations Conference on

1. Mr. ALWAN (Iraq) recalled that the initiative for
the establishment of a special committee to study the
principles which should guide Members in determining
whether or not an obligation existed to transmit
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter
had been taken by his delegation in 1955, after several
new Members had been admitted totheUnitedNations.
The Secretary-General had addressed letters to the
new Members, including Portugal and Spain, drawing
their attention to the obligation under Chapter XI and
requesting them to inform him if they had under their
administration any territories whose people had not
yet attained a full measure of self-government. The
replies of those two Governments had been negative.
His delegation had therefore felt that it was the duty
of the General Assembly to establish a committee to lay
down the criteria for determining the territories
to which Chapter XI applied. The Assembly had,
however, failed to establish such a committee until its
fourteenth session.
2. The Administering Members, who had played a
leading role in the drafting of Chapter XI and in
introducing the concept of the sacred tru,st, had
adamantly opposed the establishment of a special
committee; they had been joined by other Members,
guided by the principle of expediency. One of the
arguments advanced had been that any such proposal
impugned the good faith of Members; yet in his
delegation's opinion the negative answers of Spain
1/ Published in Africa Today, vol. V, No.6, November-December 1958.
and Portugal to the Secretary-General's letter
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International Organization had said that Portugal held
valuable colonial territories. Moreover, prior to 1951
Portugal itself had referred totheso-calledprovinces
as colonies. When the Constitution had been amended
in 1951, the word "colonies" had been replaced by
"overseas provinces".
8. According to principle II, Chapter XI embodied
the concept of Non-Self-Governing Territories in a
dynamic state of evolution toward a full measure of
self-government. It was evident, however, from Professor Harris's statement to the effect that many
people had risked their personal safety to tell him
about the conditions in which they were forced to live,
that, far from preparing the people of Mozambique
for a full measure of self-government, Portugal kept
them under a reign of terror.
9. According to principle m, the transmission of
information was an international obligation. Portugal
could not ignore that obligation as long as it was a
Member of the United Nations.
10. Principle IV stated that there was an obligation
to transmit information in respect of a territory which
was geographically separate and was distinct ethnically
and/or culturally from the country administering it;
he left it to the members of the Committee to decide
whether that principle applied to the so-called Portuguese provinces.
11. Principle V stated that if in addition, administrative, political, juridical, economical or historical
elements affected the relationship between the metropolitan State and the territory concerned in a manner
which arbitrarily placed the latter in a position of
subordination, the obligation to transmit information
existed.
12. Before dealing with the administrative subordination of the indigenous population in Mozambique, he
thought it might be useful to touch upon the Portuguese
administrative system for the "overseas provinces".
The central organ of administration was the Ministry
of Overseas Provinces, in Lisbon. According to the
Organic Law relating to Portuguese Overseas Provinces, the functions of the Minister for Overseas
Provinces included the appointment and dismissal of
officials in the overseas provinces, in the Ministry
and on the staff of any province and the approval,
modification or rejection of suggestions on matters
within his jurisdiction that were submitted to him by
the governments of overseas provinces. A governor
was the supreme authority in each overseas province,
but the provinces of metropolitan Portugal had neither
governors nor provincial legislative councils. Moreover, the indigenous population of the overseas provinces were subjected to a system of judicial and
administrative controls known as the "indigenato".
According to Professor Harris, that system rested
upon the doctrine that the mass of Africans were
culturally, linguistically' morally and intellectually
unprepared to exercise Portuguese citizenship. Portugal's presence in Africa was officially described as
a civilizing mission designed to convert the mass of
the indigenous inhabitants into Portuguese citizens
-a process known officially as assimilation, which
required them to speak Portuguese correctly and
to adopt the habits and customs presupposed for the
application of Portuguese common law. Since the first
assimilation law in 1917, only 5,000 Africans in
Mozambique, or less than one-tenth of 1 per cent of

the Mrican population, had been granted the status of
citizen.
13. The "indigenato" gave the Administration the
power to control all the activities of the African
masses. Among other things it empowered the Portuguese authorities to impose corporal punishment on
maladjusted or disobedient persons; such punishment
could be carried out simply by administrative decision.
It also enabled the Portuguese Government to exercise
control over the movement of the indigenous inhabitants
through the devices of the passbook, whichallAfricans
were required to carry at all times and without which
they were unable to travel from one district to another,
and the curfew, for the violation of which punishment
could be prescribed at the whim of the Administrator.
A third form of control was deportation: any African
considered undesirable could, at the whim of the
authorities, be deported to· the island of Sao Tom~,
which was greatly feared by the Africans. A political
refugee from Mozambique had recently told the
Iraqi delegation that most, if not all, ~f the undesirables were dropped into the sea · before the boat
arrived at Sao Tome.
14. It was obvious that administratively subordinate
as they were to metropolitan Portugal, the territories
were also politically subordinate to it. One aspect of
the question was that of racial discrimination. Notwithstanding the Portuguese representative's statement at the 1028th meeting that Portugal repudiated
racial discrimination, the Statute of 20 May 1954
concerning Portuguese Natives of the Provinces of
Guinea, Angola and Mozambique stipulated that Negroes
who did not possess the learning and the social and
personal habits presupposed for the unres.tricted
application of the public and private law pertaining to
Portuguese citizens were considered to be Natives.
Professor Harris had written that the effect of that
special status was to deny to Negroes, but not to
Whites, the most elementary safeguards against
violations of person and property. Professor Harris
had added that it was strange that a country. which
professed a tradition of anti-racism and which had
amply demonstrated it in other quarters of the globe
should in Mozambique be dedicated to one of the most
systematic and thorough attempts to er.ect discriminatory barriers against the well-being and social progress of the great mass of the Negro population.
15. A simple examination of the Portuguese Organic
Law showed the existence of juridical subordination
also. Under that law, the Minister for Overseas PFovinces had the power to annul the legislative measures
taken by the governments of overseas provinces or
decisions of the goverri.o!'; the "indigenato" system
made it impossible for civil maturity to be achieved
outside the Portuguese State; and civil, commercial
or criminal actions against the governor or the
administrator of a province could be brought only in
Lisbon courts.
16. The existence of economic· subordination was
proved by the fact that under the Portuguese Constitution, the Organic Law and the labour and agricultural
system in the overseas provinces flagrant economic
injustices were inflicted upon the indigenous people.
To mention only a few, the Constitution forbade the
overseas provinces :to. negotiate loans in foreign
countries and declared that the achievement of a proper
balance betWeen the development needs and welfare of
the peoples of the oVerseas provinces and the rights ·
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and legitimate advantage of the Portuguese nation was
reserved to metropolitan Portugal; the Organic Law
provided that banks of· issue must maintain their
reserves, headquarters and central administration in
mainland Portugal; and that the Minister for Overseas
Provinces must authorize the establishment, reopening
and change of equipment or site of industrial enterprises and approve concessions of public land, railways
deemed in the public interest, and important public
works. The Minister also directed and controlled the
budgets of the overseas provinc.as, and authorized
budget transfers. According to Mr. Marcello Caetano,
a former Portuguese Minister for the Colonies, Portugal did not accept in absolute terms the principle of
the primacy of the interests of the indigenous inhabitants.
17. As for labour conditions in the overseas provinces, the Labour Code of 1899 prescribed that all
Natives of the Portuguese provinces were subject to
the obligation of seeking work and, if they did not
comply with that obligation, the :qublic authorities
could force it upon them. Under that Code, African
men and women were forced to work wherever they
were needed. Professor Harris stated that forced
labourers were paid the minimum legal wage in each
region, ranging from $5 to less than $2 a mQnth. He
described the hygienic conditions under which the
labourers worked as so appalling that during the
early years .of the mining operations the mortality rate
among the Africans had been as high as among
combatants in the Second World War. Inotherparts of
the Portuguese colonies the exploitation oftheAfrican
took the form of obliging farmers to plant specific
crops. Professor Harris said that the aim of that
policy was to bind the farmer to the land and to force
him to plant cotton, which he must sell to the concession companies-which were private Portuguese
companies-at prices which were fixed by the Government far below those available on the international
market.
18. In view of the Portuguese representative's statement at the 892nd meeting of the General Assembly
that· Portugal had been able to ratify the two ILO
Conventions concerning the abolition of forced labour
without altering its internal laws, he would like to hear
from the representative of the ILO whether that
organization knew of the systems of forced labour in
the Portuguese territories and what measures it had
taken to put an end to them.
19. Principle vn (!) stipulated that free association
should be the result of a free and voluntary choice by
the peoples of the territory concerned expressed by
informed and democratic processes. An examination
of the legal and judicial systems revealed that the
indigenous inhabitants of the provinces had no voice
whatever because they were not Portuguese citizens.
In that connexion,, it was worth noting that under the
Constitution the legislative functions of the governments of the overseas provinces were exercised under
the supervision of the bodies in which sovereignty
resided, namely the. ·Head of State, the National
Assembly, the Government and the courts of justice
-all at Lisbon. According to article 151 of the
Constitution, legislative measures by the governments
of the overseas provinces could not revoke, suspend
or be contrary to the provisions of the Constitution
or of any other measures approved by the legislative
bodies of metropolitan Portugal. By virtue of the
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Organic Law as amended by Law No. 2076, if the
governor, who presided over the sessions . of the
overseas legislative councils, disagreed with the
opinion of the council, he submitted the matter for
decision to the Minister for Overseas Provinces. In
accordance with the Organic Law, the majority of the
legislative councils in the African provinces consisted
of members elected every four years from among
Portuguese citizens. only.
20. It was clear fromwhathehadsaidthat the indigenous population of Africa had no place in the legal and
constitutional picture •. There could be no doubt that
Portuguese sovereignty was imposed upon the people ,
of the African territories and that the Constitution
had been framed without even their knowledge.
21. Principle VIII determined the criteria of integration of a Non-Self-Governing Territory with an
independent State. The application of those criteria
.to the peoples and territories of Angola, Mozambique
and Portuguese Guinea led to certain conclusions.
The first was that not all the inhabitants of the
overseas provinces were Portuguese citizens, the
overwhelming majority being indigenous inhabitants,
or "non-civilized"; in Mozambique only about 1 per
cent of the population were Portuguese citizens, in
Angola about 3 per cent. Secondly, according to the
Constitution and the Organic Law, the State could
compel "Natives" to work on public works of general
interest to the community, in the execution of judicial
sentences of a penal character or for the discharge
of fiscal liabilities. Thirdly, the acquisition of individual rights ove.r real property by indigenous inhabitants was regulated by the Statute of May 1954 and those
rights could in no case be freehold. Fourthly, tbe
cultivation of certain cash crops was compulsory in
the overseas provinces, for the purpose of providing
supplies for the metropolitan country.
22. Accordin:fi to James Duffy's book entitled Portuguese AfricaF/a.lthough native lands were guaranteed
by the Statute, the actual boundaries of Mrican lands
were not clear; som~ Mrican land was absorbed
by European coffee plantations in north-eastern Angola
and some.Africans had been resettled in Mozambique
to make room for sugar plantations. The same book
spoke of the unequal status and rights of the European
and indigenous populations and stated that every male
"indigena" was required to possess an identification
card and passbook with his tax record and fingerprints.
23. It was clear that the Portuguese system ·of
colonialism went much further than any other form of
European colonialism. It not only sought economic
and political advantages but was endeavouring to
obliterate the very concept of African nationalism.
Under the assimilation system the African was taught
to think of himself as a Portuguese and not as an
Mrican.
24. After the slave trade, armed conquest and colonial
war, Portugal had brought those African territories
under the heel of colonialism. Conquest did not, however, confer ,any rights; the Charter did not recognize
that Members of the United Nations should hold on to
their possessions. In the Portuguese colonies an
unprecedented system of humiliation and servitude was
practised with Ute implied approval of the so-called
free world. If Portugal was to be regarded as part of
:lJ Published by Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1959.
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the free world, another definition of freedom should be
sought. The delegation of Iraq believed that humanity
was one and indivisible and the reign of terror in
Angola, Mozambique and Guinea was regarded by his
Government with the utmost seriousness. It earnestly
hoped that its concern was shared by other countries,
in particular by t!lose which claimed to stand for
freedom.
25. Mr. BOUZffii (Tunisia) recalled that the question
under discussion had already been debated at length
in the Fourth Committee but that, owing to the
obstruction of the colonial Powers and in particular
of Portugal, it had not been possible tolay down clear
principles that could be embodied in adocumentwhich
the General Assembly would approve. Now, however,
as a result of the struggle of the oppressed peoples,
colonialism was on the wane everywhere and the
administering Powers themselves had agreed to the
principles included in the report of the Special Committee of Six. That agreement was a matter of
rejoicing to the Tunisian delegation.
26. In the view of his delegation, as of all the speakers
who had preceded him, the report of the Special
Committee was clear, concise and full of substance.
There had apparently been some disagreement and
certain reservations had been made, but they did not
affect the value of the report. He would not make a
detailed analysis of the reportbutwoulddrawattention
to certain passages which he felt to be particularly
important.
27. His delegation was grateful to the Special Committee for having stressed the important truth stated
in the last sentence of paragraph 17. It hoped that the
colonialist Powers would appreciate its scope and
assess the heavy responsibility which would be theirs
if they continued to oppose the desire for independence
of the nations under their yoke.
28. His delegation enthusiastically endorsed the idea
expressed in paragraph 18, namely, that the Charter
was a living document and the obligations under
Chapter XI must be viewed in the light of the changing
spirit of the times. The truth of that statement was
manifested by the world-wide movement in favour of
freedom and equality. Any attempt to stop or to delay
that movement would not only create disturbances
and upheavals over a large part of the earth but would
be a serious blow to the principles of the Charter.
29. The Tunisian delegation had carefully studied
the principles enunciated in the report. Actuallythose
principles were not new and theirreformulationmight
have been of purely academic interest had it not been
for the fact that on the present occasion the administering Powers had accepted them and that the fate of
millions of humain beings depended upon their application. AU the principles were based on common sense
and on the understanding and precise interpretation
of the United Nations Charter and of international law.
30. If any doubts still subsisted about the obligation
to transmit information in accordance with Article 73,
they should be finally dispelled by principles I and ID;
he hoped never again to hear the claim that the
transmission of information depended on the good will
of the Administering Member concerned. The ~nsuing
principles defined the characteristics of Non-SelfGoverning Territories which governed thatobligation.
31. The principles should help to put an end to the
legal fictions created by the colonial Powers, which

were all too familiar to the formerly dependentterritories. Those fi-ctions deceived no one and the device
by which Portugal and Spain had transformed their
territories into overseas provinces would be overcome
by tQ.e pressure of facts and reality. In the light of the
racial discrimination practised in those territories,
the geographical separation and the political, ethnical
and cultural differences, there could benodoubtof the
fact that those so-called provinces were in reality
Non-Self-Governing Territories in the terms of Article 73 of the Charter.
32. His delegatiofl would have been happy to see
Spain and Portugal adopt a more reasonable attitude
in. conformity with their obligations as Member States.
Unfortunately that had not occurred. It hoped that the
report of the Special Committee and the principles
enunciated therein would lead them to a more reasonable conception of their relations with the non-selfGoverning Territories under their domination and to
the granting of independence as a pacific solution of
their colonial problems. Those two countries should not
forget that the United Nations, which was competent
to decide the question, would no longer tolerate the
decisions of the GeneralAssemblybeingignored. They
should realize that if they persisted in their stubborn
attitude, their aggressive policy would lead to serious
consequences for which they would bear the entire
responsibility. They should realize that all the African
countries were behind the colonized territories in
their struggle against colonialism and that they would
not relinquish the struggle until all those territories,
and especially those occupied by Portugal and Spain,
achieved freedom. Lastly, they should realize that all
the struggles of colonialism against the oppressed
peoples had been defeated, that those it was now
waging were being lost and that while they involved
great sacrifices for the oppressed peoples they also
entailed great human, material and spiritual losses
for the colonizing countries.
33. In a few days his delegation would state its
position on the inevitable end of colonialism, but in the
meantime it hoped the Fourth Committee would adopt
the principles in the report of the Special Committee
of Six and seek a wayofputtingan end to the challenge
to the United Nations launched by some of its Members.
34. Mr. NOGUEffiA (Portugal) said that, before
explaining the position of his delegation with regard
to the report of the Special Committee of Six, he
thought it his duty to reiterate the stand of his
Government regarding the proceedings which had
led to the establishment of that Committee. In that
connexion he drew attention to the relevant passage
of his Government's reply to the Secretary-General
in accordance with General Assembly resolution 1467
(XIV) (A/AC.100/1, para. 143), which clarified his
delegation's position in respect of the resolution and
of any developments arising therefrom. His delegation,
however, always kept an open mind and had studied
the report without any preconceived views. It had also
examined with all due respect andattentionthereplies
received from other Governments. Incidentally, he
pointed out that only twenty-six Governments had
taken the trouble to respond to the Secretary-General's
invitation-a fact which would seem to suggest that
the subject had not aroused the interest of the large
majority of Member Governments. Finally, his delegation had taken into account the compilation of legal
opinions and other documents prepared by the Secre-
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tariat (A/AC.100/2/Add.2), the account ofdiscussions
(A/AC.l00/2) and the various drafts of the report
before its final formulation.
35. He thought the members of the Committee would
agree with him that the question before it was once
again the interpretation of Article 73 of the Charter.
Precisely because various divergent interpretations
had been placed on Article 73, the Special Committee
of Six had tried to establish a set of principles which
sought to implement that provision without interpreting
it. His delegation, however, considered that no provision of the Charter or of any other legal document
could be properly implementedwithoutpriordefinition
of Us meaning and scope and that there could be no
agreement on the implementation if there was no
agreement on the substance. The question of interpretation therefore became once again of paramount
importance.
36. Many interpretations had been suggested for
Article 73. Every delegation was entitled to its
opinion; his delegation requested for its views the
same respect thatitreadilyaccordedtoothers.Nevertheless, the fact remained that Article 73 was a
written provision of the Charter and that no interpretation was valid unless it was based on it. Many
delegations were tempted to see everything they wished
in Article 73. The following sentence from the first
draft report of the Special Committee of Six gave a
clear indication of the frame of mind of some delegations: "It [the Committee] therefore approached the
problem from a practical point of view, bearing in
mind the political realities of the world situation".V
A practical point of view or the idea of a given
political situation were, however, matters ofindividual
interpretation and all sincere interpretations were
equally valid and worthy of respect. Nevertheless
they did not provide
juridical or legal foundation
for any obligation. His delegation did not therefore
feel that that was a good point of departure for an
interpretation of Article 73 of the Charter. The only
way was to revert to the letter and the spirit of
Article 73 and try to make clear its meaning without
indulging in. flights of fancy.

a

37. Notwithstanding the views of individual delegations, Chapter XI was entitled "Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories". Some might
suggest that the word "declaration" should not be
understood literally but rather in the sense of an
obligation. Such an interpretation might in principle
be valid, but its validity must be tested and to that
end Chapter XI must be placed in its proper context.
If that were done it immediately became clear that
the world "declaration 11 meant in fact nothing else
but a declaration-an act which was entirely left to
the initiative and discretion of Member Governments.
The question therefore was in what context Article 73
and Chapter XI should be read and the obvious answer
was that they should be read in the context of the
Charter. The first clear indication provided by the
Charter was that it established three different systems
for the promotion of the welfare of peoples and for
co-operation among nations in the social, economic,
educational and political fields. The first system was
that provided by Chapters IX and X of the Charter,
entitled "International economic and social cooperation"; the second was that outlinedinChapterXI,
entitled "Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing
2/ See A/AC.IOO/L.I, para.

12.
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Territories"; the third was laid down in Chapter XII,
entitled "International Trusteeship System". Those
systems were clearly delimited and the Charter had
emphasized the differencesbycreatingdifferentforms
of application for each of them. The first and third
systems were "international" systems; in other words
the authors of the Charter, by placing them under that
heading, had intendedthattheinternationalcommunity,
through the appropriate machinery of the United
Nations, should have a say in their implementation.
In regard to the second system, however, the word
"international" had been omitted, which was an
indication that the problem was considered to be
national rather than international in character.
Furthermore, the Charter emphasized the differences
among the various systems by providing machinery
for "international economic and social co-operation"
in the form of the Economic and Social Council and for
the "International Trusteeship System" in the form
of the Trusteeship Council, while it did not provide
any machinery for the supervision of the implementation of Chapter XI. There was no doubt, therefore,
that the Charter did not ascribe to Chapter XI the
same scope and the same obligations that it had
embodied in Chapters IX and X on the one hand and
Chapter XII on the other.
38. That conclusion was substantiated by the history
of the provisions of the Charter with regard· to the
subject. Both the Preamble and Article 23 of the
Covenant of the League of Nations had recognized the
need for co-operative action in the economic, social
and humanitarian fields. After the Second World War
it had been obvious to the drafters of the Charter that
the work done by the League in that sphere should be
continued and even intensified. Therefore, in the
Preamble and in Chapters IX and X of the Charter
the idea had again been expressed that international
peace and security on the one hand and economic and
social welfare on the other were unavoidably linked.
To strengthen international co-operation in that field
provision had been made for adequate machinery
within the framework of the United Nations. The
purpose and meaning of Chapter XII, though very
different in nature, had a somewhat similar origin:
the Mandates System had not provided the necessary
conditions that would enable all the territories under
mandate to achieve independence and it had therefore
been necessary to establish a new form of administration of those territories under international supervision, so the International Trusteeship System had
come into being. Again adequate machinery had been
needed and the Trusteeship Council had been established.
39. That contention could be given further proof by
an analysis of other parts of the Charter; whenever
the Charter provided for international action by the
United Nations or action by Members which must be
carried out under United Nations supervision, it
provided for the existence of competent organs for
the purpose. When the Charter had not provided for
machinery and organs, that lack of machinery was
clearly due to the fact that the subject had been deemed
by the authors of the Charter to be of a national
rather than an international character. That was
precisely the case where Chapter XI was concerned.
40. A close scrutiny of the Charter confirmed those
conclusions. Article 13, for instance, empowered the
General Assembly to "initiate studies and make re-
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commendations" and explicitlyreferredtoChapters IX
and X. No reference was made to Chapter XI. Article 16 dealt with the functions of the General Assembly
and explicitly referred to Chapters XII and xm; again
no mention was made of Chapter XI. Chapter IX
provided further evidence: Article 55 mentioned the
United Nations, Article 56 spoke of co-operation with
the Organization, under Article 58 the Organization
was entitled to make recommendations, Articles 59
and 60 entrusted the Organization with certain functions and responsibilities. Nothing similar was to be
found in Chapter XI. As far as Chapters XII and XIII
were concerned, Article 75 ascribed certain powers
to the United Nations; Article 83 referred to the
functions of the United Nations, as did also Articles 85
and 87. Again nothing equivalent was to be found in
Chapter XI. The inescapable conclusion was that the
Charter ascribed to the General Assembly certain
functions and responsibilities in connexion with the
implementation oftheinternationalsystemofeconomic
co-operation and with the International Trusteeship
System but none whatever in connexion,with the "Declaration regarding Non.-Self-GoverningTerritories".
On the contrary, whereas the Charter always referred
to theUnitedNationswhendealingwithmatterscovered
by Chapters IX and XII, in Chapter XI the emphasis
was on "Members of the United Nations 11 , thereby
placing upon them, and upon them only the responsibilities and powers which under the oth~r two systems
were placed in the General Assembly. Members of
the United Nations were not even requested to cooperate with the Organization for the implementation
of Articles 73 and 74, as they were in connexion with
Chapters IX and XII.
41. There could therefore be no doubt that the three
systems were entirely different in nature and in scope.
Similar views, although in another context~ had been
many times expressed in the Fourth Committee. As
long ago as 1947, during the second session of the
General Assembly, the United States representative
had spoken of a sharp and fundamental distinction made
at San Francisco between Chapter XI on the one hand
and Chapters XII and XIII on the other. He had stated
that in many Non-Self-Governing Territories sovereignty or jurisdiction was vested in theAdministering
States and that nothing in the Charter changed that
fundamental fact. On the other hand he had said
' the hands of'
superv1sion of Trust Territories lay in
the United Nations. It had appeared to the United
States delegation to be of fundamental importance that
the sharp differentiation made in the Charter between
territories and peoples under the sovereignty or
jUrisdiction of an independent State and those which
were not should be maintained. Chapters XII and XIII
he had concluded, materially altered the status of NoU.:
Self-Governing Territories coming within their scope,
whereas Chapter XI did not, and no effort should be
made to blur that distinction.

.

42. For all those well-founded reasons, it was most
surprising that some delegations had expressed the
opinion that the provisions of the International Trusteeship System should apply also to the system of the
Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories. Curiously enough, those same delegations
rejected the logical consequences of their opinion and
refused to accept in respect of Chapter XI the provision requiring a two-thirds majority for decisions on
trusteeship matters, as also the provision of Arti-

cle 77 c concerning thevoluntaryplacingofterritories
under trusteeship.
43. The entire text of Articles 73 and 74 was
addressed to Member States and they alone had the
power to make declarations in consequence of which
they might accept certain obligations. It was nowhere
suggested that a declaration, whether in the form of
a resolution or otherwise, might be made by the United
Nations itself. Moreover, the text referred to Members
which had or had assumed certain responsibilities.
Although the United Nations might be aware of existing
responsibilities, declared by a MemberState,ithadno
means of learning what further responsibilities any
Member State had assumed except by a new declaration
from that State, which was free to declare such new
responsibilities at its discretion. Again, Article 73
referred to 11 territories", a word whichhadnoprecise
juridical meaning in international law and might have
widely varying meanings in aconstitutionaltext.Itwas
nowhere defined in the Charter and it was therefore
obvious that the General Assembly's powers to define
its meaning were expressly limited to Article 77; in
fact, the definition of the status of any territory other
than those mentioned in Article 77 was left solely to
Member States.
44. In his delegation's view, the concern of the Committee was rather with the people inhabiting a territory than with the definition of the status of a territory. The Charter stated in Article 73 that the interests
of the inhabitants were paramount; that simply meant
that the Charter took for granted the political status
of the territory as defined by Member Governments
and was therefore concerned only with the condition
of the people.

,45. Article 73 e referr~ to two important points: the.
'question of the transmission of information and the
question of the limitations arising from security and
constitutional considerations. His delegation had
devoted much attention to the subject and had taken
into consideration the opinions expressed both within
and without the Committee; the more it did so, the
more firmly did it abide by the convictions which it
held. There was no question that Article 73 did not
either in letter or spirit, prescribe any specifi~
( obligation other than that of making a declaration,
the terms and scope of which were left entirely to
the discretion of Member States. It followed that the
only obligations assumed by Member States were those
arising from that declaration; were it not so the
precepts laid down in Articles 73 and 74, addre~sed
solely to Member States, would not be comprehensible.
In fact the GeneralAssembly,byacceptingthepractice
established by the United Nations Secretariat, had
always endorsed that interpretation-indeed, it could
not do otherwise; Governments had always been free
to reply to the Secretary-General in accordance with
their own understanding of what was required of them
under own legal and constitutional systems, of which
they were the sole judges.
46. If the constitutional limitations referred to in
An;cle 73 e derived froiD the constitutions of the
Non-Se~f-Governing Territories themselves, as some
delegations had claimed, then the security limitations
referred to in the same paragraph would also derive
from those constitutions, and responsibility for them
would devolve on the Non-SE;Jlf-Governing Territories
rather than on the Member States concerned. That was
certainly not the intention of the Charter, since
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Articles 73 and 74 concerned Member States only,
no other entities being recognized by the Charter. If
Member States, by their free declarations, assumed
obligations under Article 73, they and they alone had
the power to determine, in accordance with their own
constitutions, the limitations which might exist. The
interpretation of a national constitution was a matter
within the exclusive competence of a Member State
and was not one for discussion by any international
body; a dangerous precedent would be set by acting
otherwise. Constitutional limitation operated in two
ways: it could limit the nature or amount of the
information provided, in cases where a Government
was allowed to transmit information, and it could
prohibit a Member State from supplying information
on territories and populations whose political status
that State .alone could define.
47. In short, the only obligation arising from Articles 73 and 74 was that Member States were required
to make a declaration defining the obligation, if any,
which they undertook. The scope of that declaration
was left to the discretion of that State and constitutional
considerations might limit or prevent the transmission
of information. Many other delegations did in fact share
that point of view, as did many authorities on international law. Some delegations on the other hand thought
discussion of the provisions of the Charter to be useless and academic. The representative of Iran, for
example, had maintained that, after fifteen years, many
legal conceptsoftheCharterwereoutofdate and failed
to meet reality. But it was not possible to twist the
meaning of the Charter to suit individual ideas or
theories: it was the basic law of the United Nations.
That was not to saythathisdelegationdid not consider
that some of its provisions failed to meet modern
needs, but a way to effect changes in the Charter was
provided in Articles 108 and 109. His delegation agreed
that the Charter was a living document which should be
kept alive; the best way to accomplish that end was
to respect it, not to destroy it through distortions.
48. His delegation was not alone in holding those
views. In an advisory opinion, recorded on page 62 of
its Yearbook, 1947-1948, the International Court of
Justice had said that the question of the interpretation
of a provision of the Charter was a purely legal one.
Again, General Assembly resolution 171 (II) had stated
that it was of paramount importance that the interpretation of the Charter should be based on recognized
principles of international law. At the 113th plenary
meeting, held during the second sessionoftheGeneral
Assembly, the Soviet Union representative, Mr.
Vyshinsky, had said that the principles contained
in the Charter were apparently regarded as a stumbling
block by some delegations, which under the guise of
various amendments and resolutions were seeking
to amend it in the direction which they considered
important.
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to territories known at the time when the Charter had
been drafted to be of the 11 colonial type". That not only
implied that the word "colony" had been previously
defined but it gave the report a much wider scope. In
his delegation's view, that was an improvement. Again,
principle I seemed to take it for granted that an
obligation to transmit information did in fact exist
under Article 73 e of the Charter-a view with which
his delegation did not agree-whereas, by the terms
of General Assembly resolution1467 (XIV),theSpe2i.1!'J
Committee of Six had been given the very task of
ascertaining whether or not suchanobligationexisted.
51. As to principle II, his delegation failed to understand what, in legal terms, a "dynamic state of
evolution" might mean. Presumably the word
"dynamic" was used in opposition to "static 11 ; but,
whatever those words might mean intermsofscience,
they were utterly meaningless in terms oflaw. Perhaps
the phrase was intended to mean that the concept of a
Non-self-Governing Territory was a continuously
changing reality evolving towards a certain target. If
that was so, it confused two entirely distinct notions:
the theoretical concept of Non-Self-Governing Territories, on the one hand, and the physical reality to
which the concept applied on the other. The one was
immutable, whereas the other could undergoagradual
change until it fell under a different concept, namely,
the concept of a self-governing territory. Until it
became a self-governing territory, however, and no
matter how, near it might be to that status, it was still
a Non-self-Governing Territory. If for the sake of
argument fifty conditions had to be fulfilled before a
territory became self-governing, it would still be
non-self-governing if forty-nine of them had been
met. Consequently, the words "dynamic evolution"
were entirely meaningless and irrelevant.
52. Like principle I, principle m reached a conclusion
on the basis of an assumption which was not discussed,
when it was precisely that conclusion that was the
subject of controversy.

49. Mr. Lachs, the Polish representative in the Sixth
Committee, had said that the success of failure of the
United Nations depended on how it adapteditselfto the
requirements of the day and that, to be successful, it
must reflect changes in the field of law; the United
Nations could not rely on theworldofyesterday or the
world as some wished it to be, but must maintain
close contact with life.

53. With regard to principles IV and V, it was not
clear whether geographical, ethnical or cultural
distinctness were to be taken separately or together.
If taken separately, it would mean that there could be
a Non-Self-Governing Territory contigous to, or even
within, a metropolitan State, provided that ethnical or
cultural differences existed; if there was no ethnical
or cultural difference, a territory might be fully
self-governing even though it might be geographically
separate. Again, it might mean that a territory was
non-self-governing if, being geographically contiguous
and ethnically identical, it was culturally different. His
delegation believed the philosophy behind those hypotheses to be in sharpcontrastwiththehighest ideals
of mankind. The suggestion was that all ethnic groups,
no matter how small, should constitute different and
autonomous entities with separate and autonomous
political power and that such groups should necessarily
be in conflict with other groups. It was a denial of the
fact that, in the great and progressive nations of the
world, a combination of many races and cultures had
made possible their outstanding contribution to civilization, whereas a society having only one race, one
culture or one language might seem to be happy but
was certainly stagnant.

50. His delegation's interpretation of the Charter had
necessarily guided it in its examination of the report
of the Special Committee of Six. Principle I referred

54. His delegation did not in principle reject the
eleiil.ents of an ,administrative, political, juridical,
economic or historical nature referred to in
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principle V, and took it to mean that if those elements
did not arbitrarily affect the relationship between the
metropolitan country and a given territory and that if
such a relationship did not place that territory in a
position of subordination, then the result was a fully
self-governing territory.
55. In principle VI, the Special Committee appeared
to have taken it for granted that everyone lmew when
a State had emerged as a sovereign and independent
State. That was not the case; sovereignty in international law was a very controversial subject and it
had to be admitted that in the international community
there were several degrees of sovereignty. There were
States, like Andorra or San Marino, which, though
independent, were not fully sovereign. Nor did such
States fall within the next category mentioned in the
report-namely, free association with an independent
State-because they were themselves independent.
Were they therefore not self-governing? Again, there
were States which did not enjoy recognition by other
States; recognition was unavoidably linked with
sovereignty, since in international law the entry into
legal existence of a State was marked by recognition.
On the other hand, there were States which were not
recognized by others but were Members of the
United Nations, and States, like Switzerland, which had
been recognized by all but which were not Members
of the United Nations. The phrase •sovereign
independent State" was therefore unfortunate and
ambiguous, since emergence as a sovereign and
independent country was not an immediately recognizable factor constituting a universally accepted
criterion.
56. In principle vn, the Special Committee ofSixhad
merely described a federation or a confederation of
States. He thought that the Committee was agreed on
those two possibilities but there had been an important
omission; the principle made no reference to the
seceasion of a State or territory after acceding to the
federation or confederation concerned. Moreover,
principle vn used the words "democratic processes"
and "democratic means". Those words were difficult
to define; there was more than onetypeof democracy;
there were even ruthless dictatorships which called
themselves not only democratic but popular. In his
delegation's view, respect for national laws provided
the only baais for an agreed definition of a democratic
process through which the wishes of the people could
be expreased.
57. His delegation had no comments to make on
principle vm and was in general agreement with that
part of the report, but if principle VDiwas to be taken
with principle IX, then his earlier observations would
again apply. In particular, his delegation would object
to any recognition of supervision by the United Nations
as being desirable in certain circumstances. The
Charter nowhere envisaged such a supervision where
Non-Self-Governing Territories were concerned, and
his delegation was not prepared to subscribe to any
violation of the Charter or to endorse any attempt
to force the Charter to say what it did not say.
58. His delegation did not agree with principles X,
XI and XII. He would not repeat what he had already
said on the questionofthetransmissionofinformation.
He noted, however, that the Special Committee of Six
had admitted that the quantum of information could be
limited. Carried to its logical conclusion, that would
mean that constitutional limitations might reduce the

amount of information to nothing, and he wondered
why the Special Committee hadshiedawayfromsaying
so. On the other hand, were the views of that Committee to be accepted, the way would be open for the
examination and criticism of national constitutions by
the various organs of the United Nations, for the
question of the constitutional relations of a territory
with the Administering Member could not be examined
by the United Nations without examining the constitutions of Member States, which in his delegation's
view would be unacceptable.
59. The points arising out of Articles 73 and 74 and
the Special Committee's report might seem to be
questions of detail, but the fact was that the Committee
was facing a much wider problem and one which should
be of the gravest concern to all Member States. The
issue was most serious and the future work of the
United Nations might be at stake. The Charter did not
define a Non-Self-Governing Territory and the question
under discussion was whether a legal definition should
be accepted or whether a political definition should be
evolved. Two guiding principles were provided by the
Charter: namely, the responsibility of Member States
for the administration of any given territories and the
measure of self-government obtained by such territories: in other words, there was on the one hand the
national constitution of a Member State and, on the
other, the political situation of a territory and its
inhabitants. The two factors were of an entirely
different nature and could not be combined: a precise
definition could only be reached if there was no
divergence between the guiding criteria. As it was,
the Committee had to choose between the acceptance
or the rejection of national law. Once the international community had recognized a State, it was not
entitled to express any further differing views;
national law, it was his delegation's firm opinion, was
not a matter for discussion. Some delegations, when
defining a Non-Self-Governing Territory, sought to
discard entirely the concept of national law and were
apparently guided exclusively by political considerations: for them, legal arguments and the exist-ence of national law were merely obstacles to progress and to the development of societies and peoples.
That was a dangerous path to follow and, if they
discarded the national laws of others, the time might
come when their own might be brushed aside. Such a
course of political expediency involved seeking shelter
behind a majority gathered at random and prompted
by motives which, however much they might at one
time coincide, might become opposed; the States
concerned would then be in a minority, at a time when
their own national law was no longer respected. The
question arose whether the majority of the General
Assembly had the power to impose its decit:~ions on a
country in matters pertaining to that country's internal
juridical order. His delegation's reply to that question
was firmly in the negative; the United Nations was not
a world parliament nor was it a world government.
60. He wished to draw attention to a most serious
omission in the report of the Special Committee. As
was well lmown, questions involving Non-SelfGoverning Territories had been dealt with in association with what was called colonialism and imperialism. The Fourth Committee had for years concerned
itself with a particular and narrow type of colonialism
and imperialism; but the subject was in fact wider
and should embrace imperialism of a political and
ideological nature. In recent decades a new and more
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dangerous type of colonialism had developed and the
report had failed to take that reality into account.
61. In conclusion, he wished to say that his country
had been subjected to constant attack and to slanderous
accusations in the Committees; he reserved his right
to reply to them and to speak again if necessary.
62. Mr. KUCHAVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the representativeofPortugal,inhis
attempt to convince the CommitteethattheCharterdid
not oblige his country to transmit information on the
Portuguese colonies, had tried toenlistMr. Vyshinsky
in his cause. In the passage which the representative
of Portugal had quoted, Mr. Vyshinsky had not spoken
in favour of colonialism; he had been appealing for
strict compliance with the terms of the Charter. That
was precisely what his delegation required of Portugal.

Litho in U.N.

Expression of sympathy on the occasion of the disasters
in Pakistan

63. The CHAIRMAN expressed to the representative
of Pakistan his own and the Committee's heartfelt
sympathy on the two disasters which had occurred in
Pakistan in recent weeks and on the heavy loss of life
caused by the typhoons. He asked him to convey the
Committee's sympathy to the Government and people
of Pakistan.
64. Mr. HUSAIN (Paki»tan) thanked the Chairman for
his expression of sympathy, which he would convey to
his Government.

The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 38

Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Motions: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)

ment, took into account the development ofthemodern
world, as a result of which certain small Si"ates could
-understandably-decide in favour of association with
a larger State, it being clearly understood that such
association, as was stated in principle VII, should be
the result of "a free and voluntary choice by the peoples
of the territory concerned". The prbvisions of principle IX, which dealt with the integration of a territory
with another independent State, were equally important.
The principles drawn up by the Special Committee were
also, however, a reflection of more general considerations, embodying the idea that the progressive
development of self-government must take into account
the particular circumstances of a territory and the
aspirations of its peoples. It was on the basis of those
p:rinciples and considerations that the smooth transition
of the territories from dependent status to selfgovernment or independence should be ensured.
4. Mr. KUDRYAVTSEV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that, in his view, the point under
discussion was not the subject for an academic exercise
but was a practical problem of very great and urgent
importance. Its· importance was due not so much to the
principles themselves, which were nothing new, as to
the violation by two Member States, Spain and Portugal,
of the provisions of Chapter2croftheCharter. The two
countries in question described territories which were
simply colonies as "overseas provinces". It might
seem surprising that the United Nations should tolerate
that violation ·of the Charte.r, but Spain and Portugal
had the support of other colonialist countries which
were members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organi•
zation, such as the United States, the United Kingdom
and Belgium. No legal argument, however, would
convince the Committee that the territories administered by Spain and Portugal were not colonies, under
the complete domination of the metropolitan country.

1. Mr. LOOMES (Australia) associatedhisdelegation
with the congratulations offered to the members of the
Special Committee of Six on the Transmission of
Information under Article 73 e of the Charter, on the
constructive goodwill they had shown in the examination
of a very complicated question. Although there was •
general agreement on· the aims of Chapter 20 of the
5. The Portuguese colonies were characterized by
their economic backwardness. There were facts to
Charter and on the fact that the interests of the
inhabitants were paramount, opinions differed on the
prove it: in a lecture given at Lisbon in 1956 on
Portugal in Africa, a Portuguese lecturer had said that
methods to be employed.
there
were some grounds for concern at the industrial
2. His delegation endorsed in general the twelve
and economic backwardness of Mozambique; an artiprinciples enunciated by the Special Committee in
cle in TheTimesofLondonon22June 1960 had pointed
section V, part B, of its report (A/4526). Principle IX
out that very little industrialization had taken place in
was the only one about which it had doubts: it wondered
Angola, with a view to preventing its competing with
whether it was really necessary to insist on universal
the
metropolitan country. Thus for five hundred years
suffrage. The application of the principles, however,
the
Portuguese colonialists had kept their colonies
raised questions which would have to be studied later
under
the yoke in order to derive the greatest profits
and in connexion with which his delegation reserved
from
them;
under the pretext of bringing European
the right to make further statement, The Australian
civilization
to
Africa, they had sucked the Africans'
Government had always transmitted the information
blood.
The
result
of Portugal's "civilizing mission"
requested in Article 73 e; it had even voluntarily
was
well
known:
slaves, recruited by armies of
provided information of a political and constitutional
mercenaries and transported to America, had innature on Papua.
creased the incomes of the Portuguese "bourgeoisie •
3. He was glad to note that principle VI, while recogin the metropolitan country. That policy, followed also
nizing various ways in which a Non-Self-Governing
by Spanish, English, French and other colonizers, had
Territory could reach a full measure of self-govern.transformed Africa into a human hunting ground and

a
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had cost more than one hundred million Africans their
life and freedom. Mankind would never forget the
misfortunes of the colonial peoples. According to the
same article in The Times, the slave trade and forced
labour had reduced Angola to such a state of destitution
that the density of the population was at present the
lowest of all the countries of black Africa. The need
for so-called assimilation had led the Portuguese
authorities to introduce the system of contractlabour,
under which every African over eighteen years of age
was obliged to workforatleastsixmonths in the year.
6. As far as education was concerned, according to
the official statistics quoted by The Times only four
Angolese out of 4,200,000 had had an opportunity to
continue their studies beyond the secondary level, and
the few schools, which were, moreover, run by the
missions, were for European children only.
7. At the present time, when the whole world was
tired of colonialism and more and more African States
were acceding to independence, when life itself
demanded that the whole colonial system should be
abolished forthwith, the Portuguese colonizers were
trying to extend their possessions by demarcating
their frontiers. Thus they were continuing to practise
in respect to the African population a policy of racial
discrimination based on the theory of the superiority
of European moral principles. That policy of racism
was sanctioned by article 3 of the Statute of 20 May
1954, which laid down that anycompromisewithindigenous ways and customs was conditioned upon moral
and humanitarian considerations and the supremacy of
Portuguese interests. It was an affront to the dignity
of the Africans, and the words spoken by the Portuguese
representative at the previous meeting seemed ludicrous indeed beside the sufferings of the African
peoples. Portugal had, of course, the support of the
United States and its well defined place in the Western
military blocs. At the present day, however, events
showed that the African peoples had decided to sacrifice
everything in order to win freedom. They were awakening, becoming aware of their strength, breaking the
chains of slavery anddrivingouttheinvaders. The new
Africa was being born in a terrible struggle of immense
historic significance. The "backward" peoples were
riSing against those who claimed to be civilizers; the
former were fighting for human freedom and dignity;
the latter were endeavouring to obstruct their path to
freedom. But no guns could withstand the will of
peoples.
8. The United Nations should make its contribution
to the great cause of the liberation of the colonial
peoples forthwith. It should recognize that the Spanish
and Portuguese possessions were colonies, and as such
subject to the provisions of Chapter Xlofthe Charter.
It should adopt the draft declaration on the granting of
independence (A/4502 and Corr.1), the implementation
of which would mark the end of colonial rule and would
bring freedom to all oppressed peoples.
9. Mr. EILAN (Israel) said that the report of the
Special Committee was so important that it should
certainly be taken into account whenever questions of
colonial status arose. It had also, however, an immediate historic importance in that it demonstrated the
Committee's responsibility in that field.
10. In voting in favour of General Assembly resolution
1467 (XIV) establishing the Special Committee, his
. delegation had been guidedbytw.omainconsiderations.

It had realized the practical value of principles in
determining whether a territory had attained independence. It had also wished that everything possible
should be done to accelerate the process of national
emancipation, especially in Africa. Duringthegeneral
debate in the Assembly (897th plenary meeting) the
Israel Minister for Foreign Affairs had said that
nothing was so debasing as national dependence and
inequality and nothing so exhilarating as national
independence and equality, and that no nation hadbeen
ordained to rule over others or fated to be ruled by
others.
11. The Special Committee's report sought to interpret certain provisions of Chapter XIoftheCharter in
the light of changing circumstances. If it were adopted,
it would have to be regarded as an authoritative
interpretation of the provisions governing the obligations of Member States in relation to territories
for which they were responsible. Expressing his
satisfaction that the Special Committee had achieved
unanimity, he pointed out that the reportrightlylinked
the fulfilment of the legitimate aspirations of depe:ndent
peoples with the preservation of international peace
and security; the existence in Africa of Non-SelfGoverning Territories side by side With free and independent States might well cause international friction.
12. Moreover, the Special Committee had confined
itself strictly to its terms of reference. Despite the
diversity among territories "of the colonial type", it
stated, in principle I, that every Administering
Member was under the obligation to transmit information; and, in principle III, that that obligation should be
carried out with due regard to the fulfilment of international law. Principles IV and V defined the territories to which that obligation applied. In assuming
that a territory might reach a full measure of selfgovernment by free association with an independent
State or by integration with an independent State, the
Committee had obviously been guided by certain
specific cases with which it was acquainted and by
a problem with which it was faced at the current
session and which concerned the practical application
of the principles.
13. The representatives of Ghana, Liberia and Venezuela, among others, had drawn the Committee's
attention to the specific case of the Portuguese
possessions in Africa. Although there was no reference
to them in the report, there was no doubt that it was
a question of testing the contention of the Government
of Portugal that those possessions were not colonies
but an integral part of the metropolitan territory.
That contention was based on the constitutional
amendment of 11 June 1951, which had transformed
the overseas territories into overseas provinces.
It was essential, however, that the political realities
of the day should be taken into account: if the principles
set forth in the report were to be applied to Mozambique and Angola, the inevitable conclusion would be
that principle IV imposed an a priori obligation on
Portugal to transmit information on those two territories; similarly, that the integration which had taken
place in 1951 had not met the conditions laid down in
principle IX and that the people of the two territories
did not possess 11equa1 status and rights of citizenship
and equal guarantees 11 ~ as provided for in principle VIII. Angola and Mozambique could therefore
be regarded as territories "of the colonial type", in
the terms of principle I.
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14. The question was whether or not Portugal was
under an obligation-legal or moral-to submit information on the social, economic and educational
advancement of those territories. The present situation
was fraught with danger, for, as the Special Committee
had pointed out, the obligations of Members under
Chapter XI were notlimitedtoArticle73: the principle
of good neighbourliness mentioned in Article 74
reinforced the obligation to transmit information. His
delegation therefore sincerely hoped that Portugal
would consent to carry out to the full its obligations
and responsibilities, as otherWesternPowers, no less
great and ancient, had freely done.

a Portuguese, from whom he was divided by race,
language, religion and belief? The entire system of
Portuguese domination was based on the principle that
the Portuguese were superior to the indigenous
inhabitants. The truth was that the metropolitan
country governed what it claimed were its overseas
provinces without regard to the wishes of their
inhabitants, whom it wrongly regarded as Portuguese,
for they had never been consulted about the integration
of their territories with Portugal, The explanations
given by the Portuguese representative had not
convinced the Senegalese delegation. It would vote in
favour of the principles proposed by the Special Committee of Six and for their application to the Spanish
15. Mr. SALL (Senegal) said that the obligations • and Portuguese possessions.
imposed on the Administering Members by the Charter
17. Mr. SOUZA-BRAGA (Brazil) remarked that, at
reflected the unshakable determination of the international community to lead the colonized peoples to previous sessions of the General Assembly, his
delegation had considered only the legal aspects of
self-government or independance. Since 1946 more
the interpretation to be given to Chapter XI, and
than a hundred million people in nearly thirty Nonparticularly Article 73 e, for the Brazilian people
Self-Governing Territories had attained the objectives
believed in law and were deeply suspicious of interof Chapter XI; the determination of the fifty founding
pretations, because of their own history and the fact
Members to abolish the colonial system had therefore
that their frontiers had been defined by arbitration.
become the will of nearly ninety-nine States. The
For that reason, the Brazilian delegation had always
Committee was now better able to interpret Article 73 e
in accordance with the interests of the inhabitants of felt bound to exercise caution when considering
international legal problems during the phase in which
the Non-Self-Governing Territqries, for many of its
sources of law were being sought, the phase which a
members had experienced colonization and knew that
independence was no longer a favour to be granted by famous jurist had called that of "une construction de
droit". When the Committee had approved the report
the administering Power but an international obligation
before it, his delegation would feel bound to respect
arising out of the political evolution of those Territhat decision also. It would then be a matter of "une
tories. It was the bounden duty of the United Nations
constation de droit" and of defending a legal text.
to do away with the colonial system, which was
characterized by political domination, economic
18. The Brazilian delegation might be considered by
exploitation and loss of human dignity. For that reason
some to be too loyal to its friends. It would emphasize,
the Senegalese delegation was in favour of the clear
however, that the Africans, too, were its friends, for
and logical principles set out in the report of the
Brazil was the Latin-American country which was
Special Committee of Six, which wouldenableMember
closest to Africa. Furthermore, bias usually arose
States to interpret Article 73 e in accordancewith the
from hatred, not from friendship. He who deplored a
spirit and letter of the Charter and with the lessons
disagreement between two friends was often the
learnt from the political advancement oftheNon-Selfperson
who listened to the voice of reason and whose
Governing Territories.
only aim was to assist them.
16. Principle IV would suffice to prove that the
possessions of Portugal and Spain, particularly those
in Africa, were Non-Self-Governing Territories and
that, by refusing to transmit information on those
territories, the two States were violating the Charter.
The Senegalese delegation solemnly urged the two
States to· abandon their negative attitude and to assist
the peoples under their domination to advance towards
self-government and independence in an orderly and
peaceful ma~n~~· T~ose peoples, whoknewthems~lves
to have a CivilizatiOn and a culture as authentic as
tho~e claime? by Spain and Portug~, would inevitab~y
achieve the mdependence they aspired to, for Sp_am
and Portugal would not be able to resist the terrific
force of African nationalism. He could confirm the
absolute accuracy of the information given at the
previous meeting by the representative of Iraq, for
refugees from Portuguese Guinea and the Cape Verde
Islands were arriving in Senegal day after day. Radio
Dakar had even organized special broadcasts in
Portuguese for them. The humiliating system of
servitude, to which the inhabitants of the Portuguese
and Spanish possessions were subjected, was but one
more reason for insisting on the application of
Article 73 e to those territories. Portugal's contention
was a myth which deceived no one. How could an
inhabitant of Portuguese Guinea identify himself with

19. The Brazilian delegation endorsed the principles
set out in the report of the Special committee of Six,
which it would support. It trusted that the interpretation of those principles would be beyond reproach.
It would be for the United Nations to make the final
moral judgement, dispassionately. His delegation felt
that it was too early, from a technical point of view,
to give its opinion on the various theories which had
been put forward regarding the application of the
principles. It merely hoped that the draft resolutions
to be submitted to the Committee-on which it reserved
its position-would really help to improve the situation
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories and that the
decision would be just and humane
•
20. Mr. ABIKUSNO (Indonesia) observed that he had
already pointed out, at the fourteenth session, that in
view of the varying interpretations given to Article73
and of recent events in Africa, it had become urgently
necessary to establish the criteria for determining
whether a territory was or was not a Non-SelfGoverning Territory. The twelve principles defined
by the Special Committee of Six were therefore very
useful. They appeared to confirm the real nature of
the links between the administering Powers and their
dependent territories. As they were the result of
agreement between three colonial Powers and three
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non-administering Powers, they should be a step
forward towards a solution of the conflict between
those ,two groups of Member States. Indeed, the
administering Powers appeared to have no more
doubts about their obligation to inform the United
Nations of the policy they were applying in the NonSelf-Governing Territories. The regrettable resel'vations made by some delegations, however, made it
questionable whether the administering Powers had
really been convinced that their former position was
untenable. Only the application of the principles
would show whether real progress had been made.
21. Principle I showed that there had been a considerable advance in colonial thinking, for it undel'lined the multilateral character of Chapter XI, particularly when principle I was considered in relation
to principle III. It showed that it was for the United
Nations to decide whether territories of the colonial
type still existed and whether information about
conditions in those territories should be transmitted.
His delegation had always interpreted Chapter XI in
that way.
22. Nevertheless, the Committee might still be faced
with the same difficulties as before. Principle X
acknowledged that the authority of the United Nations
could be limited by security and constitutional considerations, which the colonial Powers would define
unilaterally. Principle X therefore conflicted with
principle lli. Whereas principle m stated that the
obligation to transmit information should be carried
out in accordance with international law, under
principle X the very elements of that law, such as the
political and constitutional advancement of the territories, which would affect their future behaviour
towards foreign countries, would remain within the
exclusive competence of the colonial powers. The
Fourth Committee had, however, recognized in many
resolutions that advancement in the different· fields
was interconnected. ·Furthermore, the development
of the former Non-Self-Governing Territories which
had now become independent showed how desirable
it was that the United Nations should be kept informed
of the political and constitutional advancementofth<?se
Territories. It should be the responsibility of the
United Nations to decide when security and constitu. ·
tionru considerations were to be taken into account.
Otherwise,. the United Nations might finditselfwithout
any information at a certain stage in the development
of those Territories. The Indonesian delegation trusted
that the principles defined by the Special Committee
of Six wou!d help the Non-Self-Governing Territories
to achieve independence in a peaceful manner. It had
nevertheless felt obliged to point out the difficulties
which might arise in their application, particularly
as the considerations put forward by Spain and Portugal to justify their intransigent attitude were of a
constitutional nature.
23. Mr. KABBANI (Saudi Arabia) recalled that for
many years the Committee had been holding long
debates, in which some delegations had put forward
legal quibbles to deny the real facts of geography and
history, on the obligation laid down in Article 73 e,
until the General Assembly had decided, in resolution
1467 (XIV), to establish the Special Committee of Six.
He congratulated that Committee on the work it had
done and whole-heartedly supported the twelve principles set forth in its report (A/4526).

24. Principles I, IV, Vll, VIII and IX-the last two
being so complementary that his delegation regarded
them as one-conflicted with the views put forward
by some of the administering Powers. It was not
enough, however, to call some territories 11 overseas
provinces 11 in order to avoid the obligation of transmitting information. In that connexion, he associated
himself with the comments made by the representatives of Ceylon (1035th meeting) and Venezuela
(1032nd meeting).
·
25. The twelve principles were, however, meaningless
by themselves; they would take on full significance
only if the Committee saw that they were applied in
a realistic manner by clearly defining and lieting the
Non-Self-Governing Territories regarding which the
Administering Members would be expected to transmit
information. His delegation would be prepared to
co-sponsor a draft resolution directed towards that
end.
26. Mr. MAGHERU (Romania) observed that, by
defining what should be understood by a 11full measure
of self-government 11 , the Special Committee of Six
had established the criteria for the application of
Chapter XI and thus rendered a valuable service to
the General Assembly; yet in so doing it had only
reproduced, in greater detail, the sense of certain
resolutions that had already been adopted on that
question of principle. Its work had been essential,
for since 1955, despite the efforts of the majority
of delegations in the Fourth Committee, Spain and
Portugal had refused to carry out their obligations
under Chapter XI. The standards laid down by the
Special Committee confirmed the fact that some
territories such as Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese
Guinea and Spanish Sahara, were not yet self-governing
and did not satisfy the conditions set forth in principles VI et seq. of the report of the Special Committee; consequently, Spain and Portugal administered
colonial territories and were therefore obliged to
comply with the provisions of Chapter XI.
27. The continued refusal of those two States to
accept their obligations was the more serious in that
the national liberation movement of the colonial
countries, especially those of Africa, was gaining
unprecedented momentum and that the agenda of the
General Assembly included a study of the draft
declaration on the granting of independence. Yet the
steps taken in the Portuguese colonies, for example,
were not in the direction of independence but were
designed to suppress any aspirations to independence;
in a report made before the United States House of
Representatives, some alarming facts had been disclosed: deportation and execution of leaders of the
national liberation movement, official encouragement
of colonization in AngolaandMozambique, exploitation
of indigenous workers, corporal punishment and
legally sanctioned racial discrimination. His delegation was convinced that the inhabitants of the
Portuguese and Spanish territories had as much right
to independence as any other people under colonial
administration,· and any decision which the General
Assembly might take to proclaim the independence of
the colonial peoples would be applicable to those
territories.
28. Mr. ZIKRIA (Afghanistan) said that the Charter
was a wisely integrated body of rules which should
further the development of the international community
in peace and security towards a prosperous and free
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world. It was thus a living document, the Chapters of
which all hung together and could not be arbitrarily
divided into totally separate entities. His delegation,
which upheld that realistic and dynamic conception,
had always wanted Chapter XI to be interpreted in
keeping with the well-being of all peoples subjected
to the domination of administering Powers and not in
the interests of those Powers themselves. It had also
maintained that the General Assembly itself was
competent to decide. on the principles which should
guide Members in determining whether or not an
obligation existed to transmit the information called
for in Article 73 e and it had voted in favour of
General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV) establishing
the Special C<!mmittee of Six.
·
29. The clarity and precision of the report submitted
by the Special Committee was praiseworthy. The
principles it set forth listed all the factors on the
basis of which it could be concluded that all the
territories known to be. of the ?olonial type were
indeed Non-Self-Governmg Territories within the
meaning of the Charter. They marked a decisive
step in the history of the development of the right of
peop~es to self-determination ~d would make it
possible to refute all the allegedly JUridical arguments
which certain colonial Powers, hopeful of protecting
their private interests, had not hesitated to set up
against the opinion of the large majority of Member
States.
30. His delegation could not, however, fully endorse
all the principles in their present form. It had particular reservations regarding principle IX (!!), under
which the possibility of United Nations supervision
of the process of integration of a Non-Self•Goyerning
Territory with an independent State was regarded
only as a desirable contingency in certain eire~stances. It could not agree that the peoples to whom
the provisions of Chapter XI applied should not receive
the same treatment as did the peoples under trusteeship and it had always called for effective Unite~
Nations supervision in the Non-Self-Governing Terri•
tories. It categorically rejected the idea of the asso
elation or integration of a colonial territory with an
independent State without supervision, for association
and integration had often been effected against the will
of the inhabitants and hence in defiance of the principles of self-determination and the provisions of
Chapter XI
•
31. His delegation had reservations also about principle n, which spoke only of a full measure of s,elfgovernment as the objective for the territories, and not
of independence, in spite of the definition of full
autonomy given in principle VI. His delegation strongly
urged that the term "independence" should appear in
all parts of all documents dealing with the future of
the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
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33. Mr. DARMAN (Somalia) said that, although his
country had not .taken part in the discussion which had
led to the establishment of the Special Committee of
Six, it could not, as an African State, fail to be concerned with the principles setforth inthat Committee's
report, since the fate of so many Africans depended
on. the outcome of the Fourth Committee's delibel'ations. Some speakers had implied that, as the item
under discussion -was of a delicate nature, the new
Members should approach it with caution and should
even abstain from participating in the debate. Yet it
was precisely because his country was an African State
which had only recently attained independence that it
should make clear what independence meant to it, and
there was no better way of doing that than by supporting
any body of principles or resolutions which were
calculated to accelerate the progress of all Africans
and all dependent peoples towards a full measure of
self-government. For Somalia to abdicate that responsibility would be to forfeit its right to independence.
34. His delegation fully supported the principles set
forth by the Special Committee because they were
equitable and just and respected both the spirit a~d the
letter of Chapter XI of the Charter. Furthermore, they
recognized the collective responsibility of Member
States in respect of the self-determination of dependent
peoples. It had been as a result of that collective
responsibility that the General Assembly in resolution
289 (IV), had placed Italian Somaliland u~der trusteeship for ten years, with such successful results that
Somalia had become independent five months before
the prescribed date.
35. He associated himself in particular with the
observations of the representatives of Ghana (1032nd
meeting), Mexico (103lst meeting), NigeriaandCe)rlon
(1035th meeting). Some speakers had named Mozam•
bique, Angola and the Canary Islands as territories
to which the twelve principles outlined by the Special
Committee should apply; his delegation could think of
other territories, too, and it reserved the right to
advocate a more general application of the principles.
It held that the General Assembly was competent to
establish principles to guide the Administering
Members in determining the territories for which there
was an obligation to transmit information. His delegation would therefore support the approval of the
report submitted by the Special Committee.
36. Mr. AZNAR (Spain), speaking on a pointoforder,
pointed out to the Somali representative that no
speaker had tried to include the Canary Islands among
the territories to which the provisions of Article 73
should apply.
37. Mr •. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) asked whether, in
accordance with the established procedure, the Secretariat had 'written to the new Members to inquire
whether they administered territories to which the
provisions of Chapter XI applied and, if so, whether
their replies had been received.

32. His delegation's general endorsementoftheprinciples formulated by the Special Committee of Six did
38. Mr. KUNST (Secretary of the Committee) said
not imply that it wished to prolong the existence of the- that the Secretariat had not yet had time to write to
colonial system. The days of that system were num- · the new Members on the subject.
bered. Nothing could prevent the peoples still in
39. Mr. DIALLO (Mali) said that, as the representasubjection from attaining independence. The Administive of a new Member state, he considered it distering Members would be well advised to carry out
courteous of the Portuguese representative to imply
their Charter obligations in respect of dependent
that the sixteen states_ which had just been admitted
peoples conscientiously, before they were obliged to
to the United Nations might have colonies. Those
bow to an inescapable fate.
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States, most of which were African, could in fact be
proud of never having shown any racism.
40. Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) explained that he had
simply made use of his undeniable right to ask the
Secretariat whether it had followed an established
procedure.
41. Mr. BOUZIRI (Tunisia) observed that no doubt
the Portuguese representative had not intended to be
discourteous, but he had asked his question in a tendentious way, so that the African States had had reason
to feel offended; in that sense he joined the Malian
representative in protesting against statements which
could cast aspersions on the new African states. The
question asked by the representative of Portugal was
in line with the colonialist policy of his government.

family of Mr. F6lix-Roland Moumie, whose recent
death at Geneva had been the result of poisoning.
43; Miss BROOKS (Liberia) associated herself with
the tribute to Mr. Moumie and wished also to pay a
tribute to the memory of Mr. John Kale, who had
likewise been active in the struggle for the liberation
of Africa.
44. She announced that the Governments of Ethiopia
and Liberia had instituted proceedings against the
Union of South Africa in the International Court of
Justice.
45. The CHAIRMAN took note of the statements made
by the representatives of Mali and Liberia.

Statements by the representatives of Mali and Liberia

42. Mr. DIALLO (Mali) asked the Chairman of the
Committee to convey his country's condolences to the

Litho in U.N.

The meeting rose at 5.35 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI (Iraq).

AGENDA ITEM 38

Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. BLUSZTAJN (Poland) wondered why the
representative of Portugal had felt called upon to deal
at such length on legal matters in his statement at the
Committee's 1036th meeting, since in that represent&tive's view the question under discussion was not of
direct concern to his country. Perhaps Portugal
believed that it had not only a civilizing mission in
Africa but also an educating mission in the United
Nations, or perhaps it thought itself to be the only
true defender of international law and the Charter.
Such a defence would be more convincing if it was
more disinterested. The arguments put forward were
not new. They had already been rejected by the
majority of the Members of the United Nations and
by a majority of the exponents of international law
and commentators on the Charter. They were also
in obvious contradiction to the entire body of practice
of the General Assembly.
2. The representative of Portugal had, in support of
his theory, cited various legal opinions.. includingthat
of Mr. Vyshinsky. Those opinions, however, tended
rather to prove that the United Nations could only
exist if its Members acted in conformity with the
provisions of the Charter, and that the Charter, far
from having been created as a means of perpetuating
the colonial system, provided especially fortheliberation of all people under colonial domination through
the exercise oftheirrighttoself-determination. Those
opinions also proved that the task of the United
Nations was to apply the rules of international law
in the interests of peace and progress. Neither the
United Nations nor international law was an end in
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itself but rather the outcome of the so~ial and
historical evolution of the world, and the;y should
both make it possible to find appropriate $olutions
for international problems.
·
3. The abstract title of the agenda itel!n under
discussion should not be allowed to mislea~. It was
not a question of indulging in theoretical dispussions
or of increasing already copious documen!:ftion but
of solving practical problems arising from th~ refusal
of two States to conform to the obligatio's of the
Charter and to transmit information on overseas
territories which to all intents and purposes were
colonies. His delegation had voted without ~Y great
enthusiasm for General Assembly resolutlon 1467
(XIV), under which the Special Committee of Six on
the Transmission of Information under Ar#cle 73 e
of the Charter had been set up, because it had been
convinced that the problem should have beEjn solved
long before and that the conclusions ofthatCqmmittee
would only confirm the opinions of his deJegation.
He asked whether there was any need to prove that
the Charter was a multilateral internationru treaty
whose every Chapter was a source of rights and
obligations for Member States whatever th~ date of
their admission; whether it was still necessary to
prove that ~1 the provisions of the Charteriimposed
obligations, regardless of the Chapter in which those
provisions were contained; and whether it was still
possible to deny that colonial problems were the
concern of the international community andhadthere-,
fore ceased to be within the exclusive jurisdiction of
the administering Powers. No trick of intei"Pretation
could hide the ·fact that the principles of th~ sacred
trust of the administering Powers andofthep~ramount
interests of the inhabitants of the territories would
be meaningless if the policy of those PoWers was
judged in the light of their own ideas of the h~ppiness
of the peoples of their colonies rather than abcording
to the true aspirations of those peoples. Uhlblateral
constitutional reforms were not sufficient t change
the nature of a policy which remained funda.Ptentally
the same, for all the available information~nfirmed
the tragic situation of the .inhabitants of e territories administered by Spain and Po
al. The
Governments of those countries would not l!nake the
inhabitants Spaniards or Portuguese by such m-ethods.
In any case, even if that policy succeede~, which
seemed doubtful, it would be a reprehens.ble one,
because no country had the right to assume the power
of imposing on another people its own ireligion,
culture and way of life. The policy of assimilation
was a dishonest one which never aimed at ' equality
petween the colonizer and the colonial peopl~s but at
lnai:q.taining the domination of the one over th~ other.
•
4. His delegation thought it unnecessary tQ analyse
in detail the principles set forth in section ~·A ~art B,
of the report of the Special Committee of Six (f" 4526),
since it was no longer a question of detrrmining
1
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whether a given country should or should not transmit
information on its colonies but of making a solemn
declaration in favour of abolishing colonialism in all
its forms and liberating immediately all peoples under
colonial domination, including those colonized by Spain
and Portugal.
Mr. Ortiz de Rozas (Argentina), Vice-Chairman,
took the Chair.

5. Mr. CABA (Guinea) noted that the Special Committee of Six, in the light of the factors annexed to
General Assembly resolution 742 (VIII), had established
twelve principles which affirmed the exact legal
interpretation to be given to Article 73 e of the Charter
and which were applicable tocertainAfricancountries
still under Portuguese, Spanish or United Kingdom
domination.
6·. Those who continued to defend the idea of integration or assimilation of so-called overseas provinces would come into conflict with the criterion of
geographical separation set out in principle IV enunciated by the Special Committee. In those territories
all legislative, executive and judicial powers were in
the hands of the metropolitan country. Faced with
the irresistible movement of African nationalism,
certain Powers had attempted to give their colonies
the fictitious status of overseas provinces by unilaterally providing them with constitutions which
could not, however, in anywaybebindingon the people
concerned. Any referendum on the question of association, assimilation or integration in Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea, the Cape Verde Islands,
Rio de Oro or Spanish Guinea would prove that
geographically, politically and economically the inhabitants of those territories had nothing in common with
Portugal or Spain. In that connexion he would refer
the Fourth Committee to principle Vll of the Special
Committee of Six.
7. Economic and social conditions in the terriories
under Portuguese, Spanish and United Kingdom domination bore all the marks of acute under-development.
With the increase in the technical and industrial
progress of the metropolitan countries, the economic
imbalance in their colonies became more pronounced.
In Angola, for instance, four fifths of the coffee
plantations belonged to the colonists, and the colonial
Administration fixed the prices of indigenous agricultural products at very low levels, was abolishing the
system of barter, contributed no effective technical
assistance, systematically drove the Africans from
the most fertile lands, and confiscated agricultural
implements on the pretext that the farmers were not
paying their taxes. Under-nourishment was rife,
and in most of the territories there was less than
one physician to 100,000 inhabitants. According to
information provided by WHO, the infant mortality
rate among the people of Angola, for instance, was
more than 40 per cent. In the island of Sito Tome the
mortality rate was the highest in the world. The people
were deliberately kept in ignorance. The enforced
use of foreign languages hindered the development
of national languages, the floweringofindigenous arts,
and the growth of a national consciousness. The
Portuguese Government gave the most striking example
of racial discrimination embodied in a constitutional
law by dividing the inhabitants of Angola into five
·categories-Portuguese born in Portugal; Portuguese
born in Angola or elsewhere in Africa; mulattos;

assimilated Negroes, who constituted a very small
minority; and other Negroes, namely the vast majority.
Apropos of such a clearly defined system, he would
like to ask the representative of Portugal how many
of the people of Angola were represented on an equal
footing with Portuguese in the metropolitan Parliament, since in the Portuguese colonies only Portuguese
citizens had the right to vote.
s. He would point out, moreover, thatwhenfacedwith
the nationalist demands of underground movements,
the Portuguese Government had mobilized a whole
system of military repression in its colonies, and
as a preventive measure had increased patrols,
strengthened air force installations, fortified the more
important frontier posts, and would soon increase
the strength of Portuguese troops in Angola to 60,000
men.
9. The Africans were still struggling for their
independence, and the Portuguese authorities were
adopting repressive and often blood-thirsty measures,
as they had done in February 1953 when thousands of
Africans had been massacred, or in August 1959
when some thirty persons had been killed in so-called
Portuguese Guinea. Political movements had nevertheless been launched, the best known of which was
the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola, to
which the majority of the f:ifty-seven persons involved
in the Luanda trial belonged. In all the countries under
Portuguese domination patriots were demanding more
and more forcibly the immediate recognition of the
right of peoples to national independence, as well as
total and unconditional amnesty., the immediate release
of all political prisoners, the establishment and
effective exercise of public liberties, the immediate
withdrawal of Portuguese armed forces and the
liquidation of existing military bases on their territories. They were also demanding that before the end
of 1960 a round-table conference; in which all political
parties of the different countries and the Portuguese
Government would be represented, should be held for
the purpose of seeking a. peaceful solution of the
colonial problem in the so-called overseas provinces
in the interests of all parties concerned, and particularly of the Portuguese Government.
10. In the view. of his delegation, there was no doubt
that the territories administered by Portugal, Spain
and the United Kingdom were in a position of subordination to a foreign Power and thus crune within the
scope of principle V enunciated lly the Special Commitltee of Six. He observed that, in spite of .the facts, the
Spanish, French and Portuguese Governments had,
like true colonial Pow~s, expressed identical views
on the obligation to transmit the information called
for in Article 73 e of the Charter and had declared
that they alone were competent in all matters concerning territories under their full sovereignty. While those
three Powers admitted ·that the main concern of the
Charter was the well-being and advancement of
peoples, they considered that the legal and political
status of a territory need only be taken into account
in so far as it affected the life of the people. In that
case, patent facts like forced. labour, the officially
sanctioned transfer each year of more than 400,000
Africans to the mines of Rhodesia and South Africa,
the massacre of. more than 1, 000. · Negroes on the
island of Sao Tom6 in February 1953, the tragic
plight of Algeria and the fearful infant mortality rate
in the Cape Verde Islands would all be deemed to
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be of no consequence in the life of the peoples concerned.
11. Mr. MAX (France), speaking on a point of order,
recalled that the Committee was not discussing the
question of Algeria.
12. Mr. ALWAN (Iraq) noted that the representative
of Guinea had mentioned Algeria in the course of
general remarks on colonialism, so that there seemed
to him to be no need to raise a point of order.
13. The CHAffiMAN recalled that speakers should
limit their remarks to the agenda item under discussion, but that the representative of Guinea had not
brought up Algeria in connexion with the substance of
the discussion.
14. Mr. MAX (France), taking the floor on a point of
order, repeated his remark.

Hi. Mr. CABA (Guinea), continuing his statement,
noted that the colonial Powers often cited the restrictive clauses in Article 73 e of the Charter, while
forgetting that those clauses could refer only to the
volume of information relating to economic, social
and educational conditions that was to be transmitted.
and that the obligation to transmit that iDformation
remained. There likewise remained the obligation
assumed by the Administering Members tp assist the
inhabitants in their progressive advancement towards
self-government.
16. He was of the opinion that the Fourth Committee
and the General Assembly ought to adopt unequivocally
the principles form111ated by the Special Committee of
Six. Such action would make it possible to establish
that: firstly, Rio de Oro, Ifni Territory, Spanish
Guinea, the island of Fernando P6o andRioMuni were
Non-Self-Governing Territories under Spanish domination; secondly, so-called Portuguese Guinea, Angola,
Mozambique, the Cape Verde Islands, the enclave of
Cabinda, the islands of Sao Tome and Principe, Sao
Joii:o Batista de Ajudll, Goa and dependencies, Maca1,1.
and dependencies, Timor and dependencies were NonSelf-Governing Territories under Portuguese domination; thirdly, Southern Rhodesia, Bechuanaland,
Basutoland, Swaziland and Zanzibar were Non-SelfGoverning Territories under United Kingdom domination. Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom, which
would thus be obliged to transmit information on those
Territories, maintained that the General Assembly
was not competent to require Member- States to begin
submitting information. The General Assembly had
stated, however, in the last preambular paragraph
of resolution 748 (VID) and of resolution 849 (IX)., that
it was competent to decide whether a Non-SelfGoverning Territory had or had not attained a full
measure of self-government as referred to in Chapter XI of the Charter. The GeneralAssemblywas thus
by that fact also competent to decide when the Administering Members ought to begin submitting the information in question. He likewise recalled that the General
Assembly had decided not to require a two-thirds
majority in voting on questions dealing with information
from Non-Self-Governing Territories and could there
fore decide by a simple majorityoftheMember States
to request Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom
to fulfil the obligations imposed on them by Article 73 e
of the Charter.
17. That decision was especially urgent as people of
the colonized countries were more than ever deter-
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mined to break the colonial yoke and hencef~rth only
the will of the people concerned and their' rightful
aspir!;ltions to national independence shoul~ count.
Portugal, Spain, the United Kingdom and Frailce could
not in any case block the national liberation movements,
and in that connexion the discussion of the teport of
the Special Committee of Six was already outpaced
by events, since the General Assembly had b~fore it a
draft declaration calling for the independen,ce of the
peoples in the colonial territories (A/4502 and Corr .1).
The colonial Powers would be well advised to abandon
their colonial positions inAfricabeforeitwasitoo late.
Mr. Pachachi (Iraq) resumed the Chair.

18. Mr. NOGUEffiA (Portugal) reserved the right to
reply to the representative of Guinea as soon ItS he had
been able to study the text of his statement, but he
asked for clarification of the number and date of the
Portuguese. law which, according to the · Guinean
representative, was supposed to have established in
Angola five categories of inhabitants.
19. Mr. CABA (Guinea) assured the representative
of Portugal that his statement had been based on
archives, official documents and statistics that were
available to him. He added that the establishment of
the five categories of inhabitants in Angola was but
one discriminatory measure among many o~ers.
20. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) felt that the present discussion
should have given him an opportunity to prove the
Spanish delegation's strong determination to take part
in the work of the United Nations andco-opecite in the
common task provided for in the Charter. Two reasons
had obliged him to change his plans and ref~ain from
delivering the remarks he would have liked' to utter.
In the first place, at the 1036th meeting the representative of Portugal, in a remarkable speech, had
analysed in detail the scope and significanc~ of Article 73 e of the Charter. and it would be ~cult to
equal his arguments. It was unfortunate, how~ver, that
the political passions dominating the discuss.ion were
preventing the Committee from engaging in a1thorough
study of the legal problem stated' by the Portuguese
representative. In the second place, the inttansigent
position of those who refused to consider the $ubstance
of the problem because they could see only i~s superficial ·aspects might entail serious consequ~nces for
the coexistence, within the United Nations, ! of delegations of differing opinions and might extend the cold
war to the Committee itself. What lay beyond the
screen of quotations, figures and statistic. was no
more than desperate and furious political qampaign
instead of poised and serene argument.
1

21. The Committee had before it the report of the
Special Committee of Six, which supposedly tas to be
considered in connexion with the present age*da item.
In an important section of that report were Usted the
principles that were to guide the Member ~tates in
determining whether the obligation to submit ~nforma
tion, in. accordance with the provisions of Article 73 e
of the Charter, applied to them or not. The Spanish
delegation, after careful study of the repoljt and its
principles, had felt in all good faith that the $embers
of the Fourth Committee, disregarding their political
position, would take up that code of conquct, that
brief fundamental charter of information concerning
the Non-Self-Governing Territories. Up to th~ present
stage of the discussion, however, the Committee had
been divided into three groups. Firstly, th~re were
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those that deemed it useful to consider the principles
without as yet discussing their practical application;
secondly, those that wished merely to consider the
practical implementation of the principles; and. thirdly,
those that maintained that it was pointless to open a
discussion whose result was a foregone conclusion.
For the lasil-mentioned delegations, any further argument and any further statement by the representatives
of Spain or Portugal were rejected in advance on the
grounds that the Committee had no time to waste in
legal quibbling.
22. He asked. however, whether the Fourth Committee,
with the exception of a _few delegations, had seriously
raised the question whether the principles enumerated
by the Special Committee were consonant with reason,
whether they were in accordance with the historical
and legal realities of the problem, and whether they
were in harmony with the fundamental principles of
international law. Had it sufficiently clarified the
question whether those principles really served the
principles set forth in the Charter? Absolutely not.
The representative of El Salvador, in proposing the
closure of the debate at the 1033rd meeting, had. of
course, intended only to draw the Committee's attention to the need for bringing the discussion to bear
on the principles enumerated; at the same meeting the
representative of Bolivia had. it is true, raised
problems of interpretation of constitutional law; in a
statement at the 1035th meeting the representative of
Czechoslovakia had. indeed, approached the question
in the manner desired by the Spanish delegation and
had only cited specific examples out of concern for
the substance of the problem; inpresentingtheSpecial
Committee's report (1031st meetit®, the representatives of Mexico and India had displayed. as ususal,
a lofty spirit. The fact remained, nevertheless, that the
report of the Special Committee and the list of twelve
principles had been praised in very general terms,
as if out of mere courtesy.
23. For its part, the Spanish delegation wished to
congratulate the Special Committee, several of whose
members had had to renounce certain ideas and
abandon certain profound personal convictions. That
sacrifice, however, had led that Committee to take
refuge behind a whole series of very vague expressions
scattered throughout a framework that was imprecise
and subject to the mostwidelyvaryinginterpretations.
When the representative of Bolivia had noted the
polemics on the concept of "nation" mentioned. in
paragraph 17 of the report, he had been told that that
was merely a subject of academic interest. Likewise,
when the Special Committee stated in paragraph 18 of
its report that the •charter is a living document and
the obligations under Chapter XI must be viewed in the
light of the changing spirit of the times •, the question
might be asked to whom this discovery was directed
and whether the inescapable corollary to it was that the
Fourth Committee might modify the Charter simply
to keep it in step with the "changing spirit". When it
was realized to what extent a country's constitution
was protected against any violation and how provision
was made for amendments only through a carefully
controlled process, one could not help but ask what
would happen if a majority group could without
hindrance interpret a national constitution along lines
favourable to its interests. Who, moreover, was going
to define 11the changing spirit of the times"? The truth
was that when the Special CommitteeofSixconsidered

that the principles should be applied "in the light of
the facts and specific circumstances in each case",
as was stated in paragraph 20 of its report, it was
leaving the way open for all possible interpretations.
To all appearances, then, its report was nothingmore
than an expression of an ideal which, thoughlofty, was
very difficult to attain.
24. The Charter was categorical. If its wording was
felt as not clearly representing the thoughts of its
authors, then it must be amended by the prescribed
procedure. Such a revision of the Charter was perhaps
desirable, but there could be no question of altering
its underlying meaning. The Special Committee had
laid down, in principle IV, that there was, prima facie,
an obligation to transmit information in respect Of a
territory which was geographically separate and
distinct ethnically and/or culturally from the country
administering it. It might be asked what the basis was
for this criterion of geographical separation, and why
it had been introduced into the principle in question..
How wide must the separation be: the width of a strait
or of an ocean? It was easy to see what dangers might
result from too loose an interpretation of that principle.
Yet the Special Committee had thought itproperto lay
down, in addition to the geographical, ethnical and
cultural distinctions, other elements of "an administrative, political, juridical, economic or historical
nature• (principle V). Who was to define the various
factors enumerated in those two principles-the Fourth
Committee, the Special Committee, a tribunal or a
supreme authority? If the various criteria there laid
down had to be taken into consideration, the independence, liberty and sovereignty of States would be in
jeopardy.
25. A majority of Member States might give their
support to the principles set out by tp,e Special Committee. Nevertheless, the substance of the problem
would not have been examined by the Fourth Com-r
mittee, doubtless because when political elements
had been removed. there was nothing left of the
document except the efforts made by its drafters to
formulate definitions on paper with regard to a most
complex matter.
26, Those delegations which considered that the
Fourth Committee was wastingitstimeshouldperhaps
be thanked for their frankness. Unless it was wished
to embark on a protracted legal discussion of the
principles contained in the report. there seemed to
be little point in having raised the question or in having
allowed the discussion to develop very rapidly into a
series of specific attacks on two countries. The
Fourth Committee had not observed the rules of a
genuine discussion on universal principles applicable
to all Member States. The supposition that Spain was ·1
a monster which lived on the flesh and blood of the
African peoples and that its opponents were a group I
of archangels defending the libertyoftheworldhad led
the Committee to accuse and condemn one country, in 1
an indefensibly discriminatory manner, under a law
which did not yet exist. When the scale of values was ,
reversed in that way, one could only cling to the hope
that moral and spiritual forces would restore justice
where it was being flouted and remedy the wrong.
27. The fact was that many delegations had forgotten
the position taken up by the Spanish delegation on the
interpretation of Chapter XI of the Charter, or had not
yet had time to take note of it. He therefore felt

1038th meeting obliged to repeat what he had said at the previous
session, namely, tlla.t Spain did not know what a NonSelf-Governing Territory was and did not accept the
obligation to send information on any so-called NonSelf-Governing Territories which it administered, but
that in view of its desire to co-operate with the
United Nations it was prepared in due course to
transmit information on its overseas provinces, in the
selection of which information he had himself collaborated. Although some had considered that attitude
questionable, the allegation could hardly be made that
the Spanish Government only replied with refusals.
Spain condemned colonialism and all exploitation of
peoples as being an anachronism, and had always done
so. There was no problem which came within its
jurisdiction which could not be resolved by means
of bilateral negotiations with countries which considered that they had some just claim. The Spanish
Government based its attitude on honour and justice,
and only asked the same in return.
28. He reserved the right to speak again later with
regard to the application of the principles contained
in the report of the Special Committee of Six.
29. Mr. GASSOU (Togo) said that he was pleased
to note that Spain considered itself an anti-colonialist
country, and he hoped that in due time it would turn
its statements into deeds.
30. The item on the agenda might seem a legal
question. In reality it was an essentially .political
question. The reason why it was so i~ortant to
discover the ideas behind Article 73 e, apd to set that
Article in its historical context,=a that certain
)~ember States had systematically r
ed to furnish
any information at all on the te
ories which they
ruled, on the pretext that th~serritories, in spite
of their remoteness and their
nomic, ethnical and
cultural differences, formed
integral part of the
metropolitan country simply n the grounds that the
metropolitan parliament ha? so decided without consulting the indigenousL!oples. By invoking such
legal and constitutional r· ctions, Portugal and Spain
were in fact only re
ting arguments which had
already been invoked by other colonialist States, but
the various appellations that the latter had successively given to their empires had not prevented those
empires from crumbling. The mere change in names
decided on by Portugal in 1951 had deceived nobody,
not even the Portuguese; its sole object had been to
enable Portugal, after its admission to the United
Nations, to dispute the Organization's right to be
informed on the conditions in which it administered
its colonies. The reason was obvious. It would
presumably not have had the courage to admit openly
that the inhabitants of the territories were subjected
to forced labour, slavery and racial discrimination.
31. The true meaning of Article 73 e of the Charter
was made clear by the preamble of that Article, in
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which the words "not yet" indicated tha(t it was
essential that the peoples in question shouli:l one day
attain a full measure of self-government; and by
paragraphs a and b, which laid on Adm~nistering
Members the obligation to ensure the economic and
social advancement of the peoples, with due respect
for their culture, and to develop self-government
and assist in the progressive evolution offree political
institutions. The obligations contained in paragraph e
only ceased when a territory had attained a full
measure of self-government; in other wotds, when
the people, through free democratic processes, had
appointed a parliament and a government or had
decided in favour of union with some other independent
country.
32, In its excellent report, the Special Committee of
Six had clearly and logically codified the *inciples
which should guide Member States in the interpretation
of Article 73 e. The Togolese delegation endorsed that
Committee's view that the Charter was , a living
document and that the obligations under Chapter XI
must be viewed in the light of the changing spirit of
the times. Since the drawing up of the Charter, the
composition of the United Nations and the1 political
map of the world had greatly altered, and the concessions made in 1945 to the colonial Powe:l:s would
doubtless not have been possible today. Ptinciple V
was one of the most important and would be very
useful in helping to decide whether the pqrtuguese
territories were colonies or not. The reservations
expressed by the United Kingdom with r egard to
principle X (A/4526, para. 15) were not enqouraging
if they meant that the information to be suppl~ed could
be reduced to nil even if the territory conc~rned was
still of a colonial type. They were only acc~ptable if
the requirements set out in alternative (!!) of
principle VI were fulfilled; in other worqs, if the
territory became independent. Otherwise, the requirements laid down in principles VII, VIII and IX must be
satisfied. The "constitutional relations 11 mentioned in
principle XI were only to be taken into account if they
resulted from the free expression of the wishes of
the people, under universal adult suffrage, ih· a ballot
supervised by the United Nations. Such supervision
ought to be the rule in order to guarant~ that the
voting procedures were impartially conducted and
to avoid what were commonly known as ~elections
·~ l'al~rienne' "·
33. The Togolese delegation therefore sdbscribed
fully to the twelve principles set out by thie Special
Committee of Six, but reserved the right !to speak
again when consideration was given to the "S.*plication
of those principles in the case of the Portuguese and
Spanish territories.
1

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHJ (Iraq),
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Ortiz de Rozas
(Argentina), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.

AGENDA ITEM 38

Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolutiol\ 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526) (continuecl)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Miss BROOKS (Liberia) recalled that at the 1036th
meeting the representative of Portugal had quoted
extracts from a statement made to th~ Committee by
the representative of the United States at the second
session of the General Assembly. She would point out
that many of those extracts had been quoted out of
context. According to the Portuguese representative,
the United States representative had said that sovereignty over dependent territories rested with the
administering Power. In her view, which was supported
by eminent international lawyers, that was not the case.
2. The representative of Portugal had quoted provisions of the Charter which he felt supported his point
of view, but he had failed to substantiate his case or to
convince the Liberian delegation that the principles set
forth in section V, part B, of the report of the Special
Committee on the Transmission of Information under
Article 73 e of the Charter (A/4526) did not apply to
the territories administered by Portugal.
3. Referring to the statement by the representative of
Spain at the previous meeting, she said that while she
took issue with that representative on his interpreta-tion of Chapter XI of the Charter and, in certain
respects, of the principles, sll.e welcomed his assurance that his Government intended to transmit informa-tion on the territories it administered.
4. Mr. NOGUEffiA (Portugal) said that, though he
appreciated the spirit in which her observation had
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been made, he felt bound to protest against the Liberian
representative's suggestion that he had quoted passages out of context. The passage in question had been
quoted from a book by Mr. Hans Kelsen,!l who was a
great authority on international law and a serious and
reliable scholar.
5. Mr. FARAHMAND (Iran) said that his delegation
had been glad to learn that there had been a wide area
of agreement within the Special Committee of Six on
the basic principles involved. The Committee's report
was a document of major importance since it had tried
to reflect the spirit of Article 73 of the Charter.
6. The report, particularly principle IV, showed that
the provisions of the Charter, and especially its emphasis on the fact that the interests of the inhabitants of
the territories were paramount, contradicted the
narrow interpretation of the wording of Chapter XI put
forward by certain administering Powers in order to
justify a po,sition which could not be reconciled with the
principles and purposes of the Charter. The clear
statement in the first paragraph of Article 73 that the
interests of the inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories were paramount governed the rest of that
Article, including the obligation to transmit information, laid down in sub-paragraph e. Before being admitted to membership of the United Nations, States
accepted the obligations imposed in the Charter:
Article 73 e clearly laiddownthatitwas the obligation
of Member States administering Non-Self-Governing
Territories to transmit information about them. Consequently, the whole question was merely one of determining whether or not a territory was actually
self-governing. To do so it was necessary to take
certain facts into account, such as the geographical
considerations which had given :r;ise to the notion of
"metropolitan areas" referred to in Article 74 of the
Charter, and other considerations such as differences
in race, language and cultural heritage. There were
also the factors listed in General Assembly resolution
742 (VID), but those should be regarded purely as a
guide and individual cases should be decided in the light
of their particular circumstances.
7. The obligation to transmit information was an
international obligation: in view of the movement
towards independence in all Non-Self-Governing Territories and the existing world situation, failure to
comply with it was tantamount to a rejection of international co-operation and to a denial of the principles
and spirit of the Charter. The obligation remained in
force until all the Territories had achieved a full
measure of self-government, and an Administering
Member was bound to comply with it until the General
Assembly had examined all the information relevant to
a change in a Territory's status.Itwasthe application
of that principle which gave the provisions of Article
73 their real meaning.
!I l'laris Kelsen, The Law of the United Nations (New York, Frederick
A. Praeger Inc., 1950), pp. 552-553, footnote.
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8. His delegation was in full agreement with the
principles drawn up by the Special Committee of Six
and hoped that, when adopted, theywouldbeeffectively
applied to each individual colony.
9. Mr. KUKAN (Libya) said that, like the Special
Committee of Six, his Government regarded the
Charter as a living document and it carried out its
international obligations in conformity with the principles of the Charter. Unfortunately, Portugal and
Spain, though adhering to the Charter, had never fully
carried out their obligations under it; indeed, they were
trying to convince the Committee that they had no
obligations under Article 73 e. His delegation's view
was that the General Assembly alone was competent to
decide whether or not an obligation existed to transmit
information; it could not accept any other interpret&tion. His country had suffered long from colonialism
and his delegation was therefore in a good position to
realize what the inhabitants of the dependent territories
were suffering and to appreciate their struggle for
freedom. It was the duty of Member States to support
those peoples, who could notspeakforthemselves, and
to put an end to their humiliation; the United Nations
must take immediate steps to help the peoples of
Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea to achieve
self-government and independence in accordance with
the aims of the Charter.
10. His delegation subscribed to the ideas voiced at
the 1031st meeting by the representatives of Mexico
and Yugoslavia, at the 1032nd meeting by the representatives of Ghana and Venezuela and at the 1036th
meeting by the representative oflraq; and it associated
itself with the tributes to the Special Committee of Six.
It strongly supported the principles which that Com•
mittee had evolved and believed that they wouldput an
end to differences of opinion on the subject of whether
or not a territory was self-governing; it urged the
Administering Members not to disregard them.
11. Mr. EL AMIN (Sudan) said that Article 73 of the
Charter imposed definite obligations on Member States
responsible for Non-Self-Governing Territories, with
which the majority of those States had complied. The
Charter should not be interpreted unilaterally by individual Member States; that was a task which the
General Assembly alone was competent to undertake.
His delegation could not accept the arguments put
forward by the representative of Portugal. The Spanish
representative's statement, though interesting, lacked
positive and constructive features; despite that representative's condemnation of colonialism, it was nevertheless a fact that there were African territories under
Spanish colonial domination. It was regrettable that
neither Spain nor Portugal had complied with the obli·
gation to transmit information. Portugal'sfailuretodo
so was due to a political misconception that the terri•
tories it administered were an integral part of the
metropolitan country. Not until1951haditadoptedthat
position; for five hundred years before then its terri•
tories had been considered colonies.
12. The report of the Special Committee of Six was of
the greatest importance. His delegation accepted the
principles enumerated by that Committee and regarded them as a true interpretation of the Charter.
One of the main purposes in setting up the Special
Committee had been to establish whether the colonies
of Portugal and Spain were to be regarded as provinces
or as Non-Self-Governing Territories. If principle IV

was applied to them, it was clear that they were geographically separate and ethnically and culturally distinct, from which it followed that the two Powers were
under an obligation to transmit information under
Article 73 e.
13. The policy followed by Portugal in its territories
contradicted both Chapter XI of the Charter and the
principles in the report, especially principles V, VI,
VIT, VIIT and IX. The policy of integration pursued by
Portugal was detrimental to progress; that of socalled assimilation was not in the interests of the indigenous inhabitants and was carried on in defiance of
Article 73 a of the Charter. Moreover, that policy had·
failed to produce many"assimilados"-inMozambique
there were only 4,349 out of a total population of some
5,650,000, the remainder being considered by the
Portuguese authorities to be "non-civilized". The
situation in the other Portuguese territories was no
better and it was clearthatthepolicywas only a cover
for a ruthless policy of exploitation, the object of which
was to keep the inhabitants in subjection in their own
countries and to deprive them of education and national
pride. He quoted several authorities who had reported
that Mrican adult males in those territories were
compelled to work on the roads; if the men were absent
on forced labour, then the women and children were
called upon to repair the roads. Such conscript labour
had to provide its own food and often its own tools.
14. In a recent joint communique, the Emperor of
Ethiopia and the President of theSudanhadreaffirmed
their determination to pursue the cause of the freedom
of all Africans and the elimination of colonialism from
Africa. His delegation and other M;rican delegations
were disturbed at the plight of Africans in the dependent
territories. But there was a limit to human endurance;
the nationalist movements around those peoples would
not pass unheeded and his delegation felt that the
policies in question were a danger to peace. A similar
political myth had given rise to the situation in Algeria.
15. His delegation hoped that the principles would be
approved unanimously.
Mr. Pachachi (Iraq) took the Chair.

16. Mr. MAX (France) protested against the reference
in the closing remarks of the Sudanese representative's
statement to a subject which was not on the agenda.
17. Mr. WESTERMAN (Panama) said that the Special
Committee had carried out its task with great care and
had succeeded in achieving agreement. The report
marked a notable step forward towards the attainment
of the aims set forth in Article 73 of the Charter, in
particular in sub-paragraph b.
18. His delegation considered that the principles
evolved by the Special Committee of Six, which were
both moderate and precise, should be endorsed by the
Fourth Committee and by the General Assembly. That
was a matter of urgency in view of the shadows still
cast over humanity by an anachronistic colonialism
now completely outmoded. Principle m was of the
greatest importance and his delegation fully agreed
with the views the representative of Mexico had ex•
pressed on that principle at the 103ist meeting, to the
effect that the fulfilment of the provisions of Article
73 e was an international obligation, that the interAmerican system had affirmed that war was no longer
an instrument of national policy, and that in the same
manner the administration of colonies was no longer
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an instrument of policy of any Member State and th
right of peoples to self-determination was no longer
governed solely by the policies of the administering
Power.
19. The Moroccan representative on the Special Committee of Six had stated that it was a point of principle
for his Government that the process of consultation
should be supervised by the United Nations. That was
also the view of the Panamanian delegation, which
attached great importance to popular consultations.
Principle IX merely recognized the desirability of
United Nations supervision; he was aware, however,
that that wording was due to the fact that in some cases
United Nations supervision could only take place with
the consent of the State administering the territory in
question.
20. It was his delegation's view that there should be
international supervision in the circumstances envisaged in cases fu) and (Q) of principle VI. It followed
from that that international supervision should be
contemplated not only in the case of integration,
referred to in principle IX, but also in the circum•
stances set out in principle vn, i.e., free association
with an independent State. When situations arose which
endangered good relations between peoples, common
sense rendered it advisable that a popular consultation
should take place under United Nations supervision.
That was all the more necessary in cases where
hostilities had resulted, producing loss of life and
suffering among the civilian population; where fundamental human rights must be protected and peace and
international security preserved. Thus, if a popular
consultation of the kind proposed by President de
Gaulle was held in Algeria, its effect on international
opinion would be heightened it if took place under
United Nations supervision.
21. In his delegation's view, principles IV and V met
the situation which had arisen as a result of the establishment of so-called overseas provinces. Obviously,
a country which had not reached an advanced stage of
self-government. which lacked free political institwtions and whose inhabitants were not in a position to
take responsible decisions, could not be incorporated
into another State in that manner.
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their encouragement of the idea that relations between
he administering Powers and their dependent territories should be based on the general principle of good
neighbourliness.
24. In conclusion, he associated himself with the
tribute paid by the Liberian representative at the
1031st meeting on behalf of the African States, to the
work done by the former representative of Mexico,
Mr. Espinosa y Prieto, in the interest of the dependent
peoples.
25. Mr. MAKKAWI (Lebanon) said that, in viewofthe
comprehensive character of the statements made by
the speakers who had preceded him in the debate, he
would confine himself to explaining his Government's
position on the important question before the Committee and on the report presented by the Special Committee of Six. It was encouraging to see that the two
opposing groups in the Committee-the representatives
of the administering and of the non-administering
Powers-had managed to agreeupontwelveprinciples.
His delegation endorsed every word of those principles,
which, if accepted, wouldconstitutethebasicpremises
for determining whether or not a particular territory
fell within the scope of Article 73 e of the Charter.
26. The replies (A/ AC.l00/1 andAdd.l) which certain
countries had sent to the Secretary-General in re-sponse to General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
outlined a number of basic factors. Iran's reply, for
instance, singled out the geographical considerations
which had given rise to the notion of "metropolitan
areas", found in Article 74 of the Charter; and dif•
ferences in race, language, religion or cultural heritage. Morocco held the view that Chapter XI of the
Charter applied to any territory whose people displayed
marked differences, from the ethnical, geographical,
historical, cultural or social standpoints, when com•
pared with the people of the colonial Power, and any
territory whose relationship with the administering
Power arbitrarily placed the indigenous inhabitants on
a lower footing. Those premises were clearly set out
in principles IV and V.
27. A thorough examination of the so-called overseas
provinces showed conclusively that principles IV and V
applied to them. It might well be asked on what basis

22. The principles formulated by the Special Committee of Six, which his delegationhopedtheFourth Committee would approve, would serve as a guide to
Member States in determining whether or not an oP..
ligation existed to transmit the information called for
in Article 73 e of the Charter. An honourable solution
would thus be found for cases such as Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea-territories which, on the
basis of the principles, were certainly covered by the
provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter. His delegation
hoped that those territories and any others in similar
circumstances would benefit from any action which the
General Assembly would take. It was confident that the
Powers concerned would co-operate with the General
Assembly and ensure that information would beforthcoming concerning all territories covered by Chapter
XI of the Charter.

those territories were regarded as overseas provinces, whether that status had arisen as a result of a
free and voluntary choice and whether informed.and
democratic processes had been at work. That was why
his delegation attached great importance to principles
VII, VIII and XI of the report.

23. The
sion lay
whereby
measure

29. Mr. LAMANI (Albania) said that, although Chapter
XI of the Charter gave a clear definition of the obligations which administering Powers assumed on their
dm.ission to membership of the United Nations, the
General Assembly--many years after the signing of the
Charter-was still marking time because of the nega-

main virtue of the principles under discus-in their conception of a peaceful procedure
peoples which had not yet achieved a full
of self.. government would be given an opportunity to advance and, at the appropriate moment.
to exercise their right to self-determination, and in

28. The tide of nationalism and the yearning for
freedom were at their peak everywhere, and particularly in Africa. It ·was high time for the colonial
Powers, and especially Spain and Portugal, to change
their attitude and meet the challenge of the day. His
country, which had always sympathized with the dependent peoples in their struggle for emancipation,
would vote in favour of a resolution approving the
principles in the report of the Special Committee of
Six.
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tive attitude adopted by the colonial Powers, while
millions of human beings in the colonies were clamouring impatiently for complete and immediate independence. Whereas paragraph 18 of the report of the Special
Committee of Six stated that the Charter was a living
document and that the obligations under Chapter XI
should be viewed in the light of the changing spirit of
the times, the colonial Powers were not prepared to
conform to the political situation and the changes
occurring in the modern world. Portugal and Spain
went so far as to supply no information on their colonies, on the pretext that they had no colonies but only
"overseas provinces 11 , and that there was therefore no
obligation to transmit information.
30. The Fourth Committee and the General Assembly
should adopt a firm attitude and should take the neces,.
sary steps for the liberation of the colonial peoples,
whose complete independence could no longer be delayed. The people of the dependent territories were
waiting for the United Nations to give them effective
help.
31. While the colonial peoples were fighting to throw
off the yoke, the representatives of the colonial Powers
were E:lndeavouring to defend the "principles" of colonialism, if that word could be applied in the context.
The representative of the United Kingdom, who had
obstinately defended the thesis, recorded in paragraph
15 of the report, that "there might be circumstances
in which ••• considerations .•. reduced to nil the
amount of information which could be transmitted",
had taken exception totheVenezuelanrepresentative's
conclusion that such a reservation constituted a kind
of "double-talk". The important point, however, was
that the passage in question clearly demonstrated the
efforts deployed by the United Kingdom representative
in the Special CommitteeofSixandinthe Fourth Com•
mittee with a view, first, to limiting the amount of
information transmitted-on the basis of principle xand then reducing it to nil with the help of the reservation in question. It was to be regretted that, despite
the efforts which the representatives of India, Mexico
and Morocco had made in the Special Committee to
further the cause of the colonial peoples, the representatives of the colonial Powers had been successful
in imposing upon certain paragraphs a wording that
lent itself to interpretation in the interestsofthe prolongation of the system of colonial exploitation.
·
32. The colonialists had been trying to conceal the
true situation in their colonies. Although the Portuguese representative had tried to deny facts which were
there for everyone to see, the Committee could never
forget the statements made by the representatives of
Iraq, Ghana, Guinea and other countries, describing
the inhuman methods to which the Portuguese colonialists resorted, In a publication entitled "Angola:
Repression and Revolt in Portuguese Africa", the
American Committee on Africa supplied evidence of
racial segregation, forced labour and corporal punishment and torture; it spoke of military patrols which
tried to prevent desertions from contractual labour
obligations and of the careful screening of African
students before they were allowed to leave Ango~a for
higher education in Portugal.
.
33. In 1956, 1957 and 1958 efforts had been made by
the Assembly to deal with the question of Portuguese
and Spanish colonies in a diplomatic way but, as a
result of the subtle manoeuvres o(the colonialist and

imperialist Powers, even the draft resolutions proposing the establishment of a committee to study the
question had come to nought. It had not been until the
fourteenth session that the problem had been discussed
more openly and the Special Committee of Six set up.
34. Mankind could no longer tolerate a situation in
which people were divided into masters and slaves.
The United Nations wasindutyboundtohelp the. struggle of the colonial peoples for emancipation. The AI•
banian delegation fully associated itself with the
numerous delegations which had stated that the Portuguese and the Spanish colonies should be regarded as
Non-Self-Governing Territories until they attained
complete independence. The United Nations should call
upon Portugal and Spain to fulfil their obligations under
the Charter.
35. Although his delegation could not endorse the
report of the Special Committee of Six in its entirety,
it wished to stress once again that it was ready to SUP"
port all measures designed to promote the liberation
of the colonial peoples.
36~ Mr. CARPIO (Philippines) said that his country,
which had never been a colonial Power or administered
any dependent territories, could approach the question
before the Committee with the objectivity that was indispensable for a wise solution. In dealing with the
twelve principles drawn up by the Special Committee of
Six, the Fourth Committee should discuss whether they
were wise and whether they conformed with the letter
and spirit of the Charter. Unfortunately, however;
three tendencies had emerged: some speakers held
that the Committee was dealing with a purelypolitical
question, which should be decided according to political
views and to the spirit of the times, irrespective of
whether the decision was in accordance with the letter
of the Charter; others approached the problem in a
purely legalistic way, ignoring altogether the temper of'
the times; a third group saw in the question a mixture
of both political and juridical considerations.

37. His delegation, which had always taken an independent line in the United Nations, thought that in approaching the question now before the Committee it was
necessary to recall the atmosphere prevailing at San
Francisco in 1945. At thattime the paramount consideration had been to ensure that the generations to come
would be saved from the scourge of war. In order to
achieve that goal it had been necessary to eliminate all
the causes of misunderstanding. That aim, in its turn,
had necessitated the creation of international machinery to promote better living conditions and greater
freedom for the people in the world.
38. He could not agree with the delegations which
argued that since Chapter XI of the Charter was entitled "Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing
Territories" the provisions of Article 73weresubject
to unilateral interpretation by Member States. The
heading of alegal textcouldclearlyhelpin interpreting
the text but the interpretation should be based on the
actual wording of that text. Article 73 stated that
Member States which administered dependent terri•
tories accepted an obligation as a sacred trust. It was
quite clear that that obligation was as binding as any
other portion of the Charter. It was for that reason
that his delegation haq always given Article 73 a very
liberal interpretation, going further in that respect than
most delegations. The obligation to transmit informa-
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tion on political developments was implied in the duty
expressed in Article 73 a and b.
39. It was perhaps unfortunatethattheCharterdidnot
define the nature of a Non-Self-Governing Territory,
but in fact the meaning of the term was clear. There
might be cases where, although a people had not
achieved a full measure of self-government, no oblig&tion had been created on the part of the administering
Power concerned. The great majority of Administering
Members had voluntarily transmitted information on
th~ territories under their administration and by so
doing had assumed responsibility under the terms of
Article 73, but the question was whether it could be
shown that those which had not transmitted information
had by their acceptance of the Charter assumed such
responsibility. It was for that reason that, aftertwo or
three years of failure, the General Assembly had had,
at its fourteenth session, set up the Special Committee
of Six. The problem JlOW before the Fourth Committee
was to determine what factors should be taken into
account and whether or not an obligation to transmit
information existed. The problem differed from that
considered by the Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (NonSelf-Governing Territories), which had related chiefly
to the conditions which should govern the cessation of
the transmission of information. The point now at
issue was whether and when the transmission of information should begin. Instead, however, of delega•
tions examining the principles proposed by the Special
Committee of Six in a dispassionate and well-reasoned
manner, and so obtaining the co-operation and good
will of every Member of the United Nations, the subject had been approached in the three different ways
that he had already described.
40. One of the purposes oftheUnitedNationswas that
it should constitute a harmonious whole in the solution
of international problems. He couldnothelpwondering
what direction the United Nations was taking when he
heard extremist views expressed, based on the assumption that the obligation to transmit information
existed, condemning those who were supposedly disregarding that obligation and accusing certain Member
States of committing crimes in their administration of
dependent territories. In his delegation's opinion the
Committee should first consider the principles and
later, provided it approved them, endeavour to secure
their enforcement. The proper way to proceed would
be to reason with the Administering Members and try
to persuade them to do what was right. It was going
too far to utter dogmatic pronouncements to the effect
that every people was entitled to independence im•
mediately. His delegation fully understood and shared
the desire of the nations of Africa that all dependent
peoples should achieve freedom at an early date, but
the Charter provided that relations between Member
States must be governed by international law and must
be based on understanding, friendship and good neighbourliness. It was not acting in accordance with the
Charter to accuse fellow Members of crimes.
41. Turning to the principles, he observed that the
first sentence of principle I gave rise to certain questions: firstly, what had been the territories known to
be of the colonial type at the time of the drafting of
the Charter, and secondly, why theobligationtotransmit information under Article 73 e should be confined
to those territories. The latter thesis seemed hardly
consistent with the statement in paragraph 18 that the
Charter was a living document and that the obligations
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under Chapter XI must be viewed in the light of the
changing spirit of the times. There might be territories
which had become territories of the colonial type since
1945; that was a matterfortheCommitteeto consider.
In his view the principles should be of universal application.
42. Throughout the report the Special Committee had
used language that was consistent with the terms of
Article 73. To assert, as did some delegations, that
independence was the sole aim of all dependent peoples
and that they should be liberated immediately was not
in conformity with the letter or the spirit of that
Article.
43. There appeared to be no important divergence of
views about the wording of principle ID; the words
"international obligation" were in accordance with the
text of Article 73.
44. His delegation had serious reservations with
regard to principle IV. His own country, for example,
consisted of over a thousand islands inhabited by a
number of ethnic groups and he felt sure that there
were other Member States which were similarly composed. Similarly there were countries in which different ethnic groups had become merged through
intermarriage. Furthermore, the exact nature of the
geographical separation referred to in principle IV
was not clear.
45. His delegation welcomed the twelve principles
submitted by the Special Committee of Six and considered that their adoption would constitute a practical
step in the right direction. It wished, however, to
dissociate itself from some of the statements that had
been made condemning certain Member States for noncompliance with obligations which had not been proved
to exist.
46. Mr. GRINBERG (Bulgaria) said that in assessing
the work of the Special Committee of Six there were
two possible approaches. If the report were looked at
against the background of previous years it might be a
source of considerable satisfaction owing to the fact
that much that it contained, if taken at its face value,
would indicate a substantial evolution in the views of
some of the colonial Powers. In that connexion, he
drew attention to the last sentence of paragraph 17 and
the first sentence of paragraph 18.
47. In his delegation's view, however, the report
should be judged entirely in the light of the circum•
stances at present prevailing. The general trend could
be epitomized in two words: immediate independence.
That idea overshadowed everything else; its presence
threw doubt upon the attempts of the colonial Powers
to demonstrate that there had been progress in their
views.
48. Many delegations would remember the obstacles
raised by the colonial Powers in recent years to prevent any action by the General Assembly to bring the
colonies of Portugal and Spain within the purview of
Chapter XI of the Charter. The sponsors of draft
resolutions had done their utmost to couch them in the
most inoffensive terms. References to Portugal and
Spain had been taboo both in the draft resolutions and
in most of the speeches. Yet the colonial Powers had
opposed the adoption of any measure, no matter how
innocuous it might be. At the fourteenth session of the
General Assembly, however, there had been a sudden
change. The colonial Powers had presumably realized
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that the mounting anti-colonialist tide in the world and
the outcry for independence for all colonies necessitated the adoption of less exposed positions and that
the imminent increase in the number of anti-colonialist
countries in the United Nations demanded improved
tactics. Thus the twelveprincipleshadbeenworkedout
and submitted to the Fourth Committee, which should
now decide what action it would take. The colonial
Powers would doubtless advise the Committee to approve the principles without taking any specific action
in regard to the colonies of Portugal and Spain. That
would give the colonial Powers an opportunity to claim
to have made a positive contribution towards the solution of the problem of the Portuguese and Spanish
colonies while in actual fact it would amount to prae>tically nothing.
49. The twelve principles enunciated by the Special
Committee derived from Chapter XIoftheCharterand
merely reaffirmed positions that had been held by the
anti-colonialist countries ever since the establishment
of the United Nations. Up to the present' Portugal and
Spain had totally disregarded Chapter XI and there
seemed little likelihood that the colonial countries
would be more generous in respect of the twelve
principles. Indeed, since Portugal had voted in favour
of the draft resolution recommending the immediate
abolition of racial discrimination (A/C.4/L.643 and
Add.l and 2), adopted at theCommittee's1028thmeet,.
ing, it would not be surprising to see that delegation
vote in favour of the adoption of the principles and subsequently claim that they did not apply to Portugal. In
fact, in his long speech at the 1036th meeting the
representative of Po,rtugal, while not committing him•
self with regard to the principles as a whole, had made
it clear that his Government did not intend to proceed
with the fulfilment of its obligations under Chapter XI.
He had analysed many of the Articles and Chapters of
the Charter in an attempt to infuse new life into the
moribund colonial thesis that it was within the sole
discretion of the colonial Powers to decide whether or
not to implement the provisions of Chapter XI. He had,
however, omitted to mention Article 10, which was the
key provision of the Charter and gave a complete
answer to the question regardingthecompetenceofthe
General Assembly in matters relating to Non-SelfGoverning Territories. No less an authority than Mr.
Hans Kelsen,inhisbookThe Lawofthe United Nations,
wrote (p. 551): "Since the General Assembly under Article 10 is authorised to discuss any matter within the
scope of the Charter and to make recommendations on
such matters to the Members or to the Security Council, and since the administration of the territories to
which Chapter XI applies is certainly a matter within
the scope oftheCharter, theAssemblymaydiscuss the
matters to which Articles 73 and 74 refer and make
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recommendations on these matters". In afurtherpassage of the same book he wrote (p. 556): "If the General
Assembly is competent to make recommendations on
matters regulated by Chapter XI, and that means to
apply its provisions, the Assembly may-in form of a
recommendation-specify these territories".
50. He would not go any further into that question
since, with the exception of 'Portugal and Spain, no
colonial Power seemed now to lay any emphasis on the
alleged non-competence of the General Assembly.
51. The representative of Portugal had dweltatgreat
length on a number of juridical and other arguments
but had not tried to refute any of the facts which had
been brought forward by many delegations and which
proved beyond doubt that the so-called overseas provinces of Portugal were nothing. but colonial territories. The Committee should not allow itself to be
drawn into futile discussion but should face the incontrovertible fact that Portugal possessed geographically separated territories inhabited by over 12
million people who were distinct ethnically and culturally from the Portuguese people and who had been
arbitrarily placed in a position of subordination. The
Portuguese representative had made references to
democracy in his statement, but the situation in the
Portuguese colonies could not be spokenofinterms of
democracy since the facts pointed to something akin to
slavery.
52. Nearly everything he had said applied with equal
force to Spain, whose representative had, at the previous meeting, fully associated himself with the views
expressed by the representative of Portugal.
53. In the opinion of the Bulgarian delegation, the
United Nations had reached the stage of considering the
immediate abolition of colonialism. That fact must
obviously have a bearing on the way in which different
colonial problems would be solved.lftheFourthCommittee was to fulfil its responsibilities it should approve a draft resolution unequivocally stating that upon
the admission of Portugal and Spain to United Nations
membership the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter
had' become applicable to all their colonial territories
n~ely_: Madeira, the Azores, Sao Tom~ and Prlncipe:
Sao Joao Batista de Ajud~ Cabinda, Angola, Mozambique, Macau, Goa, Timor and other dependencies,
under the administration of Portugal; andlnfni, Spanish
Sahara, Fernando P6o, Rio Muni and the Canary
Islands, under the administration of Spain. Naturally
any resolution which the General Assembly might adopt
later regarding the immediate liberation of all colonies
would apply also to the colonies of Portugal and Spain.
The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.
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Agenda item 38:
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists. to transmit the information called
for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the United
Nations: report of the Special Committee
established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV) (continued)
General debate (continued) • •••••••••••

yet attained full self-government. That was the argument which the Government of the United Kingdom had
still maintained at the eighth sessioninconnexionwith
the Fourth Committee's Consideration of the question
of factors.
3. As for determiningthedifficultpointwhether"sovereignty" could be invoked with reference to Non-Self•
Governing Territories, he simply drew attention to the
fact that there was no mention whatever of sovereignty
in Chapter XI of the Charter. The obligations it contained were assumed by the Member States "who
have ••• responsibilities for the administration" of
those Territories. Even where Territories integrated
into the metropolitan country were concerned. the
transmission of information under the provisions of
Article 73 e had raised no problem for New Zealand.
for example, with respect to the Cook Islands or the
Tokelau Islands.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI <Iraq).

AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/ 4526, A/C.4/L.648 and Add.l, A/C.4/L.649) (continue!!)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. DORSINVILLE (Haiti) said that he was speak•
ing, not with reference to the report of the Special
Committee of Six on the Transmission of Information
under Article 73eoftheCharter (A/4526)~ which in the
main the Haitian. delegation approved of except for a
few remarks elicited by the so-called integration principle, but rather to exercise his right of reply. In
connexion with the definition of the word •territory",
the representative of Portugal had repeated at the
1036th meeting, with respect for the letter but in
contradiction to their spirit. certain terms. of a statement which he himself had made in the Fourth Committee on 31 January 1957, duringtheeleventhsession
(618th meeting), at the time the Fourth Committee had
been considering document A/C.4/331 and Add.1.
2. Repeating the text of his first statement, he made
it clear that the word "territory• had. of course, no
precise legal meaning in international law and might
have widely varying meanings in a constitutional text.
For example, the Australian Government had considered the Territory of Papua a Non-Self-Governing
Territory, to which the provisions of Chapter XI of the
Charter were applicable, but no one had ever disputed
that the Northern Territory of Australia, whichformed
part of the Australian continent, was not included in
those same provisions. It was quite apparent that at the
San Francisco Conference there had been unanimity in
excluding metropolitan territor.ies from the field of
application of Chapter XI, which could be applied only
to non-metropolitan regions, called colonies, poesessions and protectorates, whose inhabitants had not

4. It had been said that the list of Territories enumerated in General Assembly resolution 66 (I) had
confirmed the decision of only a few Member States,
that that decision could not be binding upon other Mem•
ber States, and that at San Francisco it had been decided not to discuss one Territory or another in
particular. He recalled, however, that at San Francisco
the Australian delegation had put forward the idea,
which unfortunately had not been retained. that the
General Assembly might designate the Territories for
which the Administering Members were to submit annual reports to theUnitedNations, andthatthe General
Assembly might also, before designating those Terri•
tories, call one or more conferences to be attended
by those States administering territories whose inhabi•
tants were not yet able to cope alonewith the difficulties of the modern world and might take into consideration the recommendations emerging from such
gatherings. Measures of that sort would have made it
possible to settle once and for all the question still
before the Committee. The fact none the less remained
that the decision made at San Francisco was not final,
and that the General Assembly had on several occasions made known its views concerning the obligation
to transmit information on Non-Self-Governing Territories, as, for instance, in its resolutions 66 (I), 334
(IV) and 648 (VIl) •
5. Professor Hans Kelsen, an expert on the Charter,
had concluded. with regard to Chapter XI, that the
obligations embodied in that Chapter were binding upon
States that had not taken part in the San Francisco
Conference but had since become Members of the
United Nations; that repeated violation of the obligations contained in Chapter XI might cause sanctions to
be applied; that in its resolution 66 (I) the General
Assembly had left to the Member States the task of
determining which territories came within the category
designated in Chapter XI; and that the General Assembly might nevertheless designate those territories
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in the form of a recommendation which would not,
however, be mandatory )1
6. It could not be gainsaid, as was apparent from the
last-mentioned conclusion, that the recommendations
of the General Assembly might often be disregarded.
It was true, none the less, that in becoming a Member
of the United Nations, a State bound itself to respect
both the spirit and the letter of the Charter, so that a
simple study of the actual situation of certain territories might, apart from any legal argumentation,
rightfully cause the question to be raised whether or
not it would be propertoapplyinsome particular case
or other the provisions of Articles 73 and 74. In his
mind there was no doubt that in the territories under
Portuguese administration, there was no equality of
rights between the people administered and those administering.
7. Mr. Krishna MENON (India) said that he was keenly
interested in the discussion of the principles that
should govern the application of Article 73 e of the
Charter, for the question was a fundamental one, involving the very meaning of the Charter. After admitting Spain and Portugal in 1955, the General
Assembly had tried unsuccessfully, at its tenth,
eleventh and twelfth sessions, to clarify the meaning
of Chapter XI. That was why it had decided at its
fourteenth session, in its resolution 1467 (XIV), to
establish the Special Committee of Six, composed of
Administering Members and non-administeringMembers. That Committee had formulated some excellent
principles, which were set out in section V, part B, of
its report and which the Fourth Committee would no
doubt adopt.

s. In different ways, Spain and Portugal were maintaining that none of the territories under their administration came within the scope of the provisions
of Chapter XI and that they were therefore not obliged
to transmit information under Article 73 e. Spain,
however, had adopted a more conciliatory attitude, in
the sense that, elthough making legal reservations, it
had transmitted znaterial to the Secretary.-General
for information purposes. That was a gratifying step
forward, and he hoped to be able to note further progress when the General Assembly had clearly expressed its opinion.
9. Portugal, on the other hand, felt itself under no
obligation, as if its rights and duties were different
from those of other States signatories to the Charter.
It would be plainly to its advantage, however, to transmit information, since by keeping silent about its
territories it in no wise prevented the world, and the
Indian delegation in particular, from forming its own
ideas about the lot of the local inhabitants. Actually,
the problem was not so much one of transmitting information as of applying the Charter. The many proposals put forward during and after the Second World
War, some even by administering Powers like the
United Kingdom and Australia, had tended to recognize
that the dependent peoples were a kind of moral •trust•
and had therefore to be prepared for independence. The
Charter was based upon that idea, notwithstanding the
formal legal distinctions between Non-Self-Governing
Territories and Trust Territories. Portugal claimed
to be the only one to interpret the Charter properlyan extraordinary claim-and denied any obligation.

Y See Hans Kelsen. The Law of the United Nations (New York.
Frederick A. Praeger Inc., 1950), pp. 553, 556-557.

However, the United Nations was a body of States which
had all accepted the provisions of the Charter. The
Charter was an organic whole; to deny one of its provisions was tantamount to denying all of them. It was
not a mere manifesto, but a multilateral instrument
binding upon each signatory. Unlike conventions or
treaties it did not allow the Members of the United
Nations' the option of making reservations to some of
its parts or of denouncing it as a whole. Each Member
of the United Nations was boundbytheCharter unless,
through a regrettable decision, it decided to leave the
Organization. Since Portugal had asked to be admitted,
it ought to consider itself bound by the Charter.
10. The provisions of Articles 73 and 74 were applicable to all Member States without exception. Portugal claimed exemption from the obligations imposed by
those Articles by using as !ln argument the meaning nf
the word "territory". It must however be noted that
that word signified only an area of land or a region of
the world; since it was not capitalized, there was no
need to give it a special definition or interpretation.
Therefore, Portugal could not claim that its colonies
were not "territories", since that word had no special
meaning. The only way of knowing whether the regions
were within the scope of Articles 73 and 74 was to
determine whether their peoples had not yet attained a
full measure of self-government. That was indeed the
case with the Portuguese possessions.
11. In accepting the sacred trust defined in Article 73,
States signatories to the Charter acknowledged their
accountability to the United Nations. While those
Articles did not, like the ones dealing with the International Trusteeship System, give the United Nations
the right to exercise supervision, they placed the
General Assembly under a duty to require information
from the Administering Members, in order to see that
they discharg~d their trust. No Administering Member
before Portugal had made the slightest difficulty;
Portugal alone had raised the question of interpret&tion. But that stage had long since been passed. From
1945 to 1955 Member· States had laid down how the
Charter was to be understood. On becomingaMembet
of the United Nations, Portugal had become bound not
only by the Charter, but also by the interpretation
given to it by the General Assembly in ten years'
practice.
12. Nor could Portugal take refuge in the argument
of the supremacy of its national Constitution. That
supremacy existed only to a certain degree. All the
States signatories to the Charter had renounced the
right to acquire territories by force, and municipal
law could not take precedence over international law.
That was also the view of the commentators on the
Charter. Of the twenty-two jurists quoted in document
A/ AC.l00/2/Add.2, which had been made available to
the Special Committee of Six, only four, one of them
Portuguese, had certain reservations on that point.
Mr. Louis Delbez stated, on the o~er hand, in his
Manuel de droit international publicY (p. 139):
"All the Members of the United Nations agree to
restrict their jurisdiction immediately in respect of
all territories in their possession, which are no
longer called colonies, but 'dependent territories'.
"As a result the legal status of the colonial territory is changed. Although it is still part of the

Y

Paris. Libralrie gen~rale de droit et de jurisprudence, 1951.
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national territory, it is detached from the metropolitan territory in the sense that it is no longer subject
to the same juridical system. The metropolitan
territory continues to be governed solely by municipal law, whereas the colonial territory is now in
large measure subject to international law."
13. Furthermore, even if one accepted Portugal's
argument that Chapter XI of the Charter was merely a
~ateral declaration, one would be ~bligedtoaddthat
1t was also the unilateral declaration of Portugal as a
Member of the United Nations. But ChapterXIw~s not
a unilateral declaration, Theuseoftheword "Declaration", at the head of the Chapter, should,,not cause
misunderstanding. If some Chapters had bindingforce
while others were mere statements of opinion, the
result would be anarchy. The text in question was not
a preamble, nor an explanatory note, nor a schedule,
but a declaration which was as fully binding as a concordat or as the Paris Declaration of 1856. To think
otherwise would amount to saying that a convention was
not as binding as a treaty, because it bore a different
name.
14. In reality, Portugal's only title was the right of
conquest. It was first in search of spices, and then to
spread Christianity, that the Portuguese explorers had
set out to discover the world. The only ground invoked
by Portugal for keeping its possessions was that they
were very old. No conquest of that kind would be
accepted today. Be that as it might, Portugal was the
only country which wanted to make the inhabitants of its
colonies Portuguese. The United Kingdom had never
claimed that the Indians were English! The Indian
delegation did not consider that conquest gave sovexeignty to the conquering power. Sovereignty resided
solely in the people of the conquered territory, and
reverted to it when colonial rnle ended.
15. The Portuguese possessions were not settled
territories like Australia, but conquered territories
whose inhabitants were subjected by laws enacted wi~
out their consent to treatment different from that
accorded to the inhabitants of the metropolitan country.
The Portuguese themselves regarded those territories
as colonies. In an article in the review Foreign AffairsY,
Prime Minister Salazar had written in 1956·•
n
••• it may be said that Africa lives and must continue
for an unforeseeable time to live under the control and
guidance of a ci,vilized State." Was not the domination
of one country by another colonialism? By asserting
the nececsity of colonialism, was the Prime Minister
not repudiating the very aim of the Charter? Prime
Minister Salazar went on: "Public administration and
the guidance of labor is unavoidably in the hands of a
small minority of Europeans. Their tasks cannot be
abandoned or handed ove:r to the indigenous elements
indiscriminately and all at once." In the same article,
the Prime Minister had written: "In fact, when it is
conscious of its mission the colonizing country ensures peace, is responsible for maintaining order
organizes life, promotes economic development .•• It
may well be asked whether the same end would be
reached as quickly in any other way." That meant that
colonialism was not only necessary but ~esirable.
16. Accounts published of conditions in those territories-exaggerated accounts, perhaps, but it was for
Portugal to prove that-were scarcely encouraging.
lf Oliveira Salazar, "Goa and' the Indian Union: The Portuguese View".
Foreign Affairs, vol. 34, No. 3 (April 1956).
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According to Mr. Peter Ritner in his book The Death
of Africa,il all the inhabitants of the Portuguese
African territories, with the exception of Europeans
and some 10,000 "assimilated" persons, were liable
to forced labour, instituted by the authorities at the end
of the nineteenth century to make it appear that the
territories had been Europeanized. Portugal had, in
particular, signed labour agreements with the Union of
South Africa to "facilitate" the hiring of Africans in
Mozambique. According to Mr. Marvin Harris, idleness had become immoral and illegal for Africans. If
an ~rican could not prove that he was not idle, he was
earned off to the police station; he then had to find a
European employer, or agree to be hired by a South
African agent, or be drafted by the Government into one
of the conscript gangs which carried out construction
works.
17. In Mozambique, a company set up by the mines
had been granted a monopoly by the Portuguese authorities for the hiring of indigenous labour; since the
formation of that company, thewagesofferedhadfallen
to a level below thatof1896. The vigorous suppression
of labour agitation had contributed not a little to that
result. There was in fact no collective bargaining .and
no law to protect indigenous labour. If the author of an
article published in Lisbon in 0 Seculo on 4 August
1956 was to be believed: "It has been more than once
demonstrated that the white man in Africa cannot carry
out heavy tasks, which demand a fatiguing and. e)l.loo
hausting human effort ••• He may only be given the task
of directing and of guiding, administratively and technically. Other tasks are naturally reserved for the
Negroes, since they are the only ones capable of carrying them out. • Did not that mean that slavery was
conceived for the good of the slave, who was good for
nothing else?
18. Without wishing to dwell on discriminatory practices which were well known, and admittedly not the
worst in the world, he must stress the deplorable
educational situation. In Angola, with a population of 4
million, only 58,000 children hadbeenattendingschool
in 1954. In 1950 the proportion of African illiterates had
been 99 per cent, as against 23 per cent of whites. Most
schools reserved the few vacant places for the Portuguese. In 1956 the public primacy schools had comprised 2,531 children of whites born in Europe, 3,382
children of whites born in Africa, 3,210 children of
mulattos and only 737 children of Africans. The proportion had been a little better in the private schools,
but generally speaking it appeared that only 5 per cent
of the children of school age were able to attend school.
According to Lord Hailey, the Portuguese territories
were the only major areas in Africa unaffected by the
acceleration of social and economic change which had
elsewhere been the most important result of participation in the Second World War.
19. Lastly, the populations enjoyed no civil liberties.
In Goa in particular, public meetings were banned, and
permission was required even for prayer meetings. In
1955, Portuguese troops had fired on the inhabitants
taking part in demonstrations of passive resistance.
Many people had been killed. Others had been sentenced
to terms of imprisonment of up to twenty-eightyears;
yet others had been deported to Africa and to Portugal.
Between 1954 and 1959, several hundred Goans had
been arrested, tortured and imprisonedfortakingpart
J/ New York,

Macmillan, 1960.
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in the freedom movement. Some were still in prison;
others carried on themthemarksofwoundsor mutilations caused by the Portuguese. Despite that, India had
stationed no troops on the Goan frontier. However, it
must not be thought that its silence meant approval. It
was because India was aware of its international re-sponsibilities that it did not want to have any difficulties with PortUgal or the international community.
Nevertheless, it reserved the right to call for the
liberation of Goa, which was as much an integral part
of Indian territory as were the former French establishments.
20. It was no good ignoring the realities of the world.
It had become impossible to speak of colonies from a
purely legalistic point of view. The Charter pre-scribed respect for human rights and the maintenance
of international peace and security. It imposed on the
Portuguese Government the obligation at least to
transmit information on economic, social and educational conditions in the territories it administered, and
the General Assembly had the right to apply in that
connexion the provisions of Article 10 of the Charter.
It was because it was convinced of the truth of that
assertion that his delegation had sponsored jointly with
other delegations the draft resolution in document
A/C.4/L.649. His delegation hoped that the draft
resolution would receive the unanimous support ofthe
Committee, particularly that of Portugal and Spain.
21. Mr. NOGUEffiA (Portugal) rejectedcategorically
the Indian representative's allegations concerning
conditions in the Portuguese territories; as to the legal
arguments, he reserved the right to revert to them
when he had studied the text of the Indian representative's statement.
22. Recalling that Mr. Krishna Menon himself had
stated in the Security Council on 21 November 1957
that the fact that a majority of States were of the same
opinion did not mean that the opinion was necessarily
right~-from which it could be deduced a posteriori
that the minority opinion was not necessarily wronghe failed to understand why the representative oflndia
now thought it extraordinary that the Portuguese dele-gation's view should differ from that of other delegations or even of the large majority of Assembly
Members.
23. Mr. ROHAI.r-ILKIV (Czechoslovakia) said he
wished to clear up any pOssible misunderstanding concerning a statement 'made by the representative of
Spain at the 1038th meeting, which had been unexpected,
to say the least, seeing that Spain and Czechoslovakia
held diametrically opposed views on colonialism. If
the representative of Spain considered that the ideas of
the Spanish delegation and those of the Czechoslovak
delegation coincided, it must be because he misunderstood the Czechoslovak delegation's position. Its attitude was very clear: it was essential to liquidate the
colonial system immediately. In the particular case of
the Spanish and Portuguese colonies, the Assembly
should insist on the information called for under
Article 73 e and should require Spain and Portugal to
recognize that the territories they administered were
not so--called overseas provinces but colonies.
24. Mr. KRIGA (Chad), after extending his delegation's congratulations to the Chairman of the Fourth
Committee on his election and to the members of the
Special Committee for their report, said that the
~ See Official Records of the Security Council, Twelfth Year, 805th
meeting, para. 58.
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twelve principles enumerated in section V, part B, of
that report gave precise and unequivocal expression to
the will of the Members of the United Nations as set
out in the Charter and moreparticularlyinArticle 73.
The principles gave an exact definition of Non-SelfGoverning Territories, and his delegation was ready to
support any draft resolution fully endorsing them.
25. While it was to be hoped that the debates of the
current session would lead to the complete and rapid
abolition of the colonial system, Spain and Portugal
were still maintaining, particularly in Africa, colonies,
which they cynically called provinces, where the most
inhuman colonialism was rife. In Angola, for example,
there were only 47,000 children in the primary schools
out of a total population of 4.5 million inhabitants;
700,000 inhabitants were subjected to forced labour,
and the population was living under the threat of
internment in concentration camps, torture and even
death; the inhabitants were classified as civilized,
assimilated and non-civilized. In the whole of the
Portuguese possessions there were only 35,000 out of
11 million inhabitants who had the vote, and the administrative system differed from that of the metropolitan country. It was therefore understandable that
the Spanish Government and the Portuguese Government found some difficulty in transmitting information
on their so--called overseas provinces.
26. Since 1946, 100 million people in nearly thirty
Non-Self-Governing Territories had become independent; but 150 million, mainly in Africa, were still
awaiting their freedom and were looking towards the
United Nations. Yet, if the colonialist Powers had not
constantly blocked the decisions of the international
Organization, it would now have sufficiently powerful
means at its disposal to impose its will, if necessary,
on the few countries still imbued with colonialism.
The non-self-governing peoples wanted independence
and freedom. The United Nations had the overriding
duty of rescuing them from the political, economic,
social and cultural domination of the colonial system.
No constitutional amendment could be an excuse for
continuing· to exploit the colonial territories; on the
contrary, the domination of one people by another
people which differed from it in race, language, culture, religion and philosophy was an international
matter, of concern to all the Members of the United
Nations. Yet up till now the vague notions which had
been adopted had allowed colonialism to be maintained.
27. To those who stated, in a Portuguese periodical,
that they would never leave Africa unless driven out by
force and that theywouldnotconsenttothe exploitation
of blacks by blacks, he would reply that there was not
an iota of metropolitan territory in Africa and that
Africa was African. He asked the c.olonial Powers and
all those with designs on Africa to heed the voice,
growing ever stronger, of the African peoples, who,
in complete solidarity, were claiming their freedom;
tor nothing could hold back the wave of nationalism
which was sweeping over the African continent. Consequently, his delegation thought that the Committee
should adopt the twelve principles formulated by the
Special Committee. The loyal application of those
principles would enable the United Nations to follow
the political, economic and social evolution of the NonSelf-Governing Territories in fulfilment of its responsibility under the Charter, the aim of which was to
ensure the equality, happiness and brotherhood of all
mankind.
The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
77401-April 1961-2,550
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he noted that the Special Committee itself had stated,
in principle IV, that geographical separation was only
a prima facie consideration.
3. His delegation also rejected the criterion of racial
or cultural differences, because it was opposed to all
discrimination based on race or colour. In reality,
under principle IV racial and cultural distinctness was
regarded merely as a prima facie factor. There was
a contradiction inherent in the argument itself, since
the Fourth Committee was-quite rightly-unanimous
in opposing all racial segregation or discrimination
and in striving to bring about international co-operation and solidarity. The assertion that racial or cultural
distinctness should necessarily imply a political distinctness ran counter to those aims. His delegation
believed that all Americans, Africans, Europeans or
Asians were human beings first and foremost, entitled
to equal rights and opportunities. The acceptance of,
any other standpoint would impoverish mankind socially and culturally by preventing the blending of races
and cultures, which was the only source of progress.
It would surely be generally agreed that there were
many independent countries inhabited by a number of
races with different cultures and backgrounds; indeed
it might be said that all countries were multiracial,
since there was no such thing as a pure race and the
universal tendency was towards the development of
multiracial societies. His delegation therefore agreed
with the conclusion in the report that racial and cultural
criteria were immaterial in defining a 11 colonylf.
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GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. NOGUEm.A (Portugal) said that, despite the
existence of many extremely important and urgent
questions on which mankind's very survival depended,
it was the question of colonialismwhichhadconstantly
been in the forefront of the discussions in plenary
meeting, and in all the Committees, at the General
Assembly's fifteenth session. Although that was particularly true of the debates in the Fourth Committee,
there was no definition of what constituted • colonialismIf or a lfcolony". It was, however, important that
the Committee should Imowwhat it was fighting against,
and it was equally important that it should offer a
positive alternative to colonialism and imperialism;
otherwise the Committee would be adopting a purely
negative and destructive attitude.
2. Several representatives had described a "colonylf
as a territory that was geographically separated from
the metropolitan territory and that was inhabited by
people of a different race orculturewhowere socially
and economically at a lower stage of development. Such
a definition, however • was untenable. The geographical
separation of territories was an irrelevant factor
because a number of independent States consisted of
archipelagos or other combinations of geographically
distinct areas. The inadequacy of geographical separartion as a criterion had been recognized by the representati.ve of ~eland in the Fourth Committee, and by
Mexico in its reply to the Secretary-General (A/
AC.100/1, paras. 73-118). Referring to the principles
enumerated in section V, part B, of the report of the
Special Committee of Six on the Transmission of Information under Article 73 e of the Charter (A/4526),

4. Lastly, it had been argued that a territory whose
economic level was low in comparison with that of any
other territory of the same country constituted a
colony. The report of the Special Committee of Six,
however, referred to that question only briefly, in
principle V, and subject to the important reservation
that such an economic element must affect the relationship between territories in a manner which arbitrarily
placed one territory in a position of subordination to
the other. His delegation agreed with that concept,
because if there was arbitrariness in such relationship
there was economic exploitation, which was one ofthe
elements of colonialism. If there was no arbitrariness
in the relationship, however • the economic situation
ted
was irrelevant; and that was further substantia:
by
the fact that in all independent countries, whether geographically united or separated, there were various
degrees of economic development. The conclusion
therefore was that the economic situation of a territory
did not, of itself, indicate whether or not it was a
colony•
·
5. He would not elaborate on the point at length; but in
tha....ligbt of all the considerations put forward in the
Fourth~ittee and in other Committees, certain
conclusions might be reached. A •colony 11 existed when
one people dominated another, when the principle of
equality of rights and opportunity was not accepted,
when there was economic and financial exploitation,
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when territories were held for military reasons or to
further national power, when a particular religion,
creed or culture was imposed on others, and when
political and ideological doctrines were imposed on
peoples to increase the power and prestige of a country
or group of countries.
6. All those aspects had been mentioned by various
delegations in connexion with the report of the Special
Committee of Six; and he would have expected the
report to be debatedinthelightofsuch considerations,
so as to enable the Fourth Committee to proceed to the
general application of the principles enunciated by the
Special Committee. His delegationhadbeenastonished
and, indeed, appalled at the manner in which the
Fourth Committee had proceeded. The report was
being used, not for a general and objective investigation, but merely as an instrument against two countries:
Spain and Portugal. Apparently it had not occurred to
a number of delegations that others might wish to
question some of the replies to the Secretary-General
besides those from Spain and Portugal. His delegation
did not agree that replies from Member Governments
should be discussed; but it had doubts on the replies
received from certain countries such as, for example,
the Soviet Union or the Indian Union. At the present
stage, however, he would merely state the position of
his own country in respect of the report, and answer
some of the arguments that had been advanced by delegations which had tried toapplythereportto Portugal.
7. The Portuguese nation was scattered over various
continents, but it had been shown that geography alone
did not imply any idea of colonialism. Many nations
had territories in more than one continent, and the
independence of the various component parts had not
been questioned. The only difference was that the
Portuguese nation had existed in its present form for
five centuries. Mr. James Duffy, in his book Portu~ese Africa,!! had written (p. 5): "On the southern
aDk of one of the world's great rivers the Portuguese
crown in the sixteenth century attempted a modest
program of co-operation and development with a primitive people, which, compared with the policies ofmany
European powers in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, remains, in some of its ideals, a model of
diplomatic understanding and restraint." True, there
had been wars at various stages, which was a matter
of regret, butthathadnothingtodowith the point under
discussion. Principle V of the report of the Special
Committee of Six mentioned the hiJJtorical element as
one of the additional elements which might be taken into
account.
8. Another accusation which had been made was that
the various provinces of Portugal were inhabited by
different races. That was mdeed so, but the same was
true of many nations; indeed, practically all countries
were inhabited by more than one race. Hi& delegation
could see nothing reprehensible in that state of affairs,
and refused to take account of any considerations based
on race or colour. Once again, principle IV made allowance for such a situation.

9. It had been indicated that the Portuguese overseas
provinces were not at the same economic level as the
European territory. That was partly true and partly
untrue, since there were some territories overseas
where economic growth was faster than in Europe. That
again, however, was meaningless in terms of colonial!1 Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard University Press, 1959.

ism or self-government, and economic development
was referred to in principle Vas an additional element.
In many countries, even the most highly developed,
there were areas which were less advanced; and if it
were accepted, as it must be, that geography, race and
culture were irrelevant in terms of colonialism, the
economic element was certainly not decisive.
10. Many delegations had stressed that up to 1951 the
overseas territories had been called colonies and that
only in 1951 had the name been changed to "provinces",
the implication being that such a change had been made
for reasons of expediency. None of the delegations in
question, however, had mentioned the fact that the word
"provinces" had been used for centuries; in Portuguese
general law and customary law the word trprovince•
had been applied to overseas territories for· the first
time around 1576; sinc.e then it had been used repeatedly-in various laws and ordinances, in the
Constitutions of 1820, 1832, 1842 and 1911, and in the
Constitution of 1933, which was still in force. The
word "colonya had been used for a brief period because in 1935, when administrative reforms had been
introduced, the drafters of those reforms had considered that the word "colony" had a more dignified
connotation, in accordance with Roman law. Public
opinion however, especially overseas, had gradually
reacted, and when the Constitution had been amended
in 1951 and Portuguese Parliament hadrevertedtothe
old nomenclature. Thus that particular argument used
against Portugal proved nothing.
11. Another line. of accusation was that, since the seat
of the Government and of the national parliament was

in the European territory, the overseas territories
were governed from outside. He was surprised that
such an argument should have been advanced. It was of
course true that the Head· of the State, the National
Assembly and the Government had their seat at Lisbon,
as did also the Supreme Judicial Court, the Supreme
Administrative Court and the Council of State. He had
repeatedly pointed out in the Fourth Committee that
Portugal was not a federation or a confederation; it was
a unitary State, and sovereignty was not, therefore,
divided or exercised by .degrees. That being so, and
since the same organs of sovereignty had competence
throughout the whole national territory, there Wa.s
political unity; the nation was one, and where there
was the nation there also had to be the State. Precisely
for that reason, the Portuguese Constitution did not
allow of any discrimination among the various territories; it was-impossible to apply one political status
to one territory on the international plane and a different political status to another territory. Hence
Article 73 did not applytoPortugal, which could not be
required to transmit information to the Sec:r;-etary- .
General. Portugal's attitude in tliat respect was very
firm.
12. A number of delegatiOns had raised the question
of the so-called division of the Portuguese population
in the overseas· territories into "civilizedtr and "noncivilized". In fact, the two categories of'Wcivilizea•
and "non-civilized" were not established by Portuguese
law; the Portuguese w<>rd had been wronglytranslated
by various foreign writers, and had been given wide
circulation. Incidentally, the representative of Guinea
at the 1038th meeting had made the unfounded stat~
ment that there was a Portuguese law establishiri'gfi'Ve
categories of inhabitantS of Angola-a statement which
had been culled from a pamphlet circulated by the
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of regional co-operation should be created in orderto
American Committee on Africa. To repeat: there was
no such division as "civilized" and "non-civilized". protect the interests of Africa. Much had also been
But there was a second factor which had been con- made of an article contributed by the Prime Minister
of Portugal to the review Foreign Affairs. Y That
veniently disregarded: in five of the eight Portuguese
article had been mentioned many times in the Comoverseas provinces, all the population had full rights
in all fields, including the right to vote and to be mittee; he would not deal with the point at length, but
elected. Since people of many races inhabited those would merely state once again that the Prime Minister
five territories, he failed to understand how certain had had two purposes in writing the article: to try to
define the substance of colonialism, and to show that
delegations could dare to affirm that the system was
colonialism was not practised by the Portuguese
based on racial considerations. With regard to the other
three territories, in Portugal, as in all countries, there Government.
were still some segments of the population which had 15. While on the subject of misquotations, he would
not reached an advanced stage of progress. His delerefer to a statement made by the representative of the
gation did not deny that that situation existed, but he
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic concerning an
did not consider that Portugal should be blamed for it,
exchange of telegrams, between the former Head of the
especially since every effort was being made to remedy Portuguese State and the Head of another State, from
it. In the course of the debate the representatives of which that representative had concluded that there had
Mali and India had admitted that some of the populations been modifications in the frontier "around11 Lake Nyasa
of those territories did have full rights, including and that large blocks of territory and people had
political rights. He was well aware that if it were fchan_ged hands. The facts were that on, not around,
proved-as it could be-that in the five territories ,:..•Ihlfi!rNyasa-which was a vast stretch of water 200 to
which he had mentioned full political and other rights
250 miles long andnearlyfiftymileswide-thefrontier
were enjoyed, that the process ofintegrationtherehad had never been demarcated and that various problems
long ago been completed, that th~ people voted and had arisen with regard to jurisdiction, fisheries and so
were elected, and that they had fullrepresentationand forth. It had therefore been necessarytodemarcatean
were on a footing of absolute equality, the Committee ideal line on the water. When the work had been comwould still not be prepared to accept those facts
pleted and the agreement signed, therehad,asa matter
because they would not suit certain delegations.
of normal courtesy, been the exchange of telegrams to
13. In that connexi.on he recalled that figures relating which he had referred. No land and no populations had
to 1950 had been quoted by certain representatives. been transferred. He was surprised that the repreTen years had elapsed, many events had occurred, and sentative of the Byelorussian SSR had made such a
baseless accusation, and wondered whether that reprethe figures in question were no longer valid.
sentative had forgotten the extensive modifications of
14. During the debate he had wondered at times
frontiers and the large-scale transfers of populations
whether his reply would be really to delegations or to
forcibly carried out after the Second World War, witha pamphlet by Professor Marvin Harris entitled
out United Nations supervision,fortheexclusivebene"Portugal's African 'Wards'
which was the main
fit
of a sing}.e powerful country.
source from which delegations had drawn their con16. The representative of Iraq had alleged that the
clusions. At the 1036th meeting, the representative of
Minister for Overseas Provinces had a special posiIraq had frankly stated that he was quoting from that
tion; that there were administrative and economic
pamphlet, but many other delegations had quoted from
it without mentioning the fact. The author himself differences between the European provinces and the
overseas provinces, only the latter having governors;
admitted in the pamphlet that it had not been written
and
that the overseas provinces were not an integral
in a disinterested or unemotional frame of mind. In
other words, the pamphlet was biased and partial, and part of the nation. In fact, the Minister for Overseas
Provinces had no kind of special position or compehad been based on preconceived ideas. Professor
Harris, as a private individual, was entitled to write tence within the Government; like any other minister,
as he wished; but delegations speaking on behalf of he was responsible to the Prime Minister. The European provinces were in point of fact also headed by
their Governments were not entitled to take such a
governors, while the administrative and economic difpamphlet as the.sole basis for unfounded accusations
against another delegation and another country. There ferences were clearly established in the Constitution.
Those differences were to befoundinallconstitutions,
was a wide range of available books on the subject by
and did not imply any division or fragmentation of
writers who were also scholars and men of integrity,
sovereignty. The meaning of the economic differentiabut all those books had been ignored. Other quotations
tiona was that, by law, no funds from any province
had been made rather loosely, to say the least. For
could be invested or transferred elsewhere; there was
example, at the 1032nd meeting the representative of
thus
no possibility of taking advantage of a particular
Ghana, in quoting from an article written by Mr.
territory for the benefit of another-in other words, of
Sarmento Rodrigues, a former Portuguese Minister for
Overseas Provinces, as the introduction to a book practising what in the Fourth Committee went by the
entitled InQUiry on Anti-Colonialism published by the name of economic exploitation.
17. The representative of Iraq had quoted from the
Ministry for Overseas Provinces in 1957, had read
Portuguese Constitution. That representative, howpassages taken from various paragraphs as though they
ever, had omitted any reference to certain other
formed a single, continuous text. Similarly he had
articles of the Constitution, stipulating that sovquoted from the same book selected passages from a
Portuguese writer, Professor da Silva Cunha, in such ereignty was vested in the nation, which consisted of all
Portuguese citizens; that Portuguese citizens were all
a way as to convey the impression that the author was
advocating a vast international plot against Africa, those persons who were born in Portuguese territory
whereas in fact he had been suggesting that some kind as defined in article 1 of the Constitution; and that the

•,Y

Y See Africa Today, vol. V. No. 6 (New York, American. Committee
on Africa, 1958). Also available as Africa Today, Pamphlet No. 2.

Y Oliveira Salazar, "Goa and the Indian Union: The Portuguese View".
Foreign Affairs, vol. 34, No. 3 (April, 1956).
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Portuguese State was a unitary State. Again, article 72
of the Constitution made it clear that the whole nation
participated in the political life of the State.

by an individual country to define its overseas areas,
those areas could become a source of world tension.
It was obviously one of the purposes of the United
Nations that it should be used as a forum where the
causes of world tension could be discussed, and an
effort should therefore b~ made to find an amicable
solution to the problem of the overseas territories of
Spain and Portugal.

18. Since many delegations had e::pressed the view
that the report of the Special Committee of Six applied
only to Spain and Portugal, his delegation felt obliged
to state, firstly, that the principles set forth in the
report did not apply to his country and, secondly, that
22. Those responsible for draftin:g Article 73 e of the
his delegaf;:i.on rejected the report. There had been a
Charter had clearly had two kinds ofterritoryin mind,
fundamental contradiction in the Committee's prosince they had referred to lfthe territories ••• other
ceedings; the Fourth Committee was opposed to
colonialism wherever it might be found, yet the imple- than those territories to which Chapters XII and XIII
applylf; they had thus drawn a distinction between the
mentation of the Special Committee's report was discriminatory and, apart from SpainandPortugal,itwas
Trust Territories and a State's other territories benot known towhatotherterritoriesitshouldalso apply.
yond its borders. In view of that language, and given
· He wondered whether it applied to countries which had the fact that Spain and Portugal had made no reservabeen independent and recognized as such by the inter- tions at the timewhentheyhadbecomeMember States,
national community butwhichhadbeenintegratedwith- they were not, in his delegation's view, on very firm
out any supervision by the United Nations. There were
legal ground when they claimed that they themselves
should decide to which territories Article 73 e reother contradictions: some delegations didnotvotefor
certain draft resolutions because of the anti-colonialist ferred. He did not question the sovereign right of any
declaration to be discussed in plenary meeting, but
country to follow that course, butit was the duty of the
they had already stated that they would vote for any United Nations to pass judgement onthatState'saction
draft resolutions directed against Spain and Portugal.
in so doing. It was difficult to conclude that it had been
Again, it was said that the report was a universal the intention of the Special Committee of Six that any
guide and that each case should be examined; yet it overseas area where another country exercised domidid not seem to occur toanyonetomention any nations
nation over the indigenous inhabitants should be exother than Spain and Portugal. From the fact that
cluded from the scope of its report. He denied the
Portuguese overseas territories had been called cocontention that the report was directed solely against
lonies for a few years, withoutanychangeof structure, · Spain and Portugal; it merely so happened that those
members of the Committee had drawn the conclusion two countries were not prepared voluntarily to submit
that they were colonial territories. First his country information.
was accused of not respecting the individuality and cul23. His delegation would like to see some changes
tural characteristics of the peoples of the overseas
made in the language of draft resolutionA/C.4/L.649,
territories, then it was reproached because in some
provinces integration was not complete. It had been with a view to making it more conciliatory. Progress
stated that colonialism was a global fact and should be had already been made in that direction, and the wordtreated on a global scale; but so far there had been no ing was far from dictatorial-indeed, he felt that the
suggestion that the report should also cover what many sponsors should be complimented on their moderate
delegations had described, in plenary meeting, as the and careful language and their obvious desire to phrase
the proposal in such a way as to obtain the widest
worst type of colonialism.
possible support. He felt that the list of territories
19. He reserved hisdelegation1srighttomakefurther might be reconsidered. Whatever modifications were
replies and any other statements which might be called effected, it should be made clear to the subject peoples
for. He wished to say, in conclusion, that delegations that the United Nations would hear their voice. The
had not hesitated to defame his country in the gravest Committee must find a basis upon which all Governmanner. It was an undoubted fact that decisions in the· ments could use the United Nations as a clearing house
Committee were arrived at before any discussion had for the type of information which the Special Committee
taken place; threats were made,andtheaccuserswere
of Six had contemplated. The real test was whether
also the judges. Though the tendency of the Committee Member States we:re ready to apply the principles set
appeared to be towards a system under which all non- out in the Special Committee'sreporttospecificareas
concurring voices would be muffled in the hope of their in the world.
being finally silenced, his delegation refused to be
24. Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) said that hisdelegationhad
either muffled or silenced.
had recourse to diplomatic procedure and persuasion
20. Mr. MORSE (United States of America) said that in its attempt to induce Portugal to submit information
his delegation's final decision with regard to draft under Article 73 e of the Charter. The representative
resolution A/C.4/L.649 would depend verymuchonits of Portugal was trying to buttress his Government's
final wording.
position by resorting to legal technicalities. In the
Liberian delegation's opinion, the Portuguese terri21. In his view, theCommitteewasmakingamountain
out of a molehill where the legal interpretation of tories in Africa and elsewhere were in fact colonies in
true sense of the word. Changes had been made in .
Articles 73 and 74 oftheCharterwasconcerned. Since the
the Portuguese Constitution merely in order to cirthose Articles had already been part of the Charter
when Spain and Portugal had become Member States, cumvent the Charter.
it followed that those two States thereby assumed the
25. The concept of geographical separation, referred
obligations inherent in the legal meaning of the terms
to in principle IV assetoutinthe Special Committee's
used in Articles 73 and 74, obligationS which were
report, was self-explanatory, despite the doubts cast
binding in the absence of any limitation in those
upon it by the representative of Portugal. The terriArticles. In the latter, the word lfterritories" was not tories in Africa could' not be described as part of the
used in a restrictive sense. Whatever the terms used
State of Portugal.
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26. The Fourth Committee was justified in concentrating on imperialism and colonialism despite the
existence of other major problems in the world, since
it was the only Committee concerned with human
beings-without whom there would be no communities
in the world. No definition of the term "imperialism"
had been given because there were various kinds of
imperialism-social, political, religious or commercial-all of which destroyed the ethnic and social units
in the territories in which they were active.
27. The representative of Portugal had referred to
economic exploitation as a criterion for deciding
whether or not a territory was a colony. Evidence of
the existence of exploitation was furnis1led by the author
of a study entitled "Portugal's African 'Wards'", whQ
referred inter alia to the activities of a commission
sent to LourenQo Marques in 1893. The commission had
been told that nothing could be accomplished without
a new labour code because the labour of the Natives
was needed for the economy of Europe and the progress
of Africa; the Negroes were a race which had never
produced the redum.ents of civilization by their own
spontaneous efforts.
28. Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) intervened to ask the
name of the authcn- referred to.
29. Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) replied that it was Professor Marvin Harris.
30. Professor Harris's book also contained material
relevant to another criterion of colonial status suggested by the representative of Portugal, namely the
imposition of an alien creed or ideology. Jn May 1954
a statute had been passed concerning the inhabitants
of Mozambique, Angola and Portuguese Guinea. It
established educational qualifications for individuals of
the Negro race or their descendants born and habitually
resident in those provinces. The process of assimilation implied in that statute constituted conversion to,
and the imposition of, ideological principles alien to
the customs and ideology of the indigenous inhabitants,
who were thus being asked to adopt the habits and customs applied by Portuguese general law. The factthat
the legislation in question didnotapplytothe illiterate
Europeans in those territories indicated that that was
indeed its purpose.
31. He knew, from personal observation, thatinPortugal1 s African territories there were different classes
of citizens, who lived in separate areas. The representative of Portugal could not deny it.
32. Sovereignty was an absolute concept. It belonged
to the people of a given territory and their right to own
the natural wealth oftheterritorywasnot,either, open
to doubt.
33. Mr. NIKOI (Ghana) said that he did not find the
arguments of the representative of Portugal very convincing. While it was quite true that his delegation had
quoted, in its statement at the 1032nd meeting, population figures mentioned in the 1956 revised edition of
Lord Hailey's book An African Survey.~ it had been
forced to resort to those out-of-date figures because
Portugal had been refusingtosupplymorerecentones.
34. A more serious, though implied, charge made by
the Portuguese representative concerned quotations
from the boo~ entitled Inquiry on Anti-Colonialism,
published by the Ministry for Overseas Provinces of
the Portuguese Government in 1957. The choice of
~Oxford University Press, 1957.
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title for that official publication was, indeed, curious
and if one was not conversant with the contents one
might have thought that Portugal had embraced anticolonialism. Jn actual fact, the Portuguese Government
was interested in convincing its allies, and particularly
the United States, of the dangers inherent in the anticolonialist revolution sweeping across Africa. It was
true that, in quoting from thebookinits earlier statement, his delegation had omitted certain passages; but,
as the Committee would see, the omissions had not
vitiated the author's argument. After stating quite
clearly, in paragraph 3 of the introduction, what the
purpose of the book was, the author of the introduction
went on, in paragraph 5, to call the Union·of South
Africa the most important independent country of the
continent, closely bound up with Europe; in the same
passage he said that Liberia had close links with the
United States, that the attitude of the North African
countries was not well defined, while the attitude of
Ghana appeared to be hardly favourable to Europeans'
continued presence in Africa.
35. His intention in quoting from the book had been to
indicate a state of mind and a system of approach. In
his view, Portugal's African territories were 100 per
cent imperialist and colonialist possessions. It might
have helped the Committee if the Portuguese representative had addressedhimselftotheviews expressed
in the book and had told the Committee whether they
still constituted official policy. The author of one of the
studies included in the book, Professor daSilvaCunha,
argued that in the face of the freedom movement in
Africa the colonial Powers should collaborate not only
in the elaboration of agreedpoliciesbutalsoin the adjustment of their internal policies, withspecificreference to their attitude and methods of action in relation
to the indigenous inhabitants; a regional organization,
complementary to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), could serve as a basis for common defensive action in Africa, and would help to neutralize
the anti-colonialism that still existed in the United
states. On page 263 of the book Professor Cunha indicated that such a regional organization should be
spearheaded by Portugal, which was a NATO member
and which, at the same time, was bound by bilateral
treaties to Spain; the collaboration of Spain, which
enjoyed high prestige in the Arab world, might counterbalance the disintegrating influences at work in North
Africa.
36. In the light of the foregoing, the delegation of
Ghana could not be accused of having failed to interpret
correctly the intent of Professor Cunha, who had been
arguing in favour of a regional organization for stemming the tide of nationalism in Africa. It was open to the
Portuguese delegation to deny that fact, but the delegation of Ghana, on the basis of facts and of the statements made by official spokesmen of the Portuguese
Government, was forced to concludethatbyrefusingto
co-operate to the extent of submitting information to
the United Nations, and by calling loudly for the establishment of a regional organization excluding the
new independent African States, Portugal left to the
countries direc:#;ly concerned with the welfare of
Africa1s inhabitlmts no alternative but to consider what
action they should take in the best interests of all the
African States.
37. He reserved the right to revert to the question
after he had had time to study in greater detail the
statement made by the Portuguese representative.
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38. Mr. CARPIO (Philippines) moved the adjournment of the meeting under rule 119 of the rules of
procedure.

Litho in U.N.

The motion was adopted by 42 votes to 1, with 18
abstentions.

The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m.
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5. Mr. NEKLESSA (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) noted that the representative of Portugal had
just said that he had not touched upon the Ukrainian
data. The Ukrainian delegation did not question the
Portuguese delegation's right to reply. However, it
would have been simpler, instead of casting doubts on
the sources or the authors cited by the Ukrainian delegation, to refute the information quoted, if it was not
accurate. Casting doubt on the source of the information
given was not an accident, but a manoeuvre designed to
divert the Committee's attention from the main problem; the Committee, however, would not let that happen.
He was convinced that, at a time when colonial empires were collapsing throughout the world, Portugal
could not be the only country to maintain its position,
and that all the colonies it occupied would eventually
attain independence.

Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI (Iraq).
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Ortiz de Rozas
(Argentina), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.

AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in deter·
mining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526, A/C.4/L.648 and Add.l, A/C.4/L.649) (gm:
tinued)

GENERAL DEBATE (concluded)
1. Mr. NEKLESSA (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Re-

public), replying to a statement made by the representative of Portugal, wished to explain why the
Ukrainian delegation had pointed out that Portugal had
been keeping certain African and Asian territories
under its domination for more than five centuries. It
was because the so-called civilizingmissionofPortugal had produced only insignificant results and because
Portugal had done nothing to improve the living conditions of the indigenous inhabitants. In criticizing the
Ukrainian statement, the representative of Portugal
had not been able to refute the established facts cited
in that statement: one doctor for 80,000inhabitants and
99 per cent illiteracy in Angola, only one indigenous
inhabitant with a university education out of a population of 6 million in Mozambique, forced labour and
corporal punishment in all Portuguese territories, and
so on.
2. Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal), speaking on a point of
order, regretted that the Ukrainian representative
repeated arguments which the Portuguese delegation
had not touched upon. It had simply made use of a
minimum right, in order to reply to slanderous accusations against Portugal; if some delegations persisted in "replying" to that defence of Portugal, his
delegation would have to exercise its right of reply.

6. Mr. ALWAN (Iraq) agreed with the view of the
United States representative that certain territories
were a source of world tension. The representative of
Portugal had complained about accusations and attacks
by various delegations against his country. The Iraqi
delegation had criticized Portugal, not out of afeeling
of hostility, but in order to show what the Iraqi Government, using as criteria the principles laid down in
section V, part B, of the report of the Special Committee of Six on the Transmission of Information under
Article 73 e of the Charter (A/4526), thought about
Portugal 1s so-called overseas provinces. It thought
that all possible support should be given to any African
peoples which had lost their freedom as a result of
foreign conquest and that, in keeping with the purposes
and principles of the Charter, such peoples should be
guaranteed the political liberties which would hasten
their independence. The representative of Portugal
could criticize that policy, but the Iraqi Government
for its part was determined never to depart from it.
7. The representative of Portugal had tried to deny
that the African inhabitants of Portuguese overseas
territories were classified as "civilized" and "noncivilized". However, according to article 2 of the
Statute of 20 May 1954 concerning Natives of Portuguese Nationality in the Provinces of Guinea, Angola
and Mozambique, all persons of the Negro race or their
descendants who had been born in or who had resided
or resided habitually in those "provinces" andwhohad
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not yet acquired the education and the individual and
social customs necessary for the complete enforcement of the private and public law applicable to Portuguese citizens were deemed to be Natives ("indfgenas").
8. During the general debate in the plenary General
Assembly, the representative ofPortugalhaddeclared
that his country's policies were inspired by the ideals
of Christianity, feelings of brotherhood, the concept of
equality of rights, the superiority of moral values and
the dignity of man. The question was whether those
sources inspired the Portuguese authorities to practise
torture, restrict liberty of movement, organize forced
labour, raise discriminatory barriers against the
Negro population of their colonies, and throw multitudes of human beings into the sea simply because they
considered them undesirable. Actually, neither Portugal nor any other colonial Power needed to explain its
"civilizing" work in Africa: the atrocities that had been
committed, in particular by the Portuguese colonialists, spoke for themselves.
9. The Iraqi delegation was prompted neither by
hatred nor by a desire to supplant Portugal in Africa,
but by love ofliberty and respect for the human person.
What was more, it did not condemn Portugal but only
wished to help it to follow a just and humane course,
worthy of a Europeap. country, in order to strengthen
international peace and security and avoid a new
Algeria. For the problems of the dependent peoples had
to be solved without delay in a UnitedNations context.
The representative of Portugal had criticized the
attitude of the Iraqi delegation; but that attitude bore
no comparison to the attitude of the Portuguese delegation, which had not ceased to obstruct, defy and scornfully reject any action by the General Assembly, and
to proclaim its intention to disregard the General Assembly' s resolutions, in flagrant violation of the
United Nations Charter. The representative of Portugal
had tried to refute irrefutable facts; but he had never
denied the arbitrary torture inflicted on Africans, the
legalization of forced labour, the restrictions imposed
on the freedom of indigenous peoples, and the discrimination in schools. Those inhuman practices,
which had been given the force of law, were designed
to silence the indigenous peoples and to perpetuate
Portuguese domination. It was time the Committee
applied the principles of the Charter, if only out of a
sense of human solidarity.
10. Miss SAFFOURI (Jordan) thought that, while the
representative of Portugal in the Fourth Committee
could not speak for the indigenous population of the
Portuguese colonies, he certainly had the right, as the
representative of the metropolitan territory alone, to
assert as he saw fit, and with the energy born of desperation, that Portugal and its overseas provinces
constituted a single nation and therefore that Portugal
did not have to transmit information regarding its
territories. However, public opinion throughout the
world would reply that his argument was not valid. A
referendum would prove that those colonies had nothing
in common with Portugal.
11. The territories under Portuguese administration
belonged to the category of territories mentioned in
principle IV in the report of the Special Committee of
Six and were, by that token, colonies; by refusing,
therefore, to transmit the information called for in
Article 73 e of the Charter, Portugal was simply vio-

lating the principles which Members of the United
Nations were with one accord required to observe. No
matter what the representative of Portugal might say,
her delegation took the view that the continuance of the
colonial system could only endanger peace. In view of
the irrefutable fact that Portugal, in criticizing the
conclusions reached by many delegations, was merely
trying to justify at all costs a system bound to fail,
the United Nations must persuade Portugal to renounce
its opposition to the march of history and to meet, like
all administering Powers, its obligations to transmit
the information called for in Chapter XI of the Charter.
12. Mr. KUDRYAVTSEV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) noted that the representative of Portugal had tried to deny the existence of, or to challenge,
the most convincing data cited during the discussiondata which bore witness to the terrible situation of the
indigenous inhabitants of the Portuguese colonies, who
were being mercilessly exploited and subjected to
racial discrimination and hatred. However, it was
impossible to deny the undeniable; and for that reason
the representative of Portugal, while simply contradicting certain delegations as to the facts to which
they had drawn attention, had conceded facts cited by
other delegations, but only in order to deny them any
significance. That manoeuvre, a new "kiss of Judas",
was bound to fail. For example, the representative of
Portugal had tried to "explain" certain facts cited by
the Byelorussian delegation, in such a way as to minimize their importance. He had explained a frontier
rectification in the region of Lake Nyasa by the desire
of the Portuguese to take advantage of the fishing resources of that lake, and had said that the Byelorussian
delegation was in error if it thought there was any
question of territorial expansion. But the facts spoke
for themselves: there was no denying the telegram
addressed to Prime Minister Salazar by the President
of the Portuguese Republic during the flight over the
newly acquired area. While it was true that the territorial expansion had been limited, it had occurred, and
that at the very moment when the colonial peoples of
Africa were breaking the chains of the colonialists.
13. Mr. CABA (Guinea) regrettedthattherepresentative of Portugual had been unable-and with reason-to
state how many Angolese were sitting, in the same
capacity as the Portuguese deputies, in the Parliament
at Lisbon. But that did not mean that the so-called
Portuguese provinces were still isolated: increasingly
authoritative quarters were following very closely the
political evolution of the masses in Angola, Mozambique, Guinea and elsewhere; they were carefully stud.)ing the documents of the Portuguese police 'and of the
National Assembly in Lisbon. If it were indeed true,
as its Governor had stated, that Angola was a part of
Portuguese national territory, that it was governed by
the Constitution and the laws ofthetnetropolitancountry, the representative of Portugal might, instead of
issuing a challenge to the United Nations, provide
irrefutable proof of the absolute equality of the population in the African territories with that of the metropolitan country. But even in the metropolitan country
the Portuguese Government's policy was condemned:
Mr. Miguel Bastos, a Portuguese deputy, statinginthe
National Assembly on 6 Apri11951 that Portugal had
no colonies and that, with the overseas territories, it
constituted a single nation, had requested the Government to pursue a .realistic policy and had asked on what
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principles it remained attached to anomenclaturethat
had become misleading,
14. No change of nomenclature could suffice to conceal
the truth. In 1958, the American writer John Gunther
had denounced the system of forced labour, which was
merely a new form of slavery and reduced man to the
level of livestock; and the iniquity of the system was
intensified by the venality of the officials responsible
for recruiting workers. Each year the Portuguese authorities sent, in exchange for 1,000 million gold
francs, 100,000 volunteer workers to the gold mines of
the Transvaal and 40,000 to Rhodesia; but since when
were those workers "volunteers"?
15. The representative of Portugal had askedthatthe
documents dividing the population into five categories
should be cited. Those documents existed and were
known to the persons who were exercised about the
future of Portugal's African territories. In an article
published in the Brussels newspaper Le Soir of 29
August 1957, and in Le Figaro of 22 September 1957,
P. and R. Gosset had explained that in the Portuguese
territories the n assimilados n had the status of citizens,
i.e., were.entitled to education, paid taxes, could send
their children to schools attended by the white children.
and could be on the streets after 9 p.m.; but in Angola
there were only 5,000 "assimilados", or one out of a
thousand persons, after five centuries of Portuguese
domination. Article 2 of the Statute of 20 May 1954
quoted by the representative of Iraq, as well as the
numerous special laws and the Native Labour Code,
sanctioned, if only by their title, the idea of racial
discrimination. According to the annual reports of the
Portuguese authorities in Africa, inMozambiquethere
were 87,605 persons of white or yellow skin, Indians
and mestizos, who were all "civilized", a;nd 5,651,306
Negroes, of whom only 4,349 were "civilized". According to the educational statistics for the school
years 1956-1957 and 1957-1958, there hadbeen13,642
white, 5,148 mulatto and only 6,835 Negro pupils in the
elementary schools of Angola; while only 178 Negroes
had attended that Territory's public and private institutions of secondary education. The represenative of
Portugal further claimed that his country was pursuing
a policy of peace; yet the Governor of Angola had
stated, on 26 April 1959, that peace was possible only
if States had armies wherewith to combat the intrigues
of communist aiftators-which would mean that all the
nationalist leaders were communist agitators; that
Portugal, for purposes of self-defence, must possess
a strong military establishment, and that its troops
must be morally armed to resist the various types of
propaganda-which implied that the Governor recognized the expansive power of the forces of progress
struggling for independence.
16. Those facts and figures showed that the Portuguese arguments were completely made-up, and deceived no one. It was pointless to quote others at a time
when the Committee was ready to adopt the twelve
principles enunciated by the Special Committee of Six
and to apply them, under the terms of draft resolution
A/C.4/649, in the Non-Self-Governing Territories of
Portugal. He was certain that the draft resolution would
be unanimously adopted, but certain. too, that Portugal
would be unwilling to implement it. The Guinean delegation took note of that challenge, butwishedto assure
the Portuguese Government that it was to its advantage
to remove the shackles and free its colonies, which
woUld a.Ccede to independence sooner or later, despite
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even the Portuguese army. He asked the delegations of
Portugal and of the colonialist Powers to heed his
appeal; the persons responsible for Portuguese policy
must abandon their obduracy anq participate in the
elimination of colonialism, a process which con.stituted a major feature of the second half of the
twentieth century.
Mr. Pachachi (Iraq) resumed the Chair.

17. Mr. NOGUEffiA (Portugal) stressed thattheright
of reply was being used by delegations who had taken
the initiative in accusing. The right of reply properly
belonged to the Portuguese delegation. who had been
subjected to savage and slanderous attacks. The accusing delegations were now using the right of countel""'
reply as a means to repeat the same attacks. The
Portuguese delegation therefore reserved its right to
revert to the statements made, and would do so as many
times as necessary to refute all of them. On the other
hand, the Portuguese delegation did not believe it had
monopolized the floor for too long, specially taking into
consideration the very many lengthy statements which
had been delivered by the attacking delegations. It was
claimed that his remarks had neither deceived nor
convinced anyone. The question might then be asked:
why were so many representatives anxious to reply to
them? The truth was, perhaps, that his words had so
persuaded honest delegations that new attacks had
seemed necessary.
18. At the previous meeting the delegation of Ghana
had seen fit to challenge certain remarks which the
representative of Portugal had made with regard to an
earlier Ghanian speech. Mr. Nogueira did not see any
reason why the representative of Ghana should have
replied. He did not question the quotations from Lord
Hailey's book: they were accurate. He had questioned
the accuracy of quotations from Mr. Sarmento Rodri•
gues' article: in fact, those quotations had been
presented as though they were a single, continuous
text, which was not the case. This the representative
of Ghana had not refuted. Likewise, the quotations
from Professor da Silva Cunha had been presented as
a single text whereas the two quotations were p11ges
apart, Mr. Nogueira did not question the right of the
representative of Ghana to interpret the quotations as
he had seen fit, but the Portuguese delegation was also
entitled to point out the manner in which they had been
presented,
19. The representative of the Ukrainian SSR had admitted that Portugal had been present in overseas
areas for five centuries. He referred to that admission
without drawing any conclusion. and therefore there
was no reason for the Ukrainian representative to
repeat his vilifications and erroneous statements,
drawn from a pamphlet which, as had been proved,
was biased and emotional. The Portuguese delegation
had been accused of manoeuvres and tricks and of confusing the discussion. The Portuguese delegation rejected such a contention, and wouldindeedaskwhether
the accusing delegations-sacred delegations, as it
were-did not resort to any type of tricks and manoeuvres. The Portuguese delegation most certainly did not
have the habit of indulging in merely propagandistic
statements.
20. The representative of Iraq had again stated that
the populatiqn was divided into "civilized" and "noncivilized" persons, as though nothing had been said by
the Portuguese delegation on that point. He was there-
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fore bound to reaffirm that Portuguese law made no
such distinction whatsoever, and the repetition of such
a contention was nothing but propaganda. As for the
ridiculous accusations that the Portuguese authorities
had thrown multitudes of human beings into the sea, he
would treat such a preposterous accusation with contempt. He also wished to stress thathehad never said
that his country's policy was based upon the ideals of
Christianity, feelings of brotherhood or the superiority
of moral values. He was not denying those ideals, but
he had never referred to them. Why then say the
opposite? Again, he had never stated or suggested that
his country would pay no attention to resolutions of the
General Assembly. That was an accusation which no
one should make lightly.
21. Other representatives had expressed surprise at
the measure of feeling withwhichhehadspoken. Could
it have been otherwise when Portugal was so savagely
attacked? The remark of the Jordanian representative-that he was struggling with the energy born of
desperation-was uncalled for. He might not have
presented his arguments as well as he could have
wished. But he had no feeling of desperation whatever.
He had also been surprised to hear "public opinion"
mentioned in a Committee: he should havethoughtthat
representatives of Governments alone were present
and only expressed the official views of their Governments. Again, he had been surprised to hear the
Jordanian representative repeating that •no matter
what the representative of Portugal might say", she
would not change her views. Was he not then entitled
to think and to state that the Jordanian delegation had
made its decisions before it had heard the Portuguese
delegation's views?
22. With regard to what had been said by the representative of the Byelorussian SSR-who moreoverwas
not, it seemed, entitled to speak on behalf of the delegations that the Portuguese delegation had, according to
him, attacked-if that representative considered the
methods and procedure followed by the Portuguese
delegation to be useless, why had he reverted to the
explanations which it had supplied concerning the es-tablishment of the frontier on Lake Nyasa? Moreover,
the Byelorussian representative had acknowledged that
the delimitation affected the lake itself and had there:fore involved neither a modification of land frontiers
nor a transfer of population. It was natural that parties
utilizing a body of w~ter not juridically or technically
delimited should agree to avoid local conflicts by
determining the line at which the rights of the one and
those of the other should stop. In any case, and even
from the perspective adopted by the representative of
the Ukrainian SSR, that so-called colonialist expansion
had taken place only at the expense of another colonial
Power.
23. He also remarked that the representative of
Guinea had not yet specified the title and number of the
law which divided the population into five categories of
persons; in any case, it seemedthatitwas no longer a
law, but a document. Doubtless it would be necessary
to take all that representative's statements on trust
and admit, for instance, the presence in Angola of an
army of 60,000 men, afigureexceedingthatof the total
military forces of the Portuguese nation. It was likewise rather strange to prove the existence of dis-criminatory practices by saying that persons of yellow
skin, the Indians and the mestizos enjoyed full rights,
o:t that the schools admittad both white and Negro

pupils. The representative of Guinea and, therefore,
the Guinean Government declared that they were fully
aware of everything that passed in the Portuguese administration, police or Parliament; the Portuguese
Government would not fail to draw the necessary inference from that statement. With regard to forced
labour, he strongly denied that it existed in any of the
Portuguese territories; and he reserved the right to
give a more detailed reply on that point at a later stage.
For the moment, he would merely say that a Government which had stated to the International Labour
Conference, at Geneva in 1959, that in the young Republic of Guinea voluntary labour was obligatory for
citizens had not the necessary moral authority for
bringing such serious accusations against the Portuguese Government.
24. Mr. CABA (Guinea) said he remained quite unconvinced by the arguments which the Portuguese representative had put forward. Being ignorant of Guinea's
labour laws, Mr. Nogueirahadmisunderstoodtheword
"obligatory" in the sentence which, out of its context,
he had quoted. The Guinean Government prided itself
on being one of those Governments which were endeavouring to build an African nation· on democratic
foundations and in accordance with the wishes of their
people. The Portuguese representative, who spoke of
absolute equality but whose paternalism was obvious to
all, would be more convincing if he replied with figures
to the two specific questions which the Guinean representative had put to him regarding the number of indigenous inhabitants of AngolaandMo7;ambiquewho sat
in the Lisbon Parliament or were members of the
Portuguese delegation to the United Nations.
25. Mr. KANAKARATNE (Ceylon) said he likewise
would be glad to know the answer to those two ques-tions.
26. The CHAffiMAN observed that every representative was free to answer, or not to answer, any ques-tions put to him.
27. Mr. NOGUEffiA (Portugal) addedthatnotonlywas
his delegation free to reply or not to reply, but it was
also free to choose whatever moment it deemed most
appropriate for making a reply.
28. The CHAffiMAN declared the closure of the
general debate on agenda item 38.
CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (A/CA/
L.648 AND ADD.1, A/C.4/L.649)
Draft resolution A/C.4/L.648 and Add.Z

29. Mr. ALWAN (Iraq) submitted draft resolution AI
C.4/L.648 and Add.l, which, by facilitating the application of Chapter XI of the Charter, would enable a
controversy which had lasted for years to be brought
to a close.
30. The Special Committee of Six, on which three
Administering Members and three non-administering
Members had been represented, had by its composition
been a guarantee of complete impartiality; it had
stated clearly the twelve principles upon which it had
agreed; and the General Assembly could therefore unreservedly express its appreciation of that Committee's :work. Since the last two operative paragraphs of
the draft resolution could give rise to no controversy,
he hoped that it would receive unanimous support.
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31. Mr. ZULOAGA (Venezuela) said that the draft allusion to the policies followed by the various Member
resolution under consideration was really applicable States. It merely expressed approval of the twelve
only to Portugal, since theSpanishdelegationhadlet it · principles which were set out with clarity and brevity
be understood at the 1038th meeting that it would be in document A/4526 and had already been approved by
the six members of the Special Committee. There was
prepared, under certain conditions, to transmit the
information requested. The Portuguese representative
as yet no question of tackling the problem of the apwas therefore perfectly justified in making statements,
plication of those principles; the sponsors of draft
as detailed as he wished, in refutation of the concll.l!"' resolution A/C.4/L.648 and Add.1 left that matter, as
sions of the Special Committee ofSix, and of the views
operative paragraph 3 indicated, to the decision of
of the delegations which had supported those conMember States, 11in the light of the facts and the ci1'clusions. He felt, however, that when the Portugqese
cumstances of each case 11 •
representative accused the Ghanaian representative,
35. The principles which had been laid down were all
as he had done at the 1041st meeting, of distorting the
the more important in that the six members of the
meaning of a quotation by extracting fourteen lines
Special Committee had undoubtedly encountered many
from the text, the argument was not really relevant to
difficulties before reaching unanimous agreement on
the main issue. The Portuguese representative, who at
so thorny a question, and he expressed his thanks to
the 1036th meeting had criticized at length the way in each of the delegations concerned; in fact, he would
which the Special Committee of Six had interpreted have liked to see them all as co-sponsors of the draft
Chapter XI of the Charter, had replied to that Comresolution.
mittee ·with an exegesis of the entire Charter-which,
though the Portuguese representative might not have 36. He regretted that in the general debate the Comdeliberately intended it, could only further confuse the mittee had not devoted more attention to the principles
task of interpreting the text. In the case of an ordinary themselves, so as to bring out the significant developagreement whose analysis gave rise to difficulties, one ment in approach to the Charter which they reprecould, admittedly, often refer to its authors themsented. He considered that principle IV was unselves. But the authors of the Charter were States, not
doubtedly the most important, as it defined the cases
private individuals-which made that procedure imin which there was prima facie an obligation to transmit
possible, particularly since the meaning which some
information; that principle was complemented by
States attached to the provisions of the Charter might
principles VII, VIII and IX.
have changed since the San Francisco Conference. Thus
37. The Irish delegation had particularly wished to
the Australian and Philippine delegations, for example,
were now giving to Chapter XI an interpretation appear among the sponsors of the draft resolution,
since the principles annexed to it corresponded broadly
slightly different from, and perhaps less liberal than,
that which they had given at San Francisco. Given that with the views put forward by the Irish Government
continuing evolution, the General Assembly had been in its reply to the Secretary-General (A/ AC.100/1/
wise to decide, at its fourteenth session, to appoint a Add.1, paras. 3-7).
committee to clarify, once and for all, the meaning of 38. The Irish delegation expected a great deal from
the provisions in question. In that connexion he recalled the role to be played bytheUnitedNations with regard
that the United Kingdom delegation had long opposed the to the dependent peoples, on whose behalf it still had
creation of such a committee, before reversing its much to achieve; by adopting the twelve principles, the
attitude in the matter.
Fourth Committee could contribute considerably to the
32. In the view of the Venezuelan delegation all the fulfilment of the purposes of Chapter XI.
conclusions in the report of the Special Committee of
39. Mr. RAHNEMA (Iran) expressed the viewthatthe
Six were constructive, except the reservations of the
11General considerations" set out by the Special ComUnited Kingdom representative. On that point, the
mittee
of Six in paragraphs 16 to 20 of its report were
Venezuelan representative endorsed the argument put
just as important as the principles laid down thereafter;
forward at the 1035th meeting by the Nigerian repreit was stated, in that section of the report, that insentative to the effect that it was difficult to imagine a
dependence was among the rightful aspirations of every
situation in which constitutional considerations might nation, and that the Charter was a living document;
limit the extent ·of the information to be transmitted on
those theses had always been upheld by the Irafrlan
a particular Territory. It was indeed not very clear
delegation. It might therefore be desirable to say, in
what difficulties an administering Power might enoperative paragraph 2 of draftresolutionA/C.4/L.648
counter in obtaining information from the Government
and Add.1: • Approves the general considerations set
of the Territory. He therefore hoped that the United
out in part A and the principles set out in part B of
Kingdom delegation would not insist on its reserv&o
section V of the report of the Special Committee of
tions.
Six 11 •
33. He accordingly consider~d that the Committee
should not allow itself to become involved any longer 40. As for the principles themselves, principles IV
and V were particularly important, because they suf...
in legal discussions-discussions which never prevented a situation from growing more serious-but that ficed to dispel all doubt as to the need for receiving,
the principles proposed by the Special Committee of from all administering States, information on the te1'ritories defined in them. Since the principles, once
Six should enable the United Nations to lead the Nonadopted, would be those no longer of the Special ComSelf-Governing Territories, without any conflict, to
mittee of Six but of the General Assembly as a whole,
full self-government.
particular attention should be paid to those paragraphs
34. Mr. KENNEDY (Ireland) thought that the Comin the Special Committee's report in which reserv&o
mittee should have no difficulty in unanimously adopttions were mentioned. The Iranian delegation felt that
ing a draft resolution which, he emphasized, did not . the reservations made in paragraph 14 by the Moroccan
refer directly to any of its members and made no
representative were especially pertinent. It was ob-
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violisly necessacy to ensure that 1 free association• or
'integration 11 should never serve as a pretext for the
annexation of one State by another. It was also desirable to make certain that, in the case of integration,
there would be, between the two peoples, the "complete equality 11 mentioned in principle Vlll. The
Special Committee had rightly laid down a certain
number of guarantees which had the entire approval
of the Iranian delegation, but he thought that more
weight should be given to possible United Nations
supervision, and that the last sentence of principle IX
should perhaps be replaced by the following sentence:
1 It is desirable that in certain circumstances such
processes should take place under United Nations
supervision." That would guarantee free choice by

Litho in U.N.

peoples in full understanding of their status. The role
of the United Nations was equally important in the case
of 11free association11, and the first sentence of principle vn ought perhaps to read: 11 Free association
should be the result of a free and voluntary'choice by
the peoples of the territory concerned, expressed by
informed and democratic processes, and, where necessary, under United Nations supervision."
41. His suggestions were not formal amendments, but
he would like to hear the Committee's views on the
ideas which he had just put forward.

The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI (Iraq),

AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principfes which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Artid e 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526, A/C.4/L.648 and Add.l, A/C.4/L.649) (gmtinued}

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (A/C.4/
L.648 AND ADD.l, A/C.4/L.649) (continued)
Draft resolution A/C.4/L.648 and Add.1 (continued)
1. Mr. SALAMANCA (Bolivia) recalled that, in the
general debate, he had already given his delegation's
reasons for supporting the report of the Special Committee of Six on the Transmission of Information
under Article 73 e ofthe Charter (A/4526). The principles enunciated by the Committee in section V, part
B, of its report were fully in accord with Article 73
of the Charter, which was applicable both to the
states which accepted responsibility and to those
which did not.
2. The representative of Portugal had claimed that
certain of the criteria mentioned in the principles,
and notably geographical and ethnical or cultural
distinctness, could not be of general validity. That
representative had not, however, referred to the
elements of an economic or historical nature which
were also referred to in principle V. In the early
days of colonial expansion, the moti\tes which had
prompted the colonizing Powers had been economic,
not philanthropic. That fact was not altered merely
because the Portuguese conquest dated back some
five hundred years.
3. The mere fact that Portugal or any other Power
described its territories as provinces did not place
them outside the competence of the United Nations,
nor could the United Nations be considered to be

YORK

interfering in matters of domestic jurisdiction. All
that the Fourth Committee wished was to be provided
with information. The Charter did not contemplate
coercion. It was the fact th~;~.t Portugal was not prepared to transmit information that was placing that
country in a difficult position.
4. The Special Committee of Six, consisting as it did
of administering and non-administering Powers, had
accomplished a difficult task and had evolved twelve
principles; any change in those principles would
destroy the balance that had been achieved. Accordingly, his delegation did not welcome any suggestion
to the effect that the principles should be modified;
the only result of amendment would be to render
agreement more difficult. In his delegation's view,
the Fourth Committee's first task was to establish
the law which would guide it, and it should then deal
with the cases covered by that law. The most important point was that the principles should secure
unanimous approval and it was necessary, too, that
the Committee should be able to count on the good
will of the administering Powers.
5. The amendment submitted by Togo and Tunisia
(A/C.4/L.650) to draft resolution A/C.4/L.648 and
Add.l was well intentioned, but he would be glad to
learn from the Secretariat whether the procedure
which that amendment advocated was feasible and
whether it would be costly. It would also be useful to
have the views of the Special Committee of Six on the
proposal.
6. The CHAIRMAN said that the amendment in question was of a general character. The question of costs
would have to be taken up when each individual case
was discussed by the General Assembly.
7. U TIN MAUNG (Burma) said that at the present
stage the General Assembly could not afford indecision on the question whether the United Nations itself
was empowered to determine which territories came
within the scope of Article 73.

s. His delegation supported the draft resolution,
which clearly reflected the consensus of opinion in
the Committee. The United Kingdom representative
had indeed made reservations in regard to principles
IX, X and XI, which had had the unfortunate effect of
weakening the principles. Since, however, that representative had already announced that he accepted the
principles, the Burmese delegation assumed that the
United Kingdom delegation would not be the last to
wish to see those principles applied immediately to
certain territories in order to determine whether or
not an obligation existed under Article 73 e of the
Charter.
9. The draft resolution was clear and simple: its
main purpose was to give formal approval to the
principles enumerated by the Special Committee and
then to apply them in the light of the circumstances
257
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of each case. The reference in the second preambular
paragraph to the list of factors appended to General
Assembly resolution 742 (VIIT) was of particular importance. The twelve principles should act as a guide
and should enable the United Nations to assist dependent territories to achieve the objectives set forth
in Chapter XI of the Charter; the only guarantee
against evasion was eternal vigilance. All responsible Member states should share in the collective
responsibility of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace and security and should squarely meet
the challenge offered by some Members.
10. The amendment by Togo and Tunisia would not
improve the draft resolution; his delegation could
not support it and would vote in favour of the draft
resolution as it stood.
11. Mr. DIALLO (Mali) said that he fully appreciated
the concern expressed by certain delegations over
the possibility that the Committee might be faced with
a series of amendments that would distort the meaning of the twelve principles. The amendment sponsored by Togo and Tunisia, however, was of extreme
importance and its sole aim was to strengthen a
provision which the Special Committee of Six had
itself formulated. It was highly desirable that there
should be United Nations supervision in a matter of
suc,h importance as the integration of one country
with another. The case of the so-called overseas
provinces of some states was an example of arbitrary
integration which his delegation regarded as unlawful. If the United Nations supervised the process of
integration in order to ensure that it was based on
universal adult suffrage, the Organization would be
on firm ground shouid there be any subsequent protests. That was a very important point and his delegation would therefore support the amendment.
12. Although in his statement at the 1033rd meeting
he had. paid a tribute to the Special Committee of Six
for the clarity and precision with which it had drafted
its report, he was unable to give unconditional support to the draft resolution under consideration. He
felt he should explain that apparent contradiction.
13. Most delegations, including the delegation of
Portugal, had stated that the report of the Special
Committee was, to say the least, acceptable. Hence
the only point at issue was that of the application of
the principles set forth in the report. His delegation
favoured the adoption of a single resolution whose
operative part, after approving the twelve principles,
would go on to indicate concrete and useful solutions.
Such an approach, however, did not suit certain
friends of the Portuguese and Spanish colonialists,
who had not hesitated to bring pressure to bear in
order to secure the submission of two distinct draft
resolutions, whereby they would be able to support
a diffuse text devoid of practical value and avoid betraying Portugal and Spain by voting in favour of a
resolution that would condemn those states in clear
and vigorous terms.
14. His delegation would abl3tain in the vote on draft
resolution A/C.4/L.648 and Add.1 in order to demonstrate that it did not wish to become associated with
fine statements of principle whose only merit was
that they were not harmful, and that it . had seen
through the manoeuvres of the Powers which were
supporting the enemies of the African peoples. Africa
would be able to judge which were its friends and

which its enemies. The nationalists in the Portuguese colonies were fully aware of the uselessness
of unanimous resolutions which brought no concrete
relief to the inhabitants of those colonies.
15. In telling the Committee that his country would
not supply the required information, the Portuguese
representative had been confident that he could rely
on the friendly solicitude of the Powers which ceaselessly manoeuvred to protect Portugal and Spain,
thus discrediting the United Nations as a whole. At
the appropriate moment his delegation would denounce those Powers.
16. Mr. CARPIO (Philippines) said that he would
vote in favour of the draft resolution, which had been
drafted very carefully. Its sober wording was devoid
of the political emotionalism which had characterizeJ
some statements made in the Committee. His delegation, endorsed the principles set out in the annex to
the draft resolution because it considered that they
constituted a step in the right direction and would
contribute to the solution of a vexing problem of long
standing.
17. Certain observations were, however, called for.
The phrase "which were then known to be of the
colonial type" in principle I constricted the scope of
the idea implicit in the first sentence of principle II
and reduced the flexibility implied in the description
of the Charter, given in paragraph 18 of the Special
Committee's report, as a "living document". If his
delegation voted in favour of principle I, it would be
on the express understanding that territories of the
colonial type included not only those in existence at
the time the United Nations Charter had been drafted
but also any territories lacking a full measure of
self-government which might have come within the
scope of the classification since then.
18. With regard to principle IV, his delegation's
approval would be subject to the express understanding that its provisions did not apply to a countrysuch as the Phillpptnes-which consisted of an archipelago inhabited by people ot different ethnic origin
yet enjoying equal rights.
19. The Committee should pay careful attention to
certain inconsistencies in the wording of the principles. Whereas principle IV, for instance, used the
expression "ethnically and/or culturally", principle
V said "ethnical or cultural", not "and/or". Secondly,
while principles VI and VII referred to a "free association", the adjective "free" was not used to
qualify "integration" in principle VI (c). Thirdly,
principle VII used the terms "peoples" and "people"
interchangeably in referring to the inhabitants of
a single territory; the plural form "peoples" was
correctly used in principle VIU. In all those cases
the Committee should know whether the inconsistencies had been deliberate and, if so, for what reason.
20. Mr. BOUZIRI (Tunisia) wished to comment on
the amendment submitted by his delegation and that
of Togo calling for a new text of the last sentence of
principle IX ~). In the general debate his delegation
had expressed approval of the report of the Special
Committee of Six, of which the present text of the
sentence in question formed a part. The report, however, was couched in general terms and his delegation and that of Togo considered that a more positive formUlation was desirable. Obviously when a
territory was taking so important a step as integra-
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tion with an independent state, there must be every
safeguard to ensure that the interests of the inhabitants of that territory were protected. The purpose
of the proposed amendment was to provide that the
processes set forth in principle IX ~) should take
place in conditions of genuine freedom. It was not
the sponsors of the amendment who had introduced
the notion of United Nations supervision; they had
simply expressed in more specific terms the idea
already embodied in principle IX ~).
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istics of a territory with regard to which information
should be transmitted.
26. The greatest difficulty arose in connexion with
the question of integration. Certain Governments
which refused to comply with the requirements of
Article 73 claimed that their overseas territories
were integral parts of the metropolitan countries.
Obviously the Fourth Committee could not accept that
statement. The way in which a territory could be
integrated with an independent state was outlined in
IX. Furthermore, principle VIII laid down
principle
21. The delegations sponsoring the amendment had
not been convinced'by any of the criticisms which had that integration should be on the basis of complete
equality.
been made so far, which had not touched on the substance of the matter. They would be glad to hear any
27. The last sentence of principle IX {Q) gave rise
further comments which delegations might wish to
to certain difficulties, since it was open to various
make.
interpretations. His delegation would therefore support the amendment proposed by the delegations of
22. Mr. GASSOU (Togo) observed that, while unaTogo and Tunisia, which in fact expressed the same
nimity was of course desirable, if it could be obtained
idea in different words.
only by the adoption of texts .which were open to vari28. Mr. ZIKRIA (Afghanistan) said that he had alous interpretation.s it might be preferable to sacriready expressed his delegation's appreciation of the
fice it. In analysing the practical significance of the
work done by the Special Committee of Six but had
principles drawn up by the Special Committee of Six
also stated that he would be unable to support the
it was obvious that it would not be easy to determine
principles unreservedly in their original form. His
what territories should be regarded as non-selfdelegation would remain consistent to the position it
governing. The various ways in which self-government could be achieved were stated in principle VI: · had always held regarding the question of United
Nations supervision over territories under foreign
(~), emergence as a sovereign independent state, did
domination. It would therefore support the amendnot call for any comment, nor did ~), free associament proposed by the delegations of Togo and Tunisia,
tion with an independent state, since it presupposed
which it fe1t was more in harmony with the views of
the previous attainment of independence; (c), integrathe majority of the Committee than the original text.
tion with an independent state, might, ho\Vever, lead
He hoped it would be possible for the sponsors of the
to conflict between an administering Power, backed
draft resolution to accept the amendment.
by force, and the defenceless people of the territory.
Hence, principle IX, which was designed to safeguard
29. Mr. SHARIF (Indonesia) said that his delegation
the interests of the people, introduced the idea of
endorsed the general principles in the report of the
United Nations supervision. The wording ·used in the
Special Committee of Six except for a few reservaCommittee's report was, however, open to serious
tions, which were based on the fact that, notwithstandobjection. It was all very well to say that United
ing the apparent agreement reached in the Special
Nations supervision might be desirable, but the quesCommittee regarding the multilateral rather than
tion arose who would decide whether or not it was
unilateral character of Chapter XI, certain colonial
desirable. If the administering Power concerned did
Powers still insisted on a unilateral interpretation of
not consider it desirable the United Nations would not
those principles which related to security and constibe in a position to enforce it or to prevent integration
tutional considerations. As long as that position was
from being carried out. Moreover, the United Nations
maintained no real progress could be said to have
would be in a difficult position if an administering
been
achieved, despite the enunciation of the twelve
Power were to inform the General Assembly that no
principles by the Special Committee.
further information on a certain territory would be
transmitted because the objectives of the Charter had
30. It followed from the multilateral character of
been attained and integration had been carried out. If
Chapter XI that the General Assembly was fully
the people of the territory in question were integrated
competent to decide whether or not an obligation to
with an independent state against their will, they transmit information existed or whether in certain
would undoubtedly protest, and might do more, in
circumstances a colonial Power was justified in
which case a very serious situation might be created.
resorting to constitutional or security limitations.
23. For all those reasons he hoped that the spon31. ms delegation was glad that the Special Comsors would accept the amendment and that it would be mittee had reached unanimity. It agreed with operaunanimously approved by the Committee.
tive paragraph 1 of the draft resolution. With regard
24. Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) observed that the prin- to operative paragraph 2, his delegation had several
comments to make. Firstly, it could not support principles outlined by the Special Committee of Six had
ciple VI and would like clauses ~) and (c) to be dereceived the unanimous approval of all delegations
leted. The procedures outlined in-princiPies VII and
with the exception of those of Portugal and Spain,
IX did not provide sufficient assurance that the act
though there had been a few reservations with respect
of association or the request for integration with
to the phraseology.
another country would be based on the genuine will
of the representatives of the people. No election or
25. The principles proclaimed the right of peoples
referendum in an occupied and dependent territory
to self-government and stressed the obligation to
could be free from the influence and domination of
transmit information in accordance with Article 73 e
of t!le Charter. Principle IV outlined the character- the adtirlnistering Power. If the procedures outlined
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in principles VII and IX were followed his delegation was afraid that in a few years the administering
Powers would report that all the Non-Self-Governing
Territories under their administration had become
associated or integrated with the metropolitan states
in accordance with "the voluntary choice by the
peoples of the territory concerned". His delegation
would therefore prefer to give the Non-Self-Governing Territories the opportunity first to become
independent and only thereafter, by informed and
democratic processes, to decide to become associated or integrated with other independent states.
32. Secondly, his delegation would have no great
objection to principle VI if to the first sentence of
principle VII (!!,.) could be added the words "where
possible under United Nations supervision". While
realizing that elections were a matter of domestic
jurisdiction, he would nevertheless appeal to the
administering Powers to agree to United Nations
supervision in such an important question.
33. Thirdly, his delegation associated itself with the
reservations expressed by the delegation of Morocco
(A/4526, para. 14) in connexion with the words "may
be" in principle IX ~) and thought that the sentence
in 'question should read: "United Nations supervision
of such processes is desirable"· It would prefer that
wording to that suggested in the amendment proposed
by the delegations of Togo and Tunisia.
34. Fourthly, if principle VI ~) and (Q) could be
deleted, principles VII, VIll and IX could also be
deleted.
35. Mr. CABA (Guinea) said that his delegation
would vote in favour of draft resolution A/C.4/L.648
and Add.1, which provided the means of attaining the
essential objectives of Chapter XI of the Charter.
Nevertheless, despite the juddical force of the twelve
principles laid down, the Fourth Committee should
make its meaning absolutely clear so as to avoid any
danger of misunderstanding in the future.
36. The amendment submitted by the delegations of
Togo and Tunisia rendered the last sentence of principle IX Q.!) more precise. No doubt the administering Powers would be willing to organize plebiscites
on the question of integration, but they would ensure
that the· results were in accordance with their plans
by installing puppet governments in the Territories
concerned which would agree to integration regardless of the wishes of the people. Thus little by little
all the colonial possessions would be swallowed up.
For that reason his delegation strongly supported the
amendment proposed by Togo and Tunisia; indeed it
considered that amendment too moderate and would
prefer the word "indispensable" to "necessary".
37. Mr. CUEVAS CANCINO (Mexico) observed that
the Fourth Committee had had many debates in an
attempt to draw up a series of principles which would
enable it to deal with the difficult problem of Member
states which refused to transmit information on their
overseas territories. Objections might be raised to
one or another of the principles set forth in the
report. Indeed, the report itself had not been entirely
satisfactory to his delegation. In that connexion he.
drew attention to his Government's reply to the
Secretary-General's communication (A/AC.100/1,
paras. 73-118). His delegation, together with the
other non-administering members of the Special
Committee of Six, had, however, been able to accept

the principles enumerated in the report because it
felt that in the struggle in the Fourth Committee with
regard to the obligations incurred by Administering
Members it was essential to have a sound juridical
basis. He considered- that the report of the Special
Committee deserved wide support and hoped that it
would be approved unanimously.
38. He appealed to the delegations of Togo and
Tunisia to withdraw their amendment. He was convinced that all the problems which caused them concern could be solved in accordance with principle
IX as it stood. Once the principles had been adopted
it would be possible to apply them in specific cases.
Their adoption therefore would be for the ultimate
benefit of the peoples under foreign domination.
39. Mr. SRDANOV (Yugoslavia) said that the principles proposed by the Special Committee of Six were
in general acceptable to his delegation, since they
were derived from the Charter. The principles had
been formulated in connexion with the debates relating to the Portuguese and Spanish colonies, but
they were valid for all colonies and their implementation should, and indeed must, cover all colonial
territories in the world. Furthermore, they should be
implemented in the spirit of the statement in paragraph 18 of the Special Committee's report that the
Charter was a living document and that the obligations under Chapter XI must be viewed in the light of
the changing spirit of the times.
40. His delegation would vote in favour of the draft
resolution and of the amendment proposed by Togo
and Tunisia, which it considered would greatly im•
prove the wording of principle XI.
41. Mr. BOUZIRI (Tunisia), replying to the representative of Mexico, said that his delegation and that
of Togo had merely suggested more explicit wording
for an idea which was already implied in the original
text. The two sponsoring delegations would be ready
to withdraw their amendment if the majority of the
Committee was opposed to it, but they had not so far
heard any arguments which would influence them to
do so.
42. Mrs. SKOTTSBERG-AHMAN (Sweden) said that,
given the composition of the Special Committee of
Six, it was obvious that a unanimous report could
only have been achieved by both sides making concessions. No doubt many delegations in the Fourth
Committee would have preferred a different wording,
but there was a risk that any tampering with the
delicate compromise so achieved might destroy it
and undo all the Special Committee's work. Her delegation supported the principles. The very fact that
they had been adopted by both the administering and
the non-administering Powers marked a most significant step forward. She appealed to members of the
Committee to leave the wording of the principles t;tntouched.
43. Mr. LAMAN! (Albania) sald that his delegation
had already stated that it could not support the report
of the Special Committee of Six as
whole. The
intention of the amendment proposed by Togo and
Tunisia was to lessen a danger that might arise when
the time came to put principl~ IX into effect, and the
points raised by the representative of Tunisia had
been very pertinent. The colonialist Powers, who had
plenty of experience in the .matter, could exploit the
situation created by the vagueness of the existing
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wording to their own advantage. Were they to decide
in what circumstances United Nations supervision
was desirable? The position taken by certain colonialist Powers led his delegation to believe that they
were not ready to make a gesture to assist the colonial peoples to achieve their freedom. The amendment was an improvement on the original text and his
delegation would support it.
Mr. Ortiz de Rozas (Argentina). Vice-Chairman,
took the Chair.

44, Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) observed that his
delegation had been fully prepared to take part in
a serious and objective debate on the principles,
without prejudice to its position with regard to the
interpretation of the Charter. As it had turned out,
however, the principles were in fact being used
merely as an instrument with which to attack two
particular delegations. In such circumstances, and
given the fact that the Committee was not prepared
to make the principles of general application, his
delegation could not support them. Instead of dealing
with the question submitted to it under its terms of
reference, the Special Committee of Six had drawn
up the principles on the assumption that the obligation
in question already existed. For those reasons, and
also because it was not in accord with the facts, his
delegation would be obliged to vote against the draft
resolution.
45. Mr. KENNEDY (Ireland) said that, although his
delegation appreciated the intentions of the sponsors
of the amendment (A/C.4/L.650), it felt that it would
be unwise to incorporate that amendment in the
text of the draft resolution. There undoubtedly were
occasions when it would be desirable that the United
Nations should supervise the processes referred to
in principle IX, but it did not seem necessary to
state that that should always be the case. Where the
Trust Territories were concerned, it was a different
matter, but, in the case of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories some flexibllity was desirable. It was
conceivable, for example, that the administering
Powers might postpone consultations if they knew
that they would be obliged to invoke the cumbersome
machinery of United Nations supervision and they
would thus be given an excuse for delay. It was most
important to secure the widest possible support, including that of the administering Powers, when the
Committee was taking so historic a step as the approval of the principles. For that reason, he appealed
to the sponsors of the amendment not to press it to a
vote.
46. Mr. DORSINVILLE (Haiti) said that his delegation was prepared to vote in faVQur of the draft.
resolution, but that he would like formally to reserve
his delegation's position on principles VIII and IX,
which dealt with the integration of a Non-Self•
Governing Territory with an iridependent State.
47. With regard to the question of integration, it
woUld suffice for the present to recall the Haitian
delegation's very firm position at the time of the
disOussion on two Trust Territories, the forlller
Territory of Togoland under UnitedKingdomadministration, and the Territory of the Cameroons under
United Kingdom administration.
48. He did not think that the amendment proposed by
the delegations of Togo and Tunisia made any change
at all in the substance of the problem. In the light of
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what the members of the Special Committee of Six
and the sponsors of the draft resolution had said, it
seemed that the present version of the last sentence
of principle IX was the best possible in view of the
circumstances.
49. The delegation of Haiti would abstain if the
amendment was put to the vote. It knew, better than
anyone else, what safeguards the presence of the
United Nations coUld provide in a given situation but
considered it preferable that the necessary decision
should be taken in each particUlar case.
50. Sir Andrew COHEN (United Kingdom) said that
the members of the Special Committee of Six had
shown it to be possible to reach agreement by way of
discussion and compromise. The statement in paragraph 18 of its report that the Charter was a living
document was very apposite. The Charter was no
mere legal document; it was concerned with the lives
and aspirations of the human race. He agreed that the
Charter should be viewed against the changing spirit
of the times, though that did not mean that the Charter should itself be changed.
51. The reference in principle II to a dynamic state
of evolution and progress was important and stemmed
clearly from Article 73 of the Charter. That was the
sense in which Chapter XI envisaged the Non-SelfGoverning Territories and his country interpreted
its obligations in that sense.
52. He would very much have liked to be able to vote
for the draft resolution but the amendment proposed
to it created great difficulties for his delegation. In
his view, the language of the last sentence of principle IX was clear and precise. To say that super
vision by the United Nations was necessary in all
cases of integration, as the sponsors of the amendment wished to do, would mean that a plebiscite under
United Nations supervision would have had to be held
in Hawaii and Alaska before they had been integrated
into the United States. That was not necessarily a bad
thing, but the point was that there had not been any
need for United Nations supervision of the plebiscite
that had led to integration, It was undesirable to lay
down in absolute terms what should be done.
58. He protested against the allegations of some
delegations, like that of Guinea, that elections held by
an administering Power coultl not be satisfactory. So
far as the United Kingdom was concerned, there were
several members of the Committee who could teStify
to the contrary, as could most of the peoples for
whom the United Kingdom had been responsible.
54. He did not think that his Government, Parliament
or public opinion in the United Kingdom would be prepared to agree to what was proposed in the amendment. If it was adopted, his delegation would, to its
great regret, be unable to vote in faVQur of the draft
resolution, which it had wished to see approved by a
large majority so that it would carry greater weight.
55. Members of the United Nations must believe in
the good faith of other Members; to be put into effect,
a draft resolution depended on the action of individual Members and to question the good faith of those
Members was hardly the best way of achieving that
result. He appealed to the Committee to leave the
draft resolution as it stood; more speedy results
would be achieved in that way than by approving words
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which were unacceptable to many delegations and
then expecting those delegations to comply with them.
Mr. Pacbachi (Iraq) resumed the Chair.

56. Mr. KUCHAVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that at the 1034th meeting his delegation
had explained its attitude concerning the report of the
Special Committee of Six. The trend of the debate had
shown that the wording of the principles was too general and inadequate and open to arbitrary interpretation. The attitude of Spain, Portugal and other colonial
Powers which had been distorting the principles in an
attempt to justify their untenable policies showed that
that was indeed the case. It was, of course, hardly to
be expected that a committee with the composition of
the Special Committee of Six could have produced
different results. The non-administering Powers on
that Committee had found· it impossible to do more
than they had done, particularly in view of the fact
that the Committee had from the outset set itself
the task of producing unanimously approved principles. A compromise was impossible when two radically opposed outlooks-opposition to and defence of
colonialism-were involved. The reservations made
by the representative of the United Kingdom reduced
the principles to nought and showed that the United
Kingdom attached a completely different interpretation to the principles from that of the representatives
of the non-colonial Powers.
57. For the foregoing reasons, the delegation of the
USSR was unable to support the draft resolution and
would abstain when it was put to the vote. It would,
however, support the amendment submitted by Togo
and Tunisia, which was perfectly justified and was
indeed indispensable, for the objections raised to that
amendment had failed to convince it.
58. Mr. RAHNEMA (Iran) said that he was gratified
by the general approval with which his earlier remarks had been received in the Committee, especially those concerning the role of the United Nations
in the attainment of independence by dependent territories and in processes involving their integratidn or
association. Even those Members who had objected to
his suggestions had not criticized their substance but
had merely put forward other reasons, in particular
the fact that Chapter XI of the Charter imposed certain limitations. In the light of the statement in paragraph 18 of the report of the Special Committee of
Six to the effect that the Charter was a living document, it was his hope that the limitations in questions
would in their turn be limited.

Litho in U.N.

59. Another-and more weighty-argument advanced
in the discussion was that of the need· to secure unanimity in support of the principles and to retain the
balance of the text and the spirit in which it had been
drafted. The text was of such importance that it would
perhaps be wise to sacrifice certain notions in order
to preserve it as it stood, and, especially, to secure
.unanimity or the biggest possible majority. If that
was achieved, the resolution would be acted upon by
the parties responsibie for its implementation.
60. He regretted the tendency of certain colonial
Powers to interpret requests for greater control or
intervention by the United Nations as casting aspersions on the good faith of the Powers concerned. His
delegation believed in their good faith but that did not
preclude ,it · from asking for more guarantees and
greater controls.
61. His delegation was sympathetic towards the idea
behind the amendment submitted by Togo and Tunisia
but thought that its wording had perhaps proved more
sweeping than its sponsors had intended to make it.
To ask for the exercise of United Nations.supervision
in every case might be going too far. The. existence
of such a provision, for instance, might have prevented the process whereby Hawaii had become a
state of the United states. In the circumstances, his
delegation would be happy if Togo and Tunisia were
to withdraw their amendment. The matter could,
indeed, be considered further.
62. His ·delegation would not press for th~ accept~ .
ance of the amendments it had suggested to the draft
resolution at the previous meeting but it thought that
they made the text clearer. ·
63. In his statement at the 1036th meeting the representative of Portugal had ascribed to h-an the view
that after fifteen years, many legal concepts of the
Charter were out of date and failed to meet reality.
Mr. Rahnema had never expressed that view: what he
had said was that the Committee had often found itself
powerless and frustrated by the attempts made by
certain administering Powers to set the letter of the
Charter, in the way their distinguished jurists wished
to reveal it, against the spirit of the Charter. In
brief, he had merely restated what had been said by
the Special Committee of Six in paragraph 18 of its
report and had made the point that the Charter should
be interpreted dynamically.
The meeting rose

at 6.35 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI (Iraq).

AGENDA ITEM 38

Study of principles which should guide Members in deter·
mining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee estab·
lished under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)

(A/ 452~, A/C.4/L.648 and Add.l, A/C.4/L.649) (.£2!!·
tinued)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (A/C.4/
L.648 AND ADD.l, A/C.4/L.649) (continued)
Draft resolution A/C.4/L.648 and Add.1 (continued)
1. Mr. HONG HOEUNG DOEUNG (Cambodia), speaking to the Committee for the first time, said that he
was happy to work under the direction of exceptionally competent officers.
2. He paid a tribute to the many delegations which
had. demonstrated their desire to reach a unanimous
decision· on the question of colonialism. His delegation was extremely satisfied with the report of
the Special Committee of Six on the Transmission
of Information under Article 7 3 e of the Charter
(A/4526) and thought that the principles enunciated in
section V, part B, of that report interpreted Article
73 e adequately. The twelve principles in question
were strictly complementary and could not be applied
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comments made by certain delegations concerning
the poUtical advlsibility of, and the need for, a certain flexibility in such decisions, he shared the view
of the Irish delegation: it was possible that some
states might choose deliberately to delay a popular
consultation if it had to be conducted under United
Nations supervision. Moreover, it would be desirable
to retain the compromise solution which the Special
Committee of Six had had so much trouble in reaching, so that the draft resolution could be adopted by
the largest possible majority. Without making a
formal proposal, he suggested that, to retain that
compromise solution, it might only be necessary to
replace the word "desirable" in the last sentence of
the text of principle IX by the word "necessary". If
Togo and Tunisia insisted on their amendment, his
delegation would abstain in the vote, but would vote
in favour of· the draft resolution if its present wording was retained. Though realizing that the text of
principle IX was insufficiently precise with regard to
United Nations supervision, his delegation agreed
with the Burmese delegation that it was incumbent
on all Members to be vigilant so as to ensure that
resolutions were implemented and, if necessary, to
persuade certain delegations to change their attitude.
5. Mr. BOUZIRI (Tunisia) replied to some of the
comments which had been elicited by the amendment
submitted by Togo and Tunisia. Nobody denied that in
some cases United Nations supervision was absolutely
essential and that it was therefore necessary to say
so; but the proposed new wording of principle IX (2)
~s · criticized for its rigidity and for implying that
such supervision would be entirely automatic. The
representative of the United Kingdom had said at the
previous meeting that since the guarantees specified
in principle IX had existed in the case of Hawaii and
Alaska, for instance, it would have been pointless
then-and it would be pointless in any similar caseto insist on United Nations supervision. He readily
admitted that that was so and explained that the only
cases with which he was concerned were those in
which the consultation was not genuinely democratic.

6. The representative of Ireland feared that, if
supervision were made compulsory, some administering Powers might postpone popular consultations.
In his own view. the discussion in the Fourth Comindependen~ly.
mittee had itself shown that the independence of all
3. The fulfilment of the conditions for the attainment peoples was inevitable, and that it could be delayed
of a full measure of self-government was obligatory: but not prevented. That argument therefore did not
·
principle VI should be understood and applied only in withstand analysis.
the conditions specified in principles VII, VIII and IX.
7. The chief criticism levelled against the proposed
A change in the status of Non-Self-Governing Territories was possible only following a free consultation new wording had been that it called in question the
valuable compromise that the Special Committee of
carried out under United Nations supervision~ if the Six had had great difficulty in finding. Tunisia knew
fro;m experience how essential it was to defend cerGeneral Assembly so decided.
4. With regard to the Togolese and Tunisian amend- tain compromise solutions; it had been able to accept
ment (A/C.4/L.650) to draft resolution A/C.4/L.648 such solutions so long as they did not affect the very
and Add.l, he said .that, bearing in mind the various principle of independence. In the present case, how263
A/C.4/SR.1044
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ever, the compromise was one which had probably
been reached between administering Powers and nonadministering Powers but which concerned a third
party, the Non-Self-Governing Territory, that had
had no say in the matter; the Committee must therefore be mindful of the immense harm it could cause
the Non-Self-Governing Territories if it decided that
the United Nations did not have the right to scrutinize rigged elections which would sanction for all
time an "integration" which the population of the NonSelf-Gover~ing Territory concerned had not really
wanted. If, as the Iranian representative hoped, the
Committee sacrificed the sentence in question in
order to ensure the unanimous adoption of the draft
resolution, it would in fact be destroying the entire
significance of the resolution, for that one sentence
might lead to the very negation of the entire report of
the Special Committee of Six.
8. Howevel', in order to give United Nations supervision that measure of flexibility which several delegations felt was essential, while at the same time
making it possible to safeguard that freedom of
choice which the delegations of Togo and Tunisia
continued to regard as fundamental, the latter delegations had agreed· to replace the wording of amendment A/C.4/L.650 by the following sentence: "The
United Nations could, when it deems necessary,
supervise these processes". In that new wording,
the amendment satisfactorily softened the obligatory
nature of United Nations supervision, since the General Assembly would have to decide by a majority
vote whether it deemed intervention necessary in a
specific case. He did not feel that he could make any
further concessions.
9. Mr. LANZA (Uruguay) said that the principles
laid down by the Special Committee of Six would enable great progress to be made in solving the problem of colonialism. The Assembly would be able, by
means of specific resolutions, to lay down clear rules
for the application of those principles, which each
country could embody in its own constitution. It mattered little that some weaknesses remained or that
certain provisions seemed excessive to some delegations, since those were problems that could be
solved as they arose in specific cases. His delegation
would vote in favour of the draft resolution and of the
amendment submitted by Togo and Tunisia, in its
revised form. It would have voted in favour of that
amendment in its original form, since by making
United Nations intervention compulsory it would have
enhanced the Organization's prestige.
10. Mr. KANAKARATNE (Ceylon) said that his delegation approved fully the spirit in which the Special
Committee had performed its task and fully endorsed
the draft resolution and each of the principles annexed
to it. He would nevertheless have been reluctant to
vote for the original amendment submitted by Togo
and Tunisia, as it seemed to him too categorical and
too inflexible. On the other hand, he understood the
reasons which had prompted the Tunisian and Togolese representatives to alter their original amendment and appreciated the spir.it they had shown in
modifying their original position. It did not seem to
him, however, that there was any difference between
that way of stating the essential principle-that of the
General Assembly's competence-and the way in
which that principle was already stated in the last
sentence of principle IX as formulated by the Special

Committee of Six, particularly as the General Assembly's competence was veryclearly expressed in paragraph 3 of the draft resolution.
• His delegation, which had always recognized the
ompetence of the United Nations under Article 14 of
e Charter, did not consider that that competence
ould cease to exist if it was not expressly mentioned
the principles. In the present instance, there was
no doubt that the General Assembly, and it alone,
could decide whether circumstances existed which
rendered it necessary for the United Nations to
supervise the process of integration of a Non-SelfGoverning Territory with an independent state. Accordingly, though fully understanding why the Togolese
and Tunisian delegations had had difficulty in accepting the original text of principle IX and praising the
efforts they had made to amend that text so as to
remove those difficulties, his delegation saw no need
for the new amendment. His delegation's inability to
agree with the amendment was not based on a desire
to secure unanimity at all costs, but only on its belief
that the last sentence of paragraph (Q) of principle IX
was sufficiently clear not to need changing: the United
Nations alone was in a position to decide in which
cases it was necessary to supervise the process of
integration. The amendment in question was therefore
pointless, and he hoped that its sponsors would withdraw it.
12. Sir Andrew COHEN (United Kingdom) said that
he was grateful for the efforts made by the representatives of Tunisia and Togo to take account of
some of the comments he had made at the previous
meeting. In trying, however, to improve the text, they
had actually made it worse. The representative of
Ceylon had very rightly pointed out that the new
amendment raised the question of the competence of
the Organization-a question which should not be
explicitly raised if difficulties were to be avoided.
Principle IX had been worded very carefully and was
the outcome of a compromise within the Special Committee of Six regarding the position taken by the
Moroccan representative (A/4526, para. 14). The
sentence on which the Special Committee had finally
agreed did not exclude the competence of the United
Nations but neither did it say that the United Nations
should automatically decide to supervise the process
of integration. The feelings of delegations about the
competence of the United Nations were well known
to the Fourth Committee; as the representative of
Ceylon had said, it was not necessary to state explicitly in principle IX that it had that competence.
13. The United Kingdom delegation did not wish to
oppose the Tunisian delegation's wint of view; all it
wanted was for the Fourth Committee to adopt the
report of the Special Committee of Six in toto, including the principles it set forth. If the Togolese and
Tunisian amendment was put to the vote, he would
be obliged to vote against it; if the amendment was
adopted, he would have to abstain on the draft resolution as a whole.
14. Mr. BOUZIRI (Tunisia) said that his interpretation of the last sentence of principle IX was not the
same as that of the representative of Ceylon, and he
had some doubts about it which did not seem to have
occurred to the Ceylonese delegation. Those doubts
were shared, however, by others. That was so for the
Togolese representative and the re.Pr.esentative of
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Iran, who had stressed that in the terms of the sentence in question possible intervention by the United
Nations was not made an obligation or a certainty.
The representative of Ceylon did not doubt that the
United Nations would be able to intervene if that was
considered necessary. If, however, in that case, he
did not see any difference between the. original text of
the principle and the Togolese and Tunisian amendment, he should be able to accept the amendment, for
it had the advantage of dispelling the fears expressed
by some delegations. By stating that United Nations
supervision might be desirable while not ensuring
that the decision would be in all cases in the hands of
the United Nations, the original text was disturbing.
Some people might even contest the very principle of
the competence of the United Nations even though it
appeared self-evident to the Ceylonese delegation,
and it was in order to preclude such a possibility that
the Togolese and Tunisian delegations had tried to
find a more satisfactory formula.
15. The United Kingdom representative had said that
the amendment raised a question of principle which
might lead to difficulties, but it had been precisely
for the sake of clarity and in order to preclude the
possibility of the integration of a Non-Self-Governing
Territory with another state being contested that the
Togolese and Tunisian delegations had felt impelled
to put forward a clearer wording for principle IX. So
as to make the original wording more flexible, they
had submitted a new amendment and made a concession. They could not go further and agree to withdraw the amendment, for, when the fate of millions
was at stake, it was not possible to allow any doubt to
subsist regarding the application of a principle.
16. Contrary to the ·belief of the United Kingdom
representative, Tunisia did not doubt the good faith of
other Member states and had full confidence in them
for most matters. As far, however, as the colonial
problem was concerned, there might, at a time when
colonies still existed and colonial wars were still
being waged, be occasions when the good faith of
some Member states would be put to a hard test, and
in such a serious situation, the good faith of all could
not be taken for granted. Tunisia had to be cautious
when what was involved was not its own fate but that
of all the peoples who were still under the colonial
yoke.
17. Mr. KENNEDY (Ireland) said that he was grateful to the representatives of Togo and Tunisia for the
way in which they had taken account of the comments
he had made at the previous meeting. Although the
present debate was highly constructive, it placed the
sponsors of the draft resolution in a difficult position,
for they too were responsible for the principles-which
were annexed to the draft resolution and which they
had taken over. The principles represented a delicate
instrument, which had been carefully fashioned only
after a difficult compromise had been reached. If, by
changing the principles, the benefit of the compromise was lost, the instrument would be blunted. The
United Nations had not only to adopt the principles; it
had also to apply them in certain circumstances, as
was clear from operative paragraph 3 of the draft
resolution. If the Fourth Committee destroyed the
balance which had been achieved with such difficulty,
it would jeopardize the application of the principles.
Some delegations might hope that that would happen,
but it was in the Committee's interest to seek agree-
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ment between the Administering Members and the
non-administering Members.
18. Mr. DIALLO (Mali) welcomed the fact that
Tunisia and Togo had modified their amendment in a
spirit of conciliation and in order to take account of
the pertinent observations made by several delegations. The issue was not one of making concessions
at the .expense of the important principles, but if what
was wanted was a satisfactory text which would be
binding on as many states as possible, the concessions should not all be made by the same side. The
substance of the principles, on which there was unanimity, was not under discussion, but only their
formulation. In the exceptional case of Hawaii and
Alaska, for instance, there had obviously been no
need to check the peoples' desire for integration, but
how could anyone believe that the people of Angola
would have decided by a referendum, to be integrated
with Portugal, since the United Nations had not been
able to verify the genuineness of that referendum? It
could therefore be seen how dangerous it was to
retain, without amendment, the last sentence of principle IX, , which laid no obligation on the United
Nations to intervene in all oases. There was a fundamental difference between that wording and the one
proposed by Togo and Tunisia. The latter, as the
United Kingdom representative had pointed out, involved the question of competence, but an Administering Member must not be left sole judge of the
integration of a Non-Self-Governing Territory merely
because there was no precise formula. There must be
no possibility of the Organization's being told that
99 per cent of the population of a Non-Self-Governing
Territory had voted for integration with the metropolitan country by means of a referendum, as had
actually happened in 1958.
19. The Malian delegation did not doubt the good
faith of those who had drafted the report of the Special Committee of Six, but it feared that they might
some day be disappointed. His delegation could not
connive in an equivocation. It appealed to all the
members of the Fourth Committee to understand that,
because of the question of conscience with which the
African states were faced, they could not accept,
merely for the sake of unanimity, a text which might
one day be used against African peoples.
20. Mr. RAHNEMA (Iran) congratulated the representative of Tunisia on his efforts to find a compromise formula while still defending the principles he
considered important. The Iranian delegation had
explained at the previous meeting why it supported
the idea behind the amendment. The important thing
was that integration should be carried out on a basis
of absolute equality between all the parties, which
would be guaranteed by United Nations supervision.
The United Nations must make sure that integration
was in the interests of the people of the Territory
concerned.
21. Like the representative of Ceylon, he felt that
principles sliould never be sacrificed. However, it
might sometimes be preferable to make tactical concessions, while retaining the general concepts that it
was important to preserve. He therefore wondered
whether it might not be possible to replace the last
sentence of principle IX, which was too vague, by the
following wording: "It is desirable that in certain
circumstances such processes should be supervised
by the United Nations." That wording would meet the
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point raised by Tunisia and Togo without impairing
the balance of the text, so that there would be no
danger of the principles as a whole being rejected or
ineffectively applied. As the representative of Ceylon
had pointed out, there could be no doubt that, under
Article 14 of the Charter, only the United Nations was
competent to decide when its supervision was desirable. The United Kingdom delegation might not agree
with the Iranian delegation on that point, but the
formula he had proposed would satisfy both delegations. Without sacrificing the important principles
involved or the Tunisian representative's objectives,
that formula might ensure the support of most of the
Fourth Committee for the draft resolution as a whole.
He would be prepared to submit a formal amendment, if Togo and Tunisia would agree to withdraw
their text.
22. Mr. EDMONDS (New Zealand) said that he would
vote for the draft resolution as it stood. Since it had
the approval of the Administering Members and the
non-administering Members represented on the Special Committee of Six, it was a resolution that would
greatly facilitate progress. He thanked the representatives of Togo and Tunisia for their willingness
to make their first amendment less rigid, but he felt
that their second proposal was unacceptable as its
adoption might lead to certain regrettable abstentions.
If the principles as a whole could not be accepted by
those administering Powers whose good faith and
progressiveness were generally recognized, there
would be less chance of their being applied by all
countries. The important thing was to remember the
need for sound tactics and diplomacy and to proceed
in such a way that the pressure was applied in the
right quarters. The principles as drawn up by the
Special Committee of Six would not involve a sacrifice of principle for anyone; but they were perhaps
more prejudicial to the position of the administering
Powers than to that of the non-administering Powers.
What now mattered was that any resolution adopted
should be as effective as possible; its success would
depend on the character as well as the quantum of
the support it received. He hoped that the Committee
would maintain the principles of the Special Committee of Six intact.
23. Mr. SALAMANCA (Bolivia) thought that the debate had been sufficiently long to enable delegations
to form an opinion on the amendments submitted by
Togo and Tunisia. Since draft resolution A/C.4/
L.649 was of greater concern to delegations than the
draft resolution now under consideration, which was
of a very general nature, he moved the closure of the
debate under rule 118 of the rules of procedure.
24. Mr. CABA (Guinea) opposed the motion, since
he believed that the problem was a fundamental one
which the Committee should discuss thoroughly. His
delegation had been struggling for some years to
prove that the colonies under the domination of Portugal, Spain and other Powers were not merely extensions of the metropolitan country, and it would regret
the closure of the debate at the very time when the
Committee was turning to the problem of the integration of the Territories.
25. Mr. BOUZffil (Tunisia) said that the debate had
demonstrated the gravity of the choice which the
Committee had to make. His delegation, and probably
the Togolese delegation, would like an opportunity ~o

reply to the objections raised by certain representatives. He felt that other representatives might still
have useful comments to make, and it would be wifortunate if the Committee could not pursue and
thoroughly examine the important question before it.
The motion for the closure of the debate was rejected by 31 votes to 5, with 42 abstentions.

26. Mr. SKALLI (Morocco) said that his delegation
might very well be responsible for much of the dis..
cussion because it had maintained in the Special Committee of Six that United Nations supervision was
necessary. The wording it had suggested, namely,
that elections conducted in the process of integration
must be held and supervised by the United Nations,
went much further than the formulae now being proposed. Nevertheless, in view of the many objections
that had been encountered by his delegation, it had
finally accepted principle IX as it stood. It wished to
make its reservations on that subject clear so that
the Fourth Committee would re11.lize before adopting
the principle that a serious problem was involved.
27. Integration was indeed an indissoluble marriage
and an irrevocable procedure. If in future a colonial
Power was to bring about the integration of a Territory by conducting elections or a referendum in its
own way in order to obtain results favourable to its
own wishes, the United Natio11S would have no remedy
available. An increasing number of countries were
becoming aware that various elections of that kind
had never been truly authentic. Before making any
decision, the Fourth Committee should fully re&.lize
its responsibilities so that it would not lay itself open
to blame at some later stage for the perpetual subjugation of any people under the yoke of a colonial
Power.
28. Mr. BLUSZTAJN (Poland) said that he had not
spoken earlier because the time had passed for
establishing principles on the transmission of information on Non-Self-Governing Territories; the
need now was for action and the granting of independence to those Territories. Furthermore, he was not
entirely satisfied with the principles themselves,
particularly principles VIII and IX concerning the
integration of Non-Self-Governing Territories, since
the integration recommended or already effected by
certain colonial Powers was in contradiction to the
fundamental principles of the Charter. He therefore
shared the anxiety of the representatives of Togo and
Tunisia who wanted the vague concluding sentence of
principle IX to be made made precise and to specify
that integration should or could be brought about
under United Nations supervision. Indeed, with regard
to that sentence, the discussion which had just taken
place had revealed fundamental differences of interpretation. For instance, to the representative of
Ceylon the second Togolese and Tunisian proposal
signified the same thing as the last sentence of principle IX, while to the representative of the United
Kingdom it appeared as a contradiction of that senteLJe. Some delegations thought that the General Assembly should decide in which oases United Nations
supervision was necessary, whereas others did not
think that that was a matter for the General Assembly
to decide at all. The Committee should not have to
vote on a draft resolution which the different delegations would obviouely interpret in quite different
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ways. He agreed with the representative of Tunisia
that it was impossible to make concessions in the
name of a third party. That meant, in the present
instance, in the name of the people of the Non-Self-

Litho in U.N.

Governing Territories, which were entitled to United
Nations protection.
The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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2. His delegation had listened with care to the suggestions made and had taken them into account, but
a search for a compromise should not lead to the
abandonment of principles, especially when third
parties not present in the Committee were concerned.
His delegation could not allow it to be said that it had
endorsed a proposal which would deliver peoples into
the hands of expansionist Powers.
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3. Mr. CABA (Guinea) observed that, despite the
opposition of the colonialist Powers, the Committee
had succeeded in establishing that the so-called overseas provinces of Spain and Portugal were in fact
Non-Self-Governing Territories and it wished to
hasten the attainment of complete independence by
those Territories. To that end, it was proposed that
the Committee should adopt the principles enumerated
by the Special Committee of Six in section V, part B,
of its report (A/4526). Principle IX was the only one
in dispute, since, as it stood, it could enable an
administering Power, by means of bogus elections, to
maintain its domination and then to inform the United
Nations that integration had taken place through
democratic processes. The colonialist Powers were
by now aware that mere brute strength would not
prevent the subject peoples from achieving independence and they were therefore in search of other
methods, in which they would be helped by persons
who were ready to sacrifice the interests of the
inhabitants of their own personal ambition. His delegation was quite unable to place any trust in the
colonialist Powers.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI (Iraq).
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Ortiz de Rozas
(Argentina), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.

AGENDA ITEM 38

Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report bf the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526, A/C.4/L.648 and Add.l, A/C.4/L.649) (£2!!·
tinue!l)

4. His delegation had supported the amendment as
originally worded, though it had found it rather weak,
but it could not support the revised version. It was
essential that supervision by the United Nations
should be rendered c.ompulsory, thus preventing the
colonialist Powers from making use of the Organiza-tion to further their own selfish interests. His delegation was no friend of compromise; when the fate of
suffering peoples was at stake, when so many Africans were in prisons and concentration camps, it was
no time to talk of compromise. Those who endorsed
the position of the colonialist Powers on principle IX
would have to answer for it to the African peoples.

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (A/C.4/
L.648 AND ADD.l, A/t:.4/L.649) (continued)
Draft resolution A/C.4/L.648 and Add.1 (continued)

1. Mr. GASSOU (Togo) said that the arguments advanced against the amendment originally submitted
by Tunisia and Togo in document A/C.4/L.650 and
revised orally by the sponsors at the previous meet-ing bad failed to convince his delegation. It had been
said, for example, that the amendment implied a lack
of confidence in the good faith of certain Member
States. That was not the case; his delegation merely
felt that it would be easier in its mind if supervision was provided for. Hitherto the objective of
the colonial system had been understood to be selfgovernment or independence, but the Special Committee of Six on the Transmission of Information
under Article 73 e of the Charter had referred at
some length to a further possibility, namely integra-tion. There was a danger that the processes leading
up to the choice of that alternative would not be conducted in conditions of complete freedom and impartiality. Principle IX annexed to draft resolution
A/C.4/L.648 and Add.l was ambiguous on the point;
it was not stated who would determine when the •certain circumstances• referred to bad arisen. If it was
meant that the United Nations should do so, then it
would be better to say so.

5. Accordingly, his delegation proposed that the
original amendment by Togo and Tunisia should be
reintroduced, but that the word •necessary• should
be replaced by the word •indispensable•.
6. Mr. HUSAIN (Pakistan) said that in his delegation's view there was no reason why the text of the
report of the Special Committee of Six should not be
9:niended if necessary. The wording of principle IX
had left a loop-hole which could lead to endless
controversy. The Committee bad had previous experience of how Member States, when discretion was left
in their hands, challenged supervision by the United
Nations. Although his delegation had been unable to
support the amendment as originally worded, since
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hard and fast rules were apt to paralyse action, it
the administering Powers that should they wish to
considered that the revised amendment clarified the
avail themselves of the provision in principle. IX in
position and it would support that proposal wholeorder to impose integration upon indigenous inhabiheartedly. The amendment stated that the United
tants against their will, they would find all the cOunNations could when it deemed necessary supervise . tries of Africa and Asia drawn up, ready to oppose
the processes; his delegation had confidence in the
such a manoeuvre.
Member States administering Non-Self-Governing
14. Mr. OORSINVILLE (Haiti) said that his deleTerritories but there was no reason why confidence
gation,
which retained its reservations concerning
should not also be placed in the United Nations..
principles VIII and IX, would abstain when those principles and the revised version of the amendment pro7. Mr. BOUZffii (Tunisia) said that the original
posed by Togo and Tunisia were put to the vote. He
amendment had been prompted by the anxiety of the
requested separate votes on principles VI (g), VIII
sponsors lest the process of integration should take
and IX.
place in the absence of real freedom of choice: once
it had taken place, it would no longer be possible to
15. Mr. KIANG (China) said that in the course of the
discuss the subject in the United Nations. Consegeneral debate his delegation had expressed its supquently his delegation had felt _that safeguards were
port for the principles set out in the report of the
necessary in connexion witlrthe application of p:rin•
Special Committee of Six. Despite views to the conciple IX.
trary expressed in the Fourth Committee, the Special
Committee had been set up by the General Assembly
s. In submitting the amendment in its revised form, in
order to elaborate principles of universal, and not
the sponsors had in no way abandoned that fundaspecific, applicability. It had succeeded in drawing
mental principle but had rather strengthened it and
up a set of positive principles whose acceptance by
had enabled others to support its aims. They were
the Committee would have the desirable effect of
placing their trust in the United Nations to intervene
changing the intransigent positions many Members
when it deemed it necessary to do so. They agreed
had held in 1952 and 1953. The conclusions ofthe Spethat there might be cases when such intervention
cial Committee reflected the acceptance of the fact
would not be necessary. The object of the amendment was to protect the peoples of the Non-self- that the Declaration on Non-Self-Governing TerriGoverning Territories. The original amendment had tories contained in chapter XI of the Charter was
one of legitimate concern to the United Nations.
been altered in order to achieve unity and he appealed
to the Comnilttee to support it in its revJ,sed form.
16. If the Fourth Committee had reservations concerning any principle in its entirety or in part, three
9. His delegation firmly opposed the amendment
courses of action were open to it: it could refuse to
proposed by Guinea, which was even more rigid than
approve the report of the Special Committee of Six;
the original text, and appealed to that delegation to
it
could expand the Committee's terms of reference
withdraw it.
in order to enable it to study the principles anew in
10. Mr. CAMARA Maurice (Guinea) said that, althe light of the comments made in the Fourth Comthough he had .listened carefully to the statement mittee; or it could revise the principles and adopt
made by the Tunisian representative, he had not them as if they were its own. What the Fourth Comheard any criticism of the substance of the amendmittee could not do was to revise the principles in
ment which the Guinean delegation bRd proposed. The the report of the Special Committee of Six and then
reason its wording might appear categorical was
adopt them as if they were the product of that Comthat Guinea had no confidence in the administering mittee.
Powers. It felt that all delegations which had the wel17. His delegation supported the twelve principles
fare of the African peoples at heart should denounce
drawn up by the Special Committee; any amendment
the illegitimate nature of the colonial system. The
or deletion would place it in a difficult position since
Guinean amendment sought to clo_se a loop-hole which
it would be unable to carry oot its pledge of supportafforded the colonialists the possibility of imposing
ing the twelve. principles.
integration. His delegation, which was not seeking
unity at all costs or for the sake of unity and which
18. Mr. KENNEDY (Ireland) agreed that should any
thought that certain friendships were in fact emof the principles be amended they could no longer be
barrassing, would not withdraw its amendment.
regarded as the work of the Special Committee of Six.
11. Miss BROOKS (Liberia) regretted that differ19•. Mr. CALOGERAS (Greece) was happy to see that
ences of opinion had arisen among delegations which
the twelve principles had gained almost un!Ulimous
clearly pursued the same objectives, since the aim of
praise, since they undoubtedly promoted the purthe two amendments before the Committee was to
poses of the Charter in the most constructive way
remedy a weakness in the original wording of prinand would bring new hope to millions of people and
ciple IX. Their sponsors might reach agreement if
enhance the prestige of the United Nations. Nothing
the meeting was suspended for a short time.
should be done that would stand in the way of the
unanimous approval of a resolution embodying the
12. Mr. ADAM (Somalia) supported the suggestion
principles in their original form. SincE;) the General
that the meeting should be suspended.
Assembly's resolutions were ~ot binding, his deleThe meeting was suspended at 4.30 p.m. andregation attached great importance to the principle of
sumed at 4.50 p.m.
unanimity because a unanimous resolution carried
greater moral weight.
13. Mr. CAMARA Maurice (Guinea) said that his
delegation withdrew its amendment in favour of the
20. Mr. BOUZm.t (Tunisia) remarked that, since
unanilnity had clearly been lacking on the original
revised version of the amendment proposed by Togo
and Tunisia. At the same time, he would like to warn·· text, he hoped that the adoption of the revised amend-
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ment would be conducive to the creation of unanimity
in the interests of the peoples concerned.
21. Mr. CUEVAS CANCINO (Mexico) expressed
doubts about the feasibility of submitting amendments
to the principles. Those principles had been agreed
upon by the Specia~ Committee of Six, which, being a
paritary body, with equal representation of Administering Members and non-administering Members, did
not reflect the composition of the General,Assembly.
Having delegated its powers to such a Committee, the
General Assembly should either approve the Committee's report as a whole or reject it as a whole.
Before considering any amendments and suggestions,
the Fourth Committee should vote on the principles
as a whole and, if it deemed them inadequate~ should
return them to the Special Committee of Six for·
further consideration.
22. Mr. SALAMANCA (Bolivia) expressed the view
that the suggestion made by the representative of
Mexico was perfectly valid and founded on precedent.
23. Miss BROOKS (Liberia) and Mr. GEBRE-EGZY
(Ethiopia) felt that the Crimmittee was entitled to
amend the principles in accordance with the wishes
of the majority.
24. Mr. IMAM (Pakistan), in reply to the argument
put forward by the Mexican representative, pointed
out that the Fourth Committee was not at present
considering the report of the Special Committee of
Six but a draft resolution to which the principles
suggested by the Special Committe~ were appended
·as an annex. As part of the draft resolution before it,
the principles could be amended by the Fourth Committee and, under the rules of procedure, any amendment would have to be voted on first. If necessary,
operative paragraph 2 of the draft resolution could
be amended so as to omit all reference to the report
of the Special Committee of Six.
25. Miss BROOKS (Liberia) asked for a separate
vote on principle IX (Q).
Mr. Pachachi (Iraq) took the Chair.

26. Mr. GRINBERG (Bulgaria) could not agree with
the Mexican proposal. It was clear from paragraph 1
of the Special Committee's report, which stated that
11the General Assembly considered that it would be
desirable for it to enumerate the principles which
should guide Members • • • and established a special
committee of six members to study these principles",
that it would be for the General Assembly to enumerate the principles. If the General Assembly had been
bound either to accept or to reject the principles as
they stood, that would have been stated in General
Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV). The Mexican representative had based his argument on the paritary
composition of the Special Committee of Six, but
there were other bodies which had a similar composition, such as, for example, the Trusteeship Council
and the Committee on Information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories. The logical conclusion of the
Mexican representative's argument would be that
proposals put forwa,rd by either of those bodies would
have to be accepted or rejected without amendment.
The Fourth Committee was master of its own procedure and could decide whether to approve the principles as they stood or to amend them.
27. Mr. ClJEVAS CANCINO (Mexico) withdrew' his
proposal.
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28. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the revised
amendment proposed by the delegations of Togo and
Tunisia, to the effect that the last sentence of principle IX (b) should be replaced by the words: "The
United Nations could, wben it deems necessary,
supervise these processes."
At the request of the representative of Tunisia, a

vote was taken by roll-call.
Ethiopia, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Ethiopia, Hungary, Indonesia, Ivory Coast,
Jordan, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Mali, Morocco,
Niger, Pakistan, Panama, Philippines, Poland,
Romania, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan,
Thailand, Togo, Tunisia, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republic, Uruguay, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan,
Albania, Bu:lgaiia, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic., Cameroun, Central African Republic, Chad,
Congo (Brazzaville), Czechoslovakia, Ecuador.
Against: Finland, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Union of SouthAfrica, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United States of America, Argentina, Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Denmark, Dominican Republic.
Abstaining: Federation of Malaya, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, Haiti, India, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Nepal,
Nigeria, Paraguay, Peru, Turkey, Venezuela,Bolivia,
Brazil, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Cuba, Cyprus, El Salvador.
The amendment was adopted by 38 votes to 24, with
26 abstentions.

29. The CHAIRMAN put principle VI (Q) to the vote.
Principle VI (c) was adopted by 63 votes to none,
with 19 abstentions.
Principle VI, as a whole, was adopted by 67 votes
to none, with 22 abstentions.
Principle vm was adopted by 69 votes to none, with
18 abstentions.
·
Principle IX (~) was adopted by 68 votes to none,
with 19 abstentions.
Principle IX @, as amended, was adopted by 57
votes to 5, with 24 abstentions.
Principle IX as a whole, as amended, was adopted
by 50 votes to 3~ with 32 abstentions.

30. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the annex to
draft resolution A/C.4/L.648 and Add.1, as amended.
At the request of the representative of Liberia, a
vote was taken by roll-call.
Madagascar, having been draw11 by lot by the Chairman, was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Mali, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Niger,
Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru,
Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan,
Sweden, Thailand, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, United
Arab Republic, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia,
Afghanistan, Argentina, Austria, Bolivia, Brazil,
Burma, Cambodia, Cameroun, Canada, Central Afri-
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can Republic, Ceylon, Chad, Chile, Colombi~ Congo
(Brazzaville), Costa Rica, Cuba~ Cyprus, Denmark,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Federation ofMalaya,
Finland, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Haiti,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Ivory
Coast, Japan, Jordan, Lebanon, Liberi~ Libya.
Against: Portugal, Spain, Union of South Africa.
Abstaining: Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Romania, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of
America, Albania, Australia, Belgium, Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chin~ Czechoslovakia~ Dominican Republic, France, Hungary,
Italy.
The annex to draft resolution A/C.4/L •.648 and
Add.1 as a whole, as amended, was adopted by 66
votes to 3, with 19 abstentions.

31. Mr. RAHNEMA (Iran) invited the Committee to
consider the proposal he had made at the 1042nd
meeting to the effect that the phrase "the general
considerations set out in part A and" should be added
after the word "Approves"- in operative paragraph 2
of the draft resolution.
32. Sir Andrew COHEN (United Kingdom) suggested
that operative paragraph 2 of the draft resolution
should be amended to read: 11 Approves the principlep
set out in section V, part B, Of the report of the Special Committee of Six, as amended and as they appear
in the annex to the present resolution 11 •
33. Mr. KUCHAVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that if a vote were taken on the Iranian
amendment his delegation would ask for a separate
vote on the last sentence of paragraph 17 of the·
Committee's report: "There now exists general
recognition that independence is among the rightful
aspirations of every nation, the fulfilment of which
is an important factor in the preservation of international peace and security." His delegation would
vote in favour of that sentence and would abstain in
the vote on the report as a whole.

eral considerations would strengthen the resolution
and, since there were different views on the subject,
members were entitled to express them by their vote.
37. Mr. KUDRYAVTSEV (ByelorussianSovietSocialist Republic) supported the motion. His delegation
would vote in favour of the last sentence of paragraph
17 and would abstain on the remainder of the report.
38. Mr. KANAKARATNE (Ceylon) appealed to the
representative of Iran to withdraw his proposed
amendment to operative paragraph 2, since its adoPtion would open the whole report of the Special Committee of Six to separate votes.
39. Mr. RAHNEMA (Iran) withdrew his amendment.
40. The CHAffiMAN put to the vote draft resolution
A/C.4/L.648 and Add.1, operative paragraph 2 of
which would now read: 11Approves the principles set
out in section V, part B, of the report of the Special
Committee of Six, as amended and as they appear in
the annex to the present resolution 11 •
At the request of the representative of Liberia, a
vote was taken by roll-caii.
Luxembourg, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman, was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines,
Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Sweden, Thailand,
Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, United Arab Republic, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina,
Austria, Bolivia, Brazil~ Burma, Cambodia, Cameroun, Canada, Central African Republic, Ceylon, Chad,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Cyprus, Denmark,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Federation of Malaya,
Finland, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Haiti,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Ivory
Coast, Japan, Jordan~ Lebanon, Liberia, Libya.
Against: Portugal, Spain, Union of South Africa.

35. The CHAffiMAN pointed out that in accordance
with rule 130, two members of the Committee might
speak in favour of the motion and two against.

Abstaining: Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Romania, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States
of America, Albania, Australi~ Belgium, Bulgaria,
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, China,
Czechoslovakia, Dominican Republic, France, Hungary, Italy.
The draft resolution was approve(/ by 62 votes to 3,

36. Mr. BLUSZTAJN (Poland) supported the motion.
He considered that the specific adoption of the gen-

The meeting rose at 6.40 p.m.

34. Mr. CARPIO (Philippines) objected to that proposal, under rule 130 of the rules of procedure.

Litho in U.N.

with 19 abstentions.
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~han it might seem. The vote at the previous meeting,
did ,not prevent the Spanish Government from being
determined to continue collaborating with the United
Nations in conformity with the principles of the
Charter.
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Agenda item 38:
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2. Mr. ANSTENSEN (Canada) said that at the previous meeting he had voted against the revised
amendment of Togo and Tunisia and had abstained
from voting on principle IX (b) and on that principle
as a whole. He had nevertheless voted for all the
other principles voted upon separately and for the
draft resolution as a whole. Canada, as a co-sponsor
of the draft resolution which had become General
Assembly resolUtion 1467 (XIV), had been in favour
of establishing the Special Committee of Six; it had
believed then that the Special Committee would set
forth the principles which should guide Members in
determining whether or not an obligation existed to
transmit information. That was indeed what the Special Committee had done; but the whole of the debate
which had just taken place might well give the impression that the Fourth Committee was the legislative body of a world Government and that it was
engaged in drafting the fWldamental law or even the
criminal code of that Government. It had to be recognized that that point had not yet been reached, even if
the Charter was considered as a "living document",
to use the words of the Special Committee (A/4526,
para. 18), which should lead to a better world. The
United Nations were still States freely associated in
sovereign equality, boWld by agreement to fulfil their
obligations Wlder the Charter.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI (Iraq),
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Ortiz de Rozas
(Argentina), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.

AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Artid e 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526, A/C.4/L.648 and Add.l, · A/C.4/L.649/Rev.1
and Rev.l/Corr.l) (continued)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (A/C.4/
L.648 AND ADD.1,A/C.4/L.649/REV.1ANDREV.1/
CORR.1) (continued)
Draft resolution A/C.4/L.648 and Add.l (concluded)

1. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) explained why he had voted
against the draft resolution adopted at the previous .
. meeting. The Spanish delegation had several times
severely criticized the principles formulated by the
Special Committee of Six on the Transmission of
Information Wlder Article 73 e of the Charter (A/4526,
section V, part B) because it considered them to be
confused and susceptible of different interpretations.
Cases might arise in which the Fourth Committee
would find some difficulty, if it took those principles
as its criteria, in deciding whether a territory was
or was not self-governing. The fact that the Spanish
delegation had voted against the draft resolution did
not in any way alter its decision to commWticate
information of its own accord on the Spanish territortes in Africa; nor did it change in any way the
position of the Spanish Government, which still condemned colonialism and the exploitat1on of man by
man; lastly, it did not mean that some of the principles contained in the annex to the draft resolution
were not excellent ones, for instance, principle Vlll,
which, when voted upon separately, had been $Upported by the Spanish delegation. It should therefore
be clear to the Committee that his delegation's position was much less remote from that of the majority

3. The Special Committee's report (A/4526) was a
remarkable compromise between those who would
have preferred more general principles and those
who would have liked to have more categorical principles; they had all finally agreed on the single text
because it was better than two sets of conflicting
principles. Although his delegation had some doubt
about some of the principles, it had always been in
favour of the draft resolution incorporating the Spacial Committee's conclusions; the compromise did
not imply the abandonment of any great principles,
but was on the contrary a proof of wisdom and moral
courage. Besides, the Wlswerving adherence to a
sacred principle, so frequently held up as laudable,
might also be nothing more than short-sighted stubbornness. While appreciating the courtesy shown by
Togo and Tunisia in revising their original amendment (A/C.4/L.650), his delegation had voted against
the revised amendment, which, it feared, would endanger the wide acceptance of the twelve principles
that was its primary concern. The Fourth Committee
would best obtain good results, not by strokes of the
pen, but by showing trust in the good faith of Members and thus retaining their goodwill to implement
its resolutions. He regretted that the Fourth Committee had by its action prevented the United Kingdom,
whose good faith and goodwill had been frequently
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demonstrated, from· supporting a resolution with which
it would otherwise have been in general sympathy.
4. Mr. DINGEMANS (Netherlands) said that his delegation, which had made every effort in the Special
Committee to try and bring about a synthesis of the
views of the representatives of the administering
Powers and those of the non-administering Powers,
would have voted for the original draft resolution.
The principles formulated by the Special Committee
were in fact the result of much discussion and much
give and take. The amendment of Togo and Tunisia
however, had jeopardized that delicate balance, intro;
ducing an element of controversy into a text which
had been approved by all the members of the Special
Committee. His delegation would have accepted the
original text of principle IX, as it did not imply an
obligation on the part of the Administering Members
to accept or seek United Nations supervision in each
case; while recognizing that such supervision might
be highly desirable in many cases, the amendment
implied, in the opinion of his delegation, that the
United Nations could decide in all circumstances
whether supervision was necessary. As that was not
in keeping with his delegation's view on the matter,
he had accordingly voted against the amendment and
abstained on the draft resolution as a whole.
5. Mr. VANDERBORGHT (Belgium) explained that
in abstaining from voting on the draft resolution:
Belgium had not been passing judgement on the way
in which the Special Committee had fulfilled its task
or on the worth of the principles which that Committee had laid down. It had simply wished to indicate
that it still believed, just as it had done when it had
had the responsibility for a Non-Self-Governing
Territory-for which, indeed, it had supplied information-that the criteria did not lie within the competence of the General Assembly, as there was no
provision in the Charter authorizing the Assembly to
intervene in a field that lay within the exclusive
jurisdiction of sovereign states. Belgium had, however, been happy to be able to join in the congratulations addressed to the Special Committee for inter
alia the conciliatory spirit shown by its members::
which was in itself reassuring, even when it was not
possible to agree with the principle established.
6. Mr. ACLY (United states of America) said that he
had approved of the Special Committee's report and
would have supported the draft resolution in its original form. His delegation had abstained from voting,
much to its regret, solely because of the adoption of
the amendment submitted by Togo and Tunisia. But
the United states Government had not changed its
mind: it still approved of the report, both for its general tenor and for the principles it laid down including ptinciple IX(Q), which provided that in certain
circumstances United Nations supervision of the processes of integration might be desirable.
7. Mr. SINGH (India) said that he had abstained from
voting on the amendment of Togo and Tunisia not because he was out of sympathy with its sponsors, but
because he felt grave doubts as to the means of
implementing it and the problems of jurisdiction it
raised.
Draft resolution A/C.4/L.649/Rev.1 andRev.l/Corr.l
8. Mr. SINGH (India) announced that the sponsors of
draft resolution A/C.4/L.649, who had now been
joined by Iraq, Libya and Senegal, were introducing a

revised version of the draft (A/C.4/L.649/Rev.1 and
Rev.1/Corr.1) since, in the course of conversations
with them, the Spanish representative had confirmed
that his Government intended to fulfil its obligations
un«::er the Charter with respect to the territories it
administered, and to transmit information on conditions in those territories, including political conditions. The Spanish representative had, moreover,
made several statements to that effect in the Fourth
Committee and had told the sponsors that he was prepared to approve of the terms of the draft resolution.
It was therefore no longer necessary to list the NonSelf-Govf!rning Ter.ritories in Africa administered by
Spain; to do so might in any case create difficulties
in so far as some of those territories were disputed.
Operative paragraph 5 of the new text indicated that
the information transmitted by Spain would be treated
in the same way as that communicated by the other
Administering Members. The sponsors of the draft
resolution noted Spain's conciliatory attitude with
satisfaction and deplo:red the fact that, unfortunately,
Portugal did not seem to have changed its attitude.
He asked the Committee to adopt the <!raft resolution,
which would make it possible to safeguard the interests of the population of the territories under Portuguese administ".'ation.
9. Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) said that he wished to
reply briefly and objectively to certain allegations.
The delegations which had made accusations against
the Portuguese delegation and its Government had
done so in terms never before heard in the Fourth
Committee. They had not hesitated to speak of cruelty,
hypocrisy, machiavellianism, cynicism, cowardice
and arrogance. One of them had said that Portugal's
friends would be his country's enemies; another had
mentioned the possibility of expelling Portugal from
the Organization. All that gave cause for reflection
regarding the nature and conduct of the discussion.
His delegation would not allow itself to be swayed by
verbal demagogy or the violence of falsehood.
10. Some had affirmed, without any evidence whatsoever-for it would have been necessary for them to
forge the evidence had they been required to furnish
it-that the Portuguese Government practised forced
labour. He categorically rejected that base propagandistic slander. It was hardly necessary to recall
that, after long ago enacting legislation which guaranteed freedom of labour and the right to choose an
employer freely, Portugal had ratified the first Convention concerning Forced or Compulsory Labour
drawn up by the ILO in 1930, and the additional Convention concerning the Abolition of Forced Labour
adopted in 1957. The first session of the African
Advisory Committee set up by the ILO, which had
been held at Luanda in 1959 at the invitation of the
Portuguese G!>vernment, had moreover enabled many
experts and delegates from Governments and tradeunion organizations to study local conditions on the
spot and subsequently to make statements quite
different from those which the Fourth Committee had
heard.
11. Mention had also been made of slavery. That was
an assertion of inconceivable falsity. It was hardly
necessary to state that the Portuguese Government
respected moral values and had ratified the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the
Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices SimHar
to Slavery drawn up at Geneva in 1956.
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12. Still others had said that oppression and terror
reigned in the Portuguese overseas provinces and
that those territories owed their social tranquillity
to the presence of thousands of troops. Some might
indeed find it difficult to imagine that the peace could
be kept without the use of brute force. Or perhaps
disappointment at the lack of success of their lying
propaganda led them, since they could not allege disorders and they found it necessary to criticize at any
price, to claim that the peace was based on oppression. Any one willing to examine the facts would
recognize that Portugal did not maintain an army
because it neither intended to attack anyone nor expected to be attacked. The few troops stationed at the
frontier of a country in which regrettable events were
taking place were intended solely to ensure respect
for Portugal's strict neutrality. Those were the facts.
The Committee would judge the mentality of those
who did not hesitate to say that the Portuguese representative might be right but that they regarded as
true anything which might buttress their arguments.
13. Out of respect for the Committee and courtesy
to the representatives who had addressed questions
to him-to which he could not reply immediately for
lack of adequate information-he would say, although
he was in no way required to do so, that the Portuguese National Assembly included three representatives of Angola, three representatives of Mozambique,
two representatives of the State of India and one
representative of each of the other provinces. There
would be a total of twenty-three representatives from
the overseas electoral districts when the ten additional representatives allotted to those districts by a
decision of August 1959 had been elected in October
1961. Although the members of the Portuguese delegation to the United Nations did not represent any
particular part of the national territory but the Portuguese nation as a whole, he might point out that
during the past five years that delegation had included
two representatives born in Goa, two representatives
born in Angola and four representatives born respectively in Portuguese Guinea, the Cape Verde
Archipelago, Mozambique and Macau.
14. He considered that it was only fair that the
Guinean representative should in turn reply to two
specific questions. He would like to be informed of
the name, the date and the text of the Portuguese law
which classified the population into five categories,
and on what the Guinean representative had based his
assertion that the Portuguese Government had or
intended to have 60,000 trcops in Angola.
15. Mr. ZIKRIA (Afghanistan) said he wished to explain once again that in supporting the cause of the
dependent peoples and in asking to be included among
the sponsors of the revised draft resolution, his delegation in no way wished to indicate prejudice against
any State or group of states. By adopting the principles laid down by the Special Committee of Six, the
Fourth Committee had finally emerged from the impasse in which it had been languishing for so long. It
was logical that it should henceforth seek to apply to
particular cases provisions approved by almost all
the members of the Committee. For his delegation,
the phrase: •peoples under colonial subjugation" in
the third prea:mbular paragraph of the revised draft
resolution meant all the peoples still subject to
foreign domination against their will. That draft
resolution wOuld accordingly make possible effective
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exercise of the right of self-determination. He therefore hoped that the Committee would adopt the draft
by a large majority.
16. Mr. BLUSZTAJN (Poland), speaking on a point
of order, asked the Indian representative to explain
what statement by the Spanish representative authorized the sponsors to include unhesitatingly in the
fourth preambular paragraph of the revised draft
resolution the statement that "the Government of
Spain agreea to transmit information to the Secretary-General in accordance with the provisions of
Chapter XI of the Charter".
17. Mr. NEKLESSA (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic), introducing four amendments (A/C.4/L.651)
to the revised draft resolution, said that the Committee, which was no longer engaged in a theoretical
debate, should now take specific measures with respect to two Members of the United Nations which had
for five years refused to comply with their obligations
under Chapter XI of the Charter on the pretext that
the provisions of Chapter XI were not mandatory and
that they administered overseas provinces and not
colonies. The Fourth Committee's discussion had
clearly shown that those overseas provinces were in
fact Non-Self-Governing Territories, and the Portuguese and Spanish representatives had been unable to
refute the facts cited by many delegations in support
of that contention. It had been natural to expect that
at its current session the General Assembly would
take practical steps to put an end to the manoeuvres
of Portugal and Spain. The first version of the draft
resolution (A/C.4/L.649) had in itself been rather
moderate in tone, although it had contained a number
of sound provisions. The version now under discussion turned out to be a watered-down text. It was
completely different from the first version. In particular it no longer contained the original operative
paragraph 1, which had referred to the necessity of
ensuring to the indigenous populations of the Portugue~e and Spanish colonies the enjoyment of full
freedom for democratic political activities; in other
words the main point of concern to the indigenous
populations had been discarded from the original
draft. His delegation failed to understand why that
paragraph no longer appeared in the new version of
the draft resolution; he asked the Committee to restore it, in substance; operative paragraph ·1 would
then read:
"1. Urges the Governments of Spain and Portugal
to grant to the indigenous populations of the NonSelf-Governing Territories under their administration the enjoyment of full freedom for democratic
political activities which would ensure their attainment of independence".
·
18. The representatives of Ghana, Guinea, India and
other countries had referred in their speeches during
the general debate to the repressive action being
taken by the Portuguese and Spanish Governments
against the leaders of the national liberation movements. In his statement the representative of Ghana
had spoken about the necessity of requiring Portugal and Spain to release the leaders of the national
liberation movements from prison and concentration
camps. The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR thought
that adoption of the paragraph it was proposing would
bring the influence of public opinion to bear on Portugal and Spain and, in particular, force them to release
the democratic leaders from prison and concentration
camps.
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19. His delegation objected to the use of the expression "with satisfaction" in the fourth preambular
paragraph of the revised draft resolution; it felt that
Spain should be censured for .having for five years
refused to assume its obligations, and not congratulated. Although the Spanish delegation had several
times in the past declared that it would be prepared
to transmit information on its Non-Self-Governing
Territories, it had never yet done so. The statements
made by the Spanish representative at the current
session of the General Assembly contradicted one
another and there were no grounds for expressing
satisfaction on that score.

consideration by the General Assembly in plenary
.meeting at its fifteenth session (A/4502 and Corr.l).
23. Mr. CABA (Guinea) expressed the view' that at
the beginning of the meeting the representati\'e of
Portugal, far from convincing the Committee, had
only revealed even more clearly the discriminatory
policy followed by his country. He would reply to that
statement at a later stage b\lti meanwhile would point
out that the representative of Portugal had not really
replied to the two questions he had asked him. He
himself intended to give precise answers to the two
questions asked by the representative of Portugal.

20. In its amendment in paragraph 1 of document
A/C.4/L.651 the delegation of the Ukrainian SSR was
proposing, in order to avoid any misunderstanding,
the inclusion of an enumeration of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories for which Spain was under
an obligation to transmit information, namely: Ifni,
West Bahara, Fernando P6o, Rio Muni, the Canary
Islands. As representatives were aware, the original
draft resolution contained such an enumeration. The
Ukrainian amendment also included the Canary Islands, which had been missing from the list in the
original draft resolution. Those Islands had the same
status as the other Non-Self-Governing Territories
under Spanish administration. In the Ukrainian delegation's ()pinion, an enumeration of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories for which Spain was under an
obligation to transmit information would have been
necessary even if the Spanish Government had clearly
stated its intention of transmitting information on
those Territories, but a precise enumeration was
all the more necessary in view of the contradictory statements bf the Spanish representative and
his refusal to name the territories under Spanish
administration.

24. Mr. RAHNEMA (Iran) felt that the draft resolution under discussion was the logical consequence of
the draft resolution approved by the Committee at
its previous meeting. His delegation endorsed the·
changes made in the original text (A/C.4/L.649),
particularly the deletion of paragraph 1, which had
prejudged the very issue of the resolution. The Com- ·
mittee should await Portugal's reply to its request
for information before requesting it to do anything
further.
25. He would comment at a later stageonthe amendments submitted by the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic.
26. Mr. WEEKS (Liberia), exercising his right of
reply, stated that he had participated in the conference to which the representative of Portugal had
referred and that the information he had gathered
there at first hand contradicted that which the representative of Portugal had just given. The latter had
not really told the Committee whether the deputies
about whom he had spoken truly represented the
people of the territories administered by Portugal or
the interests of those people.

21. The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR was also
proposing the deletion of operative paragraph 4·of the
revised draft resolution, whereby the General Assembly would request the Secretary-General to take the
necessary steps in pursuance of the declaration of
the Government of Spain that it was ready to act in
accordance with the provisions of Chapter XI of the
Charter. His delegation considered that the Secretary-General ought to have taken steps as long ago
as 1955, when Portugal and Spain had become Members of the United Nations, to ensure that those states
complied with the Charter. It simply failed to understand what steps it was proposed to take now. If the
territories for which Spain was under an obligation
to transmit information vvere enumerated, then it
would be the Secretary-General's duty to obtain
that information in accordance with the established
procedure.
22. The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR proposed
the insertiont in operative paragraph 2 of the IIdraft
resolution under discussion, after the words concerning these territories" of the phrase "until they
are granted full independence", that was to say, it
was proposing that a specific reference should be
made to the goal towards which the territories in
question were proceeding. In its view, that amendment should not occasion any objection, for it was
consistent with the spirit of the United Nations Charter and of the draft declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples which
had been submitted by the Soviet Union delegation for

27. Turning to the text under discussion, he said
that he would have voted without reservation for the
draft resolution in its original form. The changes the
sponsors had introduced in the revised text were,
however, confusing: as was clear from the amend-.
ments submitted by .the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, there was no reason to treat Portugal and
Spain differently; if the territories under Portuguese
administration were enumerated, the territories ·
under Spanish administration should be enumerated
too. On that point, his delegation would support the
Ukrainian amendments, which would make it possible
to determine whether Spain had really decided to
transmit information on its territories. The Committee could, however, retain the paragraph in which
it expressed its satisfaction that the Spanish Government had agreed· to transmit information, if that
statement was in fact correct.
28. Mr. SINGH (India), replying to the question the
representative of Poland had asked him, said that he
no longer had any doubt about the intentions of the
Spanish Government, following. the · statements which
the representative of Spain had made at the current
meeting and at the 1038th meeting. With regard, to the
latter statement, he wished to quote the exact words
of the representative of Spain:
11 As we said, however, a year ~go-and I was then
referring to what I had said two years ear.Uer-and
as we repeat now, and as we shall maintain in the
future, we ~st, ,if we wish to co-operate with all
the states Members of the United. Nations, ~trive
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unceasingly to comply not only with Chapter XI of
the Charter but also with the whole, complete and
true spirit of the Charter. And since you have done
us the honour of interesting yourselves in the life
of our Iberian and overseas provinces, we shall not
stint this information. Rather, since we have nothing
to hide, we shall endeavour to provide the Secretary-General with complete information for his
enlightenment. If, after that, some of the representatives haw a still livelier curiosity, I myself,
on my own account, will be happy to satiSfy them.•
29. In his delegation's opinion, the Spanish Government had taken a clear-o~ition.
30. Mr. BRAIMAH (Ghana) said th~t he had eagerly
associated himself witllthe---sponsors of the revised
draft resolution, in whlch the Committee dealt with
the most impo~ant part of its work. It was to be
hoped that the Port~legation would consent
to co-operate in that task l.ly agreeing, as Spain
had done, to assume the obligations incurred under
Article 73 and confirmed by the twelve principles
which the Committee had approved at its previous
meeting. Portugal must understand that the ultimate
objective of Article 73 of the Charter was to enable
dependent peoples to attain f'n"dependence as rapidly
as possible. That had indeed been recognized by the
Special Committee of Six in its report (A/4526).
31. He would comment at a later stage on the amendments submitted by the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic.
32. Mr. BLUSZTAJN (Poland) thanked the representative of India for the statement he had just made.
His doubts had not yet been dispelled, however, for
in the statement he had just made the representative
of Spain did not appear to have gone beyond what he
had said on 7 November, at the 1038th meeting. At
that meeting the Spanish representatiVe had in fact
declared that many delegations had forgotten the
position taken up by the Spanish delegation on the
interpretation of Chapter XI of the Charter, or had
not yet had time to take note of it. That interpretation was clear from the Spanish Government's reply
to the Secretary-General under General Assembly
resolution 1467 (XIV), to the effect that Spain had no
territories that could be the subject of the obligation
prescribed in Article 73 (A/AC.100/1, para. 165).
The Spanish representative had repeated that statement at the 1038th meeting, adding, however, that·
in view of its desire to co-operate with the United
Nations his country was prepared in due course
to transmit information on its overseas provinces.
There was therefore nothing in the statements of the
representative of Spain to justify the statement in the
revised text of the draft resolution that the Government of Spain agreed to transmit information to the
Secretary-General in accordance with the provisions
of Chapter XI of the Charter. What was of importance to the Committee was not so much to receive
information on the Spanish territories-which could
be found in any· bookshop-but to ensure that Spain
fulfilled the obligations it had assumed, under Chapter XI of the Charter, by virtue of its admission to·
the United Nations. He again asked the representative
of India if he considered that the statement by the
representative of Spain really corresponded to the
text of the draft resolution.
33. Mr. ORTIZ DE ROZAS (Argentina) said that he
considered the draft resolution before the Committee
~-
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to be the outcome of the long process that had led the
Committee finally to approve a series of principles
which should guide Members in determining whet~r
or not an obligation existed to transmit the information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter. The
Argentine delegation, which had always interpreted
Chapter XI of the Charter as requiring the Administering Members to transmit information on the territories under their administration, had voted in favour
of those principles and of the draft resolution to
which they were annexed. Proceeding to a further
stage, the General Assembly was now asking the
delegation of a Member state to transmit information
on the territories under its administration•.
34. He was glad ,that the Spanish Government had
decided to act in accordance with the provisions of
Chapter XI of the Charter. The categorical statement
by the representative of Spain had dispelled all doubt
on that sublect, especially as he had even made it
clear that -his Government was going to transmit
information of all kinds, including political information. Argentina had always believed the words of
Spain, to which it was linked by so many bonds; It was
glad that the revised text did justice to a new position
on the part of the Spanish Government and, it con-Sidered that that text was an accurate reflection of
what the representative of Spain had stated on several
occasions. In that connexion, the Argentine delegation
attached the greatest importance to what the Spanish
representative had said about the bilateral negotiations his Government was prepared to open with
regard to its possessions in North Africa and it was
certain that those negotiations would soon bear fruit.
35. The sponsors of the new text had auted wisely
in deleting operative paragraph 1 from the former
text (A/C.4/L.649). Indeed, it was impossible to
assume, before the information requested had been
received, that the Spanish Government and Portu•
guese Government were not ensuring to the indigenous
populations of the territories under their administration the enjoyment of full freedom for democratic political activities which would accelerate
their attainment of independence. To do so would be,
as it were, to convict the defendant before proof of
his guilt had been established. The Ukrainian representative had seen fit to try to restore that paragraph, by an amendment: that was not a logical
proposal, for there seemed no point in mentioning the
independence of a territory at the present juncture,
when-as the Ukrainian representative had pointed.
out several times-the General Assembly had first
to consider the draft declaration on the granting of
independence. That being so, the Argentine delegation
would vote against the Ukrainian amendment and in
favour of the revised draft resolution if the amendment was rejected. ,
36. Mr. SKALLI (Morocco) pointed out that the I- port of the Special Committee and the principles it
set forth were the result of a compromise, which
could not, therefore, reflect the deep convictions of
the non-administering members of the Committee but
which nevertheless represented a significant contribution in that it should guide the Member states in
determining whether or not an obligation existed to
transmit information. It was now a question of giving
those principles definite meaning and practical application, i.e., of applying them to Spain and Portugal,
which of all the colonial Powers ,were the only ones
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to have replied that they were not administering Nona single member of the Committee approved of the
Self-Governing Territories. It could not, however, be
attitude of Spain and Portugal and that the censure of
maintained that entire territories, which differed in
world opinion further accentuated the isolation of
every way from the metropolitan country, were overthose two countries.
seas provinces. That expedient, the general use of
39. There had been a time when colonialism had
which would reduce international relations to chaos,
enjoyed impunity and had been regarded as a normal
state of affairs. The oppressed peoples had now, howdeceived no one. Even granting that there had been a
ever, recovered their voice, which was equal to that
change in the relations between the territories and
the metropolitan country, that change could not have
of their former masters, and colonialism had become
internationally immoral. The Moroccan delegation
taken place at the time of the admission of Spain and
Portugal to the United Nations, for the provisions of
accordingly endorsed the revised draft resolution, but
it did so with the express reservation that its Governthe Charter took precedence over all national legislation. At the 1041st meeting the representative of
ment considered Ceuta, Melilla, Ifni and West Sahara.
Portugal had attacked what he called the tendentious
to be integral parts of Moroccan territory. The fact
nature of the principles, but hil!(l accusation had not
that the revised draft resolution did nOt mention
convinced any one, for legal quibbling could not stand
those towns and territories did not imply that the
up against the true facts: the Committee was not a
Committee recognized them as provinces of Spain; it
court of justice but a political organ dealing with real
was still understood that they were colonies. The
situations. Portugal was free to cling to the literal
Moroccan delega~i was sorry to have to adopt that
meaning of the words of the Charter, but\for the other
attitude towards s ain, which had aligned its position
members of the Committee the Charter was a living
with that of p 0 gal but it was· glad to note the
document, applicable to living beings, including, tn
Spanish represen ati~'s statement that the Spanish
the eyes of the Moroccan delegatic;m, those living in ---GoVernment was prepared to provide the information
called for in Article 73 of the Charter. Admittedly
Ifni, West Sahara, Ceuta and Melilla. The representative of Spain had compared the anti-colonialist
Spain did not possess, in its African territorles, any
countries to a group of archangels defending the
extensive interests but it would be well advised to
liberty of the world, who regarded Spain as a monster
liberate Ifni, west Sahara, Ceuta and Melilla, which
were Moroccan, and enable them at last to be rewhich lived on the flesh and blood of the African
peoples.
united with the Kingdom of Morocco; law, justice and
honour made it desirable that bilateral negotiations,
37. Mr. AZNAR (Spain), speaking on a point of order,
which would, it was hoped, prove fruitful, should be
denied that he had ever uttered that sentence.
held concerning the disputed territories.
38. Mr. SKALLI (Morocco) said that he himself had
noted that sentence at the moment it hadbeen uttered;
40. The representative of Spain had stated in that
very Committee that some countries had a claim
moreover, it appeared in the official record of the
vis-11-vis Spain, and had added that the rights of
1038th meeting. However that might be, the ComSpain stopped at the point where the rights of others
mittee had before it the case of two states which
had had a colonial past and which maintained an unbegan. He thought that it was his country to which the
compromising attitude that left them isolated. The
representative of Spain was referring; if he was· misrepresentative of Portugal claimed that the question
taken, he would like the representative of Spain to·
of transmitting information had not aroused any great
tell him so.
·
interest among Member states, since only twenty-six
41. If. his interpretation was correct and. Spain was
Governments had seen fit to send replies to the
resolving the problem of its overseas possessions in
Secretary-General in accordance with General Asthat
way, Portugal would remain hopelessly isolated.
sembly resolution 1467 (XIV). That was at once true
Unless it changed its policy, it was liable. to find
and false. It was true because many countries conitself outstripped by the rest of mankind, which was
sidered the question to be secondary and to have lost
moving
forward in ever greater liberty and progress.
its urgency at a time when the only real problem ~as
The
draft resolution was its last chanc~; it should not
that of the elimination, pure and simple, of coloruallet that chance go by.
ism; it was true, also, because the information sub42. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) wished to make it clear that
mitted by the Administering Members could never be
completely sincere and objective and because, thanks
the· sentence quoted by the representative of Morocco
which appeared in the summary record of an earlier
to· the emancipation of Africa, more authentic voices
meeting was not a categorical statement, but a diacould make themselves heard and could enlighten
the United Nations on the true economic, social and
lectical way of presenting
argument 'for polemic
polJtical situation in the Non-Self-Governing. Terri,.
purposes.
tories. From another standpoint, however, .what the
43. Mr. SKALLI (Morocco) . admitted that. the point
representative of Portugal said was false, for all the
was one of detail, but said that the representative of
delegations had disapproved in unmistakable terms
Spain was fully responsible for his wc>rc:ls aqd their
of the attitude of Spain and Portugal; the very silence
meaning.
of those countries that had refrained from speaking
in order to avoid censuring a friendly nation was
equally significant. It could therefore be said that not
The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.,·
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AGENDA ITEM 38

Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
·{A/4526, A/(;.4/L.649/Rev.1 and Rev.l/Corr.l) (continued)
CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (A/C.4/
L.649/REV.l AND REV.l/CORR.l) (continued)
1. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) thanked the representatives of
Argentina and India for their remarks at the previous
meeting with regard to Spain's position in the matter
( !>f the transmission of information on its overseas
territories, with which he entirely concurred.
2. His delegation wollld vote in favour of those paragraphs of draft resolution A/C.4/L.649/Rev.l and
Rev.l/Corr.l which referred to Spain. He pointed out,
however, that the wording of the fourth preambular
paragraph was not in accordance with his statement
at the 1046th meeting, when he had informed the
Committee that the Spanish Government had decided
on' its own initiative to transmit information to the
Secretary-General in accordance with Chapter XI of
the Charter. He did not understand the purpose of
operative paragraph 4. Operative paragraph 5 was,
however, acceptable to his delegation.

3 •. For the time being he was, .of co,urse, o:iuy expressing his personal views on ~e draft resolution,
but he was sure that his Government woul,d give it the
most careful study.
4. Mr. BOUZIRI (Tunisia) expressed the hope that
the Spanish delegation would communicate to the Committee a list of the territories on which the Government of Spain had decided to transmit information in
accordance with Article 73 e of the Charter.
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5. Mr. NOGUEmA (Portugal) recalled that at the
previ9US meeting the representative of Morocco had
stated that the statements made by the delegation of
Portugal had not convinced the members of the Committee. He did not, however, consider that the delegation of Morocco was authorized to speak on behalf
of the whole Committee. The representative of Morocco had also observed that the Fourth Committee
was not a ·court of law. The delegation of Portugal
entirely agreed with that view,-.but he would point
out that that representative's whole speech had partaken of the nature of a moral judgement.
6. He would revert at a later stage to the Moroccan
representative's statement that during the proceedings
of the Special Committee of Six on the Transmission
of Information under Article 73 e of the Charter the
members of that Committee had had only Portugal
and Spain in mind.
7. Mr. CARPIO (Philippines) wished to ask the
sponsors of the draft resolution for some elucidation
on certain points.
8. Firstly, with regard to the third paragraph of the
preamble, which referred to a threat to international
peace, he wondered whether the sponsors had had in
mind the possible effect of the situation on internationa
peace and security- a matter primarily within the
functions of the Security Council-and if so whether
they had taken into account the provisions of Article
18 of the Charter concerning the requirement of a
two-thirds majority on questions relating to international peace and security.
9. Secondly, he wondered whether the Committee had
indeed considered all the facts and circumstances of
the case so as to be in a position to conclude that the
principles annexed to the draft resolution it had adopted
at its 1045th meeting were applicable.

10. His delegation intended to support the revised
draft resolution, but was anxious to be satisfied that
the Committee was applying the provisions laid down
in the draft resolution adopted at its 1045th meeting
and was not coming to a decision before it had considered all aspects of the question.

11. Mr. ROHAL-ILKIV (Czechoslovakia) was at a
loss to understand why the sponsors of the revised
draft resolution had decided to change and weaken
their origi»;al text (A/C.4/L.649). They could nothave
been influenced to do so by the course of the debate,
since the discussion had shown that the Portuguese
and Spanish delegations were almost completely isolated on the question under consideration. In the
Czechoslovak delegation's opinion the Spanish and
Portuguese colonialists, like all other colonialists,
should be clearly told that the United Nations eXpected and indeed demanded that they should liberate
all their colonies. The Portuguese representative in
his various statements had failed to adduce any conA/C.4/SR.l047
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crete facts to refute th~ arguments of other delegations. True. he had given certain figures of the
number of deputies from. Angola and Mozambique
sitting in the Parliament at Lisbon. It was not, however, enough to know that those people had been born
in the Portuguese colonies; iftheywerethe descendants
of Portuguese colonialists th~::y could not represent
the true interests of the indigenous population.
12. The duty of the Committee was to establish a
situation in which the colonialists would be compelled
not only to transmit information on their colonies
but to grant them immediate and complete independence.
13. His delegation entirely supported the amendments
pro_posed by the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic
(A/C.4/L.651), the adoption of which woul<jl make the
draft resolution a more accurate reflection of the
general feeling in the Committee.
14. Mr. LOIZOU (Cyprus) said that at the beginning
of the general debate on the twelve principles enunciated by the Special Committee of Six his delegation
had intentionally avoided criticizing any Administering
Member by name so as not to judge them on the basis
of the past but to give them an opportunity of explaining their future attitude; His delegation•s optimism had been justified as far as Spain was concerned and he congratulated the Spanish Government
on its change of attitude.
15. On the other hand, he had been disappointed at
the stand taken by the delegation of Portugal. The
Portuguese Government had unfortunately failed to
grasp the spirit of the age and the fundamental
changes that had taken place in the world. The policy
it was following was not a far-sighted one and would
have the opposite effect from that which it desired.
16. His delegation would vote in favour of the draft
resolution, which was the natural outcome of the
adoption of the twelve principles. The specific mention
of Portugal and its dependent territories showed that
the United Nations was on the right path towards the
effective application of the principles. The draft resolution showed a straightforward approach to such
fundamental problems as those of the progress and
emancipation of dependent peoples. That approachhatl,
been made possible by the change in the balance of
voting that had marked the fifteenth session.
17. His delegation had not asyethadtimeto study the
amendments proposed by the delegation of the
UkrainiB:Il SSR and reserved the right to speak again,
. if necessary, after hearing the views of the sponsors
of the revtsed draft resolution.
18. Mr. SIDI BABA (Morocco), in reply to the representative of Portugal, protested that his delegation
had never claimed to speak on behalf of the whole
Committee. It was, however, entitled to say what it
considered the general feeling iri the Committee to
be. To say that the consensus of opinion in the Committee was not favourable to the Portuguese position
was a simple deduction from what had been said in
the course of the debate.
·
19. With reference to the observation that the Fourth
Committee was not a court of law~ he pointed out that
the problem under discussion was mainly a political
problem and that it was within the competence of the

Fourth Committee to examine political problems in
the colonial field.
20.. Mr. DIALLO (Mali) said that his delegation had
been in favour of the original version of the draft
resolution (A/C.4/L.649), and was less enthusiastic
about the revised text. It would therefore support the
·amendments proposed by the delegation of the
Ukrainian SSR. It attached particular importance to
the proposed operative paragraph 1 included in the
second amendment (A/C.4/L.651, para.2).
21. He agreed with the Tunisian representative that
it would be desirable for the Spanish delegation to
provide the Committee with a list of the territories
on which Spain proposed to transmit information, to
avoid any possibility of doubt or misunderstanding
on the subject.
22. Mr. KUCHAVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) regretted that the original version of the
draft resolution, which had contained positive recommendations that would have contributed to the rapid
attainment of independence by the colonies of Portugal
and Spain and to the ending ofpoliceoppression there,
had been watered down at the insistence of the colonialist Powers. The Soviet delegation was unable to support the draft resolution in its revised and emasculated form.
·
23. The absence in the revised draft resolution of
operative paragraph 1 of the original version was
regrettable. The Soviet delegation thought that its
interpretation of that important provision-which it
supported-agreed with that giventoitbythesponsors.
His delegation had expected that the original operative
paragraph 1, which condemned the racialiat r6gime of
arbitrary violence conducted by the colonial administration in the Portuguese and Sp!Urlsh coloniea, would
have brought pressure to bear on Portugal and Spain
and forced them to release the indigenous inhabitants
imprisoned for democratic activities and to relax the
police restrictions. The representatives of Ghana,
Guinea and India had made statements in the general
debate which revealed the true state of affairs in the
Portuguese and Spanish colonies. After the debate in
the Committee, in the course of which not one representative of the colonialist Powers had dared to support
Portugal and Spain, one would have expected that a
draft resolution condemning the refusal of Portugal
and Spain to put an end to the harsh colonial r~e
in their colonies would have been submitted to the
Committee. For five years---l>ortugal and Spain had
been stubbornly refusing to fulfU their obligations,
and that refusal' deserved the most categorical condemnation by the Committee. Instead of that condemnation he was surprised toseeinthetQtally inadequate
draft resolution now before the Committee an expression of lfsatisfaction". The deletion of the list of
Spanish-administered territories from the draft resolution made him suspect that, perhaps, too much confidence was being placed in the colonialists. The Soviet
delegation thought that, in order to avoid any quibbling
at a later stage, the paragraph of the draft resolution
recording Spain's agreement to transmit information
in accordance with Chapter XI of the Charter should
include a list of the territories to which that information would relate. That was precisely the object
of the first Ukrainian amendment (A/C.4/L.651,
para.1), which the USSR delegati9n fully supported.

104'lth meeting- 11 November 1960
24. Acceptance of the Ukrainian amendments would
be the minimum requirement for making the draft
resolution in any way satisfactory and effective. If
those amendments were adopted, his delegation would
vote in favour of the revised draft resolution; otherwise
it would, naturally, be unable to support that draft.
25. The delegation of the USSR also wished to put on
record its reservations concerning the list of territories administered by Portugal included in operative
paragraph 1 of the revised draft resolution; it regarded Goa and dependencies, Macau and dependencies,
and Timor and dependencies as parts of the territories
of India, the People's Republic of China and Indonesia
which should revert to their rightful owners. Macau
arid its dependent islands, With a predominantly
Chinese population, had been leased by Portugal from
China for the setting up of a trading post in 1557.
Chinese sovereignty had been recognized until 1849,
when Portugal had refused to pay the rent and had
illegally turned the territory into a colony. That act
of armed duress did not deprive the People's Republic of China of its rights and sovereignty over the
territory. His delegation regretted that the cosponsors of the draft resolution, presumably under
pressure from the colonialist Powers, had accepted
changes which reduced its effectiveness. In the circumstances of today, when the anti-colonial movement was
much stronger than ever before, too great a desire
for compromise with the colonialists-such as had
been manifested by certain delegations-was detrimental to the interests of the peoples still under colonial domination. There could be no compromise
on the principle of the elimination of the colonial
system. It was open to doubt whether the supply of
information by Portugal and Spain concerning their
dependent territories would constitute a step forward
in the cause of the liberation of the peoples of those
territories. Furthermore, in the light of the statements
by the representative of Portugal, who, without adducing any proof, had denied all the facts quoted in
the Committee about the Portuguese colonies, any
information which Portugal might conceivably supply
would be suspect.
26. The USSR delegation was convinced that instead
of striving to ensure the supply of dubious information,
the United Nations should demand the complete and
immediate liberation of the colonies of Portugal and
Spain. In the mid-twentieth century mankind's
conscience could not be reconciled to the fact that
some peoples were subjugated by others. Portugal,
Spain and the other colonial Powers shollld realize
that their colonial days were over. The time had
come to tell them that they should understand historical necessity and withdraw peacefully. They should
be told that if they did not do so, the peoples of the
colonies wollld sweep away all the remnants of the
old colonial empires and that all the peace-loving
States would support them in that noble endeavour.
27. Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) regretted that the same
false accusations had been made against his country
once again. He reserved the right to reply to the
USSR representative's statement.
8. Mr. KANAKARATNE (Ceylon) appealed to the
members of the Committee to abandon polemics and
to confine their remarks ·to the draft resolution and
the proposed amendments.
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29. His delegation had been second to none in the
Fourth C02nmittee and elsewhere in condemning the
methods and arguments by which someMemberStates
had for the past few years sought to justify what it
did not consider collld be justified on any grounds-the
right clabned by some peoples to rule over other
peoples. At the present time, however, the Committee
was not discussing the abstract subject of colonialism
but a draft resolution of which his delegation was
one of the sponsors. The Special Committee of Six
set up in accordance with General Assembly resolution
1467 (XIV) had presented a report (A/4526) which had
been debated by the Fourth Committee at some length
and finally approved by an overwhelming majority.
All that the draft resolution now before the Committee
was intended to do was to apply the twelve principles
drawn up by the Special Committee of Six to those
Member States which, in the view of the sponsors,
had not fulfilled their obligations under Article 73 of
the Charter in relation to Non-Self-Governing Territories coming within the scope of those twelve
principles. It was therefore irrelevant at the present
stage to go into details about conditions in certain
dependent territories, however appalling and tragic
and reprehe~sible such conditions might be.
30. He wished to convey to the Spanish Government
his own Government's satisfaction at its decision, as
announced by the Spanishdelegationafewdays earlier,
to transmit information concerning its overseas territories.
31. His delegation regretted the Ukrainian proposal
(A/C.4/L.651 para.1) to delete the words llwith satisfaction" from the fourth preambular paragraph of the
revised draft resolution andhopedthatthatamendment
would be withdrawn. In his delegation's view, the
words were perfectly appropriate and he only wished
that Portugal would follow the example set by Spain.
If a Government responded to an appeal such as that
made by almost every delegation that hadparticipated
in the debate, it was surely a triumph for the United
Nations and a ·source of satisfaction to the whole
Committee.
32. The territories enumerated in operative paragraph 1 were those which ·came within the ambit of
Chapter XI of the Charter and of the principles approved by the Committee at its 1045th meeting. All
that the revised draft resolution did was to specify
which State still refused to transmit information on
those territories.
33. The Ukrainian amendments also sought to restore
operative paragraph 1 as originally proposed by the
sponsors in document A/C.4/L.649. He could not believe that the Ukrainian representative was by implication accusing the sponsors-all of whose countries
had at one time or another been under foreign domination-of not wishing that the indigenous inhabitants
of the remaining Non-Self-Governing Territories
should have the right to enjoy full freedom. A draft
resolution was not introduced in a vacuum but was
related to a specific subject. In the present instance
the draft resolution related to the obligation to transmit
information under Article 73 e. The sponsors had
come to the conclusion that the structure of the proposal would be out of balance if the original paragraph
1 was retained. The preamble referred to Chapter XI
of the Charter, which listed all the rights to which·
the inhabitants of the Territories were entitled, and
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the Committee had been fighting for years to uphold
that Chapter of the Charter and the obligations it
contained. It was thereforeunnecessarytoincorporate
the suggested paragraph in the draft resolution, the
sole purpose of which was to remind Portugal that
certain territories for which it was responsible came
within the scope of the principles adopted by the
Committee and of the provisions of the Charter,
particularly Chapter XI. He hoped therefore that the
Ukrainian representative would realize that that
amendment was unnecessary.
34. Another proposal in the Ukrainian amendments
was to delete operative paragraph 4; but it was well
known that certain modalities had been established to
which States had to adhere in transmitting information,
and all that operative paragraph 4 asked was that,
in pursuance of the declaration of the Government of
Spain, the Secretary-General should take the customary steps in relation to the information which Spain
would, no doubt, transmit. His delegation was therefore
quite unable to understand why it was proposed to
delete that paragraph.
35. In practice, the only effective sanction the United
Nations possessed was its moral authority, reflecting
world public opinion. The overwhelming majority of
delegations had supported the principles adopted and
he trusted that it wouldevenyetbepossible for Portugal to reconsider its position. The Portuguese territories in Africa were in regions where neighbouring
peoples had gained independence, and it was foolish
to believe that the movement would not spread.
36. He appealed to all members of the Committee
to vote in favour of the revised draft resolution and
not to abstain; his delegation would find it difficult
to understand how any State could accept the principles
and yet hesitate to support their application.
Mr. Ortiz de Rozas (Argentina), Vice-Chairman,
took the Chair.

37. Mr. EMILIANI (Colombia) saidthathisdelegation
opposed the Ukrainian amendments to the revised
draft resolution~ In the first place, it considered the
reintroduction of operative paragraph 1 of the original
version of the draft resolution as unacceptable because
it had a discriminatory flavour. After requesting
information- and therefore confessing ignorance of the
conditions in the territories in question-it would be
contradictory for the United Nations to state that
political freedoms did not exist there. Jp the second
place, the inclusion of the paragraph sinned against
the principle of elegantia juris since the Committee
would be going beyond the scope of the matter under
consideration. His delegation agreed that everyone was
entitled to the exercise of political and democratic .
rights and that those rights were perhaps not available
universally, but the ciause in question, insteadofbeing
specifically relevant to the matter under discussion,
would be applicable to any resolution of the Fourth
Committee.
38. He failed to understand why, after the representative of Spain had made a solemn statement to the effect that his country would supply information, the
Committee should be expressing its disbelief in that
statement. Spain was a great country which could not
be accused of failing to keep its word.
39. The Ukrainian amendments included the Canary
Islands in the list of territoriesforwhichSpain should

supply information. As every schoolboy knew, the
Canary Islands, farfromhavingeverbeenacolony, had
been Columbus1 s last Spanish port of call on his way
to America. The improvisation of such lists of territories was highly dangerous. By approving, at the
1045th meeting, a draft resolution on the twelve
principles, the Committee had wished to make a
contribution to improving thesituationintheNon-SelfGoverning Territories. The resolution should not be
used as an instrument for subverting the islands of
all the continental Powers and undermining their
unity, by making geographicalseparationintoapretext
for seditious movements calculated to cause unrest.
40. In the name of reason and for the sake of the
efficient functioning of the Committee, he ventured to
ask the Ukrainian representative to withdraw his
amendments.
41. Finally, he hoped that Portugal would follow in
Spain's footsteps and agree to supply the information
requested by the Committee.
42. Miss SAFFOURI (Jordan) explained that her
country had been unable to join the sponsors of the
original draft ,resolution (A/C.4/L.649) because it
called, inter a1ia, for transmission of information on
Ifni and West Sahara, which were an integral part of
Morocco, although they were at present under Spain's
colonial domination. For the same reason, her delegation found it difficult to accept the first Ukrainian
amendment (A/C.4/L.651, para.1). Moreover, shefelt
that, in view of the statement made by the Spanish
representative, the Committee should give Spain a
chance of proving its good intentions. The second ana
third Ukrainian amendments (A/C.4/L.651, paras.2
and 3) were superfluous because their subject matter
would be coming up for discussion before the General
Assembly.
43. The fact that her delegation would vote in favour
of the revised draft resolution would not mean that
Jordan recognized Spain's sovereignty over Ifni and
West Sahara.
44. She expressed satisfaction that the Spanish representative had said that his Government was willing to
transmit information to the Secretary-General and
expressed her regret that the representative of Portugal had not done likewise.
45. Mr. RAHNEMA (Iran) welcomed the change in the
Spanish Government's attitude, which he found most
encouraging. He only wished that Portugal would follow
Spain's example.
46. His delegation found it difficult to accept the
Ukrainian amendinents. With regard to the first of
tho8e amendments, his delegation could not agree that
the expression of satisfaction inthefourthpreambular
paragraph in any way damaged the anti-colonial cause,
and it was only natural that the Committee should
expre'lS satisfaction at the change in Spanish policy
after so many years. The second Ukrainian amendment prejudged the issue, while the concern it expressed had been met by the preamble of the draft
resolution in its revised .form. The proposal in the
third amendment to insert the words •until they are
g:r;-anted full independence" contradicted principle VI
of the annex to the draft resolution adopted at the
1045th meeting, which stated that there were different
ways of reaching a full measure of self-government.

1047th meeting- 11 November 1960
'47. There was every reason to tmst the sponsors
of the draft resolution, who had taken a prominent
part in the campaign leading up to i4 and it was most
unfair to accuse them of having succumbed to colonialist pressure. The representative of the Soviet Union
had stressed the need to put an end to the colonial
system. There was no disagreement between that
representative and the African/ Asian representatives
or the sponsors: the end of colonialism had already
been called for in the Final Communiqu6issuedby the
Asian-African Conference held at Bandung in 1955,
and all those States would always fight to bring that
about. But that was a different proposition, which
should be dealt with in its own good time; meanwhile,
the Committee should continue its struggle to secure
progress at every level. The draft resolution dealt
with a specific problem and had to be viewed in that
context.
48. He too would appeal to the Ukrainian representative not to press his amendments to' a vote; if he did,
the Iranian delegation would be obliged to vote against
them. His delegation whole-heartedly supported the
revised draft resolution.
49. Mr. NEJEDLY (Czechosl6vakia) said that the
Spanish representative's statement had been obscure;
· the Committee could not base its decision on it. He
asked that representative to state quite clearly the
names of the territories about which the Spanish
Government would be transmitting information and
when the supply of that information would begin.
50. Mr. GRINBERG (Bulgaria) observed that the
Committee was in a very difficult position: some of
its members had thought the Spanish representative's
statement unequivocal, others had not. Moreover, it
was not at all clear from that statement whether,
even if Spain voted for the paragraphs the Spanish
representative had referred to, the Committee could
be sure that the Spanish Government would accept
its obligations under the Charter. It was therefore
essential that the Committee should be in possession
of the verbatim text. He proposed that the Spanish
representative's statement be circulated as a document.
It was so decided. !I
1J See A/C.4/453.
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51. Mr. ZULOAGA (Venezuela) said that, in his
statement. the Spanish representative had referred
to the statement made at the 1046th meeting by the
repr~sentative of Argentina. It would therefore help
the Committee to reach a decision if the Argentine·
representative's statement were also circulated as a
document.
52. Mr. OBEREMKO (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said it was obvious that the Committee should
have a clear text of the Spanish statement on so important a question. At the 1038th meeting the Spanish
representative had said that Spain did not know what
a Non-Self-Governing Territory was but that it was
prepared in due course to transmit information on its
overseas provinces. He would particularly stress the
words "overseas provinces". It was clear that the
two Spanish statements were contradictory; before the
Committee could vote, it must know Spain's true
position and whether that country would transmit
information regarding the Non-Self-Governing Territories under Spanish administration in accordance with
Article 73 e of the Charter. The Spanish representative
should also give a list of the territories concerned.
53. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) said that he could not see
why any doubt should have arisen. In his statement at
the beginning of the meeting he had said that he fully
supported the statements with regard to Spain made
by the representatives of India and Argentina; he had
added that he would vote for the paragraphs of the
draft resolution which referred to Spain. His country
had decided in advance and of its own free will to
transmit information.
54. Mr. BOUZIRI (Tunisia) said that the position was
still far from clear. It would be simpler if the representative of Spain would definitely state that his
Government agreed to abide by the obligations contained in Article 73 of the Charter.
55. The CHAIRMAN said that the Spanish representative would perhaps be prepared to make a brief ..
statement, omitting all reference to statements made
by other speakers, at the next meeting.
The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m.
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that his country did not know what aNon-Self-Governing Territory was and did not accept the obligation to
send information on any territory of that kind which
it administered, but that in view of its desire to cooperate with the United Nations it was prepared in due
course to transmit information on its overseas provinces. On the other hand, the Spanish delegation had
subsequently stated that it would be prepared to furnish
information on its overseas territories, which it had
assimilated to its metropolitan territories. It was to
that latter statement that the draft resolution under
consideration (A/C.4/L.649/Rev.l and Rev.l/Corr.l)
referred. The initial confusion was due to the fact
that the Spanish statement had not been identified and
that there had been some doubt as to its exact contents.
The first Ukrainian amendment(A/C.4/L.651, para.l)
clarified the situation and was therefore welcome.

AGENDA ITEM 38

3. The Spanish delegation had subsequently made two
statements referring to the statements by the Argentine, Indian and Ceylonese representatives. There was
however one question which the Spanish delegation had
not answered, namely: in respect of which territories
did Spain intend to transmit information? In the course
of the present meeting, the Spanish representative
had spoken of the territories referred to in Chapter
XI of the Charter, and had also mentioned a statement
by the Indian representative. But two points remained
CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (A/C.4/
to be clarified; the Spanish Government had not so far
L.649/REV.l, REV.l/CORR.l AND REV.l/ADD.l)
acknowledged that it possessed territories of the kind
(continued)
referred to in Chapter XI; and if it ever admitted to
1. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) said that he wished once again possessing such territories, it would be necessary to
determine which they were. The Spanish delegation's
to clarify his delegation's position, and asked repremost recent statement appeared at first sight to be
sentatives to take due note of the following statement:
The Spanish Government had decided to transmit to . clearer, but it still did not dispel the confusion concerning the substantive issues.
the Secretary-General information pertaining to the
territories referred to under Chapter XI of the
4. Turning to the amendments proposed by the
Charter. That, in his opinion, was the proper interpreUkrainian
Soviet Sovialist Republic (A/C.4/L.651),
tation given by the Indian representative to the statehe said that his delegation considered, with regard
ment made earlier by the Spanish delegation. His
delegation agreed to that interpretation and he would to the first amendment, that the Committee could
add nothing to it,. so as to avoid any possible confusion hardly express "satisfaction" concerning Spain's attitude since Spain would merely be fulfilling its normal
or misinterpretation.
obligations in transmitting information in accordance
2. Mr. MAGHERU (Romania) observed that his delewith the provisions of Chapter XI. His delegation congation had ;Uready stated its views on the report of sidered that operative paragraph 4 of the draft resothe Special Committee of Six on the Transmission of lution would serve no useful purpose if the Ukrainian
Information under Article 73eoftheCharter(A/4526).
amendments were adopted as it would be superfluous
In considering the practical application of the
to give the Secretary-General the task of defining the
principles set out in Section V, part B, of the report,
scope of the fourth preambular paragraph. With rethe Committee could hardly confine its attention to gard to the second and third Ukrainian amendments,
the case of Portugal and postpone examination of his delegation recalled that it had repeatedly stressed
Spain's case until a later date. It was not easy to know the importance of the problem of the independence of
what conclusion should be drawn from the Spanish Non-Self-Governing Territories. In view of the present
delegation's statement. The discussions at the two intensification of the movement towards independence,
previous meetings had ended on a note of confusion.
reference should be made to the right to independence
The difficulty was that there had in fact been a series
and the Committee should not be content merely to
of statements: on 7 November, at the 1038th meeting,
express a pious hope. The professions of faith made
the Spanish representative had said, in substance,
by its members should be rejected in the resolution.

Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not on obligation exists to transmit the
information called for in Artid e 73 e of the Charter of the
United Notions: report of the Special Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/4526, A/C.4/L.649/Rev.1, Rev.l/Corr.l and Rev.l/
Add.l) (continue~
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V.lhere colonial Powers were concerned, it was better
not to rely on mere hints but to be as precise as
possible. The Ukrainian amendments would restore
the direct reference to independence which had been
made in the original text of the draft resolution
(A/C.4/L.649) but which did not appear in the revised draft.
5. With regard to another aspect of the draft resolution, he pointed out that Timor, Goa and Macau were
part of the territory of sovereign countries and
should be returned to those countries. He expressed
reservations concerning Macau in view of the fact
that the People's Republic of China had been unable to
state its views on the subject.
6. Mr. ABIKUSNO (Indonesia) said that his country
had always been keenly interested in the application
of Article 73 of theCharterinviewof the considerable
impact that that Article and the shole of Chapter XI
had on the status of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. For that reason his delegation had approved
the principles formulated by the Special Committee
of Six. It considered that adoption of the principles
would make it possible to prevent certain undesirable
developments in the Non-Self-GOverning Territories.
7. It was unfortunate that certain colonial Powers,
in particular Portugal and Spain, were continuing to
pursue a policy of racial discrimination and repression
in their colonies. Such policies were inconsistentwit!J
world public opinion in the matter of colonialism and
also hampered the material and spiritual advancement
of dependent peoples. Development in many Non-SelfGoverning Territories showed that the situation could
have dangerous repercussions throughout the whole
world. His ·delegation was in favour of the third preambular paragraph of the draft resolution, which explicitly stated that denial of the right to self-determination constituted a threat to thewell-beingofhumanity
and to international peace. It was clear that the situation in .the Portuguese and Spanish territories was
due to the colonial form of relationship existing between those territories and the colonial Powers which
governed them. That relationship had been under consideration by the Committee for years and had led
to the elaboration of the twelve principles. In the
opinion of his delegation, the draft resolution before
the Committee afforded a means of putting those
principles into effect, with particular regard to conditions in the Portuguese and Spanish colonies, which
necessitated their speedy application.
8. The Spanish delegation's statement had been interpreted in very different ways. But in any case, the
Committee should express satisfaction at that
country's willingness to conform to the recommendations of the draft resolution concerning the territories under its administration.
9. In view of Spain's conciliatory attitude, the stand
taken by Portugal was particularly regrettable and
gave the international community serious cause for
concern, having regard to its possible consequences.
For those reasons his delegation supported the draft
resolution, which was clearly designed to put an end
to subjection and oppression.
10. His delegation reserved its position with regard
to the first Ukrainian amendment, since it referred
to areas which were at present the subject of disputes
between various countries and concf'lrning which ne-

gotiations were in progress. He sympathized with the
objectives of the second and third amendments but
felt that the scope of those amendments was somewhat
larger than that of the draft resolution, .which was
concerned with the practical application of· the procedures designed to enable all Non-Self-Governing
Territories to attain independence, which had been
formulated in the principles adopted by the Committee.
.With regard to the fourth Ukrainian amendment, it
was not at all clear how the procedure proposed in
the draft resolution could be applied except through
the Secretary-General.
11. Mr. LAMANI (Albania) said that a struggle for
independence was being waged between the subject
peoples and the colonial Powers, which were resorting
to repression and manoeuvres in an attempt to prolong
the life of the colonial system. His delegation's position with regard to the liberation of colonial peoples
had never changed and its position in the case of
Spain and Portugal was even more firm, since both
countries had refused to acknowledge that they had
colonies and to recognize their obligations under Article 73. Even their closest friends could find nothing
to say in their defence.
·
12. His delegation had already said that it could
have no confidence in the information transmitted
by Spain and Portugal and would be unable to use it
as a basis for determining actual conditions in the
Spanish and Portuguese colonies. Recent events .had
encouraged his delegation's mistrust.
13. His delegation would study the Spanish representative's most recent statement, and reserved the
right to comment on it later, if necessary. The Committee was, however, already in a position to draft
a resolution which would furnish greater safeguards
then mere words. His delegation regretted that the
original text had been emasculated. The reasons for
the weakening of the original text were not clear, but
if .the colonial Powers were sincere, it was hard to
see what they could find to object to in the original
draft.
14. The Ukrainian amendments would strengthen the
draft resolution, which would thus contribute to the
advancement of the peoples of the Spanish and Portuguese colonies and accelerate their attainment of
independence. Their independence could in any case
not be long delayed, for the colonial system was now
moribund. His delegation supported the Ukrainian
amendments and would vote in favour of the draft
resolution as a whole if those amendments were
incorporated.
·
15. With regard to Macau and its· ~pendencies, his
delegation fully associated itself with the reseryations
expressed by the USSR representative at the preyious
meeting.
16. Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) said that his comment
would be confined to· the draft resolution in general.
17. When Portugal's . reply !1 to the SecretaryGeneral's letter had been first examine«;;, during the
eleventh session of the General Assembly, his delegation had pointed out that the examination of the
reply was discriminatory in character. Several
Goventments had not even answered the SecretaryQeneral's letter. Some delegations contended that there
1/See A/C.4/331
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was no discrimination, but it was a fact that the draft
resolution under consideration explicitly referred to
two countries and that the discussion had hitherto
been devoted exclusively to the replies from Spain
and Portugal. The Special Committee of Six had been
set up in order to avoid any discrimination and had
been instructed to study all the ·replies without exception. But it was clear that the representatives
who had proposed the establishment of that Committee
had been thinking of two countries in particular.

, 22. The Spanish representative had also said that
his country would give due attention to the General
Assembly resolution when it was adopted but that for
the time being it reserved its position with regard
to the results of the text.

18. During the twelfth session, the Indian representative had stated, at the 692nd meeting of the Fourth
Committee, that the proposed committee of six would
confine itself to a study of principles rather than of
the decisions of Member States, and that the draft
resolution proposing the establishment of that committee was clearly not directed against any Member
in particular. The Indian representative had also stated
that the Belgian representative's reference at the
691st meeting to the Andaman and Nicobar Islands
was quite irrelevant to the debate, which was concerned with a draft resolution. The Indian representative had added that the draft resolution was not
discriminatory, and that at some stage of the proposed committee's work, the replies of all Members
would be studied. At the 693rd meeting, also at the
twelfth session, the Indian representative had again
stated that the reply of the Indian Government would
be subjected to the same examination as those of other
Governments. In other words, the proposed committee's conclusions were to have served as a universal guide.
·
19. In the circumstances he felt, therefore, .that it
would be in order to ask the Committee to follow
the procedure foreshadowed at the twelfth session and
to examine all the replies received. He would like
in particular to know whether India maintained the
position it had taken at the twelfth session. In that
connexion he noted that paragraph 3 of the draft
resolution adopted by the Committee at its 1045th
meeting stated that the principles annexed to that
resolution should be applied in the light of the facts
and circumstances of each case, which implied that
the replies of all Governments, without exception,
should be studied.
20. Mr. BLUSZTAJN (Poland) said that he proposed
to consider both aspects of the question: the problem
posed by the Spanish representative's stat~ment, and
the problem of the Portuguese colonies.
21. The Spanish statement left many questions unanswered. In the first place, it provided no answer
to the specific question asked by the Tunisian representative at the previous meeting and failed to state
in precise terms the territories to which the commitment .to transmit information would apply. Secondly,
the nature of the commitment undertaken was still
not clear. The only acceptable commitment would be
for the Government of Spain to consider itself bound
by the Declaration concerning Non-Self-Govenrlng
Territories and to declare itself prepared to fulfil
all the obligati,ons set out in Article 73 of the Charter.
Even if Spain were given the benefit of the doubt, the
only conclusion that could be drawn was that Spain
had undertaken to transmit some information voluntarily in accordance with Article 73 e. There was no
reason to beUeve that the Spanish Government was
prepared to fulfil all the obligations set out in
Article 73.

24. His delegation would also support the fourth
Ukrainian amendment (A/C.4/L.651, para. 4), since
operative paragraph 4 of the draft resolution involved
more than a mere statement of methods of implementing the General Assembly's decision. Why should
so much latitude be given to the Secretary-General
when a detailed enumeration of the obligations which
the Government of Spain should accept would be sufficient? Operative paragraph 4 of the draft resolution
was therefore superfluous.

23. Spain's position, while undoubtedly logical, was
unsatisfactory. His delegation felt that it was essential
to list the territories covered by the resolution. He
would therefore support the first Ukrainian amendment (A/C.4/L.651, para. 1).

25. With reference to the problem of the Portuguese
colonies, he said that, as was clear from the third
and fifth paragraphs of the preamble to the draft
resolution, that draft involved much more than the
simple question. of the transmission of information
under Article 73 of the Charter. The Polish delegation
thought that those preambular paragraphs widened
the scope of the resolution. For that reason it was
appropriate to include in such a resolution a paragraph
on the re-establishment of political freedom in the
territories under Spanish and Portuguese administration. The Committee should therefore adopt the
Ukrainian proposal to restore to the draft resolution
the operative paragraph 1 set out in the second
Ukrainian amendment (A/C.4/L.651, para. 2).
26. His delegation would vote in favour of the Ukrainian amendments. The vote on the enumeration of the
territories under Spanish administration would not
indicate any particular stand on the problems raised
by the Moroccan delegation. He associated his delegation with the reservations expressed by the Soviet
Union with regard to certain territories under Portuguese administration, namely, Goa, Macau and Timor.
27. Mr. JUNG (India) said that the Committee's discussions had not been free of the climate of suspicion
which usually surrounded debates on colonialism and
he regretted that some delegations had seen fit to
iinply that India was allowing itself to be influenced
by the colonialist countries. His delegation took exception to that accusation, which was both unjust and
unfounded. His country had had painful experience of
colonialism and had struggled against it and he hoped
that the implications of the suggestion had not been
intentional. India stood in no need to be taught lessons
on anti-colonialism.
28. Turning to the Ukrainian amendments, he said
that he had every sympathy with the purpose underlying
them as his country unreservedly supported the independence and liberation of Non-Self-Governing Territories. Nevertheless, after careful reflection, his delegation found it impossible to support the major part
of the amendments.
29. The first amendment proposed the deletion ofthe
words "with satisfaction" in the fourth preambular
paragraph of the revised draft resolution. However,
Spain had made known its good inten.tions and, limited
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though they were, they were nevertheless a step in the
right direction and should be welcomed. The representative of Spain had declared that he would support
those paragraphs of the resolution which related to
Spain; one of these referred to obligations under
Chapter XI of the Charter and the Indian delegation
thought that that was satisfactory. As regards enumeration of the Spanish territories in Africa, that was
not done since some delegations objected to it because
of disputes regarding sovereignty.
30. The second Ukrainian amendment proposed the
reinsertion of a paragraph which had been deleted
from the revised text of the draft resolution by the
sponsors because they wished to remain within the
limits of Article 73 e of the Charter. If that paragraph
were the subject of a separate text, India would support it in the proper context. In the present context,
however, his delegation felt that it had no place in
the draft resolution.
31. Operative paragraph 2 of the draft resolution was
sufficient in teself and there was no need for the additional phrase proposed in the third Ukrainian
amendment.
32. Lastly, the Indian delegation could not support
the fourth Ukrainian amendment, which would stultify
the draft resolution. The measures to be taken were
well defined in rigid rules that had given complete
satisfaction so far and the resolution could be implemented only if the Secreta:ry-General was asked to
take the appropriate action.
33. Turning to the Spanish representative's statement, he noted that the Spanish Government would
respect and implement the obligations devolving upon
it under Chapter XI of the Charter. Even if the
Spanish Constitution did not allow of the application
to the Spanish territories of the same term as that
used in the Charter, it was not questions of terminology
that would prevent Spain from fulfilling its obligations.
The c~sponsors had therefore excluded Spain from
the application of certain parts of the resolution.
34. Moreover, Spain had stated that it would vote
in favour of the parts of the draft resolution which
referred to Spain; since the Spanish Government agreed
to transmit information to the Secreta:ry-General, the
Indian delegation felt satisfied and considered that it
should trust a country which thus expressed its good
intentions.
35. The same could not be said, however, of the
Portuguese delegation's statement. India regretted that
Portugal adhered to its stand. There was little hope
that Ceylon's appeal would be heeded as Portugal
lived in other times, but the force of circumstances
and change would assuredly have their effect.
36. Mr. CABA (Guinea) said that, after hearing from
the lips of the representative of India that the Spanish
Government had accepted the obligations imposed upon
it by Chapter XI, he had been prepared to request
the Ukrainian delegation to withdraw its amendments.
Unfortunately Spain had taken a position that only
created confusion, for it had not stated clearly and
explicitly that it really accepted those obligations
and was prepared to designate the territories to which
Chapter XI applied. That attitude proved to Guinea
that it was impossible to trust the colonial Powers,
whose interests were opposed to those of the territories under their administration.

37. Guinea did nm, understand why the Spanish delegation felt impelled to refer to the statement of the
representative of India. If Spain really wished to display courage and good will, it would mention its
territories.
38. It was unfortunate that Spain had resorted to
subterfuge in order to define its positionwithoutcommitting itself. Moreover, in quoting the speech of the
representative of India, the representative of- Spain
had not repeated the expression 11 African territories"·
In any event, it was difficult to see how the statements
of the representative of lndiacouldcommittheSpanish
Government.
39. Guinea therefore strongly supported the first
Ukrainian amendment. It called upO:Q all the delegations which were anxious to give the draft resolution
legal effect to unite with it in so doing.
40. With regard to the second amendment, he agreed
with the Indian delegation that it would be preferable
to include it in a separate text, which might subsequently be unanimously approved by the Committee.
41. The Guinean delegation could see no objection to
voting in favour of the third Ukrainian amendment,
which was designed to expedite the process of independence for the colonies.
42. Portugal, for its part, refused to respond to any
appeal, but it would have to give in in the end and it
would then do so in less favourable circumstances.
43. He drew attention to a mistake inoperativepara.graph 1 of the draft resolution, in the list of territories under Portuguese administration: Cabinda was
not, strictly speaking, a territory butanenclaveunder
the same administration as Angola.
44. The CHAIRMAN thanked the representative of
Guinea. The list appearing in operative paragraph 1
of the revised draft resolution would accordingly be
amended so that the territory in question would read
"Angola, including the enclave of Cabinda".
45. Mr. NEKLESSA (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) wished to add a few details about the amendments presented by his delegation (A/C.4/L.651). The
number of delegations that had supported those
amendments in full or in part bore witness to the
importance of the questions they raised. With reference
to the first amendment, he saw no reason why a list
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories under Spanish
administration should not be included in the draft
resolution. Some representatives felt that the fact that
Spain had agreed to transmit information in accordance
with the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter made
such a list unnecessary. In resolution 66 (1), however,
which was one of the Committee's fundamental texts,
the Genez:al Assembly had rightly taken care to give
a list of the territories concerning which the colonial
Powers had agreed to transtnit information. The
Committee was now confronted with a similar case.
If Spain agreed to transmit information on the territories under its administration, it was particularly
important that the resolution should state which were
the territories referred to, especially as Spain did
not wish to indicate them by name. Furthermore,
during the period 1956-1959, Spain had made many
statements in which it had promised to provide infol'mation but those promises had remained a dead letter.
In the circumstances, it was difficult to express satisfaction with the s~atement of the representative of
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Spain and it was for that reason that the Ukrainian
delegation had proposed the deletion of the words
"with satisfaction" in the fourth paragraph of the
preamble.
46. Some delegations had expressed reservations with
regard to the insertion in the resolution of a list of
Non-Self-Governing Territories under Portuguese
and Spanish administration, pointing out that some of
those territories had been seized by the colonial
Powers from other States, to which they · should be
restored. The Ukrainian delegation understood that
point of view and agreed with those representatives
who had expressed reservations totheeffectthatthose
territories should be returned to their lawful owners,
but it considered that, since the territories in question
were at the moment administered by Spain and
Portugal, it would still be of advantage to include
them in the list. Furthermore, since the accuracy
of the list proposed in the Ukrainian amendment
had been disputed, by the representative of Colombia,
for one. it would be well for Spain to supply further
details w clarify that point.
47. There .was a close relationship between paragraph
4 of the draft resolution and the first Ukrainian
amendment, for if the list of territories appearing
in the first amendment were included in the draft
resolution, there would be no need for the further
action by the Secretary-General called for in operative paragraph 4. He regretted that on that point he
did not share the opinion of the representative of
India, who had felt that the deletion of operative para.graph 4 of the draft r~solution would seriously cripple
the text. In the opinion of the Ukrainian delegation,
the retention of that paragraph, whichmightlenditself
to various interpretations, would create difficulties.
It should also be noted that General Assemby reso-lution 66 (I) did not include a similar provision.
48. The representatives of Argentina and Colombia
had said, with reference to the second Ukrainian
amendment, that it was difficult, in the absence of any
information, to picture what was happening in the
territories administered by Portugal and Spain. That
argument did not appear to hold water, for the Committee knew from authoritative sources that political
rights and democratic liberties were constantly flouted
in those territories. The recommendation in the second
Ukrainian amendment seemed all the more necessary
in the light of that situation.
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statement was in accordance with the spirit of the
Charter and with the draft declaration oil the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples
which the USSR delegation had submitted to the General Assembly (A/4502 and Corr.l). It was to that
objective that all work of the United Nations in connexion with information on Non-Self-Governing Territories should be subordinated.
52. In conclusion, he emphasized that his decision not
to insist on a vote referred only to the second Ukraini•
an amendment, and he asked that the other amendments
should be put to the vote.
53. Mr. HOLLIST (Nigeria), a sponsor of the draft
resolution, recalled briefly the instruments on which
the present Portuguese position was based: the law
of 1930 on the colonies-the work of Mr. Salazar,
whose colonialist views were well known and who
wished to preserve Portugal's position as a great
colonial Powe~and the 1951 Constitution, which embodied the law on the colonies andmadethe "overseas
provinces 11 integral parts of the Portuguese State.
There was no trace of any desire to ensure the welfare
of the peoples in those instruments; all that could be
found in them was a desire for power based upon an
imperialist "mystique".
54. He thought that, in that respect, an analogy could
be seen between Portugal and a certain Government in
the South of Mrica.
55. Mr. WILJOEN (Union of South Africa), speaking
on a point of order, protested against the unwarranted
reference to his country.
56. Mr. CABA (Guinea) considered that the point of
order was unacceptable. The Nigerian representative
was perfectly justified in branding the Union of South
Mrica so long as it had not put an end to the r6gime
of "apartheid".
57. Mr. HOLLIST (Nigeria) explained that he had
been thinking merely of a certain Government in
South Africa whose links with Portugal clearly went
beyond the framework of economic relations.
58. He ·hoped that the members of the Committee
who had voted at the 1045th meeting in favour of
the report of the Special Committee of Six would also
vote in favour of the revised draft resolution under
consideration.

50. In reply to a comment by the Ceylonese delegation, the Ukrainian delegation explained that it was
precisely because it wanted the colonial peoples to
attain independence that it had submitted its amendments. ·
·

59, Turning to the Ukrainian amendments, he asked
their sponsor to withdraw the first amendment: as
Spain had given an undertaking, albeit in not very
precise terms, there was no reasonnottoplace confidence in it. The text proposed in the second amendment, even in the form of a separate draft resolution, ,
would still be repetitious. The addition proposed in
the third amendment did not seem altogether necessary, since, according to principle VI annexed to the
draft resolution adopted at the 1045th meeting, the
achievement of sovereign independence was not the
only circumstance justifying the cessation of the
transmissipn of information. Lastly, his delegation
did not understand why it was proposed to delete
operative_ paragraph 4 of the draft resolution, which
merely reflected normal ·united Nations practice.

51. With regard to his delegation's third amendment
he thought it would be useful to indicate clearly the
goal to which the · peoples of Non-Self-Governing
Territories aspired, namely, independence. Such a

60.
that
The
and

49. Nevertheless, several friendly delegations, such
as those of Guinea and India, which had subscribed in
principle to that amendment, had asked the Ukraine
not to press for it to be put to the vote. The Ukrainian
delegation would not, therefore, insist that a vote
should be taken on its second amendment (A/C.4/
L.651, para. 2). It took note of the assurance given
by Guinea that that question would be the subject of
a separate draft resolution.
;

In conclusion, he wished to reject the insinuation
his delegation had yielded to colonialist pressure.
African peoples knew where their interests lay
those who accused them of being unfaithful to
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their ideals did more harm than good to their own
cause.
61. His delegation requested theUkrainiandelegation
to withdraw all its amendments.
.
62. Miss BROOKS (Liberia) asked for her delegation's
name to be added to the list of sponsors of draft resolution A/C.4/L.649/Rev.l and Rev.l/Corr.l.
63. Mr. RASGOTRA (India) thanked the Liberian
representative on behalf of the sponsors of the draft
resolution.
64. Mr. GRINBERG (Bulgaria) proposed an amendment to the fourth preambular paragraph of the revised draft resolution. Since Spain had made its
clearest statement at the present meeting, that para.graph should be made more explicit by the addition of
the words "at its 1048th meeting".
65. Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) wished once again to
make his position clear. Firstly, the USSR, Romanian,
Polish and Albanian representatives had made statements concerning certain Portnguese territories
against which Portugal protested in the most categorical terms, as the Portuguese Government had no
doubts with regard to its sovereignty. Secondly, as
the Nigerian representative had raised a fresh controversial point, he would repeat that he had already
stated that the designation of the territories in question
went back to 1633. He recalled that he had asked
whether it would be legitimate to require an examination of all the replies. No one had answered that
question, with the exception of the Indian representative, who had stated that he could not modify his
position. That meant that India would accept an examination of its own reply. If, however, Portugal requested
such an examination, its proposal would not be aocepted, for there was no doubt that the Committee
was showing discrimination.
66. That was one of the reasons why the Portuguese
delegation would vote against the revised draft resolution. The other reason was that the draft resolution
prejudged the General Assembly's competence, which
the Portuguese delegation did not recognise, with
regard to the adoption of resolutions whose aim was
to oblige Member States to transmit information.
Member States had not always adopted the same position on that point, and it could not be denied that
many delegations had considered that the Assembly
had no competence in the matter. They had apparently
changed their views; they had a right to do so, but
the Portuguese delegation was equally entitled to
maintain its position. A provision which was meant
to serve as a guide was now regarded as a binding
obligation on Member States. Moreover, the draft
resolution meant an impairment of the sovereignty
of Member States. In the circumstances, he had nothing
to add except that he would vote against the draft
resolution.
67. Mr. BOUZIRI (Tunisia) askedwhethertheSpanish
representative was prepared to give some furtherpal'ticulars in response to the request which his delegation had made at the previous meeting. Such pal.'ticulars would enable his delegation to decide on its
position when the vote was taken.
68. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) said that, in view of the
courteous attitude of the Tunisian delegation, he was
prepared to give some further particulars about his

delegation's position. Spain considered that there
was no provision in the Charter which obliged it to
transmit a list of the territories it administered and
that certain details of the proposed list constituted
a personal offence against all Spaniards, whatever
their convictions. Lastly, that list mentioned territories which were the subject of legal disputes on the
part of friendly countries for whom the doorwas open
for bilateral negotiations.
69. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the first part of
the firstUkrainianamendment(A/C.4/L.651), para.l),
calling for the deletion of the words "with satisfaction"
in the fourth preambular paragraph of the draft resolution (A/C.4/L.649/Rev.l, Rev.l/Corr.l and Rev.l/
Add.l).
That part of the first Ukrainian amendment was rejected by 50 votes to 11, with 11 abstentions.

70. The CHAIRMAN then put to the vote the amend..
ment submitted orally by the Bulgarian representative,
to the effect that the words "at the 1048th meeting"
should be inserted in the fourth preambular paragraph of the draft resolution after the words "General
Assembly".
The. Bulgarian amendment was adopted by 57 votes

to none, with 17 abstentions.
71. Mr. BOUZIRI (Tunisia) pointed out that, in view
of the Spanish representative's remarks, particularly
those concerning the Canary Islands, his delegation
would find it difficult to vote in favour of the complete
list of territories in the first Ukrainian amendment. He
therefore requested that a separate vote should be
taken on each of those territories.
72. Mr. DORSINVILLE (Haiti) proposed thatasepal'ate vote should be taken on the Canary Islands only.
73. Mr. BOUZIRI (Tunisia) accepted that proposal.
74. Mr. RASGOTRA (India) proposed that a separate
vote should be taken on the words "concerning the
following Non-Self-Gove~ng Territories".
75. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the words "concerning the following Non-Self-Governing Territories ", in the second part of the first Ukrainian
amendment (A/C.4/L.651, para. 1).
Those words were rejected by 42 votes to 15, with
16 abstentions.

76. Mr. BLUSZTAJN (Poland) considered that in
the circumstances, it was pointless to vote on' the
remainder of the amendment.
77. The CHAIRMAN proposed that the remainder of
the .first Ukrainian amendment should not be put to
the vote.
It was so decided.

78. Miss BROOKS (Liberia) requested a separate
vote on the fourth preambular paragraph of the draft
resolution, as amended.
At the request of the representative of Ethiopia, a
vote was taken by roll-call on. the fourth preambular
paragraph, as amended. The Dominican Republic,
having been drawn by lot by the Chairman, was called
upon to vote first.

In favour: Ecuador, Ethiopia, Federation of Malaya,
Finland, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Haiti,
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India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Japan,
lorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Cambodia, Chad,
Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Mexico, Netherlands, New Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Ecuador,
Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Para.Ethiopia, Federation of Malaya, Finland, Ghana,
Greece.
guay, Peru, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Spain,
Sweden, Thailand, Turkey, United Arab Republic,
Against: Portugal, Spain, Union of South Africa,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
Belgium, Brazil, France.
United States of America, Venezuela, Afghanistan,
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, ·
Abstaining: Guatemala, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Nethel'Burma, Cambodia, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia,
lands, New Zealand, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay,
Cuba, Cyprus, Denmark.
Tha.iland, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Australia,
Against: Poland, Portugal, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Austria, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Dominican
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Albania,
Republic.
Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Operative paragraph 1, as a whole, was adopted by
Czechoslovakia.
Abstaining: Dominican Republic, France, Hungary,
Italy, Mali, Morocco, Romania, Togo, Tunisia, Union
of South Africa, Yugoslavia, Brazil, Chad.
The fourth preambular paragraph, as amended, was
adopted by 54 votes to 8, with 13 abstentions.

79. Mr. GRINBERG (Bulgaria) requested that a
separate vote should be taken on the thirdpreambular
paragraph of the draft resolution.
The third preambular paragraph was adopted by 64
votes to none, with 11 abstentions.

so.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the words
"enumerated by the Special Committee of Six and"
in operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution
should be deleted.
It was so decided.

81. Mr. MIYAZAKI (Japan) requested that aseparate
vote should be taken on operative paragraph 1 of the
draft resolution.
82. Mr. HUSAIN (Pakistan) requested that, in opel'ative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution, the first
part of the list of territories under Portuguese administration, beginning With the words 11 The Cape
Verde Archipelago 11 and ending With the word 11Mozambique 11, as amended earlier in the meeting in accordance With the suggestion made by the representa.tive of Guinea, should be put to the vote separately.
That part of the list of territories was adopted by
45 votes to 6, with 22 abstentions.

83. The CHAIRMAN then put to the vote the remainder
of the list of territories in operative paragraph 1,

beginning with the words "Goa and dependencies and
ending "Timor and dependencies".
11

The remainder of the list of territories was adopted

by 44 votes to 6, with 24 abstentions.
At the request of the representative of India, a
vote was taken by roll-call on operative paragraph 1
of the draft resolution, as a whole, as amended.
Guatemala, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Guinea, Haiti, Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya,
Mali, Morocco, Nigeria, Norway, Peru, Philippines,
Poland, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sweden,
Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republic, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan,
Albania, Argentina, Bolivia, Bulgaria, Burma, Bye-

50 votes to 6, with 19 abstentions.
The third Ukrainian amendment (A/C.4/L.651,
para. 3) was rejected by 28 votes to 21, with 21 abstentions.
At the request of the representative of India, a vote
was taken by roll-call on the fourth Ukrainian amendment (A/C.4/L.651, para. 4).

Italy, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Poland, Romania, UkrainianSovietSocialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Albania, Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia, Hungary.
Against: Italy, Japan, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya,
Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway,
Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Saudi
Arabia, Spain, Sweden, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey,
United Kingdom of Great BritainandNorthernireland,
United States of America, Venezuela, Afghanistan,
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia,
Burma, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Cyprus,
Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ethiopia, Federation
of Malaya, Finland, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti,
India, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel.
Abstaining: Mali, Morocco, Somalia, Togo, Union of
South Africa, United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia,
Brazil, Cambodia, Chad, Ecuador, France, Guinea,
Indonesia.
Present and not voting: Portugal.
The fourth Ukrainian amendment was rejected by -·
51 votes to 9, with 14 abstentions.
Operative paragraph 4 of the draft resolution was
adopted by 52 votes to 10, with 9 abstentions.
Operative paragraph 5 was adopted by 51 votes to 3,
with 19 abstentions.
At the request of the representative of Liberia, a
vote was taken by roll-call on the draft resolution as
a whole, as amended.
Cambodia, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Cambodia, Chad, Cuba, Cyprus, Denmark,
Ecuador, Ethiopia, Federation of Malaya, Finland,
Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Haiti, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Lebanon, Liberia,
Libya, Mali, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Norway, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Somalia,
Sweden, Thailand, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, UnitedArab
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Republic, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Burma.
Against: France, Portugal, Spain, Union of South
Mrica, Belgium, Brazil.
·
Abstaining: Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Czechoslovakia, Dominican Republic, Hungary, Italy, Japan,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Pakistan, Panama, Poland,
Romania, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Albania, Australia, Austria, Bulgaria, Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic.

Litho in U.N.

The draft resolution (A/C.4/L.649/Rev.1, Rev.1/
Corr.1 and Rev.1/Add.1) as a whole, as amended,
was approved by 45 votes to 6, with 24.abstenttons~

84. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) requested that,.it should be
stated in the record that Spain had voted in favour of
operative paragraph 4 of the draft resolu~on.
85. Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) reserved the position
of his Government on the Committee's decision ari4
requested that his statement to that effect should appear in the record.
The meeting rose at 12.30 a.m.
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Chairman: Mr. Adnan M. PACHACHI (Iraq).

In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Ortiz de Rozas
(Argentina), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.

AGENDA ITEM 38
Study of principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation _exists to transmit the
information called for in Artic:l e 73 e of the Charter of the
United Nations: report of the Spec:ial Committee established under General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV)
(A/ 4526, · A/C.4/L.649/Rev.1, Rev.l/Corr.l and Rev.l/
Add.l) (continued)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS}A/C.4/
L.649/REV.l, REV.l/CORR.l AND REV.l ADD.l)
(concluded)
1. The CHAIRMAN invited any delegations who wished
to do so to explain their votes at the previous meeting
on draft resolution A/C.4/L.649/Rev.l, Rev.l/Corr.l
and Rev.l/Add.l.
2. Miss BROOKS (Liberia), explainj.ng her delegation's vote, recalled that in the debate on the
Ukrainian amendments (A/C.4/L.651), her delegation
had stated that it was in favour of the inclusion in
the draft resolution of the list of territories under
Spanish administration. Its abstention in the vote on
the phrase "concerning the following Non-Self-Governing Territories 11 in the first Ukrainian amendment
(A/C.4/L.651, para. 1), the rejection of which would,
it had realized, result in the deletion of the list of
the territories, had been prompted by the Spanish
representative's statement to the effect that his
Government would transmit to the Secretary-General
the information called for in Chapter XI of the Charter.
Her delegation felt ·that it should respect the good
faith of a sovereign Member state, although it con-
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NEW
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sidered that Spain should have enumerated the territories concerning which it intended to transmit information. Her delegation reserved the right to revert
to the question at the following session of the General
Assembly, should Spain fail to carry out its promise.
3. Her delegation had voted against the Ukrainian
amendment calling for the deletion of operative paragraph 4 of the draft resolution because it thought that
the Secretary-General should take the necessary steps
resulting from the statement by the Spanish representative, with a view to bringing the information
before the Fourth Committee at its sixteenth session.
4. Mr. SOUZA-BRAGA (Brazil) explained that his
delegation had voted against the draft resolution because it considered that the enumeration of territories
in that resolution went beyond the principles approved
by the Committee and created a dangerous precedent.
His delegation had supported the draft resolution
adopted at the 1045th meeting, to which the principles
were annexed, even with the amendment presented
by Tunisia and Togo, because ithadfeltthat they were
just and good. He hoped that the stand taken by his
delegation would not be misinterpreted either by the
young nations of Africa or by Portugal, with both of
which his country had close ties of friendship.
5. Mr. KOSCZIUSK0-MORIZET (France) explained
that his delegation bad voted against the draft resolution adopted at the previous meeting because it had
deemed the wording of that text to run counter to the
principles enshrined in the Charter, which his country
had always defended. Article 73 of the Charter referred to an acceptance, not to an obligation. It was
clear from the proceedings at the San Francisco
Conference and from the undeniable differences between the provisions of Chapter XI on the one hand
and Chapters XII and Xlll on the other that the Charter
had not given the United Nations the right of supervision over the Non-Self-Governing Territories. The
Charter did not enumerate the territories to which
Article 73 might apply, or empower the General Assembly to draw up such a list. Nor were the Administering Members called upon to supply a list of such
territories. As the Charter stood, the General Assembly was not entitled to decide whether a territory
was or was not self-governing. The General Assembly had accordingly refrained from drawing up any
lists and had merely taken into account the information
voluntarily supplied by the Administering Members.
France was entitled to recall the letter of the law,
because it bad complied with it. Respect for a rule
that was common to all-however imperfect such a
rule might appear-was the best guarantee that the
alms of the United Nations would be attained.
6. Mr. LOOMES (Australia) said that his delegation
had abstained in the vote on the draft resolution, in
spite of being in general agreement with the principles
formulated by the Special' Committee of Six on the
Transmission of Information under Article 73 e ofthe
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Charter, because the draft resolution went far beyond
the terms of General Assembly resolution 1467 (XIV),
which provided that the principles in question should
guide Members in determining whether or not an
obligation existed to transmit the information called
for in Article 73 e. His delegation had reservation$
concerning the General Assembly's competence to
specify territories, as the draft resolution did. Moreover, it did not think that the United Nations could
reasonably be expected to reach an accurate decision
on which Portuguese territories should and which
should not be included in the list, for there were
a number of complex factors that could combine to
make a decision unwise and even arbitrary.
7. Mrs. SKOTTSBERG-AHMAN (Sweden) said that,
while her delegation had voted in favour of the draft
resolution, it had reservations on one point. Although
the draft resolution should be read against the background of the draft resolution adopted at the 1045th
meeting, operative paragraph 3 of which provided
that the principles should be applied in the light of
the facts and circumstances of each particular case,
it could not be said that the Committee had really
looked into the facts and circumstances relating to
each of the territories enumerated in operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution adopted at the previous
meeting. Her delegation had therefore abstained when
the list of those territories had been put to the vote.
8. Mr. KENNEDY (Ireland) said that he would not
explain the reasons for which his delegation had voted
in favour of the draft resolution because many of its
views coincided with those expressed by the Indian
delegation at the 1048th meeting.
9. His delegation had voted against the Ukrainian
amendments for three main reasons. Firstly, it had
been uneasy about the inclusion of references to
certain territories which were the subject ofbilateral
conversations between Spain and another Member
state. Secondly, he had been surprised at the inclusion
of the Canary Islands in the list of the Non..selfGoverning Territories: it was impossible to argue
that the Canary Islands were culturally or ethnically
distinct from the Spanish motherland; the Irish delegation, believing in the principles annexed to the draft
resolution adopted at the 1045tli meeting, wishedthem
to be applied correctly. Thirdly, his delegation respected the solemnly declared promises of the Spanish
Government. The adoption of the Ukrainian amendments would have been tantamount to repudiating the
pledged word and good faith of that Government.
10. Sir Andrew COHEN (United Kingdom) .said that
his delegation adhered to its view that it was not for
the Gen~ral Assembly to express an opinion whether
or not an obligation existed to transmit information in
any particular case. In resolution 1467 (XIV) the General Assembly had expressed the opinion that it would
be desirable for it to enumerate the principles which
should guide Members in determining whether or not
an obligation existed to transmit the information
called for in Article 73 e of the Charter. His delegation had therefore abstained on the draft resolution
adopted at the previous meeting because, had it voted
either for or against, its vote might have been taken
as an expression of opinion on the substance of the
matter dealt with in the draft resolution.
11. His delegation was of the opinion that the language
used in the latter part of the third preambular paragraph of the draft resolution was exaggerated and that

its meaning was not clear. The words 11 a threat to
international peace" should, in the United Nations, be
used with extreme care and only in circumstances
where they had a more precise meaning. His delegation questioned whether the use of those words
was justified or necessary in the resolution and re: gretted that they had been included.
·
12. Mr. ACLY (United states of America) explained
that his delegation had abstained in the vote on the
draft resolution because it did not think that the General
Assembly was entitled to single out particular
countries to remind them of their obligations under
Article 73 e ·of the Charte:r: or that it. was the function
of the United Nations to determine which territories
fell within the ambit of Article 73. There appeared to
be a conflict between the spirit of General Assembly
resolution 1467 (XIV) and any attempt on the part of
the General Assembly to determine for itself whether
or not an obligation to transmit information existed
in a specific case.· The decision in that respect should
be made by the Administering Members in the light
of their constitutional arrangements. Moreover, it was
for the Administering Members to decide on the application of the principles annexed to the draft resolution adopted at the 1045th meeting. If the General
Assembly called on one particular country to
supply information on territories whose status was
questioned, it was difficult to see why it should not
call on other countries to do likewise.
13. The foregoing considerations did not prevent
the United States from giving the broadest interpretation to Article 73 e. Thus it had reported on territories which had been incorporated parts of the United
States and two of which had recently, of their own
choice, become states of the Union.
14. Mr. MIYAZAKI (Japan) said that his delegation
had hoped that the twelve principles elaborated by
the Special Committee of Six would be adopted as they
appeared in section V, part B, of that Committee's
report (A/4526), but principle IX @ having been
amended, it had been obliged to abstain when that
principle had been put to the vote at the 1045th meeting.
In view of the far-reaching significance of the question,
however, it had voted in favol,ll' of the draft resolution
adopted at· that meeting, as a whole. His delegation
regretted the categorical rejection by the Portuguese
representative of all the principles as not applicable
to Portuguese terdtories and hoped that that would
not be Portugal's final .decision. At. the same time,
his delegation entertained doubts about the advisability
o( enforcing the implementation of the principles immediately after their approval by the Committee and
felt 'that it would be more becoming if Portugal were
allowed some time for study and reassessment of its
stand,
15. His delegation had been unable to accept the
enumeration of territories in operative paragraph 1
of the draft resolution adopted at the previous· meeting
and, after asking for a separate vote on that paragraph,
it had abstained. In view of the importance of that
paragraph in relation to the draft· resolution, his
delegation had likewise abstained on ~he draft resolution as a whole.
16. Mr. KIANG (China) recalled that his delegation had
voted in favour of the third and (ourth preambular
paragraphs of the draft resolution and had abstained
in the vote on the draft resolution as a whole. Apart
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from its reservation with regard to the inclusion of
Macau in the list of territories enumerated in the
draft resolution, his delegation considered that the
draft resolution should have been couched in general
terms so as not to exclude the application of the
twelve principles to other Non-Self-Governing Territories and peoples now hidden under enigmatic labels
characteristic of neo-colonialism. His de~egation appreciated the good faith with which the Spanish representative had met the views of the Committee, and
associated itself with the Colombian representative's
appeal to Portugal to do likewise.
Mr. Paohaohi (Iraq) took the Chair.

17. U TIN MAUNG (Burma) regretted that in the
course of the debate certain delegations had questioned
the motives of the sponsors of the draft resolution
in amending their original text (A/C.4/L.649). The
purpose of amendments to a draft resolution was to
improve the final text and it had been as a result of
that democratic process that the final text of the
draft resolution had been produced. The Ukrainian
amenqroents (A/C.4/L.651), on the pther hand, had
created difficulties which the sponsors could not overcome without sacrificing the shape and . substance of
their text. The Committee had been dealing _with
the specific issue of the transmission of information
under Article 7 3 e of the Charter and not with the
wider issue of the elimination of colonialism, althOugh the latter was uppermost in the thoughts of
the sponsors. The purpose of the draft resolution
was to urge the countries enumerated in it to transmit
information under Chapter XI of the Charter.
18. As the -Burmese delegation had hoped, and indeed
anticipated, the Spanish Government had agreed to
transmit information to the Secretary-General in accordance with the provisions of Chapter XI of the
Charter. He hoped that that pledge would be fulfilled.
19. The Burmese delegation discriminated against
nobody but it felt that its stand must be made clear
on matters such as colonialism, which was obsolete
in the context of the changing spirit of the times.
In the light of those considerations its vote on the
tlraft resolution would stand the test of history. His
delegation had voted in favour of the draft resolution
and against the Ukrainian amendments. It had voted
against the deletion of the words "with satisfaction"·
in the fourth preambular paragraph of the draft resolution because it considered that the United Nations
should express satisfaction when the representative
of a Member state declared that his Government agreed
to transmit information in accordance with the_ provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter. It had voted in
favour of the amendment to the fourth preambular
paragraph proposed by the Bulgail'ian delegation,-which
had cleared up certain doubts entertained by many
delegations, including that of Burma.
20. His delegation could recall previous statements
by the representative of Spain regardingthe Obligation
to transmit information on Spain's overseas territories, but it was convinced that Spain was now prepared to co-operate more closely with the United
Nations. The declaration made at the 1048th meeting
was ,one that could not be retracted without serious
consequences for Spain's relations with the ·rest of
the world.
21. Mr. VANDERBORGHT (Belgium) said that his
delegation had voted against the draft resolution, for
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reasons which had no political or colonial connotation
but were of a purely legal character. Nowhere in the
Charter was there any justification for such a recommendation; in the light of Article 73 it was an infringement of the prerogatives of Member states. The
Belgian delegation had in the past expressed its views
concerning the categories of territories on which information should be submitted under the terms of
the Charter, but its attitude had been inspired by
respect for the sovereign rights of states. It was for
them and for them alone to decide whether or not
to transmit to the Secretary-General the statistical
and other information referred to in Article 73 e.
22. In the opinion of the Belgian delegation there
were a number of territories concerning which information had never been transmitted but which should
have been regarded as coming under the terms of
Chapter XI. If, however, the General Assembly had
assumed the right to enumerate those territories it
would have overstepped its functions -and undermined the contractual foundations on which the provisions of the Charter were based.
23. In view of those considerations his delegation
had been unable to vote in favour of operative paragraph 1 or of the draft resolution as a whole. The
position of the Belgian delegation could be summed
up in a simple phrase: the whole Charter and nothing
but the Charter.
24. Mr. ANSTENSEN (Canada) saidthathis delegation
had supported a number of paragraphs in the draft
resolution in its revised form. He had been particularly happy to vote in favour of the fourth preambular
paragraph, which recalled with satisfaction the assurances given by the representative of Spain regarding transmission of information on Spanish overseas territories.
25. The draft resolution dealt with the transmission
of information, applying to a specific case the
principles approved in the draft resolution adopted at
the 1045th meeting. Those principles coulddonomore
than create a presumption that certain territories
were not self-governing and therefore came within
the scope of Chapter XI of the Charter. Accordingly,
since no detailed information had been presented
concerning the territories listed in the draft resolution, it would in his delegation's view have been
more appropriate if no listing of territories had been
attempted. Included in the list were territories on
which the detailed knowledge required for decision
was not available to the Committee. Furthermore,
whatever view might be taken of the policies followed
by a particular Government, the fact remained that
no time had been allowed for that Government to adjust its attitude and actions should the Assembly's
acceptance of the principles have impressed it with the
need to do so. The resolution accepting the principles
had to that extent been deprived of its full and proper
effect.
26. His delegation had doubts regarding the implications of the third preambular paragraph. Presumably
it had not been intended to characterize all colonial
peoples as subjugated or to imply that self-determination was customarily denied by colonial Powers. Nor
coW.d it have been intended to imply that independence
and self-determination were necessarily synonymous.
27. For those reasons the Canadian delegation had
abstained in the vote on the draft resolution as a
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whole. He regretted that the wording had been such
as to make it impossible for his delegation to accept
it unreservedly.
28. Mr. VITELLI (Italy) said that his delegation had
abstained in the vote on the draft resolution. It had
had doubts about the advisability of certain parts of
the text, since the Committee had been confronted with
an entirely new departure in a matter which it had
had reason to believe had acquired the character of
a well-established and agreed practice.
29. General Assembly resolutions, such as resolutions 66 (1), 146 (II), 218 (III), 334 (IV), for example,
had all stressed that recommendations were not to be
made with respect to any single territory and that the
enumeration of territories should be made in accordance with the Administering Members. That
practice had been maintained through the years and
reaffil'med as recently as the previous year by resolution 1467 (XIV), which expressed the view "that it
would be desirable for the General Assembly to
enumerate the principles which should guide Members
in determining whether or not an obligation exists to
transmit the information called for in Article 73 e of
the Charter". Hence his delegation, while acknowledging the contribution made by the sponsors of the draft
resolution towards an equitable solution of the problem,
had been unable to support that text.
30. Mr. LANZA (Uruguay) said that, owing to special
circumstances which his delegation greatly regretted,
it had been unable to attend the 104~th meeting, at
which the vote had been taken. If it had been present
it' would have voted in favour of the draft resolution,
which it thought would strengthen the prestige of the
United Nations. His delegation's vote would have been
in accordance with the statement it had made during
the course of the debate, to the effect· that it hoped
the resolution would be supported by all delegations,
including even those representing countries which
maintained reservations with regard to the legal
aspect of the matter, but nevertheless upheld the
principley of the Charter.
31. Mr. ORTIZ DE ROZAS (Argentina) said that
at the 1046th meeting, his delegation had stated its
reasons for voting in favour of the draft resolution.
It had voted against the first Ukrainian amendment
(A/C.4/L.651, para.1), proposing the addition, at the
end of the fourth paragraph of the preamble, of a list
of territories administered by Spain. That list included
a territory over which Spain considered that it had
sovereign rights and which was the subject of bilateral
negotiations. The list also mentioned the Canary
-Islands, without any historical, geographical, legal,
racial or other justification. In his delegation 1 s
opinion there could be no doubt whatever about Spanish
sovereignty over the Canary Islands.
32. He paid a tribute to the representative of Portugal
for the admirable manner in which he had defended
his Government's position.
33. Mr. DORSINVILLE (Haiti) said that he had voted
against the first part of the first Ukrainian amendment because in his view it was only natural to express
satisfaction at the fact that the Government of Spain
had decided to transmit information on its territories
in accordance with Chapter XI of the Charter.
34. Had the list of Spanish territories been put to
the vote, his delegation would have voted against the

inclusion of the Canary Islands since it did not consider that they fell within the category of Non-selfGoverning Territories.
35. With regard to the Ukrainian amendmentto oper•
ative paragraph 2 (A/C.4/L.657, para.3), although in
principle the Haitian delegation could not but support
the objective of independence, in the context of the
draft resolution the amendment might be interpreted
as disregarding principle VI, approved by the Committee at the 1045th meeting. The Haitian delegation
felt free to make that point because its unvarying
position on the question of the accession of dependent
territories to independence was well known, and it
had entered formal reservations with regard to
principles VI (c), VIn and IX, all of which related to
the integration Of a Non-Self-Governing Territory with
an independent state.
36. He had voted against the proposal to delete operative paragraph 4; the Secretary-General had an essential role to play in connexion with the transmission
of information.
37. He had voted in favour of the draft resolution as
a whole, though with somewhat mixed feelings: with
satisfaction because of the new position taken by the
Spanish Government, but with regret that it had not
been possible for Portugal to adopt a similar attitude.
38. Mr. SKALLI (Morocco) said he would take the
opportunity of repeating that Morocco considered the
towns of Ceuta and Melilla and the territories of West
Sahara and Ifni to be integral parts of its territory.
AGENDA ITEM 43

Question of South West Africa (AI 4464)

QUESTION OF PROCEDURE RAISED BY THE REP•
RESENTATIVE OF THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA
39. Mr. LOUW (Union of South Africa) recalled that
the discussion of the question of South West Africa
had in past years covered a very wide field and every
coinceivable aspect had been dealt with. The discussion at the current session would ordinarily
have followed the same course as in previous
years but for the fact that, since the inclusion of
the item on the _agenda of the fifteenth session of
the General Assembly, there had been a development which substantially altered the situation. An
application instituting contentious proceedingsY in
the International Court of Justice had been filed
against the Government of the Union of South Africa
by the Governments of Ethiopia and Liberia. It was
for that reason that he had returned to New York.
40~ Perusal of the text of the application to the Court
showed that if the Committee were to discuss the item
the discussion would, in accordance with past practice,
traverse the whole sphere covered by the applic.ation
submitted to the Court by the Governments of Liberia
and Ethiopia. He therefore raised the point of order
that in those circumstances the substance of:the contentious proceedings was sub judicti and should not
be discussed by the Committee.
41. According to the sub judice rule, a court should
not be hindered in any way ln the impartial exercise
of its functions while a case was pending. In most

Y
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legal systems any action or comment, whether by
public bodies, in newspaper articles· or in public
st:ieeches, which might tend to intimidate, embarrass,
influence or impede a court in the administration of
justice was regarded as contempt of court and was
subject to heavy punishment.
42. In his own country, the sub judice rule was
very strictly observed and it was applied in most other
civilized countries. For example, it had been applied
in several cases in the United states, one of them
decided in the United States Court of Appeal only two
years previously. The rule was also applied in United
Kingdom judicial practice, on which the judicial
practice of the United states and of the Commonwealth
countries was largely based.
43. It might perhaps be argued that that principle,
while recognized in the legal systems of individual
countries, was not necessarily applicable in international law. In that connexion, he drew attention to
Article 38, paragraph 1 c of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, which provided that the
Court, in dealing with disputes in accordance with
international law, should apply "the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations". The
Permanent Court of International Justice in the case
of the Electricity Company of Sofia and Bulgaria Y
invoked "the principle universally accepted by international tribunals ••• to the effect that the parties to
a case must abstain from any measure capable of
exercising a prejudicial effect in regard to the execution of the decision to be given and, in general.
not allow any step to be taken which might aggravate
or extend the dispute"· Mr. Manley 0. Hudson, a
Judge of the Permanent Court of International Justice.
in his authoritative work The Permanent Court of
International Justice, 1920-42 Y referred to the same
principle.
44. Another organ of the United Nationshadobserved
the sub judice rule. During the discussion of the
Anglo-Iranian Oil Company case in the Security
Council, in October 1951, Sir Benegal Rau, later a
Judge of the International Court of Justice, had said
"It may not therefore be wise or proper for us to
pronounce ~n this question while substantially the same
question is sub judice before the International Court
of Justice".Y At the 565th meeting of the Security
Council, on 19 October 1951,& the adjournment of the
debate had been proposed until such time as the International Court of Justice had ruled on competence,
Sir Benegal Rau had then pointed out that the basic
question was whether the matter was sub judice. A
proposal that the debate should be adjourned had
been carried by eight votes to one, the USSR alone
voting against the proposal. He suggested that that
important precedent should be followed by the Fourth
Committee.
45. Apart from ·the question whether the matter was
sub judice, there was another aspect referred to by
an authority on international law in The British Yearbook of International Law (1958)§.1 and described there
Y Electricity Company of Sofia and Bulgaria, Advisory Opinion of
5 December 1939: Permanent Court of International Justice, Series A/B,
fascicwe No. 79).
Y New York, The Macmillan Company, 1943.
Y See Official Records of the Security Council. Sixth Year, 56lst
meeting, para. 75,
21 !J&!!., 565th meeting,
Y London, University Press, 1959, p. 39.
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as undesirable, namely duality of jurisdiction. In the
Ambatielos case of 1952, Judge Spiropoulosbeforethe
International Court of Justice had said that the tribunal
which adjudicated on the issue before the Court must
also adjudicate on the objection because a pronouncement on jurisdiction by one tribunal, while the merits
fail to be heard subsequently by another, must risk
prejudging, or at any rate affecting, the position of
one or the other party. In his judgement on the preliminary objection in the same case, Judge Kl.aestad
too had dealt with the undesirable aspects of dual
jurisdiction.
46, An analogous principle was contained in the socalled "doctrine of litispendence" referred to in the
case concerning certain German interests in Polish
Upper Silesia which had come before the Permanent
Court of International Justice. 7J The effect of those
pronouncements was that one Court should refuse to
entertain a suit pending in another Court in the same
state.
47. Those who denied that the sub judice rule applied
also to a case pending before the International Court
of Justice argued that, under Article 10 ofthe Charter,
the General Assembly might discuss any question
within the scope of the Charter. That argument was
fallacious, and those who resorted to it forgot that
Article 10 was subject to certain other provisions,
for instance Article 12 of the Charter, which provided
that, while the Security Council was exercising in respect ·of any dispute the functions assigned to it in the
Charter, the General Assembly should not make any
recommendations with regard to that dispute unless
the Security Council so requested. It was obvious that
the intention and general spirit of the Charter was
that the same principle must be applied in respect of
a matter dealt with by the International Court of
Justice, which, as Article 7 of the Charter made
clear, was a principle organ of the United Nations.
48. It was clear from the authorities which he had
quoted and the arguments which he had advanced that,
if the question of South West Africa was discussed at
that stage by the Committee, its members would be
expressing opinions-and even pronouncing, by way of
a draft resolution-on a matter which was in the hands
of the International Court of Justice; not only would
they be transgressing the sub judice rule, but the discussions and any resolutions adopted could be construed as an attempt to usurp the functions of the
Court,
49, By proceeding with the debate, the Committee
would be creating a precedent which might be regretted l:!y some of the Governments represented in
it when they themselves might be involved in situations
which might become the subject of proceedings before
the International Court. For example, during the
current session the Special Political Committee had
been di$cussing the position in the Tyrol: if, after that
matter had been placed on the agenda and just prior
to its being discussed, one of the parties had decided
to institute proceedings in the International Court, he
felt sure that the other party would have objected
strenuously to the discussion in the Special Political
Committee and that that Committee would have discontinued it. There were similar situations-as, for
instance, the situation between the United states and
11 Collection of Advisory Opinions, Permanent Court of International
justice, Series B, No.6 (September, 1923).
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Cub~-which could become the subject of discussion in

the~~·rst or Special Political Committees and could
late lead to action being taken in the International
Cou, • Again, instances had arisen where neighbouring
stat~s had been accused of giving assistance to revolutiqnaries. Such happenings might lead to charges
being made in the United Nations which in turn might
reslilt in proceedings being taken in the International

couft.

50. He felt bound to warn Member States voting for
the bontinuation of the discussion of the item, that
they ~ight find themselves the victims of a precedent
whic~ they themselves had helped to create. They
woul~ then be precluded from objecting if the General
Ass~bly or any of its Committees were to continue
the
scussion of a matter in which they were the
defe dants before the International Court. They should
ther ore give careful consideration to so important a
mattrr before committing their Governments for the
futu11e. So far as his delegation had been able to ascertain, that was the first occasion on which the sub judice
rule had been raised either in the General Assembly
or it} any of its Committees; when the rule had been
rais~d in the Security Council in connexion with the
Anglcj>-Iranian dispute, it had been sustained by that
body

51. rrhe South African delegation was convinced that·
it w9uld not be pro~r for the Committee to proceed
with the discussiOn of the item while the application
was nding before the International Court and was thus
sub j udice. That had been the reason for his interventipn on a point of order.
52. 1J'he CHAIRMAN pointed out that under rule 117
of th~ rules of procedure, two representatives might
speaJt in favour of the motion and two against.
53. kr. CAMARA Maurice (Guinea) said thai. the
argut1""ants put forward by the South African representa~ive had wholly failed to convince his delegation
and )Vere indeed inadmissible in the context of the
suffe ings of the people of South West Africa. The
Inted ational Court of Justice had already made certain
recOipmendations which had been ignored by the Union
Gove nment. The South African representative had
refer ed to the Charter; there was nothing in that
document which favoured "apartheid" and the only
possrle . support m the Charter for the Union representa ive's arguments lay in his reference to theSecurit Council.
54.
e real meaning of the South African represents: ive's statement was that South Africa feared
the d bate. At the current session, the anti-colonialist
tide )Vas carrying all before it. The African States
had 1aced the question of South West Africa before
the In ernational Court of Justice because theywished
to m ke use of any procedure whereby South Africa
would] be compelled to abide by its obligations. His
delerition was entirely opposed to the Union representa~ive's motion.
55. ,r. GEBRE-EGZY (Ethiopia) said that, together
with 11iberia, his country had submitted an application
to th~ Court under artie;le 7 of the Mandate and had
done-- so in the light of the study the United Nations
had ~ade of the legal position. His delegation would
be m~g a statement on the position at a forthcoming
meeti g and it accordingly opposed the adjournment
of the debate.

56. Mr. CARPIO (Philippines), speaking on a point of
order, said that membera of the Committee should be
given an opportunity to examine the question raised
by the South African representative. He therefore
moved the adjournment of the meeting under rule
120 of the rules of procedure.
57. The CHAIRMAN said that, the voting process
having begun, he could not entertain the Philippine
representative's motion.
At the request of the representative of Libya, a vote
was taken by roll-call.
The Central African Republic, having been drawn by
lot by the Chairman, was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Union of Sou,th Africa.
Against: Central African Republic, Ceylon, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia,
Dahomey, Denmark, Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia,
Federation of Malaya, Finland, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea:, Haiti, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Iraq, Ireland, Ivory Coast, Japan, Jordan, Lebanon,
Liberia, Libya, Mali, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Ni.:.
geria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Sweden,
Thailand, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
United Arab Republic, United states of America,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Albania,
Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Cambodia.
Abstaining: China, France, Italy, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Portugal, Spain, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, Australia, Belgium,
Canada.
The motion was rejected by 67 votes to 1, with 11
abstentions.

58. Mr. SMITHERS (United Kingdom), explaining his
vote, said that, as it had made clear during the discussion on the hearing of petitioners (1004th meeting).
his delegation recognized the importance attached by
the Committee to a debate on the agenda item now
before it.
59. The application filed with the International Court
of Justice by the Governments of Ethiopia and Liberia
was a contentious proceeding to which the Union of
South Africa was a party. Since the Court's decisions
would be of the Utmost importance not only for the
inhabitants of South West Africa but for all Africa
and for the United Nations itself, it was surely desirable that that decision should carry the greatest
possible weight. It followed that the Committee should
do nothing which might in any way impair the standing
of the Court or enable it to be said that the Court's
decisions had been the subject of improper influences
or of pressure based u,pon political considerations.
The case submitted to the Court would include a whole
range of matters dealt with in the report of the Committee on South West Africa (A/4464) and regarding
which the petitioners would no doubt wiBh to testify.
There was therefore a danger that two separate organs
of the United Nations would be pronouncing on the
same subject matter at the same time, a situation
which could hardly fail to derogate from the weight
of the Court and to bring the proceedings of the United
Nations and its organs into ridicule. The Committee
ought not therefore to proceed without careful con-
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sideratlon of the implications which flowed from the
particular case and extended far beyond it.
60. At its 565th meeting, in connexionwith the AngloIranian Oil Company case, at a time when the International Court of Justice had not yet determined
whether it had jurisdiction, the Security Council had
decided to postpone discussion of the question. The
Fourth Committee however, had preferred not to
follow that precedent in the present case.
61. On the other hand, since it was surely important
to establish what would or would not be prejudicial
to the proceedings before the Court, the Committee
might wish, in accordance with Annex II, Part I,
recommendation 1 (d) of the rules of procedure, to
avail itself of the help which the Sixth Committee
might be able to give. In his submission, to proceed
with the discussion and to hear witnesses in the matter
of which the International Court was seized, might
provide a party to the dispute with grounds for arguing
that the proceedings had been prejudiced by the Committee's action and that the Court's decision need not
therefore be respected.
62. The sub judice rule, as applied in the United
Kingdom and in many other CQ.untries, was designed
to protect the interests of parties before the courts
and to maintain the reputation of the courts for rendering impartial justice. Under the rule the Court might
punish or restrain individuals who would publish material likely to prejudice a fair trial or to appear to
do so. In the case of the United Kingdom, although
the proceedings of the House of Commons were privileged and the courts had therefore no power to restrain Members of Parliament, the House of Commons
had imposed upon itself by its own voluntary act a
discipline in that matter: a matter under jurisdiction
by a court of law cound not be the subject of a debate.
It was of course true that the position of the International Court of Justice was not the same as that of
national courts, and it might be argued that, as the
International Court could not enforce the sub judice
doctrine against an individual in any particular country,
the rule did not apply. Nevertheless, if it was considered that in any given case the International Court
was concerned with the conduct of states and not of
individuals, the analogy was a close one. The relationship of the International Court of Justice to the
General Assembly resembled that of the courts to
Parliament. In both cases the two organs were part
of one constitutional structure; neither could restrain
the utterances of Members of the General Assembly
or of the House of Commons; in both cases, the impartiality of the Court and the rights of litigants
should be protected against external pressures. In
both cases, it was the House of Commons or the General Assembly which could, by expressing an opinion,
bring the greatest pressure to bear upon the Court
if it so wished. In his view it was the clear duty of
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the General Assembly and its Committees to exercise
restraint similar to the discipline which the House
of Commons and similar chambers imposed upon themselves with regard to matters which were before the
International Court of Justice.
63. The Committee was confronted with a question of
principle of profound importance and of far-reaching
application and consequences. The great majority of
Member states were absolutely dependent upon the rule
of law in the world for their protection and for the
assertion of their rights; the only substitute for the
rule of law was the rule of force. The principal
means of interpreting the law was the International
Court, and the only means of assuring respect for
its decisions was the loyal support of Member states
and all the organs of the United Nations. His delegation therefore felt that they should exercise the
utmost restraint in participating in the proceedings and
hoped that other delegations would share its view. ·
64. Mr. LOUW (Union of South Africa) said that the
Committee had decided, in his opinion unwisely, to
proceed with the discussion of the item. His delegation could not be a party to a discussion of matters
which were the subject of judicial action pending in
the International Court of Justice: were it to do so
·it would itself be violating the sub judice rule. Consequently, it would not be able to participate in the
discussion of that item in the manner in which it
had been the announced intention of the South African
delegation before proceedings were instituted in the
Court. As proof of his delegation's intention he
me~ioned that a member of the Executive Committee
ofjSouth West Africa, and the Chief Bantu Comn;tissioner had specially come to New York six
weeks previously for the purpose of dealing with all
the matters raised and with allegations made in the
report of the United Nations Committee on South West
Africa (A/4464).
65. Mr. KIANG (China) said that his delegation had
had no optiotfbut to abstain, since it had wished for
time to study the Union representative's statement,
the scope of which was not clear to it. Had the request
been granted, it could not in his delegation's view
have been applied to all phases of the discussion;
in particular, the petitioners would have had to be
heard.
66. Miss BROOKS (Liberia) said that, had she had
the opportunity to do so before the vote, she would have
associated her i:lelegation with that of Ethiopia. In the
ordinary way, as a party to the dispute, her delegation would have abstained; but in view of the Ethiopian representative's reference to the statement
which he would be making about the step which·
Ethiopia and Liberia had taken, she had voted against
the motion.
The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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I.
1.

CONSTI'IUTION OF THE COMMITTEE

By resolution 1467 (XIV), adopted on 12 December 1959, the Gener~l Assembly

considered that it would be desirable for it to enumerate the princi:ples which
should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation

exi~ts

to

transmit information called for in Article 73 e of the Charter and es·tablished a
Special Committee of six Members to study these principles.
2.

The Committee appointed by the General Assembly ccmprised India, Mexico,

Morocco, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Nor·thern Ireland
and the United States of America.

The list of representatives attenQing the

meeting is given in the annex to the present report.
3.

The Committee met at the Headquarters of the United Nations in New York

frcm 2 September to 22 September 1960 and held fourteen meetings.
II.

4.

OFFICERS

The Ccffimittee elected by acclamation Ambassador

c.s.

Jha (India) as

Chairman.
III.
5·

DOCGMENTATION AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

By resolution 1467 (XIV), the General Assembly invited Members to communicate

to the Secretary-General their views on the question before the Ccmmittee.

By

1 September 1960, replies had been received from twenty-six Governments which were
placed before the Committee.

In reaching its conclusions the Committee took these

replies and the views expressed in twenty-four of "them fully into account}/

The

texts of the replies are transmitted to the General Assembly with this report in
documents A/AC.l00/1 and Add.l.
6.

In addition, in accordance with the terms of the General Assembly resolution,

the Secretary-General had prepared for the Committee an account of the history of
the discussions on this question together with a summary of opinions expressed by
Members in the United Nations and opinions contained in legal treatises
(A/AC.l00/2 and Add.l and 2).

~/

See also A/AC.l00/1, para. 4.
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7•

The Committee also had before it as background information the Report of the

Ad Hoc Committee on Factors appointed by the General Assembly under
resolution 648 (VII), the list of factors approved by General Assembly
resolution

\

'\

8.

742 (VIII), and the Repertory of Practice of the United Nations Organs.

'Ihe Committee began its work by hearing preliminary observations by Members

on the question referred to it,
Committee,

statements were made by all Members of the

In the case of the representatives of Mexico, Morocco, the Netherlands

and the United Kingdom, the observations made supplemented the written replies
previously communicated by their Governments to the Secretary-General.

These

preliminary observations are contained in the summary records of the relevant
meetings.

9·

Subsequently the Ccmmittee discussed the general considerations and

principles relating to the application of Chapter XI of the Charter.

After this

exchange of views, the Ccmmittee decided to proceed on the basis of a draft text
of the principles to be enunerated, which had been prepared for this purpose by
the delegation of India.

After discussions and a further exchange of views, the

Committee formulated a list of the principles which should
\

determining whether or not an

oblig2~ion

gui~e

Members in

exists to transmit information under

Article 73 e.
10.

The list of principles is given in Section V below.
IV.

11.

INTRODUCTION

The preliminary observations showed that there was a wide area of agreement

on the general approach to the problem and on the basic principles involved, which
made it possible for the Ccmmittee to reach unanimous conclusions.
also took into consideration the factors annexed to resolution

The Committee

742 (VIII) of the

General Assembly.
12,

The conclusions reached by the Committee are reflected in the principles

formulated in this report.

'Ihe following paragraphs, however, clarify the

position of Members on certain points contained in these principles.
13.

On Principle IX:

The representative of the United Kingdom had certain

reservations about this principle.

In particular, he thought that, although his

Government fully accepted the desirability in principle of universal adult

/

...
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I

suffrage, there might be circumstances in which full self-government could be
achieved before it was practicable to implement this principle.

In any case, he

thought that paragraph (a) of Principle IX contained an unnecessary qualification
of paragraph (b) of this Principle.

He also had reservations about referring to

the desirability of United Nations supervision in this context.
14.

I

On the question of international supervision, the representative of Morocco

I

r

stated that it was a point of principle for his Government that the process of
consultation should be supervised by the United Nations.

He felt that United

Nations supervision was not only desirable but sometimes even necessary.

To state

that international supervision "may be" desirable only partially met the position
of his Government.
15.

On Principle X:

The representative of the United Kingdom said that he

accepted Principle X on the understanding that there might be circumstances in
which constitutional considerations of the kind referred to reduced to nil the
amount of information which could be transmitted.
V.

PRINCIPLES viHICH SHOULD GUIDE MEMBERS IN DETERMINING WHETHER
OR NOT AN OBLIGATION EXISTS TO TRANSMIT THE INFOR!I'J\TION CALLED
FOR IN ARTICLE 73 e OF 'I'HE CHARTER
A.

16.

General considerations

In the course of the discussions in the Committee certain general

considerations were advanced to which reference should be made in order to clarify
the nature of the Committee's work.
17.

The Committee noted that since 1946 over 100 million people in some thirty

dependent territories have attained the goals set forth in Chapter XI.

Many

independent States which were previously Non-Self-Governing Territories have been
admitted to the membership of the United Nations.
to choose their own destiny is more

univer~ally

The right of dependent peoples

accepted today than at any time

since the signing of the Charter in san Franciso.

The Charter was the culmination

of progressive evolution in international thinking for it expressed international
concern for the welfare and freedom of dependent peoples in a manner which went
far beyond that of any previous similar international instrument.

'Ihere now

exists general recognition that independence is among the rightful aspirations of

; ...

)

'

i

I
\
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every nation, the fulfilment of which is an important factor in the preservation
of international peace and security.
18.

The Charter is a living document and the obligations under Chapter XI must

be viewed in the light of the changing spirit of the times.
\

\

Under Article 73 of

the Charter, Members of the United Nations recognize that in Non-Self-Governing
Territories the interests of the inhabitants are paramount.

The progressive

development of self-government must take into account the particular circumstances
of a territory and the aspirations of its peoples.

Such development must be in

tune with the movement towards freedom and equality everywhere.
19.

The obligations of Members under Chapter XI are not limited to Article 73.

Under Article

74

they agree to abide, not only in respect of their metropolitan

areas, but also in regard to the territories for which they have or assume
responsibilities, by the principle of good neighbourliness.

This principle is

applicable in respect both of countries which are immediate neighbours in the
geographical sense and the international community as a whole.

\\

Good

neighbourliness implies a moral obligation that reinforces the obligation to
transmit information under Article 73 e, thereby contributing to the rapid
evolution of Non-Self-Governing Territories.
20.

'['he Ccmmittee agreed that the principles which follow should be applied in

the light of the facts and the specific circumstances of each case in determining
whether or not an obligation exists to transmit information under Article 73 e of
the Charter.
B.

The Principles
I

The authors of the Charter of the United Nations had in mind that Chapter XI
should be applicable to territories which were then known to be of the colonial
type.

An obligation exists to transmit information under Article 73 e of the

Charter in respect of such territories whose peoples have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government.

I ...
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/

f

Chapter XI embodies the concept of Non-Self-Governing Territories in a
dynamic state of evolution and progress towards a "full measure of selfgovernment".

As soon as a territory and its peoples attain a full measure of

self-government, the obligation ceases.

Until this comes about the obligation

,.I

to transmit information under Article 73 e continues.
III

The obligation to transmit information under Article 73 e of the Charter
constitutes an international obligation, and should be carried out with due
regard to the fulfilment of international law.

IV

i

Prima facie there is an obligation to transmit information in respect of a
territory which is geographically separate and is distinct ethnically and/or
culturally, from the country administering it.

j

v
Once it has been established that such a prima facie case of geographical

'

and ethnical or cultural distinctness of a territory exists, other elements may
then be brought into consideration.

These additional elements may be, inter alia,

of an administrative, political, juridical, economic or historical nature.

If

they affect the relationship between the metropolitan State and the territory
concerned in a manner which arbitrarily places the latter in a position or status
of subordination, they support the presumption that there is an obligation to
transmit information under Article 73 e of the Charter.

VI
A Non-Self-Governing Territory can be said to have reached a full measure
of self-government by (a) emergence as a sovereign independent state; (b) free
association with an independent State; or (c) integration with an independent

(

State.

; ...
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VII
(a)

Free association should be the result of a free and voluntary choice

by the peoples of the territory concerned expressed by informed and
democratic processes.

It should be one which respects the individuality

and the cultural characteristics of the territory and its peoples, and
retains for the peoples of the territory, which is associated with an
independent state, the freedom to modify its status through the expression
of their will by democratic means and through constitutional processes.
(b)

The associated territory should have the right to determine its

internal constitution without outside interference in accordance with
due constitutional processes and the freely expressed wishes of the people.
This does not preclude consultations as appropriate or necessary under the
terms of the free association agreed upon.
VIII

Integration with an independent State should be on the basis of complete
equality between the peoples of the erstwhile Non-Self-Governing Territory and
those of the independent country with which it is integrated.

The peoples of

both territories should have equal status and rights of citizenship and equal
guarantees of fundamental rights and freedoms without any distinction or
discrimination; both should have equal rights and opportunities for representation
and effective participation at all levels in the executive, legislative and
judicial organs of government.
IX

Integration should have come about in the following circumstances:
(a)

The integrating territory should have attained an advanced stage of

self-goverPJnent with free political institutions so that its peoples should
have the capacity to make a responsible choice through informed and
democratic processes;
(b)

The integration should be the result of the freely expressed wishes of

the territory's peoples with full knowledge of the change in their status
and through informed and democratic processes, impartially conducted, and

/

...
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It is recognized that in certain
i

circumstances United Nations supervision of such processes may be

'

desirable.
X

The transmission of information in respect of Non-Self-Governing Territories
under Article 73 e is subject to such limitation as security and constitutional
considerations may require.

This means that the extent of the information may

be limited in certain circumstances, but the limitation in Article 73 e cannot
relieve a Member state of obligations of Chapter XI.

'I'he "limitation" C"\n

relate only to the quantum of information of econcmic, social and educational
nature to be transmitted.
XI
The only constitutional considerations to which Article 73 e refers are
those arising from constitutional relations of the territory with the
Administering Member.

They refer to a situation in which the constitution of

the territory gives it self-government in economic, social and educational
matters through freely elected institutions.

Nevertheless, the responsibility

for transmitting information under Article 73 e continues, unless these
constitutional relations preclude the government or parliament of the
Administering Member from receiving statistical and other information of a
technical nature relating to economic, social and educational conditions in
the territory.

XII
Security considerations have not been invoked in the past.

Only in very

exceptional circumstances can information on economic, social and educational
conditions have any security aspect.

In other circumstances, therefore, there

should be no necessity to limit the transmission of information on security
grounds.

/
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President: Mr. Mongi SLIM (Tunisia).
(Tunisia>.
Statement by the President

1. The PR.ESIDENT
PR.ESIDENT (translated from French): The

thi,s meeting consists of five items. It is
agenda for thts
my intention to submit first to the Assembly the first
three of these items which should not give rise to
any major discussion and which were referred to us
by the Fifth, Fourth and Sixth Committees respectively.
concerning the
The first of these is agenda item 68 conoer!1ing
United
UnitE:d Nations Library; the second consists of items
13, 50 and 51, concerning the report ofthe Trusteeship
Council, the dissemination of information on the United
Nations' and the International Trusteeship System in
the Trust Territories, and offers by Member States
of study and training facilities for inhabitants of Trust
561
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AGENDA ITEM 88
The situation with regard to the implementation of th~
Declaration on
on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples

85. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): We
now pass to the last item on our agenda for today,
today,
entitled "The situation with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples". I would remind
Members .Df the Assembly that this item has to be
discussed directly in plenary; it has notbeenreferred
to us by any committee.
86. I would also remind Members that the
th~ General
Assembly has before it, so far, two draft resolutions:
one
onE) a draft submitted by the Netherlands [A/L.354],
EJubmitted by the Soviet Union [AI
the other a draft submitted
L.355] •
reprf';"'~ntative of Nigeria has the floor on87. The reprf';"'~ntative
a point of order.
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88. Mr. WACHUKU (Nigeria): On a point of order,
.I want to raise a matter in connexion with item 22,
subjectavatlocated to the plenary meetings
and the subjects'allocated
on the agenda under the title, "Assistance to Africa:
(@.) A United Nations programme for independence".

I

89. At the last session, this particular item was
allocated to the First Committee. It came under the
heading, "Africa: a United Nations programme for
independence and development". I remember that on
that particular occasion priority was given to it and
~nd
it was moved from, tenth position to second position.
FollO\Ving various requests, the subject was finally
discussed at the resumed fifteenth session, and a
prod1J.ced,':u but the Assembly
draft resolution was produced.z/
decided [995th meeting] toto· adjourn consideration of the
Now during the
item until the sixteenth session. Now
fifteenth session, the' subject matter of item 88 on
wh~~h the two draft
the agenda of this session, to wh~~h
c1'esolutions to which the President alluded refer,
. was covered by' item 87, and the item was allocated
to the plenary meetings. It was discussed, and resulted
in ;'~esolution
;'~esolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960.
90~ My point in this particular respect is as to this
subject, item 88, being taken before the particular
item to which I am referring" which has been included
in the agenda of this session ana divided into three
th~e
parts, 22 (~ being allocated to the plenary, 22 (E)
(E) being
allocated to the Second Committee and 22 (g) being
allocated to the Third Com:rhitte'e-22
oommtttee-e-zz (2.) is "Assistance
to Africa: Economic development of Africa", and 22
(Q) is "Assistance to Africa: African educational development". Later it was discovered that it would be
much better if the two sub-items, (ll)
(ll) and (Q), were
discussed together in the Second Committee. Thatwas
debated here in the General
Gen,eral Assembly [1042nd meeting], and it has been so decided.
91. 'What I am saying is that sub-item (l!) is so im91.
portant and so urgent at the moment that it should be
given priority because at the last session, after a
draft resolution had been drafted and was on the point
of discussion, for some reason it was postponed to this
session. I fear that unless this particular sub-item
is discussed and given priority here, there is no hope
that it will be discussed at this session at all. If we
reach item 88 I am afraid that the plenary meetings
will be bound up in it and this particular item, which
is of special urgency to Africa, will not be discussed
at all. We
We have already submitted a draft resolution
[A/L.357], which has been circulated,
cirCUlated, and I am asking
the plenary that it should be given priority-it~comes
under item 22 (!!)-and be treated separately. I fear
Itwrllnrejudlce the discusthat if item 88 is taken up itwill'!lvejudice
discus··
sion of the Nigerian draft resolution, which deals
specifically with the question of abolition of colonies
in Africa.

92. This is of primary importance to us and I would
92.
ask that the' Assembly should grant us the right of
priority, and also the right to discuss it as a separate
item, quite distinct from the general question of the
abolition of colonies, or the application or implementation ofresolutton
of.resolution 1514 (XV).
93. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): The
93.
Assembly thus has before it a' point of order raised
by the delegation of Nigeria, proposing that priority
consideration should
sh~)uld be given to agenda item 22 (~J,
entitled "Assistance to Africa: a United Nations proV See Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifteenth Session,
Annexes, agenda item 88, document A/4747.

gramme for independence". I call on the representative
of Poland ona point of order.
94. Mr. WINIEWlCZ (Poland): It seems that all of
us are in agreement as to the urgent need to carry
out last year's unanimous resolution [1514 (XV)] of
the General Assembly, and to put this resolution into
practice seems to our delegation one of the important
tasks of the Assembly. Of course, we know that, as
the representative of Nigeria said a few moments
ago,
the present session
~go, we also have on the agenda of
ofthe
an important item on assistance to Africa. The representative of Nigeria mentioned that this item was
divided into two parts, one part being assigned to the
General Assembly and the other to the Second Committee. Such allocations have not been made without
good reason. The question of a Pl'0gramme for independence has been separatedfnom
separated-f~om other aspects
of the problem of assistance to Africa and is being
taken up in the plenary meeting because, first, it is
a matter of special significance, and,aecondly, it is
closely linked with the task of implementing t~e
Declaration on the [I'anting of independence to colonial
colOnIal
countries and peoples.
95. The African States made theaame
the<same distfnctlon
distincti~n
between the different aspects{
aspects of the problem at the
Item entitled
fifteenth session, when discussing the item.,entitled
It Africa: a United Nations programme for independence
and development". May I point out that, in a draft
resolution .submitted
submitted to the First Committee,Y the' ...
sponsors invoked the Declaration on the granting of
independence. Further, in that same document, the
sponsors urged all States which have responsibility
for the administration of territories in Africa to
implement the D.aclaration.
Declaration. In otherwords, the African
States themselves decided to recognize the Declaration
as a point of departure for the programme for independence and assistance to Africa. And this is only
natural, considering the great-indeed, the historicpart they have themselves played in preparing and
adopting the very same
sam.e Declaration on the granting
of independence. Poland highly appreciates this extremely important and effective contribution of the
African States. No less highly do we value their
constructive efforts to solve many other problems
faced by the United Nations.
96. We are convinced that the African States share
our belief that the Declaration is of universal scope,
and that it is by no means confined to one or another
region of the world. The Declaration says, in fact,
that illllUediate
Immediate steps shall be taken to transfer all
powers to the peoples in Trust and Non-Self-Governing
Territories or all other-I
other-e-I repeat: all other-territories which have not yet attained independence.
97. It is no secret that some vestiges of eolonialfsm
col~nialism
continue to exist also in IJatih
Latin America, Asiit,: and the
Pacific region. 1 submit that no less grave are the
problems of British Guiana, Goa or British Honduras,
or the problems of Rhodesia anti)
anti) Mozambique. Accordingly, it is necessary to work out unifor,m
untform rules
of implementing the Declaration with a view to
eradicating colonialism wherever it prevails. ,
proceed to settle
98. On this basis, we might then p~c9ceed
the specific problems of~frica, and 1 thoroughly
disagree with the representatfve
represent~tive of Nigeria that it
could not be done this year. Therefore, we deem it
advisable to consider
conl:Jider jointly, let us say, item 88,
entitled "The situatio~ with regard to the Implemen.

§j Ibid.
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tation of the Declaration
Dec'1aration ... ", and item 22 (~), dealing
with a United Nations programme for independence
in Africa., and this is not merely because we want to
save time.
99. The preparation of a programme for independence
in Africa must be the direct outcome of a decision
on implementing the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples. It
might be advisable to recall that it was because no
resolution had been adopted relating to the implementation of this Declaration that the Fourth Committee
decided to postpone decisions on bas~c
baste problems of
the future of Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories, including those in Africa. The Fourth Committee, responsible for all problems concerning
Non-Se~f-Governing
Non-Seif-Governing Territories, is waiting -For .us
us
anti-colon$ul
to settle the question of implementing the antf-colontal
Declaration as
aB soon as possible, for it will provide
the ground for settling every issue involved in the
liquidation of colonialism and the issues with which
the Fourth Conlmittee
committee is dealing. For these reasons,
the Polish delegation, although invariably feeling
sincere sympathy with, and full understanding of,
Africa's problems, is in favour of giving priority
to item 88, which relates to the implementation of
the Declaration, as it now stands on the agenda of
the plenary. But, should the Assembly think differently,
we would like to suggest-and, if it is advisable to do
so at the present moment, I move-that we should
discuss item 88, which is already on the agenda of
this meeting, together with item 22 (§!), on which the
representat:i.ve of Nigeria was just speaking.
representative
100. Mr. WACHUKU (Nigeria): As the Assembly
knows, I have never f~iled to be grateful to the great
Powers and small Powers whenever they have done
anything in the interests of the well-being of Africa,
., and I am still grateful to the great Powers which
thougtt of these two items. The Soviet Union requested
thought
the inclusion on the agenda of the fifteenth session
of the item concerning the Declaration in respect of
the abolition of colonies, and the United States requested the inclusion of the other one about a United
Nations programme for independence and. development
for Africa, and we have taken up these matters.
101. We have' this draft resolution under item 22 (~
[A/L.357], introduceG
introduced by Nigeria. We must be accepted
as the authorities on matters pertaining to Africa.
We are the area specialists in matters pertaining to
Africa-we know our own environment-and I have
said here, over and over again, that Nigeria· does not
want Africa to be dragged into the cold war.
102. If the suggestion of the representative of Poland
is accepted and item 22 (§.) is mixed up with item 88,
I can assure you that we are going to be dragged into
the cold war. Under item 88 you have two draft
d~aft
resolutions: one [A/L.355] submitted by the delegation
of the Soviet Union and the other [A/L.354] by the
Netherlands delegation. Papers have already been
circulated in respect of the Netherlands draft resolution. There is a controversy between the Netherlands
and Indonesia. If these two draft resolutions are
taken up, there will be no end to the .quarrels that
will arise from them-and we cannot waIt.
watt,
103. I am therefore asking the Assembly, with the
greatest respect to the representative of Poland, to
ignore the request that item 22 (~) should be merged
with item 88 and discussed. They are related; I do
not deny that. But we cannot accept that all problems
affecting all colonial areas are i~entical! they are not;

each area has got its own problems, its own difficulties,'
its own trials and tribulations. The African scene
is different. We are qUite
quite prepared to co-operate
with others in their particular areas.
104. There has been a general Declaration, and now
there is a specific declaration that is required by
by
item 22 (~), 'fhe
The draft resolution submitted by Nigeria
wants, now, a specific declaration that is applicable
to the whole terr-itory
territor~r of Africa. If there is another
declaration required in respect of another territory
in that area of the world, Nigeria is quite prepared
to support it. We do not want to be dragged into a war
of words and therefore I ask, with all the power that
II possess, on
onbehalf
behalf of my delegation, that the Assembly
should consider
cOIlsider this particular draft resolution which
has to deal with the African scene as distinct from
others.
105. It is one of the series of items taat
t..1.at are likely
likely
pril1ciple that
that
to flow from the generally accepted pr-inciple
colonial territories should now win their independence.
I do not want the representative of Poland to ignore
the constderod
consideI3d opinion of the Nigerian delegation.
~,s ours, and we know exactly the psychology
The scene ~.s
of our home environment and we can speak objectively
for Africa-perhaps more so than anybody else. I
sincerely hope that this draft resolution will be accepted as' the basis of discussion on this matter,
and we look forward to the firm co-operation of all
those· friendly countries that would like to give us
those
real assistance. The programme is one of assistance
to Africa. It is now that we want those friends who
really want to assist Africa to co-operate with us in
in
this great scheme of having
haVing a specific declaration
for the granting of complete
compiete independence for Africa
within a certain time.
106. We have done a certain amount of spadework

in relation to filis job in connexion with those who
have the degtiny
destiny of African territory in their own
hands, and I am perfectly certain that with the careful
handling of the whole situation we are likely to succeed
as far as these Powers are
a::e concerned. I do not want
anything that is likely to make it impossible now. II do
not want us to be involvfadinanywar
involved tn any war of words. Therefore, with these remarks, I beg the representative of
Poland to withdraw his request that item 88 should be
be
merged with item 22 (~J and to be considerate enough
to listen to my plea. I sincerely hope that my fellow
African States will support me in this plea when I say
that the African problem should be considered as a
separate item and that all friendly countries-and we
know that Africa has friends in all the delegations-will
support us in proposing that this item should be treated
separately, so that we get our declaration for the
the
abolitio1'
abolttfon of colonies in Africa at this session.

107. Mr. GEBRE-EGZY (Ethiopia): I wish to support
The
the request of the representative of Nigeria. The
question is really very simple.
108. The item which we want to be discussed first
comes from the First Committee. Last year the item
draft·
was discussed in the First Committee and a draft
resolution was submitted on it. At the end, because
there was no time, v~ acquiesced in the desiI,Ie
destre of the
tIle
majority of the First Committee not to pass a resolution
on that matter at that time. Our request now is th.~t
the Assembly should be fair and should discuss our
item and give judgement
jUdgement on it. There is no other
issue here.
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109. We are not opposed to the item ending colonialism: we voted for it. We are working, and are in
consultation with many delegations on a draft resolution
which the Assembly will be' able to support. Quite
frankly, there is no dichotomy, there is no opposition
between the two items, but because ours was submitted
first we want ours to be decided first. We feel that
it would not be fair if our item were brought here,
discussed in the First Committee, postponed for one
year and then relegated to a secondary position in the
Assembly. It is simply a question of discussing what
was taken up last year and never decided comp1ete.ly.
completely.
It is for these reasons that I support the request of
the representative of Nigeria, and I hope the whole
Assembly will support us. '
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110.
110. Mr. ,WINIEWICZ (Poland): I cannot say how
much I hate to disagree with the representatives of
Nigeria and Ethiopia and dislike being involved in a
procedural debate here with them.
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111. I only wish to say that by moving our proposal

that we should discuss these two items together, we
were motivated by some very substantive considerations concerning the proper procedure for our debate.
I should very much like the representative of Nigeria
accept the view that
to know
know that I absolutely cannot flccept
a discussion on the implementation of the anti-colonial
declaration of last year is a cold war item. It is an
item of the future; it is not only an item, a problem
of
of the continent of Africa, but it is also an item of all
the
the colonies still existing inAsia and in Latin America
as well. 1 cannot accept the notion that it is a cold
war item, because I do remember that the sponsors
of
of the Declaration which was adopted here in December
Decerrt1:'P,r
of last year were African and Asian States. I could
not imagine that they were the ones who moved a draft
which
which had anything in common with any cold war
discussion.
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112. I cannot withdraw my motion, because I consider

wn

it to be reasonable. We candlscuss these two items
together. In view of the fact that I do treat my suggestion as a kind of amendment to the proposal of the
Pr:~si
representative of Nigeria, II should like you the Prasf-dent
dent to put it to the vote first.
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113. Mr. WACHUKU (Nigeria): I thank the President
for giving me the opportunity to reply to the last
remark.
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114. Anybody who has looked at the map of the world
and the areas in which the various colonies are
and
situated, particularly those in the Pacific Ocean,
will be sure that when item 88 is discussed there
will be plenty of controversy. Anybody
Anybodywho
who participated
in the final drafting of the last draft resolution, as
I did, will know that there are many elements that
were removed from the original draft in order to get
the final text. Anybody who has been used to the form
the
of
of debate in this Assembly will know that, when the
speeches are made in regard to the draft resolution
under item 88, many of the elements which were
removed from the original draft, resulting in the
now, will be touched upon
final text we shall discuss now,
when the debate on item 88 starts. Certainly, the
moment certain elements are touched upon, replies
will flow from all quarters involved. Consequently,
when the debate begins to go from one to the other,
as in a ping-pong game, the simple draft resolution
that affects-Ai~ica
affects-Ai~ica will be relegated to the background
and will not be considered, perhaps, until January or
and
perhaps later, or it may suffer exactly the same fate

571

as it suffered at the fifteenth session. This is what
I want to stop.

115. It is not that any particular item, by itself or by
its wording, brings in the cold war. It is the way it
is handled. That is what makes it cold war material.
Any material in the Assembly could be discussed
peacefully, if it were discussed objectively without
mal{e it a cold war subject, but any
any attempt to make
subject here could be converted into cold war material.
We are saying that the African scene is so well defined
that there is no difficulty at all. The representative
of Poland talked about colonial territories in Latin
America. I never said anything of the sort, because
I do not see anything connecting Latin America with
the draft resolution which Nigeria has introduced
under item 22 (~).
116. Having said that, I am certain that the moment
a debate starts on item 88, somebody is going to talk
about colonialism in Latin America or say something
about colonialism in the Pacific and so on, and perhaps
talk about the Panama Canal. I know very well what
is going to happen.l
happen.T implore the Assembly-whether
or not we vote on it now,rwill have no objections-but
let it be made absolutely clear that we want the
African draft resolution to be treated by itself and
not oonnected with anything that has to do with item 88
as such. Of course, they are very closely related.
Both are colonial matters. But do assist us. The
sv.bject
subject is assistance to Africa. This is political
assistance to Africa. It is the question of the independenoe of the whole of the' African continent. It is
assistance to us. That is the key word: "assistance".
It is not a general declaration. We have had a Declaration. This is specific assistance to Africa. I am asking
everybody to assist us to treat this subject as a distinct
and specific programme so that we may get a declaration and then we shall begin on a specific programme.
When it is a question of assisfance
assistance to Latin America
and colonial territories, we shall act accordingly. If
it is a question of assistance to another area, we shall
give them that assistance. That is the distinction I
want to make there. This is a clear request for
assistance to Africa, and I am confident that representatives will give us the asslstance
asststance we require.
117. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): The
Assembly thus has before it a proposal by Nigeria
that priority should be given to agenda item 22 (@:),
entitled "Assistance to Africa: a United Nations programme for independence".
118. The representative of Poland has proposed an
amendment whereby item 22 would be discussed at
the same time as item 88 entitled "The sttuation
situati9n with
regard to the implementation of the declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples". Those are the two proposals we have before
us.
119. Mr. DIALLO Telli (Guinea) (translated from
French): The delegation of the Republic of Guinea has
listened with due attention to the request for I1riority
made by the representative of Nigeria. My delegation
wishes first of all to express its surprise that a question
of priority concerning a matter. of such importance
should only have been made known
known to us in the plenary
General Assembly itself. In our working group-the
African group-we have been in contact with the Nigerian delegation 011 this particUlar
particular point and we have had
discussion on it as recently as 3 November 1961.
The chairman of OU11 group for November, the representative of Madagascar, has just informed us that a
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meeting of the African group has 'been called for
evening; at that meeting the Nigerian
6 p.m,
p.m. this evening.;
representative will address us
u,~ on this problem.
120. In view of this circumstance and since it is
essential, in our view, that all the African delegations
should be agreed on this point, the delegation of Guinea
would appeal to the Nigerian representative not to
press his request for priority to a vote at this meeting,
so as to enable the African group to dlscuss
discitss the
matter,
m.atter. We
We have substantive reasons for opposing
this request for priority and we will state them if
we have to. For the present, however, we would prefer
to appeal to the Nigerian representative not to allow
African differences on matters essential and vital
for the emancipation of our continent to be made
public from this rostrum.
1.~1. We accordingly askthe representative of Nigeria
and the members of the Assembly to defer any decision until the African group has been able to meet.
If this appeal is not heeded, I shall ask for the floor
again to state my reasons.
122. Mll. QUAlSON-SACKEY (Ghana): The delegation
of Ghana thinks that it is rather unfortunate that there
should be any disagreement whatsoever on the issue
of colonialism. As far as we are concerned, colonialism
everywhere is a matter of great concern. It is true
that Africa is in fact the only continent left where there
are many colonial territories; as far as we know there
is no other continent where there are so many. That
is why we think that the
th~ African item, which we ourselves supported in the General Committee [138th

meeting] and, in fact, suggested should be
be brought
to the plenary session, is a matter of great importance.
But, as has been suggested by the representative of
GUinea, it would be unfortunate if there should be
GUinea,
any splitting of votes, or any disturbance caused by
the differ~nce between the positions taken by the
representatives of Nigeria and Poland.
123. 1 have just been infQrmed
Informed that there will be a
meeting of the African group at about six 0' clock this
evening. It is now
now half-past five and, therefore, I
move the adjournment of this meeting in order to
to
allow the African group to discuss the matter, so that
we shall be able to take a definite position tomorrow,
or whenever the President thinks proper.
124. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): The
Assembly has before it a motion for adjournment
SUbmitted by the representative of Ghana. l3efore
Before
" out
putting this motion to the vote, I wish to point
that there is no provision in the rules of procedure
for a motion of adjournment in order to allow a particular group of delegation" to state its views, since
there are not as yet any groups recognized as such
in the General Assembly.
125. However, a motion for the adjournment of the
meeting has been proposed and I shall put it to the
vote immediately.
The motion. was
was adopted by. 78 votes to none, with
17 abstentions.
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agenda items 88 and 22 j!!). We wil~discuss
wil~discuss the draft, '
resolutions when the debate on the items themselves
has been conclUded.
concluded, Naturally, each delegation will be
able to speak on either of these two items or on both
t?gether. At this point,
pOint, when we are about to begin
the general debate, I should like to draw the Assembly's attention to the fact that there are important
items on our agenda and that we must endeavOUfr
endeavOUfr to
complete our work. I accordingly appeal to all delegations wishing to participate in' the discussion on
agenda items 88 and 22@) to enter their names on
the list of speakers as soon as possible and
anQ to be
ready to speak: in the order in which they are listed.
I propose in this connexion, if there is no objection
by the Assembly, to close the list of speakers for
the general debate on these two items at' 6 p.m,
p.m. on
rpnursday, 9 November.

CONTENTS

, Decision
Decision concerning p~ocedure,
1. Mr. RAKOTOMALALA (Madagascar) (translated
from French): I have asked for the floor in order to
make a brief statement on behalf of the twentyseven delegations of African states. Those delegations,
anxious to help in expediting the work of our Assembly
and desiring also to show their cohesion and solidarity
with regard to problems of such vital importance for
the world and for Africa as those covered by items
. 88 and 22 of the agenda, propose that these items
should be discussed
diecussed jointly, in a single general debate.
2.
2. These twenty-seven delegations of course include
/that of Nigeria, whose ardent devotion to the cause
of freedom in the world and to the defence of Africa
is well known to and esteemed by the Assembly. According~y, I am authorized to state that the request
for priority made by the Nigerian delegation.ishereby
withdrawn.
3. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): The
Assembly has before it a compromise proposal'to
proposalto discuss jointly agenda item 88, "The situation with regard to the implementation of the Decla.rationon
Declarationen the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples" s and agenda item 22, "Assistance to Africa:
<!) A United Nations programme :tor
for independence".
4. The Chair notes that no delegation objects to the
proposal by the. representative of Madaga\~car,
Madaga\~car, e.nd
and
accordingly considers that this proposal has been accepted by the Assembly.

6. Mr. Henry COOPBR (Liberia): I do not like to
disagree with the Chair; we are not doing it now, but
we are appealing to the President and we ask that the
list of speakers be closed on Friday, 10 November.
This is a very important question for the African
States, which are still holding meetings on t'Q,equestion
the'questton
of these agenda items. So, I appeal to the President
to close the list of speakers on Friday instead of
Thursday.
7• The PRESIDENT (translated from French): In 'View
of the observations
observation~ made by the representative bf
Liberia, the Chair sees noobjection
nO'objection to closing the list
of speakers for the debate on these two items at 6 p.m.
on Friday~' 10 November.
.
It was so decided.

8. Mr. LAPIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
(translated from Russian): We welcome the Mricanthese two Items
Asian group's proposal that tltese
item~ on the
agenda should be discussed together. These i:tems are
indeed closely linked with one another.
9. Exactly one year ago, at the fifteenth session of
the General Assembly (869th meeting), Mr. N. S.
Khrus'&chev,
Khrus'&chev, the Head of the Soviet Government, appealed to all States Members of the United Nations
to decide 011 the immediate and complete' abolition
of the colonial system. He said:

" • •• there is no means and no force which can
halt this struggle of peoples for their liberation, for
it is a great historical process, one of evergrowing
and invincible power" [para. 72].
.

It was
was so decided.

. AGENDA IT,EMS 88
88 AND
AND 22
22

"The entire march of events and the course, of,
of,
eoonomtc
econorrdc and political development pass the inexorable judgement of history on the obsolete and
shameful colonial
colol'ual system."
syst~m." {para.
,[para. 220.]
"
10. The Soviet Union has always been, and still remains, faithful toa
to·a policy of peace and support for the
struggle 6f the oppressed peoples for their national
independence. This policy was first proclaimed by
t~e founder of "the Soviet State, and has been
Lenin, the

The situation with
with reiard to th~ imple~~ntotion
imple~~ntotion of the Declaration on
on the granting of 'independence to 'colonial
'countries and peoples (continued)
, A~sistance to Africa:
Africa:
(9) ~ Uni,ted Nations programme for
for ind,pendence
5. The PRESIDENT (translated from ]french): The
Assembly will accordingly begin the joint discussion of
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loyally followed by the Soviet Government during the
forty-four years 0: Soviet power.
11. I am glad to be able to make this statement today,
the day when my country and the entire world is.
celebrating
celeb:tC:I.!-ing the forty-fourth anniversary of the Great
october
Octobel\\ SOCialist Revolution.
12. This policy of peace and support for the struggle of the oppressed peoples Was reaffirmed at the
recent 22nd Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, a party which numbers ten million
members in its ranks. The new programme of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, unanimously
approved by the whole Soviet people, states that the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union considers it to
be its international duty to help the peoples who are
advancing along the path of the conquest and consolidation of their national independence, '\:0 help all
peoples who are fighting for the complete destruction
of the colonial system.
13. The Soviet people won its freedom in a stubborn
st~bborn
and long-drawn-out fight against the oppression of
the landlords and capitalists, against
a~ainst the intervention
of internatipnal imperialism. The Soviet people, who
have themselves suffered greatly, feel a sincere sympathy for the colonial peoples' struggle for freedom;
they actively support this just fight and are deeply convinced that the time has come when the dawn of freedom and happiness must rise over all peoples still in
colonial dependence.
14. Those present in this hall will remember the
bitter and stormy discussions that developed in meetings of the General Assembly and outside the United
Nations in connexion with the Soviet Government's
proposal for the complete and immediate abolition of
colonialism. The session witnessed heated ba.ttles
battles such
as had never been known before in the history of
international organizations. The representatives of
the colonial Powers were unwilling to allow such farreaching interference by the United Nations in colonial
affairs which they are accustomed to consider as
their internal business. They accused the Soviet Union
of artificially exacerbating international differences.
Attempts were even made to prove from tliis rostrum
ro~trum
that the colonial Powers had for many years done
nothing else but look after the oppressed peoples;
there was talk of the "civilizing mission" and "bene'!benefactions" conferred by the colonial authorities and
so on.
15. But the defenders of colonialismwere shamefully
defeated. The Assembly discussion unmasked the
colonizers and laid bare the real visage of those
who for long years have enslaved and plundered the
colonial peoples, dooming millions of people to
poverty, hunger and death for the sake of the profits
of imperialist monopolies.
16. You will remember how bitterly the colonial
Powers fought against the adoption
~doption of the Declaration
[resolution 1516 (XV)] proposed by the Soviet Union,
fo~ty-three iIldependent
Independent States
and later by a group of forty-three
of Asia and Africa. It was only their fear of betng
be1.ng
left completely isolated thatforced
that forced the representatives
of the colonial Powers to Change their tactics. Finally, they withdrew their objections to discussion of the
colonial question in plenary meetings and then abstained in the voting on the Declaration. They did
this when they were convinced that they would be unable to prevent the adoption of a decision on the
necessity of putting an end to the colonial system.
.

t·

17. By adopting the Declaration, the General Assembly, as it were, gave legal form
fQrm to the legitimate
demands of the peoples fighting for their national
independence. Colonial wars, terror and repression
against participants in the movement for liberation
attempts to dismember the newly-formed states and
undermine their sovereignty can only be described
as flagrant violations of international law, as crimes
against humanity and as open defiance of the United
Nations.
18. The Declaration on the abolition of colonialism
was universally approved, for the abolition of the
colonial system eliminates one of the most dangerous .
. sources of war and thus helps to improve the international situation and to strengthen peace and international security.,
.
19. The Declaration marked the beginning of the
people&
final stage in the fight for the liberation of peoples
It was a great success for all the freedom -loving
-lOVing
States. Some ten years ago the colonizers
colornzers never even
dreamt that they would-and very soon too.....:have~o
abandon not just one or several but all of their colonies.
The adoption of the Declaration clearly confirmed the
growing strength and influence of the peace-loving
peace-lOVing
States and showed the whole world that, when these
States unite in the fight for a just cause and present
a single front, they can compel the United Nations to
serve the true interests of peace and the liberation
of peoples from colonialism.
20. The past year was a year of intensive struggle
by the peoples for their liberation and this struggle
brought fresh results. At this session we admitted
to membership in the United Nations the young African
State of Sierra Leone. We can also note with satisfaction the termination of trusteeship over the Cameroons under United Kingdom administration and also
the forthcoming proclamation of the independence of
of
Tanganyika, Western Samoa and Uganda.

21. In connexion with the granting of independence to
these countries, comments were to be heard on "the
good will" of the colonisers.
coloni~ers. Attempts were made to
represent the formation of the new States as eyidence
evidence
of the magnanimity of the colonial Powers. These
hypocritical statements deceive no one. The peoples
are well acquainted with the "magnanimity" of the
colonizers from events in Algeria, Angola, South
West Africa, Kenya, and many other areas where
patriots are shedding their blood in the fight for freedom and independenoe.
Independence,
22. The new countries, whose representatives we all
welcomed at the last session, also won their freedom
in hard struggles which cost them innumerable sacrifices and serious hardships.
23. Unless the most urgent steps are taken,
taken~ colonialism is capable of inflicting many more sufferings and
and
sacrifices, of ruining further millions of lives, of
provoking armed conflicts and wars and of threatening
peace and security. The colonial Powers continue to
offer stubborn resistance to the powerful movement
for national liberation. This is why it is so important
that, on the proposal of the Soviet Union, the General
Assembly has decided, at its current session, to discuss the question of the implementation of the Declaration and of the further measures needed to accelerate
the complete abolition of the colonial system.
24. As you remember, the Declaration solemnly proclaims that all peoples have the ri?;ht to self-determination, that they may freely determine their political
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status and pursue their economic, social or cultural
development. The Declaration is based on the just
principle that. inadequacy of political, economic, social
or educational preparedness should never serve as a
pretext for delaying Independence.
indep~ndence. The colonizers,
however, are still trying to manoeuvre, and to devise
all kinds of pretexts to delay granting the colonial
peoples the right to self-determination and an independent existence and to shackle their political and
economic development.
25. During the general debate at the present session
25.
some representatives of the colonial Powers tried to
create the impression that the colonial problem had
lost its former urgency. Reassuring statements were
heard from this rostrum to the effect that less than
two per cent of the world's population now
two
now live in dependent territories. But what does two per cent mean?
It means more than seventy million people who will
still remain under colonial domination by 1 January
1962. It means eighty-eight Non-Self-Governing
Non-Self"'Governing Territories. Thirty-five of these Territories withapopulation of 34 million continue to remain colonies of
the United Kingdom, eleven Territories with a population of 12 million colonies of France, eight Territories with a population of 13 million colonies of Portugal;
twelve Territories continue to belong to the United
States, five to Spain,
Spai~~ three to the Netherlands, and
so on. C an we really reconcile ourselves to the fact
that on the great African continent there are still
twenty-seven colonial and Trust Territories where
over 50 million Africans still live under conditions
of the harshest colonial oppression? It must also be
pointed out that in Asia there are still sixteen colonial
possessions with a population of about 10 million, that
in America there are seventeen colonies with a popu1ation
lation of 7 million, and so on.
26.
26. The Declaration demanded the cessation of all
armed action or repressive measures against dependent peoples, but this demand is not being complied with by the colonial Powers.
27. Colonialism is passing through its death throes
but, like a gravely wounded beast of prey, it is rebut,
sisting desperately and in so resisting is committing
monstrous crimes against humanity. Colonial wars are
still costing hundreds of thousands of human lives:
in colonies and dependent territories uncurbed racialism and
and· arbitrary police action are rampant and I
need hardly say that no hypocritical talk about the
need
"good
"good will" of the colonizers can conceal these obvious facts.
2.8. The General Assembly should be fully aware of
what is going on in Angola. For over a year now the
what
Portuguese colonizers
colonizers. have been waging open
openwarfare
warfare
against the defenceless population. They are destroying
ing whole villages and regions, leaving dust and ashes
behind
behind them•. Many thousands of the inhabitants of
Angola have been compelled to
tp leave their homeland
and
and seek refuge in other countries.

29.
29. The United Nations has sufficient reliable evidence
dence that Portuguese armed bands have killed. more
than fifty thousand defenceless women, old people
and
and children. Shocking documentary evtdence-e-photoeVidence-photographs of brutally murdered
~urdered Angolan
Angolar&' patriots -was
recently submitted to the Fourth Committee. The
Portuguese colonizers do not even think it necessary
to conceal the facts of the mass extermination of the
in~igenous population. The British newspaper, Daily
in~igenous
MIrror, wrote in May 1961 that the colonizers were
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now openly boasting of their intention to kill another
hundred thousand Angolans,
Ango.lans. According to a Reuter
report from Lisbon, Mr. de Slandes, the new Governor
of Angola, declared that the only alternative offered
to the Angolan patriots was voluntary surrender or
destruction,
30. And all this is going on here and now, at a time
when representatives of the colonial Powers here in
the United Nations tell us about the lofty principles
of "the free world" and even of their magnanimity
towards the oppressed peoples.
31. It should be added that in other Portuguese colonies such as Mozambique and Portuguese
Portugu~se Guinea the
situation is no better than in Angola. Racialism is
rampant there; the slave trade still exists and the defenceless population is being exterminated.
32. Not very long ago the whole world noted a date
which cannot be referred to without a sense of grief
and anger-the colonial war in Algeria has been in
progress for a full seven years. In these years about
800,000 Algerians have fallen in battle. More than
200,000 patriots have been thrown into prison; about
a million indigenous inhabitants of the country have
been forcibly herded into concentration camps which
are called "resettlement centres". More than 300,000
have been forced to leave their homeland to save themselves from persecution. There is not a v~l1age in
Algeria where the punitive detachments have not left
their bloody traces; there is not a single Algerian
family which has not suffered from the colonizers.
33. The war in Algeria has not brought and cannot
bring success to the colonizers. Notwithstanding its
military and economic supremacy and the help received from its milttary
milital)' allies in NATO,
NATO, France is
unable to break the resistance of the Algerian people
who, under the difficult conditions of war and terrorism, have managed to create their own government".
and consolidate the forces of resistance.
34. Since the war in Algeria began, the-General
the!iGenera~ Assembly has met seven times and each time dem'Ands
demands
were made here in this hall for an end to the crIminal
crfminal
war against the Algerian people. How long will France
and its military allies go on disregarding the opinion
of the United Nations, its Charter and it resolutions?
35. The activities of the colonizers in the Republic
continue to arouse serious concern,
of the Congo C01.itinue
G~mcern. The.
colonial Powers are quite
qutte unable to reconclte
rec(jncU~ themselves to the fact that the Congolese peopl~,
people, despite
all .difficulties and obstacles, are defending the independence and terzitortal
teri'itQrial integrity of their young'
State.
36. In the Republic of the Congo an all-national
Government has been formed which has proclaimed
itself the successor
succ~ssor of the first lawful Congolese
Government of Mr. Patrice Lumumba, the distinguished statesman and national hero of the Congo Who
perished at the hands of the colonizers and their hirelings. But the shady activities of the colonizers in
the Congo have not come to an end. The resolutions
of the Security Council and the General Assembly on
the Congo have
h~ve still not been executed and those guilty
of the murder
mUrder of Mr. Patrice Lumumba and his colleagues have .not
,not been punished..
37. Contr8.r-Y to res9lutions
resolutlons of the Security Council,
ar:r:naments, including aircraft of Belgian, French,
armaments,
West German and Brfttsh
Briti~h manufacture are being supplied to Katanga through Rhodesia, the CongO
Congo (Braz-
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session [1033rd meeting] in which he tried to present
zaville), Angola and other countries, and numerous
the
policy,· of racialism as something in the nature of
poltoy
mercenaries are being despatched. Foreign monopoa model for other colonial Powers. This outrageous
lies and, more especially, .the Union Mini~re, are
statement was condemned by the overwhelming mafinancing and equipping the separattst
sepa,ratist gang of Mr.
jority of countries and only the colonial Powers re'I'shombe
Tshomb~ and other agents of the colonizers who are
fused to join in the general decision of the General
attauking
attacking the unity of the Congo.
Assembly to condemn the racialist views expressed
38. The Soviet Union considers that it is now high
by Mr. Louw.
time to put an end to the interferenc0
interferenco of the colonii:l.l
colonial
Powers in the internal affairs of the Congo, to reunite
44. The Republic of South Africa has annexed the
Katanga with the rest of the territory of the Republic,
territory of South West Africa and introduced a regime
r~gime
to punish those guilty of the murder of Mr. Patrice
of racial discrimination and police repression there.
Lumumba and other Congolese patriots, to withdraw
In that country, slave labour is employed and the local
all foreign troops, all Belgian, French, SouthAfrican,
South African,
population is forcibly herded into reservations which
Rhodesian and other foreign mercenaries from the
are no whit different from Hitler's concentration
territory of the Republic and so enable the people
camps. One cannot read without anger the indignation
and Government of the Congo to determine their own
the report of the Committee on South West Africa,
future.
which cites facts concerning the brutal tortures
torture::! in39. The activities of the Belgian colonizers in
flicted on the indigenous population.
Ruanda-Urundi are
arE' a direct breach of the Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries . 45. The Soviet delegation unreservedly supports the
proposal to exclude the Republic of South Africa from
and peoples. Police terror prevails in that country
the
United Nations and to apply economic, political
and towns and villages are occupied by Belgian troops.
other
sanctions against that racist State.
and
Not long ago, Rwagasore,
Rwagasor~, the Prime Minister of
Urundi, was murdered there. The Belgians persecute
46. The General Assembly must take a resolute stand
the patriotic forces of the country and, while mainagainst the stubborn attempts of certain colonial
taming
~ining a r6gime of arbitrary police control, continue
Powers to maintain their domination over territories
to plunder the national wealth of the country and exillegally occupied by them-territories which are an
ploit the population. In' doing so, they utilize the
inalienable part of other independent States Members
Trusteeship System and their special rights as the
Portuguese'
of the United Nations. How long will the PortuguesJ
so-called Administering Authority. This system, howcolonizers hold sway in Goa and other regions belongever, has long since been converted into an illegal
ing to India? When will the Spanish colonizers finally
form of colonial domination. It has never justified itself
leave territories belonging to Morocco? How
How long
long
anywhere and shoald
sho,,11d be consigned to oblivion together
will Indonesians living in West Irian still have to sufwith the whole obsolete colonial system. With the
fer under the yoke of Netherlands colonizers? I must
abolition of the Trusteeship System, full independence
once again recall the well-known clause in the Declarashould be granted not only to Ruanda-Urundi but also
tion prOViding
providing that any "attempt aimed at the partial
to New Guinea, Nauru, the Pacific Islands and all the
or total. disruption of the national unity and the terother territories which under various pretexts still
ritorial integrity of' a country is incompatible with the
remain dependent on imperialist States..
purposes and principles of the Charter of the United
Nations" .
40. The United Kingdom representatives
representa:tives frequently
talk here almost as if they were in favour of granting . 47. No
No one should be deceived by the manoeuvres to
independence to their colonies. And yet the United
which the Netherlands Government is now resorting.
. Kingdom
King?om Government is still the largest colonial
West
Irian is an inalienable part of Indonesia. The
The
~ Powl~r and is giving up. its colonial pbsittons
pbsitions only
"self-determi!lation"
proposed
for
West
Irian
by
the
under
und~,r the pressure of the national-liberation struggle.
Netherlands authorities is none ether than an attempt
I
.
41. If the United Kingdom. Government is not opposed
to maintain the de facto domination of the Netherlands
to granting independence to the British colonies, Why
colonizers over this part of Indonesian territory. The
duty of the United Nations is not only to reject the
do their colonizers still refuse to grant this to Kenya
Netherlands plan but also categorically to request the
the
and British Guiana? Why do British aircraft bomb the
Netherlands Government immediately to end its illegal
peaceful villages of Eastern Aden? Why has a colonial
occupation of foreign territory.
war been waged for the past five years against the
people of Oman'i'
omant It is a fact that Brttsh
Brit~3h troops and
48. A year has passed since the adoption of the
t.',dures of repolice are' carrying out large-scale ID' t.',dures
declaration
on the abolition of colonialism'and it has
press,ion
presston against the people of Northern Rhodesia.
now
now become abundantly clear that the colonial Powers,
42. The Declaration on the granting of independence
. in abstaining from voting at last year's session, were
to colonial
coloni~l countries and peoples prohibits all praccalculating that they would succeed, to put it bluntly,
bluhtly,
in disregarding the General Assembly resolution and
tices of segregation
se~~regation or discrimination. Yet it is comand
in keeping their freedom of action as regards colonial
mon knowlredge
knowledge that racialism is rampant in the
,The colonial Powers are reluctant to
countries. .The
Republic oil South Africa. In that country racial
rac:i.al disabandon their positions voluntarily. They are opposing
opposing
crimination and apartheid have been elevated to the
the world front, against colonialism with their own
level of state policy. In May 1961, Mr. Verwoerd, the
armed front, their military alliances, their military
Prime Minister of the Republic of South Africa, made
bases, their police forces, and all other means of
of '
the-cynical statement'that his Government would
against
the
colonial
peoples.
This
consolidafighting
"maintain the white man's domination", in otherwords f
forces of colonialism can be seen
tion of the dark :forces
would maintain racialism, police despotism, terror
ev' rywhere where enslaved peoples have risen to fight
ev
and repression against the overwhelming majority of
fOl' their liberation.
the population.
. 43. Mr. Louw, the Minister of External Affairs of the
49. How
How could a politically and economically backmade a statement at this
Republic of Soqth Africa, lMde
ward Portugal possibly resist the healthy and growr

I
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ing national forces of Angola, unless the Portuguese ,
recei~{ing constant support from their
colonizers were receiving
military allies in NATO? Facts were cited at Assembly
meetings showing that the Portuguese troops are using
United States and West German weapons in the war
against Angola. United States napalm bombs
bomhs are being
dropped from aircraft of United States manufacture
on Angolan towns and villages. Portugal is receiving
United States credits to carry on the war in Angola.
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50. Is there any 'need of proof that, without the sup50.
port of the United States and its other military allies,
and espeically without the support of West Germany,
France would be unable to continue such a protracted
war against the Algertan
Alr;erian people? France is waging
modern United States armathis war with the help of irtodern
ments supplied through NATO
NATO and with the assistance
of United States and West German credits.,'
credtta.>
51. Events in the Congo have shown the whole
wh~le world
clearly that, in spite
~pite of certain differences of .views
monopolies of '
and conflicts of interest between the monopohes
the imperialist Powers, the G.overnments of these
countries quickly agree on common mea.sures when
preserve the interests of one or
, it is necessary to pre:serve
other colonial Power in the face of pressure from a
national liberation movement. If the United States,
United Kingdom and French colonizers
colontzers had not come
to the assistance of the Belgian colonizers in the
Congo
Congo and had not utiliz,eCl
utilfzed the United Nations for their.
own purposes, the Congolese people would long since
have succeeded in expelling the colonizers from the
country and in consolidating the national unity and independence of their State.
'

52. During the discussion of the question of apartheid
apa.:rti.19id
52.
in the Republic of South Africa and the situation in
South
South West Africa, many of the representatives who
spo)~e here asked how it could come to pass that the
spoke
United Nations has fruitle'sslybeen discussing this
problem for over a decaike
decade and now the racialist
Government of the Republic of South Africa can with
impunity ignore all the decisions taken by the General
Assembly. It is not difficult to reply to this question.
The fact is that the principal colonial Powers-the
United Btates and the United Kingdom-are giving
de facto support to the Republic of South Africa and
are preventing the United Nationsfromadoptingmeasurea and sanctions whichwould compel the Government
of the Republic of SouthAfrica to take account of world
pUblic
public opinion.

.,

53. The colonial Powers, linked together bya spirit
of
of solidarity in their fight against
a;~ainst the nationallibera
HOl1 movement, rely more :t'ld
and more openly on military
and
and colonial blocs and on military bases whidh
which have
become bastions of colonialism and are maintained
even where former colonies have already attained
independence.

54. Last year the imperialists of Belgium Q.sed
used the
54.
military base at Kamina for aggresston
aggress,ion against the
RepUblic
Republtc of the Congo. From this base they conducted
military operations with a view to detaching the
prOVince
province of Katanga.
Katanga, Quite recently, from the ·French
military base at Bizerta, aggressive action was
launched against Tunisia. The French authorities kept
this base for themselves in order to bring pressure
to bear on all the countries of the Maghreb.
Maghreb, French
ruling circles reserved the ~ight to keep a military
base at Diego Suarez and other bases on the island
of Madagascar which they describe as an aircraft
carrier headed towards the Indian Ocean; the French
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authorities are fortifying military bases against
Algeria in Maurital1!a,
Maurttania, Niger and Chad.
55. British colonizers are using the. military base
at Kahava in Kenya in order to dominate that country
and undertake military adventures in 'neighbouring
countries. In spite of protests by the 'political parties
in Kenya, the British are strengthening and expanding
thi.s
this bastion of colonialism. From the military base at
Mukalla in Aden, British aircraft take off to bomb the
towns and villages of Oman. In the Caribbean the
British have made territory available for United States
military bases.
.
Is-a-well-known fact that an attack was mounted
56. It is""a'well-known
against Cuba from the United States bases in Puerto
Ri'co and a number of other bases situated in Latin
American countries. United States colonizers retain
bases in foreign territories even in cases where the
lawful governments of those countries demand their
removal. The French and British authorrttes
a',J,th01,jties are,
violating international law and the sovereignty of small
countries in an equally insolent manner.
57. As you see, on the one hand, the representativ~s
of the colonial Powers are wont to assert here that,
to all intents and purposes, colonialism is finlshedz
finished~.
They talk about their "good
"gOOd will", while at the same
time retaining their hold on military bases in foreigr.
territories, strengthening and expanding those bases,
and creating new military bases directed against
colonial countries and States which have only recently
become independent.
58. The concerted operations of the military and
colonial alliances and the network of military bases
are, I think, the most eloquent proof of the real intentions of the imperialist Powers and their plans in
regard to the colonial peoples and new States.
59. Making use of their armed
arm~dforces,
forces, their economic
power, and their trade and' other, connexions, the
H\dependence to a:
colonial Powers, before granting Independence
particular country, enmesh it in a network
n~~twork of unequal
treaties, agreements and undertaktngs,
undertaking~), conclude deals
with the reactionary forces inthe country, a¥:dpene-.
acdpene-.
trate into every sector of its internal life. And
And all
this is done in order to matntainthefr
maintain'their influence for
long years to corner to keep the economic leversIn
levers",in
their own hands, to continue the exploitation of the
population and of the natural resources.
60. Ip;spite of the fact ~hat many C(:i~onies have
enormous resources whtch
wJ;rlch have enrtched
enr~ched foreign
monopolies, these countries invariab~yfind themselves
burdened with unpaid, debts when they attain their
independence. ThQ,S, on the eve of obtaining independence, the Congo (Erazzaville)
(Brazzavilfe) hadi
bad a trade deficit of
over 10,000 million African francs~The trade deftci,
defic~u,
ofthe Republic of Chad exceeded 3,000millicmfrancs.
Dahomey, Upper Volia and other countries found
themselves in the same plight.
61. All the new States are at present facing difficulties because of the gap between the prices of
agricultural products and manufactures.lnthe'general
manufacturea.Jnthe'general
debate at this
tl)is session, the representatives of the
African-Asian countries expressed great concern at
the increasing discrepancy in prices. For instance, according to the statement by the representative of the
Central African Republic, the prices of agricultural
exports from' African countries have risen by 11 per
cent during the past six years, whereas the prices
of imports from
frDm the capitalist countries have risen
by 42 per cent, i.e., by fourtimes
fou:r'times as much. Through
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their price policy and their policy. of non-equivalent
non-equivaleli~t
exchanges, United States and West European
Ei,lropean monopolies are intensifying the exploitation of colonial countries and the economically under-developed States.
62. The efforts that are being made to drag the
African countries into the European Economic Community
m~nity constitute a serious menace to their economic
independence. These attempts are based on the idea
of using African countries as su.ppliers of cheap
oheap raw
materials for the industries of European countries
and subordinating the policy of these countries to the
purposes of NA
NATO,
TO, which, as is well known, relies
to a considerable extent on the resources of the
European Economic Community. The participation of
African States in the European Economic Community
.would further accentuate this difference in the prices"
of industrial and agricultural products which is already a hcavy
heavy burden on the economy of new States.
Thus, in attempting to involve the African countries in
the European Economic Community, the imperialist
Powers are pursuing their former colonial objectives:
to keep the under-developed countries in the position
of agricultural appendages producing raw materials,
to exploit their pef)ples
peoples and retain the super-profits
derived from non-equivalent exchanges of goods.
63. And all the while the imperialist Powers boast
of the "help" which they are allegedly giving to the
under-developed countries. But what is this "help"?
Whom are the Governments of the United States, the
United Kingdom, France and other colonial Powers
helping when they grant credits, loans, technical assistance, and so on? They are helping, first of all, their
own .monopolies a,nd
a,nd their own concerns which have
despoiled, and are still despoiling, the peoples of the
under-developed countries while earning fabulous
profits.
64. It is, after all, a fact that, between 1946 and,
and,
1959, for every dollar invested in the under-developed
countries the United States exported 2.5 dollars in
profits from those countries. According to the calculations of Soviet economists, the monopolies of the
United States and other Western countries annually
extract 20,000 million dollars from the under-developed States. It is no mere chance that United States
monopolies are so pertinaciously infiltrating into
countries which have only recently been given their
independence. At the same time, the United States
monopolies are ousting their partners, the old colonizers, taking over concessions, obtaining privileges
and foisting upon the new States all kinds of agreements on economic co-operation, establishing "currency zones", "customs unions IY,
IY, etc., which operate
to their own advantage.
65. And now that, simultaneously with this unchecked
race for super-profits, new economic links are being
formed between the under-developed and the socialist
countries, based on altruistic aid and on co-operation
based on equality of rights, the monopoly kings and
their- henchmen in the governments are seeing red.
theil"
They shout about the danger of communism, about
expansion, although it is merely a question of economic
aid and trade co-operation.
66.(iThe Soviet Union and the world socialist system
have actually broken the imperialist Powers' monopoly
with regard to armaments contracts, the granting of
creditl? and loans, and technical experience and knowledger-The whole world knows that the sooialtst
~,ocialist counledge'.'The
tries extend help to the under-develc/ped
under--develcped countries
without any political strings whatsoever, on an alI.

i-

truistic basis. By helping these countrtes,
countr~es, the socialist
States consider they are discharging nn
nn international
duty; they are motivated by a sense ox' solidarity with
the peoples of the under-developed countries who
are fighting for full economic independence and the
spediest possible liquidation of the sorry legacy of
colonialism in the economic, educational, scientific
and cultural fields.
67. By obstructing in every possible way the growing
economic links between the new countries and the
socialist countries, the imperialists are striving to
keep the former colonies and semi-colonies within
the capitalist economic system. They seek to consolidate the unequal position those countries occupy
in that system. United States imperialism emerges
as the main stronghold of present-day colonialism.
.The United States monopolies and the United States
military clique control the activities of the militarycolonial blocs directed against the struggle for
national liberation and against the sovereignty of the
continuing
new States. United States imperialists are continUing
to strengthen the system of military bases in the areas
of former colonial empires where·
where the flame of the
national liberation struggle has not yet died down. The
Pentagon is creating new airborne units, so-called
"fire brigades", "special detachments", and so 6nall in order to suppress the resistance of the oppressed
and dependent peoples.
68. In a word, every device-colonial wars, military
blocs, con.spiracy, terror, subversive activity, economic pressure, bribery-is employed in order to
keep. the liberated peoples under the rule of the imperialist Powers and to convert the independence they
have won into a formality or to deprive them of that
independence.
69. The Federal Republic of Germany has also joined
this front of colonial Powers. This irredentist and
mtfttarist State is helping France to wage a colonial
milItarist
war against the Algerian people and has made available a credit of 2,000 million marks for this purpose.
SS men are active members of the foreign legions
of France, Spain, Belgium and other colonial Powers.
According to Press reports, West Germany participated in the nuclear weapon tests carried out by
France in Africa. The West German monopolies,
which are closely linked with those of the United
States, act in concert with them in many colonial
and under-developed countries. Certain circles in
West Germany still cherish hopes of the restoration,
and even
e'V!en the expansion, of the colonial empire of
Imperial Germany and it -is precisely from West
Germany that racial ideas and theories, filled with
hatred for humanity ~ and ideas of militarism and
irredentism are still being disseminated.
70. But no concerted efforts by the imperialist Powers
will avail to hold back the offensive against colonialism,
which is now in its final stages. The single front to
combat the disgrace of colonial slavery is becoming
broader and stronger. It is no mere accident that in
recent years the imperialists have failed to att!act
attract
a single new country of Asia or Africa into their
military blocs.
..
71. The fight for political independence, for independent economic development in the interests of the
peoples and not for the sake of the profits of foreign
monopolies, is gaining in strength every day. The
countries that have been liberated from colonial oppression are beginning to understand In:Jre
more and more
clearly the historic significance of the great road
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that has been travelled by the peoples of the Soviet
Union and the other socialist countries.
72. It is significant that increasing interest is being
shown in the socialist republica of Central ~\sia
Asia and
the other areas of the S'- 'r,iet
'r,ietUnion
Union which have escaped
the painful phase of oap.taltst
caln~talist development and have
achieved unprecedented progress in regard to their
national economies, education, science, culture and
art. And no anti-communist propaganda can end or
diminish the irresistible attraction of the great experiment of the socialist countries for the peoples
which until yesterday were still subject to oppression.
In that expe.-tment
expe;·>tment they see more and more clearly
':'-;,1' . the national independent development
an example 1,-;.1'
of their own States in. the interests of' the happiness
and well-being of their pecples.
pecples,
73. Like the other socialists countries, the Soviet

Union
Union has no intention of interfering in the domestic
affah"S
atfair-s of the new countries or of foisting socialism
on anyone. The ideas of socialism themselves will
forge a way into the hearts of the peoples who have
attained national independence, into the hearts of those
who are still fighting far their freedom against colonial oppression.
74. The victorious advance of these ideas will not
• by the aggressive
be halted either by military bases or
blocs of the imperialist powers.
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75. The Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoplbs
peoples is the death sentence
of colonialism. But if this sentence is to be executed,
further
f1.wther concerted
poncerted efforts by the peoples of the world
w~U be !teeded. The General Assembly has the duty of
compieting the task so successfully begun at the last
compreting
session.
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76. The main problem now is to ensure that the will
of the peoples, as expressed in the United Nations
Declaration, is carried into effect so that the demands
proclaimed in this Declaration do not remain ~. dead
letter but are translated into practical acts.
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77. The Soviet Union considers that the sixteenth
session of the General Assembly of the United Nations
adopt· a resolution defining the concrete steps
must adopt
needed for the purpose of implementing the Declaration. First of all, a time-limit must be fixed for the
complete and final liquidation of the system of colonial adrr-lniatration,
ad~~nistration. In the Declaration, as you know,
no
time";iimit was fixed for the final liquidation of the
no time-Iimtt
colonial system. The colonizers are taking advantage
of
of this in order to prolo.ng
prolong their domination over
colonies and are devising &.11 kinds of pretexts in order
to do so.
.
78. The Belgrade Conference of non-aligned StatesY
expressed the view that 1962 should be the year for the
final abolition of colonialism wherever it still exists.
We propose that colonialism in all its forms and
manifestations should be finally liquidated not later .
.
than that date, that is, by the end of 1962.
79. Why precisely that year? We base ourselves on
the principle in the Declaration of 14 December 1960
according to which "inadequacy of political, economic,
social or educational preparedness should never serve
as a pretext for delaying independence",
independencf.\". There are no
peoples nowadays who' are not ready for freedom;
there (R~e only colonizers who oppose the granting
of indE:.~pendence.
indE:.~pendence. Life has convincingly demonstrated
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the complete baselessness of the assertion that the
peoples of the colonies supposedly need some special
preparation for independence. The advocates
advocaces of colonialism at one time tried to apply these so-called
conditions to the peoples of Asia, but the peoples of
Asia did not consider it necessary to listen to them.
They expelled the colonizers, and, hav1l?g
having' set up their
own national States, are successfully developing their
economy and culture and have won greatxJthority in
international affairs. The same can be'Sai<l,
be 'Said, too, of
the African States,
States,. People try to convince us that
Africans are not yet ready for indepE'
indepe .idenee,
_ldence, that they
are incapable of executing the complicated functions
of State administration. Yet, how many great statesmen and political leaders has Africa already produced? Are the diplomats of the new African states,
to whoa,s
who~J brilliant sp,
ap ~:nhes
~:nhes we have been listening
with interest herein this Assembly, really in any
way inferior to all of us who have gone through the
European type of school of diplomacy? The history
of the new Asian and African States has graphically
shown the cultural and spiritual heights reached by
the peoples who have cast off the colonial yoke, who
are
~re now standing on their own feet and speaking with
their own voice. The history of these States has
proved precisely that colonial regimes do not prepare
countries for "self-government" but, on the contrary,
hinder in every way the natural course of their
economic, political, social and cultural development.
80. Here and there
tllere voices are heard asserting that
in Africa, for instance, the time-limit for granting
independence must be eytended
extended by almost ten years.
This would mean that we would have to reconcile
ourselves to the fact that, fo!'
for many years to come,
the
thE" peoples of South West Africa will be obliged to
endure the mediaeval barbarism of the South African .
racialists. It wouN, mean that the people of Kenyz
Keny'1, .
and Northern Rhoaesia
Rhodesia must also live under, COrl"".
ditions of terror and. repression. No, we would be
failing in our duty to humanity
humanitj~ if we continued to
acquiesce in the retention of the C()l't>~;a.l system. That
is why v ~ propose, and we think it wil;
wili meet with
general support, that
thaj; the colonial system should be
finally abolished all over our planet by the end of
1962.
81. But,
Bu~ fixing a time-limit is not everything. We
must give a practical definition of the action to:...1;:Je,
taken by that date to implement the Declaration in all
Non-S~1f-GoverningTerritories without exception.
82. First of all, the United Nations must demand the
immediate cessation of all colonial wars and all acts
national
Of. repression against the participants in the natlonal
li'\:)eration move~nent.83: The United Nations cannot remain indifferent
to the just struggle that is being waged by these
peoples. and must 0all
call upon the colonizers to comply
with the wish exptessed
expressed in the declaration. It is,
further,
Duther, essential that the g~)''V~\rilments of the colonial
Powers shoul1
shoul-t realize that, }ifthey go on ignoring
these requirements, the sactions provided. in the
United Nations Charter will be applied to them. In
particular, these sanctions must
m'lst be applied iDrthwith
to Portugal. which is refusing to comply with the demp.::1d of the tJnit~d Nations that the criminal war
~gain8t Angola shoUld
should be brought to an end.
.'.'

84. We must emphasize the urgEi'nt
urgent need for the
immediate withdrawal of all the troops
troqiPs of the colonial
Powers from the territory; o( the ,colonies,
colonies, the disbandment of allparamflttary-fcrmattons
ban9ment
all,paramilitarY'formations composed of
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non-indigenous inhabitants and the complete abolition
of foreign military bases on Non-self-Governing Territo~'.ies and wherever they have been established ()r
the purpose of exerting pressure on the new States.
85. We consider, further, that the United Nations must

demand the rescinding of any agreements, including
secret agreements, with Non-Self-Governing Territories which are designed to limit the sovereignty of
the future independent·
Independent State(3.
states,
86. We raise this question in view of the practice
which has developed for thecolonizers, when they
begin to realize that their domination is coming to
an end in a particularoountry, to explore every possible way of maintaining their positions in that country.
They try, so to speak,"to modernize" the decrepit
.colonial
colonial system. They enmesh the colonies in a web
of different treatlesand
treatiesa,nd agreements which, directly or
in0irectly, limit the sovereignty of the future independent States.
87. First of all, they reserve a privileged position for
their monopolies, the "right" of these monopolies to
retain concessions previously obtained and they imobfigatrons to co-ordinate their
pose on the new States obl1gatmns
economic and currency policies in every respect
respeot with
those of the former metropolitan Power. The colonial
Powers
PQ("~.vers try to make the granting of independence conditional on the signing' of all kinds of agreements on
so-called "co-operation" with the metropolitan country in the sphere of foreign policy, defence, etc., designed to limit the sovereignty of the new States and
to draw them by one means or another into the aggressive military-political biocs
blocs of the Western Powers.
We understand that in some cases
C8.&es the political leaders
of the dependent countries were compelled to sign such
agreements as the only way of attaining independence
for their country.We consider it, however, absolutely
inadmissible that the colonial Powers
Pow€lrs should still go
on forcing such agreements on the depe'ndent
dependent countries,
thereby reviving colonialism in new forms.
Mr. Quaison-Sackey (Ghana), Vice-President, took
the Chair.

88. It is also necessary to demand
del~and the immediate
revocation of official enactments under which NonSulf-Governing Territories or parts of such Territories are united with the administering countries
and that no such enactments should be allowed in
future.
89. Finally, we consider that the United Nations must
require the Administering Powers to granf'immediategrant'Immedtately to the population of each Non-Self-Governing Territory broad democratic rights and freedoms and to
guarantee all the other conditions necessary for efi~
suring the transfer of full powers to the indigenous
population, and also to revoke all laws and regulations permittipq;
permitting J'facial, religious ol":other forms of
discrimination. :EJurther, we advocate granting the
deperjsnt
depef~.~nt peoples the 'widest democratic rights and
freedomC .including
Including freedom of speech, the Press,
freedom 'of association and the right to elect their
organs of power on the basis of universal suffrage.

90. Those are the minimum requirements for a suc-

cessful solution of the problem confronting the United
Nat~ons,
colonial
Nations, the great problem of abolishing the colGnial
system.
91. strict and unremitting control by the United
Nations is required for the implementation of all these
measures. To this end, the Soviet Government prlOposes the setting up, on the basis of representation of
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the main groups of States, of a special United Nations
commission to make a full and comprehensive survey
of the situation with regard to the implementation of
the Declaration and the measures taken to give it
effect. The membership of this commission must in..
elude, more especially, representatives of those States
which have borne the full weight of the colonial yoke
yoke
and have amassed a wealth of experience in combating
colonialism and building up independent national States.
92. The Soviet Government's proposals are s~t forth
in the draft resolution of the General Assembly of the
United Nations [A/L.355] ocncemtng
cf''1cerning the implementationof the Declaration on t~e granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples which the Soviet
delegation submits for your attention.
93. The abolition of colonialism is one of the most
important problems of our time and its early solution
is a matter of concern to millions of human beings,
to all mankind. The peoples of the colonies will at
last receive the freedom they desire and will be able
to take advantage of their natural right to determine
their own futul'e
future independently. The destruction of the
bases of
of· colonialism will remove one of the most
dangerous sources of military conflict and will promote a considerable improvement Ut the international
situation. The final and complete liquidation of colo- .
nialism will lay the foundation for the establishment
of truly equal relations among all countries "and
peoples, for the strengthening of friendship and cooperation among all the peoples on our planet and for
the maintenance and strengthening of peace on earth.

Mr.MALALASEKERA (Ceylon): Since the adoption, at the fifteenth session of the General Assembly,
of the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)],
certain events have occurred which have borne out
out
the .need
~need for such a Declaration. The initiators and
and
authors of this resolution, as well as those who oast
qast
an affirmative vote on it, may justifiably feel a sense
of satisfaction that the Declaration has become a part
of the history of colonial development and, indeed, a
part of the history of the United Nations activities
which have derived their inspiration and stimuli from
the objectives laid down in Chapters Xl, XII and XlII
of the United Nations Charter.
94.

95. Among the events which gave my delegation par-

ticular satisfaction was the' admission to the international community of Sierra Leone, following the
change in its status from that of a colony to fullfledged sovereigaty.
soveretgnty, The orderly transition from
trusteeship to independence is but a matter of weeks
for Tanganyika, whose admission we may, I hope, still
welcome
wulcome during the present session. The question of
of
the future of the Trust Territory of Ruanda-Urundi
Ruanda- Urundi
seems also
als!l to be in the phase of a positive conclusion,
and we cherish the hope that the solution will be in
accordance with the primary objective of the sacred
trust-that is; the paramountcy of the interests of the
people concerned.
It is not merely the continent of Africa from and
and
about which these good tidings are coming. Independence is also due in Western Samoa in the ve!'}' near
future, and it is hoped that this peace-loving people
will enjoy their freedom in llappiness
happiness and radiate to .
the world the serenity for which they are renowned,'
We also hope that in other
o.ther areas where solutions are
looming, though still blurred by the mist of some complications, conclusions can be worked out SOOI7, to the
the
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satisfaction of the people who are anxiously looking
forward to a better future.
97. There are, therefore, cont:rontingus
oonfronting us actual events
and
and solid expectations, both or which point to the fact
that the reclaration can claim tangible
t~,ngible results. Far be
it- for me to argue with anybody who would claim that
these happenings would have occurred in any case and
that, Declaration or no Declaration, history would take
its course and do away with colonialism anyway, as a
phase of poHHcal blunder and a series of human indignities. This mayor may not· be so, but anyone who'
wishes to think of minimizing the immediate impact
of the Declaration will also. have to stop to think that
this Declaration was not an invention on the spur of
stru,gthe moment, but that it was preceded by human struggle-physical, emotional and moral-that it became an
~spirations
international mandate moulded out of the asptrattons
of the oppressed and others who, though free.', dedicated
their lives and efforts to the abolition of colonialism.
It would not
n.ot be unfair to say that the colonial Powers
themselves, having realized the stormy speeds of the
winds of change, also woke up on a number of occasions to the realities of life, met the peoples' demands WIth
WIth a good show of common sense, and rose
to the occasion by planning ill advance the preparatory
and
and initial stages of the transfer' OD power. Tribute to
such acts of foresight should be paid wherever such
tribute
tri~ute is due, and it would be fitting and proper that
we
we acknowledge the wisdom shown in this respect in
the acts of the United Kingdom,
Y.Jngdom, the United States. New
New
Zealand and France.
98.
98. While we are willing and happy to pay tribute
where tribute is due, we are equally willing, though
not
not happy, to lay blame where blame is due. The
world is not yet free from colonialism although, as
compared with nearly 800 million people under foreign
rule in -1946, at the beginning of the United Nations,
there are only 50 million now. This constitutes a re..
markable progress in itself, but the list of Non-SelfGoverning Territories still contains nearly seventy
(ioverning
territories, on most of which no unequivocal pronouncements have yet been made by the Administering
Members regarding their future. In some cases negative statements have been heard, both in the Assembly
and
and in other United Nations bodies, and my delegation,
along with may others, is deeply concerned about this
state of affairs. In this connexion I need not conceal
c01.'\Geal
that I have
ha~ie in ·mind the Government of Sonth Africa,
which stubbornly and relentlessly has pursued the
path of overt racial discrimination in South West
Africa,and the Government of Portugal which, having
provoked by the application of mediaeval colonial
systems the rising of oppressed African _nations, is
cruelly and implacably suppressing the insurrection
iJy bombings and shootings, by arson, prison and
executions. My
My delegation submits that the United
Nations cannot stand by any
atlY longer and be a silent
witness to the barbarisms ·;'f
';'f the- perpetrators, and the
sufferers~
tragedies of the sufferers,
99.
99. As already mentioned, there are still some
the
seventy terrttortss
~erritories living in colonial status. While
'\~i1ethe
positio~
posltion 'M some of these territories may not constitute an example of suppression as profoundly drastic
as those _just cited, yet within the spirit of our times
they stand out as complete anachronisms.
100.
100. In the view of my delegation the main purpose of
the consideratioh of the item now before us is to re!nave
move these anachronisms once and for all and to return the status of dignity. the right of self-determina-
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tion and independence to all those who, at one time
or another, have lostthese elementary human values
and rights through defeat by physical force.
101. The Declaration adopted last year as General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) established a set of
principles which are in full accord with the principles
of the Charter and Which,
Which, in order to be tangibly effective, require, like all principles, a translatlon
transl~tioll into
clearly defined and realistic action. The need for such
action was already clearly pointed _out during the
fifteenth session of the Assembly, when the Fourth
Committee, the First Committee
CQ~mittee and even the General
Assembly itself, indicated their intention to approach
due to the
this problem in concrete terms,
terms~ It was only
~mlydue
very heavy work-load under which the GeneralAssembly laboured at-the last session that no definite
action could be taken,
ta..}{en. In this connexion, I should like
to refer ' Members to the record of the 995th plenary
meeting, in which sentiments to this effect were
expressed.

102. My
My delegation is strongly convinced of the need
for such action, on "the nature of which it will, in a
moment, advance its own suggestions.
103. Before doing so, however, I cannot but appeal
in the strongest
strong'est possible terms to all Members of the
United Nations to realize thatcolonialtsm
thatcoJonialism is an issil.le
Issne
too important per se, too painful and too sertous.tto
serious,:\to
be treated as part or an aspect of the big-PG\wer
big-Pewez con....
flict, or, to express myself more popularly, should
not be hrought
brought into the cold war issues. It is my delegation's view that, apart from other dangers of
uf inter- !i
national scope, the st uggle for complete an\.1 unconuneon- .
its!,
ditional abolition of colonialism, unless treated on its!,
own merits, is likely to lose sight of the only and exclusive objective which has been sobeautifullyformulated by the Charter: the paramountcy' of the interests
and the well-being of the inhabitants of the dependent
territories. Nothing else must, or can, obscure the
vision of this objective, and everything that is incidentally added to it is bound to obscure it.
104. We do not
nQt have to look very far for .evidenee
,evidence of
the truth of this premise. The various stages of the
tragedy in the Congo (Leopoldville)-a former NonSelf-Governing Territory under Belgian administration-stand out as the saddest example of how greed
and ambition can frustrate and annul the otherwise
o~herwise
excellent. potential of prosperity and well-being of a
country endowed with material riches and sound
human resources. Moreover, let the sufferings of
thousands of human beings, the deaths, among-others,
among"others,
our OWl1 Secretary-General and
of Mr. Lumumba, of .our
other United Nations.-pfficials, and recently that of
the Prime Minister of Burundi, Prince Rwagasore,
serve at 'Ieast
Teast as a deterrent to emulation of similar
acts in the sphere of colonial misdeeds.
lp5., In the light of these views, which form the
fI:'9.mework of my delegation's practical approach to
the follow-uo
follow-un of the DeGlaration
Deelaratton on independence, we
should like to offer a few observations on some' of the
details relating to the implementation of the Declaration. I should li~e also to reserve my delegation's right
to elaborate these observations into more technical
details should such a need arise from further deliberations on the subject.
10~. In the first place, tj1should like to 1::egin with the
assertion and the strong! conviction of
delegation
that there is ,d) Territory nor are there any people
in the-world .incapable
Incapable of effectively governing
gov~rning them(.(.-
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selves. The myth that people have to be gradually
prepared and conditioned for self-government so as to'
be able to manage their own affairs, has been finally
shattered. Even thQse
those who, fQr obvious
obviQUS reasons,
eagerly entertained such views until quite recently,
a$ erroneous
errQneous and morally
mQrally
have now given them up ae
improper. I should also like to
tQ replace this myth by
what I believe to be the unassailable truth, and say
that each people, within its social and cultural ethos,
is completely cc.pable
capable of managing its own affairs as
long as it is not interfered with in this prQcess
process by
others ,be it under the guise of protection, or
Qr some
other flimsy excuse.
107. Another question concerning what is called
preparedness for
fQr independence is the economic
eCQnomic pQsi~
posttion of the Territory concerned in the period of the
transfer of pQwer.
power, While a mature human being is
naturally endowed
endQwed with the ability of political judgement as an expression of individual and collective selfinterest, he is, alas, not
nQt naturally endowed with sufficient material weaHh
wealth and skills to deal with mQdern
modern
techniques to make self-government
self-go"',ernment automatically
successful. It may be said without hesitation that
perhaps with one or two isolated exceptions, all dependent Territories and all newly-independent Statespossibly in varying degree-have their eCQnomies
economies in
stages of gross
grQss under-development.,
under-development, In a number of
cases they possess rich and largely untapped natural
resources; in other cases, such resources are not
eCQnomy is monQcultural
plentiful; in many cases the economy
monooultural
or based on SUbsistence
subsistence cultivatiQn,
culttvation, and in most cases
there is insufficiency of technical and administrative
skill to make the country's resources work for the
population f s benefit. This state of affairs is primarily
due ,to the fact that under the system of colonial administration the resources of these territories were
either left unused or were used for
fQr the benefit of
Qf the
metrQpolitan country and, in J;XlQst
metropolttan
most cases, under the
supervision of
Qf the immigrant .:',;.ad expatriate technicians and administrators who, only occasionally, and
generally only on
Qn lower levels, were prepared to
impart their knowledge to the indigenous inhabitants.
My own country has had sufficient experie.nce
experience in these
matters to speak on the subject authoritatively.
108. We gather from the infol'mation
Information cQntained
contained in the
reports of the Trusteeship Council and that transmitted in pursuance of Article 73 e of the Charter,
that in the last few years
yea,t:'s this situation has somewhat
improved in certain areas, and that more
mor~ attention is
now being p"lid
tQ the training and the preparation of
paid to
indigenous ci,y-il cadres to make the transfer of power
and the SUbsequent enjoyment of independence by the
Territories more efficacious. Better late than never,
nevt~r,
since these
thes,e steps have assisted at least in the peaceful transition from dependence to independence, to
tQ otte
citla
the examples of Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra Leone and
~md
Tanganyika,and soon, we hope, Uganda. It may have
also added to the hQpes
hopes and prospects of these countries for prosperity to be achieved by their Qwnefown efforts 'and in the light of their own needs. "Neverness"
showed its sad consequences in the Congo (Leopoldville) , for instance, as this country is still suffering
from the lack of indigenQus
indigenous administrators, scholars,
schQlars,
doctors, teachers, managers and others. Territories,
such as those under the administration of Portugal and
South Africa, which have not yet attained the independe!:lce due to them,
thi~m, are deliberately and maliciQusly
maltclously
enoe
.
kept ignorant and untrained.
109. My delegation refu~es, as both untenable and
ill0
Illo ·cal,
leal , any argument to the effect that so-called
..
,

J

I

economic maturity is the prerequisite for the granting of independence. It is untenable because of its
illQgical
unethical, opportunist
opPQrtunist implications, and it is illQgical
because the colonial Powers, many of which have had
had
centuries and decades to provide the indigenous ineducation and have not
not
habitants with training
h'aining and educatiQn
done so in any adequate measure, cannot be presumed to be doing so by the prolongation of the colonial system.
110. Under such circumstances, it would seem that
there is every reason
reaSQn in the world for the United
Nations to demand and to accept the principle of imobligamediate independence. There is also the sacred QbligatiQn
on
the
part
of
the
United
NatiQns
see
that
any
Nations
to
tion
such demand and any such acceptance is effected in
the light of one overriding concept-that of the paraint~rests of the inhabitants of the TerritQries
mount interests
concerned.
111. The realities of. the sttuation
situatiQn are such that, for

mentioned and for a variety of Qthers,
others,
the reasons just mentiQned
are
faced
with
the
fact
that
there
are
now
now
about
we
seventy Territories for
fQr which, under Chapters XI,
XII and XIII of the Charter and in the light of various
resoluttons, there exists a wellGeneral Assembly resQlutions,
TherfJ are also a
defined internationaL responsibility. 'I'here
number of Territories for which such respQnsibility
responsfbility
can be assumed to exist,
exi~t, but on which the Assembly
has not pronounced ttse.lfwith sufficient clarity. Among
these are the Territories on the Latin American continent administered by France, which, though it is
claimed that they are autonomous, are not necessarily
so. Representations on the status of these 'I'er'rttorles
TerritQries
Comhave been made previously both in the Fourth Committee and in the Committee on Information from
ThQugh previously
NQn-Self-Governing
Non-Self-Governing Territories. Though
reported upon by the French Govern,ment
Government under Article
sltpped away from
frQm di73 ~ of the Charter, they have slipiled
rect international concern as the result of a unilateral
decision made by the Government of France. The
status of Algeria and the war for liberation still goes
goes
on without the French Government having made the
the
situation clear before this Assembly. There are Territories under the admtntstratton
administratiQn of
Qf still other Govern"
ments: for instance, the Territories under the admintstration
ministratit)n of
Qf the United States of America, the status
under
of Which, though once involved in the obligations under
Chapter XI
XI of
Qf the Charter and then released from
frQm this
Qbligation, still requires perhaps another look
specific obllgatton,
by the Assembly in the light of the DeclaratiQn,
Declaration, to
make sure that the interests of the people are adequately served by this particular not-so-well-defined
status.
112. To develQp
develop the few points that I have tried to
make in connexion with the translation of the principles
embodied in the Declaration into a practical set of
embQdied
recommendations, I should like to
recommendatiQns,
tQ offer the following
follQwing
delegatiQn.
:"'emarks, telescoping the views of my delegation,
113. The Territories with which' we are concerned
as the subj'ect
subject matter of our recQmmendations
recommendations are
CQme under the provisions of Chapters
those which come
XI, XII and XIII of
Qf the Charter, as well as those to
to
XI,
XI eontinues
cQntinues to apply, even if, owmg
QWing
which Chapter XI
to arbitrary decisions of some Governments, all the
obligations deriving from this Chapter of the Charter
have not been fulfilled. My delegation would also like
to include in the category of dependencies all those
thos~
Territories which have been described in principle IV,
forming part of General Assembly resolution 1541
(XV), as Territories which are geQgraphicany sepa-
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rate and are distinct ethnically or culturally from the
country administering them. Though this description
may largely coincide with Territories covered by
Chapter XI of the Charter, it includes some others
which have not been explicitly enumei.·ated
enumerated under this
Chapter.
114. Having already expressed my delegation's views
on the question of the peoples' political maturity and
their preparedness for independence, and having arrived at the conGlusion
conclusion that every nation is completely
capable of ma11aging
managing its own affairs, I should also
like to add a comment or two regarding those measures which will render any .recommendation we are
about to make practical, realistic and workable in the
light of no other considerations but the will of the
people concerned, their interests and their well-being.
115. Accordingly, whether the follow-up of the
Declaration is to take the shape of a general recomrl;icommendation or CIf a more elaborate Vlilt of target dates,
we should, my delegation believes, keep in mindprinciple VI of General Assembly resolution 1541 (XV) as
well as principles VII, VIII and IX,
IX, since only by a
'vise
wise application of these principles can we implement
the requirements of the freely expressed will of the
people.
116. Principle VI reads as follows:
"A Non-Self-Governing Territory can be said to
have reached a full measure of self-governing by~
c

"(!!J Emergence as cl;l sovereign independent State;
"(Q)

Free association with an independent State; or

"(g) Integration with an independent State."
117. While it is my delegation's contention that
sovereignty is the most appropriate form of independence, to which most of the dependent Territories win
aspire, it is also, I believe, reasonable to assume that
some of the presently dependent Territories will wish
to ask themselves whether sovereignty is the form of
independence which would suit their interests best.
118. We
We have a considerable list of Terdtories of
which we know
know beyond doubt that sovereignty achieved
without delay would suit their interests and aspirations. To mention only at random some belonging in
this category, we think of Kenya,
Ke~ya, Northern Rhodesia,
Southern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, the West Indies,' Fiji,
~ritish GUiana,
Guiana, and so forth. Looking, however I at the
}Iist a little longer, we wonder whether the same good
'purpose would be served in respect o~ some other
territories and whether they could look happily' into
the future as sovereign entities or whether they
themselves do not entertain doubts lest their independence be a burden rather than a source of enjoyment. I wish, however, at this stage to declare very
solemnly that under no circumstances does my delegation recommend a status quo in connexion with the
status of these Territories. Equally, under no circumstances does my delegation propose that any of us, or
ol"
the General Assembly as a whole, should tell these
people what they ought to want. We
We do envisage a role
for ~he United Nations in the achievement of independenca.and
ence;and this is what I Wish to elaborate upon a little
later.
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pendence would be c\ompleted
oompleted by an association or
integration with another
anoth\:'r State, in accordance with
the formulae enunoiated
enunciated by the Assembly in principles
VII, VIII and IX of resolution 1541 (XV).
(XV).
120. To remind those who have not fully familiarized
themselves with the intent of these prInciples,
prfnctples, I shoUld
shoiild
briefly quote those few sentences included in the
principles 'which constitute the basic ideas underlying
the concept
c~"tncept of association and integration. Resolution
1541 (XV), in principles VII, VIII and IX, thus states:
"Free association should be the result of a free
and voluntary choice by the peoples of the territory
concerned
concern~d expressed through informed and democratic processes. •. •
.
"The associated territory should have the ri~J1t
to determine its internal constitution without outs~lje
interference, in accordance with due c~nslltutit:ib.al
c~nslltutit:ib.al
processes and the freely expressed ~i,{~~nesof the
people ••••
Mr. Slim (Tunisia)resumed the CJlait\ ..
"Integration witll an independent State should be on
between the peoples of
the basis
b'asis of complete equality betw~en
the erstwhile
\'3rstwhile Non-Self-Governing Territory and
those of the independent
indepenQ~nt country with which it is
integrated. The peoples of both territories should
have equal status and rights of citizenship and
equal guarantees ot
ot fundamental rights and freedom •.•.
"The integration \should be the result of the freely expressed wishes of the territory's peoples
acting with full knowledge' of 'lhe change in their
status, their wishes having be~n
been expressed through
informed and democratic p;r~?cesses, impartially
conducted and based on universal adUlt
adult suffrage.
The United Nations could.when
could~'when it deems it necessary, supervise these processes."
121. For obvious reasons, I shall not engage in citing
examples as to which territories would belong to the
category of those which would seek associatton
associatilJn or
integration with another sovereign State. The obvious
reason is that, as indicated before, it should not be
for the United Nations to tell the people what they
should aspire to. The very oppcsite
opp~site is required, namely, that the territories should find it possible, in accordance with due constitutional processes and the
freely expressed
eXpressed wishes of the people, to tell us, to
tell the,Genere.l
the-General Assembly, what their wishes are.

c

c

119. The follow-up of the Declaration, while pronouncing the General Assembly's wish to see all dependent Territories independent, ought to distinguish
between Territories whose independence should assume the form of s09Jereignty
sovereignty and those whose inde-

122. It may be anticipated that certain territories
may feel that thei;r economic resources are\y~:1y
limited and that they are thus not economically viable,
that their respective populations are very smallthere are Territories with populations of 1,OOOpeople
or even less and territories of 2,000 people, 5,000 and
so on-or that\
that, the,ir
their geographical position is unfavourable. The people of these territories may consequently
come to the conclusion that their interests would be
better served by an association or integration with
another State.
,,-'
.
123. As may be gathered from the records of this
Assembly and those of the Fourth Committee, as well
as from other documentation, there are also other
territories on whose sovereignty claims have been
laid by 'various United Nations Members. To mention
tH;. few, and remembering as one instance tile history
,lbf cyprus, we could quote Aden. British Honduras
(Belize), Falkland Islands (Islas Malvinas), Gibraltar,
Ifnl,
Hni, West Irian, and so forth. The follow-up of the
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would,\" ,~J
Declaration would,".
.~J necessity, have to include in
the~ -qlaims
~laims as a point.
some detail the question of these
of intel'national
International concern.'
.,
'\\
.
124. From the history of colonialism we know how
how
many artificial frontiers have been established as a
result of agreement reached between the occupying
Powers. We also know that in a number of instances
Pow~rs have, sometimes more and somethe colonial Powers
times less successfully, wi.ped
wiped out the vestiges of certain cultural and political influences existing in the
areas when they became colonial possesstons,
possesstons. We
We
know of cases where certain groups of populations
were resettled and replaced by settlers-expatriates
from the metropolis; that in some cases leaders or
groups of people were removed' by extermination,
be. it in
banishment, suppression, arrests, or bribes, be~
the form of well-paid jobs or in some other shape.
The Assembly should have the opportunity of con..
sidering the legitimacy of the claims of certain
Members and, if necessary, of confronting them with
the wishes of the people. The General Assembly will
have, among others, the very heavy responsibility of
seeing to it that one !dnd
kind of colonialism is not being
replaced by another, and that no form of, neocolonialism is substituted for it.
125. To be able to do what is right and to do it effectivelY9
feetively, it is my delegation's View that the General
Assembly should, as part of the follow-up of the
Declaration, decide on the best ways and means of
tackling these and various other problems. Equally,
the General Assembly has to count, to the extent
advtsable, on the co-operation of the Adpossible and adVisable,
ministering Members who would be asked to facilttate
faci1itat~
the Assembly's workby admitting to certain territories
currently under their administration, United Nations'
groups or good will mission or whatever else they
may be called, and by replacing at the disposal of such
missions the necessaryfaciiities leading to the establishment of the trends enisting
etdsttng in the public opinion
of the territory concerned.
126. The co-operation of the Adrirlnistering Member
could-also be requested, as
coulaa.lso
a~ the need arises, to assist
the groups of missions in the preparation f6r, and the
processes leading to the ascertainconducting of, the prooesses
ment of the will of the people regarding the nature
of their future status. Should the choice of the people
point to association or .integratioJl
.Integration with another State,
the question would arise as to what other sovereign
State it would involve. Subsequently, if necessary and
desired by the parties concerned, it would be the function of the United Nations to 'assist these parties in
t~e negotiations concerning the agreement of that State
an.d on the formulation of the terms which such association or integration would engender.
127. It is :my recollection that on previous occasions,
as for instance, in resoiution
resolution 1539 (XV), the Administering Members have been invited to arrange for
the parti~ipation
partfetpatton of the Non-Self-Governing Territories in the work of the appropriate organs of the
NatiOnS. In fact, I11Y. country, Ceylon, was
United Nattons,
partly responsfble
respon~ible for the formuladon
formulat~on of ~his clause
in that resolution. Now that the United' ....lngdom
l ngdom Government, has, after many years of hesitation, undertaken
to transmit political and constitutional information on
the territories under its administration, the United
ponsible to bring over to
Kingdom' may also find it ponstble
the Assembly IIII competent representatives from the
territories who will be able to present the political
problems facing the territories concerned. I am

.~.--,---

singling out the United Kingdom Government as it is
still responsible for the administration of over forty
territories and as its co-operation with the United
Nations in the final solution of the colonial system
would make the United Nations effort so much easier
and simpler. The direct participation of competent
representatives from the territories
terrttortes,t in this particular task of the United Nations, may facilitate the
Organization's activities greatly and may even lessen
the volume of li'esponsibility of the Administering
Authorities themselves, who have hitherto been tlie
only source of official information on conditions in
the territories and whose information may have been
deliberately or, II say it quite candidly, even unwittingly, biased.
128. In the opinion of my delegation, the United \'
Nations has a very grave responsibility in assisting
the' territories in the attatnment
att~inment of the final objectives
we all know, the objectives of
of the Charter. As wel
Chapters XII
XII and XIII dealing with the 'Trusteeship
System have already been largely completed, but the
objectives of Chapter XI are still awaiting further
implementation; so are the over-all objectives of
the Declaration on the granting of independence in
respect of those territories which have not been
covered by the United Nations activities ensuing from
Chapter XI.
129" With a degree of over-simplification it could
be contended that the attainment of sovereignty is, in
a number of cases, a :fairly straightforward matter.
If -the points I have just raised on behalf of my dele.gation regarding the other forms of independence
merit the Assembly's attention, II suggest, without
making
ma!dng at' this stage any formal proposal, that the
Assembly should think of establishing a working group,
the composition of which would be based on a geographical distribution representative of the broad
interests shown in the matter by international opinion.
opinion.
Such a group could consist of Members from Asia,
Africa,Latin America, North America,
Amerioa, Eastern
Europe and Western Europe. Its terms of reference'
be, wide enough to enable it
., could be conceived to be.
to listen on the spot, that is, in the territories concerned or anywhere else, to opinions from competent
experts on colonial matters without regard to tlieir
nationality and,
a,nd, in the first place,
plaoe, to learn the views
of the territorial leaders and the trends of public
opinion prevailing in the territories concerned. There
exist in the United Nations committees whose experience and achievements in,the sphere of colonialism have been significant and, if appcdnted,
~ppojnted, ,the
group should also establish a link with such
E/uch committees
as an invalua;ble
Invaluable guide for the purpose of its operations.
a!'e details into which th2
the Assembly need
130. These are
not enter now
now but may wish to consider later, after it
has decided that the proposals just propounded merit
attention. To describe the group's basic obje"tive
briefly and in general terms it
It would be to assist the
Assembly in arriving at a solution for the abolition
of colonialism. The time is short and a speedy sQlusQlution is required.
required, Speed is of the essence, but haste
may also cause damage. If we purposefully and ener-:'
getically settle down to brin~ng
brin~ng the various. complex:I"',
:I"',
problems to a solution, I believe
belle'Ve we can do It, and do',
it witb that one objective in mind which I have so often
'In''-'i:he previous paragraphs: the paramount incited 'In''''i:he
terest and the well-being of the people concerned.
131. The question of the date when the final abolition
of colonialism should be effected has been the subject
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of profound speculations and eager discussions among
it~ sovereignty over the territory of British Honduras, '
and I wish formally to reserve our rights fully in rerepresentatives of many United Nations Members.
There is little doubt in the mind of my delegation that
gard to this matter. I will leave it at that.
not one day of undue delay can be suffered. I have
13(i~'.. As, I say, I had propos~d:.to say one '~ord in
elaborated already on the reasons for this contention.
regard
to the speech of the representative of the
Taking into account the decisions on forthcoming inSoviet
Union,
because I thought that it was necessary
dependence in some Territories and the necessary
to say just one word in case my silence should have
consideration to be given by the General Assembly to
interpreted as in any way accepting the absurd
been
the public opinion in other Territories, it would seem
and
ridiculous"
assertions about the policies of Her
oAo me reasonable that within a very few years no
Majesty's
Government
made in that speech. I do not
~colonies should be left in the world in which we live.
~colonies
propose
now
now
to
comment
comm~nt on these ludicrous charges.
, . It is not my purpose, however, nor have I the ability,
I shall do so if I have the opportunity of being called
. to fix a target
ta.rget date. My
My delegation has devoted much
by the President, at an appropriate time, when I hope
attention to the problems involved in the matter now
now
to speak later in this most important debate. All that
under discussion and we have thought it worth while tl
I want to say
~ay now is that my Government completely
submit some of our thoughts to the Members of the
rejects
these
charges, which are absolutely unfounded
Assembly for' their consideration.
which!1 I would suggest to the representative of
and which,
132. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): t· the Soviet Union,
132.
Union, are somewhat stale now,for
now, for they have
have
have no further speakers on my list for this after-'
afte~
been made so many times. The barrenness of their
noon's general debate. I shall give the floor to those
own policy in these mg;tt.ers
mg;tt.ers is clear, if they have to
who wish to exercise their right of reply.
speakers who
rake up these ridiculous stories in regard to my
country's record. I would say that my country is very
133.
133. Mr. FLaRES AVV' 'ANa (Guatemala) (transproud of its record in the colonial sphere, and I shall
lated from Spanish):: ',ve taken the floor in order
seek to justify that when I come to speak formally on
to deal briefly with two points. First of all, I wish to
this
subject.
reply to certain observations made just now
now by the
Soviet
Soviet Union representative in the' course of his in138. Mr. BINGHAM (United States of America):Iwill
teresting statement. if I understood him correctly,
not make any attempt to comment in detail on the
he
he said that the countries which abstained in the molengthy statement presented by the representative of
tion of censure voted by the General Assembly [1034th
the Soviet Union this afternoon. In due course we will
meeting]
meeting] against the statement made by the South
present our views on the subject under discussion. As
African representative [103Srd meeting] did so bethe oldest anti-colonial Power, we yield to no nation
cause they were under the direGti'on
direetion of the colonialist
in our devotion to the cause of freedom and of selfPowers. As Guatema,la abstained in that vote, I wish
determination for all peoples. However, I want to
to tell the Soviet Union representative that his judgecommeni
comment briefly on certain aspects of the statement
ment is erroneous and unjust. My
Mycountry's
country's invariable
by the representative 0'1 the Soviet Union
Unionwhich
which clearly
position on the colonial question is well known
known in the
revealed that his attack
att~ck on colonialism was in reality
General Assembly and the United Nations. Guatemala
an attack on the Weste)'.'!1 world.
has always demonstrated categorical opposition to
139..... The \ Foreign Minister of Nigeria yesterday
mt:',n, take awayhis
away his freethose systems that subjugate man,
[1047th m~dting] expressed the fear that, in a general
dom
dom and exploit him. We have given ample proof of
debate on this subject, cold war propaganda might be
this in this international body. If Guatmeala abstained
introduced. His fear wasfully
wal:rfuIly justified, as indicated
in the 'vote of censure it was simply because it would
by the statement of the Soviet representative this
n(l~ under any circumstances wish to deprive the
afternoon. Under cover of an attack on colonialism,
. representative of a Member state of his freedom of
the Soviet representative made clear that what he is
speech, and the vote of censure to some extent limited
interested in, is pursuing a variety of Soviet objectives
that freedom of speech.
in the cold war. He attacks the United States and
134. The Guatemalan delegation has' always shared
its
allies for their military bases, knowing full well
the
the thought so admirably expressed by the man who
who
that
these defensive efforts are made necessary: only
said to his opponent "I do not agree with what you say,
because of the clear danger of communist aggression.
but I shall defend to the death you right to say it".
That is why
why I say that the Soviet Union representative's
140. He attacks the United states' efforts. to help
[udgement
jUdgement of Guatemala's position was unjust and
many peoples ofthe world to help themselves to achieve
'erroneous.
living unqer
a higher standard of
under conditions of fI'eedom..
ofliving
These
efforts,
he
says,
are
imperialism. S():i1iet as....
135. The other point I wished tv make is this: the
sistance
on
the
contrary,
is
of
course
purely aitruistic.
altruisttc,
representative who has just spoken referred to the
I
leave
it
to
the
representattves
~epresentatives
in
this
hall
who have,
territory of Belize ,asas an instance in which a question
ma,ke the, necessary
experience in these matters to make
of
of sovereignty wai3
was involved. In this connexion my
comparisons
and
contrasts.
delegation declares that this territory is illegally
OCcupied by the United Kingdom, and enters the
141. He attacks the ec[)lomic ties-the mutually
strongest posaible reservation with regard to Guatebeneficial economic ties"",;,~that exist amOng
among the States ',~.
mala's right of sovereignty over the territory of Belize.
of the free worW.
worlu, WhY~~,
WhY~~, Ibbviously, because it is his
objective to weaken thos,~ ties, to weaken them so as
136. Mr. GODBER
GODBER (United Kingdom): ! had asked to
to
make it easier for the Soviet Union
Unionand
and it:;; satellites
exercise my right of reply in regard to the speech of
to
penetrate
and
takeove~
theeeonomic
theeconQ~.ic
sinews of
of the
the representative of the Soviet Union. Before I turn
the
world.
to that, however, may I just say one sentence in regard to the speech to Which we have just listened
142. On the other hand, there were certain statements
from the representative of Guatemala. I do not wish
which the representative of the Soviet Union made which
to enter into controversy on this at this time. I would
I was glad to hear. I 'was glad to hear
h~~r him quote
only say that the United Kingdom has no doubts as to
verbatim from paragraph 20f tlie Declai~\tion adopted .
.//
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by the Assembly last year on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples [resolution
1514 (XV)]. That paragraph reads:
"All peoples have the right to self-determination;
by virtue of that right they freely determine their

Un

press, free elections with universal adult suffrage,
I trust that these ringing declarations, which we
Wholly support, will shortly be put into practice in
those parts of the world that are today under the
domination of the Soviet Union.

G
A

political status •.• . n
143. I was also glad to hear him call for such princJiples
olples as the freedom of speech, the freedom of the

SIX

O/fi
O/fi

The meeting rose at 5.35 p.m.
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no less, in fact, than the closing of an era. The aim
and
a.nd essence of our debate should be to reach agreement
me":lt on the final measure necessary in order that
concrete results may be.obtained
baobtained from the practical
appltoation
appli~ation of three sets of rules. They are: first, the
general principles contained in the Charter of "the
United Nations; secondly, the specific obligations imposed by it and by various General Assembly reso1utionson Member States administering Non-SelfGoverning Territories and, thirdly, the directives laid
down in resolution 151+ (XV) on the granting of independence to colonial .countries
eouritrtes and peoples.
3. If the President will allow me, I will give a brief
enumeration of these principles, obligations and
directives.
.,
,"
4. First of all, we find in the Charter the principle
of respect for the equal rights and self-determination
of peoples, mentioned in Article 1, paragraph 2, and
that of respect for human rights and fundamental
freedoms for all. without distinction as to raee,
raoe,
sex, lllnguage
language or religion, embodied in l;(rticle :1,
paragraph 3.
I~'
5. Among those human rights and fundamental freedoms,
clOmS, the right of self-determination occupies a
prominent place. 'The right of peoples and nations to
self';"determination was made the subject of General
self-determinatton
Assembly resolution 637 (VII) A, Which,
Which, after having
reiterated that States Members
Me,mbers of the United Nations
shall uphold the principle of self-determination of all
peoples and nations, goes on to state in paragraph
paragraph2:
z:

600

606

.

President: Mr. Mongi SLIM (Tunisia).
I,
I,

"The States Members ••• shall recognize and
promote the realization of the right of self-determin.ttion
min.rtion of the peoples of Non-Self-Governing and
Trust Territories ••. and shall facilitate the exercise of this right by the peoples of such Territories
according
Bccording to ••• the freely expressed wishes of the
peoples concerned, the wishes of the people being ,
ascertained. through plebIscites
plebiscttes or other recognized
democratic means, preferably under the auspices
of the United Nations."

Statement by the Pr\,~siden~
Statement

1. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): There
are two items on the agenda for today's meeting. The
first is the continuation of the debate on items 88 and
22 (!!); the second concerns the third part of the
t~e Firl$t
22
73 and 72. In the letter
Committee's report on items 73
that he has addressed to me the Chairmail
Charrman of tne
tfie
First Committee suggests that this item should be
Assembly· "as soon as
considered by the General Assembly
possible" • I propose that we should begin. totlay
today by
22 (~) that we
continuing the debate on items 88 and 22
continUing
began yesterday.

6. In paragraph 3 of the same resolution it is said
that, "pending
It pending the realization of the right. of selfdetermination and in preparation thereof", the in..
digenous
digenous" populations should be allowed to participate
in the legislative and executive organs
organs· of.government
o:Lgovernrnent
of the territories and be prepared for "complete'
self-government
self-governm~ntor independence".

AGENDA ITEMS 88
88 AND 22
The situation with
with reg~rd to
to the implementation of the DecDeclaration on
on the granting of independence to colonial councounand peoples (continued)
(continued)
tries and

7. These obligations hIlve
have also befln
been further elaborated in General
Genflral Assembly resolution 1541 (XV). That
resolution makes it clear that the taskof
task,of every Administering Power is to bping
bring to the people under jts
admtnistratton
adrainistratio!'1' a full measure of self-government
through the f;;mergence
emergence of the Non-Self-Governing
Territory R-S a sovereign State, through its free association with an independent State or through its
integration With an il1dependent
Independent State. Concerning

Assh;tance to Africa (continued):
Assh;tance
(~)'A UDHed Nations programme for
for independence

2. Mr. LUNS
LUNS (Netherlands): What we are
al'e here to
discuss at present is not just another step along the
road that leads from colonialism to the equal status
of all peoples in this world! It is much more than that;
587
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integration with an independent State, principle IX in
the annex to that resolution has the following to say:
"(~) The integrating territory should have attained
an advanced stage of self-government with free
political institutions, so that its peoples would have.
the capacity to make a responsible choice through
informed and democratic processes;
"(12) The integration should be the result of the
freely expressed wishes of the territory's peoples
acting with full knowledge of the change in their·
therr .
status, their wishes having been expressed through
informed and democratic processes,' impartially
conducted and based on universal adult suffrage.
The United Nations could, when it deems it necessary, supervise these procesi~es."
processes."
8. Finally I come to the directives of resolution 1514
(XV), the implementation of which is the subject of
the agenda item now under discussion. From that
resolution I would highlight the following pronouncements: that the United Nations has an important role
in assisting the movement for independence in Trust
and Non-self-Governing Territories; that all peoples
have the right to self-determination that by virtue
of that right they freely determine their political
status; that immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust
and Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other
territories which have not yet attained independence,
to transfer all powers to the peoples of those Territories, in accordance with their freely expressed will
and desire, in order to enable them to enjoy complete
independence and freedom.
..9. The directives I have mentioned have been approved in this Assembly by large majorities of votes
and have created great expectations, particularly in
Asia and Africa where the development towards selfgovernment has not yet been completed. What is
expected from us now
now is not that we should indulge
'in lengthy theoretical discussions but-and the leaders,
of the African States have made this quite clear to
us-that we should devise practical methods to achieve
our aims.
10. To mention just one instance, the declaration
issued on 18 September 1961, after the Conference of Tananarive,!l states that the United Nations
should accelerate the decolonization process by using
every possible means of applying resolutiOn
resolution 1514
(XV).
(XV). Practical solutions are what that Declaration
asks for.
11. Another point emphasized by a number of African
leaders is that their countries and their aspirations
should not be used as pawns in the cold war. My
My delegatton
gation., +>ully understands and sympathizes with that
view. We, too, hope and trust that the main objective
of achieving full self-government for all peoples will
not be obscured or frustrated by those whose intentions are ratherjo
rather,to fight their own political battles
than to aid in the attainment of accelerated independence for dependent peoples and territories. To make
• haste With the practical application of the guiding
principles we adopted last year is necessary not only
in the interest of the still dependent peoples but just
as much in the interest of all other countries, because
the continuance of inequality creates dangerous tensions that our divided world can ill afford.
12. Before I turn to one particular instance of the
implementation of resolution '1514 (XV) I should like
!J Held from 6-12 September 1961.

to sum up once more the desiderata mentioned in the
Charter and in the various Assembly resolutions I
have quoted. We
We have found them to be: paramountcy
of the interests of the inhabitants; the taking into
account of their political aspirations: development of
complete self-government or full independence: the
right of self-determination; the ascertaining of the
wishes of the people through plebiscites or other recognized democratic means, preferably under United
United
Nations auspices; no integration with any independent
State except in compliance with the will of the people
expressed through informed and democratic processes, impartially conducted and based on universal
adult suffrage; and, finally, an important role to be
played by the United Nations in this whole process.
13. How have we'
we' applied these maxims to the sole

NethNon-Self-Governing Territory remaining under Netherlands administration, West New
New Guinea?
First, we have taken all steps within ourpower
our'power
to speed up the educational, cultural, economic and
and
political development of the inhabitants as much as
is humanly possible. The New
New Guinea Council has
has
been established, the majority of whose members are
elected on the basis of universal adult suffrage. Of
Of
its twenty-eight members twenty-three are Papuans.
Papuans,
A number of local councils, elected on the same basis,
are functioning and many indigenous inhabitants have
have
been appointed in the administrative services, which
in fact are now made up of more than 50 per cent of
of
Papuans,
Papuans.
15. Secondly, we have offered to transfer sovereignty
over the Territory to its people as soon as the United
Nations is able to take over those necessary administrative services for·
for which the population itself is
not yet able to assume full responsibility.
14.

16. Thirdly, W~ have suggested that the United Nations,
Nations,
aware of the important role it has to play in this development, should establish an authority for this
purpose.
17. Fourthly, we have made it a condition-and this is
the sole but essential condition-that the full and free
exercise of the right of self-determination of the
unf;}quivocally
Papuans in the Territory should be unequivocally
guaranteed and .carried out in good faith through a
plebiscite under United Nations auspices; and let me
repeat once more that the Netherlands Government
people
will fully respect whatever decision the Papuan people
may take, including, of course, a decision to join
join
Indonesia.
18. Fifthly, we have announced that we are willing to
continue our contributions to the development of the
the
territory on the basis of the present outlay, which is
$30 million a year, until such time as may be decided
upon in the future.
Neth19. Sixthly, if the United Nations so desires, the Netherlands is also prepared to request members of the
the
Netherlands Civil Service in West New
New Guinea to stay
on for a certain time.
20. Seventhly, we have suggested that, as a first move
towards the attainment of these aims and in order
ord~r
that even the appearance of our trying to prejudice
the decision may be avoided, the General Assembly
should set up a United Nations commission and instruct it to visit the territory ana Inquire
inquiN~ into the
the
political, economic, social and educational conditions
there, as well as .into
.Into the opinion among thepopulaWe have
tion as to its present situation and its future. We
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also propo~ed
proposed that the commission should report on
the possibility of organizing a plebiscite: under the
supervision of the United Nations in order to register
the wishes of the population concerning their future,
future t
on the timing of such a plebiscite
plebisotte,t and on the possibility of bringing the territory, during the interim
period,
period t partially or wholly under the administration
of an international development authority, establishe(j
establtshed
by and '6perating under the United
~Jnited Nations.
21. Eighthly, our proposal is that the commission
should report to the' next session of the General Assembly which could then, on the basis of such an objective report, take all the measures necessary for
the further implementation of our plan.
22. We have considered
considerecl it necessary to introduce
these two phases into our proposals for three reasons.
The
The first reason is that New
New Guinea, although it is the
seqgnd largest Island
isl~tld in the' world, is to many Members of the United Nations a very far-away country,
which, in spite of the voluminous reports that the
which,
Netherlands Government has for the past twelve years
submitted each year to the General Assembly through
the Secretariat, has remained
rem,ained almost terra incognita
~uture of which they might find it difficult
and on the future
to make a final decision at this time.
23. The second reason is that our proposal is so
novel that Members may' prefer not to pronounce
novel
aS t for instance, a
themselves on such a concept ae,
United Nations development authority, until all the
United
implications have been seriously studied by a commission. May I stress again that such an offer as ours
has never before been made by any administering
Power to the United Nations and that the circumstances which have prompted us to make it are unique.
24. The third reason steine
steln~ from the attitude, claims
and allegations of a third State, namely Indonesia. The
Members of the Assembly know only too well that
Indonesia has claimed the right to incorporate Netherlands New Guinea-or West Irian, as Indonesia calls
it-into its own State, and to do so without allowing
the Papuan people to express themselves "through
informed and democratic processes, impartially con, ducted and based on universal adult suffrage" under
United Nations supervision-I am quoting from annex
United
16'
16'tt General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)~on
whether they desire to be so incorporated. I shall not,
at this stage anyhow, enter into a discussion of the
arguments Indonesia has adduced for this trulyextraordinary claim which, if allowed, would constitute an
open
open violation of all the principles, obligations and
directives of the Charter and of the pertinent General
Assembly resolutions.
25. All 1 wish to say about it now is that, in support
of its pretensions, Indonesia has made statements to
the effect that the Papuans consider themselves part
of
of Indonesia and wtsh
~ish to be .integrated in Indonesia
and that the Netherlands Administration is cruelly
and
suppressing them and preventing them from achieving
their desire to be part of Indonesia. Were I merely to
?eny those blatant untruths there might remain doubts
?eny
I~ the minds of some delegations concerning the real
sttuatton,
sItuation. It la for that reason also that the Nether.Iands
. lands Government would welcome a completely impartial investigation in loco by a United Nations commission which can report on the conditions in the
territory and give an unbiased account of the feeling
among the Papuan inhabitants and of the Netherlands
among
stewardshipt so that the General Assembly may be
stewardship,

:II!;.•

able to make it9 final decision next year in full
'1\
knowledge of the facts.
26., On the strength of these considerations, I rec-'

ommend to all the Members the adoption of the
Netherlands draft resolution [A/L.354]. The proposals
contained therein have been fa.vourably
favourably received by a
great many delegations. A few delegations, however,
however t
have asked us why we had "ignored Indonesia", as
they call it, in making these proposals and whether
the territorial dispute between the Netherlands and
Indonesia should not be settled first.
27. My
My answer to these questions is simple. First of'
all we were unable to consult Indonesia beforehand,
beforehand t
because Indonesia has bro}{en
broken off diplomatic relations
with ~y country and has even gone sofar
sofaI' as
refuse
to accept the normal procedure in such cases, which
.is that a. third country should be allowed to represent
the Dutch interests in Indonesia. Moreover, all the
Indonesian leaders and spokesmen have reiterated
over and over again that Indonesia could agree to
only one solution: the handing over of the territory
and people of Netherlands New Guinea to Indonesia
without any previous consultation of the Papuanpeople.
Papuan people,
",'"
-»
28. With regard to the settlement of the territorial
dispute I would remark ttat what is important at the
present juncture is not so much the legal issue
whether sovereignty over New
New Guinea rests with the
Netherlands or with Indonesia 8.lthough
although I may remind .
the Assembly that we have repeatedly offered to
submit that legal issue to the Internatioaal
Internattoaal, Court of
Justice, and that Indonesia has consistently refused
to do so. What is important now, and of paramount
importance, is the future of Netherlands New Guinea.
~lpuans themselves
On that future no one except the ~lpuans
is entitled to decide. To let them decide for themselves is the only method compat,ible
oompattble with the principles of the Charter. It is inoor aHa also the only
way to achieve a peaceful and durable settlement.

to

29. I still cherish the hope that/I!ndonesia will come

to realize that this is the right way, and that our withdrawal from New
New Guinea and the establishment of a
United Nations authority there will enable the two
coun~ries to reach a better-and
betteJ;and friendlier relationship.
To that end,
en4; co-operation from the Dutch side will
fC':rthcoming.
always be fC':rthcoming.
'I
'/

30. Mr. WIN1EWICZ (Poland): As can be seen from

the general debate and judging from the deliberations
of our Main Committees, the problems of final liquidation of colonialism in all its forms and manifestations, with all its implications and effects, continues
attentton of the present session anti of
to focus the attenti9nof
the United Nations in general. It is but too easy to
see w h y . . . .
.c.c31. Colonial subjugation is not only the most inhu-

man form of political oppression curbing the independent national development of peoples deprived of
freedom, it is a most brutal form of economic exploitation that favours and adds to unjust' la.ck
Iaek of
equality and to disparity in the use of the benefits
of natural resources and manpower. Also, it serves'
to hinder free cultural development of peoples which,
thoughnot
thougt.:not independent, have the same right as any
nation to enrich the treasury of human culture,
cuiture•
32. The impact of powerful social andnationalforces,
set free after, the tragic years of World War 11,
II, rocked
the foundatio',~ of the colonial system. This was when
the twilight, when the process of the downfall of colonialism l~ained force. The Charter of the United Na-
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tions, written and signed after the end of hostflttfes,
hostilities~
could not ignore this historioal development.
33. Imoerfect and restricted as it is, the United Na".
Nations Trusteeship System and that concerning the
Non-Self-Governing Territories has played its. p,~rt
Np,n-Self-Governing
part
7py • · bringing constant pressure to bear upon the colooolollii~l Powers in order to implement the basic pri.nciprinotple~.
ples. of the Charter-to ensure the right to self-determination
minl~tion and the right to political independence of
the 'inhabitantl3
mhabltants of dependent territories.
34.' But
Blit the provisions of Chapters XI and XII
XII of the

Charter would have remained on paper for a long
time, had there been no mass expansion of national
liberation movements in Asia, Africa and elsewhere.
The socialist countries, of course, feel complete
solidarity with these strivings for freedom and independence, so wide and strong as to have no precedent
in the history of mankind.
35. Thus, a favourable climate and auspicious conditions for the struggle for independence have been
created owing to the new relationship of forces in the
world. In effect, even those who would go to any length
to prevent any change, have to reconcile themselves
with the new developments.
36. A telling evidence of that is the Declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)],
(XV)], adopted, as the result
of the initiative of the Soviet Union, by the General
Assembly at its fifteBnth
fffteenth session. Eighty-nine States
voted for this charter of freedom. No
No one dared to
, pass a vote against it. The colonial Powers abstained.
In the face of the entire world, colonialism was condemned, sentenced, and finally outlawed by virtue of
this historic act.
37. Based on the principles of the Charter, the antiant~
colonial Declaration is binding on all Member States.
It procIaims
proclaims the necessity of bringing an unconditional end to colonialism and declares in paragraph 5
that immediate steps shall be taken to transfer all
powers to .the
the peoples of Trust Territories and NonSelf-Governing Terrii'3ries or all other territories
which have not yet attained independence. The Declaration lays emphasis on unconditional, I repeat, unconditional and immediate, I repeat, immediate, implementation of its provisions.
38. Barely a year has passed since the Declaration
was adopted, but among the scores of dependentterritories Sierra Leone is the only one that has attained
independence within that time. To be sure, we have
had the great pleasure of welcoming Sierra Leone in
our midst as a new Member of the United Nations. As
a matter of fact. the Committees are already discussing resolutions sponsored by Sierra Leone; Sierra
Leone is already active here.
39. Tanganyika is expecting its independence in
December. Western Samoa is expecting its independence in January. And that is all. In other words, what
ought to have been the general rule in 1961 has been
restrtoted
re~1tricted to isolated cases. And this, in spite of the
fact that more than 70 million inhabitants of Africa,
Asia and Latin America are still suffering under the
colonial regime; in spite of the fact that some territories, such as Ruanda-Urundi, Oman,Uganda or Kenya
have their own outstanding statesmen and a quite wellorganized administrative machinery ready to take
over all powers immediately. In spite of the fact; I
say that the Assembly could also profit from hearing

Kenyatta, Jagan and other leaders from the hithertodependent countries.
40. While deferring the granting oi
of independence to
those countries whose right to Inoependence
inG.~pendence is explicitly safeguarded in the United Nations Declaration
of last December, the colonial Powers resort
r\esort to
armed action and mass reprisals to smother national liberation movements, in defiance, of course,
of the terms of the Declaration.
41. The colonial rule of lawless abuse has been glaringly exposed by the bloody events in Angola in recent
months. Responding in their own way to the wave of
the herioc struggle for freedom of the Angolan people,
which did not flinch from any sacrifice, colonialists
proceeded to ruthless measures of extermination, resulting so far in tens of thousands, of casualties among
among
the Angolans.
Angolans, And Angola continues to be soaked in
blood. Later, under another item of1he
ofrthe agenda we
we
shall have an opportunity to speak more
n:.ore extensively
of the situation in Angola and also of the situation in
Algeria whose population for seven years now has
been heroically continuing its just and courageous
struggle ,for
for liberation.
42. We cannot rexrain
re~:rain from mentioning at the same
time that colonialism not only directly violates funda- '
mental human rights and the right to self-determination, but it also undertakes to circumvent those provisions of the December Declaration which strictly
prohibit the imposition of any arbitra.ry ties between
colony and metropolis.
43. For, as we know, more juridical links are to be
established to chain the inhabitants of Angola,·
Angola,·MozamMozambique, Portuguese Guinea, Goa, Portuguese Timor
and other territories to Portugal. However, colonialists are mistaken if they think that their arbitrary
move will silence the voices heard from this rostrum
and the resolutions adopted by the United Nations in
defence of the right to self-determination of the
peoples of those territories.
44. We shall continue, and we are certainly not alone,
to insist that independence be granted to Angola and
and
the remaining Portuguese colonies. We shall ratse
rai:i:le
our 'voice in protest against any lawless act committed
in those territories. We shall persist in objecting to
classifying as "Portuguese"
"Portu.guese" those peoples who
who desire
as soon as possible to break the hateful links with
with
Portugal.

45. The December Declaration envisages that all
legislative and executive powers shall be transferred'
immediately to the peoples of the territories con" .
earned.
cerned. Now, how
how is this principle carried out in
practice in, let us say, the Federation of Rhodesia'
and Nyasaland? Out of the 7.9 million inhabitants of
the Federation, 7.6 million are Africans and 292,000
are Europeans. But their representation in the territorial bodies is the exa-ct reverse of the actual pro- .
portion of tl1e
the population. Four-fifths of all the ;seats
-seata
in the Federal Assembly belong to Europans; and the
members of the Federation's Cabinet are mainly
Europeans. In Southern Rhodesia, Europeans: have
have
been given every seat in the Legislative Assembly.
Europeans hold twenty-two out of the twenty-six seats
in Northern Rhodesia's Assembly, and eighteen out of
of
the twenty-three seats in Nyasaland's Legislative
Assembly.
1

46. The constitutions now
now being preparel for the two
Rhodesias and Nyasaland adhere to the existing dis..
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crimination against the African population and deny
that populationts
popul!:l"tion.'a right to take part in the elections
according to the "one man, one ballot" rule. This
openly defies the principle of representative administration and is an in~;ringement
in~;ringement of the anti-colonial
u~claration. The Observe!:,
Observe!:., a :-espectable
respectable British
weekly, has made the tongue-in-cheek remark that
only
on.ly a professor of mathematics could disentangle
the puzzling mystery of the electoral system in the
Federation. Is it supposed to be one of the didactical
and educational principles recommended by the United
renresentative during the general debate at
Kingdom
Kingdom rer.rresentative
this session? Has one to learn mathematics in order
to grasp the intricacies of colonial constitutions?
47. I do not think that there is any need to repeat
here the obvious truth that the colonialists refuse to
abandon their domination because of the economic,
draw from it.
political and strategic advantages they dr"w
Exploitation of natural resources and manpower,
tu the
markets for expensive industrial goods made iu
metropolis: these are certainly sources of great
profits. Indeed, they seem to be the true m.otives
motives behind what is s') often advertised here by advocates of
colonialism as a mission of education and civilization
discharged by the colonial Powers in the territories
under thpir
therr administratton;
administration~
48. The -political
polttical significance of possessing a colony
has connotations extending far beyond the colony's
territorial borders. Colonialism makes it possible to
exert pressure not only upon the people of tile territory concerned, but also upon the governments of its
independent netghbours,
nei~hbours. The so-called "presence
franqaise
Iraneaise n in Algeria adds to the tensions throughout
the Maghreb area and hinders the process of stabilization and the reinforcement of the complete sovereignty of the countries in that region of the world. Do
we
we need to cite the case of Bizerta?

49. The objective of the repressive measures in
Angola
Angola is not only to defend the colonial rule in that
country, but also to impede the political emancipation
of dependant nations in other non-liberated parts of
the African continent. An independent Angola would
b~
be a blow to the oppressive slave system in South
West Africa. That is why both Portugal and South
Africa oppose Angora's independence, and that i,'3 why
they both support the denial of the right of self-determination to South West Africa. Again-and I should
t.his respect-had it not
like to give one instance in this
been for the existence of colonies, the position of the
Western Powers ill, for example, the Economic Commission for Africa would also have been different, as
would have been the essence of the Commission's
work if it had had as its sole aim to promote the
interests of
Jf Africa. Hence, this is a problem involving
the activity and effectiveness of the United Nations in
its entirety.
And there is something else. During the general
50. And
debate, the representatives of Ghana and Guinea laid
strong stress on the fact that the problem of the liquidation of colonialism is closely connected with that of
general and complete disarmament. They emphasized
. that colonialism is one of the reasons of the continuing
arms race and that disarmament and decolonization
imply the elimination of the spirit of conquest and
, exploitation.
One can hardly disagree with those opinions. We
51. One
are very well aware of the links between colonialism
and the Western military alliances. It is precisely
NATO which, through the political solidarity of an
atl its
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members and through the arms
~~rms it supplies, is assisting the colonial Powers to carry on' armed actions
which further the subjugation of peoples still undt)r
under
woul<l it be
colonial rule. If not for that assistance, would
possible to drag on wars like the one in Algeria for
fO}:
years and years? Would it be possible to use tl';,e
tl';.e
latest German-made
German-made. arms, not to mention t!lOEt::' E!fJpE!'..1pplied by other NATO allies, to slay and decimate
Angolan guerrillas armed lNith
with primitiv~
prtmttive weapo1"'3?
weapoe-s?
52. I think that no one, even the staurJchest
staunchest opponent
of collective responsibility, would deny that the blame
for what is happening in Angola, Algeria and other
c~ther
territories must
mlolst be borne by NATO
NATO as a whole.
Washtngton, London and other capitals of
53. And if Washingt,>n,
NATO countries want us to believe-and they do try
to make us believe-that they are in a position to
curb the expansion and the aggressive spirit of German
militarism and "revanehism", which are of major concern to my
my' country, how
how can they explain their helplessness
lessnes~ with regard to Portugal? otherwise the real
explanation can only be that they refuse to disapprove
of the repressive measures applied in Angola. Are
we to draw
dl'aw such a conoltiston?
concUi'sion'?
54. The fact that military bases are located
IOC,hted in a dependent territory is one of the important obstacles
on the way to that territory's independence. The countries of Asia alld
and Africa are
~re using their convincing
powers of persuasion herein the United Nations to
advance the process of disarmament; they are fightfi~ht
ing to prevent their countries from getting involved in
the arms race; they are standing up for a nuclearnuclear~
!:ree
free zone to cover the entire continent of Africa. But
aU
afl this can be fully achieved only through the final
elimtnation
elimi.nation of colonialism and the complete implementation of the anti-colonial Declaration.
55. Experience teaches that wherever the colonial
Powers feel that, because of the growing
grOWing force of
of,
movemems, they can no longer
national liberation movemen:s,
maintain their rule by means of traditional colonial
methods, they seek other forms of domination in
order to keep their positions.
56. We denounce "classical" colonialism in all its
aspects and we as firmly oppose all attempts at preserving or restoring colonial domination in a neecolonial form. The right of all peoples to independence
must be observed in full also after the attainment of
independence, llor there is no independence with reinrlependefice.
stricting, imposed strings attached. And the attainment of independence must not be contravened by any
obligations linking the home or foreign affairs, the
economic or defence policy, of a newly-emerged
State to the former admlnistering Power.

57. But the fact remains that
tha.t highly-developed Powers, making use of their material superiority, attempt
to pursue the exploitation of young post-colonial countries and to impede, to distort, their harmonfousdeharmOIr~ousde
velopment by all kinds of political, economic and
military measures. And this, in turn, is bound to lead
to new crisis and new conflicts, which should. be
prevented.
58. If the actual intention is to do away with neocolonial exploitation and to help the newly-emerged
countries to overcome tbe
the first difficulties in the
shaping of their independent existence, it seems to
the Polish delegation that there are three requirements which have to be met first of all.
59. To begin With,
With, the countries concerned must be
relieved of all burdens and all obl'igazions
obl'igations imposed by
'\
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previous colonial polici~s,
poltotes, since those burdens are
bound to delay and distort the normal course of their
ctevelopment.
60. Secondly, those countries should not be hampered
in their freedom of movement of agreements executed
between metropolitan countries and their former
dependencies in obvious conditions of inequality.
61. Thirdly, the newly-independent countries must
must·
receive economic and technical
teclullcal asststanoe,
a.ssistance, be it
unilateral
i:lnil~teral or multilateral, in such a way as to accelerate the process of . achieving. full sovereignty and
economic independenQle.
Independence,
62. It seems that it,is
tt-ts only by meetingsuchcondii tions that we shall be able to bring s.mstantial
substantial aid to
.the countries liberated from colonial domination. As
the British economtst
econo1'l1:st A.H. Hanson puts it, those
countries:
;.. "••• conscious of their nationhood and anxious to
make their marks in international affairs as quickly
as possible, are
a;re nut prepared to' accept the existing
division of labour because it involves acceptance of
the existing division of power." Y
..
..

.1

I
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63. Elimination of colonialism implies a change not
only in the division of power. It also implies a change
in the pattern of the international division of labour.
The newly-emerged
new]y-emergec countries must attain not only
political and military liberation from the domination
of the colonial Powers; they must also cease to be
.only an annex to the metropolitan economy ~ They have
to free themselves frol.~ what Gunnar Myrdal has
called "enforced bilateralism"-which, by the way,
might soon be transformed into a new enforced link,
in line with the concepts of the .European Common
M-a:rk-et. For it is precisely the European Common
M:~?~et that presses a number of post-colonial eouncouneCC:ilomic co. tries into accepting a form of enforced eccaomic
operation to suit not so much their own needs as
those of the main Eur9pean
European POW!f-~8. This, too-I submtt-ecan
mit~can take the form of nee
:ontalism
:')nialism,, and this
tQO has to be taken into consir
constr'
n when the problem of asaistance
assist2.nce for Africa it
'g dtscussed,
discu§.sed.
64. In more cases than one, the former
for'mer rulers try
to apply the classical rule of colonialism, divide et
impera, in their neo-colonial policies pursued against
,the
the newly-born countries. We are thus witnessing
attempts at dissecting the newly-Hberatedcountrdes
newly-libel'atedcountries to
establtsh
esta~lish neo-colonial rule in an isolated province
or p~jrt of their aeea,
aJ.'ea.
65•. 'the most glaring example,
example~ of course, of that is
the tragic case of the Congo, where only two obvious
efforts are being exerted
exerte~ to make Katanga, the riphest
rfchest
province of the country, secede under the banner of
the Union Mmiere,
Miniere. The position of the Netherlands
with regard to West Irian seems to be another blatant
example of violating territorial integrity to create a
new form of dependence.
66. We listened with respect to the di,.stinguished
distinguished
Foreign Minister of the Netherlands, but .we regret
to say that he did not succeed in convincing us. We
all know only too well that West Irian constitutes an
integral part of Indonesia, as admitted by the Netherlands Government's "report presented to the United
Nations in 1949. The report explicitly mentioned
"West New Guinea" among the chain of islands com-

Y A. H. Hanson,
Hanson. Public Enterprise and Economic Development (Lonp. 9.
don, Routledge and Kegan Paul. 1959). p,
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prising Indonesia,
Iildonesia~ But that territory continues to
remain under the Dutch Administration. And the
Dutch proposal, submitted in the draft resolution
[A/L.354], to hand o'ver
over the control of that territory
to the United Nations, runs counter to the anticolonial
any
nolonial Declaration,
Declarati.on, which clearly prohibita any
attempt at the disruption of the national unity of a"
country. Of . course, the Dutch proposal contradicts
also the Umced
Uri~u.gd Nations Charter.
67. This conflict with the main documents
ltocuments of the United
United
Nations cannot be concealed by means of tactical, or
textual, manceuvres, like the ones used in the Dutch
Dutch
.draft resolution-used, II must admit, quit3
qutta skillfully.
We must reject it. The only just decision which tl1e
United Nations can adopt with regard to West Irian is
to have that part of Indonesia incorporated in the
the
rest of its homelanc.'.
homeland, This is also, in the opinion of
of
my delegation, the only solution for the question of
of
the enclaves of Sidi-Ifni, Ceuta, Melilla, and other
ones which are under colonial administration but constitute an integral part of Morocco.
68n
68n We followed here yesterday with interest the remarks of the representative of Ceylon [1048th meeting] , who brought forward a few extremely interesting,
arguments-worthy of consideration-on the problem
of free association, and the problem of colonies on
whose sovereignty claims are being laid by various
United Nations Members.

69. A survey of the situation in the territories which
have not yet been liberated from the colonial yoke,
yoke,
and an examinaticn
examinatil~n of the events since the adoption
adoption
of the anti-colonhll
anti-colonial declaration of last December,
lead us, in the view of my delegation, to the following
following
conclusions:
70. First, the attainment of all democratic rights
and freedoms must be immediately ensured to the
the
peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories,' in
in
ordev
to
enable
them
to
take
over
without
'delay
all
orde!:'
dela:!
adminis'~t'a
legislative and executive powers and the administration of the countries concerned; secondly, all military'
bases and other instruments of military pressure
must be withdrawn from those territories, and an~~
agreements that might restrict the sovereign rights
of the peoples concerned on their attainment of independence must be declared null and void; thirdly, all
decrees and regulations binding the territory concerned with the administering Power under different
forms of agreements imposed upon the colonial people
people
must be invalidated; fourthly, the Powers having colonial territories under their administration must be
be
asked to abide by the provisions of the December
Declaration [resolution 1514 (XV)] and to implement
it as soon as possible.
71. . These points which
whick are designed ~o provide a
basis for specific action with a view to carrying
\~arrying the
the
December Declaration into effect, are . covered in
the draft resolution submitted by the Soviet Union
[A/L.335] •
72. It is proposed in the draft that the end of 1962
be set as the target date for implementing the provito
sions of the Declaration and putting a final end to
colonialism. The draft also proposes the establishment of a special commission in order to conduct a
inqUiry into the whole process of imcomprehensive inquiry
plementation of the United Nations decisions in this
respect.
73. It is true that the element of time and an apprg~ .
priate machinery are of material importance in '\>"Q
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settlement of the problem. Every year of further delay in the final liquidation of colonialism may lead to
new clashes
chishes and new conflicts,
cause new tensions and new threats to peace. On the other hand,
the final elimination of colonialism will bring a substantial improvement of the international climate and
a constructive consolidation of peace. That iO the
important thing.

may

74. Efforts have been made from this rostrum in the
general debate to talk us into believing that any solution of colonial problems calls for tHne,
time, that they can
be solved only through patience, 'goodwill and determination. Goodwill and deterwnation-yes.
determinatton-eyes, Pa- I
tience-no. One cannot advise peoples
peopies that are suffering colonial' opp!'~ssion, poverty and degradation to
wait patiently for, years until independence is granted
to them. One cannot do it in the age of unparalleled
development of productive forces and of
ofqnprecedented
unprecedented
development of technology; in the historical period
characterized by a giant striving for full implementation of the principles of social justice and of national and social liberation; in the era, I might say,
when
when one-third of mankind lives under socialism.
75. It is true that the countries whose independence
obstacles in
is still very young encounter diverse obstaoles
advancing their cause, but it is' equally true that
such obstacles are the outcome of the long period of
colonial rule. Should colonialism be maintained under
any form, it could only multiply those obstacles.
76.
76. Life itself has
ha.s given the lie to the colonialist
theory, still persisting in some places, that peoples
can be divided into civilized and non-civilized ones,
into those which are and are not matur-e
into
matul'e enough to
have independent existence. It was upon our generation that members of the nation which had given life
to Goethe and Beethoven committed barbarity so
monstrous as has never been known in the history of
oolontal adminismankind. The Governments and the co}onial
trations of the Powers whosecultural
whose~ultural heritage is of
very long standing, and which assert their pride in it,
are responsible for the cruel subjugation of innocent
indigenous inhabitants. The inference is that the
dividing line between "civilized" and "non-civilized"
. peoples probably runs
rUns somewhere else.
77.
77. As to the post-colonial countries, their prestige
and
and their tnfluence
influenc~ upon international life have grown
incomparably within a short time. One can see their
constructive contribution to international conferences
and
and agreements, meetings and discussions relating
to the most urgent problems of our time. This could
be noticed at scores of such meetings, from Bandung
to Belgrade, and through tens of others which have
marked the pages of modern-day history.
78.
78. These countries are bringing a great, and valuable
contribution to the work of this Organization. The
United
United Nations would be inconceivable, the Assembly
would be inconceivable, without India, Indonesia,
Burma, Morocco, Mali, Ghana or Guinea. I hope I
shall be forgiven by the representatives of ?ther
other
countries for not having mentioned them. here.
79.
79. We
We are now waiting for representatives of other
nations which, if there is to be immediate implementation of the principles of the Oharter
Ch!J;:;:ter and of the anticolonial declaration, ought to be speedily granted
their independence, which must have their rights
restored and be given a full chance to contribute to
the
Implementatlon of the principle of peaceful eothe imVlementation
co-
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existence of nations, without conquest and without
oppression.
80. As a socialist country, Polanllcan only sympathize and demonstrate her full solidari'ty with the
craving and the fight of supjuga~Q ,peoples
peoples for inde,pendence. We give them-our
then.'1c~dur full support and assistance. As~\nation which, during the dark hours of the
Sacond
Beccnd Wo~rld War, experienced through tears and
blood, sacrifice and death, the Hitlerite application of
the principles of the master-race and "Lebensraum",
we are deeply interested in the cause of peace. And
oolonialism will strengthen peace. The nathe end of colonialtsm
tions now called the colonial Powers will eventually
also profit from it. The fight against colonialism is
also on their behalf. The issue, therefore,
therufore, is not one'
'of cold war but of common interest.
81. The preamble to the Declaration approaches the
liquidation, of colonialis:ql
colonfalism in the following terms:
"Conscious of the need for the creation of conditions of stability and well-being and peaceful and
friendly relations bQ.sed
based on respect for the principles of equal rights and self-determination of all
peoples
peoplelS •.•
•••
"Convinced that the continued "existence? of colonialism prevents the development of intel1national
tnternattonal
economic co-operation •.• and militates against the
United Nations ideal?f
Idealof universal peace •••".
These are the words pf the Declaration. And that is
why we are raising, with sincere conviction and in a
strong voice, the problem of ending colonia.ltsm,
c,<?loni~ilism.
82. Mr. SHUKAffiY (Saudi Arabia): Let me take a
glance back for a little while. It was something
neither urgent nor special-e-It
spe~ial-it was simply the fifte,enth
regular session of the General Assembly,
Ass~inbly, nottling
notntng
more or nothing less. Yet is passed into history as
.an epoch-making landmark as had never before appeared in the life of the United Nations. We need not
n6t
ask how and why. Colonialism was the item and freedom was the resolution.
83. I dare say, colonialism is not just an item-and
how often we have examined items and how many we
have discussed!' Colonialism is the problem of all
problems that betrays the evil of all evils. It is the
subjugation of a people by a people; it is the exploitation of a nation by a nation; it is the humiliation of a
race by a race; and, in a word, it is the domination
of man by his fellow-man.
84. The debate was no debate simple, ordinary and
usual. It was a long parade of human sUffering.
sufferfng. It was
a tragic exhibition of oppression. It was a disastrous
display of exploitation. Millions ofof- people passed
across the stage of this Assembly last year, captured,
mutilated and maimed, stumbling in the chains of
bondage. So many countries in Asia, Africa and Latin
America were portrayed-conquered, parcelled and
partitioned. Concentration camps and streams of
thousands and thousands of refugees were reviewed,
one caravan after the other. It was a living movie, a
real drama that relayed the record of imperialism
and related the tragic story of colonialism. All the,
characters, all the heroes of colonialism, all the
architects, the engineers of imperialism, were made
to play their roles-the soldier with his armoury, the
explorer with his maps and c6mpass,
compass, the adventurer
with his dreams, the industrialist with his capital,
ma~m "divide and rule lf,
the governor with his golden maxim
the jailer with his whip and handcuffs and, lastly, the
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missionary with his sweet tongue to preach the mission of love, peace and human brotherhood.

85. Indeed, it was a thrilling, sensational and exciting drama, but it was real, factual and actual. Three
continents were inVOlved:
involved: Asia, Afr-ica
Africfl_ and Latin
America.. Each and every thing was involved-the
people and their land, their liberty and their wealth,
their markets and their mines,
mil1l~s, their toil and their
labour, and indeed their sweat and their tears, with
thp, shackles and chains which
nothing' to lose except the
they possessed.
86. It was a hair-raising story which, at the end,
found a conclusion of relief and comfort. The General
Assembly passed its historic resclution
resolution to meet this
historic evil. Decolonization was the answer to colonization. The rasolution
resolution [1514 (XV)] was passed by
'eighty-nine votes in favour, with none againstandnine
abstentions. Of those abstaining. I should like to mention the United States, the United Kingdom and Francethe "Three Musketeers"
Musket6ers" of the free world.
87. As much as we rejoiced that the resolution was
passed by the Assembly, we regretted those abstentions. As a part of procedure, an abstention is permissible. It is a method of voting. But how can one
abstain from supporting human liberty, how can one
refrain from endorsing human dignity and"
and" indeed,
how can one SllY
sny away from the Charter of the United
Nations and the principles enshrined in that Charter?

88. The resolution contained no shame or disgrace
to deserve
desel've abstention. It was the Charter simply paraphrased. It proclaimed "the necessity of bringhlg
brtngmg to
a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations". Could anyone with conscience--and
science-sand I underline "conscience"-and sanityand I underscore "sanity"-abstain from upholding the
Iiquidation of colonialism, the greatest evil to which
liqUidation
mankind has ever been subjected? Also, the resolution
declared that all armed .,' action or repressive action
directed against dependent people should cease. Could,
anyone with the least regard for humanity abstain
from such an injunction to be human, if not to be
humane?
89. It so happens that the abstainers do not come
from Africa or from Asia or, in general, from Latin'
America. They come from the so-called !lfpt:·'a world"
-a remnant of empires, often referred to as the free
worId, and often so advertised side by side with advertisements for Coca-Cola and nylons. ,/',
,/',
90. Be that as it may, the resolution was passed and
it became the resolution of the United Nations, the
resolution of this Organization, which is the last
refuge for mankind and Which represents the conscience of mankind. Originally the item was proposed
by the Soviet Union,;V but once it was inscribed on
the agenda by the General Assembly it became the
possession of the United Nations. It no longer belongs
to the Soviet Union; it is the property and the valued
possession of the United Nations. It is also true that
the resolution was mainly based on a draft'!/' of the
Soviet Union, but once it was adopted by the General
Assembly it no longer belonged to the Soviet Union.
It belongs to the United Nations as its sacred property
and possession.
91. 'It was, therefore, rightly expected that the resolution would not remain simply a voice in the wilder-

y Official Records of the General Assembly. Fifteenth Session. Annexes, agenda item 87, document A/4501.
Ylbid., document A/4502.
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ness of colonialism. We expected that the wilderness
would be turned into a paradise of freedom. We expected that this glorious resolution would at last find
its way into the hearts of the Administering Powers
so as to relieve the world from the curse that blemished the history of mankind. I say "glorious reso...
lution" with full purpose and intention. In fact, of the
1,640 resolutions so far passed by the Assembly up
to the present moment, the resolution
re,:;olution on colonialism
stands out first and foremost,
fore,most, with no exceptions, with
no parallel, with no match in the history of this Organization. Could there be anything paramount to
freedom or superior to liberty? No problems can have
a priority over human dignity. And after all, of what
value is it for a people to be dominated in their coun...
try, .of
of what worth is it for a nation to be llUmiliated
numlltatsd
in their fatherland, ,and what sort of life is it for any...
one
on~ to be away from his homeland? Without liberty,
lif~~ is worthless; without dignity, life is valueless;
and without a home and a homeland, life is no life. It
is the peak of desolation, the abyss of desperation and
and
the crime of all crtmea,
crime;o,.

92. It ',-laS therefore gracious-and I repeat gracious
-on the part of the Soviet Union that last year it. re
re......
quested the inscription of this item, on our agenda.
This year the Soviet Union has again requested a re...
examination of the problem [See A/4859]. Whatmakes
it more gtortous-eand,
~lorious-and, I repeat, what makes it more
glorfous-e-for the Soviet Union to have done that is,
glorious--for
that the Soviet Union has submitted the request by
by
telegram to the United Nations-and a request by tele...
tele ...
gram from the Soviet Union for the inclusion of an
item is a measure which has not often been resorted
to in the annals of the United Nations. Of course, I
can hear the gossiping and the whispering right now;
of course,' it may be said that this was a. propaganda
move on the part of the Soviet Union, that it was a
vexations
vexatioF~s request and that it was intended to expose
the Western community. I do not wish to go into
poler Iics nor to refute such a contention. True or
poleriics
false,
falsG~ it matters not;
not~ What really matters is the substance of the question. The fact remains that it was
the Soviet Union which opened the case of the dependent peoples and the dominated countrtes
countr~es at the last
session. It would have been just as gracious of the
Western countries themselves had they brought the
question before .the United Nations. After all, they are
the "free world"-at least in name, if not by fame.
93. But fame or no fame, or, if you please, shame or
. no shame, of colonialism or imperialism, it was
Western imperialism which again forced the problem
before the United Nations. True, it was inscribed at
the request of the Soviet Union, but the matter was
waS
rendered urgent by the Western Powers. It may be
said that the Soviet Union intends again to corner the
the
Western Powers. But Why should the West-and I put
the question with all due respect, with .all
,all humility,
towards the Western Powers represented in the Assembly-always choose to be in the
thp, corner?
corr,er? If they
do not want to be cornered, why do they' always choose
to be in the corner
cO'rner of imperialism? Why should not
the West get out of this corner into the open field of
of
liberty and freedom? Why should the Soviet Union be'
the constant defender of the freedom of the dependent
peoples, and why should the Western Powers he their
obstinate gaolers, their greedy exploiters and their
stubborn oppressors? And, lastly, why should not the
the
Western Powers cable to the United Nations announc-"
announc"l')
ing
the
Ing the emancipation of the "free" peoples before the
Soviet Union cables a request for their liberation?
"
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94.
94. These charges are not levelled at random nor
are they hurled without reason. The Western Powers
have not heeded de colonization, have not heeded tbe
the
resolution which was adopted by the United Nations,
the noblest appeal ever made by this Organization.
The resolution of last year was not condemnatory. It
slandered no one and offended none. It simply aimed
at political freedom, economic emancipation and
social liberation. It meant that man should not be
oppressed because of the colour of,his
of, his skin nor should
becaus-e of the curl in his hair.
he be degraded becauf'q
95.
95. Nevertheless the Western Powers have turned
deaf ears and shut their eyes. Not only have they
failed to respond to the appeal of the world community; they continued their oppression and commacomination;
tion: they stepped up racial discrimination; and they
multiplied human extermination.
extermina.tion. The record is
lengthy, but the evidence is overwhelming.

.t

I

96.
96. Taking a brrdts-eye
bird's-eye view of our planet, we must
mu:st
be appalled to know that no less than eighty-eight
territories in this world of ours are still under
undHr
journ1ey
foreign domination. We have travelled a long [ourney
on
on the road to liberty. The United Nations has now
become an Organization of more than one hundred
nations. But it is not universality to h,ave
h,ave eighty-etght
eighty··ei~~ht
territories, extending to Asia and Africa, ullable
unable to
the
enjoy the sovereignty we enjoy and to exercise !the
independence we exercise.
97. In terms of numbers, if we are only to be moved
by numbers, these territories have no less than. 75

million people-downtrodden, degraded and downhearted. Their land is rich with gold and diamonds,
with
with oil and rubber, with tin and zinc, with uranium
and
and silver; but they are the poorest people in the
world. They have an abundance of wool, of cotton and
of
of silk, but they
thl'~y are naked down to the ankles. MediMedi~
cine
cine is made of their herbs, of their flowers, of
ojE their
shrubs, but they are sick, infected and diseased.
Learning, culture and
a.nd civilization are their history,
but they are ignorant and illiterate.
98.
98. In Africa alone there are now twenty-seven
twenty-sevEm terri-

tories, with 50 million people groaning under the yoke
of
of Western civilization, which is another synonym for
Western impel: lalism.
Ialtsm. The United Kingdom alone is
still holding 35
35 million people under the yoke,
yo~e, as the
domination of
last vestige of Kipling,s Empire. It is a domi;m\tion
the white man over the black race. If colour is, a disthe
grace, it should not be the colour ofthe skin of Africa.
The
The disgrace must be. the black heart of Europe and
the dark conscience of the West. This is where the
the
colour is not only a disgrace but the curse of all
curses.
99. Nevertheless, let us examine colonialism not in
its generality, but in its actuality; not in the past, but
in the present. The past has gone with all its miseries
and all its calamities, yet the present is before usto be seen, to be sensed, to be felt.
" 100. In the Congo, imperialism is still at wr .'k. Its
diamonds and uranium are the target. Wllitt was
described aa
a~l the wealth scandal of the Congo' has
become an international scandal and its recent victim-a great and beloved victim-was Dag HammarHammar-skjold. Belgium, France and the United
Unitet~ Kingdomshooting from
fro:rn different angles at different targets
-have thrown the Congo into civil war, into chaos
and
and into a blood bath. The reason is imperialism, and
Katanga's secession is nothing but imperialism, open
and
and naked. And what is degrading is this cease-fire
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with Katanga. In essence, a cease-fire is a commendable international practice. But there can be no
cease-fire with aggressors and invaders, and there
integr-Ity is at
can be no cease-fire where territorial integl'ity
stake.
101. The forces of imperialism have in fact undermined all the United Nations resolutions which
stressed the oneness of the Congo, the .unity of its
people and the integrity of its territory. AS
AS Israel has
. emerged under the mnbrella
umbrella of a cease-fire, so
Katanga is emerging now under a cease-fire arrangement. Just as Western imperialf8m
tmperfaltsm has driven Israel
as a deep wedge into the Middle East, Katanga is now
being driven
drivell into the heart of Africa-with the same
tactics and the same strategy.
102. In Angola the picture is dim and grey. Human
suffering is unbelievable. Imperialism is carrying out
. mass extermtnation.
exte:pmination. It is genocide by definition. The
people of Angola are fighting to destroy an old fallacy
of the Portuguese Empire. Portugal pleads that it is
innocent of racial discrimination, but it stands
staDds guilty
of a more heinous offen"ne-racial
offence-e-ractal extinction by assimilation. Portugal still clings to the outmoded heresy of
Angola's being another Portugal in Africa. Apart
from history, even geography has not taught Portugal
the loclil.tion
location of Portugal on the world atlas. The
Atlantic Ocean does not seem to be wide enough to
separate Angola from Portugal. Indeed, the position
of Portugal is an ocean of fallaciousness, typical of
imperialism and the reasoning of imperialism.
now· chewing
chewip.g negotiation
103. In Algeria, France is now
and vomiting the principle of self-determination. The
war has entered its eighth year, and President De
Gaulle has lost his glorious record of freedom in the
wilderness of the Sahara. The provisional government
governrJl.1ent
of the Algerian Republic whi.ch
whtoh is still determined to
fight, is still ready to negotiate; the Algerian people
are not prepare,r}
prepared to surrender. To France, it is,
.therefore, suicide. 01;0 continue th;is
this colonial war; and
it is most brutal not to cease the brutalities of the
war. Even on All Saints' Day, last week, a.day which
is sacred
Racred in France, the French shot down no less
than a hundred AIgarians
Alger-ians and wounded many hundreds
-all defenceless, weaponless and innocent, men and
women alike, with no discrimination. What would.
France have done if the occasion had been an All
Devils' Day instead of an All Saints' Day? On the
calendar of this war, every day is a devil's day for
France and a saint's dl:l.y for Algeria. France is
fighting to maintain domination, and Algeria is fighting to achieve liberation. This is enough to disgrace
imperialism. and all those who support imperialism.
Mr. Padil1a Nervo (Mexioo),Vice-President, took
tbe
the Chair.

104. Next door to Algeria is Bizerta, wherePrance
wher8'France
is maintaining a .military base against the will of a
State which is a Member of the United Nations-fully
independent and fully sovereign. This is naked colonialism and imperialism, capsuled in a military base.
France claims that it maintains Bizerta as a naval
base to defend France and the free world. I simply say
that this is a baseless base. There is nothing to show
that there is a legitimate right for France to have a
naval base on the territory of another State and against
the wish of its people. You cannot maintain a military
base in 'I\~unisia against the determined opposition of
Tunisia. President Bourguiba of 'I'unisfa-e-and
Tunisia,;...and I speak
within earshot of President MongLSlim-has gallantly
demanded of France simply to get out of Bizerta, to
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get out of his territory and hits homeland. Tunisia
does not wish to become a battlefield in either a cold
or a shooting war. Tunisia is neither a satellite nor a
vassal . of France. Let France defend France, but
from France. Let President De Gaulle defend France
from Europe, if you please, but not from Africafroni
from M:arseilles, and not from Bizerta. If WELl'
WELl' is to
take place-which God forbid-why should Bizerta be
a carget,
target~ why should Tunisia be a battlefi~ld
battlefield and,
indeed, why should the whole continent of Africa be
a graveyard?
105. In South Africa a whole people is persecuted.
Raci~J. 'discrimination is the declared policy of the
Government of the Union of South Africa. I am afraid
that this is no Government, no union and not Africa.
I say that with all due respect,
respe.~t.. It is a Government,
but for the white
whit~ to rule the black; it is a union, but
of discrimination and persecution. It is not African,
for Africa can never be a party to such a disgrace,
whether based on religion or race. Portugal has
resisted no less than fifteen resolutions passed by the
General Assembly; and
a.nd with the sole exception of
Israel among the Members of the Unions Nations, no
other State has had a similar record of defiance, of
resistance to the wishes of tha international community as embodied in re.solutions adopted by the
United Nations. The situation in South Africa is most
appalling. Not only is it deplorable; it has become
humanly intolerable . .Recently South Africa has been
declared a Republic-but a republic without the backing of the public and, indeed, a republic to torture,
torment and persecute its public. Numerous resolutions adopted against South Africa have proved to
be fruitless, and it is high time to unseat South Africa
in the United Nations. This is the only sanction which
will eradicate
era.dicate raetal
rac1al discrimination and uproot persecution from the soil of Africa. Perhaps a Government in exile can be set up to represent the people
of South Africa, to regain their independence and to
rejoin the United Nations. It would be an historic day
for the United Nations and a moment of rejoicing for
all mankind.
rnankind.
106. Turning to Asia, we
\\Te" find ourselves
ourselves"confronted
'confronted
with the problem of the fringes of the Arabian Peninsula. To keep their hold, the British, in their most
recent strategy,
str::J.tegy, have set up an "oil wall" around
this ancient
ancien't cradle of the Arab people. From Aden,
on the Red Sea, to the southern
southerll territories of Yemen
and to the coasts of Oman, a steel curtain has been
erected by the British, with military bases scattered
here and there. Liberation wars in the area are now
in full swing, and the acts of repression by the British
are in full swing too. Scarcely a day passes without
fighting, without bombing from the air and without.
destruction of open towns and defenceless villages.'
villages.·
The story of British aggression against the people of
Oman is too well known,to
known.to be related in detail at this
time. In 1957, the question was brought before the
Security Council under the fire of British jet fighters
as it were. Last year, the item was brought to the
General Assembly
AssemblY in a train of British tanks and
artillery; S'O
S'O to speak. The problem will be discussed
in due time. But this very week, let me state, Wh€ll
when
the United Kingdom delegation was talking of disarmament in the First Committee and talking of human
rights or the principle of self-determination in other
Committees, British armies were wreaking havoc and
destruction on the people of Oman. The official
information received most recently has revealed the
landing of new. British tro?ps, new military raids,
_._.'.~
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new lm\)risonments
tmprtsonments of Omani le',l.ders
Ieaders and, what is
most tragic, the imposition of a curfew on the people
afDman
ofOman in. their
thei'r homeland by the British authorities.
107. I wonder on what authority the British are in
Oman; I would be grateful' if the representative of the
United Kingdom would come to this rostrum
rostrl.,lm and tell
the Assembly on what authority the British are in
aione their military
Oman. Their very presence, let alone
aggression, is a violation of the provisions of the
Charter and of their obligations as a permanent member of the Security Council. What authority entitles
them to impose a curfew on a territory which they
any
do not possess.' and on a people not their own? If any
curfew is to be imposed, it should be imposed on the
British armed forces, a curfew forbidding them ever
to leave the United Kingdom, a curfew now and forever, so that the people of Oman, as well as the rest,
of the world, may have peace and tranquillity forever.
This is the curfew which the United Kingdom can
impose, a curfew to retain its forces in the British
Isles and never to permit them to leave. Then the
people of Oman, as well as the peoples of Africa and
Asia can remain at peace in their own country. This
is the curfew which the United Kingdom should impose, upon its own forces
forc~s but not upon the people of
Oman.
Omano
108. With regard to West Irian,
Irtan, at this present session the Netherlands is attempting to maintain co10colo- .
nialism under the guise of decolonization.
decolonizatton, Last year,
the Netherlands abstained from voting on the resolution containing the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples; at
at
this session. the Netherlands rests
re'sts its case on the
the
very resolution on which it previously abstained, a~~
it has now presented to the Assembly a draft resolution [A/L.354] based on that resolution. This in
in
itself is, most revealing and is an indication of the
the
purpose behind the draft resolution now presented
by the Netherlands, as was also the statement this
afternoon by the Foreign Minister of the Netherlands
in speaking of "Netherlands New Guinea". I wonder
wonder'
how it is that it belongs to the Netherlands and the
the
Netherlands is anxious to grant it independence? .,
109. The substance of the draft resolution is mote

devastating than its terms. It calls for investigation
into the conditions in the Territory; it refers to a
plebiscite and a United Nations Trusteeship. Such
measures are not acceptable. They run
rU,n counter to tte
resolution of the General Assembly
Ac:.sembly on the .basisof
,basis of
which the measures are invoked. Independence is no
nO
substitute for unity or territorial integrity• Se~
determination can by no means mean self-termination,
and should not be interpreted as such. West Irian is '
part and parcel of Indonesia, and no plebiscite is adadmissible in such a case. To the Netherlands, the idea
of.a
of-a plebiscite for West Irian is acceptable because
West Irian is not its country. It is easy to speak of
a plebiscite when the territory involved is not one's
onels
own country. Would the·· Netherlands agree to a
plebiscite with regard to a province
provtnce within the NetheTlands, a province which is part and parcel of the
Net!\erlands? That explains why Indonesia does not
accept the proposal, for how can anyone accept
a~cept the
partition of his homeland and the disunity of his
peop'~e?

110. Instead of concoting such an elaborate,
elabo~ate, intd"

cate and unacceptable plan, the Nether'lamls
NetherlamL,; would do
better to negotiate with Indonesia on the matter of
handing over the child to its mother. The United Na-
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tions is no mother to those who already have a mother
tfons
prepared to care, to love, and to sacrifice. By such
a .means
,means the Netherlands would gain the friendship
not only of"
of" the great Indonesian people, under the
.leadership of their distinguished President, but would
also gain the respect and friendship of all the peoples
of Asia and Africa.
111. Finally, I come to another ftspect
aspect of colonialism.
and manlfestation,
I mean Zionism in its ugliest form andrnanifestation.
And here I beg to assure the Assembly that I shallnot
shall.not
speek from the passions of an Arab or the emotions
own~ I
of a refugee, I shall not speak words of my own;
. shall not spell out my own ideas or reiterate my own
statements. I shall let the Zionist leaders speak in
own words ant] from their own ideas.
their own
112. In his inaugural speech at the Zionist Congress
." held in London in 1900, Theodore Herzl, the father of
Zionism, said: "English, with her eyes roaming over
all the seas, will understand us and our aims." He
was addressing his words to England, at that time
the greatest oi the imperialist countries.
113.
113. On
On 18.
18. May 1901, Herzl, in his first interview
Sultan,9 offered £1,600,000 to secure
with the ottoman Sultan
a charter for Jewish colonization in Palestine. The
Sultan, a sovereign of great' integnity, rejected the
offer and refused the bribe ia
In these noble words:

I'
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Palestine with "the permanent security of
of.. the approaches to the Suez Canal". 4s a matter of historic
rt:~~ord, the Zionist movement, which is nothing but
imperialism and colonialism, has appealed to all
major Powers with one language-the lang;uage
Ianguage of
oolontaltsm,
colonialis·m. To each Power it has spoken
spokc;m one and
~nd the
same language.
\\.
<:::..::.:.:.:- - ~- <:::.

1.17. To the United States, Zionism was explainecfas
explamedas
mar~J;t.es, to
a movement of development to drain marsbes,
irrigate the desert and to bringprogr.ess
brmgprogress to the whole
area. And, let it be noted, these are the very same
sarne
arguments of colonialism in its. march ia Africa and
in Asia.
.
.
118. To Great Britain, the Zionist movement was
advocated as a movement "to defend the Suez Canal
and the route to India".
119. To France, the Zionist movement
mov~ment was explained
in most exciting and interesting terms-and this is
the Zionist plan:
"The country we propose to occupy .shall include
lower Egypt, southern Syria and southern Lebullon..
Lebanon..
This position ••• will render us ~ •• masters of the
commerce
commeJ::ce of India, Arab;i.a and South and East
Africa • •• France cannot but desire to see the
road to India and China occupied by a people that
will follow her to the death ••• What people could
be more suited to this purpose than the Jews, who
were from the beginning of history destined for
the same aim ?Fr~nchmen and Jew ~ there is no
another,"
doubt that they were
wer.e l}reated for one an9ther."
120. To Germany, the! Zionist leac;iersadvancedtheir
Ieaders advancedthetr
programme in the following terms: .

"Advise Dr. Herzl to take no further steps in this
matter. I cannot alienate a single square foot of land,
My people fought
for it is not mine, but my people's. My
for their land, the Holy Land Palestine, and fertilized
it with their blood. Let the Jewskeeptheir millions.
If my empire is dismembered they will perhaps
receive Palestine gratis, but it must be our corpses
which will be cut up. I callnot
cannot agree to vivisection."
"We wish to establish, :O'rr"the eastern shores of
the
Mediterranean, a modern culture and comcorn114. On
On 27 October 1902, the same Herzlinterviewed
114.
zaercial
~~lercial
centre
cent.re
which
will
be
both
directly
and
inthe British Colonial Secretary, Joseph Chamberlain,
directly
a
prop
of
Germanism,
Germanism.
Palestine,
by
Jewish
asking him to allow Jewish colonization in Cyprus.
immigration, could become a political and comNot in Palestine this time, but in Cyprus-just because
mercial base, a German-Turkish
German-Turltis1l. Gibraltar on the
the whole idea is one of imperialism anywhere. But
frontiers
of
the
Anglo-Arab
'O~ean."
the British Minister refused the idea. The next day
Herzl met with Lord Lansdowne, the Foreign Secre- . 121. To the Soviet Union, and as recently as 1944,
tary,
~ary, and proposed Jewish colonization in the Sinai
Ben Hoi'in, a well-known Israeli leader, spoke in the
Peninsula. Herzl went to Cairo to negotiate with
following terms:
Cromer , '& but the Egyptian Government rejected
Lord Cromer,
"By (encouraging Jewish immigration) Soviet
this scheme completely. In fact, Lord Shaftesbury of
Russia might not only gain the everlasting gratitude
Great Britain had proposed as far back as 1840-and
this is a very interesting point for our friends from
of many Jewish groups throughout the world ••• but
Asia and Africa-a scheme for Jewish colonization as
would also create for itself an excellent position in
a means of utilizing the "wealth of the Jewish people"
the Middle East."
for the economic development of backward areas. On
122. Thus it will be seen how the Zionist movement
a later occasion, Lord Lansdowne offeredthe Zionists
has
explained its motives, once to France, once to the
a tract of land in the highlands of British East Africa.
United States, once to the United Kingdom, once to
I repeat, British East Africa.
Germany and, lastly, to
tot1'1e
tae Soviet Union. thus Zionism
115.
115. On 8 February 1920, referring to the future
has moved from one lap into another as an imperialist
Churchfll-e-the greatest, or
. success of Zionism, Mr. Churchill-the
movement. It has appealed to all. But it was the British
the last, architect of the British Empire-said the
who, on 2 November 1917, in an attempt
atteD.}pt to gain the
following:
support of Zionism in its war effort ofthe
o~the Ffirst World
whom f To Rothschit:a,,'?l}e~~f
Rothschit:a,,'?l}e~~f
"If, in our lifetime, be created, by the banks of . War, communicated-to whum?
the greatest pillars of colonization-a declaration ~o
protectton of
the Jordan, a Jewish State, under the IJI'otection
facilitate Jewish colonization in the Holy Land. Imm~
the British Crown, which might comprise three or
diately after the Fit-st World War, against the will of
four millions of Jews, an event will have occurred
the
native people and at the point of British bayonets,
which would be especially in harmony with the
Jewish colonization started.
truest interests of the British Empire."
123. As a result some 700,000 Jewish colonizers
colontzers
That is to say, the truest British interests in that area.
have been admitted to the country. Zionisnfbas
Zioniam'has estab!16. In fact, the Encyclopaedia Britannica, in its
lished two institutions, known
known as the Keren Kayemit
latest edition, has linked Jewish colonization in
c.olonization, just like
and Keren Baysod, to finance colonization,
~ British agent and Consul-General, adviser to the Khedive Tewfik.
Tewffk,
many financing institutions in Algeria established by
,
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France, and just like many financing institutions in
the Congo established by the Belgians. The resultvas
re:ault,as
testified by Sir John Simpson, the official expert of
the United Kingdom, was that many thousands and
thousands of native peasants became landless. They
became landless as the result of this Jewish colonization. Later, with the efuergence of Israel and
through terror and atrocities, 1,200,000 ArabsMoslem and Christian-were made landless. In fact
they were made not only landless, but also
al::;to homeleas.
homeless~
They became refugees and have now been living in
exile for the last fourteen years.
124. This is Zionism as revealed by its authors, by
its supporters and by its achievements. Zionism has
brought
bro~ght about the partition of Palestine and the expulsion of its people-the two greatest evils the Holy
Land has
haS! ever
eVf.lr experienced in its long history.
125. But what is amazing is that such a movement of
imperialism should have
h!3..ve its headquarters in the United
States-the United States, the greatest and the fir-st
fi~st
rebel against colonialism and imperialism, the United
States with its glorious record of anti-colonialism.
Ztontsm
Zionhsm is housed and financed in the United states.
The United States seems to be at the present moment
a stock-market for Zionist bonds and the like. Whether
they like it or not, this is imperialism on behalf of
the United States. The reason is quite simple. To aid
and abet Zionism is nothing but imperialism in its
most obnoxious form and its most ugly manifestation.
Peace-loving
Peace-lOVing peoples, and indeed all fighters for
fI'eedom,
fr-eedom, are entitled to ask the United States to outlaw Zionism and to ban its activity, if the United
States is anxious to regain its record of anticolonialism.
126. But exposing colonialism is one thing and
achieVing liberation is another. The fifteenth session
achieving
was one of declaration. We must make this session
one of action, and the proposal of the Soviet Union to
establish a commission to supervise implementation
, is to be welcomed as
a$ the starting point of acti on. We
wholeheartedly support the establishment of a Unite"
Nations commission to put teeth into the resolution
..
on decolonization. But we have certain reservations
to make on the draft resolution of the Soviet Union
[A/L.355]. The Soviet Union is proposing a representation of the "three main groups". That is the term
used in the draft resolution of the Soviet Union. It is
proposing three main groups to be represented in
that commission. We do not favour such an approach
for this particular question. Those engaged in colonialism directly or indirectly must be excluded from
the commtasron.
commissJ.on. A convict cannot be a judge, nor can
a perpetrator be a prosecutor. otherwise the trial
would be ridiculous and the prosecution a mockery.
With a commission excluding imperialists and their
collaborators, the stage would be set for clean action
and genuine implementation.
,

II-

129. On the count of independence!:,
Independence'; we hope the commission would report the independence
indep~rtdem:e of Algeria,
Angola, Oman and South Mrica.
Atrtca,
130. And last, on the counts of both unity and independence, we hOpe
hope the commission would be able to
report the unity and independence of Palestine, for
its legitimate citizens, Moslems, Christians and Jews
alike,
alike~ without any discrimination whatsoever. It may
be said that this will really be the end of Israel. That
is quite true, but there can be no doubt '~hat that end
end
would promote peace for Palestine and stability for
the whole world.
Mr. Slfrn
Sliza (Tunisia) resumed the Chair.

131. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): Before passing en to the second item on our agenda I
shall call on four speakers who wish to exercise their
right of reply.
132. Mr. GODBER (United Kingdom): II do not wish to
delay the Assembly from passing on to deal with the
next important business which we have before us
today but some of the remarks which we have just
heard from the speaker who has preceded me here
at this rostrum were so disgracefully wide of the
truth that they cannot be allowed to remain unanswered.
133. The representative of Saudi Arabia speaks with
with
a fervour and a passion which I cannot hope to match.
He also speaks with a lack of regard :f.or the facts,
which I have no desire to emulate. He SaW fit to make
certain
c8i'tain observations about the policies and the actions
of the United Kingdom Government, in particular in
relation to the territory of the Sultanate of Muscat
and Oman. It is very much to be regretted that the
representative of Saudi Arabia should once again have
chosen to make these extraordinary allegations. My
delegation rejects them utterly and we shall
s~all demonstrate their total falsity when we come to debate the
relevant item in the Special Political Committee. But
But
for the present II think it is sufftcient
suffich~i1t for me to refer'
to one short passage from the speech of the representatative of Saudi Arabia and refute it directly. May
II just remind-the Assembly what the representative
said at one .stage,
,stage. He said:
"But this very week ••• when the United Kingdom
Kingdom
delegation was talking of disarmament in the First
Committee ••• British armies were wreaking havoc
and destruction on the people of Oman. 11
He went on to say: "The official information received
most recently has revealed the landing of new British
troops ••• "n

127. It is our prayer that the commission would be
able to report progress. We wish the commission
well for the success of its mission. No other commission in the United Nations has been entrusted with
such a noble mission: to emancipate man and free
his freedom. We trust the commission would be able
to report total and complete decolonization, so that
we can close this bloody chapter of colonialism and
begin a rehabilitation of the history of mankind.

134. There is not one word of truth in that. There
are no British forces whatever stationed in this area.
The representative went on to say that he would be
grateful if the representative of the United Kingdom
Kingdom
would stand here at this rostrum, as I am doing now,
and state why these things are so and state why they
impose a curfew on the people of Oman. They do not.
and,
They do not in any form or shape, and II deny and,
reject it absolutely. That I think is far better than
the explanation for which the representative
r.epresentative asked.
These are the facts. I will not dwell on them. They
They
are there, and available for proof for any who wish
wish
to see.

128. On the count of unity, we hope the commission
would be able to report the unity of Katanga with the

135. I would only refer to one other aspect. The tone
and the tenor of the speech to which we have just

---'-'-"-""'-"-'
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Congo, of West Irian with Indonesia, and of the
southern fringes of
pf the Arab peninsula with Yemen.
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listened has in fact been an assault on. the colonial
record of my country and it is an assault which I
reject. II hope to have
hav~ the opportunity during the next
few days of reminding the General Assembly of the
real British colonial record, a record: of which I am
proud-a record which has brought over
oVer 600 miUion
people to full self-government during the last fift~en
years, the proof of which may be seen by anyone
standing at this rostrum, here in this Assem.biy.
Assembly,

i 1l do that, but we will ,only
1""i1
only do that if the Papuan

136. These are facts. I do
dQ not wish, I de
dG not need, to
go into polemics over this. I prefer to rely on facts
and II am content, and the .British
Brtttsh delegation is content, to be judged on thosafacts.
those facts, I wish to say ne more
at this stage. II shall hope to return, as I have said,
when I have the opportunity of addressing the.Assemthe,.Assembly fully on this subject.

14~~· When the Indonesian deleitation
delegatton listened. to tlie
statement of the Minister for Foreign Affairse! the
Netherlands, we had the intentidll to remain silent
because tomorrow the chairman of our delegation
would have full opportunity to make clear our position.
But today, by keeping silent, this attitude might be
wrongly interpreted as· being in agreement with the
Netherlands position; and we do not agree with the
.position ~f the Netherlands.
143. We regret very much that the Netherlands is
still not ready ~') recognize our positi()'l,
posttioa, that is, that
Irian Barat-West New Guinea-is a part of Indonesia
-the former Netherlands Indies, because before the
war we had only one Administration and one Governor-General ruling in
in· Indonesia.
i;

137. Mr.COMAY(Israel): Since the representative of
Saudi Arabia is quite capable of making an anti-Israel
speech on anyone of the nine items on the Assembly's agenda, my delegation would have to take up far
too much of the Assembly'svaluable time ifwe had to
expose every false statement and every fabricated
quotation that the Assembly has to :hear
hear from him. I
shall therefore
therel,)re merely say that the alleged history of
Zionism we have heard from him today
tQday is a lot of wild
nonsense. Zionism was the national
natio~lal liberation movement of the Jewish people. It led to our regaining our
independence in. our ancient homeland, after the
struggle against Great Bribin
Br-itain and against the Arab
armies that invaded our country and tried unsucces
unsucceSssfully to wipe out our State. Israel is a permanent
member of the world community and a permanent
feature of the Middle East landscape. Whether·
Whether the
representative of Saudi Arabia likes that fact or not
is of no great importance.
138. Mr. SCHURMANN (Netherlands): I wish to make
only one point, and that isthis:
Is this: the representative of
Saudi Arabia has rejected the proposals which the
Netherlands has made in respect of New Guinea. That,
of course, is his right, although it is regrettable. But
he has rejected them for a reason based on what he
called a fact, which is not true. That is not hfs right,
and is much more regrettable. The reason why he
rejected our proposals was that he said that we were
hypocritical. And why were Vie hypocritical ?Because,
he said, last. year when the resolution on decolonization was debated and voted on in the Assembly, the
Netherlands abstained, and now, suddenly, this year
it accepts the resolution. The representative of Saudi
Arabia made great play with this argument. He repeated it several times with gestures and with emphasis of voice. He s:;lid
said that last year, we abstained,
and now we accept it.
\
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139. When one makes accusations like that, it is
generally advisable to take the precaution to make
sure of one's facts. If the representative of Saudi
Arabia had taken
tal<:en the trouble to look up the records
of the fifteenth session where the roU-call
r-oll--call voting on
that resolution is recorded, he would have seen that
the Netherlands did not abstain, but voted in.favour
of it. Since his whole argument about hypocrisy, and
all the drama that he built up about it, was based on
this so-called fact, now that the fact proves to be
untrue, the whole fabric collapses.
'
140. The representative of Saudi Arabia saw fit to
b
finish by giving us what he called some good advice.
He said that what we should do is to hand over New
Guinea to Indonesia. Well, I can assure him that we

pvpulation of New Guinea expresses its wish that we
population
shQuld
should do so. So. long as they b~ve
bave not done that, we "
will not follow the advice that has been given to us
by the representative of Saudi Arabia. .
141. Mr. WIRJOPRANOTO {Indonesia): On behalf of
our delegation II want to ./~J{pressour thanks to the
President for giving me the opportunity to exeruise
exer0iffJe
the right of reply.
,..

144. At this juncture I am not goidg
going to elaborate or,
or~
many points, but there is one point we cannot pass
over, and that is in connexion with
wlth the concluding part
of the speech of the Foreign Minister of the Netherlands. If the President will allow me, II should like to
quote it:

"What is important now, and of paramount importance, is the future of Netherlands New Guinea,."
Guinea," I
should like to say parenthetically that Netherlands
New Guinea, for us, does not exist. ,For us, there
tb-ere
is only Indonesian New Guinea. II continue
co~tinue to quote:
"on that future no one except the Papuans themselves are entitled to decide. 'ro
To let them decide
for themselves is the only method
methOd compatible with
the principles of the Charter. It is inter alia also
the only way to achieve a peaceful and durable
settlement. "
.
145. My first remark about this statement is thatthe
Foreign Minister of the Netherlands made a mistake,
in fact, a big mistake, by calling the people in West
Irtan
"Papuans ", The name "Papuans" is not popular,
Iriar! "Papuans".
it is even insulting. What does Papuan mean? Papuan
Papllcan
means a people
peQple without civilization.
146. We never call our brothers and sisters in West
Irian Papuans.
Papuans; But for 350 years before the war 'and
for sixteen years since
sinoe the wa>,
wa~, the Dutch hitve
have been,
calling our brothers and sistarsPapuans;
ststera Papuana; 'they are
still calling them Papuans: people without civilization.
That I cannot accept. It is a great mistake.
mist~ke.
147. There is something more. The people whom the
Netherlands call Papuans are our brothers and sisters
f~om Irian.
Irtan, We all belong to the same nation: the
Indonesian nation. For many years we have recognized
only one nation: the Indonesian nation. There is only
one country: Indonesia. There is only one language:
the Ir..donesian language. There is only one flag: the
red and white flag.

148. I would remind the Foreign Minister of the
Netherlands of a word that was popular before the
war and before our proclamation of independence. The
Netherlands called the natives of Indonesia, those who
were born in Indonesia, "inlanders".
"inland6rs". That is a Dutch
word; it means "natives". Everyone knows the Nether-
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217. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): Before adjourning the meeting I shall call on the representative of the Netherlands who wishes very briefly
to exercise his right of reply.
218. Mr. SCHURMANN (Netherlands): I shall be extremely brief. But II felt it necessary to answer the
categorical quesHvn
question that the representative of Indonesia has asked us this afternoon. It is to my mind
a most extraordinary question, because what he asked
was whether the Netherlands delegation would permit
the Papuans on the delegation to speak to members of
of
the Indon.:lsian
Indonssfan delegation. I must say that I do not,
understand the question at all because the answer is
obviously "naturally if • We allow anybody who is a
member of our delegation to speak or to refuse to
sp1eak
speak to anybody else, and there is no difference at
al;
aL' between the Netherlands members and the Papuan
members. That is the only answer II can give him.
~

219. May I add that the Assembly will notice that I
spoJ;~en about Papuans, and I have done so delibhave spoken
erately. The representative of Indonesia said that that
was an insulting word. It may be that in Indonesia it
is an insult to call somebody a "Papuan", but I can
assure him that neither in the Netherlands nor in
New Guinea is it an insult. On the contrary, in New
Guinea the people there are very proud of the name
"Papuan" and they wish to be called Papuans and do
po
not wish to be called anything else. Only very recently
the New Guinea Council itself passed a resolution to
that effect-that they wished to be called Papuans,
Papuans.

220. Therefore, the remarks that were made on that
score just show once more how little my friend
whom
Suhardjo Wirjopranoto knows about those people whom
he calls his brothers and sisters.
.
The meeting rose at 7.15 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEMS 88 AND 22
The situation with regard to the implementation of ':he Declaration «>n the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples (continued)
Assistance to Africa (continued):
(~) A United Nations programme for independence
1. Mr. WACHUKU (Nigeria): As has been made
clear here before, my primary concern will be with
the second item on our agenda, that is, "Assistance
to Africa", item 22 (~), "a United Nations programme
for independence". Following that, whatever I say,
I will take the opportunity to discuss also the contents
of the draft resolution of Nigeria [A/L.357].

and development". This affected the African States
particularly. Those who were in the First Committee
will remember clearly the difference of opinion that
existed between mjself and the representative of the
United States. At the time when he made his statement
we felt that he had not made a concrete proposal, and
asking us to exercise initiative was rather unfair,
because the proposal did not come from us. It was
as a result- of that that the United States made another
proposal, and this was taken up by us, because there
was a challenge to exercise initiative; and I have the
privilege of being the Qhairman of the drafting committee which drew up the draft resolution which was
contained in the report of the First Committee..1/ on
that item to the General Assembly at its fifteenth
session.
5. That draft resolution was brought to the First
Committee, but there were two separate aspects of
it. The draft resolution was divided into two: part A
dealt with the question of independence, and part B
confined itse If to the question of econpmic development.
In that draft resolution there was a particular item
of part A that did not make itself; particularly acceptable to the great Powers, espeuia'lly"to those
Powers that had colonies in Africa. I refer to operative
paragraph 3 of section A of the draft resolution, which
reads as follows:
"Directs the Fourth Committee to work out,
through an appropria.te machinery, precise details
including target dates for the implementation of
resolution 1514 (XV), in particular of paragraph 5
of the Declaration contained therein."

2. The two items that are being discussed together
have a little history based on certain incidents which
occurred during the fifteenth session. The General
Assembly will remember that resolution 1514 (XV)
was the outcome of a statement made by the Soviet
Union and a draft declaration.!J introduced by it, calling
for the abolition of colonies all over the world. That
proposal by the Soviet Union was taken up by the
African-Asian States and "processed" into a draft
resolution, and General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)
was in effect the result of the "processing" by the
African-Asian group of States. Resolution 1514 (XV)
made a general Declaration, but it did not specifv
methods by which colonialism could be abolished.

6. In other words, the colonial Powers were adverse
to fixing target dates. The paragraph referred to,
paragraph 5 of the Declaration contained in resolution
1514 (XV), reads as follows:

nlmmediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
Non-Self-Governing Territories or 'an other territories which have not yet attained independence, to
transfer all powers to the peoples of these territories,
without any conditions or reservations, in accordance
with their freely expressed will and desire, without
any distinction as to race, creed or· colour, in order
to enable them to enjoy complete independence and
freedom."

3. During the same session, the United States repre-

sentative proposed a special programme for Africa.
That proposal is contained in a letter Y which was
sent tu the Secretary-General. Later on, after the
resumption of the' session, a draft resolution.21 was
submitted by the United States delegation; this was
also addressed to the Secretary-General.

7. The draft resolution submitted by the African
States was not discussed at that time because of two
factors. One was the question of target dates, as r
have said, and the other was the proposal for the
establiphment of an African development bank. The
great Powers did not feel qUite happy about those
two major proposals, and in consequence discussion
of the item to which the draft resolution referred
was adjourned to the sixteenth session. As I have
pointed out, the very form of that draft resolution

4. Again, this particular programme was termed
nAfrica:

a United Nations programme for independence

!J Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifteenth Session,
Annexes, agenda item 87, document A/4502.
y ~, agenda item 88, document A/4515.
Y~, document A/4515/Add.l.

. ..1/ Ibid., document A/4747.
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became obsolete, because there was a reference to
some subsidiary organs of the Assembly that were
to perform certain functions and report to the Assembly
at this session. Because the Assembly did not debate
the draft resolution, either to adopt or reject it,
because action was postponed, it was not possible for
those organs to function. Now, when this question of
assistance to Africa was brought back to this session,
we found that the subject had been divided into three
parts: we are discussing here now item 22 (!y$ and
parts (~) and (£) of item 22 h::tve been referred to the
Second Committee.
8. Because the representative of the United States
threw down a challenge to the African States to exercise
initiative, and because I was a party t<;> the initial
exercise of initiative in preparing the draft resolution,
and because I knew that one of the stumbling blocks
to that draft resolution was the question of target
dates, naturally my delegation did not go home to go
to sleep. We realize that you cannot solve any problem
in relation to colonial questions in Africa without
considering the United Kingdom Government. Anybody
who thinks he can made a declaration here and ignore
the United Kingdom is just wasting his time. You
cannot vote to have independence for all the countries
in Africa without taking into consideration the United
Kingdom Government. We know their peculiarities
and their idiosyncracies, and we knew that the only
thing was to begin to have negotiations and discussions
with them. That is what my country did during the
interim period. Fortunately for us, I must say that,
although the United Kingdom Government has consistently refused to entertain any idea of target dates,
Nigeria has been successful in getting it to agree
that at least there should be a date when there should
be no longer any vestiges of colonies in Africa. I want
to mention that verr carefully: "in Africa", not in
respect of any specific territory. I am saying this
in all seriousness, because much mischief has been
caused by certain propaganda that has been going
about concerning the Nigerian draft ~esolution.
9. When this session begap, before the Nigerian
draft resolution [A/L.357] was submitted officially
for circulation to all Members, we extended the
normal courtesy to fellow African States of letting
them see the' draft in case they had any comment,
but I must say that, instead of concrete objective
criticism, a kind of sinister propaganda was circulated
here suggesting that Nigeria had postponed the independence of African States for ten years. I felt that
that was most unfair. Therefore, since that propaganda
was gathering momentum, the only thing for the
Nigerian delegation to do was to submit the document
officially, to enable :it to be translated into all the
official languages so that all delegations here could
see its contents. That is what was done.
10. I want to say that even this particular assertion
to which I refer has found its way into the discussion.
In the statement of the representative of the Soviet
Union, Mr. Lapin, in. the general debate on Tuesday,
7 November, he·made the following remark:
"Voices are heard sometimes, according to which
in Africa, for instance, the delay for the granting
of independence must be extended for almost ten
years. This means that we should tolerate the fact
that for many years the peoples ofSoufth West Africa
will have to live under conditions of mediaeval terror
of the South African racists; that the people of Kenya
and Northern Rhodesia must live under conditions

_
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of terror and repression. No, we would be remiss
in our duty to humanity if we condoned the main..
tenance of colonial order."* [1048th meeting, para.
80.]
11. It is because of the intensification of that propa..
ganda against the draft resolution, the deliberate
misinterpretation of that draft resolution by certain
people, that the representative of the Soviet Union
.was led to make such a statement, which certainly
cannot be said to reflect what is contained in the draft
resolution of Nigeria.
12. What does the Nigerian draft resolution contain?
If we examine the pr3amble and compare its wording

and the wording of the various paragraphs with thE)
series of resolutions on colonialism that have been
adopted in this Assembly, it will be found that most
of them are justwords that have already been accepted,
preambles already accepted in one form or another.
So nobody can have any serious quarrel with the
preamble, because the same wording will 'be found
in other General Assembly documents. The only
serious innovation is contained in paragraph 1 of the
declaration forming the operative ,part; and I shall
read that so that nobody will be in doubt as to its
contents. Tht~ last preambular paragraph reads:
"Determined that all peoples of Africa have an
inalienable right to complete freedom, the exercise
of their sovereignty, and the integrity of their
national territory,
"Solemnly proclaims:"
And then paragraph 1 of that proclamation reads as
follows:
"That all colonial, dependent and Non-Self-Governing Territories and peoples in Africa shall attain
independence by, before, and not later than 1 Dece"mber 1970;"
13. "By, before, and not later than 1 December 1970"
is a declaration specifically for Africa. This decade,
has been called "the decade of Africa". Nigeria does
not want it to be said that "the decade of Africa" is.
just a phrase, and the decade allowed,. to pass without
its bei;J:g-in fact a decade of Africa. The draft resolution says that "by, before, and not later than 1 December 1970", the whole of Africa must be completely
free and independent. It will be noted that nowhere
in this draft resolution is there any enumeration of
territories; not one single African Non-Self-Governing
Territory is mentioned by name.
14. Of course, we are realistic enough to appreciate
that one cannot sit down in the General Assembly and
arrive at conclusions as to when a particular country
will be free and independent, taking into account the
historical factors. There are many things to be taken
into consideration. The political leaders of the areas
concerned must be consulted-after all, it is they who
govern the areas and not ourse'lves. The Powers that
control the areas must also be taken into consideration
because they will have a stake in the whole matter.
Moreovf;2r, many resolutions have been adopted about
South Africa in relation to South West Africa. What
is the result? The United Nations is not a government,
and has not th'e power to force its will on any independent State Member here. All that happens is that
a resolution is adopted, and the result depends on the
ability of the Member State to observe its obligations
• Provisional English version taken from the interpretation.
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under the Charter and to heed the decision of the
General Assembly. When that particular country
refuses to appJ,y the decision of the General Assembly,
nothing can 'be done about it. All we can do is to come
back here and say that that country has' refused to
abide by the decision. Only the other day, when we
said that South Africa, should be censured, there was
a hue and cry; it was said that Wf< were trying to
.prevent South Africa from exercising its right of
self-expression. And yet, can we believe that a mere
declaration made here, without taking into consideration the wishes of the people concerned and the Powers
that cqntrol the area, will achieve independence for
the people? To us in Nigeria it is not possible to
believe that that is true.
15. Now, what have we done in this pa:dicular respect?

All we are asking is that the General Assembly, considering its resolution 1514 (XV), and considering
also the proposal of the United States, which has been
accepted by the Afr~can States-the specific case of
assistance to Africa has been mentioned and placed
as an item on the agenda, so that Africa should be
taken now as the first continent, the continent which
contains the majority of the colonies-should make
a specific declaration at this sixteenth session, without
waiting to make it at the seventeenth or eighteenth
session, that by a particular date, and not later than
a particular date, the whole continent should be free
and independent.
16. But the question is so dealt with that any ter·ritory that happens to be ready for independence any
'day should have no obstacle to prevent its being
independent.

17. Furthermore, this declaration is intended to

imply, that the moment the United Nations makes
the declaration, and the moment the United Kingdom
makes a commitment, the African States automatically
will have the onus forced upon them to work together
co-operatively, through the nationalists in the area
concerned, and with the colonial Powers concerned,
to see to it that this particular draft resolution is
put into effect on the continent of Africa.
18. It is no longer a question of Africans coming
here to make a declaration and then to find that nothing
is done about it. Each one of us will be called upon
to contribute something to the alleviation of the difficulties and of the trials and tribulations of oUr fellow
nations of the continent. Each of us will be asked to
contribute something. Each of us will be called upon
to make a positive plan for the liberation of the whole
of Africa. Th~t is what is :reqUired.
19. Again I want to say, in introducing this draft
resolution, that it is the intention of Nigeria that
there should be an orderly and peaceful development
in Africa. We have no rockets; we have no guns; we
have not all the technicological and scientific means
to develop our immense resources. We have, relatively
speaking, in proportion to the size of our continent,
few trained people who will develop our resources.
We want to prevent subversion within our continent.
We want to keep ideological conflicts outside the
purlieu of our continent. That WP. could not do in the
midst of turmoil.
20. I think it is necessary that we should learn a

lesson from the Congo. I happen to have personal
knowledge of what took place there. Here too we
have been following the events, as they occurred,
lone after the other.

609

21. When one considers the question of colonies in
Africa, one finds that in the north-western part of
the continent, between Mauritania and Morocco, there
is piece of territory which is called Spanish Sahara.
I am sure that the nationalists there would not like
it to be called Spanish Sahara. And then, off-shore,
we have the Canary Islands. A little lower down,
between Senegal and GUinea, there is another pit3ce
of territory called Portuguese Guinea, and within
an enclave in Senegal there is Gambia. Then, off the
shores of Nigeria, there are the islands of Fernando
Po and St. Thomas. Opposite those islands we find
Rio Muni, which is under Spanish domination. Then,
at the mouth of the river Congo, we have Cabinda,
which is controlled by Portugal, and immediately
below the Congo there is Angola, followed by South
West Africa, and the extreme end is the huge colonial
territory of South Africa.

a

22. Then; on the Red Sea, just near the outlet to the
Arabian Sea, we have French Somaliland. Next we
come to the area where we have the huge colonial
block. There is Kenya, Uganda, Ruanda-Urundi, Tanganyika, Northern Rhoaesia and Nyasaland, Southern
Rhodesia, Bechuanaland and Mozambique, and then
the enclaves within South Africa-it goes now by the
name of the Republic of South Africa-Swaziland,
Basutoland, Pondoland and Barotseland. Of these
territories, Uganda, Kenya; Tanganyika, Northern
and Southern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Bechuanaland,
Basutoland, Swaziland, Pondoland and Barotseland
are all under the control of the United Kingdom.

23. If representatives will look at the map of Africa,
they vlill find that the area in question cuts across
it. On one side there is Angola, South West Africa
and the Congo, and then on the other s~Je, bordering
the. sea, there is Mozambique, and these territories
that I have mentioned, from Kenya. right down to
Bechuanaland, act as a kind of· valley between two
mountain ranges.
24. When we talk of the liberation of colonies it is
quite obvious, when one looks at the map, that since
the United Kingdom Government controls this huge
area then, if the colonies are to be liberated, anything
we have to do must be done in communication with
the United Kingdom. Government. Any pressure to be
applied must be on that Government. Any negotiation
and any approaches must be with and to that Government. In relation to Angola we have to deal with
Portugal, and this applies also to Mozambique. In
the case of South West Africa, we have been dealing
with South Africa for more than a decade, but there
has been no result.
25. It has been said that the Nigerian draft resolution
condemns these people to wait for ten years-which
it does not. For instance, while I am speaking now,
the leaders of Kenya are in London negotiating for
their independence with the British Government. If,
through a round-table conference, they can succeed
in having their independence next year, Nigeria will
be very happy, and in fact will do everything possible
in this connexion. Ami we believe in Nigeria that it
is possible for Kenya to be independent next year.
26. There are three factions that must be reconciled.
'The two African political parties must be reconciled
with each other, and also prOVision must be made to
safeguard the minority so that it does not live in a
state of fear. In other words, power must be transferred to the majority, and at ,the same time there
must be sufficient safegua:r:d within the constitution
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to ensure the security of the minority. That is the
basis on which we thiuk we will have peace in Africa.
Our quarrel with South Africa is only that the power
is in the hands of a microscopic minority that does
not want to respect the rule of law.

as they recognize the rights of the majority, I see
no reason why anybody should not see to it that the
right:;; of the minority are safeguarded. That is the
attitude of 'Nigeria toward the development of OUr
continent.

27. Similarly, we read that a declaration has been
made, after negotiation at a round-table conference,
by the leaders of Uganda and the representatives of
the United Kingdom Government, that Uganda will be
independent in October 1962. We are happy that that
result has been reached.
28. Of course, we all know that next month, on 9
December 1961, Tanganyika will become independent,
and my delegation will be privileged to watch the
admission of that country as a Member of this body.

32. There have been some chal..'lges. Formerly, the
Africans have never had any representation, but a
move has been made so that in a House with, I think,
sixty-five members, there are fifteen Africans. AIthough it is a change in the right direction, everybody
knows that that is no change at all in keeping with
our own aspirations. One cannot have a minority
dominating the majority. Pressure must be put on the
United Khlgdom Government, which has the ultimate
authority in that area, to do something in the British
traditional manner.

29. In the case of Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland
and Southern Rhodesia th~re has been a certain constitutional transformation, and that has given rise
to some misunderstanding in Northern Rhodesia.
Agreement was reached on a certain pattern, and
later' the head of the Federal Government, Sir Roy
Welensky, went to London and certain arbitrary decisions were taken which were contrary to the expectation of the leader of the majority of the people
there, Mr. Kaunda, who did not hesitate to protest.
That resulted in some difficulties and turmoil in
the. Territory. My Government did not hesitate to let
th~J United Kingdom Government know that it could
not', accept the situation that hadbeen created, whereby
3 million people had equal power with 72,000. That is
very bad arithmetic, and therefore certain changes
must be made in accordance with the wishes of the
leaders of the majority of the people there, while at
the same time there must be adequate safeguar-ds for
the minority.

30. In this particular respect I am sure, as it has
been arranged, that they will have an election in, I
think, April 1962, if the necessary constitutional
adjustment is made. We have no doubt in our mind
that, just as in the case of Nyasaland, where Dr.
Banda has won his election by an overwhelming
majority, Mr. Kaunda and his party will win the
majority in Northern Rhodesia. Of course, we support
the view that the power should be transferrad to the
majority and that there should be safeguards for the
minority. That would be consistent with the policy
which prevails in our own country. We want an orderly
development in that area. We have to recognize that
there are settlers whose interests go very deep in that
area. One cannot exterminate them. The human problem has to be solved, and OIle just does not wave a
wand and solve the problem overnight. We do appreciate
those finer points.
31. Again, in the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, there is Southern Rhodesia, which is a harder
nut to crack than the north, because there again the
power is in the hands of a settler community which
seems to lean towards the South African policy of
racism. But there seems to be a wind of change
there . now, because I read the other day that the
women have taken the initiative; the women of the
settler community have taken the initiative by beginning to extend courtesies to their African fellow-men.
They are trying to reconcile themselves to the fact
that they are human beings living in the community
and they must live together. I think anybody who
reads that, and finds that such a move is being made,
shouJd encourage it. These people have come to live
in Africa. They want to be happy in Africa. As long
-:...::...~

..

33. That brings us, after Northern and Southern
Rhodesia, to the next Territory under British protection, namely, Bechuanaland. Bechuanaland is next to
South West Africa and to South Africa. I have mentioned these areas very carefully, bel.Jause there are
at least two consequences of independence in this
area. We have been trying to find a way to solve the
problem of South West Africa; we had been trying
to t'itfd a way to solve the problem of racialism in
Sou:'th Africa. Now, if one takes a look at the map-if
this entire area becomes independent, then Bechuanaland will have a territory contiguous with South West
Africa, and there is the heavy weight of the majority
of black Africa pressing on South Africa. I do not
see how they are going to resist that weight any longer.
Definite pressure will be applied on them and they
will have to change their policy. We may pass resolutions year in and year out, but unless these areas
have their independence, the racist policy of South
Africa will not change.
34. ,It has been suggested that independence should
be granted to all these areas next year. I know the
intention is good; it is well meant. But is it practicable? And if it is practicable, is it in the interests.
of the African co~munity? Take South West Africa,
those who have read the report. Who controls South
West Airica today? Not the majority. Suppose you
grant independence to it, to whom will you transfer
power? Is it not precisely to the people who are
crushing the majority? Will you not be sending the
majority to complete servitude for an indefinite period?
If you grant South West Africa independence tomorrow
and it comes here and is admitted as a Member of
the United Nations, are there any means by which
one can go and interfere in its internal affairs in
order to change the situation of the black majority
in that aI'ea? So, it sounds nice on paper. But the
human factor involved there has not been examined
critically by those who may mean well. But that i~
our continent. The position in South West Africa is
terrible. That is true. But we want a situation that
will enable this Organization, in co-operation with
the African States and the colonial Powers there,
to be able to arrange for a workable mission that
will transfer power to the majority of the people and
safeguard the interests of the minority, and not just
drop independence on them like that, in such a way
that when we think we are doing something for the
Africans we sell them into bondage.
.
35. Again, i~'2 the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, suppose you grant independence today. There is
a Government headed by Sir Roy Welensky. To whom
will you: transfer the power? To Sir Roy Welensky?
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What will his Government do? It controls the army,
it contr~ls the police, it does everything to crush
the opposition, ~cause there is no one to assist the
opposition. All that the Nigerian draft resolution asks
is this: make a declaration, in which case the United
Ki~gdom will be bound to co-operate with the other
African States and with the leaders of the areas concerned, and they will be able to work out machinery
for each Territory. That is why we have deliberately
refrained from mentioning any Territory by name.
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36. We cannot sit down here and work out a date for
Uganda, a date for Kenya, a date for Rhodesia, and
a date for what is called Spanish Sahara. The leaders
of these areas are scattered. Day in and day out we
see the political leaders of South West Africa coming
here to petition the Fourth Committee. Some of them
are in New York; some are in London; some are
visiting Lagos; some go to Accra; and some go to
Conakry. We all know that. These people must be
collected together so that they c~m sit together and
formulate a programme for themselves. After all,
they are the leaders in their Territo... y. Nigeria has
no territorial ambitions. Nigeria does not want any
African Territory to develop a new imperialism in.
Africa. Nigeria does not want any particular African
Territory to grab any other Territory, however small
it may be. That is why it thinks that the African States
must be given an opportunity to sit together and
formulate a policy for their own continent. If that
is a sin that Nigeria has committed, then I think it
is a glo:rious sin. We are proud of it.
37. Again, I want my brother Afrioans to remember
~he ~ongo. !he moment independence comes, you
InvarIably fInd people who were brothers in arms
when they were fighting for independence, becoming
enemies because of the quest for power. We found
it in the Congo. And was it not because of external
forces-as I stated at :;to Press conference-that there
are too many fingers in the Congolese pie? What
guarantees have you, that if you confer independence
without proper formulation or provision for assi~\tanc~
from the African States in this' Organization and from
friends all over the world, there will be no people
who want to divide the leaders in order to fish ).n
troubled waters? That happened, and that was one
of the reasons why one of the leaders of the Congo
was killed, because some people gave him very bad
advice. We want to avoid that. We cannot afford to
destroy our own African leaders. We must preserve
them to enable them to serve their own countries.
Mr. Ortiz Martin (Costa Rica),
took the Chair.

Vice-President,

38. Again, there is trading in ideologies. It has been
said that the African personality ought to be projected.

But how can a personality be projected if it is not
consolidated? I must say something which will perhaps
shock some people. In May and June of 1961, a certain
country situated south of Europe sent representatives
to Stanleyville, and they collected more than 100
Congolese students there over the age of six and took
them away. This Organization had knowledge of that
event. Was this done with the know!edge'ofthe Congolese Government? What was the purpose of taking
tho~e children away? If they are away from the country
untIl they are twenty-one, will they still be Congolese?
Are they to be groomed in certain ideologies which
are in conflict with their own tenets?
39. We must guard against such things. That is why

the rule of the day must be the systematic attainment
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of independence in Africa by the African States themselves, in co-operation with this Organization and
friendly countries. We must not allow the continent
of Africa to become again a battleground for the large
Powers.
40. We wan.t to abolish colonialism once and for all.
We cannot have one kind of colonialism going out of
the front door and another kind coming in at the back
door. That is the purpose of the.l'~·lgerian draft resolution. yve want to protect Africa from internal rivalry.
41- It will be remembered that in my statement during
the general debate in the Assembly [1031st meeting]
I set forth on behalf of ~y Government, three conditions
that we expected Portugal to fulfil in respect of Angola
and Mozambique: Portugal must recognize the principle
of independence for the areas under its control;
Portugal must recognize the legitimacy of the political
leaders of those areas; and Portugal, if it wishes
to retain the good will of the people in those areas,
must be prepared to formulate now machinery for
transferring power to the leaders of the areas. Portugal
is not even t!1inking of Independence for those people.
How can there be any thought of conferring independence
on Angola next year-unless we want to hand back to
Portugal the Angolans whom we say we wish to save?
How can there be any thought of giving independence
to Mozambique now-unless we want to hand it back
to the country now exercising control there? The
United Nations does not have the machinery to force
independence on anyone. And do we know who the
leaders of those countries are? How do we know that
Portugal will not select some people and say, "These
are the leaders"? How do we know that Portugal will
not come in by the back door and take power again?
42. Thus, the intention of the Nigerian dl;'aft resolution

is to create a situation in which the independ.ent
African States wHI keep a watchful eye on the development of the areas that are not yet independent.
43. The word "immediate" has been used in respect
of this subject for twelve years or more. It has lost
its meaning. To us in Nigeria "immediate" does riot
mean that something should be kept in cold storage.
That is why paragraph 2 of our draft resolution states
that:
"immediate and urgent steps should be taken in all
colonial, dependent or Non-Self-Governing Territories in Africa to prepare the peoples of those
territories for the complete management of their
affairs between now and 1970".
44. We do not say that these things should be deferred.
"Preparation" does not mean that everyone should be
sent to kindergarten. Surely, "preparation" includes
the formulation of constitutions. It means that the
people themselves, through their political parties or
whatever they have, should take the initiative in
governing their own territories. One cannot govern
by staying away. One learns to govern by governing.
That is our interpretation of "preparation". It does
not mean that the whole population of an area must
be placed in a university and that the area cannot
become independent until everyone has graduated from
that university. That is nonsense. Most political
leaders have never been to any university. My father
never went to a university, but.hegoverned. "Preparation", as I have said, does not necessarily mean
going to a secondary school or any other school that
conforms to the Western pattern. !'Preparation" means
searching out the leaders who understand theiIi-:own
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countries. It does not mean that those persons must
,know English, French, German or Russian in order
to govern. A person can govern in his own traditional
manner. But !le must have preparation, to appreciate
the responsibility of governing. Power must not be
acquired for the purpose of destroyi.!lg those whom
the leaders are supposed to serve. That is what we
in Nigeria mean by -"preparation".
45. When the African States met in Monrovia,..§1 they
made certain unanimous declarations. They discovered
that if we are to live in peace and tranquillity in
Africa certain basic problems must be solved. There
is the problem of mutual understanding. Because of
the colonial r~gimes, certain areas of Africa are
French-speaking and others are English-speaking.
We have been kept apart. We must be able to communicate with each other. Road and telephone communications which at present exist are not sufficient.
We must build these things up. Many of us are meeting
for the first time at the sessions of the General
Assembly. It is the intelltion of the African states
to make us of their independence to bring about mutual
understanding and co-operation in the economic,
cultural, scientific and technological spheres and at
the governmental level.
46. The resumed conferences of African States will
assemble in Lagos, the capital of my country. If the
p.L-es~nt draft resolution is adopted by the Assembly,
thus establishing a definite date beyond which the
independence of Africa cannot be postponed, it is our
intention that the resumed conference of African States
should take up the question of the date to be established
for the respective territorial areas concerned. We
intend to invite the leaders of the various areas to
be present so that we may have first-hand knowledge
of the conditions there. How many of us have visited
all these territories or have any practical knowledge
of them?
47. We have del:lberately left fluid the exact date to
be establi&hed for the independence of each territory.
With careful planning and management, some of these
areas will '.>bviously become independent.in less than
five years;, others win become independent in not
more than five years. But we must remember that
there are Angola~ South West Africa and Mozambique.
The United Kingdom Government has already committed itself to the principle of ir1ependence in the
areas under its influence. Has pprtugal committed
itself to that prinCiple? The other day I read in the
Press that the United States Government haddeclared
its support for this progressive plan. I think that we
are surely making progress when the two most powerful
Western Powers agree to accept the principle of a
date for the inQiJpendence of the entire continent of
Africa~, not just a particular country. It must follow
that, having committed themselves to that principle,
they cannot resist the establishment of any particular
date by the African States in co-operation with the
nationalists of th~ area cOll.cerned. It would be presuming too much to establish a date for any country
without having consulted its leaders. It is not our
intention to do that.
48. But we are right, as an independent State, in
thinking about having orderly and peaceful development,
harmonious development, in our own continent and in
this decade, and in thinking that the end of this decade
should be the end of colonialism in Africa. I think it is

reasonable for us to say this while making some
allowance. What if we set the date of 1963 and that
date arrives and nothing happens? Will not the people
be frustrated? Suppose we set the date of 1965 and
nothing happens? I have been called upon to reply to
the question, on \vhat ground do you set that particular
date? On what ground are we suggesting that not later
than 1 December 1970 the whole of Africa must be
independent?
49. It is in the light of our own Nigerian experience,
and because we have confidence that the Africans will
be able to organize themselves within this period to
clear up the situation in the continent. If it comes to a
situation where there is a show of force, then if that
is inevitable, it is inevitable. But how many African
States today, with their newly-won independence, are
in a position to organize their economy, their resources, in such a way as to be of use and to be of
value to the other people? The moment these nountries
receive their independence, if we cannot give them
assistance, they will have to go outside for assistance.
Then, in going for assistance, they may fall into some
traps, the very traps we want to avoid.
50. These are points which weighed in our minds
when we were thinking of this situation. I have carefully stayed clear of the general proposition concerning
colonies. This does not mean for one moment that
Nigeria is not interested in the whole problem of the
abolition of colonies. But having declared the general
proposition in Gener.al Assembly resolution 1514 (XV),
I expected that any other draft resolution coming before
the General Assembly would present a specific plan
for a particular area and not just result in the usual
debates.
51. I have listened to some of the statements that
have been made here and not one of them contains a
specific and tangible programme for any particular
area, except the one [A/L.354] submitted by the
Netherlands. The Netherlands Government· brought
forth a plan here, which is a subject Cif contention
between the Netherlands Government and the Indonesian
Government. That is one specific proposal. But there
again, .Qne can see the controversy over it. I had expected that those who wanted to see the implementation
of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) would pick
out one r articular country and say, "we want independence for this cQuntry on such a date" and give us
reasons here why this must be so, and state that the
country was ready for it. I looked for this in all of the
verbatim records, but I saw nothing. There are only
the same old statements about colonialism and colonialism.
52. Of course, colonialism is a very important
matter for us. I should have thought that a proposal
would be put forward about the ouestion 0,<; Algeria.
Here the African States submittea a draft resolution21
that tha United Nations sh0uld organize a ph~biscite
there and, supervise it. But what happened when we
submitted the draft resolution here? Did we succeed
in get.tin,g it through? Were there not abstentions,
and so on? That makes it absolutely clear that the
time gas come when the Africans themselves will ha,ve
to take the initiative in their own continent. There
are a sufficient number of independent African States
now to be able to come together and work out a solution
for their own continent, and not just a general declarajj Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifteenth Sessi~1
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tion. All we have asked for is a general declaration
for Africa, not for any particular country. But the
details with regard to each country, one by one, must
be worked out by the African States in collaboration
with their co-nationalists in the other parts of the
country concerned.
53. I have spent a lot of time discussing this matter
because I do not want any representative to go on
spreading malicious propaganda against the draft
resolution submitted by Nigeria, giving the wrong
interpretation to the whole thing and saying that we
want to condemn the African nationalists to ten years
servitude while waiting for their independence. No
such thing is contaiv~danywhere in the draft resolution.
The tendency has always '11een, in the nationalist cause,
to look at the negative side. Having won our independence, I think the time has come for us to look at
the positive side of independence and the problems
that flow from' it. Independence imposes certain
responsibilities arid we want, to guard jealously the
future of our continent.
54. Today many Africans go abroad. Some go abroad
to learn something which will be constructive and
useful to their country. But let us admit also that
there are some who go abroad and like certain things
that are not to the benefit of their own country. They
forget the future of their own country, their tradition
and their own kith and kin, and become agents of
foreign ideologies and fo'reign governments. That is
why independence in Africa today must be not mere
independence, but real independence. The people who
control power in Africa today must think of Africa
first, before thinking of a foreign country.
55. Our contention in the Nigerian draft resolution
is that everything must be done to prevent foreign
intervention in the affairs of the African. Everything
must be done to prevent dictatorships in one form or
another in the African community. Everything must be
done to prevent the type of government which does
not think of service to the people, but thinks of power
and power alone, the type of government that destroys
the soul and the source of its strength. Africa wants
to grow and to develop its resources, and rebuild its
. culture which has been submerged for so long. Africa
wants to make itself a bastion for peace in the world,
but we cannot become a bastion of peace if there is
independence in turmoil.
56. I have tried to explain the meaning of our draft
resolution. I have not said much about the other draft
resolution [A/L.355] submitted by the USSR in con~
nexion with item 88, because I feel that that.has been
taken care of by those who are debating it. In this
particular debate, I confine myself entirely to assistance to Africa and I look forward to any proposal
that will be brought forward by any other delegation.
We shall examine it critically, analyse it objectively
and give it support in accordance with our views. We
cannot allow ourselves to be drawn into controversies.
We do not want to get into ideological conflicts here.
We want to confine ourselves to our home ground.
57. I have explained the main tenet of our draft
resolution. I have not heard any criticism to the effect
that there is no merit in the draft resolution, but I
have heard discussion about this question of date. I
humbly ask all delegations which really believe that
Africa deserves a little bit of peace to develop its
resources, and that Africa ought to develop peacefully,
harmoniously and without any turmoil, to support the
~ d::t resolution. It is quite clear and simple.
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We were asked to exercise initiative: we have exercised initiative; but I hope that my fellow African
delegates will now appreciate the spirit in which our
draft resolution was prepared.
58. It has been suggested that we might not have
submitted this draft resolution without the approval of
some people. Well, I do not see liGlywhere that any
delegation is precluded from submitting a draft resolution. I think the object of submitting to. resolution is
to let it circulate, to give other delegates an opportunity
to iitudy it, and see what they will do with it. Nigeria
has never objected to anybody examining the draft
resolution,_ but what we do object to is concerted,
subversive propaganda against it, and misinterpretation of our intentions. I have made this ab~olutely
clear, and we are happy to know that the Unit~;d Kingdom Government is quite prepared to supp\')rt this
target date for Africa. I am confident alsG that when
particular target dates are worked out for definite
countries~ with the co-operation of the United Kingdom Government and the co-operation of the leaders
of the areas, that Government will also give its support~
We have had experience with it, and we believe that
it is its intention to withdraw in order to retain the
friendship and good will of the people in the area from
which it withdraws.
59. I believe that it is that Government's intention to
have the inhabitants continue to be friends-lasting
friends-and to build a new bond of friendship, based
not on domination, but· on partnership and mutual
understanding. It is that type of friendship that we
want to build for our whole African continent. We have
no enemies. We want to keep our frier:<;ls and seek
out new ones-to cultivate new friends-but we do not
. want to get on anybody's bandwagon.
60. The essence of independence is the ability to
control one's own policies, determine one's own objectives and arrive at one's own conclusions, without
any undue interference from any outside forces.
Nigeria has exercised its right, as an independent
State Member of this Organization, to put in this draft
resolution because we believe that, if this step is
taken on our continent, by the end of this decade we
shall find that we are on the path to the solution of the
racial problem with which South Africa has confronted
\1.s. We know that there are a sufficient number of
independent African States to put such pressure on
South Africa that it can no longer resist the im.pact
of independence on the continent of Africa. We 'have
no doubt that if this draft' resolution is adopted, and
the African States act in accordance with the spirit
that made its drafting possible, the perennial question
of South West Africa will be solved.
61. I am confident that with the support of the United
Kingdom and United States Governments, Portugal
is bound to change her attitude, because the United
Kingdom is a traditional friend of Portugal and if it
decides that the time has come when the bell of independence for the whole of Africa must toll, Portugal
cannot continue· to be an ostrich with its head .in the
sand. It must feel the blast of the wind that must blow.
In partiCUlar, the fact of the United States, which is
the economic strength of Western Europe today, committing itself to a course of action in this respect,
must have far-reaching consequences and repercussions in relation to Portugal and her attitude to the
African scene.
62. If t!lat is so-and I look forward to seeing 'what
I have read in the papers happening: that it will be
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possible for these great Powers to mal<e that declaration openly here-if what I am. saying is true, and
if what I have said is correct, I have no doubt whatsoever that if the Nigerian draft resolution is adopted
by this Assembly, then before 1 December 1970, the
whole of Africa will be independent.
63. Mr. SUBANDRIO (Indonesia): The item under
discussion is a very important one. Last year, the
General Assembly, at its fifteenth session, adopted
an historic Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)}.
It solemnly proclaimed the need speedily to end
colonialism in all its forms and manifestations.
64. I need hardly elaborate before the Assembly
what colonialism has meant in th(J life of man. Millions
.
of words have already been spoken in this Assembly,
describing the plight of untold peoples who have suffered for hundreds of years from the plague of colonialism, .from foreign domination and foreign exploitation. These people have lived through a history of
oppression and misery, of humiliation and exploitation.
But they have also experienced war and heroic struggles for freedom.
65. Indeed, colonialism has always met with resistance. The more strongly colonialism was imposed,
the stronger was the resistance. Colonial wars, even
if only on a small and localized scale, are inherent
to the history of colonialism. It was only through
superiority in technology and physical means that the
colonial Powers were able, in the past, to impose
their domination over peoples in vast areas of the
world.
66. Colonial or dependent territories were established
to suit the convenience of partiCUlar colonial Powers.
But when resistance to this domination and consequent
exploitation grew, it took the form of a national resistance and a national struggle for freedom and independence. All the people in these subjugated territories
were bound together by a common fate and a common
interest to throw off the colonial bondage. It was this
nationalism, this collective strength of a people who
saw themselves as a national entity, that was most
feared by the colonial Powers. It was this collective
strength, supported by man's ideals of freedom and
dignity, of equality and of progress, that won national
independence for many of the dependent territories.
67. However, the struggle for national independence
has never been an easy one. It has had to overcome
all efforts-political, economic and military-to destroy the national movements for freedom, to destroy
the national collective strength. It has been confronted
with the colonial policy of "divide and rule", with
subversion or open intervention to break the national
will and unity.
68. And even after independence, when the bitter
struggle has been won, the colonial Powers have
tTied by various means, including the conclusion of
so-called "agreements", to preserve their interests
as long as possible.
69. This is, of course~ nothing really new. Many
Members of this Assembly, especia.l1y those which
have gone through this oolonial struggle, are familiar
with these characteristics of colonialism. Many,
inclUding Indonesia itself, still face the struggle
against colonialism in their own countries. That is
why we consider it of extreme importance that the
Assembly carefully and soberly scrutinize this problem of colonialism. It was, and still is, a hard and

diffioult task to eradicate colonialism in all its forms
and manifestations, as called for in the Deolaration
of the United Nations.
70. This Declaration, whose implementation we are
now discussing, constitutes a moral Victory for all
the anti-colonial forces. However, the oolonial Powers
-as a whole-have not supported the Declaration,
even though they could not afford to oppose directly
the demand for freedom for all still dependent peoples
and nations. This means that the implementation of
the Declaration-of this United Nations Declarationmust be pursued with all the moral and political means
at our disposal. It demands our full and concerted
efforts.
71. At the same time, however, it would not be

correct to say that this Declaration has not had an
influenoe on the attitude of the colonial Powers.
Colonialism, after all, is an attitude and a state of
mind. The struggle for freedom and human dig11ity
everywhere has certainly created the ·vision of a new
world for those whose vision of the world had been
limited to their own narrow interests. It has broadened
the minds of men. It has emancipated not only the
colonized peoples, but equally the colonial Powers in
their thinking and their attitude. This is good. This is
something to be welcomed.
72. Nevertheless, while there are those who have
moved in the direction of emancipation, there are
other colonial Powers which still resist this process.
They blindly dig in their heels and seek to hold out
against th~ tide of history. It is the duty of this Assembly, therefore, to accelerate the process of
emancipation and liberation in the highest interests
of both the colonial peoples and the colonial Powers.
For the end of colonialism confers no less freedom
and human dignity on the colonial Powers than on the
former colonized peoples. This is, I believe, the true
sense of the United Nations Declaration.

73. It seeks a betterment of international relations
on the basis of equality and freedom. It seeks peace
and security on the basis of progress and welfare for
all. As has already been noted, there are still about
70 million people--scattered throughout the world,
but primarily in Asia and Africa-living in colonial
bondage or dependency. This state of affairs must
be ended soon, in conformity with General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV). We cannot delay any longer.
So long as there are peoples suffering the curse of
colonialism, so long as there are peoples-no matter
what thei.r present state of social development-who
are deprived of their fundamental human rights, there
will be no peace in the world. It is their lack of freedom, not their state of social development, that
threatens peace between nations. This faot must be
.emphasized again and again.

74. It is in freedom that the social and political
development of these peoples should take place, guided
by the national ideals ana inspired by the will to build
a strong, united nation. We do not want to see me.rely
a formal end ,of colonialism. We want to promote
freedom for still dependent peoples in conditions
that will ensure for them a real opportunity to develop
politicapy, socially and economioally, in co-operation
with the United Nations. This is, as we know from
our own experiences, a task oHhe greateAt magnitude.
75. That is why my delegation supports the idea of,
establishing, for the purpose of implementing General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), a commission corn-
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posed of Membel's who are really familiar with, and
really understand, the national aspirations of colonial
peoples. Such a United Nations commission should be
staffed with persons imbued with the fighting spirit
of freedom that governs the colonial peoples.
76. As this Assembly may be aware, the AsianAfrican group, to which my delegation belongs, and
which drafted the Declaration adopted by t~e fifteenth
session of the General Assembly, is now studying the
problem of implementing that Declaration and the
possibility of tabling a draft resolution towards that
end, without prejudice, of course, to the draft resolution of the Soviet Union [A/L.355], which merits
our full attention. I Wish, therefore. to reserve my
right to speak at a later appropriate stage on all the
draft resolutions that may be submitted on both items
88 and 22 (~).
77. My intervention this afternoon is directed primarily to the statement we heard yesterday [1049th
tneeting] from the Foreign Minister of the Netherlands,
who introduced in this debate a draft resolution [AI
L.354] dealing with a part of my country, West Irian.
78. Yesterday I listened very carefully to the speech
of the Foreign Minister of the Netherlands, in which
he explained his seemingly very generous proposal
to decolonize the territory of West Irian, part of the
Republic of Indonesia, by relinquishing Netherlands
authority there and transferring sovereignty to the
people as soon as the United Nations can assume the
administrative services which the people themselves
are not able to carry out now.
79. I was particularly attracted by Mr. Luns' declaration that this step of the Netherlands is a unique and
novel one, never before attempted by any colonial
Power.
80. Well, if one were ignorant of international relations, if one were not too familiar with the struggle
against colonialism, if one had never heard about the
fierce struggle for independence conducted by the
Indonesian people against the colonizers i and if this
proposal of Mr. Luns were immediately applicable to
, the still existing Netherlands colonies, such as Surinam
and Curac;ao, then I would be the first to congratulate
Mr. Lt;,ns and express my admiration for his humane
and anti-colonial attitude. He would even, I think,
deserve the Nobel Peace Prize, like Mr. Luthuli of
South Africa.
81. However, a further examination of the seeming
generosity of the Netherlands leads inexorably to a
conclusion quite different from that of Mr. Luns.
82. In the first· place-and I wish to emphasize tldsIndone sian independence is not the result of a generous
Christmas present bestowed upon us by the Netherlands. We won our independence in a fierce and cruel
war, fought from 19~5 to the end of 1949. We sacrificed
more than a half-million of our people in the struggle
for Indonesia's independence. The Netherlands had at
that time superior physical forces and utilized them
with unstinting cruelty. Massacres of the ordinary
people became an almost daily Occurrence. While we
had suffered hardship during the occupation by the
Japanese, what they did paled into just a minor harassment in comparison with the Netherlands cruelty.
83.l'0 give an example, thf~ notorious CaptainWesterling managed in a single week to kill forty thousand
people in South Celebes-mostly old men, women and
children, since the young people able to bear arms
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had fled to the jungles to conduct guerilla warfare
against the Netherlands. This episode of our national
struggle is still fresh in our minds, and the massacre
in South Celebes is still commemorated every year
as a reminder to the people that our independence
was achieved through fighting and heavy sacrifice.
84. Even after the recognition of our independence
by the Netherlands at the end of 1949, the Netherlands
still continued with their colonial policies of subversion against the young Republic. They instigated
the proclamation of the so-called "Republic ofthe South
Moluccas" in an attempt to divide Indonesia. We
crushed this separatist movement within a few days
with our military means. Tb.~ Netherlands then inspired uprisings everY-Nhere and for this purpose
again dispatched the notorious Captain Westerling to
Indonesia. Under the leadership of Captain Westerling,
a coup was attempted against the central Government,
but the coup did not succeed.
85. After this failure, the Netherlands concentrated
on bedeVilling the problem of West Irian, going so far
as to include this disputed Territory in their Constitution as a territory within the Kingdom of the
Netherlands. Whereas originally the Netherlands occupation administration in West Irian was temporarily
maintained as a policy of expediency to allay Netherlands domestic reaction to the loss of Indonesia, the
Netherlands now began using this territory as a base
for increasing Indonesia's difficulties and subverting
other territories of Indonesia.
86. This anti-Indonesian attitude of the Netherlands
further manifested itself in its steady refusal to enter
into bilateral discussions on the substance of the
problem of West Irian. When it came to prccsdural'
discussions, it went so far as to l{eep an Indonesian
delegation waiting for two months in the Netherlands
before it deigned to attend the meeting. Further, just
to exhibit his contempt towards the Indonesians,
Mr. Luns, during the 1955 Conference in Geneva,
suddenly left to spend some weeks of vacation on the
Mediterranean.

,>.

87. I only mention these things in order to illustrate
the vehemently anti-Indonesian sentiments of "1.e
Foreign Minister of the Netherlands. He will ext"oit
to the utmost every opportunity to humiliate Indonesia
and the Indonesian people. From 1954 to 1957, we
submitted to the General Assembly of the United
Nations very moderate draft resolutions which merely
sought a General Assembly recommendation for
peaceful negotiation between Indonesia and the Netherlands on the problem of West Irian. Even this Mr.
Luns refused, on the pretext that West Irian is a
domestic affair of the Netherlands. Later, in 1959,
the Netherlands dispatched the aircraft carrier Karel
Doorman to Indonesia with a specific Netherlands
explanation that it was designed to suppress certain
aspects of the aggressive policy of Indonesia towards
the Netherlands. This is our experience with the
Netherlands since the Second World War, during this
period of decolonization.
>

88. After all these experiences. no one in Indonesia
and, I hope. no one in this august Assembly, can regard
the Netherlands' attitude as one of great generosity
towards colonial problems. I think that Mr. Luns
himself must feel uneasy about his statement regarding
the novelty of the Netherlands disinterested decolonization When confronted with his own actions in the
recent past. I shall come back to this subject later.
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89. Second, if the Foreign Minister is really· so
generous and pr0gressive in the advancement of
humanity, why does he not apply his proposal in the
case of Curagao and Surinam, which are every minute
of the day awaiting release from colonial bondag~?
Instead, he has seen fit to apply his proposal exclusively to the territory of a sovereign and independent
State, or, at least, to a disputed territory.

90. Third, if the Netherlands are adopting a genero-us

attitude in the struggle against colonialism, why do
they not support the peoples of Algeria and Angola,
who are sacrificing themselves in thousands in the
heroic struggle for freedom?
91. From these examples, it will be seen that the
generosity of the Foreign Minister 'Of the Netherlands
boils down to nothing.
92. One may now ask why the Netherlands is suddenly
coming with its proposal of so-called "decolonization"
of part of Indonesian territory, reoccupied by force
by the Netherlands., evenwith the additional inducement
of- a payment of $30 million a year? Some may say
that this is a big concession on the part of the Netherlands. Again, it has nothing to do with concessions.
93. Present-day realities soouer or later had to fo:rce
the - Netherlan~s Government to terminate its old
colonial policy. However, even in this respect, com··
pared with othe.L colonial Powers the Netherlands
is behind schedule, and it still clings to its colonies
in Curagao and Surinam. And what are the realities
that compelled the Netherlands Foreign Minister to
appear generous?
94. First, it was the pressure of world public opinion
for the abolition of colonialism everywhere, in all its
forms and manifestations, as expressed by Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV). Second, it was the danger that
the Netherlands would be ejected from West Irian by
the anti-colonial forces in Indonesia itself. Yes, as
was not the case a few years ago, the anti-colonial
forces in Indonesia are today physically able to remove
Netherlands colonialism from West Irian within a
short period.
,
95. Indeed, whatever our feelings may be towards
the policy carried out by the Foreign Minister of the
Netherlands, he has given me and many of us a very
instructive, though perhaps not very constructive,
experience. And that is that the Netherlands colonial
policy can be faced and surmounted by the application
of our national strength in its entirety-political,
economic and military. This policy we call the policy
of total confrontation.
96. Reg-~'ettably, we have had to divert for the purchase
of armaments a substantial part of our national income
which otherwise could have been used for national
reconstruction and the social welfare of the Indonesian
people. But it was only through this policy of total
confrontation that the Netherlands began to realize
that its illegal occupation of West Irian by armed
force can also be terminated by the opposing forces
of Indonesia itself. This realization, together with the
universal pressure for decolonization, has created a
favourable climate of public opinion in the Netherlands
for relinqUishing that country's power in West Irian.
97. Our policy of total confrontation has been. denounced by the Netherlands as a policy of duress.
But, in the light of the historical background of
Indonesia's struggle for independence, I hope that
it has become clear to this Assembly who has used
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duress and suppression by virtue of superior military
power from 1945 to 1949; who used duress and suppression in the reoccupation of West Irian by armed
force; who is employing the tactics of duress, suppression and intimidation in dispatching the aircraft
carrier Karel Doorman to Indonesian waters? Need
I go on?
98. We are, in all humility, only arming ourselvessometimes at the cost of tightening our belts-in order
to defend our national integrity from the assaults and
subversion of the Netherlands colonial power.
99. We gave ample proof of our peaceful nature
from 1954 to 1957, when we came to the United Nations
for support. But our draft resolutions, though supported
by a substantial majority, could not attain the reqUired
two-thirds majority vote. So we were left on our own
to meet the duress and subversion of the colonial
Power. What are we supposed to do? Submit abjectly
to the whims of Netherlands foreign policy? That we
could not and will not do.
100. The 90 million people of Indonesia. have their
national pride and their feelings of self-respect. It
proclaimed its independence on 17 August 1945 and
it has defended that independence in bitter warfare.
If the anti-colonial war was stopped at the end of
1949, it was only in the conviction and hope at that
time that our further problem with the Netherlands
could be solved in a co-operative spirit and peaceful
manner. We have always hoped that the Netherlands
would accept the relinquishment of its remaining colonial territory in Indonesia as a matter of progress
in human relations and not as a setback in its national
life.
101. We certainly never anticipated that this problem'
of West Irian-the least explored and the least exploited part of Indonesia, inhabited only by 700,000'
people-would create such a problem that Indonesia
would' be faced with the possibility of haVing to take
up arms again to complete its independence.
102. I know that this Assembly has not always

hitherto been in a position to prevent a colonial
Pow€r from using its superior military strength
against colonized or formerly colonized peoples. On
the other hand, I sincerely hope that the Assembly
will not denounce it as duress if colonized or excolonized peoples are forced to take up arm!:) against
the aggressive and mostly arrogant forces of a colonial
Power.
103. We now have reached a stage in which the Netherlands, for the reasons I have already mentioned, is
prepared to relinqUish its power in West Irian. If the
favourable political climate that has led to this stage
is exploited to the utmost, and if both sides have a
sincere desire to solve this dispute, then I think a
compromise formula can always be found between
the two sides.
104. Unfortunately, however, this is not being done.
Instead, the Netherlands is making use of the present
favourable climate to ignore Indonesia, which has its
rightful claims, and thereby worsen the relationship
between our two countries.
105. But even assuming that the Netherlands is not
interested in an accommodation with Indonesia-even
then, their present actions in West Irian are not those
which the Foreign Minister, Mr. Luns, sought to con- .
vey to this Assembly.
106. With the appearance in the Netherlands of a
favourable climate for relinqUishing power in west
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Irian, there was a sudden increase in the number
of went Irian people expelled from their homes. In
the reicent general debate in the Assembly [1030th
meeting] I had already stated that the rate of refugees
is about one hundred a month.
107. Well, I must stand to be corrected. On my way
home to Djakarta this past October, I stopped in
Singapore and was met by 1,100 refugees who were
being trahsported by ship from West Irian to Djakarta.
Now, at this time, another ship with more than 1,000
people is again on its way to Djakarta. The antiIndonesian campaign inFest Irian, with house-to-house
canvassing, is increasing daily. It is accompanied by
physical suppression of those who dare to raise their
voices in favour of joining the Republic. The Netherlands authorities are already hoisting a so-called
West Irian "national flag" and introducing a so-called
"national anthem" in an artificial attempt to create
the symbols of an independent West Irian State. They
have substituted the Dutch language for the Indonesian
language as the lingua franca in West Irian.
108. There are the real facts, in stark contrast to
the suave and conciliatory words of the Foreign
Minister of the Netherlands, to the effect that the
people of West Irian are free to join Indonesia.
109. We thought that if the West Irian pe ople"were
to be given a free choice, then at least the antiIndonesian· campaign in West Irian, the expulsion of
thousanda of people from West Irian, the suppression
of people who wished to associate themselves with
the Republic of Indonesia, would be immediately
stopped. Certainly the introduction-or, more correctly, I should say imposition-of a so-called "national
flag" and "national anthem" for West Irian cannot
but be meant to prejudice the outcome ofthe so-called
"free choice" in the most obviolls direction.
110. Let me stress again that if the Netherlands is
interested in an accommodation with Indonesia, if the
Netherlands is interested in solving its dispute with
Indonesia, I recognize in advance that such an accommodation must be a compromise between the points
of view of both sides. I can say in advance that such
,an accommodation will not be based 100 per cent upon
Indonesian terms, nor 100 per cent upon Netherlands
terms. I can see no reason why, ifboth sides approach
this problem with sincerity, a formula cannot be found
on the question of self-determination and the authority
of the United Nations.
I

111. But what happens now? The Foreign Minister
of the Netherlands entirely ignored the existence of
Indonesia in his first statement during the general
debate in the Assembly [1016th meeting]. He entirely
ignored the existence' of the Republic of Indonesia in
the draft resolution submitted by the Netherlands
delegation. We appreciated his politeness yesterday
in referring to Indonesia as a nation which may also
be interested in the W9st Irian problem. But in view
of the Netherlands actions in West Irian itself, I doubt
whether even this slight and belated reference to
Indonesia is really sincere, or merely an effort to
exhibit a certain amount of reasonableness in this
international forum for the purpose of gaining votes.
112. We thought that the Netherlands Government
would have exploited the favourable political climate
in the Netherlands to sound out what the reactions
may be in Indonesia. If this couldnotbe done directly,
certainly any other nation could have been found to
make the first soundings. In this respect, the Foreign
- - - '.....
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Minister of the Netherlands found the excuse-and I
quote from his statement:
".•. because Indonesia has broken off cH.plgmatic
relations with my country and has even gone s<:rfar
as to refuse to accept the normal procedure in such
cases, which is that a third country should be
allowed to represent the Dutch interests in Indonesia"
[1049th meeting, para. 27]•.
113. It is true that we have broken off diplomatic
relations with the Netherlands and a few months later,
following the Netherlands attempt at intimidation with
the intrusion of their aircraft carrier Karel Doorman
into Indonesian territorial waters, we decided that
the time had come to eliminate all remnants of relations with the Netherlands.
114. Feelings have run so high in Indonesia that it
is becoming a national demand that we prepare ourselves fot a final showdown with the Netherlands in
defence of our national integrity. It seems that the
Netherlands will never stop harassing Indonesia, will
never stop subverting Indonesia, will never stop trying
to humiliate Indonesia, as long as it feels itself to be
militarily super\or to Indonesia.
115. The colonial war of 1945-1949 appears not·
to have been long enough for t])e Netherlancts. The
creation of a separatist movement, culminating in
the proclamation of the Republic of the South Moluccas,
appears also not to have been ~he final act in its
hostility towards Indonesia. Now it is preparing to
turn the last act of this Indonesian-Netherlands drama
into an accomplished fact with the separation of West
Irian from the rest of Indonesia.
.
116. At this stage of the debate I do not intend to
discuss in detail the draft resolution ~~bmitted by the
Netherlands. But, for the sake of clarifying matters
for those representatives who were not pre sent during
the sessions. of the Assembly from 1954 to 1957,
permit me to state a few facts.
117. First, Indonesia is not claiming any ~ther
people's territory. The Indonesian people as a whole
would' feel ashamed if their anti-colonial struggle
were to degenerate into expansionism and result in
colonizing other people. The Indonesian people under
the leadership, of Pre~ident Sukarno are not only
fighting for their own national independence but, in all
humility I can state here, they are also contributing
consistently to the struggle for independence of other
peoples in Asia and Africa.
118. West Irian, ca1'led West New Guinea by the
Netherlands, was part of the Netherlands East Indies.
This is an historical fact. The name "Netherlands
East Indies" was in 1949 constitutionally altered by
.the Netherlands itself into the name "Indonesia" in
the Constitution of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
If9. Ample quotations from Netherlands official
statements can be adduced to confirm not only the
fact that West Irian is part of Indonesia, but also that
there was, eluring the Conferencell between Indonesia
and the Netherlands leading to the pelwe settlement&
no question of separating the administrative "Residency" of West Irian from the Indonesian State. To
mention only a few, in its reports to the United Nations

11 Round Table Conference. held at the H.ague. 23 August-2 November
1949.
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on Indonesia during 1948 and 1949, the Netherlands
Government officially stated:
"Indonesia consists of a series of island groups
in the region of the equator,extending from the
mainland of Asia to Australia. The principal groups
are the Greater Sunda~slands (Java and Madura,
Sumatra, Borneo and Celebes, with the adjoining
smaller islands), the Lesser Sunda Islands (Bali,
Lombok, Sumbawa, Flores, Timor, Sumba, Rotti
and other smaller islands), the Moluccas, and New
Guinea west of 141 degrees east longitude."§}
120. Further, Dr. H. J. Van Mook, the then lieutenantgovernor of Indonesia, in a Dutch-sponsored conference
in Den Pasar (Bali) in 1946 about the forming of the
sub-State "East Indonesia", stated emphatically that
"it is decidedly not the intention of the Government
[of the Netherlands] to exclude New Guinea from
Indonesia" .
121. Thus, there was not the slightest doubt among
all parties that the whole of Indonesia-that is to say,
West Irian included-would constitute the territory
of the new independent State of Indonesia, which is
indeed only logical and natural. Confirming this agreement, Dr. van Roijen, the official Netherlands representative in the Se-curity Council, stated in that
Council on 22 December 1948 on the question of the
independence of Indonesia as follows:
"As I explained at the outset, the dispute is not
about the question or whether or not Indonesia will
become independent. All parties agree that what
used to be the Netherlands East Indies should become
an independent State as soon as possible.".2I
122. This was indeed the agreed basis for the end
of the colonial war and the recognition of the birth
of a newly independent nation' indonesia, comprising
the whole territory of the former Netherlands East
Indies.
123. Indonesian unity among all peoples, whatever
their ethnic group or racial differences, ha,s thus
always been recognized, also by the Netherlands
Government. In its official report on Indonesia to the
United Nations in 1948, the Netherlands Government
stated:
"Racially, the indigenous peoples [of Indonesia]
may be divided into Malays in the west and Papuans
in the east. As these races have to a considerable
exte,nt intermixed, they are not separated by clearly
definedL,oundaries." !QI
124. Then in December 1948 Dr. van Roijen, the
Netherlands representative in the Security Council,
explained further th&tz
" ••• the population of Indonesia consists of about
seventeen main ethnic and linguistic groups which,
in their turn, contain a still greater number of
sub-groups ••• Common existence under the Netherlands Crown has created a sense of Indonesian
nationality and the will toward an Indonesian State. "11/
y Non-Self-Governing Territories. Summaries and Analyses of. Information' transmitted to the Secretary-General during 1948 (United
Nations publication. Sales No.: 1949.VI.B.1, vol. I. p. 141).
Y Official Records of the Security C~uncil, Third Year. No. 132,
388th meeting, p. 11.
!QI Non-Self-Governing Territories. Summaries and Analyses of
Information transmitted to the Secretary-General during 1948 (United
Nations publication. Sales No.: 1949.VI.B.l. vol. I. p. 142).
!Y Q!gc;:ial Records of the Security Council. Third Year, No. 132.
388th meeting. pp. 19 and 20.
;----
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This of course is only partly true, because before the
arrival pf the Netherlands there was all even bigger
state, the 9rivijaya Empire, which crossed from
Africa to the east, to what is now West Irianand even
to the eastern part of the island, and from Thailand,
to the Indian Ocean.
125. All these historical facts are wellknowntomost
Members of this Assembly, and yesterday [1049th
meeting] the representative of Saudi Arabia again
explained these facts very lucidly and convincingly.
126. In fact, speaking of ethnological groupings in
South East Asia as a whole, there are also the larger
groupings of Melanesians in the western and Polynesians in the eastern part. This talk of racial groupings is of course irrelevant to this subject ofIndonesia's
inde.pendence. What counts is that the Indonesian
people-both from the eastern and western partt and
indeed of every part no matter what racial differences
may exist-have for centuries already formed a national
entity and an Indonesian nationality, as th~ Netherlands
themselves have confirmed.
127. Mter all, I believe that the population of practically every nation State is composed of different
racial or ethnic groups, and in fact some veJ;'Y distinct
racial groupings are often discernible. There is nothing
startling about this; it is the normal state of affairs.
128. Therefore, it is cheap and vicious for the Netherlands to have tried to use ethnic differences to obtain
their political ends against Indonesia. They say that
the people in West Irian are of a negrito type and
thus related to the races in Africa and hence, like
them, should have their own independence. This is
not only an incorrect but a very misleading, if not
insidious, statement indeed. First, the so-called
negrito Indonesians are found not only in West Irian
but all over the eastern part of Indonesia-called the
Moiuccas-and even in isolated places in Sumatra and
Java. As the Netherlands official statement" which I
have already quoted, clearly said:
"As these races [in Indonesia] have to a considerable extent intermixed, they are not separated
by clearly defined boundaries."
So I do not think that these arguments of Netherlands
propaganda will deceive anyone.
129. If one wants to make racial arguments, it should
be noted that Indonesians are racially very closely
related to the people of Malaya and the Philippines.
We even speak the same language as do the Malays
in the Federation. However, I assure you that from
the Indonesian side there have never been any territorial claims whatsoever towards Malaya nor towards
the Philippines. This is also true in reverse. They
are independent and sovereign States on their own,
as we are, and we are happy about that. Even in regard
to the large island of Borneo-which we call Kalimantan-whose northern part is British territory, and
likewis~ as regards one half of the island of Timor,
which is Portuguese, we have no territorial claims
at all; because what we consider to be Indonesian and
Indonesian territory is nothing else but the enti~e
territory of the former colony: the Netherlands East
Indies. Thus we also have no claim as regards the
eastern half of the island of New Guinea, which is
administered by Australia.
130. West Irian, as part of the former Netherlands
East Indies, is of course Indonesian and Indonesian
territory. To call our right in West Iriana territorial
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claim is indeed a deliberate distortion of fact and of
history, de::>igned to confuse the issue and to justify
the unjustifiable colonial occupation of that territory
by the Netherlands.
X31. The Foreign Minister of the Netherlands has
proclaimed very loudly the right of self-determination
fhr the peoples of West Irian. But loud voices do not
a1ter the fadts of history. He tried to cover up the
fact that the peoples of West Irian have already
exercised their right of self-determination-not as
an ethnic group, as the Netherlands desires, but as
part of the Indonesian uation which in 1945 comprised
70 million people.
132. Mr. Luns also suggested that the West Irianese
have never fought or been associated with the fight
against Netherlands colonialism in Indonesia. Let us
look at the facts. During the Netherlandscoloni9J
period, it was 'in West Irian that the Netherlartds
established the-· notorious concentration camp, Boven
Digul, to which political leaders in Indonesia were
banished. Thousands of freedom fighters lived in
banishment and in misery in that concentration camp,
and hundreds perished from disease and maltreatment.
Thus, West Irian was stained with the blood of many
Indonesian freedom fighters. The people in West
Irian knew full well what the fight for Indonesian
independence meant, and they were closely associated
with this fight.
.
133. Thus, when Indonesia's freedom was proclaimed
in 1945" the people in West Irian immediately and
actively participated in, the defence of the :Rep~blic.
Local political parties were set up, led by West
Irianese themselves, such as the PartaiKemerdekaan
Indonesia Irian, which means Irian Party for' Independent Indones'ia, led by the West Irian leader, Snas
Papare. Howev'er, when the Netherlands forces reoccupied West Irian, political freedom was suppressed
and the leaders of political parties were imprisoned
or expelled from the territory.
134. The people in West Irian never wanted to be
selparated from Indonesia. When the Netherlandssponsored conference in Den Pasar, Baii, was to be
. convened in 1946 under the Chairmanship of Dr. Van
Mook, the Lieutenant-Governor at that time, the remaining political leaders in West Irian sent a message
to the Netherlands authorities on 12 December 1946
demanding: (a) that West Irian should not be excluded
from the IndoneSian Federation and should remain
a part of Indonesia; (b) that a representative gro'Up
from West Irian be allowed to go and participate in
the Den Pasar Conference; (Q) that West Irian should
not be re-colonized. This 'message was signed by the
following persons in West Irian: C. M. Kre, M. Indey
and N. Jouwe, themselves West Irian people. As a
matter of fact, Mr. Indey is now accompanying the
Netherlands delegation as adviser in connexion with
the debate on the West Irian issue.
135. May I say here that we are very glad that the
Netherlands delegation has brought some people from
West Irian to this Assembly, and we hope that as on
our delegation there are also people from West trian,
these people may be allowed to talk to each other, to
sit together and to go out with each other. We hope
that the Netherlands delega.tion will give full freedom
to these West Irianese people to meet other West
Irianese here in New York, without a watchdog, without
the supervision of a Dutchman. I say this because,
Unfortunately, when the WestIrianese met accidentally
at a restaurant and they started to have a friendly
4
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talk, tha Netherlands superVisor or watchdog immediately paid the bill for the meal without even
allowing the West Irianese people of the Netherlands
delegation to finish eating; they are not allowed to
make contact with their own West Irianese people,
although they come from the same villages. For our
part, we permit the West IrianeseIfeople on the Netherlands delegation to talk with the West Irianese on our
(delegation. We would permit the West Irianese of the
Netherlands delegation to try to convince those on our
delegation that they should either become an independent people or become part of the Netherlands.
We wish ·that there could be freedom of mov~!!1ent.
and freedom of contact between the Wea,J !r~~n~se on
both delegations, especially since they c6~ fro.fr1 the
same villages.
136. I could mention many, many instances of expressions of opinion in West Irian in favour of the
Territory's remaining with the Republic of Indonesia,
in opposition to the already ill-concealed Dutch attempts to maintain their colonial hold indefinitely
in West Irian, especially on the eve of the Round Table
Conference at The Hague in the second half of 1949.
If necessary, I shall reveal all these facts in due
course.
\\
,
137. Those leaders who, both in the past and recently,
have been imprisoned in West Irian, including those
who have been banished to the stillexisting concentration camp, Boven Digul, could also reveal many things
that refute Mr. Lull'S' contention that the people in West
Irian have not expressed their will for freedom. This
is, in fact, an insult to the intelligence and the dignity
of our people in West Irian that we do not accept.
138. It is, however, not surprising to hear such'
statements from the spokesman of the Netherlands
Government. It never a.ccepts the fact thatevenpeople
whom it chooses to consider backward and uncivilized
can express their will for freedom. My friends from
Asia and Africa are, I think, as familiar as we are
with such statements from colonial Governments.
139. For all these reasons, we must reject, without
any reservation, the Netherlands draft resolution as·
it now stands. Instead of seeking a compromise
formula, we see that the Foreign MInister of the
Netherlands is intent on exploiting to the utmost the
favourable climate in his country in order to give
final expression to his hostility towards Indonesia
by separating, under the guise of a generous benefactor dispensing independence to colonial peoples,
the territory of West Irian from the rest of Indo~rsia.
140. Suddenly, the Netherlands Foreign Minister
declares in all solemnity that the Netherlands has a
sacred mission to bestow sovereignty on the local
people of West Irian and that this Should be implemented unequivocally. We who have recently achieved
our independence know very well this myth of a
"mission sacr~e" of the colonial Powers. The reeult
of this Netherlands "mission sac:r:~e" in Indonesia,
during three hundred years ef colonial rule in the
once prosperous and vast Qrivijaya and Mojopahit
Empires, was that when the Netherlands left jlndonesia
there were only 500 medical doctors, 200 la~Vyers and
50 graduate engineers for a population of 70 million.
141. What a difference now under a national administration! Before the war, there were three quarters
of a :qlillion children attending primary school-today
there are about 11 million pri:mary school children.
We have eleven universities with an enrolment of more
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than 50~,000students, as compared with the 200 Indonesian university students before the war. Even now,
what has the Netherlands done for the people of West
Irian? In the past ten years there have been no more
than three students in that territory who have succeeded in attaining university standard, whereas even
among the refugees coming to our territory from
West Irian there are more than a dozen who have
become university students.
142. This difference in the opportunities for human
growth and dignity is the essential and crucial difference between a free national society and a colonial
society. It spurs us on all the more in our determination to free the people ofWest Irian from this injustice,
from this human tragedy.
143. For Indonesia, at least this much is clear: once
the Netherlands makes the separation of West J'rian
an accomplished fact, once it proclaims the independen~e of this territory, as the Republic of South
Moluccas was proclaimed, we shall be compelled to
use all the means at our disposal to annul such a
proclamation, even if it means war with the Netherlands. The sole responsibility for such a 13ituation
will rest upon the shoulders of the Netherlands. Every
nation would do the same as Indonesia. The proclamation of independence of a part of its l1ational territory,
at the instigation of a foreign POWt;lr, will be met with
force.
144. It is this attempt to misuse General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV) which is now creating unrest in
Asia and Africa. As soon as some dissension arises
between groupings of people in those regions, then
foreign Powers, and in particular the ex-colonial
Powers, always try to promote separatist movements.
To be frank, it is not difficult to create or promote
separatism after more than ten years of armed occupation. It is not a phenomenon restricted to Asian
and African countries. We have seen it happen also
~nazi-occupiedEurope within the context of a policy
of divide and rule. I know the Netherlands very well,
and if Indonesia were given the opportunity to occupy
the Netherlands for ten years I can assure this
Assembly that it would not be difficultforus to create
three independent States out of the present integral
territory of the Netherlands, employing the pretext
of, and misusing, resolution 1514 (XV). Even now
there are trends in European countries towards
secession, towards separation from the national
entity. As a rule, however, these frictions have not
been exploited by outside Powers. It is, in this context,
indeed a crime and a shame that the colonial Powers
are misusing resolution 1514 (XV) only with reference
to Asian and African nations. These nations are
already .facing enough difficulties in reconstructing
and rebuilding their countries. If, in addition, they
are forced to face a polioy of separatism pursued
by the colonial Powers, then their difficulties are
compounded-beyond their capacity, perhaps, to
control. '
145. In Indonesia we are determined to face this
challenge-preferably by' peaceful means, through
direct contacts or direct mediation of the United
Nations. If this is not possible, I hope that this Assembly will riot deprive the colonized and ex-colonized
cQuntries of their right to use all means at their
disposal to complete their freedom. In this context
I do not beg for a policy of generosity from the side
of the Netherlands, which up till now has never shown
Litho in U oN •
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generosity towards Indonesia. On the contrary, its
policy has been characterized always by a shortsightedness and meanness that has cost Indonesia
the lives of more than half a million of our people
and suffering for the whole Indonesian nation from ,
1945 to the present. What I do wish to do is to address
an appeal to the common sense of the Netherlands,
even if it is for the sake of its own national interest.
Do not push the feeling of hatred towards Indonesia
too far. We have our own national pride. And certainly
we have all the means-more than in 1945-to oheck
any aggressive and provocative policy of the Netherlands.
146. In conclusion, I wish also to make an appeal to
our fellow representatives to the Assembly at this
session, and especially those from Asia and Africa
whose nations, like Indonesia, have jlJ.st re-emerged
as sovereign and independ~nt States. Indonesia is well
known as a staunch supporter of struggles for independence everywhere in the world-sometimes to the
detriment of its own immediate national interest. In
all humility we can say that we have made .our contribution to the struggle to end colonialism. The
struggle for independence in Asia has made an impact
upon, and has supported, the anti-colonial forces in
Africa. Conversely, the fierce and heroic struggle of
the African peoples and African leaders for national
independence is a great he Ip in eliminating colonialism,
once and for all, in Asia.
147. In this common struggle against colonialism
. we have not been divided in the past, and we ,shall
not be divided in the future. It is only with this feeling
of, and determination fo!', unity that we shall make
progress in the tremendous task of reconstruction
and the rebuilding and consolidation of our nationhood.
Whatever may be the differences in outlook of our
policies in the domestic and international sphere, let
us not fall into the trap of the colonial policy of
"divide and rule". We have still to face, even after
the achievement of independence, dangerous attempts
at penetration and subversion from outside, under a'
political, economic or military cloak. This we can
overcome only if the colonial policy of "divide and
rule" is checked effectively.
148. This Assembly, as a whole, ha.s a big responsibili1;fJ in this problem ofWesHrian. It is not a problem
of decolonization, as envisaged by the Netherlands,
but primarily a dispute between two 'sovereign States,
Indonesia and the Netherlands. If this Assembly accepts the Netherlands dr~ft resolution [A/L.354],
which means lege.lizing the use offor.ce·bythe colonial
Power to reoccupy a part of Indo~esia, it will consequently also imply the legalization of Indonesia's
right to eject the Netherlands by force from West
Irian-hence, war between two sovereign States. This
is not a threat; neither is it sabre-rattling. These
are the cold facts, and the conclusion to which they
may lead.
149. In fact, the Indonesian people is tired of \\'rare
The Indonesian people is still suffering from the
aftermath of the' colonial war. Nothing is dearer to
our hearts than to live and to work in peace. But ~f
it is imposed upon us, if we are left with no alternative
but to relSume the colonial war to complete our independence, then we shall not shrink from that responsibility.
.

The meeting rose at 5.50 p.m.
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4. In approaching this fact of colonization as a
phenomenon of history, let us first of all dispose
of those ideas which would on the one hand condemn
it as an evil in itself and· on the other hand attempt
to justify it on grounds of "more mature intelligence"
or notions of "advanced nations", which are likely
to offend the dignity of certain persons. I do not
think it is worthwhile to start a retrospective quarrel
over the origin of colonization and'why it came about.
,Let us simply admit its e'9-stence and follow its
history over the last centuries~

Agenda items 88 and 22:
The situation with regard, to the implementation
of the Deolaration on the granting of independenoe to oolonial·oountries and peoples
(oontinued) • • • • • • ... • . • • • • • • . • • • •. 1633
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(~) A United J\[ations programme for independenoe • • • • • • • • • • :
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5. The rivalry which took place between the European
nations when ttJ.ey embarked on colonization meant
that each new territory conquered represented, in the
first place, an increase in the power of the conqueror.
For this reason the sense of a civilizing missio~,
was in some cases so extremely distorted-in other
cases it was practically non-existent-that the colonies
came to appear simply as the object of a greedy economic--exploitation of such crudity that not only the
natural wealth of those countries but also their human
beings were treated as material for barter and trade. It
is something of an anachronism at the present time
to recall that there was a period when people discussed whether the indigenous inhabitants of the
conquered ~~rritories were subje&t to any rights
which should be respected by their1conquerQrs. The
serious thing jn the negative balanco of colon,ization
is not that this strange debate should have occurred,
but that it should have been absolutely necessary,
necessary to the point of indicating an advance, for'·'
with it began the mobilization of the Christian conscience of the West.ern world for the study of what
became to be call~d the moral aspect of co~)onialism.

'AGENDA ITEMS 88 AND 22*
'Jb,~sitl}clion with regard to the implementation of the De-

claration on the granting ·of independence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)
Assista!1ce to Africa (continued):
(~) A United Nations programme for independence

1. Mr. 'NOREIGA (Colombia) (translated from
Spanish): The fifteenth session of the General Assembly, as all repr.esentatives will rememb~r, opened
with acclaims and applause for the admission of
sixteen new African States and the Republic of Cyprus
to membership in the United Nation3. The jubilation
of tha new nations, which was shared by all of us
within these precincts, was justifiably great: an
event of overwhelming significance had just taken
place. This event, however, was not the result of
~pontaneous generation, or of chance, or of intermittent pressures or imperious demands. It was
the partial culmination ofa' process, the process
of the inevitable liberation of the dependent peoples,
which will assuredly constitute-as it is indeed. a
commonplace to affirm-the hallmark of our epoch
when it passes into history.
2. In approaching the 'two items under discussion,
let us attempt a brief analysis of this process, paying
some attention to the part played by itsthreeOmain
protagonists: the people who fought and are still
fighting for their independenoe~ the Powers who were
and still are responsible for adniinistering them,
and the United Nations.
3. Ancient nations which in the course of centuries
. acquired immense superiority in the spheres of the
mind and of material progress-spheres over which
they assumed a right of command which was itself
typical of the time-took under their sovereignty
that of many other territories. The heroic accomplishment of discoveries and conquests, the so-called
European colonization, was a case of expansion which
obeyed the dynamic principle proper to any process
of growth.

6. When we speak of the certain miseries for which
colonization was responsible, we ought not to for~let,
if we are to be impartial and unbiased in this att~hpt
at a study, that it was in the sameponquering,patfons,
whose insensate greed towards the colomes was
basically a question of crude competition among
Governments for leadershtp, that the first currents
of opinion in defence of the rights of the- colonized
peoples and in condemnation of the abusive practices
of those Governments appeared. '1tshould not be
forgotten-and we may say this iil reply to certain
irresponsible attacks made in the Fourth Committeethat it was the privilege of the Catholic Church to
take th~ initiative in this ~ampaign on' behalf of the
indigenous inhabitants of the conquered lands, through'
papal definitions, learned studies 9Y eminent divines
and the heroic self-sacrifice of legions of missionaries.
Let uSl'ecall tha_ declaration of Vitoria in the first
half of the sixteenth century that the government
of the colonies shouid be subject to the limitation,
that such interventiod' must be for the good and in
the interests of the i~digenous inhabitants, and not
simply for the benefit ef the Spa~ards.

I

*Resumed from the
. l052nd meeting.
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7. Is there anything strange in the fact that it was
~he Church which prompted these movements to redeem the human dignity of the inhabitants of the
conquered territories, since the defence of the inalienable rights of man has been and will always be
its primordial and specific function? In this connexion
it may be appropriate to repeat what has already
been said, that "human rights, in the Western sense,
are no more than secularized religious values. When
man is no longer thought of as being made in the image
and likeness of God, he no longer has any protection
if someone wants to use him as a means for merely
human ends. His basic rights and fundamental freedoms have lost their metaphysical justification". But
this effort to lend dignity to the task of colonization
was not confined to the Church. Although the coItquering Governments were dominated by the desire
for material gain, the "elite" of those great nations,
with their cultural attributes-ultimately, everywhere
and always, intelligence will prevail-could not accept
the notion that to colonize mea.nt simply to e}q>loit.
They were reluctant -to admit such a deformation
,~f whc.--t shOUld, above all, be an immense civiliZing
effort. There thus arose on all sides the exponents
of the rights of the indigenous inhabitants. Towards
the end of the eighteenth century, Burke, speaking
about what .he called the principle of geographical
morality, declared that since all political power
exercised over men and all privileges claimed or
exercised to the exclusion of men were completely
artificial, and consequently an attack on natural
equality in general, they should be exercised in some
way to their benefit. Those rights and privileges, or
whatever they mj.ght be called, were all in the strict
sense. a trust; and being held responsible was the'
very essence of any trusteeship. The charter itself
which, it was maintained, preclUded Parliament's
correcting any misuse of the trust accorded to the
company, was precisely what at the same time gave
it a right and imposed upon it a duty to intervene
effectively wherever the power and authority originating in itself were perverted in their ends and converted
into instruments of injustice and violence.

8. The English utilitarians, with Bentham at their
head, demanded the rapid emancipation of all the
colonies. There arose a multiplicity of associations
of intellectuals, politicians and philanthropists, which
condemned governments for their bad colonial administration, denounced the outrages of which the
indigenous inhabitants were victims and clamoured
for the protection of the rights inherent in them as
human beings. This was a source of abundant material
for the arguments of the opposition parties in the
parliaments of most of the colonial Powers. And
as a result of this patient effort over the years,
we find that there is something on the credit side,
too, in the colonial balance sheet. Would it be rash
of us to recognize it at the present tIme? Above and
below the purely economic motives, the problems of
markets, free trade, zones of influence and the socalled policy of.disguised power, there was an exchange
of substantial values whicn rejuvenated many outworn
European concepts and in the new peoples produced
this impressive awakening of vigorous nationalities,
youthfull~ restless, sure of their destiny and called
npon at this precise moment to play a leading part
in the arduous' task of simplifying a complex international situation.
()
9( For the Spanish colonies in America,~he hour
of emancipation came in the early part of' the last
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century. We fought hard, and when the noise of battle
died andtheiconoclasticimpulseofthefirst~;noments_
in the lives of peoples, decades count as moments-gave
place to the stage of reflective maturity and serenity
w~ realizec that the. contest had been a struggle be~,
tween brothers. A smgle language, a single religion
a single conception of life _and of the world, of ali
of which we are proud, link us so closely with Spain
that in order to mark the end of the phase of its
~olonizing work we have given Spain a name which
IS both a symbol and a tribute: we call it the mother
country.
10. The stluggle for the liberation of the other

dependent peoples unfortunately had to proceed much
mora slowly. With the gradual and grOWing awakening
of the national consciousness of the peoples of the
subject territories, whose legitimate desire for independence was supported by the countries which had
become independent and even by groups and whole
parties within the Administering Powers themselves,
the latter reacted in various ways but always, up to
the time of the First World War, with a stubborn
and aggressive refusal to consider satisfying those
legitimate demands. There' arose the idea of the
"double mandate", which was voluntarily accepted
in some small degree by the colonial Powers of the
United Kingdom, the Netherlands and France-the
idea that the colonies were a double trust, for the
benefit of the colonial peoples and for that of the
world in general. Some timid steps were taken before
1914 towards the granting of certain rights to the
colonies. There were the Act of Berlin of 1885 on
freedom of trade and navigation in the Congo and
Nigeria; the General Act of the Conference of Brussels
in 1895 on th~ abolition of the slave trade .in Africa;
the Congo Act of 1885, in which people have tried
to see a precedent for the mandate granted in 1919;
the, Conference of Algec;iras of 1906, in which the
word trust was used in connexion with Morocco, with
the right to receive reports on how the trust was
being carried out and the right to check and inspect.
The vast colonial empire was painfully shaken. The
colonial Powers persisted in maintaining their empires intact, but a feeling of revolt against the
situation grew in those empires and in the world at
large. Even the steps which those colonial Powers
took, with a certain condescending generosity, themselves confirmed theories and prin.ciples which were
later to inspire international law in the period between the two World Wars and more specially in that
follOWing the Second World War, the period in which
we are living.
11. I shall refer to 'the League of Nations mandates
only so far as is strictly necessary to demonstrate
the progress which has been made in comparison
with previous years and to indicate the basic differences between those mandates, on the one hand, and
the International Trusteeship System and the Declaration concerning Non-Self-Governing Territories enshrip.ed in the Charter of the United Nations on the
other. It is not our concern to decide if the idea
of' the Mandates System was first put forward in a
memorandum of the Independent British Labour Party
in 1917" in the proposals of the Allied Labour and
Socialist Conference in London in 1918, in the fifth
of Wilson's fourteen points, in the ideas, admittedly
woefully restricted, of General Smuts, in the efforts
of the British Foreign Minister or in the WQ',;,k of
the North American, Bear. In any event the League
of Nations :;Ldopted that· system and divided the
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mandates into three categories, A, Band C. In the
first, as regions separated from the Turkish Empire
to which it gave provisional recognition of independence, it placed Palestine and h"aq under United
Kingdom administration and Syria anci: Lebanon under
French administration. In the s· pond category it placed
the German colonies in Central Africa: the Cameroons
and Togoland under both French and United Kingdom
administration, East Africa under United Kingdom
administration and Ruanda-Urundi under Belgian administration. In the third category, the administration
of German South West Africa was entrusted to the
Union of South Africa, that of the German islands in
the Pacific north, ~f' the Equator was entrusted to
Japan, and south c:l tne Equator German New Guinea
was placed under Australian administration, Western
Samoa under New Zealand administration and Nauru
under the joint administration of Australia, the United
Kingdom and New Zealand.
12. The Mandates System was based on seven principles, and although some of them were not fulfilled,
that in no way invalidates them as solemn obligations
of an international nature. They may be briefly' summarized as follows: the principle of non-annexation,
that of tutelage by advanced nations, the principle of
the open door, that of non-exploit,ation for military
purposes, the principle of consultation" that of final
independence or self-government and that of international supervision. It has been said that the terms
of article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations
did not clearly establish the ultimate fate of the
mandated terrUories, but that those who drafted the
Covenan{: had it! mind a process in which independence
was the Uu.al ~nd culminating phase, with participation
in the government, and self-government, as intermediate stages.
13. The supervision of the Mandatory Powers was
the responsib~lity of the League of Nations Council
but the immediate control and conduct of the Mandates
System was entrusted to the Permanent Mandates
Commission, consisting largely of nationals of nonmandatory Powers, who were not responsible to their
Governments and from whom spectal qualities and
competence in the matter were required. The Mandatory Powers were required to submit annual reports
and the inhabitants of the territories had the right
of petition before the Commission, whose authority
and effectiveness were such that among its great
&.chievements may bE' mentioned the fact that the'
standards of administration required under the Mandate came to be appli~d in colonial territories, too.
14. It is not difficult to see that the Mandates System

of the League of Nations put an end to what we might
call the old imperialist conception of colonialism, for
it required colonial Powers to regulate their conductwhich until then had been subject only to the whims
of their all-embracing "arbitrary will-by the idea
of the trust, which both grants rights to and imposes
obligations upon those concerned, in accordance with
the basic declaration by Burke which I discussed
earlier. That this should have been the result of the
First World War mOT~s us to reflect upon the tragic
and at the same time splendid destiny of man, Ct}ndemned as he is to make advances towards perfection
only when those mad ventures of extermination to
Which his pride impels him have come to an end.
15. During that inter-war period, taking advantage
of . the new international climate and escaping from
the Mandates System, Iraq, Lebanon and Syria achieved

independence~ But the Second World War was needed
before a new conception of the rights of all the subject
peoples came to remove the last traces af the
colonialist practices prevailing in the western world.
It is tragic that, side by side with this a<;ivance, we
have seen the introduction, and apparent entrenchment,
of those ominous forms of servitude which are now
prevailing-and thjs is the real neo-colonialism-in
the vast and silent empire of the communist wQ:rld.
16. There is nO'reason for us to linger upon an
examination and analysis of the events iwmediately
p'receding the drafting and incorporatioili into the
United Nations Charter of what came to be its
Chapters XI, XII and XIII. It is pertinent to point out,
however, with regard to the International Trusteeship
System, that ?4. the Teheran Conference Stalin pronounced the tl~tisteeship sys+' ..'l!.'1 suggested for French
Indo-China by Chiang Kai-shek, in response to a
request from Prej3ident Franklin D. Roosevelt, to be
"excellent"; that the Soviet Union su.pported the idea
of direct trusteeship administration for the three
Italian colonies, and, lastly, that at San Francisco
the Soviet Union delegation contributed in such meaf?!::re
to the work of the committee that dealt with the snliject
of trusteeship ,,,that there is a most laudator~' tribute
from Mr. Stassen, the representative of the United
States, praising that valuable co-operation.
17. Latei', and as a result of the bitter struggle to
increase spheres of influence-the contest for military
supremacy-which came to a head last year, and to
which I shall refer later, the Soviet Union began to
im.pugn the trusteeship agreel.ilents and to declare
that only in the so-called strategic areas, which are
under the supervision of the Security Council, could
the Admiirlstering Authorities station national forces
and establish military, naval and air bases.
~.-/

//

18. In order to appreciate the meaning of trusteeship
administration, in the context of the application of the
Trusteeship. System to mandated territories,,-only
South West Africa and Palestine were not included-and
to those terrihries which became detached from
enemy States as {l result ~f the Second World War,
it is only necessary to read the annual reports on its
work which the Trusteeship Council submits ~o the
General Assembly. From the report for the year 1 June
1960 to 19 July 1961 [A/4785], we note that in the
coming year the only Territories fully subject to the
Trusteeship System will be New Guinea and N~uru
under Austr~lian administration and the Trust'Territory of the Pacific Islands, a strategic area under
the administration of the United States. Tanganyika
will attain independence on 9 December 1961 and
Western Samoa on 1 January 1962. It is to be hoped
that the report of the Commission for Ruanda-Urundi
will provide the basis for determining the date of that
country's independence.
19. With reapect to the third category of Territories
subject to the application of the Trusteeship System"
namely, those volunt'i:i.rily placed under the system by
the States' responsible for their admblistration, in
accordance with Article 77 c of the Charter, the question has not. yet arisen. Perhaps-although I must
make it clear that at the present moment I have no
intention of expressing the views of my delegation
on this matter-the Netherlands propo~;al concerning"',
the Territory known as Western New Guin~a or West
Irian [A/L.354 and explan~tory papers] cot~d amount
to a form of trusteeship administr,ation, voluntary and
limited, in which the Administe~ing Authority would
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in fact, in acco~dance with Article 81 of the Charter,
be the United Nations itself.
.
20. To cdnclude this brief analysis of Chapters XII
and XIII of the Charter e let us say that Mr. Trygve
Lie, the then Secretary..General, was right when he
declared that the International Trusteeship System
was not a mere continuation of the Mandates System
of the League of Nations but a new system of international supervision,. broader in scope with greater
power and with potentialities infinitely more vast than
those of the Mandates System. We may add that its
achievements would be sufficient to justify the existence of the United Nations and the hopes which mankind
has placed in it.
21. We are, however, entering a field where the
progress achieved should satisfy the most demanding
expectations and could in,:!eed be called surprising.
The aut~lOrs of the United Nations Charter at San
Francisco had no s'cfuples or hesitation, despite the
determined efforts of the Powers concerned to maintain their colonialist domination, in indicating the
ultimate fate of the dependent territories. This ultimate fate could not be other 'than trat which they
stated, explicitly and unequivocally, in the Charter.

22. MuC'h has been writtev. about the limitations
and the scope of Articles 73 and 74 of the Charter,
the greatest subtleties of interpretation being applied
to the study of every letter of the text. We have almost
been led to believe that in the title of Chapter XI,
Declaration Regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories, the colonial Powers embodied w}}at one writer
called a mental reservation with regard to a form
of obligation different from the other obligations
assumed by the signatories of the Charter. As the
same writer noted, however, if that was the intention,
experience has shown that the effort was in vain. It
has been said that in Article 73 b, the addition of the
words "according to the particular circumstances of
each terl'itory and its peoples and their varying stages
of advancement" after the statement of the obligation
upon the Administering Powers to develop selfgovernment in their Non-Self-Governing Territories,
to take due account of the political aspirations of the
peoples and to assist them in the progressive development of their free political institutions, represented
a compromis~formula which weakened the original
proposal, made by China, that the goal of colonial
policy should be self-government and independence.
The falsity of this statement is clear, however, from
the mere fact that full self-government was the final
destiny intended for the Non-Self.,Governing Territories and that the Administering Powers were required
to undertake the express contractual obligation to
secure for them a sufficient degree of advancement
to make that possible. To claim as a pretext for
obstructing or dela··':'ng; the independence of a NonSelf-Govermng Territory that it is backward, or has
not reacheC 'an ndequate stag<:.! of advancement, could
be regarded h..~ an attempt on the part of the Administering Power-apart from its being legally
unacceptable-to turn its own guilt to its advantage.
23.. Whenever an Administering Power argues that
a Non-Self-Governing Territory has not yet reached
the degree of advancement which will permit it,
decently and without rislts to undertake the sovereign
control of its own destiny, the United Nations is faced
with the following two pos~ibilities: either th~r(j arein fact exceptional obstaCles which have prevented
the Te'r'ritory's advance despite the honest endeavours

I
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of the Administering Power, or else the latter has,
without Wishing to, shown itself to be frankly incapable
of fulfilling the duties it accepted as a Member of the
United Nations. In e~ther circumstance the Organization must act. And here we are faced with the problem
of deciding how, by what means and up to what point
the United Nations can maintain the necessary au..
thority, all the more important where it is a question
of safeguart;ling and ensuring the enforcement of the
fundamental p:rovfsions of its Charter.
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24. In the process of development of the relations "
between the Administering Powel's and the Non-SelfGoverning Territories and between both and the United
Nations-the constant use of the "process" ~s not
haphazard but results fl'omthe deliberate choice of
the strictly correct term for the situation to be described-we may see a constant succession of ever
greater and more certain advances. If in 1949, when
this Assembly adopted resolution 332 (IV) on the
establishment of a 8p&cial Committee on Information
transmitted under ArtiGle 73 e of the Charter, any
delegation had dared, let us not say to propose, but
to suggest that the infur'llation transmitted by the
Administering Powers sh,')uld include data of a political
and constitutional nature, such an ide::-.'Would have
been denounced as a presumptuous and unacceptable
audacity. Last year, however, in resolution 1535 (XV),
which was adopted without the slightest difficulty, the
General Assembly showed that it considered it essential, as a basic corollary to the obligations
. incurred by Administering Powers under Chapter XI
of the Charter, that information should be submitted
on the political and constitutional aspects of the NonSelf-Governing Territories, and it urged the Administering Members concerned to provide such
information.
25. In that connexion I would draw attention to paragraphs 64 and 65 of the first part of the Committee's
report for the present year [A/4785], where we read:
"Of the fifty-one Non-Self-Governing Territories'
on whioh information was transmitted in 1960,
torty-one Territories are administered by the
United Kingdom, three by New Zealand, three by
the United states, two by Australia, 'one by the
Nethorlands and one by France jointly with the
United Kingdom.
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"Some members of the Committee pointed out
that, although Australia, the Netherlands, New
Zealand and the United States regularly transmitted
political information, the United Kingdom had never
done so."
In the statement made by its Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs during the general debate [1017th
meeting] the United Kingdom solemnly undertook to
provide this information.
26. I cannot resist the temptation to repeat the
follOWing comment of a Brazilian writer on the results
of the first :meeting of the Inter-American Cultural
Council, which took place in Mexico in 1951:
"The intellectual life cannot be separated fro~
the political and economic life of the peoples or
from their moral life, with the result that their
cultural. development is intimately bound up both
with their political conditions and economic situation
and with the degree of their moral development."
27. la· the face of such elementary truths, it is surprising that ther'S should have been a time wherf
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32. In considering what the United Nat(pns has been
and has done in the sphere of the International Trusteeship System, let us take resolution 1514 (XV), as
generous and noble in the objectives it sets as it is
diahonoured and distorted by those who have .tried
to use it as e. poor instrument of propaga.nda for the
waging of the cold war.
33. -: ~'I'be skirmishes which this Assembly had to
witnes's, not without some shame, when the sti~ject
of the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples was discussed are still fresh in our
28. This surpris~, however, is ,...sreiy relative.
memories: shoes struck on desks, shouts and insults
Let us look baok along the path, marked by laborious
which on one occasion led to the sudden adjournment
advances, which it has been necessary to follow to
of the meeting and the breaking of the gavel, the
reach the goal of, the final extinctMn of colonialism,
symbol of the President's authority.
and let us bear in mind that while such advances,
taken one by one, might give rise to persistent rest34. The Soviet Union had submitted a draft resolution
lessness or to disillusion, viewed altogether and in
and an amendment, both of which were rejected-our
a certain perspective they are such as to justify
actions here are to ap}jrove or reject draft resolutions
genuine' optimism an(l, as should be stated with all
-and fi.nally the proposal of the forty-three' African
clarity, to justify a belief in the efficacy of the United
and Asian States, which came to be the celebrated resoNations.
lution 1514 (XV), was adopted by an overwhelming
majority, with nine abstentions. Operative paragraph
29. I shal! not refer to other spheres where, as
5 of that resolution-to take the most important part
h,appened in the matter of political and constitutional
of it- states:
.
..:hformation, the hesitancy of the United Nations in
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
1949 is in contrast with the coqfident forcefulness
Non-Self-Governing
Territories or all other terriit has shown in recent years in the essential defence
tories
which
have
not
yet attain~d independence,
of its basic principles. There is the Committee on
transfer
all
powers
to
the peoples of those territo
InformatIon from Non-Self-Governing Territories,
tories, without any conditions or reservatio~s, in
set up almost timidly and given very limited functions,
accordance wit,h thei!, ,freely expressed will and
which has become a bastion for the jealous supervision
desire,without
any -distinction as to race, creed
of the conduct of the Administering Powers; then,
or
colour,
in
order
to enable them to enjoy 'complete
competing with the Trusteeship Council, there is
independence
and
freedon."
the Fourth Committee, an open forum for the consideration of all disputes and cases of non-complianct-:, ; This follows the statement in operative paragraph 3
that:
which submits to the General Assembly for its final
approval guiding principles determining the obligation
"Inadequacy of political, elJonomic, social or
to transmit information and resolutions urging the
educational preparedness should never serve as.
Administering Powers to fulfil their duties in the
a pretext for delaying independence."
provision of assistance in the educational, cultural,
...
35. Let us leave aside for the time being-the need
administrative, technical and economic ~pheres, confor such a study of substance may arise in the 'neal'
demning discriminatory practices and advocating
future-the question whether in the words "o'r all
the "extension to all inhabitants of the full exercise
other. territories which have not yet ~~tained indeof basic political rights,'in particular the right to
p~ndence",
which appear immediately after the specific
vote, and the establishment of equality among the
reference to the Trust and Non-Self-Governing Terrimembers of all races inhabi'tingthe Non-Self-Governtories,
there is an express reference to the silent
ing Territories".
empires .of the trueneo-colonialism to which I have
30. As a result of all this, the much reviled coloilialisi;
made reference earlier. And let us proceed to make.
Powers, with some deplorable exceptions to which I
som~ of the serious studies which this resolution
shall refer briefly, have complied with the successive
calls for.
and systematic demands, nearly always honestly.
36. In the first place, let us ask ourselves whether
There is no longer any controversy-and if there
this resolution automa.tically abqlished Chapters XI,
were any discussion we flhould easily be able to
XII and XIII of the Cbart~r, for ever since last year
reach agI-cement-on such questions as wp..ich are
there has been consta:!lt·'talk of ~n immediate, we
the Territories about which information should be
might even say compulsory, granting ,of full sovereignty
submitted, the continuing obligation to transmit in,and independehce to the Trust and Non-Self-Governing
formation on TerritorieS' about wMch such information
Ter.ritories. This pressure-we all know where it
was once transmitted but is no longer, the rights
cotnt':."s from-4as already resulted in the FourthComof the relevant United Nations organs to pay official
mittet, in the postponement of the usual resolutiop
vis!ts to those Territories or to. hear PE~titioners
adopted every year in which the General Assem61y
coming from them, the establishment of the so-called'
takes note of tK;~rl"eport of tQeT~\usteeship 'cohnCil
residual pow~rs and other questions of the sam~ or
and recommends -'that the AQytninistering Authorit~es
a similar kintl.
should take, accou"1t of tr1e recdhlmendations and
observations in it; and it seems -that the same will
31. Can any nation honestly discount all the progress
h..- ppen--there has already been ~v formal reques1:
which has been made? It should not be forgotten that
to that effect-in the case'''91 the resolution rel~t:tng
since the days of San Francisco some thirty States,
.to the report of the Commi\.j:ee on Information from
emerging from a state of non-seU-governtnent, have
Non.-Self-Governing Territ()~ies, While the A~sembiy
entered the United Nations as Members Will full
is discussing and ""p,aching decisions on item 88 of its
agenda, the ~heme of the .pres'ent deliberations.
~ign rights.
doubts were entertained in this Organization about
the duty of the Administering Powers tQ transmit
information of a political and constitutional nature-the
requirement being' limited to purely statistical and
technical data on economic, social and educational
conditions-wten such information il3 basic and essential in order to know how far those Powers are
fulfilling the sacred trust towards the Non-SelfGoverning Territories that they accepted under the
Charter.
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37 ~ In other words, we are proceeding as if we were
sending the Trusteeship Council its death certificate
and as if we did 'not intend to renew the mandate of
the Committee' on Information, which expires this
year, as we did in 1952, 1955 and 1958.

38. Let us put forward, simply as
check these precipitate actions, a
has already been asked before: can
amended by a simple resolution
Assembly?

an argument to
question which
the Charter be
of the General

39. In document A/L.355 the Soviet Union has submitted a draft resolution, operative paragraph 2 of
which reads:
"Declares that the final and unconditional liquidation of colonialism in all its forms and manifestations
must be implemented not later than the end of 1962."
40. If the sustained and virulent offensive against
certain objectives revealed in the documents serving
as background papers to this draft resolution, and
even operative paragraph 3 (Q) of the draft resolution
itself, had not clearly revealed its true intentions,
had not, to put it bluntly, shown the wolf's ears, we
might even be inclined to believe that this resolution
is as good, ~md innocent as a paschal lamb. To try
to precipitate this process-not simply to accelerate
it, which would be quite different-of ema,7,lcipation of
the Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territvries in the
short space of one year laid down in the resolution
would seem to us, using the words in all exactitude,
a great mistake. Given such a precedent, might not
this Assembly feel inclined with a grand humanitarian
gesture, to declare by resolution the abolition at an
early date, let us say the year 1962, of the disease
of cancer, or-to oontinue this harmless exercise-to
declare by resolution that in that same year, 1962,
ignorance, hunger and poverty must disappear from
the earth?
41. In the draft resolution submitted by Nigeria
[A/L.357], and in particular in the brilliant statement
in which that country's Minister for Foreign Affairs
introduced it in the General Assembly [1050th meeting), we find a realistic, ~erious and constructive
approach to the problem of the granting of independence to the colonial countl'ies and peoples. This
draft resolution, too, fixes a time-limit, or, as has
been said, a target date, for reaching this Objective,
which in this case is limited to the African continent,
but the proposed period of ten years is at least an
indication of intelli'l~nt caution.
42. Without wishing to make any formal proposal
or to take up a definite position regarding the draft
resolution, since the occasion for both will present
itself when we are actually discussing the text, we
feel tha.t if the draft resolution were extended to cover
other geographical areas and augmented by a reiteration of the functions of the Trusteeship Council
and those of a Committee on Informati.on from NonSelf-Governing Territories endowed with greater and
more effective powers, it could offer a satisfactory
means of concluding the debate on this item.
43. Two facts are cleat': one is that, unless there
is an amendment of the Charter abolishing it, the
Trusteeshi.p Council will continue to exist so long
as there is a Non-Se!f-C-ovarning Territory which
might be voluntarily placed under the Trusteeship
System in accordance with Article 77 cofthe Charterj
the other is that in order to respond truly to the

urgent appeal of resolution 1514 (XV), as it was
really intended, and in order that certain functions
which have been half-fulfilled, or fulfilled thanks to
the spontaneous good will of the Administering Powers,
should fall within the strict jurisdiction and com- ,
petence of the Committee on Information, the latter,
with its mandate renewed, or some new Committee
which we may decide to set up, should be endowed
. with broad and sufficient powers to enable it effectively
to perform its highly important task. Not one of the
least important aspects of this matter is the fact
that we should thereby avoid that duplication of functions which sometimes hampers the work of certain
organs of the United Nations. There is, for example,
the Fourth Committee i s proposal (A/C .4/L.704/Rev .1)
for the establishment of a special committee to deal
with the case of the deplorable refusal of Portugal
to transmit information on its Territories, and there
a!'e the problems caused by the no less deplorable
conduct of the Republic of "South Africa with regard
to South West Africa.
44. Following developments in this sphere and talting
into account. the new situation created by resolution
1514 (XV), we may conceive of a Committee on Information, or of any committee which may be set up
in its place, having, in addition to the major Powers,
a membership sufficiently large to permit the formation of sub-committees or working groups which,
working together harmonlouf;dy, should deal with each
and every difficulty as it arises in any of the Non..
Self-Governing Territories, and should keep a watchful
eye open for any failures in administration so as to
denounce them in time from this rostrum, before the
conscience of the world, which is one of the ways-as
has been proved-of correcting them.
45. We have an abiding faith in this Organization.
For.. that reason we wish to protect it from dangerous
acts of impatience and from whatever may impair
the austere dignity which is essential to it, so that
day by day it may gain in authority and exercise that
authority in the service of the ideals that presided
at its foundation.
46. I must apologize for the great length of this
statement and thank you for the kind attention you
have given me.
47. Mr. DOSOMU-JOHNSON (Liberia): Once again
this Assembly has been called upon to reflect on one
of the most provocative and inhuman issues that have
agitated the thought of man in recent years. And I
dare say it is one of which this Organization wia be
seized until the last vestige ~f the heinous practice
of colonialism in all its forms has been obliterated
from the face of the earth, and until in its place wo
have created a meaningful axmosphere of freedom
and equality, of confident collaboration and of implicit
respect for the rights of all human beings to life,
liberty and pursuit of happiness, free from alien
limitations.
48. Stripped of its multiplicity of words, the issue
before this Assembly is reduced to this: rtLet all
colonies everywhere be freed, and freed now."
49. You will sympathize with us if we confine the
major portions of our remarks to Africa. While we
endorse and support wholeheartedly the immediate
abolition of colonial status in all areas of the world;
we are more at home in speaking about conditions in
Africa.
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50. On 14 December 1960 the General Assembly,
during its fifteenth session, adopted resolution 1514
(XV), submitted by forty-three Asian and African
states, by eighty-nine votes to none with nine abstentions.
51. The importance of this resolution to colonial
oountries and to the people of Africa in particular
cannot be overemphasized. It focused world attention
on the evils of colonialism as never before. It sought
to arouse the great Powers to a consciousness of their
responsibility to peoples governed by them. The
Declaration contained in- the resolution condemned
the subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation. It: insisted, among other
things, that:
"Immediate steps shall be taken ••• to transfer
all powers to the peoples of those [dependent] territories, without any conditions or reservations, in
aocordance with their freely e,xpressed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed
or c'olour, in order to enable them to enjoy complete
independence and freedom."
It also s~ated:
"All armed action or repressive measures .••
directed against dependent peoples shall cease •.•
and the integrity of their national territory shall
be respected."
52. Varying interpretations have been given to this
Declaration, but in the mind and intention of my delegation and Government, it is more than a mere state...
ment of general objectives; it is a decision of this
Assembly and thereby imposes immediate juridical
and moral obligations on Member States.
53. We are fortunate indeed to have among us some
colonial and former colonial Powers which are conscious of social and political trends throughout the
world and are adapting themselves to circumstances
in a dynamic way. Our hope is in them, and they encourage us by their votes, which are signs ana symbols
that our efforts now towards the recognition of the
dignity and worth of every individual human being
. will be successful within a fixed period and without
furtl1er resistance.
'
54. But there are the die-hard colonialists who must
be treated in a category by themselves. These ignore
the historical process: their foreign policies are
guided b~., passions, sentiments, ideo~ogies and fears
rather tItan by logical thinking and the dynamism of
the histori.cal process.
55. The trends of a nation's foreign policy are sometimes influenced by the state of its civilization. A
-growing and young culture is active and aggressive,
while a senescent civilization is static and securityminded. One of the most distressing aspects of the
die-hard colonialists is their complete lack of that
education which is acquired only through international
person-to-person contact and association. The cMef
task of this Assembly will be to re-educate the leaders
of :'hese decaying civilizations through visits to territories outside their own, so that they may thus learn
t.he lessons of mutual respect and the democratic
process. 'They are lalld-locked, mind-set, and have no
practical or first hand acquaintance with what is taking
place rourid about them. If someone would encourage
them to make periodic visits to territories now
sovereign and hldependent, we doubt not that they
w~1Jld be induced to a policy of prud6nce and adaptation.
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56. My delegation ·sincerely\\ believes that Africa is
by prescriptive right and effective occupation the
home of those whose ancestors fir-st occupied it and,
in fact, were born in it. This is borne out in biblical
and other historical documents. Despite apparent
differences, Africans have always held to the belief
that the continent belongs to them, and they have done
everything to resist European penetration and domination, whether it be in Algeria, South Africa, Angola,
Fernando Po or Rhodesia. They have always viewed
European penetration and suzerainty as an immoral
and indefensible act. If the African has seemingly
submitted to -foreign or colonial rule, it is solely
because he has been overwhelmed by a superior force.
Innate in every African breast has been the love of
freedom and the cherished hope of emancipation some
day.
57. The spirit of nationalism in Africa is nothing
new and is not the work of so-called trouble-ma'~cl's.
It began the very first day the first colonizers atteihpted
to occupy any part of the continent. There was never
a moment of supine acqUiescence; every foreign
attempt to subdue Africa was resisted. Our ancestors
were men who beHeved in the right to g(wern and
to be governeq.. in the way of their own choosing, and
to resist by whatever means in their power those
who would attempt to withhold '\their right to manage
their own affairs. To cite a few instances: European
domination was resisted ·in Upper Senegal in 1890-1893
under Mamadou Lamine; ir;i Dahomey in 1890-1893
under King Benhazin; in Siett-ra Leone in 1897-1900
under King Bai Bureh; in Ash~\nti under King Prompeh;
in Southern Rhodesia in 1892-1894 under the Matabele
King Lobengula; in Guinea under AUminiSamouri; in
Tanganyika in 1891-1894 under Mkwawa, \~he then paramount chief of the Hehc.. These are j\l,\s\~ a few cases
to illustrate what the situation was south·btthe Sahara.
The implication that Africans favou~ed foreign rule
is peculiarly obtuse and without foundation in fact.
58. Colonialism has been a source of continuous
conflict between the colonizers and the colonized, and
of tension among the ~olonial Powers themselves.
Upon its dissolution rests the 8':>1 ution of the East-West
conflict. Hence it must be eradicated as a first step
to universal peace and human brotherhood. Colonialism, which embraces subjugation and exploitation,
has been the source of all wars since the dawn of the
eighteenth century and, as such, has always been a
threat to world peace and security. Against all motives
of humanitarianism, economics and trade have been
Europe's sole interest in Mrica and Asia. A free,
sovereign and' independent Africa and Asia will be of
enormous economic benefit to former colonial Powers
and to the Western world in general.
59. The chief argument against immediateemancipation of colonial territories is that they must be
prepared, and that therefore time is necessary. While
my delegation is prepared to concede that people
should be prepared for self-rule, we are inclined to
the belief that the political approaoh is the beE!~,w~)y . ~.
out. The functional approach, which is the t~e;;l8>of
die-hard coloniaUsts, is practical only whe\) there
exists a similarity or community of interest~\ This
community of interests can be reinforced by tt,~ functional approach, but it cannot be created by \~t. We
have learned f,.om Australian and American hb;tory
thl?-,t politim\l settlement was the key to functional
problems in those continents. Besides, previous to the
advent of Europeans on our continent and contrary
to preconceived ideas, Africaris were eduoated after
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their own fashion. Thl 'bad their kings and all necessary institutions of learning and of government.
They built kingdoms and empires, and had an impeccable standard of family life and morality. They
had the empires of Sokoto, Gando and Kano, Ghana,
Mali, Songhii, Bornu, Harar, Gondar and many more.
In many instances, European rule in Africa was by
the indirect method. The argument for preparation
should therefore not be an impediment to immediate decolonialization of all Non-Self-Governing Territories.
60. The Assembly is seized of the issue of independence for a people, a people whose homes have
been pillaged and destroyed and themselves consigned
to providing the prerequisites of a refined and cultured
life for their colonial masters, while they themselves
were prevented by legalized poverty, ignorance and
discrimination from any share or part in that life.
61. The highest aspiration of man anywhere in the
world and under whatever oircumstances has been
characteri:-:.;ed by an insatiable drive for recognition
of his worth as a human personality, for dignity, for
:respectable position in his community, for unrestricted
participation in the opportunities that the world affords, for personal liberty; and as a group or nation,
this drive is translated into movements for political
independence and for unrestricted freedom to develop
the social and material growth of their respective
countries under conditions and governments of their
own election. This is all that Africans in Algeria,
Angola, Bissao, Sao Tom~, Mozambique, the Rhodesias,
South West Africa and South Africa and all colonial
territories are asking for. They are asking for the
. right to rule themselves.
62. The methods by which most of these territories
were acquired are highly questionable. The lofty
humanitarian principles of the colonizing Powers
have been neither lofty nor very humane. H. R. Rudin
in his "African Perspective r. has this to say:
"Whoever has handled the treaties to which ignorant
chieftains affixed their wavering X's as symbols of
their acceptance of the white man's rule cannot
escape the conviction that varying, degrees of
deception must have been employed to persuade
Africans into signing papers which they could hardly
understand."
63. From North to South, from East to West, the
battle-cry in Africa is Independence. Political power
and self-determination, are the ultimate objective of
all Africans still under colonial rule; and it j]iO their
only means to opportunity for Slelf-expression and
self~development, even in those areas where white
control is ~eemingly firmly established.
64. In their struggle they are not by themselves;
they have" the whole-hearted support and resolve of
all independent African states as gleaned from the
resolution of the recent Monrovia Conference of the
Heads of African and Malagasy Statesll affirming:
"its unanimous determination to give material and
moral assistance to all aependent territories of
colonial Powe:ta with a view to accelerating their
accession to independence."
65. The most difficult and most dangerous problems
in Africa today are those which arise from attempts
to make overseas territories part of the metropolitan
country, and to pit whites against Africans. Colour
11 Held 8-12 May 1961.
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discrimination in any of its forms in any part of the
world 9,rouses the deepest feelings in any man. South
AfI'ica, with its Government-enforced policy of apartheid, will be the target of African nationalists and'
European liberals until it is destroyed. And it will
certainly be destroyed; perhaps sooner than we think.
66. Adverting to the Netherlands draft resolution
[A/L.354], the Assembly is once again confronted
with the question of New Guinea or West Irian. The
Netherlands Government's draft resolution is submitted under General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV),
in connexion with the item entitled "The situation
with regard to the implementation of the Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples". Under such a heading it is right and
proper, and also the privilege of any delegation, to
raise the question of self-determination and independence of colonial peoples. The Netherlands Government raised the question for the inhabitants of West
Irian. This is the right and privilege of a colonial
Power seeking to grant independenoe to a s1,lbject
people.

~

67. If we were ignorant of the situation as it existed
three or four years ago in West Irian, we would not
question but admire the step taken by the Netherlands
Government in the interests of West Irian. Knowing,
however, the situation, and the backgrouud of the issue
here, my delegation is inclined to the opinion that
any action taken by this Assembly with regard to
West Irian must also consider the long standing claims
of Indonesia to this Territory. Any settlement regarding
West Irian, we opine, must be made in consultation
with Indonesia.
68. The Indonesian Government has raised its claim
to West Irian since the establishment of Indonesia a~
an independent State. It has based its claims on negotiations and on the outcome of the Round Table
Conference. Those claims the Netherlands Government
has rebutted, on the ground that the West Irianese
are Papuans and therefore not Indonesians or of the
same ethnic stock. Granting this to be the case, we
assert that ethnic differentiation has never barred
a people from forming a harmonious and peaceful
state.
.,.
69. They further suggest a plebiscite whereby the
West Irianese, must decide what they require. The
Netherlands, knowing the illiteracy of the West Irianese
-which four years ago they themselves classified as
a backward and ignorant people, primitive in thei~
habits and culture, stating that they would, in the
opinion of the Netherlands Government; require tutelage or a guiding hand-could not be very serious in
its suggestion of a plebiscite. To suggest that the United
Nations act as a sort of Administering Authority is to
impose an unprecedented role upon this Organization.
70. In the records of the United Nations, thisOrganization has never assumed directly the administration
of a territory. In all cases, administration has beer.
entrusted to some Power which had had experience
in dealing with dependent peoples. The only Powers
with such experience are the colonial Powers. U~der
the pressur,e of the undisciplined war being waged
against such Powers, I dare say that no Power would
be wilHl)g to assume such responsibility.
71. As regards the countries of Asia and Africa and
of South America, which have at some time or other
been under colonial rule and which in many cases
have earned their freedom through bloodshed, the~
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nation, in Africa, Asia, the Americas and in the
utterrh.(>stparts of the earth.
76. F~nal1y, the draft resolutions before us caU,;Ior
candout. Africa is our heritage; it must be politically
free. With the assistance of this Assembly, through
any machinery which the United Nations may set up,
let the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
decide for themselves appropriate dates for their
independence. We should not retreat from our commitment to support any effective resolution designed to
achieve this end.
77. The present uncompromising task' of the United
Nations is to recreate the world, nurse it and lead it
step by step towards the goal of perfection. With
moral strength, courage and faith in human destiny
all difficulties will be mastered anc;lAfrica will be free:
!8. Mr. KURKA (Czechoslovakia) (translated from
Russian): Almost a whole yeaI' has passed since the
General Assembly adopted 'che resolution embodying
the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples [1514 (XV)]. That
Declaration, adopted on the initiative of the Soviet
Union by an 0xerwhelming majority of states Members
of the United 'Nations, was an expression of the will
of all peace-loving, progressive mankind, which was
entitled to expect from the highest international organization decisive measures aimed at abolishing one of
the most disgraceful anachronisms of our timecolonialism. Resolution 1514 (XV)-that symi)olic
sentence imposed by the peoples on colonialistrt-is
unquestionably one of the most important decisions
taken by the United Nations since it came into existence.

would not, we are sure, assume the task of an Administering Authority. It therefore follows that even
if the Netherlands draft resolution were adopted, it
would not be implemented, for we are of the opinion
that to attempt to implement the Netherlands draft
resolution without due consideration for the claims
of Indonesia, which are supported by the majority
of the Members of the United Nations, would be a
grievous error. It must be observed that the draft
ret;olutions on this subject submitted by Indonesia
in. the past have always obtained a simple majority
in the First Committee..
72. While my Government maintains the right of
any people to self-determination, it could not however
support any solution to a problem, even if it were
based on the principle of self-determination, if it
would result in bloodshed, and especially the blood
of the inhabitants and people we seek to benefit. 8e1£determination and independence should bring freedom
and happiness. not fea!, hatred and bloodshed.
73. Both the Netherlands avrl Indonesia claim to be
\. They have fortified
the spokesmen for West ').
this claim, we are told, l..r~ ~ncluding on their delegations inhabitants of West Irian. One could not make
a judgement or arrive at a decisjon on the basis of
the inclusion of West Irianese representatives on the
Indonesian delegation, 01' from that delegation's statement here. My delegation regrets that this whole
question, which we sincerely believe will result in
dividing or creating factions among the indigtWiOUS
population, which will support either one theorv or
another, should have been made a subject for discussion by the General Assembly, and we think therefore that it should be withdrawn.
74. While admiring the ideals that motivated the
Netherlands draft resolution, my delegation feels that
any action should be undertaken in full co-operation
with the Indonesian delegation and Government. In
the circumstances, my delegation will suggest as an
evidence of our ardent desire to resolve th~ West
Irian quest~.on amicably, an appeal to the Netherlands
and Indonesian Governments to resume negotiations
with a \ iew to finding a peaceful solution to the question.
Implicit in this appaalis the knowledge that some
resolutions adopted .by this Assembly could not be
implemented Without force, which the United Nations
is always reluctant to employ. Questions ofthis nature
seeking solution in the Assembly have invariably
remained on the agenda from year to year without
result. On the other hand, many questions reach
solutions by direct negotiation. Cyprus is the classic
case in point. It is, therefore, our fervent hope that
our friends will heed this appeal and resort to immediate negotiation.
75. Words are inadequa:te to express the gratitude
of my delegation to representatives here for their
past support for the cause of freedom for colonial
peoples. Every Government here, save the die-hard
colonialists, has in some measure contributed to the
struggle for independence for subject peoples in Mrica
and Asia. Some have done so in a big way; r.mme :in
small measure. Big or small, the Governments have
contributed something to the success of our cause
thus far, and we are grateful for itw We now implore
them in the same .spirit to become the stars in the
last act ~f this tragic drama of imperialism and
colonialism; and in so doing to support or sponsor
any and an resolutions designed to end servitude
exploitation, discrimination, poverty and foreign dOmi~

79.. For that reason it was welcomed by all peaceof the world with a feeling of enormous
sat.lsfactlon. .In the Declaration it was once again
affIrmed that all peoples have an inalienable right
to compl?te freedom, the exercise of their sovereignty
and the mteg~i)y of the territory of their respective
States, and . ti1~:t the subjection of peoples to a.lien
rule, domhfation and exploitat!on constitutes a denial
of fundamental human rights, is contrary to the Charter
of the United Nations and hampers the development of
co-operation and the establishment of peace throughout
the wo.rld. The General Assembly therefore solemnly
procl8.1med the necessity of bringing to a speedy and
unconditional end colonialism in all its forms and
manifestations.
.
,
.
80. But the United. Nations responsibility in respect
of the more than 70 million people on this earth who
are still suffering under the heavy yoke of "colonial
slavery or semi-colonial exploitation did not end
with the adoption of the Declarn.tion at last year's
session of the Jleneral Assembly. The same effai·ts
which preceded the adoptio1n of the' Declaration l:;Lst
year should be continued in the future until such time
as the last people and the last enslaved countl"y have
attained freedom and need no .longer fear for their
independence. The General ASS~'ii"&-lbly should therefore
take further vigorous step~~to ensure consistent
i:(:i~leme~tation of the p:ogr~:~b.me of liberation proclaImed m the Declaration or~the granting of inde- .
pendence to colonial countries~and peoples.
)
81. Colonialism-the shameo ofthe twentieth centuryis still alive, despite the efforts of the representatives
of the colonial Powers to convince us to the contrary.
82. The events of recent months again confirm that
the colonial Pow?rs are ~abotagingthei~ple~~~ntation
of the Declaration in e:\rEtry possible way,and are
10v~l1g pe~ples
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continuing to wa;ge bloody colo\1ial wars and apply .
repressive mea~fures ta,the peo\~les of the colonial'
and dependent t~)rritories. The colonial Powers are
trying by militaI,iyforce to hold on to the last remnants
of their colonial dominance 1 and where the pressure
of the liberation struggle forces them to retreat they
try to establish even more dangerous positions through
ne\v falms of colonialism.
83. In such circumstances, can anyone assert that

colonialism is dead?
84. It is United Nations outstanding responsH>ility
to see to the immediate removal of the last tr-aces
of colonialism, in the interests of giving effect to
the principle of peaceful international co-operation
and, consequently, in the interests of general peace
and security. Colonialism is the personification of
lawlessness and flagrant disregard for the fundamental
principles governing relations between peoples. Lawlessness be~ets conflicts and wars, which in existing
circumstances may well lead to the most frightful
consequences imaginable. The close connexion between
the demand for the complete and immediate liquidation
of colonialism in all its forms and manifestations
and the demand for the strengthening of peace and
international security is a result of the irrefutable
logic of international developments in our time. The
evil deeds of the colonizers and their henchmen in
the Congo, Angola, Algeria, South Africa and elsewhere
are clear examples of the frantic efforts of the
colonizers to hold on to the last vestiges of colonial
rule by suppressing the national liberation movement,
and demonstrate the way in which this may intensify
the threat of a world catastrophe.
85. The colonial Powers' failure to implement the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and people1s therefore calls for new and
decisive action on the part of the United Nations
General Assembly. In this connexion the GovernmE!nt
of the Czechoslovak. Socialist Republic sees great
merit in the proposal, whic:-' the Government of the
Soviet Union has taken the initiative in introducing,
for the inclusion in the agenda of the United Nations
General Assembly's sixteenth session of
item on
the situation with regard to the implementation of the
Declaration adopted by the United Nations General
Assembly at its fifteenth session.

an

86. One of the Illost important requirements of resolution 1514 (XV\ was that the colonial Powers should
put an immediate end to armed action or repressive
meaS4\res of all kinds directed against dependent
peoples.
87. As ts, known, the colonizers responded cynically
to that huinanita:k:'ian requirf'~ent of the Declaration
by intensifying their destructive colonial wars, instituting terrorism and taking repressive measures
against 'the peoples of the colonial and dependent
countries.
88~ A r,~hocking example of the club-law e:nforced by
the colonizers is to be fm~nd, first of all. in the grossly
~f)l'roristic 9.ot$ of the Po:tuguese soldiery in Angola
d~1"ect.ed ag;&inst th{~ liberfl-tion 'm,ovement of the Angolan
pe~p.le, which b..as as, its aim the attainment of independ~(lce 'and. the abolition c.f the odious colonial
regime. If, sh\>u1d be noted in },Ja:t'ticular that it was
p1'eoi,ij(;;lly after the fifteenth SE:lssion of the United
NatiDnrc; General AS&1e!'11bly adopted resolution 1514
tt-sat P(11"tugal, wh~ch fiJystem\ltic~.1ly refuses to carry
ottt the dE~~isionf3 of tbe V'niwld Nations Security Council

and General Assembly concerning Angola, unleashed
its colonial war against the Angolan people.
'
8~., The cruelty with which the fascist regime of
Sa!,lzar is suppressing the national liberation movem~nt in that country has no precedent. According to
d5;spatches appearing in the American magazine Newsweek and the British newspapers the Observer and
the Guardian, the Portuguese mercenaries killed
approximately 50,000 inhabitants of Angola merely in
the first four months of their campaign of annihilation.
Many thousands were thrown into the concentration
camps at Baia dos Tigres, Dembos, parto Alexandre
and Silva PBrto. Portuguese units of the "Legiao
portugues r. are applying in Angola methods just as
cruel as those used by the criminal Nazi SS organization in the occupied countries of Europe.
90. Tens of thousands of refugees, abandoning Angola
and fleeing to the neighbouring COf,go to save their
lives, tring shocldng accounts of the mass destruction
of the population and of the unimaginable terrorism
,Whereby the Portuguese colonizers seek to maintain
their rule in Angola.
91. In the light of these facts, who can honestly
claim that colonialism is dead? If the representatives
of Portugal still dare to speak of their "ciViliZing"
mission in Angola, they are making a mockery of
human reason and dignity!
92. Another example of the cOlonizers' club-law is
the situation in Algeria, where for seven years France
has been waging a bloody colonial war to suppress
the Algerian people's struggle for freedom. That
war has cost the Algerian people enormous losses
and grievous sufferings, but it has not shaken that
people's firm determination to attain its independence.
The French colonizers still obstinately refuse to
recognize that the Algerian question can be settled
in oQly one way, namely on the basis of free exercise
of the Algerian people's right to self-determination.
93. Further proof of this is to be found in the provocative sche~,es by which France hopes to partitIon'
Algeria and tear away the richest part of Algeria's
territory, including, the Sahara with its immense
natural resources.
94. It should be stressed that these French schemes
are completely at variance with operative paragraph 6
of resolution 1514 (XV), which states that:

"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territo?ial
integrity of a country is incompatible with the
purposes and principles of the Charter of the United
Nations."
95. Angola and Algeria, however, are not the only
examples of the way in which the colonial Powers
shamelessly disregard the requirements of the Decla...
ration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and ~'floples and resort to armed force in
an effort t~ suppress the peoples' struggle for liberation.
96. Those who have objected here that discussion of
the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV) fans the
flames of the "cold war" should realize that in a
number of African and Asian countries the colonizers
are waging a "hot war" against peoples whose only
crime is their selfless struggle for their countries'
freedom.
'
97. For years the United Kingdom has been engaged
in armed aggression against the Omani people and
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has been brutally suppressing by force of arms the
liberation movement of the peoples of Northern and
Southern Rhodesia, Kenya, Nyasaland and othe.:rterritories in Africa. The peoples of British Guiana, the
Spanishcolonies and Netherlands-occupied WestIrian
are also obliged to continue fightingfortheirfreedom.
98. As regards West Irian, I should like to point
out that the Czechos~ovak delegation firmly opposes
the manoeuvres of the Netherlands, which are so
absurd as to make it appear as if resolution 1514 (XV)
was actually an argument in favour of the continued
occupation by the Netherlands colonizers of what is
indisputably an integral part of Indonesian territory.
The Czechoslovak 'Government supports the only just
and only possible solution of this question-namely,
the restoration of the territory of West Irian to Indonesia, its rightful owner.
99. The colonizers' intervention in the domestic
affairs of the Congo has likewise not yet ceased;
their intrigues against the integrity and sovereignty
of that young country are continuing. The colonizers
are still trying, by force of arms and with the aid of
their puppets, to detach from the Congo its richest
province, Katanga.

was whole-heartedly dedicated to the struggle for t~e
freedom and independence of peoples. It appear to ~~,
however, that the position is exactly the oppositte.
Not only does the United States possess such colopi"al
territories as Puerto Rico, Okinawa andthe vast area .
of the Pacific Islands, but it is also the mainstay of
the aggressive military blocs which enable the colonialist Powers to suppress the liberation struggle of
the colonial and dependent peoples.
106. Xt is no secret that tl~l~ United States is training
special subversive units, wMch are to be sent to other
countrios to put down the national-liberation movement
there and organize sabotage and diversion in newly
establ1shed countries whose systems and policief3
are not to the imperialists' taste. For example, such
United States units are already waging a campaign
of terrorism against the liberation movement of the
people of South Viet-Nam.
107. As is known, the United States Government, in
violation of the 1954 Geneva Agreement on Indo-China,
is systematically sending military eqUipment and military personnel to South Viet-Nam and is inciting the
services of South Viet-Nam to sabotage the Geneva
Agreement..';.

100. In this connexion it is impbssible to ignore
the role which the aggressive NATO bloc, with its
nucleus formed by the alliance of old and new colonizers, is playing in the suppression of the liberation
struggle of the colonial and dependent peoples.
101. It is no secret to anyone that the Portuguese
colonizers are using NATO weapons, particularly
of United States and West German origin, to slaughter
the Angolan patriots. With the knowledge of the NATO
Council, FJ;'ench and Portuguese divisions under NATO
command have been sent to Algeria and Angola respectively to fight against the Algerian and Angolan
peoples. The French troops in Algeria are for the
most part armed with United States weapons obtained
through NATO. France is carrying out nuclear weapon
tcests in African territory for NATO's benefit.

108. This intervention by the United States is creating
in South Viet-Nam a dangerous source of tension
which constitutes a threat to the peace and security
of the whole of South East Asia.
109. My Government condemns this intervention by
the United States and demands that, in the interests,
of the people of Viet-Nam and of peace in Asia, the
United States Government should strictly comply with
the provisions of the Geneva Agreement o~ Indo-China.
110. It takes some' nerve for a United States representative to make such a statement about the anticolonialist position of his country. If that is ahticolonialism, what does the United States representative
regard as colonialism?
111. We consider that any armed intervention, by the
colonial Powers parties to NATO and other military
pacts, against the liberation movement of the peoples
constitutes a serious threat to general peace, foJ;'
such intervention can easily expand into conflicts
having far-reaching consequences.

102. It is clear that, without extensive military,

.financial and political help from NATO and the United
States, the colonial Powers would long ago have been
obliged to end thei~ military operations against the
peoples of the cololial territories and grant them
independence.

112. In the interests of all the peoples, therefore,
the General Assembly should take decisive steps to
put an l;!nd to the colonial wars and repressive campaigns of the colonizers and to ensure the immediate
implementation of resolution 1514 (XV). Only in that
way will it be possible for the liberation of the still
dependent peoples to be achieved without further
bloodshed and material loss.
113. The colonial Powers, trying to defer for as Icing
as possible the implementation of the Declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples, are making strenuous efforts and putting.
forward all kinds of fabricated pretexts to jU$tify,
to world opinion and the peoples of their own countries,
their colonial policy and the cloak of pseudo-humane..
ness in which they envelop it.
114. The colonial Powers claim that they are carrying .
out a "ciVilizing mi sion" in the colonies, that the
dependent territories under ~hejr administration are
not yet ripe for independence, that they are not capable
of "standing on, their own feet", etc.
115. All these excuses put forward by the colonizers
are not only in direct conflict with the facts but are

103. The United States. representative in his statemen~
of 7 November 1961 (1048thmeeting] accused the dele...
gations of the ~ocialist countries of attacking the
Western countries under cover of an attack on colonialism, and tried to portray as a manifestation of the
"cold war" the justified criticism of the colonialist
policy of the imperialist Powers belonging to NATO
and other aggreSSive blocs,
104. Such slanderous remarks addressed to the
delegations of the socialid countries cannot compen'"
sate for the weakness of the United States delegation's
arguments. We are not attacking the so-called "Western
world" and the allies of the United States.; but we are
fighting for the speedy and consistent elimination of
the last traces of colonialism in the world, and it is
not our fault that
tpe remaining colonial Powers
should be close allies of the United states in the NATO
military bloc.
105. Nor is that alL The representative of the United
States on that same day assured us that the United
. ates of Arinerica, "as the oldest anti-colonial Power",
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also at variance with the express provision, in operative paragraph 3 of resolution 15] 4 (XV), that "inadequacy of political,' economic, social or educational
preparedness should nev€";r serve as a pretext for
delaying independence" •

of foreign military bases in the territory of the
newly established countries' constitute a particularly
great danger to these countries' independence and
sovereignty.

116. To these advocates of colonialism I would say:

123. Suffice it to recall the role of the Belgian mili~

Do not speak of your "civiliZing mission~ when you
are thinking of oil, uranium, gold and the other
natural resources of the dependent countries, when
you are thinking about how to build your own prosperity
on the poverty and ruthless exploitation of other
peoples.

tary bases in the armed attack made by the colonizers
on the Republic of the Congo after the granting to
that country of its independence.
124. The French base at Bizerta, the liquidation of
which the Tunisian people have been insistently demanding ever since Tunisia came into eXistence as an
independent State, was this year the cause of armed
aggression by France against Tunisia, aggression
which
.. resulted in enormous human and material lOsses.
125. The military Lases of the imperialists on foreign
soil are not only a constant threat to the independence
and sovereignty of the countries concerned, but also
are used by the colonizers for the purpose of suppressing the liberation movement in neighbouring
areas.
126. The United l~ations cannot pass over in silence
a situation in which, in violation of the Charter and
the fundamental principles of international law, overt
forms of colonialist rule are replaced by covert
methods. For that reason the General Assembly should
condemn inequitable treaties as one of the main instruments of the new forms of colonialism and as a serious
obstacle to the full liberation of the countries and
peoples still 'suffering from the consequences of many
years of colonial rule. The existence of those treaties
and their continued application are intolerable from
the standpoint of the principle of the self-determination
of peoples and from that of the categorical demand
for the complete liquidation of colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations. Inequitable treaties are
also a threat to the maintenance of general peace
and security, and their existence is incompatible with
the principles of peaceful co-operation among peoples
as proclaimed by the Charter of the United Nations.
In our opinion, the General Assembly should adopt
a decision annulling all inequitable treaties which are
the direct result of colonial'and imperialist rule. The
right of all countries to repUdiate such treaties should
be recognized. it is, of course, also necessary to
annul all treaties by means of which the colonial
Powers are destroying the territorial unity of Trust
and Non-Self-Governing Territories, and to ensure
that they are not permitted in the future.
127. Resolution 1514 (XV) rightly p~ints to the major
problem which must be solved without delay-that is,
the immediate and unconditional abolition of colonial
rule, which is the cause of the poverty and backwardness of a considerable number of Asian, African and
Latin American countries. For that reason we are
convinced that implementation of the Declaration
should be the basis for all United Nations programmes
aimed at strengthening the independence and ensuring
the economic development of one area or another.
128. What, fot example, does Africa need most of
a:11 today? What the African countries require in the
first place is that colonialism should be liquidated
in all its forms and that they should be helped in the
speedy elimination of the grievous consequences of
colonialist exploitation in the economic, sociaJ. and
cultural fields. The African and other under-developed
countries shou1dbe~'l.ssistedto make upintheeconom!Q . '
field, as quickly as possible, for what they have b~en
deprived of by decades of colonialist slavery.

122. Military assistance pacts and the establishment

p

117. Those. are the "lofty ideals" in the name of

which you, gentlemen, are perpetrating frightful acts
of violence against the peoples of Africa, Asia and
Latin America.
U

'\

.

experience of many newly established States
shows that if a people is freed from colonial rule it
can, figuratively speaking, "move mountains", and that
no obstacle can daunt it. From the examples furnished
by the new African and Asian States we see that after
the departure of the colonizers they are at~e, even
with limited means, to achieve notable successes in
developing their countries' economies and raising their
populations I level of living, because their peoples
have thrown 'off the shackles of colonial slavery which
prevented the release of their free creative spirit.
The time has come to stop insulting the peoples of the
colonial and dependent countries, to cease making
demagogic utterances about the superiority of the
colonizers in order to justify the continued existence
of colonialism.
118.

'l,~he

119. The imperialists love to represent themselves
as "benefactors" and try to give the world the impression that they have voluntarily granted freedom
and independence to their colonies and dependent
territories. The fact is, however, that they did not
volWltarily leave a single one of those territories.
They were compelled to do so by the heroic liberation
struggle of the peoples of those countries and by the
general balance of forces in the world, which is becoming increasingly unfavourable to the' imperialist
system.
120. If the colonial countries and peoples are obtaining

freedom and independence, it is not by the "grace" of
the for,mer colonizers. They are obtainingthem thanks
to the exercise of the inalienable right of every people
to self-determination and, as a rule, to years of
struggle by the peoples themselves. Consequently,
they are not obliged to pay for the freedom they have
won by making far-reaching concessions to their
former cole/nial masters, who, figuratively speaking,
are trying to "re-enter by the Window the house from
which the people expelled them by the door". The
purpose of the various theories about the voluntary
granting of sovereignty to the newly established States
by the colonial Powers is simply to preserve for
these Powers certain elements of their rule and create
conditions for imposing, on those new States, qbligations which in normal circumstances would be regarded
as a gross violation of a country's sovereign rights.

.

121. The former 'colonial 'Powers are trying to retain
their political, economic, military and cultural influe/nce in these countries, primarily by means of
inequitable treaties, the forced participation of thE)
new States in variou~ economic and political groupings
and the establishment of military bases on their soil,
, as well as Uilder the cover of so-called economic aid.
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129. Of course, not all "help" is really helpful to
the developrhent of these countries' economies. It has
ueen repeatedly ~oted here that "assistance" very
often conceals aims which are entirely contrary to
the interests of the economically under-developed
countries. In this connexion a leading role is played
by United States monopolies which are attempting to
seize the natural resources of various countries of
the world and obtain an economic foothold there. It
is no accident tha,t their attention is centred on the
enormous wealth, in raw materials, of the form~r
colonies and dependent..countries. Nor is it by chance
that those monopolies attach prime importance to the
export of capital, particularly in the form of direct
capital investment .which -w.HJ bring quick profits and
make it possible gradually to take possession of new
markets and new sources ,of raw materials.
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130. For example, United States capital investment
in the economically Under-developed countrieshetween
1950 and 1958 totaHed $4,000 million, while ~he profits
from that investment reached the huge sum of $11,000
million. Thus the monopolies made a profit of more
than 100 per cent. Like bees to honey, United States
monopolies have rushed to the African continent, where
more than 200 companies are now operating and private
United States investment rose frpm $104 million in
1943 to $843 million in 1959. '
131. A particularly great danger for the newly
established countries is penetration by the West
German monopolies, which to an ever-increasing
extent are taking over the positions of the former
colonial Powers. They are slipping in, by the back
door, to those areas from which their British, French
and Belgian competitors were expelled by the indigenous inhabitants.
132. Apart from exports of West German capital,
supplies of West German arms and other equipment
are being sent to Spain, France, Portugal and other
colonial Powers for the suppression of the liberation
movement of the colonial and dependent peoples. It is
also well Imown that in the armed suppression of the
liberation movement an jmportant role is being
a'ssigned to the meroenary hordes of fas1cists and
war criminals from West Germany.
133. For that reason the struggleagainstcolonialism
in the economic field is no less important than the
struggle in the political field. Imperialism takes
advantage of the economic backwardness of the liberated countries-a backwardness for which it is itself
responsible-in order to keep them in an inequitable
position in the world capitalist distribution of If:l,bour, .
plunder their wealth in raw materials and retain
control over their economic and political development.
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134. 'Nevertheless, foreign capital, which has been
reaping profits of more than $8,000 million yearly
from the exploitation' of the economically underdeveloped countries, has already lost its monopolistic
positiOll in the economy of those countries.
135. The States of the world socialist system, with
their grOWing economic strength, are now entering
the sphere of t5conomic relations with the underdeveloped countries; they are a powerful factor in
weakening the effects of the economic pressure
exercised by the capitalist monopolies and in contributing to the victorious conclusion of tho peoples'
national-liberation struggle.,
136. Thanks to economic co-operation with the socialist countries, the neWly established States can
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more easily escape from their fatal subjugation'(tothe
laws of capitalist economy and from the clutches of
the imperialist trusts, long before their productive
capacities come to equal those of the developed
countries.
137. The socialist countries provide those States
with credits, loans, the most modern machinery,
equipment, and technical assistance, without any
conditions or limitations upon the sovereignty of the
states concerned. That assistance has only one purpose:
to support the independent economic development
of the former colonies' and to help them take their
places as equal partners in the international division
of labour and free themselv~s from exploitation by the
industrially developed capitalist Powers.
138. For that reason we can unhesitatingly give the
lie to the coarse slander whereby the representatives
of the colonial. Powers seek to suggest to the liberated
peoples' that the socialist countries have some "ulterior
motives" in connexion with Africa, Asia and Latin
America. These squawks from the "kIughts of anticommunism" strengthen our conviction that we are
taking the right action, which directly conflicts with
the interests of colonizers of all types a~Ltl helps to
consolidate tfie independence of the newly established
States.
139. The delegation of the CzechoslovaIs, Socialist
Republic regards the adoption of effectiv~' measures
for the immediate implementation of the .I!)eclaration
on the granting of independence to coloni~at'countries
and peoples as one of the most important tasks of
the current session of the United Nations General
Assembly.
140. Man's conscience cannot reconcile itself with
any form of colonialism and cannot rernainindifferent
to it. The international communitY~ as represented
by the. United Nations, is not only entitled but is
definitely bound not to tolerate its further existence.
141. Colonialism in all its manifestations constitute,S
a denial of the moral, political and legal standards
of the modern international community, and a direct
threat to the basis of the peaceful and equitable
organization of t;he world. For that reason the consistent struggle ,to eradicate all traces of colonialism .
should engage the energies of all peoples, whether
or' not they are directly exposed to the threat of
colonial rule. "We are against any form of colonialism
-whether new or old-which strangles the creative
development of nations which have embarked upon
the road of liberty and independence" said Antonin
Novotny, President of the CZechoslovak Republic, in
his address during the general debate at the fifteenth
session of the General Assembly. He continued: "We
firmly stand on the side of newly established States
which have freed themselves from the yoke of lJoJ~'alism. We think that all nations should help them in
every way to take a dignified place in the world.and
prevent any interference in their internal affairs
whi.ch endangers peace and security in the world"
[87'lst meeting, paragraph 59].
142. In the opi.:'lion of my delegation, we should in
all seriousness draw a conclusion from the fact that
the colonial Powers stubbornly oppose the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV). The General Assembly
should take specific steps such as would develop
further the effect of the Declaration on the granting
of independence 'to colonial countries and peoples
and would 1(3;ad to the quickest possible liquidation
of colonialism in all its forms and rl~nifestations.
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1,43.' The- meaSllres which it is imperative to take,
and of which I spoke, are E?et forth in the draft resolution submitted by the Clelegation of the Soviet Union
[A/L.355]. My delegation considers that the, ~roposed
measures are urgent in the extreme and is convinced
that their implementation will lead to the finalliquidation of colonialism; for that reason we fully support
the draft resolution in question.
144. We are of opinion that, in order to frustrate
attempts further to retard the process of the final
liqUidation of colonialism, and, manoeuvres by the
colonial Pow~rs, the new resolution to be adopted
by" the United Nations General Assembly should lay
down a time-limit within which the colonial Powers
would be obliged to grant independence to their Trust
and Non-Self-Governing Territories. We consider
that ample time would be left if the time-limit were
set for the end of 1962. Accordingly, it is imperative
to work ~ut immediately for every dependent Territory
a Spe9ific, realistic programme for the attainment
of independence and to fix a date by which that programme should be completed.
145. We also support the proposal that a special
committee should be set up to supervise the'implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples and that
it should submit a report on the result of its work
to the seventeenth session of the General Assembly.
146. We are convinced that decisive measures by the
General Assembly, aimed a.~ supportingthe immediate
implementation of the principles of the Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples, will evoke a positive response on the
part both of the peoples which have already won their
independence and of the peoples which are now going
through the decisive phase of their struggle for
liberation. Such measures will constitute both an
effective means of helping them in their struggle for
independence ~nd an assurance to them of the complete
solidarity with them of the other peace-loving States.
They will strengthel'. the faith of the younger peoples
in the United Nations and in the justice of the principles
of the international community which they are joining.
141. It is therefore imperative that the historical
process of the liquidation Of colonialism should be
completed as quickly as possible, so that all peoples
may exercise their inalien~leright to freedom,
independence and sovereignty in their own countries
and that the threat to peace inherent in colonialism
and colonial wars may be removed.
148. Mr. MIYAZAKI (Japan): Last year, when the
question of the abolition of colonialism was debated
in this Assembly, myi, delegation had the opportunity
to state its views. Those views have not changed
since then; they have become th~ basis of our examination of the question of which the Assembly is presently
seized. For the sake of continuity, I should like to
recall-the views of my delegation.
149. In the first place, I should like to make it clear
that the delegation of Japan has been and is in favour
. --~\, .the abolition of ·colonialism. Colonialism is an
:',_~a:tiquated idea and has no place in the world of today.
There is no question on this ]f'1int. The question is,
how to bring about the end of colonialism" and here
,opinions are divided. One school of opinion emphasizes
urgency and immediacy above all other considerations.
This school feels that no time should be wasted in
ending the colonial system. The other school of thought

f·

c.,

dwells on the peaceful· transition from dependency
to a status of independence. My delegation considers
that the, points made by both schools are equally important 'and must be combined if real success in ,
decolonization is tOl'be attained. The view 0.; the former
school was reflected in the paragraph of the Declaration .
contained in resolution 1514 (XV) which reads:
"Inadequacy of political, economic, social or"
~d'acational preparedness should never serve as a
p:r>etext for delaying independence."
150. The sense of this paragraph is that lack of
preparedness should not be used as ? pretext if the
people desire independence regardless of preparedness. However, the paragraph does not deny the value
Of preparedness; there is no gainsaying that adequacy
of preparedness is always advisable for any newborn
nation.
Mr. Kurka (CzechC?slovaIda), Vice-President, took;
the Chair.

151. The idea of fiXIng a single target date applicable
to all dependent territories throughout the worl~
also belongs to this school of ,:,pinion. My delegation
takes exception to the idea of' fixing a single target
date applicable throughout the world, irrespective
of conditions and circur..lstances which are different
in different territories. The idea of a single target
date is too mechanical. At best it can be a mere -'
expression of hope or an indication of a sense of'
urgency. The proponents of the single date themselves
are sometimes dubious ahout its validity. One is
tempted to fear that the fixing of a single target date :
which is very near is motivated by an ulterior design,
namely, to plunge a territory into utter confusion if
the Administering Authority adheres to that date before
the necessary measures have been taken, or to pave
the way 'for censuring the failure if the Administering
Authority fails to do so in order to avoid confusion.
Such an attitude is mischievous and malicious, it is
the attitude of a trouble-maker. Fortunately, except
for a small minority group, such is not the attitude ~
of the overwhelming majority of States. Even when'
the proponents of a single target date are bona fide,
a date applicable in a wholesale manner in all terlitories has little meaning. Any date is bound to be
either too early for one group of territories or too
late for another.
152. A target date, however, obtains significance
when a particular territory is singled out and the
date applied to it exclusively. Here again, it c~nnot
be fixed arbitrarily. A thorough exatni~ation of ~he
prevailing conditions and an objective determination
are essential.
153. The second point of our basic view on decolonization is that the Declaration on the granting
of illdependeJ\,ce should be appliedthroughout the worId,
no matter what designation is applied to a territory
with colonial attributes and characteristics. The Trust
Territory or the Non-Self-Governing Territory is
an obvious case, but a territory may be called a
component of the·metropolitan country or a component
of "R union or federation. They all have to come under
scrutiny. Should colonial characteristics be revealed
in a terr:ttory, examination might be extended to such
a territory.
154. .The third point of our view is that the rales
of decolonization, as contained in the Declaratiollon
the granting of independence, sho\J.ld be applied with
elasticity. In the face of the endless variety o~ c~n-
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ditions and circumstances prevailing among dependent
territories and in view of the peculiarities and idiosyncrasies of a given territory, it will be necessary
to use discretion and to make a separate approach
,to each territo):y in the application of the rules of
· decolonization.
; 155. Another factor to which my delegation attaches

importance is the collaboration of the Administering
· Authorities. After all, it is the Administering Authorities which are immediately concerned with, and
directly responsible for, the independence of a territory.
'156. When the title of the Declaration, with the

_implementation of which we are now dealing, was
, considered, it w~s suggested that the word "granting"
· was humiliating. It was suggested that independence
ohould be won, whether the Administering Authority
was willing to give it or not. This idea was not accepted. It was disapproved, as causing UDllecessary
confrontations and more conflicts. The value of the
collaboration of the Administering Authorities canr:.ot
· be underestimated, for unless the collaboration of the
Administering Authority is assured the transfer of
powers cannot be peaceful and the transition from
the c'olonial status of a territory to self-rule and
independence will be beset with troubles. My delegation
attaches a preponderant importance to a peaceful and
smooth transiti.on. Not only the colonial people and the
Administering Authorities concerned, but the United
Nations itself must be spared the unnecessary and
· wholly unwelcome conflicts that accompany decolonization attempts pushed forward without ensuring
· the colkboration of the Administering Authority
concel'ned.
157. In saying this, my delegation does not mean
that the liberation of colonial peoples should be placed
at the mercy of the Ach"'llinistering Authorities alone.
As I said before, urgency is as important to the
question of decolonization as peaceful transition.
Therefor.e my delegation submits that the Administering Authorities must be constantly urged to prepare themselves without delay for the granting of
,independence.
Mr. Slim (TunisiaJ. resumed the Chair.

158. Independence is not a windfall; it is a harvest,

and a good harvest calls for continued hard work
on the part of all those who wish for it-the inhabitants
of the Territory concerned, the Administering Authority and the United Nations.
159. In contrast to former times, when liberation
was attained only through a war of independence,
today we have the Charter of the United Nations
and the Declaration on the granting of independence,
all of which are dire\~ted towards bringing about
self-rule or independence in colonial countries by
peaceful and orderly means. This is indeed phenomenal
progress in the thinking of man.
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for the liberation ot the people are making headway.
Little urging is needed with regardto such a territory.
Wh~t is needed there is a little more till le in which
necessary final measures will be brought to completion. Let us not be too exaoting toward the AdMinistering Authority of such 9. territory. It is to the other
kind of territories that our attention and urging must
be focused-I meam territories which even today
are under the yoke of the outmoded colonif~l rule.
162. For the purpose of continual and organiz('i;i
urging, the establishment of some machinery is surJgested. This brings us to' the practical side of the
implementation of the Declaration on the granting of
independence to oolonial countries and peoples.
163. I am reminded of a comment made by a representative that all resolutions adopted by the General
Assembly are to be implemented. There is no question
about it, and therefore it is odd to adopt now another
resolution on the implementation of the resolution.
If the item before us concerns how to implerhent
the resolution, the comment made above is natural.
But to my mind, the crux of the matter is not how
to implement the Declaration or how the contents
of the Declaration are to be carried out. These are
already explioit in the paragraphs -of the Declaration.
They will be implemented when the Administering
Authorities accept the provisions of the Declaration
and take action acco-.:-dingly < The more important
question, therefore, is how to urge the Administering
Authorities to take action, especially when they are
procrastinating, or axe in downright default.
164;~

Such machinery should be established under
the aegis of the United Nations. It would keep vigil
ovel' all the dependent territories thToughout the
world. It would not interfere with the Administering
Authorities in their administration of the territories,
but whenever it could render some constructive
service in the process of decoloniz ation it would
bring the matter to the attention of this Assembly
and have it studied and debated to find out what shou.ld
be done. My delegation believes that such machinery
would be able to function for the good of the dependent
peoples as well as for the Administering Authorities
and would make a tangible contribution to the cause
of decolonization.
165. In the fifteen. years since the inauguration of
the International Trusteeship System, five Trust
Territories have become independent and three more
are about to follow suit. This is a remarkable success
for the System. My delegation congratulates all the
Member States which have participated in the past
in the work of the Trusteeship Council for their
fruitful contribution toward the liberation of millions
of dependent peoples. This Assembly is likewise to
be oongratulated for the important part it has played
in this memorable achievement.

160. We in the United Nations, as veritable friends
of the colonial peoples. stand by them. We deem it
our duty to urge and encourage the Administering
Authorities to prepare themselves without delay for
the granting of independence to the coloniaJ. peoples.
Not only that, we deem it our duty to do our best to
help the newly-independent nation to stand on its
own feet as quickly as possible.

166. With the number of Trust Territories thus
diminished, importance is being shifted from Trust
to Non-Self-Governing Territories. Counting. only
those Territories for which information is transmitted
by the Administering Authorities under Article 73 of
the Charter, they amount to fifty-one. In addition to
this, there are a number of Territories which are
designated as Non-Self-Governing Territories by the
resolutions of this Assembly, although this is refuted
by the Administering Authorities concerned.

161. It should be admitted that in some territories
the trend of the time is well reflected and measures

167. The Charter lays down distinctly different
stipulations for Trust Territories and for. Non-Self-
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Governing Territories. I will cite here afew8xamples
of the different provisions. First, transmission of
political and eonstitutional information is obligatory
with respect to Trust Territories, but is optional
with regard to Non-Self-Governing Territories. The
decision announced at this Assembly [1017th meeting]
by Lord Home, the Foreign Secretary of the United
Kingdom, to the effect that that country would henceforth transmit political and constitutional information
with regard to Non-Self-Governing Territories under
its administration is, as he pointed out, over and
above the obligations set forth in Chapter XI of the
Charter.
168. Second, the General Assembly has competence
to receive information from petitioners from Trust
Territories, whereas there is no such provision with
regard to Non-Self-Governing Territories.
169. Third, Visiting missions under the auspices
of the United Nations may go to Trust Territories,
but liO mention is made of this with regard to ~;vn
Self-Governing Territories.
170. Fourth, autonomy or independence is the objective of Trust Territories in Chapter XII of the
Charter. Concerning Non-Self-Governing Territories,
no mention is made of independence.
171. The Declaration on the granting of independence
on the oth~r hand, envisages independence for all
dependent territories. It does not mention selfgovernment as such in any of its paragraphs. Should
a territory desire to become an autonomous part
of some other country, that territory, having attained
independence, should be free to accede of its oV'm
free will to the country of its own choice.
172. Judging from various indications, it looks as if
the distinctions eXisting between the prOVisions of the·
Cnarter with respect to the Non-Self-Governing Territory and the Trust Territory are increasingly
minimized. Here, one wonders whether this trend
contradicts the stipulations (l~~ 'e Charter. My delegation does not adhere to the
~sively rigid interpretation as to the competencE;'
.Jeneral Assembly.
As a matter of fact, this As~
.iy has often adopted
resolutions on matters which are not specifically
allotted to it in the Charter.
173. Needless to say, these res("lutions, in the long
run, purport to be a mark of progress of international
co-operation, and are cop,sidered to promote international peace and security andwell-beingofmankind,
174. The implementation of these resolutions is not
obligatory, in the sense that they are rendered binding
by the provisions of the Charter. All the same, they
are wholesome and beneficial and, therefore, recorn...
mEinded.
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179. The preponderant significance ofthe Declare-tion
on the granting of independence is that, for the first
time, it has been universally acknowledged that independence of all colonial countries and peoples is the
prerequisite for the solution. of all problems pertaining
to colonialism.
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180. My delegat.ion is convinced that through implementation of the Decla.ration, international co-operation in the political field will be strengthened and
broadened and, in consequence, international peace
and security will be promoted.
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181. Last year my delegation expressed before the
Asserrluly [933rd meeting] its hope that the adoption
of tile Declaration would put an end to the era of hatred
and antagonism and open a new era of harmony and
co-operation. Through the process of implementation
~of the Declaration, my delegation firmly believes that
that hope can be fulfilled.
182. There are draft resolutions submitted concerning
items 88 (The situation with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on the grantirig of independence
to colonial countries and peoples) and 22 (Assistance
to Africa: ~ a United Nations programme of independence), and more will be submitted .shortly. My
delegation reserves the -right -"0. state its views on all
or some of theG3 draft resolutions in the later stages
of this debate, when it explains its votes.
The meeting :rose at 11.35 p.m.
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178. In conclusion, my delegation would like to express
its hope that a machinery such as I have sketched in
rough outlines will be created, so that the implementation of the Charter andthe Declaration will be surveyed
constantly, so that no delay shall take place without
good reason for it; and so that peaceful and orderly
progress towards independence may be made possible
in all dependent territories, in the shortest possible
time.
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176. As the provisions for Trust Territories in the
Charter are more detailed than those for Non-SelfGoverning Territories, and as the importance is being
shifted from the former to the latter, the tendency
is to suggest that more and more provisions originally
made for the Trust Territories should be applied to '
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
177. The machinery to which I have referred above
may be able to do some useful work 0'1.1 the study of
this point too.
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175. In the domain of colonial questions, we see
many such cases in which, while the implementation
of these resolutions is not obligatory, it is better
to have it put into practice.
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AGENDA ITEMS 88 AND 22
The situation with regard to the implementation of the Dec..
laration on the granting of Independence to colonial coun..
'ries and peoples (continued)
Assistance tQ); Africa (continued)~
(9) A United Nations programme for independence

1. U ON SEIN (BURMA): The. question we ha,ye been
discussing in this Hall for the last week or so is of
parmnount importance to us ~:ad, for that reason, to
humanity at large. This question comes under items
88 and 22 <ID, which this Assembly in its wisdom had
decided to consider jointly. As we all are aware, these
two items are the offshoots, or the result, of resolution 1514 (XV) which the General Assembly adopted
at about this time last year by an overwhelming
majority. Representatives. will recall, I am sure, that
my country was one of the co-sponsors of that resolution, along with a number of other Asian-African
Statet;.
2. At the risk of stating what is already obvious, I
~hould like to state once again that my delegation
attaCht3S very great importance to that. re~olution
which is entitled "Declaration on the granting ef
independence to colonial countries and peoples". My
delegation considers it· as a milest9ne l1,nd a turning
point in the history of colonial countries and in the
history of the world. It is indeed the clarion call of
the century,' to which my delegation ;has fervently
hoped al1 colonial Powers would respond wit~a corresponding sense of U7:geilcy. A year after the adoption
of that important Declaration it will be quite appropriate to examine whether such responses as we had hoped
for have been: forthcoming or npt.
3. Paragraph 5 of the Declaration contained in
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) ~uns as
follows:
"Immediate steps shall be takeli, in Trust and
Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other territories which have not yet attained independence, to
transfer all powers tn the peoples of those territOlt'ies, without oonditions or reservations, in accord- - . .•.-
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NEW YORK
ance with' their freely expressed will and de&ire,
without any distinction as to race, creed or colour,
in order to enable them to enjoy, complete independence and freedom."
The Declaration refers to Trus~ Territories as well
as Non-Self-Governing Territories and all other
dependent territories.
4. As we all know, Tanganyika, which is t4~ largest
of all Trust Territories, will be celebrating its independence on 9 December 1961. My delegation looks
forward to welcomingthe sovereign State of Tanganyik~
formally into this world community duringthe current
session of the General Assembly. Western Samoa,
which if I am "~not mistaken is the second smallest of
all Trust Territories, will also em~;'}ge as an inde- .
pendent State by the end of this year. We have already'
in our midst the representatives of the independent
State of Sierra Leone, to which my delegation would
!ike to extend its warmest welcome and congratu'"
la\~ions.

5. These in$tances are positive signs of positive responses forthcoming from some ofthe colonial Powers
to General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). My'delegation, representing as it does a country like Burma,
knows full well what independence means and what
colonial subjugation means. For that reason, my delegation fully shar.es the happiness, hopes and enthusiasm
of tlie peop'l~s of the newly-emerging states. Forprecisely the S&'!le reason I have just stated, my delegation
cannot be oblivious to the sufferiings andwoes that still
oontitiue to beset millions of peoples under colonial
rule tn Africa, Asia and in some parts of Latin
Ameri(~a.

6. There arf) still more than 50mUlion people in about
seventy ter1dtol'ies under foreign domination. Foremost amongst these territories are Angola, Algeria,
South West Africa, Ruanda-Urundi, West .Irian.Atthis
stage, -I am reminded of what my delegation stated last
year at this rostrum inthe same context. My delegation
stated, inter alia:
.

"••• there is a very true historical maxim: When
independence is too long postponed, a mood of
frustration and desperation occu:rs which breeds undesirable traits like bitterness and hatred. If a coun~
try has to win independence too late, then some
extreme forces come to the surface and become
dominant. This certainly does not hell--'.the c~\use of
democracy, which most of us des~re, nor the cause'
of friendship and amitt between nations.. "JJ . I
7• In this twentieth century there is no dearth of proof
as to the tr1,lth of this maxim. The tragic state of
affairs in AngolR., in Algeria and in SoUth West Africa
are cases in point. My delegation strongly believes
that the lofty ideals of peace and tranquillity, demo...
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cracy and freedom, justice and friendship will be inconceivabie until and unless colonialism in all its manifestations has been eliminated. In the view of my delegation, the wide-spread events in the world today do not
seem to indicate thatthe provisions of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) are being faithfully implemented by all colonial Power's at all tim.es. Evidence
of large-scale kUlings !,;!.nd violent suppressions are
numerous. Social and economic injustices are rampant.
Hatred and bitterness are prevalent.
8. It is Indeed appalling that colonialism can give rise
to such a myriad of concomitant di-c;eases. My delegation is of the view that colonialism is one of the
main causes, if not the main cause, of international
conflicts in present days. It does nobody any good,
and therefore my delegation, is confident that, given
good-will and foresight, every nation will rally against
colonialism. We also believe that the General Assembly
can and will serve as a rallying point to do everything
we can in order to put an end to colonialism.
9. My delegation is convinced that it is extremeIv
fitting that we are examining today the situation iit
regard to the implementation of the Declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples. The General Assembly should exert its utmost efforts to reinforce the principles embodied in
that Declaration. My delegation would like to urge very
strongly all colonial Powers to show foresight and
goodwill, and a capacity to read the signs of the times,
not for the sake of this or that section of the world
community, but for the sake of the entire family of
nations, of which they are also members.

10. Much has been said andhear<:l about the esbblish..·
ment of the date for independence. Opinions differ in
that respect. As for us, my delegation dismisses out 01
hand a thesis quite often advanced by certain Powers
that this or that nation is not ready, prepared or ripe
for independence for lack of trained personnel, and
so on and so forth. Mter all, the best way of learning
to do a certain thing is by doing it oneself; and it is
obvious that in any colonial country the number of
people experienced in the art of government will be
few and far between, for the simple reason that they
have been governed by foreign Powers for several
years. Nevertheless, there can be no gainsaying the fact
that the people in colonial countries have their own
national consciousness and that it is they who know
what is best for themselves. Therefore, my delegation
is in favour of independence without delay for all
countries under foreign domination.
11. If I may .sum up what I have said, my delegation
is prepared to lend its support to any proposal designed
to achieve the foHowing: first, to reinforce the principles embodied in Gen.eral Assembly resolution 1514
(XV) as far as possible; secondly, to expedite to th~
greatest extent possible the process D·f elimination of
colonialism in all its manifestations; thirdly, to formulate some kind of arrangement whereby the implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)
can, in some way, be facilitated and assisted.
12. The comments and observations which I have
just made will determine the position of my delegation
in regard to the various draft resolutions we have
before us.
13. Mr. BITSIOS (Greece) (translated f:rom French):

We Greeks are often asked whether the concept of
colonization must be counted among the concepts and
'1111111' I '_ _:

political institutions which our ancestors bequeathed
to humanity.
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14. In the Mediterranean basin and beyond, towards
the Black Sea and the Asian continent, many towns
famous for their history and civilization bear Greek \
names and thus bear witness to the fact that the idea
of colonization was not foreign to ancient Greece.
Lest there should be any misunderstanding, however,
I must at once add that Greece gave independence to
its colonies well before the adoption ofthe Declaration
on the grant.ing of independence to colonial countries
and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)], whose implementation we are today discussing. In other words we set a
good example 2,000 years ago. What is still'more important, however, is the fact that our ancestors thought
of colonialism above all as an extension oftheir culture
and civilization. They transplanted to the colonized
territories the riches oftheir thought, their liberalism
their democratic ili~titutions. That was how they suc~
ceeded in making the,ir colonies centres of civilization
as brilliant as the m,etropolitan country itself. This is
another example whioh in many cases has not been
followed by the colonizers of our day.
15. In making this reference to a somewhat distant
past I had put one purpose: I thought by evoking the
traditions which are imprinted on our minds to show
more clearly the favourable attitude of my delegation
towards the trends which are emerging at this sixteenth
session of the Assembly with regard to the way in
which the resolution adopted at the last session is to
be implemented. Our task henceforth will be to give
more precise definition, where necessary, to the principle s'et forth in the text of that resolution and to
determine the practical steps tha~ win ensure its
implementation.
,
16. In his very elonquent and constructive statement
the other day [1048th meeting], the distinguished representative of Ceylon raised the question of whether in
the normal course of history we should be witnessing
1;he extinction of colonialism, even if the United Nations
had not formulated the principles which should lead to
the lndependence of the colonized countries. Moreover,
it is true that Chapters XI and XII of the United Nations
Charter, which the colonial Powers helped to draft, are
devoted to Non-Self-Governing Territories and Trust
Territories.
17. In my delegation's view these considerations in no
way detract from the value of and the necessity for
i;he efforts undertak~n by this Assembly to draw up
a more systematic programme concerning in the first
place the role which the United Nations will be called
upon to play until such time as colonialism is extinct.
18. For it was not so long ago-and Chapters XI and
XII were part of our Charter then, as they are today-:
that this Assembly was prevented by the rules of the
required majorities from sending the people of Cyprus
a message to say that under our Charter they were
entitled to independence.
19. That is why we consider it necessary, indeed
imperative, to establish a programme gov~rning the
advance towards decolonization and determining the
role of the United Nations.
20. I have already said that in our view this Assembly
now has two tasks: first, ~o give a more precise
definition, where necessary, to the principles enshrined in the text of resolution 1514 (XV); secondly,
to agree on the practical steps that will ensure its
implementation.
••
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21. As far as the principles are concerned, my delegation considers it of primary importartce to affirm
that the Declaration on the granting of independence
'must be applied to all the peoples of the world who
claim their right to independence or the right to determine their political and social institutions themselves; for the idea of freedom is, and must remain,
indivisible.
'
22. My delegation also thinks that the terms "independence" and "freedom If us~d by the spoIlBors of the
resolution will have to be clarified. In the statement
to which I referred just now, the representative of
Ceylon demonstrated, with striking realism, that so'vereignty is not the only possible form of independence.
In fact the annex to another resolution~ resolution 1541
(XV), outlines cer;;ain principles which should be inpluded in the complete text of the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial coull.tries and
peoples. This annex stipulates in particular [principle VI] that a Non-Self-Governing Territory call be
said to have reached a full measure of self-government
by: (ID emergence as a sovereign independent State;
(Q) free association with an independent State; or
(£) integration with an independent State.

I

•

23. There is, however, a prerequis,ite to these solutions in any particular case: the will of the people
of the territory concerned, freely expressed through
democratic processes. Thf)Se are principles VII and
IX in the annex to resohltion 1541 (XV), principles
which, as I have said, should be in.corporated in the
complete text of the Declaration on the granting of
independence.
24. A third principle which must be more clearly
defined is that contained in paragraph 3 of the Declaration, which reads~
"Inadequacy of political, economic, social or educational preparedness should never serve as a pretext for delaying independence".
25. This isa correct principle in the context of'the
responsibilities of an administering Power. It is, however, the responsibility of the United Nations to ensure
that the international community itself undertakes the
task of helping peoples who attain independence without haVing reached a sufficient degree of development,
above all in the economic field. The initiative taken
by the United States delegation.Y in 1960, when it
asked us to contemplate a programme for the economic
development of Africa, should be given our full attention at this session and should result in the formulation by the Assembly of practicalproposals to that end.
26. As far as the method is concerned, that is to say
the practical steps for the implementation of the Declaration, my delegation feels that we should proceed
realistically, taking care to advocate nothing which
may turn out to be impQssible of achievement. Hasty
or precipitate action could only weaken the moral
force of the Declaration. Henceforth, alongside cases
where the appropriate solution is obviously sovereign
independence, we shall, by the very nature of things,
find ourselves confronted with other cases where,
because of the very small size of the population, for
example, or the meagreness of the economic resources, special solutions sometimes neceS3itating a
slower process will have to be sought. In this respect,
we think that the sponsors of resolution 1514 (XV)
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acted wisely in not setting a time-limit in their text
for the independence of all territories under colonial
regimes, without distinction. There is a danger that
too early a date might prove to be unWorkable; a
distant date would be discouraging news for some
peoples who are justified in aspiring to immediate
independence and might perhaps encourage certain
circles to delay the process of development of other
peoples who have not yet attained a suffioient degree
of maturity.
27. We also think that serious study should be given
to a course of action which will enable the United
Nations to ensure that the principles which it has
adopted concerning decolonization are applied, while at
the same time avoiding too direct an interference in
the area ofthe administering Powers' responsibilities,
particularly to the point where such interference might
give rise to anomalies and consequently delay the
achievement of our objectives. The Greek delegation
is convinced that our discussion of this important
question and the decisions which we shall be led to
take will contribute positively to world progress and
the strengthening of international order and peace.
Above all else,~ we hope that the ruling circles of
certain countries will bring their policies into line
with what constitutes the u.na.ni)Jlous conviction, the
credo, of the Members of this Assembly. No false
or unrealistic formula has been able to resist the
imperative demands of history. The way to independence is now wide open for all territories which do not
yet enjoy this supreme benefit. This has been made
possible by the attachment of Members of the United
Nations to the principles of the equality of human
beings, respect for their right to decide their own
destiny, their right to live under the -political and
social system of their choice. It has also been made
possible by the spirit of understanding, realism and adaptability which has characterized the b~haviour of
some colonia~ Powers,. Let us give them. their due.
28. Having thus defined the position of the Greek
delegation on the problem of implementing our Declaration on the granting of independence, I wish to
reserve our right to speak again when the various
draft resolutions are examined in det&.il.
29. Mr. BRUCAN (Rom.ania): Since the Second World
War, more than one billion people have liberatedthen1.selves from colonial and semi-colonial rule and have
taken the path of national independence.
30. Only fifteen years ago, most Asian countries were
colonies or semi-colonies; Mrica was still a predominantly colonial continent just three years ago. And now
~olonialism, despite its desperate resistance t is on its
deathbed, and nothing can stop the final stroke. Indeed,
these major changes, increasingly reflected in this
Assembty, are unparalleled in world history.
31. It is of paramount importancetorealizethewhole
significance of this world-wide phenomenon and to be
aware of the factors that gave it its impetus and brought
it about. It is important, because a realization of the
international dimensions ofthe collapse of colonialism,
a. proper rearization of the factors that brought it
about, could ~,9Ip us to determine what are the best
methods and t'Le appropriate speed to be used in finishing this business. It is equally important to have'
a clear idea of the forces that have opposed the granting of freedom and independence to the colonial
peoples. Thus we shall see mor~ clearly the obstacles
in our way and how to remove them.
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32. After all, if we are tofinishthebusiness of decoIonization, it is on the forces which brought down
~olonialism that we should rely, and not on the forces
that desperately tried, and are still trying, to preserve
it. That is plain common sel\se, and yet one has to
recall obvious truths when they are challenged.
33. Political independence is, above all, the result of
the struggle of the peoples to overthrow imperialist
rule, and not of friendly persuasion exerted upon the
oppressor. We are sick and tired of hearing the
colonialists claiming that it was their generosity and
magnanimity that made so many countries become
independent. Had the national liberation movement ever
accepted the thesis that independence is the result of
begging, hat in hand, from the imperialists, very few
Asian and African delegations indeed would be sitting
today in this Assembly.
34. The truth of the matter is that the colonialists did
not gTant independence to any country as a Christmas
present, and they never will. It was the struggle of the
peoples, their determination to be free; it was the
world-wide condemnation of colonialism as the evil
and shame of our time; and, last but not least, it was
the pressure exerted by the new enormous power of the
anti-imperialist forces that broke the back of colonialism.
35. It was the unity, the common struggle ofthe anticolonial States in the United Nations that gathered
strength 9..roundthe historic Declaration on the granting
of independence to coloninl countries and peoples, it
was the failure of the dividing tactics used by the
coloniali~ts, that made it possible iQr the Declaration
to be almost unanimously adopted.
36. That Victory marked a new and significant development in the history of the United Nations. Let us
not forget that until then, that is, until December 1960,
the colonial Powers managed at least to neutralize the
United Nations in the conflict between colonialism and
subjugated peoples. Let us not forget, to mention just
one striking example, that the Republic of South Mrica
has managed for many years to secure the blessing
of the United Nations, despite our protests, for its
trusteeship of South West Mica.
37. After all, it was not just an accident that the
colonial Powers abstained from voting on the abovementioned Declaration. That ab~tention signified, for
the benefit of those who still entertained illusions as
to the nature of colonialism, two main things, two
lessons: first, t1)at the imperialist Powers are stubbornly resistingli~e granting of independence to the
colonial peoples; s6~ond that when the anti-colonial
forces in the United Nations stand united, the colonizers
do not dare to oppose them forthrightly and have to
retreat.

38. It is only by keeping in mind these two lessons that
the United Nations can successfully carry out to the end
the major tasks of the Declaration and, first of all,
the liberation of the peoples that still live under
colonial bondage.
39. Previous speakers have already dealt at length
with the policies of the colonialist allies, who are going
all out to save the disintegrating colonial system and
to hold On to Africa, its last bastion.
40. I will refer particularly to the core of colonialist
policies, that is, the greedy exploitation of all natural
resources of the subjugated peoples, -which yield
fabulous' rofits _to. Western monop~lies. It is the
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protection of those vested interests and their holdings
by all means that dictate the worst colonial policies,
the most brutal repressions and the bloodiest colonial
wars t\1at threaten international peace and security.
41. Take, for instance, the colonialist intrigues in'
Katanga and the role' played in this filthy affair by its
neighbo:Qr~Northern Rhodesia. It is not at all accidental that Sir Roy Welensky has become the closest
ally of MQise Tshombe. The London periodical,
The Econoniist of 7 October 1961revealedthemotives
behind that close partnership between the two stooges
of colonialism in an article entitled "The Brass behind
the Copper".
42. The Economist tells us that Katanga and Northern
Rhodesia account for a fifth of the world's production
of copper and that this mining business is controlled
by four major groups: The Anglo-American Corporation, the Rhodesian Selection Trust, the Tanganyika
Concessions and the British South Africa Company.
To be fair, we have to mention that the Belgian Union
Mini~re has a stake in these groups and particularly
in the Tanganyika Concessions, where we find a number
of Belgians on the board. The chairman of the board,
however, is a fermer minister in the British Government-Captain Charles Waterhouse. Thus he belongs
to the "Establishment", embodying both its functions:
policy-making and money-making.
43. As to the profits squeezed out by these big monopolies, The Economist gives us one eloquent figure.
The British South Mrica Company has earned, from
royalties alone, $150 million in the last five years,
that is, $30 million annually. What are these royalties?
Well, according to an agreement made by the British
South Mrica Company with African chiefs in 1895, the
Company receives a royalty on every ton of ore of
value removed from the ground. This is sheer coloni9.1is:Ql, and there is no need for me to explain further why
the British colonialists took such an active part in the
recent events in Katanga.
44. One finds a similar situation in the Portuguese
colonies. In Mozambique the basic industries, coal
mining in Moatize, cotton and tea, are controlled by a
British-owned company. The uranium deposits of Tete
belong to the British South Africa Company and,he
coal of Moxico, in Angola, to the West German group
of Krupp. The Benguela railways are owned by the
British-American-Belgian company, Tanganyika Concessions. Diamond mining in Angola is in the hands of
American trusts, while bauxite is in French hands.
Oil developments have been entrusted to standard Oil
and Gulf, which need no national identification.
45. In short, British, American, Belgian, West German and French capital share with Portuguese capital
in the colonialist plunder of Angola and Mozambique.
In Algeria, the American St!lndard Oil and the British
Royal Dutch share with the French Compagnie fran9aise des petroles the exploitation of the Sahara's oil.
One could say that this is what makes the NATO
alliance tick.
46. The combination of rich natural resources and
rock-bottom African wages holds for Western investments the promise' of profits unprecedented even by
colonial standards. A "United States Congressional
study shows thatthe uve1"age rate of profit on American
capital invested in Africa is 30 per cent, as against a
ceiling -of 26 per cent for any other American capital
inveated abroad. Such unusual incentives proved
irresistible for the Rockefeller group. They recentl
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seized one-third of the stocks of Tanganyik~ Conoessions and through that channel they got a big'::stake ·In
the Union Minier'e du Haut Katanga.
47. What about the Africans? Statistics regarding
Africans reveal different kinds of figures. In Algeria,
about 800,000 Algerians have been killed over the last
seven years in the colonial war. In Angola, over
50000 people have been killed in 1960 and 1961, and,
as'reported in the Press, the Portuguese colonizers
intend to kill another 100,000 Angolans.lnKenya,over
20 000 people have been killed in massive repressions
in'recent years. So go_African statistics. In other
words, while Western companies get profits, African
companies get bullets-the vision of labour in the
modern world.
48. This is the real face of colonialism, and no sweet
talk can make it look gorgeous.
49. I now turn to the question of West Irian.
50. A special feature of the decolonizationprocess at
the present stage is the complexity of the forms of
struggle and tactics .being, used by the colonizers to
preserve theb: possessions, or at least part of them..
51. In order to attain their goals, the colonialists are
making extrensive use of all that is backward and
artificially cultivated-the tribal system, tribal strife,
ignorance, superstition. They deliberately split up
compact ethnic units into separate groups, isolate
parts of tribes and nationalities from each other,
break up historic and economic ties, sever natural
ethnic and linguistic communities.
52. As long as the colonial Powers maintain their
rule in a territory, they try by all means to keep under .
control the integrity of the territory. At no time during
the centuries of Dutch occupation of Indonesia did the
col'dnialists notice that West Irian shoUld· hav~ a
separate status for the reasons they now emphasize.
Once, however, they had to grant independence to
Indonesia, all potential diViding elements were suddenJv instigated, exacerbated, dramatized, with a view to
.preventing the new Government from consolidating its
authority over the whole territory and eventually, to
. haVing part of it secede under a disguised rule of
their own. This is the kind of thing that happened to
West Irian.
53. But what right has the colonial Power to retain
a piece of the territory of a country that has won its
independence? West Irian belongs to Indonesia, and
the only proper' thing for the Netherlands to do is
leave it alone. It is none of the business of the Netherlands or of anyone else to care for West Irian. It is
the exclusive business of Indonesia to take care of
West Irian as an inlllienable part of its territory.
54. The Romanian delegation therefore strongly supports the position of Indonesia and its rightful claim
with regard to West Irian.
55. It is our considered view that 1962 shouldbecome
the year of granting independence to all l'emaining
colonial territories and p~oples, as proposed by the
Soviet delegation in its draft resolution [A/L.3551.
56. We wholeheartedly favour the measures proposed
by the Soviet Union and feel they should be taken
urgently in order to ensure an early implementation
of the Declaration.
57. The fact that the leaders of quite a number of
Asian and African non-aligned countries, statesmen
With great and long experience in dealing with coloni-

alism, reached the conclusion at the Belgrade COI.1,ference.21 that 1962 should mark the end of colonialist
yoke, should convince anyone that this goal is not only
politically and morally imperative, but that it is also
attainable. feasible from a practical viewpoint.
58. Yes, it can be done, provided that those forces
which have in recent years brought about the speed-up
of decolonization stand united.
59. Take, for instance, Africa. In the last two y~ars,
1960 and 1961 only, twenty new territories with a population of almost 100 million people have become independent. Why then, for heaven's sake, should it be
necessary for almost ten more years to pass for the
remaining 50 million people living under the colonial
yoke to be free? Truly, this is mere arithmetic. Yet,
who could possibly argue that the Algerians, the Angolans, the Kenyans were not ready for independence.
or that they were less prepared for independence th8.n
those who have already obtained it?
60. No, history and the very experience of the United
Nations have refuted, and are refuting every day, the
pretexts of insufficient political and economic preparation invented by the colonialists as an excuse for
delaying the granting of independence. It is under conditions of freedom and independence that the political
and econllmic development of a nation is promoted and
accelerated, and not under conditions of slavery and
oppression.
...
61. As to the factors and the forces that contributed )
to the speed-up of deoolonization, these factors and· .
these forces are stronger than ever. They are ~ore
numerous than ever. They are more united than ever.
Besides, the still subjugated peoples of Africa, Asia
and Latin America have a right to expect those who
have recently benefited from that great struggle, that
is the newly independent African States. to be an
accelerating factor in decolonization. After all, the
major objective of that process is not only the
liberation of the peoples still subjugated, but also the
complete. total qecolonization-economic, political,
cultural and military-of the territories that have
only recently become independent•
62. Thus, the question is not whether at some distant
future colonialism will be abolished. Even the colonialists know that it will. And one should not be surprised at all to hear them say so. The real questiQ,n.
before this Assembly is to free the colonial peoples
as a matter of urgency; to put an endtnrthwith to the
colonial wars being fought in Algeria, Angola and
elsewhere; effectively to halt the killing of innocent
people, the abusive imprisonment of political leaders;
to stop once and for all the savage policy of racial
discrimination, and to take immediate steps to transfer all powers to the peoples of the colonial and Trust
Territories. This is what the suffering, enslaved
peoples in Africa, Asia and Latin America expect this
Assembly to do. And this we must do.
63. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): There
are no further speakers on my list for this afternoon,
but I must inform the Assembly that there are still
forty-two speakers to be heard inthe general debate on
this question•.
c-.

64. In view of the work of the First Committee and
the fact that we shall only be able to hold four
meetings this week, it seems to me that we shall have
to hold evening meetings so that we may finish the
~ Conference of Non-Aligned Countries. held 1-6 September 1961.
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general debate on this question as soon as possibleo
We shall thus begin discussing the draft resolutions
at the earliest possible moment and shall have time to
discuss the two big questions which remain on our
agenda. In view of these Circumstances, I propose
that we shOuld hold evening meetings tomorrow, Wednesday and Thursday.

65. I would therefore ask the speakers who have
placed their names on the list to make arrangements
to speak as soon as possible.

Unitea
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The meeting rose at 4.25 p.m.
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The situation with regard to the imlllementation of the Declaration on the granting of 6nd(~pendence to colonial coun-

~ries and peoples. (continue~)..
AssistCllnce to Africa (continued):

(,!!)

A United Nation:; Programme for indepf!ndence

1. Mr. PLIMSOLL (Australia): This debate provides
a useful occasion for the General Assem.bly to review
the problems and prospects in an important area of
international and human relations. The General Assembly, from its outset, has very naturally and very"
properly devoted a great deal of its attention to the
ending of colonialism all over the world. And in taking
part in this debate today, I come before you quite
frankly and without apologie's as the representative of
'one of the Administering Powers, of a country which
has the responsibility of administering two Trust
Territories-Nauru and New Guinea-and a Non-SelfGoverning Territory-Papua, which is south of the
Trust Territory in New Guinea.

!'
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2. Australia has always recognized the legitimate
interest 9.nd role of the United Nations in the aspirations and problems of dependent peoples. Australia has
never felt that the United Nations was something that
was imposed upon us in this field against our will.
On the contrary, Australia played a major part at the
San Francisco Conference in inserting in the Charter
of the United Nations effective prOVisions on Trust
,and Non-Self-Governing Territories. At San Francisco, it was Australia and New Zealand, and the Latin
American countries, which bore a large part of the
effort to make the role of the international community
and, specifically, the role of this Organization, effective in ending the old colonial system. Last night
[1054th meeting], the representative of Colombia
made some remarks in this debate, outlining some
of the historical considerations, some of the theo·retical, emotional and legal concepts, that went into
the working out of the Charter of the United Nations
in this particular area of international concern. Moreover, Australia has always.co-operated with the United
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Nations in discharging our international obligations
and responsibilities in this field.
3. The Charter of the United Nations is the basic
document. The Charter of the United Nations is the
document that defines the respon~ibilitiesof Administering Powers, defines the rights of the people of NonSelf-Governing and Trust Territories, and defines also
the responsibilities of this international Organization.
As a consequence, Australia has a treaty oqligation
to the people of New Guinea. As Members of the United
Nations, we have our international obligations to our
fellow-Members, but we have also very clear obligations to the people of New Guinea themselves. Th~y
are obligations which we have tried to fulfil, and obligations which we are determined to fulfil. In purSUflnce of these obligations-gladly accepted obligations which we ourselves played a part in writing into
the Charter-we have, for example, regularly since
the United Nations began, submitted information on
the various aspects of our administration, including,
from the outset, information on political advancement.
Wf:.' have had, for example, visiti!1gmissions regularly
to the Trust Territory in New Guinea andto the Trust
Territory of Nauru-visiting missioHs that have had':
ll
access to all the information they wanted, that had
opportunities to talk to the indigenous inhabitants of
the Territories, who have visited our national capital
in Australia so that they ,could speak, not only as they
have in the Territory, to the people on the spot, but
to the Ministers who are responsible for Government
policy and to the civil servants in Australia who are
responsible f.or carrying out that policy.
4. There has been a regular accounting to the United
Nations on our part of the way in which we are discharging our obligations under the Charter. This is
done partly by SUbmitting annual reports on our Territories, answering questionnaires and other inquiries
on specific matters, appearing in the Fourth Committee
and before the Trusteeship Council, answering questions, expounding our policy, considering recommendations and statements made by other Governments. We have regarded our role in this field as being
something that should be discharged in both directions.
We have tried to give an account to the United Nations
of what we are doing, and we have tried, in reverse,
to take account of what Governments and United
Nations organs have expressed to us as being their
views. The role of the General Assembly in this field
is difficult and delicate. It is to promote th~ development .of the remaining colonies without, for example,
the kind of disorder that occurred in the Congo•.
5. This requires realism and co-operation with the
Administering Authorities on the part of the United
Nations; and it also requires an honest effort by the
administering Powers to give effect to the principle
of self-determination. As I have said, this is a twoway co-operation. Something is needed-a great deal
is needed-from the administeI,'ing Power. Something
is needed and expected from thE; United Nations•.
A/PV.1055
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6. The General Assembly must also' recognize that
colonialism varies in its effects and potentialities,
with the policies and attitudues of the different colonial Powers and with the different Territories. As
President Senghor of Senegal said when he addressed
th~ Assembly recently [1054thmeeting] all the colonial
Powers are not in the same boat. This question cannot
be approached on the assumption that all colonial
Powers are following the same policy. And when I say
that, I am not considering only the general question
of whether Powers are making an honest and vigorous
attempt to cope with the problems of their Territories;
I am thinking also of the fact that because of the
nature of the Territories-the differing nature of the
Territories-different Administering Authorities have
different sorts of problems to contend with, and different policies are appropriate in the different cases.
7. We have had, so far in this debai:e, two speeehesone by tha representative of Ceylon, who spoke early
in our debate on this subject [1048th meeting] and
another by the Foreign Minister of Nigeria [104'7th
meeting} who presented a clear picture of the way in
which different problems are presented by different
Territories. }<'or example, Territories vary so much
in size and therefore present so many different problems. Australia, for example. has on the the one hand
Nauru, which is an island with a population of 2,000fewer people than there are in this hall at the momentand on the other hand, New GUinea, which has a
population of 1,800,000. No one could say that the way
in which those Territories develop or the eventual
political outcome when they gain independence or
self-government, or whatever is appropriate and
chos3n when they exercise self-determination,' is to
be the same for both Territories. The representative
of CeyIon pointed out that there are many territories
in many parts of the world which, because of either
their smallness or some other factors,it is difficult
to conceive of as completely independent, separate
entities in the same way as much larger territories.
8. So size is one factor and past history is another.
Some colonies, before they fell under their present
control, were countries with long history f countries
with complex and highly developed societies, COtmtries perhaps with a strong sense of national entity,
countries that perhaps had been flourishing, important,
independent national States. Others pt:rha!lS never
existed as national States and never had a sense of
national consciousness. New Guinea is one of those.
I shall return to that point in a few minutes.
Our colleague from Liberia, Mr. Dosumu Johnson,
last night [1054th meeting] made some very interesting
remarks about the state of some of the regions in
Africa before they came under colonial control; and
that is a state of affairs, a record of past history, that
clearly does and must play a part in the political
evolution and development of those African regions.
That sort of history has not existed in all par~s of the
worId. In our approach to colonial questions we have
to take account of the fact that history varies from
continent to continent and it may vary from area to
area within a single continent.
9.

10. Another factor which dictates that we should approach different colonies in different ways is the
degree of homogeneity. Some areas have a homogeneous population; on the whole, they are the areas
that can easily be brought into being as a single
national State. Others consist of widely varying
peoples, widely varying perhaps in their tribal or
-
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racial composition or in their cultural outlook-and
though it is by no means impossible to evolve a
national state where you have great variety, it does
present consider2.ble difficulties unless there is some
strong historical background that brings them qUickly
and easily together.
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Then again, of course, the economic resources
and the economic and other development of a country
are factors that one must take into account when considering the appr0priate ;policy and the appropriate
rate of development of any country-not only a colonial
country.
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12. I submit that the conclusion frolT' all this is that
the United Nations cannot fix a single plan or date
which would be practical and realistic s for all Territories. This, in fact, is one of the points made by
the Foreign Minister of Nigeria, in his statement to
this Assembly; a very sound approach, !think. We have
a diversity of Territories and we must have a diversity
of policies and their application, although the guiding
principle, the principle of self-determination and
adherence to the Charter, must apply to all of them.
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13. With those remarks about colonial policy in
general, I should like to turn now to the Australian
Territory of New Guinea. This, as I have said, is the
major Territory for whose administration Australi~
is responsible. We have a special interest in New
Guin;.~ar, New Guinea, to us, is not a remote far-away
country in which we are interested for some reason of
economic or political aggrandizement; on the contrary, it is an island just next door to us, literally
next door to us~ The friendship and good will of the
people of New Guinea are important to Australia; the
prosperity and stability of New Guinea are important
to Australia. If the people of New Guinea become independent-and they are moving, in accordance with
our l?oHcy and the policy of the United Nations, towards
self-determination-it is important that their independence be based upon their prosperity and stability.
It is important to them-and it is important to all of .
us, I think-that it be based upon friendship and good
~ will towards all their neIghbours.
14. New Guinea is a country whose development, both
politically and economically, has pr esented tremendous difficulties, physical difficulties. New Guineawas
cut off from the rest of mankind for centuries. It was
not, like colonies in many other parts of the world, an
area in constant contact in some form with other
peoples. For example, the Arabs who penetrated so
much of Asia and the Pacific, right up to Indonesia
and the Philippines, and further north, and brought
great cultural and other contacts to the region, did
not get into New Guinea. Until quite recently, New
Guinea was completely cut off from contacts with
the rest of mankind. It did not form even large groups
of tribes in the same way as, for example, some of
. the people did about whom Mr. Dosumu Johnson of
Liberia spoke last night. It consisted of a large number of very small tribes, whosE:.' only ~ontact with one
another was normally in warfare.
15. Although today it has a population of 1,800,000which is more than it has ever had-it has four to five
hundred languages; and you might have three tribes in
a single small valley unable to talk to each other.
But there has not been a sense of national existence;
they were not aware of the concept of an island; they
were not aware of the fact that there was this large
area of people of roughly similar cUlturalbackground.
This is a national consciousness which is emerging,
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----------------------,.;;;... ----------------------for which Australia is providing the conditions suitable fo;r it to emerge; but it did not exist before. The
establishment of an Australian administration of New
Guinea did not mean that a flourishing indigenous
State or group of cultures or political entities was
being suppressed by an outside authority. It is the outside authority which has helped to foster the very
conceptiorl of a nation arId of a state. There has been
this lack of traditions, of sbcial and political unity
beyond the f.amily or tribal loyalties.

1

16. I have stat "d in this Assembly on a previous
occasion some of the ....d ifficulties that have existed
in the past iIi opening up the Territory physically.
We can do th:i.ngs today-by "we" mean mankind as
a whole-that were not possible thirty years ago,
twenty years ago, even ten years ago: aircraft, bulldozers, all the heavy equipment and so on that we a.rE:
tending to take for granted now in development pro··
gramme,1, just did not exist. Australia in New Guin.ea
really pioneered things for the whole world in the 'Use
of aircraft for the opening up of new territorie~j. A
whole town was built up in the highlands of New Gui.1Clea,
u13ing aircraft to bring up heavy machinery and the,
equipment for building houses. This was thirty years.
ago at a time when the use of aircraft for heavy tra:ns··
port was quite a new conception ~nd presented very
grave problems.
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17. Then again, the conquest of malaria is som.ethi.ng
that has made it possible to develop a Territory that
previously was very hard to open. There again Australia' has played a very big part: Australia and Australians, in the conquest of malaria and in thl~ devising
of various ways of bringing malaria under control
partly in the development of drugs, partly in the working out of techniques for draining swamps and lakes.
This is part of a world-wide movement. Wrd must
accept the fact that a lot of things that we can do
today, not only in New Guinea but in all countries of
the world, just could not have been done even a few
years ago, because man's development of' knowledgf;l
and his development of techniques and his building up
of capital equipment, etc., have made many things pos....
sible that were once not possible.
18. We believe that Australia is moving ahead
steadily in New Guinea. We are conscious of our own
responsibilities there; we are conscious of the needs
and aspirations of the people'; and we v,re: conscious
of the views and opinions of the international community. Our policies, our intentions, our courses, are
expounded regularly in the various United Nations
bodies: the Trusteeship Council, the Committee on
Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories , the
Fourth Committee and various ad hoc bodies. We
have submitted our rec'ord t,o regular scrutiny andfor
that reason I am not going to go into it in detail on
this occasion. I am not going to read out figures for
the increase of expenditure in various sectors of the
economy-the training of teachers, development of so
many things that will help make a modern Statebecause these things are set out by: us in these
other bodies. We have, for example, Ijuly recently
made iplportant advances in the building up of a magisterial system giving scope to the indigenous people.
We have made big steps in the last two years in
political devolution and in increasing the number and
proportion of indigenous inhabitants in the civil
service.
19. We are conscious that much needs to be done.
But that is not out of lack of desire on our part. It is

because of the immensity of the task that exists in
New Guinea, a country of tremendously difficult
terrain, a country where movement from place to
place was almost impossib1l.~ a few years ago and is
still very difficult.
20. The expenditure by the Australian Government
in grant to the Territory amounts to $38 millio"'1 this
year; that is quite apart from any governmental expenditure that is met out of revenue in the Territory
itself. That is a considerable sum of money-it is the
sum in excess of any revenue which might be produced in the Territory or for Australia. That, I think,
is some evidence that we do not regard New Guinea
as a Territory for exploitation. We do, as I have said,.
regard it essentially as a country which is a neighbour
of ours and a country whose welfare and development
will contribute to peace, good relations and security
in the region of the world of which we are a pa~.
21. The choice of a political future cannot take place
in a vacuum. It must be related to economic, social
and educational development. As the resolution [1514
(XV)] adopted last year by this Assenlbly says, inadequate preparation is not a pretext fo;r delaying independence. But it is, 1 submit, something that requires us to bring caution and realism to our approach.
The consequences of hasty and ill-formed judgements
may be disastrous for the people concerned, and we
cannot allow their future to be fixed by attitudes based
largely on emotion or on political expediency or on
false or misleading analogies.
22. I have set out our recoY-d in the Australian "'ferritory of New Guinea. We are proud of our approach.
We cannot abandon or disregard our responsibilities
and we look to the United Nations for constructive
criticism and for understanding; and we shall infuture ,
as we have in the past, co-operate with the United
Nations in dischari{,ing our responsibilities under
the Charter.
23. I have Si;~)ken about Australian New Guinea. That
occupies the eastern half of the island. New Gu:;nea,
of course, is an enormous island. It is the third lai'gest
island in the world, after Australia a\.ld Greenland. On
the Australian side there are 1,800,000 people. The
other half is administered by the Ne{Cherlands and has
about 700,000 people.
24. Therefore, the question of w~st New Guinea,
which has been brought before the General Assembly
at this session by the Netherlands Government in its
draft resolution [AjC.354] under item 88, is one which
has been of particular i.nterest to the Australian Government in recent. years. I pointed out earlier in my
statement that the island of New Guinea is close to
Australia and we have all the interests that go with
any country that is close to and is a neighbour of
another. Of course, NetherXands New Guinea is side
by side with the Australian Territory. Therefore we
must be deeply concerned on this question brought
before the Assembly by the Government of the Netherlands. Moreover, the question has involved two. close
friends of Australia-the Netherlands and Indonesia.
But it is also of interest to the Members of the United
Nations generally because it raises important principles of the Charter and the role of the United Nations
in promoting the welfare and development of the
people of dependent territories4
"

25. It has always been our hope, in Australi~h that
the principal parties would find a solution for this
problem consistent with the principles of the Charter,
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"The Assembly should have the opportunity of Considering the legitimacy of the claims of certain
Members and, if necessary of confronting them with
the wishes of the people." [1048thmeetingpara.124.]
Now the proposal made by the Netherlands would, we
believe, accord with that general statement made by
the representative of Ceylon.
3!. The proposal made by the Netherlands is to con"
front national claims to sovereignty with the wishes
of the people. The application of the principle of self..
determination, which Australia firmly supports in all
questions of ('()lonial d~velopment, would provide an
opportunity for the inhabitants of West New Guinea
26. Until now, efforts to find the possible basis for
to choose their own future. The choices open would
a political solution have been unsuccessful. It is alinclude the right to opt either for independence or
ways most difficult for progress to bl3 made towards
for some form of free association with their neigha settlement wlth respect to territory when two States
bours or, indeed, for complete political integration
claim right of sovereignty. This was not a situation
with Indonesia, should this be their desire.
whioh could be resolved by simple recommendation of
32. Again, the Dutch proposal would open the way
the Assembly ~ nor could it be resolved by bila~eral
for the direct association of the United Nations with
negotiations, particularly when one of the two printhe development of the Territory of West New Guinea
cipal parties had broken off diplomatic relations with
and the final preparation of the people for selfthe other.
determination. The generous offer of the Netherlands
Government to continue its financial aid to the in27. What has been missing in the past has been agreement on the fundaI1lental principles which should apply.
habitan:ts of the Territory would be supplemented by
If a settlement based on legal principles was not acthe resources of the world community. The Australian
ceptable, then a political approach had to be tried.
Governmrant, for its part, has reason to know the cost
Such an approach must accord with the Charter, and
in manpower as well as in money of the development
of New Guinea. The problems of preparing for selfmust therefore recognize that the interests of the inhabitants of the Territory are paramount, but that
determination in this undeveloped Territory, with its
only the people themselves have the right to deterforbidding terrain and limited material resources, are
mine their own futurb, and that any settlement must
at least as formidable as those in the Congo. The
take full account of the need to promote their welfare
establishment of an international development authorand develop the Territory. In the view of the Australian
ity, should this be the recommendation of the inGovernment, the, Netherlands proposal have drawn
vestigating commission, would enable us to avoid the
from the United Nations Charter principles which
errors and tragedies of thn Congo and to lay the
provide an excellent basis for the settlement of the
firmest and soundest basis for self-determination.
..
West New Guinea problem. They also are fully in ac33. I might refer, in this connexion, to resolution
cordance with the principles of resolution 1514 (XV),
1541 (XV), adopted by the Assembly on 15 December
which neither varies nor replaces the Char.ter, but
1960, the day after the adoption of the resolut~,')n [1514
states objectives which we can all applaud-even
(XV)] containing the Declaration on the granting of
though some of us may have reservations about - independencE:i to colonial countries and peoples. This
specific recommendations.
•
resolution has already been brought to our attention
by the representative of Ceylon, and I have referred
28. As we see them, the Netheriands proposals offer
to his speech several times because it was an ima practical path between the ,strongly conflicting
portant speech on the opening day of this debate. It
viewpoint,g of the Netherlands and of our good fr,iend
deserves careful reading, I think. We listened to it
and neighbour, Ind.onesia. This seems to us a major
attentively, and it drew attention to many of the imadvance and we welcome it as a constructive, forwardportant aspects of this question-whether or not we
looking and peaceful proposal.
all agree with some of the conclusions that were drawn.
29. Let us have a look at what the Netherlands is
putting forward. In the first place, the Netherlands
34. Resolution 1541 (XV) was the one which was
offers to surrender its sovereignty iIi favour of the
adopted on the report of the Fourth Committee last
inhabitahts of West New Guinea themselves. This is
year-a very important resolution in our consideraa generous offer by a State whose legal assertion of
tion, of many problems associated with colonialism. In
sovereignty has not been legally tested.
it certain important principles were emphasized in re"
,lation
to the attainment of self-government and'in30. Secondly, the Netherlands proposals emphasize
dependence.
The resolution states, in principle VI,
the paramount importance of respect for the printhat:
ciple of self-determination, as recognized in the United
Nations Charter. Australia has consistely made clear
"A Non-Self-Governing Territory can be said to
its view that it is of the greatest importance that the
have reached a full measure of self-government by:
indigenous Papuan inhabitants of this territory-and
"(!!) Emergence as a sovereign independent State;,
they, after all, are the first principal party-be gi~en
"(2)
Free association with an independent State; or
an opportunity to decide their own future and their
"(£) Integration with an independ.:mt State."
own status. I might n,~fer, in this connexion, to the
35. There is one basic point common to these and
remarks made on the opening day of this debate, 7
carefully spelt out in the annex to the resolution. In
November, by t1)e representative of Ceylon. He reregard to free association with an independent State,
ferred to territories to whose sovereignty claims had
it was said that the free association should be the
been laid by various United Nations Members, and he
mentioned West New Guinea. He said:
result of

but in the past such a solution has not been possible
becaulse of the bSLsic difference in approach between
the Netherlands and Iildonesia.· It would have been
normal, and thoroughly in accordance with the provisions and spirj[t of the Charter, that a dispute as
to sovereignty over a territory should be referred to
the International Court of Justice. Indeed, the Netherlands have throughout been prepared to do this, and
this willingness has further confirmed the Australian
convi.otion that the Netherlands had, and have, the law
on their side. However, as we know, Indonesia was not
prepared to submit to the Court, arguing that this was
not SL legal but a political question.
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" . •• free and volWltary choice by the peoples of
the territory concerned, expressed through infc;>r~ed
and democratic processes".

~4.]

That is in principle VII of the annex to resolution

we
:by

1541 (XV).

36. It was repeated in principle IX in regard to integration with an independent State:
"The integration should be the result of the freely
expressed wishes of the territory's peoples acting
with full knowledge of the change in their status,
their wishes having been expressed through informed
and democratic processes, impartially conducted
and based on universal adult suffrage."
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That is princi)le IX of the resolution adopted last
year by the General Assembly the day after it adopted
the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries, and peoples.
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37. It is' the opinion of the Australian delegation,
that not only should these important principles be
respected in the special circumstances of West New
Guinea and its people, but that respect for them constitutes the only effective basiEl on which the future
of these people can be settled permanently and justly
and peacefully. A solution which disregarded the popular will, and which was not indeed clearly and openly
endorsed by the people themselves, could, and almost
certainly would, lead to the perpetuation of discord
in and over Western New Guinea, with disruptive consequeilces in the Territory and perhaps in the surrounding areas.
38. The application of these principl~s would open up
the possibilities of free e.ssociation or integration of
the Territory with ~ndonesia, should t4is be the decifllon of tlle indigenous people of West New Guinea
themselves. It wou.ld be the responsibility of the prop0E!ed United Nations authority to ensure that the inhabitants made their choice in complete freedom from
duress, and were fully and fairly informed on all the
choices open to them under self-determination. It is
our View that the application of these principles and
procedures would take proper account of Indonesia's
. interests.
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39. I should like to emphasize that the Netherlands
proposal does not seek to determine the end result.
It leaves the way open to various possibilities-but
with this important proviso: that' bona fide self-determination of the people must be safeguarded.
40. The proposals set out in the Netherlands draft
resolution [A/L.354] arid in its explanatorymemorandum [A/4915] of 9 October 1961 do not cover every
detail of every future contingency. These proposals
represent in a sense terms of referen~e for a proposed United Nations commission. The draft resolution and the explanatory memorandum offer various
points for consideration, and the draft resQlution'in
its operative part asks us to agree at this stage only
to the setting up of a commission which is to investigate the implementation of resolutil)n 1514 (XV); the
political, economic, social and educational conditions
in the Territory; the opinion of the people there as
to their present and future; the question of a plebiscite;
and the, question of an international development
authority.
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41. A study of these questions by a United Nations
commission would, I suggest be completely consistent
with Charter principles and with the trend of opinion
and debate in this Assembly in recent years.
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42. Perhaps I should say something more about
something I touched on at the beginning, and that is
Australia's special position in relation to Netherlands
New Guinea. As I have said, Australia can, I think,
justly claim to have a particular interest in this
question and in these proposals because of Australia's
own special responsibility for the whole eastern part
of this large island, because of Australia's concern
for the present and future welfare of the Papuans inhabiting the three Territories, land becau,'3e of Australia's vital interest in the peace, prosperity and
stability of this particular area. As I have said, New
Guinea is not a remote, fal'-away country so far as
Australia is concerneo.
43. Th~ Australian Government is responsible, as
'1 have said, for the administration of the Non...SelfGoverning Territory of Papua and for the Trust Terril.:ory of East New Guinea. The inhabitants of all the
three Territories of New GUinea are really the same
people. For its part, the· Australian Government, in
its administration of the two Territories for which it
is responsible, has identical objectives for them both,
namely, to bring the people as speedily as possible to
the point of self-determination, the point at whichthey
themselves will determine their own status and fpture.
44. This is why the Australian Government so warmly
supports the Netherlands Government with regard to
the importance which it attaches to the principle of
self-determination, and to its application in West
New Guinea in a way consistent with the interests
and wishes of the inhabitants. In the particul~r oir.cumstances of West New GUi'aea, the Australian Government also welcomes the Netherlands proposal to
associate the United Nations directly with the process
of development towards self-determination ,in that
part of New GUinea, through the institution of a development authority.
45. What I am saying now represents no new development. On 6 November 1957 the Australian and Nether- ..
lands Governments publicly defined the jointly agreed
principles which both Governments were following in
relation to the respective Territories in New GuiGea
for which they were responsible. In that statement
they declared, inter alia, that the Trust Territory of
New Guinea, the Territory of Papua, and Netherlands
Naw Guinea art:) geographi9ally and ethnically related
and that, pending self-determination in those Territories, the two Governments would accordingly continue to pursue policies directed towards the political,
economic, social and educational advancement of the
peoples concerned in a manner which recognized their
ethnic and geographical affinity. That was a declaration by the two Governments in November 1957.
46. With the attainment of self-determination both in
West New Guinea and in Papua-New Guinea, it will be
for the inhabitants of these three Territories to determine what form their respective Governments are
to take and what will be their relationship to each
other and to their neighbours.
47. Australian support for the present Netherlands
proposal is, t~erefore, based on the gene~al application of the principle of self-determination in an area
which is so obViously homogeneous, geographically and
ethnically. The General Assembly should not do anything at this stage which might limit the choices
open to the people in determining their own future.
The possibility comes to mind, and it should, we believe, be allowed to remain open, that the people of
the whole island of New Guinea might, at an appropri-
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ate time, decide that their future lies together. No
permanent barriers sho,uld bEl e'rected now which would
deprive the people of the ish-me! of the possibility of
making such a choi~e.
48. I shall turn now to one other question that was
raised in connexion with New Guinea in one of the
statements made in this Assembly last week. I WQuld
say this: we greatly regret that references have been
made during this debate to a possible resort to force
in certain contingencies. Such references are wholly
inconsistent with assurances repeatedly given in thfa
past, at the highest level of national responsibi1i:'~y,
that force would not be u~ed in this issue. They are
'~:Ie more regrettable in that the proposals put forward
by the Netherlands Government are constrtlctive anc;l
peaceful, are based on Charter provisions and principles, are dtrected towards objectives defined in
resolutions adopted by this Assembly, and go no further
than establishing a commission to investigate and report back to this Assembly without, at this stage,
prejudging the future of the Territory.
49. Whatever their intent, statements that force will
or may be used if the Assembly adopts a particular
course of action involve by their nature a challenge to
the independence and competence of the United Nations.
Such statements can, I submit, have no legitimate place
in our deliberations, recommendaUons or decisions.
50. All Members of this A\~sembly, moreover, have
undertaken to refrain in their international relations
from the threat or use of force in any manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations. Statements looking to the use of fOl'ce in the contingency I
have outlined are thus in clear breach of Article 2 ~
paragraph 4 of the Charter.
51. The Netherlands proposal, on the other hand,
opens up possibilities of a peac0ful solution in accordance with established United Nations principles
and procedures.
52. As I have indicated, it is not our intentinn in
Australia to obstruct or oppose the eventual union of
West New Guinea with Indonesia, if such sholIldbe the
W;ill of the indigenous Papuan inhabitants. Nor do we
seek in any way to prejudge the outcome of the issues
involved. What we are supporting is the establishment
of a United Nations commission to investigate certain
possibilities on the clear understanding that the right
of self-determination by the peoples of New Guinea
themselv~s will be safeguarded and applied unconditionally arid impartially.
53. The Australian delegation will accordingly vote in
favour ,of the Netherlands draft resolution.
54. There are two oth'3r draft resolutions so far before us. One has been submitted by the Soviet Union
[A/L.355], and it is plainly unacceptable to my delegation. The other is the draft resolution submitted by
Nigeria [A/L.357], which is devoted to Africa and has
been introduce,d and explained 1:0' us by the Foreign
Minister of Nigeria. Tltat resolution does, in some
respects, cause s'ome difficulties to my delegation,
particularly some "tlifficulties of a legal nature. But
the general approach is, we believe, a constructive
and forward-looking one, and taking that draftresolution with the explanation which was given to us by
Mr. Wachuku, and desiring also to give effect to the
purposes and intentions of resolution 1514 (xv) Australia would be in a position to vote for the Nigerian
draft resolution.
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55. There is also, I understand, the possibility of a
further draft resolution being submitted by a number
of African-Asian States. Obviously I cannot comment
on that until I have seen the text of the draft resolution, but it will be approached by Australia in the
spirit in which we are approaching questions in this
field generally. We will approach it with understanding
of the intentions of those who are introducing it. We
shall, as far as we can, support anything which gives
effect to the principles of the Charter and which is
trying to produce as speedily as possible the right of
self-determination for all peoples in the world.
56. We have already, during this session of the General Assembly, been able to welcome some new Members to our midst. Sierra ,Leone, for example has
become a fellow-member of the Commonwealth and an
independent State here, and before we adjourn Tan..
ganyika will also come in. Very soon, if existing timetables are held to, we shall have more new Members.
I have no doubt that the whole process of· the emancipation of colonies, the development of the world community will go ahead at a greater. rate than. perhaps
some of us ever thought possible. In this general development of the world, this gradual emancipation of
people, the United Nations has been able to play a
key part and it will, I am sure, continue to play a
good role in stimulating, in advising, in helping the
Administering Powers in the Territories for which
they still have responsibilities.
57. Sir Muhammad Zafrulla KHAN (Pakistan): I have
asked for the floor for leave to introduce a draft
resolution [A/L.365 and Add.!] as a matter of urgency
and urgent importance. The draft resolution relates to
a humanitarian question of great importance and great
urgency. It relates to several thousand Algerian
prisoners in France who are on hunger strike. This
draft resolution is sponsored by thirty-four Member
States\ of which Pakistan has the honour to be one.
I now int.-r:oduce the draft resolution.
58. Mr. BER.ARD (France) (translated from French):
The representaUve of Pakistan has seen fit to raise
~ hert; a matter which is completely irrelevant to the
item under discussion. If I understand rightly, he is
asking that the present debate should be interrupted
so that this question can be discussed. Such amove,
manifestly inspired by propaganda motives , is jl.1stified
neithe:i:' by the Rules of Procedure nor by the practice
of the General Assembly.
59. I shall refrain from going into the substance of
the question, although it would be easy for me to enlighten the Assembly by refuting, as the French Government has already done, certain tendentious allegations which have been spread abroad inthis connexion.
I shall limit myself to pointing out that the manoeuvre
'we are witnessing is not likely to contribute to the
,settlement of the question. I can only hope-and I
should like to stress these words-I can only hope
that it will not have the effect of hindering a happy
settlement of this particular question and of the more
general question which is at stake.
6oij. The French delegation cannot, for its part, accept the proposal which has just been made. We leave'
the Gen~ral Assembly full responsibility fo;r any action
that it may take on this proposal.
61. Mr. FEKINI (Libya) (translated from French)~
The extremely serious situation created by the circumstances which have led to the detention 'of more
than 14,000 Algerian political prisoners is a grave
cause of, concern and anxiety to us.
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62. The Algerian political prisoners--faced with the
French authorities' refusal to meet their legitimate
requests in accordance with humanitarian principles
and established internutional practice-have resorted
to the last means available to them, by embarking on
a hunger strike which has now continued for more than
two weeks. After so long a period of fasting, the state
of health of these Algerian patriots, who include both
men and women, gives cause for grave anxiety. Their
lives are in very serious danger. In these circumstances~ we regard it as ...the inescapable duty of the
United Nations, at a time when we are discussing the
situation with regard to the implementation of the
Declaration of the granting of independence to colonial
countries and people, to take urgent action to help the
Algerian prisoners, whose case calls for consideration on a strictly humanitarian basis.
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63. Furthermore, this situation has already had
serious international repercussions throughout the
world and in France itself, especially following the
publication of the parliamentary report on the treatment of the Algerian prisoners; and particularly strong
feelings have been aroused among the peoples of the
region to which we belong.
64. The dictates of international solidarity, humanitarian principles, and the responsibilities of Members
of the United Nations, who have spoken so eloquently
during the present debate on agenda item 88, require
that immediate action be taken with a. view of appealing
to the Government of France to redress the legitimate
grievances of the Algerian prisoners in recognizing
their status as political prisoners, with a view to
making possible the termination of this hunger strike,
which is gravely threatening their existence.
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65. Every hour and minute that goes by sees a serious
deterioration in the state of health of these political
prisoners. We appeal to the humanity of Members of
the Assembly and to their sense of international responsibilities, within the general framework of this
noble debate, with a view to the draft resolution
[A/L.365 and Add.l] submitted today being adopted
as speedily as possible. We hope most sincerely that
the appeal which it contains, pnd the moral force of
that appeal, will be heeded by France. We also hope
that, by responding favourably to this appeal, the
French Government will help to, strengthen the cause
of peace and co-operation.
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66. Mr. BENHIMA (Morocco)
(tr..·anslated from
French): I would like to draw attention to the operative
paragraph of the draft resolution [A/L.365 and Add.l]
which has been submitted for the approval of the General Assembly. This paragraph reads:
"The General Assembly,

" •••
"Appeals to the Government of France, in accordance with established international practice and
humanitarian principles, to redress the legitimate
grievances of the Algerian prisoners in recognizing
their status as political prisoners with a view of
making possible the immediate termination of the
hunger strike
0 "

The urgency which has given rise to the submission
of this draft resolution has been explained from this
rostrum by, the representatives of Pakistan and Libya.
The rep.resentative of France hab set forth the considerations which make him extremely anxious that
this draft resolution shall not hinder the achievement
a happy settlement. I believe that the Moroccan
-'-~-

..:I<;legation is in a particularly favourable position to
echo this sentiment expressed by the representative
of France, since at this very moment a governmental
delegation comprising two Ministers of state and the
Minister of the Interior has been sent by his Majesty
the King of Morocco to meet with General de Gaul1e.
67. The news of the p}j..~ht of several thousand AJgl7rian prisoners-men, women and children, many of
v hom were arrested r~cently in circumstances cont: ~ry to the v,ery law brought into operaticn against
these prisoners-has provoked an outburst of popular
feeling in Morocco and led to demonstrations, some
of which are to be regretted. These reactions indicate
the urgency of the situation resulting from the treatment meted out to the Algerian prisoners in disregard
of international practice and of the law of France
itself.
68. I deliberately read out the last paragraph of the
draft resolution in order to make it clear thitt the
considerationfl prompting us to request urgent discussion of the matter are moral and humanitarian in
nature. They will perhaps make it possible for France
to respond to our appeal and to make a positive. gesture
in a situation which for several weeks h~s been, not
simply supplying fuel for anti-French propaganda, but
jeopardizing once more France's reputation in this
field. We would urge that the decision to be taken
regarding the examination of this question and the
adoption of the draft resolution should be considered
as an appeal by the General Assembly suppiementary
to the appeals made by several Heads of state and
several international bodies, and to the representa. tions made to General de Gaulle by the President·
of Pakistan and by his Majesty the King of Morocco.
69. We are convinced that the subject-matter of this
discussion is not irrelevant tothequestionaboutwhich
we are exercised. The request that we are making to
France was addressed to it indirectly in 1960 in a
resolution concerning this whole problem. We are not
therefore asking the Assembly to make an exception
to its rules of procedure or to take a decision on a
matter which is outside its competence. The drama
being lived out by thousands of Algerian prisoners
and the feelings provoked throughout the world by
this situation demand a respone from us. The General
Assembly is undoubtedly the most suitable body, both
to be the interpreter of these fe(~1ings and to support
the representations being made, in several capitals
and by several distinguished persons, to the Head of
the French State.
70. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): Igive
the floor to the representative of Pakistan, on a point
of order.
71. Sir Muhammad Zafrulla KHAN (Pakistan): I beg
to move that the general debate on item 88 b~ suspended and that the draft resolution [A/L.365 and
Add.!] which I aave had the honour to introduce may
,be brought under immediate consideration.
72. I should like to say a word or two in reply to the
objections raised by the representative of France to
the submission of this draft resolution. He has said,
in the first place, that the draft resolution is completely irrelevant to the item under discussion. I beg to
submit that the draft resointion is wholly relevant to~
and is within the framework of, the item. "
73. I would invite the attentioh of the Assembly to the
third preambular paragraph of the' draft' resohltion
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74. The representative of France al$o said that this
draft re_solution was a propaganda move. I was extremely sorry to hear him say that. The draft resolution is sponsored by thirty-four states. The grave
situation to which it refers has arisen in France and
has not been created by any of the sponsoring states.
It is the existing situation which has moved the
sponsors to present the matter as one of urgency.
75. The representative of Fra.nce also referred to
the jeopardy to which the resun,1ption of negotiations
between France and Algeria on the question of the
independence of Algeria might be subjected by this
move. Again, I was extremely sorry to hear him say
that, for, as a matter of fact, it· is the earnest deslre
of the sponsoring States that this grave situationwhich is likely not only to retard put to endanger t7\e
resumption of negotiations -should be removed, S0
that resumption of negotiations may be made easier,
facilitated and, as a matter of fact, also expedited.
76. It is not possible for anyone to imagine that
while this situation continues, and 14,000 peoples are
on a hunger strike which endangers their lives, negotiations could be resumed in that atmosphere, or that
if-asswning the impossible-they were resumed, they
could lead to any fruitful result. I am sure that it
will 1:: ~ realized that this situation-into which I hope
that no emotional considerations will be introduced
by either side, but that it will be considered purely
on a hlmlanitarian basis-should be resolved, in order
that the object so eatnestly desired by all of us here
and, we are quite sure, by France and Algeria, may
be speedily achieved.
77. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): The
General Assembly has before it a formal motion
that the present debate be suspended in order that a draft resolution [A/L.365 and Add.l] may be examined as a matter of urgency. The Chair would like to
know the Assembly's reaction to this proposal. Is
. there any objection to the proposal?
78. The Chair would like to take every precaution
to ensure that the Assembly cannot consider that it
has been taken by surprise. I repeat the formal proposal made by the representative of Pakistan: he proposes the suspension of the present debate in order
that this draft res' lution may be examined as a matter
of urgency.
79. As I note that there is no request for the floor and
consequently no objection, I conclude that the General
Assembly decides, without objection, to suspend the
present debate in order to give urgent consideration
to the draft resolution concerning Algerian prisoners
in France.
It was so deoided.
80. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): Inow
request the Assembly to direct its attention to the
draft resolution [A/L.365 and Add.l]; thereafter we
will resume the debate which was in progress.
81. Mr. SHUKAIRY (Saudi Arabia): It is a good roistake that permits me to make a statement on this
question, because I did not really ask for the floor in
.ord~r~o speak. at this moment.
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which refers to resolution 1514 (XV), adopted last
year, on colonialism, and quotes from it:
t! All ••• repressive measures of all kinds ••• shall
cease in order to enable themlt-.peoples under alien
domination-Uto exercise •.. freely their right to
complete independence."
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82. The draft resolution [A/L.365 and Add.l] before
us commends itself to the Assembly for n.pproval.
83. I have listened with a great deal of respect and
interest to the statement of our colleague, the representative of France, and I should like to admit that '
he made a very balanced statement, except with regard to the inference that thi13 draft resolution was a
manoeuvre and was motivated by propaganda purposes.
These two points have been correctly answered by the
representative of Pakistan.
84. I should like to seize this occasion to assure our
distinguished and honourable colleague of France that
this draft resolution is not motivated by any propaganda purposes, because what is at stake is the life
of several thousands of prisoners now held in France.
I should like to assure our distinguished and honour..
able colleague that this draft resolution is not a
manoeuvre in any sense. We shall not talk politics.
We shall not deal with the question of Algeria. This
draft resolution does not involve any political implica..
tions in any sense. The question of Algeria will be
dealt with at the proper time in the First Committee.
But it is our humble submission that this draft resolution will clarify the atmosphere, will pave the way,
first of all, for a calm discussion of the problem before the Committee and, secondly, for a speedy
negotiation between the parties. This is a very innocent
and a very modest draft resolution now before the
Assembly. It is neither condemnatory nor offensive in
any sense, either to France or to anyone.
85. I should like to appeal to our colleagues to receive this draft resolution in the noble spirit which
underlies this appeal. There is nothing controversial
about this draft resolution: the preamble refers tothe
hunger strike of thousands of Algerians now imprisoned
in France. I humbly submit this as a fact which cannot
be denied. This appeared in the newspapers in Paris
itself, as well as in those in New York. This is a
fact which admits of no controversy and the Assembly
should find it very easy to adopt this draft resolution.
86. With regard to the second and third preambular
paragraphs, I respectfully submit that they do no
more than recall past resolutions which have been
adopted by the General Assembly. It is quite proper
that we recall those pertinent resolutions. There is no
question but that we adopted those resolutions at our
last session, an4 it is quite proper at this time to have
this idea referred to in the draft resolution now standing in our name.

87. There is only one operative paragraph; it is hardly an operative paragraph; it is hardly a draft resolution. And were it not for the procedures regularly
followed by the Assembly, I humbly submit, there is
hardly any need to table a draft resolution, because
it is simply an appeal made in a very honourable way,
a very modest way, expressing ourselves in the noblest
terms, as the paragraph states, to "redress the
legitimate grievances of the Algerif II prisoners •••.
making possible the immediate termination of the
hunger strike", which might entail-God forbid-a
catastrophe that would create a great deal of ill-will
between nations and between the two parties mainly
concerned, and might, perhaps, impede the negotiations which I hope will take place very soon.
88. I sincerely appeal to the General Assembly to
adopt this draft resolution, to accept the ideas embodied in it and accept the appeal-the only request
this Assembly cah make under the circumstances_1.f9lo'...... fbHilliI"'UP_iIli~liiiiiV6;h""""'-<'"""''''r''
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91. Fur us, then, it is nota matter ot taking a position against, or of manifesting our ,hostility towards,
any particular country. We are simply joining in an
expression of world-wide human feeling on behalf of
persons and leaders whose representative character,
, from a political standpoint, has been recognized even
by those who are keeping them in their present
situation.
92. We wish to express clearly our position on the
Algerian policy defined by General de Gaulle. In voting for this draft resolution and supporting it, we do
not propose to range ourselves among the enemies of
France, as the newspapers may tomorrow allege. We
simply wish to range ourselves among those supporting the liberal policy of General de Gaulle, who desires to give Algeria its independence despite the
reactions of the French right wing.
93. What might be the consequences of the hunger
. strike of the Algerian political prisoners in France?
It is supposed that" if the hunger strike which the
Algerian leaders have kept up for two weeks now had
a fatal outcome, the solution of the problem as we see
it would thereby be facilitated? I think that it would be
difficult for anyone to say so, from this rostrum or
anywhere else.
94. Facts must be recognized; and the fact is that
Alge~ian

prisoners are on a hunger strike, that these
same prisoners are indispensable for a peace settlement between Algeria and France, and that if the lives
and the rights of these Algerian prisoners are pro'tected the problem of peace in Algeria will be much
easier to solve. Thus our position is really one of unconditional support for the liberal policy of General
<le Gaulle, who wants to achieve a final settlement of
this Algerian problem but is faced with an explosive
domestic situation which prevents him from settling
it in a spirit of justice.
95. This is why we, the Upper Volta and a number of
its friends, have decided to co-sponsor this draft
revolution and to support it.
96. Mr. 8UBANDRIO (Indonesia): I will be brief on
this matter. The attitude of Indonesia on struggles for
independence is clear. We are also one of the sponsors
of this draft resolution [A/L.365 and Add.1]. We are

.
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90. International practice authorizes intervention on
behalf of prisoners and of those sentencedto death, as
well as on behalf of those who generally speaking are
suffering, even when the people concerned have been
charged with all kinds of acts which are universally
condemned, and a fortiori when they are accused of
acts which have subsequently been recognized as
legitimate.
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as the minimum of justice and humanitar~anism. This
is not a political draft resolution; this is simply a
draft resolution based solely and exclusively on
humanitarian considerations to save the lives of
thousands of prisoners-and lYJany of you representatives here must have been political prisoners at one
time or another, so they know, feel and sense what it
means to be a political prisoner and what a hunger
strike means.
89. Mr. GUIRMA (Upper Volta) (translated from
French): It is with deep- feeling that my delegation
takes the floor on the subject of the draft resolution
before us [A/L.365 and Add.1]. We are concerned to
make clear the reasons which have prompted us to
join in sponsoring this draft resolution.
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sponsoring and su.pporting this draft resolution to make
an appeal, as has bee:'1 said by previous speakers, to
President de Gaulle to release these prisoners of war.
97. We in Indonesia recognize the prOVisional government of the Algeriah Republic as the legitimat~ government of Algeria, a;nd we recognizethat it is engaged
in a colonialwar with 'France. We also recognize that
the soldiers wao are fighting for their independence
should be treated according to existing international
humanitarian principles.
S8. It is for this reason that, without in any way
prejudging the future negotiations between France and
Algeria, we would recommendthis matter to be treated
as a matter of urgency by this Assembly. Especially
after the clear and lucid speech of the Australian
represent~"ive, in which the principle of self-determination was defended, a principle that has been
accepted as a rule by this Assembly, and after the
threat of force has been applied to the case of West
Irian, I would say that this Assembly should recommend to President de Gaulle that duress or threat of
force should not be used against prisoners of war.
99. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I give
the floor to the representative of Pakistan, on a point
of order.
100. Sir Muhammad Zafrulla KHAN (Pakistan): I
apologize for having asked for the floor a third time,
but I have no doubt my colleagues will appreciate
that my previous interventions were on procedural
matters. Even now I will not take too much of the
time of the Assembly, in view of the urgency of the
matter that we have put forward.
101. We fully appreciate the difficulties, over both
this and other matters, that have confronted and continued to confront that great country, France, whose
culture and whose stand on behalf of liberty, fraternity
and equality all of us admire so much.
102. The pre"sent Head of the French Government, to
whom this modest appeal is addressed, on more occasions than one has risen to great heights in a time
of emergency in the service of his country and of his
people. If I might say so without impertinence, today
he embodies all that is highest and worthiest in the
spirit and tradition of France. We are quite convinced'
that this modest appeal, respectively addressed to his
Government, will not be in vain.
.
103. I can say on behalf of all the sponsors of this
draft resolution [A/L.365 and Add.1] that that is the
spirit in which this move has been made in the Assembly and we hope that it is in that spirit that it will
be received by the Assembly and by the Government
of France.
104. I beg to move that the debate onthis draft resolution be closed now and that if it so please the Assembly we now proceed to vote on it.
105. The PRESIDENT (translated frorxT French): A
procedural motion has just been submitted to the effect that we close the debate immediately and proceed
to a vote.
106. Before putting this proposal to the vote in accordance with rule 77 of the Rules of Procedure,
I would like to draw the attention of the representative
of Pakistan to the fact that there is only one more
speliker on my list. CoUld we not give the floor to
this last; speaker and then close the debate on this
question and proceed to the vote?
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107. With the consent of the representative of Pakistan, I call upon the representative of Italy.
10S. Mr. THEODOLI (Italy): I thank the President
for giving me the floor. I am indoed the last speaker
on the list. But since I have been approached by some
of the sponsors of the draft resolution who asked me
if I could speak in explanation of my vote after the
vote has been taken, I am ready to do so if that is
preferrea.
109. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): In
accordance with the motion tabled by the representative of Pakistan, we shall regard the debate on the
draft resolution [A/L.365 and Add.!] as closed. We
shall therefore proceed to a 'vote on this draft, but
first I shall call upon two speakers who have asked
for the floor to explain their votes in advance.
110. Mr. PLIMPTON (United States of America): The
United States strongly supports any and all measures
to further a peaceful solution of the Algerian conflict.
We have been and continue to be hopeful that negotiations will make possible rapid progress toward accommodation and a lasting settlement.
111. We wonder, however, whether this draft resolution [A/L.365 and Add.1] might not impede and prejudice those negotiations and not advance the prospects
for an early negotiated settlement.
112. We are, of course, most concerned that the
Algerian prisoners should be treated according to the
highest humanitarian standards. The conditions of their
imprisonment are a matter of active and sympathetic
interest to the United States, as we have already made
clear to the parties concerned who are already working
on the problem. But we are concerned lest this proposed action by the General Assembly should have an
unfavourable effect on the situation of the prisoners
and on the progress of negotiations. Furthermore, we
have doubts about the procedure that ha'3 been followed
as to this draft resolution and we do not think that that
prooedure should be considered a precedent.
113. The United States will abstai~ on the draft.,
resolution.
114. Mr. BINDZI (Cameroun) (translated from
French): I have asked for the floor in order to explain,
very briefly, the meaning of the vote which my delegation will shortly cast. Cameroun is not a co-sponsor
of the draft resolution [A/L.365 and Add.1]. We shall
however vote in favour of the text submitted to us.
My delegation like others, is not prejudging the substance of the question, although it has definit~ opinions
which it will make known in due course. All we are
doing by voting in favour is to make an appeal to
France. We would point out that under the terms of
the resolution we are not even asking that the prisoners
should be freed, eagerly though we desire this. We are
asking only that France do everything possible to stop
this strike, which, if it continues, may leave that country with 14,000 corpses on its hands.
115 The PRESIDENT (translated from French): We
shall now ':!ote to the draft resolution by the Pakistan
representative [A/L.365 and Add.1]. A roU-call vote
has been requested.

.
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A vote was taken by roll-call.
Uruguay, having been drawn by Jot by the President,
was cal1ed upon to vote firs t.

_

sian Soviet Socialist Republic, Cambodia, Cameroun,
Ceylon, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Leopoldville), Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Dahomey, Ethiopia, Federation of Malaya, Finland, Gabon, Ghana,
Guinea, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Jordan, Laos, Leb~non, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar,
Mali, Mongolia, M\~t'occo, Nepal, Nigeria, Norway,
Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Saudi Arabia,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Sweden, Syria,
Thailand, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
United Arab Republic, Upper Volta.
Against: None.
Abstaining: Uruguay, Venezuela, Argentian, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Dominican Republic, E!
Salvador, Greece, Guatemala, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, NetheI'lands, New Zealand, Panama, Peru, Portu~al, South Africa, Spain,
United I<ingdom of Great Britain and Northern,Ireland,
United States of America.
The draft resolution was adopted by 62 votes to none,
with 31 abstentions.

*

116. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
shall now give the floor to a number of speakers who
have asked for permission to explain their vote.
117. Mr. BOLAND (Ireland): As this is the first time
on which I have had occasion to address the Assembly,
since the President was elected to the high office
which he occupies with so much distinction, may I
take the opportunity to express to him my sincere
congratulations, as well as the sense of pleasure and
privilege which I feel in addressing the Assembly under
his Presidency.
118. My delegation felt constrained to abstain in the
vote' on the resolution which has just been adopted by
the General Assembly. I should like to make clear the
reasons for my delegation's abstention.
119. The attitude of the Irish delegation on the question of Algeria's right to self-determination and independence is well known. In the light of our own
history, no attitude is possible for us but that which we
have always adopted here in the United Nations. Nor
can we in the Irish delegation fail to sympathize with
and deplore the plight of the Algerian prisoners now
on hunger strike in France. National libe-ration movements must. on occasion, make severe demands on the
resolve and the powers of endurance of their adherents.
The plight of the Algerian prisoners at present on
hunger strike in defence of the values they uphold and
the things in which they believe strikes a particularly
responsive chord in the hearts of peoples like ourselves. It must also make an instinctive appeal to
the humanitarian sentiments of every delegation here
in the Assembly.
120. It is indeed tragic that, at a moment when, thanks
to the high statesmanship of the Head of the French
State and of the Algerian national leaders, the opening of negotiations appeared to be so close at hand,
the high hopes and expectations for the peaceful settlement of the Algerian' question should once again
be threatened with disappointment owing to the crisis
which has arisen with regard to the Algerian prisoners
on hunger strike in France.
4The delegation of the Niger later informed the Secretariat that, as

Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, AIone of sponsors of the draft resolution, it would have voted in favour of
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121. We in the Irish delegation fully realize the extreme urgency of this situation and we accept that
oonsideration as the reason why this resolution was
introduced in the Assembly at such very short notice,
but some delegations, including my own, have had no
opportunity of informing their Governments with regard to it and of receiving instructions before the
resolution was put to the vote. I should like to make it
olear that it was because of this, and because the Irish
delegation had no opportunity of receiving instructions
in the time available, that"t abstained in the vote, and
that it was not because of any lack of support ,of Algeria's legitimate national claims or because of any
laok of deep and, indeed, anguished, concern for the
fate of the men at present fa'cing the self-sacrificial
test of moral strength which the weapon of the hunger
strike always involves.
'
122. Sir Hugh FOOT (United Kingdom): My delegation
abstained in the vote on the resolution. The sponsors
were moved by humanitarian motives and we do not for
one moment question those motives; nor are we prepared to express any view at all on that issue at this
time. For that reason we did not 0ppo~=le the resolution.
123. At the same time I must make clear that my
delegation has misgiVings about the :proposal and seriour objection to the method by which it was presented
to us. In the first place, this is clearly a question within the jurisdiction of France i that, I understand, is
not in question and I believe, indeed, that the sponsors
of the resolution admitted that that was so. Second,
the resolution must have political implications. Third,
we saw this resolution, with its important political
aspects, for the first time this afternoon, and it seems
to my delegation quite wrong to face the Assembly
with an immediate vote on a resolution of this character in this way. Indeed, we wish to put on record
that, in our view, the procedure is open to serious
objection.
124. Mr. THEODOLI (Italy): I would just like to ex-

plain the reasons why my delegation abstained in the
recent voting. We fully understand and appreciate the
motives which inspired the sponsors of this resolu,tion, among whom we have so many good friends. We
are very concerned with the plight of the Algerian
political prisoners. Italy has a long tradition of humanity and justice, and I trust that nobody will think that
the question does not touch us. However, we had some
doubts concerning the procedure which has been followed in this case and we feared, also, that it'could
perhaps be misinterpreted by the French Government.
This, in the .opinion of my delegation, is the .thing to
bear in mind. We feel sure that General de Gau1le
will not be insensible to the plight of ~hese political
prisoners and will find a way to redress the situation,
especially since three important members of the
Moroccan Government are now in Paris.
125. Mr. DEMETROPOULOS (Greece) (translated
from French): The Greek delegation sincerely deplores the situation created by the hunger strike of
Algerian political prisoners in France, and the events
which have given rise to it. We feel that nothing should
be done which might delay or compromise the negOtiations which alone can bring about a solution of the
Algerian question. We would like to hope that the
French Government, in what we know to be its sinoere desire to arrive at a just solution of the Algerian
ques t imlas soon as possible, will do everything in
its power to eliminate the causes of this strike. We
are convinced that the eloquent and restrained speeches
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made in support of this resolution cannot go unheeded
in high places; and we considered that, in a political
context, we should render the best service to the
humanitarian aim of the resolution just adopted if we
abstained, so as to avoid making a delicate situation
even more delicate.
126. Mr. NORIEGA (COLOMBIA) (translated from
Spanish): Leaving aside possibly important considera..~
tions of procedure, as well as the pertinence and
substance of the resolution just adopted by the Assembly, I should like to explain that Colombia has
traditionally, for th~ settlement of the delicate Algerian problem, fav0tlred direct conversations between
the parties con()~rned and has always sought to avoid
even the semblance of any form of interference that
might in any way disturb the happy outcome, which
we earnestly desire, of this procedure. We therefore
abstained from voting.
127. Mr. COMAY (Israel): My delegation deeply
sympathizes with an appeal o_n behalf of any prisoners
on humanitarian grounds. However, we have abstained
in this case because the appeal is put in terms which
appear to make it unacceptable to the Government
concerned. We are therefore not convinced that it
would have the desired effect or would promote the
Algerian negotiations, for the success of which we all
so ardently hope.
128. Mr. SaSA RODRIGUEZ (Venezuela) (translated
from Spanish): I should like briefly to explain the
reasons Why the Venezuelan delegation was obliged
to abstain from voting on the draft resolution [A/
L.365J which has just been adopted.
129. Venezuela's abstention in no way changes its
basic position with regard to the problem of Algeria.
That position is well known to the Assembly. We have
always supported the right of the Algerian people to
self-determination and independence, and our attitude
in this regard is unaltered. We also understand the
humanitarian 'motives by which the draft r~solution's
sponsors were inspired; however, in the view of
my delegation, this resolution oannot be said to reflect
solely humanitarian principles. It also involves considerations of a political nature, which oblige us to
examine its terms in order to see whether or not
they are in conformity with the provisions of the
Charter, and more particularly with Articl~ 2 (7).
130. In view of the haste with which this :resolution
was submitted-so that we had no time to study it or
even to consult our Government-my delegation found
it impossible to do otherwise than abstain in the voting.
131. The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
There is no one else on my list wishing to speak on
the resolution which has just been adopted, or in
explanation of vote. We shall therefore resume the
general debate on the two agenda items 88 and 22 <!).
132. Mr. MOD (Hungary) (translated from French):
The subject of the present debate is "The situation With
regard to the implem~!ltation of the Declarat~on on
the granting of independence to colonial cquntries and
peoples". This Declaration [resolution 1514 (XV)] was
adopted in 1960, and its historic importance is now
manifest. One of the characteristic features of the
age in which we live is the definitive disintegration
of the colonial empires~ the final liquidation of the
colonial system. Under the impetus of life itself,
the question of the total liquidation of the colonial system was placed on the agenda of the United Nations as
a result of the discussion begun at the initiative of the
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Soviet Union.lJ and after the adoption of the Declaration. The adoption of the Declaration has given the
United Nations both the possibility and the duty, as an
organization, of taking an active part in this struggle.
133. A number of clea.r and important conclusions may
be drawn from the events of the year which has elapsed
since the adoption of the Declaration, and from the
discussiQns about its implementation.
134. Today, as so often in the history of human society, the international situation is essentially ch!lracterized by the struggle between two forces. One
represents cievelopment, progress, what is new; the
other represents lack of change, stagnation, the status
quo-not, however, the status quo of freedom, but that
of slavery~ The adoption of the Declaration by tha
General Assembly marked a victory for progresf
Let us glance at the records of the fifteenth session,'
to see which were the States that did everything possible to' oppose it and, when there was nothing else
to do, abstained from voting. We find that the States
in question are, for instance, the United States, the
United Kingdom, France, Portugal, Spain, Belgium~
South Africa, and Australia.
135. I think that, despite the variolJs kinds of theoretical and practical juggling, the whole world sees
clearly which of the great Powers represents progres~
and which the status guo; however, for the benefit of
sceptics, 1 shall quote from a work by an American
expert in ideology, now occupying an important post.
This work, the Necessity for Choice,Y was in fact
written before the Declarn.tion was adopted. But the
alternatives facing the United States when the Declaration was being discussed were similar in nature to the
problems upon which the author, Professor Henry A.
K,ssinger, bases his argument. Analysing the international situation, the author writes:
" ••• when ••• the balance of power is so tenuous,
it is no accident that the existing dividing lines are
so rigidly maintained. For the status quo has at
least the advantage of familiarity •••• nU
136. Then, as if he wished to raise doubts as to who
represents the status quo, he goes on:
"A status quo power always has difficulty in coming to grips with a revolui:ionary period. Since everything it considers 'normal' is tied up with the existing
order, it usually recognizes too late that another
state means to overthrow the international system.
This is a problem espeically if a revolutionary state
presents each d.emand as a specific, limited objective which in itself may seem quite reasonable. fljJ
137. The Declaration is indeed "specific" for those
who took the initiative and supported it at the time;
it remains specific now that it is a question of implementing it. It is indeed specific, I say, in that it is
directed against the specific phenomenon of colonialism, and it is also "quite reasonable", for it can be
carried into effect on the basis of the existing international balance of power. In short, the truth is that
the forces of imperialism are using every means to
oppose and obstruct the Declaration's implementation,
whereas the socialist countries and the national forces

1/ Official Records of the General Assembly. Fifteenth Session, Annexes. agendp, item 87. document A/4501.
Y Henry A. Kissinger, The' Necessity for Choice. New York, Harper
and Brothers, 1960.
1/ Ibid., p. 173.
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of the newly independent States are endeavouring to
give effect to it.
Mr. Rossides (Cyprus), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

138. The Declaration "solemnly proclaims the necessity of bringing to a speedy and unconditional end
colonialism in all its forms and manifestations". Yet
in 1962, after this session of the General Assembly,
eighty-eight territories, comprising an area of 13
million square kilometres and 71 million inhabitapts,
will still be und~r colonial domination. The majority
of them are in Africa, but there are colonies in Asia,
on the American continent and in Oceania.
139. To which countries do these colonies belong?
Portugal is the principal defendant at the sixteenth
session of the General Assembly. Its acts and attitudes
are making work for the Fourth Committee as well
as for the General Assembly itself. The whole world
is familiar with the colonial methodr;J of inhuman
massacre, bordering on genocide, practised by that
country in Angola in defiance of the provisio1).s of the
De'claration•. If the United Nations does not take the
necessary steps in time, these atrocities may spread
to Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea.
140. The name of Belgium became notorious in 1960
as a result of its aggression against the Congolese
people. In the Trust Territory of Ruanda-Urundi,
adjacent to the Congo, Belgium is stirring up the
tribes and nationalities against one another in order
to suppress the people's independence movement.
141. The Netherlands, having lost most of its colonial territories, is follOWing the principle of divide
et impera and does not want to let go of West 1rianan integral part of Indonesia, which has regained its
national independence; and since the Netherlands suspects that it will not be able to maintain its ·position,
it is now appealing to the United Nations, and offering
the Organization apart-fortunately, only a part-of
Indonesian territory as a Trust Territory. My delegation quite naturally does not lend its support to this
proposal, which in our opinion is not only unacceptable but represents an attempt to use the United
Nations for colonialist ends.
142. France, for long ye8;rs, has been waging its
murderous war against the Algerian people. One unhappy aspect of this merciless war was evoked by
the resolution which the Assembly has just adopted.
Hundreds of thousands of Algerian patriots and French
citizens have sacrificed their lives to the colonial
greecl of French imperialism-fruitlessly so fait as
France is concerned, for, as the experience I.)f a number of former French colonies demonstrates, France
is doomed to failure in advance when faced with the
will of the people, in this case the Algerian people.
Despite all this, in June 1960 the French Prime
Minister formulated the principles of French colonial policy thus:
" ••• We intend to protect our country's political
interests, its strategic interests, its intellectual
~finfluence and its economic opportunities".
143. South Africa has likewise introduced the system
of medi'aeval slavery, already established on its own
soil, into South West Africa, a Territory formerly un"
f Nt
d
i
der League 0
a ions Man ate; and it is sabotag ng
the placing of the Territory under United Nations
trusteeship. The problem of South West Afrioa is also
... on our agenda.
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144. The United Kingdom, which has vast territor1es
in Africa and elsewhere, is still the p;reatest colonial
empire of our a:.ge. Its methods in no way differ from
those of other colonizers. To mention merely the
situation prevailing in one of its territories, if we are
to believe the British Press the militarization of the
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland is being accompanied by an extension of the emergency legislation which, according to Mr. Tredgold, Chief Justice
of the Federal Supreme Court-these are his own
, words-violates almost ....every fundamental human
right.
145. The question of Oman is on the Assembly's
agenda, but I cannot refrain from mentioning the cruel
colonial war which the British colonizers are there
inflicting on a small people. In this case, too, their
methods are no different from those of other colonizers.
146. And lastly we come to the principalinternational
protector of colonialism, the United States. Despite
all its diversionary tactics, the United States has not
succeeded and will not succeed in denying that it too
is a colonialist Power. Puerto Rico is merely one of
its colonies. The Pacific Islands, which are of
strategic importance, nominally constitute a Trust
Territory admini.stered by the U~ted states. At the
twenty-seventh session of the Trusteeship Council,
in April 1960, a petitioner from the Marshall Islands
said:
" ••• our standard of living under United states
rule has gone down • •• • Our island home has been
made an atomic testing ground. •• ."
147. And the speaker continued as follows:
"Many many years ago we protected ourselves
without help from any other nations. Then came
the Spanish who protected us, and we became a
colonial possession. Next the Germans came to protect us. This was more colonialism. The Japanese
protected us for the League of Nations. Now the
United States is protecting us. We' are still a part
of colonialism.".§j
148. As a result of the development oftechnologyand
civilization, the present international situation has
become such that we need no longer examine each
colonial Power separately. On the one hand, the Powers
of lesser importance such as Belgium, the Netherlands, Portugal and even France could not, of themselves, bring sufficient material and military strength
to bear for the struggle against the colonial peoples;
on the other, we see that a new "Holy Alliance" has
taken shape' for the purpose of perpetuating colonialism. The name may vary with the continent. Its objective, however, is everywhere the same: oppression,
militarization, maintenance of the colonial status quo
at all costs. Let us glance at the facts.
149. Since the bloody war in Angola began, Portugal
has received $300 million in the forrn of United States
military aid. The napalm bombs dropped on Angolan
patriots bear the inscription "Made in USA".
150. France has received almost $4,500 million in
military aid from the United States for its struggle
against the Algerian people. It is common knowledge
that B-26 bombers, built in the United States, took
part in the attack on Bizerta. To complete the picture
it must be pointed out that the Federal Republic of
~ This statement was made at the l061st meeting of the Trusteeship
Council. the records of which are available in summary form only.
•
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Germany, which is playing an ever more prominent
role in NATO, has also appeared on the scene. It has
given the French colonizers some $2,000 millio!1 of
aid for the purposes of the colonial war in Algeria.
151. Belgium has received $1,200 million in United
States military aid-and so on. I could list all the
other colonizers, from Great Britain to Spain and
South Africa.
152. In ancient times, it was said: "All roads lead
to Rome". Today it could be said that the roads of all
the colonizers iead to Washington. Of course, it is
not disinterested help that the United States provides.
The great United States monopolies are making several thousand million dollars of profit from this
colonial "business rr.
153. The dominating position of certain colonizing
Powers is arrived at mainly through NATO. In this
regard I will mention only two examples.
154. The use of Africa in a nuclear missile war is
an important fe.ature of NATO's plan. One specific
project was outlined in the book entitled War and Peace
in the Space Age,!JJ by General Gavin, a prominent
United States military theoretician.
"Europe and Africa", writes General Gavin, "are
part of one tactical theater. Africa, in fact, is the
key to the defense of Europe. "21
'fohe author goes on to say:
"Missiles from Kenya, the Middle East and Southern Europe can accomplish as much in defence as
missiles fired from UK. At the same time, they will
be far less vulnerable to being destroyed ••••" j j
155. General Gavin regards Africa as the best place
for the deployment of NATO's mobile strategic reserves, composed of armoured and rocket units, which
can be air-lifted from North and West Africa to any
part of the world.
156. The ideas put forward by General Gavin seem
to have made a strong impression on certain circles
in the United States. The new President has appointed
him United States Ambassador to France, and this
appointment-according to Carrefour. the French
weekly-is connected with the United States intention
to prevent Algeri8, from slipping out of Western hands
and to keep the negotiations with the Provi.sional
Government of the Algerian Republic from exerting
a decisively weakening effect on NATO.
157. The other example is this. The British!'colony
of Kenya has now been integrated into. the network of
NATO's strategic air bases in Africa. This is a result of the United Kingdom Government's decision to
disperse its stockpiles of nuclear bombs and shells
along the strategiC' axis of the British Empire, at the
airfields of Cyprus, Aden and East Africa. An article
in the Daily Express states that jet bombers are to
rotate continuously betweenBritain and the arms depots
"so that it will be impossible for the Russians to know
the force's position at any given rnoment". Tl'\is system was put to the test in May 1961, when over 200
V-class bombers left the airfields of this network to
stage a simulated attack.
158. The objectives of the colonizers have not
changed. Today, as a century ago, they want to grow
!Jj James M. Gavin, War and Peace in the Space Age, Harper and
Brothers, New York, 1958.
JJ Ibid•• p. 275.
] j Ibid., p. 276•
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rich at the expense of the peoples of Af..rica, Asia and
consistent foe of imperialism and colonialism. Yet I
other continents. But tney have changed their mef;hods
cannot abstain from quoting him. In 1920 he put the
problem as follows:
over the years.
"Before the broadest labouring masses' of all
159. It is abundantly clear tha countries as small as
countries and especially of the under-developed ,
Belgium or Portugal would have been obliged to give
c<luntriee, we must denounce and unmask the deup their colonies long ago if NATO and the European
ception which the imperialist Powers systematicalCommon Market had not created the military and
ly perpetrate with a view, under the guise of estabecononUc conditions enabling them to continue their
lishing politically independent States, to creating
colonial oppression.
States which are totally subservient to them in the
160. One of the characteristics of the present-day
economic,
financial and military spheres".
methods of colonialism is "COllective colonization".
Thanks to the European Common Market, the French
168. When the colonial empires were being formed,
and Belgian colonies, rather than being dominated by
the borders between colonies were in every case dea single country, have been made the prey of a comtermined by the balance of power among the colonizers.
munity of colonizers motivated by the "noble idea It of
Ethnic and historical conditions were never concollective exploitation. The British colonies will soon
sidered. Some ethnic groups were split up, while others
suffer the same fate.
were unified by force.
161. The many years of deliberation in the ,Fourth
169. Today, when the colonial empires are crumbCommittee have produced a sufficient amount of inling, the colonizers are trying to make use of this
formation on this subject. I think therefore that I need
artificially created situation-the Balkanization of
not cite examples. It will suffice if I refer to two
Africa-to sow discord among the newly independent
flagrant cases: the collective aggression of NATO
States of Africa and thus to protract their influenCE;
against the Congo, and the position adopted by the NAT9 --PY applying the principle of divide et impera. A
Powers on the question of the French military base
classic example is provided by the Cameroons, where
at Bizerta during the third special session of the
th~ British and French colonizers joined forced to
General Assembly. To justify this position, it was
prbnlote the Balkanization of Africa.
even found necessary in the United States to develop
170. One could give virtually endless examples of the
a supporting ideological argument.
ways in which the colonial Powers try to frustrate the
162. In a collection entitled The Idea of Colonialimplementation of the principles set forth in the
ism,.Y we find it frankly stated that "Only the most
resolution adopted at the fifteenth session of the Gennaive idealist believes that, at this time of world
eral Assembly, but I do not wish to take up our time
crisis, the metropolitan nations could afford to with- . by citing examples at length.
draw" from their colonies.
171. Since the raising by the General Assembly, at
163. We 9.11 remember that President de Gaulle adthe Soviet Union's request, of the question of the final
vanced the same ideological argument when he refused
liqUidation of the colonial system, sufficient time has
to evacuate the Bizerta base.
elapsed for us to understand clearly the real intentions
of the various Governments in regard to one of
164. Another method of the colonizing Powersthe
most'important
problems of our age. Sufficient
aptly termed nee-colonialism-is to grant a semblance
time
'nas
likewise
elapsed
for us to draw the major
of independence to a colony or Trust Territory while
from
the
different
positions adopted.
'
conclusions
at the same time paralysing the hewly. independent...
country by means of secret economic and military
172. The first conclusion we must draw is that, or.
agreements.
.'
"
the issue of colonialism, there is no neutrality. One
165. It cannot be repeated too often that political
may advocate the liquidation or the retention of the
independence does not mean economic indept:mdence,
colonial system, but one must take a stand. The acbut is merely a first step in that direction. By retaintions of the colonial Powers and their allies, however
ing their economic position the colonialists have in
they may be embellished by misleading commentary,
their hands a certain political power, and they will
show that they take a stand for the retention of the
use this power, sooner or later to trample on the incolonial system. In abstaining in the vote on the
dependence which they granted under constraint.
Declaration in 1960, they in fact cast a negative vote,
and that is how the majority of the Assembly inter166. A number of the neWly independent states are
preted their abstention. A year has since passed, and
still economically dependent on the former metropolit
is now time to lift the mask.
itan country, and more than one of them has been
obliged, before obtaining independence, to enter into
173. Another conclusion, which nobody can ignore,
secret military agreements. We all know that in the
stems from the fact that the total and final liquidation
case of the French Cameroons and Western Samoa, , of the colonial system is now an integral question
for instance, the question of secret agreements gave
which cannot be subdivided. We know, for one thing,
rise to lengthy debates in the General Assembly, dethat the methods and tactics of the colonial Powers
bates which lasted several years.
are based on an integral objective and an integral
We also know that the strategic aims of the
policy.
167. Nee-colonialism is one of the gl'eatest enemies
colonialists extend far beyond the frontiers of t~e
of the newly independent States. As a symptom, howcolonies and Trust Territories. The colorlial Powers
ever, it is not of very recent origin. I know that there
propose
to use the African colonies as mi'dtary bases
are representatives in this hall who do not like to hear
against
Europe, and to use the military bases as a
the l~llme of Lenin, especially because he wa13 the most
means of terroriZing the indigenous peoples. The
islandS of the Pacific are not part of Asia, yet they
Jj The Foreign Policy Research Institute, University of Pennsylvania,
function as military bases in the war plans against
The Idea of Colonialism, New York, Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 1958,
chap. 2: "Problems in Perspective". by Stefan T. Possony, p. 33.
Asia or Europe.
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174. The drive to liquidate the colonial system if)
therefore not the affair of any .one continent or group
of countries and is not an issue of the "cold war",
even jJ the question is raised by one major Power to
the distaste of another major Power.
175. No, the problem of liquidating the colonial system is not a "cold war" problem; but it is, indeed,
part of the problem of "war or peace". It is part 'of
this problem because, as we must realize, while we
are discussing here the question of abolishing the colonial system, real wars -are going on nearly everywhere in the colonies. It is part of this problem because, if we put an end to colonialism, we shall be
doing away with one of the' principal causes of war.
It is part of this problem because the foreign bases
in the colonial territories represent an important
factor ~n present international tension.
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176. The social system and political principles of the
socialist countries make these countries anti-colonialist and firm allies of the neWly independent States.
That is why the colonialists have established, as a
double-edged weapon, the bases in Kenya and elsewhere
which I have mentioned. One edge of the weapon is
to be used for the perpetuation of colonialism, the
other for aggression against the socialist system. It
follows logically, therefore, that it is precisely in
order to prevent a "hot war", and because there can
be no neutrality on the question of colonialism, that·
all Governments must not only decide wh~ther they
are for or against colonialism but draw the necessary
conclusions regarding all problems related to colonialism.
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177. What is involved here, I think, is not the demand
of any particular delegation but rather the very logic
of events. When events occur, we all react to them
by voting or acting in a certain manner; but some
events can and should be induced by us, just as we
can and should take deliberate steps to avert others.
178. The third and last conclusion is the following•.
The experience gained since the founding of the United
Nations, and particularly during the last few years,
shows more and more clearly that those who oppose
the liquidation of colonialism are precisely those who
stimulate world tens.ion, who in Professor Kissinger's
book that I mentioned are c~l1ed "the status quo
Powers" , who are opposed to progress and are in
favour of social stagnation. As Professor Kissinger
says, "A status quo power always has difficulty in
coming to grips with a revolutionary period".
179•. Now, whether or not it pleases certain quarters,
one. of the characteristic features of our time is that
it is a revolutionary period. And this is not a matter
of opinion but an objectivo lesson drawn from the
events of our day.
180. The revolutionary process which the breakdown
of the' colonial system represents for the history of
mankind cannot be stopped. Those who wish to obstruct it may make the final 'solution more difficult,
more complicated and doubtless more costly in
human life, but they 0annot check the pro.cess itself.
The chairman of the Hungarian delegation at the
Fifteenth session of the General Assemly, Mr. Janos
K~dar, aptly declared:
"The foundations of the colonial system have been
shaken so much that any attempt at obstructing the
progress of liberation .will not stop but accelerate
it." [883rd meeting, paragraph 30.]
--"- '' - '--'.:-...~
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181. The Charter makes it incumbent on the United
Nations to encourage the process of the liberation of
colonial peoples. If tile world Organization works out
the ways and means' of a peaceful solution, it will
render an immense s,~rvice not only to the peoples
living under colonial oppression but also to the colonial Powers themselves.
182. The important Declaration on the independence
of colonial peoples adopted at the fifteenth session of
the General Assembly raised the hopes of millions of
oppressed people. We must not allow these people to
feel that the United Nations has deceived them. We
must not allow the Declaration to be no more than a
scrap of paper. The colonial peopl~s hope that this
declaration of principle will be followed by appropriate action. They hope that we shall reply unequivocally
to the question: "When and how will the United Nations
assist in our liberation?".
183. The Hungarian delegation 'Supports the draft
resolution submitted by the Soviet Union [A/L.355]
precisely because it gives, to these questions a clear
and definite reply.
. Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair.

184. Mr. LIU Chieh (China): A year ago the General Assembly adopted the resolution containing the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonid
countries and peoples [1514 (XV)] which was sponsored
by an unprecedented number of delegations from
Africa and Asia. That Declaration was a fitting testament of a historic session, which saw the simultaneous
admission of no less than seventeen Members who had
newly attained the status of full nationhood. It was an
emphatic reaffirmation of the ~eat principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, and
marked the culmination of a series of Assembly resolutions, relating to equal rights and self-determination
of peoples. Before we discuss the problem of implementation, I think it would be well to examine anew
the role of the United Nations-in relation to this most
complex and explosive issue of modern times.
185. At San Francisco, the architects· of the U~ited
Nations were among the first to feel the wind of change
and devoted no less than three Chapters in the
Charter to the problem of dependent peoples. These
Chapters deal specifically with the promotion of
progressive development towards self-government or
independence. For the first time, the well-being of the
dependent peoples was made a matter of international
concern, and the Administering Powers volUIltarily
accepted the obligation of promoting, to the utmost,
the educational,. social~ economic and political advancement of the inhabitants. It was established beyond all question that the interests of the inhabitants
were paramount and that the J;ight of the people in
determining their own destinies was unchallengeable.
186. In the intervening years, the basic objectives of
the Charter provisions have been vigorously pursued
by the United Nations Trusteeship Council and the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories, and have bee:) stressed again and again
by resolutions adopted by the General Assembly at
successive sessions. Thus, under the impetus given
by the Charter, the process of decolonization has been
accelerated. In this process the valiant efforts of the
peoples concerned and the, c<;>-operation of the Administering Authorities pave been essential factors,
but the role of the United Nations in giving encouragement and assistance cannot.be denied or overlooked.
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The result is that in the short span of fifteen years,
more than thirty formerly dependent Territories have
becoIlle independent nations, and a few more are well
on the way to sovereign statehood. The number of
people in dependent Territories has decreased from
215 million to about only 50 million. If we include the
areas in Asia that were parts of the British Empire,
the ratio would be even more impressive. Surely,
in no other fields of its manifold activities can the
United Nations boast of greater achievements or derive a greater measure of satisfaction.

1956 in Hungary to be cOlivinced that the so-called
"People's Democracies" are but camouflaged Soviet
colonies. Today Soviet colonization has extended to
Outer Mongolia, North Korea and North Viet-Nam in
Asia, and is seeking new pastures in Africa as well
as Latin America.

190. This very brief survey of Soviet imperialism
is intended only to point up one fact. That is, while the
'colonialism of the Western Powers is being rapidly
brought to an end, it is being replaced by a new form
of colonialism more embracing in scope and more
187 r In the light of what I have said, the resolution
brutal in its methods. Allow me to quote from an
adopted last year, important as it is, constitutes but a
Asian stateman in support of my thesis:
reaffirmation of the principles and ideals already
"There is another form of colonialism, however.,
embodied in the Charter. Th~ Declaration, howeve:r.,
about
which many of us represented here are perhaps
is nevertheless highly significant in that it calls atless
clear
in our minds and to which some of us
tention to the hard struggle that still lies ahead in the
would
perhaps
not agree to apply the term of coloprocess of human liberation. The preamble to that
nialism at all. Think, for example, of these satellite
resolution solemnly proclaims the necessity of bringstates under communist domination in Central and
ing to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in
Eastern Europe-of Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria,
all its forms and manifestations. The operative part
Albania,
Czechoslovakia, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia
declares that the subjection of peoples to alien subAre not these colonies as much as any
and
Poland.
jugation, domination and exploitation constitutes the
of the colonial territories in Africa or Asia? And if
denial of fundamental human rights, is contrary to the
we
are united in our opposition to colonialism,
Charter of the United Nations and is an impediment
it not be our duty openly to declar our opshould
to the promotion of world peace and co-operation.
position to Soviet colonialism as much as to Western
188. Many speakers on this rostrum. refer to ('010imperialism? "
nialism as if it consisted only in the Gnntl'ol 'by the
These are the words of Sir John Kotelawala., formerly
Western Powers over their over~\eas terl'~torie)n in
Prime Minister of Ceylon, when he sp(Jike at the
Asia and Africa. Little has been said of the overland
Bandung Conference in 1955. Much has been heard
expansion of Soviet imperialism by which non-Russian
in
this hall in past years about the spirit of Bandung,
populations have been forcibly annexed, exploited,
but
I think these words of an Asian leader pronounced
enslaved and sometimes annihilated. Mr. Khrushchev
six
years
ago have gained poignancy today when we are
of the Soviet Union in his speech before the General
faced
with
the urgency of the colonial probh~m.
Assembly at the fifteenth session described colonialism in Tsarist Rusl~ia in these terms:
191. One may well ask why the Soviet Union, while
demanding
the immediate liberation of Wesltern colo"The Tsarist Government pursued in the bordernies,~ should seek at the same time to consolidate her
lands of Russia an e lsentially colonialist policy
control over the peoples in the communist captive
which differed little from what can be observed today
orbi.t. The answer lies in the teachings of 1[..enin who
in colonial countries. Uzbeks, Kazakhs, Tadzhiks
wrote:
and other non-Russian nationalities were scornfully_
called 'aliens 9. They were not considered human
"We, as Communists, must and will support the
beings and were ruthlessly exploited. National difbourgeois emancipation movements in colonial counferences, hatred and dissension were fomented betries when those movements have a real revolutween these nationalities, and the Tsarist Empire
tionary character and when the representatives of
was held together only by 11ayonets and oppression. "
those movements will not hinder us in educating and
[869th meeting, para. 207.]
organizing the peasants and the exploited masses in
the revolutionary spirit. n
189. It is not my intention to visit the sins of the
This line of action has been faithfully pursued by both
Tsars on the heads of the mtan of the Kremlin, nor do
Stalin and Khrushchev, because it fits into the comI wish to divert attention from the present-day situamunist strategy of promoting unrest and chaos in
tion to chapters of history. The significant fact is that
far from liberating them from Tsarist colonialism,
sensitive areas for the purpose of infiltration, subthe rulers of the Soviet Union have tightened their
version and ultimate conquest.
control over the non-Russian populations, notably the
192. Several distinguished delegates have declared
Ukrainians, Georgians, Azelrbaijani, and Armenians,
from
this rostrum that the present debate should n9t
even after these peoples ha.ve proclaimed their in- , be turned
into cold war propaganda. With thesEl sentidependence following the 1917 Revolution. During the
ments
I
heartily
agree, but I would be less than truthful
period of the Second World V{ar, the world witnessed
if
I
refrained
from
saying that the issue of colonialism
helplessly the forcible annexation of the Baltic States
has
been
used
by
the
communists as an effective weapon
of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, and also parts of
in
the
cold
war.
In
this connexion, I hope you will
other neighbouring countries" such as Finnish Karelia,
permit me to quote the distinguished President of
eastern Poland, Czechoslovak Carpatho-Ruthenia, Royour
great country. In a recent speech on the Outlook
manian Bessarabia and northern Bukovina and a porfor Africa before Chatham House, President Bourguiba
tion of East Prussia. The 'USSR emerged from the
had this to say:
war with the gain of 262,000 s:quare miles of territory
and 22 million more people. In reoent years, Soviet
" ••• At the present time the cold war centres
round decolonization, round independence. Thus,
colonialism has taken the form of setting up a numinsofar as the phenomenon of colonialism creates
ber of satellite States under the label of "People's
resentments and discontents, the cold war estabDemocracies"• One need only recall the events of
_ ' ~'_ _ ~ _ ,_ .c _
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lished itself in those regions, and the Communist
camp becomes the champion of the colonial peoples'
liberty ~nd independence. Obviously the Communists
who be(;ome the champions of independence do not
present themselves as Communists-as-such, but
they consider that independence is a necessary preliminary .state to bringing these people either into
a Communist system or under the influence of the
Communist Powers prior to satellization."
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193. I have ventured to 11Voke the view of an African
statesman only to support my contention that in our
desire to avoid involving this debate in cold war-clssues,
we must not blind ourselves "to the fact that the communists are using the slogans of colonial liberation
not only to intensify the cold war but also to further
their own grand design of. world domina~ion.
194. Turning to the draft resolutions now before the
General Assembly, '1 would t~~e this opportunity
briefly to state the position of my delegation. On the
question of Netherlands New Guinea, or West Irian,
ever since it was brought before the United Nations,
my delegation has maintained the opinion that no determination could be made'until the freely-expressed
wishes of the people were known. The proposal of
the Netherlands Government appe'ars to be in consonance with the principles inJhe Charter, in that the
interests of the inhabitants 'and the will of the people
are given primary consideration. The Netherlands
Government has announced its il.tention to yield its
sovereignty over that Territory. In the view of my
delegation, the United Nations should assume its international responsibility and proceed as soon as possible
to ascertain the wishes of the people. My delegation
will vote in favour of the Netherlands draft resolution [A/L.354].
195. The other draft resolution [A/L.357] before the
General Assembly, proposed by the Nigerian delegation, seeks to set a target date for the independenr,}e
of all African territories. In general, it is difficult
to set a uniform rule for various territories, especially in view of the report!QI by the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories, which,
. after a thorough survey last year of the progress in
Non-Self-Governing Territories, drew the Assembly's
attention to the wide diversity of conditions in the
territories. However, the target date of 1970 is proposed by an African representative and has been
found acceptable to those countries immediately concerned. My delegation is therefore prepared to vote
in favour of the draft resolution in the confident hope
that this peri6d of transition will encourage-the efforts
on the part of inhabitants and Administering Authorities
alike to speed up progress towards independence.
196. In conclusion, let me assure the President that
we of China are against colonialism in all forms,
irrespective of origin and without distinction as to
race, creed or colour. Indeed, the history of the
Republic of China throughout half a century has been
one of incessant struggle and resistance against
foreign domination, including our long conflict with
the forces of international communism. In the records
of the United Nations we have supported every resolution and every action on the side of freedom. My del&"'
gation is second to none in its desire to see the
historic Declaration of the General Assembly imple-

W Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifteenth Session,
futpplement No. 15.
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mented, so that colonialism in all its forms and
manifestations will' disappear from the earth. But we
strqngly urge that the General Assembly recognize
the danger of Soviet imperialism, that seeks to spread
its tentacles in all the areas where the old colonialism
is being eradicated. We are equally firm in our belief
that no implementation of this Declaration can be
complete until the right. of self-determination is exercised not only by the people now living in the NonBp-If-Governing Territories but also by all the captive
millions in communist-controlled lands, whose yearning for freedom can no longer be ignored by this
General Assembly if it is to fulfil its role as guardian
of peace and freedom •.
197. Mr. SCHURMANN (Netherlands): When the
Netherlands Government decided to make the proposals which are contained in our draft resolution
iA/L.354], it did so for two reasons. The first reason
was that, having voted in favour of resolution 1514 (XV)
at the fifteenth session of the Assembly, we felt in
honour bound to comply with its terms in respect of
the only remaining Non-Self-Governing Territory
under Netherlands administration-West New Guineaand therefore to take immediate steps to transfer
all powers to the people of the Territory, to ensure
that they can, by exercising the right of self-determination, freely determine their future political
status, and to recognize the important role the Unitl~d
Nations has to play in this development, as the resolution itself has it.
198. The second reason wes that we felt confident
that in pursuing the course set by the General Assembly, we would be'making the best possible contribution
towards the peaceful transition of West New Guinea
from dependence to complete self-government, which
would also bring about the settlement of our longlasting dispute with Indonesia.
199. It was' for this second reason that the Netherlands Minister for Foreign Affairs, when he made his
two statements-first, in the general debate [1016th
meeting] and later on, during the discussion of this
item [1049th meeting]-carefully avoided making any
refe.rences to the past which might have sounded unpleasant, or even controversial, in Indonesian ears.
and that he concentrated his attention on the future
of the Territory when the main stumbling block fOr
Indonesia-namely, the Netherlands presence in West
New Guinea-would be removed.
200. We had hoped that this prudence and this moderation would be met by Indonesia in an equal spirit of
co-operation. To our greRt regret, however, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Indonesia ignored the
hand we held out ~o him, and to the United Nations, and,
in the statement he made on 9 November [1050th
meeting] , instead of discussing our proposals in
reasonable terms, had recourse to reoriminations and
even to threats of violence.
201: It is true that the Indonesian Minister made a
fleeting reference t.o the possibility thJ.t a for:mula on
the questions .of self-determination and the authoritYi/
of the United Nations might be found, but it has beerf
made clear to us that the formula he had in mind was
that Indonesia should take over the administration
and would then-at some time in the far off futureallow the Papuans to "confirm" that they wished to
remain with Indonesia. Such a formula, it is obvious,
would make a mockery of the principle offree choice.
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202. In his statement, Mr. Subandrio repeated all the
old accusations and utterances of resentment we have,
unfortunately, heard only t90 often before in the gatherings of the United Nations; he then asserted his country's claim to incorporate Weat New Guinea without
any plebiscite; and finally he ended up by repeatedly
threatening niUitary action in the near future unless
we agreed to hand over West New Guinea and its
people at once to Indonesia.
203. Although we in the Netherlands have a list of
real grievances against Indonesia just as long as
their fictitious ones against us, I shall retrain from
mentioning them because we do not want to see a 'calm
and sensible discussion of the decolonizatfon of West
New Guinea diverted into a' squabble over past happenings which, in the present context; are irre l~want.
Nor do I intend to take up the distinguished Minister
for Foreign Affairs of Indonesia on what we can only
regard as unseemly threats, from which all Members
of the United Nations have, by signing the Charter,
undertaken to refrain.
204. The purpose of my intervention is merely to
comment, sine ira et studio, on the arguments adduced
by Indonesia in support of its contention that West
New Guinea is not at present a Non-Self-Governing
Territory under Netherlands administration, but that
it is part of the territory of the Republic of Indonesia
and that therefore we were not entitled to make the
proposals which we have made.

statement made! by Mr. Hatta on 11 July 1945-just
a few days before the Proclamation of Independenceconcerning the extent of the future Indonesia. It reads
as follows:
Itl baselt-said Mr. Hatta-"the frontiers of Indonesia on our previous claims. Our previous claims
went no further than Indonesia or the former Nether...
lands Indies and, on some occasions, when I was
present at Indonesian meetings, I have even wanted
to reduce that territory. The territory of Papua I
would like to leave to others. But if the Japanese
government"-Indonesia was, of course, at that time
occupied by Japan-"wishes to relinqUish Papua,
which formerly was under Netherlands rule, to Indonesia, I have no objection'to that, but 1 would not
wish to ask for it, and if the territory of Papua
could be exchanged for North Borneo 1 would have
no objection to that either, but, rather, I would be
grateful for it.It
Further on he said:
"Personally I am quite willing to state that I do
not bo'~her at all about Papua; that can be left to the
people of Papua themselvel? I recognize"-said
Mr. Ratta-"that the people of Papua too has the
right to become a free nation."
209. On page 212, Professor Yamingives Mr. Hatta's
summing up of his own views, where he quotes Mr.
Hatta as saying:

205. These arguments are: (1) that, when Dr. SukarnQ
and Dr. Hattaproclaimed the independence of Indonesia
on 17 August 1945, they acted not only in the name of
all Indonesians, but also in the name of the Papuans of
West New Guinea, and thereby exercised the right of
self-determination of the Papu~,ns on behalf of the
Papuans; (2) that Indonesia, being the successor
State to the Netherlands, should include all the territories which had formely formed part of the Netherland East Indies; and (3) that, under the terms of the
Charter of Transfer of Sovereignty dated 2 November
1949,l!J sovereignty over West New Guinea was
transferred by the Netherlands to the Republic of the
United States of Indonesia.. Let us take a quiet look at
these assertions.
206. With regard to the background to the Proclamaof Independence of 17 August 1945 and the intentions of its two signatories, I am fortunate in having
at my disposal a document of which the Indonesian
delegation cannot very well deny the authority, namely,
a book written by Profess~r Muhammad Yamin, the
eminent historian and statemen, who is a Cabinet
Minister and also a prominent member of the Indonesian delegation. That book-I have it here and it is
only the' first volume; there are two of them-is
called ~askahpersiapan undang-undailg dasar 1945,
which means "The preparing of the draft for the Con-,
stitution of 1945".
'

"My stand is: Netherlands Indies minus Papua, but
I would have no objection if the population of Malaya
should wish to join Indonesia." Previously, Mr.
Hatta had said-and this quotation is to be found on
pages 201-202 of the book:
"Only in respect of Papua I heard statements
yesterday which are rather disqUieting, because
they can create the impression abroad i:hatwewould
start by making claims which seem imperialistic.
Yesterday I heard the thesis that Malaya and Papua
should be asked to join the Indonesian fatherland
for strategic reasons. I am not a strategist, but in
connexion with what I have read about international
politics I understand that strategy does not stand
alone but is dependent on the political constellation
in the international world. Chamberlain, for instance, said that England's frontiers were notonthe
Channel but on the Rhine. If one continues this
thought, we would not be, content with Papua alone
but we would also have to claim the Solomon Islar..ds
and so on, up to the Pacific Ocean. Would we be able
to maintain such a large territory? Have we enough
strength to be able to rule such a great territory?"

tiOIi

207. In that very interestiag book, Professor Yamin
relates verbatim the discussions that were held between the leaders of thf: Indonesian independence
movement during the days immediately preceding the
Proclamation of Independence. I should like to read
to you, in translation of course, a few of the statements that were then made.
208. On page 203 of part I of his book, which was
published in 1959, Professor Yamin reproduces a
ill See United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 69 (1950), I, No. 894, p.
206.
"

I
I

I

t

Those were the words of Mr. Hatta just before the
Proclamation of Independence.
210. And what did Mr. Sukarno have to say on this
matter? We find his views quoted on pages 204 to 207
of Professor Yamin's book. This is what Mr. Sukarno
said:
.,"1 have never taken the view that Indonesia should
consist only of the former Netherlands Indies. Ne.ver
have I contended that Indonesia is no more than the
territory ruled by the Dutch. There was even a time
in my life when I cherished the thought of a PanIndonesia; a Pan-Indonesia which would include not
only Malaya and Papua but also the Philippines. But
i:he Philippines are free already and we must respect,
their sovereignty"

~-~
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".
-Mr. Sukarno then went Q1J. to say:
"Japan has asked us how !arge the territory of
Indonesia would have to be. I saYctherefore that I
agree with the Honourable Member Mr. Yamin that
we are not obliged, either on moral or on international grounds, to become h,eirt-> of the Dutch."
• I'

;)

211. Now comes a very significant passage of what
Mr. Sukarno said at that time:
"As to Papua, I do not know the desires of the
people of Papua, but I am willing to assume that the
people of Papua has as yet no understanding of
politics" .
He then went on to say:
"We are not the heirs of the Dutch"-I repeat, we
are not the heirs of the Dutch-"We will not negotiate with the Dutch or with the British, but we will
talk with Japan and Japan will decide what the territory of Indonesia will be".
212. I would be tempted to quote more from this
most fascinating book, but the ':'lotations I have made
suffice to prove that of the two Indonesian leaders who
proclaimed Indonesian independence, Mr. Sukarno and
Mr. Hatta, Mr. Hatta held the view that Papua-and,
by the way, he and Mr. Sukarno, both used the word
"Papua" which appa.rently was not considered insulting
at that time, as Mr. Sukarno would have us believe it
is now considered-I repeat that Mr. Hatta. held the
view that Papua should be left to the people of that
. ';I'erritory themselves, and that it should n.ot be included in Indonesia because that would seem imperialistic. He would rather have North Borneo, he
said. And Mr. Sukarno said that Indonesia should not
consider itself the successor to the Netherlands East
Indies, that he did not know the desires of the Papuan
people, who' di.d not understand politics anyway, and
that it was up to Japan to determine Indonesia's
frontiers.
213. Now I ask the President~ how can one reconcile
these statements with the as,sertion that> is now being
made by Indonesia that West New Guinea is a natural
part of Indonesia, that its inhabitants are Indonesians,
and that Mr. Sukarno and Mr. Hatta proclaimed independence on their behalf? As I have pointed out before in meetings durng this s~ssion of the General
Assembly, at the time of its proclamation of independence, on 17 August 1945, Indonesia had been for
three years, and still was, occupied by Japan, whereas
New Guinea had remained largely under Netherlands
administration. Thel'e was naturally no communication
between the two and it was therefore only natural and
perfectly understandable, that Mr. Sukarno should say
that he did not know what the desires of the Papuans
were.
214~ There remains, then, only the argument that
West New Guinea was transferred to Indonesia under
the terms of the Charter of Transfer of Sovereigntya treaty, by the way, which Indonesia has unilaterally
rescinded and which would therefore seem to beto say the least-a curious document \)n which to base
vne's claim. Now,' article 2 of that Charter states
that:

"in view of the fact that it has not yet been possible
to reconcile the views of the parties on New Guinea,
which ~emain therefore in disP}lte"
It then goes on to enumerate five other reasons, one
amcng them being

"in view of the limited research that has been
undertaken and completed with respect to the problems involved in the question of New Guinean
Th~re, again, th~t tallies with what Mr. Sukarno saidthat they did not know enough about it at the time.
The article c<mtinues:
"

" . • . it is "l'e\~ided
"that the' st'atus quo of the residency of New
Guinea shall be maintaine,d with the stipulation that
within a year from the date of transfer of sovereignty
to the Republic of the United States of Indonesia the
question of the political status of New Guinea be determined through negotiations between the Republic
of the United ~St~tes of Indonesia and the Kingdom of
the Netherlands".
215. The decision therefore was that in regard to
New Guinea, the status quo was maintained. Now, what
was that status quo? In an exchange ofletters between
the parties, dated 2 November 1949, it was laid down
that:
"The clause in article 2 of the Draft Charter of
TranF>fer of Sovereignty reading: the statUs qUO of
the residency of New Guinea shall be maintained
means: through continuing under the Government of
the Netherlands".
216. In the minutes of the Round Table Conference
it is stated that it was agreed that the proviso that
the status quo of New Guinea was to be maintained
meant tpat the Territory would remain "under Netherlands sovereignty". That sovereignty over West New
Guinea was not transferred to Indonesia, and that it
was not even taken for granted that it would be trans~
ferred to Indonesia appears from a note to one of the
other agreements signed ~t the Roulld Table Conference, which reads as follows:
"None of the provisions in this agreement shall
apply to the nationality of the inhabitants" of the
l'esidency· of New Guinea in case the sovereignty over
·this territory is not transferred to the Republic of
the United States of Indonesia" .!Y
.:" \

217. In keeping with the agreement that had been
made at the 'Round Table Confenmce, the Netherlands
negotiated with Indonesia, not for one, but for two
years. It negoitatedabout a solution to the problem
of New Guinea. All our proposals were rejected and
Indonesia insisted that we should transfer sovereignty
over West New Guinea to Indonesia. It was only at the
end of 1951-two years later..J~that Indonesia SUddenly
took up a new position, namely, 'that sovereignty had
already been transferred to it. On that new inter.pre t.aiion of the agreements, we offered to ask forand fo abide by-the decision of the International
Court of Justice. Indonesia refused to do so and has
since then steadfastly adhered to this refusal.
218. Meanwhile, however, the General Assembly itself decided this question. On 29 June 1950, the permanent representative of the Netherlands informed
the Secretary-General of the United Nations tba1U1the
Government of the Netherlands would no longer present
a report pursuant to Article 73 e of the Charter of
Indonesia since sovereignty over Indonesia, with the
exception of the Netherlands New Guinea, had been
transferred to the Republic of the United States of
Indonesia.

1Y Ibid.
ill See Official

Records of the General Assembly. Fifth Session~
Annexes. agenda item 34J document A/1302/Rev.l.
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219. And on 12 December 1950 the General Assembly
adopted a resolution, proposed by the delegation of
India-resolution 448 (V)-which reads as followf):
"The General Assembly,
"
•••
"Noting, the communication dated 29 June 1950
from the Government of the Netherlands in which it
is stated that the Netherlands will no longerpresent
a report pursuant to Article 73 e on Indonesia with
the eX0eption of West New Guinea,
"1. Takes note with satisfaction of the communication of the Government of the Netherlands with reference to the cessation of the ,transmission of information on Indonesia;
"2. Requests the Special Committee on Information
transmited under Article 73 e of the Charter to
examine such information as may be transmitted in
future to the Secretary-General in pursuance of
General Assembly resolution 222 (Ill), and to report
thereon to the General Assembly".
220. Now, if sovereignty over West New Guinea had
already been transferred to Indonesia, or even if
Indonesia merely thought that sovereignty had been
transferred to Indonesia, Indonesia would of course
have made a violent protest against this recognition
of West New Gui:;ea as being Wider Netherlands administration and to be reported on by the Netherlands.
221. But 10 and behold! The resolution was adopted,
with 41 votes in favour and 8 abstentions. And what
did Indonesia do? It voted in favour of the resolution,
and the record mentions that the Indonesian representative in the Fourth Committee, Mr. Tajipnapis,
"expressed his delegation's gratitude to the Indian
deiegation for its initiative of presenting the draft
resolution, and to the Fourth Committee for approving
it" . ill
222. And when the Netherlands submitted its first
report .In West New Guinea and this report was discussed inthe Fourth Committee., Indonesia again raised
no objection.
~.
223. It was not until the next report was submittedwhen Indonesia had, meanwhile, thought up the idea
of a different interpretation of the Charter of Transfer
of Sovereignty; it was not until then-that Indonesia
protested. Nevertheless, althoug:t the Netherlands has
submitted reports on West New Guinea for twelve
years now, Indonesia has nevel' submitted a draft
resolution to the effect that this reporting should
cease, and for twelve years the Ccmmittee on Information and the Fourth Committee h~ve accepted the
Dutch reports and have discussed them at length.
224. Consequently, as the General Assembly decided-back in 1950-that Netherlands NewGuineawas
a Non-Self..,Governing Territory under Netherlands
adn:;inistration and has acted accordingly in respect
of twelve yearly reports on that Territory, Indonesia
cannot reverse that dec:i:;ion, except by a judgement
of the International Court of Justice, which it has
refused-and which it still refuses-to elicit.
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tegrity of a country is incompatible with the purposes
and principles of the Charter of the United Nations n •
That is a principle of which we approve, and in the
Congo question we have consistently upheld that the
province of Katanga, which formed part of the Re- ,
public of the Congo at the time of its emergence and
recognition as a national entity, should not be separated
from it.
226. West New Guinea, however, never formed part
either of the Republic of the United States of Indonesia
or the Republic of Indonesia, as it now is. The application of the principle in the present case means,
not that Indonesia should be aUclwed to incorporate in
its territory a country which does not belong to italthough the population remains, of course, entitled
to decide whether it wishes to join Indonesia-but, in
this case, on the contrary, it means that the national
unity and territorial integrity of West New Guinea
should be respected, not only by the Netherlands but
also by Indonesia.
227. This being so, it follows that there can be not
the slightest doubt that the Netherlands was legally
entitled to make the proposals which we have made
concerning the Non-S\~lf-Govern~ngTerritory of West
New Guinea under Netherlands administration.
228. Therefore, the only question that the Assembly
must now decide is whether these legitimate proposals
are sound and reasonable and in line with the policies
in respect of Non-Self-Governing Territories laid down
by the Charter and by the vari0us resolutions on the
subject, which our Foreign Minister analysed in his
intervention on 8 November. Our plan is simple and
unambiguous. If adopted, it will mean: (1) that we will
transfer sovereignty over West New Guinea to the
people of the Territory at the earliest possible moment
when the' United Nations says that we can do so; (2)
that the Papuan people will be allowed to exercise its
right to determine its own future, by voting either for
integration with Indonesia or for any other political
status, as soon as a plebiscite can be held by the
United Nations; (3) that the United Nations will assist
the Papuan people to carry out the administration of
the Territory during the interim period between our
withdrawal and the l.lolding of the Plebiscite; (4) that
all Duf ~h military as well as civilian personnel will be
withdrawn, unless the United Nations specifically requests some of them to stay on temporarily; (5) that
the Netherlands will continue to pay for the administration on the basis of its present contribution even after-'-" '..'
our withdrawal; and (6) that the initial measure should
be the sending of a United Nations fact-finding commission to West New Guinea to report on the situation
and on the practical feasibility of our plan.
229. I do not think that anyone could design a plan
more strictly in accordance with the relevantAssembly resolutions. If such a plan can be designed, then we
are certainly Willing to consider it.

230. One of the particulars of our plan is that the
on1y immediately effective decision it requests the
Members of the General Assembly to take is that a
commision should be appointed to go to West N~W
225. When we voted for resolution 1514 (XV) last year,
Guinea and to report back to the next Assembly. It
we also approved with our vote paragraph 6 of the
is only next year that the final decision on our plan
Declaration contained in that resolution, stating that:
will have to be made...."and at that time the making of
rr Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disthat decision will be facilitated by the fact that the
ruption 9f the natio~al wtity 3:nd tile territorial in-Assembly will then have before it an impartial report
W Official Records of the Gen~ral Assembly, Fifth Session, Fourth
and will, consequ~ntl~, be able to decide with full
Committee, 190th meeting, para. 18.
knowledge of the SItuation•
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231. We have sincerely done our best. I hope that

my fellow !'2presentatives will judge our proposals
with the same sincerity. Inparticular, it is our fervent
hope that Indonesia will yet become convinced that
the best solution is to assist the United Nations in
eliminating colonialism from West New Guinea in an
honourable, an orderly and a peaceful way on the basis
of self-determination.
232. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call upon the representative of Indonesia, who wishes
to speak briefly in exercise of his right of reply.
233. Mr. SUBANDRIO (Indonesia): In asking for the
floor, I am fully conscious of the late hour, so I
promise the ::!resident that I will be brief and I certainly will not give immediate replies on the statement
made either by the representative of Australia or by
the representative of the Netherlands.
234. We in Indonesia are also uuhappy about this
problem. No one, I think, is enjoying this problem in
Indonesia, because it affects our whole national life,
more perhaps than it may affect the national life of
the Netherlands or of Australia. We also wish to get
rid of this problem; and we know that, if we wish to
get rid of this problem, it is not in order to be victorious over the Netherlands-it is certainly not in
order to affront or offend our close neighbour and
friend, Australia.
I

235. We also want what the representative of the

Netherlands proposed: to achieve an honourable settlement of this problem. I think I made it clear, my
Government made it clear and my President made it
clear, that we want to settle this problem on the basis
of a normalization of our future friendship and cooperation with the Netherla~ds. By achi~ving this, we
are fully conscious that it should not be settled on the
Indonesian terms and that, on the other hand, it should
not be settled on the terms of the Netherlands either.
236. What is bedevilling this problem? It is, in. essence, the irreconcilable attitude of the Netherlands
towards Indonesian independence. If, perhaps, there
were no West Irian problem the Netherlands would
still invent something-some obstacle-if only to
harass Indonesia, to humiliate Indonesia, to separat~'.
Indonesia, because before the secession, before the
separation, there was a proclamation of the Republic
of South Moluccas inspired by the Netherlands, and the
leaders are today still living in the Netherlands.
-237-~-- It is against this- backgrotrntl-that-the problem'
of West Irian must be studied and scrutinized on the
basis of the irreconcilable attitude of the Netherlands
towards Indonesian independence.
238. I myself will certainly make a statement and
also give detailed information to this Assembly on the
position-geographical and ethnological-ofWest Irian.
The representative of the Netherlands has quoted some
phrases from Professor Yamin's book. I know of the
existence of that book, but I would remind him that
they were private discussions before'the proclamation
of independellce which were published by Professor
Yamin and that after 17 August, a delegation from
West Irian came to Djakarta, formally to confirm its
adherence to the Republic of Indonesia.

239. However, I would like the representative of the

Netherlr~nds to make some corrections in the trans-

lation, because I, too, know the sentences he has
quoted. There are, perhaps, some which are incorrectly trnnslated which might change the whole mean-
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ing, and I think that perhaps Professor Yamin can
help him in that translation.
240. Though we may differ and disagree in national
or international questions, I think that we may call
upon Professor Yamin and put him at the disposal of
the Netherlands delegation to make the translation of
the phrases just mentioned b~' the representative of
the Netherlands.
241. I must ask the President's indulgence for a few
minutes. I want to refer to the statement made by the
representative of Australia. Australia and Indonesia
are close neighbours. In this present world, we have
no differences of principle with Australia. I do not
think that Australia has any ambitions for territorial
aggrandizement. Nor has Indonesia any expansionist
ambition. We do not need that. We have ample teritory-exploited and unexploited-·~he. same as Australia. So we have no fear of that country.
242. As far as social systems are concerned, Australia has its own social system and we have ours.
We do not want to export our social system, nor does
Australia want to export its own. So we have no differences of principle with Australia. Thus, there is
fertile ground, a fertile common base on which we can,
I think, co-operate. I think that Australia will certainly realize, too, that the security of Indonesia is
the security of Australia. That is true in all fields.
In the political and economic fields, we can cooperate and give assistance to each other~ If there
is a difference at the present time, I do not even view
it from the point of view of racial differences. It is
only, be cause the historical backgro1,lnds are diffe rent,
which means that for the time being we may have
diff~rences in outlook, either domestic or in foreign
affairs.
243. In saying this, I would remind the representative
of Australia how much he too cherishes West New
Guinea, because it is close to Australia. I would remind him that the territory of the Indonesian Republic is closer to Australia. Timor is closer. Timor
is just 100 miles from Darwin-even closer, I th\nk,
thal} the closest poipt of New Guinea to Australia.
In addition, I would remind him that he should take
into consideration the fact that 90 million Indonesians
liVing as an umbrella north of Australia are p~r
haps also of importance for Australia. Without
underrating its affections or the course of past relations, relations with the Netherlands, not underl'a.tingaHthat't .Ice-would 'Temind~hiIIf=tifat'TLl9:ndonesia-"
the 90 million people who are living as an umbrella
above Australia-to tha North of Australia-think they
are very important to Australia in all respects.
244. The representative of Australia also referred
to the historical background and geographicalposJtion
of East Trian, on which I am not competent'to comment. I would like to make some comments about the
population of West Irian, which is closely associated
with Indonesia. In that, he is wrong in saying that those
peoples have no affiliation or contact with the outside
worId. The mere fact that immediately after the proclamation of independence, a delegation from West
Irian-and I mention the name of Mr. J ouwe and Mr.
Papare-presented a letter to our President to confirm
ill writing its inclusion in the territory of the Republic, is enough to show that they also had political
consciousness at that time. Mote than that, they even
asked not to be separated' from the Republic of Indoneoia, not to be amputated from the Republic of Indo- .
nesia. But why, too, is West Irian- coming into contact
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with the outside world? Because of us, West lrian is
the shrine, the symbol of our fl'eedom. Why? Because '
in West Irian there is the place-the concentration
camp of Boven n,gul-where Indonesians who are
struggling for thei:r independence are incarcerated.
Before the war it was the most notorious concentration camp, the largest concentration camp in that
region, to which not only Indonesians from Java, but
from other territories were exiled. Today Indonesians
from West Irian are put into that same concentration
camp, which is still in operation.
245. It is for that reason, too, that West Irian is a
shrine, a symbol, of the struggle for independence.
For that reason, whatever m.ay be the judgement of
this Assembly as to the merits or demerits of Indonesian's claims, nobody can deny. that West Irian
has ties with Indonesia, that West Irian has ties with
the Indonesian Proclamation of Independence, and
that West Irian is, too, a certain problem in the
Netherlands-Indonesian dispute.
246. So, regarding the principle of self-determina..
tion, which has been advocated so since;rsly and
genuinely by the representative of Australiti., I would
invite him to compete with Indonesia in the implementation of, and devotion to, this principle of se Ifdetermination. We have given more than half a million of our lives, of our sons, for this problem-more,
perhaps, than Australia 'lost in two world wars. So
we do not need to be educated in this question of selfdetermination. We fought for it. It is due, I thinlt, to
our struggle, together with those of other peoples,
tha~ there emerged resolution 1514 (XV). Certainly,
without that struggle without the sacrifice of more
than half a million Indonesians, this resolution would
not have merged in the Assembly. We have made our
contribution. So, in this Respect we are in favour of,
we are devoted to, this principle of self-determination.
To amputate the territory of other nations is only to
abuse this pririciple of self-determination.
247. I would like just one more minute to speak about
the use of force. It is true, as has been said this after- ~
noon, that we,-President Sukarno and l-prqmised not
to use force in the solution of the West Irian problem.
248. That is true, and I think we will still keep that
promise if, of course, the problem of West Irian is
still the subject of confliot between the Netherlands
and Indonesia. But if the Netherlands were not conspir'ingand using every effort to make the amputation,
to make the secession a fait accompli, then there would
be no conflict between the Netherlands and us. And
nobody, as has just been explained by the representative of the Netherlands, can deny that West New Guinea
is a dispute between the Netherlands and Indonesia.
Can this dispute between Indonesia and the Netherlands be removed by granting independence to West
Irian? Irrespective of the merits or demerits of the
respective pleas, there is still a dispute.
249. As we promised before, if this i13 still a dispute
between the Netherlands and us we will not use force.
But as soon as they proclaim their independence there
is no alternative for us; we did the same when the
Republic of South Moluccas was proclaimed on the
conspiracy, inspiration and instignation of the Netherlands. Then also we used force, because they proclaimed independence there.
250. In the case of the separatist movement, also
inspired by the Netherlands, we have not yet used

force because we can settle it in a political way. It has
not yet been proclaimed, this separatism. So that is
our position: we will not use force as long as it is
a conflict between the Netherlands and Indonesia. We
are asking, even recommending, bilateral negotia- ,
tions to the United Nations. This is our position and
I think it would be that of any other oountry whose
territory or part of whose territory had been occupied
by force .• We maintain that West Irian has been occupied by force; if we had been. strong enough at the
time I think we would have e3ected the Netherlands
then.
251. But all right, the balance of power is such that
we have to accept that the Netherlands is occupying
by force that part of Indonesia. They tried to do it with
other parts, with Ambon, with the Celebes, but we
managed to use our own strength then. It was only in
West Irian that we were much weaker or generally
defenceless. It is for this reason that we did not reoccupy this Territory by force and that for twelve
years we asked them for negotiations to settle this
problem.
252. I am very much interested that the representative of Australia said that this problem cannot be
solved bilaterally. Does he really mean that this
problem can be solved unilaterally, without Indonesia?
Does he really mean, taking the happiness of the people
of West Irian into consideration, that he can solve this
problem without the co-operative spirit of Indonesia?
I think even the people there would be unhappy.
253. Of course, if the representative of Australia is
saying that there are people there asking for independence, total independence, that is true. After ten
years of colonial occupation there are some people in
the Territory saying: "We want independence; we want
to be President; we want to be Vice-President." That
is true. But as I said before, that is not typical of Asia
or Africa only. We can d/.) the same as European coun...
tries, as th~y did duri~g the German occupation
period.
254. But on the other hand, I want to draw the As...
sembly's attention to the fact that there are numerous
leaders now expelled from West Irian to our territory.
They were imprisoned, they suffered hardships and
everybody knows that in the struggle for freedom the
leaders who do not co-operate with the colonial people
or the colonial Administration are the real leaders,
and they will be chosen as the real lef.!ders. It is a
law; we have seen it in Asia and Africa and everywhere.
For this reason, this matter also requires most ur'"
gent consideration. It is explosive, i.ndeed, because
recently in particular the Netherlands has from that
Territory expelled more than 2,000 persons-more
than 2,000 in only two months-who disagree with the
Netherlands policy.
·255. The Netherlands is already setting up a flag
there; the Netherlands is introducing a national anthem
there. Is that the principle of the right of self-determination? Is that in accordance with what the representative 6f the Netherlands said about having no ob...
jection if these people chose to associate themselves
with Indonesia? It is for this reason that, in our
opinion, this draft resolution [A/L.354] is merely designed to make secession, separatism, a fait accompli.
In that case, you cannot expect that Indonesia will just
wait for further negotiations with the Netherlands.
The meeting rose at 'l'.2~ p.m.
nOD1-November 1962-2,17
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Assistance to Africa (continued)*
(9) A United Nations programme for indepe~dence
51. Mr. KIZYA (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic)
(translated from Russian): On 14 December 1960 the
historic Declaration on the 'granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples was adopted [resolution 1514 (XV)]. It was with emotion and gladness
that the world welcomed the appearance ef a declaration which proclaimed freedom, human rights and
social and national renewal for enslaved peoples.
52. In approving the Declaration, the General Assembly passed sentence of death on the shameful system
of colonialism. On that occasion, only nine hands
were not raised along with the others. Only nine delegations did not share in the general feeling of solemn
triumph. Eight of the nine represented Powers which
still exercise colonial domination over eighty-eight
enslaved countries.
53. Thera is an Mrican proverb which says that the
world rests on three pillars: the first pillar is yesterday, the second is today and the third is tomorrow.
Today mankind is leaving the past and heading into
the future. People are learning lessons from the past
in order to build a better tomorrow-the long-Iookedfor future where no man is oppressed by another and
no peoples are dominated by others. But those few
who, for tens and hundreds of years, have been accustomed to erect their prosperity upon the exploitation
of other countries and peoples prefer to live in the
past. They dislike today, and look with terror on
tomorrow.
,

I

54. It is impossible to conceal the deplorable fact
that for many long years the United Nations in effect
stood aside from the national-liberation struggle
going forward in Mrica, Oceania and Latin America.
55. Our United Nations ship lay at anchor alongside
the East River, afraid to sail out on to the stormy
waters of the national-liberation movements. It was
only at the fifteenth session of the General Assembly
[869th meeting] that the United Nations, on the proposal of the Chairman of the Council of Ministers
of the USSR, Nikita Serg6&vich Khrushchev, took a
new line and proclaimed "the necessity of bringing
to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all
its forms and manifestations".
56. The initiative taken by the Soviet Union in proposing that the General Assembly adopt the historic
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples was evidence of the policy of
consistent collaboration and assistance offered by
the socialist countries to the peoples that are defending their right to freedom. This collaboration, this
brotherly aid given to people fighting for emancipation
and justice has always been, still is and will continue
to be one of the main features of the foreign policy
of all the socialist countries.
57. The new programme of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union, which is the programme of the whole
Soviet people and was approved by the twenty-second
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. Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
recently concluded,Y ,.states:

colonialism and the granting of ,independence to colonial peoples and countries.

"The Communist Party of the Soviet Union considers the brotherly union with peoples that have
discarded the colonial and semi-colonial yoke as
one of the corner-stones of its international policy.
This union is based on the unity, in their vital interests, of world socialism and of the world-wide
national-liberation movement. The Communist Party
of the Soviet Union considers it its international
duty to assist peoples that have embarked on the
road of winning and strengthening national independence, to assist all peoples fighting for the complete destruction of the colonial system."

64. The British military are conducting punitive
military operations against Arab tr.bes in Hadhramaut,
waging war against the people of Oman, and supplying
arms to their brother colonialists who are shedding
rivers of peoples' blood. That is the United Kingdom 's
reply to the Declaration.

58. The map of the world has radically changed and
is still changing. On the eve of the Second World War
there were, altogether, sixty-three independent states.
After it ended, more than fifty countries were freed
from colonial and semi-colonial dependence. The
liberation movement against colonialism has spread
much faster and much more radically than was expected by the most sophisticated theoreticians of
colonialism, the most experienced Governors and
experts of Colonial Ministries. Even since the adoption of the resolution [1514 (XV)] embodying the Declaration, Sierra Leone has been giveu independence, the
trusteeship over the British Cameroons has been
terminated and Western Samoa and Tanganyika are
on the brink of independence.
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59. We congratulate the peoples of these countries
on their long-awaited freedom. At the same time, we
ask: When will an end be put to the colonial oppression
of the fifty million Africans and the many millons of
people who are living in colonial possessions in other
parts of tine world? It is common knowledge that, in
response to the demands of the populations of many
colonies for freedom and national independence, the
colonial Powers reply with the most brutal terrorism ,
writing the last chapter of colonial history with the
peoples' blood.
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60. This is what we are witnessing today in Algeria.
The brutal war of extermination waged against the
Algerian people is now in its eighth year. More than
800,000 Algerians have given their lives in order to
extract a grudgingly-conceded admission of their
right to self-determination. How many more sacrifices will this heroic people still have to make in
order to achieve freedom and national independence?
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61. Let us take a mental glance at the map of Africa
south of the Equator. In Angola the fires of colonial
warfare are raging. During 1961 the Portuguese
colonizers, with the moral and material support of
their brethren in NATO and in colonial pillage, have
exterminated more than 50,000 Angolans.
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62. Go two floors down,_gentlemen, to the Fourth
Committee room and take a look at the photographs
exhibited there-you will be stricken with horror.
You will see the white barbarians from Portugal
aiming their weapons-obtained from the United States,
the United Kingdom and West Germany-atthebreasts
of their helpless victims; you will see .Angolans tortured and scalped, and the pleased expressions of
their murderers posing before the camera alongside
the decapitated heads spiked on stakes.
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63. That is Portugal's answer to the United Nations
General Assembly's Declaration on the abolition of
l
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YHeld in Moscow. 17-31 October 1961.

65. In South West Mrica, in a dense network of goals
and concentration camp~ established throughout the
territory, the colonizers are annihilating the Mrican
population, convincing them thaf they are not ready
for freedom and independence. That is how the South
African Government has replied to the United Nations
Declaration.
66. The bloodshed in Algeria, the Congo, RuandaUrundi, South West Mrica, Angola and other territories testifies to the fact that still greater efforts
will have to be exerted in the fightfor liberation from
the colonial yoke. In any colony or trust territory,
we see, if not open warfare, at least shootings, terrorism, imprisonment and concentration camps; such
is the training for independence which the colonizers
offer to the population of their possessions.
67. The colonial Powers' attitude of de facto obstruction towards the Declaration is, of course, not
externalized merely in methods of direct aggression
against the struggling peoples. Present-day colonialism is a defeated colonialism which is beating
a retreat before the national-liberation movements;
it is therefore hungrily seeking to find fresh ways
and methods of enslavement, seeking to grab some
new positions in place of those it has already lost.
It is endeavouring by every possible means to maintain its decisive influence by ruling indirectly through
puppets of the Tshomb~ type, and is resorting in ever
greater measure to methods of collective colonialism
and close co-operation between new-style and oldstyle colonizers-Americans and Belgians in the
Congo, Portuguese, Americans and British in Angola,
etc., etc.
68. In sabotaging the requirement of the Declaration
for the immediate abolition of all colonial regimes,
the colonial Powers hurriedly produce all kinds of
pseudo-theories about the so-called "unpreparedness"
of the colonial peoples for self-government, and allege
that the economic dependence of these peoples constitutes a hindrance to the departure of the colonizers.
69. The truth, however, is that poverty and backwardness can be ovellcome only by following the path
of the independent and sovereign development of the
peoples and their complete and unconditional liberation
from colonial fetters.
70. The whole shameful story of colonialism, including its most recent history, shows that it is precisely
the colonizers who always try to preserve in the
colonies, and exploit for their own purposes, everything that is decadent and out-of-date: the tribal system, inter-tribal faction, prejudice, mass ignorance,
etc. They exploit the hostile feelings they have themselves engendered between the various peoples and
tribes; they hinder the growth of national self-awareness, and preserve the archaic tribal system-all in
.order to prove the "unpreparedness" of the dependent
peoples for independence, and to secure for themselves
the possibility of continuing to despoil the peoples
with impunity.
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71. The countries of Asia and Africa which have
freed themselves from colonialism have given the
whole world proof of the un~enability of the colonizers' "arguments". The successful development of
India, Indonesia, Ghana, Guinea, Mali and many other
countries is showing to all the peoples who are groaning under the colonial heel the real path towards
self-regeneration. The history of our own times fully
corroborates the penetrating truth of the words spoken
by the President of Guinea, Mr. S,~kou Tourll, when
at the fifteenth session of this Assembly he said:
" ••• all peoples, at all times, are capable of governing themselves and••• the only peoples incapable
of administering their own affairs are colonized
peoples, as long as that colonial status lasts". {896th
meeting, paragraph 120].

(

,

(

72. There can be no doubt that the liberated peoples
are facing difficult and complicated probletns, and
one of the most complicated is the economic problem.
Colonialism is leaving them a weak, one-sided economy
which makes it possible for the colonialists-when
they grant the colonies independence-to effect various
kinds of political combination, to despoil the newlycreated states or to set up new associations of States.
73. A very significant example of this is the artificial Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, set up
by the United Kingdom. In creating this Federation,
the United Kingdom had the aim of strengthening the
dominant position of the European minority in Central
Africa. Its device might well be the words of the Prime
Minister of this artificial form of State, Sir Roy
Welensky, contained in the shockingly cynical remark:
"Equal rights for white and black? Certainly, but only
in 200 years' time". And really, could anyone sincerely believe that the modern colonizers were capable of displaying a humanitarian attitude and going
half-way to meet the demands of the unhappy peoples
who have been exploited and oppressed since the days
of CecH Rhodes, the founder of the "great British
Empire It in Africa? The British colonizers are Qontending to the effect that everything should be left so
far as possible as itis, sothatthe settlers in Southern
Rhodesia, whose numbers are only 10 per cent those
of the African population, should continue to keep a
grip on more than half of the whole land area-48 million acres and more-so that they can go on, as
before. using the cheap labour of immigrants from
Nyasaland and the copper of Northern Rhodesia to
expand and strengthen the economy of Southern Rhodesia, where the bulk of the Europeans are concentrated.
In creating an artificial federation contrary to the
interests of its inhabitants, the British coloni:t~ers'
only concern is to strengthen the power of the European
minority, to retain the possibility of engaging in the
unpunished spoliation of African wealth, and to continue to block the African's advance towards r\3al
independence.
74. Or take the history of the formation of the independent State of the Congo. lE this not a typical example of colonizers' intrigues aimed at the national and
economic dismemberment of a former colony in the
interests of the colonizers?

75. It is a well-known fact that the NATO Powers
place the interests of the Belgian and other foreign
monopolies, which have grabbed for the;mselves the
riches of Katanga, above the interests of the freedom,
integrity and independence of the Congo Republic. The
so-called Tshombe "movement" for the independence
of Katanga is nothing more than an attempt by the.
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sider and respect the Africa~ continent as a denuclearized zone" [see A/4942/Add. 3, paragraphs 6
and 9]. The United States and France went even further; they voted against the simple and extremely
sensible proposal of those states that the territory
and land and airspace of Africa should not be used
for the testing, storing or transporting of nuclear
wea.' ons.
81. All NATO's activities are very closely associated
with international colonial robl;>ery: NATO gives direct
support to France in that country's colonial fight
against the Algerian people; with the knowledge and
assistance of NATO France is using her "Atlantic"
divisioa.s in Algeria. We m.ay recall that in the NATO
communique of 27 March 1956 the following statement
was made:
"The Council of NATO is keeping itself constantly
informed on the reduction by France of its armed
forces placed:at the disposal of NATO. The Council
has studied the situation in Europe resulting from
these actions. It 110tes that France considers it
necessary to increase, in the interests of its own
security, the French armed forces in Algeria ••••• "
(I stress the reference to Algeria) "••• which is
part of the area. covered by the North Atlantic
Treaty. The Council recognizes the importance of
the security of this region for NATO".
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82. In the days of the Congolese tragedy the Atlantic

Powers showed exceptional cynicism in supporting
their Belgian brethren who were scheming to restore,
by every possible means, their positions in the colony
that they had lost. Today, bombs manufactured in the
United states and other NATO countries are exploding
on the soil of Angola.
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83. As recently as last Monday, 13 November, the

United states representative in the Special Political
Committee, along with the representatives of South
Africa, Belgium, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands
and France, voted against the. Soviet Union's amendment to the eight-nation resolution providing for a
ban on the sale to the Government of South Africa of
weapons for repressing Africans [see A/4968 paragraphs 8 and 11.]. Obviously, if the United states votes
against this proper and justifiable measure, it means
that they intend to go on supplying arms to the South
African racialists. These are arms which will be
used by the supporters of apartheid to shoot down
peaceful African demonstrators-arms to be used
.for colonial terrorism and reprisal.
84. Nevertheless, all the efforts of the imperialists

to save the colonial system from further collapse
will be of no avail.
85. The representatives of the United states, the

United Kingdom and other colonial countries have
said here that the socialist countries are attacking
and condemning colonialism in the interests, allegedly, of the 'if cold war". Such cheap demagogy is hardly
likely to convince anyone. We have no need for either
the "cold war" or its "interests". Everyone knows,
NATO representatives, that the "cold war" is your
baby. The socialist countries condemn colonialism,
and always will condemn it, because it is a system
of oppression' and exploitation whic.h is thoroughly
alien to our social structure, way of life and general
OUtlook. The ignoble expectations of the colonizers
and their supporters-who would like to deprive the
peoples resisting colonial oppression of the support
of other freedom-loving peoples, in order the more
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easily to quell the national-liberation movement in
their possessions-are doomed to wither. The socialist
countries have marched, and will continue to march,
hand in hand and shoulder to shoulder with all fighting
members of the anti-colonial front in the great and
just struggle for the complete eradication of colonial
systems.
86. The head of the delegation of the Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Mr. Podgorny, speaking at the
885th plenary meeting of the fifteenth session of the
General Assembly t, stated:
~ ••• all honest people extend a helping hand to
the oppressed peoples fighting for their independence • ,.• There is no doubt that this assistance will
steadily grow until not a single colonial and dependent country is left on our planet ••• The Ukrainian people ••• has helped and will continue to
help peoples in their struggle against colonialism
and for full independ~nce." [885th meeting, paragraph 27.]

87. The Ukrainian people feel a deep sympathy for
and desire to help those peoples which are today
fighting against colonialism and for their freedom
and independence. Our hearts and our aid are on the
side of these peoples. We hold out to them the hand
of brotherhood, and we say: May the devilish system
of colonialism, the satanic spawn of neo-colonialism,
perish for ever, and may the clear sunshine of truth
and freedom cast its bright rays on all oppressed
and enslaved peoples!
88. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): Before giving the floor to the next speaker, I call upon
the representative of Niger on a point of order.
89. Mr. DJERMAKOYE (Niger) (translated from
French): When the resolution concerning the status
of Algerians imprisoned in France [resolution 1650
(XVI)] was adopted yesterday, my delegation, a cosponsor of. the draft resolution was unable to be
present •••
90. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
would remind the representative of Niger that he is
speaking on a point of order, and I would ask him to
explain what it concerns.
91. Mr. DJERMAKOYE (Niger) (translated from
French): It concerns the correction of a mistake made
here yesterday evening during a vote •
8

•

92 •. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): May
I point out to the representative of Niger that, in the
circumstances, no point of order arises. He can have
the mistake corrected by letter addressed to the
President or to the ~Secretariat. We are considering
items 88 and 22 and have already concluded the debate,
the voting and the explanations of vote on the resolution concerning the status of Algerians imprisoned
in France [resolution 1650 (XVI)].
93. Mr. DJERMAKOYE (Niger) (t:':'anslated from
French): My point of order also concerns JP.Y vote
on the draft resolution now being considered by the
General Assembly.
94. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): We
are not now discussing the voting on the draft resd:rlutions before the General Assembly.
95. Mr. DJERMAKOYE (Niger) (translated from
French): Since that is the case, I propose, at the time
of the voting, to ask for the floor to explain my vote.
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96. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I am
most grateful to the representative of Niger.
97. Mr. GODBER (United Kingdom): We have just
had the opportunity and privilege of listening to the
most distinguished President of Mauritania, and I
would like here to pay my tribute of thanks to him
for his speech, which contained many aspects of wisdom which, I am sure, we shall all wish to ponder
and to consider most carefully.
98. Since then we have had a speech by the representative of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.
I am afraid I cannot pay the same compliment with
regard to that speech. I shall seek to deal with certain
aspects of it during the course of my remarks. I can
only regret that we are subjected here so often 00
distortions in regard to the record of my own countr.y
as well as of others in the colonial sphere. I think
it is necessary to cover a very substantial field to(:.ty
in the light of what has been said not only in this immediate speech, but also in other statements to which
we have listened during the last few days.
99. This deb~;;e, of course, is one Qf very great importance to all Member States, and I have considered
most carefully many of the comments and speeches
that have been delivered. I would suggest that theSE:
speeches in the main fall into two fairly distinct and
separate categories. On the one hand, we have those
countries which do take a keen, serious and genuine
interest in the problems of colonialism, and in many
cases these are countries which have themselves been
colonies at some time. On the other hand, we have a
much smaller number of countries led by the Soviet
Union, of which we have had an example today, which
seek, by appearing to show an interest in colonial
problems, merely to use this debate as a vehicle for
denigrating the colonial and ex-colonial Powers, and
to do their utmost to debase the debate on this genuine
and, serious problem and to drag it into the arena
of the cold war. That is something which I regret.
-.
100. I propose to devote by far the greater part of
my remarks to what Lam quite certain the Assembly
would wish to hear from my delegation, namely, a
serious and dispassionate study of the problem as it
confronts the United Kingdom in regard to its remaining colonial territories and its duty to these, as
I see it.
101. In view of some of the monstrous and unfounded
charges, however, that have been brought against the
record of my country in this field by several speakers,
I shall find it necessary to place on record yet again
the achievements of my country in this field, and
I feel entitled, before ending my remarks, to compare
this record with that of those who are so free in their
own Qondemnation of others and so blind to their own
deplorable catalogue of oppression. I shah seek, however, not to go into these aspects at length, as I am
sure that all delegations that are seriously interested
in this vital problem will wish to hear of the United
Kingdom's carefully considered appraisal of the
present position.
102. It is scarcely necessary for me to remind the
Assembly that my country has in the past exercised
the widest overseas power of any nation, and even
today, in spite of the enormous transformation from
dependent territories to free and independent territories, mostly within the Commonwealth, there still
remains a number of British territories, several of
which are of high importance and significance and
~
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in all of which, whether large or small, the inhabitants,
living under the British flag, receive and are entitled
to receive every consideration, care and thought from
my Government.
103. When my Prime Minister was speaking in the'
General Assembly at the fifteenth session[877th meeting] he restated the purpose which has for long been
the central aim of the policy of my country towards
dependent countries under British adminlstration, the
policy of bringing these countries to self-government,
self-determination and independence. My Prime
Minister quoted from a message which he sent in
the summer of 1960 to Mr. Khrushchev in which he
referred to "policies which British Governments of
all parties have followed not only since the war 'but
for many generations". In that message he went on
to say:
'" For more than a century it has been our purpose
to guide our dependent territories. towards freeAom and independence. Since the 'Second World
War India, Pakistan, CeyIon, Ghana, Malaya, comprising over 510 millions of people, have' reached
the goal of independent life and strength. We have
aided this process both by technical assistance and
by financial contribution. All these States are completely independent membel"Os of our free Commonwealth association. Nor is this movement at an
end.'" [877th meeting, para. 101.]
That was what my Prime Minister said a year ago.
104. Since then we have seen striking evidence of
how successfully the march goes forward over a
world-wide front. The Prime Minister's speech was
soon followed by the admission to the United Nations
of the great territory of Nigeria. It was indeed an
historic event when the country with the largest population in Africa joined 'this Organization. Then we all
warmly welcomed Cyprus, now a free republic, to
the United Nations. Sierra Leone attained independence on 27 April 1961, and it too has now been most
warmly welcomed as a further Member of the United
Nations.
105. On 1 October 1961, the southern section of the
former Trust Territory of the British Cameroons
was united with the Cameroun Republic, the northern
section of the British Cameroons having united with
Nigeria earlier this year. Here I should like to pay
my special tribute to the statesmanlike action of
President Ahidjo and to all those who worked with
him to achieve the union of the 30uthern Cameroons
with the Republic so smoothly and so successfully.
The union was carried out in a spirit of the fullest
good will and the most effective co-operation, thus
bringing our trusteeship over the Cameroons to an
·end in accordance with the freely declared wishes
of the peoples concerned.
106. Then, as a result of a resolution [1642 (XVI)]
adopted by the General Assembly, the date Qf the
independence of Tanganyika was set for 9' December
1961-and we hope that the representatives of this
.Nfrican State will be seated with us as members of
this Organizationbef~rethe present session ends.
107. This hi no means exhausts the catalogue of
successful advances in Africa in recent months. In
October 1961, agreement was reached on the final
stages of Uganda's constitutional advance, and 9 October next has been set as the date for Uganda's independence.
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108. Both Kenya and Zanzibar have taken a further
important step on th~ path to independence as a result
of elections held earlier this year. Already they both
have a large measure of internal self-government
under elected Ministers.
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109. In West Africa now that the main territories
formerly under British administratiov-Nige:r.ia, Ghana
and Sierra Leone-are independent Members of the
United Nations, the Gambia alone remains under
British administration. This territory took a further
step forward as a result of the conference held in
London in July 1961, and a new constitution providing
a wide measure of internal self-government comes
into force early next year.
.
110. In Nyasaland the first elections under the new
Constitution were held in August, and in Northern
Rhodesia further discussions have taken place ou
proposals for a new constitution.
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111, I have said enough, I hope, to show the pace of
advnnce in all the territories for which the United
King;dom is responsible in Africa, and when Tanganvika achieves its independence next month we sh3.11
be proud to claim that peoples making up a quarter
of the total population of Africa have attained independence in territories formerly; administered by the
United Kingdom.
112. Here I must point out that the speaker before
me said at one stage that the colonial Powers have
replied with cruel terror to the aspirations of the
colonial territories. This catalogue that I have just
given shows the falsity and the absurdity of that statement-and I reject it absolutely.
113. But the story that I have just been giving of
rapid and varied advance is by no means limited to
Africa. In other te:i:-ritories around the globe equally
significant advances have been made.
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114. In British Guiana elections were held in August
1961 leading to internal self-government under elected
Ministers and an elected Chief Minister. In British
Honduras" too, where the people have recently suffered suc:h a grievous blow as a result of the disastrous hurricane, elections under a new constitution
were also held earlier this year.
115. Following a referendum in Jamaica, we expect
that Jamaica will come forward to achieve its independence in 1962.
116. Constitutional talks in London this year led to
agreement 011 the next stage of political advance in
Mauritius, and an elected Chief Minister is now in
office.
117. These examples give some picture of the diversity and complexity I)f the constitutional advance
which has taken place on the whole front of Britishadministered dependent countries, and when we heard
the representative of the USSR speaking of "obstinate
resistance", as he did the other day [1048th meeting],
we can scarcely put down his astonishing statement
to ignorance. How can he be ignorant of all the facts
to which I have referred? How can he be ignorant of
the fact that ten territories formerly administered
by the United Kingdom have already jointed the United
Nations? How can he be ignorant of the fact which
my Foreign Secretary reported when he spoke to the
Genera] Assembly on 27 September 1961 [1017th
~eetingl that by the end of this year all the 660 milhon p~ople in the Commonwealth except for 5 per
cent WIll be living in independent countries?
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118. In fact, the charges of the Soviet tnion are as
false as they are sweeping. They represent a deliberate and disgraceful travesty of the facts. As we
listened to the representative of the Soviet Union, it
became increasingly clear, if it was not clear before,
that he is n0t interested in the facts of the situation.
Nor is ,he interested in the welfare of the peoples
concerned. His interest is to attack the Administering
Authorities as an exercise in the cold war.
119. Our interest is to press on, in consultation with
the representatives of the peoples concerned, putting
into full effect the policies in which we have given so
much practical evidence of our belief. Of the remaining dependent territories in the world, about fifty in
all, some forty are under British administration.
120. In each of these territories there are special
complications and special problems. Had there not
been they would have been independent already. Some
are small and remote from main centres of population, and it is consequently difficult to see how they
could stand alone politically or.3conomically. For
example, St. H~lena has a populai;ion of only ~ few
thousand, and even large;-' terrItories like the Seychelles with a population of forty tkousandcouldhardly support an independent administr~.tion. In the West
Indies too there is a number of territories, dependent
on the United Kingdom for financial and other assistance, which could not sl;~rvive alone.
121. Then there are other territories in which the
position is complicated by proximity to larger and
more powerful neighbours-for instance, the High
Commission Territories-Bechuanaland, Basutoland
and Swaziland. ,No one can suggest that the problems
of these territories cQuld suddenly be settled by
sweeping declarations.
122. Then in a number of other territories-these,
I think, perhaps are the most difficult of all-there
remain di~isions and differences politically, l'acially
and economically which can only be resolved by perSistent, careful, delicate negotiation. For example,
in Uganda, it has only recently been possible to arrive
at a full measure of agreement after a period when
progress was delayed by internal differences now
happily resolved. In Kenya at" this time there is a
disagreement between the two principal Afrfcan po- ;
litical parties. We hope that a conference early next
year in London will fiild a solution to those difficulties.
123. What we must endeavour to ensure in these
countries, and indeed in all territori~s for which we
are responsible; is that independence when it comes
is based on a wide measure of soltLl agreement so
that each newly-independent country, in facing its
new tasks and obligations, can hope to stand secure
and united.
..' .
124. In the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland we
face perhaps the most important pro1>lem of all. It
is good to see the progress recenflyachieved in
Nyasaland with the full agreement of alr~oncerned,
and we should recognize too the substantial'advance
which has recently been made in the constitution of
Southern Rhodesia. In· Northern Rhodesia after long
and anxious negotiations it ha~/been possible to narrow down the differences very greatly, and we hope
that the way will soon be clear for the introduction
of a new constitution. That is my reply to the repTesentative who spoke just before me, when he said,
in relation to the Rhodesias specifi(}ally,' that the
British colonizers say tha.t it is better 1i;o leave every-
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"We have had experience with it and we believe
that it is its intention to withdraw in order to retain
the friendship and good will of the people in the
area from which it withdraws.
"I believe that it is that Government's intention
to have the inhabitants continue to be friendslasting friends-and to build a new bond of friendship, based not on domination, but on partnership
and mutual understanding. It is that trJpe of friendship that we want to build for our whole African
continent." [1050th meeting, paras. 58 and 59.1
May I take this opportunity to confirm that this is
indeed our f'\~m, and I am very glad indeed to have
it stated stlclearly by one of the countries which we
h~. .Ye brought forward freely to independence. That is
the best answer to the calumnies which we receive
from the Soviet bloc. Perhaps I should remind this
Assembly that as long ago as 1833 Macaulay, in a
speech in the British House of Commons, referred
prophetically to the possibility that the Indian Empire
might outgrow our tutelage. He said:
"Whether such a day will ever come, I know not.
But never will I attempt to avert or to retard it.
Whenever it comes, it will be the proudest day in
English history..."
This eventually has come to pass not only in India
but in many other former British dependencies and,
like Macaulay, we consider this a case not for regret
but for pride.
127. I have very briefly referred to the many advances which have recently been made and which now
contiLue in the Commonwealth. We in the Commonwealth-and when I say "we" I mean the people of
Great Britain working in full co-operation and agreement with the peop1;-s of the Commonwealth-have
enfranchised in sixteen years since the last war three
times the population of the Soviet Union.
128. But _it is not just a matter of extending a list
or adding ~;lP figures. Nor is it merely a matter of
celebrating, one after another, independence days in
the territories which we have previously administered.
We take pride not only in the culmination of these
ach~evements but also in the practical steps taken to
bring these' achievements about. We agree with the
contention that lack of preparation, whether it be
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thing as it is. We do n~t; we are seeking all the time
to find means of advance which will leave these territories in a state in which they can come forward to
full independence with confidence in a future on which
they can depend.
125. I need hardly say that in none of these widely
diverse countries is there any desire whatever on
the part of Her Majesty's Government to delay. Our
record displays both the policy we wish to pursue
anci our readiness to take calculated risks in putting
it into effect. As my Foreign Secretary said recently
in this Assembly: "We have been faithful with the
many, and ••• we shall keep faith with the few who
remain" [1017th meeting, para. 122].
126. In this context may I be allowed to quote the
generous testimony of the representative of Nigeria,
Mr. Wachuku, who is, after all, a representative of
one of "the many" to whom the Foreign Secretary
referred. When he spoke in this debate on 9 November,referring to the British attitude towards the
granti.ng of independence to African territories, he
said:

i
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political or economic or educational, should never be
used as a pretext to delay advance to self-government
and independence. At the same time, it has always
been our contention that there is no value, indeed
there is great danger, in declaring independence with..
Qut making the necessary basic preparations. Mr..
\Vachuku, in the thoughtful speech I have just quoted,
ri:~htly emphasized that independence, if it is to be
of lasting value,must be achieved in a harmonious
and orderly manner. We share his view thatthe overriding purpose must be to give to new nations a reasonable prospect and hope of fUTh\re political and
economic stability. Certainly no country can enter
independence with all its problems solved in advance;
there are, after all, certain inherent problemJ in any
territory which will remain, and some of them can
best be tackled by the peoples themselves through
their elected representatives after independence has
been achieved. We do, however, regard it as a com.,
pelling obligation to give to dependent peoples when
they achieve their independ~nce the tools by which
they can turn their independenoa to the best effect.
129. That is why we place such great importance on
the establishment of impartial courts of law independent of execu'tive authority, giving their judgements
unfettered and uninfluenced by official or any other
outside in.:,arference.
130. That is why we have given the greatest care
:;md attention to the training of p""blic services composed of career officials who owe their allegiance
and their loyalty not to a tribe or to a party but to
all the people of their country.
131. Responsible police forces have been trained to
,maintain law and order with puLUc consent-and here
in passing I might perhaps be pe!'mitted to say how
much we admire the work that has been done by the
Nigerian police in the Congo. In dangerous and difficult circumstances, they have carried out their
duties fearlessly and efficiently and, as they normally
would in Nigeria itself, they have done so unarmed.
132. In the Widely differing cir .mmstances of our
dependent territories we have established representa..
tive parliaments and taught the principles and practices of free elections. I noticed that in the speech
to which we listened just before mine the representative of the Ukrainian SSR at one stage said that the
colonizers have always tried to maintain in their
colonies all that is out of date. If freedom is out of
date, then we accept it; we have done so. But to us
freedom is not out of date. Perhaps they have a different basis on which to judge things, but as far as
we are concerned we have brought these peopleforward in the way in which we ourselves have developed
our own democratic systems of government, and we
are proud of it.
135. We have long recognized the oVf;Jrwhelming
desire which exists throu.ghout Asia and Africa for
improved education and we take pride not only in the
educational systems we have created, but also particularly in the many universities already well established and now rapidly expanding.
Mr. Ortiz-JllIartin
took t-he Chair.

(Costa-Rica),

Vice-President,

134. We have, moreover, constantly sought to raise
the standard of living of the people, and by a vast
system of diverse development schemes, to which:-'
the British peOpl.... contribute at the rate of well nigh v'
a hundred millio~l pounds a year, we have strengthened
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the economies of our dependent territories. Especially
have we given our attention to initiating new industry,
to improving agrh.J.lture and to encouraging local
enterprise and commerce.
135. No one who !mows what he is talking about would
seek to deny the extent of the measures, taken in full
co-operation with the peoples concerned, to achieve
the purposes which I have described. Certainly no
newly independent country of our Commonwealth fails
to recognize the v':llue 1>f the work undertaken in
preparation for independence.
136. We have, as those here well know, co-operated
to the full in the past, providing information in accordance with Article 73 e of the Charter. That Article provides for the supply of information on economic,
social and educational conditions. There was nq requirement imposed by the Charter beyond that, but,
as my Foreign Secretary announced lL1st month, we
will go beyond the requirements of the Charter. We
do so in the confidence that the story we te11 will
carry full conviction, and L am very glad that our
decision in this matter has been welcomed so widely
as an act of positive co-operation with the United
N.ltions.
137. When my Foreign Secretary made his announcement of this important decision, he made it clear at
the same time that we cannot share or shift our responsibility. We are convinced that, as we proceed
-submitting full information, including information
on political and constitutional advance, and acting,
so we .nope, in complete co-operation with the United
Nations-the responsibility for carrying out the policies which I have described must not be divided.
Difficult and sometimes delicate negotiations with
all the peoples concerned go forward apace. Interference or intervention by any third party in these
negotiations, we have no doubt, would prejudice, delay
or even disrupt the rapid progress which is being
made. We have made it very clear, therefore, that
in putting forward the offer to prOVide political and
constitutional information, we remain fully responsible
for the administration of the territories still under
our administration.
138. The story which I tell-the story of the advance
of dependent territories to self-government, selfdetermination and independence-is, I suggest to the
Assembly, one of the greatest stories of this generation and 'of this century. .No amount of ignorant abuse,
no amount of destructive calumny, will take away
from the achievement which has its culm:~nation and
fulfilment in the entry of one country after another
into membership of the United Naticns.
139. Let me turn for a moment to speak about economic relationships. The Soviet representative
said the other day:
"... the imperialist Powers pursue their perennial
colonial objectives to maintain under-developed
countries· in the position of being appendages for
. agricultural goods and raw materials .•. " [1048th
meeting, para. 62]*.
The allegation that the United Kingdom buys produce
from its territories at artificially low prices and,
at the same time, forces the territories to buy goods
from it at inflated prices has no foundation whatever
in truth.
·ProVisional English version taken from the interpretation.

140. Our territories are free to buy where they like.
Many of them give preferences to imports from Commonwealth countries-including Britain-but in retur)!
Britain also admits the produce of· the territories
duty free, and this Commonwealth preference is of
great importance to their economies. There is, however, no question whatever of their being compelled
to sell anything to Britain, and they are free to export
their produce where they wish.
.
141. Far from low prices being paid by Britain for
such imports, the territories frequently get better
prices in Britain than elsewhere because of the operation of Commonwealth preferences. For example, the
15 per cent prefel"enCe in Great Britain on bananas
means that producers in, for instance, the West Indies
get a much better price in Britain than they would
anywhere else. Again, about two-thirds of the sugar
produced in Commonwealth territories is sold to
Britain under a long-term agreement at an annually
negotiated price, which at present stands at over
50 per cent above the world free market price. While
we are on the subject of trade practices in general
and sugar in particular, I might point out that the
Soviet Government can teach us capitalists a great
deal when it comes to making .profits. The sugar
which it imported from Cuba
1960 at less than
7 American cents a kilogram was sold at over 9
roUbles, or $2.25 a kilogram, giving a ratio between
buying price and selling price of 1 : 35 against rations
of 1 : 2 or 1 : 3 in the United States and Britain. Even
allowing for the cost of transporting, refining and
distributing the sugar, the net profit would be over
1,000 per cent-not bad going, it must b~ admitted,
for a country which disavows the profit mofive.

in

142. The Soviet representative also alleged that the
sole motive for investment by the Administering
Authorities in their territories was exploitation-he
added that. the motives of theJ Communist countries
were, however, completely altruistic. His Marxist
view of economics, which r:efuses to see any benefit
arising from private investme~t, is perhaps not unexpected, but this is not the attitude of the dependent
territories themselves nor, indeed, of the newly inde.P6ndent States. Under-developed countries, whether
dependent or independent are by definition short of
capital for development. A good deal of capital is
flowing through Government channels, but it is widely
recognized that this is likely to be insufficient to
promote a sufficiently rapid rate of ecanomic growth.
That is why both the dependent territories and independent countries have frequently stated that they
need private capital, and will do all they can to attract it. They recognize the value of trade which is
not only the most conventional but also the most con.venient form of assistance. When I say this, I am
speaking from personal experience because, it may
be recalled, when we set ourselves to restore our
own economy after the war we lak..lched the slogan
"Trade not aid" .
143. We have heard much from the Soviet representative about "neo-colonialismIf under which,b!}'
alleges, the Administering Authorities "obtain~i
leged position for the monopolies, the right for these
monopolies to keep their concessions. They impose
obligations on the new States to co-ordinate their
economic and finatt\Jial policies and currencies with
those of the former metropolitan Power ..•" [1048th
meeting, para. 87].* This 'allegation certainly has
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no relevance so far as Britain's relationship with
the Commonwealth is concerned.
144. No Commonwealth or other country engaged in
association with the United Kingdom for the furtherance of its economic development has been prevented
from establishing its independent national economy.
No such country has suffered any interference in its
social or agrai'iaD: structure. No such country has
had its industrialization obstructed or has had its
freedom of choice for imports and exports in any way
tampered with. As far as the United Kingdom is concerned, neo-colonialism is a mYl'3terious myth propagated principally by those who know more about true
neo-colonialism as practised by tb!dmSelves than they
care to bring to the light of day, and much more about
its practice. We are proud of our record of financial
and technical aid. As I ha.d the privilege of telling
the Economic and Social Council, meeting at Geneva
in July,l/ Britain's contribution in public and private
capital to under-developed countries is running at a
rate of $800 million a year. We are proud of the fact
that, despite our own economic difficulties, our aid
programme has not been cut. It has in fact more than
doubled since 1958, and is far in excess of the aid
at present being provided by the Soviet Union.

its people, has been able successfully to defy Soviet
hegemony, but we all remember the ruthless measures
which were taken against that country, including economic sanctions, in an attempt to force submission.
Others have been less fortunate. When the Hungarian,
people attempted to withdraw from the Warsaw Pact
and pursue a neutral foreign policy of friendship with
all peoples without joining any blocs, I need not remind the Assembly with what ruthlessness their bid
for independence was suppressed. Mr. Nagy, the
Hungarian leader, had dared to suggest that the Soviet
Union should apply the Five Principles of Peaceful
Coexistence in its relations with countries within the
Communist camp. He and countless 0fhis fellow countrymen died for their beliefs. The Soviet Union, it
seems, is prepared to applaud independence -and nonalignment in distant countries, but any such aspirations within the bloc are ruthlessly suppressed. In
Roma.nia, I am tOld, under a decree passed in 1958
advocates of a neutral foreign policy are actually
liable to the death sentence. The East German uprising in 1953 was likewise crushed by Soviet tanks.
149. Mr. Lapin has suggested that with the liqUidation
of the Trusteeship System independence should be

145. Now I feel that I must turn to reflect on the
depressing intervention which we heard last week
from the representative of the Soviet Union.
146. First, let me comment on Mr. Gromyko's letter
to the President of the General Assembly on the impiementation of the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoplers, in
which he argued eloquently that:
"At this stage there are no nations which are
unprepared for freedom, but there are nations which
are still being forcibly deprived of it. They must
be given this freedom. It is the duty of the United
Nations ..• to help them to fulfil their aspirations."
[A/4889, para. 45.]
-.

"not only to Ruanda-Urundi, but also to New Guinea,
Nauru, the Pacific Islands and all other places
which, under various guises, are still dependent
upon imperialist States" [1048thmecting, para. 39].*
Since the representative of the Soviet Union mentioned Pacific islands, it is perhaps pertinent to ask
when independence is to be granted to the Kuriles?
These islands, the Assembly will recall, were part
of the price exacted by the Soviet Union for its ninedays' participation in the war against Japan. Since
their occupation by ~oviet forces in 1945 it has been
diff!cult for the outside world to discover what is
going on there. No offer was made to place these
:islands under United Nations Trusteeship. No information whatsoever about them has ever been submitted to the Unite.d Nations. An ominous Soviet

147. Since these sentiments have now been reiterated
in almost identical terms by Mr. Lapin, may I perhaps remind him that of all the great empires which
. t d' h
eXls e m t e nineteenth century, only one has actually
expanded as a result of recent territorial aggression.
The empire to which I refer has since 1939 incorpo.rated territories with a total area of 200, 000 square
ml.les ~nd a population of 22,500,000. In addition, by
usmg _Its armed forces directly or as a threat, it
has imposed r~gimes of its choice in seven other
countries with a total population of over 90 million.
The empire which I am referring to is the Soviet
Empi1\e; and I would here point out that no country,
or uni.on republic within the Soviet bloc has been
allowed to negotiate its independence on amicable
terms, as has been t.he case with so many of our
former colonial territories. The Soviet representative will doubtless argue that none has wished to do
so. But can we believe this? Do we know?
Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair.

148. The fact that their frOll{~iers fire so stringently
guarded to protect the population from escaping is
surely ~loquent testimony io the l~IJk of popular support enJoyed by these r~gimes. Only one country-one
country--YugOSlavia, owing to its fortunate geographical position and the strong nationalist sentiments of

V Official Records of the Economic and Social Council. Thirtysecond Session, 1160th mOleting. para. 14.

granted~

'1

SI ence su.rrounds them. The islands are jealously
guarded and even Japanese fishermen who might, on
their lawful occasions, stray unwittingly within the
territorial waters limit unilaterally imposed by the
Soviet Union are thrown into prison and their vessels
seized. But it seems that, as in the case of Soviet
Central Asia, large-scale Russian immigration has
been encouraged, so that the local population is probably now outnumbered by white settlers of Russian
nationality•
150. The Russians have also established important
military installations in these strategically situated
islands. However, this should not be an obstacle to
independence, for Mr. Lapin has expressed his
Government's views in no uncertain terms on the
iniquity of colonial Powers establishing such bases
in their colonial territories. I should like here to
point out that Soviet speakers di&play a curious ambivalence on the subject of military pacts and bases.
Thus in his speech Mr. Lapin attacked non-communist countries, inclUding the United Kingdom, qn
this score. Has he pt)rhaps forgotten that the soviet
Union has concluded bilateral military agreements
with Communist China a!tld with North Korea, as well
as adhering to the Warsaw Pact? Since this has be- .
come a standard subject of abuse .by Soviet and other
communist bloc representatives, may I be allowed to
"'Provisional English version taken from the interpretation.
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point out that the Soviet Union has used the Warsaw
Pact and the previous bilateral treaties to develop
a series of bases in its satellites. The speaker before
me this morning spent a lot of time dealing with this
whole question of bases. It is right that this side
should be put too. Since the end of the war the USSR
has, in particular, set up a wide network of air bases
with the help of the communist r~gimes that it has
established in Eastern Europe. Airfields in the satellites are available to :::md used by Soviet military
aircraft, and, to take Hungary as an example, the
four Soviet mechanized divisions there have special
areas allocated to them together with supply dumps,
stores and so on. The Soviet Union has complete
control over these bases ·,,,as a result of the military
integration achieved through the Warsaw Pact. The
Warsaw Pact headquarters is in Moscow and its High
Command is headed by a Russian Commander-inChief. Many Soviet bases are situated in formerly
independent c01.lntries which were annexed by the
Soviet Union after the war-for 'example, in the Baltic
States, in Kaliningrad, which w,as formerly Kijnigsberg, and in Carpathian Ruthenia. It will be recalled
that the Soviet Union invoked the Warsaw Pact as
justification for military intervention in Hungary to
suppress the 1956 uprising.
151. As I said, we have heard a lot about military
pacts this morning, but it is only right that this side
should be remembered too. This is not a one-sided
thing at all, and that is, of course, why we all should
seek and endeavour to obtain disarmament-so that
these military bases can eventually be eliminated.
I am only mentioning this because it has been thrown
in our teeth time and time again, and it is just. as
well to remember the other side of the picture.
152. Mr. Lapin also attacked the colonial Powers f.or
trying to prevent United Nations intervention in co1'onial affairs on the ground that such matters were
"within their domestic jurisdiction". May I remind
Mr. Lapin of a speech he made earlier in this session strongly upholding this very principle which he
now ridicules. I hope I do not flatter him too much
.by this constant reference to his speeches, but ~it
merely shows how very much we like to study the
speecb.es he makes. On 25 September, in a speech
opp<>sing the inclusion in the agenda of the item on
Tibet, he said that the sovereign actions and rights
of the People's Republic of China
"cannot be the subject of discussion by the General
Assembly or any other international orgardzation.
The Charter of the United Nations is based precisely on this principle, which is mandatory {or.all
organs of the United Nations" [1014th meeting,
para. 162].*
These are Mr. Lapin's words, not mine. He wenf on:
"It is clearly stated in·the Charter that the United
Nations may not intervene in matters essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of a State. Thus,
the efforts of some Powers to drag a discussion of
the so-called question of Tibet into the General
Assembly are nothing but interference in the internal affairs of the People's Republic of China
and a flagrant violation of the United Nations Charter." [Ibid., paras. 162 and 163.]*
153. The Mala~~an representative, ill a moving reply,
pleaded that peoples everywhere were entitled to
their right to live in freedom, liberty and justice,
·Provisi~nal English version taken from the interpretation.
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and I should like to quote his reply because I think
it is worthy of consideration by all delegations. He
stressed that:
"this right belongs to peoples everywhere, be these
peoples subject to traditional colonialism or be
they SUbject to suppression in any other form by
any other Power.
"When we raise our voice against colonialism and
the violation of human rights in Africa, we are not
doing so simply because the victims are Africans
and the oppressors are the Western colonial Powers,
but bas~cally because they are questions of the
domination and suppression of man by man. If such
oppression occurs elsawhere, it is the duty and
obligation of the General Assembly to adopt a consistent attitude even if by so' doing it will incur
the displeasure of cel"iain parties in the so-called
cold war." [Ibid., paras. 177 and 178.]
154. Those are the words of the representative of
Malaya, and I have quoted that passage because it
conveys in words which I could not attempt to better
the attitude of my delegation. We do not claim to be
perfect, and although we think that there is much in
our recent record of which we can be proud, we have
been prepared to listen in this Organization to a great
deal of criticism-some of it constructive, bu,t some,
I fear, malicious and ill-informed. We have cooperated in many ways and have even, as I have
reminded the Assembly this morning, voluntarily
proposed to submit political informatioil on all our
territories. All we ask is that the same keen scrutiny
to which our actions are subjected should be applied
also to the Soviet Empire, where the wind of freedom
has yet to begin to blow.
155. It gives me no pleasure, no pleasure at all,
to refer to the shortcomings of others, but when the
record of my own country is so 'Constantly vilified
and abused, by the Soviet bloc, when the representatives of that bloc consistently present a picture of
my country's record which is a travesty of truth and
an insult to the intelligence of other delegations here,
then I am constrained to remind the Assembly of the
record of those who seek to bJacken our reputation
in these matters. Self-determination is something to
which white men have a right as well as others, and
it would be very wrong if in this Assembly we failed
to remember the plight of those who are denied freedom on the continent of Europe at least as much as
anywhere else.
156. I want now, however, to turn back again for one
moment-not to dwell on my own country's record;
that is well known and can b(~ vouched for from personal knowledge by many of the representatives at
this Assembly. What I want to do now is to repeat
the assurances that I and others representing the
United Kingdom before me have given. We set ourselves a task many years ago to teach our own system
of government to our dependent territories, to encourage them to believe, as we believe, in the freedom
of the individual, and to bring them forward to exercise that freedom under conditions of responsibility
and under conditions of self-government.
157. We started on this task long before the Soviet
Union sought to interest itself in th~se matters. We
have carried that task through to fruition, as, I have
reminded this Assembly, in the case of a large, irri.pressive and evergrowing number of free nations,
almost all of whom chose of their own free will to
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maintaih that real though indefinable link with us
which membership of the Commonwealth represents.
158. Others J as I have reminded you, are moving

steadily forward in this same "field; and we shall
welcome them to full nationhood just as, I am confident, you, the members of the General Assembly,
will welcome them in due course to memberAhip in
the Unitp-d Nations.
159. Everyone of these new developments is on
record, and we can afford to treat with contempt
the efforts of envious men who seek to' belittle our
achievements. I give the assurance that w~ shall
not be deflected from our purpose but, on the contrary, we shall take heart from the fair-minded and
sincere contributions from so many nations whi~h
have a genuine interest in this subject and are not
merely activated by an attempt to treat this important
and valuable subject as a mere exercise in the cold
war.
160. This is something in which we believe deeply,
and I have therefore taken perhaps more of the Assembly's time than I should today. But our country's
record has been vilified too often, and it is only right
that I should remind delegations here of what we have
achieved in the past and what we are determined to
continue to do in the future until we have brought all
our dependent territories to the full fruition which
free men everywhere desire.
161. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I call
upon the representative of the SovietUnionwhowishes
to exercise his right of reply.
162. Mr. LAPIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
(translated from Russian): I should like to say a few
words in connexion with the very El-humoured speech
made by the United Kingdom representative. We can
understand his exasperation. Indeed, as man to man,
it has to be said that at the present time it is no easy
lLatter to be a representative of Bdtish colonialism.
And although this colonialism is still "great", as the
United Kingdom representative has stated, it is no
easy matter to defend this colonial system.
163. With reference to the statement that the United
Kingdom representative has more than4'o,nce made
about being proud of his country's colonial record,
we shall give a detailed reply later to these declarations of pride and shall be able to quote quite a few
facts which will show what ·this "pride" is worth and
what a shameful business the whole history of British
colonialism is.
164. The Ul1ct ted Kingdom representative made insinuations about t.he Soviet Union's "colonial empire" •
It ill becomes a .l.~epresentative of the colonizers to
engage in that sort of slander. Is itnot clearly recognized by everyone that the Soviet Union is a voluntary
association of socialist republics, stable, indestructible and welded together by the firm friendship,
common solidarity and interests of its peoples? We
realize, of course, your displeasure at seeing that
these countries and these republics are strong, with
stable governments enjDying the confidence of the
people; that these governments are unanimously
chosen at elections which, in the Soviet Union, are
held on a really broad democratic basis. But what
can we do, gentlemen? We have no option in these
matters. And however much you may des.ire that the
Soviet Union should totter, that does not materialize.
The Soviet Union is durable, and the republics composing it work in harmonious collaboration.
Litho in D.N.

.......~-

165. Nor do you like the countries of the people's

democracies; you do not like their governments; you
think there ought to be different governments there.
You support certain governments in your own countries, more especially in the United States. But what
can we d\'> about this?
' ,
166. Su?port those governments, finance them, if
you want to. But a people has elected governments
of another kind, and has confidence in these governments and in their representatives at the United
Nations; they are authorized representatives of their
own sovereign countries, and there is nothing to be
done about it.
167. The practice of supporting governments-inexile has never brought you success. For many years
you supported even royalist governments, representatives of the Czarist Government, representatives of
the Provisional Government. You supported Kerensky,
and looked after him in hi& ripe old agej but what does
it amount to? Did it really prot1\lce a~y effect in our
country? These people are all forgotten; today no
one ever mentions them.
168. You do not like the Warsaw Pact. Well, I must
say that we do not like it either. We should be glaG
to give up the Warsaw Pact. You know that it was
concluded after NATO was established. Had there been
no NATO, had there been no military alliance between
the Western Powers, there would have been no Warsaw
Pact. Many a time we have suggested that NATO be
liquidated or at least that an agreement be concluded
between NATO and the Warsaw Pact. Then, the situation would be different. But the Western Powers will
not agree to that either. They created the NATO
military alliance, they created other military blocs
and alliances. Yet when, in reply, thf~ Soviet Union
and the socialist countries concluded the Warsaw
Pact, ' they did nbt like it. Whatever do you want?
Do .. you want us to forgo all armed defence or, as
happened in 1918 and 1919, to open our frontiers and
say: Come on, gentlemen, and intervene in our oountry? No, you cannot count on that. To all military
meaSU1'es the Soviet Union will, of course, react
with its own military measures. And these military
measures strengthen our country's might, to the joy
and happiness of all its workers.
169. As for military bases, you know full well that
the Soviet Union has no military bases on foreign
territory. It has liquidated them entirely. And it
would be a very good thing if you would follow its
example.
170. I should like, in conclusion, to say that no ,success will attend any attempts to divert the General
Assembly from the colonial question, from a discussion of the colonial Powers' responsibility for
colonial wars, for terrorism, for arbitrary police
action and for' the non-implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries [resolution 1514 (XV)). Such attempts were,
made last year, at the previous session. A speech
was made here by one representative whom the Head
of our Government called, as you may reme,mber,
8:'lackey, when he tried to attack "Soviet colonialism". ,
Now, however, speeches have been niade llot only
by repz;esentatives of such countries as that but even
by representatives of the bosses themselves. That,
of course, is thei:r affair; they can, so to speak, repeat the lackeys' unhappy efforts, but it will bring
them no success.
The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.
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4., The Russian item, of course, led to the adoption
of ,the famous resolution 1514 (XV)-containing the
Df:!claration on the gra.nting of independence to colonial countries and peoples-which was drafted by
the African-Asian group and finalized as a result of
long discussions and consultations outside that group.
In the opinion of my delegation, this Declaration
shareS! the same position of prominence in relati,on
to Mrica. as the Cll..arter of the United Nations and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
5. Discussion of the item entitled "Assistance to

Africa: a United Nations programme for independert ,.e", proposed by the United states at the fifteenth
session, was deferred until this session, and the item
has now been taken up jointly with a fonow-up item
entitled "The situation with regard to the implementation pf· the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples".

at this meeting, I should like to inform the General
Assembly that twenty-nine speakers in addition to the
6. Tqat both the United states and· the Soyiet Union
six for this afternoon are down to speak on items 88
and 22 (a.) of our agenda. In, order to conclude our'" , ShoUld have initiated a move at the United Nations for
,work as early as possible we shall have to hold night
the final abolition of colonial rule and imperialism in
r.7:.3etings next week and, if necessary, also one or
Africa and in other parts of the world is rather protwo meetings on saturday. In the days immediately
pitious. There is now a tacit agreement that colonialahead we shall continue the debate on agenda items
ism is an anachronism; that it produces hostility be88 &ild 22 (~), take up the dratt resolutions relating to
tween nation and nation and between people andpeople
and, militates against the pea.ee of the world. Posing
them and, if necessary, proceed to a vote. I hope that
in this way we shall be abl~ to dispose of these two
as champions of anti-colonial forces in the world, the
, questions by the end of next week, which would enable
United' States and the Soviet Union seem to be revealus to be~n the debate on ~the next item during the
ing a certain basic philosophy known in Revolutionary
,following week.
America and in modern Russia. To' be sure, the prin,
1
eel
ciples of the . American Revolution have Qften been in; 2. During next wee~ s meetings ~hich wU be devot
voked by freedom-fighters in Afnca and elsewhere
to the two items' under considerJl,tion the speakers
.
. //
:will .be called in the order· in which th\.qy are entered
In their poUti~al struggles to free thejr countrIes
on the l' t I hould be ma t grateful to them if they
from the colomalist yoke. There Is a complete ac'would m~k~ a:rangements ~ be 'able to take the floor
ceptan,ce ,by all African nationalists of the Jeffe~
when they are called.
.
soman dictum that:
.
"When in th~ course of human events it becomes
necessary
for one people to dissolve the political .
AGENDA. ITEMS 18 AN» 22
bands which have connected them with another, and
tQ assume .among the powers of the earth the sepaThe s,ituation;with regp,d to the implementation of "the ·Dert\.te. a,nd equal station to which the Laws of Nature
claration o,n, ~he gr:anting of independerice -to colonial
of Nature's God entitle them~ a decent, reand
',countries and peoples (contrnued) .' .
,
. spect. to the opinions of mankind requires tha,t they
should' declare the causes which impel them to the
Assistance to Africa:(continued):
.separation. ~!
i{!!"A Unit.d Nations ptogl'amme fOI'independence
7. other American political theorists, like Thomas
: 3. l4r. QUAISON-SACKEY (Ghana): The fifteenth
Paine, have furnish~ much poiitical ~mmuniti()D
session of 'the 'General Assembly was an epochfor agitation. On the otMr hand, the rel~olutionary.
maki,ng one, not merely because of- the ~mis8ion of
character and tactics of Marxism have ~& a strong
no les8 than seven~en newly independ8"nt States to
appeal to African nationalists. InspiratwJ ts, theretl)is OrpDization, or the presence bere for the first,
required frout the two great, power-s who have
time of a galaxy of Heads of State aDd Governments.
no
traditionally
colonized Africa. To the United
T1:te ePQch-making character of that session stemmed
states, particularly, which. maintains close ties with
~!-'Om the Itltrod~ction. ,. of ~o ~~pot:tan~. i~~s, to~ob:-European ()olonial Powers, we make a definite appeal
J
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that it should dissociate itself completely from the
colonial policies of thei!' allies, especially as it has
passed through the same mill as Africa. In its greatness, the United States should not, because of European preoccupation, forget the .great anti-colonialist
tradition 'which should be its heritage, and it should
lend eve~~y support to African efforts to put :In immediate end to colonialism.
8. For the UIlion of Soviet Socialist Republics and
the United States of America to have initiated this
move is a particularly happy and felicitous combination of desirable elements; our work thus involves
the formulation of a programme: a United Nations
programme, a programme for the implementation of
the Declaration, in relation to Africa and in relation
to dependent territories everywhere. What could be
more fitting than that this world Organization should
give, in explicit terms, its legal and moral sanction
to the legitimate aspirations of peoples struggling for
their independence? What could be more felicitous
than that this Organization should formally assume
and discharge the responsibility of ensuring that its
epoch-making Declaration on the subject of colonialism be fully and immediately implemented?
9. My delegation notes with satisfaction that since
the Declaration was adopted Sierra Leone has become
independent and has attained membership in the
international community; in a matter of weeks,
Tanganyika will have completed its transition from
trusteeship to independence; Western Samoa will
shortly attain its independence, and the independence
of Uganda is in the offing. To the Administering
Authorities concerned some tribute must be paid, not
merely for taking account of the realities of life and
for adjusting their sails to the winds of change, but
also for the foresight and wisdom with which they
have facilitated the fulfilment of the aspirations of
these peoples.
10. However, having paid this tribute, my -delegation
cannot help remarking that the process of decolonization has become painfully and stubbornly slow and
that there still remain some seventy' Non-SelfGoverning Territories with a combined population of
over 50 million, and several other territories Which
have not yet achieved complete independence. All the
peoples of those territories, numbering over 70 tuillion, are still experiencing the horrors and suffering
of imperialism: they continue to be excluded from the
.effective administration of their homelands, they are
often subject to iniquitous systems of racial discrimination and most of them are still denied the
most elementary democratic freedom and rights
based on the principle of "one man, one vote". Nor
can we help insisting that,. in terms of the Declaration, no distinction can be drawn between "good" or
"benevolent" colonialism and "bad" 0.1" "repressive"
imperialism.
11. There seems to be an air of complacency hovering in certain circles. Ce::-~ainly, the United Kingdom
as a colonial Power cannot be graded in the same
category as Portugal, which is stubbornly fighting a
colonial war to maintain its stranglehold on Angola
and other Portuguese territories; but while we commend the United Kingdom for progress made in the
right direction, the awful truth is that the majority of
colonial territories remaining in Africa are under
British colonial rule. It is this system of colonip!
domination which must be abolished for good. It is
our strong belief that African territories do not have

.

to be ruled by European Powers in order to receive
the benefits of modern civilization. Progress in eduoOi
cation, economic development, social welfare and
health fac~lities-al1 these can t~ke place under a
proper system of assistance, bilateral or multilateral, without subjection to colonial rule. Euro-'
peans, we submit, did not, and do not, rule Africa for
altruistic motives.
.
12. For what is the essence of colonialism but the
impbsition and maintenance by foreign Powers of a
political and economic system on the national terri- '
tory of another p~ople, in deliberate flouting of its
right to· self-determination? Its chief characteristic·
is the arbitrary imposition, without the consent of the
peop.les concerned, of a foreign system designed primar.ily to serve the interests of the colonizing Power.
Whether such a system is maintained by brute force
or, mor.e. subtly, by coercion disgqised as paternalism makes ~o difference to its essence. It necessarily implies the subordination of the interests and
the development of the colonial peoples to those of
the colonizing Power. It is, therefore, a force basically opposed to the progress and advancement of the
subject people, except where such development is
essential to produce such conditions of peace and
stability, or rather stagnation, as would safeguard
and further the interests of the colonizing Powers. .
13. I~ its recent development, colonialism has· become a, highly complicated and ramified system of
political and economic domination; direct control and
force are judiciously tempered by indirect control,
through the maintenance of a ruling class which can
be relied upon to defend the colonial interests against
the subject people. In order to perpetuate themselves
and to maintain and increase their exploitation, the
colonial regimeE\' have not hesitated to resort to such
.means as racial discrimination, segregation and
other practices designed to strip the subject peoples
of their dignity, identity and very will to self..
determination.
,.

14. But whatever refinement the colonizing Powers

have adopted from territory to territory, the system
has inevitably resulted in the freeZing of political,
economic and social development at t~e primitive or
near-primitive stage and in the distortion of the
dynamic forces of change. Hellce, we see the backwardness of the dependent countries .in relation to the
general rate of progress elsewhere in the 'world and
the tragic difference in development and advancement
between the subject countries and the industrialized
countries.
.
15. It must, of course, be admitted that inherent
in the system itself were some marginally useful
aspects: the exploiters were obliged, for the success
of their efforts, to create a certain economic and
social infrastructure; obviously they had to ):lave
ports, roads, schools and hospitals if exploitation was
to be productive of maximum profit and if indigenous
labour was to be efficiently organized and used. But,.
by the same token, these benefits, seen in their his~:
torical 'setting, were purely secondary and almost;
incidental' consequences. Ironically, however, th~se[
consequences, in turn, created in the indigeno~s:
people a self-awareness and a consciousness of theIr
rights and their dignity; the very people who had been
educated by the colonizing Powers for purposes of,
their exploitation thereby became conscious of their
human as well as national identity and strength and
refused to be instruments of their own ruin.
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16. 'rhus began the great Afric.an and Asian awakening, w:hich developed' into an anticolonial force of
such power and scope that it sometimes surprised
even the protagonists of the movement. In this situation~ those colonizing Powers who had some practical
vision and awareness of the realities saw the wisdom
of adapting their thinking to the new conditions and of
achieving the balance necessary to maintain their
precarious positions.
17. It was in adaptation t~the changing conditions of
the times that the United Kingdom, our own friend,
embarked on its process of decolonization; and it was
in response to the same winds of change that France
saw fit to apply to most of its African empire the
great principles born of the French Revolution. Thus,
of nearly 800 million people under foreign rule in
1946" nine-tenths have since achieved freedom and
independence.
18. The freedom of my country, Ghana, was an outcome of this process. Our attainment of independence
was the first of a series of emancipations of the socalled colonial peoples of Africa South of the Sahara,
a series which sti~l continues and which we earnestly
and passionately desire to see continue until the last
human being in bondage is set free. It is only then
that our own independence win become meaningful,
our sacrifices hallowed and our history illumined.
For how can the African personality be fully and
effectively projected except" in the wider context of
African frAedom and independence? Africa, we have
said, cannot be half-free and half-slave. It is only
a manner of speaking to refer to any African or
Ghanaian or Nigerian or Congolese, because when we
are seen in the streets of London, New York, Paris
or Moscow, fingers point at us a~ Africans, with all
kinds of associations conjured up in the minds of
Europeans-of course, in America, we are Negroes.
The great point is that we as Africans cannot tolerate
the fact that any p~lrt .of Africa should be under any
form of colonial rule for long. Ghana's independence,
we have repeated,. is meaningless except in the wider
context of the total Uberation and independence of
Africa.
'
19. But fOlmal independence is not enough. Colonial-

ism is turning to new strategies. Instead of sailing
against, it sails with the wind of change, in order to
maintain its last stronghold-economic and technological supremacy. In it~ last threes, it is almost resigned to death, but is at the same time preparing to
rise, like a phoenix" from the ashes of its funeral
pyre, and to rise, with ren"3wed yO\lth and vigour, to
live through a more cunning and, thel"efore, far more
dangerous cycle of neo-colonialism.
20. By neo-colonialism, of course, we mean the
practice of. granting formal independence with the
concealed intention of maldng the liberated country
a client-state and controlling it or rather tele-guiding
it, effectively by means other -::han political ones. It
.is in effect the maintenance of a hegemony through
the agency of an interposed government and by means
of a complex of economic, ideological and other
weapons including the imposition of dubicus military
agreements. It is out to defend the s::\me interests
Olter the cOl"!Jse of old-style colonialis_'n; the nature
and purpose of both are the same, only the methods
have been adjusted to modern conditions.
21~\ I.n these circumstances, the struggle against

col(.:~alism

should be eAiended to all its forms whe-
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ther economic or political, so that independence
should be achieved quickly, and not merely in a
formal sense, but in a true, complete sense. Colonialism must be finally liquidated with the least possible
delay; independence is an urgent neoessity, but it
must not be purely nominal; it m~t not be a screen
behind which the same foreign influences which had
been known to be overtly colonialist can covertly continue to operate.
'
22. It is these considerations that form the framework, so to say, of my delegation's approach to the
problem of the implementertion of the Declaration on
the granting of :ndependence to colonial countries and
peoplea, especially in Mrica.
23. It will be recalled that the Declaratlonproclaims
that the subjection of psoples to alien subjugation,
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of
fundamental human rights, is .contrarY to the Charter,
and is an impediment to the promotion of world
peace and co-operation. It further states that all
peoples have the right to self-determination, by
virtue of which they freely determine their political
status and freely pursue their economic, social and
cultural development.
24•.Nevertheless, what do we find, one year after
the passing of this Declaration?' There are still
eighty-eight territories that are not yet completely
independent, including, as mentioned earlier, some
seventy which are usually referred to as "Non-SelfGoverning Territories", with a total popT,uation of
about 70 million people. In Africa alone, there are
twenty-seven such Territories with a population of
about 50 million. As I have mentioned earlier, within
the past year only Sierra Leone has actually achieved
independence, though therd are a few more which will
follow suit within the immediate future.
25. This is clearly not the rate of the progress envisaged when the Assembly solemnly proclaimed the
necessity of:. bringing a speedy and unconditional end
to colonialism in all its forms and manifestations.
This is not what was contemplated when the Assem- '
bly asked that immediate steps be taken to transfer
all powers to the peoples of territories which had not
yet attained independence.
26. Let me make clear the position of the delegation
of Ghana. The Assembly itself has declared that inadeqUacy of political, economic, social or educational
preparedness should never serve as a pretext for
delaying independenceo This implies that all that
remains to be done is to settle the modalities and
procedures of the- transfer of powers to dependent
peoples, without. any conditions or reservations, in
accordance with their freely-expressed will and desire, and without any distinction as to race, creed or
colour.
27. We do not believe, as has been suggested, that
this formulation necessarily entails the handing of '
power to existing minority governments or groups•
What it says is that power should be handed over in
accordance with the freely expressed wishes and
desires of the people, without distinction as to race,
creed or colour. Nor does it mean that'PE'ople should
be deprived of access to independence because they
lack training, or because they do not possess economic potentialities. Independence, to 6ur mind, is a
spiritual value, a right; it is hardly in keeping with
the dignity of a human being to say that a people cannot accede to independence. because they lr.ck th~)
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material resources to maintain themselves, or because they do not 'have enough officials qualified to
make up an organic administration, or indeed because
they do not have enough technicians to establish an
: industry. My delegation does not believe that there
, is any question of "ripeness" for independence. We
believe that the present problems facing the Congo! lese, for example, are due to imperiau'st subversion
. and not to the lack of any capacity in the Congolese
~ to rule themAAlves.
I

28. We do not suggest that problems disappear as
300n as countries attain their independence, and that
they will not be faced with even bigger and more intractable problems; on the contrary, their inability to
meet their needs, the gulf between their legitimate
aspirations and the inadequacy of their resources, be
it material or human, qualitative or quantitative,
necessarily constitutes a problem. One possible solution to this problem, of coUrse, is the cultivation of
links with richer, more powerful, more developed
powers; the danger here is that the price for reliance
on, and for assistance from, such powers may well
be that of incorporation in their sphere of influence;
such a solution, needless to say, constitutes the basic
ingredient of nec-colonialism, which .1 spoke about,
and has obviously nothing to recommend it.
29. The only viable solution, the only solution in
keeping with the ideals expressed in the Declaration,
is that of collective assistance to such emerging
States through the United Nations or tbl'ough regional
institutions for the plJrPose. We in Gha!1a do not condemnrriendly and honest co-operation between the
former Administe.rlng Powers and the new countries,
nor do we deny the right of each State to enter as it
~ees fit into bilateral agreements or arrangements
for assistance. But if, as the Declaration lQ:ges, inad3quacy of' political, economic, social, or educational
preparedness should never serve as a pretext for
delaying independence, then co-operation"and assistance ~n4er international auspices is the only way tc
avoid making the beneficiaries client-states, or incorpQrating them in one of the camps involved in the
cold War.
30. This is where the question of "assistance to
Mrice~: a United Nations programme for indepe,ndenee ,,' becomes particularly' relevant. My delegation
is not opposed to. the aChievement of independence by
orderly and peaceful means, but this should not serve
as a pretext for delay. If, as I have said before, there
are deficiencies, mate:rial or human, which would become a problem or handicap in the attainment of independence, this can and should bt' "oemedied by
means of the formulation now,',~f atf imaginatively
conceived and vigorous programme of assistance.
This .is not t and cannot 'be, a prerequisite to independence; it should proceed along with,. and beyond,
the attainment of independence.
31. The Declaration also' proclaims that all armed
action or repressive meas,urea directed again!=lt dependent peoples shall cease in order to enable them
to exercise peacefully and truly their right to complete independence. Relate this to the situation in
Angola, and the picture is one of horror. For the
second year in succession, massive reprisals are
being carried out in order to stifle the national
liberation movement, ruthless measUres of extermination amounting to genocide are still being taken,
and tens of thousandg of Angolans have already lost
their lives. The situation in the other Portuguese
'it

territories in Africa is no better; forced labour akin
to slavery still exists, along with racism of the worst
sort, aUen to the historic Portuguese character, and
the lot of the ordinlary man is worse even than it is in
South Africa.
32. It cannot be emphasized too strongly· that this is
a flagrant violation of the Declaration, and the friends
and allies of Portugal have a palrticular responsibility to bear in this matter. My delegation will speak
more extensively about this in the discussion of the
items dealing with Angola and Portugal's refusal to
comply with the requirements of the Charter. I would
only repeat, at this stage-in the words of the President of Ghana when he addressed the Assembly at the
fifteenth session-that!
" ••• the wind blOWing in Mrica is not an ordinary
wind. It is a raging hurricane, and it is impossible
for Portugal, or, for that matter, any other colonial
Power, to prevent the raginr., hurricane of African
nationalism from blOWing through oppressed and
down-trodden colonies. If [869th Plenary Meeting,
para. 48.]

.

33•.At this stage, the delegation of Ghana appeals to
Portugal not to persist in its blind determination
to resist the legitimate demands of the peoples of
Angola, Mozambique and the so-called Portuguese
Guinea for independence. Let Portugal desist from
opposing the whole of Africa on the issue of independence for Angola and the other Portuguese colonial
territories and start initiating policies' in Angol~,
Mozambique and the other Portuguese colonies in
conformity with resolution 1514 (XV) 'of the Assembly
and Chapter XI of the C h a r t e r . '
34. Further south, in SO'Qth West Africa, the appal"!
ling character of the South African'administ:ration
has been recently clearly disclosed and docuraented
in" the recent special report of the Committee o~
South West Africa [A/4926]. The intolerable indignities inflicted upon the African popUlation and the Vervasive nature of apartheid policies-all these 'ilave
been described in detail. How can we be expected
merely to make declarations, when in a Territory
such as this the indigenous populations are completely
deprived of all political and civic rights, are only
treated as a source of cheap labour, have no share in
the profits of trade, industry or agriculture and in
their own land are treated as outcasts, denied even
the solace of an ~ducation?
35. In a subsequent report [A/4957] the Committee
has also' concluded that "the whole line of POliCY1
method and action pursued in the TeTritory lias been
:hi contradiction to the principles and purposes of the «
Mandate,.. the C.hartel' of the United Nations and the \\
enlightened conscience of marikind". All appeals fo:r 1
change arid, reform have gone unheeded, and South rf'
Africa'continues flagrantly to disregard world opinion ,
and defy the authority of the United Nations -to deal
with its administration. South Mrica's complete un- '
fitness to administer tllis Ter.ritory of South West
Africa' surely needs no"further proof; 'the only pas-:
sible solution is the effective transfer of power t~ the .
inhabitants of the Territory and the institution of
assistance through the United Nations on a scale sufficie:'ilt to help them maintain their independence. The
deIr ;a,tion of Ghana will continue to mai,ntain its
pressure on South Africa in both the legal and political fields, until the legitimate aspirations of the
,people of South West Africa are fully realized.
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36. alge.ria is. anotJ;1er territory where repressive
action is being carried out to smother the just and
necessary struggle of the Algerian people for freedom, self-determination and independence, as well
as the integrity of the national territory. This purposeless war, which has for eight years been waged
in Algeria by France, is a threat to world peace and
security and has rightly been condemned by the whole
civilized world. My Government cannot but regard
any assistance given to F'fance d~rectly 0:1: indir.ectly
through the North Atlantic Treaty Organization as an
act of hostility against Africa. The United Nations
has repeatedly called fOl" an end to the tragic war,
and at its 'fifteenth session this Organizatiori in El
resolution [i573 (XV)] not only recognized the right
of the Algerian people to independence and selfdetermination on the basis of the unity and territorial
integrity of their country, but also accepted the responsibility to contribute to the implementation of
this sacred right~
37. However, the situation is rapidly deteriorating,
causing treme;ndous suffering and -loss of life. Almost
daily, Press reports inform Us of brutal violence and
acts of barbarism perpetrated against unarmed Algerians. It is therefore more urgent than ever that no
,effort be spared to seek a rapid ,and peaceful soluti(,m
to the problem. Happily, France, too, now admits that
Algeria must necessarily be independent;' happily
also, there are indications that France no longer regards Algeria,n self-determination ,as a desperate
solution excluding co-operation, but rather as a
reasonable solution on which new and fruitful relations can be built. France also recognizes that no
Algerian will ~ease to claim Algerian' sovereignty
over the Sahara and that the inhabitants of the Sahara
are determine€;l to be Algerians. Within this CO,ntext,
the least the Assembly can do" in keeping. with its
continUing responsibilities as defined at the fifteenth ,
session, is to urge the reopeliling of frankand positive
negotiations for the purpose,:of conclud~ng an agreeD\ent on the principal moda.lities and timing of independence, as well as on the conclusion of a cease:fire. Subsequently, negotiations can also be held on
the definition of relationships between France and
Algeria, on guarantees· for the French population
there.
38. News about the Algerian situation is bad. My
delegation is strongly of th~ opinion that Mr. Ben
Bella, the Vice-Premier of the provisional govern-.
ment of the Algerian Republic, and other prisoners
should be released in ~der to clear the atmosphere
for proper and effective negotiations leading to 'the
final and unequivocal solution in terms of independence for the Algerian people. The immolation of the,
youth of France and'Algeria must cease. Ghana calls
upon France to respect and ·comply with the Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV).
3~. The situation in the so-called High Co~mission ,
territories of Southern Africa also continue~ to cause
great dissatisfaction. The principle 'of' Wliversal suf- .
frage has not been applied in any of these territories.
In Swaziland, about half of the new legislature is to
be elected, by the white, settlers, who nlUrlDer only
10,000 out of a total populs.tion of 250,OQO. In Basutoland, the elected members are still in a minoritY;'8.na
in Bechuanaland th~ 380,000 Africans bave ten representatives in the Legislative Council, the 3,000 Euro- .
peans having ten representatives, while the balance
:is held by a group of ,European oivil servants and
'Government-nominated members. If this is all the
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United Kingdom can show in terms .of constitutional
progress for its seventy years' presence, then clearly
this Organization should sit up and take notice. My
delegation is of the opinion that positive steps should
be taken immediately to implement, in regard to
these High Commission territories, the Declaration
contained in resolution 1514 (XV), in particular paragraph 5, which says:.
'
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and /
Non-Self-Governing Territories or all otber territories which have not yet attained independence, to
transfer all powers to the peoples of those territories, without any conditions or reservat~ons, in
accordance with their freely expressed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed or
colour, in order to enable them to enjoy complete
independence and freedom."
.40. It is not my intention to emba.rk ona country-bycountry survey of territol·ies in Africa which are not
yet completely inq,ependent. If I have dwelt at some
length on African t~~:nitories, it is because it ~. in '
Africa that the main stronghold of imperialism and
colonialism still subsists. With your permissio\~,
therefore, r shall make a few observations about tIie
'
situation in'Central AfricEl,.
41. ReceD.t constitutional developments in the Rh~'
desias look as though a determined effort ~fS' being
made to turn the area into another South Africa. The
expressed opposition of the African leaders of Nyasaland and the Rhodesias to the maintenance of the
Federation in its present form has been shelved WitH
such time as the constitutional changes proposed in
the individual territories have been finalized. However, these changes are nowhere near finalization. In
N()rthern Rhodesia, there is no sign of'the fulfilment
of the promise held out by the Monckton Commission
Rep~rl of 1960~!f which ref~ommended African majority rule as soon as pos.:.iible, although the United
Kingdom Government has committed itself to pursuing
the main recommendations of the Commission. Instead, there have been attempts to work out compromise plans, including the McLeod plan and the Hone
recommendations, which have been rejected by the
African leaders. Furthermore, endleas complications
have been introduced with regard to the .franchise,
which appear designed to subvert rather than express
democratic principles, to the disadvantage of the
'.
African majority.
\\
42. In Southern Rhodesia also the new c,ljnstitutional
proposals have been ~jected by the, M~ican leaders
as "completely unacceptable", as being "drl:\wn up by
white men for white men" and as a ·shocking denial
of basic human rights and an insult to the principle of
democracy". Tbe validity of the referendum that war..
held on these proposals is open to question, not
merely. becaus~the basis' of .the ·vote was biased in
favour of the s-ettler, element; but also because re- '
ports and complaints made by .responslble leaders
suggest that, in the absence of what The Times of :
London called '"a squalid ocampaign", the' ,results
would probably ha~e 'been different. Thus, these new
arrangements have been described as a faI'Q.e, in'
which a minority are permitted to continue to exercise a prerogative that belongs to the majority or to
the whole.
'I

,

-.

!I Report of the AdvlSpry Commission on the Review of the Constl~
tion of Rhodesia and Nyasaland (London. Her Majesw's Statloru"ry.
Office, 1960), Cmnd. 1148. ,
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43. Nyasaland presents a less discouraging picture,
but it is to be hoped that a revised constitution on the
lines desired by the -majority African party will be
introduced soon. In Kenya, al~o, we welcome the
announcement of a constitutional conference early
next year,o~ sooner, as suggested by the African
nationalists, for full self-government and independence; we would hope, of course, that elections, when
these arrangements are settled, will be on the basis
of universal suffrage. Furthermo~, we strongly urge
that every effort be made by the administering Power
to encourage rapprochement and agreement between
the major parties on the basic principles of the constitution. We make this,,~..plea because of the widespread suspicion, which we do not nece.ssarily share,
that the administering 'Power' is using one of these
parties to delay -,agreement and thereby htdependence.
We do not share that view, but it is being spread
about. We als6~ "insist that the maintenance of. the
United Kingdom military base in the. Territory should
not be' used as a bargaining counter in thenegotiations for independence; Wf4 would, of course, prefer
to see it liquidated forthWith, but equally we admit
the right of the Territory itself to take its own necessary decisions on its attainment of independence, but
certainly 1Llot as part of a package deal concerning
independence.
44. As I said in my statement to the First Committee
last year:
"It is important"-in relation to Central and East
Africa-"to underline this point of majority rights.
We are often accused of black nationalism or of
racialism iI;l reverse, and sometimes even of communism. This, of course, is a complete misunderst&nding. We Africans are more concerned with
fundamental human rights than with any particular
colour of skin or i&eology and we feel ourselves
part of the gen~ral human community in which man
as such, and not his pigmentation or his ideology,
is the decisive factor." '£'
45. However, we are not unmindful of the difficulties.
There is, \t~ course, the general problem that minorities drawn from a different rac~, speedh, colour or
religion tend to fear majority rule. But the answer to
these fears is the provision of constitutional safeguards and legal guarantees acceptable to the representative~ duly elected on a universal franchise. The
bigger but not incurable problem is the fact that,
owing to the EUl'opean monopoly in education, skill
and capital, EU1~opean activity does, in fact, sustain
the economiQ life of such areas as Kenya and the- socalled Central African Federation. The answer here
lies in equal opportunities for all races in education
and the acquisition of skills and other sinews of life.
46~~ We, at the various African conferences, have
pressed for a phased political transfer of power, that
is ,to say, the fixing of a definite date for early independence, and we, have called upon the administerbig Powers to take rapid steps to implement the
provisionp of the Charter and the political aspirations of the people, namely, self-determination and
independence.
47. (~hese steps should, in the view of the delegatioL
of Gn~na, include a greatly accelerated and enlarged
programme of education and technical training, the
Thi(~tatement

was made at the 1142nd meeting .of the First Coinmittee. the official record of which was publlshe&':only in summary
torm.
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opening up systematically of new opportunities for
Africans in agriculture and industry;, and a rapid
growth of Afrioan participation in; the country's
political life. If these steps were taken, they would
restore what we believe is most lacking in Africa's
plural societies, and that is the element of confidence'
and hope on the part of the African majority.
48. May I be permitted now to make a few observations with reference to paragraph 6 of-the Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples, which states that:
"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national' unity and the territo~ial integrity of a country is incompatible with the purposes and principles of the Charter."
49. The ~atanga problem is a case in point. Regrettable and vicious attempts continue to be made
by vested interests to bolster up the puppet regime
of Mr. Tshombe, who is being used to break up the
Republic of the Conge (Leopoldville) through secessionist activity. The Republic, of the Congo is, to my
delegation, one and indivisible, and the United Nations
must do its utmost to stop the injuries being inflicted
upon it by these imperialist-inspired intrigues. During
the specific discussion of this item, my delegation
will have an opportunity to express its views m
extenso, but we insist that the United Nations must
give every assistance to the Central GoveI'nment of
the Republic of the Congo in its endeavours to maintain the territorial integrity of the entire Congo.
50. This assistance will be in accordance with the
Security Council resolution of 14 July 1960,.21 adopted
when the first Prime Minister of the Republic of the
Congo (~opoldville), the late Patrice Lumumba, who
was murdered in cold blood, launched an appeal to
the United Nations for assi~tance in order to preserve the peace, order and sovereignty of the Republic of the Congo. Second, the delegation of Ghana
insists that the Security Council resolutions on the
situation in the Republic of the Congo must be fully
implemented and that all foreign mercenaries must
be ejected from Katanga. Third, we call upon all
States to desist from maintaining commercial, financial and consular relations with Katanga, because
such relations prejudice and undermine the territorial integrity of the Republic of the Congo if they
are had w,ithout any consultation with the Central
Government or the President of the Republic"
51. The dispute over West Irian or "Netherlands
New Guinea" can also ha regarded as a manifestation
of the problems covered by paragraph 6 of the Declaration. My delegation reg:rets that previous negotiations between the Governments of the Republic of
Indonesia and the Netherlands have failed to resolve ,.
the dispute.
.

52~ The Charter . of Transfer of Sovereignty, included
in the Round-Table Conference Agreement between
the, Netherlands and Indonesia!! and transferring to
the RepubUc of Indonesic... sovereignty over what used
to be called the Neth~rlands East Indiee', definitely
stated, in-article 1, that:
"Tht,3 Kingdom of the Netherlands unconditionally
and irrevocably transfers complete sovereignty
over Indonesia to the Republic of the Unit~d States
'J/ Official Records of the SecuritY Council. Fifteenth Year. SuEP!!:
ment for July. AUgUst and September 1960. document 8/4381'.
'It
Y United Nations. Treaty Series. vol. 69 (1950). I, No. 8 9 4 . )
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of Indonesia and thereby recognizes said Republic
of the' United states of Indonesia as an independent
and sovereign State."
53. But what was the Indonesia over which sovereignty was transferred to the independent Rep\(olic
of the United States of indonesia? It is well known
that the Netherlands administered what is now the
Republic of Indonesia and West Irian as a single
colony called the "Nethet=1and~ East Indies". It is
even stated that after the Second World War the
Netherlands Government officially called the whole
of the Netherlands East Indies "Indonesia ft. This is
bonle out by the fact that in its last annual report on
Indonesia to l,f'~ Unit~d Nations in 1949, the Netherlands describel1{ndonesia as consisting:
ft ••• of a series of island group~' in the region of
the equator, exter..ding from the mainland of Asia to
Australia. The principal groups are the Greater
Sv.nda Islands ••• the Lesser Sunda Islands ••• the
Moluccas, and New Guinea west of 141 degrees east
longitude. n '§/
54. This geographical analysis by the Netherlands
Government leaves no doubt that West Irian, or New
.Guinea, forms part of a particular geographical expression called the "Netherlands East Indies n, and
now called "Indonesia".
55. In spite of statements made by Netherlands
spokesmen like Dr~ Boyen that all pfl.rties agree that
what used to be the Netherlands Ea~Jt Indies should
become an independent State as soon as possible, the
Netherlands maintains its presence in West Irian because of an escape clause in article 2 of the Charter
of Transfer of Sovereignty. Here is the kernel of the
problem. This article~ which, dealt with the "r~sidency
of New Guinea" stated, in part, that:
"in view of the fact that it haS not yet been possible to reconcile' the views, of the parties on New
Guinea, which remain, therefore, in qispute", and
"in view of the dedication of the parties to the principle of resolving by peaceful; and reasonable means
any differences that may he~eafter. exist or arise
between .them n , both,parties decided that "the
status quo of the residency of New Guinea shall be
maintair:eu with the stipulation that within a year
from the date of transfe,.- of sovereignty to the Republic of the United States of· Indonesia the, question
of the political status· of New Guinea be determined
through negotiitions between the Republic of. the
United States of Indonesia and the Kingdom of ~he
Netherlands. "
."
56. The point of departure, therefore, i~ the agreement reached by both Indonesia and the Netherlands
that there' should be negotiations on the status of West
Irian ior New Guinea at a certain time. 'Apart from
these legal considerations,"'however, my Government
believes that, this dispute contains a number of politi'cal elements, in relation to which the United Nations
must shoulder its respon~ibilitiel!l squarely, so that a
,peaceful settlement may be reached.
57. My, Government has carefully studied the proposals in the dra:tt resolution [A/L.354], presented by
,the delegation of the 'Netherlands. In other circumstances, the draft resolution would be regarded,) as
bold an~ imaginative and far-reaching enough as a
§J See Non-Self-Governing Territories. Summaries and Analyses of
Informl.1tion transmitted to the Secretary-GeneraI during 1948 (United
Nations publication, Sales No.: 49.Vl.B.l). p. 141.

necessary first step towards the implementation of
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) in a number
of Non-Self-Governing Territories. But the ciroumstances are different. While we fully support the
intervention of the United Nations in this dispute, my
delegation considers th3.t the whole basis of the solUio,
tion proposed by the Netherlands prejudges the major '.
question at issue in view of article 2 of the Charter
of Transfer of Sovereignty, agreed to by, both Indonesia and the Netherlands. Is the Territory, on legal
or political', grounds,".ayailable for dispOsition in the
manner proposed? If the 'rerritory .~ J not so available, then the solution proposed, admiraply related
as, it is to the principle of self-determination, is not
gel'mane to the issue.
58. It' ip-'·thewish of my delegation that there should
be no War fought on t\ ;J issue, that a peaceful solution may be found tnrough peaceful, negotiation;' it is
equally our hope that a mutually acceptable ba§lis for
such negotiation will be found, within or outside this
Assembly. The delegation of Ghana propqses that 'lit
good offices committee of five should be appointed by
the President of the Assembly" with the agrf:;;ment of
the two Parties concerned, to initiate p4gotiations
between Indonesia and the Netherlands ()r.if1:he disputed
Territory'of West Irian. The committf)~~ if apPOinted,
would evolve its own procedures to enable it to
achi,eve a solution satisfactory to all concerned. The
good officos committee would report to the Gener!ll
Assembly, either next year or as soon as possible
before the seventeenth session, on the progress made
in settling the dispute.

,.",

59. It is the earnest hope of my delegation that the
draft resolution will not be pressed to a vote, in
ord~r to avoid ,any further stiffening of respective
pOE;litions. In fact, my delegation appeals to the delegation of the Netherlands to withdraw its resolation
so that a draft resolution acceptable to both gides
may be prepared and introduced: If, however, the
Netherlands draft resolution is put to the vote, my
delegation will be forced to vote against it.
60. TherE. are, of c-;,urse, a few territories which
themselves
diffident about the benefits' of in~
dependence and th~ir ability to sustain it., Some of
them; like the High Commission ter:llUQries in southern Africa~ which I have referred to, are really small '
in size, with rather small populations, a:nd non-viabl~
economies; but they do not by that token, in the view
of myrjelegation, fall outside the .scope cif th~ Declaration. The Declaration in relation to slJ,cb terri..tories, must. in our view, be read in conjunction with
General Assembly resolution 1541 (XV) the 8.nne~ to
which postlilates, in principle VI. that a full measure
of self-government may be 'reached not only t~rough
sover~ign independence, but also through fre~" as.
sociation or integration w~tb a~ i!ldepfmdent, st~e.
j
Therefore, so long as suchassoClatlon or integrati&.~: - " is attained as a res~t cl free, voluntary, democratically exp~essed choice, ancl on the basis of
comp~ete equality, preferably under United ,Nations
auspices,~·the implementation of the Declaration need
not prejudice or preclude these alternatives to sovereign independe:p.ce.
"
61. It is these considerations that have guided my
delegation in our examination of the items now ~nder
discussion by the Assembly. Frofu these considerations it follows that whatever approach the Assembly
decides to adopt on the problem of the implementation
of the Declaration, there is. 0.. clear needfor'. an ad hoc

are
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committee to examine, report and submit recommendations on the progress of such implementation
in all ;'" Non-Self-Governing, Trust and other Terrir
tories which are not yet completely independent. With
respect to Africa, it is our considered view that
the Committee should, with the co-operation of the
Administet'ing Authorities~ nationalist leadeX's and
elected represe~tatives, work out precise details of
the immediate implementation of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV), having-full regard to the freely
expressed wishes of the inhabitants. The process of
handing over can!lot take more than a year or so, if
the Administering Authorities are in earnest and if
the African leaders so d.asire.
62. Ghana believes that all non-indevendent African
territories must become independent without delay
and we call upon all States and Powers to approach
the question of the hllplementation of the famous
Declaration without any partisan rancou.r. The Declaration which this Assembly adopted last year is over.riding and peremptory. It does not allow for any
delays. It expresses faith in the ability of every
people, whether in Africa Qr elsewhere, to manage
their own affairs. It redresses an injustice done to
Africa in the past. If, indeed, Africa was a forgotten
continent at the time of the promulgation of the
Charter of the United Nations in 1946, the Declaration calling for an immediate end to colonial rule in
all territories that are not yet indepenc\ent has redress.ed the balance., That is Why this Declaration
must be fully and immediately implemented. That is
why non-independent territories in Africa cannot wait
for long to attain their independence, and that is why
no attempt should be made to confuse the issue of
a United Nations programme for independence of
Africa with irrelevant wranglings and condescending
attitudes.
63. We call upon the Assembly to adopt resolutions
setting up adequate machinery for the -immediate
implementation o~ the Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV). 'My delegation will not support. any
draft resolution, in regard to the independence of
Africa, which does not conform with that Declaration
adopted last year. ffhe objectives are clear. Let us
apply ourselves to the task of the immediate liquidation of colonip:asm in all its forms and manifestations.

t

Mr. Nosek (Czechoslovakia). Vice-President. took
the Chair.

84.. Mr. FLaRES AVENDANO (Guatemala) (translated from Spanish): I should like first to pay a tribute to the distinguished representative who preceded
me at this rostrum; his magnificent speech contains
a complete survey of the problem of colonialism and
a perfect guide for the decisions of this Assembly.
My purpose in spe;}king here now is merely to sum
up, to express ~r ;oilinion and to reaffirm a hope.
65. Arnd~\ items 22 anQ. 88 which we are now discussing a( based on General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV) 'and a:t'e undeniably ve.ry significant for the
maintenance of peace. The essence of these items is
nothing less than the liberation of millions of human
beings. The Ghanaian representative, who preceded
me at this rostrum, said that for the. Continent of
Africa that resolution was as important as the Uni~ed
Nations Charter, and to a great extent he is right.
Only yesterday [1052nd meeting] the Burmese representative called it a."clarion caU ••• to which my
delegation has fervently hoped all ••• Powers would
rf':spond with a corresponding sense of urgeucy". The

!
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Guatemalan delegation, true to its long tradition of
anti",·colonialism, has responded by coming to this
rostrum.
I

66. In the'·state~~nt' of the Guatemalan Minister for
Foreign AffaIrs in this Assembly on 28 September \
1961 [1019th session], Guatemala's very vigorous
condemnat~on of coioni~lism and racial discrimination was made c~lt'egorically clear. May I also recall
the. statement of General Miguel Ydfgoras Fuentes,
President of the RepUblic of Guatemala, which was
brought to the attention of the permanent representatives to the UrJted Nations, condemning the policy of
apartheid. In that statement he said: "Racial discrimination is but slavery in disguise".
67. The truth is that to speak of colonialism and
racial discrimination is to speak of slavery. If communities of men cannot freely express their opinions,
cannot Unite in political parties to comment on problems of go-vernment, cannot pass judgement on the
conduct of their officials in office, cannot use the
franchise to elect their leaders and governments in
accordance with their aspirations and customs and
cannot freely exploit t~e natural resources of their
territories for their own benefit, s.nd if, moreover,
they are subjected to cruel labour .',:j!stems and are
paid most miserable wages, then those men are communities of slaves.
68. 'It is Wlbelievable that in this day and age many
countries and millions of human beings are still deprived of their fundamental freedoms. There is no
doubt that the crisis which confronts and threatens
to undermine our civilization is a crisis of human
values This crisis may be the logical consequence of
the preponderance of political power and the tremendous ad'\lance of science, applied with contempt
for the spiritual destiny of man to subjugate nations.
In short, it is the denial of freedom and the absence
of justice.
69. The historical process of colonialism is but the
historical process of nations. The sociological phenomenon of growth and the amassing of elements of
power made it possible, in ancient times, for some
peoples to subjugate others,· giving rise to what were·
known as the "wars of conquest", with the natural
corollary of colonization.
70. It would be tiresome to re,count this historical
process in detail, even in steps of a thoUSand years;
and in any event distinguished speakers have already
described it magnificently from this rostrum. We can
but say that, while there might have been some justification for the colonial system in ancient times when
applied to the rUdimentary resources of a primitive
social organization without spiritual values, which
resulted in the predominance of those who cultivated
those values, improved that organization and amassed
elements of labour and power, at, the present time, at
the advanced stage which we have reached il1' this
epoch, in the light of the law, as the mast6\fS of ..
science and tech,nology which advance like wildfire,
. we can no longer conceive of colonial systems. I can
affirm -from this rostrum that the colonial system
has been universally repUdiated and that there is. a
keen desire to put an end to it promptly.
.
q

71. The American continent also experienced wa~~s
of conquest and endured the cruel process of coloni..
zation. The balance sheet has been drawn up, how"
ever, and the balance 1s favourable. The balance is
favourable because the colonizing Power, immo~!l1
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Spain,' scattered the seed of its race over the American continent and contributed the turbu\ent stream of
its blood.
72.' The ineffaceable colonial period, with its boid
captains, ~ntrepid sea~en, learned geog~aphers, renowned chroniclers, skilful clerks and samtly preachers had one fal"-reaching consequence-the establishme~t of a new breed, the Indo- Hispanic stock, which
throughout the long process of colonialism and the
struggle for independence always held aloft the standard of hurn~m dignity and of man's freedom. And
this Indo-Hispanic stook today embraces 200 million
human beings in twenty nations and by its culture,
progress and organization wiel6s an influence 07U'er
the destinies of the world.
73. How can we fail to be gratified at the admission
of new independent States to this Assembly? How can
we fail to desire for the African continent a future
such as that of our own America?
74. Nevertheless, we must point out that colonialIsm has not been eliminated in our continent. Extracontinent8.1 Powers unlawfuily hold Americlim territory; that situation has been brought about and
maintained by the rule of force, the abuse of power
and the flouting of law. And if the United Nations
Charter continues in force, America has every reason
to hope that soon colonialism will be eliminated from.
its territory too. The Organization of American
States, at the Ninth International American Conference &.t Bogota in 1948, declared that the process of
. the emancipation of America would not be complete
so long as there remained on the continent regions
subject to a colonialr~gime. With a view to arriving
at .immediate solutions and accelerating the process
of decolonization, it created the American Committee
on Dependent Ter!'itories, which was entrusted with
the task of seeking adequate machinery for restoring
.the territories unlawfully held to their legitimate
owners and ridding our continent of the anachronistic
anti unI(1wful coloni.al system.
75. From the time when the present colonial Powers,
with the support of their econ0In1:c and even their
military resources, imposed their systems, tli\1Y
hllve maintained an insulting distinction betwee/n
nationals and colonial peoples, denying to the latter
the rights and opportunitiet' which they gr8:c-n~}~the
former; and in the face of universal condemnatIOn of
this reprehensible conduct, those Powers boast of
educating the colonies to exercise freedom and
democracy, and they issue floods of propaganda about
-the money spent and the results achieved in raising
the level of living and culture of their colonies.
76. T~e Guatemalan delegation contends, however,
tbE.i the exercise of freedom cannot be learnt under
a repressive syet~)m whicl]. outrages the dignity of
man and limits the enjoyment of the basic gifts of
life. The fruitful tree of freedom cannot flom;ish in
this sort of climate.
77. The delegation which I rep:resent has plocordingly
listened most syrnpathGticaUy to the interesting ideas
expressed t\y all the speakers who have dealt with the
item from this rostrUln, and part~cularly those ideas
relating to the search for a modus operandi that
Would bring about the prompt elimination of oolonial. ism without intervention, danger or harmful delay.
78. The progres,s made thus far holds promise for
the future. There is already a store of experience in
this world body concerning the soundest form of
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directing action to achieve positive results. We must
have faith that General:Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)
will have immediate and favourable consequences,
fori with this store of experience one year may be
better than the next and lay the foundation for magnifir-ent successes in the following year, until the day
a:t~ives when colonialism is liquidated. On that day
the United Nations will. have~ written an unfading page
1n its history because then the Slm wiit-shineequally
on all the m~mbers of the human race. If hope is the'
running of time, we may be confident that very soon
the United Nations will have written that magnifioent
page ill its history.
79. Reference has also been mad~ here to neocolonialism. The Ghanaian representative, who was
at this rostrum a short time ago, wanted-as I understood it-to represent the events in Katangaas the
very embodiment of:neo-coionialism. If a person ~as
asked to give a concrete definition of neo-colonIalism, it is possible that he could not. do so, but he~e
we are given an example which can Illustrate a crIterion by which to judge this veryinterestingproblem.
80. There is, 'however, another form of colonialism,
which the United Kingdom representative dis~ussed ,
extensively in his statement yesterday. H~ _.sald that
people had been subjugated. He named specifiC cases,
explained the procedure that had ~en followed, indicated how many millions of human beings and how
many millions of square kifometres ~d bee~ subjugated, and also pointed out the e~Plre whi?h has
shown a fondness for colonialism smce the time of
the Czars-he was referring to the Soviet Union. That
distinguished represenhti'V~ '~lso said that\\where
soldiers guard people to keep them from escap~ng
rather than to protect the frontiers, there was subJUgation-not freedom. That, too, might be an example
of nea-colonialism.
t)
81. A representative who is under a duty to tell t.he
truth must also say these things. I do not do so With
the aim of bitterly criticizing the Soviet Union, but
when I walk to work in the mornings ancl see the rainbow of flags adorning the entrance pf this building in
the United· Nations Plaza: I somet~~s think th~t tha
wind making them flutter IS the beatm~ of the world's
heart and then, when I turn to the left to enter the
Asse~bly !mU, I see other flags at half-mast, inert,
motionless lifeless. To whom do these flagsb~long?
They. are the flags of peoples Who have als6 been
subjugated. We hope that this situation will disappear
and that an effort will be made to find an honourable
solution to these problems, because otherwise~ even
though Africa shall have been H;perated, otI:erpeoples
will still grc.lanunder'\th~.yokeof neo-colomabsm.
82. I sh01ild1ik~ al~O to associate myself with the
opinions expressed by the Ceylonese representat~ve
[1.048th ~':leeting] in his brilliant and con~truct1ve
st0.tement.~ in which he appealed to all n~t1ons that
col(~nialitnnshould not be treated &6 part of the big- .
Power conflict, because t9 do so would s~mply ma;}te~
it" another cold war issue. For that reason I believe
that the Soviet Union is not in a position to castigate
colonialism in the Assembly as long as it has not
solved the problem to which I re~erred.
33. The statements of Guatemal~!fromJhi~<,rostrum
have always followed the"~ath of freedom marked out
by its great men. Th~ e~\ger~ess for f~~ed0In: ha.s
been traditional in Latllldlmerlca. To prove this, It
would suffice tc) cite an historical fact, for I have
spoken on this subject with sincerity and feeling.
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84" It· rdippened 'in the capital of my countrr~ Toe
Constituent Assem.bly in 1824 was about to disa,tss
the emancipatiOri of the slaves. The renowned Jes~
Sime6n Canas, who although a native of El Salvador
was \'a delegate or deputy. for the Chimaltenango district in the ~~public of" Guatemala-because t~ose
were t~e shimng ?ays ~f the' Central AmerIcan
FederatIon-was serlou.sly Ill. Nevertheless, he su~moned up all the phYSIcal and moral strength at his
cOJ?mand, went to the Asse~bly and took a sea~. Then
rismg, he utterea these lI~mo:rtal wor?s: I have
dragged myself here, and If I were dYIng, ]: woUld
still 'have come to demand freedom for the slaves".
'
85•.Needless to say, the members of the Assembly
stood up and applauded that initiative; and Cafias,
aided by the famous Guatemalan Pedro Molina, drew
up the document which decreed the emancipation of
.the slaves in Central America. Thus, the Central
American Fecleration was one of the first countries
to pass legislation freeing the slaves.
86. Following the glorious path of Guatemala's great
men, I hereby associate myself with the motions
which have been submitted for the imple"-,,~ntation of
General Assembly r~solution 1514 (XV) and for the
emancipation of millions of human b@jngs who suffer
under slavery. Guatemala takes this,\ stand, because
justice and freedom have always beEm basic to the
life of Central,Aln~rica.
I

"
Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair.
87. Mr. BOURGUIBA (TuniSia) (translated from

French): Nearly a year ago "ie unanimousl\y adopted
a .'re§!olution [1514 (XV)] whtch was soler.nnlyproclaimed to be the "Declaration. on the gran1/ing of independence to colonial countries' and peoples".
,
88. I hope that in speaking of unatiimity I am not
doing too much violence to the General Assembly's
rules for counting votes. Ther.'e were abstentions, it
is true, but I should like to believe that the delegations which abstained merely had formal reservations
~nd did not harbour objections so infamous that they
had to disguise their true feelings in this manner or
repeat Pontius Pilate's act of cowardice. 11
89. ~t was in this way that the General Assembly,

at its fifteenth session, crowned the. admission to
membership of numerous countries emerging from
the colonial era by proclaiming the need for the early
ending of colonialism wherever it prevailed.
90. This declaration-which was the result of a proposal by the \'delegation of the Soviet UnionS/-was
immediately destined to find more or less concrete
embodiment thanks to a propos~l submitted by the
United States delegation1l for 'the study of a United
Nations programme for the independence and development of Africa. i These initiatives gave added
emphasis to the Year 'of Africa and we were glad to
pay a tribute to their sponsors at the time. The
length of the debates at the fifteenth session unfortunately made it impossible to conclude the discussion
of the second proposal with ~be Ilesult that it had been
considered by the First Committee alone.
91. It was therefore left to the Assembly at the current session to concern itself with the fate of these
two initiatives: firstly, to stUdy the situation with r&<'
..

§/ See Official Records of the General Assembly, F1fteenthSess~,

Annexes, agenda item 87, document A/4501.
11 Ibid., agenda item 88, documents A/4515 and Add.l.
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gtiro to the implementation of the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peopH~s; secondly, to continue the consideration of
the programme for Africa.
/
92' i~' this connexion my delegation welcomes the '
fa~t that the discussion of the political aspects of the
latter- item has been deemed to be within the competence of the General Assembly in plenary meeting.
We also welcome the fact that the two items are
being discussed simultaneously, since the second
provides the best possible example or illustration for
a useful discussion of the first.
unf
f t · that Af.·
ff
93. The
ortunate ac IS
,r~c,a·o era many
grounds for concern. Everywhere there is bloodshed
as the result of an incomprehensible political and
moral blindness which still prevents certain countries from facing reality, despite the fact that it
looms larger every day, and not only from anticipating the course of history-which might perhaps be
expecting too much of them-but from reconciling
themselves to it and going with the current.
94. The subject with which we are dealing is so
clear 'that there is no !leed for me to give a lengthy
description of developments, which would amount
merely to a reiteration-in a less eloquent. form-of
the statements made by my distinguished colleagues
who have preceded me on this rostrum.
. \
.
b . f
95. I shall therefor~ e1.1deavour to gIve a rle account of my Government's views and, to do so, I shall
rapidly sketch the situation as it is today, at the ~nd
of 1961, one year after the adoptio~ of the Declaratlon
on 14 December, 1960. The conclUSIons I shall venture
t? draw wi~l lead me. to put forward a few suggesbons. In this way I thmk tha~ I shall.be ab~e to combine usefully the two agenda Items WIth which we are
now concerned.
,
.
96. A few days ~go .the AlgerIan p~ople entered the
eigh~h y~ar of. Its war of liberatIon. ~wo we.eks
earber m ParIS, a peaceful demonstratIon agamst
disc;iminato!'Y. treatment was turned into a ":at
hunt, a ~orrlble hue. and cry after br~wn .s~ns
which-to ItS honour-disgusted Frenchpubh? opm~on.
On 1 November several thousand AlgerIans Imprisoned in France went on a hunger strike to obtain
the treatment that befits, their position as patriotstreatment as political prisoners-and to protest
against the abuses of a penitentiary system wpich
even the French parliamentarians could not but;
condemn.
97. Very fortunately, the General Assembly took an
initiative in this particular matter [resolution 1650
(XVI)]. At the same time, however, we have heard
the President of the French RepUblic speak of the imminenceof negotiations with the Provisional Government of the Algerian Republic. Is this the atmosphere
in which fruitful.. talks can take place? In repeated
statements the French Government appears toadopt
a line close to that laid down by our Declaration on
independence. Unfortunately, ,we have not yet seen
any fact1,1B.l corroboration of ,these declared intentions.
98. Further south in Africa, the Congo continues.to
be a cause of grief and anxiety owing to the criminal.
obduracy of those who hold certain interests and have
managed to find and retain-God knows at what a
price....a band of hirelings whom they are ~sing as a
cover to set up an "independent" Katanga. The logiC'
of their policy could only lead them to create such an
army, which has in its ranks mercenaries recruited
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from wherever. this species is to be found, and particularly of course from among the former colonials,
such as veterans of the Indo-China war, deserters
from the Algerian war, and so on.
99. Demonstrably a definite sOl~aarity has been
established among those following the same policy,
whether it is north or south of the Sahara and whether
the adventurers are French, Belgian, Portuguese or
South African. The advent. of these bands of marauders, that have done so much harm in the Congo,
imposes' an even heavier burden of responsibility on
those who supply them with weapons an~ equipment.
It is no longer a question of private interests or
fantastiD dreams: it takes at least a certain amount
of connivance on the part of the authorities for jet
aircraft to be sold and sm~ggled.
100. Since our Declaration on independence, a new
fire has flared 1;4P,. o~e" Which had been smouldering
and had been expected for a long time: the blood-bath
in which the Portuguese authorities concerned are
attempting to drown Angolaxl aspirations to dignity.
As in other cases, Lisbon ~s indignant at the interference in the domestic affairs of Angola, Mozambique and other territories because they have been
decreed, by virtue of a legal myth, "an integral part
of the metropolitan country". I. believe it will be
enough for me to recall a previous formula inspired
by the same spirit: a few years ago we heard the
slogan "France united from Dunkirk to Tamanrasset lt •
101. South Africa, for its part, not content. with
having been virtually expelled from the Commonwealth, is persevering in its error and still ignoring
reality. Its policy of ,apartheid, which repudiates even
the conventional hypocrisy, would merit at least a
certificate for frankness and cynicism if it were not
digging the grave of the very society it is l:i.~empting
:to build. South Africa also still refuses to implement
,the United Nations resolutiona concerning South West
,Africa. One does not have to be a Cassandra to pro:phesy that these madmen will reap tears and blood.
102. In the Middie East, another kind of colonial
enterprise is still troubling the conscience of mankind. The eXpulsion of most of the indigenous population of Palestine was the condition which made possible the creation and survival of an artificial State
whose very philosophy is an affront to the rules of
international ethics. This state of affair,S still exists;
only a few days ago, the Israel Parliament passed a
I law preclUding consideration of even the possibility
of the return of 'some or all of the 1,200,000 Arab
refu.gees, and that despite the principles which the
'Members of the United Nations undertook to respect
,:when they were admitted to membership.
103. The Indonesian archipelago is also suffering
from the after-effects of the colonial era. The Netherlands Government decid,ed; in order to justify partial
,military reoccupation after the declarati.on of .the
independence of Indonesia, that West Irian, inhabited
by barely 1 per cent of the population of the former
;Netherlands East Indies, was no longer part of Indonesia. A few days ago [1049th meeting1 we heard the
representative of the Netherlands outlining a plan
which his Government proposed to carry out in order
to implement the resolution [1514 (XV)) adopted
during the.fifteenth session. That generous plan
Would deserve the Assembly's warm appr~val if it
did not contain a fatal weakness which, in my delegation's viow, shows that· it is merely a manoeuvre
for the purpose of retaining, and keeping part of the
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former empire. In fact'j:.-"under the pretext of applying
the principle of self-determination the Netherlands
Government is simply trying to amputate one of
Indonesia's provinces. Even if we think that selfdetermination is the best criterion of evolution towards the status of an emancipated State, the exernis~
of that pr~nciple must be limited by a proviso, or
rather a precaution against intrigue, namely the
principle that the territory of a neWly independent
state must be that which was formerly under colonial administration. It is by virtue of the application of that very principle that, in North Africa, there
is no longer any question of the Sahara being anything
but Algerian. Can you imagine the result of the blind
autom~tic application of self-determination? H,w
many nations throughout the world whioh have sep~
ratist movements would break up!
104. Lastly. I should like to recapitulate briefly the
dangers of the aftermath of colonialism, not only for
the harmonious development of those countries which
are still dependent, but:lalso for the independent countries and even some Members of the United Nations.
I am thinking of last summer, and the way .in which
the French Government flouted all the obligations
imposed on it by ethics and by international law to
respect the integrity of 'Jl1Y country and to comply
with its explicit wish to see its territory completely
evacuated. I shall not dwell on the dreadful massacre
'Ehich placed Bizerta amOng the cities martyred by
human barbarity. I shall simply say that so far, although the forces of aggression have withdrawn to
their former positions, the French Government has
not yet made the slightest gesture of response to
our demonstrations of good wilt~\It is still ignoring
reality, and yet it cannot but re~~lze that this attitude of procrastination can only \)glve rise to further
difficUlties.
,:;;;
105. The picture is very bleak. Unfortunately, the
way in whi~h the colonial Powers are abusing the
Atlantic alliance is not likely to assist the Western
world to restore a reputation already tarnished by
the fact that near~y all liberation movements are
directed against the members of that alliance, to
Which history granted ,the privilege ofhaving colonies.
106. It is not my intention~ to make an indictment;
thus I shall not dwell on other cases where the Declaration on independence has unfortunately remained a
dead letter.
107. Are we, reduced to declaring a default?
108. Tunisia refuses to do so, although during the
year 1961 it had to endure so many ordeals that it .
'became bitter and suspicious; yet it can see in certain events some reasons for not giving way to despair. A few weeks ago, our Assembly became enriched by the addition of a new member: Sierra
Leone. In a few days Tangany.ika will become independent; in a few 'months it 'Y.ill be Western Samoa's
turn. In another. area our Organization made some
important decision$ on problems of princilple which
arose; I would only recall the unanimolis vote which
concluded the General Assembly's debate at its third
special session, held as a result of the aggression
suffered by my country last summer. Furthermore,
a·few weeks ago, our Assembly admi~istered areprimand to th~ delegation of South Africa.
109. Thus, at crucial moments, sudden changes
occur, fortunately, to upset that kind of balance which
tends to set in between two opposing movements: on
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the one hand, the gre, . upsurge in the. w<?rld towards'
freedom, and particularly the ever-growing im'patience of the subjugated peoples to break free from
their bondage; on the other hand, the reluctance of
the co]:onialist countries, their bad faith, or simply
their i.nability to adjust themselves to the genel'al
trend. This time lag has inevitably led to clashes, all
. too often involving bloodshed, which have not only
slowed down the wheel of hIstory but have reduced
the likelihood of future co-operation and f~iendship
among the peoples. It was to meet that situation that
our General Assembly in 1960 solemnly.proclaimed
certain principles; in order to give niore substance
to its Declal'ation"it is indti'tnbent'upCl)n us, at the conclusion of our discussion, to put flesh and blood into
that proclamation so' tIiat it shall become a living
reality. That result can 'only be obtained by stating
practical measures whose principles must be based
on past experience, whether 'pl,ea:sal1t or unpleasant.
110. An unkind fate, which in its unfolding has nevertheless proved useful, has seen'to it that the country
I have the signal honour to represent has experienced
all the phases of the struggle for independence. Although its inclination is towards the methods of
moderation and negotiation, it has willingly accepted
trials. of strength when driven to it. We have the
witness of three-quarter$. 9f..a century of righteous
struggle, though on a small scale because Tunisia is
a small country, to offer to our African brothers still
undergoing their martydom; we have the fruit of a
briefer but clear-cut experience to offer to our
brothers acceding to independence; we address a
solemn appeal to the colonialist countries to open
their eyes not only to the realities of our tortured
world, but also to their own true interests, for those
nations too, despite their errors, despite their misdemeanours, ultimately belong to this mankind which
is struggling at the edge of an abyss worthy of the
apocalypse.
"
111. This mortal danger which is threateming the
human race, as is shown by the instability and precariousness of relations in our world, was born in
·the antagonism of the two blocs, the W~stern bloc
and the Eastern bloc, one of the most unhappy results
of which has been to make the rest of the worldAfrica, Asia and South America-the object of a rivalry of which it refuses to be the prize.
112. Moreover, the wheel of history is turning inexorably towards the liberation of the peoples. Colonialism is condemned, not-only by our Declaration,
but by history;; it is almost a medical diagnosis. What
hl the point of obstinately endeavouring to breathe
life into a body which is already decaying? How·
sterile are these attempts to delay the course of
history!
113. In that spirit of idealism and realisml2ombined,
however, paradoxical that may seem, the, President
of the Republic of Tunisia proposed, on 2 March 1959,
the idea of a "round table meeting" for decolonization. I quote:
.
"We must take mankind out of tb-a colonial era and
lead it into the path of co-operatit ' i. The operation
must be carried out without pr-ecipitation. We cart
s~ttle reasonable stages, and safeguard the chances
of fruitful co-operation and lasting friendship. We
must be able to do this. The colonized countries
must not seize their independence with bloodshed at
the risk, perhaps, of lapsing into anarchy which the
opposing camp can exploit in order to let loose
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bitterness, spread its own ideology and prepare for
its domination."
114. President Bourguiba continued:
"I can easily imagine a great 'conference in which
all the countries that still have colonies or semi- '
coloniei? would be represented.
"Having come together those countries could first
of all reach an agreement among themselves. They
could then invit~ the representatives of the peoples
concerned to a round-table conference or else set
up committees to study the case of each eountry
separately and examine. its particular possibilities
and conditions."
115. A little further on President Bourguiba said:
"They cQuld establish contact with the nationalist
movements and in co-operation with them hold free
elections which would bring to the fore the best and
most clear~thinking elements, with whom negotiations could be conducted.
'In that way the evolution of the colonized peoples
could be accomplished without the scourge of terrorism, violence and anarchy.
"Negotiations between colonizers and colonized
should not only define the stages and methods by
which emancipation was to be achieved but should
also cover the stUdy of a plan of economic aid and
development. The peoples must be rescued from
under-development, which is a form of servitude.

" •••
"In so doing, the Western countries would simply.
be applying the principle which they claim to uphold, namely that of assisting peoples to liberate
themselves politically' and economically. Liberation
achieved in the manner which I have proposed would
fit into the framework of a reasonable plan that
would restore power to the peoples of the countries
concerned and provide for the holding of elections
and the establishment of a civil service.
.
"Attention would then be turned to the problem of
working out aid and investment plans to accelerate
industrialization programmes.
"Thus the road of economic and technical progress would be opened to the liberated peoples."
116. Unfortunately that appeal, made almost three
years ago by President Bourguiba, has failed to evoke
from the colonialist Powers the realistic respone:e
for which we hoped. If we consider the developments
which have since steeped the African continent in
blood and which in fact, have unfortunately been the
only discernible reaction, we see that his words were
only too prophetic.
117. It is true that certain things have been accomplished, as witness the African delegations which
have swelled the ranks of our great family since that
time, but there has bee,n no solutit"n of the problem
as a. whole. More than eve~and it is not merely the,
affection .of the child for his father which inspires
this statement-we feel that such an idea merits the
attention of the Assembly. In our view this is the only
way of going to the heart of the problem and it would
offer ~he possibility of finding solutions whiyh would
hav~ the great virtue of not being merely parti~.l and
disp~rate. Thus, with the voluntary a.nd sincere participation oi the colonial Powers and the support
of the United Nations, it would be possible to prevent
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.those violent reactions which we are Witnessing
among' those who have forgotten nothing and learned
.nothing, react,ions' which can only be compared to the
convulsions of a wounded b~ast at hay but which are
in reality skin-deep. The United No.tions should move
in.that direction.
118. Yet can we really work out a single rigid
'formula for the realization of our intentions? Our
goal is clearly defined, namely total liberation. 'But
we cannot claim -that one single prescription will
serve in every case. Methods, ways and procedures
may differ, in fact must differ according to the particular circumstances of each country. My delegation
considers, however, that we must, even if only by
fixing a. maximum term, avoid giving the impres
sion that any of US are resigned to moralizing or to
accepti~g even for an instant the thesis that a colonial
r~gime anywhere in the world should be perpetuated.
119. Such are th~ reflections that I thought it would
be useful to bring to the attention of my colleagues on
behalf of my delegation in the COUl"se of this -debate.
I li,Ihould like' to quote . . few sentences spoken by
President Bourguiba
.elgrade on the eve of the
sixteenth session of the .\ssembly in order to giv'e
you an idea of the direction, the goal and the outlook
of Ply delegation as it engages in this discussion.
"In its essence the nationaUst struggle has been
for us, the formerly colonized peoples, a struggle
to assert the dignity of man in all parts of the
earth; a struggle against colonialism because colonialism has ridden roughshod over this fundamental attribute of the human person. This racism,
now cunning and hypocritical, now insolent and
cynical, is something which we have fought in the
past, which we are fighting now and which we shall
fight to the end. We shall spare no effort to come
to the aid of its victims. But the struggle for human
dignity does not come to an end when colonial rule
is abolished. It must continue; so that mankind may
be liberated fro~ hunger, ignorance and disease. It
must be carried, on 11-:. the struggle against underdevelopment and the exploitation of man by man
~t·'.thin the same community.
"This is histo~'s challenge to us. If we prove
equal to it we shall have suc.ceeded not only in
rescuing our peoples from colonialist rule and protecting them against the onslaughts of neo-colonialism but also and above all in contributing to the
. preservation of peace and security throughout the
world."
120. Mr. PAVICEVIC (Yugoslavia) (translated from
French): In adopting the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countl'ies and peoples
[resolution 1514 (XV)), the Generai Assembly unequivocally oondemned colonialism in all its forms. It
condemned colonialism not only as a syste,m historically outmoded, contrary to the Charter of the United
Nations and absolutely at variance, from the moral
and political standpoint, with the requirements of our
age, but also as a system whose existence constitutes
an ever-present threat to peace and an obstacle to its
consolidation. This historic act was at tb:e same time
a clear expression of the general opinion that the
liquidation of the colonial system, i.e., of inequality
and economic eXploitation, is not only imperative but
also constitutes a prerequisite for the establishment
?f the relationship of equality and co-operation which
IS necessary for the pr~serva:i;ion of peace and for
the well-being of the peoples of the entire world.
I
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Finally, in adopting ,the peclaration th~, General Asseqnbly took upon itself certain obligations towards
the ~oples .who are still under foreign rule and at
the same time shouldered a special responsi1:)jlity in
relh\tion to the efforts which are being made to'eliminate breeding-grounds and possible causes of confIicts the existet;lce of which has been and in most
cases still is the result of the policy of colonialism
or neo-colonialism.
121. Since the adoption of the Declaration the
struggle of certain colonial peoples for freedom and
independence has been crowned with success. Sierra
Leone, whose admission to the United Nations we
greeted With satisfaction only a few days ago [1018th
meet~ng], has actively associated itself with the
efforts of \~he international commumty of sovereign
States to s~,fegUa.rd peace and world progress.
122. On 9 December 1961 the people of Tanganyika
will achieve independence, an event which will provide an openIng into Ecst AfrIca through which we
hope the wind of change can blow freely, bringing to
a rapid and successful conclUsion the long struggle
of th~ peoples of that area.
123. Uganda will achieve independence in 1962. The
celebrated African leader Jomo Kenyatta is asking
that on 1 February 1962 his martyred country should
be permitted to occupy the place which has long been
waiting for it. 'I'he people of Western Samoa are to
become free on 1 January 1962.
124. These are evellts of exceptional importance and
we welcome them wholeheartedly. We are profoundly
convinced l'brit the emergence of new independent
States on the international scene and in the United
Nations will ~ontribute appreciably to, the strengthening of the Organization and of the position of those
whose primary concern is to safeguard peace and
promote co-operation among peoples enjoying equality
of rights, co-operation based on the principle of
active and~1aceful coexistence.
125. Jmportant as are the results obtained so far in
the elimination of colonialism, the process of the
emancipation of colonized peoples has not yet come
to an end. This process has not been carried out in
the past and" unfortunately, is still today giving rise
to serious clashes and encountering strong resistance'
on the part of certain colonial Powers to the rightful
aspirations of the dependent peoples, whose struggle
is unquestionably facilitated by the liberation of a
large number of former colonies but whose sUfferings
are not thereby mitigated.
126•. It is very often pointed out here that,the popwations of the countries which l\re still colonies represent only 2 per· cent of the total population wb:~ch was
under colonial rule at the end of the Second World
War. This low percentage figure conceals the fact
that about 70 million people are still living under
colonial rule and the argument ~ccordingly proves
the opposite of what thos~>submitting it intend; indeed, it merely strengt~~~s our conviction that the,
liquidation of colonialil;l!<h\! should be accelerated and .
-not retal'ded.
\.
127. Needless to say, w~ are far frum' .:denying the
differences in the deg~-ae of development of the various Non-Self-GOverning Territories, but we cannot
accept the theories put forward on the basis of this
argument -to justify the slowing down of th~ process
of decolonization. Furthermore, are there not even
greater differences in degree of deveIG~~ment as be-
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tween independent States and is not the resistance
134. No parliamentary rhetoric, however brilHant,
of the colonial Powers greatest precisely in those
can camouflage this state of affairs, much less dis~
colonies which are relatively ,more developed? The
tort the truth of the drama which has been unfolding
fact is that the existing colonies are still colonies
for the past seventeen months in the Congo. This
human and national drama constitutes a serious
not because they are less developed than those which
warning to all the anti-colonialist forces and to the '
have won independence 'but because they are in most
cases fortresses of colonialism and neo-colonialism
United Nations: colonialism, although doomed to deto which, regardless of the aspirations and contrary
feat, is not dead but constitutes a real threat to the
to' the interests of their inhabitants, a special and
independence of the newly liberated countries.
important place is given in economic, military or
135. T!lese profoundly anti-historical trends are.
strategic planning. That is why the colonialist and
dangerous
both because of the disturbances to which
neo-colonialist forces resort to any means-Rom the
they
give
rise
and because they are bound up with the
cynical distortion of the meaning of the right of selfinterests
of military blocs-a circum~
conflicting
determination to the use of brute force-in order to
stance which still further complicates the situation at
attain their sole aim of prolonging their rule and
levels-and in our opinion they call for deter~
both
their exploitation of the still dependent peoples and
mined 'and vigorous action on the part of the intercountries.
national community. Such action is the more neces~
128. Although doomed to defeat, colonialism is un.sary in that the international situation has become
fortunately not dead. The best proof of this assertion
datl,gerously tense and that siuce the Second World
is to be found not only in the millions of people living
War mankind has been confronted as never before
under the colonial system but also in the colonial
with the seriousness of the problem of war or peace.
wars and colonialist interventions in various parts of
136. The real threat to peace and the real breedingthe world and primarily on the Mrican continent.
ground of actual and potential conflicts are to be
found in colonialist oppression and colonialist inter129. The brutal oppression in the Territories under
ventions,
not in the resil;ltance of the colonized peoples
Portuguese administration, whioh in the case of
to
such
violence
and their struggle to throw off coAngola has become a veritable colonial war, the war
lonialist rule.
in Algeria, which has been going on for seven years,
the colonialist adventure at Bizerta in the summer
137. Accordingly, the effort to liqUidate colonialism,
of 1961, the South Mrican Government's policy of
far from being in opposition to the effort to consoliapartheid, hated and condemned by the entire world,
date world peace, is entirely in harmony with it. The
the practice of racial discrimination in many cofinal triumph of decolonization, the final liquidation
lonies-these are but a few of the manifestations of
of the colonial system and colonial rule, will be an
the stubborn determination of colonialist circles and
important contribution to the consolidation of peace,
of certain colonial Powers to maintain their priVifor it will eliminate many dangerous breeding-grounds
leges or to slow down the process of liberation of the
of conflict 'and lessen hostility between the exisiing
oolonies.
blocs.
138. As I'have said, the colonial problem, because
130. If to the examples which I have just mentioned
tis implications, occupies a very important place
of
are added the attempts made to influence by ecoamong the problems which make the current situation
nomic and other pressures the domestic and foreign
what it is. This problem and the need to settle it
policies of the newly lih~rated countries and of those
once and for all were given the attention which they
which are in the process of attaining independence, it
warranted
by the Conference on the non-aligned counwill be seen that one conclusion is inescapable: the
tries.
§J
The
declaration of that conference stated
colonialist circles art:) seeking by every means at
inter alia:
their command at this final stage of the decay' of
colonialism, not hesitating to use force or to embark
"The participants in the Conference are convinced
on irresponsible adventures, to oppose the inevitable
that the emergence of newly-liberated conntrles
emancipation of the dependent peoples, regardless of
win further assist in narrowing of the area of bloc
the repercussions which their actions may have on
antagonisms and thus encourage all tendencies
the extremely tense international situation prevailing
aimed at strengthening peace and promoting peacetoday..
ful co-operation among independent and equal
nations.
131. In {tur view, the tragedy of the Republic of the
Congo unfortunately continues to present a living
"1. The participants in the Conference solemnly
exaaiple of the stubbornness, the resistance and the
re-affirmed their support to the 'Declaration on the
obstinate effortg of the neo-colonialist for(~es to reGranting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
cover aad' maintain their economic and political
Peoples', adopted at the fifteenth session of the
privileges by any means, even after the colonies have
General Assembly of the United Nations, and recom"
acMeyed indep8·~ldence.
mend the immediate, unconditional, total and final
abolition of colonialism and resolved to ma.1{e a
lS2. It should not be forgotten tha:, the fundamental
concerted
effort to put an enc to all types of new
caus~ of the Congo crisis and of the sufferings encolonialism and imperialist domination in all its
dured by the peopt1e of that young,/African State is
.;
forms
and manifestations." 2J
!
foreign interv€,ntion, organized, encouraged, financed.
i
lJ.nd. armi9d b:t t~e colonial Powers and foreign finan139. My delegation considers that the United Nations
cial ctrc1cs.
should proceed without delay to the implementation
the Declaration on the granting of independence to
of
133 '8t3lJ~sslon in this ctls{' is but one of the forms
colohial
countries and peoples with a view to tbe
a~,sumed bS colonia1:tst tntarvention, the disintegrati')!l .of the Congo being the m~ans employed to uphold
WConference held at Belgrade from 1 to 6 September 1961.
c·(;l·1~J~li8J prlvn(~g~B and perpetuate the exploitation of
21 Belgrade Conference 1961 (pUblished by the Review of International
Affairs. Belgrade). No. 5, p. 21.
the t~SLtural wealth of that country.
• •~M~2,.=~,c~.W!~~~~m.~:t;oo~".11!!II!!).11.1I'11!111·!!IIJ1
ra~'J!II!B~.!M!I!ft• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •MW!I• • •
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,final liberation of the 'stiH dependent peoples. Taking
into account the experience of the past, where the
active role played by the United Nations and its intervention have facilitated the liquidatior& of colonial
relationships, taking into account likewise the requirements of contemporary evolution, my delegation
cQnsiders that the General Assembly or such organ
as it may establish should adopt a procedure giving
the United Nations ample <!.pportunities for action and
ensuring its active and indispensable participation in
the process of decolonization. The rigM of petition,
the hearing of petitioners, on-the-spot examiIl.ations
of conditions, etc., should become the normal means
of gathering the information required in order to be
able as soon. as possible to fix short and realistic
pe~iods for the achievement of independence, by each
TiJrritory, periods during which power ~f{in be transferred to the indigenous populations with the cooperation and under the supervision of the United
Nations.
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140. My delegation will support any proposal designed to promote the effective implementation of the
Declaration a:nd the termination of a system which in
the past has led all too often to the gravest conflicts
and which even today, by its very e;](:istence, constitutes an ever-present threat to ,the interests of the
United Nations, to the interests of peace and to the
interests of all mankind.
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141. My delegation will in due course express its
views on the draft resolutions which have been or
may be submitted for the consideration of this
Assembly.
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143. My Governm.ent's attitude on this question is
well known and has been set forth repeatedly: Welst
Irian is an integral part of Indonesian territory.
Acuordingly, my delegation considers that any proposal that fails to recognize this fact, which in our
view is incontestable, cannot serve as a basis for an
equitable and constructive solution•
.

Im"

ons
;ion

142. I should like, however I to refer to a problem
which is once again before the General Assemhly. I
have in mind the problem of West Irian, a Territory
which the Netherlands Government, in all the reports
submitted by it to the United Nations before 1949 and
in all the discussions preceding the transfer of sovereignty to independent Indonesia, considered to be
part of what was in those days called the Netherlands
East Indies. The fact that :ior one reason or'another
sovereignty over this Territor~' has not been transferred to Indonesia, as it should have been, in no way
affects its status.

~

'

144•. Furthermore, my delegation is convinced that
a lasting and constructive solution of this problem
cannot be sought and put into effect in disregard of
the legitimate rights of Indonesia. The willingness of
that country in the past and in the present to cooperate in seeking a negotiated solution saows us the
way to reach a peaceful settlement of this problemthe transfer to Indonesia. of sovereignty over West
Irian-and thus to eliminate a dispute which constitutes a serious threat to' peace in that part of the
world.
145. Mr. COLLIER (Sierra Leone): Once again, this
Ass.embly has been called upon to debate the perennial question of colonialis~, with particular reference
to the implementation of the Declaration on the grant, ing~9f independence to colonial countries and peoples.
~
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146. When the General Assembly, at its fifteenth
session~ adopted the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples, contained in lesolution 1514 (XV), the United Nations reaffirmed certain important prinCiples laid down, in
Chapters XI, XII and XIII of the United Nations
Charter. These principles underline the lofty ideals
which inspired the founding nations and all those who
'have since achieved membership of this Organization.
147. Since the adoption of this resolution, many
things have occurred in demonstration of the good
will and sincerity 6f some of the Administering
nations whose representatives supported that resolution. Indeed, it is a matter for justifiable pride to
record that my country, Sierra Leone, achieved in..
dependence on 27 April 1961 to take its place among
the free nations of the world. And here it is only fair
to add that this independence was achieved in an
atmosphere of the greatest possible good will and
friendship between my people and the British Governm.ent-our former colonial Administrators-without
rancour and 'without bitternes·s. In fact; it was because of that good will and cordiality that my country
was proud to take its seat in the family of the British
Commonwealth of Nations after the achievement of
independence.
'
148. There can be no doubt that., there are many
countries, formerly dependent and now free, thh.t can
recall similar happy relationships with their previous
Administering Authorities. Yet, in spite of such cases,
. it is an unfortunate fact to reflect upon that there are
some 50/ .million people from nearly seventy t~rri
tories st;UI under the domination of foreign Powers,
notwithstanding the fact that this" very important
resolution-resolution 1514 (XV)-has been adopted.
149. It is, therefore, our task at this session to consider ways and means of implementing this remarkable document. There is not much point in dUating
here on all the evils and humiliations of colonialism.
In fact, there is no need to indulge in a verbal war of
recriminations. My delegation, representing a country which has only so recently emerged from colonial
status, is more concerned with what lies ahead. We
are engaged in the most exhilarating experienc~ Of'
building a new nation. But, in spite of the atmospher(~
of optimism in which we live, and' a great sense 01~
relief in the knowledge that we have emerged from it
position of dependence and now breathe the rarefied
air of newly f.ound independence, we cannot remain
aloof from the fates and fortunes of those around us~
We cannot cease to identify ourselYes with all those
who are still struggling for freedom and those who
are still fighting for the right to determine their own
destiny.
150. This right of a people to determine its own
destiny is an inalienable right. Men all overthe world
should be free to determine their own national affairs
~nd free to exercise the choice between gC?verning
ttamselves independently I or in association with
another group. Because .my delegation accepts this
fundamental principle, we wholeheartedlY acclaim the
sentiments expressed in resolution 1514 (XV). We
see in that resolution an important development in
the thinking 0... civilizedmanj it is an expression of
universal repugnance to the continued domination of
a group of ,people by another group. Yet, in spite of
that re~olut;ion, there are still some countries, unfortunately, represented in this 'body, which still per-
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sist in the antiquated doctrine of racial superiority
and inequality of man.
151. I say that some of them persist in upholding the
doctrine of the inequality of man, because I find it
difficult to interpret their conduct otherwise when
they argue that certain people are not ripe and are
not fit for independence. If any group of people can
arrogate to themselves the right to determine the
yardstick or standard by which the readiness and the
fitness of a nation for independence can be measured,
then one must accept the und~rlying presumption that
the nation so arrogating that right to itself is in a
position to know and to determine what the true measure of independence is, and what are the real prerequisites for independence.
152. My delegation believes that readiness fer' independence cannot be determined by arbitrary standards laid down by other people. Every nation has
the right to determine its own destiny, and we find it
morally indefensible that a people should continue
under the domination of another Power after that
people have declared their intention to govern themselves. This is why my delegation will support any
draft resolution which condemns colonialism and
seeks to bring it to an end as quickly as possible.
153. We are, however, fully aware of the difficulties
involved in fixing target dates for independence. ''''le
do not believe that independence for a people can be
worked out along those lines. We think that it would
be more helpful if the instruments of repression were
withdrawn; this is in keeping with the terms of paragraph 4 of the Declaration contained in resolution
1514 (XV) which states:
"All armed action or repressive m.easures ••• di-reqted against dependent peoples shall cease •••
and the integrity of their national territory shall be
res~eoted."
...
154. In this context, we wish to record ourvery deep
concern for the events in Angola, where the Portu!guese have used all types of brutality to keep in subjugation a suffering people fighting for their rights.
oC
155•. And here again, we sincerely hope that the
negotiations now in progress between the French and
the Algerians will come' to a speedy conclusion and
bring to an end this long, drawn-out struggle of.a
valiant people for sel.(-determination.
156. It is the responsibility of an Organization such
as this to take an attitude on this issue. If this
Organization was conceived and dedicated to the end
that the conditions of tension and causes of wars
should be' removed, and an atmoephere created in.

which peace would abound, then it is surely our duty
to do all we can, to bring all the moral pressure at
our command and to stretch the functions of this
Organization to its utmost to eradicate colonialism in
our time.
157. We have all heard from this' rostrum rious
announcements against colonialism by some representatives whose countries have little reason to feel
smug, because colonialism could well be recognized'
in those places where people are made to submit to a
foreigIi:inspired Government against the will of the
masses of the people. It could be recognized in those
situations where the people have never been allowed
the right to determine their own affairs. This also ls
an evil that should be removed without delay. It is
hypocrisy for, one standard to be used against one set
of nations, :lnd another to be used whe,n one considers
one's own position.
158. As has already been stated at this session, no
resolution touching on the fate of dependent territories has much chance of implementation without the
co-operation of the Administering Authorities concerned. Already we have seen the willingness of some
nations in recent years-notably the United Kingdomto surrender their possession when the people have
indicated their desire to gOli,rern themselves. It is an
example that ought to be followed by other nations.
And, here, 1 wish to record my delegation's agreement with the helpful suggestion of the representative
of Ceylon, when he spoke here the other day [1049th
meeting], of the need for the General Assembly to
seek the co-operation of the Administering Members
who should be asked to facilitate the Assembly's work
by admitting to certain Territories, at present under
their admipistration, United Nations groups or, good
will missions, at whose disposal 'would be placed·.
necessary facilities to help-them ascertain the trends~
of public opinion in the Territory concerned. He went
on to add that the United Nations could subsequently,
if necessary, and if desired by the parties concerned,
assist these parties in negotiations. This is a bold
suggestion which no Administering Member, sincerely
interested in .implementing resolution 1514 (XV),
should find unacceptable.
159. It is the will of my delegation to lend its support to this or any other proposal which will have the
effect of granting independence to colonial countries
and peoples, and we proclaim once again our true
belief in the lofty ideals of the universality of fundamental human rights and freedoms, as enshrined in
the Charter of the United Nations.
The meeting rose at 6 p.m..
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President: Mr. Mongi SLIM (Tunisia).
AGENDA ITEMS 88,AND 22
The situation with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of ind'!pendence to colonial
countries and peoples (continued)
Assistance to Africa (continued):
(~) A United Nations programme for independence

1. The PRESIDENT (tr~~lslated from French): Before
giving the floor to the next speaker on my list, I
should like to draw the Assembly's attention to a draft
resolution [A/L.366 and Add.1] in connexion with
agenda item 88, namely, the situation with reg-ard to
the implementatiQn of-the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
2. Mr. PADILLA NERVO (Mexico) (translated from
Spanish): In stating again how pleased we are to have
such an .eminent statesman as President of this Assembly, I should like, before beginning my statement,
to mention an additional reason which my delegation
has for feeling special satisfaction. I refer to the decision just published by our resp'ective Governments,
in which it is stated that Mexico and the Republic of
Tunisia, being desirous of strengthening the existing
ties between the two countries and of intensifying the
friendship between the two peoples have agreed to
establis1:l diplomatic relations. We have come once
more to this rostrum to add the voice of Mexico to the
voices of all the peoples of the world proclaiming their
right to freedom, independence, the exercise of their
sovereignty and the integrity of thl~ir national territory.
3. As I said on another occasion, we, the men of today,
are introducing a n9W era characterized by two forces
which are equally intense and full of promise. One is
the irrepressible impetus towards freedom and the
elimination cf colonialism; the other is the scientific
and technical power which is opening man's path to
outer space.
4. The' first is a revolutionary a,nd unifying force. It
recognizes no political or idefllogical affiliations; it
dominates international conflicts with an overriding

urgency; and all States, the largest and the smallest
alike, declare themselves to be among its adherents.
5. During the sixteen y~ars that the United. Nations
has been in existence, we have fought for the wellbeing of the peoples of the Non- Self-Governing Territories., their economic and political development and
their progressive advance towards self-government
and independence. The principle of self-determination,
which is enshrined in the Charter, and the corresponding principle of non-intervention have been defended
tenaciously by the Mexican people since they won their
independence 150 years ago. Cur conviction and our
efforts on behalf of the legitimate desires of the dependent peoples for liberation have been evident in all
the actions of the Mexican delegation in the Trusteeship Council, the Fourth Committee and this Assembly.
6. Mr. Adolfo L6pez Mateos, the President of Mexico,
declared from this rostrum two years JtgO[828th
meeting]:
.
"We believe that freedom of the individual aqp
freedom of nations are inseparable and interdependent. Nations are free only when the men who compose them are free; and individrJ,als only attain their
freedom when they live in a free country. The Mexican Revolution, the first successful one of this
century, added to that traditional co~cept new
principle, namely, that individual freedom can only
be fully exercised in an atmosphere of social justice.
That is why my country fights for the independence
of nations, the freedom of individuals and social justice for all communities."

a

7. We hav~ expressed t'lese and similar views on
every occa~~'ion which we regarded as propitious for
reaffirminf'; the ideals of freedom which they embody.
Oil 24 OCtober 1961, at the celebration of the sixteenth
·anniversary of this world Organization, Mr. Manuel
Tello, the Mexican MInister for Foreign Affairs, said
at Mexico City:
"
"Another problem confr()ntingthe
United Nations is
the colonial problem. M.exico has beerx and continues
to be an ardent advocate of the final elimination of
the colonial system, but the elimination of a colony
'!Dust have as its clear and precise objective the well.being of the inhabitants ,pf the country through the
exercise of their sovereign rights." .
~ ,.
8. During the past year the General Assembly in its
resolution 1514 (XV) solemnly proclaimed the necessity' of bringing to an end colonialism in all its forms
and manifestations. Last year we set the goal; this year
we are seeking f.he path to it.
9. History teaches us that shouts of independence are
not the end but rather the beginning of the struggle.
Freedom is defended by exercising freedom. To attain
independence is to reach the starting point, the beginning of an endless struggle for the defence of sovereignty, \territorial integrity, social justice, human
'Ii

"
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rights and the fun,damental freedoms of man. To win
this struggle a people must have preparation and
means.
10. The United Nations must help to win this fight
with zeal and wisdom. Not all communities in the innumerable territories which are still dependent have
the same level of social, educational and political
development. They do not all have, in the same or
similar measure, the capacity or means to resist
hostile foroes from within or without. In view of these
differing si'im.ations and conditions, assistance and
treatment must be adapted to each particular case.
This Assembly has already reaffirmed its conviction
that all peoples have an inalienable right to complete
freedom, the exercise of their sovereignty and the
integrity of their national territory, and it has recognized the passionate yea.rning for freedom in all
dependent peoples.
11. Mexico declared from this rostrum many years
ago that the continued existence of large groups of men
deprived of the fundamental right to political selfdetermination could not fail to cast a sad and disquieting shadow over the destinies of all states as they became ea.ch day more interdependent, and especially
over the moral responsibility of the United Nations.
No legalistic consideration or intricate explanation of
political necessity can persuade peoples who feel
themselvesready to exercise the right of sovereignty
that they should give up or defer their aspirations.
12. We continue, as il" the past, to be firm advocates
of the elimination of the colonial system, but we believe that in this immeasurably important process, in
Which the happiness of millions of persons is at stake,
this Assembly must act without losing sight of the fact
that although ind~pendence constitutes an end in itself,
it must also be the means whereby people, through the
exercise of sovereignty, achieve political, economic
and social progress •
..\
13. Th~.sincere and disinterested co-operation of the
United Nations is essential for the orderly and fruitful
completion of th.i.a formidable task. Mr. Harnmarskjold,
the Secretary-General, said in the introduction to his
annual report on the work oftheOrganization'[A.4800/
Add.1] , with reference to the basic democratic principles affirmed in the Charter:
"The resolution on colonialism, adopted by the
General Assembly at its fifteenth session, may be
regarded as a comprehensive re-statement in elaborated form of the principle laid down in the Charter. Results of developments so far have been reflected in the birth of a great number of new national
States and a revolutionary widening of ths membersltip of the Orgam.zation."
14. The Assembly is now confronted with the task of
giving effect to the resolution on colonialism, which
the Secretary-General regarded as a re-statement of
a basic principle set out in the Charter, and making it
a reality., In the present circumstances I think it appropriate, and perhaps necessary, to quote from the
searching and objective analysis which the Secr~tary
General made in the introduction to his annual report,
because it recounts a bitter experience to which we
have all been witnesses and contains a solemn warning
which we should heed:

.'

"It is in conflicts relating to the development
towards full self-government and independence that
Jhe Organization has faced its most complicated tasks
~i1 the executive field. It is also in the case of execu-

~.

tive action in this context that different concepts of
the Organization and of its decisions and structure
have their most pointed expressions. As regards this
specific aspect of the work of the United Nations, the
front line has not been the usual one between different
bloc interests, but more one between a great number
of nations with aims natural especially for those
which recently have been under colonial rule or under
other forms of foreign domination, and a limited
number of powers with other aims and predominant ()
interests. This seems understandable if one takes
into account that a majority of nations wishes to
stand aside from the big Power c<,nflicts, while power
blocs or big Powers tend to safeguard their positions
and security by efforts to maintain or extend an influence over newly emerging areas.
"How this is reflected in the attitude towards the
development of the executive functions of the United
Nations can be illustrated by numerous examples. It
may be appropriate in this context to say in passing
a word about the problem of the Congo and the activities of the United Nations in that country. Different
interests and Powers outside Africa have seen in the
Congo situation a possibility of developments with
strong impact on their international "position. 'rhey
have therefore, ll8.turally, held strong views on the
direction in which they would like to see developments in the Congo turn and-with the lack of political
traditions in the country anfi without the stability
which political institutions can get only by being
tested through experience-the doors have been
opened for efforts to influence developments by supporting this or that faction or this or that personality.
True to its principles, the United Nations has had to
be guided in its operation solely by the interest of
the Congdlese people and by their right to. decide
freely for themselves, without any outside influences
and with full knowledge of facts. "
15. We believe that the Assembly should take these
remarks by the Secretary-General into account when
considering what procedures and methods to adopt in
order to transfer all powers to the peoples of the NonSelf-Governing Ter:dtories in accordance with their
freely expressed will and desire and to enable them to
enjoy complete independence and freedom, as stated
in resolution 1514 (XV), so that the colonial system
may be eliminated in an orderly fashion, having regard
to the special circumstances of each territory, and that
there may be no repetition of chaotic situations.
16. My delegation believes that this Assembly should
be in possession .of special information containing
specific data on the various Non-Self··Governing Territories, and to this end it might be advisable to establish a committee to study and advise on the conditions
prevailing in these Territories and the measures,
methods or procedures suitable for the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV) in each case.
17. I. consid'e~ it appropriate to recall that in this
hemisphere the Ninth International Conference of
American Sta:tes, held at BogoM in 1948, established
a committee with similar aims and functions-namely
the American Committee on Dependent Territoriasas the result of a declaration which anticipated, as far
as our hemisphere is concerned, the same purposes
and principles which twel"le years later were to be proclaimed by the United Nations in respect of the whole
world in resolution 1514 (XV) adopted by this Assembly at its fifteenth session.
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18. We are hopeful that the decision taken by the
General Assembly as a result of this debate will not
reflect extreme political demands that will be impossible, or at any rate difficult, to fulfn, but a genuine
effort to achieve-in accordance wit.h the freelyexpressed will of ~he dependent peoples and with the
sincere co-operation of the Administering Authorities-the early eml:~rgence of the colonies and Trust
Territories to independenc~ as sovereign States able
to determine their own future in absolute freedom.
19. Mexico wishes them all a bright future and, as an
Ameriqan State, in the words of the Ninth International
Conference of American States Y reaffirms that "the
ideal that inspired the epic of the independence of
America will always animate our peoples and Govern'ments, united in their moral pledge to strive by all
peaceful means within. their power to eliminate from
the continent any status of dependency whatever its
form, political, economic or juridical". We have continued, ever since then, to maintain that the tistorical
process of American emancipation will not be complete
so long as there are peoples and regions on the continent that are subject to colonial rule, or territories
that are occupied by non-American Powers.
20. The people of Mexico have always shown deep and
unswerving devotion to freedom; they proclaim and
uphold the right of self-determination and the right of
all free nations to adopt whatever system suits thorn
best. They decry all forms of injustice and all foreign
domination. Both in this world forum and elsewhere
they have spoken out in favour of the weak and the
oppressed, and in defence of all just causes. We belong
to a free America which we want to keep free and shall
ke~p free. Our peoples are charaoterized. by a complete absence of racial prejudice. Ever since we won
our independence, the idea of equality between States
has, for us, gone hand in hand with the no less noble
idea of equality among men. We combat the prejudices
and harmful concepts of the colonial system, not because they pertain exc~usively to it, but because they
are contrary to our ideals. We condemn the unjust
and abominable practice of segregation and racial
discrimination, because it is contrary to our faith in
human dignity, to our way of thinking and to our history. As our representative in the Special Political
Committee stated a few days ago on behalf of my delegation:
"Mexico is, in point offact, an outstanding example
of racial and spiritual mixtures, not only since its
constitution as a sovercign State but also, in truth,
ever since the first days of colonial domination. The
misdeeds of the c{mquistadores did not include racial
discrimination .• ,,. Their blood mingled with indigenous blood from. the first encounter, without an,y
, difficulty whatsoever ••• The most striking development in the history of MeX!co has been the participation in our public li~e on a footing of complete
equality of opportunity of our three racial groups:
indigenous, 'mestizo' and creole. If a genuine creole,
Hidalgo, was the promoter of our indenendence, a no
less genuine Indian, Juarez, restored the Republic
and founded, among us, the State in!ts modern form,
stripped of its outworn colonial trappings." Y

Y Final Act (chap. XXXIII) of the Ninth International Conf~rence of
American States, held at Bogota, Colombia, from 30 March to 2 May,
1948.

Y This statement was made at the 271st meeting of the Special Political Committee, the official recor~ of which was published only in summary form.
'-2._." _.
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21. This debate, in Which we are affirming the right
of all peoples to freedomandi-f~planningtheelimination of colonialism throughout the world, is the most
eloquent expression of hope and faith in our destiny.
We are, in effect, counting upon the continuity of history and a future without end in which the enduring
valu,es of the human conscience are unfolding in time
and space. It is consequently a universal act of faith in
tbe inevitability of possfbilities for ensuring peace and
for putting 'an end for ever to the danger of nuclear
conflict which is threatening to wipe out our civilization and our very species.
22. Mexico joins in that act offaith. I have come here
today to this world forum-and I deliberately chose
this day of 20 November-as a humble and faithful
spoke'3man of my people and my Government in order
to affirm, once again, our belief in freedom.
23,\ A century and a half has elapsed since our independence was proclaimed, and on this very day my
country is celebrating the fifty-first anniversary of
the Mexican revolution~ the first great social revolution of the twentieth century, which as President L6pez
Mateos has said, was a revolutioD among Mexica.ns, a
revolution by Mexico and for MexicoJ.
24. OUr revolution was an act of redemption, an irrepressible onslau~ht against injustice and subjugation, an eruption that launched on the winds of history
the Mexican people's artient desire for freedom and its
invincible will to triumph. It has prevailed and
triumphed t Those people always triumph who are not
afraid to Bve, and who al'e not afraid to die in order to
live as they wish.
25. Iv'Iy presence here today. on this day of 20 November, is in homage to all those who are fighting for thl~
emanuipation of their people and for the purpose of
winning respect ~:or human dignity. It is, at the same
time, a hU::::il'ble tribute to the heroes of my country and
to my peopl~ as the supreme hero of the fight for independence, the indomitable warrior in the fight for
reform, the selfless defender of our Fatherland in
times of foreign intervention and the creator~througl:i
tae act of redemption that was the revolution-of
modern Mexico, a great Mexico which is our own yet
belongs to a united and free America and is, at the
same time, ready to serve the cause of universal
concord.
26. The PRESIDEN;.c (translated from French): Before giving the floor to the next speakers, I should like
to inform the General Assembly that we still have a
long list of speakers for the debate on this item and we
still have at least two or three very important questions to discuss in plenary meeting. I would therefore
appeal to speakers--and especially to those who have
already had an opportunity of taking the floor during
this debate-to make their statements as brief as possible. That will greatly facilitate our wor~ and might
enable us to bring our discussion to a successful conclusion.
27. Mr. WAHAB (United Arab Republic): The discussionl3 which the General Assembly has had on the
present item, both at the fifteenth session and during
the last two weeks, have rightly revealed the great
importance which is attached to that item. They have
equally revealed the vital i.l1terest and deep concern
which the problem of colonialism arouses in the hearts '
and the minds of millions of people.
28. The Declaration adopted by the General Assembly
at its last session, in its resolution 1514 (XV), has

...:..:__
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been rightly considered one of the principal resolutions
of the world Organization. It has reassu.red the millions of peopl,:l who have not yet regained their inhere.nt rights to self-determination and national sovereignty, of the Organization's concern for their aspira""l'
tions and its determination to put an end to the
colonial problem, which has caused, and continues to
cause, hUD;1an suffering, and stands in the wa.yof truly
international understanding and friendly relations
among nations.
29. It is significant that the Declaration was adopted
without a dissenting vote and thus is a manifestation
of the concern and determination of the whole international community to put an end to colonialism. What
is more significant is that two great Powers, the
Soviet Union and the United States of America, proposed-during the fifteenth session of the General Assembly--the inclusion on the agenda of two important
items dealing with colonialism.
30. The item proposed by the Soviet Union led tc the
adoption of resolution 1514 (XV), which was drafted by
the African-Asian group. The other item was included
at the request of the United States of America, and was
entitled "Assistance to Africa: a United Nations programme for independence".
31. We sincerely hope that thia problem of colonialism
will not be a cold war item, but will be a point of agreement. In this connexion, it is relevant to quote from a
statement made by President Gamal Abdel Nasser
when addressing the National Assembly on the results
of the Casablanca Conference: 2J
"We say that the success of the aims of the African
struggle could not be achieved by pushingAfrica into
the cold war between the blocs. The aims of this
struggle can be achieved if Africa is turned into a
tmnstructive meeting place, not into a destructive
battleground between the blocs."
132. By the Declaration contained. in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). ~ General Assembly
solemnly deolared the urge
~f the abolition of
colonialism, for, as it assert
..Its own ~ords,
"The subjection of peQpL...... to alien subjugation,
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of
fundamental human rights, is contrary to the Charter
of the United Nations and is ar: impedim~nt to the
promotion of world peace and co-operation."
33. The General Assembly thus reaffirms in this
Declaration the principles enshrined a" San Francisco
in 1945 with regard to the attainment by dependent
peoples of national independence. Unlike the previous
attempts in the history of international organizations,
the drafters Qf the Charter of the United Nations rightly
envisaged the problem of international peace and security in a positive and constructive manner. They
understood. peace not in a negative way but in the positive way of creating conditions of stability conducive to
peace and security. One of these principal conditions
is the enjoyment of equal rights by all peoples and
nations, big and ~mal1, and the emancipation of dependcnt peoples and their right to take their place of
dignity in the community' of nations. The Trusteeship
System and the principle of international responsibility
with regard to Non-self-Governing Territories were
envisaged with a view to the liquidation of the colonial
problem and the rapid transformation of the dependent
peoples into full national independence. The relation

of these two systems to the problem of peace is clearly
stated in Article 76 a of the Charter, which lays dOwn
as one of the basic objectives of the Trusteeship
System "to further international peace and security".
34. More than fifteen years have passed since the '
Charter of the United Nations solemnly included in its
Purposes and Principles, ideals and objectives, the
attainment by dependent peoplel:! of self-determination
and national independence. When the General Assembly
considered the problem of colonialism at the fifteenth
session, it was generally conceded that, although the
United Nations had during those fifteen years greatly
helped a number of dependent peoples to gain their
independence, yet there were still millions of peoples
who were still denied these inherent rights and were
still being subjected to foreign domination and oppression.
35. Bearing in mind this distressing and disturbing
fact, the General Assembly felt in duty bound to adopt
resolution 1514 (XV). In this resolution, the General
Assembly solemnly.declared its belief that
" .•• the process of liberation is irresistible and
irreversible and that, in order to avoid serious
crises, an end must "be put to colonialism and all
practices of segregation and discrimination associated therewith".
In order to put this into effect, the General Assembly
declared that
"Immediate steps shaH be taken •.• in •.• all . •. .
territories which have not yet attained independence,
to transfer aJl powers to the peoples of those territories, withoUi: any conditions or reservations, in
accordance v1ith their freely expressed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed or
colour, in orde!' to enable them to enjoy complete
independence and freedom. "
36. ' A:.:hough the community of nations has expressed
its Jesire and determination, through the Declaration,
to put an end to colonialism in all its manifestations,
the record of colonialism continues tn show signs
which cannot but cause deel> regret and concern.
37. While there are some co10nial Powers v.ho
realized that they could not stand against the tide of
freedom and are slowly responding to the desire of the
international community, we see ethers stubbornly
trying to maintain their domination by force of arms
and oppression.
38. Since the Declaration was adr:t->ted, many events
have happened. Among the happy tlVents are: the admission of Sier.l'a Leone to the Uiut.ed Nations; the fact
that Tanganyika will accede .to independence on 9
December; that Uganda will accede to independence
soon; that Western Samoa will become free on 1
January next year. Meanwhile, the situation in other
Territories is rapidly deteriorating, causing suffering
.
and loss of life.
39. The war of liberation in Algeria has started on its
eighth year. Almost every day, we rece7,ve disturbing
and tragic news from Algeria on th2 brutaJ. violence
and repressive actions perpetrated agains~ the Algerian people by ~"rance. All the' international conferences have condemned the French policy in Algeria.
The Heads of State who met in BelgradeY in September
1961 declared that:
"The participating countries consider the struggle
of the people of Algeria for freedom, self-determina"
o

Y Conference of Independent Mrlcan States, held 3-7 January 1961.
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tion and independence, and for the integrity of'its
national territory including the Sahara, to be just
and nece~sary and are, therefore, determined to
extend to the people of Algeria all the possible support and aid." §J
40. In Angola, the Portuguese Government waged a
colonial war against the liberation movement of the
Angolans, and is still continuingto intensify its military
action in the territories under its administration.
41. The Belgrade Conference declared that:
"The participating countries drew attention with
great concern to the"developments in Angola and to
the intolerable measures of represfJion taken by the
Portuguese colonial 'authorities against the people of
Angola and demand that an immediate end should be
put to any further shedding of blood. of the Angolan
people, anci' the people of Angola should be assisted
by all peace-loving countries, particularly Member
states of the United Nations, to establish their free
and independent State without delay." flj
42. In South West Africa, the apartheid policy continues to be the fundamental law by which th~ people
are ruled. In the Rhodesias, the Africans are still not
adequately represented in the legislature or in the
executive; the interes~s of Africans are still subordinated to those of the minority group.
43. In ~he Congo, the colonial Powers are trying to
sabotage the independence which they had been forced
to concede by the national course of development, and
are attempting to divide the Congo in order to regain
its domination by other mean~.
44. Oman is still occupied by the United Kingdol11. In
our part of the world, another· form of colonialism
exists where an artificial State has been created by
the support and help of the colonial Powers. It is
relevant to quote from the statement made by President
Gamal Abdel Nasser whenaddressirlg the Assembly at
the fifteenth session:
.
"Imperialism has its own logic. The logic of imperialism, as manifested in its crime against the
people of Palestine, .has. beento breakthe geographical unity of the Arab world, on the one hand, and, on
the other, to create for itself in the very heart of
the Arab world abase from which to threaten the
Arab peoples. I believe no stronger proof of this
could be given than the conspiracy which led to the
tripartite aggression against us in 1956." [873rd
meeting, para. 131.]
...
45. The examples to which I have referred briefly
are a direct negation of the high ideals and objectives
which the United Nations was established to achieve.
They diS?close a regrettable disregard of the Declaration which the General Assembly adopted last year in
which it declared that "The 'Subjection of peoples to
alien domination and exploitation ••• is an impediment
to the promotion of world peace and co-operation".
46. How can the people in Africa, for example, be in
harmony with France, Portugal, South Mrica, while
their\brothers in Algeria, in Angola and in South West
Africa are beit\g suppressed because of their struggle
for freedom arid liberty?

47. It will also be recalled that the General Assembly
resolved in that Declara.tion that immediate steps
should be taken to transfer all powers to the peoples
of all territories which had not yet attained indepen<;lence in order to enable them to enjoy complete independence and freedom.
48. It is to be J10ted also that the General Assembly
rightly condemned colonial attempts designed to prejudice the national unity of a country, while claiming to
give it but nominal independence. Our part of the world
knows only too well-and from bitter experience-what
damage ;s done, injustice inflicted and suffering caused
by the illegal and unjust partition of countries.
49. Attempts to disrupt national unity are not merely
something of the past; they are, unfortunately, still
being resorted to, as in the ca&e of West Irian, which,
although an integral part of Indonesia, is being detached from the rest of the territory of Indonesia under
the disguise of false self-determination. Attempts to
cover such a separation have been represented in different forms, the latest of which is the new proposal
presented by the Netherlands. One cannot but be impressed by the skilful tactics of seeking to insert the
question of West Irian under item 88 (the situation with
regard to the implementation of the Declaration of the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples). Tactics, however, do riot change facts, according to which West Irian is a part of Indonesia. If
we are to discuss the questionofWestIrian under this
item, we have to do so in the light of paragraph 6, the
Declaration contained in General AssemblyTesolution
.
1514 (XV), which states:
"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity of a country is incompatible with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United
Nations."
50. In view pf the prevailing situation in the wQrld
today in relation to the colonial problem, the General
Assembly must give serious consideration to the"
measures to be adopted and the S'teps to be taken to
implement and put into effect the:iDeclaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples.
51. It was been repeatedly claimed by the colonial
Powers that the attainment of such an objective requires many years' work to prepare the people for the
responsibilities and burdens of independence. Such
arguments have been refuted by history, which teaches
us in no ambiguous form that these arguments are put
forward only to justify the indefinite prolongation of
foreign domination and exploitation. .
52. In conclusion, my delegation stands for the immediate granting of independence to all dependent territories which have not yet gained full sovereignty and
freedom. and the setting up of appropriate and
adequate machinery for the effective implementation
of the Declaration. My delegation bas therefore joined
a number of African and Asian delegations in sponsoring a draft resolution [A/L.366 and Add.1].
"
.

/1

Mr. Quaison-Sackey (GhanaJ_ Vice-lPresident_ took

~eCM~

.

53. Mr. TARABANOV (Bulgaria) (trans~ated from
French): In 1960, at the proposal of the Soviet Union, 11
'§j Belgrade :Conferenc~ 1961 (published by the Review of International
Affairs, Belgrade), No. 5, p. 21.
Qj Ibid.
~

11 See Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifteenth Session,
Annexes. agenda item 87, document A/4501.
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the General Ass~mbly discussed the question of the
elimination of colonialism and· adopted the Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and Peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)], which was drafted
by the 'countries of Asia and Africa, acting in cl0ge
co-operation.
54. This document is one of the greatest and noblest
instruments that the United Nations has thus far
adopted~ It is the expression of the will of all peoples
of the world to put an end once' and for all to that
scourge of mankind that is colonial rule.
55. The Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples was worded with
special moderation., so that it might be adopted unanimously. Its provisions were based on the very principles of the United Nations Charter and were derived
directly from it. It was enthusiastically received by
world public opinion, particularly in the newly liberated
countries. That, moreover, is the reason why not a
single state could overtly oppose the provisions of that
historic document. That absence of overt opposition,
when it came to a vote, represented a great moral
victory over co!?nialism for world pubEc opinion and
the peoples of the whole world.
56. There were, of course, a, few delegations which

abstained from voting on this x'esolution and they represented precisely those countries which possessed
colonies in the past and still possess them. The mere
fact that those countries abstained and failed to vote
against the Declaration led delegations to hope that
strong opposition might possibly not be encountered
in achieving this noble aim-the liberation of colonial
peopleo from their bondage.
57. However, they misjudged the nature and character
of the coloniaUsts and imperialists. Not only did the
latter fail to conform to the spirit and the letter of the
Declaration, but during the year following lts adoption
they engaged in further action and wars against peoples
still under the colonialist yoke, combating their aspirations and desire to achieye independence.

.
58. The Declaration aroused the enthusiasm and

strengthened the determination of the colonial peoples
to win. national independence as soon as possible; it
encouraged many of them to carry out that determination. It was, in fact, the desire of.the Ai~~J>lan people
to see the ideas and· principles embodied in the Declaration applied in that Portuguese colony, to see it freed
after five centuries of colorJalist oppression, that unleashed the savage rep:ression by the Portuguese colonialists against the indigenous population, leading
them to wage a ruthless war against it. The ,Portuguese
colonizers massacred more than 50, aoo Angolansmen, women and children-in the course of a single
year. Some 150,000 people- were-forced to flee their
nativ'9 land on account of the terror. Thousands of
Angolans have been arrested, tortured and murdered.
ThUS, instead of abidingby the Declaration and granting
the Angolan. people the right freely to express their
wish for independence, the PoI'tuguese colonizers had
recourse to genocide in respect of the indigenous population.
59. In Northern and Southern Rhodesia the settlers,
with the tacit approval of the colonial Power, took
harsh measures to assert and consolidate the power
of a handful of slave-owners. Colonial terror was rife
for months on end. There is not the slightest doubt
that these actions were initiated and pursued with the
. su port of the British colonial authorities. Kenneth
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Kaunda, the well-known leader of the nationalliberation movement in Northern Rhodesia, eloquently summed up the situation when he said: "Macleod has sold
us to Welensky".
60. There is little need to dwell on the continuation '
and intensification of the terror and oppression in
South Africa-wit!' which this Assembly is well acquainted-used by the racialists to pursue their inhuman and contemptible policy of racial segregation.
61. Elsewhere the Belgian colonizers are continuing'
their bloody repression of the population of RuandaUrundi. They have stirred up and promoted animosity
and tribal strife so as to prolong- their rule over that
~ountry, the most recent consequence of this policy
being the murder of Prince Rwagasore, th.e democrati6ally elected Prime Minister of the Burundi Government.
62. The colonial war that has been waged for seven
years by the French settlers and colonizers against
the heroic people of Algeria has been intensified of
late, and has occasioned fresh victims and inflicted
considerable suffering on the Algerian people.
63. We shall nut enumerate all the examples of oppression and open warfare afforded by the colonial
Powers in their efforts to prevent the implementation.
of the Declaration on the granting of independence to'
colonial countries and peoples, simply because the list
would t,e too long. That, then, is the reason why certain countries abstained from voting for it. That is
how the colonialists and imperialists intend to implement it. And yet that same Declaration, in operative
paragraph 4, clearly states that "all armed action or
reprepsive measures of all kinds directed against
dependent peoples shall cease in order to enable them
to exercise peacefully and freely their right to complete independence".
64. 'Are we to stand by and witness this extermination
of the greatest patriots of countries still under the
-colonialist yoke, simply because they claim the right
for. their peoples freely to express their wish to see'
their country independent, their desire to determine
tlleir own political status? Will this Organization allow
the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples to become a mockery,
and its desire to see it implemented serve as a pretext for the further oppression of colopial peoples?
65. In view of the keen sympathy felt by people all
over the world for those still suffering under the
colonialist yoke-a sympathy which found t~ngible expression in the j)eclaration-how is it t~t the colonialists have managed to wage colonial wars against the
oppressed peoples and undertake the mllE5S repression
of patriots. determined to fight to free their countries
from the colonialist yoke? This queRtion is all the
more pertinent as, in certain cases, excesses have
been committed by countries such as Portugal which
are apparently unable, solely by the use of their own
forces, to undertake prolonged action on a large scale
and on distant battlegrounds.

J

66. The Portuguese colonizers were able to do so
because in this particular case there was a "Holy
Alliance" of colonial interests. The colonialists closed
their ranks, and the Portuguese colonizers drew
strength from their military alliances and used it
against the colonial peoples fighting for national independence. The weapons with which the Portuguese
armed forces attempted to crush the revolt of the
Angolan patriots-razing whole villages and. exter-
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minating their inhabitants-were furnished by the
North Atlantic military alliance, whose aggrE~ssive
aims are well known. Has it ever been denied that the
aircraft used to drop napalm bombs on Ang'flan villages were manufactured by th~ United fStat,es of
Americ& and suppli'ed by that country to its PortugueBe
allies? Could Portugal, a poor and backward countr;Y',
undertake military actions, in remote regions without
the financial and military a!o of the United State:3 and
its other NATO allies?
67. COfisequently r ~it will henceforth be impossible for
the imperialist members of the NATO alliance to deny
thei.r participation in the colonial wars of their allies
and in colonial oppression. Were not the combined sea
and air manoeuvres of the United Kingdom and Portugal
off the African coast in June 1961 designed to support
the Portu:;-l~se 11lilitary operations and to intim:ldate
the people of Angola? The fact that Portugal has received weapons, material aid and mOral support for
its bloody action against the Angolan people and the
peoples of the other Portuguese colonies cannot possibly be denied. In a written reply to a question put by
a Member of Parliament, the Primv Minister of Great
Britain indicated that in deciding the question of sending arms to Portugal, consideration must be given to
that country's reasonable military demands as a NATO
ally. But Portugal's present military demands are
obvious: they are the necessity of colonial warfaJre
against peoples fighting for their independence.
68. The confused explanations of United States
spokesmen to the effect that Portugal had been advislad
that the arms supplied to it were not to be used in
Angola show that the United States knows perfecUy
well where these arms are being used. NeverthelesJs,
the United States continues to send arms to the JPor1;uguese colonialists.
69. There is another country which in the pll.st few
years has entered the lists in order to contend JrImre
fully in the colonialist c6mpetition-West Germa.ny,
the repository of the colonial aspirations of the
Kaiser's and Hitler's Germany. It not only EluppUes
funds for the exploitation of the colonies but is Illso
beginning, to take a hand. in the organizing of this exploitation and to provide military equipment to put
down the struggling colonial peoples.
70. In 1960 an eminent representative dec18~rf3d here
that the Algerian war is the only achievement to
NATO's credit. In 1961 the list of NATO's flfs.chievements It has been lengthened by, for instance, the
colonial war in Angola, participation in the aggression
against the Tunisian people at Bizerta and the perpetuation of the partition of the· Congo. It thus' becomes
increasingly evident that in addition to their aggressive
purposes, the military alliances which th~ imperialist
countries-and primarily the United States-have entered into throughout the world also serve to suppress
the struggles of the colonial and semi-colonial peoples
seeking to throw off colonialist and foreign domination.
71. Nevertheless, the colonial peoplei:J"}ight for
?atioItal ~iberation is growing more vigor(,'O.s 'and more
mt?nse. 'I~orld public opinion and the decisions of the
United Nations General Assembly make it increasingly
clear that it is impossible for even the most stubborn
colonizer to retain or even claim to hold much 10Iigei'
~he reins of political power in the colonies, or at least
In the present form.
72. The colonialists have never regarded poJ:itical
ower in the colonial countries as an end in itself, but

rather as a means of seizing the national riches of the
colonies-their immense resources of raw materialsand of exploiting colonial labour; while giving way to
some extent under the mounting popular pressure, the
colonialists are doing all they can to preserVe their
political power in the colonies for as longas possible.
This is not only the best way for them to ensure their
economic exploitation of the 9Q16nial peoples, blit it
also allows them, if they arf(forced to yield, to have
some additional time to 'arr~lnge th~ir WiiJEdrawal, ~o
that they can prepare for t ~e perpetuatJ,on of their
exploitation under different \+orms
domina~ion.
Henceforth before they are' ef~,,~~~j;f) leave their
colonies the coIonialist Powers 'i~fike every effort to
ensure that, either by means of se~~)~~ and inequitable
treaties or by various form~\ of "co-(,f:'~rati6n" they
will still enjoy economic an~t political aa~t).nt9.ges in
their former colonies. S~ch ~i;eaties, signed on or ev~n
befol'f,' the final transfer 'oi--political power to the new
States, constitute a real danger to the peace and independence of these countries.
73. In some cases the colonialist Powers have aISlo
assumed the right, under unjust military agreements,
to keep military bases in countries which achieve independence. The bases are not onlyintendedtoprotect
the interests of these Powers and to perpetuate the
econclmic exploitation of the countries which they have
seized, but serve at the same time as spring-boards
for aggression against neighbouring countries. They
also rep;resent a real danger to the peoples of the
region the case of a world war.
74. The United Nations must takewhatevermeasures
are needed to put a stop to these activities 9f the
colonialist Powers and their allies who seek to mortgage the future of the peoples and countries that have
obtained or are in the process of obtaining indepen",
dence. It must ensure, in accordance with operative
paragraph 5 of the Declaration that r.limmediate steps
[are] taken, In Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories or al1~ther territories which nave not yet
attained independence, to transfer all powers to ~~~
peoples of those territories, without any conditions '6r
-reservations, in accor.dance with their freely expressed will and desire". Despite the clear andexplicit
provisions of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples, which in
operative pa~agraph 6 categorically rejects "any attempt aimed at the partial or total .dis:l'uption of the
national unity and the territorial integrity of a country"
as being incompatible with the Purposes and Prineiples
of the Charter of the United Nations, attempts are being
made to detach entire regions from certain countries
in order to enstU"e the continuation of colonialist exploitation. '
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75. The Inanoeuvres ofthe Netherla~.dsto ~\etachWest
Irian from\ Indonesia on the" hollow pretext of organizing a plebiscite to ascertain the wishes of the '
population regarding its future are but another colonialist attempt to continue coloniaUat domination in
a new and disguised form. During the round-table discussions ~ with the representatives of the Indonesian
people and in the Security Council the Netherlands
Government repeatedly declared that West Irian was
an integral part of the territories known under the
generic name ef tbe Netherlands East Indies; when did
that Gove:rnment discover that West Irianwas no longer
~ Round~ table Conference held at T~e Hague from 23 August to 2
November 1949.

part of Indonesia? Having been able for more than a
century of colonial domination in that country to study
all the details of the ~thnic composition of the population of the Netherlands East Indies, the representatives
of the Netherlands Government should have been certaia'of the statements they made at the :round-table
taiks. How is it, then, that a short time afterwards
they discovered that this population was no longer part
of the population of the Indonesian islands? Undoubtedly
it is o~y their desire to continue their dom:i,nation in
another form that is at the bottom of the di."aft resolution [A/L,,354] submitted to this Assembly by the
Netherlands.
76. 'We believe that all delegations here are convinced
that these untruths, advanced solely with the aim of
helping the Netherlands to prolong its domination over
this part of the national territory of IndQnesia, must be
rejected. We fleel certain that the General Assembly
will not tolerate manoeuvres to dismember the territory of a country under the guise of applying the
Declaration on the abolition of the colonial system. On
the contrary, the United Nations must induce the
Netherlands Government to negotiate with a view to
finding the most appropriate procedures for restoring
this territory to the Republic of Indonesia.
77. In other couiltries, too, there are similar and
particularly striking caseS of vital parts of the national
territory being cut off and retained as bases for
coloDialist activitiee, representing a real danger to
the cOUI'l.tries whose territory and national sovereignty
have thus been infringed. This is the case, for instance, of the Spanish enclaves of Ifni, Sidi, Ceuta and
Melilla, in the national territory of Morocco. It is high
time that an end be put to this state of affairs in the
regions torn away from Moroccan national territory.
Such vestiges of the past, which are physical encroachments on the national sovereignty "of peoples,
can only serve to create conflicts among the peoples
and to create real dangers for peace.
78. In his statement at the 1056thmeeting, the representative of the United Kingdom spoke to us in praise
of .his country's colonial policy, both past and present.
He urged th.e alleged necessity of prolonging colonial
domination in the many British colonies that s~il1
exist so that the United Kingdom might, as he said,
suitably prepare them for independence.
79. We llhould certainly not have mentioned these
remarks were it not for the fact that they are a further
striking demonstration of the fierce opposition of
certain circles to the immediate liquidation of colonialism in all its forms. It is noteworthy that each year,
as more and more colonial peoples free themselves
from colonial subjugation under the forceful impulse
of the times, the representatives of the United Kingdom~ instead of coming here to make amends for all
the sufferings the British colonizers have caused these
peoples, become more and more forgetful of the facts
of history.
80. In 1960, in reply to their arguments, which show
little regard for the intellectual capacity of the members of this Assembly, we contrasted the current
statements with those made by one of the most eminent
authors of British colonial policy at the time of India's
attainment of independence'. In 1961 the representative
of the United Kingdom, referring to the speech made
. by the British Prime Minister during the fifteenth
session of the General Assembly r877th meeting],
mentioned a letter which he said had been sent i,p. the
summer of 1960 by the Prim~ Minister to Mr. Nildta

i·

Khrushchev and stated that the letter defined his country's entire colonial policy. What did he quote from
the letter? The following: "For more than a century it
has been our purpose to guide our dependent territories towards freedom and independence." But this
statement, like the others he made, is at direct,
variance with statements which we nad occasion to
cite in our intervention on the colonial question during
the fifteenth session of the A!=Jsem,bly [929th meeting].
At that time we quoted the statement made on 5 March
1947 by Sir Stafford Cripps on behalf of the Labour
Government. Detending the policy of the Government
against the criticisms of the Opposition, he stated:
n ••• first, we could attempt to strengthen British
control in India on the basis of an expanded personnel in the secretary of State's services, and a considerable reinforcement of British troops, both of
which would have been requi:r.-ed, so that we should
be in a position to maintain for as long as might be
necessary our administrative responsibility while
awaiting an agreement amongst the Indian communities. Such a policy would entail a definite decision that we should remain in India for at least
fifteen to twenty years... The second alternative
was, we could accept the fact that the first alt,ernative was not possible ••• One thing that was, I think,
quite oklviously impossible was to decide to continue
our responsibility indefinUely ••• into a period when
we had not the power to carry 'it out."
It becomes fully clear, then, that the United Kingdom

did not leave India because it followed a policy of
liberating its colonies. It did so because it had not
the power to remain, because it lacked the military
and economic strength to keep the Indian,people under
its rule and to crush the Indian national liberation
movement. Further, a British authority on colonial
policy, Sir Winston Churchi1!, in opposing the Indian
policy then followed by the Labour Party, declared
·that the members of the Opposition had to sever themselves altogether "from the Indian policy of His
Majesty's Government: and to disclaim all respon:sibility for the consequences which will darken-aye,
and redden-the coming years". Later, inopposingthe
decision of the Labour Government to enter into negotiations with the nation~list movement in India, Sir
Winston Churchill said that if the United Kingdom
"through lack of physical and moral strength, cannot
wind up-our affairs in a responsible ••• fashion, "-and
by responsible fashion the representative of the ,0pposition meant the maintenance of coloninlist subjugation in India and the setting up of a Government that
would follow British policy-at least it should not end
"by a premature, hurried scuttle", thus adding to the
ruin and disaster, which is what Mr. Churchill called
the liberation of India from colonialist yoke.
81. This is the United Kingdom's policy. Is it now
possible to persuade us that for a century this poliCy
has been one of liberating the colonial peoples? No.
This policy has been a continuing effort to keep the
colonial peoples under colonialist rule. But the policy
could no longer be maintained because the Governments
concerned were forced t" yield under the steady pressure ofthe national liberation movements in the colon.ial
countries and, even more, under the steady pressur~
of people throughout the world and of this Organization.
This is why the colonialists decided to retreat.
82. These declarations by British statesmen are most
illuminating. They give the facts, and no one can change
them.
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83. We feel certain that aU delegations-with the exception of course of the· delegations of the colonialist
Powers and their closest allies-will agree in ur'i;iIll5
that action should be taken to secure the immediate
implementation of the Declaration on the abolition of
colonialism-definite and speedy action which will
make it possible for us next year t~~ongratulate ourselves on having made a positive contribution to the
liberation of all colonial peoples.
...
84. As we have seen, however, we are here witnessing
the efforts of the colonialist Powers to delay the independence of the colonies for years and years on the
pretext 'that some of the colonial peoples are not yet
ready for independence and that the colonialists should
have time to prepare them. But they have been prp;paring them for centuries!
85. We categorically reject this false argument. Who
would venture to Llaintain, today, that the peoples of
Algeria, Kenya, Angola and Oman-to cite but a few
examples-peoples who have given tens and hundreds
of thousands of lives in their fight against colonialist
domination, are no~ ready for independence?
86. As for the period of preparation-the colonialists'
favourite theme-I have just reminded the Assembly
that in 1947, when the British colQnialists'found themselves forced to grant independence to the people of
India, they spoke of only one kind of faulty preparation:
they regretted not having made the necessary preparation to retain that colony by force of arms for several
decades longer. This was the preparation that was
lacking. The strength of the national liberation movement 'in. recent years has, it is true, taken some colonialists unawares, and ~t may well be that in some
territories they have not yet finishedpreparingforthe
maintenance of their economic and political position.
87. This. is what most alarms the colonialists. This
is Why they ask us to wait until they have prepared
themselves for neo-colonlalism. It is not the colonial
peoples that are not ready for independence, but the
colonialists who need time to develop their policy of
neOo-colonialism.
88. The General Assembly cannot aid and abet the
in tr..eir insidious plans. We have enough
experience to know this. The colonialists in Katanga
were given only a year's time .to consolidate their
positions, and we see today that the problem of elimina.ting the economic and political domination by colonialism of the richest provinoe of the 000&'0 is more
complicated and difficult t~an ever.
colonial~sts

89. Each year and each month that passes is used by
the colonialists in Rhodesia to consolidate their positions; now they are threatening to turn this country
into another South Africa. Each month that passes
enables the colonialists to invent new theories on the
SUbject of the "maturity of the colonial peoples", the
sOo-called "impossibility of decolonizi.ng small territories" and other such ideas.
90. This is why it is more than ever urgent and neces~ary to take measures for the immediate granting of
Independence to colonial peoples., This is why our
delegation welcomed the initiative of the Soviet Union
delegation [A/4859] in raising the question of the
adoption at this session of additional, concrete measi ures to implement without delay the declaration on the
.abolition of colonialism.
,91. The aim of the measures proposed in the draft
resolution submitted by the Soviet Union delegation

is to cut· short the manoeuvres of the
colonialists, who are trying to postpone the date when
the colonial peoples will be completely liberated.
92. In the first placet we support the proposal contained in operative paragraph 2, to the effect that the
end of 1962 should mark the end of colonialism. This
proposal- is· perfectly realistic, specially if the measures proposed in operative paragraph 3 are applied, '
namely: the .democratization of life in the colonies,
the holding of free elections and the estab1"\shment of
national and genuinely democratic institutions which
would assume power, the withdrawal of the troops of
the colonial Powers and the dismantlclment of military
bases, the abolition of all restrictions on the freedom,
independence and sovereignty of these people.s. If all
fleace-Ioving peoples united their efforts.to overcome
the hostility and resistance of the colonialists, the
application of all these measures would be perfectly
feasible.
93. OUr d~legation would like t(1 emphasize the particular impol1:ance of the me:lsure proposed in operative paragraph 4~ the establishment of a special Commission "to conduct a full and comprehensive inquiry
into the situation with respect to the implementation
of the. Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples and of the· measures
for carrying it into effect".
94. The Bulgarian delegation would like to .submit to
this Assembly certain observations Which, in its
opirp.on, might help to achieve a rapid solution of the
quef:Jtion of the grsmting of independence tocolonia!.
peoples.
95. In order to ensure complete impartiality all~d
guarantee the true expression of the will of the people
in colonial countries, the Ur.rlted Nations should take a
very activle part in all preparatory m~asures relating
to the proclamation of a completel:(hd unconditional
amnesty for all political prisQners,th~. return of all
political emigrants, the introduction of ulUversal suffrage, the establishment of the natiol1al institutions to
which power would be transferred ll the holding of
elections or referendums dependingcuponthe conditions
prevailing in each colony, etc. The "United Nations
should participate in this way;not omy at the time when
these measures are taken 'hut until such time as each
country achieves indeper,dence. One of the ways of
ensuring that our Organii{aticn will play an active role
is to send special United>,Nations missions to the
regions in question. Our Ol~ganization has already
gained sufficient experience, \;specially in the Trust
Territories. We think that this experience should be
applied to all the cOlonies by granting fuller rights
and powers to the missions sent there.
[A/L.355]

96. Secondly, the Commission" resp'Onsible forthe
implementation of .the, Declaration should be able to
request the discussiotf and adoption of its recommendations concerning the accession to independence of a
particular lJountry without waiting until the opening of
the seventeenth session oj the General Assembly. This
Commission would deal with many urgent and'sometimes complex questions. In order to facilitate its
work, it should .be able to report to the General Assembly without any delay. In our opinion, therefore,
the sixteenth Gener~~l Assembly should remain in session-at least in so far as colonial questiotis'~r~ concerned.-so that it can be convened duringthe\i.nterval
until the opening of the seventeenth reg'War s~ssion.
97. These are ~he f.lu~--gestions which my delegation
intended to make.
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98. Guided by the idea of liberating man from all
exploitation~ we whole-heartedly support the struggle
of the colonial peoples for their liberation from exploitation and the colonial yok'p, and for their national
independence. We are certain that this struggle will
be crowned with victory. We think that by its decisions
however, the General Assembly oan contribute to the
success of this heroic and just struggle and pr~vent
much suffering and bloodshed caused by the colonialists
by obstinately C'\linging to their coloI}.ial supremacy.
We, for aur part, should like to re~tff~rm that we are
ready to give the colonial peoples all our support in
thE1ir sa.cred struggle for freedom and independence.
99. The Bulgarian people are convinced that, through
tlle joint efforts of all peace-loving peoples, our Assembly will .be able to take the most ap'9ropriate
decisions and measures so that the desire of the
colonial peopl~s for the immediate granting of freeclom
and independence may bs granted.
Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair.

"

100. Mr. MAKA (Guinea) (translated from Fl'ench):
Since its admission to' membership of the United
NatIons, the Republic of Guinea has always affirmed
through the voice of its different delegations that
colonization, fal" from being a benevolent 01' charitable
act or a civiliZing missioli, is in fact marked by the
aggresSlion and the systematic plundering of the peoples
that become its victims.
101. "It· mj.ght have been expected that at San Francisco2J the sovereign nations which met to draw up the
United Nations Charter would unequivocally condemn
this phenomenon and advocate radical measures for
its rapid and final abolition. Unfortunately, we are
forced to recognize that, despite the provi.sions of
Chapter XI, the Charter was conceived as a compromise .of circumstances-which have,__ moreover,
ceased to exist.
102. It is therefore clear that the colonial Powers
have by their cunning managed to involve the United
Nations in their colonial adventures of many kinds,
of which the Trusteeship System is not the least. This
is why we, who were formerly colonized. peoples and
are resolutely engaged in the struggle for the complete
liberation of our brothers still suffering under foreign
oppression, consider that the adoption of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)] was only a
just atonement for the serious omissions of San Francisco. It will be recalled that during the debates which
precede~.the unanimous adoption of this resolution, on
14 December 1960, all the delegations from Africa
and Asia brilliantly showed tbe essentially negative
and arbitrary character of colonization and forcefully
demanded its immedia,te and unconditional abl)lition on
all continents. The convictions expressed on that o~
casion were faithfully recorded in the Declaration,
which solemnly proclaimed the necessity of bringing
to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all
its forms and manifestations. The same convictions
were recently forcefully proclaimed by· the representatives of twenty-five non-aligned countries, who
met at Belgrade!.Q/ to discu.ss important contemporary
problems.
~--,--

2J United Natit~s Conference on International Organization, held from
25 April to 26 Jut;e 1945.
!QI Conference of Non-Aligned Countries, held from 1 to 6 September
1961.
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103. The significance and scope of the Declaration will
escape no om~; it represents the dearly expressed
will of our Org-anization to f:-ee the tens of millions of
human beings whose normal process of development
has been llbruptly a;rrested. It also represents an i1"lrevocable condemnation of the system Whereby one '
people is dominated and exploited by another. For all
these reasons, the delegation of the Republic nf Guinea
expected the colonial Poweri1l which are signatories to
our Charter-the United Kingdom, France, Spain,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Australia and the so-called
Republic of South Africa-to apply the measures provided in the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples according to
the letter and the spirit of that Charter. But what do
we find one year after the adoption of this historic
Declaration?
104. As far as the Trust Territc,ries are concerned~
while noting with satisfaction the decisions whereby
Tanganyika will attain independence oil 1. December
1961, and Western Samoa on 1 January 1962, we are
compelled to note that these developments are notdue
to the application of the Declaration but to a process
that began before the adopti~n of the Declaration, a
process which is a direct outcome of the forcefully
expressed wishes of those two Territories.
105. As regards Ruanda-U~undi, we can only express
the sincere hope that the General Assembly, in keeping
with the aspirations and wishes of the peoples concerned) will take a decision at its sixteenth session
concerning the termination of trusteeship and the immediate granting of independence to that Belff:lan-administered Territory.
106. As
, for the Territories in the Paci1ic, we call
only deplore their slow evolution and reaffirm that all
the principles of the Declaration apply to them in full.
107. As for South West Africa) it is sufficient to recall that the so-called RepubliC' of South Africa has
not once· desisted from its systematic violation of all
General Assembly resolutions, while at the same time
accelerating the process of a'l1awful integration of this
Territory, formerly under the mandate of the League
of Nations-to which our Organization is the sole successo.r. In order to save this Territory from the catastropbe which the Pretoria Government has in store for
it, the Security Council must, as a matter of ut'gency,
take charge of its future and resolutely apply in respect
of it all the provisions of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
Those are the measures advocated by the Government
of the Republic of Guinea to put an immediate end to
the colonial escapades of the United· Nations.
108. The situation in the Non-Self-Governing Territories, since the adoption of the Declaration, has remained static. Indeed, none of the ~ifty-one colomal
possessions has attaj,ned independence under the resolution. The only. country which we have had the pleasure of welcoming among. us since 14 December 1960namely Sierra Leone-managed to win its freedom
solely by virtue. of an agreement made before the
adoption of the resolution, at the insistence of the
African nations. We are also informed of the imminent
granting of independence to Uganda. We wish this
country genuine independence with full territorial integrity.
109. The scanty infClrmation which the administering
Powers pride themselves in transmitting to us cannot,
in any circumstances, be regarded as a sincere imple-
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mentation of the Declaration. The,y can be favourably
viewed by our delegatign oDly to the' extent that they
clearly indicate the, methods and positive measures
adopted to ensure the attainment of sovereignty by the
countries concerned. 1t will be noted that the Declaration provides, in paragraphs 4, 5 and 6-and I quote:
"All armed action or repressive measures of all
kinds directed against dependent peoples shall cease
in order to enable themjo exercise peacefuUy and
f:reely their right to complete independence, and the
integrity of their national territory shall be respected.
"Immediate steps .sh..t ll be taken in Trust and Nonself-Governing Territories or all other territories
which have not yet attai.ned independence, to transfer
all powers to the pe.oplas of those territories, without any conditions or reservations, in aC,cordance
with their' freely expressed will and desire, without
any distinction as to race, creed or colour, in order
to enable them to enjoy complete independence and
freedom.
"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity of a country is incompatible with the Purposes and l'!'lnciples of the Chl..l.rter of' the United
NationsQ"
110. Who would venture 'to contend that these essential provisions have been respected by the colonial
Powers while:
111. In Algeria, France continues to wage its war of
extermination;
112. In Angola, Portugal-now considered a war
criminal by the African people.s-persists in its policy
of genocide, blinded by its own fiction that black Africans are white Portuguese?
113. Spain, while agreeing to transmit information on
its coloni~s, also clings to the legal fiction of O'\Terseas
provinces.
114. The United Kingdom, which boasts of pursuing a
policy of colonial disengagement, continues to hold
Bome forty territories in bortdage, including the Rhodesias where the despicable system of ra.ciai discrimination is exalted to the level of State dogma. The neocolonialist policies of this Power are revealed i.n their
true light by the lamentable busines.s 9f Katanga, with
all the serious consequences it might entail for Africa.
115. And what are we to say of Belgium? This country
has been discredited for ~ver in the eyes of the African peoples by its actions in the Congo and RuandaUrundi. '
116. The Netherladds, for its part, after having persistently opposed all United Nations decisions infavour
of the colonial peoples, ha~ submitted a draft resolution [A/L.354] in which it purports "to respect the
principle of self.-determination in accordance with the
principles of the United Nations" and proclaims its
intention of placing West Il'ian under United Nations
trusteeship. It appeal's before the Assembly in the
guise of the perfect decolonizer' determined to apply
the Declaration. But in reality, by refusing to apply
the Declaration with regard to its possessions in
South America it is violating operative paragraph 6.
The draft resolution submitted by the Netherlands, far
from being a sincere application of the principle of
self-determination, is designed solely to involve the
United Nations in manoeuvres for the self-destruction
of MemberSUltes. My delegation rejects all these
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manoeuvres Which are of neo-colonialist inspiration
and essence.
117. These facts prove, the colonial Powers ha-ve
made no attempt to apply the .resolution, which raised
such great hopes among the colonial peoples when it
was adopted and which today is the determiningfactor .
in every act undertaken by the delegations that oppose
the domination of on~ p~.ople by another. The necessary steps must be. taken at once to translate the
provisions of the Dechration into reality and my dele~ation has carefully examined the measures recommended for the implementation of the resolution. It
approves all the delegations 'that have made and continue to make a positive contribution to the elimination
of colonialism. In its view, however, the fixing of timelimits is not the best way for colonial countries to
attain independence. In fact, experience teaches that
without foreign interference, every people is capable
at any time of taking its destiny into its own hands. My
country's example; provides impressive eviden.ce Qfthe
truth of that otatement: Guinea, which attained independence c-ernight, was able to' surmount the many
obstacles placed in its path thanks to the unity 9£ its
people and the clear insight of its leaders. F~lrther
more, no people consul~ed about its futurewo~l1tdagree
to have the date of its liberation P9stpqned for even
one day. My delegation challengf)s all speakers Who
from this rostrum advocate gran:ting a stay of execution to colonialism. It would be unthinkable tt> askthe
peoples of Algeria or Angola who are shedding their
blood every day for the immediate reconquest of their
freedom to wait any longer. This, of course, applies to
all the other peoples who are the victims of colonial
domination.
118. It is for all these reasons that my delegation
cannot agree to the fixing of a date arid still less a date
so absurd as A 70 of which the least that can be said
is that its selection must be the outcome of the wildest
fantasy unless, indeed, it is inspired by a mystic and
malevolent. prophecy.
119. My delegation· does not understand why the
second item under consideration was included in the
agenda in its present form. It believes that this question which was discussed in the First Committee dUring
the fifteenth session of the Assembly has been insidiously watered down. As you know, ~he social and
economic aspects of the question have beentransferred
to the competent committees. Its political aspect is
intimately assooiated with the implementation of the
Declaration, which applies ~o all colonies, regardless
of the continent in which they are situated.
120. In thsescircumstanceS my delegation proposes
the following=
.
121. First, we ask the Assembly to reaffirm the
purposes and principles set out in the Declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples; secondly, we demand that the colonial Powers
free at once all the territories under their control;
thirdly, we request· th~ establishment of a special
committee to supervise the 'application of the Declaration and to make suggestions and recommendations,
particularly with respect to the adoption of urtiversal
suffrage in the colonial territories; as a preliminary
measure~ an unconditional amnesty should be granted
to all pf7'!itical prisoners, so that demo"ratic legislhti7e and executive organs may" be set up, and complete
and unlimited authority transferred to them. The committee shouIdbe able to meet at any place it may
deem suitable for the perfoitriance of its task. This
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programme is the minimum on which there can be no
vompr.omise.
122. My delegation has always maintained that decolonization is a necessary prerequisite for the realization of peace, since it is an essential stage in any
realistic. programme of general and complete dis.armament. It is evident that decolonization, which is
the ruling principle of our times~ will be brought
about with or without the co-operation of the colonial
Powers. In the interest of all the peoples they must
choose the more reasonable course. The Declaration
marks out this course and for the sake of international
peace and security, the colonial Powers must follow
it faithfully and resolutely.
123. The task before the Members of the United
Nations is clear and well defined. They must complete
the great work begun in 1960 by laying down the best
terms and c'onditions for the immediate implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples. This is the least
that the oppressed peoples of all continents, :.nd the
African peoples in particular, e~"pect of the sixteenth
session of the United Nations General Assembly.
Mr. Rossides (Cyprus). Vice-President. took the
Chair.

124. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
give the floor to the representative of India, who will
introduce a draft resolution.

Mr. Slim (Tu..#Jisia) resumed the Chair.
125. Mr. Krishna MENON (India): My delegation
asked to speak primarily for the purpose of introducing
a draft ~'esolution [A/L.367] regarding West Irian.
Since you have granted us your kind permi~sion, we
have been able to arrange with the delegati6n of Indonesia to take its place at this meeting, and in order.
to save the time of the Assembly, we thought it best
to deal with the subject=on which we would have intervened, in any case-in connexion with this draft
resolution.
126. I should like-if I may be permitted-to express
our own view with regard to this general debate on
colonialii;m. We have moved so far forward that some
of the speeches we make may, perhaps, look a little
redundant.
127. The decision to terminate colonial rule was taken
by this Assembly during the first part of its fifteenth
sp;!Jsion; and many speeches on the subject were also
made at the resumed fifteenth session. A great many
speeches were made on the conditions in colonial
countries and on the dangers of not putting an end to
them. Now in these hlildings today, whether we take
the Fourth Committee, the Assembly, or any of the
other Committees, at every turn, this problem comes
up. As in the case of disarmament-but to a lesser
degree perhaps whel'e, though we have beentalkingfor
many years about disarming, we still seem to build up
arms; in the case.of the colonies, while no new colony
has come into existence, a rearguard action is being
fought, .and unfortunately, with some people, empires
seem to die hard.
128. But let me state the position of my Government.
We no longer regard the termination of colonialism
as a matter of agitation or demand by the ex-colonial
countries or the present colonial countries. It has now
become a matter for the United Nations, because they
adopted resolution 1514 (XV) practically unanimously
and, what is more, called upon countries governing
...
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dependent territories to terminate their rule. So, it
is no longer a question of yielding to agitation on one
side or even of going into the merits of the problem.
We have taken a decision on this. All that is required
is, for those people who are still in possession of
power-whatever the legalities or modalities may be- '
to surrender, and we shall thereby be able to save the
time of the Assembly, and what is more, to prevent
new Congos from developing, or nfc'W Angolas or new
Algerias, and still better, see the end of the old
Algerias, the old Congos and the old Angolas.
129. Now we have before us an item concerning implementation of this General Ass~mbly resolution 1514
(XV). The resolution-considering the gravity of the
subject-is, except for its preamble, brief, and it
points .out that the subjection of any people to alien
subjugation or domination constitutes a denial of human
rights. But there is nothing in the resolution which is
not already to be found in the Charter. The difficulty
in human affairs in the world is not that there are not
enough laws, ethical codes and so on, but that people
do not obey them.
'
130. At the same time, it· would be wrong for us to
think that great advances have not been made. Excolonials seem to monopolize the Chair of this meeting, whether it be in the person of the President or of
the 'Vice-President who now occupies the chair. We
heard from this rostrum only a few years ago-five,
six" seven years ago-demands for. their countries'
independence, and today not only have they become
indf~pendent States, but their representatives preside
over the destinies of this Organization. These are
matters which we may sometimes forget, but if all
Member States remembered them, they would see the
enormity of their offence in continuing colonial rule;
because onCe the incubus of empire· is removed, there
is released into the world not only the liberty of those
people but also their vast energies, the removal of
their frustrations and the extension 0": the area of
liberty in this world as welt.
131. In regard to resolution 1514 (XV), we have now'
passed from the stage of demands, justifications, or
even of complaints, to the point of implementing it.
That is to say, our purpose is now to carry out the
decisions of the Assembly-and W.len I say "our purpose" 1 mean not only colonials and ex-colonials, but
the entire Assembly must now be involved in the more
practical task of dismantling toe empires so that the
territories will be returned to their respective peoples,
under conditions in which. their freedom can be enlarged and implemented. Thus will be cOrrected some
of the imbalances that exist, sincd this world cannot
exist half free and half slave, even as countries cannot
do so.
132. I address myself now to the draft resolution [AI
L.366 and Add.l] now before the Assembly. I have no
desire to discuss it paragraph by paragraph, but I
shall deal with some of its operativi~ parts.
133. We regret that it is necessary to i~~troduce thiS"
draft... resolution. My country, both here and in the
Trusteeship Council for four or six years, has always
been, in principle, against setting a date by the caleI\:dar. It is not because we are afraid that colonies will
be ,liberated too fast, but because we think setting a
date by the calendar exempts ruling Powers from the
responsibility of moving along in time with the context
of events. And I remember very well how a few years
ago, when the question of Tanganyika came up, there
were members in the Trustee~hip Council who wanted
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its independence to be attained in ten yef~rs; the ruling
countl'Y at that time thoughtitwouldbefJflty years. But
in a few days Tanganyika will become I~n independent
territory and no doubt will soon become a' Men~ber of
this Organization.
134. With regard to the very country ofthe President
of the Assembly, atone time the escape from liberating
it was to argue that it was not a colony-I will come to
that in a moment When r deal with our friends in
Portugal. They are not our pet aversion; they are
problems as far as we are concerned and W~ must look
at them.
'
135. Now, in the terms of the draft resolution, we
are asked solemnly to reiterate and reaffirm. That
does not require any support from anyone. But we go
further and say that this draft resolution represents a
degree of compromise to a great number of people, so
that there should be no one in this Assembly who does
not vote for it.
136. Last year when resolution 1514 (XV) was passed,
we called upon the colonial Powers to take immfldiate
steps to implement it. That is to say, some steps had
to be taken, irrespective of calendar dates\ so that no
colony would today be what it was then, when the
resorution was adopted. And totheextf.mtthata metropolitan Power ha~ not acted in this way, or a colonial
country has no~ at least seen a degree of greater
freedom than before, to that extent the resolution
stands dishonoured by that Member State, and that
must be regarded as a blot on its record in this As·..
sembly.
137. Therefore this year we have moved from that
position to the position of implementing the decisions
of the Assembly. The Assembly is master of its own
procedure and once it has, practically unanimously,
arrived at this decision, it is right that it should, within its competence and the four corners of the Cbarter,
establish the machinery for this purpose. Thus operative paragraph 3 of· this draft resolution asks that a
special committee of seventeen members, to be nominated by the President of the current session of the
'
General Assembly, be set up.
138. My delegation is particularly happy that this
nomination is to be undertaken by the President of ~he
Assembly, because it will remove this matter from the
context of the cold war and all the arguments about
problems of cartography, that is to say, whether on a
map tllis belongs to Asia and tbat to Africa, and so on.
So the President in his wisdom and in the normal
course of business here, in consultation with the
various parties conoerned, will exercise his judgement
and appoint a committee of seventeen peopl~, not for
the purpose of inquiring whether these colonies are fit
or unfit for liberation, but to implement liberation,
that is, the process of unwinding these eJi..'!\pii'es.
139. That committee will examine the application of
the Declaration and make suggestions whereby it can
be quickly put into effect. It is not suggested that the
committee is either a new trusteeship council or a
new super-State, or has vested in it some sort of condOminium over these areas; the pprpose of this committee will be merely l1mplementary, to try to put into
operation the provisions of resolution 1514 (XV).
140. We unfortunately anticipate the fact that, in spite
of unanimous decisions of the Assembly, there are
countries-and fortunately very few of them-which do
not co-operate with the Assembly in the implementation
Of its resolutions. For years this Assembly has been
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unable to obtain the co-operation of the party directly
concerned in respect of resolutions adopted on racial
discrimination and therefore, even as early as 1954
or 1955, we set up committees where inquiries were
undertaken in other parts of the world.
141. All Members\'of the Assembly lmow that in the
Fourth Committee, \~or the last two years, we have
been struggling hard in order tq per~~uadethe Government of Portllgal to perform' fte duties under the
Charter; and for a long time 'even those we thought
would know better had been under the impression that
the submission of information on colonial territories
was an act of grace. It'i8nothing of the kind; it is an
obligation' laid down by the Charte}:" on colonial countries that they must submit information, with certain
limitationEl, in regard to their dependent territories.
This if!J nc ) accepted, and I am glad to think that, only
. .afew hours ago, in the·Fourth Committee, another
resolution on thl~ subject of Non-Self-Governing Territories, also of a characterintend~d to further the
process of decolonization, was adopted, calling upon
metropolitan countries to take steps to help the
emergence of. adequate indigenous civil servants and
technical personnelin dependent territories effectively
to implement Assembly resolutions.
142. 'fhat particular point, although it has not yetcome before the Assell~bly, is a matter of great importance, especially when we look at it in the context
of the Congo. There is no greater condemnation of
coionialism than what is taking place inthe Congo-and;
I am not thinking so much of the return of the Belgians
or the mercenaries or about Tshombe, or anything of
that kind. The very fact that a metropolitan country,
after years of rule, leaves a territory in such a state
of anarchy that, after its withdrawal, 'civil war and
outside intervention follow!, provides the w9rst. jlicture of Qolonial rule that has come before this Assembly.
143. Another paragraph of this draft resolution empowers this special committee to go outside the H::;adquarters of the United Nations v This does not mean
that we 8;re empowering this committee to negotiate
with the Governments of sovereign States in regard to
their colonial territ'Jries. But in many cases it is not
possible to obtain tms information here, and in the
case of one or two countries with which we have had
experience they do not permit United Nations delegations to enter those places and therefore we must em-:
power this committee to meet wherever it considers
it desirable in order to obtain the desired information
and discharge its trust.
144. other paragraphs are concerned with the more
constructive part of asking the Trusteeship' Council,
the Committee on Information, from Non-Self-Governing Territories, the Specialized Agencies, etc. to work
in their respective fields towards this end. I need
hardly labour this point any more, except to·refer to
those parts of the colonial empire which have not
honoured this resolution and where. the people still
seem to be living in conditions of many decades ago.
145. On this matter I repeatedly said here that we
always recognize and pay tribute where we can for
progress made. While the British Empire still has
something like thirty or forty colonial areas and some
30 or 40 million people under its rule, this vast Empire on which it was said the sunnever set, and which
stretched over tne seven seas and covered all these
continents, in that place the process of unwinding has
taken p!&ce. We ourselves take some pride in thinking
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that we encouraged this process of unwinding. But
still there are these ter:ritories-though some of them,
like Tanganyika, are on the verge of independence and
I hope that the territori~s of British East Africa will
soon jo~n us as indepen( lent countries. I would like to
express the hope that there will be no attempt made to
take away with one hand what is given with the other,
because any attempt to dilute the degree of nationa!
independence that is given, will kick back in a very
bad way because the responsibility, in the sense of
the exercise of power, will have moved away with the
metropolitan country and at the same time it will not
have become planted in the colonial people themselves.
146. So there is this vast territory of the former
British Empi7l:'~ still left, and in some cases-and I
make no reservation in this matter-like that of the
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, we are waiting
;with bated breath to see what is happening, because at
the beginning of this century, under the impact of
nineteenth century liberalism, the British Empire
conferred what was called independence upon a minority of people in that land of the Union of South Africa,
which is about 200 years behind modern civilization in
these matters, with the result that 9. small minority
,was given "independence" to oppress the others.
147. The Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland,
G8ographically, politically, ~\motionally, and "morally"
is contiguou'3 to the Union. In the three territories of
Swaziland, Bechuanaland, Basutoland, which have
. geographical troubles, and in the Territory-which
ought to be a Trust Territory-South West Africa,
there are special problems. If they merely follow
independence, without following the content of it, we
shall again condemn millions and millions of people
to a domination and a racialism of a small minority.
That is why my country keeps vigilance over this
matter. We have no desire to retard the progress of
Rhodesia, or Rhodesia and Nyasaland together. We
have no desire to pronounce on the merits or otherwise of federation or non-federation. But we are con'"
cerned to see that the Mrican and Asian populations
and others who do not belong to the ruling race as such,
do not become the helots of an empire and do not have
the same kind of democracy that the Greeks had 2,000
years ago, when the fortunes and the liberty of 300
people depended upon the suppression of 30,000.
Therefore, while we shall keep vigilance over that, we
shall not thereby subscribe to the perpetuation of
empire. The United Kingdom has a responsibility to
itself in this matter, and to its partners in the Commonwealth, to the good example it has set in the last
few years by speeding up the process of liberation
that in the name of liberation more people shall not
, be condemned to racial helotry.
148. We go on from there to the classic example of
the twentieth century empire, the empire of Portugal.
This comparatively small country in Europe has-I
believe I am right about my figures-somewhere about
1.3 million square miles of territory under its domination in Africa and in Asia and more people live there
than in Portugal itself.
149. Now here is probably not merely a perpetuation
of colonialism but an attempt on the one hand to mislead the Assembly by saying this is part of Portugal.
I would like you to examine this not merely from the
point of view of verbal terminology. But when a country says that another's territory is its own, then it
not only does not take the position of the other metropolitan countries-shall we say Britain, for example,

which always said "we own this territory, we :tape
some day they will be free "-that some day may be
500 years hence-but in the case of Portugal it means
that not only for todar out for all time they deny independence to the colonial peoples by saying, "You
are not colonial peoples". That is their way of doing'
it: they say, "You are not colonial peoples, you are
part of Portugal". B'l't if they are part of Portugal then
they ought to have the civic riglits and all the equalities that go with that status.
150. So here is a Member of the United Nations that
not only for today t not only for tomorrow, but for all·
time, will deny the homeland of a people to the people
to whom it really belongs. And does anyone think, when
the mighty British Empire thought it both politic, .
part of wisdom, part of common sense and part of
decency, to abdicate her power in her great Indian
Empire, does anyone think that the small territory in
India which Pc,rtugal regards as Portugal is going to
remain in subjection? Does he think that our desire
not to foment wP,rlike actions anywhere, nor to take
direct action, nor to create more difficulties in the
world than there are, is goir~g to endure for long?
Because peoples will not remain suppres~ed.
151. The other day, speaking in the Fourth Corn..
mittee [1207th meeting], because the representative of
Portugal had challenged some statements made by our
Prime Minister, I had occasion to reiterate that we as
a State have not abjured the use of force. There are
large numbers of people in India who are pacifists,
who will not use force. Gandhi's teachings are ag1.inet
force. But as a State we maintain an army, a navy and
an air·force, and I hope a competent one. Therefore we
.have not abjured the use of force. We have signed the
Charter, and are Willing to place at the disposal of the
United Nations the armed foreles of our country. And
therefore if aggression continues forever, if our people
~re subjected to being shot in cold blood, if there is no .
~i.vil liberty and if the peace and security of our land
on the one hand and of the world as a whole is being
endangered by the continuance of conflicts on our terri~
tory t no one has the right-rIot under the Charter of the
United Nations-and there is no law of morality, no law
of political ethics, no law of international behaviour, to
prevent a sovereign land like ours seeking to complete
the liberation of our entire country.
152. To us, as is often said in India, Goa is part of
unfinished business. That is to say, there were three
colonial Powers on our territory, one was Britain, the
largest of all. We have dealt with that Power, and that
is all that really matters. Then came France, which
had seven enclaves in our country, and by patient negotiations we brought about a state where at any rate
the de facto transfer of these territories, small as
they are, has taken place and I do not think the de jure
~ransfer can be very long in coming.
153. We have for long tried to negotiate, maintained
our missions in Lisbon, negotiated with these people.
We have done so even when they went to the International Court of Justice on some grounds which were
not tenable, when they wanted to claim the right of way
on our sovereign territory in order to suppress their
colonials. We have 11lways observed the Charter and
the law of nations.
154. What I said the other day in the Fourth Committee remains the policy of my Government. We shall
not use force ifwecan-avoidit.But whp.n a time comes
and aggression continues in such a way, when thousands
and tho'usands of people are subjected to this situation,
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when our publ\ic o'pinion can no longer brook having
their own brothers slaughtered, when the territory
becomes also an arena of international intrigue, then,
as a sovereign country, we retain our right to take
whatever action we please, subject to tbe law of
nations. That is all we said and that remains the posi..
tion.
155. But having said that much, even to describe the
context, we do not rush in1;hese matters, because we
believe that the use of force, whatever may be the
justification, always has other consequences. But it
is not possible for a sovereign nation, adequately conditioned for its defences and for the maint~nanc~ of
dignity arid fove reignty, to keep quiet for long. This is
in no sense the language of violence. It is not by the
way of a notice to Portugal or anything in that character. But our people are impatient and our Government
has been engaged in the last 130 many years in restraining that impatience, and we cannot for long suppress
an impatience which is based upon legitimate ground~
and upon the desire to be free.
156. Now that covers sotne of the territories in Asia.
157. In Africa, there are Angola and Mozambique,
and other territories where today cruelty of a character which was not known in imperial times, for bun4reds of years, is being practised. There are people
who have been victims ofthe crima of murder, persons
in large numbers driven away from their homes, together with their families. There are large numbers
of refugees. A type of repression is practised that
not only is not consistent with the Charter but also is
not con~istent with the conduct expected of Members
of the United Nations. We have not brought this up
pl'eviously in any forum except to draw the attention
of other Member States-and of public opinion-to it,
and I hope public opinion will take note of it, as public
opinion will be the most effective solvent for all the
world's evils, for it has today moved to a position
. where the country concerned has no friends in the
maintenance of its empire. We are one of those people
who desire to remain friendly with that country; our
people have been associated with Portuguese civilization, although through the channel of conquest, for
~hree or four hundred years. There are people who
speak the language; as in the case of Pondicherry, it
is not our desire, in the conte,xt of the independence
or the liberation of these areas, to wipe out what has
been historically built up.
158. But, at the same time, the imperialism of
Portugal is one of those things that makes a mockery
of resolution 1514 (XV). Here is a comparatively
small country. It is quite true-it has powerful allies.
And again, without any offence to anyone, any of the
great Powers, we shot\ld like to say that the armed
alliance of colonial count~ies with others r.auses us
concern, because that might;...as in t.he case 0'1 Algeria,
where~ we are told, nearly half of the French air
force and a considerable part of France's navy are
deployed in the suppression of the Algerian peoplecannot last for long. Many countries in the world have
now recognized the provisional, government of the
Algerian Republic. Many others 'do not. It is only an
exercise of discretion and patience. It will not be long
before France will have to recognize that there are no
two ways, today, in 1961, of dealing with colonial territories. Either one remains there and faces tbe consequences, or one leaves and conforms to the principles of the Charter. Consider, therefore, the French
empire in Africa where, in addltion to everything else,
--"
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among other things there has been
use territories and that neighbourhood for the purpose of experiments with nuclear weapons, much against the
desires and without the consent ofthe African peoples.
159. So'these are the unfinished parts of the colonial
business: that is why twenty-eight -speakers have
spoken in this Assembly, during the last five or six
meetings, and I think, inasense,itis an economic use
of our time. We have made these decisions and n:DW
we must go on. It says in operative par~graph 3 of the
draft resolution now before you [A/L.366 and Add.1]
that a special committee should be appointed. I have
no doubt at all that the President will take these steps
after the draft resolutiOl: has passed the Assembly.
160. Now f there are two other draft resolutions before us-one submitted by Nigeria [A/L.357] and the
other by the Soviet Union [A/L.355]. My delegation at
an appropriate time, perhaps, will have sO!:'lething to
say about the second, but while I am at this rostrum,
I want to say here, without any reservation. whatsoever, that the Government·of India will not subscribe
to operative paragraph 1 of the Nigerj,an draftresolution whatever else it may do, because that paragraph
sets the target date of 1970, Wen, we did not set a
target date for Nigeria; andNigeria set notarget date
for itself. For part of Africa to remain colonial till
1970 is long and, again, this date 1970 only refers to
Africa. There are colonial ~,erritories in the Caribbean; there are colonial territories in Asia, Timor in
the Pacific, Macoa off the Chinese coast, and Goa on
our own continent-all theSe other territories-and
thiu draft resolution referf) to a ta.rget date of 1970
for Africa only. So, py n'J stretch of imagination will
the Government of India subscribe to this calendar
date. It is for the same reason that we do not want to
subscribe to any calendar dp~~. The end of 1962 .may
be too long for some people; I __ iy rate, it also creates
a situation. If, by the end of '1962 something does riot
happen, then resolution 1514 (XV) becomes amockery•
Our position, therefore, is that independence must be
immediate; we do not want to go by the ca~endar. And
the only way of making it immediate is to take steps
that will unwind the empire, and not by gradual stageswe agree with the speakers who have expressed a
desire to shorten the time.
161. The uncommitted nations which met at Belgrade !.V discussed this at great length,'and they all
came to the conclusion that it was not in the interests
of the liberation of colonies to set dates 'by the calen- ,
dar " but that liberation should be demanded by.the
pace of events. There is no reason why we should set
1962 as the target date, because we have said that
dependent peoples need not possess any qualifications
or pass any examinations as tests before empires can
be liquidated. The rulers have no right to be there
and' the peOples have a right to be free and that is all
there is to it.
162. As I have said, today in this Assembly there are
many representatives of countries that were colonies
only two years ago,' five years ago, eight years ago,
or ten years ago, who are performing important tasks
in the service of humanity.
163. This brings me to the next part of my statement,
which is in regard to West Irian. Now West Irian is
a subject on which this Assembly has a great deal of
information, because year after year we have dis-
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cussea it hi great detail in the First Committee. I
hope I will not be misunderstood when I say that the
draft resolution [A/L..354] submitted by the Netherlands-while we cannot accept it and the Indonesians
have not accepted it, since it goes contrary to much of
history-does, at any rate, represent a change. It means
that the Netherlands is coming here saying it will
honoul' its comm1.tment to unwind its empire. Of course
I do not suppose thi$ applies to its Caribbean empirebut it will unwind if-s empire. But, having sa~d that, I
am informed that in the last speech made on this subject by the represeatative of the Netherlands,hemade
it very clear that nothing was going to happen for a
year. And so-while I have no desire to dislluss the
merits of it the draft r:3solution we have submitted
[A/1..367] i~ of another. character; it asks for this
matter to be the. subject of direct negotiation. It suggests that, in view of the history of this matter and
the desire that must prevail in this Assembly (among
3.11 concerned that, as far as possible-if it is at all
tl°s s ible-the changes must be peaceful; that further
..+.tempts ~hould be made for 'bi~ateral ne~otiatio~s,
.- lteral discussions, between the two maIn partu"s
concerned.
164. Now, it may well be asked, what is our po~ition
with regard to the question?lwould, therf:fore, WIthout
entering into the merits of it and without asking tbe
Assembly to commit itself, try to place our reasons
before the Assembly. Now the basis of the present
situation in West Irian is what i0calledthe Cha;rter of
Transfer of Sovereignty, incorp();v,ated in the Roundtable Conference Agreement of 1949.& Article 1 of
this Charter says that "The Kingdom of the Nether':"
binds unconditionally and irrevocably"-ifthose words
mean anything, and I hope the Assembly will.notice
thls-"The Kingdom of the. Netherlands"-that IS, the
Dutch Government-"unconditionally and irrevocably
transfers complete sovereignty over Indonesia to the
Republic of the United States of Indonesia and thereby
recognizes the said Republic of the 'United States of
Indonesia as an independent and sovereign State".

fact dependent; and we made bur reservation at that
time and our subscribing to the idea of their coming
unde~ Ax-ticle 73 e does not argue West Irian into
being a separate territory which is a. Dut~h ?olony.
West Irian, so far as the Government of IndIa IS concerned, is an integral part of Indonesia.
167. But in all these matters, when great changes
are taking place, we believe there is room for discussion and understanding. So, as the Netherlands has
decided according to its draft resolution [A/L.354] ,
to Withdraw from West Irian, then the question of to
whom the Territory should go should be a matter for
discussion and common agreement. I should also like
to say that we cannot agree towhathas been set out in
the Netherlands draft resolution p namely, that the
United Nations should appoint a lJommission for
Netherlands New Guinea, ~ecause this means that the
question of sovereignty-at 'Worst, or at best-is in
dispute. This particular paragraph prejudges that
question. We are quite prepared, for the purpo~e ?f
the sixteenth session of ~he Assembly, to leave thIS In
abeyance and to allow Indonesia andthe Netherlands to
meet under the aegis of the President of the Assembly, in order to find a way whereby this "unwinding" process can t~e place.
168. We should like to express our appreciation of
the fact that the Netherlands Government has offered
to spend a considerable amount on the economic deve~opment of this Territory. But no amount of economIC
aid can ever be a substitute for the freedom of people.
It may be argued that the West Irianese are entitled
to self-determination; if that is so, the Assembly
would have to decide that, and whatever emerges in
regard \'0 the question of sovereignty, under the
Preslrlent's guidance, would be of some value to the
. Assembly. But if the position is that every count~
haR to come here and submit itself to that doctrine of
self-,determination, then I think every village, every
state and every municipality would have to become
independent territory.

165. At the Round-table Conference, Indonesian representatives supported the thesis that West Irian has
always been part of Indonesia. Now I am told that the
Netherlands delegation here has referred to our support of the proposition, submitted to the Fourth Committee [1901h meeting], and afterwards adopted by the
Assembly at its fifth session, in regard to the .submission of information-and, if I may say so, eIther
it is a misunderstanding or is likelyto be a misrepresentation. l do not say it is a misrepresentation by
the Dutch, but-it has the same result. When the question
of the submission of information in regard to West
Irian came before- the Fourth Committee, the Government of India reserved its position.

169. The position of the Government of India is that'
West Irian is 'a colonial territory, having been administered by the Netherlands, and whoSEJ sovereignty
has been transferred under the terms of the Charter
of Transfer of Sovereignty. But I do not want to argue
the merits of this at the present time because our
de~ ~"'e is not to create any difficulties in regard to
this. We firmly believe that, having regard to what has
happened in the last five or six years, and the recognition,by large numbers of.Dutch people and of ~ndonesian people of their own Interests, another perIod
of direct negotiation, with such good offices as the
President of the Assembly can exercise, would lead to
our finding a 'solution, which in the past was not possible.

166. It said the submission of informatIon is in regard to Territories which are depende~t ~n actuality,
irrespective of the question of sovereIgnty. If those
territories are dependent, if their' administration is
in the hands of somebody, rightly or wrongly as was
the case of Tunisia and Morocco, where we argued
that Tunisia and Morocco were not colonies but countries which had entered into an alliance with France
many years ago and which, under the Treaty of AI. geciras,W were to retain their sovereignty, and we
asked for the restoration of their independence. We
simply asked for the return of territories that were in

170. Now, s.orne people ma,.y ask: is this not a process
of evasion, are ,you not escaping something? Our
answer to that would be: one year ago, two years ago,
five years' ago,uo one would have thought that the
imperial countJ'Y of the Netherlands would come here
and say that it was prepared to withdraw from that
Territory. But at the present moment, for their going
they prescribe something in regard to the future of
this Territory. The answer of the Indonesians, as far
as I understand it is this: that the Netherlands has no
right to give thi~ Territory away because it is not
theirs to give away.

I

!J:.I United Nations, Treaty Serie~, vol. 69 (1950), I, No. 894.
W Signed on 7 April 1906.

171. Now, for the purpose of tbis particular session,
we would submit that our draft resolution [A/L.367]
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might perhaps lead to a termin~tiqn of the imperial
rule of the Netherlands in West Irian, thus enabling
the people of West Irian to be joined with those of
Indonesia; in fact, West Irian is very much like Goa~
except of course tpat there are no Charters of Transfer of Sovereignty in connexion with Goa. West Irian
is part of the continent of Indonesia and, as we have
sai.d here, haVing considered the question of West
Irian in the context of resolution 1514 (XV) and having
regard to the history of the question-if we look back
on its history-there has been no West Irian, there
has only been Indonesia. There was no West Irian
before the Charter of Transfer of Sovereignty, there
was only Indonesia. 1 know that,there is the argument
that this particular residency was. kept back, and so
on. There can be no doubt that the Netherlands sees
another side to this question. HaVing regard to the
history of this controversy, there is an unresolved
dispute-which is not under dJScllssion here-a d.ispute
between Indonesia and the Netherlands: tb,at is to say,
from our point of view, there is a dispute not in regard
to sovereignty' but in regard to how this matter ought
to be adjusted. ,
172. The fourth paragraph of the preamble t<, the
draft resolution [A/L.367] reads: "HaVing heard the
statements of the Foreign Minister of the Netherlands
and the Foreign Mini~ter of In40nesia tt-if the Foreign
Minister of Indonesia on behalf of his Government and
people were able to accept the proposition put forward
by the Netherlands, we would not be here to argue the
fine' points ·of constitutionality; but no Government in
Indonesia can accept this position because the people
of Indonesia are conscious of their situation in the
matter. The next two parR-graphs continue "Being con'"'
cerned that the continuance of this dispute may result
in a further worsening of relations between the two
countries"-relations that have deteriorated over a
long period of time-and "Beuing in mind the desirability of restoring normal friendly relations between
the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia", which
is very necessary, in our submission, for the stability
of our part of the world-especially the large Indonesian archipelago which stretched out into the Pacific
Ocean and on which certain positions were taken in the
second United Nations Conference on the Law of the
Sea in Geneva in 1960, which were rather shatt9ring
for us-we believe, as the draft resolution says in the
seventh paragraph of the preamble ~that a peaceful
and agreed solution to this problem is essential".
173. The operative pall of the Indian draft resolution reads:
"1. Urges the Governments of Indonesia and the
Netherlands to engage themselves in further ne,gotiatioD" wder the aegis of the President of the
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Nat"ions, which would have begged the whole question
of sovereignty, and I cannot see-except inthe general
purposes of the Charter-where the authority co~ldbe
derived, because there is no trusteeship agreement in
regard to it. And then again; today the administration
is in the hands of one side, and any inquirY conducted
there would be conditioned by that situation.
175. For all those reasons, we have submitted in
good faith this very si-rnple draft resolution, which
merely asks that the process of bilateral talkingwhich has gone on for a long time-witJ?, the President's kind assistance, may lead to a different situation because we are not where 'we were two or three
years ago.
176. The fact that the Netherlands Government accepted the resolution on the liquidation of colonialism
and that public opinion in that country is willing to see
the termination of authority in that area, means that
one of the main difficulties is removed. Then, with
regard to the other difficulty, which is that, Netherlands public opitdon may I:;ti11 have views as to who is
sovereign and who is not, it is something that, under
the terms of the Linggadjati Agreement, and with the
President's assistance to these parties in understanding their respective positions, we may be able to find
some solution.
177. Let it not be forgotten that in 1946 the posit.ion
of Indonesi.a looked ·as though it might lead to a war
of some kind; the Security Council intervened and an "
independent Indonesia emerged almost overnight. And
today it is one of the countr.ies in this Organization
which is making an effective contributionto the implementation of the purposes of the Charter. We therefore suggest that the Assembly accept this draft
resolution, which is offered in the context of peaceful
solutions. We have put forward our own interpretationthe interpretation of the Government of India-and 0\lr
position, in regard to the sovereignty of Indon.esia over
all the Indonesian islands, some 3,000 of them, in the
archipelago. While we have referred to the interpre':'
tation of the treaty of 1949 which, in our view, has
certain implications, we have not today al~ked for any
decision on that matter. All thase documents are
available: the Round-table Conference Agreement,
resolution 1514 (XV), all the discussions that have gone
on since. I feel qvjte certain that in view of the fact
that bilateral negotiations have led to results in the
past-we have had the recent instance of the United
Sta~es and the Soviet Union submitting to the Assembly
a joint statement of agreed principles for dlsarmament negotiations [A/4879].
178. Our country has always advocated, from this

"2. Requests the President to facilitate bilateral
negotiations enVisaged in paragraph 1 above under
his auspices;

rostrum, that people who have differences face each
other rather than run away from each other. We think
it is better, in the presep.t circumstances, not to
introduce other elements, .and that such mediatory
influence, such restraining influence or conciliatory
influence as may be necess'ary, in the context of the
argument could be supplied by the President of the
General Assembly.

"3. Requests the Governments of Indonesia and
the Netherlands to co-operate •••"
174. I submit that this is a draft resolution that seeks
the way of peace rather than tbe way of conflict.
Neither party stands to lose anything very much, because it was not the intention of the Netberlands
,Government to do anything for a year anyway. It asked
for a commission of inquiry to be set up by the United

179." For all those reasons' we submit, on the one
hand, that General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)has
now reached the stage of implementation, and this
committee to be nominated by the President should be
set up with the unanimous appr?val of the Assembly.
180. With regard to the particular problem of West
Irian, we have just submitted this draft resolution,
and it is a peace offering. This is a situation in which

General Assembly with a view to finding a solution
of this question in conformity with the principles of
the United Nations Charter;
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we are interested, because we would not like to see
. any friction and greater conflict taking place in thPLt
part of the world. soutb.",'East Asia is" sensitive for
many reasons. It is a great archipelago, and we have
every reason to think that, once this problem is
resolved, the contribution of the Netherlands to the
development of these areas and the general implementation of the purposes of the United Nations would
be far greater than otherwise. I submit this draft
resolution.
Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair..

181. Mr. SUBANDRIO (Indonesia); I have asked to
intervene again in this debate after the statement
made py the representative of the Netherlands on
15 November [1055th meeting] to present additional,
more complete, information to enable representatives
at this Assembly to reach the proper judgement on this
problem of West Irian.
182. In' compliance with the President's request, I
have drastically reduced the statement before me. On
the other ha.nd, I felt compelled to take the floor because of the seriousness of the problem. The West
Irian question is part of the Indonesian colonial problem. The greater part of Indonesia has already been
elevated to an independent status. This status of independence was achieved bitterly , through a colonial
war and with the sacrifice of many human lives.
183. In the second place, the West Irian question
constitutes one source of the Netherlands-Indonesian
dispute, in addition to the numerous others which have
always been exploited by the Netherlands to make
Indonesia's position, domesti~ally and internationally,
more burdensome. As I have said before, even after
the recognition of the independence of the Republic of
Indonesia', the Netherlands never reconciled itself to
transforming the old colonial ties into mor~profitable
bonds of co-operation and lasting friendship for mutual
benefit.

.

184. I would not have :reverted to this aspect of the
West Irian problem were it not for the fact that the
representative of the Netherlands t\)ok a contrary
position, and referred to West Irian as if it were not
part of the Indonesian colonial problem. In support of
his position, the repJ;esentativ~ of the Netherlands
made use of some paragraphs from "memoire,~" on
the background to the 1945 Indonesian Constitution,
which was adopted immediately after the proclamation
of Indonesian independence·on 17' August 1945.
'
185. In short, the honourable representative- of the
Netherlandl;1 sought to convey the impression that Mr.
Hatta favoured the exclusion of West Irian from the
future tertitory of Indonesia, while depicting President
Sukarno as being motivated at the same time by expansionist ambitions.
186. In the first place, I regret very much that such
a serio1;1s ~roblem;-a problem which may even culminate in a: physical' conflict" in that part of the world p
if not approached with sincerity, honesty and p'L"oper
diplomacy-has been treated in such a light and casual
way by the representative of the Netherlands, a.s if
the West Irian problem is just a play of words, as if
this serious problem is just a game, an exhibition of
a battle of wits.
187. p ...,rhaps the representative of the Netherlands
has already become so exhausted in advancing sincere
and proper arguments in defence of the Netherlands
case that he regarded it as fitting to quote from

"memoires" on the private deliberations of Indonesian
leaders in the uncertain and tumultuous days before
the end of the Second World.War. But certainly these
pr'ivate deliberations must be analysed and construed
as the individual views of some leaders on a specific
problem. To use parts of these private deliberations ,
as arg:uroents against the Indonesian policy, which,
since the beginning of the Republic, has beet! officially
initiated, established and thereafter carried out, seems
in my humble opinion to be rather out of place and
ce:-tainly not an exposition of good faith.
188. I would not deny the diver~ity Qf private thc.\ughts
a.nd opinions entertained by Indonesian leaders before
the proclamation of Indonesia t s indepemdencEI, but it
fs 'clear that the ultimate t final decision was that the
Indonesian territory should comprise the whole
Netherlands East Indies, D;othing more and nothing
less. I may add that before the proclamation-even in
pre-war days-there were also differences of opinion
amongst Indonesian leaders about the structure of the
Indonesian State, based either on unitarian or federalist
principles. Ultimately, it was the national decision
that Indonesia should be a unitarian state with the
greatest measure of regional autonomy. The Indonesian motto "Bhinneka tunggal ika" means "unity in
diversity"•
189. On 17 August 1945, President Sukarno pro\ claimed the independence of Indonesia. The day after
th~ proclamation, the national leaders confirmed that
the' territory of Indonesia comprised the entire territory of the Netherlands East Indoes; and afterwards
we received popular support from every part of
Indonesia, including West Irian. The President made
it very clecQ. in a radio address that Indonesia is
exactly what it was before-that is, it comprises the
Neth~r lands East Indies, which in popular terms, is
described as; from Atjeh, the northern point of
Sum~tra, to Merauke, the eastern point of West Irian.
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190. Let me also give undeniable proof'that we are
not expar.sionists or neo-colonialists, as the Neth~r
lands d~legation and other Powers have insinuated
inside or outside this Assembly.. It would 'be rather
comical, if events were not so tragic , to hear a lecture
from. the colonial Powers abou~.the meaning of selfdetermination.
191. As I have already told this Assembly, we know
f!"01ll:. bitter experience and bitter sacrifices what
freedom means, and what self-determination means.
For us, these words are not just abstract" notions.
These words are not just slogans or catch-phrases
with which to collect votes. No, these words are the
embodimen,t of the Indonesian soul. These words
generate hope for a better life, generate determination
and coorage and even personal sacrifices, if so required.
192. It cannot be otherwise for ,a proud and civilized
nation which, until four hundred years ago was one .o~
the most prosperous and biggest nations in that part of
the wbrld, then suffered the degradation of colonial..
subjugation and even up to the present year of 1961 .
has not yet been entirely relieved from Netherland's
vindictiveness and subversion.
193. We are not only disclaiming the territories outside the former Netherland& East Indies, though they
are of the same island, but-more than that-when
Malaya told us of its intentions to merge with the three
British Crown Colonies of Sarawak, Brunei and
British North Borneo as one Federation, we toldthem
~?e
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that we had no objections and that we wished them
success with this merger so that everyone might live
in peace and freedom.
194. For the sake of clarifiGation, I may tell this
Assembly that three quarters of the island of Borneo
is Indonesian territory, while the remainder constitutes the afo~ementioned three British Crown Colonies. Naturally, ethnologically and geographically
speaking, this British part is"'closer to Indonesiathan,
let us say, to Malaya. But we still told Malaya that
we had no objections to such a merger, based upon the
will for freedom of the peoples concerned. So far as
Indonesia is concerned, we still adhere to the agreement, based on our own national decision, on the extent of the territory of the Republic of Indonesia,
which the representative of the Netherlands publicly
and officially confirmed in the Security Council of the
United Nations in 1948-1 repeat, publicly and officially
c.·;,nfirmed that:
"All parties agree that what usedtobethe Netherlands East Indies should become an independent
State as soon as possible." W
195. Therefore, the private views of Dr. Sukarno
prior to our proclamation of independence, which were
quoted by Mr. Schurmann, on the possibilities of a PanMalayan State-a federation or 'confed.eration supported by the popular will of the people-were not the
expression of a desire for expansionism. After all, at
the time of these deliberations, during the Second
World War, when the end of the war was not yet enVisaged by Indonesj,a, the boundaries of the former
Netherlands East Indies had been supplanted by
Japanese occupation zones, which did not conform with
these earlier boundaries. In such a situation, it is
only natural that different personal views may have
been uttered as regards the possible boundaries of the
future Indonesian State.
196. Even today, there indeed exists a great desire
among the people of the Malayan race to come closer
together and to accumulate all their national strength
for a common purpose-politically, economically and
culturally. The Prime Minister of Malaya, Tunku
Abdul Rahman, is especially very keen on this conception.
197. I think that it is indeed very difficult for the
Netherlands to deny that West'Irian is part of the
Indonesian colonial problem. Allow me now to examine
the Netherlands juridical arguments, which are designed to conceal the real issue at stake.
198. The distinguished representative of the Netherlands very skilfully began by referring to article 2 of
the Charter of Transfer of Sovereignty incorporated
in the Round-table Conference Agreement~To complete
his partial presentation, mf!Y I now also mention
article 1, paragraph 1, of the Charter of Transfer of
Sovereignty, which has been referred to by the distinguished representative of Ghana. It reads:
"The Kingdom of the Netherlands unconditionally
and irrevocably transfers complete sovereignty over
Indonesia to the Republic of the United States of
Indonesia and thereby recognizes said Republic of
the United States of Indonesia as an independent and
sovereign State."

!Y See Official Records of the Security Council, Third Year, No. 132,
338th meeting, p. 1 1 . .
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199. This i.~ the essence of the Agreement: ThfJ.t
complete sovereignty over Indonesia was unconditionally and irrevocably t~ansferredto the new Republic
of Indonesia as an indep\enent and sovereign state.
200. It is true-and I will not deny that...;.that there
are other articles which contain so~e other provisions, but these provisions relate to the implementation of the transfer of sovereignty over the whole of
Indonesia. So' article' 2 of the Charter, which Mr.
Schurmann mentioned and which l'efers to the existing
dispute on the political status of West Irian, makes no
mentiop whatsoever of sovereignty which, in article 1,
is already transferred completely, unconditionally and
irrevocably.
201. As I have already explainedto this Assembly, the
Netherlan,ds needed these provisions in order to
achieve the two-thirds majority in the Netherlands
Parliament required for approval of the Round-table
Conference Agreement and for the necessary revision
of the Netherlands Constitution.
202. This was well understood at that time, both in
the Netherlands and in Indonesia. Many prominent
figures in the Netherlands who have no prejudices with
regard to Indonesia have confirmed and clarified this
understanding in public statements. For instance, as
recently as 13 November 1961 the Netherlands daily,
the Haagse Courant, reported that Mr. Suurhoff, the
Chairman of the Dutch Labour Party-the Labour
Party is the second largest political party in the
Netherlands-had made the following statement, and I
quote:
"Mr. Suurhoff would not be sorry or have objectio~s if (West] New Guinea had been involved
during the transfer of sovereignty in 1949. But this
was impossible; even without (West] New Guinea"the
transfer of sovereignty to Indonesia barely achieved
the two-thirds majority at that time. Later, the
Labour Party had to conced(~ that the problem was
put in colq storage."
203. What is significant in this report is the fact that,
though the interpretation of the Chairman of the Dutch
Labour Party may differ from ours, it is not based on
any question of principle, but on the simple matter. of
expediency to achieve the required two-thirds majority.
204. Furthermore, this policy of expediency has also
been confirmed by Professor DUinstee, a member of
Mr. Luns' own party, in his book entitled New Guinea
as a bridge between the Netherlands and Indonesia,
published only two weeks ago. I quote the following,
in translation, from page 1~3 of this interesting book:
"Iu retrospect, the separation of New GUinea from
Indonesia was a mistake. It was, in fact, necessary
in order to achieve the two-thirds majority for the
law on the transfer of sovereignty. New Guinea was
the price that had to be paid in order that the
Christian Historical Party and the party for Freedom
and Democracy would be prepared to co-operate, and
which these parties considered necessary in discharging their responsibilitif's towards their members and their constituencies. This was anticipated
a long time ago. The New Guinea problem was of
vital importance neither to the Catholic People's
Party, nor to the Labour Party, nor to the Cabinet,
but solely for the necessity of the two-thirds majority."
.
205. In the light of these authoritative explanations
it is clear that the essence of the political contract,
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which was contained in the Charter of Transfer of
Sovereignty between Indonesia and the Netherlands,
was that the Netherlands would relinquish its sovereignty over the fornier Netherlands East Inaier.; and
that the Netherlands would transfer authority-completely, unconditionally and irrevocably-to sovereign
Indonesia. Simultaneously, certain provisions were
made, also as a matter of expediency, to make possible the implementation of the formal transfer of
sovereignty to Indonesia.
206. We have heen asked: why should we not settle
this West Irian problem through the International
Court of Justice? In the first place, as must be clear
by now, this problem is part of a bigger colonial
problem that has not yet been fully settled. This problem of West Irian is not a simple dispute between two
sovereign states. The dispute between the Netherlands
and Indonesia has a deeper background, and West
Irian was deliberately made the subject of the dispute.
I shall dwell upon this aspect later.
207. The contract mad,e between Indonesia and the

Netherlands, as contained in the Charter of Transfer
of Sovereignty, at that time was not a contract between
two equal~, ~s for instance the United States and the
United Kingdom today. It was a contract on the relinquishment of sovereignty by the Netherlands, as the
colonial Power, to Indonesia, as the newly sovereign
and independent State covering the whole Netherlands
East Indies. This was clearly stated in article 1, paragraph 1, of the Charter. This was the spirit of the
whole contract. In that contract, no mention or even
indication at all was made of the right of self-determination of the people in West Irian, or of its artificial creation into a separate independent State.
208. To be frank, at that time we were satisfied with
this contract between Indonesia and.the Netherlands,
because the basic fOlhldation of the transfer of sovereignty was very clearly and firmly laid down. To be
frank, we did not attach t JO much importance to the
wording of the other prOVisions of the Charter after
the explicit assurances that all those things were just
a matter of political expediency. Mter the repeated
assurances and confirmations by Netherlands statesmen, such as Dr. J. van Mook andDr. van Royen, that
the Netherlands East Indies-Iater called Indonesiawould, as one territorial and national entity, become
free and independent, we were satisfied with the contract. At that time, there was no movement at all in
West Irian for separation from Indot)esia. On the contrary-I repeat: on the contrary-the leaders of the
local population made public declarations and submitted formal petitions to the Netherlands occupation
forces and to the Netherlands Government to the effed
that West Irian should not be separated from Indonesia.
209. These facts have never been denied by any
Netherlands spokesmen. On the contrary, direct and
indirect confirmations have been provided by Netherlands statesmen and polticians. The people in West
Irian did not ask for separation and even many politicians in the Netherlands itself consider it nonsense
to argue that the people in West Irian should be given
a special and separate right of self-determination. As
an illustration, Professor Gerretson-who is otherwise not a friend of Indonesia but, on the contrary,
was vehemently opposed to the transfer of sovereignty
to Indonesia-made the following remark in a public
debate in the Netherlands Parliament. He said:
"Viewed apart from the quarrel with Indonesia,
this"-that is, the conferring of a so-called right of
4

...

self-determination-"was astonishing in so far that
one conferred upon the Papuans of the stone Age
that which one denied to the Surinams in 1953, although the Papuans-and I repeat. the Papuans-did
not ask for anything whereas the Surinams emphatic..
ally claimed that right."
I quote from the proceedings of the First Chamber of
the Netherlands Parliament, 1954/1955, page 504.
210. I do not believe that the International Court of
Justice is the place to solve colonial problems. If, for
instance, the Algerians could go to the International
Court of Justice, the Judgement might be that French
colonialism is legal-legal according to "international
law"-under the treaty of so and so.
211. In fact, colonialism is a political contract with
legal validity, but shall we maintain colonialism be..
cause it can be called legally allowable?
212. The Charter of Transfer of Sovereignty is a
political contract about the transfer of Netherlands
sovereignty, completely, unconditionally and irrevocably to the new Republic of Indonesia as a sovereign
State. This is clear and explicit. Next to that there are
prOVisions for implementation in order to fit in with
the political conditions in the Netherlands atthattime.
As long as the full implementation by the Netherlands
of the political contract gf transfer of sovereignty to
Indonesia, completely, unconditionally and irrevoc-·
ably, has not been accomplished, then the Indonesian
colonial problem still exists, then Netherlands co..
lonialism is still active in Indonesia. As I said,
colonialism, as an immoral and inhuman disease of
international relations, cannot be cured through the
International Court of Justice. Any treaty between
nations, even if based upon the principle of the strong
devouring the weak, will be declared valid. by the
International Court of Justice.
213. This is the reason why the Netherlands can
oppose a draft resolution submitted by Indonesia tothe
General Assembly from 1954 to 1957, recommending
to both parties to discuss the West Irian problem in
order to find a peaceful solution, because West Irian
is regarded as a problem of domestic jurisdiction.
Our attitude is a~\ a matter of general principle to
deny the competence of the International Court of
Justice to solve colonial problems. It is certainly not
based upon the apprehension that the judgement of the
Court on the Charter of Transfer of Soviereignty may
favour the Netherlands.
214. To sum up: <!) the West Irian issue is part of
Indonesia's colonial problem; Q!) West Irian is part
of the struggle for independence. The reasons are as
follows. First, West Irian was part of the territory of
the Netherlands Eas.t Jndies and, even before the advent:
of Dutch colonialism in Indonesia, it was a part of the
previous Sriwidjaja and Modjopahit Empires.
215. The latter fact is clearly stated by the American
anthropologist Raymond Kennedy in his book, entitled
The Ageless Indies•.W I quote from page 34:
" ••• the great Empire of Modjopahit, with its
capital in eastern Java, exercised supreme dominion
over m.ost of the Indies, the Philippines and the·
southeastern part of Asia during the fourteenth and
most of the fifteenth century. It was during this
period that Hindu-Javanese civilization sprea.dmost
widely over the entire area; and even today relics of
this influence-in the form of ancient Indian alpahbets, artifacts of gold and other metals, stone monu"
ill Published by the John iJi.y Company, New York 1942.
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216. Second, the proclamation of independence of the
Republic of Indonesia on 17 August 1945 received
popular support everywhere in Indonesia, including
West Irian itself, as was pro~d bJ the declarations of
the leaders of West Irian at that time. This has been
further substantiated by the sacrifices made by the
people in West Irian themselves, ill defence of their
declara:tion, during the re-occupation by Netherlands
forces .. If Indonesia's proclamation of independence
with regard to its territorial integrity is not yet clear
to the distinguished representative of the Netherlands,
I would again draw his attention to the numerous radio
addresses of President Sukarno immediately after
17 August 1945.
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217. Third, the question of West Irian is an integral
part of Indonesia's struggle for independence, andthat
is confirmed in the official statements by public
figures, statesmen and prominent politicians in the
Netherlands itself, such as Dr. van Royen and Dr.
van Mook, before the formal recognition of the independence of Indonesia in 1949.

•

218. Fourth, this is the case because of the spirit of
the Charter of Transfer of Sovereignty which, in
article 1, paragraph 1, transferred complete sovereignty to Indonesia, unconditionally and irrevocably.
219. It is' true that this Charter has been rescinded
because 9f the violation of its spirit and principles by
the Netherlands Government. Nevertheless, under this
contract the Netherlands has formally relinquished
sovereignty over Indonesia and transferred its powers
to the Republic of Indonesia. This is an historical and
political fact which the Nethe:rlands cannot reverse,
unless by forceful re-occupation of the whole of Indonesia.
220. West Irian, as the object of the Netherlands""
Indonesia dispute, is thus exploited by the Netherlands
to preserve its vindictiveness towards Indonesia. Indeed, from the very start, in 1945, the Netherlands
had only one aim, and that was to crush Indonesia's
independence and, when that proved impossible, to
harass and subvert Indonesia. From 1945 until the
e'nd of 1949, we fought ~f. cruel colonial war, with more
than half a· million human lives lost on the Indonesian
side. still, after 1949, until the end of 1957, we gave
the Netherlands a privileged economic position in
Indonesia, ~t~criminating in favour of the Netherlands
in comparison with other nations. We even went so far
with our economic concessions that .a German economist, Helbig, reached the conclusion in his book
Indonesia that the annual net- revenue of the Netherlands in Indonesia after 1950 was more than its annual
net income as a colonial administrator.
221. still, this was not sufficient accommodation to
quench the Netherlands" grudge against Indonesia.
From the moment of the signing of the Charter of
Transfer of Sovereignty, at the end of 1949, the Netherlands continued with its subversive' actiVities, manifested in separatist movements and uprisings, and
culminating in the proclamation of independence of
the so-called "Republic of the South Moluccas n, inthe
eastern part of Indonesia close to West Irian. Fortunately, we could overcome the Netherlands subversion and we crushed by force the self-styled Republic
of the South Moluccas, instigated by the Netherlands
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military forces. Against. the backgvound of this continued Netherlands spirit of hostility towards Indonesia, .we are certain that if there were no West
Irian dispute, they would still look for other possibilities to harrass Indonesia with the intent of undermining the strength of Indonesia in the domestic or
international fields. It is this hostile and grudging
spirit "tliat· has to be removed if a settlement is to be
possible of either the West Irian problem or of
Ne:herlands:"Indonesian disputes in general. As long
as this spirit is the guiding principle of Netherlands
foreign policy towards Indonesia, any concessionfrom
the Indonesian side, large or small, will only be interpreted as a sign of weakness and may only increase
the appetite of Netherlands aggressiveness towards
Indonesia.
222. I turn now to the question of why we reject the
Netherlands draft resol~ion [A/L.354]. In the fi,.-st
place, I am sure that it has become clear to everY-bne
that West Irian is part of the Indonesian colonial
problem and that in this context West Irian is the
source of the Netherlands-IIidDnesian conflict. This
obViously implies that a. settlement of the West Irian
problem is part and ~iarcel of the broader settlement
of the Netherlands-Indonesian dispute. I would go even
further. It is my sincere hope that a settlement of this
problem may even open up a new chapter in Netherlands-Indonesian relations, a chapter in which the
Netherlands will accept whole-heartedly Indonesia's
independence, in which the Netherlands will nurture
no grudge or hostility towards Indonesia, in which the
Netherlands will have forgotten its glorious past as
colonizer of the Netherlands East Indies, in which the
Ne"&:herlands will have no objections to an honourable
co-operation with Indonesia for mutual benefit.
223. Let me stress this, too. We, like the Netherlands,
certainly attach the greatest importancetothe welfare
and progress of the WestIrianesepeoplesthemselves.
We attach the greatest importance to serving the
interests of the Indonesian people as a whole. Whatever one may say about our being not yet fully equipped with the requirements of a modern administration,
whatever one may say about our lack of technical
skill and scientific knowledge in the management of
economic and industrial enterprises, one cannot deny
that in the social and cultural fields Indonesiahas been
making tremendous progress. In the fi~~ld of education,
it is even recognized by UNESCO that Indonesia's
record in this field is one of the best in the world
among countries which have just achieved their independence from colonial or semi-colonial rule.
224. The Australian and the Netherlands delegations
are always making reference to the half-naked or
barely dressed Papuans, and this is probably true in
the case of more than 90 per cent of the people there,
living as tJJ,ey do under'Dutch colonial rule. In the rest
of Indonesia, however, especially in the interior of
Borneo and Celebes, we started in 1950 with almost
the same conditions. But today we have at least
a.chieved the stage where we can provide proper dress
for the entire population, although it is not necessarily of superior quality. If I may draw P. humble
conclusion, in the short period of national independence, we may still have much to learn concerning the
technical skill and scientific knowledge of the colonial
Powers; but, as for the social approach and devotion
to raising the social ana cultural conditions of our
people, I think that the colonial Power$r; "like the
Netherlands, must admit their. inferiortt-;1. For us, the
people in West 1rian, like other citizens of Indonesia,

.
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are not mere objects for anthrop.ological studies. We
regard them as our equals, and this not merely for
ethical considerations; they are our equals as social
human beings.
225. So let no colonial Power arrogate to itself, even
with the technical skills at its disposal, even with its
abundance of capital, the right to feel superior in its
social approach towards the indigenous peoples, in the
belief that that approach will ever exceed the skill of
leaders and authorities of the same national origin.
~26.

The Netherlands now boasts of its contribution
Jf $30 million annually. Let me tell you that a small
fraction of that sum is devoted to the welfare of the
700,000 West Irianese people. The defense costs for
West Irian in 1959 were estimated at about $10 million. In 1960, it was estimated at twice this amount
because of the expansion in armaments to sustain
there the Netherlands aggressive policy towards Indonesia. Another important part of the $30 million is
devoted to the payment of the expensive Dutch personnel
in West Irian and the importation of substantial luxury
goods from the Netherlands. One canuraw a conclusion
then concerning thtl meagre amount left forthebenefit
of the West Irian people themselves. This ~isproves
once and for all the myth of the sacred ml'sicm of the
Netherlands towards the West Irian people. The littlf~
progress achieved there in social welfare is not be-'
mmse of the Netherlands colonial administration, but
11:\ore because 'of the activities of the missionaries.
227. HaVing said this, what is uppermost in our minds
is that a settlement of the Netherlands-Indonesian
conflict is in the best interest of the welfare and freedom of the West Irian people themselves. It is for this
reason that we are really puzzled why the Netherlands
Government did not take the trouble to consult us
directly or indirectly on a settlement of this
... problem
of West Irian, particularly as this is of such importance to the West Irianese people themselves. The
distinguished Foreign Minister, Mr. Luns, said 'on
8 October 1961 that he was unable to consult Indonesia
beforehand because Indonesia has broken off diplomatic relations •.• and because Indonesia could only agree
to one solution-the handing over of Netherlands New
Guinea to Indonesia without any previous consultation
of the Papuan people. The distinguished Foreign
Minister, Mr. Luns, did not try to find out whether,
after the Netherlands public opinion authorized the
Netherlands Government to relinqUish authority over
West Irian, it would be possible for Indonesia to have
another appro!1ch in the West Irian issue. These inquiries could be channelled through any other country,
even after total rupture of diplomatic contacts between
the two countries.
~28. Viewed from another angle, from the angle of
the almost perennial Net'Qerlands-Indonesian conflict,
we Indonesians can expect anything and everything from
the Netherlands. No insult or humiliation IS too low
for them if it can harm Indonesia. Also this question
of so-called self-determination Ior the people of West
Irian is used now as a tool of Netherlands foreign
policy with which to hit Indor..~sia, rather than. as a
. means to bring freedom and happiness to the West
I Irian people themselves.
229. What is my reason for saying this? I say this
just because Netherlands public opinion andthepolitica! climate there in general have lately become
favourably inclined towards the relinqUishment of their
alleged sovereignty oyer West Irian. A part of this
opinion sees the advisability of a direct transfer of
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Netherlands authority to the Republic of Indonesia.
The territory of West Irian is inhabited by 700,000
people who are becoming more and more outspoken in
their anti-colonial feelings. West IriaD. offers no
prospects for Netherlands business and industrial
circles-even the oil industry, about which the Nether- '
lands always boasts, has turned out to be a failure and
has practically terminated its activities lately. The
Indonesian consolidation and increase of defence
forces, the international climate which presses for
decolonization-all these factors have made West
Irian a total liability for the Netherlands, with np
profitable returns, politically or economically.
230. Consequently, the obstacle to the completion of
Indonesia's independence which has been advanced by
the Netherlands since 1950, has been removed. And it
is a fact that public opinion in the Netherlands is
strongly inclined-indeed, even more strongly now-to
transform this problem of West Irian into a bridge for
the normalization of the relationship between the
Netherlands and Indonesia.
231. Mr. Suurhoff, Chairman of the Dutch Labour
Party, in the same statement published in the Haagse
Courant on 13 November 1961, to which I previously
referred, said:
'''The Netherlands memorandum [on West Irian]
which has been circulated in New York recently, indicates an improvement in the policy of the Netherlands Government. This is appreciated by the Labour
Party. The possibility seems to be offered of involving Indonesia in the implementation of the Luns's
Plan. This possibility is always the aim of the Labour
Party in its efforts of internationalization."
232. This is the essence of the statement by Mr.
Suurhoff as regards the Luns' Plan. And this is a different spirit. Whatever the merits or demerits of the
respective claims of both sides. Mr. Suurhoff and
Netherlands public opinion in general consider a
settlement of the Indonesian-Netherlands dispute as
imperative in the interest of Indonesia and the Netherlands, as well as in the interest of the people in West
Irian themselves. On the basis of this spirit, on the
basis (l~ the possibility' of give and take , an'honourable
solution is, it seems to me, within the competence of
both sides. Their· motto then is: West Irian as the
bridge between the Netherlands and Indonesia.
233. But is the Luns' PUm also based on this spirit?
The Indonesian reaction, both instinctively and after
careful scrutiny, is definitelythatthis Luns' Plan lacks
this conciliatory spirit; even more than that, it is
profuse with colonial intrigue and anti-Indonesian
sentiments.
234. When Mr. Luns made his first speech before this
Assembly [1016th meeting) on 26 September 1961, he
just ignored Indonesia in seeking to achieve the internationalization of a solution of the West Irianproblem.
When Mr. Luns submitted his draft resolution for socalled decolonization, he jUl;it regarded Indonesia as
non-existent. It was only after our strongreactionand
after mounting public pressure in the Netherlands ,that
the Netherlands delegation circulated its memorandum
[A/4915], which did make some reference to Indonesia.
235. HaVing reached the decision to relinquish their
so-called sovereignty over WestIrian, the Netherlands
Government has indeed the opportunity nowtoproceed
in different ways in carrying out this intention.
236. First, to use this relinquishment as a means for
an hOHourable settlement of the Netherlands-Indone-
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sian dispute, based upon tite welfare of the' people 'of
West Irian, and simultaneously to build up the spirit
of co-ope~ation between our two countries.
237. cOr, second, to use this relinquishment policy
as effectively as possible as a wet\pon against Indonesia, particularly in this internationalforum, without-I repeat, without-even transferring its powers to
the people of West Irian themselves.
238. Unfortunately, the Netherlands Government has
up till now chosen the latter alternative, mainly posing
as the benefactor of so-called dacolonization. Forenost in their m~nd is to .make Indonesia the defendant
.n this international forum. They wal1t to put Indon~sia
in the dock. The so-calle.d self-determination for the
people of West Irian is only.of secondary importance
to the Netherlands Government. For Netherlands
foreign policy ,.~t, seems to be a great victory to try to
humiliate Indonesia now, to humiliate Indonesiafor the
next ten or fifteen years and never to give Indonesia
the chance to liberata peacefully its estranged territory of West Irian. "
239. I must say that this Netherlands proposal may
seem at its face value to be very attractive. But,
knowing the background and the insincerity of Netherlands foreign policy towards IndQnesia in particular,
and its diehard attitude· towards its other colonies,
such as Surinam and Cura9ao, it must immediately
become quite obvious that the Netherlands draft resolution lacks honesty and sincerity. In contrast to its
draft resolution, which is designed to gain international
support, the policy carried out by the Netherlands in
West Irian itself is of quite a different nature. It
remains colonial and anti-Indonesian, with all its grave
ramifications.
240. In the first place,all leaders and persons in
West Irian who disagree with the Netherlands colonial
policy and its interpretation of self-determination,
which means separatism, secession from Indonesia,
are expelled from the Territory at the rate of 1,000
per month. others are put in. prison,. incIuding the
notorious concentration camp, Boven Digul.
241. Secondly, the Netherlands very recently displayed to the people a so-called "nationfc.l flag" and
introduced a "national anthem" composed"';'not surprisingly-by a Dutchman. This created, on 27 October
1961, such, a violent reaction among the population in
Sorong and Hollandia that the Dutch police haCl to pay
for it with its own dead and wounded. The people used
bows and arrows as their main weapon. Concerning
this incident, ,the Dutch newspaper, Algemene Handelsblad, wrote on 15 November 1961:
"The flag"-that is, the incident created by the
display of a national flag-"evokes an uneasy feeling
that Governor Plateel did not channelize these forces
in time and is now powerlessly swept away by the
current. One 'should wish responsible Papua leaders
to have a large measure of fleXibility and realism
side by side with common sense and comprehensible
nationalism. If it should be impossible to produce
them, then the battle of New Guinea is irretrievably
los/;, not in The Hague or in New York, but in
Hollandia" ,--that is, in West Irian.
242. On the one hand, the colonial authorities try to
display the symbols of West Irian independence; they
try to flaunt their so-called "national anthem" and
'''natirmal flag". On the otber hand, they still limit and
Suppress the reld power of the West Irian people, as
attested to in an open letter by E. J. Bonay, a member
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of the much-heralded New Guinea Council, to the
Netherlands Prime Minister. This letter-an open
letter-dated Hollandia, 12 November 1961, reads as
follow~, in translation:
". ~ •In' conformity with the expectations of the
people of Netherlands New Guinea, a New Guinea
Council was e~~':l.b1ished by the Netherlands Government and the Netherlands New Guinea administration
as the most important step in the democratization
of the constitutional organization of Netherlanda New
Guinea."The expectations in regard to this· Council,
which were high in the beginning and. were expressed
in the great interest
this Council, are progressively being dh,appointed as time goes on because a
few Dutch members j followed loyally by a few Papuan
members, are using the Council to impose their
position on the others.

in

"It was expected that the New Guinea Council would
be a body to serve the interests of the people and to
let the voices of the representatives ofthe people be
heard by the authorities in freedom

"It w~s also expected that the Chairman of this
Council would completel~ sever his former relations
with the authorities. As a matter of fact, there are
now two Netherlands members, among whom one is
the Chairman, and a few Papuan satellites, who
assume a dictatorial attitude and impose their
opinion on the Council, with the consequencethatthe
majority of the Papuan members, who do not have
the knowledge and experience, do not have the time
to form their own opinions independently. They were
pressed to drift into the game played bya small
group by means which are dishonest ••• "
Further on, the letter reads:
"Everything that the New Guinea Council now
proposes in the nature of motions, resolutions, etc.
does not happen on the initiative ofthe Papuan m~m
ber,S •• ~" .
This is very revealing indeed. Let me repeat thi.s
passage:
"Everything that the New Guinea Council nowproposes in the nature of motions, resolutions, etc.
does not happen on the initiative ofthe Papuan members •••"
243. This is what the Netherlands Government calls
here, in this Assembly, preparing the Papuans for
democracy and s,elf-government. The majority in this
Assembly, I am sure, are already familiar with
colonial propaganda and the realities in colonial terdto:d.es.
244. Furthermore, I have here another letter als9
written by a member of the N~w Guinea Council, an
open letter. to the Prime Minist~r of ,the Netherlands,
asking that in the settlement of the West Irian issue,
Indonesia should be included in the decisions. It is said
here in this letter that it is impossible for the people
of New Guinea to solve their own problems without
the participation of Indonesia.
.
245. Furthermore, conditions in West Irian are indeed deteriorating. They have reached the pointwhere
an election for a local council on 3 November 1961, in
a place called Gag, had to take place on board the Dutch
destroyer Overijsel, with the additional presence of
police patrol boats. The entire population was forced
to board the destroyer and participate in the election.
One can draw one f s own conclusions about the nature
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of such an election, especially in the light of selfdetermination as envisaged in the Netherlands draft
r:esolution.
246. Now, it i~ clear that the Netherlands draft resolution offers nothing constructive, but only has the aim
of playing the Netherlands game against Indonesia.
Now we are even asked to recognize the principle of
self-determination for West Irian, as if West Irian
were a separate colonial territory somewhere in
Africa, AmeI'ica or Europe, haVing nothing to do with
Indonesia, nothing to do with Indonesia's struggle for
independenc,~" nothing to., do with the NetherlandsIndonesian dispute. This, I think, no O),le can expect us
to accept. Whatever may happen, it is clear that West
Irian has strong ties with the other people of Indonesia. The West lrianese people have fought for the
national independence proclaimed by the Indonesian
leaders on 17 August 194,5. The West Irianese people
have also sacrificed their lives in this struggle. From
the very beginning, they took part in the over-all
Indonesian movement for ind~pendence, which was
later suppressed in West Irian by the Netherlands
"occupation forces. Moreover, the biggest concentration camp in South-East Asia, Boven Digul, is in West
Irian and constitutes the national shrine for the Indonesian struggle for independence. Here, in this
merciless place of banishment, most 'Of our leadersirrespective of what quarter of Indonesia, including
West Irian, they came from-passed their apprenticeship for national leadership under unspeakable hardship and torture.
247. If the Netherlands would apply the so-called
decolonization plan contained in its draft resolution in
the case of Cura<;ao and Surinam, which are still
under the Netherlands Crown and struggling for independence, if the Netherlands would defend the principle bf self-determination for Algeria" Angola and
other Mrican territories, then there would be no difference of opinion between the Netherlands and, Indonesia. But if, in seeking a solution for the West
Irian problt:m, the Netherlands ignores Indonesia, as
if 1~19I!es:i.a were a political nonentity, as if Indonesia
were an economic nonentity, as if Indonesia were a
military nonentity, a furiolls reaction in Indonesia itself would be only natural, with far-reach~ng consequences.
248. Some may say tbat we are emotional over this
problem. But how can it be otherwise? The struggle
for freedom is a sincere and idealistic one. The struggle for freedom genex'ates hope for the future, for a
lletter' life free from suppression and humiliation. I
Unow that for the Netherlands this struggle represents
just a battl~ground for colonialintrigue, jua't a game in
which the object is to try to' keep down the colonized,
or ex-colonized, peoples by the use offorce~ combined
with their establi.:lhed international influence in the
battle of wits and legalities. Fortunately, we have
lelhz-ned (Jomething ~rom the bitter experiences of the
past-both mentally ana in the use of force. We are no
longer as naive as in 1950.
249. NoW' we are confident in facing Netherlands
colonial intrigue in all its aspects. The sincerity of
the NetheX'lands in this process of decolonization can
be measured by its attitude towards independent Indonesia. As long as it does not reconcile itself to
Indonesia's independence, the Netherlands will not
basically change its characteristics as a colonial
Power. I assume that the distinguished representative
of the Netherlands was
only guilty
of a slip of the
.

i
I

f

J
I
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tongue in stating that the Netherlands will relinquish
sovereignty over its only remaining colony, West
Irian. But I may remind him of the actual colonial
position of Surinam and CuraQao. I should like him to
read the recent article in the daily Nieuw Suriname of,
Surin~.m which was reprinted inthe Netherlands newspaper, Algemene Handelsblad of 10 November 1961.
Mr. Pengel, the President of the National Party
Surinam-the largest party ifi Surinam-demanded:
"Surinam must immediately become completely independent. Further delay will only lead to unwanted
consequences".
250. These remarks confirm the belief that the
Netherlands is not sincere in its approach towards
colonial problems•.
\1
'
251. With regard to the remarks made by the representative of Australia. I already made a reply in use
of my right of reply on the same day. [1055th meeting]. Wc know Australia's position in this niatter. It
is only-what surprised me in the remarks made by
the representative of Australia-that he is'now shifting
in this problem of West Irian from the side-lines to
the front line. We only hope that this does not mean
that he is diminishing the importance of Indonesia as
a security problem for Australia, and that !or Indonesia he is substituting West Irian as the best
security assurance for Australia.
252. Also, I do not understand the contention of the
representative ef Australia that he is against bilateral
talks. As far as I know, that is contrary to the assurances given by the Prime Minister, Mr. Menzies,
to President· Sukarno, General Nasution and myself.
253. I shall leave the rostrum, but I shall not do so
without offerfng some constructive propositions in the
s.earch 'for an honourable settlement of this longstanding Netherlands-Indonesian dispute.
254. "First, there must be sincere gooQ~l1 and the
determination on both sides to establish a new spirit
of co-operation. Without this, every conce8sion from,
Indonesia-large or small-will be misinter.!preted and
construed as a sign of weakness.
255. Second, if such a basic approach is a(lcepted by
both sides, jf the psychology of rapprochement and
accommodation is accepted bybotli'sides, thenthepreparedness cl the Netherlands to relinquish sovereignty
.and its powers in West Irian can pe utilized to the utmost-in the first place, for the w~lfare 'of the people
in West Irian thems'elves; in the second place, for the'
settlement of the Netherlands-Indonesiandispute; and,
in the third place, for a resumption of friendly co,operation between the Netherlands and Indonesia.
256. Third f we acknowledge and recognize the commitments made by the Netherlands Government after
1950 towards th&'people in WestIrian in so far as they
are for the welf~e of ,the West Irian people a~d con.ducive to friendship between Indonesia and the N~ther
lands.
257. Fourth,. with the removal of the obstacle to the
relinq~shment of complete authority in Indonesia,the .
Netherlands is in a position to redeem its official.and
unofficial pledges that the former Netherlands East'
Indies constitute one national entity. It is these commitments efter 1950, and the pledges before' 1950, including the real sense of "transfer of complete sovereignty over Indonesia", which will not be beyondthe
wisdom of both sides to reconcilp-and formulate, if
only both sides are basically determined to seek an
accommodation on honourable terms.
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258. Fifth, for the purpose aforementioned, we, in
principle, do not object to entering into bilateral negotiations, as has been suggested by some Members
of this Assembly and as proposed to the Assembly by
the representative of India, Mr. Krishna Menon', in a
formal draft resolution [A/L.367].
259. Sixth,.if for such an honourable solution a transitional period is required, in which the United Nations
must play a role, Indonesia wlH give its full co-operati"n and support....
.
260. Seventh, neither side should initiate actions or
efforts which could be interpreted as a unilateral appro~ch, prejudicing the sol\\ltion of the problem in its
proper context.
261. I thank the President for his forbearance in
giving me the floor again.
262. Mr. HAILEMARIAM (Ethiopia): It is an honour
and, indeed, a great privilege for me to come to the
rostrum of the General Assembly to convey, albeit by
reiteration, the genuine sentiments of the Ethiopian
people on the question ofthe eradication of colonialism
and, at the same time, to make the position of my delegation clear on agenda items 88 (the situation with
regard to the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV»
and 22 (Assistance to Africa: (a)' A United Nations
programme for independence~. 263. Colonialism to -us has at all times been anathema.
There can be no 'doubt that, to the countries and
peoples that practise it, it has been an apostasy
against all the principles of decency. The essence of
colonialism is the subjugation and egoistic exploitation
of man by man. As such, it is regarded by us as a
modern form of slavery.
264. I wish it werepossibleformetosay some ki'ndly
words about this system of organized immorality,.but
I cannot.- We have time and again been advised by the
colonialists and thei:r protagonists to soft-pedal our
criticism of that system. At this juncture, I beg leave
to quote Mr. Alemayehou, who was the Chairman of the
Ethiopian delegation at the fifteenth session .of the
General Assembly, and who said on SO November 1960:
" ••• We know how neutral -observers, living in
freedom, feel about colonialism in general, because
we ourselves have lived both in freedom and under
colonial rule. But they"-the neutral observers"cannot understand how we feel about colonialism,
because they have always lived in freedom and never
under colonial rule. It is convenient ~nd easy for' all
neutr~l observers, liVing in freedom, to criticize,
because they have never been subjected to the most
abject degradation and humiliation, because they
have never been foreigners in their own country,
because they have never fought and giv~n their lives
in wars which were not theirs and o!.l ~;y added glory
to their already glorious masters, aT ,d because they
have never la~' ,uxed to add more -wealth to that of
their already w-.. '\.lthy masters and to strengthen the
hands oppressing them. One has to live under colonialism and experience these things for oneself
in order to understand the full impact of colonialism." [928th meeting, para. 22].
265. It is well know that a happy combination of
various reasons, including the struggle for freedom of
its people, had kept my country an independent island
among the sea of colonialized countries for a long time.
However, it must be recalled that the age-old freedom
of our homeland was violated on a fateful Thursday,

~. _.5JllII •.~.')ff.I",!!h:;q.JiiMf-l•••n :!iV
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3 October 1935, by the most brutal form of colonialism
history has ever known, namely, fascism. As representatives will very well remember, this was followed
by five long years, which seemed to us centuries, of
occupation of Ethiopia, ushering in untold misery and
privation and taking a toll of over 760,000 innocent
lives. I can assure you that for years to come the
~thiopians will fin? it difficult not-to remember this,
especially when tHe question of colonialism is discussed. Indeed, it would be humanly impossible for the
thousjmds of Ethiopians who have lost their fathers and
other loved ones to pretend to forget the evils that
accompany the advent of colonialism. I know that, in
many Gountries represented here, colonialism has left
similar kinds of unforgettable legacies of devastation
and durable trails of havoc in its wake.
266. I invoked the past not to nurse a grudge, but to
explain the reasons why Ethiopians feel the way they
do about colonialism, and because as an Ethiopian
proverb puts it: "An assailant may ~ but the victim
never does, forget". All excuses apart, colonialism
exists for the purpose· of economic exploitation of
other lands ang peoples. The primary motive for the
adventure of colonialism has always been the extraction of huge profits from expanding markets r cheap
labour, an abundance of mineral resources andprimary
commodities. To give but a few examples, the monthly
salary that was paid to an African worker in Kenya in
1924 was less than what a New York manual worker at
present gets per worlt,ing hour. This was so only for an
African worker who toiled to enrich his white rulers.
Quite recently, in 1947 in Northern Rhodesia, the same
prinoiple was provided by law, which in effe!;}t gave an
African miner precisely 28.6 times less wages than a
white miner doing exactly the same kind of job. It is
therefore quite an undeniable fact that the consequence
of colonialism is exploitation, primarily of an economic .
nature.
.
267. It must be heartening, and I am sure an immense
source of pleasure, to live in our times, if only to
witness the inevitable and irresistible demise of the
system of colonialism. The march of history has, at'
long las~, caught up with colonialism and is leading it
to a place from which there is no return. However, we
must not delude ourselves, the end of colonialism could
be unnecessarily retarded if we were to indulge in
complacency, accompanied by apathy. The remnants of
colonial rule are now in the hands of diehards. This is
the case, for example, in Angola, Algeria and Katanga,
to mention but a few. We should therefore be well advised to redouble our' efforts and to harmonize our
actions to put an expeditiolls end to colonialism and
imperialism in all its manifestations.
268. The present achievement regarding the liberation of countries frem colonial rule are the fruits of
the combined efforts of the African and Asian states
and other friends of the oppressed peoples and tormented continents.
269. Permit me to review the main landmarks of our
concerted efforts in this field of endeavour. It will be
recalled that the Bogor Conference of the Prime Ministers of Burma, Ceylon, India,IndonesiaandPakistan
initiated, sponsored and convened the Asian-African
C'onference held at Bandung from 18 to 24 Apri11955.
That Conference agreed, as stated in its final communique: _
_
.
If (~) In -declaring that colonialism in all its manifestations was an evil which should speedily be
brought to an end;
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"(b) In affirming that the subjection of peoples to
alien subjugation, domination and exploitation constit:Ites a denial of fundamentl:i;,.l human rights, wa~
contrary to the Charter of the United Nations and
was an impediment to the promotion of world peace
and co-operation;

(c) In declaring its support of the cause offreedom
and independence for all such peoples, and
11

In calling upon the Powers concerned .to grant
freedom and independence to such peoples.
11 (g)

"(~~

In view of the unsettled situation in North
Africa and of the persisting denial to the peoples of
North Africa of their right to self-determination, the
Asian-African Conference declared its support of
the rights of the people of Algeria, Morocco and
Tunisia to self-determination and independence and
u1:ged the French Government to bring about a
peaceful settlement of the issue without delay." W
270. I can safely say, with the President's permission,
that his own gallant country, Tunisia, was assisted, as
a result of the Bandung Conference, in attaining its
independence.
271. The first Conference of Independent African
States that met in Accra on 1 April 1958 reaffirmed
the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights andthe Bandung Declaration by its resolution n "On the future of dependent
territories in Africa" and called upon the administering Powers to take rapid steps to implement the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and to
respond to the political aspirations of the peoples of
dependeD"~ territories to achieve independence. It
further called upon the administering Powers to refrain from repre~sive measures and arbitrary denials
of human rights and from racial discrimination.
272. The Conference of Independent Afdcan States
that was summarily called in Monrovia, Liberia, from
4 to 8 August 1959, passed its resolution V on nonindependent territories. Since this is a short resolution, allow me to quote it in full:
"The Confer.ance of Independent African States,
"After hearing petitioners from Uganda, Angola,
Southern Rhodesia,
"Reaffirms resolution 11 ofthe Independent African
States held in Accra in April 1958 concerning the
future of dependent territories in Africa;
"Recognizes the right of 'non-independent territories in Africa to self-determination and independence;
"1. Calls upon the administering 'Powers to respect the Charter ofthe United Nations in this regard,
to take rapid steps to implement the provisions of the
Charter and to take due account of the political
aspirations of the people, and their right to selfdetermination and independence;
tt2. Appeals to the conscience of the world and the
members of the United Nations to assist these territories in realiZing their legitimate aspirations and
to attain their independence in conformity with the
Charter, of the United Nationa."

!!I Asi4D-Mricaa Conference, 18-24 AprU 1955 (The Publications
Division.. Miniltry of Information and Broadcasting, Government of India,
1955), pp. 32-33.

The appeal that was made tothe United Nations by that
Conference still stands.
273. From 14 to 26 June 1960 my own country,
Ethiopia, had the honour and privilege of being host
to the Second Conference of Independent Africart states
that was convened in Addis Ababa. By resolution xnwe demanded that the British Government should take
immediate steps to dissolve the Federation of Central
Africa, which was ilnposed against the will of the
African people on 23 October 1953. On theeradication
of new forms of colonialism in Africa the Conference
passed resolution X, calling upon all colonial Powers
to refrain from any action which might compromise
the sovereignty and independence of emerging States.
This was designed to forestall difficulties emanating
from what has been now called "neo-colonialism".
274. Further, the Addis Ababa Conference passed
the ninth resolution fl.I on the eradication of colonial
rule from Africa. I would like to quote paragraphs 1,
2, 5 and 11, which are relevant. Paragraph 1 reads:
"Urges the Colonial Powers to fix dates, in conformity with the will of the people for the immediate
attainment of Independence by all non-independent
countries and to communicate those dates to the
people concerned;"
Paragraph 2 reads:
"Resolves that the Independent African States
continue to exert concerted action to achieve through
all possible peaceful means the complete eradication
of colonial rule from Africa."
Paragraph 5 reads:
"Appeals further to leaders, politic~l parties and
other organizations of non-independent countries, at
this historical phase of their struggle, to unite in a
national front to achieve speedy liberation of their
coUntries."
Finally, paragraph 11 reads:
Appeals to the colonial powers to refrain from
suppressing national liberation movements, to release political prisoners, detainees and persons
under restrictive orders immediately."
11

275. Then at the fifteenth regular session of the
General Assembly on 23 September 1960, Mr. Khrushchev, much to his credit, on behalf of the Government
of the USSR, read a draft declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples at
the 869th plenary meeting of the General Assembly.
As a result of the discussions that ensued, re~olution
1514 (XV), now of great historic importance, was
adopted by the General Assembly on 14 December
1960 by a vote of 89 in favour, none against and 9 abstentions. Allow me to quote the countries which
abstained: Portugal, Spain, South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United
states of America, Australia, Belgium, Dominican
Republic and France. Suffice it to say tnllt one or two
of these countries are not in, good comfJany when we
discuss colonialism.
276. This resolution is not an, ordinary resolution; it
is an epoch-making resolution, regarded' highly and
considered almost like a charter for the forces of
human progress 'and colonial liberation. Since the items

!11 Second Conference of Independent Mr1c.n State., J4-26 Jime 1960
(Mint*trj of lnformat¥OD of the imperial Ethiopian Go\ '.: rnment, 1%0),
p,l03.
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under discussion, namely items 88 and 22 (~), are
based on the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV),
1 may be allowed to quote the Declaration contained in

(7) In Latin America, the achievements of constitutional progress in British Guinea are most encouraging;

it.

(8) We have great faith in the ability of Dr. Banda to
liberate Nyasaland from colonialism in the not too
distant future;
(9) The ,Federation of the West Indies, comprising
ten islands, with an aggregate population of almost 3
million, may very well attain independence soon,providing the leaders of Jamaica would 'show foresighted
determination to reach this end; and
(10) Finally, the friendly and neighbouring country
of Kenya will be 'independent by not later than the early
part of 1962. These tidil:lgs bring great joy and gratification to Ethiopia, whi\ch for a longtime-infact, for
centuries-was surrounded by colonial Powers. Now,
for the first time in centuries it will be surrounded
by independent sister Mrican states, and one must be
an Ethiopian fully to appreciate the magnitude of the
pleasure this inspires.
280. At this juncture, may 1 be allowed to refer to the
words of the Second Conference of Independent Mrican
States at Addis Ababa in 1960 that appealed "to leaders,
political parties and other organizations of non-independent countries, at this historical phase of their
struggle, to unite in a national front to achieve speedy
liberation of their countries". In the light of this appeal, my delegation would like to call upon the political
leaders of Kenya not to play into the hands of colonial1st intriguers and to retard their independence. According to present plans, that gaHant leader of Kenya,
Mr. Jomo Kenyattll, wh.o had been jailed from 1952
until this year, is now visiting my country , Ethiopia,
further .to strengthen and enhance the traditional
friendship that existed between the peoples of Kenya
and Ethiopia. I would also venture to hope that his
visits to London and Addis Ababa will expedite in good
measure the attainment of independence for Kenya.

[The representative of Ethiopia read the Deolaration
on the granting of independence to oolonial countries
and peoples. contained in resolution 1514 (XV).}

277. From 5 to 13 June lS61, the preliminary meeting
of the representatives of.... some of the non-aligned
States in Cairo prepared an agenda for the Conference
of Non-Aligned Countries, placing much emphasis on
the urgent necessity for the liquidation of colonialism.
278. From 1 to 6 September 1961, the Belgrade Conference of twenty-five Heads of state or Government
of Non-Aligned Countries discussed and finally issued
a declaration emphasizing that colonialism is disappearing. That declaration reads in part:
"The participants in the C~nference solemnly reaffirm their support for the 'Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples', adopted at the 15th session of the General
Assembly of the United Nations and recommend the
immediate, unconditional, total and final abolition of
colonialism and resolve to make a concelrted effort
to put an end to all types of new colonialism and
imperialist domination in all its forms and manifestations." W
Moreover, the Conference supported self-determination for Algeria, expressed great concern over the
increasing measures of repression in Angola, demanded the prevention of foreign intervention in the
Congo apd resolutely condemned the policy of apartheid
in the Republic of South Africa.
279. The Decla~ration ofthe General Assembly onthe
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples, I am gl~.d to note, has not remained without
results during the last eleven months. For example:
(1) Sierra Leone attained its independence on 27
April 1961 and has happily joined our ranks in the
United Nations in the fight against the remnants of
colonialism. I was particularly happy to hear the repreaentative of Sierra Leone speak out against colonialism when he took the floor;
(2) The Trusteeship in the T·rust Territory of the
Cameroons under United Kingdom administration has
come to an end during this time;
(3) Tanganyika will achieve independence on 9 December 1961, and will most likely join this community
of nations before this session ofthe Genel'alAssembly
is over;
Western Samoa is scheduled .to· attain independence on 1 January 1962;
(4)
(5)

1962;

Ruanda-Urundi will be independent before April

(6) Ugnnda will attain independence not later than 9
October 1962; and, quite frankly, I should not be surprised to see some of the young freedom fighters of
Uganda, such as Godfrey Benatsa.., just out of their
prison cells, present here during the seventeenth session of the General Assembly as representatives of
,their country;

: !Y 'Bellrlld~ COlUerence,1961 (publk.hed by tbe R1tvlew of international
~ Affairs. BeIsrade). No. 5. p. 21.

281. We feel confident that, in accordance withparagraph 3 of the Declaration contained in resolution 1514
(XV), inadequacy of political preparedne$s will not be
used as a pretext for delaying independence for Kenya.
282. All of this indicates that during the past- ~~ven
months we have made headway in colonial emi ..cip~
tion. It is to be recalled that in J.939 about 60 per cent
of the world's populationwas under colonial domination
but, at present, the ratio has been reduced to 2 per
cent. None the less, it is still tobe lamented, for man
is still exploiting his fellow man under the ignoble
system of colonialism.
283. In Africa, colonialism is still a reality-and a
harsh reality at that. In our continent, no less than 22
per cent of our people are still languishing lm,der
European doinination. It is to be recalled that the
colonialists at, the genesis of their self-centred adventure in Africa, as elsewhere, used to brag that the
purpose of their visit was innocuous arid that it was to
export "Christianity to the heathen" and "civ~lization
to backward countdes".
284. At the present moment, in Mrica alone, there
are twenty territories that have not attained independence, and this is excluding Ifni, Ceuta, Sao Tome,
Fernando Poo, Comoro Arch~elago, Reunion, Mauritius, and the Republic of South Africa-a country that
can hardly be considered as an independent territory
except in a purely formal and forensic sense. These
twenty countries cover an area of 3,620,000 square.
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miles,' arid have 'a total population of 50,900,000. On top
of this, if we were to add the 13 million. non-white
population of the Republic of South Africa, we should
learn, alas" in dismay, that in Africa 63,900,000 people,
spread over 4,100,000 square miles of territory, are
. under the bon.dage of foreign domination. Moreover,
. outside Africa, there are over thirty additional territories, with a population of _almost 20 million, which
are under colonial rule.
285. In all diffidenc~, I should like to appeal to tllis
Assembly to exert its great weight in the interests of
human dignity and colonial emancipation. We, who are
at present enjoying the blessings of freedom from
foreign domination, must not, I submit, forget the
millions of people all over the world who are passionately yearning for independence. I have no doubt
'that the time is opportune for undertaking a most successful crusade against colonialism. The relics of
colonialism and imperialism in all their forms and
manifestations are waging but a losing battle. However, as I said before, colonialists in their final retreat have l~ft a few diehards andrapacious elements,
such as Salan of Algeria, Verwoerd of South Africa,
and Welensky of Southern Rhodesia; but we on our side
must also be uncompromising, as champions of liberty ,
equality, justice and human brotherhood.
236. We must rekindle our faith in man's ultiinate
: destiny to control his egoistic procliVities, as he has
managed to .control the invisible atom. In our time,
the bell of freedom is tolling loud and clear, the
rhythm of the freedom-march is steady and continuous,
and there is no power that will be able to hold it until
colonialism in all its forms and manifestations is no
more. This is the belief of Ethiopia which, on behalf
of 'my delegation, I have the honour in all humility to
impart to the Assembly, with full knowledge that the
immortal pages of history will record it.

287. Now J I should like to venture some comments on
a few current pr\l\?lems that ~main in' connexion with
the proper implementation of the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples.
288. It is unfortunate'that the portuguese~ Government still remains adama~t in its non-co-operation
with the United Nations, not transmitting information
on its dependent territories, invoking the fiction of a
"unita:.ry state".
28~l"

It. is to be recalled that .Fiance. also has considered' Algeria as part of its territory. Nowadays,
this position ls untenable.
290. Under General Assembly resolution 1541 (XV)

there is an obligation, 'I in coneonance with the prOVisions of Article 73 e of the Charter of the United
Nations, to transmit information when, inter alia, the
territory is geographically separate and is. otherwise
distinct from. the traditions ofthe administering Power.
291. Angola, covering 481,226 sqwi.re miles, with a
population of 4.5 million,' is an African territory grip~
ped by the cruel hand of colonialism. My country has
for ~es been very friendly· to PortugaL We would still
lik~ to continue this friendship.
292. However, the total eradication of colonialism is
for us an article of faith., Contrary to paragraphs 4
and 5 of the Declaration, Portugal has been engaged
in merciless repressive measures directed against
Africans who aspire to independence. Thousands of
African men, women and children have been massacred
-'-'"._._-'-'~~.'
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by the Portuguese. Moreover, outright slavery in disguise is being practised in Angola.
293. Referring to forced labour in Angola, Henrique

Galvao, a Portuguese worth his salt, had this to say
regarding the Portuguese employer in general:
"He .was interested i~ keeping him [that is, the
African worker] healthy, strong and agile in the same
way he would look after his horse or bull. Today the
native is not bought, he is simply rented from the
Government. "
294. The Assembly, I QIIl sure, knows that Portugal
is engaged in a losing battle, for greater Powers, let
alone Portugal, a small country, have tried and failed
in their vain attempt to march against the current of
history. My delegation will go into this Portuguese
question when it comes up again in the plenary meetings of th2 Assembly. However, at this juncture, suffice it to say that Portuguese policy in Angola is one
of the stumbiing blocks in the path of the implementation of the Declaration.
295. Now we notice thatthe great Powers are exerting
efforts to end the problems remainin~ from the
Second World War. Alas, however, in Africa we have
not been able to solve that remaining from the First
World War, i.e. the question of the mandated Territory
of South West Africa.
296. Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of
Nations prOVided that the Administering Power should
apply the principle that the well-being and development of the peoples in the Territorie~ormeda sacred
trust of civilization. The second par graph of artiele
2 of the Mandate provided that the andatory Power
should "promote to the utmost the material and moral
well-being and the social progress of the inhabitants
of the Territory" subject to the Mandate. South Africa
could~not have any excuse for not livingup to its obligations. However, the Union Governm'ent in its administration of the mandated Territory of South West
Africa went directly contrary to the above-mentioned
provisions. It is sad to note that forced labour in South
West Africa is practised openly, and the hateful system of apartheid has been introduced'by the Mandatory
Power in that Territory. AfYican wag~s are intolerably
low and working, conditions strenuOUs. The arbitrary
removal of natives from location to location and f~om
orie reserve to anoth~u' has demonstrated the Republic
·of South Africa's contemptuous di~regard for the
Charter of the United Nations ,and the Declaration of
Human Rights.
'
297. According to' the 'provisions of Article 4 of the

Mandate, the military training of natives, except for
police purposes, was prohibited. Furthermore, no
military or naval base or ,military fo~incations were
to b~ 'e!ltablis~ed. However, "ne Mandatory Power has
also violated.. this prov~iQn',byestablishUmmilitary,
navai and a\r base-s in the Manda~ed Territory of
South West Africa. Thus was done, ino doubt, to terrorize and int~~id8.te the African population. Further,
the army this year nad'the additional, duty of guarding
the whole breadth of its borders to prevent the.entry
of the Committee on South West Africa, set up by the·
General Assembly into its territory.
298-. In the words of the DeClaration contained in
resolution 1514 (XV) the prQC~SS of liberation is irresistible and irreversible, and in order to avoid

serious crises an end must be put to cl[)lonialism ~nd
all practices of segregation and discrum,ination.
.
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299. Regarding the situation in Algeria, it would' be
useful to note that those who drafted General Assembly
rescluUon 1514 (XV) had Algeria in mind at all times.
We know this, because we have always been closely
associated with the ,resolution from beginning to end.
My delegation, therefore, regrets that paragraphs 2,
4 and 6 of the Declaration have not been complied with
in regard to this problem. We have always been
friendly with, and will remain a staunch friend of,
France, but we also believe that countries should
attain independence, and this is our firm conviction.
The eight years' war in Algeria must, come to a speedy
end. The Algerian people must be allowed to determine
their future themselves, in accordance with the democratic principles of self-det~rmination and equality.
The deadlock ,on the pourparlers between the Provisional Government ofthe Algerian Republic and France
must be terminat~d and negotiation must be immediately resumed. Furthermore, it was with· great
relief and immense pleasure that we received this
morning the news that about '4,000 Algerian freedom
lighters, who had staged a heroic hunger strike, had
been granted the statqs of political prisoners. This is
really an omen of important sign.ificance fO'f the future
independence of Algeria.
300. We are gratified to note that a few days ago
Presiden.t de Gaulle said.in Toulon.tthat in Algeria the
end is in sight. We harbour the hope that France will
not be deterred by the right-wing extremists, like
Salan, from giving independence to the Algerian people.
301. It must be remembered that the Declaration on
the granting of ind~pendence to colonial countries and
peoples proclaimed "the necessity of bringing to a
speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations".
302. Nevertheless, neo-colonialism is at pains to
dismember the Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville)
by manipulating the movements of the secessionist
leader, Tshombe, who ie nothing more than a marionette of Belgian big' business. We believe the forcible
expulsion of mercenaries from Katanga by the United
Nations will pave the way for the return of peace to
this unfortunate land.
303. My delegation has given careful considerationto
the ,proposal of the Netherlanq.s to internationalize
West Irian. It must be said, in judgingwith a yardstick
the co-operative attitude Qf coloniaiists., that the
Netherlands appears to show some solicitude. However, close study of the p~oposal in the c~ntext of the '
dispute between Indonesia and the Netherlands r.eveals
that the proposal is a subtle formulation designed to
achieve the ends of neo-colonialism: namely, the fragm~ntation of Mrican and Asian countries. If we remove
the velvet cloak, the primary aim of the proposal of the
Netherlands is to prevent W~st Irian from ever returning to Indonesia. We are convinced that West IriQ.Jl
is more 'akin to Indonesia than to the Netherlands-and
that is clear to all who can judge.
304. Indonesia, one of the staunchest enemies of colonialiAm, could not be suspected of intending to colonize another country. It would be, indeed, acontradiction in terms to 8.ccuse an anti-colonialist of
colonialistic designs. The only motive we can attribute
to Indonesia for' reclaiming West Irian is to liberate
that territory from colonialism. Therefore, my delegatien is' on the side of Indonesia on this question.
Even assuming t.here is a dispute between Indenesia
~d the Netherlands on th.e question of sovereignty
Itho In UoN.

over West Irian, it would be quite improper for the
Netherlands to hand over that Territory to another
country, or to an international organization if you like,
without the consent of Indonesia.
305. We would like,of course, to see more co-operation between the United Nations and the Netherlands,
but that must be in the proper implementation of the
Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV), vis-A.vis the Dutch colonies of Surinam, Curac;ao ~nd Aruba.
Why does not the Netherlands liberate these territories? Is it assumed that the Declaration is not applicable to' these colonial territories? However, we
feel that the United Nations must appeal to both the
Netherlands and Indonesia to enter into immediate
negotiations to settle their dispute over West Irian.
We are sure that such a move will avert all difficulties
and ultimately solve the problem amicably. Any harrassment of Indonesia for having, at the cost of over
half a million freedom-fighters, won independence, is
intolerable and unacceptable to my delegation.
306. Now, General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) is
of historic importance for having laid down the principles for universal decolonization. Neverthelss, this
resolution did not establish any machinery for applying
those principles to specific issues. Therefore, my
delegation has been participating very closely-starting from the drafting stage to the stage of submissionin preparing the draft resolution [A/L.366 and Add.!]
which we have drawn up to put before the Assembly
today.
307. This draft resolution recommends, in its operative part, the establishment of a special committee of
seventeen-members to be nominated by the President,
during. this session. Operative paragraph 4 contains
its proposed terms of reference. It is intended that the
committee should prOVide the machinery for the proper
implementation of the ne'claration on colonialism.
Furthermore, it is authorized to make recommendations and suggestions in regard to specific cases. The
committee will require the co-operation of all Members represented in the United Nations, includingthos~
colonial Powers which are, at present administering
dependent territories. Operative' paragraph 6 empowers the committee to meet outside the United
Nations, when necessary anll with the permission of
the appropriate s:uthorities, for the effective discharge
of its functions.
308. To revert to operative paragraph 2, the draft
resolution calls upon all colonial Powers to implement
the Declaration without delay. It prOVides that the
colonial Powers should be faithful in their application
of the Declaration. I would like to p~ emphasis on the
word "faithful", because the faithful IlPplication of the
Declaration is of the utmost importance. In this connexion, my delegation believes that the aims of agenda
,item 22, namely, "Assiatance to Africa: (!) A United
Nations programme for independence", will be metby
the new special committee to 'be established by this
draft resolution, which we have th~ honour to submit
to the Assembly today. Of course, the special committee will not serve Mrica alone; it will serve the
liberation movements of all other countries.
309. In concluding my statement, I should like to express the earnest hope that soonthe efforts to liquidate
colonialism i~ all its forms and manifestations willbe
crowned with success.

ne m~et.fng rose at 7.3S p.m.
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4. The true and effective implementation of t'tat historic decision which"solemnly proclaims the necessity
of bringing to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its forms and manifestations It is impatiently
awaited by millions of peoples suffering from colonial
oppression. The Declaration itself stresses the urgent
nature of the problem, and calls for "immediata steps It
to be taken for granting independence "without any
conditions or reservations It. The final liquidation of
colonialism will be a great contributiontoworldpeace
and will aliminate one of the major causes of war, as
war and colonialism have beer.. closely associated in
our history.
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5. The struggle between the colonial Powers over the
colonies and the heroic fight of the colonial peoples for
their liberation have been closely connected with all
the major wars of modern times. A large number of
the sovereign states born during the colonial era have
attained their independence through war. The history
of the Western hemisphere, both north and south, of,
Eastern Europe and the Balkans, of Asia and Africa
prOVides clear examples. The two great wars of the
present century, in spite of their colonial origin and
character, paradoxically shook the very foundations of
the colonial system as the great empires of the nineteenth century collapsed one after another.
6. With the awakening of the suppress\o.d masses of
the colonial peoples, with the revolt PLgainst the hu:'
miliation and enslavement to which these peoples were
subjected and with the support of progressive and
liberal public opinion all over the world, it became
clear that the days of colonialism were numbered. The
Declaration on the liquidation of colonialism ~s a,n affirmation of this verdict. It is also a recognition of
the fact that colonialism persists in many parts of the
world.

AG ENDA IT E MS 88 AN D .22

The .('Gtuation with regard to the Rmplementation of the Declaration on the ),Jranting of independence to 'colonial countries and peoples (continued)
Assistance to Africa (continued):
(g) A United Nations programme for independence

7. We believe that the colonial territories constitute
dangerous trouble spots in the preseni'\V6rId order,
and they will remain as such until general and complete liberation is achieved and a universal community
of free nations is established. The fact that armed
conflicts and wars of liberation are being waged in
certain par.ts of the world.today calls for immediate
measures' to be taken for the implementation of the
Declaration, not only in the interest of the struggling
colonial peoples, out also in the interest of world
peace and the genuine interest of the peopllJs of the
colonial Powers themselves.

3. Mr. SULAIMAN (Iraq): The General Assembly,
in the Declaration on the grantiJ:~g of independence to

colonial c.ountries and peoples contained in resolution
1514 (XV) adopted at'th.:: fifteenth session, pronounced
the most important decision of our times. This clear
and unequivocal Declaration aimed, at bringing to an
end the dark era of mass exploitation is not only one
of the most outstanding documents of history, but in
reality an expression of the irresistible forces which
will achie,,'e the final liberation of man and society
from subjugation. The fundamental right of all peoples

8. As part of the history of inevitable and unarrestable
movement towards independence we have seen this
year, with great satisfaction, the emergence of Sierra
Leone as a sovereign state and its admission to this
the United Nations. We look forward to welcoming
Tanganyika as an independent State. Thefactremains,

*Resumed f.om l042lid meeting.
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however, 'that colonialism as a system still exists. It
is true that some 800 million people have achieved
their sovereignty as independent nations during the
last fifteen years. It is also a fact that there are today
about eighty, Non-Self-Governing Territories with
more than 70 million inhabitants still under colonial
domination.
9. The fact that it was possible to free more than 90
per cent of the people remaining under the yoke of
colonialism after the Second World wai is by itself a
strong argument against those who advocate the prolongation of colonialism in the comparatively small
part left. The pretext frequently given by the colonialists has been rejected by the General Assembly in its
Declaration, which says: "Inadequacy of political,
economic, social or educational preparednef!s should
never serve as a pretext for delaying independence".
10. In spite of all the lessons of history, colonialism

is waging a desperate rearguard war against peoples
fighting to achieve their aspiration for freedom and
independence. In its last days of agony, it seems to be
determined not to leave the stage of history without
terror and crime. Military suppression continues in
defiance of the Declaration, which says that "all armed
action or repressive measures of all kinds ••• against
dependent peoples shall cease."
11. On top of the list is the colonial war in Algeriawar with all its horrors and tragedies. A full-scale
war has been waged by the Government of France for
more than seven consecutive years against the' entire
, Algerian people. On 1 November of this year, the
heroic AlgeFian people entered into the eighth year
. of their national liberation war. The French atrocities,
committed on that occasion both in France and Algeria,
through mass arrest and deportation of Algerians, accOJUpanied ~y terror and murder, were widely reported
by the world Press. It is, indeed, hard to find a day
without reports of inhuman suppression and persecution of Algerian patriots. The latest .news of the five
captive Algerian leaders in France, who have been on
a hunger strike since the beginning of this month, together with thousands more Algerian prisoners,
shocked the international conscience. This deep concern, not only for the fate of the thousands of Algerians imprisoned in France, but also for the serious
threat to the prospects of negotiated peace, was expressed recently by the General Assembly in its appeal
to France to redress the grievances of the prisoners
and to recognize their status as political prisoners
[resolution 1650 (XVI)]. We are .glad to know that,
after twenty days, an agreement ending the hunger
strike has been reached. We hope that the agreement
will unlock the door to new peace talks for the settlement of the Algerian .question.
12. Without a, hope, without a moral cause, war is
mercilessly unleashe~ against a people seeking their
freedom. The result is clear and predetermi~ed.
. Algeria will soon emerge as an independent nation
and the cause of freedom shall triumph here as it has
triumphed elsewhere throughout the world" The Assembly has already addressed several appeals to
France to stop this criminal war; they were all
"received with contempt. The Declaration adopted a
year ago has also been completely disregarded, and
war and repressive measures continue at a mounting
.rate.

13. To obtain a true picture of the colonial war in
Algeria one should always recall that the French
armed forces there exceed 600,900, that more than a

.
I
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million and a half men have served inthe French army
in Algeria since the war started, that two-thirds of
the French air force and half of the French navy are
engaged 'there, that about one million Algerians have
been killed in the war, that more than a. million and a
half civilians have become displaced persons, that .
more than 200,000 Algerians are held in military
internment camps and pr,isons, and that more than
300,000 Algerians have taken refuge in Tunisia and
Morocco.
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14. Although the French Government has finally
accepted the inevitable conclusion and recognized the
Algerian people's right to s~lf-determination, that
senseless war is being prolonged by France. Among
the major causes for the continuation of this human
tragedy are the vested interests of the French and
other Western coloniaij.st circles in the Saharan oH,
which is a clear example of the permanent intent and
nature of colonial exploitation. On the other hand
France's co:p.stant threat to partition Algeria remains
a major obstacle in the way of peaceful settlement.
In their struggle', the Algerian people have the full
support of their brethren in the Arab world and freedom-loving peoples everywhere. My country has given
and will continue to give all the assistance that we
are capable of tothepeopleofAlgeriain their struggle
for national liberation.
15. The military aggression of France was not confined to Algeria. The French armed forces, which
maintain a military base in Bizerta on the territory
of independent Tunisia, instead of getting out, launched
a ruthless attack on the people and armed forc~s of
Tunisia, an act which caused world-wide indignation•
That act of aggression was a true manifestation of
colonial mentality in its crudest form. No pretext of
Western defence could justify the continued existence
of those forces, those foreign troops, on Tunisian soil.
We (ully support our sister Republic of Tunisia in
condemning the French action and in demanding that
France should
unconditionally withdraw from Bizerta.
,
,

16. In the Congo, again one could clearly seethe im.- .

portant role of the monopolists and colonial vested
interests in disrupting the unity and territorial integrity of the young Republic. To keep their control over
the rich mineral resources of the Katanga province,
those circles, headed by the Union Miniere, did not
hesitate to plunge the Congo and the world at large into
a major crisis. The Belgian colonialists, supported by
other interested circles, did not hesj.tate to wage a
war not only against the unity and independence of the
Congo but also against the United Nations. In 'their
disruptive efforts they left no -means unused, whether
in the supply of arms or mercenaries, or in financing
the separatist movement and colonial agents, or in
their acts of crime, including the murde:r'ofthe Congo's
national' leader, the late Patrice Lumtimba. The horrifying findings reported by the Unitt~d Nations Commission of Investigation into Mr. Lumumba's death
revealed the most disgraceful role in this criminal act
played by Tsho~be and l1is 'so-called Minister of the
Interior, together with Belgian and other mercenaries.
The perpetrators of that 'horrible crime should be
speedily brought to justice.
17. Another wave of atrocities by' the Belgian coIonizers was manifested during the last year, again in
Africa. The people of the Trust Territory of RuandaUrundi, under Belgian administration, were subjected
ruthless suppression and terror. Mass murder and
imprisonment of the patriotic elements, including the,
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murder of the Prime Minister of Urundi, were used to
quell the rising nationalist aspiration. Whole villages
were put under armed control. That was the manner
in which Belgian colonialists applied the Declaration
on the granting of independence. No pretext should be
left to prevent the liquidation of colonialism, whether
in the form of trusteeship or any other form.
18. Th~ war waged by Portuguese colonizers against
the people of Angol~ during the last two years presents
another tragic picture in Africa. Here the merciless
Portuguese armed bands have destroyed whole villages, killed scores of thousands of defenceless children, women and old 'people, and displaced many
thousands more from their homeland. We demand that
this terror be stopped and that the Government of
Portugal be condemned for'the crimes committed.
19. In another- part of the great African continent
racial discrimination, in vio'lation of all human rights
a:ad contrary to the Charter of the United Nations and
th\~ Declaration on the granting of' independence, is
being pursued as a state policy in spite of repeatedly
zxpressed world indignation and protest. Sheer force
and repression in the most cruel form are used to
implement that policy. Even responsible statements
are made acknowledging and try}ng to justify such
policies, including the. stat~ment made by the Minister
for Foreign Affairs of South Africa from this rostrum.
The world cannot remain silent regarding the atrocities committed by the Republic of South Africa
against the people of South West Africa and the cruel
treatment described in the report of the Committee pn
South West Africa [A/4926]. We believethattheUnited
Nations is duty bound to take effective measures to
curb the racist policy of South Africa. My delegation
had the honour of joinmg with our African friends in
co-sponsoring the draft resolution on that question
[A/SPC/L.71 and Add.1-6] which was later adoptedby
the Special Political Committee.
20. The Declaration solemnly proclaims that colonialism in all its forms and manifestations must
,come to an end. Yet the colonial Po~ers, realiZing
the new world situation and facing the inevitable end
awaiting their domination, have resorted to attempts
and manoeuvres that can deceive no one. Foremost
among these are the attempts aimed at the partial or
total disr.uption of the national 'unity and territorial
integrity of a country, referred to in operative pa,ragraph 6 of the Declaration.
21. I have already mentioned the disruptive attempts
in Alger~a and the Congo. Now, under coyez:. of selfdetermination, the Government of the Netherlands is
seeking a way, through this Organization, to maintain
its influence over West Irian, an integral and insepar$le part of the Republic of Indonesia. The Dutch
colonizers, separated by selfS and thousands of miles
from Indonesian territories and having no affi~itywith
the people of Indonesia, should let the people of West
Irian attain their freedom by join:iJLlgtheir motherland,
the independent Republic of Indonesia.
22. Yesterday, the chairman of the Indian delegation
submitted a draft resolution on the, subject of West
Irian [A/L.367] in which the General Assembly would
urge the Governments of Indonesia and the Netherlands
to "engage themselves in further negotiations ••• with
a view to,finding a solution~. My delegatioL will support the Indian pro})osal, which is couched in most
conciliatory terms. The question of West Irian is an
Indonesian question, and no solution can be enVisaged
without the consent and' full agreement of Indonesia.
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23. Another clear example is that of Kuwait. There
the United Kingdom, with all the experience of the
British Empire, is striving to perpetuate its domination over Kuwait, a sub-administrative district of
Basra to which it had access late in the nineteenth
century. By an illegal and secret agreement of 1899
between the British political resident in the Gulf and
the Sheikh, an Ottoman Government employee, and
against payment to him-to the Sheikh-of an annual
sum of 15,000 rupees-some $3,000-Great Britain
established its influence. When the Ottoman Sultan
protested against these suspicious British contacts
with one of his administrative officials, both the British
Government and the Sheikh apologized and reaffirmed
their recognition of Ottoman suzerainty.
24. During and after the First World War, both the
distric:t of Kuwait and Iraq itself came under British
occupation. That is similar to what happened in many
parts of the world under colonial rule where imperialism, through physical force, kept a country divided.
It was impossible while both parts of the country were
under foreign influence to achieve their unity; nevertheless, even the most staunch pro-British governments of the pre-revolutionary regime in Iraq persistently demanded the restoration of Kuwait, to its
motherland. After the Iraqi revolution of 14 July 1958
and the elimination of all vestiges of British influence,
British policy directed its attempts to maintain its de
facto domination over Kuwait and to block completely
the road to unity by giving the seJ)aration a permanent
character.
25. A solution in conformity with British colonial
interests was not difficult to find. Why not decla,re the
small town of Kuwait an independent state? This was
done in a n.ote addressed to the Sheikh on 19 June 1961.
Paragraph 4 of that letters reads: "Nothing in these
conclusions shall affect the readiness of Her Majesty's
Government to assist the Government of Kuwait if the
latter requests such assistance." It took no time to
uncover the trick, expose the real nature of this independence to the worId and put to test the actua~
presence of British interest and domination in the area.
26. In view of the new situation created by British
tactics, Iraq had no alternative but to proclaim its
legitimate rights in Kuwal,t. In spite of the clear affirmation, repeatedly stressed, that Iraq would resort
solely to peaceful means to restore those rights,
British military forces were rushed to Kuwait on a
scale threatening the security of Iraq and the peace of
the region.
27. In this respect, it is importantto note that British
troops had been deployed to Kuwait some time before
the announcement of the exchange of letters between
the British Resident in Kuwait and the Sheikh. The
fact that British troops may be called into Kuwait,
according to this convenient arrangement, makes of
Kuwait a military base from which Britain can threaten
Iraq and other Arab countries-indeed, the entire
Middle East. Britain will not lack means of suggesting
to the Sheikh that he should ask for military assistance.
Nor is it to be expected that the Sheikh, Who depends
on British protection and who is under British control,
will oppose British wishes or orders.
28. Why all this sudden British interest in an independent town of Kuwait, a little town with tribal
structure and feudal rule that Britain upholds by
diplomacy and military adventure, a district whose
populati.on does not exceed 250,000, half of whom are
considered by the Sheikh to be alienli? Is it because
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Great Britain now has emergea as the leader of national
liberation and the cause of independence? Then what
about the millions of people in forty-one territories
under British colonial rule?
29. When Britain first established herself in the
Arabian Gulf, it was a time of sharp colonial rivalries
in this strategic region. Czarist Russia was trying to
penetrate the warm waters of the Gulf and build a
coaling centre at Kuwait. France was able to conclude
a secret agreement with the Sultan of Muscat. GermallY
came with her famous Baghdad railway scheme terminating at Kuwait and threatening British routes to
India. But those reasons exist no more. The reason
now is oil.
30. The Middle East contains 69 per cent, more than
two thirds, ,of the proven petroleum reserves of the
worId, excludin.g the Soviet Union.

'

~

'
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sums returned to Britain in the form of investments,
as was pointed out by Baroness Summerskill. This is
a major point in the whole issue. The other point is
that by keeping Kuwait a convenient British base, as
indicated by the exchange of notes dated 19 June 1961,
Britain intends to maintain her power and domination in the region, especially after the loss of her military
bases in Iraq, following the' revolution of 1958. This
was clearly demonstrated. by the recent British mili-.
tary operations in Kuwait.

39.
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33. Our rights are based on the principle of "national
unity and territorial integrity" embodied in the Charter
and in the Declaration on the granting of independence,
and, was well known long before Kuwait became a major
producer of oil.

Adrr

34. In other parts of the Arabian Peninsula, Britain
maintains a network of military hases. The~e are in~endpil to protect her vested interests stretching from
Kuw .:: ~.", Aden. These same bases are kept, and ~ere
actua. '_ used, to threaten Iraq and to curb an liberation movements in the area.

31. Kuwait itself has the largest reserves of oil in
the Middle East-some 62 billion barrels. This is
against 33.5 billion barrels, the estimated United
States proven reserves. Kuwait alone has 21 per cent
of the proven world r<3serves of oil; this is more than
the combined reserves of both the United States and
the Soviet, which stand at 17 per cent. The value of
these reserves. based on the present ruling price, is
estimated at more than $100 billion. The figures given
do not include the neutral zone between Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia, which has a reserve of 6.5 billion
barrels.

35. The apparent transfer of military forces from
one territory to another should deceive no one. The
whole area in fact functions as a military unit for the
maintenance of British influence and the protection
of oil interests.
36. In one of these parts of the Arab homeland, Oman,
the struggle for liberation from the British colonial
yoke has been going on for years. Again, the oil
companies are behind all the measures of suppression.
A significant aspect of the conflict, referred to by the
Foreign Minister of Iraq in his speech during the
general d~bate at this session [1028th meeting], is the
fact that the Petroleum Development Company owns
and finances its own army, the Muscat-Oman Field
Force~ which was raised by the British Government
and led by British mercenary officers.

32. According to oil experts the most prolific single
oilfield in the world is in Kuwait, which is now the
leading producer of crude oil in the Middle East. Its
output averages around 1,900,000 barrels per day. The
cost of production of oil in Kuwait is the lowest in the
world. This huge interest is owned by the Kuwait Oil
Company, a joint venture of the British Petroleum
Company and the Gulf Oil Corporation of the United
States. The total profit to the Company calculated ac'"
carding to what was paid to the Sheikh from 1948 to
1960, amounted to $2,800 n?illion. The following statement by Baroness Summerskill in the House of Lords
on 19 July 1961 clearly indicates the nature apd scope
of British interest. On the subject of acquiring oil,
she stated:

37. The worst manifestation of colonialism took place
in the heart of the Arab homeland. There is indeed no
parallel in history to what happened in Palestine. A
whole people were uprooted from their homeland
through military occupation anti replaced by completely alien elements. Colonialism came as a phase,
a tragic phase, of world history in the last few centuries. Like many other movements, it played its
role ~ then started to fade away in rapid disintegration.
The resolution adopted last year on the final liquida"
tion of colonialism should terminate wh8,1; is left of its
vestiges. But here in this world Assembly are the
symbol and the representatives of the colonial era, in
defiance of the principles on which the United Nations
was founded.

"I would say that, basically, there is no more
reason for us to own, far less militarily to occupy,
Arab oilfields, than Danish farms, though the products
of both are equally essential to us. I want the noble
Earl the Foreign Secretary to consider very seriously the large profits of the oil companies in the
Middle East. These hugh profits have been easily
reinvested in Britain. The Sheik receives about £,100
million a yearn-the correct figure is £ 150 million-"from the Kuwait Oil Company and between
£ 30 million and £ 40 million of this is invested in
the London Stock Market. The Sheik's total holding
is now estimated to be at least £ 300 million "-that
is $1 billion-nand his investments represent between 8 and 10 per cent of all the new money available for investment each year in the United Kingdom.
My Lords, this is Arab economic aid to Britain on a
scale far larger than any aid enjoyed by an underdeveloped country."

38. Facing the rising tide of national liberation
movements in the Arab world., and realizingthetemp·
orary nature of foreign colonial domination, the
Western colonial Powers, particularly Great Britain,
have·'paved the way and, through years of convenient
arrangements, have imposed a new type of imperialism, the &bape of which the world has never seen
befor~: a physical transformation of the structure of .
society and state, with the full intention of taking a
permanent stature. Certain Western Powers, headed by
the United states, contributed with their tremendous
forces of material and politica.l aid. The United Nations
shared the grave responsib.ility and the occupation
forces were allowed to establish, and call themselves
a State on occupied land.

This statement should explain the real cause behind
Britain's attempt to separate and prolong its domination of Kuwait, under the guise of fake independence.
This convenient arrangement would secure to Britain
not only her share of oil profits, but also the colossal
'.;.;.:'
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39. Under the pretext of the immigration of a persecuted people, the strategy of imperialism built a
force that could be used to protect its interests in the
area. The s'o-called immigrants were in fact reinforcements to the occupation forces. They did not
come with the consent of the lawful 1.nhabitants of the
country.
40. Here I should like to invite the attention of the Assembly to certain facts revealed by the former executive of the United Nations Relief ,and Rehabilitation
Administration (UNRRA) in Europe, General Sir
Frederick Morgan of England. In his book Peace and
War; a Soldier's Life, published recently, Sir
Frederick stated that UNRRA was "skilfully" used to
promote a "Zionist campaign of aggression in Palestine tf. He also mentioned that the majority ofthose who
immigrated to Palestine after the Second World War
were forced to do so by Zionists. He further stressed
that military training for the war of liberation-the
so-called war of libsration--against the British Mandate in Palestine took place in UNRRA camps for displaced persons. The instructors were uniformed noncommissioned officers from the British and the United
states armies. I hope that these ste.tements will shed
some light on the military nature of the Zionist immigration movement.
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41. As a bridgehead for the protection of Western
economic and strategic interests, and with the aggressive nature of Zionism and the myth of the "historical boundaries of Israel n ever living in the mind
of the Zionist leaders, the establishment of Israel in
the heart of the Arab nations has created a climate of
fear and instability in the Middle East, thereby endangering peace.
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42. During the years since its existence, the world
has come to realize that the presence of Israel constitutes a threat not only to the Middle East region
but also to the peape of the world. The existence of
this foreign and colonial element in the body of the
Arab homeland is a major and continuous threat to
peace and stability. If colonialism is 'to be liqUidated,
then its worst form, as established in Palestine,
,should come to an end, too.
43. In conclusion last year, on the initiative of the
Soviet Union, the question relatiVe to the abolition of
colonialism was brought before the Assembly. The
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples, presented by the African-Asian
group, was adopted without an opposing vote. The
Declaration "solemnly proclaims the necessity of
bringing to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism
in all its forms and manifestations". It asked that
armed action and repressive measures against the
colonial peoples be stopped acl that immediate steps
should be taken to enable those peoples to attain their
independence. It emphasized that the national unity and
territorial integrity of countries should be respected.
Yet colonialism in all its forms and manifestations not
only continues but has increased its measures to stand
against the growing forces of freedom.
44. The Declaration embodied certain principles and
called for some action. Its real value depends on its
implementation. We believe that it is imperative that
the Assembly should now take action for the true, effective and speedy implementation ofthat Declaration.
With this objective in view, we have co-sponsored the
draft resolution submitted by a number of Asian and
African delegations [A/L.366].
~--
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45. We are convinced that the colonial system cannot
last long. Certain parts of the world-at this particular stage of history-have taken advantage of the
poverty and weakness of others to build up their
prosperity. The issue now may be not that such exploitation should come. to an end but what compensation is to be tnade for the wealth and resources drained
from the colonial territories throughout the period of
Western coloniali~m. As to the indemnities for
humiliation and suppression, for human suffering and
injustice, I wonder whether these can be measured in
any material terms.
46. Mr. FEK!NI (Libya) (translated from French):
The history and trend of this century are, without a
doubt, most strikingly illustrated in the struggle of
the countries and peoples under fl)reign domination and
exploitation to shake off the colonial yoke, to satisfy
their deep-rooted desire for freedom and to assume
full control of their own affairs with their national
independence and territorial integrity assured.
47. As men throughout history have eagerly defended
tlie cause of their individual freedoms and personal
dignity, so the peoples under c('10nial rule have used
every means to resist the occupation of their countries
and the usurpation of their natural riches, fully convinced of the illegality and immorality of the subjugation of countries by other countries and of peoples by
other peoples.
48. The advent of the era of the United Nations and
the noble principles of dignity and freedom proclaimed
by the Charter were for the 9Ppressed peoples a
valuable source of inspiration, encouragement and hope
that the justice of their legitimate aspirations would
be recognized. It is also comfortingto note that , during
its sixteen years of existence, the United Nations has
made admirable efforts to help to emancipate the
dependent peoples and raise them to the ranks of independent_ and sovereign nations. The encouraging
results that have been obtained show that the number
of States Members of the United Nations is now double
that of the original Members of the Organization and.
that, merely during the fifteenth session ofthe General
Assembly, rightly called "the session of Africa", a
large number of African territories became members
of the family of free and sovereign nations.
49. Although there js still much to be done on a continent which was formerly considered to be, as it
were, the preserve of colonialism, the results achieved
in the liberation of the African peoples have been, in
their turn, a source of inspiration and encouragement
to the United Nations in its untiring efforts to fulfil
the objectives of the Charter relating tothe establishment of "better standards of life in larger freedom It
and the strengthening of the principle of eql.l~J. riglits
of nations large and small.
'(
50. Deriving, as they do, from a universalist approach
to the world, these efforts of the UnitedNations'!:~4elp
peoples to regain their freedom and dignity in f~tlfil
ment of their national aspirations for liberty an~in
dependence have been pursued untiringly in the different regions of the world under colonial rule. This
action by the United Nations has been pursued with
patience and perseverance in the bodies concerned and
in the General Assembly, in accordance with the
general principles of the Charter on the subject and,
more partieularly, in pursuance of the relevant provisions in Chapters XI, XII and ,'KIn of the Charter,
concerning Non-Self-Governing Territories and the
International Trusteeship System.
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51. However, these efforts, by the United Nations
have met with considerable difficulties and obstacles
of all kinds have been placed in their path. Indeed, the
forces of colonialism~ oppression and exploitation have
somet5.mes gone to unimaginable extremes in their
machinations to delay this historic development of
peoples towards the recovery of their natural rights to
C:ignity and self-determination.
52. The result has been tragedies unprecedented in
the history of mankind, which are seriously threatening international peace and security because they are
in flagrant defiance of the human conscience as it is
express~d in the purposes, ideals and principles of the
United Nations Charter.
53. To mentioIl, only a few of these tragedies, ,,-,hich
are on the agenda of the competent committees of the
Assembly at this sessions I shall merely refer to the
anglttsh of the indigenous population in South Mrica
and South West Mrica, the drama of the Pale.stine
refugees driven from their ancestral homeland by the
hoards of Zionist colonialism, the terrible colonialist
war which. has been raging for over seven years
against the Alge:dan people, the bloody repression of
the people of Angola and many other tragedies which
have been and still are the source of indescribable
misery and suffering.

o

54. The injustices committed against the oppressed
peoples and the criminal excesses committed against
them have brought into existencethroughouttheworld,
and among the colonial Powers themselves, a vast
movement of sympathy and active solidarity which
gave the peoples that were the victims of foreign occupation and exploitation grounds for hope and encouragement in their struggle and succeeded through
its generous humanism and noble ideals andprinciples
in mobilizing tl~e-t;lilergies of men and nations of good
will with the a~M of abolishing once and for all those
baleful scourges-the domination and exploitation of
peoples by peoples.
556" This movement, which was championed by newly
independent countries of Asia and Africa and their
predecessor~ in the national emancipation of Latin
America, exerted such an influence that the two great
P.ow43rs of the modern world, the, SoviE~t Union e.nd the
United States of America, which are,;'Usually engaged
in a merciless competition that is most dramatically
reflected in the cold war, started a race-how welcome and beneficent this time-to outstrip one another
in submitting for the consideration of the Assembly,
respectively, the item concerning the final abolition
of colonialism by the granting of independence to
colonial countries and people~ and the item entitled
"Assistance to Mrica: a United Nations programme
for independenc~ and development".a
5'6. The ~roblem of the abolition of colonialism and
the granting of indepelldence to colonial countries and
peoples gave rise, during the fifteenth session, tQ the
historic and interesting debates that all remember.
The deliberations of th~ General Assembly were
crowned with success, to the great satisfactionaf all
mankind and of the peoples under foreign domination
in particular, by the almost unanimous adoption,
during the fam()us meeting on 14 December 1960, of
~the Declaration--which was to become historic-on
the granting of independe't1ce to colonial countries and
peoples [General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)].
57. This Declaxation which/like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, should be calledthe univer-

sal decla~ation of independence of peopl~s, undoUbtedly
marked an extremely important stage in the history
of the United Nations. By, so to speak, banis}l\ing
colonialism from the United Nations, it was certa!Lnly
a great help in promoting the implementation ot the
purposes and principles of the Charter. It is therefore'
the d~ty of us all continuaBy to recall its noble principle6 and to keep a scrupulously watchful eye on the
systematic implementation of. the rules of action which
it laid down.
58. Allow me, on this occasion, to express to the '
Soviet delegation our appreciation of its initiative in
rE:)questing the inclusion in the agenl,l,a of this session
of the General Assembly of the item entitled "The
situation with regard to the implementation of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples" [A/4859]. Since we are discussing this item jointly with the item entitled "Assistance to Africa: a United Nations programme for
independence", allow me also to express to the United
states delegation our appreciation of its initiative in
including this item on the agenda of the last session
[A/4515 and Add.l] and of its kindly allowing the delegations of the independent African countries concerned to develop it.
59. In this Declaration on the granting ofindependenoe
to colonial countries and peoples-the charter of the
liberation of all peoples-the Geaeral Assembly
solemnly proclaimed the principle that the subjection
of peoples to alien subjugatIon, domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental human
rights, is contrary to the Charter ofthe United Nations
and is an impediment to the promotion of warId peace
and co-operation. This is followed and, so to speak,
corroborated by another principle, which is that all
peoples'have the right to self-determination; by virtue
of that right they freely determine their political status
and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural
development.
60. These two fundamental principles of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial coun- .
tries and peoples should become an integral part of
international ethics; they should be taught to allgenerations-present and future-throughout the world,
just as they should be discussed in their historical
context, haVing regard to the role ofthe United Nations
and the new horizons that they open up for world peace
and for friendsh~p and co-operation among all peoples
of the earth.
61. The Libyan delegation also suggests that measures-unprecedented i1 necessary-should be taken to ,
ensure that those two principles are accorded their
rightful and necessary place among the solemn deci-, .
sions adopted by the peoples of the United Nations~/
and the Purposes and Principles enunciated ili the
Preamble and Chapter I of the United Nations Charter.
, We believe that they will thus be elevated to the rank
'of solemn obligations entered into by peoples inbuilding the new world of the United Nations.
62. Any formal pronouncement that emerges from
our present discussion of the situation with regard
to the implementation of the Declaration on the grant,:" ,
ing of independence to colonial countries and peoples --'
should refer-with the proper emphasis-to these two
fundamental principles which, as it were, form the
cornerstone of the entire universal charter of the independence of peoples.
63. In this charter we have solemnly proclaimed
that all armed a~tk or repres3ive measures of all
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67. The Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples states that "inadequacy of political, economic, social or educational
preparedness should never serve as a pretext for
delayhig independence" [General Assembly resolution
1514 00l>, para. 3]. Now we find to our great regret
that this false argument is alwayE', advanced as a pre. te~ to prolong the suffering ef' a number of peoples
under foreign domination and unnecessarily postpone
their independence until ·a remote date in the future,
without, however 1 providing them-in any serious or
effective way-with suitable means of reD:lelil.yingtheir
al~eged shortcomings. I state;this with particular conviction since, these .same false arguments were used
to cast doubt, at the very time- when our own problem
was discussed in this forum, on oar readiness to assume the burdens of ipdependence. And for the information and the benefit of delegations h t3 re prAsent,
I must say that nothing could have been fu.rther from
the truth. The progress that we have made in all
sectors-in managing our own affairs, in education,
in economic and ';~ocial development":'has, I venture
to say, been a giant step forward compared with the
situation in the heyday of foreign occupation. To mention a single example, in education, vihereas only
5,000 boys and girls atten.ded school in 1942~ we now
have more than 200,000 enrolments. Education is
free and compulsory at the elementary level and is
free at the secondary and university levels.
$1_
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integrity of the countries concerned, acts designed to
destroy that unity and integrity in whole or in part
are constantly befh:g,~ommitted during the decolQnization pY'ocess, for dUbi~'!.ts,-- ends and by the use of
special methods. With this'iti _Itlind, we shall oppose
any attempt to partition Algeria:1Ve consider that as
part of its responsibility for the ge~Jline application
of the Declaration on the granting of l~dependence to
colonial countries and peoples, the U~ited Nations
must pay due heed to this aspect of the ma..~er.

64. But, unfortunately, we must note with profound
regret that, in blatant disregard of that explicit provision, horrifying colonial wars, with all the concomitant brutal repression and depredation, are still
being waged in Algeria, Angola and elsewhere on a
more ruthless and murder-ous scale than ever before,
so that the peoples of these countries are prevented
from exercising their natural rights and achieving
full independence and territorial integrity in peace and
freedom.

66. It is altogether inadmissible that these colonial
Powers, blinded by passion and by an .outdated mentality, should be 'allowed to continue to affront world
opinion in this way. It is indeed extremely unfortunate
that at a time when the -international community has
spoken out, in virtual unison, in favour of the independence of peoples and condemned all repressive measures against them, it is unfortunate that colonial wars
sho:uid have been unleashed-using the most up-todate and massive means of destruction-against
peoples who are merely asking to be allowed peacefully to enjoy their natllral rights to live in freedom
and dignity. This is an intolerable situation which involves the very honour of the United Nations, whose
duty it is swiftly to put an end to this sorry state of
affairs once and for all.

•

---------~-----------68. We are partict:.larly ala~med to see that, contrary
to the re~~mmendations of the Declaration concerning
the safeguh~ding of the national unity and territorial

kinds directed against dependent peoples shall cease
in order to enable them to exercise peacefully and
freely their right to complete independence~ and the
integrity of thei-r national" c:erritory shall be respected.

65. In application of this explicit-and eminently fair
and humane-provision, the United Nations shouldtake
most energetic steps to put a speedy endto these wars
. and these repressive acts which typify coloniQHsm and
oppression at their most barbarous. Moreover , severe
penalties should be imposed on the colon.ial Powers
that are guilty of these brutal crimes. This should be
undertaken without further ado and without regard to
alliance or ideology.
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69. In this connexion, may I submitthat in consigering
the draft resolution on the question of West li"'i~n,.
[A/L.354], submitted by the Netherlands delegation, we
shQuld proceed with all the circumspection warranted
by the circumstances and the course of events in connexion with this question, to which the attention of the
United Nations has been drawn on several occasions,
In view of the dispute between Indonesia and the.
Netherlands. We hope that the United Nations, instead
of exacerbating the conflict betweenthe two countries'.both of which we regard as friendly nations-by a hasty
decision taken, perhaps, in the heat of the moment,
will display its wisdom by recommending that the tWQ
parties settle their dispute peaceably, having one regard for national unity and integrity and the natural
wishes of the peoples concerned. We consider thatthe
adoption of the draft resolution submitted by India
[A/L.367] would far better serve the interests of all
concerned and, above all, serve to promote peace.
70. I now come to the specific precept laid down in
the Declaration contained in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), to ensure that independence is granted
to colonial countries and peoples in the best conditions.
This precept is set forth inparagraph 5 of the Declaration and reads as follows:
.
ftImmediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and NonSelf-Governing Territories or all other territories
which have not yet attained independence, to transfer all powers to the peoples of those territories,
without any conditions or reservations, in accordance
with their freely expressed will and desire, without
any distinction as to race, creed or colour, in order
to enable them to enjoy complete independence and
freedom."
71. We remain firmly convinced that any delay or
procrastination in implementing, this basic operative
provision of the Declaration can only constitute .a
permanent source of conflict, strife and friction and
will most seriously jeopardize international understanding, as we can see from the increasingly dangerous situations which are developing in severalparts
of ,the world and which constitute threats to inter- .
national peace and security. Thus it is important to .
address an urgent appeal to the States concerned to
act without delay, or procrastination so a~Jo ensure,
in the best possible conditions for all p'a:rties, the
transfer of powers to the people of all the territories
that are not yet independent, having regard to the
r.ecommendations in paragraph 5 of the Declaration,
which I have just quoted. To enable this prcceriS pl the
transfer of powers to be carried out swiftlyarllilfa.ithfully, the United Nations should establish a sm1D.1J~ody
in which the administering Powers would be pi\Ppe~~ly
represented, to consider 'hpw far the provisions''Cftlie
Declaration on the granting of ind~\)endenceto colonial
countries and peoples have been\applied
in all the
. \.
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72. It was in this spirit and with these considerations
in view that we sponsored draft resolution A/L.366,
together with a number of other delegations. We hope
that the General Assembly will give it the wide' support
that it deserves.
73., In conclusion, the Libyan deleg~ion is convinced
that the most sincere co-operation between the Members of the United Nations in the faithful and full
implementation of the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colouial countries and peoples is essential in order to build a better world in which
nations large and small may worktogether in sovereign
equality for the triumph of the ideals of peace, co-'
operation and prosperity on this planet, for ever rid
of servitude, domination and the exploitation of one
people by another and of man by man.
74. Mr. KISELEV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) (translated from Russian): On the eve of this
present year, 1961, the fifteenth session of the General
Assembly, on the initiative of the Head of the Soviet
Government t NoS. Khrushchev, adopted the historic
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)]. On the
pages of history there will be inscribed in letters of
gold the words of the Declaration which solemnly proclaimed "the necessity of bringing to a speedy and
unconditional end colonialism in all its forms and
manifestations"•
75. The peoples of all countries warmly snpported
the Declaration calling. for immediate steps to be taken
to tra:nsfer power in all its entirety to the peoples of
the colonies, to put an end to colonial wars and terrorism against colonial peoples.
76. The Declaration is a manifesto of the United
Nations on the final liqUidation of colonialism-the
most shameful phenomenon of our time. Ns was very
clearly stated in the programme of the Commtmist
Party of the Soviet Union:

"The powerful wave of national-liberation revolutions is sweeping aside the colonial system and
undermining the bases of imperialism. In place of
the former colonies and sem.i-colonies young sovereign States have sprung up and are continuing to
spring up. Their peoples have entered on a new
period of their development; they have arisen as
creators of new life and as active participants in
. international politics, as a revolutiohary force for
the destruction of imperialism".
77. Whereas before the Second World War there were
only sixty-three independent states, now there are 103
States Members of the United Nations alone. The
number of smrereign states will go on increasing every
year. In the post-war period, there have been formed
from the ruins of colonial empfres forty-two countries
witfl a population of more than 1,600 million people
who have freed themselves from colonial dependence,
arlti this process is continuing, since there ar6\ many
millions of people still under the colonial yoke.
78. In his speech on 7 November the representative
of the Soviet Union already mentioned that thirty-five
territories with a population of 34 million continue to

I
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territories still under foreign domination, to report to
the General Assembly on the progress achieved in
implementing the .Declaration and to include in its
report suggestions and recommendations concerning
these territories t specifying if necessary, the timelimits for the attainment of independence.

f

,

remain colonies of the United Kingdom, eleven territories with a population of 12 million colonies of
France, and eight territories with a population of 13 .
million colonies of Portugal, and that the United
States has seventeen colonies with a population of 7
million. These figures show that the liquidation of thecolonial system has not yet been completed. The
colonizers, in their efforts to turn back the wheel of
history, are doing everything pOSSible, are not shrinking from any tricks or methods, in order to maintain
their domination in those colonies.
79. The colonial Powers replied to the United Nations
Declaration with bloodshed in Angola, Algeria, the
Congo, Oman and other parts of the world where the
oppressed peoples are insistently striving for implementation of the Declaration's requirements. In the
year that has elapsed since adoption of the Declaration
only one country has achieved independence, whereas
there are still millions of people in eighty-eight territories seeking for freedom and independence.
80. When he spoke in this hall on 3 October 1960,
Mr. Nehru, the Prime Minister of India, justly remarked: "Colonialism still has its strong footholds in
some parts and racialism and racial domination are
still prevalent t more especially in Mrica" [882nd
meeting, para. 109].
81. We entirely and completely agree with this assertion. The Soviet Union duly raised the question as
to how the United Nations Declaration is being implemented and what difficulties and obstacles have to be
overcome by the colonial peoples to whom the colonial
Powers, as can be seen from the events of the past
year, are by no means inclined to grant freedom.
82. The representatives of colonial Powers, such as
the Netherlands and the Unite6. Kingdom, who have
appeared in this hall have talked a lot about their
comprehension for the aspirations of the peoples for
independence, about their sympathy for them in their
efforts to secure their independence and about the
great contribution they have allegedly made towards
developing the civilization of the colonial peoples.
Many other fine phrases too were uttered.
83. In his speech here on 16 November [1056th meet- .
ing] , Mr. Godber, t1)e Minister of State for Foreign
Affairs of the United Kingdom, in justifying and defending British colonialism, stated that the basic aim
of the United Kingdom's colonial policy was, as he
alleged, to guide the dependent territories towards
freedom and independence and to help the peoples of
countries still dependent to create more speedily free
States in which all peoples, regardless of race, tribe
or religious convictions, could live freely and labour
in concord. That statement is sheer hypocrisy and is
designed to delude world public opinion. Many of those
present in this hall representing coun~ries of Asia and
Africa have themselves taken an active part in the
struggle against the United Kingdom colonialists and '
have frequently sat in prison. The United Kingdom
representative deliberately said nothing about thefact
that the independence achieved by the peoples of the
former United. Kingdom colonies-India, Burma, Ghana
and others-was not the consequence' of the noble
policy of the United Kingdom but was the result of the
struggle of the peoples of those countries. The struggle
assumed various forms: arm.ed uprisings, non-violent
resistance t guerrilla warfai-e against the colonialists
and so on.
84. Take t for instance, the case of Kenya. According
to United Kingdom figures this country, which is under
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United Kingdom domination, has a population of 6 million Africans and 63,000 Britishers. For nine years
past the people of Kenya have been waging a heroic
fight for their liberation. The uprising of the people of
Kenya began in 1952 under the outstanding leadership
of Jomo Kenyatta, the head of the national-liberation
movement in Kenya; it was savagely suppI'essed by
the colonialists after a four-year colonial war which
cost the people 10,000 killed and 150,000 thrown into
prison. But the struggle in Kenya is continuing, and
the United Kingdom colonialists are responding with
fresh arrests and reprisals.
85. The peoples of Nyasaland and of Northern and
Southern Rhodesia-artificially united in the so-called
Federation of Rhodesia anq. Nyasaland-have been
carrying on a struggle for many years past. In the
spring of 1959, according to United states press reports, a popular uprising against the United KingClom
colonialists broke out in the territory of this Federation. It was especially wide-spread in Nyasaland. The
colonialists threw. in troops, tanks and jet aircraft
against the almost unarmed Africans. As a result of
the unequal struggle, dozens of Africans were killed,
hundreds wounded and thousands cast into prison. But
the struggle of the Mrican people was not ended. In
the summer of 1960 large-scale anti-colonial demonstrations occurred in Southern Rhodesia and have not
ceased even today. The British killed more than 100
Africans during these events.
86. In other United Kingdom colonies also the struggle
for national independence is being continued and extended: in Oman, where the thunder of guns re-echoes
over the whole of this long-suffering land, in Uganda,
TanganyIka, Gambia, Zanzibar and British Guiana.
87. The United Kingdom representative, Mr. Godber,

slandered the Soviet Union here by propagating the
myth about iSo-caHed "Soviet colonialism". Apparently,
these politicians have got so accustomed to thinking
in terms of domination \J.nd subjugation, ofthe oppression of the weak by the strong, that they cannot even
conceive of different relationships existing between
states-relationships based on equality of rights,
. friendship and mutual assistance, such as exist between the socialist countries.
88. I think that many of those present inthis hall will
agree with me that colonialism means the ~ilitary
conquest of colonies, the mOflt brutal exploitation of
the peoples of the colonieEl~ the conversion of the
colonies into agricultural and raw-matei'ial appendages of the metropolitan countries; a single-crop
system, a distorted and one-sided development of the
economies of the colonial countries, backwardness,
poverty, illiteracy, the highest mortality rate in the
world, the' lowest expectatiop of life in the world and
so on. That is what colonialism means.
89. In all the socialist countries tlle ;~'con.omy is
developing successfully, national culture ·i$,.flourish.~,
ing, and the material situation of the people;.i(iJ ,beirig
constantly improved. Everybody knows what tne.outlying areas of Czarist Russia were like before the
October Revolution and what they ~re like todayprosperous republics of the Soviet Union with a highly
developed industry, agriculture, total literacy, an
abundance of skilled workers and a flourishing naUonal
culture.

90. 'l:'his can be easily corroborated by anyone who
visits these republics with an impartial mind. The
eoples of these republics have achieved remarkable

successes as a result of their unselfish exertions and
the brotherly assistance of the Russian and other
peoples of the Soviet Union. The Byelorussian SSR
which r represent can serve as an example. As opposed to capitalism and colonialism, which divide the
peoples, split up' nations and introduce apartheid and
racial discrimination, socialism brings the peoples
together and raises backward peoples to the level of
the progressive.
91. Czarist Russia had in its population more than
100 different nations and peoples, separated by
capitalist and feudal divisionS. It is precisely as a
result of Soviet authority and of voluntary union that
this c01.1ection of peoples of different races and tongues
has advanced hand in hand, like brothers, along the
path of universal progress and development.
92. Let me give you the following facts. On the basis
of the number of students per 10,000 population, the
Byelorussian SSR has surpassed such countries as the
Unite,d Kingdom, France and Italy. In 1960 the industrial production of the Byelorussian SSR was
thirty-four times greater than in 1913. Today in the
Byelorussian SSR, as ,throughout the Soviet area,
house-building, electrificll.ttion, etc., are being carried
out on a gigantic scale. The industrial products of the
Byelorussian SSR are being exported. to more than
fifty countries throughout the world.
93. The Byelorussian people take a legitimate pride
in the successes they have achieved under socialism
and are proud of the even more grandiose prospects
of economic development opening up before them.
Within the life of one generation a backward and underdeveloped outlying area of Czarist Russiahas managed
to transform itself into a state with a highly-developed
industry, and succeeded not only in liquidating the
illiteracy and poverty of the masses but also in raising itself to the level of the leading countries of the
worldj moreover, this period in the life of\one generation includes two cruel . and perfidious attempts by
international imperialism to ruin and destroy the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics.
94. The peoples of the socialist countries have
voluntarily chosen the road of socialism and communism, and nothing will avail to clivert them from
this path.
95. It ill becomes imperialists and colonialists to
"think up" fairy tales about "Soviet colonialism". The
fact is that they have, and can find, no arguments to
advance in defence of their decaying colonial system,
and nothing else remains for the~ but to hand out such
ridiculous rubbish, as was OD,ce done by the late
Secretary of Defense of the United states, Mr.,
Forrestal, who jumped out of a window merely because
he imagined that Soviet tanks were already in Washington.
96. The peoples of the soci~list countries are building
a .Qetter future, and no one will be able to prevent
them from doing so.
I

'

97. The representatives of Saudi Arabia, Ceylon,
Poland, Indonesia, Romania and a number of other
countries, who spoke before me, have cited examples
of the way in which the clauses of the United Nations
Declaration of 14 December 1960 are being simply
ignored by the ~olonial Powers.
98. I too would like to cite a few examples. The
colonialists are now striving at all costs to maintain their domination in the cquntries they have en- ,
slaved and for this purpose are employing Widely
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varying methods. The colonial Powers support the
system of economic oppression of under....developed
countries, based on infiltration into these countries
of monopolist capital in one form or another and,
while keeping the economy of these countries in a
state of backwardness and stagnation, they agree in a
number of cases to make forced concessions.
99. They announce the grant ofpoliticalindependence
to their colonies, but, at the same time, they keep for
themselves all the key posts in business, finance and
the armed forces. Consequently, independence becomes a fiction and operates only on paper. In reality,
the exploitation of the peoples of other countries is
maintained not by military conquest of the colonies
but by their economic and political enslavement.
100. The imperialists force the colonial countries
to accept agreements and treaties, they seize the
sources of raw materials, they create military bases,
they replace individual colonial exploitation by collective exploitation and to this end frequently make use
of the United Nations and its numerous agencies.
101. In order to give effect to neo-colonialist ideas,
the United States is setting up a so-called "Peae,e
Corps". The so-called "assistance" extended by
Western countries pursues the selfish aim of extracting profits. It is no coincidence that most of the
United states aid goes to countries which are the
allies of the United States in military and aggressive
blocs.
102. The colonial Powers are salvaging the enormous
profits-that are earned by the Llonopolies of the United
Kingdom, France, the United states, Belgium, Portugal and other countries from exploiting the natural
wealth and cheap manpower in colonial possessions.
These states are closely linked with one another
through military blocs like NATO, SEATO, CENTO
and others.

I
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107. With the growth in West Germany of a war industry and the creation of an aggressive army, its
requirements of strategic raw materials keep on inqreasing, and the ft.Jrican continent becomes more and
more important for the West German economy. Side
by side with foreign-trade infiltration and the export
of capital, the Adenauer Government tries to utilize
for its expansionist aims the granting of economic and
technical assistance to the under-developed c'ountries.
However, the so-called "assistance" given by the
Federal Republic of Germany does not differ in any
way from the assistanc6 supplied by the United states,
the United Kingdom and Fran-ce, since it is granted for
comparatively short terms at the high interest rate of
6.8 per cent per annum. And not only does it not promote the creation of industry in the under-developed
countries; it even prevents it, inasmuch as huge resources needed for the development of a national industry are extracted from those countries.

103. Their operations are ~entred on the military
bases they have created. I shall list them: Bizerta in
Tunisia, Kahawa in Kenya, Mukalla in Aden, as well
as bases in Mauritania, Nigeria, Chad and othermilitary defence points. The colonialists do not want to
leave these bases because they do not wish to give up
their positions voluntarily or to forgo the fabulous
profits which they earn in the colonies. The military
planes making air attacks from these bases on peaceful settlements in, Angola, Algeria, the CQngo, Oman
and Eastern Aden are NATO aircraft, andtheirbombs
carry the label of NATO.
104. The United

111. That is why the Adenauer Government is playing

Na~,ions

105. The West German neo-colonialists again turned
-their greedy gaze to Mrica and other areas of the world.
Methods of colonial pillage have, of course, changed
nowadays, but its aims remain the same as before.
The West German monopolies are rushing in to grab
AfriMn wealth. Africa, with its population of more
than 200 million, with its wealth of valuable minerals
which ~ave not yet been fully revealed and which lie

i

below the soil, and with its huge resources in raw
materials and food stuffs, represents the goal of the
greedy ambitions of the West German imperialists.
106. As early as 1954 West Germany imported from
African countri-as 59 per cent of its nickel ore, 40 percent of its manganese ore, 36 per cent of its copper
ore, 33 per cent of its chrome ore, 28 per cent of its
lead ore, and 63.9 per cent of its phosphates.

108. It should, however, be noted that the Federal
Republic of Germany conducts its neo-color..ialist
policy under a somewhat different guise than t for instance, the United states of America and other countries.
109. In vieW of the fact that West Germany now has
no colonies of its own, the Bonn neo-colonialists
decided to make use for their greedy purposes of the
false slogan of West German anti-colonialism. Whiie
making a lavish display of anti-:-colonialism, the West
German imperialists are pursuingthe aim of deceiving
the peoples of the under.-1c~rQloped countries and,
under the guise of so-called "partnership with equal
rights", to infiltrate into the economy of these countries as a prelude to further, not only economic, but
also political infiltration.
110. As far back as 1956 the well-known West
German industrjalist Schacht wrote in the journal
Deutsche Anssenpolitik t No. 3:
"The German colonial empire must be re:.established under a new guise, the economic expansion
must be added to cultural and political infiltration".

cannot overlook, either, the
ever-increasJng role that is being played by the
Federal Republic of Germany :in the policy of the colonial Powers. Mter the inglorious end of the Hitlerite
Third Reich, the German monopolists at first kept
silent and curbed their tongues, but in proportion as
Unite-d states assistan~econtributedto the renaissance
of Western Germany's 'econoIrlic potential, the appetites of the militariElts and revenge-seekers at Bonn
increased. "
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a hypocritical game with the Governmepts of the new
African states. The energetic efforts being made to
involve Africa in the strategic plans of NATO are
reflected in the so-called "Eurafrica" theory, which
envisages the inclusion of Africa in the system of West
European states where West German militarists and
their monopolies dominate. Thus, the West German
militarists, too, are p~rsuing patently colonial obje(.rtives: to 'make use of neo-colonialist methods in
c:yrder to maintain the countries of Africa in the posi"
tion of appendages supplying raw materials to West
Germany.
112. West German neo-colonialism constitutes a
menace for the African people inasmuch as German
militarists give themselves out to be "anti-colonial'"
ists". This is a cunning trick of the direct heirs of
German imperial ideology and of Hitlerite fascism.
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113,. Today Adenauer's Government is seeki'ilg to
strengthen its positions in all colonies and under-·
developed countries. In this connexion the fbllow:mg is
a typical remark from an article in the West German
bourgeois newspaper Die Welt of 7 February 1960. I
quote:
"Of all Western countries the Federal Republic of
Germany now occupies the most advantageous position in Africa. The United Kingdom has compromised
itself by the Suez crisis and France by Algeria, while
the Americans meet with no success in their activities. Germany on the other hand has no colonies.
This is our chance, and it is, at the same time, the
problem that we must solve".
114. These are the demagogic tricks by which the
Bonn neo-coloniatists hope to deceive the African,
peoples. Everyone knows that the Government of the
Federal Republic of Germany is giving military and
economic support to the French colonialists in their
fight against the Algerian people. West Germany sends
to Algeria not only money-we have already mentioned
this earlier-but also military equipment: arms and
war supplies. Mercenaries are recruited for the
Foreign Legion in Algeria from among members of the
former SS corps and criminals. The West German
journalist Entelmann wrote in the newspaper Welt der
Arbeit (published in West Germarly) dated 17 October
1958 (1 quote):
"There are actually in Algeria between 35,000 and
40,000 soldiers of German origin; we meet them at
every step. About half of them are old veterans.
Among them are many former SS men who are' attached to the shock troops of the army and are erlployed wherever particularly bloody and brutal
action is required".
115. Many similar examples could be cited of the
hostile attitude of the Bonn Government to the peoples
of Africa. Suffice it to say that the Government of the
Federal Republic' of Germany approved and supported
the Anglo-French-Israel aggression against Egypt in
1956. West German airfields were converted into
staging points for transferring United states troops
to Lebanon and Jordan in 1958. German monopolies are participating in the criminal activities in the
Congo. Africa's hero, the late Prime Minister of the
Congo, Patrice Lumumba, referred in a press conference held at Leopoldville on 8 September 1960 to the
existence of a secret agreement between Bonn and
Brussels concerning the participation of West German
concerns in the development of the natural wealth of
Katanga.
116. Some weeks later the Katanga War Minister,
Mr. Yav, visited the Federal Republic of Germany
and conducted secret negotiations with the Adenauer
Government, following whi.ch approval was givet~ for
the recruitment of volunteers from the Federal Republic of Germany for the Katangese army.
117. The Federal Republic of Germany is trying to
infiltrate even into countries which, until recently,
were in the sphere of influence ofthe United Kingdom,
France and oth\l3r Western Powers. And it must be
said that, in this endeavour, the Eederal Republic of
Germany has managed to achieve no small success.
This was recognized even by Mr. Stevenson, the Permanent Representative of the United states to the
United Nations, who, after a trip 'to Africa in the
summer {)f 1957, said (and Iquote): "Imet everywhere
specialists working on missions for the biggest concerns in West Germany".
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118. There you have the :t'~al visage of the West
German neo-colonialists. However the Bonu neocolonialists may disguise themselves in sheep's
clothing, they will not succeed in deceiving the African
people and concealing the real colonizing aspect of the
policy of the Federal Republic of Germany.
119. After the formation in August 1961 of the Centr.al
Government of the Congo under Mr. Adoula, it seemed
that there was every likelihood of the complete liquidation of the Congolese crisis which had convulsedthe
Congo for more than a year past. Butrecent e'\l'ents in
Katanga have shown that the colonialists have no intention at all ofvoluntar,ily s,urrenderingtheir positions
in the Congo. For a long time past the United Nations
Command has been talking with Tshombe in Katanga,
but so far no results are visible. Yet the Security
Council resolution of 21 February 1961lJ' gives the
United Nations armed forces a legitimate right to fight
for the integrity and independence of the Congo. These
armed forces have not, however, taken any resolute
action, and, as a result, the United Nations troops
have fai.led to carry out even the small tasks facing
them at this stage.
120. On 20 September 1961, as you are aware, the'
United Nations representatives and Tshombe signed
at Ndola, without the approval (I stress this-without
the approval) of the Security Council, a prOVisional
cease~nre and prisoner-exchange agreement. Thus,
the United Nations, as a result of pressure by the colonialists, found itself unable to put an end to the
separation of Katanga from the Congo. The question
naturally arises: wh.om is the United Nations protecting
in the Congo and whose interests' and aspirations does
it reflect? In practice, the operations of the United
Nations are being carried out in the interests of the
monopolies and business concerns ofthe United States,
the United Kingdom, France, the Federal Republic of
Germany, and Belgium, which dQ not want to surrender
their positions in the Congo voluntarily. It is no mere
coincidence that Leopold II, King of the Belgians, described the Congo as a "splendid African pie". In truth,
the Congo is one of the richest territories in Africa.
In the southern areas of the Congo, particularly in
Katanga, are to be found the biggest copper reserves
in the world. The Congo supplies the world market
with 73 per cent of all cobalt and 80 per cent of the
total world outplit of industrial diamonds, and it
furnishes the Western countries uranium. Here .top
are extracted zinc , radium, germanium, cadmium«and
other precious metals and minerals. In the past,
Katanga accounted for some 45 per cent ~f the whole
national income of the country and 6Q per cent of the
incoms earned from export transactions.
121. Besides Belgian companies, .companies from the
United Kingdom, France, the United states and West
Germany also have interests in the Congo. The proportions of foreign capital, and the extent to Which
foreign monopolies are interested in Katanga, are so
great that foreign companies have not the slightest
desire to relinquish their positions. They are afraid
that the Central Government of the Congo will take
ovel' control.of their enterprises and profits.'Consequently, ever since the United Nations unsuccessful
operation in Katanga, foreign m9nopolies have 'done
their utmost to prevent their hen6hman Tshombe from·
being defeated by giving hir.o.inilitary, financial and
political support. It is precisely foreign capitalists
who are the chief culprits in the Congo tragedy.

y Official Records of the Security Cio~\cil, Sixteenth Year, Supplement for January, February and Marc::h 1\'61, document 5/4741.
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122. The Byelorussian delegation considers that it is
high time to abandon the policy of tergiversation and
delay, to stop playing- about with the enemies .of the
freedom and independence of the Congolese people. It
is quite evident that the sooner the Western Powers
drop their vit~ious policy in the Congo, the easier and
the sooner it Will be possible to solvethe Congo crisis
which has been so unduly protracted.
123. When he spoke) inthishallon8November [1040th
meeting], Mr. Luns, the Minist~r for ForeigU Affairs
of the Netherlands, tried to distort the Declaration of
the United Nations and use it for the purpose of satisfying the interests of the Netherlands colonialists who
are seeking to wrench away fr;om Indonesia a part of its
territory. The Netherlands representative considers
there is no need to return to the Indonesian people its
ancient territory-West Irian.
124. The Netherlands draft resolution [A/L.354] submitted for our consideration, in which it is proposed
that West Irian should be placed under the control
and trusteeship of the United Nations, is merely a
tactical 11H1tlOe'_wre of the Netherlands colonialists
who are using every means in order to maintain their
colonial domination. The Netherlands draft resolution
is merely a tactical trick to which the colonialists are
resorting in order, under the flag of the United Nations,
to deal a blow a.t Indonesia and throttle the nationalliberation movement in West Irian.
125. This is an example which illustrates how the
Netherhmds colonialists utilize for their selfish purposes t:p.e principle of the self-determination of
peoples,' merely in order to throttle the nationalliberation tnovement and divide a people which is
struggling for its freedom.
126. But the efforts of the colonialists are all in vain.
No tricky manoeuvres will succeed in deluding the
people of West Irian and world public opinion. This
is no new trick but merely a continuation of the old
colonialist policy of "divide and rule".
127. The delegation of the Byelorussian SSR entirely and completely supports the basic principles
outlined here on 9 November and in subsequent
speeches by Mr. Subandrio, the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia. The representative of Indonesia adduced very convincing facts exposing the manoeuvres of the Netherlands coloniaHsts
in respect of :West Irian. He showed that, with a view
to separating West Irian from Indonesia, the Government of the Netherlands is resorting to brute force.
Many inhabitants of West Irian' have been thrown into
prison. Thousands of local residents who disagree
with Netherlands policy are being deported from the
country. At the present moment, 2,000 people, expelled from West Irian, are liVing in difficult conditions in Singapore, awaiting any opportunity that offers
to go to Indonesia.
128. The United Nations shoUld" in the interests of
the Indonesian people, take steps'to solve this problem
and help in the reunification of West Irian with t~d
Republic of Indonesia. We must lose no time waiting
for a situation where the Government of the Republic
of Indonesia, in reply to the use of armed force by the
Netherlands Government, will answer with the use of
force in order to liberate its brethren in West Irian.
129. May I, Mr. President, dwell for a moment on
the Nigerian draft resolution [A/L.357], which proposes /~hat all colonial, dependent and Non-Self-

Governing Territories and peoples in Africa should
attain independence by 1970.
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130. Some of the representatives who have spoken
here have described the discussion of the situation
with regard to the implementation of the Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples as cold war tactics,. This is an assertion
we cannot accept. Are the people who propose to defer
the solution of the problem of liqUidating colonialism
for another ten years not acquainted with the facts of
how French and Portuguese colonizers are "pre_
paring" the peoples ('f Algeria and Angola for independence? These facts, however, have been cited in
abundance by the speakers who have preceded me.
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131. The Algerian people have already set up a provisional Government and yet here in the United Nations
it is suggested that we should grant a delay of ten
years. Surely it is clear that if the French colonizers
are given a respite of ten years, they will in that interval find ways and means of liquidatingthe nationalliberation movement in Algeria. If the Portuguese
colonizers are allowed a ten-year period, it will mean
giving them the possibility during the .ten years of
exterminating - and imprisoning the best sons and
daughters of Angola who are fighting for their emancipation-it will mean delaying the solution of this
problem for many, many years to come.
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132. Millions of people who have suffered from
colonialism are appealing to the United Nations to be
consistent and to help the colonial peoples to achieve
their independence at the latest in 1962.
133. I entirely agree with the representative of
Nigeria when, speaking in the general debate on 10
October- [1031st meeting] in this hall, he said that
there are still many people in the world who think
more about cobalt, uranium and other minerals than
about a happy future for the people of the Congo. Of
course, these persons are an insignificant minority,
but they have concentrated in their hands immense
capital, power and wealth, and their addresses are
well known. They are the financial magnates of Wall
Street and the vast monopolies of the United Kingdom,
France, Belgium, Portugal, the Netherlands and other
countries, who use all the means at their disposal to
disrupt or delay to the utmost the implementation of
the United Nations Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
134. Furthermore, the whole course of history proves
that the -colonizers themselves would never have
'granted independence to the peoples they have enslaved
unless the national-liberation struggle of the colonial
peoples had attained its present scale and form.
1'35. That is why, in the opinion of the delegation of
the Byelorussian SSR, the draft resolution submitted
by Nigeria is completely unacceptable. The Byelorussian delegation considers that such a draft resolution
cannot be adopted, and it appeals to all Members of
the United Nations to help the colonial peoples to
achieve their national independence in 1962 at the
latest.
'
136. The time has come to put the- colonialists in a
strait jacket and to apply sanctions to the colonial
Powers. The whole course of history 'shows that
colonialism is doomed, and, as Mr. N. S. Khrushchev
said. at the 22nd Congress of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union, we will drive an aspen s-zake into its
gl"ave. That is the will of the people who are, more
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and more determinedly, rising to fight for their freedom and independence.
137. As we see it, the General Assembly would be
acting correctly if it were to adopt forthwith a decision
on sanctions against Portugal; which is refusing to
comply with the demands of the United Nations to stop
.the war-the war of extermination-against the people
of Angola.
138. The Byelorussian delegation resolutely supports also the proposal to apply economic and political
sanctions against the Republic of South Africa and
requests the expulsion of the Republic of South Africa
from the United Nations.
139. We warmly support the draft resolution of the
Soviet Union [A/L.355] on the situation with regard to
the implementation of the. Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries andpeoplee; this
proposes that the General Assembly should decJ.are
1962 the year for the final liquidation of coloniallism
in all its forms and manifestations over the whole of
our planet.
140. The year 1962 should be the year for the burial
of colonialism and if this resolution is adopted and its
reqUirements complied with, the, dawn of a new and
better life will rise ovel- tens of millions of peoples
on our earth who still languish under the yoke of the
colonizers. The complete and universal liqUidation of
colonialism would be an. important contribution to ensuring peace and security for peoples all over the
world and would be~ one of the most important ways
of' diminishing international tension.
141. The liquidation of colonialism, and the consequent abolition of the oppression of some nations by
others, will make it possible to establish relations of
equality and friendship among the peoples of the world.
To this end, however, tl:te United Nations must make
its contribution to the liquidation ofthe colonial system
and must see to itthat urgent steps are taken to implement its own Declaration.
142. Speaking in this hall on 23 September 1960
[869th D;leeting, para. 176] and voicing the views of the
whole Soviet people, the Head of the Soviet Government, Mr.. N. S. Khrusp.chev, said:
"The Soviet Union, faithful to the policy of peace
and support for the struggle of oppressed peoples
for their national independence, the policy proclaimed by V. I. Lenin, fmInder of the Soviet State,
calls upon the United Nations to raise its voice in
defence of the just liberation of the 'colonies and to
take immediate steps towards the complete abolition
of the colonial system of governm~nt".
.143. The immediate implementation of the United
Nations Declaration on the liquidation of colonialism
will be conducive to a very speedy solution of the
most important problem of modern times-the prevention of a thermonucleaT war and the ensuring of universal peace. This is the greatest and the noblest task
of our time, and the United Nations must do everything
possible for its solution.
Mr. BUsios (Greece),
Chair.
_"'

Vice-Presidetjt, took the
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144. Mr. CHEHLAOUI (Syria) (translated from
French): Resolution 1514 (XV), adopted bythe General
Assembly at its last session, will remain as a memorable and glorious milestone· in the annals of the United
ations, because it gives formal recognition to the
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equality of men by granting indepenoence to colonial
countries and peoples. By that resolution the General
Assembly intended to put an end to a great injustice:
the domination of manby man. Althou.gh the superiority
of SO:n'1!3 peoples over others, which may occasionally
have been real; has sometimes been apparent, in many
other cases there could be nothing to justify that
domination except perhaps political, strategic,and often
economic ambition.
'
145. This colonialism-since it must' be called by its
name-never had humanitarian ideas as its goal; it
never had the education and development of the relatively under-developed peoples as an ideal, and there
have been very few cases in history where a country
has stretched out its hand. to another less developed
country simply in order to help it. I do not need to
recapitulate all past history in order to recall the
deeds and misdeeds of colonialism. My country, which
itself suffered this evil for a long time, still retains
the bitter memory of the terribl~ years of its annexation under various names and under the rule of various
Powers. We sincerely sympathize with the sufferings
of those who have not yet been able to shake off the
invaders' yoke, and we should like to seethis General
Assembly resolution save them fr.om further unhappiness and sacrifice.
146. I should perhaps say, to be perfectly honest,
that nowadays things do not happen in quite the same
way as they did in the past. Things do not happen in
quite the same way, at least for some colonial countries. It cannot be denied that the existence of international institutions has made certain colonialist
countries considera.bly less indifferent to world
opinion. Unfortunately, I cannot say that all the
colonialist countries have changed their methods as
regards their idea of colonialism and the application
of its rules. Some of the champions offilthy lucre and
destruction have not been rendered harmless either
by these international institutions, the foremost of
which is the United Nations, or bythepa:ssing of time.
147. They do not want to understand, as others have
understood, that an. era of freedom has begun and that
the age of slavery is no more. For the liberation of
the Asian peoples, and later those of the African continent, is not the result of humanitarian feelings, as
the great colonialists of history are apparently suggesting today.. It is a struggle between the present and
the past, a struggle which is not simply ideological,
and we know how and ::t.t what cost certain Asian countriers wrested their independence at the beginning of
this century. I say "wrested" advisedly, for I am not
one of those who say that this independence was conceded generous~y by the colonialists. While'we have
seeu, during these last few years, some spectacUlar
gestures on the part of 'certain colonialists granting
independence to some of their colonies, we cannot
lose sight of the fact that those gestures were either
the outcome of a slow and h~-1)ic struggle, or determined by ,the steady development of Q9lonialism
towards th(~ stage of inevitable liberation. \\
148. I do not wish to dwell any longer on that ~~tage of
the past, and I can only welcome some of the ~,esu1ts.
In thanking"those who sponsored General As~embly
resolution 1514 (XV), those who endo:rsed it and-1;nos\~
who complied with it, I am happy, like the rest of our\
Organization, to see some new countries joining us
here today. Sierra Leone is the first of these States to
enter the United Nations sin.ce the General Assembly
adopted that great and historic resolution 1514 ({XV).
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Soon -we shall. see Tanganyika, Western Samoa and
many others joining us.
149. The countries under the Trus,eeship System
will have no difficulty in becoming emancipated very
soon, thanks to the countries administering them and
to the benevolent supervision of United Nations bodies.
There are still, of course, certain difficulties concerning them, but those difficulties are not ins~rmount
able.
150. The other day, the representative of Ceylon,
Mr. Malalasekera, gave us a masterly account of
these matters [1048th meeting]. I am sure that his
comments and advice will receive the attention they
deserve.
151. But unfortunately there are situations which are
not yet quite clear or precise and others which do not
seem as if they will be. Colonialism appears under
different names and: guises. It even exists in independent countries. We have seen-and we still seeits misdeeds in the Congo. Need I speak of the succession of events which have occurred since the
relatively recent date wlien that country achieved its
independence? Who can deny today that the tragic plight
of the Congo is the work of certain colonialist countries, greedy for its wealth and making every effort
to divide it and isolate one of its richest provinces so
as to monopolize that wealth more easily? Who is
responsible for all those evils if it is not the colonialists? Who is supporting and encouraging the separatists? Who, then, is ultimately responsible. for the
death of those over there who are falling every day to
defend the United Nations principles of freedom and
the emancipation of peoples? Of course, everyone
denies this; and yet we know those who need all the
mineral wealth of that country.
1-52. Can we, and should we, then, be more lenient in
speaking of colonialism?And all these African peoples,
are they exagger~tingwhen they make common cause
with their brothers in Angola under Portuguese domination? And should not all mankind express its indignation at this drastic extermination of women, old
people and I'~hildren who are defenceless and without
support?
'
153. The Hst of horrors is equally tragic in South
Africa. The Governments of both those countries can
find no defence other than gratuitous denials. Racial
segregation, with all its accompanying horrors, has
become almost an official institution, and no further
justi.fica~i<Jli£or it is sought. That is an insult not only
to theOu-ited Nations but also to all mankind. While
today we inveigh against the situation in the Ph "uguese
colonies and in South Africa, we cannot igno..: e all the
other forms of colomalism, whatever country is practiSing it. Even when it is not accompanied by so many
horrors, colonialism must be completely eliminated.
154. The problem of West Irlan must be settledto the
satisfaction of Indonesia, from which it has been
separated, for it is inconceivable to claim that a part
of a State which has been detached is able to decide
its fate freely; if this were so, there would be no more
unity and territorial integrity, especially for the
former colonies which were partitioned by the invader
and which have only been able to free themselves
piece by piece, for reasons which it would be superfluous to explain in detail. The Netherlands is still
·ocr<upying part of Indonesian territory, and that part
must join the mother country in its independenceindependence which it has won at the co~t of heavy
•
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sacrifice. My delegation hopes that there will be no
great difficulty jn settling this problem and that the
Netherlands will take a further and final step to establish good relations with Indonesia.
155. There are many countries still in bondage. Un-fortunately I can find no other term to describe their
situation. I should not like to name them, m deference
to certain susceptibilities, in the hope that the administe~ing countries will soon lead them along the
path of liberation according to the wishes of the United
Nations. We should like that liberation to be sincere
and complete, and that nothing should remain that can
even hint of foreign occupation. We would not like to
see legal disputes and quarrels occurring one day as
a result of that former occupation. The case of Bizerta
is an eloquent illustration of the confused and contradictory situations which prevent the establishment
of normal relations between peoples. Although, alas,
this abnormal situation claimed victJ-ns, the understanding attitude of the Tunisian Government and its
desire for peace have averted the worst and we hope
that France will not delay in evacuating the Bizerta
base, thus complying with the just demands of the
Tunisian people.
156. But there is, in that part of Africa, one country
which is suffering and struggling: Algeria has for
more than seven years been offering up countless
victims on the altar of independence and is determined
to continue its fight until the last drop of blood of the
last of its sons. That situation has moved the whole
world, and it is useless to claim that the Algerian
question is a domestic affair of France. It will be for
you to judge, in the final instance, whether or not
Algeria is to become independent: you will have to
decide that soon. But I do hope that we shall have no
occasion to reopen that voluminous file and that a
favourable outcome may at last emerge from this
eight~year-old struggle which places the Algerian
people in the forefront of martyred peoples. We Arabs
all form a common front with our brothers who are
fighting for their liberation, and it is not only in
Algeria that we are on their side. In other areas too
the Arabs are fighting and they will struggle for ever
if need be.
157. Whole areas bordering 'the Arabian peninsula
still remain in the hands of the British. Petroleum is
their undoing. Under various names, those areas are
often· governed by puppets in the pay of the foreigner
and against the will of their people. Military bases
are scattered all along those territories from Aden to
the borders of Yemen and the coast of Oman. Chiefs
are imprisoned there and replaced by other more
obedient chiefs. By virtue of what law has a foreign
country the right to exercise such pressure and to
establish military bases, maintaining a reign ofterror
in those countries? We shall soon see-when the
matter comes before the Assembly-what explanations
the United Kingdom authorities can give to justify
their· intl ig11es. This is a new form of colonialism,
perhaps the most dangerous, which must be eliminated
at all cost.s.
158. I should have liked to end my statement there,
but thei'e is one matter which I cannot overlook because it is the most deplorable manifestation of disguised colcaialism, of flagrant domination and of the
greatest ii. ~ustice of all time: that is the occupation
of Palestiue. Foreigners from the four corners of the
earth, of different races and languages, have settled
in Palestine, expelling its occupants; seizing their
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property and destroying their holdings. The atroc~ties
which accompanied the expulsions'are beyond description. The United Kingdom bears primary responsibility for those crimes. And yet the world has pretended to be unaware of all these horrors and a kind
of legality has been granted to that heterogeneous
conglomeration which had only been promised a home
within Arab P9.lestine. Ever since then no tranquillity
has been possible in that part of the world and, for
more than thirteen years, the corridors of the United
Nations have been resounding with the complaints of
those who cannot forget their homeland. An authoritative voice, that of Minister Shukairy, was raised to
recount the various stages of this Zionist colonization; he traced its origins and p.xplained to you how
the deals made by' the Zionist leaders ended by making
that land of peace a l~nd of hatred and discord. Yet it
was in that land that Christ was crucified to bring
peace into the world. But this crucifixion is still taking
place, because the Arabs of Palestine are undergoing
their Calvary there. They too' will rise again one day,
for the greate~~ 5pjustice of all time cannot last for
ever. One day the world will at last open its eyes and
understand.
159. I trust that those who do not entirely share my
point of view on colonialism will! at least believe in
the sincerity of iny words. I am sure that all of us here
are working for its elimination in all its forms and
wherever it is to be found. I am sure also that they
will be sincere in defining the principles set forth in
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), that theywill
be sincere in applying them to all the peoples of the
world who are claiming the right to decide their political and social institution~ for themselves. I hope
that we shall all see the day when this question of
colonialism will be purely a matter for historians.
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Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair.
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i60. Mr. SOSA RODRIGUEZ (Venezuela) (translated
from Spanish): The fourteenth of December 1960 was,
beyond all doubt, a memorable date in the annals of
the United Nations. It was also a memorable date for
millions of human beings, for it was then that they
saw the dawn of their independence.
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161. Of course, well before the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples, the process of decolonization had been set in
motion under the impetus of the ideas of freedom alId
equality hammered out during the Second World War.
But there can be no doubt that the Declaration con'"
solidated that process and extended it to all peoples
stil11iving under colonial rule.
162. The principle is now generally accepted; allthat
remains is to put it into practice, not allow it to become
a dead letter, and convert it into an instrument for
creating anew, independent' existence for all peoples
which still qo not enjoy that benefit.
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163. There is no denying that the process of decalonization should be accelerated, but this should be done
in such a way that independence will mean progress
and prosperity and not regression and chaos. Consequently, decolonization should proceed solely in the
interest of the peoples still under colonial rule and not
merely· to effect a change of masters or abandon the
peoples to a precarious life without adequate means of
subsistence. Nothing is to be gained from nominal
political indepondence if, in reality, the people come
under the political and economic dominion of another
ower. Nothing is to be gained from theoretical free-
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dom .so long as the people remain bound by the chains
of ignorance and backwardness.
164. The process of decolonization should be accelerated, but it cannot go forward at the same pace in
all cases. The goal is the same, but the distances to
be covered before it can be reached must vary, depending on the point of departure. Consequently, it 'is
put"e -demagogy to argue that all peoples still liVing
under colonial rule can immediately, indiscriminately
and simultaneously, and at a single stroke, become
countries capable of living a totally independent
political and economic life.
165. This does not mean that the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples should
be deferred; on the contrary, it should already be
under way, and, where it is not, the United Nations
should set ~t in motion and accelerate it; however, it
is quite clear that the various phases of the process
cannot be the same for all.
166. Every people has the same -vocation for independence, but the exercise of that independence
should be carefully prepared" so that it will result in
progress and prosperity. co~isequently, the duty ofthe
colonial or administering iPowersis not to grant
immediate nominal independence, but to begin at once
to equip the countries and peoples under their rule
with the necessary means for an independent ex~st
ence. It is in that undertaking that the United Nations
is called upon to play a major role,'both in supervising
and in implementing the various phases.
167. It has been proclaimed and recognized that no
country or people has the right to maintain another
country ullder colonial rule. What that principle should
mean in practice is, not that immediate nominal independence should be grant'ad to all colonized peoples
in the Se1\Se of their being transformed overnight into'
States left to their own devices. but th~t the colonial
or administering Powers should. imm~ediately begin
to invest the wealth of those colonial texritories for
the benefit of their inhabitants and to pi-epare theJ;ll
for ~he exercise of their independence, so ths.t it~an
be granted as soon as possible and in conditions ensuring those peoples' well-being. Only thus can the
colonial Powers to some extent pay the debt they owe
to the colonial peoples.
168. This process of essential preparation should
nClt, of course, serve as a pretext for delaying or
dt.mying independence; were it to do so , th~'}United
Nations should intervene to ensure the prt}pet implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).
In the opinion of my delegation, the proper implementation of that resolutiot} requires, in addition to the
immediate advancement of the education of the indigenous populations in all its aspects, the application
of the following principles: (~) adequate measures
for the' immediate political and technical training of
local staff to take over the a~inistrationofthe State;
fu) the gradual transfer of adnllnistrative functions to
the local staff trained for. that purpose; (Q) the gradual
reorganization of the economy of the country orterritory, i~ such a way as to ensure that the utilization of
its natural resources will provide a basis for its
economic stability; (9) the political education of the
population, design:ed to accustom it to living as an
independent natioh-e.ud disch~ging the domestic and
international obligations'\~f a modern society.
169. that in broaC:t oudtne i~ ~he process which, according to the provisions of resolution 1514 (XV),
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sliouldnow be fully under way; 'that is the purpose of
the item t relating to the implementation ofthe Declara"tion, now before this Assembly. For we must recognize
that, with certain honourable exceptions, the broad
picture with regard to the actu~.l implementation of
the principles laid down in the Peclaration on the
granting of independence to GQlonial countries and
peoples leaves much to be desired.

nothing is to be gained from a faQade of inctependence
if the means of establishing real indep~,ndence is
lacking. Consequently• the task of the United Nations
is to co-operate in. the creation of new, independent
States capable of living as SUCh, and not to promote
the creation of artificially independent entities in
which colonialism continues to exist in other forms.

170. In many cases, what we are s~eing is not an
effort to prepare colonies or Non··Self-Governing or
Trust Territories for independence but, on the contrary, violent repres'sion of the legitimate aspirations
of the peoples to attain the independence which is
their right and for which they feel prepared.

people that colonial rule should everywhere be terminated. To that end, the Venezuelan Chamber of
Deputies recently adopted, unanimously, a declaration
the text of which I venture to read to this Assembly:
"The Chamber of Deputies of the Republic of
Venezuela,
.

171. We also note tr..e obstacles which in many cases
continue to prevent those peoples from deriving full
benefit from their natural resources. Powerful in...
terests are still at work to ensure that the exploitation of that wealth should continue to line the pockets
of foreign investors, leaving little or nothing for the
indigenous populations. This, the paramount sin of
colonialism, is what should be eradicated if we
genUinely want to create new, independent states
capable of standing on their. own feet and of meeting
their commitments in the international community.

"BelieVing that colonialism is an anachronistic
obstacle to human progress and an absolute negation
of the right of peoples,
"Believing further that the struggle for the abolition of the colonial system is i:rrevocably incumbent upon all Venezuelans faithful to the ideal of
Bolivar,
"Recalling that in December 1960 the United
Nations adopted the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples but
that, although many countries subsequently attained
their independence, .there still exist territories
under colonial rule and peoples subjected to the
foreign domination and exploitation expressly condemned in that Declaration,

173. It is the profound desire of the Venezuelan

172. Consequentlt, the efforts of the United Nations

abolish colonialism should not take the form of a
demagogic statement that all colonial countries and
peoples are henceforth, or may within a year be,
.totally independent by the grace of a United Nations
resolution. Instead, from this day forward, the United
Nations should increase its efforts and exercise more
careful supervision over the cQlonial Powers to ensure
that the process of decolonization, in all its phases, is
going forward without fraud or obstruction, so that
within the shortest possible tIme fuU independence
may be granted to peoples and (}Quntries already prepared for it-independence which will be, not an empty
word, but a concrete and positive reality. Colonialism
is wrong,and must be eradicated; but it must be
eradicated rnsuch a way that its evils will disappear
and not get worse. Nothiug is to be gained from
nominal·independence if a country ·continues, in actual
fact, to be economically or politically dependent;
'&0

"Declares
"That this Chamber unanimously desires colonial
rule .and the oppression of one people by another be
abolished for all time" accordingly advocates that
all countries in Asia, Africa and America which
laek sovereignty or are subject to colonial status
should become fully sover~ign nations. It
174. In voting on the various draft resolutions submitted to the Assembly on thisquestion,the delegation
of Venezuela will be guided by the principles which I
have just quoted.
The meeting rose at 1.35 p.m.
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·Fhe situation with regard to the implemel1tationof the
Declaration on the g'rafiting of independence to colon ia I
countries and peoples (contiaued)
Assistance ,to Africa (contiAued):
(g) A United Nations p,rogramme for ir.dependence
1. Mr. EL-FARRA (Jordan): Needless to say, the

present session o~ the General Assembly is ch~,rac
terized by the fact that ~t em.braces a great number
of problems, challenges and anxietil'~s. Our world
community can hardly find problems of such magnitude
in its long history of international relationshipa; and
one cannot but express dismay and disappointment,
coupled with alarm and apprehension, for the present
unsolved problems which are the legacy of colonialism
.
wherever it has existed.
2. Tensions between' the two camps of the cold war,
their different alliances and their rivalry, are now
to a certain degree freezing important colonial problems in various regions and are thus causing much
unrest in all those areas. Small States would like to
see this cold war come to an end, because its continuation serves no purpose and contributes nothing:
to the general welfare of the hUfaan race. The present
world tension causes much pressure, and this nressure'
of circumstances may lead to a miscalculation or a
mistake whio.h may, in turn, lead to dangerous consequences.
3. The world has become smaller, on account of two
factors-improved means of communication and transport on the one hand 'and the. spread of enlightenment,
ideals and advanced principles op the other. The mind
which discovered the secrets of atomic energy and
invaded outer space ~hould concentrate on its creative
capacity, trust, coniidence and ingenuity. With internatiunal co-operation, in a world of inter-dependence,
this Organization can work effectively and can produce
won~ers, cm"l). be strengthened and can become com.petent to put ··a,n end to colonialism and exploitation.
4. With this n~w spirit we can have adequate, proper
. and complete :Implementation of last session's reso-
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lution [1514 (XV)] on colonialism. Anc1 with such
implementation we can have the heroes of Algeria
celebrating the admission of their independent State
to the United Nations. Through this spirit, we can
have Oman and other new Members joining the family
of nations. 'C~~ese and othyrproblems. concern every
one of us. ~
.' .
5. We small Powers have our responsibilities in
this shrunken world. We are in duty bound, not to
stand indifferent. It is our duty to take all steps necessary to prevent further deterioration of the world
situation, because the contiuued colonialism,....; and
oppression in many parts of the world contribJ~;tes to
the further deterioration of the world situ~!;lon and
increases the burden of those wishing orit present
world to be a better place to live in.
r~
6. There are many areas which continue to be the'
seat of" divide-and-rule policies, in utter disregard
of the right of self-determination. Jordan.has'always
been a firm believer 'in the right of self-determination.
We have never failed to uphold this principle. We
have worked with many other friends to defend this
God-given right. Today many of those peoples, who
were st:ruggling for independence, are with us equal
Membe'rs of this' Organization. The other day' we
welcomed the admission of new Members to our
Organization and extended to their Governments attCi
peoples our warmest congratulations. When the Charter of the United Nations was framed and the Organization was created, the number of Members of this
world body was fifty-one. Today, thanks to the liberationmovemen_s and to tk.a promotion of those basic
human rights in the United Nations, we have over
a hundr~d Members. Unfortunately, however, many
others are not yet with us, although their membership
is long overdue,. Two of those peoples are the people
of Palestine and the people of Algeria.
7. For a long time the people of Palestine have been
struggling to acquire their propel;' place in the family
of nations. But expediency and power politics" cOrn":,,
pelled this very Organization to betray-and I emphasize the word "betray"-a basic principle embodied.c
in its very Charter, the principle of seIf-determination. It. partitioned Palestine against the will of the
majority of its people. This was in 1947, at a time
when the big Powers were able to put on pressure
and get the required majority. The present new Members were not with us, to witness how at that time
"both the East~rn and Western Power blocs could fi01
fail to dOmOlll:it~ate' their ability to deprive the Arabs
of Pale~tine of their God-given right to live in their
own home protected by the very principle consec:rated
in the United Nations Charter. The big Powers make
no reference to this form of colonialism, simply
because it serves their aggressive designs. The~t;
attitude, and their unique silence. is D10St significant•
It is" a healthy thing for every big Power to ponder
the behaviour and complete silence of the others on
a problem of grave importance:)
,~
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8. Luckily, the Unit/cl. Nations today is, no more the
exclusive club of th~\ big Powers. Today the picture
has changed. Thanks to the Stl;ltes of Asia, Africa
and Latin ; . ',inerica, non~ of tb.eJ)i~J~-owers can stop
the adoption of any decision caning for an ¥nplementatioll of the,:p-!ght of self-determination, sin~ply today
'II
because smalf Powers have their say.
\
9. No attempt to solve the problem, of Pale:$'~\ine will

ever succeed unless it goes" to tpe colonial ~roots of
the problem. ,Piecemeal solutio~);,:s are con'lpletely
unacceptable. We shall reject theih, our ~_ople will
reject them; our chilciren will reject-thefil.'" Injustice
was never part of our values, and we will never permit it to be practised on us. Unless this colonial
invasion is de~lt with and the full rights of the A[·abs
of Palestine are- r~stol'cd, the Middle East will continue to be an arena of instability and conflicts.
..

.

;;

10. Our ,problem is not a refugee problem; it is a
political problem. It is a colonial issue; it involves
a question of home and hqmeland. This should be
the starting point in the thinking of all those who are
entrusted with the task of solving the problem. This
is the will and determination of the "people of Palestine. And with the people of Palestine stands the whole
Arab family of nations. The Arab Gover~rnents cannot but r;espond to the legitimate wishes of those
peoples. Otherwise they risk their very existence.

:tl. In The New York Times of 7 November 1961
we 1"ead that:
"The Knesset (Parliament) Yoted overwhelming
approval ..• of the Government's st::nd that Arab
refugees who fled should not be repatriated to the
territory, which has since become the state of
Israel."
It approved
"the ~P--;e'mierts stand that the only solutiqn of the
problem of the refugees is JO resettle them in Arab
countries . . .".
12. And ,we also read that in the same motion, the
Knesset gave its approval to a statement by Mr. BenGurion in which he rejected a proposal offered _in
the United Nations to give the refugees the choice
between repatriation or resettlement.
13. It was only the other day that the Conciliatio~
Commission for Palestine appointed Dr. Johnson to
study ways and means of implementing the United
Nations resolution [194 (IV)] calling for the repatriation or eompensation of the refugees. The present
Zionist attitude explains clearly that no peaceful
solution can be foreseen. To us, this attitude is understandable because peace does not work in the
interest of the Zionist St~te. It was only through world
tension and wars th,::'~ ~~ ionism achieved its aims.
History shoW~ that as a result of the First World
War a promf j <;>f "". "homeland"',was given to Zionism
in the Balfour 1. "olaration; as a result of the Second
World War a promise' of a "Jewish State" was given
to Zionism; and v~ry recently, as a result of the
Algerian-French war, the Hungarian-Soviet conflict
and' British-Egyptian conflict, Zionism tried to gain
further support for further Zionist expansion in the
Gaza area «and the Sinai Peninsula. Thus, all the
gains of Zionism have been the results of major wars
and acts of aggression, and it is this colonial-Z ionist
movel11ent which poses a ch.lJ.lenge in the Arab homeland today.
•
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lL'/. Th.e,~heroic struggle of the Algerian people has
indeed i~spired many liberation movements. The
war in Algeria has entered its'eighth year. The whole
'~rld has recognized the right of Algeria ,to independence. We hope that France will realize that the"
nineteenth-century spirit of coloniali$m, domination '
and exploitation is gone and that the French must
accept the realities of ,the situation before the fire
reaches the very heart of France. We shall have
more to, say on this when the specific item on the
question ot Algeria comes before the Assembly for

discussiolt~

,

15.... The question of Oman is another colonial question. It st'ems from the same Arab aspirations inspired by the Arab awakening. Arabs will continue
to work for the natural and adequate settlement of
this colonial issue, and until a settlement is reached
the struggle will have to go on.
16. The sovereignty of Moroceo over, all its territory
is a legitimate right. Certain parts of Morocco continue to be subjected to different forms of foreign
domination and exploitation. We are confident that
Morocco will achieve the complete unity of its territory.
17. This likewise applies to Tunisia. Tt': continued
occupation by force of Bizerta violates the sovereignty
of Tunisia. The General Assembly ~nd the Security
Council have recognized the right of Tunisia to achieve
the evacuation of French armed forces from all its
territory, but France continues to defy the General
Assembly resolution [1622 (S-II1)]. The matter should
come to this body for further measures.
18. I now turn to the question ef West Irian. We have
carefully considered this question and it appears to
us, from the historical background and from the
relevant documents, that West Irian is one of, the
twenty-three provinces of Indonesia and is, therefore,
~an integral part of the Indonesian homeland. We have
no reason to doubt that the national movement for
independence from the Netherlands aimed at attaining
the sovereignty' of the whole area of what used to be
called the Dutch East Indies. This fact was admitted
by, the Netherlands in many documents. One of them
is the last reportY submitted to the United Nations,
which was quoted by the Foreign Minister of Indonesia
the other day [1057th meeting] and which I need not
repeat.
19. Nothing could be mo?:~ precise, definite and clear
than that West Irian was always treated as part and
parcel of the national territory which became the
independent State of Indonesia. There is no dispute I'
over the fact that the exercise of sovereignty overf
Indonesia was transferred to it completely and unconditionally in 1949; nor is it denied that it was
agreed that the, political status of West Irian., within
Indonesi,~, would be negotiated within one year of the
independence agr~ement of 1949-and at that time
~ there was no question that the Dutch considered this ~\
province as part of Indonesia.
"\\
20. After its well-known history of colonial rule in
West Irian, after granting Indonesia its hard-won,
sovereignty, after attempting and failing formally
to annex the Indonesian province of West Irian, the
,j Netherlands,
in a draft resolution [A/L.354], have
brought the question, its most embarrassingpI'oblem,
!J See Non-Self-Governing Territories, Summaries and Analyses ~
Informatj(m transmitted to the S'eCretary-Genera! during 1948 (United
Nations publication, Sales No,: 49.VI.B.1) p. 141.
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the colonialists-despite theIr nature, and~~desp.ite
to the Unlted Nations,"'using all the, current language
their policy based entirely on the' domination and
Df "suppression", "ethnic group sovereignty", "selfdetermination", and the like, to cover its real desire: . exploitation of peoples-would find themselves obliged
to, comply with the Declaration and to take the neceswhich is that, if it cannot openly annex West Irian, it
would like that Territory to be independent of Indosary measures to implement it.
nesia so that it can "~ducate" the people there to its
26. Have the ardent hopes and wishes of the peoples
way of thinking and eventually maintain a puppet
been fulfilled? Have :'::the colonial Powers acted on
r~gime in fact, if not in name.
their obligation, as Members of the United Nations,
to
implement the provisions of the Declaration, pli1vi21. No such argum~nts and no amount of emotionallysions
which are consistent with 'purposes and princharged phrases can change the fact that West Irian
ciples
of the Charter? Unfortunately this is by no
is an integral pa:it";~of Indonesia. We shall have more
l1leans the case.
to say on this matter when we speak on the draft
resolutions.
27. The fact is that the colonial Powers have endeavoured,
just as in the past and indeed more stren22. In conclusion, my delegation wib'hes to state that
uously,
to
maintaj,n
and strengthen the colonial system
it has sponsored another draft resolution [A/L.366
where necessary in llewforms, ande by every means
and Add.1-3] , which cont.ains adequate measures leadat their disposal including armed force-in the terriing to the speedy implementation of the objectives
and principles embodied in the Declaration~adopted' tories under their administration.
by this Assembly last' year in resolution 1514 (XV).
28. As other representatives have already pointed
We stand for the complete liberation and independout during this discussion, approximately a year has
ence of all peoples in all lands and we are confident " already passed since the Declaration was adopted by
that those who are now struggling for independence
tbe General Assembly, yet so far only a single counwill soon be with us as equal Members of the United
'try, namely Sierra Leone, a former British colony,
t...·\tions.
has attained independence-in April 1961';"and, to our
.'
great pleasure, been admitted-just lately-to ma'Ql- ,"
23. Mr. BUDO (Albania) (transl~ted from French):
bership
in the United Nations. In addition Tan~ltny¥k·
The exami.nation of the question of the liquidation
and
Western
Samoa are soon to become indep~nae,[i1t.
of colonialism, undertaken on the Soviet Union:'s
Such
a
state
of affairs ilS undoubtedly most uiisatisinitiativeY at the fifteenth session of the Gener;'tl
factory
and
by
no means.· in keeping with the exp~ess
Assembly, and the Declaration Gn the granting of
requirement
of
the Declaration that immediate steps
independel'ce to colonial countries and peoples [resoshould be taken to enable the Trust Territories and
lution 1514 (XV» adopted as the outline of the disother Non-Self-Governing 'Territories to enjoy comcussion on 14 December 1960, constitute a major
plete
fndependence and frerdom. At the end of=I~~I,
success for the anti-colonialist forces and will mark
eighty-eight
territories With a total population' of
an epoch in the annals of the United Nations. Colomore
than
70
million will still be in colonial bondage.
nialism, that reliC' which puts our human society to
29. In the faC'.e of such a situation, it is ,the duty of
shame, is indeed one of the most distressing problems
the United Nations to take appropriate measures to
of our times. Not only is it a most brutal and most
put the Declaration of 14 December 1960 into effect '
shameless denial of elementary human rights, which
without delay. The value of this Declaration lies in
flouts the generally accepted rules of international
its declared aim-namely, the liberation of the cololaw and the lofty principles set forth in the Chapter
nial countries and peoples and the attainment of their-'
of the United Nations; not only does it represent, in
independence-and it will grow in historical importance
a ferocious form, the exploitation of man by his neighprop'brtionately as it contrioutes to the (~chiewment
, bour, the most barbarous subjugation of one nation
of~hat aim.
\
by another and of the weaker by the stronger; it is
at the same time an intolerable obstacle to the politi30. A glance at the provisions of the Declaration'
cal, economic and cultural development of peoples,
and the measures it prescribes will show us how
and consequently a crime against mankind' and human
matters stand with respect to its application. LettoJ,1s
civilization.
examine in particular operative paragraphs 4, 5 and 6
of this resolution. Under these paragraphs, the colo24. Age-long experience has shown that colonialism
nia.l Powers were required to take nimmediate steps",
has been and continues to be a source of terrible
in the Trust Territories and other Non-Self-Governing
wars against peoples fighting for the recognition of
Territories, "to transfer all pOW''1rs to the people:g
their inalienable rights, for freedom and independof those territories, withp~t::'any conditions or reserence; it is also a source of cGntinuous threats to
vations ••• in order to enable them to enjoy complete
international peace and security.
independence and freedom". It was expre~sly stated
25" Everyone-exce.pt the· colonialists-appreciated
that:
I
the 'value and histoHcal signifJ.cance of the Declara(::'
"n 1\:\1 ~:rmed action or, repressive measures of all
tion. All 1'reedom-Ioving and peace-loving peoples
kinds~directedagainst dependent peoples shallce,as.e
warmly welcomed this decision by the Genelral );.13in order to enaple them to'\Sxercise peacefully and
sembly, and in particula:r a spark of legitimilte hope
'freely, their" rtght to c(!lmplete independence, ~ncl--0,
was kindled in the hearts of the subjugated peoples
st~uggling to ~ast off the chains, of, colonialism; fur
the integrity of their national territory shall be
,}hey took ~t tli~tB under the pressare of the position
respected."
taken on tbe one hand by the United Nations and on
".
31. It is further provided that:
the otR~r hand by the pea'ceful States and peoples,
\,

in

and above all under the direct blows meted out the
struggle for national liberation inthe various colonies,

y

Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifteenth Session,
exes, agenda item 87. document A/4501.
.

nAny attempt aimed at~e partf~l or total disrupUon o~ the national un~~ and the tel;'+~itorial
integrity of a country is i~Q,'~mpatible with t.ie purposes and p.rim~j""lles of the'"Cha:rter of ,the United
'Nations."
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32. In order to put a stop to the traditional pretexts
and well-known 'delaying, tactics of the imperialists
and colonialists, who. riever release their prey of
their own free will, operative paragraph 3 expressly
provides that:
"Inadequacy of political, economic, social or educational preparedness should never serve as a
pretext for delaying independence."
33. What attitude have the colonial Powers. in fact
taken towards these objective and uneqUivocal provisions of the resolution adopted by the General
Assembly?
34. Several of the representatives who have preceded
me to tMs rostrum have cited irrefutable facts to
prove that those Powers have trampled the Declara·..
tion underfoot. Not only have they failed to act on
its tJrovisions, but they have redoubled their efforts
tohang on, by every possible means. to the .territories
under their domination.
35. The whole world is aware of Portugal's cruel
war against the heroic people of Angola, who are
fighting for freedom. Figures have been quoted here.
According to the most conservative estimates, more
than 50,000 Angolans ha,:re been killed in the first
four months of this bloody conflict alone. Some 20,000
Bortuguese soldiers~ equipped with the armaments of
the aggressive NATO bloc, are pursuing the war of
extermination in that African country. Ai-rcraft are
the principal weapon used, and the Portuguese aggressors do not hesitate to use napalm bombs even
against the civilian population. The atrocities and
wholesale massacres have reached such a pitch that
this butchery has been rightly described as genocide
and, as the representative of Guinea has told us
[1058tb meeting], the peoples of Mric~ have branded
the Portuguese colonialists as war criminals.
36. The reign of terror and oppression systematically imposed by the Salazar Government is also
raging in the other Portuguese colonies such as
Mozambique, so-called Portuguese Guinea and Goa.
37. For an insight into the Salazar Government's
attitude to the General Assembly resolution f and its
conception of the peoples under its domination, it'is
sufficient to quote the terms in which its Minister for
Defence addressed the Portuguese soldiers as they
left for Angola this summer: "You are going to fight,
not against human beings, n he told them, "but against
savages and wild animals. n This, of course, speaks
for itself. But one cannot help wondering how these
words used by the Rortuguese Defence Minister, who
does not regard A!lricans as human beings, can be
reconciled with the Portuguese Government's claim
that it treats the African peoples as though they were
Portuguese, with equal rights.
38. The case of Algeria affo:::-ds another example
of the chain of calamity, mas'l:lacre and devastation
visited on the peoples by the colonial system, the
shame of the twentieth century; it also shows to what
extent the colonial Powers are taking account of the
General Assembly resolution. The French colonialists
are clinging to their policy of colonial domination.
They are waging a criminal war against the martyred
Algerian people, who have now been fighting for seven
years and sparing no sacrifice in order to fulfil their
legitimate aspirations to recover the independence
they lost over a century ago, when the French imperialists overran the country by force of arms.
Each succeeding day adds to the losses in human

life and' to the damage done. We shall have an opportunity to examine the Algerian question in detail when
we discuss the relevant item on the agenda of the
Assembly.' s sixteenth session; but we wish to stress
here and now that the Algerian problem will never
be settled by force of arms, for no force can over";
come the unshakable will of the Algerian people to
fight to the death for their freedom and independence.
The only solution is for the French Government to
comply strictly with the Declaration, to recognize
the Algerian people's right to independence, and to
abandon all plans for dismembering Algeria and
wresting from it some parts of its territory which
are richest in natural resources, including the Algerian Sahara.
39. The United Kingdom, the world's principal colonial Power, completely ignores the Declaration and
continues, as in the past, to resort to all possible
means of keeping tens of 'millions of people under the
colonial yoke. The British colonialists continue to
repress the liberation move-:ment among the subjugated
peoples. They trample underfoot the legitimate rights
of the peoples of Rhodesia. They slaughter those who
are fighting for freedom in Nyasaland, Kenya, the
Arabian peninsula and other territories. In the area
from Aden to Oman, they are waging a war of destruction and devastation in which aerial bombardment is. prominently featured, bringing open towns
and defenceless Villages down in ruins. Forfiveyears
now the United Kingdom has been pursuing this criminal war against the heroic people of Oman.
40. The present situation in the Congo and the tragic
events that have taken place there provide us with
a striking example of the consequences of colonialism,
of the intrigues of all kinds and of the acts, including the' use of armed force, to which the colonialist
Powers resort in order to preserve their stranglehold ,on the countries that are becoming independent.
The situation in the Congo is made up of the Congolese
people's struggle to safeguard the independenc.e and
territorial integrity of the country on the one hand,
and the inter-related interests of the Belgian, American, British and other colonialists on the other. Relying on such puppets as Tshomb~ and his ilk, the
imperialists are doing everything in their power to
avoid giving up the country and, in particular, to
wrest from it the province of Katanga, which is known
throughout the world for its vast wealth.
41. Similarly the Belgian Government, pursuing its
colonialist policy in Ruanda-Urundi, is doing its utmost, resorting to the most crim.inal measures, in
order to preve:ut the people of that tl,9rritory from
attaining independence in accordance with the resolution adopted by the General Assembly.
42. As to South Africa, everyone knows. that, in
addition to its systematic violation of the Declaration'
of 14 December 1960, the Government of that country
has alv'ays rejected the numerous appeals and resolutions in which the United Nations' has asked it to
put an end to the policy of ap,artheid and of racial
discrimination and to recognize t';1e right of the people
of South West Af,rica to freedoDl and independence~
The situation in South Africa is dreadful and intolerable; South West Africa is beset by persecution and
terror.
43. As regards West Irian, we are confronted with
new tactics by th'3 Netherlands. That colonialist power
has laid before the General Assembly a draft resolution [A/L.354] behind which it hopes to hide its
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well-known designs. The proposal made in that document shows clearly that the Netherlands Government
has not yet abandoned its co10nialist policy towards
West Irian, and that is sole aim is to perpetuate the
colonial r~gime there, if necessary in a new form.
In a sense, the manceuvre is an interesting one, for
it shows us the lengths to which the colonial Powers
cango in evading the resolutions of the United Nations;
it shows us how, in a given case t the Nethex-lands
Government is using the General Assembly Declaration on the suppression of colonialism fer the very
purpose of maintainir,lg that system of enslavement.
44. Of course, no one has any illusions about the
motives behind such tactics. West Irian is an integral
part of Indonesia just as, for instance, Katanga is
part of the Congo. In both cases there is a flagrant
attempt by the imperialists to dismember countries
which have become independent, and to deprive them
of their richest provinces in order to perpetua1ce the
system of colonial exploitation there. The Netherlands
draft resolution stands in bold contradiction with the
Declaration in whose name it is submitted, and whose
operative paragraph 6, in particular, it would violate.
The only valid solution to the problem of West Irian
consists in uniting it with the motherland, and the
question must be settled through negotiation between
Indonesia and the Netherlands. '
45. When the United Nations examines the burning
problem of eliminating colonialism, and strives for
an objective definition of the colonial Powers' position on that problem, in order to determine exactly
how matters stand and to see what measures are
needed to rectify the existing situation and to end
the r~gime of colonial domination once and for all,
it cannot but recognize that it is extremely important
to put the United States of America first among the
imperialist Powers responsible for maintaining colonialism in. all its forms and manifestations.

46. Despite the efforts of its representatives to make
us believe the opposite, is not the United States of
America in fact the main. bastion of present-day
colonialism, and consequently the most resolute and
dangerous adversary of the movement of national
liberation which is rising against colonialism? It is
no secret that, without the United States, the other
colonialist Powers would have been unable to withstand the powerful movement of the peoples toward
independence, and that colonial domination would
have disappeared from the world scene long ago.
47. Who is unaware that the Portuguese, Belgian,
British, French, Spanish and other colonialists suppod their colonies and wage colonial wars thanks
to the assistance given them by the United States
either directly, or in the ~form of mil,itary aid, or
through the aggressive NATO bloc which the United
States leads? It seems unnecessary to ;remind youfor it is common knowledge-that United States arms
are being used to equip the armies of the colonialist
Powers that are waging bloody wars in Angola, Algeria, Aden, Oman and wherever the peoples' blood is
~ing shed in their struggle for liberation from the
colonial yoke. Are not the bombs dl'Qpped on Angola,
Algeria, Bizerta and elsewhere, and the aeroplanes
used in these bombardments, known to be of United
States manufacture?
48. The United states is thus implicated in the
tragedy of the colonial wars now being waged by the
other colonial Powers and in the maintenance of this
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~horrent system

of expl~1tting pe~ples, a system in
which the United states monopolies are co-partners
and from which they draw enormous profits. The
United States is itself a cc10nialist Power, despite
the efforts it makes to mislead pUl)lic opinion on
that score. As a colonialist POWpT, not only has.it
done nothing to,apply the Dec1aradpn torlits own co10nies, such as Puerto Jtico and th~i nUl!i.erous Pacific
Islands; :on the contrary, adopting;: ne'w forms of oppresET·ion, it is striving to extend its colonial rule to
other territories.
49. It is characteristic that the imperialists, compelled by the existing balance of power in the world,
and under direct pressure from the struggle of the
subjugated peoples, to renounce colonialism in the
outmoded. and unmasked form which has been whimsically termed traditional, are now seeking to hedge
about with agreements of all kinds the territories
from which they have to withdraw; in other words,
they are attempting to replace colonialism by a neacolonialism which will secure the contiIiuance of
their colonial exploitation and which at the same
time, they think, stands a chanCE.l of deceiving the
exploited peoples. The United States andWestGerman
imperialists are particUlarly active in that·connexion.
New-colonialism, as a dangerous new form of exploitation, must be condemned anO, castigated in the same
way as colonialism.
~O. One method by which the imperialist Powers
secure their dominion over other peoples and promote
their war plans is that of concluding military assistance agreements with newly independent countries
and establishing military bases in th~ir territory.
Recent events have adequately demonstrated the
danger created by military bases in\\foreign territory. Such bases represent a consta\l1t; threat to the
security and independence of the coifhtries in whose
territory they are set up; they are used against the
peoples' liberation movement; and at the same time
they constitute a serious threat to international peace
and security.
51. The powerful mo\-sment by the peoples to fi-ee
themselves from colonial slavery and consolidate
their national independence has gathered momentUm
at an unprecedented rate i11 recent years. The present
membership of the United Nations, and the active and
positive part taken in our discussions by the representatives of the newly independent countries, testify
to the successes already achieved by the peoples and
to the importance and scope of the transformation
through which human society is passi1?-g.
52. In Africa, Asia and Latin America, the peoples
are fighting resolutely against imperialism and colonialism, against. the colonialist system. old and new.
All the peoples of the world are profoundly in sympathy with them and firmly support those who are
fighting for freedom in Angola, Algeria, the Congo,
Cuba, Indonesia, Tunisia, Oman, French Somaliland
and any other dependent ter.ritory. The liqUidation of
colonialism, its total elimination from humansQJJiety,
is inescapable' despite the' desperate. efforts of imperialism to maintain this slave system. That is the.
irreversible course of the history of human society.
<!>

~3. But one of the supreme tasks of the United
Nations is to make an effective contribution, inaccordance with the lofty principles proclaimed in the
Charter, to this general movement by the peoples
towards freedom, towards prompt and final deliverance from the colonialist yoke. This contribution can
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be made only through the:' '~\option and implementation
of specific measures. If th'a';Generaf Assembly Declar,atioli",of 14 Decem~r 1960 is to keep its full value,
it must be advanced farther into the phase of practical
measures, ,!i\.nd must be ~:.~anslated into action.
,

.

i

.54. The dlelegation of t1)e People's Republic ofAlbania
considers that the draft resolution stl.bmitted by the
USSR delegation [A/L.355] meets this purpose fully.
It is necessary, in particular, to put a stop to all
the delaying tactics of the colonialist Powers and to
set a time for the total elimination of the colonial
system in all its forms and manifestations. We would
point out that the setting of a ~ime-limit of one year
in no way implies that the colonialist Powers must
wait for this time-limit to expire before liberating
the peoples and countries still under their rule. We
are against giving the colonialist system allY repr-ieve
which WOUld, merely prolong the sufferings of the subjugated peoples. The cotonial Powers must allow all
the enslaved peoples to become independent immediately; the one-year time-limit is oUly a maximum,
as the words "not latE!r than" in operative paragraph 2
of the. Soviet draft resolution clearly indicate. We
accordingly consider that the one-year time-limit
will benefit the dependent peoples and impede the
delaying tactics of the colonialist Powers.
55. Moreover the establishment of a special Commission, as proposed in the same document, is an
essential measure. The Commission will be the
responsible body that will give substance to the
Declaration on the liquidation of colonialism.
56. The Albanian Govern~ent has always supported .
the peoples' struggle for national liberation. This
position is in accord with the profound aspirations
of our people and with the fundamental principles 01
our socialist State. My delegation welcomed the fresh
initiative taken by the Soviet Union to secure consideration, at the present session of the Assembly,
for the question of the implementation of the Declaration ODi the elimination of colonialism.
57. We wholeheartedly support the draft resolution
submitted by the Soviet Union, and area convinced
that the General Assembly will adopt the decisive
measures needed to' carry out the historic Declaration Of 14 December 1960 and thus, without further
delay, to put an end once and for all to the hated
system of colonialism and'its dire conseflUences.
Mr. Sohurmann (Netherlands), Vioe-Presidefit, took
the Chair.

58. Dato' KAMIL (Federation of Malaya): Last year
the fifteenth. session of the General Assembly adopted
by an overwhelming majority an Asian-African sponsored. draft resolution, which became resolution 1514
(XV), on the gra,nting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples. The delegation of the Federation of Malaya had the honour of being one of the
sponsors of that resolution, and during the General
. Assembly debate had the occasion to state in clear
.'. ,terms its general views on the problem of decoloni·zation.
59. My delegation continues to maint?,iIfits tlnshak'l.ble stand for the speedy and orderly abolition of
iJolonialism and all forms of subjugation and tutelage,
and, in making this intervention in the debate on this
matter at the present session, wou14 like at the very
outset to renew its pledge of support for the early
attainment of this objective.

60.. Colonialism in all its fo;rms and guises is con...
trary to the basic law of human justice as enshrined
in the United Nations Charter, which is respect for
fundamental human rights, for the dignity and worth
of the human person, for the equal rights of men and
women and of nations large and small. On the basis
of this consideration alone, colonialism is an immoral institution which must be speedily removed and
totally eliminated.
61. But more than this: colonialism is an impediment
to the attainment of one of the basic purposes of the
Charter-namely, the development of friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle
of equal rights and the self-determir..ation of peoples.
It is also a constant source of friction between peoples
and: nations and, as such, its stubborn resistance to
the passionate yearning of subject peoples for freedom and independence constitutes a potential threat
to the harmony of international relations and to world
peace. Thus, in the view of my delegation, the recognition by the Charter of the inalienable right of peoples to self-determination is not merely an expression
of a noble and lofty ideal. Rather it is an acknowledgment of a basic· reality, which is that a lasting and
durable peace in the world cannot be secured otherwise
than within the framework of freedom and equality
for all peoples and nations. Colonialism in all its
forms and guises is thus an anachronism of our day
which must be removed as a matter of urgency.
62. My delegation therefore views the problem of
decolonization as falling within the context of the
over-all United Nations objectivb of securing a durable
and lasting world order founded on the basic law of
human justice in accordance with which all peoples
and na~ions are entitled to freedom and equality and
to the right to determine 'their own destiny and way
of life.
63. 'The historic Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples represents,
in the view of my delegation, more than any other
resolution, a significant landmark in the progress of
the United Nations towards achieving this objective
of a peaceful world order based on respect for the
f:reedom and equality of all peoples. The very adoption
of the Declaration itself reflects changed circumstances on the world scene. The Declaration would
not have been thought out or adopted by the General
Assembly had it not been for the tremendous progress
already made in the process of decolonization in the
last two decades, as evidenced by the presence among
the Members of the United Nations of so many countries which only a few years ago were subject to
Western colonial tutelage.
64. It was largely the laborious efforts of these newly
independent countries, of which my country is vne,
motivated by their genuine and sincere desire to
bring a speedy and orderly end to the institution
and practice of colonialisIn, the evils of which they
and they alonE~ are in a position to speak about with
authority and conviction, that led to tht; adoption by
the General Assembly of resolution 1514 (XV).
,65. 'The admission of so many new Member States
to the United Nations dU:dng the last two years is
indeed a m'lnifestation of the irreversible course of
history in. the direction of freedom and emancipation
from foreign Gomination. While, no doubt, the prOcess
of history that was to usher in this new world order
of equal and independent States had taken shape in
the first half of this century, or even earlier, it must
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be said of the United Nations that the pronouncements
in the Charter on the equal rights of men and women
and the dignity pf the human person mus~ have constituted a source of inspiration and confidence to the
millions of subject peoples the world over encouraging them to step up their struggle for liberation.
Furthermore, the Charter has made the promotion of
the welfare and well-being of subject peoples a matter
Of international concern, and in this connexion has
placed specific obligations. upon those Member States
pot:sessing colonies to take steps to prepare their
subject peoples for a position of responsibility for
self-government.
66. The fact remains, however, that neither the
Charter nor the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples, contained in resolution 1514 (XV), has created a historical process. Rather their aim is to assist and
accelerate, in an orderly fashion and having in mind
the importance of a peaceful transformation, the
historical process already set in motion by the irrepressible urge of subject peoples for ell).ancipation
from bondage and for fre.·m, and libertY. Since the
process of decolonizat.L "iJ.as thus been placed on
an organized basis and under the constant review
and scrutiny of the United Nations and world public
opinion, it is to be hoped that the complete transformation of the old world order into a new era of
free and equal sovereign States can be achieved with
the minimum lof friction and violence and under conditions in which ther new independent States will be
slLfficiently prepared to assume the full responsibility
of maintaining. their sovereignty and national and
territorial integrity.
67. It is in the light of these considerations that my
delegation would examine' the question of the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV), which is the subject of our debate today. We are satisfied that the
terms of the resolution .are wholly in accord with
the general approach of my delegation to the problem
of decolonization. The I'E;'solution does not seek to
condemn the colonial Powers, for condemnation,
however justified in some cases, does not serve the
inter·':;·dt of the colonial peoples, nor does it serve
the cause of peaceful and orderly transformation.
But-and rightly so-the resolution focusses attention
on the' evils and dangers inherent in the institution
and practice of colonialism. It brings to light the
anachronism of colonialism the present-day world,
in which the ideals of liberty and equality have become an irresistible and ever-powerful driving force
of the course of history. And it points out that the
oontinuation of colonial domination is, not only opposed
to the Charter of the United Nati.:>ns, but constitutes
an impedbiient to the promotion of·,':vorId peace and

in

co-operation~

68. On the• more practio~al aspects, the draft resolution calls for the ending of colonialism in all its
forms and manife~tations, and it enjoins the authorities concerned· to take im~diate steps in Trust and
Non-Self-Governing Territories, and all other territories which have not yet attained independence, to
transfer all powers to the peoples conce,:rned. ConSistent, however, with the need for orderly transition
and for the handover of power in the most auspicious
circumstances possible, it is the considered opinion
of my delegation that the Declaration does not enVisage that all powers shall be transferred imme..
diately and forthwith. What is caned for is the taking
of immediate steps necessary for the final transfer

of power. All too often colonial Powers h~V, delayed
indenenden,ce on the fabricated grounds ~~ unprepareal1~~S: .on the part of the subject peop~es, while
nothing 'is done towards this pI'eparation, if i~~eed
the pooples concerned are as yet unprepared. Thus
alleged inadequacy of political, economic, social or
educational preparedness has all too often been used
as a pretext for delaying independence. This is a
deplorable attitude on the part of the colonial Powers,
and one which is directly opposed to their obligations
under the Charter to prepare their subject peoples
for the full assumption of responsibility for independence in the shortest possible time. My delega-'
tion deems it most· essential that all' Administering
Authorities of dependent territories carry out faithfully thei;r oq,ligations under the Charter and in compliance with j;;eneral Assembly resolution 1514 (XV),
eo that the I}eglect of their responsibilities will not
'be the liunentable cause of indefinite delays fOi'the
'fulfilment of the aspi.rations of their subject peoples
for independence. The unr..~ppy consequences ef such
neglect have been so familiar to us> all in the past,
year that it is not really necessary for me to use the
valuable ,time of the Assembly in discussing them at
any length at this juncture.
.,'
69. On the question of preparation, which in ourview
is the meat of the decolonization problem, my dele:'
gation takes note with some satisfaction of the assurances given by some colonial Powers of their
undertaking to prepare their colonial peoples and
territories for the exercise of full sovereignty without
undue delay. It is only within this framework of the
sensible and sympathetic handling of the decolonizatiO;:l problem that it will be possible to attain a cordial
and harmonious transfer of power which, instead of .
abruptly breaking: the ties between the colonial Power
and its'dependent Peoples in hate and vengeance, would
open a new vista of happy relati.ons and co-operation
between the~.as equal partners in the world commUnity of sov~Teign nations. 'rhe truth of this has been
proven in IE~PY cases during the past two decades.
The Commonwealth of Natiops whiQh grew out of. the
British :empire is a good example.
70. This Commonwealth is a growing andlivingcommunity. It grows as the British Empire shrinks. Since
th~ -adoption of General' Assembly resolution 1514:
(XV), Sierra Leone has aChieved its independence a:q.d
is now a Commonwealth member. Another British
administered territory in Africa, Tanganyika, is
scheduled'for independence on 9 December 1961-only
a few days from now-and it can be hoped that'the
United Nations will again welcome a new Member
during this session. The representative of the United
Kingdom has told the Assembly of the agreement
re~ched on the final stages of Uganda's constitu~ional
advance and that this Territory is' scheduled for 'independence in Oct~ber of next year. We have also
been told by the representative of the Unite<l Kingdom
of the constitutional progress. that has been made
in Kenya, Zanzibar, Gambi~\o=~yasaland, as wellal::S
in B.;ritish GUiana, the West Indiesand other territories. We are satisfied vlitli the assurances of the
United Kingdom that it wiit.'undertake further preparations in' these dependent }:erdtories for the early
assumption by thei='3op~~~ i60ncerned of fu'!l sovereignty.
'
\1.

71. In certain other areas, however, some colonlal
Powers continue to 1'esist and repress the yearning.
of their subject peoples to be·free. Various Jnaasures
are resorted to, including the use of fOli!.w, to deny
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these peoples their right of self-determination and
independence. This is a matter of grave concern to
my delegation. Such an obstinacy on the part of the
colonial Powers will inevitably lead to further violence and international frictions and threaten world
harmony and' peaqe. My delegation would strongly
urge these Powers, in the interest of the world community and in their own, to take full cognizance of
the aspirations of their subject peoples for independence, and accordingly take the necessary steps
to facilitate the early fulfilment of these aspirations.
Only in this way can the danger of hate and violence
be averted and independence achieved in a friendly
and harmonious atmosphere.

complete management of their affairs between now
and 1970.
75. Preparation is a central factor of extreme
importance in, the prope:r and orderly process of
decoloniz~tion.
E.qually important is the thorough
examination of the circumstances prevailing in each'
territory and of the special needs in regard to preparation, in order that specific lines of action as well
as time-tables for the various stages of constitutional development, including independence itself,
may be recommended regarding each individual territory.
76. The idea of a special committee, which is contained in the thirty-seven Power draft resolution
[A/L.366 and Add.1-3] is a sound OD.e in the view
of my delegation, and is exactly the machinery required to undertake the task of examination and
recommendation that I outlined a while earlier. My
delegation is therefore extremely ilappy to associate
itself fully with the draft resolution and to sponsor
it together with thirty-six other Asian-African delegations. The proposal contained in that draft resolution is a step in the right direction and I have no doubt
that it will meet with approval of the Assembly.

72. My delegation has not hesitated to stress the
need for adequate preparations. I must make it amply
clear, however, that it is not our wish that independehce he delayed. Nor is it our intention, as I have
stated earlier, to tolerate the delaying of independence
on the pretext of inadequacy of preparedness. I am
stressing the need for preparation because this apparentlyhas become a controversial issue. There are
some delegations here vrho have demanded the immediate liqUidation of co:tonialism. In this regard the
Soviet delegation, for instance, has submitted a draft
resolution [A/L.355] in which the Assembly:

77. In conclusion, I would like to say a few words
on the draft resolution [A/L.354] submitted by the
Netherlands delegation, concerning the question of
West Irian or West New Guinea. My delegation has
carefully listened to the statements made by both the
Netherlands and the Indonesian delegations and has
pondered over these statements in the light of our
knowledge of the facts about the problem. It is a matter for deep regret as well as concern that this problem has continued to persist and has torn apart the
two countries concerned, both of which have friendly
ties with the Federation of Malaya. Being an immediate and friendly neighbour of Indonesia, the
Federation of Malaya is naturally anxious to see an
early settlement of this problem. We are anxious in
the true sense of the word, because the continuation
of the proble~ not only impedes the restoration of
relations between the Netherlands and Indonesia, but
more than that, it means the continued threat of armed
conflict in the area, a conflict which might pose a
serious threat to peace in South Eae::t Asia as well
as in the whole world. My delegation therefore views
the West Irian question as an urgent problem which
requires a speedy solution.

"Declares that the final and uncnnditional liquidation of colonialism in all its forms and manifestations must be implemented not later than the end
C)f 1962".
73. Representing a country which for nearly a century had been under the yoke of foreign domination
and which only four years ago recovered its independence, my delegation can honestly say that it
yields to none in wishing for the speedy abolition of
colonialism in all its forms and manifestations. But
we wish to approach the problem in more serious
and realistic manner. We are not against target dates
as such, but any unrealistic and unreasonably early
target date, such as that proposed by the Soviet draft
resolution, to be applied to all-I say, all-dependent
territories, without regard to the level of advancement and degree of preparation ill the respective
territories, is f:r:aught with dangers. A number of
territories are indeed ready for independence even
before the end of 1962, but many others may require
more tim&. !f independence is granted to all territori~!3 ilot yet independent by the end of 1962 or 1963
or 1964, without a thorough prior examination of the
particula~ circumstances obtaining !n each individual
territory, my delegation fears that not a few of these
territories wUlbe exposed to various difficulties and
dangers which might even Jeopardize their newly
won ind~pendence and sovereignty.

a

74.. Targ13t dates may bl~ ~cceptable, but only if they
are fiXed exclusively for' one particular territory or
group of territol'ies with a common background and
problem; and afte:!i' a. thorough examination of the
specili'.l circulhstances obtaining there, having due
r-ega1"d to the need for preparations and the wishes
i~f the people concer'ned, The necessity'for preparation
is nowhere better stressed than in the Nigerian draft
. '1:\1;~olution fA/L.3M'l which~\vhile proclaiming that all
(~ol(J\11al, dependent a;:t,d Non...Self-Governing Territo:ri~)s and pe()p]es in Africa shaH attain independeuce
J;;rI'Jp before, and not latB.l' than 1 DeceIL\ber 1970, procla,hrls tha:t ~mmediate find. urgent steps should be
tl'l.,ken in' these te~r:ritaries to prepare, and I repeat,
to prepare th~ peoples of tho~e territories for the

.

78. After examining all the facts relating to this
question and the statements made in this Assembly,
my delegation is fully convinced that attempts at the
solution of this problem will be neither realistic nor
fruitful unless they are made in full recognition of
the fact that the West Irian question is a source of
dispute between the Netherlands and Indonesia, antI
that the solution must entail an agreem,~nt between
the two countrries concerned. This Assembly cannot
impose 'a solution which, while favoured by one side,
is categorically opposed by the other. In his statements to the General Assembly the Foreign Minister
of Indonesia strongly opposed the line of action proposed py the Netherlands Government in the draft
resolution. In dew of this, my delegation does nbt
see how this draft resolution, even if it is adopted
by the Assembly, can solve the problem. If anything,
it would only worsen the situation and would render
even more difficult the attainment of a true and
mutually acceptable solution. Such a solution is urgently reqUired and, in our view, can be obtaine4
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only through willing and earnest negotiations between
the parties concerned. The position of my delegation
on the Netherlands draft resolution will be governed
by the considerations which I have just outlir.ed.
Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair.

79. Mr. GARCIA INCHAUSTEGUI (Cuba) (translated
from Spanish): The Republic of Cuba, with its 114,500
square kilometre$ and a population of 6,600,000, has
had experiences which are relevant to the topic of our
discussion. There, scarcely sixty-three years ago,
the last stronghold in this hemisphere of the oncepowerful Spanish colonial empire was wiped out.
There, on 1 January 1959, with the triumph of our
revolution, the North American imperialist colossus
suffered a major reverse.
80. In other words, Cuba witnessed the death struggle of one powerful empire, and Cuba has set in
motion the process of the decline of another. It WB.S
in our country that the colonialism of the old European Powers was defeated, and there too the North
American neo-colonialism which succeeded it met
with defeat. All this has happened in sixty-three
years of history, during which the heroic bravery
of our people has inflicted crushing defeats on two
powerful empires,
81. Four centuries of Spanish colonialist rule and
eighty years of struggle to overthrow it, sixty-one
years of Yankee neo-colonialist rule and sixty-one
years of struggle against it, have given our people
the motivation and the determination which enabled
them to triumph on 1 January 1959 and 19 Apri11961
and which will enable them victoriously to repeat
those glorious actions whenever the tentacles of
North American colonialist imperialism threaten
the independence of our country.
82. Tha struggles of peoples for their independence
have always been heroic, and they will have our sympathy and the support of our people wherever they
occur. In paragraph. 7 of the Declaration of Havana,
the National General Assembly of the people of Cuba
proclaimed, and I quote: '.
.
<

\

itThe duty of oppressed and exploited nations to
fight for their liberation; the duty of every people
to support all those peoples who are the victims
of oppression, colonization,· exploitation or aggression, in whatever part of the world they may be
and whatever the geographical distance separating
them. All the peoples of the world are brothers!"
Paragraph 6 of the same' Declaration reads as follows:
"The National General Assembly of the people
of Cuba, in short, condemns the exploitation of man
by man and the exploitation of the under-developed
countries by imperialist financial capital".
83. Our people, like other sister peoplsl3 of Latin
America, have known a freedom fitted out with a
national .anthem and a flag but saddled with a puppet government and control by foreign imperialist
monopolies of all natural resources and of trade.
We are familiar with "technical assistance" and
"loans" intended not for the development of our wealth
in the inter~st,s of our people but for the advancement
of foreign financial exploitatiGn and the firmer riveting of our chains. When the imperialists invested
money in 'a road, a railway or a power line, they did
so f':,".' the sole purpose of ensuring the easier exploitation of our natural resources .for. their own
benefit. It was no ancident that they converted the
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majority of our nations into sources of cheap raw
materials and importers of all the consumer goods
produced in the empire. A people which is not the
master of its own economy or of its own national
resources cannot be said to be fully in4~pendent.
We say this because although political ind~pendence
is an important step, it is illusory if the new state
does not' have control over its own natural resources
and its economy.
84. It must be stated here that the colonialists have
resorted to subtle methods of exploitation, methods
whose subtlety makes them all the more dangerous.
Thus, the old-fashioned, traditional colonialism has
been succeeded by neo-colonialism. Forl.ding a new
Holy Alliance, the great international financial interestsare unleashing war in Algeria, in Angola, in
the Congo; they murder or imprison the ablest leaders; they laUnch campaigns of defamation against the
independent Governments of Africa, Asia and Latin
America through their so-c;llled international news
agencies, which might well be called intei'nation~llie
agencies. When any . of those companies see r;b.eir
shadowy interests threatened, they provoke a coup
d'~tat or a civil war, and if the mercenaries which
they have in their service throughout the world are
not sufficient, they have recourse to the> regular
armed forces of their own Government. They substitute one servant for another, sending the naval
units of their own country to other shores ~ ::mpose
there a curious form of self-determination, or rather
their own idea of self-determination.
85. No wonder that a member of the Government 0'(
one Of those colonialist Powers declared on one occasion, "What is good for General Motors is good
for the United States". Of course, whaf is good for
General Motors, United Fruit and Union Mini~re is
not so good for the peoples whom those companies
enslave and rob. Furthermore, what power do the
Governments of the colonial Powers have to restrain
the aggression set in motion by those interests. Unfortunately they have no such power, for those Gov~
ernments are where they are with the consent of the
companies, of the financial interests in question,
and they are very careful not to interfere with the
interests of those to whom they owe their existence.
That is why certain conflicts become insoluble; that
is why murders' are committed and genocide is perpetrated against the peoples who are struggling for ,
taeir independence in America, in Africa and in Asia;
that is why the killing is callously allowed to continue; that is why all the countries which have colonies
belong to the same military alliance.
86. Colonialism, then, in its various disguises, will
always be condemned by us. It is an archaic form of
exploitation of man by man incompatible with the
economic, technical and social clevelopment which
has been and is taking place in s6me societies where
the people have won power and with it control over
their sources of wealth and their own destiny.
87. Although the peoples have made important advances in the struggle against colonialism and neocolonialism, there are many territories and countless
human beings stiU-subject to those evils.
88. The dramatic '3truggle of the people of Algeria:
their will to be fre-d or die, is a challenge tocivilization. How long are we going to stand with arms
foldod while genocide is being committed against a
people fighting tor self-deter.mination at the price
of the blood of its own sons? Can the waging of such
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an unjust war do honour to any Governme~nt? Is it
necessary to give better reasons for independence
than those which the people, of Algeria are giving
with their courage, their heroism and their firm
determination to be free? )i
89. In Angola a war of extermination is being waged

against a people whose only crime is that they too
love independence and are willing to pay for it with
their lives. .
90. In the Congo a mining e!lterprise with great

international influence maintains a well-eqUipped
army of mercenaries and wages war in an effort to
preserve f.or the neo-colonialism which it represents
an important area rich in natural resources belonging
to the new State. Neo-colonialism will tIj('aiRll
costs, even at the price of the peace and·unity\~i th~'
State, to hold on to areas which have tempting nJtural
resources. A war which is caused by the presence
of a powerful army of mercenaries with major resources at its disposal cannot properly be called a
civil war; it is naked colonialist agression. The great
international financial 'I interests which instigated the
murder of the patriot Patrice Lumumba are :hus the
saine interests which are again unleashing violence
. in the Congo
91. We recognize the sovereignty of the Republic of
Indonesia over West Irian. It is a trick to try to disrupt the territorial integrity of newly independent
States by retaining colonial or neoc>colonial dominion
over important parts of their ~rritory. There is a
deman\~ for self-determination for an integral part
of the. ter-ritory of Indonesia, but did not all the people
of Indonesia, including West Irian, achieve selfdetermination when they won their independence?
The independence of Kenya, Northern and Southern
Rhodesia, Nyasaland and other African territories
""
must also be guaranteed, and the aggression
against
tl1e people of Oman, who are attaining their independence, must be stopped.
92. It is essential to terminate the evil administration exercised by a racist Government over South
West Africa, to prepare for that country's independence
and to stop the intolerable policy of apartheid practised iD that country and in the administering State.
93. There must be an end to the imperialist aggression against the People's Repu'blic of China and to
United States military intervent.\on in Formosa and
"
South Viet-Nam. .
94. In Latin Amerioa, the colonialism of the old
European Powers and the neo-colonialism of the
United States must be halted.. We hope that the dreams
of the f~ders of Latin America will very soon become a "h..-a1ity, and that f!'om Tierra del Fuego to
the Rio Bravo no flags will fly but those of indepe~~dent
States. Independence must'be granted to the remai.ning
coloniestiil our hemisphere; the territories illegally
snatched away from (the sovereignty of -the Latin
American republics must be evacuated.
95. The threat of a landing of United States regular
forces on the territory of the Dominican Republi~
constitutes aggression against the Dominican people
and an attempt by the United States to maintain intact
the Trujillo dictatorship. Trujillo was the product
of United States military occupation and was an effective collaborator of" democr&.cy"; he was, in fact,
a true American-style "democrat". Balaguer was
imposed on the Dominican people by TrujUlo, and
the United States, though claiming not to have friendly

J
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relations wUh his regime, argued that Balaguer had
to be defended against those who put him in power
and accordingly dispatch~d aircraft, warships and
aircraft carriers. Balaguer threatened his people
with fore~gn intervention,· and thus, with the help of
the United States marines, another "deMocracy" is
to be saved for Western civili~ation.
96. IUs infuriating that after the murder of thousands
of Latin Americans by the marines ove~ fifty years
of continual intervention, and at the very time when
the General Assembly is studying the means of abolishing colonialism, United States ships should be
sa~ling the Caribbean, threatening the Hpeople of the
region. The Dominican people and all the peoples of
Latin America condemn this new· aggresEJion.
97. The f~volutionary Government of Cuba, foHowing in the tradition of SimOn Bol{var, Jos~ Mart! anci
Benito Jua..fez, has requested an urgent meeting of
the Security Council in order to take up the question
of the Yankee intervention at Santo Domingo. The
Security Council must condemn and halt this intervention, which is, moreover, in defence of the Trujillo
tyranny and in opposition to the national liberation
movement in the Dominican Republic. The firmness
with which the Security Council acts at this time
will determine whether or not thi.s intervention, which
we denouce as a preliminary stepto the action being
prepared against Cuba, will turn into a grave internation!tl conflict.
98. Puerto Rico is an outpost of Yankee colonialism
in Latin America. The struggles of thE) Puerto Rican
people for independence have a historical parallel
with the struggles of the Cuban people. The year
1868 marked the beginning in Puerto Rico and in Cuba
of the wars of independence. The Cuban Revolutionary
Party, founded by Jos~ Martr, called for the independence of both Cuba and Puerto Rico.
,
99. The United States made Puerto Rico a so-called
Commonwealth in order to obviate the status of Nop.Self-Governing Territory and thus avoid the need to
submit information as an administering State, and
even more the need to prepare Puerto Rico for independence. One does not have to be ?- student of international law to know that this PQJ!ipous title disguises
the most shameless coloniali~m. Full sovereignty is
the sine gua non of independelllt statehood, and there
is not the slightest shade of :sovereignty in Puerto
Rico. Not only is there a foreigh army of occupation";'
the United States Army, whif.:h has more than ten
military bases, including art atomic base, in this
small territory-but the colonialist imperialism of
the United States goes further and with its powerful
resources subjects the country to an inhuman process
of denationalization. Puerto R~co, like Cuba and other
Latin American countries, was enriched by the contributions of two cultures-the Spanish and Negro
cultures. Our peoples are proud of this mixture.
. 100. No distinctions are made by our peoples between
i' persons of different races. With us there are only
human beings, whatever the colour of their skin. "A
man is more than black or white", said J os~ Martr.
But how fairly can anempire which practir,es aparth~id
within its own borders\\ govern a nati~~ like Puerto
Rico? The answer is clear. Even here'~in New York
we see where the Puerto Ricans live,1 under what
conditions they work, ~nd what oppol1,l:unities )they
have. In Puerto Rico, the denationaliz(ition process
has even included the imposition of a lang~~ge alien
to Spanish. Only its patriotism and national traditionS
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101. The ~ssertions by the United States colonialists
about self-determination in Puerto Rico are certainly
some kind of a joke, for how can there possibly be
elections in a country occupied by foreign military
forces to ascertain whether the forces are there
legally or not? Why is Pedro Albizu Campos-a pa'c triot, a nationalist,a lawyer graduated from Harvard
-still a prisoner incommunicado despf.te the fact that
he is more than seventy years old? Why are his wife
and his lawyer not allowed to communicate with him?
Pedro Albizu Campos, an old man, is-as the Yankees
know-a Latin American .symbol, and by his very
presence he tells us Latin Americans and the world,
"Yankees, hands off Puerto Rico".,
102. United States imperialism is not only turning Puerto Dico into a colony but is also exporting
colonialism from Puerto Rico to the rest of Latin
America. It recently appointed Mr. Moscoso, a traitor
to the country of bj~ birth, to dh"ect the Alliance for
Progress. No gI""eater "'isregard for Latin American
sensibilities could be shown than by channelling economic assistance through -a colonialist. There is ~vi
dence that the United States is trying to extend its
Puerto Rican experiments to other Latin American
countries. Mr. Muiioz, who is the Govern,or thanks
to the, foreign intervention in his country. embodies
the collaborationi!3t spirit of our continent's puppet
lloliticians. The Cuban delegation c211s for the application of resolution 1514 (XV) to Puerto Rico, a. country which has not yet attained its independence.
103. We do not share the misgivings of some that
the question of colonialism may become a cold war
issue, because that is one fif the very excuses the
colonialists will offer for delaying the independence
of the territories under their rule.
104. There can be only two positions on the question
of colonialism: the position of being for or the position of being against the independence and sovereignty
of peoples. The cold war has nothing to do with a
struggle that is between the people and those wh.:>
enslave them, and if the colonial Powers at any time
find that cold war problems arise, let them qUickly
give up their colonial power and not put these problems forward as arguments.
105. We likewise do not share the view that there
must be an apprenticeship for independence. The
colonial Powers have always made excuses for holding their colonies. in slavery by saying that the
colonies are not r.,~y for independenoo. Full independence is the I:ltar/ting point for development in any
society, antl it is :inadmissible that some societies
should be independent ~nd others not. We do not believe that there are any semi-independent societies,
whatever pompous..~'phraseology may Qe used, for
independence has no middle way: it either is or is
not. We also disapprove of long-term procedures
for the granting of independence. The existence of
colonialism is incompatible with the United Nations
to peace.
Charter and constitutes
a serious threat
"
,
106. Lastly, we -believe that the 'eradication of colonialism m.ust also entail the abolition of military
bases on foreign territory. Most of these bases are
the result of colonialist or mo-colonialist imposition,
partiCUlarly the bases of the great Powers established
in slllall States. The presence of military forces of
the great Powers in small States compromises and

threatens the independence of those States. These
are not bases fij'f the defence of t'le metroIi~litan
country but for offence against the States in which
they have been established and against the small
neighbouring nations•.. The existence of foreign military bases is a sign of colonial power. Our country
suffers from and repudiates the presence of United
States troops at the Guantanamo naval base, and we
shall voice this repudiation through all legal means
:., and at every opportunity. We do so onc:e again now.
:107. It is with satisfaction ·.that we note the recfognition which our people's rights were given by the
cour~tries represented at Belgrade::El
"They also acknowledge that the North American
military base at Guantanamo; Cuba, to the permanence of which the Government and the people
of Cupa have expressed their opposition, affects
the sovereignty and territQrial integrity of that
country."
108. The Guanta.:'J.~mo base is a threat to the,inde-pendence of Cuba and to the independellce of the Latin
American eountries generally. At this base the mercenary forces secretly maintained by the. United
States and its agents in the Caribbean are doncentrated and drilled. It is from here that the aircraft,
aircraft 9~cri~~ and warships are dispa~ched when
pressurel is to ~ exerted on some country in the
hemisp~~re. It iS~ here that saboteurs and assassins
serving \,,!mperialism are trained, and here too that
human beings have been harassed, tortured and m~..
dered. The resolution which we adopt on this subject
should refer clearly to the eradication of all military
bases on foreign territory.
)/
109. Before concluding, we wish to state before this'
Assembly our complaint concerning the' aggressive
plaJ;ls of United States colonialism o-gainst our'country, the preparations for which are being carried out
at this, very moment. in the various United States
bas~s tU the Caribbean and in the bases situated in
territories of United States neo-colonialism in the
region.
()

"

110. As a small cC\untry with 21. long tradition of
anti-colenialist I,3truggle, as 0 coiimtry which is ever
on guard againit the grave threats of 'United States
imperialism, ail~ a country which is not compromised
by military pacts and which is devot~d to peace and
the progress of nations, we sincerely hope that resQtm
lution 1514 (XV) and the resolutions adopted to ensure
its application will achieve ~he aim for which they
were adopted and that colonialism will very soon
become an evil of the past wpich history will record
only in tribute'.., to those w~ fought and died for its
abolition.. If this is brou~1about, we shall by virtue
of this.achievement alone ha,lc ju~tified the existence .
of our Organization in the eY~~future generati~ns.
111. Mr. COMAY (Israel): The most thrillingevent
of our age is that the great colonial empires built ~lP'
over five centuries are being liquidated within, V,po
or three decaQes. It is true that this process is B,till
incomplete, and that fierce battles fur ~reedom.·engage
the attention of our Organiz~atiQn, p-articularly in
Africa. Bat it remains a fact that sitioothe8@90nd'
World War hundreds of millions of subject' people
have attained political independence, our f\\ags now
flutter in front of this building amongst those of other
//

y Belgrade Conference. 1961 (published by the Review of Inter;'
,national Affairs, \~elgrade) No. 5, p. 22.~ ,
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sovereign Member States, and our spokesmensithere
on equal terms with those of older countries.
112. There is no need'for us at this stage to recount
the long history of suffering caused by the colonial
system. The pages of that 6l'a are stained with oppression and with exploitation. But in our own lifetime a revolution has taken place in human thought,
and much that was taken for granted before has become intolerable today. As a result, foreign rule has
in many cases ended without bloodshed or chaos, and
the transfer of power has taken place in an agreed
and orderly manner, as we hope will happen very
soon with all the remaining Non-Self-Governing Terl'itories. It is only fair to note that the contemporary
policies of the two major colonial Powers, the United
Kingdom and France, are based on a desire to bring
their dependent territories to self-rule. It is indeed
both sides that gain their freedom from colonialism,
a system not only morally wrong but also out of date.
Through withdrawal by consent, a colonial Power
sheds the burdens, the vexations and the odium which
in the world of today attend the rule of one people
by another; and by the manner of its departure, it
may hope to retain as its friends those who have been
its subjects. After they are independent, it is the
prerogative of new States to maintain of their own
free will an association with the former metropolitan
country, on a basis of equality, respect and mutual
advantage.
113. In this connexion, the Netherlands proposal
regarding New Guinea afipears to my delegation to
be entirely within the letter and spirit of the Charter
and of resolution 1514 (XV) adopt.ed at the last session
of the Assembly. How can one fail to commend a plan
to transfer sovereignty' to the inhabitants of a territory with the direct help of the United Nations, leaving
it to the people concerned to decide their own future
after they have become independent?
114~ In the' Memorandum [A/4954] circulated by the
Netherlands delegation on 4 November 1961, we were
struck by the statement that "the Netherlands wishes
irrevocably to terminate its history as a colonial
Power". Several centuries ago their sea captains and
merchants spread Dutch influence, across the seas to
distant lands, and their small country in the northwestern corner. of Europe became a centre of wealth,
power and culture. Writing the last sentence in this
imperial chapter will only enhance the true .greatness
of a people whose creative genius, whose energy' and
skill, and whose love of Uberty and tolerance have
earned gene:ral admiration.
115. The principle:of national independence is
one which touches the deepest sentiments and the
most venerable memories of the people of Israel.
Thousands of years ago we were struggling for our
independence against the great colonial empires of
the ancient world. Time after time their marching
armies trampled our freedom into the dust. Time
after time the standard of revolt was raised again,
for a people can never be finally conquered as long
as the love of freedom remains alive in their hearts.
~he events recorded in the Old Testament were the
,.listoric background to Israel's renewed independence
in 1948, after a bitter and painful' struggle against
the Mandatory Power and against invading Arab
armies.
116. To our regret certain Arab spokesmen have
tried to exploit this debate for anti-Israel propag~nda
purposes. ln order to save the time of the Assembly,

t.

my delegation has refrained from exercising a right
of reply in each case, and I shall confine myself here i
to a few general comments. The main theme in this
attack is that Israel is in some way associated with
colonialism. This is a stale and frivolous assertion, .
used in the mistaken belief that it may influence'
Israel's friends in Asia and Africa. I would r~~peat
the reaction of the Foreign Minister of Israel wheu. :
the same 'dharges were made in the general debaw :
at the fifteenth session of the Assembly. She said:
t;)

•

"We know that this is nonsense. The Arabs know
that it is nonsense and, what is more -important,
the Africans themselves know tha.; it is nonsense.
The leaders of African countries are not to be
frightened by meaningless slogans. They can be
relied upon to judge their relations with other countries by the behaviour of those other countries
towards, them, and not by propaganda speeches in
New York." [907th meeting, para. 87.]
117. One 'of the speeches we have heard this evening
was that of the representative of Jordan, who, in the
course of a very curious historical lecture, discovered that the rise of the Stare of Israel was connected
with two world wars. I do not recollect that there
were any independent Arab States on the map before
the Ottoman Empire was' defeated by the Allied Powers
in the FirstVv"orld W\~r, and more Arab States came
to birth in the wake of the Second World War. I am
not aware that anyone has questioned the legitimacy
of any of these States because of that. At any rate,
I am a little surprised to hear such arguments from
the representative of a Kingdom set up by the United
Kingdom as part of a post-war settlement. Israel
was truly born on the battlefield. That was in 1948,
when the armies of the surrounding countries tried
to crush ·our State by military aggression.

'
'
.
,
,
'
.

118. Zionism sprang up as the national liberation
movement, in modern times, of a small people who
have re-established their independence in their ancient
homeland, where their ancestors dwelt as free ~en •
two thousand years before the first Arab invasion of ' .
the country. We are ready to live with our neighbours:
in peaceful co-operation, and to build up our region '
together for the good of all its peoples. That is the,
sum total of what we seek from any other State, near
or far.
119. My delegation regards with profound emotion,
the call in resolution 1514 (XV) to end "all practices'
of segregation and discrimination". Down the centuries, our people have been classic victims of these '
practices and we have survived many dark and bloody
episodes, reaching their climax in our own lifetime
in the Nazi design to procure what they called a "final'
solution" to the Jewish problem-a solution by genocide and the extermination of a whole people. We
passionately reject all concepts of superior or inferior races, of determining a-man's status insociety ,
by the shape of his features or the colour of his skin. '
We note with satisfaction that the Economic and Social'
Council has subillitted to the Assembly a draft reSD- '
lution on this matter [see A/4886] 'and that another
draft resoluti.on has been put before the Fourth Com- .
mittee [A/C.4/L.709] roundly condemning racial discrimination in Non-Self-Governing Territories.
120. While no nation can easily forget the. tragedies
of the past, the important thing is to builq the future.
Like all the other newly-emergent States, Israel too
has' found that the proclamation of independence is
only a beginning and not an end. We hope tha.., in the
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spirit of the draft resolution [A/L.357] submitted by
Nigeria, the present decade will see the end of all
remaining foreign rule in Africa. As African leaders
take over the responsibilitrJ for guidiilg the destinies
of their own coun,tries, they ask themselves the ques..
tion which all of us who already sit h(i:}re as newlyliberated States have asked, and that is: "After colonialism, what?" It is indeed a perplexing world into
which we are born-a world 'in which human genius
can reach to the moon E:.nd the stars but threatens to
destroy life on this planet-a world in which some
peoples enjoy an, abundance undreamt-of till now,
while other peoples remain sunk in backwardness
and poverty. While beset with pressures from without, the national leaders of our new countries must
tackle the most formidable problems within oui' own
borders. We are required at one and the same time
to provide our peoples with political stability, civil
liberties, an efficient administration, defence forces,
agrarian reform, industrial development, rechnical
training, health services, education, housing, transport and even drinking water. No new State has ~t
its command the capital resources or the range of
skills such a programme entails; and this applies to
many older countries as well, as is evident from the
imaginative Alliance fOl" Progress which the United
'States and the Latin American Republics have recently
endorsed.
121. There is an overwhelming and urgent need for
the haves and the have~nots to sha,re resources, in
a spirit of enlightened self-interest, and with the
realization that our world has become one and i,ndivisible.
122. Though the main burden of aid must fall on the
advanced industrial nations, the obligation does not
rest on them alone. Smaller and poorer countries
can do much to help each other. In the thirteen years
of its own independence, Israel has learned that It
is with a feeling Qf pride and satisfaction that we
are able to share with others the experience in nationbUilding we have gained, and the skills and co-operative techniques that we hav~ developed. We .now have
ties of economic and technical co-operation with
~any .other countrie s. These ties find expression in
~any ways: joint enterprises in construction, water
development and shipping, the setting up of co-operative farm villages, the improvement of health facilities, youth organizations~ the labour movement and
other fields in which Israel's unorthodox pioneering
methods attract the attention of countries grappling
with similar problems. We have many hundreds of
experts who work in these countries, and about a
thousand trainees a year from them. It is OU1' firm
belief that peaceful and constructive co-operation
of ;;his sort is the soundest basis for friendship batween our peoples. African and Asian leaders know
very well that practi()al on-the-spot assistance in
nation-building is more important to countries emerging from colonialism, than empty verbal professions
of brotherhood.
123. My Government and people wholeheartedly support the liquidation of colonialism everywhere, and in
all its different forms. Our views on certain specific
situations .have already been clearly stated at this
Assembly, and need not be repeated here. Wherever
independence has not yet been attained, it must be
speeded up. But political independence in itself is
not enough. It will remain an empty shell unless it
brings With it economic development, social progress,
and a better life for the citizens of the new State.
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The hunger, disease and ignorance in whach most of
the human race still lives, are not cured by independence alone. They constitute an historic wrong
which can be remedied only by bold and m.assive
aid, not as charity, but because we are all members
of the same human family.
124. The PRESIDENT ·(translated from French):
I call upon the representative of Portugal, whowishes
to exercise his right of reply.
125. Mr. DE MIRANDA (Portugal>: I thank the Pres!dent for allowing me to' speak tonight and I promise
to be very brief. Once again I have to take the floor
at the Assembly to set .right what the Indian representative has distorted in respect of my country. The
Indian representative, in his speech of yesterday,
questioned the overseas policy of Portugal and wound
up by saying:
"But if they are part of Portugal then they ought
to have the civic rights and all the equalities that
go with that status". [1058th meeting, para. 149.]
126. This is the first distortion perpetrated by the
Indian representative. If he kilows so little about
Portugues~ life, he must learn mq;re about it. ::A:eanwhile I may inform him that. I, ai Goan, and my ancestors for many generations past, have been full
Portuguese citizeus, enjoying full equality of status
withothe,r Portuguese citizens born in European
Portugal. For the same reason, we Goans enjoy
the same independence as the citizens of European
PortugaL
127". But, according to Indian propaganda, independenue for Goans means annexation to the Indian Union,
eve::. .though the Indian Prime Minister has him~eif
admH;ted· that we Goans have a different culture. And
be it noted that this annexation is not made to depend
on the will of the Goan people, for, as we stated in
this Assembly {1025th meeting] and proved with ir...
refutable evidence in the Fourth Committee, the
Indian Prime Minister himself declared on 6 September 1955, that the Portuguese must qUit Goa,
even if the Goans want them there. Even if the Goans
want the(m there-that is what the Indian Prime Minister said,'\ ~/nd I repeat it.,
'
.128. ThE', Indian representative f'Jaid in his speech
yesterday that the "re~resentative of Portugal had
challenged some of the statements made by our Prime
Minister•.." [1058th meeting, par,a. 151]. This is
another inexactitude. We did 'not challenge any of the
statements made by the Indian Prime' Minister.. We
quoted them, only to deplore them. Who challenged
us to demonstrate the authenticity of those statements? It was the Indian representative in the Fourth
Committee. We took up the challenge and demonstrated their authenticity in a manner which should
leave no doubt in anl honest mind.
129. But today wo need not go furthe':r than the text
of the speech made yesterday by the Indian reprel'"
sentative to corroborate the Machiavellian intentions
of th~ Indian Union. The1ndian representative said:
"And therefore if aggression continues for ever,
if our peopl~ are subjected to being shot in cold
blood, if there is no civil liberty and if the peace
and security of our land on the one hand and of
the world as a whole is being endangered by the
continuance of conflicts on our territory, no Qne
has the right-not under the Charter of 'the United
Nations-and there' is no law of morality; no law
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of political ethics, no law ofinternatiQnal ~haviour,
to prevent a sovereign land l~' ~ ours seeking to
complete th~ liberation of ou~, 'I entire country."
\"
[Ibid.]
((
130. In this brlef paragraph there are almost as
many inexactitudes as there are words. What is the
Indian reprasentative trying to insinuate? That Goans
are Indian people? Ethnically, perhaps; but juridically, culturally and politically, no. Or does the Indian
representative wish to insin~ate that tiny Goa commits aggression against the vast Indian Union and
endangers the security of the Indian Union and
of the world? Only an imagination running riot or
an utterly irresponsible person could venture to
make this suggestion. What interest and what advantage can little Goa have in inviting upon it the wrath
of the mighty Indian Union? Is it not a fact that Portugal has offered and has always been ready to negotiate
with the Indian Union on problems arising from geographical contiguity? But the Indian Union does not
wish 'to negotiate, because it wishes to annex Coa,
in the name of a political unity ef geographical India
which existed 'only in myth but never in history and
which today is imp()ssible, owing to the existence, in
geographical India of other territories which are as
sovereign and independent 2S the Indian Union itself.
131. The Indian representativ~ further said:
"We have for l·:>ng tried to negotiate, maintained
our missions in Lisbon, negotiated with these peopIe." [Ibid., para. 153..]
Here is yet another distortion by the indian representative. What has the Indian Union tried to negotiate?
The Indian Union only insisted that Goa should be
handed ovel' to it. Is this dictation called negotiation
in the Indian dictionary? When Portugal refused to
~():N to this dictation, the Indian Govermpent closed
down its Legation in Lisbon and eventually asked
Portugal to close down its Legation in New Delhi.
Portugal sought to negotiate wi,th, a view to good neighbourliness, while the Indian ,;., 'n would not hear of
anything except annexation ofr
132. After referring to the t,
. .;~ the World Court,
the Indian representative S"",,,._. "We have always
observed tb,e qharter and the law of nations" [ibid.].
How well the Indian Union does this may be seen from
its bloody agression and usurpation of the Portuguese
enclaves of Dadra and Nagar Aveli and its unilateral
declaration of annexation of those enclaves, in spite
of the Judgement. of the International CQurt of Justice
.recognizing Portugal's sovereignty over the territories and its right of access .~o them. .iI
133. neverting to the question of the use of force
against Goa, the Indian i''epresentative said:
"But ~Nhen a time comes and aggression continues
in such a way"-what aggression and which way?
So far, aggression has come from the Indian side""';
when thousands and thousands of People are subjected to this situation"-what situation? Goa lives
in peace-"when our public opinion CZ:-d no'lonf,?;er
brook having their own brothers slaughtered"-obviously by terrorists who ittfiltrate into Goa from
the Indian Union and who have already killed sev...
eral Goans, now cynically called brothers by the
Indian representative-"when the territory becomes
also an arena of international intrigue"-this sup-

--

11 Case concerz:dng Right of Passage over Indian Territory (Merits),
Judgement of 12 April 1960j'I.C.J. Reports 1960; p. 6.
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position is as vague as it is mischievous-"then,
as a sovereign country, we retain our right to take
whatever action we please, subject to the law of
nations." [Ibid., para, 154.]
134. The Indian representative has stated himsel~
that Goa is a part of the unfinished business of the
Indian Union and that the· Indian people are impatient.
I need not add anything: more about the real nature
of the so-called "case 6f Goa". It is a case of Indi,an
impel1ialism which has already claimed several victims and has been for some years casting covetous
glances at the Portuguese State in India, which has
existed for 450 years as an integral part of Portugal.
135. The Indian representative talks rather glibly
about. using force against Goa, because Goa is small
and weak. But he dare not talk of using force to recover what New Delhi claims to be Indian Territory
occupied .by a stronger ueighbouring Power. Even
today, newspapers have something to say about this.
136. I wished to speak mostly about Goa, but, with
the President's permission, I shall add a few words
about Angola. I need not say much since this matter
is on the agenda of the Ass~mbly.
137. The Indian representative has referred to cruelty and murder in Angola. I take it that he meant the
cruelty and murder perpetrated by the terrorists. If
not, I must ask him to revise his code of morals.
138. The PRESIDENT (t:r;anslated from French):
I call upon the representatiye of t~e United States,
who wishes to exercise hi~ right of reply.
139. Mr. BINGl'lAM (United States of America):
I rise to reply briefly to some of the comments made
by the representative of Cuba. r regret having to do
so at this late hour and to impose upon delegations
because the fact is, that most of what the representative ,had. to say had nothing to do with the subject
matt~r before us. Nevertheless, certain of his comments call for a brief reply.
140•. It is interesting that he referred to the Cuban
Revolution against the Spanish Empire in 1898, without referring to the enormous role played by the
United States in that Revolution. He referled to fantastic charges of armed intervention by the United
Sta~s against the Dominican Republic. Thesecllarges
will be dealt with tomorrow in the SecurY."yCc.luncil.
At this time I may only ask the question: W'!10 s.\l6aks
for the Dominican Republic-the GovernrJdnt oJ that
Republic or the Government of Cub2.?
141. The representative of Cuba dealt at some length
with the situation in Puerto Rico, and this, too, was
not within the scope of the matter being discussed
by the Assembly at this time. In 1953 the General
Assembly decided, in its resolution 748 (VID), that
the people of Puerto Rico had freely chosen a Commonwealth status in free association with the United
States, and that Puerto Rico was, therefore, fully
self-governing. It is the case now, as it was then,
that if 10 per cent of the electorate in Puerto Rico
wish to request a change in that status, they are free'
to do so and a plebiscite will be held.
142. It might be mentioned that there is an Independence Party in Puerto Rico-not the same group
for which the representative of Cuba speaks, but an
Independence Party devoted to pursuing its claims
within the scope of the democratic, free electoral
system which prevails in Puerto Rico. And it is of
interest to note that, in the last three elections,~e
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vote· for that Independence Party in Puerto Rico has
bee/ft going steadily down. In 1952 it succe~'~ed in
scoring 126,000 of the 600,000 votes cast; four years
later it received 86,000 votes out of a total of 700,0'00
votes caat; and in 1960 it received but 21,000 out of
over 700,000 votes cast and was unable to elect a
single representative to the legislature.
143. The group of which the representative of Cuba
speaks is a fringe group which is not interested in
democratic processes, or in the wishes of the peopie
of Puerto RiCO, but only in (orcing its fanatical will
upon the people of Puerto Rico by violent methods.
This group will not partioipate in the elections in
Puerto Rico, because its members know that such
elections are free and the r€lsults will be embarrassing to the group.
144. If any representative here doubts that the
elections in Puerto Rico are totally free from any
pressures, I would invite him to visit Puerto Rjco
the next time elections are held and to see for himself. He will be welcome. Of course, the representative of Cuba knows nothing about free elections; in
his country all elections have been cancelled.
145. We are proud of Puerto Rico's progress, its
progress in freedom. I should like to mention just
a few examples of the progress of which we are
proud. In the last two decades the gross production
in Puelto Rico has been mUltiplied by two-and-a-half.
The number of motor vehicles is up six times. Exports are up five times; imports are up eight times.
And the life expectancy of the people of Puerto Rico
has be'en increased from forty-six to sixty-eight
years: this in two short decades.
146. We are proud of Teodoro Moscoso, who today
heads the Alianza para el Progres~. Far from being
an insult to our frieJ'lds in Latin America, we are
sure that his appointment is welcome to them. The
fact that this imaginative and forwg,l'd-lookingAlianza
para el Progreso programme is headed by a man
who shares with them the great heritage of HispanoAmerican culture, and, who happens also to be a
citizen of the United States, and proud of it, is a
source of pride to them.
1~7. The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
I call upon the representative of Jordan, who wishes
to exercise his rigbt of reply.
148. Mr. EL-FARRA (Jordan): I am sorry to intervene at this late hour, but an answer to the statement
just made is r-eally called for.

149. No matter how the representative of Israel
attempts to paint the picture, one thing is clear and
is very difficult to deny. It is this. The philosophy of
Zionism aims at bringing in more foreign Jewish
,j,mmigrants to our land, acquiring more of our land
l-and displacing more of our people. This is Zionism.
And those who wish to know the truth about Zionism
will find no difference whatever betWeen the Nazism
mentioned by the Israeli representative and Zionism,
because both Nazism and Zionism hold to the concept of race and both hold to the concept of Nazi
supremacy or Zionist chosen people respectively.
Both hoid to the concept of "Lebensraum". The Zionist
wants a space to be made for gathering in the exiles
from all over the world to Palestine and desires
expansion for that purpose.
','I
150. Both have a fifth Column. The Nazis had a fifth
column, and the Zioni$ts have their pressure groups
and organizations all over th~ world, a state within
every State, a town within every town. The duty of
these Zionist pressure groups is to exert pressure
and bring about a change of the policy of the Governments concerned in favour of the Zionists-even
if thet change is not in the national interest of thefr
own Governments. That is the pressure which brought
about the promises of a homelaad and as'tf:lte to which
I referred in my statement-promises from large
foreign Powers which never owned the land or had
any right or title which they could convey. That is
the pressure which brought about the creation of the
present superficial foreign State in our land.
151.' No distortion whatsoever~an possibly change \)
that picture, because it is a picture of the facts-and \:
facts are stubborn and very difficult to deny~
i'r
152. The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
I call upon the representative of India, who wishes
to exercise his right of reply.
,

•

~_

.J

153. Mr. NATWAR SINGH (India): It is not the policy
of my delegation to take up issues with the delegation
of Portugal. The record of the misdeeds of Portugal
is already before this Assembly. All that I have· to
say is that we totally repudiate the statement-or
should I say the misstatement?-which the representative of PQrtugal made to the Assembly a few
moments ago.

The meeting rose at 11.25 p.m.
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"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
Non-Self-Governing Territ9ries or all other territories which have not yet attained independence,
to transfer all powers to the peoples of those
telritories, without any conditions or reservations,
in accordance with their freely expresaed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed
or colour, in order to enable them to enjoy complete
independence and freedom".
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My delegation is pleased to note that imperialism
is in the process of being wound up, and w~ aJ"e
fortunately maY.ing in the direction of solving the
problem of coloflialism. ~ast year we welcomed the
spectacular beginning of African indepepdence and
were very gratified indeed to witness the admission
of sixteen new African States to our Organization.
This year we were happy to welcome the admission
of Sierra Leone to the membership ofthis int~rnational
community of sovereign states. By the middle of
December, we hope to welcome Tanganyika to this
great fellowship. There are strong indications that
Uganda, Ruanda-Urundi and Western Samoa Will
attain independence in the near future. The resumption
of negotiations for the recognition and implementation
of the independence of Algeria is imminent.
4"

•

President: Mr. Mongi SLIM (Tunisia).

AGENDA ITEMS 88 AND 22
The situation with regard to the implementation of the
Declaration on the granting ·of independence to colonial
countries and peoples' (continued)
Assistance to Africa (continued):
(!) A United Nations programme for indep/tndence

1. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): Before
calling on the speakers on my list, I would like to
5. We sincerely hope that these negotiations will
draw the Assembly's attention to the fact that it has
speedily lead to the rea.li::~:ation of that most cherished
before it four draft resolutions [A/L.354, A/L.355, , . goal, the independence of Algeria, and that we may
A/L.366 and Adda-3 and A/L.367 and Add.1] on
be able to w~tn.ess the admission of Algeria as a
agenda item 88 and one draft resolution [A/L.357
Member of the United Nationa before the end of the
and Add.1] on item 22 (!!), I J:l:>pe that we shall hav{)
present session of the A.:;sembly.
completed the general d.ebateon these two items next
6. There is no denying the fact that the record of
Friday and that we can then start considering the
some colonial Powers is far brighter than that of
draft resolutions and take a vote on Monday 27 Novemothers,
and in this connexion my delegation would
ber 1961. I would urge all delegations to do everything
hesitate
to pay tribute where it is due. We have
not
possible to ensure that the discussion of the draft
in mind partiCUlarly the United Kingdom, which has
resolutions on these two items of our agenda is fruitful
contributed
more to the cause -of independence than
and ra.pid.
any other colonial Power. The British policy of guiding
2. Mr. IQBAL (Pakistan): Pakistan had the honour
their colonies towards self-government is. in sharp
to be one of the sponsors of resolution 1514 (XV),
contrast with that of certa,in other colonial Powers.
adopted by the General Assembly on 14 December
which profess by a fiction not to regard their overseas
1960. This resolution was submitted by the Africanterritories as colonies and, consequently, are not
Asian group of states and was adopted under the item
prepared to accept self-government or independence
"Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
for these territories as 'an objective 'of policy.
countries and peoples" proposed by the USSR for
7. However, our purpose is not to make a ccmparative
discussion during the fifteen~h session of the Genera]
study of the records of the colonial Powers. We have
Assembly. During the same session, the United States
.
always held that colonialism, as a system, is lIDof America proposed the item: "Assistance to Africa:
tenable-whether
it exists in the conventional form or
A United N.ations programme for independence". The
in
the
unconventional
fOlm. There are numerous
consideration of this' item \t'as deferred f.~, the last
forme
of
exploitation,
'subjugation
and domination of
s~8sion [995th meeting], but now we are: ,Jiscussing
peoples
for
which
wehavenoty(~tbeenable
to discover'
. it jointly' with the item: "The situation with regard
a comprehEfnsive term. Wha/J; is undeniable is that
to the implementation of the Declaration on the granting
the
continued existence of ;colonialism, in all its
, of independence to colonial countries and peoples".
forms and -manile'stations w:hatever its rationale or
3. In resolution 1514 (XV) the General Assembly
alleged justification, hinders the processes of liberasolemnly proclaimed "the necessity of bringing to a
tioh i:\nd emancipation off:nan from the subjugation
speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its
of othEi;r men, and is, thet:efore, an anachronism and
forms and manifestations", and declared that
must be brought to an end ~'lS ~peedily as pos~ible.
'1
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8. The Declaration on the granting of independence
machinery by the United Nations which could slupervise .
to colonial countries arld peoples, contained in General
and hasten the process of decolonization. In this
, Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). adopted in 1960, laid
connexion, I should like to refertothedraft resolution
down certain principles. These principles are in
[A/L.366 and Add.1-3] which my country has the
accord with the Universal Declaration of Human
honour to sponsor, along with the other Afri'can-Asian
Rights and the p~ovisions of the Charter of the United
countries. This draft resolution envisages the estabNations. The question now before us is: How should
lishment of a special committee of seventeen members
these principles be put into effect? Can a single target
to be nominated by the President of the General
date be fixed by whi.ch the termination of colonialism . Assembly at the current session. This f.:mm.mittee,
should be effected? M~ delegation is of the opinion
in consultation with the appropriate authlc>rities and
that the United Nations should find ways and means
assisted by such United Natifc>ns organs as the Trusteefor an effective implementation of the Declaration
ship Council, the Committee on Inform.ation from
on the granting of independence in the shortest possible
Non-Self-Governing Territories, and other specialized
perir..d of time, but circumstances differ widely, and
agencies of the United NBLtions, would examine the
we have no desire to be faced with a multiplication . application of the Declaration contained in General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), make suggestions
of Congos.
and recommendations on the progress and extent
9. There are two aspects 01 the problem of coloniof the implementation of t.he Det)laration, and report
alism which require careful consideration. First,
to
the seventeenth session of the General Assembly.
it is essentially· the administering authority which
is directly responsible ,so far as the granting of
15. Since the .object of the proposed special comindependence to a colonial territory is ~oncerned.
mittee is to superVise aind hasten the process of
Therefore~ without the co-operation and collaboration
decolonization in consultation and collaboration with
of the administering authority, it is idle to determine
the administering authorities and not to interfere in
a target date, or to dlscuss when a specific territory
any way in the administration of the dependent terri~
should attain freedom and independence.
tories e we earnestly hop(~ that the draft resolution
will be acceptable to everyone and will be adopted
10. Second, although resolv.tion 1514 (XV) specifically
by an overwhelming majorjlty.
lays down that
"Inadequacy of political, economic, social or
16. As regards the Netherlands draft resolution
educational preparedness should never serve as
[A/L.354], relating to We:i)t New Guinea, our position
a pretext for delaying independence",
was set ~:lUt briefly in thE' statement made on behalf
of Pakistan during the general debate on 3 October
experience in the Congo has taught us that the peoples
of the depend-ant territories should be speedily trained,
in the Assembly [l025tb meeting]. We said then,
and repeat now, that if the proposal of the Netherlands
particularly in the exercise of political authority,
had related to a colonial or trust territory, it could
so as to bear the responsibilities pertaining to
serve as a model for other colonial Powers who c0uld
sovereign states. It is only in this way that power
adopt the proposal contai.ned i,n the draft resolution,
can be transferred smoothly and peacefully and a
with great advantage in the pI'ocess of preparing the
country saved from being plunged into confusion and
colony, or the trust territory, for its emergei,'lCe,
chaos.
as a self-governing, indep'endent state. But the proposal
11. In view of these considerations, my delegation
contained in the draft rE!solution cannot serve as a
is of the opinion that the fixing of an absolute and
settlement of the dispute concerning West New 'Guinea,
immediate blanket date, uniformly applicable to all
which has for so many years disrupted friendly
the dependent territories throughout the world, is
relations between Indonesia and the Netherlands. It
unrealistic and arbitrary. Each dependent territo:;:y
is obvious that a dispute of that character can only
has to be considered in the light of its own peculiar
be settled by agreement and not by any unilateral
conditions and circumstances. A common target date
declaration, or by recourse to a device or proposal
may be too immediate for one territory, and too
'conceived and propounded by one of the parties to
remote for another.
the dispute and not acceptable to the other party.
12. The only practical method for resolVing the:
17. It is true that, on the surface, the Netherlands
difficulty of a single delayedtarget date, or an absolute
proposal appears to be one designed to forward one
and immediate blanket date, is to consider the possiof the principal aims and purposes of the United
bility of a multiplicity of target dates which could
Nations, namely, the promotion and fostering of·
be prescribed or determined for different territories
in accordance with their varying circumstances and . self-determination. But a moment's reflection would,
show that the adoption ofthis proposal by the Assembly
conditions.
in the face of the opposition to it by Indoneeia would
13. But before a multiplicity of target dates could
not foster s'elf-determination· but would constitl1te
be prescribed for different territories, it would be
a one-sided pronouncement on a difficult and longnecessary for the General Assembly to study and
standing dispute. We see no reason to assume that
examine the state of political evolution of each terri- . Indonesia would not be anxious to promote and foster
tory, in consultation with the administering authority
the' self-determination of the peoph) of West New
concerned, as well as the representatives of political
Guinea if they so desired. But before any such prooess .
opinion, so that it is in a position to determine whether
can start, the claims of Indonesia to the soverei~ty
the people of such territory are ready to assliIhe
and administration of West New Guinea must be
the responsibilities of independence in the shortest
determined on a fair and just basis. The adoption
possible period of time, and then to fix a ta~get
of any other course would serve only to add further
date appropriate to such territory for the grant of , bitterness to the tension already subsisting between
independence.
Indonesia and the Netherlands and to introduce a new
element into it which would render an aoicable
14. Thus, in our opinion, an effective implementation
se'Gtlement more difficult.
of the Declaration demands the establishment of
I
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18. We would respectfully urge upon the attention
of the Government of the Netherlands the desirability
of withdrawing this draft resolution and of saek!ng
an amicable settlement of the West New Guinea dispute
with IndoneEia. We have reason to hope that the readiness' of the Netherlands to transfer the sovereignty
and administration of the Territory of West New
Guinea to the United Nations adds to the situation
a factor on the basis of which an amicable settlement
of the dispute could become possible. But this process
would need time. and, for that purpose, it is necessary
that the draft resolutionpropoll!ldedbytheNetb.erlands
should be withdrawn. We earnestly hope that our
request will receive due consideration at the hands
of the Netherlands Government. If, however, in their
wisdom they sho;.1Id decide to press the draft resolution
to a vote, we must, on the grounds that we have
mentioned, oppose it.
19. Mr. TSEVEGMID (Mongolian People's Republic)
(translated from Russian): The Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)], adopted on 14 December
1960 by an enormous majority of the Members of the
United Nations, met with a wide response and was
.
warmly approved by the peoples of the world.
•
20. The adoption of the historic Declaration was
received with great· satisfaction by the Mongolian
Pebple's Republic which at that time, as everyone
knows, was still not a Member of the United Nations
and did not have the' pleasure of voting directly for
the Declaration in this Hall. Nevertheless, the Government of the Mongolian People's Republic, voicing
the will of its people and motivated by its peace-loving
foreign policy, immediately annmmced its full sympattl\Y with th.e g:r;eat ideals under lyjn~~ this Declc.ration.
21. The Mongolian people, which for more than 200
years had had personal experience of all the horrors
and misfortunes of alien domination, achieved independence forty years ago and has learnt an the b.9auty
and happiness of free independent life; it has convinced
itself by experience of th~ splendid prospects of
economic and cultural development which open out
before peoples that have freed themselves from
colonial domination. That is why the Mongolian people
have always supported and will in future continue
to support the national-liberation movement of colonial
peoples for their freedom and independence. That is
why, from the early days of its existence, the Mongolian
People's Republic has been following a policy of full
recognition of the rights of peoples to national selfdetermination and is immutably opposed to colonialism
in whattwer form it may assume.
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mentation of the provisions of the Declaration that
immediate steps be taken to liquidate colonialism.
24. Among the blatant breaches of the provisions
of the Declaration are the colonial wars which are
being waged in Algeria, Angola and Oman. These
wars are costing tens and hundreds of thousands
of lives and a:re leaving huge numbers of people without
shelter or means of existenc'e. The colonizers have
increased the terrorism and reprisals practised
against the population of other colonies also-RuandaUrundi, South West Africa and Rhodesia. In all the
colonies, whether they are administered by the United
Kingdom or Portugal, France or the United states,
Belgium or South Africa, blood is being spilt, savage
arbitrary rule and terrible racial discrimination
prevail, and the population is reduced to the uttermost
degree of dispair.
25. May I quote in this connexivn a declaration made
by a resident of South West Africa, Mr. Zedekia
Ngavirue, before the General Assembly Committee
on South West Africa.
26. Mr. Ngavirue left South West Africa on 24 May
1961 on behalf of the South West Africun National
Union in order to give the Committee information
on conditions in the tarritoJ.·y, based on direct observations. Referring to the general situation in
South West Africa, Mrc Ngavirue angrily remarked:

.

"In South West Africa to-day you will note that
the average African is hungry ~ has no shelte!", walks
about almost naked or in tatters, necessary though
it ,is for him to satisfy these human needs; the
average expectation of life of an African is 35 years
••• In South West Africa you will immediately notice
that the white man, on the other hand, is fat, Wellgroomed, lives in a well-furnished modern building
or ~n some cases a castle; he owns a beautiful car
and lives generally in a condition of opt,lence. His
life expectancy is roughly 65 years •••"
.
(I quote from the report of the Committee on South
West Africa concerning the implementation of resolutions 1568 (XV) and 1596 (XV) of the General
Assembly.) [A/4926, para. 77.]
27. That is an example of the state to which the
population of S01,Jth-West J...frica has been reduced
by the .so-called "civilizing mission" of the colonizers
in the Republic of South Africa.

22. Under the powerful pressure of the nationalliberation movement, supported by all the freedomlOVing peoples of the world, many countries have
recently emancipated themselves frem colonial oppression. The struggle of colonial peoples for emancipation continues to assume ever greater proportions
and there can now be' scarcely anyone who doubts
that the colonial system is doomed to destruction.

28~ Strange though it may seem, the colonizers are
. still vigorously spreading the claim that their "civilizing mission" is not y~t completed and that the
peoples of the colonies are "not ready" for free
independent existence. The representatives of the
colonial Powers are trying to whitewash a colonialism
which has utterly discredited itself. They say that,
even if colonialism was mad, that was a long time
ago but nowadays colonialism, they claim, has "improved" and they want to impose the domination of .
this so-called "improved" colonialism for some more
decades.

23. The colonial system, however, h8,S not been
finally demolished. There are still eighty-eightterritories with a population of, more than 70 million under
colonial yoke. The delegation of the Mongolian People's
RepUblic is very grieved to observe that the colonial
Powers are making attempts to hold back tha inevitable
historic process of the liberation of colonial peoples
and are opposing in every possible way t.he imple-

29. Events in .L'ecent years have shown that C010111alism continues, as before, to play a parasitic role,
and its aims have not changed-its purpose is to ,
secure profits for the monopolists by plunderlng the
colonies. Only the liquidation of colonial r~gimes
will give the peoples of the colonies ~n' opportunity
to participate in the benefits of modern science,
technology and culture.
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30. Historical experience shows that the colonizers'

theories of the "unpr.eparedness" of colonial peoples
for independenc~ are completely untenable. The countries which have thrown off 'i:he colonial yoke are
developing rapidly and liquidating the heritage of their
colonial past. In this hall there are many representatives of countries which not long ago were colonies
but are now playing a major part in internatioaal
affairs and successfully solVing the problems of
economic development and cultural progress in their
own countries.
31. The assertion above made is corroborated by
the experiences of the Mongolian People's Republic"s
development since it was emancipated from foreign
domination. Over the past four decades of fre~,
independent life the Mongolian People's Repttblic has
not only eliminated the grievous consequences of
alien domination but has also achieved great successes
in the political, economic, cultural and social spheres.
32. Before the rebirth of national independence
Mongolia was one of the most backward coui1tries
of Asia, a country whose peoples had been cruelly
oppressed by foreign enslavers and their lackeys.
The country's economy consisted in nomadic cattlebreeding. There were no national educational or health
services systems.
33. It was only as a result of the victory of the
national-liberation movement and the expulsion of
.the foreign enslavers that the Mongolian people became
real masters in their own country.
34" Once masters in their own country, the Mongolian
people c.hose the path of non-capit&list development,
the wis40m and Viability of which have been confirmed
by the forty-year history of our national development.
35. The difficulties arising from economic and tech-

nical backwardness, which the Mongolian people faced
in following this line of development, were successfully
overcome by their heroic efforts and as a result of
the unselfish assistance given by the first socialist
country in the world-the Soviet Union.
36. During the years of the people's rule a national
industry has been built up in our count~ Branches
of heavy and light industry such as electric power,
mining, oil, metal processing, leather processing,
textile, food production, etc., are growing fast. As a
result of the country's industrialization the gross
output of indu~try over the last decades has quadrupled.
37. Our agriculture is alse developing successfully.

The special feature of agricultural development in
our country is that, alongside cattle-breeding-the
basic brandh of the country's agriculture, which in
the past was the only branch Qf our whole national
economy-a new branch has appeared~land cultivation.
The creation of this new branch of agriculture has
enabled us to supply ourselves with home-grown
grain.
38. As a result of the successes achiev'3d in agri-

culture and industry, the Mongolian People's Republic
has been transformed from a cattlta-breeding country
into an agricultural Rnd industrial country.
39. The Mongolian people has now enthusiastically
begun to carry out the third five-year plan of economic
development (1961-1965), which prOVides for industrial
output to be doubled and the area under cultivation
almost tripled.
40. Great successes have also been achieved in the
cultural, scientific and health fields. One of the great

successes achieved in the field of popular education
is the liquidation of iHiteracy among the population
and the successful introduction of uni.versal primary
educatjon in rural areas and a seven-year school
programme for children in towns.
41. At the present time, every sixthperbonis studying

in one educational institution or another aud about
eight out of every thousand people are studying in
higher educ.ational institutions.
42. The most important success achieved by national

cultu.re in our country is the development of scientific
research work, art, literature and the growth ef a
national intelligentsia. Several scientific research
institutes are operating under the auspices of the
Academy of Sciences of the Mongolian People's
Republic.
From the very first days of the organization
in the country of a public health system the population
has been receiving medical assistance free of charge.
At the present time there is one doctor for every
thousand persons.
43.

44. Thus, the whole history of the national revival ..

of Mongolia shows that even the most economically
backward countries are fully capable of winning and
strengthening their national and state independence
and confidently embarking on the path of independent,
self-supporting and free development.
45. I have cited a few facts about the develop!l1.ent

of our c(..untry merely in order to give the General
Assembly an opportunity of convincing itself once
again of how extremely valuable and precious freedom
and independence' are to peoples great alld small,
in general, and to colonial and dependent peoples in
particular.
46 ... As you are aware, the United Nations Declaration
condemned the assertion about the so-called "unpreparedn.ess" of colonial peoples for independence.
In the Declaration it is stated: "•• inadequacy of
political, economic, social or educational preparedness should never serve as a pretext for delaying
independence"•
v

47. If the United Nations has so decided, then there

should, in pr.actice, be no delay or hold-up in implementing the Declaration; there should be no obs.:acles
to the immediate liquidation of colonialism through
the adoption of urgent, concrete measures which would
lead to the transfer of power in the colonies to administrative organs chosen by the actual inhabitants
of those countries.
48. The General Assembly of the United Nations

solemnly proclaimed the necessity of bringingcolonialism to a speedy and unconditional end. And this
cannot mean that. some peoples must still languish
for decades in colonial slavery, as the colonizers
would like. In the opinion of '~he delegation of the
Mongolian People's Republic it is quite realistic to
suggest that 1962 should be the year for the final and
universal liquidation of colonial systems. This suggestion was put forward at the Belgrade Conference!/ of
non-aligned countries and we wholeheartedly support
it.
49. The delegation ofthe Mongolian People's Republic

will also support other proposals for the adoption of
practical steps to carry out the Declaration.

11 Held 1-6 September 1961.
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. 50. ~~ would be wrong to think that, haVing adopted
the Declaration on the liquidation of colonialism, we
have finished with colonialism. It is the conviction
of our delegation that.. as representatives of free,
independent States, we have no right to reconcile
ourselves to the delays which are occurring in the
matter of implementing this Declaration.
51. OUr delegation hopes and believes that the
overwhelming majority of those pres~nt here will
agree that to ignore the rights of whole nations and
countries, to humiliate human dignity and to discriminate between races-these are very grave crimes
against humanity and are ~n.ot consonant with the spirit
of the United Nations Charter.
52. The Mongolian people and the Government of

the Mongolian People's Republic fully share and
support the just demands of the peoples which are
struggling for their liberty and independence.
53. It is common knowledge that for hundreds of

years the colonizers have be&il draining the wealth
of the colonial countries and sucking the life-blood
of their people. Now these colonizers are brutally
suppressing the national-liberation movements of the
peoples which are fightir~g for the fl:eedom and independence of their country. This ls clearly shown by
the happenings in Alge:cia I Angola, the Congo and
many other areas under c\llonial domination.
54. All the world knows that the peoples of the colonial
countries of Africa and Asia are riot threatening the
security of other countries. For instance, the people
of Angola are not threatening the territory of Portugal
and the inhabitants of Goa or West Irian are not trying
to grab the territory of the Netherlands or Portugal,
whereas, on the contrary, Portugal and the Netherlands
are. fighting .in their territories and in this way they,
the colonizers, are threatening the peace and security
of the peoples.
55. The delegation of the Mongolian People's Republic
considers that the policy of the Netherlands Government, aimed at alienating WestIrianfrom the ~epublic
of Indonesia, is not only enci!o!"(}hment on thfJ territorial integrity and state sovl.~i'eignty of era," friends
in Indonesia but .is also a fl3.graht breach of the
Declaration on the gran.ting '('(independence to colonial
countries and peoples. adopted at the fifteenth session
of the United Nations. tieneral Assembly.
56. The attempts of the Netherlands to annex West
Irian, which constitutes 22 per cent of the whole
territory of the Indonesian Republic, with apopulation
of 1 million, to the Kingdom of the Netherlands cannot
be ,regarded as other than evidence of the aggressive
colonial policy of the Netherlands and as an endeavour
to maintain its domination over this inalienable part
of the territory of Indonesia.
57. The delegation of the Mongolian People ~s Republic

fUlly shares the view of the delegation of Indonesi'i
on this question, and supports and will support the
just demands of the Indonesian people and the Government of the Republic of Indonesia for the complete
integration of its territory., which consists of more
than three thousand islands.
58. Our delegation regards all the efforts made by
the Government of the Indonesian Republic to liquidate
the colonial administration of the Netherlands in West
Irian and establish there the full jurisdiction of the
Indonesian Republic, as a great contribution by the
people and Government of Indonesia to the cause of
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the liquidation of colonialism and the maintenance
of peace and security in South-East Asia and all over
the world.
59. The United Nations should not have to ask or
implore the colonizers to abandon their colonial policy
in the countries of Asia and Africa but should compel
them to submit to the resolutions of the United Natio!'s
General Assembly which reflect the wishes of an
peoples.
60. Naturully, the first condition for granting independence to colonit)s is the cessation of bloody colonial
wars, the ending of reprisals against members of the
national-liberation movement and the withdrawal of
all foreign troops from the colonies. It is necessary
to create in those countries conditionl:l which would
enable their peoples to establish their own national
administrative organs and build up their life free
from foreign interference.
61. The draft resolution [A/L.355] submitted for the
consideration of this .session of the GeneralAssembly
by the Soviet anion proposes the carrying out of a
number of such concrete measures and the delegation
of the M-ongolian People's Republic will vote-for it•
62. To delay the granting of independence to colonial

countries and people is incompatible with the lofty
a.ims and principles of our Organization and fraught
with dangerous consequences for the cause of peace.
63. The complete liquidation of the shameful system
of colonialism would remove one of the dangerous
causes of war and would help to relax tension in international relations and to assure universal peace and
international security.
64. Motivated by the immutable principle of the right
of peoples to self-determination, the delegation of the
MOllgolian People's Republic, while expressing its
people's special sympathy for the heroic struggle
that is being waged by colonial peoples for freedom
and independence and its solidarity in that struggle,
resolutely demands unconditional implementation of
the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples adopted at the fifteenth
session of the United Nations General Assembly.
Mr. BUsios (Greece), Vice-President, took the Chair.

65. Mr. FARAH ALIOMAR(Somalia):Inhisintervention in the general debate, the Foreign Minister of the
Somali Republic, Mr. Abdullahilssa, referring to the
question of colonialism, which represents the subject
matter of our discussion, had this to say:
"Colonialism constitutes not only an alarming and
persistent source of·local conflict, but also a direct
threat to world peace and security. The attention
which has been given to the' problems of colonialism
has br,oughtabout a certain measure of common
understanding, for it has been recognized that
colonialism must be considered first and foremost
from the point of view ,of human dignity, world
security and peace." [1027th meeting, para. 127.]
Mr. Issa went on to say:
"I believe that, quite apart from the threat to
international peace which it represents, colonia1ism
is one of the evils that m~}lkind not oilly abhors
but is determined to eliminate once and for all."
[Ibid., para. 128.]
66. It is in this very spirit that my delegation lent
its full support last year to ·the General Assembly
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resolution which condemned colonialism in all its
fc,rms and manifestations. In the same 'spirit t we are
proud to sponsor draft. resolution A/L.366 and Add.1-3
now under discussion.
G7. But before entering into the substance of our
discussioXl t would like to say how very interested
we have been in listening to the various speakers
who preceded us. From all the statements we have
heard, we dl'ew the impression that t with very few
regrettr.1Jla exceptions-I repeat, very few regrettable
exceptions-this Assembly is almost unanimous in
its earnest desire to put an early end to this historical
state of affairs,. which is rapidly coming to a close.
The sooner the better, because it is hardly conceivable
nowadays that there co.u,ld be a~y sensible Government
or nation which would seriously contest the fundamental
right of any people to "fully exert its right to selfdetermination...,It. is hardly admia13ible that at the
moment in which so many people of Africa-and my
own is amongst them-have attained their complete
independence, other people could be prevented from
joining the community of free nations and of playing
their full role not only: in shaping their own future,
but also contributing to the making of a better worl.d.
68. Like other nations t which have experienced
colonialism, we think at this stage that it is somewhat
beyond the point to indulge. in recriminations. Our
only job is to find w,ays and means to put an end to
col:onialism wherever it still exists. And this can
only be done by setting up a procedure which will
ensure to the peoples concerned the right to freely
express their wishes as to their future.
69. In thp light of this philosophy t my delegation is
prepared to give all its sympathetic consideration
to all proposals designed to reach our aim, that is,
complete independence and freedom of all peoples
which are still under colonial domination.
70. 'In this connexion, my delegation would like to
address an appeal to the Governments of South Africa
and Portugal: that they open their eyes to the reality of
today and take into account the proven fact that it is
possible to oppress and ench&in a human body, but it
is impossible to repress men's aspirations'andminds.
You can destroy a man, but his ideals live after him.
Do these two countries really believe that a policy
of brutal repression and domination wHIt in fact, be
the only answer to the urg~nt demand for selfdetermination and independence? We honestly think
thlll; it is not. We hope this appeal will be received
with the same spirit in which"we make it.
71. At the Belgrade Conference of Non-aligned Countries t Your President Adan Abdullah Osman, in his
condemnation of colonialism stated:
. "I would like to draw attention to our tendency to
....egard colonialism as domination of an Asian or
Airican nation by a European nation and to heap
invective on white colonial Powers, but to remain
extremely mute when domination of one race by an
alien race of the same colour occurs. Such So state
of affairs today obtains in the continents of Europe t
Asia and Africa."

He continued:
"It would therefore be advisable in the interests
of world peq,ce for us to study closely all such
disputes and to request friendly states to use their
2/ Held 1-6 Sspternber 1961.
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good offices in bringing disputants to reach an
amiclilble settlement."
72. The people l)f the northern frontier province
of Kenya, predominantly of Somali origin, have requested of the British Government an opportunity to
express freely their will in seceding from Kenya
and joining the Somali Republic before Kenya is granted
independence. While we do not want to delay for one
day-and this is the official policy of our Governmentthe granting of independence to (Iur brothers, the
Kenyans, by our request, we must n(\te that we recall
with fear "and trepidation that it was also the British
Government which gave away a considerable portion
of our beloved homeland on three separate occasions
to our brothers, the Ethiopians. In addition to their
suffering and our enforced separation, this dastardly
act of colonialism has cloudedthe serenity and brotherliness which might otherwise have prevailed in our
relations with Ethiopia. Our delegation feels compelled
to state in public our request tt-at the Government of
the United Kingdom refrain from repeating the unjust
and arbitrary actions committed in the past against
the people and territorial integrity of Somalia, without
prejudice to the early granting of independence to our
brothers, the Kenyans.
73. The British Government has granted independence
to many millions of people and has acquired thereby
a reservoir of good will. Would it not be more advantageous, in the maintenance of future good relations
between the nations in East and Central Africa with
Great Britain, if the British Government would embark
on a policy aiming at the granting of freedom to the
people of Central Africa as they are doing in Tanganyika, Uganda and Kenya?
74. Algeria and· French Somaliland are the only
remaining colonial territories in Africa held by the
French Government. The retention of these two
territories, against the will oftheir people, diminishes
very. much the mutual understanding, co-operation
and friendship between France and the people on the
African continent. I am hopeful that the spirit which
has guided the French Government t which has brought
into nationhood fifteen of our brother African territories, which are seated here today, will not ~ail,
and that in the very near future both Algeria and
French Somaliland will be given the opportunity of
freely expressing their wishes on their future government by self-determ~nationt.impartiallya dministered,
so that further bloodshed will be avoided.
75. In conclusion, let us vote unanimously for the
draft resolution [A/L.366 and Add.1-3] under consideration. This draft resolution, which will implement
decolonization t will be the beginning. of an era in
which harmony, co-operation and frIendship will prevail amongst all the people on our planet. Any attempt
to oppose this tide, whichisthede~ireforindependence
and freedom based on the free expression of the will
of the people concerned, will add to existing hatreds
and increase conflicts throughout the wor l~.
Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair.

76. Mr. VAKIL (Iran) (translated from French): Th~
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples [1514 (XV)], ways and means
of implementing which are now being exam,inen by
the Assembly, unquestionably marked a turning~point
in the evolution of the international community. My
country s though never directly subjectedto the colonial
yoke, has always been in contact with the various
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manifestations \!if this historical phenom.enon and
can thus lay claim to a fair and objective view of
colonialism.
77. Iran is proud that it haG always, unconditionally
and without reservation, supported the cause of the
colonized peoples. During the Assembly's fifteenth
session, my delegation had occasion to express at.
length its views on the colonial problem as a whole,
and by taking an active part in the preparation of
the Declaration it gave fresh proof of the importance
attached and of the unreserved suppc,rt given by it
to the movement for the liberation of the colonial
peoples. In 1961, t~erefore, 1 shall confine myself
to a few remarks on the political and jutidical consequences of resolution 1514 (XV).
78. It is impossible to gra.sp the resolution's full
meaning and -scope and its outstanding place in the
history of international relations without recalling
the difficult and often tortuous path followed, since
the creation of the United Nations, by the liberation
movement of the colonial peoples, both inside and
outside this Organization.
79. According to Article 1 (2) of the Charter, one of
the essential purposp,s of the United Nations is to
help the colonized peoples towards self-determination
and Chapters XI, xn and XIII of the, Charter set forth'
the important responsibilities devolving upon our
Organization in this field.
80. In 1945 the provisions. of those Chapters unquestionably marked an advance in respect to the
Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories.
.
81. According to those provisions, it is the responsibility of the United Nations to concern itself with
the future of the Non-Self-Governing Territories and
to watch over the development of the pe!)ples· which
are not yet free to administer their own affairs, in
order to lead them to full self-govermrLent and
independence.
.
82. It must be acknowledged that the implementation
of the provisions of Chapters XII and XIII. of the
Charter, while not beyond all reproach, has on the
whole produced "aatisfactory results and that the United
Nations has been able to play a decisive pm inthe
attainment of independence by a. large number of
colonized countries. The presence in this hall of
representatives of many states which were formerly
Trust or Non-Self-Governing rerritories and their
valuable contribution to international co-operation
are unquestionable proof of the importance of the
part played by the Organization in this field. In most
cases our Organization's work in operating the international Trusteeship System has, with the co-operation
of the Administering Authorities, been crowned with
SUccess.
83. Afterthe now imminent attainment of independence
by Tanganyika and Western Samoa there will remain
only three of the thirteen territories which originally
came under the international Trusteeship System.
The hopes placed in this system have thus been
~ustifi.ed, to a large extent, by results. We look forward
unpatlently to the day, which is not far off, when
the Trusteeship Council will be able to say that it
has discharged all the tasks entrusted to it under
the Charter.
84. Although the work of the United Nations has in
general been satisfactory in the case of the Trust
Territories, the same cannot always be said stout
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the Non-Self-Governing Territories. Owing to the
categorical and obstinate refusal of certain colonial
Powers to fulfil their international obligations, the
provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter have remained
a dead letter in some 'areas of the world. I shaIi not
speak here of those sp~ci.al cases which will be discussed in other circumstances. Nevertheless, I would
take the liberty of recalling with profound sadness
that, at this very 'inoment when we are discussing the
abolition of the coloniaJ. system, thousands of human
beings are still the victims of colonial practices
and maltreatment.
850 Apart from such exceptional cases, it is a fact.,
a-s the documents prepared by the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories show,
that some economic, social and other progress has
been made :h.. those Territories. It must be added
however, that such progress falls far short of th~
df.)mands of our times. It can be said in principle
that the rata of progress, in those territories where
progress; has been made, has frequently if not always,
been exceeded by the speed of the movement for the
emancipation of the colonized peoples.
86. Th~ period between 1946 and 1960 showed that
the movement for the liberation of the oppressed
peoples had entered a new phase. What the Charter
regarded as an ideal is now an accomplished fact
and this historical movement is no longer a domesti~
affa~r of the colonial Powers but has become an important international problem. Faced with this historic
development, the United Nations had to take a stand.
It has done' so by providing, through the Declaration,
an interpretation ofthe principles stated in the Charter
an interpretation both just and in conformit.y with th~
needs of the·hour.
87. The success or failure of the United Nations
depends on how it adapts itself to the needs of the
times. The Organization cannot be content with a static
?oncept of t~e world, as formulated fifteen years ago;
It must be In continuous contact with living reality
and must reflect that reality. The Declaration i~
simply the adaptation, to present world conditions
of the principle of self-determination of peoples laid
down by the Charter in 1945. In tbat respect I share
t~e opinion of a man whose name will go'down in
hIstOry as the greatest builder of inter.national cooperation. I refer to the late Secretary-General Dag
Hammarskjold, and to his statement on page 2 ~f the
Introduction to the Annual Report of the SecretaryGeneral on the Work of the Organization [A/4800/
Add.l]:
"The resolution on colonialism, adopted by the
Assembly at its fifteenth· session, may be
regarded as a comprehensive restatement in elaborated form of the principle laid do\\m in the Charter.
Results of developments SQ .far have been reflected
in the birth of a great number of new national States
and a revolutionary widening ofthe membership of
the O~ganization."
Ge~ral

88. E~sewhere in the same document, with respect'
to the lmportance of the question of the self-determination of peoPles, he says:
"This is, likewise, a question which fo:t years
has been before the General Assembly and it is
likely to remain a major item until a final result
is acbieved which reflects fuU implementation of
the b~sic principles in the 'direction indicated by
last yel:n' IS resolution."
.
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89. In my delegation's view I the Declaration is the

culmination of the gradual trend of world opinion,
and the implementation of its provisions is an important factor 1"1 the Ilreservati(in of world peace
and security.
90. From the legal standpoint, this resolution may
be said to have introduced new elements into inter~
national law. The declarations of States have always
been regarded as one of the sources of the rules of
international law What differentiates the Declaration
from the declarations of states of former times is
that, instead of representing the wishes of a few Powers
,from a limited geographical region, it is an expression
of the will of nearly all the members of the existing
international community. Moreover, it is endowed
with special force and value because, in it, the wishes
of states square entirely with the aspirations of the
peoples. The increasing importance of the will of the
peoples in establishing the rules of law between States
is the result of the radica.l changes which have taken
place in the last fifteen years in the politico-social
structure and organization of the world.
0

91. At a time when the colonial system is condemned
by all who want world interest to talte procedence
over the special interests of any, one Power, at a
time when we are considering concrete steps to
Gradicate the last vestiges of colonialism, the question
is whether we shall attain that goal by bloodshed
in which more thousands of lives will be lost, or
whether we shall find away, as we did in the case of
several countries which have recently attained independence, of enabling that inevitable historical evolution to continue its course in peace and tranquillity.

92. We live in -an age of rapid and, one might say,
revolutionary change in the international community.
Speed has become the prerequisite for the success
of all human enterprise. That applies especially to
the change, or rather to the disappearance, of the
colonial system. The classical methods which might
have proved satisfactory in the past no longer meet
the demands of our epoch, which is one of revolutionary
dynamism.
c
93. In considering the implementation of the Declaration, we should tirelessly pursue our ideal, henceforth
unchallenged, of a world in which no people will be
ruled by any other; but we must also pay attention
to the practical means of achieving it. If powers are
to be transferred to the colonial peoples under the
best conditions, the United Nations must take into
account the particular circumstances of each Territory. Certain principles stated in resolution 1541 (XV)
of 15 December 1960 constitute, in our view, valid
criteria for determining the concrete measures which
would help the remaining dependent territories to
achieve independence.
94. The basic factor in the transfer of powers, and
in the procedures and condttions for such transfer,
is undoubtedly the will of the people of each territory.
It is of the greatest importance that the Administering
Authorities should enable those peoples to express
themselves, with respect to their future, in full freedom and by democratic processes.
95. It seems to us most illogical to seek to apply,
indiscriminately, the same methods to peoples with
different psychological and political backgrounds.
While we believe that the taking of measures to
eradicate the last vestiges of colonialism is an urgent
matter, we feel that, in view of the very varied and

~

basicaHy different conditions prevailing in the NonSelf-Governing Territories, it cannot but be illogical,
and hence impracticable, to fix a date for the end of
colonial rule.
96. The draft .resolution [A/L.366] which my d~lega..
tion has the hOl1llJur to co-sponsor, and which it
actively helped to ,:{raw up, contains the elements
required to enable the United Nations to discharge
its heavy responsibility towards the colonial peoples.
97. There ca-a be no doubt that in existing circumstances the co-operation ofthe Administering Authorities which are directly responsible for the situation
in the dependent territories and possess extensive
information about them, is essential to the success
of the work of the special committee contemplated
in this draft res!>lv.tion. It is our hope that the Administering Authorities, conscious of their great
responsibility towards history, will not fail to assist
the United Nations in eradicating the· last vestiges
of a system which has openly countenanced the enslavement of many by man. The success of our
Organization in fulfilling this task will go down in
history as a great victory, a Victory which will be
the means of satisfying the aspirations of mankind.
98. Before leaVing this rostr~m, I should like to
make a last request of the members of the Assembly.
I should like plirticularly to commend to them the
draft resolution which Iran has co-sponsored. At
present, it bears the signatures ofthirty-eight Powers;
I hope it will be unanimously adopted by the Assembly.
99. Mr. BINGHAM (United States of America): On
14 December ayear ago, the General Assembly adopted
a resolution [1514 (XV)] in which it solemnly proclaimed "the necessity of bringing to an unconditional
end colonialism in all its forms and manifestations".
To that end, the Assembly called for:
'"Immediate steps" to "be taken, in Trust and
Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other territories which have not yet attained independence,
to transfer all powers to the peoples of those territories, without any conditions or reservations, in
accordance with their freely expressed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed
or colour, in order to enable them to enjoy complete
independ6nce and freedom".
100. As I think all representatives know, my country
has associated itself with the principles ofthat historic
Declaration. We shall be happy if, by our participation
in this and future debates, as well as by our actions,
both within 9,nd outside the United Nations, we can
help to advance its great purposes.
101. As we consider the problem of "colonialism"a term which is given many different meanings in
our debates-it is first of all important that we understand each other, and be clear in our own thinking.
That is the first purpose of this debate: to clear our
own, and other minds, of the prejudices, suspicions
and half-truths which complicate and hinder our
mutual search for progress.
102. Second, it is important that we should examine
the problem of Colol:1ialism in its entirety. Since all
of us view this and other problems in the light of
our own experience, some of us have in the past tended
to take a narrow, or -nartial, view of colonialism.
Our efforts have resembled the blind men in the fable, .
each of whom attempted to understaad and describe
an elephant by touching a different part ofthe animal's
anatomy.
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103. In the United States, for example, it is often
asked why Western Powers who have re linquishedtheir
former rule elVer nearly a billion men and women
since 1945, aI'e still criticized-even in some of ~the
new nations themselves-as arch-imperialists, while
the Soviet Union, which, in the same period, has
subverted or absorbed so many independent countries
in Eastern Europe, or Communist China, wltich has
for ten years been crushing the struggle for selfdetermination in Tibet, have of late been much more
gently handled by these' same critics.
104. As for the United states, we are not newcomers
to the spirit of anti-colonialism. Ours was tha first
nation in modern times to emerge from colonial
domination into independence. °rhe Declaration of
Independence, which is my country's founding document, adopted on 4 July 1776, set forth these selfevident truths:
"••• that all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
rj.ghts, that among these are Life, Liberty and the
pursuit of Happiness. That to se(\ure these rights,
Governments are instituted among Men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed".
105. Our founders declared, al\d we still hold, that
these truths are not the heritage of any particular
race or nation, but of all humanity. It is not my people
or other peoples alone who are created equal: it is
"all men", and, in fact, the influence of that Declaration
has reverberated around the world, and still reverberates today.
106. But we recall f:rom our own experience that the
United states did not cease to probe the full meaning
of colonialism after it was born into freedom as the
first great anti-colonial nation•.Long after independence from Great Britain was won, and long after
the wounds of our revolution were healed by a friendship with the mother country based on the firm
foundation of co-equality, we continued-and still
continue-to probe the facts of colonial history we
had passed through. We continued-and still Qontinuet3 remind successive generations of Americans about
the circumstance13 of their birth into independence.
We continued and still continue to re-define and reenlarge th.e meaning.of self-determination, in an
ever-widening arc of freedom, mOVing from politics
to the social structure, to the educational structure,
to the economic structure, to our rights and duties
in the family of nations.
107. Although in the early days of our independence
there was always the temptation to blami:} oUI' former
colonial overlord for all our troubles; as time went
on, we were able, more and more, to resist that
temptation and to look forward rather than backward.
We were forced to face the truths about ourselveswhere we stood, where we wanted to go, and how to
get there. And facing these truths, we learned how
to work on concrete things of benefit to our own people.
108. For all these reasons, based on our own experiences, the Unite'd States delegation applauds the
statesmen of the newly independent nations who forge
new and mutually beneficia~ associations of equality
with various nations, including those that formerly
ruled them. We reserve our special applause for the
. increasing number of these statesmen who shun the
ways of theatrical adventurism, who ttlake enormously
valuable practical contributions to the solutions of
ractical problem~ before the United Nations, and
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who set here g for their own people at home, the best
of all examples about how to work in building a new
nation.
109. Thus we in this Ar~sembly Hall have much common
ground. The sentiment/s of our friends inthe emerging'
nations on "this question of colonialism do not shock
or offend the people of my country I On the contrary,
we share and applauQ them. And we feel privileged
to live in an age when those sentiments of freedonl
are transforming the political map and inspiring the
actions of men and women, in one third of the entire
world, at a rate without precedent in human history.
110. The United Nations ha,s fostered this liberating
movement since its founc1itag. The Charter requires
administering Powers to treat colonial and dependent
territories not as sources of profit to the governing
Power but rather as a "sacred trust", and a means
of progre$s for dependent peoples. This is made plain
in Articl~ 73 of Chapter XI ofthe Charter, called the
"Declaration regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories". That Article declares that th~ administering
Powers have a responsibility to t~!~ community of
nations; that the interests ofthe !ndigt'nous populations
come first; andthat amongthose interests are progress
toward self-government and free institutions and the
realization of their "political aspirations"-which in
most cases has meant separate independence. The
same Article also makes clear that the pace and
method of progress must take into account the "particular circumstances of eachterritory and its peoples
and their varying stages of advancement".
111. In the fifteen years that the United Nations
has been in existence, Article 73 has been put into
effect with great speed and on a graq.d scale. Some
forty countries, containing over 800 million people,
have attained independence since 1946. Nearly all
are Members of the United Nations, with delegates
in this Hall. In Africa alone, no less than twenty-two
States have made this transition~ until two-thirds
of the whole area of Africa is free and independe~t.
And still others will follow in the years just ahead.
112. Now this success has given a powerful impetus
to the drive for independence a.nd fuU self-government
in other territories which are still dependent today,
and which feel themselves to be part of the same
great stream' of history. It is natural &.'nd healthy
that this should be so. 'The very presence in our
midst of a greatly increased number of new nations,
all free to express their views as they think right,
has im.parted to this question a new urgency, an
urgency which received dramatic expression in General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), adopted last year
and containing the historic Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples,
to which I referred at the beginning of my remarks.
113. Against this background, let me now consider
the present situation as it appears to my Government,
particularly with regard to the very large colonial
territories remaining on the African contine-q,t.
114. There is first the issue of Portugal's African
territories, an issue with which the General Assembly
has been concerned for some years and whioh during
the past year has focused on the situation in Angola.
There is no doubt that the people of Angola and other
Portuguese African territories are entitled to all the
rights guaranteed them by the Charter. the right of
unfettered opportqnity to develop their full economic,
political and cultural potentialities. The United states
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position on this issue is, I am sure, entirely clear
to the Assembly.
115. Last spJ;ing, in the Security Council [946th
meeting], Ambassador stevenson expressed the conviction of my Government, which remains firm and
h
d th
b
f
unc ange, at step- y-step re orms within Portuguese territories-and indeed an acceleration of such
reforms-were ;,mperative if the peoples unde:-;- Portuguese administration were to advance politically,
economically and socially toward full self-determination, which is their right. But my delegation will have
more to say on this subject when we examine the
situatlon in Angola.
116. 'Thare is next the IJroblem of South West Africa,
a problem which has been rendered more complicated
by historical and juridical problems. But the fundamental issue is clear: the population of South West
Africa must be given 'the opportunity to aspire to and
achieve its own self-determination.
\17. In this context, I think it is inescapable to
~ntion

the poiicy of apartheid in the Union of South
Africa, even though that problem has been under
debate elsewhere. We still believe, as our forefathers
did at the founding of our nation, that Governments
derive "their just powers from the consent of the
governed". And in South Mrica the c'onsent of the
vast majority counts for little. We believe that it is
inadmissible that a group which makes up no more
than a fifth of a country's population should hold all
the effective power and relegate the majority, by
reason of their race, to a perpetual subjection. Under
the Charter, we are all dedicated to the eradication
of this injustice, this gross infraction of human rights.
118. In Africa s for the most part, the transfer of

power to Mricans has been accomplished in areas
where European minorities are very small. In such
areas, the United Kingdom and France have been quick
to respond to the "winds of chf...l.nge" and to transfer
power to African leaders.
119. This creative record is, I am sure, an earnest
of the sincerity of both these metropolitan Powers
in tackling the much more difficult problem of bringing
about self-determination in mixed communities such
as Algeria or the Rhodesias. If progress here is
taking 'longer, it is in part for the reason that the
problem is infinitely more complex. In these cases,
a long"'dominant minority and a majority which does
not enjoy all its legitimate rights and safeguards,
must find a new basis for living together. The majority
must learn to carry its share of the responsibilities
of power. The privileged minority must help in that
learning process, and must in return be assured of
safeguards for minority rights. for no free society
is possible except where the majority rule and minority
righte M"e balanced and reconciled.
120. The historic metamorphosis of colonies into

self-governing, multi-racial, democratic societies
imposes on all concerned a most delicate and demanding task. It is a task which we hope and expect the
Governments and peoples cOt:lcerned will continue
to pursue with 8.11 feasible speed.
121. I have mentioned some of the urgent and burning
colonial issues in Africa. We pledge again that the
United States will apply unremittingly its devotion,
its energies, and its abilities to seek peaceful and
constructive solutions, consonant with the ideals of
the Charter, of the problems created by these issues.

J
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122. Let me now stateageneralb~liefwhichanimates
the United States in all phases of this issue. We would
rather see the' leaders and peoples of Africa conquer
the realities of independence, with all the exertion
that this requires, with all of the institution-building
that this requires, than see them satisfied with the
hollow and sterile image of independence without the

reality.
123. Here we must seek a delicate balance. The
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
counti":'ies and peoples states precisely that "inadequacy
of political, economic, social or educational pre"
paredness should never serve as a pretext for delayin,g
independence". But the key word is "pretext", an
alleged reason which conceals or cloaks some other
motive. And let no one c'ry "obstructioil" if the building
in good faith of these institutions takes time. To refuse
to take the necessary time is to practice a cruel
deception on ourselves and on all of the peoples
involved. The tragic experience in the Congo has
taught us this lesson so vividly that I hope that we
will never have to be taught it again.
124. Here was a country which, after only limited
preparations, had full political independence granted
suddenly upon request, virtually thrust upon it-and
saw that independence turn to chaos overnight. Surely
every Member of the United Nations must take to
heart the implications of this tragedy, and the duty
of imparting to dependent peoples thf) skills and
institutions which are prereqUisites of vinble freedom.
The legacy of free institutions, honest, competent,
and loyal civil servants, adequately developed trade
and industry, an effective and wide-spread educational
system, is among the most precious resources any
newly emerged or emerging nations can have. Despite
understandable impatience, the leaders ofthese nations
shoulrl be prepared to inoist on achieving them to the
m~imum attainable degree before embarking on the
rough and dangerous waters of a world in turmoil.
125•. It is easy to shout "Uhuru", or freedom, in any
language. But if a country is to be truly free, its
people and its leaders must have the institutions and
the knowledge to enable them Wisely to choose year
after year, through all the years ahead-to make the
great sovereign choices which will determine their
national destinies.
12tl. And such fateful choices must be made not only
at the outset of a nation's independence, but in every
succeeding year and decade of its national career.
The power to make these choices is the most precious
patrimony of every nation. A nation which is not free
to make such choices for itself is, to that extent,
not free at all.,
127. For a nation to have such freedom, two things
are necessary. It ~ust have in its own hands, instead
of in alien hands, the right to decide. And-no less
vital-it must have".among its people and among its
leaders the knowledge and experience which alone
confer the ability to decide.
128u This is no counsel of perfection. Every free
nation runs the risk of making the wrong choice, but
every nation also must have the knowledge and ex·
perience which at least give it a fair chance to choose
wisely and well.
129. Only thus can the new nations have the strength
to preserve their independence. The Importance of
this concept has been wis~ly and properly emphasized
here by a number of deler~ates, notably by the Foreigtl.
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Minister of NigerIa [1015th meeting] in introducing
his far-sighted draft resolution [A/L.357].
130. Now, the question remains which most directly
concerns us h~re in this Assembly: what can the
United Nations do now to speed and guide the deoolonizing process.
.
131. The nature of United Nations action must vary
with the· types of situations presented which, as we
have seen, are radically different in different places.
The Assembly's famous resolution 1514 (XV) adopted
last December, called for immediate steps by the
administering Powers toward ending colonial rule.
132. In many places this has presented little or no
problem. Tanganyika to take but one example, was
already far along the road, and will actually achieve
independence next ·month. On the other hand, in the
Portuguese territories in Mrica, the people's right
to ultimate self-determination has not yet been recognized by the Government.
133. Then tq.ere are other cases D of which the Trust
Territory of New Guinea is' an example, where the
Administering Authority-in this case, Australia-has
fully accepted, both in law and in practice, its Charter
responsibilities, but where tens of thousands of the
people are not yet in touch with the outside world.
They still have a long period of development ahead
before they can hope to be a viable independent nation.
134. We of the United States believe that the United
Nations has two quite different tasks in this whole
field. Toward the Governments which, unfortunately,
have been slow and unwilling to accept their responsibilities under the Charter, we believe that the
righ~ course is to appoint special committees to
investigate the situation in the area, to consult with
and persuade the governing Powers, to keep the General
Assembly informed~ to make specific recommendations~ and to maintain on eaGh of these situations
the clearly focused judgement of world opinion. We
are confident that \this method will yield results in
due time, though not as soon as many of us would
wish.
.
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135. Clearly, such a c'ourse would be inappropriate
for the other cases in which the governing Power has
accepted its responsibilities under the Charter and is
working in good faith with the·· indigenous population
to carry them out. When, for instance, a Government
which administers a Non-Self-Governing Territory
faithfUlly resports to the General Assembly, through
the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories; on the administration of an area, on
social and economic, and even political, developments
therein, we think it is ~carcely appropriate that cllis
situation should be treated by the United Nations as
if it were a problem of colonial oppression.
136. The United states is associated with three
territories that are not fully self-gove:L~ning: the
Virgin Islands, Guam and American Samoa, with
a total indigenous population of less than 100,000.
137. To the extent that the word "colonialism"
,means an unjust relationship continued against; the
; wishes of the people of the territories in question,
a relation of subjugation, oppression and exploitation,
the term "colonialism" has no application whatsoever
to the situations in these Territories.
138. However, we recognize that, although these
Territories possess a large measure of self-govern-
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ment in the sense that they have their own)eglslative
bodies, freely elected on the basis of universal adult
suffrage t they are not fully self-governing within
the meaning of that term as it is generally used at
the United Nations. My Government has accordingly
reported under Article 73 e of the Charter on these
three Territories as "Non-Self-Governing Territories n, even though-I might add-the term is somewhat resented by the elected leaders ofthe Territories
who consider that they are self-governing. It further
follows that these Territories ~ being at least technically
non-self-governing, fall within the scope ofreso!ution
1514 (XV).
139. In accordance with our belief in the principle
of self-determination, and in accordance with resolution 1514 (XV),I am glad to advise this Assembly that
the United Nations is proceeding to consult with the
appropriate elected Councils in Guam, in American
Samoa, and in the Virgin Islands, as to what steps
might be takel\l in each territory in the light of its
own particular c('nditions to determine the wishes of
its people regarding their political future. We are
also doing the same in the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands, but that Territory is the concern of
the Security Council.
140. In many dependent areas, as in the United States
Territories I have mentioned, there are vitai and
growing relationships of consultation atfd partnersbl;p
between the Administering Authority and the indigenous
leaders. Nothing should be done by the United Nations
to cut across, or interfere with, these relationships
which offer the straightest and shortest road to true
self-determination. Indeed, the effectiveness of that
process has been proved by hundreds of millions of
newly independent peoples in the last fifteen years.
By the test of history it deserves respect and a continued chance to work without new complications.
141. Yet there is certainly a most constructive part .
for the United Nations to play. A General Assembly
committee has been suggested, in a draft resolution
[A/L.366 and Add.1-3] to concern itself With the
progress of the ending of colonial rulB among remaining
dependent territories. We believ6 its main function
should be to survey the situation and to present for
the considerati'on of the Assembly, and of all the
Members concerned, guiding principles of action in
this all-important area. It would consider, for example,
some of the particularly difficult problems which
remain, sucli as the small islands, enclaves and
territories where there are sizeable minoritie},. Such
a committee, patterned after the Special Committee
of Six on Transmission of Information which dealt
with some of the problems of definitions in this field,
could well be of, p;enuine value.
142. Happily, the cases whe,re the governing Power
is working in good faith with the local peoples to
achieve the aims of Chapte.r XI of the Charter are
the great majority of cases of colonial rule today.
At its best, colonial rule is, and must be, selfliquidating. That is what it· has been in the historic
fifteen years just past, and many delegations 'present
in this hall are the living prod! of that fa(}t.
143. I wish it were possible for me to leave this
subject on this happy note. But I feel it my duty to
say something about another kind of subjugation of
foreign peoples which afflicts humanity in this period
of history.
144. The Soviet Union is never shy about demanding
immediate independence of' all colonial territories
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from Western control. In fact, it goes 1urther anci
demands, in effect, that all contacts between tt-.e
emerging nations and the West should be severed,
leaving the new nations cut off from all the technical
and economic support which the Western industrial
nations can and do offer them. This interesting device
would leave the new nations in the weakest possible
position to resist whatever designs the Soviet Union
may have in mind for them.
145-. Meanwhile, a great many people-not only in my
country, but in many parts of the world-understandably
ask: what about the 200 million alien people whom the
Soviet Union ha's subjugated since 1945? Have they
not also the right, in the words of the historic colonial
Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV), to
"freely determine their political status" and to "enjoy
complete indep~ndence and freedom"? Is this subjUgation not also a: virulent fo;r~ of colonialism. Qr,
if you prefer, imperialism?
146. These people wantto know why the United NaW':ms
concentrates on forms of Western colonial rul~, which
are fast coming to an end, and gives little or no attention to those much more stubborn and subtle forms
of domination practised by the Soviet Union, especially
in Eastern Europe, and by Communist China in Tibet
and elsewhere. Are not the same principles of selfdetermination involved in ail these cases? Why not
be most forceful and insistent with those who persist
most stubbornly in injustice?
147. We sympathize very deeply with those who ask
th.ese questions. The feelings of the United States,
and of the majority of Members, on the tragic problems of Hungary and of Tibet are well known in the
General Assembly and will be made clear again
shortly when the two items concerningthose questions
are reached on our agenda. The time will surely
come when justice can be done in peace for those
and other peoples who are held today, against their
will, under the alien rule of Moscow or Peldng" Their
day will come, and the United Nations will have its
part to play in the fullness of time. History has its
own patterns and its own logic.
148. In this connexion, it was remarkable to note
the extreme statements which the very able representative from the Soviet Union felt constrained to
utter in reply to some of the observations on &?viet
colonialism which the representative of the United
Kingdom made in his recent forthright statement
in this debate. I could only ~ssume Mr. Godber must
have touched on a raw nerve-end. Mr. Lapin'EJ reply,
though short, contained such remarkable assertions
as the follOWing:
"The Soviet Union is composed of free republics
which are united by friendship and the solidarity
of interests of its peoples." [1056th meeting, para.
16.]*
149. I wonder, just to cite one example among many,
if the 900,000-1 repeat, 900,00o-Moslem Kazakhs
who mysteriously disappeared from their national
Republic between 1920 and 1939 would agree with
Mr. Lapin. Or would the 400,000 Volga Germans,
the 259,000 Crimean Tartars, the 130;000 Kalmucksall deported to the East-would they agree with Mr.
Lapin? Mr. Lapin also stated:
"A-erfor military bases, you know very well i.ndeed
that the Soviet Union does not have .military bases
on foreign territory." [Ibid., para. 169.] *
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150. Just to take one example, it is a fact that there
are currently in Hungary something over 50,000 Soviet
troops. Now, Mr. Lapin's statement-which I cited
here-can lead us to one of two conclusions: either
the 50,000 Soviet troops are living and operating
from botels, guest-houses, and country inns, or the
Soviet Union <ioee not consider Hungary a foreign
territory. Let each draw his own conclusions.
151. In a document [A/4889] circulated previously
in connexion with this item, the Soviet Union chose
to direct .its main fire against my country whose
dependent territories-including its Trust Territoryhave a population of less than 200,000 people, and
which. is working hard to live up to the Charter in. all
these matters. I do not wish to impose on representatives by answering these fantastic charges here. We
shall, nevertheless, shortly circulate a document which
will set forth some of our views on the Soviet memQr.>
randum.
152. I should now like to turn to another matter.
The dispute over the territory of West New Guinea
provides this Assembly with a great challenge and
an unusual opportunity. I shall not attempt to review
the tangled history of this dispute, nor presume to
pronounce judgement on the conflicting claims of
the Governments of Indonesia and the Netherlands.
15,3. However, hopefully, the barren confrontation of
clalms and counter-claims is nearing its end. Provided
the Assembly acts with judicious realism, this Territory may soon cease to be a focus of international
disputation. Indeed, it may well serve as a model for
responsible decolonization.
,154. My Government regards as imaginative and
constructive the initiative which the Government of
the Netherlands has taken in proposing its relinquishment of control over West New Guinea, with a United
Nations
administration for an interim period. The
,
basic condition set by the Government of the Nether.lands is that the inhabitants of the Territory be
afforded the right to exercise freedom of choice with
regard to the· ultimate dispo~ition of the area. The
position of the United states on. the principle of 8e1£determination is well known, and we perceive no
valid reason why an appropriate expression of the
will of the people should be denied the inhabitants
of West New Guinea.
155. On the other hand, while we welcome the general
nature of the Netherlands proposal, in our opinion
the Netherlands draft resolution [A/L.354] represents
completely the point of view of its sponsor, and does
not sufficiently recognize the intense Indonesian
interest in the Territory.
156. We believe that there is no purpose tobe gained
by attempting to ignore, as does the Netherlands draft
resolution, the claim of Indonesia to sovereignty over
the territory the latter calls Irian Barat. The Assembly
should, in our view, not be asked to accept either
the Netherlands claim to sovereignty, or the Indonesian
claim. Whatever it does should be without prejudice,
to either side. In the light of the dispute that exists,
the proper course in accordance with the United Nations
Charter would seem to be to ensure to the people of
the area an opportunity, at the proper time, under
the aegis of the United Nations, to express their own
choice as to their political future.
157. In order to ensure this resuit, we believe that
any resolution adopted by the Assembly should make
perfectly clear that the administration of the area
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would be turned over by the Dutch to the United Nations
by a certain date. The conditions for the transfer
would be laid down by the 'General Assembly at its
seventeenth session, after it had received the recommendations of a small commission composed of
disinterested Member states.
158. We believe that such a United Nations administration, leading to the expression of choice by the
people of the area, should provide to' Indonesia every
reasonable opportunity to pursue its objective of
achieving the integration of West New Guinea with
Indonesia. During the interim period, Netherlands
control would have be~n ended and an impartial United
Nations administration would be in complete control.
We would assume that under such an administration
Indonesia would have access to the area.
159. We do not believe that the proposal of the
dGlegation of India [A/L.367 and Add.1] offers a
definitive solution to the problem we confront. Much
as we would like to see a reconciliation of the views
of the Netherlands and Indonesia on this matter, and
much as we would welcome friendly discussions
between the disputants~ we would point out that similar
proposals for simple bilateral negotiations have been
presented here before and rejected. We believe that
any draft resolution on this ma,tter now must take
into account the new developments which are represented by the expressed willingness of the Netherlands
to relinquish its control over the territory to the
United Nations.
160. Moreover, in our view, adoption of a simple
appeal to the parties to negotiate would amount to
rejecting-or at least ignoring-the idea· that the
people of the area should be given the right of selfdetermination. Indeed, we note with sorrow that the
draft resolution offered by the Indian delegation makes
no mention of the people of West New Guinea, and it
seems to accept t.he notion that their political future
can, and indeed should, be settled by others without
taking their views into account.
161. The right of self-determination is a basic right
lL"lder the Charter and under resolution 1514 (XV).
The representative of India, Mr. Krishna Menon, in
effect stated here the other day [1058th meeting] that
he could not accept the idea of a United Nations commission~ since this would be tacit acceptance that the
sovereignty of the area was open.to dispute. But that
is precisely the case: Indonesia claims sovereignty,
and its claim is supported by a number of delegations,
including that of India. But the Netherlands also claims
sovereignty, and its claim is likewise supported by
a number of delegations.
162. Thus, this· would seem to be a case in whinh
the p~inciple of self-determination is entirely 8.pproprlate, and indeed offers the only practical and
just way o~t of an im:passe which has now continued
for more than a decade.
163. One final point: we have every reason to hope
and believe that the Indonesian Government can and
will accept the idea' of self-determination for West
New Guinea, provided that the administration of the
process is impartial, and provided that Indonesia
would have every appropriate access to the area.
yv~ believe that it would clearly be in Indonesia's
Interest to accept the prospective Dutch withdrawal
from West New Guinea and then to pursue Indonesia's
objectives through peaceful means. This is a complex
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matter, which will take time, patience and concerteq,
effort by all concerned.
164. We in the Gener~l Assembly are privileged
to play a part in one ~)f the mOf/t creatiV'e historic
evolutions of human history: thel/emergence of new
nations from colonial status into full equality in the
world community. That evolution is far advanced.
It is for us to help it, encourage it, and guide it into
peaceful channels. Where the responsibh~ parties falter:
or fail in their duties, we have a duty to press for
action. Where problems are being solved in good faith,
we must .respect the work that is beiIlg done. And
where all our appeals are met with stubbornness and
defiance, let us $tand and work for the right until
th,e right can prevail in peace.
I

Mr. Ortiz MartIn (Costa Rica),
took the Chair.

Vice-Chairman,

165. Mr. CORNER (New Zealand}: Last year, New
Zealand voted in favour of the Declaration on the
granting of independence to .colonial countries and
peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)]. We were proud to do
so. While we expressed reservations on some parts
of the text of that Declaration we were in deep sympathy with its principal objective. The people of New
Zealand believe that inthis Organization and elsewhere
we must work together to build a· world of independent
nations, dedicated to the common good of mankind,
freed both externally and internally from. all forms
of domination, discrimination aild pressure. Only in
such a world can the individual worth ~nd essential
dignity of every human being, regardless of his or her
race or colou!'. be fully ensured. Only so can their
talents and potentialities be liberated for the common
good.
166. It is a basic weakness of colonial systems,
however enlightened they may be, that they can hardly
hope to give complete scope to the fulfilment of
individual and national potentialities. This is today
generally recognized by administering and nonadministering Powers alike. It was recognized in
1945. The framers of those Chapters of the Charter
which deal with dependent areas placed great eJPphasis
on the transitional nature of the colonial relation~hip
and the necessity of developing all territories
politically, socially and economically, so that they
could achieve 'self-government or independence, as
appropriate to their particular circumstances.
167. It was, indeed, recognized before 1945. For
instance, on 21 January 1944, New Zealand and
Australia jointly declared!! that "the doctrine of
trusteeship already applicable in the case of the
mandatea territories of which the [two] Governments
are mandatory powers is applicable in broad principle
to all Colonial territories in the ~acific", and elsewhere, and that the main purpose of the trust was
the welfare of the indigenous peoples ·and their social,
economic and political development. This declaration
may seem mild enough now, but in 1944 it was almost
revolutionary. New Zealand followed up tl}.e . spirit
of this declaratipn, and under, the impulse of its Prime'
Minister, Mr. Peter Fraser, who was Chairman of
Committee 4, which drafted the chapters of the Charter'
on Trust and dependent Territories, the New Zealand
delegation played a leading part in the early movement
towards decolonization. It is true that the movement
'li Australian-New Zealand Agreement, 1944-published in Keesing's
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has now gathered a momentum undreamed of at San
Francisco, to the point where we who were once in
the va!1 seem now numbered ax;nong the "moderates".
But if there is any difference between us and thos~
who are now the leaders of the decolonization movement, it is over detailed timing and practical methods
certainly not over the objective.
'
168. The basic principles and provision!:! of the
Charter are still valid; but with the recent accession'
to independence of many countries and the political
awakening of those peoples who are still dependent,
a new note of urgency has been sounded. Most Administering Powers have responded with imagination
and energy to this fresh challenge, as is attested by
the presence here of so many new African States.
One or two of the traditional colonial Powers have
unfortunately found it more difficult to adjust their
policies to changing circumstances. The greatest
and most successful imperialist of them all, the Soviet
Union, is again, this year, posing as the champion
of oppressed peoples and has even submitted a draft
resolution [A/L.355] which stresses the need in
dependent areas for, among other things, free elections,
freedom of speech and a free press. The audacity of
the sponsor of this draft resolution takes the breath
away-even compels a slightly amused if nauseated
sense of wonder. But I shall not dwell upon the cold
war nature of this Soviet exercise. I am well aware
of the desire of the people of Africa and Asia to be
~eft in peace to deal with their pressinp; problems
10 their own way, without haVing them complicated
by the intrusion of cold war issues.
169. We cannot take seriously the Soviet initiative

with its obviously ulterior motives. We do, however,
take very seriously indeed the views of our AfricanAsian colleagues. Ml.. ny of them, as representatives
of peoples newly emerged from colorrlal status, are
singularly well placed to speak with knOWledge and
authority on the question before us. That these views
should differ considerably in some respects is to be
expected. They are, however, unanimous on one
point-that the General Assembly should this year
take some action which would assist i·n the early
implementation of the principles contained in the
Declaration on colonialism.
,170. My delegation sympathizes with this desire.

We believe, moreover, that it would be possible for
the Assembly to move in that direction without prejudicing or infringlngthose rights and responsibilities,
unaltered by the Declaration on colonialism, which,
under the Charter, administering Members have with
regard to the Trust and NOil-Self-Governing Territories in their charge. As long as these Members
strive honestly to discharge their obligations under
the Charter, their position must be respected. Even
if one could ignore legal considerations, it would
surely be the path of practical wisdom for this Assembly not to attempt to legislate in detail for the
numerous remaining dependent territories, territories
with widely differentiated backgrounds amI capacities.
There are some administering Members who have
always discharged their Charter obligations, usually
with admirable effect. Both experience and common
sense suggest that to these administering Members
whose good faith is not in dispute should and .must
be left the responsibility for the rapid political development of their territories and the fulfilment of
any general recommendations this Assembly may
make.
..-..:.. ...~-,..- " ~~-"-~.-'.-.~'-- ~ -

,

171. There is also a general desire in this assembly
that people should take over their patrimony, their
independent States, as sound concerns capable of
meeting their steadily rising aspirations. Sometimes
it seems to us that a few States in .this Organization
have a vested interest in chaos, but the many cerfainly
do not.
172. We dQ not dispute the value of steady pressure
by the United Nations upon administering Members.
New Zealand, even though it approached its trust in
Western Samoa with enthusiasm and good will, benefited greatly from the constant scrutiny and remorseless pressure of the Trusteeship Council. It kept us
on our toes; it was valuable anI.! necessary even
when momentarily it may have seemed inconvenient.
What is! of crucial importance is the spirit in which
this scrutiny and pressure are carried out. We always
approaqhed our trust in Western Samoa in the spirit
of a thr~~-way partnershipbetween the United Nations,
the Administ!3ring. Authority and the people of the
Territory. The United Nations showed a similar
spirit. It was this co-operative atmosphere, this
spirit of partnership in one of the most noble of human
enterprises, which made possible the fruitful cooperation that led to the Samoans achieving their
independence in an orderly manner. We were not
spared criticism when Members of the United Nations
thought criticism was warranted; neither were we
denied a modest measure of praise or encouragement.
We have reason to know that there is generosity of
spirit a;mong the Members of the United Nations.
l73. I ask to be excused for citing Western Samoa
as an example, but it is the only case of which I have
detailed knowledge; and even th.ough its problems
are simple compared with those facing ma~y em~rgent
States, they are nevertheless essentially tbe same
problems in nature and in number, and often, hecause
the, scale is smaller, one can see the problems in
sharper focus.
174. Now, if the Samoans, who will be independent
in five weeks' time, had been content to remain a
tribal society on a subsistence economy, they could
have governed themselves without any outside help
at any stage; indeed, their superb skill in the art of
politics and government often makes the politicians
from so-called advanced countries appear amateurish.
In this sense we agree with the argument advanced
by several speakers that all colonial peoples are
ready to take over control of their affairs immediately.
But it was not possible for Samoa to preserve its
traditional economy and system of government. Aa
a result of non-traditional medical services, they
were increasing their population at a fsster rate
than any people in the world. Agricultural and economic
development were needed even to maintain existing
or traditional standards of living; to improve their
standards:-and this was the grOWing desire of the
gro~ing population-new techniques and new skills
in administration, in agriculture, in health, in education, and in engineering were essential.
175. It is no reflection on a traditional society to
say that it oannot immediately cope with the increas~d ,
needs and increased desires of ever increasing popu...
lations in a modern world. A bridge has to be built
between the traditional and the new society-a new
society whose form can never be predicted in advance
because it will vary with each people. The task of
those who administer colonies or Trust Territories
is to he~p the people o~ the territory to build that
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bridge as qUickly as possible. Yet even with the best
will in the world this bridge-building takes time. It
takes time for boys and girls to go through primary
school and. secondary school; for some to go through
university; for some to acquire, by arduous experience,
- the' skills of doctors, engineers and administrators.
Sometimes years go by and little seems to be happening.
But then the return on the investment in education
at last starts coming-but boys ~nd girls come out
of schools and universities, the post-graduate scholars
come home, the apprentices complete their training,
the administrators become -confident of their skills.
And then progress comes with a rush and there is a
sense of mastery and exhilaration. Patience is rewarded. I hope this does not sound like a piea for
delay or passivity; it is not intended as SUCh.
176. Each of us has an experience which conditions'
his thinking. New Zealand's is conditioned by its
position in, and its knowledge of, the Pacific, with
its tiny islands, often no more than coral atolls,
inhabited by only a handful of people and scattered
over the vast and lonely distances of the Pacific
Ocean. The remarkable diversity of the remaining
dependent territories around the world may at times
be overlooked by Members who are, not unnaturally,
concerned mainly with Africa. Yet the physical and
political differellces between a vast continental territory and some tiny isolated island in the Pacific are
much more noticeable than are any fortcttous similarities in international status.
177. If the General Assembly should decide to establish a special committee for the purpose of examining
the application of the Declaration, such a committee
would, we are sure, be struck with the intricacy and
variety of the tasks which confront some of the administering Member's. It is unlikely that some single formula
will cover all these cases. Any general principles, no
matter how theoretically valid, wiU in practice have
to be applied with great care and considerable discretion. It is because we recognize these realiti~s
that we are predisposed in favour of the draft resolution [A/L.357] on "Assistance to Mrica: <.!) a United
Nations programme for independence", wpJch the
Federation of Nigeria originally proposed.

178. It seems to us reasonable, in view of the political
sensitivity of Africa and the acute difficulties which
have arisen concerning African territories such as
Angola and South West Africa, to give special attention
to the problems of decolonization in that continent.
It seems only realistic to demand that i:mmed:'ate and
urgent steps should be taken to prepare the peoples
of dependent areas there for the complete management
of their own affairs. Although far removed from the
immediate scene, New Zealand shares the deep anxiety
of other IvIember States that the political entities
which emerge in Africa should be stably and truly
independent, liable neither to lapse into internal chaos
nor to become unduly, and therefore unhealthily,
dependent again on outside Powers or on their own
larger neighbours.
179. We are not convinced of the wisd'~'Jm of trying
to set a final target date for the independence of
African territories, let alone for all dependent areas.
Our own e~"perience in Western Samoa, limited as it
was, taught us the practical difficulty and political
imprUdence of attempting to fix a final d~te until a
late stage in the process of development by which
that Territory grew out of Trusteeship. Wh.~n that
stage was reached, the setting of a date for inde-
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pendence, agreed with the Samoan leaders, proved
virtually inevitable and thoroughly useful. But we
are willing to vote for the Nigerian draft resolution,
with its target date of before 1970forthe independence'
of Africa~ territories, as we feel this date should not
greatly embarrass those administering Members who
are discharging their Charter obligations, and could
act as a useful spur on those who are not.
180. Unless these colonial problems are solved and.
stable nations with popularly based GovElrnments
established, the struggle for Africa, in the twentieth
century could well have effects more lasting and
detrimental than the struggle for Africa at the end
of the last century ~ The international atmosphere
today is so supercharged with tensio~ that all risk
of conflict between the great Powers must be kept.
to the absolute minimum. While we 'welcome the
manner in which many outside countries are giving
aid to the newly independent countries of Africa,
the events of the last eighteen months in the central
part of that continent have amply illustrated the dangers
inherent in international competition and the pressure
than can develop when foreign countries are afforded,
by the internal weakness of a state., an opportunity
for pursuing their own ends.
181.. In the Pacific, fortunately, the problems of
decolonization are usually of a different order, and
in general do not carry with them ar.ty threat to international peace or security. As a Pacific country,
however, New Zealand cannot but be especially interested in the well-being and prosperity of West
New Guinea. We have been particularly impressed
by -the generosity and imagination shownby the Netherlands in its proposals [A/L.354] concerning the application of the Declaration on colonialism to that
territory. These proposals, taken &.J a, whole, seem
to us not only a constructive attempt to find a soluti()n
to a vexed and difficult problem within a United Nations
framework, but also a challenge to this Assembly
to support the orderly implementation of its own
Declaration. It is suggested that as a first step a
United Nations commission should go to New Guinea
and make an impartial report on conditions in the
Territory and on the present views held by the indigenous people. The impartial report on conditions
in the Territory and on the present views of the
indigenous peQple is clearly a prerequisite to the
assumption by the United Nations of the responsibilities
whicli, the proposals envisage, should be vested i.n
an international development authority• While we have
some doubts as to whether the commission will, in
fact, find it possible at this stage to advise on the '
timing of a plebiscite, we appreciate the arguments
in favour of giving it the widest possible terms of
reference.
182. New Zealand is fortunate in that it enjoys the
friendliest of relations with Indonesia as well as with
the Netherlands. This has been a painful problem to
those of us who have for years been confronted by the
possibility of having to take sides inadispute between
two friends-one of them, Indonesia, being New
Zealand's near neighbour with which we have many'
close and friendly associations, especially Wider the
Colombo Plan. Happily f the Netherlands proposals inl
no way preclude the possibility that the inhabitants
of West New Guinea will eventually choose Indonesia.
A guarantee that any choice would be freely atJ.d·
meaningfully made is afforded by the Netherlands'
willingness to transfer its administration to an impartial international author~ty~ We believe the pro-
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posals now before the Assembly JIlay/open a new era
by providing the opportunity to settle a long-standing
problem on an objectiv.e basis. The outside Power has
offered to move out of the area and leave the decisions
entirely to the people concerned, within the framework
of this Organization. It has gone further and offered
to put a great sum of money at the disposal of the
United Nations and to provide administrators and
experts if the United Nations so desires, but only if
it so desir,es.
183. This migbt be one of those epoch-making
proposals which have emerged from time to time in
the mstory of the United Nations. If it is merely
thrust aside, it could reduce the likelihood of any
similar opportunity ever being presented to the United
Nations by any other Power. .If only for that reason,
if only because the Netherlands proposal opens up
very gl"eat possibilities for the United Nations, we
assume it will be studied very carefully. At the same
time we have taken note of the stro~gnegative reaction
of our friends from Indonesia. This has come as a
surprise and a disappointment" Though we feel sure
that the threat of force is not Jndonesia's final word,
th~ reaction of Indonesia is a political fact of great
importance which can no more be thrust aside than
can the will of the indigenous people. We trust that
the Indonesian reaction will not remain negative.
Indeed, we discerned the possibilities of movement
in Dr. Subandrio's statement on Monday [1058thmeetin~tl. As I have said, we do not feel that the Netherlands
proposals preclude the attainment of the objectives
Indonesia seeks. Nevertheless, we are prepared to
examine sympathetically proposals which might give
.IndonEl:sla greater assurance on this point. ,The future
tranquillity of the whole area, and in particular the
welfare of the people of New Guine~, demands that
every effort be made to obtain the maximum area
of agreement, always on a basis of Charter principles.
184. We trust that a greater measure of agreement
will emerge before votes are taken upon a question
which involves strong emotions as well as basic
principles. Three main parties are immediately involved: the people of West New Guinea, Indonesia
and the Netherlands. I put the people of the Territory
first not only on grounds of principle but because
they also are a political fact and their reaction to
any solution cannot be ignored by anyone interested
in peaceful decolonization. I suppose, also, that the
Unit~d Nations too must now be regarded as a fourth
party, since two of the parties involved have frequently
brought the issue to the United Nations and since
the United Nations itself is regarded as having a
special concern for the interests of the people who
are not yet in a position to speak for themselves.
185. The Charter, with its emphasis on "the principle
of equal rights and self-determination of peoples",
is still far from being. acted upon in alLparts of the
world. We can with justification welcome the great
progress that has been made since ·1945 in promoting
the happiness and welfare of those living under alien
rule and assisting their progress towards independence. But it is not unna..;ural that some of us
should feel rather impatient when we think of what
remains to be done before we can see the end of
colonialism in all its forms ti.nd manifestations, new
as well as old. Such impatience should inspire us all
to greater efforts; it must not blind us to the immensity
of the work ahead. The Members of this Assembly
want the dependent peoples to fulfil their political
aspirations rapidly, but in those orderly and peaceful

conditions which will not o~ly best ensure their own
future prosperity and integrity but- also contribute to
the harmonious expansion of the community of nations.
186. Our own experience as an Administering Authority, although on a small scale, has convinced us
of the value of present arrangements for supervising
the administration of Trust Territories and considering
informatH:m transmitted about Non-Self-Governing
Territories. We congratulate the United Kingdom on
its recent ·decision to transmit political information
on such territories. We hope that any resolutions
adopted in relation to the p:resent items will leave
undisturbed the Trusteeship Council and the Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories,
organs where the co-operation of administering Members has been freely and usefully given in the past
and is assured in the future. Without this co-operation
the Assembly· can exercise little effecti've influence
throughout the dependent world" The Charter of the
United Nations was written deliberately and we would
not want to rewrite it and throwaway lightly methods
and machinery which have. given good results.
Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair.

187. I have cited aspects of our experience in a way
that might be taken as urging some patience, or even
caution. It is therefore, only right to stress also that
one of the chief lessons of our experience has been
that only when dependent peoples can be given ever
increasing political responsibility for the conduct
of their own affairs is real progress made in accelerating their economic and social development.
There comes a time when the administering Power,
however well disposed, can do no more. Full cooperation, even in undt."rtakings which everyone knows
to be essential, is not forthcoming unless the people
have absolute confidence that they are firmly in CClntrol ~ of their own destiny and that their will is para..
mount, and only then do they feel the full weight of
responsibility and bring their whole attention to their
problems.
188. As the Samoans kept reminding us, "Good government i~ no substitute for self-government". We know
from incontrovertible experience that the exercise
of political responsibility can release energies and
tap human potenti-alities which otherwise are rarely,
if ever, called into play. The joy of seeing a people
flower, of seeing their full energies released-this
is the greatest reward that can come to the administering Power; and it is a reward which blots out the
memory of years of effort and criticism. This is ODe
reason why enlightened colonialist Powers are in the
process of speedily abolishing themselves. It is our
sincere hope that their example will inspire those
others, less far-sighted, who seek to justify their
policies. by appeals to ancient racial prejudices, 01lCdated historical' attitudes or new but equally false
ideologies which ,seek to expand and perpetuate the
domination of a few over the many.
189. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call upon the representative of Ethiopia, who wishes
to exercise his right of reply.
190. Mr. HAILEMARIAM (Ethiopia): My country,
Ethi?pia, has worked for the attainment of independence
by our brothers from Somalia and when it was realized,
we were privileged to expreas our joy at their achieve;'
ment of independence. The present Prime Minister
of Etluopia himself had the privilege and honour of
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congratulating our Somali,l)rothers when they were
admitted to this Assembly [865th meeting} •.
191. It is indeed unpleasant for us Ethiopians to be
provoked by our' Somali brothers into giVing a reply.
We deeply regret this. We Ethiopians love our Somali
brothers, because there is no difference between
-- Ethiopia and Somaliai in fact, before the advent of
colonialism, Ethiopia and Somalia were one and the
same 9/)"untry. At the time of its departure, colonialism
qsed the techniques of neo-colonialism to separate
us:' It was, indeed, a retrograde step in the context
of African unity. Nevertheless, we still have hopes
of being reuriited one day with our Somali brothers,
when they come to their senses.
192. Two days ago, I appealed for the liberation of
our sister State, Kenya, as soon as possible. This
was at the 1058th meeting of the Assembly. We deeply
regret that the representative of Somalia, Mr. Farah
Ali Omar, suggested, a while ago, the dismemberment
of northern Kenya from Kenya i to be effected before
Kenya obtains its independence. This is indeed unfortunate-all the. more so, comingfrom a representative of a sister African country, Somalia.
193. Kenya, being a colony, is not represented here;
it is unable to give an answer to my friend from
Somalia. But we earnestly hope that at the seventeenth
session of the General Assembly, Kenya will obtain
its independence and will join the Assembly.
194. I wonder if my Somali friend would then dare
ask for the fragmentation of Kenya. It is regrettable
that what the representative of a sister African State,
Somali, said today might delay the speedy achievement
of independence by our brothers in Kenya. I am sure
that this quarrel between Africans-this delaying tactic
used by one African country to impede the attainment
of independence by another African country-will
please the colonialist Powers immensely. .This is
deplorable.
195. As far as Somalia's aspiration to dis,member
Ethiopia is concerned, it is well known to be a vain
mirage, a dream which can never be attained. Somalia
never existed as a state before 30 June 1960; thus,
: any antecedent territorial ambition on the part of my
brother from Somalia denotes. a lack of knowledge
of the history of his own country and mine. The world
knows that the present State of Somalia was, from,
. time immemorial, a province of Ethiopia. Now, the
world in its \visdom has created the new state of
Somalia. We accepted this and we congratulated our
friends. Very well anclgoocl, and we wish them success.
and we mean it.
196. However, the ideas-the notorious ideas-of
f~scism and nazism, namely, territorial expansionism
and racial irredentism, cannot be used to dismember
either Ethiopia or any other part of Mrica. This
course of action will immensely reduce the prestige
of our brothers of Somalia and we deeply regret it.
I earnestly hope that Mr. FarahAli Omarwill abandon
hi8 little bickerings and will create an atmosphere of
harmonious existence between Ethiopia and SomaJ.ia.
We have no fear of being recolon,ized by any other
cOlJ.I1.try, for Ethiopians have managed to maintain their
natlonal UIl.ity and territorial integrity against other
expansionist States that possessed great and superior
arms. They did not colonize us i we were occupied for
only five years-and only partially occupied.

779.

197. Paragraph 6 of the Declaration contained in
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) says:
"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption
of the national unity and the territorial integrity of
a COlintry is incompatible with the purposes and
principles of the Charter of the United Nations".
This applies to l\enya, since it emanates from the
Declaration of this Assembly on colonia1j.sm. We hope
that the United Kingdom Government will not be influenced and retard the indep'endence of Kenya because
of what the representative of Somalia has said.
198. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call upon the r~,resentative of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, who wishes t.o exercise his right
of reply.
199. Mr. llAPIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
(translated from Russian): I should like very briefly
to reply to the very naive remarks of Mr. Bingham,
the representative of the United states and my colleague on the Fourth Committee. He attempted here
to teach the African countries how independence and
self-government are to be understood and what knowledge a.nd what experience one has to have in order to
enjoy the right to independence. These lessons are,
of course, not very well timed, but I shall not enlarge
on that point. The African representatives will, obviously, give him a reply themselves. Besides, we
shall still have an opportunity of reverting to the
problems of colonialism when discussing the draft
resolutions.
200. I should like to say a few words about Mr.
:Bingham's remarks regarding the Soviet Union.
201. He said that in the United states people often
ask the question why the Western Powers have liberated
many colonial countries, whereas the Soviet Union
does not follow this example. Mr. Bingham pretends
to be embarrassed by such questions. We are prepared
to h~lp him. Let him explain to his fellow-citizens
that the United States Press and officials have for
many years past been deliberately distorting the truth
about the Soviet Union.
202. For many years past false and slanderous reports about the Soviet Union have been published and
circulated in th~ United States. So, it is quite understandable that stupid questions liKe those Mr. Bingham
referred to here may possibly have been asked by
ordinary citizens of the United States. There is nothing
surprising in this. If the United States were to print
in its newspapers and journals and broadcast over
its radio networks the truth about the Soviet Union, .
about our State structure, about the mutual relations
between the socialist republics and the Soviet Union,
about our economy, our poli:tics, our mutual relations
with the Peoples' Democracies and so on then, of
course, -there would be no such misconceptions in the
United States.
203. Unfortunately, very many of the idea.s which
are sometimes expressed by United Stat~s representatives, and by those who want to be agreeable to the
United States, are based on misinformation and the
crudest distortion of facts. It may be that the United
States representatives sometimes begin to believe
this misinformation themselves. Obviously, these are
the peculiar features of the cold war situation which
still continues to characterize the radio and Press
campaign in the United state~ against the Soviet Union.
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And echoes of these are to be found, even here in the
(.\'
United Nations.
204. Mr. Bingham asks the naive question: why is the
Declaration nm-:c~,aended to the 200 million inhabitants
of the socialist _world? Surely, he knows perfeotly
well himself how ridiculous this quee,tion is. The
reason is that these people are free; they liveJn
independent sovereign States and carry on their,
business as they think fit, Without asking the United
States.
.
205. lfhe qu~stion that is being discussed liere' is
the question of colonialism-not what \,~ome persons'
like or dislike '. about tits. Soviet 'UniLm. It: is most
gratifying .that the United 'States repi"esentative' has
at last said a word' 'about the 'United States colonies.
That is a positive indication. It would be very nice
if the United st~tes were to implement the Declaration
'as it applies' to these colorrl,a~ 90untries; that would
be regarded by the world as a positive phenomenon.
206. Mr. BinFinam says, however, that it will be
necessary to askth~ population of the Virgin Islands,
Guam and American Samoa how ~hey wish to develop
further. But he admits that they are ready for independence. Then, why ask them? Would any country'
or any people say that it does not want freedom or
independence-that it would rather remain under the
rule of the United states'? It'is impossible to imagine
suc~J replies being gi\l'en. So what is the need for
inquiries? These countr,ies are ~adyforindependence
now. Give them independence, as the' Declaration
recommends, l}.nd that will be the end of it.
207. I would like to -comment also on two other state-m~nts, obviously intended for naive people. But there
ar~\~ no sucl?- people,in the Assembly.
.'
11

29P.

The United states representative !<llked about
Hungary. In doing so, he w*s indulging
i~ the usual American tendency to be sensf.ltional. But,
t4urely, everyone Imows that the Soviet troops are
remainiag in Hungary by agreement with the Government _of t!le sovereign Republic of Hungary. Everybody
Imowso-ihat the Soviet Union has more tba~ once proposed to the Western Powers to withdraw all troops
fromforeignterrttories behind their nationalfrontiel"s.
And we are prepared- to do so at any moment. The
United States, however, is sending fresh contingents, .
Sf~viet troops in

fresh .divisions to Europe. There you have a fact.
You may put up a show of being naive but do not expect
that other people, too, are so naive and1that, in. reply
to your military efforts, they will weaken their defences. That cannot be expected from the Soviet Utll.on
or the socialist States.
209. A last remark about the economic ties between
the West and the under-developed countries.
210. The United States rep:t:"esentative implied here
that the Soviet Union would like to see such ties
broken. But who would believe this? It is a United States
invention. The Soviet Union has never advocatec2 breaking the ties between the Under-developed countries arid
the Western countries. That would be stupid and absurd.
'Wc are opposed to t(lle various forms of neo-colonialism. We are against economic co-operation with political strings attached, against countries havingfoisted
on them all kinds of unequal agreements, againsteconomic links peing accompanied by threats, againstthe
establishment of military bases, .against bribery,
against unequal and unequivalent trade exchanges, etc.
That is what the Soviet Union opposes and what many
African and other countries have protested against
here. We would be glad if the ties between the Western
and the under-developed countries were of a really
business-like character with no political or discriminatory conditions attached, if they were based on full
equality of rights, honest co-operation, etc. Can,
anyone object to that? No.
21i. The United states representative decided also
to indulge in all sorta of fabrications about the Soviet
Union, such as are usually hawked by the gutter Press
and the ·Voice of America·. Well, that is his business;
I do' not intend to _reply to that. 'I suppose that when
, people defend an unjust cause they are not particular
- about the means they choose and are even prepared
to drag gutter Press }'eports into the United Nations.
212.. The Assembly session is engaged in close and
thorough discussion of the liquidation of cc!onialism
and it will con!=luct this discussion to a sUI,:,cessful
conclusitJn ~nd adopt a correct decision. We have no
.doubts on that point, and attempts to resort to anticommunism will not divert the session from its basic
and noble task.
'?le meeting rose at 6.20 p.m.
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5. It should be realized that such~ase.s the attempt
to remain static and establish order-by Yorce, without
remedy~ng the basic wrong; is doomed to failure,
causing greater conflict and ,strife. For it is futile
to try to stem the tide offreedom or arrest the course
of history.
6. In our fast-moving world the essential element
of statesmanship is ability of adjustment to rapidly
changing conditions. The sooner the Administering
Powers adjust themselves t::-; our age and times, the
better for them and for t1;l.e whole world. For, indeed,
it cannot possibly be in the true interests of the
colonial Powers themselves to persist in a policy
of domination and inequality, with all that it involves
of conflict and strife internally, and increasing friction
internationally•
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•

The situation with· regard to the implementation of the'Declaration on the granting ofindependenceto'colonial countries
and peoples (continued)
Assistance to Africa' (continul!!!):*
(g) A United Nations programme for independence

1. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): Before
calling on 'the speakers listed for tliis evening's meeting, I should like to draw the attention of the General
Assembly to the new draft resolution which has been
introduced [A/L.368].
2. Mr. ROSSIDES (Cyprus): Last year's resolution
[1514 (XV)] containing the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples, was
proclaimed, and rightly proclaimed, as an epoch'making resolution. It was a resolution opening a new
chapt.er in the history of mankind b;V the universal
'condemnation of colonialism, and, indeed, of any
sanctioned domination of one people over another
by force. For colonialism has in the past been internationally accepted as a political system of administration, and admitted as constitutional legality. In
this way, domination by force and the denial of
fundamental human rights was treated as the norm.
Though always contrau to basic morality, colonialism
was then not a world problem. Now it is, and a compelling one, demanding urgent solution.
3. The United Nations would have been failing in its
primary responsibility if it had not, by its Declaration,
solemnly condemned and abolished colonialism.
4. For last year's resolution in effect reflected and
registered the awakened t}onscience of hwnanityon this
issue. The prevailing ideas and concepts at dny stage
in the evolution of mankind are the determin1rlg factors
of the problems that arise, and of tneir' relativf.
importance -and gravity. Thus an injustice '\beCQIll~~\
a real prohlE"m only from the moment that human
consciousness is awakened to such injustice. It then
develops into a growing anomaly and friction that
can only be resolved by restoring justice andbal8:nce.
·Resumed from the l061st meeting~
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7. This is what the United Nations is trying to avoid~
Generally speaking, it may be said that no Government,
no nation and no people, however strong in material
force, can for long disregard with impunity those
fundamental moral principles which are conditioned'
by time and place, or ignore the force of world\~
opinion. In dealing with colonialism, we should remember that, althoUgh related to colonization, it has
acquired a distinct and independent meaning. It refers
in effect to any domination by force and exploitation
of one people by another.
8. Cyprus, in its modern history, has not been colonized or a colony in any true sense of the word. Yet
in recent times, it had the status of colony and.a full
taste of colonialism in one of its gravest manifestations with respect to the policy of "divide and rule".
9. HaVing ourselves just emerged from a state of

colonial dependence after a long struggle for liberation over many decades in the political f~eld, culminating in four years of armed resistance full of
secrifice, we espousewithparticularwarmthoffeeling
the cause of liberation from colonialism of all peoples.
We feel at onewith them in their hopes and aspirations,
as well as in their trials and tribulations. We are
by their side in their march for freedom, whether in
Algeria or in Angola or in Ruanda-Urundi or in any
other part of the world where freedom is denied. -.But
independently of our full commitment to the cause
of freedom, we see the question of the termination
of colonialism also- from the broader aspect of peace
and stability in theworld. Fortherecanbe no enduring
peaoe without universal freedom and there cannot be
universal freedom while colonialism still exists..
10. Interdependence is one ofth~maincharacteristics
of our time end age. As the control of man over nature
grows through the advance of technology, so the size
of the ea-rth shrinks under his feet. The indivisibility,· ,:
of humanity, and L this sense the indivisibility of
freedom and of peace, is now more than ever, evident.
The dangers that threaten humanity from war should
make these truths more telling, so that with the
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general consent and with the enlightened co-operation
of all states, we might move on to free this world
from colonialism of all, sorts, or totalitarianism, or
any other form of domination by force, so that we
may be able to walk in the way of peace.
11. With respect to colonialism, a further aspect,
and one that should be particularly noted in the United
:Nait?ns, is that colonialism has been one of the two
mai~ setbacks for the United Nations itself. The other
setback has been the cold war. Colonialism, moreover,
by its prejudicial effect on policies, has complicated
the cold war itself. Persistence in out-dated colonialism by some Powers has been a retrograde influence
in the United Nations and has subst~fltially damaged
the prestige of this world Organization 1\'lld its authority.
This resulted either from setting an example of
disregard of the United Nations resolutions on selfdetermination and human rights, which in other
respects they wanted supported, or worse still, by
exercising an influence to oppose and prevent the
adoption of such resolutions, resolutions based on
the Charter of the Unite-d Nations. Colonialistpolicies
have not been a construc~ive influence to the United
Nations and its- prestige. There are, many instances
of this, and we hs,va had very close experience with
sOme of tho~e instances, but the question of Algeria
in a general sense may be taken as a case in point.
12. When in 1955, during the tenth session of the
General Assembly, when the item first came before
the United Nations, the Assembly, under its then
prevailing currents, decided [548th meeting1 not to
consider'it. It was therefore shelved and put aside.
The United Nations thus failed to adopt any resolution
towards a peaceful solution of the problem at a time.
particularly, when such a solution would have been
much easier to achieve. The regrettable result was
further bloodshed and an aggravated situation. And
so' it went on in subsequent sessions.

,.

Thus the force of events, increasingly conditioned
by violence in a fast-deteriorating situation, determined developments, without any constructive lead
being taken by the United Nations to bridge the differences in a helpful move forward towards solution
on the ba,sis of the Charter. This policy ma.y at the
time have appeared desirable to those who wanted
an inactive, United Nations, but it is now c:Jvious that
it did not serve the interests of the people of either
France or Algeria, or of the United Nations itself
and of world peace~ In 1959, even though. President
de Gaulle, in a .more realistic and imaginative policy,
had recognized self-determination for Algeria, the
United Nations was still Wlable to take a stand for
self-determination in accordance with its Charter
or to ado~~t'ly resolution on a matter of such grave
importance to world peace. .Thus the United Nations
was relegated to the role of being a rearguard instead
of being, as it was intended to be, a vanguard forestalling, by timely aQtion, crises and preventing
trouble beforehand. Such inability to act in a way
consistent with its fundamental principles and its
Charter on so vital an issue could reflect no credit
on the United Nations or enhance its prestige.
14. However, through the recent addition of new
Members; a breath of dedication to principle has
come to the United Nations and a new climate has
been created. At the fifteenth session, for the first
time a re~olution [1573 (XV)] in respect to Algeria,
a resolution on substance, was adopted. In spite of
a still deteriorating situation, there are now hopeful
13.

I
1

r'

signs that new negotiations will soon be undertaken.
We earnestly hope that they will be oonducted in a
spirit of mutual understanding leading to the restoration of peace in terms of freedom, equality and cooperation between the two nations concerned, and
establishing a new era of friendship and closa association between France and Algeria.
15. I have dealt rather extensively with this instance
of Algeria as an example of a setback to the United
Nations on account of the spirit of colonialism, and,
in consequence, of the need for its abolition. There
are many other instances of such setbacks. Yet the
authority and the pres~ige of the United Nations should
be carefully preserved and strengthened and its normal
development and growth encouraged, for the United
Nations represents today the only existing means for
international understanding and peace, and the only
hope of mankind at a time when its very survival is
at st.ake. The final liquidation of colonialism will be
a source of strength to the United Nations in many
ways, by rendering the Western Powers freer in their
policies, thus fortifying and broadening the common
front for freedom and human rights as the basis of
peace.
16. Last year's Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples has been
a significant step forward towards the independence
of all peoples, but measures for its early implementation are needed. My delegation is gratified that since
the Declaration on colonialism, Sierra Leone has
attained independence and has joined the United Nations.
We look forward to welcoming here Tanganyika and
shortly thereafter, Western Samoa, as new independent
states. That th~se countries have attained their independence by peaceful processes is to the credit
of the Administering Powers concerned, for its realistic and wise policy in conformity with the Declaration.
But there are still several millions of people-about
70 million-under colonial domination in various
territories. In some of them the progress to independence appears particularly slow, while in others
it is almost static.
17. We are deeply concerned and grieved by the tragic
situation in Angola, where the victims of suppression
and of the struggle for liberation run into many thousands. The denial of freedom and the violation of
human rights in Angola is a matter of general concern
within and without the United Nations, a matter which
cannot be overlooked under the pretext that it is a
question of internal jurisdiction. The argument that
Angola is part and parcel of the metropolitan area
of Portugal is a legalistic fiction adopted for the
purpose of evading the proVisions of the ·Charter.
Actual realities, however, speak for themselves,
showing that the people of Angola are a SUbject colonial
people denied their basic human rights. and freedoms.
Further, it should be emphasized that in all cases
where violations of human rights are in":olved on a
wide scale..internal juri,sdiction is no dl~terrerit. My
delegation holds the view, which we 'hitve expr~~sed
in another context, that the United Nations CaI\\ and
should be able, under the Charter, to inter'fTene in. al~
cases, in whatever part of the world, w~iere human
rights are violated. in an effort to br~g about a
necessary readjustment in the interests of;peace, for
there can be no peace where fundamental hu,man rights
and freedoms are violated and the will of the people
is in rebellion, whether such rebellion is o~twardly
manifested or not.
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18. In certain territories in southern Africa where
there are white settlements in a predominantly coloured
population, conditions in respect of human ri~hts and
political representation are still not at all satisfactory,
and the general picture that the colonial world presents
indicates that urgent steps should be taken for the
implementation of last year's Declaration so that its
provisions may become a living reality.
19. My delegation, therefore, together with thirtyseven other delegations, has sponsored a draft resolution [A/L.366 and Add.1-3]. The establishment, as
proposed in that draft resolution, of a special committee for the purpo$e of examining the degree of.
application of the prOVisions of the Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV) and reporting to the
General Assembly at its seventeenth session, should
prove a useful and constructive step, towards implementation of, th(~ DecI8.ration. We hope this draft
resolution will meet with the gene,ral ,approVal of
this Assembly.
.
.
20. It is also important to safeguard emerging States
from the danger of any interference with their independence, whether in the form of neo-colonialism or
in any other form; and in this sense, the item which
was introduced last year by the United states, entitled
"Africa: a United Nations programme for independence
and development" ,11 was aimed at assisting the then
emerging states, sixteen in number, to avoid interference in their progress towards independence.
21. We would now like to say a fewwords concerning
the two draft resolutions on the question ofWest Irian
or'West New Guinea.
22. With regard to the Netherlands draft resolution
[A/L.354], we feel that we mllst express our appre-

ciation of. the good intentions and purposes displayed
by the Netherlands in its treatment of the subject,
as revealed by its offer to transfer sovereignty to
the people of We$t New Guinea, or West Irian, and
place them under the administration of the United
Nations for the purpose of the application of selfdetermination under the Charter and under General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). We also appreciate
the evidence of healthy respect by the Netherlands
for the United Nations and for the Declaration on
colonialism, in keeping With the spirit of our times.
If this attitude were adopted by other colonial Powers
or in other territories, the liquidation of colonialism
would be no problem at all.
23. However, in this par..ticular case there are important considerations that :dso have to be taken into
account. They relate' to the integrity of Indonesia ::ts
a single national Uliit including West New Guinf"~, a
unit consider~d and ';" eated as such by the Netherlands
Government all through the time of Netherlands
sovereignty and occupation of the whole territory.
24. There Is also the further aspect of the people
of West Irian not being in a position as yet, and for
a considerable time to come, to govern themselves,
as well as the aspect ofthe possibility or practicability
of the United Nations undertaking the direct virtual
trusteeship of West New Guinea for such time.
25. All this will have to be considered. and it should
be considered also in the sense that the integrity of
a nation-if it is one nation and if it is one countryshould not be destroyed by partial se1f-determinatiq~
1/ See Q!fid.al Recorgs of the General Assembly, Fifteenth Session,
.:1-nnexes, agenda item 88, document Aj4515 and Add.l.
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of a little part of that nation. Th.~!'efore, thi~ will
have to be considered and we will reserve our position
on it.
26. The Indian draft resolution [A/L.367 and Add.l]
has the merit of allowing one more year without
definite commitment one way or the other, thereby
giving an opportunity for further negotiatip't and
understanding between- the Ne,therlands' and Indonesia
in the hope of finding an agreed and mu.tually satisfactory solution in the best interests of the people
of West New GUinea or West Irian.
27. It is a significant fact that the Netherlands
Government itself recognized, in the Charter of Transfer of Sovereignty JJ by which the independence of
Inqpnesia was declared, that the f:.lte of West Irian
was a matter of direct concern to Indonesia and a
matter which. should be discussed and sovled by negotiations between the two, as provided in that Charter
of Transfer. The proviso in the Charter of Transfer
admits two things. The very fact that in the declaration
of independence of Indonesia it was thought necessary
to make an exception with regard to West Irian implies
that West Irian was considered a part of .Indonesia,
since it was necessary to make an exception of it in
the Charter of Transfer. If it was apart of a different
country, there would have been no necessity to make
an exception.
28. The second aspect is that the premise of the
necessity of negotiation between the Netherlands and
Indonesia with regard to the future of West Irian is
admitted by that very proviso in the Charter of
Transfer. Therefore, it would seePl that another
year or another period-I do not kno~if it is a year,
or more, or less-of negotiation between the two
parties is in keeping with the original intentions of
the Netherlands and would be helpful to both sides,
so that there could be a solution by agreement, a
solutior~ which would help both parties in the sense
that th(~y would both agree to what is going to be done
with West Irian. If they do not agree, then we can
consider the matter again. But why not give them the
chance of agreeing? Why not give the possibility of
coming together?
"
29. This is cq:nsistent with the principles of the
Organization arrd I think that this draft resolution
would seem to' be a helpful one. Nevertheless, we
axe net committing ourselves. We shall have to consider the matter further and we reserve our right
to comment again on both draft resolutions.
30. Another matter that I would like to mentio1;l,
in connexion with the liquidation of colonialism, is
that my delegation is not in favour of setting 1970
or any other time as a set date for decolonization.
Thiu seems highly impractical, having regard to the
increasing rapidity of development in our tim~~~ In
thif3 age of technology and speed, any date set would
ha've the effect of delayil1g rather than accelerating
th~ process of decolonization. Decolonization should
be; immediate and continuous in every territory. It
should have started immediately with resolution 1514
(XV) and it should continue in every te;r~~~tory, having
reg~a rd to the circumstances of that te~l'itQ-ry,· with
all 'speed, in an orderly progress towards independence.
The setting of dates, therefore, would be a hindrance
to the achievement of the very purpose of achieving
~,:peedy decolonization.

1..1 See United Natlons, TreatySeries, vol. 69, (1950),1, No. 894, p. 206•
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31. The time has come' when the final liquidation
of colonialism will mark the:: beginning of a great
move forward towards the abandonment of all concepts
of domination by force in the contest of interests or
ideologies, and will open the way for enduring peace.
It is a necessary prereqUisite for any Itlove towards
freedom and peace that colonialism should be finally
liquidated. For indeed, so long as the spirit of domination by force is with us and is sanctioned by colonialism,
it inevitably brings in its wake mistrust and suspicion,
frustrating all efforts for the achievement of a peaceful
world. In this broader sense it is in the vital iriterest
of all mankind that colonialism should be speedily
te:-:minated.
32. We appeal to the Administering states, in the
terms of our draft resolution [A/L.366 and Add.1-3],
to offer their genuine co-operation in an orderly and
speedy liquidation of colonialism, thereby substituting
equality and friendly relations in place of the existing
antagonism and strife between those who dominate
and the subject peoples. Only then can we look hopefully to the future for further human achievement in
a world of peace based on freedom.
33. Mr. SYLLA (Madagascar) (translated from
French): In speaking for the first time at this rostrum,
I should like, Mr. President, to repeat the congratulation§! already addressed to you by the Government of
the Malagasy Repu..blic on the occasion of your unanimous election as President of the General Assembly,
at its sixteenth session. We were doubly gratified by
this, first because as a m0mber of the great African
family we were conscious of the great honour thus
reflected on our continent, and secondly because you
have always been a faithful and valuable friend of our
country.
34. I am happy also to extend our warmestcongratulations to the Secretary-General. His appointment as
the head of Qur Organization will help to maintain and
strengthen its high prestige. My Government is convinced that the Secretary-General will in the exercise
of his functions display the same faith, enthusiasm and
ability as did his eminent predecessor, DagHammarskjold, to whose memory my Government once again
J?ays respectful and sorrowful tribute.
35. My delegation, like those of the twenty-six other
African States, has felt it necessary to include in one
debate the items we are considering-namely, the
implementation of the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples, and
the question of aSSlistance to Africa. It regards these
two questions as inseparable. We cannot admit the
idea that independence might mean anarchy and poverty,
and recent events in a country which is particularly
dear to us-I speak of the Congo (Leopoldvil!e)provide fresh confirmation of our opinion, if such
were necessary.
36. Furthermore, this point of view is shared by all
the States which met at TanaJ;larive from 6 to 12 September 1961 and established that union of peaceful
States, determined to strive together for a better
__world, which is known as the African and Malagasy
~nion. 011 this fundamental aspect of independence, the
Heads of State and Heads ofGovernment of the African
and Malagasy Union unanimously adopted the following
declaration:
"The Heads of State and Heads of Government of
the African and Malagasy Union are aware of the
following fact. It was the existence of under-develC1ped

countries, in other words, inequality-organized
inequality-between peoples, which brought about
the two World Wars by whetting the greedy appetites
of the great Powers. They are also aware of the
fact that it is the slowness of the dEldOlonization
process and the weakness of the decolonizedStates
which together keep the 'cold war' alive. Two sets
of measures are essential: those designed to speed :
up the process of decolonization, and those designed ) :
to assist the self-development of the decolonized
countries.
'?The United Nations must expeditethedecolonization process by using all the meanE: at its disposal
to ensure that the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples,
adopted by the General Assembly at its fifteenth
session, is duly implemented.
"How? By examining each individual case inorder
to advocate effective solutions. In this re'spect, we
make a distinction between Powers which ar~ decolonizing effectively and those which refuse to do:
so-in substance, France and England in the first
case and Portugal, South Africa s.nd others in the
second. It will be fou.u.d that Asia' is far from being
decolonized.
"But de-colonization lis not enough. If decol9!!ization
is to aChi€iVP, its aim~ it is also neces-Sary that the
r~gimes of the independent countries should be made
democratic. n
'
'
37. It will be noted that, in this striking summary,
the problems of decolonization and those involved by
the need to assist the colonized countries are outlined
in clear and pr~cise terms.
38. I should like to describe, in ~ few words, the •
standpoint of the Malagasy Government on these two .
matters. I shall deal first with the problems of as'sistance. The dependent countries and peoples must be :
prepared for domestic and international sovereignty.
On this point our views have not altered since, on :
13 November 1959, the President of the Malaga~y
Republic had the honour of expounding them before
the Second Committee. 11
39. In speaking of the problems of under-development,
President Tsiranana reviewed some of the factors'
which had caused it to become aggravated dUring the
previous ten years: an extraordinary expansion ID "
population, and a widening of the gap between living
standards in the under-developed countries and those .
in the i.ndustrial nations. This inequality oauses the !
under-developed countries to take stock, to some i
ext~t, of their situation vis-a.-vis the rest of the .
world.
40. Only financial assistance, judiciously allocated, :
can shorten the time required for the under-developea :
cOlmtries' progress to a normal economic situatipn. :
But, as our President noted, such financial assistance '
must be "humanized", in the sense that is must not
be assigned limited objectiv~s or be accompanied by'
cripp1\ng conditions. The age of paternalism has.
passed, like the age of enlightened despotism which
preceded it The time is) t>ver when it could have beeh
sought to make peoples h...1.ppy aud prosperous in spite
of them ot" without their pariicipation.
'
41. I think that these few considerations should never
be lost sight of by the States which are so genero~
, .1J Official Records of the General Assembly, Fourteenth SessiQ!!l
;Second ComI'nittee. 620th meeting.
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in providing the under-developed countries of Africa
and Madagascar with aid that the General Assembly
has described as a sudden aWake-~ing of the world's
conscience. It is also a wise act, ~hat may eliminate
one of the factors preventing brotherhood from becoming the supreme law of the world.
42. Much has been said here about the distinction
which some try to draw between bilateral and international, or multilateral, assistance. For my part,
I regard that issue as an unreal one. Although international multilateral aid has clear advantages, especially with regard to the safeguarding of national
dignity and independence, we must recognize that, in
volume, such aid is far from commensurate with the
importance of its assigned ends. Yet the needs of
the under-developed countries are urgent. Only bilateral assistance enables them, at present, to speed
, up their advance in all fields, in so far s;s such aid
is granted unselfishly and generously and is not
accompanied by any political demands or oy any form
of servitude.
43. We have heard mUCh, in our Assembly and in the
specialized Committees, about present economic ties
between certain European countries and the African
and Malagasy States which have asked to become
associate members. I refer to the Common Market,
with regard to which many false statements have been
made from. this rostrum.
44. My cmmtry's association with that organizaUon
involves no ties whatever of a political nature. The
contractual obligations of both parties arc clearly
set forth. In particular, it is stated that 110 restrictio£lS
can. be placed on the creation or expansion of new
industries in my country.
45. So far as the -bilateral assistance agreements
with France are concerned, my Government considers
~hat they are fundamental factors in our development.
True, one has repeatedly heard the criticism that
certain great Powers "were leaVing their former
colonies high and dry after allowing them to achieve
independence". That has not been the case with t,s,
and I wish to make that vf?ry plain. This belpngs to
the past; but so far as the future is ~oncerned there
can never by any question, in the bila ,,;,al agreements
we are seeking, of alienating our sovereignty.
46. On this particular po~nt, our view is that the
nations which still have- countries dependent upon
them should grant independence to those countries
as qUickly as possible, by self-determinationfortheir
peoples, and should at the same time make a point
of instituting appropriate reforms, especially in the
shape of economic measures, so that this independence
may develop in an atmosphere of prosperity, cop.oord
ai(d peace.
47. I said just now that economic and financial ass:i.stance should be allocated judiciously. It should be
directed towards projects and investments chosen,
not for show, but chiefly for their potential contribution
to htin..an happiness and progress, which, in the last
analysis, should be cur first concern. President
Tsil'anana dealt with this subj ect at length when he
drew attention to the need to devote a large proportion
of financial assistance to "ground-level" investment.
48. I turn now to the question of the implementation
of the Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoplesf, which is the subject
of item 88 of our agenda. The fundamental principle
underlying my Government's views is self-determina-
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tion. In our opiniQn it is not for other countries, or
even for the Unit(~d Nations. to decide the future of
the dependent peoples. It is for· these peoples, and
for them alone, to make it clear, when the time comes,
where their free choice is to fall. In my view the dUty
of the United Nations in this matter is to ensure that
the people's will is sincerely expressed, and that
its choice is vitiated by no pressure from outside.
49. As we see it, the follOWing are the ways in which
the Declaration on the granting ,of independence to
colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)]
should be made effective:
1.1) Prompt administrative and political action to
agsociate the peoples in the administration of their
countries and to establish the necessary administrative
and political staff;
(2) A formal declaration by the,great Powers, undertaking to respect the peoples' free choice;
(3) Economic guidance for those peoples, so as to
give them a sound economy by the time they attain
political independence;
(4) Fulfilment of self-deterI!)ination thrnugh an
honest consultation of the people, with United Nations
assistance if necessary.
These, in broad outline, are the measures through
which, in my Government's opinion, the Declaration
should be implemented.
'
50. Fur the purpose of these measures, it,s imm'\~diately apparent thatthere will have to- bea change
of' volicy on the part of certain colonizing States; and
tae first of these is Portugal. Instead of pursuing
a ~ similation, which is a mere Utopian dream, this
c01illtry must resolutely face reality. The:a:e afJe ~
African soul and a :LVIalagasy soul, just as there are
an Angolan soul and a soul peculiar to the African
of Mozambique. It is, I repeat, unrealistic to persist
in trying to direct the administration of these ter:rJitories towards an integration Whicb>in practice is not
only unworkable but dangerous.
51. That is the spirit in which my country would
wish to see Portugal change the direction of its
colonial activity, if it wants to cc.mply with the principles formally laid down in t~e Declaration.
52. As to South:: \frica, my country of course Wholly
and emphatically condemns the policy of racia~
segregation-apartheid-as recently defined from the
rostrum of this Assembly by the South Africanrepresentative [1033rd meeting]. It seems like a dream
to hear someone defend, from a United Nations platform, a policy whose sole purpose is to deny all
political rights and indeed all moral dignity to 9
million Africans subjected to the ha!'sh l~w of domi.nation by a white rninority. Such ideas clea.rly violate
the most sacred principles stated in the United Nations
Charter, and are ,a grievous affront to human dignity.
53. Intensive preparations are needed, on the lines
we have already indicated, to equip the last remaining
Maniiated and Trust Territories with0 institutions of
their own and to pave the way for self~etermination,
which must remain the very basis of decolomzati-on.
54. There are specific cases in whi9h the solution
does not seem as simple as the interested parties
make it out to be. I refel' to the problem of West New
Guinea and those other terl'itories for which no official
annolUlcement regarding the attainment of independence
has yet been made. A study Gf solutions to all these
,0
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problems ought to be engaged in by my Government
in conjunction with the States of the African and
Malagasy Un;on; and it would be most desirable for
a wider group, suoh as the participants in tb,e Monrovia
Conference.1l or the African group as a whole, to join
ili thet study. I firmly repeat: it is for the peoples
concerned, and for ~hem alone, to choose their destiny.
Self-determination: that is the cornerstone of my
Government's policy.
55. We have reached the end of these discussions,
during which so many eminent speakers, competing
in generosity, have dehated the best ways and means
of putting a speedy end to colonialism.
56. My Gove.rnment is prepared to support and vote
in favour of all draft resolutions designed to implement
the Declaration. To that end it would welcome the
co-operation of those great Powers which still bear
responsibility for dependent territories and peoples.
Without such oo-operation, our resolutions might
remain purely theoretical or simply represent p~&ases
of the "cold war".
57. If-as I firmly believe they will-the vast majority
of dependent peoples choose independence, the Administering Power must continue to give them its
support; in addition, the United Nations and the international organizations should give the destinies of
those peoples their immediate attention, with a view
to rendering them prompt and adequate assIstance.
58. I am firmly convinced that these are the lines
on which the United Nations should proceed in order
to give effec..i to the general principles it has laid
down in the <"\harter, and in order to fulfil the vast
hopes which those principles have raised throughout
the world.
59. Mr.BENHIMA (Morocco) (translated from
French): 1 recall that, when His Majesty Mohammed V
:returned from exile and deHvered his first address
to the Moroccan people, he recommended to them, with
particular feeling~ that if t~ '"IV could not forget the
sufferlngs they ha.d endure
(".ey should at least try
to forgive those who had ~
~d them. He exhorted
the nation., not to dwell "past about which they
might feel resentful, but ~ ~.;vote all their energies
. to a future which woulrl require of them more effort
than the past had done, in which ,a greater number
of painful obstacles would ha'lie to be surmounted,
and which could not be soundly built except in national
harmony and in co-oparation with the rest of the
world, inclu<iing the former colonizer. The King
himself was the first to extend the hand of pardon
to those who, in Morocco or elsewhere, had been
responsible for his exile and its tragic aftermath.
It was a source of keen satisfaction io us to realize
that this was not merely a very wise political gesture,
but a manifestation of tho!'oughly sound philosophical
ideas and a great nobility of thought. Moreover the
King's attitude was that of all those who, before or
aftE:\r him, have borne the heavy burden of directing
their peoples' anguished struggle for liberation while
freedom was being wrested from the ocoupier by blood,
tears and the sufferings of imprisonment. I would
mention in particular the example which was set by
Jawaharlal Nehru, Sukarno, Bourguiba and Nkl'Umah,
and which will certainly be followed tomorrow by
Ben Bella, Ben Khedda and their friends.
60. The Moroccan delegation is fortified by this
instruction and moved by this spirit in participatinf,t
.if Conference of the Independent States of Africa, 4 to 8 August 1959.
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in the discussion on colonialism, endeavouring to
make its contribution to the search for ways and
means of speeding up decolonization, and eschewing
all bitterness against anyone, however justified such
bitterness might be.
61. Sometimes, not without surprise, we have heard
statements in which the spokesmen of anti-colonialism
were frivolously accused of giVing vent to pent-up
hatred or resentment, as though it was more respectable to be a former colonizer than a former subject
of colonization. I do not propose to put Qolonialism
in the dock here and now; but it must be admitted
that this phenomenon, which has left its mark on
history over the past three centuries, cannot be passed
over in silence out of mere delicacy at a time when
those who have experienced it are faced with the
historical necessity of denouncing colonialism as it
was, and not as it is desoribed by those who practised
it.
62. We should like our remarks to be regarded, not

as pleadings, but as first-hand evidence which could
not be given when we were bound by the law of silence,
and which we must place scrupulously on the record
of history, in honour of those who have given their
lives for freedom, and for love of the future generations
whom we wish at all costs to spare this martyrdom.
Moreover we honestly think that, when freedom has
made communication possible between colonizers and
colonized, their meeting may' dispel all complexes
and pave the way for genulneandfruitfulco-operation.
All that is needed is that our accusers should drop
the subject. V'e think it should be possible to dispose
of it \in our current discussion, if all those involved
are equally sincer".
63. It\would be hard to find, in this attitude of forgiveand-fo~get and this spirit of co~operation, any evidence
of ill-~ill to adduce against us. It would bt:. harder· \
still "Co Itell us the names of any leaders of formerly
colonizetl peoples who have not found the courage to L
put'the past behind them and to show, 011 every occasion, their r~al desire to co-operate honestly and
make a positive contribution within the international
community, in a spirit of emulation, to the advlmcement of their peoples and of mankind as a whole•
64. Unfortunately, however, we are bound to note
that the colonialist countries have not, in all cases,
rid themselves of all prejudice, but maintain their
anachronistic position in face of every movement,
development and appeal. For years now everyone has
been speaking of the end, the liquidation, of colonialism.
Unhappily, it is enough to look at the map'of certain
continents to see that some imperialist Powers, which
installed themselves there by conquest, are still in
the same position and are trying to maintain it by
the means they used in order to install themselves
in the first place. Again, it is enough to look at the
list of colonialist countries to find the names of all
the traditional imperial Powers. Not a name is missing.
Then Why speak of the end of colonialism? Why uttet'
lofty words about a new sense of values and a change
of outlook?
65. We fear to be led astray bya dialogue in which,
the colonizers speak just like those who seek their
own freedom; we fea.r that the intentions of the former
are, nevertheless, not quite the same as those of the
latter.
66•. It is true that the political climate has chrJ,nged
so much, in the past few years, as to rule ()l~t any
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completely colonialist behaviour. But, although the
change in language has eased. the conscience of the
colonizing countries, 'it has not always betokened a
real change for the colonized peoples..
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67. The Declaration on the gfanting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514
(XV)], adopted in 1960, does not reflect present realities; a year after its adoption we are still faced
with wars of extermination, manifestations of racialism
and diplomatic manoeuvres in ;Which many Powers do
not scruple to engage, although they did not vote against
that resolution last year.
68. Moreover it is necessary to clear up a point
that is likely to become, if it is not already, a source
of historical errors which would obscure the origin
and meaning of that event.

69. The ideas which give the Declaration its value

were not originatf~d as they stand by the sponsors
of that Declaration, or in the statements of all those
who came to this rostrum to comment on it. Even
while a veil of delicacy still shrouded the reality of
the colonial empires, there, were. always, fortunately,
some Governments or peoples ready to come forward
and denounce the tragedies of colonialism. These are
Chiefs of state, politicians and great.thinkers who have
devoted their lives to defending freedom wherever it
was attacked. But during the last war, and on the
morrow of victory over the totalitarian countries, so
high a value was set on freedom as to trouble some
oonsciences even in the colonialists' own ranks.
70. While these sentiments were coming to flower,
the oppressed peoples were gaining so· sharp an
awareness of the compelling nature of their struggle
that the aspiration to freedom erupted and a clash
became inevitable. The nightmare of fascism had
really set man free, and the contagion of liberty
spread unchecked. A few countries, thanks to their
own situation or to that of the -Jountry dominating
them, benefited by the state of international affairs
and attained a form of sovereignty that enabled them
to swell the ranks of those struggling for greater
freedom for the peoples under foreign domination.
~he voic~s of Pakistan, Iraq, I.Jebanon, Indonesia,
Egypt ana India were constantly raised in denunciation
of colonialism~ and all these countries gave their
support to the liberation movements in Afdcan and
Asian lands. The echoes of this solidarity reverberated
across all continents, and did much to strengthen the
still timid impulses of certain liberation movements.
71. Through a series of meetings between these
this support and this solidarity have been
organized more effectively. The consequences of this
action have been such as to subject the supremacy
of the imperialist powers to rude shocks which have
led some of them to re-examine their attitudes and
modify the structure of their empires. A saying which
nas gained wide currency will serve, we think, to
typify the spirit that has accompanied this change of
behaviour. It hllS been said of British colonialism
that, when Britain grants independence to a state
of Hs, former empire, the British go away but Britain
remams.
States~

72. This is no mere qUip. As we see it, this dictum
expresses a ch,qracteristic reality in the first stage
of decolonizatiot~.. The idea it conveys has been very
favourably received by some formerly colonized
coulltries, which very sincerely hoped for and believed
in genUine co-operation between two countries such
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as would change their previous relationship. We have
all been through the stage in which we wished the
colonizer to withdraw and at the same Ume wanted
to keep a priVileged place in the formerly dominant
country, in a spirit of honest ,lo-operation.
t~is spirit which has been, the
of the Comm.onwealth and, paradoxically,
has conferred a certain prestige onBritish colonialism.
The genius of that colonialism has often been held
up as an example to other cOWltries; unhappily, however, the United Kingdom has not applied it everywhere, and those who sought to apply it to their own
cases have completely denatured it, making this stage
as dangerous to the future of cpuntries in process of
emancipation as the maintenance of traditional colonialism pure and simple.

73. It is perhaps
stre~gt1?:

74. The first maniff,stations of neo-colonialism may
be said to have appea.red in the distorted application
of the idea embodied in this quip. I should like to
take as an example the evolution of French colonialism;
I do so, not for any private subjective. reasons, but
perhaps because experience has made us more familiar
with it.
75. The Provisional Government of Free France in
London was probably impressed by the ideas, flexibility and adaptability of British colonialism. Morerover, thanks to the part played by the French empire
in carrying on the war, and to the liberal outlook
which I personally believe General de Gaulle to
possess, the Brazzaville Conferenc~ held in Jarruary
19·14 was able to work out tb.e p,;"inciples and founda'r!
tions of new relationships between France and th~i
cOWltries that formed its empire. It may be that the'
concept of the French Unipn could have been something
more than a euphemism to replace'the out-of-date
term "empir~"; but it is beyond question that all the
legal subtleties employed in adapting the law to this
new system vitiated its sponsors' good intentions"
and that all that was left was in reality a new version
of the colonial empire. The manoeuvre was so plain
and so transparent that, only a few months after the
Brazzaville Conference, the Moroccan independence
movement, in a formal proclamation, drew 'attention
to the dangers of this new policy and demanded independence, pure and simple, for Morocco. 'fhe punitive
oppression which descended on the nationalisf movement ultimately demonstrated, if demonstration was
needed, the fallacy of what had been represented as
a liberal stage.
76. I do not propose to examineindeiail the evolution
of the colonial system from then onwards; buts at a
time when we are still disquieted by the manifestations
of neo-colonialism, I feel bound to draw attention to
some factors whose dangerous nature might otherwise
go unnoticed because it has been so su~t1y disguised.

77. The considerations which traditionally govern
the drafting of legislation were not the only ones to
influence the adaptation of colonial law. Legislators
in this field have ever been swayed by political
conditions and the evolution of colonialism. Moreover
the speed at which colonial law has evolved proves
that the pressure of political currents in the countries
in process of emancipation has in itself had a marked
influence on the content of that law over the past
twenty years. So many laws and codes have been
discarded before they were even completed! The
system of the French Uniongavew.aytothe Associated
states; that of the Overseas Territories gave way to
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th~ "Loi-cadre~, to internal self-government, and
ultimately to all the variants of the Community idea..
78. ThroJJghout all these developments, however,
o~e factor has remained unaltered: the legislator's
w111 to preserve intact the position &nd privileges
of the colonizing State, while yielding formally, but
only formally, to the exigencies of domestic or international politics. The colonized countries' struggle
for free.dom has also been an institutional struggle;
for, while the colonial structures were under reconsideration, neo-colonialism was seeking to mark
out, with a sure hand, the site for its permanent abode.
79. Some peoples have been luckier than others ,
and have been able to rise uJ? against these new
methods as t~ey had risen against the old. Others
have been unable or unWilling to guard against the
dangerous consequences of these artful proceedings,.
and must now contend with enormous difficulties in
achieVing the genuine independence in which they
truly believed, arid which they sincerelywish to attain.
80. Our discussion has enabled speakers from different continents, of different beliefs and backgrounds,
to reach broad agreement on the nature of this danger
to which we wish to draw attention, without bitterness
but with all the clarity at our command. It may be
that some colonized count;t"ies will recover their
freedom v~ithout experiencing the horrors of war
or the sufferings and tortures of imprisonment. We
shall be th~ first. to rejoice u the sacrifice of some
is the means of sparing others the discomforts and
diffi.culties of the "narrow way". But it is the duty
of those who have had to follow other paths to sound
a war~ing against false freedom and false independence.
81. We have every reason to remain sceptical. Far
from sincerely aligning its attitude with the wishes
of. the peoples that are demanding freedom,- far from
implementing resolutions to which it appears to subscribe, colonialism is in fact Wlwilling to lose any of
its privileges. At best, it tries to create new arguments in order to create new privileges, not all of
them of the kind we denoWlced when we tried to trace
the development of the law on which it attempts to
base its new activities. Other methods, more dangerous
than legal niceties, have been used. It will be r(dmembered, for instance, how a. truce which was
requested during the war in Palest~~.. ~ ultiIm'Ltely
served the interests of the Zionist subjugat~rs who
were on the point of being driven out of Palestine.
Thus colonialism, faced with its expulaion from the
Middle East, installed an artificial eState, which it
made the instrument of its own designs and which
it is trying, even today, to fit with its own b00ts so
that it m,ay. trample Africa and Asia as the admiristrator of interests which colonialism itself can no
longer manage directly.
82. This form of coloniaUsm, Which Zionism has
taken over, was the subject of masterly analysis and
clear·denunciation at the Casablanca Conference.2 It
is also well known that one of the latest ideas of
colonialism has been to detach certain territories
from certain countries as they become independent-on
a multitude of pretexts, none of which is valid. First,
foreign sovereignty is extended over such territories,
and later they are erected into so-called independent
States. It is not enough to denounce the chicanery
which consists in setting aaide the normal ruler of
these provinces and terr.itories, theil' natural sover-

,§} Conference of Independent African States, which met from 3 to
7 January 1961.
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eign, in order to create an artificial State out of
nothing and thus to overturn the permanent rules
of international law by a mere amalgam of administrative law and domestic constitutional law. I went
so far as to use-and I should like .to repeat-this
term in speaking of such countries and such States:
they are the adulterine children of colomalism which
t}e United Nations is asked to adopt. This applies
to Mauritania, to West Irian, and now to Katanga.
83. The system most recently used employs even
more drastic methods. Having grabbed for its own.
profit a part of the territory which it administered I
the colonizing country raises that territory to th{~
status of sovereignty and links it to the metropolitan
country. That is what Portugal is trying to do in Goa
or Angola and what Spain is t:rying to do in respe(~t
of the Moroccan territories of the Souther.n Sahara
and the towns of Ceuta and Melilla.
84. When confronted by such behaviour, are we l110t
right to remain sceptical of the sincerity of the
colonizing countries when they join the coloni2:ed
countries in acknowledging the need to end colonialism?
How could ..,.Jh an attitude be taken seriously wtdle
France continue-e the Algerian war, which entered its
eighth year a few weeks ago? How can one believe
in the sincerity of Portugal, which is carrying <In a
war of systematic extermination in Angola? How can
one believ'e in the sincerity of the United Kingdom
which'maintains its presence in many African terri~
tories and is engaged in violent repression of the
people of Oman? How can one remain unmoved when
the representative of a Government is heard to expbWld
from this rostrum, with legal and moral arguments,
the practice of racialism in the territories under its
control? How can one remain indifferent to the plight
of South West Africa, Ir.nowing that it :1s a territory
ent.rust?d to a Power by the international Organization
which~ ~s now refused the right to observe a.nd to
inquire in regard to that territory, where total
racialism exists?
85. In the light of the misgivings one feels on noting
so tn.any contradictions between intentions and actual
performance, it is quite understandable that a large
number of African and Asian countries should have
submitted to the Assembly a draft reso~ution[A/L.366
and Add.I-3] call:i.ng for the establishment of a Com~
mittee whose task it would be to devise 5 with our
co-operation, appropriate.imeans of implementing and'
achieving the objective of the Declaration which was
adopted in 1960 in the presence of many Heads of
State and whose reverberation throughout the world
can be regarded as one of the most significant effects
of our Organization's work. The sponsors of the
resolution have endeavoured to ensure, its unanimous
adoption, as befits its moral character; they have
tried to take all difficulties into account, so that all
those still administering territories which are not
independent may make the change of r6gime with the
greatest ease and in the -interest of the peonIes who
will become independent.
86. However, to us who participated inthe Conferences
of Bandung,.w Cairo,lIAccra,Y Addis Ababa,.2ICasa-

.w Held fr0!D 18 to 24 April 1955.
11 Conference of Solidarity of the Peoples of Asia and Africa, held
from 26 December 1957 to 1 January 1958.
~ Confer.ence of Independent African States, held from 15 to 22 April
1958•
.2J Conference of Independent African States. held from 14 to 26 June
1960.
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blanca and Belgrade,.!Q/the Declarationwas the crowning' on a world scale, of the constant efforts to achieve
the accession to freedom of all those who have not
yet secqred ~t.
87. Our objective does not end there. We do not
wish to divide the world into two categories. It is
only slavery which estabUshes a dividing-line. Freedom, on the other hana, brings peoples together,
Wlites them and enriches t~le international community
by bringing into it the variety of talent which can
flower only in fr~~dom.
88. We are impatient to see established this spirit
of co-operation, the laok of which, even temporarily,
has caused so many crtses in the world. The small
powers want such co-opeI'ation even more than the
great Fowers•. But, while, to us, it means assistance
and aid against ec{)nomic, cultural and social underdevelopment, wll..ile it mep.ns mutual respect a\nd
tolerance, it still remains, in the minds of some of
our partners, merely a cloak to cover the subordination
of our higher interests to their own interests, the
priority of their prestige over our dignity, the primacy
of their defence over ours, and the granting of assistance for development in accordance with their wishes
and their desire to maintain permanent inequality in
the new relations~ps we wish to have with them.
89. Before concluding, I shoJJld like to state my
country's attitude on an important question which has
been deliberately introduced into our present debate
as the result of an 'improper interpr.etation of the
Declaration.
90. The Netherlands Government believed that it
could gain a victory for its policy in West Irian by
submitting to our Assembly a draft resolution [AI
L.354), the result of which would be not only to confirm
the colonial fait accompli in that part of L71donesia,
but to cau~e a most serious breach of the spirit of
the Declaration itself. The di.spute between the Netherlands and Indonesia"has existed ever sincethelatterts
independence was recognized. After a war which wa.S
most grievous for the Indones.lan people, the negotiations that ended in the .recognition of independence
uneq11i.vocally acknOWledged the sovereignty of Indonesia over a territory which has always formed part
of Indonesia and which the Netherlands itself always
administered as SUCh.
91. We all know how, after a war of liberation,
negotiations for independence are conducted. For
considerations which appeared valid for a time, but
only for a· time, the Indonesian Government. after
obtaining recognition of its complete sovereignty
over that territory, agreed that the actual transfer
of powers should take place at a future date. Unfortunately. the Netherlands Government haa not felt
obliged to respect this undertaking, and has constantly
demurred to Indonesia's legitimate claims.
9~. The countless negotiations all failed, and the
dispute has been before the United Nations for several
years past. At no time has the Netherlan(J$>,'lucceeded
in refuting the claim that West Irian is :Jldonesian,
and the ,negotiations it has held with Indonesia constitute, in away, formal recognition that the latter
is entitled to raise the question. It is indeed strange
to see in what spirit and with what haste the Netherlands Gover~ent wishes to avply the resolution of
14 December 1960 to this case.
lW Conference of Non-Aligned Countries, held from 1 to 6 September
1961.
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93. Sooner or later. the responsibility of the Netherlands in that part of Indonesia must come to an end,
and if the Netlleidands sincerely wishes to terminate
the colonial r~gime it shOUld return, that provinc.e
to the country of which it forms an integral part. The
Netherlands is aware of this just as well as is Indonesia.
The approach adopted by the Netherlands Govermnent,
in the light of the Decl~ration and under its shalter,
constitutes a serious political erro~t' on its part. Not
only is it a breach of undertakings solemnly entered
into, but the attempt to misuse that resolution by
distorting it in letter and splrit entitles us to question
the sincerity of certain Powers which voted" for it.
My country is on the best of terms with the Kingdom
of the Netherlands and our relations have always
been cordial, to the satisfactio~ of both cOWltries.
Nevertheless we a.re entitled, by' reason of that very
friendship, to denounce an approach which does not
add to the stature of those who adopt it.
94. The delegation of India has submitted another
draft resolution [A/L.307 and Add.l] on the Sll-me
question. This urges the two Governments to engage
themselves in further negotiations, with the co'"
operation of the President of the General Assembly,
with a view to finding a solution to this problem. We
do not think that the Netherlands Government should
reject such an appeal. We shall give our support to
the Indian draft' resolution. H~wever, as we have
never had to vote against a draft resolution subnlitted
by the Netherlands, we hope-and no doubt otherdelegations will share our hope-that the Netherlands
representatives will withdraw their draft resolution
and save us from the necessity of £ejecting it. The
Government of Indonesia has repeatedly expressed
its wish to find a peaoeful solution to this problem.
We are confident that, if the Netherlands Government
showed itself similarly disposed, a solution satisfactory to all parties wotJ.d soon be found.
95. Our attention was drawn, at the oI~ening of the
debate, to a a"~aft resolution. submitted by a nwriber
of African countries [t\/L.368) on the same ques(lpu•
We have had time to consider this draft re'solution
with the interest it deserves. We do not doubt for a
moment the sincerity and the spirit in which the
sponsors have'tried, in their own way, ~to find a s,plution to the p:roblem of West I:rian; but some of the
provisions 'of this draft resolu.tion unfortunately incorporate almost all the considerations" expressed
in the Netherlands Government's draft and, for that
reason, we are forced to reject it. It pains us to do
so, particularly since these are African countries
which have recently become independent and which
are trying to help in considering the independence
movement in all parts of the world where foreign
domination continues. But our appeal to them is that
in this draft resolution. which displays dangerous
SUbtlety and might have consequences that tomol~ZOw
could be turned against other-African countries, the
principle of self-determination should not be stripped
of the\\moral value it b8os,\ always had. We ask them
not to abuse this principle by placing it at the service
of certain causes which are themselves, I venture to
say, prostituting that principle in order artificially
to create new colonies that are now being presented.
to world opinion as independent countries when, in
fact, they are no more than the relics of former
empi~es.

"

96. :M:r. THEODOLI (Italy): My delegation had not

intended originally to take the fl~r in this general
debate. The views of the Italian Government on the
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problem of colonialism were fully expressed last year
the Assembly when we supported the Declaration
for the granting of independence to colonial territories
and peoples contained in resolution 1514 (XV). T~~re
fore we thought that we :might have simply expla:lned
our vote later on the various draft :rel3olutions which
are here before us.
97. However, some recent tragic events have shown
v.s tbat all that happens in Africa involves us much
more than we might have thought possible. I say this
not onlY because our country has suffered grievous
losses there, but also because we cannot help taldng
~a.~t in the drama of this world, wherever it is played.
rfhis is particularly true in the case of Africa ~md
the Congo, where thirteen Italian airmen have been
cruelly muJrdered and f9ur more have died while
flying on peaceful errands for the United Nations.
S8. Thus seventeen Italians have joined the ranks
of that brave company of soldiers and officials of
different nations, who, under the in.spired leadership
of Mr. Dag Hammarskjold, have given up their li:ves
in the' service of humanity. In this context I should
like to read before the Assembly an extract of the
speech delivered by our Prime Minister, Mr. Fanfani,
ID the Italian Pal'liament on 16 November 1961:
"The message which our airmen have left to the
people of the Congo, in its tormented quest for
independence aI1d liberty, is that we do not int,end
after these tragic events to withhold our aid. The
Cgenerosity with which these airmen accepted their
mission and gave up their lives in the fulfilment
of theiI' duty prompts us not to forget the mission
of civilization which Italy, through thousands of
years, has always carded out. It prompts us to
persevere in trying to understand and he1lp the new
nations of the world and their serious difficultic;}s.
Our_fallen airmen warn us to persevere, abolve
all national, racial or historical discrimination,
in feeling the -dUty of solidarity and of respect f,or
the value and dignity of t~e human person:."
And later on he said:
"We intend to, ,di(~c\J.ss the grave ,problems of the
Congp in the Uniteq-N"ations; and we will point out
the Italian airm,en as an example not of white men
who oppressed, 'but of white meri who died generously
for t!i:e-, liberty and security of other peoples."
99. My Government believes that the time has come
for a thorough examination of all the complicated
aspect~~ of the situation in the Congo and of the task
of the United Nations. However, I only wish to state
this intention now. But in any case we are very interested in both the problem of assistance to Africa
and the ~ituation with regard to the implementation
of the Declaration on the granting.of independence to
colonial cOU1.itries and peoples. We have listened with
great interest to many brilliant speeches and to many
constructive statements, amongst which foUF in particular have attracted Our attention, Inore precisely,
,*.hose of the representatives of Ceylon, Nigeria,
Colombia and Madagascar. We have also found some
interesting ideas in the statement ofthe representative
of Ghana.
100. My country is watching the birth and growth
of the new African hations with great sympathy and
understanding; and we thir&., ~hat the new leading
classes should be helped a~)',much as possiblE7in-their
efforts to promote' the evolution of their countries
along their oWn nationallinec-, in the political, economic
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and cultural field. In this process the United Nations
haVl9 a great part to play, not only in safeguarding
pea()e and elir.!l.inating war as a means of settling
international conflicts; but also in providing technical
and financial assistance and in fighting against the
undc;}rlying causes ,of these conflicts, such as poverty,
ignCiranc,e and injustice, thereby promoting social
pro~~resJs and higher standards of life.
101. Wl9 also believe that the Trusteeship Council,
whi(,h has undoubtedly done splendid work from 19very
poin:t of view, should continue to exist and fun\}tion
as long as there is a Non-Self-Governing Territory
whioh migh~ be gran<;ed independence in accordance
-with Article 73 of the Charter.
102. The same applies, in its own field of action,
to the Committee on Inform.ation from Non-SelfGovlerning Territories which has done so much useful
work to clarify a situation and to speed up tQ.e process
of evolution towards political self-government and
independence.
103. ThEl rules laid down in Chapters XI, XII and
XIH of the Charter, which have proved in the light
of Elxperience to be founded on principles of great
Wisdom, should still be our guide in tI;.e near future.
It is our sacred duty to,look beyond the mere process
which independence involves. The attainmentofpolitical ilndependence by the new cOWltries is not so much
an ultimate goal a l:j a stage in their evolution-though
admittedly a very important one. Independence muf'.t
not signify political and economic isolation, it must
not result in disorder, unrest and chaos.
104. In the much debated question of a possible
targelt date for the independence of the new nations,
we believe that speed is certainly preferable to
letha:rgy. But it is essentially a question of timing.
Speed is important, but llaste may be dangerous.
The,wise Latin dictum festina lente, that is, "make
haste slowly", applies exactly to this problem. In
other words, as the representative of Pakistan said
:L'l the :F'ourth Committee [1160th meeting]:
"We should. be as much against the hasty establishment of Utopia as against any unnecessary delay
and procrastination."
'
105. As the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Nigeria
stated in this Assembly, it is essential that there
should be an orderly and peaceful development in
Africa. He s t a t e d : '
"We want to prevent subversion within our Continent. We want to keep ideological conflicts outside
,the purlieu of our Continent. That we could not doin the midst of turmoil.
itI think' it is necessary that we should learn a
lesson from the Congo." [1050th meeting, paras. 19
and 20.]
106. Those delegations who believe it is absolutely
essential to bring about the end of all colonialism
by aw means and' in nQ time, emphasize the importance of par~;graph 3 of the Declaration contained
in resolution 1514, which reads:
"Inadequacy of political, economic, social or
educational preparedness should never serve as
a pretext for delaying independence."
We agree with this contention: however, we also
subscribe to the authoritative opinion which has been
expressed in this Hall, that this paragrapb does Q.qt
deny the value of preparedness~ for it would be difficUlt-'::::::-:=:--i
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to deny the fact that adequate preparedness is advisable
for any new-born nation. In fact, prepa:ration has
rightly been called the meat of the qu,estion.
107. For these reasons we are in favour of the draIt
resolution [A/L.366 and 1-3] submitted by thirty-eight
African-Asian cQuntries, which w~ find constructive
and realistic. The setting up..of a oomm~ttee to study
the specific problems' offered by the various different
.. territories-an idea which we are happy to learn was
already proposed two years ago by the President of
Twrlsia-seefus to us the best approach to this delicate
problem; for it is certainly impossible and ~realistic
to fix a single rigid formula. for all the Non-8tSlfGoverning Territories still existing in the worlcl.
Therefore, V(e wish to offer our sti~.cere congratu19.ti6ns
to the many sponsors of the d~aft resolutioll for
having set such a good example I oo-oper.ation and
compromise.
108. From what I have said now, it is evident that
we cannot agree instead with the ideas embodied in
the draft resolution [A/L.355] submitted by the Soviet
delegation and elaborated on at a great length in the
speeches delivered by the represerJ.tatives of the
socialist cOWltries. I must say that every time I listen
to such speeches I am ovenvhelm,ed by a sense of
admiration: yes" admiration fOir t:heir astonishing
courage-or should. I say audacity-in posing every
time as champions of liberty, democracy, justice
and progress. For I really think that it is going a
bit too far to suppose that all the Members of this
Assembly should be so ignorant not only of the basic
facts of geography and history, but also of what they
can read every day in the Press.

ct
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109. One of the standard .allegations of the socialist
'coWltriE's is that their own motives are always pul"~s
unselfish and exclusively dictated by feelings\ I')f
solidarity and concern for the welfare of the populations; all Western Governments, however, and the
members of NATO' in particular, are accused of only
fostering lurid dreams of economic exploitation and
political oppression•
110. In the case of Portugal, for instance, much
criticism has been concentrated on the fact that this

COWltry has not complied with a resolution of the
General Assembly. We deeply regret this, its we l1p..-Je,
stated in the Fourth Committee [1202nd1fi£leting];
although we must point out that Portugal has s~!of:~d
a programme of reforms in her African territories
for which it would be fair to give her some cred.it,
in the hope that this may prove a step in the right
direction and tl~at next year she may find a way to do
more and better.
111. However, we do Wlderstand the emotion of the
African-Asian nations in this case. What is more
difficult to understand is the harsh criticism which
comes from some delegations which have so much
to reproach themselves with in the same field. None
of us, in fact, can have forgott~n the resolutions
concerning' the.. events which occurred in Hungary
in October 1956, nor the one on Tibet which was
adopted during the fourteenth sessivnoftheAssembly;
both of which were openly and aggressive flouted by
the interested parties.
'

112. A great deal has been said lately about "the
Winds of change" which have spread through many
former colonial empires with very encouraging results. If we turn to the neo-colonial empireexte.l1ding
from Europe to Asia, we also find some winds and

some changes, but of a diifferept kind. The wincfs
we see are the icy winds which have blown· dt>WIi from.
the Arctic regions carrying the nuclear fall-out. A,s
for the changes, well, there cert~inly have been some
interesting ones, particUlarly. in Red Square and other
places.
.
113. A few days ago the representative of one of the
socialist countries d~y informed ~s that the Twentysecond Congress of the Communist Party had adopted
the new pr?gra~e of. the Soviet peopte as a wbole,
which amohg other things promised assistance "to
all peoples fighting for the complete destroctimll of
the colonial system". Well, I mlist §I.ay that this is
very interesting. However, I do believe that' by the
great majority of the Members of ihis, Assembly,
the Twenty-second Congress of the Communist Party \
will be specially remembered for another reason, that
is, for the startling revelations. of what has been
going on for thirty years til the Soviet empire. These
revelations, coming from the highest and most unimpeachable sources, give us a picture of tortures
and mass murders of party le~;ders, intellectuals,
workmen and peasants.
.
114. This is in no way an attempt on our part to
divert the General Ass~mbly from the discussion
of the oolonial problem, as some will no dOuQt attempt
to suggest. We only wish to draw attention to the
fact that there should be more impartia:lity and
humility in this debate. Its suQject is the end of
colonialism, a question of t~~ utmost importance
to all the world and particular)y to the/-new nations
of Africa alld Asia, whose fee,ilings and aspirations
my country fully appreciates,)! the more so a-s we
have so many good friends among them. Italy is no
longer a colonial or administering Power,. and It.has
very friendly and fruitfUl relations with the indeper.-aeat
cOWltries that it previously' administered, eithe.ras
colonies or Trust Territories. We have no sp~Qific
interests in this matter on one side or the othe~;
but we believe that one shot1ld look at the problem (of
colonialism in its true perspective.
115. What we may call the western brand of colQni:alism is now on its way out•. During the last fifteen
years some forty countries, cOl)taining over 800
million people, have attained independence. In Africa
alone no less than twe:g.ty-two States have made this
transition and sixteen have joined the United NatioJils,
and the majority of them did so long before re.s.olution
1514 (XV) was adopted by this AssembW. ID a:£ew
days Tanganyika will follow suit. This country J1a1=l
produced an outstanding leader in the person of its
Prime Minister, Mr..Nyerere, whose statesman-lute
qualit~es were revealed in "the statement mad~ t~s
year before the Trusteeship Council at its t\ventY~
seventh session [1171th meeting].
'
116. Next year it will be the turn of Uganda and
Western Samoa, so that practically only 70 million
people will remain under the colonial system; that is
approximately 10 pe;r cent of the original number. ,:
117. On the other h;and, another form of colOJliiali~J:p
has recently reared ltS ugly head in Europe and A$lla,
where one great Power exercises absolute milj.b!-!'y"
political and economic domination over lI)i.llions .of
men and women that were formerly fre~ people,s.; P9t
in overseas territories but in neighbouring c~pntr.f~s.i
In these colonies there is no f:il"eedom Qf sP~~9~J;l,
no freedom of the press, no freedom even to. tra:.vel.
There are no provisions for self-government all.P-
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certainly not for dissemination of information on the
activities of the United Nations.
118. Thel'~Yore, I should like to quote once more
in this Assembly the moving Vlords used by the representative of the Federation of Malaya on 25 September
,1961, in supporting the inscription on the agenda of
the item on Tibet:
"When we raise our voice against colonialism and
the violation of human rights in Africa, we are not
doing so simply because t.he victims are Africans
and the oppressors are theVlastern colonial Powers,
but basically because they are questions 01 the
domination and suppression of .man by man. If such
oppression occurs elsewhere, it is the duty and
obligation of the General Assemhly to ndcpt a consistent attitude even if by doing so it will incur the
displeasure of certain parties in the so-called cold
war." rl014th meeting, para. 178.]
119. We believe that, in the spirit of the Nigerian
draft resolution [A/IJ.357], the next decadE'; will see
the end of .colonialism in Africa. Let us hope that
it will also see the dawn of a new epoch of liberty
and justice for all the oppressed people of the world,
"without any conditions or reservations, in accordance
with their freely expressed will and desitre, withoilt
any distinction as to :race, creed or COlour, in order
to enable them to enjoy complete independence a...lld
freedom", as expressed in the historic resoluUon
1514 (:Arv'), which my delegation fully endorses.
I

Mr. Schurmann (Netherlands), Vice-Presittent, took
the Chair.

120•. Mr. BA (Mali) (translated from Freillch): At
the moment when, in the course of its fifteenth slessiol1,
it adopted the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial. countr.ies and peoples [resolution
1514 (XV)], our Assembly scaled one of the loftiest
heights in, contemporary history, if :not in the history
of all mankind. After the suppression of slavery, this
was the second great act doing credit to our status
as men.
121. It is no mere coincidence that this re~olutionwas
inspired by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republicsill
and that it was adopted by all the progressive countries
-with the e<xception of the unrepentant colonialist
Powers-or at least by all those countries which
realize that the suppreEision of colonxal slavery and
of all colonial domination in the world is one of the
factors essential for the maintenance of international
peace and security.
122. At the fifteenth session of the Assembly, we
arraigned classical colonialism with all the types of
oppression that it brings in its train: political oppression, economic oppression, socia~ and cultural oppression and their whole racialist background. We pointed
to the structure"s which thl3 colonizersh2.d grafted
on to our national entity in order to transform and
disfigure our countries. We stressed ttle grave dangers
inherent, for the neWly illdependent States, in the
manoeuvres of ne~j-colonialism which, though apparently less effective in oppressivenes'B than the
manifestations of traditional colonialism, were none
the less extensive and even more perfidious. We
even referred, in passing, to the ostensibly liberal
idea of the "white man'sburden"-eolonialismcloaked
in commercial liberalism.
. lit See Official Records of the General Assembly,Fifteenth Session,
Annexes, 9genda item 87, document A/4501.

123. The new political relationships on the international scale and the emergence of new countries,
have dealt a death-blow to colonialism. This fact
should not surprisu us. It is a pre-ordained part
of the process of historical uevelopment. The liquidation of the colonial system is art inevitable and
irreversible phenomenon. These are elementary
truths, well known to all the militant anti-colonialists
taking part in the national liberation movements;
that is why we In8.y tackle this problem quite calmly,
aware that our Assembly, in its wisdom, will take
decisions in keeping with the trend of history. At
this moment, in th.e presence of a Declaration which
"solemnly proclaims the necessity of bringing to a
speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations", there still exist some
eighty o:>lonial territories with an area of 10 to 12
million square kilometres and .a total of more than
70 million inhabitant? We shall not weary you with
a tedious enumeration of these colonies whose existence, whatever one may say or think, is a disgrace
at a time when man's mastery of science and technology
is opening up such superb horizons. We shall refer
to some of these colonies only because of the tragic
circumstances which the liberation movements are
undergoing in some of them, and of the genocide which
is being committed in them by a decadent and desperate
colonialism.
124. In Angola, Portugal, a .small and backward,
European nation, taking advantage of the support of
its powerfulWestern allies, is engaged in the deliberate
'massacre of the African population. Out c.lf respect,
for the humanitarian feelings of the civilized persons
gathered here, we shall not go into the atrocities,
the odious, spectacle of which has been presented by
film and television. Photographs that make one shudder
with horror have been displayed in this Assembly,
and constitute monuments of barbarism which have
oaused Portugal and its bloorly fascist r~gime to be
'scorned and detested by civilized men the world over.
Our Assembly owes it to itself to take urgent and
decisive. measures to put an end to this genocide
which threatens, if nothing is done, to extend to
Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea. We
shall revert to this burning question in due course.
12S. In the Congo, we have measured the extent of
the misdeeds ofBelgian colonialism and its imperialist
allies. Sixteen months' experience on the part of the
United Nations have not attenuated the daily increasing
need for a solution of this terrible example of deCOlonization, 'decided on and organized by the worst
form 9f imperialist coalition, on behalf of the sordid
interests of the Union miniere du Haut-Katanga. In
the Advisory Committee on the Congo, we have stated
what we advocate; it may be summarized as follows:
practical~-and immediate measures to put an end to
the secession of Katanga (the root of the entire Congoleseproblem), and unconditional support for the
Central Government, the only authority with which
the United Nations should deal. The exacerbation of
tribal conflict in Ruand8.-Urundi is but a warning
signal of future developments, along Congolese lines,
in that region.
126. In Kenya, the United Kingdom, despite the bravery .
and deternlination of the Kikuyu people standingbehind
their liberator J omo Kenyatta, is trying, by the use
of dilatory tactics, to bring about a second Mau Mau
revolt. However, all Africans are convinced that
Kenya has fully earned its independence and does not
need two more years of colonial slavery.
J
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127. This same United Kingdom.~ a pillar of the
colonial system, is apparently planning the militarization of Rhodesia and Nyasaland" for purposes that
.you can well imagine.
128. In South Africa, a white minority, hl the name
of the inost extreme form ot colonial fascism, is
carrying out, in blatant disrega.rd of the resolutions
of our Assembly and of all the internationalorganizations, its shameful policy of apartheid, which has
been condeinned hund.reds of times by public opinion
in civilized countri&s. There can be no doubt that
in that country, dominated as it is by the heirs of
Field M~rshal Smuts and Mr. Malan "a la Verwoerd" ,
the United Nations, in. order to obtain the implementation of our Declarati.on, will have to consider having
. recourse to means commensurate with the insolence
and racialist hatred of a Qovernment which so scornfully flouts our Organization.
129. South Africa, as we know, likewise practises
its hateful system in South West Africa, and is bitterly
opposed to any United Nations trusteeship over that
territo!'Y. The item of our agenda which deals with
this problem will give us an opportunity of reverting
to it in greater detail.
130. The Netherlands is unwilling to let go of West
Irian, the last remnant of its colbnial empire. Neverth.ele,!:?s, West Irian is indubitably an integral part
of Indonesia. T~e political' and legal machinations of
the Netherlands can serve only to deltay the a.doption
of an Indonesian solution for the question of Irian,
which the Netherlands representati'Ve disdainfully
refers to as "Papua" -the land of. the l?~puans, of'
men with pigtails. We on our side stand for inde·pendence and freedom for all peoples, for Papuans
as well as for women with saucer-lips, for Zulus
and for African Pygmies.
131. The Machiavellian approach displayed fr, the
draft resolution of the Nethe:r:-lands [A/L.354], which
couples the principles of the Declarati6n on the
granting of independepce with complete disregard
for the right of L11donesia to West Irian, is merely
a manoeuvre designed to preserve. the colonial status
'F0 in so-called Netherlands New Guinea. If the
Netherlands wishes to avoid arbitration by the General
Assembly, let it decide to negotiate with Indonesia
on a basis of peace al1d of perfect equality as between
one sovereign nation and another. Otherwise, I doubt
whether the problem can be solvad by disregarding
a country as large as Indonesia, whose rights are
disputed by nobody.
132. And now let us take Algeria, our sister country,
which has become a hell on earth, even a land of
genocide. How can one possib1:J not fulminate against
French colonialism in its stubborn pursuit of this
war that beggars d~scription and is now entering
its eighth year, this war against a people which has
risen, and is resolutely determined, to free itself
from tyranny and domination-this war which, when
all is said and done, must inevitably lead to the independence of Algeria? How can the France of Descartes,
of the humanists, of the Paris "Commune" and of
Jaur~s allow itself to be treated like the Portugal
of Salazar or the South Africa of Verwoerd? How
can France, whose people and culture are so well
beloved throughout the world, accept, as its former
President of the Council, GUy Mollet, said recently,
: "this stupidity which has been admitted by so many
national figures"? We do not understand how France
.can accept the loss of so much sympathy in so many
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countries-for the war in Algeria, which is a dirty
war, will have served to bring forth condemnation
from all peoples and from all countries friendly to
t~lC Algerian nationalists, who are fighting on ~heir
own sail against forp;ign domination. The honour of
France demands that a speedy end be put to this war
while there is yet time. This is the heartfelt hope of
all who have been bred on French culture. We sir..'Jerely
trust that a final gesture by General de Gaulle will,
by ending this war. which is our war, restore France
to uni~ersal esteem.
133. This general pi\(}ture of colonialism would be
incomplete if 110 mention were made of the latest
colonial folly: Bizerta; a foreign base established on
the territory of a sovereign State which requests its
evacuation. More than 1,000 Tunisian lives have been
sacrificed to the ~laim.s of Western defence and of the
sacrosanct NATO alliance. For us, Bizerta remains
a symbol, as the most typical example of neocolonialism, an example which should give warning
to all the newly ,ndependent States.
134. Neo-colonialism is no myth. Those who think
that we t~Jk of it in Freudian terms with some
propaganda motive in mind are merely in dRnger
of becoming the unWitting victims (/f what is ,;now a
historical phenomenon: neoc:colonialism suc.~eeding
to traditional colonialism. Neo-colonialism may he
defined as "the granting of a show of independence
to a colonial or Trust Territory while the newly
independent country is ps.ralysed by means of economic
and military agreements" .
.
135. If we did not fear to abuse the Assembly's
patience we could draw a complete pictu,.>e Of neocolonialism in all its forms; we could mention economic
pltans, such as the Constantine Plan and others, which
mobilize considerable resources for official objectives
regarded as unattainable; the securing of land for
settlement; transfers of population, the violent destruction of working co:mmunities, together with their
techniques and social order; population pressure, a
vicious circle leading to the acme of under-develop. ment; Iniscalgulations, wilful or otherwise, on the
part of techilocxats accustomed to think of econoInic
development in capitalistic terms; and refusal to
develop agriculture because coloI.J.alism Wishes to
prepare a new arm for use against the peasant
revolution, a socio-economic arm which is to "break"
the peasantry (~onstituting80 per cent of the indigenous
population) by famine, over-population, exodUS, the
destruction of the traditional environment itself, and
finally the creation of a" Lurnpenproletariatft incapable,
in most cases, of p'Joducing enough for .its own
subsistence. Elsewhere, neo-eolcnialism prefers indefinitely to subsidize poverty, indefinitely to remedy
the agricultural deficit by gifts of cereals which will
hr,t.ve to be increased as the, deficit worsens, rather
than to solve the agrarianproblem by the revolutionary
mobilization of the under-employed rural masses.
Neo-colonialism is also characterized by the coexistence, in the same nation, of a collectivist and
authoritarian agrarian economy with an. industrial
economy subjeot to the capitalist rules of the game,
which brings profit only to an "'elite' set apart from
the masses"; by the rapid growth of production for
export, accompanied by stagnaticnor contra~tion in
production for internal consumption; by t~e dislocation
of the national economy, and the increase of its
dependence on foreign markets. Such is the picture
of neo-colonialism.
.
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"German industry takes the keenest interest in
Africa; but, like a goOd businessman, it asks for
guarantees-primarily in the political field. The
main condition, however, is ttatthe Mrican regimes
should be stable and firmly lilh_~d to Europe."
No comment is needed!
138. As we can see, colonialism and neo-colonialism
are Siamese twins. Short of the complete and final
liberation of the countries under colonial domination
there can be no well-being, no possibility of economic
and social development or indeed of any kind of
development. That is why we hold that on the general
problem of eradicating colonialism no neutral position,
no compromise is possible. One is either for or
against colonialism. We shall therefore state ·Mali's
position in regard to the Declaration's implementation
quite unequivocally.
139. :-'.'irst, my delegation thinks that the resolution

is perfectly clear as to the date ofits implementation:
it 'calls for the immediate end of colonialism and the
immediate granting of independence to the colonial
countries and peoples. This stipulation means that
measures of decolonization must be taken without
delay. We shall therefore oppose any propoA$}1 for a
maximum or minimum. time-limit. On the other hand,
my delegation will vote for any draft resolution for
the establishment, at the present session, of a special
international body which would be responsible, after
diligent consultations with the formeF colonial Powers,
for immediately putting into effect measures for the
transfer of powers to the responsible indigenous
authorities of the colQui~s or semi-colonies. The
membership of this special body should be based on
~quitable geogztaphic.al distribution-Africa,
as a
martyr to colonialism, receiving special consideration
in this respect.
140. Secondly, at the risk of seeming to dlsplay
little or no objectivity.., my delegation is opposed to
what I would call delaying tactics designed to postpone
the end of colonialism on the fallacious pretext that
the indigenous peoples are inadequately prepared for
the exercise of political power. Any Mrinan or Asian·
cOWltries advancing this argument would, wittingly
or 'aIlwittingly, bring grist to the mill of the colonial
Powers, whose dearest wish is to preserve' as long
as possible the privileges deriving from the exploitation of the colonial peoples.
141. Those of us who have had occasion to hear

the petitioners from Angola, so-called Portuguese
Guinea, Ruanda-Urundi or South West Africa have
been able to appreciate their high degree of political
.awareness in regard both to national and to international problems. Hence the objectivity that is demanded in this business is the objectivity of impenitent
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136. To this must be added: (1) the greater or lesser
luxury needs of the "'elite' set apart from the masses";
(2) a market in which. European industries are protected; (3) a chronic agricultural deficit. As the
economist A. Gorz would say, "the agrarian revolution,
delayed by the placing of some Chang Kai-shek or
Batista in the saddle, awaits its Mao Tse-tung or its
Fidel Castro"".
137. In this way, political stability would be "purchased" for a developing country in order to keep
it in the so-called "free" world. Dr. Waxmuth, of
Eisen-Eisen, in a stf,ltement of the programme of the
German employers'\:~confederation, gives this definition of the role of the '\tfrican States:
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colonialists who still clingto their privileges and refuse
to adjust themselves to the times. Our task will
3imply be to nudge these fossils and boldly execute
the will of the immense majority of this Assembly
which Wishes to help colonialism to die a natural
death.
142. In conclusion; I should like to emphasize that
the general problem of the end of colonialism throughout the world must not be exposed to the vicissitudes
and hazards of the "cold war". The eradication of
the colonial system must not be confined to a single
continent, country or group of countries. The liquidation of the colonial system is a basic problem of
our times and is in itself enough to justify the existence
of the United Nations. The honour of our Organization
requires that, by enlightened and unanimous action,
it should put an end to colonialism and to the hotbeds
of unjust colonial wars which are raging in Africa
and endangering international peace. and security. By
this very fact, the end of colonialism becomes one
of the dominant issues in the general question of war
or peace.
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143. The African peoples still under colonial domination expect much of the Declaration which the General
Assembly adopted at its fifteenth session. They demand
that its implementation-that we, in other words-shall
make them free peoples. They expect its implementation to put an end to the massacres in Algeria and
Angola. We have no right to disappoint the hopes of
several millions of humiliated, frustrated and tortured
human beings.

144. Our Assembly, at its sixteenth session, owes
it to itself to be equal to the humanism of the twentieth
century which~ as Jacques Decour said twenty-five
years ago, "is a rational faith in the value and dignity
of man, a chilized respect for his person, and a
militant devotion to his liberty".
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145. Mr. LAPIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)

(translated from Russian) : The Soviet delegation
would, first of all, like to note with satisfaction that
the proposal to discuss measures for implementing
the Declaration on granting independence to colonial
countries and peoples (resolution 1514 (XV» has been
approved and supported by most of the countries of
Africa, Asia and Latin America. Just as at the last
session, the Soviet Union's initiative on the problems
of liquidating colonialism has been recognized to be
timely and vitally necessary.
146. The active Y'Jay in which the General Assembly

has been discussing the problems of liquidating
colonialism is shown by the fact that some fifty
representatives have taken part in the discussion
which has been going on n9w for three we,;,ks. 1'he
speeches made stressed the historic significance
of the Declaration· adopted .at the last session on the
Soviet Union's initiative. At the same timo, those
who took part in the discussion spoke with alarm
and concern of the fact that -the princil J requirement
in the DeclaratiQn-the immedia~e adoption of measures for the complete liquidation of the disgraceful
colonial system-has not been complied with, that
the colonial Powers are opposing the granting of
independence to the oppressed peoples, are waging
wars of extermination, and 8.re accentuat~ng the
terrorism and reprisals taken g,gainst peoples battling
for their freedom.
147. As regards the speeches made by the representatives of the colonial Powers, it should be noted
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148. By ratifying the Declaration, the United Nations
not only gave moral s'-lpport to the colonial peoples
but also assumed responsibility for freeing them
from oppression and for carrying to a conclusion the
great work of completely liquidating the colonial
system.
149. It is characteristic that. on this occasian the
representatives of t~e colonial Powers did not directly
oppose the Declaration which they had so bitterly
attacked at the last session. Tha United States representative described the Declaration in his speech as
"historic" and "notable". But that is merely rearrangement of the facade-for appearance's sake.
To judge from the actions of the colonial Powers,
they are still holding on to their former positions
and are still seeking' ways and means of preserving
the vestiges of the colonial system and by-passing
the United Nations demand for its immediata liquidation. They advance old and new conditions and reservations so as to prolong their domination in colonial
and dependent countries.
150. The repreaentatives of the colonial Powero
actively supported here the proposal that the timelimit for liquidating colonialism should be extended
until 1970. They could barely dissimulate their delight
about this proposal. And indeed, how could United
Kingdom, Portuguese, Belgian, French, Spanish and
other colonizers not rejoice when a ten-year moratorium is suggested for the liquidation of their colonial
possessions?
151. It is perfectly obvious that those who propose
extending the time-limit for granting independence to
the countries of Africa are, wittingly or unwittingly,
helping the colonizers, giving them a legal opportunity
of by-passing the Declaration and thus gaining time to
strengthen their positions in the dependent territories.
152. The General AssemblY must decisively reject
any such attempts to "help out" the colonialists. What
is being proposed to us is nothing more nor less than
to renounce the great and just principles for solving
the colonial problem which were affirmed at the
fifteenth session of the Assembly. The Declaration
J.'equires the immediate liquidation of the. colonial
system uncon<lltionally and with no reservations.l'hat
is precisely what made the Declar.ation the great
document of our time and won it universal approval.
And now a proposal is made to give up the principal
element which constitutes the substance and effective
power of the United Nations decision. No, we cannot
possibly agree to that. We have met in order to discuss
measures for the implementation of the Declaration
and not ways of by-passing it, which would enable
people to turn the Declaration into a scrap of paper.
1p3. What were the arguments advanced in our

discussion against the immediate granting of independence to colonial count:ries and peoples? They
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that this year they have changed their tactics slightly.
At the last session~ if you recall, there was a fight
waged to have the colonial problem discussed in the
plenary meetings, not in the committees, as the
colonial Powers proposed. At this present session,
taught by bitter experience, they decided not to oppose
the discussion of the colonial problem in plenary
Assembly meetings. This fact deserves to be noted.
It is common knowledge that, up to the fifteenth United
Nations session, the colonial problem as a whole had
never been discussed in international forums.
.

/

_

were stHI the same old arguments which we had
often heard before.,;
154. They were, above all, references to the alleged
,~npreparedness of the colonial peoples for independent
administration of ~heir own countries. It is well-known
that in 1960 alone e~ghteen cOlmtries with a population
of 85 millions achfeved independence. Yet for many
long years tte colonizers regarded every one of those
countries as unprepared for independence.
155. The Prime Minister of Tanganyika, which will
become independent thiS very year, has. told how
three or four years ago the United Kingdom ~luthorities
considered a period of twenty to twenty-five years
for preparing this country's independence "too revolutionary". Those facts have to be remembered in
order tv realize more clearly the hypocrisy of the
colonizerS when they talk about peoples not being
ready for independence.
156. The -Gountries liberated from the colonial yoke
have already achieved undoubted ~uccesses in the
path of national and cultural renaissance. True, many
'of them have not yetbecome complete masters of their
own economy and their own natural wealth. But that
is merely because they' have not been freed from
the domination of imperialist monopolies. Nevertheless, as they ~nter on a new period of their development, they have been enabled to start eradicating
also the economic roots of colonialism. And there
is no doubt that they will finally manage to liquidate
the grave consequences of colonial domination in
every form.
157. What justification is there for depriving countries
which still remain under the y()ke of 'colonial Powers
of tne right to independent national develqpment? Do
these countries really· stand on a different level of
development from countries which have already received independence? The Declaration forbids the use
of any pretexts whatsoever for delaying the granting
of independence and the United Nations 'mus'i; pertinaciously give effect to this great principle, rejecting
all "conditions" and "reservations Ilr by the colonizers
as false and selfish.
158. I should like to recall the just remarks made
by the representative of Ceylon': "There is 0\0 territory
nor are there any people in the world in.,~~,apable of
effectively governing themselves H [1048th\ meeting,
p. 43]. The myth that people have to be gradually
prepared and' conditioned for self-government, as he
rightly emphasized, is not only mistaken but also
"morally unclean".
159. The partisans of this myth are not loth to cover
up their defence of colonialism by "practical" considerationa. They are, you see, against "general
appeals for independence"; they favour a "business-like
approach" to the colonial problemj,they are against
propaganda, etc. Give them time, say, at least one
or two decades, and they will: train capable Prime
Ministers, Ministers and officials from the native
population, teachers, doctors and then, as they say"
they themselves will leave the dependent countries.·
..
1600 But who is going to believe such fairy tales?
Even children, for all that they like fairy tales, will
still make their own kind of protest when the wolf,
having swallowed up Granny and got into her bed,
tries to imitate Granny's voice.
!

.

16:.\.. Who will believe that the Portuguese, ~~elgian,
Dutch and other colonizers are bothered about tl!~!ning
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intellectuals from the native population? Where have
we seen this? In Algeria? In Angola? In Rhodesia?
In South West Africa?
162. It is common knowledge that all the colonial
countries withf\ut exception, having achieved independence, have, first of all, come up againstche
problem of mass illiteracy and a shortage of national
cadres. It was only after they expelled the colonizers
that they obtained reallybroad, practical opportunities
of successfully and speedily liquidating illiteracy and
training national cadres. And in one or two years
these countries achieved in this respect successes
such as could not have been achieved in whole centuries
of colonial domination.
163. It should be noted that, previously too, the
colonial authorities found it useful to employ particular individuals from the native population and train
them as officials or employees to work for their
firms, etc. But they did and are doing this, mainly,
in their own interests, for purely commercial considerations. Officials and business employees, when
trained on the spot, cost them les3 than those brought
over from the home country. As a rule, however,
representatives of the native population find that
access to higher posts is closed. They are forbidden
everywhere to engage in political activities. Detailed
reports of this so-called system of training cadres
oan be found in the reports of the Committee on
Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories and
of the Trusteeship Council, as submitted to the General
Assembly.
164. So ata not to be accused of propaganda, I shall
refer only to United Nations documents. In the report
of the Committee on Information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories (A/4785) there are characteristic data submittedby the UnitedKi~gdomGovernment
on the question of preparing and training civil and
technical senior personnel from among the native
population. Last year, the British introduced special
courses for training, senior personnel. Whom are they
training? Take a look at the table annexed to the
report and everything will become clea.r. They are
training principally policemen and prison guards.
Thus, 340 policemer~ and prison guards are being
taught at the courf:1es, but only a total of seventy
teachers. In Uganda, for instance, the British are
training forty policemen and prison guards and only
three teachers and two doctors. Nineteen people
came to the courses from Bermuda. Sixteen of these
will return as policemen and prison gua:rds. In Bermuda, according to the British, there is no need for
doctors or teachers.

. ,,'

followed not in South Africa alone. In the United
Nations Assembly and commithe discussions much
has already been said about the policy of racial discrimination that is being cl\rried on also in Northern
Rhodesia and Nyasaland and in the Portuguese colonies.
Colonialism cammt exist without racial discrimination.
168. One of the arguments used by the supporters
of colonialism is that in countries that have not yet
become independent there is, as they say, no political
stability, no ethnic unity, and no agreement between
parties and their leaders. But everyone knows that
it is precisely the colonizers who provoke internecine
conflicts, set the trib6S and parties against one
another and in this way weaken the all-national front
of the struggle in order to remain masters of the
situation and lay down law and order theml:lelves.
169. A convincing example of such tactics can be
seen in what is happening in Ruanda- Urundi. The
Belgian authorities there are setting the tribes and
tribal parties one against the other, are provoking
internecine conflicts and are themselves taking advantage of them as a pretext for settling accounts
with the patriotic forces 6f the country. With the
assistance of exceptional legislation, of t,he army· and
police the Belgians are obstructing the consolidation
of the patriotic forces of Ruanda-Urundi on a national
basis and are hypocritically justifying :heir stay in
the country by the absence of the "requisite peace
and order".
170. Can one really expect "peace and order" from
Belgian colonizers armed to the teeth, who, by taking
advantage of the so-called trusteeship system, have
practically occupied the country?
171. In advancing the demand for "political stability",
a,s a condition for granting independence, the United
States representatives referred to the "lesson of the
Cohgo". This was also done by some other representatives of colonial Powers. In their opinion, there
was no need to be in a hurry about recogniZing the
country's independence. But the representatives of
the Republic of the Congo in the General Assembly,
in the Security Council, in the committees, have more
than once protested against such conjectural assertions
and reminded people with short memories that the
crisis in the Congo was caused not by granting independence to that country but by the aggressive intel'ference of the colonial Powers hi the internal affairs
of the Congolese people.
172~ If

165. That is what the training of senior personnel
rean~r looks like according to the data of the United
Kingdom authorities themselves. They will concern
themselves with the kind of personnel which helps
them to maintain the system of oppression.
166. Another Unitecj Nations document,. the report
of the Committee on 'South West Africa (A/4926),
quotes a statement by the Minister for Native Affairs
of the Republic of South Africa. He wrote that, as
a result of the short-sighted ,approach to the training
of students on Europeanlines, the natives are nurturing
vain hopes that they will be able to hold posts in the
community.
167. This is a statement by one of the members
of a Government which is officially following a policy
..... ofa ~rtheic::l.!J31.!-~,. after all, a similar policy is being

173. When one listens to the remarks of the representatives of the colonial Powers to the effect that,
before being given freedom, the dependent countries
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these Powers and, above all, Belgium, the
United Kingdom, France and the United States would
not interfere with the Congolese people and if they
would' stop, finally, their internecine braWling for
the n~tural 'Wealth of Katanga, then the Congolese
people would, long ago, have managed to finish ~ff
the separatists in Katanga and bring order into theit
own home. The documents submitted to the General
Assembly as a result of the' investigation into the
circumstances surrounding the death of the Prime
Minister of the Congolese Republic, Patrice Lumumba,
and hiS' colleagues, have once more confirmed that
this misdeed li~)s upon the conscience of the colonizers
and their hirfJIings. Even now, they are stopping at·
nothing in their attempts to prevent the national
unity of the counby and the creation of a stable and
really national government.
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must possess "political stability", one feels like asking
those representatives whethel' their own countries
can serve as an example in this respect.
174. Is there any need to show that ev~ry capitalist
country is torn apart hy antagonistic contradictions?
In any such country the most acute and i;rreconcilable
contradictions are to be found between the working
class and the bourgeoisie. Only last year more than
40 million workers in these countries took part in
political strikes. In all tlie big Western countries
a characteristic feature is the accentuation of the
peasant movement. In all these countrit's there is
constantly observable the bitter struggle between
different groups of the bourgeoisie and their parties.
The irreconcilable class struggle, the fight for power
and profits among the bourgeoisie itself provokes
instability in the Governmlents of these states, and
causes these Governments to regort, l:lOW and then,
to attempts to impose a fascist regime, which, in
turn, still further intensifies and reinforces the
opposition of the working class and the popular masses.
175. Yet, it is the representatives of these Governments which are themselves living, as it were, on
a volcano, who here propound, as a condition for
granting independence to colonial countries, the establishment of political stability and unanimity between
the parties and leaders of tile dependent cOlh"1tries.
It is difficult to imagine greater hypocrisy than
"conditions" of such a kind.
176. If the colonial Powers were really interested
in creating political stability in dependent countries,
they would not be objecting to the Soviet draft resolution (.A./L.355) which proposes that, in order to
implement the Declaration: in the first place, the
native population shall be given the o',pportunity of
actually enjoying all democratic rights and freedl..)ms;
secondly, that all laws and decrees permitting racial
discrimination, all prohibitions or limitations on the
activity of political parties, trade unions and social
organizations of the native population shall be
abolished, and that an unconditional amnesty shall be
proclaimed for all political prisoners.
177. In the Soviet draft resoh1.tion it is proposed
that elections shall be held on the basis of universal
suffrage and that, in this way, really national democratic institutions shall be set up to which full powers
shall be transferred and that the activities of all
colonial administrative bodies shall be ended.
178. What prevents the colonicll Powers ~:cgm adopting
these proposals and so supporting general democratic
transformations. which will give di:::oect expression to
the aim of the Declaration? It was said here that,
before handing over power to the people, there will
have to be a lenl~hy "constitutional preparation"
carried out and that this must, absolutely, be done
by the Administering Authorities themselves.
179. Experience, however, has shown that the colonial
Powers are trying to foist on the dependent countries
the kind of constitutions which will actually merely
reinforce the arrangements which have been built up
under the colonial system and will prevent the creation
of really all-national organs of power.
180. For example, the constitutions imposed by the
United Kingdom on Kenya, Northern Rhodesia and
Ny.a~aland are aimed' at strengthening the dominant,
priVileged position of the British minority living in
those countries. Under tbe constitution imposed on
Kenya full authority i~ maintained in the hands of
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the British Governor. Europeans there elect to the
so-called Legislative Council one representative for
every 5,000 inhabitants, while the local population
elects one for every 130,000 electors. The electoral
law in Rhodesia .keeps almost the whole of the native
population away from taking part in the elections.
181. Finally, I should like to refer to still another
attempt to induce tpe General Assembly to depart
from the decision it adopted concerningthe immediate
liquidation of colonialism. It is proposed that timelimits for granting independence to the different
countries should be fixed only in agreement with the
Administering Authorities and in accordance with
their plans and desires. The authors of this proposal
again claim that they want to be "practical people",
breaiists", as they say. Possibly, they really believe
what they say. The General Assembly, however,
cannot be guided by illusions. Life has shown that
it is only the struggle of peoples for independence
which will lead to em,ancipation from the colonial
yoke. The colonizers w!n leave only when they are
convinced that, otherwise, they will be driven out
in disgrace. As the Head of the Soviet Government
picturesquely said, "The most far-sighted colonizers
manage to get out, so to sp,eak, five minutes before
they are, to put it simply, 'given a shove"'.
182. Can one, in general, talk nowadays of the administration of colonial countries in the sense attached
to these words by colonizers? In point pf fact, does
a "system of administration" exist, for example, in
Angola? No, in Angola the local population is. not
.·"administered"; it is exterminated. Can one talk -of
"a system of administration" in Algeria? No. This
is now the eighth year that a system of exterminating
the Algerian population has prevailed there. Can one
describe the r6gime of police supervision, reserves
and racial discrimination in South West Africa as a
"system of administration"? Of course not. It is a
r6gime of oppression and terrorism. The colonial
Powers talk about "a system of administration" in
order to camouflage e system of (Jppression and
terrorism. They exter~ainate the indigenous population, herd the local inhabitants into reserves and
concentration camps, kin or imprison popular leaders,
and bribe those who do not display sufficient tenacity
in defending the interests of their peoples.
183. Imagine that one fine day-alid the day will
inevitably come-the imperialist countries are left
without their military bases, without aircraft carriers,
without bomber or fighter aircraft, without napalm
an.d other bombs-what will then remain of the system
of colonial administration? Nothing at all. It has long
since outlived itself and is dead. Under the pressure
of the national-liberation movement the collt>nial
'\
system has in fact collapsed.
\'\\
184. And what would the oppressed people~\ft:y
I~bout the United Nations if it were to follow the
lead of those who recommend refer1'ing the questid\1
of the time-limits for granting independence for th~
Administering A~thorities to decide-that is, the
colonizers themselves?
185. When the Nigerian draft resolution (A/L.357)
was tabled, we heard that the United Kingdom administrators did not imagine \~hat colonialism cQuld
be completely liquidated in Africa in less than ten
years. Australia, as an Administering Authority, end
other colonial Powers have similar plans.
186. But are there really any peoples on our planet
which would agree to wait ten years for freedom and

,
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independence? The colonial Powers' have their own
time-table and, if it is followed, the colonial peoples
would have to wait for many long years for their
emancipation$ But the oppressed peoples do not want
to live, and will not live, according to the colonizers'
time-table.
187. There are no grounds for indulging in illusions
regarding thd Administering Authorities. Possibly,
after machinery has been set up to supervise implementation of the Declaration, there can be negotiations
with them, but these must be conducted only regarding
complete, unconditional and immediate liquidation of
colonialism. Only on this point, not on the question
of continuingthis shameful systemthat the peoples hate.
188. The Declaration on granting independence to
colonial countries and peoples calls for the immediate
and unconditional termination of colonialism in a~l
its forms and manifestations and the colonial Powers
must unconditionally submit to this requirement. That
is why, in its draft resolution, the Soviet delegation
proposes that the final liquidation of colonialism should
be effected not later than the end of 1962. This proposal
stems directly from the Declaration.
189. In the discussion in the session apprehensions
were expressed that liquidation of the vestiges of the
colonial system in the course of one year might evoke'
"increased tension", "clashes", "chaos", ete. But can
one really agree with such apprehensions? We propose
that an end should be put to colonialism in 1962. This
means that, in a year's time, the colonizers must
leave Angola, Algeria, South West Africa, Kenya,
Ruanda-Urundi and other countries where the blood
of the fighters for freedom is flOWing in torrents
and where, every day, innocent women, children and
old people are being persecuted and killed.
HiO. In reply we are warned: "This is dangerous";
"This may lead to increased tension and chaos".
Some representa.tives of colonial Powers, for lack
of any arguments at all, voice suspicions that our
proposals are dictated by a desire ~~o maintain the
cold war. Queer logic.
191. It would appear that the colonial w~rs, which
are now being waged in the world, are practically
"a manifestation of order", while demands to stop
these wars immediately and grant the peoples freedom
and independence are evidence of the cold war! That
shows to what absurd lengths the defenders of colonialism will go.
'
192. It may be said that the delegations which are
in favour of fixing a ten-year or other lengthy timelimit for liquidating colonialism have no intention
of continuing colonial wars. But what do they' propose
in order to put an end to the colonial wars, terrorism
and reprisals which are now rampant in colonial and
dependent countries? It surely cannot be assumed that
in the ten-year period, which it is proposed should
be given to the colonizers to put their affairs in
order, they will behave peacefully and quietly in the
colonies and will stop killing and persecuting the
native population.
193. Life itself teaches us that colonialism, as it
lives out its last days, becomes more and more
cruel and merciless in suppressing the national""
liberation movement and in striving to maintain
itself as long as possible in the countries which are
subjected to exploitation and pillage.
194. It is a specially alarming fact that, while
opposing the immediate liquidation of colonialism,

the colonizers are continuing at the same time their
military measur'es against the peoples which are
fighting for their liberation or have already achieved
independe'lce. We are thinking, more particularly of
the preparations which are being made in the United
States for waging so-called "limit!3d wars". We are
thinking, further, of the intensified training of the
so-called special detachments intended, according
to official reports, for carrying on wars by employing,
"unusual methods" • The nature of these "unusual
methods" is very familiar from the example of the
shameful collapse of intervention in Cuba, and from
the support given to rebels in Indonesia. It is common
knowledge that special United States detachments
are now being sent'to South Viet-Nam and other areas.
195. The General Assembly must decisively condemn
such operations, directed against the peoples of Asia,
Africa and Latin America, which are a threat to the
peace and security of all peoples.
196. The Soviet delegation proposes in its resolution
the withdrawal from dependent countries of all troops
of the administering States and the complete abolition
of foreign military bases in Trust and Non-SelfGoverning Territories.
197. The United States representative discerned in
this proposal a desire on the part of the Soviet Union
to weaken the defertce of his country and the other
NATO countries. But who will believe that, for the
defence of Washington, it is necessary to have a
military base in Jamaica or, for the defence of
London, military bases in Kenya? The United States
Press is more candid than the United States representative in the United Nations and it does not dissemble
the fact that such bases, of course, 'do not play any
role in the defence of the so-called Western world
but are mainly intended for local purposes connected
with the maintenance of influence in the territory of
former colonial empires.
198. These bases defend the sources of oil, uranium,
rubber, copper, diamonds; they protect the spheres
of influence of the monopolies of imperialist countries
in foreign territories. They are strong-points of
imperialism and colonialism. They are directed
against the colonial peoples and less-developed States
of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
~;)9. Incidentally, these bases were never used for
the purposes ascribed to them by the United States
representative but they have frequently been used,
and are at the present time being used, for threats
and reprisals against the peoples which are waging
a national-liberation struggle and for exerting military
and political pressure on the States of Asia, Africa
and Latin America.
200. The United States, the United Kingdom and
France are retaining these bases, against the will 01
the peoples, by utilizing methods of economic pressure, blackmail, bribery, anti-communist propaganda
and the other methods that are peculiar to imperialist
policy.
'
201. On page 38 of the report of the Committee on
South West Africa you can read that the Republic. of
South Africa has nli.litary bases in Ohopoho, Kackoveld,
Windhoek and Walvis Bay.
202. A petitioner from South West Africa, Mr.
Mburumba Kerina, who spoke yesterday, 23 November,
in the Fourth Committee, declared: "We know that
military bases are necessary to the Republic of South
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Africa in order to kill Africans. Anti-communist
propaganda is only camouflage".ill
. 203. As regards the United States representative's
far-fetched statement that the Soviet Union, in obj ecting to the bases, "wants to weaken the defence
of the Western countries", it should be remembered
that the Soviet Union is uBswervingly follOWing a
peaceful policy and is not preparing to attack anyone.
It is also common knowledge that the Soviet Union
has sUfficient modern rockets and other weapons to
deal a crushing blow in reply to aggressors.
204~ We do not want, however, to minimize the dangerous role of the numerous military bases, serving
as the armament of colonialism, that threaten the
peaceful development of countries which have recently
obtained their freedom and independence and that
threaten also world peace. The existence of such
bases poisons the international atmosphere. There
can be no doubt that the withdrawal of foreign troops
and the liquidation of military bases in colonial
countries would be the most reliable guarantee for
completing the liquidation of colonialism by peaceful
methods, without bloodshed and useless sac!'ifice. If
the representatives of the colonial Powers are sincere
when they say here that they would like to solve the
colonial problem by peaceful .methods in peaceful
fashion, they should, first of all, withdraw their troops
from colonial countries and liquidate the military
';)ases. That would be the best proof of their peaceful
intentions in liquidating the colonial system. These
measures could also substantially reduce international
tension and conduce to peace and reinforcement of
the security of peoples.
·205. The Soviet delegation notes with satisfaction
that the proposal it -submitted (A/L.355) for setting
up a special commission or committee for observation
and control of the implementation in all colonies,
Trust and Non-seU-Governing Territories, of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples has been supported by most
delegations.
206. The Soviet delegation hopes that the commission
will include representatives of the States which,
from their own experience, know what colonialism
means, which have borne on their own shoulders the
weight of the colonial yoke and amassed experience
in fighting colonialism and creating independent
national States.
207. Special attention needs to be given to defining
the powers of the commission. In our opinion, the
United Nations special commission, set up in order
to secure full implementation of the Declaration,
must have sufficiently wide powers to enable it to
do effective work. The commission cannot rest satisfied with the information which the colonial Powers
are kind enough to supply. It must have the right
to make investigations and to send out missions
to any Non-Self-Governing Territory.
208. The peoples which are fighting for their freedom
and independence must look on the special commission
as their sincere and true defender who will consistently
stand up for their interests. But such confidence in
the commission can only be achieved if it consists
of convinced supporters of the Declaration who will
direct all their energies to the great work of the
ill This statement was made at the 122nd meeting of the Fourth
Committee, the official record of which was pUblished only in summary
form.
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complete and immediate liquidation of colonialism and
not to seeking compromises with the colonizers.
209. I would like briefly to refer to the ~peech made
by the representative of Italy. He talked here of the
Red Square and of the 22nd Congress of our Party.
I was a delegate at that CongI7ess and could say a lot
about its work and its decisions. Incidentally, all the
prllceedings of the Gongress were widely and openly
published in the Pre::s. As regards the remarks of
the representative of Italy, I could describe them by
quoting the Russian proverb: "He heard bells ringing
but does not know where". If he would really like to
know something about the Soviet Union, it would be
better if he asked to speak with his own Prime
Minister or Minister for Foreign Affairs, who recently paid a friendly visit to the Soviet Union. They
could give him really interesting and correct information about our country. We are very glad that, since
that visit, relations between the Soviet Union and Italy
have improved and are continuing to improve. The
"borrowed t\;.ne" speech made by the representative
of Italy at our meeting cannot spoil those relations.
210. I must say that there was one very dangerous
statement in the speech of the representative of Italy.
He said that· he was satisfied with the steps which
are, supposedly, being planned and carried out by
Portugal in Angola. He expressed the hope that next
year Portugal would do even more. These remarks
are disquieting. This year, with the help of NATO
countries and NATO weapons, Portugal has killed
50,000 defenceless inhabitants of Angola. What does
the representative of Italy expect from it next year,
if the United Nations does not take decisiv9 steps to
liquidate colonial oppression in Angola?
211. He said tha,t he admired the audacity of the
repres"entative of socialist countries in talking about
liquidating colonialism. We have good grounds for
talking aUdaciously; we have a clear conscience. We
can but express surprise at the cowardice, the halfmeasures and the tendency to compromise, shown
by the representatives of NATO countries when they
talk about events in Angola, Algeria and other parts
of the world. This tendency to compromise can, to
some extent, be understood. It is, after all, a fact
that almost all the NATO countries are colonial
Powers and those countries, which are not colonial
Powers but 'are members of NATO, have simply
fallen into bad company and are obliged to dance
to the other fellow's tune.
212. I should like to take advantage of this opportunity
and say a few words about the remarks made by the
United Kingdom representativ'e. He came to the rostrum
several times to defend British colonialism. He said
that he was prOUd of his country's colonial history.
There is no need to quarrel on this point. Everybody
has his own opinion. The Indians are proud that they
have got rid of the colonial system and the British
colonizers are proud that they have; for hundreds of
years, oppressed the peoples of India and the peoples
of many other countries and that they are still continuing to oppress some 35 million people•.
213. Since, however, references have beel1 made
here to the history of British imperialism, it might
be worth while to recall certain facts. Itis well known,
for instance, that in a period of a hundred years
2,130,000 slaves from Africa were exported to -the
British colonies in America. English merchants
amassed riches and honoul?s in their own country
from the slave trade. The United Kingdom representaj
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tive can read all about this in a b06k by bis (jwn
countryman, Ingram, which was published in Lortdon
as far back as 1895.
214. The United Kingdom representatives talk here
about how, as they claim, their country has tried to
bring colonial peoples to independence and how proud
they are of this. I would like, though, to point out that
British colonizers, first of all, took their fr~edom
and independence away from peoples who already
had a State of their own, and fol" many long decades
held up the development of these countries and peoples
and now, when they are being expelled with hatred,
they almost ask to be thanked, and try even to earn
political profit from it, too.
215. The United Kingdom representative might be
reminded that the whole· history of British colonial
administration, which he boasts about, is a history
of colonial wars, punitive axpeditions and mass reprisals. For many long years the United Xingdom
waged wars against the peoples of India, Burma,
Afghanistan, China, Egypt, Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya,
Rhodesia and many other countries. It would be easier
probably to make a list of the countries against which
the United Kingdom did not wage war than to continue
the catalogue of countries and peoples which were
attacked and exterminated by the armed forces of
British cOlonizers. Even at this moment the United
Kingdom is continUing military operations in its
African· colonies; its aircraft are bombing the towns
and villages ·of Om~.n and its naval forces are threatening other Arab countries also.
216. These wars have brought countless losse~ and
sufferings to the peoples and it is impossible to
reconcile oneself to the attempts to embellish or to
justify the bloodstained history of British or any other
imperialism. The United Kingdom representative cited
here all kinds of sources to show that Brittsh colonizers were not colonizers at all, that they were
the benefactors of Intiia, Ghana, Nigeria and other
countries.
.
217. Let me too read one or two quotations from
sources the reliability and objectivity of whieh cannot
be questioned. I would like to refer to the "Autobiography" of Mr. Nehru, whose statement we had
the honour to hear a few days ago in the Assembly.
In his book Mr. Nehru pays a tribute of respect to
the British people, of whose abilities the Soviet people
too have a high opinion. At the same time, Mr. Nehru's
book contains many vivid and profound views on
British colonialism as being inhuman and very hypocritical.
218. Here is what Mr. Nehru writes in his book:
"I dislike British imperialism, and I resent its
imposition on India; I dislike the capitalist system;
I dislike exceedingly and resent the way India is
exploited by the ruling classes of Britain. But I
do not hold England or the English people as a whole
responsible for this.

"•••

"But, if the English come in the role of a tiger
they can expect no friendship or co-operation. To
the tiger of imperialism there will be only the
fier",est opposition, and today our country has to
deal with that ferocious animal. It may be possible
to tame the w.ild tiger of the forest ~nd to charm
away his native ferocity, but there is no such possibility of taming capitalism and imperialism.
·
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" ••• freedom and British imperialism are two
incompatibles, and neither martial law nor all the
sugar coating in the .world can make them compatible
or bring them together. n
219. I apologize to the interpreters for requiring
them to interpret from Russian into English what
was written in English.
220. Is there any need to comment on this statement?
It has lost none of its force or point in the course of
time. I would also like to refer to the testament of
the great Rabindranath Tagore, the one hundredth
anniversary of whose birth was observed with such
great respect last year by all progressive humanity.
He said:
"The time will come when, by the will of fate?
the English will be required to reject their Indian
colony, but what sort of India will they leave behind
them. what crying poverty When the cause of centuries
of English rule finally dries up? How much dirt
will they leave behind in this clear ~tream? Once
I believed that from the heart of Europn the sources
of civilization sprang but today when I ampreparing
to leave this world, no trace of this former faith
of mine is left."
221. I would not have started referring to the history
and literature of colonialism hiid I not been forced
to do so by the United Kingdom representative who
declared that he was proud of England's colonial
history. There is nothing to be proud about!
222. Today we are terminating the general discussion
on the colonial question and we shall have to take a
decision.
223. The Soviet Union's draft resolution provides
for measures which, if approved by the Assembly,
would ensure full and unconditional implementation
of the' Declaration next year already. Our proposal
stems from a desire to put the quickest possible
end to f1he shameful colonial system, which has brought,
and i8 still bringing, so much misery and misfortune
to the peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin America. In
doing so, the Soviet delegation feels a conviction that
the immediate liquidation of the vestiges of the colonial
system will strengthen world peace and security and
improve the whole inter.national atmosphere.
224. The adoption at our session· of the proposal to
form a special commission or committee to observe
the course of the implementation of the Declaration
will make it possible to place the liquidation of
colonialism under strict and unremitting international
control.
225. We are glad to note that the idea of such control
and' of forming a special committee for this purpose
is also embodied in the draft resolution submitted by
the African-Asian group [A/L.366 and Add.1-3]. While
gratified to find that this draft reflects the aims and
principles of the Declaration, we cannot but draw
attention to some of its weak points, due not only
to the fact that it does not specify a time-limit for
the liquidation of colonialism but also that it does
not contain concrete measures to enSJure the liquidation'
Cif colonialism. These are precisely the measures
which are included in the Soviet draft resolution.
226. For the reasons already given, the Soviet
delegation strongly objects to the proposal of Nigeria
to extend the time-limit for liquidating colonialism
until 1970 and will vote against this proposal.
~-
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227. With regard to the resolutions on the question
of West Irian, the Soviet delegation has already had
an opportunity of stating that it fully supports Indonesia's position and the natural and legitimate rights
of that country to this Indonesian territory. The Soviet
delegation will vote against the draft resolution tabled
by the Netherlands. which is seeking to prolong its
domination over West l:rian.
228. Our delegation voices the hope that the General
Assembly will endorse a decision which will ensure
the complete and immediate fulfilment of the historic
Declaration adopted at the United Nations Assembly's
fifteenth session and that the great work of liberating
peoples from colonial oppression and dependence will
be brought to a successful conclusion.
229. The PRESIDENT. (translated from French): I
call upon the representative of Mauritania, who wishes
to exercise his right of reply.
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230. Mr. SOULEYMANE OULD CHEIKH SIDYA
(Mauritania) (translated from French) : I shall be
very brief, for the good reason that I have no intention
of engaging in polemics. I merely wish to protest
as strongly as possible against the ignoble and despicable allegations just made against my country by
the representative of His Majesty, t,he King of Morocco,
or, more accurately,. by the spokesman of Allal el
Fassi.
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. 231. I shall not, dwell on certain oratorical devices
which are now very' familiar to us. I shall merely
say to the representative of His Majesty that he has
not achieved his purpose and that has has been unable
to convince us.
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232. The Islamic Republic of Mauritania has ne.
lessons to learn from an absolute monarchy under
which a people is struggling against poverty and
despotism, a people th~t will soon make its voice
heard. It is not by making pathetic speeches, here
or elsewhere, that. the Moroccan Government will
do anything constructive. In any case, we proclaim
aloud that we have nothing to learn from the anachronistic Kingdom of Morocco. The Moroccan inonarchy has nothing to teach -to a republic which was
fOl'med as a result of self..determination and is led
by a democratic Government based on the people's
will and not, as in the case of Morocco, by a bourgeois
and feudal clique that sucks the blood of the people
and maintains itself only by constraint ana demagogy.
233. In conclusion, I say to the representative of
His Majesty, or more accurately, I repeat, to the
spokesman of Allal el Fassi: What eloquence' you
you have shown! But use that eloquence at home and
leave other people in peace. Think of the woes of your
own people, and of what awaits you!
234. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call upon the representative of Czechoslovakia, who
wishes to exercise his right of reply.
235. Mr. KURKA (Czechoslovakia) (translated from
Russian) : I am very grateful to the President for
allOWing me, at this rather late hour, to exercise my
right of reply. The Generaldiscussionhas, apparently,
finished but I would like to say a few words in connexion with the statements made by the representatives of the United states (1061st meeting) and the
United Kingdom (1056th meeting) during the general
discussion.
236. I did not consider it necessary to reply to these
representatives ~mmediately after they made their
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statements, since it was not my intention to help them
in distracting the General Assembly's attention from
the question under di~~cussion.
1 \ ; : ,
237. At our 1061s;t rneE:ting the United States representative, Mr. Bingham, regretted that in the United
Nations certain Member States constantlY criticize
the Western Powers as coJoni0ers and ~rch-itl~peri
alists, while critics of colonialist policy do not ,attack
the socialist countries.
238. Obviously, this situation did not please the
United States representative. It seems that he cannot,
or does 110t want to, understand that, in discussing
the question of the liquidation of colonialism, keen
criticism must inevitably be directed against the
colonial Powers, i.e., against the Western Powers,
including also the United States; and in any case not,
as Mr. Bingham would like, against the socialist
countroiea which are rightly regarded by all the
peoples fighting for their freedom and independence
as the ,:consistent enemies of colonialism.
239. In an endeavour to correct and improve this
distinctly unpleasant situation for the colonizers,
Mr. Bingham, as well as his United Kingdom colleague,
Mr. Godber, have jumped into the fight for the liberation of the "enslaved peoples" of Eastern Europe.
240. As these gentlemen have no serious arguments
handy to justify the further existence of colonial
empires, they are seeking a way out of the situation
by the familiar and now outworn method of spreading
slanders about the Eastern European socialist countries being colonially dependent on the USSR, about
Soviet satellites, etc. The United Kingdom representative, Mr. Godber, even thought it necessary to repeat
this statement also in the Political Committee in
connexion with the discussion on disarmament.
241. NotWithstanding the fact that their slanderous
fabrications have often been refuted and have not
produced in the Gene~al Assembly the offec:t which
the inspirers of these fabrications sought ~!Q hard
to evoke, the representatives of the colonial Powers
saw fit to revert to them again and again.
242. We cannot avoid the impression that, in this
question, they are motivated by the dubious principle
propounded by the head of the Nazi propaganda machine,
the late Dr. Goebbels: "Repeat a lie a hundred times,
and it will become true". However, the very fate of
the author of this principle has given clear proof
of its complete falsity. And \\his is again confirmed
by the results which are €JIlcounteredtoday by the
attempts of the representatives of the colonial Powers,
on the one hand, to pose as the enemies of colonig.lism
and fighters for the freedom of the enslaved and
exploited colonial peoples and on the other hand, to
talk of some kind of colonialism practised by the
socialist countries.
243. Facts, of course, are stubborn things. It is
impossible to escape from them and absolutely impossible to refute them by a flood of slanderous
attacks and provocative fabrications. It is no accident'
to find the representative-s of the colonial Powers
attacking precisely the socialist countries. They
rightly regard them as the most determined enemies
of colonialism and as a trusty support on which all
the peoples fighting for their freedom andindependence
mm rely.
244. In a vain attempt to deflect the General Assembly's attention from a logical discussion of the
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extremely important and very pressing problem of
the final liquidation of the whole system of colonialist
slavery, the representatives of the colonial Powers,
. including those of the United States and the United
Kingdom, have resorted to a favourite theme: a hypocritical concern for the freedom of the Eastern
European countries, which they try to describe here
as colonies of the Soviet Unicn.
245. As a representative of one· of these Eastern
European countries, the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. which is a founder Member. of the United
Nations and, incidentally, a country with which the
United States and the United Kingdom maintain normal
diplomatic relations, I would like to m,ake a few
remarks in this connexion.
246. The imperialist Powers cannot reconcile themselves to the fact that the people of Czechoslovakia
and the peoples of the other socialist countries in
this part of the world have set out on the road to
real, free, democratic development. It is a kind of
mote in their eyes that, after the difficultexperiencElS
of the past, the peoples of these countries have got
rid of their Western "protectors" and, in their efforts
to secure freedom and independence, have begun to
rely on their own powers, on alliances and friendship
with one another, and, above all, on firm friendship,
alliance and close co-operation with the Soviet Union.
247. It requires considerable audacity for a representative of the United Kingdom, a country which,
in September 1938, in the interests of its own imperialist plans, did not hesitate-I repeat, did n '
hesitate-to sacrifice at Munich the independence
and autonomy of Czechoslovakia, to deliver a sermon
now to the peoples of Eastern Europe, including
Czechoslovakia, on freedom and independence. Munich
was the terrible k,rice which we paid for our alliance
with the so-called "Western democracies". For us,
however, it was, at the same time, a hard lesson
regarding the value which imperialist States set on
the freedom and independence of other countries.
248. That was how matters stood in 1938 and that
is how they stand today when, with the full agreement
and backing of the United Kingdom Government, a
situation is being created in West Germany which
constitutes a real threat to the sec~rity of Czechoslovakia and the. freedom of the peoples of the whole of
Europe. In the light of these facts, blk about the
freedom of the peoples of Eastern Europe rings very
false in the mouths of the representatives of the
imperialist Powers.

it

249. There would be no neled to deal with these
slanderous attacks by the representatives of the
Western Powers or to take up the valuable time of
this meeting, if it were only a matter of slander.
But in their policy of hatred for the socialist countries,
the aggressive forces of the West do not confine
themselves merely to wishful thinking and baseless
slander. Their policy, has a~other, an even more
dangerous, aspect.
250. It is no secret that the Western Powers, headed
by the United states, have not given up th~ idea of
trying by violence to revers€) the development of the
socialist countries and draw them into their· sphere
of influence, bring them under their domination. There
is a law which operates to this day ill the United States,
under which more than $100 million from the Federal
budget is spend on organiZing subversive activities
against the socialist countries of Eastern Europe.
-'-"-'.
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251. Recently, aggressive ci/fcles in the United states
have restored to still furtb.dr dangerous measures.
Realizing that, inside the vririous socialist countries,
these plans of theirs cannot find any backing, these
circles, according to statements made by people in
official positions, have begun to train forces for
waging so-called "non-conventional" warfare, in other
words~ training operators who are to carry out subversive, terrorist and sabotage activities against the
socialist States.
252. In this connexion. I would like to draw your
attention to the Wall Street Journal of 24 May last.
A very comprehensive commentary was published
ill this newspaper giving very important data about
this dangerous policy of the United States. The article
states in so many words that the Government of
Mr. Kennedy intends to expand and augment the use
of so-called "non-conventional" methods, which include partisan and anti-partisan operations; spying
campaigns, subversi1ve activity, sabotage and terrorist
acts.
253. The same article also mentions the very clearlyformulated aim which this activity pursues. In it,
among 0ther matters, there is quoted a memorandum
issued as a circular by Lieutenant-General Trudeau,
Director of the Investigation and Army Development
Service, in which it is stated: "We have to find a way
of overthrOWing the Communist regime without a
gene,ral war and even without a limited war". Further
on in this article, there is a comparatively detailed
analysis of the methods by which this aim can be
achieved. It is stated, inte.:r alia, that, at the present
time, the United States iSI training partisan detachments, both of its own, and of some selected, so-called
"allied" countries. It is then pointed out that President
Kennedy has submitted plans to Congress for the
so-called "special detachments" of the United States
armed forces to be almost doubled by June 1962.
The article states that these detachments will consist
of vclunteer pilots who are being trained for penetration
into enemy territory and for organizing internal forces
hostile to the regime. That is what is being written
by the usually well-i.nformed Wall Street Journal.
254. I apologize for having had to resort to such
lengthy quotations but I feel that they very vividly
illustrate certain activities on which great attention
is now being concentrated by militarist ciroles in
the United States. Evidently, great hopes are being
plaoed on these activities for the "liberation" of our
countries, as Mr. Bingham said at the 1061st meeting
of the General Assembly, i.e., hopes that the peoples
of the socialist cowltries will again be brought under
the domination of the capitalist monopolies.
255. I can assure the United States representative
that these hopes are really illusory. But the point
is not that we are dealing here with certain vain
illusions but that this is a policy which has nothing
in common with normal relations between sovereign
States.~. This is a dangerous policy, which can have
very serious .consequences. The socialist States,
therefore, consistently reject such a policy and they,
will not cease their efforts to make a complete exposure of this policy to ,all peace-loving peoples.
256. Together with the peoples I:>f the other countries
of Eastern Europe, the Czechoslovak people have
unanimously clpted for socialism and have alrea.dy
achieved notable sUCCeSSfJS in· building it up. They
cannot be thrust away.from this path by any attacks,
--'--'"- "
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provoQation or slanders spread about socialism by
its enemies.
257. To our colleagues, the United states and the
Unit'ed Kingdom representatives, who have not yet
understood this, I would like to quote again the words
spoken from tms rostrum at the fifteenth General
Assembly session by Mr. Antony Novotny, President
of the Czechoslolvak Socialist l~public as follows:
"Stop speculating, gentlemen, on changing our
State; stop speculating on the defeat or destruction
of socialist" •• you must realize that the concept
of freedom, about which you talk so loudly and
which you D,leasure from your own point of view.
is nowadays incomprehensible and unacceptable to
our people. Our freedom is measured by a quite
different yardstick, that of the interests of developing
a socialist society and, therefore, also of the full
development of mankind, without the rapacious features of capital~st society ••• 1t [871st meeting,
paras. 39-43.]
Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Cha: f.
258. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call upon the representative of the United Kingdom,
who wishes to exercise his right of reply.
,
259. Sir Hugh FOOT (United Kingdom): I understand
that I a;m the last speaker of thfJ night and I do not
propose to keep the Assembly for more than a few
minutes. Indeed, I would have preferred to avoid
keeping the Assembly even for those few minutes
had it not been for the final statement just made by
the representative of the Soviet Union towards the end
of his lengthy speech.
I

.

j

260. I feel that I must say a fe,w words which may,
I trust, bring a little encouraging fact after the rather
discouraging abuse to which we .had to listen for a
matter of an hour and 'a half. The representative of
the Soviet Union r.eferred to colonialism and quoted
Prime Minister Nehru. In the sense of one COtintry
dominating another, all of us are opposed to colonialism-not only Prime Minister Nehru, but all of us.
We are proud of the fact that we in the Commonwealth
have out of colonies created free nations. That is
what we are proud of; no one is proud of colonialism.

261. The representative of the Soviet Union quoted
Prime Minister Nehru on colonialism. I accept the
statement that he made. 1 will give him another
quotation. Last year I was privileged to attend two
independence days: one in the smallest territory
in the British Commonwealth ever. to reach independence, in Cypl'US; the second independence day
I attended was in the giant country of Nigeria, where
nearly forty million people reached self-government,
self-determination and independence. On that night
when the green and white flag of the Federation of
Nigeria was raised, we listened to the Prime Minister
of Nigeria, also one of the world figures, one of the
dominating figures, of this generation.
262. What did he say about our contribution? These
were the words he used on independence night in
Lagos, Nigeria:

"I now turn and thank the British officers who
have worked with us through the years. You came
to us .as masters, then as leaders, and now as
partners, but always as friends."
That is the quotation which I set against the quotation
given to us by the representative of the Soviet Uniou.
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263. The representative of the Soviet Union speaks
about slavery, and certainly slavery has a shameful
record in the history of the human race. But he is·'
spealdng about a time, very long ago, when many
peopl<i; 'were concerned in the trade of slavery. But
we are more, interested in neo-slavery, the neoslavery of our own age, when great numbers of people
have been brought, i~ our own times and in our own
generatio'D, under' a domination. And it is the neoslavery of the Soviet system which we condemn.
264. I am not going to speak tonight about the satellite
States and the claim whicn was put to us ju.st now,
the suggestion that these States are free agents. Who
believes that they are free agents? Who believes that
they enjoy individual freedom?
265. We come to a specific case. I remember that
the United Kingdom Minister of Statel, when he was
spealdng before the Assembly [10.l6th meeting], se- /f)
lected a specific case. And we get ,no answer, no
answer wha.tsoever. We talk about the islands of the
Pacific. In these days there is a concentration of
interest on the islands of the Pacific because Trust
Territories will be limited to the Pacific when
Ruanda-Urundi, the last Trust Territory in Africa,
has reached independence. The Soviet representatives '
in the Trusteeship Council and elsewhere concentrate,
quite rightly, their interest on 'what is taldng place
in the islands of the Pacific, in New Guinea, for
instance, and in the tiny island of Nauru. But what
happens in the Soviet islands? What happens in the
Kurile Islands? This question was raised specifically
by my Minister of State, but not a word of answer
has been given by the Soviet representatives. These
islands, also in the Pacific, remain in the sombre
silence of the Soviet regime. Not a word-no information is provided. They are not made Trust Territories.
We know nothing about what goes on in them. They
are treated as part of the Soviet empire and from
the time that. they entered the Soviet empire not one
word has reached the outside world.
266. We are experts in enfranchisement. We have
brought to enfranchisement and into the councils of
the world three times the population of the Soviet
Union in the last' sixteen years. I am not surprised
that the Soviet representatives are ignorant of this
process. They are not experts in enfranchisement;
they are experts in suppression. We are the people
who, particularly in these last few decades-the
decades with which I myself have been famUiar-have
worked to bring people to the full stature of independence, and we are proud-and I say it again-we
are proud of our record, not our record g;oing back
generations ~~, but our record in the time of which
I speak.
267. The new countries of the Commonwealth have
come forward into freedom while the satellites of the
Soviet Union have gone backward. into neo-slavery.
268. .I am not going to keep the Assembly more than
a minute or two' 10~lger 9 but 1 wish to refer ~o a few
of the territories which were mentioned this evening.
We sometimes feel, when we have been H:stening,to
these old accusations time after time, as if we t'tad
been listening to a worn""out gramophone record,' a
cracked record. We listened earlier in this debate
[1059th meeting] to Mr. Kiselev of the Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic. Speaking only last Tuesday,
he said that "the fight for independence in Tanganyika
continues". The fight for independence continues iQ.
Tanganyika-that is what he' said. Two weeks from
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today, Tanganyika will celebrate its inde~endence.
At this very moment, when according to our Soviet
friends the struggle, th~fight, cont~nuesinTanganyika,
the people of Tanganyika are· in fact preparing the
celebration to marlt the ~ time when, with the full
approval and co-operation of the Unit(~d Kingdom,
. they. reach their .i~dependence.So muchfor the cracked
record of the Soviet Union.

who comes from the countries which have previously
been under British administration who will deny that
the preparations made through the years have been
valuable and have brought good results.
274 Finally I would say one word about the subject
of nationalism. I believe that nationalism, one of the
great forces of our century, of our generation, is a
force for good. I believe that the new nations which
have been brought on the tide of nationalism to this
Assembl~l may sav~ the world. I believe that their
influence may be decisive in the future. No countryneither the Soviet Union nor any other country-can'
disregard - them. They are going to have a vital influence in the future. I thank God that it is so. I believe
that they are in many ways the hope of the world.
They came here on a tide of nationalism. Nationalism,
I agree, can turn to racialism, can turn to evil, but
nationalism can be the source of patriotism, and the
source of pride and effort.
275. Does the Soviet Union believe in nationalism?
I took some trouble the other day to discover what
was the latest pronouncement of the Soviet Union,
from the highest quarter, on the question of nationalism.
They say one thing here; they say different things at
home. And,. on nationalism, shall I read to the Assembly this section of the Party programme issued
in the Soviet Union very recently? This programme
of the Party which is all powerful calls for "a relentless
struggle against manifestations and survivals of
nationalism of all types". That is the Soviet Union
speaking to its own people at home-not the way it
speaks here. It goes on,
.
0

269. Mr. Lapin asked us earlier why the British

refused to grant independence to Kenya. There is no
refusal to grant independence to Kenya. Great Britain
is willing and eager for Kenya to become ind~pendent,
and the delay is due to disagreements between the
two principal parties in Kenya. We are sending at
once, at this very time, a constitutional expert, who
will arrive within a matter of days in Kenya to assist
the two parties in drawing up the proposals for the
new constitution under· which they will become independ~nt. Incidentally, we were misinformed-to use
a polite word-about the existing situation: there is
already a majority of Africans in the Kenya Parliament.
270. Reference has baen made to the problems of
Northern Rhodesia. There the differences have been
narrowed to a point where two positions are so close
together that we hop,a that very soon it will be possible
to go forward with a new constitution, into new elections.
~71. In regard to Southern Rhodesia, I remember it
was said earlier in this debate that a new South Africa
is being created. I would like specifically to deny that.
The Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia receI1tly
made the declaration that he is fighting the next
election on the platform of abolishing all racial
segregation, all racial discrimination in Southern
Rhodesia. It is fantastic to suggest that the policy
there followed is the same as that in South Africa.
272. And the same progress go~s forward in our
other territories. One after another the territories'
of the British Commonwe.alth are brought forward to
self-government, sEilf....determination, independence.
One after another tpey join this Assembly. It is a:
record which we justify, a record which we defend,
it is-and I say it again-a record of which we are
prOUd. All my life I have been devoted to the prepara-·
tions which the Soviet Union represent~tive so much
scorns. And all my life I have worked with the people
of these countries to build parliaments, to create
civil services, to make preparations in education.
The Soviet representative used figures to suggest that
there were no teachers being trained. It lS' a fantastic
allegation. He made no references to the universities
which are being created in those countries. He spoke
about three teachers in Uganda. He said nothing about
the university in Uganda which is now being expanded,
and of which there will pe branches in Kenya and in
Tanganyika too-three colleges all branches of the
new University of East Mrica.
273. 1 give my personal testimony of effort given
to this preparation, and the work has not been lost.
I say that there is no representative in this Assembly

.Litho in

"The liquidation of manifestations of nationalism
is in the interest of all nations and nationalities of
the USSR."
276. I believe, we all believe, that one of the great
movements of this generation, of this age, is the
creation of new nations. And I am glad and proud
that I hd.ve been, all my life, able to associate with
some of the peoples concerned in creating those new
nations. I am not ashamed of what we have -done, and
those of us who can look back on a record of this
thi~i years of working with the people of the now
independent nations' believe that the work has been
well done.
277. I reject the accusations which have been made,
and ~ am very glad to have this opportunity, even at
this late hour, of rejecting in particular the accusations
made by the Soviet Union.
278.' The PRESIDENT (translated from Fren~h): Before closing the meeting, I should like to draw the
Assembly's attention to a new draft resolution [AI
L.369], just distributed, which has been submitted
by the Mexican delegation. At our next meeting, on
Monday, we shell consider the various draft resolutions
and then proceed to the vote.
The meeting rose at 12~35 a.m.
Oll
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---------------,--.-------------------",,....---------Foreign Affairs seems to us to achieve two purposes.
First, it states the solemn undertaking of the administering ?ower to settle the futnre of West New
Guinea on the basis of self -det~1"tnination. Secondly,
it proposes a nt~ procedure lpy which, given the
special ,nature of th~ problem of West New Guinea~
the prillCiple of self-determination could be applied.
6. The Netherlands Government's desire to settle
the problem of New Guinea· in accordance with the
prinpiple of self-determination cannot but meet with
a very .favourable reception from my delegation. The
proces~ of decolonization must, we believe, be based
on tlult principle, in order to meet the wishes of the
peoples concerned and to protect their interests.

CONTENTS
Agenda items 88 and 22:
The situation with regard to the implementation of the Deolaration on the granJing
of independenoe to oolonial oountries and
peoples (oontinued). • • • • • . . • • • • • . . ••
Assistanoe to Afrioa (oontinued):
(sJ A United Nations programme for independenoe
.
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President: Mr. Mongi SLIM (Tunisia).
AGENDA ITEMS 88 AND 22
•

The situo.tion with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on' the granting of indepeodence to coloniol
countrses and peoples (continued)
Assi stance tu Africa (continued):
(q) A United Nations programme for independence

1.. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): On
Friqay we finished the general debate on items 88
and 22 (~ of our agenda. We shall npw go on to disc:uss
and hear explanations of votes on the draft resolutions. I wish~ therefore, to reinind the Assembly what
draft resolutions we have bef'Ore us: they are those
submitted by the Netherlands [A/L.354J, the Soviet
Union [A/L.355], the thirty-eight Powers [A/L.366
and Add.1 to 3J, India and nine other Powers [A/
L.367/Rev.1J, thirteen African countries [A/L..368],
Mexico [A/L.369], and Nigeria and Liberia [A/.L.357
and Add.1]. I should point out, also, that am~ndments
have been submitted to' draft resolution A/L.366 and
Add.1 to 3 in document A/L.370.
2. Mr. KOSCZIUSKO-MORIZET (F~ance) (translated
from French): The draft resolutions on which the
Assembly will have 'to vote relate actually to two
different questions. One is the implementation of
the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (~)],
to which has been attached the United Nations programme for independence, originally included under
the general question of assistance to Africa. The
other is the future of West New Guinea, which, in
my delegation's view, might more' apprcpriately have
been considered as a special item of our agenda.
,3. I shall deal first with the draft resolutions relating
to the question of W.est New Guinea.
~. The French delegation has followed the discussions
on this topic very closely. The question is, in some
respects, unique, and this adds to its complexity and
makes it ~incumbent upon us to give careful attention
to the various draft resolutions.
5. The draft resolution that was submitted at the
out~et by .the Netherlands ctelegation [A/L.354] after
the statements made by the Netherlands Minister for

, 7. We find, also, that the measures taken in the
Territory of New Guinea to prepare the people more
quickly for self-government and the results achieved
in that, respect do honour to the people and the Government of the Netherlands. Furthermore, the undertaking given by that Government to accept the decisions
of the Papuan people, whatever they may be, and the
promise it has given to continue its financial assistance ,for the development of New Guinea at t.he
level of $30 million a year, without any conditions
being imposed, are, in our view, positive elements,
which should be taken into account.
8. As regards the procedure for self-detm-mination
advocated by the Netherlands delegation in the parti'i}u1ar case of New Guinea, some may say that it
deviates from the two methods prOVided for in the
Charter, of the United Nations. One is for dependent
territories to achieve full sovereignty on the initiative
and under the auspices of the administering Power;
the other is to place those territories under the International Truste~shiIi System, in which case the Administering Authority may tie one or more States
or the Organization itself. These are the methods
which my country followed in order to ensure the
development of the' Territorie~ in its charge. The
Charter COuld, no dOUbt, have yielded a formula for
solving the problems which arise in the present case.

9. In the case, however, of New Guinea, the Netherlands" Government is confronted with special difficulties, one of which is the existence of a territorial
claim. The French delegation quite understand~ that,
in view of this special situation, the administering
Power, which is responsible for preparing a settlement of the problem with due regard to all factors,
has considered it advis::Lble to look for solutions of
a new kind.. It is of its own free choice and on its
own initiative that this Power has coIrie before the
United Nations with a plan which it has worked out
.'
itself.
/

10. The French delegation has also given very close
attention to the position maintained by the repres'entative of Ind.onesia, whose argument js based on
paragraph 6 of the Declarati9n: "Any attempt aimed
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at the partial or total disruption of the national unity
and the territorial integrity of a: country is incompatible with the purposes and the principles of the
Charter of the United Nations".
•
11. One may legitimately ask whether this provision
can be invoked in the present case. First of all, it
is at least doubtful whether Indonesia and New Guinea
constituted a single national entity before the Netherlands .occupied the archipelago.
12. The Indonesian delegation then cites the principle that when a country becomos independent its
frontiers must be the same as those established by
the colonial Power. lri my delegation's view, this
cannot be regarded as an absolute principle, but
merely as a sensible empirical rule. It would be
easy to quote cases in which that rule has not been
applied. Certain large groups of territories, which
during the colonial period were under one administration for practical reasons, have been able, upon
becoming independent, to split up into several States,
owing to the specific character of the different parts
of the original single unit, that is to say, in the last
analysis, in response to the wishes of the peoples
themselves.
13. If it is desired, therefore, to do as the Indonesian

delegation wishes and preserve as a unit theadminist.rative grouping .set up by the colonizer, that can be
done, and it may be desirable, but it can only be done
with the free consent of the people in the Territory
in question; ~ other words, through the process of
self-determination.
14. In the case with which we are concerned, the

Indonesian Government seems to have no grounds for
special anxiety, since Mr. Luns, the Netherlands
Minister fo!' Foreign Affairs, has made the follOWing
statement. I quote:
"The Netherlands Government wishes soleInIL.y
to reite-ate that if the Papuan people should choose
to j03.rl Indonesia, the Netherlands Government will
rz.lse no objections whatsoever and ... will fully
respect such a decision as it would equally respect
any other decision of the Papuan people" .
15. For his part, the distinguished representative
of Indonesia, speaking from this very rostrum,stated
that he was convinced that it wa:.. the desire of the
people of New Guinea to join the Republic of Indonesia.
16. I come now to the draft resolution submitted
by India and other Powers [A/L.367/Rev.1].
17. It advocates "further negotiations" , bilateral

negotiatioIls, to find a solution to the question. The
French delegation naturally approves of the principle
of a solution ini~nded to reconcile differing opinions,
but in this case, however good this method may be
in itsel£, it would appear to be incomplete. The French
delegation shares the view expre~sed by many other
delegations that in any sett~ 'alll;ent of the problem the
right of the people to self-determination must be
mentioned. This right has been solemnly recognized
by the Netherlands, but that does not in :my way mean
that Indonesia is to be denied the opportunity to make
its voice heard on this matter in the conditions of
impartiality which any ad hoc commission the Assembly decided to set up would certainly be anxious
to maintain. It is for that reason that the French
delegation will regretfully oppose the Indian draft
resolution, which seems to us insufficient.

18. Thedraft resolution submitted bythlrteenAfrican
delegations [A/L.368] seems to us a compromise
solution'. In our opinion, it takes into consideration
the main features of the problem.
19. First, since there is a dispute, an effort must
be made to settle it by means of bilateral negotiations
through which the two parties concerned will be able
to defend their interests and their views.
20. Seoondly, it should not be forgotten that any
solution affecting the ultimate status of a Non~Self
Governing Territory must be based on the principle
of the right to self-determination, a right which the
Government of the Netherlands has decided, of its
own accord, to allow the inhabitants of New Guinea
to exercise freely.
21. Thirdly, in the event that the countries concerned
do not succeed in reaching a solution by agreement,
the establishment of a commission with the task of
carrying out an investigation and examining the possibility of establishing an international system for the
administration and supervision of the Territory seems
an acceptable idea.
22. As I have alre:ady said, the question is in some

respects unique because of the special conditions in
the Territory and because of the possibility of an
interim period before the status of West New Guinea
is finally fixed. This last draft resolution seems to
us to respect all the rights and wishes of the parties
concerned.
23. Those are the considerations which will guide
my delegation when it votes on this problem of New
Guinea.
24. The debate on the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples seems to us to have been marked
by two types of statements which have been reflected
in two types of resolutions.
25. The former-happily limited in number if not
in length-have not been distinguished by either novelty or probity and illustrate once aga.in the Biblical
saying: "Why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy
brother's eye, but considerest not the beam that is
in thine own eye?". Thus, although something has
been said about neo-colonialism-indeed, in extraordinary terms and from extraordinary qQarters-the
slogans, "clich6s" and stock phrases that have been
used give little hope that this session will mark the
beginning of a policy of neo-anticolonialism by which
I mean a fight against all forms of foreign domination, regardless of colour, race, religion or geography-in Asia and Europe as well as in Africa.
But let us be watchful and patient, for if the United
Nations is destined to be universal, there is no doubt
that the great yearning for freedom and indtipendence
-two ,concepts which to us are inseparable~-that is
expressed in the most cogent passages of the Declaration on the granting of independence will sooner or
later find universal application.
26. These statements of the first type find practical
expression in the draft resolution of the Soviet Union "
[A/L.355]. It vyould be tempting to take this draft
resolution literally. However, no matter what changes
have taken place in that great country and vast empire, it does not appear that the authors of this text
are as yet willing to apply their own resolutions
to themselves and to submit to the law governing
others. De-stalinization has not yet been extended
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sponsible and who now are the sole masters of their
destiny were spared ma,ny a blunder and crisis.

to the poin~ of decolonizing the non-Russian peoples.
This is one of the major reasons why we shall vote
against this draft resolution and agalnst the Soviet
amendments [A/L.370] to thethirty-eight-Powerdraft
resolution [A/L.366 and Add.1-3].
27. The statements of the second type, constituting
an overwhelming majority, have had the merit of
attempting-in conformh;y with the appeal made from
this rostrum by our colleague from Greece [1052nd
meeting] -to define more precisely the principles
set forth in the Declaration on the granting of independence and to seek agreement on practical steps.
I need cite no other example than the remarkable
statement tnat was made in this Assembly [1050th
meeting] by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Nigeria. Although we do not share all his views, he
did tackle the real problems of decolonization, and
when one gets down to the concrete, the mirages
disappear. It is well to have it said that chauvinism
is no answer to unde:t'-development, or speech-making
to stagnation or propaganda to the difficult tasks which
the new States face in preparing plans and budgets,
in training key personnel and in organiZing the machinery of government. It is also useful to recall,
as was done here by the Minister for Foreign Affairs
of the Malagasy Republic [1064th IDeeting], that the
process of decolonizal.ion cannot be divorced from
assistance" to the formerly colonized countrieo. It
seems to us that this 130rt of realism underlies the
draft resolution sponsored by the thirty-eight African
and Asian countries.
28. I should like to state my own delegation's position
in this matter. I wish first, while praising the sponsors for their effort, to note our agreement on the
substance of the ques.tion. At the fifteenth session
of the Assembly, my delegation recalled the words
spoken by General de Gaulle on 5 September 1960:
"The emancipation of the peoples
is consistent
both with the spirit of our country
and with the
irresistible movement set in motion by the world
war and its aftermath". [See 945thmeeting, para. 135.]
And at the fourteenth session, Mr. Couve de Murville,
our Minister for Foreign Affairs, stated from this
rostrum on 30 September 1959: "Thus the right of
peoples to self-determination, laid down in Article 1
of the Charter, was the rule followed by the French
Government ...". [814th meeting, .para. 105.] This
is the rule we still follow. Indeed, since the Brazzaville Conference of January 1944 in the midst of
the world war, and through the successive steps of
the 1946 Constitution establishing the French Union,
the 1956 "Loi-cadre", the great referendum of 1958,
the Community and the accession to independence
and international life of all these new States represented here among us as equals, and despite the
Vicissitudes, the delays or the precipitation which
men and events doubtless made inevitable, there is
a continuity of thought and action in the French design
which enables us to meet criticism with equanimity,
especially when it is offered in our own language,
and to contemplate the jUdgement of history wit~
confidence.

30. Thus we scrupulously complied with the de:mands
of the United Nations Charter in both spirit and letter
-the demands of Chapter XI as regards the transmission of information to tlte Secretary-General of
the Organization, and those of Chapters XII and XITI
providing for United Nations supervision of the Trusteeship System. I should like to note at this juncture
that certain of our overseas territories mentioned
by some delegations that are probably ill-informed
have attained complete self-government. They have
freely chosen their present status in the s~me democratic consultations as those that led other territories
into different paths of development. Their people
have the same rights and guarantees as all our fellow
citizens: universal suffrage, freely chosen 'representation, democratic institutions, an so on.
31. Because our task has been accomplished, and
we think well accomplished, and because the Declaration on the granting of independencc'",,~~msfrom oUr
point of view to be the culmination of a process that
is now completed, rather than a point of departure,
we feel perfectly at ease in commenting on a resolution whose motivating spirit we endorse.
32. Some of our friends-and we have many, in all
parts of the world-have told us, in asking for our
vote: "This resolution should not disturb you; it does
not concern you".' Tb,is is true, except to the extent
that all 103 States Members of our Organization are
interested in making the life of pCClples a little more
secure, a little more enlightened and just, and a little
more prosperous. If, then we are not directly co~
cerned-or as is said here, we are not lithe target"
of the resolution-this is no reason for us to bi indifferent to a number of princip~ which ,Ate hold
dear because they are the foundation of our Organization' because they allow it to develop and progress
and because they are a guarantee for all Member
States.
33. We have had occasion to develop this' in the
various Assembly Committees and in connexion with
other or similar problems. For us, the Charter is
and remains the Charter. It is our Constitution, and
there is no w'ay of interpreting or amending it by
means of resolutions. If the Charter is deemed to be
inadeql.1ate because the world has changed in the past
sixteen years or because there are gaps to be filled
or flaws to be corrected, if, as has been said here
so aptly by Mr. Vakil, the representative of Iran
[1061st meeting], the success or failure of the United
Nations depends on how it adapts itself to the needs
of the time, then the Charter should be revised in
accordance with the lega.li. procedures established for
this purpose.
.
34. That such a problem arises in connexion with
the draft resolution before us, and even more so in
connexion with the draft resolution submitted by our
Mexican colleague [A/L.369], is beyond question.
Several delegations have pointed this out, evert if they
have arrived at different conclusions from ours. I
have in mind particularly the very precise analysis
ID-ade in this Assembly by Mr. Noriega, the Colombian
representative [1054th meeting], and the detailed exposition of Mr. Miyazaki, representative of Japan, a
sp0nsor of the Afro-As,ian resolution, who stated here
that n ••• the tendency': .ls to suggest that more and'
more provisions origitt:lally made for the Trust Ter-

29. We did not wait for th~ Declaration to find out
where we wanted to go and what we wanted to do,
and to do it. In the case of both Trust and Non-SelfGoverning Territories, we prepared for self':'determination by granting self-government, and while we
would not venture to impose our approach to the
problem on others, at least we can recall with pride
that in this way the peoples for whom we were re•
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ritories should be applied to Non-Self-Governing
Te1:'ritories". [See 1054th meet;ng, para. 176.]
35. The problem has been well stated, and it is to
the extent that the draft resolutions before us attempt
to solve it by procedures which seem to us questionable because they depart from those prescribed in the
Charter that we feel ourselves bound to make express
reservations of a constitutional and juridical nature.
Let us not be accused, however, of formalism or
legal hair-splitting. It is natural for the law to be
invoked in our Organization, and for 2,000 years, that
is to say since the time whan VIe ourselves were
colonized, we have been the heirs of a certain Latin,
indeed Roman, conception of the law of peoples and
nations, of faith in charters and treaties, of fidelity
to commitments and of respect for the duly affixed
signature.
36. This is Why we cannot give our full endorsement
to the Afro-Asian draft resolution that is before us.
This statement of our juridical principles does not,
however, affect my delegation's desire to promote
efforts to find practical solutions. At all events, we
shall not stand in the way of the thirty-eig~..i.-Power
draft resolution beLl1g adopted unanimously.
37. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): Before
giving the floor to the next speakers, I should like to
point out to the General Assembly that, in order to
finish the debate and the vote on the two items under
discussion, we have scheduled a meeting for this
afternoon and one for this evening. The list of speakers
who wish to explain their votes is growing. I must
therefore close it before the vote, in other words, in
half an hour, if there is no obj ection on the part of
the Assembly. To expedite our work on this item,
I intend to continue the meeting until approximately
7 p.m. If we are able to vote on all the draft resolutions, I shall cancel the evening meeting; if not, we
shall have one so that we shall be able to con.clude
this item today.
38. Mr. ADEEL (Sudan): If the Sudanese delegation has not participated in the general debate on
agenda item~ 88 and 22 (a), that is not because
of the slightest indifference on our part towards
the evils-in fact, the sins..:..of colonialism. These
evils and sins of colonialism have been repUdiated
in exhaustive debates within and outside the United
Nations for many years now. In many of those debates
our voice was clearly heard. As late as 13 October
1961 our Chief of State, Ferik Ibrahim Abboud, addressed the following words to this Assembly:
"We are unshakably of the conviction that one of
the main causes of the ominous tensions engulfing
the world today and posing a direct threat to international peace and security is the continued existence
of colonialism, in its classical or modern forms,
in many parts of the world." [1036th meeting,
para. 17.]
It is thanks to the struggle of man against injustice,
oppressio~ and humiliation, and man's determin:.: tion
to retrie\i'e his God-given inali~nable rightl:l, that
this monstrous dragon is today cataleptic, if not
completely dead.
39. It was in order to rid humanity of the lethal
poisons of this monster that the General Assembly
made the historic decision expressed in resolution
1514 (XV).' In our view, the Declaration contained in
resolution 1514 (XV), though long over-due, is epochmaking and can rank second only to the Charter itself.

40. But we believe that the Assembly at this session
should not concern itself with the history that culminated in the adoption of resolution 1514 (XV), but
with finding ways and means of, putting that resolution
into immediate effective execution.
41. To this end various proposals have been submitted for the consideration of the Assembly. It is
my purpose, in this very brief intervention, to say
a few words regarding each of these proposals.
42. I will address my first remarks to the Netherlands draft resolution [A/L.354]. Much as we appreciate the motives behind this proposal and the desire
of the Netherlands Government to co-operate with the
United Nations in the implementation of resolution
1514 (XV), and much as we were gratified by the
Netherlands' positive vote on that resolution, we still
find ourselves confronted with certain difficulties.
43. In the first place, the issue has been raised as
to whether Netherlands New Guinea-or West Irianis a.Non-Self-Governing Territory to which resolution
1514 (XV) is applicable. This difficulty arises from
the Indonesian contention that the Territory in question is an integral part of Indonesia, an independent
sovereign State. The positions of the two parties
directly affected, i.e., the Netherlands and Indonesia,
on this issue, seem to us to be diametrically opposed.
They cannot even agree on the name of the Territory.
In view of these fundamental differences, we believe
that the best way of settling the issue and of restoring
friendly relations between two Member States-who
can have so lUuch to offer to each other-is the resumption of direct negotiations between Indonesia and
the Netherlands.
44. We have heard the Minister for Foreign Affairs
of Indonesia tell the Assembly over and over again
that the Dutch proposal is totally unacceptable to his
delegation, as, in their view, it would transgress
against the sovereignty and, territorial integrity of
Indonesia. In view of this attitude, we feel that instead
of passing a resolution in OilPosition to the convictions
of one of the parties directly affected-and a party
whose co-operation is essential for the success of
any proposal intended to settle this most unfortunate
dispute-the General Assembly would do well to persuade these parties to enter into immediate n9gotiations, with the assistance, if necessary, of the United
Nations, for solving this problem. In thus acting, the
General Assembly would contribute to the restoration
of harmony between two dedicated Members of the
Organization. I venture to say these words because
of the friendship of my country for both Indonesia
and the Netherlands.
45. The draft resolution [A/L.367/Rev.l] submitted
originally by India, seems to us to follow a parallel
line of thinking~ and my delegation will be happy to
support it.
46. With regard to this particular issue, a third
draft resolution [A/L.368] has been submitted by
several African States. We feel that there should be, '
or can be, no misgivings regarding the nobility of the
motives behind this proposal. This proposal, like the
Indian, stresses the necessity of a negotiated settle- .
ment ()f the dispute. Like the Indian proposal too, it
strives to make available to the parties-in their
resumed negotiations.....a form of assistance by the
United Nations through the offices of the President
of the General Assembly or the Secretary-General.
We are in full agreement with these two aspects of
the proposal.
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47. But, on the other hand, we cannot help reading
in this draft resolution certain formulations and wordings that in our view are liable to misconstructiona misconstruction that may prejudice the conduct of
the proposed negotiations.

,.

48. One ex~mple may suffice to illustrate this point.
The whole proposal is permeated by the assumption
that the Territory in question is one to which the
principle of the right of self-determination applies.
Such notions would raise, on OUl' part, the same serious reservations as we have regarding the Netherlands proposal. The acceptance by the United Nations
of such an idea would seem to us to amount to a judgement on the Indonesian claim to sovereignty over the
Territory. We feel that the General- Assembly is not
competent to pass judgements on claims of this nature.
If this draft resolution is finally pressed to a vote,
my delegation will cast a vote which will reflect this
view.
49. Turning to the draft resolution of the Soviet
Union [A/L.355], I feel I must say that, while we
are in agreement with the general tenor of the proposal, we have certain reservations to put on record
regarding certain parts of the proposal-particularly
regarding operative paragraph ~, in which a date by
which all dependent territories should have been freed
is mentioned. We strongly advocate the final liquidation of colonialism in all its forms and manifestations
immediately and without any further delay.
50. We may recall that the date 1962 was mentioned
during the deliberations of the Conference of Heads
of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countrjes in
Belgrade.!! but that no final, unanimous position regarding it was reached. Resolution 1514 (XV) itself
avoided mentioning dates. It merely declared that:
It Immediate steps shall be taken . . . to transfer
all powers to the peoples of those territories, without any conditions or reservations, in accordance
with their freely expressed will and desire .•. ".
51. With the Assembly's permission, I want to emphasize the phrase 11 in accordance with their freely
expressed will and desire". We believe that the question of the determination of dates is an essential
matter on which the peoples of the territories concerned should be consulted. If the United Nations
were to determine a date without consulting the peoples of the territories concerned, it would, -in our
humble view, be acting against the spirit and the letter
of para.graph 5 of the Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV).
52. To such actio~s we regret we do not find ourselves in a position to subscribe because, in our
interpretation of this paragraph, the peoples of the
cl",pendent territories concerned should be consulted
on a matter as important as the cre.te on which they
wish to accede to independence. Let them choose any
date. We hope it will be the earliest conceivable,
but let us not impose our will on their wish. The
Assembly at this session, we believe, should concern
itself not so much with the question of dates as with
the setting up of the machinery and the adoption of
procedures for the speedy implementation of resolution 1514 (XV).
53. The thirty-eight-Power draft resolution [A/L.366
and Add.1-3] seems to us to be in accord with this
view. We would have liked to be a sponsor of this
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draft resolution, but certain miSglvlngs about the
proposed size of the special committee suggested in
operative paragraph 3 of the draft resolution held
us back. Considering the immensity of the ground to
be covered, and the time in which the proposed Committee is expected to cover it, we believe that a
smaller body would be more advisable. With this
reservation only, we' shall be happy to sV,pport this
draft resolution because we believe it is the most
practicable one so far submitted to the Assembly on
this subject.
54. Regarding the draft resolution submitted by
Mexico [A/L.369], my delegation has this to say. In
the first place, we feel that if the African-Asian proposal, contained in document A/L.366 and Add.1-3
is adopted-as we trust it will be-this Mexican.proposal will in our view be unnecessary. In the 'second
place, I must say that we have certain basic reservations to certain parts of this proposal. Our main
objections centre around the possible interpretations
that can be placed on ope~ative paragraphs 2 and 3.
We feel that these paragraphs would raise issues that
are not free from controversy. If this proposal is
pressed to a vote, I would request the President to
put these two paragraphs to the vote separately.
55. Mr. SCHURMANN (Netherlands): As we have
now reached the stage of discussing the draft resolutions submitted under items 88 and 22 (ID, my
delegation wishes to make clear its attitude towards
these p:roposals.
56. In the first place, there is the draft resolution
c<;>nte.ined in document A/L.366 and Add.1-3, embodying a text sponsored by thirty-eight African-Asian
countries, under the terms of which a special committee is to be appointed with the task of examining
the application of the Declaration contained inGeneral
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), of making suggestions
and recommendations on the progress and extent of
the implementation of the Declaration, and of reporting to the General Assembly at its next session.
57. In the various interventions by my delegation,
we have placed. our full and entire support for the
measures of implementation of resolution,' )14 (XV),
for the adoption of which we voted last year, beyond
any possibility· of doubt. All that remains for us to
say at the present moment, therefore, is' that we will
give our vote for the thirty-eight-Power draft resolution, and that we will do so whole-heartedly and with
full conviction.
58. What I have just said about the African-Asian
draft resolution applies equally to the draft resolution
submitted by the delegation of Mexico [A/L.369]. In
fact, that draft resolution proposes to apply in general
to all Non-Self-Governing Territories the measures
which the Netherlands has voluntarily proposed for
the only Non-Self-GoverJl..ll1g Territory still under
Netherlands administration-West New Guinea.
59. Then we have the three draft re~olutions referring to the implementation of the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples in respect of Netherlands New Guinea. The
first one is that contained in documentA/L.354, which
we submitted ourselves. The essence of that draft
resolution is that it opens a way towards the application ;~o the people of West New Guinea of the principle laid down in paragraph 2 of the operative part
of resol~ltion 1514 (XV) which, I may remind the
Assembly", states:
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"All peQples have the right tQ self-determinatiQn;
by virtue Qf that right they freely determine their
political status, and freely pursue their eCQnQmic,
, j sQcial and cultural develQpment".
60.. If QUI' draft resQlutiQn is adQpted, a United NatiQns
cQmmission will gQ tQ West New Gui.nea and will
repQrt back to the Assembly at its next sessiQn Qn
QUI' prQpQsals, Qf which the mQst impQrtant are that
we will transfer Qur sQvereignty Qver West New
Guinea as SQQn as the United NatiQns is able tQ assist
the Papuan peQple in carrying Qut the administratiQn
Qf the TerritQry; that the United NatiQns will establish
an internatiQnal authQrity fQr that purpQse; and that
the Papuan peQple will, as SQQn as it is ready and
able tQ express its will, be allQwed tQ decide, under
United NutiQns supervisiQn, whether it prefers tQ
jQin IndQnesia Qr to adQpt any Qther political status
Qf its choice.
61. The advantages Qf adQptiQn of QUI' draft resQlutiQn are, in the first place, that it cQntains the strictest and mQst precise implementatiQn imaginable Qf
the letter and the spirit Qf all the principles, rules
and directives cQntained in the Charter Qf the United
Nations as well as in all the relevant resolutiQns
adopted by the General Assembly in the course Qf
the years;, in the secQnd place, that it puts an end, in
a, peaceful, hQnQurable and orderly manner, tQ QUI'
dispute with IndQnesia and paves the way fQr better
and friendlier relations between QUI' tWQ cQuntries;
and, in the third place, that it will be a first and CQnvincing prQQf Qf the rightness Qf the principles fQrmulated in the DeclaratiQn Qn the granting Qf independence
tQ cQlonial cQuntries and peQples and Qf the practical
fe~.sibility Qf giVing effect tQ thQse principles.
62:. The Papuan peQple, whQse interests QUI' draft
resolutiQn is intended tQ safegul;lrd and prQtect, are
IQQking tQ the Members Qf this Assembly with hQpe
and cQnfidence: hQpe, that their legitimate wish fQr
self-determinatiQn will nQt gQ unheeded; cQnfidence,
that the Members Qf the Assembly will stand by the
. principles Qf the Charter and dQ them justice.
63. With these few wQrds I recQmmend QUI' draft
resQlutiQn fQr adQptiQn.
«
64. NQW I turn tQ the draft resQlutiQn [A/L.367/
Rev.1] Qriginally submitted by the delegatiQn Qf India.
Let me say at Qnce that this draft resolutiQn is tQtally
unacceptable tQ us and that we make a most urgent
appeal tQ all Members Qf the AssemblytovQte against
it. tN'hy? Because this draft resQlution, which is a
rehash Qf the fQrmer draft resQlutiQns that IndQnesia
presented and could nQt get adQpted in 1954, in 1956
and in 1957, has Qne QbviQUS failing. This glaring and,
I WQuld say, almQst unbelievable failing is that, in
dealing with the future Qf West New GUinea, it qQes
nQt even mentiQn the Qne P!lrty which is the Qnly Qne
entitled tQ decide on that future, namely, the Papuan
peQple.
65. It asks IndQnesia and the Netherlands tQ settle
the future of the Papuan people between themselves,
as if that peQple and their territQry were a lifeless
piece Qf prQperty, fit tQ be disposed Qf at will by
others. My GQvernment cannQt and will not be a party
tQ such a deal.
66. III intrQducing his draft resQlution [1058th m.eeting} the Defence Minister Qf India saw fit tQ treat
the right Qf self-determinatiQn as a bad jQke by ridiculing it and saying that, if every country were to
submit itself tQ the dQctrine of self-determinatiQn,

every Village and every municipality WQuld have tQ
becQme independent territory.
67. On Qther QccasiQns we have heard the representative Qf India, Mr. MenQn, wax elQquent Qn this
very principle Qf self-determinatiQn he nQW treats
with such SCQrn. TQ us-and I trust, tQ the Qther
Members Qf the Assembly,;-this subject is worthy Qf
seriQus cQnsideratiQn, and I therefQre prefer to remind the Assembly Qf the wQrds spoken by the great
Prime Minister of India, Mr. Nehru, whQ said Qn
17 June 1950, when he was asked abQut the New
Guinea question, that the decisive touchstone for the
New Guinea problem was, "What is right for New
Guinea and what does its population want?". Those
were the words of Mr. Nehru.
68. It WQuld seem that I'vlr. MenQn was Qut Qf step
with his Prime Minister. He was apparently alsQ Qut
Qf step with public Qpinion in his own cQuntry, and
tQ prQve that allQw me to qUQte the follQwing frQm
an article that appeared quite recently, Qn 14 November 1961, in Qne Qf the mQst influentjal newspapers
of India, The Hindustan Times Qf New Delhi. That
paper wrQte as follQws:
" ••• It is the IndQnesian GQvernment that is nQW
Qn test after the Dutch Qffer to hand Qver the territory to UN administration, prQvided the UN guarantees self-determination to the peQple.
"A UN interregnum is acceptable tQ the Indonesian
Government only if the territQry is ultimately handed
over tQ it withQut any consultatiQn of the wish of the
people. That is a prQpositiQn that goes against the
demQcratic cQncept ••• A heavy responsibility rests
upQn the AfrQ-Asian Members to be guided by
demQcratic cQnsideratiQns in deciding Qn the Dutch
prQpQsal".
69. The Hindustan Times dQes indeed penetrate to
the crux of the matter. Self-determinatiQn and demQcratic cQnsideratiQns should be the guiding principles
Qf the Assembly's decision. In the Indian draft reSQlutiQn these principles are ignQred and violated and
its terms are incompatible with the express stipulatiQns Qf the Charter and of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), as well as with the purpQrt of the
Netherlands draft. resQlutiQn. AdQptiQn Qf that draft
resolution would, therefore, be tantamount to rejectiQn
of the Netherlands prQpQsals. My delegatiQn will vQte
against this draft resolution and hopes that it will not
be adopted.
70. Finally, there has been placed before us a draft
resQlutiQn [A/L.368} sponsored by the delegatiQns
Qf Cameroun, Central African Republic, Chad, CQngo
(Brazzaville), DahQmey, GabQn, Ivory CQast, Madagascar, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, Togo and Upper
V QUa. This draft, in QUI' v~ew, represents an ingenious
attempt to combine the principles of the Netherlands
draft with the IndQnesian idea of negQtiations, as
embQdied in the Indian draft, but on a basis that is
ir ,ee frQm the shortcQmings of the Indian draft.
71. That draft resQlutiQn dQes nQt give us the satisfaction that adoption of our resolution [A/L.354] would
prQvide, but, to shQW QUI' appreciation fQr the seriQus
efforts made 'by the spQnsors and in a spirit of understanding and conciliation, my delegation is prepar~d
to accept that draft and tQ cQmply with the request
contained in its first operative paragraph. As tQ the
vQte we ourselves shall cast Qn this draft resolution,
we shall decide Qn that after the draft resQlution has
been intrQd'lced and in the light Qf the further debate.
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made, however, the parties would have to agree to
this principle. That is why we thought it might be
useful to ask Indonesia and the Netherlands to resume
negotiations on that basis and to seek a solution so
that international peace and security, which, as we
know, are threatened by conflicts of all kinds, may
be preserved in this region of the world.

72. My final remark concerns the draft resolution
sponsored by the delegations of Nigeria and Liberia
[A/L.357 and Add.l]. The approach to the problem
or setting dates for the attainment of independence
by all peoples in Africa-namely, of mentioning one
final date that must be valid for all territories while
leaving it open to individual territories to anticipate
that date-seems to us to be both just and practical.
We shall vote for that draft resolution.

79. To the objection- that negotiations have already
been' going' on for years, I would merely reply that
they may have started off on the wrong foot and that
the two parties, each dwelling in its own ivory tower,
do not wish to come to grips with the realities that
govern the world. That is why we have first asked
for a resumption of negotiations, which, if the parties
are motivated by good will, should come to a successful conclusion within a relatively short period of
time. Since the negotiations must take place b~tween
the Governments of the two parties, they should be
pursued through the good offices of the SecretaryGeneral, who would spur on the meetings; and, knowing the Secretary-General's qualities of heart and
mind, I am, convi.nced that he will do everything possible so that a solution to this conflict may be found
through peaceful negotiations even before the date
we are suggesting for the~r termination.
80. If, as we would certainly regret, such negotiations should be unavailing, we should like to have a
commission, to be appointed at this session of the
Assembly, sent to the spot to study the political,
economic and social situation in New Guinea. When
this Commission had thoroughly accomplished the
mission assigned to it, it would report to the General
Assembly at its seventeenth session. Our Organization
will then be able to decide,' ill full knowledge of the
facts, whether to entrust the future of the people of
New Guinea to any particular international orgilnization, on the clear understanding that those people will
at any time be free to decide on the type of national
and international status which in their, opinion would
best satisfy their own aspirations.

73. ThePRESIDENT (translated from French): Before
I give the floor to the next speakers, I must inform
the Assembly that, as I said a little earlier, I am
now closing the list of speakers who wish to take
the floor before the vote. There are at present twentythree names on the list.
74. Mr. DJERMAKOYE (Niger) (translated from
French): In coming to this rostrum to introduce the
draft resolution [A/L.368] which we are submitting
for the Assembly's approval, we wish first of all to
state that, despite the various interpretatio:ns and
comments that have been made in regard to our draft
resolution, our only concern is that the dispute which
at present divides Indonesia and the Netherlands-two
States Members of our Organization-shouldbe brought
to a successful conclusion.
,
75. The reason fQr the inclusion of our draft resolution in the agenda is that so far we have had two
draft resolutions before us-one submitted by the
representatives of India and other Powers [A/L.367/
Rev.1], and the' other by the representative of the
Netherlands [A/L.354]-but neither has been accepted
by both parties. In the circumstances, we have been
led to seek an intermediate solution which might
serve as a basis for discussion by the parties directly
concerned with the question of New Guinea.
76. The parties to this question have been negotiating
for almost twelve years in order to find a solution of
their dispute, but so far, to the best of our knowledge,
no new element has. emerged that might lead to an
understanding. The Netherlands, a colonial country,
claims sovereignty over New Guinea and is prepared
to appeal to the United Nations, by means of a draft
resolution, to have that sovereignty transferred to
our Organization so that New Guinea might in this
way be brought to self-determination. Indonesia, how- '
ever, considers New Guinea to be an integral part
of its territory and is asking that its sovereignty
over that Territory should be recognized. This is
the crux of the controversy, on which we will have
to take a decision before going any further.

81. This is, to put it simply, the idea which has
prompted us to submit our draft resolution to the
Assembly. It is not purported to be an innovation,
but it is in conformity with the principles which we
have consistently advocated for the decolonization of
Africa and of a,11 non-self-governing countries under
foreign domination. Negotiations, self-determination,
respect for the integrity of peoples and their1;>orders:
such are the conditions of life which mankind, being
eager for peace, should resolutely decide to bring
about.

77. What has greatly surprised us in this dispute is
that one of the parties is not asking for the opinion of
the people of New Guinea, although that would have
been a good starting-point in order to remove any
possible misunderstanding. It is for the people of
New Guinea themselves to say, in the present circumstances, who is entitled to claim sovereignty over
their territory until they themselves, by referendum
or by some other means, decide their own fate. It
should be agreed in this dispute that the voice of the
people of New Guinea ought in no case to go unheard.

82. Our most sincere desire is that all those who
love peace and justice should support our draft resolution, the sole purpose of which is to safeguard inter- ,
national security and the happiness and future of
mankind.
83. It is for all these reasons that I take the liberty
of asking the Assembly to give our draft resolution
absolute priority over any other draft in regard to
West New Guinea.
Mr. Rossides (Cyprus), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

78. Permit me to emphasize the point that one of
the fundamental principles enunciated in the United
Nations Charter is precisely that the right of peoples to self-determination must be safeguarded and
guaranteed. The meaning and purpose of our draft
resolution [A/L.368] are to be found exclusively in
that concern. Before any further progress can be

84. Mr. JHA (India): We have had a long and sometimes exhausting debate on the item, regarding the
implementation of the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples. We
have reached the stage now of considering and voting
on the draft resolutions that are before the Assembly
",
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and, with the President's permission, I should now
like to state the attitude of my delegation with regard
to these draft resolutions.
85. There are two draft resolutions, one of which
was submitted by the Soviet Union [A/L.355], the
other by Nigeria and Liberia [A/L.357 and Add.1]1:iter, another one was submitted by Mexico [A/L.369],
about which I shall speak a little later-which do not
refer to any particular territory, but seek to push
forward the implementation of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV) in colonial and dependent territories in general. These draft resolutions flowed
naturally al\d logically from resolution 1514 (XV).
But they inc~)rporate some divergent ideas as to what
has been geilerally described as the target date for
independence.
86. Under the draft resolution submitted by the
USSR, the General Assembly, inter alia:
"Declares that the final and unconditional liquidation of colonialism in all its forms and manifestations must be implemented not later than the end
of 1962".
87. The draft resolution introduced by the Foreign
Minister of Nigeria refers specificslly to dependent
and colonial territories and peoples in Africa. Among
other things, in this draft resolution the General
Assembly
"Solemnly proclaims:
"That -all colonial, dependent and Non-Self-Governing Territories and peoples in Africa shall
attain independence by, before, and not later than
1 Decemher 1970".
88. The very fact that we have two divergent targetdates, fairly widely remove(~ from one another, and
that these have been suggested by delegations whose
solicitude for seeing the end of colonialism is fully
established and recognized, reveals the difficulty of
trying to fix any target dates. The views of my Government with regard to the fixing of any such dates
was clearly stated in the statement made by the
Chairman of our delegation, Mr. Krishna! Menon,
on 20 November 1961:
"Our position ••• "-as he stated-"is that independence must be immediate; we do not want to go
by the calendar." [1058th meeting, para. 160.]
89. The rlifficulty about fixing a target date-whether
it is 1970 or 1962, or some intermediate date-is
that any date is likely to be too far ahead in some
cases, and perhaps net far enough ah<::ad in others,
to take the necess&:t'y steps for transfer of power,
including consultation with the people, and so forth.
Apart from this, the fixing of any target date by the
Assembly presupposes a certain patronizing,paternal
attitude and, to some extent, ignoring the views of
the peoples concerned. For it is, after all, for the
people of the territory to decide in what manner and
when they will take over power from their colonial
overlords. Even if the target date of 1962 is set-and
target dates have a habit of becoming fixe1 dates-the
time may be too long for some countries which have
been rIpe for independence, to which the advent of
independence has been long overdue, and to which
freedom has been persistently denied by the colonial
Powers over the years.
90. We are, therefore, of the view that the best
thingihat the Assembly can do is to bring the whole
- "- '
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weight of its opinion and influence to bear in favour
of immediate steps being taken for the transfer of
powe'r to the peoples of the territories concerned in
accordance with their freely expressed wishes, as
laid down in resolution 1514 (XV).
91. It is significant in this connexion that the recent
Belgrade ConferenceY thought it wise not to set any
target dates, but to demand freedom by the pace of
events.
92. For all these reasons, we feel that the Assembly
should not tie itself up or tie up the pace of events in
colonial and dependent territories. The best thing we
can do is to persist in demanding that immediate
measures be taken by the colonial Powers for the
implementation of resolution 1514 (XV) and to prod
them relentlessly and ceaselessly. My delegation,
therefore, while fully appreciating the sincerity behind
the two draft resolutions, and while agreeing with
practically everything else that has been said in these
draft resolutions, will not be able to subscribe to the
clauses seeking to fix target dates for independence.
93. A couple of days ago, a draft resolution [A/L.369]
was submitted by the delegation of Mexico. My delegation, along with many other delegations, has very
great respect for the delegation of Mexico because
of the liberal views it has consistently taken, and
because of the contribution it has made to the whole
question of the freedom of dependent and colonial
peoples. We feel, however, that the operative paragraphs of the draft resolution seek to establish principles and procedures which properly should be the
matter of very careful examination by the ad hoc
committee, or the special committee, which both this
draft resolution, and the Mrican-Asian draft resolution-if I may use that expression-contained in
document A/L.366 and Add.1-3 advocate.
94. In the draft resolution submitted by the AfricanAsian countries the matter was carefully and purposely
left general; that is to say, in operative paragraph 4,
it is stated that the spec:ial committee is
.
" ••• to examine the application of the Declaration
contained in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV),
to make suggestions and recommendations on the
progress and extent of the implementation of the
Declaration, and to report to the General Assembly
at its seventeenth session".
95. Now, we felt, after very careful consideration
over several weeks among the group of countries
which constitutes a large part of this Assembly-if
I may say so-that the best thing was tn leave general
initiative to this special committee, and not tie its
hands by any definite mandate, or by telling it what
exactly to do and wh,at kind of recommendations to
make to the Assembly in pursuance of its general
mandate.
96. There are also several other difficulties in the
operative paragraphs of the draft resolution submitted by the delegation of Mexico. For example,
and I shall point out only one or two aspects, operative
paragraph 1 @) states that the committee Will:.
" ••• ex'amine all cases of Non-Self-Governing
Territories, both those under colonial rule and those
administered by any Power under international
trusteeship, in order to indicate which of them are

Jd Conference of Non-Aligned Countries, held at Belgrade 1-6 September 1961.
.
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already in a position to attain full independence
immediately" •
Now, this, to my delegation, seems rather too much
to ask any committee to do. It should not be the function of any committee to lay down the law with regard
to different territories, as to whether they are fit for
independence, and when they will be fit for it; we
believe that that is a paternal kind of attitude. We
feel that it is for the people of the territories, their
political leaders, to arrange by discussion, by negotiation-sometimes, even by armed struggle, and this
has happened in the case of colonial countries-to
arrange for the date and the manner of the transfer
of power with their colonial overlords.
97. I think that the Assembly might get into very
serious difficulties vis-a.-vis the political leaders
and political parties in dependent territories if ~t
were to suggest dates, or to express views as to
whether a particular territory was or was not fit for
independence.
98. I do not wish to go further into the several
clauses of the first, second and third paragraphs
which when taken in isolation are, perhaps, not so
objectionable-at any rate, in individual cases they
may be the right solutions. But, we do not think that
these are the types of directives that should be given,
at this stage at any'rate, to the special committee
to which we are entrusting the examination of this
whole question of the implementation of resolution
1514 (XV). With great regret and with all our great
respect for the Mexican delegation, nevertheless we
will not be able to support this draft resolution, and
we hope that the African-Asian resolution, which
has been prepared very carefully after a great deal
of consideration and which has a very large sponsorship, will receive the approval of this Assembly.
99. We next come to the question of West Irian.
Let me say, first of all, that we believe that, considering the importance of this question, its historical
background, the fact that it involves a long-standing
dispute between two Member states, the Netherlands
and Indonesia, and that the Assembly in the past has
considered this matter as a specific item on its
agenda, we would have preferred it not to come to
us incidentally, as it were, as part of the general
question. of implementation of the Declaration of the
Assembly contained in resolution 1514 (XV). The
matter is not as simple as that. We feel that the
Assembly has to move with circumspection and caution in this matter, if only for the reason that it involves a serious dispute between two Member states
and has aroused deep feelings in Indonesia, as indeed
it has in the Netherlands and perhaps in many other
countries.
100.' West Irian-since the representative of the
Netherlands was fairly hard on our draft resolution
and perhaps doubted our m~tives, too, I must go into
this question in a little more detail than I would have
wished to do and explain our position before this
Assembly-was a part of the Netherlands East Indies,
an entity that was distinctly recognized and recognizable, which had functioned as a unitary and integral
territory for over 350 years. FollOWing the end of
the Second World War, a bitter war was fought against
the cOonial Powers by the people of Indonesia and,
through the good offices of the United Nations in
bringing about a cessation of fighting and a settlement, Indonesia attained her' independence. The
instrument of the transfer of power was the Char-
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ter of Transfer of Sovereignty'li contained in the
Agreement of 1949, which was concluded at a Round
Table Conference.
101. The very first article of that part of the Agreement, entitled "Charter of Transfer of Sovereignty"
says, in paragraph 1:
"The Kingdom of the Netherlands unconditionally
and irrevocably transfers complete sovereignty over
Indonesia to the Republic of the United States of
Indonesia and thereby recognizes said Republic of
the United States of Indonesia as an independent
and sovereign State".
102. Paragraph 2 of 'article 1 is also, important in,
this connexion. It says:
"The Republic of the United States of Indonesia
accepts said sovereignty on the basis of the provisions of its Constitution Which as a draft has been
brought to the knowledge of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands" .
103. Article 2, sub-paragraph (1), lays down that,
with regard to " ... the residency of New Guinea",
it is decided "that within a year from the date of
transfer of sovereignty to the Republic of the United
States of Indonesia the question of the political status
of New Guinea be determined through negotiations
between the Republic of the United States of Indonesia
and the Kingdom of the Netherlands" •
104. Subsequently, on 2 November 1949, it was agreed
through an exchange of letters that the clause "status
quo of the Residency of New Guinea shall be maintained" means "through continuing under the Government of the Netherl~nds".
105. What are we to make of these basic documents
and facts? We cannot simply ignore them. Article 1,
paragraph 1, "unconditionally and irrevocably transfers complete sovereignty over Indonesia"-that is
the Netherlands East Indies. "The Republic of the
United States of Indonesia accept~ said sovereignty
on the basis of the provisions of its Constitution"which was a Constitution for thi:l whole of the then
Netherlands East Indies-"which as a draft has been
brought to the knowledge of the Kingdom of the Netherlands". And within a year fronl the date of the transfer
of complete sovereignty-again irrevocably and unconditionally transferred to the Republic-the question
of the political status of New Guinea was to hA determined through bilateral negotiations.
106. It is not our purpose here to adjudicate between
the rival claims of the Netherlands and Indonesia in
regard to sovereignty over West Irian. We are not
competent to do so, nor, for that matter, is the General Assembly", We believe that each of us is entitled
to form his own opinion and jUdgement. It is the
view of my delegation that what was transferred to
:Indonesia was complete sovereignty, without any
subtraction or detraction from it, over the whole of
the Netherlands East Indies without any conditions
or reservations. Consequently, sovereigaty over West
Irian as an integral part of the Netherlands East
Indies passed to the United States of Indonesia. What
did not go to the United States of Indonesia was the
administration of West Irian, which remained with the
Netherlands; and the question of political status-not
S\Jvereignty-of New Guinea was to be a matter of

Y See United Nations, TreatY Series, vol. 69 (1950), I, No. 894,
p. 206.
.
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subsequent discussion and negotiations. Some years
ago, negotiations had taken place several times without any result. It was, however, repeatedly reaffirmed
that no change in the existing situation with regard
to New Guinea was to be made unless specifically
agreed to by the parties.
107. Now, the Netherlands does not agree with this
view, and considers that in the Agreement of 1949
Netherlands sovereignty over West Irian was held
back pending further agreement. There are Members
of the Assembly who probably share the view of the
Netherlands. At the same time, there are many others
who acknowledge and recognize Indonesian sovereignty
over West Irian as we do. Taking the best or the
worst view, no one can objectively deny that there
is a long-standing unresolved dispute 'between the
Netherlands and Indonesia. It is this which lends
great complexity to this question and calls for a wise
and jUdicious handling of it in the General Assembly.
If this is not done, we fear that the Assembly will
be making itself a party to the creation of serious
difficulties in that part of the world.
108. The question of sovereignty over West Irian
would itself not have been of any great consequence
from the Assembly's point of view if it was not fundamentally related to the proposals placed before us
by the Netherlands delegation and to the thirteenPower draft resolution [A/L.368], which my delegation finds to be only a mild variant of the Netherlands
proposal.
•
109. Let us examine the Netherlands proposal first.
Let me say, to begin with, that it deserves our serious
consideration and that, in so far as it indicates the
desire of the Netherlands to relinquish administration
over .New Guinea, to unwind its empire, it is to be
welcomed and we appreciate it. There are, however,
other elements in it which have to be examined carefully and meticulously. First, it proceeds from the
assumption, stated clearly in the fifth preambular
paragraph of draft resolution A/L.354, that the Netherlands has sovereignty over West Irian. This, in our
view, is not so; and in any case the question of sovereignty is in serious dispute. The draft resolution
then proceeds to get the approval, in principle, of
the United Nations to United Nations administration
through a United Nations development authority, to a
plebiscite under United Nations auspices, and proposes. the appointment of a commission to establish
the conditions and details of implementation of'these
principles.
110. All this is to be done without the agreement or
consent of Indonesia, whose claims, in fact, are ignored altogether. We do not think that this is the
right way to settle this long-standing dispute, which
has defied solution for the last ten or eleven years
and has bedeviled relations between Indonesia and the
Netherlands and has aroused deep political passions
in Indonesia as, indeed, also in the Netherlands. Even
a solution which appears to be g~od has to be reached
in the right way. The way in which a solution is
reached in matters like this is just as impol?tant
as the solution itself, and we fear that if the Assembly
is rushed into taking any far-reaching decisions in
this matter, without endeavouring to reach an agreed
solution, it will have a disturbing effect in South-East
Asia and, instead of avoiding, may contribute to
further dissension and conflicts.
111. We do not believe that the placing of West Irian
under United Nations administration even temporari;;> ••••
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ly, except by agreement of all the parl~ies concerned,
would be ill accordance with the Charter. The United
Nations Chart9r does not contemplate nor permit of
admini.,~tration of territories under the United Nations
sa,ve a\\ld except under trusteeship. There is good
r(~aSOn for this because the United Nations was inte'nded as a centre for harmonizing differences and
was not intended to become a State or a super-State.
The framers of the Charter rightly did not wish the
United Nations to take over trusteeship in conflict
with Member States directly concerned, which might
bring the United Nations under fire from a State or
from its nationalist public opinion. I take the liberty
of drawing attention to thesle obvious aspects to emphasize that there can be no question of the United
Nations taking over the responsibility for the administration of West Irian, even for an interim period,
without the agreement of Indonesia, which, in our
view, has sovereignty over the Territory in question.
Also this cannot be done without a unanimous, or
near unanimous, decision of the United Nations. Likewise, it could not be done without the consent of the
Netherlands, which actually has administrative control
over the Territory at present. To do otherwise would
be an infraction of the Charter and would bring the
United Nations into serious conflict with Member
States. The same observations apply to the draft
resolution moved by thirteen countries. This draft
resolution does not go into as much detail as the
Netherlands draft resolution, but it has the same
pattern. It seeks acceptance by the Assembly of the
principle of United Nations administration ef West
Irian and it tacitly assumes Netherlands sovereignty
over West Irian; and in this connexion I would draw
attention to paragraph 6 of the preamble to the thirteen-Power draft resolution.
112. In both t.hese draft resolutions much has been
said about the principle of self-determination. This
is, of 'course, a principle mentioned in the Charter
and the right of dependent peoples to self-determination has been reiterated in the General Assembly's
resolution 1514 (XV) to which Members of the Assembly have almost unanimously subscribed. The
principle of self-determination, as expounded in the
Charter, can only apply in the context of the basic
concepts of the Charter, among which are sovereign
equality of States and respe~t for the sovereignty of
States.
113. The Charter, in Article 1, paragraph 2, itself
makes the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples a means of developing friendly
relations among nations. Actually what the Charter
says is this: the purposes of the United Nations are
to develop friendly relations among nations based
on respect for the principle of equal rights and selfdete.rmination of peoples. It is qv.ite clear from the
wording itself that self-determination of peoples is
to be a means for the establishment of friendly relations among nations. We support the principle of
self-determination, but we cannot agree to the application of this principle in respect of territories
and peoples of sovereign and independent States or
as a means of settling disputes without the agreement.
of the States concerned in the dispute and under
agreed conditions.
114. Hei'e, if I may digress a little, the representative of the Netherlands in his statement a short while
ago from this rostrum strongly criticized our draft
resolution [A/L.367/Rev.l] on the grounds that it
does not recognize the principle of self-determination
--,
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and, in fact, he went on to say that it ignores and
violates the principle of self-determination. Now,
I should like to point out to him that these criticisms
are indeed not valid: what does our resolution say?
May I invite the attention of the Assembly to the draft
resolution? There is not a single word in it which
can be construed as going against the principle of
se1.c...determination. On the contrary, if operative
paragraph 1 is looked into, it says:
"Urges the Governments of Indonesia and the
Netherlands to engage themselves in further negotiations under the aegis of the President of the
General Assembly with a view to finding a solution
of this question in conformity with the principles
of the United Nations Charter".
And is not the principle of self-determination as
well as the principles of the United Nations incorporated in Article 1 of the Charter? So how can anyone say that by quoting, that by citing the Charter.
we are committing the unpardonable offence of omitting any mention of self-determination or violating
the principle of self-determination? I am quite unable
to understand that particular argument.
115. The representative of the Netherlands goes on
to say further that our draft resolution treats the
people as non-existent or lifelE!ss. There is again
nothing in the draft resolution that was introduced
by India and is now sponsored by· some other countries, which can be construed to mean that the people
of West Irian are a lifeless people. This is a simple
draft resolution, it asks for negotiations under the
auspices of the President and that these negotiations
should find a solution in conformity with the Charter
of the United Nations.
116. It is a simple draft resolution, but it is a wise
one; it does not go on to dangerous grounds, it does
not try to push any particular solution or any particular draft resolution over the head of one or the
other of the principal parties concerned. There is
nothing in this draft resolution which can be construed
as prejUdging any issue that may be raised d!lring
the negotiations: the issue of self-determination or
the issue of sovereignty, or of some other issue.
And we have purposely made this draft resolution
free from any pre-conditions or prejudgement in
order that the negotiations should be held in the best
and most propitious circumstances..
117. The representative of the Netherlands referred
to the statement of Mr. Krishna Menon the other day
from this rostrum [1058th meeting] and what that
statement meant was, that the principle of selfdetermination cannot be applied with regard to the
peoples of a so:;~reign territory. The words used
in the Charter are self-determination of peoples;
and the peoples of any country cannot be split up.
If that is done, then what is there left? There would
have to be self-determination in every municipality.
self-determination of every ethnic group, of linguistic
groups, of religious groups and all that kind of thing.
And surely. nobody in this Assembly, no representative of any sovereign State, can agree to any proposition which means a fractionation of his peoples into
different peoples; the world has enough troubles of
this sort as it is today. Are we going to push this
principle of self-determination, however good it may
be, so far as to destroy the integrity of States and
to affect the sovereignty of countries? It was in that
context that Mr. Menon made that remark. We are
not against the principle of self-determination when
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it is applied under the proper conditions, under the
proper circumstances, under agreed conditions; but
to push the principle of self-determination in every
dispute, until it implies the fractionation-ofthe peoples
of a country, of a sovereign state, is, I think, something that the founders of the Charter never contemplated and something which, if we decide on it
and make it a precedent, W9uld cause us .all to rue
the day that we did it..
118. I have taken this much time to digress from
my written st~tement because we do not want any
kind of misunder~.\tanding about our proposal. It is
open to delegations to accept it or to reject it. They
are masters of their own wishes. But to say that this
has a bad motivation or that it ignores or violates
the Charter, or certain principles of the Charter
is, I submit, a criticism which is not justified~n the
least.
119. With regard to the thirteen-Power draft resolution, this draft resolution, while asking for negotiations, fixes 31 March 1962 as a time-limit and
seeks to commit the Assembly to the appointment of
an inquiry committee in the event of no agreement
being reached until that date. This, with all respect
to the sponsors of the dr~ft resolution who, as I have
already said, have certainly approached this question
with sincerity, seems to us a rather unrealistic ap'"
proach. How can one expect a dispute which has remained unresolved for the past ten years to be settled
in a matter of three months? It is hardly fair to the
parties to put pressure upon them in this fashion
and to hold the threat of a United Nations inquiry
commission or other action over their deliberations.
In so far as the thirteen-Power draft resolution accepts the principle of direct negotiations, it represents
a very good step and an advance. If such negotiations
take place, it is obvious that the parties have the
best chance of success in conditions which ·do not
prescribe a time-limit qr pre- or post-conditions
and which permit the maximum flexibility of approach
by both sides to the negotiations.
120. My delegation believes that the only line the
United Nations can take is to get negotiations going
between the parties and to assist them in this process.
When two Member States are deadlocked in a longstanding dispute of this character, there is no substitute for negotiations. Any dictation by the United
Nations would be pointless, unwise and contrary to
the spirit of the Charter. Indeed, there is no instance,
as far as I know, in which the United Nations has
sought to settle a dispute between two Membei' States
over the head of one of them. May I cite, in this connexion, the recent debates, and the ovtcome of such
debates, in the Special Political Committee on the
dispute between Austria and Italy concerning the
treatment of the German-speaking minority in Bolzano? The Assembly in that case decided last year,
and the Special Political Committee has taken a de-.
cision this year, not to press any particular solution
or even lay down any particular method of neg<;>tiation
or conciliation without the agreement of the parties.
121. It is for the reasons I have just stated that
my delegation, much to our regret, will be obliged
to oppose both the Netherlands and the thirteen.1
Power draft resolutions if they are put to the vote. .
122. We have submitted to the General Assembly a
draft resolution [A/L.367/Rev.1] sponsored by Bolivia,
Congo (Le opoldville), Guinea, India. Liberia, Mali.
Nepal, Syria and the United Arab Republic. It does
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not prejudge any issue-neither the issue of selfdetermination nor the possible future role of the
United Nations in West Irian. We could do nothing
better than to give such: negotiations the best chance
under the auspices of the President of the Assembly,
in whom both parties to the dispute, and indeed others,
have full confidence.

fixing of a target date to be universally applied is
impracticable, because it may prove to be either too
early or too late for the implementation of the Declaration in any given territory. The target date in the
Soviet draft resolution, namely, the end of 1962,
may, I am afraid, only sow the seeds of future a"rimonious accusations.

123. The impact of views by Members here will
no doubt be felt' by all concerned. We have referred
to the very important statements of the Foreign
Minister of the Netherlands in the preamble to our
draft resolution. Now that is recorded here. Those
statements, as well as the statements of the Foreign
Minister of Indonesia, will have to be looked into
during the negotiations. They are carefully noted in
the preamble to the draft resolution-without, of
course, any opinion being expressed as to which
should be accepted. It is not for us to do that.

130. Another major difficulty we encounter in the
Soviet draft is operative paragraph 3 (c). This paragraph states:

124. As I said, the impact of these views, of the
statements made here by the Foreign Ministers of
the two countries and by others, will all be felt during
the negotiations by those concerned. It is' only in
such circumstal...:leS that we can give the question
of West Irian the best chance of an agreed solution,
with or without the participation of the United Nations,
taking into account its various aspects and the views
expressed in the course of these deliberations.
125. We hope that the draft resolution will receive
a large measure of support and that the other draft
resolutions will not be pressed to a vote. The best
thing that could be don~ is to keep them on the table,
keep them as .live proposals for consideration, at.
least for the time being. That is the way, in our
opinion, in which the Assembly can best deal with
this difficult and long-standing dispute between two
Member States, a dispute which has been the source
of difficulty and trouble in that part of the world.

"To withdraw all the troops of the administering
countries, to disband all paramilitary formations
'" of non-indigenous inhabitants and to dismantle completely foreign mllitary bases in Trust and other
Non-Self-Governing Territories".
131. The withdrawal of troops and the dismantling
of bases are, first and foremost, measures of dis-·
armament. The question of disarmament involves a
number of delicate considerations. It is the considered opinion of my delegation that disarmament
questions had better not be introduced into the question of decolonization. The disarmament question
should not be confused and meddled with under the
guise of colonial questions.
132. My delegation will be obligec;l to vote against
the Soviet draft resolution as well as a?;ainst the
Soviet amendment con~ained in document A/L.370.
133. In contrast to the Soviet draft resolution, the
African-Asian draft resolution [A/L.366 and Add.1-3]
is entirely and exclusively in the context and the
connotation of the Declaration. This draft resolution
is distinguished from the Soviet draft by the falJt
that it is not encumbere~ with a universal target date
and such a heterogeneous element as disarmament.
134. In its preamble it reviews recent developments
of colonial issues throughout the world, and comments on the situation of the implementation of the
Declaration. The summation of the world situation
relative to colonialism may appear to draw rather
an alarmist picture, on the whole. For instance,
successful achievements, such as that witnessed in
Sierra Leone, or these to follow soon in Tanganyika,
Uganda and Western Samoa, are not mentioned. All
these propitious events for our felicitation are casually and summarily hinted at in a phrase "with a
few exceptions" in the fourth paragraph of the preamble.
135. In a draft resolution such as this, however,
looking forward with high hopeS' ':.0 a further and
speedier improvement of the situation, it is natural
to lean on a critical view of the matter.
~

Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair.

126. Mr. MIYAZAKI (Japan): With the President's
permisl3ion I would refer to the recent tragic occurrence in the Congo. Thirteen youthful members
of the Italian armed forces met an unti:nely death
while on duty in the United Nations operation. My
delegation expresses here its sincere sympathy to
the people of Italy and pays homage to the fallen
soldiers.
127. Two weeks ago, my delegation had an occasion
to state ~ts views before the Assembly [1054th meeting] on the implementation of the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)].
128. At this stage, my delegation would like to state
its views on the draft resolutions submitted on.this
issue. Three of the draft resolutions concern the
Declaration in general, one deals with Africa and
three others deal with a particular territory.
129. To begin with, let me speak about the three
draft resolutions which concern the Declaration in
general. Concerning the draft resolution submitted
by the Soviet Union [A/L.355], there are two points
with which my delegation finds it difficult to go
along. Point one is the target date in operative paragraph 2. The position of my delegation in regard to
a single target date to be applied to all territories,
irrespective of individual conditions and oircumstances, was made clear in the previous intervention
of my delegation in this Assembly. This mechanical

136. Last Monday [1058th meeting] the representative
of India, aG one of the sponsors, introduced this draft
resolution and explained, paragraph by paragraph, its
operative part. Since then, many other representatives
have spoken in support of it. If I spoke in detail on
the operative paragraphs, it would be repetitious.
Therefore, I shall be brief and concentrate on the
special committee to be established under this draft
resolution.
137. This is because the establishment of a special
committee is, piter all, the gist of this draft resolution. The purpose and the duty of this special committee is to examine the situation with regard to the
implementation of the Declaration; to make suggestions and recommendations on it and to report to the
General Assembly at its seventh session. Such a
--_._.-'_._"--'._''...:..-'
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committee is also envisaged in the Soviet draft resolution. Comparing the two, however, an important
divergence will be found. I refer to the composition
of the committee. In the Soviet draft resolution, the
general unpopular "troika" composition is signified.
In the African-Asian draft resolution, the composition
is left to the discret.ion of the President of the General
Assembly.
138. Not only in regard to the composition of the
committee but also in regard to the functions of the
committee and the procedure of its work as well, the
Mrican-Asian draft resolution is conspicuous by the
flexible manner in which these subjects are set forth
in its provisions. My delegation is confident that the
fluidity of the African-Asian draft resolution would
better serve the purpose that it attempts to achieve.
139. Before concluding my observations on the two
draft resolutions, I should like to draw the attention
of my .fellow representatives to a very important
point with regard to the voting on them. I believe it
is my duty to point out that there is one thing which
makes the Soviet and the African-Asian draft resolutions incompatible. That is the special committee.
As each of these two draft resolutions would establish
a special committee, we cannot vote for the two because then we would have on our hands two committees, one with a "troika" composition and the other
with seventeen members, both to work for the same
objectives. This cannot be allowed. Therefore, I submit that those who vote for the Soviet draft resolution
must vote against the African-Asian draft resolution,
and those who vote for the African-Asian drrft resohition must vote against the Soviet draft resolution.
To ask for an affirmative vote for both is, to say the
least, ~llogical.
140. The third draft resolution belonging to this
group, namely, the one submitted by the delegatiQn
of Mexico [A/L.369], appears to me not dissimilar
in purpose and function from the African-Asian draft
resolution, except, perhaps, that in some operative
paragraphs it waxes too ambitious and expects the
United Nations to do a little too much. Therefore,
I sincerely hope that this draft resolution will not
supersede and block the adoption of the former draftresolution.
141. My delegation, as a sponsor of the thirty-eightPower draft resolution~ appeals for overwhelming
support to be given to this draft resolution submitted
by the African-Asian group, which includes a great
number of ex-colonial countries and peoples.
142. Regarding the Nigerian draft resolution, sponsored also by Liberia. [A/L.357 and Add.1] , my delegation finds all its paragraphs commendable except
the target date in operative paragraph 1, namely,
1 December 1.970. I must admit it is a very modest
claim, but I wonder why this target date' has been
mentioned. I\lthough my delegation is sceptical on the
usefulness of fixing a target date, in view of the
generally acceptable substance of the draft resolution,
we would not hesitate to vote for this draft resolution
as a whole.
143. I now turn to the three draft resolutions concerning an area in dispute between the Netherlan.ds
and Indonesia. My delegation studied with the utmost
care the draft resolution [A/L.354], submitted by the
Netherlands delegation. The provisions of this draft
resolution strictly follow the lines enjoined by the
United Nations Charter, which is its great merit.
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144. In spite of this merit, however, my delegation
is afraid that this draft resolution would not dissolve
the long-standing dispute between Indonesia and the
Netherlands-both close friends of my country. It
might even aggravate the already strained relations
between the two countries.
145. The outstanding position of my delegation on
this issue is that a inutually-and I emphasize "JJ.1lUtually"-satisfactory settlement must be obtained by
peaceful mea~s, and that the future well-being of the
inhabitants must not be neglected. Any draft resolution which fails to satisfy these two important considerations, I am afraid, will not .be quite acceptable
to my delegation. As this draft resolution would not
settle the dispute, my delegation finds it difficult to
support this draft resolutinm
146. Taking into consideration these merits and demerits inherent" in the Netherlands draft resolution,
my delegation will !4bstain in the voting.
147. Compared to the Netherlands draft resolution,
the Indian draft resolution [A/L.367/Rev.l] takes the
existence of th8 dispute into consideration and simply
urges the two parties to negotiate under the aegis
of the President of the General Assembly. Before
the start of the negotiations, my delegation believes
that no condition should be laid down-neither the
transfer of sovereignty over the disputed area nor
the self-determination of its inhabitants. These should
be the very subjects of the negotiations, not the prerequisites for them. Aa this most important point
is not clear in this draft resolution, and as it is opposed by one of the disputants, my delegation feels
that, under the circumstances, this draft resolution
will serve little purpose. Therefore, my delegation
will be constrained to abstain in the voting on it.
148. My de~egation would like to pay its respects to
the delegations which have worked hard to produce
draft resolution A/L.368, sponsored by many African
delegations~They were no doubt motivated by a worthy
intention and a genuine concern to bring some acceptable solution to this intricate issue. The draft
resolution seems to be a compromise between the two
already mentioned and, much as my delegation would
like to support it, it regrets that, precisely for the
same reasons that have just been stated, it has to
abstain from voting on it.
;:
149. Mr. SUBANDRIO (Indonesia): I have again asked
for the floor in order to make clear the Indonesian
position on the draft resolutions which have been
presented to the Assembly. Among the draft resolutions submitted in implementation of General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), there are three of
a general nature. First, there is draft J:esol\ltion A/
L.355 submitted by the USSR; second., there is draft
resolution A/L.366 and Add.1-3, sponsored by thirtyeight Asian and l/rican Powers, including Indonesia;
and, third, there is draft resolution AI'L~369, submitted by Mexico, which came into our4ands only
the day before yesterday.
"
150. Let me say from the start that these three
draft resolutions show a gratifying similarity in
spirit and purpose. Most import"mt, there is complete
agreement on the necessity of establishing a committee to examine, to make suggeet10ns and recommendations concerning the situation with regard to
the implementation of General· Assembly resolution
1514 (XV). Nevertheless, it is our considered opinion
that, of these three drafts, the African-Asian draft
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resolution be~t meets th-,9 requirements of ~fe present
situatiolY.
'.
\
151. We Qelieve,- first of all, that this draft-the
result of extensive consultatic.ns and discussionsreflects it spirit of give and take and, in this respect,
represents the widest possible area of agre~ment that
can be obtained in this Assembly. For ex;~mple, although my delegation believes it possible and desirable to end colonialism in two years':"that is, before
1 J.,'lnuary 1964-the authors of this I,draft resolution
have taken into consideration,the fact'that a difference
of opinion exists on this subject, not only within the
Mrican-Asian group itself but in this Assembly as
a:whole. Conse9uently, the sponsors of the AfricanAsian draft 1J'esolution agreed not to mention 8.;' specific
target date but, in a spirit of give and take, to place
special emphasis on the element of immetliacy.
'1;52. Secondly, the special committee of seventeen
members, as conceived in the African-Asian draft
resolution, is given the greatest possible latitude in
carrying out its task. It is directed to carry out its
task "by employment of all means which it will have
at its disposal within the framework of the procedures
and '\ modalities which it shall adopt for the proper
discharge
its!unctions".

of

I'

153. It is authorized to meet outside the Headquarters of th~ United Nations whenever it is deemed
necessary or desirable, and requested to report its
findings, suggestions and recommendations to the
General Assembly at its seventeenth session.
154. Nowt we consider the freedom of action implicit
in these directives to be of the utmost importance at
this stage, when the special committee must examine
so many different colonial questions still existing
in the wor~q,-, with all the different problems they
present. Td--ae able to discharge its furiotion properly,
a function that will undoubtedly have such momentous
consequences, we are convinced that the committee
must have the greatest measure of responsibility and
freedom of action within the framewo~k of the purposes and principles of the Charter of the united
Nations.
\1.55. There are two points in the Mexican draft
resolution [A/L.369] on which I wish· to comment
specifically, especially in connexion with our own
draft resolution, that is, the draft sponsored by the
African-Asian countries.
156. The first point concerns the right of seIfdetermination. My delegation fully agrees with the
Mexican draft where it solemnly affirms
" ••. that the liquidation of every colonial situation
mU13t be so effected as to give the widest possible
application to thEr,'''iundamental principle of the self<1~te:-rmination of peoples".
157. This right of self-determination applies, of
course, to the entire population of a colony as a unit
and to the entire' territoriy of a colony as a unit. It
_ is7impJ~l'.atiY'~_J;hat ~hi~ be understood in view of the

well-1Qlown poffcy of "dlviCfe 'canCf' rllle It employed" by
certain colonial Powers whenever and wherever possible. The r.!ght of self-determination fs not something
to be applied to racial, cultural or ethnic groups
within a colon)'; it is a right to be exercised by the
entire territory a.nd by the entire population of a
colony which have in commOI1 experienced suffering,
humiliation "and hardship for centuries and which, by
their common struggle for freedom, have become a
J. iT r
I]]
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nation, irrespective of differences in race, culture
or ethnic characterlstics.

thE

158. The second point on which I wish to comment
is the reference in the Mexican draft resolution to
PQssible recourse to the International Court of Justice
r~\ th~ case of disputes arising in the process of
de\.'Qlonization. Such a recourse can never bring
about the needed solution, because the agreements or
treaties concluded between- the metropolitan country
and the ex-colony during and immediately after a
colonial war are not concluded between equals and,
in the resulting disputes, it is tlie political problems
arising from the former unequal relationships that
have to be adjudicated. The required solution demands
a complete transformation of the old relationship into
a new relationship of equality, justice and mutual
benefit, in conformity with the existing political and
power realities.

ani

159. I sha!1 now turn to my comments on the draft
resolutions submitted on the question of West Irian:
that of the Netherlands in document A/L~354, that
sponsored originally by India and Bolivia [A/L.367/
Rev.1] and that sponsored by thirteen African countries
[A/L.368].
160. Before dOing so I should like to make the positior~' of my delegation and my Government perfectly
clear on this issue. From the outset my delegation
has made it clear that we are not at this tim0 debati:1g
the West Irian problem in the General Assembly because Indonesia is trying to obtain a United Natiq~l'"iS
resolution for solving the problem. We have already
done this in the past by asking for a recommendation
from the United Nations that both parties should enter
into negotiations to find a peact::ful solution,. Because
of the refusal of the Netherlands, even such a simple recommendation was not adopted, although the
majority of Member states supported these peaceful
efforts of my Government.
161. From 1957 onward: it has been the national
policy of the Indonesian Governi.llent and people to
solve this problem in its own way~ in order that this
Territory, this only remaining part of Indonesia still
occupied by the Netherlands, may complete the national
unity of the Republic of Indonesia. This policy is a
solemn pledge, a firm determination, a final decision
of the Indonesian Government and people, with all
consequences calculated. In saying this, we are not
opposing any resolution which is constructed to bring ;
both parties together, to create a climate of con-ciliation, even if It would not necessarily result in _
the immediate finding of a compromise formula on
the complex problem.
162. Such a resolution obviously ought not to prejudice ':!'
Indonesian rights and claims. For these reasons,
based upon these thoughts, we reject fully the Netherlands draft resolution [A/L.354] becauB~l first, the
Netherlands draft resolution is clearly al.m.ed at imposing upon us, upon the Indonesian people, upon the
Indonesian Government, the recognition of the complete
self-determination of West Irian to become an inde--pendent state, as if this Territory and its people had
nothing to do with the Indonesian struggle for inde~
pendence, culminating in the colonial war of 1945-1950
and :r;equiring more than a half million human sacri- ,,'
fices'; as if the Territory had nothing to do with J
the "Netherlands-Indonesian dispute caused by the It '
irreconcilable attitude of the Netherlands towardr;, (~
Indonesian indel?~.,dence from 1945 up to the' present (J
moment; as <if tile West Irian dispute is not part of
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the series 9,f campaigns, activities and supversion
on the part of tb.x' Netherlands to cr~ate separatism
and secession, wrAch Indonesia has already overcome
in the past either by political dexterity or by military
means, as was the case with the Netherlands-sponsored proclamation of the so-called Republic of South
Moluccas with~n Indonesian territory.

prevailing in the Territory"; that, as I have said t
already prejudices the entire negotiations. If I were
the Netherlands, I would just enter into negotiations
until March with the intention of achieVing nothing
and, later on, just base the further solution of this
problem upon operative paragraphs 5 and 6.
169. It is obvious that the Netherlands politics will
go in that way. Therefore, stating w~\at has to be done
if negotiations fail does not encourage the Netherlands
-certainly not the Netherlands-to achieve an agreement on the West Irian problem. On thE.' contrary,
I think it would discourag~: them from reaching an
agreement, because operative paragraphs 5 and 6
clearly more or less reflect the contents of the draft
resolution of the Netherlands itself.
170. For that reason, therefore, I fully understand
why the representative of the Netherlands accepts
this draft resolution. He is against negotiations and
alter the negotiations fail-and I am certain aboutthis
matter, the Netherlands will not be encouraged to
reach an agreement, it will cause the negotiations to
fail-after the negotiations fail, then the' operative
part of the Netherlands draft resolution [A/L~354]
will start to work.
,r,
171. It is for that reason-t(:,! .1ny great regret, because of the sincerity of the sponsor countries-that
we -cannot accept the draft resolution sponsored by
thirteen countries of Africa. We have to reject it
because it is prejudicing the Indonesian position and,
as I have said, if it is prejudicing the fndonesian
position it can only aggravate the relationship between
Indonesia and the Netherlands andincreasethetension
of the two opposing
forces in the West Irian region.
...::.
1\

163. That is also why, when the draft resolution
[A/L.36 7/Rev.1], urging bilateral negotiations bl?tween
the two co~tries, was originally introduced by Ir.dia
[1058th meeting] l declared that Indonesia had no
objections to that draft resolution and; if it is adopted
by the Assembly, my Government will sincerely adhere to it with a view to achieving the desired negotiated settlement of this political (jispute which has,
indeed, ruined the relations between two Member
States of this Assembly. We hope that the Netherlands
will reconsider its position on this ,r~raft resolution.

In

164.
any case, whatever its attitude may be as
a sover~ign state, it cannot embark upon a unilateral
~(llution which we regard as an imposition. In that
case, let there be no illusion: Indonesia will use its
sovereign rights and all the national means at its
disposal to eliminate such an imposition.
165. I now come to draft resolution A/L.36S, sponsored by Cameroun, Central African Republic, Chad,
Congo (Brazzavillc), Dahomey, Gabon, Ivory Coast,
Madagascar, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, Togo and
Upper Volta. We do not doubt the sincerity and honesty
of thQse sponsor-nations and I think that we are very
grateful for their assistance in seeking a peaceful
solution to this problem. We also accept the entire
preamble to this drnft resolution! except, in the context of this dispute~ for the final paragraph. On the
other hand, with regard to the operative part, I must
say that where the draft resolution stipulates or
recommends negotiations between the two parties, it
is also at the same time, prejudging the negotiations
in themselves-and even, I think, prejudicingthe Indonesian point of v~ew.
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167. Therefore, that part of the draft resolution
which implies that West Irian is aNon-Self-Goverl~ing
Territory is not acceptable to us, because it is pl>e... ·
judging the Indonesian pos!tion and, fLS I have said,
even prejudicing the Indonesian position. On the other
hand, we would accept operative paragrapb: 2 which
states:
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172. I now come to the draft resolution originally
sponsored by Nigeria-later on, it was also sponsored
by Liberia [A/L.357 and Add.l]. If it is the wish of
the African people to accept this draft resolution,
Indonesia will support it.. cC'
t::"'-""
173. Let me stress once more that from o/~past-\
struggle for independence, lasting many dTdes, it \
is clear that, whether in the national or /~he inter- '.
national sphere, we stand firm with",-rB'gard to the
principle of self-determination for Inational independence and national integrity. But' we will oppose,
with all our sovereign rights and all the national
means at our disposal, any attempts by the colonial
Powers to introduce ethnic or regiona~ self-determination, as interpreted by the Netherlands, to confuse
the national struggle for independence.

166. In the first place, we are asked to rec'ognize
in advance the principle of full self-determination
for the West Irian people; as I have said, we cannot
do that. If West Irian were a country in Africa, Europe
.IJr America-having nothing to do with Indonesia-we
would whole-heartedly support thi,s; but no one can
deny that West Irian has something to do with Indonesia, even if our claims are not recognized; even
the Netherlands cannot deny that West lrianhas something to do with Indonesia-historically; politically and
all the ties involved therein.

.l
.l

/}

i
f

"Requests the Secretary-General to use his good
offices (,l,n the negotiations by taking, in relation to .
the two Governments, all possible steps to facilitate
the ~esumption and continuance of those negotiations".
We accept that an" we shall adhere to it.
168. Furthermore, operative paragraph 5 @) states
clearly that a commission will be 'sent to West Irian
"to carry out an investigation into the conditions
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174. The recent history of the Con~;o offers ample
proof that full self-determination based upon regional
or ethnical considerations orily creates confusion and
suffering for the people concerned, if not an increase
in international tension' in general. We support fully
the national integrity of the Republic of the Congo
ang now since the adoption of a resolution Y a few
days ago by the Security Counc~" Indonesia is reconsidering its pr.evious policy of withdrawing Indonesian contingents, and is instead considering the
dispatch of another contingent of troops to the Congo
in order to assist the United Nations and give support .
to the Central Government of the Coago in defence .
of its national integrity.
1 ~5. As far as Indonesia is concerned, we have given.
undeniable proof that Indonesia, consisting of 3,000 is.
' - - ' ' ' ' \ \ .
jj OfficiaJ!~ecords of the Security CoU;!!.cll, Si'xteenth y.:{~SitpPlemenf"{Q~;October,

November and December i961, document 8/5002.
,\ 11
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lands, small and big, with different ethnological groupings, is still one national entity, despite all possible
activities and subversIon by the Netherlands with
the purpose of disintegrating Indonesia into several
States. No one can assume that this national unity
could be preserved through the use of force. Without
the conviction, without the devotion, without the instinct of the Indonesians that they belong to the same
nation, no unity could be maintained even by the use
of force.
176. There is a second reason why we reject the
Netherlands proposal. We reject the dispatch of a
commission to part of the territory belonging to a
sovereign Power, when that part has been reoccupied
by force by a colonial Power, because it implies the
legalization of that colonial re-occupation. Apart from
that, in view of the Netherlands-Indonesian conflict,
nothing could be achieved by such a commission, in
the context of serving the cause of peace, and especially of serving the interests and the welfare of
the people of West Irian itself.
177. In the first place, as has been mentioned by
the Netherlands itself, the whole Territory of West
Irian, after centuries of colonial occupation, is still
terra incognita even for the Netherlands itself. And,
in the second place, the Territory, now under colonial
re-occupation, is bereft of all the sincere and honest
national leaders who fought together with their other
compatriots throughout Indonesia. These people have
been expelled from the Territory or have been put
in jail.
178. For these reasons the commission would be
just an instrument to legalir;e the separation of the
Territory from the Republic of Indonesia. The dispatch
of thus proposed commission has, therefore, a deep
ar-d substantial meaning and will, indeed, have farreaching a~~ grave consequences. It cannot be disguised as a technical and innocent decision in the
whole complex problem of the Netherlands-Indonesian
dispute and conflict. It is for these reasons that we
firmly reject the dispatch of a c'ommission to West
Irian now ~ so long as it is being re-occupied by the
Netherlands, so long as the whole Indonesian national
life has not been restored there in freedom, including
the return. of the many thousands of displaced persons. One of the most important reasons why we
reject the Netherlands draft resolution is the fact
that the Netherlands is trying to impose upon sovereign Indonesia a unilateral solution of the West
Irian problem, a unilateral solution of the Netherlands..
Indonesian conflict, even if it is through the medium
of the United Nations. That is, I think, against the
dignity and respectability of any sovereign nation.
This, I think, is one of the most important aspects
of the Netherlands draft resolution, which, dealing
as it does, with the conflict between two sovereign
States, both Members of the United Nations, has
to be considered by the General Assembly ve1')'
seriously.
179. No solution by imposition can ever be achieved,
at least not peacefully. If such a solution is ~pp1ied
to the Netherlands-Indonesian dispute, the 'uneasy
status quo between the two opposing forces j,n the
region of West Irian may even be jeopardized and
action, with all its far-reaching consequences, may
be provoked.
180. Now I hope that the Netherlands delegation, the
Netherlands Government, the Netherlands people themselves_-in their own interest-will not ignore this
i

I
;
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dispute between Indonesia and'the Netherlands. It is
a big dispute with far-reaching consequences. We
have broken off all our diplomatic relations with the
Netherlands, and there is no trace of Netherlands
representation in Indonesia; neither is there any trace
of Indonesian representation in the Netherlands. That
is the essence of the dispute; that is the depth of the
dispute which I hope this Assembly will understand.
And, apart from that, as I stated before, the Netherlands has tripled its defence forces in the New Guinea
Territory-in the West Irian Territory-and we are
compeHed at least to have equal forces.
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181. To be frank, evary day there is an uneasy
status quo; there is an uneasy peace. There are
small islands which are occupied by the Netherlands
by day but left by the Netherlands and re-occupied
by us during the night. In this context any false step
on either side will have far-reaching consequences.
182. We, for our part, will do our utmost to keep
the peace there until we have solved our dispute with
the Netherlands. On the other hand, we want this
Assembly to understand that it should not impose a
solution upon bota countries which is not acceptable
to e:.ther or both. Any solution which is adopted by
this Assembly must be accepted by both parties. It
is for this reason that we recommend strongly-we
did this from the very beginning-that Indonesia and
the Netherlands should enter into negotiations.
183. It is true that before-a priori, because of the
Netherlands-negotiation was of no avail because, at
that time, the Netherla.nds was not yet in a position
to relinquish its power and its claimed sovereignty
over West Irian. But now its public opinion and political life can afford to relinquish its claimed sovereignty and administraticn over West Irian, I think.
There is ample scope to reach an agreement between
Indoqesia and the Netherlands and, as I can assure
the Assembly, it will certainly not be based upon
Indonesian conditions, it will not prejudice Indonesian
rights and claims, and it will not prejudice the Netherlands rights and claims either. We will enter with
full assurance, with the spirit of co-operation, upon
the solution of this problem, and I think the time is
now ripe to discuss this problem to our mutual benefit. If, after the initial negotiations, a solution cannot
be found, we can always continue the negotiations
until we have found a solution.
184. Mr. PLIMSOLL (Australia): When I spoke in
the general debate on the items under discussion
[1055th meeting] I was able to indicate the position
of Australia on the draft resolutions that have been
submitted by the delegations of the Soviet Union [A!
L.355], Nigeria and Liberia [A/L.357 and Add.!] and
thj.~ NethE.'rlands [A!L.354]. I should like now to indica:\te our position on the other draft resolutions that
have been put forward by some African-Asian states
(A/L.366 and Add.1-3], Mexico [A/L.369], India [AI
L.367 /R.ev.1] and 'some French-speaking Africa.n
States [A/L.368].
185. First, regarding the draft resolution that is
being submitted by Afghanistan and a. group of other
African-Asian states [A/L.366 and Add.1-3], t~e
countries that are responsible for the submission
of this proposal have grne to a great deal of trouble;
they have consulted a large number of delegations'
from various groups, and as a result, we have before ~
us a draft resolution which, I believe, commands a ,_
great deal. of support throughout this Assembly. The
Australian delegation will vote for it. In doing so,
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I should like to make some remarks regarding our
attitude on certain points, because it is inevitable
that a draft resolution which is drawn up in such a
way, and is designed to represent a consensus of
opinion, should not always, perhaps, be worded in
all respects in the way that each delegation would
word it if it was presenting the draft resolution itself.
186. My first point is this: the draft resolution is,
of course, subject to the provisions of the Charter.
This General Assembly, like any other organ of the
United Nati<;>ns, is bound by the Charter, and the provisions of the Charter override anything that an individual organ might declare. Subject to that, the draft
resolution spells out some of the objec~ives of the
Charter, proposes machinery to give greater effect
to and speed up the processes that are contemplated
in the Charter. With that in mind, Australia can support it.
187. Now, a~ to the eighth preambular paragraph
which emphasizes "that inadequacy of political, economic, social or educational preparedness should
never serve as a pretext for del~ying independence n •
I commented on this in my statement in the Assembly
at tha fifteenth session [933rd meeting). The word
"pretext" is, in the mind of the Australian delegation,
the governing word here. It means that these conditions-this inadequacy of preparation-is not to be put
forward as an excuse, a false reason, for delaying
independence of Non"';Self-Governing and Trust Territories. But it does not mean, of course, that states
should be immediately created when the conditions
for their stable and progressive existence are not
there. The Charter itself, in Articles 73 and 76 b
recognizes that administering Powers have an obligation to bring forward peoples in the administered
Territories; and the administering Powers, under the
Charter, have an obligation to the people of their
Territories no less than to the other Members of
this Assembly. I ha've' noted the interpretations of
other aspects of this' draft resolution that have been
presented by some of the sponsors: their recognition
that states are conforming not only to their obligations
under the Charter, but also to what is require6. by
this draft resolution, when they take immediate steps
to bring forward towards independence Territories
which are admi':'istered. That does not mean immediate independence. It. means immediate steps in the
direction of independence.
188. The Australian Government, in the Territories
which it administers is, I believe, giving effect not
only to its obligations under the .Charter, .but to the
wishes of this Assembly, by the steps which we are
taking in our Territories and which have been described in the, plenary meetings of the Assembly and
in the Trusteeship Council, the Fourth Committee
and the Committee on Information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories.
189. The second point that I should like to make
regarding this draft resolution is that the language
is imprecise or too wide in some respects. As I have
said, that is a natural product of a text that is drafted
to take account of a wide range of opinions in the
United Nations. But in voting for the draft resolution,
the Australian delegation will take account of the
explanations and interpretations that have been given
to this Assemo'ly by some of the sponsors of the draft
resolution. We also assume-as we must assume-that
the special committee will proceed in a responsible
manner. As I have said, the draft resolution is open
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to charges of vagueness in some respects, but we
must assume-and 1 think that we are entitled to assume-that the committee w~!l r~'~Geed in a responsible
way and in accordan~~e with what I am sure is the
wish of the majority ofthe Members of this Assembly.
So long as the committee does proceed in that way,
it will have the support of the Australian Government-the support ~nd cOw.>operation of the Australian
Government. So, as I said, Australia will vote for
this draft resolution.
190. We also have before us a draft resolution presented by the delegation of Mexico [A/L.369) which
covers a great deal of the ground that is covered in
the African-Asian draft resolution and which, in certain respects, has a slightly different approach 1 but
is designed to achieve much the 13arne objec~~yes/' The
Mexican delegation has for a 100:g while pIared an
important and creative role in the Fourth Committee
of the General Assembly, and the Mexican people
and their Government have for a long while-going
back before the creation ofthe United Nations-rlemonstrated a genuine interest, a constructive interest,
ill the ending of colonial systems. But I feel that thii3
draft resolution inevitably has some difficulties, if'
we are asked to vote fOT it now. The representative
of India, in his statement earlier this afternoon,
analysed some of the difficulties. There is a great
deal of what Mr. Jha said with which the Australian
Government is in agreement. Some of these difficulties, I think, stem from the fact that the draft resolution was submitted quite 18;te. It was distz:ibuted on
24 November, when the last ispeaker in the general
debate· was speaking, and th(!,refore it has not been
possible for us all to subjec',t it to the same analysis
and to the same consultation with our Governments
as the earlier draft resolution, presented by the African-Asian group [A/L.366 and Add.l-g]. I hope that
perhaps the Mexican delegation, h~ving shown in this
way its interest .and the general trend of its ideas on
this question, may not press its draft to a vote-may,
perhaps, having put it before us as something to be
consider-ad, leave it as a set of ideas which all our
Governments should. take into account. Australia
prefers, at this stage at any rate, the formulation
put forward in the African-Asian draft resolution.
191. So much t.hen for the draft resolutions concerned
with the general implementation of the Declaration
on the granting of independenc~ to colonial countries
and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV»). I come now to the
draft resolutions specifically directed to Netherlands
New Guinea.
192. 1 have already stated in my earlier speech in
this debate that Australia supports the Netherlands
draft resolution [A/L.354] and it is not necessary for
me to cover again the grounds that led the Australian
Government to take that attitude. We have had before
us, since I then spoke, a draft originally submitted by
India [A/L.367 IRev .1) and one submittedby Cameroun
and some o~her African States [A/L.368].
193. The Indian draft asks for talks between Indonesia
and the Netherlands. Now, as far as Australia is concerned, we have never opposed bilateral negotiations
between these Governments and we do not oppose them
now. What we oppose is any suggestionthat the parties
should be pressed. to negotiate on a basis which excludes self-determination and which is, therefore,
inconsistent with Charter principles. If it remains
the position of, the Indonesian Government that negotiatiC!ns cannot be on the basis of self-determination,
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we do not see, as a practical fact, how bilateral talks
could be· fruitful. It is not a question of being opposed
to bilateral talks in principle, ,it is a question of
whether they are likely to be fruitful in fact, since
the Netherlands Government is committed to the
application to its Territory of the principle of selfdetermination. As we interpret it, the Netherlands
proposals do not envisage a unilateral solution: they
I?-nvisage international consideration foHowing the
failure of the past efforts to settle the matter bilaterally. In that light· the Australian Government
cannot support the Indian draft resolution and would
have to oppose it.
194. But the draft resolution [A/L.368] that has been
put forward by Cameroun and other French-speaking
African States does seem to the Australian Government to be a genuine compromise and to offer an
opportunity to countries to indicate the nature of their
support for the possibility of bilateral talks. The draft
resolution tabled py Cameroun and other States does,
in its first operative paragraph, urge the two Governments of Indonesia and the Netherlands "to resume
negotiations without delay with a view to reaching
agreement on the future of the Territory of West
New GUinea, without prejudice to respect for the will
and self-determination of the peoples". That being
so, the Australian Government would be prepared to
support this approach by the French-speaking African
States.
195. The French-speaking African States, in their
draft resolution, are making another step towards
recognizing some of the objections that have been
put forward -in this debate to the draft resolution of
the Netherlands. The French-speaking African States
in several parts of their draft resolution, but par'·
ticularly in the- second paragraph of the preamble,
recognize the existence of a dispute.....they recognize
that "the Territory of West New GuiF.ea is the subject
of a dispute between Indonesia and the Netherlands".
196. Now to clarify what has caused some misunderstanding earlier in this debate, I would say this:
that Australia does not want Indonesia to be ignored
in any solution of this question. If the people of West
New Guinea, by a genuine act of self-determination,
choose to join Indonesia, Australia will not oppose
this. Again, if the people of West New Guinea choose
some other form of government, Australia: would want
the Territory to be in full friendship and co-operation
with Indonesia. I think it is clear that the future of
West New Guinea cannot be found in any solution which
puts that Terr~"7ory into antagonism with any of its
neighbours.
197. But the essence of our approach is that the
6olution should be one which the people of the Terlritory themselves want. Australia feels that the long/term stability of New Guinea, and of the area, depends
"on the eventual solution being one which is acceptable
to, and chosen by, the people of West New Guinea.
In the eastern half of the island, which is under the
administration of Australia, we are committedto selfdetermination and we believe that the most stable,
as well as the most just, solution, is one which recognizes that in the other half of the island the people
also need a genuine opportunity to express their own
wish for the future. As I have said, if they chose to
join Indonesia of their own free Will, Australia wouJ.d
raise no objections; if they chose another solutioh,
then we regard it as essential that the people of the
Territory should be In full friendship and co-operation
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and peace with all their neighbours, including, of
course, the people of Indonesia.
198. That being so, Australia will vote for the draft
resolution [A/L.368] which has been put forward by
Cameroun and several other States of Africa. We oelieve that it is bas~d on the principles of the Charter,
on the principle of self-determination which we think
should be applied to the whole of this island.
199. Mr. LORIDAN (Belgium) (translated from
French); The Belgian delegation will vote in favour
of the thirty-eight-Power draft resolution on the
implementation of the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples [AI
L.366]. While it does not of course endorse all the
terms of that draft and still less the spirit in which
some delegations interpret it, the Belgian delegation
is in agreement with the principles on which the draft
is based. Hence, despite the objections which it might
have made, it will, as I have just said, vote in favour
of this draft resolution.
200. I shall not take the time to refute here once
again the calumnious and time-worn accusations which
have been levelled at my country during this debate
and which some delegations seem to have made their
speciality. The groundlessness of tl).ese attacks is
demonstrated by the facts. Belgium did not wait for
the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)]
in order to grant independence to the Congo when the
Congolese peoples expressed the wish to be independent. The Congo became independent on 30 June
1960, and on 7 July the Security Council approved its
request for admission to the United Nations. §J
201. With regard to the Trust Territory of Ruanda~
Urundi, Belgium is, ir conformity with the principles
of the United Nations Charter and of the Trusteeship
Agre{:lment, continuing the process of emancipatingthe
people, and that process has now entered its final
phase.
202. All observ,ers acting in good faith know that
Belgium, as Administering Authority, has co-operated
with the United Nations, and in particular with the
United Nation/:) Commission for Ruanda-Urundi which
visited the Territory.
203. The Belgian Government has never lost sight
of the fact that the final goal was the realization of
the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned.
I am empowered solemnly to reaffirm here that it
is the desire of the Belgian Government, in conformity
with the proce~ures laid down in the Charter and the
Trusteeship Agreements, that Ruanda-Urundi should
become independent in the course of the year 1962 at
the latest. Proposals to this effect which win take
account of the wishes of the peoples of the Territories
will be made when the General Assembly proceeds
shortly to take up the question of Ruanda-Urundi.
204. The statement which I have just made will,
I am 'sure, remove any confusion or doubt that might
remain on the subject of Belgium f S intentions concerning the speedy granting of independence to the
Territories for which it is still responsible.
205. Mr. ROS (Argentina) (translated from Spanish):
The purpose of my statement is to give a brief explanation of the considerations by which the Argentine
.2Ilbid•• Fifteenth Year. Supplement for July. August and September
1960. document 8/4377.
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delegation will be guided in voting on the draft resolutions submitted on the two items before the Assembly.
206. On item SS-the situation with regard to the
implementation of the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peopleswe shall vote,first,of all, in favour of the draft resolution submitted by thirty-eight Mrican and Asian
countries [A/L.366 and Add.I-3j.
207. The Argentine delegation supported resolution
1514 (XV), whose fundamental importance it has ceaselessly, at every opportunity, emphasized in the various
organs of the United Nations and Committees of this
Assembly. Consistently with that position, and in the
belief that the draft resolution in question, which is
the outcome of long and patient deliberations and is
sure of adoption, represents a great step forward in
the gradual and orderly elimination of existing colonial
structures, my delegatiOn will give that draft resolution its staunch support.
20S. With reference to the draft resolution [A/L.369]
submitted by the Mexican delegation, we shall unfortunately be obliged to vote against operative paragraph 1, sub-paragraph (Q), and operative paragraphs 2
and 3 if they are put to the vote separately. If the
draft resolution is put to the vote fls. a whole, including
those paragraphs, we shall vote against it.
209. My delegation's reasons for so voting are perfectly clear. The Mexican proposal would make it
possible for disputed territories to be placed \.\nder
United Nations administration, would open the way
for' indiscriminate application of the self-determination principle, and would allow the International Court
of Justice or other bodies to intervene with a view
to the settlement of disputes by peaceful means. No
'.;xception is made, and no allowance for differences
between one situation and another.
2Hl. As my Government understands it, the principle
of self-determinatio~ of peoples laid down in Article 1 (2) of the Charter should be considered in the
light of the circumstances affecting its application;
by this I mean that its .field of application is subject
to certain limitations and must'be carefully determined
with due regard for such other principles as the territorial integrity of the state or the specific situation
of the disputed territories. Consequently, we do not
think that the principle can be applied'indiscriminately to situations where a territory has been forcibly
separated from an independent State and where this
de facto situation has not been legalized by a subsequent international agreement, and especially where
the original population has been dispersed and groups
of settlers belonging to the occupying Power have
established themselves, in the territory.
211. For example, the indiscriminate application of
the self-determination principle to very sparsely
populated territories would mean putting the destiny
of the territories into the hands of a tiny group of
'settlers from the Power which had installed itself
there by force, in violation of the basic rules of international law; it would mean using the pr~nciple of
self-determination to throw a cloak of legality and
United Nations protection over a violation of sovereignty.
212. Chiefly for these reasons, and because of the
practical merits of the African-Asian draft resolution
setting up a Special Committee, and also because
the international administration of so many territories would require very careful advance preparation

on account of the vast expenditure involved, which
the United Nations would have difficulty in meeting
at the present time, my delegation will be obliged,
with great regret, to vote against the Mexican draft
resolution as I have indicated.
213. As to the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV)
in a specific case, the Argentine delegation will abstain, for reasons similar to those already stated,
from voting on the draft resolution [A/L.354] submitted by the Netherlands.
214. We fully appreciate the merits of the proposal,
but my delegation considers that the draft resolution
of the thirteen African countries [A/L.36S] deserves
our support, and we shall accordingly vote in its
favour. If a separate vote on the sixth preambuiar
paragraph is requested, we shall abstain, for the
reasons already given. I should like to expr~ss to
the group of African countries sponsoring the draft
resolution our gratitudef,or their constructive effort
to make progress in a rhitter which haS peen before
the Organization since 1954. Their actimi shows how
much the new nations of Africa calf contribute to
the work of the United Nations. -'~
215. If the drMt resolution submitted by Nigeria
and Liberia [~:/L.357 and Add.l] is put to the vote,
<": '.r delegation' will vote in its favour. This, il! our
estimation is a" sober _proposal and would prOVide
the period of pr~epar:1.tion whi9h the Non-Self-Governing Ter:citoriel~ of Mrica nSed in order to achieve
complete indep~'mdence.
,216. At the same time I would observe that no
COUllt:ries could be better qualifi(~d than those of the
importance of Nigeria and Llberia to give us, independently of all political pressure from outside Mrica,
an appreciation of the process of liberation of the
territories on that continent, a process which we all
wish to see taking place rapidly and in orqerly fashion
with a view to those territories securing ~ prosperous
future free from needless constitutional disputes.
Mr. Quaison-Sackey (Ghana), Vice-P1;;'esident. took
the Chair.
'

217. Mr. GUIRMA (Upper Volta) (tr~nslated from
French): My delegation has carefuIJiy stl!died the
problems which are the subject of the; val'ioi!s documents, submitted to the General Assembly l I shall
not stop to analyse those documents, :as I do hot wish
to tax the Assembly's patience. I propose simply,
and briefly, to say what my delegation thinks about
the draft resolutions of the Netherlands [A/L.354], of
thirteen Mrican countries [A/L.36S] and of the Soviet
Union [A/L.355].
i

'
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218. The draft resolution of the Netherlands, which
deals with the situation as regards the epplication
of the Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples, is, when objectively
considered, very attractive. Indeed, this is the first
time in the history of the United Nations that a colonial
Power has asked our Organization, to visit one of its
territorial possessions for the purpose of conducting
investigations with a view to drawing up a report
on the possibility of a. plebiscite in anticipation of
self-determination. How often have we brought pressure to. bear on other colonial Powers with a View
to securing this possibility of supervisingthe granting
of self~determination to peop1es! We put this request
to France in the, case of Algeria, to Portugal in the
case of Angola and Mozambique, and to South Africa
in the case of South West Mrica,
although from the
I

JI
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legal standpoint the last-named territory is under
United Nations trusteeship. All these Powers refused
point blank-in a manner which was always curt and
sometimes scornful and insulting-invoking the United
Nations Charter in justification of their rejection of
internationpJ collaboration.
219. Today, the Netherlands, '1?y its initiative, has
proved that we were right, and in doing so has blazed
a splendid trail which the last unrepentant colonialists,
Port~gal and South Africa, should immediatelyfollow.
We shall not conceal our approval of this initiative,
and sh~\ll have the courage to express it.
220. We are told, by way of objection, that the province is Indonesian and tha:, it j s a question of giving
a child back to its mcthe:co We shall not enter into
details, and shall leave it to the anthropologists to
determine whether the Papuans, who are Negroes,
belong with the Indonesians to one family, and whether
these countries were a united and indivisible whole
before they were colonized by the Dutch. Nor shall
we attempt to gauge the correctness of the argument
that the various newly created countries should cover
the exact area of the possessions of the former Administering Power; such speculations might lead us
into deep waters. Let us merely say that there are
so many mothers .who are claiming so many children
that it is now necessary to issue certificates of parentage and legitimacy.· In the case with which we
are concerned, such certificates would be represented
by the report of the United Nations Commission and
the plebiscite regarding self-determination, to which
reference is made in the Netherlands draft resolution.

-

221. When the principle of self-determin:r.tion is
involved, it would be contrary to th~ _Qharter not to
take it into account. However, it is evident that the
Governments of the Netherlands and Indonesia wish
to negotiate. They have indeed been negotiating for
the last twelve years, and they can well continue to
negotiate a little longer. The principle of negotiation
is a peaceful one which is in line with the Charter
of the United Nations. But the fact that the negotiations
have lasted for so long s1:'nws that the problem is
a serious one. Moreover, we do not wish to ~lnticipate
the result of the plebiscite, which may favour either
sider. We are impartial and neutral. That is why,
together with twelve other African countries, we .have
drawn up a draft resolution based on two fundamental
principles of the Charter-namely, compliance with
that instrument, and self-determination. This draft
calls on the Governments of Indonesia and the Netherlands to display their good will by negotiating with a
view to reaching an agreement on the future of the
territory of West New Guinea, without prejudice to
respect for the will and self-determine,tion of the
peoples.
222. I come now to the draft resolution submitted
by the Soviet Union [A/L.355].
223. The African countries owe a measure of gratitude to the Soviet Union, wq.ich has always spoken
out here on behalf of the colonial peoples of Africa,
always condemned foreign colonialism in Africa and
has always taken :in;Lportant initiative9 in this field.
Once more, in 1961, it has taken an initiative, in the
form of the draft resolution now before us. My delegation pays tribute to the generosity of the Soviet
Union towards the peoples of Africa, and hopes that
the imperialist Governments will end by understanding, likewise, what is the course to be taken in

order to establish justice and the right of the African
peoples.
224. It notes, however, that several draft resolutions
have been submitted on the same subject. The draft
resolution signed by thirty-eight African and Asian
countries [A/L.366 and Add.I-3] attracts our fl.ttention
because it seems more timid than that of the Soviet
Union. Yet we are well acquainted with our problems;
we know what remedies are needed for our ills, and
we know what wc are suffering from. FI'om these
sufferings we have derived some very useful lessons
which we are carefvlly pondering. We have also learnt
various ways of struggling, from all ov~r the world,
and we have undergone various experiences. We know
that he is strongest in the struggle who can recognize
his failings and assess his qualities at their true
worth. And for that reason it seems clear that all
friends of Africa should go to Africa and ask it what
should be done in order to aid it.
225. We appreciate help from outside. But how regrettable it is that such assistance should dissipate
our efforts or even our attention! And how happy we
should be if it could contribute to the solution of the
terrible problems that beset us, without our being
involved in the morass of situations created by intergovernmental mistrust-situations caused by the cold
war, for which the Africans are not responsible.
226. In these circumstances, it is clear that we
prefer to stand by what we ourselves have written
and proposed, and we hope that our friends will join
us in voting for the draft resolution of the thirteen
African Powers. We shall abstain from voting on the
other draft resolutions, in order not to depart from
what we regard as the main, the essentially useful
points.
227. Mr. ZOLLNER (Dahomey) (translated from
Frenqh): Having carefully considered the various draft
resolutions to be voted upon today, my delegation
reserves its attitude with regard to the draft resolutions of the Soviet Union [A/L.355] , of Nigeria and
, Liberia [A/L.357 and Add.l] and of the thirty-eight
Powers [A/L.366 and Add.1-3]. We shall therefo.re
deal with the draft resolutions of the Netherlands
[A/L.354] , of India and other Powers [A/L.367 IRev .1]
and of the thirteen African countries [A/L.3G8] concerning the dispute between Indonesia and the Netherlands.
228. What is the essence of this dispute?
229. On the one hand, Indonesia claims recognition
of its sovereignty over the region concerned, because
it formed part of the administrative group represented
by today's independent Indonesia-namely, the Netherlands East Indies. On the other hand, the Netherlands
denies that Indonesia can have any sovereignty over'
that territory, which was not covered by the agreements establishing the independence and sovereignty
of the Republic of Indonesia within its present frontiers.
230. Those are the basic facts of the dispute. Let
us now consider the first two draft resolutions.
231.. The draft resolution submitted by the Netherlands [A/L.354] contemplates the possibility of the

'United Nations taking the territory in hand until the
latter can decide with regard to its future status.
This initiative· seems an excellent one at first sight.
To entrust a Non-Self-Governing Territory to the
United Nations is, indeed, to afford it the best chance
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of a sound development and of access to international
life in accordance with its own wishes. Self-determination-freedom of choice for a Non-Self-Governing
Territory-is one of the basic principles laid down
in the United Nations Charter.
232. It would however have been desirable for a
solution' founded .on the self-determination of the
peoples of the disputed territory to be the outcome
of a negotiated agreement between the parties, and
not of a unilateral act. Since Indonesia is one of the
parties to the dispute, we cannot agree to its being
overlooked in a draft resolution determining the fate
of the territory of West New Guinea, as is done in the
draft resolution submitted by the Netherlands.
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233. The second draft resolution, submitted by the
delegations of India and several other Powers, calls
on both parties to resume negotiations. That is a
very good idea. Obviously, the best solution for any
conflict is spontaneous agreement between the two
contending parties, and we must leave nothillg undone
which might help to bring them together. The idea
in itself is full of wisdom, but what is its practical
implication in the text submitted to us? Two fundamental objections leap to the' eye.
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234. First of all, we notice that the text does not
mention the people of West New buineaorthe opinion,
whatever it may be, ()f that people. It calls for negotiations between the two parties in dispute, without
there being, from beginning to end, a single word
about the party principally concerned-without there
being any suggestion that the population, which is
thus arbitrarily and without appeal to be disposed
of, should be consulted. As representatives of former
colonized peoples, we are-and should be-more
imbued with this principle of self-determination for
dependent territories, which is one of the main axes
around which our activities revolve.
235. The second objection to this draft resolution
lies in the fact that a·pure and simple recommendation
for a resumption of negotiations does not solve the
problemas it at present exists. This dispute has been
going on for nearly twelve yea.rs; several attempts
at negotiation have been made and have brought no
results, since there has been no compelling reason
why the parties should reach a speedy agreement.
What proof is there that negotiations would stand a
better chance of success at the present time, even
under the auspice~ of an outstanding representative
of the United Nations, if no new factor supervenes
and if there is nothing to ~nspire the parties to seek
common ground of agr@ement? Negotiations entered
into in such circumstances could easily last for another twelve years. We are thprefore convinced that
a mere resumption of negotiations, as outlined ill
the draft resolution submitted by India, side-steps
the issue and would only lead to its being raised again,
perhaps in a more acute form, in the fairly near
future.
236. There remains the third draft resolution, sub. mitted by thirteen delegations, including that of
Dahomey [A/L.368]. This draft resolution gives first
priority to negotiations, but to these negotiations
certain conditions are attached. The ~'~gotiators must
not lose sight of the need to respect the win and sel£determination of the peoples. Moreover, if the negotiations do not lead to a satisfactory result by 1 March
1962, additional provisions will become effective.
With that possibility before them, the parties are
expected to display good will and expedite their nego-
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tiations. Otherwise, a United Nations Commission
would enter the field and exam.ine the possibility of
entrusting the territory's administration, for an interim period, to some kind of international body to
be determined in due course-the possibility, consequently.., of withdrawing the administration from.the
Netherlands. It is indeed only reasonable that the
population, before it ~s consulted, shouldbe withdrawn
from the influence of the Netherlands.
237. If the administration of West New Guinea were
to be entrusted to the United Nations for a period
to be determined, during which the Indonesians, like
the nationals of any other country, would have free
access to the territory, this would furnish Indonesia
with every assurance as to the genuine character'
of the popular vote which would subsequently be taken.
238. If West New Guinea were eventually to be united
with the .Republic of Indonesia after the population
had been consulted, such a solution would inevitably
and publicly vindicate Indonesia's cause and would
free this country from all the resistance and oppositioq. it is currently encountering. If the people
of West New Guinea rejected such a union and asked
for independence, even after the influence of the
Netherlands had been eliminated thanks to an international assumption of responsibility, it would be
obvious that such a preliminary consultation of the
people had spared Indonesia much trouble which the
annexation ·of an unwilling population would have involved for it. In either case, the Republic,of Indonesia
can only stand to gain. We therefore have difficulty
in under standing any opposition by the Indonesian
Government to this wise solution. We cannot disregard
so important a principle as that of self-determLllation,
even for the sake of pleasing a friendly country. It
should be stressed that there is no question-even on
the pessimistic assumption that no agreement is
reached by 1 March 1962-of taking steps which would
to any degree seal the future ofthe disputed territ.()ry~
It is simply a question of an investigationto be undertaken by an objective Commission, with every aspect
of the problem borne in mind. A decision, if any,
would be taken only at the seventeenth session of
the General Assembly, and by the Assemply. Furthermore, the date of 1 March 1962 simply marks the
beginning of the Commission's work, and in no way
represents a time-limit for the conclusion of negotiations~ If a negotiated solution taking account of the
New Guinean people's interests and desires were to
be arrived at even after that date, we could not but
rejoice at it.
239. W~ hope therefore that this draft resolution
will ultimately secure the snpport of both parties.
.Owing to its conciliatory character, it harmonizes
their wishes to the greatest possible extent. For that
reason my delegation requests that our draft resolution be voted upon first and hopes that the General
Assembly will pronounce upon this request, in accordance with rule 93 of the Assembly's Rules of
Procedure•
Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair.
~..,

240. Mr. QUINTERO (Philippines): The~ Philippine.
delegation wishes to explain the position of its Government with respect to the draft. resolutions now
before us. The Philippines is one of the' sponsors of
the draft resolution contained in dOI(}ument A/L.Sa6
and Add.1-3 and we will, of course, vote for that
draft.
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241. I wish now to explain the position of my delegation with respect to the Netherlands draft resolution
[A/L.354]. Under ordinary circumstances, the ini.tiative of an Administering State in recognizing the
principle of self-determination with respect to NonSelf-Governing Territories and its voluntary surrender of sovereignty over them with a view to placing
them under trusteeship under the authority of the
United Nations, for the operative purposes set forth
in resolution 1514 (XV), could be universally hailed
as a commendable and generous act of such Administering State. It is in this sense that the Philippine
delegation views the Netherlands draft resolution.
242. The foregoing observation pre-supposes, however, that the status of the Non-Self-Governing Territory is not in dispute. In the case of West New
Guinea, the claim of the Netherlands as Administering
Authority is disputed by Indonesia.
243. It should be recalled that when the independence
of Indonesia was recognized by the Netherlands on
27 December 1949, the status of Western New Guinea
was to be decided by negotiation between the two
countries within one year thereafter. Such negotiation
took place and failed. Repeated attempts were made
to bring the case to the United Nations, but the search
for a satisfactory solution there proved equally futile.
244. It is thus evident that the Netherlands draft
resolution, however intrinsically commendable it may
be, could by no means settle the question of Western
New Guinea, certainly not until Indonesia yields its
conflicting claim over it or agrees to its administration by a United Nations commission, as envisaged
in the draft resolution. It is for this reason that the
Philippines cannot see its way clear to either accepting or rejecting that draft resolution.
245. Considering the highly sensitive character of
the question and its potential threat to the peace of
our part of the world, the Philippines and other States
similarly minded feel it imperative that an atmosphere of calm and friendly accommodation between
the parties should by all means be maintained. It is
believedt.hat neither side should be allowed to harden
its positii:>n and shut the door to a mutually satisfactory conilpromise. It is in this spirit that we feel
constraitiied to abstain on the draft resolution and to
urge both parties to continue their search, in the
spirit of calmness and mutual accommodation, for
complete adjustment of their conflicting claims and
for the rightful procedure on how such adjustment
could be achieved.
'
246. rnu.~-'~v"~te on tli~ other draft resolutions which
are befor~ tt\e Assembly will be based on the position
of my {i(j,,~tnment which I have just explained, and
upon our support of the African-Asian draft resolution
[A/L.366 and Add.1-3], of which the Philippines is a
sponsor.
247. Mr. BROOKS (Canada): I wish to indicate the
attitude of the Canadian delegation towards the draft
resolution [A/L.366 and Add.1-3] which is co-sponsored by thirty-eight delegations from Africa and
Asia.
248. Last year the General Assembly concluded a
most important debate by adopting the resolution
[1514 (XV)] containing the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
('That resolution was a landmark in the politicaldevelopment of ,the United Nations. It was in accord with
the spirit of the Universal D~claration of Human

Rights and was based on fundamental principles of
the Charter. llast year's 'Declaration on colonialism
gained added significance from the fact that it was
initiated by States of Africa and Asia, that it was
not opposed by allY Member State and that eighty-nine
Members cast their votes in favour. Canada, may
I say, was most pleased to be one cif them.
249. It is natural and proper that, having adopted
the Declaration on colonialism at its fifteenth session, the General Assembly should this year review
the situation as regards its implementation.
250-. The Canadian attitude is based on several considerations. Foremost is our concern that fundamental
human rights and freedoms, including the national
,right of self-determination and the freedom of the
individual from discrimination on grounds of race,
colour and creed, should be fully respected throughout the world.
251. We recognize, too, the sigmficance of the role
which the new nations of Asia and Africa are playing
in international affairs. Our desire to keep in being
an effective United Nations prompts us to join with
the new States in strengthening this Organization.
Not only does Canada place special emphasis on the
maintenance of Commonwealth ties which link us with
some of the leading African and Asian states and
with other nations in Africa fast approaching independence, but because of the hilingual nature of our
own nation, Canadians are conscious of a cultural
and linguistic affinity with French-speaking nations
in Africa and South-East Asia.
252. Thus Canada has a genuine interest in wishing
to promote the evolution from colonialism to nationhood of all dependent peoples who desire that status
and at a rate of development which is governed only
by' practical considerations of internal stability. This
involves self-determination by the local inhabitants
themselves, assisted by those who have actual experience in the territories and have worked to give
the new nations the assurance of future political and
economic st~::'Uity.
253. Tnat is why, in other forums of this Assembly,
my delegation has stressed the need for the rapid
training of indigenous civil and' technical personnel
in Trust and Non-Self-Governing tferritories. If
dependent Territories are to reach the "take-off
point" for viable nationhood, they must have a solid
base of trained administrators. This need has beell
rightly emphasized, particularly by the delegations
of Nigeria, India and Burma.
254. In this task we can all help. As an example, in
my own country, Canada, over 1,000 students from
Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories are receiVing their higher education or pursuing studies
under technical assistance programmes in the current
academic year.
255. It seems to me that the danger lies not so much
in the possibility that the Administaring Authorities
will not compromise eventually with the force of
nationalism; indeed, the vast majority have shown
impre,ssive proof to the contrary. Rather the danger
is, that in the case of Territories administered under·
a different philosophy, independence, when it comes,
may find the· inhabitants almost totally unprepared to
handle f '~le responsibilities which they are certain to
deman(,! and get.
256. That is why we in Canada endorse wholeheartedly the British policy of creating an adminis-
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trative base by training a core of public officials
who will owe their allegiance not to a tribe or party,
but to all the people of their country when independence comes. The wisdom of this policy has been
amply demonstrated.
257. Likewise, if -independence is to be of lasting
value, if factionalism and civil strife are not to follow, it must be achieved in a harmonious and orderly
manner. Britain and France have met this test on a
scale and at a speed without precedent in the world's
history.
258. The roll-call of emerging nations includes States
from all parts of the world, but it is to developments
on the AfrIcan continent that our attention at this
time is irresistibly drawn. There the tempo of transition has exceeded all expectation; the tide of freedom
flows strong. Twenty-two Mrican States have attained
independence since 1946.
259. In recent months we have welcomed Sierra.
Leone and Mauritania as Members of the United
Nations. In December we look forward to the admission of Tanganyika, a multi-racial society whose
smooth transition to independence can well serve as
a model for others to follow. And this is not the end.
Uganda is on the horizon. Kenya: Ruanda-Urundi and
other Mrican Territories will not, we hope, be far
behind.
260. I should like to add one word about the union of
the southern section of the former British Cameroons
with the Cameroun Republic on 1 October 1961. Because of its bilingual French and English character,
Canada feels a special affinity for the Republic of
Cameroun. I wish also to pay a special tribute here
to the manner in which this union was carried out.
in a spirit of co-operation and good will refleQting
the highest credit on all concerned.
26.1. It is clear that progress has been made in im';"
plementing the Declaration on COlonialism, both ia
Africa and in other regions of the world. My delegation recognizes that this Assembly may now wish to
take the further step of· setting up machinery, as
proposed in the thirty-eight-Power draft resolution,
to examine the application of the colonial Declaration
and to make suggestions and recommendations on the
implementation of the Declaration. This seems to us
to be logical and sensible, and Canada will vote in
favour of this draft resolution.
262. I wish nOw to explain the framework within
which the Canadian delegation interprets this draft
resolution.
263. While appreciating that the text before us is
itgl;)lf a compromise, arrived at only after long and
pa1:ient discussion, we think that some of the pre81llbular paragraphs could have been more happily
worded. In our view, the majority of. Administering
Powers, which honour their obligations under the
Charter, have been making rapid progress in the
manner called for by the colonial Declaration.
264. It is the considered opinion of the Canadian
Government that the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples should
be applied throughout the world. The Assembly should
look at colonialism in its broadest context and bend
its efforts to implementing the Declaration in areas
in which progress towards independence and freedom
is being deliberately impeded or denied.
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265. We should be especially wary in considering
any single formula or general principles to be applied
to all the remaining colonial territories. Eaoh- {)f
them has its own problems and its own conditions
to be met. In some territories stepbhave already
been taken which will ensure the orderly attainment
of independence in the near future.!n others, delicate
negotiations are in train to resolve complex situations. As for some of the very small territories,
it may be seriously questioned whether outright
independence would serve the best interests of their
inhabitants. Varying circumstances require that different methods be applied to achieve practical solutions, and in all cases the wishes and the interests
of the inhabitants should be regarded as paramount.
It seems to us that these realities are recognized
in the Nigerian draft resolution [A/L.357 and Add.l]
on a programme of independence for Mrica.
.
266. We trust that the special committee proposed
in draft resolution A/L.366 and Add.1-3 will bear
these general considerations in mind in adopting its
procedures and in carrying out the tasks entrusted
to it.
267. The Administering Powers cannot share or
shift their responsibility. The function of the special
committee is not to interfere with the Administering
Authorities. It is rather to scrutinize the progress
made and to make suggestions and recommendations,
essentially with a view to the practical steps which
should be taken to further the implementation of the
colonial Declaration.
268. We interpret operative paragraph (5 as meaning
that, should the special committee wish to meet outside New York, it will only do so in consultation and
in agJ:'eement with the appropriate authorities.
269. The special committee, working in close cooperation with the Trusteeship Council and the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Govel.~ngTerritories, will undoubtedly facilitate the movement to
full self-government or independence. But, as the
representative of Japan has reminded us, independence
is not a wind-fall; it is a har~est, and a good harvest
calls for continued hard worl~ on the part of all who
wish for it-the inhabitants 'of the Territory, the
Administering Authorities and the United Nations.
270. 'This three-way partnership is the§.ine qua non
for successful decolonization. It is of the utmost
importance that it should never be 108,( sight of in
the work of the proposed special llommittee. This·
co-operative atmosphere so well exemplified by
New' Zealand's administration of Western Samoa,
must continue in the special committee.
t

271. The peaceful and orderlytl'ansitionfrom colonial
status to self-goverti.-ment or independence can only
be achieved with the collaboration of the Administering Authorities. Their active and friendly co-operation
must be ·secured. We are confident that this consideration will be borne in mind not only in nominating the
members of the special committee, whose composition
should reflect the need for equitable geographical
representation, but also in the active work of the
committee itself•
272. Mr. GARIN (Portugal): I should like briefly to
explain the p08ition of my delegation on draft resollutions A/L.355, A/L.357 and Add.1, A/L.366 and'
Add.1-3 and the/ amendments to it [A/L.370), and
A/L.369.
.
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273. When General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)
was adopted, my delegation abstained in the 'Voting
for reasons which we· explained at, the time. We said
then that we wholeheartedly shared the feelings of
those who sought to put an end to all true manifestations of colonialism, these being understood as political subjugation, economic exploitation or domination
of peoples for ideological purposes. At the same time,
we emphasized that the resolution did not take into
account the extreme complexity 01 the various problems involved and the repercussions to which· they
could lead. We said:
n ••• The texts which the Assembly has just approved do not, in our view, take into account the
compleXity of the various problems which they
raise and the repercussions to which they may lead.
Many inplications and practical realities' have not
been taken into consideration :;\nd proper perspective
is lacking; and certain political, economic and Cultural aspects may be involved without due attention
haVing been paid to them.
n Also, we have heard from this rostrum leaders
from four or five countries who have referred to
the new type of colonialism which is certainly the
worst and the most repugnant political and economic
system that the WQdd has ever been confronted
with and which ha's brought about the tyrannical
subjugation and oppression of many coUntries. My
delegation would have thought that this type of colonialism would have found its proper place In the
draft resolution and we believe that an effort in
that direction could have been made for the benefit
of mankind. The Assembly, however, felt differently
and the text just adopted has therefore lost the
wider meaning and impact which it could have had
otherWise. n.£/
274. The draft resolutions on this item that ha'P.'e

been submitted at this session are a sequel to resolution 1514 (XV). All of them not only suffer from
the defective approach of the eai-lier resolution, but
actually insist that further action should be based on
that defective approach.
..
275. No attempt has been made to define what constitutes the essence of colonialism, nor to differentiate between colonialism and colonization. Much has
been made of the factors of racial and cultural differences and geographical situation, when, the factors
rather to be taken into account are those deriving
from the nature of juridical, political and economic
relations. For, if these relations are in keeping with
fundamental human rights, it is obvious that all other
considerations become irrelevant.
276. Unfortunately, as it is, the whole matter has
been dealt with in a climate of intense emotionalism'lo
hardly conducive to practical and constructive statesmanship, with the result that these draft resolu~ions
not 'only side-track the real issue but manifest the
clear intention of protecting what is actually the worst
form of colonialism, which has been spreaqing in our
day and already holds several million peopl~.iLl thraldome In fact, the assumptions on which these draft
resolutioliS are based are precisely those propagated
by thf "Power which seeks to divert attention from its
own tirrannical colonialism by cynically inciting emotiomil attitudes leading to one-sided, unrealistic and
short-sighted conclusions. While one has heard now
/--;
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and then references to all ;forms of colonialism, the
particular form that is now most ram»ant has been
conspicuously excluded from the scope of these draft
resolutions and has thus been implicitly recognized
as acceptable. In the view of my delegation, this is
tqo serious a matter to be overlooked.
277. There is another form of colonialism which
finds no place in these draft recommendations-the
colonialism existing in certain areas where the practice of the caste system denies elementary human
rights to 'la-rge sections of populations, where racial
and religious minorities are being suppre3sed in a
spirit of aggressive communalism, where legitimate
Security Council resolutions requiring that a plebiscite should be held are flouted by the very party that
requested them, where the people concerned are held
down by force, and where even a judgement of the
International Court of Justice is defied and foreign
territories are unilaterally declared annexed.
278. There is Ukewise no provision in these draft

resolutions to counter the menace of neo-colonialism,
which manifests itself mainly as an attempt to hamstring markets, raw materials and currencies, and
thus hold under-developed countries in a state of
economic dependence. This neo-colonialism becomes
an.insidious attempt to establish new zones of influence
by the devious method of economic infiltration~ which
may endanger the true independence and personality
chiefly of the African continent and its healthy economic growth. This is a matter in which, naturally,
.
my country feels deeply concerned.
279. From what we have heard from certain delegations, it would appear that the draft resolutions
include a calculated manreuvre which passes over
the beam in one's own eye and tries to look for motes, '
real or imaginary, in the eyes of certain selected
part!es. It is very significant that two of these draft
resolutions have been moved by countries which are
themselves well known for their imperialistic practices. Thus, ,these draft resolutions are, in certain
aspects, liable· to be regarded as attempts to confuse
issues and, in .one case at least, as acknowledged by
some delegations, to seek the dismemberment of a
State under the false cloak of anti-colonialism and
in contravention of the fundamental principles of the
Charter.
'
280. References have been made to my country in
the course of this debate. While strongly protesting
against the unwarranted and slanderous accusations
made, I wish to make it qlear that we entirely dissociate ourselves from these draft resolutions because
we emphatically reject the allegations aiming to involve us in their scope, however much certain emotional speakers may have tried to misconstrtie the
historical and the actual realities of Portuguese life
and the nature of the juridical, political, social and
economic relations existing among the various parts
of the Portuguese nation. The concept of colonialism
prevailing in the world today has been derived from
the system practised l;;ince the nineteenth 'century
by the industrial Powers. Overseas Portugal, on the
other hand, was formed in the sixteenth century and
obeyed a, very different ideal, which has never since
been abandoned. It is the lofty ideal of economic,
social, political and spiritual integration of all peoples, with~)Ut any racial or other sort.of discrimination,
into a single political entity by a gli'lldual sociological
evolution which, even today, has los,tnone of its human
value and'its dynamic force. The· 20rtuguese nation
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has existed historically and juridically on this basis.
Our extra-European provinces were not integrated
last year, nor have we ever had to change the constitutional structure' of our nation, certainly not in
substance. As integ!'al parts of the nation, all our
extra-European p:r.ovin, ~s have always shared in the
independence of the natlvn•
281. In conclusion, these draft resolutions, while
seeking to put an end to true colonial situations, fall
· short of this aim because they are based on a deficient
study of the essence of the problem; they exclude
from their scope the most cruel form of colonialism,

take no notice of neo-colonialism, particularly of the
economic type and, finally, proceed, at least partly,
on the basis of false and untenable assum,9tions which,
in the opinion of my delegation, do not deserve serious
consideration. For all those reasons my delegation
will not participate in the voting on tbe draft resoltr.tions contained in documents A/L.35b, A/L.357 and
Add.1, A/L.366 and Add.1-3 and the amendments to
it [A/L.3701, and A!L.369, which have been placed
before this Assembly.
.
The meeting ~se at 7.1(; p.m.
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the' occasion of the plebiscites held in sucli countries
as Ghana and Cameroon. So far the conditions in
which the new States have attained an independent
existence have been determined exclusively by a
struggle between the nationalist fervour of the indigenous population and the resistance of the former
colonial au~hority.
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5. The spirit of resolutiOn 1514 (XV), in the opinion
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of my del~~tion, demands not merely that States
should emet~ into independent existence, but that
they should do so under circumstances in which their
economic life, and· indeed their very independence,
are not mortgaged to any Power. We therefore
believe it to be this Assembly's' duty to ensure that
decolonization is carried out in circumstances which
represent -no threat to international peace and security and which do not make sovereignty and independence a hollow sham for the territories .and peoples
that win their freedoll) ... -.
'

8'18

President: Mr. Mongi SLIM (Tunisia).
AGENDA ITEMS 88 AND 22
The situGtion with regard to the5mplementation of the Declara'!on on the granting of independence to -co1.~nial countrie~ and peoples (concluded)
Assistance fo Africa:

6. It is already clear that the circumstances and
procedure under which the colonial peoples receive
their freedom are the r-esponsibility of t,'lte United
Nations. This, in our judgement, is the underlying;
meaning of the Gen!3ral Assembly's historic resolu-'
tion 1514 (XV), namely, the Declaration on the grant. ing of independence to colonial countries and pe()ples"
7. The General Assembly decreed the end of colonialism in an action that was both deliberate and ..
solemn, but in doing so it drew attention, in one of
the preambular paragraphs of" the resolution in question, to the important role of the 'United Nations in
assisting the movement for independence in Trust
and Non-Self-Governing Territo'ries.

(2) A United Nations programme for independence J(~
tinued)

--"

1. Mr. PADILLA NERVO (Mexico) (translated from
Spanish): I wish to explain briefly some of the ideas
underlying the draft resolution submitted by the
-rvrexicandelegiLtion [A/L.369] .

.

2. Last year, in resolution 1514 (XV), the G~neral
Assembly set its goal: the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples. This year we are
seeXing the best ways, means and procedures for
reaching this goal as qUickly as possible. That is to
say, we are seeking a way to mak~ resolution 1514
(XV) -fully effective. ,"Ve wish to take practical and
genuine action, consistent with the realities of the,
situation, towards the proclaimed goal. We shall not
give resolution 1514 (XV) real effect merely by
adopting new resolutions to reaffirm it; we shall not
implement it just /by repeating the word fiat from
time.to time.
-

!",

8. This means that the Assembly has assumed responsibility fOF ensuring that indel?endence is attained
under the conditions most favourable to the indigenous
popUlation and not in chaotic or hairmful ,fasion. These
are the considerations on whicy.1 the Mexican draft
resolution is based.
9. We do not believe thl.l~ independence ,shOUld be
granted as a matter 9f bli~ld~\ 111lechanical routine on a
fixed date and under conditions which are the same
in all cases. Freedom and independence are not secured through 'solemn affirmations, nor is sovereignty
conferred merely by the offi.cial abse~'be of the Admir&ste'Ting.·,Authority. Tile elghty...odd dependent territories present an extraordinary range of possible con:ditions and the' same..pro,cedure cannot>be followed in
aH cases.
.

3. One of this Assem.bly's most serious problems is
to arrive at satisfactory procedure~ and methods
whereby to complete the process' of bringing indepepdence to the colonial peoples. Recent tragic experiences, especially in the Congo, have made it
clear that the manner in which these problems are
solved will have a decisive· influence on the future of
the colqpial peoples and.; indeed, on the mai,ntenance
of interhational peace.
4. Hitherto there has not. in most cases~ 'been any
organized effort by the international community to
prepare for the advent of new countries. The United
Nations' has presided over and assisted the emergenceof new 'States in only a few cases, such as the
former Italian colonies of Libya and Somalia, and ono

10. It is neither the duty nor the desire oJ the United
Nations to stir up revolutions in No~'-SeH-Governing
d
Territories, 011 to create a tenl.-Je atmosphere of pur- ,
poseless hostility ta, the colonial Powers in this
Assembly.
'

<

~

f

11.. A prerequisite of 'aiiy form of ordered and peace"
ful progress Gl\l!wards self-1e~ermination O-r i!1d.~pend•
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,ence is the co-operation of the administering Powers
-and the Administering Authorities of the colonies and
Trust Territories. The .Powers administering such
territories p:ursue a very wide variety of policies and
cannot all be dealt with in the same way.
'12. All men and all peoples have the same right to
freedom whatever their degree of development and
progress, but there are in add~tion marked differences
between territories as regard,s their' suitability for
conversion into sovereign mternational entities in the
form of States.
13. As my delegation sees it, out ultimate and real
objective is self-determination for those peoples
which have not yet exercised this right. While, however, a people's self-determination is normally expressed, translated and reflected in the establishment
of independent States, it is not always practical, or
even possible to establish political entities with a
separate international personaUty-i.e., new States.
It i~ necessary to know in which cases this is, and in
~bich cases it is not, or is not yet, possible and
practical. In the affirmative case, certain obvious
conditions must be met. For example, considerations
of geography, size of population and other factors will
determine whether or not the new entity can be expected to be viable.
14. Think, for example, of Tristan da Cunha, an
island lost in the vast Atlantic, which bad fewer than
300 inhabitants; or again, Clipperton Island.·Several
of the dependent territories are in a similar or identic~l1 case. In such instances, independence, in the
traditional sense of the term, would be meaningless,
but it makes perfect sense to think in terms of
genuine self-government and auton.omy.
15,. Next,·think of other territories with greater population and resources, adjacent to other· States and
territories but separated from them by artificial
boundaries notwithstanding numerous ethnic and cultural ties between the populations on either side of
the line. These may be cases where the problem
should be solved, not necessarily by setting up new
independent entities" but by such means as encouraging the two territories to federate 011 merge if that
is how the peoples wish to exercise their right to
self-determination.
16. Lastly, in some very special cases where aterritory is geographically separated from a State but
linked to it by' close ties, independence may take the
form of union on a basis of complete equality if that
is what the peol,le genuinely want. Thus the Hawaiian
Islands and Alaska attained true independence through
union with the United'States as States of the Union, on
a basis of complete equality, instead of forming inde.pendent international entities.
17. As I have said, there may be many different
situations and a wide variety of cases. 'Each must be
decided in the light of its particular circumstances
and characteristics. We therefore propOf:?e that the
ad hoc committee to be appointed for the purpose
should study all the 'specific cases and suggest to this
Assembly next year what steps or measures might be
. taken, in co-operation with the administering Powers,
to expedite the attainment of freedom or independence
by those territories that still await them.
18. Consistently with these ideas, the draft resolution
we have submitted provides for the necessary contact
with the "administering Power and presupposes a cooperation which, in the last analysis, will benefit not
I

I
J:

only the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
but also the States that administer them.
19. The draft resolution I have introduced is a sincere effort on the part of my Government to assist in
speeding up the liquidation of colonialism. I am convinced that, by the procedure we suggest, this noble
aim could be fully achieved in an erderly and sustaine8 fashion.
'
20. Mr. UYS (South Africa): We have listened carefully to the general debate on the question of colonialism in the hope that on this occasion considerable
attention would be given also to the 200 million people
who have lost their independence through conquest and
who have lived in subjugation siace 1945. Although this
aspect has been raised by several speakers, the vast
majority of delegations concentrated on one type of
colonialism. Is this 'another case of the application of
the double standard? Not one of the draft resolutions
now before the General Assembly makes any mention
of those millions who languish under the new type of
virulent suppression. To crown it all, one of the draft
resolutions has been submitted by the chief architect
of this modern form of oppression.
21. It is also interesting to note that many of those
who made unsubstantiated charges against my country,
often in an unbridled manner and also contrary to the
Rules of Procedure, showed no concern for the many
millions living under thf) yoke of the new imperialist
Power of our day.
22. Parts of the draft resolution contained in document A/L.366 and Add.1-3 are acceptable to my
country. We also appreciate the spirit in which this
draft resolution has been put forward. Unfortunately,
however, there are certain provisions which, in our
opinion, go beyond the obligations provided for in the
Charter, and it would therefore be impossible for my
delegation to vote for that draft resolution. This also
applies to the draft resolutions contained in documents
A/L.357 and Add.1 and A/L.369. We shall of course
vote against the Soviet draft resolution [A/L.355].
23. Mr. BINGHAM (United States of America): I
shoull:i like to state briefly the position of the United
States Government on the several draft resolutions
which we have before us.
24. First, on ~hegeneral draft resolutions, we are
extremely grateful to the many sponsors of the draft
resolution contained in document A/L.366 and Add.1-3
for their patient and painstaking efforts, over many
weeks of arduous discussions, to arrive at a text which
win both be acceptable, we believe, to the overwhelm- .
ing majority of the Members of the United Nations
and, more impe-rtantly, will work.
25. My delegation therefore plans te vote in favour
of the so-called African-Asian draft resolution if it is
put to the vote iti..itspresentform. We are strenuously
opposed to the Soviet amendments [A/L.370] to that
draft resolution: which ha"9"e been circulated. We believe
that they would upset the c~reful balance in draft resolution A/L.366 and· Add.1-3 ~;s it now stands, which
was, achieved by the process of give and take through.
these wee~s of negotiations, and it is important, in our
view, that that balance should not be destroyed. Adoption of these amendments would make the draft resolution unacceptable to my Government.
26. We have been most interested iu the draft resolution . submitted by the Government of Mexico [AI.
L.369]. We feel that it is provocative and contlins
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many interesting ideas, particularly as elaborated by
the representative of Mexico just now. However, we
feel that insufficient time has been available for the
proper study Qf all the implications ofthis draft resolution. Moreover, we feel that it is inconsistent with
draft resolution A/L.366 and Add.1-3, and since it is
quite obvious that tb'at draft resolution will be adopted
by this Assembly by an overwhelming ml:ljority, we
hope that the draft resolution submitted by the Government of Mexico will not thereafter be pressed.

through that means.;l'he draft resolution, however,
goes on to indicate a course of action to be followed
if the negotiations produce no result in a reasonable'
time. It has been suggested, I believe, by the representative of Argentina and others in private co~versa
tions, that operative paragraph 6 of the draft ~8o
lution in document A/L.368 migbt better be omitted.
That paragraph seemS? to cause some particular diffi..
culties, and we would suggest to the sponsors that they
consider the omission of operative paragraph 6.

27. With regard to the draft resolution contained in
document A/L.357 and Add.1, submitted originally by
the delegation of Nigeria, we were most impressedby
the statements made in support of that draft resolution by the Foreign Minister of Nigeria at the time
that he introduced it [1050th meeting]. If that draft
resolution is brought to a vote, we will support.it.

32. My delegation will vote in favour of this draft
resolution sponsored by thirteen African nations, and
also for the motion for pTiority which was alluded to
and made by the representative ofNiger[l065thmeeting, para. 83]. We hope that this draft resolution will
be adopted, thereby making unnecessary any vote on
either the Netherlands proposal or the Indian proposal.

28. We will vote against draft rasoluti,on A/L.355,
submitted by the Soviet Union, not because itwas submitted by the Soviet Union, but because we consider
it tendentious and unr.ealistic.

33. Mr. COMAY (Israel): My delegation has already
indicated its support for tbe African-Asian draft resolution contained in document A/L.366 and Add.1-3 and
also for the Nigerian' draft resolution [A/L.357 and
Add.l]. We shall consider certain other draft resolutions and amendments in the light of their consistency with these two draft resolutions.
34. I shall at this stag\~ confine myself to a few remarks on the draft resolutions which concern Netherlands New Guinea. In principle we are strongly in
favour of the settlement of all disputes betweenStates
by direct negotiations. However, in the present case
I do not believe that any two countries could properly
be asked to decide between them what should be the
future of a third country. The principle of self..determination must be respected, a~d the final say must
rest with the inhabitants of the te\rritory concerned.

29. I now turn to the specific draft resolutions which
r~late to the subject of West New Guinea. Speaking in
the general debate the other day [1061st meeting], I
indicated that for different reasons
, we were somewhat
critical of the draft resolution submitted by the Gove:rnment of the Netherlands [A/L.354] and also t,he
draft resolution submitted by the Government of India
[A/L.367/Rev.l]. We felt that the Netherlands draft
resolution did not suffiqiently take account of the
position of the Government of Indonesia in this matter.
We felt, on the other hand, that the draft resolution
submitted by India would serve no useful purpose and
that it was faUlty in that it omitted reference to the
principle of self-determination. We were not convinced
in this matter by the very able presentation made this
afternoon by the representative of India, Mr. Jha. He
did point out that that draft resolution made reference
to the Charter and to the principles of the Charter in
a general way, and that those principles include selfdetermination. But we think that Mr. Jha made it
clear in his own statement that, in the view of the
Indian delegation-and also presumably in the view
of the other sponsors of the draft resolution-selfdetermination is not to be applied in this particular
case, because the delegations in question-and again
Mr. Jha made this quite clear-accept the argument
of the Governmant of Indonesia that we are dealing
here with one integral State, and that that is the
reason that self-determination cannot be applied.
30. But, as I pointed out the other day, this matter
is just the matter in dispute. To repeat, therefore, it
would seem to us that the adoption of this draft resolution would serve no good purpose and would indeed
be a step in the wrong direction, since it would amount
to the rejection of the proposal 101' self-determination
under United Nations auspices.
31. In draft resolution A/L.368 we believe that the
best of both draft resolutions-that is, of th3 Netherlands draft resolution and of the Indian draft resolution-has been preserved, andwe think that the thirteen
delegations of Africa which submitted it are to be
highlycommended for this initiative. We agree with
the stateMf:.!Dts made in support of this draft resolution
by the representatives of Niger! Upper Volta and
Dahomey. This draft resolution, in our view, holds out
the possibility of a solution through negotiations between Indonesia and the Netherlands, and all of us
WOuld, I am sure, prefer that a solution be reached

.

\,\

\\

35. We shall vote against the ~-9:dian draft resolution
[A/L.367/Rev. 1] , because it3"lresents the problem
simply as an unresolved dispute between the Netherlands and Indonesia, and ignores the people ()f west
New Guinea'altogether.
.
36. My delegation regards the draft resolution contained in document A/L.368, submitted by a group of
African delegations, as a most constructive and statesmenlike attempt to r<woncile the principle of negotiation with the principle of self-determination, and we
shall therefore. give it our full support. We shall also
support the suggestion that this draft resolution be
given priority in the voting.
37. Mr. BOZOVIC (yugoslavia) (translated from
French): As we stated during the general disc'!!ssion
on agenda item 88 [l057thmeeting], the Yugoslav
Government considers that West Irian has been and
still is an integral part 9f Indonesia which, for certain
reasons, is still under Netherlands administration. In
view of this, and considering that 1).0 fair or constructive solution to this problem can be based on any proposal which fails to take Indonesia's lawful rights into
account, the Yugoslav delegation will vote against
the draft resolution submitted by the Netherland&
[A/L.354].
.'.
.
.
:~

38. The draft resolution of the thirteanMricancountries [A/L.36B], despite the praiseworthy efforts of its
sponsors, differs neither in substance nor in purpose
from the Netherlands draft resolution; for the reasons
which I. have given, and /which apply equally to this
proposal, my delegation" will vote against it. If this
proposal is put to the vote by division, my delegation
will vote against the sixth preambula.~ paragraph,
whiCih implies that West Irian isaNon-S~lf-Governing
j
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Territory within tl., '--\lUeaning of Chapter XI of the
Charter; we do not d6nBider this to be the case, despite the fact th~t the Netherlands Government has
submitted reports on this part of Indonesian territory
everY;('Iyear-a practice which, as we all know, has
been !~e subject of reservations and has provoked, on
Indonesia's part, the most deterlQ.ined and consistent
opposition. We shall also vote against operative paragraphs 1 and 5 CIf this draft resolution because under
them a previously prescribed time-limit is set for
the negotiations between the Indonesian and Netherlands Governments and because certain features of
these paragraphs, if endorsed now, might be deenled
to prejudga ths position of one or other party to L'le
dispute.
.~,-~
"39. Lastly, lUy delegation will vote against the remaining paragraphs of this draft re&olution, except
paragraph 2, and against the draft resolution as a
whole, because the establishment ofthe proposed commission would not merely do nothing to settle the
question' but would on the contrary, we fear, create
a situation which-in the words of the third preambular paragraph-would be likely to endanger international peace and security.
40. In our opinionD the draft resolution submitted by
India and several ether countrieg [A/L.367/Rev.l]
points the way to a settlement of this question which
will contribute to the restoration of normal, friendly
relations between Indonesia and the Netherlands and
to t.lte stabilization of peace in that part of the world.
My delegation will therefore vote in favour of this
draft resolution~
41. We shall also vote in favour of the draft resolution submitted by thirty-eight African and Asian
countries [A/L.366 and Add.1-3] • This proposal might
well have been more ,detailed'a;g-regards the terms of
reference for the special committee but, even as it
st~nds, it represents an important step towards the
implementation of the Deolaration on the g~t"anting of
indepenti~noe to colonial countries and peoples [resolution 15t\\~ (XV)].
;1
42. ()n the other hand, unfortuna.tely, my delegation
cannot vote in favour of the draft resolutioJl. submitted
by Nigeria and Liberia [A/L.357 and Add.1] • If the
individual provisions of this draft resolution are put
to the vote separately, we shall vote against operative
paragraphs 1 and 2, which set 1970 as the date for the
attainment of independence by all colonial territories
and·peoples.
43. After voting against the date proposed, which in
our opinion does not reflect the needs and realities of
to;da~y, we shall be boul'}d to vote against the draft resolu,hon as a whole if the paragraphs in q\!estion are
accepted, although the remaining paragraphs of this
proposal meet with our approval.
44. If the, draft resolution.submitted by the Soviet
Union [A/L.355] t which caUs for a series of specific
measures with 'a view to implementing the Declaration
'. on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples, is put to the vote, my delegation will vote
in its favour. E.owever, we would add that it/would be
desirable for the majority on the spe'-',al commission
.proposed in that draft resolution to be composed of
countries recently liberated from colonialism; my
delegation will therefore abstain on operative paragraph 4 if it is put to the vote separately. If the Soviet
draft resolution is withdrawn and the Soviet delegation's amendments [A/L.3,?O] are put to the vote, my
delegation will vote in their favour.

I
r.

45. Although we are in sympathy with some of the
ideas embodied in the Mexican draft resolution [AI
L.369], we, cannot support that proposal. We acknowledge that, in principle, the local authorities should
possess a degree af political and administrative apti. ttidel which will enable them to elude international
prehsure' and to provide adeqnately for the economic
deve,~opment and social progress of the inhabitants of
thei~ territories. The basic question here is how, and
.py whom, the pr~sence or absence of such an aptitude
.~hould be determined. As we all know, the colonial
Powers have always taken, and, still take, the view
tl.1at they alone ere competent to make decisions. I
need hardly say that we disagree with this interpretaU6n of the function of the Administering Power; that
is for the inhabitants of the dependent territories and
their political representatives to decide. We hold that,
as soon as a people demands independence. the question of political aptitude is disposed of; it arises neither with regard to the performance of political !unctions, nor with regard to the solution of administrative
problems-which, for that m, atte I', will continue to confront many independent countries.
46. Moreover, disputes concerning the title to sovereignty over a territory which is part of a colonial
system, or the outcome of a colonial heritage, have
always been regarded, in the light of experience, as
essentially political distutes. Today, therefore, when
conditions have changed, such disputes cannot be
settled purely and simply on the basis ofthe principles
of international law which applied in the days of
colonial conquest, and on the basis of treaties coneluded between the colonial Powers on the one hand
and, on the other, those who represented or purported
to represent the indigenous peoples.
47. These are a few of the reasons why my delegation
cannot support the draft resolution submitted by
Mexico.
48. Mr. ABDEL WAHAB (United Arab Republic): I
should like to define the position of my delegation with
regard to the various draft resolutions before us and
to explain our motives in sponsoring the draft resolution contained in document A/L.a66 and Add.1-3.
4~. The General Assembly, by its resolution 1514
(XV), urged that aU powers should be transferred
immediately to the peoples of the dependent territories and that immediate steps should be taken to
this effect. Yet no substantial steps have-been taken
in the direction urged by the General Assembly in
that resolution. The sponsors of the draft resolution
deemed it necessary, therefore, that a committee
shoulQ be established in order to supervise the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples, and to
assist the States concerned in. Us effective application.
This committee would be given wide terms of reference in order to enable it effectiVely to perform the
task entrusted to it. It is the considered view of my
delegat'1on that this committee should:.:·eceive petitions
and visit the dependent territories so as to be able to
give assistance in the situation prevailing in those
territories. '
50. My, delegation has already expressed its views
on th(3 draft resolution [A/L.354] submitted by the
NethetI:!~~s, and we shall vote .against it.
51. We have no doubt that the sponsors of draft re~o
lution A/L.36B are moved by an earnest desire to find
a solution'to the problem of West Irian, but :it is my
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delegation's submission that the appropriate solution
is the one which is acceptable to the parties to the
dispute and which would result from negotiations between them. The draft resolution proceeds from th.e
assumption that the Netherlands has sovereignty over
the Territory. But it is generally conceded that
Indonesia has always contested, and continues to contest, such a claim by the Netherlands. Indonesia has
rightly asserted that West Irian is an integral part of
its territory, and the validity of the position of Indonesia has been recognized by many delegations, including the delegation of the United Arab Republic.
52'. If we admit that there is a dispute, as stated·jn
the draft resolution, over the sovereignty of W~st
Irian between the Netherlands and Indonesia,tne
parties concerned must be helped to find a solution
through negotiations; a solution must not be imposed
on one of the parties concerned.
.
53. For these reasons, my delegation hopes that the
draft resolution A/L.367/Rev.1 which my delegation
has the honour to sponsor, will be adopted.
'lot support draft resolution
54. My delegation
A/L.368 and will vc,tJAgainst it.
55. Although my delegation is a sponsor of draft reso~'
lution A/L.366 and Add.1-3 nevertheless it will not
hesitate to support any amendment or any other propo;;;al which stands for the immediate abolition of
colonialism.
'
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56. With regard to draft resolution A/L.369, this
covers the same ground as draft resolution A/L.366
and Add.1-.3. Furthermore, we have not had time to
stlldy it carefully. Therefore, we appeal to the Mexican
delegation to reconsider its position.
57. Mr. LAPIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
(translated from Russian): The Soviet delegation
deeply appreciates the fact that the African-Asian
countries supported the initiative of the Soviet Union
in proposing that the General Assembly should-4iscuss
the situation with rega:cd to the implementatioIlJi of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to ~olonial
"~;~untries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)] and that
they have tabled their own draft resolution [A/L.366
and Add.1-3] on this question.
58. There can be no doubt that the draft resolution
signed by thirty-eight countries of Asia and Africa
is based upon the aims and principles of the Declaration approved at the fifteenth session. We are happy
to note, also, that the sponosrs of 1:he draft have endorsed the Soviet proposal for the establishment of a
.special committee . ' to supervise the implementation
of the Declaration. At the same time, the AfricanAsian group's draft resolution"ilas in our opinion its
weak points, as we have already pointed out. Its basic
defect lies in the fact that it stipulates lio time-limit
for the liqUidation of the colonial system.
59. In the speeches of a number of delegations it was
rightly pointed out that, if the Declarat~on adopted at
the fifteenth session of the General AsseltD.bly had contained specific dates for the liquidation pf colgnialism,
as was then suggested by the Sovie,t/delegation, .we
should not now be faced with the need for placing on
record the fact that. during 1961 the Declaration had
been implemented so slowly. That is why the Soviet
delegation proposes amplifying operative paragraph 2
of th~ African-Asian draft, by the use of the words:
"solemnly proclaims 1962 as the year of the elhnination of colonialism".
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60. Thus, the whole of paragr~ph 2" would read a~
follows:
"2. Calls upon states concerned to take action
.iwithopt further delay with a view to ttf~ faithful
application and implementation of the Declaration
and solemnly proclaims 1962 the year of the elimination of colonialism".
61. Such a solution followsdh'ectly from the spirit
and sense of the Declaration and is consistent with its
operative paragraph 5, which reqUires that imtIiediate
steps be taken to transfer all powers to the peoples,
without any conditions or reservations.
62~

This proposal derives from the fact that in our
day ther~ are no peoples unready for independence. A
time-lim)lt is also appropriate because the colonial
PowerlS Il:recontinuing in one way or another to put
forward all kinds of conditions and reservations aimed
at deferring as long as possible the complete liquidation of the vestiges of,:t,lolonialism.
63. We have heard here arguments to the effect that
independence· must be granted in the case where "a.
specific level of education and experience has b&en
attained", where "agreement has been reached \\ith
the administering Powers", Where "there is politic~\l
stability", and so on and so forth.
64, Conditions and reservations of th~:'kind-and
plenty of them have been advanced-:-are(~contrary to
the Declaration and must be resolutely reJ~Q~d. With
the setting of a time-limit for the complete liqlii~ation
of colonialism, as proposed by the SQviet Union, the
implementation of the Declaration wUI be placed on a
firm practical basis.
_?
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65. Attempts have been made here to propose longer
time-limits for the liqUidation of colonialism, and
objections have been raised to time-limits ingeneral.
In this connexion references have been made to varying cond!>\ions-to. the special situation, for examp}e,
of cert~:1n)) sparsely-inhabited islands, e~c. It is imposl;3,i'ole, however, notJo see how far~fetched such
dOUbts are. Differences between the positions of particular Cterritories must not be used as a screen to cloak
the principal demand of our day and age....for the
termination of the colonial system. What is essential
is- that, by the end of 1962 at the latest, Algeria,
Angola, Kenya, Ruanda-Urundi, Northern Rhodesia,
Nyasaland, New Guinea, British, Guiana and other
countries should be given complete freedom and independence. The main requirement is' that, by the next
session of the General. Assembly, we should be able
t,<> welcome the representatives of those countries as
~~mbers, with equal rights, of the family of nations.
It "is inadmissible that this· central problem. should be
replaced by the problem of some thinly~inhabited
island. There will be no difficulty in settling such
partial problems if the main problems are speedily
and successfully decided.
66. Adoption of the pro~'~8al to complete the Jiquidation of colonialism w~pJ.d put an end to all' colonml
wars. It would in factl9:e the most correct way of ensuring that bloodshed i'§\ ended as speedily as possible.
The s'ooner colol1ialis~j is liquidated,the fewer will
be the sacrificbs ansl sufferings endured by mankind
and the broader will be the opportunities for strengthening universal peace.
67. Fears have been expressed that the fixing of a
time-limit might give the colonial Powers a pretext·
to postpone, fQr a year, the'granting(~¥independence

j
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to those countries which could already be given it
now. We would like to. make it clear that our proposal cannot give rise to any such fears. Certainly,
many. countries must and will receive independence'
forthwith-that is to say, before the eDd of 1962.

the Declaration. The words which we would fike to
see added to paragraph 4 of the Afro-Asian resolution
stem directly from the preamble of this resolution
and from the objectiv6s which the draft's sponsors
have set themsj:3lves.

68. Voices have also been heard claiming that the
date proposed by the Soviet delegation does not make
sufficient allowance for the specific peculiarities of
Africa and Asia and is purely formal in character.
Attempts have, moreover, been made to attribute
propagandist aims to the Soviet proposals. In previous
statements we have explained'our standpoint in detail
and have d~molished the basis for such suspicions.
Possibly, however, we should also refer you to authoritative African leaders who certainly cannot be
accused of being inadequately acquainted with Africa
or with their own peoples and their desire for freedom
and independen,ce. It is precisely because they know
Africa that they insist on 1962 being the year for the
complete liquidation of colonialism.

75. We trust that the amendments proposed by us
will· meet with no objections and will be adopted by
delegations.

89. At the Belgrade :Conference of last September,!!
the President of GhaI1,a, Mr. Nkrumah, said:
"The colonialists must be warned that they must
keep their hands off Africa. The constitutional
machinations and, various delays designed to prevent the attainment of freedom, and independence
will be doomed to failure."
Mr. Nkrumah went on:
"I propose that the Conference approve my proposal that by 31 December 1962 all colonialist
Powers should leave Africa rr•
70. President Nkrumah added that if the United Nations failed to do this-to achieve the immediate implementation of .its Declaration on the liquidation of
colonialism-a serious blow would have been dealt to
the cause of peace.
71. That is why we would emphasize, over and over
again, that the speediest liquidation of colonialism
will not only ensure the freedom and rights of millions
of oppressed peoples but will also create conditions
for strengthening peace.
72. Colonialism means war and terror. It is a constant source of' international tension. All attempts to
protract the liqUidation of the vestiges of colonialism
are fraught with the danger of fresh conflicts and
armed clashes and of further sacrifices and calamities. That is why the Soviet delegation considers it
necessary tf) fix a definite date-1962-for the final
implementation of the Declaration.
73. '!4e Soviet delegation feels that an addition should
also b8',inserte,Q in operative paragraph 4 of the AfroAsian dl>aft resolution. In the passage where the Special ,Committee is requested to examine the application of the Thr)claration and make suggestions and
recoriunendatiolle~) we would think it necessary to insert the foll~.wing clarification:
"to 1ilake. suggestions and recommendations on the

hnmediat$ app,1icatl(;'n of the Declfiration and the
completion of jts i~ple'AlJ(=mtation, and to report to
'the GI?l!lel·al Assembly~tits
seventeenth session."
,
,

"l,~.

\Ve, f.~'eI that sueh a direc1:ion would give the mandate oftht-; SPt)cial CommIttee ,(1. more concrete chara.d~r, commensurare
")v~tll. the aims and principles of
.

76. I would like to say a couple of words in connexion
with the belated· statements made by two representatives-those of Portugal and the Republic of South
Africa.
77. As you will recall, in the course of the general
debate the United States delegation tried to impart to
the discussion of certain questions in our Assembly
an anti-communist or cold war flavour. The attempts, however, failed. No one was anxious to engage
in this distasteful and thankless business"even though
the United States so insistently pressed the point. As
a result, the United States itself had to assume the
unpleasant task. And so, a~ter ill-advised statements
which were repudiated and which met with no support
here, a document eventually appeared, full of slander,
spite and the nonsense by which spIte is usually
accompanied.
78. I refer to the s<?called "comments" ontheSoviet
memorandum-a document circulated here by a United
States representative [A/4985].. Objectively speaking,
it should be said that the United States delegation has
today won a grand victory: its document was supported
by the delegations .->f Portugal and the Republic of
South Africa. This is very significant and is possibly
the best evidence of the nature of this document and
of. the kind of efforts that are being directed towards
imparting to our discussion a cold war character.
79. The statements made by the representatives 'of
Portugal and the Republic of South Africa have merely
served to emphasize the community of spirit that
exists between colonizers, and the fact that the United
States intends to go on acting as the colonizers' ideo-'
logical leader.
80. As you are aware, the statement made by the
Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of South
Africa in the General Assembly here was condemned.
The statement made today by the re!)resentative of
this so-called Republic also deserves to be similarly
condemned. The United StateB representatives themselves must surely feel that their memorandum smells
bad. otherwise, they would not be trying to slip it in
at the end of the general discussion.
81. \Ve have already' had occasion to reply to such
attempts by the United States to divert the attention
of the General Assembly from a discussion of the
question of liquidating colonialism. The :representative
of Czechoslovakia also gave the proper'reply here to
these attempts-the Polish delegation likewise, in a
letter addressed to the President of the Assembly
[A/4989]. We too will still have. an opportunity of
giving an appropriate answer to the United States in
connexi'on with their new attempt to spread senseless
and slanderous fabrications. Similar attempts were·
made last year, and they are now being repeated, with
no chance whatsoever of success.
82. i $hould like to say a few words more, regarding
our delegation's attitude to certain draft resolutions.
83. We associate ,ourselves with the ideas expressed
in the draft resolution submitted by India and certain
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other clbuntries [A/L.367/Rev .1] concerning the negotiations between Indonesia and the Netherlands. We
have already mentioned that the Soviet Union fully supports the lawful rigJ:lts of Indonesia to W;~st Irian.
84. We shall vote against the Mexican resolution
[A/L.369] which, as has been rightly pointed outhere,
weakens the Declaration. The sponsors of this draft
obviously lacked sufficient time in which to think out
its wording, and it is no ynere chance that fhis draft
resolution met with such ready support here from the
representatives of the Netherlands and other colonial
Powers, including the representatives of the United
States. For the same reasons we cannot support the
draft resolution of the Brazzaville group [A/L.368].

85. We, should like to emphasize onc"':. again that we
shal~ ,\(,f)a against the Nigerian draft resolution [AI
L.3~·¥ al;Jd Add.1], for the reasons which were given
in detail in earlier statements by the Soviet delegation.

86. We shall support the resolution of the Afro-Asian
group on the general q:uestion, which is being discussed at our present General Assembly session, of
the situation with regard to the implementation of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
'
countries and peoples.
87 • Mr. FLORES AVENDANO (Guatemala) (trans-

lated from Spanish): At the meetingheldon17 November [1057th meeting] and in connexion with the debate
on items 22 and 88 of our agenda, the delegation of
Guatemala indicated the attitude of its Government
with regard to the important problem of cqlonialism
and, in doing so, again emphasized the enthusiasm
with 'Which it voted in favour of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV). However, I wish to recall that
on that occasion the delegation of Guatemala made
the following statement:
"At the San Francisco Conference, Guatemala expressly reserved its rights when the Intern&:tional
Trusteeship System was discussed and also during
the discussion concerning reports from coul}tries
administering Non-Self-Governing Territories. It
has restated these reservations in this Assembly,
in the Trusteeship Council and in various United
Nations committees when it was necessary".
On that occasion the delegation of G'!1atemala also 2.ffirmed that the resolution adopted would not affec~
territories which were the subject of litigation or
dispute.
88. In the light of these remarks and having considered the various draft resolutions which are shortly
to be voted upon, my delegation will proceed as
follows. It will vote in favour of the draft resolution
submitted by thirty-eight African and Asian countries
rA./L.366 and Add.1-3] which in its opinion meets the
legitimate desire of this Assembly to implement resolution 1514 (XV) by calling for such measures as are
appropriate and advisable to accelerate the process of
the liquidation of colonialism. Moreover, this draft
resolution does not contain any of the serious discrep~lncies and impractical features alluded to by the
representatives who commented on the other drafts
that have been submitted. In voting in favour of this
draft resolution, however, my delegation reiterates
~hat this instrument cannot in any' way affect the legitllnate rights of sovereignty that Guatemala has been
maintaining for more than a hundred years regarding
.~he Guatemalan territory of Belize, which has been
occupied by a colonialist Power.
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89. With regard to the draft resolu.tion submitted by
the delegation of Mexico [A/L.369], my delegation
recognizes the validity of its intent but will unfortunately have to vote against it, as it considers that the
operative part deals with matters which are not within the c.ompetence of this Assembly in the light of the
principles underlying the San Francisco Charter.
90. Mr. GEBRE-EGZY (Ethiopia): I have the honour
to come to the rostrum to explain the votes of the
Ethiopian delegation.
Cl. Our views on colonialism and neo-colonialism
were expressed at length OD. 20 November 1961 [1058th
meeting}. My delegation has\th\~ honour of sponsoring
the draft resolution contained in document A/L.366
and Add.1-3. It so happens that this drafthas the support of the gr~atest number of Member States because
it is sponsored by the greatest number of delegations.
In other words, in accordance with the formula of
Jeremy Bentham, thi&Jraft resolution is the right one
to adopt because that would bring the greatest happiness to the greatest number of delegations.
92. In all seriousness, '\I,a feel that after adopting
this draft resolution there should not be any need to
press for a vote on any of the other draft resolutions.
My delegation, along with other friendly delegations,
has worked very hard and very assiduously inpreparing this draft. In so doing we took great pains and
much thought to make it as acceptable as possible
without forgetting the essence of theproblem, nam.ely,
that immediate steps should be taken to liqUidate colonialism in the most practical fashion.
93. Operative paragraph 3 of this draft resolution
suggests the creation of a special committee of seventeen members for the purpose of examining faithfully
the application and implementation of the epoch-make.>
ing Declaration on colon~!llism. If things fall out so
happily that all dependent territories attain independence before the seventeenth session, all well and good.
In fact, it will be reported by the special committee of
seventeen to the General Assembly at its seventeenth
session. However, if the die-hard colonialists attempt
to delay the irresistibJeand~~i'!'r~versi9Ietrend of
liberation by marching against tpe curr~ut of this
historical movement, tip.en the s~le,cial comIhittee of
seventeen will make apt"ropriate ~tuggestionsandrecommendations on the wa,~s and me~flns of counteracting
this state of affairs. F\!Lrthermore~ this draft resoIJ~.
tion authorizes the special committee. of seventeen '«0
meet outside the Headquarters of the United Nations
when that is genUinely necessary, in consultation with
tha appropriate authorities. All Members of the United
Nations, including those administering dependent territories, are requested to extend their fullest. cooperation to the special committee of seventeen.
94. My d.elegation .had .the 'honour of pointing out a
week ago that the aims of agenda item 22 <!) would be
met by the creation of the special committee of seventeen. Although there are three times more dependent
peoples in Africa than in an other parts of the world,
I :fespectfully submit that we are carrying out a crusade against colonialism, in all its forpls and manifestations, all over the world. The special cODlJnittee
of seventeen ~,"rill be our machinery for the liquidation
of coloniali~m.
(Y'~~'\
95. Therefore, my delegation feels that the Nighrian .
draft resol,\1tion contained in document 'A/L.357 and
Add.l is unnecessary .We are convinced of the good
intentions of the delegation of Nigeria in submitting

.
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draft resolution. However, in the .light of the
various observations that have been made on behalf
of my delegation I beg. leave to appeal formally to the
representative of Nigeria not to press this draftresolution at this stage. I hope that my friend from Nigeria
will not find it difficult to accede to our appeal in the
context. of African unity.
96. My delegation would also like to avail itself of
this opportunity to thank the delegation of the Soviet
Union most profusely for its effort in the interest of
colonial liberation. Nevertheless, the Soviet Union
draft resolution, contained in document A/L.355, is
covered by our own draft resolution [A/L.366 and
Add.1-3]. Therefore, my delegation would like to appeal to the Soviet Union ·not to press its draft :resolution to the vote.
'
97. We have had occasion to express our views on
the Netherlands draft resolution contained in document A/L.354. I shall not go into details. I shall
simply say that we are obliged to vote again't::t it. However, it is to be recalled that my delegation recently
stated before the General Assembly: " ... w~ feel that
.the United Nations must appeal to both the Netherlands
and Indonesia to ~nter into immediate negotiations to
settle their di~pute over West Irian" [1058th meeting,
para. 305]. We feel that this will solve the problem
most amicably and, at the same time, we are confident
that this wilJ be acceptable to both the Netherlands
and Indonesia. Because of this, my delegation will vote
iD favour of the draft resolution contained in document
A/L~367/Rev.1.

98. My country enjoys most cordial and friendly relations with Mexico and with the delegation of Mexico.
Nevertheless, we find that while the Mexican draft
resolution [A/L.369] contains a number of valuable
suggestions, again we believe that our draft resolution
in general covers the Mexican one. I would therefore
eppeal with great .respect to the delegation of Mexico
not to press that draft resolution to the vote. Nevertheless, I would like to express our gratitude and
admiration to Mexico and the Mexican delegl:ttion for
having so Vividly and graphtcaHy demonst:oo.ted their
stand against colonialism..
99. Regarding the draft resolution contained in document A/L.368, my delegation feels that the Indian
draft resolution covers the question adequately. We
respect· and appreciate the efforts of our colleJ;!.gues
who have sponsored draft resolution A/L.369. However, we regret that because of our stand we shall
be compelled to vote against it.

103. I must also emphasize that my delegation appreciates the sincerity and honesty of most of the delegations that have expressed doubts and apprehensions
with regard to the provisions setting 1 December 1970
as a target date by which the entire African continent
would be free of colonialism.
104. In the interests of African unity and solidarity,
I am happy to announce that in response to the appeal
just addressed to us by the representative of Ethiopia.
we shall not press our draft resolution to a vote at
this time. The Nigerian Government hopes that the
African heads of Government who, are expected to
meet in Lagos, Nigeria, very early in 1962, will be
able to harmonize their views on a common position
which we shall present in unison during the seventeenth
session of the General Assembly.
105. My delegation, therefore, formally requests that
item 22 "Assistance to Africa: (!!) A United Nations p;ro- .
gramme for independence", together with our draft
resolution on the item, should be postponed for further
discussion and action at the seventeenth session of the
General Assembly.
106. My delegation Will, of course, vote for draft
resolution A/L.366 and Add.1-3,· which we have the
honour to sponsor with other African-Asian countries.
We hope it will receive the unanimous support of the
Assembly.
107. My delegation must express its appreciation to
the delegation of the SO,\Tiet Union for the interest and
initiative which they have manifested in the problem
of the speedy liquidation of the remnants of colonialism. However, my delegation feels compelled to add
that we, and by "we" I mean the Africans and the
Asialls who have worn the shoe of colonialism, know
best how and where it pinches. We feel that our draft
resolution is carefully and delicately balanced and
best designed to meet our needs. I therefore sincerely
appeal to the USSR not to press its draft resolution
[A/L.355J, and the amendments IA/L.370] to draft
resolution A/L.366 and Add.1-3, to a vote.
108. My delegation also appreciates the goodwill and
the intentions of the delegation. of Mexico. Again we
appeal for solidarity and also appeal to Mexico not to
press its draft resolution [A/L.369] to a vote.
109~ The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call upon the representative of the Soviet Union on a
point of order.

101. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call upon the representative of Nigeria on a point of
order.

110. Mr. LAPIN (Union of Soviet Soviet Republics)
(translated from Russian): The draft resolution of the
Soviet Union and the draft resolution submitted by the
Afro-Asian countries [A/L.366 andAdd.1-3] are based
on the same general principles. We shall, therefore,
vote for the thirty-sIx-nation resolution:We have in-'
traduced only minor amendments [A/L.370], which
can be adopted without any discord or dissension being
provoked. FurthermOl'e, in a .spirit ofco-operationwe
are prepared to respond to the appeals of the representatives of Ethiopia and Nige,ria and shall not insist
on a vote being taken on our own draft resolution.

102. Mr. NGILERUMA (Nigeria): I wish to take this
opportunity to thank all the delegations that have expressed their support of the draft resolution contained
in document A/L.357/nd Add.1, submitted under
agenda item 22 entitle "Assistance to Africa: (~l A
United Nations programme for independence". This
draft reso!ution has been sponsored by my delegation
and the delegation of Liberia.

"
111. We trust that the other delegatlo!1s will likewise.
;~
d~splay goodwill and good intentions ahct that they will,
firstly support our amendmentEl., and s~'Condly-I have
in mind the Netherlands, Mexico and 1;he Brazzaville
group-withdraw their draft resoluti9ns, so chat we
may all agree to the draft resolutibn. of the AfroAsian co~tries and support the draft r~~olution of
India [A/L.367/Rev.1].

100., .lUna.lly, before I conclude I wish to ma.ke a final
appeal 'tt;~ all delegations to support the draft resolution contained in document A/L.36B and Add.1-3, in
which we repose great faith and boundless hope as a
means of the total liqUidation of colonialism.
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112. The PRESIDENT, (translated from French): I
shall now call upon two speakers who wish to explain
their votes before the ballot.
113. Mr. GALLIN-DOUATHE (Central African RepUblic) (translated from 'French): If the delegation of
the Central African Republic takes, as is natural, a
special interest in the questions :relating to the 1ib\~r
ation of the last colonies of Africa, this does not p~7e
vent it from following with close interest the progre,CJs
of decolonization in the other parts of the world. Indeed, my country considers that this is a question
which, wherever, it arises, is of vital importance. It
involves a series o~ local problems, tne solution of
which will help considerably to imprl_~>e the atmosphere in which we work. I think the Organization win
be able to welcc.~me, with a 'great sigh of reU'.9f, the
disappearance o£, the last colonial question from its
agenda.
~
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114. Until that moment, we m~st work unremittingly
to find and enforce, for questions of this type, settlements in line with the spirit of the ,Charter. The Orgardzation must also intervene where its protection is
needed in order to enable peoples on the point of being
emancipated to express their wishes freely.
115. This is why my country is in favour of the plan
which Mr. Luns putforward on 26 September 1961
from the rostrum of the General Assembly [1016th
meeting]. My Government notE:'s that, if it is adopted,
the Netherlands plan would have the immediate result
of placing the administration and the development of
Netherlands New Guinea under the active supervision
of the United Nations. Subsequently, the Netherlands
would be prepared to transfer its present powers to
an international body est'iblished by and operated under'
the United Nations, urid~r the authority of which the
population would be prepared for the early exercise
of the right to self-determination. I think this solution
is very appropriate for a territory which is still not
very advanced politically. It will ensure that the territory does not suffer the trials and convulsions by which
certain regions of the African continent ha,ve b.e~n and
still are affected.
116. On the other hand, my delegation cannot give its
support to the theory of the representati'~eof Indonesia,
despite all its sympathy for this country. One of the
principal arguments used by Mr. Sl1bandpio to support
this theory, in his statement in the General Assembly
[1050th meeting], b' that, when a colonized territory
gains independence,'its new sovereignty should be
exercised wherever the colonial sovereignty was exercised. This is a principle which is no dov.bt right,
in most cases, but which should be moderated when
applieJ to territories whose peoples are not united by
racial and cultural links or by common beliefs, which
is the case withIndonesiaand~J~therlandsNewGuinea.
117. My Government would be only too glad if the
inhabitants of this colony wanted to become Indonesian
and if West Irian united its destiny with that of the
great islands of the west placed under the authority
of the Government of Djakarta. If that is the position,
a !ree pOp'ltlar vote, base(,i on the right to self-det~
nunation CJ.2 the peoples concerned, will not fa.il to
establish it clearly; and ~urely one of the tasks of
the United Nations supervisory body would be to
neutrali2e this anti-Indonesian spirit about which the
Government of Djakarta is so concerned.
118•.Such are the reasons why my delegation originally mtended to vote for the draft resolution submit-

ted by the Netherlands [A/L'::\54]. In o(tr view, its
adoption would have confirmed the Universality ofthis
principl~of self-determinati9n, to which the represen::tative of Indog,esia and I myself owe the honour (6f
representin~our countries here.
119. However, upon reflection and after hearing the
forceful statements of the Indonesian delegation, the
representatives of a number of African countries,
includi~ my own, asked theplselves whether the right
to self-determination, granted in such a political context, would. nq,t involve risks sufficiently great for us '
to make a last attempt at conciliation.
120. I have no wish to imply that the arguments of
Indonesia have led me to doubt the principles which
had inclined me to support Mi ~ Luns' plan; it is simply
that I do not think the enmity of a powerful neighbour
is, a happy' gift to make to a young natiop. which becomes the master of its destiny.
121. This ,ts why my delegation would like a last
effort to be made by the Netherlands and Indonesia,
with the h~lp of 'the Secrete.ry-General, to reach
before 1 March 19152, a solution acceptable to both
parties and in no way prejudicing the right of the
people finally to decide ~he status of the Territory.
11

"

122. My delegation will therefore votefordraftresolution A/L.368 and asks that it should be put to the
vote first.
123. In addition, although my delegatlon noted with
interest the spirit of conciliation inspiring draft re~o
lution A/L.367/Rev.1, originally submitted by India,
it regrets that this draft does no~ mention the principle
of self-determination. Further~ore,sinc~ethe Netherlands and Indonesia have been negotiating fruitlessly
for over ten years on the fate of Netherlands New
Guinea. in any future attemp~ at conciliation a timelimit should be fixed.
124. In conclusion, I shall speak very briefly about
two other draft resolutions submitted to the General
Assembly, and first about draft resolution A/L.366
and Add.1-3. This was drafted by a large number of
delegations, inoluding o~legations of countries 'which
have coloiiial territories', particularly in Africa. I am
therefor~,'( especially glad to see that the draft resolution deals with decolonization with both the force
and the breadth of vision which this important 'que&ztion appears to require. The Central Afric~n Republic
will therefore be very glad to vote forthis t~xt, which
it regards as a useful contribution to the solution of
our problem.
Fin~lly, my delegation will abstain in the vote
on the draft resolution submitted by M~xico [A/L.369],
.Jince it has literally not had time",tgj~tudy this draft
with all the necessarY;'~are.
>
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126. Mr. URQUIA (El Salvador) (translated from
Spanish): The adoption of resolution 1514- (XV) by the
General A~sembly at its- fiftee.nth session defined
fUlly, as it were, the att~tude of the world. with regard
to the existence of territories still underforeign rule,
that. is to say, territories having the status of colonies
or administered under the International Trusteeship
System provided for in the United Nations Charter.

of

127. My delegation was one' those which gave the
fullest support to that resolution evan though. it felt
that some aspects of it were over-emphasized- or
perhap's over-ambitious. 'This is confirmed oy the
fact tiillt we are now confrb~ted with a large number
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of draft resolutions on the situation with regard to
the implementation of the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
Fortunately, the decisions just announced from this
rostrum, first by the representative of Nigeria and
then by thereprese~tative of the Soviet Union, will
simplify to some eJuent the task of the General Assembly in connexion with the vote which will take
place shortly on these' draft resolutions since it niay
virtually be inferred that the' draft resolution of the
Soviet Union [A/L.3~51 fmd the draft resolution of.
Nigeria [A/L.357] have-been withdrawn in view of the
fact that their sponsors do not insist that they be put
to the vote.
128. In the circumstances we are confronted with
two groups of draft resolutions. The one group, which
I would descri1;le as of a general character, deals with
.the general problem of implementing the resolution
on the independence of colonial territories and comprises the draft resolution submitted by thirty-eight
Asian and African countries [A/L.366 and Add.I-3],
to which the Soviet Union has submitted amendments
[A/L.370], and the Mexioandraftresolution[A/L.369].
The other group is more specific and deals only with
one of the territories regarded as non-self-governing,
namely, the territory of West New Guinea, alsolmown
as West Irian. This group consists of three draft resolutions: that of the Netherlands [A/L.354], that of
'Bolivia and seven other countries [A/L.367/Rev.1]
and that of Upper Volta and twelve other African
countries [A/L.368].

~

129. With particular reference to the first two draft
res9lutions, namely, that of the larger group of African .and Asian States and that of Mexico, my delegation finds that they have many points in common and
~ontain valuable elements which could be profitably
combined in a better constructed resolution.
130. Tht) draft resolution of the African and Asian
coUntries' is more -general in character but seems to
us to be less systematic than the Mexican draft reso':
lution, although the latter, we feel, has some defects
which I do not think it necessary to point out at this
stage when we are concerned with explanations of
votes. It is a pity that we all feel a certain amount of
pressure which impells us to vote today on these
draft resolutions, notwithstanding the fact that one of
them, that of Mexico, was, I believe, submitted only
last Friday and cannot have been given thorough consideration by all delegations.
131. Had it been possible, my delegation, would have
suggested that·a, working group consisting ofthesponsors of these draft resolutions should be established
to determine Whether a siIlgI~ draft resolution meeting
the desir~s of the entire Assembly might be drawn up.
As we feel, however, that such a suggestion would be
regarded as belated at this stage; we are not making
any formal proposal in this connexion.
.

..

132. Between these draft resolutions and those that
are more specific, and in particular the draft resolution of the Netherlands, we also find a connexion to
which we would like to draw a;ttentiQn-I re~~er to the
transfer of the territory of West NeW Guine~' or West
Irian to ,the United Nations as proposedby the N'f3therlands. The Mexican draft resolution ,contains provisions under which territories of this kind could be
placed under a joint United Nations administration,
no doubt under the International Trusteeship.;'lystem
dealt with in Chapters xn and XIII of the Charter.

,\

I
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133. Furthermore, the Mexican draft resolution con- .
tains a statement which would make more acceptable, .
as it were, the basic idea underlying the Netherlands
draft resolution. I refer to the statement in operative
paragraph 2 in which the Assembly sOlemnly declares
"that, in the case of territories where the title to
sovereignty is in dispute, their temporary placing
under United Nations Trusteeship shall prejudice
neither their final destiny nor such rights'.as otbe~
States may claim over them, and shall not limit the
right of the population qf such territories to selfdetermination". If wording along these lines could be
included in the Netherlands draft r~solution, I believe
tlutt this would succeed in.dispelling some of the misgivin~s-on the pal't, as is natural, of the Indonesian
delegation in particular-that if this part of the island
of New Guinea was banded over to an international
group designated by the United Nations, as proposed
in the Netherlands draft, it might be thought that
Indonesia would then have no legal means of establishing a claim to that Territory.
134. We all know that this area ha$ a, special status
Wlder the Charter of Tr&nsfer of Sovereign)ty, by
which the Netherlal,ds~ i'n 1949, soleli'lll1ly recognized
the independence of Indonesia at a round-table conference held, let it be noted, under United Nations
auspices. It is, the71, a fact that a dispute exists and
t:hat it has not yet been settled despite the efforts
that have been made and the discussions in which this
General Assembly, at previous sessions, has engaged
in the search fol' a solution.
135. It is also ~ pity that even at this stage in the
consideration of the matter it does not seem possible '
to reconcile these draft resolutions, for between the
Netherlands draft resolution and part of the MexicB.1i
draft there is, in my delegation's opinion, a kind of
bridge that might make it easier to achieve under- ,
standing in these matters and arrive at a general
agreement.
136. As matters have now been simplified by thefact
that two draft resolutions have practically been withdrawn, it will obviously be easier for·theAssembly to
vote on the others. A problem nevertheless remains,
because if all these draft resolutions are approved,
we shall have a large number of committees whose
terms of reference may sometimes not be in agreement or in harmony, and hence the tasks and the objective .of these committees may in large measure
be thwarted. The objective is, of "ourse, to achieve
in a relatively short time-although not as short as
some people seem· to wish-the complete 'independence
of those territories which are under the Trusteeship
System or which are simply colonies or Non-8elf. Goverrdng Territories and are in many inst~ces
covered by the provisions ofChapter XI of the Charter,
137. It may perhaps be gOing tQo far to want 1962 to
be proclaimed the year of the elimination of colonialism' as is stated in one of the amendments of the .
Soviet Union [A/L.370], because it. is an undeniable·
fact that"not all the peoples of these territories are
yet.in a position to attain full self-government, and
still less full, independence. In this respect, the·
Mexican draft oontains,'suggestions and provisions
which seem to us to be of inestimable value but whiCh,
Wlfort'anately, were not taken into account· in the hour
of de~'ision.
138. Some delegations seem to have the idea that all
the peoples of these territories a~e of the same 19nd
and live under the same conditions; but thi~ is clearly

.
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not so. To believe it is a mistake. Just as the doctors
say that there are no sicknesses but only sick people,
we might say that there is no col(~nialism but only
colonies, because each colony is a special case. This
is what we like ~most about the Mexican draft: the idea
that a commission should study aud report on each
case separately so that the Assembly can take a decision and the states concerned cantakewhateveraction
is appropriate.
139. These are the 'ideas which will guidemydelegation when it votes on the draft resolutions now 1:>efore
the Assembly. We do not know whether theywill all be
put to the vote. We shall be very sorry if the Mexican
draft resolution is not voted on, but we think that if
the draft resolution submitted by thirty-eight African
and Asian countries is adopted, it would be very difficult for the Assembly to adopt the Mexican dr8.:ft as
well, fOT in that case one General Assembly resolution
would, to some ~xtent, be incompatible with another.
For this reason we are sorry to have to join those
delegations which have asked the delegation of Mexj.co
not to press its draft resolution to a vote if the draft
resolution of the African and Asian countries, which
has priority in point of time, is adopted first. If this
draft resolution is adopted, as we believe it will bewe hope so and we shall vote for it-we think it would
be better if the Mexican draft were not put to the vote.
140. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): We
have concluded the explanations of vote. Before th.e
yote is taken, I think it may be useful if I clarify the
situa.tion.
.
141. As a result of the appeal made by certain delegations, the representative of the USSR has sta-/:ed that
his delegation would not insist on its draft resolution
[A/L.355] being put to the vote; and as the representative of Nigeria has announced that his delegation
would likewise not insist on a vote being taken on its
own draft resolution [A/L.357 and Add.1], these two
draft resolutions will not be put to the vote. Consequently, the Assembly will not have to take a deoision
regarding agenda item 22 (~), to which only the draft
resolution of Nigeria related, and will have to vote
merely on the proposals ooncerning item 88.
142. In addition, I must point out that an.amendment
[A/L.371] has just been submitted to draft resolution
A/L.367/Rev.1, proposing the addition.. at the end of
the draft resolution's paragraph 1, of Jibe following
phrase: "and, in particular, with the wislies of the
peoples and their right of self-determination". The
text of this amendmellt will be distributed immediately.
143. I think it would be reasonable if the Assembly
voted first on the draft resolutions of a gener~.l character, and then on the draft resolutions of a specific
nature-those that deal with the question of West New
Guin~a, while voting on each series of drafts in the
order in which they were submitted.
144. Therc:fore-to summarize-I sh.llll ,:,Jut to the
vote first the~:roposals in the first g:roup~ that is. the
amendments [A/L.370] to draft resolutionA/L.36e and
Add.1-3, then that. draft resolution itself, and draft
resolution A/L.3J~. I shall then invite the Assembly
to vote on the proposals in the second group: draft
resolution A/L.354, the amendment [A/L.371] to draft
resolution A/L.367/Rev..1, then that draft resolution
.. itself and draft resolution A/L,368; since a reqUest
has been· made that a priority vote .should be taken on
this last draft resolution, I shall consult the Assembly
on this subjeot in due course.

145. If there are n/;) objections, Ic~hall consider that
the Assembly accep'ts this procedure.
It was so decided.

146. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): Before proceeding to the ~ote, I remind you, in order to
prevent any misunderstanding, that a two-thi]('ds majority is required for the adoJ?tion of the various
proposals before us', in aeco?/.'dance With all the
precedents.
147. I invite the Assembly to vote on the amendments
[A/L.370] which the USSR has proposed to draft resolution A/L.366 and Add.1-3. I first put to the vote the
first amendment. A roll-call vote has been requested.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
South Africa, having been drawn by lot by the President, was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic t Union

of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab Republio,
Yugoslavia, Albania,' Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Congo (Leopoldville), Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ghana, Guinea, Hungar,r, Iraq, Mali, Mongolia, Morocco, Poland, Romania."
,>
Agains t: South Africa~ Spain, Sweden, Thailand,
runisia, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, United states of America, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia,
Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Denmark, Dotninican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Federation of Malaya, France, Greece, Guatemala,
Hrilti, Icelan.d, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Nic~u·agua, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, ParagJl1ay,
Per-u, PhiUppines.
AbstainIng: Sudan, .Tcgo; Upper Volt-;t, Yemen, Afghanistan, Austria, Burn'~~i Cambodia, Cameroon,
Central African Republic; Ceylon. Chad, Congo
(Brazzaville), Cypros, Dahomey, Ethiopia, Finland,
Gabon, India, Indonesia, Ivory Coast, Jordan, Laos,
Lebanon, Liberiao Libyac . Madagascar, Mauritania,
Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Sal(rli Arabia, Senegal, Sierra
Leone, Somalia.
PrescsHt and not voting: Portugal.
The first amenrii dent was rejected by 46 votes
with 36 abstentions",

to 19,

148. The PRESIDENT (translated from Fl'ench): I
ir..vite the Assembly to vote on the second amendment
submitted b3< the USSR.
The second amendment was rejected by 36 vates
with 35 abstentions.

to~

~~,

149. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I put
to the vote the 38-Power draft resolution [A/L.366
and Add.1-3]. A roll-call vote ha~s beenre4Uested.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Saudi Arabiac having been drawn bylot by tbe President, ~as called upon to vote firs t.

Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone,'
Somalia, SUdan, Sweden, Syria, Thailand, Togo,
Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab
Republic, United States of Am-arica, Upper Volta,
Uruguay, Venezu.ela, Yemen, Yugosla:via, Afghanistan,
Albania, Arg:entina, Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet
In favour:
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Socialist Republic, Cambodia, Cameroon, eJh.nada,
Central African R")public, Ceylon, Chad, Chile, China,
Colombia, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Leopoldville),
Costa Rica, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Dahomey,
Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Ethiopia, Federation of Malaya, Finland, Gabon, Ghana,
Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Haiti, Hungary, Iceland,
India, Indonesia, Iran, iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Ivory Coast, Japan, Jordan, Laos, Lebanon, Liberia,
Libya" Luxembourg, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania,
Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland,
Romani8.rAgainst: None.
Abstaining: So~th Africa, Spain, United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, France.
PreseQ.t and not voting: Portugal.
The draft resolution was adopt'd by 9'1 votes to
none, with 4 abstentions.

"

150. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call upon the representative ofIndia on a point of order
in oonnexion with the voting procedure, in accordance
with rule 90 of the Rules of Procedure.
151. Mr. JHA (India): We have just concluded the
voting on the draft resolution presented by the African-Asian Members. The vote on that draft resolution
was most impressive, and it has been carried unanimously with but four abstentions. In the light of that
massive vote I have taken the'liberty of asking to be
allowed to speak in order to make an appeal to the
dolegation of Mexico not to press its draft rasolution
[A/L.369] to the vote. As I said in my statement this
afte.tllOOn [1065t.h meeting], the sincerity of the motives of the delegation of Mexico and its ol-jectives
in placing this draft resolution before the General
Assembly are in Une with the grent, contribution that
'Mexico has made in the pest ontb ..Jbject of freedom
for dependent peoples and, if I
"'ay so, with the
great liberalism it has shown i.
~ttiturles in the
United Nations. But I also ventlU'l _ j point out at that
time the very many facts of detail that were in this
draft resolution, and we feel that at this stage the
best thing the Assembly could do w:Duld be to rest
content with the resolution that has just been adopted.
152. If the Mexican draft r6solution is not pressed
to a vote and is, mere or less, left Qn the table of this
Assemblyp we feel sure that the objectives of the
Mexican delegation will be achiev'ed inasmuch as the
special committee that is going to be formed under
the resolution just adopteu will be able to 10Cik into
this draft resolution and perhaps consider-ana consider sympathetically-some of the ideas incorporated
therein. I would, therefore, add my voice to the appeal
made by other delegations here requesting the Mexican
delegation to consider not pressing its draft resolution
to a vote.
153. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call upon the representative of Mexico on a point of
order in connexion with the voting procedure.
154. Mr. PADILLA NERVO(Mexico) (translated from
Spanish): I have listened carefully to the remarks
Which various representatives have made about the
draft resolution submitted by my delegation [A/L.369].
We have taken into account the reasons for their
reservations and the difficulties which have prevented
them from supporting it.

155. We are grateful for the generousremarkswhi.ch
various friendly delegations have made about thepurposes underlying our draft resolution, and we have
'listened to the amicable appeal to my delegation not
to press the draft'to a vote on tllis occasion in the
spirit in which this appeal was made.
156. Draft resolution A/L.366 and Atld. 1-3, submitted
by thirty-eight African ana Asian countries, has been
adopted by an extraordinary majority, which includes
my delegation. Although I think the draft submitted by
Mexico lays down a clearer procedure for the elimi-'
nation of colonialism, the fundamental lines of our
draft are the same as those o~ the one ju~t adopted.
For this reason I do not insist that our draft resolution should be put to the vote, but I reserve the right
to submit it to the Assembly on another occasion.
157. The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
Since the Mexican representative has announced that
he will not press for a vote on his country'S! d:raft
resolution [A/L.369], the Assembly is not required
to take any decision on that proposal.
158. That completes our work on the draft resolutions
of a general cMracter. We now have to vote on the
specific draft resolutions concerningWest New Guinea,
which I shall enumerate.' They are first, draft resolution A/L.354, then draft resolution A/L.367/Rev.1,
to which there is an amendment [A/L.371], and lastly
draft resolution AlL.368.
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AGENDA ITEM 25
10

situation with regard to the Implementation of th&

~eclaratlon on' tho,gt<ultlng of Independence to col<l.nlal

:ou'ntrles and peoples: report of the Spo'i:lal Committee
~stablished under General AsseMbly resolution 1654 (XVJ)*
• The PRESIDENT: The Assembly w1ll now begin
nsidero.tion of the report of the Special qommittee
noerning the situation with regard to the imple~ntation of the Declaration on the granting of
iQpendence 0 colonial oountries and 'peoples with
~ 'exception of Chapters n. IX and XI, which deal
th Southern Rhodesia~ South West Africa and
19o1a. These are separlitJ ittlmson the agenda of
B seventeenth aesston,
:. Mr. RIFA'I (Syria). Rapporteur of the Speoial
nnmittee on the Situat!on with regard to the Imementatlon of the Declaration on t.'le Granting of
dependenee : to Colonial Countrif;lS .and Peoples:
have the honour to present to the General Assembly
e report of the Special Committee on its work
Irlng the period from 20 February to 19 SeptembeI
162 [A/5238].
.
I. The 'Special Committee was eet&.blished by the
m~ral Assembly in resolution 1654 (XVI) adoptetl
L ~7 ~ovember 1961. In accordance with that reeotion, the seventeen members of the Special Comittee were nominated by the President of th~
aneral Assembly on 23 January 1962.
l, The task assigned to the Special Committee by
.e GenElral Assembly was to examine the application
, the Declaration on the granting of independence
,0010n1(11 countries and peoples embodied in GenEh:al
asembly resolution 1514 (XV). This Declaration
:ated inter alia,that: .~
"Immediate steps shall be tak~n, in Trust and
Territories or. all other ter].:itories which have not yet attained independence,
fo '. transfer all powers to the peoples of those
~erritories, without arty conditions or reservations.
in accordance with their freely expressed will
and desire, without any distinction as to race.creed.
or colour', in order to enable them to enjoy complete '
independence and freedom."
s pointed out in' the report. 'the. adoption of fuis
eo1aratio"., by the General Assembly' was' regarded'
s a most constructive achievement and a.Iandmark
1 the efforts of the United Nations towards the
ealizj!.tion of the purposes and objectives of the
barter, The Declaration itself was a declaration
f faith. and inspiration to the people who.were still
nder colonil.l1 rule and an expresston of tneuniversaJ, '
estre to eXpedite .the process of the libe~ation,of
olonial peoples everywhere. ':")
5. The Special Committee began 'its work Bn 20
'ebr l.1 ary 1962, less than on.e month after its members
'ere nominated,by .the President. It continued its
ror k until .·.19· September A~62 e "During this pertod:
le Committee held, 117 plL.~ry meetings in ad~ition
~on-Self-Governing

1\
US
...
to the meetings held by its ~\b-Comm1tt0ea and its
formal and informal wo:rking groups. This In- itself
is an indioation 01 the Importance attaohedJ)y the
members ,of the Committee to the task>autrusted to
them and the ser19usn~sa with whioh that ta.sk WRS
undertaken. In this connex1on I WO:lld 11k.l;l to pay
tribute to the keen in,terest taken by. the President
of t'le sl:deenth session of, the Gene1'al AS/ilembly.
who is today the Foreign Minister of'Tunisla, Mr.
Mongi SUm, as well as by the Acting SeoretaryGeneral, in the worlt of this Committee. This inter",
est was manifested, not only in Uleir partioipation
in the opening meeting of tpe Special Committee
but also in their continued contact with the, Pf:>gre~~
of ita work.
'
76. ,The General Assembly, in resolution 16~4 (XVIL
direoted the Speoial qommittee:
.
"•• ~ to carry. out its task by em.p1~yhumt of all
means which it wUl have at its di~posal within
the framework of the procedures and modll.Uties
which it shall adopt for the proper discharge of,
its functions".
'.;..
.
it
o
Therefore,,~ the first task of tile SI.Jeci11l CQ:mmittee
was to reach agreement op its methQds //0£ work
and procedures; After a very thorough anci':;jon~trua""
tive debate, the Special Co:ntmitt.ee agre~ on the
methods and procedures to be followed in cax-ryiJ!g"
out its mandate. A summary of the views expressed
by the members of the Co~mittee concerning the
organization of its work are contained in paragl'aphs
15 to 111 of chapter I of the.report,sud t1'.~ deqisloris
are contained inpragi'apJ1112 of that chapt~r.ldo
not. therefo:l:-a wish to repeat them at this juncture._
I would, howev'er,'like to pOintout that; on the basief
of its experience, tha Special Committee
is satiufied
c
that the methods and proced\lreS it has adopted and
followed have been found to be most appropriate '"
and effectiv~ in the dispharge of Its funottons.:
c::\
77. With regard to the examination of the implementation of the Declaratiop- itf resp~qt to "'l';nIst,
and N9P.-Solf-Governing~rerritories '01'" all other>
territories which have not yet attain~ciIndependence",
I would' like also to draw;the attentilt)n of the General
Assembly ~o some or the more important deoisiS}'ns
of" the Committee. First, the Special Comm!tt.ee
agreed that the most effective method of discharging
its mandate was to examine. the territories in.d~VidU...
ally. Following.this, the Speoial Committee d,eq)d~d
that the territories 11'1 Africa should be giVEln priority
consideratton, Accol'dingly. a list of priorities was.
agreed upon"on the understi>.r"ding 'that, if Qircuinstances warr~ted, s~b!3elFlentadd.!~ns or alterat'ons ,
could be made to. that list. In thi.s connexion, l'W()uld'
draw attaJ!.tion topar~graphs i~4 to'-127of chapteJ.4 1 '
of the report.
')i' .'
c
, 78., Genetal Assembly :t'esolution'i654(~VI) l(uthorized .' the Special. Committe.e,'to meet e1lllewhere t-lltul'" ',;'
at .Uni~ed.. '. Natious "HeadquarteI:s, whenevero.and
wherever such meetings might be 'l~equiredforthe
effective disohai-ge"ofits functions,' in coils~itati6~,
with the appropriate authOrities~ FolloWinginvitations
from .. the . Go>yerliments .'6f',Mor..9ccd~ "Et~ioyia .• ·and
Tange.nyika, the Specdar'Committe~fdecided' to .hold
m.eetings. in .these three.. Afric;:m countries.,jDetails·of a
the. Committee IS. . visit
to_"",,',"
Africa in the period from
H
.',
20 May t08 June 1962are>to be foundinparagrap~ ,
134 . to 142 of" c!1apter 1 'of the',tepQrt.Asstated in
the' report", theCommitte;e's visit to Afripac\Vas of
great value,bothinterms of the experiencegj!.ined
o
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by the Committee and the PQyoholog!onl ()ffeot on-

dependent. as well as in;dependent nations in that
oont~nent.

79. I wisb, to"expl.'Oss on behalf of the Speoial cemmittee its appreoiation 'Wld gratitude tQ the Govern..
ments of Moroooo, EtMopia and Tanganyika 10r their
initiative in extending the invitations to the ~'peoi&J.
Committee and for nIl the asalatanoe and hospitality
extended to it during its stay in Ail'ioa.
80. Details of the Oommlttee's considel'atlon of
indlvldual territories are contained in ohsptere n
to XI of the repol't. Eaoh of those chapters ccntatns
the follo~ving seotions: seotion A, information on the
territory; seotion B , consideration !>y the Speoial
Committee. Under this seotion there are tlu.'ee, BUllseotfoas, namely, introduotion, hearing of petitioners
and observanons by members. Tbel\there is aecucno,
entitled "Aotion taken by tho special Committee".
This section oontains the dectatcne and reeommendanons of the Speo~al Committee. Some of the ohapters
contain also certain additional seottonn giving mfor~l\tionon MY relevant action by the General
As~embly relating to the territory concerned,

21 •••, , _ _ _

•

...

llitiOlls, resolution 1755 (XVII) of 12 OOtober 1962 of 31 Ootober 1962.
86. Obapte)," Wcdeala with Northern lthod6f1ia. The
concluetcns and reoommendations of the Speoial 0
Committee oonoernAilg this territory, are oontained
in pal'ngl'aphs 193 to 206 of that ohapter of the
.rc1X'rt. The; recommendanons inolude fidraft reso.lutlon recemmended for adoption by the General
Assenlbly. At th.e req\\est of the Speoial Committee
a oopy of these oonolusionl:i:,'nnd recommendations
was transmitted by the Aoting Seoretary"'General
to the United Kingdom Government on 18 June 1962.
Inoidentally I X might mention here that elections
took place in Northern Rhod6sill. on 30 Ootober 1962
and that the results may have to be taken lnto acoount before any resolution on the territo.~ Is
adopted.
"

~tfl(!olutio1\1760 (xvn)

8r~ The Speoial Committee decided that, in the case
of each territory, the summary of the views of the
petitioners who appeared ,before it, .aEj well as the
summary of the views of the members of the Special
Coinmittee, should be included in its report. While
that h,Jl,s added to the size of the report, it was felt
that it would. assist the Members of the. General
Assembly in better understanding the Committee's
decisions and. recommendatlone, I am sure that,
although the' report is rather lengthy for L'le reason
I have just explained, the detailed table o( oontents..
given at the beginning will enable Members to use
it without diffioulty.
82. I shall turn now briefly to each of the twelve
territories yvhich are consider;~d in the report.-, 83. Chapter I, as I have already mentioned deals
with~.organizatiQn of Work, inclUding the Spec~al
Comrp.ittee's views on future work.
'"
4• Ohapter n conoems ~outhern Bhodesia the.

( ( .
87• Chapter IV conoerns Nyasaland. The Speoial
Committee noted ttlat, the situation mNyasaland was
comptu'atively less di(:fioult smoe, in the eleottens
held in 1961, the Malawi Congress Party, led by c
Dr. Hastings Banda , llad already won a majority
of" seats. The oonolul:lion.E1and. reoommendations of
the Spebfal Committee conoeriiii\g Nyasalnnd will be s
found in paragraph 67 and 68. Q'f ,that chapter of the
repOrt. Here again a copy of the"Sri'eclal Committee's
conclusions and reoC!'mmendations was transmitted to
the United "Kingdom ,Goverliment by the Aoting
Seoretary-Genex-al on 18' jUnc'f962~ .
88. Chapter V dealS wltbtho' High Commission
Territories, namely, Basutolsnd, Bechuanaland and
Swaziland.: Because of the geographioal- !ooat~on of
these territories and the similarity' of their problems
the Speoial Committee decided, to consider them
together. A draft resolution recommended by the
Speoial Committee for oonsideration by the General
Aase;mbly oonoerning these three territorie~ will
be ~ound I,m paragraph 214. of that chapter .ofthe
report.
89. Chapter VI concerns the ter:l.'1tory of Zanzibar.
Again, here, s:draftresolution recommended for
consideration of the General Assembly will be found'
in P!lragraph 154 ~!}hat chapter of the report.

given by the Committee to the Situation in Southern
Rhodesia, including the sending of a SUb-O~>lnmitt4:ie
to l~oIldon .for talks with the United Kingdonl Government with a, 'view to. finding. 8- solution. of this
probleIl). conson~t with the mandate of the Slleo,fal,
Committee as well as. ;Nith the aspirations of the
peoples of Souther,nIUiodesia..
85. ~ubsetJ.uentlys. ,speoial report on 'Southern
Rhodesia was sUbmitted by the Committee to the resumed sixteenth s~~sion ~f the Gell.eralAssembly.
On,Jhepasisof the' Special Oommittee's repol't the
Gen~ral Assembly ,l.\t itel re~umedsession, oonsid~
ered .the question ()f· Southern' Rhodesia as a .matter
of. urgency, and,adoptedre,solUtion 1747 (XVI). ..The
Speoial CommitteEHtook note ofthatresoluti()l\, a.nd
in particulal'of pl\rag:r.:aph 3'thereof, whioh :requested
it to continue itsconstructiv~ e~fortstowardg the
earliest inlplementatiqn of.the Declarationwlth reg~li,
to~iste:r,l'itory •. The .Jrourth.Committee ~ascalread3-:<
considered the questiQnofSouthern Rhodesia at;the;
cUl'rentse.ssiQll, Mti. on the repol't. pf that Committee
t4~;\G~ru3r~ AsseinblY'~asalI'eadya<loptecltwp resQ-,,·.

this territory and adopted a' resolution on 30 July
1962. ~I That resolution, whiohrequested,the United
Kingdom' Government· -to take certain Immediate
steps,' was transmUted" to .that Government on ,°1
August 1962 bY' the Acting Secretal'y-Genel'al'.The
te~t of the.,resQJu~.ion will bEl fo.u nd ,in paragraph 84
of.that chapterof th~ ,report. "
.
91. Chapter' VIII deals with Mozambique•. In 'oon'"
siderlngthe',sitl,tation in.this territory' theSpeoial,
Committee had 'before· it ,the 'repo2't of .the Special
Committee on Territories under ,portugUese'.Ad- '
ministratlon.:A draft resolution.. on MozambiqUe re';·
oommended by the Special Committee for ,considerationby' the General Assembly will ·be found! in
paragraph 109 'of that chapter,of the~f.lport." .
92.. Chapter,IX deals .with'Soutb ~<~fest Afrioa.'Irl'
considel'lng. the implementation ofth~f Declaration in
this terriiory. the Speoial Committee als'6 had·before
it: .the .report· Qf the:Spl3cial. Com.mittee on Soqth.West'
Africa..··The>.!10nolusions and'rec·ommendat1ons . . on
SOJ,lth .West. Africa will be found in paragraphi3~20
to' 124 of tha.t chapter of:thereport. Incidentally,d

~~
. ~. t;:l~.~ ~~nsA~~:.~~byA~.~~.l.·ala;~m~;~~~.. SiJecial
~~·th;~~~~~f'::':ft'::.~~l~~r?~~~~:.::.:t
aware of the special and veri detailed consideratio~
Committee gave priority conatderatfon to
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might point out hero an omission, the sUb-title
"oonolus!ons and reQommend~t1ons It should appeat
abOve paragraph 121.
93. Chapte1.' X dell1s With Keny~. A draft resolution
on Kenya. recommended by ",e Spaoial Committee
for oonsideration o by the Genel'al Asa;embly will be
found inparagrapl\ 88 of th~t ohnptei' of the report.
94.c; Chapter XI dellls with Angol!4 As in the ease ef
Mozambiquet tha ~'peQial Committee had also before
it t..he repo~t of the'Speoilll Committee on!Territories
under ,}>ortuguese Administration. A draft resblution
on Angola, recom.mended for consideration by, the
General Assembly will be found' in paragl'a~h 44
oof,that ohapter of the,report.
95. The last chapter, chapter XII, givessummarie~
of general petitions and petitions relating to 'territo~
rles other than those dealt with in chapters n to XI. '
96. Before conoluding th,is part of. my statement,
I would like to say a few words about the future work
of the Speoial Committee. This question waa. the
Bubject of very oareful consideration 'by the Speoial
Committe,e as wen as by a working group appointed
for th~t purpose. The ,'lews of the Sp~ci~ Committee
on this question wilt be found in parQgnphs 146 to
152 of ohapter lof
the report.'
" .
.
97. In the course of its wprk since 'Febl'lAar;r! 1962,
the Special Committee examined th,a applioanoll.of
the Declaration in twelve territol'ies, eleven of ~em
in Afrioa. As will be seen from the report, the
emphasia plaoed on _Africa at the outset of its work,
was in keeping with the urgent demand of the'problems existing in the Afrioe.n colonies and the need
for taking appropriate and urgent measures to avoid
greater diffioulties in the tutu're. The Special Committee felt that the w~sdomof its deci,siontogive
priorit~t cons.tideration to territories in Africt\ has
been amply borne out by the politioal developments
in these terl'itories.
98. The Speoial. Committee recognized' that it has
by'no means completed the task entrusted to it by
the General Assembl.yand that there were many
more territories conoerning whichijle implemanta.~iori
of the Declaration remained to' be conside~ed. In
addition, it' would- also be necessary for t.lle~ecial
Committee to follow up the aonon already taken, or
to be, taken,' by ~e General Assembly on the tel'ritories Which have already been considered by it,
but, where the Declaration on the granting ofInde-,
pendenoe to oolonial cou;itrie~ and peoples has not'
yet been lmnlemented.
"
I"
'
..
99. Another point to whioh I wish to drawpartloular attention, in oonnexion w'.ti!'t:!.\e future, work of
the Speoial Committee, is th~,'question of oo.-ordlna"
tion of ~work between,the1rariouB United Na,tiops'
Committees in the colon~,al ,:field. This is, a matter
which lsreferred to :by th~.Ai.)ting· Secretary-General
"in the introductiontQi, his annual report [A/5~Ql/
Add.1, p. 4]. The SpeoialCommittee in 'paragraph
1,52 of~hapter I, of its report has, takennot~of this
a~d "h9,s ,expressed. ,the chope that the views. of the
~eo:retll.ry~General will 'receive the oonsideratiQri
of,'tbeGeneral Assembly.
"
, 100. , F~nally, with the permission of the P~esident,
\~<Y'OUJd like to say.a few words with regard to some
p..'9oeduI'al problems; ,The oonsideration ofthis report
'has, been '.allooated..to the ", plenary, meetings at the'
General Assembly.. Taking into, "llooount,theback",
..('
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gro!lnd of the btsti')l'io Deolo.l'f\t!on and the subsequent
deoision to establish this SpeoJalCc>mmlttee, it is
only .l'ight and.prol'ler' that the report shoUld be considered bytheqen~ra1Assemblylnpli:inarymeetlup.
However, the~e are a few prs.otl,oal pro»lemswltlch
the Assembly may wish to olarify before it takes
up the various draft resolutions oonttiinedln the
repott of the Speoial Committee. 1 shall takf), in
the fll'st Instance, the question o{,Southern Rhodesia,
whioh is dealt with in o~pteI' n of thel'oport. Aa
the Asse~b1y is aware, this wes insoribed as ,a.
separat~ item on the agenda of the ourrent seaston
and the General Assembly !tas already M,opted two
draft reaoluttons, to. Which I ,have already made
refere,lloe. Therefore" pending the reoeip~ ot the,
report ot the Socretary-General called for iri operat,ive, par~aph 4 of resolution :\.760 (XV1I)of 31
Ootober, 1t would perhaps be unnecessary to go
into detailed oonsideraUon of this territo2'Y at this
stage. Obviously this is a matter whiah must be
left to the judgement and disol'etion of the Members
of this Assembly0"
u
c

~91~ Nest is the question of South west 'Afrioa,
dealt with in chaptel' IX of the ~6port. On the bal;lis
of the rf;lport of the Special Committet) on SouUl,
\Vest Afrioll, this question is' now being diBousaed
in the Fourth 'Committee. 'J,'hereiore, the Fourth
Committee cculd refer to chapter IX of "this report
also in oonsidering that question. In that way, .we
could aVoid specifio proposals on tb,is territory
being initiated in two ptaces,
'
,

'~-~...

c;::.

102. (lThe third questton is that Of MozaJ1'1biqu~:.
whioh is dealt with in chapter VIn of the report.
Mozambique Will, come up fo!' consideration in the,
Fourth Committee as part of' th:e' report of the
SpecialCQmmittee on Territories <.rider PortUguese
Administration. As' I have ~ready pointed out;
chapter VIII' oontainft a draft resolut!onon Mozambique for the consideration of the General Assemkly.
It wUl,therefore be )lecassary to Lmakeapproprlate
working arrangements between the plenary and,the
Fourth Committee eW avoid speoific recomehdations
or draft' resolutions originating in twOplaoes.'"
0'

103. The' fotifthand last'p~bi~m relates Angola.,
which is' dealt· with '~ chapter XI. Hereaga.in there
is a draft resolution recommendedfor consIderation'
by the General Assembly. In add~t~on,'there is the
report of. the 'Sub-C~lnmit~ee on An~l9. ,[A/S2e6] i
which, is ,allocated to the, plen~ fol".considerat'ion.
Thequ~sti9n of Angola will alf3Q bebefoJ;ethe,~outth
Committee as pa;rt ,of the .report , of 't,hei Spedlal
Committee on" Territories "un~er Por~guel3e" A~
ministrati<m [A/5160and Corr.1). .As in 'the case
of Mozambique, il; wil~ therefore beadvisa,bleto
find ways' and means 9f' awidingdu:plioa,tion of
reoommendations or draft resolutions~ " ,-

to
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.

0
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104. :ram, $ure that we,can,,find,wOrking aJ,'l'angements bY whiohthe. c;lebat~ ,o,ap ~ qond~oted, jn llP,
effe(JtivEl J1'1anner and, dec~Bion~,<al'rlv~~,at'w!th9\lti
p~oedul'al diffioulti,ea., ,.'q.
'
105. T() conclude,lhave.. thelionoul'on"behalfol

theSpecialColU~itte~to ,subm,it thid ~ept)J;'t .'to th~

will bt\. :Q( ~re8,t
assistance in' its 'efforts to bring' about the end of
colonialism.
Gener,~lAsseDibly .inthehollOthlitJt
,

,

' ,
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107~ Mr. DIA):,Y..O, TelU (G"1I\el1) (ttllllslated frcrii ,,\I~n the Stat.es oono()rned (that Is to,Jlay the oolonial
Frei\oh)r l bn.ve, asked iOl'::permlsslon "to ~pe~ on,~
Power) to take,aotlon without. fu~thel'delay with If
i

point of order. In order to make a very snort stat&->
view to ,the faltbfuJ appUo!\tlon Illld implen\entation
mant and a speoiflo PtOposll1 regarding th6 GE'lner~
of the Deolaration. This resoluti()n established a
Aas~mb1y's method of work in deallng,wlth tile imspeoial, Committee of seventeen members, Whioll it
°portapt repprtthat we have just" been invited to
requested to oonoern itself with the eff60tlve ,im..
Qcmsider [A/5~S81~',
plementation of the Deolaration'and to report to the
108. 'Before a~journing" ~& 1165th meeting, the -'General Ass~mb..'r at its seventeen~ aesston,
d PJ:esldant suggested.....and there was not the sUght~st
113. 'We now ~~1',~, the rewrt of the Committee 'ilf
ob3ection-that, the three tarrltories of Southern
Seventeen beiore"us. We be1iev~ most sincerely that
Rhodesia. South West Afrioa and Angola be exolud\'3d
on grounds both °61' efficienoy' and of Iogto, it would
from the Assembly's ,debates In connexion with the
be very diffiouW for us to enter into a 'detailed dis..,
rePOl't of the-Oommlttee of Seventeen. Th~ Rappo;,oussion and to take deoisions onea'bh of the territoteur 'of ,the Committee has just, ad~ed Mozambicpe
ries here in plenary meeting. What. is expeoted of
tQ. th(\ list, as that territory ~ w1ll also be ccnsldered
us, in faot. and what was intenden in resolution
the, Fourth Committee' in conn~~ionwith t.'l~
1664 (XVI), is the .logioalmd normal sequel to, and.
repo,rt of the Speoial CommitteeonTel'~l~?rles under'
we should hope. the conolusion of, the work embodied
Portuguese Administration [A!5160).
in the tWQ preo~diIlg reeoluttona, resolution 1514 (XV)
109. From the report of the Committee Qf Seventeen
an,d resolution 16.54 (XVI), And our decision must
and the brilliant introductory statement just made by
neoessarily apply to all the territories that have
its 'Rapporteur~ it appears that aside from. the three.
not yet aohieved independence, regardless of their
territories about which a deoision was taken yesterstatus, whether ,they are Trust Territories, Nqn..
day-Southel'n Rhodesia, South West Africa and
Self-G?verning Terr~tories or territories with an
Angola-nine other terr:itories. eight of whtoh.are
international status, such as South West Afr~oa, whioh,
under United Kingdom admifiist~ation, were each the
has, been usurped, by the Government o~ the Republio
subject of special ~mdy and of avdeciaion by the
of South Afrioa, What we~eed. therefo~e, is necessarily a deoision of prinolple which wUl cover all
Committee of Seventeen.'
,
.
of those territories. I am convinced tha,t the, As..
110. rx:he problem now before us:-and this Is where
s.::>mbly w~ll see to it that our work oulminates In
Guinea,ls specifio proposal comes in-is whether we
such a ~eoision.
,
should embark here on a detailed consideration o f "
", '
",I
each. o~ these terfitories. Guineais proposa] is that
114. For this reason, and although the study relating
to the var~?us ,territories (Northern, Rhodesia,
the dtsousston of these nine territories should' be
referred ·to the Fourth c.ommtttrie, It is. based on
Nyasaland, Elasutoland, Bechuanalend, SwazUand.
the following reasons , 0 , '
,. '
Zanziblll', Br~~ish Guiana, Mozambique and ,Kenya)
\'
0,
, ' ,
' .
is a!:.1, extreme~y useful one, we' beUevethntthe
111. Resolution. 1654 (XVI), gave the Committee of
General, Assembly should make an analysis' of the
Seventeen a -, well-defined task", nBJriely, t~e appUcastudy ,as a, whole and on' the basis of that analysis'
tlon Qfresolution 1514 (XV). The latter contained
determine what final deoision it will call on the eoa solemn proclatp.l.\tion and. a certain number of
lonial Powers 'to make in order to put an end tq'
Ilr9vi~jons. E:wryone will. recall what the solemn
colonization, this time for good,. On the basis" of
proolamation was, On 14 December ~960, the General
the dtreottves thus proVided, the Fourth Committee.
Assembly solemnly proclaimed "the nece~sity, of
whioh is already considerfng the question',as-a whole,
Cl
bringing,to a. speedy and uncomlitiQnalend tiolonialwould take' a sp~cifio and final decision in respect"
ism in: all its forms and manifestations ",. The proof eaoh of the territories.
visions. of which there, are a'number/may be said
'
'
" . ,
"
h
'C>
tobe,,\ S~n1ttl~J \\p in paragraph" 5 Of' ute resolution,
115" It sh~uld b~ n~ted 'tliat Mozambique, to whio .'
which runs as follows:
"
the Rappor.t eur ox the Cq.mmittee,of Seventeen ,refer~
.. . '
',"
, 0,. o
,
red just 'uOW, is, as is natural, included in the rellort
o
~!mmediate steps shall be,faken" ill.. Trust and
of 'pte'Speolal. CQmlllittee'onTer,ritodes under (;
,Non..,Self-Goverq"ing Territories or all other ,tar;'
Portuguese Administration [A!5160)..The'other eight
rit()ri~El whioh, ha~e" not yet afl~ained. il1:dependenoe,
territories,aii. of V1hich are. unde~,United 'King~om
to transfer all, pO,wers to tnepeoples of those
administration, a:.,:e 'dealt with in tPe ' report' of the
territories" withoat any conditions or' reserva~ions,
Committee' on Information from Non"'Self-GOverning
in accorcianoe,~with' their fteely expressed Will and
Territor-ies [A/5215). These territories-J, thibk,that
desire, WithQuta,n3~~$l~stil1ctiona8to raoe,creM
it is worth repeating this-are !,lnde:!' UnitecH<ingdom
,pr colour, 'i.n c;>rder to':eunabl~' tht:m, ~o enjoy comadministration. Now for sometime past~e United
plete indeeendence}lnd freedom!"
.
KiD.gdqm colonial administratiop;has :consented, to,
112. Thus the General Assemblyto<>knth13 'historic.
furnish not only ~e infor,matiog' requ~red,:un~er
,decision" to, proclainl:'the ,need for~ the independence
Qbapter ,}{I, of,,the ,Charter, but ,also· info,l'matioll ,of
of((all::colonial.\,pountl'ieS'and:,peOples.Last, year,
apolitioaland constitutional ~haracter con,oe1,'ni,ngtwelve, months l'afer,faced'with thefaot that this'
these, ter;ritories..
; " \\
<,' ' , , " - - , ' .. _ t , " ' , ':P.a'~--'~-""',\' ' , . ' , ' ' " .. ,'~',
:~.~ '_" . . .".
o':,,:,··f
.':,',
:;0 : , ' "
r
resQlution had not been oar~\.Led out7afact whi~h was
116., In any ev:~.nt~ i,n o~der to' ~Void any diffiqulties;
~xtre~!e~y~isQ.()~:rlJ.~ingf,or,us~~~"Gener8JAssembly ,,~e ,believe ,tb,at pn'tha'basis"ofthe preci~e dif~cti,veL~.
%a(1e:a,~13c<>,nd,~nlpol1~t,deo~s~pp:after,~01~~nIY.7 .,.,and ,of the analysis that Wills~ave,be~n, worked,o\lt.
r~i~~:r8,ting ',an~ ,re,af#ir~ing ,the" esse.ntial,p~rPOses '" ;hel'e,,,tb,e General Assembly 'cuuld' speoifically.autho-' ,
~i:l P:l.'I~~,ipl~s ofjh~:1960Dec~aration,!l ito~l~d
rize the: ,Fourth; Committee to "take a,s:abasis fo~
. "
. ' cl
..
"
•
disoussion ~oton1ythe: reports of.:the:other special
!lDeC1arati~ncmthegranUnSOfindepe~dentetocoic'ilialC()untries
coJrtmitte~SjbutalBP thereport.of.,the ComIXlittee
alid\Jlf!0plel,"adoptedby,tIie Genllril} AllemJjly~~ I"',oeceinher 196001' Sev,~nt.een,sothatit may get rid o(tI1 is,question
[resolufion1514 (XV»).
,.
( ) " , o f , c()lonization :once,~d ,fQ;r a l h . . . ,
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117. That is the Pl'Oposal on methods of work, that
the deU,gation of Guinea wished to make.
,

118. The PRESIDENT: Would the representative of
Guinea be prepared te) put" to the Assembly, in 'the
"oonorete "form of a proposal, 'the ooncluding part
, of his' statement, so that the views of the Assembly
o oM be ascertained?
0
119. Mr. DIALLO .. Te11i (Guinea) (translated from
French): In order not to disturb the tranquillity of
this extremely important debate on the report of the
Committee of' Sev~nteen, the delegation of Guinea
felt. that it should not make a formal proposal,
hoping that- its suggestion would be acceptable to
everyone. If there 'are any objections, the deJ,egation
of GUi~ea is prepared to make e ooncrete proposal.
As the method of work it has suggested is straight..
forward and necessary, the delegation of Guin.ea did
not feel it necessary to m~e a concrete proposal.
It will make, such II proposal only_ if it is oblQged
~, to do so.
o
120. Mr. AGUIRRE (Uruguay) (translated from
Spanish): Tpe delegation of Uruguay has no substantive
objection to the proposal made by the represen~
tative of Guinea. I would even say that the delegation of Uruguay would have deemed it more practical to have the report of the Committee of Seventeen
referred directly to the Fourth Committee in order
that the latter might submit resolutions on each of
the items to the 'Assembly. However, ,now that we
.~ava arrived at "the present situation, In which the .
Fourth Com~j.ttee has already drawn up its programme of work, and sinoe we have decided that
the' report of' the Committee of. 'Seventeen l';h011ld
come directly'. to. ; the pfenary, the d~lega:tion of
llruguay considtp·j{ it, preferable, for r~asons of
efficiency and in l view of the need for us to perform
our WOrk in .'. a more speedy and ,praoticalmanner,
to follow the method outlined by 'the Rapport!,!ur of
the Committee of,~eventeen, namely, to' refer to the
Fourth. Committee the queEltions contained In rthe
report of the Committee, of Seventeen Which, are also
included in the agenda ()f the Fourth C(;l!il.mittee.
121." The remaining"questionsGshould' be considered
directly in plenary meetings. If, at this stage of
our work, we refer to the Fourth Coromittee~e
new questiQns dealt »,ith in the" report.- of the C~m'7'
rnittee'cof Sevente~n. and if the lengthy debates Which
., t<ipk place on each One of them in that Committee
are repe~ted, we cannot see, ho~ ~e work ~,an be,
done cthat we, aU. desire to see done to furlherthe
O):ljectives "of the resolu.tlon which .,established that
Oommittee.
. .'
.
o
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'delegation therefore Wishes .• to .: urge that
we follow the method of wo~k,suggested'bythe
Rapporteur,thatwe'refer to the Fourth Committee
the questions' which are alread,y0nits agenda and .
retain .tn- plenary. the remaining ;,questions> in the
report. ,o~· the ..Committee ··of·.'Sevel1teen,., taking due
.ayc0l!.~~,also, .'o,~ '. th~~ ,f~ct th~t ,tb,e .P?rolXlittee h,a~
already .put,forw;lrd for.adopti?~ by the General
ASsembly ,a draft . resolution ' 'on each ,ofthosa
\estions'~ ThuS ' witho!AttooIftu(Jh~a~teC>f tiDie,and
.11th the' . advice . ofth,e, . Committee. of . Sevent~en~
in which. '. we should .'. hav~' •. confide.nce~theGener.~
Q
'9analreadyproceecttot\ike
.'on 'each
ofthese 'qll.estiolls. "'.
. ,. ....
. '.. .... ..... ..~;"
122~·My
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123.;; Mr~, QUAISON..SAOKEY(Cihana):. We had hoped
made by the';,representlitive
that thesugfestion.
o"

of

~

Guinea would not evoke any objffctions f:!.'OrD. the
Assembly, because, as he stateq in his intervention,
the Fourth Committee actUally has taken up all the
itemsoovered by the report of the Special Committee.
The delegation of Ghana attaches great importanoe. to
this report. As was decided,'by the Assembly last
year,the SpeoialCommittee was to examtne the
applioation of the Declaration made in 1960, make
suggestions and, reoommendations .0ll. the progress
and extent of the implementation 'of the Deolaration,
and report to the. General Assembly at its seven",
teenth eesston, It did not at that time state that this
should be !tithe plenary. \!
.' .
124. We, thmkthat the suggestion made by the
representative of G~inea is very practical, in the
sense that 0 all the items covered by the report are
also to be considered in detaU by the Fpurth Committee.. In fact, the representative of. Uruguay may
possibly, have missed the point that ,the report. of the
Oommtttee on Information from Non-Se1f-Governing
Territories [A/6215] would be detding with -all the
territories whioh .arecovered by·the present 'report.
OUt view is therefore that the. ,Fourth Committee
shc;>u1cl So into detaU and. oonsider the kind of resolutions "Which the General Aasell),bly. should adopt.
Then, whEln that has' been. done,the plen.ary can
dis6ussthisrepOrt,constl·uc~ively.We think the item
should stand, in the"plenary; but ~e time should'not
be . now, the time shouldbe when" the Fourth Co~
mittee has gape intodetaUon. the various' territories
which are already covered in ~erepo:rJ:. Otherwise,
the situa,tion would be that the Fourt~Committee
WOuld ge disc\1ssing, say Basutoland (u<'SQuth We$t,
Afrio~, and then the plenary of the General Assembly
woul~ also .,dis.cuss the.aame territo1"Y.There thus
would be 11 duplioation of effort which lam sure all
of us wouldlilce to avoid.
12'5. I also do .not wish . to ,make aforntal'pxopOslil,
in. the' hope that tl.'I.e. representative,9fUl'!lgaay. is<'not
making his objectiotl cformally. I thInk that, ,with th~
explanation 1- have made,. the .Assembly will. see then
nec:essity", o.f notobjectb1g<w'(,'the suggestion'omade
by the representative of Guinea.
".
126. ~Ir;. DIA:bLQ. teUt .(Gufuea)'(tranEl~at~ .from
Frenoh): For the benefit of the representative of
Uruguay ,1' ,should like. ver~ 'briefly to explain -onoe
again-·and 1 thank the· represen~ative .of, Ghana. fO;ti
having"maciEi.· it. olear-tl}at •there is. absolutely' no,
qUe~~ionofin 'any way ;E!kippingtl!eci~scussiqn8ptJre
repOrt of, the Comm.ittee.of seve9teen,to~Jhj.ch,,!,e
atta()h~the' highest impOrtance. We want this'rep()~'"",'.'
asa whole' to "}:)e disollsseo.here.Bllt 'thepoint,on.u,o
which. W(3 , think' it impdr.~t to •make .a ',deCision at .: " .~
the'oUtsel.Js .·tha:t(.wheI\ ,we,cOtnpletf:l'q)1'r'~ d,~lJate
here .·l11 ··' tbe 'plenary,we .must '.'prOduoe ctl1e·natural
tu'l.d lo~ca.l "sequelto, r~s~lution,1514,(~Vla,ndr'es()f
luti~n':J.~54, '(XVI)"by Whiop'the9omtnitteeQf,I:lt)!f~n7. ii'
teen'W8.~'~s~bUsh~ 'last~ea'r. ~,othe~ :;W~r~S~'1W~'''Ci

must taKe .'a'general' '. deo~si.on .·whiCh,,,,Ul,,s,ppiyto
all th~ territories' that have'noty~etbeoomeii'l.depend~
eI\t~ ', ThlS' generaldeclsion,. these o()1l,Olusi9Jls4erived
~:r;Qn1,'O~:r)~t\1dY"of .,the:l'eJ(O.rt, ~fthe.~P9~i~t~~::~~·;
,Sevente~n"vvUr .• 0C00\ll'El'e i:lerveas •. a'iguide"t9J;'.,the .
FOlli'tbCoXWXlittet) whel1 it"o0in~s to.takeitsdf:ljJlh
slQIl:~;Qon.·tbe.. basls '.• of.9,lr'the:doqume1l,ts'lJefo~~,lt.
OIlaI1y,giv.,erfte·rl'~tQry ...,'. .•..•• . .'.".~
,·F'··
127.:·'.~o .e~la1n·'•. t~e.:situ.at~on?noe:rri~re ••,.t~en'",w~,
af$'sayiligitl,lttJ,n•. OUI",view:t4e••·,G~neral, . A.ssembl:Y
'shQulddebate'the: report as a ~holt).,~aiidthenita:ke

.i'.·
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a deaision apPUollble' to, ~h the territories, whioh
have not, yet become independent. After that, on the.
basis of that deolston of prinoiple",:""whiohw~) hope,
will be the, end, once and for all, of the problem of
deaolonization-the Foudh Oommittee. bearlngin
mtnd all the faotors-that, i~ I bearing in mind the
report of the Committee of Seventeen itsf,llf [A/523B].
as it rel~tes to sp~oifio points. baaring in mind,the
report of the'Speoial Committee on Territories, under
Portuguese .A.dminis~ation [A/5160l. baaringin mind
the" report of, the, CQmnqttee On Information frQlU
):\H)n~Self-Gove:rning 'l'erritoi,'les. [A/5215]. bearmg
in mind the report of the Speoial Committee f9';'
South West Afrioa [A/52l2 ang Add.1-3]. ~d bearing
"in mind also. perhaps. the report' of the Sub-Committee 'on the'Situation in Angola: [A/5286] will take
individual deoisions for each 'territory.
,

.

> f '

~

~

128. ,Needless to say• in, the final dectston we shall
take here. which .In our, view, will of. n,~oessity:be
a general' deoision. many other related ' questions
, will be consid~red. partioularly the ~ture of the
Comm1ttee"of':Sevanteen or any other,ibody,that the
General ,Assembly might establish to implement
whateverdeoision is taken this year.
.
129. " I ,b.ope ''that the' l'epres'enta~ive of U~gt1ay' wUl
be ' satisfied ,with these olarifications and that he
w.ill, nQtpre~s, his point. so that theAs~eIPbly,may
proo~ed with: its wor.k.
,'.,. .
130~·Mr."BOZOVIC (Yugoslavia): 'Having heard the
eXt>lanati'on, just now . given 'bye: the 'representative
of G\1iri.ea J .the Yugoslav delegation considers his
sUggestion-whioh. as,he has, told us, 'might be put
as a fOl'nl8.l proposal, 'if neoessary-a.very" practic~l
one. with regard to the eXilm!n.ationof the report
of the<:> Committee of Seventeen.' 'partioularly .those
chapters dealinf; with separa!e territoI'ies.~' .,
1.31~' With/regard to the ,renw:*s'ofthe represent...
ative,of,.Ur\tgtiay. I have no documehts'at.hiUidat
themom.ent. ,'but I do recall that theChairIillUi of
the Fourth 'Committee has,' received a number ,of
reqUests "from il'epreseht8.tivelil, ,0.£:.,politica! ' parties
in some Africafi, territories~,'asking to'be,heard by
the" ,Fourth ,Committee .when the qu~stion, of 11Onself-~'~errii~g territories comes ~der examination.
s,o~$l of '~J10S~ ,requests' have' cQpte~rom territ?ries
~hiob have been discussed by the, Committee of
s~venteen~'" " : . , ','. ',' '" : , 0 '" " , . :
,l.32:':F~~In',a,praotioal.• ~int9f' Vi~,~ifW~d~bide
to disc~ss alljerritor~el3 with the "except!oR,of ,th016e
}Vhioh: yo~. 'Sir•. m.entionec;i ye~terday,',l!J1d.'with~e
,additiop ,gf:M0Zllmbique. ·,.an(l.,deoideuPQ~recom
Inendatipns,whioh, have" beenmadebyt~e OOKnmittee
of Sevelite~n.'. we shall ,be,faced with a s.ituatiQn."late~
on;Ufwhioh~:When ,disoul?sing th~.;non.:-self~gov:ernb.lg
terri~priel3./,we shalt ,haye,'to ,hellr,the,:Pe~i~oners
fromr~some,of,'th016e territories, and:l'eopen.,theq\le/il~
tion" 'llIldpo~,~U)I:r,co1J'1,e be~orethe: aenerllJ A/?/iler,lbJy
,~i~';~ne.WPrQPo$al>()r_~ith,additio~stothe,propo.sll~

"o~'w~~apditionsto,the'p~:Q~~~I\~lr~aqy..a<lOPted;'

"

,,'~3,3;\;g~f1H~tlUii '. m'~d:'~d':ll,lS~: th.e_::~o.@~ibllt.~.l

,"':Pf'm,oi'$,•• ll'aquest/il- 'f91' ,or~l: hearlligs~-'irom .,dlfferent
~rrltC)if~/il·,>tbt'U~y~ii1atthEi'proposal:':m8;4eby,'tli~
i~~p;ro~eIl~t1ve,;o.~,:,Q\~:n;ea. 'if'a. pra~~i(lal'.'o~~'·w,~9P.
would'Bflve '~s$Qmetime iUJ,d tn..ig~t.llyoid,~u.nliga:ti!?~
of WQrk.Then'we ' shouldb~ al>le'w qdis()usl3':hElre-lli
,plenarY'1l),ll.tters ~,of.prin()ipl~" w,hile" the:,c~liIe~ wJ1J.Qh
'h8.V~?been,·~ealt>~Wi~h',itf"t,he:reP9r.~:,QPu~d:~~,ta.k!;l~

,,
-'

~._
....

,'; uiLin/the 'F.().~th"qC?IIUI»ttee.,,~., the,i lighkoflu}y;n~

informaUon whioh we might reoeive from tlle petl..
tionel'liI who have already ,asked to' be heard or who'
might Rsk t~ be ht)ard.
334: MisfI BROOKS (Liberia): l'thulk that the repre~
fl611tatives of Guinea and ~ugoslavia Mve said w~t
I had in,tended to say. but I should like to explain
.,further to the representative of Uruguay that While
the item on tho agenda oonoerns informat1~n from
non-self-governin.g'territories. it will be seen from
the report of the Committee on Information from
Non-Self-(".tOve~n1ng Territories [A/5215] that these
very territories Hsted in the report of the Committee
of Seventeen are also listed in the report of the
Committee on Intormation from Non-Self-Governing
'ierritories~ Therefore. ooncerning his sug~stion
to aooept' the' requeat of. the RappOrteur of the
Oommittee of Seventeen to del~gate s\\oh territories
as' are covered by the' Fourth Committee to 'the
Fourth Oommittee. it. will be foundthat every tel'J:'itory
whioh ' is non-self-governing' is on the list of the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
'J,'erdtories.· • i
135. I. will suppart the representative of GuiIiea to
,the effect.~at. when the question ta finally (llsC\1"ssed 'in the Fourth committee, it ,does not'detraot
from the general aspeot of the meaning of the
Deolaration on deccloataation, 'That has its own
asp,ect. but in' plenal'y we have ,the opportu.'1ity to
mak~ an ,evaluation, olltb.e basts, of the reports given
bY the Sp\3cill1 Committee on Territories under
Por~gUese Admipistration [A/5160], and theOommittee, on Information from Non:-Self:-Goyerning
T,erritori~s., If .the Fourth Oommittee wpUld examine
t4e ,rep,art tpat has been' submitted by the c.ommittee
of Seyimteen, at this stage it would be in !l- better
position, to tnake ~eff13ctive eval~ation in, plenary
Ineeting of' the' ,over~all:)ii~a,tion as Intended by
the~r~t rel3olution.
"
136.' The PRESIDENT: I oa1l on therepresentativ6
of Syria.
:
't3't., 'Mr. RIFA'I '(SY,ria): T~,you for recognizing
me as the representative of Syria. Mr. President,
because I indeed come 'to, speak. as ..representative
of Syria and not as Rapporteur.
'(
,
i38. I ShbUld, like •.in
drstins~rice. to.ooun'sel
~embe~s of' the. General As.se~blY;,. ags;!n'st', taking
a, ,'~tari~ which" mi,ght be ~onsidered. rash at'thili!
stage. I ,have 'no~ come hereto ~e issuey/lth the
repre,s,en~ti:ve:. 'o~, Gylnea,. I respect ' hi~' 'vieY1sanq
I,a:In sure'that'allof us .here"are V~ry mUCh. o.on~ "
oernedabout the' duplication of work .and"uimec!3s~
ary conflict in reoommendations. It seems to me that
this is'apolntwhich'mustbe' borne in mind. In'the
courl3eof' tl:1e,n prel:ientation of the report to tlie
Assembly ,'X'haye '.alreadyalludedto,~ this :point.anc.l.
I. :~ve"lllaae, oerta,in practfcal"suggestions fQr the
plirpose,·of .avoiding ,any duplication 'in, resoltltions
ana :recomm,l3ndations or any cO!?fiict in:thatregard.
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,m~Hvat~d ,~y,"J).obl~ i?\lr~~je.flsare:'the 'rapr~f:!enta

m

~!~~,' of"lGhap.ll ~11~' ~?S~.;9thC3~~,.~ho, have.s~~lt~11 "
l:l~pport.,of, tll e (9~~x:~e"lllf has l3~gge~t~.It,s,:l~m~
~?::llle. Jh~t"t~e. ,~~;sr',co~~~e1 at, ,tl;li8j~Ctu,re ~"f0~~'
be. to,po~t~ne~~~deCi~,~()p. ..on, ~h;~mo~io,nWWcb.,t~e"
'represebt8.tive,of Guinea 'has just~ade and ~Qd~fe.J;'
the,. decision "until tomorrow.' ,I1i ·m.Y·view~:. ,'we are
pl'ecipitating' a;.rash~dec~sion" whiolnrnayca.use ,re~

~oj'se;in,the~~~e;'MY",purposedn,sp~aking:isn9t,'"
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qu.estion Of whether or not resolution, ~51ij (XV) has
been properly ..implemented· will be diaous~,ed in
plenar~r, but ~t a number of territories, whioh iri.
one way or another arealroody being disoussed m
OOliuni~ees,c should be disoussed' ·in thEi Fo~
Oommit~ee, ,bo~ from the 'point of.,viewof hearing
the petitioners and. from Uta point of view of expedit!ng matters.
. .
c ,
145. I asked to speak'in order to make thatpolnt
QJlear and to support the propoaalof' thedeleglition'
of. 'Guinea. I do not think that this ,question is so
difficult 'that we needllCstpone the debate. I 'Would
therefore~ppeal to therepresent8.tives ,of Ur.lguay
a.'1d Syria not to insist <in their suggestions,s:o that
the Assembly may prooeed to decide this pciint· ,
146 Th PRES"IDENT·' Th
tati
f G' in
.. .. e .
. ' e represen. veo .iU ea
has asked .tospealt..-no doubt in order to explain
further any points that may not be qw.teolear eith~r
to representatives."wh9 have spoke.~ ..since he ).a~t
took .the floor or to other representatives. Before
oalling on him, however, I should liketolalow Whether,
anyo~her r~Pt9sentative\Vishes ,~o express,any Views
on this matter so that, if he agr~es,·,thel·eprese~tative of Guinea may reply to.all the questions at once,
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\ sideration of this report in all ita aspects, but.
oertainlYol pel1eve that, in view of the importanoe
,of the report and the faot that it was allooated
originally. to the General ABsembly by the General
c.ommittee end bYo, the Assembly itself. we shoUld
not now l'tlshly revers~ a deoision already taken.
140. For 'this reason t' would 3.p~eai to. the l'epresentatives, partioularly the representative of Guinea,
110t to disagree with the pos~onement of a deoision
on the prooedural point whioh he MS ra~sed °until
we have had suffioi"mttime to consider this problem
whtoh it:J Of suoh great importance to us .all. I am
'sure he will agree.with me th8,t we are all-motivated
by the same desire, and for that reason I renew
my appeal to him to agree to the postponement of
a deoision at this time
.
..'
141. Mr. MONGUNO (Nigeria)~ lolly delegation hadnot
intended to intervene, bu.t 'after hear~.ng the proposal'
made by the represEintative of Guinea, I should like
to say tbat, in our opi~ion" it Wc:l~d be adupUcation
of effort in every respeot.to take up.the question
both at the : plenary level and also in theFourth
Committee. Looking at the matter from a p~aotical
point of view, it is even going to be,d1fficultfor the
plenary-if it
true that there Iuts been a request
147, It appears tlu\t no. oPterrepre~entatlv.(l does
for a hearin~rmade by the petitioners totheOhairman
wish to liJpeak att&st~me,;ap.dl·~ere(Q~e,oallon.
of the .FourthOommittee-to arrange to hear the
the representative of Guinea.
'"
petitioners. This would, I think" necessitate a re148. Mr. DIAr.LO Telli.. (G\!inea)(t~8,I\9Iated~from
eonatruotton. of the 'Assembly Hall. I hopetbat those
Freoh): lam in some .diffioulty, because two'.appeals
who have expressed some objection to the suggestion
have beenniaae. tome. lha4.as~e,d for th~noor, '
of the representative of Guinea' will agree that it
before.the rep~esentative :0£ Etlrl,op(a oaInEi:to the,
is more practical (,nd time-saving to refer the whole
rostrl,lm, wi~ the iritentioil .of.'acoeptirig ~th,El Syri~
issue. to th~· Fourth Oommittee, since almost .every
r~presenta~~r'~ appeal. Howev,~l'~,i~s. ~e;,ljr:~SigeI1t
item will have to come before that Committee. I
has indireot), ,Iinvited mew dQ"t:l5,.l shouJ,d like to
hope that 'other delegations here "will also agree '" eXplainS. little":further." "") .,.';f':·:'~L'o;~ ". '. ..
,. to this.
. 0
:.
>
.
14~~' '. lam .glad 'that .' the .' r.epre~enta.ti\Te 6f 'EtlUopia§
142. Mr. GEBRE-EGZY (Ethiopia): There seema >. has"'fully:understood .Guinea's ,argument;.exoepton
to' be coml3confusionabout what "the proposal of·
one point. M:Y idea is nol'that a nUIriber'oUerritories
the d~lega.tion of. Guinea really is. If Xluiveundercovered'1>ithe Conunittee"ot'SeY~liteen"slioUld"bf,)
stood correctly; .the proposal Uf that the territorieliJ
.dealt wlth· mcoInmittee. butt1lat 8;11' the individual
enum,erated' by ther~presen~l),tive .of. Guinea .should
territoriescoverecl· b~~ :the report·of,ete 'Oon:umttee
be. dealt with in the .Fourth.Oommittee, because,
of.Seventeenshoultl.be dealt With4in',that WaY'and
first,. it is mO:re praoticalto listen to petitioners
onthatpointtl1e.'repre·13entativebfLib~er1ahas·ex;,. c
in J:}omtpittee.: seoondly, insome ~staI1ces the ter-,aotlYexJ?:t'essed~nY}f.lea.AUthese t,~;r~{tori~s, be!Dg"
ritoriea are. alr,eady being ~onsidered })y Qther.Oommentioned in the report aBhe Committee.on Informamittees;and, thirdly,. the discussion of theterritol'ies
tion from. Non-Self-Governing Territorieel' IAI5215);C
would be expedited in: this way. But the proposal of
are on ~e agenda ,o~ theFourthOoI$li~ee. . '
Uie. delega:tion of Guinea-and! think th,at thiS has
..' . .
'. ....•. . . ' .'
.......•..... , ' , ' . ","
nQ,tbeen, wenunderstooq~~s . al~o' ;tlm,t. the principle . 15'0; 'Afurther 'ciarifica~ion'is'absolut~ly'eaEe'Rtial~
of'.,;the implemen.·tati.on;;.of, th~ ])e()la
. r.£!,tlQI); ,sJio~d. be
rwish . to 'state onoe.morethat~' .inourVieW,the'
cli
d b" th A' . bl in r . .. . .. .. ,ti .
report .of theOommi.tt.ee o.fSeventeen'as"a' \yhole
. .sous.~e ..... y" e. ssem, y ... penary meeIlg$·
s.ho.ul.d.· . .be.... deba.t...e.....he.r..e.
d
;.an
. . ·d.•..,s.Di
. .u...b.jeo.t'.
~ Pl.opt.erWor<.ls, the . proposal .is .that the details of.
, ..oul
.. . ·d. ·. b..e.. ~th.e.·.''''
~
...
the report shoUld lie, discussed 'in 'the Fourth Oomof,adecisionbythe:Generat:AssemlJly~ l'he.que$tion.:,
mihee, .. but' that thebroa:d'que~ti9nof th~imple~. .aJ;ll. ,~ais1iig'i howe:ver~ol'" thequeatio,n·'io)vh:1gh,:·.l
mentation of the DeclaratiQJl'E1.hould be dis.cussed m· s i:1pUld 'likes,o~~tlu)~htto:begivCjl~, i!'~~~~~IT~"
plen.ary.. .
decided .'to. ··adjourn~e.meetiIlguntil ,toJ;:gorl'QW..-.is.. .'
.. , .
'.
thlS:<'hoW·manyresolutions':Would:l:we,Wisht6'·see.
,14~. It· so' happens ~hat,in;theCommittee ofse.ven~
8.clopie,cLat:' th~ 'entf:of':'our' ,d~bate·9n,the.repq:L't.·of,
teen, .we .plade almost>the 'sam,.e .,proposal.UJ:1f~rtUO'olnDiittee.:ofSeventeen:?Th~' ,art e,r t o,,' th1s'
nately,..the· idea· diedthere-first,becausethere'was~estipn,til'Irtyd~l~~tloJl~S y,lew.;'ia· Y~l'Ysi~ple,... •.,
notmUChtime;an(l.~econ<.lly,bec~useaUhat'stage
. .,,:
.>.....)
' ' , C ; ,."
thel'e .s'eemedto .besome·· sortofsiientagreement~ 151::n ,JwouldtiedeSiral;JletP: 1¥Lve,pne.tes()l\ltfop,'
tbat:all' the' Wi:lrk :on' .this' sUbject Eihould':bedone'in
l,IJlq<ln1r Arie,:'whicn.,W·O\lld·be .·the.h~tu1'~l.s!eq~el,,'
p.l.en.
·.ar y2' . ". .
. ' '.:' ,.............•............ '.
..';•. . . •. .'. ,..... .,
~e,log1cals~qqel. ·tQ,out,clep,l.lte$~'J::~~()ulli·h9Pe.,tMt· .
1
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144;.:,rhepointlwant .to'.~e,i~:this;:.th~proposai
of,thedelegation ,< of"Guineadoes"notlmeantllat'the,
i~eIll wilt·· beY·clis99ssedpothin. '..plen!lry,andlh.the'
.Fourth· Committee:'·· What ,.. it· does··'mean·.·is::.tha.t.. tile.

aw

it.would:be',itlie··~onclusion.oftneWh:oledis,~usliJion.

oh"·dec.Qi6nizatioh~.':bn'~tl1e,~RJisis:9~~UQh'9~~Ji.~p'

preoise ·.··direct!ves' }:)y;:.the'Generill'KSse~l)ly,;ihe.'
Fourth: 'eommittee~.:.in·.the,,1ightofthe.. spe~~iQ':lli~ ..

formatlOnQ'Onta1nedin:thel,repoJ:'t}~f',thEI ;d.ommittee\r~J··o

0
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of Seventeen [A/6238], in the ltght, nlso,of the report

I thtn..'t the representative. of Guinea saidthat the'

of. the Committee on ,Information from Non-Se!f-pourth Committee oonsiders)the affairs of~evarious
Governing Territories [A/~215], the report. of the
tel'l'itori~s within Chapter XI, ae far as the CommitSpeoial Committee for south west Afrioa l'A/5212
and Add.1-3] and the reports of the other ad hoo
oommittees would, within the oontext of 1)\ose V61'Y
preoise dil'eotiv:es, take a finel deoision on eaoh
territory.
152. "Now, as to the position of Guinea wit~ rega,l'd
to the Syrian repi'eslilnt'ative's appeal; I nlust say
that; having no desb:e to" foroe anything, I see no
objeotion. if that is the wish 'of the Assembly, to
an adjournment of the debate to allow more thorough
oonsideration. I would add timt I regret that the
Rapporteur c dl the .Committee of Seventeen, the representative of Syria, waefhot present at an important
mGeting this afternoon; for our proposal is in no
way precipitate. It has been made after consultattons
with? a number of delegations whioh have worked
together throughout. I am extremely sorry that the
representanve of S~'l'la did not know apoutt~s and
did not take part in those important meetings. In
any event, my conoluston is that .r have no objectioI)
to the def~rment of, my proposal in oreder to .~l1oW
for further consultations. "
153.M:i". PACHACHl (Iraq): I think that it would help
very much if "the issues before the Asse~bly could
be olarified. o
0

454.. As I understood the representative of Guinea;
,0

:what he is proposing, in concrete and specific terms,
ie? that a general debate on,the entire report of the
Committe~ of seventeen should be held by the ~ssem
bly in plenary meetinga and that; at the end of that
general debate, thecAssembly should adpl?t a resolution containmg general' pri9ciples. Tq~n, 'and only'
then would the Fourth' Commlttee take up the various
chapters of the report ,of the Committee of seventeen
dealing with individuaFterritories. The Fourth Committee .would at the end of its discussion" of these
tenitories ~ecommend certain resolutions' to .the
Assembly, 'in, the light of' the resolution on general
principles which-had beenadopted by the.A!El'embly.
That is my understandir!g of the proposal, of the
representative, Of Guinea. However,if the. A,ssembly
should adopt the proposal of the representative of
Guinea; I think that, a question.would arise about the
method of work- ,
155. The PRESIDENT: "This is, of course; proVided
tbatCCthe meaning,of the proposal of the representative'
Of GUinea is .the meaning given to it by the.representative of Iraq.
156., Mr.pACHAcHI (Iraq): Yes; fnyrem:arksll.re~
based' on the aS6umption~hat I have under~tood the
exact: meaning of the proposal of t~e representatfve
of "Guinea. ,That, of eouase, wol.l1q. mean ()thatthe
Fourth Committee 'would not 'pe in If position to con-:
tinueitsworkwhiie the Assembly isengag~ in the
general~is~ussion of the,:t'eport of the 9~IXUni~ee
of'Seventeen; and'sinc'e t~eresult~ of the disou~slon
of, th~report' of ,:the•Committee of Sevehteen will
go,~o;the'lfourtbp()lpmittee., then I think'.it ~snatural
th8.tthe .two, bodies oould not, ,~eetsimultaneously;,
be911uSeany' deoisions, that, ,t~e. ,Fourtp Conunittee
~ght "take'W9uW.perh(Lps be pr~ma~re' a.il,4,' :,W'ight
be' overtak~n .by ",the resolution .of generlll princlple~
ad611t ect by the General Assembly • "
.' ,
, .
15i;~4Therefore" 'there 'is~s~·diffioulty,and.I ·,would
,like.t6.takethisoppo$mityto make one obs~r'vation~

tee on InfOrmation from Non-Self-Governing Terdtories is ooncemed, or also the Speoial CommUte
Territories 'UncleI' P01'tuguese Adminiatration.
But I am sure that he would agree With me whenI
"tell him 'tllat the context, within which the Fourth
committee dtaouasea the non-aelf-governing territories under Chapter XI, and even the Port,}lgueso
territol'ies under theresolutioll [1699. (XVI)] estabIJshing the Specin.l Committee on Portuguese Territortes ia quite different, from the context of the
resolutl~n pasaed in 1960 and last year, whioh estabItshed the Sp«;:cial Committee of Seventeen.

on

158. For all these reasons I still seek some olarifioation about tilis issue. If we are going to adopt
the proposal of the representative of Guinea, as I
understood it" is there really 3J1Y use for the Fourth
Oommittee to oontinue its work, since it is quite
ooncelvable that all.. its work will be nullified or,
at least drastioally changed in the light of any
resolution adopted by the General Assembly on the
general prinoiples regarding the implementation of
resolution 1514 (XV).
159. Miss BROOI<S (Liberia): It is true that I havel
heard the expression that 104 or 105 nations can
give 104 or ].05, and now' 110 interpretations of the,
Charter. Actually, I did not understand the representative, of Guinea to make a proposal to postpone
the work of the Fourth Committee\.untilafter the
general debate on this report in the p'l~nary. I think
it is just the other way around. I think tha~ the Fourth
Committee -should first have the opportunity to examine the question. in detail, to hear the petitioners,
and then, I think, the plenary, examining the" report
of the Committee of Seventeen should take into consifleration the datailed "discussions in the Fourth
committee and then make a general policy, inoluding
the concept 'of the meaning .of the resolutton on
deoolonization. That· is what I had in mind. But if
i,tis going to be ohanged tso that we will have a.
debate and set a generalprinoiple by whioh .the
F.ourthCommittee must abide in doing its work, I
think it will come in, a different context; and I
think I will haveto reoonsider the position whioh I
have taken.
l

160.

.In that light I think it would be more feasible
for' us ,to suspend the, ~onsideration of tl1eques~ioJl
at ,tbi~' particUlar, "moment until we have been,able
to ,meet.. in ,groups .and to explain olearly t? each
otherwhafreally, isjthe . intention of" the motio~.
pijrhaps at a. later stage we will be in a betterposi~
tion to take a -decfston or tovote 011 the question. ,,)

161. Mr. DL~LLO Telli(Gulnea). (translatedfrQID
Frenoh): Tlle",representative,' of, Iraq ,rais,ed, tw~.
important question,s wlllohwarrant someolarification;
He; refe:rred " .first to the" ~egal basis ,of the work
carried on iu'the'Fourth C<immittee within the context of theprVisionsof' Chapter'XI of the Charter;,
I do, not thinkthare. is any doubt, and I am,suretha.t
the representative of Iraq will agree with me., thB.t
sinoe resolution ,1514 (XV) was adopted-In De~emb~r
1960 'itis Wlthinthecontextof thegeneralprovisio~S
of tha.tfresolutiOnthat,~e,·.Fourth. Committde'ha~-D
prepa,red"its draft reflolutions on' Non-Se1f-Gov.er~~,,"
Territories.' ,
>,

l
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<'162. In any event, and to dispel 'any doubt, Xsee
no reason..,.quite the contrary-why the Fourth Committee should not be gi"l'en speoial terms of reference
j?,y the General Assembly with respeot to the indi- ,
vidual items on territories speoifically mentioned
in the report of the Committee of Seventeen, "
163. The second question raised by the representative of Iraq :\s whetller the work of the Fourth
Committee and the General Assembly would proceed
consecutively or simultaneously, On this potnt; we
are informed by the friends who repr~!3ent ~s in
the Fourth Committee that that, bgdy is at present
considering. the report of the Speoial Committee fQr
South West -Africa [A/5212 and Add.;L-3]; after that.
acoording tQ. the agenda it has already adopted. it
will take up.. the report of the Special Committee
on Territories" under Portuguese Admtrdstration
[A/5160], and only after completing its con!3ider~tion
of that document will the Fourth Committee .deal
with the report of the. Committee on' Information
from Non-Self-Governing Territories [A/5215],
.
164. I believe, therefore, that by the time the Fourth
Committee begins 'consideration of the individual
territories . mentioned in the report ~f the Oommtttee
of Seventeen. the Genera~ Assembly will have completed its work. However. I wish. t'q.be very clear
and very precise. particularly after the statement
just made by the rep:resentative of.Liberi~. ,'I think
that it would be better if a decision. of principle.
which would be a general decislon.were..taken here
on the report of the Oommtttee of'Seventeen,and
if the Fourth Oommtttee, when it came to the.specific
.consideration of each territory. decided. Wha~ aotton
1\ tci take in the light 9f~the principleS! thus establisbed
and the objectives thus.' de~ermined.,
" ...
165. I may add,for the sake of clarity and precision.
that I do 'not .believe . . that our consideration oMhe
report of the Committee of Seventeen as a whole will
hold up the work of the Fourth Committee•. Nevertheless, in "order to avoid any ambiguity. I, believe
it isim.portant that, a~, the end of our debate.here
we should give 'special .terms of reference to the
F.ourth COmmittee so. that. on the . basis of those
terms of reference .and . in the light of' the. principleS
and. objectives establishoo. it can. take specific. and
. ",
practical decisions on.eaoh ~erritory.
",16(\. Mr. PACHACHI (Iraq): If I.understoOd. the
representative of .Guinea' correctly. ,... he .does . not
envisl;l.ge . the Fourth Committee taldng any decision
regarding any of the territories before the resolution'
of ,genetalprinciples. is'adoptedby the Gen:eral
Assembly after the. general debate on the:"enti're
report of the Committee of,Seventeen~Ltliinkthat
is what I heard hirn... say. But if he does.notep.visage
that•. it .m.eans then ·that· he.doee •. not..seea'rly·cono:tradiction . between . the" decisions' taken by the'Fourth
Co~mittee". ~.egarding. individual .t~rritor~'esb~f()re a
resolution' of .geIlera1 principles is . ad()pted,. h,ere.
Because I do foresee. if 'I'. understand 'what is the
Al~tive . behind' having a ;resolution()fgen~#l prin7"
CipH~s, .: that .there '. could be. some. d()mpli!Jati2~s.. if
the 'resolutions ,adopted by,.' the .lfour~h·,. q()mixii~tee
are .not .completely.. . or.' entirely. consistenfVli~h. the
resobltion .of, general principles ~at IXI:ay. bea:qop~Eld
by this. AsseIllbly'and wl1ich, so to spealt''v0ulq'be
the> fountainhead. '. of . all',action '.to, '.be. ''ttU<Em'by .,the
Fourth80mmitteeon indlvid\1alterritories.· • • • . . .• • • • ' '.
. .'167.: This ,is 'tnediffioultyI find .Inyse~in.;'ggai~.
lamnotquiteclelli'astoOhow the F()urtl1Cornmit,~.
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tee can proceed with ·the study, dtsousston. and' decis,ion on individual, tel'ritories,kn()wing .all tli.'e
time that tp,e' General Assembly may send to ita
resolution of general principles Which ma.y.or may
not be, consistent with what it has alreadY.decide,d,~
168. Mr. DIALLO Tellf (GuineZl) , (translated from
French): I should like to'explain'onqe'again th,at
the. FOUl'th Committee' is at present cliS(Jussing South
West Africa. a territory which is' not 'now included
in. the list of territories under disoussibn, for the
simple reason that yesterday, atithe close of the
.1l65th meeting. the President asked us tozexolude
that torritoryfrom the debate. As there; was no
objection,it seems to me that a decision was taken
on that point.
.
169. In any event,I have, not asked-e-and I did not
think for a moment tha.t it was necessary to do sothat the ' work of the Fourth CoDunittee should be
halted, since to my mind the Committee neitherca'1
nor should -stop work. for the simple reason.aa
I have already said. that, since 1960 it has adopted
all ~ts draft resolutions within' the context of tile
provisions of General 'Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).
It goes without saying that the resolution we"sball
adopt .here will be a 'normal and logical sequel,
and indeed the natural conoluston, tothe)debates
which Ied to the'adoptiol1 of resolutions 1514 (XV)
and,1654 (XVI).
,:r'
17Q. I 'entirely, fail to see-and .~. am not. propostng
anything of. the .' kind-why the Fourth Oqmmittee
should cease 'Work on' South'West Africa and the
Portuguese colontes, Wl1atlmean is that. w~thregard
to the other territories.' whtoh a:re the s~bject of the
debate and of my proposal and which ~re :not'selfgoverning. the General ASsembly will certaInly hav~
adopted a general resolution by the time the Fourth
Commlttee begins to consider them.

/1

171•. That was what I meant. to say. I hope that
these explanations will have satisfied the representative of Iraq.
,
'",
. .
172. Mr. BAYONA(Cololllbia) (translated from
Spanish): The pertinent comments. made. by therepre~
!'Iento,tiveaf Iraq and the' concern voiced bytherepl'esentative of Liberia are the main points which.P1Y
delegation "baa had in. mind d~ingthis briefproce.duraldebate.
0

'.

'

•• '

.

·It·-

173. We areipressedfor time. We need a procedure
which will shorten ,our work .and enable .us to reach
a, . satisfactory ,cQD,clusion. 'J;'he. represen~tiye 'of
Guinea, .has prqposeli 'first ,that. weshoul4 . have a
general debate; second, that .'Ye should . refer. the
report of . the \Sllecial Committee pfSeve~~een.tp
the,"Fourth CoiIlIi?-ittee; a,D.:d~ t~rd'ian~tthat it be
taken up once~gf\~' by Jhe G~neral Assembly In
plenary sesston, .'. We' would be' thus' doing' theW()r~,
nottwice.but three times. .. .' "
<' . •. '~
174: .My.'delegat1on 'feels'it~t t~ecorn.rrteritsmade
()ri~irially~y.:the -. repre,El~~tative 'o,rS:y~ia, aJldth~n'
a.bly' supported by the 'Jr~preseJ:ltativ\e; gf Iracl we;l:'e
very wise. On tl1e assumption thatweal'e!'l~eking
a procedure that will facilitate our work of putting
an end to colonialislIl, ··IllY,d.el~~tion '13upports the
proposal of the representative ontaq.
'.
. . >'0
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1.7.5.Av.tr\~\'iAGUIRRE;(URlJGUA'Y)
• :(translat~'fl'Om
Spanish):c!IJ.y,.delegatioIl,'·greatIYl'egretshaxing,<a:gain,
to·. take up the .tUne.of·,the;.Ass~nl!Jly.;W:t:l·doS()ih";
It'
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oonheJCion with a ,statement made, in a friendl~' spil'it,
we are sure, by the.representative of Guinea, in
whioh he asked ua-to allcw the Assembly to oontinue
its oonsiqeration of the question.

o

allocated to the Fourtll Committee and to the plenarY~
We have' the oomprehensive item of the re};>ortof
the, Committee of Seventeen allooated;to the 131enary
whioh aomprlses all colonial areas.' ·then /Ne have
t
speoifically allocated, toth~ plenary also, Jhe item
176. My delegation, al'yays seeks not 0 set '~Pon Angola: whioh is the very next item, itam 25 In
9bstacles, but rathel'!"o help to organize the wc.rk
th 1 t 11 t d t th 1
9fthe Assemply, tOl:lpeed it up and to make it more -, ' e is, a oO,a e 0 e p enary.
efficient. Forthnt very reason, my delegation does
183. We have, on the otherohand,Sonthern Rhodesia
not nQW wish to press its objection. Bearing in mind
and South West Afrioa, and I pre~l)me the remaining
the proposal made by the-represenbltive of Syria
Portuguese terl'itorles allocated to the Fourth Oomand the views whioh have been expressed in opmittee. Therefore, it was very neoessary that, before
pos.ition to the substance and scope of the proposal
we embark upon the oonstderation of the report of
of tl1e rElpresentative of Guinea, my delegation wishes
the Committee of Seventeen, we should be quite
to request', that the meeting be adjourned in order
(J:ear in our minds what method and what procedure
to allow time for reflection on this point and for
Vo'e should follow so-as to avoid unnecessary dureconcil!ationof the various views expressed from
plioation. I am' very gla~l that this matter was raised
this rostrum, as we believe that this will enable.us
before we had entered upon the disoussion of the
to adopt the bestprocedu:~e for our further work.
'report so 'that we should be clear in our minds what
177, However, my delegation wishes to make one
IS the procedure that we should follow in dealing
with it. "
furthel' comment regarding the observation by several
representatives'that the questiqns dealt with in the
184. If the Assembly has no objection, this is whit
report of tha Special Committee' ,of Seventeen are. in
I propose to do. We shall meet again in plenary on
fact inQlud~ in the agenda of the Fourth Committee
Friday morning 9 November 1962., This will give us
under thfil item "Information f:tomNon-Self-Governing
the whole of tomorrow to the delegations to consider
Territories". If that were the case, there would have
this question as well as their approaoh to the Compeen,., no reason for 'separa:Ung these eight'questions
mittee's report. It will give me Ume to consider
a.ll that has been said this' afternoon, and it is pesfrom the item as a, whole; By inclUding this item,
we would have inoluded every aspeot of the great
sfble- that I might be able to place before the Assemstruggle to put an end to colonialism, in which we
bly, when we meet 'on Friday morning, some proare all engaged. There was a. basic reason or prinposal, which might meet With the wishes and the
ciplafor excluding othe~ matters from this item
points of. view which' have been generally expressed
and for treating it in the manner in which it was
this afternoon, If we can then agree Upon something;
lilways treated, by :the General Assembly long before
either on what I have proposed or anything else that
the establislir,}ent of the Special Committee of Sevenmight 'emerge-but I hope that we shall not fake too
teen and the adoption of the resolution whiOh created
much time over the debating of the question of
it.
'
,
procedure after, it has been so thoroughly debated
this .aftemoon-swe can then continue .on a clear
178. In conclusion" I, wish to press my proposal
understanding of, what we are ai'ming at and by what
for the immediate adjournment of the meeting.
stages.
'
179. Mr. DIALLO Telli, (Guinea) (translatf;ld from,
185. There are two' other matters that I might
FreIich)~ ,I apologize>for having asked forine floor
mention. One is that I understand, from the disous",but, wishing as I do no remain within the rules of
stontoday, that the separate item of Angola, which
procedure, I should, like to support" the p{'oposal to
is the next item on OUI' list, would then in a sense
adjourn made by the representative ofUruguayan:d,
be considered, at, ~is stage at any, rate, aspart
stil.1in accordance, with the rules of procedure, the
of the whole dtacusafon' of the report, wbatever
appeal, made by the representative of Syria~Before
procedure we, adopt.' Naturally, it will have to be
leaving the rostrum, however, lshould·lilte to sum,
considered separatelyalso~Itwill be for the AssemblY'
marize Guinea's proposal" as briefly as' possible
·to' decide, after it has decided how to proceed with
by .telling the Members of the Assemply once more
that what GUinea3Y("~'f Hke is adebate on the report .regard to' the report of the Committee of Seventeen,
in what .mannen it wants to deal wtthsthe matter of
of the ,Committee".., jSeventeenas a:whole'and th,e
Angola, whether' we wish to deal with' it ".here or
·adoption)fa siligle~r'esolution,setting a seal on that
whether the Assembly would wish to reallocate it>
.debate, l)believe that this exactly sums up Guinea's
tothe gJlUi'th' Committee.
'idea;
!!>,
, .,'/"
() " " . '
.'
"
,,'
.'
. ' , c'/ ,"
.', ' ,"
.
'
1.86. ,.Seqondl~,oJ:l~.,question that, the Af;lse~bly sho~d
180.c We should ,like," In that finaLresQlution, to
keepll1!,mind•anq com.idel1.in the imatter of procedlU'e
give' the fourth committee, terIIls, of, refereIlce with
is-<assutrling., t!i~t (i/il)at appeals, tci .the Asse!Xlb~y is
respect toth.-~ .. t~rritories specifica.lly mention,ed
in the report;
',
,
,
,
a"general'disc\\~~sion ()f the report of the90rn,tn,ittee
of\'1)eve!l~een~th~\)adoption, of onie comprehensiVe
,lS1.In coIlclusioIl• in:>rder to permit more useful
resolution, ,indicating its.' viewspn 'the "impleIl'leIlht:negotiatIonS and> consUltationS" I suppo:1.'t th~ motion
tion'of.theparent resolution which. the Comittef:)of
f91;', ", ~djo~rnmeIlt, ,submitted 'by.:'the',repreS'~ntat!v~s
Seven~een" was, to report ',on, which,'. would' .then. be
~flJ'ttJgtia.Y'ar)d.Sy~.aT'
"
'taken' advantagEl of by thf:) ,Fourthqo!Xl~ttE!e>ln,the
consideration., •of",the pecificit.emlS ' befo-::~ ,it. In
that
'. vie-w ''eVhat"would bethefurther.'stage? Will the ,
O~gariizotion'dfwbrk
Assembly:have. finished ,with, the repprto~ th~dom.,..
182. ,Thel?RESIj)ENT:IfIll18.ysayso, this has ba,en
inittee of .Seventeen, ,and, ,then s,ee/tOWhat ex.:ent,it
riot. only ail very usefuh but , alf30.avery. rrElCeSsaDY
can be applied to the resolut!onsthafcomeupbefore
discussion>ona90011ntof,theE!itua,tion,in whiCh we
,itfr0tnthe FourthComlIlittee.on tliespeQ1ficitem.~ ,
:find "ourselves, that; interrelated itenis,have'been
of the Fout'th Committee,>aubject ~lwaystoit~e
G
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qUestion of how Angola is to be dealt with? Or does
it oontemplate that once the Fourth Committee has
sent,,~p those resolutions, we again take up the report
cl the Committee of Seventeen? Tluit is a matter on
which I hav~ not quite olearly grasped the intention'.
of the repr~~ntat~ves who nave spoken, but I do
not want a debate to be started on that point again.
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I 'am sure they will direct°their' minds rowarQ"'th8.t

also so that;lwhen we meet on 'Friday'wewilll:>e
olearer on these matters. We will meet again on
Friday at 10.30 a.m,
.
'~.'

The meating rose

"
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AGENDA ITEM 25
The situation with regard to the Implementation of the'
D&claratlo" on the granting fof Independence to col9nla1
countries and peoples: report of the Special Committee
ltstabllshed under General Assembly resolution "1654 (XVI)
(A/5238) (continued)
,
,.(\
'I

C

-,

,,-'"
grimage was a ,visit to' Afrioa. ~or to sQrvey the
problems of freedom, you have to live it. Youhava to
go to \f:he continent where colonialism is practised,
where racial cUscrimination.ls exercised and whera
ll\unan suffering is inflictecl. For so many generations,
Africa was the shivering home of affliction and the
trembling house of repression. VisUing Africa, there.
fore; was" the least that the United Nations should ao
to plead repentance fo~ the pastandtoextend a prom.
ise for the present and a hope for the future, It was a
"visit to heal wounds blee?ing for a lorig.long"time, to
redress an injustice so heavily crushing and to .set
free milli!>ns of peoples denied everything, except
their shackles of subjugation' and their yoke of
domlnatfon,
',

110. Mr. SHUKAIRY (SaUdi 4ral)la): What we have
before US now for oonsideration is DOt an ordinary
report by a United Nations co~mittee. ThEls;report of
the seventeen-nationSpeoial Committee on deoolontza«
tion marks a decisive stage in huma6ity's struggle to
attait;llibcrty and dignity. In his march to achieve freedom over countless centuries, man has Spared no
effort, however strenuous it has been., and esqaped no
],14. This is how the Special Committee stiU'ted its'
suffering, however oru~b~ng it has been. In this age,
journey to Africa with the Declaratlon on the granting
.the exertion~; of thll United Nations to spreadthe eause
of independence" to colonial countries and peoples "
of fJ,"eedom were \Qot Withollt sIgnificance. It was on
as' its gospel-and what. a dear gospel' indeed•. The
23 September 1960 'that Ch!i:i~~~ Khrushchevprovisit was a United' Nations landlng-sand I stress this
~seeJ that an item entitled ~Declara~!pnon the gl'anting
expression with all its meaning-it was a United Na-:
.of incJependence to colonial countries 'and peoples" be
tiO!1s landing .in the Qattle forJreedom. In Morocco,
included in the agenda of the fifteenth session. Inasthe: pommittee was touched by the moving words of'
much as world public opinion has hailed, the Soviet
Union for taking such a bold and far-reaching step,
His:Majesty~ KiJlg. Hassan, II•.a ~J,'eat lead,er of a,gre'at
country. In EthiopIa, the Committee was captivatedby
we are gratified that the United Nations did not hesitate
the votce of a veteran fighter for liberty, His Imperial '.
to face the challenge. Indeed, the United Nations, -tor
Majesty Haile, Selaaste; In T~nganyika; the Committee
this, . matter, did not fail .to discharge ,its' r
'was thrilled by the. passionfor' freedom. as expressed
o bility and, in fact, seized the oeoasfon to lend its supby. the. leaders of the country-.Tbus a wave·of jUbila='
".pod, to the call of international community. Thus, in
tion has penetrated Africa' from' the. Atlantic .on" the
rasolution1514 (XV), the General 4ssembly,solemnly
west to the IncUan Oceanonthe east,' and I would say,
deClared: "The subjection of peoples to aliensubjugathat .not only a wind of change but a tempest 6f chapge
tion,domination and c~xploitation constitute~ a denial
has> swept over the continent. The United Nations,
C)f f~damental rights, is contrary to the Charte!, of
thr,oughits Special, Committee; .waa-campatgntng in
the United Nations"'::'.." While ass~;rtingthe !,ightsof
all peoples to self-determination, theGeneral'Assem~ Afrioa for liberty, cl'usacUngfol' independence and ~
wind!ng up t~~ last relics and vestiges ofimperialism
blystressed that immediate steps shqulci bel taken to
and colonialism.
' ..
grant independence to an peoplee and toall oountrdea,
115:,· In,spite of its magnanimity, it. was a heartbreak111; .' Viewed 'in its true perspe9tive .··aod against the
,jingo misaton and-a. hair-raising. task: Toim~gine the
heavy baokground of colonialism, this res'olutionwas,
evUot colonialism is. quite easy, but: to measure its
irifact, not a resolution. It was a charter of freedom,
agony; to feel its grief and to, sound its depth, you
a .un\versal Magna Cartaofliberty, ana a bill'otemanhave to'live it,at least you have to see",it-to see
cipation to all peoples fighting for dignity imdequality ~
colonialism in,the.s~fli';rings <?fpeoples and to. see
Adopted on 14 December 1960. this chartel"of freedom
imperialism in the agonies of nations. Thanks to the
was no less supreme-and no less sublime-than the
distinguished 'Committee for its ·endur,a.nce:and\iil:$
United Nations Charter of 19'45~' The. doWhtrodcien
distinguished'rapporteurfor'hi$ pel'severance.'l'he
peo~les and. coUntries owe .it to·tliems~lv'es, to'vaioe
report oflld.,.Rifai or Syria is' a noblEidefence- oHree':'
their gratitude to the Soviet Union for having taken
the lead and to the ,UnitE;d Nat~onsfQr h~lcU~gthe
~olll,a~an i~Criminati~g in~ct~ent "of .imp'et~a~:~sm;
banner in the field up to the lastmomerit of victory.
H6.,. I am expressing our sincere. and ellrnesttribute
T,hedate 14 December 19~0 should go dow~,i~ his~o}:'Y
to, the,. Smlcial Committee.·for it.'-.has.dischl;l:rged,its
a.s an independence day for, ~11 peoples,' worthy to .bfi'
task
so ably, reported its work .soclearly'and recom..
c,()lllmernora~ed as an interna.tionai dayo~;thanksgiving
mende~
the cOt1r~e'. or.action
sOIl~inf~~y•. ,
and jubilation. .
,
'
-".
'.
,",',
fi2...<Atthesixteenth sesSion; the ",'Ohited:Natiol1s,
'117·. SO painf~ly,: I say'. bec'ause-allthe ~meD1be~s
ilgainon the inUiative ofthe;SovietUilion,'considered
were •. caughtby;mixedfeel~ngsand' qonfllctiIig;senti..
theimplement&tio:l of the Declaration on the grilr,.tirig
ment~ •.It'wagac:lramaof dividedrea()tions"'encoura~
,Qf"'ind~peItden"Oe , toC6lofiial '(lounti'i~s,and'peoples..
big aridd1sCouragtng.ThedeOOfntinlitionoftlfepedpies
ThelgQspel .needed' a' nUssioQary....sO·,to speak-to
in ,Africa to. achieve their:libertywas'most~nc'ouragirig,,.
pr~llchand to;pracUse•. Ipits reSolutioll1654 (XVIt
lliJ.d 't!iEkdet.ermination·of the 'colonia1-~owerstoretard "
,th'eGener$:I' ASElembly~adopted certllirimellSurE:)i:fWhiPl1
themilrchofUber1;y was moshUscouraging. Thelidm~ii~.. ~
clwquld put teeth irito. the Declaratian.' Decolq~iltatioIi. lst~Iling~dwfi'l'S~the '. O(Jnited •Kingdom," Portugiil; 'a~d .
wasp'givell'itssfart and,'a SpecialCQmmittee of.i(evep~ , tlieUnion pf:'South~rica...are stilfpersisting intheir. ~
'teell,mElmbers was' entruste(:Fwitll thetaskof~gi'ving .colo·nial rUle, nghf~ng for :()ile.' morE)' da.:Y9f colori~~lism
an:dJor"'one;InorespoU of'explo'itation~'" " ...'/':';
e~{e~tto tIre"Dec!aration.It was'anothe,:!! hi§toric,'step
:;": ,;,. ~-".-((,' :;~"~:_:' / ,>: ;-"" ,,~._: ,'. -'..': ,': ':"';;,,' ",:':," ,:::',,::' -,: ":"~ -"'::,'; :":;","',' '~"',":,.•1"'." J~': '.,,' .', .:,",' (:";,:",:,:--:,:~'-,'
'from .a~', declaration to applicatio~,. fI'0m.,colanizatio~
if~8~.II1
. . ~Q~th~l'n.~~OdeSi!l,.Nortll~I'~·' ;I,lno~e~iaan4,:
,to 'decOlonizatiob," from dQminatiofitd etmincipatibn;
'1'Jyasalarrd. tIle'United King<:lo~-andI,WOUld like;tg •.
aJ!dfrOlne)q;loitatlSh tonat!cffi~Hzation.., ","
", ,', "
put . Jt.~eX;~ifuHY.,.,~~~'E!. f~~I~~,t()r~~p()p~totPfil. q~~ef~l
l:1~" 'With thesepower.sw;!l i~l band the specia.lC6zn.. A~~~.ml>b' •.• te,sp!\1t~oIl.()p,th~,'. De,cl,a:r,I1J~()p Qlll~e1 gr~mt~
ingofinl:Jependence •tC) colonialcoupt:riesand,peopleS!•...,
IJIJtteedecJged~to start its;pilgrim.a.~,and.the,' pil0csponsi-
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122.0' Southern Rhodesia is not a negligible. land.with...
"

.'

•

t'

' .

out a- Pll.sf'that could be so ll.ghtlyignor,ed'by the United
Kingdom. About the size of Japan. Southern RhodeSia
is known for the fabulous Solomon's mines and the
stone monument of' Zimbabwe. 'whose ruins stand to ...
day as the most formidable and mysterious in ·the
world,,'.,'.
. . : <'.
.
.<
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125. It is. true, 'theco'~try aboUhdsin ri~hes and"
various natural resources. but the policy of the United
Kingdom. as an administeririg Power, aims at making'
settler~richer and richer and the Africans poorer
andpOG~~er., Rhodesta .Is "well known ;(01' its chrome.
and the' United States. the major purchaser, testifi~s
to its high strategic value, The No,rthern Rhodesian
cc:>pper belt produces about 15 per cent' of the World's
, copper.tt is the second richest copper deposit in the
world. It is enough to know that the'annual output of
'the mtnesIs valued at"U30 million; mOs;t,staggering
fi~es ofrichIies13 and poorness-richness for the
white settlers. but poorness and poverty for ·th~Afri ...
cans. This figureincludesa profit.for the companies
amounting to £40 million. The' British South Africa
Company. which governed"the90untry' forha:lf'acent~y. had. registered in 1954 net profits Which come
to £3.295.898.1 need not tell you that these companies
have whiteownersr.and
black workmen..
.
.
-',
..-'.,'~"'--'

:',

126. AII:'this weaith is denied to the Africans. and the
staggering question."th~outcryingquestion-is; how on
'earth"'can the African13 earn their votes and become
voters.- when the white settlers are' spongingout....,;a.nd
.'. I use this' term wilfully-the whole wealth of the eountry for them·selves. and for themselves only?
..

-

~

.,' ',.',;>

.\

',._

d~

127. How can the Afficanquaiify on the basis of property, when.. almost ·ev~rYthing. . of .value is owned,.byc
':the wbite settlers? In South,ernRh()desiatalth()ugh~o
.IIlore'thanSper cent.. ofthe :populatlonarewhites.ettlerS'i, ,still. that per cent of "whitesettlers'pwn 47
milliona9res-justLlstrOnomic~i~;resi iD.oEit ~fagge'r";
ing~f the. best land.thisisalmost.ha1fthe,area cif
the 'wholecountry.,:. . . .... ..:'.....
..,
.

·.8.

123.' The United,Kingdom. It seems.ls aiming toward~
establishing' fo:r;:midableand mysterious ruins... in th~
oountry; this time rh the politicalfield.ih the three
128. If ,yOU ·'oome.across·a land'ofthebesticat,egor~.
terri~orfes.th~ two' RhodesiasalldNyasaland.'The
frlUlchis~ limItation..b with' regard ~to .' oWri~rship and" yoU ne.ed not epquire ;;it is white ownership. Africans
could even bedri'ven ·out·of theirlll.nds ,and'inw the
sohooling. is only .one design to maintain white su'reserves if "m:lneralwe8.1thwere-.discoveredon·their·
premacy.' In Southern Rhodesia.f9r instaIlce.theCon:"
stitution of 1961' stipulated a highly complexsy$tem. .. property~" 'ThUS.~lhlI1dredsot,a.inhie13''\Ver~,:~ans
planted,to=a:reas~;quite;!,!~ange;-~·"theIIl""s&ange·in·
pffran~~s~~u~lif~cat~01)i·ai1,'l?-~ng.'. ip..fact.atdisquali.,.
l~riguit'ge. These .
fication ;~d at. se~~ing,up awhitegoye~n'men~iIlthi3 climate',:cinenVirorinient''or even
people.'wer~·.irarisplant~d·and:)·· liprooteti' .~roin.·theiJ:'"
teJ,'i'itory; .Th~reyouwillflnd .two'.r.o11s-J:';oll A· and
1'911. B':"'deSlgne,d Withadiyersity'9f s~dardslias~d areas just· because.·mine:r~rwealthwju3/'~ii~covered')on7
theil' land,. IWQnde£hoW,~th~s~ wre,tched pe?ple.can,
~Il.ag~.·OIl res~dElllce~ oILprqp~rtr~~doriecl\lci~~io~
•.
V~iou~ ·.E!c&!esoryear.1y'iIicome :or<.prop,erty,val\l~ '. pt)corne' .yotel'·s.'.!intihOw,~~yciah.~lirn·We!i';!Otes.
h~~~,1,le~Ir\pre.s<:l1iU~edin t~~ms o~ b~dre~~?tJ.l0l,lllds
W~Eln. tll.$l~, ~Wth.~d~ye#Ji.th~ir·b~~a4:~q,~"Q.~I)~ .
e"P~ct ". p~gpll1 w~o,~~pl~ea,roth~lr bre.ad,.tQ ~ll:I);I,~.
-13!,erl,~g~ ..TO\. be ..~ ,voter. ; YO~F-;mUi:l}fh~ye. an. annual
i~oOIXl~' ~~.~ .fe<w·ll~~f;lcl~}?f'po.undslpr have J.li:oJ.lefty .' to..~~nr,th~ir,vote~undEli',·thatsystem: lUlc;l sQale for .....
w?rthso~a,nY.hBDdfeaso9f PO~cls.st~rlin,.g ..,.:..
"
~pt~~;:",.".," .... ;~:>.,'.,',
···.·,;.:c·.\:.,.';.·..····, . )·.·:.....,.. . •
124.'Inthe .eal'lier ·.electionsd~i'h;Southern:Rhodesia.,
129...•. 00' 'the other', p~~.:in:adaition"totl1e,IilanYpri::..
aaaresultof: suchvo'tlng techniques,; only;429 Afri": ·vilegeS;be~towed . • u~hn:tht)m,.J:he;" WHite. ~ettlers.'.ll:re
c.!Urs·h/ive· V'ot~dou~ .of\~ mHllonAfricanciUzEms':"'just 1).;a~io\Veci.leases .on.~r·()wnlilitcif!>r . ~pe:rio~()f.~~~9,yEl~l',s.~
The·fiIDtre'is.am\lsingjanq, itshouldb.ea;m\lsing~a
.ithagine•..only 42!Jciti~;ens. c~ . .vote ~utof3inli1ljQri
';"
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Africans. Under the present franchise. less than5per
cent of the African population would be eligIble to
vote. An ':African cannot earn such !1 higlt,iricome,unor
own such: a great property with such a high value.
Neither can he- acquire the, scholastic qualifications
when there are only two secondary schools in. the
e~tii'e country. The policy is all too obvious. It is 10:3
deed intended to. qualify tq.e white Jlettlers and dis-.
qualify the Africans. Such a policy is reminisoent of
·t}1e )Vords of Sir Gbdfrey Hugglns , thela,te Prime Min'ister~~ words' that are still.ringing in the horizons of
Africa. Shamelessly and bluntly he declared: ~.rhere
'must be an ardstocraoy dn a democracy. and the pe9ple
'must earn their vote," But how on'earth can 'the Afrlcans earn their votes when they 'are skinned dOwn to
the bone in poverty and in misery.

-'.-

reponi-

iikE{,t6
1eneriil

1119. In ~uthern Rhodesia it is' obvious that the vast
majority of the 'people have rejected the Constitution
,'of6, December 1961. As a matter of fact the General
Assembly in resolution 1747 (XVI) .of 28 June 1962.
'demanded that the United Kingdom convene- a conthe parties to formulate a
ference' representing
<..Q.9nstitution in place of/he 1961 CbnstitJ-ltion,'
.
c...
.
'-J
"
120. In Northeri1. Rhodesia. on the other h,and. it has
become evident that the Constitution of February 1962,
was inconsistent with the United Nations'Declaration
and with the United Nations resolution. In Nyasaiand.
no measures have been taken to formulate a conett...
tution or to bring about independence. ·Thus. the 'RhodesianConstitutiori is unconstitutional, It was promulgated by Great Britain and not by the ~eat Rhodestas
and the great people of Rhodesia. Foreign domination
c can be imposed; but a constitution cannot be imposed.
It must be the free expression of the.people. and not
the dictation of their rulers.
., ,
"
121. With regard' to general elections, the U'nited
Kingdom was preparing. by a set of discriminatory
legisl~tion•. to estaplishan alien. government, quite
alien to' the territory and quiteallen tqthepeople. It'
is conceived to be a white .gOvernment, too·,white. but
wlth.the darkest intentions and the blackestobjectives.
The method designed. characteristic of imperialism
'-onevot~, 0.ne man for·the Whiteljl, and one vote,'a
thousand· men for ·~he Africans. That is the . system
whtch has been fonowed by the administering Power.
To enforce such a P9licy.• the United Kingdomlaunched
a series of discriminatory laws. coupled with acam...
paign of arrests. against the political leaders of the
oountry.·
"

i

~.,

ctribute

~i~ariJ

ThJ:ough constitutionalengineering, through legislative
soheming, through voting maohtnattons, through disl0riminatory techniques, the British have tailored-in
I faot, they have~tailored-everythiAg to serve BJ,'itish
i interests,without due regard to the interests of the
I Africans,the~legitHnate people of the land.
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p;~),'iod of 999y.ea.rl$. IUs not one thcuaehd years. To

'£105' per month. Tche wage;~"'f the African-and here
you see how modesnu~,d how humble and'how insignh.
be pr,eqil$e, it is l,QOOye~s minus one year. This
is charaotertsttc of Br~tish.· aco~~9Y and British
fioant-is ·(6 a month. It had been less before the
~cision.
."
. '~
strike of 1953. 'l'~~,~lol'e, let me ask f~om this ros130~n Nyasaland the white settlers own 1 million
trum: with these wages for the Afrioan-£6 a monthacres ~nhemost £.e.rtile.lands .Wh.ile the B
.: laCkS. and
with these w.ages for the European~·t,2,OOO a year.. I hate .Jo use this term, are ~o more thf.n hired la-.. how can an Afri~an earn ,\liS v o t e . "
.bourE:ll;j<l. Let us remember that in N'yas'aland there
·136. In Southern Rhoc:iesia the disparlty is unbE:lliev.
are 6q,0 times more Blaoks than WhiteS. In Nyasaland
able. European workers there get $250 a month. Afri·
thE<.,~laoks numbe:r.600 times the Whites ~d still
can wages range ~rom 21 cents to 50 cents a day. The
mosr of the fertile lands are owned by the.Whites,
range for the w4i~e settler is,in terms of hundreds ot
. 131. wiUi regard to the concept of aristCl.pracy in
dollar.l$;. for an A~rlc~~t is in the range of cents per
demooracy, as embedded in the policy of the United
month. And withlliesl':i.:.YJ ents per day the African laKingdom, it is only one of political immorality in'
bourer is supposed not only to earn his living bllt in
addition to e~n his vote.
principle and in detail. In the Rhodestas the British
are establishing a,colour. aristocracy, a labour arts137. The aristocracy of federation-the last fillor of
tQcracy and a fedel'a1aristocracy•• The constitutions;
this triumvirate British aristocracy in the oountrypresents. another calamitous aspect that should not
the .Iaws and the. voting systems are designed.to set
up-to achieve-this . triumvirate aristocracy." The
escape our attention. The concept of fedetation no
troika is ascribed to the Russians, but the .British
doubt, has its many attractions, whether amongst'the
seem ~ like it. Anyhow, they like it for Afrioa, and
Africans or amongst};he Asians. ,When the attributes
not for Jle .United ~ngdom.
are found,. unity.or federation is a treasured blessing.
132.001our disorimination in the Rhodeatas and
But the federation of the Rhodesias and Nyasaland !is
/ Nyasaland is So disgraoefulthat it has been denounced
designed is a o~se to the AfrioansoBehindthe scheme
as ~ing more abominable than in South Africa-Soilth
is to .be found a design for ,a white supremacy and
African inferiority, cloaked under the slogan of partAfrica, the home of apartheid~ the detested home of
nership between Europe~s and Africans. With the
apartheid. A well-known segregation leader burst.Into
protest when he said "Think what" a difference it would
change of times. the British have changed only the
titles, but their policy remained one and the same, 00make to our wholepolitical and.emotional evolution it
we had black members of Parliament" These.are the
changed. Tl:ey have tried all ways and means to stay,
and stay in domination and exploitation.
dtsgraeefu; words ofa leader of segregation. .
~38. In 1922, Mr. Huggins, the lifetime Prime Min133. These might be admtsstble remarks if they
tster of.. the Te7ritory had advocated the unity of,
were electing the British Parlfament; but it is tnconceivable how there could-be a parliament in Af:rica
Southern Rhodesta with South Africa. It was not for
without Africans. The Afrtcans•.moved by the sufferl~ve ?f ?Oity. It is a unity of per~ecution and racial
dls~rlmlDation-a unity: of apartheld.I.!~tel'.ijuggins
ings of the past may feel justified ill retaliating, in
excluding a~'7the . Whites from Parliament. If .thls
decided to pursue a policy of amalgamation. He advocated that Southern and Northern Rhodesia be made
policy of wfute supremacy continues, parliaments in
Africa,. I am afraid. may be/out o~ b~unc:is~or ail the~nto a Singl~ unitary State. But again. he gave up the
Whites, for all the Europeans. The Whites may even
Idea and switched to federation, the present British
be .expelled from the whole continent of Africa if they
aristoc7acy -.
do not behave. . "
, . .
139. In the present case, federation is mainly intended
134" Such acfanger, to our disl1ke-andwe dislike it.....
to. federate the Whites and disintegrate th~ Blacks. It
and to. our resentment~and. we .: resent .it-may be
aims at grouping the forces of the Whites,.to mobilize
forthcoming, if the whiteIrtan in Africa does not' bethem against African nationalism. Real federation is
incompatible with persecution and with raoiar dishave, Commenting on the demand of the 'Africans for
a •free and liberal franchise ill the Rhodesias' and
crtmtnation. These European advocates of federation
tolyasalaJid, a prominent minister of the Federation·said:
have declared time' and again that they are agains~
"These Africans do not know theirown.mihds.As well
"rniXitlg,~p the people' and producing a 'Q~ aulait'
a~k a child. of two how to "9perate a battleship". lam
society". This is th.eirpolicy ~ These are therudi'meIlts
afraid. this .Is .': 11 devaf.!tating;argument• devastating
~f. the P9!icy 'dominating in Africa.T,hey are agai~st
to.. tl!~:P~~~ti()n,..()fithefadmin~~tering •.Power•.If,a.fter
the Ipixi)ig up of peoples .to produ~e ~~ auIatt•.. t::.
almost.a.· whole .cehturyo~British:civilizingmission
Mr. Forthomme (Bel~fJlll)..Vjc~presit!ent, tOo1c
--and l·.'Us~ "c~vili~ingnrl.ssiOIlnhere fprthe purpose
the Chair. '
a
of 8.1'~enti·p.9tt()j,"l:I.driUt~t..,...theJ:'Ells -nota.single .man.
. . . ...' . . ... ..,?-. . . . . . , .
> ..... ' . . :
....;,
inthllt territory. Wh() ..is-. abIEl.• toqperate.abattl~s~lip.
14,9,•. In· Afric~. the·EUropeans";'lirid·~:regr.et haYtngto
then•. ,thEl.~hole.· ~cc~sati()D. ofthe •United.'Kingdom. is a
refer to. :EurQpeans iIlgeneral;.but .tqi~.EieElIX)~t() .bEl
fiasco.a;political bankruptcy and.a failUre:' .'. ..
the . . poliClY. arid prllQticeof . Europeans, in,. Afr!ca'7.9fe
.".,,.....•. '..' -.'.' ..".' .: .,:" ..',: ...·d.,· ·.f·;....••,.'.•. . . . . . ,."i '
'hota~haIrte·d to 'make fun otth~ 'nliseries ,ofthep~9.111~
l~~t:' Asf', to ~~DP,Ilr.' a:ri~t~:Craby .,tl;le, Br;iti·~hpolicyof~~. tQ ~akeilnl0ckery. of God's Clre~ti~ii•.Theyar~ qtJi~
f,tijb,g~Ejill:~~;a~Ytl1iiig,.Qu~ ~llcious.~t!t~IIi,Eilltdepr~yin(?;
1l1~ase~, to. )illve,:fpur .6'()10ckte~ ~~Cllf6' aJ,lla~~.at
\t!I~·nat.tye.l:a1;>c>yr,E:i:l.'~,~f.tl;levQt~.• Ic:lla,~ql!ej:~~c.Elnt living.
hOIilebi.lttlley dC)n?t want ~.li~ve th..a,tp.pHcy· \imp~~~
;M:Ql'e .t~. a:nY;Jn!nel'~)!)"tl1~W()t~d.tl1e\VJ1~(e·roip.~:men:tecllns.9~iety .•... They. epjoY'\dr~~ing 'c'~aul!1~,t
V{ol',ker.I:li.~.N.Q~t.!J,e:t:n"l!bod.e!'lJaa:reenloyirigtheb.igb.es.t
from.· tne .labourS' of the" peopl~S':Of Afrlca;: b~q~ElY
.stAAd8,J:'dl;lQf,HVing.,and,the.b.lghest wagel;l,ini!\f;bwol)1d. ,resil:ltthe ldea>of cam'au lait'for' $~CietYarldfort~e
Jp.ql)1<:li.~g.tl1er,pl,lite.9,·S.tate!?Ap8,l,'t.. from,· hO)1singLam:l
unitYaJ:ldbrotl1.erhood of.the ,people.:Thefault dQes.n.ot . •.
'm.~ny. (s..99i.~I~~~yi.~~.:J.J.tl;le,~v:~),'age;. a~null.l \\Va~·()tthe
lieJn the Qlackface ;:it; ,dwells..inthe;blackcQnsCienc.e,
.:W):lite;... ;Ul.i~~r:\"'!lm9qnts,\."i;c>~'2.000\.POJIJlds?\ steI'1f,ng~
,in;. theJ.larkj·).leaI1t 7Which.'.flows;Wit.ll.'mUCh;.monstrpU~
···T.heavj3l'age wa.g~ "of.. iUiprdin8,ry,;Wb.~t,~;;wo~k~r\J$='1) irite,htions";and, $uc}i:inSi!ii.<iUSipol1cies.;
.,;.,,>11./
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141. Today, the abominable leader of the idea o.f
'federation, Roy Welensky, is following in the fOQ.~steps
of his master, HuggiriS':'welensky, like his master,is
tailoring the Federatio~ into a ,fashion of Britisharistocracy, European aristocraoy. It is the rule of the
ma,jol'ity py the minority, the rule of the Afrioan~by
the'c,Europeans. Should the .Africans try to exercise
their rights, he would make true the wamtngs of his'
master when he said: "Ifthe Afrioans try to take things
over we will stop them.dead", Welensky stands today
with the slogan "we will stop them dead", for he knows
full wail th:at colonialism is dead. It shall witness no
!~esurrection.That is' why Welensky,the last image of
I~ritish COlonialism, is fighting his last battle,c'and
)ederation is his Iast weapon in this Iostngwar, In. his
defence of federation he was betrayed ·byhisown
words when he said "Colom.alrule is finished, but we
have to hold on, somehow, "-it is finished, but we
have to hold on somehow-"or we wiUlose everything
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the way we.lost India".
142. This is no fed~ration, it is not th~ federation
which they have at heart-. It isexploitatlon~ It is the
fabulous riches which they have in their coffers, e~en
if it eomes from the coffins of Africans.· Federation,
under such condltions , is indeedt~e coffin of Afric~
n'ationalism. .The policy is·. to. unite the' Whites m
freedom and to unite the Blacks in bondage and to
federate them in dominatton.. They are to be brought
together and bound by the shackles of discrimin~tion.
The intentions. of the B~itish are glaringly manifeate
the 9 million Africans in the Rhodesias andNyasaland
shall sit at the foot of the 300,000 Europeans, just as
Cecil Rhodes, the ,:British arch-imperialist. hI 1888
took the yOtihg prihces ofthe territory. into his service
to shinehispoots-a shining which has blackened tb:e
record of British historY",EP to the present.
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143; Recently, when the elections in Nortqern Rhodesia took place' contrary to GeneralAssenibly resoIutions, ROy.· Welensky revived' these rilemoriesof
Ceotl Rhodes. The N'ew York Times of 31 Octob,er
-While the. United Nations was tnesesston !l.I1d just
before the electtons-e-reported that Welenskyspoke
of African nationalism aaa "savage fist pounding on
the. dOor" 's A savage fist .poundlngon the door. That
the' African fist is savage', I. say, ~sfalse~utterly
false. Welensky and his clfque are the image of savagery. That this \lfist-, i~ pounding on the door 11 is,.true.
po~itively true. The '~Afri~an fis.t shall.knock to,p~e~es
the doorofcolonilihsmand. neltherWelensky nC\'j'the
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of these.
Swaziland. 'I will not' dwell,on the oondtttons
..
th
d
territories because of the differeno~between .em an Qi
those of! whioh I have spoken.
14~t has been denied by the United.Kingdom that
there\ls any ihtention to add these tlu.'~e terrrtorles
to South Africa. I feel that this ~s 11 v~ry dangerous
design. In the 1961 Constitution of th~'o,Repub~ic of
South Africa, express provisions were ffiet 01,lt for the
annexation of these terrftordes to South Africll. The
~itish deny it, but howoften have these denials proven
' to be mere assertions. Did theynot deny scores ~f
times that they intended to establis&1 a Jewish State in
p,.!llestfne~ the outcome of which was all t<10 disastrous?
Israel was established as t!:threat to peace and-a ;whole
,p~ople were uprooted from their homeland.
r ; "
h
t
147. This British technique of denials is, oweve.r, 0
be found naked wherever you come across the .~rltish
in Afrioa.In Kenya, a territor)~'with a bloody histpry'
under British rule, these denials ~~e to"be found in
abundance. The British claim thllt tliey are making
everyefforno unify the country. Wehave it on ~eco~d
from the lips of the leaders of,Kenya.that the. United
Kingdom is making every effort td~ divide and 1;1,lle,
that it is insti'gatingregionalism,and tlu~.titisabetting
. separation:r:r,hese are the statements of the lea.d!i'l's of,
'that country' and they are tQj,b~'found in the :tecords
(I of 'the Special Committee".~! l3ev~hte~l)..mem~;fs The
creation of D;lany.Katangas mKeny~ as,~ed~~ bread
of the British. policy'atthe presen.~ lllome;pt, aI\~
Kantange.nization is .the .most depressing llel~dache
which the United Nations is~uffering from.

c

e :

148. With regard toconstH'lonal teclmi,llu~~"and economic exploitation in Kenya I need notspell:l\\~.tJ length.
f) Suffice it to be known ~at th~are British te\.'~l.ni;,.ue:;l.
However, there is one' facet of the. Kenya. probl.e~
whlehpresents a threat t01worldpeace..It is no, 01111tary secret tq.at the ,United Kingdqmha~. esta~!i.s~!ad
against the Will of .th~ people. a ?ucle'!sof ~.~~al~
bases in Kenya'Wha~ IS mostserlous.isthatnuc~lta::v
,weapons' are stockpl1ed .in. the ~ritu~,I1at:~~lnals III
'Kenya, and that, .too, is notamih;tar~,secret. These,;
r are matterawhioh are on-record In the reIJOrtof;~ei)"
. Special Committee of seventeen tnembe7s . JA/5~~81.
.One of these military b'as~s is si~uatedabouttenmIles,~p~.~
·{rom.. the·capitaliN'r-~robi:· " D ." <.>
.~~"
!'I'"_' .~;=~,,,,,.,
(! .
'.. .".'
149.'" ·Re.c~ntly, .'i'he .• Times _.~f\ London·•.
itted .~at
Bri.tishfol'ces are. stat~o~e~~~enyato prot7ct~h~' D
.interests. oLthe T:JnitEld :'Kmg<iQm ·m the Middle East.

lltiIn

imperialism ar~disI>layeg.. . •.. ':'0"" '.. ,C2'~~~~t~gi~i:6~~mth!~theri}~i~~dn~rr;::~Yh~dR~:~~de~'
144. ..~speak with anger and ",esentment, .~. admIt, o;r... to •.. s~orenuclear •weapons ..• atJ~s '!l:i;t'fields'..iJ1;iA.~e~,;.
w.e cannot and ·should not tolerate this hUD:lan degrada'7
CyPrus andEastAfrica~vvit1l),{e}lya'(i.ncl~ded~.",;,,~c;!,;... .~.oi
tion. JUSltbecauseof~heirblackfacesandcurledhair;
.... ; '." .'.: · ; , ' · · i ..·. . i . . ,,0" ,;, ." ....<.
the .Africp.nsS?~()uld not .be rUledb~.tll~Wh!tes, becaus.e
'150,' Th'~pe6lile.Q,fKen~a'~9QUPled . ~th~e;ir ..tlema11d
theyhav:i:l white faces .. blue eyes. andfalrhair" 'ThE1
f6r .iJi.'niediate.indep'en<'j,erice .~eW'gi~g!,an·J.nlInediate
ratt(),9f ·:Blacks.. to:,.wpt~~s i.n .·SQutherri. Rh,Od~SI~}S
. disWiilitling9.rtheSe'·militarYR~se~~ '. 'rb.-is .i~· 8:'v~9'
Jo~te~n
to ~J1e ~ '. f0J'trtoor:eln~orth::rn ~;hR~esia. Q ·13erious"sit\.lation. indee~i;.i¥ld :~~~P\lb~n;ori!3~s,:,Wltl1?ut
0
9.•·t90J1e·.i~'Nyar;;aJ.and,. and'lloy \Vele~~kY7an OU~I~~gOirigiritothe"nierits,.;;;.a:ndr<:!~ no~w.+~~~~Atf){)~e;~~~~
r~f~~e·J~°In.:Europe,.-~aJ1ts, to. pl~y. JIle~.09~ .R,.PIn~' momentt6gc;>bito,.the'p1~ritS""~ttst,~erv,~8,s,a .s~~~oy,s"
~g' s~t, t!reto, ~N:yeryc~Ul1P:¥'Y9Ich~a?e.hlJt1·~,S,~I~n:~ warning: .~ the .;united;;:Na.~io~~·fi!t:(jea.ll,Il~''Yitl\t1~i,!'\d\
,;.W~~:,~ ;..~s,p'~~a~l~ .••.. . ~n~atlt~(j~ ~l:fe.ffii~s.~ent . . ;9f:i'nat~er.'~l''do •,riot·.pr()pose~,()·tt,r~w~o.'t1'a~t~.?l'.~c~Ino,~: .
~'·~~~~:\lS,;';Md.}~9~,)tft:l8:8~l'l~.e~~;:Sr\l~~s,~;~~~ ... '-"'.'•• :"".:.. ;ij'i~isqrts~":B?t!l~tus'~~et)i~~~~r:;~rtt'~~nr!l~;~rti()tLa,,~\l
,145. "J1nfs:glbomy.'pictur$.wpichIihave'po '~~{e~}:'l! .<Brl,tis,h·terrltorY;9~b~. ~s:~0:q~~~p~()rn.el~df9':P~r·' •..'
,li.~,:tth1'~e;·tElrriro:rf~~.·.·()fN6rthElI'n;RhOde~i9} . . . ' .hern ' 'pe<?~l~.'andll:"G\lb~~9V'e~ptpe~t; /~~,tur;; "al~~.~.~~~;~, 0
llho'a~sia'(!and!.Nyaslli\'Pd: •. apPI.ieS'.imore:,()rtlt:lSS"~:~n.e. .~ber.,~lj!l~ .• K.eny~fal~s,,~~.~~~·.~~In~~P~~~~;Of~~~~~, . .•~~~~~,'
thI:,EleotherterI'it9ri~~Baf:1l1tolan:~~iB~c!1l aJ.aI\dllIld~ '·ll'ndi\theM~ddlt!Ea$t •.· ' " e v".
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151. U the United Stf\teel. 0; grent m\C)le~ power.
should {eel endnngered by n nuolelU'ized Oubf\. whnt
ahould the Mrlouns. the As~o.ns. with their limited
armaments, a~ !U\d how should they feel? The people
of Asia and Mrioa are not preplU'ed to see their lands
scorched and their people unnihUated by a nuolelU'
'war on their oontinent-a war to whtoh they lU'e not a
Pm.'ty. 'Kenya must be dem,lolelU'ized and our seour1.ty·
must be made secure, If dismantling in Cuba is justified, there Is more justifioation for dismanijing in
Kenya. It should'be conceded, Itfust, thathuman lives
,in Afrioa and Asia arc 11i$ sacred and as lovable as
' human lives in the Western hemtsphere. Ifwe were
to keep the missile bases in Kenya, and dlsmantle
them in Cuba, we shouldbedismantungtheve1,'~' Chal:,ter ,of the United Nation.s.
c
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152; 'On the questior( of Zunziba:t.', I have little to say.
The 1,'epo~t of the b'peoial Committee has set out a
clear picture "of the present situation. The Committee
has" extended an iu'gent appeal to 'the United Kingdon:
to release all political pdson~rs'and to end the statE!::,
~, of eme1,'gency in Zanzillar. At this moment, I can
ne!tl'~er appreciate nor depreoiate the conduct of the
UrliG Kingdom in this matter. We do n()tknow whether
the United Kingdom has accepted or rejected the appeal
the Speoial Committee, and we would be only too
glad if the representative of the" United Kingdom would
come here to the rostrum to say that. his Government
has acoeptedth~ recommendatlons of the Cpmmittee.
We shall wait and see. We are not addioted to oritioism
and condemnation, jUE\t for the sake of oritioizing and
conde~ing. We Q1,'e only eager to see that the United
Ktpgdom ;ots jus~ly in A,irica and behave,~ well in the
Unitep. Nations.
0
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166. In 1951. the status of the tel'rito1,'y wt\~ ohangtXi
to that of nl'!, cveesess provinoe, under the name "Provlnoia de MO~tnb!quell. But this change of name t!oe~ _
not ohange the oent7,'lll facts of history and geography, ~
MozambiqUe) is not a provlnoe of Port~gfil, nor willlt
ever be. As part and paroel' of Afrioa, Mo~nmb!quf,\
must share with the AfricanStatel3 the jQY13 of,inde"
pendenoe and1he glories of freedom,
'
157. In Allgola, the same insidious situation perl3ist~
and ll,oolonial w~r is being wagedby~o:rtugc\l to oom..
bat a liberation WQr. 'It is deplorablo that the NATO
Powers, instead of helplng the indigenous people l$)
regain their liberty, areassisting.POl'tugal to suppress
liberty. Mode1,'n weapons are being ah.'~ped by NATO
to Portugal. \vhile the Afrioansare fight-ing for their
homeland with their outmoded arms. In faot. NATO is
proving its pubUoizGd olalm to delelld freedoIn,but it
is a freedom to deny the people their freedom. That
is the freedom that NATO is defending.
158. I come last to the question of Aden. For us, the
problem of Aden isfirstandforemost';1tonly happened
to be the last in the repo1,'t of the Committee. The
question of Aden. and, indeed, all the southern and
eaE~ern fringes of the Arabian Peninsula is all too
well known to eau for any detailed ll~esentation. It is
a oolonial' issue in its totality~ Great Brita,in had
seized those territories with the 130le purpose or
~,eeplng India for itself at the time India was th~
greatest diamond mounted 'on the Briti~h Crown. But,
now India is no longer British. and I hope the people
arid the British are not in a position to deny it.;tndia
belongs to its peoples, free independent and soverei~
and the two great states of India and Pllldstan are
seated here in the Assembly.
'
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154. With°the sartte anxiety. we shall aWait the fixlng
of the ea>.'liest date for the independenoe of British
GUiana.
Far:~r.emoved; on the northeast coast, of the
DO'
~South American continent, pritish Guiana will, we
~u~t, soon aohieve ltsnationlilfl;3pirations.Fo1"llberty
sbO'uld be" accessible,~,to, thE'~ 1.I';,l,!ll-cand to the far. We
", hope thatthe,terr.ltorYwin~;I'!n~6rge as a,n illdep~ndent
"Guiana.. The World Atl,!lIi!~y,~.1l9F~.Willno longer mention :aritlsh Guiana;,.it s!l~ll b.~§.uiana-anything-anythlJ:lg but British.
0.\
<'
"
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-ston, We

159._ It is only 'natural, therefore, that Aden Md the
rest~of the Arab torritories should beoomefree,Jl1rjepertdent and sovereign. The present devioes and tactios '
enviaaged by th~ United Kingdom to establish a fedel'a"
tionof Aden and the adjoining areas, against'the letter
anrj spirit of the General Assembly resolution ol\jnde,.
pende~ce,~is ,quite manifest and glaringly manifest.
And since when have the British been in favour of
federating ijle 'Arab peoples? Was it not Great Britain
which dismembered thee ,Arab world after the First
World War? When it serV:eS their interetsts. tlleB:!.'itll3h
stand,ler fede1,'ation.But when their int'erests demand
otherwise, dismemberment. beoomes not ~nly their'
policy but the gospel for wh~ob they are prepared,,~
orusade. Tbey ,do· not mind th~t, s,l.loh a gol:!peli!~'n:ot,
saored anti 'that such a crusade Is ~!lt holy.
0
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Pl'esent~~aJ3~r,ious t!trea~

160. The question qf Aden
to' the peac~ and seourity of the wbole'M~,pdleE~st, ~/:
15k"In"'Mozambique flDd'? i~la. Portugal sta."tds to"
and'! wou(d say of the whole 'world atl~·~"!3. You,do
defend the very sam~ prinoiples which lack every
not need rQ.,speol4ate.to guess-youknow\viiritIplean;
essenceorprinQiple.G~PortugaP
h as been conde~ed
ImElim,tl1&militso:ry bases in Aden. The wholeQf Aden
ZQr ola~sical imperialism, t<w ,ruthless' :raoial ~is
in 'fa.ct is, a,' militarYi,J1ase of the highest crder. With
orimination, for meroiless forced lli.bour~nd 9I1utal
its
mil:ltarypotential\.,.Iden is bound to be a ta~getor
,aots ,of repression. In Mozambique, .the 7 m.lllion
,people are clasl3!fed l\S II,n9.o civilizadas",· with the . a base fcr milita.ry operations. Either w,ay, tM,exchange fs bollr.!!:l to be nuclear "and therm6-nuclellr. ",
exception of a ,feW thoUSQIlds who are' only classified
AqEm
is an A~6-b'land~d the whole of tl1e adjOi~g,
as IIcivil1~ad!ls~•. "EvarfWlthout knOWUlg Portugues~
,
teJ.:,ritories
~'-:..;ArabJand; it'is a sUb-contin~nt()ft\rab
-and thil:! 'is, my crooked and orippled Portu~ese-:landJ;l.
J,\',,"
",'
\~
,~
'y.q~;cim underl?tanp. the,t~rms "\J~yilizadas"and ".!laO
olvJli~adas"~, Mter'i56 ye~rs of i(civili~ingmiss~on
"161. The:unay6idable'fuellstpat we,' the Ara.bs,~our"
--and.! am u6,~g tlie~r, argument., no~~.my nr~~nt, 'lahds and peoples Will b~Qotxie a' party to aWQ,:t' 1h
for, the~ake of, argument-::-the, Portuguese were ~ble
,which'weare not actually a party', and to,whi,ph wE!~l:lo
W Qfvilize ~nlY1a few thOUI3an:~, o~t ofthe.mliIlymil- ':onot:wifOlh, to 1M:l'a'plU'ty",We WUl be dr~er:l into.aw,p.r
agaJnst our Will. and"aga~nst~anat~onwith whom,}'Ie,,,
lionS". , 'We '\ ina;l get tod9o,~i:lday befor~, "J~o~fugal is
able tQ,~ivilize the rel:!t of thelnh9:~~tan,!s,,, ,,' '"',,
naye no r,~ason to'C!.~arrel:,,~~t aloll~ Wft~..·
i
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153. On the substance.or thematter~theSpeoialCom~
mittee, while appealing to all tl1,~ people of ZanziblU'
to aohieve national unitY,haeurged the United Kingdom
to make every effort to bring that territory to independence at the earliest date. We support this pOBitlo~
and ewe willobe Waiting anxiously forthls earliest date
"
to come.
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oolonization. Let us, theretore."at this session inake
162. Suoh a situntlon ts intolerable and the' United
the best of our efforts t\>free what remains of. the
must put an end to It. British military bases
humancfamily, the __millioriB Of our brethren "'hb. ate
in Aden should=be dismantled under 'Upited Nations
fightir:.g so gallantly- for their freedom in Angola s..m'
lnapegtion. If the giant Unit.ed states felt" disturbed
Pnl(lstine. i~ South Afi·ica•.in MozambiqUe. in Oman.
with littla Cuba. you can imagine the feelings of our
in" the southern fringes, of the Arabian Peninsula and
de!enoel~l1ls tribesmen. not ninetymiH~s'offtheshore6.
all p~orts ofe Asia and Afrioa.' If this ,wete aocombut in the 'Very heart ef the land itself. where the
pltshed, the United Nations W0l41d aohteve-newunivermissil<:)8 and the missile site are based. In a word.
sality-a' Unit0d NatIons for .a free world. It would be
the people of Aden and the other terl'itories should.,be
an organization not of those' natio~swhowe~aunited in
left to their own. It is they Who can (lonstitutetheir
and freedom.
own oonstitution. It is they who are entitled to ohoose . war. bu,t 'of all nations united in peace
.,
their own destiny, whether itbefeaeratfon. amalgamaMr. Zafrol1a lawn (Paklstan) resumed the Chair.
~'tlO~. unity oor any form of sel£-determi:1t1.ti?n.
168. The PRESIDEN!l': I give the t!(\,\r to therepre. 163. !.let me say, in conolnston, tha1:thespeciaIComsentattve of Cuba who has asked tq exIJrois'e J1is right
':nittee has done exoellent work. It has made as~t
r,
towards deeolontzatlon, We trust that the Comlnitt~e .of reply.
wn(oontinu~)itstasks lnAfrioa. in' Asia and oceadia,
169. Mr. JUARBE Y JUAIU3E (Cub~J'(translatedfr6m
wit~ the same zeal and with the same determlnatlon,
Spani~h): I am sorry to havetotakeup~e.Assembly's
Aalong as colo~ia1ism stays on earth, this Committee
time at this late hour, but! feel itneoessary to make
shOuld staYi it shd1l1d.stay to chase coJqm.n.I~~m from
a small. olarification In oonnexion with the Saudi
the e a r t h . · ' ,
4rabian re)tresentative's referenoe to Cuba and to its
present situation.
164. In the course of this session. six new Members
bave been admitted to the United. Nations. We call only
170. That representative." whose brilliaJ1ce as' a
'rejoioe that this house ,of human brotherhood is now
speaker we .~ll admire, toldus that fie did-not mean
well crowded, from mural to mural. None the Iess, we ' todraw apa.l'allelbet\Veen the United J«ngd!lm's nu-: .
shall always hav~ room for newcomers, and here there
~lea1.' bases .in the Terl'itory of ~,enya'and th~ defenwill always be ample room. for new "Members from
'stve weapons. of the revo\"tional,'YRepublicof Ouba,
Asia 'and Africa. For this house of freedom is' selfHe stated that Cuba was a 'free, sovereign and IndeeXpanmllgi it shallexoludenone and shall eontatn all,
pendent country, but he nddenthatif the fears of the
.
0
'
165. Yet we feel that the number of this farnily,ls . United ~tatE!s,with,·reg8.rd to CUba"wel:'e .justified, the
fears of the countries near to K.~nya, and in particular'
stUloin.,arrears. No doubt our joy is boundless and
of 'the ,t\Man peoples livihg Within r~nge of Kenya.
immeasurable owing to the faot tha'bsix. llew nations
were'alB'o
justt.fied.'
' .
0,.
"
have been admi~.'.ed to the United Nations 'at this ses""
-ston, We rejoice that Tri11~dal.\ and Tobago, and . 171, I should lik,e to point. out to. the representative
Jamaioa. bring to this Organization the'glamour"of
of Saudi Arabia-though we know, that he is notun-thetronmate, the beauty and harmony of their lands.
aware of these facts:;...that Cuba is not' a' oolony, that
And we weloumed ~e emergence of :);twanda and
the weapons to be found in Cuba are the defensive
Burundi whO have joined their Aft'icall colleagues in
weapon~ of a"'Republic which" as he himself said, '.'il3
the march for freedom and liberty. We. a.dmitted ,free. ~()vereign and independent, wh~,reastheweapons
Alg~ria in j~bilation, and the admission of Uganda
in, K.enya are offensiVe. :as arefl,ll weapons in the
adds to our j~y. Weare.fill€d withjoy. indeed thrilled
hands of cclontaltst, PoWers in colonial territories,
to the core, at this long-awaited reunion. But amidst
and, l~e those in any colonial territory. are intended
these sentiments of joy. we cannot but express-our
to prJ~B~r.ve and . reinforce \) colonialtsm, always with "
anxiety. '
.
an eye toipternal aggression against the people held
in. colontal. 'bond,age arid external aggression against
'166. ClToo many are the nations outsid!ilthfsOrganiza",
tilose' constdered by the .,colonialist system a danger
tion.About 100 rriillion people . a re still suffeting in
1;0 its stability.
.
.~
the s.hacklea of.'repression under the yoke of foreign
~~
!lo
~omination. There are still wars of liberation, waged
172•.. The weapons.in CtIba; on the other halld."!1re
agamst oolonialism.onmore than one battlefield. There
anti-oglonia!!~t and. anti-!mperialis~i, ,they'are the
are still scores of oonoentrationcamp-s, of jail13, of
defensive, weapons of' a people tQreatenedwith. death" \"
.military oourts, of site's oftormre and all sorts ox
by Uni~~d states imperialism. Unit(ldStatescolohuman s\\ff~ring. There are still., .milliolls" of ~ur
nialism and tl:e determinatio~of .tb.e United States to
brethren subjected to persecution anddi;:;'abledbydiscontinue ltsex,ploitation. and~ degradatiqn0f ourpeople;
oriminat~~~ simply because their sldn is' blaok, and
.exploitation of the kind desor.ibedbY. the Sa.udi A,rabi.an·
precisely because their hair happens to b€l: ourleq~
all of wliich~e .put.an'endto..on
There are still millions of refugees.alloverthe world· representative.,
1 Januar.y195~. " .
"
....• "'(:,.
'.' ",,>, "
breathing nostalgiafol' their homeland, •yearning to
,i.:
_
,~
go ba.ckto their homes. On'the agendaof.this session,
173...weregr~tJpdiffer· aEl tothepossibility ofdraw~, in the past fourteell sessions, we have the questioh
ing a llarallelpet\\Teen;the twosituationS"all,cJ",e v~ry
of the Palestiner,efug'9l~s.a"who!e refuge~ nation now
much regret. thAt'referenof)sshould "havi:loe~n mllde
living. in exile. but deterirdned''to regain thei!;, father.,
to .Cuba"and thatparaHels .··flho\lld.1iave:.be~n d'¥lI.\Vll.
land, to restore. their national . life. to lib~rate their
anoe.stral ooimtry, toOreal~ze their soverei~tyandb even~fntentioii&::Ilf], At"thi~{time, \Vhenour"country,
WhicnisOnotagl'eat PoWer,eithermilitarilYQr'eoo'~o
h,ldependence.and, finally,to occupy their legitimate
nOIni(lally. gisfightingd().r,Jtsv~ryeXistenoei We 'know .
seat-here in. this Organization,. shoUlderotoshoulder
that the Saudi Arabian representative dia no~ illtend., ~
With aU'th~ !nations of the World.
.'.' .
'e'
to . offe~~t ,us, bU~ w~, ~elt t~!lt we should clarify th~' ~.:
,<Q" ".,:',~ " .'" ,':' __ ,,",Y.':'~:~":
167. .All .thOse',rn.illions .of people inA$iaand Ml'ioll., 9 E!ituati9~ .l'fD;aaJlJ1juemarks,Shqulc! lead etO. any oonfUElionat pert92m'l,e~rS"~!n,,,9,~H1~i~~,~dyrs.l .... ,."
are on Qtt,rriiii.lds:aavteexamine this report on de"
Na~ons
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.~74, To \lonolude. I would repeat that in Cuba there
180" The thb:d point is, as I said quite oloarly, that (I
are ~eax>ons f9r th~ legitimate defenoe of Us freedom,
if the situation is justified
CUba, ~ere ismClra~ •
lodependehoe and sovere.•gn.ty, within the framework... 'NsW.iOatiQn.
. d"lftt," •.
of the u~ted Nations Charter and 10 oonformity with
wi~ its two letters"i" and "f", wllll\llswer the whole
~ternational law, There are weapons in Cuba for the
question. I take full note of th,e exPlanation and olar£.:""
.
£loation of.m3f oolleague from 9uba and I fullyunder~
aetenoe of Cubat and there are weapon.c::.'should neaa
.arise. for the defenoe of Kenya, of' the Saudi Arabian" stand his apprehension.
people. them£1elven or of any other people whose free- -,
dom, independenoe or sovereignty is. threatened.
175. Cuba is "on its feet, with its head MId high, ready
to defend itself. without weighing the risks, for when
it is a'matter of defending the freedom. Independence
and sover~igntyof a people-that is to say. its very
life-there is no room for weighing the risks.
./1..
'. '.
c
176. Qur·.t'eapomfare not like the weapons in Kenya.
and we are sorry to have had to make these remarks
in,oonnexion with what was said here 'bythe represen~tl'Ve of sau~(~, Arabia.
.o.'
,. 2
177• ~~e P:aESIDENT: !, re90gnize the representative
of Saudi Arabia, whe;> wishes to exerotee his right of
reply:'
'

InKenYllan.dAdEi~Th."iS, ~ma.,llwor
r

"178. 'Mr. SHUKAiRY (SaUdi Arabia): I shall be very
brIef. I do not want to enter into a gebllte onthe questionof Cuba. 'I said quite plainly iri) my statement that
I did, not want to go into the merits of that question,
one way or the other, and if I remember correctiy, I
rspeatect.that'statement twioe. This is the first point.'
~ 79..Seoondly, I said i~ my statement that I did not
propose to drawll!lYI:par~llel, contrast or oOmparison
between, tlie situation in Cuba and the situation with
regard to"the terr1tO~ie~ in question-Aden and Kenya.
t (~lso'repeated thti.t statement twio'e and I say it again
now: on this occeston, I do not int~r.d to draw any
oontra~ior oompaflson between the,situation in Cuba
ol'.any other situation.
"
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The meeting rose at 1$.20 p.in.
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national status "but whioh th~ ~overnnient of thd c,
Repl,1blio of South Afridi, most.repreherulibly, ha.13 consistently refused to place. under the regular Trusteeship System of the Utlited' Nations with a vi~W to its
ultimate liberation. This activtty was by no, means
confined to United Nations Heackiuartera~bl'NewYork.
Last summer alone, and in:' connexion with the;single
quesston of decolontaatton; ,four n important Un;ted
Nations bodies travelled the length an5i b.readth of
Africa in the discharge of their respective terms of
:reference. Themission~ to Ab'ioa of the Special
Committee on the Situa.tion with regard to thelmplementation' of the ~~rati0r:- on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries al}!!Peoplest the S~
C(jmmitte~ On the Situation in AngQla, £he~Special
commi~e~'.;on Territories under Portu~ese Adp,linistration,a,nd the Special Committee for South. WeFt
Africa, all aroused considerable' interest in Afrioa
and Increased the hopes ofthe Mrican peoples and their
G;Q.nfi.dence, that further, and decisive,steps. would be
taken to acceler~tetheIiroce'ss oftheirfinallibel·ation.
S. ,,All this is 'aclequat~ Jl1,'oof that ~ sp)Jstanti/ll"part of
our Organizatio~'s activities Is <ieyotedto thEtv;arious
prcblems connected:with decoloriiiation.
' .7i
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ec oration on t e. !~ranting 0 n.ndeperidence to colonial
countries end .peo~iles: report of the Special Committee
established under General Assembly resolution 1654 (xvI)
(continued)
1. Mr. DIALLO TelU (Guinea) (translat.ed from
French): For many years, and particu.\arly since
4. We believe that the time hl1.scom:etorid ourselves
1960,the various aspects of decolonizationhaye become, without a: shadow ofa-";doubt, the Issue-with
once for altof this colonial canker,!norder to devote
w~ich the United Nations is prin,cipally"concerned. TOo;'
our thoughts, our actiVities and; our "energy to the
day, more than ever, decolontzattcn-stogether with di~oth\~/, constructive. purposes of the' Cha~rter,namely
armament, ofwhichit is OM o~ the first prerequi!3ites';"
friendship among peoples .. and co-operation: 'among
remains by far the most serious i!"tern!l.tionalprobca
states. Consequently, mydelegationwillnofwlu.tetime
lem confrpnting our.Orga'::'zation in its effd'rts to. in indicting colonialism; the factslu'e common knowachieve its main purposes, which are the maintenance
ledge. Colonialism, its causes and U~ m.ti!lifestations,
its consequences. its abuses anditscrim~s.chave
andotrengthening of international peace and security.
be.en fUll~exposed in many p;oevi9uS! debates. Every-There is not pneqf the principal organs of the United
Nations, not one of 'its working bodies. not one of its
tlnngh~s,-,'";een said, too, conceI;~ting tqe l;yste~,of 1;6specialized agencies, which-has l1-0t been called upon
pression and terror, the practices of 'forced labOur
to make an Imnortant contribution "to the task of
and racial discrimination~the systematic violationot
decolonlsatton, political,econ()mic and cultural.Se~sion
fr~edom in all its ~orms, the grat~it0ua humiliation and,
after' session, an eVl:lr-increasing number of the
.brutal treatment inflicted on d~fenceless .p.eQples , the
items on our agenda rela.t-a to. this central theme, a.nd
acts .or vandalism and, .In some al'eas;'The Policy of
the agenCla of. the present session eloquently conftrms
genocide Which has been attempted'inava,inendeavptir
this trend, which, rematns the best dllustratton.of the
to s.te m . ~he tl~e 9fn~\~0!lalil?D1-; th~w~q~~ ?f"the case
laudable. efforts the Unitedl~ationSismaking10~iquiha,,~no~ beenheard, On the ,basi!LOf th1S eVidence, the
date the sY~~em ofcolonial clomination andexploitation.
United Nations,echoing w.orlj:l p\lblic opinibn, has
2. Furtherm.ore, sitlce 195.8.., a.t'vi.rtualI·y every.··.:r.e.-SQlemnlY
condem.ned
colonialism
its forme
and
manifestations.
Itshistortc
verdictinis..all
none
other than
sumed sesston attentlon has in fact c.beencentred on
the solemn Declaration of 14 December 1060 'on the
decolonization, wh.ich ia under. cljscussion. not only in
iromed~,ateand"unconditidn.al granting r~f indt;lpe'1'1dence
the'l'rust~e~bip CouncH, ~he FoU\,tqCbmmittee and
to an remaining Colo1'1izedcountries 'and peoples •.!!
"t~eplenarY'meetings of the Asserilbly,. but also,. in,
~l1ri()~ connexions.,in.lllrtheothercommitte'esOfth~': S.To the delegation QfGuinea; t'liiS 'Declar~tion,as
Qen~.r'al;ASsembly. N"9t even.the Security COUl}cll and ,the representative pf"Saudi Arabia said from this
the'Int~rna~i(malCourtiJf Justice have.oeen'-' able to ,rostr~m [~,168th meeting], is~o ordinaryre~olution~
~t.l\i1~ ~lco~ from this'. central issue; the CounciIhas
"The fundfimental text adopted on 14 December 1960
'Had ~o, consider, not onlythe traglo events in the, Congo,
is J,'eaJly asecondcharteJ,', rather than aresolutf6ri;a~,
"'but also' th~ threat to peace pr~sented by Portugal's
6,hJ:lrter",~f.free~ow.Jorallenslavf?dpeppl~s,aChfirter
colonial war in ,AngoJ4'; while the International Court
whicll rn9 st r.eJ~citou~lY supplies the serious..omissibp,S
of Justice has hadbef.ore it 'since '1.959. the qu~stion ~!,., .' .!JDe~~rlltionq,n thegtanting'of Independencetc ~olonialt6untries
,~o.,~tb'Yest, Ai'ricli,. a~ter.ritory which possesses:illter-o'-' ,:.and peoples~ G/meral Assembly.X'esolutlon. 1514 0<:\'),·.
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in the Charter drawn u~ at San Franoisoo.In many
and, beyond a~y doubt, the situations whioh, being the
respeots, the Deolaration of 14 December 1960 will in
most explosive, call most urgently for solution.
time be seen as the second poltttoal.charte» of the
~2. We also believe that the Spe~ial Commi~~e was
United Nations,' drawn up for the subjugated peoples
entirely right in refusing to become acommtttee on •
of Asia and Afrioa, whom the oolonial Powers for ceninformation. In deoiding to use, not only information
turles-and even at the san Franoisoo Oonterence-s'
supplied by the Becretartat, but also data oolleoted
contrived to keep on the fringe of internat.ional life.
on ths spot in Afrioa during its visits to Morooco,
That being the case, it will be easily understood that -, Ethiopia and Tanganyika, the Committee displayed a
we attaoh exceptional itpportanc e to ther(lport of the
praiseworthy concern to go to the very heart of the
Speoial Committee O[A/5238] submitted for our, conproblem that it wasoalled upon to solve. The time
sideration and approval. Like the Declaration with the
whioh the Committee spent In Afriollaroused keen
implem~ntation of which it !s conoemed, this report
interest, accompanied by justifiable hopes, throughout
is not, in ';lUr eye,s, an ordinary report. It is a major
the continent, and parttcularly among the peoples
still in bondage.
monument 'destined to lead to the implementation of
the secondoharter, Which will go downin history as one
oUhe major achievements, perhaps the major achieve13. With. regar~ to the substanoe of the report, the
ment, 'of the United Natio~s. If our present debate is
specific surveys'of individual territories which have
,regarded in thllt light,. its true significanc'e, its
the largest population or are confronted with the most
political meaning, and also ita universal scope, will
serious situations are oertalnly a positive contribution
be seen. ~efactsarebothverysimpleandyery clear.
,to our common endeavour. Nevertheless we fee) that
these surveys appear rather too lengthy for the conclustons which the Special Committee finany reached.
6. At its fifteenth session, the General Assembly of
the United Natlons solemnly proolaimed the need to
If it had ~,~ '1uced something more concise, the Com«
bring about the immediate and .unconditional indemittee wou).d certainly have been able to oonatder more
pendence of' all oolontal ,countrfes and peoples. To
territories and, after completing the individual sur, that end, it called upon all the colonial Powers to
veys, to come to a general conclusfon applicable to
'transfer all powers, without conditions' or reservathe whole of the task committed to it-a conclusion
tions,tothe l?eoples of the rema!ning SUbjugated
whioh unfortunately it could not reach, probably for
te'rritQrilils, in order to enable them to enjoy eomlack of time, However, althougb the.Special Committee
plete independence' and freedom. "
e
did not draw any general conclusion of that kind, ~t has
still, given us all we need to enable every delegation .
,
7. AY-ear later, at its sixtee.nth session, the(general
to take an informed decision. Indeed, it maybe possible'
Ass~mbly, confronted byt!l-e lack of.cOo-operation and "to derive from the results of the material, specifio
..."the",dereliction of 'tile colonial; Powers,. o:1,at.1east,·by
territory-by-territ()ry surveys .generalities valid for
:thelrfaUureto?corilply with the .Declaration on the
allcolonia.1 territories, and thus to impart the neoesgranting -:ofhidependence, to' colortial countrIes: and
sarysubstance to a comprehensive resolution whioh
,·.;~oples:r'and:~oting,the '€Ieriousthreatstointernancmal., WOUld' be, if hot the final conclusion, at least the log!.' · .·....peaceal'ld·'sec,\1rity.which mightarise~rom"delay In the .. .cal and riaturalsequel to General Assemblyresolutiona ,~
..:,liPpliQat!on"'of the:.:peclar,ation,, urged tl:f)'"colonlal
.1514"(XV)and'165, 4(XVI~. .
.
·PowerS, to take ac.tion;witb a view to the faithful implementation Qf thErdecolonization. clauses; In its resolua It appears to us, in this connexion, tilat a brief
.:
tton 16l)4 (Xvi). the General AssemblyaIso establtshed
review of the Special Committ~e~s ~O~OIUSiOriS. regarda S}lepial Crmmittee of seventeen members.1tosupering .the twelve territories it oohstdered would 00
Vise. the implementation pf the Declaeation;
partiCUlarly appropriate. I shall therefRre,go quic~ly
" ,:
..,
.
..
through the main recommendations and fmal non8•. '•. Thus the Gener~,l Ae!selllbly, having establisheg inclUsions reached by the Special Commtttee following,
1960 the. pr"inciple- of theliberlitlon of all. peoples,
its surveys 9f the indiVidual terrttortes. '
considered/in 1961 thei''ttrgent need fcf:r the actuaf.Im-«
.
,.
'
cplem~ntation of that principle.
...
15. Fi;st, witbregard to SouthEn\n Rhodesia, chapter
. . ". .
J.,
,
'.
. ....
..,',
11, paragraph~52, 'of the report fA/52381cites resoll,l'9~ What, will the General Assembly doat its sevention 1747 ,(XVI); in which the Genera! Assembly, after "
teenths~sSion 1n;thls matter otparamount Importance?
noting with regret that the Governmenfof the United c. .
","ill it rise to,the fesponSibllities imposed upOn it lly'Kingdom 0(Q1'eat}3ritaih and Northern Ireland had not
" the .~emands 9f our~era, J))" its.oWn historic mission, Yet taken steps to transfer all. powers to the ,peopleof
andi,''by the' f~rv~nthopes' now I.>lac~d 'in 'it by So many
Southern Rhodesfa, called for, the earli~st-lstress
peoples still 'e.nslave~?That, in brief, is the question
the' word :ftearliest~"'iDlplementation,ol.reeolutioil·
~whichmust,bekeptcon~~antlY'fn mine). as weJake,up
15i4' (XV)\\oith rega.rd,toSouthern Rhodesia in orde~
the report ofthe.SpeclalGOminittee [A/52381nowb~
to ensure its emergenoe as an,indep!:'n,~ent Af~ican
fore us.
~',,.;,
' . ' . ' , n"· . " ,
"State~
,
. , ." '
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14.

r~~rt h;'sreoei"e'd'Our;tjlosest.attentiOn.~6.,I n

.' oonnexfon with Nyasaland,' the Gomn:t ittee,.,
taking ·.·note .of..the. United··· Kingdom: dovernment.ls
111Uteemc>stsinc·erely onthec~ober"work it ~asput
decisrOn to hold talks with Dr~ Bancla.onc6nstft~ttional
tiefor~ J1S/wl1'ichWel'egard' as. I! valuap.leinl;ltrume,nt,
a.dvllncernent b1the te'rritory,' express"ed tffeh6pethat
fm~'b~ing 0 111'1. A~sembiy" to !icceleX:,ate t!:le, pr9.c,eEjs .of the talkS would lead to. the .establishment of the date-I
decdloniziltion '·coDsiderablyatthepre'sent. Session.'tepeiltiltc the~e.'.st.ablis'hm.ent.· Bf.. thedate ft:....
' 'of,lndea-'
<. ....,,:' ' c < ' . , .••. •... .•.•... :, ..•....••••..... " , .
.pend~ncefor'Nyasarand(chilpte~IV
.. pa'ra~ 67~ of,the
1Q;'This

'.WeShQUld·H~efirst. to congratulate theSpecial.Comc

/)

11~'.'We'c~pprQVeboththe ~pec!alCQrnmitte~'siworIgrig

n)ethdds' ,and,tne' results" achieVEld/therebY.ln· the,
mattet 9f'methOd,'it' wasparti<lUltirlY· appropriate tliat
~t!le~pepi.al,donlmitte~.sMJ11d,h~vepegun its \Vor~with'
,Af'rica,WQereare,. t(l befo.un~virtl.lallyallthEl countries "and ~.eople~ spill held under colonial dominati9,n
:';>; >.:}:.. ,\
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,17., '•. Them' aftEll'.;re.affirriHng,'.~he 1.~aliElnable·.~ight~ofQ·
the peoples. of Basutolltnd,'Beohu~nalilnda~dswaziliilld"
.to, ind~pendence,the'(JommitteereqqElststh.eAss~mblY.," ..,.
$C?lemnly to declare, for' the information of South

ellr.li~

,
22.' 'RI
,

cli'1'ls u
to mal
p~nden

pende
~cla .
. cquntrJ
·expres

.penden

nations
,

s

p~~a •.

1].69th meettng .... ].5 November,1~~2
Afrioa, that any attempt to annex:these territQ}.'ies or
. to enol'Oaoh, upon the~r territorial iQtegrity will be
considered by the United Nations as an I,lot of aggref,lslon violatipgthe Unite!l Nations Charter (ohapter V,
para. 214, of the report).
"
i8.. With ~,egard to . Zauzi~ar, 'the Committee calls
upon the administering Power to make every effort
to b~i!!g tHat territory to independenoe aUhe earliest
date-l repeat, to ".independenoe at.the e!lrUest date "in aocordanoe with the Declaratton on the granting of
iridependelloe to c.olonial countries and peoples, (ohapt.er·
VI, para. 154, of tbe-, report).
19. onthe question'ilf British Guiana,theCommittee
'requests the United Kingdom Government and the
Government of Bl'itish Guiana to resume negotiations
immediately-I stress "immediately"-with a view to
reaching agreem~nt on the date of independ"'nc\e~qnce
again, the "date ofindependenco"-for BritishGuiana,
'in accor~nce'withthe .wiahes t>f the"People of British
. Guiana as expressedby their·Parliament(chapter VII,
=para. 84, of the report).
'
'-,
.

20. With regard to" Mozambique, the Committee, after
solemnly reaffirming the inalienable right of Mozambique to self-determination and .independence, endorses its 'demcandS ,for immediate'in&pendence and
requests the Security Council', ..in the 'event of
Portugual 's refus'~lto.Implement,thif!laiidthe previous
resolutions of' t~~ Assembly, to take appropriate
me.a~ures,eincludingsanottons if necessary, tosecure
,Portugal's "compliance,. witll."itS:obligations (chapter
VIII,_para. 109, of the report).•..

21-., In eonnexlon

with South\Vesti\frica, the Cammittee concludes that the ti~:.~asQome for the United
,Nattons to, take, urgent" pO~~,iY~\E!CJtion, 'includingJhe
possibility' of sanctions againElJ.§Q~utp.,'i\frica,to prevent
.the annexation of South, Wes.t;ti~#Q!,!:,,<by, So.uth ,Afr-iea
and to ensure the,~merge~Q~,y6f;'So\lthWest Africa
,into independence,', at the earliest ,date-.Istress "at the
ear.li~st, date~ (chap~e.1! ,IX,. 'para e.. 124, of the report).
22,., ,'Re~rdii;g the tJfritory of Kenya; the Committee
calls upon theadminist~ring ~ower and ~n concerned
to make all .~ffo:l:'ts to bring the territo~into' independenoe ,at ,the earliesLdate-1 stress '. "into inelependence at the earliest .date".....inaccordance With the
~clarstion on the granting of independence tocolontal
cquntries',and, -peopleae The Committee 'concludes"by
e~ressingthehope that Kenya will"become an inde,pendent'imds9vereign state and join the community of
nations in the ,$hortest Possible,', time (chapter": X,'
·p~ra. 88,'of the report).
' c '
0r;" "
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~3.,.'Lastly.:',with't-~gar~"io Angol!il, the)COfumith~e,

~fte:-'

solemnly reaffirming the 'in.alienable right of the

.'p'eopl~'?f. Angola to independence and supporting th~ir

demliilcl'forimIllediate"indeiJendence--Istress "im-'

m'ediateJndepen.dence"-calls·~pdn
the. Gove~~mentof

Portugal 'to ensure,the transfer pf,powerto.thepeople
of Arigola 'in accordiulcewith the ])eclaration Onthe
gra~ting .()f indepepdence tocoloriialcountries'and
peo,~les.'~n,ad~itio.i(, t~!'l. Special G<9mmittee •reques~
the '. Se~~:ri,ty.,J~o~~~h· ill. tlte event· of Portllgal~~ con.t!~Uing,re[~a14to'. ~mp'le.ment"{f,hisand the previous
,res~l\lt~ons 9£theqeneral Assf;lmblyandofthe Security
POuI1c!l!, ,~~~ t~~~~;"ap'pro.Priat~·'>ln~asures, Jncluding

.san?ti~n!:li :~os~cure ?ortugal's'compliancewith~ts

9.~l~gation~(chapt~:r~XI.,para~ 44,of the: report).
.~, ': ~;~)'; ,;~,v<', .,.::. :', lA:':::',' ..','.::' ,::.(:;-,,:,:,,:;,~, :~;p:~ ~'. f('-'

c

,;!:-,

<:.';",,: ,'",:':-'9';" .'..'.'.},,;.", :":t':"'~~:-"

;24. ',' 1',hH~.!(m~,i,!l"!e,ll:·~m€1:p.~~:ffOm!' allth~,.i~divid4al

cQncl~E!,iQn$ Qn,th~.sp~q!fic,. territorie~!'lW:'veye<l bYc ~e.
',.
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Committee, This idea i$ expressed, in th~ ansa of
each territory ,in~efeJ7ences to the' necessity of
liberation, sometimes "immediately", sometimes "at
the earliest date", and sometimes ",in the shortest'
possible time", and in other similar terma all
expJ,'ess1ng tpe same thought-the urgent need tp act,
the urgent need to implement resQlution 1514 (XV),
the urgent and tmperattve need to accelerate the
procees of decclonlzatlon, 1'0 thisb~!.'ilioideathere is
not a single exoeptlon: we believe, therefore. that the
comprehensfve" r-est}lution approving tbe J,'eport ofthe
Sp~ial 'ComIllittee ()f Seventeen should be built around
th~~ idea. In tl!JG connexlon', ~t Is 'llOt out of place to
recall, that this v~ry need to accelerate the-process
. ofdepoloni2:ati()n,was the bas!a of the .actloa which the
United Natio~s took, both il1',1960 and in 19&1. On this
partiq~larpoint,resolu~9n 1514 (XV) <l~~t~nctly Called
upon dli~ col\)nia.l Powers to take immediate stepa to
transfer "'all powers to the colonial people~!)Yftb()ut
any condltiors or reservations.
' .
.25. Thus, the immediate iibe~~tion ofalUhe colontal
,v::,
peoples Without condttions pr reservations is the
fundamental principl'~ ~nshriried in the Declaration of "
14 December 1960. 'in order to (dispel any misunder-.
standing and to cut short the fallacious arguments of
all who persist in flourishing the supposed need for
preparedness before' independence, f,he General
Assembly categorically ruled outnny 'preliminary
stages based on the backwardness of the subjugated
territories. Operative paragraph 3 of tile De'claitl,tioU'J
of 1960 therefore laid down a principle WI)~cQ,\\~~fconsic.ier fundcimental:'
v""
.
l,'1
\I

!

0

., C)

",

"Inadequacy 'of polttlcal, economic, social 'Or
educational-preparedness. should never' serve as a
pretext for delaying tndependenoe. n
:

.

,',}

.

'

'

'It is important to bear this, ~rinciple in

today;
wtthout it, any decolontzatton 'policy would-:bebuta
mockery; because ill, colonial Power would be fr.eeto
evade all, obligation to carry out effectived~olonizatlon, if Itohose to do so,
o
Cl
S
26. Fortunately, once, this principle bad beenestabIlshed, th~re~em~i~ed'ho.legalVsanctuary,arid indeed
no shelter or any 'kind, fot those. who wished to
perpetuate the, system ~?f Ooloniar -domination: ,Two
"
c~urses,' angonly .~wo.,"w.ere nRwopen ~-+,~eco!on~~
zers: tocomply,bYJib~ratiJ)gtheir go.lpIUlc-$,. or to
,rebel opeply a.gainst the'~nited Nations.A~ll1,iglitl1Ltve
'/been, feared, It was unfortunately the second ;altei'llative, SO fraught with consequences, that a number of
cOl()nhtl:Powers chose, to.adoptz
'~~ ','<
"27. In the face of,this rebe1Housne'ss'al1d:d~Hberate
1defiancejand'bearing in mind the discordai{d'sericjlls
i~terillttionalconflicts.toWhlch,they, m~Y'giverise, it
is vitalfor ,~eGeneral AsseInblynow tQ'sho~lderlis
full 'responsibilities and to demand 'that, coxrte.whal'
'may," its solemn' I>eciaration of 14 Decembet 19,60
shall. be' respect<:ld and implemented Without delay.
1'hro,ugh· 'the,i,r ..inaCtlon, lackpf , c,o"'opel'ati()~ anCi, ,in
SOl'l').e caSles;open~E!belliorj.,~tPe colol'liaIPow~~'§~eek
.to .depdvethe term ,"immedi~te.·indepenc:ience"$>f',lUly,
meanin,l!i_If Is. ow:'dutyto bait, thil:'. spheriliQg,.jf0tp,'
\VorJt~s ,', nQ.t~,:llav,ebee,!lil'l vain ,br ~emandillg:resp~bt
f~>r.the splr~t !lond,letter, o.f resolution.1,514i(X:V)~ This
is,w~y:,"i~i.s ~ssential, ll~r,r,~ alf,d pow, tp itilp~rt,~(),t~e
.DeclaJ:'atlon,cf,f14"DececmberJ.9&Oarnore specificaild
.pr,egise l'J.leaning.bysElttin,g a,tilne~li.g1itfortheeffec
"tiye l,iJ?erat~on·ofthe~r,ustTerr"iWri~sltheNon-S~l£~
Govern~llg,Te;r:r.'i.toI'i~~.",~nd/all,.·the<p~efi~I'I'ito·ri~s' ,"
~ind

0

'(L'

v

>

jWQ~chllav~ riot'ye~, ,atta.in(:ld;th~irJ1,l~l:.Jnd~p~ridep.ge.
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28'6 We, for our part, have always opposed anypl'olongation, however brief, of the system of domination,
beoause it has. always been and still is our eonvtotfon
that every people, at all times, must be left free to
guide its own destiny. We believe, therefore, that
nothing can justify t~r a moment the enslavement of
individuals or the ctomination of peoples. The attitUde
"9f passive resistanoeor 'actual rebelliousness of
oertain, oolonio.l Powera, however, now imposes on the
General Assembly an obligation to tllke further
measures; adapted to the new situation. in order to
Qomplete. its task of world-wide salvation. ThefUi'fuel' action req~ired of US by the situation reSUlting
from;>the failure to implement the-Declaratton on the
. granting of independence is that mentioned by President
~kou Tour6, and reoeived with acclamatton on 9
October
19621'. when he stated
o
, from this rost1:'um:
, "While we a1\ have reason to rejoice atthe adoption
, by the United Nations General Assemblyofaresolution concerning Immediate independence for the
African oOUnU'ies (fresolution 1514 (XV)]. we remain
seriously concerned. at the slowness wlthwhicli some
oolontal Powers (JU'e implementing that. resolution.
,

'.'

, ".••That is whyat the present sesston of the General
As6embl)'a new resolution should be adopted fixing
,24 October 1963-the -eighteenth anniversary of the
United N.ations-as the final date for the colonies'
. ~chievement of. national independence" [U48th
meeting, paras...32 and 33].
29. This is thespeciflc proposal whichthe delegation
of the RepUblic of Guinea is ho.ppy to submit once again
to our Assembly for its consideration as a comprehensive conclusion to our debates on the report of the
Speoial Committee of seventeen,
·30. This proposal, which issues naturally from, a

detailec;l review of the specific surveys that were made
, of~e v~iousterritories on the list, is really a fusion
of theval'ious conclusions finally reached by the Special
Oommittee in all the individual cases it had occasion
-; to . consider• .Such a proposal perfectly reflects the
vi~l.·. need, .recognized unanimously by international
opinio.n, considerably to. accelerate the irreversible
course .of decolonization. It would therefore be a
~happy fulfilment 6f.the tremendous hopes which all the
lleoples still in subjection are placing in our present
deliberatiens. Above all, this proposal is the natural
jlnd logical sequel to. the historic Declaration on the
gra."lting.·'ot '.indep,endence to' colonial countries and
peoples.'
'.' "
,

:~1 ••,):.a~tly--andthi.s should be loudly ptoclaimed;"

to
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33. The adoption of such a pJ.'oposnl by our Assembly
would. from the stnndpoint of prinoiple, mark the
oompletionof the task of deoolonization undertaken
'. by the United Nntions. It would undoubtedly have a
tremendous impaot throughout the world. The beneficial consequences it would produce everyWhere-in
Asia, in the Amerlcne, in the Pacifio, even in Europe,
and m6~t of all in the oontinent of Afx'ioa-oM rendlly
be foreseen. It would oertainly be a decisive step
towards a ~enernl reoonoiliation among peoples and
States, whJ,bh at last could llnk together forever, and
celebrate jointly, the end of the colonial system and
the anniversary of the United Nations.
,
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34, Bearing in' mind all, these considerations, we
confidently submit to the General Assembly for its
approV,oal this proposal to put an end, once and for all,
in 1963, to' all the colonial ventures which, in every
way and to no purpose, have cost and are costing the
international community so dear.
'S5.Lastly, If our proposal is accepted, it will
naturally have a direct effeot on all colorJal questions
and on any resolutions relating to such questions submitted to the General Assembly for its deoision, in
whatever connexton or by whatever organ.
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36. Subject to this one reservation. whioh to all
appearances was necessary. 0111' delegation approves
all the eonolustona, and consequently the draft resolutions, contained in the Special Oommittee's report
which we are now dtecusstng.
37. .I need only add that the delegation of Guinea
believes that the Special Committee of Seventeen,
having given satisfaction, should be reconvened so
that it may complete, within a further specified timelimit, its task of supervising the implementation ofthe
Declaration on the granting of independence, in
accordance with its original terms of refer,~nce and
subject to the provisions of the resolution to be
adopted at this session.
'
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38. In thi~ connexion, our delegation endorses the
Aoting Seoretary-General'ssuggestion that all other
oommittees .and sub-committees dealing, in one way
or another.', with the Non-Self-Governing Territories
shoUld"be eliminated, .and that all matters formerly
within their competence should be concentrated under
the Special Committee 6f seventeenejcne.

,ij,l.elldoptionof this proposal \VC?uld be the culmination ,39. Apart from all the advantages to this procedure
pointed' out by the Secretary-General in the introduc~of':anjmdeavour which would finaHy restore~he standJ~g ~f .• t4.~. UliitedNatioI),s,with all the colonized peoples, ~:::on to his annual report [A!5201!Add,l] with regard
:\V4?sesil~ pligtitand.,cries ofdistress,for reasons . we Ito, reducing costs and staff requirements and relieving,
the delegations conoernedof some. of, ,thei:r burdens, .
,a.ll.,.,.kllOW, -were not', ' suf~i.cientl)', heeded at the San
this. suggestion. seems tQ us. pedeotly adapted. to. the
:F'l',un(jtsco COnferenc~:'
,
. new situation "Which nas obtained since the. adoption
i
r , Yqr .all ,these r~asons. we believe that, iithe o:fthe Declaration on the granting 01 independence, in
Gent!ralAssemblyois to.l'emain true to ,itselLand to ,'1960,
c9p1plete its greatt~~kOofdecoloriizati6n.Atc.mustiat
;tb~conqlusion, of qurCpresent d~batesrso~emnlypr()
.40'. The. fact. is •tilat, fromtha~ date ,forward, the in~
;C1llilIli 24 October'1963 as,the' date for ending colonialfopnation..gathering sta~,is over,tor,at least, it has"
ceased to be of ariy practical ~mpol'tance.'.A.nycom~,
,Ism"thrOughout'theworld.Inthe.same spirit. it must
mlttee..establtshed for tpat pUfpose, sllch as theqomurgec~lkthe·. colon~alPtr\Ve;r.s' scrupulously
obse1've
mittee on Info~mation frorp.Non-self':9overni~g TeJ.',:ri~
;the."PfOvisi(1I1s,~;':;:j,11e_ De,claration' on the•·.• grantingof
tories, should therefore have,been.abolished,because
ind~pe~~enc;et~nd;~ ir.lP~rtic~l~r, to~ansf~r before
of. the· manifest irrelevance of its tarmsofreferenceo
tJ\at,date,'\Vitli'?Jlt" c'on:ditions-.or~eservations.aU the
'I!oWf:}~s,th,eystill, r'etai:n to tlie'pedlllesof the 'dependent
in~'tile hew.pOliticalcontextwhichri9w~revttU)Vln the
United N a t i o n s . . , ' . ,
'.J
"ter'rltpi'ies.. .1h~order,t6eiiable
",,,.'... .them. to·a:chievetheir.

s1

41
Cc

full national independenoe and to play the normal part
in internationalllfe whioh devolves upon all sovereIgn
peoples of the world.
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1.169th meeting .... 15 NQvember 1962
41. Indeed, we believe thq.t even the Trusteeship
CQ.U1lo11.should be abolished. not only for the af~re,mentioned reasons. butulso beoause,it1softhe utmost
importanoe that the United Nations. having taken its
well-known deoisions on decolontaatlon, should set an
example in the matter by immediately libel'ating all
tboTrust Territories. We know thatanyohange affeotlng the Trusteeship Council requires amendment of
the Charter. but our delegation believes that such a
step is practioally-' essential. If the Trusteeship
Counoil cannot legally be dissolved. it should be
plaoed in suspended animation as soon as possible.
The facts, quite as muoh as the political sttuatton,
make this the only common-sense solution.
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of the people and. countryor, whose sqvereign behalf
he is' here to determine the freedom and destiny of
other peoples who are as yet excluded,arbitl'erily
and agamst their will. from the internatiQnalscene.
48. Mr. WINIEWICZ (Pola\ld)~ It had become crystal
clear to everybody in the Assembly that.. next to the
question of general and complete disarmament, t.he
problem of the llquidation of colonialism occupies the
paramount place, both .in w~rld public opinion and in
the work of our Organization. Those twoproblems are
closely interlinke~~ Indeed, the preservation ofpeace.
the strengthening 6fpeaceful coexistence of States and
the development of international co-operation depend
on the finall'lolutiOll of those problems.
.

49. For as long as we do not succeed in ~«eotively'
arresting the armamen~s race ,as long as we do .not
disarm the world, we shall not be able to eradicate
the permanent threat of conflicts and to removeforever. the nightrnareof an outb;re.ak of a destructive
war. Nor shall we be able to createeound-condtttcns
for' peaceful international co-operation as' 10ing as
exploitation, 'Cliscriminatlon and the subjugation of~ationssuffering under the colonial yoke are not finally
eliminated.
.
'50. The' posltio~softhoseWho have lived and.still
want. to, live off the weakness' and oppression of the
very 'ppo~ are based UpC)I1 power. above all upon
military force. The tendency to possess ~nd~ai!}tain
strategic positions and to expand military bases is one
of the factors of the strongrel'listarice againstemanci:pation and liberation {,>f the oppressed peoples. When,
therefore, the~pro~ressof decolonization favours the
,strengthening of peace,ful ooextstence and of peaceful
co-operation of mankind, then progress inthe struggle
towards al'l'.esting the armaments race a,ndtoward~the
implemeiltatlon ofa prograt.rtme for general:mdc~m.plete disarmament.' c~n only. accelerate theQ.fmal
45; In conolusionvthe delegation. of Guinea believes
Itqutdatton of .colonialism. Just as the question. of
that any comprehensive, .:resolution on the Special
disarmament is the mabi"hecessHy. of our era,' so
Committee's report should-at least refer to the two
l1quidatioliof the colonialsystem is'aproc~ssshaping
main ideas which I have reviewed.....the setting of a
contemporary events and constitutes a. revolutiOllOf
time-limit for the achievement of. national indepen-our 'tiine~I' may ,~;ly, the" revolution. of' otirtime.
dence by all the. colonized peoples,apd the future of
' ."
the body whose task it is to observe theJmpl~menta51•. We stillvivicllyrecall the tduchingand 'ent~\I,siatlon of the Gen~ral Assembly's decisio~s '~p thissticreception extended' so 'apprqpriately in.,thishap
tt
0
.
,
' " ,
to'tlie;delep;ation .of free and Indepemdent A1geria.It
ma er. .
" .
" ' , ' ':'onlyprovea ho~ aeeply the questio~ of the, fre~dom
46. The delegation the, Republic of Guinea. true to
andiridependence'ofnations has peneh'il.ted,theh,eilr ts.
the...'antl"'ooloniallst stand' consistently takenpy' its
and minds 'of 'all. The.imPortantrCll~'of. nations'freed
'people-an~ its Government, and deeplYcQnvinced.tha.t
from. .colbni~lbondage, who,bavepecome. Members. of
its,ideas8.l1Q feelings"a,re {ully shared, not only by.all' the 0:tgan~za.tion,\)is ,m.an~f~st in their .Ejlgnificant bnthe Afdcan peoples. and,their leaders,butbyall other
pact upon theshap,ing of ,tile intel'na,tiqJ1al ~i~ua.t.iq~. It
is f,lldeed thC!!3e natio.ns" whi,chrais~ tbe.irpoWE'r.ful
peoplessubjeoted to -oolontaltsm 'and atr,uggling for
their c9mplete libl':}l'atlon and rehabilitation,' declares
voiQ~\iin'defenceofWQrld<peaQ~i !lct in favou;' qfdu;Jitself ready, as always j to give>its llctivesupportto
armament; 'are"aw!!Xe.<;>fthe .links bet.we$!!cQ~Qnhtli.s!Il
any bold proposal designed' to . enable ..the Generala,nd. war . preparations, and demand 'respe?t for ,the
,As.s·embly,'of the .'United Nlltiqns. ar.Ita-aeventeenth '-p1-inclplesqfcpexisienoe ofnatloifs,'of ctlexistenceln
s~ssion, to-complete its most' noble andmosteI1duringpe'ace,~.Emshriried . in. t\te·'United:'Nations<Ch~te,r.
task-tota.l.de.colon.izatiqnthr. OUg~Ou. ttheworIdin.l.9,a3.
""<.~" " ' . ' 0 ,.' l~", .. -... '~'."">":
47..... Itr.e,.'.rnalns our"h.OP~-. an
. . d.'.t.ha.t o.f... ~ail . th.' 'ec.o.l.o.hi.z..,·~h
{;~.
,.The.end.qf.cOIQriiali~m'.Qpens·entirely.new.pe~
, . •
..
.
.
spectiveain"t4e. history of,mankind. Tbeall'e~w
peoples and .ofall the~Clrces. q~' progfes$,a~? pellqe. il:1:libe.rat~dunatiOk1s< J)l)ing ..to .' mankind!sendeavoul's the
.the W0:t:ld-that 6n.,aq\,l~stion ofsuc: h irpportanQe ap.d ··'full '()ontl'!butloriof their national genius,suppressed
'IUagnitUde., every,repre,sentativein •th:is,A,flsempl~Willpl'eViously: ·by.cOloniz~rs.Thej,r'joi~ing,.the"B'~ited
'agree;a.s .i~' ,1~6Q '," to~.t~~, thi's. gl,-'elt,t, hi~t01:~9~st~P'NatiQns."pQt;onlYexpandedoUrD1ero.berslup.;quant~tll.- ,I
. SllOulder .to . shoulder' towal'ds a. future of.abunda.nt
tivelYitho$e changes .. whichhave~occul'l"ed':l.nb()ur·
prqmisei.freedomand happiness .for all.It'\~ill~:Org!1nization ar~ qu~lifatlve ~llnJlture.tQo~, ,.,;, '/ ..
<I.!2Iubtedly;,ije~ for;,the.l]pitedNations,c;me ()f~~flgre!.",test
'~'."';'i,V ".' ' . ' . ;,' )'~t:: . . . . . ' \ .
42. We reoogni'ze,. however; that the elimination of
all the oommlttees and ad hoc bodies concerned with
dependent territories might warrant an inorease in
the membership of the Special Oommlttee of seventeen,
strictly for reasons of effeotiveness. In our view, any
such step should definitely avoid making anychange in
the existing' balance of the 'Special Committee's
politioal composition. which has enabled it to achieve
the fruitfur results we are now a~proving.'
43. With this in mind,and in vie\'( of the time available to us, we hope that any additions will be restric.ted both in number and in quality• With regard to tlie
number of such additions, we think that four Isa
reasonable figure and should n,ot be exceeded, f~r
fear of unwieldiness.
44. With regard to quality. the. sole criterion for
selecting the new delegations admitted to the Special
Committee,by whatever method they. are designated,
should be the positive effeqtiveness of their real contribution to the main Objective of the United Nations
in this field, which continues to be to accelerate the
process of decolonl.zation.,·

0
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JrlH~ph,s;since.its.f9unda~ion.,Our·~is,his that~!i'vel'Y
~eprf;}s'~l'ltative,1n

•this . ha.ll'%llay.feel,:,the,·p~id~/J,lf
; ba:vingcC?htr.ibuted·tothilt:~iurnph. totllegreat~rglqr.y

5'a." ''rll~i'ei al't(s~illte~ritories.~and;peoples',;Waitirip;
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still under colonial domination on three oontinents of
the globe. Many ,of them die fighting, arms in hand,
or in fl'()nt ~of,the" exec"tion squags, or in prisons.
, Their fate, their misfortunes and their future are the
subjeot of our dtsoussfon, Shnll we help them in their
str~ggle f9r national liberation? Shall we fulfil their
espeutations, whioh they link up with our decisions?

PowerEi squnned its implementation. In oonseqUence.
me ~eneral Assembly adopted resolutton 1654 (XVI)
calling upon all cc~~nial Powers to adhere to the
principl~s of the Deolaration strictly and without any
delay. At the same time,under the terms of'thls
resolution the Special Committee of seventeen membel'S was created whose task was to supe:l.'vise,on
~
. behalf of the United Nations, the process of deoolonl;
54. Q'.lite recently one 'of the lletitioners, a repre- ' zation and to elaborate practical measures andrecomsentative of the people of Southern Rhodesia'oRsked "mendatlona in regard to dependent territories, withan
in the Fourth Committee: "Will you freepaopleiever
aim to obtaining a full Implementation of the anti- ,
understand how it is to be born in slavery, to live like
colonial Declaration.
'
this, Without'any hope but to die likewise?"
,
,0
60. The exhaustiv,e 'York done by the Special Com-fl
55. Let us rec141 the ill-famed stages of colonialism.
mit,tee of seventeen members in the comparatively
It began with the'treatment of dependenttertitories as
short period of six months is now condense&.J~4n
'a no man's land, only to make them SUbsequently the
extensive and elaborate repott on the twelve terrisubject of man's inhumanity to man, of slave traffic,
tories which have SiO far been the subject of the Commttteets deliberatioI)S [A/5238]. While analysing the
of cruel colonial wars, and, finally,of attempts at
very factual materta; and the objective analysis ofthe
whitewashing colonialism by stressing its allegedly
report, one cannot fail to, infel' that it is'a scberbut
civilizing mission. It is high time to close this infamgus chapter of human history.
grave indiotment of colonialism. The poignancy of the
56. buring tbe last war many. a European nation, as
racts quoted and analysed in the report strikes us all
well as those in Asia. experfenced the oppl~les$ion of
the-more strongly sinc~ it indicates ~ situation still
the fascist master-race.' :t<l:or was Poland spared the
existing at a period when ,colonialisni~already cenl~lUred!imd 'doomed-eta n,earing itil end.
most terrible esperiertces." We know only too well
61. The Committee has follow~:d the right method In
what it is to subsist without freedom. Though we had
lost it for six years only\ we'never succumbed and
considering the territories indivMually. Thus it hadan
we fought for it, regardless of sacrifices, till final
opportunity to examine closely the specific characvictory.'
teristics of each of them. Thanks to the hearings of
petitioners; the Committee learned the opinions,de57. The United NatiJns-wefreep~ople, regardless of
'Where we come from, what the colour ,o~ our skhl'is,
sires and postulates of the indigenous inhabitants. '
The Committee's visit to Afrioa, where most of the
\vhich ideology or faith we prof~s:s-car.not anli should
not remain indifferent to the fate of those enslaved.
dependent territories are, shoUld also be evaluated in
h
lna f
t' ll'b t' i 11 th
r i I positive
terms. The same is true of the practice of
T e cravmg or na Iona I era Ion n a
e Goon a
sending" misstons to examine sttuatlons in certain
territories-small or big-must be of the greatest
concl:'rn to us until colonialism i~ entirely liquidated.
territories.
We must reject all politk;al manoeuvres-eso.trane62. ,Now, thanks to the application of such a procedure,
parent in thei}' politic'a! objectives-as to the ,future
the Special Committee could closely examine problems
of Angola,' Mozciimb~que, British Guiana" Kenya.
which it faced, make its balanced j4~gementon them.
llbodesia andother territories. This should b,~dQne
and work out conolualons either ih'the form of draft
riQtrOIl~Y tu th~i inte~estcof natlonswhtch are struggling
resolutions submitted to the General Assembly or, as
for their {J;'ee,(lom, but in the intere'?t of peageand in C~ithe '(\'.ommittee has rightly done,as dtreot recommen.r'
'~f
<:'j
dati011S to the administering Powers,
the Interest,of us' all.
58 e" We well remember the principled appro:ach to the
~3. Although the report dfscussea 'the situati()n in
questiO'h,ofliquidation of (\oloflial!smat the historical
only tw~lve countries, it demonstrates andgenerali:l:es
·fi~eE:mt8:sessionqf.,theGeneral Assembly. The
a whole series ofmeans still applied by the adminlsDeclaration on the granting of independence to c()lonJal' tering""Powers in their colonial' policy. With the In- '
c"ountries and peoples, contaIned, in resolution 1514
dulgence cjf the Special Committee, I shallquot.!'la
few examples. In° Angola, the Portuguese GQvernmeiit
(XV)and adopted on 14 Dec,e~be~ 1960, stilted in,part:
\\:: ~The subjection ~f peoIil~s to ,al~eIi sU~jtigati6n,
has, for n.earlytwoyEiar!3 been conducting,as we know,
i
f
an extermtnation war against. the resistance move-domination 'and exploitlitiondbnstitutes a den at o
ment, 'Te,ns Of, thousands of people,hav,'.e pe!'ished.lt
'fli1ldameritaI human ,rights, is contrary to the Charter
seems obvtoua, I submit, thatwithoutmiHtary ass Is" 'of the 'United Nations 'and.is an, impediment jo the . tance and without the $upport(jf the Atlantic .Powers,
promotion of world peace and co-operation. ti "
'" Portugal" would not have been ableto do .so, Hence
.TAeOeclaratiQn has~co~e a"powe;fufweapon in ~e ,the 'responsibility fOr events -m Angola falls llglf,Ql11y
.atruggle "of dependent people for 'their frj:ledom, .and
upon' the Government in .Lfsbon but,' also', upon thos,e
indepelldence. No one dared to oppose the adoption Of
who supply military equipment to Portugal and who
the', Declaration. However, even" at thattimesevel.'al
tolerate the colonial policy of thei!' ally. No ~washll1g
!I"abst~n~ions'raised 'fears as. to")thesin.cerityoftjlo~e
of hands" can change,this'f~ct~ It is high time. ~l)~~,'~e
1J0wers~when,jt cam6 1to the implementation of the
United.. Nationsd~clded tO~Ptlt an end to the savage
, provisions of the' DeclaraUoIl. As hasbeen'pr(,yeli'over ~rii·as'sitcrifS=Of·tne"·i\rigollfit1)9PulE1ti()l1.It is,Qigh tiqle
.' the past ,two'yea!'s, 'sQch implementation his encoun- 'to applydrastlc measuresto"p~rsuadeP(lrtugal,Whi~h
';ltered,eithe:t:\cjpen,Qrcamoutlaged resistance on the
,refuses to do so to' respect' Qenel'al Assembly de,Ipart'?fcOIOrillt~:f()~c~S6~
,..o~"
cision$."'·"
. , ,'C 1
59. ',' •Wheno'at the'.sixteenth session we-were Qonslder64.' cf~"'eXPlosive situation" exists." in' ',Mozambiqrte
':,ing;"'!lge:iri~()n~the'il1itj9,UYj:l,of the SovietUniQn~the' "also,,, wbereone.cana$sU~e tha~tl1e '. portug\l~ie'"""
queSt!()n'o'fj~p'lementation' of', the .Qeclai'atiop, -wealJtliorities·are'·preIlaring.' ao:sbow(1pwn, ,againstth,e
El'. few,exQeptions,
the colonial ·n~Uonl!1'lib.e.raUon movement by .concentrating 40,000
,cpncluded'tthlitj"withpo!Uy"
d' -'.'
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troopS there. cCan we ~ait until Mozambique explodes
mto another Angbla? Repressions against the indigenOUS population must stop. Politioal prisoners have to
be released and political parties must be allowed to
conduot their activity freely. Representative political
institutions ought to be established for the final
transfer of power to the Mo~~mbique people.,
65. The latest events in South Afrioa-We are touching
upon this problem- in practically every Committee in
the Organization-oannot but' give rise. to serious
concern. The militarization of the country goes on ,
speedily; military expenditures have been doubled
and there is every reason to suspect tl}at military
preparations are ui~ected against the national liberation movements in South West Africa and, indeed,
against the African population in the Republfo of
South M~ica as well.
66. Similarly, in the Federation of Rhodesia. and
Nyasaland"the authortttes have increased police and
military forces -. The Prime Minister of the Federa'"
tion, Sir Roy Welensky, threatens by the. use of force
to maintain the domination of the white settlers and-to
break down the national liberation movement of the
. Africans. Here. -also, the situation is becoming
"
fraught with serious dangers.
,
"
it
67. The report of the Speci~ Committee, however.
reveals some other facts" which give us reason for
serious consideration. Through Imposed constttutions
and a. weirdly complex franchise system, the-colonial
authortttes .are attempting to maintainp6wer in. the
hands of the minority Qf white settler's. trying to '
prevent, or at. least retard. the establishment of
governments representing the will pi the overwh~lm~.
ing majority of the people. This is very distinctly :
illustrated in the Constitution of Northern Rhodesia.
Only 3pe~ .cent of the Afriqan .populatton possess'
the actual'rtght to vote, in view of the many. dtscriminatory property, tf!,xarid. educational ,.require- .
ments conditioning the:l;ightto cast a ballot, The
voting system. drafted by the Oonstttutton.tsso confused that, as has been' rightly stited by aresponsibl~
daily, The Scotsman, experts consider it to be the
most complicated of all systems tha.t ever existed on
earth. 'It .is on such'premlses that the recent elections
were based. And the results of these elections have
onlycOnfirm~d the' necessity to introduce equal and
universal franchise in this territory. The conclusions
and recommendations of the Speci~Committee'go c
exactly in' this direction....a nother proof oUhe wisdom,
"
.." . ;
of the Com.mittee.
68•.·. NdW, .pe~mit me 'to" irtdicate the .,situation in two"
other' territories. where the"Jnequa1~tY·Of:tpe Afric'an·.
manifests Itself in equally disturbing ways •. Several'
days ago, .despite the rl;lsjstariG~ .0Uh,e AfriqlUlPPpulat ion•. an9 .iil defiallce :of. the Gl:lne:J;'al'AssemblY'l:!·
pOIil,ition., a,new' Qonstitution '~nteJ:'e.d . . intp .f()rce, in.
Southern Ithodesia. quite9pellly <iiscriminatingagainst
the,.t\fr,!q,anpopulation•. In . Bl:lch~anal~nd.3 ,0QOwltite
settler13'llossess . two~thirds' of thel:!eatsinthe
.~egislative Cpuncil•. while .0350,000 African13 have
o~yone~th,ird •. An<i still ,further eXaIXlples could,be;
qu()te<i. .
.
..,
.". ;
.' >
"

69~····· Me~sures't() ·.deiegliIi~e. 'or nottopermIt.·atall,

the creatioI1 of ~litioalparties are. 9lmed.atpre~ent";
..·ing the.,'ill,digl:lriouspopulation-from e:lCpressingit$will.
,'rheGeneral.:.Asl:!embly ha:sl4re~dy.most ,deci<iedlyi,
Qde9!ar e cl ~'itse1f 'against, the ,ll.rbitraryb{lnnlngo~,the;
Zill11>abWe':p,;fricanPeoplesUhioninSOuthern·1Ulodesia.• .·
&nd;agliinEl't . the .;persecuiipn"liof',i{!;i,leaders'by. the .,:,

adoption, a.tthe pres~nt session. of resolution 1755
(XVII). Now we are waiting for; the "response of the
administering Power, which is ultimately respOl1sible
for the tel'~itory of Southern R4.odesia. 'l'he (Euthori:'
ties of Southern Rhodesia have resorted, fO,r the third
time within the last three years. to thi~ very same
method in order to suppress the .opposftion, against
their racist "poliqy and their attempts to •-qreate a
raotst state in' the veryheartofblaok Africa.

{J

70., Fomenting and taking advantagl:l Ofpolitical, racial,
or tribal differences, as is the case in Kenya, Zanzibar,
o~ even in British Guiana, is also in the arsenal of
tactical manoeuvres of 'thecolonia.1 authortttes, In
consequence. under the pretext of lack of accord
among the political g;].'ouping~" in dependent countrie~.
the people are . deniedtbeir inalienable right . to
exercise their national willlUl,d to become independent~
llistoryprovides many examples. wheni~perialism
resorted to th", method of divide et impera. bll~ it was
always without success in thefinalresl,!.lt. As far as
British.Guiana is concerned, I cannot bl,lt.expresS,our
diaappotntment at the recent breakdown. of the con-estitutionRl conference. the convooa~ion of which has'
been, delayed so many times ,by ~he administering
Power and. which, under, the guise .o.f disagreement,"
between,the Government and tile opposing political
parties, once more. postponed the setting ofaxda.te .for
British' Gutana's il)depeQde,nge.oo Thus the General
Assembly is ,. faced with a new sifu~tion and. accord- .
ingly, nawrecommendations should be add'ptedto
assure the granting, without"further delay. of indl:lpendenoe to thep e9pleof thiscotmtry.
. 0 . "c
71.,.A .question ·of couese.iartses; How should thi!3
resistance of colonial Powers be.understoodand 'ex~',
plained? The. answer Seems by no means .mvolved, It
is .because. of the whole. internationalpositi8n of the,
colonial Powers;' it is also, for important' reasoIls',.Of··
very specific financial, and'ec~momic vl:lsted interest~, •.
72~ In the part of Afric!!. which,'became theUsubject
of studies by the Special Committee,()f seventeen'
members, there' are 'c.oncentra,ted· .rich .depo~~t~·of·
valuable 'non-ferrous. metals,llke'copper,' nickel.'gold,'
silver, . . wolfr~,:cobli1t. ~r'anh~Iri'arid'so oniTh~ir:"
eXtract~6ri bririgs: Western' Eur6pe~'anii Amerii:lan,
capital treml:lndous.profits.xtis the Illutualconnexipns"
ofinterns,tionaltrG'l:!ts' .andnc\;tOharity that4ie:at tHe
basil:! bf·' thijlillnholY'a1liance" of PortugaR:'SoutA
Africa an<i the:,Fl:lderatiO,n or Rhodl:lsla and'Nya.s~iini:l~.·
AIl,d this,is the'yery kt)Y.alsot() t4ehldd~n,ffio!iyepgf
Katanga's
,sl:lce~si()~!
'., . i: f- ,'.,"
.•
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7:3•. "Onthe9therhand,. the whitesett!t3rs.whohave·
.ta~erirpQssession ..Qf 'th~·,l~rge~t,.an&tlt~ most feI;tile:"
parts Of,the~l'~pl~.:lan~.;froIil.wpicli·t~ein~~gen()ul:!"
pOPlllatiQn has~een. eXJ.leUed, .al'eJ(),bl:l.aguar~nt(;1~
of .• sEl(}uritY'()~,~e VEls~edinterestso,.ip,tho~e'Popn~riesi ••·
Thealien~tion ()f;thl:lbest ,land by the\Vhite"s.E,tt1er~.:

f()rc~s; th~)~di~e9ous~pOPIlI~tro~,t,oS~~k'~m~10rIneIlf,'

fol'.istarv:a,~l()n .\VagesandQausesIll~ss J:nigr~tlC>IlP!
, lapqiir•..·J!t.:Po;r~\l84e~e'c9lonies,·the.entiJ.'~;,econ,omiG
lifEl·is .:ba~eci<on' '" force<i,"·laba1-1r'. 'TheiP9rtu~~s~,?'
al,lth();riti~s., ·ha ve.~YeIl m8.~Ell~d.igenOl1~ 1~p<?~I"'l:!upje6t::: .
to .11l'ofitabl~expO,rts •.BY.thl;l te~msof.t~es()~calle<i
Moza.nibiqUe~Conventioh.qonQlu4ed·bl:lt\.V~~li.i-lQ:t'tug~ •..
SOuth••.• Africa" ·. and~e·. 'FederatiQIlof . RliodesiaaIld'

NyaSalaildj,.tlle:Port}lgu~$e6?verhm~nt"'~stht}Specialf

Cominittee'jbaEl: • ·.~een,.iiifornie,d • by•.•. 'the\I)eti~i6n.ers~"
pledged 'to .Sl:lIl~to.:tbose.·.c()u~triee.l'tens.Of·tho~l:!'ands··.i
of ,;Afri6·itn::l'armually,.~o,.work fji'theo~iltes~:Tlie~: .
.'
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POJ.'tuguese authorJtie~ receive £7 for one: Afric\m.
Ithinlt'no comments are n~()essar~'.
",I'
74. :aut one more circumstance, at .which I have
mel'ely hJ,nted in mY introductory remarks, should
'be taken into account.
",' , '

."",

1\"
,)

,

.

'-astabUshed as a time-limit for concluding decoloniza"
tton, The preceding speaker wss alao expounding this
problem. We consider his suggestion as well foul)ded
but in the meantime the conclusions of the SpeCial
Oommtttea'a repOl't ,should' be' noted upon in bl'der to:
first p put an end to a.ll persecutions Plld discl'imina-.
75. NumerousmUitary bases belonging to colonial
tory practices against the population of dependenP
Powers are widely scattered over dependent terri~~ ·'territories; secondly,grant democratic freedoms and
tortes, It .ts clear that they play a definite role in the
freedom of activity to poUtic~ par~ies ofJ;he indigenglobal strategy of the Atlantic Powers"':indeed, all of
ous population; thirdly, carry out elections based 01\
them. One should not underestimate tlte(ble of these
universal and equal.suftra~e; and fourt~y, transfer in.
bases in .the struggle' against the movement for Indethe ehol'test possible time a.ll.the constitution8.1power
pendenceof the particular territories, nor should one
to nation~. organs estll~1ish,edby way of such elections.
forget their function as !\ means of cO'nstant pressure
Indeed, all these requireme~ts fi~re in. the draft
exerted against the neighbouring, newly independent
resolutions suggeated by the Speci8.1 Committee cf
states. It is understandable, therefore, that the great
seventeen members, resolutions whioh apply to thee.
various territories.
".
"World;'without-bomb" Conference,"'held in Accralast
July so decidedly favoured disarmament' measures, (80. Operati~ paragraph. 4 of the ahti-oolonial
pa.rticUlarly the dEilnuclear!zationofAfrica. in this con... ~Declaration .sh9Uld also b~ fUlly exaininei:1: Ish,all
nexion and in.the,llgbt ofthenGeneral Assembly resoluquote it once a~a.in:
li
.
tion on the denuclearization of Africa [resolution 1652
"4. All armed action. or repressive measures of
(XVI)], it' would be worth asking what kinds of weapons
8.11 kinds directed against dependant peoples shall
are used b~" the colonial Powers and their allies in
, cease in order to enable. them to\\l~ercisepeacefully
their African bases. Are there stockpiles of nuclear
and freely their right to compl~a'independence,and
bombs 'for concentrated air.::'striking power?Arethere
the integrity of their national territory, shalfbe
launching pads for rnrssil~s) with nuclear warheads?
The representative of Saudi' Arabia was more outrespected. " .:
_
spoken on ,this problem in his, forceful speech t'!V0
8~. What re8.1ly matters is not "independencetiand.
dayS
I lirilitmyself to putting queetions; arid the
freedom of' action for white settlers, who,.OlD. the.,
.African 1'epresentative'ssh'ouldpress for the answers,
Fourth Committee, have been recalltly represented by
-'.
.,. .
_.
' ..
."
_.
76. ',The, report ofthe~P!'lqialCommitteecouldJlotgJve, Sir Edgar Whitehead; it is independencEifor'the indigenous inhabitants who. are .the only true masters.
answers to all the. pertin!'l~t question!:!. However" the
of the ·hitherto colonial territories.
collected facts and the conclusions drawn permit a
qu~te satisfactory evaluation, of the ;range and scope of
82. The Polish delegation le 'In favo~.ll; of aqjlepting
problems still to be.solved.,-."
","
,"";
the report of the Special Oommittee of seven~een
members, ,and, of endorsing ..the recommendations
77.,"'Cer,tairily, oll,e can ~~phasize that the national'
contained therein. We are of the opinion .tllat United c
l~beration struggl~JW-Q its influence upo~ thp. ~ecisio:ns
Nations
efforts ondecolontzatfon shou)d\~c6ntirlueto
of qth~,United Nations has, already contributed to the
be centered in this Committee. 'Over' a .six;;'nionth
liberatiQnof 'so many colonial peoples that at the
period" the Special Committee has 'proved'itsuseful) moment we deal,onlywith. remnants of that problem,
ness and the ef:(ectivenes$ of its activifyniight have
But, indeed, th~s does supportcthe argumeufJor at).
beenstill ogl'eater had the, admInisterlng Powers
evergreliter acceleration ,Of thepJ;'Ocess of Iibera.
.
tiOrl()f the ',remainIng nations•.Rights· granted to one . shown a higherdegree of oo-operattcn,
gi.'o~p"catll~nder no pr~text, be, deni~d to thoee who
83. The Committee; J:J.~ving taken resolution: 1654
eye~, m.ore iIXlpatiently,try' and struggle for the full
(XVI) as, ,'its: guiciingprinciple. has , succeeded in
illlpieinentadon of" t~e right ·t,o,sf;1lf~deter.minationin
working o.u~ methods Which, ~n its practical activity,.,
relation, to" all,cof ,th,e" rig~t. .to indepenclence ,ang, to
have withstopdthetest oftim~,l!.ndresu.ltedjn.abetter
sove.reign equality,solenlnIy:proclaimed byth~tinited
grasp of, t~e .situat~o.n a~ it now ,exists iIl,the. main;
Nf!Ji9n~Charter.,
-, .
c
colontal tel'ritories~:Lalsothinktha,t:wesho,uldexpress
0((1'
,fullapprecia~ionto the. Committee for.notoD;litting'
78,: ' No' arguments . exist ~whichmight testify to' the
any of tl\~ importaIlt events in.. the.lib.~ratfpn stp~ggle.
Gontrary~Defenl;lers ,of the colonial system 'still en'"
deaVollrto ,conyinceUs ,', 'that the,:dependent.p~~ples . ofcolo.niai J)ecip'le~., wh~ch t?ok.pi.ace,in 19~2,a~w.~1l.,
as JOJ:,its ~ell_.c~Ilslderedc~Jl,C:~u~~ops. :.''" ..'~,.' ;. "c. ~.' " '"
h~ve:n9t yetin~tu:i:'edandlri'e not'readyto'takepower
in",their ~wn.handl:l. ~as'nQtthis t~esisprovecl false,'
84., -,TJ;J.e· General,. Assembly.:sho'uld: recomriiendtoth~",.<
~ hasit"'not be~n 'mostdetermitiedly contraaicted~by" SpeclalI.Committeel,asi.ts chfeforganlfof!deMloniza'-l . ~
PQst"war'experienc~s'of.~ 'speedy •. • etrtanciP'a,tion 'of
tion, that it.should· ,cohtinue;' in accordance with·the"
natIops} '~vhQserepre~~nt~tives;'Witha full sehse ofi',I:l-: '. DeclaratIon'on 'the '. granting of iridependeucetQcolon'ial.
sponf3jpil,ityraii~; 'fncleed; .'I~uiture 'deter~i~atiQn,;p~r~,:'
countries..andpeoples;,to:observe'tQedev.elopm:Emtofi·
t~cipat~'~c>clllY ixr, ,great'internatiOfllu'iiiittativesand'
the' situatioil~·\lllall·Trust., and 'Non..SeU";GQvern'ing-l
.. actl()ns;as';\Velf:a~.)h'this0~g~izatio~tdnly'~inde~' TerritoIlies';" as well as'. inalrother,tei1i'itQri~siwhlch'
penliencie;"c>h'ly' fr!'le 'exercise'ofnationili
"wiILarid'aii' have not yet'attained iiideperideqoe. Such.efforts·shoultl~'"
I".,
uilh.amperednation9+ .dfNelopment can release all the
as soon as possible, be partictllarly dir,ected towards:1
innate,!i!xea.tiye!orces:· of; riiitidns~Only"ihd~p~rldence ': those r'terr,itorie'swhicb ·the·,.:C6mmi~tee"vas·sQiar:r
fliiO\v's:th'~riltobring iheir{lfulf and valuablit confrlbU.. .
uW~I~:t;d.:~~~2~~.¥t)I't"t!'·;·~X/';:~'l":':·;\'" :;··L'::;~?{l;;~;;ti..;;.
t!~~;~:,r~~iR~~F~ssi.~.~;~~~~·d::;;~"" ,,,~,.,,; • ~. ,.,,;\•• ;),'. ;~~!;~·,·i 8 p•. ""{it»:;~~ :th~\p1~a~s ·~~~.JYH~ispO,~~~ ,th~,PoIli~itt~~:n
sho.uld:,try, ,~n,accordanC!,e',Wlth';its terms .0f.r.e~er.~n(l~f6
79,.i;T~e'proQesi3';of' decoloniztl,tion\'shc)\llq' libe': ·.ter~,f
an~; .Witli. ·:the;"gi~atest'~;p.oe·sibie :cO-operatiC>ri;:o~dn.~~'"
Dlinat~.4iia$:I;QOn as ~possible.iThe~presideiltbflQUinea·;'
.•rightlY!~\J,ggestecl..·in,·lj~slspeech 'in;the;GeheraI!{i\ss~m~; " a!itrtil:1i.s.terirlg,'Powers;.tose'Cure'.~speedy:~aiiQi1p~acefur: •.•·•.••.'. :
1l1y,¥'l[llrJath.:,.:ineetingf 'that. Qctopert;·19.63i"shOuld.'.bE!'," ded,()16ni2)at~on~!:Wlleh \thiS:tPmb(:)ss~·~I)C6i1nter~;)Jt.~siS!¥;L.
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tance. and obstaoles involving either the infringement
of the pl'inoip~es of the United Nj!.tions Charter or of
the llnti-colonial DeQlaratio(~ ~tt when the,situllt~OI\
endangers ~F.l intere~t~ of the indigf)nOUg population
or oOnsUtutesa threat to peace, thi3 Committee can
and sbQuld have }.'eco~rs~ even to .a specialcse!=l!=lion
of the Qener~ A~sembly .01' to the Seourity Counoil"
At the same time we deem it \~dvisable to dir,eot a
solemn appeal to allPQwer/s to extend thei~ full 00..
op~ration to the CQmmitte~\lan(:tto ensure it their full
assistanoe.
86. The peoples of the wor~d'n whose desire and'
striving is, today more than eyel'; towards peace and
'progress"" arefUUy' entitled. to d'amand from al~
Governmq,ts active, co"'op~r,~tion ((n removing the
remnants of colonialism, and, should it. prove negetl..
sary, to condemn and castigate those who! are not
Inclined to go beyondtheir selfish, ve~ed interests and
who oppose the irreversible process of histo:l.")r. As
was stated by Mr. Wladyslaw G9mulka on behalf of
Poland at the fifteenth session Qfthe General Assem..
..,
o
-.
.
.)!
c;
bly:
......nothingand no onEl"'wUl be ,ble to'revive. the
colonial ~ystem either in its old or:\lnitE!new forma •.
Any attempt to put the clock back will meet with the
resistance of the newly iiberated 'nations, which no
longer stand alone. For on their side there are
.powerful forces. On 'theIr side are all those to whom
the cause of peace and freed.om is dearf~\lountries
which are building a new. socialist Orde~~ nations
which have experienced colonial oppression and
exploitation•. n [a,74th ~eeti~g, para, 32]:':
.
87. The road of the colonialpeoples,towardsfuUinde..
pendence has by no means been, "and stUI cis not; an
easy one-.It is first of all they themselves upon whom
depends the proper direotion of this road•.It is the
task of the United ~ations to help" them in the attain":
ment of their aspirations, in their struggle and in thei;r
efforts, and this is what they expect from us.
'."
88. M;. AUBAME(Gabon) (translatedfro~' French):

Mr. President,. on theday of your election't> preside
over our seventeenth session.vyou' 'received the con..
gra,tulations ot Mr. Bindzi, the representative of
Cameroon, speaking on. behalf of the' twelve sister
oountries of the Afrioan· and Malagasy Union.
89. .Howeyer, before taking up the item onour"r-~nda
for. today, I. sh0'1ld like to. eXpres s, ()n behillf ox-L~n
Mba, the President. of'the Afri~l1nanii'MalagasyUnion,
and. on.behalf oUhe'GOverninent ofGabon, (mr pleasure'
at your election to a position ftomWllich your'illus"
triou!,; predecessors utt~redwordsof,:wisdomand peace
whlohremain valuable lessons td us.
.'.
.

90.. !f is'ce~tainlY' noe~sY'~~skt():preside ~~eJ; th~

work of thfS. august· body; . but.wh~n we look back, ~d,
remember that, .at ,i~l:!, . inoepti9I1,'.the .United ,Nations
.family comp~isedonlY fif~y-e.'le.:couI!tries; whereas i~
now embraces , llOfre.enat.ioI1s;, weoan. say that the
Seoretaries:-General and Presidents . who have borne,
th~heanp~rden in, the United,Nation8baYEld~servel:l
WeUQf,manldnd'i
i
9i~\~~·ha~e~Heeted \Vith'dee~ errlotiont.he aiimissltli{
pf-ltw.ana~,':B.~rulicH, Jatnriicll__tneland'.Of fr~e'd(}In
"e~o~,l~d•..• bY.·.·:Si~,oti·':Bolivlir; .the<gr~at . 'nberator~~
TrHlidatla~d' To~iJ.gl>~amtUganda, ·aflof)vhfohll8.Ve'
pe~q~fUIW·, a~t~iried .thMrsovereignty in.recentdaYs~

~~~t~~~:';~~1.·:Pl'~~~I1~e··· .• ~i', • ,the\\'.·~~i~i~ti~#· • ··.~f···.t~~.·

.9*t'•.

I)emocrfl,t~() '.' .and ~?llu!~~R~IlIlPI!cpfi'Al.ge;rill:,IS,e.t~',~he;

~eal on.c'\1e coming to indepe~dence of this people,
whioh has jnst obtained its freedom. The' Wisdom and
courage of GE:lnel'al de GauUe and the support. of all
the African and Asian <countries whioh. owe their
national pl'ide, to France,haye l;>roughttoll1 end a dis ..
tressin6\9onfliot. Once again, the liberatol," ofFranoe,
true to"",fue Frenqp Il1~tion's ideal of fre~d9m, has
shown that friendship~'and bro-:.herhood can ;replac'(;j
strife and bloodshed.
93. For many years, the West held t4e monopoly of
world power; but two devastating world wars, th~,rise
of long-ooppressedpeoples, the birth of new nations
aware of their role on the international scene, have
created new centres ofpower,andAfl'icahasaWakened
from its long sleep to take the place to which its
energy and wisdom give it an unohallengeable right.
94. Gabon is proud t~ c9-opeX:,ate ,tn building a)new'
Africa, for its Gove:"rimr;i1t, under the firm and wise
guidance of its Pre::dideI1.t,L~nMba, is consc'iousof
the. h~flVY responBi~~hti~!3\. involved in'thebuUdiag
of a nation.' Manyc~tastrbphes have been due to the
indifference. of Jeatlers to the needs ofotheupeople and
the negative attitude a,dopte.fl by the peo.ple a!'l an in-. '
Elvitable C9nl:\equenoe. ,My Uovel'nment"ba$ tried to
share: pol1tical responsibility with its more outstand-,
ing citizens. The·people of Gabon accept the enormous
effort which the building of their nation requires pf
them, 'and they follow closely 'the great debates in QUI'
Organization, where all nations can maketJ;leir voices
heard~)They know very well ~!}tt7' there is ,.no hope ·of
maintaining theirnew-b()rn"int1~endei1ceWithout mte'rnationalsolidarity and the protection of the UIiited
Nations,. just. as ,thepeopl~s still' colontaed lmow,1hat{!
\"ithout the support of.th.e free peoples; th~ir struggle
for l~beration woulq be too 'unequal,
D
0

95. WheGovernmentand.people< of. Gabon", have

in,

passionateIY1?'bsfer~ed developments'
the oppressed
countries. of Afr:l:oa, ~ut they believe that the grudging

attitude-if not bad. faith.....ofsome·of those involved
has"considerably ~i.()weddown our work.
9f)•. '1'h~ ·establishmerit· ~f .th~. Speoial" G6Lt~mitteeoi
Seventeen on . the. imple,rnent~tion .. 9f the. Declarati~m
'on the ,g}'anting Of independence1;c). oolqni~count~ies
and peoples is an imP9;rtants!ep towards Hl:Ierll,Uon.
After all, how.could .the .UMted NationS.alloWrtht;l
tragic .predicament oC ;,ou~ .b~others...in ;:.{\~gt>la~
,Mozambique, "Portugu~se"Quiriea; Sao'l'~..:h~ And
Principe; to (,contin~e?~liaQle,infofII.111tlQn ;,8.1?0~~
the. massacre of people year9ingJor~iQe:rty. rea,qbes,
us "dailY. Jrom thes~ ,oQcupied terdtQries.Iq":.tmY:
event, how could 'l!.I1('occupyingl,Jower which. iII.1PQsr,s'
a.f~scist.dic.tf1.torship. on its ownp~pIEl;,,·\Vhicl1m:
flagr~nt.:.violation of hllrnanI'~ghts,has· regiElteredQ~y;
15 . per .cent of the, population. op,',tlle> electoral r011Elo'
whiqhbas set .uP:extpaordinary\PQ~rts •. inteI'neg..@~l:
imprisQned.·peoplEl ~wJt110ut~I'i:4·an.d·foJ;pe(t all. li¥}.'al,
opp'ositiol1 to go.·. ~er~ound~h~Y(: pould, ljIucl1,a Pow~m
hea1.'ken·to .the '. voices . 'of. ;p~l:)ples/9f'tu10the1;,r4Qei
crushed.'by;tl~e."D1ost·.rutl1lessOpPI'eElsio.Il:'l;The .• sa.mEl
heartrendb'lg{appealE!;~l1i9.h:~c!lrUirm,the . cortq,lusiop.~~
reached 'in .tbe, .SpeoIal Committee's inquiry,cometo,
us' frorneveiYtertit~ryocouPied'by,':portug~. .."~'
5

.

~7~.;In,UvMq~ambi~,~\'·Mf!~~ ·'W<>~~~r;s'.~~~r~q~u~i~

for the Sq\J,~lt'~fX:icliiAD1in!hg'Elyn~icate,ail9~ver¥Y~!lrl
D19re, 't!t{l~~l(l~,QO:O ilnfdrtuhiJ,~~s ~re ?~d,r9~dto lea,y~
t~eir .couI1trY)lrid'al:lap~oJ1'~t~~i~:JamiIi~~'ioftElri:With..
.outbollfl of·.. retllrI1i,9g.'I1his -n~w-,Jorm9fslav~pr',~s;~
aJ~50'an,irnIlOJ;t~I1t·13.ource .ofJ:'Elve.Illl,e,'/l,13·SOuth:t\fri9A ."
~a,ys.
'Eli~, dqllar~.a
~~ad
for
wi!.:r~~rs;;r~cru~te9
. bY, '~~: .
.
"
,
'
,
,
"n
.
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po~tuguese authorities. ThOPOSIU; of the agrioultural

workera Is little betterj Portugal, by paying starvat ion wages,

makes more than $60 mllllon annually from
the cotton crop, and thus Portuguese textUe manufttot\lrers can produce at low coet and make enormous
~X'ot1t~ at the expense of the Afrioan workers.
~()
'.
"
.
Qa. As to the education of the iphllbltnnts of Moznmblque. only 1 per cent of the population haEl attended
school fOl' two years. SecoMIU"Y and higher education
is open only to a tiny privileg~,d minority.
99, In Angola, the ~lituation.,continues to,beappalling.'

'rens of thousands a1.·~, being killed Inthe fighting lit the
bush; old men. women and chUdre~ are being brutally
llutchered. N~ver in the tragic hie.ory of colonialism
has there been such relentless slaughter. PriestsP'1d
pastors have not been, spared, for in the eye~'3of t,he
Portuguese occupation fo~ce, their feelings of oo~passion make them ao()omplices and partisans of the
notion of llperty~· At Lisbon. the Reverend Father de
Ancll.'ade has been'ttq.'OWn intO gaol.
,

'

,,'

....

c

' .

100. I. need hardly remind you ~at. for 5G~ years.
the people of ~gola hll:ve been denied every s~cred
human right-the right to medical att.ention,frl;l\idom
of' expression. and equality before the courts- and.befOl'e the laW.
0 I),

')c

'~

(\

G'"

"

henrdj among th~m I should like to"mention the Unl«o"
DemooraUoa Nn9ionglde ~o9amblque.the Mozambique
Afl.'1onn Nat1on~-" pnion,_'the Uniiio Nugionnt Afrionna
de Mogam~lque Indf3~~~~ente. ~e MOVi~e~to Populilt'
po.,ra a Libert a9uo d:,'.~ngola. whose Pr~,~!s-t)nt is Mr
r411r~~ Andrade. thl.'l ~t~ront National pour la Lib6ration
de I 'Angola. who!:l~Presideritls Mr. Holden Roberto,
·'the Union Nntionala des Trava1lleurs ;4.ngolnis. the
Mouvement de LibtlratiQn de IQ, GUin~e dite Portuguatse, and the Comit~ de Libarta9ao deS. Totn~ e
Prinoipe
l

l

105. I thought it would beuseful to enumerate some
oI'~the prlnclpal indepen~~uce movements so that you
would apPt'eclate the state of polltical maturity whic,it
the peoples enslaved by Portugal have attained, DespUe the different shades of opinion in the expression
of the,r just claims. the leaders ofthese groups share
a common ideal: the desire for liberation. andwithout
delay.'
~,
,
.106. Indeed. these peoples cannot rematnsubjeotedto
"~~l!;)ters who have failed to respect their culture, to
ensure their economic. and social advancement, to
expand th~ir educatton, or to protect them against
abuses,~xPloitation. disease, poverty and hunger.
' c
107!),? The'S,pecial Committee of Seven believed that it
waEi: incumbent upon Portugal to ensuretheimplementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV),
paragraph 1 of which statesr".
.
,.
"The subjection of peoples to' alien subjugation...
oonstitutJ.=ls a denial of fundamental human rights. ~s
contrary' to the Charter of the United Nations and lS
an impedi.ment to the promotion of world peace and

101. Tha representative of my country ~ and hi~
colleagues from Afric's south ot the.Sahara prod~<;ed
for the Oonimlttee the heart-rending informaGion
obtaillodfrom refugees who managed to e~ocape fr9Jn
the territories occupied by Portugal; they pointed out,
once again, that the Government of Portugal. ~as not
complying with Chapter" XI of the Obarter crxesolu«
tionl542 (XV). It is in~olerable that the Portuguese
co-oper.at~on.",
delegation'should claim for its Government the right
1ds. In anticipation of Jhe Objections that might be
to d~gide unilaterally whether or not it shou~d supply
raised by' 'a member of. acolonialist Governm~flt.
information on the situation in these tell'itories.
l'esolution 1514 (XV), paragraph 3. stipulates:
r~,
'I/.
".
,~
lOa. The excifange Qf letters~etweJ:tn the representa"Inadequacy of political, economic s . social or
educational preparedness should never serve as ~,
Uves of the Lisbon Qovernmept ai._~! the "Chairman of
theSpecial.pommittee on Territories under~ortuguese
pretext for dela>'lng independence,"
Administration [A/5160, paras'. 10-12] shows the
.
.
th· ,. t t
did
obstinacy with which the Portuguese Government has
109. Moreover. lE'o.not, .1S pre ex ,use aga n en .
consistel1tly' denied entry. to its colonial territories
again b~; theoccupying Powers •.m ~tself a condemna~:
to United Na~ions represerttatives. For instance. the
tion of c.oloniahsmand an admisston tha~ no attemp~.
Portuguese charg(l d'affaires cat Leopoldville informed: has been" ~ade to educate the enslaved masses con-.
the Chairman of ~heSpecial Committee of Seven that , demned to work for their masters?,.
'
only "a . small. delegation of theCQmmitte'e qould be.
110. The problem of Angola-perhaps the most ag'Oni:"
Rllowed'to visit Angola-and that the represeptattves of
zlng.since in this territo:ry thousands have, die~.and .0
certain countries which had shown"therp.selves to ~.e
other are dylng,;da~ly-is a du:~l threat top,eace and,
prejudiced might.~ot enter the t~rri~'jry •.Immedi~tely
ll.pOtenti!il source o.fqonflict which, sho~ld bere~oved
afterwards, on 28 May 1962"t:lVCOI}lmlttee.declded
as quickly a~&Posslble-" Tht;i ..question lS not only~e
that the refusal to allow twomembersappointedby the
massaCl'.e of paac.e-Ioving people, Rut also th~a.l?s~sGeneral AsSembly to ,ente! theterritf'~~~~~~}~sulting
tance gl,i~en by Portugal to the separatist movementof
the leaders of Katang!i; ~or Angola. which. is .link~d
I an'ci that, consequ~ntly. tile Portugu~;):~~,!;,u:y~t&t~on. was
!. unacCleptable. AI!! "a: State MemberortheH~l,~tedNatlons,
direotlybyra:U to Katanga, allows the transltofarms
Port~g~iF.shouldhavehelpedthe Unite~1 Wa.~ions toiqi_
anaamrounitiohsfor the mercenaries w~(fnrefighting
plem6nt"'General· Assembly. resolutlons•. The Special
the United. Nations forces' .and. hinderUlg the task of
<J CoriimitteeCbf" SevCi wa13 therefore obllgedtoreceivcpncifidationsoenergetlcally. undertilken by our 01\7"
petitions'aM to helrr'petltloners on thEt situ,ationill the
g~nizil~ion:The . United . states•. roused ' l:>Y· t~euse
) "

'

,,'.J

~cI~

'~.' .admi~iS.

t.e.rr.itor.,i.e.s i.l.' r p.o..r.tu. ese
tr..at.lono
1()3. '. By.. d~~.Cld~.ng :~?)v~l:!i~ Alricaln· 9:rder to obtam
s~ph qlnfo!W~tlon~<r~ , nllght .' .,Pf3 .fo~th~Qming fr~m
refuge~s .' ffOm tll"r~~8JftugueEl~\~oo ,O~le.S. the. .Slw.c~al
C9,~rnlttee showed ,the copc~rn o~Jhe IJ9:itedNatlon,s
fo~ t~~ unf()rtpn~te lllhabita~t~the regl,~nS 9f Africa
0

•

0

~tl;lstr~ggli~g.tq,\Vards libe.rC.,m. '. .
,i04~, ~I)Urll'lgthiS+.v~sit the repre~entati~es of· ail·
'" P91,~ticAA, pa:rti~S~ind,.th~,portugtlese colonies were
o .

~

t::~.~~.'~:a.
:m.e.~..in.i.!.•. gm
. · ~.f~:.r.~.~..:.:r~~~.t=f.i~n.U.s.n.~tt. l'I~.i~bo.T
.• ~.'
.J)rging pqrtugaJ,not tq ,use. those weapons to dec~~at~,

.
....,......
,,),
,-"-I.
111. POJ:tult'.•~
~

0

'~

,.","
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u, " Portult.. jlliturally takes refuge in'legal inter-

~(lt~tioris,ola!ming that

resolutions of the General,
ssembly ollIl1lotJiave binding foroe, and it asserts
Il\t tb!t:3problem is beyond the oompetenoe of the
nited Nations. These arguments oannot be acoeptedj
lis is aboveall: a politioal question. No prooedural
iOpnhole can-be allowed. Every day brings further
loUms, andwe ~houldbo betrayingthe spirit and letter
t the United Nations Charter if we failed to demand
espect fol' tile,underlying prinoiples of our Organizaon.

the words of the poet, the shtvery of fear and the, fear
of slavery mUst Cease.
o
.
",
"

'1..~

And so, whenthec;day we all hope ·Jsnear has
.oome, when universal friendship among peoples has
driven out all possibility of Qpnflict, the United
Nations having helped to liberate the -natlons Which
are still colonized, will be able to devote all its efforts
to assisting the developlngcountl\ies. For if the world
is divided by the cold war, there is also another gulf
to be f11l.ed-the g'l1lf separating the peoples with'" a
superabundance of commodtttos
from those weighed
\\ (/
L2. To mislead publio opinion, some Governments
down by disease and hungel~; As, long as. one part of
ave extended their national legislation to their
mankj,nd goes hungry, decolonization will not becemverseas territories, thus in theory trSl.nsforming a
plate, tJ~eCa\; l't.l this divi~ion of th El, world into haves and
Dlony into'a province, iI doubt very muchwhether this
have-:n\?tEi .is ~ modern but, equally pernicious form of
19a1 fiction has changed one whit these peoples' will
colonlo.li~.m,"'of the exploitation of man by man, l know
I independe'i~ce. The indigenous peoples of Jands
..that \';0 n.;u,mber of ()o,1ll1tries-alid we pay ,tribute to
iouaanda of mil~s away, with a distinct culture, with .'them-have made sacrifices to educate, care for and
leir oWlJ pi/?tory, and with their a.n9~~tral tradtttone,
feed the peoples Who are ,;Jtill poor, bothintf:lllect~ally
annot and will not regard thei,r nati,\;:'8 Iazd as-a parcel
and: materially. But we: belie,Y~ that still more must be
f their masters' territory. Only, a policy pf decolontdone, because it is lIDjust. it. is inhuman, it is unatlon oan ensure that the colonial Powers of today
thinkable, that two thirds of mankind has not enough
rill retain the friendship of the peoples they are .to
to eat.
lberate.
G-,\
H8. . In this year of the United Natio~s Oevelopment
13. The regular influx of settlers , who are given
Decade, the free nations of Africa licknowledge the
enerous facilities for establi~hirig themselves, and
work accomplished by the EconQnrlc, and Social
he strengtllening of the army ~ police and militia of
Counciljbut m:uchstill remains to be'done, Rapid
he colonizing country, we take as proof that the
technological progress dn the highly developed counppressed peoples' will to independence and their
tries accentuates the baokwardnese of nations still in
ight for liberation are becoming daily more tmthe first stages of economic infancy. ' "
aasioned,
117.

,

14. In 194.6, the Charter of San Francisco gave
11 the colonized peoples great hopes of the liberaion they had awaited for so long. We, as former
Irench COlonies, had known since the Brazzaville
)oilference of 1944 that the hour of our independence,
vas approaching. But, the Portuguese and Spanish
ossesstone, alone of all the territories of Africa
md Asia, are still under occupation. While France
md the United Kingdom have" succeeded, through
heir liberalism, in winning the friendship of the
~rican and Asian peoples they had colonized, Portugal
md Spain'persist in trying to keep under their dictatorIhip territories thousands of miles a.wayandinhabited
ly peoples of another race. Portugal, indifferent to
he sufferingS of a people with an infant mortality
~ate of 60 per cent and with two out of three adults
mable to work 'because they lack medical care, has
rroused a feeling of Indignatton throughout Africa of,
which this Assembly, in its own interest and to mainain its authority, must take thegreat~st heed.
~..

.,

..-

..1

"

(.~

L15. A'year ago, I stated from this rostrum that my

lountry regarded the right of, peoples to self-deternir.ation· aSa .sacred right, acknowledged as 'one of,
:he fundatnental •purpose~ of our' activities U029th'
~eeting]. ~, am convinced that the United Kingdom,
whose libei'i,llism often merits our praises,will not
:01' much: longer leave the people' of SO\i1thern Rhodssia
ln a state ofpolitical and so(:)ial inequality Which offends
~gainst our .principles.
116~,The nr_~ly independentcountriesandthose which
will b~]comtlindependentare:,entitled to our greatest

conce:rI!. Soon,as, almost all oLus here desire" the
colouregPEloples of South Africa, too, wf.llbeliberated
fr,orn.,tlie"jnhuman,fQrm of colonialism kn0'oVIl",as
apa~theid •.:,:t~~ ,. O\ll"hroth?rs· .in,~O$rr We!i!t."Af:ri~\~
and South i Afru:)a, must be hberatecl:,frolllfearand, iJ?

119. After all, it Is shocking that the:'''Inajority of nations represented here have not yet reached a normal
stage of development.
0

o",

"

120. If only, as the .Counetl has rightly rtoted, the
question of general and complete disarmament were
settled, if only the fantastic sums spent on forces of
destruction were diverted to the work of improving
mankind's level 'of:Uving, how much easier our
Organization's task would be!
121•. Recognizing their,respollsibility, the delegation
and mission ofGabon will ce:rtainly co-operate tothe . "
full in ensuring the success ofthe wO.l'k of.the,Economic
and SocialCouncil, in which the new naelons of Africa
place so much hope.
"
122. Our overriding responsibility, ourtrue purpose,
and the obligationsimpQsedon us by the Charter, which
we.are .cletfil'm~nedto respect,demandthat 'Ye put aside
everythingwhicbdividesus,f,lo that,wetht(Yis.ensure
peace., interna~ionalsecJ,lrity,.andJustice.· (; .
r,

"r. . .

_

,,'

.... ,

,_"

,'"

.

:.:

....

", . . . .

'I;,

123. The Gabon Rep11lllic, .you Jnay be sure, will
spareno effort' and will. shrink Jrom,nosacrifice to..
make its greatest possible contributiogtojhis humanitartan.andnoble work.' The confic:lehd~f~the people of
Gabon in th~ Uni~'?~~tions!9the, pea()e-,!~v~g .ideals
of all\our cltizens,.the'i:lesi~Jeonh~Pl'esidentofthe.
Republic,. Uon.Mba, 'ahdoftheGoverntnent"to .c~
operatEl(with all 0)1', hearts,wit~.Pall our souls, with
all ourstren~h in the liberationoOh~peoples' whQ...'
. arestilloppresse.d,inthes,deguardingofjieace,ang'r.
in the .intellectual andmatel'ial .advancem,ent .of"man.. ,
ki,nd, ar.ethetrues~pledgeofQuriideU~to our~Qbligg";iJ
tion.s ,;under the Cha:l!.ter.
.
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12/1:. What a" disappointment fQr the. world if the
General Assembly'. at its seventeenth session. could
.' hot find solutions to the 'grave problems on its agenda
in...keeping wiUt the spirit ofinte~,naticm~co-operation

-

\':"

whioh was the flolndarnantal reason. for the establish- .
mentof ' our Organization! 'Co

0

'
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Agenda item 25:
The situation with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and
peoples: report of the Special Committee
es tablished under General Assemblyresolution 1654 (XVI) (continued). . . . . . . . .

751

Agenda item 8:
Adoption of the agenda (concluded)
Fourth report of the General Committee. •

765

5. This report I which covers more than ten territories, constitutes an effective instrument for which
those of us who are dedicated to the Purposes and
Principles of the Charter and who wish to see "the
inevitable transformation from dependence to independence effected in a peaceful and orderly manner" can
with the best will in the world accelerate the process
of decolonization.

(Pa ki s tan).

AGENDA ITEM 25
The situation with regard to the implementation of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples: report of the Special Committee
established under General Assemblyresolution 1654(XVI)
(continued)

6.

Even after the adoption of the famous Declaration,

it is common knowledge that the colonial Powers have

invariably been slow, if not sluggish, in discharging
their international obligations under the provisions of
Chapters XI and XII of the Charter. These colonial
Powers are adept at advancing arguments and contentions which run counter to the accepted norms of
logic and to the realities of the situation in the
colonized parts of the world, those parts which cannot
by any stretch of the imagination be brought within
the classic ambit of a free world.

1. U TIN MAUNG (Burma): For the past three years
or so. the United Nations has been actively engaged
in the discussion of the various aspects ot decolontzatton, In the plenary and in the Fourth Committeewhich is officially and formally known as the Trusteeship Committee-many delegations have energetically
participated in the debates on colonialism. The representatives of the administering Powers have also been
more attentive to the speeches and interventions made
by the representatives of the newly independent States.
The latter's personal experience and knowledge of the
political situations obtaining in some ofthe territories
under discussion are, I believe, an added asset to our
work. Their constructive contribution is appreciated by
my delegation,

7. In the principal organs of the United Nations, on
many occasions, representatives of newly independent
States, which had gone through varying degrees of
decolonization, had given the benefit of their past
experience and made invaluable suggestions to the
administering Powers in order that the inevitable
transition from the status of tutelage and dependency
to that of independence and national sovereignty might
be effected peacefully.

The efforts made by the delegations who represent the administering Powers to save time by not
often exercising their right of reply contributes, I
think, to the dispatch of the work of the Committee.
This agenda item 25, of which the plenary meeting of
the General Assembly is seized, cannot be disposed
of in a day or two and we welcome the interest displayed by a number of delegations.
2.

~i

NEW YORK

4. I shall be remiss in my duty if I fail to offer, on
behalf of my delegation, our warmest congratulations
to the Special Committee of Seventeen for the manner
in which they have responded to the call of the dependent peoples throughout the world. Deeolonized peoples
have looked forward to this responsible body for counsel and guidance in their struggle for independence and
freedom.

President: Mr. Muhammad ZAFRULLA KHAN

).

at 10.30 a.rn,

petitioners, makes exciting and stimulating reading.
The report shows that. under the pressure of world
opinion, colonialism can be decently buried once and
for all.

CONTENTS

.l!

Tuesday. 40 November 1962.

8. It is not necessary for me to recapitulate the
time-worn arguments adduced by the colonial Powers.
They are well known to this Assembly. Suffice to say
that the Declaration in operative paragraph 3 [resolution 1514 (XV) 1 has clearly and categorically repudiated once and for all the colonialist thesis which,
in the past, has been used as aruse against the dependent peoples. I am of course referring to the following
paragraph:

3. The report of the Special Committee established
under General Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI) which
covers some 500 pages, is not an ordinary United
Nations document. This voluminous dossier of the
colonial policies of the administering Powers, and the
reaction to them of the seventeen Member States
charged with the task of examining the application of
the Declaration on colonialism, together with the
testimony presented to the Special Committee by the

"Inadequacy of political, econornlc, social or educational preparedness should never serve as a pretext for delaying independence."
9. Before the adoption of the Declaration-which is
rightly called the United Nations charter of independence and freedom-the pace of decolontzation was
always set by the colonial Powers. Their wards I the
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dependent peoples, were made to believe that after the
attainment of independence they would find themselves
in difficulties unless their future or post-independence
problems could be solved while they were on the
threshold of independence. But all these vain attempts
to delay independence were frustrated when dependent
peoples, exercising their inalienable right to selfdetermination, tenaciously embarked upon freedom
movements, sometimes not wi thout violence and bloodshed.
10. In some territories, where colonial authorities
have denied all political rights and fundamental freedoms and where they plot and plan with like-minded
r~gimes cruelly to crush the people's freedom movement, these colonial r~gimes and Powers have resorted
to armed action or repressive measures of all kinds
against the people struggling for independence and
freedom.
11. In spite of the fact that the Declaration on decoIonization has long been proclaimed to the whole wor Id,
some colonial Powers still cling tenaciously to their
outworn ideas and policies of political domination,
economic exploitation and racial discrimination.
12. Much against the will of the United Nations Organization, these colonial Powers have resisted the
upsurge for freedom among the colonial peoples. I'hey
have not sought to implement the provisions of the
Declaration of their free will and accord. They have
come out with all sorts of vague and ambiguous excuses
for delaying independence.
13. A year after the adoption by the General Assembly of the historic Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples, the
United Nations felt it absolutely necessary not to leave
the implementation of the Declaration to the sweet
will and desire of the colonial Powers, but to compel
them to see the danger of delay in the application of
the Declaration. To set up an effective and responsible
body of the United Nations, which was to be entrusted
with the task of overseeing the application of the
Declaration, seventeen Member States were nominated
by the President of the General Assembly at its sixteenth session to serve on the Special Committee. The
report of this Special Committee [A/5238], is now
under consideration.
14. First of all, we wish to approve of the methods of
work and the procedure of this Special Committee. The
Committee, except on very rare occasions, has tried
to reconcile the divergent views of the members and
has achieved agreement without voting. It was not
always easy for the Committee to attain unanimity on
some colonial issues. Except where matters of high
principle were involved, the seventeen members endeavoured to ascertain and to obtain 'the consensus
and to reach decisions without voting.
15. Secondly, it was only right and proper that the
continent of Africa should have obtained the highest
priority in the deliberations of the Committee, and
that all the seventeen members deemed it absolutely
necessary to visit the African territories where the
most explosive situations deserving our urgent attention exist.
16. Thirdly, the Committee had not permitted itself
to degenerate into a fact-finding or information committee, for, as we all know, all the stunning facts of
colonialism, its evils and its fears are well known to
the peoples of the world.

17. The Special Committee of Seventeen, the first of
its kind in the annals of the United Nations, cannot", of
course, be expected to be 100 per cent perfect. And
we in the Burmese delegation are the least qualified
to be too closely critical of the work so efficiently
done by the seventeen Member States.
18. The very size of the report is enough to inhibit
any prospective reader and student of the process of
decolonization, and it must be remembered that the
Special Committee has hardly touched the fringe of
the territories in continents other than Africa. The
observations made by members take up considerable
space in the report; and, although these observations
are very helpful, in our consideration of the reaction
to the petitions and policies by the representatives
serving on the Special Committee, there is, I feel,
much room for improvement in the chapters which
deal exclusively with over-all conclusions.
19. My delegation feels that these over-all conclusions should have been elaborated upon, but we
entirely understand why it has not been possible for
the Committee to formulate suggestions and recommendations for consideration by the General Assembly in its task of accelerating the process of decclontzation. In spite of the lack of concreteness in its
conclusions, the Special Committee has enabled us to
review the situation obtaining in each dependent territory and to recommend what effective measures we
believe the Administering Powers must take so that
the transfer of powers to the dependent peoples, who
must ultimately be the masters of their own destiny.
will be peaceful, smooth and order Iy,
20. The Special Committee's plain duty under the
terms of reference contained in resolution 1654 (XVI)
of 27 November 1961 is to see that the Declaration
does not remain a dead letter. It must discourage and
dissuade the administering Powers from taking any
action which will impede the implementation of the
Declaration and the decisions of the General Assembly.
21. In making our comments on the territories which
are dealt with in the report of the Special Committee,
we will be guided solely by considerations of the
urgency of the problem and the need to prevent a further deterioration of the situation in each territory.
22. With regard to Southern Rhodesia, which is a NonSelf-Governing Territory, the Fourth Committee devoted some thirty-eight meetings to the item, during
which sixty delegations participated in the general
debate. Two important resolutions, 1755 (XVII) of 12
October 1962 and 1760 (XVII) of 31 October 1962,
were adopted by an overwhelming majority of Member
States. We regret to have to note that the Administering Authority, in this case the Government of the
United Kingdom, has not yet taken any steps to transfer
all powers to the peoples of that territory.
23. The Government led by Sir Edgar Whitehead had
promulgated the 1961 Constitution, which has been
rejected and is being vehemently opposed by the people,
but is now in force. The elections which were to have
been held in the spring of 1963 will now be held on 14
December 1962-only a few weeks from today. There
is no indication so far that the Government of the
United Kingdom has succeeded in taking the necessary
measures to attain the objectives enumerated in oper ative paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 1760
(XVII) of 31 October 1962.
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24. With regard to Northern Rhodesia, Mr. Kaunda
and his party have given abundant proof of their
moderation in a spirit of co-operation by agreeing to
contest the elections, although they considered the
Constitution to be racist and unworkable. In this territory, governmental powers are wielded by a small
minority of white settlers to the detriment of the rights
and interests of the overwhelming indigenous majority.
The General Assembly must assist the indigenous
inhabitants of Northern Rhodesia by keeping a watchful eye on the over-all situation in Central Africa. Any
relationship with other countries, which is imposed
upon the African peoples by the British colonial Power,
will be rejected by the African majority. The Government of the United Kingdom will have to abandon the
much vaunted multiracial system in its political and
economic ramifications and to urge the Federal
authorities to withdraw their armed forces from
Northern Rhodesia.
25. Now turning to Nyasaland, it is a patent fact that
its problems are easier to solve than those of the other
territories in the Federation. The reason is clear and
simple: in Nyasaland the European settlers are fewer
than in other territories. There is, therefore, no
political point to Nyasaland remaining in the Federation.
26. At the Nyasaland Constitutional Conference, which
opened on 12 November 1962, Dr. Hastings K. Banda ,
leader of the majority Malawi Congress Party and cominister of the African-dominated Government, was
reported to have pledged to take Nyasaland out of the
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland once independence is achieved. The people of Nyasaland, under the
able and selfless leadership of Dr. Banda, have
accepted the present Constitution in the absence of a
better alternative.
27. In the general elections of August 1961, the
Malawi Congress Party won twenty-two of the twentyeight legislative seats. Seven of the ten members of
the Executive Council are Malawi Congress members.
28. The main task and purpose of the Nyasaland Constitutional Conference was to prepare a new constitution, but the British authorities are being confronted with one of the most serious challenges they
have ever encountered in Africa. The Nyasaland leader
told the Conference in his opening speech that the
people of Nyasaland cherish their ties with Britain.
But he added:
" ... we strongly resented and bitterly opposed the
imposition of a kind of association which is not in
keeping with those ties."
We of the Burmese delegation express the hope that
further talks between the British authorities and the
leaders of Nyasaland will lead to the establishment of
the date of independence.
29. Coming now to the three HighCommission Territories, namely Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, we are r"minded of the continued intention of
the South African Government to annex these three
territories, two of which are protectorates and one a
colony. We know, of cour se, that the United Kingdom
will say that under the South Africa Act of 1909, which
established the Union of South Africa,provisions exist
for procedures to be brought into use if, at Some future
date, agreement should be reached for the transfer of
the three High Commission Territories to the Union,
which is now the Republic.
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30. The representative of the United Kingdom told
the Special Committee that, politically I the Territories
were completely independent of South Africa and that,
in 1954, Sir Wins ton Churchill had made a pledge in
the House of Commons that these Territories would not
be transferred until their inhabitants had been consulted.
31. The administering Power need not waste time in
ascertaining formally the wishes of the indigenous
inhabitants of these three High Commission Territories. The petitioners representing the indigenous
inhabitants of these territories who appeared before
the Special Committee had already appealed to the
United Nations for help, and urged the administering
Power to see to it that these Territories are not
annexed by the South African Government.
32. The Government of the United Kingdom, as the
administering Power, has no choice but to grant
independence to these Territories as soon as possible.
We would therefore earnestly urge the United Kingdom
Government not to heed the "warning" given by Dr.
Verwoerd, the South African Prime Minister who
speaking in Transvaal on 30 September 1961, S;id that
independent Basutoland, Bechuana.land and Swaziland
could become a danger to South Africa. What he meant,
I suppose I was that these three African Territories
when they attained independence, would be so eco~
nomically weak that they would constitute a serious
threat to the sovereignty of a white-dominated South
Africa.
33. In view of the fact that the indigenous population
of the territories, led by progressive African nationalists with a modern outlook, have rejected reactionary
racial and undemocratic constitutions, the administering Power IS plain duty now is to abrogate the present
constitutional provisions and to proceed, without
further delay I to hold elections in these three Territories on the basis of direct universal adult suffrage
as recommended by the Special Committee.
I

34. The Pretoria authorities have not yet abandoned
their plan of annexing Basutoland, Bechuanaland and
Swaziland or encroaching upon their territorial integrity. Therefore the United Nations would be well
advised to be prepared for any eventuality which might
arise should an attempt be made to impair the national
unity and territorial integrity of any of these three
Territories, thus necessitating the taking of firm and
resolute action.
35. As we travel from these Territories in a northeasterly direction, we come to the Proteotorate of
Zanzibar and Pernba. These tropical islands,fragrant
with cloves and studded with coconut palms, should
have remained a peaceful paradise. But in June 1961,
following general elections, Zanzibar became the
scene of disorders and disturbances the causes of
which are fully recounted in the report of the Special
Committee of seventeen.
36. The Special Committee quite rightly appealed to
the Administering Authority to release all the political
prisoners arbitrarily held, and to end the state of
emergency in Zanzibar. Here again, the administer Ing
Power, in this case the United Kingdom, which is supposed to protect the people of Zanzibar, whose interests should be paramount, is asked to promote
harmony and unity among the political elements of
Zanzibar, and not to delay independence under any
pr etext whatsoever.

I,

I
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37. As we travel south of the equator from Zanzibar,
we come to Mozambique, where we have an altogether
different picture. As is well known, Portugal refuses
to co-operate with the United Nations in preparing the
people of this Non-Self-Governing Territory for complete independence.
38. For four hundred and fifty years Portugal's
colonial rule in Mozambique, as elsewhere in its
colonial empire, has been ruthless. The paramount
interests of the indigenous inhabitants are neglected.
The people are deprived of fundamental freedoms and
barred from all political activity. Out of the 6.5 million inhabitants of Mozambique, the 4,554 Africans who
constitute 0.3 per cent and are classified as "assimiIados ", are not eligible to sit in the Legislative Council. Under the so-called constitutional reforms, only
two African village chiefs will be able to take seats in
the Legislative Council. Nobody could be deceived by
the Portuguese type of so-called reforms.
39. In Kenya, the Administering Authority has asked
all the party leaders, so we understand, to lend their
combined shoulders to give "a real shove forward"
towards self-government and independence, but it is the
view of my delegation that it is the clear duty of the
Administering Authority to promote harmony and
unity if the minority interests are to be respected and
protected by the majority. Now, who are the minorities
in Kenya? They are the immigrant communities from
Europe and Asia which have staked their economic
interests in Kenya, which, as we all know, is an African
country. Do they want to remain in peace in an independent Kenya? Do they want to serve an independent
Kenya, or do they want to lead the campaign for compensation, or be party to the panicky element that
preaches the policy-no doubt supported by some
Europeans-of "getting out before it is too late "?
40. I should like to quote a few passages from an
article written by Mr. Tom Mboya, entitled "Who are
these Kenyans? " He writes:
"No nationalist in his right mind can place the
destiny of his people in the hands of a person, or
group of people, who look for the slightest dispute to
desert the country that has done so much for him and
his lot. For it must be clear to any European or
Asian that Kenya has truly served them in all these
years. Those who desert at this hour only justify
the African belief that the primary purpose of the
immigrant communities was, and still is, to exploit
our country and its people. In the eyes of the African
one cannot claim equal rights, opportunities, privileges and protections if one is not prepared at the
same time to accept his or her share of duties,
responsibilities and risks. The man who sends his
money out of the country when Kenya needs it most,
or the one who spreads panic and fear, thereby
undermining confidence in Kenya at home and abroad
just when Kenya needs it most does not qualify to
call himself a Kenyan, nor does he make a strong
case for any guarantees he seeks from the African
people. "
41, While the Administering Authority would prefer
to delay independence under the pretext that the two
major African political parties are disunited, or are
unable to agree on certain political and constitutional
issues, the United Kingdom Government should, in
pursuance of its declared policy to lead the people of
Kenya to full independence, lose no time in making
all efforts for the holding of national elections,

42. Coming now to the end of my statement, r wish
to say that if my delegation has omitted any references
to some of the territories which are dealt with in the
report, it is not because we in the Burmese delegation are not interested in any of them, but only simply
because we feel that we shall have an ample opportuni ty, either in the plenary or in the Fourth Corn mittee,
to embark upon consideration ofthese items in the true
interest of an orderly parliamentary procedure and
debate.
43. Mr. PACHACHI (Iraq): This is the third time that
the question on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples is being discussed in the General
Assembly in plenary session. The first debate on this
question, which ended with the adoption of the momentous Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV), was
personally initiated by the Soviet Premier himself in
September 1960 [869th meeting]. The discussions then
were inevitably and appropriately concerned with the
general question of colonialism, its place in history
and the role that the United Nations has to play to
speed up its total elimination from the world.
44. This year the Assembly is called upon to devise
the best and most practical means fer the speedy and
full implementation of that Declaration, which may
justly be considered as one of the greatest achievements of the United Nations and one of its most luminous landmarks.
45. This Organization came into being to meet man 's
desperate need for peace and security and to satisfy
his eternal yearning for freedom and dignity. Nowhere
has the need been greater than in the colonies. Among
all the lofty ideals and principles enshrined in the
United Nations Charter, none have had such meaningful relevance to the age we live in todav as the twin
concepts of international responsibility for the welfare
of non-self-governing peoples and the accountability
of the colonial Powers to the world community.
46. At first, the United Nations took uncertain and
cautious steps to implement the provisions of the
Charter dealing with Trust and Non-Self-Governing
Territories, but with the great increase in member'ship and the gathering momentum of the world-wide
movement for national liberation, the United Nations
could no longer be satisfied with the palliative measures and modest advances which characterized its
activities in early years. While in those years the
granting of independence was considered to be a far
and, in Some cases, an unattainable goal, it now has
become the immediate concern and responsibility of
the United Nations.
47. It is against this background that the work of the
Special Committee of seventeen members should be
considered. This Committee, unlike other organs such
as the Trusteeship Council or the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories, has
definite and clear terms of reference which leave no
room for ambiguity or doubt. These terms of reference are contained in a few words in a single paragraph of General Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI) which
states:
"Requests the Special Committee to examine the
application of the Declaration, to make suggestions
and recommendations on the progres s and extent of
the implementation of the Declaration, and to report
to the General Assembly at its seventeenth session."
It can be seen that the instructions of the General

Assembly to the Special Committee give it a well-
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defined mandate. It has one specific function and one
only, namely, to submit recommendations for the
speedy implementation of the Declaration in all territories that have not yet attained independence. It is
in the light of this clear mandate that we shall examine
the recommendations of the Committee on individual
territories. However. before doing so, we feel it is
necessary to consider first the future of the Committee
and its relations with other United Nations bodies.
48. As far as the future is concerned, there is no
doubt that the Committee still has a great deal of work
to do. Territories outside of Africa are awaiting its
attention and even some of the African territories,
which have already been considered, may be taken up
again by the Committee in its future sessions. The
important thing is that the Committee should be continued and its capacities extended and improved so
that it may be able to cope efficiently with its increasing responsibilities. Considering that the Declaration envisaged the immediate transfer of power to
the peoples of the dependent territories, it is clear
that the Committee not only has a heavy work-load
ahead of it, but has to dispose of that work-load
expeditiously and with the minimum of delay.
49. In order to enable the Committee to fulfil its
functions properly, the General Assembly should, as
a matter of priority, eliminate the present duplication
in the work of the United Nations in this field. This is
a real problem which must be solved. in a way that
will strengthen the hand of the United Nations. Otherwise the efforts of the Organization to ensure the
rapid advancement of dependent peoples towards freedom and independence would be impaired and dissipated. We have to consider this problem primarily
from the point of the relevance of the terms of reference of the various bodies at present entrusted with
these tasks, to the general aims and purposes of the
Declaration. The Trusteeship Council, as a principal
organ of the United Nations, will have to continue so
long as the Charter is not amended. In any event the
territories which are still administered under the
International Trusteeship System have such pecultai ,ties of their own and are at such a stage of development that the Declaration has perhaps less relevance
to them, in the immediate future at least, than to the
other dependent territories in Asia and Africa. Thus,
in the absence of amendments to the Charter-and we
do not foresee any such amendments in the near
future-the Trusteeship Council will have to continue
its work.
50. The situation with respect to the other organs is
somewhat different. The oldest of these, the Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories,
represented at the time of its creation a significant
and bold step forward. Although it was primarily concerned with the educational, social and cultural problems of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories for many years was the only forum in
the United Nations where the affairs of the dependent
peoples apart from those under Trusteeship, were
considered in depth and detail. It was in the Committee
on Information that voices were raised in defence of
the legttimate aspirations for freedom and justice of
many territories which are today represented here
as fully sovereign Members of the international community. My country had the honour to serve on that
Committee for nine consecutive years and we know the
value of the services and contributions it has rendered.
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51. I feel it my duty, now that this phase of the work
of the United Nations is approaching its end, to render
a public tribute to the Secretariat, which serviced the
Committee all these years under the guidance of its
two distinguished chiefs, Mr. Wilfrid Benson and Mr.
Arnold Kuns t, The United Nations owes them and their
able colleagues in the department a debt of gr atitude
which no words can justly express.
52. As the movement for national liberation has
spread and gathered momentum and as more and more
colonies attained their independence and entered the
United Nations, the role of the Committee on Information was correspondingly reduced. With the adoption
of the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples and the establishment
of the Special Committee of Seventeen there was a
further shrinking of the responsibilities, though not
necessarily the usefulness, of the Committee on
Information. The technical studies which it prepares
yearly are still of great value and they may be Continued and will no doubt be of assistance to the Committee of Seventeen in the evaluation of its work on
the various territories.
53. Although the three other bodies, namely, the
Special Committee on Portuguese Territories, the
Special Committee on South West Africa and the SubCommittee on the Situation in Angola, have special
functions, there is still a great deal of duplication.
Moreover, the terms of reference of these organs
have become irrelevant. The compliance of Portugal
with Article 73 of the Charter might have been important in the years when the Assembly was trying to
persuade that country to fulfil its obligations as an
administering Power I but with the adoption of the
Declaration and the establishment of the Special Committee of Seventeen there seems to be little point in
continuing this dialogue with Portugal. The Sub-Committee on Angola is, perhaps, a special case. Although
it was established by the General Assembly, it has
the dual function of reporting both to the Assembly
and to the Security Council. It will be recalled that the
situation in Angola was first brought to the attention
of the Security Council in February 1961, under Article
34 of the Charter. Subsequently, both the General Assembly [resolution 1742 (XVI)] and the Security Council!! adopted resolutions on the question.
54. This means that, juridically speaking, the question of Angola is being considered from two different
angles. On the one hand, as a potential threat to
international peace and security it would remain within
the purview of the Security Council, and the Sub-Committee on Angola may be maintained to keep the Council
informed of any developments that were likely to
endanger peace. The other phase of the work of the
Sub-Committee, dealing with the political future of
Angola and its attainment of independence, should
properly be allocated to the Committee of Seventeen,
which has already adopted a specific resolution in this
regard.
55. As far as South West Africa is concerned, I
believe that the situation calls for an entirely new
approach. For years the United Nations has been
patiently trying to duplicate, as far as possible, the
mandate system in the territory in compliance With
the advisory opinion of the International Court in 1950,
but these efforts proved futile in view of the intransi-

!J Official Records of The security Council, Sixteenth Year. Supplement for April, May and June, 1961, document 5/4835.
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gent attitude of the South African Government. With
the adoption of resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1654 (XVI),
there remained little reason to treat South West Africa
differently from other Non-Self-Governing Territories.
56. A last effort was made in resolution 1702 (XVI) to
induce the South African Government to fulfil its obligations under the Charter. With the failure of that
effort, the question of South West Mrica should now be
taken up by the Committee of Seventeen, where it
will be considered as are all other dependent territories, within the context of the clear mandate given
to the Committee in resolution 1654 (XVI).
57. The United Nations today is committed to more
than piecemeal advancement and gradual evol ution to
independence. It is committed to nothing less than
immediate independence. Therefore, the organs which
r have mentioned, whose tasks were largely determined
within the framework of the concept of gradualism,
have been completely overtaken by the revolutionary
developments of the last few years.
58. Bearing all this in mind, particularly the fact
that the terms of reference of most of these organs
have become irrelevant, and in view of the necessity
to avoid duplication and provide speed and impetus for
the realization of one of the major aims to which the
United Nations is now committed, namely. independence, there seems to be but one thing to do. name ly ,
to unify the work and concentrate it in the Committee
of Seventeen. In order to enable that Committee to
accomplish its tasks speedily and to expand its activities to cover all colonial territories, it would be advisable that its work be divided among sub-committees
which would meet Simultaneously and study in depth
and detail the problems of individual territories. This
would necessitate an increase in the membership of
the Committee. The present members have made a
most valuable contribution, and the experience they
have gained during months of hard work and extensive
travel should prove of great assistance to the Committee in its future sessions. But, in view of the
expected expansion of the activities of the Committee
and the overriding necessity for speed, an increase
in membership would enable it to cope better with
its responsibilities. If it is decided not to increase the
membership, the Committee will have to continue its
present method of work-that is to say, consecutive
rather than simultaneous detailed consideration of
individual territories. This is a time-consuming
method. It would take years for the Committee of
Seventeen to finish the detailed consideration of more
than fifty territories still under colonial rule, if such
detailed consideration were to be carried out consecutively in plenary meetings of the Committee.

bership of the Committee is too small for it to be able
to divide itself into five or even six effective subcommittees.
61. To summarize, what we suggest regarding the
future work of the Committee is the following. First,
the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories, the Special Committee on South West
Africa, the Special Committee on Portuguese Territories and the Sub-Committee on Angola should be
discontinued, on the understanding that the Sub-Committee on Angola may be maintained solely to keep the
Security Council informed of developments bearingon
peace and security, as was envisaged in the Council IS
resolution of 9 June 1961.!J The studies which the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories undertakes may be con dnued by the Secretariat,
if so requested. Secondly, the present Committee of
Seventeen should be expanded by seven members
chosen on the basis of equitable geographical distribution and, as the representative of Guinea said
[1l67th meeting], also on the basis of quality. An
addition of only four members, as he has suggested,
would not in our view be sufficient to meet the heavy
workload that awaits the Committee. Thirdly, the
expanded Committee should undertake the consideration of all territories which are not yet independent
and submit its recommendations to the eighteenth session of the General Assembly. It should also be
authorized to propose, where feasible, definite target
dates for independence for individual territories.
62. On the procedures adopted by the Committee to
organize its work, we find ourselves in agreement
with the decisions taken regarding the collection of
information, the hearing of petitioners and the sending
out of visiting groups. Weparticularly congratulate the
Committee on its decision to devote its attention to
Africa, where colonialism still displays its worst
manifestations. Large parts of that continent are still
ravaged by colonial rule, and millions of Africans
are still subjected to the infamy of racialdiscrimination,
63 .. Before dealing with the individual territories, I
wish to pay a tribute to the members of the Committee
for the excellence of the work they accomplished in the
relatively short time at their dtspos al, This will not
prevent me from saying that the report is perhaps
unnecessarily long, particularly in regard to the space
given to the summaries of the proceedings of the Committee, which are of course available to us separately
both in verbatim and in summary form.

59. It is true that the Trusteeship Council followed
that method. But there is one important difference
between the two bodies. The Committee of Seventeen
has to finish its work in the shortest possible time.
while the Trusteeship Council has no time limit fixed
for its activities.

64. In considering the ten chapters dealing with individual territories, one is struck by the similarity of
the problems which they face: unwarranted delay and
procrastination in the granting of independence; the
toleration and even encouragement of the practices of
racial discrimination and persecution; the denial of
basic democratic and political freedoms; the protection of foreign economic interests and the acquiescence
in the most flagrant forms of exploitation.

60. There is no alternative, therefore, to the method
of allocating individual territories or groups ofterritories to sub-committees, which will consider them in
depth and detail and report to the full Committee.
which will then take action on the basis of the reports
of its sub-committees, without having itself to go into
the detailed study of individual territories. Simultaneous consideration in detail and depth can be carried
out only by small sub-committees. The presentmem-

65. In my subsequent remarks, I shall not refer to
Southern Rhodesia, on which we have already expressed our views in the resumed sixteenth session
and early in this session; nor shall I refer to the Portuguese territories and South West Africa. which will
be discussed in the Fourth Committee. My delegation
in that Committee will make known its views at the
appropriate time. and we shall consider the resolutions
proposed by the Committee of Seventeen on Angola and
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Mozambique in conjunction with whatever resolutions
the Fourth Committee may recommend on these two
territories. I shall confine my remarks now to the
other territories considered by the Committee of
Seventeen, namely, Northern Rhodesia. Nyasaland, the
three High Commission territories, Zanzibar, British
Guiana and Kenya. and to other territories outside
Africa which the Committee has had no time to consider.
66. As regards Northern Rhodesia I would say the
following. In Northern Rhodesia, as in several other
African territories, the main problem is that of the
European minority. Northern Rhodesia's legitimate
demand for immediate independence is still denied
and the aspirations of its people for freedom continually
thwarted, for no reason other than the unwillingness of
the Administering Authority to fulfil its obligations
under the Charter and put an end to the despotic rule
of a white minority of 77,000 people over a population
of 2.5 million Africans. The Committee gives us a true
picture of the sombre condi tions in Northern Rhodesia.
The nationalist leader, Mr. Kenneth Kaunda , in his
statement to the Committee of Seventeen last April.
gave a detailed account of the situation in the territory,
and I do not intend to repeat what he said in the Committee.
67. Since the report of the Committee of Seventeen
was issued, elections have been held in Northern
Rhodesia on 30 October 1962. About 40 per cent of the
entire white population took part in the vote, while only
4 per cent of the African population voted. The complex
electoral system. which defies common sense, is
primarily designed to deny the overwhelming African
majority the enjoyment of their basic political rights.
However, the 100,000 Africans who were permitted
to vote left no doubt as to their wishes and aspirations
for the future. These are: immediate independence;
the ending of the Central African Federation; resistance to all efforts to detach the rich part of the
country and annex it to Southern Rhodesia and finally.
to restore to the country its natural wealth which for
years has been exploited by foreign companies such as
the British South Africa Company which controls the
mineral wealth of the country and exploits its riches
for the benefit of outsiders-a company which, incidentally, provides the main financial support for
Welensky and his party. However, because of the
elaborate obstructions placed in the way of the Africans in the franchise, the real will of the overwhelming African majority was not reflected in the official
results of the elections.
68. There are now reports that the United National
Independence Party and the African Congress Party
may join forces and thus be able to control the new
legislature. However, there are still eleven seats to
be contested in by-elections next month and it is not
yet certain that there will be a genuinely African
nationalist government in Northern Rhodesia. But if
the elections have shown anything conclusively, it is
the absolute confidence that the African majority have
in the United National Independence Party. The
United Kingdom Government will be well advised to
draw the necessary lessons and take steps to speed
up the progress of the party towards independence.
For this reason we support the draft resolution recommended by the Committee of Seventeen [A/5238, para.
205], which reflects in large measure the desires of
the majority of the people because it recognizes their
three main demands, that is to say, immediate lnde-
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pendence , the dissolution of the Central African
Federation, and respect for the unity and territorial
integrity of the country.
69. Coming to Nyasaland, we find that the Central
African Federation was even more decisively rejected
there. But the progress of that Territory towards
independence has been much more smooth than thatof
Northern Rhodesia, partly due to the relative smallness
of the European minority. The Constitution of 1960.
which suffers from many deficiencies, stood the test
of time when, in August 1961. the Nationalist Malawi
Congress party under Dr. Hastings Banda gained control of the legislature. Dr. Banda is at present in
London discussing not only the conditions for full
internal self-government but also, informally perhaps, but with as much fervour, the date of independence for Nyasaland and its full separation from the
Central African Federation. The Committee of Seventeen has not recommended a resolution, and it may
be advisable to await the results of the talks currently
going on in London, which we earnestly hope will
result in the full recognition of Nyasalandts right to
independence and total separation from Welensky's
Central African Federation.
70. In regard to the three High Commission Territories of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, the
Committee of Seventeen has outlined, in its report,
the main problems facing those Territories. There is
first the relatively low level of economic and social
development, the wide-spread practice of racial discrimination, the inadequacy of the constitutional
arrangements presently in force, and finally the constant fear of being annexed to South Africa. I should
like to draw the attention ofthe Assembly to the statements of the three petitioners who appeared before the
Committee. What they said and what many members
of the Committee have indicated in their statements,
leaves no doubt in our minds regarding the conditions
at present prevailing in those Territories. The recommendations of the Special Committee seemed to us to
be reasonable and the Assembly would be well advised
to adopt them. They are to suspend the present
constitutional provisions, to hold elections based on
universal adult suffrage and to convene a constitutional
conference in which the freely elected representatives
of the people will participate, with a view to fixing the
date for independence. On the other hand. before the
Administering Authority r-elinqurshes its authority, it
should restore the large areas of land alienated from
the indigenous inhabitants. After independence is
achieved, the United Nations should adopt urgent
measures to enable these Territories to deal with the
very serious economic problems. and alleviate the
poverty and misery brought about by years of exploitation and neglect.
71. In regard to Zanzibar, the Committee of Seventeen heard numerous petitioners who agreed on the
necessity of early independence. There were disagreements on the details of the new electoral system
to be instituted in the Territory and the date of the new
elections. These disagreements have narrowed down
considerably and the only problem still outstanding is
the timing of the elections. The ideal solution would
be if the parties were to agree and perhaps form a
coalition government, in which case the problem of the
timing of the elections would no longer be a decisive
element or a reason for delaying independence. It is
our hope that agreement between them will be reached
shortly.
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72. The situation in British Guiana continues to be
serious. Only last week the Constitutional Conference
in London ended in failure, and the independence of
the country seems to be further delayed. The Government of Dr. Jagan and the opposition parties are still
unable to reach agreement On the electoral system.
It seems that both sides now agree to elections before
independence, but the main is sue still separ ating them
is whether elections should be held on the basis of
proportional representation or of single constituencies. As in Zanzibar, the Administering Authority
cannot absolve itself entirely of the responsibility for
bringing about the impasse in which British Guiana
finds itself today. Independence should have been
achieved many months ago had it not been for the riots
of last February.
73. To recapitulate briefly the developments since
the last session, it will be recalled that a little over
a year ago the Guiana legislature requested the British
Government to fix the date for independence during
1962. The British Government responded favourably
to this request and informed Dr. Jagan that a constitutional conference would be held in May 1962 to
fix the date for independence. This information was
given to the Fourth Committee just before the end of
the second part of the sixteenth session on 22 February
1962 [1302nd meeting]. However, the conference was
postponed shortly thereafter, until July, on the pretext
that time was needed for the Commission of Inquiry
into the disturbances to complete its investigation. The
conference was not held in July but was postponed to
October and it has now ended in failure. There seems
to be no doubt that outside instigation contributed to
the riots last February, and the postponement of
independence must have been contemplated by those
who had a hand in fomenting those internal disorders.
The motives are not difficult to discover, but it must
be clear to all that countries on the threshold of
independence should be left free to determine their
own economic and social policies. On the other hand,
leaders of small countries striving for economic
betterment should remember that no small country can
afford to play the dangerous game of power politics
and allow itself to get dragged into the cold war,
74. The Assembly must insist that everything be done
to enable Guiana achieve its long-overdue independence
without further delay, and the draft resolution proposed by the Committee of Seventeen may be taken as
a basis for whatever further action the Assembly may
decide to take.
75. I now come to Kenya, one of the most important
territories of Africe.-a territory to which we and
other Arab States in the Middle East attach particular
importance in view of the manifest desire of the United
Kingdom Government to maintain there a military
base to defend the far-flung foreign oil interests in our
lands. I will come to this important aspect of the
colonial problem when I discuss the situation in Aden
and southern Arabia. It is undeniable that Kenya has
gone far on the road to independence, particularly
since 1960. Achievements of the last two years are
described in the report, andlneednotenumerate them
now. The situation prevailing at the present time
is that of internal self-government, with a legislature
and government controlled by the nationalist parties.
There seems to be only one more step to be taken
before complete independence is totally achieved, and
that is the drafting of a constitution, on the basis of
the principles agreed upon in the Constitutional Conference this year, and the holding of elections based

on universal adult suffrage. This should take plaoe
during the coming year, and the United Kingdom
Government should not delay any longer a decision on
the date of the elections. The draft resolution submitted by the Committee is entirely acceptable to us.
76. The final chapter of the report of the Committee
of Seventeen-that is, chapter XII-is devoted to petitions relating to territories not specifically considered by the Committee. Of these, Aden is of special
interest to my delegation. The situation in that territory and the adjoining areas has sharply deteriorated
as a result of the adoption, by the British House of
Commons last Tuesday. of the Government IS plan to
establish a federation between Aden and the neighbouring sheikhdoms. The leader of my delegation, Mr.
Jawad, the Foreign Minister of Iraq, in his speech in
the general debate last month, referred to the federation and the real motives of the British Government
in advocating its establishment. Quoting from the
British Government's paper on defence policy.1I he
drew attention to the following brief passages, whioh
I would like to quote:
"For possible operations in the Gulf we have
relied on Aden as a base and on reinforcing from
Kenya. Henceforward. we plan to keep land forces
permanently stationed in Aden and the Gulf and to
reinforce them rapidly in emergency not only by air
but also by means of an amphibious joint Servioe
task force East of Suez capable of putting ashore in
the threatened areas land forces, and their heavy
equipment. and of providing air and communication
support. . .. At present we maintain in Kenya a part
of our Army Str-ategic Reserve, which is available
for supporting the civil power in the African territories for which we are responaible and as a reinforcement for our forces in the Middle East. primarily for operations in the Persian Gulf. n [1152nd
meeting, para. 40.]
77. In addition to the desire to maintain a permanent
military base, the federation was imposed on the
people of Aden in order to perpetuate the separation
of the town and its hinterland from Yemen, of which it
is an integral part. The haste with which the federation plan was rushed through Parliament may be
explained by the great changes in Yemen where, at
long last, a progressive and forward-looking government has taken over the reins of the country. The
revolution in Yemen, and the emergence of a government dedicated to reform and progress, has removed
whatever doubts the liberal elements in Aden may have
had about reunion with Yemen. Moreover, the consent
of the people of Aden was never obtained for the
federation. The demand of the opposition parties, that
elections should be held before the merger, was rejected. Instead, the federal plan was adopted by the socalled Legislative Counci I. This is a council which
was elected under a most undemocratic franchise. Its
elected members, who number twelve, have received
the votes of only 2 per cent of the entire population.
Eight of these elected members abstained, and only
four members voted for the federal plan.
78. Can a decision by such a council be a substitute
for a deciston taken by a body elected by a majority of
the people on the basis of a genuinely democratic
franchise? How can a matter of such great importance
to the future of the people be decided in such a manner?
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79. The action of the British Government is even less
justifiable in view of the fact that elections were due
to be held in January 1963. Surely, the least the
Government of the United Kingdom should have done
was to wait until these elections were held. It is contended to us that the situation in the territory did not
permit the holding of elections so early.
80. Let us concede, for the sake of argument, that
this is true. Should not the British Government also
have postponed the implementation of the federal plan
until such time as elections could be held in the territory? There was no compelling reason to force the
plan through Parliament at the present time. and
before election, especially since Aden will not be able
to withdraw from the federation before the end of six
full years. Thus. the destinies of the people of Aden
have been decided for at least six years by a minority
vote of a council chosen on the basis of a highly
restrictive and selective franchise, four years ago-an
action which the nationalist opposition parties had
boycotted.
81. Mr. Duncan Sandys , the Secretary of State for
Commonwealth Relations and the Colonies. speaking in
the House of Commons on 13 November 1962, gave a
most curious reason for his refusal to postpone the
federation until after the elections. He said that elections could not be held because the federal Government might reconsider its offer to federate with Aden
if there were further delay.
82. When we consider that the federal Government is
a loyal and obedient tool of the British, we can realize
how ridiculous this argument is. However, Mr. Sandys
very frankly said that the revolution in Yemen was the
main reason Why the British Government has hastened
to press for the approval of the federal plan. He said:
"The main question is no longer whether or not
there should be elections before the merger.
"The central issue now is whether Aden and the
federation should, by union with one another, be
strengthened and consolidated in the face of open
incitement to rebellion. "
83. The rash and hasty action of the British Government in pushing the federal plan through Parliament
hae had immediate reaction in Aden, where the Minister
of Education and Information, one of the few elected
officials in Aden, resigned in protes t, while the General
Secretary of the Aden Trade Union Congress, who is
imprisoned. was flogged-yes. flogged-because he
would not agree to the plan of the British Government.
84. In the United Kingdom, itself, many voices were
raised against the British Government and its illconsidered action. I will not quote from the statements
of members of the Labour opposition in the House of
Commons, who denounced the federal plan, but I will
quote from an impartial source.
85; In an editorial aptly entitled "Dinosaur in Aden",
The Observer, last Sunday, 18 November 1962, said
the following:
"The Government's decision to force through a
merger between Aden Colony and the Federation of
South Arabia (the emirates of the former Western
Aden Protectorate) without securing the consent of
the people in Aden is astonishing, dangerous and
unwise. It is astonishing because it runs counter to
every lesson taught by British experience in colonial
emancipation and in the handling of Middle East
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affairs during the past fifteen years. It is dangerous
because it threatens to produce-unnecessarily-a
situation of violence and repression in the name of
order and stability. It is unwise because it is certain
to damage and perhaps eventually destroy the British
interests it is meant to preserve. 11
86. The federal plan itself is entirely inconsistent
with the Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples. I shall explain why.
very briefly. In the letter which the hand-picked
ministers of the federation and of Aden addressed to
the Colonial Secretary, the following is said, and I
quote from that letter:
"It was made clear to us, by the British Government, that any proposals we might wish to make
should not affect British sovereignty over Aden or
the Governor's reserved powers. We appreciate
that, in view of the strategic significance of Aden.
Britain requires the fullest safeguards for the unfettered operation of her defence installations, which
are essential for the discharge of her world-wide
responsibilities. "
Very convenient. indeed.

87. Article 2 of the "treaty" which has now been
ratified by the British House of Commons states
categorically: "Nothing in this treaty shall affect
British sovereignty over Aden."
88. I hardly need point out the inconsistency of this
article with the Declaration. Article IX of the agreement states:
"The Government of the United Kingdom may
exclude or withdraw at any time from the Federation
any area or areas within Aden, if it considers this
desirable for the purposes of its world-wide defence
responsibilities. "
Furthermore, Aden has no right to withdraw from the
Federation except with the approval of the British
Government, and this cannot be done before the end of
six years. However, even if such withdrawal is effected, Aden will still remain a British colony.
89. Thus, the Federation is primarily aimed at
maintaining the colonial status of Aden and preserving
the authority of the British Government in that area of
the Arab wor ld, This is done in a variety of ways. For
example. the British Governor or High Commissioner,
as he will be called, can overrule any decision taken
by the Federation on matters concerning defence,
external affairs and internal security. The British
thus have left nothing to chance: so that even in the
unlikely event that the tribal sheikhs of the Federation
should one day ask for real independence or demand
the withdrawal of nuclear weapons and other military
installations from Aden, the British Government can
veto such demands. Here then is a case of a territory
which the British Government does not even pretend
to be preparing for independence.
90. It is a military base and will remain a military
base whether its inhabitants or the people ofthe other
Arab countries who are directly threatened by the
base like it or not. In other words, Aden is to remain
forever a colony. And why? The answer is obvious: to
maintain British domination over the various oil
colonies in the Middle East.
91. I would not be exaggerating if I said that in our
part of the world we have today a type of colonialism
more insidious and more dangerous than anywhere
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else in the world. A handful of sheikhs and local potentates are to be defended at all costs. And why? Because where could the foreign oil companies find such
docile and subservient partners in the exploitation of
the 011 resources of the Arab world?
92. The irresponsible squandering of the great national wealth of the Arab countries is well-known
throughout the world. The British colony of Kuwait
provides the most notorious example, and my delegation, on numerous occasions has had the opportuni ty
to reveal the fabulous profits which foreign oil
interests and sheikhs are deriving from their partnership, at a time when every Arab country is straining its resources to the utmost limit to meet the
pressing economic and social needs of its people.
93. Nobody should expect the Arab people to tolerate
this evil and iniquitous system. The tide of reform
and progress is sweeping over one Arab country after
another and the bases in Aden and other places can
never halt this irreversible trend. There are about
forty-seven sheikhdoms and petty principalities along
the shores of the Gulf and of southern and eastern
Arabia. They are bound to the United Kingdom by
special protectorate treaties assuring the continued
ascendancy of British interests and of British colonial
power. Although their strategic importance has been
greatly reduced with the disappearance of the British
Empire in Asia, the United Kingdom still stubbornly
clings to its privileged position mainly because of oil.
And for the sake of oil this strange conglomeration
of feudalist potentates and petty princelings, from the
Sheikh of Kuwait to the Sultan of Muscat, are to be
retained and protected. The wealth and capital so
desperately needed to alleviate the conditions of the
millions among the poverty-stricken masses in the
Arab world is to be handed over to a handful of ignorant and irresponsible sheikhs and rulers.
94. Here again I would like to quote from the same
editorial in The Observer. It is the description of the
Situation in southern Arabia:
"There is the alliance between the imperial Power,
local feudal chieftains and a minority of merchants
against a predominantly nationalist and left-wing
opposition with wide popular support. There is a
franchise rigged to exclude most of the potential
opposition vote. There are trade union leaders, jailed
for political activity and organising illegal strikes,
who are flogged-with a cane-for threatening a hunger strike in support of one of their number. There
is in the background the identification of the imperial
Power with all the remaining reactionary regimes
of the Middle East against the forces of reform and
nattonalfsm which have at last broken through in the
Yemen and so into the Arab peninsula as a whole.
And the reason for all this? To hold a military base,
whether the local population wants It or not, the main
purpose of which is to preserve oil interests in the
Persian Gulf. fI
95. This is a description of colonialism at its worst,
colonialism which is based purely and simply on greed.
I may say in passing that at least in this instance we
are mercifully spared the hypocrisy of the white man's
burden and of the claim that colonialism prepares
backward peoples for independence. In the oil colonies
of the Arab world, with Kuwait the worst example of
all, there are no pretensions and no high-sounding
excuses. It is profit pure and simple. And Aden is to

be maintained as a base to protect the system of
exploitation and greed.
96. We hope, and I am sure all the Arab delegations
hope with us, that the United Nations will direct its
attention to this forgotten corner of our land. We
further hope that the General Assembly will adopt a
resolution at this session upholding Ure right of the
people of Aden and southern Arabia to reunite with
Yemen and achieve their aspirations for freedom and
independence.
97. I must say now that the colonial policy of the
United Kingdom in this part of the Arab world is in
sharp contrast with its liberal and progressi ve policies
in west Africa and certain parts of Asia. We have had
occasion to congratulate the United Kingdom, as have
indeed the representatives of some of its former
colonies, on its forward-looking policies. But it seems
that in the Arab world oil has blinded all reason and
has made the United Kingdom Government-for many
years a pioneer among colonial Powers in the preparation of colonial people towards independence-one of
the most potent helpers of reaction and exploitation in
our part of the world.
98. No Arab can speak of colonialism withoutremembering its most tragic victim in the Arab world. No
other victim of colonialism deserves just restitution
as much as the people of Palestine. We shall never
lose hope of awakening the conscience of mankind,
numbed for many years by the distortions of the
aggressors and the helplessness of the victims. Our
voices shall never be silenced until the people of
Palestine are back in the land of their ancestors, where
once more they will be able to walk in freedom and
dignity without fear or disgrace.
99. Although Palestine is not mentioned in the report
before us, its name is indelibly carved in our hearts
and minds. No debate on colonialism will ever be
complete without the reference to Palestine and its
people, the most tragic victims of colonialism in our
time. It is perhaps the misfortune of the people of
Palestine that they had to fight their battle for freedom
at a time when imperialism was still at the zenith of
its power and the continents of Africa and Asia were
still under the heavy yoke of foreign rule.
100. How different it would have been if the people of
Palestine had faced the Zionist challenge today instead
of yesterday. We have no doubt that at a time when
the flood of national liberation is reaching its crest,
the peoples of Asia and Africa, at long last freed from
the shackles of colonialism, would have rallied to the
rescue of their brethren in Palestine against the
onslaught of the alien invaders.
Mr. Malizta (Romania),
Chair.

Vice-President, took the

101. Our faith in the justice of this cause is unshakeable. We are certain that, sooner or later, the
peoples of Asia and Africa will themselves help to
expose the fraud that Israel is. They will understand
that, in the Arab world today, Zionism represents a
force far more evil and dangerous than apartheid-an
expansionist and aggressive force bent upon dominating
our lands and arresting the progress of our people.
102. A particularly painful aspect of the Palestine
question, namely, the refugee problem, will shortly
be discussed again in the Special Political Committee,
and my delegation will fully expound its views on this
poignant tragedy which, after more than fifteen years,
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faces the United Nations with its greatest challenge
to live up to the ideals and principles of the Charter
and to render justice, a justice long overdue, to a
people upon whom the worst calamities of colonialism
have fallen. Here, in this historic debate in the plenary.
it will be sufficient for me to remind the Assembly
that its work on decolonization will not end as long
as Palestine is left under the colonial rule of the
foreign invaders.
103. Mr. ADEYINKA (Nigeria): First of all, I wish,
on behalf of my delegation, to congratulate the Special
Committee on the implementation of resolution 1514
(XV) on the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples for the able
manner in which it has conducted its work and carried
out its mandate in the first year of its existence, and
for the exhaustive, impressive and objective report
which it has submitted to the General Assembly [AI
5238].
104. My delegation is happy to note that the Special
Committee has gone into detailed discussion of every
colonial territory, whether it is Southern Rhodesia,
Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Swaziland, Zanzibar, British Guiana, Mozambique, South West Africa, Kenya or Angola. After
reading the report of the Special Committee, no one
can be in doubt about the issues involved in the situation and the problems which must be solved. My delegation wishes to express its sincere appreciation to
the Special Committee for the work it has done for the
United Nations in promoting the movement for decolonization and for freedom.
105. Even though the general perspective of the
colonial situation still remains gloomy, my delegation
cannot but take heart and rejoice in the progress being
made, which is reflected in the recent admission of
new independent States to membership of this great
Organization. Nevertheless, we must not rest on our
oars. We must continue the struggle until the last
vestiges of the domination of one man by another and
the exploitation of man by man is wiped out completely
from the face of the earth.

106. The need to redouble our energies is clear. The
movement towards colonial freedom is nowapproaching, the heart of the whole problem. In this regard, I
refer particularly to the situation in South and Central
Africa, where white minority r~gimes have been
installed and are fighting a last battle, with their backs
to the wall, in a feckless and hopeless effort to resist
the inexorable tide of African emancipation and
nationalism. Whether it is the colonization under
Portugal in the territories of Angola and Mozambique,
or the Central African Federation existing in the
Rhodesias and Nyasaland, or still the ungodly r~gime
of apartheid with its hideous and abominable racial
policies, the problem is essentially one of minority
groups, who for centuries have enjoyed under served
privileges and the political domination of vast major ities and who in varying degrees are aided by their
friends in Europe, usually of the same racial origin,
with economic and military power, and are loath to
appreciate the signs of the times and to read the
writing on the wall.
107. My delegation, like others, regards as ludicrous
the Portuguese theory that any portion of Africa is an
integral part of Portugal. The theory is as outlandish
as it is ill-conceived. My Government and people are
unequtvocally behind the struggling masses in Angola
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and Mozambique who are asking for fundamental human
rights and self-determination and are determined to
rule themselves. The same policy goes for all other
areas of Africa still labouring under colonial domination or under minority regimes, whether in the Central
African Federation, in South Africa or South West
Africa or in any other part of the world, for that
matter. My Government and people are firm in their
conviction that our independence will remain meaningless until the whole of Africa has been liberated from
colonial domination.
108. In the part of Africa which my delegation sees
as the hard core of the problem of decolonization,
that is, South and Central Africa, many aspects of the
problem are visible. Racial discrimination is practised by white minorities against overwhelming African majorities in a dishonest effort to perpetuate the
status quo by claims of racial superiority. Likewise,
the Africans are discriminated against in terms of
educational and economic advancement inthe same bid
to maintain the status quo. And recently these same
white minority regimes have begun to gang up in what
has been called an "unholy alliance" with a view to
affording each other mutual military defence and moral
support. Unfortunately t it is on record, and we have
it on strong evidence, that they are being supported by
certain countries, mainly those in the NATO bloc.
109. Furthermore, the white minorities have also
been ganging up in a growing industrial complex with
interlocking directorates whose activities range from
Katanga to Salisbury and down to Capetown; that is the
Cape to Katanga miners' team. We have strong evidence
that this industrial complex is developing a powerful
economic machine in such a manner as to make itself
supranational and able to exert massive influence, not
only on Governments in those territories in Africa but
even in Western capitals. Since these same companies,
which make such fantastic and astronomical profits,
are dependent on cheap migrant African labour, they
constitute, in our opinion, another strong resistance
element to African political and economic advance in
South and Central Africa.
110. We have provided this brief review of the problems involved in order that this august body might
approach these problems in a proper perspective and
understand better all the elements involved. It is the
considered view of my delegation that the activities and
operations of this strong industrial complex with
interlocking directorates should be fully investigated
by the United Nations, and it is our hope that the
General Assembly will take this matter in hand.
111. In 1961 South Africa's budget for defence increased from '£12 million to £.35 million. In 1962 it
has jumped to the alarming figure of £60 million. The
question that must be uppermost in our minds is
whethe.r the situation in the territory could justify
the expenditure of this huge sum and whether this
military build-up can be regarded as solely for purposes of internal defence and the maintenance of law
and order.
112. My delegation wishes to express its serious
concern over the arms buildup in South Africa which,
if allowed to continue, will constitute a threat to the
peace and security of Africa and to the world as a
whole. The military build-up is becoming offensive
and could be regarded as representing the aggressive
intentions of the apartheid regtme , which is haunted by
its iniquitous racial policies that are condemned by
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the whole world, as is its ganster-like grip on the
Mandated Territory of South west Africa.
113. My delegation is happy that resolution 1761
(XVII) has been overwhelmingly adopted by this
General Assembly and looks forward to its scrupulous
application especially by those powers which are
providing the Government of South Africa with the
means, economically and militarily, to continue the
attempt to maintain its obnoxious policy.
114. Nigeria hopes soon to see a free and independent
Kenya and an independent British Guiana admitted into
the Organization. We also look forward to the emergence of the remaining colonies in Africa as independent and free African States. We plead with all the
colonial powers concerned in South and Central Africa
to assist the United Nations in expediting the job of
decolonization which has to be done. We plead with
them to come to terms as soon as possible with the
movement for freedom in Africa and to save Africa
and the rest of the world from the racial holocaust
which may be the final result of their continued blind
and intransigent refusal to accept the inevitable.
115. In conclusion, 1 will quote from a book by the
distinguished scholar and close student of African
affairs, Dr. Thomas Patrick Melady, entitled The
White Man's Future in Black Africa. This book presents his conclusions on the future of the white man
in Africa, with which my delegation agree.
"Much of the significance of the rapid change in
the world's power equation can be seen in the sudden
change in status of the white man in Africa. For
centuries he was the master. Now he can expect to
remain in Africa only if he accepts the new order."
116. The remaining areas controlled by the Portuguese and white minority groups are the trouble spots.
Here the future of the white man is in doubt because
the continued intransigence of the prevailing rulers,
who ignore the realities, let alone the rights of Negro
power, clouds the possibility of future harmonious
relationship. How unfortunate it is that the rigid attitudes of a few men in Lisbon, Salisbury and Pretoria
are the cause not only of immediate bloodshed but
also of worsening the relationship between the races.
117. The record of black leadership in West Africa
has been most reassuring for the future of the white
man. When one remembers the sufferings ofthe Negro
peoples in Africa under white leadership, it is a moving experience to see this requited by leaders who
stress mutual help and fraternity • Should not the record
of the past few years of the independent States in West
and Equatorial Africa be a source of comfort for the
white residents in the remaining dependent areas? To
the white man who is prepared to accept the new
order, it will be; to the white man who still wishes
to retain his dominant position, it will not. Nothing
can reassure him, for the remaining vestiges of
white-dominated areas in Africa will melt away as
surely as last winter's white snow turned to water
under the spring sun. The warm suns of spring will
soon be upon the white snows in these areas. How
tragic it is that, instead of accepting the new society
with the enthusiasm that greets a new day, these men
have turned it into a haunting fear!
118. These few white men still prefer to look back to
yesterday when the white peoples were the dominant
political and economic force in the world. The time
of absolute white domination has passed. It will never

return. It is unfortunate that these men prefer to
cling to their dead forms. Worse still, like the French
nobility of the eighteenth century, they prefer to
march to the guillotine, claiming to be the only
honourable men, and go to their deaths in anguish and
a whirlpool of blood. Will this band of men who are 80
full of fear be allowed to drag hundreds of thousands
of the innocent people, black and white, to this destruction?
119. The harmony that exists between blacks and
whites in the former British and French States of West
and Equatorial Africa, on the other hand, has been a
sustained symphony of courage and hope of friendship
between the races in Africa. To many this is an indication that in Africa may come the new dawn of racial
harmony. Africa, which gavebirth to the millions who
came to suffer the gross indignities of slavery, can
become the meeting-ground where a reconciliation can
take place between blacks and whites. This can happen
because the black man is prepared to forgive and
forget the past and is willing to live in harmony with
those white people who have selected Africa as their
home. This has already happened in most areas where
the African people have obtained their independence.
120. How unfortunate it is that the hopeful sunrise of
tomorrow can be clouded by the policies, never moral
and now no longer viable, of the Salisbury-PretoriaLisbon axis! Here the white nations of the world must
act before a few men drag their own people into a
blood bath and do irreparable harm to racial harmony
in all of Africa.
121. The white people in Europe and the Americas
must assume their responsibility in assuring that
racial butchery does not occur in the Portuguese areas
of Africa, in the Rhodesias and in South Africa. Here
is an opportunity to turn the grim darkness into a
bright new sunrise. There is no more time. The black
man of Africa has extended his free hand. The future
of the white man in black Africa will be a promising
one if he accepts the hand clasp and resolves the
remaining problem. Here the white man's conscience
will give the only answer possible: freedom for the
African peoples to rule themselves in all of Africa.
If this is done there will be a bright future for the
white man in Africa, for he will be able to make his
home among African friends in the new nation of Africa.
122. My delegation would like the Special Committee
on decolonization to continue its good work. We agree
with the suggestions that the continuous examination of
the decolonization issue should be left with this Committee. We are co-operating with our colleagues of
other delegations in the search for steps which might
be taken .at this Assembly to bring the day closer when
colonization shall be no more.
Mr. Zafrulla Khan (Pakistan), resumed the Chair.

123. Mr. BARNES (Liberia): A number ofthe speakers
who have preceded me in this debate on the report
of the Special Committee with regard to the implementation of the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples [A/5238] have, in their assessment of the importance of this item, expressed the
view that decolonization and disarmament are the two
vital and crucial problems confronting the United
Nations in the sustained efforts of this Organization to
attain the essential objective of its creation, the maintenance of international peace and security. More than
that, since the ·inception of the United Nations at San
Francisco in 1945-which I had the privilege to attend
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as Secretary of the Liberian delegation-the colonial
problem has stood out as a major concern of our
Organization. The political dimension of this problem
was the cause which prompted the framers of the
Charter to give expression to the principle of equality
and self-determination, in order that dependent peoples
and countries might as soon as possible take the path
of national independence, and to write in article 1,
paragraph 2, that among the Purposes and Principles
of the United Nations would be:
"To develop friendly relations among nations based
on respect for the principle of equal rights and selfdetermination of peoples, and to take other appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace."
124. It is worthy of note that this provision of the
Charter, which attached importance to the reali..
zation of the principles of equality and self-determination of all peoples, was inspired by the Soviet
Union and inserted in the . Charter by an amendment
sponsored by the United States, the Soviet Union, the
United Kingdom and China-under whose sponsorship
the United Nations Conference on International Organization was convened on 25 April 1945. Thus there
was common recognition that the international community had a high stake in the future and destinies of
colonial peoples.
125. I believe it is true to say that, of the present
Members of the United Nations, more than two-thirds
may trace their independence to some form ofliberatton from colonial domination, which is eloquent and
significant testimony that colonialism is definitely at
an end and that it must now hasten the preparations
for its own funeral. It was in this context that the will
of this Organization was expressed overwhelmingly in
favour of the abolition of colonialism by the adoption
of resolution 15i4 (XV), which recognized the emergence in recent years of a large number Of dependent
territories into freedom and independence and the
increasingly powerful trend towards freedom in such
territories as have not yet attained independence.
126. When the United Nations, by its Declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples, solemnly proclaimed the necessity of speeding the unconditional end of colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations, and when it declared that
the subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental
human rights, is contrary to the Charter of the United
Nations and is an impediment to the promotion of
world peace and co-operation, it thus re-echoed the
intense urgings and strong demands for complete and
unfettered independence of all those people Shackled
to the miseries and indignities which alien rule imposes and reiterated the necessity for the immediate
liquidation of every vestige of the colonial pattern. This
historic and memorable Declaration is, therefore, not
the outcome of some caprice but is a well-intentioned
and significant document which has emerged as a
historical necessity from the facts, the heroic struggles and aspirations of subjugated peoples which have
continued over the years, for which millions of human
lives have been sacrificed and for which human beings
are still toiling. This Declaration is, therefore, irreversible and inescapable and a fact oflife to which all,
whether they like it or not, must sooner or later, even
though reluctantly, reconcile their minds, their actions, their policies and their national way of life.
127. The Conference of Heads of Airic an and Malagasy
States, which convened in Monrovia in May 1961 and
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in Lagos in January 1962, emphasized in no uncertain
terms the inequity of colonialism in all its manifestations and, therefore, called upon all colonial Powers
to declare publicly their acceptance of the principle
of the inherent right of all their colonial dependencies
to complete independence. The Conference also called
upon the Colonial Powers to take the necessary steps
to ensure that all colonial territories should attain
independence at the earliest possible date in accordance with the freely expressed wishes of the peoples
of those territories. Thus the Heads of twenty-two
African and Malagasy States have expressed their
full and unswerving identity with this great historical
movement of our times and have endorsed in full
measure the Declaration On the independence of
colonial peoples and countries.
128. In pursuance of the implementation of this historic document, the Special Committee of Seventeen
established under resolution 1654 (XVI)has laid before
the Assembly a report covering its work from 20
February 1962 to 19 September 1962. The Liberian
delegation attaches special importance to the work of
the Special Committee, and I would hasten to add our
appreciation and congratulations to the Committee for
the sense of dedication, fairness and understanding in
which it approached and conducted its work.
129. In its substantive parts the report of the Special
Committee deals with a number of territories, particularly on the African continent. The motivation of
the Committee, to give priority consideration to
colonial problems on the African continent, because it
is in Africa that the largest number of people are
still living under colonial rule and that it is there
where some of the most difficult problems are encountered, is indeed well taken. The movement for the
liberation of Africa from colonialism gains momentum
day by day. It is amatterofmoment, whether a people
struggling to throw off the yoke of centuries of domination and exploitation shall be helped toward their
destiny by the constructive action of the United Nations,
or whether they shall be forced to more and more
desperate efforts and explosive measures to defend
their lives and to obtain their proper roles in human
and international society. Their faith in the ability
and determination of the United Nations to compel the
Administering Powers to grant them immediate independence has been voiced by the many petitioners
who have appeared before the Special Committee. They
cannot and must not be disappointed, if politic al change
is to become peaceful and not violent, and it is the
clear duty of the United Nations to see that such peaceful change is achieved.
130. With respect to Southern Rhodesia, one of the
territories dealt with by the Committee, we note with
mounting regret and dismay that, notwithstanding
General Assembly resolution 1747 (XVI), adopted by
a vote of seventy-three to one, which affirmed that
Southern Rhodesia is a Non-Self-Governing Territory
within the meaning of Chapter XI of the Charter, the
United Kingdom persists in the position that this territory is outside the competence of the United Nations
and, therefore the United Kingdom has not found it
possible to respond to the spirit and specifications of
the overwhelming will of the Members of this Organization as expressed in the aforesaid resolution. We
note the conclusions reached by the Special Committee
that the United Kingdom has not yet taken steps to
transfer all powers to the people of Southern Rhodesia.
I would like to confirm what was said by our delegation
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at the sixteenth session [l1l1th meeting] on this
question, that the United Kingdom cannot, like Pontius
Pilate, wash its hands of the Southern Rhodesian
problem.
131. The conclusions reached by the Special Committee on Northern Rhodesia, [A/5238, paras. 193 to
201] are that the franchise qualifications embodied in
the constitution of 28 February 1962, are discriminatory and prejudicial to the interests of the indigenous
people; that the inclusion of Northern Rhodesia in the
Control African Federation was imposed contrary to
the wishes of the indigenous people who form the
overwhelming majority of the people of Northern
Rhodesia and that the situation in this territory is
such that governmental powers are wielded by a small
minority to the detriment of the rights and interests
of the overwhelming indigenous majority. The picture
thus painted by the Committee is an unwholesome one
and points up the fact that the present constitution is
designed to preserve white supremacy in Northern
Rhodesia. Africans in Northern Rhodesia-their
natural home-are thus finding themselves strangers
in their own homeland.
132. In affirming the inalienable right of the people
of Nyasaland to self-determination and national independence, the Committee in its conclusions on this
territory took note and welcomed the decisions of
Dr. Hastings Banda and the United Kingdom to hold
talks on constitutional advancement and expressed the
hope that these talks will lead to the establishment of
independence for Nyasaland in accordance with the
wishes of the people. The delegation of Liberia fully
shares these hopes and expectations.
133. The situation prevailing in the High Commission
Territories of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, growing out of the intention of South Africa to
annex these territories, has drawn the conclusion from
the Special Committee to recommend that the Assembly declare that any attempt to annex these territories or to encroach upon their territorial integrity
in any way will be regarded by the United Nations as
an act of aggression violating the United Nations
Charter, The delegation of Liberia endorses these
conclusions.
134. The Committee's findings on the territories of
Zanzibar, British Guiana and Kenya underline the
necessity for independence of these territories at the
earliest time. Regarding British Guiana, it is a source
of deep regret that the Conference on this Territory,
held in London at Lancaster House for three weeks in
the autumn of 1962, ended in a deadlock.
135. I shall now refer to the Territories of Angola
and Mozambique under Portuguese administration. A
number of resolutions have been adopted by the
General Assembly and the Security Council on these
Territories. I refer particularly to resolution 1542
(XV) declaring Angola and Mozambique among others
as Non-Self-Governing Territories; resolution 1602
(XV) which calls upon Portugal to consider urgently
the introduction of measures and reforms in Angola
for the purpose of implementation of the Declaration
on decolonization; Security Council resolution S/4824
calling upon the Portuguese authorities to desist
forthwith from repressive measures against the Angolan people. It was hoped and expected, as I have said,
that because of these cumulative resolutions dealing
with these Territories and the pressure of international publ ic opinion, virtually unanimous in the
view that the Government of Portugal is holding back

the clock of history by continuing to pursue the archaic
and iniquitous colonial policy in its most backward
aspects, the conscience and sense of statesmanship
of the Portuguese leaders would have awakened and
led them to abandon, once and for all, these medieval
systems of exploitation and terrorism which Portugal
relentlessly and shamelessly perpetrates against the
people in these territories.
136. For five hundred years or more, the Portuguese
have carried on their "mission of civilization" in
Angola and Mozambique and, as stated by the Secretary of State of Liberia, Mr. Grimes, in his intervention in the general debate on 26 September 1962:
"This so-called historic mission to spread civilization has been unmasked and is now found to be
one of the greatest perpetrators of falsehood and
deception theworld has ever seen." [1132ndmeeting,
para. 3L]
137. Let me say straight away that the co-operation
of Portugal can most certainly promote constructive
United Nations action for the restoration of hope to the
people of Angola and Mozambique, and steps must be
initiated in the direction of ending this invalid claim
that these territories in Africa are an integral part
of Portugal, a European country in Europe. In these
times when people are universally voicing their
aspirations for dignity, for the right to exercise and
improve those faculties which a common creator has
implanted in every human heart, when there is the loud
and sustained cry for freedom and for greater social
justice, the last vestiges of colonialism, no matter in
what part of the world they exist, are bound to create
discontent, tension and danger. And this is particularly
true when such areas are situated in the continent of
Africa where the "winds of change" are blowing very
strongly. Portugal can, under no circumstances, shield
itself from the progressive forces abroad in the world
today. If it persists in pursuing fifteenth century
practices in a twentieth century world, if it persists
in remaining in the fading ranks of the colonialists I
then it runs the risk of perpetuating an obvious source
of international instability and unrest in Africa which
can have disastrous consequences for all concerned.
138. I would take this occasion to appeal to Portugal
to lend the hand of co-operation to the United Nations
and to join in the massive efforts to redress the wrongs
perpetrated against the defenseless people of its
African territories in the past, as well as in the
present, and to assist in the establishment of a new
world order in which all nations would co-operate in
mankind's strivings and yearnings for dignity, for
freedom, for prosperity and for peace.
139. The situation in South West Africa is indeed one
of sadness and despair. The notorious policy of racial
discrimination practised by the Government of South
West Africa has now reached such proportions as to
have surpassed the stage of patience and endurance
not only of the African inhabitants of this area, but
also of all decent men and women throughout the world.
The grim spectre of this abominable practice continues to cast its evil shadow over the continent of
Africa, and the systematic repression ofthe Africans I
who constitute more than two-thirds of the population
of that country, is progressively intensified by the
South African Government.
140. I believe that in this case no other country. can
be credited for pursuing, as South Africa has, such an
immoral, inhumane and impractical policy in the face
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of condemnation by the rest of the world. This savage
means of attempting to preserve a privileged white
class, through the systematic exploitation of the native
African population, must come to an end without further
delay.
141. Finally, my delegation calls for the acceleration
of the process of decolonization in order to remove,
once and for all, these abysmal conditions imposedby
colonial rule. This is one of the pressing needs of
our time, if the high principles of the United Nations
regarding the equality and self-determination of
peoples are to be translated into living realities.
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144. The United Nations is the embodiment of our
civilization, and consequently it is a reflection of the
aspirations of all mankind. It is therefore our true and
clear responsibility to grapple with the problem of
colonialism with firmness and determination, for if
we waver in the face of resistance, weof this generation will long be remembered for the weakness of our
will, for the narrowness of our vision and for the
weariness of our purpose.

142. The proliferation of committees and special
committees dealing with the question of Non-SelfGoverning Territories has been brought to the notice
of the Assembly by the Secretary-General in the introduction to his annual report [A!5201! Add.L], and he
has suggested, for obvious reasons, the concentration
of the work in this field under the Special Committee.
It is also to be noted that the Special Committee has
raised the problem of co-ordination ofthe work of this
Committee with that of the Committee on Information
from Non-Self-Governing Territories, the Sub-Committee on Angola, the SpecIal Committee on Territories under Portuguese AdmInistration and the Special
Committee for South West Africa. My delegation is of
the view that there is need to reviewthe necessity for
the abundance of Committees dealing with precisely
the same issues.
143. The representative of Iraq, in his statement
this morning, has given ample reasons and justification
for the continuation of the Committee on Information
from Non-Self-Governing Territories. We too believe
that it is useful to maintain this Committee but to
combine the work of the other Committees under the
aegis of the Special Committee. In our opinion, this
must necessarily call for the modification of the terms
of reference of the Special Committee and enlargement of its membership to at least twenty-one.

Litho In U.N.

The meeting

rose at 1.10 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 25
The situation with regard to the implementation of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries end peoples: report of the Special Committee
established under Generol Assembly resolution 1654
(XVI) (continued)

39. Mr. BINGHAM (United States of America): Almost
a year ago from this rostrum [1048th meeting) I had
the privilege of discussing the question of the implementation of the historic Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)]. I reviewed my country's own
compelling tradition of anti-colonialism, stemming
from its origins. I outlined the situation in our three
small remaining Non-Self-Governing Territories and
in the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and I
described our policies with respect to those Territories. I also set forth in some detail our views on
some of the remaining colonial problems, particularly
in southern Africa, and I contrasted the record of the
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Western Powers in general during the last two decades
with the record of the Communist empire.

I.

40. I would not wish to impose upon the patience of
the representatives by going over this ground again.
Nor do I need to. My Government's position stems
from a fundamental commitment to freedom that does
not change from year to year. Consequently its policy,
proceeding from that commitment, also remains
steady. Thus it is that, both outside the United Nations
and within the Organization, the United States has long
worked to further the. universal application of the
principle of self-determination. Where quiet diplomacy
and remonstration have offered a hope of improving a
colonial situation, my country has played what I know
to have been a useful and progressive role. Admittedly,
success has been far from total, and the pace has often
seemed slow, but the United States is committed to
persevere. This constancy of purpose is one reason
why my country's policy toward colonialism is exactly
what it has always been-why it has remained committed to the essential criterion of freedom. There is
no intrinsic merit in the age or youth of a policy. What
really matters is its validity. The United States hence
does not propose to alter its fundamentally sound policy
toward colonialism in a frantic attempt "to come up
with something new", We are opposed to all efforts to
curtail freedom, and we shall follow Whatever courses
of action that promise to lead to practical results on
freedom's behalf.
41. Before turning to the report of the Special Committee on the implementation of the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples [A/5238Jthe Committee which has come to be known as the
Committee of Seventeen-I should like to review briefly
some of the events of the last year.
42. First of all, it is gratifying to my delegation to
note that , during these twelve months, eight new Territories have emerged into independence and nationhood. In the case of four ofthese-Tangapyika, Western
Samoa, Ruanda and Burundi-the United Nations,
through the operation of its Trusteeship system, played
a significant role in speeding the day of independence
and in seeking to assure that the peoples concerned
emerged into nationhood under optimum conditions of
political freedom and of opportunities for economic
development and social progress. In one case, Algeria,
nationhood came after a long period of struggle,
climaxed in the final stages by a notable series of
statesmanlike acts on the part of the leaders of the
Algerian and French peoples. In the case of the other
three-Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, and Uganda-the
process was peaceful and orderly, reflecting the utmost
credit on the Government of the United Kingdom and on
the leaders and peoples of those three new countries.
The Government of the United Kingdom had regularly
reported to the United Nations on these Territories in
accordance with Article 73 of the Charter, and these
reports had received consideration in the Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories.
However, the United Kingdom itself played the leading
role in working with these emergent Territories in
preparatory steps for independence and in their actual
achievement of independence.
43. Of these eight new nations, seven are now, much to
the satisfaction of us all, sitting as Members of this
Organization and contributing vitally to our deliberations. The eighth-Western Samoa-by reason of its
small size and limited resourc es , has decided not to
apply for membership.

44. Except for one previous year, 1960, in which
eighteen nations achieved their independence, the past .
year has been unprecedented in terms of the number
of formerly dependent Territories achieving the status
of nationhood.
45. It is a matter of deep significance that, in all eight
cases, the Member States that had previously been
administering these Territories were all members of
the free world, that part ofthe world which we call free
because it rests on the fundamental principle of freedom of choice. During the same period, none of the
foreign lands dominated by the new communist imperialism-lands inhabited by peoples of different
cultural background, different language, in many cases
different race from their masters-during this same
period, I say, none of these Communist-dominated
lands has achieved genuine freedom or even a limited
degree of freedom of choice.
46. I need but refer to the historical record set forth
in document AI4985,lJ and particularly to the section on
Soviet colonial practices. Here are the ethnic unfortunates of Soviet colonialism: the Crimean Tartars, the
Kalmucks, the Ingush, the nations of the Baltic and of
Central Asia. You know them all and those of you who
will protest most loudly what I have said know them
best.
47. Perhaps I can save the representative of the Soviet
Union the trouble of exercising his right of reply to
these remarks. He would undoubtedly say that, in the
Communist world, domination of peoples by a distant
and foreign government is not colonialism.
48. The fact is that the Soviet delegation applies terms
like "colonialism" or "imperialism" only to areas
where the governmental system is not to its liking. In
this the Soviet Union's representives remind one of
Lewis Carroll's Humpty Dumpty, Those of you who are
familiar with the classic Alice in Wonderland and its
sequel Through the Looking Glass will remember that
Humpty Dumpty explained his semantic principles to
Alice in the following words:
"When 1 use a word", Humpty Dumpty said in rather
a scornful tone, "it means just what I choose it to
mean-neither more nor less."
"The question is", said Alice, "whether you can
make words mean so many different things. II
"The question is", said Humpty Dumpty, "which is
to be master-that's all."
Applying the reasoning of Humpty Dumpty to the modern
world, one can say that, where the Soviet Union is master I there is no colonialism; where the Soviet Union is
not master and perhaps seeks mastery, there the cry of
colonialism is raised.
49. We see the problem differently: we say that colonialism or imperialism exists where there is no freedom of choice. We are particularly attached to that part
of resolution 1514 (XV) which proclaims that:
"All peoples have the right to self-determination;
by virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic,
social and cultural development."
50. Last April, President Kennedy reiterated this
view when he told the Congress of the United States
that: "This nation is committed to the principle of
l/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Sixteenth Session, An~,
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self-determination and will continue to support and
encourage responsible self-rule throughout the world."
The same idea was expressed in our own Declaration
of Independence, which contained the revolutionary
thought that the just powers of government derive from
the consent of the governed. Freedom of choice has
brought about eight new nations in the last twelve
months; the absence of it in a great part of the world
has resulted in the continued stifling of the aspirations
of freedom-loving men and women.
51. Allow me now to turn specifically to the report of
the Committee of Seventeen [A/5238]. As this voluminous report will indicate, this Committee worked hard
and diligently under the leadership of an able and dedicated Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur.
52. I must confess that the Committee did not approach
its task along the procedural lines which we had envisaged when we voted for resolution 1654 (XVI) or
when we agreed to serve as a member of the Committee. At the very outset of the Committee's work, we
suggested that, after drawing together all the materials
and information relevant to its task, and particularly
drawing on the experience of Member States which had
made the transition to independence, the Committee
should address itself particularly to the problem of
finding solutions for the various types of colonial s ituations that exist in the world, and should develop suggestions and recommendations applioable thereto.
53. The majority of the Committee, however, preferred to follow a case-by-case approach. Accordingly, the Committee devoted its attention almost exclusively to twelve speoific territories, all but one
of them in Africa. A great deal of useful information
was collected and presented with respect to these
territories; in some cases, for example, with respect
to Kenya and Zanzibar, the Committee's final recommendations were both realistic and constructive. In
other cases, such as Singapore, the Committee, after
hearing petitioners, very wisely decided not to attempt
to take any action. Inmost of the remaining territories,
however, my delegation could not agree with all of the
contents of the resolutions or recommendations
adopted. in some cases, we felt that these efforts-however well-intentioned-were unrealistic and had no
chance of being put into effect.
54. In the early stages of the Committee's work, we
had proposed, and there had been general agreement,
that the Committee should attempt to follow the consensus procedure and should, wherever possible, avoid
voting. The purpose of this procedure, in our view,
was to work toward maximizing the area of agreement
among the members so as to bring the greatest possible degree of support behind the Committee's recomrnendatloaa, Following this practice, it was possible in
some instances for the Committee to arrive at conclusions that could accurately be described as decisions of the Committee, even though some members
might not have been in a position to vote affirmatively
for them if a vote were taken.
55. Unfortunately, in a majority of cases, this practice was not followed, and resolutions or recommended
resolutions were voted in such a way as to highlight
and emphasize the differences of opinion between the
members and, hence, to diminish the impact of these
recommendations upon those Member States for whom
they were intended.
56. For this unfortunate result, we believe that the
delegation of the Soviet Union was primarily to blame.
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That delegation consistently showed itself more interested in attempting to put oertain Member States
in an adverse position and in pursuing self-serving
political objectives than it did in arriving at a meaningful consensus, which could have a greater effect in
advancing the welfare and freedom of the peoples of
the territories concerned.
57. In this and in other ways , the Soviet Union delegation consistently brought the cold war into the work of
the Committee in a manner which impeded its work and
lessened its usefulness. On many occasions, the Soviet
delegation introduced extreme and violent charges
against Member nations, that were unfounded and often
irrelevant to the work ofthe Committee. This was done
in the course ofthe Committee proceedings and in the
course of press conferences held in connexion with the
Committee's visit to Afr.ca, To cite but one example,
the Soviet delegation at one point charged the United
States with maintaining a rocket base on the island of
Zanzibar, when, as the people of that territory well
knew, the United States installation in question was a
satellite tracking station devoted exclusively to the
work of assisting in our country's programme of
manned space flights, and was a completely open installation, to which visitors were expressly and cordially invited. This attack was indeed strange in contrast to the gracious congratulations conveyed to our
President by Chairman Khrushchev upon the suocess of
these manned space flights.
58. At times, also, the Committee followed procedures which we considered to be most unfortunate;
and in certain instances it did not act as responsibly as
was desirable. Particularly lacking in consideration
was the so-called "appeal" with respect to Zanzibar,
which was introduced and voted upon the same day-the
last day of the Committee's trip to Africa-without regard to the requests of several members that they be
given at least the opportunity to consult their Governments with respect to it. On another occasion, petitioners were heard, at the insistence of the Soviet
delegation-petitioners who claimed to represent a
certain leading party in an African territory, but who
were later disowned by the proper authorities of that
party as not having been authorized to speak for it.
59. We expressed, and still feel, reservations with
regard to the decision of the Committee to visit Africa
and to hold meetings in certain capitals there. We were
most appreciative of the invitations extended by the
three Governments concerned-Morocco, Ethiopia and
Tanganyika-and of their hospitality to the Committee.
Nevertheless, we did not feel that this travel, on the
part of the Committee, had been shown to be the best
possible use of the very considerable expenditure of
funds that it entailed.
60. In this regard, United Nations bodies do not seem
to have the benefit of the kind of over-all judgement
which, in an individual government, can be exercised by
a budget director or a minister offinance who can say
of a particular project, "This may be a very desirable
project but, looked at in relation to the other demands
upon this organization, we cannot afford it. " In the view
of my delegation, it would be highly desirable if some
such procedures could be developed for application in
the future.
61. I trust that representatives will understand the
spirit in which I have offered these comments upon the
work of the Committee of Seventeen. If the United
Nations is to continue to grow in effectiveness, there
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is nothing to be gained by attempting to gloss over the
shortcomings of its constituent bodies. Nor can we
usefully carry out our tasks if we seek to evade controversy or the expression of sincere dissent. Unfortunately there are in the world too many so-called
deliberative bodies where dissent is lacking, and
stormy applause for the dictated official line is the
only manifestation of opinion which is permitted. We
continue to believe that the Special Committee on the
implementation of the Declaration on colonialism can
play a .useful and constructive role in speeding the
process of decolonization and in helping to assure that
the emerging new nations come to independence under
the best. possible conditions. We believe that the deficiencies that we have noted in the work of the Committee in the past can be corrected in the future, and
we hope that our criticisms have therefore been constructive. We would hope that a way could be found to
reduce to the minimum the distractions and irrele-. vancies which have characterized in the past the efforts
of one delegation to introduce the cold war into the
work of the Committee. In so far as the future composition of the Committee is concerned, we believe that
a Committee of approximately the present size is about
as large as is practicable. It would seem to us natural
and desirable to arrange for some form of rotation of
membership so as to combine experience with freshness of approach. We are prepared to co-operate fully
with the Committee, whether we continue as a member
of it or not.
62. In the introduction of his annual report [A/5201/
Add.L], the Acting Secretary-General called attention
to the multiplicity of committees that have been set up
to deal with colonial problems. It may well be that
desirable financial savings can be effected by achieving
a greater degree of concentration within the framework
of the Special Committee. From the point of view of
budgetary savings and sound organizational procedures, we would be inclined to favour such a concentration. At the same time, there might be individual situations in which a separate committee would be necessary
and desirable.
63. In conclusion, may I simply say that my country
looks forward to the day with keen anticipation when
peoples everywhere in the world will have the privilege
of freedom of choice as to their political destinies.
The United Nations has played an important role in
helping mankind to achieve this goal-perhaps a more
important role than was envisaged in San Francisco
in 1945-but it is characteristic of a dynamic organization such as this one that it may grow and develop in
a manner unforeseen by its founders. The United
Nations can act, and has been increasingly acting, as
a powerful searchlight focusing the rays of worid public
opininion on areas where freedom is denied. That
spotlight has already focused on some areas where
the problems are difficult and appear to be intractable.
There are many other such areas where the spotlight
has yet to be focused. In both cases there is much work
to be done before mankind can achieve the dignity and
freedom everywhere which is its God-goven birthright.

67. By that time, the United Kingdom had already detected and foreshadowed the "wind of change" that was
hlowing over Africa. Stalin was more laconic, but he
did assert that colonies were the cause of the Second
World War.
68. Remembering this act of faith on the part of the
great Powers and this hope felt by the peoples still
under foreign domination, the founders of the United
Nations met at San Francisco. They did not disappoint
us. They drafted a Charter which is a monument and
which solemnly proclaims the liberty and dignity of
man, the equality of all, the self-determination of
peoples, and the equality and mutual respect of nations.
They have thus built up an anti-colonialist body-the
best possible one-and in so doing they have erected
not only a workshop, but indeed a temple of peace, as
President Houphouet-Boigny would say.

64. Mr. USHER (Ivory Coast) (translated from
French): Colonialimperialisrn was at its zenith before
World War 1. After violent struggles between the invaders and the indigenous inhabitants, as well as
frontier wars and wars designed to secure the recovery
of lost territory, sometimes waged at great cost in
human lives, between the invaders themselves, the
latter, in the Berlin Treaty of 1885, effeoted a peaceful
settlement by sharing out Africa amongst themselves.

69. We were following the best traditions in adopting,
almost unanimously, the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV»), which is a veritable paeon to peace.
My delegation therefore wishes to congratulate the
Committee of Seventeen on the substantial work it has
aooomplished in submitting so comprehensive a report
[A/5238). We are aware of the difficulties under which
this Committee has worked: and we are happy that a

But if one calls to mind the part played by the consuls
of certain countries, who led a seditious movement in
the colonies during the 1914-1918 War, it can be unmistakenly affirmed that the colonies were not unconnected with the causes of World War 11. In any event,
we can state with certainty that, wounded in its pride,
and humiliated on finding itself deprived of its colonies
at a time when the greatness of a nation was commensurate with the extent of its colonial territory, the
Government of Nazi Germany undertook to assert its
greatness and its superiority by colonizing Europe and
the colonialist nations themselves, in the name of that
same doctrine.
65. Thanks be to Heaven, its intentions were not
carr-ied out, because America and the unaligned countries flew to the assistanoe of their friends and colonizers so that justice and dignity might prevail and
freedom might reign triumphant for ever after. There
is no cause for surprise, therefore, in the fact that
after the Second World War public opinion should have
been anti-colonialist. The Americans, in a spirit of
idealism, have taught that no nation has the inalienable
right to govern subject peoples; that when a country
takes charge of a subject people, its only mandate is
that of educating it and leading it to a state of political
and moral development that will permit of its emancipation; and moreover, that the continued existence of
oolonialism is contrary to the very principle of democraoy. And I am oertain that this great country continues to teach this very same doctrine at the present
time.
66. For his part, General de Gaulle told us in 1944
that French oolonial policy consisted in bringing each
of the colonized peoples to a state of development Which
would enable it to administer itself and subsequently
to govern itself. It is true that Franoe has experienced
certain diffioulties in its colonial relations. But we do
not think that General de Gaulle was responsible for
them. Hence, we continue to believe that the Government of which he is at present the head sincerely believes in the doctrine professed by him in 1944, and the
proof that he has given of this further strengthens our
conviction.
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mere reading of this report has enabled us to gauge
the progress which we have accomplished in our endeavours to rriamtain peace. This Committee must continue in being and must pursue its task with the utmost
determination, for it is assuredly treading the path of
truth.
70. The colonies with which the report of the Committee of Seventeen is concerned may be divided into three
groups; those dependent on the United Kingdom, namely
British Guiana, Kenya, Zanzibar, Northern Rhodesia,
Nyasaland. Southern Rhodesia, Bechuannaland, Swaziland and Basutoland; those dependent on Portugual,
namely Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea;
and, finally, the colonies that are dependent on South
Africa, namely, South West Africa and-why not say
sO?-South Africa itself.
71. Let us take Kenya, Zanzibar and British Guinana
first. In the case of these countries, it must be acknowledged that on reading the report one can detect on the
horizon a certain glow which seems to herald the fulfilment of what is perhaps our most ardent wish, namely, independence. We also have gathered that the United
Kingdom intends to lead these countries toward sovereignty fairly rapidly.
72. But our anxiety increases when we begin to consider the "litua tion in the Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland and in the Protectorates. Although the United
Kingdom representative used the word "independence"
in connexion with Kenya and Zanzibar, he did not do
so with regard to the Federation and to the Protectorates; it seems to us that he referred merely to their
"autonomy" .
73. I have noted that the representatives of 7,940,000
Africans have stated that they did not approve of the
Federation. which in fact has been instituted merely
to promote the interests of 305,500 Europeans. This
Federation is a yoke intended to prevent Northern
Rhodesia and Nyasaland, the European population of
which arnounts to only 77,000 and 9,500 respectively,
from attaining independence. It seems that, if the
Federal.'on is kept in being, the white population will
amount to about one tenth of the African population.
This term of "one tenth" has an ominous ring for us
in some parts of Africa where the figure 10 is looked
on askance, rather like the figure 13 in Europe. These
misgivings appear to be well founded. Algeria suffered
because one tenth of its population were European
whites. Northern Rhodesia is suffering and running into
difficulties, and we find that one tenth of its population
Is also European. We consequently feel concerned about
the Federation, a similar fraction-one tenth-of the
population of which will also consist of Europeans.
'74. As for Southern Rhodesia, it harbours an explosive situation. The new Constitution, imposed despite
the appeals of the United Nations, promises to endanger
the security of Africa. In the Fourth Committee t1,366th
meeting], we have heard the Prime Minister of Southern
Rhodesia furnish explanations which sounded liberal
but whioh actually revealed the existence of a most
antt-dernoc r-a ttc state of affairs. Thus, he informed
us that this Constitution sought to abolish anything of
a discrirninatory character contained in previous laws.
But, in doing so, he explained that some of the earlier
laws had reserved for Africans certain lands which
were inalienable. These laws were also considered as
typical examples of discriminatory legislation and
were abolished under the new Constitution. Henceforth.
anyone with the necessary means may bid for this land.
But since the Africans are by far the poorest sector of
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the population, this seemingly democratic provision is
really a deliberate measure of expropriation.
Mr. Rakotomalala (Maaagascar),
took the Chair.

Vice-President,

75. The Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia also told
us that the approval of the different racial groups..had to
be secured before any alteration of the Constitution
could be made. But in this Constitution, which is unfavourable to the African majority and which should be
subject only to such changes as represent advances for
the Africans, such a provision appears clearly to provide the white minority with a guaranteed right of veto
which it can apply whenever an attempt is. made to
amend the Constitution in favour of the Africans. There
now remains the key problem: the laws transferring
the powers formerly reserved for the British Crown
to a Constitutional Council, although it is stipulated
that the Council can do no more than give advisory
opinions. When the Council disapproves of a bill,. that.
bill can still be passed by a two-thirds majority of the~"
Legislative Assembly, or by a simple majority six
months after the Council has expressed its disapproval.
If we recall that the Europeans will occupy fifty seats
in the Legislative Assembly, while the Africans will
have at most fifteen, we see that the Europeans will
have this two-thirds majority. Thus, this provision is
merely a crude piece of camouflage which leaves the
African majority helpless and bereft of all hope. This
tragic fate has been meted out to 3 million Afrtoans
because they afforded hospitality to 225,000 Europeans,
who make up a tenth of the population.
76. As for the Protectorates ofBeohuanaland, Basutoland and Swaziland, we do not know what the future
holds in store for them. We only know that after a
century of colonization they represent no more than a
pool of labour for South Africa and that there is even
a plan to cast them into the inferno of South Africa itself, with the connivance of their High Commissioner
Who, we are told, has long since established himself in
the "white Paradise".
77. The United Kingdom must not transfer its Protectorates to South Africa, for the good even of the
white South Africans, who have told us here, through
their Minister for Foreign Affairs [1165th meeting]
that they want to survive because they are a minority
in the midst of an overwhelming majority of Africans.
I believe that the United Kingdom should avoid making
this majority even more overwhelming by transferring
Basutoland, Swaziland and Bechuanaland to South
Afr-ica, Hence only one course is acceptable for these
Protectorates, and that is their preparation for independence-immediate independence.
78. Despite the fears and misgivings which my delegation has voiced, it must, to remain objective, acknowledge the efforts made by the United Kingdom, which
played an effective part in the work ofthe Committee of
Seventeen. We have read its statements and have found
them to reflect genuine good-will and a desire to contribute effectively to the Committee's work.
79. My delegation reoognizes that the United Kingdom
was the first to set in motion the machinery of decolonization in Asia by granting independence to India, and
in Africa by granting independence to Ghana. But we are
compelled to note that it is still the principal colonial
flower and that it is faced with a difficult decolonization
process.
80. We are convinced that the only solution to such
difficulties lies in the full and acrupulous application
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of the principles common to all of us: the principles
of universal equality and self-determination, in other
words, the dismantling of the Federation, if this is the
wish of the majority, the holding of consultations by
universal, equal and direct suffrage in the Rhodesias
and Nyasaland, the establishment of Governments
elected by the people without distinction as to race,
colour or religion and with no system of property
requirements-an aberration which turns poverty into
a vice. As the leader Kenneth Kaunda has said: One
vote for every adult and the same value for every vote.
Constitutional manoeuvres calculated to safeguard the
privileges of minorities present latent dangers.
81. If, on reading the report of the Corr.mittee of
Seventeen, we perceive some ray of hope for the countries still under British domination, we can scarcely
conceal our fears or master our feelings of indignation
when we come to the Portuguese and South African
colonies: Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea,
South West Africa and South Africa. It seems a difficult
matter to establish any rapport with these two countries, for they appear not to be living in the same
century as we.
82. Portugal continues to see in colonial conquest the
mark of national greatness. Like Rome in the days of
old, it dreams of provinces and attempts colonial assimilation which, though it may be a reality, is an
inaocessible one. The Rome of Caesar is not the Rome
of Segni, Virgil could say with justice: "Remember,
Roman, that thou hast governed peoples", but we hope
that this will be only a memory as far as Portugal is
concerned, We hope Portugal will understand, with
Montherlant, that "colonies are made to be lost", that
"they are born with the cross of death on their foreheads".
83. Everywhere a national consciousness is awakening, and everywhere independence is being demanded,
In 1940 only Thailand and Japan, Liberia and Ethiopia,
enjoyed full sovereignty. In 1962 the map of the world
portrays the strength of the nationalist movement and
the extent of its triumphs. The old form of domination
is doomed; where it is not willingly transformed, it
will be forced out of existenoe, as Portugal will realize.
84. As for South Afrioa, it dreams of the good old
days of the conquest of the Inoas, and of the hidalgos
who wiped out everything that stood in their path, at a
time when the rule was "Might is right-so out of my
way."
85. Even those who are not the immediate victims of
these anachronistic regimes are sometimes led to believe that there is no possible way out for the peoples
of Angola, Mozambique, South West Afrioa and South
Afrioa, except war or subversion, and that their freedom can only be won in this way.
86. We shudder at the thought that certain South
African and Portuguese authorities maintained relations with Hitler; these are the very men who fathered
the apartheid laws. Hitler is gone, but his philosophy
of diotatorial government is still alive in some countries, while others follow his racial dootrine of genocide and mass extermination. That is why we sound
the alert. Do not turn your attention from these regions.
Act before it is too late.
87. Afrioa wants peace. It needs peaoe-internal peace
with its neighbours, peace throughout the world, as
solemnly proclaimed by President Houphouet-Botgny
and Sekou Toure during the official visit which the
President of my oountry reoently paid to Guinea.

88. Africa believes that the white man has a place in
Africa, no longer as a master, but as a citizen on a
footing of equality with other citizens. Thus, even with
its back to the wall, Africa refuses to lose faith in the
effioacy of persuasion. It must persuade all its friends,
and I would go sofar as to name them. Indeed, it is just
because they are friends that I wish toname them and
to say how worthy they are of our trus t and how useful
they can be to Africa. They are Franoe, the United
Kingdom, the United States, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Italy, Luxembourg, Austria, New Zealand, the Federal
Republic of Germany and the other members of the
Western group, as well as the Vatican and the Ecumenical Council of Churches. They alone can influence
Portugal, Spain and South Africa and induce them to
change their policies.
89. The Prime Minister of South Afrioa, in the statement he made after the adoption of sanctions by the
General Assembly [see resolution 1761 (XVII)], asserted that his country's imports from the fifteen
countries which had voted against sanctlons accounted
for 68 per cent of its total imports, and that its exports
to those countries represented 65 per cent of its total
exports. This is a most revealing statement.
90. The West might well teaoh these countries that
national greatness is determined by other factors than
the size of colonial empires and that the best ties with
former colonial possessions have proved to be those
formed in a spirit of friendship, equality and mutual
benefit.
91. Africa wishes to remain outside the struggle being
waged between East and West, but it cannothelp being
the object of continuing rivalry in \1 hich the stake is a
diplomatic and moral choice which Afrioa is trying to
avoid because it is aware that its neutrality would be a
factor for peace. I should in this connexion like to recall the following, peouliarly Italian, thought of
Giuseppe Mazzini:
"An hour of oommunion in a great idea with a people
coming to life is worth more than a whole existence
spent in the solitude of a throne that is threatened by
some and despised by the rest."
92. Since Portugal claims to be supported in its 0010rrial policy by the Catholic hierarchy, and since South
Africa, in the first artiole of the South Africa Act of
1909, claims to be a Christian country whose civilization is founded on the Bible and the baste doctrines of
Christianity, the Vatican should take the opportunity
offered by the Second Vatican Council to remind those
countries that Jesus is the Lord, and the Lord said
that all men are the brothers of Christ, and to recall
to them, in the sohema on the source of the revelation now being discussed in the Council, that the Gospel
says that Christ, when asked what was the first and
greatest of the commandments that must be obeyed if
one is to go to Heaven, said "Thou shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself". This love, this charity "par excellence", is inoompatible with raoial discrimination.
Thus, the hierarchy in Portugal might well relearn the
doctrine of St. Paul on the missionary churches, and
above all the teaohings of the encyclical Fidei Donum
of 21 April 1957.
93. In oonolusion, my delegation takes the view, in
the light of the report of the Committee of Seventeen,
that due regard must be paid as far as the perpetuation of the Federation is concerned, to the opinion of
the influential parties in Southern Rhodesia, Northern
Rhodesia and Nyasaland, We believe that immediate
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independence should be granted to Northern Rhodesia,
Nyasaland, Kenya, Zanzibar and British Guiana.
9i. Southern Rhodesia, the Protectorates of Bechuana-:
land, Swaziland and Basutoland, Mozambique, Angola
and South Africa should be immediately established as
autonomous states with responsible governments
elected by universal and equal suffrage. In those countries which have a strong white minority, it might be
possible to install an economic and social assembly in
which the different economic groupings and economic
pressure groups would be represented. As this is a
necessity, it is an obligation; peace demands it.
95. We have lived throughtherepressioninMadagascar, the repression in the Ivory Coast, the Indo-China
war, the murderous battle of Morocco, the dragnet
operations of Tunisia, the war in Indonesia, the war
in Malaya, the War in Kenya, the war in Algeria, the
war in Angola. What useless deaths! What sacrifice of
innocent life! And despite this, must we still expect
a war in Rhodesia and guerrilla fighting in South Africa
and South West Africa?
96. It is enough. Let us put a stop to wars. And we
can do this if each of us, each Head of State, accepts
the words of Thomas J efferson:
"I am not an advocate for frequent changes in laws
and constitutions. But laws and institutions must go
hand in hand with the progress of the human mind, as
that becomes more developed, more enlightened, as
new discoveries are made, new truths discovered and
manners and opinions change. With the change of circumstances, institutions must advance also to keep
pace with the times. We might as well require a man
to wear still the coat which fitted him When a boy as
civilized society to remain ever under the regimen of
their barbarous ancestora.v.e/
97. The PRESIDENT: The United Kingdom representative has asked to be allowed to exercise his right of
reply, and I now call upon him.
Mr. Muhammad Zafrulla Khan (Pakistan) resumed
the Chair.

98. Sir Patrick DEAN (United Kingdom): Inhis speech
this morning [1170th meeting] the representative of
Iraq made a number of accusations against my country.
Some of these I may wish to deal with later in this debate. One, however, I propose to answer at once, namely, that the countryofKuwaitwasaBritish colony. The
Foreign Minister of Iraq, Mr. Jawad, made the same
suggestion in his speech in the general debate [1152nd
meeting], and on that occasion my delegation felt bound
to reply. I regret that the representative ofIraq should
persist in making this statement, which has in fact no
basis at all.
99. The Government of Kuwait will, I am sure, make
what comment it thinks appropriate on these inaocurate
allegations. Words of mine are not necessary to prove
that Kuwait is a fully sovereign and independent country
since the fact is self-evident. As my delegation has reminded Members of this Assembly before, the Government of Kuwait has been recognized by more than
seventy-five countries, including nearly all the Arab
States, and is a member of the Arab League.
100. Mr. PUDLAK (Czechoslovak Socialist Republic)
(translated from Russian): When, on 23 September
1960, Mr. Khrushchev, Chairman of the Council of
.1.J The Thomas [efferson Memorial,Alexandria, Virginia. Action Publications. 1949. p, 9.
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Ministers of the USSR, speakingat the fifteenth session
of the General Assembly [869th meeting, para. 183].
proposed that the General Assembly should take up the
question of the complete abolition of colonialism and
when, on 14 December 1960, on the basis of the Soviet
delegation's noble initiative, the General Assembly,
despite the oolonial Powers' overt dissatisfaction, approved (947th meeting] the historic Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countrles and peoples, new prospects opened up for the national llberation movement in the Asian, Afrioan and Latin American countries. This is understandable, as by adopting
this Declaration the United Nations fully and unreservedly sided with the downtrodden colonial peoples,
recognized the justice of their yearning for freedom
and proclaimed as irresistible and irreversible the
process of liberation, which, for years, was called
"subversive activity"by the colonialists who treated
the brave patriots and champions of freedom as if they
were criminals. The United Nations solemnly proclaimed the necessity of bringing to a speedy and
unconditional end colonialism in all its forms and manifestations and severely condemned repressive measures by the colonialists and all the various manoeuvres
to which they have been resorting in order to retain
their hold over the colonial peoples. The Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples created favourable conditions for the
peaceful elimination of the moribund colonial system
without further bloodshed provided. that the colonial
Power-s desisted from procrastination and SUbterfuge,
heeded the urging of the United Nations, and granted
immediate independence to all the peoples still suffering under the colonial yoke. But this did not happen and
at its sixteenth session last year the General Assembly
was compelled to note with regret that the colonial
Powers were not carrying out the Declaration. As if
this was not enough, these Powers, in open defiance
of the provisions of this Declaration, are continuing to
apply harsh repressive measures against the colonial
peoples seeking independence. The General Assembly
therefore established a Committee of Seventeen [resolution 1654 (XVI)] and requested it thoroughly to examine the application of the Declaration on the elimination of colonialism.
101. The report submitted by the Committee of
Seventeen (1)./5238] to the General Assembly at its
seventeenth session, which is now before us, is a highly significant, interesting and instructive document
which gives a generally objective account both of the
Committee's own activities and of the situation with
regard to the implementation or, rather, the non-implementation of the 1960 Declaration.
102. The Czechoslovak delegation takes a favourable
view of the work of the Committee of Seventeen and is
in principle in agreement with its conclusions, recommendations and proposals. We also think that the
Committee was right to give priority to the question
of the elimination of colonialism in Africa, while not
losing sight of other urgent questions such as the
independence of British Guiana.
103. While, however, we view with favour the report
submitted by the Committee of Seventeen to the General Assembly, we are far from being satisfied with
the regrettable situation with regard to theimplementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples. It is olear from the
Committee's own report that the colonialists are continuing to use various subterfuges in order to sabotage
the implementation of the Declaration, are refusing to
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grant independence to the colonial peoples and are intensifying the reign of terror against the peoples
struggling for freedom and elementary human rights.
In virtually every case the Committee considered
in the interval between the sixteenth and seventeenth
sessions of the General Assembly, it was forced to
note that the 196,0 Declaration had not been implemented, or even that it had been grossly violated.
Everywhere a struggle is taking place, in Southern
Rhodesia, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Basutoland,
Beohuanaland, Swaziland, Zanzibar, British Guiana,
Mozambique, South West Africa, Kenya, Angola, Aden
and Singapore. Everywhere we see the people striving
for independence and the right to a happy and dignified
life, while the colonialists resort to deceit and crude
force in violation of the Declaration on the elimination
of colonialism in an attmpt to retain their hold over the
indigenous inhabitants and to consolidate their economic and strategic supremacy.
104. I should like to refer to some of the colonialists '
most customary arguments and most typical methods
and tricks, with .the aid of which they are trying to delay the granting of independence to the colonies.
105. The colonialists are fond of speaking of their
"civilizing mission" in the colonies. The mass murders
and the torrents of blood are there to refute this
legend, which is today unacceptable even in a first-form
textbook. Indeed, the colonialists contradict themselves when, in the same breath, they say that the
colonial peoples "are not ready" for independence. The
question then arises, what does this "civilizing miscton" consist in if, after decades and sometimes even
.enturtes of "educative" influence, they have proved
unable to raise the colonial peoples to a level where
they can govern themselves?
106. With those arguments the colonialists simply
confirm that they are unable and, what is still worse,
completely unwilling to promote the economic, cultural
and political advancement of the indigenous inhabitants,
because they wish to prolong their own rule. It might be
noted in that oonnexion that the situation in the Portuguese colonies is not without certain tragi-comic
aspects. While practically the entire indigenous population, with only the fewest exceptions, is considered
"unctvtltzed'", all the Portuguese living in those colonies are considered "civilized", despite the well-known
fact that a large number of them are illiterate, to say
nothing of the moral level of the Portuguese colonialists, whose brutal treatment of the indigenous inhabitants is notorious.
107. Some colonial Powers" settle'tthe colonial question in a very simple way. They "abolish" their colonies and declare them to be an integral part of the
metropolitan territory- "overseas provinces" , "African Departments" and so forth, This naive trick reminds one of the story about the sly monk who wanted
to eat chicken on a fast day without sinning. He baptized the chicken, christening it "Fish", and then ate
it with a clear conscience. But the peoples of Angola,
Mozambique, Puerto Rico and the other colonies which
have been declared to be integral parts of the metropolitan territories cannot be devoured like the helpless
chicken, for they will deal with these artificial, pseudolegal devices of the colonialists in exactly the same
way that the Algerian people dealt with the absurd fiction that Algeria was a "North African Department".
108. Another and no less fraudulent manoeuvre of the
colonialtsts is to grant a colony "independence" by
establishing an autonomous government composed ex-

elusively of representatives of a tiny minority of
European settlers, who are generally of an extremely
reactionary and chauvinistic turn of mind, and delivering the indigenous inhabitants to the mercy of that
racialist Government. A typical example is Southern
Rhodesia, where this process of fraudulent selfgovernment is continuing despite the repeated appeals
and resolutions of the United Nations. This question
was, in fact, a topic of discussion at the current session. But we fear that the resolutions adopted here may
suffer the same fate as many other resolutions in which
the United Nations has appealed to the colonialist
Powers in the past,
109. A development Which we consider partiCUlarly
dangerous and a threat to peace is the process of
militarization which the colonialist Powers are
systematically carrying out in the Non-self-Governing
Territories. We have received a good deal of specific
information about this from the petttioners and in the
course of this discussion. The colonialists not only refuse to grant independence to the colonial peoples but
are deliberately strengthening their military positions
in the colonies. transforming those 'I'errttorfea into
firing grounds and depots for aggresstve weapons of
mass destruction, This is true of the Pacific Islands,
which the United States is graduallycontarninatingwith
destructive radiation from atomic tests; it is true of
Kenya, Aden, South West Africa and other Territories.
110. In most of the Non-Self-Governing Teritories
agriculture is still the main source of the indigenous
population's livelihood. Yet the colonialists deliberately seize the best lands for the white settlers and newly
recruited immigrants while the people belonging to the
local tribes are forcibly moved to infertile land. For
example, in Angola the European settlers own nearly
half the arable land, and the best part of it at that,
while the Africans, who outnumber them by forty to
one, own little more than half, and the less fertile part.
In South West Africa the white settlers have seized
86 per cent of the arable land and the eviction of the
indigenous inhabitants continues as new whit-e immigrants are recruited in West Germany. Thus German
colonizers are once more returning to Africa, from
which they were driven out after the FirstWorld War.
111. The colonialists deny the indigenous inhabitants
their elementary human and political rights. The workers in the colonies are subjected to flagrant exploitation
while enormous profits flow into the pockets of the
foreign monopolies.
112. In order to postpone the day of liberation the
colonialists introduce constitutions and electoral systems in the colonies which secure all kinds of benefits
and prtvileges for the handful of white settlers while the
indigenous inhabitants are completely deprived of the
right to vote or the franchise is so restricted that under
the new Constitution ofSouthern Rhodesia, for example,
200,000 European settlers have fifty representatives in
the Legislative Assembly out of a total of sixty-five,
while the indigenous inhabitants, who number almost
3 million, have only fifteen. And that is spoken of, even
in this hall, as a sign of enormous progress.
113. A classical method of all conquerors to which
the colonial Powers often resort is to apply the principle "divide and rule". The ability to stir up and exploit
national, tribal, religious and other differences is an
important weapon in the arsenal of the colonialists. But
their machinations by no means end there; in some
cases they seem to do exactly the opposite, while in
reality carrying out a policy of integrating the colonies
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into larger territorial units in the form offederations
and so forth, in order to achieve a balance of forces
which will enable them to keep the indigenous inhabitants in bondage. A glaring example is the Federation
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland: this is nothing but a federation of white settlers directed against the Africans
and the indigenous inhabitants consequently want no
part of it.
114. When the pressure of the national liberation
movement forces the colonialists to retreat they seek
to put into effect a kind of "decolonization" which in
practice will in no way weaken their position of
supremacy. Accordingly, they try to limit the independence of the new States rising from the ruins of
the disintegrating colonial empires by imposing on
them unequal treaties by which they secure for themselves various privileges, military bases, and so on.
115. The concept of Eurafrica, which is the basis of
the western European market, is a typical manifestation of neo-colonialism, or rather collective colonialism. What this really amounts to is a plan by West
German and French monopolies to seize control of the
African continent by associating the African States with
the European Economic Community, leaving them, of
course, in a dependent position as an agrarian appendage producing raw materials for the industrially developed countries of western Europe. The African peoples
have had too much experience with the German, French
and other European colonialists to ignore the danger
which the efforts of those colonialists, hiding behind
the collective facade of the Economic Community,
represent for them.
116. On 5 June 1962 President Kwame Nkrurnah of
Ghana. addressing the Conference of African National
Liberation Leaders at Accra, described this danger
very clearly:
"Imperialism does not change its nature; it only
changes its front. It still needs colonial appendages,
whether in name or in fact. to exploit and, at the
same time. to support its cold war strategy."
117. President Nkrumah added that anyone who made
a more thorough study of the way in which the Common
Market was organized would easily understand that:
" ... the Common Market is aimed at harnessing the
African countries to satisfy the profit lust of the imperialist bloc and to prevent us from following an
independent neutralist policy. It is also easy to see
that the imperialists and colonialists are determined
to retain the African countries in the position of
suppliers of cheap raw material.
"If we do not resist this threat, and if we throw in
our lot with the Common Market, we shall doom the
economy of Africa to a state of perpetual subjection
to the economy of western Europe... It is impossible
to think of economic development and national independence without possessing an unfettered capacity
for maintaining a strong industrial power. The
activities of the Common Market are therefore
fraught with dangerous political and economic consequences for the independent African States. The
orga.nization constitutes an attempt to replace the
old system of colonial exploitation by a new system
of collective colonialism which will be stronger and
more dangerous than the old evils we are strfvmg to
liquidate from our continent."
118. The economic assistance which the Western
Powers offer the new States is also an instrument of
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political and military penetration, for it is often subject
to unequal conditions Which limit the independence of
those States.
119. Agents are scurrying about Africa and Asia
offering the new States apparently advantageous economic assistance in return for guarantees that those
countries will not threaten the f reedpm of private
enterprise. the freedom to invest foreign capital and,
in particular, the freedom to export profits, to say
nothing of outright political and even military obligations. In this way the imperialists are imposing on the
new States agreements which in effect deprive them
of their hard-won independence.
120. There can be no question that unequal treaties of
any kind which include such neo-colontaltst obligations
are at variance with international law, the United Nations Charter and the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples, which
clearly proclaims the necessity of bringing to an
unconditional end colonialism in all its forms and
manifestations. The imperialists do not have the right
to demand the fulfilment of such obligations and the
countries upon which such unequal agreements have
been imposed are fully entitled to free themselves
from them.
121. Notwithstanding certain differences of nuance in
their arguments. differences of method and disagreements arising from the competitive struggle for
markets, sources of raw materials and spheres of influence. we note that as a matter of principle the
Western Powers stand together in all cases where
colonialism clashes with the national liberation movement and anti-colonialism. In their struggle against
the national liberation movement certain colonial
Powers may in one case or another demonstrate a
greater or lesser degree of flexibility. Sometimes
they may even flirt with the movement, provided, of
course, that in that particular instance it is directed
against another and that the situation offers some
chance of seizing a less successful partner's dominant
position. A certain rivalry among the colonial Powers
has been apparent from the very beginning of colonialism. Attempts have constantly been made to divide up
the spoils of colonialism anew. But when, as a result of
the weakening of the position of imperialism after the
First and particularly the Second World War, the
struggle of the colonial peoples for freedom and independence became so intense that the question of the
complete liquidation of colonialism was included in our
agenda, we saw the imperialists desperately attempting-not only individually but also collectively-to resist the pressure of the national liberation movement,
even making use of the military potential of aggressive
alliances, particularly NATO. That was particularly
evident in the case of Algeria.
122. If the United States and NATO had not given all
kinds of assistance to France in the war against the
Algerian people, the struggle for the liberation of
Algeria would not have lasted seven years and would
not have cost so many lives. This also applies to
Angola where support from the United States and other
Atlanti~ allies enables the Salazar r~g1me to intensify
its campaign of terrorism and repression against the
indigenous population. It applies to South West Africa,
where "Atlantic"-that is. West German, French and
United Kingdom-weapons. planes and rockets help to
keep the people of this former German colony in servitude although forty-four years have elapsed since the
Fir;t World War and seventeen years since the Second
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World War, It applies to Katanga, because uranium and
the interests of the Union Mintere are much more important to the imperialists than the unity, consolidation
and independence of the Congo.
123. I could quote many more examples from different
parts of the world. I should like to mention just one
example from the American continent-the false game
which the United Kingdom coloniahsts are playingwith
the hopes of the courageous people of British Guiana ,
who are still denied their often promised independence.
In this connexion, it is interesting that the United
States, which claims to be a champion of freedom and
democracy on the American continent and even a
fighter against colonialism, is doing nothing to abolish
the colonies of the United Kingdom and other countries
on this continent. For it, a Guiana in the hands of the
United Kingdom colonialists is much more acceptable
than an independent Guiana with a Government fulfilling the will of the people.
124. We suggest that those who are inclined to believe
the myth of United states anti-colonialism should ask
themselves why the United States Government, which
is able to command the unconditional obedience of its
Atlantic allies for much less noble purposes than the
liquidation of colonialism, cannot make them implement the United Nations Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples.
125. The answer is simple. The United States has
close ties with the European or, if you prefer, the
Atlantic oolcntalfsts because it is .itself a colonial
Power and is now in fact the main bulwark and guiding
force of world imperialism and colonialism. Because
of world public opinion and for tactical reasons with
regard to the new States in Asia and Africa, whose
influence in the United Nations is continually increasing, the United states Government is seeking some
kind of compromise between colonialism and the
nattonal Iiberatton movement. As a rule, however, this
compromise consists in supplying its Atlantic alliesthe United Kingdom, French, Portuguese and other
colonialists-With deadly weapons which are used in
destructive colonial wars against the indigenous population, While offering the African members of so-called
peace organizations, who carry on propaganda for the
American way of life and American "anti-colonialism".
126. The arguments of the colonialists are too feeble,
their manoeuvres too transparent and their methods
too discredited for tme to have to analyse and refute
them.
127. Indeed, the time for polemics and discussions is
past. After the adoption in 1960 of the Declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples, which has rightly been described here as the
Magna Carta of the SUbjugated peoples and which
actually outlawed colonialism, we have on the agenda
the immediate abolition of colonialism in all its forms
and manifestations. In the interest of the peoples still
suffering in colonial bondage, in the interest of peace
throughout the world and in the interest of peaceful
coexistence and peaceful co-operation among peoples,
the declaration on the abolition of colonialism must be
implemented immediately.
128. In this connexion, I should like briefly to give my
reaction to the colonialtats' repeated attempts to distract the attention of the Members of our Organization
from the substance of the questions under discussion by
making provocative attacks on the socialist countries
and accusing the delegations of these countries of using

the discussion of colonial questions for "cold war"
purposes, for attacks on the Western Powers, and so
on.
129. Apart from the fact that it is the representatives
of the Western Powers who introduce the "cold war" into discussions of colonial questions (this was confirmed
again today by the United States representative's statement), the Czechoslovak delegation and other delegations of socialist countries maintain an anti-imperialist and anti-colonialist point of view as a matter of
principle and no manoeuvres by the imperialists can
prevent us, in brotherly solidarity with the peoples of
Asia, Africa and Latin America, from unmasking the
crimes of the colonialists and insisting on the immediate elimination of this shame of the twentieth century.
If this is not to the liking of the imperialists, we can
advise them how to be easily and quickly rid of the
discussion of these questions which they find unpalatable.
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130. They should immediately, with no further procrastination or evasion, grant independence to the people of Africa, Asia and Latin America Who, in violation
of the United Nations Declaration of 1960, are still
kept in colonial bondage, and then discussion of colonial
questions in the United Nations would immediately and
automatically become unnecessary. At last our Organization, having, been joined by new countries freed
from the colonial yoke, would be able to concentrate
exclusively on such problems as general and complete
disarmament, including the question of how the resources Which would be released if countries stopped
feverishly arming themselves could be used for peaceful purposes and for the economic and cultural development of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America, finally freed from colonial exploitation.
131. The imperialists often feign virtue from necessity. When they are thrown out of colonies, they pretend that the independence of the new States was not a
result of their struggle for freedom but a generous
gift from the colonialtsta, Now they have been given an
opportunity-a favourable one, on the whole-to give
just such a display of forced virtue. by bowing to an
irreversible process and implementing the Declaration of the abolition of colonialism. If they do not do
this and do not leave the colonies in time and of their
own volition, let them take note that they will be driven
out, as they were driven out of Algeria. Now they can
still leave with their baggage. Tomorrowtheywillflee
without their baggage, if they are lucky enough to be
able to leave at all, because the patience of the colonial
peoples is running out and the decline of colonialism
is inevitable.
132. As far as the Czechoslovak Socialist Repuhlic is
concerned, the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin
America are well aware that our sympathies are with
them, with the national liberation movement. with the
courageous fighters against colonialism and imperialism.
133. The Czechoslovak people and their Government
will work tirelessly to develop their ties of friendship
with the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
As far as we are able, we shall continue to give them
disinterested assistance and support. As the President
of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Antonin
Novotny, said in June this year:
"The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic is entirely
and under all circumstances on the side of the peoples
which are struggling to free themselves from' colo-
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nial slavery and of those which have already freed
themselves and are now beginning to build up their
countries. We salute all the peoples which today are
living in freedom and deciding their own destiny; and
we desire that they should march towards their future
together with all the peoples which are advancing on
the road of progress and peace".1I
134. The delegation of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic considers that this year the General Assembly
should take decisive steps to see that the Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples is implemented as soon as possible.
135. It should adopt a resolution which would prevent
the colonialists from resortingtofurtherprocrastination and continuing to postpone decolonization. We
therefore fully support the proposal made in the general debate on 9 October 1962 by the President of the
Republic of Guinea, Mr. Sekou 'I'cure [1148th meeting].
which was again put forward the other day by the
Guinean delegation [1169th meeting], namely that the
General Assembly should fix a final deadline for the
abolition of colonialism and that 24 October 1963, the
eighteenth anniversary of the United Nations, should
be the date for the complete abolition of colonialism,
so that on that day a sad and shameful chapter in the
history of mankind may be closed forever and a new
chapter may be opened-the era of universal peaceful
co-operation among all countries and all peoples,
liberated from colonial exploitation.
136. With the abolition of colonialism, many sources
of military tension will also be eliminated, Which will
considerably facilitate and speed up negotiations on
the achievement of general and complete disarmament.
This would remove the threat of thermo-nuclear war
which hangs over mankind and would offer the peoples
of the world the prospect of unprecedented economic
and cultural development.
137. The delegation of the Czeohoslovak Socialist
Republic will therefore support all proposals designed
to achieve these noble goals, whether they are submitted to the General Assembly at the end of the
general debate or during the consideration of particular individual questions in the appropriate commit:'
tees.
138. Mr. GREN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
(translated from Russian): The seventeenth session of
the General Assembly has started its discussion of the
situation with regard to the implementation of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples, which is one of the most important items on the agenda.
139. We have before us the report on this question by
the Special Committee of Seventeen [A/5238], which
was set up by a decision of the General Assembly at
its sixteenth session [resolution 1654 (XVI)]. The
General Assembly entrusted the Committee with the
responsible task of assisting in the implementation of
the Declaration, when it suggested that the Committee
should examine the application of the Declaration and
present its views and recommendations to the General
Assembly at its seventeenth session,
140. From 20 February to 19 September 1962, the
Special Committee considered the situation in twelve
colonies in the light of the terms of the Declaration:
Southern Rhodesia, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland,
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Swaziland, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Zanzibar,
Mozambique, South West Africa, Kenya, Angola and
British Guiana. The Committee made recommendations on all these territories which have to be considered at this session.
141. In the opinion of the Soviet delegation, the Special
Committee was right to give priority to the s ituation in
the colonies on the African continent, since colonialism
still maintains some of its hold in Africa and its revivals are a serious threat to the peace and security of
nations.
142. It can be said that the Special Committee has
done a good deal of work and the Assembly's decision
at its sixteenth session to establish it was timely and
correct.
143. The recommendations which the Committee has
made take into account the specific features of each
Territory and outline the measures that must be taken
in order to secure independence for the Territories
in question.
144. By hearing a great number of petitioners and
holding a session in Mrica, the Committee drew the
attention of world public opinion to the situation obtaining in those Territories, thereby helping to consolidate
the forces that are in favour of the speedy implementation of the United Nations declaration on the abolition
of the colonial system.
145. The Soviet delegation considers that in discussing the question of the implementation of the Declaration at this session the Assembly should concentrate
on finding the speediest and most effective ways of
bringing the colonial system to an end, as required by
the Declaration, and determining the obstacles to its
implementation. In this respect, the report and recommendations submitted by the Committee have greatly
facilitated our task.
146. During the general debate at this session almost
all representatives referred to the Declaration. Two
approaches to the question became apparent. The vast
majority of speakers, noting with concern that the
Declaration had not yet been fully carried out, made
a legitimate and justified demand that the United Nations take further resolute steps to secure the implementation of the decision adopted at the fifteenth
session of the General Assembly on the abolition of
the colonial system.
147. In opposition to such demands there is another
viewpoint, expressed first and foremost by the representatives of the colonial Powers who, in one way or
another, openly or covertly, defended their own policy,
which is aimed at the preservation of the COlonial
system.
148. Such are the two main trends which became
apparent during the general debate. However, there can
be no doubt that the first of these trends will triumph.
149. Defending their legitimate right to independent
existence, the peoples of Tanganyika. Sierra Leone,
Western Samoa and the British Cameroons freed themselves from colonial slavery during the first year
following the adoption of the Declaration.
150. The second year of this charter of liberation of
the colonial peoples was marked by the historic victory of Algeria. The heroic Algerian people made an
invaluable contribution to the national liberation movement. The victory won by the glorious sons and
daughters of Algeria inspires all those still suffering
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under the colonial yoke to an even more resolute
struggle against their foreign oppressors.
151. Independence has been achieved by the peoples
of Rwanda and Burundi-the last fragments of the
Belgian colonial empire-and by the peoples of
Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago. We recently welcomed
another African State as a new Member of our
Organization-Uganda.

163. At the last session, the General Assembly, in its
resolution 1654 (XVI) of 27 November 1961, drew the
attention of the colonial Powers to the inadmissible
delay in the implementation of the Declaration, saying
that it created an increasingly dangerous situation in
many parts of the world and threatened international
peace and security. At the present session, we are
once more obliged to take up this question.

152. We see in this hall the representatives of the new
States taking part, as full and equal Members of the
United Nations, in the discussion and solution of the
urgent international problems of our time.

164. The whole world knows the situation in the
Portuguese colonies. The crimes which the colonialists continue to commit there yield nothing to those of
the Nazis.

153. On behalf of the peoples and Government of the
Soviet Union, the Soviet delegation is happy to congratulate and welcome the newly independent States and
wholeheartedly wishes them success in their national
development.

165. The United Nations cannot and must not indulge
any longer in fruitless attempts to persuade Portugal.
By openly flouting the fundamental principles of the
United Nations and its most important resolutions,
Portugal has in fact placed itself outside the United
Nations.

154. We cannot fail to recognize the useful contribution which the Declaration has made in speeding up the
process whereby the independent peoples are liberating
their brothers and sisters who still languish under the
colonial yoke in territories seized by the colonialists.
155. The people of India achieved great success in this
righteous cause when, by resolute action, they freed
their ancient territories of Goa, Daman and Diu from
the Portuguese colonialists.
156. The heroic Indonesian people have won a great
victory in their unremitting and just struggle to
liberate West Irian from colonial domination.
157. All this has further strengthened us in our conviction that the colonial system is doomed and that its
final collapse is a foregone conclusion. At the fifteenth
session of the General Assembly, Nikita Sergeevich
Khrushchev, the Head of the Soviet Government, proposing the adoption of the Declaration, stated that:
"To all intents and purposes, the only question now
is whether the colonial system can be buried quietly
or whether its burial will be accompanied by risky
ventures on the part of the adherents of colonialism,
resorting to extreme measures." [869th meeting,
para. 177]
158. He stated also that the doomed colonial system
of government could not be prolonged either by plots or
by force of arms.
159. The Head of the Soviet Government appealed to
the Western countries to agree on measures leading
to the abolition of the colonial system of government
and thus to accelerate this natural historic process,
doing everything possible so that the peoples of the
colonial countries might enjoy equal rights and be able
to decide their own future.
160. Upon analysing the events of the past two years,
we are obliged to note that the Western countr-ies have
not responded to such appeals.
161. The achievements of the past two years in the
liberation of the colonial peoples are no evidence that
the colonial Powers are implementing the Declaration
in good faith.
162. The facts show irrefutably that the colonial
Powers are continuning to frustrate the implementation
of the Declaration and that freedom and independence
are being won by the colonial peoples by means of a
hard and persistent struggle. About 50 million people
are still languishing under the colonial yoke.

166. The Soviet delegation considers that it is high
time to take the strongest measures against another
persistent violator of General Assembly resolutionsthe Government of the Republic of South Afr-ica,
167. Completely ignoring the provisions of the Declaration On the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples, the Government of the Republic
of South Afr ica is seeking by means of terror and force
to perpetuate the colonial regime in South West Africa,
which it has annexed. The Assembly must realize that
the very existence of the indigenous people of South
West Africa is at stake and that only speedy and decisive measures can save them from complete annihilation.
168. The attitude of the United Kingdom Government
towards the Declaration deserves sharp condemnation.
That country is still the largest colonial Power, having
thirty-six colonial possessions with a population of 28
million.
169. Realizing, unlike some other colonial Powers,
that colonialism is inevitably doomed, the United Kingdom is now resorting to various kinds of manoeuvres
to enable it to retain its position in these possessions.
170. Those manoeuvres are quite obvious from the
report of the Committee of Seventeen. While protecting
the anti-democratic racist regime in Southern
Rhodesia which dominates the indigenous population,
the United Kingdom is at the same time pur-suing in
British Guiana a policy of undermining the Government
elected by a majority of that country's population and
replacing it with its own stooges.
171. The manoeuvres of the United Kingdom to force
its colonial possessions before their independence into
unions such as the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, the Federation of the West Indies, the Federation
of Malaysia and the Federation of South Arabia are also
designed to circumvent the clear and unambiguous provisions of the Declaration on the right of peoples
"freely to determine their po ltttca.Latatus ", Let our
position be clearly understood. We are not opposed to
federations as such. But federations or any other unions
can be created only by free peoples, on the basis 'of
their freely expressed will and desire, after they have
liberated themselves from the colonial yoke. Only such
a solution of the question of federations can be in
accordance with the letter and spirit of the Dec laration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples.
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172. The peoples of Kenya, Northern and Southern
Rhodesia, Nyasaland, British Guiana, Zanzibar,
Bechuanaland, Basutoland. Swaziland, Aden and other
United Kingdom possessions are insistently demanding the transfer of power into their own hands and the
immediate granting of independence. The United
Nations must support these legitimate aspirations of
the oppressed peoples and must demand that the United
Kingdom Government implementfully and immediately
the United Nations Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
173. It should not be forgotten, either, that France
still has ten colonial possessions under its domination,
with a population of about 1.3 million.
174. The United Nations Declaration is completely
ignored by the Franco Government of Spain. Since the
adoption of the Declaration, not one of the five Spanish
colonial possessions, with a total population of
1,250,000, has received its freedom. The Spanish
Government is extending its fascist regime to its
colonies and is brutally crushing the movement of the
indigenous populations of the territories severed from
Morocco for reunification with their motherland.
175. In discussing the question of the implementation
of the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples, we cannot avoid touching on the position of the United states, in view of the
fact that the United States is the leading Power among
the Western countries. It must be said frankly that it
depends a great deal on the position ofthe United States
whether the Declaration will be implemented rapidly
and successfully without any disturbances that would
affect the destinies of many nations and the cause of
peace in individual regions or even in the whole world.
Unfortunately, we are obliged to point out that the
United States is providing all possible support to the
major colonial Powers, such as Portugal, South Africa,
the United Kingdom, and others. It has, for example,
refused to take firm measures against the South African racists; this became clear as a result of the discussion in the Special Political Committee on the policy
of apartheid carried out by the Government of the
South African Republic. The United States voted against
the resolution which reflected the views of all those
who are fighting for a just solution of this question.
176. The same United States policy, which essentially
is to support the colonial Powers in their fight against
the oppressed nations, was also evident during the
meetings of the Committee of Seventeen. The United
States delegation voted against the Committee's resolutions on Northern Rhodesia, Bechuanaland, Basutoland, Swaziland, Mozambique and Angola, resolutions
which were designed, as we all know, to further the
implementation in these territories of the Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples. The United States delegation also objected
to the hearing of petitioners by the Committee and to
the Committee's visit to Africa.
177. We must also note that the United States has not
complied with the terms of the Declaration as regards
its own COlonial possessions, such as the Pacific
Islands, Puerto Rico and American Samoa. On the contrary, it is trying to tighten its grip on those territories.
178. Allow me to quote from an article by United
States Brigadier General Hugh B. Hester (Ret.},
entitled "The Many Forms of Colonialism" and printed
in New World Review of March 1962. Referring to the
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Pacific Territories under United States administration, General Hester writes:
"Saipan, the Marshall, the Mariana and Caroline
Islands are technically held under the trusteeship of
the U.S. Government•..•these islands are controlled
and owned by the U.S. Government without any outside supervision just as are the colonies of other
colonial powers. Even more disturbing is the case
of the Ryukyu Is lands which include Okinawa •.. They
too are now controlled, owned and operated as a
colony of the U.S."
179. It is a fact that Okinawa has, under United States
colonial control, been transformed into a military base
that bristles with rockets equipped with nuclear warheads. It is interesting that when the mandated islands
of Saipan and Tinian were taken from Japan in 1947 and
placed under United States trusteeship, the United
States delegation in the United Nations Committee concerned with the matter declared that Japan had been
deprived of the mandate for the sole reason that in
using those islands as military bases it had created a
threat to other countries. But today the United States,
forgetting its own statements, is in effect repeating
Japan's actions.
180. Puerto Rico is also still held in colonial status.
The United States Government has now decided to conduct a "plebiscite" there on the question whether or
not the Puerto Ricans want independence. One may well
ask what kind of plebiscite, what kind of free expression of the popular Will, is possible when there is a
United States military base on the island, when the
"plebiscite "will be held by the United States colonial
administration under the bayonets of the United States
marines.
181. As stated by Juan Corretjer, Executive Secretary
of the Puerto Rican party, Acci6n Patri6tica Unita rta,
such a plebiscite is not a juridical means of liberating
colonies, but an instrument of annexation. Or take, for
example, the United States position with respect to
American Samoa. When the islands of Western Samoa
obtained independence last year, did the United states
take that opportunity to grant independence to its own
colony? It did not. The Assembly will recall the lengths
to which the United States representatives went to avoid
such a deoision,
182. In the article to which I have already referred,
General Hester also speaks of otherforms of colonialism and notes that economic control can be just as
effective as actual occupation, and often more profitable. He writes: "It is in the practice of this type of
colonialism that the U.S. 'power elite' has demonstrated its greatest skill. In this sense the United
States is now the greatest colonial Power•. •",
183. The main force driving the colonial Powers to
oppose the implementation of the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples is their desire to preserve the economic position of the many international monopolies in such dependent countries. A host of United States, United
Kingdom, French, West German and other monopolies
are lining their pockets through rapacious exploitation
of the natural resources and indigenous people of the
colonial countries. The political leaders of the colonial
Powers defend their selfish economic interests above
all.
184. The Committee of Seventeen amassed a great
deal of irrefutable evidence that the policy of the
Western Powers towards the colonial territories of
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Central and South Africa is determinedby the interests
of 100 very large corporations which, like octopuses,
have fastened their tentacles to the national wealth of
these countries and are sucking hundred of millions of
dollars from them into their safes.
185. This region which is the most industrially developed part of Africa, has been drawn into the sphere of
activity of the international monopolies constituting the
so-called South African Empire. The leading role in
this part of Africa is played by the Rhodesian Selection
Trust, by the Anglo-Amertcan Corporation of South
Africa, headed by Oppenheimer, the uncrowned king of
South Africa, by the British South Africa Company,
which owns the subsoil right to 16,000 square miles in
Nyasaland and plantations covering 134,000 acres in
Southern Rhodesia, by Mozambique Gulf Oil, owned by
the Mellon group, and by other companies.
186. In Angola, 90 per cent of the territory is a concession of the Anglo-Portuguese Angola Diamond
Company. The Benguela Railway in Angola, which
connects Katanga with the Atlantic ports, is 90 per
cent owned by Tanganyika Concessions, the controlling
interest in which is held by the Rockefellers. These
powerful corporations have now been joinedby the West
German Krupp concern, which has signed a contract
with the Portuguese Government for the mining of iron
ore in Angola.
187. The Standard Oil Company of the Rockefellers
dominates industry in Portuguese Guinea. In Mozambique, the MeIlons ' Mozambique Gulf Oil has obtained
a concession for coal and oil prospecting covering an
area of 120,000 square kilometres, which is 15per cent
of the colony's total area. Of the fourteen sisal companies in Mozambique, three are British and five West
German. Moz.ambique!s sugar company is also in
British hands. The Belgian Soci~t~ miniere et g~olo
gique du Zambese owns 60 per cent of the shares in
the Mozambique coal-mining industry.
188. In South West Africa the mining and export of
minerals are in the hands of United Kingdom companies such as the Consolidated Mines of South West
Africa. The six chief copper mines in Northern
Rhodesia belong to two companies dominated by United
States capital.
189. Premier Jagan of British Guiana provided the
Committee of Seventeen with some striking data on how
the administering Power safeguards the interest of
foreign capital. It seems that the income of the foreign
companies, which control the main branches of the
country's economy, is not scrutinized by the British
Guiana Government but by a tax commission of the administering Power. In fact, the British Guiana Government, though it is responsible for the economic development of the country, is not given access to the figures
showing the income of foreign companies and the
amounts of money they remove from the country. Many
companies with the connivance of the Administering
Power, are completely exempt from taxation. Among
them are a number of United States and British companies that produce aluminum, extract bauxite, refine
sugar, etc. This far from exhausts the list of foreign
monopolies that are plundering the peoples under
colonial rule.
'
190. The facts show that the liberation movement of
colonial peoples is being opposed by a powerful international alliance of big monopolies which are organically linked with the State machinery of the colonial
Powers and exert a decisive influence on their policies.

In this respect the revelations of Lord Robins, the
President of the British South Africa Company, are
most significant. Speaking at the sixty-fourth annual
meeting of the Company, he stated:
"I am glad to be able to tell you today that I have,
from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, a firm
assurance in writing that, in the proposed new Constitution for Northern Rhodesia, Her Majesty's
Government will retain sufficient powers to prevent
any breach of the 1950 agreement on the part of the
Northern Rhodesia Government."

Under the 1950 agreement the British South Africa
Company is the owner of the Northern Rhodesia mineral rights until the year 1986.
191. These words contain the very essence of the
colonial Powers' policy towards the colonies. In order
to safeguard the selfish interests ofthe monopolies, the
colonial peoples are denied their acknowledged right
to independence and every effort is made to perpetuate
their economic and cultural backwardness. Any move
towards independence is ruthlessly suppressed.
192. In the report of the Committee of Seventeen
[A/5238] it is noted with alarm that the colonial
authorities are making intensified military preparations with a view to crushing the national liberation
movement of colonial peoples by force of arms. This
applies first and foremost to Angola, Southern
Rhodesia, South West Africa and Mozambique. Portugal, for instance, during the past year reinforced its
garrisons in Mozambique with fresh military units
numbering up to 50,000 men. Paratroopandcommando
forces make up the bulk of the newly landed troops.
Fifteen new military airfields have been built in
Mozambique in areas close to the borders of Tanganyika and Nyasaland, A white settlers I civilian militia
known as the volunteers' corps has been organized.
Arms and ammunition depots have been set up at all
large plantations in the north of the country. In view
of these alarming facts, the Committee of Seventeen
notes in its resolution [ibid., chap. VIII, para. 109J
that Portugal's policy with respect to Mozambique
"is a challenge to the United Nations and world public
opinion and is a serious threat to peace and security
in Africa". The Committee deeply deprecated the repressive measures against the people of Mozambique
and called for their immediate cessation.
193. The General Assembly should pay particular
heed to the danger created by arms deliveries from
Western countries to colonies for the suppression of
the peoples' national liberation movement. It is stated
in the report of the Special Committee on Territories
under Portuguese Administration that much of the
military and other equipment at Portugal's disposal
was supplied to it by members of NATO. The Special
Committee found that as long as those arms were in
the hands of Portugal they would be used against
African nationalist movements regardless of any
assurances to the contrary that Portugal might give.
It is obvious, the report states, that any such assistance so rendered represents an implication in the
suppression of the movement for freedom in the Territories under Portuguese administration.
194. Can the United Nations go on acquiescing in NATO
arms continuing to play so deadly a part in suppressing
the national liberation movement in Africa, the struggle
for independence of the colonial peoples and the desire
of the young African states to consolidate their independence and secure peace?
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195. If we are serious about implementing the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples, we must stop the flow of military
assistance from NATO to the colonialists in Africa
immediately and place a complete embargo on the sale
and delivery of arms to African and other colonies.
This is the conclusion reached by the Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration,
and similar recommendations are set forth in a number
of resolutions presented by the Committee of Seventeen. The Soviet delegation believes that these recommendations should be vigorously supported by the
General Assembly.
196. Heed must also be paid to the increasingly
emphatic demands being made by African countries
concerning military bases and foreign troops on
African soil. This issue is closely bound up with the
problem of the final abolition of colonialism. The
colonial peoples regard the removal of military bases
and foreign troops from their soil as one of the main
prerequisites for their attainment of genuine independence.
197. NATO has seventeen air bases and seven naval
bases in Africa. The number of military units and the
fire-power of these bases exceed all that the Western
countries had in Africa at the time of their unchallenged sway on that continent. These bases are directed
against the independence of the African States and the
colonial peoples.
198. The representatives of the indigenous people of
Kenya who spoke before the Committee of Seventeen
plainly stated that the presence of British military
bases in Kenya was a major threat to the country and
not only impeded the attainment of independence but
also hindered co-operation between Kenya and other
African States. They expressed serious concern over
the fact that the United Kingdom was keeping nuclear
weapons at those bases, and they asked the Committee
to urge the United Kingdom to remove their bases.
During the events in Kenya between 1952 and 1960, the
land and air forces stationed at the bases were used
against the Africans. These forces are still kept in full
readiness for use against the liberation of the people of
Kenya.
199. However, the NATO countries continue to disregard the legitimate demands of the peoples of Africa.
Furthermore, the encirclement of Africa with military
bases continues apace. West Germany is now involved
in this business. According to the United Kingdom
Press, the Government of Portugal has concluded an
agreement with the Federal Republic of Germany within the framework of NATO, undertaking to make air
bases in the territory of Portugal available to it.
200. A particularly active part in this respect is
played by the United States, which has set up and is now
seeking to expand a network of its military bases embracing many areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
If in 1943 the armed forces of the United States were
deployed in thirty-nine States, in 1953 they were
stationed in forty-nine, and in 1960 in the territory of
seventy-nine States.
201. The Soviet delegation is deeply convinced that the
peace and security of the African peoples and the complete elimination of colonialism in this continent cann?t
be achieved without the liquidation of foreign bases In
the territory of African States and the withdrawal of all
foreign troops. We fully support this demand of the
peoples of Africa and consider that the General Assem-
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bly must speak out decisively and with all its authority
and compel the NATO countries to comply with this
legitimate demand.
202. The policies of the Western Powers in colonial
matters may be seen in their most unattractive form
in the Congo. The colonial Powers, having unleashed
their aggression against the Republic of "the Congo,
continue to interfere in the country's internal affairs
in the interests of the great foreign monopolies of the
United Kingdom, Belgium, the United States and France
which have ensconced themselves there. The Western
Powers are doing everything to prevent the clamour
over the Congo from dying down, for it enables them to
intrigue and divide up the riches of the country. The
recently published report.z/ of the Officer-in-charge of
the United Nations Operation in the Congo contains a
wealth of factual evidence showing that the Western
Powers are still lording it in the Congo. As may be
seen from the report, the number of mercenaries in
'I'shombets army continues to grow, all of them being
sent there by Belgium and other Western Powers.
Whether overtly or covertly, 'I'shombe is in fact receiving an uninterrupted supply of aircraft, weapons
and equipment from Belgium, the United Kingdom, the
United states, France and the Federal Republic of
Germany. Ambassadors and other representatives of
the United States, the United Kingdom and Belgium
are carrying on backstage negotiations with 'I'shombe
which, in the final analysis are leading to the consolidation of his separatist regime and the further dismemberment of the Congo.
203. We also cannot overlook the fact the Western
Powers are using the United Nations machinery for
these purposes, as a result of which representatives
of the United Nations administration and troop command in the Congo are actually protecting 'I'shombes
r~gime, thus enabling him to consolidate his poaition,
'I'shombets separatist activities now present a ser-ious
threat not only to the territorial integrity and independence of the Republic of the Congo, but also to the
peoples of neighbouring countries, above all to those
of Angola, Northern and Southern Rhodesia andNyasaland, who are engaged in an arduous struggle to throw
off the colonial yoke.
204. The United States, which in November 1961 voted
for the Security Council decision to put an end to
Katangese separatism, has in pra,ctice I?revented t~at
decision from being carried out In the Interest of Its
compact with its allies, above all the United Kingdom,
Belgium and France, and it is now trying to make a
deal with them behind the back of the Congolese people
to the detriment of their fundamental national interests,
to the detriment of the unity and independence of the
Republic of the Congo.
205. The Soviet delegation believes. that the United
Nations must take energetic steps to put a stop to
interference by the United States, the United Kingdom,
Belgium and France in the internal affairs of the Republic of the Congo, and to secure compliance wit.h the
Security Council decisions concerning the expuls ion of
foreign mercenaries from Katanga and the complete
subordination of Katanga to the Central Government of
the Congo.
206. As the facts show, the United states, the United
Kingdom, Portugal, the Republic of South ~fr~ca,
France and other colonial Powers are f rustrating im-
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plementation of the Declaration. This is confirmed by
the report submitted to us by the Special Committee of
Seventeen.
207. Despite the hindrances and obstacles created by
the colonial Powers, the Special Committee has done
important and useful work, as we can see from its
report.
208. As far as the practical recommendations submitted by the Special Committee of Seventeen are
concerned, the Soviet delegation considers that those
concerning Angola and South West Africa should be
taken up when the General Assembly come to discuss
the corresponding items on its agenda. The question
of Southern Rhodesia, as you know, has already been
considered at this session. The Committee's recommendations on the remaining territories should be
approved at the present stage so that they may acquire
the force of General Assembly decisions.
209. The Soviet delegation considers that the General
Assembly's main task in this regard at the present
session is to take such decisions as will force the
colonialists to subordinate their narrow, mercenary
interests to those of mankind as a whole, in other
words, will force them to fulfil the requirements of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples without further delays or
excuses. These decisions should guide the Committee
of Seventeen in its further work.
210. Above all, the Assembly must resolutely support
the proposal of the delegation of the Republic of Guinea
that the earliest possible time limit should be set for
the complete and final liquidation of the colonial
system.
211. If the Declaration is to be carried out, the colonial Powers must be compelled to cease forthwith all
military and repressive action against the peoples of
colonies and dependent territories, to withdraw their
troops and military personnel, and to liquidate all military bases in those territories.
212. Decisive steps must be taken to enable the
peoples of colonies and Non-Self-Governing Territories to exercise their inalienable right to democracy
and freedom, ine luding freedom of speech, of the Press
and of assembly, and the right to set up political parties and public organizations. All laws and regulations
restricting or prohibiting the activities of political
parties and public organizations should be immediately
revoked and an unconditional amnesty proclaimed for
all political prisoners in colonies and other Non-SelfGoverning Territories. All laws and orders permitting
racial discrimination shot1Jd likewise be revoked.
213. Since colonial administrations are continuing to
frustrate the transfer of power to the indigenous populations, new administrative bodies must be elected in
the colonies and Non-Self-Governing Territories on the
basis of universal suffrage with secret ballot. Only if
this is done can genuinely national democratic institutions-be created in those territories, and itis to them
that all power must be transferred.
214. We consider that the United Nations must demand
the immediate revocation of all agreements previously
imposed by the colonial Powers restricting and violating the sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity of Trust and other Non-Self-Governing Territories. Finally, we must demand the immediate
revocation of all State acts annexing Non-Self-Governing Territories or parts of them to the metropolitan

countries. The colonial Powers must also be told
firmly that the question whether any colony or part
of any colony is to become part of a federation can be
decided only by the people of the colony themselves,
by the free expression of their will after they have
attained independence.
215. The continuing efforts of the colonizers to undermine the national unity and territorial integrity of
colonies, as well as of countries which have already
freed themselves from colonial regimes, deserve to be
roundly condemned.
216. The Soviet delegation believes that the General
Assembly cannot pass over yet another question affecting the vital interests of millions of people: that of the
return by the colonialists of all the lands seized and
appropriated by them. These lands, which from time
immemorial have belonged to the indigenous population, must be returned to their true owners. It is the
General Assembly's duty to help the peoples to restore
historical justice.
217. The peoples expect the General Assembly at its
seventeenth session to adopt the most resolute measures against the Portuguese colonizers, and against
the South African usurpers and racists who for years
now have insolently and criminally trampled on the
Charter of the United Nations and the decision of the
General Assembly.
218. The Soviet delegation considers that the General
Assembly has more than sufficient grounds for demanding the immediate application of political, economic and other sanctions to Portugal and the Republic
of South Africa as provided for in Articles 41 and 42 of
the Charter.
219. It goes without saying that the United States and
other NATO allies of Portugal must cease all assistance to the Salazar Government, which is using it for
the mass destruction of the peoples of Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea.
220. The Soviet delegation is convinced that the United
Nations must also require those of its Members which
are assisting the colonial Powers immediately to cease
such assistance if it can be used against peoples fighting for liberation from colonial dependence.
221. The proposals advanced by the Soviet delegation
are all in full accordance with the spirit of the Declaration and are aimed at its speediest implementation.
The Soviet delegation hopes that the General Assembly
will carefully consider these proposals and adopt a
decision that will really help to bring about the final
and complete destruction of colonialism on earth.
222. In conclusion, I should like to touch upon the
statement made by the United States representative,
who embarked upon a not very plausible attempt to
divert the General Assembly from a discussion of so
important a question as the implementation of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples.
223. He again repeated an already familiar slander to
which the United States usually has recourse in order
to mask its imperialist policies and to distract the
Assembly's attention from the Importaat queations before it.
224. The United States delegation does not like the
fact that fifteen soviet socialist republics have joined
together in one great union-the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. It does not like the relations of friend-
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ship, co-operation and mutual assistance prevailing
among our republics. Neither does it like our successes, with which the whole world is now familiar,
in science, technology, culture, industry and other
areas of human activity.
225. But there is nothing that we can do, so to speak,
to help the United states. We, in our turn, might also
say that we do not like the capitalist system that exists
in the United States. But we do not for that reason
propose that the General Assembly should discuss or
condemn it, since it is the internal affair of the United
States.
226. Delegations undoubtedly realize that the slanderous statement by the United States representative represents an attempt to intensify the cold war atmosphere
in the United Nations and to distract the Assembly from
discussing the liquidation of the colonial system.
227. If the United States is really interested in
strengthening the spirit of constructive co-operation in
the United Nations, it should bend its efforts not to
inventing slanders against the Soviet Union but to
answering with appropriate deeds the burning desire
of all the world's peoples to put an end to the shameful
colonial system.
228. It is the liquidation of the colonial system, this
grim legacy of the imperialist epoch andsource of wars
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and international tension, that will bring freedom to the
peoples of the colonies and strengthen world peace and
international security.
229. It is on this that all countries interested in peace
and international co-operation should concentrate their
efforts.
230. The PRESIDENT: I recognize the representative
of Japan for the exercise of the right of reply.
231. Mr. MATSUI (Japan): The representative of the
Soviet Union has in the course of his statement chosen
to refer at some length to the islands of Ryukyu which
constitute an integral part of Japan. On this point I
reserve the right of my delegation to reply to the
representative of the Soviet Union after due examination of his statement. At the present moment it would
be sufficient to point out that the matter is totally out
of the scope of the item under discussion here.
232. The PRESIDENT: I have a list of over sixty
speakers in the general debate on this item, including
those of course who have spoken today. In order to
enable all those who want to participate in the debate
to put forward whatever they want to say, I shall
naturally be watching the progress of the debate and
should it become necessary next week we may to have
recourse to evening sittings of the Assembly.
The meeting rose at 6.05 p.m.
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5~ A study of the pOlitioal map oUhe world, however,
sho\vs that today~ two years after the ~dopt1oll.of the
Deolaration, only nine names have been orosseli off
the list of oolonlal territories•. If the number, of
terl'ltories aohieving tndependenoe eachyear oontiopes
to Increase at the present rate, it will take a very long
time fo:t the eig\lty odd oolonlal territories still·· in
eXl6tenoe in Afrioa, Asia and Latin A."Oerio1\ to ~
liberated, despite the faot that the <Deolaro.t1on ex-.
pressly stipulat~d, as long ago as '1960, that 0.11 J;lower
shoulCl be transferred to the colonial peoples immedi'al.ely.oo

(Pakistan).

0

6. Today, two years stnce the adoption o(the Deolar::- "

ation it is becoming inoreasingly clear that the colonial
powe'rs whose duty it is to im'plamentth!EI, Declaration
1h the absenoe of the President, Mr. ZeD. (Colombia), have
been f'utstripped' by events, areoonduotlng"
:::::;~~'.""President, took the Chair.
a polioy oontrary to the lessons of history, disregarding the will cif the United Nations and [eoAGENDA ITEM 25
pardlalng the very authority and effioienoy QOf the fJ
The situation with regard to the Implementation of the
,,0
'
Organization.
DeclaratIon on the granting of Independence to colonial
7.
aThe Committee ofSeventeen;:V to whoseJaboursJl~,e \.\
eeunerles' and peoples: report of the Special 90mmlttl:e
report under disoussion [A/5238] bears Witness, has
established under General Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI)
supplied us with a vast mass of information, and
(continued)
with some oonolustons, enabling us to make a thorough study of the implementati~'''. of the t/(jQJaration
1. Mr. NICOLAESCU (Romania): 1,'his is the third
and pattioularly, of the difficultie~ which the colonial
time that the problem of the abolition of oolonialism,
peoples have to.overcome,
as a system, has oome before the General Assembly.
8. The colonial Pmvers oppose the implementat~onof
2. The UnitedNations has reoognized the considerable
the Declaration and the development of the !reedom'
importance of the histOrical prooess of the liberation 'movement in a Wide variety of ways, raqging from
of peoples and has given this immense contemporary
military oamllaigns-wh,ioh provoke the justified indigforce its firm support, proclaiming solemnly that
nation of all mankind-to repress the peoples fighting
colonialism in all its forms and manifestations must
for their independence, as in Angola, Mqz.~mbiqHe an~
be wiped out immediately and unconditionally. The
other Portuguese colonies, to politioal manoeuy,res deDeclaration 01'1 the granting of independence to colonial
signed to weaken the anto-oolontal front. They claim
oountries and peoples adopted two years ago by the
that these peoples are not ready for self-government;
General' Assembly [resolution 1514 (XV)) at the
they ., ~awo up programmes of minor refor~s wpich
instigation of the Soviet Union, has stimulated the
in faot strengthen .colonia! domination, they launch
efforts of the colonial peoples by offering them noble
lengthy negotiations' to sustain the illusion ofim,.miIdeals, great hopes and a powerful weapon for speeding
nent change and they create ,and nurture dis~e~ion
up the process of ltberaclon,
between looal political parties or different g~oups,
of the population,
3. The tme has now come to render mankind an
account of the application of this histo,rio document
9. The haste with Which this is being done and the
and to assess the effeotivel1'JS8-Uf,~he .:United Nations
wide range of methods used show the,~rgency with
action 'in this crucial. matter of \~he liberation pf
which the colonial Powers are trying to"shore up
peoples. In the opiniQncQt m~,[ delegatfon, its effeotive- " _the position and privileges which -they derive from
ness should be judged prirnarily by the success of' .the' colonial relationship. They refuse to relinquisb
the United Nations in enst:!'ing the requistte conditions
the fabulous riches of the colonies, .the huge profits
fOItspeeding up the" liberation of colonial peoples
obtained from colonial exploitation and thee cheap"
and sWeeping away the lastvestfges of colonialism,
labour available to them i.n the colontes,
4, The scope of the xevolut,onary movement, the
10. Hundreds of years ago~1 the colonial p~oll,les had
presence in our niid~t,as independent. States, of
to bear heavy sacrifices as> al'esultof, the arrival
"heroic AlgerIa, Burundt, R~anda, ~amaica, Trini~ad
on their land of the first so-called "civilizers" from
and Tobago and Uganda, whose achievement of 111dependence we have welcomed with enthusiasm, and
e t.he . ~e)titegration. of ,other territories .in .the states
,!J Sp'eclai com~ltt~e on the Situatl.onw!thregard to the Im~lemen
\"1 whioh they were part are proof that the ~claration t!\tJ.on of the Declaration on the, Granting of Independence to Colonial
'CbUIitrles and Peoples.
has had a positive effe.ct.
I
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~ln'opo \\1lo, by Ioroe and blaokmail, appl'opriated.,
vast territor~es;.today, it is only at the oost of I;rent'
saorlfioesthat tne people 01 the cclentee o,an ))ring
nbout the depnrture of the colonialists from tll~ i'
territories they have plundered,
G
11. It is the Immense, extraordinarily rioh and
varied natura] resources or Central and Southern
Afrioa, the bauxite of Surinam anel the phosphates
of Nauru whioh explain the obstinnte resistanoe or the
i:nperiallst Powers to the liberation of the cctontea,
12, "Mr, Jnok Jones, a Britishm.emberofParliament(
onoe said that there was in CentralAfrioa an immense
eoonomio potantinl "w¥oh we cannot afford ~o lose";
suoh ht\d been said ab'out the "Copper Belt", but he
wished to inform his honourable oolleagues that
wittout its wealth the United Kingdom, and the
UnUed States too, would within ten years be very
muoh reduced.
13. Mr. WUlinm E. B. Dubois, a well-known Amerroan
authority, maintained that the slave..trade could be
said, ,:without fear of exaggeration, to have oost Blaok
Africa 100 million souls-yet people still wondered
what were the causes of the oultural stagnation 1.n
that region smce 1600.
,
14. When the slave-trade came to an end, the
oolonialists I profits depended.upon eoonomio bondage
and savage exploitation of the cheap labour supplied
by apartheid, upon racist/~aws promoted to the rank
of instit\~tions, upon disc.l'iminatory laws, upeit refusal to grant the indigenous inhabitants elementary
political rights, and upon usurpation of their land,
obscurantism etc.
.
"
15. -These are only new forms of exploitation: the
essence is the same, slavery. Moreover, the results
too ,~r(3 similar. The slave-trade cost Africa 100
millfon human beings. But how many millions have
the colonial wars such as the Algerian war, the
massacres such as those in Angola, and the terrorism
such as that reigning in South Africa, Southern Rhodesia
and, a few years ago, in Kenya cost AfriCa? In the
rich area of the Rhodesias '.the average-life expectation
is no more than thirty years, and in Reunion it is
scarcely twenty-six. What does a~l this mean, if not
the steady destruction of vast human resources?
~,M.Some of to representatives who preceded II!e
~ightly eI!1phasized the collective nature of contemporary colonialism, It is clear to us that it is not
only, the colonial. peoples who have to face that
aspect of colonialtsm today, W~_,- too are aware of
that tendency within the United Nations.

0

West German IndustriaUfJts, who profltedfrom the .
exeploltnUcm of KatangnOs rlohes have always stood " "
side by side "11th the Belgian industrialists and they ,
nre stlU noting jointly. today,
19, Reoently, petitioners intol'mecl the Committee
of Seventeen thnt, by an agreement with tha United
Kingdom Government, all Angola's diamond mining
had been ceded t9 the Compnnhia de Diamantes de
Angola, The Board
Direotors of that Company,
however, inolude~ she famou$ industrialist, Oppen...:
heimer and directors, of De Beel't; and of the SooiGt6
G6n6rale de Belgique.
20, This whole natwork of finanoialinterests has a
supranational chnraoter, Professor W, Wolfe, of
Washington University, referdng to this, desoribed
it as a speoial kind ot' autonomous system, which is
in effeot supranntional, having a speota! kind of
influenoe, if not full control, over resouroes whtoh
are usually regarded as national resources of States.
21. In this complex supranatlonal system, it is
possible to discern monopoltstlo oapita\ from the
United Kingdom, West Germany, Franoe, Belgium
and especially the United States of America. As
the main finanoial force of the western world( United
states monopolies ocoupy a dominant position in the
management of colonial companies and in the formation
of the polioy of these companies, As the policy of
the United States has been and always will be the
product of 1J1,',-operaUon between business and govern..
ment, the presence of weapons of United ~tlates
manufacture in Angola and South Africa is perfectly
comprehensible, as is the support whioh the United
States representattves give the colonial Powers in
the General Assembly and its commissions and
committees.
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22. It ,oan confidently be maintatned that the new
version of old colonial empire on which tbe sun never
set is an empire formed of Interlocking international
financial and economic interests, with the lion's share
going to the Unlted'Btates monopolies,
23. More than half mankind has suffered painfully
from the system of colonial oppression and exploitation, and the Romanian delegation shares the deep
disquiet expressed at this rostrum by many Mrican
and Latin American delegations regarding -the tragic
consequences which the continuance of this system
may entail;"

24. Today"mankind, is (Jailed upon to face some Vf}ry
grave problems resulting from the inhuman colonial
system which has held a large part of the world in
thrall for so many years.- Vast areas of the globe now
17. In th~ old days; centuries ago, the colonial
.
offer
irrefutable evidence of the retrograde effects
Powers used to divide the world into spheres of
of colonialtsm on the productive forces of society,
Influenoe., by imperialistic agreements. Over half
for colonialism has deprived the people of incalculable
the Members in this forum know that from their
possibilities of development, and prosperity. ,The
own expertence, Nowadays, the modern variation of
abolitlol\of the gap between the level of development
concerted -aotton by the colonial Powers is a union of
of the countries .which have experienced 01' are experith.e world-wide ramifications of tl1eir economic,
encing colonial oppression and that of the handful of
finan~11al and milit~ry cinterests',
.
Powers which have enriched themselves by the ex"
la. If the activity of the foreign monopoltes-in Central .ploitation of those countries has become one of the
and Southern Africa'is considered, a fair idea will be
major concerns of mankind, and hence of the United
formed of how theinterests of the nine main .companies
Nat~ons. It is clear. that the"'dire consequences of
C'Qlonialism create.. particularly difficult' problem
aotive thl'oughout this region are represented and interwoven. The tragedy of the Congolese people, the
):o.!' . the whole. of mankind •. Those who, in one way or
seoesston of Katanga and the part played by the
,another, vote for, or. try to foster, the, conti~uat~on
pnion Mini~re. du, Haut Katanga .in this affair throw
of the colonial. system are helping to maintain the
;furtli~r light on the subject. Katanga _used lct belong -. force which produces these grave pro1)lems',andnourishes them.
.
to Belgium, but the British, American,. Frenoh and
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26. Th~ total. abolition of cthe oolonial system in nll
its fo.~ms and manifestations is an urgent matter
whioh brooks no delay. Despite the obstruotion of the
ooloniaUsts, the people will attain freedom, but the
longer the last phase of oolo~inUsm-1ts denth tlu'oesis permated to endure, the greater their dlffioulties
will be and the weakEn' their independenoe.
iJ
2G. The cotontes are being inoreasingly transformed
into econcmtc depenclEmoios of the colonial Powers.
Colonialism plunders not only the present but the
future of the oolonial peoples. Its matntenance therefore meana oondemning the future independent States
tQ inoreasingly eertcua dlfiioulties and aggravating
the eoonomio disequlllbrium of the wQrldaooordingly.

27. Moreover. the colonial Powers are no\v'seeldng
new forms of colonialism to enable. them to hold onto
their pr.ivlleges. For this they are resorting to a
variety of methods, from encouraging the creation of
raoist States like Southern Rhodesia to imposingmUitary bases whose existence wlll considerably limit
the sovf.treignty of the independent State of the future.
Many representatives have, from this rostrum, voiced
their anXiety at the faot that the United states and
other members of NA'l'O have established so many
military bases in the oolonial world,'thus jeopardlzing
the freedom of the people and the peace of the world~
28. Support is given to non-popular movements, while
reoognition is denied to r€lgimes whioh have bean
established demooratioally but whose tendenoies are
not, to the liking of the cotontausts, as is the case in
British Gutana ; arrangements are made between 0010nial Powers to the detriment of the future States.
I might mentionthe well-known Anglo-Amerioan agree- .
ments regarding the leashrg, ,for decades to come, of
naval bases on the territory of United Kingdom colonies
in the Caribbean, agreements which, it is claimed,
must be recognized by the Governments of these
colonies whe'h t..'ey become free.
29. It is not clear that such colonialist actions are '.
designed to limit the independence of the future states
and to impose on them in advance a political orientation which is favourable to the colonial Powers:? The
more, the colonialists. are able to make these arrangements final, the more tragic will be the consequences
for the people of the colonies.•
30. What is more, the maintenance of colonial rule
in certain territories impedes the efforts towards unity
and solidarity of the peoples who have suffered or are,
still suffering colonial explottatton: it severely handi,;:';
caps the endeavours of the liberated states to accelerate their eoonomto and spiritual development
through mutual assistance.
31. In the Cairo Declaration of DevelopingCountries Y
we read the foHowing:
"The Conference ••• urges complete decolontzation as being necessary for the economic development
of tbe.dependent peoples and-the exercise of sovereign rights over their national resources." [AI
i5162':,pat;!!~..~ . -r\~. The Economic' Commission for Africa· is dis.c!l,§sing questions of basic importance for the progress.
C" "'" ('\\rrica, such as .the co-ordination of. economic
l .•.o rts ..a.t,.the .region.all.e.v.el,. t. he establish~e. n.to.f.
\ in African common market and the expansion of
c
the continental transportsystein.
';, ,~~
o

~DeciBratiollof the. Collferellce or. the Problems of Economic
OeveloPIl1.'il llt; held-at Cairo from 9;tq, 18 July'1962.

._789

3S. How is itpoasible to dlsl'egnrd the obstnoles thnt '
are hampering the aohievement of these objeotives
nnd thnt are due. to the perslatence o[ooloniqUsm.
even today, in a larb~part of Afrioa? At the present
time only about one tenth of the trade between Afrioan
oountries takes place on the continent itseU and until
quitereoently lt was neOesl;IflrY, in order to go for
example from Aoorn to Casablanoa, to go-Via Paris
or London, whioh doubled the dtstance,
34. How is it possible to dls;regard the evil consequences of the "divide and rulbl'l taotios used by the
ooloniallsts in order to open wide the door to future
bitter oonfliots between oountries and peoples? General
Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI) draws out attention
to the faot that:
"further rdelay in the aPI?liolition of the Deolnrat!on
ls a oontinuing source of international oonflict
and disharmony, seriously inipl;ldesinternational cooperation, and is oreating an inoreasingly dangerous
situation In many parts of the world whioh may
threaten international peaoe and SeOUl'!ty."

35. In its report, the Committee,oof Seventeen notes
tha,t the situation in AngOla, Katanga.South West
Afrioa, Soilthern Rhodesia and Mozattlbique constitut(ls
a real danger to world peace,
36. Many representatives have stressedthat.the exis«
tenoe in tbe heart of Africa of the South Afrioan
raoialist ,r~gime, a real bulwark of oolonialism against
the Uberatiq,n of the peoples, constttutes-a permanent
threat to Africa, and perhaps to the w1)ole world. The
cause fOr the Immediate abolition of colonialism is
therefore the oauseL' of mankind,the cause of peaoe .
and.international co-operation•. ~,

37. In formulating these observations, the Romanian
delegation has been greatly assisted by the diligent
activities oarried out by the Special Co.ttlmi~tee of
Seventeen which was.entrusted with the tmplementatton .
of the Declaration enthe granting of independence to
colonial countries and people. In my delegation's view.
the Committee has done us~fub~ork in promoting the,
liq,erationof.colonial peoplesand has provided a'6road
platform from which the distinguished representatives ,
of ;thesepeoples may voicethe appeals of the oppressed .'
peoples. to the conscience of mankind.
38. The Committee's .recommendatlons and conclusions are in ,harmony with the ;princlplelOl of the
Declaration and are acceptable to my deleg'ation. The
invariably negative attitude of the. four colonial
Powers on the Committee towards the reoommendatlons does not diminlsh their value but, rather,
illustrates the spirit in. which these Powers make a
show. gf co-operating in t6e liberation of the colonial
peoples, generollslyof~~ring,~heir. co-operatlo», In
worlds, from" the rostrum ,of the United ,Nations.
1 • History. shows that the 90lonial peoples have ne~e;r
been .able to count on the generosity of the colo~ialists,
for. their liberation but only .on tl)ein, oW1'I: exertion!:!
and t~.e .support
of those Who,
like
them, have iQiown
" .
.
\1
•
fo:ceign domtnation,
.
.~

39. 'We shouldralso like to 'commend the .abtlonof '
the. Committee .In taking. up, first and .foreriost, the
territories which present' urgentpro1:ilemsandjgtving
priority to the problems of Africa.'J.'herecanbe no .
doubt that the. resolutfon'whieh.the Gener:l1AF.lsembi§ >'
willadqpt at the. close of tbese dtscusstons .wilt
giveneWstJ.:ength. tothe Committeean~to,thd~~i:r
have1,lpheld the idea~s.. w,,hioh le4to itsestablif!Jhment.
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4.0. The Romantanpeople,feelWlll'msympathytowal'dg
the IQolo"lal peoples andstnnd shoulder to shoulder
with them in the struggle for national independeno"). In
the international forum the Romanian,People's RepubUo. as a sooi&lIst state. upholds the cnuse of the
oolonial and dependent peoples who are fighting fol'
liberation. In the General Assembly and other United
Nations bodies, the Romanian dolegati~n h~~ l\nvl\riably
advoonted self-determination and nat~nal\~independence for these peoples.
i,J' \~
4.1. Mr. Gheorghiu-Dej, ChairmanoftheStateCounQil
of the Romnninn'People's Republio. made the following
statement at the fi(teenth session of the Generl'l
Assembly;
o "We consider that adherence to the prinoiples
of the United Nations Charter has beoome inoompatible with oolonial oppression perpetrated by
Membet1 Statel3 of the United Nations. Consequently;
it is high time for the United Nations,.too~~l~~pon
0.11 Governments striotly to observe the ptovisions
,of the Charter on equality and respeot for sovereign
rights and for the territorial integrity of all states
without exception, rejecting any manifestation of
oolonialism, any exclusive right or privilege for
the benefit of some states to the detriment of
others." [873rd plenary meeting. para. 44.)
42. Animated by sush , sentiments, the Romanian
delegation oonsiders thaUhis year the General Assembly should tal~e a;' deoisive step towards the liquidation
of the colonial system by adopting resolute measures
which willoompel the colonial Powers to put into
immediate effeot the provisions of the Deolaration on
the granting of"independenoe to colonial oountries and
peoples and will wipe the black stains of oolonialism
from the" map of the world and from the history of
mankind. .J .
,0

d::.

43. "~r •.Y':aSUEH (China): TheSpeoial Committee of
Seventeen deserves our thanks and appreciation for
the speedy and energetio manner in which Jt has
oarried out the task entrusted to it by the Assembly.

44. Within a short span of seven months, the .special
COD)-11littee held l:l7 meetings and considered twelve
individual territories. It has recommended, for conslderatlon, by this Assembly, six draft resolutions
covering eight individual territories and has also, on
Ita own responsibility, made recommendations coneerntng two other territories directly to their Administering Powers. We have now received its report of
537 pages [A/5238]-one of -the bulkiest ever produced in the United Nations-showing the amount of
.
work it has, done.
45~'The report is a document not only informative
but also inspiring. It represents another effort toward
the ultimate realization of the noble ideas enshrined
in ,our Charter and expressed in the following words:
"to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights. in
the ,dignity and worth 'of the human person, in the
equal rights of men and women and of nations large
and small". All the delegations in this hall may riot
approve' of" or agree with,eaoh and everypal't of
the conclusions and-recommendations contained in the
report; ,but I,am ,sure there is agreement thatthe
Speoial Cornmitteeha.s dohe a, ,c,onscientious job and
has 90ntrlbuted to the ltdVllooementof the Purposes
andPrincipJesof the Charter.'
,
.
46.. >A$thffrepQrt of the Special ,Committee shOws.
deplorable conditions, resultihgfromco~onialism"
continue to' exist in an,umberof territories under
G

revl~w. After sevonteen years stnoe th,e Charter
Wl\S signedl suppression of human dghts. inequl\Uty

among men and rllQial disorimination are still prao ...
tlsed in these territories. These intolerable prao...
ttces bave onoe ngnin been exposed as a: result of
the work of the Speoial Committee. It is indeed urgent
for the General Assembly to redouble its sfforts to
oo~plete deoolonization and to put an end to these
pt'aoUoes. And the best way to do so is to take all
possible steps to ensure that the pec~tes in these
territories will be giVen, as soon as possible, the
riglit to se1f-dete~m1nation and independenoe.
47. My delegation is all for this course of aotton,
On all colonial questions, the' baste natlona! polioy
of:-'1lY Government is invariaply guided by the Th.ree
People's Prinoiples advocated by the Father oUhe Republio of China, Dr. Sun Yat"'sen, namely, national
independenoe, demooraoy, and economic development.
We of China wish to see that all peoples.live the life
of their own ohoioe, in peaoe and in proI3perity.·:and
as equals, irrespeoUve of their oolou~, raoe and,
creed,
48. Therefol'e, my delegattonte in general agreement
with many of the reoommendations and conclusions
of the Speoial Committee. In reading its lengthy
report. we cannot fail to observe that the oondtttons
existing in the territories under review are not the
same. At least, they vary in degree. It must be said
that, so long as the peoples of these ferritories do
not exercise their right to self-determination, they
remain dependent or colonized peoples. But it must
also be said that, in some territories. the progress
made towards self-determination and independenoe is
more rapid that that in other territories. Even under
one .and the same Administering Power, the partioular oiroumstanoes of one territory differ from those
of another.
49. My delegation, therefore, believes that, In considering the report of the Special Committee, the
General Assembly should make a distinction between
the territories where hopeful signs are evident and
those where the future remains dark. For those
territories where rapid progress towards self-determination and independence is being made, the General
Assembl)' should give encouragement to the Administering Authorities conoerned so as to expedite the
completion of the process of decoloniaation, For other
territories where COlonial rule still appears tenacious,
the General Assembly should adopt stronger measures
in order to make its pressure more firmly felt,
My delegation does not believe that the General
Assembly can help the colonfzed peoples by subjecting all Administering Authorities to the same
degree of condemnation.
50. This brings me to the question of setting a date
for, the independence of all colonial territories. A
study of the report of the Special Committee' leads
to the conclusion that there can be no meaningful
uniform date of independence for all, territories.
In.the Declaration rcgardingNon-Seif-Governing.Terrrtortes, the Charter of the United Nations also
takeS cognizance, in Article 73,' of ", ••• thepa.rtlcUlar
circumstanceS of each territory anditspeoples'lin.d
their varying stages of advancement".
",
i\..
" ••
• .
51. What appears to my delegation)o~b~desirableis,
-perhapa, to set reasonable target dates'", so, as to
acceler~te the progress of decolonization ahd giye
impetus to the preparation, by the: Administering
I,Jpwers, of the final, stage for the peoples ,in the ,
o
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oolonlal tert'ltories to exeroiRe their rights of self..
detet'minat1on and independenoe.
52. In 'this oonnexlon, I was strl,lok by what the
representative of Tanganyika said in the Speoial
Committee. In ohapter I, paragraph 48, of the report,
the representative of Tanganyika said that:
, " .,. his delegation was not in favour of pressing
for immediate tndependence for all territories,
regardless of whether or not that was likely to
lead to obacs, At the same time, his delegation
did not support the attitude of the United Kingdom,
whi,oh wanted to take its own time in the matter
of granting independence, "
I think that the representative of Tanganyika took
,a balanced, helptul and oonstruotive position, We
all remember that the Soviet Union demanded last
year in this Assembly, and again this year in the
Speoial Committee, independenoe for all territories
before the end ot 1962. In so doing, the Soviet Union
did not care whether that was likely to lead. to chaos
or whether that was Itl<:ely to damage the prestige of
the United Nations. This attitude of the Soviet Union
only reveals its hypoorisy. Its motive is obvious.
It wants to pose before the peoples of Africa as the
only champion of decolonlzation; Th~ Soviet Union
would not care if a General Assembly resolution,
specifying 31 December 1962 as the date of tndepandenoe of all territories, could not be implemented.
lir such a resolution should lead to ohaoafn some
territories, that would just serve the Soviet purpose
of spreading the evil of communism.
53. In our teal to put an end to colonialism, we
must raise o~ eyes beyond the horizon of independence, There is no doubt that our immediate goal
is independence for f!.11 peoples 'who wish to' be
independent. At the sameottme we. must not shut
our eyes to other problems that might come up to
oomplicate the problem of independence. We must
always bear in mind the paramount importanoeof
the future well-being of the peoples yet to achieve
independence, not only in the politioal field, but also
in the economic, social and other fields. The representative of Venezuela. in explaining his opposition
to a. single target date for all dependent territories,
said, in chapter I, paragraph 98, of the report of
the Special Committee that:
" ••• The date for the independenoe of each
territory should be .decided in relation to the
particular circumstances which would enable it
to acceede to independence in conditions which
would ensure its stability and viability as an
independent State."
54. In this respect, let me also quote from chapter I,
paragraph 93. of the report, what the' representative
of Madagascar said, on behalf of the Union of African
and Malagasy Stat~s. He said:
" ••• the problem of decoloniaatlon should be
dealt with by means of negotiation,. reconciliation,
arbitration or any other peaceful means in accordance with the Charter."
My delegation believes. that there is great wisdom in
th~sestatements by the. representatlves of States
which were once under colonialism and 'that the General Assembly should take them into full consideration.
55. ·1VIuchllas been said in this debate about'ioacial
diecrimination and the oppression of the black peoples
by the whites. 1 wish to associate my delegation with

the expression of resentment oVer suohintolerable
praotioes. The General Assembly must do everything
possible to help put an end to thEP'::1. There are two
lines the General Assembly should take. In terll i...
tories where disoriminatory measures based on
raoe and colour remain offioial, the Administering
Authorities should be held responsible and should be
called upon immediately to disoontinue them,' In other
territories where raoial prejudioe exists largely as
a ~ooial attitude, reSUlting from tradition, encouragementshould be given to the promotion of harmony
and understanding between the races.
56. With regard to this latter oategory, we must

.

remember that the white people in Afrioa today are
mainly descendants from the white colonists whocame
to Africa hundreds of years ago. Men are often slaves
of circumstances and of traditions. But the wind of
change of modern times is blowing a large number
of white people in Afrioa out of the past. For example,
it was pointed out, in chapter Il, paragraph 142, of
the report of the Special Committee, that in Southern
Rhodesia: " ••• the white electors had voted two to
one in favour of extending the franchise. n Therefore,
in all fairness,. the blame cannot be put on each and
every white man in Africa .for discrimination and
prejudice.
5.7. Furthermore, a great majority of the white people
in Africa were born in Africa, brought 'up in Africa,
and are deeply-rooted in Africa~ If they are not
prejudiced against their black fellow countrymen, they
too should not become the victim of prejudice. They
can play a useful role in the society in which they are
destined to Uve. They should be given the chance to
contribute tC '~s development. In our resentment over
racial discrL,:lnation, we must not let the pendulum
SWing to the other extreme. We must notthink that all
white men are bad and that they should all be chased
out of Africa.
58.' In this connexion my delegation was impressed
by the statement made before the Special Committee
by Mr. Kenneth Kaunda, President of the United
National Independence Party of Northern Rhodesia,
summarized in chapter, nI, paragraph 61, of the
report. Mr. Kaunda s a i d : '
"His party was ready to consider incorporating a
bill of rights into the Northern Rbodesiandeclaration
of independence, so that all the minority groups in
the country, whether black, brown or white, should
feel that their future was assured. They, need not
fear' that once their capital and their'laibwledge
were no longer necessary they would be expelled
from the country."
I think that that is a far-sighted view of an African
leader.
j

59. With the racial situation in' Africa the policy of
the General Assembly should be to Irtake an all-out
effort to eliminate all forms of racial discrimination
and to give a fair chance for s~ccess in 'byilding
a harmonious . and-peacefu! multiracial ,society • 1"
believe that..this is what the representative of Mad- '
agasoar "had in mindwhen he said, before the Special .
Committee, as summarized in chapter IIl,paragraph
177, of the. report, concerning Northern Rhodes.ia,
that:'
.
.
. . .
0

"The essential thing was to drawup;an~quitlll,lle,
Constitution •and .to .lay the foundations for harmGny
between the various sectors of the'pop~lation. The
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exnrnllle of Madagaeonr proved that thnt Wae entirely
should beoome blind to the equally terrible and equ~lly
porsfJible."
intolerable life whioh millions ''of people are livIng
under Rusalnn oolontaltsm,
My delegatio~ is in full agrt:lem~nt with the statement
.
64. Ruestarr oclonlalism is a subtler form of coloni..
of the representative of Madngasoal'.
60. I think that no one can dispute the wisdom of the
altsm, I know th~l'e will be people who would way
that an examination of this subjeot involves the cold
Speoial Oommittee in its deoision togivo priority
war. Indeed, th~ oold was is a smoke..screen whioh the
oonsideration to the territories Of Afrioa. Aside from
Soviet Union never hesitates to use and behind whioh
the reasons whioh the Speoial Gommittee has gIvenfor
Eussiar. oolcntansm, with nil its ugly or.!J;nes, hides
this declston, in ohapter I, paragraph 149, of the
report, I may say that it iE! in Afrioa that people have
itself. Furthermore, Eussian oolonialism is ,pnrti..
oularly euccesaful in making use of local puppets
lived under cotontattam for the longest period of
and quislings, who belong to the same race as the
time. It is, therefore, urgently necessary that the
people whom it tries to hold in oaptivity. Thus,
United Nations should first oonoentrate its efforts
to bring about an end to colonial ruleen that continent.
raoial discrimination, whioh is usually attendant upon
"
II
Western European colonialism, is not an important
G~. The report states, in olm"pter I, paragraph 151,
feature in Eussian oolontaltsm,
that: di
65. Be that as it may, Russian colonialism is real.
I)
"The Speoial Oommittee reoognizes that it has by
Let me examine some of its features. Paragraph 1
no means Completed the task entrusted to it by the
of the :peolara,tion, contained in General Assembly
resolut,~on 1514 (XV), speaks of "the subjeotion of
General Assembly and. that there are many more
terrritories qonoerning whioh the implementation of
peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploita..
'.
the Deolaration remains to be constdered,"
tion", Let us take Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, for,
My delegation fully agrees with that statement. It may
example. This countries were onoe independent coun..
tries. What are they now? Have they not been occupied
be recalled that the Special Oommittee was established, in the words of General Assembly resolution
by the Russian imperialists andforced into the Russian
1664 (XVI), .It ••• to examine the applioation of the
colonial empire? Are the peoples of these countries
Deolaration, to make suggestions and recommendanot now subjeoted to alien subjugation, domination
and exploitation? Are they not entitled to fundamental
tions on the progress and extent of the implementation
rights just because they are Europeans and not
of ,the Deolaration, and" to report to the General.
Ass~mbly at its seventeenth session". Now, ip that
coloured peoples? Should they be denied such rights
Deola~9.tiOlJ', th(3. General Assembly "Solemnly probecause the mention of their present fate gives rise
olaims the neoessity of bringing to a speedy and
to !111egations of the cold war?
unconditional 'end colonialism in all its forms and
66. Paragraph 2 of the same Declaration states:
minU'estations".·
"All peoples have the right to self-determination."
62,;' Now what, the Special Committee has dealt· with
Have the peoples in the Ukraine, in Byelorussia,
in Hungary and in East Germany, for example, been
so far is colonialtsm in,oneform, which may be
given i:he\ right to self-determination? Is the General
oonsidered as the oldest ana most familiar form.
ThatforIp. of .oolonlaltem has been praotised by
Assembly afraid of considering t):1ia question because
it is alleged to involve tl],e cold war 01', rather, beWestern European Powers for centuries tn the past,
mainly in Afrioa, but also in other parts of the world.
cause its oonsideration Will not please the Russians?
Since -the end of World War Il, many newly tndepen-:
67. Can we say that because these people are white,
therefore they are less entitled to the right of
dent nations in Asia and Afrioa have emerged'Irom
self-determination? No, I submit that when the Deunder that form of oolonialism, .and have become
claration speaks of all peoples, it means all peoples,
Members of the United Nations. The fact that the
membership of our Organization has more than doubled
the white peoples Included,
since (945 testifies to the speed at whioh Western
European colonialism is being liquidated. The report
68. Again, operative paragraph 6 of the Deolar~tion
of,. tHe Speoial Oommittee also furnishes further evistates:
.
"Any attempt aimed at' the. partial or total' disdence th!!.t the end ,of that type of colontaltsm is fast
approaohing. I do· not believe that the United Nations
ruption of the national unity and the territorial
will· encounter great diffioulties in its wt>rk in this
integrity of a oountryis inoompatible with the
. oonnexion, lll~cept, perhaps, in a very feW instances.
purposes and principles of the Charter qf the
United Nations."
63. However, the General Assembly, to be true to
itssolenui proclamation in the Deolaration which I
Is it not true that as a.result of Russian colonialism,
have just. quoted, cannot feel content with merely
the ter:t1toriesof Germany, of Korea and ofViet-Nam
seeing·to' it that this Western European type of
which were once united countries have been divided
colonjalism is brought to an' end. In. the debate on
or dismembered? Is it not true that the Russian
colonialism at the),last session of the General Assemcolonialists are trying to perpetuate the divlston of
bly, my. delegation called attention to the 'rise ot a.
these oountrtes: in .the case of Korea, 91early in
o newtype of colonialism since theendof World War ~I
flagrant violation .... of repeated General .. Assembly
that is,., Soviet or Russian oolonialism. It was pointed
resolutions whioh seek the reunification of that ooimout that the Sqyiet Union had emerged from WoNd' try?, .
War n. with it gain .of 262;()QO square. miles. 'of terri69. I have oniyexlimined as examples ilfew para-'
tory ,and over 22 ~illion more people. Sinoe thengraphs or .prlnQiplescontained in the Declaratton, In'
'f' since the end .of World War Il..;.the Russian empire
fact, eacliand every paragraph of that Declaratton
has ·exp'~nded. greatly. While the General Assembly is
applies to thOSe qountI1ies in Europe and Asia hele!
no ,doubt right. first in liquidating' Western Eur.opean
in capitivity ,under Russian colonialism just as well"
c,olonialislXlwherever It lingers,· it wolild notbe disas to the countries not yet independent in" Afric~.'3.;
(}hal'ging J~llY ..lts duties under the Oharter if'it
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Can our consotence stop'~'btithertilg US before the
General 'Assembly also sees, to it that the Deolaration
Jis eqltally fully implemented' with regard to those
oountries In Eur~pe and in Asia?
70. Aoross First Avenue from this Assembly Hall
is a little building on top of which the flags of nine
capttve Ellropean oountrtes are hoisted at half-mast.
These nine fla'gs are a daily reminder to the General
Assembly that the 'Declaratton on colonialism is yet
to be Implemented in EUl'ope. The claim 'of the
freedom-lovIng peoples who hoist their flags at halfmast is hot less valid that that of the Angolans in
exile in the Congo (Leopoldville). There are also other
peoples in Europe, in Asia and in the Americas who
have met with the same fate. Thousands of their
countrymen are still fleeing dailyfrQm their homelands
to West Europe, to Hong Kong, to New York and to
Miami to live a miserable life in exile, just in order
to breathe the air of freedom. And they do so at the
risk of their lives. These peoples form a part of
millions of refugees, to borrow a phrase from the
statement of the eloquent representative of Saudi
Arabia, "millions. of. refugees all over the world
breathin~. nostalgta for th"eir, homeland,. yearning
to go back to their homes [116Sth meeting, para.
166]. General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and
1654 (XVI) cannot have full meaning until independence
and freedom are also restored to.them.
71. My delegation, therefore, agrees to the view put
forward in the Assembly that the Special Committee
of Seventeen should continue its work. It should,
we also agree, continue its efforts first to helpde-.
colonize the remaining colontzed countries in Africa.
But my delegation strongly believes that its work should
be e:ctended t? the c?untries tha.t hav? falle? under
RUSSIan colonlalism m Europe, m ,ASIa.and m other
parts Of the world. When these countrtes are also
decolonized, the General Assembly then can stand
?efore th~ judgement of. history and proudly say that
It has fulfl!led its obltgattonsunderthe Charter. When
that work is done,. our United Nations will achieve
its historic mission-again to borrow a phrase from
the representative of Saudi Arabia a United Nations
'
for a free World.
c

72. Mr. AbdulMonemRIFA'I (Jordan): Inaocordance
with resolution 1654 (XVI) of the.General Assembly the
President of the, sixteenth regular session appointed
a '§peoial Committee of seventeen members to
exaratne the application of the Deolaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples, and to oarry out its 'tasks stated in that
resolution. A report of about 550 pages' on the work
of the Committee of seventeen covering the period
from 20 February 1962 to September 1962is presented
to this Assembly for consideration [A/5238].Before
I gointo the vartous aspects oHbis report and comment
on its contents-I wish to pay tribute to the Rapporteur
of the Special Committee,Mr. Najmuddine Rifai of
Syria,; for his valuable efforts in preparing this useful
report.
.
73. In reading the report, one can easily realize the
perseverance of the members of the Committee in
performing their duties with devodon and a deep
sense of responsibility. The. Committee, in a period
ofs.even Inonths,'held 117nieetings, eighteen bfwhich
took place' in Africa. In thE) course of these Il1eetings
it 'examined the granting of Independence-In twelve
territories' Who' populations total almost 29 million
peoplei This' is an imprE?ssive record for which the
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Bonourable members of the Committee and its dis...
tingutshcd Ohairman, Mr. Jha of India and its VioeChairman Mr. CouUbaly of Mali deserve our warm
oongratulations.
74. Turning to the report, I would say that it oould
be~t be read in the light of the terms of the resolution
which gave birth to the Speoial Committee. This
resolution, in spirit and in letter, was dtreoted unreservedly to the speedy fulfilment of the objf;lctives
of the Deolaration on tndependenoa and decolontaettou,
A. pl'omine~t feature in resolution 1654 (XVI) is that
it does not! IhllWits directives to any modalities or
forms of procedure, nor does it confine its terms
of reference, in the implementation of the Declaration,
to any degree of mandate. It also does not restriot
its soope to any geographic area, or type of, dependent
territory, or to, any definite period of time or order
of priority. It leaves all ofthat open; and here perhaps
the Special Committee endeavoured to find its wayand
organize its work. In the opnstitutionofthe Committee
itself t~e term of offioe of its members was also not
defined.
75. The Speoial Committee, however, was .able to
set up an acceptable method of work. In reaching. agreement on this part of its job the Committeo has gone
through fruitful and useful dis'oussions .The differenoes
of opinion on the funotions of the Com~itt.ee and on its
methods, of work, as portrayed in the first chapter of
the report, were reconoiled in a common understandlng
and in acceptable deci~ion.s on matters ,such as the
rules of procedure, collechon of information, petitions
a.nd petitioners,,~isiting groups, methods of examtnatIon of ter~itorles,., and relations with other United
Nattons bodies.
.
76. My delegation wishes to express its sa~isfaotinn
at the objectivity shown by the members. of the Committee in organizing their work. Yet I feel inolined
to express certain views in this regard, namely, on
the question of the examination of territories and that
of the visiting groups in ohapter I paragraph 112
of the report.
'
,
.
77. As to the terrttortes, the Committee drew up
an order of priority by which it limited its activitie!=l
to the important cases on African soil, an order which
my delegation notes with particular appreciation.
78• The reasoning behind this arrangement. Is a~t o~t
in chapter r, paragraph 149, of the report, aEl) follp;Ns:
.
.
\>
\
illn deciding to give priority oonstderatton to tpe
African territories, the Special Committee,;Ilas had
in mind that it is in Afrioa that. the largest number;
of people are. still living under eolonialiam, that it
is in Afrioa. that the Iargesb-oolontal Territorie~
still exist and that it is in Afrioa where some of
the most difficult problems ar\~ encountered,"
179. The Declaration of "independence,contained in
resolution' 1514 (XV), spoke of granting Independence
and freedom to aU,the peoples of the world."arid all
dependent territories without any distinctions, conditions or reservations. This principle of universal
independence was,) established wlth'full' recognitionthat
the people of. the world, alLof them, havebecome
eager and enthusiastic to win their freedom and to
gain their independence. The. desi~le .for humandignity
and the fever ,of liberty have inflamed every heart and
soul;. T~QSe. \Vnodo nottra:ns~orn:ftheirJeelingsinto
bl()0dshed and sa.crifice are able to express theSe
feelings lin tears and sighs. All peoplesoa're. eqUal
in.their longitigforfreedom andindependence,.and all
r
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must ~e given equal.chance in l\ttaining this independence, My delegation therefor~ sUPllOrts tile views'
expressed by the representative of Guinea [1131st
meeting] for setting a definite early date fo~ the eompletion of granting Independence.to all peoples of the
world.
80. I can see that, in, o'-'~~ to facilitate its work,
the Speoial Committee has to set a programme for
acoomplishing its tasks. This programme, to use the
language of the report was vertical rather than
-bortzontal, that is, to take each case by" itself and
deal with it intensively. My delegation is of the
opinion that ,jhe work of the Speoial Committee in
implement,ing the Declaration of Independence could
be both V,ertical and horizontal at the same time.
81. It is noticed in the report that the Special
Committee established sub-committees on the questionnaire, on petitions, and for other purposes. Such
arrangements were made with the intention of giving
priority to one case and studying its various aspects,
but it might mean that the Committee will spend
years I,mtil it finishes its work.
82. In my delegation's, vtew, the Special Committee
could have estiiblished within its0lf further arrangements to cover wider fields. It could have established
other sub-committees to implement the Declaration
in other contlnents and geographical areas rather than
to confine itself to one region andbe compelled to give
it priority, leaving other territories on the waiting
list.
'

still eighty-eight tel'ritorie~ under oolonial domina- '"
ticn, with a tot~lpopulation of 70 mtllton, In,11 l~tter
from the representl\tive o[ the United Kingdom tc(the
Chairman of the Speoial Committee, an~\ooo~.t is
given of the territories which were administerl~d by
the, United Kingdom; and whioh have aohieved,selfgovernment and 'lndependence, The report itself\does
not give an account of this survey. It says: '
"The Speoial committee, having deoided to give
priprity conaideratfonto the territ(}ries in Africa,
did not find it neoessary at the outset of its work to
embark on the preparation of a complete list of all
the territories coming witBin the scope of its work,
al~llough the drawing up of such a list may be
nceesaary in the future." [A/5238, chapter I, para

1l)1.]~
87. My country belongs to an Arab region, where
some parts on the shores of its peninsula have not
yet enjoyed self-government and are still under colonial rule. Since the Arab homeland is one entity,
foreign domination in any of its parts could constitute
a threat 'to the independence and unity of the whole.
The Arabs h,~ve paid a high price for their independeuce, From the Tigris in the east to the Atlantic
in the west their national struggle still resounds.
It is contrary to their national aspirations if foreign
armed aggression in Palestine is not removed and if
independence on all their national soils is not achieved.
This is an aspect of utmost concern to the Arab
delegations when the question of independence and
decolonization is discussed.
'

83. The report mentions in this regard what it calls
questions of "more importance" and questions of
88. The idea of Widening the sphere of the activities
"relative importance". In the issue of granting inof the Special Committee might lead to the consideradependence to aR, dependent peoples and territories,
tion of an increase in its membership to enable it
we should not tend to draw a line of distinction or of
to cover a wider range in its functions. My delegation
classification between what is important and what is
feels that such arr increase in advisable, and on this
o less important. Problems do naturally vary in their
point I, wish to reserve my right to speak again in
political significance' and impact, but this should not
the light of the development of the debate.
reflect on the basic rule of granting independence to
89. The second topic on which I wish to make an
all thOB.e deprived of it, whether they are inv()~ved
observation is the question of the visiting groups.
in political crises or not. The report also tal.ltS of
I must admit that, the Committee acted wisely in ""
questions which threaten international peacevIn the
sending out visiting0 groups to certain countries,
Committee of Seventeen the criteria of work should
as the case might' have required. The meetings
not, in my opinion, be one only of the problem ofJM,which the Committee held in Mrica enabled it to
t:hreat to international peace.
be,jnore accessible to petitioners" and to demonstrate,
84. In my d~legation 's view, the Special Committee
in!a more concrete forrn, its concern for the legitimate
is precisely requested in operative paragraph 4 of
aspirations of the Mrican people. It enabled tl).e
resolution 16M (XVI) "ll ••• to make suggestions and
Oommlttee to witness olosely colonialism in Mrica
in ,its ugly face and to evaluate the aspirations of
recommendations on the'-Qrogress and extent of the
implementation of theC/llration";
','
the Mricans towards independence and sovereignty.
85. We nee~itoknow,for~xample,howfarthe process
90. Resolution 1654 (XVI)itselfdoesnotlaydown,conof decolonization has gone stnce the issue of the
ditions or put Jimitations onthe Committee's meetings
elsewhere.J;han at United.Natfona Headquarters. OperaDeclaration, and how far ~t has still to go. We need
tiveparagraph 6 of th~tresolution authorizes the
to know what lands and ~Ieoples in the world have
not enjoyed and' attained freedom and independence,
Special Committee to meet (whenever and wherever (]
such meetings may,lJ.y required for the effective
andin.what conditions they live. Weneed to know about
the attitude and reaction of the colonial Powers with
discharge of its functions. My delegation, however,
respect to th~ termination of "their colonial policies
believ~s that such, autherfaation, should .be better
and their readiness to end the colonial regime.
defined:Jand more regulateei.
'
"
We need to know that as an introductory step for
pursuing the application of. the Declaration in a
91. An important point, to which, I should like to
comprehensive,instantaneous operation.,
,draw attention is the comment by the Special Cop:t'7
mittee in chapte;J:' !,paragraph 152, of the reB9rton
86•. We would therefore have apprec'iated a mention
the Special Committ;ee'srelations with.'otheriUnlted
in' the report of those areas" and nations .' that have
Nations committees Working towards, the,. abolition
e,itl,1er b,eenforgotten or deprived o~ the care andsymof colonialism. My delegation is .Well aware of.what
pathy ',of the , world, commtmity of .freenations~ We . theCommitte.ecalls the '!dangerofduJllicationabd
lI1\1St beginto.give' them life and energy.'T1)e r;epre-conseq,ueJ:1tly, ()f a wastage' of effort and funds". In
sentl,\ti~e of the ~o.viet JJnionl.'ltated, 'tbat.there were
~hfBc,?nnE!xion.we shall ,give,yeryserious considera-"

'."':1 '('","'Ii,Kl"• •"• •"I""'•.>rL,,:
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9Z; No I slkluld like to make' in brief some general

remarks on the conolusions and reoommendations of

i\ the Special Committee. in respeot of the Territories
I

1

oerned on' th\';l question, ofele~tions and the eleotoral
system.
,
.
99. In Angola and Mozambique; there is llttle need
for me to repeat the deep oonoern felt by my delegation and, Indeed, by every other delegation in' this
Assembly about t'le sel'ious attuatton in these two
large and important African territories, w1}ich have
a oombined population of o~\Elr"}ll million. The per-e
sistent refusal of the Government of Portugal to
recognize its duties and responsibilities. the continued
flouting on its part of the resolutions of the General
Assembly I and its flagrant violation of the principles
of decency, call for decisive aotioh. We, therefore,
shalt take with full consideration the line of action
set forth by the Special Committee in chapter VII.
paragraph 9, and in cbapterIx, paragraph 44, arid
the recommendations thElrein. However, wepl:;;~fer
to deal with the problem '~of Angola.exolustvely when
item 29 of the agenda is put up for consideration by
this General Assembly.

tion to the suggestion made by the Aoting Seoretary":
General in tM Introduotton, of. hi.s annual repolt
[A!5201!Add.l) oonoerning the possibility of com,biriing all the work in this £leld under thisSpeoial

I.'
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whioh it has examined. Needless to say that the
draft resolutio'ns included in the report represent
the conclusions of the Committee and the action which
it recommends to the General Assembly to adopt
With relation to the examined Territories in Africa
where colonial rule and raoial superiority are displayed in their worst shapes. My delegation. in its
rejection of all forms of colonialism in Africa and
elsewhere, will lend its support to such recommendations as well as to any proposals that might help to
bring the yoke' of colonialism to 8. definite end.
93. With regard to the situation in Southern Rhodesia.
we note that the 0Aneral AssemblY passed two recent
resolutions [1755 (XVIl) and 1760 (XVIl)] which were
widely supported after lengthy debates in the ~ourth
Committee and here in the General AssembIY~~),VIy
delegation did not fail to join in, the efforts towards
the application of the prmctples of right and democracy in that African territol'Y.

100•. With regard to South West Afrioa, this question
has ~!'~adv_been..dElalt with in the Fourth Committee.
The Jordandelei~tion notes with satisfaction the unanimity wit\1 .which the resolution was adopted by the
Committee, and hopes that the Government of South
Africa will yield to the unanimous wish of the world
Organization.
101. With reference to Kenya. we 'Rrish to note with
satisfaction the progress that has been made in
that territory towards the attaiIimentof full.)n-'
dependence and sovereignty, and we fee!: certain{..hat,
with the achievement oCthis final step. Kenya will
realize its full national aspirations.
~

94. As to Northern Rhodesia. the report of the
Special Committee indicates that the situation in
this Territory is far from being satisfactory. An
election has recently been held under a constitution
which, in the Special Committee's words. does not
conform to paragraph 5 of the General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV), and is discrimi1iatory and
contra,l'y to the fundamental principles of selfdetermination. The situation in Northern Rhadesta
is clear-ly' illustrated in the report of the Committee.
My delegation will give its strong support to tlJ.e
wishes andnattonal aspirations of the overwhelming
African majority in that Territory.

102. With regard to Aden. the question of this
Arab territory should be given special attention.
due to its .highly strategic aM important position.
On the one hand. tnEl United Kingclom has been using
the colony of Aden as a central military base in its
defence, system and in such a way as to cause a
threat to the whole region •.

95. In Nyasaland, the situation indicates that there
is already an African majority in the legislative
ang executive body. My delegation joins the' Special
Committee in the hope that the talks held between the
United Kingdom Government and Dr. Banda will lead
to the setting of an early date for the independence of
Nyasaland, and we also hope that the wishes of the
-inhabitants there-in·urejecting the Central Mrican
Federation will be fulfilled. .

..

96. In Basutoland, Bechuanaland and, Swaziland, I
read with utmost concern the description of the situation in these tezrttortes, Very little is being 'done
to develop" representative institutions. and ther~ is
much concern that these territories mightbe absorbed
by the Union of South Africa.
.;
,.~;
.
..\\
97. In Zanzitar, my delegation has followed with
great interest ,the recent developments tMreand the
efforts of theSpecial Committee inthese developments.
It is our-earnest hope tha.tagreernent on.the electoral
system .be reached. as well as on the date of holding
e!~otions, so that independenceW~ll no rlonger be
delayed.
.....

. '
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98., .Ip. I:3;ritish Guiana,.we learned tha~ the negot!lltions
Wh!chhave~.eo~nt1y beenresumed in. Londonhave .not
. producea .po,sitiveresults. We urge thataneaJ:lyd,t~
for· independence be set 'and we hopEllhat a speedy
tlgreement will be reached between the part'iescon-
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103. The inclusion of Aden. in the South Arabian
Federation is a perpetuation of its coJpnial status.
The Federation was imposed against-the will of
the people of Aden, who have. not yet had the chance
of enjoying the right of d(3claring. their national
wishes. The whole situation in Aden and the status
of this territory is; so grave that it'{lalls for immediate
serious consideration. We urge the Committe.eof
seventeen to lend the question of Aden its special
attention.

1

'10.~~ .Mr. SYJjLA . (Madagt\scar) (translatM~fr'~m
French): We now find. ourselve~ at grips wit!1 One
of the most important questions on the agenda ot the
seventeenth .session.. The .speakers preceding' me
were>,.,u"lanimous iri' stressing the great. significance
of the decision whicii~we are about to take: that of
translating into' reality'the immortal Declaration in
resolution 1514 (XV), which the General Assembly\
in a great burst of magnanimity, adopted, on 14
December 1960 at\<!.which "solemnly proclaims the
necessityof"bringing toa speedy and unconditicnal
end colonialism in all its forms iindmanifestat~ons".
105.'Aftercaffirming, .the' dignity .. ando'inal{@nable c
rights of thEl.puman persondn the Uni.iersal Dec~i1ra
tion. of Humaf; Rlghts,:' the:r;rnitedNation~""pursuing o
itsg;reat '. w\0t'k .of .e~?ln()ipation, . a,40pt~dresolution
15~4(XVhproolEi,imb,lgtQe ~~gl)t of peoples to liberty
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and the free cnotce of their destiny-in sum, to
seU..determination and Independence,
106. During its sixteenth session, the 'Assembly,
concerned to note that the liberation of colontal.
d
peoples was not taldng place at the rate it hndhope,
adopted n further resolution (\1654 (XVI)) con 27
November 1961, in whioh it renffirmed the prinoiples
whioh it had enunciated the yeaY.' before and called
upon States oonoerned "to take aotion without further
delay with a view to the faithfulnpplioation and
implementation of the Deolaratton", '1'he same re..
solution provided "for the establishment of a Spebinl
Committee of seventeen', members to ensure the
implementation of the Deolaration, and it is the
report of that Committee [A/5238] whioh we are now
oalled upon to consider.
107. Madagasoar had ,the honour to be appointed to
the' Committee by Ml.'. Mongi Slim, who was then
;J?resident of the General Assembly. ¥y delegation
has participated in the Committee's work to the
.best. of its ability,both at the meetings held during the
seven months in New York, and at the special meetings
held .in Afri.ca. I \ need hardly say, therefore, that
my Government is in full agreement with the conelustons i~ the report and will give full and whole«
':I hearted support to Whatever measures are decided
a on here with a ,.v)w to censuring\\their speedy and
thorough' Implementatton, .
108. Madagascar, forn.er~y~n independent oountry,
!oatClits national soveretgnty in 1896. It recovered
that,sov-.ereignty in 1960,followingpeace'fulandfriendly ne~tiations with France, having become convinced,
after "a twenty-month· transitional period of internal
self..;'government, that the mecessary conditions for
accession to full independence were satisfied. While
it is true that, 'in spite of some difficult periods,
Madagascar continued to progress sootany and economloally, between 1896 and 19!?O, I c,lln testify to
t!le fact thatito population never abandoned its aepirations for independence and enthusiastically welcorned the solemn declaration made by France in
19.44, following th~ Brazzaville Oonference, ..that its
1 "
"t 1 d th
1 in It h
t th
s9 e aim was 0 /,8a .e peop es n 1 s c arge 0 e
free management of their owna;ffairs. Thanks to the
fnitib.i:ive of GeneraLde Gaulle, who remained faithful
. to ~is' p'i-omises and his id~al,France liberated
fifteen African countries as well as Madagascar in
less -thari~ightyeaFs~,~)
109. I recall these facts in order. to '!:shOW the .
colonizing peoples what course they should take in
order-to comply with thepressing,l1ppealmadeto them
"by the world conscience. The report of the Oommittee
of Seventeen outltnes-the procedure which they saould
follow to that end. It, is .essen~ial that they should
cD.11form .to it. Itis ces~rential that they should realize
tha.t a' tu;rnin€,"')point" nas been reached.,in 'the life Of
the peop~s <imd that the tid~ of history is"lrreversihle.
rio, Every i~'map .Is' the equal.:9f every ,other man
and, Whatever l'iiS!bolour, he has'a right to freej.o!D.
Let no one protest~., that q,ert~~n tril:)e~I . are still
\1llcivniz,~d, that t~ey:arElnofyet r~pefor ~ndcp'endence,
that they ares~tfsfied with t.heirlq,t. Wh~5i' in reality
.they, a;e liVing in subjection. We ~!},all be.h!.>nest and
acknowl!'ldge that some of the cqlonhtl'peoples of Africa
al'Elstill li.ackward. Is, this theirfa~lt or,N,re fault'o£<
their' colo\1izel'B, '. whu have deliberately 't~~pt ,them
. iUiterate,lmowing that a.n 'educ~ted" and sophisticated
" man is in a"position toseekhisJiberation and to plead
his' cause at the highest level?:The most shocking,
j

c

i,.

phenomenon of 'our oentury is. surely apartheid, the
dootrine that one man is superior to another aimply
because of the colour of his skin, the white man
being mnster and the black man the servant, oon..
d~plned to servtle tasks, the former exploiting the
latter for oontemptible ends: greed for gain and the
quest for riohes and comrort, How is' suoh dis..
parity between peoples, . such inequnlity in human
l'ights, ooncetvnble? How, in suoh oiroumstanoes,
oan there be ~my hope of world peaoe?
,~"
111. We of Madagasoar think th,~t ooexistenoe is
possible. Sinoe our achievement of Independence,
all foreigners living on our sqil have enjoyed ~he
same human liberties as ourselves. Why should this
not be the oase in other oountries where, in the
middle of the twentieth oentury, the black man is
stfll betng oppressed? It is on, the basis of human
brotherhood that M'adagasc!lr appeals to South Af:rica
and Portugal. The peoples'under the colontal yoke
will 'continue to struggle for their emanctpatlon,
They will not rest until theyhnve obtained it. Mad->
agascar and all other, States with a concern for
jlStice and e~uality will,help them.
112: The United Kingdom, for its part, has understood
and accepted this fact, It has 'to its oredit an Impressive list of oountries that it has liberated since
the last war, and only recently my delegation, together with all the others, welcomed the admission
of Tanganyika, Trinidad and Tobago, and Uganda.
The report of the Committee of Se.. . enteen shows that
the task is not yet completed. In a"friendly but firm
manner we would urge the United Kingdom, in
spite of the diffiCUlties which we know to exist,
to act on the recommendatlons of the Committee
of Seventeen, with regard not only to Southern Rhodesia
but also to the other African territories and British
outana; Which is also considered. in tile report.
113. Her.e; however, we see the fundamental difference between the attitude ·of the United Kingdom,
which intends to respect the principles of the Charter
and accepts them loyally" and that of other States,
suqh as South Africa and Portugal, which publicly
repudiate these principles and refuse to acknowledge
that the territories which they administer have a
righf'to independence and must attain it as speedily
as possible.
114. The noble enterprise of decolonization upon
which tiie United !INations has resolutely embarked
must not be reduced to a simple political issue.
In no circumstances should it be used as a preteXt
for demagogic attitudes which w~ll deceive no one,
since all are aware of th~ diffiCUlty of our task and
of the delicate problems which will have to be solved
if dis!lster and bloodshed are not to be the price of
unjustified h a s t e . " ,
U5. Our .ulttmate- purpose is not to lay down Im..'
practicable ;requirements,'but to reconcile the political
lillerty of the peoples remaining to be freed With their
happiness, the full development of their personalitr
and the peaceful and harmonious exercise ofrfreedom
once, it is regained. Technical difficultIes are bound
to arise. Each case must be considered in, its own
context. It is the task of the Committee of.Seventeen
arid ultimately of all Members of the United Nations
to choose the metbodS\\~nd to decide<1on ~he sta.ge~
which must leadtoindepeIldence. Andthe final'decision
inust U~l wIth the cOlonialpeople~themseJves, thr:ough
the machinery of self-determination~ "
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110. The. Malagasy delegation constdere that on so
fundAmental n point of the United Nntions Charter a~d
of the ideals whiohbring us together in the Organlimtton, no oompromise is possible. All Stntes my.st\
obey and apply our resolutions because they r.o!leot'
the conaetence of the world. The United Nations must
use aU meana in its power to oompel them to do so
when neceasary, This attitud~ of !,ny delegation is
is in oonformity with that tn1te~;~.v<the twelve States
whloh for the Afi'iolln Malagasy-Union during the recent
oonferenoe llt Librevme)/
117, Before Independence is grantedto oolonil!-loountries and peoples, the ooloniallsts must train them to
assume the heavy tasks of govemment, This is
exaotly what was done for the Frenoh-spaaklng
Afrioan States, whioh passed. from one r~gime to
another smoothly and without any disturbanoes. This
training of peoples before independence is necessary
but it muat be supplemented by assistance of every
kind, technical and finanoial, for the new States until
they have reached maturity.
118. Finally, our attitude reflects the deep feelings
.of all the Malagasy people who, under the guidance of
their President, Mr. Phllibert Tsiranana, intend to
tak~ an aotive part in the great work of human
emancipation whioh we are pursui~g in this Organtzatlon,
.
119. As far as we are concerned, this human emancipation applies not only to the black people of Africa
who are still under colonial rule hut. to the men of
other races and other oolours who are held under
the; yoke of. neo-colonialiam, These men too. whether
they are white or yellow-skinned, are entitled to
freedom and self-determination. Men must not be
allowed to .imposeby force on other men a de facto
situation to which they are compelledto submit against
their will and which does not respond to their legitimate; desire to live as they please.
120. In conclusion, I wish to give an assurance that
we shall contribute to the efforts of the 110 States
Members of the United Nations to promote the
well-being of all men.
121. 'Mr. CHANDERLI (Alger~a) (translated from
French): In man's long struggle for freedom there
have been particularly Important stages which must
be regarded as mtlestones because 'they represent
essential victories. Among these historic moments
which mark the trfumphalmarch towards the conquest
of fundamental freedom, the Declaration adopted by
our Assembly on the granting of independence -to
colonial countries and peoples occupies a leading
place. lt Was followlng this Declaration, and in order
to put 'its generous principles into practice, that we
decided last year to set up a Bpecial Committee
[resolution 1654- (XV!)]. It is the report of this
Committee [A/5238] 'that we are considering today, J
I should like to take this opportunity of paying a
tribute to the Committee of Seventeenand Us Rapporteur for they have indeed accomplished a considerable
task whtoh will contribute effectively to the Implementation of the general Declaration oncoloniallsm,
Although. colonialtsm is dying it has not yet disappeared 'from the face of the earth and we canftnd
Ioathsome relics .of it, particularly in Africa.
122. Fightin'g Algeria,- whtohhus been th~ renowned
spearhead of the struggle against colonialism in
I,.
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Afrio/.\, hns no neod to reonll here its bllsio' attitude
to this subjeot. Indeed, when our oountry wns admitted
to the United Nations, the Prime Minister of the
Algerian GoveJ.'hment stated foroibly in hts apeeeb
[1l47th meeting] thnt theoorner stone of the po!ioy
on idependent Algeria would be above all the.struggle
against cclontaltam, This explains why''le are following
the work of the Genernl Assembly in this fielsl, and
partioularly that of the Committee of Seventeen, with
such ctcse a t t e n t i o n . '
123. The people and Governntent of Algeria "will
spare 1\,0 effort to helpJowar4s the rapid andiinal
liquidation of colonialism. In . Afrion, where all too
many peoples and terrltori9s are st1ll under foreign
domination, we intent! to give our active support
to all our brothers striving to uphold their dignity.
That is why we do not think it ueqesaary to expattate
here on our intentions, an!l our Willingness to Mt.
They are well known ,a,nd, moreover, we have already ,had the honour of pr9v'ding "di~flQt andspectfto ass;s...
tance in certafn cases. We Intend to Incresse tliis
support and to make it 'as effe<ltive as possible.
124. We,have before \:S the voluminous report of tbe
Oommtttee-of Seventeen. It is a.remarkably instructive document for it 'gives o~nacco~t not only of
the progress achieved but also ·1)f the' difficulties encountered in the appltcation of the (D!"claratio,p. on
the granting ef Independence to colonial countries and
peoples. While we are resolved to co-operate actively
in the work of deeolontaatton, we'shall refrain from
taking the time of the Assembly by analysing in
detail the questions raised In this T~port. :i;>revious
speakers have already expressed ideas onthta subject
which in many cases coincide with oura, S~oe our
views are know,there is no 'point in repeating what
many of. our friends have a~ready satd and 'What in
recent days has been said by the representatives of
Guinea [1169th meeting] and Iraq [117Cth
i~
their masterly statements on this particular item.
We shall therefore be content to make a practical
suggestion .whioh! would perhaps ·help to accelerate
the application of the Declaration on colonialism
through the good offices ofthe Committee of Seventeen.
125. My delegation Will have the opportunity, here or
in the Fourth Committee, of expressing its point of
view on each of the territories with whlch the Committee of Seventeen has been concerned. In thls.general,
statement, howey~r. I sh9tildlike to say that the ten
chapters of the Committee'sl;'eport concerning ten
different terrttortes reveal a remarkable:-similarity
between the problems with Which the peoples of those
ter:rttoriel3 are faced. In ev~rycase~ we note,the
scandalous maintenance of discrilhinatory practices
and racial persecution, ,the absence of baste .political
freedoms, the continuation of the exploitation of m~
by man and the exorbitant priviieges granted toforetgn
economic interests, whilE) intolerable manoeuvres.are
resorted to .ror the purpose of unjustly delaying th~
achievement of independence by t'heseterritories. In
our view, the United Nations must take afili>rn~r stahQ
in order to put an end to these practices so out of
~
keeping With the qharter ~hich bindstisall~'
cmeeting]

.

'

1@6. puringrecent years, muchhas been said about ",
the ptoblemsof. setting a ,dat~7 fo:r<>theapcess.iqnt()
independence of the colonial q~untries.vIt, is on this
:pointthat weshould.lfke.to make a practical suggestion.
'G:i ''.
As is, Wl:lP-knowp, many proposals have ~een.made'
'o~this. subject.Wit4 a, view to fixing, a.,p:r~cis.e date.
more or less. distant, ~qr "theemancipat~on: "91' thes,e
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terr1tor1e8~ The proposals put forward. from thIs
\IS' is or
be truly f~ee so long as a Single"
rostl'um,)s Mso in the Foul'th Co.~mlttee, hnd thts
people Or t\ single tOl'rltory remntns under foreign
In common, they envIsagfld the s,\me date for all
domination,'
oolonies· Or dependent territories. We should Uke
to introdu~i.' a realistio element into these proposals,
133. Thts, tn any evcmt. Is the deep feeling of the
o most of whtoh have given rise to numerous objeotions.
Algerian people and GoverQmont and we shall not
,
".
'.
r'3~t until aU men on earth are free<l f",om oppression
127. We suggest that the Commlttee of Seventeen
and injustloe.
c
should be tnst.ruoted by the General A~sembly to
' "
study the pal·tioular case of each territory and
134. Mr. CISSE (Senegal) (translated from Frenoh):
~ftldng intoaooount tlie Assembly's' comments, "t~
My delegation, whioh was one of the sponsors of 1'0solution 1514 (XV) on the granting of independenoe to
propose a preoise date applloable to each territory
for its aocesstor» to independenoe. We may foresee,
oolonial oountrle3 and peoples, cannot fall to apprefor example, wlt~0':lt too muoh diffioulty," that the
oiat~ the importanoe of the report (A/523G] whioh the ii
Committee of Seventeen might formally propose
General Assembly is oalled upon to oonsider today. ':,
,a very early date for the Independence of Zanzibar
The task of appraising the progress made In deand Br1t1§h Ouiana. In the same way, it might study
colonlaatlon stnce the memorable date of 14 necemthe oaeJ:l of other territo~ies obtain all the neoessary
bel' 1960 on whioh ouri\ssembly· adopted resolution
information, hold useful o~nsu1tations and propose
1514 (XV), thus giving its pol1oy a new dlrectton in
time-limits which would take into account realistioally
oonformity with what has since been known by
the' poutioal and economte situation of the territory
common consent as the "spirit ofBandung"-n resoluunder oonstderatton,
.:
tlon whioh was to arouse a wave 'of hope and enthu.
staam among the o'ppressed and enslaved peoples
128. These proposals, submitted to ,the General
oraving for dignity and Independence-e-ta of theutmost
Assembly, might be aooepted or amended after disImpoctance, The terms of the resolution are stUl echo1\ OUSSiOl\ and wo\lld thenbeoome the subjeot of formal
ing in our ears. Never before had the United Nations
demands, assuming that the oolonialPowers do not
taken suoh a. deoisive step to foster respeot for the
Charter and for the Universal Deolaration of Human
always consent,
J29. In addition I would suggest that the Com~ittee
Rights, o~ indeed reformulated the guiding prinoiples
of its aotton in t~e world so clearly and so vigorously.
of ~eventeen, preoisely in order to oolleot itrlormation
135. And the oolonial peoples were not mistaken;
and hold the necessary oonsultaUQ.ps, should send
resolution 1514 (XV) tolled the knell of oolonialism,
many more visiting missions, wh!'lther to the oolonlal
territories or to t.he oapitals of the colonial powers.
ushering in new times and a world or dignity, Independence, harmony. and peace, Better stUl-and this
The Comrr,ittee's visit to london offers a significant
is a faotor of inoaloulable signifioanoe-the oolonial
example of the positive results that can be achieved
in this way. AlSO, in order to expedite its work, the
oountries that are strivingtoaohievcnationalindepenCommittee should arrange for some of its members,
dence know that they are no longer alone, thlit their
perhaps in small groups to specialise in the different
cause is a just one and that the international consoienoe"of which our Organization is the embodiment,
problems, If the seventeen members ofthe.Commi~ee
were t.<> ta~e up seriatim all the different~uesUons
has been aroused and will operate in their favour in
hastening their liberation' frorp. the hateful yoke of
submitted to them we are afraid that they would need
a vast amount ofUme and that they would be unable
colontahsm, It has .been said, and this is- oertainly
true, that the resolution on the granting oflndependence
to finish their work as rapidly as the Assembly
wou~d wish.
to oolontal oountrtes and peoples represents a new
130•. These are .the ideas whioh we are offe;in to
charter for action by the United Nations. This is
' I the General AD~embly in the hO e that the ~m
olearly evident, for by adopting this resolution the
fi
helF to faoilitate the' task of those who. ~n our
pnitud Nations. went beyond the. stage of pious hopes
behalf and with us are working to sol e 'th
_
by deolaring that the practice of colontaltsm [eoparblems
d'
.'
v
e pro
dtzes its work and is in confliot with the very prln. ems raise by the survival of colonial domination,
c~p~es on which it is based, and it decreed that that
parti9ularly in A f r i o a . . .
praotioe should be brought to an end immediately.
~
131. To oomplete this statement, I shlill add a word
136. The results were hot slow to follow. In order
., "
on the qu.estion of enlarging the Committee of Sevento realize: this, we need only glance round this
teen-. My delegation has no objec~ion a priori to such
Ass13mbly, ;or Which it has beoome a tradition, at
,a proposal•. W,?feel, however, that the. Committeeea,cb suooeeding .session, to welcome newly.admitted
.should no~ be enlarged unless that proves really
r,iemb.er/:l who have reoently thrown off the yoke of
neoessary; , c o l o n i a l i s m . A glance round this ha~lls enough, too,
132. ,The work ofdeoolonization iSllhdO:\lbtedly the
to show us that ·many. oount.l'iel3are still ab/:lent ,frOm
nO.blestofall the tastte Which the United Nations has
this universal gathering. In Afrioa alon~, 100 million
s~ courageously assumed. The liquidation of()olonial~
people are not represented here. The spate of petitc"1lsm, as we t~ll know, will do a great deal to reduce
10gers from AfrifW', as also from other parts oithe
international tensioll. "By so doing, we . shall have
world, is yet .£'fltl}~!""evidal)«;le that oololliallsm is
J,:>rought nearer the !;laY when a peaQeful world, \\1111
still rampant, that h:haelost i.?:.je ofits force and"that
" ,> reJl\eJl\~er only.froW"its~history books that it onoe
the \~sC~~bly m~st,l:le "doubly-watollf~l, Irtust,perlilist ,',
'Went J.hrougha p~riod ~narlted by the tragic and unin itsendea"lqursJmd must deal the final plow-tlf.~"
natti~al\~xplo~tat1c)nartd dOminatlonC?f iinallby, man,
death blow-to this matter. It is in that respeot that
ra()isJn,<lltld~ooialinjl1sti(Je. Oneot,c:th~ darkest
the r~portofthe Committee of 'Seventeen is.of
,pages In human history will have been turrtedqDoe
suoh }DlP01'tanC/3.
..•.
.
'
.."
.~dfor,ail. Between now.and thent' toweV'e:t1 'W~. m~st :137. lfirst of ali; my delegation wishes to oongratulate,
rell\ai?~~v~gllantanjcontinuCiuncealilingly the st~ggle
the m~mbers .of .this Committee most wa.rmly on the
", ~hi6hi ...~necelil~ary for.~e ft,eedoJl\ of man. None o~
substantial work that they have accomplished. 'The
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very extensiveness of thls tnsk would In lteeltprovldo
pl'oof-if nny furthor proof were neoded....thnt the
Implomentntlon of rosolutlon 161,4 (XV) hM bt\re~
beguQ, Wo must also oongl'ntulnta the members of the
Committee on hnvlng oonsldbl'ed the situatlon In the
mnJorltyof, the romnlning Qependont oountries nnd
made recommendnttona In the splrlt of thnt resolutl~n.
138. Even n oursory study of the report shows olearly
thnt dooolonizntlon Is nOW in ita ultlmate stnge, a
stage, however, whioh wUl nevertheless domnnd
redoubled effo:.:ta on our pnrt. Tho United Nntlons Is
now oonf:.:onted by the bastton of oolonlnlisffi, nnmely,
the settlero oolonles In Centrnl and cEnstern Afrioa.
The Administering Powers were quiok to promote
the nttninment of' independence by the economloally
exploited oolonies,. in oonformity ..wltlt resolutlon
1614 (XV) but in the light of reoent events in the
Rhodesins we cannct but oonolude that the Administel'1ng POWOI'S granted those coloniea Independence
in .order to be bettel' able to withstnnd the tide of
liberatlon that is sweepingtheworldandtooonoentrnte
theh' efforts at rearstance in the remaining ones.
139. The Rhodesias Il.nd Nyasaland are a. typioal
example; there, the blindest type of colonlallsm is
mnking its last stand' with the vigout' of desperation,
For indeed, what sort of a rtlgi\ne Is it in whtoh
200,000 or 300,000 white people are governing on
behalf of 3 mUlion blaok people, in which in order
to be able, to vote it is neoessary to have a certain
Income and to have reached a, certain level of eduoation, and where the Government balka at nothing in
order to prevent the Blacks from fulfilling the franohise requirements?
140. The oase of Southern Rhodesia is one with whioh
the United Nations is well aoquainted: there a hnndful
of settlers are resorting to every kind of oonstitutional triok and SUbterfuge in order to prevent the
Afrioan population from enjoying the benefits of independenoe and to perpetuate their domination over the
country, The Assembly is acquainted with the oonstitutional maohinations of the Central Afrioan settlers:
the electoral laws, based on qualifioations of ability
and property, whioh are inspired by an odious will
to dominate and whioh exolude the majority of the
Afrioan population from the eleotorate; the pure and
simple dissolution of nationalist politioal parties
that are accused of preaohing agitation and subversion, whereas they have been deliberately foroed.
to resort to vlolencej the imprisonment of the leaders,
c~f these parties, who offenoe consists in,asklnp; that
their oountry should be restored to dignity and to
freedom-all these things are common knowledge.
The Assembly will oertainly not allow itself to be
mlsledby the thin constitutional faQade that is being
made use of in Central Afrio9..
141. We are told again and again that Southern
Rhodesia has been self~governlrig sinoe 1923; the
United Nations'took a stand on that soore last Jun~
[see resolution 1747 (XVi)] and we rejeot that argument as a fallaoy and oall for the abrogation of that l(
oountry's Constitution, whioh does not provide for the
institution of Ul\iversal suffrage or for the establishment of an authority that is genuinely representative
of the will of the people. There oab be no mistake
about this., Resolution, ,1514 ,(XV) is orystal ole,ar:
power must be in the hands ofthe indigenous inhabit~ts
and not ,of the settlers, however well-intentioned
they may b~~ The independenoefor whiohwe are qalllng
is l1Otfor the settlal's, who have neverbaen enslaved,
but for theJndigenous inhabitants.
.

'199

142. 'The report is explioit on this sQOrO;Ulo oommon
denomlnntol' of the oount1'ies of Central, Eaeternand
Soq~hern Afrioa" Is fnQism, UU:f exploltation of the
blaok poople and the meat fl{\grnnt yiolaUon of huma~
rlght'J. Whnt isJhls Federation that Sir Roy Wolensky
wants to Impose on the J\f:l'1of4ls at all ccsta exoept
another SUbterfuge In ol'der the bette~ to rAtain oontrol
over them and to perpetuate their bondage? Suoh a
Federation would be but a oarlontul'O of Afrion's
aspirntion to\lnUy. ~t is a orude prGoedure, to whioh
the e~tremist and reaotionary foro os are having
recourse in order to retnin the upper hand. There is
n substantlal element of provooatlon in the ~ttltude
of these Governments.
143. The position of my delegation la well known:
these oountriesmust begrnnted independenoe. Above
all, let no one add~oe their laQk or preparedness as
a reason for delaying their liberatlon. The trials
thnt thll populations of these countrtee have had to
endure have been suoh that their maturity is evident.
Moreovt>r, sinoe the Administering Powers have
extended the benefits of eduoatlon to them so parsimoniouslyt everything suggests tll[\tonly indepen..
denoe will enable these oountries to appeal to international oo-operntion in order to promote the welfare
of their people.
144. The fate of South West Afrioais even dnrker;
South AfrioD, is using the unfounded argument that the
Mandate oonferred on it by the League of Nations has
elapsed as a pretext for inoreasing its efforts to
annex the territol'y. What the Assembly knows about
the extraordinary policy of apartheid. whioh it has
repeatedly condemned, is enough to explain why the
idea of suoh annexation arouaes out inrUgnation and
why we are opposed to it.
145. My deh::lgation deplores the faot that the United
Kingdom Ills using the dissensions and differenoes
of opinion between the local politioal groups as a
reason for delaying the granting of independenoe to
British Guiana, Zanzibar. Basutoland, Beohuanaland,
Swazlland and Kenya. It also hopes that the United
Kingdom will soon clear itself of theS9spicion that
it is delaying the independenoe of Kenya on account
of military andstrategio consideratlons,
.
146. POl'tug~l, lll,t~ South Afrlpa, 'is persisting hi its
attitude of defianoe of the Ur,l.lted Nations and it is
only by foroe of arms that it is abl$ to remain,
in Angola and Mozambique. Extraordinary as it may
seem, South Africa is spending £60 million a year
to maintain. its army of repression; Portugal manages
to prolong its dominatlon over its oolonies only by
periodioaily dispatohing reinforoements to maintain
order-a type of order whioh is repugnant to the in~ ternational oonsoienoe, Wfi} rejeot with soorn the argument that. the Portuguese oolonies are an integral
part of Portuguese national territory. .This "S ano
argument on whioh the, ooloniaUsts rely and wlp.oh is
founded on sand. It is not the first time that it has
been used at this rost~um s,nd'my delegation is firmly
convinoed that in the faoe of our determinatlonPortugal \lI~b!ll1don.itju~t as othe,rs have, do~e~fore o
it. The Portuguese administraUon of Angola, Mozam....
bique, so-called Portuguese Guinea andth~ ~ Cape
Verde Islands. has failed. 'fhe level ofllving oUhe
indigenous inhabitants o~, these territories is t"'e
lowest in Africa; What is more, they are ,spared
nothing: raoial dlsoriminafton...foroed laboul"ah~\;aC,
polioe regime, sUClh is th~ir lot.
.
0
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147. The position of nlY delegation Is olenr: ,the

oalled the "Unholy Amanoe". If the diotatOl' Snlnznr.
rel:\olutlon on the granting of independenoe to oolonlul
the ohamPion of Mute supremaoy. Silo' noy Welensky.
OOUll,tries and peoples has not been applied to any
and the rnoinUst Verwoerd were to aot hnnd~in~hand
of the oountries that we have just mentionoo. The
on Afrionn soil, thnt would spell the end of pr()gresB.
UnltedNaUons must mO,ke it olear to the Administering
dignity and freeclom in this part of AfricR. nnd the
acnen of the United Nations would be jeopardized for
Powers that it is not deQei'Ved by them and that the
oounh'ies oonol)rned are enjoyil;!gnelther aelf-govern~
a lOllg time. Suoh an all1nnoe would imperil both
the seourity of our states and world peace, The
ment or independence, The General Asse~bly should,
urge the United Kingdom. whose praiseworthy reoord
United Nations must forestall such an evil. F01' that
purpose, the Members of the United Nations must be
in deoolonizatlon is well known, to cease playing the
game of the settlors and to enSUl'e that the Intereste of
olearly aware of their responsibiUtiea and mustwlthdraw the taoit support that they are giVing .~o the
the indigenous inhabitants are pasamount by gl'antlng
them lndt.lpendenoe. The"General Assembly must also
advooates of apartheid, just as they must put an end
exclude from its ranks those Membel'swhiohmnkethe
to theirpol1oyof~!JPl101tywhiohconslstsinQondemning
flagrnnt vtclntton of the United Nations Chnrter and OfPol'tugal before t~e United Nations, on the one hand.
the Universal Deolaration of Human Rights a matter
and on the other hand supplying that oountry with
weapons and ammunition that el\able it to oarl'y on
of dootrine-to wit; Portugal and South Afrioa. The
its campaign of extermtnatlon in Afrioa.
Assembly haacertatnly not failed to feel great anxt149. "When the "General Assembly adopted resolution
ety in the face of ~e serious warnings given by the
1614 (XV) my delegation was one of the numerous
Chairman ~f ZAPU. It is because the United Kingdom
has left the fate of the Afrioans in the hands of a hand,
ful of settlera that we are now oonfronted with the
delegations that expressed their aattstaotton thnt the
in~ernl\tional community was onoe again reoolfizing
odious polioy of aPartheid. This mistake must not be
repeated in Rhodesia. We must, not, tolerate South
its duties towards the dependent peoples. foday.
Afrioa's seizure of South west Afrioa or the consoltmy delegation espouses ~he oonolustona reached by
the Committee of Seventeen, declares that the impledation of the raoialist and oppressive federation of
Sir Roy Welensky whose role in Katanga is well
mentation of resolution 1614 (XV) has barely:begun,
and will vote in favour of any draft resolution
,
designed to hasten the liberation of the oppressed
.
148, We Afrioans stand to lose everything through
peoples.
the ,oonstitution of what has with goOd reason been
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AGENDA ITEM 25
Thet-ituati~n with ,regard to the. implementation of the
"Declaration on the granting of independenee to colonial
ccuntries

and, peoples: repor~ of the, $peciaICo"l,01ittu

esta~1 ished uilderGeneral Assembly resolotion'1654 (XVI)

{continued)
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7.• Mr. MELO FRANCO (Brazil) (translat'ed from,
French):
delegation preferred net to speak U'iJ.ring
the procedural. debateon tIieinterpretation of.item 025
whiclttook place in plenary. It fElltc~rtainthaMhe
Generlll" Assembly would, in its wisdom, find the best'
formtila to spare us repetitive discus'sionsiind super':'
f1tious .or' oontradtotorv draft . resolutions 'on the dif:!'
ferent items allocatea> in '. some . cases, oto' plenary
meetings and, in otherEl. to the Fourth Committee,but
o
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all referrln(l; oto the general subjeot of the fight to
l\bQUsh oolonJ_~Jism throughout the world,
8. In taking the fiool' today on item 26, the BrazUian
delegation is still anxious to aVQ.id repetitive dtaoussion. It will thetefore now oonsider only the genE;lral
aspeots of this problem and of the report (A/5238]
sUbmitted to us by the Speoial Committee, AI leaving
Its representative on the First Committee to deal with
points peouliar to individual territories. More preoisely, the Brazilian delegation will ha>;"e oonfine itself
to a atudy of the first ohapter of the Speoial Com,,nittee's report and to' a very general review of the
Committee's work slnee its inoeption less than ayear
ago.
9. The Speoll\l Committee's report is not only one of
the ,'most voluminous dooumente yet published by the
United Nationa. but it is.aJso one of the most important
on the problems of deoolonization. In submitting it to
us, the Rapporteur. Mr. Najmuddina ~lf~iofSyria,
laid emphasis, quite rightly. on the imraensEI amo~nt
of work done by each member in carryillgout the task
assigned to the Committee by' the General Assembly•
10~ When. last year, tae Ass~mbly adopted resol}!tion 1654 (XVI) establishing the Special Committee,
now commonly known as the Committee of seventeen,
it was not diffioult to foresee what functions would be
assumed by this United Nations body in cth,e field of
decolonlzatton, As we know, in order to guide the
progress of the dependent territories towards selfgovernment or independence. the United Nations Char..
- tar ~established the Trusteeship Council and, in addition, empowered the General Assembly to establish
the Committee on Information from Non-Self':Govern'
ing Territories.
11. TJl~ most important result of the far-reaching
revolution produced in the Organization oy, the unant,. mous adoption. on '14 Deoember 1960. of the Declaratlonon the granting of independenoe to colonialoountries and peoples was the establishrtlent of the
Commi.ttee of Seventeen. This Committee was direotly
_attaohed to the General Assembly and was to accept
.or even take upon itself" by virtue of the wide powers
conferred 'On it, the funotions of a superior organ
responsf~le for investigation and the implementation
ot deoisions withrespeot to virtually all deooloniaatton
questions, never seeking to evade any problem in t.hat

15. To revert to the funotions of the Committee of
Seventeen, Woe note that in praotioe it has encroached
upon the' work not only of the Committee On Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories but also on
that of vartoue oommittees which are responsible for
speoific colonial questions and whose aotivities have
become no more than a means of enabling the .Oommittee of Seventeen. to aooomplish its task. It should
further be remembered that the importance of the
Trusteeship Counoil is dwindling as each step is taken
towards the goal for which it was established.
16. The Committee of Seventeen does, in fact, cover
the whole field of decolonization for the following
reasons. First. of all, it has assumed responsibility
for classifying as Non-Self-Governing Territories
territories which were previouslyoutfllide the scope
of United Nations aotion-a task expressly assignedto
it by the General Assembly .and S>ne wholly in keeping
With the spirit of. the Charter. This is a function of
the greatest importance, given its possible implioa~tions for the exercise of the prinoiple of self-determination. Seoondly,the Oommlttee has taken up the
problem of territories administered by Portugal, thus
transforming the Committee of SevenY into a subsidial'y bodY responsible for detailed studies on the
conditions prevailing in those territories. Finally. it
has been entrusted with the question of the territory
~~
.
of South West Afrioa, here again transforming the
c
12. Admittedly, an assessment of the results of "its
United Nations Speoial Committee .for South WElst
work ~uring the first year of its life shows that the
Africa in~o onf:l~f its subsidiarybodie.s.
Committee of Seventeen has dealt with only a few terrii.7. Seen in this light, the task already carried out by
tories, but th,~t is ,because. despite the wishes of most
the
Committee, of SeyenteendurJng the current year
of its membe:~s, it was manifestly impossible for it to
is enormous. even. though, incomplete, . for; ashas
study all the\ldep!"ndent territories still in existence
already been pointed out, the field of decolonization
~"I; .In the ,modern'world.
"
is .far tOQ . 'wide for thfi). Committee toenoompass
: '''0,
.'
.\1'
.... ,. ... ....
..
o 13~ This imn'ledle,tely ra~sestwo~relatedquesti(jns.
completely.
'.
F.rstly, is the\l,scope of its mandate, as interpreted :by
18•.. The .Brazilian.delegation rElmains convincedthat.
the committee\\ofSeventeen, compatible with tl1e .Charin the (fight for peace. thi6,solution found for the c910ter? Seenndly, Is the Commitfee not in danger,pf overnial
problem willbe a factOr of the first importance.
IIlPping ·!lotonl~;r with thevario\1s, spEloialoommittees,
If'has already said and says again that the era'of .6dl()..
but also, withtha FourlhCommittee itself:? The .Br!l.~
nlallsm: is historically over and the 'only task left is to
c il;rJ.ian del~gatioi'f beUevC\ls that the . ~n~~er to tCt.P,. tl,i~se'
sweep" away thtl. vestiges. But precisely because they
qt\estiops is noJ,. Judged In.the light of the Deolaration
are vestiges,. ,they must 'be 'tre,ated with the .greatest
on ~egr~ting 1'lof'independencE! to oolonialoountries
care;
and efficiency. lest colonialism add neW evils to
an~ .peoples ,.tb.e .C()lX1lX1ittee of. Seventeen has' not in
those )fhas.illrElady engendered. Nowadays~oolO':
~act ~ne beyond itsterm,sqh'eferenoe but has/on tJ1e
-niaHsm is' 'historloal andsociologioal anac~onlsm,
,'·J]S~;cludomlt!ltte~()lltheSi~tiatioriw1th rega~d toth~ Implementa'; whose peaceful disappearance can only be benefiCial
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oontrary, suceeeded in aoting within .he boundaries
set by the Charter and the important resoluti(ms interpreting and ,supplementing the Chart~r on that subjeot.
A case in point is reso~ution 1541 (XV), Which has
given Member states ob~eotive ortteria'for the oorreot
interpretation of one of the bIlsiooonoepts underlying
our aotivities in colonial matters: the oonoept of a
Non-Self...Governing Territory.
14. It has also been alleged that the Fourth Committee will oease to serve any useful purposa if the
Committee of Seventeen oontinues to submit draft
resolutic>ns direotly to the General Assembly. The
B.razilian del~gatiol\:,has noobjeotion to this procedure,
provided that each delegation retains the right to state
its opinion on aU subjeots, propose amendments and
vote freely. We also consider it desirable that complex questions should first be studied by a speoialized
body and.' then be reexammed without restriotion.
by one of the Main Committees, before the final deotston is taken by the General Assembly.
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.1173rd meeting - 21 November 1962
tc.nattona and peoples. Its eradioation will tree contemporary sooiety of polltioal, eccnomto, sooial and
emotional fao~ors whioh are endangeringinternational
peace and securtty,
19. It is inoontrovertible that the United Nations, by
pl'Omoting more effioient,methods for abolishing 0010nialism, has greatly helped to speed up the prccess,
Whereas, before the li'irst World War, deoolonization
was generally a warlike jlrooess, by the time the
Seoond Wor~d War came, itiladalready, in many W/lY'I3,
sometimes 'become a relatively peaceful process, and
sinoe the Second World War, the United Nations has
made the process really peaceful, with some painful
and sanguinary exceptlona, It must not, however, be
forgotten that this was due partly to the realization by
certain"oolonial Powers that they could no longer hold'.'
back the rising tide,ot the dependent peoples' national
demands.
20, As a resultofUnitedNationsactionnndthe under»
standing shown by certain colonial Powers, hundreds
of millions of people have wontheir independence in
different oountries andunder different types ofgovernments. The United Nations has co-operated, direotly
or indirectly, in the achievement of politioal independence by over 700 million human
'
, beings.
21. The last three territoriesunder"Vnited Nations
trusteeship are now moving irrevocably towards the
new status they will gain through self-determination."
d
22. As a member of the United N1i~i9ns Special Committee for South West Africa" Brazil is oonfident that
a fair and peacefUl solution will be found for this
problem, which has already been the sublect of si,q;ythree resolutions in the United Nations, during more
than sixteen years of discussion. The Mandatory
Power must understand that an the facts recorded
concerning its admlnlatratlon of the territory-whether
they 'are gQod,as it maintafns , or bad, as the United
Nations af3serts....can lead only to one oonclusion: that
the people must choose their fate'pyafree expresston
of their will. The Mandatory Power must also understapd that its position on this point, from the, International point of view, is a source of grave friction
which can only poison the -atmosphere and seriously
jeopardize thebaIance? right,ly sought after by the
sovereign African States, most of which gained their
sovereignty only recently, but have already shown
remarkable maturity in dealing With their national and
interna(ional problems. '

SOS

or creed, These lands fo1.' 8F.lttlement can, as th~ir
name implies. be peopled by men of all 1,'aoes and
olasses, if the "national" oharl\oteristlos they derive
from their true baokgrounds are respeoted, for they
are vast enough and rioh enoughto welcome in their
midst all men of goodWill whether born or nt\mitted
there.
25. In that oonnexion, a baste distinotion should be
drawn between the coionteera and ,their desoendants
on the one hfui'd, and,th~ economtc pqwer generally
located in the metropolitan oountry on the other hand.
The latter seeks to identify its own selfish interests
with the needs of the colonizers andtheir descendants,
thus oreating inter-racia:J:"tension which can only be
prejudioial to the true interests of the people.
26. In the opinion of the Bral'liUan c;lelegation, it is
in this light that ,these problems might be examined
by the General Assembly. In this particular instance,
the United Kingdom is the ~aip. colonial :Power concerned. We trusUo the traditional p()~itical wisdomof
the 'British to find the solution which is best and most
consistent with the United Nations Charter.
27. The Brazilian delegation is, for various reasons
well known to the ll),ajority~,of the M'3mber States, In n
special position in regard to the problem oftheterrl-:
to:r~es under Portuguese administration. In that conne)2ion, Br'azU would Ilke, once again, to express two
fervent wlshea; first of all, that the debate held in the
,Fourth Committee should be free of all passion, and
secondly, that some formula should be found whereby
Portugal can agree to constructive discussion with
the United Nations for the real benefit ofthe people of
the territories it administers, as the trend of-modem
histOry demands. This trend is, incidentally, exemplitied in Portugal's own history, for when Brazil advanoed towards independence; Portugal Was able to
accept this process without detriment ,to the close
links between the two countries.

28. Many States are most anxious-in generatjustifiably so....,to achieve concrete, immediate solutions
envisaged in the Declaration on the granting of ~nde
pendence to colonial countries and peoples. Brazil
shares this desire, but at the same time wishes to
point but that we must all take care to eschew measures which, ,instead of leading to a peaceful, final
solution of colonial conflicts ,might cause newfriction,
further complicatllonsand threats to peace, whichcis
already precarious enough, when our main concern
should be to strengthen it.. '

23. As regards the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
the. picture is even more impressive. There are ,over
fifty of these Territories on the map of the world and
29. The Brazilian delegation thus .feels boundtopoint
their totat p0J;lulatiOliis about 80 Il1illion. In thlecase,
out
once ag~in, that while sanctions are admittedly an
the "main, Power involved, the United Kingdom, ,ha~
integral part of the Oharter andare explicitly prpvided
shown that"it appreciates the urgency of the problem
for that docume~t, we shOUld, ifwe contemplate apply-"
and, the,anachronisticcharaoter ofthe colonial system.
'\ ing,them".considerpbjectiveJy-ho\VJ~~ey are desh:·24. The POPJllation;~f'these Non-S~lf-Governing
able" and-appropriate. Sanctions , shoUld be"applied,
firstly, when they can be effectively enforced and,
Territories varies. Some have a relatively high persecondly" when they are calculated' to safeguard the
c'i;}ntageof settlers' descendant,lil. an,d certainT,erripeace and security of the area in questioo. In the
tories have. over theIas] few )·ears,'be~rt. the Scene
of ,fearful' strifes1,lch as~hat which raged for seven
opinion of the 'BrazilUuf delegation" Wl1enever .sanotions. instead of correcting agivensituationorpeace-,
yea.I's in' Algeria.,acountry whichweare nClwg;ratlfied
fully, settling ,a go,esUon, 'might en.dangerthe very
to see here in our 'midst as .a MetnberState. There
existeno,e'of the United NaHo,ns ,asariessential instrucan, however, ,be ,no, doub.t 'that a, sQlu.tiC:m for Terriment f01.'peace,then it is better to wait until they can
torlesWith this pbpulation"pattern"hasL\lreadybeen
be used effectively"for restoringopeace~
"
foul!d and effectively applied long ago. MY90untry,
Brazil,ls a sttikingexamJ;lle Clfs,m\11ti-raci~!~ocie~y
,30~'1'heprinciplesby Wliichthe Brazilian delegation
In which the l'ightsof •man ,are upheld and,applied,
has been guided 'in itsex.aminat~on of item 250~our
without 'prejUdioe or discrimination as to race, colour
-_.-'.., ... ,
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agenda should now be olear. They might be summarized as follows:
(1) We are in favour of prolgnging the Ufe of the
Committee of Seventeen for another year, andposai«
bly for longer, if this is justified by the report to be
submitted to the General Assem'bly at its eighteenth
session.
(2) We believe that the Committee's ,efforts should
be concentrated by abQlishing certain other committees and. speotal sub-committees dealing with
colonta) questions. I hasten to add that tlythei"r very
natul'e and by the character of their work, the Trusteeship Couno11,Which was established under the
Charter, and the Committee of Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories would obviously not
be affeoted by this measure.
(3) We oonsider that the question of the structure,
oomposition, membershlp and procedure of the Special Committee should be left open, as this Committee could equally well be a Committee of Seventeen, of Twenty-one, or whatever the General
Assembly in its wisdom deotdes,
(4) We believe that the Speoial Committee should
operate in such a way that Member States not represented on it may be eo-opted for special tasks in
ad hoc sub-cornmittees, according to some procedure
'(0 be devised.
~ (5) Finally, we believe that the positive results
achieved by the Committee of Seventeen deserve the
praise of Member States, however qualified their
approval may be on specific points.
31. Before ooncluding_-::t~e Brazilian delegation would
like onoe again to pay'·a tribute to tile work of the
Member States which served on the Committee of
Seventeen, and especially to.the two Latin-American
Members, Uruguay and Venezuela, whose clear-headed
and consistent partioipation has been a measure of the
high level of Latin-Amertcan thinking throughout the
Committee's work.
32. Sir James PLIMSOLL (Australia): Australia is a
Member of the Committee of Seventeen. We haveparticipated actively throughout the year in the work of
the Committee. I myself had ,the honour of being the
Australian representative and the pleasure of visiting
Afrioa during the tour. of that country by the Committee of Seventeen.
33. "Australtahaa participated in the discussionofall
the items in the work of the Committee of Seventeen;
we participated in the hearing and the questioning of
petitioners, and this afternoon I should like to say
something about Australia's assessment and approach,
in the light of our experience.
34. At th~ outset' I should like to p~y tribute first to
the Chairman of the qommitteej MrlC.S. Jhaof India,
the formerPermaneiit Representative to the' United
Nations whO brought a :constructive approach and,of
.oourse, a wealth of experience as to the way In which
United Nations bodies oper~te and the potential they
,have fOl'achievement. I should like'to mention also
the, Vice..:'Presidefit, Mr.poulibaly of Mali, whowas
the Chairman of the group when.itvisited Africa. I, for
one,was most happy 'to serve. under his le/:!.$lel'ship
and to observe the dignity and. integ:rity that he displayed during our vis~l. Our RapQorteurwas Mr. Rifai
of Syria who, in addition to the normal qualities of the
Rapporteur, had special e~erienceinthatfield. He
had been a Member of the.VisitiIlg 'l\f~ssiorrto AllS-

trallan New Guinea and he had been 'the SpEloial Plebi...
soite Administrator of the United Nations in Western
Samoa. I should like to mention the Seoretariat both
here and during the visit to Afrioa.
35. It would be useful to state, the spirit and prin...
oiples whioh have been the basis of Australia's appreach in the work of the Committee of Seventeen.
Australia supports the goal of self..detel'mination for
all peoples in the world. That is an honest approaoh:
it is the spirit that we brought to bear in the drafting
of tho Charter in San Franoisco when Australia was
responsible for the inclusion in the Charter of some
of these "vttal provisions on colonial territories. We
'believe in self-deterlnination. We beHeve also in the
elimination of dis9rimination because of colour, in
the colonies no less than in independent countries of
the world. We know, quite apart from constderations
of justice or efficiency, the feelings of humiliation
and frustration which must be felt by any people who
are suffering from discrimination whether because of
colour, racial origin or on any other grounds.
36. And so, side by side, we should pursue two objectives to bring about the genuine exercise of the right
of self-determination by all peoples, and also to secure
an equal opportunity for everyone in a territory I regardless of race, colour or religion, to play an equal
role in the political, economic or social life of that
territory.
'
,
"
37. In the work of the Committee of Seventeen we
have also believed in Australia that there should be a
division between the Administering Authorities andthe
rest of the Committee. We have a common task laid
down in the Charter of the United Nations and laid
down also in the resolution [1654 (XVI)] that was given
us by this Assembly. We believe that our task in the
Committee is to work together to achieve the objectives of the Charter, and we have conceived of this
Committee as a team, not a division into camps on
the basis either of geographical origin or on the
basis' of being an administering or non-administering
Power.
38. I hope that from a study of the report there will
be a greater realization by all of us that dependent
territories do not conform to a single pattern. The
report, both in its general discussion and in its discussion of individual territories, illustrates that there
are different problems presented by different territories. The different territories have different stages
of development, and also; ,the administering Powers
have approached their tasks and their obligations in
a different spirit and by different methods. And this
makes it unrealistic and artificial, I believe, to think
in terms of a target date that Will apply to all territories, irrespective of their present condition and
irrespeotive of the policies being pursu,ed 'by the administering Powers or the degree of co-operation that
is existing between the administerillg Power and the
United Nations.
'
39. 1 have said that Admtntsterfng Authorities vary!
Two of them, South Africa and Portugal, arefollowing,
either in their professed-objectrves or in their prac-,
tice, a policy whiqp most Members of the General
Assembly regard as not fully carrying out their obl.igations under the Charter. AUEltralia has. voted at this
session in the FoUrth Committee for a draft resolution
on South West Africa, [see A/p310] which has not Yet
come before a plenary meeting but whichrepl'esents
tlil:l view of almost all Members of thisAssemblYtan~
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based on the basic prinoiple of giving effeot to th~
right of self-determlnation.
40. Aush'aUa has also said in previous sessions of
the Assembly, and will say so again at this session,
that we consider Portugal should Ncognize the obUgation to give. the peoplea overseas the right of self...
determinatiOn and thnt it should take effeotive meaaures to bring that about.
41. But in regard to the other a~jninisteringPowers,
I believe that there can be no doubt in this Assembly
th t th
i i
a ey are mov ng n the right direction. There may
be differences about the pace and there may be differences about the methods, but I believe that the
sincerity of the other administering Powers in moving
toward self-determination cannot be questioned by any
honest observer. As I said, there will be differences
as to the rate at which they are moving and as to the
methods they are using, butcountrlea like Australia,
the United states and the United Kingdom are honestly
trying to carry out the obligations of the Charter. We
are bound to do so by our own traditions, our own
traditional respect and pelief in human rights. Weare
pressed forward by a vociferous public opinion; we
are called upon to account to our ownParliaments for
the way in which we are doing these things. And our
ownpublic and our Parliaments and our Governments
are aware of what is going on here in the United Natlons and of the statements that are made by representatives of all groups.
c

42. The United Nations' debates have a considerable
influence in shaping optnion, not only among countries
whose representatives are here, but also inourpublic
opinion at home. I sometimes think that it is this intangible force represented in responsible action by the
United Nations that ,is one of the most effective ways
of ir;Uluencing things in the world today-and not least
in the colonial field.
43. Quite apart from .the administering Powers, the
problems in different territories themselves vary
from territory to terrttory; There are, for example
different historical backgrounds. Some dependentter~
ritories have been communities or societies with a
long history and a long and ancient cultural development of a unified sort, perhaps a group that has existed
as a single community for a long period. Then again
in some parts of the world such as Australian Ne~
qUinea, you have a territory whichhas never in history
existed as one community, where there has never
been physical communication throughout the territory,
where there has been a series of scattered tribes
each of them qUite smiUlandinvery1imited communi~
catiOl~, if in any communication at all, withneighbouring tribea, Such territories cannot be treated in exactly
the same way. A society in which there is only one
race or only one religion or only one .tribe presents
quite a ~ifferent situation from a society that might be
an amalgam of many tribes, many races, manyperhaps
mutually antagonistic religions. Sometimes, in recent
years, the task has been to build up a sense of unity
where a sense of unity has not existed at all in the
past. We cannot ignore the existence of some of these
questions.'
44'
,
• One can believe" as I believe and as the, Australian G()vernment.believes, that there should be no
discrimfnationamong peoples of different colour or
religion. ~ut the belief 'that di~1.erences, of 'that 'sort
should not, exist cannot blind.us ',to thefaqt that in
somecases;;discrirpiIlati()n does exist, which ,is based
on factors that we have, to overcome; we sometimes
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have a task ct reocncntanon and of eduoation, of re"
moving the fears of the different groups inside a so..
oiety-whioh sometimes come from outside-we must
W01'It f01' the elimination of these things.~Sometimes
this involves edueatton in a very wide aenae of the
. word, I have heard representatives talk about the
problem of educating people for self-government. This
is not just a problem of eduoating indigenous people;(
it is very often a task, if I might saye,SO, of.eduoating
some of the dominant groups themselves in a society,
accustoming them to the idea of working together,
edging them into co-operative forms of enterprise,
liti al
po c and commercial.
'
45. The work of the Committee of Seventeen during
the past year has shown that it is not always <Ufferences between the Administering Autho;rity and the
local population that delay independence. Sometimes
the road-block arises from differences inside the
dependent territory itself, from indigenous groups in
a tarritory or from groups that have Immtgratedover
a long period of years, but not entirely European
groups. 'Ihis is illustrated by British Guiana and Zanzibar, two territories that were considered by the
Committee of Seventeen. The view of the whole committee is that the most urgent thing to do is tcbrtng
together the different groups in those two countries,
so that they can achieve independence and carry out
the obligations of independent government on the basis
of an agreement among them. In neither case is it a
conflict between the people of the territory and the
Administering Authority. That view, as I say, is held
in varying degrees by all members of the Committee
of Seventeen.
46. Let me say further that Australia does not believe
that it is our function in this Assembly, or in the Committee of Seventeea-indeed, it is not the function of
the United Nations-to choose between leaders or parties in a territory. It is not our function to impose a
particular leader on a territory. Rather, we have to
look to the time whenthe people themselves will deter';.
mine whom they are going to follow, what their form
of society and constitution is going to be.
47. As I have said, the problems vary from territory
to territory; and in many cases it is not just a qaestion of colontaltsm.: There 'are elements in many of
these situations that are not colonial. Some of the
problems that we have in these territories are problems that have faced mankind from the begtnning-ehow
to raise standards of living everywhere, how to promote human rights. These are not just problems that'
face colonial territories. Therfl are problems ofrace-how to get different races to live togetherahd to.trust
one another. There l're the economic problems of
development and, of finding overseas markets'; for
their primary product products ; and the probl~mof'
-iovercomtng fears-feal's of internecine clashes among
groups in a oommuntty, .:fearsperhap~J)ofinte:rfeI'ence
?y powerful neighboura; Manyo~;these thinge can be
tllustrated by taking individual territories. Some of.
these things may be seen in Australia's own territory
of New Guinea, where .thereare.the problems of building up onesootety, of accustoming the peoplet,qlooking out on th~ world as a whole and seeing the possl«
bi1itJ~sthat ,are ope~ to~hem-people who,untilthe
1ast'<ew years, have in some cases been cut off completely from the rest of mankind. There, in New, Guinea,
you actually, find fral\s, among ,the ',' iIl,digen,ous peqple
themselves as ,to what the .future will hold for them.
I belieVe that, in New Guinea, Australia ah.dthe United
'Nations have built up .a most fruitful co-operatfon, ,l!l.
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'oo-operation that I knew will oontinue and wilUead to
tasks. 'Some representatives might feel hlcUned to
tlie sU30essful aohievement of self-determination for
oritioize that and to say that speed is essential. But
the people.
.
..
speed by itself'is not an Qbjeotive. What we need is
,
"
speed that will lead to ,effective and just fesults.
48. But the real question, very often,ln '1:1." ~erritory
is a question of how to achteve something. It ia not a.
53. The Committee spent a lot of time on Rhodesia
question of the motives of the Administering Power;
and Nyasaland. After a lengthy debate on Southern
U is not a question of the motives of the leaders of the
Rhodesia, in which it heard p(\titroners and had a deindigenous people 'themselves. It is often a question of
taileg dtaousston, a aub-committee was set up which
how this last stage is reached which takes a country
went jo Ltmdon-a sub-committee of stx, all of them
out' of almost oomplete independence to actual indenon-admtnlstertng Powers. They had frank talks With,
pendence, how to reconcile the various elements that
the United 1Clngdom Government•. "rhe United Kingdom
are strugglingr among themselves and struggling with
Govl;\rnment. took thi~)Visit very seriously. 'rhe subthe Administering Authority, the conflicts insid(rthe
committee was received by ~~ most senior Ministers
terl'itory, the conflicts between interested powers.
in the British Cabinet. lt had'llneffect on British thinking, just as it had.an effect on the thinking and under49. Sometimes, in our discuasions here in the Genstanding here in the United NationS. I think thjs was a
ellal Assembly or in Committees, we find that the ap:"
profitable and productive way for th~ (Jommittee to
preach of individual countries"is determined by their
work, and, whatever our opinion may be about this
own interests. A neighbouring country in Africa, for
question of Southern Rhodesia which is so difficult to
example, naturally wants a newly independent country
handle-difficult in Us "basic elements, quite apart
to ~eonewithwhichitcanhopeto live in peace. Therefrom attitudes of government-I think the Committee
fore, we cannot look at any of these things in a vacuum
of Seventeen can take som~~oredit for its contribution.
or pretend ~~t national interests are not involved.
54. Later in the year, however, for a variety of
50. Having said that by way.of a general indication of
reasons, the Committee was unable in the oase of
Australia's approach as a member of the Committee
certain territories, I believe, to give cadequate conot Seventeen,' let me say something about the work of sideration.
Votes were sometimes forced on draft
the Committee itself over the past year. I do not proresolutions that had not been submitted to sufficient
pose to say anything about individualterritories. Ausexamination or which did not properly reflect the
tralia, as a member of the Committee, has been able
situation. But these things happen in an~' body. I do
to speak-and we have spoken....on almost every~erri
not take too gloomy a view of a situation in which
t9rythat came I~efore us, and our policy is set out in
things have not, perhaps, gone in the way in which my
the report of th~\ Oommtttee of Seventeen. I therefore
Government would have wanted them to go. There. is
do not propose to repeat it here. But let me make
no ground for despair. There was lack of time, parsome more' general remarks, the first of them on
ticularly
at the end, and I think the Committee tried
procedure. "
to do too.much in too short a time because it was
51. On the procedure which the Committee should
conscious that the General Assembly was about to
follow, Australia took much the same attitude as the
meet and expected a report. TherefOl'e, perhaps it
one that was outlinid to the General Assemblyyestectried to cover too many territories and to cover them
day [l171st meei-g) by the representative of the United
too quickly. But next year there will be further work
States. That attitude was that oUl:j objective should be
and new and wider examination of some of the territo proceed as far 1,\1) possible in the Committee by a
tories already considered.
consensus rather than by voting. That springs very
55. I believe that most Member countries made an
. much from the attitude that..I outlined earfler "'this
afternoon: the feeling that the. Committee should not honest attempt to contribute to the work of the Committee and that we must not judge that work only by
. divide itself into administering and non-administering
what has appeared in the report. We must remember
Powers but that we should t~y to find the greatest posalso the discussions. that took place behind the'soenes
sible, area of agreement-and, in some cases, there
among all of us, and the impact that that has had on
was a considerable area of agreement. In the early
the thinking of all of us. We must not expect always
part of thayear, our dtscusstons on Southern Rhodesia
that this is going to find immediate expression. After
showed .that, although. per,haps the Committee could
all, we 'know that in our 'own Governments it takes
not have a.greedunanimously on a detailed statement,
some time f()r policies to work their way into the
w~ were able to' agree virtually;;unanimously on a genmachine and to secure acceptance by everyone who is
eral.Ifne. of approach. Wewere able,to agree on a brief
called upon to carry them out. T~e United Nations has
that was taken to London by a sub-committee to dtsthis sort of influence which I think we are .somettmesccuss with the British Govex-nment1Many ofusfelt that,
apt to underestimate or to overlook-the indirect
rather than put resolutions to a vote andPerhaps divide
pressure, the indiree~ influence that responsible disthe Committee unnecessarily and prematurely I it. was
cusston can have,ihe. respo'n~ible di~ic'ussion that is
better' for each of us to loqk at the' others as partners,
sometimes more important than resolutions.
for, the Committee as a whole to look upon itself asa'
partner with the. Administering Authority M therele56. I have said that most Member countries made an
vant t~rl'ltory in trying to atlhieve the objectives for
honest attempt to contribute to the.WOl'k of the Comthe territory. We felt that sometifu~~fby stimUlating,
mittee. ~I should, however,. say something about the
py suggesting,\,by watching,"w~ would make more
attitude. of the Goviet Union. because the Soviet :Union,
effeQtiye progress than b.Y trying to agree on.a form
both dn the 'Committee itself and here in this debate,
of words from which certain key members would
has r,eferr~d}to .the attitude of wh8,t, it:bas called the
9issent..
.
West~rnCountri~s,and it, has said that the ,Western
52~ . On the whole, my own view is that the work of '..Countties-pre,sumab13'"",~clttdingA,ustralia~ha.ve not
honestly discharged thelr. obligations• .Duringth~ work
the'qommfttee .'~f S~ventl'1en was 'better at the beginning
oft~eC,omInitteeq~ Seventeen Jhe, SovietUnioll h8,S
. of the year than towal'tt'the e~d:' A~ the beginI!,ing of
again andaga1n<>
attehtpted
to. use Coloriialism8,s part .'
.. t~e, year, the, Committee took ml1ch longer' over its
,q ,
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of the oold war, and has sought to divide the .Com,.
mlttee, I am thinking of one oooasion and the disoussion of one territory where the Soviet Union deljl)erately foroed a vote wMn other countrtes, inoludhlgthe
Afrioan-Asian oountries, were aiming at a oonsensus
and were trying to widen the area of agreement rather
than to establish or to orystallize differenoes. The
Soviet Union has oriticizedother oountries, but in the
cese of its own territories it takes refuge in Artiole 2,
paragraph 7, referring to domesttc jurisdiotion. The
Charter applies to all oountries and to all peoples.
The Charter is'not limited to those whoare within the
present jurisdiotion of Western countries I and in this
\'lonnexion I shall quote a statement made in the Aus; ~alian House of Representatives on 11 October 1062
by'Sir Garfield Barwick, the Australian Minister for
External Affairs. He said:
"I hold the view that this general Declaration"
-that is, the Declaration on ending coloniaUsm"does apply to the peoples who are in subjugation to
the Soviet Union and to Communist China, andI hope
that in due course the United Nations will direct its
attention to those territories. It is notioeable that
while Great Britain is busy granting independenoe
to so many people the Soviet Union and Communist
China are busy extending their empires and increasing the areas or subjugation. "
57. Let me now make some remarks about what the
Committee of Seventeen should do. I think that an indication of my views will nave emerged from remarks
I have already made. In the fil;'stplace, the Committee
should satisfy itself that the Administering Authorities
are making an honest attempt, at a reasonable pace
and in reasonable ways, to give effect to the provisions
of the Oharter on self-determination. The Committee
should stimulate the Admintstertng Authorities-stimulate them in many ways, stimulate them with ideas,
stimulate them with questions. I speak as the representative of an Administering Authority, and we have
never resented the interest of the United Nations. On
the contrary, we have welcomed it and we have tried
to take account of the views that are expressed here,
either by the United Nations, as the UnitedNations, or
by individual countries in their contributions to debates. Differences of opinion will exist, but these
differenc'3s of opinion are not only in the United Nations, the Committee of Seventeen and other bodies of
the Organization. There are dtfferences inside the
terrttortes, There are differences inside the Aclrilin-'
istering Authorities. And in the case of all of us who
have free parliaments and a free Press that can report what is going on.in.the world there is discussionfrequent discussion, that uis informed and that, in
various ways, reflects what Ia atated here and what'
representatives here and thetr" Governments at home
are saying.
(I

ttona bodies and to the views expressed by i~dividual
oountries here. An Administering Authority knows
that if it ignores those views or :4'eo~~mendatlonsit
is doing so with its eyes open and has to make t,\ responsible choice an~~l.mderstand why it is not followin.g
the view expressed ~Mre.
"

,.L,

.',

59. I believe that others, in addition to making constructive criticisms and suggestions, ha"ve a respon«
sibility not to embarrass either the Administering
Authorities or the peoples working in the territories
by whipping up emotion unjustifiably or by mllJting
reconciliation among the various elements incaClterritory more difficult. I know that this is often a matter
of opinion. Naturally, Administering Authorities .tend
to take a rather uifferent view from outsiders. It is a
matter of opinion in each case, But there have been
cases where sometimes outside intervention has tended
to make agreement, conciliation and the emergence of
a functioning State more difficult.
60. Neither are declaratory statements sufficient. It
is not enough to adopt a simple resolution calling for
immediate independence. It is useful to keep the objective of ingependence' constantly before the minds> ~>
of everybody and to stimulate.e.yeryoneconcerned:But
'a mere declaratory statementwill not bring;~l\inde
pendent State into existenc:;:,; it will notcreate ~econ
omy;. it :vill nQt reconcile conflicting element~ in a
.commumty.,
~
61. I think it is very Important for members of the
Committee of Seventeen to be consctouasin th~ir work
of the standing that a United Nations body ~.~,,\ have,
and of the great influence it caEpave, if it is respepted
and if its pronouncements and t\~cisions are realistic.
In that way they will command some i,nfluence and
respect among the people of a territory. Ifa"res~lution
is adopted which, in the abstract, has some api:~ to
persons who are not living in a territory but is unrealistic to those who are living in it, then it will not
have the effect we want. Such anunreallstfc resolution
'will undermine the prestige of the Committee of Seven- D"
teen or of the United Nations in aparticular situation.
,-;. q;-

it'

62•. I shall sum up"in this way. Austrafia believes in
self-determination as an obj:~{'t~l:ve for all peoples in
the world. We believe it Is: th~'obl~gation pf all of ~
jointly and severally, t9, promote self-determin~tion
for all peoples. We beli~ye in the elimination discrimination based on colour, race or religiOIi~«amC!ng
all peoples of the world, colonial and Independent, We
want to.see emerge in all colonial territories a society
where there has been genuine self-determination and
.where there is no discrimination on grounds of race,
sex. or religion andwhere,eVeryonehas anequ81bpportunity to play a'Part in the .,economic, social and poltt«
58." Administering Authorities, for their pa.rt, have
icallif« of the country. Wewantthe change from coloresponsibilities. They have, of couraev.a responsibility as Administering Authorities, to give effect. to " nial' .to independent status to be brought about, if
the Charter, to maintain law and order in the terri~ possible,withb6t chaos or, destruction, because it i87
important to set new States off with as good a ~tart ~s
tory and to keep it as an organized form of society,
all organized political structure moving to independ- possible. We want to set them off with as goOd
opportunity asposstble in terms "of'capitlll equipment, \\.'\
ence. They have a responsibility to avoid a lJ:r:eakinternal and externa.\markets,astructureof educe,':' -~
dowu-"ofJaw and order, a .break-down-of socianilerq~n .a.nd.a!~onstiWJ;r6'n~.go~e:r:,nmel1tal system:. Y'e do" \\
vices. They have a responsibility toavoid a break-down
of heaJth'services or a break-down ·of the ecollr.tmic ,not want these things, whel'a they already. exist to:: :
sOllle measure, to be des~oyed in,unnec~ssal7 lig~t.
s.y.s~.~.,.,mr~T.\ he Adn.'linistering. Authoriti.es.h.!l:,v#I!iti~li.~ ing
or conflict or social',ttirmoil.
,)
gat1o','l>to give consideration to the views ofl.,YrtitedNa';;'
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S3. AUstralia wlll continue to oo-opel'(lte with the
United Nations In t\ohlevlpg these objeotives. WeshftU
oo-operate 1\$ an administering Power, as 1\ member
otthe Commlttee of Seventeen and In-pursuanee of the

Unite

obl1gl\tlons that fall on all Memb~rs 'of the United Nntlo.~a. Administering Author1ttes lmdnon-AdministerInt Authorltles aUke.
The meeting ~se at 4.~$ p.m.
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AGEN.DA IJITEM' 25
,"

I'{

T~$itiiation ,with r,-,lirdto th. impl.mentat!.<ln of the

Declaration on t,~. "g"rcntin~~. independence to colonial
. countries10rld,peoples': report of theSpecialCnmmittee
established under General Assemblyre~olution1654()(VJ)
(C'Oritinufl~)'
,'"
0

u "

r.l,l'l

•

17. In studying the report submitted to UB. my delegation has also kept in mind what busbeen done' by all
the oommittees whioh have dealt with questions reIt:tlrig to the Non-SeU-Governing Tc{~;';'1torles and with
the speoial case of the mandated territory of South
West Afrioa during the interval be~ween.the sixteenth
and seventeenth sessions of the General Assembly.
There are some aspecta of the pioture presented to
us. high-lighted by the aocesaton of many territories
to independence, whioh reInte to the a~l'uoture of the
United Nations as well as to the sUbstano~of the problem of decolontaatlon and whiohwarl'ant aerlous nnaly...
sia and a statement of our views, basedbroadly on the
ideals of the United NationsCnarter and on our
tl'aditional position on colonial problems. ;"'
18. To deal first with organizational problems. we"
feel that the Committee of seventeen has done its work
well, despite t..~e faot that. in an ~ffort to accommodate
views whiohwere in some cases far apart. its terms
of referenoe were by no means clear. 'faking as its
guide the ultimate objeotives outlined in 'l'esolution
1514 (XV). the Committee, of Seventeen has overcome
the lack of preoision in its terms of reference, 'fhus,
the report submitted. to this session of the General
Assembly indicates a ~ine of aotiondireotedpositively
towards the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV),
and the draft resolutions contained in the report reaffirm that purpose in the case of a number of
specifio territorl~s.
19. Wa share the view expressed by the SecretaryGeneral in the Introduotton to his annual report on the
work of the Organizatiofi(A/5201/Add.I] regardlngthe
need to reduce the division of responsibilities for
colonlal' questions. The number of special committees
dealing with such questions during}he, year nowdrllwing toa close demonstrates the necessity of concentrating this· work in the Special Committee established
under resolution 1654 (XVI). We have seen instances
where the same item was dealt with by two committees siInulta,neously. That defect, logical as it may
seem at a time, when thJ Assembly is passing, tbrough
a period of experimentation. should be corrected, and
the body established under the aforesaid resolution
should assume &ll,the responsibilities which are spread
over other ~comrnittees.In, so doing, the Corn...
mittee of Seventeen can establish whatever sub-oommittees it, may require to, carry~, out its duties. The
draft resolution adopted by the ,F()~rth Committee
(A/C.4/L.757) hae I',llrel!,dy diss.Qlved the Special
Committee for South West, Africa and has asked the
Committee of Seventeen to take over its functions.
The body known as "the Special' Commflttee on Terri-'
tonlesunder Portug'UeseIlAdministration, and the sub-"
committee for Angola, should be similarly abolished,
We. believe that this should'-be done becausE;l,. by
assigning to different committees responsibilities
Which .10gi~.alW fall witp.in the competenoe of the body
'e£ltablisbeQ under resolution 1654,,(XVl),~'areunder'"
$i,l1ing ~be latter's prestige and dupUqating, if not
triplica,~ing. the work ,of the Qrganization.toteed),es,(:I
~osay~ this view Impltes nocritiqismof the excellent
"rzf:e:~~~~r~ :~~~~t~~~ t~~~~itteel:1,as_summ." a,riz!3d

1,6.oM;r. ':RO~;1'(l\rgentina) (transJated f,rom,~an'ish):
'J.:ite Argentine delegation wishes ,tbPlapJc,and congr~tulate the Speci~ Committee esta~'Jished under -c
'r8sQlution,1654 (XVI), !/, andin particublr the repres~ntl1tivea' of UruguaYl1ndVQnezuela, Ifo:i'~he Work'
aC90rnpl~sl1~d •~9 tha,.~()l.'ganof the Ge!leral., Asse~bly ..
Doc~ment A/523.8. c()nt~,illin~ the'C0rrtr,nittee's reporf"
20.,\jWe venture to make one exception to ourpre\TiouS'
indicatesthe.extentof the. work it, bas accompl1shed
"suggel3ti9n.W~· .l>el.ievElthat,whentlleUl1itedNationEl
in this first ~ear of its !acUvity~ ".',' .', ,;
,):\'. 'rrtachiQel.'Y. for,dellling w~th POlol1ialquesti()nEl iE1over, •" • •.
'. ' " ":;,' r'h.
q
"),
, • JJaule"l, the C0rrtmittee on,,~()rmati.onfr()IP'" Non-S~-;lf",Yspeclal'CotnmAttee orithe Situ8t1o~W1t1lreg~l'dto :~~ ImlllerJ~nta..
Qqyer,nil1g Territ()rie:; sl1()W-d, be)n,ainte..ined.. Wethink'
uo,n.1 of "theDeclar..~tin; oli,thl:'Orantlng,o( II!~epend~rice "to CCllonlal
,tha,t,}tshould workcloselywitb the 90m!pittee ';,()f'
eoU!ltl'!es.arid Peopl~s.'o ' , , "
s~.v,.,enteen. but we also think, from t1).e expElJ:'iellce we
,., ..
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gained In sorving as a member for, th"reeyears, that
24. Our Q01.mtry, a part of wn?~e tel.'rltory launder
the kind of worlt it Is nowdoing,ln aooordnnoe with the
fOl.'eign Clooupatlon, undel'stands the \~'ljent desil.'e of
Charter; Is" quite different In nature from that perthe peoplefl of Afrioa, Asia anctthe Athei'loas for imformed in the Speoial Committee. The Committee on
m~diate tr~edom. We beUev~ that, in this erao! freeXn!orm&tioll works In an unperturlled atmosphere condom, we ~ball wltness the eUmil\nt1on of ooloniallsm
in all1ts manifestati.ons andfor~,evenin the case of
duoive to"the bnlanoedjudgoment and objeotivity with
whioh information transmitted by administering
very small terr1toriee...;::~or example,the oooupatl<nof
Las lolas Malvlnas, afiag:r.ant Violation of,our
Poweraabould be examined. We hardly think 'that the
Speoial Committee would be able to spare the time
sovereigntY carrIed out at a t!.me When British imrequired fo\' 0. serious study of suoh informati0G'
perialism was spreading and Argentina was newly independent, iE! regarded by the people of A:rgentlna
21. Another aspect which oalla for some commerit is
as something whioh cannot usefully' oontribute to
the present oomposition of the SpeQial Commltteeesmutual understanding and friendship ~}letween Gtwo
tnbUshed under resolution 1664 (XVI). If the Compeoples bound by so mpny other ties. The presence
mittee is to take over and centraUze the detailed
of the United Kingdomoin those sparsely populated
work previously performed by the ad hoooommittees,
islands is an anachronism devoid ofpolltioal senee, and
it wlll neoessarily have to establish sub-oommittees,
we hope that the magnanimity displayed by the United
as 1t has already done for dealing with petitions. This
Kingdom in other parts of the world will beCrefiected
in itself is surely 0. good argument for enlarging its
in this partioular instance also.
membership. A further reason is that the Speoial
Committee must be fully respresentative. We beUeve
26. Vie would not want to conclude without expressing
that Latin Amerioa;whiohwas represented in the other
our fervent hope that, during the ooming year, more
special commlttees~-should continue to enjoy adequate
countries will attain t~eir ~ndependence and'still others
representation in the enlarged committee, We trust
will inten~ify and acoelerate the prooess leading to
that.. the present proportions wlll not be changed to" our
that goal. qur trust b) in the United Nations, in the
disadvantage if the membership is increased.
in the understanding and co..
Special Committee
operation of the administering Powers, that this pro22. Turning now from probleql&pf etructure, we
cess m~y be completed smoothly and demoorattoally,
should like to refer to certain substantive aspects of
free from, political, racial or economic discrimination
the question. We must. express our disappointment and
and with a noble insight into the future of those peoples.
regret at the fallure of some administering Powers to
co-operate with the ,Vnited Nati6ns. In that respect,
26. Mr. 'MACQUARlUE (Canada): Last year , whenrePortugal has given ne) indication of accepting the
soluttcn 1654 (JtVI) was adopted, the Canadian delegaslightest possibility ofreaohing an understanding. Both
tlon recognized Wat it was logica I and sensible to
the report of the SpeoialCommittee on Territories
create machinery for the purpose of eX~9"~ningthe apunder Portuguese Administration and the report on
plication of the 1960 901onial Declaration [resol1;ltion
Angola indicate' that the Government of Portugal ~imply
1514 JXV)] and making suggestionaand recommendarefuses to grasp the problem and persists in its vain
tions on the progress achieved in implementing the
attempts to find, refuge in Article 2 (7) of the United
Declaration e .That Declaration is. rightly regarded as a;
Nations ChartaI' even after the Orgamaation, by an
historic document. It expresses in thecleare~t terms
overwhelming vote of almost all its Members,has
the very strong desire of this Assembly to hasten in
declared itself co:npetent in the matter. South Africa
every wffY it can the movement to independence whioh
feels that, where the territory ot South West Afrioa- has been one of' the most exoiting and important
is concerned, it can continue to disregard its responst..
features ~f the times ip which we live.
/'
,
b~lities under the Mandate, de\"oJte the advisory opi!1~(>n
27. My 'delegation sees no nee'd. to feel dissatisfied
of the International Court or--',.>Just!ce and the many
with the steadycprogress which haabeen made-tn the
re80lut~ons adopted by tb,.e General Assembly. Conpast two yea~s towards i,ts tmptementanon, Seventeen
fronted by such downright negative attitudes, we cannew MembeJ:.$ joined the United'Nations in Septemben
not but acknowledge that, generally speaking, the othe~
ana Octf:lb~r 1960, at the beginuing of .,the fifteen~
adminlstertng Powers have co-operated sincerely w~th
session.
Because of pridEl. ,in their independence and
the United Nations and have facilitated the task of
their
desire
'that the movement should not" loselts
decolonization to some extent,
D
momentum, these new Members,played a most dc-'
23. The process whereby colonial countries ana
cisive part in bringing a.bout the adoptionof the coronial'
peoples accede to independence is, not the same in all
Declaration by an over\vhelmingmajority of the
territories;' the problems are not the same; sometimes
.fifteenth session of tpe General Assembly 'on 14
int~rnal difficulties within local parties unnecessarily
December 1~60 [~47th, meeting]., Since. th~t date the 00
delay the date of, Independence, The problem of the
United Nations has welcomed ten more fieWI:y).nd~pen
European m~~orities, which bontrollocalgoyernment ,«;lent Member countries. Several more are on the verge
may, as a result ,of a lack ofpolitic~l visionand,mag-of independence, ar.ll we look forward to welcoming
nanimity oli the part of their leaders, complicate the
them.,
' ,
, ,
'",
smooth progress of some territories towards the free
28. ,Canada voted for thereso.1ution Slettil1g
the
exercise. of' their right to soU-determination. Yet)
Conu:~itte-eo'f Seventeen qnthe understlindillg''that.the
despite tMc~J:lomp1ioations" created b)t!these,and other
tactors, 'we believe, that freedom will come to ,a1lthEf' function of the Committee was to scrutinize'\thepro..
gress made in applying Ulepninciples of thecolqnial
colonia.l(p""op~es. Otir task, and the task of the special
peclaration, to offer ,suggestions on the pJ:aofllcal
Committee:!ostilblifil;\1edunder'rGsolut~9n1664 (XVI)'i
steps that should be taken in particUlar territories, '
is tg .13eethat that freedom. is gained as rapidly as
ana to,' rep9r,t, bacIs to the General~,~~ssSSeennifblya,t pt,.e
PO[tsible ,~ea:oefuI1y and in close cQ-operationwitllthe
\\
llresent
sesston, u
'.
~~
arlniinistetlngpowe1's. providedfu~t the'latterUiider29~" Asha~ been rnad~ clear on otheroCloasitinS, the
stand, th'il' objeotives wb,ioh the United Nations" has set
panaclia~ ;attitude to the.pJ:'OblemofeQding colonialism
itself ahd that they, demonstr~te their loyal$upporl
,of consideI:~tions.;First;
aIJ.d
is based Qria 'number
forth,: Organiz,~tion.
,,".
,," ,.
,.'." '. '."
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39.

idea whioh led to the oreation of tho Committee of
Seventeen is a sound one-namely, that there should
be somebody, responSible to the Aaael;nbly, which has
the r. (My of weighing and evaluating the prog).'ess
aohieved in oarrying out the oolcntat Deola;rationof 14
December 1960. The only alteJ.'native, an;d one whioh
we oonsider imprnoUct'l save in special olroumetanoes, would be the creation of a number of
sUbsidial'Y bodies, each with a limited and partioular
mandate. This would raise- serious problems of 00ordination. Thel'e would also be a real danger that the
proliferation of speoial colontal committees, with
widely varying compositions, oould lead to uneven reports and be wasteful of both efforts and funds. The
latter would be partioularly objeotionable at a time
when the United Nations is trying to economize its
resources of manpower and money.
34. My delegation does not wish'to comment at this
time on the individual recommendations made by the
Committee o~F~eventeen. Some, suoh as those 9n
Northern Rhode~ia arid British Guiana, have been
~
overtaken by l:)vents.
The General Assem bly has considered and <'ed upon the conclusions and recommendations regarding South Rhodesia. As for South
West Africa, this question has alread~' been examined
by the Fourth Committee, on which I have on more
than one ocoaston had the honour of representing my
country.
35. The result of the debate on SmIth West Africa
which has just concluded in the Fourth Committee is
proof of the essential unity which can be realized,
even on a difficult colonial issue, when a serious and
patient effort is made to take account of various points
of view and thus to maximize the area of agreement.
For similar reasons, we continue to ,pelieve that'the
consensus procedure is the method of work best suited
to the' Special Committee. It allows full play to all
Members, enables the majo~ity view to be clearly and
forcefUlly expressed and avoids the need 1'01' formal
votes, which would often divide the Committee.
36. In pursuing its work in the Immediate.future, the
Special Committee will continue '~o devote,most of its
attention to the problems of applying the colonial
Declaration in African territories. We recognize the
'validity of the Committee's decision to give priority
to.the· remaining' areas of colonial rule in Africa.
That continent is the scene of some of. the most
complex problems yet remaining to be solved,.
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37. The Special Committee recognizes, in its report,
that:
':~::::
-.
"••• it has 'by no means, completed" the task: en"
;;;;;'trustetUo·it'by the General Assembly andthat t"'er~
are many more territories concerning which the
implementation of the Declaration remains to be
considered" [A/5238,chapter I, para. 151].
This conclusion is fully sl.1stained"bY':flct\lal sitl.1~tions
which exist in many parts of the world but which are
not confined to anyone geographical area. :Unqer..
atandably, in recent years, there has been empha:si&
on Asia and Africa,beoausethosa are-the areas in
which the sth";rill~~2 march. to nationhood has "surged
forward at aquickenin(?;pace. It, is the very f~,ct of
great progress in th~seareas which has. stimulatecl.,
and cOncentrated international
' inte:r~st
..) 1. . in" develop.)
'
ments t here,)
',& V
"
38•.. But. this Assembly," has I'ecogni~ed that. the
Spec.ial Committee ·of Seventeen mustbe aware that;
I,
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1174th moettng - 23 November 1962
' al~
----i------.. .- ---------..--::;'-------------------.......
lUte the Universal Declafatlon on Human Rights, and

like the Ohnrt~,r of this Organi~atton, the Deolaration
on colcnlalfsm was intended to be all..etnbl'aoing in its

applioatIon. The appl'oprlate Assembly resolutions on
this sUbjeot offer no exemption and admit of no
exceptions. The, rights and freedoros set forth in the
Deolaration extend to subjeot peoplea everywhere.
This, In the Oanndian view, should be the bnsio ap..
proaoh of the United Nations to tne Implementation of
all deolarations and'resolutions of the General Asaemhly dealirig with fundamental rights and freedoms.It
is their untversal applioation, without distinotion. that
we should keep in mind. Having regard to its establlshed methods and priorities, the Assembly shOUld
act to ensure that degree of applioation. Inour approach
to colontaltsm, all of us here should recall that the
historiaal faotors whioh oontributed to the establishment of Belgtan, British, Dutch, Frenoh and
German imperial systems in the eighteenth ane! nineteenth centurtea Ied at the same time to the/'establlshment of a Russian empire, under whioh longestablished culturesand whole nations were subjeoted
to foroign domination. In the oourse of that development, colonialism spread from E\trope~ .. not only
ecross the oceans, but also over Wide stretches of
land. Moverover, in modern times, we have witnessed
a second surge of Russian imperialism. Free countries, established by virtue of the right of self..
determination, whioh was promoted at the end of the
First World War, have been swallowed by the
i t
commun s empire.
39. But this is not merely a matter of history, obsoured by the passing of time; it is an essential
part of the problem which we are discussing today
and. which we have disoussed in this Assembly" on
many earliflr occasions and. under various items. It
is the problem of the universal application of rights
and freedoms proclaimed under the general authority
of our Charter,
40. In the pursuit of these great Oharter prinoiples
and purposes, this Organization has been instrumental
in bringing freedom and Independenceto manynations,
The record since 1939 shows that forty..four nations,
with a total population of over 1340 milliol!!Jeople, have
attained independence. Their representa.tives today
play an important part in cur deltberations;
41. But what about the position of the subjectpeoples
within the Soviet empire? Assessments may vary, but
there are about 96 miUiori people under. Soviet rule
who have never been permitted to exercise the rIght
of self-determination which the Soviet Union so loudly
proclaims for others. It is a tijlique and disturbing
phenomenon at.this time inworld affairs, when one of
the highest aspirations of" mankindja the pea(je£ul
and"orderly evolution to freedom for all dependent
peoples, that the Soviet Union should continue to deby
the rights ,of free election and expression, to subject
nations under its domination.
42. It is all the more di~tul'bing beoause the actual
developments within the Soviet empire are so COmpletely out of tune with the protestations of Soviet
propaganda, Directly. following th~ Sovi~t reVfilution,
much was made ofethe comm~.nist belief.inJhe right
of self-determination, During') the. 'early twenties,
independ,ent"States. did spring into being in the. land..
~ass J10W dominlJ-$edby Russian communism •. The
n!(.tionh06d of separate peoples in that brRad area,
wasjhowev,er, c#ickly e~tinguished -as. soon' as the
,communist Pfl.:;ty leaq,ers' in Moscow real!:l<Eld that

thoee Stntes wore intent on proteoting from Kremlin
Intel'fe:t'enoe their politioal freedom and thei:r oultural
and linguistio herit~ge. With canoue (Usliegnrd for
the earlier reoognition of the Independenoe of those
States, and with no thought for the treati~~ of friend..
ship and non..Interferenoe legally bindingbetween them
and the SovI~t Union, the ~ed Army was cleployed to
subjugate many small but proud nations. Soit has been
that, even in tp.e period of progress elsewhere-that
Is, ainee 1939-the soviet Union has Inoorpol'ntedQvel'
260,000 square miles of additional territory with a
populntion of 22 million people. ~mploying taoncs
devised in the earlier revolutionary period, with some
l'eflneme~ts o~ more reoent times, the Soviet empire
in the la~t twenty...three years has absol'bed the Baltio
Statesj the KurUe Islanda; SouthSakhnlinjTannu Tuva,
formerw a part of Mongollnj o~,rtain Finnish provinoes j
certain Polish provmoeej Bessnrabia and NO,I'thern
Bukovina," fortnerly belonging to Romaniaj. East
Prussia and Ruthenia, formerly a part of Czeoho"
slovakia ant" 'opredominantly Ukrainian in speeoh and
culture,
.
43. Moreover, this spread QfOSCviet dominationhas
always been aCCOmpEJl.'Iedbv a eystemntto.suppresston
"
of political nationalism in the subject areas and by"
the subversion of long-"c.)herished cultures, languages
and religions. When resistance proved stubborn, the
Soviet Union used deportation as a method ofoonsolidating its rule. No less than seven minority natlons
were deported from their native regions, and it was
not until 1957 that anyp:r~.tenoewas macieto restcre to"
some of them even a token of their deprived :rog!lts.
44. This 'is but a small part. of thoSovlet recordof
tyranny, and it is a sorry record for a nation holding
great Power status in thisOrganizatlon. It lays bare
the reasons why the Soviflt Union and Itasupporters
spend so much time in United Nations debatescritioizing and oondemning the actions of others.

','I

u

45. It explains why the SoviElt representatives on the
Speoial committee of Seventeen have engagec, in
tactics whichoould have no purpose but to disrupt the
work of the committee, GlearlyjSoviet representatives were s~eking tQcover,with a smoke ,,?or,een gf
violent attacks against the western Powers ,the ugly
realities which exist within the sphere of Soviet imperialism•. To .divert attention fromit"~)'()wn evil
practices, the Soviet Unionhas long p~ea~lj against
the sins of others.
'G:I
~

46. In keeping with its. own tradition and outlook,
Canada dlaswarmly welcomed the steady development toward independence during the la!3t twodeoades,
We have sought to promote that developmentbyexerting our Influence in the. direction of accommodation
and orderly progress. We have been glad to assist the
.new nations infincUng a firm footing in economic and
social stability.
47. Therefore, 'Y~cannotbut deplore thattherespect
for human rights. and fundamental freedoms, which
has marked tllisperiodof UnitedNations achievement,
has. not spread. to the areas under Soviet dominatjon.
The contrast between the record of the Western Powersand that of the Soviet Union is 'clear for all to' see,
. and the discrepancy. between. Soviet protestation .lWd
Soviet 'periormanceo . is .\:,no seoret. We need look no
farther than the Berlin wall to seethe determination
With which the ,$oviet Union seeks Jo isolate the op«
pressed people behind, the. Iron Ourtain ,from the contagion of freedom.
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48. The views whioh 1 have been expressing reflect
no new departure on Canada's part. Speaking in the
rnoral debate of, this Assembly in~eptember 1960
(8'11st meeting) the l?rime Ministe1,' of Oanada sharply
oontrasted the reoord of the Western EuropeanPowe1,'s
with that of the Soviet 'UMon. Mr. Diefenbnke1,' hnd"the
opportunity then to call on Chairman.Khrushohev to
make good his many "professions of oonoern Cfor the
rights of dependent peoples by granting to the nations
under his domination the right to choose their own
.leade~s and form of government throughO free and
secret eleotions. At that time the Canadian Prime
Minister said:
,
\\
'
. "Indeed in this Assembly the membership is
composed in a very considerable measure of the
graduates of empires, mandatea andtrusteeships
of,) the United Kingdom, the Commonwealth and
other nations.,
"
,
"1 pause. to ask this qu;;tion: how many human
beings have "been liberated by the USSR? Do we
forget how one of the post-war colonies of the
Soviet Union sought to liberate itseli four years
0

ago, and with what resul~s?
"I say that because these facts of history in the
Commonwealth and other countries invite comparison with the domination over peoples and
territories, sometimes gained under tM guise of
liberation, but always accompanied by the loss of
political freedom. How are we to reconoile the
tragedy of the Hungarian uprising in 1956 with
Chairman Khrushchev's confident assertion of 23
September in this Assembl~~? Mr. Khrushchev said
[869th meeting]:
.....
,
n 'We have stood, we stand, and always will stand
for the right of the peoples of Africa, just as those
of other continents, to establish whatever regime
they ms¥ ple~se in their countries on attaining their
freedom from colonial oppression.'
.

COnsistent with the position outlined by the Prime
Minister, the Canadian Government has oontlnued to
urge that the foous of United Nations attention be
brought to benr on oonditions Within the Soviet empire
and more partioUlarlyonthedenialofhumanrights and
amdl\m~ntl\l freedoms. These oonditions should be
placed in the context of all Assembly dtsousatona
about these rights and freedoms and aoout the status
of dependent peoples everywhere. Our aim is to
provide perspeotive for the strident demands whioh
the Soviet Union makes on behalf of others for rights
and benefits denied to subjeot peoples of the Soviet
empire.
50. There can be no dispute that the Deolaration on
colonialism is intended to apply throughout the world.
There can be no denying that its implementation is
far from complete. It is abundantly evident· that the
Speoial Committee of Seventeen has muoh useful work
to perfo:l'm in the future. If I have stressed, in this
atatemen], the problem of Soviet imperialism, I have
done so because, in the opinion of my Government,
not enough United Nations attention has been paid to
that problem in the past. When the United Nations is
examining situations in many other areas of the world..
why should it not turn its attention at some stage to
the areas of darkness under Soviet.rule ?This Assembly has n~ cause to be seleotive in its demmciatton of
oppression.
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Mr. Crowe (United Kinddom), Vioe-President, took
6

the Chair.

51. Mr. l3UDO (Albania) (translated from French):
Two years have passed sinoe the General Assembly
adLlpted the Declaration contained in resolution 1514
(XV) on the elimination of the odious system of
colonialism Inall its' forms and manifestations. At
its last session the Assembly, in its resolution 1654
(XVI) ,'noted with regret the violation of the provisions
of the Declaration by the colonial Powers and set up
a Special Committee of seventeen members to examine
"That I accept-and I hope that those words mean
the application of those provisions and to report to
a change of attitude for the future on the part of
the Assembly at this session.
those he-represents.
'"
.52. ThEf resolutions. and- measures adopted by the
"What of Lithuania, Estonia. Latvia? \Vllat o{ th~
United Nations have spurred the hopes of the subject
freedom-loving Ukrainians and many other Eastern
peoples and giVen a new impetus to their strivings and
" European peoples which I shall not name, for fear
to their legitimate struggle for national liberation.
of ,omitting some of them? Mr. Khrushchev went
These decisions were supported byallfreedom-Ioving
further and said in the same meeting:
'
and peace-IQving peoples.
n" , ••• Complet; and final abOlition of the oolonial
53. Yet the colonial.Powers have not only disregarded
system"in. all its forms and manifestatioDs is demontheir obligations, both under the abovementioned
strated by the entire course of the history of the
resolutions and pursuant to the Charter; confronted by
world in recent decades.'
the endeavours of the United Nations and the growing
"There can be no double standard in international
struggle of peoples to castOff the shackles of
!;l-:-lonialism, they have redoubled their machinations
affairs.:,
(ula" have striven by every means at their diposal to
'maintain,even if in a new guise, the shameful system
"I ask the Chairman of thei-oouncil of Ministers
of the USSR to give to .thqise nations under hiS
of sUbjugaticft1 and exploitation of'peoples Which is the
very basis pf Imperfaltsm, '
".'
domination the right offree,electl9'ns-to give them
the opportunity to determine the)dnd of gc:>vernment
.
they wan,t,.under,. ge,neral.'l.y fr.e.,0., cond.itio.ns,. If those,',
54. This year; by din.t of struggle, more countries
.
"
have attained their independence. Thus we have had
'.
conolusiQDs were what his words melUlt, for thefthepleasureof welc6rnin.g to the United Nations six
must apply universally, then indeed. will there ~
M b ,.
It h Id b
ti I 1
hid
.new action ·to carry out the obligations of the United
new . , e~,' ers, . s ..ou ,. e parcu ar y emp ,as Z13
"Nat,ioo,,,!Cha.rter;then i.nde.edwill the,re be new hope
that "the historic' victory won by the valiant people of
fo all
nki d " [871 t
ti
:1.93 t 197]
Algeria through their long andheroic struggle was ,
the richly deserved triumpbp{,their J;~gitimateaspira, r, "m~, p ;~~; s ~mee ng, para,~ , . .0 " .' •
I needhardlya,dd that the' SovietUliiondfd'n()tr~spon:d. tions., By their victorious '. struggle; the Algerian
to this, invitatiu~. No evidence. hascorne;tpthe, United
people have not only" 1111erated' their • homelarKi; they
'Na.t~oIlStosugge8t an~,a.sIng;()t the Intole:r,ablesituahaye'become. by.their example.asourceofi\\spirationinthe Soviet.empire.
tion and"en,cou:ra~ement to' allpeopl~sstrfigglit1g
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against oolonial subjugation and have made a great
oontribution to the cause of the drive for national
liberation.
55~ Other nations-tens of millions of human beingsstill suffer under the yoke of foreign clomination. In
val'ious parts of the world there are peQ~~les fighting
against the oolonialist oppressors, men by the thousands dying in battle Or SUffering savage repressive
measures simply because of their struggle to gain
recognition of their legitimate and inalienable rightto
freedom and' Independence, Resolution 1614 (XV),
paragraph 6, stipulates;

"Immediate steps shall be taken,ln Trust ancfN'onSelf..Governing Territories or all other territories
whioh havecnot yet attained independence, to transfer
all powers to the peoples of those territories, with..
out any conditions or reservations, in accordance
with their freely expressed will and desire, without
any distinotion as to race, creed or oolour,in order
to enable them to enjoy oomplete independence and
freedom."
56. We cannot put express our concern with regard
to the implementation of the Deolaration and the
intolerable state of affairs under whioh millions of
subjugated people now labour and which, at the same
time, represents a constant threat to International
peace and security. The provisions of the Declaration
must not remain a dead letter; they must be put into
action and must contribu.te effectively to the~~ruggle
of the subject peoples seeking to make an encl. once
and for all and without further delay, of the colonial
system.
57.·\The United Nations cannot remain indiffli're~t to
the iiite of those who are still suffering under the
colonial domination of the imperialists. The report
of the Special Committee (A/5238) and the plain facts
of the situation now prevailing in the dependent
territories in Africa and in other continents testify'to
the importance of the final and immediate eradication
of cclonialtsm in all its forms.
58. Some of the speakers who preceded me in this
debate have mentioned the serious situation which
exists in the territories studied in the Special Committee's, report and in other dependent territories,
and they have described the negatlve poetttons adopted
in that regard by the administering Powers concerned, their obstructionist attitudes andtheir various
manoeuvres to evade the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV). Irrefutable facts cited from th~$
rostrum have clearly. shown us bow the Powers have
spurned the proviaions of the Declaration and how
they have redoubled their efforts to protract the~
sway over the territories under their administration
for as long as 'possible.

59. In Africa.' the .United Kingdom continues its

systematic policy of safeguarding, in new guises, its
imperialist and oolonial1stJriterests.

60. In the two Rhodesias and in :Nyasaland, ",here
the most detestable racial discrimination is rife. the
United Kingdom" disregarding the Declaration of 14
December 1960. persists}n its legislative trickery and
in otherintolerllble di$crim~l'latorymeasures designed
tc? 'secure. the privileged position of the 'minorit~ pf
. ;white settl~rs "and to safeguard the inter-ests of ,the
tl'nited.. K1ngdom oolomaltsts who derive,: fabulous
profitsJromthose countries.

l\

61. In the case of Southern Rhodesia, the United
Kingdom has oompletely disregarded resolution 1747
(XVI), and m. partiCUlar its operative paragraph 2
(a) in whioh the General Assembly requests the oonvening of a oonstitutional oonferenoe in whioh all
politioal parties would be represented for the purpose of formulating "a constitution ••• in place of the
Constitution of 6 Deoember1961. which WO',\ld ensure
the rights of the majority of the people, on the basts of
'one man, one vote"'. Contrary to the Assembly's
request, and despite the determined opposition of the
African population, the United Kingdom Government
has in faot now put into force the disoriminatory
Constitution of '1961. Arbitrary and discriminatory
practioes against the Afrioan population, whioh constitutes the overwhelming majority. conttnue as in
the past; a merciless system of repression is directed
against all the progressive forces of the indigenous
population; political parties are stm p:J:'Ohibited and
the freedom fighters languish in the gaols of the
white rnastera,
62. Other means to the same ends are 'employed in
other terri~ries under United/Kingdom administration. As is clear fl'Om the report of the Committee of
Seventeen. the United Kingdom Government, despite
its promises and declarations, is applying its wellknown traditional method of ",divide and rule" in X<:enya,
in Zanzibar and in British Guiana, striving-to sow
the seeds of all manner of di'scord and to promote
separatism and regionalism. The patriots of Kenya
have cautioned the Unitea Nations against any delay•
which might endanger, not only the future of a count.ry
threatened with dismemberment and fragmentation
into new Katangas, but peace in general.
63. In Zll11zibar, the United Kingdom authorities continue .to ~rest and imprison patriots struggling
against colonial, oppression. On 5 May 1962, they
arrested a journalist, Ja.-nes ~ugenko, and f~rteen.
other patriots. The people "of Zanzibar rose up in
force and protested strongly., against such acts; .tn
particular, they brought to light that there was cQlluston, in these despicable operations. 'between, the
United Kingdom(r~l1thorities" and the' Uni~ed States
consulate in Zanzibar. aimed at crushing the struggle
of that territolj"'s freedom fighters by ev~ry re",
pressive meana.The people of Zanzibar .denounced
United States "aid"" and firmly demanded the dismantlement of United States rocket bases in Zan,zibar.
i

64. As for British Guiana.· the .United Kingdom has
again postponed the territory's fndependence and has
not even fixed.8idate for it •.
65. In the Middle East:· the United Kir:lgdom. apart
fx:"m'its war ofexterniination againat the heroic people
Of'Oman. who for years have been struggling for their
freedom and independence. plans to convert its colony "i
".of Aden into a major mi1ita~ base to serve its "i)
aggressive purposes' in a region where its position
has. beeliseverelyshaken by its"defeat'over the Suez
Canal. The recent measures taken by the'UnitedKingdom Government to that .end, includmg its attempts, to .
set upa federation between Aden .and~eadjEio~nt
ar'eas. give us added pro'ofofthe closelink between the
strategic militaryplilns of theimperialistsilnd theif0
system ofcolon!al dom~nation,andthus of the '~ef,\t
to the cause of peace represented by tpecpntinued
SUbjugation oflp~op~e:$. .
"
0

66. -.DesPitere~olution 1514" (XV) an.d the Tepeated
condemnation by the Generat~sseJllbly andPby wO:rld'
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pUblio opinion of Portugnl1s oolonialist polioy and its
absurd clutms regarding its oolcntea, the Government
of t:Jtat oountry Qall~inuel3 to disregard its, obligations
"nder the Charter and under United Nations reaclutions. True to its thoroughly negative anr;\ insensate
outlook, the Portuguese Government, on 28 August
1962, made puoUo a plan for the outright annexation to
POl'mgal of its cotontea as. an integral part of its
metropolitan territory. Paradoxlonl as theymay seem,
it refleots that Government's oonoeptionofits cclontes,
The world knows of the war of extermination waged
by the Por~guese ocloninlists In Angoll;l. for the past
two yeal's. We cannot too strongly onll the attention
of the Genernl Assembly to this iniquitous war whtoh
has beoome sheer genocide, The United Nations must
take urgent aotion to end the slaughtel' of a people
struggling for its innlienable right to live in freedom
and Independence,
67. A system of terror and repression prevails in
the other Portuguese oolonies.The leader of the
struggle for nationnlliberation in "Portuguese" Guinea
and the. Cape Verde Islands, Amtloar Kobral, at a,
press conferenoe on 27 August 1962, said of the
r6gime ofoolonialterror inhis oountrythat the oallital,
Bissao, had been turnedJnto a vast prison; more than
9,000 polioe armed with modern weapons were terrorizing the indigenouspopulation, andsome 3,000 freedom
fighters were rotting in gaols and concentration
camps, Among the methods employed a~ainst the
Afrioans by the oolonial(Cauthorities he oited poisoning, brutal torture and the wiping-out of, entire
villages. Speakingof the oonstantly risIng struggle for
national 'liberation, he drew attention in partioulir to
the aid furnished to Portugnl in its colonial war by
the North Atlantio Treaty Organization and the imperialist Powers belonging to that aggressive bloc,
foreJPost ~ong t~em being the United States.
68. There is no doubt that, without such aid, Portugal
would never be abletp resist the rising struggle f~r
nationnlliberation of the peoples under its domination
or to 'spurn the numerous ref;l,olutlons on the subject
adopted by the General Assembly. AS is well known,
the United Statel:? under its current agreement.with
Portugal, has oonstruotedmilitarybases in the Azores.
Before renewing the agreement, the Portuguese
Governmen~ has demanded of the'UnltedStatee.further
supplies ot~rms and a gl:eater measure ofdiplomatio
sUPPC?l't for its colonial polioy in Africa. The newspaper La Tribune des Nations recently reported that
Portugal had asked the United States Government to
use its influence with some of if~ alUes in the. United
Nations to enlist their support irtthe, Organization for
Portug~ with regard to its colonial problems; the
newspaper also said that this l'equesthad been approved
by, the Pentagon.
69. There is close co-operation 'between the
Portuguese colonialists and the United States ImPl3rialists ooncemtng .till the PortugueSe, colonies, It
is through such co-operation. that Portugal is 110W·
bUilding new bases in Angola and :MozlUnbique.
70. The natlonallstleaderofMt)zambique,A.Gvambe,
said among other things Ina recent statement on the
supject that, apart from the ten bases alroady in
M6zambique,tfie Portuguese were going to oonstruot
o 'five more, inoluding one near tMTanganyikllllborder.
All these bases, he asserted, are beingconstruoted
with the direct assistance of the NATO bloc ofcoun«
tries for, the purpose of suppressing the llberatipn
movement in, Mozambique 8Jld ~n other Afric~n oou~,.;.

tries. We deem it neoessary to draw the attention of
the Genel'al Assembly to the importanoe of abolishing
the mmUl~y bases of the Western Powers on Afrioan
soil and in their other 40pendent territories, thus
servin3 both-..the need tcureate oonditions conduotse
to the liberation of the subjugated peoples and peace
in general.
71. In SOuth Africa, the Government conttnuea to
impose its oriminal polioy of apartheid against the
coloured population. That Government, entirely dtsregarding the General Assembly's Declaration and
the numerous resolutions adopted on the sUbjeot, is
maintaining its colontal domination of South West
Afrioa. The extraordinery measures that it has. taken
recently; and the acoeleration of its military prepnrations to repress the movementfor nutlonalllberation in
South West Africa by foroe of a1'1llS, cannot fail to
disqUiet the United Nations and to make it aware of
the seriousness of the situation. As reoommended in
the report. of the SpeoialCommittee, the United~ations
must take immediate and positive measures to ensure
that South West Afrioa becomes independent as soon
as possible.
72. The situation that obtatna in the territories still
under the colonial system presents a sinister picture.
There are millions of human beings ~till experienoing
the most inhuman exploitation li~~ng in poverty,
suffering raoial discrimination and the , most odious
humiliation, deprived of the most elementarypolltioal,
eoonomio and social rights, and oonstantly subjected
to a r~glme of savage terror and repression whioh
g?;OWS worse as the striving and struggle of these
peoples for national llberati~n gains in strength, and
which oulminates in some oases in a colonial war of
extermination. Theoolonialist masters, the metropolitan monopolies and their local instruments, and the
white settlers transplanted into the dependent territories from outs~~e, hold all the power in their hands,
reap enormous profits and enjoy every privileF;e at
the expense of the indigenous population.
73. The negative attitude which the colonial Powers
stubbornly adopt with regard to resolution 1514 (XV)
and the ~ther relevant resolutions of the General
Asaembly, and towards the very ,principles o.f the
Charter, conflicts with the obligations incumbent
upon those Powers as Members ofthe UnitedNations. t
This anaohronistio attitude, which weighs so heavily
Oh the ltves of millions of human beings, is condemned byallfreedom-loving andpeaoe-lovingpeoples
and can no longer be tolerated.
74. The fact that the colonialist Powers havebeen able
to maintain their colonial domination to this day and
to withstand the tidal wave of the peoples' striving for
independence Is undoubtedly due to their solidarity,
and-above all to the support and assistance th~y reoeive from the leading imperialist Power, the United
States. That country is now the main bulwark of
oolonialism in our time. It is the most dangerous
adversary of the striving for national Iiberation oftha
peoples, and of all who fight to free themselves of the
colonial yoke or to oonsolidate !J>.eir independence and
national . sovereignty. TheIJnited' st!ltf:is therefore
bears primary responsibiutyfor the continued exis..
tence of the detested system of colonial exploitation,
in which the United states rnonopolfes are co-partners
with the othe,; colomalists and from whioh they derive
enor~0'G ~prcifits.
.
75.' Onecharacterlstic teature of theperiodfol1owin~ro,
~e Seoond World War is that the imperialist Powers,

.-

faoedby a new power relationship in the world and
buffeted by the mOl\lltingtideofthestrugglefor liberation of the subjugated peoples, have realized that they
'can no longer maintain outdated forms of politioal
domination in the ooloniea i to safeguard their interests,
they felt it i'leoessary to resort to new methods whioh
are less obvious than the former ones and more suited
to the new ctroumstancea, 'rhus they havefoundthemselves obligated, in some oases, to make political
ooncessions while at the same time snfeguardingtheir
economic interests, pl'incipally in the form of oontrol
over raw materials and foodstuffs, as well as over
mal'kets for their industrial products and their
oapttnl,

tlnents and to rnanycount~ies. Thl\s aside f,romdi~eQt
colonial domination" the United States is using new
and camouflaged methods' of establishing the fillanoial
and politioal domination of United States impel·iaUsm.
81. The peoples of Africa, ~(sia and Lathf-iAmerloa
undoubtedly know exactly where they stand. By their
own experienoeof colonialist domination. or by the
experience of other peoples who succeeded in oasting
off the chains of colontaltam only atter J~ lengthy
struggle, they will be able to find ways of frustrating
the plans and purposes of all neo-ootcntensts, inoll\ding the United States.
82. More than ever before, the current trend in the
international situation favours the cause of the peoples,
whose struggle against colonialism and nec-cotontalsouroes of war 'and international tension, is being
intensified and is gaining victory after victory. This
struggle is closely linked to the popular movement in
defence of peace. Peace and the freedom of peoples
are indivisible. Every victol'Y in the struggle for
national 'independence weakens the forces of aggressive imperialism, strikes a blow at the forces of war
and contributes to the consolidation of peace•

76. Some new partners, such as the United States,
Western Germany and others, have joined the old
colonial1sts in practising this form of neo-ooloniallet
exploitation of the peoples. In the great neo-colontalfst
stakes, the United states has certainly proved to be
the most powerful and most formidable competitor to
the formel' colonial Powers, and also the most dangerous adversary of the peoples struggling for their independence.
77. Since foreigners began to mine golp., diamonds,
83. The United Nations must spare no effort to make
copper and other minerals in such regions as South
an ~ffective contribution to the struggle of. peoples fo;r
Africa, Rhudesla and the congo, American capital
independence. This is its highest task. The colonial
has been competing with European capital. III order to
Powers ignore the Declaration and the General Assemgain some idea of the flow of United States capital
bly resolutions on the subject and refuse to abandon
into Africa, it should be noted-that whereas United
their colonialist and imperial1sHnt.erests. The General
States investments in that continent in 1939 amounted
Assembly must take adequate, energetic and decisive
to only $100 million, in 1959 the total investments
steps to f()rce the colonial Powers to apply and imwere more than $2,000 million and produced a profit
plement, completely and forthwith, the Declaration
of 20 per cent. or $400 million. It is important to note
calling for the elimination, at the earliest possible
the significant fact that, although the total of current
moment and without delay. of the coloniali'st system
United States investment in Africa is less than that of
in' all its forms and manifestations. Colonialism, that
the European colonial Powers, the latter is decreasing
survival
which disgraces our society, must be wiped
while United States investment is constantly inout once for all.
creasing.
84. The United Nations must also require all its
78. The assistance offered by the Western Powers
Members to refrain from giving to any colonial Power
to the under-developed countries which have recently
assistance which will. be used against peoples
become independent does not meet their need for rapid
struggling to free themselves from colonialism.
development; it is given for purposes totally divorced
from the interests of those countries.
85. In view of the obstinately negative attitude displayed
by Portugal and South Mrica towards all United
79. A pamphlet recently published by the Foreign
Nations resolutions" which concern them, it is high
Affairs Mission of the Kenya African National Union,
time for the General Assembly to take decis.ivestepJl
describing in detail the United States neo-colontaltst
to force these colonial Powers to apply the Decla:ratioii
infiltration into Africa,states that the various forms
to the territories under };hei't' administration imof "aid" from the United States to the under-developed
mediately. and, if need be. to demand the impo~ition
countries are designed, not to give' those countries
of the sanotions provided for in" Chapter VII' of the
what they need for their rapid development, but rather
Charter.
to establish bases for the infiltration of United States
"
investments and to satisfy the requirements of United
86. The Albanian delegation considers thllt th~ Special
States imperialism, which are:' a. cheap supply of
Committee has done substantial 'and.uaeful work. Its
mineral and other resources needed by United States,
report provides us with a detailedaccount ofthe situa-"
industry; new markets and greater profits for manution in the territories which it studied and oHM negafactured goods from the UnitedStates or for consumer- , 'tive attitude, adopted by the colonial Powers towards the
goods industri.es established abt10ad with United States
Declaration. We consider that the ooncluslons-and
capital; control of strategic commodities, establishrecommendations contained in the reportwiil facilitate
ment of additional military basea .and alliances, and
the General AsseJ:nblyis task of adopting:fU:rther
compulsion of economically dependent countries to
measures to. secure the e~liest possibleimplefolloW the foreign policy ot the United States Governmentation ofth$ Declaration..
.'
(\ ment, The pamphlet also states that 'the "assistance"
87. My. delegationwil1support anyniea.surestha~
given to Afdcan countries by the United States is
may.
effectively help to aChievethedesiredobjective..nothing more or less than the provision of arms to be
the .eliminatlonj. .once "for all and without delay. of
used against the peoples of those very colonies for the
colonialism in all its forms.
,11
'. ."
protection of the investments of the United States companies exploiting them. ~" .
88 1, Mr.IQ:BAL(pakistan):'PElrmit~b to CQnvey the
wa.rmestcongl'atulations. of my delegation to the
G
&0. Of course, United States neo-oolonialtst infiltraSpeci~ CommittEl,e On its rep()r~,o~thesituattonwith
tion is not, confined to Africa,but extends to other con-
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regard to the Implementation of the Deola~!ltion on
the granting of independenoe to.,oolonla1 counmea
and peoples [A/52S8].
~,
.,~
89. I may take the Uberty ef reoa1l1ng here that the
S]leoial Committee was brought into being under
General Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI), whioh was
sponsored by thirty-eight Afrioan and Asian States,
Pakistan being one of them, and adoptedon27 November 1961. This resolution was adopte'd!ol'the realization of the objeotives laid down in rlilsolution 151.4
(XV), adopted on-14 Deoember .1960. Resolution 1514
(XV), whioh my oountry had the honour also to 00sponsor, has been' justly desoribed as the historio
Deolaration on the' granting of independenoeto colonial
oountries and peoples, because it solemnly proclaims "the necessity ofpringing to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism, in all its forms andmantfestations" and deolares that "immediate steps shali
be taken in Trust an,dNon-Self-GoverningTerritories
or all other territories whioh have not yet attained
independenoe, to transfer all powers to the peoples
of those territories, without at}'conditions or reservations, in acoordance with th~ir freely expressed will
and desire, without any distinotion as to race, creed
or oolour, in order to enabla.them to enjoy complete
independence and freedom".-,
90. My del~gation is gratified to note that, within
two years of the adoption of this historic resolution,
many peoples have attained the status of nationhood
~d many nations have achieved independence. In
. 19,60, eigqteen new States were admitted to membership of the United Nations. In 1961 and 1962, we were
happy to welcome Tanganyika, Sierra Leone, llganda,
Trinidad and, Tobago, Jamaica, Rwanda,BIl'l'undi and
Algeria to membership of this.international community
oCsovereign States. We sincerely and earnestly hope
that, in the near future, what remains of the colonial
problem will also be brought to a just and appropriate
solution.
,,:91. I may say that the positimofmy country with re,> gard to the problem of colonialiSlll is well known. We
have always denounced the system of colonialism in
its traditional, as well as in other forms. Colonialism,
in the accepted sense of ,*e term or in the implied
sense" whatever its alleged justification, always leads
to exploitation of one kind or another: and retards
the natural movement 6f man in the direction of freedomand liberation from the SUbjugation of other men.
J

92.'It is unnecessary to enumerate the evils of
colonialism, for much has already been said about
them in"the preceding debates.of this Assembly. For
the .last, two yeal's, 'one of the main preoccupations of
the United 'Nations has been to find ways and means to
\~ hasten the . process of decolonization, particularly
\l;thj,'ough an effective implementation of the Declaration
on the granting ofindependenoe to colonial countries
, and .p,eople~" in the shortest possible period of time.

"g~. In"tilts respect,my delegation attaches great importahce to the repor,t of the Special Committee, which
we havesttldied very carefully. In our view, the prograJJlme of work '. adopted by this committee is com,imElndaple and appropriate. By,decidingto give priority
,,-;to the dependent,territories .In,Afri()a and dealing with
them before the consideratiop.of. otherterr,itories, the
Committee selected a Wise course of action, for,undoubtedly'it iain'Africa where peoples andterritories
'continue to rerilain, to "a conSiderable: extent, Under
fjcolo~ial SUbjugation; '.and where' conditions ··preva.il

Wl¥ch are Got only unfortunate andtr.agloput also tense

a'ntl exploatve, There is no denying""clle faot that the

completion of Afrioan independenoe, the speotaoular
beginning of whioh we have already witnesaed, will
almost amount to the solution ,(;jf the problem of
ool('lnialism.'"
'.
94. The deotslon of the Committee to visit Afrioa and 1':0
to hold its meetings there alae deserves our appreoia..
t~Jn, for it not only Indicated the desire at the Committee to grapple with the problem where it aotually
existed, with all its tragic andexplQsiveoonsequences,
but, in the words of the Ambassador. of Gui~lea,
Mr. DialloTelli, it "awakened wide-spread interest in
Africa and ... buttressed the hopes and confidenoe of
African peop19s that new and deoisive steps may be
taken towards their acoession to Independence", '"
[1l69th meeting, para. 2]
95. The Special Committee .has indeed performed a
very useful task in focusing t.he attention. of the United
Nations on the conditions prey\~iling in twelve colonial
territories, eleven in Africa and one in SouthAmerica.
There remain, however, still oilier territories where
the study of conditions also comes ~ithin the scope of
the Committee's work, although Jlll:Y Committee, for
obvious reasons, has not adopted,uny programme oi e
future work concerning these territories. The intricate
problem of such dependent territories as the islands
scattered over the Pacific Ocean, orterritories which
constitute small enclaves within another territory. also
needs attention, anduseful suggestions and recommendations are required, relating particulal'ly to the
mechanics of self-determination or accession to in.r":
dependence of these territories.
96. We nave also glven aertous consideration to the
recommendations ofthe Special Committee with regard
to the other committees, sub-committees and special
committees which are at present dealing,-~th the
questren of the implementation of the DeclilTation in
all forms of dependent territories. Either these other
_:~odies of the United Nations, working!n closely related fields, could be amalgamated with the Special
Committee or some form of co-ordination could be
achieved in their methods of work. In our view, it
would be proper to enlarge the present membership
of' the Special Committee without, of course, making
it unwieldy. The report of the Committee contains
specific studies of dependent territories under the
Administering; Authorities of the United Kingdom and
Portugal. As the report indioates, the conditions in
the territories differ widely because many of thj3m
seem to be ripe for the assumption of the responsibilities of independence immediately, whereas in
\\
others not much progress is being, made.
97. The conditlollsprevaiUng in the south,Africa~L,
dependent territories, partiCUlarly in S9uthern ",
Rhodesia, Mo,za,mbique, Angola and SouthWest Africa,
are certainly alarming and consequently demandurgent
solutions. We .are indeed aware that the record of·some
Administering Authorities is brighter than that· of
others, 'and in this 'respect,we have always'aoknowledged with appreciation the contribution made.by the
United Kingdorp to the cause of \freedom and independence. Speaking on the same item last year, I Md
said:
0,.
,'
- ,(: ....
..',
,.'.,'
,',
~ _
."The .:aritiah. policy of .guiding their .o.olonies
towards self-government is ,in sharp contrast"with
that of certain other colonial Powers, Whichprof~ss
J
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by R notion not to regard their overl3sas territories
as oolonies and, cOlls~uently~ are not pf9pared to
aooept self-government or Independence fol' these
terrltorlelil:c a& an objeotive of /polioy." [l061st
meeting, pan. 6.]
iJ
r>
In the li~ht of the. observation I have just made, we
sinoerelY trust that, inasmuoh as the situation in
Southern Rhodesia is distressing, the United Kingdom
will exert its influenoe and disoharge its responsi..
bllities in aoeordance with the freely expressed wishes
of the indigenous people.
,
() 98. If we believe that the transfer of power in each
and every form of dependent territory should take
plaoe S1p90thly and peacefully, our approach to tM
problemv£ oolonialism should not be based on emotions
but it should be realistio and oonstructive. The problem of colonialism has three salient features ~. First.
there are the dependent peoples yearning for freedom
and Independence, It is because of this wilversal
yearning for national freedom that the processes of
liberation are irresistible and irreversible. Secondly,
there are the Adtniniatering Authorities whioh ax:,e
direotly responsible for granting independence to their
colonial territories. Therefore, without the cc-operation and oollaboration of these Administering Authorities, it is not "'Possible to realize the ~bjeotives
oontained in the Deolaratton on the granting of independenoe to eolontal countries and peopl~s in a
peaceful and orderly manner. Thirdly, in spite of the
faot that resolution 1514 (XV) has oategorically laid
down that: "Inadequaoy of political, eccnomio,social
or educational preparedness should never serve as a
pretext for delaying independence." There are peoples
In certain dependent territories who have to be trained,
in the shortest possible period of time; parttcularly
in the exercise of political authority. This is the only
method by which they could shoulder the responsibilities pertaining to independent Sw.tes and protect their
countries from being hurled into chaos and confusion.
99. We have already witnessed that, in the dep,d}ldent
territories where a reconciliation had fortunately been
achieved among these three aspects of the problem .of
colonialism, the power was transferred peacefully
and countrieg attained independence in an orderly
manner. This experience teaches us that the magic
circle lies within the three sides of the triangle.
100. We are happy to conc{bdethat, throu.gh ~}1(-'fforts
of the United Na,tions and its bodies which aredealing,
with the question of'the implementation of
Declara-'
tion, particularly the Special Committee. the subjugated peoples are speedily moving in the direction of
liberty and freedom," and the day'! is not far off when
man everywhere can proudly claim that he breathes,
in a.liberated world, a really free world-in a world
based on friendship .and co-operation among peoples
and.States-all endeavouring to 'realize the ideals of
the . C~arter. so. that, a mQJ;'e perfect world order is
brought into being.

the

Mr. ZafrullaKhan,(Paldsfan). resumed the Chair.

Mr.

101..'
SMIRNQV fByelorussian' Soviet Socialist
Republic) (translated. from Russian): More. than two
years· have. elapsed since the United Nf:ltionsGeneral
Assembly unanimously adopted [947th meeting], on the
propos,alofthesoviet Union,subm.ittedby Nikita
Sergeevich Kll::~UShOhev. the Head ofth~ Soviet GQyern~el\t [869th meetingjpara.183], the Declarlltion on the
grapting .of'•. independence to ··coloni,al .. c()untries .and
pe6pleS'J[:l:'Efso~~tion 1514 (XV)] •. That 'was . a· great
'1 ..
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.

.
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viotory 1,91' the pr"Ogresslve forces o~ all mankind. The
Deolarn\"':>n helped to launoh an even more powerfUl
offensive against oolonialism with a view to its final
eradioation.
r

102. Elloh Y,ear mote and more states and people~ \\
attain'~jiependenoe. From Nove~bet .J962 tq the
v
present--dme, mttpy ;mew State~have w0l:\ theiroindependenoe: Tanganyika, Trinid4d andTobagO,~amaio.~,
Rwanda, Burundi, Algeria and Uganda: the Portuguese
oolonlalists have. been expelled from theiJt Jormer
colonies in Indill. and the Dutch oolonialists have been
foroed to come to an agreement with Indonesia-On the
question of·West Irian.
103. But we are still not satIsfied With the progress
made in Implementing the Deolaration.Jts implementation has been i'iercely opposed by the olosed ran~ o~
the oolontallst forces, Further deoisive and united
action is needed in ordel'to overcome the resistance of
!he oolonialists a~2i to i~btain the full implemJntation 0
of the Declaration;l§~JI,~ granting of independenoe to
col\>nial countries &:nd peoples,
104. Like a droWntllg man grasping at °a stro,w, thE:0
colonialists are seiz:ing any opportuni~ in order . to'
retain their positions in the territories they administer. To this end, they resort to ruses ()f all sorts,
pose as democrats and humanitarfana and attempt to
halt the movement of the peoples towards freedom,
Independence and a betterl1ie.
105. _, To this erId, the colonial,:gow~rs, and thos,e who
are associated with them ;\n ,fa)'io\,ts blocs, try to use.
the United Nations a.nd all its.c*gans in,w.hich .qu.es.tions
relating to the implementation of the Declaration are
decided, Not a:' single proposal or decision aime<! 'at .
implementing th~eolaration is adopted without their
'
opposition. One has only to look at the records-td see
who always casts a nega~ive' v.ote or abstaln~. and it '
becomes cl~~~r; wb-o is preventing the-execution C?f the
Declaration. This was also evident in the. work of the
Oommtttee of Seventeen, which was, of course, en",t~'usted with the task of making recommendations on
the progress and extent of the imp1eme-r-tation of the
DeClaration and of submitting a report to the curr,ent
session of the General Assembly. A.s may 'be seen
from "'the reportot. the Committee of,Seventeen
[A/5238] , two different approaches became apParent in
the course of its discussions: tae approach elf" the
colonial Powers. and their alli.es, which n,;;~de ev~ry
effort to de~ay t~e realization of the Decla~ationi apd
that of all the other countries, which insisted 01:1 the
immediate. implementation of the principles la~9 down
in the Peclarationl}on t!le granting of Independence, to
cQlonialcountries and peoples.
o
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106. Thus, the representative 6f the. United States 'of
America, in an ;attempt to reduce the Comthittee's
'effectiveness.. argued that the fina.1reoommendat1()na
of the CommitteeshOuld.'rtH'le "to types" of situationsrathe,l'than to indiv{dualtcases" [ibid.,'chapter
Ii· para. .19].. ..It .was this' same' i,'eptesentative who
challengeathe Committee's'rlghtto hearp~titioner$
and to send visitil1g .missions to. territ~:r,'ies witllqut
.the agreement, ·of the "ll.dIninistering ~oweors -. The
represent,~tive • of the United: Kingdom threatened to
ceasec6-operating with the .• Speyial . Commit$:~e if
"therewereawattempts tOjnt~rvene"ii~the Territories·. under United·· Kingdom· administration' [ibi<;l.,
'para. 25].
.;. . . . ..
."
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107••' I~'ViElW 'of Mlthts" ;.the.·.statementInade.,by~ tlle
"·representative of' AttstraliaattheiU7:3rd meeting of
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t,bo; G~perlll Assembly on 21NovpmbGl' sel)ms strange,
tq~ SI\Y, the ,least. Re olalmed: tllfit Ute poslUon adopted
~y. .~be Soviet trnion preventecl the Committee ~r
Sov'inteen from suooessfully oarrying out its wOl'k,
WIlo opposed the visiting mission of the Committee.
ure.~hffacting of petitioners, the Committee's reoom..
riifltWaUons? Does the representative of Australla
r~liliY think that the membel's of the Assemblyh'\ve
not read the Oommittee's report?
"'0&. The position of thQ sool~Uat oountrles in this
o r'llltter, as the BYelorussJ.~n delegation"has repeatndly
~~..
P9.lnted out, Is that we favour the full al'td Immediate
implementation of the Deolaration: we are cc-opeeatlng 'Al\d wt:l oo-operatewlth all those who adhere to"
the sa~(\ view. But'now can we co-operate with those
w!l(uefused to In,plement'~he Declarlitlon?
1,'O~. The Oonm~lttee09f'",{)~v:enteen had to worlUI\"'
c:Uftio~lt OOi\dttions siooa oUoO)lstantly met with epposi'W:l "
tien .on the part of ~e 'Q910niallsts and their allies.
But IDese fcm;:es are not all-powerful at present.
The~~fore" they did nl)t,;~atly lnfluence the outcome
of the 'Committee's';)V0rl\" although, needless to say"
the'Conlmlttee wol,lld have obtained bettel"results if
there had 'been no s\.'Oh obstaoles.
110.p \t\fter o~refully studying th~ report of the Speoial
Committee on .theSltus.tion with regatd to thEblmpllt'
mentation ofthe Deolaration on the (Jral.l.ting of1..ndepen"')
'aenoe· . . to C()1onlal Countrl~s and Peoples,. tho de'!ega':.,
tlon of the"Byelo~ussia.ri SSRcannotbut note with satls1'!
o faction that in the 'li1ain the spirit of 'the Deolaratlon
p:rijvailed" in the Committee's deliberatlons."World
publi~ opinion at:'d the general olimateare now suoh
'Gihat"\colonia1i~m can' no lqpger be openly defimded.
Therefore. the oolonial Powers, basing themselves tin
. '. the Jllshionable theory of"neoo610niallsm, "are emlJ
• ploY~.ng various ~shone'i:Jt means and methods In order
to prol'o~the existence of the colonial system in the"
t~rlitories they adminielter.Therefore, thepeoples of
the world must b~el'watchful;they must see through
c~e coloniiiiists' manoeuvres and op,post~he~.• It would
"Jbe a c:tangsrouso illusion to refuse to see what Is con.tinuing to o<?PdUl-, although it is more carefuUy, disguised.
.
"
.
1H. In this, respect, the Goyernment 'ofthe .United
" ~ingdo~ pur6ue~a policy Whicp is particular!y refined
" and ca~o~Iaged. Tq this ~~y, the threads of this
country's Qolonial
into many parts of the
\"orl~. ,'the. United' Kingdom cOlonitt.Us.ts have~~not yet
l:.~'ahdo'ne~ 'the policy °of ,",9lvide "and coqquer": Thus,
the ,United Kingdom has 6~gun to.encourage r!=lgionlllist
,e.~d' separationist tendenci.es in. Ke~Yc!l-!!,~d to' lead the
o territory towards pa~tition and the. o'feati;:>n of five. or
six 'new Katanga~.· But .~is poliuy'1s,being 'in~~easifigly
oppos~d by the"people ofKen~a, and by" tb;~~~mpf;'leEl of
o~er 'territories where the (lOlOnialls,}~\T',i~"I;E\l:i1pt\ to
pU~elue it: 'fb~y !lreJherefot~,forced to."-lq~~~;;.t9r othe~
, fOi'mulas~ti~9h wotild,. enable tl}em to,p:i'e~~i~d'that they
. ar~ 'gra~m1g lPidep~n~~J;lce:to a territ9ry;,wfiereas;Jn' "
~~ct . th~: ,~s~~oge; of." Splonlalisrn is ,still ~e.t:e. OhE!
;resUlt'ofsuch acUvityis the FederationofRhodesiaan.d
,.,N¥a~al!m~, .wpic~(i was, ,c~~,ted ,',aga"inst th~. wi.ll' oftbe
pt9Q~le:for,.,the 'pUrp()se Of~, sUby~r~~ng,thE!, granting of
~~~ep~ntt,enge" ~o .these J~Jl'+-itories;"The. pe~""ples .of' the
ted~l',ti?n ar~i~\~ging a\neroic struggle f9r thegge9uine
il!€!~I?~ndE),J;l9E!~~!t,~t~~9.ons.tituentparya~ So~~heJ.;ii
,'" -Rb9.i:!esia, N9~tht:lrn Rhodj3sia ar;d Nyasll,l~nd., "",
()'."',_'
,:',.0'" '',."'--.,''
,~~::
»112. "l.'he 'coIQni91istGovernme(-;:>ftheFederation'
'~ ile.aded"lJY ".Roy, WE#~Sky .in Ol'dexto perp~tp'ateit'EL
d0J:t'rlrtllU(}n'l·{b:Yen:weJl'~ '$9 :far as t.ohold so..called.,
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"eleotlonfl" to the ":Federal Assembly". IUs dif£1oult
to imagine a more hypooritloal travesty of eleotlons.
Only. 120,755 voters ,out of, a total popull.\Uon of 9_
mUlton In the Federt,t9.t1on of Rhodesia and Nyaaaland
were permitted to reg1$tf)rfo~the eleotlonE\;Wh~9h took
place. on, 27 April 196~, and only 15.00al parsons
aotual1y"pl.\rtlolpnted 1nr~e votiQg.Nevertheless, Roy
Welensky loudly p~oolaimed the "victorY" of his
United Fede;ral Party, Whloh obtained, fU~y.four Qut
of fifty..nine seats in ~e Asoembly. This Is th~ ,way in
wbloh the United }('Jngdom ta trying to ()relate t\
FederatJon in Oentral Afrioa. /,(, -:
113. ~n the southern part ef the Arabian peninSUla, the
Unlte.dl(ingdom~Mks to unite its possessions, inoludlng Aden,'ijnto ti so-oatled "SouthAl'ablan Fadernij,<)D": in Soutb East Asia, it advocates the plan of
\miting the 001Qni68 into n so-oalledfederation or
"Malaysia It. In all these c.ases, the United Kingdom
has'but one objeotiv~that of maintaining its domination in the oolontea in th!so area, in a new a'ild oamo",flagedform.
. 0
ll·t 0 'J;1ie reason that is most frequently advanced by
the. oolonialists of .the United Kingdom and other
countries for. sabotaging the implementation of the
Deolaratf,onJs the assertion that these territories are'
not ready for self-government, ana that they are not
adequately prepared hi the political, economte and
social. oomains.
115. 'Such taotics to delay th~ gi~-;ltingonliaependence
are used in almost all Non-Sell-Governing T~rritories.
Since it is the coloniallsts who determine ti)e degree
of ,preparedness and are responsible, for I>reparing
those Territories for independence, it goes without
saying that th~y 'are ready to delay independence indef1n~tely. !~ this connexlon, it seems appropriate to
quoteth~state:tnent made by Mr. Willi~~s, the Prime,
Minister of Trinidad and Tobago, on 20 November
19~2 at the London School of Economics:
.'
" "The West Indies is a lemon which the United
Kingdom has sq\\eer\eddrY and its mainconcernnow
Is not to s~ip on the skin." ,
116.' If the United Kingdom prepares all its re- c
maining colonies for independence in the same way,
the United Nations will have to wait a long time to,see
the implemen.tation of the Declaration on the granting
.of independence to colonial countries and people::.. I
would remind, the 'representatives, of 'the' colonial
Powers of paragraph3 of the Declaration, which states:
'-'lnadequacy uf. p?litical, econon:lic, social or educational preparedness should llever E!erve as a"pretext for .delay~~'"tg independence." [Resolution 1514
,
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117.. The.t'efore, other"prete'Sts are used for the same
pur~s~: ,such. as 'fbste,;ring ~iscpra· bet~entribeS
and bE'~weenpolitical parties. The tactics used by the
adrilinlsterllig Power in 'Kenya, . as the r~port of the
Special Committee shows; 'are .topoint ouf that since.
the:~'i1:t'~ous parties a,re di.vided,on.>~num1:ler of qy.~~-,
tionE!,' it cal1~ot suppor~one,party\.aga,inst the. o1:11er :j~
and.ls thus. notable to gr.antindependence:
"The f~ctsShow,th~tthePnitedIqngdom"colo~~~l"
ists,are ignoring; the Declaration,,:pn; the. ,granting ()f
indep'end~nCetPcolonial cl?uotries anQ P.e.opJesand
. ~e co~t~uingto oPPress a..n<i.~XplQit the peoples of.
the, te;n~*~ri~s 1lDd~~l"United,Ki~g<lom adrrd.nistr;atiPm "
Thej¥:ref;use', to{talte.,' ra.di.calmeasureEl togr~int, in..
depepdence.tothe el)~laved.pe()ples.aJlddeprivl:l1h.em
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elementa'/";dfilmooratlo rights: they :\l\J.1'sue their
formal' poli~J.,of raoial dtsoriminaticn, and suppress
by., main fOroe ~ny movement towards genuine national
liberation. We G:re oonvinoed r however, that such
oolOnies 1,\6 remr\in wlll also obtain their freedom and
independenoe.

119. Thl3 mCli'lt unbridled and cruel polioy of oolonial
oPPl'9ssion and. plundel' isbelng oarrJed out in th{3
territories held by Portugal. That small oountry eon..
'V\llsively"olings to territories whtoh J~ave an a:J;el\
22,5i1:mes larger, and a POPulation 1.3 times greater,
than the area and populatton of Portugal itself.
-

c.

120. 'rhe whole ofprogreasfve mankind is indignant
at the bloody exploits of the authorities in' the
Portuguese colonies, raspeoia.l1yOin Angola." whare a
oolonial war is still being fought. Armed by the' NATO
countries, thf,\Portuguese colonial alZmy is exterthinnting the, defenceless indi~eno~s population. Tens of
thotisand~ of Africans. h~ve been killed; thousands of
people, £leelng torture and death,haviHeft their homes
and sought refuge in the Congo. I!oweve't" no amount
of suffering could force the ,A,ngolan people to abandon
the struggle' for the Jiberation of.t!\~ir O(hl1lt~r. Tjlat
struggle would long agO have been crowned with
success if Portugal had v.otl'ece.ive~ assistance from
a number of NATO countries which help the Salazar
Government with arms.andloaris to be usedfn the.war
,{against the.. p~o.ple of Angola and the peoples of other
"Portuguese territories. The peoples of Angola,
Mozambiquer Portuguese Guinea and otber Portuguese
oolomes are, being subjected to intolerable degradations,deprivation, pillage and mass extermtnatton,
121. Portugal refuses in the most insolent manner
to implement the Deolaration on the granting of. independence to colonial countries·, and 1?eopl~s.The
Goyernment 'Qt that country has slmply declared all
its colofites to be "overseas provinces" and does not
therefore constder itself bound to carry out the
Declaration.
(
122, The' situation is no better with regard to the
granting of independence to the 'colonies heldby Spain,
France, tM Netherlands, the United States bf America
and the R~public of South Afrioa.The colonialtetafully
understand and support one another, and jointly conspire to oppose the national liberation movements in
the colonies. 'fo this end, military basesare set up
either close to.OI' in the dependent territories and
troops are equipped with weapons to fight against
the celontalpeoples,

It Is true that he justified this by refer.1lbg to alleged
maritime Ipterests Inthts area."
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126. The peoples of the dependent territorJea categorioally demand, alon~th independenoe, the l~~uida., lion of military bases on their son, the, withdrnwal of
foreign militrtr~r forces and the disoontinuanoe of the
deUver~' of weapons to statee whtoh Hse 01' may use
them to oppose nationall1lJeration movements.
126. The dele~tion of tq~ B~'elQ:ruseian~SR,lik~ the
delegatipk'lo of nnurnber..of' othel' countries, wishes')to
emphasize that .the attainment of politioal Indepen..
dence is only the 'first step On the dif,ficultroad t~ the
acqu~sition of full ....i.e. political, economic and sp~rit
ua.1-iudepp'\denoe by the nations which hav~ suffereq
for So d~')~lg' ~nder tbe coloni6li~ ~()ke, It must never
be .. fQ:rgo~ter.jthat the" policy pursued fOI; hundreds of
yea re> bithe9010niali~ts in dependent terr~tories, was
designed to keep tha' local population in' a state of
illiteracy, ,poYerty and lack of ,confiQenoe in ~their
own strength. We have only to look at the living
oonclltions of the pfloples "of Southern Rhodesia,
Nyasaland, Sou,th We'st Afrioa, Kenya, Mozambique"
Angola, British Guiana, 'Portuguese Guinea, Spanish
Gunlea , and all the other depende.ut. and colonial
territories. Not only are tbere no political rights
Whatsoever, the. indigenous inhabitants of the colonies
being deprived of the right of vote, the right to join
public organizations. the right of assembly,and £.1'eedom of speech and of the .Press; . they are also deprived of the possibility of owni'1g1andandof working,
and they have no schools, no medical care, and no
social security. In fact, they are barely allowed to
exist.
D

Q

0

127':

Orte is filled With ,indignation' upon reading the
report of the Special Committee on the Situatiqn With
regard to the. ,Implementation. of the. D,!'lclaratlonon the Granting "of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, Which desorfbea the situation ,of the
peoples of colonial and dependent territories. Racial
discrimination and iniquitous laws are carried to ~he
very.extreme, Here \,:re some examples,

1M. In "Northern Rhodesia, 'how a man is treated
depends on the colour of his skin, There are European
hospitals and African hospltals,andon more than one
occaston-anambulanoe has been dispatched to the scene
Of an accident' only·.to' return. empty when it was "discovered that the victim of the acciaentwas anAfrican~
Every African is treated as apotentialoriminal,Racial
discrimination also. leads. to a~'disparity in wages.'.l'he
of an :i\frican .worker. in tbEi'mining induE\try,( for.
,12~. ,The time that h!l.s~elapsed SinceC)the ~doptioiof ":l)ay
example, is one..seventh to .pne..tenth that ofaWhite. .
thePeclaration on .the granting of, inde:pendenco" to
Qolon'ful countries andpeoples.haa. clearly shown t11e ' man doing~ the sa.me,wor.~ •.'Aocqrding to statistical
data publi~hedl.by the:"'G.overn~ent,. oply ~n~71haU'.the
fUll extent of t~e .danger that, military'baSeson fOi'e~~
,
N:rican.children
of 'school' age "attended s~hoplin
F.H)~J represent for national 'liberation move,ments.,
1960.
Only.
t~por thr~e ::out of l,QOAfrican 'Pbild!'~n
Such bases are to be found in many eountrtes of Africa,
can ht/peta reo~Ive.a uniyer~~~y education.
"
Asia, Amefio'l.\ .and Oceania•.1 r,efer. pritparily to those
bases \yhid'll have beenbui~) in"dependent territories
129•. "'mie ColoniaUsts Jiket()ta.lka,boutthepr()Sp~r
by the UnitJd King~om, the Vpited"States, FranCe" the
ollS!i{e of the peopiesin thEiir dependent territories
Netherlands, Portugal; .• ·.~elgium andoSpain. ,It '113. ntl
an.d .thebcn~fits '.that' ,they •.•. are..' 'bes,foWing. on 'tho~e
tilecrE;,t that in t~effnal ~r-alys!s, th~aggressrve blocs
peoples~. The· New'. York 'l'imeS.of 10 Apdl •. 1961
of , Western, 'Powers us~ these bases to oombat tl1e
q(j.l'ried•. ar~port •• e.htitled •NPl~QC.id S-paili;=>h ,J:~.le ..Off ..
national. 'libel-ation movements. pf the, PElopl~s pf
M:ricaOffers a, ,Lesson in Integ1i'atioIl:",~n wInch its
coloD1~~ aJl~depEmdentte'rr~t?ries..,
'
qpl're~P9hd~ntB~,::j~miIl '\VElllEl" desc,ribes, tl~e. Spanish.
qoldhtasfollows:" °
..... . . .
'.
.
124c S p e a k i n g ;in the Fourtb .Oommitteej1380th
'liThe' 10v~lySpanispis1al1dM Ferna.~doPo .~ ~isa ':
meet~ngl;,the representative ~f.th,e. Uhited;Iqn.gdo,IP
did .not hide the fact t~atarllls,werebe~t:lgsupphedto
"haven of. peacea:nd.Qrdel:' off the· reStless'c6~tillEm:li
" of Africa .. ~ •
c·
.,
' , .. '
the:·'ltepp.b1fci of South' Africa;'inrleed, he~ confirmed it.
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"j1~ailCt~eJl' tho",aml Afd'oan~"and 4,OOJl Europel'ns
1iy~ and prosper to~ther hare ~thqutfr.lo~.ion.ll

!!\~t,~Q4- 9n ~n .,ttlEl rtam~, vein. The true situatioll prono resemblanoe t~, the
P)P19~!f p'aJ~ted br thtp"1 journalist.
(~
o
,:1130.~ . IUo MUh1(on Pte mainland), FernandQ Po and a
'group) of smalti~la~~ Qonstitute"th~ oolony of Spanish
Guinea, Whio.h has t\.'PQpulation of 2~2,OOO,of whom
c, '<:!p .i,500 a~ white. Povel'ty and servitude are the lot of
()
t!\e~nCligenQus population of ,the oolony. III the whole
9( Spanish, Guinea there is only one seoondary sohool
(exolUs~vely for !Whites) and two trade -sohocla with
217
students..
'
.
0
1.~U,. A,n "agfeem~nt"~ was signed between Spain and
Ni~ria,in 1957, ,When the latter was stilt a British
qel?pi\~l ,possession, QJ>noerning th~ use of Nigerian
lR~kerli in the. Span!sh oolony-,Under that agreement,
,~eri~.~ot 'tho\1sands of Nigariam3 went to the island.
'Hundreds of them diedlls a result of maltreatment
an~; ~ppal1ing· living. oonditions. ~pth the Nigerian
worlte~s apd the indigen0':lS Inhabitantsoare no better:
than /31aves. JJ,'hey are fined" flogged' and throW!} in jail
f~r tbe (sm'allest m~!3demeanour. 'l'hey live, eight to a
small rObm, in miserable, dirty hovels. After'a year
Q:r two. these, strong Y\)ung people's health bre,aka
down andm~ny of ,them die.
,0
,132., ~is is the !,'haven of· peace" that the Spanish
admfnlstratora have establislled in the. island of
'Ftrrnando PO. The situation is the same for the peoples
of all the Other colontes in whioh the oolonialists have
establisMd such I!h&vens Gof peace",.
133:
whole of progressive mankind"inoludingthe
people of Byelor~sia, are filled with indignation at the
'\, humiliating treatment meted out to the populations of
allcols>nialllnd depen~ent terl'itories by the l\clminis'teringMemberso' But our just indignation, expreased
in the ~purth CO:mmittee [136~stmEleting], was rejected
with""contemptlt by Mr. Bodl)er, the Minister of State
for··Foreign
Affai'r.s of the United Kingdom.
o
1;34;.\ We.' have never questioned ,'. Mr. Godber's
"sympathetic attitude" towartis uS,but he win never..'~eless, :haveto listen to ,world publJo opinion. The
Un.~edK1ngd()mGov:ernment will ultimately be compell~d .to take effeotive measures to· carry out the
Peolaration. The peoples of.the colonial and dependent
, cou,t\tries and the whole of pI:ogressive, mankind dema~d such aotion. These historioal injustioes must be
!4edre13se,~ndq?lonia1ism must b~ buried.
,,'
J(35. It' is ·difHoult.to be the devil's advocate. It is
even~:"ijlol'e .diffioult to defend oolonialism. Yet. de" fenders. I3tUloolnEl forward, They vote' in the United
o
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139. 'rhe majority of the representatives who have
spoken in the Committee. of seveneeen, the Fourth

Committee .and in the plenary meetings of the sevESn..
, teenth' session of the General Assembly have strongly
oritioized oolonialism and those oountrtes which fall
to implement the Declaration. In reply, the oolonlaltsts, seeking to deny their responsibility, have frequently resorted to slandering the Soviet Union and
other sooialist oountrtes,
'

'i

n

')

140. The Byelorussian delegation thought that the
laurel wreath for anti-Soviet slander should be given
to the representative of the United states, but today"
we are obliged to reoonstderand admit that the laurels
should be handed the representative of Canada,as the
winner. Does the Canadian representative realize
that be is attaoking the very basis of the existence' of
the United Nations? 14P not thi~he:'does.

,,'-

141. Mr. Plimsoll, the Australtan representative,
speaking at the previous meeting, aleo couldnoteestat
the temptatton of slandering the Soviet Union. The
oolonialists and their allies always indulge in slander
when their backs are' to "the' wall and when they can
say nothing to justify their actions."
,..
142." We are convinced that the majority of the Merpbel'S of the United Natiol}s will not be deluded, and will
not allow themselves, to b.e side-traoked by the
manoeuvres of the colonialists•.
c ... ,

c

143. The delegation 0:1: the Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist. Republic condemns the actions of. the .Adtpinistering r~embers infailing to "amply fUllywith the
Deol~ation apd demands that all possible steps shQuld
l,le takento.make 1963 the year of the final liquidll.tion of
colonialism. 'In thisconnexion, we support the, pro....,
posal of President S6kou 'l'Ol;lr6 oi".Guinea [see"1l48th .
,"a~l)tbe:i'•. 'l1h~s, 'in' the Committee "O'f~,~.eventeen; evalllameeting,. para. ~3l .to the effeot.that inaccotl1ance
. ~~g4he'\Il~t,~011>Qf ~he United Kingqo in Nyasaland, 'the
with tlte desires of their populatiolf'all oolonial ooun~(~.~P,li\Ef~~pt~~i~e •. 0'£' th~,,, ~nite"d .stat jS. ;sai4 sti!at. "the
fries .andpe9ple~ should be<?oml;), independent".by 24
'. p~~~~~,~i~g~m GQx~x:nment d.~.ser@e,dencouragam~nt
Octope~, '1963-Uni~ed 'NatIons "Day. Theoo~oni~l
,!J},~"pl'~lse,fQl',theirrece,n'~l~"'etion~' [A/5238, o~ap~er
PowElrsmus~ immediately put an.end toall~epressi"l'e
'\'~~t!pal'a.~31., ~
~I
~
rrteasures. they .use again"lt peoples fighting for their
i~$~i.··~~mg~edi$cussiO~ in the ~cial Com'm1ttee', . . l~bel'l\tiol}., The .looal popul'ations must b~ a,ssur~dofthe
6rt,:lt'iig' ,qji'esti()p. o,6f,I3~~utoland, ~ Bech\18,naland .ancfi:,j' possibility.
of effeotively ··e~joyingtheir democrlltic
,S,wi'ztl:d'd{the~epfe~ep.tativ.eof A",stralia .said that
rights atld freedoms, inoluding freedom" of speech, the
~lt' bad ganera~ly been u'nitedKingdom polioytoen- . PreSS)indaS8embly~.
19o\lr~P. 'p~9pJe$·.~ elabo1?~tefl.' ~yatem;;ofr~ason~Ple
"~i\j"" ,:w'~,:
""," , ,',
" < " , ,""
•.\.
'.'.~
"1~4. J\1l1aws fav,our.i)g raciatdisoriminatto.n" '~.~
.". '~(kd~P1o.c!,atio go:v~rnJI1eni;!JlJ.!B!2",<?hapter~ v, para.
\:.'1~71~,' .....
.
. .' c . stl'i(Jtt!>ns, 8.rtd Jimitatiolls °o,Qf'))Qutiq,alparties~ .tra~
~', :'r"<"~_,
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"... thEt Administration
deflerv(ld oommendation".
"" u
138. The ooloniaUsts s1l.g each otherts praises on.
every possible cccaston, This, puto me in mind of a
fable by the great Russian poet,Krylov: "The cuckoo
praises the oook beoause the cock: \Jraises the
·ouokoo." The oolonialfata 'deserve no~' praise, but general condemnation f?r thei~ aotivitie( the tel'ritql'ies
tlley administer'~ for the poverty ana suffering of the
indigeliou~ illhabitants; for the blood shed}>ythosewho
have fallen in. the struggle against colonialism, and for
their failure to implement the Deolaration.'
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1,37. AOQording to the J,'eport of the ,T1;"~steeship
Counoll [A/5~04. part U.' ohaptel'U, para. 13Sh t\le
Unitc~, states representat~ve 4esQl'ibed thQ' aotivities'
of the Australian Administration in New Guinea 'and
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unions and other p\lbllo and po1ltloal~ organll1l\tlons
th~' ~ath knell of Clolonhmsm in DJ11ts man1featamust be. abollshf;ld. An politloal prisoners m~t bo
tionsl
,
""
"
freed., All power in tha dependent territories must ba
ltDurJn,g the last four"or five oentur.les Eu.rope
t~ansfered to the people'EJ reprof;lentatives eleotedln ~
has mo\,ed muoh fast,r that'i any o~ber oontinent In
demooratlo ma~ner on ('~he basis of universal db:eot
many respecta, and partioull\rlYc'ln "aoienoC'tt\nd
auffr~ge.
"'"
teobnology. ,For this reason, Europe oame~ de,t
'
velop a dynamio eoonomio and politioal eystem wlU\
145. In order to oarry out heae and ~~h~r measures
a certatn soale of human values, whioh, with. 'some
dealgned.to liquidate colonlaltam, strong an~eUeot1ve
formal differenoef;l, became the normJortbo whOle
oQntrol by the United ~atlons is required. Deolstve
of Europe and a model and a pattetn for many o~b~r
mea~ures, InQ!\l~ng sanotlol)s, must be ta~en against
~ol,mtriesnndoontlnents whioh wore fasolnated~ or
tbose states whioh.., for more than two years, bave
even daz2l1ed, by the splen.dours of Europe. On aooount
deliberately, refused to implement the Deolaratlon.
of the momentum given to it by fundamental eoonomio
changes, European olvlUzation, ~s it developeddurThe ti~e Ma oo~e fol' the 8eQurity cO~Qn to deal
With the~e matters,
Ing this ,fruitfUl period. a~qulred an exoesslvelY ex'-46. The Byelorussiandelegatlonhasopposedandwlll
trovert ohatt\oter, ,to make it In ~e prooes'l3 push
outwards. Some Western European oopntrieaagalways resolutelY oppose colonlaUsm in all its {orms.
We shall aUPBOrt the most radical measures te ensure
gressively pushed outwards during the period as
the impl~mentatlon of the Deolaration
torchbearers of European olviltzation, inltlatlngJn
,
"
•
its trail an extremely painfurprocess, whioh ha"
beoome known as oolonlalism and Imperialism.
147. The liquidation of cOlonialism is one ofthemos,t
important tasks of our time, and its immediatesolu-, Asianolvll1zatton, on the othex;, band, is on the whole
iion Is a matter ·of concem for millions of people,
an introvert q,lvll1zat1on and is therefore at itfJ best
for the whole of mankind. Tile peoples of the colontea
when n looKS inward and is at its worst whel\ it
wlll atiB.st obtain their' freedom and wlll be able to
seeks to pUSh its elbow outward.
enjoy their nllturalright to. determine their own
"This natural trait of the Asian oivilization
destiny. The final and oa-mplete llquidation of colonial~
expressed in its contemplative J~ent and" its dIsism will pave the way for esta~lishing relations on
position to encourage one to keep to oneself, was
terms of true equality among all \?eoplesanG'countries,
reinforced When it came into directenoounter with
for, strengtheningofriendship an~:oo..operation among
the Western European colonl~lisnli ABla shrank
all the peoples on our planet ~,.a for preserving and
closer into Us, own narrow, Indlviduallstio 'ell;lplre',
consoUdating peace in the world,
illumined by its egoism only, while some Wester~
148. The PRESIDENT: There are two more speakers,
European Powers enslaved humanity Into e>."tensiVEt
on the list for this meeting, but, before I oall on the
empires, over whioh, so f~~ as the oo,lonialistlo
next speaker I should like to mention that I propose to
neoples were concerned, the sun nevet; rose,
make ,a statement at th!3 end of the meeting with re:
"However, as' we look at the world today, WEl find
gard to the or.der of business next week.
that the trlost significant phenomenon ~n tl.1e~nterna149. Mr. KOIRALA (Nepal):Speaking.onthis ocoas~on,
tlonal situation is not oolonialism, ~ut anti-oOloni~1
I wish to make it clear that the policy of non-aligI',""
struggles of the peoples of Asia al)~ Afrioa. Mte:r a
ment wf~ioh is pursued consistently by Nepal has only
long an~ bitter struggle, the anti;po,~on~almovement
one objeotive,andthat is peace. That," peace will
in Asia. nas almost come to its ful1Umer.t. Almost~l~
necessarily remain an idle thought unless colonialism'
the countrlea of Asia whloh were once oolonies
is ehmtnated fn "all its aspects-and' manifet;>tations,
,have wou>their ind~pendence. Not only have these
'universal disarmamentaohieved·' and the world's
{)oun~ries ,won their nol~ti9alin~eJle~denoe,but they
technical, scientifio and economic resources pooled
hav"e already gone a long way t~ ~n the,ir e~onomi9
togethEli· 'to fight hunger,disease and illiteraoy.
Independence,
COlonialism, by ,whioh we understand' "th,e sloW,
"it'The suoce,s~ p~ anti-colonial mo~ements id Asia
gradual and imperoeptible intrusion, of the Westin~o
.,and the powe~ut ,upport, given by the neWly indepen- ,
the' East in its searoh for raw tllliterialsand markets
dent Asianooun,tries have combi~ed to "give a gieat
acoelerated'by a gt'eat mechanioal, ind~~trialization.!t ~
impetus to 'the Afrioan fight 'for IndependenQe ••• "
iean unmixed evi!"that hasbe~ome linimaPh.ro~istic
~ome of othe ,oountries of Africa have 'Y0n "their
concept today.
Co,
trlCtependence Inreoent y~ilr~, and ,speaking of the
o "
" ~,
,
60ntinent ilEI a",holethereiis a tremendouS upsurge
150., Nepal" although it,J:las' never bee!'" under a~
'of the tnltSses"for l~berationJn MripancounWies.
subjugation, fUlly re~li.ze~ that,the antl-colc.~nial mov.J~
,,'~epal i~"'firmly, oritheside of the forces of'revolu-'
ment isoa part of the wider tn0vement ofp€,laoe and is
~tlon. We believe that oolonialismis anunmixetlev~l.
o~posedto" aU kinds of tlorninat~onby o,i:\c.natlQn OV9 r
a sooial.and p<>liticalo'i"OOl\ involVingsuch relation.'ships ,betWeen man' and man as are not acoeptable,
another. Nepal oppose~oolonialism. notbeoauseithas
at any, time in history suffered the iniqUities of
Theantl-colonilil revolution Wherever it takes,plfice
oploldalism,\but b~,oauseour whq.ep<>1ioy $tem~ from
and in whatever form., In\1st be suppoIted imd Nepal
our,. Cl~ep .f~ith in>funQamental"Jl'eedom~ and in thell,s,ahvaystaI<~nthis Unoompl:'\>mising stand on,thi~
dignity and w~rth pf the hu,man ~er!=lol}. 'l
question. 1£ the ,'c610nial"POWerS, say thatweodo ,no~
151
';di}'"'' , "" r' ", I'd" t·' "dB " ,',,"'..
appreciate their intentions and unde:rstand their
• , ,To "l,n oate ()ll att tu .eo~ar ",ool~i~lis1n,
prC)blems, we reply t& them thlltathey do not under4~g~eth~o::S~~~e~~~sitfi'~mCj~;d~p~~:~tt~~i~a~;st~q¥dour feelings. ,,
SOVereign, King' Mahendril of ,Nepal, del1vered,on2
"While taking, tllis '\1Ilcompromising stand against
Q~eptElmber 19'62 at the Belgrade Conference,'of theoolonil!.lism, we i10 reoognize" that sorne.~Olol'lial
.!,Headso! state, orGovernment of N<}D...Al1gnedGoun;J?ower~,have "aoted withmoregraoeO~,and with:'
",:tl'les'.'!'"aQ.onf~rel\(Jewhi2h;' in many respeots.@o,mded
greater statesmanship and Imagination,~rirelloting
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to the o ohallenge of Ume than others .... A oolonial
Rhodesia. Nyasaland. Basutoland. Beohuanaland,
Power lUre the United Kingdom, having grasped the
SwazUtmd. Zanzibl\r, British. Gulana. ,Mozambique.
taot tltat the days or oOlonialism are numbered, has
south West Afrloa. Kenya and Angola. The Committee
caotecl on the whole in SUohl\ manner aato get the
hna heard petltlonera, oolleoted information. made
I\pprobl\tion oC many oountries. HllVing taken a Iead
visits and plaoed before us its observationEl and O\)n-in ensll\ving 1l\l'gEl maSE;3S of p/)ople. she has also
otuetons, whloh make very exoiting and stimUlating
taken t\ tead in freeing them. "
reading. My delegation wishes to place on record its
deep~st congratUlations to the Chah'ml\n, Vioe-Chah...
But U may be observed at this stage that we wUl be
man; Rapporteur and' other members of the Commisled~llncl misled utterly;"if we bellClve on this
mittee fpr their selfless work in disoharging the
ground that the nnU-oolontal struggle Is Qvor. On the
duties
imposed upon them by the Assembly and for
other hand. we stould sti1l,be ready and prepnred for
pre~enUng
such an able report.
l\ hard mid prot'raoted struggle beforo the liquidation
of 'cclontalfam is complete .... Y
"54. My delegation lends its sUPPort to aU other
delegations whioh have signified their approval of the
152. The quotation was a long one, and I must apolowork and procedures of the Speoial Committee o£
gize to the Assembly for, having taken so muoh of Us
It is signifioant that. exoept for a few
ume, I felt. however. that the occnaton called for l\ Seventeen.
Committee. in l\ spirit of,earnestness
cccastcna,
the
reiteration of my oountry's polioy toward colcntanem
and awareneas pf its great responsibility. agreed to
and, ~ereforEl, that the exoerpt. howeve?', lengthy, hl;\d
oonduot ~ts work without recourse to votes.
to be taken into aooount in order to show to representativ,fJs here the view held by my lOng, my Govern155. The Committee's refusal to remain a mere
ment and my people with respeot to the various probfaot-finding body or an information centre also meets
lemS involved in colonialism. My delegation felt.
with my delegation'El b.earty support. The wide measure
furthermOl'ej that sinoe the issue of oolon!alism is.
of latitude granted by the Assembly [resolution 1664
as the Deputy Foreign Minister of Poland remarked
(XVI)] to the Committee for the aocomplishment oUts
on 15 November 1962 [1169thmeeting]. so aptly. second
express tnsk to examinelitheappttoatton oftheDeolarain importanoe only to the problem of oomplete and
tion, to make suggestions and reoommendattons on
unlverBal disarmament, ti: little digression' from the
the progress and extent of the implementation of the
~llin topio would not be amiss. FOl'a problem such
Declaratton" amply justifies the assertion of the
aacolontaltsm Is not an isolated phenomenon in world
Soviet representative that "the Committee has not
politios today. Colonialism and the movements against
been !"stablished for sterile dtaouastons",
it. their ~uooess and failure. are really but a part of
156. In the course of the debate on this subjeot. t\
the larger movement for peace. It would be vain to
question has been raised about the advisability of the
direot the whole of lAuman en~rgy to maintaining deoase-by-case approach which has been followed by the
cenoy1.ndealhlg8 camongtlations, to peaceful coexisCommittee in its procedural work. In the view of my
tence in, lal'ger t'reedom and to the preservation of
delegation; however, the approach was the only legitipeaoe. happinesB,andaeourity on (1arth if we did not
mate one which could have been followed effeotivelY
dgl\tly taokle and. solve the problems arising out of
under
the otroumatanoes, The question of colonialism
.oQlonialism.A.ll t~ese problems are interlinked. so
has
been
raised and discussed so many times in prethat we should b~f1\mng in our du~ if. at this stage.
vious years that no one here is in any doubt or ignorwe;' did not.olearlyxeoognize that the attainment of an
anoe about the general colonial situation existing in
indepel?-dent status is .not the be-all and end-all of a
the world. The Committee was estabUshed with a view
nation. \\Let us adniltithtl,t the anti-colonial movement
to finding means to implement the Declaration on the
is ~~ly a part of a ire;atel' movement for peace, and
granting of Independence to ocionta; countries and
let us also admit that the success of the lesser movepeoples.
and it has rightly addresaed itself to the
ment will cqntribute oOnffiliderably to theultimllte
task of finding ways and means for resolving each
.suocess of the greater one, It is gratifying to' note
tYPe of colonial situation. And for the accomplishment
that the problem of ooloniaHl3mhaB been viewed in its
of this historic mission the Committee rightly decided
Jrue perspective. This is evident from the statements
to
give priority in its considerations to the continent
whioh have been made by all representatives. stateof
Africa, where the most subtle form of oolontnltsm
ments which are conspiouous by their' Wisdom. moderareigns
supreme.
'
ti()~ and praotical suggestiotls.
.
157. It is gratifying to note that thel'e are praotically
1lia.. We have before us the', report of the Speoial
no opposing views on the evils of colonialism and the
o ComlJlittee [A!6238]. and the findings. suggestions and
need to eliminate it. Today. most of the countries of
conoluatons inoorporated In It have. aoted as a basis of
Asia and Africa are free. and the rest are on the verge
o~r ,evaluation of the.,problem of oolonialism .as
of achiey;l.ng f:i:"eedom and independence. Thus the hispraotfaed by many natio~sin manY parts ot' the globe.
tory of t'he eighteenth and nineteenth centuri~s. which
The report Is a formidable volume, consistingofabout
marked the penetration of the West into the East is
550pages.c.i\s so many other delegations have pointed
being slowly reversed; .and as King Mahend~'a has
out. ,this report is not an ordinary document, but a
correctly assessed, this has been made possibleby the
milestone in the process of the pecolonizatiotl of suo,;.
rise in Asia and Africa of an intense patriotic feeling
jectcOuntries arid peoples. The hopes and Ilspirations
known as nattonallsm, the desire to be free of -domina9f oppressed nations and peoptes.. to become free of
tion, within and withOut. to choose one'~ own type of
eX!er'!al bondage are enShrined ·In this single volume.
polit,}0!11, economic and social systems wiijlout let or
Tl10ugh the Committee. for lack of time. has not been , hincl1lance from outside forces.
"
.~
able 'to t:lonsider many other colonial and Non-Self158. ~e do, 'not belittle here the role of the U~i~e,d
Governing Terri~ories., it '.• has, indeed, consid~red
twelv~ Territories: Southern Rhodesia, Nor~ern . NatioJ~' in the process of deoolohization; what we intend to point out is thatindependenoe has often been
YBeigbttie COnference' (pUblished "Y., tne' Review of International
aohieved Without praotioal sUpport from.,.the United
Affairs, Belgrade, 1961), No. 4, p.23.
:Nations. To take veryo recent examples.
Algeria has
"
.
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won liberation from foreign bondage as a result of the';f~~rltories ~e not, after all, overseas. terrltorie13
oontinued struggle on the part of the Al~rian people.
but form'part of nletropolttan Portugal. By Btri1dn~
On the other hand, the United Nations has played a
most effeotively at the root of all suoh groundless
deoisive role in the solutlonofthe West Irlun problem.
~guments, the last preombularpnragraphottheresoHere the United Nations has gone to the e~ent of prolution has rightly rejeoted the plea of the oolonial
\Tiding adminish'l\tive maohinery for the tel'ritory in
Powers to be allowed to oontinue their poattton as
question. This one example goes a long way to Justify
master nations for en indefinite period, under one
"tM my~tioal faith whioh a 1ar.se number of subjeot
pretextor' ancther,
peoples have in the power of the United Nht\itsions to do
161. But the attempts of some of the oolonialPowers
anything and nooomplish everythIDg. T
faith is
to reverse the order of events havefallodto divert the
1l\1'goly based on resolution 1514 (XV), whlohdeolarea
wind of ohange that since the end of the Seoond World
that:·,
War, has been blo~ing in favour of the nnti-oolonial
"The subjeotion of peoples to alien sUbjl,lgation,
struggle. The original membership of the United
Nations has been more than doub~ed mthe courseer
domination and exploitation oonstitutes a denial of
fWldamentnl human rights, is oontrary to the Charter
seventeen years; and during the past one year itse)!,
of the United NatJ.ons and is an impediment to the
eight new territoJ;'ies have attained independenoe. The
promotion of world peace and oo-operauon, tI
United Nations played a vital part in speeding the
"
.
prooess of Independencein the case ofBurundi,RWanda,
All peoples have the right to self-determination;
Tanganyika and Western t:lamoa. The prooess of the
attainment of nationhood was somewhat orderly in the
by virtue of that right the)' freely determine their
politioal status and freely pursue their economic,
oases of Jamaioa Trinidad and Tobago and Uganda
social and oultt\ral development."
which :reflects or~dit on the leaders and peoples of th~
This historio resolution constitutes the MagnaCarta in
United Kingdom, as well as the territories conoerned,
the history of the United Nations, and embodies in it
Algeria's case was unique, in that Independence was
the universal desire of mankind to live and let live,
aohieved after eight years of bitter and valiant
in an atmosphere of equalltyt freedom and [ustfoe,
struggle. The statesmanship and fnr-l:iightedness dis,
,
played by the Algerian leaders and the Government of
159. The main features of this resolutionoanbe sumPresident de Gaulle towardtheendofthew.'Rmafino.lly
inaugurated the dawn of freedom' and self-determina..
marlzed thus: reaffirmation of faith in the dignity of
the human, person, deolaration of the inalienable right
tion in Algeria. We once again oongratulate all these
new nations,on the.attainmento~independenoeandwish
of people to self-determination, reoognitlon ofthefaot
that the extatenoe of Qolonialismprevents the developthem go'dspeed in their more important task of economent of international co-operation. But mere remic and sooial"development p~n~amm~s.
affirmation of fait-lt, deolaration of prinoiple or
' \
~
reoognition of nndentable fact was not enough to'oraok
162. As l stated, time is on thE':}side of anti-oolonial
struggle, on the slde of justioe, freedom and selfthe hard nut ofoolonialism.Aftell a lapse of one year,)
the Assembly, on the ,initiative. qf ,the Soviet Union,
determination. The. Committee 9f Seventeen has been
felt that, unless an effeotive,mep-ns be foundto Implerightly entrusted withthe taskof expeditingtheprooess
of deoolontsation, It ~ has to date examined twelve
ment the Declaration, it was going to reme.in a dead
letter. The resolution, in its operative paragraph 5,
territories, and its observe.tlons in respeot to eaoh of
these are found in the report. Though several delegahad olearly deolared thnt;
ti
t
tions have oommented on the observations andfindings
Immediate s eps shall be taken, in TrustandNonof the Committee, my delegation feels that a review
Self-Governing Territories or all other territories
of these conolusfona would not be out f 1
0
p.ace.
whioh have not yet attained independence, to t r a n s f e r '
all powers to the peoples of those territories, without
163.. The main issue in the question' of Southern
Rhodesia is that the Government of the UnitedKingdom
any oonditions or reservations,in accordance with
their freely expressed will and desire, without any
has not found £it' to take steps to transte» a.ll powers
distinction as to raoe.cneed or colour, in order to . to the peoples of that t~rritory. On the plenof a constitutlonal convention, a great Power like Great
enable them to enjoy complete Independence and
Britain has allowed itself to degenerate into inaotion,
freedom. tI
while the infinitesimal white :minority of the country
In view of the intransigence and procrastination shown
oontinues to ride roughshod oye~l:the desti~)of the
by the colonial Powers in implementing this provision
large majority of ~he indigenous pop~lation. 'Believing
of the resolution, the Assembly,i'ightly thOUght it
that a convention remains a conventibn so 101lKNJ it is
proper that a Speoial Comm~~tee of Seventeen nations
not broken, and that a healthy. preoedent wollld be
should be established, with a'view to ensuring that the
established if it is broken, my delegation has voted in
Declaration be implemented. Resolution 1654 (XVI), 'favour of two resolutions: 1755 (XVII) and1760(XVII);'
which set upthe Committee. further .reiterated and'em...
which request the par,amount. authority to g~ve up the
phasized the' significant fact that "... inadequacy of
polioy of immobility and to assume rEllll resportsibilipolitioal; economto, social or educational prepared••
ties.
ness should never serve as. a prete,xt for delaying
164. With regard to the terrU9ry of Norther~ Rhodesia.
independence". This provision of the resolution is all
and the territory of Nyasaland, the Special Committee,
the more significant since the proorastinatlng.cOlonial
Powers were always, in the habit of advancip&argu- . having carefUlly examined the si~ation prev!llliligin
ments that the backwardness of ~ubject peoples justi-. the two territories, andhavi1l,goonsidered the evidence
submitted to petitioners, confirms the inalienable
fied the J)locldng of their progress towards indepen'right of the peoples of. these territories' to "sel£~
denoe""':~~lments which run counter to logic.
"
determination and national independertce.The'" Corn')
,,160. The most recent and the mostfallaoio'l\S<>fthese
mitteeshas also thought proper to, reoommend that:
fixing the dates for the independence of.Northerrt,
arguments is the PortugueEle. assertion to the effect
that,Angqla.Mozambique llndQtheroverseasPortuguese: Rhodesia and NYasalandwould be appropriate." c '11
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165i. South Afrl~a hns~~(mg been professin~ its
intentions to annex the three High Commission terrltories: Bas\l~oland, Bcohuanaland and Swazlland, The
Speoial Committee, having reiterated thl) inaUl)nabll)
right of peoples to ,inoopendenot), requests the General
Assembly to deolart), ove,.. We!'Jtt)rn objt)otion,that suoh
.a l\eolarationwouldhave""far-reaohingooQSequenoes",
that attempta to encroach upon tht)ir tt)rritorial intt)gr~ty in any way will be regarded by the Unitt)d
Nations as an llot of aggrt)ssion violating tht) Charter.
!I

'".

166. The SpeoialCommittee has fUlly reoounted tht)
caeses of disturbanoe in Zanzibarfollowingthe general
t)leotions in 1961. The Governmt)nt of the United
Kingdom has been requested to promote harmony and
unity among the political ,parties of Zanzibar and to
expedite the p:fOCess' of independence.
167. Wt) very' well know that" the recent talks, held
in London in the autumn of 1962 between the United
Kingdom I1nd:i3riti~h Guiana, have not yielded any
positive results. The failurt) of the talks having been
discouraging, Wt) should not, however, lost) sight of
tht) ultimate objeotivt). The Oommittee haa reqUt)sted
the GoVt)rnments concerned to resume negotiations
immediatt)ly, with a view to reaohing agreement on a
datt) for Independence, We hope ,that the reoentfailure
\\ill not hind~r the resumption of furtht)rnegotiatiQns.
168. Tht) case of South West Afrioa ts most tragic,
This International territory stands in danger of being
annexed by the Government,of South Afrioa, which is
w~olehearted1y committed to tM polioy of 'apartheid.
The time has come, so the Committee concludes, for
the world body to ,take immediate steps to prevent
South Afrioafrom annexing the territory andto ensure
that res~1~tion1514(XV)beimplemented&ttht)ear~iest
posSiblt) date. The draft resolution of which my delegation.hadthe honour to be. one of the eo-sponsors, as
recommended to the General Assembly for adoptionby
the Fourth Committee [see A/5310), basing itself on
, the findings, conolustons, and recommendations ofthe
, Report of the Committee of Seventeen and the oommittee on South West Africa, reaffi:rms the solemn
proclamation of the inalienable right of the people
of South West Africa to independence and national
c

~overeignty.

169. The Committee !tas requested the administering
to i!)itiate measures to bring Kenya to indepEi~dence at an early date.
0
~wer

.wgation and in the resulting atmosphere' of mental
inertia.
'
.
172. Thl) Committel) has in most oases recommended
Immediate granting of independenge and requested the '
administering Powers, with one or two exoeptions, to
take effeotive meaaures to transfer power to the
pt)oplt)s of the tt)rritorit)s concerned, On tht) basis of
this study tbe delegation of Guint)a has suggested that
l\ dt)f1nite date be fixed for the grantingof independenoe
to all dt)pendent territories and peoples. This suggestion has been touoheduponb~' several other delegations.
My delegation, with 11.11 due deferenoe to the spirit in
whioh the suggestion has been made, feels, however,
that suoh a step would not be applioablt) in' respeot to
aU territories. It wouldbe certainly helpfUl if a definite
date of independence is fixed in respeot to some of
the territories;asa matter of faot a definite deadline
for aome terrltores should.be fixed now. My dele~tion's stand, therefore, is that if a· deadline is fixed
by the Gent)ral Asst)mbly, suoh a deadline should,
of necesetty, have a certain degree of flexibility and
should ,not be rigid. For oiroumstanoes in eaoh case
may vary and these may have to. be taken into considei'ation for practical purposes.
173. Before concluding, '1 would turn briefly to an
organizational aspect of the Committee, We approve
the report of the Committee as a whole and believe
that the Oommittee can further play a oonstruotive
part in speeding the process of decolonfzatlon, The
Acting Secretary-General in the introduotion to his
report [A/5201/A.l] has brought to our, attention
the abundance of committees and sub-committees
dealing with allied issues, and has suggested the conoentration of work under one committee. Many delegations have supported the suggestion on the grounds
of budgetary savings and co-ordination of work. My
delegation also is only sympathetic to the views of
the" Acti~g Secretary-General and would give the most
careful consideration to any proposals that may be
brought forward in this respect. One possible way,for
the moment, may be to enlarge the membership of
t..'le Committee. of Seventeen, taking into account the
composition of all the other oommittees working on
the issues of colonialism. The expanded committee
may, as usual, divide itself into eub-oommittees to
deal effectively with particular territories.

174. In conclusion, nobody dares· today to defend
colonialism on the grounds of a civiliZing mission. or
1.70. With l'egard to t~~ most, unfortunate territories
on any other grounds whatsoever. This in itself is a
ofMoz~mbique and, A~w,ola, the inalienable right ofthe
powerful .weapon in the hands of the anti-colonial
peoples to self-determination and independenoe has
forces. Movements of hearts .once started cannot be
rightly been reaffirmedby the Committee. Thequestion
checked, The Committee, moreover,has had the
of Angola i!9 c~,ming before the Assembly very soon,
support of. all Member states, large and small,
colonial and non-colonial. ModeratiOn and lack of
and my 4elegation has always taken a clear stand on
rancour have been shown in its deliberations. throughthe issue•. I amsuremydelega~ionwouldagain express
its view on the o problem at the appropriate moment.
out, which is a reoognition of thefact that colonialism
.171. ThUS,the single'faotthatemer~sfromthestudy
is dying out. With afew exceptions', onlythe hard.core
of the. report is the reassertion of th(')t!rinciplesof
Df co~onialism now remains-e-especially in those areas
r' equality of nations and the ina~~enable right of .all
wh,eie the colonial rule is compoundedbythe pressures
\/ peoples to independence and freedom of self-deteror:: powerfUl. oil and mining .interests and a large
minatton, The
Committee' by ,its extensive
number of whtte settlers, Onthe whole, a continent has
°examln!ltion of the problems involved has justified the
come of age and we.' are' e~tering the threshold of a"
Deolu.!Ltion of the world body [resolution 1514 (XVj]
new era: which knows no discrimination between man
to theeff~pt that: "inadequacy of ~~itical*economio,
and man.D,~ ,
,
175. Mr. MALALASEKERA (Ceylon): My.delegatiOn
sooial or educational preparedneS'sshould never
st)rve as. a. pretext for delaying lndependen.oe"•.. My . did not take part earlier in this general debate on the
"delegationfeels that the inadequaCy referredsto above
work of the Coirlmittee •of Seventeenbecause our views
canbe soo~~r and more e"silyremediedin an atmoson .the whO~~. question of eo10nia:Iism are well.known.
phe!"e ofeCl':';lllity and freedom than undel' Jorceigns:l1bNor do wepl1pposenowtomakealong stat.em~nt.How-,
cc"
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ever, we should like to say a few words regarding the
,.,.;..~~-~-------

182. It has been repeatedly stressed that the Speoia{'
Committee holds in .\ts, hands the fate of some 50
mtllton p~ople who are still deprived of the Charter
pl'inoiple of seU-determination. Therefore. what they
have assumed Is a solemn and awful responsib111ty.
But it is not only people who ar~ inVOlved. In our
tiJPe, every unUberated territory becomes a potential
strategio point whioh draws it !tl3el£ the foroes of confliot whioh are now l~se in the world.U. for example.
the oolonies of oentral and southern Mrioa were today
177. My delegation wishes first of aU to pay tribute
to hold even only half of their presentpopulations, yet
to the Committee whioh, without preoedents of extheir importanoe in the world balance of power would
perlence, has found its own best methods of operation.
not diminish by one iota. It is therefore not only people
It has tried, where it could, to achieve deoisions on
'
that are involved but also territories.
the basis of unanimity or, to use an equivalent word
. now in fashion, by consensus. Unanimity is, of course.
183. Therefore, whtle people are of paramount imdesirabl() in all United Nations forums but the wish
portanoe and even of sacred importanoe,plaoes in the
,fo:1.'unllnimitysoould always be in the interest of
oolonial sphere are equally vital. Wemust liberate not
attaining positive results. When these results are at
only people. but also their beloved homelands. These
stake. complete unanimity cannot and must not betwo, m~~and the country in whioh they'live, are in-"
come the equivalent of paralysis or become. in effeot.
separable and indivisible.
'
.
a veto of a deoisionbyanynumberless than. the whole.
184. col would only add one more word on this vital
In faot. we doubt that any United Nations committee
area. It is the area where vital eoonomio interests
oreated by the General Assembly. can, under the
are at stake for the, colonial Powers, The implioation
Charter, abandon the democratic principle of deotaton
is that there exists an lnherellt oonfliot of interests
by 11 majority vote. On this point we must bear in
between these vast operations. and th~ freedom of
mind that the Special Committee is-primarily a body
peoples. My delegation would like to say that there
for the implementation of the Declaration on colonialneed be no confli,ot. On the contrary. there can even
ism [resolution 1514 (XV)). It thus assumes a quasibe partnership, but only on the basis of sovereignty.
exeoutive funotion espeoially in the light of the urgenoy
Where vital economic interests are at stake. the heads
whioh impels it in its work. The task assigned to it
of these vast industrial and oommeroial combines
is a vast and diffioult one. Therefore, it must be given
should be the first to understand that it is not good
ample soope . in seeking out the shortest and the most
business-inder,ij it is veTy badbusfnesa-sto rdsk these
effeotive methods fQr making its reoommendations to
interests by setting them against the inevitable. The
the Assembly.
man whose house is a fire risk should be the last to
178-. That is why my delegation fully supporta the
oppose an efficient fire-fighting department.
Committee's policy in exeroising a most liberal pro185. In emphasizing this priority, it is not the inoedure on the hearing of petitioners. espeoially those
tention of my delegation to exclude other areas now
who speak for the freedom of the peoples involved. This
s~rugg1ing for their freedom, for example, British
also is the reason why my delegation would give the
Guiana, which is certainly ready now, even bycolonialSpeoial Committee wide disoretion in visiting the
1st standards, for independenoe withotlt further barter
areas within their terms of reference when the Comor quibhla.
mittee deems it necessary to do so.
186. A word about how we regard target dates. In
179. In pondering the rights and the .duties of the
prinoiple, the very mention of this phrase constitutes
Committee we must never fail tobear in mind that it
a kind of opposition to the Deolaration on colontaltsm,
operates under the broadest mandate ever given to a
Of course, the representative of Guinea, Mr. Telli,
who called [1l69th meeting] for 24 October 1963 as a
United Nations exeoutive body. This is the mandate of
deadline f()r liberation does not mean, we are sure. to
a Deolaration adopted by overwhelming unanimity in
create an extension of time beyond the demand" .for
this Organ!zation. and by the tremendous support of
immediate independence because each day ofoontinuworld public opinion:
Ing colonialism is one day too long. in a world where
18Q,o Similarly, ,on the question of priorUy. here too.. some men soar with wings of freedom to the stars,
the Committee has already demonstrated its wisdom
while others still remain shackled in ehalns of
in giving the highest priority to the remaining Mrican
slavery. We would ask the metropolitan Powers to
oolontes because it. is there in Mrioa that oolonialism . muster. the will and th~ vision to join immediately in
is making its last stand, with the hopetlilit colonialism
the AfriOah rhythm for ltberation. In the meantime, my
~ay even stage an effeotive counter-offensive.
delegation feels that the Speoial Committee shouIili, in
its recommendations, try to estaplishwhat (it its
181. From"the fears expressed in this Assembly, from
opinion, and also in the light of the facts, should be a
the many intimations. from the less than satisfactory
recommended date for the independence of each
~9siti()ns often taken by the metropolttan-Powers in
territory.
specific
the areas concerned. the word neo-coloinalism has
become more than a mere euphemism because, sloWlYI( 187. We express our fullest confidenoe in the Speoial
Committee which faces an arduous year, a year whioh
and insidiously, behind the' smoke and the 'din of the
we are confidentwill bring many more coloniarpeopl~'
cold war, neo-colontalism, we find, is shaping up into
into the fold of free nationhood and into this world
a, major cause of strife which is growing into dimenOrganiaation,
sions .of war and peace itself.;F0rfunately, the -Oommittee of Sev,enteen has been 'amply alerted to "this
brewing storm, .and lamconfident that it will know
wh~n t? •res()rt .to the Security Oouncll, if.this should
'b~come llecessary~
,
wo~k

of -the Committee and the repo1't now unc:er
roview (A/5238].
176. Xn the course of this \,l~. '~te questions have been
raised on the Committee's numerioal ccmpoattton, it':,!
method of work. and the scope of its operations. The
"reourrent question has been raised of setting a target
date for the
endC',of oolonialism for all time.
"
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whioh represented a great advance over the Covenant
of the League of Nations.
4,., Thero is a notable differenoe between the Covenant
IU1d the Charter where they deal with the problems
of peoples under oolonial subjeotion. The former
oontains only two speoifio referenoes to the question
-in Artioles 22 and 23 (E)-both oonoeived from a
limited IU1d paternalistio view of the oolonio.l Powers'
responsibility towards the subjaot peoples. Artiole 22
stipUlates that those Powers should see to the "wellbeing and development" of the indigenous peoples.
Artiole 23 @ affirms that the members ofthe LeagUe
of Nations "undertake to seoure ~ust treatment of. the
native inhabitants of terri~ries under their oontrol".

CONTENTS
Agenda item ~S:
The situation with regard to the implementation
of the Deolaration on the granting of iOdependenoe to oolonial countries and peoples:
report of the Speoial Committee established
under General Assembly resolution 1654
(XVI) (oontinued) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

Monday,

President: Mr. Muhammad ZAFRULLA KHAN
(Pakistan).

0. The Charter of the United Nations. however. in
tqree of its Chapters and partioularly Chapter XI~
leaves no doubt thn.tthe colonial Powers are committed
to lead the peoples under their oontrol to rapid selfgovernment and the development of their "free politioal
institutions", with absolute respeot for the right of
"self-determination"-oonoepts not reoogntzed by the
Covenant of the J"eague of Nations.

AGENDA ITEM 25
The situation with I'ogard to th3 lmplementetlcn of the
Declaration on the granting of independ&nco to colonial
countrie~ and peoples: report of the Spec la I Committee.
&stabllshed under General Ass&mbly resolution 1654 (XVI)
(A/5238) (continued)

6. Despite its struoturalimperfeotions, the Trusteeship Oounoll has been able to advance along the road,
to decolonization, and when its limitations paralysed
its activities the General Assembly has been able to
overcome the diffioulty by oreating sp~pial committees, thus providing a powerful impetus for thecrusade, Of foremost:)importanoe in this new stage are
the bold General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and
1654 (XVI), and the Special Cc..nmittee onthe situation
with regard to the implementation of the Deolil.ration
on the granting of Independence to oolonial countries
and peoples-n new and highly effeotive instrument
for action,

In the absenoe of the President, Sir Patrick Dean
(United Kingdori~), Vice-President, took the C.~air.

1. Mr. VOLIO (Costa Rica) (translated from Spanish):

The report of the Speoial Committee established under,
resolutton 1654 (XVI), contained in dooument a/5238,
is so important and signifioant that the General Assembly is well advised to devote several meetings to
it in order to oonsider it thoroughly. This dooument,
with its many pages filled with valuable information,
and its annexes, will oertainly oontribute to the continued elimination of oolontaltsm by the United Nations
on bases more in oonformity with the nature of the
problem.

7. Latin America' s .contributton.to the newoonoeption
of the, str~ggle to free subjeot peoples fr,om foreign
domination stemmed from its own liberation movements, whioh left a deep and indelible mark on the
minds of our peoples-calling forth from them, in ..
several Instrnments of the Pan-Amertoan regional
system, a oondemnation of colontaltsm, It will suffice
to recall a few paragraph's of resolution XXXIII of the
ninth International Conferenoe o!Amerioan states of
2 May 1948, the first. threepreambular paragraphs
of which affirm:

2. The delegation of Costa Rioa is pleased to note
that Venezuela and Uruguay have taken A. oonstruotive
part in the Speoial Committee's work-not only because this testifies to th.e oonsistently responsible
approach of those two delegations, but more especially
because in this way Latin America has reaffirmed
the strong interest whioh, sinoe the founding of the
United Nations, it has shown in the process of deoolontaation,

"TIW historioal process of the" emancipation of
Amerioa will not be oomplete so long fis, there
remain on th~ continent peopleel and regions subject
to ,a colonial rGgime. or territories. occupied by
.
non-American countries;'

3. The countries of Latip. America, all of which were
represented at theBan Franoisoo ConferenQe,eagerly
took part in theforging of new and more effective
. ~struments withwhich to struggle against colonialism.
(~( '.. )Close.co-opera.tion with ot.herc.. ountries,they. i>l.a.yed
t."leading role in matters relatip.g tooolonialism and
\ reffeotively pressed for the establiahment of the Trusc.
'teeship Counoilas an .organ,' and the formulation of
Chapters
XI. and
XII
of the United .Nations Charter,
.
,
·i

, ,"The ideal that Inspired the' epioofthe Indepen«
dence .of .America Will.alwaysanimate our peoples
and Governments, united in their moral pledge; to
.strtve by ,all peaceful meatls w~thintneir power to
eliminate 'from· the oontinent' finy .status of oepen,
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denoy, whntever Its form, politl~l\l, eoonomio or
Juridical:
"Ever smce they aohieved their Independence, the
Amerioan states 'hnve hnd this common objeoti~'e,
which has lately been defined in preolse termQ at
the Meetings of Consultation of Ministers of :Foreign
Affairs, .held at Havana and at Rio de Jo.neiro, in
resolutions oondemning oolonial rtlgimes in Amerioa
and reaffirming the" right of the ~~pleB of this
oontinent freely to determine their OWtl,destiniesl'l.
8. The delegation of Costa Rioa, in view of this splendid record, has devoted partio,nar attention to the
Special C\>mmlttee's report on its flrstperiod of work.
We reoognize with satisfaotion that the report is an
extraordinary oontribution to the efforts of the United
NaUons to put an end to oolontalism, The Committee
has shown wisdom in the seleotion of its prooedures
and the establishment of its priorities for examining
the questions referred to it by the General Assembly
for oonsideration. The Charter and the ~eSOI\ltions
whioh led to the establishment of the Committee constituted its terms of referenoe, although outside foroes
interfered in its work and possibly rendered thatwork
less oonstruotive, as I shall later mdtoate,
9. I do not intend to review the report in detail, and
shall refrain 'from duplioating many. of the remarks
made by other delegatiq-9s whioh have expressed their
opinions from this rostrum. To state our view on the
pith of the matter, it is enough to say that in most of
the twelve oases studied by the Committeewe find that
the .prooess of complete self-determination is far
'advanoed, and that the United Nations should redouble
its efforts to accelerate this prooess and to implement
General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1654
(XVI) as J;apidly as possible. The oomplexity of the
oases studied and the obstacles whioh exist should
notoonstitute reasons for delaying compliance with
the will of the General Aasembly; they Indioate, rather,
that in order to overoome them rapidly the parties
oonoerned, andpartioularlythe administering Powers,
should marshal all their resouroea and strength, in
the oertainty that mankind will thereby be brought
nearer to an aohievement whioh will oonfe'r great
disti.notion upon it: the end of the colonial system.

and eltu~born oppositlon of white minorities whioh
exercise the funotiQns of government and px:event the
J;eoeptive attitude and efforts of the untted Kingdom's
offioial polloy from Maring f~it.
12. A similar situation arcse in" oolonial Amerioa
when "lip-servioe was paid to the enlightened Laws
of the Indies but those Laws were not implemented by
the oolonial authorities. The United Kingdom, however".. is in a position to use its authority and influenoe
in ordor to overoome the obstinate restatance of the
White minority groups and their disoriminatory polloy
of opposition to the granting of self-determination to
the Indlgenous .inhabitants. In several oases it wlU
have to accelerate the deoolonization prooess-notWithstanding the differenoes between the politioal
gro':ps working for self-government-and abandon, in
this regard, its present mistaken attitude of paternalism. In Basutoland, Beohuanaland and SwazUand
the .administering Power must make a speoial effort
to Improve, with United Nations asatatance, the deplorable economic and sooial oonditions wl1~ohprevaU
there, and must, at the same time, stimulat3 movement
towards the establishment offree politioal institutions.
13. My oountJ:'y is pleased to note t.ltat of the group
of territories under United Kingdom administration
Nyasaland, Kenya and British Guiana are on the threshold of independenoe, attamment of whioh by the lastnamed will Increase the number of Amerioan states
and enable the Territory to partioipate, together with
Jamaioaand Trinidad and Tobago, in the' assooiation
of Pan-Amerioan States. We have placed great hopes
in this.

14. The report of the Speoial Committee presents
us with a very different pioture regarding Mozambique, Angola and South West Africa, territorieswhioh
are ruled by Portugal and the Republio ofSouth Afrioa.
In these oases, not only is the, prevatllng polioy one
of raoial intoleranoe on the part of the white settler
minority, combined with a total lack of respeot for
the dignity of the indigenous majority and no development whatsoever towards self-government, but United
Nations intervention is obstruoted to the point of denying the Organization any right to, intervene, to the
detriment of its noble cause of putting an end to all .
forms of discrimination and to the oolonial rule of
10. My delegation feels that it is oonstruotive to point
the Powers concerned. It is both painful and vexing
out the differenoes in the attitudes of the three ad~
to see the manner in whioh the working olassesare
ministering 'Powers mentioned in the report, so as
treated, their oondition being in fa6~, very similar to
to $noourage the attitude whioh has roflected the
a state of slavery. In order to end these assaults upon
greatest concern for the implementation of the Charter
human freedom and dignity, the United Nations must
and the General Assembly resQlutions on oolonialism,
spare no effort in bringing the weight of its moral
and at the same time to ensure'tl1at that attitude shall
authority to bear in favour of the peoples now suffering
influenoe the other tWo whioh, as the reoord reveals,
under Portuguese and South· Afrioanrule. The delehave been entirely reprehensibl~ in this field.
.
gation of Costa Rioa is oonfident that we shall soon
suooeed in terminating the portuguese and South
'U.A oareful study of theSpeoialCommittee's report
shows that the UrtitedKingdom a.ooepts .the prooess . African defiance of world publio opinion as represented by the United Nations.
,i
leading towards self-government andoompleteindependenoeJor the territories under its administration,
15. The scope and importanoe of the task entrusted
to tile Speoial Committee' by the General Assembly
is aware of its responsibiliti~s as an .administering
Power under the Charter and".resolutions 1514 (XV)
indicates the n,~ed for its work. to I\oontinue as long
as Jl¥l.y be required in. order to seoure implementation
tuld 165~. tXVI), and does notobstruot the. aotionof
()f resolutions 1614 (XV) and 1654 (XVI). However, t!le
the United Nations, designed to hasten the prooess
delegation .: of Costa Rioa would.like the. Committee to
ot decoloni~ation."ln Northern Rhodesia, Southern
be free,in it!" future work,from the pernioious.inRho~eElia,.Nyllsaland,Zanz~par, Kenya,. Basutoland,'
fluenoeoUhe ."oold .war", whioh, as the report sh()\\'St
Beehuanaland and Swaziland, th,ediffioulties in aobteving •complete. autonomy "ll.rethe result. not. of any
WasuDf9rtunately introduced by one "great power
obstruotion .pythE! United K;ingd0IIl' 'but.of.the oomplex .represented. on the Committee. In the ce.ses,which
pol.itioal, economic and sooial· peolJl,iarities,of tMse
the Committeeoor.sidered,that Power, was concerned
~,.ignore any oonstruotive action and arpitr8:rily~ and
territories, and partioularly the oharaoteristic, odious
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without cause, to aSl'looiate the AdministeringPowers'
errors of oommlsslon and omisl'Jlon with the over-all
values, moral nnd poUtloal, of the Western world.
In. this way there was inu.·oouoed, moat unfortunatoly
and oontrary to the w1ll of the General Assembly, a
negative nnd disintegrating element whioh, if it perslsted, oould undoubtedly distort the role oftheSpeoial
Oommittee and brlng its work to naught.

21.' Mr. AGUIRnE (Uruguay) (translatedfl'onfdpnn..
ish); The delegation of Uruguay wishes first of all
to state that it Is both pleased nnd proud to he a
member of the Speoial Committee. Ono of the concerna of this intel.'nntional Organization, ono of Us
most noble objeotives and one of its most reliable
areall of aohiovement is the struggle for the eU~n..
tion of ooloniaUsm; and there can be no doubt that, in
this struggle nnd nt its present stage, the Committee
established under resolution 1654 (XVI) to see to tho
implementation of resolution 1614, (XV) is the best
instrument and the most sultableremedy we have
app11ed thus far to restore health-the health of free..
dom and dignity in their po11tloal oontext-to those
llv1ng Inthe vast territories covered by the oonoept
of colontallam,

16. The "oold wal'" must be oompletely outside the
work of the Speoinl Committee if it is truly desired r
that this body should realls;e the General Ass,omblyts 1./
desires regardi~g cJoloniallsm, desires whlch are
totally unrelated to the dnngers and anxieties whioh
the "oold war" has oreated for humanity. The great
prooess of deoolonizationmust be approaohed with
aerdousneae and a e~nuine interest in the fate of the
22. We have 11stened most oarefully to the commenta
peoples subjeot to foreign rule, and must never be
and suggestlond made from this rostrum on the sub"
used as a means for furthering the selfish poUtioal
jeot of the Commlttee's work and the report in whloh
interests of anyone (lountry.
that work is described [A/5238). As a member of the
17. The "raiso11 d1atre", the impetus and the hlgh
Committee, we think we are well advised to listen
moral value of the anti-ooloniallst struggle') 11e in the
first to the views of those who are not members and
keen desire and Inalienable right of those under forwho, witq understandable hopes, have awaited aotion
eignrule to put an end to their sense of deprivation
by the Committee, lending valuable support and wise
and their feeling of 1300ial, economic and polltloal
counsel, Given the tone of those comments and their
inferiority, caused by oolonlaliam: to free themselves
eminently oonstruotive oharaoter, whiohwe welcome,
from foreignperseoution, disorimination and depen..
we now feel authqrized to express our own views,
denoet and, above all, toreoover their former dignity.
based on exp~rienoe of the Committee's seven months
Thls anti-ooloniallst struggle is of universal concern
of work,
in that it aims to restore to mil110ns their native
soil and allow them to perform upon it, freely and
23. We wish first to pay a tribute to the Chalrmnn
of the Committee, Mr. Jha of India, who proved himwithout Interference, those acts whloh lend them to
self fully deserving of Sb.~ Hugh Foot's witty comment
great spiritual and material heights.
that he had succeeded in the diffJ.oult task of bringing
18. The nature ~f the decolonizatton- prooess, the
about oo6X;iA~enoe of the lion and the lamb, by whiOh,
saorlfioes whtoh have been endured for many years,
as he exp\ ';led, he meant the Afro-Asian 110n and
the hopes whioh are placed in final viotory and the
the adminis\.~rlng lamb.
oontribution \"hioh the liberated peoples will make
to the progress of humanIty-all these spiritual and
24. We would also like to pay a tribute to the Vioe..
Chairman, Mr. Coulibaly of Mali, who always proved
material values whloh oharaoterized this liberating
worthy of hts task, and to the Rapporteur, Ambassador
crusade deserve respect and call for co-operation
wliloh is free from motlves alten to its noble aims.
Rifai of Syria, who performed with tact and common
sense one of the most delicate tasks that a United
19. For these reasons, the delegation of Costa Rioa
Nations rapporteqr has ever faced, We wtshtofnclude
requests that the mandate of the Special Committee
in this tribute all theSeoretariat offioials who, with
be extended for as long as may be required to enable
Mr. Protltoh and Mr. Chaoko, supplied the essential
it to ". perform its task, but with a new membership
basis for the Committee's work.
which will prevent the injeotion of the "cold war"
25. ,With regard to the work itself, we would say
into its work. It is essential to exclude the Power
that the Committee, in its first seven monthaof operawhioh created the situation previously mentioned by
tions, was most suooessful ID giving to this new,.:exus, sinoe a study of,th'e Speoial Committee's report
perimental a,nd formative instrument a positve s~n$e
reveals that the "cold war" was introduced by that
of achievement, combining what was neoessarY in
Power, not accidentally but as a part of an already
regard to form and procedure with the substanoQ of
. prepared plan and in pursuance of a general policy,
something worked out on the, eSl3ential •.basis of'?'its
It is improbable that this polioy will voluntarlly be
terms of referenoe. Guided by'what we have 6baer'f,ed
altered in the further stages of the Committee's work.
and theopionions to whioh we. have sUbso:r1bedf,~e
If . it should prove necessary to proceed to other exshould like to comment on both 05, theseaBp~(jtS,
olusions in order for our suggestions to be made
namely,theexperimental aSPE19t bffornl ahdp~o"Q
wor.kable, we believe that the General Assembly shoultl
cedure-e-mentiomng, in thls, oOIm-exlon,the approaoh
take ·t~ataotion, ,jnthe interests of the deoolonlzation
whloh we consider appropriate in relation to,the o~<{'
process,
ganization of the work of the General Assembly,-@d
20. The time has come to .end the tendency to apthe manner in whioh the Committee'has, faoed tts
basic t a s k . ' .
'~~"
proach the 'question..of the subjugated peoples with
''l)
devious' politioalmotives, to view it through· glasses
.
.TI
Whioh distort its reality and its noble aims. Eastern
26. The Committee resorted to the method of estQb"
and We$tern labels must not be placed on the movellsh1ng sub-oommittees with a view to speoial'atten'"
ments to:free the colonial peoples or onthe supporting
tton~being given to partioular situations. We oonsidtlf,
'aotionolthe United Nations. Theyhavetbeirown·value
thls tnethod' of dividing 'Up the work to be,nQt only
and meaning,and'their very nature' plaoes themabove
praotical' and' USeful, . but essential fort1~e-~aVJJ1~
and maximum effeotiveness.
' ' . \."
·the miseries andsufferlngs of the "oold war".
, 0
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27. Aoting in aooordanoe with its "mand"ate. the Oommittcte t~aveUed to Afdoa and held meetingl3 in seveml
oapitals Qf that oontinent. We believe, that this action
was enUtely appi10pdatej it oel'tn~nly had a constderable impaot ,~m Afdonn publiolopinion. strengthe~ling
the Committee's authority and making activities mote
tangible. The Oommittee heard peUtionets and thus
obt.t\ined direot lnformntion whioh was always ofvaluej
even with its inevitable limitations. this source of
lnfotmation ptovicl,ed a means of obtaining an over-an
view ~. Jssues and the opiniopa thereon, as well as
of aohieving a better Uilde~standingof oonditions. The
Oommittee sent delegations 91,' sub-oommittees to
disouss speoific problems direotly, with the admmtstering Power. a potentially very effeotive method of
aohieving its obj~otives. All this work. involving both
a searoh f6r infol.1mation and ~ositive action, supplied
tbe basis fol' a series of eonoluaiona and reoommende.Uons. under various heads. whioh have been
r sublnltted to the General Assembly fol' conatderatton
) with a view to the adoption of resolutions thereon,
!J

~)

c

0

28. J now come to our speoifio comments, Onreading
the report before us. we are struolt by the variety
iT
of forms adopted by .the Oommittee.for; its~ deoisions
regardipg the val'ious terr~tories Jt considered.
29. In the case of s~uthern Rhodesia. as desoribed
,in document, A!5124.'the Speoial Committee adopted
a resolution on the report of the SUb-Committee on
Southern Rhodesia. and submitted to the General Assembly a d~aft resolution. with a request for its
imDledl~te consideration as a =matter of urgency.
whioh .it transmits to Member Sta.~es through the
Secr6ta.ryu-General: but this request is based on circumstanees whioh do not generally arise in our normal
methods of work.'
3Q. In the case of Northern Rhodesia. the Committee
approved' conclusions and' recommendations includIng a dr~t resolution for submission to the General
Assembly all of whiohwere transmitted to the Governmentj~~ the United 'Kingdom by the SecretaryGe eral "
nerar,
'.
31. ~In, the oase of Nyasaland, the Committee al,lproved
conclusions andt'eoommend~tionswhichdidnotinclude
a draft 'resolution but which•.as in the previous case,
ere transmitted by the Secretary-General to the
w
.
.
Go~er~ment of the ,United Kingdom.
32. It( the case of Baautoland, Beohuanaland and
Swaziland. the Committee approved a s.eriasof conSideranda and at the same t!m~ recommended a series
of measares to the"General Assembly.
33. .In. the case of zanziba~ th~ committee. in view
of a 'specifilJ situation which it regarded as involving
urgency, it~elfadQn~-A~~ appeal to the administering
Power,which ~~ecretil,~y..peneral transmitted to
that Power • On .the sUb~qltioe of the matter; it m'0- ,
,E" ~";r;l;ffi~r~!af~, resolution for adoptio~ by the General
. ; ,y .
.'
.
34. IiI the case, of British Guiana, 'the Committee
adopted a resolution addressed to the Government of
D
'the UnitedK1rigdomand the' Governm.ent of British
°
Quiana. which it.,requested .the Seoretary-General to
transmit to' the Administering Authority.
0
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'35. 'In. thecal:le ofMozaI!lbiqu~; th6

• .

Comxnittee ap(fJProY~~l\, .dr~t resQlutiorlforthe'cons~deratiQnqf t,he
G~er~! 'A~f;!~DlJ>ly~.O!n which ,itre,quests theSeourity
,~
p~nmcH"incer~in .o!rcpnlstances,. to take"appropri~tf?
=,m.easures.t» .
'DO
0
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36. .tn the case of South.Wel3t Afdoa. the Oommittee
ap,proved a series of oonolul3ionsand teoQnunendations
not inoluding a dtaft tesolution.<)
37. In tho.o,ase of Kenyn. itptoposed a dtnt't resoluUon fot oonsldetatlon by the Genetal Assembly.
,.
,
38. o.In the oase of Al}gola. it pl'oposed!o;rthe Genetal
Assembly adl'aft resolutionoontaining a request for
apptopdate ao~ion by the Seoutity Counoil in certain
on-oumstancea,
39. As all these dectstcns are so different in form.
it is olt'ar that we are at an experimental st.age in
Whioh ways and means are being eXploredwherefrom
we may draw some very interesting conolustona for
our future work. inoluding changes in the Oommtttee'a
terms of rElferenoe 'oonsideration of its aotivities by
the General Assembly and oo-ordlnation with other
bodies'
•
•
40. In the opinion of the, Uruguayan cl,elegation. the
studies . and deliberations of the Speoial Com.mittee
should oulminatein a series of concluaions and reoommendadons for submission to the General Assembly.
These conclustons and reoommendattona- should be
oonsidered in the General Assembly. through the
Fourth Committee. and draft resolutions should be
formulated for final adoption by th~GeneralAssernbly
fuplenary meetin~. This procedure would ensure 00operation. between the different bodies. Which would
be advantageous from the standpoint of time. efficiency
and co-ordinatlon of effort.
,,
41. We must also bear in mind the possibility of
emergency situations arising when we:could 110t wait
for the opening of an Assembly session but when the
Committee, would seek to solve the problem by approving resolutione directly andasking the SecretaryGeneral to, transmit its conclusions and a~peals tot~e
administering Power. In sucb casea-Whloh~must e
left tQ 'the .apprectatton of the Speoial Committee-we
feel that the competenoe expressly conferred on the
Committee might Include that, of, bringing them t? ~e
attention of the Seoretary-General and requesting him
to assist, either,'by lending his good offices directly
o:r; by making a request to the Security Council. according to the nature. and urgency of thel?ituati()n.
42. I h id liKe to point out th t the C· nmittee
•
s ou
. 'a
,om
has already used the means of communication through
-the Seoretary-General. at the present session: the
AS!3embly has adopted a .resolution on Southern
Rhodesia [1760 (XVII)] ,and the, Fourth COlllIllittE:lEl
has "approved a draft resolution on South West Afrioa
[A/5310.dr!lft resolution Il], in both of Which the
Seoretary-G?neral.ls requ~sted tootake various steps,
The resolution -on Southern Rhodesia requ,ests the
Seoretarr-Gen?ral to ,lendhis good offices to promote
conciliatlpll: with aview ,:,to achieving the objectives
set out in resolutions ()f the General Assembl¥ .;~:
' 0

,~~:~~~;~~~~~~a~~:'~~~o~te:t~~::c:~~ei~:i~tance

representative for that Territory. and also to take
all necessary steps ih order to establisll an effeotive
United Nations presence in SouthWest Africa. '
'
.
'
.'..
.d
I ti .. vide
43. In purview. the f!rst. na~e re.so u on pro
s
.for th~.typeof action~eqUlred in,allsuch c~ses •. When
it. conSlders, it to be necessary. :theSpecialConunittee
s!lould request. theSecretarY-Qeneral to takeprpmpt
and urgent action. In the case, of Southern Rhqde,sia.
:,tpis . type ofac~iQrl was necessary beoause,ofth,e lID:,rilinerice. of..t,he elections, and t,heentry into fpr.ceof
the. controversialCOQstitutic:lI:l of Deqenil>e.r1961. On
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fOl' dire(,'~ oonElideraU9n by the ,f\ssembly in plenary
intJ:oduotion of dr~ft resolutions is what
faoilitatos pUl' present work on the,l·eport.
48. Because of the nature of its taak, the General
Assembly in plenal'Y meeting is not the best place
In whioh to elaborate draft resolutions, whose baste
text .ehouldbe drawn up and approved by sttld3r groups,
44, We are now tryj,n~:to reorganize the system in
such as oommtttees and speoial commtttees, for
order to prevent overlapping between different bodies,
subsequent oonsideration in plenary meeting. Theform
and dupl~oa.tion of effQrt~ We feel that, if we asked
in which the SpeoialCommittee haa pl'esente<l the
the Seoretary-General to take direot aotion in a conresults. of. itEl wOl'k has enabled us, in the present
tinuing situation of that kind, we should again"pl'odUoe
i\lstanoe, to consider the report directly in plenar,V
duplication and overlapping and possibly, in addition,
meeting, as was originally deoided at the time when
make another mistake whioh we should try to correot
the agenda items wereallocated,
.
later,suoh,as plaoing excessive burdens on the Seeretary-General, With the ril3k of redttoing effeotiveness!
49. I turn now to the way in whioh the Committee
We should like to stress that we feel such aotion, or
has dealt ,with the substance of the task assigned to
a request for suchactlon, to be desirable and even
it by resolution 1664 (A.'VI) under whioh it was estabindispenaabl~, in oases of emergency, but we do not
lished. We'feel that the Committee has taken the right
think that it should be .resorted to as a regular method
path and kept its eyes fixed on the supreme objeotives
of dealing with situations which are developing norof the Deolaration on the granting of Independence
mally.
to colonial countries and peoples. Although we oannot
yet boast of having achieved our objeotives in the
45. All this. leads to an examination of how to adjust
tel'ritories that have been considered, there has been
the' future work of the Speoial Committee to that of
s\,lbstnntial progress, serlous and authorttativeapthe other special bodies' having ~"peoifictasks in the
proaches have been made to the Administe:rln~, Au.struggle against oolonialism•. In our view it would be
thorities, and' we are encouraged by th~ hope t.hat
practical, eoonomioal and e{fi1()~ent to concentrate
before long the memberl3h!p of our Organization wi!!
these efforts in the Speoial Committee. Although we
be increased by the admission of many new and inappreoiate at its t11le value the work done by the
dependent countries and peoples. We oannot say that
speoial bodies dealing with South West Afrioa, the
we have no reservations al:)out any of tnesteps taken
territories· under Portuguese, administration and
by the Committee, but we do feel that the action it
Angola, .we agree with the Se»retary-G~nerai and the
MS taken was prompted and guided by a noble desire
majority of speakers who bave preceded us that it
to
fulfil its mission.
would, be ,wise to ooncentrate this work in a single
/)
body, the most obvious organ for this purpose being
.50. Among the points on which we should like to
the "Committee established under resolution 165~
repeat our previous comments a~e our dO~Rts re(XVI), whose report we are now considering. In the
garding the fact that the Committee consider~,~it;3elf
case .of the Special Committee on Angola, we shall
authorized to adopt resolutlons on the, sUbsta1~ce of
have to bear in mind its relationship to the Security
the matters before it. It should of course make reeom- 6
Council.
mendations and submit draft. resolutions; but it is the
Assembly,
in which a~l Memper states are repre46.. Like the, delegations of, Argentina and Brazil,
sented, that must give force and authority to the
we do not feel that the Committee on Information
resolutions. For that reason, bearil;\g in mind. the
'.' f!'.o!;ll NO!J.-~elf-,GoverningTerritories should be abolpossib~lity .of situations whioh demand urgentacijon,
-. ~islied~'s1nce its specifiC task has not come to. an end
we pointed. earlier to the method ()f haVing recourse
and' cannot be confused with the tasks of the Special
to the Secreta':ry-Gene:ral 01' bringitlg the situation jo
Committee. -to which indeed it oan give, and has alhis attention.
.
ready given" most. valuable help. As the representattve
0.£ Iraq has said, it~ work is technical in character
51. Another factor which gave rise todlfficulties'in ""
and is, of great assistance to the Special Committee.
the Committee's work was the internal politioal sitqaIf web('}ar in .mind .the .number of territories whioh
tion Which, in some of the territ0;tlies, is ~elaYi\\lg
the Speci~l Committee still' has to consider before its
the achievement of Independence, We feel that the
mandate can be regarded as discharged, we shall see ' essential goal towards which the Colllmitteeshould
that it would be impossible for this body alone to deal
bend its efforts is, precisely, independence. The
-wlth 'all. situations, at every stage. For that 'reason,
Committee cannot solve or define internal' political
the' help of the Committee on InformattonIn the techproblems, eitherunderit/3 terms of reference or in
nical. preparation of the material on ,whichthe Special
p~actice. 'Therefore, let us keep our eyes firIlllyfixed
.Oommittee has to adopt oonolnstona continues to be
oh. tile' primary·~ objective of..independence, and.. the \
most necessary; liketherelatibnship-:whichwe have
other problems will, solve. theixlselvesin time;' as the
already.described---betweentheSpeoial Comniittee,the
countries come to exercise. that indepengence;
Fourth Oommtttee, the Genera1-. ASSembly and the
52. A~though·this applit;l~ in the t,najor1ty of 'cases,
SecretarY-General, it cOnstitutes . a' basic factor of
we do not feel,thatdt,applies to the peculiar· Qircmp,great value,supplementary toth~efforts of the other
stances pievailing. inSouthe~llhodeSia, where. the
bodies. .
,
basic qu~stiQJ.1·is"'aswehave alr,eady.pointedout....to
47. We have referred to theexperlmEmtafnature'()f
whom the transfer. of POWers is to be' made. The
thil3 ,aspect: o.f. methods, and .procedur~s,inordel' to
authQritY\,lpon Whichthosepowers.ci~volvecannPtbe ."
indicat~ theiuture .coursewhtoh w.e, feel tq b~most
other. .than 'the. fuJ.lpo1iticalsoe~1ty,the,entirepppu....
a.pprop#ate; but.while we.haye .sui>por.teqt~e Com.latton and:the authorities,. the, peopleandtheQ9Ver,p.~·
mittee'.s prE:1paratlon ofco,l101usiP.ns and recom:rnellda:Illent.There (>alU}ot be.full so:vereigptY-:-0l'sQvereign.ty
.tions, .we '" think' •that .'.in.• the, presentcirc1Jlnstances,
., at ., alh,properly, speakbig-.if thet;loCiety.c()mp:r.is~Il.g(\".'1
when the course taken has~ been to refer the r~pQrt
.the'hIlla~El.·()f.·thepeople,is llpt .,supreIXJ;~~r:in· ~heyery )
the other hand, in theo1\seo~SouthWe~t Afdoll, where
the task is a oontinulng one, my del~gation has all'eady stated in the Fourth Committee [1386thmeeting]
that thfs' kind of request fOr aottor, should preferably
be made to the Speoial Committee l'athel' than to the
SeoretarY-Genel'al;
,
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preolae sense that it must be tha people, and not a
fraotion 11 thereof, whioh leg1ttmately holds power.
For this reason we supported the resolution adopted
by the General Assemply in whioh the SeoretaryGeneral is requested to take steps to prevent the
undesirable and anti-demooratio transfer of powers
to a fl'aotion of the people, to a minority whioh can
~en impose its will on tt''"' \ 'majority, to a fraotion
1
~
argely oonsisting ,of foreigners' whooouldthen impose
their will on the people of th~ oountry.
63. As to the draf~ resolution on Northern Rhodesia,
my delegation feels that in the light of new developments since the middle of the year, when the Committee approved this text, we might now amend the
draft resol~,tion somewhat in order to bring it more
into line ~,ith the present situation. This further
strengthens our view that there should be heads of
conoluetons 'ano recommendations on the basis of
which the General Assembly should evolve resolutions
in due course.
54. As for the draft resolutions submitted by the
Oommittee to the General Assembly on Mozambique
and Angola, my delegation maintains t.1te reservations
it made on oonstitutional grounds and regarding the
relationship between the language of the Charter and
operative. paragx-aphs 6, '1 and 8 of both texts, whioh
led it to abstain' on the draft resolution on Mozambique
-although they~id not prevent it from voting for the
resolution 011 Angola, because of the greater explosiveness of the situation there.
55. We must apologize for dwel~inl1: so long on this
question, owing to the importanoe attached by my
delegation to the task that the Committee whose report we are considering was created to accomplfsh;
however, we are neartng the end of our remarks.
56. We have heard quoted from this rostrum, in this
the comment of a petitioner who appeared
before the Fourth Committee. "Will the free peoples
never be able to understand what it means to be born
in slavery, to live hopelessly in slavery, and to die
in that same slavery?" We do not believe that th.;..se
words, this exclamation, are applioable in our time,
here in the United Nations, to the areas in traditional
colonial status. We do not think it is possible to speak
of..Jiving hopelessly in slavery. Hope, whioh perhaps
'JdiCf not die even in the darkest moments, has been
~rekindled by t~e work of the international Organtza\\ioni it has, drawn strength and firm prospeots from
=",the efforts of the Committee, which is now the Organization' s instrument J...its orusade for the final
aboliUon of colonialisl~f' ,le faot that there are now
" '
110 Member states bearseloquent
and unchallengeable
witness to a osteady and oertain upward movement
which will stop only when it, reaches its CUlmination.
We pre~er to avoid settingtaxed dates. We believe
that it ,is equally" or more' effective, and certainly
.more realii3tic and more in keeping with inevitably
varying ctroumstancee, to oontinue to act acoording
to the oonoept of, immediate eompltanee with eaoh
assigned obliga,tion, to be carried out as ra.pidly as
pOssible. To this end, we are prepared tCI appeal
again and' again, forcefully and authoritatively" to the
reElPonSibilityol~ the administering Powers. Portugal
and South Afrioa seem to remain indifferent; to the
strengthaild dir\9ctionqf a movement whichnothmg
oan .restratn. Th'9y are 'the principal oountries which
disregard the. tr'ends and", hopes that oonstitute, the
motiveforoein fhe world today. May Providenoe so
'iguideour .effort that they are brought to understand
(~ebate,
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and aooept the diotates of humanitarianism and goodwill among men.
IJ
.
67. Franoe opened the way for many millions ,of
men and many square kilometres of land t9 become
politioally free, and oontributed its valued oo':opera~.;ion
to the efforts to obtain the sam,e status for their
' "
brothers. The 'United Kingdom has ahown \\Ulderstanding commensurate with the best British'tradition, We may reoall the words of Chatham, spoken
during the war over the independenoe of what is now
the United states:
"
{The speaker 0,ontinued in Englisb.]
"We shall be forced ultimately to retract: let us
restrain while we can, not when we must."
{The spe.a ker oontinued in Spanisb.]

We may' say that this wise and worthy warning has
been properly heeded by those who have direoted the
United Kingdom's polioy in regard to its colonies
during the past seventeen years. But we also know
that everything has not yet been accomplished. This
magnanimous and comprehending attitude cannot be
held back at the borders of Southern Rhodesia, Kenya,
Zanzibar and 60 many other territories whioh still
await the sacred baptism d Independence,
58. There is much to be done: but in those areas of
the world-the arees over whioh the Speoial Commttteets jurisdiction extends-it is not justifiable to
speak, today, of living hopelessly in slavery Or dying
in that same slavery. In contrast, byashameful paradox, there are other areas and peoples, barred from
d f
our agen a, or whioh instead of hopethere are cement
walls; instead of selt-determtnatton, military tanks:
instead of the ability to express andholdfree opinions,
an implacable political repression which stifles them
at birth. It is in these areas that, as a reproaoh to
ou» Organization, hope seems to have died and mall
lives dumbly on, shorn of his noblest attributes.
59. Our last observation, in oonolusion, is that in
view of the oontents of the report, the terms of reference of the Speoial Committee, the encouraging support whioh that Committee has received in this debate
from every delegation, and the great undertaking
contracted by our Organization with the world, the
General Assembly shol.'J.ct'fl.t tts next session welcome
here, with jOY,a oonE!~de:r.eL:enlJmber of new Inderl
pendent States.
Mr. Muhammad ZafxJ~a Khan (Pakistan) took tile
Chai;r.
~,
I

,

'

60. Mr., DADET. (Congo, ,\~razzaville), (translated
from Frenoh): I am fully cOI.\~OiollS of the faot that,
in speaking o}.l~'the question 01 the implementation of
the Declooion on the ~,:anting of independenoe to
oolonial countries and peoples, and in doing so on ',',
behalf ()f an Afrioan n,,"~ion, l' am obliged to repeat ,.,
what has already been sa~d by representatives of other
delegat~~El, and of my pwn, during previous sessions
of the 'General Assembly, and also at',the present
session. It is only too olear that the problem of the
liberation of the remaining Non-Self-Governing Territories in the world 'mustoontintie to have high
priority on our agenda. That is a task \Vith whioh
we ,must continue to .cope ind,efatigably. The Special
Committee, on the Situation,with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Inde~,
pendenoe to ColonfalCountriesand Peopieshas done
admirablework,for whioh my delegation warmly
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congratulates its members and offers them its profO\llld gratitude.
61. That ~y\s dlaeuaatonsHave led it to deal with
anumber of problems whioh are also on the agenda
of other working groups set up by the Assembly. The
Speoial Commltteeof Seventeen has, however, oovered
the whole field of our oonoern regarding the future
liberation of our brothers who are stm enslaved or
sUbjugated. The report of the Speoial Committee of
Seventeen (A/5238)' faithfully and aoourately refleots
our anxiety. I believe that that anxiety is shared by
an overwhelming majority of the free peoples, stnce
it is almost universally reoognized that the perpetuation in oertain parts of the world of a status of
inferiorit.y whioh, under one name or another, deprives millions of men and women of the demoorano
exercise of theAr rights as oitizens is an anaohrontsm,
".'

>~,

62. In a desperate attemp~ to avoid or delay the
granting of independenoe and of total and universal
freedom, notwithstan«;lt.ag the faot that it is clearly
and categorioally oalled for by. the Charter, legal
systems of extr~Qrdinary ingenuity and sometimes
of baffling oomplexity have been Invented, ranging
from the doctrine of apartheid to a policy of ostenstble
assimilation, and inoluding oomplioated eleot2ral
systems whose purpose is invariably to defraud some
people for the benefit of.others.
.
63. I'oannot believe that the authors of the United
Nations Charter, to whom liberated Africa pays continual tribute. entertained such subtle mental reservations when they wrote that they were determined
to reaffirm their faith "in fundamental human rights,
in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the
equal rights of men and women and of nations large
and small".
64. How can anyone sincerely endorse those ,gr1ncipies and at the same time advocate an alleged parallel
development which is nothing .but the enslavement of
one race by another, or an alleged multiracial society
in which only some 1 per cent of privileged persons
exercise their full rights, or even certain more elaborate conetitutlonal formulae which enable a minority
to claim to speak in the name of the majority?
65" I am straying from my subject and reverting to
which have been so often repeated during
our debates that, the archives of our Organization are
overflowing.with them. But our weariness with this
task, should not be mistaken for weakness 'or resignation. The free. peoples of Africa are daily more
closely associated with the growing impatience ,0£
their. atlll enslaved brothers, and there is a danger
,that their increasing COnsciousness of s()lidarity may
burst the bonds of wisdom' and moderation.
argume~ts

66.' The African and Mala.gasy Union has alwaysbeen
moderate, and indeed we have sometimes been critioizedon that score. But our moderation does not
extend beyond" theHmtts impoied on us by~fidelity
to our demoor~tic convictions and our faith in freedom. During the Conference of A~rican and Malagasy
Heads of state held at Bangui, in the Central African
RepUblic. from 25 to 27March 1962.our group reached
cl!;lar-cut decisions on. the practical assistance to
b:;; given to the countries of our continent which are
not Y13t independent. At the diplomatic. level,this
assistance will be manifeBtedby approval ofany steps
taken by the. United Nations to bring thehal'deriect
colonialistBJoreason; at the financiaLlevel."by such
help"'as our-modest resources can providtt fol' OJ,1I'
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Afrioan brothers; at the~Uitary level, by ~u~ 00operation in the teohn!oartraining o~fighters for the,
armies of Uloeration; and at the intelleotual andsooia~
level, by asalstance in the training of publio aervants
for the new nations.
67. A perusal of the report of the Speoial Comrl1ittee
oonfirms us in our; resolution, It indioates the various
fields in whioh our efforts should be deployed. We
have faith in the United Kingdom, sinoe we know that:
this oountry has oreated a form of democracy whioh
is among the most liberal in the world. We know, too,
that it haB extended these prinoiplee~throughout its
former Bmpire, In Southern Rhodflsia, however, the
United Kingdom is in conflict with&. coalition of
European settlers, who are ready to go to allY lengths
in order to retain their privileges. This proble,m
cannot be evaded by affirrilatione that the Territory,
is already se1£-governing,~dthat its internal r6gim9
can no longer be changed by the former Administering
Power.
68. Algeria was paralysed for years by a similar
coalition of' settlers; the consequence was a long war
between France and the Algerian people.
69. The mistake oommitted in North Afrioa must
not be repeated in the South. A white minority cannot
be allowed, through the device of a restricted suffrage, to govern the country in defiancEl of the rights
of the black majority. Restricted electoral rights
based' on income andec1ucation areoan anaclfronism
which has long been abandoned byWeBtern EuroPe.
It is true that there, are still a few more or less
absolute monarchies in the world; but ti!ey are bt:sed,
or at least we hope theY' are based, on the people's
traditional consent. and their· conndence in their king
or their prinoe~ 'I'here is no monarchy in.Rhodesia;
there is simply lU1 oligarchy consisting of a privileged
class and race, and this oligarohy is rejected by the
African people. We are proud, in the English-speaking
and French-speakirig independentAfrican countries, to
. have brought our sometimes still illiterate parents
and our frequently/ill-educated wives to the polling
booths. Very few of them have made mistakes. They
have elected the leaders they deserved and needed.
Accordingly, a great· European .country must not try
to persuade us to return to constitutiCllal formulae
which even a dictators~p. either of the right or of
the left, would not dare to introduce.
70. Paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV) lays d9~yn that: "lnadequacy of political,
economic, .social or educational preparedness should
never serve as a pretext for delaying independence".
Thatwhich is true at the national!evel~s also true at
th~individual Jevel.!'ackof "education.' or poyel'ty,
"shoUld not be used as an excuse for· restricting the
exercise of acitb~en' s most elementary political
rightS.
'
5
7.1. A similar problem exists in Northern RhocleSia,
wn13re .the. white minority '13njoys the same excessive
priyHeges .as in • SouthernlUlodesia and 'wh~re. it :ls
'.sought" to-protect •and reiIlf0:i'ce those privileges' by
the maintenanoe of a Fedel"ation which has never been
accepted by·. the Rhodesian people and which has been
the p:i'incipal obstlfcle. to the speedy admission of
Nyasaland to theUnit.edNations~ We earnestly hope
tha,!theUnite<i KingdomwUl adoptaoourageouli*~lioy
in.·tha.t area, worthy. of its traditions,a.nd suBjeot'to
no pressure from individual interests. We also ask
theUIP.tedKingdom to apply the principle",of 6e1£d~jtermination; in Basutoland. Beohu~u.aland and Swa~i:C
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ll\l\d and to proteot them from tbe annexation with
whioh we know they are threatened and from the terrible oonsequenoes that would. ensue tor thesE) small.
oQWltries and their unfortunate peoples.
72. We do not think there are any major diffloultles
in Zanzibl\r, and. WfJ OQnfidently hope that this OOWltry
will Join ourOrgan1zationJna vefy short time. If the
party leaders cannot agree, why should we not adopt
the proposal made to the Speoiat Committee by the
representative of Madagasoar [see'A/5238, olulpterVI,
para. 137]. that tJle question of independenoe should
be put to the people in a referendum under intc;lr"
national supervision? Fra.'\oe held popular votes of
that kind in its oolonial territories, and the outoome
gave general satisfaotion.
c

.,

and eoonomio t:Jtngnation, for the ccnventence of a
minority of foreign settlers.
77. Central and Southe~J\ Afrioa has now beoome
the bastion of a privileged onste whose members
have in desperation formed n ooalition to resist, to
the end, any polloy of development. This resis.tanoe
is irrevocably doomed. It is for the administering
Powers, and failing them the United Nations, to pro..
nounoe JUdgement on it by peaoeful means before it
is destroyed by violenoe. Today there ia murderous
war in Angola. Tomorrow that mayhappenin JlhoWSsia.
When people reso:J;'t to violenoe, it4a always accom..
panted by hatred and it destroys· every chance of
brotherhood and friendship between individuals of
different races and olasses, c It breeds fear and roe<sentment-vengeanoe on the one hand, and defeat and
despair on the other. Itirrevooablyruinseveryohanoe
of tjstabUahil1g that multiraoialsooietyofwhiohPortu..
gal has made a oarioature ,but whioh many of us are
prouri to have instituted in aotual faot

73. Guiana appears to beatlll further advanoedalong
the road to independenoe, and its admissio~ to the
Organization should not be furt11er delayed. Lastly,
Kenya should overcome the final efforts of the
European settlers to delay its evolution and should
it
.'
aohieve sovereignty Within a very short time. We
76. We are sure that today there would be many
have already said that we have faith in the United
more Frenoh settlers in independent Algeria if the
Kingdom; we oount on its enlightened Government ~I\,rriop,des of Algiers hf..d fallen some yeal's earlier.
to overcome the last vestige~llof restatanoe, We canIn th~ best interests of all, we must abolish the bar..
not ~ay the same with regal:1:). to Portugal. Here the
rioades of every type whioh still, with labels ohosen
anaohronistio situation ~s not defended only bya hand1.>y Mr. Salazal', Sir RoyWelensky and Dr. Verwoerd,
;;\ ful .of settlt.'rs; it is established in the palaces of
litter our continent.
(Lisbon, and will ,~:,t be termblated \\mtil the people
79 Our oountry will therefore endorse every praotio'al ste!, deoided upon by the United Nations to brin
of l?ortugal have the s:reng~ to change 01' abolish
'
to reason those who ~ve learnt nothing. Ifneoessari:
the ragime of Mr. Salaz~.
74~' We are not a priorL hostile to as~~milation or
we shall support their expulsion from the United
to the establishment of a multiraoial sooiety, but it,NationliJ in order that the line may be oleal'ly drawn
should"be based on equality and the same legal, pobetween those who stncerely endeavour to sow the
litioal and social status 'should be enjoyedbyall. After
seeds of peace and human brotherhood, as re oomfiv'e centuries, Portugal has granted the title "of "as"
mended by the Charter, and those who despi'se them
similados· to only 2 per cent of its African subjects;
and will reap nothing but war and hatred.
, moreover we know that the term must be accepted
. '
with reservations, sinoe it covers manydisoriminatory
80. In concluston, my delegation entirely approves
the reco~endations of the Special Committee on
praotioes. In any event, a simple" arithmetical calthe Situatlon with regar~ to the Implementation of the
culation shows how many hWldreds of years would be
needed before all the inhabitants of Angola, Cabinda Declaration on the Grant..ngofIndependenceto Colonial
and Mozambiquebe_Qame full Portuguese citizens. We
Countries and Peoples. It hopest~tthegreatmajOrity
w der : hether the' world would last long enough to
in the General Assembly will ShaIe its views, and that
w . .
the punitiv,e measures decided upon andprogressively
on
imposed will help the die-hards to take the road of
allow the oompletion of so f!llow, and oonsoientious a
so-oa~~ed oivilizing polioy. Henoe we pr,~fer to think
wisdom and our Afrioan brothers to be present, with
that our brothers who are under the doinination of
their heads high at the :rendezvous of freedom
,
'
•
the 1{,isbo~ Government are not Portuguese otttsens
but that they have already acquired enough oiviliza81. Mr. BENITES (Bouador) (translatedfromSpanish):
My delegation has oarefully studied the Speoial Oomtion to beoome free men and that they will obtain the
rest through the1r OWn efforts, with the asststance
mittee1s:report contained in document A/5238, and
of the other Afrioan peoples and of Europeans of
wtsbes to congratulate the Committee en the objeo".."
tivity, olarity and oomprehensiveness of its workwith
goodwill,
75." My delegation reserves the right to deal in more
regard to several terdtol'ies.There are however
oerta~ faots common to all or most of them, whioh
!ietail with the question of the ~prtuguese cplontes
in oonnexion with, that partioular item of the agaDlita.
I should like to summarize.
?,2. In the first place, th~ report deals mainly with
Nevertheless, sW<le we are nowdisousetng theproblen;
of independe~objas a Whole, we should ,like to state
territories situated south' of the Sahara .or to be
,that por~~~l must henoeforth be faoed not withwords
more precise, in sub- Equatorial Afrioai; With the
exception "of British Gulana, the small t~rrltory 'of
but"withacts; anq since It belteves thatU is defending
some of its interests by its polioy, w~ ~hould sl~,o~
Aden and fthe dimlnutlve colony of Singap9re. they
it that .that . polioy can be detrimental to ·it.in oilier
are all Afrioan lands. 'I'hese tal'ritories tnolude the
respeot~.,
~:
p,
Federation ofl\hodt;l~ia and ~yasaland,. SWl'\zilanci,
76. W~ must teach a similar lesson. to tli~:Union of
Bael'!ltoland, Beohuanaland, Zanzibar and,ll~mba, South
Q SOqth A.frica-first on aooount of itt:lcpolio~"ofae~eW. est Afrioa, Apgola~ Mozambique and Kenya-a total
gation, ~Qf which I shall not speak 's:l.nce.it has been~rea 9£ 5,253,999 square kilometres Clontnining,acthe sUbjeoLof a, speoill,l debate, andseoon(jly" on ao..
OO~dit,lg to the ,UnitedNations statiStlQ.al¥earbookfor
oount of its illegal, annexation of South West'Africa.19o\~ a pollUlati~nof l8,236,~50. "
, He~e again we fiM an Afrioan ,.l1ationrelegative to
83. In the l3eoond plaoe, we:£ind that the majority of
"native reserves", the passsy~t!i}m, political silenoe
the populo.tion is indigenous; while political and eoo0
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nomte power over it is Wielded by t\ small group of
white settlers who have instituted a poUoy of raolnl
disorimination and segregation,
!J '"
84. In the third ptace, it is well known thnt thO economlo struoture of those territories is based on OK~.
ploitntlon of the soil nnd SUb-fl.OU fOl' the benefit of
n white minority whioh oarries out that exploitation
with oheap Indi~~:!o\\S labour.
86. In the fourth 'place, it is olear that there are
in those territoriel: nattonal liberation movoments
taking the form of politioal parties and,in some oases,
of armed reetstance,
86. These faots can be summarized in this way:
oq~onialism is at ita most extensive in sub-Equatorial
Afrioa. where it is basoo on the .p:rinoiple of raoial
disorimination and oonsists in the e~'Ploitntion ofthose
territories' natural wealth with obeap indigenous
labour, giving rise to liberation movements whose
goal is complete Independence, It is obvioua that we
cannot regard Afdoa as an ethntc, cultural or even
purely geographical unit. Even when we oonsider subSaharan Afrioa alone, we ~ind it to be a oonglomeration
of ethnio and cultural typ(ls. an interlaolng of languages and dialeots, a vast region Qf geographioally
contraatlng areas, with forests, .mountatns, plains and
arid zones. This diversity was accentuated by the
European colontzatlon whtoh followed the Treaty of
Berlin, since it overlaid the already diversified indigenous groups with various other ethnio and cultural
Al'l,ijties and added new, foreign languages to the many
already existing vernacular tongues.
87. However, it is evident that Afrioa oan be spoken
of as a unit in the sense that there is a coherent and
Unified movement, on the part of all the Afrioan 'peoples, to put an end to the reprehensible colonial
system. This has led to two ctrcumstances whioh
should not pass unnotioed: 'first) the Afrioan politioal
movements for national liberation are assuming the
oharaoteristios ofa unified, cohesive general Pan....
Afrioan movement; secondly, the colonial dominators
are also banding together internationally in a sort
of secret Holy All~anoe taking th,eform, in the military sphere, of an unusual artils race and, in the
politioal sphere, of the creation of fronts whloh also
are united. The first circumstance derives from the
very manner inwhioh Africa's oolonial sooiety was
established, based as it was, from the outset, on the
notion of the ethnio and cultural' superiority of Europe,
as oonoeived at the time by the Count de Gobineau;
This raoialist dootrtne was exaggerated in Afrioa to
the paint where a supposed theology was created
by Daniel Ms.lan, and a rigid politioal dootrineby
administrators like the Ministers Verwoerd and
Welensky.
.
88. Iti addltlon to racialism as a social system, however, there was unanin:lity on the e09non110 use of
indigenous labour, whioh it was sought to oonfine to
a lOW level of existeqoe, As long ago as~896, in a
note to the Foreign Offioe, Sil' Ha:rry .lahnson said:
"The abundance (If labour will serve to maintain the
P.roteoto.rate'sfinanoial seourtty" . Two methods were
followed"by thecolonizers 'to aohieve that
fiI'st,
th~y imposed heavy taxes whioh kept the indigenous
Workers in debt; secondly, they allPortloriea the lands
in. suah" 8:' way that the indigenous inhabitants were
laft . with .the most barren and.unhealthy traots, while
the best ones remained in the hands oftheoolonizerS.
The impoverishment of the masses made and' s£ill
makes it neoessary for labour to be sold on a saturated

end:

ma~ket, so that wage levels remain loW. MM, as an
hlstrument of labour. still oonstitutes an important
export oommodity in many of the ooloninlterritories.
Nynsaland, with n densitY of s~ inhabitMta PfJl'
sq\\nro kilometre, cannot support its own popUlation. and great mig~ntions of persons (~eok1ns; work
periodioally ooour. '
"
.

89. With regard to Basutolnnd, the Speo1al Committee's report states that:
"Basutos seek work in the RepublioofSouthAfrloa.
mosU~' in the ~gold mines, 'l'h~ 1956 oensus showed
154,782 absentees (in addltlon to the 638.867 enumerated in the Territory)." [A/5238. ohapter V.
para. 8.]
With regard to Beohuan(l,land, the {ollowing is pointed
out:
"Many adult maleE\,:~mig:rate to work in neighbour'"
ing territories, P,Q.rt1oul~rlyo1n the mines of tl,1e
l,lepublio of'South Afrion. •••" [!!ill!•• para. 87].
Conoerning Swaziland.the report states that 11,728
Swazi were 'employed tn the Republio of South Afrioa
in 1956 r~. para. 58].
c
90. TheE!~ movements of the ''i~povel'ished Afdoan
masses have oontributed to the format~9nofanaware
ness whioh imparts an international oharaoter to the
Afrioan liberation movements. It must not be overlooked that these national liberation, movements come
into bemg on a continent where the bul!dingof national
States is in full progress. When the. United Nations
was oreated in 1945, only three Afrioan states were
founding Members: Egypt north of the Sahara,. and
.Liberia and Ethi:>pia south of ~e Sahara. No Afrioan
State was adnutted to the Otgtm1zat~Qn during the
first, ten years. untu Libya. received membenship in,
1960. In the five following years, onlY,.four Afrioan
states were admitted-the Sudan. and Tunisia in 1956.D
Ghana in 1957 and Guinea in 1958. The year 1960 has
been oalled that 9f colontal liberation, for siXteen
~frioan states were ~dmitted to membership•.Three
more entered in 1961s : and this year we have welcorned the admission of another four. Thus in the
past seven y~ars twenty-eight Afrioan states have
become Members; they oonstitutealmost one third
of the total nUmber of Member states.
0,
91. It would be Intellectual bliminess of the worst
sort to think that -tnese States, whiohhave suffered
and lived under the burden of oolomaltsm, can remain
indifferent to the fate of their brothers 'Wh6 have not'
yet aohieved Independence, We ~ere~or~ fully under-'
stand the vehemence anfi passionwithwh:ioh theyspeak
on colonial problems. Whatever differenoes there may
be in politioal"andreligious systems, levels of development and forms of, language, there' is Africah'J
linti-bolonialist.. unity. T1l.e danger. topeace and security which thecontinuatton of coloniahsm andthe
arms raoe of the great Powersrepresent.,'is. there::- ,.
fore, something more than mere words.
co
92. Nor, can we forget" that thiEfstrU,l!;glegdelll on in
a world, divided by oontrastiIlg ways of life, with all
the perils whtoh this entails. We thereforetielieve it
necessary to r.eaffirm that,not onlyin~wordsbut alSO
in 'Cieeds, those who profess the democratio philosophy
respeot for men's
of the West-whioh is based
f~eedom and dignity and'on self-determination for'tbe
peoples-must do everything in their power,tob:rmg
about'the conorete "and effeotive elimination of oO'lbnialil3m.racialism and 'the 'eXploitiltion.of.,rllan. fo.r
,. ~
..,
reasons of race. .
' : : ; .
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93. We t'lhouldEke to draw a few oonolusions from
beUev~ that the problem
of liql,lidnting ooloniallam should remain linked with
the "cold war tf , whether in the Speoial Committee or
out~ide U. Seoondly, "the Speoial Committee whose
report we are oonsidering should be maintained and
strengthened, and the disp&l'sing of the problems
among many oommittees should be avoit:1ed. Thirdly,
we believe that the SpeoialCoputllttetjl should be given
speoifio term'" of reterence, in order to prevent oonfusion with the pow~l'S and funoticms of the main oommittees of the General Assembly. Fourthly, we would
reoomm(lnd that (~e Speo'tl1 Committee be asked to
make \\n urgent - study oY the soolal and economic
systems of thoterritories still under oolonial rule,
espeoially in regard to land tenure, wage fluotuntlons,coonsumption and produotton indioes, ll'Jgration,
methods and oonditions of work and, in general, all
aooto-eeonomic oonditions in those territories, with
a view to ensul'ing that politioal emanoipation takes
plaoe within the framework of an economic development plan suited to the territorie~ liberated,

all this.' First, we do l.\ot

94, In oonolusion, I should like to say that my delegation oorisidel'a that the granting o~ emanotpation to
.British Guiana, whioh meets all the oonditions neceasary for the exercise .of self-government, is an urgent
and unavoidable reqUirement that must be iulf11led
inpnediately.

y
I,

95. Mr. COLLIER (Sierra Leone): When in Deoember
1960 the General Assembly adopted the now historio
resolution 1514 (XV), it gave full votee to the new
aooeptanoeby the international oommunity of. the
faot that colonialiam is an evil that should be finally
eradioated from oivilized society; And it was about
time, too. The world, shocked and shamed by the
horrors and brutalities 'of the second World WS,r,
I10bly conceived at San Franoisco a Charter dedioated
to the aohievement of international peace and security.
To .that end the United Nations has continued to persevere in Its determination to remove the causes of
world tenl:lion.'The emergenoe of many nations to
indapElndenoe~ and the continued' dependenoe ·of many
oolonial countrtea and peoples have been properly
regarded by;; th!e;Organization as creating an explosive
internatiorial situation from whioh tension and confliot
are bound to ensue, quite apart from the faot that the
notion of the SUbjugation of one people by another..
with the implied dootrine of,raoe superiority, has
been held to be completely repugnant to civilized
behaviour.

96. And so it 'was in expression of this universal
concept that the resolution oalling for the' immediate
granting of independence to all colonial countries and
peoples was .adopted. ~ut ~ spite of this resolution,.
the General Assembly, L"l:. it~·· si~e.enth session, found
that, as a matter o~· fact~'\nany" territories still remained under colonial rule and exploita.tion, and that·
it was necessary to pay special attention to this situation. Thus th~ Speoial Committee on the Situation
with regard to the ~n1pl~rnentation of the Declaration
on the. Granting of Independence to. Colonial Countries
and Peoples came into being, .as a result of resolution
1654. (~~VI)~,

grave d1ff!oulties and obstruotionist taotios on the
pal't of eome of tbe oolonialist Powers,
98. It is signifioant eVidenoe of the stranglehold with
whiob colontattem still holds Afrioa in its death-grip
that the Speoial Committee eonsldered it neceasary
to oonsider as n matter of priol'lty the situation in
eleven Afl'ioan countries: Southern Rhodesin, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasalnnd, Swaziland, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland, Z[\!lzibar, Mozambique, South West
AfriQa, Kenya and Angola. The findings of the Speoial
Committee oonstitute a revelation of what my delegat~on oonsiders to be a. most alarming situation in
some ofthese territories. In many of themno serious
attempt has been made by the oolonial Powers to
implement the terms of i'esolution 1514 (XV). Rather,
we have seen exposed the most flagrant violation of
many resolutions of the Assembly.
99. South Afrioa and Portugal have again stood out
as the worst offenders. The South Afr1aan Government,
not content with its perpetration of the most wioked
atrooities against the defenoeless indigenous Inhabltantfi 6f that oountry, is now seeking to extend its
holel over South West Afrioa in open defianoe of international opinion. Must this world body sit idly by
while the avil maohlnatlona of the oowardly and
inhuman white South Afr.ioan Government aohieve
fruition? And what of Basutoland, Beohuanaland and
SWazlland whe:;;\e the indigenous majority continue to
be denied the right of self-determination? As though
that were not enough, we see in these territories
the abominablespeotre of apartheid looming menaeIngly in the shadows.
100. My delegation ts in full accord with the Special
Committee when it expresses alarm over the milita.ry
build-Up in some of these territories. We are of the
view that a military build-up is objeoti.onable and
offensive wherever it may ocour. We cannot bring
ourselves to oriticize it when it ocours In oertain
areas of the world and to condone it when.it is done
in other areas, least of all, in Afrioa. And this is a
scandal to international morality when it is done, as
it is, in order to trample upon the natural rights of
the vast majority of indigenous peoples and to stem
the tide of legitimate national liberation movements
by force of arms. This same South African Government whioh haatncreased its budget for defenoe from
£12 million before 1961 to £60 million in 1962, did this
not because of any imminent threats from outside,
but because it wants to SUbjugate and, if need be,
exterminate the indigenous peoples in their legitimate
demands for self-determination. Nor is south Afrioa
alone in this. It is a lamentable faot to refleot upon
that in Afrioa we see situations in whioh the Portuguess have had the nerve to perpetrate against our
. people some of the worst horrors of the Nazi tyranny.
Portugal has military units in Mozambique of more
than 50,000 soldters, inoluding paratroop and commando units. We have also been told that in Mozambique alone fifteen new, airfields
have been built.
.

101. You may well wonderh:;.·,,~oountry like Portugal
has bsen able to make suoh.::"military showing, The
answer> is, not far to seak: the NATO alliance. The
report ()f the Special Committee on Territories under
~p:duguese Administl'ation [A/~160) has informed
J.AS that the greater part of the military and other
97. .I .shouldllke. to take this opportunity to express
my delegation's appreciation to th~.SJpeoialpommittee 'equipment available to]?ortugal has been E\upplied
by the NATO oountries. ·The Speoial Committee went
for it~"excellt)nt ~nd voluDl~nous repoxt tA152:38),and
the Mterminat,ion and dedioation with. whioh it. has . further to .sta:te that regardless of any assurances
to. the oontrary whioh may be given, Portugal wil~
been a'6le to discharge its duties, often in the fe,oe of'
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1176th ~bet1ng ----------------oontinue to uee these arms for repressive pul'poaes

against the people of Afrioa. This is why ~r deleSt'...
tion does not attach much !mpormnoe to those plQUS
and often hypooritioal remnrks by some oountries
in condemnatlon of Portuguese conduct ~ Afrioa-not
after they bnve thus been parties to the reg.\'6ttable
and barbarous r.olioy of Portugnl.

102, This attitude of oriminal aoquieaoenoe and
sometimes of open connivance, whioh has obaracterized the polloies of oertain nations toward 0010'"
nlallsm in Afrioa, has been in evidence not only in
oonnexion with Angola and Mozambique, but also with
other territories like Southern RhOdesia where the
British have persisted in their unoonvinoingattempt
at abdioation of their responsiblUties with spurious
arguments.
103. These imperialist nations with the overt and
oovert support of their friends have been doing their
best to resist the diotates of our ag(.\. They are maktng
a desperate attempt to halt the marohofthe Uberation
movement. But neither their odious oonsplraotea to
defeat the leg~timate aspirations of our people nor
their taotios and maneeuvres to oonfound and defeat
our efforts in the Assembly, will arrest this lrresistible moveh'lentwhioh oontinues to gain momentum
from year to year. Destiny is on our side and we will
triumph in the end. We will yet put to naught and dtsarray the unholy alltanoes ganged up against us to
frustrate the evolution of history,
104. My delegation wlll therefore support any draft
resolution which reoognizes the explosive situation in
these areas where oolontaltsm still a'''Ioundsandwhioh
recommends drastio and deoisive steps not only
against those oountries which perpetuate this system,
but also against those who by their oomplioity allow
the situation to thrive,
105. My delegation is in full sympathy with the suggestton of the Acting Seoretary-General that all work
on oolonialism now done by four other separate United
Nations committees should be concentrated in thie
Speoial Committee of seventeen members. Quite
apart from the faot that such concentration will result jn a useful saving of time and money, it seems
to us that it will prevent the duplioation of work and
make for better effioienoy.
106. One last thought. It is the view ot my delegation
that the Special Committee has done a remarkable
job in highlighting the intransigence of· polioy of the
Portuguese in Africa. Both in Angola and in Mozambique they continue to deny oivil and politioal rights
to the indigenous population: and relentlessly pursue
their policies' of forced labour, raci81 d~scrimination
~d oppression. And yet in spite of this well-known
catalogue of atroetnes, tAe steady flow of armsto
Portugal from its NATO allies continues, Anc;l some
of these Governments are. those whioh are so fond
of preaching homilies about international morality and
which have publicly pledged their Support for the
apeedyprooess of decolonization and the restoration
of the rights of peoples everywhere toself-deter~nation and independence. But how can there ever
be a speedy end to to the colonial problem if some
GQvernments ecnttnue to supply tothecolontalPowers
'offensive arms that they kno)V and ought toknow W9uld
be used,tomaintaiIi nefarious policies and enforce an
iron. grip on the struggling and courageous peoples
in these territories. My delegation would lilce, to belleve that l,\ieInbel' States with vital interests ,of larg~
capital investments in these countries would not allOW
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these interests to beoloud the issues that threaten
world peace Md seourity, We would prefer to see
brave words Matohed by brave d~eds,
.
107, The world has endured long enouth .this evU
oankerworm of man's desire to SUbjugate his fellow
man in all sorts of guises. We in Afrioa have suf..
fered partioularly from the ooloniallst and raoist
expression of this vtce, We have at last arrived nt
an era Where oivilized man is affronted by this praotioe and is not prepared to tolerate. its manifestations,
muoh longo~. Let us here at theUnitedNations refleot
in our acnon this univorsnl desire of all deoent men,
If we continue the tnsk so noblystarted by the adoption
of resolution 1514 (XV) and oontinued by resolution
1654 (XVI), oulminating in the fine work of this Speoial
Committee, the sixties would truly earn the acclaim
of history and posterity as the decade ofdevelopment.
108. Ml'. CORNER (New Zealand): It is now nearly
two ye,q,rs smce the Deolaration on colontaltsm was
adopted by the Assembly. As we meet to oonsider the
implementation of that Declaration, it seems appropriate that tins should be a time of stooktaking and
reappratsal, The United Nations role in the ending
of oolonialism has been defined in a statement of
broad prinoiples. In this debate we look back at what
has already been achieved, and fOl'Ward at what remains to be done.
109. Looking back, we note that eight oountries-five
of them in Afrioa-have aohieved their Independence
within the last year, a pace exceeded only during the
plimaotio year of the Deolar!'.tion itself. Looking for ...
ward, we can see at least five tel'ritories-and four
of them are in Africa-whioh wlll probably ll.ttain
independence within the next year. In these territories
the goal of nationhood is olear and close, and could
now be delsvedonly by internal disunity.
110. This record is worth contrasting with progress
on other great International, issues over the last two
years. During that time disarmament negotiations have
inohed painfully forward, a treaty to ban nuolear tests
has come a littler oloaer, The amount of progress
on these question;.'} is pitifully small compared with
what is at stake fbr mankind in their solution. But in
these other fields-iu the field of disarmament or of
development-as we f~~ce up to the realities, we reallze
that dramatic solutions are unlikely. Most 0'1 the
world's inveterate problems have continued their
inevitably Slov<~progress towards solution-except,
that is, in the .oase of colonialism. JUdged by l;lnY
international standard, this is no small measure of
sucoesa for the Declaration, and strildngevidence of'
the change that has been wrought in the thinking of
mankind. It is also a measure of our own progress
toward freedom. For, as the representative ofAlgeria
reminded us, none of us can be. truly free until all
our fellow human beings stand equal with us in freedom
and dignity.
"
111. So we in New Zealand find it hard to agree with
those who claim that. the Declaration has not 'yet produced results. The Qrampedsell.ting in this building
is only one refutation of such a statement.Impatienoe
to see the work of decolonization completed ;,snttt.ll'al.
The imperative of completing thaprocessofliberation
lies heavy on the oonscience of many reptes6..lltatives
here, espeoially on·. the conscience of thosct\whose
countries have reoently aoquired Pleir own lridependence, But impatience should :urge us to greater erforts, not Itlislead us into overlooking the taslg3 whioh,
lie ahead.
'
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112. The truth is that, In a human world where pro..
gress can be made only by agreement and the patient
surmounting of problems, the ory for instant decoionizl.\t1on makes about ,as mueh praotioal sense aB
instant disarmament, instant development, or any
other inl:ltnnt "nohievement. Deoolonizatton is not
merely n state of mind, though that is eSt3entlal; it
i& also a prccees, In the majority of territories,
where the administering Power is honest indisoha~g"
lug its trust, the problem is to lay the foundations of
a modern state as rapidly as possible. The paoe can
always be accelernted-sand this is a valuable role
for the United Nations, as we ourselves can testifybut it is olear that the prooess itself cannot be Instan-

taneous,

113. Colonialism, as a system of alien rule by one
people or race over another, cannot and should not
survive under modern oonditions. That this should be
so Widely "reoognized is a profound achievement,
though not neoess~ily of the Deolaratton alone. Tha.t
historic document summarized, affirmed and solemnly
proolaimed a body of prinoiples whioh in themselves
were not new. But today, for the first time in history,
we have both a oollectlvefnternattonal will and the
means, t.'lrougb. this Organization, of bringi~lg 0010"
nialism to an end and ensuring that it does not artse
again. This was the view of New Zealand, and was
argued by us in 1945, when the tben Prime Minister
of New Zealand affirmed that the dootrine of trusteeship';:)was applioable in broad prir40iple to all colonial
territories. It is a view whioh is not, so flU' as I am
aware, dlsputed by any oolonial pcwer-wbtoh acknowledges its obligations under the Charter.

114. The questions confronting us at f,l-is stage,
therefore seem mainly to be practtoa; ones; to examine
the best means of translating the Declaration's prinoiples into effeot, and in doing so to overhaul the
United Nations' own maohinery }if decolontzatlon,
I realize that there is another sohool of thought whioh
argues that we sho,\ld merely declare that within a
matter' of months-s~.y, by October 1963-the entire
prooess of deoolonization should be completed, If we
aooept this way of thinking, there is nothing further
to be said: there is no need for further thought or
dtsousston of means or of praotioal oondlttons, There
is no need to disouss the structure and work of committees; for if the deoision in every case is automatic
and stereotyped-independence Within a few monthswhat is there left to disouss?Iamassumlng, however,
that most of us are interested in giving the best pos..
sible start to the peeple now living in the remaining
oolonies and that we are ther~fore interested inpraoticalities.
115. It is understandable that the Speoial Committee
on colonlalism should have oonoentrated its energies
in the first place on the OOntinent of Africa. The
liberation of large areas of Afrioa in recent years
is, in the field of human rights, the major and the
most stirring event-of our times. It is not surprising
that th,eglow of freedom shining in so many new oouritrtes-should have "given new and sudden hope to the
people _of the remaining" dependent tex:ritories. Th~
detF.lrnih~ationof the leader,El" of t~e independent states
of Afrioa to hasten the achievement of self-determination throughout the continent is both noble and
ancouraging.:,
.
,116. Thus the SpeoiatCoI!lmittee in. its first year
has 'dealt .\vith,·ctwelve territories, eleven of whioh
are Mrican; Of these eleven territories, the United

Kingdom Government holds responeiblUty t in varying
degrees, for eight: portugaladministers two, and South
Afrioa one. We encounter at once a fundamental dlf..
ferenae in the adminisu.'ation of these gt'OUps of
te1.'1.'itories. On Ule one hand, the United Kingdom
Government has adopted a polioyofnotlvelypromoting
self"government and Independence in its vtU'ious tar;'
ritories; Ule Governments ofPortugalnndSouthAfl'ioa
have not. The United Kingdom hRa from the earliest
days of the United Nations co-operated with this Or ..
ganizatlon in the pursuit of its poUoy; the Governments
of Portugnl and South Africa have, on the oontrlU'y.
refused co-operation and have tndeedobcsen denence,
Is it neoessal'y to add that these differing poUQies
and attitudes oa!), for differing responses froni the
United Nations?
117•. 0n the conduct of South Afrioa's mandate over
South'West Afrioa, we are awaiting an opinion from
the In:ternatlonal Court of Justioe, and in the meantime
the Fourth Committee has approved draft resolutionII,
contained in its report [A/5310], a oonstruotive text
which offers the Government of South Afrioa what is
perhaps its final chance to co-operate with the United
Nations over the territory of South West Afrioa.
118. It is New Zealand's hope that the sUght signs
of a willingness by the South Afrioan Government to
co-operate, 'whioh we have observed in the las t two
yelU's, will develop further before it Is too late.
119. Progress towards self-determination for P01'tugal's territories in Afrioa is stifled by the myth, in
which only the Portuguese Government believes, that
these parte of Afrioa are parts of Portugal itself.
Suoh an attitude is contrary to the spirit and letter
of the Declaration on cclonlaliam, It threatens to
damage beyond repair the history, muoh of it glorious,
of the portuguese people and to wreok the solid progress whtoh Portugal has made in some other fields
in modern times. Despite the uniformity of Portuguese
administration in Africa, we have nevertheless to
take note of the varytng conditions in the territories.
Angola .bas erupted into violenoe; Mozambique so flU'
has not. ~he enolave of Cabinda is very small and
is more naturally aasootated with either of the CongoleseRepublios than with Angola, from whioh it is at
present administered.
1,20. Where Portugal and South Afrioa have,been reluotant to meet the realities and the needs onhe time,
the United Kingdom had, long .before L'le adoption o~
the Declaration on oolonialism, given proof. practical
proof, through thecreattcn of independent states in
Asia and Africa of its own determination to implement
its deolared policy and its deolared igoal of selfdetermination for its dependent,·terrltories. The
majority of the States Members of the Assembly have
acknowledged and paid tribute to the wisdom of, that
polioy and the effectiveness with which it has been
praoticed. r ' the remaining :aritish territories in
7 is not in dispute. Were there no com-:
Afrioa, the &L..Ll
plioating ractors, they would undoubtedly already have
been independent, as are Ghana, Nigeria, Sie,rra Leone,
Uganda and Tanganyika within the CommonWealth, and,
as are Sudan and-Bomaltland outside it.
121. Complioations whioh stand in the way of the
Implementation of the Deotaratron are irritating. They
are irritating to the people of the ,dependent territory,
irritating to theMembel's of the UnitedNations, and,
I"am sure,no less irritating in this oase to the reE:pcfhsiblePo\Ver~ ,Eaoh of the three parties-the
political leaders in 'the ,territory ooncerned,the ad-
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minia,tel'ing Powor and the Members of the United
NaUons...has .its separate l'esponsibllity to l'eoognl~e
and then to play its part in the proceea of removing
the obstaoles to final self...detel'minntion, In some of
the remaining British territories, the oomplioations
are not severe nnd Independence is olearly very near.
In Zan~ibl\r and Kenya national unity is the ohief
preoccupatton, Nyasaland, whioh has an Af1;ionn Government, and Northern Rhodesia, whioh is likely soon
to have one, have to determine their relations with
one another and with Southern Rhodesia. Southern
RhodQaia, whioh Is self-goverhing with, so far, an
all-white Government, has to speed up the Afrioanization of its Government and its administration.
Basutoland, Beohuanalnnd and Swa~iland re Iooated
within or adjaoent to the Republio of South Afrioa.
The oomplexities of all these territories must be
reoognized and Ule responsibnities whioh we all have'
towards them cannot be ignored. Our problem-the
problem shared by us with the administering Power
and with the peoples of the territories-is to achieve
the goal we all acknowledge as soon as we oan, Our
speotal responsibility as Members of the United
Nations is to ensure that the objeotive is aohteved
by peaoeful means, for that is the great imperative
presoribed by. ~~e Charter of the 'Q'nlted Nations.
122. Every country approaohes the problems of 0010nialism from the standpoint of its own experience.
No doubt, in stressing the diversity of dependent
territories and the consequent need for flexibility,
we in New Zealand are influenced by our own position
as a Paoifio country. The,Deolaration on oolonialism
applies to the Pacific no less than to other areas, but
we are inclined to agree with some earlier speakers
who have suggested ~at. the Paoifio may require
"
.
special solutions.
123. The problems of the"Pao.fio l unlike those of
Africa, are posed more by'geography than by history.
They are the result of a thin scattering of islands
and peoples strewn over vast distances of ocean,
handioapped by isolation-from each other as well as
from the. outside world-and by a lack of mineral or
other resources. Application of the Declaration on
oolonialism, therefore, must cope with these r oullar
oonditioru:I"as well as with politics.
124. As an administering Power in this area, albeit
a small one, New Zealand has continued to put into
practice the prinoiples which it has supported in thiS
hall. At the beginning of the present ~..ear ,our former
Trust Territory of Western Samoa became i~depen
dent, although it is perhaps only fair. to add that progress towards independence tbp.l'~ had begun many
years before •. New Zealand still remains responsible
for a loosely-related group of South Pacific islands~he Cook Islands and Niue. These islands are hard
to fit_into any, of the classic concepts of colonialism
or impertaltem, Their inhabitants; 24,000 in all, are
of Polynesian' origin. as-are many New Zealanders.
Their land a.reatotals200 square miles in almosta
million square miles of ocean. Their resources. which
are purely. agricultural, are limited,and, Indeed, a
large.. financialcontributiori from New 'Zealand is
needed each year to provide ;101' social and. other
servtces,
125. New Zealand has .transmitted political andother
information on these territories since the United
Nation§! was founded. Now,the pattern of constiJutional
developmEmt, bUilt up over the lastteny~ars,is '!:Ieing
extended in ways Which we beJieve are in full ac-'

ccrdance with the prinoiples of the Deolaration on

colcntallam, This is not the occaston to go into de-

tnUs, whioh we will make available to the Fourth
Committee undl;lr the (1)proprlate item, but a brief
outline is perhaps worthwhile,
c

126, In the oourse of this year, the legislative assemblies of the Cook Islands and Niue-eleoted, of
course, universal suffrage and by the islanders themselves-have alreadY assumed full oontrol over their
budgets, having power to 'appropriate and spend not
only . t heir looal revenue but also the bUdgetary sub..
siaies oontributed by New Zealand. Next year the
exeoutive oounoil in eaoa territory will be chosen by
the legislative assembly, with the single exceptioli
of the Resident Commissioner appointed. by New
Zealand. The following year the resident commts~,oners will withdraw from the counotla. These oounoils will thus be converted into fUlly-fledged oabtnete
and the attainment of internal self-governmellt will
be complete,
127. By then the island peoples will have reached
the point in their constitutional development where
they can meaningfully deoide their future status,
whether nlone, ,in assooia.tion with New Zealand, or
in some other South Paoific assoclatlon, if that is
praoticable. Hence, when this stage 'is reached', we
envisage some form of oonsultation in accordance
with the Charter and the Deolaration to ascertain the
freely-eXpressed wishes of the people.
128. The' scale of this is small, but not, 1 think, too
small to be of any value as an illustration. At the risk
of seeming to waste, the Assembly's time on very
small issues when muohgreater ones are in the forefront of our minds, 1 have outlined;lf;hese plans' for
New Zealand's Paoifio, territories to give anexample,
drawn from our particu,lar experience, of one way in
whioh.thEl prinoiples.of the Deolaration are being applied. They are being applied in a setting prooably
very different from that normally envisaged, and one
unlikely to have played much' part In the thinking of
those who. drafted the Deolaration. In anarea as large
and diverse as the Pacifl~\c, many other solutions wUl
be possible. But we have no doubt that, given a pragmatic approach by all concerned, the peouliaritiesof
geography and of individual territories can be fully
reoonoiled with the goals of the United Nations,

.

,

129, In the PaoHie, as in Afrioa, these goala.and
the obligations assumed. l5y admirii~~erlng Powers
under the Charter are generally acknowledged anq,
conscientiously dlscp.arged. But just, as South Africa
and .l?ort,ugal have ..attempted to ignore theirobligations, ~o there is a "Power in the Pacific whtchdoes
likewise. FivePowe~s'acqui~edPa\)ific terrttory'as
a .result of two world wars. ~our, including,,~ew
Zealiirld, plaoed these 'acquisitions under international
tru~teeship. The fifth, the SovietUnion,acquiredSouth (J
Sakhalin and the Kurileclslands whose !ndiget1ous inhabitants total almost half a million, a'1arge,n91llb6r
when we recall that the other non... self~governing(_ter
ritories of the P~cificbetween them totalonlyllbout
three mUlion~l1habitants. The Soviet Unionnotmere~y
refu§ed to place its acquisitions. under lnternational
trusteeship; it has 'fiever <e'ven acknowledged them .
asnon-self~governing territories. As administering
Power, the Soviet JJnio~:)hasdeolinedtosubmit any
information on their progress, politioalorOtherwise.
It does not admit any pO$sibUity of independence .and
.acknowledgesno right to self-de.terminatiQii.
Sl

':;
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130, The pqUoy of the Soviet Union has in faot been
one qf ~hnplb annexation, Annexation is. not apraotioe
whioh has any plaoe in the newworld order established
by the United Nations Charter, As far as 1 am ll.,ware
only two countr!e$ have failed to reoognize this; South
Afrioa whioh in 1945 wished to annex South Weat
Afrioa, and the Soviet Union which did annex a whole
range of ncn-Ruastan territories, Poland, caecnoSloVll1da, Romania, Finland and Japan are among the
oountries who can painfully testify to the loss of
national territory and whole provinces and the forced
transfer of millions of people,
131. 1 do not wish to dwell on this,nor on the Chinese
invasion and annexation of Tibet, except to point out
that colonialism is not simply confined to those who
a.cknowledge their obligations, observe the Charter
and welcome the interest of the international eommunity.There are also delinquent colonialists, in
Africa and elsewhere, who attempt to evade their
responsibilities. As many representattves have. already noted, the Speoial Committee of Seventeen still
has ample work to do before the principles of open
and free self-determination are vindicated in the
world. We want the present phase of deoolonization
completed as quickly as possible. The United Nations
may then be better placed to take a harder look at
the whole question of human freedom. For, to repeat
myself but in a different oontext, none of us can stand
in full freedom and human dignity until all are free.
The gods are never cheated.
132. After the experience of this year there can be
no doubt that the Special Committee of seventeen has
assumed the principal role in examining the applicatton: of the Declaration. The great amount of work it
has already completed is tmpresstve, the amount
which remains is, as I have suggested, still very
large. At a time of stock-taking and reappraisal,
therefore, it is necessary not merely to review the
full range of colonial problems. but also to re-examine
and where possible to improve the United Nations
machinery established to grapple with them.
'
133. Earlier speakers have advanced proposals for
the reorganization of the Special Committee of Seventeen. We have examined them with interest. We are
inclined to feel tha.t matters such as the exact number
of the Committee's future membershtp-s-whether it
should be expanded by four, seven, or not at all-are
not of paramount importance. It would seem unwise
to expand the numbers to the extent that the Committee
becomes unwieldly and passes the point of efficient
work. On the other hand, we see some merit in t~e
suggestion by ·th~, representative of.Brazil that the
Committee could be, given power to invite certain
countrtes to its table on special occasions, when they
may have a. spectal
.
.
. contribution to.. make.
.-~"~'-
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134•. What does' matter In our viewis that there should
be .a more efficient distribution of. work. The speed
of decolonization and -the growth of United Nations
etforts have led to a multiplicity ofadhoc committees,
each dealing -with only one .segment of the problem
and often haVing terms of.reference whi~?h overlapped.
Now.is the' time to rationalize this .hapha,zarli'growth,
'and to give the Special Gom.mittee-worki~g through.
sub-commtttees if that should seem more "satisfac~
.tQry--therespt>nsibiUty .at ';:'px<esent divided among
sey:eral.committees•. If this rationalization is carried
out :the.,n these, latter committees will no'longer have
any,.separate functions and can ,be abolished. The only
exception,'is the, Trusteeship Council,notonlybecause'
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Uis a principai organ of the United Nations under
the Charter, but also because it has its own proven
procedures, and now its own spectal region, the remaining Trust Territories of the Paoifio,.
13~.,

The.Speoial COmmittee of seventeen has shaped
and proved its own prooedures; now it should be enabled to get on with its work quietly and realistioally,
The prinoiples have been established. Now acbtevements are of more importanoe than oratory, Where
the administering Power is co-operattve, then obviously the most practioa.l and speediest results are
aohieved by co-operation. Where independence is the
declared aim of the administering Power, the Commtttea's task is to assist, not to oompltoate this.
Where the administering Power is not co-operative
-and I have already referred to SOme of these instanoes-wefeel that praottca! results are best sought
by bringing graduated pressure to bear, within the
agreed framework presoribed by the Chal,'ter, to
advance the human rights and self-determination of
subject peoples.
136. In both cases the United Nations role is an
important and a responsible one. As we take stock
of progress since the Declaration was adopted two
years age, we realize that the United Nations has
become a power-a very definite power-in the work
of decolonlzation, It is an achievement of immense
and historic signifioance. The aohievementthatawaits
us is of no less signifioance. It is to complete the
prooess of harnessing this power to secure in a praottcal and responsible manner the most immediate
benefit and the most lasting good of the peoples concemed,
137. 1\11'. MOD (Hungary) (translated from F'rench):
The seventeenth session of the General Assembly is
the third consecutive session which has taken up the
general questions relating to the Iiqutdation of the
colonial system. On 14 December 1960 the General
Assembly adopted, without opposition, the Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples. We were therefore entitled to expect
that Member States, and above all naturally the colonial Powers, would give practical effect to the provisions of the Declaration-in other words, that
they would immediately grant independence to their
colonies.
138. Hence before considering the present situation
in connexion with the problem of colontaltsm, and the
tasks which' it. involves for us, we must answer the
question why it was necessary to place the matter of
the Declaration's implementation on the agenda of the
present session.
139. Was it in order to celebrate the complete
achievement of decolonlzatton in the spirit of the
Declaration? No. Was it inorderto draw up a.balancesheet of the joint benefits. obtained in the accelerated
process of decolonb;ation? No. Was it in order to
take fresh. collective steps, necessitated by a.attuation
which had cometnto being as a result of the wholehearted .and smcere co-operation of the colonizers?
Again, tile answer IS noe .

140. The inclusion of this question in the agenda for
the second-ttme was necessary, notbecause of joint
benefits obtained by peaceful means" but because of
the opposition of the colonial powers to htstortcevolutionanc:i. to the .·resolutions adopted.by·the United
Nations in the spirit of that evolution.
.
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141. General Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI) oategorioally states that faot. The preamble reoalls the
most important provisions of the Deolaration, and
proceeds thus (I am quoting passages from the preamble):
"Noting with regret that, with a few exoeptions,
the provISions oontained in the aforementioned
paragraph (paragraph 6] of the Deolaration have
not been oarried out,
n
"Notin~ that,oontrary. to the provisions of paragraph 4 of the Deolaration ••• ,
"Deeply oonoerned that, contrary to the provisions
of paragraph 6 of the Declaration ••• ,".
142. Most of the speeches we have so far heard have
noted the same state of affairs. Accordingly, one of
our principal tasks during the present disoussion is
to analyse the causes for and methods of the 0010ntzers ' resistance, and to draft a resolution embodying
measures to break that resistance and ensure the
immediate and unoondltlonal implementation of the
provisions of the Declaration.
143. The previous speakers, and the debates at the
two most recent sessions of the General Assembly,
have stressed the importance pi\ the question of the
liquidation of colonialism at this junoture in the life
of mankind. I shall therefore mention only a few of
the final conclusions, chiefly in order to emphasize
once again the importance of the present debate. The
liquidation of colonialism is a question whiohis second
in importance only to that of general anq complete
disarmament; it is therefore a problem which closely
affects the interests of all humanity. The liqUidation of colonialism is one of the most revolutionary
processes of the middle of the twentieth century, a
process which by.its very nature brings about radical
changes in the relationships between peoples; hence
it is revolutionary also as a historical factor. It is
closely linked with the question of disarmament, it
is a prerequisite of disarmament in certain respeota,
and a consequence of it in others. Thus the position
assumed by a state on the question of colonialism,
not only in word but above all in deed, affects the
whole of mankind and is at the same time the touchstone of the social system of the State in question.
144. In, the debates on the liquidation of colonialism,
the controversy in every case revolves around certain
territories where political affairs and the national
economy are controlled not by the indigenous population but by a foreign colonial Power. It is notorious
that the colonial Powers occupied these territories
by violence, on the pretext of "civiliZing" them, at
the stage of the development in human society known
by the name of capitalism. from 100 to 400 years
before the present era. The Declaration of 14Decembel.' 1960 simply calls upon these Powers to restore
authority to the people of the territories which they
have for 'so longbeen exploiting.
145. The implementation of the principleso! the
Declaration therefore serves to redress the historic
injustices committed by capitalist society. These
principles· also Indicate that, in the present state of
development of human society. the maintenance of
colonialism as a relationship between different human
eommuntttee has henceforth no polittcal, economic or
JIlora,1 basis•. It .ts the indisputable historioal merit
of the Soviet Union to h~ve been the first to :reoognize
this faot and to suggest the anti-coloniaIistprinciples
enl3hrined in the Declaration of 14 December 1960.
"
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146. 5inoo\ 1960 a large number of oountries have
become independent and have been admitted to membership of the United Nations. But we e~ould be ignoring the faota, and the right oonolusions drawnfrom
those faots by the General Assembly, if the Inorease
in the I),umber of Members of the UnltedNatlons oaused
us to forget that this result h~s been the outcome of
struggle~often of bloody struggle-and not, as the
oolonialPowers would have us believe, of peaoeful
evolution and of the common sense and generosity
of those Powers. In order to ensure the oomplete
liquidation of oolonialism, and the liberation of the
peoples that are stm suffering under the oolonial
r6gime, we here In the United Nations must never
lose sight of this faot.
147. It is interesting to follow the course of the
debates in the General Assembly on the subjeot of
colontaltsm. At first, when the. question of the national
independenoe of the oolonies was raised, the ol\lonizing Powers categorioally stated that the matte\' had
nothing to do With the United Nations. Even at the
fifteenth session of the General Assembly, in 1960,
the United Kingdom representative, when explaining
his vote after the adoption of the Declaration, quoted
the United NatJons Chart~;t' to prove that the Deelaration was contrary to the Charter and did not apply
to the British colontea, On 14 Deoember 1960. Mr~
Ofmsby-Gore stated:
"
"paragraph 1 of the Deolaration is, I must assume, simply not applioable to the people in these
territories for whioh we are responsible, sinoe it
refers to a system of alien domination which is
contrary to the United Nations Charter. whereas
the United Kingdom administration of dependent
territories is conducted strictly in accord with the
relevanf provisions of the Charter" [947th meeting.
para. 49].
148. This attitude was characteristic; it was the
attitude of all the countries which abstained in the
vote on the Declaration. Since then. however, no. one
has claimed that' the United Nations was not entitled
to set its face unreservedly and oonsistently against
colomaltsm: and that was the first appreciable result
of the Declaratton within the Organization.
149. The two years whioh.have elapsedsinoe 1960
have seen a series of pretexts and diversionary
manoouvres which the colonizers had. likewise adopted
in the past, but which hadbecome signifioantinasmuch
as henceforth it was impossible for them to defy
the Deolaration outright. These manceuvres take many
forms, but ,#ley are all designed to serve the same
purpose-the maintenance of the colonial system.
150. As for the arguments"and attitudes of Spain and
Portugal. these ccuntrteshave taken refuge In.con-.
cepttons.more appropriate .to the M1Qdle Ages, They
have declared thllt two and two make five. andthat
they will ignore any oontrary opinion. If they are
several centuries behind history. so much tp:e worse
for history; not. a day passes without their Violating
the letter and spirit of the Declaration. Nevertheless,
they did not voteaga.inst it; both countries abstained
in the v o t e . ' ·
151. Theattitud~ ofthe United KingdomOOve;rnment
reminds us of the man who borroWed~ jug and who.,
when returning it to the lender with its handle broken
said; "1 did not borrow a jug from you; anyhOW the
handle wasa.lreadybroken whenI borrowed it"•.
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l52. On the one hand, Mr:,Ormsby-Goreinhisaforemontioned statement told the Assembly that the basic
prinoiple of the Deolnratlon, aSh set forth in pnragraph 1, "is simply not applioable to the people in
these territories for whioh we are responsible": 01).
the,oUler hand, during the disoussion of the question
of Southern llhodesia in the Speoial Committee of
~eventeen" the United Kingdom representative stated
that Southern Rhodesia had been self~governing in
respeot of its internal affairs sinoe 1923 [A/5238,
ohap. U, para, 62). In othe:r words, there was no
jug that the United Kingdomshould return ~? the United
N~tlons and in this partioular case the jlig. had for a
long time been in competent hands, not only before
the United Nations asked for it, but long before the
United Nations was established.
153. The arguments used by the oolonial Powers can
be divided into two categortea,
154. In the first category arel-'ortugal and Spain,
whtoh say: ","We have no oolontal poasesstona", This
oategory might also include the Unlt'ild States, whioh
maintains silence concerning, its Trust Territories,
as if they did not exist.
155. In the second category, the United Kingdom
representatives say: "Our cotontes are .proceedtng in
harmony. and ol'der towards independence and selfgoremment", We are not told when they will attain
either of these goals, but they wfll all attain them;
all tq~y need do is to wait patiently and improve
themselves. Whoever disagrees on this point is an
enemy of "peacefUl development". or is bringing the
"cold war" into the debate, or fails to understand
that all the terrttortee-are not yet ripe for independence-for various reasons. So far ad most of the'
colonial territories are concerned, it is claimed that
it has not yet been possible to train enough indigenous
civil servants to take over the management of the
territories' affairs.
156. There are the arguments adduced by the eoloniz~r~, and their friends. There is also another
manoeuvre, which is to try to<divert us to other subjects-to the socialist countries. for example. We
quite understand that the delegation of the United
States. and certain others. are in an unenviable situation when colonialism is on trlal in this hall and that
they wm use any means to escape from it. What we
do not understand, however, is that these countries
fail to realize that in adopting this manoeuvre they
are underestimating the political maturity of the
Members of this Assembly. For example. my delegation has frequently had occasion' to explain and to
prove in this Assembly how the counter-Devolution
in Hungary was organized. financed. armed and directed by the Western Powers. Everyone knowstherefore that these e:'1ents can be, related, to one single
aspect of the question, more particti'larlyb;y the fact
thaJ these same Powers which are supporting and
arming the forces of reaction' in the Union .of South
,Afr,fca,Southern Rhodesla. and Other territories are
(suppOrting'and arming reaction in all its forms and
m. every part of the world., But this attempt to di~tract
~~" GeneraL Assembly' from itsl!e~ltaskswilll;le
vain, and in my opinion it is high time that these
delegatlons realizE;r:l that the political level" in thts
Assembly' is .. cons~derably, higher than, that of the
mee,tings held durin~\ electora;!" campaigils in .their
o~}countriefl.
..' ,'.
,157. there is more than one reason Why we should.
confute tllese allegationS by the colonial Powers:
"~.

...

,

first, because nll theseaffirmations are contradicted
by the fnots of the Ufe of the oolonized peoples, and
are therefolTe based on false premises; seoondly,
because by al'guing from those premises they lead
other oountries to draw false and mistaken conolu- "
atone, Moreover, the colonial Powel's deUberately
'make use of false conolusions to mislead the United
Natlona and pulJUo opinion in the entire world, while
olaiming to be the defenders of the rights of peoples
and of human rights. If the Portuguese allegation
that ~J.(ozambique and Angola are not separate countries but provinoes of Portugal was not intended merely
to deceive the outside world, but if Portugal iiself
took it seriously, living conditions there would have
to be at least equal to the Portuguese level of living,
whioh in any event is extremely low by European
standards. During the hearing of petitioners by the
Special Committee of Seventeen, Mr. Simango, the
representative of the Mozfl,mbique National Democratic
Union, said that "his organization, ••• which represented Cia interests of the 6.5 million indigenous
Africans in Mozambique, wished to inform the Committee that five centuries of Portuguese colonial rule
over, Mozambique had meant economic exploitation,
political suppression and social degradation for the
African people of that vast area" [A/5238 , chap. VIII,
para. 24].
158. The report of the Special Committee of Seventeen, in its chapter on Mozambique, [ibid., chap. VillI,
stresses the inhuman police terror imposed by the
Portuguese authorities and states that the term "overseas province" is pure fiction used to deceive foreigners. As far as we know. the inhabitants other
than those 0t.tb-e Portuguese overseas possessions
are treated ali ~ortuguese citizens. In Mozambique,
however , after fi~~ centuries of Portuguese domination
there are in all, ace-ording to official statistics, 4,353
non-Poctuguese "assimilados" who have succeeded
in obtaining Portuguese nationnlity of the first class.
The other 6.5 million African inhabitants of Mozambique are not regarded by Portugal as its nationals
from, the standpoint of its conception of domestic
policy. What right has it. therefore. to demand that
we, Members, of the United Nations, should 11egar d
them as Portuguese citizens?
159. The debates held last year and this year on the'
question of Southern Rhodesia make it unnecessary
to analyse in detail the manner in which the United
Kingdom is endeavouring to shirk the issue of selfgovernment, My delegation has already spoken at
length on the subject in the Fourth Comn'rlttee.Now
I shall merely emphasize the: conclusion we have
reached, i.e., that after the so-called referendum of
1923. which the United Kingdom treats. as. a legal,
political and moral foundation. self-governmentwas
granted to the white .settlers on the.basts ,of jJ.lst.oy~:t:
8,000 votes. Neither then nor later was the inqigeno\1B.
population consulted. Hence the,United~ingdomQannQt
pose as the spokesman of the indigenous popI;11ation,'
160. Those Powers which are 'opposed to the liquidation elf colonialism are 'still USing a methodwhtoh
is well known and not always .ineffective::in order to
disguise the essence of,the real problems. they accuse
us ,of. "cold war"'propaganda. It-Is notorious.that the
United states has very' large' alliounts:"ofca!»ital invested in' South Africa andin SouthWest Africa; A
number of delegations andofpetitionershavei~ferred
to. this fact in the FourthCoinmittee and also. at
previous 'sessions of the GeneralA.ssembly.The.best'
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proof of tb.e posttton taken up by the United States
is provided by that country's abstention or adverse
vote on draft reeoluttona on the questtcn of South
West Africa, Appreciation of this attitude was expressed by an advise],' of' the South Afrioan delegation
to the sixteenth .sesaton of the (l1eneral Assembly,
who, on returning to his oountry on 20 December
1961, made 'the following statement to the Windhoek
Advertiser:
"The United Kingde,m dolegation fought valiantly
fo);' South Afrioa's oause , , , we are obliged to Great
Britain, since it is thanks to her that the resolution
calling for economic oanotions did not obtain a twothirds majority in the General Aasembly, The United
State.s also contributed to this result,"
\,\

161, As in so many cases, the facts are diametrically
opposed to what is asserted by the colonizing Powers
in the United Nations, and facts cannot be gainsaid,
It is well known, however, that a number of a nonaligned oountrtes endeavour to avoid so-called "cold
war" questions, Therefore, instead of discussing the
facts, the colonial Powers, when faced with a statement which they cannot 'refute, simply desoribe it
,as' a "cold war" question; this argument serves to
discourage the non-aligned countries fron. debating
the problem and to 'disrupt the" unity of the countries
which are pressing for the Iiquidation of colonialism.
162. With regard to the general shortage of 'senior
civil servants among the indigenous peoples, my
delegation entirely agrees with the representative
of Saudi Arabia, who when analysing the situation in
Rhodesia declared that this reference to the shortage
of civil servants was "a devastating argument, devastating to the position of the administering Power"
[1l68th meeting, plli'a. 134].
163.. The colonizing Powers have one further argument whtoh I should like briefly to analyse. It is that,
in addition to political and cultural assistance, colonized countries and Non-Self-Governing Territories
receive large-scale asststanoe from the colonial
Power-assistance on so large a scale that the colonial
Power is "out of pocket"; The most reasonable of the
colonial Powers no longer dispute the h,istoric fact
t1.latfor the peoples of the subjugated countries colonialism 'meant not only extermination and slavery but
economic spoliation. The new argument is that, although that was true in the past, it is no longer true
today.
164. Let us louk at 'a few concrete figures. Direct
investment of American private . capital in the de....
pendent .territories of the. West European countries
rose from $427 million. in 1949 to $906 million in
1957. DUring those eight years the Amertcan "investors" exportedne~capitalamounting" to $229million and reimported to the United States $1,159 million
in profits. In other .words, the American capitaltsts-«
who were probahly ·lesswell placedthan the capitalists
ofthe metropolttaacountrtes-eobtatned an ihci-ease in
their capital.of $479.milJion, '"iJhout running any r~sk,
andatth~ sa~e ,time r~aped a profit o($930'million.
rhese$93Q'Jnilllon(Jarrle from the pure .and simple
r,emoval of ·PEl.I't of. the national tnoome produced by
. thepeop~es of those colonized countries. Theextentto
which .• 'those.• o()untriescw~re plup.d~red al~oappellrs
from the ;fact that thetotal)nWilstment for 1957 of
$906'rnil1~op brought a;, ri<;ltprofit~df $239>mtllion, or
'.:
. "
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166. The statistios published by the Eurc.'pean eoIonizers oarefully avoict making aqually.. genuine
analyses. Nevertheless, we know the ~igures for oer:iMnprivate e~terprises:
1,
. (\ •
,;

"Consolidated Goldfields of South Afrioa, Ltd ••••
Net profit in 1961 was £4,100,000 on £14j500,OOO
oapital, most of which is British•••• Anglo-American Corporation of South Afrioa, Ltd., With only
£7,750,000 oapital; 1961 profits ware £8,400,000and
dividends £4,900,000•••• The Union MinibreduHaut
Katanga ••• has a capital of over £67 million, and
1959-60 dividends were approximately £l,9,~00tOOO
.,. Tanganyika Conoessions,anoldBritishcompany,
'••• has widespread interests in. forestry, property
and mines ••• : The £10 million capital is British
and in 1959-60 dividends were £3mill!t;m It.V
166. In view of the foregoing, it is too modest an
estimate to say that perhaps four whole years are
needed for the capital of a colonial Power to be amortized, today, in the colonies. Matters certainly moved
more quickly "in the good old days". The present
situation, however. clearly proves that from the economic and social standpoint:
(!> The 'colonial Powers, far from being "out of
pocket", are even today reaping fabulous profits from
the labour of the colonized peoples and from their
national economy;

<.!?) The colonial Powers were living at the stage
of development in social evolution which is known as
capitalist, or at B. stage of transition to capitalism,
when the epoch of colonial plundering began, QJld they
are liVing under ~,;system of the same type in our
day, when this plundering is being continued. Hence
the social system of the capit,alist type ischaracterized during l~s entire history, from the standpoint
of the colonized countries, by its parasttical.naturej
(c) The period in the evolution of mankind when
the- population of the world was divided into~idh
countries and poor countries was the period of the
capitalist societies. It is a well-known fact that, before the era of colonialism, the level of living of the '.
peoples of, generally speaking, the present members
of NATO wasnot very gifferent from that of countries
in other continents.
167. The logical conclusion is that one of the reasons
why the colonial Powers invariably cling' to their
poasesstonatsa simple material ?-,eason-the pursuit
of gain and not some transcendentalcivUizing mtsston.,
168. We,a.llagreersome gladly. othe~sglc:lomily~tiiat
the era of colonialism, or more accurately'of classic "
colonialism, is almostover. .
.
1139. ,The data ~gavewhenspeakingofthe econorilic
aspects of colonialism shoW. however, that today the
wealth: of the ",various' colonized countries~i~f l>eing
plUndered, not only by one coUntry or anotljel- o~ by'
the capitalists of agivenco'lUltry, buLby financial
groups who~e.mempers arelar~';'scale tl.\Xllllyers of
the 'different. colonial Powers. Whatever.. these men's
nationality maibe~they have One 'ccrmnoncharaeteristic;' tliEly:!n.tend to hold ·on to •. their privileges at '
al~ cosJs.· Theirinfluence is so great th~tinmanY
case'~l7 the defence. of. tIleir' interests becomes part
of tlli:l official policy of their countries. Hence the
formation, ili'the struggle against theliquidatlon9f
!I Rosa1ynd~Ainslie•.

We1ensky. pp. 22..24.
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oolonlnllsm, of that Unholy Allla.noe whose members
would Mke to reverse the oourse of history. .,
170. On the Afrloan oontinent itself, as Basil Davidson, the well-known English publioist, has'\vritten:
"••• there undoubtedly exists today an unholy alllanoe for mutual aid and oo-operanon between all
those baleful and bUnkered men in .Afrioa who believe that the future must be no better than the past,
but the same. That oolonialism must go on. That
race hatred must persist.
"Portugal, the Union of South Afrioa, the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, the separatists
puppet, State of the Katanga with its huge subshiies
from Belgian-oontrolled mining interests: the Governments of all these, With their wealthy friends
abroad, have [otned in a conspiraoy to hold baok
the spread of politioaland economic freedom in
central and southern Africa. Powerful British political and economic interests are deeply involved
in this attempt to kill the hopes of construotive
change. " Y
171. The abtivities of this Unholy Alliance have led
to the polioy of apartheid in the Republic of South
A,~rica, the pseudo-Constitution of 1961 whichtramples
under foot the right to national independence and elementary rights of the Africa.n inhabitants who form
over 90 per cent of the population of Southern Rhodesia, the tens of thousands of murders in Angola, the
starvation wages of the blaclt workers in No:rthern
Rhodesta, the slave labour in Mozambique, and many
other outrages-too numerous for mention-to human,
economic and political rights perpetratedby the members of the Unholy Alliance in central and southern
Atrica against the real owners of the land, the indigenouspeople,
172. They could not, and would not dare to, commit
all these crimE1r7 if they were not assisted by the
Unholy AllianoeJLittle Portugal, with its few million inhabitants, could not carry>on a murderous war
against Angola without the help of NATO armaments.
Even the mercenaries in Katanga are no.t fighting
for nothing; they are paid and armed by the Unholy
Alliance. The New Statesman has fairly and aecurately described the activities of the United Kingdom
in this connexion in an article which says, inter alia:
"Whitehea~ was given a substantial Ioan.-a large
slice of which is financing his police, whilst Dr.
Verwoerd in South Africa is being supplied with
military aircraft which can be used against his
black masses. Even some Tory MPs are appalled
by this cynical use of Britisb:'resources." Y

173. ~11 this; however, is only one side of the queatlon, 'The Unholy Alliance is not, only protecting the
privileges of the white settlers ip Rhodesia; it is not
only. maintaining;.the fascist r6gime in South Africa
at the bayonet point; it..is not only defying the
"United Nations and world opinion by subsidizing
the army of mercenaries in Katanga; in other words,
it l,S ~ot satisfied merely to "support" the white
set£lers and' to impede. the peaceful establishment
of 'th~ ."multb~a~ial" sooiety preached by its repres.entatives here in the United Nations. The prtncipal aims- it pursues are the increase ofprofits and
the amortization of capital more rapidly than is pos-

stble In the metropolitan oountry. Slnoe its intere/3ts
oolnoido with those of South Afrloa and of the White
settlers.. in Southern Rhodesia, it allles itself with
them. This aooounta for the oonoluslon, for these
purposes, of the secret agreements whioh are conoealed from the Afrioan peoples.
174. Despite the denials of the Governments concerned, it is clear. from stat.ements by petitioners,

and from artioles in the Press, that this alllanoe does
exist. But I must add that alUtough the question is
one of extreme importance from the sta.ndpoint of
Afrioa.n 1000.1 problems, this' ls only one of the
means used to crush the Afrioa.n national liberation
movements; it is not even tPfil ohief means. The prinoipal opponents of the implementatton of the Deolaration's prmotplea-are those members of the Unholy
AlUanoe that are n')t located in Africa, but that provide
weapons and money for the needs of the Alltanee in
its retrograde aotivities on the Afrioan continent
itself. Who are they? They are the oountries which
belong to the politico-military alliance, the countries
whioh plaoe weapons in the hands of the Portuguese
colonizers, the Katanga zaercenartes and the South
African raotaltsts, They are the countries Which,
without consulting the indigenous people, construct
military bases with nuclear and other rocketsat Aden,
Beira (Mozambique), Kenya and so forth, for the
purpose of their aggressive plans.
175. This military alliance includes all the countries
possessing colonies in Africa and elsewhere or having
in those areas, large-scale investments whoseprofitearning capacity depends on the maintenance of the
status quo-from the United states of America to
Belgium, Portugal and the Federal Republic of Germany. That means, of couse, NATO.
176. The policy pursued by NATO and its members
towards the colonial and dependent peoples reveals,
at the same time, the closeconnexionexistingbetween
general and complete disarmament and the liquidation
of. colonialism. On what is the power of the Katanga
mercenaries, the settlers of Southern Rhodesia and
the Portuguese who are keeping the African peoples
under colonial domination based? It is based on NATO,
on armaments obtained from members of NATO, and
not on the assistance 'of the peoples. If these weapons
were to be abolished under general and complete
disarmament, obviously the colonial oppressiun based
on violence would end and the will of the majority
would prevail.
177. It is therefore equally clear that anyonewhohas

an interest in the liquidation of colonialism also has
an interest in general and complete disa:r,mamentwith a view not merely to ensuring the peaceful utilization of the technical resources and vast sums of
money which would, become available through,the re-:
ductionofmUitary ~?'Pel~diture,but also to rendering
colonial oppressior,;Jmpossible•. '..
178. Lastly, we see here the, importance of a hiS\t

tdrically established link. 'The formation of the capiil'
talist system is no mere coincidence-it also explains
the birth of colonialism, .that system under which
countries with onlysligltly different· levels of living
must be divid(Jd into richcountriesandpoorcountries.
On the other hand,the complete political and economic
elimination of colonialism and of itS' consequences
'vQuoted from: The Unholy Alliance, Salazar-Verwoerd-\Velen~.
can be carried out only'atthesame time as'general
,by, Rosa.lynd,e Ainslie. Forewor:' by Basil OIvidson" p. 2.
and complete disarmament, which .is .a .military,
. .
, e c o n o m i c , political and.. technical' condition·,for the
Y See New States~an. 190'dtober 1962, p, 513.
eliminatip'n, within a shortpe!'iod ofc:histOry,
of this
.
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difCeren,oe between rioh oountries and poor countrtes,
oonditions, akin to genoctde, in the aepubllc of Soup\
AfriQa and in South West Afrioa. My delegation sharee
Despite all opposition, the complete politioalliquidathe view that the situation in this region is compromis...
tlon of colontaltsm will take plaoe in a short time.
iog peace in Africa and thl'oughout~e world. At the
'rhe eoonomto oonaequencea of oolonialism will, ~40W
same time, the question of the colonial territories in
ever, persist for a oonsiderably longerperiod"largely
Asia, Ooeania and the American continent must not
beoause the colontzera, though deprived of their pobe forgotten.
-:,),
litioal privileges, in many areas still enjoy illegal
economic privileges whiohthey will obstinately defend.
185. In view of all these considerations, iUy delegation
These priVileges will ino...·easingly become the ohter., thinks
that the resolution to be adopted shOuld contain
obstacles to world-wide economic development.
the following provisions:
"
179. In oonolusion, I sh.)uld like to state my delega186. In the first place, the General Assembly should
tion's views concerning the report of the, Speoial
require the immediate abrogation of the measures of
Committee of Seventeen [A/5238]., ',;
military and police oppression takelii)against the colonial peoples, and the liquidation of the forces of mili\80. Resolutio!l 1.654 (XVI) andthe Speoial Committee
tary and police opression in the colonial countries.
u~ Seventeen have in many respects 'come up to our
expectations. They have undoubtedly initiated a great
187. Secondly, fue Gen('lral Assembly should declare
step forward towards the liquida.tion of colonialism.
that the economic, political and military privileges of
Last year the activities of the Special Committee were
the colontaersas compared with,Pie indigenous popucomplicated by the work of various committees of
lation, and the military bases established against the
lesser importance which were dealing with similar
will and without the consent, of the in,liigenous popuproblems. My delegation agrees witli~tl1e SecretaryIation, shoul~, be liquidated immediately as c~ing
General's proposal designed to put tUl,; end to that
contrary to the United Nations Charter and the Declasituation. As other delegations have already pointed
ration on the granting of. independence to colonial
out, if all questions relating to colonialism are recountries and peoples,
ferr,ed to the Special Oommtttee of Seventeen, and if
188.
Third!y~ the General Assembly should once again
the various sub-committees are abolished, the Special
emphasize that any treaty concluded with a_.colonial
Committee will have to be enlarged in order to be
'territory before the granting. of independl\~ce will
able to carry out its work.
not be binding on the co':.ntry in ~estion ~r.3r the
181. The, Special Committee of Seventeen has taken
g of inqependence, unless that co\mtry ~~reelY
gran,tin
wise decisions concerning the twelve colonial territoaccepts it after having recovered its Independence,
ries with which it has dealt. Mydelegation favours the
,~
189. Fourthly, the General Assembly should invite
adoption of these decisions by the General Assembly.
each colonial Power, by name, to implement Imme182. After one yep.r's experience, it is clear that
diately the provisions of the Declaration, o,~,,·resolu
the functions of the Special Committee should be more
tion 1654 (XVI) adopted by th El General Ass",":")bly on
precisely defined, with a view particularly to avoiding
27 November 1961, and of th0>rlCsolution wnlch wlll
a repetition
the procedural discussions which took
be
adopted.
up much of the Committee's time lastyear, especially
190.
Fifthly and lastly" the General Assembly should
at the beginning of its work. Such definitior. ·is also
request the Special Committee of Seventeen t~con
necessary because the Fourth Committee quite rightly
tinue its work in the spirit of the Declaration, of
instructed' the Special Committee of Seventeen-and
resolution 1654 (XVI) and of the resolutton to be
wil1 probably do so again in the fut\1-,re-to deal with
adopted,
problems of this kind concerning the colonies, which
must be handled by a body in permanent session. The
191. The Hungarian delegation is c~nvinced that
welcome decrease in the number of colonial territosuccess in the struggle against the Unholy Alliance,
ries does not 'for the. time being mean that the tasks
and the final liquidation ofcolonialism, can be achieved
of the special Committee will be lessened, since there
only through the app~icationofpositiveandun~quivocal
are a number of colonial territories whose problems
measures. My delegation is r~ady to support any
have not yet been placed on its agenda.
draft resolution which would0i'~cilitate the attaining
of that aim.
~~-~ ,
183. Experience so far during the seventeenth aesalon
of the General Assembly, and the debate on the question of colonialism-whether we are" examining the
question of Southern Rhodesia, that' of South.West
Africa or that of the policy of apa,rtheid-have once
again confirmed the fact that the'Untted Nations can
help the colonial peoples only by adopting a.oonstant
and consistent attitude of antt-oolontaltsm, In this
connexion my delegation will support the proposal
by President S~kou Tour6 [1148th meeting] that the
United Nations should fix October 1963 as the timelimit for the liquidation of colonialism. It is well
known that the socialist countries have from the outset
stressed the need to fix such a time-limit.
184. The statements we have heard so far clearly
show that most States Members of the United Nations
feel deep anxiety regarding the speed at which events
are unfol(iing. in various places in th~squthern part
0.£ Afri9~", the,wax:,/of ext~.rminatiqn. againsl ~~Qt'~le
oLAngQla,the
situation m Southern RhOde)S]~'and",
the
-c ,"
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5. We certainly have a formidable enemy to dealwith,
a force whiqh has proved itself throughout the hJstOl'y
of mankind: Colonialism. has indeed existed at all times
and in all places. It has been described in a variety of
terms, but the institution itself was born with man and
has perpetuated itself through the ages in various! but
always equally harmful, forms.
6. We always find the same motives and the same
desires underlying .cclontal movements. Throughout
the life of peoples and States we find that men have
constantly sought, through violence, to satisfy their
desire for domination and their inclination to exploit
the riches of others. This desire always manifests
itself in an unwarranted expansionism, which, however,
they endeavour to legitimize a posteriori on the
grounds of a certain morality or right based on force.
Whether in ancient times, the Middle Ages or our own
time, the results of such situations are we~l known.

President.. Mr. Muhammad ZAFRULLA KHAN
. (Pakistan).
AGENDA IrEM '25,
The situation with regard to the implementatipn of the
Declaration on the granting of independence ,to colonial
countries and peoples: report of the Special Committee
established under General Assembly resolutlen 1654 (XVI)
(continued)
,
1. Mr. SOULEYMANE (Mauritania) (translated from
French): Once again this year, our Assembly has the
formidable honour of indicting regresstve colonialism
and must persevere in its efforts to contribute to the
disappearance of this evil which still weighs on the
consciences of men.
.
2. More than two years ago, on 23 September 1960
to be, exact, Mr. Khrushchev, the Chairman of the
Council of Ministers of the Soviet Union, speaking at
the beginning of the fifteenth session of the Gen.e~~,
Assembly [869th meeting], formally requested the
inscription on the agenda of an item entitled "Declaration on the granting of independence t6 colonial countries and peoples". After the long and historic debate
which ensued, resolution 1514 (XV) was adopted almost
unanimously on 14December 1960,further strengthening ,the principle of self-determination of peoples and
reaffirming our Organization's determination to participate in the application of that principle. Whatever
may have been the intention or objectives of the Chairman. of the Soviet Union Council, it must be recognized
that his initiative met with great admiration and
sympathy throughout the world, including the peoples
of tlJ.ecolonizingcountries. '
,
~"',
3. Thus the\\ United Nations, whose important~role in
decolontzatlon need-no longer be. stressed, is taking
up this item of its agenda with a desire ,to contribute
new ideas, and to promote ,stil!Jurther progress Inthe
liquidation of the last vestiges ,of colonialism.
/)

,4. We, havenoUlusions, for We know that we still
•have a long; road, before ~s and thatsaortnces In men
and ill eff()rtlS are more, necessary, than, ever. ,,Convinced, however, that right and Justice are on the side
of tIle peoR~es struggling for their dignity. and their
Yery:existence, 'We c.a:nnot for li, moment dQUbt that the
p

829

7. Formerly, in the time of classic fE;ludalism, tiie
lord, after destroying his opponent and occupying his
fief, had only to r~duce,thel,~~t of the clan or t~tpe to
slavery and to take over aHtheproperty.A very"much
refined version of the same process characterizes the
modern colonial situation. Let us not forget, however ,
that it came about with the same charactertstto features;. few colonies or protectorates have been set up,
without violence and massacre. Colonial expeditions'[
wars and "pacifications" are still in our memories.
At the beginning the colonial system, like mediaeval
feudalism which reduced the vanquished to slavery,
traded in men and the colornzers exported the inhabitants of the conquered territories to other climes, to
the great joy of the slave trader's."'Indeed, it could not
have been otherwise, since all the doctrines of colonial
domination derived from exploitation and racialism. =

8. In this way, the institution ofcolonialisil:J, followed
its slow and gradual evolution. As time went on, it
gained in refinement and attractiveness. Its causes
remained, but itse forms underwent transformations;
In other words ,colonialism isadaptable, it is flexible
.
and is constantly changing. .
'\

.

,

'

9'. One of colonialism's most constant feature IS is its
dependence on an international context. As we know,
classic colonialism was based on the .Iaw', of the
strongest; it Was' the reign o'f"arlllsand ofterror ,
inequality among men and the 'prl:macyof'a law
fashioned for the convenience of those who held military and eeonomto power;, .ln .this· Casetb.e. great
families and empires of Europe: This.,domination' and
exploitation over several centurtes was to lead to the
first'failures of the system.'Co~petition .aro~eamong
the colonial empires; giving birth. to ,thefirst world
war, whose disastrous' end opened theeyesoftho'se
who held tlfe power to the pOlSsibWties oHuture changes
in the world.
"
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10, Some prcgresa had begun, but the same faotors
of domipation and exploitation persisted. Colonial
empires whioh had fallen apart gave way to a new
colonial order, the prize of the viotors in tho.tfirst
world"Wid~ contest the true causea of whioh had lain
in the race for colenta! conquests, There was thus
fertile ground for the birth and the development of
,imperialist theories, of which the most painfUlly
notorious were nazism and fusotsm, It is ourJ,QUS to
note that the causes remained the same: de" ,,\~tion,
expansionism, raotaltsm and exploitation.
11. All these forces together constituted one of the
oauaes of the Second World War. We shall always
depla~El the devastation whtoh it wrought. bllt we also
reoognize that it allowed a new balance of power to
emerge. Despite appearances and temporary situations, the world no longer belongs to its masters of
yesterday.
12. Two gigantio world Powers confrontedeaohother
and, after Yalta, sanotioned the division of the world
into two precise spheres of influence. Be that as it
may, the antagonism between East and West oreateda
climate favourable to the development of nationalism
and independence and promoted the decolonization
movement. The colonial system was foroed to evolve,
even, at times, in the db:ection of progress.
13. Thus, having come th(S long distance, we are now
faced with the task of gradually supplying the United
Nations with effective weapons for the liquidation of
colonialism in all its forms and mamfestattons, We
are convinced-and the recent past has confirmed
this-that many colonial problems can find their solution here, All that is necessary is for the States concerned to show goodwill and without further delay to
.fulfil their obligations Wider a Charter to which they
have voluntarily acceded.

14. This paramount role of the United Nations derives
its strength from the principles on which it is based.
,Qan we blame the men of the twentieth century for
h,aving believed and continuing to believe in our
Char.ter? What does theCha'rter say? "•.. faith in
fundamental human rights. in the dignity and Worth of
the human person, in cthe equal rights of men and
women and of nations large and small ••• ". There lies
one of the sources of inspiration for those who are
!3triving to ensure that these words shall not remain a
dead letter.
15. Those who still believe in the virtues of the
colonial system are also among those who signed the
Charter of the United Nations at San Francisco on 25
J\.l}le 1945 and who consequently gave mandatory force
'-" to Article 1 of the Charter, which calls for the devel'- opment of "friendly relations among nattons based on
respect for the principle of equal rights and selfdeterminatton of peoples".
16. But how Jarhave we come, now that the end ~f
the .year is in sight? We note thatthere are still some
who have accepted' the principle of deoolcnizatlon and
have ne ly completed its application, while others
obstinately refuse to decolcntze. The latter definitely
remilld us "that ~~dependence is ,"nearly always won at
the cost .of bloodshed. Some African States were an
exoeption in 'that they acceded .to independellce. in
fr.jendship and co-operation with the former metro·politan· oOWltry. This was more or less an acoident
of.iliElt()ryand was due tothekef;lnqpersonality of one
man and to his sense of history tIt is obViously not lJy
wishes that Salazlfr will be led,to emulate de Gaulle!

nr

17. The Alg61'ian war has just come to an end and we
thought that it would provide an oocaston for mature
refleotion on the part of the oolonial Powers 'whioh
nave not yet grasped the meaning of tomorrow's
world. The Algerian war, however,broughtoutoertain
immutable truths. It has proved that a people deprived
of means could pit its will against an adversary whose
power was formidable in more than one respect, nnu
that in the end this will prevails over arms and exacts
freedom. Salazar and others might usefully ponder
these truths and profit from these expertencea,
"
18. We know that the struggle for Independence is long
and full of pitfalls. No one willinGly agrees to deooIonize; it is always done Wider various forms of
constraint. 'It ~3 evident that the reasons advanced by
the colonteers must not discourage us in our crusade
for freedom.
19. Each time a problem of deoolontzatton arises.
\the Power which is implicated claims that it is a
:purely domestic matter and invokes ~he principle of
non-interference in the internal affairs of a State.
But when the will for independence becomes more
sharply defined and more violent, it is then claimed,
that the nation in ques tion is not ready for independence'
or that it is a question, not of refusing independence,
but of conferring it preferably upon a stable and free
Government.
20. All these dilatory manoeuvres arewellknownand
are still used in Africa and elsewhere by those who
will not yet yield to evidence and who believe in the
policy of the "eleventh hour".
21. We cannot but rejoice to see that, since the end
of the Second World War. the number of independent
States has more than doubled. This. however, should
not prevent our being impressed by the great number
of subject peoples who are struggling unremittingly
for their dignity and liberation. Our attention is.drawn
more to the oountrtes where permanent armed conflicts are going on between colonizers and colontals,
as is the case in Angola, for example. But there are
allthe other territories where the imbalance between
the opposing forces is so colossal that every revolt is
suppressed in a welter of bloodshed, stifled and
shrouded in secrecy,
22. It is to the extent that the colonial Powers abandon a past which has run its course that it will be
possible. without bloodshed, to liquidate the last vestiges of a dying colonialism condemned by all.
23. The United Nations deserves our admiration in
more than one respect in its' appointed task of con- '
trfbuttng to and participating in the peaceful settlemel}t ,
o~!colonial conflicts. It is impossible to lay too muCh ,
stress on the basic and historic nature of the text 9£ ~
resolution 1514 (XV), a Declaration from which the
last colonial Powers can draw their inspiration. In the:
explanatory ,memorandum accompanying the letter
23 September 1960 in which Mr. Khrushchev formally
placed, an item entitled "Declaration On the grantingofl
independence to colonial oountnies and peoplea" be", ~,
fore the General Assembly, the Soviet Chief of state;
called for the immediate independence of all colonial:
countrfes and peoples.!l Once again, we express otjrl,
gratitude' to. the Soviet Unionfor having thought to tp-ak:ar
this proposal. which is sO essential to' the ,rap~d'
advance of the colonial peqplesto liberation~
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24. One year nfter thismostimportnntresolut!()J\was
adopted, it was again the"Soviet Union whioh oalled
the General Assembly's attention totheproblemofthe
implementation of the Deolaration on Ule granting o~
Independence to oolonlal oountries and peoplea.~
25. That was I{J:V resolution 1654 (XVI) came to be
immedlntely adopted; One of the most valuable contributions of Ulisresolution waELtbat it estnbUshed a
Speoial Oommlttee of seventeen members to examine
the applioation of the Deolaration and to make auggeatlons and reoommendattona, It was With.realsanefaoUon that we welcomed this decieton aware as we
wore of ,the important role and heavy responsibllltles
that would fall to It. Astudy of the extensive and useful
report of the Speoial Committee on the Situation with
regard to ilie Implementation of the Deolaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
:Peoples [A/5238] is 'enough to bear this out, We should
like to extend hearty congratulations to the Speoill.1
Committee and its different working groups whioll,
under the enlightened ohairmanship of Mr. Chandra
Shekkar olha, the representattve of India, have enabled
us to learn a gl'eat deal and to view the grave problem
of deoolonization in a n~.w light.
,;
26. We greatly appreoiate the contribution whioh the
representative of Mali made in the Special Committee.
He realistioally expounded his views with regard to
tho priorJ,ty to be given to the variousspeoifio cases
of deoolonization, priority going to the dElllendent
territories of Africa and to urgent cases auoh as
Angola,
27, While, however, the United Nations is able to
oontribute to the peaceful settlement of colonial confli9ts. it is difficult for it to work as effeotively in the
struggle against neo-colontalism, We are indeed
compelled to note that the foroes of colonialism nevel'
disarm completely, The left hand always tries to take
baok what the right hand has grudgingly given. The
means they used in order to remain on the spot and
to exert pressures of all kinds need no further
demonstration. They are based on asktlful andcunning
technique, The countries which have recently attained
soveretgiity must show dlscernment and know-how to
distinguishc what comes' from disguised domlnatlon
from what is real co-operation between equal and
sovereign states.
.
28. SOme, using ,rjiversionary tactics try to identify
an,Po denounce neo-colontaltsm where, In fact, there is
none.
29. In the particular case O£btlr continent, Africa, we
believe that there are few, countries Which, with their
long experience, cannot detect ever;yattempt to underm.ineJheir sovereignty. It is true that neo-colonialism
cllll\1reep In tlt~~)gh special agreements with the
former metropolitan country which. preserve certain
Interests ,and rights acquired during the period of
colonta; domination. It can alsococur when a newly
independent State isoffere9 an arrangement described
as teehnlcal assistance w,Jiichisri:}ti,llyneithersui,table
'nor accompanied by the propel' safeguards and which
can lead to a form of indirect admtntstratton.
30. TQ counter. this,it behooves each State to prove
that it. is,flapable of managing its ownaffair~ in the
Interests 01 its people. ManyAfrican States are giving
dllily P~~of ofthis ability, without.any demagogy.
'..
y Ibici:; Sixteenth Sessi~n! Annexes. agenda items 88 and 22 .!!. document A/4859.
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31. The links between oertain States and their 1'ormer
metropolitan countries have sometimes' been' mtsintel'pI'eled tor international prc.pagnndapurposes,but
the truth ts that these States want to banish an reaentment and hatred of their f,oli,\er ooloniz.ers, thus
helping them to replaoe the myu, 'of
"divide and rule !I
ll
"
by the motto "unite and oo-opera(e • •
32. If the tladltiQnal form of Ew:opecm oolonialism
whioh divided up the world into cclcntes to be exploited
or resettled, is in its death throes,lt is neither good
sense nor good polioy to reijlaae it on an even vaster
eoate by diViding up the World Into Eastern and
Western spheres of influenoe.
33. In oonnexlcn with deooloniz.ation, certatn vctces
have been raised in denwlolCttion of an economic neo-"
impe1'iaUsm likely to imperil AfricanStntes assootated
WiUl the Common Market. W& intend todevelop our
countrles, step by step, inviting aaetatance from aU
quarters. Why, then, try to persuade us that we are
suffering from a disease whioh'we do not feel at this
stage of our development? We have urgent needs to
meet, and if asetstance from the Common Market
helps to find immediate solutions for some of our
problems, why refuse it and what alternative is there?
Thi;:; dces not mean that we do not.reserve the right
to reoonsider our oommitments if our development so
requtrea.
34, Finally, piter having said so muchaboutcolonlalism and decolontzatton, we should feel we hadnegleoted
our duty if we did not draw the attention of this Assembly to a form of domination Whigll i$ a more
serious threat to world p'laoe. than ag tbose alreadY
mentioned. For some years now,we havebeen witnessing the emergence of aformofneo-colonialismamong
the very people who only yesterday were fighting for
their own dignity, freedom and nationalIndependence,
By a kind of mimicry, a whole doctrin,e of annexation
is being evolved in the minds ofcertatn statesmen and
leaders in Africa, and elsewhere. 'fhis annexionist
imperialism can invariably be traced to the same
causes we have already revtewed, It ia a perf~ct
example of the thirst, for dominatlnn of which we have
spoken and of lust for ,the riches of neighbouring
countries, two factors. walch are often underestimated, .
In our opinion it is even baser than the traditional
forins of coloniafismand.imperiaUsmforitsexpanents
are driven by the desire to distract. the attention of
their public fromdomestlc diffioulties andthe disarray
of the government machine. In addition to, thccusual
arguments they appeal to race. religion, terrttortal
continuity or the idea of unity, with all its magical
allure for domestic public optnton, Some States have
even claimed territories unconnected to theqt b;y any
common' frontiers and with a completely different
people ap.~ form of government.
..
"
,.
35, This form of domination is no~i9us also because
it is tainted with demagogy and the,desire to discredit
.
ttenhave i
.'
others. How 0 tenhave we nCltqeard the' e"Pressions
"lackey of, colonialism",; "~gent, of lmper,ialism"."
"puppet State "and so forth. The fact is that those, who
use' this new Way of coloniztng- the.\1' Ileighbc)llrs a
the tJ.'ueinstruments, often unwitthigly~ .of neooolonialism.
..
.
36~ A rapid glance reveals themln their truecolours'
and the astonishing fact eme!'ges thatulti~~tely their
administration and public services
Qon4:olledbyo
thousands of foreign officials, ,that, thou'sandsof
teaohel'sF~re training their youngpeople intfle language
and tinder the system of their formermetI'opolitan
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37. We fe~t1t our dufytodeno\.\naefromthis rostrum,
with all our strength. this newt~eat,totha sovel'eignty
and peaoeful ccexletence of States-n'UU'ent whioh is
a negation of the general movement of the peoples
towards Illlrogl,'ess and fl'eedom, and a <1fmger 'to the
Charter and to the very existence oUhe United Nations.
38, To conclude, all our u\ougbts turn to those who
are s~ll fighting the dnrk foraes of ooloninlism atJhis
very"-' moment, on unknown battlefields,., in order to
regatn their dignity and freedom. This long del~~te on
deoolonh:n:Uon is ll. universal trtbute to their cause,
39. We' !~ope that 1963 will be the year of lndependence, a year whioh will still further widen our !ra~
ternaloirole.
o
40. Mr. TARAZI (Syria) (translated from' Fl'enohHl
Our Ass~bly is now dealing with one of the most
i~pol'tant problems that has oome before it sinoe the
Charter went into effeot: nam~ly, theapplioationofthe
De~lar().tion on toe grantingo~'independenoe to oolonial
countries and-peoples,

of the distinotion between Qnpita\~st t1nt\ sooialist "
oountl'ios, This distinotion, based on qualitative orl~
tel'ia. made it impOSsible fOl' the gront,PoWOl'So to
l'enohany comprormse on th~ mutual sharing Qut of
oonquered territories. Soon after the Seoond WOl.'ld i;
War. many ,Asian oountriea suooeeded in attaining
independenoe. These were quiok~ (ollowed by Ule
Afrioan oountries whioh had meanWhile swollen the
rMks of those ~ight1ng for the liberation of peoples
and 1'01' that true peace without whioh mauldnd can
never aonteve its objeotives of prosperity and hf\Ppi~
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47. ReoenUy, we wo~oomed to our midst Jamaioa,
Tl'inidnd and Tobago, Rwandn., BU1'undi and Uganda.
We also had the privilege of seeing Algeria. take its
place among us. after .U\e counness sufferhig6 endured
by its people in their heroio and, implaoable fight foX'
the restorn.t1qr of t\leir' rights and those of all op~
pressed peop~~'s,
.
48. The struggles of Algeria were the olllmtnatlng
point in the wars of national liperation.
49. Despite the" raotoze I have just enumerated, the
colonHl.1 powers were reluctant to give effeot to the
o
famous Declaration adopted by the General Assembly
on 14 DeOelnbel' 1960. The 1,Mter was thus obliged,
in reaolutlou 1654 (XVI) of 27 November 1961 t to :re~
affirm the prinoiples it had already enunciated and to
set up a speotal committee of seventeen to "examine
41. World peace oan"ollly be maintained if we finall~l c the
appltoatton ()f the Declaratton, to make suggestions
aPutan end tothe colonial sy~tem, whiohis incompatible
and recommendations on the progress and extent of the
with the facts of the modern wqrld and the prinoiples
implementation of the Declaration, and to report to
of the United Nations•.".
the General AS,sembly at Us seventeenth session".
,4:2. It is to the Soviet Union that we are beholden for
50. The special Committee of Seventeen, to Whi~h the
the suggestlonrmade throu~ltits Prime Minister,Mr.
Syrian~Arab Rep~~blic is proud to belong, undertook !lo.
Khrushchev, that all colonial oountries and peoples
difficult,'.\delicate
task in a relatively short 'time. It
should be' declared independent forthwith.
has supplied us with a voluminous and informative
11
431' It was on 1~ December 1960 that the General, report, whose value as an instrument of work is
Assembly adopted the famous resolution 1514 (XV),' ~noontrovertible [A/5238].
(.'
r:'
.
'-'
the-text of which was proposed by forty-tbree Asian
51. It is not for me to praise the report, since the
. and Afrioan countries. The date of 14 December 1990
Rapporteur of the Special Committee happens to be a
wUl be indelibly marked in the annals of contemporary
member of my delegation. I should like, however, to
history. On that day the right of, peoples tp,selfan those who were knrd cen~)Ugh to voice their
thank
determillation-the dght whioh is the cornerstone of
appreciation
of the Rapporteur and to assure them of
the Charter-was taken in hand by the General Astlle. gratitude of my country, which is greatly touched
sembly itself, in qrde:r to give it new force and to
by the marks of esteem vouchsafed to it. My d~lega
ensure ., that the vestiges. ot Impertallsm, once so
tlon has the highest opinion of the method of work
loudly praised by those who claimed to be invest~d
adopted
by, the spectat-commtttee. 'It is glad that the
With a sacred trust of civilization, Should disappear
Committee went to Africa, at the'invitatiml of King
once and for all.
n
Hassap II "of, Morooco, Emperor Haile Selassie of
44. it so happened, however. that the colonial Powers
the Government of Tanganyika.
Ethiopia and
,
tCi wbQm. the appeal of the Assembly was) directly
52, We consider that 'a close scrutiny'oftheproblems
ad.lh'~sseddid not pay attention to fVe unaniJpous will
aJ;'ising)n the African terrttortes whose independence
., of j:he,Members of the United Nations who spoke on
has not .yet been-proclaimed is the bestprocedure,
.behalf of world public opinion. They persisted in their
despite the views expnessed to the countrarY. Hearformer policy, which was to grant independence only
ings of petitioners on the spot and oonsultatlons with
in the nght of their own interests, which were-olten
Govel'nments of the African countries who have
the
p~q~e.rly,understoodonlyafter the event.
already gaified indep~ndenceand have anintirnatEL
45illesorting to outmoded, legalistic quil:lbling, the
knowledge of the ills besetth~g,the peoples still under
adminlstElring .:powers continued to proclaim.' their
foreign domir.at!9n"a~e a ,sure guarantee ,that th,econattachment'to the portions they had acquired,in many ;~c 'stant, vigilant~ffor~s of"th'e' Special' Committee will
cMes,bY tric~eryoandviolel:lce and in contempt of all
not fa,i~ to produoe ,valuable ~esults.
moral principles. The history of colonialism is bound
53~ ,We consider ttJ,at, in the HghtOf the presel'lt
" up with a rnultitud~bf social,ecbnomi~.~nd~political
debate,the
Special~ Committee' Should continue tl}e
conditionS which' are now completely obsolete. As a
npble
task
assigned
fu itb~theqei}eral-A~semblyat
,i'resultQOf ·two World wars, thecC>il.tradictions implicj'it
its
sixte~thOsession., We deplore the passive attitude
" .in' the coltmialphenonumon have become manifest.
of the~colonialPowers which have not seen fit to heed
~<,~
,~_.<' :'~, " ' " '" .:' ""', ,"
the ~ppeal, made to them t,O bring tl)eir ac1l:l'lln.Jstl,'ation
i.,!6 •. •Tl1eyiq,?ory of 'tIle .• October' 191,7 ~evolutionin
toan,end;.~'
.
" .,'....
-='.
RUs.sia.'IPl'epax-,edthe wayfor a new phenomenon, that
i)
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51. No tU'gument can justify the matntenanee of this

system. It is ueeleea {or UU) oolonial Powers to take
refuge in the argument thnt the people they govern ar~
immature and wenk: it Is Ule unanimous wlll 01' the
United Notions that they should withdraw and leave
Ult'> territories they govern to thell' rightf\.ll owners.
Thel'e would be no oomplaint 1£ they oqmpUed W1Ul
this olear, speolflo demand,
55, paragraph 3 of the Deolaration of 14 Deoember
1960 reads as follows:
'
"Inadequaoy of politioal, economic, sooial or eduoational preparedness should never serve as a pretext for delaying Independence. "
'We therefo~'e see no reason if?, a time-Ilmlt should
nc,t be set for the complete~ftisappenl~~noe of the
CloloIi1al system and its l'eplaoement by the normal and
just syste~ of independence. Inflteadof that, what do
we find in Ule continent of Africa alone-ethe continent
to which the Special Committee has rightly devoted
most of its time?
o·
56. A study of the report of the Special Committee
[A/5238] suggests several ideas whlqll I should now
like to put to you briefly. In the first place, it is apparent that some territories should be declared independent Immediately, Thatjhis ha's not yet 'beendone "is
a fault for wl~ich the administering Power alone is
responslble. Zanzibar· and Kenya are cases in point.
57. Baautoland, Bechuanaland and Swaztland have
been plaoed by the 'United Kingdom under acompllcated, ambiguous system of government which places
them in a we* and anachronistic position, whUe territqries neighbouring the Republlc of South Africa are
administered by a British High Commissioner whose
headquarters is in South African terrUory. If the situation inflicted on the peoples of these·tel'l'itb.rles were
not so serious, we should seem to be witnesstng a
comedy, but one which might well turn into a trager:iY.
58. 'J,'he United Kingdom Governmentpubltcly opposes
the" policy of racial discrimination practised by the
Republic of South AfriQa, but thta does .not p,revent it
from keeping a Hig~ Commissioner In that country who
is responsible for the administration of adjacent
territories. He wUl not faU to imitate the methods of
those with whom he lives t even if those methods 'are
denounced by the Government which.appointed. him.
59. With r'egal~d to the Federation 'of· Rhodesia and

Nyasaland, we feel that the situation there demands
our attention. ~r~e United $ingdom Government, a
past master In the colonial art, denies responsibility
for. it -. It claims that the three countries in questibn
have become self-governing and that it is responsible
only for their defence and representation abroad: their
emancipation is' no concern of the United Kingdom.be'cause the Whites have thrown off UnitE\~fKingdomrule'
and havl3' ,set up their own political structure. This
structure, however, is purely artificIal. The white
.nl. tnority mean to gq:yern the African majority, fotthe
legal' devices they have Introduced, whichdeoetve no
one~\ are designed to preserve.,colonial exploitation
'under the guise of formal seU":government and thus.to
prevent the final achievement of Independence. What
must' we admire more: British astuteness, which triElS
to maintain a, coloriial;:;ystem thathas been condemned,
or the opstinaoyof t11,e Ellropeansettlers whc"tlnder
e~the, )ea.der,shill of SirRoy Welensky and Sir Edgar
WhitehElad : seek' to maintain their supremacr7despite
all the law~ of history? .
,.
I

"

c-;

GQ, Clearly, thia ts ~o s~d example of tpu> famous
theory of rll-,oes propagated by the German Neitzsohe,
the Frenohman Gobinenu and the EngUsbmM ,Houston
stewart Chamberlain, whleh 11.as served as a pretext
for the lUegitimate and unjustlfl9d ~nl'icbment of ~
handful of Europeans at Ull~ expense of the blaok masses
of Africa.
61. In hts book (,entitled The Politios of Afrioan:
NatioMllsm, whiohhaa just been published in New
York, Mt'. Geol'go W. Shepherd, Professor at the University of Denver, Colol'ado, wrtteans tollows about"
the Central African Federation:
"The Central Africa\! Federation te cleal.'ly unW6rktlble. African natiolfnllst p!\l'ties in Northel'n
Rbodesin nod NyaSaland have bltterlyfoughttlle
Federation and will withdra\v fl'om it the moment
they gain politioal power."W ' , 5'
62. Mr. 'Shepherd adds lUl'ther:

"The white groups have no alternative buttoaoo~pt
the inevitable."Y
..
6S. We hOpe tha~ the white settlers and the Vnlted
Kingdom will ponder theee r(:lflections by aperson who
is not a communist bui?who, on the oontrary,:wi~Ms
to keep Africa in the Western orbit.
64. We need hardly say that these same reflectic;ms
apr;!) to South West Afrioa, The Special Committee
should be able to convincejhe Republic of SpUth Africa
that its attitude towards tha.t territory is inspired by
contempt for t11.e Chartlfr and for all tbeoblrgattone
~nstit1Jted by the charter, l'lle people of South West
Afl'Ica have suffered 9.11 too much from this contempt.
65, The attitude of Portugal is equally rep~eh(;mslble.
Portugal intends to usecollstUutional.,g8vices'to ev~de
the responsibilities which arise fl.'Om th~ ",ery fact
that it0aamil)i~~ers Aft'~can territories. It is valn'to
proclaim that Mo,zambique and Angola are portuguese
provlnces]: theiapts are quite otherwtse, The African
inhabitants there are not treated On a footing of equaltty ,
with the European inhab1tants.Th~y continue to suffer
from exploitation, hunger and ignoranoe,
66. Thus the policy of asstmttation can deceive only
those who wish to be deceived. France tried in vain
to allply it after the Se~ond World W~ under the gutse
of the French Union set up under the 1946 Constitution
and of the French Com.munity established by the 1958
Constitution. Portugal. whose legal aIld pOlitical resources are far f.rom being equal to th6se ofFrance ,
cannot. hope to persist in a policy whioh"is quite
unrealistic.
"
"
67-. The struggle of the, Angolan people for liberation
is the object of universal admifation;/it'isregrettable
that..such responstble-poweps as the "UnitedKingdom,'
the Unlted States and Australia did hot see fit to
approve the: resolution which the SpecialGoml1littee is
presenting to us on the subject ~~ 4ngola [AI'5238,,·
chap.Xl, para. 44J, a resolution"Whiclr'is fUlly!n
accord with the . recommendations 'of the Security
'0

Co1lncil.,~
'J'

.

•

1.'.Oj

68. To.conviriee the:representatives of those coun«
fries, must I recall the words ofMr.J'ohtl,::,Hatch,an
English .expElrt onAfrican"aff~irs ,'who is nowworking,
as an expert inSierraLeone?Inhi~recently published
book Africa Tbd~y - .and TOmOrr?w 1\11'. H:atch .st~t~s.:
'li George W. "Shepherd. 'Jr., Th~ politIcs ofAfdc:tin.NatlonallslI1;
New York, FrederickA. Praeger".ildit., 1962, p.206. .
.

11 Ibid., p. 206.
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"••• Both te:r~1torie8 (Angola and M()~ambique) ,) been beaten-not flogged, it said reassul'ingly, but
caned, Nine prisoners had twelv~ strokes each for
twe nmong the most baokward in the oontinent. Very
little ef!oJ.'t is made to provide any renso,nnble kind
refusing fot'~. Th.ese men had not been convioted;
ot eduo~tion and this of oourse redl'oes the opportuthey had not even been tl'iedyet. Weshall hear more
nities for Afrionns to qualify as 'nssimllndos' •••
about them.
Fo'roed labor is openly admitted and is organizedon
"The ,Brit,lsh Government may have come to the
a peroentage basis by reoruiting Asians. The Governooncluston
that the matntenanoe 'of the Aden base is
ment itself employs a foroed-labor system for WOl'k
essential
that the mer~r must be imposed by
so
on the roads in addltion to the use made of it, by tb,e
coercion, alnce consent is not likely to be forthplanters. "§I
coming, The trouble with this view is that the ooer •
69. Turning now to Aden, my delegation oonslders
olon that will be neoessary ls just whnt will bring
that the maintenance of the British presence in the
the base into most peril. "
,'. south of the Arabian peninsula is a grave violation of
72. The Arab peoples are still suffering from the
the legitimate rights of the Arab nation. Aden is a
faot that an artificial Stato which nae called itself the
m1l1tary and nuolea~ base whlohthreatens the integrity
State of Israel has been created in their midst. This
o~ all, the neigqbouring Arab States. It should be diswas done fOr the sole purpose of maintaining cotontat
mantled, for we"are against the malntenanoe of bases
domination and of frustrating the genuine aspirations
because they threaten peace and seourity, espeoially
of the Arabs by putting them constantly on the alert
those situated on foreign terrl~9~Y'
and threatening them with annihila,t}on.
70. Furthermol'e, the oreatton oran artifioialfcdera73. The Speoial Committee of Seventeen should have
tion between the ohiefs of tiny clans for the sole purdealt with the Palestine question in its report, As it
pose of perpetuating a rGgime of domination can only
has not done so, we draw its attention to this flagrant
impede the march of progress by mainta1ningopsolete
and deplorable situation.
feudal structures, The Arab peoples .oannot accept the
complete alienation of certain of their territories in
74. We should also like, the Special Oommlttee to
order to serve the 011 interests.
give us some information on certain territories situated outside Africa wbose status is not clearly defined.
71. Allow me to read to you in this oonnexion the
The territories in question are not administered and
report that appeared in the Manohester Guardian
governed by tbeir own people but by European metroWeekl~.of 15 November 1962:
'
politan Powers, which do not mention them in their
"The Government has little"excuse for pushing on
reports.
with its plans, discussed in the CommonsonTuesday,
75. Such are the comments that my delegation felt it
c
fOl' merging-the Colony of Aden with the Federation
was its duty to make on the report oh the Special
of South Arabia. Any suggestion that this is what the
peopla of Aden want is hollow: as for the people of
Committee of Seventeen. In oonolusion, I should like
to say that the Special Committee should resume its
, the Federation, they have not yet reached the stage
deliberations as soon as possible, so that in 1963 we
of political development at which they are expected
shall be- able to finiSh the work we started in 1960.
to have an opinion. The scheme will be ifuposed, not
We mustbrook no delay. The hour advances, the people
accepted, and we ought by now to have learned that
are sufft',~ing, peace is threatened. Let us spare no
such fe~erations do not(~rk.
effort
to'reach our, goal.
"l'rue, the merger plan was agreed to by the
Gov~rnor of. Aden's Executive Council in August,
76. Sil' Patrick DEAN (UnitedKingdom): The adoption
but since then one of the five Ministers, and possibly
by. the General Assembly of resolution 1514 (XV),
three, have had seoond thoughts. True, alsojthat the
better known as the colonial Declaration, was widely
Aden Legislative .CoUnoil approved it in September.
claimed to be a significant event in the history of the
But only a~i.nority of the elected members voted for \,c-Unlted Nations. Subsequently, the estEiblishmen~ by the
it, and those members were eleoted nearly four
General Assembly at its sixteenth session of a Special
(year!> ago, on a very restricted franchise, in an
Committee to examine the application ofthisD~clara
,election boycotted by the nationaltst opposition.
tion, and to make reoommendations on the progress
and extent of its Implementation, was regarded as
"The Governments' concerned (metropolitan and
important
on the grounds that it reflected the Assemcolonial) can themselves be under no mlsapprehenbly's desire for the speedy attainmeut of independence
"ston about the popularity of the plan, and have
by all territories which had not yet aohieved that
prudentlY postponed for a y~ar the elections due at
objective.
the beginning of January. The merger is due to take
effeot by March. Certainly, there are practical dif77.. Contrary, however, to the impression given bythe
- ftculties about holding an immediate election, but
Soviet representative and his associates in'thls debate,
that is an argument for postponing the merger still
the adoption of the colonial Declaration and the establonger.
'
lishment of the Special Committee of seventeen members were by no means the fil'St steps taken by the
. "Bome of the mcst active leaders of tlleopposition
United Nations with rt:gard to dependent te.rritories.
lire in prison, and the Aden GOV',ernment, with diffiEven before the establtshment of the United Nations,
ClUt,daysahead, .may consider itself fortunate that
the authors Ot the Charter , among whom my delegathe Supreme Court has just refused an appealfor
tion played a prominent part, drewupthe important
ba.il by the Secretary-General of the Aden. Trade
provisions in 'Chaptere,; XI and XII, laying down the
Un,ioll Congress, Mr. Asnag. It was not SI)' fortunate
guidelines for Member States' administering Nonthatatthistime~ just before the Oomtnons debate,
" (\ ' : . '
.
....
..'
,
','
Self~Goyerning ,Territories,andcreating the Trusteethe news came out tha:t)'3omeof the pl'isopers had
'ship,Elystemfor those territories placed underctnternational mandate. The United Kingdom Government
"'2/ John Hatch, AfrlcaToday-and Tomorrow, New York. FrederlC::kA.
Praege~. e~t •• 1962. p. 232.
'
has throughout loyally oarried out its obligations under
Q
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Chapters XI and XII of the Charter. The sixteen years
whioh elapaQd between the signing of the Cllarter and
the' establishment of the Speoial committee of Seventeen saw the attainment ol Independence by no fewer
than sixteen .former British territories. with a total
population of over 680 million, of whom twelve are
members of the CommonwealUl. These twelve new
Commonwealth oountries alone now form a ninth part
of the General Assembly.
78. The polioy of the British Governmentwithregard
to the clependent terl'itories under our administration
is olear. We believe that the peoples of these tel'ritories should prooeed to sau-government and independenoe as rapidly as possible. Wehave constdered,
and do consider. these territories as oountries with
their own oharaoteristios and distinot trnditions and
Way of life. though they were for the time being under
the administration of the British Governmen.t, There
has never been any disposition on our part to think of
these territories as an integ~al part of the mother
oountry, and this respect for their distinotive oharacter has always lain behind the whole approaoh of
British governments and administrations to their
problems. whether politioal, economic or scoiai. Thus
it was natural for the British Government to regard
the territories as embryonio nat\ons,sinoe they were
not in any way inoorporated into the United Kingdom
itself. and Would, as theydeveloped,inevitablyassume
tnoreased individual responsibility for their own
affairs.
79. Unlilte the Soviet Union,we do not oppose naticn'alism; we create new nations. Our aim has been to
ensure thatthe flew nattons are not weak and diviqed,
but strong anr.). stable; for we consider tltat ethey have
an inoreasingly important role to play inworldaffai:rs
and in the economic and sootal progress of mankind,
As the United Kingdom, representative, Sii.'"Dav!d
Ormsby-Gcre, satd in his speeoh on this item at the
\~)
fifteenth session of ~e General A.ssembly:.
"These are the deeply and sinoerely held beliets
of the British people; For many years, they have
guided our acttons' toward the peoplesof countries
overseas. On them will continue to be founded our
common efforts, until we have achieved the goals c()
our polioy and they, the-peoples of these countrtes,
have realized "their national aspirations." [925th
meeting. para. 5:30]
80. Th~ most oonvtnotng evidenoe of the sinoerityof
our polioy. 'and our 'adherence to these objeettves, is
the presence in: this Assembly of so many independent
Member States who were formerly under British rule.
Eaoh year we welcome fresh nations to the oompany
of the independent Commonwealth. At the last session
of the Assembly, we admitted Sierra Leone and
Tanganyilta, whose combiried.populatlon exceeds 11
million, and both of whioh attaJned independenoe in
1961. This year has seen theindependenoe of three
more former British territories, Jamaica, Trinidad
and, Tobago. and Uganda, whose combined population
totals over 9 million people. 'Thus. in the two years
which have elapsed stnce the speeoh of the British
representative whioh I have just quoted, the number
of people living in territories under British admtntstration. alreagy very greatly reduced in the immediately preoeding years, has been. halved. Yet the
representatives of Poland and Czechoslovakia, in"the
oourse of their long speeqhes on "decolonization" ,
oould not find room to ,refer to these positive achievements.
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81. These oountri~s di~,' not become bapbnzardQY
chance or in any indepenaent'fasbion. There ia m\1oh'
more to this prooess than proQlamations of inde~n
denoe~§, the representative of Austrnliapointed ou,t
in his &1.",eoh here last Wedne~l(Ja.y [11731'd meeting).
The Britlsh' Government. has given the greatest care
and attention to theoreation ofn competent oivil
servio~ ineaoh territory, to the establishment of
impartial oourts of law. and to the ~etungup of representativeparliaments. The emergence of these countries as tree, and independent nations is tht3 logionl
and praotioal outcome of this oonsistent polioyofpreparation and training.'
,)
82, From the beginning of Br1t1sh administration,
each territorial legislature was empowered to make
laws for 8.011 aspeots of that territory's internal affairs ~
and the prooess of advance towards self-gqvernment
and independence has ccnaisted of the gradual withdrawal of control ,by the Elritish Government.and,a
steady Increase in'its exerolse by the Iooalpeople, At
each stage of advance, the measures taken are the
result of diSoussions between the Dritish Government
and the representatives of the peoples of the territories; and in these discussi0f,ls,thecontributionmade
by the representatives of the people naturally tncreases
from the early stages. in whiolt thet;13ritish Government plays a leading part, until me final stage' at whioh
the shape of the oonstitution isa ~atter for the peoples
themselves to deoide. Thus the ohange-over fropl
dependence to independence Comes noras a -sudden
removal. of an all-powerful administration, leaving a
yaouumin its place, but as the f!naiwltMrawalQtan
authority whioh has for. some time moved more.and v.;
more into the b,aokgrouIld.
- ' , ",'
8S~'M I hl.'ly,esaid. t~e;ple(frestevi9~rtc9:.J0fthi$' pro-"
cess. oorhea"With ead#:territory's attainment9f lnde,Pl~n~ence and ildmissionto ,the United Nations'M,either
as a separate .State or as partofa larger entity. But
we must ~fuphasize that while this ishapptming the'
other dependent territories ~i;l not just'sta!lqing $l;Ul;
they are prooeeding rapidly ilOt\g' the same'road which
so many former oolonial territories luive followed. I
shall,'refer later to some..examples of thiscontin\ling
prOOeSS in the territories still under Oll'l' adm!nistration.·'
84. .Thus British polioyand practice in respect ofits '
dependent territories is entirely in harmony with th~
,letter and the spirit of Chapter XI of the Charterr
indeed. our polioy'and praetlce to eome'extentproetded
the inspiration for that Chapter.:" We wene ,81.11'e, and
We remain sure. that our poli~y is Jhe right oner'and
we have continued 10. 19,61'andin 1962, as we. have.done
in previous, years, to bring our territories toindependenoe ae SWiftly asposc~i'ble. We require no declarations •.resolutions' or commtttees' to ooIlfi:rm the rightness of our policy. TheadoI?tion of resolution 1514
(Xy>, and the subsequent establishment o~ tbe~eQial
Oommlttee of Sev~nteen ,under resolution 1654(~VI)
has not been. the occaston ·of any cpange in the metho'd
or. direotion of our polioy. Nonetheless, in the spirit
of co-operatton whiohwe have shown in the past with
regardfo the Trusteeship Counoil and the c.ommittee
on Information from Non-8eU-Goyerning Territories,
we agreed to co-operate with the Committee of8evellteen,. to provide it with information and to join its
disousl3ions. At the same time, we made it plain?that
we oould notaoo,ept ~ny form of Intervention by ~~
Committee in theadmmistration of the territories fot
whioh wewere responsible, and that wewoulddisoharge
our responsibility fully and'fearlessly.
c)
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XIl uooepting the invitation of tile P1-'esident of the
ing Powers was ari;5hnproper way of proceeding, and
.t\sseJnbly to fjurve on the Committee of Seventeen, we
was in allY ease unneoessax'y smoe full information
understood that the primtu.'y task of the Committee
Was available to the Committee about the I:HtuaUon in
would be, as is olearly stated in resolution 1654 (XVI).
aU British 'tel'l'itories. However, the Oommttteenot
to "examine the applioatio\\,Q! the Deolaration, to make
on1y grllnted a hearing to petitioners from our terrisuggestions, and reoommendations on the progress and
tories, but even visited Afrioafor the primary purpose
of hetu;ing further petitioners. Iu.the present pllrlous
extent of its implementation t.t • " . In other words, the
funotion of,tl\e Committee was to survey what had been
state of United Nations finanoes, the expenditure of
accompltshed and indioate in a general way, for the
over $100,000 on this visit seems somewhatexoeaalve
guldance of'the Assembly and those' haviug responifI return for the purpose served.
sibiUty for the administration of deJ;lendent terri.
,
tories, the, broad lines of futlU'a dovelopment,' In
90. Finally, the committee d~" not make any serious
acccrdance witli this conoeption of the Committee.'s
attempt to co-operate- Witll ilie \>ther Oommtttees on
tMk, 'the ,. British delegation made full information
oolonial questions or make appropriate use of their
avatlnble to it in the form ofconstitutionllldoc;mments,
partioular knowledge in certain fields. For example,
conference reoords and'other material iti addition to ·the Committee disoussed Mozambique while the Oomthe baslc polltioa,LandconstitutionaUnf~rmll,tion whioh
mittee on Portuguese territories was fi'ltill working 9\
we had submittecl in puxsuanee of our undel'taking at
its report, and this. was. the subjeot of protest ifi'thethe sixte...)ntll. session of the Assembly. 'rhe Bl~~~ish
latter Committee. The resolution on Mozambique was
delegation has attended all meetings of the Committee
paesed within twenty-four hours of the adoption of the
report of the Speoial Oommlttee on Territol,'ies under
and provided it with'up-to-date statements of recent
developments i11,/,;our territories, We sent our reprePortuguese Administration [A/5160 and Corr.1], thus
sentative to accompany the Committee on its visit to
giving no opportunity for a proper consideration of that
report, The Committee heard petitioners from South
Africa,. alth~ugh we had l"'3rtous misgivings about that
visit. We invited repres(,u\d.tives of the Committee to
West Africa while the Speoial Committee on that tervisit London for disoussiOn witll. our ministers. Our
ritory was actually meeting; indeed, the same petihope, was that, WIth the full facts before it, the Comtioners, oonveniently enough for themselves, were
able to appear before both Co~ittees within the
mittee.. would be able to find common grounds among
the various delegations, so that it oould. produce a
same w e e k . '
comprebenstve repor} on what had bean achieved and
91. I regret to have to make oriticisms of this kind
about the work of the Committee; but it is important
what rematned st,ill t(, be done.
86.How~ver, fue outcome of the Committee's work
fo!' the result of its work so far to be frankly assessed
has ~pt been altogether satisfaotory.(;n the first place ,
and appraised if it is to continue for a further period.
in vl\')w of the large number of territories on its
In this connexlon, I must make itolearthat the agreeagencl1ii.ilo,aeemeg to my delegation that the Committee
ment of my Government to participate in, and 00should notexamtne each te:rritory individually in great
operate with, the Committee was given in the context
detail but should endeavour instead to make a broad
of the membership and terms of reference laid down
surve~, and reacl'':'?broad oonclustons, on certain of
for the Committee in resolution 1654 (XVI). However,
the more Important.aspects of the problem before it.
suggestions are at present ?eing c~nvassed inside
The Committee, however, .deoided to go through the
th~s building with the object ofmcreasmg the memberllst'(of tl;lrritories one by 'one, and the result of this
!3 hlP of the Commi~tee 01' authorizing it in specifio
.deQision has been that after holding 117 meetings,it
terms to intervene m the administrat~o.n of the terrionly f3ucoeeded in completlng the consideration of
tories for whichthe British Government IS resp~nsible,
twelve t~rritories, and three of"these had already been
contrary to.the :prinoiples which we h~ve consfstently
fully dealt with by other Committees of the Assembly.
maintained m this regard. My delegation must state.to
.
the Assembly its most express reservation regarding
the question of 0UI' future participation in the work of
87. Secondly. it was agreed at an early stage of the
Committee's work that all members wouldtry toreach ' the Committee in the context of any suoh suggestions.
agreement on the various subjects under consideration
'
without the' need fOr voting. This method of work,
92. Any review of. the work of 'the Committee must
known as the consensus procedure, was based on the
include a reference to the part played by the Soviet
sound . hypothesis that no useful purpose would be
representatives, who were naturally anxious tothwart
served by foroing through resolutions which were
any kind of constructive approach and who sought at
unacceptable to those to whom they were addressed.
every stage to make the Committee a sounding board
..
.
.
"
for cold-war propaganda,' as was noted by the United
•
' . ~.,
88. .Honweve;r, the Oommittee abandoned the conStates representative in hilS recent speech. Their consensus prooedure at an early :tage and adopted a
oern, as always, was! not.wi.th constructive solutions
series ofresolu~ons, many of whichlam sorry to say . but with destructive9rJticisms; and this indeed 1'01were based on lna~equata understanding of the facts
lowed inevitably frolU,the baste Soviet objective 'of
and, which}ad already been ~vertaken byev~nt$.
creating chaos and confusion i,l;itheeIIlergep.tnations.
Furthet;mo.\e, some of the ~~cislons ?f the Ocmmittee
The pattern beoame clear ~tan early.stage;for
wer~taken in a mannerentlrely fgrelgn to the normal
example, on 11 :May'.at the4:9th meeting of th{;l Commtttee of Seventeen, the Sovietre,presentative, ridioulpanliamentary .:~rocedures oftheUnit~d Nations",For
example,tbe..so-calleci a.ppea~ in relatIOn to ZanZIbar
ing attempts of, delegation~to.reaohan agreed.con'Yas adopted by the C91nmi,tte,~ tn.Dar-es..Salaam a
elusion; said:
.
httle more than an hour ;J.fter the matter had first been
Cl "How can .therebe an a:gr~ement, ,howca,n,.ther~lJe
raised. and l?eforeany texthad even been circulated
a compromise? ••• We, cannot ,conceive ofany;cqin, writing. I need m~eno further comment en such a
.operation with .the COlonial Powers. n
.
. procedure,
93. :In purstitlnce of this negative policy ; the' Soviet
89; Thir,dly'. my delegation coIisid~redthat the hearing
representative frequently isoJated himself frornother
of pet~tioners oontrary to the wishes of the administer~

.
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1175th meeting - 26 November 1962
members of the Committee. At the 26th meeting of the
Committee, he opposed a visit by:)a aub-commtttee to
London at the invitation of the British Government.
saying:
"Of course. Ikno\v that there have bee1f:~amples
in history where someone would go to Canossa in
order to remit his sins. But this does not apply here.
Several hu."1dred years separate us from that sltuation; we have no sins for whiohwe must atone or for
whioh we have to go to Londonln order to bow our
heads."
Coming from the Soviet representative. that is. to put
it mildly. l.\ surprising statement.

837

independence, were plaoed \Ulde;r United Nations trusteesnip. Tanganyika, the lo.st of these, became lndependent last year.
98. What of the territories acqulred by the Soviet
union during and stnce the second World War. Including Estonia, Latvia,Lithuania. South SnhkaUn and the,
I<urUes? Were these plaoed under trusteeship? Has
information been transmitted on these territorieG
under Artiole 73 of the Charter? Has the oolonial
Declaration been implemented in respect of these
territories? Tb,ese are questions which my delegation
looks forward to hearing the S9viet representative
answer when the Committee
Seventeen turn~ its
attention to that problem.
"\',
94. In discussion on particular territories. the Soviet
99. The Soviet representative in this debate. whO"==
representatives have disregarded all practical conbears the title of Foreig'n Minister of Estonia. spoke
stderations and have shown themselves careless of the '
interests of the peoples concerned. They h:!we pel'with feeling against the creation offederations or other
untons contrary to the wishes of the populatlons c,onsistently pressed fol' rigid dates for Independence
which they themselves must know are entirely \Ulcerned, Could it be that he is recalling the unhappy
realistic; for example, in the cases of Northern
fate of his own country of Estonia, which was a free
and independent State and a member of the League of
Rhodesia. Nyasaland and the High Commission terriNations untfl 1940. when it was forcibly incorp,orated
tories, the Soviet representative insisted t..l1at the
Gene~al Assembly should fix a date for independence
into the Soviet Union? I am well aware that in cfrawing
attention to these matters I run the risk of displeasing
before 31 December 1962. although this had not been
the representadve of the Soviet" Union. He and his
asked for even by the petitioner~ from the territories.
friends. are very assiduous in propagating the myth
that",colonJal expansion in the nineteenth'century was,
These and similar manoeuvres by the Soviet delegate
were decisively rejected by the majority ofthe Cornf
mlttee,
con ined to the' Western Powers and Jhat only, ~e
Wesjern colonial empires remained. Nothing could be
95. The Soviet representative has often denouncedthe
further from the truth'. as was' madeabundantlyctear
alleged non-co-operation of what he chooses to call the
by the representative of cCari!lda in his striking, and
colonial Powers. The time has now come fnr his
convincing 'speechlast~riday [1174th meeting]. As a
Government to give an example of co-operation in
first step, in trying 'to fulfil the relevant pro'(~sions '
respect of" their own dependent territories. Although
of the Charter regardtng dependent territories. the
the extension of British rule over terrftortea in Africa
Soviet Unionshould. in<:,lu:< opmton.proyide infoJ:'m~ti()n
and Asia took place over a long period. its removal
about their.;eiepenpent territorie~,inaccordanc,e with \~
upon the attainment of independence by these terriArticlt;\ 73 e.
tories has been swift and continuous since 1945. For
100. I should now like to make some comments on the'
this reason we now urge the Soviet Government, to
in.diVidual chapters of the report of the GonuniW:ieof
examine its own record before it criticizes curs. In, Seventee,n." butgefol'~ d,oing, so .I should like to P, ay a (
1815 the whole of Ceylon came under British rule,at
trtb t t th di 'ti rl h d
t
f
th h' d.
the time Azerl:laidjan was being occupiedby RUSSia.
],1.1 e 0
e s ngt S erappOl' eur .ror e a r ,
work and meticulous- care he has • devoted to thepre-'.
Ceylon achieved its independence in 1947; when,.may
paration oHhis document~ As wi1l.be clear from whiL
we ask ,can we hope to, see Azerbaidjan independent?
I ,said ear,lier, my ?elega'tion, cannot' en~orse alrllie\~
Nigeria and Ghanacame under British Influence in the
contents or oonclustonsor. the report; }Jutthis does '~'';
middle of the nlneteenth.oentury, Lagos was proclaimed
not detract from Mr .Rifai 's, achievement In pulling
a colony in 1862{ a protectorate was .declared fo:t' the
together a hundredtlifferemt thi'eads bffaptand argu;":
Gold Coast in 1874. The same period saw the Russian,meI?-t and'presenting them tothisA'ssernbl~Tinasingle.
conquest of the independent States of Cenu'aI Asia
intelligibleandcomprellensive doc.unWrt~'lIede$~l'ves .1':
,with, their ancient civilization; L'1e las,t independent
indeed,' t,he"th"an,,k,.8 Of the Assemb~Yfor~s, ,w".~"r"",,!t,.,"~"·
,""
, Kazakh State, submitted in 1854,theconquest ()f th~
'
.:
,t~ee Uzbek States of Tut'kistan was completed by
101,. In disQus.sing the indi,vidIJal;Br,itish territo:r,i~s
1876. a.~d the whole of TUl'kmenistan was finally sub-' covered by;th,e report of the Qommittel'l I t,?4a11 confine .
myself mainly to ,question~ •of politic!J,l andi99Il,stitu;jugated\md annexed in the early 1880'so After nearly
a century, of British rule. 'Ghana became independent
tionaldevel()pInentt~ventlioughfeoO~lomic. social lU1,tJ.!
in 1957 and Nigeria in 1960; what is the target date, ' educational development are a.lso ofv~ta.limJ?.or-t~pe.);"
Jor the independence of the Soviet Oentral Asian ter102., I sh()tiidlikefirsft()<deal,with~,the tetritorles)
ritories? ' . '
,,',
, ""
"of:Bechualialand,B,asutolariaan:d 'Swaziland: ' , ,,~~'
96. After some:ye;u:s Clf Britisli'occupatibn,9yprus
' '.,
<
1,1,
,.
,'.'
, " , ' , (cl " .
was, form"a,lly arine,xed t,o,' Great, Britll,i,n in 19,14,; s,0, m"e"'
lOa. As 'note,d .In ,the" report~13,asuto~anddsa'~~nd~
"
, " " , ' c o u n t r y of 10 ~900square miles and 800~O(jO inhap~tants'•.
three year::;previously,i,n 19;n jT,a~U;"'Tuva)yas ocandis,anenclaye,sitmited iD' the heartotSouth ~J:r:ica;'i
cupied by ,the~~!ssia!lSancl,.declare,d'l), pr()tectorat~..
~echua:naland ••,altho,ugh , Ill0;r.'ethan.,.twerity:t!fu.Qs~as
CyprusJ;.\ecame,)l1dependent in ,,1960; \velrust }hat
l~ge.inarea -as•• .,BasutoIanahasdess <.thanr .h~lf its"
'So,viet, plans ,forj;he independence of ,Taimu-'l'uya Wi.llpopulation",whiie.Swaziland. the smallest ',of,ia:U. has"
soon bel?l;lde knoWn~'
" . ' '-'.~7ll.fi~area".of6,.700sCluaremnes'and.apopulation;o~,"
97. ,Territories OCcl.lpiedby'theBri.UsliGovernment
onl~;'280 ,000 peopl~. 'T~es~, ", territorieS, "are',; oft~l~~',
in' the 'course oftheFirstWorldWa-r ,';'r,;replaced,\Ulder
referred.tocollectiv.elyas High,qq~.p:1i~~t.:=:.t6:;"''?\:~f
League of Nations mandate after. that war ,and after, tories~,:sincethl:liradministrationh~duri,ngIl10~t\,:
the 'Second World ,War those that'ha,d:,fiot,aCmev.ed
of their' association.with the 'British'OrQwn,'beE~hti'J,eh,
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responSibility of a High CommissJoner appointen by
the Bl·itish Government. My Government became
asacciated with the High CommissiQn'c territories
because th~ir peoples\~ad asked for protection against
more powerful neighbOurs. When the Union of South
Africa was establifJhed by the British GO\'el'nment in
1909, the Ail'ioan chiefs attlm~i~e asked that their
territories should be tJxcluded };~lom the Union, and
the British Governmentagref"cl;. These territories
therefore ow.' the prese.cvn'don of their separate
identitiY to the British answtJ~ Jo the appeals of their
peoples. They are polltioallY~clUite i'ildepennent of the
Republic of South Africa, and, despite the reckless
<:::::allegations of the reprel,'~ntative o~ Saudi Arabia, this
remains British policy• Sir Winston Churchill stated
~n April 1954: "
"There can be no question of Her Majelity's
f \ Government agreeing at the present time to the
transfer of Basutoland, BA,ohuanaland and Swaziland
_to the, cUftion of South Afr ..;lt':. We are pledged, since
-the South Africa Act of 1909, notto tran~fer these
territol1ies until their inhabitants have b~en consulted and until the UrilteftKingdom Parliament has
had an ~PPO!'tunity of expressing its views".
This statement o£:British policy is still valid today.
,

.

y"

Over 20,000 persons have a.ttended some 41 meetings,
640 pe~sons have'given oral evidence, and some 1,200
memoranda have been SUbmitted. T~ese facts clearly
demonstrate tho extent to which the Wishes of the
people are being consulted regarding their future
constitution, and Iknowofnoparallelforsuoh thorough
eonsultatton, ThE) work of sifting' and collating the
evidenoe given to the commission and of preparing
generally for its future sittings will 'be oal'ried out by
a sub-oommittee of the commission. The report of this
commlseton olearly Will be of great im~:)()rtanoe in
deteri~ining the next stage of constitutional advance
in the territory.
·cc:;o'
P

~-

106. With regard to Beohuanaland, the present constitution" whioh came into force in December 1960, is
based on the recommendations of a constitutional oommittee consisting of eight members of the ,Joint Advisory Counoil-four African and four European-and
four officials of the administration. It provides for a
Legislative Council of thirty-iive members, of whom
twenty-one are elected, four are nominated, and ten
are Government officials. Ten of the twenty-one
elected members are African, as are two of the four
nominated members. The ten Government officials are
members of the Council by virtue of their ofiice.It is
quite untrue to speak of these, as the representative
of Polanddid, as "white settlers".

'

104. Notonly are the territories as a group politically
quite independent from the Republic of South Afrioa,
but each of the territories is itself a distinct political
entity, and I shall deal with each of them in turn.:I
propose to describe the precise constitutional position
insom~ detail, because it is apparent from the
speeches; o,f certain representatives, notably those of
Bur,ma andIraq, that this is still notfully understood.
1Q5. The present constitution of Basutoland reflects
proposals. put (forward by the Basuto people themselves. At the end of 1956, the Basuto Council established two committees. on constitutional reform and
chieftainship affairs, from among its own members,
, and in July 1958 the Council approved a report based
on the work of both committees. It then sent .a delega~
tion to London for talks with the British Government.
This, xesulted in agreement on a newconstitution whose
chief feature was the introduction of forty elected
members into 'the Basuto Council and three elected
Iftembersinto .the Executive Council. Asystem whereby members of the Executive Council assumed responsibility for particular departments or activities of
government without formally becoming ministers was
introduced, and elected members are nowresponsible
fo;!; education' and health, works and commerce. and
10,cal government. After the new constitution had been
wprking for le§l.!3 than eighteen months, the Basuto
Council expressed the desire for further constitutional
reforms (·and invited the High Commissioner and the
!.'aramounp Chief to arrange for the' establishment of
a constitutional commission with wide, terms ofrefer\' ~nqe.;' Its -task was' to review the working of the 1959
G'constitution and to formulate proposals for its improvement, with particularoreference to the introdu('!,'i
tton of 'resPQnsible government, the constituttorial
pOsitiOn ofthe1?~!'amount Chief in 'il responsible form
of government, th~compositionofthe Executive Council~ and the. addition to the constitution of provisions
pr()tec~ing human l'ights and fundamental freedoms.
The commission was' quly set up with a broad membership; inclUding representatives f~orn the National,
Party, "thfil ' Marema· Tlou, the FreeaQp1Partyand the
COngress Party.It is now at work and has heard
evidencefroOl,the.public inal~parts ofthe Territory.

.Mr. Seydoux (France), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

107. The African, Asian and European elected members are chosen by their respective communities; the
Asians and Europeans by direct elections and the
Africans by the African Council, many of whose membel'S are themselves directly elected. AsIn Basutolanc;
elected members of the Legislative Council have been'
brought into the Executive Council, and African members are now associated with the work of two important
departments, namely social services and natural
resources. The new Constitution has been working
effectively; it has set the t~rritory firmly on the road
towards internal self-govexnment and would normally
remain .unchanged for the four-year life of the present
Legislative Council, which was elected 'in 1961. HClwever, the Resident Commissioner has undertaken to
review the: Constitution in 1963, next year, and he
intends shortly to embark on the task of formulating
proposals for further constitutional advance, in con- .
sultatlon with the representatives, of the '. p'blitical
l?arties, the chiefs and other interests and communities. The Briti~h Govermnent for its part willbe very
ready to.consider whatever proposals for the next step,
forward are generally agreed upon by opinion in the
territc::y.
108. Whereas Basutoland and Beohuanaland have new
constitutions in operation,work on the new Swaziland
constitutton is still in progress. The Restdent Commissioner established a Constitutional Committee w:.tln
African and European 'inembers to.~hJ.ake recommendations on the form this constitution should take.
This' Committee completed its work at the end of last
year, and:, its repOrt, togeth~r with the oWcialcoln-:menta of the British Oovernmen~, were published last
March. Before, taking a fiOlil. decision in a, matter of
such importance to the people ofSwaziland, the :British'
Government -'was anxioil's to learn the reactions of
publto opinion in the territory .as awhole, and the pub--:
lication of the r~port, togethfilrWith\~!ieofficialcom- ,:;.,
ments of. the ,British Government, 'h,a~egiveJ1an 0R'r "
porttinityfor various ,points of view to be eXpressed
>

I.
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the goal of full and oomplete, i~clependelloe1l.11Sb9()ll!1
aooeptt;lJl foJ.' some time, b1.\t looaJ cIU:ffOl.~lties have
prevented its attainment. 'in botMeJ.'rltOrles,elections
weJ.'e held in the summer of 1961 and res\,Ued Ina
olose balance of support between the main.part1e~. In
both territo1'les, the-norma; politioal disagreements e
which form the life·'l;~Qod of demooraoy have been accentuated by differenc'es between the various communttles, and these d!.ffl~renoes flared into w1despr~ad
dtstunbances in Zanzibar. in June) 1961, and, Ieas
seriously ~ i~, Georgetown in':'February 1962. In eaoh,
case the elected Government found. it neoessaryto
declare a seat~ otemerge~,cyandcallinBriti!3!ll.1'oops
to assist the local poUce'-foroesin restoring order.
The le"gislatures of Zanzibar and Bri.tish Gutana unf,Uli...
mously adopted rasoluti9ns in S~~temberandQctober
1961 respectively, calling fo~ steps to be taken in the
dlreotton o~ early Independence, and fn zesponse to
these resolutions the BritishGovernmentiriviteddele-'
gations" representing t!;\e ,Qovernmertt and opposition '
part~es from each territol;y'to atte,,od conference~ in
r.ondon.to-dtscuee future constitutional changes. The
Zanzibar Conference met in London in MlU'ch,~'\imd.
April of this"year'J,Uld the British Guiana Confereho~
met in Ootoberand November also of this year. In
view of,the attempts' of certain 'delegations to fuil3"
represent thecourse and outcome .of this lattfS!' oonference, my delegation haso,asked that the conference
report be ciro,IJ\atedas a pnited '~ationsdocument. In
eaoh ease, While there was no dispute oh a number of
plete contrast between the true state of affairs in the
matters, agreem,.ent could no.t. he rea,9,be"d between the.
territories under British administration and the
( ,
shamelessly inaccurate accounts which have been
two main parties on certa~: impor~1:J questions•.Jrt
each case the question arose Whelher the territory
given to this Assembly by representatives of th~cQom.:.
should proceed to independence on the ba$i.s of 'the ~
munist delegations and the spokesman ofthe:1~J.:udi
elections held in 1961~as was urged by the GovernArabian delegation. But the technique employed'is that
'
of smear and innuendo, and we are rarely given the
ment' parties-orwhether fresh eJections should be he11
before independence, which was strongly advocated'by :
facts to support the charges ~ade. ,H()we'{er, in the
the 'opposttionparfles,
c .o
one or two cases where so-called facts were g i v e n . , .,
.they were completely without foundation. I will quote
Some examples. The representanveof ,Poland stated:
freely and publioly. It is expected that deoisions as to
the form which the new Swazlland constitution should
take will be made in the next few months.
109. Thus all three territorjes are in a state of
transition, and many prbblem~ arise. One of the most
important, and one whioh applies in differing degrees
to all three, is the position and powers of the ohtefa,
The ohiefs are a \!ital faotor in the government of the
territories and are a cohesive foroe in the life of their
peoples; but their position must be adapted to fit into
the emerging patterns of modern Afrioan sooiety. This
is just one of the difficulties oomplioating the task of
constitutional reform, but there are others too, suoh
as those arising from the presence of differen,t raoes
in two of the territories.
110. The important point is that the British Government is aware of these problems; it is aware also of,'
their urgenoy; and it is pressing on at maximum speed
with finding tJle solution. To do this, it is fono~ng the.
same methods' of consultatlon and negotiation with the'
people of the territories whioh have proved succeaaful
elsewhere, and it does not doubt that the constltutlonal
problems of these three territories will reach a happy
solution. The account which I have Just given Qf the ,
position in these three territories shows how wide of
the mark was the desoription given' in this hall this
morning by the representative of Syria.
111. I should also l1k.e at tins point to note the oom- ~

U
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"By the terms of the so-called Mozampique Convention concluded between Po~tugal, South Africa, ,1
and the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasalan§.,the
Portuguese Government ••• pledged to send to those
countries tens of thousands of Mrica,ns annually to
work in the mines." [1l69th meettngvpara, 73.J
"
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112•. The fact is that the MozambiqueConventiondoes 'c
not apply and-has never applied to the Federation of ,,
RhQ9-esia and Nyasaland,Jlut is a bilateralarrange~,
ment between Portugal and ,South Mrica which has. no
connexion at all, with the Federatlon, Secondly, ,.the
r~()resentativeof Saudi Arabia, alleged tll:llt the white. \
sett.l~l's in Nyasaland owned the g:Cyater llartottlle
fertile land in that country. In fllere, ofNyasalar~d's
total land area, of 23.3 million. acres, 20ihillion acres
are African trust land, two and a half million are
public land, includingforest reserves ,and oJJJy 800'~6oo
acres-less than 3.5 per cent of the total-are held on
frEilehold or leasehold tenure; and these 800,OOO"acr!1s
are •. c\:lltivatedby farmersolall,races~~uropeans, .
Africans and Indians;:-aQ.linot just by "whitesettlers,",
I quote these facts to show" examples of. the type of
distortion whichCerfain delegationshav~ deliberately
tried to foist on the Assembly.
.' -, '.'i,
',"

", ", ,<" '. ,~_",-

"",

~!':6,':h'·!,,':::'·,.:~:.,~>.l!:,,;.

0'

115;' Inllie period" sirt6e the-rend of the'Z~zibar
Conferepce,:the. !lriUsh"Resident has' beciJ1.. workipg
hard In"a,n"effort. to firtd a solutton which would bring'
the two '.sid~fb together ,ap.d m.<!-ke Jurthercqnstitutional
progress pcisl:!iJ?lei.o and.the GO\T~rn?ro,f BrJtishGuiana
willmllke similar efforts to' reconcile the differences
between"thepartieS.. in, .~at,territory when the, PaJ;:-"
ticipantsret\1fn,to ~Georgeto~!from,.the.. Conference. c
We.119pe .~d;itl:ust that tIle dtsousstons in both t.etl'k '"
torles'Wlll lelldJoaIi'>ellrly~grt:l~,~eI)ton then~~~ o
0

step,~ndla:m s~J:e~at all~embersofthe"AsBellll?li

willliagree,. that,", the "so~ution ". to" theseproblelhs' ~ust
come,from .with~nthe,t~rrito;ri~s..ftcertainly cannot
bej~llOsedf'J.'om·outside.,.· ... ',. ,
~"

'it13 ! now propose .to.speak.cf two,other territorles,
om)"inSouth America and the other in EllstAfrica.,
_'_~,
whichdesllite" the. gr'!:latdistancebetweentheIll, geO~ ·1lG.' Weqllvel1.~¥d from the representa~ive of Pol~~(t
graphicall)'hav~very'siInilarGpr,oplems; I refer to
thei,stale old'flCC\U::lation~. of. •. "clivide and rule", wblchcls., ..
British quianalfud Zanzibar: .Inboth th.f3se territodes.~ his. favourite Uteme:; ~~t. \Il'epefltthe.to\~ ai!U is full
e .
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,tOld oompletelndependlmos tor Brlt1ah".oulnlln nnd
, Zanzib~t nnd prOlVoes towards ,~hnt nhri ls impeded
) solely by dlsagreement betwoen the maln parties In
).. ~\e tel'rUol'les. We 11nve 1nbqured. and wUl ccnunue
to labour. to keep U\e peace, to reduoe. teneton, to
remcve dlsagreements nnd so to olear U\e l'oad to
independenoe.
117. Before l~D'::I.ri'g~these t",o territories I must
nnswa!" two further misr9pr~sentatiohS whloh uave
been made here, The repl'oSetltntive of tho Soviet Union
alleged that U\o profits of forelgn oOmpt\ll~eBin 'British
Guinna are oontroll~d not by the elected Govern))lent
of t\')l\t territory but by a tax commtsston of the ad) ministering Poweli : He also asserted Ulat~ wi~h the
asstl3tnnce ,of tM ad~inistering Power. many oompantea were oompletely exempt fl'om all taxation.

-

the cnse ofKl;)nyn, tho\Vork'ofUleVlWlous oommissions
in connexton with U\o delimitation of oonstituenoies
and oU\Qr impo.rtnnt mnttcl's is sUll going~n. in preparntlon for eleotions and the introduotion of n new
oonstltutioll,\next year.
121. BoU\theS'e~ tcr~'ltorios. then. are In n atate of
teanstttcn, and I ~now/,tlU\t the Assembly. Whll"\ so
c» ullt'~sel'voclly (f'Moepts the pUl'pOSOS fOl' which the
British Government i13 striving, wUl soundly judge the
cbstaclee nll9 dangers whhJh still exist and wUl share
our determmntton to give both !(enyn and N01'U1CI'1l
Rhodesia as much' holp and encoumgement as possib1Q\
in aohieving fUl'ther oonBututionn~ llrog;reas.
1~2. Finally. I ~u.n to Nynsn1l\nd;~s, agreed earlier
In the year between PI', Unstiugs BtL1da and tho Brltlsh
Government, a ConstitutiOhal Gonfel'ence was convened
in London this mq~th. This ccnrerence was attended by
118. Both these allegations are ~~mp1ete1~' false. In
l'epresentatl'les of all parties in Nynsaland, inoluding
tfie first place. the British Govel'nme"t neither conthe Malawi 'Congress Party' of Dr. Hastings Banda,
tro1s the profits of foreign compantes in Britlsh Gutann
nnd it ended on 23 November;"
0
"
nor maintaihs a tax commtseton there. All taxation
matters'are segulnted by looallaw and are the respon123. Tho COl'lfel'eli~~eacl\ed complete agreement On
sib111tyofthe eleotedM!nistor of l"immc~ of the Briproposals for a se~f-governiug c::onsutution for the
tish,Guiapa Government. Seoondly, the 1E~'V$'of British
territory, which will be Introduced in two stages. Under
Guiana provide for limited relief from taxation from
this new constitution, the present Exeoutive councn,
all profits for the purpose of encouraglng tbe estnb- , which is presided over by the Governor, will be
lishmentor development of 1000.1 industries, However,
replaced by a cabinet headed py a prime mtnlater,
"the deotston to give any pnrtio\\lar company the bene.and the Governor will be required to consult the oabinet
fit of such relief is the responsiblUty of the elected
in the exerctee of most of his Iunctlona, The first
GGovernment of British Guiana, and not of the British
stage of this self-governing oonsltutlon will come into
Government.;:?'
force within, three months.Thi~:;;isan important and
agreed new step. forward in Nyaaaland, It is a step
119. Before dealing With the other Afrioan terriforward made after Jull consultation, and with the
tories. I should like to comment on references that
agreement of all those concerned.
have been made by oertainrepresentatives-notably
those of Iraq, Syl'ia and Jordan-to Aden. It is per124. The report of the Committee of Seventeen confeoUy tble that the British Government has important
with two annexes one of whl,oh is the text of a
eludes.
~"defenoe obligations in that general area; there is no
letter dated 4 September 1962 fromthe representative
seoret about that. It is also truethatln order to oarry
of the United Kingdom to the Obatrman of the Comout these obligations, ther~ are British foroes stamittee of Seventeen and I believe that a reference to
ttoned in Aden." However, the proposal that Aden should
this letter wUl form a fitting conclusion to my own
become a member of the Federation of South AraBia
speech, It summarizes the main pOlicy which the
was nO,t devised'i:iy the British,~Government, butwas
British Government has followed over the years and
worked out by ministers of the Aden Government and
will continue to follow.
of the Federation of South Arabia as a means ·of ending the present divisions between their peoples, who
125. We have created in each of 0\11' territol'ies
share 'common race ,language, rellglon and eoonomio
separate governments in order that the people should
interests. While Aden itself, which has an area of only
gain experience in the management of their own affairs
seventy..five square miles and a population of, only
and in order that the transition from bureaucracy' to
200,000, has no real prospect of independence intsola-:
democracy should take place as quickly as possible by
tton, union with the Federation of South Arabia will
progressive and natural stages. We have worked out
enable it to share the Federation's objective of full
with the people systems of representat~ye government;
independence. I state these facts for the record, in
we have created public services owing a~legiance not
view of the misleading statements that have been made.
to a party or to a tribe, but to all the p~,::ple of the
country which theyaerve. Where, I ask, can that be "
120, I turn now to KenYa and Northern Rhodesia,.
found within the confiri~s of the Soviet empire? We ~
Both of these territories are at a cr.ucial stage of
have established impartia\ oourts, free from inter, () thei~ COristitutional development and the next months
will be deoisive. Important oonstitutional conferences ' ference by the executive, rlispensingjustice without
reg~d to party or race or politiqs; we have created
on each of these territories were held in London in
local seourity foroesso that when the.se countries
1960/ These conferences "vere the starting point in a
attain independenoe they have the means at their own
chain. of events which, culminated, in ,the case of
disposal to maintain law and order wit.'lout recourse
/? Northern Rhodesia, in the constitutiona,~ proposals of
to outside assistance or. intervention; ,"
~,'
1/ February \hi13 year and" ip. the case i:>f Kenya, in a
'.
second constitutional conferenoe, which oompleted its.
126. ", An,p fioally, our purpose throughout has beent9
" work in April this year. In pursuance of the decisions
overcome racial, sectional and tribal differences and,.,
re~ched during these negotiations ,arrangements have
to foster a true. national patl'~otism.
pr6(}6eded in both territories for the holding,9f e~ec
tionsunder an extended franchise. In the case of
127• Enclosed w~ththat letter to which I have just
'Northern Rhodesia .these eleotion$ were held a 'few
referred was, a oalendar of constitutional advanC,e from
weeks ago, b)1~ the;y al'e not yet oottipleteand anumbet
DeceI.;lber 1960-the .date, ofthe adoption by the Genel'sl
ofseatsal'e t9 be contested again on 10 December. In , '1\sf'lembly of the colonial Declaration....until September
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,
of thil.l yenr. It reoords the fnot tllnt in overy single
month there hnve been major developments towards
seU-government and independenoe in the tOl'rltories
uncterBr1t1sh ndminisWntion. 1 urge all Members of
the Assembly to rend with care annex 1. of the report
now-unde» conetderattcn, This is not merely a reoord
Qf pnst progl'ess. As suoh, it is oonvinoingenough, but
muoh more,1t olearly sets out t."l.e methods and prinQipleS whioh we apply in territories under our admtnI.su.'ntlon andwhioh, W5 believe, should govern progress
inUle future. The nnnex also provides the best answer
to those whodoubtour purpose and belittle our aohteve-

menta.

128. As my Seoretnry of State, Lord Home, said in
the Assembly lnst year, "We have been faithful with
the-many, and equally we shall keep faith with thete,,,
who remain." [1017th meeting, para. 112.]
12~. The CBAIRMAN (trnnslated from Frenoh): 1give
the floor to the representative of Poland in the exeroise of hta right of reply. .
1SQ. Mr, WOLNIAK (Poland): The United Kingdom
representative was kind enough to say in his speeoh
that, in acknowledging. the admission to the United
~\lations of newly independent oouptries from Africa
and other areas, wehad notprafaed the British colonial
policies. I must admit that we mightevenfeel honoured
at having been selected for this complatnt, For on this
issue Poland stands in the distinguished companyof the
overwhelming majority of the. Members of the United
Nations•. The Unite:l Kingdom representative seemed
to adoptll. ratllel' strange logic when he attempted to
make a virtue out of neoesstty, But I am sure that the
United Nations would not mind.even that attitude if:the
United I{ingdom werEt'to show some co-operation with
the United Nations in\car~ying out-the task of freei~g
the remaining British cotontes, of Which there are
still very many.• Unfortunately, the report of the Committee of Seventeen tells us that the sincere co-operation of the British authorities is lacking, or faJ.· from
satisfactory, with regard to tIle British dependent
territories.
131. The CHAI:RMAN(trlUlslated from l!~l'ench): I give
the floor to the representative of Iraq in the exercise
of his right of reply.
1S·2. Mr'. PACHACHI (Iraq): Therep:..oesentativeofthe
United Kingdom accused my delegation and other Arab
delegations .of making misleading statements on tIle
question of Aden and South Arabia. Imustconfess that
I. was somewhat disappointed at the statement of the
United Kingdom"representative, because I had expected
., him to try to reply to the many points we had raised
on this question. Instead, he contented himself with
saying that the idea of the Federation had been initiated
by the Ministers of the Federation and of Aden" and
had not been in any way suggested by the Government
of the United Kingdom.
133. In my statement [lf70th meeting] I read out the
text of the letter 'which the Ministers had addressed to
the Secretary ofStatei'or, the Colonies and Oommon\yealthRelationsand in Which they themselves had
indicated that they understood t~~ the UnitedKingdom
o would maintain its authority over Aden. I also made it
". clear that the Ministers of the Federation andof Aden
really were not freelyelectEld agents of the people, I
showed that some of the' Min.isters.had been appointed
and some elected, and that hi:) elections had been held
:rnanyyeats agounder a mds{l:lnd~mocr8,:tic fracnch~~e
and had" been boycotted by allthe nationalist parties

841

c

in Aden. Thol'afore, we cannot take nt its' faoe value
this letter addressed to the United KingdomS~oretary
of state for UleCploniea. We must oQns1de;r,lt, and I
think we should be oorreot in oonsidering lt"as a letter
from persona who are riot free and who oUl'tainly are
not representatives of their oountl'ies.
134. The United Kingdom representative made il.
aeeond point-namely, that, sinoe Aden Is not viable
and cannot be granted independonoe by itself, joining
the Federation wlll enable it, as he put it, to share. Ple
Federation's objeotive of ful1il1dependenoe. I read out
artiole 2 of the agreement setting up the Federation.
That artiole says very olearll~thlitnotllingin the agreement shnll affeot the sovereigpty of the UnitedKtngdq!n
over Aden. I nlso quoted from other art10les deaUng
with the right of Aden to secede from the Federation.
I Indloated that, far from promising Adentheprospeat
of Independence within the Federation, the agreement
qUits oleai'ly-i!1deed, I would say, quite striotlyprevents Aden from ever aohieving its indelle»dence
either Within o~ without the Federation.
135. Therefore, I think that the UnitedKingdom·reAlrecsentative was not quite correct-in fact, 1. believe that
it was he' rather than we who made misleading statements-when he said that the Federation would enable
Atlen to achieve its Independence; whioh he oalled.the
ultimate objective of the Federation. As! have said,
the agreement precludes independenoe for Aderi'.
Artiole 2 is uncondtttonal: it ·is olear and categortcal,

c,

136. I had hoped that the UnitedKingdomrepresentative would" explain to us ,why tJlere had been so much,
haste in pushing the feq,ral plan through the House
of Commons two weeks ago, in spite of the clear indications" of opposition in the territory and in sp)te of
the fact that elections were scheduled to be held next
JlUluary. Our contention, and that of the nationl.ll~sh
parties in Aden, is that the federation plan should not
have been rushed through Parliament before eleotions
had been held under a much more demooratic franchise, electtons in which all the nationalist parttes
were able to partioipate. Instead, the federal'plan war.:'
pushed')through the House of ccmmons, after it had
been endorsed by the )~egislative Council of Aden,
which, as I have already indioated.>.has a few elected
representatives 'who were elected four years ago under
a most undemocratic and unrepresentative franchise.
137. It has been stated that elections could not be held
in January. That ~~y, be true,buttf elections could
not be held in January, then the federal plan did not
have, to be rushed through Parliament before they
could be held-if not. in January, cel'tainly at some
other time d(if"ing the coming,year.
138. As I have said, .Lam really disappointed at the'
fact that wedid not hear more from the United Kingdom
representative on this very important problem.
0

.

Cli,

139. Mr. BAYONA (Cq~ombia) :{translated from
Spanish..): In speaking ofdecolonization andtaking stock
of what the international community has achieved'in·ll
task of such magnitude, I cannot but ·mention, at theo
risk of repetition,a most eloquent piece of evidence
which shows what trefuendc1lsresults have already
been obtained: in the somewhatmS~ethanfifteeny~ars'
o~.its existence the United Nat~ons has seen its membership increase to over one hU~dr,ed •. This extraordinary expansion in itself ;'entirely . jl.lstifies the
efforts of thosewuo in San Franci/;lco,after the worldwide carnage, createrla new international ·orden
founded on the recognition ·.of'certainessential pr!n;..
fJ'
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oJplos bound up with thodevelopmontnnlltmprovomOllt,
of buman sooiety,
.
140. '{'-)le liq,uidation of the oolonial systenh whioh is
at present engaglngtho attention 6fptloples and Govern..
menta, repl'~~ents, a stage in one Q.f the great pedods
in the history of mankindF'It represents the end of a
prooess of expansion. on whioh the great Westel'n
Powers had embarked, prompted by oonsiderations In
whioh the lust for gain was not really the main faotor.
They also aetthemselves a noble mission. whtoh,
though often disoredited or fOl'gotten. in tbe last
analysis laid .the foundations on whioh new and iqde..
pendent States are now rising. Decolonizl\t1on is the
inevitttble conaequence of an bistorloal movement of
liberation whioh is i'o:rtunately bearing fruit in some
parts of the world.
141. Other representatives, in dispassionate and
Judicious statements, have analysed the true anteoedents of this pertod in which we are living. Without
looking back any further theyhaveconoentratedonthe
Charter of the United Nations, for it Is in this masterly
document that human intelllgenae has enshrined, in
monumental terMS, whatmightbeoaUedthephUosopby
of antf-colonla1ism. ,It is the Charter that has en_gend~'red this prodigious flowering of newStates. whioh
~ has,not yet ended, and it is the Charter whioh is the
fons et origoof this permanent dyntUnl0 Impulse to
spread freeaom and Independence in every quarter .of
the globe.,
142. Vario~s African representatives, amongatothera
the representatives of Gabon [1l69th meeting] and of
.the Ivory Coast ['1l71st meeting] have drawn attention
in this debate to the partplayedbi'western statesmen
in favour of decolontaatton which was not limited to
the inClusion of provisions in the constitutional statute
of the United Nations but has been made manifest in
practical measures which are indtoattve of the sincerifY with thioh those provisions have been applied. Such
an acknowledgement implies a judgement.which should
be borne ,in mind whenever the s),!bjlilct ofo.olontalliilm
is brougli~ up. It is a truth which those who falsely
pose as the ohampions of freedom, while in tl\eir lust
for universal d6minlltlon they enslave and annihilate
entire populations, would fain discredit.
14:.t Mr. o1os6 Marfa Ruda,the representlitive 'of
Argentina in the Sixth Committee, was good enough"to
recall:in his stateml:,'~t on item 75, "Consideratl~ of
pdnoiples of lntermitlonal law concerning friendly
relations and co-operation among states in accordance
with the Charter of the United Nations", that at the
San Francisco Conference a principle which. should
govern international relations, namely, the principle
of good faith, was written into the Charter on the
initiative of the Colombian delegation. He added in that
,90nnexion:
"W6 believe th~t the ethical and leg81 character of
this prinCiple of good faith does not restrict it to
the abstract plane (put that, on the contrary, its
repercussions "must make themselves felt at the
actual level of international, rehit16ns".PJ
.,
.
•.
.
, 14,~.ln cer~ain debates in th~ United Nations, espei~ciiilly th~se bearl.ng0T,1 ~~ question ofcolqnialism, we
hear statements thl\t m&1te us wonder whether those
\Yha. make th~mhave any real respectJorthe principle
of good faith. It would·seem that verY often over and
,
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above any oonsideration, nff~oting tbe fate of the
peoples oonoerned, there aX'o major tntol'ost!) atstake
for the sake of Whioh they try to turn any meeting on
anti..ooloniaUsm tn~9 a convenient platrorm from whioh
to indulgo in oold..war oratory.
145. A few days ago, in the Fourth Commlttee,we
oould see the oonoorn of Borne delegations, not of tile
Afrionn..Asinn" group because a draft resolution on
South West Afrioa made no provision for sanotions
aratnst thoadministElring Power for falUng to 1\1lf11
its international obligations. Although .pressure was
exercised, the sponsors or the draftresolution,adopting a stnnd that was as intelUgentas it was independent,
kept to their original positions and submitted a text
whioh was adopted~mostunnnimously.Thepromqters
of the cold war were rebuffed nnd the csuse of the
Af,,'!can people was buttressed with a resolution,
which, ~n the form·in whioh it was adopted, represents
a peremptory notifioation by the Intematlonal corn..
munity whioh should weigh heavily in future deotatona
of the Goyernment of tilO Republio of South Afrioa.
116. In this oonnexlon, partioular significanoe must
be attached to certain conoeptions of General Assem..
bly resolution 1514 (XV). whioh without the slightest·
doubt oonstttutea an historic instrument whioh has
had, and wllloontlnue to have, an aco\3lerating influence
on the prooess of decolomzatdon, It cannot be denied
that this resolutton stnn~s out among all the others on
account of the charaoteristics and soope oftbe sUbjeot
with which it deals. The African and/siandelegations
whioh sponsored the draft resolutionY deserve general
applause for the noble objectives that they had in
ll'lind. Nevertheless, my delegation does not share the
vtews of those delegations which would attach a
specific title to this resolunou while at the,same time
launching violent verbal attacks on ?ertall1 Powers.
It has ~lready been said here that thiS resolutlon, by
its very nature. belongs to the United Nat~ons, since
it was a~pro,yed by a large number of Sta~es and not
merely by one or t~o. But they cannot claim to be the
sole lords and masters in a oause which goes back
many years and which. before 1960, had produced
tangible ,;results and had opened up the way that should,
and will, lead other peoples to independence,
147. The delegation of Colombia is firmly convinced
that everything that rema,ins to be done on this ardaous
road towards the llbe.ratlon of the peoples still under
colonial domination Will prove Iess arduous if there is
more lqyal co-operation ~etween the States Members
of the {J'nited Nations. rhere is no doubt a proper
understanding of t~e problem will ~ml~e,it easier to
arrive at a peace:fu,l and effective soludon•.
148. As I had thohonour of saying in the Fourth
Committee On the subject of Southel'nRhodesia and
South West Africa, when my delegation voted in favour
of the draft resolutions submitted, C~lombia finds its
inspiration in the terms of Article 1 o,f the United
Nations Charte"r. The principles it proclatms of equal
~~ght~ and seh:-deterl~~nation ofp~oples, and :r~spect
lv:rhuman rights an~,for fundamental fre.edoms for
all without distinction· of ,any . kind, al'e. mutually.
complementary norms the universal respect of which
will mark the indisputable triumphofthis Organization.
' .
.
. .
.
.
149. This attitude, is dictated abOve all the pereDllial
cult of the Jdeals which only yesterday-for what.are
1'50 years in the age""long history of the peoples 'l'-

r,

) 'w. This statem~nt Wil8lriild~ ,at the 758thmeetirtg of the'Sixth CQmmlttee. ~e r£1:ords ilfwhlch are. published !nfl\l!t1mary for!t1 ~nlY.
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1176th mcet.t.ug inspil'~1 and animated the movement of emanoipation
in Colombia and nU the Latllt Amerioan oauntrles. At
that time, great patriots took the text of the Deolua..
tJon of the Rights of Man to the pOOPle and played a
leading part in theepro of Amerioa, whloh is without
doubt one of the moat renowned movements of emanoipatl.~n ever to be reoordt=t\ In humanhistory. This is
the tradition that Colombia upholds and defends not
only on its own soil, where the national Constitution
~;a based on the recognition of the fundamental hUman
rights, but also in the international sphere, where it
endeavours to promote the faithful fulfilment ofnll the
prlnoiples enshrined in the ChELrter of the United
Nations.
'

150. It has been said that, in addition to dooolonlzanon, disarmament represents anothe~ grave .international problem confronting the worldOrganization In
its endeavours to preserve international peace and
seou;1;'ity. There can be no doubt that general and complete disarmament Is one of the oherished desires of
mankind and that it would be folly to abandon the endeavour to achieve j~. It may be, however,that a
famous statesman of &',vif.zerland, a country noted for
its pacific polioy, was right in a sense when he said
that disarmament is and will continueto be an Ulusory
problem as long as the conditions which alone can
permit of auoh a step have not been established. Disarmament, he said, presupposes abandonmentof the
use of foroe and evenofthe threat of recourse to-foroe
as a means of" settling disputes; it also presupposes
the establishment of some kind Qf international order.
In such a oonnexion, it might perhaps be more appropriate to speak of improving the new inte!.'national
order. It is possible to contend further that for the
purpose ofpreserving international peace andseourity,
before tackling the question .of disarmament it would
be preferable, in the words of the Cha'l'ter:
"to aohieve international oo-operatton in solving
International problems of an economic, social, oultural or humanitarian character, and in promoting
and encouraging re",spect for human rights and for
fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as
to race, sex, language or religlon",
I
This view of the important questions whioh coneem
the international community ,is not haphazar!d, much
less inappropriate. In studyin~the various considerations bound up with decolonization, nothing could have
a greater bearing on thesubjeot than matters related
to the fundamental rights of .the individual. It cannot
be forgotten that the, present trends in international
law lay increasing stress on the pre-eminent value of
respect for human dign~ty in the equilibrlum of international se :liety. This is the indlspensablepl>erequiaite
of true "peaoeful ooexistence",Jor notlling oouldbe
more difficult to achieve than the'lloexistence of free
peoples who'are the mastelis of th~\ir fate with op~
preseed.peoplee who ~:rc\~eP\fived oftheir fundamental
freedoms.What good is dlslllrmament if the causes of
war subsist? And if a 'disarmament agreement is
signed,.. how long will it be respected if great states
intend to pursue their poliQy of domination andexpansion? The liquidation of the oolontal system of the
West is almost completc;a. Whl:)!l will the principle of
self-determination begin to be appliedto the nations
oppressed by Soviet imperialism?
.151. It is. a. source ~f satisfactioll. to the United
'~f!tions and of hope to the. whoie'Of mankind to realize
wnatthe presence ofnewstatas in theworldOrganiza...
tlon means, Over and above mere numerical con",
11
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.siderattons. it means that fre~ intelligence Js being
plaoed at .U!~ serrtce of th.e supreme, ideals of the
human ro,Oo. At lU\ oar11er meeting of the General
4!1sembly, the Minister for Foreign Attain of Madagasoar de1iver6d anoutstandingandprofqundlyslgnifioant speech whioh deserves to be remembe~ and
repeated. Referring to the task of the Unite~f!:lations
in the liberation of mankind, this Afrioan statesman
said:
"As far as we a~e concerned, this 1:'',Iman emanoipation applies not only to the blaokpeople of Atrioa
who are BtU! under oolonial rule but to the men of
other raoes Md other o?lourswhoare'heldundor the
yoke of nec-cclontaltem, These men too. wh~ther
they are white or yellow-skinned, are entiUe<l to
freedom and to self-determination. Men must not be
allowed tiimpose by foroe on other men a de faoto
situation to whioh they are oompel~~d tosubmt~
against their wUl and whichdoes not::,;espond to their
legitimate desire to live as they please". (U72nd
meeting, para; 119.J
0
'This is truly masterly pronouncement; it' ehows ~
path that the United Nat~.ons must fQllowbeoausethere
is written into the Preamble of the Charter a re- "
affirmt\tion of faith in fundamental human rights and in
the dignity anp worth of thehuma~persoQ.'lt is beyond"
all question that if these p!'inoiples must be observed
there is to" be l~sting peaoe in whioh mankind will be
freed from anxiety and from the fear of weapons, be
they conventional or atomic.
152. After those preliminary remarKSconcernifigthe
present and future development of thEl anti'::ooloniaI'ist
policy in whioh the UnitedNationsis engaged, my delegation would like to refer to tl,le work aocompliElhed
by the Special Committee on the ~j~uation wi~~regard
to the Implementationofthe Declarationon the Granting
of IndependencE!"to Colonial Countriesa.nd Peoples.
The report of the Speci~ Committee [A/5288l is a
valuable contrlbutfon to the study~f thequestion.llrhat
remark is not simply an expression of courtesy to the
authors; it is a jUlilt recognttton 6f the q,Uigence with
which, during their first session, the members of the
Special Committee oarried out the mandate entrusted
to them in tesolut!on 1654(XVI); Thoseofuli! who were
in the Fourth Committee asked to be allowed to .have
the benefit of that Work, speoifically in connexion with
our consideration of the questions of SouthernRhodesia
and South West Mrica. The ord~rly presentatiObof
the material and the '(jiscussions and oonolustona with
regard to eaoh of the territories under study iE! of
great assistance to the Fourth'Committee in its ~rk.

0

a

153. The Colombian delegation has reservations,
however. concerning some of the conclusions and
recommendations adopted, in particular those relating
to'the applioation of sanctions. An objective yiewooncerning the competence of the Unitedlilationsto resort
to such measures; in some cases, legal objections
based on the provisions of the Charter;Qa re~lization
of the reomplrcattone which may arise fromothose
measures and, above all, an unchanging desire to
exhaust all peaceful .:mealls before resorting to such
measures: these are the matn oonsiderations",which
have led Colombia to adopt aoautiotlsattitudelh this
delicate matte,r.
.
.,
~oreov~r~ the comments lQadeby thede~ega
of.the ~nited states and Australia reKarding the
SpectaJ Comnlittee's methods ofwork aM the IncidelltS
WhiC\~''f:red'in the course of its delib~ratiq,nsa:re"

154.
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oonstruotive.There la evel'y indioation thll.t it ln its
future work the Committee is able to resist the injl\?tion of oold";\val' issues and to pl'oooed on a more
tehnionl thnn politioal basis-if one. may spenk of a
teohnique of decolonizl\tlon-the results will be more
frul~f\tl, The experienoe of the flratyenr of work
should be a real Ieescn for future progl'ammes.
155. My delegation is fully in agreement with the
plans for reorganizing., the Speoial Committee and
eliminnting the Committees ei1llabUsl\ed for similar
purposos in the field of deoolonizl\Uon, The concentt'aUon of these activities in a single competent body
not only will mean bUdgetnl'y savings for the United
Nations kut, as. has been' pointed but, will avoitl unneoessary duplioation of work whtoh may at some stage
obstr\'Qt progl'ess. Whenthe suggestions conoerning an
Increase in membership, rotation of members, geegraphioal representation and other related matters
have all been made, the delegation of Colombia wlll
express its final views on them. I can say at this stage,
however, that if the membershtp of the Committee is
inoreased, Latin Amerlca, a continent whioh stands
ready at all times to defend the cause of freedom,
should be more adequately represented, The Latin
American representatives o.,t present on the Committee, namely, the representatives of Ul'uguay and
Venezuela, have made a bl'iUlant ~ndpositive contrtbution which warrants our warm oongratulations.
156. An analysis of the situation in eaoh of the territories dealt with in the Committee's report is ne~ther
useful nor appropriate in this general debate,Establtshed. praotioe indioates that it should properly be
made in the Fourth Committee, In that f()rum, the
Colombian delegation, as it has done in the case of
Southern Rhodesia and South" west Africa, will express
its vie,)Vs, in, line with its determination to contribute
to a. Go~ution of the problems involved.
157. In a speech made in the Assembly on 28 September, Mr. eIosll Antonio Montalvo, the Minister for
Foreign Affairs of Colombia, said:
"Colombia favours the autonomy and independence
of peoples and supports their right to self-determination. It does not wish, however, ~o offend or con!!
demn f11endly nations summoned, by the world
p Organization, to1liberate territories under their
cil1dminist:ration. ""i,A/PV .1131, p~ra,1.04.)
0
.
My delegation will respect that principle in all cases,
and p9.rticularly in oonnexlon with those territories
wllich are at present ahesubjeot· Of. controversy, It
J

"

..

;nnnot assume nny other attitude in :t'elntion, for
example, to the terrltoriesadministered bythe United
'.K!ngdom and Portugal,
;168. In the first case, it' l'coognb:es the aohievements
of the great Power whose initiative over the years has
been responsible for the representation of so ,.many
nations in this Assembly and it hopes that situations
like that in Southern Rhodesia will disnpPoJ\l' fOl' all
time and that demooi\atlo Governments offering adequate g\ll\l'antees of.hHman righta will be established
in the territories tl\Q.t are on the threshold of tndependence, In the seoond oase,Colombinardentlyhopes
that Portugal, aware of the changes taking-plaoein the
international oommunity, wlll recognize the risk
involved in attempting to turn baok the tide of history
whioh Ia sweeping away the annchrontam of oolonial..
ism.A glo.nce at the political geograph.V of the world
reveals a panorama whloh could hardly be more telling.
The empires of nearly all the oountries of Europe have
disappeared, FranQe. Belgium, the Netherlands, not
to speak of the United Kingdom, have accepted what is
a basic trend of the times and have liquidated their
empires, leaving the. field open for new States to
prosper, Portugal cannot 1;Ie the exception. Colombia,
in token of its sincere friendship. expresses its. confidence that Portugal will ultimately agree to a construotive dtscusaton with the UnitedNations which wlll
lead to the application of the principle of self-determination in the territories under its administration.
159. Just as day nfter day, oolontal relatlonahlpa are
dying out, so the concept of the interdependence of the
free peoples and nations of the world is emerging
ever more strongly and clearly, This is a new bond
which restores ul~ity to nations which might have
become estranged .as a result of their emancipation
movements. The difference is that the new unity wlll
be stronger and more lasting because it wlll be governed by the basic principle of equlU rights for men
and nations without discrimination of any kind.
160. Thus it can be seen how wise it would be to act
in accordance with the requirements of the times and
avoid taking positions which may create dissension
and destroy historic bonds of friendship. Respect for
the prlnotple of self-determination and the timely
implementation of that principle would seem to be the
wisest and only course to follow in order to survive
these historical crises, It would be well to adopt that
course as .rapidly, as possible.

The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m;
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[A/62SS] submitted by the Committ~e of Seventeen,U
the progress made in the applioation of the resolutions adopted,,,over the past two years on decolontaa«
tton, I must oonfess that I fel31 l,U1YJOUS, and this on
.
two counts,
6. On two counts beoause, first, I, arll 'already very
worried about the resolution-the tliird of its 'kindin whioh our work is m.:aly to culminate, and secondly, beoause I wonder' ho"", this third action by our
O:rganizntion will be reoeived, ni"i; bl' those. whg
wish to maintain the status quo. but by the othel'~,
those who are relying on us to end their bondage,
and seoure thoir freedom and salvat!on.
7. The' anxious, the poor, the disinherited, those
whose ory can only reaoh thlssanotuary in a muted
eoho relayed ~y dlstnterested spokestnep. such as
ourselves. wil~ examine, our next resolution very
olosely, to say ~e least: EItller they wUl find In'It
that breath of Ufe whioh fans the flame of hope, or
they w111 find that deadly poison of abandonment
whioh trE!lnsforma the most moderate of beings into
desperate men, ready to die, to renounce all, because
they havettothingG to lose and n~th1ng to gai~.Tlte
importanop. of this debate will therefore be 'sUff!';'
oiently apparent o
'"
8~. The eminent speakers who have preceded, me
have already made their analyses, statistics in !land,
of the situation in those still-dependent Mi-ican"
territoties on whose fate the Committee of Seventeen
has, afte~, a visit to Mrioa, suQmitted its carefullyweighed,practical conclusions.
9. 1 should like to congt'~~ate' the" Committee on
the large, amount, of work it haaaooompl1shed and
tho courage it showed in going to investigate looal
oonditlons on the spot wh~:r~verpossible.,
""
0
10. ,It is not for certain oountries, partf.owarly'
those y.'hich have made it, a rule in their relationS
with our" Organization to refUSe t& allOW anyUnited'.
Nations ,pomtrti;~tees in the,ir territo:n' or in t.errito;J:'Y
under their jurisdiotlon, to accuse the Committee
9f listening to anyone and , everyon~; nor-can they
complain tha.t by its appearance, ,ip the.'heart of the ~,
oolonial lands, jt courted publioitY, to e~courage all
those who so 'Wished to submit, statements to the
United ,NationsrepreBentatives'denoUncin~ the, tragic
oondltlons obtaining, in the territories whi9h-d~spite
opposition-it had deemed wOI'th ,v~siting. .
I)
o
'. .
~
<:J
,;
',U~, It, is "obvio~!3 "tQfl.t. tge~nternalsituationof ,the
dependent te:rritoriesam! the action to be taken
hlJ.!=J, ,been thoroUghly, and most,!'lloquently ,a.nalysel;}:
I thipk we"sholild 'be grateful. to' the qomm~tt~e for,
heaving .giyen top ,;p:r;~orityiI3 its visits, to A1rica.,.
I

, AGENDA ITEM 25
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tht!implementation' of the
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Mr. BINDZI (Cameroon) (translatedfrotnFrench)~
Now tl1at I have the honour' on behalf of the, Federal
:Republic of Cameroon" of spealdngfrom this'rostrum
to examine with you, in the light o,9L',the report,
b,
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whore there are still more colontes than anyWhere
unto themselves. exeroising oppression. repression.
else.
I
polltioal determination.
.'
21, Do we want oomplete reatltution?No Afrloan
12; My delegation proposes to treat this debate as
a dialogue with the administering Powers. since it
has ever dreamt of or aaked for that~:;,~lthough right
is abundantly olear that the oruoial issue is their
in prinoiple. we realize that it would be impossible
manner of thinking, their present attitude to the
in praotioe. What we are aBldng for iSJUl accomproblem. The latest developments speak for them...
modation'. What is monstrous in oolonization is not
selves. 'It ia obvious that it has always. and on eaoh
that people should leave their native soil for foreign
occseton, been the politioal wlU of the metropolitan
eltmea] but that, onoe there, they shou.'dolaim aa a
oountr!es-l do not say publio opinion In these coundivine revelation that the native inhabitant owns
tries-whioh has opposed tile emanoipation of the
nothing, is no better than a wild beast, and that
colonial territories.
everything henoeforlh belongs to, the new arrival, as
does llUld to the first oooupant. But who is the first
13. 1 thus propoae, 1 repeat, not to analyse 'the
internal situation in 'eaoh oOUntry, but to review ij\e
occupant, if not the native lnhablta:llt-unlEll3s he is
arguments of the remaining 0010nil11 Powers, in this
jUdged not to be a man at all? By some indesol'1bab)e,
o~~r: the United Kingdo11), Portugal, South Afrioa
strange and unjustifled SUbstitution, the last arrival
and Spain, and, simUarly. Indonesia and AUltrll1ia
becomes the first oooupant! To crown all this, the
United Kingdom oonoludes: "Trust w; and all wiU
Where lri~n and New Guinea are concerned,
be well." I shaU give only one example, taken from
the map of Afr!oa shoWs that
the meeting of l~~ June 1962 [1109th meetln~], when
14. A. quiok look at
u
the United Kingdom sUll holds a large part of our
the Assembly examined the inolusion in its agenda
oontinent, I might even say the major part, since
of a new item entitled .Situation in Rhodesia".
for us, as fo~ everyone else, history Itl history.
22. I have never heard suoh n solemn, pathetio
There ,is no disputing the faot that South Afrioa is
statement as the one made by the United Kingdom
independent, but it would be too muoh to say that
representative that day, 1 should Uke you to listen
it s~vered all links with the Unite4 Kingdom when
it left the Commonwealth. Moreover, South West
to it again.
"The British influenoe in all the territories for
Afrioa is 9tiUthere to remind us of the United
KingdoJXl,'s share in the domination of oertaill s~bwhioh we have any responaibiUty is used toward
the achievement of liberai oonstitutions. I say
tropioal parts of Af.rioa. I shall return to this po!l1t
in,due course,
thiCJ wiUlout fear of oontradiotion. 1 ask those re15. The United Kingdom is thus responsible for a
presentatives who are most olosely interested in
this question and who are-mahy of them-those
lar~ partoi the portion of Africa stiU under forwith the most expertence of British polioies and
eip . .doJ!1inatton. It would: be unjust not to reoognize
th.l
t
fl t
b f
th
k
that it a(lmits this itself. But it says: "the problem
me ocs, 0 're eo once more e ore ey as
is a diffio.ult one; eaohr.ountry is different. I have
the Assembly to take the respons/,bUity for having
a debate whioh might do serious harm. In all
~eat experience in these matters; trust me and all
earnestness I ask that the Assembly should take
Win be well". That is What the representative of
note oY the statement 1 have now made, and. on
the United Kingdom repeated to us even yesterday
reflection, in the light of it. decide no~ to adopt
from tbis very rostrum [1l75th meeting].
at this time the recommendation of the General
16. H~woan we,~in all honesty, sign a blank check,
Committee." [Ibid.! para. 30.]
if· I may USe a banldng expression? In our opinion.
23: After' the vote taken in this' very Assembly on
31 Ootober 1962, on the well-lmown resolution conthe record does not Justify such oonfidenoe."
17. c In the first, place, deoolonization is always difcerning the Rhodesi~s [resolution 1760 (XVII)], can
we really trust the United Kingdom'G word? I leave
fioult. Not to admit this is to assume that the United
Kingdom did riot suffer when it freed its other posi~ to you to judge. You will reo all that the United
sessions which became independent states. It is
KJ,ngdom' representative himself iidmitted that the
in,conceivable that the United Kingdom ollst ~e Indian
oonstituttonal process which we had deoried here
~mpireaway lightly. More9ver,' ~e diffioulti~s it
was not going' to fake place. that' elections would
Planaged <to l~,ave ,beh!~~, show clearly enough that, it
not be held before the spring of 1963, and so forth.
stil~, had ho~es ofbe!ng oalled back as an arbitrator.
You will remember too how. finally this august hall
'We"shall c,lte no' :i.'~ferenceeJ:~"iashall give no examwitnessed a race against ;Ume to adopt a·text before
pies. We want Jt to be Unde.ratood tllat we ~ejeot
'6. p.m, looal time. ormidn1ght in Salisbury. Where
polemiqs, an!! rely on the evidence.
then is the conorete evidence of that influenceolaimed
la. But·Why . try to p6r~uade tl9 thllt it. is more
by the. United K:tt1gdom representattve, in the name
'difficUlt; to. decolonize Africa than India? Because
of whioh he beseeohed us to have oonfidence?
theJ.'fj ~'re\vliite sett:1Er:ts in theterrltgries in question?
24'. On 12' June 1962 [1109th meeting], the United
P~rhap~ ,.that iathe d i f f i o u l t y . ' "
Kingdom representative gave ,118' a demonstratit>n of
19: .. That:reminds me of an example whiobthe conhis greattelents. for which we are full of admiration
feesoM at"home ,were fond' of setting before their
and to whioh we wish to pay atribu~e.,Buttalent hes
,f1ook"t9'iteach them the .wi~kednessof faUse witness.
its limitations; it 'cannot overcome faots.
:'''S~ppose'', they ~ed to say, "that you plucked a
25. ~ course', the. United Kingdom can, as its,aye
fowl' Con the, top ofa hill on &' stormy day. Suppose itself.' claim gl'eat oredit in the matter of decoloni..
you were thfin told to put all its feathers bac~ on
zatton<J It oan,. ~s it did yesterday [1175thmeeting); '::.~::
the bird; could",you do it?
"
I),~ \~\:recite ,'an. impJ;essi~,e .list: ,of ,co~tri~s •. ·:We cODoege
"i 20.: Tile' white" Settlers a.re a minority. Through
.thi9willingly• although in, our Jtearts we tnaynot
cQIQnization. they' have, usedand,abused 'ev~ry privipon'ipletely agree. Eaoh of us ~s his own views on
lege: seizing the best land, arrogating, all rights
these matters.
'
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26. In any event, we believe that this is only a
further, urgent renD on for deOolontzingin Afrioa too.
We adjut'e the United Kingdom not to rest on its
laurels. I think it was Franois Baoon who, with a
very ,2ritish flair for business, warned that glory
is like a market-sol\lstimes when you stay too long,
prIoes go down.
27. 1 1 shall now address myself to Portu~l. It is
always very dlfCioult trl talk to Portugal. Conversation is always Uable, ~s in a reoent famous trial,
to turn into a monologue by the axamining magistrate
or proseoutor-although 1 do not feel myself equal
to playing the part of either of those high offioials.
28. In Portugal's view, there are no oolonies.They
are overseas proviJ:loes attaohed to the Republ~o by
a, holy oonstit\:iion handed downfrom that latter-day
AoropOlis,.metropOlitan Portugal.
29. In a world where the "heresy 01 liberation" is
gaining ground, Lisbon has beoome the holy of holies
for all those who believe in the determination and
predetermination of other people's destinies: those
of .Angole, Mozambique, Cape. Vercb. eto, These
territories are represented in the metropolitan
Parliament. They vote. Some of their nati'7e inhllbitantS-A minority.:o:.if they are deemed worthy and
satisfy oertain oonditions, can become "assimi1a,dos".
That, acoording to Portugal, is the ideal form of
emancipation,
30. We heard the Portuguese Minister of Foreign
Affairs take the flOl)i' here at the end of the general
debate [1155th meeting].·We expected some information on his Government's intentions, and the measures
it proposes to take to decclcnize, We received none.
What did we hear .instead? Disoourteous ccmpartscne
with our Republios, a show of those statistios desoribed by a great modern thinker as the third form
of lying.
31. In connexion with G<>a and the .,other former
Portuguese possession, we were also treated to a
long lament over one of the greatest calamities whiOh,
apparently, can ever befall a human being: loss of
Portuguese oitizenship.
32. We shall take as out example Brazil, that land
of the future whicn breathes hope and prosperity.
If all its prese,nt prospeots are due to its having
thrown off the Portuguese yoke, then, with all our
heart, we say: "Good luck to Goa and the other
.~
colonies too."
33.. Should we prove, that Portugal 'a, theories are
1/rong? To what purpose? They have been soundly
iondemned by .world publio opinion. What troubles
JS, after the very brilliant expositions which vario\1S
jelegat'ions have given us since, is the, feeling that
the Portugu~se, and I here :tafer to Portuguese ruling
clrcles, have fallen prey to an obsession, '" which
compels them to sing praioesof that out dated,
obs.olete-to say the least-systeni, of assimilation.
All we can. do is .deplore, with Bossuet, that "the
greatest ment!ll aberration. is to beli:~v~ things because
we' want them to be so and not beoauae we have seen:
'
them to 1;Ie so. IllI
34.Po);'tugal's smugness is, moreover;'belied by
ite'cinternal, political conduct; This is obviQuS simply
f3~m ,its liconstitutionaf instabil3ty and the. need for

~'1.uVg.u..,r.7"·
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ohange whiohit tries to aatisryperiodically, Whenever
we In this forum speak out against ittl anaohronistio
ways, and ospeolally when the peoptJ oonoerned give .
loud or violent demonEltrationa of thelrimpatlenoe.
Is it not tlr.'1e to break with this past of intrigue,
delaying taotios and plecemeal-measurea, to see at
lnst where the truo path lies, ~he pnthof the future
whioh leads to friendship, laatlng oonoord .and true
brothel'hood?
35. In deoolonizt\tion, to taka refuge 1n 11 aort of
mania for oonstitutional perfectibility is no l3olution.
It simply means falling iDto the plight, se well
desoribad by Dante, of deoadent Flol'enoe. May I
reoall his words:
"How often, to speak only of reoent times, have
you ohanged your ,\nsututtons, your ourrenoy, your
magistrates and your customs and replaoed the
oity fathers:, If ~'o;;,.· h~ve any reoollection of your
disasters ando.ny sense, you will see that you
are"lik~ a siok woman who Is ~ossing and tur~
in bed unable to rest to relieve her pain," (~
Comedy, Book 2, Canto VI.)
36. This continual ohangIng of the Africans' statuS
deoeives no one but:~~ortugal itself. No,one bellevea
in it, neither the people concerned, nor the United
Nations.
.

37• Fin~l1y, we come to South Africa. It has been
said tha.t none is deafer than he who will not hear.
I should not be stncere if Ibonfined my attention
only to the question of South West Africa, whioh is,
as e'\feryone lmows, a mandate which the Union of
South Afrioa wants to withdrnw from the jurisdiotion
of the competent international organizi~tion"'formerly
the League of Nations nnd now the United Nations.
Whatever its name, 'it is due to this body thai',' with
the complioity of the United }(ingdom, South Africa
now has jurisdiotion over Soutli West Africa. '
88. Without being a legal authority, I should like to
dismiss in a few words all South AfricA.'s claims to
South West Africa. Can a gWlrdianever, under
private law, ,seize the heritage of the ,ward?' The
taw relating to"guardianship is very striot. The coming
of age' of the ward 'in this case mus~ be by independence, an~ any suggestion of a perpetuillmaritlate or
perpetual pupilage must be systematicallY rejected. ,
39'• . The'glardian cannot •. moreover, plead that the
ward is .not of age. In the case of oountries, we can
see no legal justification for South Afrioa 'e annexing
South West Mriaa. Here, as elsewhere, in fact here "
~bove all" the prinoiple of self-determination m~t
be applied. Impartial 'Consultation c,.of' the people is
essential.
.
_
!-~, '
40. The Mandate, in our opinion, stiit'-:::~t~nds.,. Th~
rights. of the League of Nations have passed to the
United Nations, to which fact the Geneva enclave and
the International ocurt oi Justice bea~ living witriess.,
41. The duty of the United" NatioIlB is simply, as .
under private law. to declare....if ,uecess'.rl uw.laterally-that' South Afrioa 'has forfeited' its . Mandate,
'for themandator is al':Vaysentitled'to do this'if,the
~erm~ of its man!late .are no longer respected. We
" are,i9cide.ptally, .conviIiced,withoqt phjudging its
deoision, that' the. International. Court of Justice will
ml\kea -r1lling along those l i n e s . , '.
.._~
,,_~.
:',_~
42. But·our quarrel with SOuth' Africa does not,could'
not, stop: there: 'there. i~ still. apartheid. "For us, "that
Y J. B. Bossuet, "TraJt& d~ la COIUlB.~Bance de D,Ieu et de'sot..m@me"',
"chap. I..
'
~.
,
. , ' . too is a coloqIal q~estion.:' We haw ·said,before ·and
9
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say again that th$ soU ot SOuth Afrioa belongs fll'st
and foremost to i~s true ohildren, and these are not
only the eighteenth oentury immigrants from Europe.
Before them, that part of thewcrld was inhllblted
b3' the,.Bantus. Force and exp~priationhave estabUshed a de faoto situation whioh we observe, but
do not understand. Even l~ss do we understand how
the last comees can seize all l'igbts for their sole
benefit, at the expense of the original occupants,

51. Can this possibly be accepted as the ol'lterion
for human I'ellltlonships between different communities of what calls itself the oivilized, world? Is
this no~ a monstrosity, a startling step bnoltwarda?
What differenoe is there between this and the purest
canons of that Nazi dootrine against whose politioal
expression SOuth Afrioa can be proud to have fought?
The dead of SOuth Afrioa, who are our dead toostnee martyrs to the cause of freedom 'lnd right
belong to the whole of mankind-must be turning in
their graves at seeing their oountry pay homage to
what they once fought against and because of whioh
they made the supreme saorifioe.

43. The Afrioans are today paying the prioe for their
legendary hospitality, but those who have got fat
on their land should at least share the feast with
their hosts. (·Even admitting that the last oomers
have, in their turn, aoquired squatte:rs' rights in this
52. Let us now turn to Spain. When welooming the
admission of new Members in the general debate of
land whioh was never theirs, that does not justify
d.'prlving the original indigenous inhabitants of their
5' Ootober 1962' [1l43rd meeting] in this very plaoe,
birtlu'ight..
' i t s , distinguished representative, Mr. de Lequerioa,
in a burst of enthusiasm, made the following statement:
44. We are here speaking in general terms, as we
"Whatever we may think of these various pro\lrorpised we would at the beginning. We will not
ceases,
the present situation as a whole gives us
stoop to an expqsure of the faots of ~eoase, whioh
ground for rejoioing and hope. There has been a
are damning enough as they stand for the oolonial
vernal flowering of races and peoples, espeoially
\\
Powers andimperiaUst minorities.
on the Afrir '" oonUnent, and it is only fair to
reoognise thel...Jagnanimityand timeliness with wbioh
45. SOuth Afrioa tells us-and it was Mr. l.ouw
the old oountries, those that brought the most
himself who, replylng to the representative of the
ancient and distinotive cultures to other lands,
united: States, proolaimed it from this 'Very rostrum
guided the oourse of development to whioh we
on 6 November 1962 [1.165th meeting]-that:
owe this happy emergence of nations. W [Ibid.,
-As far as we are oonoerned, where a white
para. 49.]
.
population"-and we emphasize that expression-is undoubtedly in the nrlnority, there is a natural
53. Then, as if seized by remorse, he regretted
urge to sUrvive. It would have been exaotly the
the absenoe of Spain from this festival of liberation:
same if in this oountry, W!th its population of
"In America, at the time of its disoovery and
approximately 180mUlion people, there were the
for three oenturies thereafter, we Spaniards were
proPQrtion between Negro and White whioh there is
the protagontsts of many historioal developments,
in South Africa; in my hypothesis there would have
Including that of emanctpatton, When Africa's hour
bee,~f aoout 3,0 or 40.. million Whites ~~ about
struok-I am thinldng in particular of the mid-way
140 million Negroes, and in that case those whites
point in the nineteenth century-Spain had an inwould have had the same.urge to survive.
finitely smaller part to play. We were given only
a very ,minor part in the great Afrioan d:2ama of
" ,,"... In ord~rto get the reoord straight it was
nineteenth and twentieth oentiU'ies. other peothe'
necesaary, in view of the mlsunderstanding-eunples reaped the benefits and the ~lory." [Ibid.,
ques~ionably a; misunderstanding on .the part of
para. 104.]
,
the \iUnited, states re,presentative this mOI'Jling-,
for 1b.e to -oome to the rostrum to olear up that
54. No, frankly, we do not think Spain has cause
misunderstan~~."[Ibid., para. 90.]
for complaint. It can, it must, Indeed it will play
its, part, sinoe'Mr. de l.equerica also said:
46. i leave it to its author, of oou;.se, to take all
"Let none of us be asked to deny ourselves the
credit for the staggering assertion that "where a
iJatisfaotion of witnessing the new flowering and
white" population is undoubtedly in the minority, there
sensing the aspirations of those who are emerging
'i8 a natural ~ge to survive".
..
into national life 'and who so often speak not with
47•. I also leave to Mr. Louw the honour of having
rancour but with grateful remembranoe of those
stated that the United States would have behaved in
who, in the ,OOU1'se of history, oontributed to their
the same WilY as SOuth Africa if it had had a majority
material and moraladvanc~ment. "[Ibid.,para. 101.]
of Negroes and a minority, of Whites in' the same
55~:::, TherEl' we quite agree. I' respectfully dedioa~e
'proPQrtions.
'
"
these words to General Franoo and his Government.
Yes, none of us must be asked. to deny ourselves this
4E;i J 1 merely ask why, a miJ~ority popUlation Sh~uld
satisfaction! Let us sing, as in church: Lact8mlni,
feel" the ,Jl~~d to survive, ·when". as "the" governing
Laetamini! Rejoioe, people of Rio de 01'0, Equatorial
group, it l'unS no riskand is in no danger:. ,
'
,
"
Guinea and Fernando PO: Spain too wants to join in
49." I make no comment on the strong feeling of
"thesatisfaotion of Witnessing the new flowering
racial" disorimination impUcit, ~n the ,expressiqn
and sensing the aspirations' of those whoare ems,rging
"white nrlnority-.
,"
'
into national life". You will, I know, I amoonvfnced;
speak of Spain not with rancour but with gratefui
50.1' must, however,denounoe the hypoc.risY underremembrance:
lying the eup~enlism'"feel the urge to suriive"\Vhioh
Mr. Louw'delibt:lrately made elliptical. F~el the urge
56. What. of' the theory of o\i'erl3eas 'provinee13 :with
to ~urvive? In south· Africa, 'asowealiknow, that
repres~tAtation in the metropolitan' parliaments?'But
tJXleans ,oOoping '1,1p •the, 'majority of, the' population,
who can take" it seriously? In truthj~ ,history is an' ,
f!jxplQUing it, maltreating' it in e.Ye~ wayj and,in
eternal beginning again. We were, nalv,e 'inde~d ;to
'~1l0I:t,:~riying'it 'every' human right.
belie...e in such worn-out and threadbare theories:",
,

.,.

'.~
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1177th meeting - 27 November 1962
57. In oonoluaion, two brief remarks on the

two

Irlana, West and East. Where the fOl'mer-West

Irian-is oonoel'ned. it should be olearly understocd
that the question has not been resolved. The Genel'al
Assembly and Mr. Ellswol'th Bunkel"s oountry OOn"
ttnue to have the major responsiiJillty befol'e God
and before history. In this very place, we set a date.
The New York Times of 13 November published an
item on the perfeotly proper reaction of the United
Nations Administrator-whioh we completelyendorse-«
to Indonealan Press reports that Indonesia was toying
with the idea of annexing West Irian outright.· We
hope that there is no foundation for the alarm raised
by The New York Times. If 'there were, it would be
an act of violenoe and overt aggression against the
United Nations. We again urge that the process laid
down in the agreement whioh was submitted to tlie
General Assembly fol' approval should be adhered to.
To do otherwise would be an outright breaoh ~~. faith.
58. Where East Irian is conoerned, we may feel
edified. We listened with attention last week [1173rd
meeting] to the representative of Australia, whose
thoughtfUl moderation has always compelled respect,
To put it briefly, he warned us against Haste and
stressed that problems differed from territory to
territory. He emphasized the diffi'oulties encountered
and, indeed, the impossibility of granting independence rapidly.
59. Our reply is that there is nothing new in this.
We have heard the same said of our own countries.
Besides, all this is over and done with. How can we
reconcile this hesitant caution, the acknowledgement
that all men should enjoy the right to l3elf..determination, and the fact that at the last two sessions we
adopted two resolutions, 1514 (XV) and 1654 (XVI),
which swept away any question of preliminary meas..
ures? We humbly confess that we do not understand
the two-raced attitude of the administering Power-s,
which cheerfully' vote for a text and then declare it
impossible to implement. Did we not hear this same
representative of Australia go so far as to dismiss
even the idea (Iffixing a date?
60. Without taking a stand on this parttoular ques..
tion, we wonder when the Administering 1-\)wers will
finally decide that at last the ·hour for decolonization
has struck. We fear that there will be postponement
after postponement, until the matter is simply put
off indefinitely.
61. At the beginning of this .statement, I expressed
anxiety on two scores. What will be the ooncluaton
of this debate? The honour of't~e Organtzation'fa a1
stake, and so is peace in the te;oritories. ft,s m~
delegation sees it, the Assembly has twice plecr~a
itself to a oourse from· which there cian be no retreat.
I'suil . remember the enthusiasm which swept tm:s
hall' at" that histo:ric meeting of 14 December 1960
[947th meeting] when, together, we adopted resolution
1514 (XV).. What we then rejoioed to see was not a
fortuitoUs act, not a product of the atmosphere engendered by a moment of intense mass emotion, not
a gel:lture halfway between propaganda and diplomacy.
On the cont:r;ary, we saw in it a deliberate, and irreVersible fuhdament2.1 trend, .whioh has th.e same
eminently humanitarian force ' d~ the Universal De..
claration of'HqmanRights, recalled and 'invoked in
the op~rative p:ar~gr~ph of the resolution. That ie!
wneretlie oonolue,ion of. 9ur debates has a. ,bearing
on peace in the;~ still' dependent territories. The
peoples wa1ting"and hoping, and basing their hopes on

this Organi~ntion, would be disillusioned if we atn
poared to ta~e n step baokwnrd in this debate. The
Qnly resource remaining to them would be that engendered by despair. I dismiss suoh a possibility
from the outset.
62.. I have deliberately refraIned from oommenting
on the situation in the territories. lest I should offend
cereatn I3U!.'loeptibiUties. We have endeavoured to
remain. on the heights. We Wished to put forward
onl~' gen.eral consldel'atlons. We. believe that we 'have
refuted. the atguments of those who defend the ~
quo or, in other words. oolonization.
(,)

;:

"

63. To oonolude, we cannot do better than to borrow
the adjuration by the representative. of France. Mr.
Koscziusko--Morizet. to Sir Edgar Vlhitehead on the
Rhodesian question. I have chosen the words of the
representative of France because of the friendly
relations whioh, fol' reasons of reoent history, linked
that oountry'to those whi~h are still administering
l'owers. I have chosen
Koscziusko--Morizet, in
particular. becausa his clll~eel\.'in the United Nations
speaks for itself and his knOWledge of AfrlcanprobIems makes him an l~uthority.

M".

'"

(/'

64. This is the advioe .he gave, through Sir Edgar
Whitehead, to all the old glories of the world whioh
wish to continue their colonial career:
"Make haste, Sir Edgar "-and all the Sir Edgars
in the world- "you do not have allo thetime,youo
think you have. Although there maybe s~eoific
aspects'·to the question of RhodeElia~ :it'oantibf be
settled outside the Internattonal context, outside
the world oontext; it oannot be dealt with. so to
speak. b~hind closed doqrs. In thls'case, boldness
is perhaps the wisest Qo\U.'se." [1163rd meeting,
para. 1 4 . ] ·
65. The PRESIDENT: I recognize the representative
of Spain in exerofse of his right of reply. c
..

. ()

66. Mr. DE ,LEQUERICA (Spain) (translated-from·
Spanish): I should like to ~fer to what has been said,
in a .luotd and high..minded manner which does oredit
to his delegation, by.the representative of Oameroon
and also to the oourteously phrased statements of
other representatives, suoh as ·therepres'1lntative of
Gabon. In general, I have observed thatall-tf()MriQan
countries really ooncerned with these problems have
shown re~arkable f1oderation and gOodw11f:wtth regflrd
to Spain and its delegation to this Assembly, inthe
few allu:;ions theY'.made to us.oNaturallYt we ar~ not
spaaking of other, non-African countJ;ies for which
some debates are merely a pretext for causing disturga.n~es and .exehanging « insults and totally unfounded acousatfona, I wish. to ,h.ave nothing to do with
0
that.
'.

.

67. . For the information of- the representattve of
Cameroon I wm .~~w state specifioallythat. when
the session of the t:conomip Commission for Afrioa
was held aJ Addis Ababa in February 1961, Instruc..
tions from the Sp.amsh GOvernment failed to reach
its repr.esentative in time. CODE!equently,the Goni..'
mission adopted the resolution regarding which 'oUr
delegationm!1de a statement. before the Econorhi,c
and SocIal .00unc11 at tM thirty-fourth session Whll'lh,
is" reproduced in, a document the· Council had'before
it when it met at Geneva, and whiCh.it mentioned in
t.he . co.oocil's .. report.·· to the..' Generai\ASsemb.fy
[~/5203. 'para, 437].
..
. ....
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peoples". That was the title given by the head of
dooument statf)8~
the Soviet Government, NikltaSergeeviohKhrushohev,
IMy [the SpanishJ delegation now has pleasure in
to
the great historioal dooument whiohexpressed
,,~ating .that the Spanish Governmer..t is prepared
the unanimous desire of the peoples of the world to
tooomply with the provisions of Goneral Assembly
bring "to a speedy and uncondlttonal end oolonialism
resolution 1466 (XIV) and of resolution 24 (ID) of
in ~l its forms and manifestations".
the Eoonomio Commisstbn for Afrioa.
73. On 27 November 1961, after Qons!dering the
"'The Spanish Govei'nment has ool1aboratea and
situation with regard to, the implementation of the
ill l'ellolved to oontinue oollaborating with all organs
Deolaration, the General Assembly adopted resoluof the United Ne,tions, striotly respeoting the letter
tion 1664 (XVI), in whioh it oalled upon the states
and the spirit of the Charter. In accordance with
oonoerned "to take aotion without further delay with
this polioy, whioh is based on ,prinoiples of inter-a view to the faithful applioation and implementation
national solidarity and bas been reoognized very
of the Deolaration". The Assembly deoided to estabreoently, by other United Nations bodies, it now
lish a Speoial Committee, whioh was requested to
states its position in auoh a way tbatthere will
examine of behalf of our Organization the progress
be ,no ~om for any misunderstanding•.
. and extent of the implementation of the Deolaration
"¥Y delegation accordingly requests the Economic and to make suggestiOns and reoommenda.tions in
that oonnexlon, This action by the General Assembly
and Social Council, when' it aliopts a final resoluwas an important step towards a praotical effort by
tion on this subject, to take-Into account the faot
the United Nations to secure implementation of the
that Spain's position is similar to that of the other
Declaration.
European countries mentioned in 'operative paragraphs 2 and 3 of resolution 42 (IV)•• •".1I
74. In the opinion of my delegation the report of
the Special Committee of Seventeen [A/5238J now
69. Furthermore. I will add that Spain is gratified
before us, together with its suggestions and recomby the unanimous recognition by the-indigenous inmendations, deserves commendation. The Committee
habitants,)of the humane and progressive manner in
has acted quite properly in concentrating its attention
Which it has carried 'out its mission of co-operation
at the present time on the Non-Self-Governing Terwith the peoples of Equatorial Africa in an effort
ritories of the principal colonial Powers, although,
to promote their advancement, and is pleased by
of course, that does not in any sense mean that the
the spirit of friendship and coexistence which preUnited Nations is oblivious to the fate of the peoples
sently prevails in that region.
of all other colonial poasesstone,
70. The Under-Secretary of the Presidency has
75. Nearly two years have passed since the Declararecently visited the Spanish ters.jtories of Equatorial
tion on the granting of independence to colonial
Africa. The words he. l;poke'-in Africa, at Santa
countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)J was
Isabel de Fernando Po are to be found in the Madrid
adopted. In that period, colonialism has been dealt
newspaper ~ of 21 OCtober 1962. The Undernew and deadly brows and the great cause offreedom
Secretary of the Spanish Government, said that
has further extended its frontiers. However, the
"from the economic point of view Spainhas 'no interest
objectives of the Declaration have not yet been
in. thel'le t~I'ritories. But there Is something much
achieved.
stronger than. material interests: the consciousness.
of fulfilling a duty. If Spain were to adopt the easy
76. I should like. to recall operative paragraph 5 of
attitude of avoiding complications and abandoning
the Declaration, which reads as follows:
these territories to their fate, they, unable. to live
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
by themselves, would fall prey to foreign greed and
Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other tertheir inhabitants might succumb to the horrors of
ritories which have not yet attained independence,
communism". The Ut:lder-Secretary added that "we
to transfer all powers to the peoples of those
spaniards more than anyone respeot self-determin~
territories, without any conditions or reservations,
tion, but' it must be gemnne self-determination".
in accordance with their freely expressed will
. 71. With regard to" Spanish Equatorial Africa, the
and desire, without any distinction as to race,
Under~Secretary also said-and I especially can the
creed or colour, in order to enable them to enjoy
attention of the. representative of Oameroon; and the
complete independence and freedom."
other African representatives Who have de81t With,
77! The issue is clear and well defined,. but the
the matter, to his words, since they de1:lne our
attitude:
' " ..
, colonial Powers, Which are responsible for the Tru~t
a~t-Non-Self-Governing Territories, are evading that
"If because of the remoteness of the area in.
Issue in every way they can. Above all, they are
which their inhabitants 1iye or because of their· disregarding the Declaration's injunctiop.. that imparticular human, characteristics they should one
mediate steps ~hall be taken to ensure the:decolOIrl,.day wish to change their "present status and the
zation of the remaining, dependent peoples. Where the
majority decided in favour of such a course, Spam
colonialists are forced by the ineluctable pressure
would place I;l0obstacle. in the way of wbrkiIl.g out
of events to abandon ,their positions. they resort to
the luture of these provinces.with them."
.
eveJ;'Y imaginable. trick in order .to bar the subject
peoples' w8;Y to real freedom and independence.
72.' Mr.PoLYANICH~O :(Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Ilepublic),(~ranslated from, Russian): On 23SeptElmber
78. As a result, more than ~O 'million people in
19~0" the worlli helJ,rd. from this Asseln1?ly [869th
Africa,
,Asia, Latin, America andOceania are still
. meetingl·thes~trring,wo:t:&l."Declara~!onon the
under the, rule'. of British,~(>;l'tugu:ese, ..Spanish,
grWlting ()f ,indepe~d'enge to colonial coUntries apd
United States, South African and other colOnialfsts.
'~'.-'
..•.< '~"., "
, ,,','
¥ Officiai Re.:OMS 'oi·theEcononlic. imd 'SIlcial COuncU,'I'hirty- 79. when one reads 'the records of the meetings
of the SpecialCornmittee .of Seventeenandth~repqrts
fourth Sell1o']« Annexes, a~enda item 10, document B/L.95~ and. COrr.l•
68.
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11'17th meeting - 27 November 1962
of other oommittees deallng with oolonial territories
flI\d learns of the "laws It enaoted by the oolonialists
in south west Afrioa, Angola, Southern and Northern
Rhodesia, Beohuanaland and Mozambique, one can
sOllroely believe that suoh things can oome to pass
in the seoond half of the twentieth oentury.
80. Portugal has ruled its Mozambique oolony for
456 years. The Itprogresa lt aohievedbythePortuguese
"oivUizers" is indeed striking. Mozambique has been
turned into a land of arbftrary rule, ignoranoe and
terror.
81. The btdlgenous inhabitants of Mozambique are
divided into two groups: the so-cnlled "unoivlUzedlt
population and the "assimilated" POPulation~ The
"Unoivilized" comprise 99.9 per cent of the entire
indigenous population. They have nopolitic III economic
or social rights. Political parties, trade unions,
eo-operatives and other types of associations are
forbidden. The African inhabitant of Mozambique
is denied everything b!1t the right to be a slave of
the white racists, who account for 1 per oent of the
country's population.
82. .The ooloniaUsts have taken over three-quarters
of all the cultivated land. HavingdeprivedtheAfricam;
of their livelihood, they have tu~net\ them into slaves,
whom they not only exploit meroilessly but also sell
by the hundreds of thousands, like cattle, to the
.
mines of South Afrioa an!;i Southern RhodeSia.
83. The people of Mozambique vegetate in poverty
and ignorance, Only a tiny proportion-a\x)ut 0.8 per
cent-of the African population is literate. Medical
care is virtually non-existent for Africans. Yet the
country's wealth-iron-ore, sugar, tungsten, cotton,
copper, gold and radio-active minerals-Is exported
to Europe and America. Thus, the Portuguese 0010nialists are carrying out a ourdous kind of even
exchange of wealth for poverty.
84. The Portugal of Salazar is replying with terror
and. military action to the demands of the people of
Mozambique, Angola and other colonies for immediate
freedom and independence. The more the oppressed
peoples gain in national consciousness and intensify
their struggle for national liberation, the more savage
and bloody does ,Portugal's policy towards thecolontes
become. In Angola, Portugal is waging a war of
extermination against the insurgent population, using
the armaments of all kinds which it receives from
its NATO allies, the United States and the United
Kingdom.
85. Yet, the representatives of the Fascist dictator
Salazar' .In this hall contend that, by discussing the
immediate granting of independence to the Portuguese
colonies" the United Nations is "umawfully" interfering1."1 the "internal affairs" of Portugal, since
. the latter's colonies were declared "overseas provinces" as. far back as 1951.
86. The legalistic. quibbles of the coloniMists can
deoeive no one. The peoples of the colonies will
never accept legal fictions as a substitute for real
freedom. Their courageous struggle is based on the
one right which can claim legitimacy~that·of every
people to"live in freedom· and independence, If they
are ~ not granted the. right .to lead an -independent
eXistence, to choose. their own political and .social
system, and to conduct their affairs in .their own
country as "the)' see 'fit, they will Win that,right by
fighting for it, Whatever the sacrifices they' may
have.to'make on the altar of freedom.

. , ......
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87. This was oonVinoingly
but heroic Algerian

demons~ated

In the small

people'e great struggle for

na~

tlonal independenoe. It is being demonstrated today
by the fighters for freedom In Angola and oman,
Twentieth-oentury man' oannot and wl11 not live on
his knees. And tlJe longar the oolonlallsts resist
the liberation mO,vement of the oppressed peoples,
the more severe wlll be the judgement of history .
and the heavier the retribution exaoted of the oppressors.
88. Despite aH the efforts of the United. Nations,
the South African,~overnment refuses to co-operate
in taking meaeures aimed a~ granting independenoe
to the people of SOuth West Africa. On the contrary,
it has unilaterally repudiated.international agreements
relating to that territory and is crudely violating
the provisions of the Charter and all the General
Assembly resolutions dealing with South West Afrioa.
All power is coneentrated In the' hands of a tiny
group of white settlers, who are putting into practioe
the frankly fasotatlc, t.e., racist theory of apartheid,
Which has been proolaimed the offlolarState d90trine
of South Africa. Th~ polioy of apartheid affirms that
the whites are to maintain perpetual" tutelage over
the indigenous population, whose lot it is to live In
eternal ignorance and oppression.
89. The eiltlre life of the African, literally" every
step he takes is regulated by countless racial laws
and decrees. The Afrioan does not even have the
right to walk freely on his own soil o~ to move from
one settlement to another. Under the law on sUbversive activity, any protest against racial segrega~ion
f..lr demand fOI.'the improvement of working conditions
can be regarded as a orimeagainst the State punishable by imprisonment for five years or more and
even bJ! the death penalty.
90. It is' significlAnt that the Director of PrisQns in
South West Africa is the Chief Natl'Ve Commissioner
and that he also 'occupies. the posts of chairman of
the Land Tax Board, the Diamond <Board and the,
Tender Board and director of Internal Revenue.
Thus, a jailer 1sI.'j:}sponsible for the most important
aspects of the ccuntry's domestic affairs. That is
not surprising, since South West Afrioa is essentially
one huge prison for the Af:rican Popu~ation." .
91. The South African racists are hurriedly carrying
through a programme of military trai!l41I~ chtlt!:,l
entire white. population and are equippJng the army
with modern weapons with the intention of drowning
the Africans' g~wtng movement of,national liberation
'
2, ' .
in blood,
92. In view of the open. defiance shown by the South
Afi'~?an racists, the time has. come to take decisive'
action to ,gring these arrogant colonialists to thei:/.' "
senses and: puran end to the, sUfferings of the people
nf'SoUth We~t Africa.
93. The~ainian delegation fully supports thep:r;oposals that the Verwoerd Government should l>,e deprived of the South West Afrioan Mandate and that
other vigorous steps should be taken with ~. v.iew
to granting ,the territory its independence. .
.
(0
94. Having adopted the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countrtee' and peoples 'I
we 'have no right to permit our own decisions on
colonial questidns t9 6ecomO/;\i~ad letters~ We cannot
~emain indifferent to. the «act that United ~at1ons
decisions are being JnsOler~tly disregardedJ by the
colonialists;cand that the struggling peo1>lesm~:y los~i
' ..
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faith in the effeotiveness of our Ol'gnnizatlon. The
more t.'lan 120,000 persons, while a member of the
time is ooming when -deoisive aotion w11l 'be prOM
Counoil eleoted on the so-oalled higher roll-that is
ferable to words-however loftY-Whioh go unheeded.
to say, on-a roll made \'p mainly of white votersrepresents only 800 persQ1lus. Even under this "de91f. Suoh action is all the mere neoessary because
mooratio"
sYbtem, however, the party representing
there is taking shape in the southern part of the
the Afrloanpopulation-the "MalawiCongress Party"Afrioan o~~tlne~'lt a powerful politioal and m1litary
was viotorious in the eleotions held last Aucust.
a1Uanoe embraoing the oolontallsts of South AfrIoa,
Portugal and Rhodesia. The aims ot this ooloniaUst
104. Yet, the administering Powel' has so far taken
group pose a threat to the future of the peoples of
no effeotive steps to implement the Deolaration on
Afrioa and are oreating a dangerous potentinl breedingthe granting of independenoe to oolonial countries
ground of war~
and peoples with respeot to Nyasaland. As in the
past,
the country is ruled by the BrI.tish Colonial
96. It is no seoret that the aldanoe oonoluded by
Offioe. Contrary to the clearly expressed desire of
Welensky, Whitehead, Verwoerd and Salazar is sup,:"
its people, Nyasaland remains part of the Federation
ported by the lelldlngNATO Powers, espeoially the
artlflcio.lly oreated by the oolonialists, in whiohpower
United Kingdom and the UnitedStates, whoseeoonomio
rests with the raoist Government of;Roy. Wele~~ky!- '
and politioal interests in this area are known to all.
In Southern and Northern Rh6desia, the white
97. It is worth noting, for exampl.e, that the United 105.
raotsta, supported and aotively aided by the United
Kingdom'a promise to transfer BQ,sutoland, Beohua,:"
Kingdom Goverment, have set up a colonialist
naland and Swaziland to South Afrioa is still legally
r6gime of reaction and terror which diffel'S but
binding. The United Kingdom Government is not
little
from the system prevailing in Mozambique and
taking any steps towards the granting of independence
South West Africa. It is clear to everyone that the
to these territories which are dominated by white
Governments of Roy Welensky and ;Edgar Whitehead
British settlers and South Afrioans and to whioh the
are t,t'avelling the aame vroadas Verwoerd 'I:i GovSouth Afrioan raoists made baste, in their 1961
ernment
in South Afrioa.
Constitution, to reaffirm their claim,
106. The very titles of the laws which regulate the
98. We support the draft resolution of the Speoial
political life of the Africans of southern Rhoqesia
Committee [A!5238, chapter V, para. 214], in which
speak for themselves: the Public Order Aot, the
it is solemnly declared that any attempt to annex
Preventive Detention Act, the Unlawful Organizations
Basutoland, Beohuanaland or Swaziland will be reAct, the Law and 9rder Maintenance Act, and so on.
garded by the United Nations as an act"of aggression
And all these "laws" were enacted, not in the distant
Violatfug,.,the United Nations Charter, and in wMch
past, but in the last two or three years. This is the
the. inalienable right of the peoples of these territories
colonialists' answer to the peoples' growing struggle
to self-determination and independence is reaffirmed.
,
for national liberation and to the Declaration's demand
for the 'immecliate' granting of independence to these
99. The United Kingdom continues to have the largest
peoples,'
colonial empire. The national liberation movements
in the Britlshcolonie,s .are nt',\various stages of de107. In giving Sollthern Rhodesia a new Constitution,
velopment, butthorec is . 'no question that. all tb~
the United Kingdom Government announced that it
colonial peoples passionately desire their freedom
was transferring to the people full responsibility
and Independence, This aspiration, however, AS
for their future. But who are the people' of Southern
meeting with"stubl>orn resistance from the British
Rhodesia-the 200,000 Europeans' to whom this Conscolomaltats,
titu~ion giY~s absolute power, or the 3 million Africans
who are being offered the same old slavery in a new
100. The granting of independence to British Gutana,
version of Bl'itish colonial "democracy"?
Kenya, Nya~aland and Z'anzibar is being delayed on
every concei'V'able kindrof prettJm~)In these countries,
108. All this shows that the United Kingdom Gov~
whose people are ready'to assume the responsibiernment, in changing its administrative methods, is
lities of government at any time •. a favourite colosimply trying to disguise its colonial rule by subntalist tactic-tbat of "divide Wild rule"-ls being
jecting the, colonies to' a subtler type of control by
employ,ed.
the
metropolitan country.
\'!
-,
101. "The People's Progressive ParttJ of BrUish
109. The very heart and core of alII.,colonial rule
Guiana, led by Dr. Jagan, who is nOW'Premier of the
is the economic exploitation and despoilment of the
c910ny's" Government', has triumphed at the polls
colonies. It isbeoause the, o()lonialists extract eseveral times since 1953, despite the schemes of the
normous riches .from' the colonteaand plu,nder the
AdministeI'ing Power. Since the policy of the ruling
labOur and, wealth of. other peoples that they do not
party does" not suit it, however, the United Kingdom.
wish to .g1~1;~em .up. They have never yet' ~elin:
Gove;rnment is trying}n every way to put off the
quished controrofa~ colony vOluntarily and. without
granting of independenoe to British Quiana, and at
a struggle. Moreover, when they are forced to leave
the sam~,time, "to' undermine \~~ position of the
a. c010ny and grant it political Independence, ,they
people's _Progressive party.
.
try' to keep it bound to Ilthem by all kinds. of unequal
ol>ligation~ and trea,ties in :org~r :tosafeguard and
102. The granting or- independence to. the islands
strengthen: their economic po~it~on-in order,1n,p.t if?.,
of Zanzibar 'and Pemba is being postponed on the
to ensure continued ,economic exploitation.
pr~text that th~~e a:rece;rtai~ differenct;ls of ~pinion
.between the two!lpartiea which form the basiS! of the
110. Such treaties' ancl agreements are a second
!poalition GQvernment, although .both parties demand
line of defence from which the colonialists and in..
irnmedia~e i~plementatiort',9f theiight tq self-deter- . ternatlonal mOhOpoliesi:leek to maintainthe ilnperialist
.,. rnin~tion.
- '
,
dominati(jh~ and economic . enslavement of the peoples
103. Under. the 1960 Constitution of NyasaJ,and, each
of, other "countries. It :is essential that, at this st~ge
III our consideration of the situation with regard to
~f;rican~lectGdto,theLegislativeCouncil represents
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the implementation of the Declaration, the General
Assembly should adopt a resolution stating that
oonsistent implementation of the prinoiple of t
self-determination of peoples is incompatible with
nl
t ti
the prao ti oe 0 f impos ing unequa;
rea es and unequal relations between States.
111. Overcome with fear for their colontal empires,
whioh are coming apart at the seams, the colonial
Powers are joining forces to fight the growing national liberation movement. The cause of colonialism
is supported by a whole set of military blocs-NATO,
CENTO and SEATO-whioh provide the colontaltsta
with a kind of mutual insurance system for oruahing
the national liberation movements of Africa, Asia
and Latin America by force of arms.
112. States like Portugal, Spain and South Africa
would be in no position to resist the nattonal Itberatton movement if they did not receive large-scale
military and economic aid from their more powerful
military and political allies-particularly the United
states and the UnitedKingdom,but also West Germany,
France and other countries. The reason for this aid
and support is the common stake which the great
international monopolies and international imperialtsm, led by the United States, have in the economic
exploitation and political dominatio'nof other peoples.
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the great Russian people, rose in the Oatober revolutlon against the Tsarist yoke.
h e '
116. However, these attemptri ended in oomplete
failure, and today the British oolontaltsts are
mourning the past, when they were unabl.e'··:to su"·
..,..
jugate the peoples of Transoauoasia and Central
Asia as they subjugated the peoples of Kenya, Rhodesla, Nyasaland and their other colonial possessions.
117. From the ruins of Tsarist Russia there arose
a mighty union Qf genuinely free peoples-the Union
Soviet Sooialist Republics. I venture to recall the
words of Mr. Khrushchev, the head of the Soviet
Government, at the fifteenth session of the General
Assembly:
"The Tsarist Government pursued in the borderlands of Russia an essentially colontalfst policy
which differed little from what can be observed
today in colonial countries. Uzbeks, Kazakhs,
Tadzhlks and other non-Rusatan nationalities were
scornfully called 'aliens'. They were not constd«
ered human beings and were ruthlessly exploited.
National differences, hatred and dissension were
fomented between these nationalities, ana the Tsarist
Empire was held together only by bayonets and
oppression. When the peoples of Central Al3ia and
Transcaucasia, were given thelir national freedom
and equal rights with the other peoples of Russia,
they showed their capabilities in the development
of their- national economy and culB1re~

113. The elimination of colonialism calls for full
and consistent implementation of th~ right of peoples
to self-determination and for the transfer to all
peoples of complete sovereignty, ~~:restricted by
forcibly imposed unequal treaties 0:£ an economic,
"Did the development of our country suffer by
.;'/ "
the granting to the peoples of the right of tndemilitary or political nature.
'.
/'
pendence and self-determination? IS there strife
114. In conclusion, I shouldlikcco say a few words
and enmity between nationalities in our multiconcerning the attempts,which'certain delegations have
national country or a disintegration of the State?
No, there is nothing of the sort, nor can there be
made to di,stract the~;AsseinblYi from the question
under consideration. Therep:resentatives of the United
[869th meeting, paras. 207 and 208] ••••
Kingdom end Canada, who' sang a duet of old and
hackneyed anti-Soviet slander, have been jparttou"Harmony and unprecedented unity between all
larly zealous in that regard. The United Kingdom
nationalities have been achieved in the Soviet Union.A
representative referred. to the common features of
genuine friendship between nationalities was brought
the colonial policies of Britie:h imperialism and
into being, which all the trials of the Second World
Tsarist Russia. It is true that those policies had
War could not shake. These great changes benefited
much in common, but the policy of the Soviet Union
not only the national minorities but the Russians.
Ukrainians' and Byelorussiaus-the nations comon . the .' national question, including its policy with
regard to the peoples of Transcaucasia and Central
prising a majority of tho Soviet Unioll's .population.
Asia-of which Mr. Patrick Dean has sought to
"We are proud that the experience of the former'
become. the uninvited champion in this Assemblybo d I d
f R i h
d th t it i
has nothing in common w.ith thee polic.y of Russian
l' er an so. • uss a
a~, prove ,of athe East
sperfectly
possible for the oountrtes
to
Tsarism. I should like to remind the United Kingdom
do away with backwardness, pOV;!3rty. disease and.
representative that Tsarism was destroyed back in
ignorance withinr- the lifetime of one gene:r;ation
-1917 by the, combined efforts of the peoples of the
and to rise to the level oreconcmtcenr advanced
. former. Tsa\t~stempire and, above all, by the ·recountries." [Ibid., paras. 210 and 211.]
:"
volutionary struggle of the Russian people itself.
despite, I might add, the a6tive armed intervention
118. With reference to the statement bYthebanadiall
of tnternattonal imperialism. including British: Imrepresentative, we may observe that such statements'
perlaltsm, which tried by every means at its dishave become ·corunonplace. From time' to' time,
posal to restore the,Tsarist "prison of peoples",
Canadian statesmen and diplomats mount, the rostrum
115. Mr. Dean shed crocodile tears before us over
in their own country,at NA'.l'0 sessions or e here at
the fate of the' Azerbaidzhani,' people. Today,' the
the United Nations arid, on instructions from outside ~
Azerbaidzhan Soviet Socialist Republic is, like the
but with a zelll which istheiJ:>very',pw!l,J)Ourforth
'Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, one of the fifte'en
a muddy steam of lies born of blind hatred for the
equal and sovereign republtcs of the Soviet Union.
peoples of the Union of soviet Socialist Republics,
But let me ask the representative of the United who were the' first to smashtheshacklesof imperialist
Kingdom a question; who was it that put .the.first
oppression and capitalist slavery.
Governm,ent of the Azerbaidzhan Soviet Republic. in
119. Tlieflames'of .tbeGl'eaLOcfuberRev()lution,
front of a, f~g squad!n 1918? It was the Bi'itishwhich proclaimed -to'.theworldthatanew era, had
interventionists, .who triea by armed forc.e to subbegun,' an era 0.£ gen~ine freedon'l and. equality .fOll
Gju~!lte the Azerbaidzhani people and the peoples of
all men, allpeop1esand all;races,are bUI'nmgthe
the Centrcl Asian republics, which,together with
imperialists 'grel;ldyeye,l;land gr~spillghands. Those
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who have grQWliaooustom6d to baslngthetrprosperlty
1~5, Two l):pworful fOl'oes have made thJs revolution
largely on the exploitation of other peoples u~
pOdsible. The first .i9 the rise of nationalism whioh"
pervading all tanks of sooieW, suppUed the motive
consumed by hatred of the peoples of the sooialist
power for the mUitant assertion of the right to self..
States, which have given an example of how to eject
determination and otherbasiohunlan 1'ights. 'rh.:!
foreign plunderers from one's home and how to
seoQ~d ie the growth of~i\ode:rm' oommunioations
mange,one's (own Wflalth and build ona'sown l1f~,.
whioh
speeded up the widesp:.'ead disl3emination of
120. Certain. international ctrciea interested in fanthe libertarian prinoiples embodied in the Charter c:S
ning hatred of the sovt~t Union and in attempting
to undermine its prestige often try to shift this thank- , 0t~e United Nat1ons~
less task to others who are prepared to oblige them.
126. 'rhe United Nations itself haa plnysd a vital
'I regret to say ,that among those who often prove
role in this revolution. It has served as a catalyst
obliging are some qanadian poUtiol!UlS with a markin the process of decolonization, channelling inge..
edly anti-SOviet bent. There is no need to go into the
pendence ~ovements along peaceful lines and ensuring
details of the Canadian representative's unsavoury
that the newly independent nations should immediately
insinuation,s about the SOviet peoples, including the
find th~ir rightful place in a community of free States
· YkraiJlians. We should merely like to .Say that his
professing allegiance to the rule of la~. The work
waS. a pitiful attempt at substituting, for the genutne
of the Speoial Committee of Seventeen refleots .the
problem of ijle peoples' Uberation from colonialism,
profound concern of the United Nations for the speedy
• which calls for. immediate solution, "Problems" faliberation of the remaining colonial territories. The
bricated by the cetontanets, who have lost their
progress reported by that C~,~mittee is encouraging.'
self-po$session and their heads and are fighting a
127. We have reason to feelbatified by,this develhopeless rearguard action against the national libeopment, but the intensity of the debates on the issue
ration movement.
of colonialism suggests that our work is far fl'Om
121. It is Interesting to note that his statement.
done. For colonialism is a parasi,t'!~,infection which
~ In which slander alternated (\Vith hyworitioal sighs.
does not respond uniformly to "{.."given treatment.
· the Canadian representative'''Wso tried to play on. the
It follows the otasatc phases ~f apparent cure and
pride of the SOviet peoples,' upon whom he showered
'sudden reversal, and its outstanding characteristic
high-~ounding epithetf,! in an attempt to make the
is ijle tenacity with which it clings to its chosen \
insincerity and tendentiousness of his remarks more
victims. Thus in our own ttme, even as we strive )
palatable. ~e oalle~ the Ukrain~~ peoples "freedomto hasten the liquidation of old-style colonialis!l1.
loving", appuently not realizing that from the lips
we have seen the emergenoe of subtlerc>,forms of
lif, a champio~ of' colontaltem even well-deserved
subjectJon which are as dangerous in their implication
1
recognition of a people's quallties.may sound like an
as thl3Y are clever in disguising their true character.
insult.' Let' the Canadian delegatiog. make no mistake
It is an essential, part of our task to be on our guard
about it; our peoples is aware of the true motives
~gainst all manifestations of this newer form of
. I.l·
which impel Oanadian statesmen, when addreasmg'
colonialism, to expose them wherever they may ari~e, . f
international or dOD;!,estic audiences, to echo the,tunes
and to oppose their perpetuation with the aame energyof imperialist reaction whenever reference is made
and determination that we have devoted to)'he liquito tile Urki'ainians and the other SOviet peoples. The
dation of the older forms of colonialism. "-."
Ukl'ainian peopl~!s trulyfreedom-lovlng. and that
128. Let us never forget thatcoloniallsm in any
/,,-1S 'preoisely whY it wUl .not permit, the imperialists
form is never. justified. For all forms of colonialism
'I' and their yes"'men to interfere 'irtthe. internal affairs
,of c>urclosa-knit' fraternal family of socialist peoples, . assume, as a,first prinoiple, the evil doctrine that
one groupof'people is superior to another. In its
which have attained independence, f~~dom and power
grossest form, colonialism violates the fundamental
'and are confidentlybuildipg their bright communist
human rights of the subject people, distorts and
~, '
future.
perverts their peraonaUty, and ruthlessly· exploits
122. The threat to world peace and: security wUl
their J,lational patrimony.
, persist until '1111 the peoples of the world are ensured
129•. My coubtry's S~;()ial conoenn with the issue
equality and Independence and untU the l~st link in
of .colonialism arises from the!: fttct ~ that "for over
theco.lonial phain, has. been smashed. The· right· of
400 years we Filipmos were-a subject people. We
ev~rypeople.top~tan'end to. foreign. oppression is
Elacredand inalienable. We are certain that that right
were .a colony of Spain for moreJhan. 300 years and (
Wlllineyitabl:v.triumphthroughoutthe. world.. .'•
. were under the' Unite\dstlite's or-America for dearly
half of a"'OO~tury;, Toa greater o~ 'less ~egree, w)~
123. )4y .delegation will support any proposal", aimed
therefore; sha~e with the peoplee of .the formere()O.~
lonies the trauma.tic experien,ce of having been ruled\: ,
agairiat our willbyalienPowers;,
"
-c.
to. colonial .countries and .• pe9ples-tllat .of the im'_
-"
'. ..
t.
. mediate filid. complete'eliminati()n ,of coloniatism in
130. The Filipino people are among the oldest reall. itS~fornlsandmanifestations.
.'
",
volutional'ies In .the world. During the almost four
, .·t.ir.·PitJ,a,;u,(A~straJJa)~" Vic&'-President, took t1l~ oenturies ,of Spat.J.isli" rule, we rose in re'90lt l on ~
average ofonceeyery two years. ,The last ofthoee
C~r~,~.
-'t~{·'
;1.::" _'"
. ' : : ' ; ' . . - ' : , " . ': . .:,- _,_.f;.":"~'
persistent
uprisings
fin~JY
sitcceeded
in 1898.'
,.,.
.
,
..
,. ,"
()
,'124.M:r~MMOS' (Phillvpines):.Thepr0gess,o{de131. ·Onl~ 'Jun8 of .that year . the leader 'of the .
coloriization ,"Elet in motion at the, end of the Second
PhU,;ippinerevolutionary forces ,. proclaimed theReWorld • lVar. conEltitutes' one of the brightest chapters
, in tlt,e.-sWryofman's.perennial quest for ' freedom.
public,.'of the~'Philippines-tl\e·.f irst free dernocratic,
. It ,has: broUght.abouta.revolution Whichin'sqopeand. 'State to emerge in'colonial Asia. In defence Of that'
firstPbilippine RepUblic,' oU:r:'people tought the United
·.imPQl't.rankB ,wi~other gl'eatPQlitical developments
~tat~s'.of •AlneriOa in .a war tlUlt, fasted for more than
'\VhiQh hav:eprofound1YBffecte<i~equalityo! c.ivili~
.. 0,.zati9~"an<t.i the. oour$~9fhistory.,'~ .; ". "..'0, •.••....••.
tbre~.ye&.rs a,ndended only when' 'we ,had: nothing
I
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left wit1\ which to resist the 'j:1uperlodty In flrms and
numbe~'s of the United State/3 foroes.
132. Thereafter, O\.ll'· p~ople embarked upon a determined and unoQmpromi~ing oa..'llpaign for Immediate,(8bsolute and oomplete infJependenoe. This
oampaign was oarried on peaoefully through ccnsntutional means,thanks to the adoption by the United
States of Amedoa of a polioy based on Ute reoognition of the FilipinoJleOple1s right to self-determination. However, it took our people more than thirty
years of peaoe'ful struggle' for that" polioy to be "
embodied in legislation setting a detinite date for
() the recognition of Philippine Independence, And after
thol3e thirty years, another decade pasl3ed before the
Republi9,of the Philippines was finally re-established.
hi t i '
tt" k l '
the ~ th
133
'
. T s s or 0 even 00 p ace on e .l,our
of' July, 1946, at the very beginning of the process.
o~r~ecolonization to which I have referred. The
re ..established Philippine Republic, aCharter'~ember
of the United Nations, was the first of the former
colonies in Asia to function as a free and independent
state. In that sense, U. may be said to havejSherCid
in the era of, ema.ncipationof colonial peoples which
we ~e now, seeking to consolidate an5!f'bring to
fulfilment.,
•~
134. "After this brief historic'at review of the tndependence movement in the Philippines, highlighting
the position cif my Government on the(,question of
colonialism, I now wish to address myself,to a part
of the report of the Speoial Committee of Seventeen
which is before us in document A/5238~ I refer to
that part wHioh affects our sovereignty over' North
Borneo in relation to a project to establish a n3w
federation called the Federation of Gre~ter Malaysia.

ill'

g

f
((

135. These two subjects-sovereigqty over North
Borneo and Federation of Greater Malaysia-are of
particular interest to the Phijippines because the
establishment of this new, Federation of Greater
Malaysia would involve the transfer of sovereignty
over North Borneo, The Philippines has put forward
a formal claim of sovereignty over North Borneo.
A dispute has arisen between the PhUippiries and
the United Kingdom q,.fer thi~ issue, a dispute which·
yet remains' Unsettled'."
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138.' The disp\t~e between the' Phllippines and the
Unitedc>ingdom regarding e:overelgnty over North \0
Borneo stems mainly from tbe different Ipterpreta."
tions whioh the two oountri~s haveplaoed on 8 def;l~,
that was signed on 22 :January, 1878 by Sultan Jamal ('
AI ~am, t1\e hefld of the S\lltanate of Sulu. Before \;,
this date, the Sult~~of SUI~" was th undiSp'utati
aovereign anc.l l1Jle~1 of North Borneo. 7:~e det;d Ja
in Arabio, oharaoters, and thG' text Is in the Malayan
language. The key word is the Malayan word "plldjak",
whioh means "lease",and, whioh i,n our, vie\;' ol~arly
indioates that the territory was leased.not~old or
ceded as the United Kingdom Government erroneously
olatma,
139. The manner of payment, whiohis made annually,
bears out our conviotion that that agreement waa a
lease agreement.' So does the amount of rental;mone'~. "
!rr:
which was 5,OOO-I~ter):,inorea,.sed to 5,3QO-MJIlayl1Il
dollars per, annu1p( a¥ut 1,800 Unite~ Statel:/ dollars C)
anyear or 150 U;~it~e~~ States dollars a motlth, for a
territory COmpl,'iEJ~g?~~".388 scuare mlles, approxi-'mately the size ofa-eland~
140. When the ~l"kinal .lessee, a ,private, ao~pan:.r
called the British NOI:,th BorneoComplt..'"1Y, transferred
its rights to the t~rritory to ,the ,United Kingdom on
26 June 1946, it transferred leasehold :righUk not
sovereign rights, for. the silllpte reason that the
company could not transf~r rights' that it diQ not
itself have. And when, With understandable haste,
the United Kingdom Governm~~'anpexed Ule te~ritory
of North Borneo as a Cro~.1~910!).y on 10 July 1946six d~s afte;r the re-estll,1?l'fE)hment of the Republic
of the Philippines-the United Kingdom Governm~nt
performed an act of ~eStionable If;'lgali~."
/
0

fi

'"

"0

'141. Seven years before. a British court had.handed
down an opinion, which reads:
"It is Q~~n~.ant1y clear thatt!1e successor in
'sovereignty of the Sultan of Sulu are the Government
of the Pllilippinelslands••• ".
0)

ThiS quotatiqn, which' throws a revealing light on tha , f,
question of sovereignty over North Bof.neo. is fl'9~
a .decision by Chief "Justice' Macaskie of the High
CO~lrt(?f . North ,Boreno in a suit that was brought
., ,'.' ( r "
;by the heirs of Sultan Jamalul Kirani·. ·the head of·
136. The Vio,~;Preisidont and Seoretary' of Foreign
the Sulu Sultanate from, 1894 until hiS death in 1936.
While we are not prep'ared t~ 'accept~ a.'!~ the firo- c.
Affairs, of ,the Phllippines, in .a ,policy statement
m~cle before ,~~is •Assembly' in the ,morJ\\li=:J of ,27
nouncements made by Justice Macaskie, we k:-e making
September 1962. referred briefly to the c1aun of thereferencetq,his decisiQn fol' the purpose of brb,lging ,
out the reason which impeJle!i the present Sultan of
Philippine, 'Government to t4e" territory of North
' :. Born~. H~ said Rmpng other thing~.antiI quote:
Sulu to. cancel ~ lease over the territory a few
year,I?'later,.
c,
o
"
~
,,"Our, olatm has cheen.put fomvard with sincereassurances that, the issue should be settled by
142. Thesliit before tbeBorneo COUl'ts" was in the
p~aceful. meana; and without prejudice to the exernature ,oian, interpleaaer 'tnitiatedfor the purpqse
oi~e 'of the riglit- of s,elf-determination' by the ,illof ,getting a judicial pronouncement as to wlio, were
the heirs of the late Sultan .Jam:alul' Kiram entitled
habitaJ}ts of North Borneoj preferablyun!ier United
Nations" auspices."" [1l34thplenarymeeting,para.
to l'eoel.ve. therEintal pl'Ovided for in ilie deed of
25.]
,
' . ~i, . '
'...,
1878. ,In his decisiqn Justioe Macoaskie made a dis137. Later in the same meeting, the r~presentatlve 'tinction between what. be called "the,private heirs"
of the' United. KingMmsaid:
p(thedeceased Sultan. WhO were entitledtothe annual
,
,
.
" ,,
paYJnentof 5.3()OMalayan dollars. anci'the"succes"no with regard to the c1~im to>North'Borneo,
.sors.ln s.oyereignty"ofth~Sultan.Justice Maca~kie
IDlustplaceitonrecordlithatthe United Kingdom.
decl!U'edo Princess Tarhaw,Kiram and eight p\hers
,has no,doubt,as'to]tssovereignty~over"theter- cthe private heirs of the Sultan and th~ PhiliiJpme
. rito1'y,"; [ibid•• para. ,i'27].
Goyermnent .as thesQcceSsors insoverei~ty.".
0"
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,By tl1ese!;statement~' ,of ,I'epre~entatives, <?fthe tw0143.1.'he:United~~n~~nn90vernment was\l~J.y aware

Governments •.•,concernea, the iss,ue of soye;reignty
over North ~orneo;wasclearly joined.'
p'

it

-

:9fthe9piniQhofttu~ticeMacasldeth4t the"successoJ.'s
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s<ivereie;ntyof' the SultanQ!Sulu .were tl1e Gov:r
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emment
the Phtll~,pine Islands. it was likewise
aware of tho faot that Prinoossi'l't\l'hata Kiram and
elibt other had been deolared by the High Court of
,Nort.t Boruoo as the private heirs of the said Sultan.
But when it annexed North Borneo on 10 J~l1y 1948.
,and" ,flve" dnys later asaumed $overelgntyover thE)
ter:i~9ry, the United Kingdom Government notUled
neither the Philippine Qovernment nor the SultanJs
heirs of the annexaU<m and the assumption of sov...
erelgnty ~ A distinguished Amer!.oMI a great advooate
of.the prinolple, of seU..determhiation. none otherthan
lIle Honourable, Fra.noia BurtonHarrison. who has
made a, legal study of the :North Borneo caee, baE\
oalled the annexation of, North BO,:rneo by the United
Kingdom Government an aot of politioal aggress!on. c
" ''In 019,57' SUltan Ef?mall KIram issu~d 'a proolamation
oancelling tht) lease of,1878. A formal notice of the.
cancellation waa sent· to the" United" Kingdom Goy..
ernment In I.ondon. W "the ~Brlt1sh North Borneo
Company in Jesselton'amtto the Seoretary..General
of the \)nitedNatlons~nNl;l)Y YorJe. '

Malayeia propos~s for North Bo:rneo. stUl another
part states:
..
,
"
v

,

')'"''

"

"There had beel\-,nb eleotions, .t., Only req,ently
have plana beenmMe for Qleotion to Distriot
Counolls and Town Boim:18~ltAl
0Q, 0
148. In \Slther words,aifJoe the ,ye"r 1681~when the
Bdtish 1~orth,Born6o Company started ndmirdstering
North Borneo for the Sultan o~ Sulu! antb even na
lnte ns 1946,' Whon the United Kingdom Government
annexed North Borneo' as a Crown oolony the in..
habitants of the territory haye not been given ,the
opportunity to eloQt even.', 100al offioials,
149. A.. parallel ,situation obtains in the field of
education, Th~flgurcs given in the Cobbold repol't
sh9w that out of the total pOpUlation aged ton years
0l\over there are only 72.000 literate; 227~000 are
UU:t61'e.~e.', From the indigenO\lS population of over
300.000, only two per~ons have gone through oollege.
150. It is nlso noteworthytlult the so-oalled "cai~.,c:.)
, "
-o ;.~
endar of Constitutional Advanoe" [A/6~381 annex Xl
144. Let us consider tmothe:r portion of the report
reo'Org~the faot that IX deotston in prino~ple haa
of the speoial Commlttee whioh deals with the question
already been ari'lved at by the Governments oonoerned
of self..determinatioll,,{or Ul~ peo,!)le of North Borneo.
that the proposed Federation of Greater Malaysia~
The Committee has otroulated a number of petitions
whioh will il~olude North Borneo. will come into being
concerning oo}onial territories. Amongthese petitions' on 31 ~uguEit196S. but makes no mention whatsoever
is one"lI date~ g,Septemoor '1962 frompolltioalpartiesJ
of an !rnportantpart of' the deotsfon, namely. the
Ut North Bom\eo. Sarawak and Bru~lei.vr(:lque~ting th~) .acoord oreaohed by those' Governments that within
Unlted,NaUons "to intervene In the proposed'transfer
six mpnthathey will enter into," fo~mal ngreement
~ of sovereignty in:1 Sarawak and Sahah"~ North BorneoV prOViding fot'° the transfer ef,sbverei'gnty over North
'-, is (lIso known as Sabah-"on the ground that suoh a
Borneo to the proposed Federation of Graater
transfer is a denia\ to the peoples Jn these territorl:)s
Malaysia. Tll.e six-month period presumably starteU
ofth,Gir right to self-determination and of thel1t.l'ight
on "the day the deoision was al'rived .at-about the
,jO coinplet~ independenoe". Alternatively. the petiilqn
end of JUly or early August of this year. '
asks the United l>latlons to organize and conduct a
151. ,.The so~eaule of steps leading to the tnoorporapleblaoite befol'e the trlWsfer of sovereJgnty. o
tion of the territory into the proposed Federation
145. Th~petitio~ reads in part'asfollows:
v
of Greater' Malaysia. the terminal date' of whi()h is ,',
31 ~ugust 1963. makes it, virtually certain that th~·
'":f3.""The .ass~~~Dlent of, theolCobboldj t:ommis~ple of the territory wm~ after that date, have
o
sion" was" that atiuut, one third of ~,e popll'ation -forfeited their right to express their .real opinion
strongly favoured :reaLization of') Ma.uysia. Without
on the all-important Cl,lestion of seU-determination.
condmons~~tle' third,,,,,-Javoured2.t with oon~i~ions,
""--" ,
and. safegaards and the rest a~1rist. This 116sesa-"" 152. ; Before that ha;~en'~ we earnestly hope'that the
• ;--"~··--","_._oPl~!1t. was totally wrong and could not be supported,
'philippine olaim to North Borneo will have. been"
by~faots and oannot. b~; aooepted by independent
settled on the basis of legality and justioe. For under
, impartial observers. n'
",;',
that olaim the right of the people of North Borneo
to self-determination would be assured.
146. 'The Cobbold. r.~P01:t.§l itself makes ~s ad"
153. The territory of North·Borneo Is'very olose
IdsaioD:
\:. ,~; n o "
~"
to t.he· Philippines. There' are many islands in the
'" "In aSsessing the opinion of the peoples of North
Phlllppine" A:rollipelago....:the Tw;t1e Is\ands and the
Botneo ••• 'we have oo1y beenabl~",to "arriv'e a~
Mangsee Islands-which lie. within a stone's ,tJu'ow
o " an approximat!pn. oWe do not.,,!~n'dl? mak~ ..anY
o
of North Borneo. Fl'omthe southermost islands of
gu,arantee that it may not 'o~ge in Ol.1e dh:,eotion
!)
the Philippipe Ar~hipelago; one 'oan paddle to North
Or th.,¥u"U~!1 J.rl the futur~~ Making ~l~~no.es for
Borneo in small wooden boats, or canoes.
//
all 'the diffioulties and fOl\ our inabif),t,l> ·,C.,i'eaoh
154. 'Thlts~ from thepO~t ofvi~wofnationalseourity~
o$ve~part 'of theee large territoriEi:'-~~j:~e h~ve
..
arrived ,u;t:;~ a "geneJ;'alconsensus .
~i=!~ion With' the PWlipplnea has a' vital stl\lte in tl1e future of '
North,fJ~orn:eo. "The' territory
'll~e a" cork. that
reaIiiOnl}.l~r~· ooo~~denoe.ba~ed on. intl!Vid\llll and
oloses o~·· great lfiland" sea~ the Suiu '~:ea~ an~' is
~ re~r~~cell~t!v~ ~vide~}~~ p~esented befol'e us.,"':
thel'efor!3 ,;.rof great strategic '. importance for tp.e
'147. _Anotht'l' , par~ of! the" Cobbold r"ewrt oontainEl
Phili~pine~.
"
"'0,.
, 0
155. Howev~r. in puttingforwarMit~ validcllliin'to
;:.,=i:i~,~;)~eC~~1~l9~Y ~;~1i~~~n1n~~o~ sovereignty
,oyer North Borneo~' the .Philippines MS nO
'~Cal'eful 'studyltl'ega~'llg ,the lliipl1oattons" of, the
desire Or intention to ignore,.thewi!i!hes of the people
:.:
'
.' ··~t;.i n
1>~'#~.)
, " .
of, the territory• NOl'th·Box-neo is,,'noi.a;Paolfic atoll
to , ' : f '
.j{,
q,~c,
,
inhabited py gconey birds; or an, Antarctio island
D
.-"':':",,~', __ ,",
.,-,-,.
,',,6
':.? ... ,~,
.inhabit~ .,by pen~s •. , It is lnha!>lt~ by itearly,.a,:
jf,Al~?'I09/~ET.4~~mimeo,~raphed.o~y~,: .,
, . ' '" " .
oicJI Rep3rtof thtl'COmmission of En9ul"r"'into North ltmeo alld
;p;i '
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ilQOple who~e right to ae1f~determ1nnt1on
must be or,,••.ldered and respeoted.
156. It is \ f~~ this very reason that President
Ml\onpagal ofti~e Ptl.tllpplnes, on 27 July 1962, gave
the foll,p\ving aclemn nssuranae:
"The Philippines is loyally oommitted to the
prinolple 'of, aeU-determination of peoples. There..
fore, if the, neaessityof asoertaining the wishes
of the inhabitants of North Borneo regarding their
futur(L should arise at any timo, the Phiiippines
would support their desire to exercise thia right,
preferably in a plebisoite under the auspio~s of
the United Nations."
157. This solemn assurance was reUerated [1134th
meeting, para. 25] by the Vide..President and Seo..
retary of Foreign Affairs of the Philippines in his
polioy statement before, this Assembly, whio!i.lI have
already,referred to.
15B. My Government- has spared .nc, effort to have
this dispute over North Borneo settl,ed amioably

the Governments 'oonoerned that we ann"in no way

acoept tb.e London Agreement affeoting thete::rltory
of North Borneo es a fait acecmpl! tending to set
aside the Philippine - claim of whioh those Govern"
menta'al'e' fUlly aw~e. We have likewise i."lfo:rmed
them that the olaim of the PhiUppines ~o North
Borneo subsists, and will continue to SUbsist, until
the dispute is resolved b;t peaoeful means in aooOJ.'~fU1oe with the Prinoiples of the United N~tions
Chal'ter.
~

164. M1 Government, has viewed with oomposure,
what appears to be a studied indifferenoe, to our
repeated requeats for bilateral tallta.But we are
obn:{~dent ,~at the United Kingdom, whiobthe PbiUp..,
pine..~",OQli., 'iqers an ally in th~,oause of worl,d peace,
will ijot'oolltinue t9 ignore o'.n'just olaHn. Simple
justioe tmd"the best 'interests of thepeeJplesOonoerned
diot~te .that our di$pJJte with the UnitedKingdomover
North Borneo be settled before the oreation'of a
Federation of Greater Malaysia, in order to ensUre
th"', exercise of the righto of the people of Nortli
Borneo tos~lf-dete1!mination and, at the same time,
tosecure the peace, fr,iendship and good will ,ofthG
peoples in that part'of the world.

and speedilJ on a bilateral baste,"
1,~9. In response to the growing'llressUre Ofp!lbliQ
Mr. Muhammad ZafrU11a Kh~' (P~stan)
resumed
opinion in the Philippines, the House of Representatlves ,of the Philippine Congress unanimously ap..
.
the Chair.
()
., C)
proved, on 24 April 1962, a resolution urging "the
President of the Philippines to olaim sovereigqty
165. The PRESIDENT: I reoognlze the :representative
of the Un~ted Kinp:dom in exercise of his l'ight.of
over North ncmeo, However, before the President
oould implement that resolution, the Government of
reply.
v '\
the United cKingdom informed the Philippine Gov.
ernment that it would oppose and resist any suoh
166. Sir Patriok DEAN (United Kingdom): The'rep..
resentattve of the Philippines; in: the oourseof the
claim, in an. effort to forestall the presentation of
the olahn even before its merits had been examined.speeoh he, has just delivered, refel'red to a claim
by' his GOvernment to the territorl,'-'of North Borneo.
160. on 22 June 1962, My Government took the
He supported his olaim with a: number of stat~ments,
firl3t step,towards" a negotiated solutio~ of the North
arguments, and quotations.
o
'
Borneo" problem. It informed the United Kingdom of
the Philippine olaim to sovereignty over ,the territory
167. My delegation will study these arguments,
and requested of the United Kingdom that conversastatements, and quotations withDtheoare whioh they
tions be held either in Manila or London to dtsouss
no ,doupt d,eserver •Meanwhile, I would say only this:
allt:,he relevant points at issue.
this is an entirely' new claim. Both the Phillppine
ConstitUtion "of 194~ and the iI1131 resoluti~!1 of -the
161. This request was pointedly ignored. The Phi..
Philippine Congress on territorial waters, defined
lippine GOvernment found it neoessary to send 'an
the boundaries" of the Philippines to the exclusion
of~ort!t Borneo. Moreover, there is Btrongopposition
atde-memolre reiterating its request for bilateral
talks. ,It was, not until 8 August 1962 that the Phi~
to the Philippine claim Jromthe population of North
lippine Government reoeived an aide-memoire from
Borneo. Leaders of, allfi\1'e:political organizations
the United Kingdom. That afde-memotre, however,
in North Borneo sent, an,open lett'er to theF'resident
was completely, silent on the. Philippine request' for
of the Philippines last month in wJUQhthey said: •;

~~~::~:IG:-~~lo~s~:ms:&t~~::~~,s=~~:~~~e::

"We do not bel~ve-and qt1rpeopledo nqtbelieve~
sent 'to the British Government reiterating' for, the
thalthe'Government ,of the R'epublic of the PhUip..
.eeoond time the Philippine request for:.bilateral9tks.pinel3, has, any olaim over any,land wluitsoev;er
· b e o a u s e "of, ,the former .Sultan of Sulu, ,or, in,any
162. (;::My Government Is seriously' concerned ab'O~t
ot4er
,. We belie:E~,' that" rio~f;ter ,~:.rmt~~yc>ne
the somewhat 8aval1er treat~,ent whichour sucoesmay, say~ about this !9o-cal~~,"claiJ.n., no~ o~eof
!iver~quests over a ,five-month periodhavereoeived
the 'people~ of North Borneo,.has . any c;W1sh. to
frvnithe United Kingdom: We aref~<iiqgJtinoreas':
"become part of the RepUblic of the Philippines,
ingly 'diff~GU.lt not to qraw t~e oonolusiQn, t~~ the
nOl'wouldany of them, oonsent tothls."
United Kit,\gdom is, deliberately ignoring our olaim
g' '\\ , , '
,'" ",
",
inrian appa:r~nt effort.topres~p:,tus'Yithr fait acoo~p1i.
iss, 'In· tJrlsoonnexion, I am authorized by~tny Gov..,
163., For.iIl the,:vmeantli~e, .tbe s'tx':month pe:riOd, ernment to'state once ag~dnthatOthe,;United Kingdom
during Wh,llQJ1,,' the 'transf,er of," the" O',terr,it,o"ry of North,'
Go.vern:rp.Elnth~f:ltno, doubt,an to itss0'V&rElignty over .
"
"
'
the. tElrrUory of Nc):'th", Bor"1eo, ,and IwishJormally
Bomeotolhl'iprojectedFederationofGreaterMalaysia
to reserve its rights fn this ·connexiorl. c" Cl','''; "
iS~9nteIrip\~ted is about to 'exPire, MY'GOvernment,~~\: n I!' , ' .
oannot, ,accept this' situation withequanimity,partio169"Perhaps LmaYaadd thftttl, after a close;r ~tudy,
Ular1r .beoause;," as ,we" Mvepointed out, the tr.ansfer "any,fllrtP-er. ~eply '; seems, to be..req,uire<fto ~he reoent ,
~rl'angelIlentscontainno Pl'0v16ionsfor thEeeffedtiv~
statement of the represen'la.tiveQi,the philiPPilles,,'
l3xel'cise,of the right ,to self,-determination blr th~
mYi;delegl:l.~ionreserY.es theright~ffiilltervel1e"lat~;r
Jileopl~ of No:rthBol'l1e(). :wehaYe. therefore".1nf<)rWed
in'this. debate:
" .
,." '< ,
' \ ' i > ","',
.
'GiM
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1!10. Mr~SONN VOEUNSAl (O~bodla) '(translated
fl'oln Frenoh); My delegation does not propose, in
th1sstatement, to dealw1~ the Problem of dooo\oni..
tAtion as a Whole. The representatives who preoeded
. me to the rostrum spOke outbat questi 9n with eloqUenoe "and with feoling. There are also the ve.=lous
"statements made" between 28 November and 14
i December 1960. when the Ger1eral Assembly was
" oonslderlng the queBtio~, of the Deolaration' on the
,'(lgranting ,of independenoe to oolonlal oountries and
peoples; 'ij1ose;statements
some' 260 pages of
the verbatim reoords of the meetings

173. It 'IQ with that ~eeolva, and also wlth that
oonsoiousness and obJeotivity, that my delegatioll. bad
the honour to take part. as a member. in the work
of the Special Oommittee on deoolonlzation.
4
'.
ed 40
l'
ed
th
_
17. W.e WQ1:0 lmrn lQ~o~y mpress
by 6 im
portanoe of that work. wbioh was aooentuatoo by
the presence at the opening meeting of the President
of ~~ ll\st session of th() General Asse~l.V and of
the Aoting Seoretary-General. I oannot refraIn from
an
re~ndlng ypu q~ their remarks; Mr. Mougi SIJm
Said that the need for nations that were stUl unQer
,
•
0'
"
oolonial administration to accede to sovereignty bad
171. MydelegaUon would like to ccnnne its remarks
become inoreasingly urgent and that. at the same
tq the ~eral,,~speQ~ of the work aooompl1~hed by
time. it was most desirable that thell'progressshould
the Coll1llUttee" of S6venteen ove~ a period of seven' prooeed along sound and peaoeful linea, without up- --.
months. We Btiall ~ndeavO\\l'. so far as posBible, to
heaval~) that might provoke resentment mddiB~~st.!QI
derive lesJlons whioh will be of value to this OomU Thaftt added that he was sure. thM"\the members
~ttee for deoolonizatlon In whatever future tasb
of the CoDlmittee, oonsoious of the weighty respontQe Gene,..'al AssemblY might entrust to it. In so
siblllties .entrusted to them, would oonduot their
.doing, ,my delegation. is·,moved by its great' des~re.discussionsin a spirit of co-operation.
e
to help to complete. an undertaldng,~hioh redounde
toithe oredit of the Intemational community
175. The Oommittee worked with a Will, and the
, "
',"
. ."
c'
time has now oome to evaluate ~e results, aobteved,
172. Nevertheless, the Ca~bb(Uan delegation would
In my opinion. those results Mve poeitive. but 0.113,0
like to rer.ffirm its country's position on the liberssome negative aspects] but bef6re desoribing them
to you," I should like to draw your attention to two
tion of"peoples Whi~h arejilWl' subjeot and to reoall
important prinoiples by whioh the Oommlttee was
the main prinoiples by whioh it has always bef)n
guided.
guided. :rhat position and those prinoiples ~ve been
olea.rly defined by our revered .Head of state, His
176. Fi,rst, it. sought the effeotlV,e oo-operati0n,. of
Royal Highness ~rlnoe Norodom Sihanouk, both at the
B~dung Oonferenoe in 1955.'Z1,fritdat the Belgrade
the administering Powe:rs. It was oertainly with that
end in "view that the Speoial Oommittee sent six of
. Oonferenoa in 1961.~ 1 should 11ke~0 quote, In this
'oonnexion, soma passages Jrom thespeeoh he made
its members to London to oonfer with the Uni~ed
at Belgrade, on, 3 September of last year, before
Kingdom Government on aU questio~s relating to the
some tWrty Heads of state~ of Government of the
future of the territ9ries whioh it still administers,
non';'liligned oOUntries"
"
direotly or ,lndireotly. Similary, it followed with
,,"
'.'
.
&"
great interest the steps taken by the Speoial Ooml\
"We have gathered here," he said, "to reaffirm
mittee for South West Afrioa and the Speoial Oommittee on Ter~ltories under Portuguese Administraand defend the saored prinoiples of aov(lreignty
of naUons, their freedom to ohooliJe their State
tion to oonsult the administering Powers concerned,
systemS, institutions and polioy-provided that it
I should also like to point out that a questionnaire.
i~.not. based on aggression and, that it does not
prepared by a sub-oommittee, was adopted and was
·then forWarded through the Seoretary-Qeneral. to
reprealmt a danger to.world peaoe."
Later~ he- said:
re
the United Kingdom, Portugal and South Afrioa.
"'l;',he people~..91mQ6Wa;"is s.wareof the faot
177. Seoondly, the Speoial Oommittee sought to
obtain ,as muoh informatiop. as possible onthe situation
that the laQt,moments of oolonialism are stlll far
in' the territories with .whioh it' is concerned, It was
away. We know" that many peOples, espeoially in
in tha~ spirit that it established a sub-committee on
Afrioa, are flir,~agl1ng for their freedom. They
that they are not alone as we have been in
petitions and that it went to Afrioa. In forming its
our strugglefQr ind$pendence. On the other hand,
views., h?Wevel"i it was not content to listen to only
oppressors of these peoples are aware tltat their
one side of,the questi()n and it was always '!i1ling
to hear statements by the administering 'Powers.
endOllvours are hopeless and futile and sU'ojeot
" 'to RJleral disapproval. Under suoh oiroumstanoes
My delegation, for its part, would, not have been
Inwlii'oh ,we 'give, full support to our friends, I
averse t9 hear statements in the Speoial oo~ttee
,'think
athatitilil·,1n
their own, interest
to avoid
by the r~presentatives of Portugal and South Afrioa.
, . ' , .'.~' . . ,',
t,:,,"
"
,
OEmVfes whioh lead to the sharpening ofobsolete
178."'Now, wh.a~ are the positive aohiev:ements?
ooolonialistmethods and prolong their struggle
,
C)
andblOodshed~ ,
"
.," '
,
179. First, the Oommittee has establlshed i~Ei methods
I~ , " , , '
"" '
"<:> " . , '
"
of work and its procedure. We s~ll strive oonstan~ly
ourstl1lgiJle ~galn~tthe re~ants of 0C?lonito improve them In the light of ex,pei'Jenoe.
alism will be more effeotive, if it is, consoious
,
,"
' "',
,', and waged In the belief that the f~l viotory wUl
180. Secondly, a dozen of, the territorie~ oalling for
.sOQn,be won., "
'.',
,"~" '
urgent "R9t1on have been oonside:red. 'fhe 'General
newstrength,whiohwUl oontinue t~ inorea~,
Assembly' now has a more aoourate "pioture of tJ"e
'will easilyo0Ineto ,elCPres~ion beoause it w1l1not
problems they present.
followth~pathof hatredtQf a painfUl past. "~:.181'. 'J;hirdly,,suggesUOp.s and.re90mmendations have
7" .
<'" , '"" " I"" " ; ",'
been made. many in the form of resolutions. These
,f.~~~I,I-'Afr,le'n co~~,eilce\!held at' Band~ In, Aprll 1~55.. , , ' :
may assist the delegations he~e present i,n taking
~e=1i:6;" ,Of "NOD-AUID~~untrles'.hq1d."t Belgrade .In
app~opr1.l\te deQisions~
i)
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1177th meeting - 27 November 1962
182. However, there,are also negative aspeots whioh
I tJannot pass over in snence, There is the 130rt
af impotenoe one feels on.seoing that no oonorete
rosults have been obtained. Yet the Speoial Commit..,
tee did not resign itself to awaiting the ~eventeenth
aession of the Generaf' Assembly to rePort to the
latter," aa it was asked. to dO in paragraph 4
resolution 1654 (XVI). As its Rapporteur, Mr.
NaJmuddlne Mat, mentioned [J.16~tli meeting] in su})..
mltting his report [A/5238). as oonolusions and reQommondntions were adopted they were transmitted
by the Aoting Seoreta~y-General to the administerh1g
Powers oonoerned; on 18 June !nt,the Qaat}~! Northern
RhodesiQ;~ Nyas~and and Zanzibar: Illld on 1 August
in the ol.\se of British G(1iana.
183, It 'la n'iost disheartening tQ learn that in praotioally no oase has action been initlated or pr(llimlnary steps taken. It is also regrettable to note that
thomembers '6f the Speoial Committee for South
WestAfrioa and the Special pommittee onTerritories
under Portuguese Adm!n1stt'ation were unable to v!lijlt
the oountries concerned, Finally, it is unfortunate
that no reply has as yet 9,ee.n received from the
Powers to whioh the questionnaire was addressed.
,,'
.
.'
184:. It may be useful to draw' ~ome lessons for
the future from this br~~ analysis of the auoceases
and failures of, the Committee of Seventeen. In the
view of my delegation. the following' points are ImpOrtant.
185 " Firat the administering' Powers must be
str~ngly ~d insistently Urged to cc-operate fully
with the Speoial Committee.
,
186, Seoondly. the powers of the Speoi~l Committee
should be extended or else it should be allowed to
refer matters at any time to a higher body suoh
as the Qeneral Assembly in sp8Qial sesston or the
SeourityCounoil.
.'
187. Thirdly. the. Committee should examine the.
situation ,to the territories in a more systematio
nner by oonsidering, in suooessio~, a number of
different ~speots~ such .as the existeno,e of human
rights and oivil rights. elimination of raoial q.isorimination, partioipation of indigeno~s inhab~tants in
publio affairs, requirements for genuine self-determination.,
188. .I should now like to say a few words. about
the conolusions and recommendatlons regardlDgthe
twelvs territories whioh were oonsidered,
189. 'I shall c not J'eiteratethe PoSitions taken by
my dele~tio~, in the Speoial Committee on speoifio
points-. )(}ie:r",were based both on the legitimate
() aspirations"of the peoples concerned and on the
speoifio recommendations contained in the Deolara-{)
t1~n on the granting' of fudependenoe to oolonial
oountries 'and peoples. I 'bolieve, however.that~~
General Assembly should take due account of tile
reoent developments in these territories. Some suggestlons put forward three or four montlis ago
might be revised. This would apply, for example,
in the oase of Southern Rhodes1a u where th~ oonsti- if
tutton of f:\Deoember 1961 has enterl3dllitoforoe
despite;r;oesolution ,17GOtXvn), and in the oa~e ,of.,
Br~~ish.Guiana, following theiailureoof th13.opnfer enoe
in LondQn, last month. It would~ven b~ PQssible,
in oertain oa13es. to fix dates by·whioh inqependenoe
sb~~ld be granted.
." ' .
.
19~!. Where deoisionS . are oalledfor onspeoial
matters Buchas the question\ of South West Afrioa

of

o

m:

and of the terrltQries under Portugilese n~1nistra"
tton, the General Assembly will obviously hn.ve to
aw~1t the reports of the Fo~th Co~ttee before'
taking any aotion,
.
"
191. I should also like to indio!\te my delegation s
position on oertain speo1fio J,lroposnla oo~oernin~;
the future of the Committee.
,
.
(1) Fixing a time-limit for the granting of lndependenoe to all oolonial oountries and peoples. My
delegatlondoesn<?t oppose this prinoiple, but ;regar(!s
it as unreaJ.istio and prefers the suggestion that
the Bpeoial .Ocmmlttee should be empowered'. to
propose a definite date fO,r each territory. taking
into account the freely eApressed desires of the
inhabitants. We wish the evolution of nntions towards
sovereignty to take place harmoniouslyandpeaoefully.
but we feel that the accesston of oppressed indiV1duals and peoples to freedom oannotbeunduly delayed.
(2) Possible enlargement of the Committee. I am.
ll.ware that the Committee's work load is staggering~
but my delegation oonsiders that an undue inorease
in membership rirlght delay the Comittee in its work;.
f
thinks
(3) Conoentration 0 duties, My delegation
cs
that the Trusteeship Counoil should be oontblued in
existence in any event, it can be ~J;>o~ished only by
amE!ndment of the Charter. but that the other Speoial
Committees oould be eliminated, There remains the
question of the Committee on. Informatlon from. NonSelf-Govern!Ifg Territories., whioh. in addition to
making speoial studies on teohn19al s~b!eots,is n~
required under resolution 1700 (XVI). to examine
politioal and oonstitutional information. Its D.ew aotivities are of direot oonoern to the Committee of~
Sevtlnteen whioh,. sinoe the COll"dluttee onInformation
meets only o~oea year, ')around the month of April,
might take themc.tJyer.
."
. 0
192. These are the few ,observations vJhioh my delegation haathe honour to present rJ th~ Aesembly
concerning the work of the Committee of Seventeen•.
In making them, we desire abov~ all to oontribute.
to the best of our poo:r abU1ty~ but with oomplete
sinoerity, to 'the soluti!?n of this diffioult 'problem
of deoolonization. 'Without praise or .oJ:'itio~sm •.without hatred or. passion. bu,t in anobjeotive spirit
and :with firm determination and respeot for -the
Charter and the obligations of a Member,ofthe United
Nations. the Govermnent. andpeopl~s of Cambodia
wish to see colonialism in all its forms and tnanlfea~donsbro~ght to an .~nd.
"-'.
193. In ooncluston, I shquld ~1ke again to quote Hl~'
Royal,mghness Pr1ll.o e Norodom Sihanouk:
'
.
.' . .,.
..
. ,..' .. ' ,.'
"My thoughts go to those, throughout. the world,
who are shedding their blood for tlleil',freedom
and lndep~ndenoe. I wis~. to ;voio13 our full soUda-,
r~t,Y with the1t1" as well as our bellef tha,.~ the d~y
"1s' near when, we shall ha;ye the joy 9f welcoming
~~emamon,g us,",
. :f ~
194. :Mr,'=KAKA (Niger) (translated,from,Fr,enoli):
We have read with oonsiderable interest theImportant . co
report submitted. by tbe.~peoial; Committe'e on''the
Situation' with regard' to the 'Implementation of. the
Deolarat.,on pn the Gr~tlngofInd9pendencet!>'Col0n1al., ""
Countries and Peoples. '¥.}1ecomln1t~eeofSeve~teen
deserves, to pe oommended by the Assembly for the
volUminous" arid well dooument~ 'reportit~aspres;"
"ented to us. 'Thb;delegatloll 'of~~o Repu~li~ ~Hh~.
Niger endorses the report ~;esel'Vedly and\~estH1s.~ o~
C
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to convey its deep appreciaUcm to all
those who had a part in the preparation of this
historio dOCUme11t whose extremely interesting and
instructive oontents have been 80 ably cmaly2led by
~stingulshed speakers fro~ thisroltrum.
195. It is undeniable that Afrioa, 01 aUthe continents,
is. the one whloh has suffel'ed most and whioh, unfortunately, stlllsuffers from,the effeots Of European
expansionism.
c ' z:

196. Afr!()a, yOllchave been mortified in your nesh
and deeply wounted in your dignityt Around a table
in 'Berl1n in <1.885, men obsessed by greed divided
you'up like ,11 oake, without My sOrllpl'eor conscience.
Deaf to your appeals, untouohed by your tears and
groMS, oonoerned only wIth o~ging,toyourquiver!ng
body like those blood-suoking parasites ~e tioks,
they now deny your ohildren the right to remain on
the scm of their forefathers. The British settlere,
Who, ended by beoom!ng. more Rhodesian than the
Bantu, are busy "prganizlng veritable manhUnts, in
oJ,'der to take over the lands of the blaok man,
197. Whatilu irony of fatet The Btupidity of 200,000
white settlers in Rhodesia has tl'ansformed that fair
Afrioan oountry into a hell fOl' the 3 million blaok
Rhodesians, a h~l where injustioe has beoome the
golden rule.
198. Yet the Bantu d~mand only [usttce and equality
before, tile law. Only the sordid selfishness of one
of the t\y,o communities prevents both from liVing
together iD. brotherhood.
"
199. It is truly r.egrettable to observe that, blinded
by, their obstlnao)", those now holding power fall to
realize that time is working against them and that,
sooner or later, the law of, numbers'wlll undo them.
200. For that reason, we 'believe that the United
Nations,whioh represents the oonsc:l.enceoftheworld,
should be capable of taking effeotive actioll"to restore
equality and justice in ~t ooun~ry.
201. I believe that this is the time and .the place
to state that the United Kingdom Government bears
a large share of moral responsiblllty for the present
situation in Sothern Rhodesia. Itoould, if it so desired,
restore confidenoe. between the two oommunities by
",suspanding the presEmt· oonstitution and by'convening
another oonferenoe to which all Rhodesian leaders
woUld .be 'invited. They wduld, I ara sure, be able to
find a' formula whichwould safeguard their respective
int~rests.
0 , 202. I, ventul'e to
hope that the United Kingdom
Government will not remain indifferent to the appeal
addressed" to it by the conscience of all mankind.
In .any event, it is now plaeed on trial, for other,
no less important territories. Which have been considered .t.1 the Special Committee are eJqleoting
independence in the very near future. The exercise
of 'self~determination will, in py event, enable their
inhabitants to deoidetheir future.

"
203. Colonll1l1sm,
that disgrace of the twentl.eth
0611tu.:ry, is on the wane, That.. is why we do not
UIlderstand .the attitude of the Lisbon Government
towards thi~problem, an attitude. which is stupid, '
to. say' th~ least. That Government's oolonialexperienc~, exte~ding over se~eraloentiiries, should
havetabghtit to take Jl rpqre :realistic and more
reasonable .attitude.
'
~

i

--'-

,

204. The wheel of history turns on and wll1 oontinue
to turn,~ The Portuguese OOvernmet:lt alone oannot
st(lp it or a.ltar its course in anY way.
205. It is Unjust tor the Lisbon Government to
deoide uni!aterallyto annex ita colontee without
thoae oonoerned having any say in the matter.
206. We know, of course, how the portuguaso and
others diVided up the spol1s of Africa at the famous
Berlin COnferenoe ~owards the end of thelastoen,tury•
We aiso know that greed was the sole motive whioh
led to the depopulation of Afrioa. Portugal was ono
of the countries whioh carved a large 1'11100 from
the bleeding, quivel'intI !lesh of the defenoe\ess giant,
And yet referenoe has been made here today to the
right of Portugal to deoide the fate of millions o~
Afrioans.
.
207. Thissltuation, whioh is anaohronistio to say
the least, oannot oontinue, beoause Portugal's other
partners at Berlin have restored to Afrioa what
they ravished from her. The wounds inflioted on that
oontine~t, whioh so lacerated its nesh and mortified
its dignity, are already beginning to heal. The Por~
tuguese oolonies will be no exception to the rule.
They will.· aohieve emanoipatlon and beoome Independent,and sovereign states.
208. The Lisbon Governmentwhose oolonial history
is so rioh in memories, muet ponder the lesson of
history. From this very rostrum, on 18 Ootober 1962
[1155th meeting], the representative of Portugal,
in his general polioy statement, said:
"We do not olatm perfeotion. But the reality is
that, within the Portuguese nation, and in kaeping
with the provisions of Artioles 55 and 56 of the
Charter, all are equal, with the same politioal
and oivil rights, enjoying the same politioal reprea"entation, having access to the same opportu~
nities for education and social advancement, and
all this both in,lawandinpraotloe." [Ibid., para, 43,]
209. I should like to say to the representative of
Portugal that our experienoe as a count!.')' whioh was
colonized for half a century leads us to dQubt the
existenoethe equality to whioh he referred, Possibly
it Is the equality whioh exists between the horse and
the rider.
·219. Later, after listing the Portuguese acbtevementa during more than four oenturies of rule,he
stated:
"In point of faot, Angola and Mozambique are
teo of the most advanced territories in Afrioa,
in every fteld, and they can stand favourable
oomparison with the Territories of those who
are our strongest oritios." [Ibid., para. 48.]
211.' W.~ neyer said that nothing had been aohleved,
in the Ilortuguese colonies, On the contrary, we are
glad to learn that those oolonies are the most advanoed in Africa, in every fleld. That means, therefore,.that those territo:riesare now capable of
self-government, in view of the level of development
they have reached,
212. Mr. Nogueira's statement strengthens our conviotlon that the time has' now come fori independenoe
to begrant~ without delay to ,Angol&, ~ozambique'
and so-called ,Portuguese Guinea. This wlll be to .the
advantage of Portugal, as it wi!l have thus preserved
fruitful oo-operation between itself and its ,former
terrltorieswhioh wlll have beoome independent and
sovereign.
'
.
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:para. 43 of the report of the Chairm~n and Vi!)")
Qhllb..man].
.;»:
.222. I onnnot oonolude this' statement without addressing a flnlll appeal to the peoples slm, under
foreign rule to refleot upon the lessons of history.
Nationall1berat1on mov~ments everywhel'Q must conoart their aeucn In order nlways to present a common
front, for undeniably In unton there is strength. By
,so'doing, tbey wUl sow and fosterJhatrevolutlonary
lspirit whioh makes the struggle easier. Their ef..
'torts In oonjunotion with our own oannot faU to
hasten the hour of national liberation In taking thts
course they may be assured of the m~ral and aotive
support of the Republio of the N!ger
•
223. Finally, my delegati!)n, in the b3lief that all
peoples oiaim tl1~ inalienable r1ght of self-determi..
nation, wlllsupport any aotion designed as .soon as
possible to put all end. to oolonialism, that blot on
the twentieth o e n t u r y . '
224. Mr. DUGERSUREN (Mongolia): The year 1960
no dou'\)t went down in the histor)' of mankind as the
216 The South Afrioan Government is therefore
one whioh opened a remarkable ohapter in the annals
of the liberation movement of peoples those in ~frioa
pursuing its inhuman polioy In defianoe of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and of the
in partioular
'
, £
Slln Franoisoo Charter. That oountry, whe:-e a m i n o r - '
;)
ity I because it holds themenmi of repression, gov"
226. Some seventeen colonial and dependent terri..
tories in Afrioa attained their independenoe in that.
erns in spite of an immense majority, .ehould be
yeu..,
,.
sub]eoted to severe sanotions because, after Clll,
it3 Mandate over SOuth West Afrioa does not mean
226. On 14 Deoember 1960 the General Assembly on
the initiative of the Soviet qovernment, adopted me
that that Territory belongs to it. The soorn with
whioh that Govemment oontinues to greet all reaohistoric Deolaratio:l on the grantingofindependenoeto
oolonial ooun~ies and peoRles (res.oluti9n 1514 (XV).
lutions conoeming its polioy of apartheid fully 'jus..
tif1~s our attitude towards it.
By approving 'this great 1'reeO~~m ot~rter the United
Nations reaffirmed the legitimate aspirations of the
217. We lmow that it does not stand alone because,
oppressed and exploitedpeoplesforllberty ~ddignity,
behind it, looms the shadow of several monied
Powers whioh stUl lavish theh' sympathy and help
and by expressing thewUI of an~overwhelming majori..
UDOn it.
ty it passed a verdiot upon obsolete and savage
,
.
colontaltam,
,... ' . "
q
218. Sinoe South West Afrioa does not belong to
South Afrioa, our Ol'ganization would be a party to
22... Two years have elapsed since thathistorlodate.
The peoples in colonial andNon..Self-Governing Terrl..
genocide in the eyes of the inhabitants of that Tertortes, inspired by the Deolaratiol1, have been gaining'
rltory and in the eyes of the whole world If it did
new viot.ories in their struggle for national independ..
not oall for the withdrawal of the Mandate and the
enoe, It is gratifying to note that during the present
granting of unoonditional Independence, If that
Is not done, we are liable to be faced with a fait
session we have welcomed six newMembers: Algeria,.
Burundi, Jamaioa. Rwanda, Trinidad and Tobago. and
aooompli, namely, the outright annexation of the
Uganda to our Organization.
..
Territory.
219. The report [A/5238] states, in. ohapter IX,
228. The United Nations Gener~l Assembly at its
paragraph 8:
si?Cteenth sess~9..~ made anotherlroportant step towards
I t .
' t h e implementation of the Deolaration by settlngupthe
All r.eferonoes to the Mandate were, howev;er,
Speoial Committee whose task: is toe:Kamlnl:\and ens1,1bsequently deleted from the Constitution by the
sure the implementation of the ~olaratiotf.~t should
be noted here that the important reeplution 1654 (XVI),
South West Afrioa Mfah's Amendment Aot, 1949."
220. The .Govemment and people of the Niger are
setting up the Speoial Committee on-the Situ~t~')p with
.th!ilrefore prepared to s\.tpport any measure deregard to the Impl~mentation of the ,~Deolaratlon. was
signed to resoue South West Afrioa from the olutohes
adopted, again on the inlt1ative,of the Soviet Union.
229. Henoe the present session ofthe GElneral Assem..
of the Gover~ment pf the RepubUo of South Af~icll.
bly is discussingone of the most important questions on ;
221. We endorse the reoomendation of the Speoial
Committee fo.rSouth West Afrioa, which reads:
its agenda with a view to assessing the. aohievements
It
'
,'. .
attained by the peoples and by this Organizatiorfin the
implementation of the Declaration and to wnrking out
•• , the Special Committee for South West Africa
concrete zecommendanons on our future acU:v1ties in
may wish to draw the attention of the", General
Assembly to the. imperative need for oontinued
bringing about the end'of the shameful ooloni'M r~~ime
firm aotion on this question by giving the South
as soon as poss'ible.
r,
. Afrioan Gov:ernment.a short period of time within.
..'.,
.
.\
.,
whioh to. comply with the, Assembly's resolutions,
230. We have before us there,port ol the co~~ittee.
or,fa11ing~ th&t, . by considering the feasibiUty Of
of~ Seventeen (A/5238) as the stal'ting pointl:or our
deltbe:r~:tions.
revoMngthe Mandate and of simultaneously assum..
ing the administration Of ,the Territory to'prepare
231. I ~,hall oon~ine myself to a few general r~marks
its people for Independenoe." •• " [A/52:(2, part U,
on the ~latter without goinginto det!lils on1;he sl.tuatiol)
213. I now come to another problem, that of South
West Afrioa whioh hns been administered 'by South
Africll since Deoember 1920.
214. To sum up the entire reaotionary polioy of that
country, I need merely quote a statement made by
Mr. Vtarwoerd, Prime MinistEtl' of the RepubUo of
South Africa, at (\ oongress of his party, held on
27 September 1962, at Windhoek:
"
.
The outside world must realize oleal'ly that
the destiny of S?uth Atrlon and South West Afrlon
is irrevoor.bly lmked and welded together, nnd no
intimidation or danger or threats wlll make us
deviate from our task and our duty to both Whites
and non-Whites. The only oourse open to SOuth
Afrioa and South West Afl'ioa lies in separate
evolution of the white and of the ooloured inhabi..
tllnts, and this evolution must take plaoe in an
honest manner."
215. Thls olear and preoise statement oalls for no
comment,
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in all the individull1 territories oovered by the report
of the Speoial Comm1ttee~ My delegation has had, and
will have, the opportunity to elaborate the views of my
Government,:m thol3e territories in the Fourth Committee.
'
232. In the view of my delegation the Speoial Commit""
tee, despite the obstaolel.' and pressures appUed,by the
(Jolonial Powers from.' within and without, has done
commendable work. At the outset oUts work the Committee rightly gave priority to Afrioa, which is in
keeping with the urgent demands",of th~, Nrioan
colonies. The visit to Afrioa and theholdingoV\"numbel' of its sessions there was also b5nefioial for its
work.
233. By providing a forum for representatives of
plU'ties of the oolonial territ9ries and others oonoerned
to present their views, the Committee has to a considerable extent fooussed world"opinion on the state of
affairs in these territories.
234. The Committee's work is naturally not without
shortoomings and weaknesses whioh I shalltouoliupon
when I submit, later on, my delegation's suggestions
on its future activity.
236. The progressive disintegration of the colonial
dgime under the mo~nting pressures of the national
liberation movement of the oppressed peoples is o~e
of the charaoteristic features of our days. Since the
Second World War some one and a half bUlion people
have been liberated from oolonial domination. This
has been aohieved not because of the benevolenoe of
oolonizers, as the representatives of the Western
Powers would like to present it, but as the consequenoe
of the heroio struggleof,colonial and dependentpeoples.
236. The ~ovement of the peoples for freedom, and
independenoe is gaining new momentum and sooring
fresh viotories over colonialtsm,
237. Yet it has to be stated here that although two
years have passed since the adoption of the historic
,Deolaration by the General Assembly, the disgraoeful
oolonial system has not yet fully disappeared due to
the position taken by the oolonial Powers. The implementation of the Declaration on deoolonization encounters stubborn resistanoe on the part of the Western
Powers. They try by every means to retain the peoples
of dependent oountries under the colonial yoke.

waging a oolonial war against the peoples of the 130oalled Portuguese Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands
as well. Tbey are likewise preparing a war in
Mozambique, where a considerable oontingent of the
Portuguese army and pollceta being heavily armedto
orush the natlonalllbel'~tion movement of the 6 million
Afrioan people of Mozambique.
.
241. The faot that the Portuguese rulers are getting
support from their NATO allies is the only explanation
why they so impertinently ignore the United Nations
deoisions and the legitimate demands of the peoples.
The monopolles of the NA'rO Powers, whioh profit
considerably from exploitation of the resouroes of the
Portuguese colonies, are deeply interested in retaining
the oolonial r~gime there.
242. Dlsregal'ding the United Nations Deolaration and
the will of the peoples of colonial countries, the United
Kingdom still keeps a tenaoioua grip on its colonies.
Northern and Southern Rhodesia, Nyas'aland, Kenya,
ZanziblU', Gambia, Basutoland, Beohuanaland, Swazi. laud, Oman and Aden, and a numberofother countries
as well, are languishing under the colonial yoke of
Great Britain.
243. In the course of the discussion on the question of
.Southern Rhodesia we witnessed how, through vlU'ious
machinations and manoeuvres like the so-called "selfgovernment" of Southern Rhodesia, the representative
of the United Kingdom.tried to esoape the responsibility for the situation in Southern Rhodesia. In spite of the
resolution 1760 (XVII) of the present session of the
General Assembly, the white-settler authorities in
Southern Rhodesia have put into effect a oonstitution
based on raoial discrimination whiohhas been strongly
condemned by the United Nations I' It is abundantly olear
that the colonial authorities dared to do so, in defiance
of the United Nations recommendations, only because
they are backed by the United Kingdom Government.
The British until now have kept Northern andSouthern
Rhodesia and Nyasaland in an artificial.ly created
colonial federation, where a handful of white settlers
dominate the country through racial discri~inationand
against the will of the peoples of those territories. The
Government of the United Kingdom is apparently unWilling to set a target..date for the granting of independence to Kenya, while the people of that country, through
the Kenya African National Union (KANU) and Kenya
African Democratic Union (KADU) parties, resolutely
25~.", On our' globe a number of countries with a total
demand that all powers be transferred into their hands
population of nearly 50 million are stm under colonial
in
1962.
domination. The colonizers aTesticklng to Afrioa.
A considerable part of this great continent is not yet
244. The constitutional conference for British Guiana,
promised py the Government of the United Kingdom,
free from colonialism. Great Britain, Portugal, sPain,
has been delayed under various pretexts.
South Africa and other colonial Powers refuse to grant
independence to colonial peoples.
'
.245. The Government of the South AfricallRepublic,
which annexed the mandated territory of South West
239. Despite the United Nations Declaration, Portugal
Africa, is brt,tally exploiting andoppressing the people
is trying by mef~'ls of warfare to matntam its dominaof this territory and' exercising raoial discrimination
tion over the pet>ples of Angola, Mozambique,so-called
against the indigenous population. The people of South
Pol,'tuguese Guinea and a number of Afrioan islands,
west Africa is not willing to live anylonger under the.
ignoring the' clearly expressed will of the 'peoples of
admJni~tration of South Af!'ica. The will of the people
these countries.
()
of this territory for freedom and independence is.we\l '
240. In Angola the PortugUese colonizers for nearly
expressed by .such national. organizations as the
two years have been waging a war of exterminatiOn.
National Union of South west Africa, the South WFlst
They are annihilating the Angolese people with the help
Afrioan Pe<;lple's Organization, and otllers.
of,arms supplied by the. Nortll Atlantic Treaty Organi»
zation" (NATO), Powers to break ,down the will and
246. While the old,classical colonialism is counting
, aspirl!.tions of the Angolese people for freedom and' its last remaining days, the imperialist Powere are
national ,independenoe.The unheard-of massacrea be.. 'developin.g new an-d'subtler methods of subjugation and
ing inflicted by the Portuguese .on the people of Angola.
domination. Neo..cofomalism resorts to various means
to reach its·:ande. Suffice 'Uto enumerate but a few'
'..!~e well known. The Portuguesecolonizer/3 have been
ill
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of these means: economio subjugation of underdeveloped countries throughunequal oommerolal deal..
iogs and agreements and by wayofso-oalledeconoml0
aid and loans: politioal dC'\D'\\natlon by involving countries in multilateral and ·~.~ateral mlUtnry alliant',)s
and the setting-up of mUltnry bases on their te:r",·i...
tOlles, and by wrxy of abettingobsoleteandreaotionary
r6gimes agalnst the national liberation movements of
peoples, eto· c'
247•. In his address to this session on 9 Ootober, His
Exoellenoy Mr. S6kou Tour6, the President of Guinea,
speaking of the economic implioations ofneo-oolonial..
ism, po,nted out:
"Through the grent economic markets, our COWl"
trieE; become poorer and poorer, and these poor
oountries become the purveyors of highly developed
nations. SUbstituting itself to political imperialism,
an eoonomio imperialism whioh is multi-national, it
strives to expand its domination over economioally
under-developed countries. That is why the contlnuous worsening of the terms of trade makes ludi..
crous, if not totally inoperative, the assistance and
teohntoal cc-operation given to our country." [1148th
meeting, para. 68.]*
248. The Common Market p1'9V'1qes the eoonomio
basis for the colleotive neo-eolontahsm of the tmperialist Powers. The Third CongressofAfriolmPeoples rightly condemneditns anewformof colonialism.
It is worth noting here that even The New York Times
expressed the other day the disoontent of the United
states Government and the anxiety of United States
farmers about the tariffpolioies of the Common Market
oountries. It is evident that in the case of developing
nations, the feelings should be still stronger.
249. Imperialist military nlllanoes and bases have
beoomean important instrument for politioal domtnatton, Military bases in foreign territories are aimed
at the suppression of national liberation movements
and other progressive movements in various regions
of the world, These bases stand as reminders of the
savagery of the imperialist colonial Powers. The NATO
Powers, whioh attaoh special importance to Africa,
have already set up nearly forty 9~r andnaval bases on
that continent. These baseapose a great threat to the
national liberation movement on that oontinent and to
the peaoe and security of the nations of that region.
250. I take this opportunity to express my delegation's
support fo.r the demands ofma.'1Y Arab delegations here
that the British mllitary bases in Kenyaand.Aden,
should be withdrawn forthwith.
. 251. No less importance is being attaohed by the
'imperialist Powers to alltanceswith local feudal and
other oorx-upt r~gimes and elements. The puppet
r~gimes serve as a oonvenient oamouflage for the
imperialist 'schemes of the Western Powers,'
252. The United States of Amerioa has become one of
the greatest colonial Powers. United States imperial":'
ism is trying to replace the old colonial Powers. '.I;'his
expansionist policy of the United States ruling circles
isexpresse..d "in the doctrine of "filling tlle vacuum:!'
which allegedly arises when the old colonial Powers
have to leave their colonies under the pressure of the
national liberation movement,
,
253. The British magazine Mrican Trade and Dsvelopment anxiously pointed out that the vel'f faot. of
'~Provlslonal EnglIsh ,,~slon taken from the Interpretanon,

88~

deoolonization hns provided a goodoccaalon for Amer'i...
can business to re't'llMe the owners of AfriOatl resourcee and to elimtnate obstnol",s in the way of
Amerioan oapital. By now more than 200 AmeriolUl
oompanies have been operating in AIrloR,and the United
States investment In that oontinent is reported tohave
exoeeded $3 billion.
264. With· the aotual oonvel'sion of Amerioan veUed
and orypto-oolonlallsm into a nnkedone, the "invisible
oolonial empire" has booome more sinister.
266. Under the disguise of trusteeship, the Unltecd
states has turned a great number of islands In the
Pao1f10, with a total population of nearly. 7 million,
virtually into its oolonies. South Viet..Nam, South
Koren, Taiwan nnd Qkinawa have been reduced to the
same status.
.
256. The faot that the United States bnperialists are
t th
1 al'
i ."."
rendering assistance 0 0 er 00 oni ·Powers n \oIL~
repressIon and warfare which they wage against the
peoples in the colonial and dependent territories is
all Ute more grave and dangerous.
.
257. Aa is welt known, West German monopol1Qts,
who had been deprivodoftheirforIp6rcolonlalpossesstone as the result of the defeat of Hltlerite Germany
but retained their high-run appetite forexpansion,are
taking great pains to pene~ate into the economies of
the under-developed oount.ries. The West German
imperialists. are paying speoial attent1<;ln to Afrloa~
Expressing the ool~nial polioy of the ruling oiroles. of
the Federal Republio of Germany, the Vioe-President
of the Bundee..ag, Riohard Jaeger, wrote on 15 Septembel' 1960 in th~ Munioh AbendzeituQi:
"The rejeotion of all oolonial possessions ••• was
Wlrea1istio romantioism. Afrioa would still have
needed European mastery for at least another half'
if not a whole oentury."
268. These. are only a few examples of th6 misCleeds
and evU intentions of the colonial Powers.
259. The major task faoing the United Nations at
present is to seoure the speedy implementation of the
Declaration on the liquidation of oolonialism. To thilil
end it is neoessary that the work of the United Nations
organsconoerned should become more effeotive and
effioient. My delegation shares the view that in order
to avoid unnecessary duplication and not to' waste
energy and funds, all committees dealingWlthc?IQnial
territories exoept the Commit~ee of Seventeen should
be disbanded and all-the work conneoted with the Im...
ple mentation of the De\claration should be concentrated
~nder the a,uspioes of the latter.
260. T,he MongoUan delegatlop. favours the ~pproval
of the\ireport of the Committee of Seventeep, as well
as the endorsement of the major recommendations
contained t h e r e i n . '
.
261•. Our delegation proposes that the General Assembly recommend to the Committee to oomplete speedily'
the list of colonial and dependent territories and to con...
tinue the observation of the developments of the situationin these territories with a view to keeping the
General Assembly and other United Nations ,organs
concerned timely and adequately informed of those
developmenta,

262. Fixing a time-limit for the ccmplete llquidation
of colontalrsm would be ofgI'eat importance. in the pre-,
v~iling ctroumsteaces, In thisoonnexion, the Mon-,'
golian delegation weloomes the view expre~sed by th~ ;
,;/
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c<PJ.'f}sident of the RepubUo of Qtllnea, M:!.'. S6kou To~
~his area, but the rank. ignoranoe of these advooaterJ
.' at the plenary meeting of the General Assembly to the
of oelontanem cannot be allowed to pass withou~
,effeot thAt 24 Ootober 1963 should become the firml
oomment.
271. The taots are these: eo-caned Carpathian
date fo:!.' P1e acceestcn of nll oolonies toindepc:mdenoe.
263. In the opinion of our delegation, the resolution
Ruthenia~ the present region-Transoarpathla, whose
Cl
of the General Assembly onthereportofthG Seventeen
population is, by the Canadian repr( ,'ntative's own
Nation Committee should centatn dem~ds urging the
admission~, 'Ulqrainian in language'- 'and oultureAdministering Powers to terminate immediately and
exercised its right of self-determination after the
'oompletely all mUltary ,aotions in their oQlonlnlteniSeoond World War and, under tha treaty oonoluded
tories, to wlthdrawtheir troops from 'these terribetween "Czeohoslovakia and the Soviet Union cm
tories, to enable ~e indigenous population to exerotae
29 JUlyi,1945, jcined the Soviet Ukraine. This Tran..
nll demooratio rights and freedoms, and to hold free
soarpt\thian reglon had never been settled either by
eleotions of the organs of power on the basis of untveeCzeohs of by Slovaks, and no forced transfer of
sal franohise. Besides, i.t is also neoessary to demand
population tookplaoe.
the revooation" of all laws and !regulations serving
272. The Czeohoslo~ak Government merely reo..
ognized the right of the Ulu'ainians living in this
oolonialist ends and sllnotioningraoialdisorimination.
264. My delegation further submits that ~e oolonta;
region to self-determination. That is all 'there is
authorities of Portugal andSouthAirioabetoldunequito it, exoept for one faot whioh the Canadian and
vooally by the General Assembly that the oontinuation
New Zealand representatives ~orgot to mention,
namely that in 1939, .even befo),'e the Seoond World
of the atrooities in their dependeiit territories and
f~ther disl'egard of United Nations reoommendations
War, this region was to all intents and purposea
oonoerning those terr~~ories would entail ser~ous contorn from Czeohoslovakia as a r~sult of the Western
o
sequenoes, inclUding eoonomio and other sancaons,
,Powers' treaohe),'f at Munioh, when they abandoned
265. The Mongolan delegation believes that the United
Czeohoslovakia to dismemberment by Hitler. The
Nations w1llrequest those ~ember States that abet the
eastern part of the oountry was handed over to
colontal Powers in their misdeeds to stop im~ediatelyHorthy, at that time the fasoist diotator of Hungary.
all assistan6~ wh~6h may'~ used to the detriment of
273. The Transoarpathlan region was aot~lly to
have joined the Soviet Ukraine after tlie First World
the peoples struggling for theirfreedomandindependence,
War. but this was prevented by the Western Powers'
anti-Soviet intrigues and Transoal,'pathia was, so to
266. In concluston, "my delegation qpceagain exspeak, temporarily annexed to the Czeohoslovak
p~esses the hope thl'.tthe present session of the ~neral
Republio,under a speotal statute.
, A,sembly will adopt l;l resolution aimed at the urgent
274. In 1938 and 1,939, however. the Western Powers
'and oomplete liquidation· of the shameful colontaltsm
jettisoned Czeohoslovakia and agreed to its disn
in all its farms and m~1festations.
memberment, inoluding the severance of the Tran267~ The PRESIDENT: I recogniz~therepresentative
soarpatbten region for the benefit of afasoiat diotator•
.of Czeo!toslov~ia. who hasasked to apeakfnexerofse
\
275. Today orooodile tears are being shed over the
)?,of !tia right of reply. ~
;}i
'-g
c! . ' .
i
"
.... ./
faot that the Ukrainian people of tpe Transoarpathian
268. Mr. PAVLIK (CzeohQ/310vakia) (translated from
region avarled itself of its right to self-determinatipn
Russian): Speaking in exercise of my right of reply,
and joined the 'Soviet Ukralue, to whioh it belongs
I' should ,like' to make a v~iY brief oomment on the
ethnioally: geographioally and historioally.
referenoes to my oount),'f made by oertain represen276. The imperialists and their apologists wouldlike
~a~ves.~· The Canadian amI New Zealand representato drive a wedge between Czeohoslovakia 'and the
0:ti~es. who appeared in the role of advQcattiis of
Soviet Uniop. by orudely Whipping up this issue, whioh
oGloniaUsm,. truly .behaved like counsel defending a
was settled onoe and for all by fraternal agreement
lost cause. When they saw' that they had no hope of
and with full respect for the people's wishes.
oarrying the day, they tried at least to slander and
.
blaoken their oPJ?Onent~;J
277. As our debate has shown, the colonialistsand
their apologists are isolated. They pay each other
269. Since it is utterly impossible to find arguments
oompliments and compete in making provocative
'in "defence of cotontansm, the two representatives
statements about the socialist countries.
tried to divert the General' Assembly's attention
from the question Under discussion by maIm1g pro278. The majority of delegations, however. are
vocative attaoks on the sootaltst, eountrtes} among
ignoring these diversions and focusing their attention
other things they .referred to the, so-oalled "annexon the agenda item before us: the question of the
ation" of a piece of Czecho~lovakte!'ritory by the
situation with regard to the implementation of the
Soviet Union after the Second World War.
.Deofaratton on the granting of independence to colonial
270. Considering how (ar Canada and New Zefl,land / countries and peoples,and of the complete and final
elimination of colonialtsm,
Ue frQm Central and Eastern Europe, the. two representat1~s might have b~Em excused a lack of
The meet~ngrose at 6.5 p.m.
specifio historioal and ~ographioal knowledge' of
"
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3. There is no doubt that since the adoption of the
Deolaration a number of colonial peoples have attained
independence, and some positive changes have been
made in some of the still-dependent territories with
a view to preparing their populations for independence. Ho\/ey~r. nqtwithstanding this ,rela~ively
favourable tur~ of events. the 'general situation in
the field of decolontaatton as a whole-and as regards
the implementation of the Deolaration in particularis still far from satisfactory. The report of the Committee of Seventeen leads us rather to conclude that
events are moving in a. direction which may properly
give cause for concern,
4. We are naturally far from denying the X'elatively
progressive character of certain measures thp.t have
been taken by some admtntstertng Powers in the
political.economio, sooial or eduoational fields in a
certain number of colonies. Compared to the situation that formerly obtained in these colonies. that is
to say, examined in retrospect. these measures may
be considered as representing a certain degree of
progress, albeit small and slow incoming. If. ,on t~
other hand. we are to assess them in the light of the
General Assembly's demands for the immediate implementation of the Declaration. and in the lig'~t of
the obligation incumbent on the colonial Powers to
suit their policies and their aotions to pre:;€iit-day
requirements and conditions. and in the fi~st place
to the demands of the colonial peoples....which. in our
opinion, should be the only valid criterion-it is olear
that the measures taken so far are inadequate. We
believe that any other conolusion on that score could
only lead to complacency and by that token prove
detrimental to the. struggle of the colonial peoples
for independenoe-a state of affairs which would of
course serve the interests neith~r of the colonial
peoples, nor of the international commu:p.ity and world
peace.
.
5. No one who reads. the report of the Committee of
Seventeen wttnanobjecttve eye can escape 'the impression that in this final phase of clasaioal colonialism something has happened. some changes have
taken place in the attitude of the parties most directly
concerned and involved, in' particular the colonized
peoples and the forces of colonialism. On account of
their possible and indeed probable consequences, the
General Assembly should in our opinion devote the
closest consideration to these changes.
.

Agenda item :l5:
The situation with regard to the impJementa.tton of the Deolaration on the granting of
independenoe to oolonial oountries and
peoples: report of the Speoial Committee
established ',under General Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI) (oontinued) •••••• • • •• 885
Tribute to the memory of H.R.H. Princess
Wilhelmina of the Netherlands ••••••••••
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President: Mr. Muhammad ZA'FRULLA KHAN
(Pakistan).

AGENDA ITEM 25
The situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the granting of independence
colonial
countries' and peoples; report of the Special Committee
established under General Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI)
(continued)

'0

Mr. PAVICEVIC (Yugoslavia) (translated from
French); The General Assembly has before it the
report of the Committee of Seventeen!! (A/5238)
which, owing to the limited time at its dispoaal and
the scope and complexity. of the problem, was unable
this year to deal with all the territories still under
colonial rule. By reason of its contents andcharact~~
however, the report is an important document which
will enable the General Assembly .~o assess the
efforts that have been made so far to' implement the
Declaration on the granting of Independence to colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)], to
evaluate the results that have been achieved, to analyse the difficulties encountered and their causes, and
. lastly to .decide upon the measures to be taken to
secure the immediate implementation of that Declaration.
2. As a member of the Committee pf Seventeen, the
Yugoslav delegation has had an opportunity of expressing ·its views on the situation in the territorIes
dealt with in the Committee's report. T~e.t being the
case, and since Yugoslavia's position on the subject
of .colonialism and its place in the present highly
complex situation is familiar enough. .I shall now
dwell only on those aspects which are common to
all the cqloniesexisting today and which are oharaoteri~tic of the present situation in the field of decolonization.
1.

Jj Spe~lal CO~1mittee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of, the. Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and '?eoples.
.

«

\~. The determination of the colonial peoples,' whose
Pblitical consciousness and strength are growing
daily, to win their freedol'l'l' and itldependence-by
peaceful means if possible. by force if tliey are left
no alternatiye-iEi a fact that can no. longer be dtsregarded, This determination. i~'\...the' more .striking
as it is frequently accompanied""'br~ display of
realism and moderation iri the search for solutions
to tJr.:;;' vazlous problems to "Which colonialism has
give.).-rise, such as, for. example. the Ireform' of the
~
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eieotoral system, r.easona~le guarantees for the
interests of the wh1~e settlers. arrangements for the
transfer of authority to representative and executive
organs. and so on. By adopting suoh an attitude. the
oolonial p<eoples, for their part. are helping to make
the prccesc of deoolonization faster and less painful;
nevertheless. they deoline all responsibiUty for what
might ensue if the oolonial Powers were to persist
in their forlller polioies.
7. Instead of adapting themselves to the new f"" . 14tion
and to the justified and reasonable demam1;;',.A the
oolonial peoples. the foroes of oolonialism are embarking on a oounter-offensive. espeoially in those
territo.x:ies whiohfor military. politioal and eoonomio
reaso~~~ oonstitute the strongholds of olaaetoalcolonlaltam, That is Why we are witnessing the constant
intensifioation of measures. aimed at stifling the
national liberation movements. banning' indigenous
political .~ organizations and imprisoning political
leaders. as has reoel)tly been the case in Southern
Rhodesia.
8. We are also witnessing attempts to preserve the
dominant and privileged position of the white minority
and of foreign eoonomio interests by the imposition
of oonstitutions drafted without the participation and
.against the will of the colonial peoples. or by the
use of foroe. To all this must be added the delil,lerate
a~empts to aggravate the differences between ethnio
y.;;r political groups. as in the two Bhodeaias, Kenya
and British Guiana. the last of whioh is 'being refused
(independence for the sake of broader politioal interests whioh are totally foreign to the real situation
in that territory. Lastly, instead of showing understanding towards the justified aspirations of the
coloniaFpeoples. the authorities reply with oolontal
war in Angola. or with large-soale preparations for
the suppression of the national liberation movements
in Central and South Africa, where the colonizers'
'military budgets are doubled fl'om one year to the
next.
9. What is particularly disturbing about this phase
of decolonization is the fact that the colonial Powers
and the white minority Governments are not alone in
applying such policies. They enjoy the support of
political and financial circles in a number of countries whose po~itical, strategic and economic interests call for the maintenance of the present colonial
situation and the establishment of systems of government calculated to safeguard the priVileged position
of foreign interests for as long as possfble, To put
military arrangements at the service of such policies
and to-use the priv;ileged position of foreign economic
interests in the dependent territories for the same
endS cannot of course but lead to extremely negative
consequenC?es.
10. The real situation in the areas where extreme
colonialism is still rife cannot be disguised 'either
by theories condemning the immaturity of certain
countries, . or by pointing to the so-called "gcod
l'~ord" ot ce~ain colonial Powers, any 'more than
by attempts to cloud the real issue with parliamentary rhetoric and speeches aimed at audiences out",:,
IiJidethis hall, Fine speeches, cannot compensate for
bad policies and bad practices. An adverse ,vote
cannot be redeemed by a seemingly anti-colontalfst
speech. Th~ fact. of voting in favour of ~nti-co~o
nia,list ,re,solutions does not.sufficEl. to justify support
g;L\fen in. practice to the policies of the .nolonta!
'
Powers.
ri

11. In stressing what we oonsider to be the unrealistio and negative element in the attitude of the
colontal Powers and of the foroes of oolonialism,
we are not unaware of the objeotive diffioulties or
of the many and varied problems that have to be
faced in the different colonlea, We do not deny that
it is both in the general interest and in the interest
of the oolonial peoples that the latter should attain
independenoe in the most propitious oiroumstanoes,
and that in oertain oases a period of preparation for
Independence might prove to be desirable. However,
we have never believed and we do not believe tod(l.y
that the objeotivediffioulties and the otroumstanoea
peouliar to various colonies can be used to justify
any delay in the deoolonization prooess. Moreover,
anticipating the arguments of the colontal Powers,
the General Assembly has already given its reply
in the Deolaratton, one paragraph of whioh s~ates
that tnadequaoy Qf political, economic, soo'.al or
educational preparedness should never serve as a
i,retext for delaying independence [para. 3]. This is
suffioient refutation of the patern~list theories
aocording to which anyone has the right and the
ability to assess the degreee of maturity and preparedness for independence-anyone, that is, save the o
peoples whose fate is at stake. We believe, for our
part, that this right pertains only to the colonial
peoples, whose immediate and total' co-operation is
an indispensable prerequisite for the success of any
preparations for independence.
12. We are adverse both to over-simplification and
to unwarranted generalization. We accept the fact
that the attitudes of certain colonial Powers, or
rather the polioies pursued by them, may differ.
There is no doubt that these differences are important and that they must be taken into account
when considering the colonial problem. But at the
same time we must also note that there may be
substantial differences in the policies and attitudes
of one and the same colonial Power with respect to
the various territories administered by' it. Such
differences do not of course exist in the case of
Portugal, whose policy is negative and reactionary
over the whole range of colonial aotivities. However.
in, analysing the polioy of the UnitedKingdom'in this
phase of decolQnizati~n, or bette~, of colonialism, we
note with regret the existence of tangible differences
between a realistic policy of adaptatioi1 to the demands
\\
of formerly. colonial peoples, and the p~licy
adopted
with respect to Kenya, Northern Rhodes!la, and above
all Southern Rhodesia. A realistic poltoy adopted
towards one territory under United Kingdom administration should and indeed could never be used to
justify the adoption of a negative policy' towards anyp
other such territory. The same applies to the "good ,
record" argument, which should militate in favl>ur of
a .consistent and positive policy of decolontzatlon
rather than the reverse.
13. In the Committee of Seventeen, thE! Yugoslav ,
delegation, being anxious to facilitate our common ,
effort to accomplish the task. entrusted to the Committee by the. General Assembly; also expressed'.
itself in favour of. co-operation with the coloni~1
Pow~rs. .May I repeat. here what we have already",
stressed, inter alia: in the Committee of Seyenteen;:
namely, that the only possible basis for such co':' ;
operation is the Declaration on the. granting of,fn- . ~
dependence, to .colonial countries and peoples,. and ,.
the obligation' of the colonial Powers to go forwa~di
with the immediate and unambiguous implementation!
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26. We "agree with the declston of the Speoio.l Com",
to the realization of the natural yearning and aspiramittee to acoord priority to the oonsideratlon of
ticms of the Afrioan peoples for self-detoo:mination
ter~~tories on Afrioan son. because, as is stllted,:::i,'l
and independenoe. Any attempt to prevent a\l,!Jh <mer",
the report:
,
otse of self-determination by conttnued imposition of
" ••• it is in Afrioa. that the largest number of
raoial dlsor;mination designed to perpetuate the
people are still living under oolonialism ••• it is
domillation or So, rnoial minorUy over the vast majority
in Afrioathat the largel3t oolonial territories still
of ijle indigeno~s population, is not only oontra'l'Yto
exist and ••• it~a in Africa where some of the
~e Cho.rter alld to the Deolaration on the granting of
most diff10ult problems are. enoountt:lred." [A/5238,
indep~ndel1oe to oolonial oountries and peoples, but is
chapter I, para. 149.]
a short~sighted polioy replete With dangerous reper"
" o u s s i o n s both in the territoriAs concemed and in the
27. 'My delegation appreoiates equally the funher
broader international context, At any rate, suoh an
reasoning of the Speoial Committee in this regard,
attempt will not acbteve its purpose etnoe, by its
that its emphasis on. Afrioa is consistent with the
very nature, it rt;mfl counter to the oourse of history
urgeflt demands of the exil3ting problems in African
and. to the irresil:1tible and irreversible prooess of
liberation from human bondage.
oolonies and the need for taking appropriate and
~x;~t. measures to avoid greater diffioulties in the
33. ,The history of de(!olonb:nt!on has olearly re, •.
vealed many oases ef territories with a multiraoial
28. The "report of the Speoial Committee provides
population aohieving Independence on the basia of
raoial equality and harmony and making a suooess
the General Assembly with a wealth of valuable
info1,'mation on oonditions prevailing in the terriof it. The Federation of Malaya is among those ooun~ories so far examined, and the problems encountered
tries in the wol'1d today in which peoples of various
by the Committee. The' 'Submission of the Speoial'
racee, with d1ffere~t cultural, religious and linguistio
Oommitteeta report is a further milestone in the
baokgrounds, have ,oined together in unity to enjoy
endeavours of the international oommunity to achieve
the dignity "f Independence, The same unity, achieved
the final liquidation of the remaining vestiges of
in a spirit of tolerance, oo-eperatton andeqUtl.lity in
colonialism.
-,
pre-independenoe Malaya in the struggle for Independence from British oolonial rule, oonstitutes today a
29. I would like on this occasion to express the
firm foundation upon whioh the Malayan people are
\congratulations of my delegation to the Special Oommaintaining and enhanoing their politioal, economic
"mtttee which, under t~e able leadersbip of Mr. C. S.
and sooial stabmty and prosperity.
Jha of India, the Chai~man, and Mr~' Sor~ Coulibaly
34. The polioy of ,tho Federation of Malaya on the
of Mali, the Vioe-Chairman, has accomplished a difquestion of oolontaltsm needs no furt.'ler emphasis.
fioulttask of covering so much ground in the relatively brief period available to it. Mr. Najmuddine' We are opposed to colonialism in all its'forins and
manife~ttltions, .whether it is the traditional type;
R1~ai,of Syria, the Committee's :aappo:r;teur, deserves
praotisedby Western EuropeallPowers or the new
our special congratulations for the .able and orderly
and more sinister kind of colonialism perpetrated by
presentation of the .Oommttteets findings in the report
Oommumst.
imperialism. We subsoribe to the view
now before the ~sembly.
that cq~onialism, in whatever form or shape, is .a
30. Although very much tempted to do so, I would
constant source of tntemational friotion and a threat
refrain at this time from going into a detailed dieto Internattonal peaoe and 'seourity, and as such it
ctissi0!l of the, problems relating to each of the
must be speedily liquidated.
territq;ries. It must be said at once, however,« that
35. The report of the SpeoiAl Committee has again
the problems in the African colonies are urgent and
fooused attention on the urgent need to bJ.'ing 0010require urgent solutions. The obduracy bf the Pornialism to an end. At the same time; it has revealed
tuguese Governmen:t, for example, in refusing to
accept present-day realities and in persistently deny- . that even in the same oontinent of Africa the problems obtaining in one territory differ from those
tng the right 'Of its subject peoples to self-determinaobtaining in o~hers. We therefore agree with the
tion,is a. constant source. of friction that might lead
approach adopted by the Special Committee in dealing
to more serioqE3, threats to international peace and
with the problem territory by territory, for only in
security. Equally serious in,its repercussions is the
this way· can the problems peculiar to one territory
cbntinu~d practice of .racial discrimination aad segreb~ highligJl,ted and suggestions and recommendations
gation which characterizes the acute probleIlls obtainfor th~ir solution' be offered. In cases where the
ingCin a •. great many of the African colonIes, in
Administering . Authorities pursued an enlightened
P!irticular the territories under Portuguese admtntspolicy, the Uhited Nations should offer added 'encourtra~i.on and in South West. Africll, where the ini""utous
agement,s6
that the process of decolonization can be
system "of apartheld is being imposed by the 06"e1'l1further accelerated, On' the qther hand, the United
ment,ofSotJ.th Africa.
Nations should bring heavier pressure to bear for
31'0. The declared intention of the South African
the removal of whatever impediments lie iri the path
Government to annex the High Commission Terriof the decolontzatlon process.
tories <:>-f Baautoland, Beohuanaland and SWaziland is
36. r would like' to make a few observations about
a '. matter on ,Which the Speoial Committee' has exthe .future of the Special Committee. Every reprepre~sed .deep concern and which has led itJo give a
sentative' who has, spoken on this subject agrees' that
warning -. thllt any. attempt to. annex t!l:el3e territories,
the
SpeoialCommitteeshould oontinuewith its work.
or"to ~ncroachupontheir territorial integrity in lm,.Y
My delegation "fully endorsee this view. ,A number
''(ay, "w1lll>e, regarded by the United ~{~tions Jts
of •. speak~rs have. ;made some Qoncrete suggestions
aot of aggression Violating the United NationsC1Ul.rter.
o
. ' .', ',' ."
<.'
,..'
,,"
..
c()IiQerning the .expansion o£"theOommittee' smem"
bership . and the "co..-ordination·of,its'workt;,..,with, that
'032., The, racial p1'oblertls ex~sting in many African
colon.iel:i should not be allowed to pe an impediment·
of ot1ler,.' Committees ,dealing with specific colpI!ial
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imperialism this Is the worst by a very long way " expeoted to give an aooo\U\t of how they have exerbeoause it Is so deoeptlvo· to the uninitiated and
011300 their,. trust or guardianship over the subjeot
beca.uso the struggle for se!t-detorm!nation has. in
peoples \U\der their oontrol.'l'he neoessity of giVing
So,\lth Afrioa. the Rhodeslas and in the Portuguese
such reports is all the greator when a minority
colonies. become a struggle fo:l,' bare survival on the
oomprising 10 per oent of the population seizes power
part of the, indigenous people of Afrioa. The arms
and rules ~)over the tnajori%as in ~e caae of the
build-up and the oonspiracy of mutualatd allianoe
Republio of South Afrioa.
'
0' wbt,oh exists
between Portugal. the Union of South
.Afrioa. the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland
GO, If I may more speoifioally touoh on the burning
and the separatist puppet state of Katanga•. all of
question of Sout.'lern Rhodesia. 1 must say once abain
theGe are indioations of the determination that 0010that it is the duty of the British Government to state
Diallsl!), must go on and thnta 'reign of terror must
in no unoertain t,f.'rms that it wlll nt"lt grant the right
remain as the order, of the day. A modern form of
of independenoe 'to Southern Rhodesia until suoh time
as politioal power is taken away from the white
enslavenlent. of tyranny, of fana.tioal ruthlessness
and the o,old fury of hate. have' thus become anInminority and transferred to the indigenous people
separable' part of a l'~gimo whioh is based on fear
who form. the vast majority of the population. Southern
as a master prinoiple.
Rhodesia remains about the only place where Britain
can champion the cause of the Af:r.ioan and pull us
47. While the issues were relatively olear when
out of the disaster whioh threatens to overwhelm the
whole of Afrioa.
;:,
India, forinstanoe, or for that matter my own oountl'y
of Uganda, was st1'uggling to be free, the situation in
51. The prospeots in ~s area, in the rest of the
oountries with white minority govel'nments is sinCentral Afrioan Federation and in the twO, Portuguese
gularly confused, It resembles, as we say tn a Uganda
territories of Angola and Mozambique. are extremely ,
'proverb, a snake in an earthenware cooking pot. To
dark because in these. areas white supremacy is
use the pot-often the only pot in the hoqsehold-the
complete, notwithstanding, the strong wind of Afrioan
snake. must bektlled and killlng the snake cardes
nationalism. which oo?-tinues to blow through thewhole
with it the r,isk 01 breaking the pot. The malady that
length and breadth ofAfrioa, oar;\,ying With it one
aHliots these reglons is SC) pervasive and is working
Afrioan State after another to independenoe. It follows,
suoh havoo in all organs of the body po~itio, that the
as the night the day, that the clash between nationalism
only,remedy lies in an oversize dose injeoted fror.l
and pan-At'rioanism on the one hand and the foroee
, outside.
of apartheid and raoism on the other hand, is near
48. It is now evident that the handful of Portuguese
and inevitable.
setUers in Mozambique and Angola, envious of the
52. In. the Portuguese territori~s of Angol,a and Mouna~saUable position whioh white settlers have taken
zambique, the situation. is even more desperate and
for themselves in South Afrioa and the Rhodesias,
hopeless than anywhere else in Afrioa. It isdlffioult
are ., discarding the timeworn idea of asstmtlatton and
and invidiotistooompare one oolony's r6glme with
integration with the motherland, and arehow clamouranother, because to say that one is worse than the
ing for greater control of polioy-making so that they
otherc lays one open to preferring one evil over and
can eventually olaim t4ependenoe just as their White
abov~t,Janother evU:. but on the,princlple that one evil
bretlu'en ~id in South Ayrioa.
'
can bea lesser evil than another, one could say that
49,. Furthermore, because these oountrdes- pose as
the . South Afrioan type of colonial~sm is less of an
. independent States, they are not under any opligatlon
evil. than the Portuguese type, because in the former
to submit to the United Nationl;\ periodical reports
instance the black man knows where he stands' ",isof their 'administration, and they can thus enact the
b.-vis the white man and beoause the. prmoiple of
most Draconian laws and adopt the most repressive
parallel and equal development, 'J.lbeit mo:,;euftequal
measures Without being required to 'aooountforthefr
than otherwise" has tended to givf,l an opportunity to
l:!-otions by Me~bera of this, Organization. ill my subthe Afrioan to enjoy .some of ,the orumbs of olvilizami~sion, the Membe~s of 'this O~ganization.should
tion which fall from the master's table, In the Porfierlou~ly oonsider the. feasibility of re9,ulring the
tuguese oolonies, on the other hand,"there is Inoonwhite ' governm~tof South' Afrioa, comprising two
testable evidence that it is intended that the indigenous
xnilllon Whites, tc> submit periodical r~poris, in 00people be kept for all time as the, helots and as the
~ordanoe with ArtiolEf73. p~agraph e, of the Charter
drawers 6f water and hewers, of wood of their white
indioat~g. hQwthe~) have been governlrig the ten
overlords, After 450, years .ofpOJ:t~guese colonialism.
lUilllonAfrioans\U\der .their care,' If Great Britain
there .is not one single. secondary sohool for Afrioans
is.expeoted to,produoe rePorts on Kenya, then either
in any Portuguese-Afrioan territory and, oonsequently,
°it Or tb-e. Govern~ent ~f ,southern Rhodesia .should be
no university" with the. deplorable. result that all the
r~qu,1red to, produoe a. report on the, way that either
Afrioan University graduates. in the territories canbe
of them has been administering the territory of
counted on the fingers of.both hands.
Southern Rhodesia. The essential oriterion in both
"Oases is the existence of a master and servant
53, po~tuia~ is clearly inoapabl~' ofadl1ancing.,and
trelatlonsh1.p' between. thegovernlng. olass and, the
promoting the social, ·Wlitioal and economic welfare
indigenous 6ubjeotpeoples. "The oriterion.restson
of the African people. It is itself a baokward Europeap
the possession of political' power. with all the para- . country,Charity beginS at home and' it }Vould be, well
·phernal!e.and· accessontes that go wit!l it on the part
advised to put its own house in order before· trying
.ofthe white ruling olass, on the. ope' .hand, and the
to spread "its "oivilizingmission" to Afrioa. The
'Jhelplessness; and unwUling submiss(on on the .part
United Nations hasa'special dUty to see. that AngOla
of' the"lridigenouspeopleS" on the 'other hand. On
,and, Mozambiqueareswlftly brought to ln~ependence
humanAtarian and other gro\U.1ds, those who pOssess
'or, 'alternatively, "thaV they are brought"under the
trusteeship. of the United Nations without. further
absolute powerove,ranother' race or olass of persons
,delay.
'
/;
.~utoinatloally assui1}e the role 'of trusfeesand are
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54., On the question of the Centl.'al Afrloan Federatlon, my delegation ~s fir~y of the opinion that the
unsora~blingof the FedEli~atlon egg is an exeroise
whi<lh la ,quite unnneoessaryi The unifioation ofA.frioa
can best be aOhieved by the\ooalesoenoe of governmenta initially at the regionatJevel, and the.brealtlng
up of the Federation would thus,be a step in the ;wrong
direotion All that is ne~ded novr is the establishment
of the' Pr'inoiple of one manom:{vote, without dividing
the people into first and seoond olass oitizens and
thus restrioting the voting power of the vast majority
of the indigenous people of the Central Afrioan J{ederation '
•
55. To come nearer home, my delegatioT£ belleves
that what is needed now is the holding of general
eleotions in Kenya at the earliest possible date. The
present raoial and tribal problems that faoe Kenya
can beat be solved by a government whioh eMjoys the
support of the majority of the people of Kenya. Suoh
problems invariably provide happy hunting grounds
for the imperialist.
56. My delegation regards resolution ·1514 (XV) of
the General Assembly as the Magna Oarta of oolonial
peoples and as one that marks a new epoch in the
history of the, Unlted ~at1ons. My delegation, in the
spirit of this deoolonizat~on resolution, is dedicated
to see that the goal of Independence is attained by
an territories whioh have not yet aohieved that
objeotive.
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move in a db:eotion .m<.re or lesD in keeping Wltb
theae ideas and prinoipl~l!.\. nut it did not seem aItogether l'eassurlng to pl:loe our tr\u:~t pasaively 1.'1
the vl~b\e of this pl'OoElns Illone or in the value of
oe~tain"~\amples, however SUCOOt3sful.
I

,

63. The Organization s 1~spofisibUity oould not be
limited to proolalming oel;tain prinoiples, no matter
how muoh moral or l?sal weight, they oarded. Ex"
perienoe had demonstn.tect th'E) 'need, tor olose\' Vlg1ranee and even for-the II'.'lsUlbUshment (If bQdtes for
the express purpose of seelng to it that th~ ~~olpleB
of the Charter Md the deoll9lQns <>f the inajo:t""ty were
qUlokly and falthfully put into offeotl In the matter of
oolonialism there exist vat'lou~ 'Oodles, some of them
created when the Chartel' wa~adt;lpted and some of
them since as a result,of ,new mterpretatlons of the
Charter itself or of the pragmatio natu:t'o" of its j9-risprudenoe. And while.. it is true that some of these
bodies have played., an espeoially satisfaotory role in
the liberation ofpeoples,othe:r.a have unfortunately
displayed a petrifaotion dangerous to the life of the
whole Organization.
64. At the General Assembly's fifteenth session
when it devoted partioular at1:ention to several al'ip~oU;
of the international situation a.nd brought to light a
strong desire to find a rapid aolution to certatnendemio ortaes, the Assembly adopted resolution, 1514
(XV) whtoh was hatled by world opinion as one of ~e
most important events in the'Organization's life and
Mr. Idu (China),Vloe--President, took the Chaitl"
whioh had a remarkable impaot, p!U'tioulcu'ly ~n th~
. .
.
oounteiea still under colonial rule at the tims, We
57. Mr. BENH,IMA, (Moroooo) (translated from
may reoall that it did Q,ot obtatn the st.~ppo~t ot.~~:v~~'
French): A few years ago, the usual debate on OQXO""
Power hex-e: neverth~les",,~t did not~provo~~,()p~n
nial1sm in 0\U' Or~anizatiQn still resembled ~ tria~
~QBtility ~d the .ni h\r.mour manife6t~dby .some
from whioh tbe.par~ies were absent and pleadeCi, their
:failedtp,.,de~pehthe general enthusiasm/,j
,
case.aeit were, through intermediaries, th~ one all
.
.-: .
,\ ,.
'..
g,
the more' aroused to passion as the othel'fElign~d
(\5.. :But. this important deoision. which reyi~~d hope
indii'ference or-even nonchalance,
in our Organization, was. in, danger of remaining a
dead lettsr unless it wa,sforthwithstr~ngtbenedby"
58. Such debates. conducted before an indifferent
majority. generally left the problems Intact• as far
the creation of an or~, expr,~SSlY~ designed to ltpas United Nations intervention was oonoernoo,and
pl~ment it. At its sixt,~enth seesscn, the G~neral
the oonfrontatton between colonized and oolonizer
ArJsep-lbly wisely ad,Qpted re~olution 1654 (XVI) esinvaliably passed to the level of. direct strUggle a
tablishing the Committee of Seventeep.toexamine the
struggle whioh was each time more unequal ~nd
application of the Deolaration on the gran~g of
independence to colonial countries and peoples.
violent but from whioh the viotim no longer always
'
66,. The 'delegation .ofMor9cco followed with,ke~n
emerged the loser.
59. Many peoples were unable to follow any other
iriterest the dlsousstona whio~oulminatedin the es,~
course, and the phenomenon 'of colonialism .itself
tablishment of that Cqmmitte~. .and that body~ssub~
began to desappear as a. result of military setbacks
sequent . deliberations both at.'Haadquarter~ and in
as dramatic for the defende,rs of that phenomenon as
different oountrtes, In' fact. suoh was, the ~lpportan(je
for. those who were ceasing to be."itsviotims. The
we, attached to .its rol~ and its work thatwe as.J:t6(j it
, inevitability 6f this process,' plus the momentum of
to hold a session at Tangier, and my delegation takes
this, opportunity of once again exprassip~. its ;thankS
the world-wide liberation ~ovement,fmal1y led even
the" most, reoaloitrant colonial. Powers tooOnsider
to the" Seo.retariat and" the Cotiunitteeitselffor the.
the posSibility of alternative'solutiohstotheproblems
honour whiohU'did us in allOWing p,S to.weloome it
posed by their domination.
.
to our country. I can assure you. as I do notdo~bt
6
' . .. . ',. •. .'. "
'
. ,. my colleagues from ,EthiOp~a and. T~ganyika tiave
O. The . United Nations in fact, offered a suitable
also' done, that. tIle 'peoples of the Afrioan oontinent
framework for the .peaceful . oonfrontation of the
felt immense .hope When they 'fiaw the' interest and
parties' and the search for a. sQlution satisfactory
dedication""with wliich the representatives .of the
to both. .'
'. . . . .
seventeen Member states examined on the spOtall
61.' The ,debates .,l1ave not always' been easy;th~ythe problems which they were able' to take up on our'
have not always been' crowned with'.success. But the . continent.
'dialogul;" alwa,ys tempered to some extent the despair
."
,)
. ". . .' .
() .
of Bome 'and"theviOlenoe of others: it also afforded
67. I can also affirm that all the leaders of li~era-,
an ,opportunity for th,El submission. of eVide~ce" .the
tion movem~ntswhom the Committee hadaol1ance
objectivity of whioh made arbitration easier. ,"
to hear at those African, meetillgs will, henoeforth
have greater oonfidence in the role of theOrganiza62. 'In the past four y~ars .. part1culai'ly.· with':some.
tion vis~a.~vis the l1qu1dation·ofcoloniaJism. anti Will"
at times ..painfUl e"oeptions, we have, •seen events
aocordingly give more weight to ~'''PrWOipl~Of
0
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~I\oeful evo!ution in r(}latlQns betw(lell oolonized and
0919nl~lngoc9Ul\trles.
"
.
While it is too soo~ t? say whl\t oonolusions,the
colonial Powers have d),;t\wn fromUle Committee,~a
one yearo£ existenoe and o.otiv,:ty. we Can safely,
affirm that the.;) peoples s~ggling\for their indepen..'
denoe ~ve invested tmmense trust in th~ 'United
Nations anclhave with high hopes, plaoed a pal't of
theAr str'~gle In our hand$'. ThiS, we believe. is a
result of wblohour OrgM1zationshould be partloularlyproud~for, its oause is more than ever identified
,)Yith that 'of freedom, and it seems more than ever
imperative that freedom should be won and oonaolldated in balance and harmony.'
c

oS

73. l4y delegation supports the suggestion made

from tlU,srostl'um by several enU-nent spenkers that
tho membership of the Committee of Seventeenshould
be inoreased. Various different figures have been
suggeatcd ~ut nothing seems to stand in the way of
an OlU,'ly' agreem~t on the number of ndditional
me~b"''l.'a whioh oould usefully' partloipate in thil3
body's ,Work without inourringthe disadvantages of
ovarly oumbersome maohinery or jeopardizing the
atm,osphereof oo';o,tJflratioxf a~d harmony whioh must!
oontlnl,l6 to prevail
,"
.
, ,0
"
74. ,. In addition, in his address before the General
Assenlbiylast Ootober [1148th meeting) President,
S~OU Tour6 said he would like to see the Assembly,
agree on a target date £Ol' the reoovery by all oolon1C:::~
69. Both in the 'Committee. at Seventeen and in the
people3 of their !reedom. My elninent oolleagu~.-~'/
course 8f the present deb~te, we have heard muoh
representative of Gulnelii;\,has reltel'ated this t3uggesoritiolfjm of ,the Committee, aOlll?~~~lled against
tion during the present debate [1l69th meeting). I
its, veryex1,stenoe ,p.nd' some finding fault withitl3
'lmBw the divergenoes of views to whioh such a proprooedure"and it£3 objeotives.
posal could not but give rise. Here again my delega.;
'"
/J
.'
f
.,
•
tlon hO~s thahm agreement ,,,ill soon be reached
'10. ,We a~t that a body wliiohhas be~n.1n existand formulatad in the draft resolution whioh-will be
'0006,l3oa1"oely a year nn,d whloh has put to the test,
~ubxn1tted to the Assembly.
'
75. The. ,. existence"bf the Committee of Seventeen,
mfaOlng .It.s heavy respOp~billties, a method of work
lne}>lred 'rather by the desire of a: majority of its
m.embers fO."r co-oPeration and-effeotiveness than by
its method, of work and the changes whloh need to be
, fJJ eel deflniti
donted t th
t·
bnw.de in its oomposition and prooedure certainly
any '" x
, . on a op~ . a . e ou set, may e
deserve '8. m.ore thorougb, oommentary titan, my dele.
open to some oriticism. The terms in whioh suoh
o:Hticis~ has b~e~;, ~ressed, however, e11:tille us to
gatlon has thought fit to make. It would be vain to
quesUou ,the ~fuoefity of oertain colontal Powers
olatm that the Committee is at 'present as perfeot
whq~e <¥li(.iolsIDS appear In fact to be direoted at
an instX'llment a.s oould be desired, but this aspect
the Comm.i,ttee's very exlstence ~athe1" than at certain
of .its rfexiSttenitce dhoeths not Pdre0taklude aotiithin0nt0thimPCrove
as ' spf its activity. If suoh bertha case, those, and pe eo' • W eel." un er en w
e omp
~ '~e givlhgus all the more reaEi!Onto wish to
mittee or by the General Assembly itself.
see lfq9ntlnue in:. eXf$t~noe and to reoognize the
76. Wlm.t :remains of paramount Importance In con. s.ldering the Comnlittee's report is ruther the objeotive
definite usefulnessc-pof its abtivities. " " • "
71. The re.m. ark&blerepoi't-~[A/5238) which has. been it has ·been set and an analysis of the progress it has
,
made towards implementing the .Declaration .on the
submitted to. us b:y'Mr. Nlljrtl\i.ddme lUfai, the repre~dlngof colomaltsm,
sen,t&.tlvf:r,pf Syria, .i8,'.9. IiOCUIDl3nt whose importanoe
will'esoape neither the MembeI'S 'of the Organization
77. That "these two aspeota of the question have been
nor the.~pe()ples whioh' place the!r tl'Ust in it and
grouped togethet unde!'the same agenda item should
whioli' Will,find in this dooumentan exact diagnosiS
not lead. the Assembly to lose sight,'of the ,faott.hat
of every a.speot of oolonial uomination wherever it
thareal subjeot of the debate is deoolonizatiQ,3l,~,JJ
still exists.
..fe
•
"
78. We had felt that theJmost important innovation
whioh
l'esolutlons 1514 (XV) and 165'4 (XVI) brought
7'2. The, hearing of petitioners and the talkfl With
to the struggle against oolonialism was' a;'method of
certain Adminlstering Authorities are repOrted with
work. based on discussion andoo-operatlonb'etween
Iil' ,faithfulness and objeotivity whioh render our
the administering Powers' and oertaln Member ooun-;
present o dElbate on the. most fieroely oontroversial
tries whioh were the best qualified'to express within
i>roble~ of th~. oentury ~tirelY fri:!e from passion.
thlsOrganization, theolaims of the peoples still
1.< ~y a~cl'''that,. in the il1iversity of itsstJi,dies, the
under. colonial rule'.
report, represents a oomprehensive synthesis of tht}
p:tQl:>leinS relatblg to dependent territ9rit}s which are
19. 'We had indeedplaoed gr~athol?es msuQh an
IlOW distriputedamong a number of. speofal oomarrangement. wh~oh oompletely ohangefj the nature of '
mltteas... I am sure that the worth of eaoh of these
tht} I'elatlons. between the last ohamp~ons of eolonial
eonmllttees would'hardly be reduced if all questions
rule and the peoples who havG:reoog11ized, their duty
" pe'tt~~ning jq deo()lonization were henoeforth oonoen-:to fight within the Organiza~ion to end that,rule.
tratedln. theha:ndfil. ()f the Committee of Seventeen.
Th~ investigations already ,carried out andthe reports
80. .But. the faot· t~t .they (have aooePte~. disoussion
pr.oduoed by these oommittees w!ll oonstituteaValuainstead of violenoesh9uld, n~t be allowed merely to
ease the oonsoienoe of those whose oonsoienoes were
})le'histor~oa.~\i~and 'teo!:micaJ element in the. further
UI'ieasy, so t~t they< may hold up the'maroh of historY'
wOl'kq~ th~o Committt}e .of Seve,nteen. Of oourse, for
reasons arising fronl othe. Cltarter itself, the exil;ton the, prete,~ thattlme. is needed forthi,sdisoussioil, ".'.
enoe . . . o~. the .Truet~~shlp . CouncjJremains highly to" bear frUit. It would be ,a very serious threat to
de,sii;'aJ,:)le. afj doestl1atof tht) COlIUllittee on'Informapeaot) if' we were. 'to see~a oomfortable refuge In
tio", •from . . • Non,..~lf,..Governlng .. Territoi:les. F.or sqoh.,a'paotfist' polioy.and"forget the danger~f'llsa~"
obvioU/:lpolltioal"reas()ns••theSub-Commi~ee on the
aWaltening when patienoe has led only to. disappoiIlt-,\
Situation in,Angola must. also be maintained to oontinue ment. For,1rt'general. although thl.s methoo'may'I1i""Q'
its" woi;~ .,. alongside the ,General Assembly and .the
prevented e.oute ori$e$ here. and therelIl the varioUs
still·'·dependent-territories, .it ':does not'yetd:leeO! to·
l3eour!ty C()unCl1.
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have resulted in any praotioal advanoe towarda their
early liberation.
" D.

88. 'rhe United KingdoPl Government/;asserts that it,
haa no legal rig!1tto intervene direotly in the oonfliot
c
and maintains that it is physioally powerless to do so
81. I shall not an(\lyse the situation iJ:\ eagh of the
but it must have forgotten that it was tondon whioh
territo~ies oovered by the, report. TJte Fourth com-QonqueJ:e<l thl~ territory and that it WIlS London.wJdoh
mittee. whioh 'ghes detaUed study to:the problems of
invested the white mfno~ity wi~h Us present author1t~
eaoh territory,' provides a better opportunity for a, and power~
.
,
.oareful oonsideration of each oase and af develop-·,
.'
,
menta inth~ situation there. But in general the nature
89. But then, what are we to think of the situatl(j;U
of the oonfliot, has hardly ohanged at all, and even
in Kenya or in QU1ana Where there is no such obstacle
when the administering Powers, accept in prinoiple
to delay the granting ofit)dependenoe to either country?
the prospect of change, they do not seem to take the
',l'he lAatienalist leadersc>in both cO\ijltriesagreedYellrs
neoessary steps to hasten its arrival.
ago to end thearmed struggle and Iatdaslde their
82. In the territories underPortuguese rule, we ,Ilre
w,eapo.ns to take their places at those .fa.mous ro~d..
stUl faoed with a completelyoolonialist pattern of
table conferences;..
'1
behaviour, and the Portugibse Government oontlnues
90. it must slIpply be reoognized that in both coun-,
to be utterly indifferent to any United Nations action,
tries the United Kingdom is using internal issu~,s,
of Whatever kind•. It has made no progrel3,~towards
over whioh these territories alone should have sovco-operation with the United Nations. And!) in the
ereign jurisdiction, to delaY"the date of independence'
indefinitely, although it has been solemnly accepted
territories concerned, war is, spread1Dg and the two
pa],'ties are. settling down. to an: all-out struggle
in prinoiple.
whloh seems to leave the future to be dectd~d by
91. 'l'his is the. present 6i'i;uatlon in the p;rincipa.l
force of arms. The armed oonflict will soon enter
its fourth. year and is making recourse to !llscuBsion
territories to which the. Committee.of ~,e:venteen'deor eny other peaceful solutlon increasingly remote,
voted most of its. time,' 11 'Committee whiQh, llad the
authority of t'::e GeneraJ. AssemNy behind it and was
83. Neither' the injunctions of the United Nations nor' guided bYcthe spirit that led to the adoption~)llthe
the advice of their closest frieXlas, 'and ~~illless th~
last two y(.larl:1, of,ilie two resolutions 1511: (XV) ~d
example of many recant experienceS, seem to shake
1654 (XVI)-resolutions whichsolenu¥y procl~imed
the obstinaoy ofA'Ute Portuguese autho~Uies. The
the need to grant independence .to all' dependent
attempts of the/Angolan nationalist movement to
peoples.'
.
open discussions' ere still being ignored and this wilJ
" .
.
Only;, strengfuen the determina.tion of the leaders of
~2. We refuse to be discouraged by, these results..
the liiJeration movement to start a total war in which
On the contl'ary, the Committee of 'Sevent~eil has""
'Africa, if not the entire world, must eventually beD undertaken a task .wllich is asd1fficult as it i't:lnople~
involved.
but which .certainly d"eqtands aetire perseveranQe,and,'
;
ceaseless vigilaniJe if'the' mtssion, whi.chshOtiid be .
84\, If the tragic situation in Angola does not produce
ourOrgamzation's gJ;'eatestachievement,: is, to be '\
any change in the attitude of Portugal, it is hardly to
fulfilled.
be eXTjectedthat it will take a different attitude
towards Mozambique and' Guinea.
93•.• 'AlloW me-to point 'out, •in 'consideriilg,.·the ~res, ,..
ponsibllities of the Committee of'Seventeen'/:I.nd ,the
85. 'As to South Africa, its increasingly 'insolent
task assigned .to, it, Wilt this body'~s ~Qt'cionsidered:
df;fiance of the United Nations i!lustrates, if i,llustraall the p~oblema ofco~~rialism or the fate C?t,allthe,
tiOll were needed, the, scorn with which it continues territorieEl where foreign domination perE!is'LS in .one
to apply-both in SouthWest Africa and m. the ~epublic, fo],'m or4nother.
..' •",;;p. .'; .' '. " '.' .• '. '. ./( .
itself-a
policy
of
racbi!extermination,
the
philosoiP~1Y'
94..
Durin.'g
th
..
e
.
dab.a.OO. a.t th..e.,a.eneral. A."'s.I3."e..:xnb.lY'$~.'''~1f
of which has been publicly proclaimed. in its institu..
. . , .
tions; the IawsenactedIn accordance ~ith :thisp-oltcy,
si.-deentb session '[1043rd .meetlng).my, d~legatlon
which are becoming.' mcreasingly ., ,oppressive; .now
discus~ed '. the .prcblelllof cet:;~in.territor~es Wht,oh.
extend even to whites who, disapprove o~it., ~I
'
fo~m·.an: integral part. of.Mor~ccO ~dW~Qh,nevjlro
theless, to this. day;rePlainoutsidetJte",effe()tiv~
c
,,86. The legacy left Qy. Dr. Mala,p. js.;,daily·enriched
sover~ignty of :Mciroccg.Jnth(3 interest of ~ai~taiiUng "
b~ his successors, and his doctrines aretravel'singfr~enqlYorelattons,betWeen:ttlycouptryand.the()o~~:
the frontiers of all the African states dominated by
tries responsible for' othisstate .of affairs, I, s¥ll
'European minorities·to.. trllnsform this vast.areawhich'., refr,ain .frQmagain,desc!'ibing' how iti~ that' these
~xteIlds from·.the Cape to ~lisabethVille in.toa zone ", Parts of our nat~onaLtelilrlto~y are$t111subjeot'to
of. racist terror where neither religion, humanity n~)l;
anauthorltyoutside, Morocco. FaithfW; to t\\:oot~~e',
even~nternationall~whaveariy.:plac.e.
'principles < Whichguide<:\ his fatMr'spoliQYro;JIis'
Majesty HassanIIwishes .toa,v()id,bringing. disputes
.
,
.
,87.. 'rhis example seems ~o have beenfollowedpar-: between .'~orocc0i.\linditsfriendsancl.neighbQP1's,
ti9ularly .in·Southern Rhodesia, .where we 'had hoped beforeinterna.tionaIbodies, .•,He 'also hasgreatfaith.'>'7
until a few weeks ago ,~t the .authority, the inte],':" 'in 'friendships ?forgEld.by' ,a common, history and
national obligations,llIld the moral, respons~bilit;y<:)ftempel·ecl;.lintim~s of trial.OIilyreoently,hesolemnly:'
the .tinitedKingdom~vernIllent'mtght stifficeJ(),
reaffirJlled his faith inthesetwoprincipleEl,expre/:ls",,'
imllos El the· el€lm~nts. of an .equitable ,solution,. pnthe
fug pnc~llgaill"his.ful190nfideIlcebl. the .d~clatllti~ns..
", whttenrlnority. A Constitution whiphigMl'es th.eitJ,ol:it, off:riendshiplll.ade ,PyJhe,6nililent l.'epresenUl,t1ve.qfa
frielldly.c(»);jntry.. eti],'e.ctl~cc)n.cEll'n(:l(iillth~,s~tu,at~op,'
elementary .•. rights. o( the ~ndigenous' .majol.'~t~; .hll.s
been impOsed bySir,Roy Welens~'l:lGovernment who was a guest QlhonoUp i,nM()rocco~ : ' . . ,,:i . '
thus,br1J.tallyslammingthe:door on f;ln:y:hopeofnego-,)O, •.•. . . .•. . .,.) •.,••••....••....... "
tiattons.which' had.'seemed possi~)!.eiWh~nth~SUb..
~5 .. '.IJ1nl~l!tiqn~gthtl:l,sP(lc~a)"pro.l>lem 9f~YQOUAtrY;'
Committee on Southern. Rllodesia vfsited!.iondoh,last, let·m,e .expr,eEisQn()eagainIllYG<.lve;r,nllle?t' fJhope~f'
April.-'
'
"~,, . .. .
obfu.iningre'cognitionofits>rights'by'mea.nlS·qof.~~g9,~'
!
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wbloh w~ ba:v.e oonsistently followed
,1,\, ~olution to
other problems of 81,'eat importanoe to the fUll flower..
!ng Qf our·nationall sovereigntf.
9Q. Ii(~'other oirciumstMo,es, we are oompeUf4 to
pl"Ooeed differentlY, but Ollrprinoip1es remainelf unshaken. It ts most enoot.u.'aging,however, to see that
traditionally friendly. Q,Quntrie~, seem sinoere1y disPO~El9.· to pra{ Jr negoti~~~~ to £\IlY other course,
97. Fromthia roatrum\":XIllnY odelegations have
weloomed the agreement between Indonesla and the
Netherlands,Yanagreement which, after several
yel\rs ot,futU.e Clonilio.\ has put an end, by means of
negotiations, to a situation whioh was about to preoipitate a warwhtoh would probably have been as
lon~ ~s the one wllloh preceded Independence,
98. These are examples whioh oertainly deserve to
00 high-lighteU. but unfo:ttinately they are only r9,ys
'cl light on' a still sombrehorh:on. For many years,
eve],')'one has been speaking of the end and tl1e elimination' '6f colonialism; but when we look at, the map
of'some contine~ts,we'oan,aee' va~t IUld"densely
populated terri~ories that are stil~ s\ruggling, with
varying succesc, with the contradictions of the 0010nial system, whose supporters proolaim the best
intentions before, international bodies, while aotually
behaving in a manner whiohis far more in keeping
Wlth~U3ir original intentions.
'
t:lat1on,

1.\ Co\1r80

fOl'" thepo.at seven yea1'sin, seeking

99. One need only consider. for, example, the situation .in the Middl,e East to realize that the struggle of,

the peopl~ of Oman has b~en 'going on for several
years, soattering the cmmtry's 6lite and foroing,its
legitimat~ sovereign into exile, wit~out the United
ldngdom~s s~9Wlng'the least sign ofliberalintentions.
,"
'.
.
100. As to, the Palestine tragedy, fifteen years of
joint manoeuvering by Intemational Zionism, and its
imperial~stsupportershavefail\~d to ~ake the world
accept the myth that a legitimate Israeli homeland
could be built on the ruins' of Arab homes. Does not
the ,case,of Palestine offer a striking exaIilple of.deep
intVllectual and ,political hypocrisy, Which, ip. th,e
-name of an~injustice for whic~ the Nazis and their
';' Europeanacoomplices were alone responsible, has
perpetrated the greatest injustice in history by tear-:
ing' more than a million Arabs from the cradle of
th~ir religlon,thafr"l'aae and tlleiroivilization?
101. "what talk can tllere be of peace, and'what kiild
c ' ofoonference is itto which' the, representatives of
''Israeli' i~g1,'ants from 'Europe can be invited,to sit
with Ars,bs and tu;~n an annexation into a fait accompli?
,"102'.; 'It is ac.'gteat and, very' dangerous' illusion to
JJelieVCthat.ll ,change of •language means a 'change of
heart .onthe,part of the Qolonialist•.A flexible policy
ada.pted. to the ~)equire!ll;ents of, permanent., political
.interests and liable in'nulnycases to stifle 'legitimate
aepira:tions' ,has. certaiilly .been adopted,'but it cannot
untiei' ~nycircumstanc~s longde.flect the liberation
movement ftom'Us,naturaFcourse;still less can it
. la:v ,the foundatiQns> of ,.p,eace;Qrbrlng about fruitful
co~operationamong th!3, peoples. ,
'
,"
"
,.",'",
'//"
".",
"
:'
"
,.u
"
1()3e' Mr~~AAR (Somalia):. ,~sme representa~iv~of
ap. Afi'iclUi ,country whichpriortolts'i.ndependence-~
.sUffered the evil effects
a colob1al diVisionwhich

of

,.' ,.,'!j Agr~ement betWeen the RepUbHcofI11danesiaandtii~ Kingdom of
th~ ,~etherlaJld~concerning

West New Guiliea (west Irian).

Un!~~!i(ti01!II:, Headqua,rters on 20 ~ptelDber 1962.

signe(flit~

still pervades colontaed Somali territories, a count],')'
whioh 'has oonstantly dedioated itself to the,total
liberation of the Afl'ioan continent from the remnants
of ool(;.l'l~aUsm, I am ,_eager to addres~ thisc eminent
Assembly on the item now under disoussion.
),04. There was a ttme whencolonialists were able
to take advanw.ge of the laokQf a. United Nations
presenoe in the territofies they had oolonlaed in
orde!, to oppress and repress the indigenous,inhabitants, in naked defianQe of the prinoiples ofthe United
Nations Charter. My delegation notes withimmeasU1'able satisfaotion that the situation today is different:.
The smothering fog, of uncertainty and f~:" whioh
shadowed the helpless peoplE)13 in, those tel,'ritories
has been dispersed by the formidable foroe whi,oh
has ernanatedfro~ the adoption by the Ge:aera1
Assembly of its histol,'io resolution, 1514 (XV),a
resolution whioh immediately shed light on an the'
tyranny and terror praotised by the ,meroilesl:l; tm~ria1ista. NoW they 0.1,'6"'110 longer ' a~le 'to ~uppress
in isolation the freedom-fighters who a,re determine<!
to break the ohain,s of enslavement and subjugation
and who are guided by the powerful and epooh-making
Deolaratton contained in the resolution, by which the
General Assembly of the United Nations vehemently
asserted, oertain principles.
105. Operative ~rilg1,'aph 1 of resolution 151:4 (XV)
reads:'
,,
,
,.'

(:-

"The filubj'eotion of peoples to alien SUbjugation,
domination, and exploita.t~on oonstitutesa qenial of
fundamental human rights. is oontrary to the Charter
of the United Nations and ismt impediment to the
t>:
promotion of world peace and'co-operation."
Operative paragrapb 5 of the same resolution rGa~$!t:
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
Non-SeU-Governing Territories 6ra11 other territories which have not yet attained independ'eJnoe, to
transfer all powers to the peoples' of those territories, without any conditions or reservations, in
accordance with, their freely expressed will and
des,ire, without, any distinction, as toraoe, creed
or. G()10ur~ in order to enable thein to enjoy oomplete independence and freedom. 11
106. dbnvingedof the worth of the righteous ideals
enshrined in the United Nations Charter and determtnedto enforoe the famous Declaration from' which
1 have just quoted, the 'General Assembly, by its
resplution 1~54 (XVI), established the Speoial Committee on the situation With regard to the implementation of~the Declaration on. the ,granting 'of indepe~dence to ,colonial oountries ~d', peoples. ,The
e6tablishment ,of tliat Committee was a marked
\Ticto'J,'yfor the United Nations and a deadly blow to
colonialism~' in that tbe prevention dt dangerous
threats to internatlonal peace and seourity beoame
, possibl~.
.."
()
107. ,·Thereportsub~J.tted taus by 'the Special Committee" [A./52381 is,' there to 'prove,that the decisions
taken ,by the General AsseJllbly ',. and'embodled "in
General Assembly' resolutions ,1514 (XV) and 1654
(XVI) were 'prompted by the UrgentneeaJorthe totll,l
liquidation of colorualismina11 its forms and manifestations. " ' , , '
10&~ ,My del~gation notes witliregre~,that that r~po.rt
'does not mention ' thQseparts •. U "Somali "territory "
Whlch are still 'W\de~ the colonial.yoke, in its di££~!ent
'guises and vicious forms. However,' 1 cannot;'but
•

'0'

. .'

':

. " .

. ' "-

.. , '

.

extend our di:lep appreolation to the Oonunittee of
Seventeen for the untiring efforts and the marked
effioienoy with 'whioh it has fulfilled the delioate
tasks assigned to it by the General Assembly. The
volume o~ the report and 9,':e value of its oontents
amply justify the, oommendat!ons and oongl.'attllati\ms
of my delegation. and obviously of many others, to '
the Special Comm1ttee.
r;

109. A few days ago the :F'Qurth Comm1ttee on the

closure of the debate on South West Afrioa, reoommendE)C1 in a draft resolution that the Speoial Committee for South West Afrioa be dis.so~ved [see AI
5310. para. 27)• This <.U'aft resolution was passed in'
response, to the desire expressed by the Seo,,"etaryGeneral in the introduotion to his tmnuall'eport [AI
52011Add.1) that the number. of the varfous cornmittees now in existence be m1nim1zed. .,

AfriCa in thd economto, eduoational.sooial and politioal fields;
c,
(9) That South Afrioa lia,s ~ot'on1Y' retused oontinuously to co-operate w,ith the United Nations in the
implementation of the ~General Assembly resolutions
on South West Af.rloa, but has also deoeived the
United Nations repres~~~tives:
® 'Th,at .the United Nations must take firm action
and establish a United Naliohspre~ence in the terrlWry to implement General A~sembly resolutions 1566
(XV) and 1702 (XVI) which deal with both thepolitiQal
and eoonomto aspects of South West Afrioa:"
,

(m That the, world :must be united agafust South'
Africa with regard' to its notorious polioies in South
West Afrioa scfl that it nught!lot exploit the indifference ,.of certam: delegati9ns ''in their abstentions
from past 'resolutions. on SQuth West Africa as a
110. As was suffioiently explained by·'the represenpretext to perpetua~e its tyranny oyer t4.e1ndig~nous"
tative of Iraq a few days ago [1170th meeting]. there
peopl~ of this territc(Jii; ".
.'
.
c
I
.
.'
"'!(.\'
,.
is no neoessUy tor numerous oomm1ttees as this
@ That the implementation of :Genaral Asseh1blyo
means only 1uplioation of work and overlapping /)~,:
responelibUfties. Therefore, my delegation!.entirelyiC resolution '1702 ,(XVI) would ensure the:'abjegtives ;of
the United Nationf3 and the aspirations of the indigeagrees with the representatives who have spoken
, ,"
before me, in reoommending the dissolution~f all., nous peoples of Soutl\, West Africa;
other oommlttees exoept perhapedhe Speoial Oom- '
(g) ';I'hat the first course Qfactionl'eCommendecl
mittee on Territories under Pdrtugltesa Administraby -the Special Committee for South West Africa,
t\on.
which is to give SQuth A!i'ioa a s40rt per~od of time
to, enable it to. co-operate with'the United Nations in
111. The Speoial Committee ,of Seventeen must then
the implements-tior? of .General.<\ssembly resolutions
takeoveraU the"responsil)i11tieE.' of the sub-oomon S~uth West Africa is, inthe (lP1ntcmof my delega-,
mittees to be 'dtscontfnued. There seems to be a
tion;Wise and practical; .
" '. (,)
.
general agreement that the present number of mem':'
@ That while taking into oonsideration the contenbers of the Spaoial Committee be increased. How,ever,'
ttous proceedings brought against South Afl'ioa 'by'
different opinions have been expressed' as I.~,'ihow
Ethiopi9. and LiberiabefClre the Inte:rnational Court
many othecmemberaahould be added to the li:l.'esent
foroe of representation.
of Justice, and whiJ,e hopL'lgthat w~ l;ihall soon, ~e
able. to ~eal'" its [udgment; thequesti9ri of reyoldng
112. With the various tasks\\ alread~ a~Bigned and
the mandate must be constdered,
\ .,., .
those which might be transferrt:ld to the Special Com115. This is the srrcond ccur~o of'action·~.'!~com-:
mittee, its, new size should eml:bleit to form its own
mended .by
SpE.~tal" Committee which' c'a,.n .be
sub-commfttees, which can-be: ohar!fed with specific
applied if it becomes necessary. This means, of '
tas~. My delegation is, therefore, inclined to support
course,:the'simultaneous takeover by the U'~Jited
t.~e suggest~<?n oUhe representatiye ~Uraq who pro-o
1'!ations 9f theadmin~B~ratiqIl ~f,thete:rito:!:l( "
poses that seven new.members be added to the present
seventeen members which wUl, I ,am sure, satisfy the
116e . (!f\'Iy del,egation is therefore gratifi~~t'6Y''iliefa~~
equitable geogl.'aphical representation envisage~.
that thel3e cOIlclusions have also been reached by the·
U3.M} ·delegation notes ,withap:preci~tion that th~ vast IP4joritY Qf ,the repr~sentattves in the Fourth
Committee of:thfs m.ajefilticAssembly. Isay,thiswlth '
CollUllittee.of Seventeen has endorsed the conolusions
particular,
'gratification 'w~en4 reqall th.at a fewda,ys ()
and recommendations of·· the .rep'oft ,Qf thef!peoial '
ago a, resQlution was adopted, byf;lie ,~aicl Co~tt6e.·
Oommittee for South West Africa [A/5212) to which
Y!it.h one abstention ai)d none oppo$OO, Qno'the :tQuchy>
my 90untry has had the honour 'of behlg one ofth13
Ci...Jstionoi.Squth West AfriCa[~eeAl5310,·para.,27).
seven .representative members. It .is hardly neeessfi;'ty for "me to remind 'tl1is'Assembly of the fact that' 11J.t\wOWd like,. m'higb ligJ:1t' thre.e . Bi~i~8.nt
the question of South .West Africa-'1as beena surJject, aspects oft;his .re~olution: .first;~it sufficiently deals,
fOl'the consideration of the 'United Nations since tt's
with. 'the'POints "I.' have ,raised wtth.,· regard to my'
inoeption.. My' delegation regrets to' ~otethatthe
ctelegation'~··view.and to .the cDhsenlilus~of rnit!ly' other
GOvernment of· South Africa halil violated tlle' mandat(', d~legati()i1sf~~60ndly,'i~' ~ssignf,i the .mlUldat~.9utlined<
with which. it .was entrusted on. the demise. of the'
L.resolutioIl"d702 (XVI) to: the CommitteeofSeven-L~ague .ofNations..
c'
.,
.
teen, Wlrlch ~s compet~n:tiMd:'capable' of' carrying out', "
114. My delegation has~ therefore, serio~lystUdied these, de~icate, tafi>ks~c'\!hirdly, .tt.sl'esolutipn, ;was,
almost unanimoQ.slyadopted, a fact which has· special
the question"of theman~atei:l territ0l'J" ofSouth West
significance. iIi. thatn~;\Terin the history of the UrJt~; ,
AfricawithdedicatiQn
objectivity and, 'as a resUlt,
Nations·has. a 1jes61ution on South'West, Africa h~eh
hasoonieto the folloWingoonclusions: '. . . .• '.
.
,..,\~."", .,"
<:,~,{".':'"
,', ,.~,~_.",:,._,.-".' ;",,- --,' .>:';,. El!>. '9Dan.1mouslY'~upported.
"0, _', _:; ,':
'<!) That the, 'intoler.able system aofapgr;theidhas
118. My delegll.tiond()es not wish. tOg<> into. the
pervaded all walks of life in the 'sa!ld territory; .,' ,.
ana1ysis~ofl' thec,hangeofattitlideon. :theplirt of ';_
-, ,'_'"
, ,I " ,
'
, ,'_ ".I\,
@',rhat·.·.S6UthAfrlca has,fail~ tofulfU'itS'obliga- ,•qertain-delegations toward the ' questio~of SouthWest. tionsas'a mandatorr Power HUldhasneglect~dthe .Africa.. '.'fo ,do this might'mean askingfor,co'mplime~t8:
advance~ent of the 'indigenous .peopleofSoutli,west·
or'giVing"someof. the:··c;redit,lo' m'Y,;,delegationwhlohs
.)
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wculd be immodest on our part. How~~er, I emphat...
ioa1lyooxprossmy delegation,'s' appreoiation of the
unanimit)· revealed in tha adoption. or the reoent
resol\lUon on South West Africa. Whatever the dlf...
1'erent motivell might have been, they can only be
,oonstrued t\8noble intentions whioh jusUy deserve
o\,r praise and gratitude. The only thing that remains
to be said Is thl\tSouth Afrloa must see the Image of
rea\ity and muot, bow to the authority of the United
Natltms before it Is foroedto do so.
Ml'. Mubamlntul Zafrulla

the Ohair.,

K...':PJf (Pakistan) reswned
'\

':,

i19.0n the

question of Southern Rhodesia the stubborn position. ,of the settler Government has not
ohanged nor Ms the Governmentof the Un!ted Kingdom
taken any steps to accede to the appeal made by the
United Nations In its resolution 1747 (XVI), butreoent
"developments show that the situation In that territory
has been, aggravated stnce the General Assembly
adopted resolution 1755 (XVI) in the resumed sixteenth
session oUhe General Assembl,v.

\

120. One might getthe'lmpresston tbat slnoe the
General Assemblyhns adopted resolution 1760 (XVII)
the, gravity of the explosive sltuution 'has lessened
and that our serious conoern has diminished with the
passing of the said resolution.
121." My delegation strongly feels' that ,'tlle leaders
of ,the peoples of Southern ~odesia are physloally
absent from OQr midst but their voices are always
present In our ears and penetrating into the depths
of our hearts.
122. In the light of the foregoing let us always remind
ourselves of the'~l:lll&!lt provisions made in resolution 1760 (XVII). My-deiegation arden~ly hopes that
the United Kingdom Government and the' settler
Government in Southern Rhodesia will give heed to
the continual appeals of, the United Nations. so that
the General" Assembly resolutions may be effeo~ively
executed.
123. The question of Northern Rhodesia has explicitly
been dealt with in the ~eport of the Special Committee.
The situatipn in the tf:,lt'ritory can be summarized as
follows: First. that the Constitution of 28 "February
1962. proposed for Northern Rht'desia does not conform to the principles embodied in General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV); sElcondly. that there is evident
discrimination in the fl'IDlChise qualifications against
the indigenous people of Northern Rhodesia on the
electoral rolls; thirdly, that the imposition of the
Central African Federationpn Northern Rho~esia is
vehemently opposed by the vast majority of the people
of this te'f;ritory; fourthly, that a white settler minority is oIlngmg to the sovernmental powers at the expense of the indigenous people of Northern Rhodesia;
flfthly. that the people of Northern Rhodesia must
have the right to self-determiQat1ol1 to decide the
destiny of their own country.
.,

I

124., Nevertheless, results of the recent elections
held' last October have ,apparently 'shown .that the
United National Independence PIl!'tr and. the African
Congress' Party may form. a coalition government if
the aleven, seats still to be contested are returned
in their ffivour.
.
.
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side the ~'eder~tion ,1.U'd respeot for its territorial
integrity.
I
126. ~As for:Nyaf3allmd,IDY delegation notes with,
appreolation that the nationalist leader, Dr. Hastings
BJlnda, 1a\ now negotiating In London with the Government of thetlnited Kingdom. I, theref-:>),'e, think that
it is premature to make any statement on thJe quesU9n at thist.13tage.
127. The Speolal Committee has also dealt wtth the
three Hl~ Commission territories "of Basutoland,
Beohuanaland and SWRzlland [A/6238. Chap. V). It
~as olearly exposed foUl' signifIoant Qonditions tUat
generally affeot these Territor"Eis, namely. first, the
apprehe':::lsion tL.:tt South Afrlctl, llltlY annex them;
seoondly, the ~naqc1u~oy of tbePi' baato development,
thirdly, the raoial disorimination widely praotised
thore, and las~~, the laok of fair const1tutionel advanoes in ~all these Terdtories.
128. In the light of these con~i~eratiGnsI my delegation fully end<?e~s the resolUUo!l reoommended by
the Speolal Com'iili~tee in its repO:rt. [A/5238. para.
214h Thls.fresolu~lon mainly asks the Administering
Power, Whloh ,!n this case, is the Government of the
United K~ngdom to:
(~) Abrogate the present constitutional pr9visior::l
and
.
-,
.~

(2) Convene immediately a constitutional conference
with the partioipation of the demooratioally elected
political \~ell.ders from all ~9se territories with a
view tosettlng an agreed date on which theseterritori~,B wlll attain their Independence;
(Q) Seriously attempt to provide eoonomto,financial
and technlq~ assistance through United Nations programmes of technical co-operation and the specialized
agenctes in orde~ to remedy'the deplorable economic
and sootal sHuation of the three,terrltories.
@ Return to the indigenous inhabitants all the land
taken from them whatever the fqrm or, pretext for
suob alienation.'
.
129. My delegation is happy to note 'Ghat the peoples
of Kenya have been granted their right to self-determination and that· one day, in the near future. we
shall see our"sister Kenya 'sovereign and independent.
130. Likewise. I hope that the peoples of Zanzibar
and British Guiana will settle the minor differences
which are impeding their progress towards complete.
independence, and that they· will soon take their
rightfUl places among the family oHhe United Natlons.
c

131. Last but not least s .the sad cases iEf Angol~ and
Mozambique are the §lerious concern of my delegaUo~'I.
which regrets to note that Portugal has faUed ~o c9~
operate with the United Nations in preparing the
indig~pous peoples of these territories for independence. .
132. This is the traditional pattern' WhiQh has been
followed by othex colonial Powers which have been
wise. enough to see reason and reality; .and,haye tbus,
fulfllled their obligations with dignity and tranquillity
to all, concerneod. If Po:rtugaland Its accomplice in
human subjugation. South Africa, do not conform, my')
delegation can safely say that they will be doomed to
dis't1strous ends.

hopes that Uthis is,
achieve~i·the United .Kingdom Government will facil- , 133. "In conclUSion, this detailed. report of tl),e Special
it~te, t:heobjectives of the, African majority which
Committee of Seventeen has proved to be a fatal
."legitimately demands imfuediate independence out- . r,tt()k~ at the, hea:rt.ofcolonialism and I, h~pe a.day
':.
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w11l soon come when the Inttel' wll1lY..totally oUf;!ted
of sooialist revOlutions in different p«rt~ ofthe world,
from the saored race of thls etlrth.
so that. about one..third of the hl1manr.aoe has now
134~ Mr. TCHOBANOV (Bulgaria) (translated from
def~~velydone away with Uta e"PI01t~tlOrii of man
by
•
'
FreJloh): Two.years have passed since the General
Assembly, at .its fifteenth session, a,dopted the truly
141. In the .seccnd direotion, th\lt of the radi!)tll
historio Deolaration on the granting of independenoe
abollijon of oppression of one nation by anothet', it
to oolonial oountries and peoples [resolution 1514
gave a powerful atimulus to the natiorlalUbera,tion
(XV». The ideas set forth \jn thntDeolaration are c.. mcvements in the ooloni~ countries, so that, whereas
indeed the banner under whloh the oolonlal peoples
only a quarter of a oentury ago most of the world's
are each Int~r:l, by sheer. foroe, seizing their
population lived fn oountries under ooloninl Or semt..
national indeperideJ\oe. It is also the banner' under
oolonial rule, today, as has jU6t been pointed outf'
whioh those peoples whioh have not yet thrown off
there are only 60" million people left in the various
0910nialterritortes.
,
3
the yoke 9f oolonlal bondage are oontinuing the heroio
fight whioh is each day hastening the finn! collapse,
!l
of the shameful edifioe of colonialism.
142.~ rhe effeots of the, Great October Soo~1ist
Revolution in Russia. are, thus comparableo:..but on a
135. During the past year, the struggle for national
far larger soale-to thOS!? produoed by the great
l1b9ration has won further notablesuooesses: Algeria,
FreliOh Revolutlonof 1789 with regard to the abolition
Rwnnda, r.:ur4ndi and West Irian have all won their
of absolute monarchy, feudal bondage and, up to a
"independenoe, and freedom has oome to the Caribbean
point, national oppression in Western Europa andother.
Sea too, with the liberation of Jamaioa and the State
parts of the world. That was what I had in mind when
of Tx:it:tidad and Tobagv. Most ~eoently of all, Uganda
I saili a short while ago that the abol~i()nof colo,~ial
has joined the falJlily of independent n~~ions.
oppression is one of the oategorio~ 'imperative~ of
our times.
136. The delegation of the People's Republio of B\ll,
garia is happy to extend warm greetings to the
],43. In addition to this. mCl.;jor rea~Jon, there is also
peoples and Governments of these 'oountries, to salute
an important subsidiary reason for the abolition of
their newly-recovered national independence and to
the outmoded colonlal system. The major con'bern of
weloome their representatives most sincerely to this
worl~ pUblio opinion Joday is to guard against a ,.,new
forum.
world war whioh, in the ctroumstanoes, oou.\d on,ly be
a tOtal thermo-nuolear holooauat.Colonial!sm being
137. However, these successes are no reason to
the prinoipal source of war, it is therefore neoes~ary,
relax.llrematurely and wait with folded arms for the
~o prevent war, to abolish everyyestig'3ofoolonialism·
colonial system to wither aw~ of its own accord,
as ~oon as possible. In the last century ~one of the
~hel'~ are still over eigbty territories with ..!l com..
ideologi~,ts of British? eolontaltsm, Josepli Chamber..
bined population of more than. 60 million languishing
Ialn, satd that' a review of l:1is country's history over
under colonial bondage in different parts of the world.
the previous hunl:ired years would show that every
The Organization must remain attentive and.,wa~chful
war, large or small, in which it had taken part had,
on the colonial question so long as there is one people
in the ultimate analysis,been waged for colontal
which has not yet cast off the chains of colonial
interests; that was absolutely true and would remain .r\
slavery.
true until that age came to an end. " , c: ()
138. The work of the Committee of Beventeen, whose
144. As I mention~d few moments, ago, atte~pts_
report we are now discussing, has contributed greatly
are being made in some parts of the world to .l:rold
to this task, and we wish to say here how much we
baot~ the process of" decolonizatlon, and this, in the
appreciate tae tremendous amount of work done by
words of "the 1960 D,~claration, \oreates "increasing
thts Committee and the very substantial results
conflicts ... which constitute a.s~rious threat toworld
achieved, The abolition of the last traces of colonial..
peace".
-"
, ism Is now one of the Organization's most important
145. Special attention should be paid to on.e geogrll'::
tasks.'It .should be recalled that it is an obligation
fiI'ising olit 'of the express terms of the Charter and phical region where the policies and machinations of
the oolontallsta have led to an intdlerabfe state of
one which, in the present circumstances, has become
affairs/ whioh 1Spregnant with the gravest ooneea mora.l duty of the first order. The abolition of coloquences. I refer to that southern part of the Afrioan
nialism is one of the unchallengeable historical im..
continent which includes the Republic of South Africa,'
peratives of our time.
the Rho!iesias,. A~gola, Mozambique -and Katanga.
139'. The Great October' RevolutitJu in Russia'tOlled
There is nothing fortui~us 'or arbitrary in the f9,.Ot
that, ··of, the twelve colonial. territories which the
thekn~ll .ofimperialism· in·~. senses. In Russia
itself, the revolution did away with both social and' Special Committee ·'of Seventeen has had occasion to
national .servltude at a single blow, destroying the
study in detail', ntne liee.precisely in this area.' In
inillUitous, exorbttant privileges of the great land«
this part of. Africa, a omere4millionEuropeensare;y
.owners and the privileged few in finance, industry and
trying by every means in their power to keep 15.. mU..
commerce, and tearing down the watls of that "prison
lion Africans in a .state which differs little from
of the peoples" which Czarist Russia had become for
slavery pure andairnple,
",). jJ
,
c
tens 'of millions 'bf non..Russian workers. That revo146. When we included 'the I\epublic of,~utht\friGa
lution, the most grandiose iJ! all the history of manamong the coloniesn:" spea,ki~g of the colonial'·qu~s..
kind, produced apowe:rful chafnreaction in tvvo major
tion,we did soadviseclly. It seemed to. us that the
directions: social emancipation and nationn! emancl«
substance was. much more: impprtantthan the.form,
pation. '
o.'
('
."
and in sUbstanc~. this so..qalled 'RepubliQ~S .In faGt
140.·. In the former· dire"tion,.
the October rerolution
no more than a colony whose,,"metropolis, ,."instead'"
".]
,
. . .. .
has .led, some,' .twenty·,~_ ve years latElr, tlfter the ·pf remaining in Europe, hasJ;le~n transported ~di1y
,rnilit,~ry defeat of the Axis\\Powers, to"'a whole E'~rie'S
intq, the" midst, .of th~ ~ colony. {)lUloUgh.tAe~~..i~ g.()o
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or ooean se~nrntlhg metropolis nnd oolony. tll~,
ortginnl population of thts nlleged RepubUo Is subjeoted jo oppression and exploitation of exaotly the
ooloni~L type. In this geographtonl area, ns' everyone
know~. the privileges of the white minorities embraoe
evo),'y aspeot QUite. PoutiQl\1 rights are an exolusive
prerogative of these minorities while the Afrioans
are nlmost wh.olly depX'1ved of tllem. Industry is 1.00
per oent in the hands Of monopolistio Western groups.
Ths ferUle land belongs entirely to the whites. while
the Afrioans are herded into reservations and semi...
dese~t :regions. In Nyasnland. for tnstance, the whites
have 50 per oent moro land P2r caput. c than the
Afrioans and in Swaziland S6 times more. The whites
enjoy free publio educattcn, and more than ten times
as muoh money is spent on each white sohoolchild
as on each Afrioan ohild. The latter getll Qnly a
very !'uoimentary eduoanon, which oan do no more
than fit him to give better service to his white
masters.
147.. .The average standard of Uving of the white
population is amongthe highest in the world. whereas
in the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland the
averaga income of the Afrioans ia forty times loss
than that .of Europeans in the same territory.
POll.

148. " The white slavemastars Wm not relinquish
.their exorbitant pX'ivUeges at any prioe. and seem
resoived to do anything to maintain them. That is one
of the majosobstaoles to the liberty and,independenoe
to which the peoples of this part of Afrioa aspire. It
is, however. not the only one. '
,\

149. There has been increasing evidenoe lately of
the sinister ro,le played by powerful financial gl\)Upa
of the United Kingdoln, the United States, West
Germany and other Western countrtee, I need hardly
remind you of the-role of the Union min!bre du Baut
~_atanga in the C?~go drama.
150. In a r~mai:'ka'blo petition f:rom a certain Miss
Ginwatla{see A/5238, chapter XIIi paragraphs 3....6J.
the Committee of Seventeen reoeived a detailed description ·'o'f the nature and aotivities of these groups
-activities whiob are having a partioular b'aneful
influenoe on the polioy of a certain Western Government. In addition to, the Union minibre whioh I have
just mentioned. a partioularly tmportantpartlaplayed·
by' oompanies with. United Kingdom and United States
capital~ suoh as the, Angle-Amerioan Corporation of
South ,Africa, nicknamed the "ovil gellius" of the·
Rhodesias, the Diamond c.orporation, the Amerioan
qlimax Corporation, Tanganyika Conoessions; etc.
c'

151'. At the end of 1958, the investments, of these
rapaoious ~onopo\!es amounted to $5,000 miUiol'lof
which $3,.000 million was enited Kingdom oapital,
$609 million United sta,tes ,capital and the rest oapital
~f:romFranoe, GeI'many and othe!, Western countries.
152. The profits of these monopolies are fabulous.
To gi~~ an ~xample. oin 1958 one of th!3 smallest of
these corporations, the 'Union Corporation, mflde a
net profit of ~1,900,OOO with a capital of £!,250.000.o

,~,

"

'I

•

, 163~On the boards of direotors of these groups,
there are people"whol!iave olose ties withthe Govern'1mentso£ the Western countries, and it is nO secret
that questiorisof vitatimportance'fur Africa's mil...
lions of inhabitants are settled· by these Governments
, in .the • . interests' of the monopolies and to .the great
" .detriment of .the Aftlcfah peoples.' Reference needonly
be made to Katanga·and the Rhodesias.
r)

154. To, thenbove...mentloned two faotors we should
add the poUtioal oiroles of settlers influenUnlin the
Western oountr1t~~1 oiroles for whioh the mnlntenanoo
or the oolonial 8y~tem in the southern part of thl:l
Afdoan oontinent hi important not only for ita coon..
omlc advantages, but first and foremost for politioal
and strategio reasons. These oirolefl have n grq)at
interost In mL\Jntaining the l1'Ur.ope~s' pos1tion in the
southern part of Afrioa, as a meane of exeroising
oontinuous pressure on the oountrios whioh have
r~oel\Uy attained natlonnl independenoe and thus
influenoing thoirdomestio and foreign polioies.
155. All these foroes are banded together in what
was °reoanUy-and most appropriately-oalled ihe
Unholy Allianoe.
156. Among the most prominent members of these
coalitions of. the foroes of darkness are the Governmentg(~ Verwoerd. salazar and Welensky, as well
as figures like Tshornbtl.
157. All attempts to conceal thl} existence of this
coalition have proved vain. for the evtdence of its
existence is too strong. This coalition enjoys not
only . politioal.support, but also finanoial assistance-and supp~ies of arms from a number of countries
belonging to the No~th Atlantio Treaty Organizati\)n
(NATO). The assistanoe granted to POrtugal by NATO
to orush the heroto po~ulllr uprising in Angola is too
well knownto n~ed emphasizing.
158. In its report [A/G1GO], the Speoial Committee
on Territories under Portuguese Administration oon...
etudes:
. ". •• that muoh of the military and other equip..
Plent supplied to Pol"~lJgal by various sourcea,
main1y members of NATO. has been extensively
used and oontinuesto be used by Portuguese
military and other portuguese forces of repress!pn
tosuppre~s the people of Angola. and of other
Territories under Portuguese administration ••••
It is obvious that any suoh aaetstance so rendereC1
represents. an implioation in the suppression of the
movements fOl' freedom in the Terl'Uorle~ under
, Portuguese administration.". l!Pid., para, 439J.
159. A, great many' fa,ots have been brought before
the Committee of Seventeen and the Fourth .Com...,
mit.~ee of this Assembly~faots relating to the larg~
soafe asalstanoe, inclUding the s.uPpJy of war material
and 'buUding of armament faotories, granted to the
South Afrioan
raoists by the United Kingdom Govern.
,.,
ment.:.',
160. Only three months ago, the United Kingdom.
Govel,'nment granted Whitehead a loan, the majoJ;'
part of W~ioh will be used to. strengtheh the police
forces respOnsible for repressing the patriots of
Southe~n Rhodesia.
'
161. That is why? it is impossible. when ~P,eaking o,f
this HolY Allianoe--or rather Unholy Allianoe.~to
which ~ have alreaCly .:tieferred,to ~e.ave out o~ aooount
the formidable forces outside' Air.ioa wbioh are snpporting the. coalition by political, eoonomio, financial
and military meq,ns.Theseare the foroes with whioh,
the peoples of southern Afrioa are. faced•.

It

162.'
is thus easy to see that, in this part of the
Afrioan continent, we ll.re oonfronted with a situation'
Whioh .is a very se.rlous threat to 'world peace and
security. On one side stand the peoples' of Angola,
Mozambique, the Rhodasias, the Republic of South
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Afrioa ~hd others, with: their llapb~atlC!ns~entlrely
nl\tura1"legiUmnte aspirations which notll,lng Md no
one cen sUfiel-to freedom and nntlonallndopenlJenoe,
on the other stands the Holy-or rather Unholy-Al.
lIanoo, and Us fr1.ends In the West, who are trying
by every meane, ,inoludlllg afmed foroe, to orush the
!1ght ~9r n a t l o n n l l l b e r n t l o r . . ,
lUSt In the United Nations, th~ 'Governments of th~
oountries belonging to the "Holy Al11anoe" dloplay"tho
,
f
t
greatest soorn for the deolslons 0 our Organlza Ion.
Old not the Minister for Foreign Aff~lrB of the Re..
pUblio of South Afrloa. himself come and toll us un-,
equl'voon!ly frQm this very rostrum [1128th meeting]
that South Afrloa would not be deterred by orltiolsm
and vlllfloation, or by threats and intlmldaji(m, from
moving forward on the road ••• the ,South Afrloan'
rnoists believe to be the right one? Th~, position of
Snlazllris Identionl, and so Is that of Whitehead who
statec;l at the 1367tl\ meeting of the Fourth Committee
on 31 Ootober that he had come to New Yo;rk for the
Bole purpose of explaining to Ule United Nations what
his racist Goverrtment was doing in Southern Rhodeala, and that he Md no intention' of mnking tha,
sUghtes~ ohange In the polloy he had pursued up to
c
then.
164:) In Angolaj as you know, thi~gs wer~ brought
to such a pi~Qh that the threatened confliot did break
out-a c0n9lot in the course of,whloh the Po,:tujplese,
with oharaoterlstio oolonlaUst ol'Uftlty, have ,olalmed
tens of thousands of vlotlms,
0

166. In Mosambique, Southern Rhodesia and the Re-,publio of South Alfioa, the ~ituation Is so tense thl1t
some outbreak similar to those in Angola and AlgeJ,'ia
!nay be expected at any moment.

166. It Is impel'at.ive that the Organization devote
its utmost attention to, these disturbing f&ets and if
necessary take energetic steps to ensure the implementation of the Deolaration on the gl'anting of Inde«
pendenee to colonta! ccuntrtes and peoples, and to
ward off ~e very grave threat to peace and seQurity
now hanging over that Pa1'tof the world.
167. Ifhese are the conclustons reaohed by the COlJlmlttee of Seventeen and they are embodi~? in the
recommendations and in the draft resolutioncontatned
in its report. A very important point; in tbeayes of
my delegat,ion, Is the faot t~at Ina number of oases
there!l0rtsuggests that 'Wf3 consider the possibUlty
of oalling in the Saourity Counoil if the oolonlZing
States should persist in, their ,refusal to oomply with
,the reaolunons of the General Assembly, and that in
such an I\,yent we should gO so far, as to apply the,
aan9t1ons proVlde,d for in the Charter. I wish to state
that my delegation is ready' to"-l~nd its unreserved
support to these suggestionl.:! made '\1Y the Committ~~
of Seve~teen.
. "'-.~,1I
'
168•. If We bave dwelt ,m~ke\~artioularIY on the situation I,n the territorie,s ~n the southern part of Afr,ioa,
th,is isbeoause it is above fill in these areas that the
~960 Declaration is m.ee~ing the"bitterest resistanoe
and that the knottie,st c\>robl~,1ps,a~e conoentrated.
Th~!3 does not mean, ,however, that it would be in
order' to dij3regardcolonIes in other parts of the
world. YQll' will find ,there are obstacles more .or
" lesseyerywhere to the implementation, of the, ~960
,l;lec.laration' on the granting of independenoe,lls :well
hlil ,examples of its improper IlPpUcation, ,both"in
Ndca an.djn Asia,l\lllel'iQll andthe ~l}.cifi,{). " ,
e
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169. The Committee of Seventeen ho.6 dovoted pnrt10u1a1' attention to thesituatlon tn Afrioa, and wo
understand full well the reasons that led It to do so.
When, it sets to work again in the near future, it wUl
of QOUr/10, alao ,have to study the' situation In terrl.
(Orle8 whioh It has not'yet dealt with. :An enormous
amount, of work sUll remains to be done in the field
of< deoolonll:ation, and the Committee of Seventeen
should olearly pursue Its f\.lture work with added zeal,
drawing on the experienoe it has aooumtllated in .the
oourse of its aotivities.. In time to eeme, it w111
succeed In aooompllshtng all the tasks en~usted to
it at the present session, thU& oonoluding its study
f th itu tl in all tb
I i
o
0 e s a on
' e an on es,
170. In paragraph' 148 of its report [A/~2S8h the
Cornmittee states that the" methods and prooedures
it has f~JloWed are most appropriate and effective in
tile disoharge of ,'ts fUnotions. It appears to us that
the good results aohteved by the Oommtttee oorro~
rate this statement.
<:
171. The faot of ha.vlng visited a number of Afli.'loa.'\
territories and heard petitioners hus enabled the
Committee of Seventeen to amass wealth of im,,:,
presstons, if not aXw~.~ a~ first-hand; as a result
it has been able to S\l'brnit to us reoommendations,
and drar~· resoludona of ,.great value, whloh afe dIstinguishad, In·~partloular by thel:.;- exemplaryobjeo.. '
tiveness ~d by the extensive dooulD,entdion upon
whtoh they are bllsed.
172. It Is to be regretted that the Oommittee should
have been unable to visit thEl, ter!'ltor~es it was ~veB
t!ga~ing., On reading the report, however,Qi~ appell;rS
that the Committee did in faot deotde in prlnolple to
visit each one of these territories, and did everytlllng
In its power to go there. The,fact that it was unable
to do sQ was quite olearly due t;'obstaolei:J .greated
by the colonial Powers. In vie-w of the sei'iousness
of the problem'j w~ believe the GenerAl Assembly
should Invite those Powers to co-operate Wi~ the
Committee so that these visits mey"take place,
173. In the Deolar,ation on the grantlngcl independenoe, the United Nations proolaimed "a number of
fundamental prlnoiples, relating to colonial problems.
Thelie prin9iples oonstitutetbEi internatlo!1al law On
colonial matters, and every Member state, is bound
to observe them faithfully i on pain of finding itself In,
violation of the most essential obligation it undertook
in joining thIs Organization..
0'
174. Unlortunately, °aE ,h~s beeomelibundan~ly olear,
in the course of this ciebate,.tn a very great nu~ber
of oolonIes the Dfjclaration has praotioally not{~en
applied at all. In some oases, suoh',as that of Angola,
military repression is being, inten~ifi6d. Experienoe
has shown that whenever a oolony has been' on"the
point ofattalning independence, theoOlonial Power
has done its utmost to set oonditions ,and to irllpose
restriotions the number and nature of whioh are suoh'
that their a.ppUcation would be tantamount to a. refusal
to put the Deolaration into affeot. ' " ' .
175. The Assembly, sho~,lddevqte partloulllr .attEln~
tIon, to this latter c:.speotof, the p'roble~@dshould
take wh~tever s~epsare n6oe~sary.
"
'" , ,'.' '?
,,', "
176. We, oonsider first cif all~ata targetdatf3 shoUld
beset' for the full implem.entatlonofthe Deola.J,'ation,
ash.aa\lalre~r-tY been propOs~d by coertain delegationliJ.
177.As -long ago as December:1960,theGener~
Assembly' called Upon the colonIal POWEllis,:to~ransfer
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an power to the incUgenous populatioos. Thetwoyell.1i~~"; 184. The Speolal committee, In i~ ),'eport oontained
that have elapsed sinoe the,n. have affOrd. ed amPl~. tim,.,6 o in ·dooument A/5238., has examineCl twelve,dependent
£o1'suoh 'a transfer. As we all know, l\Othlilg 'of t!itil" , territories, eleve~} of whioh are in Afrioa. We must
kind ~as been done,'in tbe"'Vast majority of oases'cIf - weloome the C~mmlttee's deoislon to give priority to
a target date were to be set. as we and other de1ega"'\, the oonsideratlon of the Afrioan territories, as the
tions are suggesting, colonialism would so to speak
situation there is most alarming and threatens the
be outlawed .once, that time limit had expired. The
peaoeand stab1l1ty of the region, In exatr'lntng the
setting of a target date would give a powerful impetus
ohnpters deaUngwith these terl'!tories, my delegation
to the national,liberation mQvements; and would bring
deems it ~nlleoe~~ary to refer to SouthGrn Rhodesia,
",heavy preasure to 1:iaar on the oolonial Powers, et-the Portuguese ter.r,i~ories of AngolaandMozambiquEl~
£e('\ively oompelling them to observe international
and South Weflk:,Mrioa, as thesa wUl bo disoussed
law more stl'iotly thcm hithel'to., Ifthat didnot sUffioe.
under separate items of tile agenda of the General
the United Nations wouldthen be justified in resorting
Assembly.
.
to ext.reme measures" and in lending more ~ireot assistalh3e to the national liberation movements
185. Considering the situation in Northern Rhodesia,
•
we find that the obvious faotor againBt the aohieve"
17~. rn the second place, there~hould be proclaimed
ment o{ oomplete Independence is the attitude"and
a .numbea of prlnolples designed to secure the grant.:.
stand taken by the Europet(n minority. The Afrioan
ing of a genutne national Independence unhampered by
loaders have demonstrated enough moderation and
all sorts of oonditions and restrlotions.
wiedopl In ooplng With the problem. Despite an. unworkable Constitution, designed to impose tile eu179. ThUS, for instanoe, the oolonial Powers very
premaoy of the European minority, they have conoften\ secure in advance the right to maintain troops
tested the recent eleotions. Though Qnly 100,000
or to est~bllsh m1litary bases after the proolamation
Afrioans out of El. total of 2.5 million were allowed
of Independenoe. This is the case for example In
to vote, it was clear that they were all for oomplete
Independence and the freeing of their oountry from
Kenya" where the United ~ingdom has one of its n!ost
important military bases. The Committee's report
eoonemto exploitation, which they had patiently endured fOl' several deoades. We emphatioally support
notes that the prlnolp{\l.deP,land" of that territory's
the. recommendation of the Special Committee which
nationalists is for the withdrawal, of British troops
oa1ts ~9r immediate independenoe of the territory.
and the evaouation of the base. If this demand is not
met, after the proclamation of Kenya 's< "il'1depen~
186. stu~lng the ~ituation In Nyasaland, we find It,
dence"/the United Kingdom will pave at its disposal
muoh
more promising, and only a little time Is needed
a formidsllle means of bringing pressure to bear on
before Independence, We are especially happy to hear
the 1\!ture Governments of Kenya-llot to mention the
that the reoe~;t oonversations which took place in
app_alling risks that that country would run in the
London between the Afrloan leaders and members
event of nuclear war. 0
.
,
,
of the British Government were concluded in a happy
atmosphere and with good result~..
18G:j 'It is clearly the duty "of the United Nations to
help the peoples of K~nya and of other colonial coun187" ~s regards the three Hlgh'~Commission Territries in a' similar position to rid th\3msel,ves of SUCh.
tories" of Basutoland, Swaziland and Beohuanaland,
'restrictions, which represent a, dangerous mortgage
the mainp:roblem :facing these territories is the
on their 'future.
threat of being 'annexed to the Republic of South
i.')
Africa, whose polioies of apartheid are condemned
181. A similar attitude should be adopted with
respect to. all other restrlotions placed on 'national' by the whole world. In this regard we oonslder it
more' pressing now to remind the United Kingdom
'" sovereignty, restrictions whioh the colonial Powers
of" its, 1909 commitment to give protection to t!lese
I!I!
are, se~kihgto impose by all sorts of methoda, such
territories, and of the statement of SII' Winston
//.
as unequal tre9~ies, constitutional clauses guaranteeChurchill In the House of Commons to the effect that
D °ingprhr,il~ges Urcnon-African~ and so on.
these ter~itories would not be transferred to South
Africa until their inhabitants had been consulted.
182. My delegafion' hopes,that the steps taken by the
Secondly, "the Special Committee has pointed out the"
"General Assembly at this session will be'such as to
preoarious economto conditi()ns in these territorle~
give a PowerfullmpetuR to the e~ncipat~on.'Ofpeoples
and the lack of oonstitutional arrangements through
from colon!al bondage and so !t9 bring nearer the
which
publ~,c opimon could be genUinely expressed.
definitiveQ liquidation,oHhe
shameful
colonial
system.
I)
.
The recQJnJIlendations of the Speoial Committee calling fol' steps leading to the independenoe ,of these
,183. M~. SUlt~lMAN, o(SUdan):This is the third time
terrltortes 'are welcomed by my delegation.
<the General Assembly haf:) been 'engaged in the dlscuaston of the question of the granting ofindependence
188. The Special Committee heard several petitioners
.to ooloqj.al countries and peoples, ,Unlike previous
in oonnexion withCthe"situation In Zanzibar. It seems
discussions of different colonial, items in other oomt~at the on)yptoblem faohig the political parties is'
mitt~es, the, discussion here, is guided by a solemn
to agree on'the date fa:,the elections. We look forward
Dec!aration contained in 'resolution 1514 (XV), which to an ellrlYo settlement of this dispute so that the
"proclaims the negessity of bringing to,a speedy and
people-ot' that Island can proceed towards the achieveunconditionalendf"co!onialism in all its 'forms and
ment of their Independence,
manifestations". ToWards this endthe General Assembly,. in resolution 1654 c(XVI), requested the ~6C~al -,,~89. oWe must note that, despite Some dffficulties,
Comriltttee ,11 ••• ' toexamfue the appli9atlonof the "~'i!lubstantialprogress has been achieved Within the last
Declaration, to make .suggestions 'and recommenda- , twoiyearstowards the independence' of Kenya. We,
would ' veryinuch' hope that the appolntment· of- a
tions
the progress and extent of the implementanew Governor of Kenya Would mean'that the .United'
tiom 9f ,.tbc,:Qeclaration, and. to ~~pOrt to the Gerleral
Kingdom is' pUmniilg to push, ahead with constitutional
,Assembly&!t~!tsseventeenth",session". ,., "
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:1,i:tangomenta leading to the Independence of that
Imwrtnnt Afrloan territory. Onemajor problem whlob
stlll remains to be urgently solved is the rnpidfUght
of llquid oapltal, whloh threatens the oountry with
bankruptoy on the eV,fl of Us Independenoe.
~
tU
h
tu
190. Regar ng t e si ation In British Guiann. we
believe that the Independenoe of) that territory is
being very muoh delayed Without any JU$tlfla'ble
reason exoept that the party In power is not to the
lildng of the British Government. We hopethe General
Assembly will adopt the nooessary reoommendations
to help that territory achleve its independenoe.
191. Summing up. we must point out that the mn,or
probleml'l faoing the remaining dependeQ:t ,;Afrloan
territories are:
192. " First, the attitude of the European minority.
whioh rejeots oompletely the right of the Afrioan
majority to play its legitimate role In freely ell,eoted
governments. Seoond!Y, the European finanoial interests with aooumulated capital whloh can only be
proteoted if the European minority Is In power.
Thirdly, the polioies of South Afrioa and Portugal,
whioh would not tolerate the emergence of neighbouring Afrloan states ruled by an Afrlonn ma40rity.
r

J

193. Against this baokground, we must state that the
primary role in helping these terl'itories to gain
their independenoe can be played by our solemn
support of the prinoiples of the Chnrter and OUI'
request of the Administering Authority, namely, the
United Kingdom, that it fulfil its obligations towards
this Organization.
194. IQ, ooncluston, we must oongratulate the Speoial
Committee on its valuable. report and welcome the
oomprcmlstng lltt~tude whioh prevailed throughout
the Committeetl~ deliberations. We would hope that
the General Assembly will give serious constdera- c
tion to the resolutions submitted by the Speolal Committee.' As to the future work of the Special Committee, my delegation would give support to any
arrangements which help the Committee to fUlfil its
task.

C?

bel' oountry wns oooupledby allenloroes. her aotions
and words gave nable leadership to those' fighting for
the preservatlQn of the freedom of her people. I am
sure it would be In aooordanoe with the wish of tho
Assemb~' if I were jo ask the rcprtlsentative of the
Nethorlands to oonvey to"the Royal Family and the
Government of the' Nether-lands our heartfelt condolenoes over this sad event.
.196.' Mr. SOHURl4ANN (Nethet<lands): In the grief
whloh the men and women of the Netherlands. of
Surinain -and of. the Netherlands Antilles feel so
deeply over the death of Her Royai Highness Princess
Wilhelmlna. who reigned over us as Queen for fifty
yel\rs. It has been a solace to hear the kind and "
honouring and respeotful words of commemoration
that'the P.-resldent has just spoken.
197. During her long reignp Queen Wllhelrirlna tmf
parted some 0 her own strong oharaoter to our way
of life, and she gained the respeot and the love of
her peoples. In, wartime she held high the toroh of
our hope and our trust and, after her abdioation,' she
showed her greatness by her complete retlr~ment
from publio life and her _~uiet 'devotion to the cause
of peace and the alleviation of thesufferings of
others,
198. It will be an honour for me to oonvey our condolenoes to our Royal Family, to our Government and
to the peopfes of thecKin~om of the Netherlands.
~
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The meetftJg rose at 5,35 p.m.
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15. We read In the Cluwttlr of our Orgmllzntlon that:
~ ~,~

,

,

,

, , '
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"We, the peoples of the United Nations, determined
••• to renfflrm r"Uh In fundamental bumnn rights, in
the dignity" and worth, of the b\imnn· person, in the
equal l'ights of men an,d women and of nn~ions large
and smnll."
16. We also flntt-'these lofty prinolples enshrined in
the oonstltutlo'lS of nU our oountries. Cert(\ln of these
oonstltutlons were prcclafmedeyen before oolQnla~\sm "
had foun" its way to the mnjority of areas that/'feU
under its domlpntlon. Yet, again, these lofty idens and
prinolples wOf'1 m~ant to be applied only Within those ~I
countries that proolalmed" tnem and not. in the terri..
terlea whloh those ,countrle'8 dominated.
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'17. The United Natl.ons, upon its creation, estl\bllshed
under its authority an interna.tional b'usteeship syetem
for the administration nnd supervision of oertain territories. The basic objectives of the trusteeship systam
,-,were, among other things;
Q

f

,,~'
to promote the politloal, eccnomte; soctat and
educational advancement of the inhabitants of the
trust territories, npd their progressive d~velopment
towar,ds self-government or Independence as may be
appropriate to the particular' otrcumatances of each
territo,ry and its peoples and the freelY expressed
wishes of the peoples concer!led"i
,-;-
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"~ •• to encourage respect Jor human right3 and
" for fundamental freedoms for all without illstlnction
as t~ race, sex, language. or r,~ligion,and to cn';
courage recognltlon of the interdependence of the
-peoplesof the world".
"

,! '
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18. The Charter of our Organization declares itself
also in chapteJ) XHn, similarly firm 6-?Cpressions with
, r~ga,rd, 1:9 safeguarding the rights and~nterest5 of the
peopl~s"of the Non-Self-Governing Territories.,
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14,' Mr. RIAD'(United Arab'Re~\~ic,: Man"has,"dur-"'

'ing o\,lr time; achieved tremen:d([;:""An(l unlimited progressliimany fields of ht,t.nan Ijfe,~ AChievements in
the fields of science, technology, medicine, agrlculIi?tu,re-;>Jndust:p::. and recently in cOIl~}erlng oute~ space,
o
ha,ve been hailed 'by everyoq,eas SIgnS of the Superbo
: Olllty. anc!" genius;> of mah. Yet, beside all these great
o achievements, we fin~ ours~lves facingca problenithat
()~nas not,so far" beetl'"sQlved•. This is the proble.moof
colpn~!1lism •. It is a probl~ which stems from the
l'ela~ion of man to-his fellow man, who may not resemble hIm and whose colour may vary from his own;"
s~nl, ~li~yal'e 'bot~ human bell?gs, equal in, every' re°specij'an(1 should!i')l}oy tn'e~ame rights and privileges
"
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19. At first, the Organization followed 'a cautiDus line
of action with regards to the implementation of these
prtnotples and the liberation of peoples fromunder
the yoke of domtnatlon and -colonlallem.> '1,'he United
Nations naturally expected tbe'cotontaers toimplement
and to disoharge the obligations they undertook when
they signed the Charter. However, thieprcoess went
on fairly slowly. In certatn cases, the.cotontaers
turned a" deaf ear and, completely ignored these
obligations.
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20. 'OIt is true that colonialism has been bantshedfrom "

many countries, during recent years. We have wttnessed with great.happiness the emergem::e,~fmany sister'
countries into fr~edom and independence",and we have
observed and felt ,their vigorous co~~ribut~Q,ns\to OU1'
work here at ~~,le United Nations.
'~:;,),,,
~~
.• Q
. . .
'
,.«J i
,
21. 1he Deo)~ratiol\Can, the granting cf indepeli1:'l!3nc,e
to colonial ~mmtries !lnd peoJ?les [resolutign 1514
(XV)], adopted two years,.(lgo, has reassured it/.Ulions
of people all over the '\\-t.l:ld, in particular those who
are unde~ fOl"eign rule, of our Organization's 90nce'J,'it
for their aspirllU9n~andits Urm determination toput
an eng,' to colonl'aWii,m. cThi~) .Declaration, ,Which was
veryr~ghtly consi~ered,bY'many. distinguished speilk~
ers who have.pf~;e~ed me inthis debate, as one or the
greate~t achievements pf the United Nations and as"
One of its Jurninous landwarks"solemnl&' prQcl,aimed
"the necessity of bdngingtoa speedy and urlcondi.. "
ti011al end colonialism in all ,its forms and manlfestii.. '"
tiobs "aM furthet'declared th~t"~nadequacyotpolit.. .~'
,ical, "econom!5l," soci~l or edIrl5atlorial'"preparedness "
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ahould rl'!lver serve as a pretexUord~lnYingin<:lepend...
cnoe". WhUe no Member state dared to vote against
these prinoiples, the oolonial Powera. are still. ren
sortinlJ to mnny subteriu~s or pi'etexta to remain
ontrenohed.
22. First there is the argument moat \videlyused that
this or tllat territory is ~ot ready for independenoe.
ncsidea tho fnot thl\t this contendon contradlots very
{lngi'l.\ntly the provisions embodied in the ])eolarat~,on
thttt I have read t\ moment I\go, my dele~ation beUeves
that no valid argument can be. in all honesty, advanced
tt)· support such an aseerttcn, It ~InS been said before
~ ,h,at a t~rrltory is too,poor to(,o;dst by '~elf. I submit
th'at this argument of the ooloninUstsia not valid. Be\,sides. our expertence has shownthaUarfrom worsen\, ;ug the sconcmtc situation of tbe neWly independ~-9t
coun~ries. the abolition e! cclontattsm has 111wll.Ys
brought about a true awakening. The newlyindependent
peoples launcb, their oountry OQ the way to development with enthusiasm and redouble their efforts, when
they know that they are not being exploi'ted f9r the
benefit of outstders;
.
23. In some countrtee that struggled to obtain theiJ.'
independence, and attained it, foreign intervention
aotually oontinues to paralyse those conntrtes! efforts
to austatn their l'lo.tionallife. Tnus,' through dlreet or
indirect Intervention, co10l,lialists have been fomenting
thnt e,~losive situation in the Congo, in defiance of
the resolutions' of the United Nations with regard to
uph6lding the real Independepce, unity and'territorinl
~
.
integrUy of that country.
24. W1t~ regard to certai~ oth!3r territories. colonialUits 'still maintain the outdated !<)gal fiction that
they are part of t.'l€5ir own mefrC'Il0lltanarea. yet it is
so evident that these territori~a l~lvE?nocommon re-lationship whatsoever withthose'",hoclnim this 'theory•.
neither ethnically, socially nor:c.ulturally. The only
relationship. if there is one, is'basicallj predicated
on force. '1'lle legal fiotiop.,linking; these terrttortes
to their rulers is one of rthose anomalies of history
that is held and sustilinedoy the Imbalanceof power.
"

9
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25. Irl:. our part of the world Yfe have been witnessing
a unique kind of fore,ign domination and exploitation.
which is clearly within the bounds ofthe subject under
dlaouasion,
26. I would like to refer now to the triany terrltol'ies'
in the Arabirm peninsula Which are under British'-dcmination. The 'international oommunityIa st,~ll unaware
of the severity of Brltlsh colonialism in-that part of
the world, 'mainly because it has been \sry well kept
away from/public attention. Th6 BriUsh control has
been so strict that it managed to Iaclatethese territories from a the rest of the world. WbUe there has
been in ~sia')and in Africa a great wave 01decoloniza-'
tic,>h Wl1i9W resulted in the accession to independence
of many territories and peoples, British colOnialism
in this part of the world has, ho~ever. deliberately.,
and
systematically
entrenched its~lf there.,
.
,
c"'
_
"
27. ,rtak~ leave to elaborate asbriefly;as possible on
tile. developments othatJe~,~(), this.in'tolerll'ble situation
lh
..ich is .certa.inly in consona.rice. neither w.ithJ.he sth..
llPuliltions of our 'Oharter nor with our time;' After the
British had occupied Aden at .thebeginningof the)nine-,·
t~enth century, they advanced towards the East covering a ·dlstance no less than 2,000 kilometres. During
this -invasion they -occupied·onearea,after·th,e othe!'.
They•. however. did ncitwant. to give these areas the
defi~iti~n ofe;olonies ·asthey ~roclaimedjnAde~. The
0

~902

921

British oontQn~.ed themselves withot\lllng tbemprotectorates. The Brltish Government decia rod that-.its'
foroes went thereto proteot these tel'rltories against
th<'l Frenoh and PortugueEle tnvastcne, The real aim
was W faot to controll111 lines ot communtcattonsleading to BritIsh cclontes in the East and India: in
pnrticulal" The British later invented another pretext:
that they would. remain there atso to proteot those
emirates agait)13t possible invas~onfrom:their Arab
neighbours. Further, they added a new excuse fQr
theil' domination. namely, to proteot t~le sheikhs from
each other.
•

i:::J

28. I agree that the people in those territories need
to be proteoted; but, irat all. they sllo\'ld be protected
agaf.nst foreign British rule which\ uased itself on
false, illegal and unjust premises. These people should
in all fairness be protected agatnst El'itiah explottatton,
29. The British Government has r~aintained its point
of view that its position in the. area is based upo~ a
net of treaties and agreements concluded between
rulers of these entities on the onehand and the British.
Government or its agents on the other. Thefaotcof the
matte0r'is that the ancestors.. of tneactua; rulers. in
the face of the forcefUl British armed invasion at that
time, had no .other' choice but to sign th~,e so-called,
protectorate treaties stnce toey could not resist or
repel that migltty foreign Powe1".These'should never
be considered by the international community as valid
treaties between equal parties. How can we accept as.
a valid . tnternattona! treaty'-'-'au dnstrumefit whereby a
rulercould "pledge and bind himself, his heirs and
succeaaors never to' cede. to sell, to mortgage ,,()1"
otherwise give for ocoupatton, save-tothe British Government", the cnominions of his country, This is but
an example of the treaties that were forced upon the '
rulers at that time and by v~rtue of which the British
continue to dominate. and colonize this part-of the
..
world.
30, The British. though we are living in the twentieth
century, did' not abandon their method of compelling
the actual rulers to si~ Whatever concessions .or
agreements were necessary to ensure their interests
in the area. and in particu.lar the flowoof oil. While
the popUlation there is suffel'tng from staggeringconi.i
dltions of poverty. illiteracy and destitution. the wenltil
of-Its .land has never meantany fortune for them: on
the d'ohtrary, it is a curse Which is sought to be perpetuate<I by Britisn d o m i n a t i o n . ' ,. , '
n

.

();

31. ThuS. t.he population in these areas is facing three
powerful epemies: British domination, exploitation by",
certain oil compantesand reactionary rule supported
by Britain. I,~hall.oin this respect•.confine myself to
two recent exaJnple"to show the extent of this 9Ppres-:"
sive rule, You are aware(j'ofthe fact that\~hepeopleof
,Oman resorted. to arms' to resist British dowinat~9ri
as manipul~teg by the latter~s a~ntWMuscat''I'he
British ~oyalAi:r:,.F()rce deplqyedjet a!rcraft against
the Omanipeople; Omani v1llages wereborrib~~ded
and the peaceful populationwassubject~d to all sorts
of terror. This. ironically,· was~justifiedbythe British'
igovernmeht on° the basis that .itsointel'vent:onwas;
merely :in. respohS~ to the) request of the:ruler of
N.£uscat ~hoclainYs))hat Oman is part of his t~rritory.,
The second example is the trnpositionJby the.British
GOvernment of a sort of federation between pertain
numbersof~outhernsheikhdomsan(tthe.coi()ny;aof
.,
Aden. I(shall not dweU(at lengtg Qrr tllis. gl'a.~~matter ';
sinc~ it haC ~teadY been fully analys~d'before the

I:"~
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Special Committee!! and ap~ars in obapter XII, sectlcn S, of the l'epol't before us [A!52S81. I should like,
however, to emphasize here the outmoded methods of
fOl'cing a system of government on a people without
asoertaining th9ir views and oertainly against theh'
wishes, still used by the United, KingdomGovernment.
32, The British polioy, base~ on military rute, of
denying the people o[ Aden its inherent right o[sel[determination, ie; in flagrant oontradictiol\ o[ the Charter o[ the united Nations and the Deolaration on the
granting .or independence to oolontal countries and
peoples. The BrltishGovernmentoritsmilitaryforoes
in Aden w111 not be ableto remain ind!fferent to these
reoogrtized rights or t9 stand agatnsttbe tide of freedom and liberty, espeoially after the g;reat Yemen
revolution whioh took place last September and whioh
overthrew, once andfor all, the old reaotionary regime.
3a. My ~elegatJon shares the grave;eopcern that has
beenexpJ:~sseci' c:hiring this debate"'with regard to the
maintenance by the British of a ttlilitary base equipped
with the most modern weapons and armaments in Aden.
No one can deny that the real aim and goal of maintaintng this military base is to continue the British
, domination of the area. It is, I SUbmit, not only against
the interests of the inhabitants, but it also certainly
threatens peace and security there. The delegation of
th~\ United Arab Republic earnestly hopes that this
question w1llpe amply examined by the Special Commltteejis a matter of ur~ncy in order to rid these
people of this foreign domination.
34. My delegattonvcannot conceive of any debate related to the problem of colonialism in its entirety
witboutre!erring to the most appalllng colonial act
committed in our history I namely, the Zionist colonial
conspiracy against the people of Palestine which resulted in the expulsion of the-people of Palestine and
the' occupation of its country by alien forces. The
United -Natlona-cannot afford to continue to remain indifferent to Jhe inherent, most elementary rights of
the people of Palestine, to return to their homes and
~egain their land and Independence. '

General Assembly may in its wladom eonstde» the
enlargement of the Speoial Committee In order to cope'
with the situation that ",111 oertnl~ly oonfront it. Sev..
era1 speakers have already referred to this idea and
suggestions were made during the general debate. My
delegation would certainly fnvoul' an Inorenae in the
membel'ship of the Committee. '
38. On reading the ten ohapters o[ the report dealing
with the speoit'io oases that were examined by the
Special Committee, one can observe a, number of
similar problems: the unwarranted delay in the grant..
ing of independence; varied raot,al disorim!nation;the
eXploitation by European settlers of the original in..
habitants: imposition of certain arrangements; and,
above all, manceuvring in different ways to keep the
people of a territory divided.
39. Among the oases that were examined by the Corn..
mittee were the queatlons of Southern Rilodesia, South
West Afrioa and the Portuguese territories. I shall
not refer to these questions since two of them have
already been dealt with in the Fourth Committee and
the third is already under consideration. Therefore.
I shall confine myself to the other territories examined
by the Speoial Committee.
40. The first territory with which the report deals,
after Southern 'Rhodesia. is Northern Rhodesia. The
report desorfbes in detail the situation in that terrttory. where population of 2.5 million Africans are
subjected to the 77,000 Whites, who deny the African
majority political. social and economic equality of
rights.
41., In the elections which were held on 30 October
1962, only 4 per cent of the Afrioans could go .to the
polls because of the franchise qualifications. However,
the 100,000 Africans who did vote left no doubt as to
their 'wish for immediate independence, for the ending
of the Central African Federation, and for the respeot
of the territorial integrity of thelr country, There'are
still by-elections to be held in December.

a

42. Social and economic discrimination always go
hand in hand with political discrimination. I do not
want to go into a detailed description of the social and
35. The General Ass~mbly during its sixteenth sesston called upon states concerned to take action without furth, 'r deley with a vi,e w to the faithful application -economto conditione in the territory of Northern Rho! desia, a description which was given by Mr. Kenneth
of the Declaration, and decided to establish a Special,
Kaunda in Apx: il 1962 before the Special Committee
[A/5238, chapter Ill, paras. 33 to 63]. The daily life
Committee to exami!l-e ~pe application of the DeclaJ,'anon, to, make suggestions and recommendatione'oll'of the, population is actually under theallsolutecontrol
t~e progress and, extent of the implementation of the
of foreign ccmpanlesvsuchaa.the South AfricanComDeclliration and t? report to the General Assembly at
pany, which, manage mineral wealth and human reoits seventeen~~El6s~ion<~esolutiOn 1954 (XVI)].
sources. In fact, it is; that same company which provides the main,financial support [or Sir Rcy Welensky
36. Before. I deal' with the report, sUbmi,tted by the
Specia! Cilmmitte.e. which is tM'subjec~ '6~,;ou:r dlsand his party. The efforts to detach the rich part of
the, country and to annex it to Southern Rhodesia concussion. I feM it"is my pleasant duty to commend the
admirable ,wot:lt accorilPVsh~dby the Cowmi~tee. I 'Yish
stltute a part of the colonial designwhlch would cqII'1'"\
Gtocon«ratu!ate,~be. memlS',\\s of the Committee for ~:e
plete the economte-engulfment of thepopulat.on for
m~n~er in whic~ they hav~\ responded to the- call of
the benefit of exploiters. We hope that ,the draft resod~pendent,peoplesthrough<;>U;l ~geworldandthe a9~0,~~
lutlon recommenc:ledby the Special Committe~will
'pli~~ments they, haV,e a.~taine,dJn the.relatively shor,J
be' adopted, since it takes Into accotm,tthemain wishes
time at their disposah '
of the, majority of the people: iInmediate independence,
y
' , '~
"
"
the ending Of, the Ce~tral African ~eder'ation, ' and re37. The CommitteedeoidedAo'take as a' matter 'of
f f th
i t ' d t it i 1 . 't' it f th
priority the examination of terrHories in Mrica.~~It~;~~try;r, e unity an ' error a,.. In e,~i).y 0 "e
exa,mined •certain ',of these .territories and reported.
,
upon them.. The Committee, is, howevex:. ca ll~dupon
'43. , Ne~. ,the'report deals, with Nyas~land. ,Thereport
does not recommend any draft resolutlon, We are
to examine all cases" ofcolon;,alism. To', that~~nd. the
,
0,,',
,
happy-to n<;>te thatthetalks whtchwene beld.InLondon
!lsPe~ial~mmi~~ on'the~~tiaaort;ith r,~g~d tothe.ImPl~mJn~ were successful. Nyasalaild'sprogress toward Indetalion' (jf'the' 0ei:1al'aU9n' on the' Gran~ng ·of 'Independence to" ColomalPeildenQehas, been much smo()ther than that of Northern'
CouJltr!eB,~~4 ~~~~f8. 0
,~~ 'Rhodesia; perhaps 'becaU$eit,has ,a, amaller'EurQpel1 n
h
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f'

minority; 'and, now that Dr. Banda has suooe6cled in
his Mgt)t1at1ons, Nyasaland is muoh nearer the goal
toward wMoh he is striving with the fUll baoking of
hisoountry-independenoe and total separation'from
the Central Afrioan Federation. We earnestly hope
that the day'of Nyasaland's independenoe w1ll be soon
proolaimed.
"
f tl1
t d 1 ith t'"
4 Th
4.
• e next 0 h,apt er 0
e repor ea s w
ne
High Commiss!on territories of Basutoland, Beohuanaland and Swazlland. The statements of the petitioners
from these territories, as summerized in the ,report,
have shown the misery preva1l1ng in their ccuntrtee,
due to the long years of exploitation and negleot by
the Administering Authority. It is oertain that, if these
d
d t
d
bl t h
countries \V~re in epen en ,an were a e 0 ave
eleotions based on universal suffrage, many injustioes
would be eliminated, and, With the help of the United
Nations, they would be able to straighten their economies and make use of their natural and human resources, now fUlly exploited by the Administering
A th it
u or y.
45. We are confident that, to achieve this goal in
accordance with the Declaratton on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples, the
Gerieral Assembly will adopt the recommendattons
of the Special Committee, among oth.er things, to suspend the present constitutional provisions, to hold
elections based on untversa), adult suffrage, and to
convene a comWtlltional conference wj.~h a view to
setting, in accordance withthe wishes,o!thl!l population,
the date on Which each of the three territories conoerned will attain its independence; also, to remedy
the deplorable economic and social situation of the
three territories, to provide economic, finanoial and
technical assistance through United Nations programmes of technical co-operation andthe specialized
agencies; and to urge the Administering Power to
return to the indigenous inhabitants all the land taken
from them.
46. During the past two years, Zanzibar hasbeen
the scene of repeated disturbances, due particularly
to tension and to disagree~~nts between politlce] parties. However, all the petiti'oners from the different
political parties agreed on their desire for early independence. On the other hand, the fact ~that the main
parties are not in agreement was the pretext used by
the Administering Authority for delaying independence. Since it seems thllt the differences, betwDen the
political parties have narrowed down to the timing of
the elections, we hope that an agreement wi1l be
reaohed very soon. We b.'ust therefore that the recommendations of the Special Committee will be adopted
by the General Assembly and that the appeal of the
United Nations will be heeded. bothbythe Administering Authority and the people of Zanzibar, so<that they
can attain the goal of independence on which they all
agree.
'
.
47. Notto leave the African continent, I will now turn
to chapter,"X of the' repqrt, deaii~,g with Kenya, It.de...
scribes the achievements, of the last two years wh!c'1,
afte~a long unhappy history, have finally broughfti1e
country,',\/e mightsay, tothe eve of its ~ndependence."
~en~a ~as now internal self-government whichis con(I'~rolled by the nationllllst parties. The Constitutional
c
Conference has aqhieved mo~~t substantial' r.8sultSby
reaching an agreement on a new ConstitutiOn with a
bill of rights,and a','parliament of twochaIQpers~one
of them, ele~tedbY universaladultsuffrage.;"However,
the' d,ate ~Ondependence and of the new elections has
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not been fixed yet, and we hope thl\ttb,e A'\bntntsterlng
Authority wUl not delay th~ mattel' any longer. The
resolutlon reoommendeci by the Speoial Committee
goes in this direotlon and we hope that it wm be
adopted.
<11

48. Finally, we oome to the territory of British
Guiana. Agreement has been reaohedon independenoe,
but the Constitutional Conferenoe whioh was finally
held in Ootober 1962 has just ended in fallure. The
issue whioh st111 divides the parties seems to be
whether eleotions shculd be held on the basis"of proporUonal representation or on that 'of single oonstituenotes, Here again~ we believe thathadindependenoe
not been delayed for so long, the oountry would not
have been in the Impasse in which it finds 1ts~l! today.
Delaying independence only makes it diUioult for the
par~ies concerned. Differences are settled mU'Jh more
smoothly when a country is left to itself freely to,
choose its course. In faot, most of th~ time, differ-'
enoes are encouraged 01' even created by cutsfders,
We .hope, therefore, that the United Kingdom Government will follow the normal procedures of transferring the residu!B)pawers now held by It to the Gov~
ernment of British-Guiana, so that British Guiana can
speedily attain its independence.
49. The position of my delegation on this highly important question of the liquidation of colonilllism is
well known. My Government has made its stand clear
on many occasions, and my delogation has reiterated
that stand, time and again, in all the organs of the ,.
United Nations, whenever this q1,lestion has been
brought up. We have alWllYs maint~~fiE)d that the principle of the right of peopies tojreedom and hldependence is an inherent J;'ight of those peoples. For this
reason, and also because we, feel a common solidarity
with t]le peoples under colonial rule, we have never
failed to advocate this principle and we will ~ot relax
our efforts until all our brothers, who are still suffer-·
ing under colonialism, regain their independence and
freedom. We hope that the day ending the' colonial era
and witnessing the emergence to independenoe of all
the territories under colonial rule will come very
aoon.
Q

5,0. Mr-.:.J SOSA RODRIGUEZ(Venezuela) (translated
from Spanish): One of the most positive achievements
of, the United Nations. 'cbaraotertstic, moreover, of
the times in which We live, is the process of decolonization, which made a timid start at San Franois'co
with the' provisions of Chapter Xl of the Charter and
was intens1fi~d fifteen years 'later, in a clear and conclusive form, by the, historic DecJarllt~~portthe grant..
ing of independence' tocolonialcountrHls andpeoples
'(resolution 1514 (XV)). This Declaration enshrined"
the repeatedly ,~xpressed desire of the 'international """
community to eradlcataonce and for all the systems
of subjection and domination of one peoplebi'another
which still prevailed;' . 0 " . ;
d'
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~
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,51. , The folloW!ngye,!lr. GEmeral, Assembly resolutton;
1654 (Xyn came. to ha:st~n the pace of the decoloniza-

ti()n process, ,advancing it from the f;ltage o~:mere decIarationa" of prfnciples to that of activ~ participation
bythe United Nations in this process. The Committ~~
of Seventeen-as the SpecialCommittee on the' Si!ua';
tion 'With regard to Implemeritationof' the' Declaration
on the Granting o( lhdependence t,~ Colonial CQuntries
and ,P~9ples, has cOrnetQ beca.l!e~was., set up pnder
resolution 1654 (XVI).
0
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52. The Committee, born. of tha need to provide the
iQal reasons and beoause of the nature of the LatinUnited Nations with a speotal organ to study, supe~..
Amerioan people, Who. having been underoolonial
vise and aQoeler~te the process of deoolonb:ation,
ru',e until the nineteenth oentury, appreciated to the
full the beneftts of tndependeno«, J also said at that
emerges as a new body with powers that are unpart.\l...
Ieled, in our Organization's history but are eminently
time tM.t we did not think that the prooess of deoolosuitllble for the purPQse of eradioating colontaltam
nlzation oould be the same for all Non-SeU..Governing
from modern sooiety.
1'1 or Trust Territories, but that the date for the independenoe of each territory should be deoided in rela53. WithOut detrlloting from the merit of the efforts
tion to the partioular oiroumstances whioh would enmade by the Unit~d Nations up to: 1960 to solve 0010able it to accede to tndependence in conditions which
nlal problems, but .. rather oonsidering that all this
would
ensure its stability and viability as an indeaotivity culminated i~ resolution 1514 (XV), it must
pendent state.
be recognized 'that ~:Ince that time and" since the
creation of the Speoial Committee the United Nations
59. The delegation of Venezuela based its position
has changed its approach in dettling with colonial
with regard to the twelve dependent territories studied
questions. While it Is true thot this new approach
by the Committee on these fundamental prtnctples,
must always remain tn keeping With the spirit of tIte
from the time when the Committee began its work at
the end of February 1962 until last September, and in
United Nations Charter, it is none the less true. that
each case we urged that each partioular attuatton
never before had.. there been an attempt to bring such
constructive pressure to bear on the Administering
should be examined objectively in order that the sugPowers, urging them to revise their colonialist poll...
gestions and recommendations of the Committee might
conform to reality and that the mission entrusted to
cies with a view to adapting them to the interchangeable process of self-determination of peoples, the
the Commitf:Ele by the General Assembly might be
only formula oapable of settling questions relating to
properly fU'lA .led,
the present structure of societies.
60. We were glad that, generally speaking, the Com54. United Nations action in the process of decolomittee of Seventeen shared these views; this enabled
nization must be not only idealistic but also pragmatic
the delegation of Venezuela to vote in favour of all the
and. circumscribed by the Charter, the latter being
resolutions appearing in the Committee's report,
regarded as a living document which must be viewed
which constitute the Committee's recommendations to
in the light of the changing spirit of the times, as is
the General Assembly. Some of these recommendasaid in -paragraph 18 of the general constderattona of
tions are the outcome of the Committee's visit to
the report of the Special Committee of SiX' on the
Africa in May' and June 1962 at the welcome invitation
Transmission of Information under Article 73 e of
of the Governments of Morocco, Ethiopia and Tanganthe Charter.!!
yika. I should like to take this occasion to express
once again to the representatives of those countries
55,. When, in pursuance of operative paragraph 3 of
Venezuela's gratitude for the splendid hospitality exresotutton 1654 (XVI), the President of the General
tended to the Committee by the Governments of those
Assembly decided to include Venezuela among the
three countries. This visit enabled the Committee to
Committee 's seventeen members, we accepted that
come into direct contact. with the continent most afdistinguished mission and co-operated in the new
fected by the colonial problems which it was then
body; in so .doing we based ourselves On our position
studying.
of anti-colonialism devoid of prejudices which might
le~d to 'Over':hasty action which, .,,,pile to a certain
61. The visit of the Sub."Committee of Six to London
ex\]entunderstandable, is not always beneficial to the
for the purpose of holding conversations with the
cause of the peoples still subject to the colonial
United Kingdom Government with regard to the sttua«
system.
tion in Southern Rhodesia was also very constructive.
Here again I should like to express our gratitude for
56. With this line of conduct in. mind, the delegation
the courtesy aud kindness shown to the Committee' at
of Venezuela took its seat in the Committee of Seven;'
that time by the United,Kingdom authorities.
teen, reaffirming from the start tts- well-considered
position w,ithregard.to colonial problems as the repre62. It is difficult for me, as a member of the Com:'
sentative of a nation which has enjoyed independence
mittee of Seventeen, to take up the question of the
for a bare century and a half , having achieved inc\e':
shortcomings ,of that body 01' to point to the benefits
" pendl:'l,pq~ after, fifteen sad years of struggle-In which
which the peoples who are not yet independent have
40 per cent of the population lost their lives and in ;" alread¥ derived from its creation. Both aspects have
Which Jt was necessary to employ armed force, there '~been and will be analysed by other delegations, par~I peing at that "time no colfective systems ofin,terna~
ticularly those Which, not being members of the OomV ti9nal co-operation in the world, no ChapterXl of the
mlttee, are ill a position to judge the work described
Charter of the 'United Nations. and no Special comin the report with greater impartiality•.,
~
mi~tee ro make suggestionE!and r.Elcolllmendations.
63., S9me delegations which have spo~en in this de-'
57. I should like to recall in'this cormexion the views
bate have referred to the.future activities of the Comexpressed,by the.. delegation of Venezuela in the GCommittee Of, ~eventeen and the desirabilitY' pf'i,ncr,,~!!-sing
,~ittee of Seventeen dUring the discuasion on *e'
its.•membership an~ of taking decisionson,~he'eXist
methodS of work and procedure which the new organ
ence of I?ther0subsidiary bodies with a viewto channelshould adopt',as recorded' In-paragraph 98 ofthe Comling ,;the future",,(t(~tion of the United Nationa in .this
mitte~'s rep6rt[A/5238]~'
-'.
"
parti~~lar fleld of aQ.tivity now that it seems to be
, '
ss.. At thnt time, asthe\)~epresen~ativeofVe~e~uela, reac\ping its oulmlnatton, " .
I reaffirmed that we wereantt-colontaltst. for histol.64. In tM)ntrodu.ction to his llnil.ui~\ report [A!5201/
Add.1] , the Secretary-General has already advanced
the' idea' of eliminating all other com,tnitteesand sub.!tOmei.l Records at o the G~netal ARS:~blY. Fifteenth Session, An'nexes. ageDaaitem
document A/4526.
,I>
committEles dealing with various questions. relating
o38,
o'
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to Non-SeU~Governing Territodes in order to concentrate their work under the Committee ofSeventeen.
Some reptesentatives have suggested that the ~peoial
Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration and the Committee on Jnfol'mationfromNonSelf-Gavel'ning Territories, for example, should be
dissolved and that their aotivities should be concentrated under the Committee of Seventeen, where part
of that work is already beingperfol'med. In accordance
with this same trend, the Fourth Committee a few days
ago adopted a dl'aft resolution [see A/63l0l introduced
by some Latin Amerlcan and Afro-Asian delegations
requesting the General Assembly to dissolve the Special Committee for South West Afrioa. c
65. My delegation has taken note of these views and
the opinions expressed by several delegations that
all United Nations aotivities of this nature should be
channelled through a single organ in or~E;:r to avoid
duplication of,work and divergenoes in the constdemtion of colonial matters, such as have already appeared
at this session of the General Assembly.
66. As a result of this unifioation, it will be necessary to Increase the membership of the Committee of
seventeen, whioh will then be the only subsidiary body
dealing with colonial affairs. and will bave greater
responeibiUty and more work. Various representatives
have mentioned the number of new members which
they think should be added to the Committee of Seventeen: some have suggested four, others seven. There
are different opinions on this matter, all worthy of
consideration,
67. Along this same line of thought, it should not be
forgotten that any Increase in the membersbtp of the
Committee of Seventeen might suggest the advisability
of changing its methods of work; as the representative
of Iraq pointed out at the 1170th meeting, sub-committees could be appointed so that several territories
might be studied at one and the same time, instead of
the system of studying them one after another which
has hitherto been used.
68. At t:.e beginning of my statement, I referred repeatedly to resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1654 (XVI) and
stressed, the significance of them botI\~)n the process
of deoolontzatton, My delegation hopes that this debate
will culminate in the adoption of anew United Nations
instrument which will be designed to carry the work
that has already been done in the field of antlcolontal
action even further, that the resolution which weshall'
now adopt will fully confirm those two earlier resolutions arid that the three together will embody the
guiding principles of international action in its final
efforts to liquidate colontalism in the world. ,\
'<".\
" Mr. Bingham (United States of America), VicePrf)sident,' took the Chair.

()

69. Mr. VAKIL (Iran) (translated from French):, Beconsidering the report [A/5238] which is the main
subject Of this debate, I .propose to make a few general
COmments on the activities of the United Nations with
-regand to decolonlzatlon., Thes,e'comments seemnecessary to place the question now before t~e Assembly
<"
in perspective. c.
~~re
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70., To ensure 'observance ,of the principle' of ,equal
rights' and i:self-determinat'ion for all peoples,and
\\ make it the fOundation, stone for friendly' relations
between natiof!'.3, the Charter entrusts the Organtaatton
with great responsibilities towards the people of the
Territories)under colonial administration. It classifies

them in two oategories, the first oovering territories
plaoed under the Intornatlonal Tl'usteesbip System and
the seoond all other territories whose peoples 1l1'G not
yet self-governing.
71. ,It is hardly neoessnry to reoall that this' division
o( the dependent territories into two different oat~
gories'unlier the Charter is only a historioal naoident,
the territories, placed under the Trusteeship System
being the former colonies of the Powers wqtoh were
defeated in the two world wars, and the others the
colqntes of the conquercrs, There is therefore no
intrinsio differenoe between the two oategories, and
the aims oftl1e Trusteeship System, although expressed
in a different form, canonly be similar to those entertained for the Noll-Self-Governing Territories. The
funotlon of the United Nations is basioally the same
in both oas!3s, namely on behalf of the international
oommunity to supervfsethe States whiohhave assumed
l'espons~1)ility for governing these territories, and
its fin!?! aim, in both oases, is to prepare the
peoples of these territoriEi'il for self..government and
independence.
J

I;

'

,

J

72. Despite the~Jmilarity between the two categordes,
it must be reeogntsed that the eleven territories whioh
were placed under the International Trusteeship
System were privileged compared with the so-called '
Non-Self-Governing Territories, which, when the
United Nations was set up, were ten times as numerous
and had a far larger population.
F3
0 '

73. The provisions of Chapters XUand~m of the

Chart~r, concerning the Intern,atic:ilil Trusteeship

System" and particularly those relating to the obligation of the Administering Authorities to submit annual
reports, and to the powers granted the Trustees~ip
Counoil to hearpetitiollers and send out visiting missions, were bound, by their very nature, to establish,
a close link between the Intemattonal community and
the peoples of those territories.
74/ In the case of the Non-Self-Governing Territories, '"
the Charter did not givethe United Nations the same
powers. The only link between the Organization and
the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
over the last fifteen years has been the statistical and"
other technical information transmi, tt,~~t,o,the secre-,
tary-General by the Administering Auti\}rities under
Article 73. Some Administering Autporities,moreover, 'have refused to oanry out their inter8ational
obllgations.andhave kept the UnitedNations in complete
Ignczance of the situation in the territories under their
administration.
.
75. The results were 'only to be expected. The International Trusteeship 'System has operated SatisfaOtorily' on the whole and has led eight of the eleven
Trilst Territories to self-government- and inde~nd
€lnce.Conversely, the rate of development and the
process of decolonization in the Non-Self-Governing\
Te,rritorles nive been far slower, except ih' very\
special cases, and it is fair to say that in some cases '\4
no progress at aUhas been made towards preparing '~
their peoples 'for .full self-govertlrl},ent. Overlhe Ia~t "~i
fifteen ye~rs ,somevel'y important and even'l'evol~- '
tlonaryohangea have pompletelytransfQrmed t,hefa.ce
of the tWorld,oand, the I\l!wakening of nattonal consciousness In- forrperly sttbjugated, colonized peoples has
undoubtedlybeen one of theml!jor c,ausesQf these
changes, The General AS!:lemblyofthe United Nations ,
as the representath~~ of.the internatiotlal community,
has vonly, as was inevitable, reflected andgraduaUy
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sanotioned these ebangea in its deetstona on cclonlnl
m!\tters.
76. The Deolaration on the granting' of Independence
to oolonial countries and peoples embodied in reaolution 1514 (XV) is the l~gioal outcome ~ndoulmit'lation
of all these dectstcns, This Deolal.'ation-anindispensllble supplement to 'CChapters Xl, XII and xm of the
Charter-is designed essentially to adapt the United
Nations to the facts of the modern wOl.'ld. It is a confirm~tion of the promise made in the Atlantio Char...
torY ' to "nfford assurance that nll the men in nll the.
lands may live out their lives in freedom from fear
and want" and of th,e faith proolaime4by the Preamble
of the Charter in undamentafhuman right$, the dignity
and worth of the human person, and thE;} equal rights of
men and women and, nations large and small. In the
opil'Jion of my delegation, the main purpose of resolution 1514 (XV) was to fill We gaps I have just menttoned by enabling the international community to
exercise more effective supervision over thedecolonizatton process" in the dependent territories and,
more partioularly, in the hapless group. of Non-SelfGoverning Territories.
77. It was with these ideas in mind t,hat the Committee of Seventeen established last year by the General Assembly [resolution 1654 (XVI)] was instructed
to examine the situation with regard to the application
of resolution 1514 (XV) inJhese territories as a whole.
I need hardly point' out that, in expressing this view,
my delegation has no intention of belittling the significance and historio scope of resolution 1514 (XV).
What we want is to determineJ~ practical terms what
effective measurea the Unitetl Nations Organization
can and should take to achieve the alms of this resolutton, In the opinion of my delegation, that is the
spirit in which we should approach the report of the
Committee of Seventeen.
78•. It ik· a constructive, objective report, and the
members of the Special Committee deservepraisefor
the manner in which they performed their task. Our
comments will be of a general nature and will be
confined mainly to chapter I of the report, Which is
devoted to a, general survey of the subject. While
appreciating the value of the work done by the Special
o Committee, and, in general, approving the methods
and procedure it adopted, we observe some gaps~
which will, We are confident, be filled in the !uturedue no
. dooot to the unprecedented nature ofthIS work.
()

:~

lutions the General Assembly then applfed thes~
general prinoiples' to partioular oases of Non-Self...
Governing Terl.'itories. Resolution 1542 (XV), for in..
stance, lists the nine Non...SeU"Governing Territories
under Portuguese administration and resolution 1747
(XVI) affirms that Southern Rhodesia is a Non-Self...
Governing Tel'rltOl.'Y within the meaning of Chapter XI
of the Charter.

81. Considered from the point of view of the process
of decolonizntion, the dependent territorles, of which
there are still more than si~y, can, we think, be
claastfledIn two oategortes,
82. The first oategory comprises the majority of the
Non-SeU..Governing Territories, most of them in
Africa, whioh are under United Kingdom ndmlntatratton, While it is tl'Ue that the situation in theae Territortes is not at the moment explosive and even that
the Administering Authority gen.erally shows evidence
of wisdom and understanding, the rate of development
is still far from satisfactory judged by modern stand...
ards and the aims of resolution 1514(XV). We consider
that the efforts of the United Nations where these
Territories are concerned should be designed prlmarily to stimulate the Administering Authorities to
speed up the process of decolontaation,
83. The second.. category of dependent territories
which call for the immediate attention of the United
Nations-because the situation there is calculated to
threaten peace throughout the continent of Afric~includes toe mandated territory of South West Africa,
the territories under Portuguese administration and
Southern Rhodesia, to mention only a few. Whatmakes
the situation in these territories particularly dangerous is the obstinate refusal of the Administering
Authorities to satisfy the legitimate aspirations of the
indigenous peoples and to comply with the resolutions
of the General Assembly.
84. The fate of the peoples of South West Africa has
been one of the principal concerns of the General Assembly since 1946. Over the last sixteen years, the
United Nations has used every peaceful means at its
disposal to persuade the Pretoria Government to comply with its international obligations. But the numerous
resolutions of the General Assembly and the advisory
opinion of the International Court of Justice,.§! given
at the request of the Assembly, have produced not the
slightest change in this Govemment's intransigent
attitude.

79. In the opinion of my delegation, the first decision
SQ. It is p~rtipularly regrettable that, by refusing; to
taken on the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV)
respect the rights of the people of South West AfrIca
should have been to deHM the scope of Jhe Special, and applying its, apartheid policy of racial discriminaCommittee's work by drawing up 11 l~~t of dependent
tion and segregation, the Government of South Aft ica
territories to which.resolutton 1514 (XV) was appli- ;""1l? championed the violation not only of its ohlig~tions
cable. The preparation of a full list of these terri- . under the Charter and the, Universal Declaration of
tories in accordance with paragraph 151 of chapter I, 'Human Rights but of the fundamental p;rinciples of unt- .
is" we'feel,particularly important,inthat the'deffnttlon
versal morality;Only a few days ago the Fourth Opmand interpretation of the. expresston "Non-Self-Govmittedadopted, by 96 votes to.none,' with 1 abstention,
~rningTerritories" has been the,subject of long dea dra.ft resolution [A/5410, draft resolution II]formubates for a number of years both m the Fourth Corn!'"
lating new measures to enable the United Nations to
carry out its responsibilities to the people of S01.1th
mittee and in the General Asse~bly.
80.. Following these .debates; the General Assembly,
West Africa. Can we hope that the' Pretoria Government will at '. last heed the voice of reason, help to"
at its fifteenth seSSion, adopted resolution 1514.(XV),
fornlulatingthe principles by which the United Nations
apply the provisions of this draftr.esolution, and thus
shOUld be . gui<!~Jndeterrnining the statUS, of a Nonspare the world the. disaster whiQh will be inevitable
Self-GoverninjrTeir~.tory: In. other subsequent resoif the present ~ituation lasts mucn longer?

·~h.Oi.iit. declar.a~.~\l. made on 1.4Aug.•..us.t.194lbYM.: r.Winston ChurchUl,
P. r.i.me.M..hu.st.er of

th:e lJni.tedJ<;ingc;l.,o.,,~.."!lnciMr. FrankUn Delano Roose-

.
.
y~lklJr~I:I~gentof
the United States•.."

§J International Statute of SOuthWest Africa. Advisory Oplnion,I;C.J..
Reports for 1950, p. 128. . '.
'.' ' . .: . . .: .' ....
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nseu, meeting 86. The situntion in Angola and the PortlJguese 0010-nlea as n whole is nt present. covered by two separate
items on the agenda of this session [items 29 nnd 64).
The views of my delegntion on these points will be
expressed in due course, when they come up for dis..
cuaston. I shall now merely repentthatitis necessary
nndurgent for the General Assembly to take effective
measures to prepare for the aohievement of self..
government and independence by the people of these
territories.
87. The question is not whether tbese territories will
or will not become independent. That question has
already, been settled oategorically and irreversibly
by the determinism of history. The question is simply
whether these peoples will become independent peacefully and harmoniously or, on the contrary, at the cost
of bloody war ,and Incalculable losses.

I
1
I

88. The situation in Southern Rhodesia has caused and
is still caustng concern and anxiety. Southern Rhodesia
is a typical settlement colony. In that territory, a
European minority of 200,000, consisting of people
who settled there in order to make their fortune, has
taken possession ,of the country's economic resouroes
and is endeavouring by every possible means to matn..
tain a position of privilege in relation to the 3 million
Africans.'
•
89. My delegation's position on the question of
Southern Rhodesia is clear, We regard it as a Non..
Self..Governing Territory within the meaning of Ohapter XI of the Charter and we therefore consider that
the Government of the United Kingdom should use its
full powers to. implement the resolutions of the Gen..
eral Assembly and to see that the rights of the indige..
nOQS inhabitants are zespected, The three million
Afrioans of Southern 'Rhodesia have never had an opportunity freely to express their will. The oonstitu..
tions of 1923 and 1961 must.be regarded as expressing
only the will of the European minority, and they can..
not therefore, determine the status of the Territory.
9'0. Until equality of politioal rights and universal
suffrage based on the prinoiple of "one man, one vote"
-a prerequisite for democracy-c-are reoognized and
granted to the inhabitants, of southern Rhodesia, ~o
progress can be made towards deoolontzatton, How"
ever, we have oonfidenoe in the Government of the
United Kingdom, which, in the past, has always adopted
a wise and realistic attitude in its oolonialpolioy. We
hope that in the case of Southern Rhodesia, notwith..
standing the admitted compltoations, a peaceful and
satisfaotory solutfon.may be found.
91. I should like now to Indicate briefly my delega..
tion's views regarding the future, of the Special Com..
mittee. I consider it unnecessary to reaffirm the usefulness of and the need for this Committee, which is
becoming the essential organ for the achievement of
one ofthe fundamental goals of the UnitedNations. ~s
'the Aoting,Secretary..General rightlypointeci ou,te:-in
the, introduction to his annual report [A/5201/Add.).],
and oonCurringwith maIly'previo~s speakers, wecoii..
sider that eo..ordination of United'N,ations action in the
fieldofdeoolonization and concentration of such action
within a competent and well equipped'ljodyhas become
essential.
c9;:l•.,Fou,r committees andsub-commtttees established
Py the -General Assembly-the Sub-Committee On
"Angola, the Special'Committee on Territorie!3under
,I;>ortuguese Administration~ the,.Special, Committee
fqr ,Sou,th Wes~AfriCla, apd the Committee on Infor-.
I;

.
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mnt1onfrom Non..SeU..Governing Tt.ll'rltul'ies-nre nt
present dQnling with ooloninl questions. In my opinion
it would be reascnnble nnd logionl to ellminate the
first three of these Jour oommittees nnd to trnnsfer
theh' funotions to the Speoinl Committee, since even o
without, suoh a trn,nsfer the Speoial Committee, under '
resolution 1654 {XVI), is entirely oompetent to consider the situntion in the tel'ritol.'1es with whioh it is
ccncemed,
'
93. My delegation is not,however, entirely Qonvinoed
that it would be desirable or useful to abolish the
Committee on !"xorJnntion from Non-Self..Go~erning
Territories, for the following reasons. In the first
place that Committee, whioh was established by the
General Assembly to examine the information transmitted by the Administering Powers undel' Al,'tiole 73
or the, Charter, has been funotioning regu,larly, under
different names, since 1946 and has rendered-sand
can still render~undeniably useful services Without
giving l'iseto any oonsiderable expenditure. In the
second place, my delegation seriously doubts that the
SpeoialCommittee, which is already shQ1l1derlng
heavy responsibilitieS, would also be able to take Over
the task of the Committee on Information from Non..
Self:'Governing Territories. Bear!ng in mind thnt the
Special Committee must ~perform its task in such a
way as toaohleve within a limited period the objeotivf;ls
set forth In resolution 1654 (XVI), that Coinmitt~E'
should hOt be. required to undertake new" aotivllles
whioh might delay its pl'imary tas'k. We th&refore
believe that the Committee on Information from Non..
Self..Governing Territories will not be duplioatingthe
work of the Special Committee but Will, in factI serve
as a useful "and indeed essential complement to ~he
latter.
94. t have no't referred to the Trusteeship Council,
although its present composition is far frqm being in
accordance with the letter Or at least the splr~t of the
Charter, because sfuce that body is one of theprin..
oipal organs of the United Nations, any change affect..
ing it must inevitably be linked with revision of the
Charter.
~
,
,,',:",."'1

95. The Iogtcaf-consequenoeor the abolition of the
three ccmmlttees or sub..committees to which I have
referred will be an increase in the pres~nt membersbip of the Speoial Committee to enable it-lto perform
its diffioult task. A numberof ideas and sugge~tiQ.ns
have been put fOrward in .this connexion during the
course of this debate, In dealing with th~s matter,
however, it should beborne In mind that an' excesstve
enlargement of) the SpeQial Committee would lead td
a lengthening of Its-debates and thus toareduotlon in
tb~ 'pace of its work.Tbe addition of four new mem..
b~\'s"';;a' suggestion made first, Jf I am not mistaken. "
by the representative of Guinea [1169th" meetfng],;
which would. increase the present membersliip of the
'Committee to twenty..one-app'ears to 'be a suitable
compromise between these two' points of view and is
ther.&Iore supported by my delegation.
96. I shall concluded by wisblng the Specia.lOom-t
mittee every sucoess in its formidable tisk sod voice
the' hope that 'before the. next session of the Genera~
Assembly there will have been 'substantial progress
in the, practlcal-Implementation-of the Declaration On
the granting of independenoe,now commonly referred~
to as the "Charter of Liberation".
'
"\
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97. Mr. PALAR(lncionesi!i): Mr. Presidenti allowme
to 'startmJ' statement by extending to ~~e Net].i~~rlan~
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delegation our sinoere condolencea on the pnssing of
Princess Wllhelminn. the fOl'mel' Queen of the Netherlands. She was agrel\.t Q\\eelh us 1know personally.
" and she was known and loved ns the Mother of her
people.
98. 'l'b~ tn'~k of the Speolnl Committee established
undel' General Assembly reeolutton 1654 (XVI), w1\ioh
Is known ns the Committee of SGventeen, was to examine the applioation of the 19GO Deolarutlon on decolontaetton (resolution 1514 (XV)], to make suggestions and reccmmendatfona on the progress and extent
of its imp1eme!ltatlon in the dependent territories, and
to report baok to the seventeenth Generat Assembly.
By way of n preface to my oomments on this report
))[A/52381, 1 Wish to sny that it gives me great pleasure
to be able to express my delegation's whole-hearted
appreotntton of the suggestions and recommendattons
oontained therein. Mny 1"extend our oongratulations
to the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman, the Rapporteur,
and to all the members of the Committee on their
excellent work.
99. Sinoe many representatives have already adequntely considered, praised or ol'itioized, the contents
of the report, and stnce I can asaoetate my delegation
in partioular with the statements made by most of my
colleaguea from Asia an~ Africa, I shall make no
attempt' at an appraisal of the Committee's specific
findings and recommendattons, I shall oonfine myself
. to briefly emphasizing the grim cqnolusion that. one
is forced to draw when reviewing all the findings in
th13 report taken together: namely,' that most of the
ey.prossinjunctions contained in the Declaraaon on
deoolonization are being flagrantly oontravened by a
number of the Administering Powers.
100. For example, there is inoontroyertible evidenoe
that in" Angola, Mozambique, South Africa, Southern
Rhodesia and other dependent countries, reprossive
measures of val'io\lS kinds have been instituted against
the COlonial peoples-s-wntch, as Members will doubtless
reo all, f.s directly. contrary to paragraph 4 of the
Declaration. Again'~ laws have been established in
Angola and Mozambique, and in other terr~t9ries as
well, which . clearly discriminate against the overwhelming majority of the colonial peoples in favour
. of the small white minori~~eso Wl)ile i11 both the Rhodesias,~o'Wer is in fact being transmitted to a small
minority against the' expressed will of the peoplescontrary to paragraph 5 of the "Declaration. The oommittee'si1report also affords &mple proof that the injunctions contained in paragraph
3 of the Declaration
\...)
have generally been ignoredby AdmmisteringPowers;
a point which I .shal! have occasion to consider at
some length later in my speech.

it hns adopted fen'the pl'oper cUsohnrge ortts funotions,
to the task of repol'ting on all the remaining territOries to the eighteentl,\, session.
102. Thle is indeed k heavy tasle to accompllsh in
less thnn eight months, and many may oonsider the
time too short. My delegation therefore suggests that
the Speoial Committee also be provided withthe means
and eqUipment to ncceterate its wOl'k. We are thinking
in terms of an expansion of the Committee by some
four or more new members. An enlarged membership
would enable the Committee to divide itself into five
or six groups and each group, possibly aided by a
rapporteur from the.Seoretariat, could then report to
the Speoial Committee in plenoon an agreed number
of the dependent terrtt5rles. Suoh a procedure, my
delegation feels, should make it~ossible for the Committee to submit a report on aU the remaining territories to the eighteenth session of the General Assem..
bly. We are propc~ing to incorporate the provisions I
have just outlined in a draft resolution, wh1'Jh ma~ be
. regarded as a draft for the third resolution on de,q'olo) nlzatlon to be adopted by the General Assembly. '.
103. The first reaolutton.ondeoolontantlon, enahrmil\lg a Qeolaration o~ agreed- fundamental prinoiples,
was adopted by an overwhelming);majority vote. Yet,
tbe following; year it was found t\hat the Deolaration
had, in fact, been Implemented only to a very limited
degree. Accordingly, the General Asseml)ly adopted
the second resolution on deoolonization, establishing
the Committee of Seventeen to examine the application
., of the prevtous' year's Declaration and to make recom',' mendations on its implementation.' The Committee of
Seventeen has done an excellent job with regardto the
terrftortes already examined, but the work accomplished represents, unfortunately, only a fraction of
what has still to be achieved. Henoe, we are now faced
with t,he necessity of introducing a third draft resolution to expedite fulfilment of the terms or the resolution adopted last year.

104. The Indonestan delegation is ofithe firm opinion
that present world condlttons do not permit delay in
:decolonization. Moreover, we are convinced that one
of the most important reaponstbtlttles of the United
Nations is to facilitate this process by whatever means
• in: its power. For these reasons, we are about to suggest that, in, addition to requesting the Special Committee ~p finish its 'Work of reporting by next session,
the General Assembly should consider entrusting the
Committee with the task of actively assisting the final
stages of decolomaatton,
.
105. I said just now that world conditions do not permit delay Indecolontzatton, I should like to elaborate
on .this point", and in particular toc.onsider it in the
101. While my delegation has nothing 1>ut praise for
.oontext of"paragraph 3 of theDeclaration on decolontzatlon, To remind Members, theaotua; wording of
the work so far accomplished" by the Committee, We
feel we should" not pass over in silence the fact that
the paragraph is as follows: "Inadequacy of politiqal,
economic, social or educational preparedness should
out of a total of about sixty-two dependent territories
never serv(j' as a, prete~ for delaying Independence."
only twelve have as yet been examined-calbettvthe
Now, I submit that this is intended as something more
!.l1rgesf and most highly populated of. them. In other
words, appraisal of the progress of the implementathan a serious admonition to the Administering Powers,,:
tiorl of the Declaration on decolontaatton still has to
it is also an acknowledgementbfthefactthat the granting of independence is no longerpri'marily due to free- o
be made in aboutfifty territories. It is mydelegation's
.~ew thatth\;1, Special Committee mUst beSrequested
dom movements among the colonial peoples concerned.' ~
and authorized to complete its work on reporting by
One s!lould certainly' not underestimate the power of
freedom movements ~ Indeed, the third preambular
"the next .-GeneralAss~mblY;,. Or, to apply the more
parag:';aph of ",the Declaration, .in recognizing the
fOrmal phraseology of resolution 16Q4 (},CVI) the GenpassiJnate yearning for •. f:r;eedbm in all ciependent
eral Assembly must authorize tQe. Special C()mtpittee
to arl~ptthe employment of. the. means it has at its
peoples,also' ~ecognizes thetr-dectstve role .In-the
dtaposal; .together with the procedureand modauties
attainment of their independence. Nevertheless,.in
\\
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recent yenrs, it has become Inoreasingly apparent
thnt wortd~90ndltlons are the real fnotor whioh detel'"
mines when a dependent ter~itory wlll gnin its freedom, and we can hnrdly fail to notioe that, in general, the trend of these oonditions is towards rapid
deoolonization.,
lOG. FIrst, and perhaps foremost, there 113 the evident
oompetition between the major parties of the oold war
to win the favour of both the dependent peoples and
the newly independent nationa, Then there is to be felt,
within and outside the United Nations, the strong antioolonial pressure exercised by the communist oountries, on the basis of the Marxist analysis of 0010nialism as an offshoot of oapitalism and, as such, to
be crushed, The ardent and Increasingly powerful
ohamptonshtp by Asian and Afrioan countries of immediate deoolonization, as defined in the General Assembly's two famous resolutions, is also having a decisive
effeot on the oourse of events. Lastly, I think it is
true to say that among the ordinary populace in many
Western oountrles, there now exists a genuine sym...
pathy for the peoples still languishing under' colonial
administration, and a wish to see their Governments
adopt a more realistio attitude. This disposition may
be in part responsible for the fact that most of the
fermer-and present colonial ~ow~rs have now reoognized the peoples' right to self-determination; and
we should not forget that ,it was the new, co-operative
attitude of the Western countries which enabled the
two resolutions on deoolonteatton to .be adopted by an
overwhelming majority vote in tll(~ Assembly.
107. Thus it would seem tha~!~cii'ld conditions are,
on the whole, concurring with the desire of the colonial peoples to hasten the process of decolonization.
However, there are unfortunately several instances
of lagging behind. And here I am referring to those
colonial Powers which, while recognizing the right
of peoples to selt-determlnatton, nevertheless continue to assert that a number of the, dependent territories are not in a, nosition to receive immediate independence, on account of their smallness and their lack
of economio viability. In other words, notwithstanding
the injunction contained in paragraph 3 of the Deolaration, the territories' inadequacies are continually being
cited as good reasons for maintaining that they cannot
expect to achieve a state of true independence.
108. In my opinion, the time is ripe for some plain
speaking and straight thinking on this fundamental
Issue, Let us pause for a moment to constdev the
motives for' including the text of paragraph ~ of the
Declaration•. I have just suggested that this express
admonition' to colonial Powers is, in fact, also an{
implicit acknowledgement of the present trend of
world conditions as xlegards decolonization. Now I
would like to suggest tl}at it is something more besides, the' inclusi0It, of this paragraph is, in itself, an
admission of the fact that a number of these territories may Indeed not be in a state of preparedness
and that there will bereal difficulties to be overcome.
This is precisely Why paragraph' 3 was written into
the Declaration-to imBress upon us .that the existence
in dependent te~ritorieS! of difficulties and inadequacies. of whatever variety, must not be allowed to
prevent.us from honouring the right to self-deter-minaWm. 'I'here-would be no point in the Assembly COntenting itself with a mere recognition of this right to
sovereignty. Once""E!e have declared that all, these
territories have the right to,,SOvereignty, then we are,
Ipso facto,obliged to honour OU11 Declaration ,in the
shortest possible time. 'J'hi$ is the outcome that the

oolonial peoples themselves desire, and this is
the oourse that Is in ~ny case being foroed upon us by
the trend of. world oonditions.
109. A major problem now oonfrontingCfs,thel'efore,
is how to honour without further delay thee right of
self-determination as expressly recognized, i~rthe
faoe of the admitted difficulties to be overoome~e
garding io/!,dequacy of preparedness in many of thiS
territories. My delegation is oonvinoed ~hat the problem can be solv.ed, but oqly if we are not afraid of new
and bold ideas. One thin,gls'certain, the United Nations
must expeot to play a significant, not to say decisive,
r91e in implementing the final stages of decolontzatlon, Indeed, as I hinted earlier, our Organization
should be prepared to take on an entirely new task.
110. An instance of the kind of task my delegation
has in mind is afforded by the case of West Irtan, 'The
role of the United Nations as temporary administrator
over this territory, duriug the pertod of transition
from Dutch to Indonesian administration, could well
become a historio example of the way in which our
Orglln!zation could assist small dependent territories
from a state of dependence to one of independence.
It is in this connexlon that I wish to propose that the
Special Committee should include in its report-on
each of the dependent territories, to whichsovereignty
must be transferred, specific recommendations as to
the form of independence which would seem most appropriate for the territof'yco~cerned.
111. Once colonial peoples have gained their sovereignty it is up to them '. to decide what they ,want to
do with their neWly .wonsovereignty: whetheJ;' they
want to join with an older sovereign State: cwhether
they want to form a unit with other neWly soveretgn
States in order to attain greater political and economic viability; or whether they wish to see if they
can succeed on their own. In this context, it may not
be irrelevant. to remind Members that the Eastern
and Western portions of Pakistan are more than a
thousand miles apart, and that Alaska and Hawaii are
both several thousand miles away from the main body
of the United.States. So distance cannot be considered
as any }dnd of a barrier to forming political uriits.

112. However,it may be that, for a' while at least,
some of the newly independent territories will prefer
to remain entirely sovereign, despite the difficulties
entailed. In"which case] '1 would urge. that older and
more experienced nations, who have tfiemEH31vl:lsOnly
just begun to recognize the need to form larger poltticalunits, should view this understandable WiSh of
small, recently dependent peoples "with tolerance.
Personally; I 'am of the opinion that, many of th~se
,small peoples will in fact qUickly come to arel!lization of the necessity for joining largerpolitica1 units-«
more quickly than some of us think likely nOW. One
has only to consider the strong currentor Pan.Africanismevident among the newly independent nations
of Africa, to take an optimistic view. 1\1or(;over,lfeel ;
that most of the'dependenMerritories>wouldbe willing ,.
to take heed of any.recommendations that the Special,;
_QQmmittee may have to make in this respect.
-
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113. Let me now brIefly indicate some of the prac .

. ttcal aspects of the new role myd~legatlonjs~~viEl ,
•aging Jor the United:N1Iti6ns with regard -to deG<ilor.i...;,
zation •..In essence, We aretSuggesting thattlle .Special,'
Committee be ,requested and authorized to "make:
recqmmendations on two additional matters :,onthe!
. form
of independenc~·
that would "
seem
most appro-'
o
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printe fora g~ven territory. along the 11nl'1s just de~ited Nl.\ttons Charter itself and must be regarded as \. '
eorthed., and on the advisability pf the United Nations
t\menc:Ung Chapters XI and XII in spirit and intent. In..
itself playing an aetfve part in the administration of a
ternational aooountability. withrespeot to oolonial"
given territory for n oertain period of time. To oarryterritories and peoples. enshrined in the Charter.
out this new tRsk. we think the Speoial Committee will
wnQ endorsed by the adoption of resolution 1514 (X'\t).
~. c
ll,robably require a preparatory report oomp!led by
but,!the aim of the reBolutio~lwa's to bring to an immeexperts of the Seoretariat whioh.would a~alyse the
dlate end this aooountability by the immediate grant (,_
various possibUities in the territories concerned, This
of independenoe to all terl'1tories whioh are not yet '. ~1
preparatory report should also oonoern itself with the
i~ndependent. Independenoe'; aooording to the Deolara11/
question of whether. for a oertain period of time. a
tron of 1960. should be complete, total and final with- )
territory should oonsider aotually shGring ita soveout any conditions.
reigl1ty With the United Nations. or whether the United
118. The Government of Ghana has always tnststed ) \
Nationssho'Jld mere~' assist in the ~dminiBtration of
that oolontaltam is an evil which mustnotbe tolerated' .
a terri~ory until it has reached a final stage o~ seoure
by mankind. It is an evil whioh leads to confti.ot~!b,e. .
politioal and eoonomio viability. either on its own or
tween nations and has even led to a global war~j'Tij~Nelse I~y joining·with a larger politioal unit.
fore, in the view of the delegation of Ghana, the'p"~b- ':
,'jPh qnthe basis of the findings of the preparatory lem of decolontzatton oooupies the same postt' ~'!l'as . . .,
'r~port and its own deliberations, the Special oomthe problem of general and complete <d1sa~~ vunent
mittee should thus be in a position to make sound
on the agenda of this .•Orgallization. Surely t . ,:J'must
recommerl(lations for the oonsideratIon of the Assembe so when the promotion' or, peacef':\~~Q<' ,~p.!3ration
bly, which Will then .be able to deoide upon the most
between states on the basis lof equality« ~n~,' indeed
deslrable course of action for eaoh territory. Should the maintenance of international peaoe' and seQprityit be deoided, with the agreement of the territory
depends on the oomplete liberation of subjeot p'~oples
concerned, tb,at United Nations assistanoe in the job
from the shackles of colonialism a~d~impfl:iaUsm.
of administration is requi)'~d, it may well be that
c <j"
-, "-'I
the most suitable body to uri(..artake this work will be
119, That is the reason why Gh~a is disturbed by
the way resolutton 1514 (XV) is being implemented.
'0
the Speoial Committee itself.
.
Why should this Assembly oontinue to have the prop115. I started out by merely proposing that the Spelem of decolonization before it two years after the
oial Committee should accelerate its work so that it
adoption of the Declaration on the granting of Indeoould report on all the remaining territori'es to the
pendence to colonial territories and peoples? The
next session. Now it seems that I have ended by sugGovernment of Ghana cannot. condone this delay in the
gesting tnat the Committee should undertake a new
liquidation of oolontaltsm in all its aspects and mantsubjeot of inquiry and that 'the United Nations as a
festations, for Ghana cannot tolerate the arbitrary
, whole should consider undertaking a new role in order
Impoatticn on a people, without its oonsent, oh polltto hasten the progress of deeolonization, I have, I
ioal and economic system by a foreign Power, a
assure you, no personal wish to weigbour Organizasystem. designed to serve exclusively that Power's
tion down with extra tasks. Our work has grown
Interesta, The maintenance of the colonial system
steadily over the years at an ever-increasing pace,
necbc!:.:';.~il;;dmplies the subordination of th€=i1terests
and .the vast number of tasks now being entrusted to
and the development of the colonial peoples to those
the United Naticns-could bring it to breaking pointas
of the colonial Power. Our opposition to colonialism
-regards the financial aspect. Ho_wever, I feel there
in all its aspects is total, uncompromising and relentis . sufficient 'awarenessamongC.)1V1~mbers tha~ the
less. Our opposition is no less resolute when the
United Nations is our only hope for the sol~tion of
colonial Power disguises coercion as paternalism
certain important problems that smaller groups of
or tempers force with indirect control. Therefore,
,nati,ons.or individual coun!::r1es would never be able
greater vigilance and resistance is called for when
to tackle. A solution to the problem of how to dethe colonial Power resorts to neo-colontalfst tactics
colontze the remaining dependent territories is most
in order to maintain its supremacy, for that is a more
urgently needed, the colonial peoples demand it and
dangerous and insidious form of colonialism because
w()rld conditions demand it. Nor can it be denied that
it seeks to perpetuate the hegemony of the ..colonial
the field in which the United Nations h~sQbeen most
Power through the agency of an interposed 10Dal Govsuccessful so rar"is in its fight against colonfaltsm.
ernment and :reinforces its7lJosition by means ofa
But the fight is by no means-won, and, my delegation
cunning armoury of economic; military and tdeolostcal :J
'there.fore most strongly urges" that(~hisAssemblY
inducements and devices.
'" \,
·sho\.lld provide. our Organtzation with \~e opportunity
..'~ i..
.
•
, . , . ."
!:
to consolidate its sucoess at the earliest possible
120.,. It was wl:\f. theseconSi~eratlons m mi?d that my\;
\\da.te
G.overnment wh~.leheartedl.y we.lcom.ed ther lndeP. end\1
•
ence, within two years after the. adoption of the'DeclaMr. ZtJ.frul1a Khan (Pakistan) resumed the Chair.
ration, of the former Br~tish Cameroons, ,wpich is
now part .of .theF~deratlon of Cameroon, Western
116.' Mr. QUAISON-SACKEY(Ghana):.Two years' ago
Samoa, Sierra Leone'l,I-ndTanganyika. Algeri,~, whose
'this. i\ssembly, meeting at its fifteenth session, adopted
long and heroic fight for liberation .will ever be a
theepoch.,malpngDeclarationon the granting of indesource of inspiration to other: colonial territories and
pendence .to colonial oountrtes and peoples as ela-peoples, has alsoachievednationGood,so have Rwanda,
borated .in resolution 1514 (XV). It was then thatthe
'Burimdi, Jama~ca, Trinidad and Tobago and Uganda.
United Nation<s corrected the injustice done to sup".
. .
. . '.
jugatedp~oples·. and territories whose fate Was con121.1Neverthele~s, even ifal,l these happy develop~'flned!bythosewhomet lit San Francisco in 1945,
ments a7e tak,en into acoountr.ij.cannot be denied that
;,t Oh t
Xl . nd XII . fthCh t
there still exists under colonial domination a large
,,?aperl:l~n
0
e arter,
.'
numper ofterritoriesjn Which the process of decolo.:1.17. Tomyd.«=Jlegationthis>anti~colonialQ~claration
nization has not even been. initiated or where itis
'c~~a;re~; the. sllm!'lprominencean~ignificariqea§ltl1e ;sluggishly anq distressingly slow. Serious,obstacles
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obpt nue to be erected by the oolonial Powers on the
'=,. '~-=','='-~.l:.ond toward oomPl,ete l~t?e,rat,ton and Independence for
,':
all oolonial peoples.
\ D\ 122. In reoognition,pf this faot
Assembly
.,' ,(\~ deoic&d last ye~""that vigorous measures were neces, ! ' " , sary to ensure the complete and speedy lmplementa';1 ' l ition of the Deolaratton, Aooordingly, it adopted reso,~I
ijlutlon 1654 (XVI) whioh noted that the Deolaration was
)
I, not being oarrted out and that:
"••• further delay in the appltcatton of the Deolaration is a oontinuing souroe Of international confliot and dlsharmony, seriously impedes\\international co-operation, and is creating an inoreasingly
dangerous situation in many parts of the worId whioh
may(••i.reateninternational peace and seourity."
The resolution went on to establish a Speoial Committee with the following mandate:
"llilquests the Speoial Committee to examtne the
applioation of the Deolaration, to make suggestions
and recommendattons on the progress and extent of
the Implementation-of the Declaratlon, and to report
to the General Aasembly at its seventeenth sesaton."
1\

~,

cc,

,(~
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nority_of whit~ settlers who are in active oontrolof
the ldoal admintstratlon and of the eoonomio orgallization of the territory.
()

125. In order to perpetuate their supremncy, means (',
suoh as raoial disorimination, segregation, and 'the ,)
denial of fundame~~!ll oivil andpo1itiollllibert'i~s are
employed. UndeS'lyh~g the wr-ple system is a base of
exploitation-eXI,lloitation of looal mineral and agricultural resources in the interest of the colonial
powers, by means of cheap (~ndigenouslabour. Progress and advancement, even the solace of et!J,loation,
are denied to the subject people ,exoept where such
development is necessary tqprodll.ce suoh oonditions
pf stagnation as would safeguard the interests of the
colonial Powers and their henchmen, the settlers.
Finally" every }lossJble pretext is seized upon by the
colonial Powers to put off the achievement of tndependence, "while I~ney~consolidate their positions by~,
setting up militar.~ bases and tncreastng thetc military\.J
establishments Mth. a~sistance from, their allies in
the 'North Atl~lti'bETreatY Organization.
,

G .

(\0"

126. A brief review of the situa.tion'in the territori~s
which the Committ&e investigated wEl illustrate this
assessment. In Soutl1ern Rhodesia, a bogus oonstttutton
which is clearly disorimi~atory in relation to the
African majority ha,s been ,drawn uP, over the objeotro~
of ,~e African majority ~~d in callous disregard 0-\\
the speoifio request contained in General Assembly
resolunon 1747 (XVI). Repres,slve, legislation and the
banning .of nationalist apt~¥l.{(el:i,' still p1'eval1 This
Assembly h~s adopted two Wther resolutions] resolution 1755 (XVII), calling for the release of nationaltet
leaders at present in prtson or confinement; andr~~o
lution 1760 (XVII), requesting the UnitedoKingdolll to
suspend the presentconstttutlon, to convene 1100nfe1'ence for the purpose of formulating anew one, and to'
extend full.po,lit~9al,rights to all the .mhabitaiits,

123. c This then oonstitutes the,terms of refer~~oe of
the Committee of Seventeen who'se report is now be'fore the Assembly [A/5238]. The Committee deserves
"warm congratulattons for the work it has been able to
aohieve in the short time available to it. It represents
a serious indiotment of colonialism, an indiotment the
weight of which is made so much mora massive by its
painstaking objectivity and sense of responsibility.
True, there are grounds for the feeling that ther<report could have been somewhat less voluminous 'and
that its over-all oonclusions could havebeen developed
somewhat more fully, but my delegation notes with
gratification the methods of work followed by the Committee. Particularly commendable was the Commit""~-),-,
I~
tee's decision to accord priority to the Non-Self127.
No
signs,
~oweveJ:" are yet available that the
Governing Territori~s in Africa,since that continent
United Kingdom Government intends' to take the measis where the majority of colonial peoples are to be
ures
requested in these resolutions; nor is'ityet clear
found and it is there that the process of decolonization
that
the
Federation of Rhodesia and Ny9:$'aland will be
is ruthlessly and shamefully resisted by the colonial ., dismantled,
since thl;l majority of the inhabitants in
Powers. Furthermore, the Committee acted wisely,
Central
Africa
reject it. Meanwhile, the local auin the viewrof my delegation, in deciding to make on
thorftres have intensified their police and mtlitary
the spot investig~tions'6f,conditionsjn Indtvtdua; terribuild-up, with open assistance from Portugal and
tories, thus according itS~f an opportunity to acquire
South Africa ."
"-I) .,'
','
,"
first-hand experience of tb:,e aspirations ofthF'-"leoples
concerned and,thereby, at' the same time, to 'rvJ these
128. It is not top late for the UnitedKingdom toexer-cise its responsibility in Southern Rhodesia tO',bring
peoples much-needed moral encouragement in their
struggle for independence and freedom., Mydelegation
about conditions which will lead to harmonious relationslJ.J:tween t?e':!rac~s,' and to a' general ele'cti9n on
was also gratified by the fact that .the Committee took
a positive view of its responsibilities and did not rethe baSIS of universal adult suffrage. Th~ rule of the
majority in Southern Rhodesia. should'be brought
gard itself merely as" a fact-finding group. Where
about, immediately in an independent African State of
procedure is concerned, my delegation welcomes the
Southern Rhodesia.
"
Committee !sefforts to reach agreementwithout voting,
except ~here absolutely necessary.
'
129; With regard., to N'm:thernlUlodeSia, the people's
cle;1rly e:lCpresseddesirefor"independence is, still
124. The Committee's r~port constitutes .a massive
but objective indictment, againf;\t the colonial system,
being denied. Instead o{ universal s\lff~age,<there
exists'anunbelieva.blycolnplioated franchise .under
and it represents a valuable instrument Which should,
in the hands of this Assembly,'be.usedto speed up the
which only 4 pl;)r cent ofthe African,majo:rlty a:r~ ;1ble:.
to vote, as compared with4.0.per -eent.of-the European'
process of decolonizationin.theterritories covered.
minority: Although in .a oommendablejsptrtt of conOn studying the report. my delegation is not surprised
to note that, in spite of their Specific qharacteristics
ciliation the nationalist leader~consented,topC~)ticiand differences in the local manifestations of the 0010- ,p~te,.in the elections, their,aspIrations fo,~'iIJlmedia:te,"
"independence.must .not" be ignored' 'any, l()nger. ':\\1y
mal system, theseterritor.te,slrave many problems
in common, Chief among these is the subordtnatton of .delegation fully.' supports the draftresolutionreco1rhmended bi .the Special'bomIllittee[A/5238~chaptefuI,
the "interests of the indigEmous,people..to thoseofthe
colonial Power Which usually safegual'ds these inte;-para',o,205] ,and,', we llrge '•• the.• Untted. Kingdom?t6tlike
es.,ts wh\jlre:'thereare white lllinorities,through, ariii- YiIiunediate stElpstd transfer .'allpowers to the'inhaoI

•
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Hants of the territory to enable Northern Rhodesia to
,:geoome a trUly Afrloan S t a t e . "
,1~,O, Turning t9Nyasnland, I must agn'ln underline
the faot that the oontinuation or the Central Aldonn
F d ti
h b
h 1 I 1
i
t d" th
~Qera on as een ovel'W. em ng Y reJao e ~y. 0
Atrioan population. There is good news that the clalme
O(~'pl" Htl.stlngs Banda, tile leadl)l' or the MalaWi.con..
" p t
r U Id d
.r th
l' t
gross nr s, or . le n epen ence o~ e peop 0 o~
Nynsalnnd, have been favourably ccnsldered by the
Brttlsh Government. Ghann awnits with eagerness the
o
independenoe or Nytl.saland before the next session of
the General Assembly. The lessolls' of, Nynaaland
should be applied with equnf' fOl'OO to both Northern
Rhodesia and So\\}hern Rhodesia, and the im\lositlQn
of th9 se-caned Cenu'al ACrioan Fedtll'atlon should be
disoontinued.
l.,31. The problemsf~QtrjstbeHighCommisSlontt.ll·l'1tories of Busutoland, BeohunnalantlnndSwazUantlha\,e
been fUlly desoribedlnthereport of the Special Oommtttee, As {ohave "st(\to(i.. elsewhere, colonialism has
left the people of tbcs6 three tel'rHories nta relatively
low level of economic .and social development, OUt'
brotheraIn these'territories have also lived under the
oonstant fear of betilg mmexedto SouthA!l'1oa, in spite
oft1}e protestations to that Government. The pt'esent
oon13t1tutlonal arl'nngements in the territory are inadequate al1d enoourage the spre~d o!l'nola~;tilsorin'iic nation. Wfi<endorse and fully suppor~ tlle reoomm~
dati6ns .of the . SpeoialCommittee that the present
constitutional provisions should be suspended and Wit
a oonstUutional conference be convened after the holding of elections based on universal adult suifra,ge •.l'h:ls
conferenoe. \\in whtoh elected represeutattves tlf tile
:::;, pe?ple should partioipate; would fix a date w~t1lin a
ye~fQr ind~pendeno~.,
,

i

I
I

o

0

o~.

132. In ,Zanzibar there is, unfortunately, disagreement l5etween the' two major .political part~es as to
the 'form of the electoral system and the date of ne\'f
elecUcJl\~" We hav'&beeii told, h8wevef'\ that these disagreements h~ve nlU'r~w~d dOWll. It"48 our hope that
the people o,~)the territory would,fo}:~ anational front
whioh wOl,lld enable them to pr6'ceed to independence
without any f~ther d e l a y , '
" . cc
0

c

133. I shall noW turn .tokonya, where the colonialists,
through their 6ivide and rule policy, have fomented
tl'ibal discord htor'der to delayindependenoe. There,
c~e main problem also arises from the existenoe of a
O;v~ite minority settler group who hb-ve arrogated to
the,mselves all the fertile agricultural lands, and
therefore ho~d the key to the econo:rr·.~.of~enyii.. T_he'
Administering Autht?rity has ~,g'J.f:Jn.l'~t K~nya, ooulci
proceed to independence tomorrow if there should be
complete unanimity among the .politiQll.~op~rtlc~~ ill the
ter6tory. We in Ghana do not undetJ:itl't,:.~·such an
,&1rgument. Let ther~, be general electipnr.>'L'l'\ the ,basis
of univ,~~~,at adult<swfrage....:th~,A~sf,'lm~'W, will be surpriaed!~}5J\V,wbat~uld happen. 'We.hope that general
:) elect~9ns,c"!mi s90n b~! held in tile territory so that the
people. under the If/adership of that great Afri(Jan
'freed~m-fighter, Johl~r Kenyatta, will. emerge to full
indepenaence without furifner delay.
"

o

~:~~r~~~~~~~t~~~~~~~~e·0;:;~~~~~~~\1r:~t~i:St~:
c6nflic;:t in Angola will
be debated here in plenary
'~bon

e

,j

session, I reserve othe right of my gt:11egation to comm~nt in detaifon ,these matteC:)latet:. But"my delf;lgaticn ,cannot be insensitive to the faot that.the PortUgUese'~Govl:lrnment')1'8 obstinately obstructing the
"\,
.,'
"
,
__ P.
,

i/

ImplemcmtnUqn or the provisions of, tM Cl)i\rtor ,~nt(, .
also UlO DQolaratloo. In Aogolnabrutnl war stUl rages '
between' the Afrlonn nation~llsts-oall them rebels U
youwUl-and the F~rtugueso authorities. 'rhls sense..
less war should oef\se,';aI1d we oaU on\.:po}.~tugal to
respond to appeals f~
.. m evel'y pnrt'o. r· t1~eqvorld to
'
deslstcirom ol.U'rylll~ on U\I~ wal' In Angola. Even
Portugnl, with nll its st\1bbornness, oannot withstnnd
the burl'lon.ne or ohnOti.e thtl.t ls swe6pln u7throughout
0
0
Afrloa, and it wlll b,e well advised to take 'Immediate
steps to bnnd over power to the people of Angola nftel'
a general electlou bused on tl.l~ pr1nuiple of "one man,
one '\lote".
135. Surel~" the time has come when both Portugal
nnd Spatn should abandon l.\ny enolaves they oontrolin
Afden. If these two States look forward to fruitful 00cperattcn between them and Africa, this is the time
they should abandon all anaohrcntstlo ideas that they
hold' about Afrioa. cAn inde!?,endent Angol~, aQ Independent Mozambique, an independent Cabindn, Portuguese Guinea and Cape Verde in 'E!sooiation with
adjaoent independent Mrionn States, would only redqurtd to the glory of all conoemed,
'
136. It onl)r remains for me to deal with Britisu
Guiana, whcse Independence is being delayed because
of int~rnalp~llt1onl dtsagreements; We deeply regret

that tJ\e recent ocnstttntlona! oonferenoe of British
Gulana shoilld have broken down. We have been informed that the Prime Miniclterof British Guiana
Mr. Chedd! Jagan, is wililng to make ooncesetone.tc
the opposition parties and that in any event all the
parties now:;~eera to agree on the holding of elections
before independence. At this date, therefore, the idea
would seem to. oommend itself of a group of five or
stx.personalfjtes from the Commonwealth to use its
good offices With a view to resolving the deadlock oI,l
the points of differenoe. Meanwhile, my delegatton
e~dorses the draft resolution proposed by the SpecHll
.Committee as a starting point for further aotl.9n.
13~. From an exan';Jnation of the reportin its broader
a,speots, there wouid appear to.. be two principal categories of attitudes or, the part of the colonial Powers
militating against the efforts of. this Organization to
secure the full and speedy implementation of the
0Declaratiol1,.
.

138. On the one hand, there is the attitude of a group
of colonial Powers, headed, unfortunately, by ,the
United Kingdo~, which rely on the pretextofpolitiQal,
educational and eoonomic unpreparedness toJdelay
thE: granting of independence to, territories under their
administration.$uch pretexts; of course, are indefensible in )~eterms of the Decl~ation itself, wl1ich
states thr.t: "Inadequacy of political, economio, social'
or .educational prepai,'edness should never l3erve as a
pret~'~t fql;' delaying illdependence." Nor can such an
arguml;lnt. be defended on grounds of equity,or morality,
for the Rlil.rtie"s which,assumingthecapacityofumpire,
usually invoke ti.npreparednes~af3" anexcuse for delaying i:ndepe~~ence ,',\1'e those ,that stand to gainfF(jI~nhe
continuance of the status quo. In 9.tly case ,since colo~
nial rule' invariably has left behind a legacy of .high
illiteracy;."poverty"and disease., which are tackled with
determination only alter iQdepEm:dence-as in the oase
of Ghana....;;,the"argument is completely untenable. At
the sam~' time,"ashas beenrepeat~dlypointeclout,this
group pf ,colonial G~owers is. usually in league Iwithan
, inc"l'l3asingly pQwerful financial and industrial ~,omprex
','witll> ii1terloc~ing .diJ.'ectcra~el3". such:as that cent:ring
.
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round El\=:~ " 1eiltral and Southern Mrioa.whose in..
terests theYf:ierve.
139. On the ott,r hand, there is the (\ttitude of the
other; gJ.'oup of cotonta; Powel's, inoluding Por,tugal,
Spain nncl SOUUl Afl'lon. whtoh parude under the legal
!lotion that the terl'!tories under their administration
are Integral&' parta of the metropolittm area. 'l'hese
powers. espeol~l1y po~·tugnl. have used mllltary might
the
and foroe to supl'ess thenntlonal aspll'ations
peoples of th.eir terl'itoJ.'i~.s. In the commission of
hideous massacres and atrcctttea against the people
of Angola. POJ.'tugal is closely linked with. and has
received, dlreot ' and indireot assistance from her
alllea in NATO. fOl' it is absllrd to think that Portugal.
one of the poorest oourtries in ~urope, oould support
a large and well..equlpped military establishment in
its terrttcrles without the acttve aid she has. been
reoeiving frd'm the North Atlantic Treaty Organi~~tion.

of

1

140. Tl,le .praottoat questton is:" wpat oan this Assembly do. within the framework of tha general oonsideration of the Speoial Oommlttee.'s report, to speed
up the total eradioation of theme forms of colonialiSm
and to secure the full and immediate Implemsntatton
at the Declaration? This Assembly should call on tile
colonial Powers to Implement immediately and fUlly
all the provisions of the Declaration contained in G~n
eral Assembly resolution 1514' (XV), provisions which
are oategortcally imperative. As far 'as Ghana is conoemed, after 31 December 1962, all oolonial Powers
whioh have' not granted Independence to non-independent countries in Africa will be regarded as aggres..
SOl'S who are disturbing the peaceet-the world. After
that date colonial Powers in Afrioa will be regarded
by Ghana as transgressors of the UnitedNations Charter whioh are defyi~g the conscience of the world.
141. Of course, we support the view, which is in line
with the general conclusions to be drawn from the
Special Committee IS report, that the General Assembly should urge a cessation of the denial to colonial
peoples of their oiviland politioal freedoms, the
establishment of universal suffrage wlthoutdiscrfmination,'followed by elections on that basis with a view
to the immediate granting of Independence, The General Assembly should also call, not merely for the
removal or cessation of repressive measures, butalso for the removal of all foreign military bases
from the colonial territories, and should request all
States to discontinue the giving of such assistance as
could be used by the colonial Power to perpetuate its
domination.
',142. Let me say thattheworldlooksup~nourOrganization as the bastion of hope for the subjugated'and
the ci.own-trodden,andpermitme to echo here the
words of Osegyefo Kwame Nkrumah, President of
th~ Republic of Ghana, to the General Assembly on,
23Septemb~r 1960:
c.

\\

"I lookjupon the Unlted-Natlons as the only Organization thet holds out any h9pe for the future of man..
kind. Cast your .eyes across Afri'oa: ifue colontaltats
and imperialists are still there. In this twentieth
century of~nlrghtenm{'nt,s()me nations still extol
the vain glories of colonialism and imperialism. As
long as a@ingle foot of Afrioan soil remains under
foreign,domination, the world 'will knownopeace.
The, United Nations must therefOre fa<;:e its<respohsibilities, and ask thOse' who wow,;l burytheir,hElads
like the proverbialostrichin their imperialist sands,
to pull their heads out and look at the blazing'African'
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sun now' travelling acrosa the skyof·Afl'1ca's re..
demption. The United Nations "must oallupon all
nattona that have oolonies InAfrioa to gral1tcomplete
independenoe to the,?tel'ritoJ.'ies. still under their
ccntzol, In my view"possesslon of cciontes is now
quite inoompatible with membership in the United
Nattons;" [869th meeting. para, 5.] ,
143.,Xn concluaton, 1 wish to make a few remarks on
the future wO~k of the Speoial Committee and on the
need for,oo-ordinntion of United Nattons aotivitie~ in
colonial matters, having regard to the e:?'istence in,'
this field of some four Committees with overlapping
terms of reference, Mydelegation endqrses the seoretarY~Gene,r.al's suggestlon [flee A/5201/Add.1] that all
the \\'Qrk i: \ this field should b~ c,pllcentrated in the
Speci~· Committee. whose report'';,ve are nowconsidering.,"Suoh aC) step obviously would avold'duplleatton of
discussion, lead to sa,vings in personnel and finallcial
resouroes and to greater functional efficiency• \) "
141;. As regards 'the Trusteeship COuncil. my dele-,
gal.lon appreciates, of course, that its disappearance
would depend upon an amendment of the Chart~r. We..,
believe that if this Orgahizg.tion itself applies. as we
urge it ,to do. to the Trust Territortis over which it
has a direot supervisory function the same principles
as it has laid down in the Declaration with regard to
colonial territories. then the problem of the COutlciP13
continued existence would automatioallyfall away. As
soon as all Trust Territories become independent.
the Trusteeship Counoil, Whi~p is self-liquidating,
"
would cease to exist.
145. Where the Committee on Information from NonSelf-Governing T~rritories is concemed, my delegation shares the view that the scope Qfits responsibilities has been reduced by the emergenoe as independent
States of many of the territories with which it used too
be concerneds.as well as by the creation'of the Speoial
Committee on decolonization, Fqp these reasons, my
delegation cannot oppose Itadisappearance, although
we expect that the studies and documentation hitherto
prepared by the Seol:'etariat for Us use will continue
to be made available to the Sp~cial Committee.
146. in this connexion, I must associate myself with
the ~tril:'utes to the Seoretariat staff who have been
servihing the Committee .on Information from NonSelf-Governing Territories; for all these years, and,
in particular, I wish to plaoe on record my appreciation of the work of Mr. Arnold Kunat, with whom 1 had
the pleasure of working when! was Chairman of .that
Committee.in 1960.
"

, -'

'~"

iJ

14(; The Speoial Cqmmittee on Portuguese Territories and the Speoial Committee on SouthWestAfrioa.
on the bth~r hand, have terms of reference ,1,y,hichfor
the. most part have been superseded by those of the
Special Committee on deoolonization. In, the"oase of
the latter, this development has been.aecorded recognition" in' the resolution adopted by the Fourth Committee on 19 November 1962,whioh will no doubt be
approved by-the Assembly. by which the SpeoialCoin-"
mittee on deoolo~ization would tak~'over its tasks.
The continued, eij{istenoe ofi) these two Committees,
therefore, in our view, woulQbe l!rmeoe13s;:try:
"
:,
148. The Bub-Cor-untttee-cn Angola is in a :somewhat
d~fferer;l position: stnce it has tMdUf!l fUIlCtidh of
reportin~, on the onehand,to theSe,ourity Counoil on,
the ,situatIon in Angola.as'a:'potentlal.threat.tointer..,"
national. peaoEl and security•• and. on theotherhand,to
the QeneralAssexnbly ,regarding'politiolll dev~lop:,-,
-, , " 0 ' , ' , " _ , ' , - , "
-

"
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menta, The latterfunotion should, in the opinion of
my delegation, be taken,over by the ,Speoial Colllmittee
on deoolonization and the former, as suggested by the
representative of Iraq, should be left Intact,
149. " These additional ;!"esponsibillties, oo~pled with
the ali'eady ~nQrmous and urgent tasks confrollting
the Speoial Committee on decolonlzatlon, will necessttate a strengiliening of its membership, and we support
the suggestion of the representative of Guinea that its
membership should be acoordingly Increased, without,
of course" upsetttng the present politioal balance of
its composttton, This would enable it to set up suboommtttees .whioh'" could simultaneously ~eal with
different co~ntries and specific questions without slowing down the work of the whole.
150. The suggestions which I have made in regard to
the Committee's work do not in anyway imply Ghana's
acquiescence to the continued existence of colonial
territories in Afrioa.and elsewhere. Our view is that
the Special Committee is an ~ pommittee; i~.
fact, it should be liquidated as soon as possible. I't
should be concern.ed with the modalities of the handing
over of.' power to all territories which are not yet'
independent. Ther~ has Qeen much concern expressed
here over the crowded agenda of the United Nations.
We in Ghana have no doubt that the only way to curtail
our agenda items is for the colonial Powers to take
immediate steps to hand over power andindependence
to ~e colonial territories. In this way the United Nations can save time and money, and will be able to
tackle the urgent problems of man's existence on this
earth.
151. The PRES~DENT: I recognize the representative
of the Soviet Union for the exercise of his right of
reply.
152. Mr. GR,l!:.N (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
(translated from Russian): Although I am loath to take
up the Assembly's very valuable time, certain representatives of COlonial Power compel me to answer
their slanderous attacks upon my country,
il

153. Faced with the broadened front of the struggle
against colonialism, the colonial Powers have been
forced to resort to more cunning tricks in order to
put public opinion to sleep, deceive the peoples, and
cling to their colonies as long as possible. They shrink
from no .means, but use every weapon, including the
slandering of those who have shown themselves to be
consistent and resolute fighters against colonialism.
representatives of the United Kingdom, the
United States, Canada, and Australia have decided to
busy themselv~s With my country's history, whiqh,of
course, they are falsifying and interpreting in th~~r
own way.
154~.The

155.,:!,he true .history .of the Soviet Union; however,
has nothing in common with the garbled and standeroua
version which Sir Patrtek Dean has been at such pains
to put forward.
156.. Allow me to present some facts concerning ilie
ll.istory of my country . As everyOne knows, so soon as,
the Great October Soci~Ji$t Revolution had triumphe~
in my country the Wesier~ Powers intervened for the
purpose of throttling:the young Soviet Republic. Those
who took . . part'in tha,t fntervention.Inoluded the United
Kingdom•• theUnlted StatesJ\ndseveralothercountries
:,/'whoserepresentativestodaysland~rour social and
(!,'. 'politiGalsystemando~people.
.

I.

•

157. At UUl,ttlme,theyoonoealedallthiswit~re60unding phrases about saving and freeing the Russianpeople
and the other peoples of the Soviet Union.The real (l,ims
behind thetl' interventlon are well known; nevertheless,
venture to reoall ~lat ntreaty on the partitionwe
ing of the Soviet territol'ies was signed between Britnlll
and Fl'aMe, at an Allied ccnrerence in, Paris, on
23 Deoember 1917. The third paragl'aph Q~ the treaty,
whioh was signed by the Frenoh Prime Minister
Olemenceau and the British War Minister, Lord
Milner, stated that ,the z()nes of influenoe assigned tc)
each Government would be as follows: British zone...
the Oossak regions, the cauoasua, Armenia, Georgia,
and Kurdistan; Fl'ench zone-Bessarabla, the Ukraine,
and the Crimea.
11$8.) There, we see, is where th~ .iog lies buried.
Britain sent trcops into the North ~md the Oaspian
area, thl;\ United States into the Far Eastern seotion
of Russia, and France into the Blaok Sea area--not,
of course, in order to liberate the peoples, but in
order to throttle the young Soviet republica whioh,
after a bitter struggle, had won true freedom for tile
first time; in order to establtsh their rule over those
territories.
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159. The representative of the Ukraine has already
told you [117'7th meeting] how the British interventionists shot down the first peoples' Government of
Azerhaidzhan, in order to keep Azerbaidzhan's rtoh
oilfields for themselves; but this is far from being
an isolated example, and the peoples of the Soviet
Union know and well remember the many bestial
atrocities committed on our soil, against our people,
by the foreign interventionists.
160. But the dreams of the interventionists were not
to come true. All the peoples offormer Tsarist Russia,
from th,e smallest to the greatest, sprang with arms
in their hands to the defence of their achievements.
To tell the truth, the UnitedStates, Britain and France
actually contributed to the unity of the Soviet Union
by their intervention, as the peoples of the Soviet Union
came to realize the danger presented by these so-called
"champions of other peoples' self-determination and
liberation". The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
was set up in place of former Tsarist Russia, with the
freely-given approval of all the Soviet Republics. In
view of the treaty paragraph which I have quoted. it
would hardly seem to be by chance that the United
Kingdom representative suddenly became concerned
about the self-determination of the very So'\[iet Republics which had been assigned to the British zone
of Influence! But his agitation was pointless.
161. In his statement [1175th meeting], Sir Patrick
Dean said that the Soviet representative bore the title.
of Foreign Minister of Estonia. I can inform him. that
not only do I bear that title but that I am in Jact the
Foreign Minister of the Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic and that I represent the inte..;t'ests of its people.
In the present instanoe, however, I represent first and
foremost the interests .of all the peoples of the great
Soviet union.
."
162. As for the assertion that ~l ought to know the
history of my own,country, I may say categorioally
that I do know it and I will ask you, in this oonnexlon,
to allow me to present some typical facts drawn
fromIf
,.,
.
",~

-

163. The whole world must. know that the hard-working E.stonian people took an active part in the Great
October Revolution at the side of. the workers and
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peasants of Russin. 'l'wo days after the overthrow of
'the P,~ovlsional Government In Pettograd.' SOviet
power was estnbllshednt Tallinn. True. the young
Estonian Soviet Republio was hard put to it to defend
ita indepen~(moe nl{,~inst the entire oamp of worl~
imperialism. Let us simply reoall Umt wlUl the nia
first of Gel'man troops and lllter of British warships
and meroennriesfrom other Weste'rn oountrlea, the
young ,Estollinn Soviet Republio was ~'owned in blood.
Sir Patr\ok Denn mentioned in his statement that the
"bourgeois" EstonIan Republio. which was the creatton
of the imperialists (this last olarifioation is mine).
was independent and was even a member of the League
of Nations. Yes,. it was indeed a member of the League
of Nations; but the sort of Independence it enjoyed is
best. known to the Estonian Deople itself. This young
republio was :.-apidly entangled, by the Western Powers,
in debt. Estonia's debt to the United States alone, in
respect of some bloodstained. greatooats left ove,r
from the First World War and sold to the Estonian
"bourgeoisie" by the '(joited States during the oivil
war, together with some dehy~atedpotato, amounted
in 1932, tnclustve of interest, to over $33 million,
whioh Estonia was to repay until 1964.
164, And who oontrolled the main natural wealth of
the Estonian people, that is, shald? The answer ought
to be well known to the British and other Western
diplomats who are so fond of history, The result of
Estonin's se-called independence was that it had the
lowest standard of living of My nation in Europe, not
to speak of suoh evils as permanent unemployment,
the pauoity of secondary schocls, and so on. In 1940,
when the pro-faoist Estonian Government stood alone
and could no longer count on help from its imperialist
patrons, the workers of Estonia drove it out and re:;
placed it with the Soviet power, which opened up
for them vast prospects of economic and cultural
development.

.this, U they take an interest in the fate of the aboriginalinhabitants of their oountries.

167. On Ulis subjeot let me makelt nlenr onoe more
that the SOviet peoples, inoluding thQ Estonian pe9ple,
do not need any self-appointed advoontes suoh as Ule
delegates of certntn Western oountries who have
spoken here Gndenvour to oonstitute themselves. We
would aay to Ulese genUemen: UlEl faots of histQry al'e
against you. Indeed, history should olearly ins~uot
you that, if it has proved impossible to make the
dreams of the imperialists oome true by armed intervention, there is absolutely no help to be derived fl'om
the malioious and slanderous attacks to whloh, 1n thta
Assembly, the representt\tives of the colonial Powers
resort.
168. Why do they do this? They do it in order to dlstraot the attention of the General Assembly from the
main questions under. disoussion at the present session. The report of the Speoial Committee [A/5238],
which we are now disoussing and considering,l'eVenls
the re.al position and polioy of the United King90m and
the other oolonial Powers. I emphasize that this material is supplied by the Soviet delegatton: it Is contained in the report.
169. I would like to quote another example. In chapter 11, paragraph 49, of the report it is stated that:
11 ••• the situation in SollUlern Rhodesia WaS explosive ~n the highest degree and the responsibility
fol' it rested with the United Kingdom. For seventyfive years, the Afrioans, who were the rightful
owners of the land, had been appealing to the Briti~h
Government to transfer its powers to them peaoefully. l'he only reply the U,nited Kingdom had made
to those appeals had been armed repression and in
1961 it had' finally imposed a Oonstttutlon. making
Southern Rhodesia a white-settler 'State similar to
the one which had existed in South~.frioasinoe 191'011 •

165. I will give just a few examples of the situation
in Estonia today. In this year 6f 1962, almost 90 per, Again in chapter V, paragraph 9l)1/the report says:
oent of the ohildren who oompleted seven years in pri"Their presenoe [i,e., the presence of the British]
mary sohool are continuing their studies in secondary
in Basutoland was merely a means of entreno1}ing
school, In no oapitalist oountry is there so high a perthemselves politloQ11y and eoonomlcally, They were
oentage of students as in ~e Estonian SSR. That Res!-;lbjeoting the Basotho to repressive measures,
public has the highest per caput produotion of electrio
using tear gas against them and torturing politloal
power in the world. Its per caput production of milk
prisoners"•
and butter is higher than in the majority of capitalist
170, It can hardly be by chance that in aU the resocountries, including the United States. These facts
lutions recommended to the General As'sttmbly by the
vividly illustrate the succeasea that oan be achieved
even by so small a oountry; as Estonia, in a frat- . Committee, and in resolutions already adopted by the
General Assembly, l'egret is expressedthatthe UI\ited
ernal family of nations set on the road of sccialtat
Kingdomhas so far failed I~Q take any steps to transfei'"
devel;~r'ment,
aU powers to the peoples'of Northern and 'Southern
166. It may be added, moreoyer, that the right, to
lthodesia,,,Beohuanaland, Basutoland and Swaztland, as,
l~equest~d in General Assembly resolutton 1514: (XV). '
independent soveretgntywas not the onlybenefitwboh
the Revolution of 1917 brought to the peoples of Russia.
171. I have mereJy quoted short extracts from the
With the fraternal help of the Russian lleople,,,wany
report
of the.Committee of Seventeenjbut in the light
small nations and peoples have been able, in two or
these
undeniable facta, what becomes of the United
of
three decades, to attaln to development which in other
Kingdom representative's fine wordsabout democracy.
otrcumstances they would have taken centuries to
'
humanity ,andso forth?
reach. In former Tsarist Russia there were peoples
:1.
.
_
,"
that had never achieved a settled 'way of life, while
172. The present discussion of the report of the Comothers were steadily dying out. The S6\riet Union ls
mittee of Seventeen t~es place in' a unique forum in "
the only countr)(lin the :world which has saved many
whioh approval is given to the work})f those Who have
'i nationalities from extinction. It is also a well-known
made a constructive contribution to the .adtSptionof
,fact that after the October Revolution more than forty
the sUbject of twelve
the '1-esolutions submitted
nationalities in the oountry attained to literacy and
colonial Territorias, while those Who have opposed
were able to create, their national literatures , music
the adoption of these recommendations are censured.
J, and art. The Australian, New Zealand, Oanadtan and
By th~il' attitUde in the. Committee of Seventeen, tl1e
',TJllited Sta.tes representatives might well remember
colonial" Powers have plaoed themselve,sin the latter"
'
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oategory." This obje9tlve evaluation is that of all who
, really favour the elimination of cotontnltsm, and the,
same oonolusion would be reaohed by any qbJeotlve
observer who had followed the dlacuseton oHhe Speoial
qommittee's l,'epol't.
.
173. Yet in spite of this the oolonial Powel,'s nncl.thelr
flying in the fnee of faots, try to denigrate the
part played by the Soviet delegation in the W01,'k of
the Committee of Seventeen. At the same Jime, they
drop hints about ~e desirability of l,'eorgmU:dng the
work of thl\t Committee, with a view to its being converted, fl'om a praotioal organ of the United ·Nations
for the Implementation'of the Deol~nUon on the g1,'anting of independenoe to oolontat countrdes.. and peoples,
into a kind of talking-shop in whtoh the burning question of the dependent peoples' liberation would be submerged by a flood of hypoorltloal epeeches from
oolonizers
and their nooompltces.
I:

fri~nd~,

174. This was preoisely the line taken by the rep~e
aentattves of the United States, the United Kingdom
and some of theIr allies at the begInningof the Speoial
Commltte~'s work. They spoke against the adoption
by the Committee of any definite deoisions, and againat
the puttlng of the resolutions to the vote; and they
opposed the hearIng of the pettnoners, who of course,
provided the basic material for the Committee.'s work,
Finally, they opposed the0ommIttee's visit to Africa,
and it goes without sayIng that they did not do that
because of any special anxiety about the Organization's
finances.
175. Fortunately, howeven; they did not manage to
divert the Comm\ttee of Seventeen from its proper
path, and our delegation is once more gratified to note
that a definite contribution towards keeping the Committee on the right lines was made by the Soviet delegation, which thereby earned itself some malicious
attacks from the colonial Powers.
176. They try to criticize us on thE? grounds 'that we
allegedly failed to display much desire to co-operate
in the Committee and that we insisted on putting resolutions to the vote and opposed the taking of agreed
decisions. We are always ready to discuss aU·questtons patiently, provided that our partners in the discussions really are sincerely interested ill deciding
those questions in accordance with the will of the
majority, But when it becomes obvious that our partners are trying to distract . the Committee from its
work and to put off indefinitely the taking of any decisions on lJrgent problems, then of course it is time
to br ing ~hto action the most democratic method of
deciding .questions: voting upon them, so as to deter.mtne the will of the majority.

11-'1. That was how the Committee of Seventeen did
in fact work, and it is not our fault. if the Western
members of' the Committee placed themselves in
opposition .to the will of the majority of its members.
This was the acid test of their Sincerity and oonsctentlousness in the matter of implementing the Declaration On the granting of independence to colonialcountries and peoples, which reflects the will of all
".' mankind.

anything whioh was not In keepIng wIth the tasks tmposed ot1lthe Committee by General Assembly r6SO"
lutlon 1654 (XVI).

dom representa.tive and of some who hold his. ideas,
_, it might be thought that the biggest fly in the ointment
was tpe position adopted in the Committee of seventeElll by ,.thedelegation.of the Soviet Union. But the
Sovietde~egation always took the view of the majority
oLthe COqlmittee's"mempers, and never proposed

185

179. We have no vested interests in Afrioa. We aee
defending n prInoIple whioh is supported by all Ule
oountrIes of Afrioa and Asia-the prinoIple of
the speer;Uest possible elimInation of cctcntattem,
The statementa of the Western oountdes, however,
are designed to distraot attention from the main.~ the
vItal questlon; nncl we rejeot these statements as
unworth)'.
180. The Soviet Union opposes and always will oppose
c~lonl!\lism, because ,th"t system is fundnmentallyout
of keeping with our socta; str~~oture, our way of Ufe,
and our view of the world.
161. Mr. COULIBALY (Mali) (tl,'anslated from
Frenoh):, .Sinoe I am a member of the speoIal Committee on deoolonizll.tion, I do not Intend to make a
long statement at this stage of the general debate on
the l'eport whioh has been submitted to the Assembly
[A/5238]. During the deliberations of the Committee
of Seventeen my delegation reaffirmed in unambiguous
terms the posltlon of the Government of the Republio
of Mali wlth regard to the problem of bringing oolo..
maltsm to a speedy end. Its posttlon is and remains
that of a people linked by bonds of fraternity to other
peoples whioh are suffering morally and physioally
from the humiliations and tyranny of foreign rule. I
say humill attons because the domination of weak people
by a stronger one is a clear violation of human dignity.
182. This violation of dignity-itself one of the most
reprehensible of acts-is frequently accompanied by a .
veritable tyranny and an indescribable barbarity, as
is the case in the territories subject to the intolerable
rule of Portugal and South Africa.
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183. At his late 'stage in the efforts of the United Na-

tions to bring colonialism to an end, I shall not recall
all the atrocities committed by the colonial Powers,
partioularly by Portugal in Angola, Mozambique and
so-called Portuguese Guinea, ot' by the racist Governmentd)f South Africa in South West Africa and, in
South Africa itself, against the Bantu, Nor shall I deal
with the brutal repression of the nationalist liberation
movement in Kenya. a repression whose sole objective
was to kill the national consciousness of the African
people of Kenya in order that the white settlers might
be left undisturbed to exploit the land they had stolen
from the in~,igenous inhabitants. I shall not dwell On
the dangerous situation created in Southern Rhodesia,
where the Administering Power claims to have granted
autonomy although a racial minority composed of white
settlers is ruling despotically over nearly 3 million
Africans. Nor shall I repeat here the extensive evi-'
denoe bryught(io us by petitioners concerning thesttuation in Zlinzibar, in Northern Rhodesia, in Beohuana-.
land, in Basutoland and in Swaziland. I, shall not
mention either the many African nationalists whg have
been tortured and are still imprisoned for carrying
on, t~ough withotlt violence, the strUggle for the independence of their Iather land and for respect for their
dignity' as men.
n
o

178. Judging from the. statements of the United King-

lng
{l'C

184. In. prefacing my remarks with a reterence to
these facts, it was not my intention to frame an Indictment of colonialism. My delegation considers that the"
stage of denunotation of colomaltsmhaa already been
passed, for the Assembly has repeatedly condemned
that. sh~meful'practice, particularly at i~ fifteenth
session. when it;!ldopted the Declaration on thegrant~<; "
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ing of independenoo to oolonlal ccuntrles and peOple$\' penden(\'), how is 'it possible to obtalnan ObjGOU:;,1
{l'esolutlon 1514 (XV»).
"
piClture of the situatlon in a tcrl'itol'y without hearing
185..1 have b1.'lefly reoalled these faots in order that
the representatives .,of the indigenous inhabitants, in
the oolonlal Powers and the Governments whloh sup~order to learn their aspirations, their concemaand
port them may objeotlvely appr90late the degree of
the"dUCloultles whloh they faoe? Although it may be
restraint and moderatlon ehown by the delegations
useful to hear the administering Powers, I believe it
whtch have experlenoed the oolonlal sYfltem and which
is essential to hear those whom we seek to help to
aohleve Independence, Failure to do so would be
are linked by ties of many kinds to oUter peoples stlll
anaohronlstio and inoonslstent with the Coxnmittee's
under colonial rule. Notwithstanding our Indlgnntlon
terms of referenoe.
"
and our feeling of moral/revulsion at the obstinaoy
"
with whloh certain colontn; Powers maintain their
l~O. The Speoial Committee has also been oritiolzed
for having visited Afrloa. Three Afrioan Governdomination over other terrttorres and other peoples,
we have subdued our own feelings In our effort to
ments-those of Morocoo, Eth!opln and Tanganylkaseek; In a spirit of mutual understanding, the most
sought to make a praiseworthy oontribution to the
pl'aotioal ways and means of Implementing the neotaeffol'ts of the United Nations to. end colontaltsm and
Invited the Committee to meet In their respeotive
ration on the grttnting of independenoe to oolonlal
oountries and peoples,
~
capttals, We think that the Committee, since it was
.
f
dealing with territories altuated in Afrloa, did right
186. It Is this realtstto attJ,tude nnd<this desire for
in aooeptlng those invitations ard wri' commend the
Seoretarlat for having faOllit~:A'd the Committee's
cc-operatton whtoh ~Ided mosl'o( tbe members of
the Speoial Committee. At this point I must pay a
missio~ to Afrioa. Moreoverr, 'Imparti~l delegations
well- ieserved tribute to the great experienoe and
were able to gain some ideq~/of the WOl'k ~one by the
conoilatory approach shown during the work of the
Committee in Afrloa. The Afrioan peoples still undcrc
Committee of Seventeen by Mr. Jha, the Chairman
oolonlal rule, Who were able to make contact with the
of the Committee, and by Mr. RUai, its Rapporteur.
Committee In Africa, also had
opportunity to learn
In spite of the differences ()f optnton whtohhave someof the Importance attaohed by the United Nations to
times arisen, I also take pleasure in oommendlng all
the liquidation of the scourge of colontaltsm,
the 'members of the Committee for their spirit of (10operation, an attitude whioh Inoted partioularly during
191. Followlng these br.iefremarks,lwlshtoconfirm
the visit to Afrioa, dUring whioh I had the honour of
that my delegation approves all the deoislons taken
presiding over the Committee's work.
by the Special Committee anti endorses the working
methods and p,focedures which"it adopted.
187. Some delegations have voiced reservations regard.ing the Special Oommltteets methods of. work.
192. It is true that the SpeoiaNdommittee was unable
Referenoe has been made to the fact that the "oonto consider the situation in all tJleterritories referred
sensus" method has not always been applied, I do not
to in the Declaratlon on independence. That was due
to the short time at its dlsposaJ. and to the consotenthink that this is a valid complaint. We have always
felt that unanimity was desirable in the various organs
tlous manner
whioh it desired to perform its task.
and committees of the United Nations, in view of the
It would obviously have been 'possible for the Oomfaot that membership in the Organization is voluntary.
mlttee to devote only one 9,1' two meetings to ea9h
We do not regarddt is reasonable. however, that the
territory and to adopt a draft resolution calltng for
search for unanimity should lead to confusion,or to
aooession to Independence. Such a working method
the suppression or renunciation of what is fair and
would have' amounted to demagogy and would have
objective.
' misled the General Assembly. The Committee sought
to avoid such an irresponsible approach by seeking
188. The search for unanimity should not enable the
solutions which would be acceptable to the Adminisminority to impose its views on the majority. The
tering .Powers and which.would also meet. the aspiraSpecial Committee resorted to a vote only after having
tions of the oppressed peoples. It was this concern
exhausted all posibilities of compromise and conciliafor objectivIty that led the Committee to send a
tion, The votes which were taken in such cases, to
Sub-Committee io LOndon to discuss th~i. quesenable the,,Committee to proceed with its work and
tion ofBoutbern Rhodesia with the United Kingdom
carry out 'its terms of reference, must not be interGovernment.
.
,>'
.r"i
preted as expressing the destre of one group to Im. "
(J
193. Unfortunately, Inourview, thE;leffo:rts made by
'pose its views on another group, We have never rethe Special Committee to implemenfthe provi(\ons of
garded the Committee as a forum for the confrontation
the Declaration on independence did not meeit with
of opposing interests or Ideologies, but rather as a
an adequate response on the part of the administering
committee entrusted with the task of finding Way§ and
Powers. Although some administering P6w~rs ,such
means of Implementing a decision accepted by all
as the United Kingdom and Australia, really tried to
M<;lmbers orthe, United Nations, namely the Declaraco-operate with the Committee, the Portuguese Govtlon on independence, which was adopted by the Genernment, which, claims, against allcomrp.on sense,
eral Assembly Without any opposition. "Some differ . .
that the territorie~.it admmistera in' Afric'k.:are proences naturally became apparent duril!g the course
vlncesof Portugall" a European country,; has steadily .
of the Committee's work, as can happenin any assemrefused to co-operate with the Committee Inl5ny"w~y ..
bly, but that is not sufficient grounds for· tlu~st.ioning
working methods and procedures which have produced
194. In conc~!Jding this statement;! shouldlike~9
positive results.
emphasize the,irreversible'n~ture of themarch of the
189.T~e Specia! Committee has also-been critici,~ed
colonized .• peoples towards independence-. lliJ"mere
for having heard petitioners. I do not l'<;lgardthis as
glance at the Assembly today; for those who knew .It:'.
ten years ago, Is sufficent.toreveaLthe apsurdityt:>f, ,
a. serious complaint either j in view of the pr~vailing
practice of the United Nation~ in thisl'egar~, In a
the concept of et<;lrna}rulel:>Y metropolitlll1co,ifntries
matter of such inlPortance as 't!J.e achievement of indebver their colonies. 110.. '\
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195. We l'eQognize that the.lJntted Kingdom, for
ample, hns made a suijstantial eUol't,ln the area of
deooIonizl\tion. Fl'equent referenoes have been made
hero to tbe:coun~ries to which the united Kingdom has
granted Indepenq,Qnoe tn fl'lendshlp, something we
grel\t1y nppl'eointe and for whioh we wish to commend
the United Kingdom "Covernment. In this connexton,
o I should llke to quote a Bamb{\l'a proverb whioh snys
that" if you have oarried. an, old. woman on your baok
stnce the morning and you 'leave Mr in the forest in
the evening before she has reaohsd hel' destination,
your day's exertions wUl not be appreolated. '!'his is
the oase of Southern Rhodesia and the United Kingdom.
The latter, whioh is perhaps just1fil\b,ly proud of having led '630 mU}ion people to independence, appears,
to wish to leave the 3 million Afrioans of southern"
Rhodesia et j~e meroy of the l\,uoist polioe power by
.the white settler minority in that part of the Afrioan
continent, This situation oqdly resemble~:.the prooess
by whioh wa~! formed the State k!l0wn today as the
Republio of South Afrioa, where a Government,having
made of apal'theid a' social system, has relegated
mi1llons of Bantu Afrioans to the ranll; of inferior
beings.
.
"196. We,hopel1mt the United Kingdom, whtch.we hcld

in high esteem and whose efforts in the flel~ of deoolonization we have praised in other ctroumstances,
will. continue to co-operate with the Spe'1ialCommittee
so that aU the territories which it still administers
'as colonies or protectorates may be led towards Independence in accordance with the provisions of resolution 1514 (XV). Suoh co-operation should consist in
a continuing and objective search, in a spirit of mutual
underatanding, for ways and means, including, the
setting of dates, to enable, the various terrttortes-to
achieve independence in accordance with the wishes
of the indigenous inhabitants. That is the kind of cooperation we expect of the United Kingdom.
197. A!3 for Portugal and South Africa, which have
deliberately "set themselves .outside international le-

gality, my delegation constders that the international
community should use aU themeans at its disposal
to compe; them to respec] the deoisions of the Genel'al Assembly and the reoommendations of the Special
Committee.
o

198. On the basis of the experience gained during thts
first year of the Speoial Committee 's extstence, my
delega.tion oonsiders that the Committee 's powera
should be strengthened. In' our view, tile Committee
should deal with the problems, of decolontanttcnaa a
whole and should oonoern itself with all territories
which are still dependent. The Committee should be
empowered to report to the General Assembly whenever appropriate alld even to the seourity Counoil if
the situation in any given territory oalls for such recourse. The Seoretariat should continue to give every
assistance to the Committee and faoilitate communication between it and the adJ11inistering Powers. The,
Committee must not be regarded as a mere committee '
on information or a group for the drafting of resolutions. It should be an effective instrument for full and
immediate implementation of the Declaration on the
grantblg of independence to colonial countries and
peoples, which forms an essential complement to the
Universal Decbaration of Human.Rights. It is not sufficient merely to state that all men are equal; all
peoples must be allowed to enjoy this right to equality.
199. Some delegattone h~ve suggested that in order
to enable the Speoial Committee to cope with the new
tasks which may be entrusted to it, its membership
should be Increased; My delegation hopes; however,
that on. this question the General Assembly, on tl)e
basis of the various suggestions which 'have been
made, will adopt a position Which will maintain both
the effectiveness and the political balance of the
Committee.
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6. It has thusbeoomepoasiblefortheOeneraIAsse~
ply. at its futeenth se~sion, to adopt overwhelmingly
the historic Deolaration on ooloniallsln [reB~luUon
1614 (XV)], which has openedunewobapter tn the evo ...
lutton of mankind. The implementation of thiaDE!olnra.tion is a matter of vital tmportanoecito every nation
and people.Pdmarlly. it la, no doubt, n concem for
the dependent peoples themfjelves, whqse fundamental
human right, to self-determination ana inc}ependenge
should be restored, and it Is also essentially a question
of]basio justice'nnd morality thatnll peoples shoul~ be
a1l6\ved to take their rigbtful RJace in the oommun,itl
of nations, be free to develop their qistinctpersonglity"
and ful(U their . destiny through th~lr oontrlbutl.01l tc
world p r o g r e s s . '

AGENDA ITEM ~5
6. Important, howevervas, these aspects may be, the
The situation with regard to the fmplementation, of the
speedy elimination ofoolonialism involves a. great
Declaration on the granting of independence to 'colonial
deal more. 'It has implicntions of glObal signtfioanoeo'
eeuntrtesund peoples: report of the Special Committee
closely bound to the over-all problem o(world peace,
on whiqh, in this nuclear age, turns the very survival
estabflshed under General Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI)
ofrrumklnd."
'
(continued)
7. For the roa.d~t() world peaoe is only through W9rld
1•. Mr~ ROSSIDES (Cyprus): The speeding of the indeorder, and world order is unreal1zable without world
pendence of subject peoples, which comes under this
item'. is a matter of particular interest to my delega- "freedom. To achieve world freedom we must fil'stget"
rid of colonialism in all its manifestations. Forworld
tion. The yearning for freedom 'and the struggle for
orderoan
only be founded on ju~tlce and balance, and "
independence are subjects close to the hearts of the
'there can be neither justice nor balance in the ,world -;
::Cypriot people.
'
DG'6" long as nations seek to. dominate other 'la,tions and
,2. The history of Cyprus over. 3,000 years has indeed
so long as' there aremtlltons of PEiople whcse will is
been one studded wlthrecurrfng struggles to r~tain or
in revolt because tIley are forced to live under r~gimefJ
regain freedom, in an effort to repel invasion or in an
which are not of their own free choicennd democratic
effort to throw off consecutive foreign rules that swept
will.
back and forth in that crossroads of nations in the
8~, The concept of domination by force must be eraMedlterranean between East anI] West.
dicated. To this end colonialism, a system of domina...
3. Having recently' emerged from colonial donlination
tlon whioh has, Ovel1 the centuries" been legally saneafter ,along Hberation struggle overmanit' decades, a
tloned aa a co~stitu£lonal norm,' should be abolwhed
struggle that passed through the United Nations and
and should' cease to be,a"liVing reality'inolW,WQr~d
culminate-d in afour'::year armed reststance , the people
today.' T~e 'speedy, t.mplementaUon of the Declaration
of Cyprus are naturally animated by f~eUngs of
of 1960 iscconsequently an Urgent necessity for world "
'b:rotherly solidarity with all peoples struggling fp'!'
peace. Only then cati mankind look With confidence ,to
their birthright to freedom and human dignity. It ia '" ,~he final end' of all, domlnationQY for,ce;;"whether
'therefore, a source of 'immense gratificafion to us that , "colonial!l\lin.:\ 0;1,' nee-OQlonialism-and of allpol1Ucal
the United Nations,is now, at Iast.In a position to tws:e
injustioe, in wha~verpart of the world and. in which::'
effective steps for peacefulchange"tto freedom and
ever,{orm.it ,may stilf .~xist. For an OJltdated colQniaJindependence, by actively promoting the just sotuhons,
ism has, by its exampJ~,served as a Sh,i~ld to all oUter
arid eliminating as far as possible the need for recourse
forms of domination.inyolving c"o~responding violation"s
to violence and bloodshed.
c.
"
of human rights~
') ,.
"" ~,
""
4. The process of decolonization dl,U'ing the last Jew
9.. Tile swelling'ttcle offreedom,\~ncein motion, carl
,;years has indeed been'rapid and impressi\7e, ascomnever cease before, its global work, is comJ,lleted. It
pared •with, tlie past record. The great increase in
will be continua.lly gath~ring in, momentum, whUe the
mempership of the United Nations"by theadditi6no~a
systernaticaction!of the, United Nations wiJl now, ~e
considerable number. of newly independent' countJ,'ies
directing it through peaoef\11~ channels to theodesired
in 1960, all of them inherently dedicated'to,th,e cause o end.,,of universal freedol'P.cIn th,at increasingly cQ,:"
of freedom, and' the'prlnciplesl'cif' the- Charter, ·ha.s ioperative spir'tt .a worldQf order'andp~acemaythen
'brought. about- a'substilntiillch.angein ,'th,~b9.1anceof
"come nearer to. rt;)alization.. "Q)."
vOUng'in the General Assembl)-' and has had a revftaliz10. 'The, deco19rliztng wPJ;'~t' tbat is now In ra~icl~p:rO,,"
tng~effectintheynited N'a.tions,p~ticularly ()~D;l~t(ers
gress, UIlde'r
,: theG,guida.n:c~
tof "tIle' United Nations gos,1l
,
«;!ffreedom"an9I3e1f":de~errilination,.. .
'
,
.
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1.'0 a far moreposltive step towlU.'ds the nobtevemeut,
Utem by ooloniaUst poltclea whioh, unavoidablyo afleot
of the PU1'pOses or the Charte~1 I\nd the estnbUshment ,thell"),)readUl of outlook and their interllatlonal stature
of a permanent peace than all the disal'mament efforts
and 'mol'all'eputi\tion. Rellevedfrom the encumbrancee
put togethlllr.
of ooloniaUsm, they would be able to bripgthell' valu11. It can olearlv be seen from the prel\mb1e to the
able oontl'ibution to the global effQ~ts for peaceful
"
progress in freedom.
" \ \•
of the United Na.tiOilS In their
Chartol' tl~at the peoples
determination "to Sl\ve suooeeding gen~'ations from
16. My delegation wishes to exprese its'profoundapthe sceurgect war,"founditneoessary "toafflrm faith
pl'eoiation for the dUlgent, earnest andlaboriouswol'lt
thl\t the Committee of Seventeen has oarrted out in so
In Iundnmenta] human rights ••• in the eqlJl\l rights of
short a time. We also wish to praise Ute comprehenmen and women and of nations large and small and to
establish conditions under whtch justioe and l'e~peot
stve repert that it has produoed [A/6238]. We wish to
fOl' ••• international law can be maintained, and to ,pay tribute to the wisdom and skill of Ute Chairman
promote sooln! progeeeeund better standards of life
of the Committee, Mr. Jha of India, as well as to Ute
ili larger fl'eedom, and £91.' these ;,ends to unite their excellent worl<, so erno"~ently oarded 91.\t. by the Corn..
stJ;~ngth to cbtain tntematrona; peace and seourtty",
mnteets Rapporteul', Mr. RUai.
12. All this., which is the eomer-stcne of the Charter
17. Obviously, Uta Committee haa to fll,pe problems of
of the United Nations', can only mean that peace is not
no little diffioulty and complication. Colonial terrtachieved, mel'ely Utrough disarmament efforts, but
tories, where there is an established, dominant
European minority, present the greatest diffioulties.
should be sought through respect for justice, freedom
and human rlghts. It is in this sense that the impleIn their entrenched positions and power these minorimentatton pf the Declaration on colonialism acqulres
ties cannot easily submit to a radical change in their
paramount, global ,importance, For colonlaltsm, like
lives and in the conduct of their politioal afffiirs, but
all conoepts of domination by'foroe, .oannot coexist
change has to come. We do hot overlook the difficulwiUt the Objeotives' of the Charter or with the spirit
ties where SUCh. change involves the abandonment of
privileges and advan~!lg~s that for generations had
of peace. It is. therefore, highly encouraging that the
determined the mode of liying of the oolonialists~ The
United Natio,ns has at last moved systematically and
ene,rgetioally towards elimlnatlng a major impediment
inevitability, however, of change is a reality that calls
for adaptation and adjustment to the compelling needs
to the progress of the Organizatio~ towards establishIng
a. world
of our time and age. 'rhe earner this is realized by the
,
, of peace "in larger freedom" o
13. All . ·nations. and all peoples who aspire to peace ~
European communtttes.In Africa the better for all OOnshould contripute within their power to tt1eeliminaticm
cemed, Trying byforce to arrest the course of history
is a futile effort tb.at leads nowhere. Co-op~rating
()f colonialism with a sense of urgency and respon-.
s!b1llty. We may ~en loook forward with confidence to
with the inevitable has always proved Ute wiser course,
further important steps in st;rengUtening the United "particularly where such a courae is consistent with
principle. Regard, therefone ; wlllhave to be paid
'Nations and "towards international security and peace.
sooner or later-and the sooner the better-to the
14.' The setting up; by the, Generlll,Assembly at the
democratic right of the African majorities,Jor without
slxteentb, ·sessio!}, of the Special Committee .on the
regard for such rights there can be 0,0 balance nor
Si~uatl()n with rega.rddo the Implementati~':\of the
harmony nor peace.
.
.)
Declaration on-the Grantlngo{Jndependence to Colonial
Countries andoPeop~es, or~s~~isotherwisecalled, the
18. The European minorities in. Africa with their
Committee of .seventeen, and the broad mandate that
Western civilization and culture should be able to rise
waa' given to it, was a bold, significant and r~voluto the occasion, to grasp the wider implications of their
problem in a· world of growing interdependence and.to
tionary step. The taJlk of th~ United Nations under the
0ha1:'ter in promoting self-determination nowacquires
have the moral courage to act unselfishly, no less, in
a c'9norete and systematized form which has long been
their own, broadly conceived interest, than in that of
lacking, particularlY' in respec~ofNon-Self-Governin~
the world community at large. It should not be forTerritories. For although' the Trusteeship Counoil was
gotten that it i~ by giving that we ~ore fully receive.
established under the Chlg'ter to deal with the problems
19. However that may be, the work.of-the Committee
of Seventeen must proceed at a steady pace to the
of Trust Territories and'to promote their progress to
" Indeperidence , no body with comparab}e authority has
early attainment of its objectives. The matter is one
been created to deal with the problems of Non-Selfof l.\rgenq.y but certainly does not comport rash haste,
Where a reasonably brief transtuon period is needed
Ooverning Territories, or to assist in their peaceful
for a more ordenly.and cc-operative result, it should
development to self-determination and Independence,
.as the Committee on Information from Non-Selfnot be denied by the people concerned, In.a spirit of
,Governing Territories has-only restricted functions
mutual understanding and co-operation. In that spirit,
andau~hority could not promote the Independence-of
the march forward-to-an early goal of independence
theNon~self-G<>veriling Territories. Therefore, the
must proceed with determination and .0. full sense 9f
establtshment of the Oommitteeof Seventeen has been
responstbittty,
even more n~ce56a.ry since, the remainin.gTerritofles
20. My delegation believes that't.he. work of the Oomunder colonial domination are .now almost all in. the
eatego" ry.• of Nqn-,Self-Qoverning tI'erritories.
mittee should contin,ue so long as Uteprocess.of deco"
10nizatJon makes~tsservices necessary. Thema~date
1'5. We hope and trust that the colonialPowers themcould be r!'lnewed .from year to year,or ,a.mor~ per~~lves Willcometo'~realize fully' the need to comanentforln could be devised•. Thofunci'tions of Ute
operatewieVtJ~a~9ommittee of Seventeen in its great
Committee ofS~venteen have in certain re~Prots,it'
task .of dec.b'lol1i~~.lFion. This should be done, not as an
is true, been overlapping withthos~ of other ";j~:?mmit.()nerous dtit:,;"siiltheir part but as a genuine effprt by
tees .on certain c010nial territorIes such l;l.sthe:Special
them in the common, ~ntel'est •. F:or( indeed, by gT~tingCommittee on Territorief)';under Port!iguel:!e A'dminis..
freedom, they will at the ~alne tlple Jind therr.s~lvestration, Ute SUb-Committ~~on ~n~l~ and the Special
Com'mittee on S01~th We$tAf.:rica. But it$hoUld be
liberated from outdated concepts tha~ are forced on
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1181st meeting -- 29 NovembeJ.' 1962
noted thl1t the SpeOlal Commltte~, on TerJ.'itoJ.'les under
POl'tuguese AdmlnlstJ,'ation In its report [A!516tl].
whioh we have 'tried to Produoe with objeotivity and 11
full examination. has dealt with all the territories under
portuguese administration. [iFilereas the Committee of
Seventeen has dealt only witif~o of those territories.
It is a faot that it has had a more extensive and cornprehensive examination of the problems whioh could
not but prove helpful to the Committee of Seventeen.
21. My delegaticm. however. oonsiders that in order
to avoid dupltoatlon of work and expense. all work
should be oonoentrated in the Committee of Seventeen
which, for its own faoUlty, cO\lld appoint sub-cornmittees, If necessary, to deal with parttoula» areas.
At the same time the membership of the Committee
might be Increased if it is found advisable so to do in
the otrcumatances. But, as a whole, we believe that
the work of the Committee of Seventeen is of global
'. importance ana should be continued with full determination to its end.
22. Mr. AKAKPO (Togo) (translated from Frenoh):
On 14 Deoember 1960. at its fifteenth session. the
General Assembly, in its resolution 1514 (XV), proclaimed the right of all peoples to independence and
asked the colonial Powers "to transfer all powers to
the peoples of those territories, withoutany conditions
or 'l'eservations".
23. One year later, at its sixteenth session, the
General Assembly, confronted by a lack of eo-operation on the part of certain colonial Powers, estabHsheda seventeen-member Special Committee, which
was to observe the implementation of resolution 1514
(XV). The seventeen-power Special Committee, established under paragraph 3 of resolution 1654 (XVI) ·of
27 November 1961, was asked to examine the situation
with regard to the implementation of the Declaration
on the "granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples. Under paragraph 4 of the resolution, its
task was "to examine the application of the Declaration, to make suggestions and recommendations on the
progress and extent of the implementation of the
Declaration, and to report to the General Assembly at
its seventeenth session". Under paragraph 5~~~~
Special Committee was directed "to carry out its t~sk
by employment of all means which it will have at its
disposal within the framework of the.proceduree and
modalities which it shall adopt for the proper discharge of its functions".
24. The report [A/5238l submitted by the Special
Committee on 20 September 1962 deals fully with all
thetasks entrusted to it by the GeneralAssembly. My
delegation pays tribute to the Special Committee for
th~ conscientious, painstaking and serious manner in
which it has performed its work.
25. So far as-the programme of work is concerned,
my delegation is glad that the Special Committee
decided, at its eighth meettng. to give priority Consideratlon to the situation in the African territories,
where are to be found not only the largest number of
countries and peoples still under dornination, but also
the most explosive sttuatfons.. Eleven of the twelve
countries covered by this report are in Africa, and all.
of them are important gentres of the struggle for
liber!ttion from the colonial ~roke.
26. Africa's unique position derives from the fa.ct
that it is •the continent in which human rigRt$ and
human dignity wereemost.orten trodden underfoot in
the age' of slavery. 'rhouSlands ()fAfricans were taken
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to other continents as slaves and, reading the story of
their sufferings, we can visualize how terrible they
were. When at last the consoience Qf the world was
aroused into :J:evolt against this odious practice of
regarding,} "man beings as merchandise, as machines,
and of e~ploi:)ing their sweat, their distress, thei:J:su(ferings--~~:"dhort, their lalJour-for profit, slavery was
abolished, but only to be repln~ed'at once by colonialist exploitation, more subtle, more refined,mo.re,
cruel-sthe exploitation of those whohad been uprooted.
torn from homes and native lands.
.
2'1. There is no need to speak at length of all the evils
inflicted on Africa and Asia by the capitalists. A list
of those evils-a very imcomplete list-would include.
\" __
,
~
the halting of t~eir~civilizations, the loss offreedoms,
loss of d~gqJ..(Y. lo~s of human rights," ignorance,
poverty, hung~r. disease and under-development.
28. All the nfisdeeds cOf colonialism have resulted in
the failure of the African continent to contribute to
world progress. Colonialism ,must now be abolished,
just as slavery was once abolished. The PeQ~les of
Africa have become aware of their right to independence, and the same has happened in many other
countries of the world.
29. This was expressed by the United Nations-representing the conscience of the world-in its resolution
1514 (XV), adopted on 14 December 1960, containings;
the Declaration on the granting of independence to\',
colonial countries andpeoples. The principles set forth
in that Declaration are sacred, like those contained in
the United Nations Charter. Those principles must be
applied by every means and by every country.
Q
30. At this point in my statement, I must pay tribute
to two great Powers which have earned the gl'Mitude
of the peoples of Africa and Asia, namely, France and
the United Kingdom.
31. France has granted independence to almost all
its colonies. The United Kingdom is continuing the
process of decolonizing its territories. In contrast,
we are shocked to note that some oountrtes, like
Portugal and the Republto of South. Africa, persist in
holding milltons of Africans under their domination.
Perhaps they are counting ~n matertal force to destroy
the moral force which inspires the peoples of Africa
fighting for their independence. They continue to
slaughter Africans" by the thousand and, to shield 'the
territories under, their administration from the decoIonizing process, they resort to such subterfuges as
that employed by Portugal, for instance, of declaring
that the Portuguese colonies have become provinces of
that cOllntry by the mere fact that the Portugal Par- (.
liament has adopted legislation to tha.t effect; again,
South Africa claims that ,with-thedemise of the League
of Nations, the Mandate over the Territory of SO.!..lth
West.,Africa entrusted to 1t has become a tit,le-deed
to a prdvate property.
32. ~ Deoolontzatton is an international problem,the
full gravity of which is appreciated by the . United
Nations. Tqgether with disarmament and other'prob-'
lems I .it is vital to the maintenance of international
peace arrd security. .
33. Considerable efforts have been made bythe united
Nati0I?-s through its .various organs"':the Trus~eeship
Council,the Fourth Committee,the,Security Council,
the General Kssembly itself, and also the International
COtLDof:l Justice-to liberat~ the colonized peop!es.' ,
For,mstance, in the course,ofthisyear alone, Africa
has Been visited by four important United" Nations
0

C)
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bodies-the Speoial Committee of Seventeen, the
SpeQial Committee for South West Afrioa, the SubCommittee on the situation in Angola and the Speoial
Committee on Territories under Portuguel:1o Admin!stration. ()
c:::::;.S4. What are the conolualona and recommendattons
arrived at by the Special Committee of Seventeen for
each of the twelve territories oovered by its report
[A/5238]?I shall take the l!berty of revie\Vi~ them
briefly.
,
'\..1
35. In the case of Southern Rhodesia, the General
Assembly, oonsidering that the vast majol'ity of'the
peop~t) of that country had rejeoted the Constitution of
6 D(:.)~mber 196;1.., adopted on 28 June 1962,resolution
1747, (XVI), requesting the Administering Authority to
formulate a democratic constitution to replace that of
6 Deoember 1961, which was undemocratic and dtscrtmlnatory, The Assemblyoalledfortheimplementation of resolution 1514 (XV) with regard to Southern
Rhodesia.
.
36. Where Northern Rhodesia is concerned. the
Special Committee, in the concluaions to its report,
emphasizes that immediate steps should be ta'ken to
end the Federation and brings out thefaotthat the new
Constitution is undemocratic and disoriminatory [see
chap. III. paras. 193 and 197]. In its recommendattons,
the Special Committee stuesses the Importance and
necessity of the immediate implementation of resolution 1514 (XV) and therefore recommends the fixing
of as early a date as possible for the independence of
Northern Rhodesia [see chap. Ill, para. 203].
37. With respect' to Nyasaland,the conclusions and
recomjnendattons of the Special Committee of Seventeen are as follows: it affirms the inalienable right of
th~ people of Nyasaland to self-determination and
independence and notes with regret that the admmtstering Power has not yet carried out paragraph 5 of
resolution 1514 (XV). whioh states:

,,

~lmmediate steps shall be taken. in Trust and NonSelf-Governing Territories or all other territories
which have not yet attatned Independeuce.fo transfer
all powers to the peoples of those terrttortes, Without
any conditions or reservations ••. u
Lastly, it expresses the hope that the date of independence for Nyasaland will/,be established during the
talks to be held between 'Mr. Banda and the United
Kiri~dom Government [see chap. IV. para. 67].
38.' In connexlon with the territories of Basutoland,
Beohuanaland and Swa~iland. the Special Committee
recommends the General Assembly-to reaffirm the
inalienable right of the peoples of those territories to
self-determination and independence. In keeping with
resolution 1514 (XV). it also recommends the General
Assembly to declare solemnly that any attempt to
annex the territor.ies will be regarded by the United
Nations as an,~' act of !lggression violating the United
Nations Charterlsee chap. V, para. 214].
39."Similarly, wher~ Zanzibar is c61icerned, the
.Special Committee' recommends the General Assembly to express its satisfaction at the political achievements ofthe people, and to. request the administering
Power to take immediate' steps. for the. implementation
·of resolution 1514 (XV) and to make every effort to
enable Zallzibar to become independent at the earliest
~t~ ~seechap'~VI, ~ar!l' 1541. ,. .,. ..': . .

. 40.; On the question of British Guiana, the. Special
i'e.onimitte.erequE)sts,'th~.Governments of the United

Kingdom and BJ.'itlsh Gui~a to resume negotiations
immediately with a view to J.'eaohing agreement on the
date of Independence for British Guiana[seeohnp. VII,
para. 84].
41. With respeot to Mozambique, the Speoial Oommtttee recommends the General Assembly solemnly to
reaffirm the inalienable right of the people of Mozambique to self-determination and independence l\nd to
support the, demand of the people of Mozambl.q(lCfor
immediate independenoe, and also to reques't the
Seourity Counoil, in the event of POJ.'tugal's failure to
co-operate with the United Nations, to take measures
to secure Portugal's compliance with resolutiOn 1514
(XV) [see chap. VIII, para. 109).
42. In the cas~ ofSouthWeatAfrica,theSp~oial Committee of seventeen endorses the conolusions and,
recommendations contained in thereportoftheSpecial
Committee for South West Africa [A/5212 and Add.
1-3].'The Special Committee believes that the time has
come for the United Nations to take urgent, positive
action against South Africa. to prevent the annexation
of South West Africa by South Africa and to ensure the'
emergence of South West Africa into Independence l'.~
the earliest date [see chap, IX.para. 124].
43. With respect Ito Kenya. the Speoial Committee
\
afl
recommends the '~eneral Assembly to
irm the
inalienable right of the territory to freedom and
independence and to request the administering POwer
and all concerned to make all efforts to bring Kenya
into independence at the earliest date [see ohap, X.
para. 88].
~(

44. Lastly. in connexlon with Angola. the special
Committee recommends the General Assembly
solemnly to reaffirm the Inahenable rfghtof the people
of Angola to selt-determtnatton and independence; to
condemn' the war pursued by Portugal against the
people of Angola and to oall upon the Portuguese
authorities to desist forthwith from acts of cruelty: to
urge the Government of Portugal to undertake extensive politioal, eoonomtc and, social measures that
would ensure the transfer of power to the people of
Angola. in aocordance with resolution 1514 (XV); and
to request the Security Council. in the event of Portugal's failure to co-operate with the United Nations. to
take appropriate measures to secure Portugal's performance of its obligations [see chap. XI. para. 44].
45. The idea that emerges from a stUdy of the repoit
in its entirety i,s, first, that all the peoples of Africa, ,
asI have already said, have become so imbued with'
the urge for independence that any resistance might
endanger international peace and seourity.and
secondly, that the granting of independence to thosepeoples is a matter of urgency. The point Was 'made
by the representanve of Guinea [1169thmeeting].that.
depending on the territory concerned. liberation shoul<i;
be carried out immediately. at tMearliosf date or in
the shortest possible time. All these termsconV(:lyt~e
same idea of urgency .. '"
'
46. In order to accelerate the process of deColoniza,.;:;
tion.theUnited Nations must redouble,itsefforfsand'"
must take whatever steps' are required bycircuol.';' ;
stances to, induce •. Powers like .: PortugalandSouth;~
Africa to co-operate with the Organization 'without)
delay.
",
. , .. ",,,.!
47. InconcluSion,'rnydelegati()nwilIsupp()rttotli~j\·
full any draft reSolution that' may bepresenteden:--'
'dorsing the reportoftheSpechl.1 C()mmitteeofSev~n"'
o
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,teen and establishing a time-table of Independence
dates ,for the oountr!es sun under dominntion.
'
48. Mr. Taieb SLIM (Tunisin) (translated from
Frenoh): We are approaohing the end of our debate on
the l'eport [A/623fll of the Speoinl Com~nittee on the
Situation with re~~J,:d to the Implementation of the
Deolaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
49. We have listened with the utmost attention to the
.statements of the distinguished representatives who
have preceded us and who have made a very substantial
Qontribution to the workof the Assembly. Weare happy
to note that the very great majority of spenkers have
made a point of stressing once again the dangers to
the world' inherent in the oontinued existence of W\
outdated oolonial system based on the exploitation of
man by man and, moreover, universally condemned,
" We have always considered on oUr part thnt the
50.
Declaration on the grnntlng of independenceto coloniar
countrtea and peoples contained in the historio resolution 1514 (Xy> waa to usher in the ern of the liberntion
of the peoples and point the way to a reconoiliation
between the peoples in pence, justice and dignity~ We
l~elieved that this l'niversa1 condemnation of colonialism, proclaimed two years ago, W01.Jld sufilee to open
the eyes of the colonial Powers, and lead them to
renouce their will to dominate, their dreams of
dominion and empire and their unworthy manoeuvres
aimed at exploiting the peoples, We thought th,l,\.t the
universal conscience was sufficiently aroused to turn
this distressing page In the hili1tory of mankind and
! put an end to the humiliation and indignity suffered by
oolonized man, hounded by his exploiters and denied
the most elementary rights.
51. One yero: after this veritable charter ofdecolontzation was proclaimed, the General Assembly adopted
resolution 1654(XVI), whiohestablished a bodyresponsible for finding adequate means of implementing its
provisions; in so doing the General Assembly, while
setting up this body intended to hasten the process of
decolontzatton, sought to safeguard the hopes .for
friendship and understanding between the erstwhile
colonizens 'and the liberated peoples, and appealed to
the administel'ing Powers for their co-operation.
52. Tunisia has had tJle great honourof being a member of the Special Committee of Seventeenandhas had
the advantage of partlctpatlng in its work. Guided by
its own experience and inspired by the lessons Which
emerged from the struggles of the other African
peoples to achieve independence, Tunisia has made its
contrtbutlon to the drafting of this important document
whioh the Assembly is nowconsidering. Nevertheless,
while stressing the position of the Tunisian Government ~Ih the problen~"of decolonizatlcn, my delegation
wishes' to make ",a few comments which it considers
important.
53. The Tunisian delegation remains convinced that
'In ,order to succeed, this process ,.of decolonization
must be approached in theconte~to of genutnetnternational co-operation, free from any kind of conditions or prerequisites. In our view~ihil3 implies an
express deter~nation on the part ofthe administering
Powers to make an effective contribution, and.at the
'same time a.~uffi(JiEmt degree of understanding to
~.c(}ep,t .the·advice and the recomwenq;:ttions emerging
Jromthe::indiv.~,clual debates 9P each territory.
54.'So "long as there remain any reservations On the
part, of "those who are responslble for the destiny of
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the peoples whioh oolonial polioy and hletorloal acetd~nt have placed under, their domination. it Is diffioult
to envteage any speedy liberation of those peoples In
oonformity with the prinoiples set forth in resolntiQn
1614 (XV)"j
\\
55. So long as the administerinl.,i Powers remabl
determined, to defend the flelfish ~nterests of a-privileged ciass In .th~ oolonies and to confuse them with
the interests of their Governments, and so longas Ule
mentality of the white settler, devoted to his 00oalled oivllb:ing mission, imbued with the idea of his
l'aoinl superiority and determined to impose his l~w
by foroe, persists,. we' shall be unable to help the
peoples to emancipate and liberate' tl1emselvas in a
olimate of understanding andpeace,
?J"
" .
66. The experience of those'oolonial POW~l'S whioh
have auooaeded in oasting off this mentality and have
thus been able to guide the peoples to Elmanoipation
and independence while retaming anC\reinforcingtheir
bonus of friendship and co-operattcn with them-this
experience, whioh has been that of :franoe and Belgium, does not seem to be teaohing the other colonial
Powers anything,
57. Much has been said in the ccurae.or this debate
'about iCo';;;.operation by the administer!ng Powers in
the Committee of Seventeen. Wbat infact we witnessed
there was, witll very few exoeptions, a polioy sometimes based On Systematic frictiop andfaits acoomplis,
but always hedged around with reservations or I;!Qlemn.
paternaltstto declarattons, We must say that' We are
dubious about the value of such co-operatton,
'
58. I shall not dwell on this 1point, fOl' it;i/? suffioient
to recall how the problem of Southel'n,Rhodesill was
finally dealt with. I shall merely say that this obsti!late
determination to allow part of oUr" continent to be
turned i;lto a second South Africa is doomedto failure.
thanks to the vigilanoe of the ZAPtlU nationalists.
Moreover, such a polioy cannot help but prove a source
of diffioulties in the United Kingdom's relations with
the African States and jeopardize the very future of the
Whites in this part of Africa. TheTUhisian Government wishe,s here to express its active, snlidarity with
the riatiomtlists of Rhodesia and to assure them of its
full support in .their struggle f<ft",liberation,
59. In referring to the need for .oo-operatton by the' "
administering "Powers, it. is surely unnecessary to
stress the total 1ack of .co-operatton 011. the part of
Portugal and the Republic of South Africa. Hqw much
Iongen will .theAssembly allowthe,principlEiS of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples to be disregarded. not toosay
flouted, by the colonial Powers? In this respect,,,i~ is"
important to emphasize the need.to broaden theterms
of reference of the Committee of SeYEmteen and to
remain on the alert in order to foJI ~e unoea,sing
manoeuvres of the colonial Powers.,
60. M:ydelegation does hot intend to dwell:once agam
on each 'of the tereitorles covered: inthe report; ibhlld
an opportunity of·stating 'Hs.views at length 'in the
Special Committee with regard to all th~ "territories'
considered, ,and the report gives a faithfufaccount of
those views.
'
6loOMy delegation would like to devot~ llfewmument~
to considering the 'methods of ,work and the 'pJ,'~gedure',\
pf the Special Committee. First of all, I shQula,like
to '.
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our grll,tltude t~ all the delegations whiohsaw
fit to to.WJh on this partiol,llarly important prOlJlem In
th~b' statQml;lnts. beoause the. effQoUvenossc;!J.nd'
thl)roughnes~ of the Speoial Commlttel;.l's., W01'K undoubtedly depend to 1.\ very great extent on its methods
and proceduee, The Tunisian delegation hila attached
all dlla .t~pol'tnnoe to this aspect of the question"e;l'd
has made every effort to pera"tade the Committe~'to
determll~e the'\methods best oaloulated to enable it to
per{ol'm ita task within the terms of the mandate
defined in resolution 1664 (XVI),
J

~

. .

62, It is true that an unfortunate mlsunderstauding
arose. which, for a ehort time disturbed the atmosphere
of wbole-heartedoo-operation that my delegdioltwoulcl
have wished to see prevail at all times in the Speoial
Committee. As we had agreed that, by wa)· of a conclustcn, the Chairman of the Committee miglit summarize~he disoussion on our general rnethods of work,
some of our colleagues saw fit to intel'pret that as
meaning that the' Committee had undertaken to abandon
, its right of deotston in favour of the consensus system,
That, procedure would have allowed conclustons o(ta
general nature to be drawn from each debate, reoa.. pitula.~ng,;. inter nUa, the points on whioh there had
~een agreomen~. In'other words, the Committee would
h.ll-ve abandoned the majoril:y rule in order to adopt
tM~ <?f othe smallest common denomtnatorvand this
despite the terms of the first oonsensus established
by the Chairman, which stated that: "It was underc' stood, h.owev~r, that voting procedures would be
resorted to when any,~~ember' felt tbat that procedure
was necessary in any particular case," [A/5238,
chap, I, para.<112 (al.]
-'
63. I must apologize for' dwelling qn this point; but
in my delegation's opinion it is necessary to olarify
thisdetllil in order to understand the genesis of the
report aubmttted by the Committee of Seventeen to the
General Assemblyand the lines along which thatCommittee.'s work evolved. Indeed, the definition ofl the
Committee and of the role assignetl to !tby the Assembly depended to. a large extent on this point of procedure, for had the Committee. chosen to a:dopt the
//
method'
of .
the consensus as had
been proposed, its
role would have peen entirely different. Our work
would then have been cpnfined to analysing abstract
documenta.sand, after Some rather academic debates.
we would have established some vague general guidelines intended to provide a basis for possible action by
the administering Power. In our view, suoha rcle-was
-contrary tci the' spirit and, the letter of the Declaration
on irldependence .and of resolution 1654 (XVI).
.

()

64." However, the first situations With which the
Special Committee had to deal were.urgent.jmd demanded measures which had\to.,be taken imriltldiately
;i( t~e application of the Declaration in the territories
was not .to.be blocked for ever. This was true of the
siJtuation in Southern Rhodesta, for instance, Which was,
the first territory to be eorisidened; it was unthinkable
for the Commlttee to retibh merely descriptive and;'
generaL conclusions when a process had been started
in.!thodesiawhich w:~)Uld tl,ltlmately,lgive thf},t tel,'ritory
a status that confUctedwith the Declaration on the
granting ofindependence."
,
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65. For that reason, the delegations of Mali and
Tunisia.af:ter mature reflection, submitted to, the
:Special
Committee '
at.,its
0021
.
, seventeenth
' . ,;,' ',' meeting
'
'\.l·;'
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1962 a draft resoluetcn, th~ main provision of
whioh was t,uat the. CQmmtttee;_
"Deoides to establish a (lood Omeas Sub-Oom~
mtttee of four members entrusted with the task of
determining, together witb the UnUed Kingdom
Gov~rnment. the future steps. whioh thi) latter proposes to take in Southern Rhodesia. in the implementation of General AssemblY resolution 1514 (XV) in
this territory, "
There was nothing in that Paragraph which oonflioted
with the Committee's terms of .referenoe for. under
resolution 1664 (XVI), the Committee may employ
"all meanEl whioh it wm.have at.its disposal within the
framework of. the proeedureaand modaUtiea Whioh it
shall adopt for the proper disoharge of its funotlons".
There can be, no doubt that One of the most rapid and
effeotive means was to establish sub-committees to
oonsider the steps whioh the administering Power
proposed to take for the implementation of the Deolaration on Independence, As some objeotions had been
voiced regarding the expression "good offices", we
were preparing to revise our text when the United
Kingdom, in a gestlU'e of co-operation whtch"was
highly appreciated, accepted the main idea in our
draft resolution and on 29 ~aroh 1962-that is to say,
exaotly eight days ,after the mtroductton of our draft
resolution-l,nvited the offioers of the Committee to
London.
66, Thus, without arriving, at a..iY final conolu§ionl
the members of the Special Committee could not fail
to note that the first consensus, of opinion had resulted
in a regrettable misunderstanding, whereas the first
draft resolution had led to rapid action and enabled
the Committee to obtain information at first hand
about t.ne United Kingdom's ~!1tentions regarding the
progres~of Southern Rhodesildowards independence,
67. I do not want to expatiate on the value ofthe
results obtuinedby the six-member mission which
went 'to London. There can be no doubt that this constituted a step forward towards the fl'lfilment of the
task entrusted to the Speoial Committee by resolution
1654 (XVI). Although it cannot truly be said that the
Sub-Committee's mission to London produced any
very tangible results, it is undeniable that a ve-.:y
encouraging precedent was established by the Committee and that all its members were convinced of the
need to adopt rap~d procedures in order to enable the
Committee to study more closely and directly the'
development of the most urgent colonial situations.
68, Unfort,unately. this, does- not seem to have been'
enough, and the Special Committee had to discuss th~,
question of resoluttons-at length on two or threeother
occasions. However, we can now say 'that the Committee resolved these contradictions and tha:'t the procedure of'1'esolutions has been generally recognized a$
the most effective. As to the procedure of submitting
d~a.rt. resolutions to; the General Assembly, my delegation feels tha~, this is not necessary pr even desirable j but lls it is. certainly not contrary to. the present
rules of procedure. we did, not feel that we shOUld
oppose it.
""
' . '
\j

•

6,9. There is another matterpX'ovidedJor-iiuesolution i654' (XV1) on, which, the' Special"'Committee'was
unable to achieve the purposes 'lamaown by the, Genel'al
Asseni;;ly I, Le., the sending of ,'visiting ti1ission~. The
administering'Powers were se strongly-opposed to
this ,that clt.wasnot poseible to,e()hSider~the matter;
seriduSl~'Y' ,Il). mY' vieW,:,thi;s ,is; a !;;eriousrle~~CienCY"
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and wes\lQuld lu~re appeal to the powers oonoeJ,'ned to
QO~opero.te more constJ,'uotlvely with us h) this. aren,
'rhe Oommlttee oannot ccnttnue, to accept lt~ re~pol\
sibmties If it ia unable to colleot on the spot as mUQh
informnticln as possible ab9ut the progl'oss of eel'tain
tel'rltories towards the objeotives of the Deolu.~t\tion
OIl the gl'(mting of Independence,
70. Paragraph 5 of resolution 1514 (XV), whioh contains the Declarattcn on the granting of independenoe
to oolonial countries and peoples, mentions all the
territories within the oompetenoe of th() b"peoial Committee. It dlvldea them into three groupS-Trust
Territo1'ies, Non-Seli-Oovel'ning Territo~iesi I.\,~d nil
other terrHo1'ios whioh have not yet nttl\inc~d tndepe.nde.nce. Trust Territories nr/,.\easY enoughto define,
b~..t Non-Self-Govel'ning Territ l;i.'iea are less so, for
tb.era:al'C many colontat tel'rito1'!es which the Genera.l
Assembly for a long time did not oenstde» to be NonSelf-Governing Territories,This was true of Algeria
and Southern Rhodesia, which no one today could deny
had fOl'merly been oolonized tel'r1tori~s, We feel that
the General Assemb'iy should itself dX'U:w up, once and
for all, a list of all the colonized terl·itoriesj in doing
so it should no lon~er oonsider only··whether or not
they are self-govel'nlug but should base itself directly
on resclutlon 1514 (XV), which meptions only the ortterton of Independence, At=' the present session, the
General Assembly might establish at least a provisional list which would guide the Special Committee
in its study of the implementation of the Declaration
on the gFanting of independence.
71. I should like also to oonstder ve).'y briefly
another point which has been raised by. several
speakers before me; I mean the future of the Committee of,Seventeen, Some delegations have suggested
that the Committee should be enlarged to ;~nable it to
race the heavier tasks which will devolve upon it as a
result of the disbanding of various other bodies that
prevloualy dealt with colonial questions. 'In the View of
my delegation, it is important not to disturb the rather
delicately balanced composition of the Committee of
Seventeen, which reflects the present distribution of
seats among the different regional groups. AlthQugh we
do not object in principle to an expansion of the Committee's rnembershtp, we feel that it would be very
difficult, if not dangerous, to undertake a redtstrfbutlon
of seats which might disturb the harmony already
achieved. We are not entirely convinced by the argu-,
ments in-favour of such an expansion. In order to carry
out the new tasks entrusted to it, the Committee might
very well, if circumstances made this imperative, set
up sub-committees composed of members of delegations from outside the Committee itself. In adoptHlg
such a procedure, we should be following a practice
which has already been established by the United
Nations-by the Economic and Social Counoil, for
instance.
'"
72. The'se are the comments which my delegation
wished to make on the report of the Committee of
Seventeen and on the problem of decolonization in
.general.

73. MyGovernmenbconttnues to be conoernedat the
survival of colonialism, which i~ putting up a desperate .
last'::.ditch fight. This perststenee Isa'perpetual source
o~. conflict .. and bloodshed, It is the task of the Special
., Committee to prevent: these conflicts and to hasten the
eliminatiqn, of colonialism, whichis still a real threat,
to)nte;r.national'peace and security. We apP9a,lto the
coloniaJPowers: .to.od-operate loyally and.sincerely in
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ol'dcJ,' to pl'event oonfliots

withregt\J,'dtowhich,:rU~lisit\

could 1lOt l'e~ain a neutral 01' passive ob6e1'vel',
74. 1 shall ccnclude my statement with the following
quotation !rom the speecn made b~' President J30Ul.'gulba at the Belgrade Conferenoe: y,
"In its eesence, nattonultsm has been fOl' nll of us
{ol'mer colonized peoples a !lght for mall'S dignity
in all its nspects, cotcntattein an the other hand
tramples thts fundamental attrtbute of the human
pel'solUlUty under foot, We have always fought this
racism, sometimes hypoorltlcal, sometimes insolent
Or eynleal; we shall always Iight it and shall spare
no effort to come to the help of those Who are oppressed by it •••• The earnest . hope whioli',we
ohal'tshed thl'oughout our stl'uggle for freedom,
progres& and democracy has always been that the
colonial era wm give way to an era of Iree 00operation for the development of the peoples ahd the
pence of the world."
~.
75, Mr, CHAKRAVARTY (India): One of the most
l'evolutlonnry and signtncant changes that has Qcotq.~red
follOWing tlle end 9ny01' Id W~r;U was the emerge••ce
to independence and fl'eedom of a lal'~ number' of
colonial peoples and tet~ritories. The Charter of the
United Nations, signed in San FrRQciSoo on 25 June
1945, gave a further stimulus to 'dependentpeopl~~
seeking their independence. During the first fifteen
years of the existence of the United Nations,ltumerous
Non';'Self-Govel'ning and 'l'~ust Territodes attained
independence and. added strength to this Organization,
by becoming its Members. Although large nombei-s of
peoples attained their independence and took their
rtghcrulplace In the world community, many peoples
and countries stlll remain, under alien rule. Those of
us who have recently attained or regained our independence have been naturally gravely concerned about
the contlhuance of colonlal rule in various parts of the
world. Happily. this feeling was shared by the large
majority of Member States and the. United Nations had
to address itself to this problem as a-matter of extreme urgency. Various. resolutions were adopted by
the Assembly urging upon the administering Powers
the need to accelerate the process of decolonlzatlon,
My delegation can take some legitimate. pride in the
role that tt.has played in this fight against colonialism.
Having been under colonial rule ouraelves, we could
not have acted otherwise. It will'be our privilege to
help, in pur own humble way, others who; are still
struggling for freedom.
76. Arising out ~fa statement of lVIr. Nikita<Khrush"
ohev, Chairman of the Council of Ministei's of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Repubfics , ,the General Assembly included in the agenda-of the fifteenth session
an item entitled "Declaration on the/:granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples" .t>n 14
December 1960, the Assembly adQptedresolution 1514
(XV). operative paragr.aph 5 ot which reads as folloWs ~,'
"Immediate steps shall fJet*eh,ln TrllstandNon":.
Self-Governing Te.rritorIes or all-other territories
Which have not yet attained independence , tojransfer"
all powers to the peoples ofthose tetrftories, without
any Co(hditions. or reservations, in accordalice with'
their freely expresSE!dWillanddesire,WithoutahY
distinction as to race, creed'or.cotour" in order to
enable them to enjoy complete independence and
freedom;"
0

o -:

of Stat~b.r Goverhments.of NOl1-Allgiled 'C6I.ln-.·
tries, held at Belgrade from to 6 Scptell,lber ~ Q6~."
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stnce there hnd been some delay in irnplemel'lting this
ling oonditions~hat prevRll in Angola. and Mozambique.
resolution, po;rtioularly 0pf3ratlve paragraph 6, the
But Uta toroh of freedom cannot be easlly exU:\guished,
even by the WOrst of repreestona, The patriots or
Genera~ Assembly at its sixteonth ses.sl<)Jl adpptedyet
another important resolution in Novembel' 1961,
Angola and Mozambique are oal'ryingontheir stl'uggle
namely, resolution 1654 (XVI), Pursuant to this resofor freedom, both inside and outside Ule territory,
lution, the Special Committee of Seventeen members
and our h.enrtlll go out in sympathy towards them. All
was established. lt13 taslt was to examine the impleof us in U,e Untted Nations must give them every
mentation of the no,v famou~ Pcolnration embodied in
sympathy and support in their sU'uggle ngo.inst a monresolution 1614 (XV) of Peoember 1960. The delega';'
strously tyrannical r6gime. "
tion of India hns been olosely and intimately asscotated
80. pOl·tugal must renlize iUs not'posSible to reverse
with the work of the Committee of Seventeen. Not only
the
prooess of history. If the d001'S ofp~.noeful cQnnge
was India one of the members of the Oommittee, but
are blocked, a change through confliot" and violence
the Committee did my delegation"the signal honour of
wlll be inevitable. In its ownenUghtened self-interest,
eleoting my predeoeasou as its Chairman. I should
Portugal
must agree to transfer power to the people
like to. take this opportunity to express my thanks to
of hP.r 0010nin1 territories without any fUI'thel' delay.
those delegations who have paid a tribute to the work
Time Is l'unning out fast, but it is hot yet too late to
of Mr. Jhn. 1 should also like to convey the deep tlpbring the people of Angola and Mozambique peacefUlly
prectatton of my delegation to Mr.Coulibaly of Mall
to freedom and Independence, This would ensure the
for the distinguished services r~ndered by him in the
establishment of friendly and cordi~~ relattona between
Committee and by presiding ever its deliberations,
Portugal and her colonies. The alternative would be
pnrtloulnrly during the Committee's visit to Afrioa. 1
bitterness, hatred and s:.mguinal'y' revolution. It is for
sbculd like .to join others. in pnying a tribute to Mr.
Portugal to make the choice.
RUat, the distinguished Rapporteur, for the hard work
and meticulous care he h.ll.s~,gevoted to producing the
81. My delegation has heard with care and attentton
Committee's report. Both qlia11tatively and quantltathe suggestions made by several representatives with
tively, the report is one of the most comprehensive
regard to the future work and composition of the Comdocuments of the United Nations thathns come out in
1,nittee of Seventeen. In the introduction to his annual
recent y~ars. '
"
report, the Aoting Sedretal'y-General has said as
.
follows:
77. My delegation, having been a party to the report,
nnturally agrees with the method of work adopted by
"l .. in the field of Non-Self-Govemlng Territhe Committee and the recommendattons and conclutories, some four committees and special commitsions contained in the various chapters of the report.
tees are dealing with matters that might usefully be
Th~ Committee wisely decided to address itself first
combined, thus relieving the concerned delegations
to the territories (in the continent of Africa, where
of otherwise added burdens and fl,t the same time
millions of people still live under foreign rule and
reducing costs and staff requirements. It may perwhere some of the worst rnanttestattons of colonial
haps be possible to concentrate all the work in this
rule are stillpractisEld. 'l'he decision of the Comfield under the special committee which was set up
mittee to visit Africa was, as results show, a sound
pursuant to resolutton 1654 (XVI)" [A/520l/Add.l,
one, despite the fact that.,t~e visit involved some expp. 4 ,-tand
5].
\
penditure. During its vi~t! to Africa, the Committee
The Sp6vial Committee considered this aspect of the
-oame to grips with the realities of the situation in
question carefully and, in Chapter I, paragraph 152 of
Vric~ and was able to meet petitioners from colonial
its report [A/5238], has pointed out the danger of duplit:lrritories and to listen to their case; MaQY of.these
cation and consequent wastage of efforts and funds if
Iletitioners had come from distant parts of-Afri'oa and
there is no proper co-ordination.
"
they were grateful that-the Committee had saved them
.
.
the trouble and expense of travelling all the way to .!!2. In the light of the views expressed 1:lY theActing;
New York. We also feel that the United Nations itself , Secretary-General and.by the Special.,.committee, my
benf:)fited by this visit, as it was the first time that a
delegation considers it necessary that the General
Committee of such importance met on African soil.
Assembly should examine the situation artstng from a
large number of bodies working in closely related
78. The Assembly is fully aware of the commendable
fields. I may; in this connexion, invite a reference. to
work done by the United Kingdom Government in bringthe Fourth. Committee's recommendation to dfs-'
ing its numerous colonial territories to independence
continue the Special Oommittee for South West Africa
and freedom. We, 011 our part, have never sought to be
and to allot its work to the Special Committee of
indifferent to their problems or to minimize their
Seventeen [see A/5310, para. 27]. Should it be conefforts. My delegation is fUllyconscious and appreciasidered possible to follow a similar pattern in regard
tive .of the broad approach of.the United Kingdom
to other Committees working in the field o~ colonialGo\rernment in these matters. Sometimes, as in the
ism and if, for that purpose, an expansion in the memcase of Southern Rhodesia" the measures taken by
bership of the Committee of Seventeen becomes necesthem fall shod of the needs of the situQ.tion. At such
sary, my delegation certainly can have no objeonon.
Hmes, we have had'oecaston'to criticizeJhem, but \lie
Whatever the final solution, we are strongly 'of the
ha~e always endeavoured to,offerconstructive and, I
opinion that the General Assembly, at its current
hope,helpful Suggestions.
session, should fInd ways. and JIleans of avoidingdup7,9.': Wlten, however, we turn to the territo~ .of South
Iioatlon of work and of ensurtng that all its work. in the
WestfAfricl.l, or jo thePo~tuguesecQlonies,tl!estory
field. of colonialism should bepnoper ly c,o-ordinated.
is entirely different. Whilst the United I~in:gdom has
co.:.:.operatEl 9 w.ith the Committee, it is"amatter of
83. '., DUring thecourse of the debate ,suggestions have.
deep regret to my delegation that the Gover.nments of
beenmadeabout the OflneraI Assembly fixing,atarget
Portugal and of ~uth Africa have paid no heed to the
date or dates fOr the in'tlependenceof territori'es still
Charter" or to the resolutions of the GeneralAssembly.
under colonial rule . The views of my delegation in this
It wouJa indeed 1:le hard to find a parallel' to the appalregard are well known to the Assem1:lly; We Consider"
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"I'l'Qda3~'s (Thursday)' statement by Malayan Ambaseador (Dato' Ong Yoke Lin) before the United
" Nations General Assembly la wlthoutbasis', Brunai
Counolllor Zuin! Raji Ahmad said hel'e.
"tIe said there was""~ very strong desire of the
people. if' North Borneo "to achteve indt;lpendenoe
through merger with \l~e Federll.tiop. of Malaysia',
and that 'all poutioal'parties' there supporttheplan.
0

c

" . , "

(

,.

, But ,~ainl, who iso i~ Manna: IlS, a, member oJ ~
,mlssiors drumming up support. for eo new proposa~ to
unify Brunei, saraw~k, and North B~rneo into on~
o
Sttlte, desoribed .Ong s assertion as without basis
1n a oable he sent to,the PhUippine ~elegaUon tc the
ynited N~,tlo?s.
. "
, "·The ru11l\, peoples p~rty of Brunei', he added,
for~~llY ohallenges, the i3r1tlsh and ~nlaYl:J:n
, ~oy rnm~,nts to ,agree to a nation-\~ido refe.,.endum
,,~pd~~ direc~ UnW~d Nations suporvi.~ion and to al1!l\V,
o ,·lifhe,peoples ooncerned to choosofreely between jolr;:~'ing ,the ,Fed~ratlon of Mal@,ysin and the independent
" u~lfied§tate of North Borneo.'
Q

_

as aUlas, and as (elloWMetpbers of the United Nations,
'" We 'rE)ltel'ate this request, partloularlYc, in v~ew ,0£ the
statement of 'the representative of Malaya, that this
claim "ia ES'ntirely a matter between the United Kingdom and ,Phll!ppine Governments" (1178th meeting,

;plU'~~ 41].
95;' We tl'ust

,h

'

"0

tha~, the vaunted British sense ofjustloe

and fair play, and respeot for the rule of law, w111 lend
them toaooede,lnnforthrlghtan~unequivooarmanner,
to, this reasonable request ft?.F bilateral talks. Tlle:::e is
a dispute about "the I\ll-impo~tan~' question of SQverelgnty over North Borneo. There is at least a st;lrious
doubt about the true wisht;ls of the' people of North
Borneo in the exerctse of Uleir primordial rig~t to
self-detel'mination.
.
96. ~Surely, the UnitedJCingdom wll1 not wiShtObr..:t~li
these serious and important questions aside, to sweep
litem utlder the rug, as it were, as though they were
ofl1ttle or no consequence, The United KingdoIil will
not w'ish it said that the~' failed to ensure that the
transfer of ~ovel'eignty over North Borneo W(;s made
on a clean slate.
.
,1

G

;-l'

'IlZainicparged tha~the Eondon amendment con- " 970 The PRESIDENT: I reoognize the representative
'. earning the formation, ,of Malaysia. among Malaya,
of So rth Ai tea in exercise of his right of rep.ly,•
Singapore, Bruriei. Sarawak and North Bomeo was
~"" r
,..
, lc:iesigned to deny our inhetent right to self-deter98. Mr. BOTHA (South Africa) : During the course of
" mtnatton',
"
the debate several speakers lfaveaseerte<;\ that my
" '
',.
,". .
GGvernment intends the annexation of the'territories of
'. He S~id the'lJt;lopl~sparty, of Brunei, which won
Basutoland, Swazlland' and.Beohuanaland, The seriousslxte_en seat~s ~~, the Brunei legislature during a
.ness ot this charge, which is completely without
~ecellt electIon represents the, na~o~al aspiration
foundation, lies in the factthl.l,ti~ could create susptcion
~ou~hol.lt the ~ritish North. BOl neo,
' a n d thereby damage the harmonious relations which
~f. Z'W:rul1a Khwl (Paklstan) z'esumed the ChtHr.
are so-essentialbetween neighbours.
:',
:"-/"'1/;>:'-,,)..)
D .
91~ Tl1l1'projected transfer of sovereign.ty over North
99. t ,have therefore asked. for this opportunity to
Borneo to the. pr.oposedlFederation of Malaysia: would
place on the recol"Q,the true situation. '1'he position is
affeot 'deci~ivelp the futq?;e status of the people of
that the South Africa Acto! 1909, passed by the United
North Borneo, n"at, for a day: or a year , but fOI' all time.
Kingdom, Parliament to establish the then Union of
If there., . is . .any. l,,).
doubt
about
their true wishes
on a
South
Africa~ .envisaged.
the
transfer of . these
terrt.
v
•.
'
.
.
.."
cl
...
."
n;~tteF:'of, such supreme Importance to themj. they
tomes, under certam conditions, to the Umonof South
sliol.!~d, be given an adequate oy:eortunity tomanifeat
Africa. However the negotiations for such a transfer,
theJr will. At, this time, when th13 United Nations has
carried out over'many, years, came to nothing and,
'again and?agatn expressed ~ts overriding concern for
speaking in our Parliament on 9 February' 196;1 our
,the right of peoples to self-"'determin8.t1on, the fate· of
Prime Minister, Mr.~ Verwoerd, stated th9?::cot((e Prothe people of North Borneo should not be disposed of
tectorates would never be incorporated. On subsequent
in the precipitate, and somewhat summary fashion
occastonsvthe Prime Minister againd.n> clear terms
envisaged in the time-table plan for the proposed
outlined the South Africah Government's policy in this
Federation of Greater Malaysia., '
matter.• }\,S recently as ,4 September 19'62,c,address~!1g
92. The Cobb~lrJ.domrtJ.ission itself admits in its
the Tra,nsvaa~ 'C,ongress o~ the Nationalist Party;:~e
report tha.t there' as '11 j)'nsufficient time before the
em.phaslz,ed that m.corporatlOn o,fth,epr.ote.ctorates.,.w,as
. , . , " " ,'w ,. . •. I., ',. ,'. ,", ," . ' , .
not possl\?le and he declared that the Republic. of
South Afri'ca fore its part was prepared to accept the
Commlssloh ~ arrival fo !/ a ,ca~eful stu~y to be; ma~e
'hb
S That's the factual
by every sectlon of the population regardmg the 1111php t tt,·· d
,cation of the Malaysia proposals for North Borneo ,,}j
1'0. ti~c ora es as goo nelg.
our ,~
. 1
') " .
POSl on.
93. If this is the case, why the headlong rush to
trartsfer sovereignty ovel,' North Borneo and merge it
100., T~e PRESI?ENT: ,I ,re,cogmzethe repre.!';J(:lntatlve
into" a proposed Fede:t;atlon of Grea,ter Malaysia.even
of. ,India m exerClse'qf hIS rIght. of reply,.
befpre the rights of the peopl(~ of North" Borneo are
191, . Mr. Natwar SINGH 1.!ndia)': It lsriot the intenti9,n
precisely defined? The proposefi Federation of Malaybfmy delegation. to get rK~olved in an f).rgu:ment With
siatias ,had no ?rganic struct,u~,e~pto 110W•. Therefore
the qelegation o'fportuga1\ )'rhE?r(:lCOrd ofPo.rtugalis
tl\eclalmta~tmdependenceca"~be aChl~ved by NQ.rth
before theUnited'Na.tions: t~~ey have been \.1mversally
BqrneoothrCi~"gh .t,he, so.,.palled merger IS, to say the
cOridemned; )Sy ,this" Organization. Our record· in .the
leastvpremature. q.
. >:
c\,
field of decolonizatioh is not in p,ispute.,
,
. "
"
:
.... ,. . ' , . : i . : ...
(> '.' '., .' ".
:;"1
.'~
94. A1l that we have, asked the United Kil1gdom to;do
102. How~ver, the representattve/,of,Portl.lgalmade
lsto. sit Clown with us at, the <c,9nfe:r.·en.c::e table and
some' sort of reference to· Goa. This, reference was
settle the legalis8ue of sovere~gntyover;North B~X'Ileocompletely m~a.ningless.·' We, ha.ve made Otir~pOlSitl9n
in, a.. Ileac~ful m~nlleI' t befitting oUI're~at!onsa.sfrlends.' clear With"regard to ~Ooa 'in tQ.is, ,Hallal1.d in.btMt
,
organs of the united Nations,. I merely wislHos<~IV;,thaJ
',"elReport of'the Commission ,ofEnquir",:.North Borneo'and' sarawak p
t1l.er(:l· i~noql.lesti9tl "Of' 'India. committing aggre's'sion',
196'2, Comndd794, para. 100.,
..' . . " .
agf.l.i!1stlndia. poa is l!1dia.~j
".,;
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,
millions of peoples dominated by the British have
r
become independent is a faot of history that, cannot be
denied, BU~ tlu!-t the United Kir.~om granted them
,
their independ~noe is a Bl'itish ft\.\ry tale, Without a
head and without a tail.
17. :rhe British have never grantect independence.
.
This is a faot of history whioh hat'dly calls for any
testimony. The peoples earned their independence in
the battle-fields after years and years of struggle ond
after thousands upon thousands of patriots have fallen
t
in the field of aotion.I do not wish to break open the
already sealed annala of the liberation movements in
AsiF.\. and Africa. Earl~' in the beginning of this
oentury, the history of Egypt was one of bloodshed in
its stl'uggle to throw off the yoke ofBritish domination.
In Iraq, in the early twenties, there was a virtual war
AGENDA ITEM 25
with
the British to foroe them out of the country. In
The situation with regard te the Implemel'ltation of the
India, the remains of Gandhi will tell of the brutalities
Dllclardtlon on the granting of independence 'to colonial
of the British in suppresstng' the movement for indecountries and peoples: report of th~ Special Cummitte"
pendence. One need only read Mr. Nehrutsbook The
Discovery of India to realtse the great saorifices of
established under General Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI)
the people of India to 'achieve their independence, In
(contlnued)*
Cyprus-and this is a case cited by the representattve
of the United Kingdom-President Mnkarios can tell
12. The PRESIDENT: It will be recalled that the
the Assembly of his exile and of the sufferings of
general debate on this item has been completed. subhis people in thair liberation movement. In Palestine.
jeot to one right of reply. ltremainsfor the Assembly
which reflectf3 the blackest chapter in Britishhist()ry.
to consider a draft resQlution submitted by twentythe United, Kingdom was granted a mandate by the
two delegations [A/L.410j. A report on the financial
League of Nations to prepare the country for indeimplications on this draft resolution has been otroupendenoe, and the disastrous result is quite well
lated [A/5351].
mown to the United Nations. The Holy Land was
13. Before calling on the first speaker. I should like
partitioned and its people uprooted, dispossessed
to draw the attention of the Assembly to document
and
expelled from their ancestral homeland. And the
A/L.413, which was circulated this morning. As the
representative of the United Kingdom comes here to
report of the Special Committee [A/523B] is a bulky
boast of the peaceful progress towards liberty, prodocument, it was felt that it would be convenient for
gress and independence.
.
representatives if, the various draft resolutions submitted to the General Assemblyfor its consideration by
18. Thus the record of the United Kingdom on the
the Special Committee were grouped together in one
questton of colonialism is one that merits condemnadocument. The draft resolutions have been reproduced
tion rather than pride and gratification. Inno case has
without any change from the report of the Special
the United Kingdom granted liberty. Liberty was
Committee. Thus_document A/LA13 is not a newdocuforced
upon the British oy fire. and sword.
ment; it is hoped that it will be easier to refer to it
when we come to considert..i.e various draft ~esolu
19. There are a few cases, very few. I admit, where
tions recommended by the Special Committee. .
the people concerned became independent without
firing a single shot. But here, it must be remem14. 1 now call upon- the representative ~f Saudi
bered, the British either exhausted their interests or
Arabia, who has askectto,speak in exercise of ,the,right
the colonized country became a burden on the British
of reply.
Exchequer. Colonialism to Great Britain is not glory
15. Mr. SHUKAIRY (SaUdi Arabia):'l have asked to
or. grandeur] it is cold interests based OD 'cold
speak in. exercise of the right of reply to the statement
figures. When a given country satisfies the Brttish
made by ,Sir Patriok Dean. the. representative of the, interest, the British fight to the last man. But when
United KingdOIJI.' on 26 November 1962 [1175th
the cow has been milked to the last drop or when it is
meeting]. But before doing so, let me place on reoord
fed at a high cost, theoowis left free. This is how
our gratification that the .Upited,Kingdom delegation
independence with, the British bad to be fought at
M,S provided me with another- oocaston to speakon the
times an5t was simply let go at other times.
question Of colonialism. ,To, speak agaln On this item
means that "we speak again in support of the causa of
20. Even after granting Independence, the United
freedom., I;) also means that we speak again on the
Kingdom endeavours to maintain its colonial interests. •
per!ls ,of •colonialism. Lastly, and what is more ,imTrinidad and Tobago's recent independence is a case in
portent, waspeak again on the, evils of British Impoint. Only a few days ago, Dr. Eric Williams,pi'ime
perialism.
Minister of Trinid~d andTobago,ann.ounoel;this reo
jectionof a British loan amounting to $14 millioh. In
16. In addressing,the Assemblyon his Goverrlment's
explaiIling his rejection; :pr. Williams,st~ted:"Iasked
r01'e in the ,question of colonialism, ,the representative
for
11. loan to put the people of Triniqad nnd'Tobago to,..
of the United Kingdom reiterated an'already 'rusty
jobs, not to provide jobs for British workers." In his
argum~nt, namely that the U~itedKingdom ha.sWillingly
granted ,independence to so manyll'iillions. of peoples . statement to the AsseIIlbly, t1)e representative O(t11e
in 'so :many counb.'ies. ,ThiS "argument has become.a'. UIi~~ed Kihgdom wondered about the sourcesdfIlly
naked falsah<>od which hardl~ .nee<is :refutatioll' Tbat ' information. l' 'lidvise,himnot tomak(;l a hasty and
reckless denial. For his benefit, 'Irefer;~irn to The
New York Times of 26f\ November 1962,Where he can
':Re8~ed from the 1181st meeting.
,
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read the statement of the Prime Minister of Trinidad
and Tobago.'
21. None the less, to expose the role of the United
Kingdom With regard to oolonialism, we need not dig
into the arohlvea of tile eighteenth, nineteenthnnd
twentieth'oenturies. The report '~of the Speoial Committee is suffioier.t in itself to vitiate the olaims of the
United Kingdom; In faot, were it not for the oolonial
polioy of the United Kingdom, the United Nations
would not have passed the Peolaration on the ~anting
of independence to eolomal countries and peoples, nor
would it have established a Committee to implement
that Declaration, To add insult to injury, the United
Kingdom has lamented 'that the expenses of this Committee hlLv,e amounted to $100,000, but the United
Kingdom seems to forget that it is because of British
Intransigence that the United Nations has had to bear
that much labour and expense. Instead of expr~ssing
deep concern over the $100,000 of United Nattcns
funds spent,the United Kingdom would do better to
express concern over the wealth and treasure of the
peopl";of Asia and Africa that have found their way to
the BritiSh Treasury for oountless generations.
22. I now turn to specifiomatters, whichdisolose the
distinot distortions of faot of the representative of the
United Kingdom. r,.et me take. first the question of
Nyasaland, The representative of the Unit'ed Kingdom
has stated: "... the representative of Saudi Arabia
alleged that the white settlers in Nyasaland owned the
greater part of the fertile Iand in that. oountry"
[1175th meeting, para, 112]. I can only saythat this is
a mutilation of the statement I made to the Assembly.
~3. f beg leave to quote the whole portionof my
statement pertaining to this matters
"In Nyasaland the white settlers own 1 million
acres of the most fertile lands, while the Blaoks, and
I'hate to use' this term, are no more than hired
labourers. Let us remember that in N'yasalnnS!
there are 6QO times more Blaoks than Whites. hi
Nyasalnnd the Blaoks number 600 times the Whites
and still most of the fertile lands are owned by the
Whites." [1168th meeting, para. 130.f
It can readily be seen what a distortion 'the representative of the United kingdom committed dn quoting
my statement.
24. The representative of the United Kingdom has
questioned the sources of my information. IIf this
regard, I have two sources to quote. I will read first
from GUllther's Inside Afrioa,
"There are very few white settlers in Nyasaland,
but they own about a million acres of the best land.
AfrioanS,as in Kenya, ocmplatn that their own
areas are so overcrowded that eoonon;lio well-b~ing
is impossible, whereas huge white-owned traqts are
kept emptyahd undeveloped. About 200,OOOAfrioans
work0I!;the European tea and tung plantations.".!!
Mr'.GUllther, let me say, isaWell-known American
author, traveller andjoumalfst, He is not a oommuntst,
andthe Informatlon whioh he got onthe spot in ,~lyasa
land' is suffioientto snow that the denialS 'of-the
lJnited Kingdom representative tl.!e nothing but prepl)stero'l,is, reckless and irresponsible.
25'. ,, MY,.ElpOOndsquroe Is ,the .EnCYOI0p~di~Brita.1l
nica. I reM,from th~ volume' ori Nyasaland as ,follows:
o'

!/Johil Gunther, Inside 'Africa, New Yo~k, Harper allll~Brothers,
,l?5:'l, p.,645.
" , 0
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"Mt'~t of the tea is ~own on Europenn estat~~ ~'(.'
Although the AfriCan is primnrlly an ngr1oulturnii~t

11

working on his ownfarm, mnny hnve taken to wage
eqrning on Europenn eetatee 0),' in the UnlonotSouth
Afrioannd Southern"Rhodesia...
"In 1951 the number' of Afrion.ns working outside
the protectornte was 148,OOO."Y
These are the words of the EnOyolopaedia Brltnnnion, ,
not the Enoyolopaedia Sovietsknya. I hope:that the
United Kingdom representative will not be so reckless
as to denounce his own Enoyolopaedia.
26. 'rhe U~ite(l. I<ingdom representative also spoke of
lithe shamelessly Inaccurate 1l000\1Ilts whiQhhn.vebeen
given to this Assembly by' representatives" of the
oommunist delegations and their assooiate, the spokesman of the Saudi Arabian delegation" (1175thnieetlng,
para. 111J. I rejeot this insinuation ,Qf the United
Kingdom representative as insolent, baseless and unfounded. Assuming the charge to be true, to give the
Assembly inoorreot acocunts is not shameless.Wha-:'"1V
is really ehamelesa is to dominate milliona ofpeople!;l
for so many oenturies, to rob their wealth', to exploit
their sweat and labour, to buy their raw matertala.at
the cheapest prioe and to sell them finished goods at
the highest. This is the shameless practice, behaviour
and demeanour, This is what is really shameless, and
this is what the Britishhave been perpetrating throughout the world for so InltI1y oenturies.'
27. My accounts are neither shameless nor inaccurate, I have read to you the Enoyolopaedia
Bdtannion, the-harvest of the t~,ightest brains of the
United Kingdom. ~).s for sUbs~qi~, I have defended the
cause of liberty of the peoples in Asia and ,Afl,'iQa.
This task is a source of p;dde and gratifioation for
me and for all the United Nations ,representatives who
supportt.lie· cause of freedom. If anyone in this hall
should. feel ashamed when the question of colontalism
is oonsidered, it must be the delegation of the United
Kingdom. Rather thnn speak of my shamelessly inaccurate account, the British would do better to walk
out of the Assembly as a sign of regret nnd repentenoe
over their callous oruelty to the people of Asia and
Afrioa.
o
28. That I am an assoctate of the oOnpllwdst delegations is anothe,r falsehood on the part of the United
~1ngdom delegation. It is on reoo1,'dthatIwas the f~J:'st
speaker o~this item. ! opened 'lthe debate on ,~~
matter, hence I am an asaoctate to no one, It would De
more true for the ~Pftls8ntatire~~Uliited~~gdo~'
to say that other delegation~have bflentayassooiatss"
nnd not vioe versa.
/\.
29. On the other hand, !tis It matter 9fpride"i8~ me
to associate ,myself with nny delega'tlontliatadvooates
the cause of liberty; This is .our reoord ill the United
Ns:tions. We,have suppo.rted lib'erty whenever a battle
for liberty, has been fought, I have ,assooiatedmyself
with the Asian delegations on all Issues of (:ueedotn. I'
have associated myself with ~ Afdcan delegations on .
all matters of raoial disorimination. I have never'
aS800iateq myself with the 13ritish~~l;\legation,~oause"
it. wa$forev~randeveronothe'lSideof colonialism,
and never, never, On thesiQe of freedo,m.Shouldthe"
-qnited Kingdomdelegatiop-,against its hi~toribt.r~~i~
tion, uphold" a cause of libeI'ty,' at least for,onoe, I
would nO,t hesitate to associate, myself with the British
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4elegatlon. Let thom ~ry tor once, and th~y wlll find
me thore.
30. But the United Kingdom representative seems to
have forgotten that Grellt Britnln WIlS n devoted ally
of the oommunist states during the SeoondWorldWnr.
It was more than I.\D a8sooiation; ltwnsn oo~adesh1p
of arms. Now that their islands are safe and their
nooks are secure, the Britishdenounce any assoolation
with the oommunlliltdelegations on the Issue 9f oolonlal..'
tam, For the' British. auoh an assooilltion is a Virtue,
and for others it 'ls a viae. This is British logio and
Brltlsh oonsistenoy.
'
31. The tl'Uth of the matter is that 1"am really an
aseooiate, but in eaoh and every struggle for national
sovereignty an.d independenoe, Like allfreedom..lovlng
assoctatea of freedom and aSBO..
delegations, we
olates of all peoples fightlngfortheirfreedof.a. We are
aasooiatea of all the leaders cfAfrioa and Asiu. In their
stru&'gle for liberation.
32. When~e United Kingdom representati~e was belittling my statement from this rostrum, a. great leader
from Afrioa sent me this telegralll:
"My party and I tJompllmentyou on your reoent de..
mand for removal 01 British m11ltary bases in
Kenya and Aden. Kenya Afrioan National Union.
(KANU) unreservedly opposes all forms of foreign
Jnilltary bases on our son, On this question, there
~s no room for negotiation with the Brltlsh; regard..
less of sb:o or oontent of their base in Kenya, it
must go.
Jomo Kenyatta."
1 am an assooiateof suoh leaders fighting for a noble
cause. I tnka pride in their assoctattcn, as muoh as 1
take pride in British dtescotatton,
33'. The United Kingdom representative, in speaking
on the thJ'2e Commission Territories. said as follows:
J~They] are ... politioally quite independent of the
dRepublio of South Afrioa, and, despite the reokless
allegations of the representative ofSaudi Arabia. this
re!Jllllns British policy~" [1175th meeting. para~ 109.]

are

1"";/

o

Let ussee who makes these reokless allegations. Is it
the United Kingdom delegation or the Saudi Arabian
delegation? This refutation is' a wilful misrepresenta.tion;~pf my statement. In my statement to the Assembly~,,'i said that in spite of their denials; the United
Kingdom is harbourtng a polloy intended to annex
these te~ritories to the Union'iofSouth Africa. These
intentions are. betrayed by the very same test1l110ny
adduoed by the United Kingdom. On 13 April 1954.
Sir Winston Churohill raferred to this question as
follows: "Ther~ can be no question of Her Majesty's
Government agreeing at the' present time to the transfer." Well•.~at the present time" is the crux of the
whole question; The expression used by Sir Winston
" Churohill is pregnant with the dlm:ger of annexation to
'oome at a later time. at any time.
t,
'
,"'c'

-

"

~34. We have had another piece of eVldenoequlte reoently, In the report of the Speoial Committee. under
the heading,ltObservations by members". the position
of the r~presentativeof the United Kingdom is given
as follows:.
.
"The facts of geOgraphy.llnd.,of"economic life made
it iIlevitable tllat the Territorie's were closely linked
'With, South Afrioa.in many ways. For e?Clllllp\e, there
had been a customs union between the Territories
and, South Afrioa for over fifty years. In ·addition,. a

large number of inhabitants of the territories found
employment 1n South Afrioa ... It [A/523a. ohapterV,
para. 180.)
35. Again. in his statement to th~ Assembly, the
representative of the United Kingdom spoke of
Basutolnnd as !tan enolave situated in the heart of
South Afrioa" (1176thmeetlng. para. 103]. 'J.'Msewol'ds
are intended to preparethe minds of Members of the
United Nations to accept ann~Uon. I hOl)e the repre..
sentative of the United Kingdom wUl not oondemn the
report of the United Nations t\R a forgery or his state..
ment before the Assembly as a shameless and in..
accurate account,
36. But if the denials of the United' Kingdom on
annexation are genuine, why is it that the United
Kingdom voted against the Committee's resolution
whioh deolared the territorial integrity of these
territories (A/523a. ohapter V, para. 214]? Had the
United Kingdom been stncere in its professions, the
least it oould have done would be to vote for all the
paragraphs of the Committee's resolution whlch
denounced annexation and supported freedom and
Independence. The United Kingdom did the reverse: it
voted against the resolution, and it comes to the
rostrum here to establish an alibi for its guilt.
37. British distortion, however, was not oonfined to
.the question of annexation. It embraced the so-onlled
oonstitutional reforme in the urea. In the report of the
Committee, the position of the United Kingdom repre..
sentative is stated as follows:
" ... one of the roost important [problems" is] the
question of the plaoe of the ohiefs in the newlyemerging patterns of Afrioan society. l!l [~•• para.
134.]
38. Anyone reading these words might exclaim how
prog;resstve .the British administration is. But let us
look at the true situation. I can do no better than yield
to the Enoyolopaedia Britannioa again. I read from the
volume on Becauanaland. This is what the Enoyolopaedia Britannica says oftheBritishadministration and its intentions as far as progress is concerned,
and of the plaoewhiohtheohiefofthe tribe should have
in Afrioan sooiety:
"In 1948, seretse, son of Khama's son Sekgoma n'
and heir to the Bamangwat<> ohiefainship. married an
English woman. Ruth Wllliams. For. reasons set
forth in a White Paper" •..a WhltePaperwas prepared
by the Bi'ltish Government to handle the situation of
this gentleman, the leader of his tribe, because he
had married an Englishwoman-"the British Governmenf;,efused to recognize 'him as. ohief and excluded
him.froIp. Beohuanaland.e
He was excluded from his, homeland, in pursuance of a
White Paper of the British.Government. T~~ quota,tion
froxn.the Enoyolopaedia Britannioa continues:
"This' provoked resentment in the tribe, whlohculIn,1,Jllited In disturbances and bloodshed, .MoSt
Bemangwato asserted their continued adherenoe to
seretee and refused toaooept or to nominate anyone
else as .ohief. In 191)6":-and,this is the sad.outcome-!'after he had renounced all olaim to the cl'lieftain...
ship for h1tnself and.hls ohildren, Seretse K)1atna was
allowed
to return to Bechuanaland." Y
.
.
He was allowedw gi);back to ,~J3 homeland'onlY' after
he had renounced all his rights-and this:ha:ppened
.

3 '.
. ' ,'i(
~ Ibid•• voL 3, p. 287~
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simply' because he had married ~ English woman. I
make no oomments and I draw no oonolusions. This il?
a weU-deserved Qondemnation of the Britisq by the
i'l
Britloh Enoyolopaedia. 1ts~l~ 'I
39. Lastly. there is the' ";~estion of the milita:.I1.'Y!
...,.
bases in Aden. In his statement to the Assembly,
the'repl'esentative of the United Kingdom said:
"It ia pel;'fljotly trae that the British Government
has important defenoe obligations in that general
area." [1l75th meeting, para. U9.)

45. The eecoad preambular paragraph of the draft
resolution points out that ~s Deola~ation on decolcntaatton and the establishment of the Committee
of seventeen raised great hopes, not only" amongst'
oolonial peoples, but also indeed "everywhe);'e"~ The
word "everywherell was deliberately inoluded in
!\olmowledgement of the faot-for the cc-epcnsors do
believe it to be a faot-that the hopes of the oolonial
peoples are to a gt'oVllng extent /lhared by the ordinary
populace of former, as well as present, colonial
Powers. In our opinion, it was largely because of thie
sympathetio andrealistio disposition on the part of
40. This pretext of the United Kingdom, by w1'Joh it
their' peoples that most of the Western oountries toted
proposes to defend itself, is more oriminal than the
in favour of the two earhereesolutdonaondecolontaaorime itself. British defence obligations are paration, thus enabling both of them to be adopted by an
mount, it is said. They are oertainly saored-but only
overwhelming majority vote in the GeqeralAssembly.
forQ:reat Britain and within the British Isles. But
46'. However. the draft r.,esolution has unfortunately
defenoe obligations discharged on our lands are, by
.
def'initiGll, aggreaston, We,do not wiSh our lands to be
had to go on to re~~ter I:egret that, in many of the
miliary bases or afieldofmil1taryoperations. Neither
colonies,,~the provisions of the Deolaration have not so
far been fully oarried out and that in certain oases
do we wish to subject our homelands to a war to which
we are not a party. These British defenoe obligations
preli~ary measures have not even been, talten. Cerhave no plaoe in the Arab countries. Arab lands are
tain colonial Powers have refused to co-operate, or
for Arab defence, and the British Isles are for British
have shown a ne~tive attitude toward$ co,,:op9rating,
defence, After all, we might ask: whohas ~ested in the
With. the Speoial Committee ~d have thereby conUnited Kingdom these defence obligations on Arab
siderably delayed the imp~ementation of 'the Deolara:'
territory, In the Arab homeland? Su'Oh obligations are
tion, The draft resolution e."ql7:esses deep ooncern over
self-eleoted by the British and for the British. Let
this attitude. And it also expresses the conviction that
1
th
h
if
such an attitude constitutes.. a souroeof international
th B iti h d~ d th
er s
en. emse ves. in e Briti6 Isles,.,
oonfliot and- dis.harmony which, in turn, 'seoiiou"sIOy Imthey ohoose-not in our lands and not at the cost of.
" .
the lives of our p e o p l e s . '
pedes. international co-operation and creates increasingly da;~er0J:1S situations likely. to threaten
41. In ccnoluston, let me' eXPreE!s the hope that the
~ace and,' sec.l1'ity in ,the world. Hence, operative
United Kingdom will know in the future how to treat
paragraph 40f the draft resolution deplores the refuse!
the statements of other delegations. Here in the
of certain administering Powers to" co-operate with
United Nations we may disagree on interpretations,
the Special Committee. Operative paragraphs 5'and 6
we may disagree on conolustons, but as to the facts,
call upon the Ad~stering Powe);'s concerned'· to
it is disgraceful and most degradingfor any delegation
cease all armed action and repressive measures
tc.mlastate the facts and to misrepresent'the faots.
di~e()~ed against dependent peoples, and to implement
The United Kingdom delegation, I am afraid, has not
paragraph 5 of the Declaration in order that all -Qolonial
stood this test. In Asia and Africa the British
territories and peoples may accede to independeno.e
prac~ioe co~onj,alisp1, and here in the United Nations,
without delay. ,Members may reoallthat operative
~n. the question of' coloniaUsm, they practico dls-.
paragraph 5 of the Declaration [resQlution 151-4 (XV»
tortion. If they cannot make a cQQ,t:ribution by emanotstates 'that:
'.,
paUng their, colonial peoples,' !Elt l,hemmake no c o n - '
. . .
·?Immed1atesteps shall be taken, in Trust andNontfibutions of distortion in this Orga.m.zation..
f3elf-Governing Territories or 1111 othe);' territories
42.· I trust that the United Kingdom, represent~ti~~
.'which have not yet a~inedindependenoe,totr~sfer
will not again come to this rostrum with a distortion,
all powers to ~epeol?les of til0s e territorie!:l,withwith a fa1s~hood. The Encyclopaedia, Britannica .is
out 'any conditions" or reservations, .in aQc?tdanc e Ir
available, and indeed the whole library of the United
with their ~reely ex,p:t:,essed Will and desire, wi~out
Nations is accessible.'
any distinction as to race, oreed or colour, in order
to enable them. to eI).joy complete independence and
' f r e e d o m " ' :~ " ' ' ' ' ' ,
43. Mr. PALAR (Indonesia): We have before. us,
among ,others, the Twentr-Two-Powel"draftresoluI~hould like .tO~e~d this AsseJIlblytha.ttbat'l'esolu"
tion [A/r.,.41Q). Indonel3ia has the honour to be.one of
tion wa~ adopted by ~ overwhelllling ni9.jority.
the co-sportso~s. of this draft, and has actively-parti47. lcome'novh to the' 'second of the'titree'sQrient
cipated ·in.the drafting. It therefore.g1ves me great
points llitnedraftresolutl\on, qam~ly, the decision to
Pleasure.to 1?,e able to. elaborate in .some detail on the:
enlarge the SpeoiaICommIttee established by resolumain fea.tures of the proposed resolution.
tion 165,4 (XVI)',' as. contailled 1i10perative'~ragra:ph
44.:, .IshaU' belPn by briefly S~~ii,ziJlg lts three
7.. 'rhis <iecisi6n springs. f.rom a reoognition Qf thee "
Salle~lt pq1nts: first,. there, is the solemn'reaffir,matiOil
urgent need. for •. -the.Special. comniittee'to'accalerate
of. ~e wel1-lmown principlel3 and objectivesen~hrined i.>, its,'!lot1vities,. 0130: that . it. cianreport~naUthe re- .
m8.1niIig "~rritQrlest6 .lb~· eighte'enth.·lIession' olothe'
in thetj}/iJ' previo~s .resoluti«;>,n.s •on decolonlzation,
namely,~ resolution' '1514. (XV). an~ '. resotutton '1654
GeneralAsse~b.Y~ 'A~ .i.~niarged '. memberShip wqWd
(XV,I); . secondly ,the,.'deoisiop. ,to ',enlarge the SPe,9~a.I
enable the ComiIiitteetodivide Itself into five or six
CoII1IIlittee ,by. the. addition,.ofseven .;memll(;}rs;"an<i. groups. oEaohgroUp, •possibly aided by a.: lllernb~rpf"
thi,r~lly, the,request to .the Speoial"committee tonulke·
the:. S~Qretaril.lt,>90Wd then,repo:rt. ,to the> .Sp.e,oi~l
rlilC9~en~~tiQns'conoerniIl~t,hefbd.ng,of~tillle-Umit CQ!nmi!tt)einplerio pnan' a~eeQnumberof.thedE)for the complete appl1oationJoftheDeolaration:ohin~
pende~t.terl'itQri~s>thatstill;bave~to beexaD1ined. or
depenpenpe.\;··.':
"'0,
yj~i~e<i.;_'.l'hl:ldrllft resolution 'lci9~esnptprop()se are'"
~.
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oolon~nl Powers. The neca for urgenoy (\nd speed must
be brought home to the Colonial Powers, And at the

oonstitution ,of the Committee, neeause we wish to
keep the \'lllunbleJmowledge' alrendy nooumulated by
'
,
the exli~tlng membeca,

snme time, the champtons of speedy nnd oomplete
termination of oolonialism must receive some aeaur48. lOIn ohoosing seven.as the proposed num~e:r ofnew
nnoe that the element of immediaoy.~~"essed in the
mombers, nooount was taken,;of the need to ensure an
Doolaration on deoolonization is more,,\o.n an empty
adequnte representation of these oountrlos deeply ingesture in .ttleir direotiQn. We therefore deemed it
terested in. deoolonlzatlon, oombined with the need to
imperative to request that the Genernl Assembly
mnintaln l\ proper geographioal dlfltribuUQn of seats.
authorize ~e Speoial Committee to make reoommendations o~oerningthe fixing of a time-limit for the
49. \\ The draft resolution oontains nospeolflo r()oom~
oompletenppUoatton of the 1960 Deolaration.
mendatlone as to the notunl nllotmentOfthenew senta,'
5S. It shoUld be notioed that operative paragraph 8
HO'Yevel', my delegation lJeUeves-nn,~ here 1 wish to
emphasize tbl\t I am now spenldng only f9~ the
<!'!) of the drn:ltl'esolution speaks of"reaoIJlmendations"
Indo~esian delegation-thl\t at lenst four of the seven
for the fixing of a time~limit, not of "a recommendaseats should be alloonted to Asio.nnndAfrionnnationa.
tion". This was quite deliberate; the use of the plural
Also, stnoe most of the territories on whiohthe,Comleaves the Speoial Committee a muoh more open ,field
by affording it the possibility of produoing alternative
mlttee liltill has, to report are looated in the area of
types of reoommendations, as might seem most
Asia and the Paoifio, IndoIlcsia. oonsiders that it
appropriate. Thus the Speoial Committee will have the
wol11d now be fair if Asian oountries received two of
alternative of recommending: (1) a blanket time-limit
the new seata, My delegation's own idea of the best
within whioh aU dependent territories are to have
distribution of the seven seats proposed is:' two for
attained their independence; or (2) a specifio. timeAsia, two for Afrioa, one for Eastern Europe, one for
Western\Europe, and one for'Latiri Amerton, But- 'limit for each territory examined; or (3) a combination
again I wish to emphasize that this is purely my dele- . of (1) and (2). that is a oombination of a blanket time~imit and individual ttme-ltmtta for each dependent
gation's own idea,
territory.
~
50: 'The rest" of my 1J;ltroduotion to our draft res()1~-,
54. It is (olear that, oontrary to what many people
tio~ will be largely taken up"with the need to fix a
have thought, our dr8.ft r1esolution does not empower
time-lirrJt, for the oomplete t~rmination of oolcntalthe Committee itself actually to fix the tlme-Itmit,
Ism-sthe third salient point in the proposed resolution
This will be the task of the General Ass~mbly. which
and one of ,oruoial importnnoein the implementation
may either aodept o,r rejeot the targ~t-date. or targetof decolonlzatton, lteferenoe to it in the draft will be
dates, reoommended by the Special Committee.
foun~ in the nn~l preambular parngraph and in operative paragraph a (!l).
55. I should like to draw theAl:lsembly' s attention to
the Jactthat, under its termsof I'eference as stipu.51. We may reoall that operative paragraph 5 of the
lated in operative paragraph 4 of resolution 1654
Deolaratton on decolonlaatton calls for immediate
(XVI). the Special Committee is requested to make
\, stepsltO be taken by the colonial Powers ooncerned'to
recommendattons conoemtng the progress and extent
tran~~er ~llpower to the peoples of the dependent
of the implementation of the Declaration, Hence, even
territories. It really should not surprise anyone to
without the relevant provision' in the present draft
learn that when we inserted 'the word "immediate" in
'l'esolution, the Committee is entitled, if Itso deefres,
front of the word "steps" we actually did mean to into make recommendatlons on a time-limit. But" in
corporate an,express injunction as regards the timing
order to prevent lengthy debates in the SpeolalComof these steps, One wouldhave thoughtthat "immediate
mittee as to the desirability of this course, and in
steps" is a simple' enough phrase•. not the least bit
ordej also to. emphasize the element of immediacy
obscure in ~ts meaning nor open to too many interpreenjoined in the Deolaratton but overlooked in practice.
tations. B.~t"apparEmtly such is not the oase, for in ,he
the cc-sponsors of the draft resolution consider it
two yea~s that have elapsed since the adoption of the
essential that ~e Committee now ee e}.lllioitly:. re-"
Deolaration it has become all too obvtous that
quested to make recommendations ooncerning a tiI~e
"immediate steps" has not necessarily been interprated
limit or time-limits.
by the oolonial'Ebwers as one might have expected from
lOOking both words cup In , the dictiCinary. namely, as
56, Th.e way in which the Committee works is,Well,
direct aotion to be taken instantly. at-once.now, Some
known to us all. Its-recommendationa are based ana
of the colonial Powers, for" example, olearly regard
thorough study of the territories. on its knowledgeof
"immediate" a,s a relative term-:relaU\l;e, that is. to a
the needs and desires of their peoples and ()n'its
vast perib90f timt3-slnoe those Powers have not even
appraisal of the views of' the colonial Powers con;'
begun (;to take the most modest steps toward"s impleoemed, If. as may COnceivably occur, the people of a
menting deeolonization, Other Powers appear to
particUlar territory specifically ask the Committee n.ot
think that "immediate" appUe13 bnly to certain mintto ,fix a time-liinitforthem, or to delay fixlngthe
ma,l prelimmary measures-in otherwords, to the first, time-limit and persuade the Committee of'thewtsdom
one, or two 'measures o~ a whole seetes of lengthy
of this request, the Speo;al' Committee will naturally
steps, cwhic'b th~y envisage as rtegeS13ary for the proper.
repOrt it to, the. General Assembly. The co-sponsors .
transference of power. Indeed. the neWly-free natioIls . of th"e, draft· re13olutiotrareconvincedthat the.Speciat
are almost alone in inte:rpreting the phrase "immediate
Committee has .l\lufficient lmoWledge .and, exPerience to
steps" ~!,,~fb;,~,}~eral slnE!e; Jhat is, asdireC?t action/11as
enable,it toreconlIXlend definite time-limits for, each
speclfi,oo:i.n. th~Werms of. pa;ragra~h, 5-~0 be.taken!"in.-, oftpeter:rito~ies that havenot yetatta).nc,*)\ indepen-'l
stantly
.
.
• at':moeZJnow'
",.y • . '
dence. And onthis°basis w~therefore'als()'btb'1ie~e tlult
';52~ Accoi'dingly.,tM 'co-spdhso~s .'Of th~ pre$~nt draft.,. it, should rtotoetoo di#icult for theComrnitteetoarriye
ata recommendation for'a:f>hinkettlme-limitco.vermg
resolution considered theY ought tq"try to naI)rowdown
.flU theterritorfes lnvdl\ted.The· In.don'esiander~~atian'
the, meaning of, this'provision.whiohhas', thusbeeI!
woUld go even further than this! we-andhereJt should
~vensuchali1:lei'alinterpreta:t~onby the majority of
0

d

0
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be understood that in this context,I am spenking 0n,ly
mit~ee be~equeste<1 and authorb:ed to malte reoommenfor my own delegation-we oontencl that the blanket
daUons on two additional matters: on the form of,in'time-limit should not, in fllot, exceed two or three
dependenoe that would seem most ap.propriate for a
years. We are not atallimp~~~sedwiththe suppoaedly
given territory, 1l1ong the lines just desoribed; and on
strong argumentthatitwoulc.~rresponsibletotrans- tile ad,vis~~~~wofthe United Nationa itsel!)playing an
fer sovereignty to territories whtoh, because of the
aotive p~ l't i;;l the administration of a given territory
smallnesaof their popula.tionor land, cannot possibly
for a oer~t.l period of time.
be oonstdered economically or politioally viable, and
62. To oarry out this new -tasls, we think that the
iD. the statement I made at the plenary meeting last Speoial Committee ~'~ll probably require a preparamonth I explained why my delegation is notimpressed
tory report, oompile\, by experts of the ,Seoretariat,
with this argument, With your permission, I will now Whioh would analysb the various possibilities Of
repeat the substance of what I said on the subjeot at
applioation in the territories oonoerned•. Thi!3 prethat time.
paratoryreporc should also partioularly concern
itself with the question whether, for a certain period
57. I said then that a ~ajor problem now oonfronting
us is how to honour without further delay the right of
of time, a territory sho~d oonsider aotually sharing
self-rtetermination as expressly reocgnized, in the
its sovere\'gnty with the.United Nations, and fiOt with
faoe of diffioulties to be overcome regarding madethaoclonial Powers; or whether the United Nations
quaoy of .preparedness in many of the territories. My
should merely assist in the administration of a
territory \UltU it has 'reaohed a final stage of secure
delegation is oonvinoed that the problem can be
solved, but only if we are not afraid of new and bolcipolitioal and eoonomio viability, either on itfJ. own or
ideas. One tlling is oertain: the United Natlons must
by joining with a.larger poUtioal unit •.
expeot to play a signifioant, not to say deotstve, role
63. On the basi~ of the findings of the preparatory
in implementing the final stages of decolontzatton,
report and its own deliberations, the Speoial ComIndeed, as I hinted earlier, our Organization should be
ta k
mittee should thus be in a position to make SO\Uld
i 1
pr!3pared to take on an ent re y new s . •
recommendations for the oonsideration of the Assembly, whioh will then be able. to deoide upon the most
58. An instance of the kind of~sk,my delegation has
desirable oourse of action for each territory. Should
in mind is afforded by the case ofWest Irtan, The pole
of the' United Nations as temporary administrator over
it be deoided-with the agreement of the territory and
its people conoerned-ethat United Nations assistanoe
this territory during the period of transitio,p from
Dutoh to Indonesian administration could well become
in the jOb of administration is required, it may well
a historic example of the way in whioh our Organtzabe that the most suitable body to undertake this work
tion oould assist small dependent territories from a
will be the Special Committee itself. To that end. I
would suggest that a .oonsiderable adjustment of the
state of dependence to one ofindependenoe. It is in
this oonnexion that I hope the Special Committee will
Department of Trusteeship and Information from NonInclude iD. its report on each of the dependent terriSelf-Governing Territories is required. I f~~l that
tories to whtch sovereignty must be t~,ansferred,
this explains why my delegation believes tluithe time;..
speoif~c recommendations .as to the form of Indepenlimit to be recommended by the Speoial Committee
denoe whioh would seem most appropriate for the
should not exceed two or three years.
territory concerned,
64. The task of the enlarged Speoial Oommittee, as
59. Onceoolontal peoples. however small, have gained
outlined in operative paragraph 8 <!), (E), (Q) and ,(2)
or have been giventheir !3overeignty, iUs up to them to
of the draft resolution is self-explanatory. The Com.decide what they want to do With their newly-won
mittee is invited to seek .the most suitable ways and
means and to proposespeoifiomeasures'forthesl?,eedy
sovereignty: whether they want to join withQid~r
sovereign States. whether they want to form a tmit
and total applioationof the.Deolaratton, ~d to report
with other' newly sovereign States in order to attain
on it not later than the eighteenth· session of the
greater politioal andeoonomio viability, or whether
General Assembly. Furthermore-and this is very
important-the Committee is oalledupon to apprise
they wish to seeiftheyoan suooeed on their own; In
this context.I] may not be irrelevant to remind Memthe Seourity CO\Uloilofany developments in tlled~bel'S that the Eastern andWestern portions of, Pakistan
Pendent territories whioh may threaten international
peaoe and security'.
,
are more than a thousand miles apart, arid that
Alaska and Hawaii are both several" thousand miles
65. 1 have now allbJ.lt oompleted ~yintroduotionto •.
away from the main body of the United States. So
distanoe oannot be considered as any kind of barrier
the drart resolution, for I .assume 't4allt il"lhardly l'
to forming politioal units,
neoessary to exPlain Why theoo-sponl"l<)J:os Included
in 'ol?erative paragraph J, appreciation -9£ the work
60. However, it maybeth,at, fora While at least,some
a,ccomplished' by the Speoial Committee. Nor. by the
of the newly independentterritories will prefer to resame, token, .shouldany explanation .be ,reqUired for
,p,aragraph 2, which notes with approvalthe, metllodf;1"
main entirely sovereign, despite the diffioulties entailed. Personally, I am of the opinion that many of
alldproCledul'estllat tbespecialCommltteeM$.,aqol?ted "these small nationl"l.will in factquioklY'oome to a
forthedisoha:rge ofitsf\Ulctionsasoutlinedin,:qhapter
xealizatiol1of.the necessityforjoi,ningJarger political
I of lts:repgrt[A/5238l,'paragraph'112,pa;rt13 (ll), (ID,
units~more Cluickly than some of us think likely l1OW·
(Q); . @and (!). Likewise. the Iiee,!i fo],' tllelastt\v0
l\ioreover, r feel that mosf o:fth.e dependent te],'ritories
operative paragraphs of the draft resolution, requeswouldbe willing to take heed of any reoommenclatio~s
ting all.Member. states, .andespeoially.the,AdIIl.1rU,s...
that the Special Committee may have to make in this
~erlhg~PowerEl' .to afford the Spe~i~l pomm1tteetq,e4'
resp~ct.
".
. ..
'. .....
'.'
fUllest'·co,-operation,.and .r.equesting~e.seCl'etary:6i .:···Letme nOWbriJflyindioate 'someofthepraotical
Gener!ll to'oonUnue to providethe''OPIi1mittee'Wi~h itU'
aspeots of the new role, with regard to deOol?nization,
th~"~iiG~litiesand personne\,ne()ess~rYfor'theinJ.Ple7
whi.ohmYdelegation.envisages for .thEl Unit~d Na~i(jns.
mentati9n of this <lraftz.-esolu,tion."woulgaJfJoseemtQ
In essence, wE!, ~r~ prCl:pClsing tha~theSppcial C9 . .,
beself~eVicient.!·
.\(.:,' ',:,."
",'c-'
Il1
c
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66. The 'drafting of this draft resolution toolt more
than three weeks, It represents ,0. dlffioultbut happy
oomprQ.mise between two widely different views. It is
'the fervent hope of the eo-sponsors that the General
Assembly will give it the support whioh it so generously afforded to the two previoUS resolutiOlls [1514
(XV) and 1654 (XVI)] on deoclontaetton,
67. The PRESIDENT: I oa~l on ~e repres~"t-U:~i'Ve of
the Un.ited Kingdom to exerctse his right c' r 'Ply.
"''. .J
68. Sir PATRICK DEAN (Unit~ ·Ktngdom): The
General Assembly is by now well aeeuetomed to the
ora~rioal methods adopted by the representative of
Sa",;.~ Arabia to, advance his allegattona, I do not
propose to waste the time of this Assembly in continuing the arguments with him. The mass of the
Assembly Will, I am sure, treat his remarks with the
oontempt'which they deserve.
69. 1 wish, however, to reply to one speoifio allegation that the representative of Saudi Arabia saw fit to
make, namely, that my Government intends to permit
the inoorpo'!'!1tion of the territories of Beohuanaland,
Basutolarid ,an~ Sw),"zUand into the territory of South
Africa. When I'spOke earlier in this debate I speoifi'oaliy' denied ' any . suoh intention on behalf of my
Government. Let me repeat this position oategorioall~'
On behalf of my Governm(int.
r
70. It is, of course, true that the South Afrioa Aot of
1909 provided maohine],"y whereby the territortea could
be incorporated in the Union of South Africa. The
United Kingdom Gove:rnment has alwaYs maintained
that this did not constitute, and does not constitute, any
obligP,tion to transfer the territories to South Afrioa.
The fact'that the British Government has not repealed
this Aot does not, however, mean that we envisage
transfer of the territories to South Africa" even as It
remote possibility. The reason, Why we have not repealed this Act is that we believe itto be dead already
and that any provisions which were not already dead
ceased to have operative effect on South Africa's departurefrom the Commonwealth.
71. To make this assuranoe doubly sure I should like
to quote, from a statement made by'the Minister concernocl,Mr. Peter Thomas, in the House of OommonS
on 26 Febrtro.],"y 1962. He had been asked a tlUestion
ab~ut the 1909 Act and his'reply was:
"In ourvlew, this Act lapsed when South Africa
left'the Commonwealth.'i
Shortly afterwards on 29 March 1962. in answer to a
request for an assurance that the .future of the High
Comnl1ssion territories would not follow the direction
in 'whioh South West Africa appeared to have gone, the
M~ister replied:
'
"I can. assure my honourl;\bleJriend that there is
,. noq\iestio~ of,that-and there never has been. I
,should not l'ikehis reme.rksto be held to IndtoateIn,
any.'waythattbereisreason.for fear on the part of
. the High 'Commission territories. We)ha:<ve made-It
:abundantly.clear ·.tnatourresponsibility to them
remains, ,!1Dd··that theywillnotbe.abaorbedinto South
c

Afdcl1.!' •.

Chair.

74. Haiti has extended the hand of brotherhood to all
freedom-loving peoples, whether on the Amertean
continent, in Europe, In Asia or in Africa. It has
fought for recognition of the equality .of rights of
peoples great and small. It has shown its aotive
sympathy for them in international gatherings, in tlte
now defunot League of, Nations and in the JJnited
Nations. Many resolutions, whioh are milestones on the
long and diIfiouJ.t road to oolonial emancipation bear
Haiti's signature. Ltrust that! may be pardoned for reoalling here the initiative taken at the sixth session
of the General As~emblyJ;>y the delegations of :aaiti,
India, Lebanon, the Philippines and Yemen in submitting a draft resolutionYrelating to the at~inment
of the objective of self-government or independeno~,
in the Trust Territories. It dealt, int.er alia, with de":"
terminining the time bywbioh those Territories should
attain independence. That draft resolution became
General Assembly resolution 558 (VI) of 18 January
1952. In introducing the draft l·esolution· therepre- '
sentative of Haiti explained its purpose in the following
terms:
[)
,
",.. what we are seeking ... what we are aiming.at
in this draft resolution is to request the Adm:lnistering Authorities to let us lq10wwhat are the measures
taken. or. contemplated ..• to lead each of the Trul3t;
Territories, in the shortest possible time, to the
'ultlmategoal of the International Trusteeship S)'s:tem, namely self-gov~rnme.nt or independence.;"
"We should also like to ask the Administering·.
Authori~ies to ,~orm us .about how', the partioulaJ.','
circumstances ofeach Territory and its peoples .and ,
the freely-expressed wishes· of.the latter are belng,
taken
~toaccount.
.\I,~ .. ' ' . _ , ..•••... ,';"
•
,,'.'
I,'
,-.
':c...',',".;

."We sho\lld",Iike to a.sk the AdministerfngAutho],'i-i
ties still 'ahother question:' are the eXistingp],'o- ':,
visions of the Trusteeship.Agreements .suffiOien~'·t<l.',
takeInto aocount 'all' the factors "mentioned,above?)
, ,,:':,: ": ,:__ .<':.. ,"':" ,::,i,' . " " , ' \.'" '_' .. ,:~'1i_>,::

,IbopeJ!Ult lnvleW oftheee cle9,r £lDd,C9,tegorical
s.tat~ffi~l1ts b)'.BI:itisl1¥~is.ters,. the .Asseml:lly will
agree; that this question i$ no longer a matter for.

disc~,~~i~~:t:;.

73. Mr. DORSINVILLE; (!laiti) (translated from
Frenoh): My delegation refra~ed from taking part in
the general debllte in order to avoid prolonging th.e
deliberations of the General ASl3embly and thus to
faoilitate the task of the President, who is trying to
ensure that the aesston will oloae on the scheduled
date. Nevertheless, as my delegation is and alw/:lYs has
been deeply interested in questions of decolonization
lU'ld has ever been in the forefront of the struggle
against oolonialism, it would like to recall briefly that
that struggle began with the first days of the Independenee of Haiti, 'whtob, although it had emerged with
its eoonomy literally ruined from a bitter struggle
that had lasted more than fifteen years, was rich in
the hope that:the trail whioh: it had just blazed would
soon be followed hy all the colonialpeoples. Toussaint
L'OUverture, the precursor, when setting foot on the
ship Le H6ros' which Was taking him into oaptivity,
orted-out prophetically: "In striking me down, they are
felling the tree of freedom in Santo Domingo; but it
will grow again. for its roots are many and deep."
Mr. Haseganu (Romania), Vice-President, took the

,'. .... '. '. " '..:"~~' ....' '"\":,:·".\~,F

72•. The·PRESIDENT: I recognize the representative;
of Haiti, .in exPlanation'of votEf before votltlg.
.'

"Finally, ..we ' ""ould like .to . ask them-. OriEl · la~~i\
"questioncolloerningthe period of time 'whi0l:!:it~i~!"
. thoug~t will be required iq:r each TrustTerrit?r,Y~
attain'the final goal of the International' Trusteeship
i.
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take their rightful places Intlie Ol;'gnnizat!cm\ ',rhls
tempest naturnllybrought ab9\lt a revolution in conoepts nnd prooedures In so f~r as the otill dependent
territorios are concerned. The days of clX'awlngupcle,tailed" questionnaires fortJ"e Trust Territories or
examining tha eduoational ~.\tist1os of the Non-SolfGoverning Tel'rltories were') over. ,'the .snoros,RnQt
prinoiple of the parity of Admini13te1.'ing and nonAdminlatering Members in the Trust,eeship C01IDOll nn~
the Committee on Informnticin, oeased to have ~Jf

75. That stntement was made at the sixth session of
the Gene7:l\l Assembly, ten yenrs'ugo.lt would not be
too muoh t,o ""W that resolution 658 IUI), was the first
WJo/
"
blow struok at"therampartsose4\.t1o\lfJly guarded by
the, oolonial PowerEJ in thob: efiorti;! to pr'event the
United Nations from haVing a part in any deoision
relating to dates for th~ attalnment ofindependenoe by
the colonlal territories. We Clan S0I'l.1'oely be saId to
have mistaken at the time. Cne need only consult the
vnlldi~r.
recorda of the ·,Fourth Committee tcreettae that faot
79. It was now aquesti6h of oompleting tho work of
and to see how desperately the colonta! PowersdeooloXli2lation as quiokly as llQssilJle in those oasea
struggled to defeat that l'esolution.The satlsfaot.ton where it still remained tObedl>ne;ThnUs'the meaning
with wbtoh my delegation reme~berfl the vote in the
both cit'the historio resol~:~ion 1514 (XV) of 14 Deoem"
General Assembly may be summed up in the opinion bel' 1960, embodymg UlePeCJlaration. on the grantingof
expressed by the friendly delegation of Guatemabh
Independence to oolonial countrtea and p~Qp'e~, w~oh
watch, together with m!lny others~ supportedthe resomarks a tul'ni,ng-point 1n.t.heevcl\ltionofthepbUoa~phy
lutton, The Guatemalan delegntlon said that it was one
ofanti-oolouiallsm, and, of :re~oluUon l65~ (XVI) of
of the most oonstruottve proposals whioh had been
27 November ],961, which opened thew9.ytonew aotion
adopted up to that time. My delegation ts therefore
by the United Nations. We are now at this final sta~,
happy to make known its position with .regard to the
and our role is to bring to a sucoe~sful ccncluslon as
draft resolution" [A/L.410] whioh is now b,~ore us.
rapidly as possib'ie the now task laid down in the
Deolaration of 1960 ooncernlng 'the," abolition. a!
76. When the United'Nations Charter was drafted, its
authors concentrated thair attention, as far as colonilll oolontalfam, The goal being olearly defined,"we must
!lOW perleot our methods of aotlori,
'
.
e.ffairs Were concerned, on ~;the idea that the soUdetermination and independence of peoples would be
80. Here I should like to digreas.. for a moment, If th~
Josteretl primarUy bythe establishmentahdfunotlonlng
Members of the' Assembly will turn to rule 101 of the
rules of J?rooedure,thay Win see. thl\t am~:>ng the Main
of the Trusteeship System. That was whythe Trusteeship Cowiol1 was set up as one ofthe prinoipal organs
Com:mitt~~s pf the General Assembly" 'fue ,Fourth
of the United Nations. All the fOl'mer mandated.terrtCommittee is known as tlUf"Trusteeship,Cblrtinittee,
tortes, with the exceptton bf SouthWest Afrioa, were
inoluding Non-self-Gov~l'Iiin,g Territories". This title
placed under the TrUsteeship System, and in this
aoourately reflects ~e spirit of ],945 ;,iq,oc;;>rrting,tQY/hiql,l
sense the System has more or less served its purthe Trusteeship SYEltemwas to be.: ~e comer-etone of
"pose, f0J:' eight of the eleven Trust Territories are
the' Ol,'gtiuizatioll.'s activiti~El relating to'oolonial
now independent, and the ,three which are le~t,are the
matters. As" however, f:fom theverybeginning~doUQts
smallest and least populated.
were, expressed oonoemtng the soope and effeo~iVe!l8Ss
77. On" the other hand, the hope of using" the Trusteeof that System, the words "inoludingNon-Se!f-Govern.lug Territories" were added to tIle name oftne 'Fourth
'ship System as an instrument for the evolution of all
Committee" e.ven tb,iough the additi,p,n as.itwa13 rendere~
the colpnial territories did, not materialize, aano
administering Power agreed voluntarily to placeIte
in Fren6h was not very, grammatical.
colontesunder that System. The United Nations then
81. Thlfl namenblonger seems in.kaep1ng\\iithreality.
tried to foster the evolution"and' liberation of the
'Tcday waen the Four~h Committeec,ouoerns It.8elfwith
oolonies by haVing recourse to the deolarationconSouth West AfriGa,c'the ,IJortugueseterl'lto;ries OJld
talrietl'in Chapter 'XI of the Charter and by setting up
even the report of the TrUsteElsblI>oCounoil) it iscpn:"
[resolution 146 (II)] a. committeetofltudythelnformacerning itself. with decolonizat1on.,IshoUldtherefore
like to propose that the name of the Eourth Co:nfuiittee
tion reoeived by the'United Natibns pl\rsuanttoAr~i91e
,73e relating to economto, sootal and educ(lt~opal
be ohanged and 'that henceforth the EourthCommiUee
'oonditions. An ,.intelUgent~pproach andaprOgresslvely
be ca~l~ 'the "Decolonizati.Q~ Comnlit.te~lt. t:bl:lUevein
b:t:61!.der interpretation of 'its, terms of referenc~. haYe
the. value' of symbOlism, and, I ,think that thiidEmision
made ofthisCo~mitteeausefulinstrunlentforke~plng .WouJ,d unuerlineandmake oletircto all the importance
the attention of the UnUed Nations focusedonthe Nonwhioh the"United ,Nlltions atta9hes to this qU~stioI1. ~
Self-GOverning Territories and :exer~ising a oe,rtain
should' thit1kthat the slfglit,amendment to"rwe 10],of
p~eBsqre on,t!lej..,adminj,stering Powers. NGv~rthelessp
the, General AssemblY'Jll"'J.les ofpro9e,dure Whioh .
the.,fnfluenc,r3~~~~is Commit~eel1as bee~ limited ~w~ ,thisw"ouldentaU would n'qtgiverise to!U,l:Y diffioul:t~~~.
Jp th~faot that it was" not.author1~ed~p<:lonsider
82.·l'hedelegatiO'ItofH~it.i ';ould, begra.tefU1'if all
politi(j~l developments or able to give its a.t~e~tion,to
delvgiltions would. mAke mown theft ',",ieWS,.,,,b.n,"thi.•,,8
the oolonial territories where some of .themost
'
.
matter and woulcl indioatethe ,prpccdurEl' Whigh·ther.:
thorny problems ha.vea,risend.uoha,t'l th!3".,Portuguese
1 i
d
Rh " ,
. , think would :be the" ~ost. ,1'rMtical~'o~, amondlng rUle '
co ones an SO\lthern. od)esia.
c,
'.,
lOllf.'they arein,favour;ofthel?ropo~al..T~()pethat
78. " Then oametlie" wel'oome :r~;VolutioI~a.ry develop~
,. the, :President, Will ,be'· BOWd .as to give\lS gttidar1Qe
mellts of reoenty,ears whiqh·ha.veout-distanced the ',in" this.matt~~. ',If" ne'cesaary ,InjT Qe~~,w.tion\vOuld be
slOW ,aotion of) the United Nations. Theo010nial terri~
willirig, with,.~h13,~~PIJOl'1;,pf fdelldly Qdel~gat~Okl,S~. ~o
to;ries have freed themselves oneafter ahother~some- '" submit a ,formal 'Ql·9it. res'olution,fup;l'der Jhlltthe
times by peaceful means, sometiInel3. byvlolence"'::iuld
,Eourthcomrnitte~.b&g~ing.w,ith the'~neral A:13sexn.ne\'{.. sovereign countries, ha,veoom,e:' by the dozento . bly' s ne~ session, mightbear thj;fnewnan'i'~lI[)ecoloni,1, " "
'
~."
,~' ,"
".,,~
.zation Committee".
',,~, ,. cc
"
' 0 ,

J

",,;,r,

, ~'Staternent'made at ~~:Z39th lllee:1ngllf the FOuJiIi Conimittee;, the
otWhich are iil SUIl1I1111J.'y foriTl only.
"
"

,re~orcls

'83. "1 noW return' toth~ draftl'esolutlonWhioh' 'is'before the General' Assembly~ The delegation c:f '.,Hait

"

I,
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"

approves, the oontlnuanoe of th.a Speoial Co,mmlttee
e~tabllaheQ., by virtue of resolution 1651.l (XVI) I;U1d the
onlt\igement of"tts membership, ae,is MW ~opOied.
My delegatiQnepp;(Qves without ref,lervation the idea
that ~is ~ should be oQnfirw,ed as t4e" oentral
orga.n, o~Jwerned with deoolonization .In all its forms
,and sho\\ld be diteotly responsible. to the General
Assembly.
q
"

e.

o

I..'

•

8••, The draf.t r~solution does not say so expres~lY~ b~t
it would seemto be obvious that all the o~er sUDsltllary
bodies 'of the General Assembly whioh are ourrently
,(iealing With deoolonizlltion questions should cease to
exist. This has been olearly and brilliantly demonf)~·~ted by'a number of spe~ers d\lrin,g t.'le general
debate, l)Qtablyby the representatives of Guinea [116.9th
meeting] and Iraq [1170th, meeting].
85. Only the-Trusteeship cOUnoU, whoseourrentrole
has moreover been oonsiderably reduced, oould contlnue toexlst, in the absence of an amendment to the
Charter. until the day when the very force of otroumstancea will obllge it to oommit hara-kiri. The
General Assemblyllasc> before it a draft resolutiori'~f
the Fourth Committee (see A/5310.; para. 27. draft
resolution, ID], oalling for the termination of the
Spaoial Committee for· South West Afrioa and similar
draft [see A/5349. para. 30'• draftresoluUonUI] cono~rning the Speoial Committee on,1erritories unde~
Portugueee Admintstration. The delegation' of Haiti
I,considers ,that these a~,ejudiciousproposalsand th!\t
they are. inuee<J,:'ip. line with the measures whloh
II\ust be taken if thecfunctioning ofthe United Nations
,i~, tobei~de, more .effioient.
'
8,6•• 'It seems to us that;) this ~tionoo~l~ be' oarded
stUl',ftirther ~ ,The Assembly. we think. should also put
an" ~n<L to the. SUb-Conunittee on"tbe Situation in
~, 'Angollli. I~ iSO})vi?~lyqot, ges~ra~le to perpe~ate' the
'pre~entsi~tionin·Whi()b.-the problem of Angola"is
the .,subjeot of four different debat~e:, .a twofold debate
"inth,6 plena;ry meetln~. when the As~embly exa,~es
the, 'report ot the' Speoial, Committee of Seventeen 21
[A/fi2381and the .report' of the Sub-Committee on the
Situation in Angc:>la [A/5286J. and a twofold debate in
the" Fourth Committee. When it examines the report
of the SpeoialCommittee on Territories under
PQrtuguese Administr~tioil [A/5160] and the report of
the CommJ,ttee on ;Information fromNon-Self-OOverning Territo:ries [A/5215].
87. This disper~al~f the disoussionls not only a was,te
(\ of time but also a souroeof confusion and contradiotion
\\ f)"om whi6h only the eolomal POWer oan benefit. The
~sole 'llrgument" advanced.,for' the IDaintenance of the
.!iu~;"90mmittee .on,' the Situation in ~ngCla is the need
fo;ra body ,wl9.ohcan mainta.in, liaison, with the
Sooqxoity Counc~. Tlds ar~e.I!t c.arries lit~l~weight.
for the Committee of Seventtlen may Qall the· attention
.~f, ~e(seourity' Councildir.eotlyto any situation whloh
Uis examining. ,and .~s is provided for. moreover, in
the, driUt resolution before us.
'
, 8a.F\lrther~or~; th~ }naintenance ,0£ a Sub-Com~
mitt~~onA,ngolain~epen~ently~fthe ~!Uar~edCom:
p:littElEl,of. SEl~~ntEl~n:\vould"inevita»ly' entail dupli()ation
even tithe Sub-qommitteet s terms of reference were
restr~cte~•• HowcqU!ditjudgewhethe~ itwas neoessary
to p~t an ,item ~Elf9rethe.Seourity d9!,U1Qil other pwi
.by DUlki:ng ay-e:rY;,f,lxtenslve stti<:lY ~Ohe siwa,tiop, in,
+-,,-_'+-..,.
I"
~'SP.eCI~ &mmitt~1! on the SitulIuonwith regard to th~' Implementa..

"*ti

(jf,~t!j:lflcl,ara~ion on~~>qF.alltiIlg J)~ Independencetocoloni"l
.

',~ountrie~ ~n~P!!,~~es;,;,

AngoJth ~~Ilring petitioners,vlsiting the nelg'nbo"'J.'lng
territories and even oonduoting an Inqu\ry in A9golll
itself-in other WO~8, ~oept by oarl,'ylng OU~ all the
aotlvities whtoh shalloW. be reserved to the enlarged
Committeeo of Seventeel'? Of course, the latter Committeeoould appoint a standing llub-oomm1ttee on
,Angola if it saw the need to do so.
89. M:y delego.tlon does not see the 10Sioof prolonging
the exlstence of the Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Terl'1tories. Someth1nk to justify
its oontlnuatlon by oalling ih teohniOllloomm1ttee. but
it no longer fills thia role. While in the pa!1t it studied
soclnl, economio and ec!uoo.tional questions, the Committee on Information haa Wldertaken "as its main
toplos of study (sec paragraphs 152 to 154 o( ita report [A/5215l) the development of the legislative and
the e:l<eoutive power. the introduotion ofa system of,
demooratio eteoucns, the freedom of aottonof politioal
,parties. eto, -in other words, the very means of accesa
to independenoe with whioh the Committee ofSeventeen
is concerned,
90. '1'11\6 duplioation Is all the more futile and. J1S of
now. dangerous in that the Committee on Information
from Non~Self-OOvernlngTerritories has availllbleto
it onl)l offiolal irJorrnation received from the
administering Powers. that it has never agreed to hear
petitioners and that, moreover. its membership would
continue on a basis of parity (an equal number o~,non
Administering and Administering Members). whereas
the Trusteeohlp CO\UlOil itself has beenfunotionlngfor
scme time with a majority.of non-Administering Members. This,. practioe. which, is modelled on the rule
followed .dn the Trusteeship Counoil and which might
atone time ha,ve been justified. is now outmOded.
91. . The abolition of the' Committee on Information
'from :Non"'Self~$overning Territories would prevent
the repetition qf oertainrather absurd procedures
whiCl~ haV~l;>een applied. For example. while" the
re,portof the qo~ittee of Seventeen. whioh deals
witbthe poltttoa] 13ituation in certain Territories suoh
as Basutoland. Swaziland and so-oalled Spallish Qu1nell.
has been dlseuseed in plena~y meetings. the Fourth
,Committee ha!3 heard the. petiti9ner~ ,from those
Territories express their views on the same situation
but haE! done so withln the artifiolal and narrow framework 01 the examination of the report of the Comintttee
on Information from NOll-Self-OOverning Territories.
92. This. ha~ led to an extraordinary performance,
which must, have been perplexing to the laymane : Re"
peated appeals. one might ~.lmost say supplioations.
have been addressed to the members of 'the, rourth
Co~ittee bypersor:s Who wished to take part inthe
general debate .on ,a number of agenda items being
jointlypisoussed whioh had no direot oo.nnexion with
the. 'hea~ing of petit1oners.-persons who. and this Is
even'more seriouS. wanted to submit draft resolutions
but were' delayed Jndoing so beoauseeverythinltwas
being held. up by the' debate in the plenary meetings
on the report of the Committee of Seventeen.
93•. The .abolltion of the Committee on InfurDlition
from Non-Self-Governing Territories would not. of
course~ alter '. theprooedure provided for in ArtlcJe
73 (3' of the)Cllarter. Information would continue to be '
"submitted to'the secretary-Genel'lll by the admini$te~
ing ];,~'Yers'. It would be, analysed'arid s~marlzed by
theseQretary..General as·'in the past. and this doou-. '
mentation woUldbe put at the disposal of,,~eemlarged
Conunittee QfSeventeen. Onoeall the aotlvitieEi oorioermng decQlonizat'lon. had been oentrallz~ ill t~e
c
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hands of this Committee, there would be nothlfig to
prevent it from organi~ing its \vork on the baflls of
speoialized sub-oommittees £01' the partioular TGl':t'i- '.
toriea being studied so thatitmightbeable to examine
a lll.rge number of different situations oonour,rently
with speed at\d et!ioienoy.
.
94. My delegation would have no objeotion to authorizing the Committee of Seventeen, if the need should
ariee, to inolude in its IJub-oommittees Members of
the United Nations whioh were not members of the
enlarged Committee, The important thing is that the
work of all the aub-oommttteee should be co-ordinated
and should be \U1der the direot Md sole authority of
thf:) enlarged Committee, wlrl,9';~ would become, as it
were, a new prinoipal organ c ~ ,the United Nations. In
Urls Dway it Would be possibl6~in the furore to avoid
duplioation and triplioation, multiple and badly 00ordinated l'eports and repetitive separate dteousstons
on a single qUestion whioh are a cause of extreme
aImthy.
95, These are th'ti few ideas Whi~h my delegation
wanted to set forth, the few auggestions whioh it wished
to present to the 4J!sembly for its constderanon now
that we are, examining the draft,.reaolution [A!L.410]
oonoerning the workofthe Speoial Committeewhioh has
been maderesponsihle for::ensuring the Implementation
of· resolution '1514 (XV) of 14 Deoember 1960. It sul:lmits them in the spirit of frank and loyal co-operatton
whioh has always guided its aotivities in the United
Nations.
9~. Mr. HELEN (Sweden):' Now that we arefaoedwith
draft resolution A!L.410. spOnsored bya g~l;lat,num
ber' of Afrioan-AsianS:w.te!,\, .:i~;'might be ,useful to
regard it in the light ofth,eDeol9,l'a..tionon the granting
of independenoe to" oolqnial,,'o,Quntrieso.nd , peoples
[resolution 1514 (XV)], presented:pythe then fortythree African-Asian States, ·:and.adopt!3d 6verwheJm:ingly by tAis Assembly twoyearElago. :'
'
97. The Swedish delegation, which cast its voteih
favour of'this document, didl'3o beoause it found the
basic ideas, expressed in the Deolaration, sound and
adequate, and beoanse we were of the opinionthat they
were in' accord with the Charter Provisions~on the
prinoiple of 'self-determination, Thisprin9iple is no
innovation, no invention of the United Nations, it is as
old as the history of civilized.
It has, 'however,
taken on added urgenoy during the last fi;lW years. OUr
opinion onthis main pointwas stated before the General
ASl3emPly on 14 December 196G ill the, following
words:
,
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rule, as well as 1n those whioh arC) now enjoying the
treatment for whioh they have been striVing. u
'
99. This opinion 160loor1y and foroefully refleoted
1n the llttitude of SWedon, as a naij,on ollnd as an active
Membel: state of the United Nations. We,. favour a
speedy, energetio, and realistio deoolonization. SWeden
ta proud of having'1een a supporter of the Peolaratiou'
from the very outset. Thus, the Swedish Government
is still in favour of the basic ideas of the Deolaration
and of seeJ.ng them thoroughly developed in draft
resolution A!L.410.
.
lOO. Nevertheless,
delegation has some doubts
-coneemtng; certain parts of the draft resolution,
espeoially operative paragraphs ~ and 8. I want to
stress tha.t these doubts' are of a mainly praotioal
nature.
'
101. It is in the tntereste of all oonoerned-that is,
of the dependent peoples themselves, the,metl'opol1t!m
Power,s and the United Nations-that the transition
from dependence to nationhood should take place iJlas
orde~ly and peao~l a manner as poElsible. The
Declaration contains a paragraph ata~g tbJ:lt illadequaoy 1n politioal, I;lOgno,pUC, sooial 0:&," oouQational
preparedness should never serve as a P1'et~ for
delaying Independence, We agree: nothing ~hO!Jld be
used as a pretext for denying peoples the freedom
the.r'se$.
102: We are convinced, however, that the, process 01
deoolonization will be most effeotivel~' furthered, and
that the new nations themselves will most ben&fitif
'there'iS a certain amount of balance between the will
to freedom in a new oountry and the praotioal pqfJs~Pi
1itles of exeroising this freedom Without having it
jeopardized. It may not always be fea~ible to achieve
this ol\lance, but it still seems worth aim1rig at,
'103. Having this oonvtotton, we find It neoessll.ty to
I stress....as we have done before, anduiltil.now in
accord "With the vl~sexpressedp'Y many of, th~
African-Asian Stat~s 'themselves"::'thllt it is not rell.lla~
tio for this Assembly, to fix anov'er-all time-linrlf,
theoretically evolved for theindependenoe of all. the
territories whichare~tUl dependent. we cannot
ignore the fact that too rapid a transition of a ter~i
i:ory from' colqnialstatut:l to independence may cause
serious diffic1l1ties for its own people.
'104. The Charter of the United Nations itself has
taken, thiSintoaooount 'pothp-! . Chapter XI,d'ealmg
'with Non~Self-~vern1ngTerritories~ andlli Chapte~
XII" which is concernedwithterl'itories tiD.dei' trusteeship. In Article .73 'p,the 'administering Powers are
"The Swedish Government and the Swedish ped'ple 'requested to develop ·'l3'alf-governm~nt·.and 'to, assist
have followoowith intent interest and great sympathy
In tl,ie Pl'0gre,.asive .'deve19P~ent ·ot;f.ree polit~calln~
the his.torioal process J;ly which the large majority
,.stitutionS
in the territories. "~ocordlligtothepartic~~-'
,of formerly dependent peoples have. come-to-enjoy
oiroumstances of,each •territoryand~tspeoples and
the great.boon of national freedom. rfthe declaration
their' varying stagesof advancement". Thecorrespon~:"
-.'will 'fielp t,o keep the' desire ,for frel;ldom burning in
ing Article, dealing' with 'TrustTerr~torieB, thatis,
xnen'smindseverywhere, it will . servel'! usefuL
Artiole 76:b•. also. speaks·:ofthe'parUuUlar circwn':'
,purpOse." W~~th meeting, par~.~l.] ,
stanoessof eaoh terrltory and its peoples 'as having to'
There. seems: to be little.,d6ubtthatth1i:l purpl?se.has
b~takeninto aoco\lrit. .,
.':' .;;.......,... . : .'"
" ' . ' , '. <
",.,Y,<"'" ,
indeed peen served by the Declaration during,the tWo
105.
The
fixing of a time...J.imit~or time~linrlts,as,
yeal'ssmoeit·,was "adopted....twOyears of intensified
therepr~sentat1ve" of Indonesia· ha~jUl:1t.~souss.~. in,
deoolonization which haye proughtmany new Members
his
introduotion::-more ,or ,1~ss~;utomaticijfi11. valid for
into the United Nations.
different territOries. ,does'not seem to allow for the
::>",' ....":":'~:;",' ,; _" -',.;, ' ".' .', ,
"98.~bliC.opinion in Swedc:ln. '. as expressed,by'repr~ wide flex1Pility,thattheCharter--we UUnkWisely-pres~ntativesofoUl' political parties: and of our. strong
supposes. Neither. does it ,see:mto,ta.kEl intoaCO'0tlilt,the
lapour.liJ}ions,''all:dpy many of oUr IV+osteIDt~l1igeht . facttha\;in'?mo~tcaBes,thetrME:lition:~tQinetepend~nce.
'writers andjournatists,'hlilil.showndeepengagementin
luckily,Ms •coxneabp~tolls tperesw.t of negotiatiOns
what" is, going' o~ "tn" territoriel:!' .still "under colonial 'Petwe'enthe metl'opolitatfPowei'andtheeleotedleaders',
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of, the politioal parties in the territories. The drait
resolution .in itsoporative paragraph 5 oalls upon the
administering Power/:l to show r~sp~ot for the righttul
leaders of the peoples oonoerned Md their politioal
l\ct~Vlt1cs. Would it then really be wise for the United
N~UoIlS, by f!xlrig an. ove~-all tim(!-limlt, to olroumsoribe the possiblllty of these let\ders to seleotthe
moment which, to them, seems most advant~geous to
Q~n negotiations leading to the birth of their nation?

Meetin~s

ol the United Nations. (This opinion of ours' applies as
muoh to thOSf\ metropolitan Powers, whose d~mooratio
maohinery is often'oritioized in the publio debates in
our oountry, as to Powerswhosetraditions and honesty
of purpose we hnvefor a long time greatly admired.
The SWedisH delegation is oertainly convinced of the
faot that some of the admlnistering Powers are foroefully striving in the direction of a speedy and realistio
deoolon~zntion. Nevertheless, we believe in the Vall\o
of the awareness' of world opinion among nil the admlnist,ering Powers as to the impleIRentation of Ws

106. And how oan it be possible' for the eighteenth
Qeneral Assembly to be fully assured that in fixing,
P., eolar~tion.
I
'
onoe and for all, suoh a time~llmlt fol' the fullimpie mentation of the Decluratton, no dependent terri112. The vote of the Swedish delegation will be cast
tory is being given unreasonable hopes of early se1£in-aooOrdance with the opinioI\s expressed in this
determinatlQn?
statement.
'
107. How can we, on the other hand, be sure that no
113. Ml'. qRE~ (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
territory isby-pnsaed? The draft resolution speaks
(translated from. Russian): The Soviet delegatlon
of all,' territories mentioned i7.1 operative paragraph 5
attaches great significance to ~~ fact that the draft
of resolution 1514 (XV). Who is to make a definitive
resolution [A/L.410] now before us is the produot of
list of such territories? The wisdom of the General
lengthy disoussion and effort on the part of a large
Assembly is oertainly great, but I would doubt that it
group of sponsors. We'feel that We must express our
is great enough for sucha task.
appreciation to tIle sponsors for the work whtoh they
have done. The sponsors of the draft resolution
108. The methods of work of the Special Committee
proceeded on the basis of the purposes and principles
have been a controversial matter ~n the general debate
set forth in the Declaration contained in resolution
on this' item. Nevertheless, the sponsors of the draft
'1514 (XV).
resolUtion have decided to express in the resolution
not only our appreoiation to the Special Oommittee but
114. As is well known, resolution 1514 (XV) was
also their view of'the usefulness of the methods and
adopted unanimously; no one opposed it. That resolu.prooedures .deve~oped in the course of thl" work withtion solemnly proclaimed the necessity of bringing to
in the committee, I cannot see-how it could be possible
a speedy and unconditional end colonialism In all its
101' us in the ~ssembly, having studied the report and
forms and manlfestations,
listened to the, general debat,e on this item, to have a
115. Two years have passed slnce the historic
well-founded and definite opinion on this matter, which
Declaration 'was adopted.. Last yeal" when resolution
,is Qont1'9versial among the members of the Oom1654 (XVI) ooncerning' the situation with regard to the
mlttee themselves.
109. According to one of the preambular paragraphs
implementation of. that Declaration" was adopted,
many delegatlons, as We know. expressed their views
of the draft resolution, J!te General Assembly would
reaffirm its convtctlon t....t any. delay in the Implemenconoezctng the fixing of'spedific termsfor theliquida"
tion oL\:olonialism" At the ouzrent session these
tationo£theDeQlaration oil. the granting of independence
demands for the fixIngof specific terms for the liquldahas created or would oreate-thelanguage ts somewhat
ambiguous-"inoreaslngly dangerous. situations likely
tlon Ofcolonialism havebeen voiced even more loudly
and, as everyoneisaware, a spectffcpropoeal has been
to threaten internatiopal peace and security", Under
made to the. effect that the final date for the liquidatioh
operative paragraph 8, the General Assembly would,
furthermo;re,.request the enlarged, Oommittee "to .., of colcntaltsm should be United Nations Day" 24
. appr,~sethe Security Council of any developments inl -=-.Q,ctober 1963.
Uies.e territo~ieswhich may threaten "international
116. -, My,delegation, in. considering the draft resolupeace and security".
tion, 'attaches great importanceto the question of
110. My GOvern~ent. cannot but .IlPp~ove the tenet
fixing.a 'spec'ific date for the UqUidationofcolonialism.
tI1a~situationswhich ~yor ffi!iY be likelyto threaten
In our opinion i~ ~U1d be,bett~rifthe ,draft resolu~~on
"inter;nationalpeace and,seourity shouldbe brought to
was more .spe?lflC o~ this point ~~,lndicated a fl~al
the .: attention of.the Security Council as it is this body
date f?r th~ hquid~,tlon of col~mahsm., The Spec,lal
','Wh1Qh, Un-c:iel' .Article 24.pfthe Chnrter, has the primary
Committee on. the llnplem~ntatlo~ of ~l1e Declaration
resp'on.s~biliW,-and '. lil .f~ctrepresents, the primary
would thus hav.e,a mor,e, d.e~fu~ite dlrec~lye •.It would, be
pOw~r,-to nll:l,intain peace. and.securi,ty. It lI!.ufllt, on the~ore .~pp~opr.late .to .. mq,lcate,. .a speotno ..date for:the
,other hand be borne.in mind also that however a sttuafmal llJluldatlon of the colonial system. m the draft
tion;nlaybeC1¥lrllctc:lr~zect by the G~nel'al Assembly,
resolution itself than t? eutrllstthattask to' the Com9r bya ,.supsidiarYof t~e ASl?e~p~y~ i~, is for the
mittee of seventeen.. . ", '.. .. . . . . '
~e~l\rity C()UI1c~..itself indep,endently to,,getermine. tl1e
117. My delegafionconstders 'ltlippropriatethat this
na!Ure of the ,si~ation facing it, and thestep!'i itfinc:is
draft .resolution should .invite the Speci~.1:Committee
apl)r~n)riate,and pec~sE!ary,~o take,
"to 'I:lPPI'ise the Security, Council of any. gevelopme~ts
rn • ' .:rfi sp
. it eo,fth"U
. ' '. tf
.' d
'_
in these territo~iesWQich:.Ir1aythrel:!,teriiIl,.t,erna,ti()l1al
e ques ons,reserva ona,an com
peace and securIty" ~,'"
'ment~:nowmade. the Swedishdelegation fijldsthe draft
. . . • ....... '. . " " ,... . .... ". ~ ,' ' '.. ..... .", . .
resolution'as suchinmnny respects a, 'useful con118. Therie~ed to give the special Committee .sucll
powers has ·.longbee~apparent, for the . situation.in
triQuti9n, to the ',implementation~of the Declaration on
:tlie'granting'of .indepEmdence. to colonialcountrie~ and
.many6f the· territories .is,' such that!t is'r.~deed·a
.peoples.Wethink' that the.illstropolitan POWers .still <'threat· to peace, ,as has already been .recognized;in:a
nlimber<,of .resolutions!,which., ai'e, 'under: consideration
involv;ed,bt the drama ,ofdecolonizationshould be made
'or·have ,been:adopted bythe General- A~sen\bly'. "
.',awareiof wOr.ldopini()n:as,express~,futhe resolutions
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the same time the twenty-two-Power draft
in our opinion, a number ofweliknesses.
We 1)avein mind primarily the absence of anything in
it to th:e effect that the states ,administering dependent
territories should withdraw their troops and military
missions Md dismantl(l foreign bases in those terrl'"
resolu~!on has.

tortes,

120. Similarly. the draft resolution Includes noparagraph in whioh States Members of the United Nations
that are giving such aid to the colonial Powers as can
be used py them for waging war against or applying
repressive measures to the ~ndigenous population of
the dependent tenrltorfes are oalled upon to halt that
aid immediat!3ly.
121. At this stage, when the peoples of the colonial
territories are demanding the transfer of full powers
to them, it is of the utmost importanoe to emphasize
in the draft resolution the need to ensure that the
indigenous population will really have the opportunity
to exercise all demooratio rights and freedoms and
to take pari; in elections based on direotand untversal
suffrage.
122. It would also be very useful to mention in the
graft resolutton the need to annul any agreements with
the ,depen,dent territories which might entail a direct
or indirect limitation on the sovereignty of the future
independent States or which have as their purpose the
granting of special rights and privileges to the
metropolitan countries or to their citizens or to undertakings in those States; the need to abrogate any fireviously I,adf.>pted legfslation designed to join the dependent ~eL'ritories or any parts of those territorieS! to
the admi\nisterlng countries in any way; and the.need
to restore to the indigenous inhabitants, an the lands
taken aw'ay from them under any pretext whatsoever,
123.COI\sidering these deficiencies, we are of th~
opinion that the twenty-two-Power draft resolution lis
not' fully adequate to the tasks coW-ronting the Unite?
N~tions at: this time in connexionwlth the liquidation
~"
of the oolo.?ial system. ,
124. We have reached the stage of extirpating the
remnants .of the shameful colonial system, and the
sooner we pptan end to that system the fewer will be
its victims, the less th~ SUffering,s of the colonial
peoples and the greater the possi):>ilityofstrengthening
world pe~ce.'
,
125. My delegation wouldtheretore' prefer' th!lt
the points just, outlinetlby us should 'be refleoted in
thetwellty-twc>-Power draft resolution. However, our
attitude to draft resolution A/L.410 which has been
. submitted by the tw~nty-twc>,:,Powersis,'oIl the whole,
favqurable,even though we consider jtins1.lfficient and
incomplete.

an

126. As far as the work of the Special Committee
itself is concerned, my delegation notes as. a,positi,ve
element that Infhe draft resolution .In, question the
Gene.l'alA,ssembly •expresses. its appreciation ,to th~
Special Committee on the, situation withregarq to. the
implementation of the Declaration on the granting of
independence ,to colontal countrtes and J)eoples for
the wOl'lt,it'has acCOl:nplishedandtakes note with
approval ',of' the methods"and procedures' whicli the
SPecialComtnitteelias adopted for the discharge of
Usfurictions~'
'
", . ' "
.
,~

,

127'.·.,Thisprovision. of the' draft', resolutiolll',eflects
the ,.prevailing.6pinioneXpresseddurihg,the,debate on
the report of the, ,eom:mitteepf'., 8Elventeen,[A/52~8].

"
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when Engian,a, whioh viewed our independenoe in a .
sympathetio light, found itself forced, owing to the
Napoleonio invasion of 89ai1'\, into an allianae With
the Spanish Empire,andev~n thEl United States, whioh
oould nlso"look on. our independenoe with a platonio
sympathy, was oecupted with'the negotiations for the'
purohas~ of the two ~'lor!daa. Thus, as BoUvlrr said,
our independenoewasaohie:ved virtUally in defianoe
of the entire world. ."
•
o
. 135, Forhlnately for our brothers in Asia and Af:doa,
their m15vement for emanoipation-although it has
'in many .casee been achieved by dint of a heroio
struggle which we hnve admired and have followed
with u strong feeling oi solidarity-has benefited to a
great extent fronc the co-operntton of the greatcolonial
Powers. whioh has resulted from a change in attttude
that maOkind can only 'applaud and thnt plaoesthose
Powers under a distin~t obligation to pursue their
eflorts' and extend their full and dlstntereeted co~
op~ration to. tl},e"1 new countries. However there is an
element stUl more favourable to the emanoipation of
'.the c9untrfes of Africa {lpd Asia, and that is the esiatence
of the United Nations.
~"
',\ '. 136..A.t the time of our struggle,there was qnly the
sh!idoW of an understanding between the United States
and Elngland directed against what could be called the
nucleus of reactionary or highly conservative European
pow~ra. There was, however, no institution that could
encour~ge and. ~ssist the emanctpated .countries and
help speed up the emancipation of those which had not
yet aohteved independence.
.
c

''t..~~~~J~ ','

137••''l'Mgreat advantage enjoyed today by our
brotherar<:tn '-Africa and Asia who have just attained
Independence and Whom WehavewelcomedsQcordially
as- Members of tbi3 Organi~ation, and by those who
are on their way ~6. independence and are distin~d one
day to acquiresuoh membership, lies in the existence
of:·tha. United Nat!ons\ 'That is why, from the very
beg1.fuling, the delegation of Peru has been so insistent
triat Jhe' Unitaa,Nations in all its "acts and in all err·cumstance$"shoUld lay stres,s on univeraaltty as its
essential'characteristic. This' universality enables US
andlla!> enabled 'us to incorporate the newcountries of
Africa and Asia Into-the international community with
full authority, and we have every hopethat we shall be
able to conclude and round off this task of integration
thrc:nigqtne'incorporation of the other countries whose
independence we are fostering.
138. Since' sue:h is the position' of the delegation of
Peru, the Assembly will fully understand that-unreserVedly endorsi,ngas we do the work of the two
Peruvian' representatives in the Committee orseven'teenli-we take. asympathetlc vieW 'of what has •been
done'. and gerierally "approve. of the' draft resolutioil
1[A/L~410]·that has,)Jeen~submitted to us.
1~9. ,Neyertheless, I must say quite frankly, with
.referepee' to certain words or terms, in the draft
;r,esolution, ~hat all of us who cherish the United
:NatiOI!~,are.. v€\ry amciouj;; that no resolution should be
;open to .crtttctsm qri thegrounds that the exact term
or the precise. and approprlateexpression required
has not been used. We, believe tltat we should,ayoid
anything .that constitutes or implies exr;ggeration,
ina.CCUracy ora,step perhaps not in keeping with the
diotatesofprudence. uis in this sense, with all due
·l'especJ~, and although•. ' I am' not ,submitting any kind
of\'iunendmEmt., that} .must, say that my delegation
,yvould for example have ,p~eferred; with r~ference

to the delay in granting independence, that it is
"oapable of oreating" a situation, instead -of desoribing it as "oreating"one, .beoause the use of the indioaUvesuggests a oategorioal affirmation 'regarding
something thntis aotull.llyooourring, whereas the
word "capable" merel." suggests that it rqight create
a situation.
t~o~ Similarly it has been felt b~' many Latin American countries, all of which are so very muoh at one
with our brothers' in Afrioa ,and Asia in their movement of emancipatlon, that perhaps the expression
"an ap~ropriate time-limi~" used in the preamble and
in the operative part is somewhat vague, and that it
would have been better to refer to "approptate tirr)i~:,~
limits" or perhaps not attempt to set any automa'~l!_}
mechantcal date, since Lie processes with which we
a.r,~ here conoerned may need-eo to sp~ak-to be
helped along to a greater or lesser ext(;\nt and will
require for their"fulfllment and completion a period
of time that cannet be fixed beforehand. However~these
reservattons Which 1 make in my search forpe:dection
and in a spirit of complete sincerity and constructive
criticism do not 111" ~he slightest degree weaken my
enthusiastic support both for the spirit and in general
for the letter of the draft resolution, and this is why
the Peruvian delegation intends to vote In favour of it.

141'. It is our hope that the movement of emancipation
will continue to take its inspiration from the provisions
of the United Nations Charter and will remain absolutely faithful to the spirit imbuing and inspiring it, untouched by any cold-war issues, and rew-inmg its disinterested and noble character as the greatest manifestation of· that spirit of liberty which in. reality
underlies all human progress. And I am sure that my
words will be echoed in all the organs of the United
Nati~ns,Jor in fact it is not enough for these peoples
to achieve freedom. They are embarking upon.l1fe as
free nations in difficult economic circumstances; they
are doing so~n the wake orexpertencee, often including wars, whichhave left behind wounds, sufferings
and other unfavourable consequences. For these very
reasons, the United Nations-and I say this most
sincerely--has before it an admirable field of action
in which it can contribute with its technical and 'economic assistance towards strengthexlingthe independence
of the COUntries that h~ve. already acquired it' and
towards the early emancipation of the countries that
are still yearning, for their. freedom. T.hisis the great
task confronting the .United Nations, to which we must
all contribute with,o,ur votes and with our encouragement.
'
142. Mr. LUPMAN (Maul'itania): I am addressing
myself to documentA/L.410, which we have 'beforeUs
at present.
143. We would be very unfaithful to our own consciences,if we thOught wej~fouldsettheclock back with
regard to .the freedo~ of\peoples apd nattons, Let us
try to accept the challenge of the fact that we live in a
changing world,. absolutely different· from that of
,
yesterda.y.
" ., . .
1';1:4. In, thi.s: co~text, I w?uld want to -refer to the
Declara,tion on the • granting of independence to cplonial
co~ntries. and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)hlt,~
apparent from .the xeport, of ·the Special,qom-niftt~~,·\
.[A/5238] that some oUhe Powe~s Whioh still adminit:\";
ter ,depend~ntterritories.have.notyetbeen able to look
at ,this ',~lob111i>roblem as they Elhould•. W~oall upon!'
,those countries'to change the'sp6ctaoles Wlth,whioh

tv
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they used to look at this problep1 and to co-operate
with us with a view to emanoipil,ting that portion of
humanity whioh st1ll suffers under the.oolonial yoke~
145. The draft reaolutlon before us ta olear andcompleteproof that we still have to work to acoomplish
t~10se prinoiples whose implementation the Charter
made Incumbent upon us. The signifioance oithat draft
resolution Iatwofold, First, the freedom of thepeople
concerned has to be effected through the efforts of the
United Nations. Secondly, action to this effeot must
be taken quickly and drastically and without delay.
146. Operative paragraph 5 of the draft resolution
addresses'itflelf to the Administering Powers wMch
are using arms to subdue t.b.e freedom movements in
these territories in question, and it calls for the
oessation of the use of force. Operative paragraph G
calls for immediate steps to be taken by these Powers
to help prepare oolo.nial territories and peoples to
accede to self-government and independence without
delay. The eo-sponsors of this draft resolution also

~D962
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aim to help speed up this prccese of self-",etermination
and-decolomzatton,
147. It has been suggested that seven members be
added to the existing membership 9f the SpeoialCommittee. We believe that such an addition to the membership would very probably facilitate the task of the
Speoial Committee and help bring about the implementation of the Declaration on the freedom ofpeopl~s
and territories from the colonial yoke.
.
148. My delegation ha~ become a cc-sponsor of this
draft resolution, and it urges all Members to vote for
its adoption.
o

149. The PRESIDENT: Representatives ,will kindly
remember that the Assembly, on convening at 3 p.m.,
will listen to an address by His Exceliency the
President of Chile. I therefore trust that they will
all be in their seats punctually.
'[he meeting rose at 1.OS p.m.
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Chairman for his part in bringing together many
esta'bUshed under General Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI)
points
of view and in attempting'to reconotte them.
(contlnued)*
11
We know that the group faced many diffioulties in this
/f
42. The PRESIDENT: We will again take up the reprocess. At the same time, I do want to say that my
port of the Speoitll Committee [A/5238]. The Assemdelegation is disappointed in the draft reSOl\ltion in
bly has belore it a draft resolution submitted by t~e
some reepects, Fh'st of aU, there "hasCbeen no effort
thirty-four I'owers,,[A/L.410 and Add.1].
made to correct, or to make: provision for correcting, some of the shortcomings in the prooedur~s in
43. I give the floor to representatives who wish to
the
work of the Committee that we commented on in
explain their vote before the voting.
our statement during the general, debate [1171st
44. Mr. VOEUNSAI SONN (Cambodia) (translated
meeting]. Nor has there been any effort made to make
from li'renoh): My delegation will vote in favour of the
provision for eliminating the tendency towards the
draft resolution before us [A/L.410 and Add.I], which
cold war in the Committee, which we also commented
mentions ail the essential provisions relating to the
on in the general debate.
work of deoolonizatlon undertaken by' .the United
51. The major problem that we see in this draft
Nations, It cannot help expressing its regret, however,
resolution, is the reference, in the final preambular
that it cannot join the sponsors, as it did in two con,1>Rragraph, and in operative par~graph 8 <!2), to setting
seoutive years in ~he oase of resolutions 1514 (XV)
a time-limit £01' the achievement of the Deolaratlon on
and 1654 (XVI), This non-parttotpatton, whioh should
the granting of independence to all territories. io
not be interpreted as taoit disapproval, Is due to
praotioal considerations concemlng the number of " 52. There seem to us to be many arguments against
members of the Speoial Committee and the establishsuch an idea, and we have not heardoonvtnotng argument of a time-limit for the granting of independence "ments in favour of it. I will come back to that in a
to aI-I colonial Countries and peoples,
moment. But first I should like to mention briefly some
other points in connexion with the draft resolution
45. My delegation is still in favour of speeding up
with
which we have some difficulty.
the work of the Specia! Committee" for the Government
and people of Cambodia would like to see all forms of
53. First of all, in operative paragraph 2, mydelegacolonialism and foreign domination eliminated as
tion assumes that the methods and procedures dessoon as possible. It made oertain oomments to that
cribed as having been adopted by the Committee are
effect in its'intervention of 27 November" last [1l77th
those sOet forth in Chapter I, paragraph 112, of the
meeting]. Speaking about the number of members of
Special Committee's report [A/5238]. We woulg have
the Speoial Committee, my delegation expressed the
preferred, however, that the resolution state this
fear that too great: an increase in the number might
explicitly.
.hamper the' acceleration of the Committee's work,
54. Similarly, with respect to operative paragraph 6,
we interpret that paragraph to inplude the idea of the
46, With regard to the establishment of a time-limit
for all territor1es which have not yet achieved indee~~rcise of the right of self-determination in all its
pendence, my delegation said that it was not against
various manifestatlons, We :wish that this paragraph
that principle but, having in mind paragraph 5 of
had been as complete ,on this point as is the Deolararesolution 1514 (XV), we think that a fixed date might
tion on the granting of independence [resolution 1514
be either too soon or too late, given the greatly
(XV» itself.
varying ctroumstancea,
55. With regard to operative paragraph 7, in the
~7. We note, however, that the paragraphs of the draft
View of my delegation, no expansion in the memberahip
resolution which refer to that aspect of the rueetton
of the Committee is necessary-or perhaps even detake into account, On the one hand, the desire to see
sirable. We are Jearful of making th~ Committee too
the application of the Deolaration on decolontzation
large and unwieldy. If any expanstonIn the membercompleted as soon as possible and, on the other hand,
ship of the Committee were to be approved, we should
the heed to give the Special Committee an opportunity
prefer that only four members be added•.
to examine all situation~ before making its recom56. With\ regard to the distribution .of the seats, if
mendations for a'ttme-Itmit to be applied to all cases.
there are to be additional members,. we are glad to
48. I should also like to point out, in connexion with
leave that in the hands of thePresideh\ofthe General
the Becretary-General'e report on the financial ImAssembly, We assume, of course; that he .will conplicationsof the draft resolution [A/C.5/962], that the
sult wisel~,and widely,.with Members of the General
possible .dissolution of the, Special, Committee for
Assembly. I am eoristrained.to say,however, that we
S,outh West Africa and the Special Committee on Terri)\Iould not agree. about the '. fairness ,of the ,type of
tortes under Portuguese Administration. is likely to
distribution of. seats whicl\ was 'suggested by the
result iD. savings.
repre~entativeofJndonesia when he presented the
report of thespon$Ors<in introducmg the draft resolu-o
49~. In conclusio11 notwithstanding the comments which
tion,
. . '
it .has just made in all objectivitY,my delegation will
f.>
'
vote in favour of the draft resolution before-the General
57. With regard to paragraph 8 (Q), mydele~tion
Assembly.
questions the ~isdom of a paragraph which asks the
Speci~l.committ~e
to submit to the.Ge~~ralAGsembly
50.Mr, BINQHAM(United states of America): First
next year· a. full reportcontaiD.ip,g.its E\uggeations "and
of all, on behalf 'ofmy delegation,lshould like to
recommendations on all the;territor,ies .mentioned .in
eJCpr~s$ourappreciation for what we know haveb~en
operative paragraph .50£ tM Declaration ontl1egra1}tthe very extensive labours. of the drllfters of the resom,.g ofiD.depend~nce to co!onia! countries and ,Peoples.
lutionbeforeus [A/L.410 and Add.i]. We know that a
the' first ph:lce,.we "lite•.fearful thatsinoe it. is"not
greataealof effort and mutual accommodation went
'specific
territories, . bl1t., categor'le~ ·,of· territories,
in~J this work., and .we cO~J.llix.nentp~rticula:rlY the
WhiC~ are mentioned, .mU()l\ valuabi~ tittle _JIlay ,be lQst
• Resumed from the 1192nd ine~tf~g.
in the Committee'iD. an effort to determiIle just which
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ter~itories al':-, inoluded under paragraph 5 of the
Deolaration, Even if 'that task could be accompliahed,
we believe that, in the time available, it would be tmpraotioable to make an adequate report to the Assembly
dealing with all the territories concerned, in any
individual way,
58, I should now like to return to the matter of timelimits, which we regard as the basic flaw in the draft
resolution as presented, 1 would restate briefly the
constderationa whioh, in our view, militate against the
idea of suoh an over-all time-limit.
59. Pl'incipally, it seem~1 to us that this idea represents an over-simplification ofwhat is basically a very
oomplex problem, with many different problems
arising in each case. For that reason, we do not think
it is possible to set a time-l\mit or a target date that
can be applied to all terrttortes, Indeed, we feel that
any attempt to set such a time-limit would be so unrealistic as actually to oast discredit 011 the United
Nations itself, and particularly on the generally laudable efforts of the United Nations in the field of
decolonization.
60. I would ask this question: what sort of date is it
oontemplated that the Committee might set? Would it
be a date several years away? I recall thr..t at the sixteenth session [1050th meeting] the Foreign Minister
of Nigeria suggested 1970 as the time-limit for the
achia'vf.}ment of independence by all the territories in
Afrioa. But, as I recall it, that suggestion did not
receive a great deal of support. There was a widespread feeling that setting a time-l1mitso far away
IIlight actually provide an excuse for delay in the process of granting self-determination and independence.
On the other hand, is it contemplated that a time-limit
should be set at an early date-for example, in 1963,
as was suggested from thio rostrum earlier in the
session by a very distinguished gentleman? I would
submit that a date in 1963 would be wholly unrealistic
and that there would not be a single representative in
this .Hall who would really suppose, for one instant,
that all the territories could achieve self-determination and independence as early as 1963 or in the immediate future. To attempt to setsuchadate, or actually to set it, would be to mislead tragically the popuIatlons of the territories concerned and to raise their
hopes to a degree that would be absolutely unjustified
by the possibilities of achieving any such result. And
what, may I ask, would happen if the date set passed
without the achievement of independence? Would the
United Nations then set another date, and after that
date had passed still another? I submit that this would
be.to make this Organization seem ridiculous.
61. Now it has peen said that setting a time-limit will
. speed up theprocess of decolonization, the granting of
self-determination and il}dependence. I should like
to ask this question: in what specific way would it
help? In what territory would the achievement of
independence be advanced by setting an. over-all
target date? On the contrary, the setting of such a
date might well Interfere with the process. It might
well be, as.wesay, counter-productive.
62. It may be said that,. in the draft resolution, the
'Committew is not instructed to. set such an over-all
target date. Yet.it seems tome, when one takes .the last
pal'agraph of. the preamble together with paragraph 8
(b),.the draft resolution as a whole must 'be read as an
1iistruction to the' Committee to set such aJargetdate.
It. is .perhalls true. that, .' of the two paragraphs,' the
preambular paragraph is the one to be regretted more,
,.

C)

but the combination of the two leads to a result whioh
is quite unaooeptable to my delegation. It would give to
the Speoial Committee, whioh has such importantwork
to perform, an impossible task. The Speoial Committee would, I fear, waste a great deal of its limited
time wrangling over What is really an insoluble problem: the setting of an over-all time-limit or target
date.
63. For those reasons my delegationwishes formally
to ask that there be a separate vote on the last paragraph of the preamble and on the following words at
the end of paragraph 8 (2): "inoludingrecommendations
concerning the fixing of an appropriate time-limit".
64. TO oonclude, I should like to address a plea to
Members of the Assembly. A small number of delegations have fought very hard for this idea of introducing
the. time-limit concept in the draft resolution; I have in
mind one delegation. in particular. Those delegations
are fully within their rights in fighting for such a concept, and I want to pay a tribute to them for the ability
and tenacity with which they have fought for this
concept through stage after stage of the drafting
and presentation of this draft resolution. The heads
of their Governments may well be proud of the work
their representatives have done in this task. But this
is not a reason for those ofus who oppose, as a matter
Qf oonvtotton, the correctness of this concept not to
vote for our convictions. Surely it shows no lack of
respect for a delegation, a country, or group of countries, to vote 'against something proposed by that delegation or country or group of countries. Such differences indicate the vigour and health of our Organization, and it would be a sad day, indeed, for the United
Nations if the time came when it would be otherwise,
that it would somehow show a lack of respect for a
delegation, or a group of delegations, to oppose a
proposal they had made. For that reason I appeal to
those delegations here-and I believe they are in the
majority-who are opposed to this time-limit idea to
vote against. these two paragraphs, the last preambular
paragraph and the last part of paragraph 8 (!2).
65. Mistaken proposals cannot be dropped out of draft
resolutions simply by abstentions. Negative votes are
required. My delegation would like very much to be in
a position to support this draft resolution. I am sorl'Y
to say that we will be unable to do so if the last preambular paragraph and the last part of paragraph 8
(!!) are retained; and if that happens, I am sorry to say
also that our whole attitude toward the Special Com.
mittee will be affected.
~
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66. Mr. OKl\.ZAKI (Japan): Since November 1960it has
. been a traditton in this Assembly that a large number
of countries' of Asia and Africa jointly sponsor an
.important resolution on the general principles of
Untted Nations policy with respect to the question of
colonialism.
67. I am referring to resolution 1514 (XV), which
was originally sponsored by forty-three Asian and
African. States, and tores.olution 1654 (XVI), which
was likewise sponsored by thirty"eight States from
the same continents.
68. The sponsoring countries are really the States
which are. among those most directly concernedwith the
problem .of colonialism. By.far. the majority of them,
at one. time or another' in their recent history, have
expertenoed colonial r~gimes o~ different. J,tinds.
There is' no denying that some of these (lountries have
suffered much, but they have refus.ed.·to.succUJ:qb·to
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the temptation of an emotionalapproaoh to the question
of oolonialif:lm. Instead. they have demonstrated the
high order of their politioal wisdom by resolutely
ohoosing a oonstruotive approach based on respeot
for reality~
69. The aotiVities of the Committee of Seventeen"
established under resolution 1654 (XVI), have amply
proven the rightness of this approach, Frank andopen
disoussion among the members of this Speoial Commtttee, whioh represents all the shades of opinion
existing in the Organization. have helped us aoquaint
ourselves better. not only With the actual situations
obtaining in various parts of the world, but also with
the diverse and equally weighty. views of different
nations sharing the same conviotions. My delegation
believes that the entire Assembly owes a vote of warm
thanks to the Speoial Committee for the spirit in whioh
it has approached its tasks and the excellent work it
has done.

:

I

I

70. Following through in this tradition. we. thecountries of Asia and Africa have again this year undertaken the task of drafting a resolution [A/L.410 and
Add.1]. My delegation has again had the privilege and
honour of working through all the stages of this joint
enterprise. And I can assure the Assembly that all of
us involved in this task have been .engagedfor several
weeks in the most eertous discussions. extending
over long hours.
71. The main difficulty. as can easily be understood.
centred around the question of a time-limit for the
complete implementation of the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)]. There is no doubt, as
has always been the case in our discussions. that a
great degree of compromise was necessary on the
part of all the delegations concerned. and a large
measure of agreement was achieved on almost all
points except tliis one question of a time-limit. The
draft resolution now before the Assembly is the result
of this work.
72. The Japanese delegation has always held an ob[eotion against the idea of fixing a time-limit with
respect to, the process of decolonization. We have
expressed our view on this matter each time the
occasion required. In short, the basic position of my
delegation is that the fixing of a time-limit by the
Assembly is clearly n9t in consonance with the high
political functions proper to this organ. By indulging
in such an effort, the Assembly would dangerously be
encumbered with and, in the end. be left at the mercy
of. all the fluctuations .of fast-changing internal
,politics in a given territory. Some of my friends here
seem to believe that the fixing of a time-limit can
constitute .a powerful political. pressure against retarding Adniinistering Powers. I am sorry to say that I
must disagree. The making of a nation or the attain- ,
ment of ~ull self-determination is a serious affair. We
think that. we .cannot afford to pursue an uncertain
political gain, at the risk ofmost serious difficulties
and dangers, to which all concerned. including the
Organization. would most . certainly. be exposed by
fixing a. time-limit-althoughtl1"e.Japanese delegation' fUlly appreotates the genuine motives of those
of,our friends who·lidvQca.te such a time-limit.
73. 1 ha.vesetforth the reasons why my delegation
strong reservations with .respect to the seventh
preambularparagraph and the lastphrase ofoperative
parag~aph .~ .@of the draft resolution before us. We
feel c?nstrained' t,o oppose the~e. parts ()f the draft
~$,
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resolution if they are put to the vote separately.
Otherwise. this document represents the rel3Ultl3 ota
fair and general agreement among a large,~munber of
Afrioan and Asian delegations. Although many of us
might not feel entirely Satisfied with oertain wording
it is not dtffioult to subsoribe to the general opntent oi
the resolution.
74. Perhaps we need not emphasize here the neoessity of a very oareful and reasonable interpretation of
any written document, and partioUlarly of a resolution
of the General Assembly on a matter as important as
this question of eolonlaltsm, The fine work of the
present Speoial Committee has been, I submit. largely
due to the high degree of disoretion whioh all of its
present members have displayed in the interpretation
of both resolution 1514 (XV) and resolution 1654(XVI).
and. in partioular. with respect to the soope of the
competence of the Speoial Committee itself. The draft
resolution before us is also. when it is adopted. going
to constitute an important basic document for the
Committee. Some of its stipulations require. as my
delegation sees it. the most oareful interpretation
and implementation on the part'of all concemed.
75. I am particularly referring here to operative
paragraph 8, sub-paragraphs (~) and (Q). With respect
to SUb-paragraph (Q). for example. lam sure that all
of ~.s here cannot fail to s~G'the serious implicatiq,ns
whioh a haphazard interpretation of such words. as
"all the territorieS' mentioned in paragraph 5 of the
Declaration" could most certainly entail.
76. Before concluding, I would like to point out that
the increase in membership of the Special Committee
from seventeen to twenty-four might createnewproblems. However, we are confident that the President
of the Assembly. with his usualwisdomwhichall of us
here have had ample opportunities to admire. will so
reorganize this important Special Committee that the
good working conditions of the present Oommltteewtlt
be maintained and, if possible. even improved,
77. Mr. Taieb SLIM (TUnisia) (translated from
French): 'The Tunisian delegation has already had an
opportunity to give the Assembly I1l81st meeting] its
views on the report submitted by the Special COolmittee of Seventeen [A/5238] and will therefore not
revert to all the points raised by the thirty-four
Power draft resolution [A/LAlO anq Add.I], We
should simply like to express our gratitude to the
sponsors o! the draft resolution for the work they have
done.
78. With regard to the text as a whole, my delegation,
which took part in the oonsultations prior to the
preparation of the draft resolution, is in favour of the
text proposed. We know that that text is the result of
negottattonand compromise and we cannot expect it
to fit in perfectly with our views. It is for tli'at reason
that, although the draft resolution oIiiits, inter alia,
any reference. to the important question of the list of
territories within the competence .of the Special
Committee, we are prepared to vote in fav()w.:- of it.
79. There is one other point. however, on Whioh my
delegation. WhicJ..1 is a member of the Special Committee. has serious reservations: lam referring to
paragraph 7. which would enlarge the membership of
the .Special Committee by.,the addition.of seven new
members. 'We should like to draw the Assembly's
attention to. the danger that this all).endment represents
to the delicate . . balance established by the present
membership. The pr~seIlt.distribution of seats is

l
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oertain~' not ideal, but in praotioe it has proved to be
fairly representative of the trends of opinion in the
Organization on the problems () of oolonialism and
decolcntaatlon, We understand, of ccurse, that in view
of the inorease in the number of Members of the
United NaUons, it may be neoesaary to make some
small change in the oomposition of the Speoial Oom,mittee. In that oonnexlon, it may be recalled that of
the six newest Members of the United Nations four
belong to Afrioa and twoto CentralandSouth Amerioa.
We think that within the present balance the addition
of two members might have been sensible and useful.
In faot, a brief survey shows that the Afrioan continent has a slight advantage in the present composttion of the Speoial Committee. an advantage whioh is
readily understandable in view of the faot that the
oolonized territories of Afrioa are the largest and
most thiokly popUlated of any of the territories still
under the colonial rllgime. All those who believe in
deoolonization can oonsider tpe representation of
Afr~ca only"in the light of future prospeots.
80. There is no doubt that it is the African states
whioh are inoreasing most rapidly in numbers in the
United Nations as deoolonization condnues, We are
therefore oonvinoed that the present balance in the
membership of the Speoial Committee should be
maintained. In our opinion the addition of two. three
or even four members might be accepted without abBolutely destroying the present balance, That would
not be the case if the number of members was inoreased by seven. as the draft resolution proposes,
because that would not only threaten thebalanoe in
the Committee 'but mc~~t dangerously hamper the
effectiveness of its WO~l:I...\
'_
,
81, The effeot!veness of the Special Committee s
work is sometfilng, I am sure, to whioh the members
of the Assembly attaoh as muoh importance as we do.
Moreover, one of the reasons most often put forward
in favour of suoh an .expanslon of the Speoial Committee's membership is the possible dissolution of
other committees responsible. for dealing with questions whioh are within the Special Committee's oompetenoe. This very day, however, the Fourth Committee has reoommended the continuation of the
principal organ whose. competence extends to most
of the Territories within the purview of the Speoial
Committee, Which destroys the foundation ofthe auguments in favour of such a large Increase in membership.
82 That is why my delegation would vote in favour of
any amendment reducing the proposed increase in
membership to four at the most. As no amendment to
that effect hall been submitted, we request a separate
vote on paragraphJofthedraftresolutionand we shall
vote against the paragraph. If it is retained, my delegation will none the less vote in favour of the draft
resolution as a whole.
,.83.'l,\ir. DEMETROPOULOS (Greece)(translated from
'Frenoh): The, Greek delegation will be happy to vote
ID favour of the draft resolution [A/L.410and Add.1)
as . 11 WhOle.
.
84.' purpolioy has 111lways been based onthe pril1cipl.~
that all dependentpepples. must exercise their rlght
toself-deterJPination within as brief 'a space of time
as is historically possible. SinoEtthe· end ofthe second
World War, the 'nt:1ect. for attaining this objective has
'been accepted and understood by nearly every colonial
Power, and !nreoerit years the United Nations has
.>

"

helped, through its p~l1nounoements and the means
available to it, to accelerate this process,
85. As the \\ Trusteeship Counoil draws near to the
oompletion of its mission, the funotions it has been
performing have devolved, within a Wider field of
action upon the Speoial Committee of Seventeen.
'
86. We find ourselves unable to give our wholehearted support to each and every point made in the
repo~t of the Speoial Committee ofSeventeen [A/5238)
or even to every paragraph and sub-paragraph of the
draft resolution on whioh we are called upon to vote.
In a field in whioh S1> many tendenoies and so many
prejudioes are found. so muoh idealism and so muoh
deep-rooted restatanoe, so many misoonoeptions conoerning the objeotives and the most effeotive means
of attaining them, it would perhaps be too muon to
expect that an endeavour in whioh all the Members of
the United Nations have wished to collaborate should
be free of all defeots and should enjoy unanimous and
wholehearted support. W~ should like. however. to pay
a tribute both to the members of the Speoial Committee of seventeen and to the sponsors of the draft
resolution for the spirit of realism whiohhas enable
them in such a vast and complex question to produoe
a br~adly acceptable document,
•
87. We share the conviotion of the sponsors of this
text that the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514
(XV)) and the establishment of the Speoial Committee
have made an invaluable moral contribution to the
decolonization effort. We congratulate the sponsors of
the draft resolution on the moderation with whiohthey
have tried to redefine the Special Committee's terms
of reference. We are convinoed that the members of
thlf.l Committee, drawing their inspiration from the
spirit which prevailed in the drafting of this text. will
be able' to perform their responsible task suo~essfully by interpreting their terms of referenoe with all
the neoessary restraint given the complexity and
diversity of the problen:s before them and the legal
limitations they will have to observe. .
88. At a time when the Trusteeship System is drawing to a close and the end of oolonialism is already in
sight, our thoughts turn to the peoples whose selfdetermination is not yet on the United Nations agenda
and to all those whose independenoe is· still purely
nominal, limited as it is by aUthoritarian politioal
regimes or by constraint .imposed by alien will.
89. Mr. BOZOVIC (Yugoslavia): The delegation of
Yugoslavia will vote in favour of the draft resolution
[A/L.410 and Add.I], suoh a vote being in accordance
with the well-known position of YugoslaVia on. the
problem of decolomzatton.
90. The draft resolution is, in our opinion, the reault of very hard work during whioh the authors have
tried to reconoile many different "points of view.
Generally speaking, we believe that they have
succeeded and we oongratulate them on their achievement.
91. There is one remark'whioh I should like to make
regarding operative paragraph 7 ofthe draft l,'esolution,
which provides for the enlargement of the membership
ofthe Speoial Committee.by the addition of seven new
members to be nom1n.ated by the President. of the
. General AsS\embly.
'
9~. The YUgOslav delegation did not, and does not;
have any major' objeetion to the enlargement of the

Q
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Committee, .but we shoUld like to state our belief that,
the nominations should be madeon the same basis as
they were madewhen theSpeoial dommitteewas established, 'in order to preserve the balance whioh exists
in that Committee. We believe that i~ is neoessary to
make a very oareful aelecttcn in that respeotin order
to maintain thedelioate balance, astherepresentative'
of Tunisia has just said.
93. We shall, of course, support,1;he paragraph conoerning the fixing ofanappropriatetime-limitbeoause
we think that a time-limit could be set, provided that
the populations of the Non-Self-GoverningTerritories
are consulted; and this is, I think, one of tae main
requirements. The peoples of the Non-:Self-Governing
Territories are the best judges of the time for their
aooession to independence. Neither the colonial Powers
nor the General Assembly can fix the time without
asoertaining the express wishes of the populations,
and the Speoial Committee, or whatever it may.be,
must arrange the necessary means and procedures
to ascertain the wishes of the people. Those wishes
must be taken. into account before anything is decided about the time-limit. I would, however, stress
onoe more that the idea of the time-limit is closely
liilked with the express wishes of the populations,
which must be taken into account, during the last
stage of the process of decolonlaation,
94. The PRESIDENT: Three representatives have
requested permission to speak in exercise of their
right of reply. I call first on the representattve of
Guinea.
95. Mr. DIALLO Telli (Guinea) (translated from
French): The compromise text which has now been
submitted to the General Assembly fol' approval has
caused us so much amdety and has called for so much
effort, and so many sacrifices from all those whotook
part in itsdraftingthat~ydelegationcamehere
f irmly
resolved not to intervene in the discussion. A number
of state,ments have; however, been made from this
rostrum which call for a brief rejoinder by the
Guinean delegation. Despite the fact that we should
have been. fully within our rights in making an
appropriate, reply to one statement whieh has greatly
distressed us, we shall endeavour to make our rejoinder very brief and to confine ourselves to two
appeals.
96. Our first appeal will be addressed to our Tunisian
brother, Mr. Taieb Slim, who knows perfectly well,
indeed, far better than many other representatives, the
circumstances in;; which the members of the Oommittee of Seventeen were appointed last year,for it
was the Tunisian representative who had the privilege
of presiding over. the General Assembly at that time
who appointed the members of the Committee. To
this ~rother of ours we say thatwe should'dearly have
liked his statement to come from,a different delegation.
97. Mr. Slim, our brother, who wQrkedwithuson the
draft resolution [i\/L.410and Aqd.1],isaw¥,e of all,
the efforts made on all sides and•. Indeed, he.has
acknOWledged them from this rostrum. Sinc~~eknows(,
full well. how :delicate is the balance that has e))een
achieved, since' he lmQWS that the text now before the
General Assenlbly does not represent ,the specifio
.views of anyone person,wesho1ildmerelylike to urge
him not to (press his proposal for .a s~parate vote on
operative pai'agraph7..
li~,; '"
98. We do not want to 'dwell on the merits of ah en, largetilent of the .Committee' sme~Dership.for" much
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has been sl.\id on this subjeot bothhei.'eand elsewhere.
We should merely like to appeal to Mr. Slim, in the
name of the solidarity to whioh we ourselves have
saorified so much and whioh is the oomerstone of 0\11'
relations, and through Mr. Slim'to all our African
and Asian bro~hers, not press for a separate vote or
for any amendment whatever, amoe the textbeforethe
Assembly is truly a compromise text, a fragile
compromise the least change in whioh might destroy
the entire struoture which has been erected' so
la~riously.
99. With reference to the statement by the United
states representative, I am compelled to say, with a
frankness which is justified by the links of friendship
between the Republio of Guinea and the United states,
that it has caused us a great deal of unhappiness. I
must say very olearly and unambiguously that we
should have preferred to deal with a genuine representative of a colonial Power. What is at issue? It is
the question of the time-limit.
100. Thit; problem has been raised twice at this
session, first by our own Minister for ForeignAffairs
(1131st meeting] and then by the Guinean Chief of
State [1148th meeting] whom, until such time as I
receive instructions to the contrary, I believe to be a
Head of state friendly towards the ,United States
Government, a fact which I am sure is known to the
United States representative who has laid so much
stress on the desirability of not insulting anyone.
101." The least I can say-and I shall not hesitate to
say it-i!> that some of these statements sound like
open Insults to the Republic of Guinea.
102. What have we said? What are we !Saying and
what are we determined to go on saying? In resolution
1514 (XV) the General AasemblY'decided that tmmediate stepa--and I repea,tthewordimmediate-shall
be taken." to enable all peoples .which hav.enot yet
.
attained independence to do so without~ conditions
or reservations.
103., Moreover~,up to that time allthe colonial Powers,
no matter which, had always sought to justify the. continuation of colonialism by the need to ensure the progress of the peoples concerned. Re13olution 1514(XV),
however, .established a principle of prime, and crucial
importance,which we must. Ilotforget" when it denounced, that argument formally and.categordcally,
This denunciation appears inoperative paragraph 3,
reminder. The
which I shall quote. merely as
paragt'aph reads l!-s follows:
' '
"Inadequacy of ''political, economicrsocial or
educational preparedness shou],d .never serve as a
pretext for delaying independence."

0

a

1()4•. It is now my turn to ask a question: why do they
want to .prolong qolonialis IXl ~hen thisAss~mbly .almost unanimously declarea'thatlmmediate steps
should be' taken to confer independence.. . and .automatically. ,ruled out inadeCl,Uacy of.prepaz:edness,. 9.s .a
completely false pretext? ,I' ShOulq1ike' to know why
anyone shouJd want 'to go on practising col?,nialism.
105. Harsh WQrds were spoken just nowandallusionS ,
were e:Kenmadeto irl,'espOnsJbil:ity afidJacltofrealfsm.
If.colofl1alrealism, is meant,then we agree•• for we,
shall never submit to that kind ofrealiElJ.l).. 1 should like
to point out, however," that we are,speaking here solely'"
on behalf of the people who have sent uElh~l'eandon
behalf. of •our·,brotherEl.still under the .colonial yoke,
all.<lit would
to inform. those
who
. ,-- be well
..
..
...are still
,'.'-'
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_
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ignoract of the faot that all.the living foro~s of the
Afrioan oontinent hll,ve already spoken olearly and
unequ~vooally' in favour of independeUO\'i ~n 1963.
Whether at meetings of Heads of state, regardless of
their politioal oonviotions, or. at meetmga of politioal
oJ,'ganizations, of our youth organizations, our tradeunion organizations or our women's groups-and I
shall not wet\ry the Ass,~mbly by giving the dates of
those meetings-all the living foroes of Afrioa have
already oalled for independenoe in 1963.AndspeakerEl
now oome to this rostrum to level aoousations of laok
of realism at.; those who have been expressing the
feelings" yenrnings and ideals of these peoplet ~ .J
106. We oould have said muoh more but we shall not
reply, at least not publioly and from this rostrum, to
statements whioh we constder.ofrenstve, On the contrary, our reply will be an appeal and this appeal will
be addressed to the United Statesreprasentative.
107. We were greatly struok by the major moonsistenoy in the first part of the United states representattve' s ~atement, in whioh he dwelt on the hardwon compromise.reached in the working group and in
the Afro-Asian group. I should like to point out that,
1rt so far as Guinea is ooncerned, the text now before
the Assembly is :far removed from our original
position, which was that 24 OCtober 1963, the eighteenth anniversary of the United Nations, should be
set as the time limit, not for the attainment of
independence by one territory or another but for the
oomplianoe by the oolonial Powers with all their
obligations under resolution 1514 (XV). Although the
present text deviates so much from our position, we
l¥\:ve accepted it out of solidarity for we have always
thought-and we still think-that solidarity among the
African peoples in the first plaoe and then among the
peoples of Afrioa and Asia is the fundamental condition, the sine qua-n 2!!.. for the liberation of ourpeoples,
It was in the nat".9 of this solidarity that we made all
these sacrifices and agreed to a textwhleh differs so
appreoiably from our initial stand.
lOS. 1. should 'therefore like to appeal to the United
'states representative and to ask him, in the-name of
the.. realism of the oppressed,· in the name of the
realism. of the ooloilized and the Afrioan peoples
whose friend his own people claim to be, not to press
this matter. We. have achieyed. an extremely fragile
balance. We should therefore like to urge him not to
maintain his proposal for a separate vote. I am asking
him this on behalf of- my delegation, on behalf of my
Government and on behalf of the African peoples who
are still enslaved.
'.\
109. With regard to the question of a date, all the
discussions that have been embarked upon in this Hall
should not have been, for they are altogether premature, I should like to tell the United States represeii~nv~ and those whoare now rubbing their hands
but no longer dare to speakfrom an offioial rostrum
here O~elsE3Where that they wtll havean opportuntty to
discuss thts. question at the eighteenth sE\ssion.ofthe
General. Assembly. What are weaotually asking for?
We are inviting -the Committee of Seventeen.to study
this question,to seek out all 'therelevant facts and to
subridt recommendations to the General Assembly at
its eighteenth session so that.the latter can take a decision onthe subjeot. And this is whatisdescribed as
absolutelyunreaUstic!
.
:;:-~;.':' ~"
'~.)' -.
UO.1nmany respects it would seem.that ·very.
de~initeprogref;s has.been made at theseventeentb
Se~Eiion with regard'tC' the problem ·of decolonization.
"

',:'",:

"

'"

Let us reoall the deotetone already taken bY the oompetent organs-pt,rtioularly the Foul.-th Committeeoonoerning South WC\lst Alrioa, Southern, Rhodesia
and, quite reoently I all theT6l'ritories under Portugueso' administration. All these ~)eoisions represent
definite progress. The oonoept qf a date is one of the
few new ideas in the draft resolution, The rest is
merely a reminder of what has already been done.
While I am ready to disouss the matter for aa long as
necessary, I should like to say-and this will be my
oonolusion-that the General Asaembly has already
ruled out inadequaoy·,()f politioal,eoonomio or sooial
preparedness as a pre~ext fQ~ delaying independence,
The General Assembly hasBectded that immediate
steps must be taken by the colonial Powex's to transfer all powers to tl:.a colonial peoples. It has thus peen
recogmzed by one and all either that the process
has been slow or t!lat, in certain oases, no steps have
been contemplated. Indeed, certain oolonial Powers
have not even agreed to apply resolution 1514 (XV) to
theil' colonies.
1p. The representatives present in this Hall will
undoubtedly notice that the statements made this
evening from this rostrum by the United states
representative bear a singular resemblanoe to the
wamtngs and prophecies of dtsaster' voioed from this
very rostrum in 1960, when the immediate independence of all the oolonial territories was discussed for
the first time. In any event, we remember the day in
1959 when President Sekou Toure for the first time
spoke in this Hall of "immediate liberation". We remember the jibes with which this proposal was
greeted.
112. We remember full well the debate on the Soviet
Union's proposal for the immediate granting of independence to all coleuial eountrfes andpeoples,Y and
the sarcaattc comments which, at that ttme,: greeted a
1 hi
ls t d i d th
t
proposa w ch IS 0 ay hai e
roughou theworldas
one of the United Nation~ masterpieces.
113. With reference to what has been said today about
the setting of a time limit, I am convinced-and it Isa
hope I am expressing-that tomorrow the UnitedStates
representative will be one of the'first to admit that the
GElneral Assembly will have accomplished a greatdea;
at its seventeenth session by adopting the provisions
of the draft resolution before us.
114. May I renew my appeal to my brother Taieb
Slim and to the United states representative not to
press their requests for separate votes. If this
appeal is not heeded, I shall ask for the floor again
in order to make another specifio proposal.
115. Mr. PALAR(Indonesi~):lhaveaskedforthefloor~
in order to add,a'short. word to the very eloquent
defence of my coll@ague from Guinea with respectto .
our draft resoiution\A!L.410 and Add.1]. In'the first
place I should like to give my observations in answer
to the views that have been expressed here. by the
representative of the United States, lam afraid that
what he has said would have great influence on some
of OUr colleagues, and that is why I willtry to
neutralize this.
116. The most important objecti<;>n thaffias been made
by the representative of the United States concerns the
final preambular paragraph and paragraph-B. (b~ of QUI'

"
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text. I should iike to read these paragraphs. The last
paragraph of the preamble reada'as follows:
"
,
"Considering that, in order to aocelerate the
process of decolonization, it is necessary to fix an
appropriate time-limit for the full implementation of
the provisions of the Declaration on the granting~f
independence to colonial countries and peoples. n ,
[A/L.410 and Add.1]
I realize that the most important objection that has
been expressed here is the fact that we are asking for
the, fixing of a time-limit. So, it is supposed that w~ are
vasldng' for a blanket time-Itmit especially. In the final
.\,e.~agraph of the preamble thore is no question of
aSKing for a blanket ttme-ltmtt, Otherwise, we would
have mentioned it in. the preambular paragraph. We
have asked here to fix an appropriate time-limit that
can be the time-limit for any individual territory that
is not yet independent. We have worked itout in paragraph 8 (b). There, the Assembly can-know what we
want and what we wish.

I,
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121. Also, I would like to appeal to the representative
of Tunisia. Weknowthath!llMls doneh!~~tmostt() hav@
the ideas of his delegation" accepted in our drafting
committee. However, I hope that the representative of
Tunisia, who ts a personal friend of Il!l~e, will reconsider his proposal, If h6 cannot reconsider it, I
shall be compelled to take a position which has to be
expressed in a proposal that I may make Inter,
122. Mr. ADEYINKA (Nigeria): It was not the intention
of m.y delegation to intervene in the debate on this
draft resolution [A/L.410 and Add.1] of which Nigeria,
Is a eo-sponsor, However, since the.representattve of
the United States, in his explanattonofvote, referred
to the statement made by my Foreign Minister at the
sixteenth sesston on the question of a time-limit,my
delegation feels in duty bound to intervene at this
stage in order to set the record straight and to eliminate any misunderstanding in the minds of Members.

123. The representative of the United"Statessaidthat
last year my Foreign Minister suggested a target date
of 1970 for tile liquidation of colonialism. This "os not
117. We have drafted this paragraph deliberately in
a' cozreot quotation, and neither is it a correct interthe following way:
pretation, Therefore it leaves room for mtsunder, standing that Nigeria does not support the granting of
'''To propose specific measures for the complete
tmmediate independence to colonial countrtes, and
application of, the Declaration bn the granting of .peoples and that Nigeria is a n~ralist on this question.
independence to colonial countrie~~nd peoples, in-'This we reject entirely. Nigeria was a eo-sponsor of
eluding recommendations conce:rning the fixing'of an
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).,
appropriate time-limit. n
"
)
124. The correct position is that, at the sixteenth
session, my Foreign Minister raised [1050th meeting],
As I stated this morning, the word "recommendations n
has been used deliberately because we want to open
for the first time, the idea of a target date as a sttmuthe possilJility of fixing time-limits for any dependent
Iant and catalyst to decolonization. He ,subsequently
territories and also'the possibility of f~xing a blanket
canvassed the idea of the specific date of 197~'h" taking
time-limit.
all the factors and problems i~yolved into cOli:~ldera118. Now wh6 is going to fix the time-limit or the
tion, before which, by which, b\l,blOt later than which,
time-limits? It is not the Special Committee. The
the job of decolonization shouldbe completed. I wish to
t
repeat this because it 11;\ extremely import8:nt-before
d .'
Special Committee will make recommen anons 0
which, by which, but not late:r than which, the-;,?b of
the General Assembly, which will accept or reject
decolonization should be completed. It is not sortlething
them. The Special Committee must thoroughly study
t~at is static. It is something that is changeable,
.
the conditions in the dependent terr,itories. On the
) basis of this study. which of course includeaknowledge
125. Having raised the issue of a tat:get date, my
I of the desires of the population and of the leaders of
delegation is" really happy that the. idea' has gained
the political movements, and on the appraisal ofthe
ground in the United Nations, and we do.not therefore
views of the colonial Powers, the Special Committee
have the fears and, the misgivings which nave. been,
will make recommendations to the General Assembly.
expressed by the Unitad States delegation. Thequestion~
of. a time-limit is designed to' Igive.
an added
impetusd
'
•
the:
119. If these recommendations are going to be madeto the movement fordecolon,~~,~Jaon, smce '. e wor
and 1 think they. will be made-then it would not be vp;ry
nimmediate" seems. to have msir?'fts meaning for the
difficult to fix a blanket time-limit because it wo'Uld
colonial
Powers.
most likely' be the time-limit for, the territory last
on the road to independence. Therefore, the fear that
126. Since I haye thefleor; I wish to state"that my
'the time-limit will be set, as my country hopes Itwil!
delegation regards the views expressed by the United.
be, within two or three years, is not necessarily jUstiStates delegation with very serious . misgivings, esfied. In fact, knowing the SpectalCommittee, on which
peciallythe request for a separate vote on this immembers of thecolonial Powers are represented, I am
portantdraft resolution, which il3 the ,result,pf a
afraid that the blanket time-limit ~j:l not be what my
delicate. but balanced, compromise .and should now be.
delegation wishes .it to be. I hope that the Special
adopted. unantmously, My·, delegationbelteves .that i~
C()mmittee wilLgive a recommendation tnaocordance , order to retain the full weight of the-United Natlons
with the desires\ my delegation. However, ~~ is up to
behind the movement for, ,decol(>nization~ al:re~dy.exthe Special Comrl').ittee:.it. is up to the SpeClal Compressed inJhe/Jvo previous resotuttons [1514 (XV) and,
mittee even to decide whether it is going to give a'
1654 (XVI)] on decolonization".the third resol~tion onblanket time:"Umit.
this subject should not acquire a .Iess stature th~nthe
previous two resolutions. ,yYe be1'ieyethat the.delega~
l~O • Therefore, onthat basis, I would hke to suggest
tton should be satlsned with expressing tlieir reserv/).that, the fear expressed, by the repre~entative,!onhe
ttons, which will be fully.reflected int~e verb~tifub
United States is not justified. On .that basis,I\Vould
records ofethisAssemply. "C,',-: . " .. ,.... .
,', :
like ,toappeal to htmto reconsiderhisstand. If hE1rJ~eeE;
1~7.~or these reasons, my delegation wUI becom:'
notreC'oP6ider his; stand, then I wouldlike to f9fijo~jtJhe
pelled to'. resisttbeappealfor a sepa:rateyote made
exampl\:1 'just . g:iven b,y the . representative ofG{Uitlea and
to say that I would' 'like to make, ~~othejproPOSal. by the" Unit~d states representative. We feel. that Wis '.

V
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is an attempt to whittle down the importanoe and the
signll1canoe of this third resolution on deooloni~llti()n.
We nppenl very seriously to the United states delega...
tton and to the representative of Tunisia that theh.'
suggestion for a separate vote should not be pressed.

aascctate' ourselves with the
appenl' made by the representative of Guinea. lboUeve
thr.t the'representatives here have accepted thisappenl
in good faith, and we believe that aftel'listening to the
various spenkere on this rostrum on the question of
granting' independenoe to 0010ni/11 peoples and~hl\ving
r~nlited that all the peoples in Mrioa should be made
free, they wlll also join us, in voting for this great
draft resolution whioh is now before the Assembly.
),28. However, we also

'Of'

129. Mr. Taieb SLIM (Tu!lisia) (t~eanslnted from
Fl'enob): t should like to thank Mr. Diall) Telll, our
bl'other from Guinea, for his eloquent plea to me that
I'should not press my req'Jest for a separate vote on
paragraph. 7 of the draft resolution. I ~hould like to
assure him that the TuniSian repres~~.t~tive could not
remain deaf to his" appeal were it not for one small
detail:'! should like to remind the Guinean representattve, that on this partioular point there is a
difference of opinion whioh 1s ofoonsiderable importance ~o my delegaUon, whose opinion is moreover
shared by several of our triends in this Assembly and
in our various groups.
,.
'
130. I should like to tell my Gulnean brother that the,
balance 1n the Committee qf Seventeen is oertainly
more important for decolonizationthan the balance of
the draft resolution, which in my delegation's opinion
will not-l r~peat, wUJ not....be jeopardized by the
separate vote we are reqlt~sting. I might' add that this
text includes Seve~al points Whlqh do not reflect our
views buUhat, out of sQlidarity I we have stated that we
shall vote in favour of the draft resolut~onas a whole.
?

"

C

':;

'134. I am sorry I have detained tne prooedures of U\e
AS8~mbly by asking to make this point of ordel'. but I
wourd propose !ormnUy that any vote or procedure on "
substance .should 1)e postponed untl~ a time not later
than Monday afternoon, so that the sponsors of the draft
resolution can enter into oonsultations \vltb other
delegations and come back and report the results of
Ulose oonsultations<;::\ That is my proposal, and I hope
that this propqsalis an acoeptable one. Il\ope that my
fellow representatives will agree with me. ,.

it wll1
every 1
most
try to
come n1
141. T

[eotlon
Afghani
draft 1
afternot

135. The PUESIDENT: The representatives have
heard the proposal of the representative of Afghanist~n.
I do not take it that iUs a motion for the adjournment
of the meeting or the adjournment of the debate. The
representative of Afghanistan proposed that thl:\voting
on the draft resolution be postponed until Mondayafternoon. The Chair is now in the hands o~ the meeting.
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136. Mr. BINQHAM (United States of America): I have
no objeotion to the motion and :t beg the Indulgence of
the Assembly for a ver~r brief word by way of :reply. I
simply want to say that I was deeply troub~ed by the
manner in whtoh my earlier remarks were interpreted
by the representative of Guinea. I can assure him that
the last thing that I intended to do was to give any
offence t\) him or to his country, which is indeed a
friend of my country. Since my words appat'ently did
convey offenoe, I can only say to Jhe representative of
Guinea, whom I greatly respect and whom I consider
my friend, that I feel the deepest regret and tlillt I
convey to him humble apologies.
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137. Mii DIALLO Telli (GUinea) (t~anslated from.
Fl'ench): I note with pleasure the statement just made
by the United States representative and am glad that he
has understood Guinea's reaction so well. I in turn
should like to assurehim that I regard him as a friend,
and to say u:;on"behalf of my country, that the RepUblic
of GUin~a regards his country as a friendly country.

131. This is why,I have said and I repeat tha,t if paragraph 7 were amended, by the replacement of the word
"seven" 1)y the words "foul' or less", it would be a
compromise which might secure unanimous support for
this paragraph. I regret to note that our own appeal for
such 'a compromise has not Peen heeded, This is why,
with apologies tq my brother Diallo Telli, I must tell
"'-' him ~hat I am obliued to press for ~ separate vote on
pBli'agraph 7.
'.

138. Our dearest wish, however, is that through
Guinea, the United States should be the friend of Africa
anelof the African peoples who are still bowed under
the colonial yoke. I. am convinced that he wn~ understand what I mean and that there is no need for me to
labour this point.
139. I appreciate the good intentions underlying the
Afghan. representative 's proposal, although my delegation would ha-ve preferred the vote to be taken this
132,. The"PRESIDENT: Irec;:~gnizE'l,th~J;~pres~ntativ~
evening since the situation is perfectly clear, Out of
of Afghanistan on a point of or.der:~'c:.
soUdal'.ity, friendship" and the parttcular esteem in
133. 'Mr. PAZHWM< (Afghanielt.~t.): M~r delegation is:; which I hold the Afghan representative; Lean but accede
to his proposal. We know from past experience, howone of the sponsors of the ctraftVresq\t1Hon now before
'ever,
that for us, the small and the lowly, r~re indeed
the'Assembly [A/L.410 and AQd~lharid that is enough
are
the
occasions when time is on our ~~de. fho~'.e to
.-'Ito explain what our position is on tir4litm~tter and what
see
an
exceptton.cn
Monday.
.~
\i,.L,
'-' our ideas are. On the other h,and,l'u)keeping with the "
tl'aditions of my delegatio.,when we make a suggestion
140. In any' ey~~t, th~General .,Assembly a,1:.:i~t[dy .
OD spo~sor a draftresolutt911, we always do this with
knows-and as Gtilnean representative 1 should like to
a:r,; open mind. and reflect upon it ill/. the light ot the
reaffirm this-that we regard the adoption of the
discussions that take plac~ in the Assembly. With all o Declaration on the grantin~fc.t)ndependenceas a great.
o
respect to the views which will be expressed by others;
enterprise of peace for the African continent. D~st' cthiS evening ,a very constructtve debate has taken place
year we regarde,d'thJ._ iilstablishment of the Committee
offr- this draft resolution, ,~ndC'we have listened ve'iJy
of Severl~een respOl.~tble Jor.,the implementation of
carefully to all sections of opi"nion that have been exthis" declaration as .a. new act of peace in Afrioa, and
pressed on it;. At this stage, my delegation has only
all the slaps \'f~J}e requesting today are for that
one requjlst to make to the Assernbly. As one of the
same purpose. ThEl African peoples are resolved to
sponSors ot, the draft ;r:esol~tioni' and I arn speaking
free themselves,' come.Wh~~ may. The/only, qu~stion
oIllY for my own dele~ation, I believe that we need time
that artses is whether their liberation will be peaceto reflect On the views,expressed·on~hi,s draft resolu...
ful, which is our dearest wish. and in which wElJmo\V"
tiori,and I .am very Mppyto say thatwe,do havethat
we can be greatly~ssisted by th,e UnitedNations"br.
time 3t our d'1SPOl3al {lifter the d'3bate"has taken.place.
'Yhether1 againsto~u,r Wis~es andi~9.~~PiteOfOUI; efforts"
1
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it wll1 have to be nohieved in bloodshed. I hope that
every representative In this HnU, au.d !h.'st and for,o'"
most my friend.the, United Stntes repr(3sentattvo, will
try to ensure that Afrioa's inevitnble liberation wm
come about in ponoe.
"Pu
141. The P:RESIDENT: Since there bns been no objeotlon to the proposal of" the 3'epresentattve of
Afghnnistnn, we shall come baok to the vote on the
draft resolution [A/L.410 and Add.l] on Monday,
afternoon, as proposed.
It was so deoided.
!?
,
1~'. We are ready now to take up the remldni~g parts
of the report of the Special Committee, Before doing
S\1 T,oall onJhe representativeofSyria.for a statement",,,
on the conduct of vottng,
S
143. M~. RIFAI (Syria): I thank the Chair for calling
on me. but I think I have already made it clear that
the statement I had intended to make on procedure
would be made after the Assembly had dec!de~ on the
drnft resolution now under consideration. I do not
think this is the time for me to make these proposals
concerning the procedure to be followed regarding the
vadous draft resolutions that are still to be considered
and that are contained in the reportlof~he Committee.
I think . we might adjourn that until Monday aftemoon,

"

c

144. The PRESIDE'NT: Under the' circumstances, I

p~opos~ now to adjourn the meeting. The General

Assembly, ,will meet tomorrow mormng' to take up the
agenda itGlnS which .are the ,subject of the reports of
the Fourth Committee.
145. M¥. YOMEKP~ (Ghana)~ I am S01"l'y t2 Intervene at this stage, b..:UshouldlikE'tC'.pring the follo\\,ing matter to the attenttonor'the i~~'\~d;de~lt. A meeting
of the Fourth Commrtteefasscheduled for tomorrow
morning. We had hoped' that it :would be possible to
proceed now to thecons'ideration 'of the reports of the
Fourth Committee. I see that tha Rapporteur, of that
Committee is here, and I think that the members or
the Fourth Committee who are present will agr.eewith
me that it would facilitate ourcwork if the Assembly
could proceed now to discuss these reports instead of
adjourning~'
146. The PRESIDENT: The Assembly has heard the
proppsal''bf the. representative Qf Ghana. U there is no
objection, I shall take it that the Assembly agrees !o
~, continue the meeting.
It was so decided.

"
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AGENDA ITEM 25
The situQtion with regard to the implementation of the
Decla'ration on' the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples: report of the Special Committee
established under General Assembly resolution 1654(XVI)
(continued)

1. Tbe PRESIDENT: It will be recalled that the
General Assembly decided last Friday evening,
14 'Deoember [1l94th meeting], to postpone the voting on the thirty-four Power draft resolution [A/L.410
and Add.!] until this afternoon. We shall. therefore.
.now proceed to .the vote. I would remind Members of
the Assell'bly that the financial implications of this
draft resolt\tion are contained in the report of the
Fifth Committee [A/5351].
2. Separate votesha~e been requested as follows:
first" on the last paragraph of the preamble. requested
by the United states; second, on operative paragraph 7,
requested by Tu.'1isia;'third, on the last phrase of
~, operative paragraph 8(2), whtch-readst "••• including
. recommendations concerning .the fixing of an appropriate time-limit;". The latter was requested by the
United States.
3. I now give the floor to representatives wbp wish
to speak in explanation of vote before the vote. '
,
" ,
' . c}
4.~r. JOI<OBSEN (Denmark): The Danishdelegation
has,.some. reservations with regard to the draft· resolution [A/L.410. and Add.1] now.before us. For, hlstance" We .doubt that the proposed enlargement of
the Special Oommtttee. would be. an advantage., In our
experienoe, the efficiency of an administrative body
has a. tendency to diminish. ", the larger that body
becQDles.'
n. , , , , ,c.
:;,."_,'C:I,,,
,,'
.». .: ,, "
5., ,,Further; I had in, minU the questionrais,ed in
operati'ye paragraph 8 ~. ,Jiedo vot, oonstder it~
00 good con~ltltutiorialp;ractice for any sub-committee
of this Assembly 'to tak~ .direct action Vis"~-vis the
Security Co~'Cil~.suq,h an importantdacision ought
to be
left tll"the'
full
Assembly. ",
,.,
'
.
"
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6. .ThoseobserV'ations. however, are minor oritiotams, but w~ have one deoisive objeotion. There is
one provis1ori' whioh we must direotlyoppose. and
that is the' idea of setting a time-limit on the full
implementation of the 'Deolaration on' colontaltam,
I would not like to be misunderstood. It is the olearly
expressed desire of my Government that whatever
parts are still left of the 'oolontat empires should be
l1quidated" as speedily as possible, but we do not believe tha,; the fixing o~ a specific time-Umit is' a
realistio approach, NobodyJs in a. position today to
tell us what that date shou~a be. If the time is ripe.
we should not we::J.t'for aspeolfio date; if the time is
not ripe. we shoU'd not plunge a territoryintop,.sturbance because of our date. Therefore" the Danish
delegation will vote against the last preambular paragraph and against the corresponding operative paragraph 8 (Q).
0

7. Therefore, we very much hope-that thesI1onseI's
of, the draft resolution will not oppose ,a)3epur.te
vote on this, and perhaps on some othel' "paragraphs.
as indicated the other day [1193rd~M~eting] by our
colleague from Guinea, We would ve;ry,much regret
such a procedure and wewould,ofcourse"vote against
it. It would be a bad-democratic procedure and, in
my opinion, beneath. the dignity of ,tIlis Assembly: to
prevent any delegation whtoh so wisheSlropi:exp~s.s
ing its stand on each part.ofan iniptirtan~ resolut,ioIl•
The right democratic way is tq ,give.; cpUntries' an
oppOrtunity to say "Yes" when they ,wantto,say, "~es""
and "No" when they wa!1t to say ~N?":,", ,. '!. •.
..

1 ' . .

_ '.:,

.

~

t' .': ,';':. "f). .:

, . . ' •.

ou~',~ian

v : "

at;id Af~i9l\n
friends not to abuse in this way'the 'majority whiQh
they may have. I am sure they:woUld lose ;in,sympathy:
by "such a procedure, •more' in: the' 10(.;rJUl ,tha'rt they
would win by a resolution forcedth:eoughthe,Assembly
in this way~
,".G)}
IQ.:,,'

S'." I should like to appeal to

C

Q

\

9. ~aving sa~,d this" I wisl).:to,m!1keit pl~l,lr,~at my
delegation, in spite of reservatto,n):;,:ap.(i:,9,bj~9ijons.
will vote in favour of. the draft resolution as a whole.
I.

.o·~h '.~~';1 ~"'<_~":,,~~·}~/fJ,;':~.i'~

10. The question of ooloniansmnas be~n,JnthefQre.
ground during the seventeanth:'ses$ionoUheGeneral
Assembly. It is in the,lQelltre,: j)f,wo~ld.poli~ics ,tQ(lay.
,and it will remain .in the cel)tl'e untll it'has beenf~nally
solved. To Weste;rn,C9untl'i~s. "of.'which' lD,y,countnr is
one, we can have only-one interes,tfthat,pOIOnialiSIr.;~
is brought to an end as qUickly .~s· possible•• 'I'he,larg-j
est part of the wonld today; 'Where 'freedolti'is~up- .:
pressed, ,is not in thO~~:~I~q~s ),v~e;;re.,t~~' :~r~.c.iWt~\
ntaltsm is still left•. n;-ls"blellrthat lthe'coloma,l age
'has' come' toe an' end;""~:'h.a"e':Cloni~::s<i'ifart~at;no•
nation in "Asia, in Afrlda'o'tib"Eu!'olle,Wil1'l)e'~olltent
uhtil,it has gained, i~s' iMepende'nce', 'ando arg,ih~ents
'that. socially and ecoll,omicallY,some cOUritrieswill
be,getter'()ff' asd~pe~dept(~te,~~lto~i~~J~o:.,pot .ea.;rr,y
m:uch Weight. Man dQes' hot llvEfby ·l:)read·illo.ne~" '.. ,
,
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11. We are often inolined to think of our age as the
time of the struggle between oommunist diotatorship
and democraoy, and that that is the main aspect, But
I am not sure that a future historian will not, above
all, oome to regard our age as the age in whioh the
majority of the nations (If the world living in Asia and
Afrioa demanded their lndependenoe and won it. This
has been aoknowledged by the West. Look at wHat has
happened in Asia and Afrioa during the last fifteen
yenra •. That is not a bad record, True, there are some
dark jspote left today, but net much more 'than the
ar~as(l under Portuguese domination whioh we have
been disoussing so much,
12. We understand Afrioan impatience andwe admire
Afrioan solidarity, but they oan rest assured that the
remnants left of oolontal rule are felt,by the great
maj9r1ty of the west, not as an asset to the West, but
as a l heavy liability. Until these last remnants have
disappeared, we cannot with fUll moral strength turn
against the lack of freedom in other, much larger
parts of the wortd, The more speedily we can reach
this point, the better.
13. My country does not believe that impatienoe
however understandable, will help us towards that
great goal, impatient though we may be to seek timelimits. Neither do we believe that intolerance Will
help us, since intolerance will prevent our nations
from expresatng their opinions in the Assembly about
different parts of the resolution. But what is more
important, there must' be no doubt left as to the attitude of Denmark, that we shall oppose ,any attempt
to preserve the last remnants of colonialism, ,that
we feel a solidarity with any %;aalistic endeavour to
bridg this unhappy state of affairs to an end; and, that
therefore the Danish delegation will vote in favour of
the draft resolution before us.
14. Mr. CARDUCCI-ARTENISIO (Italy)('The Italian
delegation~did not think it necessary to take part in
the general' debate on,the report of the Special Committee, establfshedunder General Assembly resolution
1654 (XVI). We believe, in fact, that our past record
on colonial matters and our point of viewon the problem of colonization are very well known to all members of this Organization.
15. May I be allowed to sum up the principles on
which Italy, based its participation in the work of the
Oommfttee,of Seventeen,!! by quoting a relevant part
of the speech of the Italian Foreign Minister forbm
this rostrum on 28 September 1962:
"(~Full aooeptance of, and ,full support for, the
1960 Declaration;
.
"(h> The quest' for all means likelyoto faoilitate
or acceleratethe process towards independence IncO-operation, with the administering" Powers. Our
aim here' is, not, only the attainment tif the ultimate
bobjectiv13, but also' the timely preparation of the
necessary pQUtical,administrative and economic
infrastructures;
,
, '''(Q)supp6rt fc)~'all meas~resiikelytobringabout
"in~ependence by, 'approprit\tf!,'an,d peaceful means,
tIleobjec:lt ~ing'to,ensure that the, newlyborn states
may constitute ~nelement()f stability and may>be
bl a,})Osition to.co-opera,te effectively. with all other
sta,tes,". [1l36t~:.:;~~ting.p'ara. 189.]
...'
.,,"
;.!ISPe<:iat l:ornrnitte--on theSituat10n With regard tothelmplementation"oftheoeclarati~on the GrantIJ!gofindependence to 0l1.0nia1
CO~triesjllld Pi!Ople~. '
,;., ' ' ' . "
, ',
"
,

~...,-":-_'

':t~~~,
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These principles, as well as the deep conviction that
the deoolonlaatton process must go on Inthe speediest
possible way and that the General Assembly must
concern itself with the particular responsibility of
the Special Committee, Will prompt our vote in favour
of the draft resolution [A/L.410 and Add.1]. The same
prinoiples and the same convictions will govern our
attitude in this matter.
16. We wish, however, to place on record our disagreement with one major point of the draft resolution, namely, on the provisions for a time-limit for
the implementation of the Declaration of independence
of colonial oountries and peoples. We also have strong
doubts on the advisability ofenlarging the membership
of the Special Committee. We are not, in fact, altogether sure that the admission of other members, no
matter how qualified for the task, will make the work
of the Committee necessarily more speedy and more
efficient. The aohievements of the Committee are not
necessarily, linked, in our opinion, to the number of
its members.
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17. For the same reasons of efficiency, the Italian
delegation feels that the idea that a time-limit, at
some stage, should be set for the full implementation
of the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial oountries and peoples, is likely to be more'
of a hindrance than an advantage in the activities of
the Special Committee. We must not forget that our
future work will be extremely difficult and 'that the
Special Committee will be confronted with a number
of outstanding problems which have already been considered, although without concrete results, by our
Organization.
18. We shall have to devise all sorts of measures,
not only in order to deal with those Powers that have
so far appeared reluctant to co-operate withthe United
Nations) but also to prepare the politicalandadministrative instruments necessary to bring the people
still under colonial r~gimes to independence. I wish
to refer, in this oonnexion, to the very interesting
suggestioris made by the delegate of Indonesia [:U94th
meeting], concerning thepcssible role that the United
Nations and the Special Committee could play in this
regard. These problems and many others will occupy
our time,energy and imagination in future months.
That Is why we feel it would not be wise to burden the
Special Committee with controversial tasks that will
immeasurably slowdown our work. For these reasons,
the Italian delegation, while supporting the draftresolution as a whole, wiUvote against the present paragraph containing the provisions for a time-Itmlt, lOt
be put to a separate vote.
l.~ •... Mr. SOLOMON (Trinidad and Tobago):

2

g~~lfln

o
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My deleinscribed its name on Friday evening [1l94th
f:rieeting] for an explanation of its vote after the vote,
but as. it result of the diplomatic and 'conci1iato:ry
.remarks of the delegate of: Indonesia at' the same
meeting, we find it necessary to inscribe our name,
instead, .to give, our point of vie,\\, before the vote is
takel1~

20. What I have to say refers, tnparttoular, to the
seventhpreambular- paragraph and to operativeparagraph 8,<!!)()f the dr.aftresolution [A/L.410and Add.l].
The delegation of Trinidlld an~T()bago;isip f~v()~r
. that the SpecialCommitte~sh()uld recommend atime~'lhnitforeachNon~Se1f~90verning
T erritory to achieve
independence: We feel.,that discussions 'on. the state
of . developnlent of Nbn-Seif-GOv~rning 'rerrltories;
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arising, tor e~amp!e, out ot the reports of the Speoial
Committee and of the Committee of Information on
Non-Self-Governing Territories, has had the effeot
of imperoeptibly diverting the sorutiny of the Assembly, and of the world, to the irrelevant question of
the state of development of the Territories concerned,
I say "irrelevant", beoause the Deolaration on .the
granting of independenoe to colonial oountries and
peoples e~lioitly excludes these considerations as
criteria for Independence,
21. The delegation of Tr~nidad and Tobago feels that
the Speoial Committee, were it to recommend target
dates for the granting of independence, would redress
the situation and reaffirm the overriding moral obligation of administering nations to grant Independence
as soon as possible; for, although there is a moral
obligation on 'the part of administering' nations to
promote the economio and social developments of the
territories in their charge, both before and after
independenoe, this obligation is separate and distinct
from the obligation to grant independence. What my
delegation does consider unrealistic,)10Wever,is the
proposal that the Special Committee shoul~ set one
day for all Non-Self-Governing Territories to achie:\'e
independence. There are as many different sets of
conditions, in. this aspect, as th13re are t~rritor~es.
Each territory has its own peculiar problems. For
example, there are those territories where the
achievement of independence awaits on.ly the agreement of the representatives of the peoples themselves
as to the constitutional forms under which they will
live.
22. Therefore, my delegation feels that it wouldbe
advisable indeed for the Special Committee, after
exhaustive consideration of the political situation in
each Non-Self-Governing Territory, to include in its
report recommendations on the date by which each
of these territories ought to aohieve independence.
But a date set for all such territories, together, would'
of necessity have to be the date at which the last territory would be able to achieve independence; the
effect of this would be to set for all the others a date
Which wouldbe later than necessary and might, therefore,provide a pretext for delaying the progress of
those territories to self·government. Thus, if the
representative of Indonesia said. that the paragraphs
in question suggest that. t~eCommittee Willreoommend,not a blanket date, but individual tim«rlimits,
'then my delegation would like to see th~se paragraphs
say so expllcttly, Otherwise, my delegation intends to
abstain from the vote,ori the seventh paragraph ofthe
preamble, and. on operative
paragraph 8 02).
.
.
.

\

23. '),'he PRESIDENT: I recognize the representative
of Guinea ona point· of order in connexion With the
. '
p:rocedure of voting.
24. Mr.DIALLOTelli (Guinea) (tl-!lnslated from
French):.On 14 December [1194thmeeting] the Guinean
~elegationhad occasion to make.two appeals from
this , r~st1'Ull1. requesting. the.spc?Dsors. of proposals
fqr. separate voteI:! on the. draft 'reSOlution [A!L;410,
an~ Add.1].to withdraw their proposals,for the reasons,
w'hioh,we exPlained,at length"at tlmttime. 'W,e deeply
regret that .theseappeala· have not been heeded,and
in ,view,. of. the . time .' at "which.they Were, made, t~e
tremendolj$ impqrtal1ce of thietquestion and the great
hopes, that' colonized Mrica •places in the debates of
the,A-ssembly, we consideJ;'ed· it pur. dl.lty ,toCOtn13.t9
this.r9~tr\1tn <once. more, not only" to'oppose,~hO$e

separate votes but, beforo doingso, to make a supreme
appeal to those concerned,
'
25. We must say onoe more to our brothers from
Asia and Mrion that the dooument submitted today
for the approval of the Assembly is the outcome of a "
compromise whioh has entailed tremendous efforts
and for some delegations, like my own, tremendous
saorifioes.
26. The faot is that our intentions are being ques..
tioned, We have listened to all the speakers who have
come to this rostrum to speak against the fixing of a
time-limit. Tht. "painfUl impro~sion which we have
gained is that practically none of these speakers have
taken the trouble to read carefully the text submitted
0
'
to them.
27. What are we actually:requesting? It is that the
Committee of Seventeen, or that CQmmitteereshaped,
should 'study thequestton and report to the General
Assembly at itlS e1ghteenth sesston, For this reason
we think that all the representatives who 'have put
forward arguments at this -rostrum against the fixing
of a timec>limit would do well to await the Committee's
report,so that a debate may take place normally at
the eighteenth session o~ the General Assembly.
28. To th,e speaker who preceded me at this l'Ostrum,
the representative of Trinidag. and Tobago, I should
like to say .that ,the representative of Indonesia [1194th
meeting] interpreted the idea in the minds ofthe spon..
SOl'S of the draft resolution perfectly. There is no
question, and there never was any question, in our
minds of fixing one single date for the attainment of
Independenee by all countriaJ:l. That isperfeotlyolear.
In· this r~speot the position ofthe sponsors of the draft
resolution is that set forth in paragraph 5of resolution
1514(~~. namely, the need for the immediate granting of independence to, all colonial countrbes. and
peoples. We are, I must say/truly taken aback. Two
years ago the' Generalj\ssembly decided, through
that resolution, that the colonilllPowers-th~ Administering ,Powers-should' 'take immediate steps
to,transfer all~w~rs to !he colonial pooples. In vi~
of the obvious itact, not only that in certain cases
these steps have not been taken, but tha.tcertain colonial Powers even go so far as to que~t~oI1 the applicability of. that resolution to then territories under
their administration, we are asking the Comlpittee
responsible for ensuring its implementation to examine
the question and report to the pener~! Assembly at
its eighteenth session. I .,want to make it quite clear
that it is a qu~stion of:)nakingrecommenda.ti~:)Ds.i
therefore feil tosee wh'atrational arguments there
can be against assigning this task to' a committee
~·jllch has the full confidol1ce,of theABsembly. If there
are delegations which are afraid of what the, Com-",
mittee might do, I would tell them that we ourselv~s,ff
. are not afraid because,in any case, the aeneral
Assetnbly has already decided that inadequacy· of
politioal, economic or social preparedness should not
norlllally justify any delay in .granting" ind~pendence
and,: Jl.lrthermore, that. the Administel'ing G~wers
shQuld take immediate steps to. transfer all po~ers
to the peoples of" these territories. Moreover,'n~!J
one. speaker has 'told us why h~ 'finds the idea:.of Se~
ting a termtQ the shillyshallying of the Administering'
Powel's alarn1iing.'"'
0

o

','

a9. Consequently.' we say 'once more to Ol11',brothers
from Africaand:Asia that the document that is nOW
before. the, AJ!lsemblyfor its approval goes ·n9..t,;:rea~y
~,')
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represent the apeolflo ideasot anybody, that Wis the
outcome of an extremely arduous oomp~~..s e and that,
on the baals of thesolidnrlty fOrmulatecl-tiroonorote
form at Bandung In 195& and at ~ll subsequent meetings
In Aft'loa and Asia, we would appenl to them, pointing
out that this ~~ the minimum aooeptable. We have
aohieved suoh (\ delicate balance, sofarremovedfrom
the dootrinal positions of eaoh delegation, that we feel
it our duty to ask our brothers from Afrloa and Asia
to support a dooument whose sole "Ibjeotive Is to I3l;lrve
the cause ot the liberation of the peoples of Afrioa,
Asia and elsr,.where.
30. But we shall ribt limit our appeal to our brothers
in Afrloa and Asia. To our friends In Latin Amertoa,
who, when Asia and Afrioa were almost unrepresented
here, played the historic role that everyone recognizes, we would say: have conttdenoe in the Committee
of seventeen; do not prevent the Commltteefrommaking an objeotive study whioh ma.y enable the General
Assembly to take a deoision in full knowledge of the
faots. Indoed, to those who argue here that it would
be dangerous to impose onthe oolontal Powers a timelimit for the fulfilment of the obli~tions arising
from the adoption of resolution .,1514 (XVh we would
say: wait until our Committee is able to supply, in
all objeotivity, data whioh wlll enable you to take a
deoision in full knowledge of the faots, for any dectston
taken beforehand would be an emotional deoision and
as .suoh unworthy of the Assembly.
r:_
,
-31. Nor shall we confine' our appeal to our fdends
in Latin America, who before we appeared on the
intern!iticnal scene played-as we are happy to note
and to confirm-a role which we have never ceased to
praise in favour of decolonization of Africa and Asia.
We shall make the same appeal to the socialist countries. There is no need fQr us to dwell on this, for
:from this rostrum as elsewhere, they have consistently
supported all the arguments put forward by the liVing
~orces of Africa, be they African Governments, POQ
litical parties, youth or women's movements or trade
unions.'''None~eless, we appeal, to them to reaffirm
their previous ,stand by their vote and to make it
possible for thl:l great hope of, the colonized pe,oples
to be fulfilled at the end of the seventeenth session.
.~--

32.' Better still, we would appeal' to the Powars of
Western E~9pe, eolonialEuropeand their allies, and
say to them: you realize that colonialism is dead, but
are all.. the problems ofco-operation.
We
now t11ere
•
1\
would say to you in all franknes,sand loyalty: help us
to forg~t a past so fraught witli h~yniliations and diffioulties! Help us to cut shor~ the ~ufferings' of the
people who are still under the colonial yoke! Help us
to.be ourselves,for the time has come to cease practising a policy whtoh is so obviously against your
interests."

34. If the sponsors of the proposals for separate
votes pers~st, the delegation of Guinea w111 be obliged
'formally to oppose separ~te voting on the seventh
preambular p(\ragraph andtln operative paragraph 8 (Q)
regarding the question of a time-limit. There are
aotually two proposals for separate votes, coming
from two delegations and relating, altogether, to three
paragraphs. My delegation asks for a separate voteto
be taken on each of these proposals, inoluding those
relating to the seventh preambular paragraph: and
operative paragraph 8 (!~).
35. Mr. PACHACHI (Iraq): ThCi' representative of·
Guinea has just made a Wrther appeal to representatives here, and espeoially to those which have proposed separate votes on the seventh paragraph of the
preamble ,and on 0llerative paragp~ph 8
of the
dl'aft resolution [A/L.410 and Add.1]. He has said that
if his appeal is not answered affirmatively, he will
invoke rule 91 of the rules of prooedure and oppose
separate votes on those paragraphs. We support the
position taken by the representative of Guinea.
36. I have asked to speak, however, to oppose another
request for a separate vot~-namely, the one made
las~ I\'riday.night [1194th meeting] by the representative of Tunisia. That representative Jproposed that a
separate vote should be taken crioperat(,veparagraph 7,
relating to the enlargement of the membershtp of the
Special Committee on the question of colonialism.
37. It will be recalled that, duringthegeneraldebate,
an overwhelming majority of the Members of this
Or~anization expressed the view that an enlargement
of the membership of the Speoial Committee was advisable in the present ctroumatances, owing to many
factors. My delega'ton was among the first to propose
[1170th meeting] suoh an enlargement. We gave our
reasons for that proposal. We said that for the Special
Committee to be able to accomplish its task in the
shortest possible time it would have to divide itself
into smaller sub-committees, That would not be possible with the, present somewhat limited membership
of seventeen. We also said that in view of the importanoe ofth~ Committee's work it would be advisable
for otker .:Members of the Organization, drawn from
the various geographical regions-of the world, to be
given the same opportunity to contribute to this vital
task of the United Nations as the seventeen which
were chosen by the last President of the Assembly.
We, said that an enlargement of seven was ,perhaps
preferable to an enlargement of four because it would
enable a more proper division of work in the Committee and would, gl~e the President of the Assembly
more flexibility in choosing Mempers from the various
geographical regions of the world.

un

38~ ",The representative of Tunisia referred, to the
"balance", of the Special Oommittee, I, do not know
33. V{e therefore say to all the spiritual families of
what he meant by that. The representative ,of Indothe Assembly'that the document which is submitted
nesia made it quite clear, when heintroduoed" the
to them for adoption does not really deal with any
draft resolution [1194th meeting] that the- enlarged
stlbstantive'problem. We aSk that the problem of the ,~ membership, far from de~troying the present balance
time-limit-the time-limit on which all . the living "in the Cominitte~ of Seventeen" wolild maintain the,
forces of Africa'have onp~again given their<ppmionbalance, and perhaps even imprbve ,it. Another. argushould, be referred to'tbe 'Committee of Seventeen so
ment . was that an enlargement of the mempership
that·\that Clpmmi.t)tee may study it With "all potsible
would impair 'the effeotiveness,.of ,the Committee's
c~real1d report '. tt> the eighteenth session. It will be
work. I have yet to hear .a. oonvincing argument as to
time enough to discuss it then. Ana'tc) those whoadduce
why and how the~ffectiveness of the Committee's
considerationE1.of democracy here we would say: do
wo~k woulGb.e impaired
if seven meml:>erswereadded.
.
got prl3ve~t the' Al:lsembly, from,' studying a questio~
39. ,The huniber tYlenty-foul'out of a total member~ '
wbiOb is:'of "vital concern to"an 'entire, oontinent,and
pel,'hl\ps to eveninorePtan one continent.
o
ship' of 110 is not too large.' It wfU be rec'Etlled that,'
0

'
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when the Charter, came into being, there were only
fifty-one, Members of the United Nations, and still
'there were eounelle which had eighteen members,
for example the Eoonomio and Sooial Counoil, Eighteen
members out of a total membershfp of fifty-one was
more than one-third of the total membership of the
Organization in 1945, Our proposal fOl' fbmembership
of twenty-four out of a i:otal membership of 110 is
less than one-fourth-it is oloser to one-fifth of the
total membership of ,the Organization. It is therefore
a much smaller percentage than that which was provided fol,' the Economio and Sooial Counoil at the inoeption of thiS Organization.
40. The representative of Tunisia then mentioned
something about the faot that the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories will
continue and therefore there is no reason to Increase
the membership of the Special Committee. It is quite
true that the Oommlttee on Information from NonSelf-Governing Territories will be maintained, but its
ter~s of reference derive from Chapter XI of the
Charter and relate to the transmission of information
under Artiole 73 e, and those terms of reference,
I am. quite sure the representative of Tunisia will
'agree, are"somewhat different from the terms of
reference of the Special Committee, which was estab, lished by resolution 1654 (XVI). In any case, the resolution (1700 (XVI)) which requests the continuation of
the Committee on Information fromNon-Self-Governing Territories contatns a 'paragraph which,afJks that
Committee to submit relevant reports." techntcs; or
otherwise, to the Special Committee. Therefore, the
fact that the Oommittee onInfol'mationfromNon-SelfGoverning Territories will be maintained in no way
reduces the responfJibilities of the Special Committee
of seventeen members. This is so for two reasons,
first, they have different terms of reference,' and
second, tl.eCommittee on Information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories has been asked to transmit
relevant l'eports and 'technical information to the
Special Committee.
'41. The representative of Tunisia said:
"If there ,1s no amendment submitted for this
, puiopose,"-namely that the number should be four
instead of seven-"we request a separate voteon
'·paragraPll. :~" and we shall y<,?te against this paragraph. If, however, this paragraph is retained, my
delegation will vote in favoUr of the draft resolution
as a whole." (1194th meeting, para. 82.]*
This means that the representative" of 'Tunisia does
not really feel too strongly about the retention of
tl'dliJ paragraph, because i~J will not in any way affe,ct
the outcome of his vote. on the draft resolutton as a
whole.
.'.
.
.
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44. What is the eff~ct of the separate vote on operative paragraph 7? Ifhe effeot may be to allow a minority of the Members of this Organization to defeat
the will of the majority, and the views of t@ majority
. which have been expressed time and again in thegeneral debate and by the fact that thirty-fOur Asian and
Afrioan delegations have eo-sponsored the draft resolution and have asked that the Special Committee be
, increa~ed by seven members. 'l'his represents the
overwhelming .majority of the Asian-African group,
which after all makes up halt of the memberahtp of
this Organization. I think the ,Assembly would agree
that they are vitally concerned with the question of
oolontaltsm,
"
45. I am sure that there are other groups that also
support our'draft resolution. In fact, we hope it will
be adopted by an overwhelming majority of ,the Members of the Assembly, However. if we have a separate
vote. there is the danger that a minority In the A.fJsembly may be able' to have tts view predominate
over those of the overwhelming majority. The effect
may be the complete deletion of this paragraph, which
would mean no increase in the membership of the
Special Committee.
'
46. This dtaf.t resolution. as the representative of
Guinea stated, was the result of painstaking, and
. laborioua consultations and work. It was asa relilylt
of compromise tDat we were ~b'e to.co-sponsoi it
with the majority of the African-Asian group. The:refore, 1 ml,J,fJt renew my appe,al to the representative
of Tunisia-who Is a member of the SpecialCommittee
and who certainly does not want to give tile impression
that .thereare members of that Co~ttee who do
not wish other members to join it. I am sure that
never' entered hifJ mind-not to press his reqliest for
a separate vOte. We shall then be able to vote on thifJ
draft resolution' in its entirety,and I hope that it will
be adopted by the, overwheiming majority of the M~mbers of this Organization.
"
,
J

0

47. Mr. TaiebSLIM,(1'unisia): ,siIlce there have
peen no ,fr.esh, developmentfJ, and .the draft resolution
(A/L;410 and Add.l) has remained as it was before,
the Tunisian delegation)seefJ no, reason to abandon
its initial, attitude. As we have fJaid,our reasons are
reasons of principle. The reprefJantative" of Iraq,
referring to my speech on ,1:4 December[l1f~4thmeet
ing],hafJ a,sked me what TunifJia means by "balance".
IfJhould like' to remind him ofr what I said on that
'occasion:.."
.
o

"WefJholild like to draw the Assembly's ~ttention
to the danger that thiS-:amendrrte~tr.opreeentElto ,the
"delicate,,balanoeefiltablil:lhedbytheprefJentmembership. ,The'prefJent ,distribution·of·seatfJ lfJc~rta,U11y
"noti~alti....andl<1'epeat,thepreseJltdistl'ibutioA 'of
42. 'l'he repJ:'e~~ntative of Tunisia proposes the adseats <,isnotideal-"but in'practice it 'ba,S 'PrQved'to
dition of four members instead ,of 'seven. 1 afJkthe
Assembly: is there , really ,such a great difference
·be.fail'1y l'epres~ntative oFthetrends< pfopint9nin
theOrgallizatio,rr on.theprob,1.emsof,c91Qnialblmand
;betweep. the .addition" of four 0 membersand t!mt ·of
decolonization. We understand, ofcourse.,that:in
seven? Will the addition of three lnoremembers make
, all the diffel'ence ·in' the ,"World, in theeffectivenesfJ.
view of" the .' increase ill.the, number of Members of
ot the Special' Committl~'~'e~:Vlorkand'initsbalanoe?
tlte, United Nations .itrnllybeirieCessary to ,m~e
13urely not.'
,
.'
"
some'small change'inthe'0Alllpositionofthe'Spe/Jlal
Committee~
In; that ',corinexi0n; it'ma:V',be" recalled
43. 'l'h",ref~re,l"m\lstfJaythat wewerenotconv1nced
Cthat·of thesixnewest'¥embers cifthe'Uniteti:Nli,tions!;~i
by theargunients <advancedoythe "r~pX:~EJ~ntativeof
~il:lia.,·Ifh~acceptfJf2!~hewmembe~fJ.,E1~elY;he .four :belongtoAfrioaandtwotoCentra1 and-s6i!th
AmeriCl.\.We tl1inkthat .wi~hintMpresentbalanCle
, can" acoeptseven.T1u:E:lemore~emberfJ\\,i1l~?t turn
"th~
l.\dditioii~of 'lw.0rnemtierfJ "L..I llevel' said thli,tJ, ,"
.(;, ~~'World upside down. "
", "'",'
'a,greedto fo~rIn~mllerS__'"rnigbthave lJ'eenpo~sibl~,,:~.:
"a.nd uSefUl",; H194thIneeting~para.790tl' ,",' "".',
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48. I ha.v~ no intention of giving !\ disoourse on a
matte!,' in 'regard tQ Whioh we~have already ~;qllained
our position very fUlly~ We llte very touQhed by all
the appeals whioh have been made to us, by both the
l:'epresentative of Guinea and the representative of
Iraq, in the name of Afrioan and Afro-A.silln settdarlty. We too stand by that solldarity and, as we
have slli~, U is fo~, the !'lake of thatsolldarity that
we are prepared to vote in apy oase ,in favour of a
draft l'(lsolutlon whioh in our view is, capable of
several improvements. For the sake Qf solidarity we
are not submitting any amendmen~ to ~e draft reaoIutfon, But I do not think that there is anyone here
who can dispute our right-and our des~re-to voice
our opposition to a speoifio point in the draft resolution, F(lr that reason we are pressing our request for
a separate vote on paragraph 7, and if this is opposed
we shall inSist upon the motion for division being voted
upon by the Assembly.
"
49. The PRESIDENT: We shaU pro~ed to asoertain
the wishes of the Assembly with regard to requests
for separate votes. There are two requests for separate votes: one on the l!lst paragraph of the preamble
and on the last phrase of operative paragraph 8 Q.!)
whioh reads: "••• Including ieoommendationa conoerning the fixing of an, appropriate ttme-Iimitr",
The first vote will relate to the request for a separate
vote on these two Pliragraphs: the last paragraph of
the preamble and the conoluding words of the operative
'
paragraph 8 (h).
50. l' recognize the representative of Guinea on a
.
point of order.
51. Mr.DIALLO Telli (Guinea): It may be that a
proposal by, Guinea has esoaped the attention of the
Members of the Assembly. but I expressly asked, that
,$eparate votes shouldcbe taken on eaoh of the motions
for division, including those relating to the seventh
preanl11ular .paragraph and, to paragraph 8 (2), both
of which are by t~.f!.U!,jted s~ates delegation.
5~. '!'he PRESIDEN'n: I now put to..the vote the propesal that 'a separate vote should be taken on the last
paragraph'of the preamble. A roll-oall vote ha~ been
requested.., '
,( ) '
A vote was taken by roll-owl.
I'
,.
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G1t~\M, GUlnGa, Haiti, H\Ulgary, Indonesia, Iraq, Ivory
Coast, Jordan, Liberia. Libya, Madagasoar, Mall,
Mauritania, Mongolll\.
A~·ft4-.inind' Thailand Tunisia, 'Cambo,dia, Iran,
JRlUC

5'

"f?

.' "

Jama'oa, L!1Os, Lebanon.
The proposal was adopted by 50 votes to 4'1, with
53~ The PRESIDENT: I shall 'now put to the:' vote the
last request. And I do it advisedly beoause J'have
d t
t f
something to say with regar 0 the reques ,o~ a
separate vote on operatlveparagraph 7-not on its
merits, of course, but as an observation.
54. The next mlltter to be put to the vote is that
there should be separate vote on the last phrase of
paragraph 8 (2), whiohreads: "inoludingreoomnlendations oonoerning the fixing of an appropriate timelimit"• .A roll-oall vote has been requested.
A v6te was taken by roll-oall.11
.Haiti, having been drawn by IQt by the President.
was oalled upon to vote first.
In favour: Honduras, Iceland, In~:~~;lreland, Italy,

Japan, Luxembourg, Mexioo, Ne~l, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, PanamatParaguay,
Peru, Portugal, South Afrioa, Spain, Sweden,Trinidad
and Tobago, Tunisia. Turkey, United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of
Amerioa, Uruguay, Venezuela, Argentina, Australia,
Austria, Belgium,Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, oamercon,
Canada, Ceylon, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rioa,
Cyprus. Denmark, Dominioan Republic,Eou1\dor, El
Salvador,Federation of Malaya, Finland, Franoe,
Greece, Guatemala.
'
Agalnst:· .Haiti, Hungary, Indonesia, Iraq, Ivory
Coast, ~ordan, Liberia, Libya. Madagasoa~'n Mali,
Mauritania" Mongolia, Morocoo, Niger, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Roman~a, Senegal,
Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tanganyika.
Togo, Uganda, Ukrainian Soviet Sooialist Republic,
Union of Soviet. Socialist Republics, ,United Arab»
Republio, Upper Volta; Yugoslavia", Afghanistan,
Albania,Algeria, , Bulgaria, ,Burundi, Byelorussian
Soviet Sooialist Republio, Central African Republic,
Chad" Congo (Leopoldville), Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Et~opia, Gabon,,Ghana, Guinea.

Moroooo.having been drawn by lot by the Preside"t.
calledapon to vote firs~t.
\ " ,
,
'AbStaining:. Iran, Jamaica, Laos, Lebanon, Thailand,

was

!~,

,'I abstentions.

,Infavour:.:Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nioa:"
Cambodia.
/.
ragua, , Norway. Panama, Paraguay, Peru, ?ortugal,
Republic of South Afrioa, Spain, Sweden, Trinidad and
The'proposal' was adopted"by 51 votes to 4'1'. wlth
:'robago, Turkey. United KingdC)m of Great Britain and
6 abstentions.
'"Northern'Ireland, Unite4, states of America, Uruguay, '55.' '!'he PRESIQENT: We now oomeJ,o the.~liirdre"Vene~uela, 'Argentina, 'AuStralia, Austria, Belgium,
quest for a sepal'ate vote and. as I said, I hav~one
,'Bolivia,Brazil. ,Burnia'.,:Gameroon; Canada, 'Ceylon,
or ,two observati&ns ,to make before 'I put ,it to the
. Chile. China, Colombia, costa Rica, Cyprus p Denmark,
Voote. Iilthe first placel wish to observe that ~he
.:Domlnican Republic, ,; 'Eouador, El Salvador,Federa-President, as ,; is , well, recognized. is 'the. servant. of
;;tionofMalaya.Finland,Fra~c?e.·Greece, Guatemala,
·the Assembly~' He 'must do his '1Jest to carry out any
,Hondurasilcela:nd" lridia, Ireland. Italy; Japan,Luxem- ,responsibility'that', the'Assembly "places' onhitli." I
,oourg. Mexioo.. ' ,
. oonceivealsoJhat'it is'equaUyhis duty, and hIs obll:', ,'~lZaJiJst:ij9i-c>cCO. Niger,' Ni~ria. :Paldst~n, P}lillp- ,,~tiOl~)~~ upho~~'ihe'~s'iUO~8fth~\ Pr:~side~o~., ,',
~\P~l1es,Poland,,> RomaI1ia t , Sene~l(. Siel'ra Leone,
56. I
say with a olear 'consoienoe that! have not
;,.~R~alla.;Sudan,Syria. '1'anganyik,~, TOg{). Uganda,
thesligbtest bias, one way or th~,<?ther with regard'
;-,~rainillQSQviet,Socil;lVstR~pw>li9t ,U,ni()n ,of Soviet .,to what' is prOpo~ecl InoIJ~rativ~pa,~agI'aph7., I would
:,~pialist :R.~publ.os,United~~ab,Jlepublic,U,pper ,beperleotly happy IftheComiriitte~were t~reJl1ain
,<Y;()l~a. ': "Y,u~sla,:yIa.,Mgh.an.B,tan, <,' ;AIl>,ania, "Algeria,
oonstituted as' it l~.l would hlivEf' endeavourEldto do
1:' ~u~ga:tia, ,~~l:Ii.' l\yel0l'USs~a~ SQvi(3t "Socialist my best t60a~ry 'out the behest of the.#sembiY,in
'J;tl~p'-lblic" Central'Mriclin Rl:lpul)l~C?,Cha~. Congo
that regard,whatever it might'h.a:veohos!=lrl tQ'4ElctdEl'
(LeopolPvlII,eJ, ,pub~, qZ~ch.o13loV'~~a,~E:~lrlopi"" gabon,
It. Was ; open "to· the', sponsors . Qf,the draft; reEl()lut~orl'
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, to, propose no addition to the Committee, and if they
wished for an addition, to~propose that the addition
be made by election by the Assembly, or to nominate
the additionatStates they wanted to s~rve on the Committee. But they ohose to leave it tu the President.
During the disoussion on the question of separate
vote it has been olearly and forcefully urged that, in
the view of one -delegatlon or of some delegations,
any addition would disturb the delioate balance of >the
present Committee. If that should be the view of any
delegatipn, then it means that the laying of this duty
or responsibility on the President plaoes upon him
.:) a duty whioh it ilillm90ssible for him to fulfil. Should
that oontinue to b6'ti':e case, I mightfind it impossible
to oarry ontthe behest of the Assembly.
\,,'
57. I shall now Plit to the vote the proposal for a
separate vote on operative paragraph 7. A roll-call
vote has been requested.
A vote was taken by roll-oell,

Uganda, ~1,krainian Soviet Sooialist Republio, Union
of Soviet Sooialist Republios,. United AI'abRepu'bIlc, Upper Volta, Yugoslavia, Mghanistan, Alb~pia,
Algeria. BUlgaria, Burundi, ~yelorUSl3ian Soviet
Sooialist Republic.

Thailand, having been drawn by lot by the President.
was oalled upen to vote firs t.

The ;esult of the ~te was~ 54 in favQur. 40 against.
and 12 abstentions.' ,
.,

Inpfavour: Thailand, Trinidad and Tob!lgo, TuniB1a,
Turkey "United Kingciom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United states of Amerioa, Uruguay, Argentina,
Australia, Austria, Belgium~ Cambodia, Cameroon,
Canada, China, Costa Rica, Denmark, Federation of
Malaya, Finland; Franoe, Greeoe, Honduras, Iceland,
India, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Mexico,. Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway,. Panama,
Paraguay, .Portugal, South Mrica, Spain, Sweden."
Against: Togo, Uganda, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republic, Upper Volta, Mghanist9:h, Albania,
Algeria, Brazil. Bulgaria. Burundi, Byelorussian
Soviet Sooialist Repub~ic. Central Mrioan Republic,
Chad. Chile. Congo (r:.eopoldvil~E:l), Cuba, Cyprus.
Czechoslovakia. Gabon. Ghana. Guinea. Haiti. Hungary.
Indonesia, Iraq. Jordan. Lebanon. Libya. Madagascar.
Mali? Mauritania, Mongolia, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria.
.Paldstan.Philippines. Poland, Romania. Senegal.
Sierra Leone. Somalia. Syria. Tanganyika.
.
Aliataining: V~nezuela.,Yugoslavia. Bolivia. Burma.
Ceylon, Colombia. Domfniean Republic. Ecuador. El
Salvador. Ethiopia, Guatemala. Iran. Ivory Coast.
Jamaica. Japan.'Laos. .Liberfa, Nepal. Peru. Saudi
.Arabia. Sudan.
o

.

"

.

711.e proposaJ wasrejeoted by 46. votes. to 38.
21 abstentions.

~ith

58~ The PRESIDENT:. "'Fe .shall now" proceed to, the
'vote on the draft resolution, and I shiillputto the vote
'the last Ilaragraph of the preamble. A roll-call vote
has abeen
asked
for.
'
.,
'."
.

I

Decem~er

A vote was taken by roll... da11~ ,
.

Canada. having beendrawn~1Jy lot by the President.
was called upon to vote firs t.
.
In favour: Central Mrioan Republic. CeyloorCha<t

Against: Canada. QPil~. Colombia, Costa Rloa.
Denmark•.Dominioan Rcipublio, Eouador, EISnlvador.
Finland. Franoe. Greeoe. Guatemala. Honduras. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan. Luxembourg. l\Ie~co.
NetJl~rlands. New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway.
Panama. Paraguay. Peru. South Mrioa. Spain. Sv.~den.
Turkey, United Kingd~m of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland. United State~s of America•. Uruguay, Vepezuela, Argentina. Australia. Austria. Belgium, Bolivia,
Brazil.
Abstaining: China. Cyprus, Federation of Malaya.
India. Jamaica. Lebanort,lV£adagasoar. Nepal. Trinidad
Cambodia.
Cameroon..,
and Tobago. Burma.V
u'
.
.
Portugal didnot'pi,!r;ticiJ.'aJe in the voting•.

The paragraph was not adopt~d. having failed to
obtain the required two-thirds majority.

59. Mr. DIALLO Telli (Guinea): l see, Mr. President,
that. in your interpretation of Artiole 18of the Charter
you regarded this as an important question. 1 should
not for a moment wish to question a' ruling by the
l?resident. but nevertheless, I \f:'mderi on the basiE! ()f
recent precedents, wlie1;lier ''it \il.f~' really. in terms of
Article'· 18 of the Charter, a question which can be .
desoribed as. important and consequently reqUiring a:
two-thirds majority in accordance:with ArtioJe 18 (2)
6f the Charter.
-?'
j

60. The .PRESIDENT: My announcement dfthe resll1t.
of course. ard-:'l~te~reted by the repJ'ese'l1tative 6f
Guinea. means that the whole of. this item;'andoe~
tainly this draft resolution. .is an important question
within, the meaning of Article 18. I would have thought
that he would -himself be the last to con~:lDilthat it
was not. But' anyway. that. is the wayl have ruled. It'
"a.ny representative is,disposedtd challenge my ruling.
I shall of course put it to the Assembly~and I remind
the Assembly that my ruling can .be overruled by a
simple majority.c
'~\
.
.

0

\'A .

§1. :rdr. DIALLOSelli (Guinea): I thought th8:t~1 had
mademY,iself £ileal' when 1 said that I had nointehtion
ofopP()~Jngarulingby,.the President, especiallY~pne
by a~j,'e8~9.ent likeycurEjelf. Iwill not theref()reo\?~7"
tea,tyourruling, but nevertheles,s.l amgladto n~te
that, Jifty-f()ur '. d.elegations have .declared themselv.~s
inJavour ot thecaEje upheld-by tIleAfriQanpeoples.\.'

62~The 'PRE~IPE~T,~ Iho\\"puttoJhe .Yotethelast"
"

phrase of operative~ragraph8 (g)•.. Thephrase'~e~ds
,as follows: n •••• inoluding reCOmm~l,).dattonsconoerning
the ftxing of an appropriate time..!imitn; f>.,roll-cAI.l
vote has been requested.
. . '.. ' . , .
.
..,
. " '.

.,..

,

•

I

.i,
i:'
"
...' . " " ' , . ,,'.' , " : ' ·.·1'
New. Zealand. hEWing 1Jee1!i~~t~wn by ·.lof: by tJie
pz-esideni. was caU~dhpciDtoYote

A.vqt~ :wastakenby'r:oll-cS1l. ,

Gongo(Leopoldvilleh Cuba; Czeohoslovakia. Dah'imiey.
Ethiopia. Gabon, Ghana:.Gtiinea.H~iti. Hungary. Indonesia. Iran.. ll'aq,Isra~l. Ivory Coast. Jordan, Laos.
lirst.":,#i'i'/"gi
Liberia. Libya•.Mali, Mauritania, .Mongolia. Mo~co.
Niger. Nigeria., Pakistan. Philippines. Poland. -Homa-" .. .~,faV9ui': .Ni~r,' Nigeria, 'Pa.kistan, I>hf'liPP~~S.i.
nla, ,SaUdi Arabia,· Senegal. , Sier~aLeohe, .~C;>4rpa~!~¥i;) Poland.,l'l0Illania, ,saU~iArabia,s.enegal,SierJ.'aLeone~. Cl
'Somalia. Sudan" .S.y~i~, . . T~~y~" T.~iland •... 'I'ogd~ .
Sudan, Syria•. 'Tanganyika.
Thailand, Togo,
'1'Unisfa~
.-~
r: .: .
~,~, .,,~._'
'Tunisia. Uganda, Ukrairiiall'SoyietSocialistRepUblic~
,.un~pnofSovietSocialit:l:~, E.epublic~, '..United,iAra~! .,
,·E.epublic, : Upper Volt.a.,' 'Yugoslavia" . . Afghan1,stan~
;- ......

-'."Il",:'-:';::

:·'1':-':"":'-'-;">:

._'..:... .... ;., .:
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A;lblU}fa, Algeria, BUlgaria, ~urw\(.u, ~yelorusslan
65' The PRESIDENT: I shall now oall on those r~preC~vlet S~lalist Republio, Cambodia, Oentral Afrioan
sentnUvcs who wish to explain th~ir vote after voting,
"Re;')Ub1!o, Ohad, Oongo (LeopoldvlUc), Ouba, OzeohoI call first upon th~ representntlveaof South Aq-loa.
slovakla, Dl\h~mey, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana,. G\l1!)ea,
66, Mr~ BOTHA (S~\lth"AfdOt\); The S~1Jtb ~Afrioan
~!-!tl, Hungary, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Ivory
dele~t1on followed with interest the ,debate2i on the
CO~,Bt, "Jordan, Laos, Liboda, Libya, Madagasoar,,,, repOrLof the Speoin()Commi~tee estnbllshed under
Ma1~, Mauritania, Mongolia, Morocco,
, '0.:
General As~emblr resolution 1664 (XVI).wehndhoped
Again~t: New Zealand, Nioaragua v Norwny, Panama,
that, in U~e with the'" statements made GY various
PartlK'U'Y, Peru, South AfrioakSpain, SWedtm, Turkey,
del<,gatlons during ~e course of the debate,~ttention
o United Kingdom of Great BrltainandNo.-thernlreland,
would also have been given in the eventullldriUt resoUnited States of o Amerioa Venezuela Argentina.
lutlon ~o tha pUght ot hWldreC\5 of mUlions of persons
AUstralia, Austria, Belgium,'Bolivia, Br~zU, Oanada:
who lost their ~ndepe!~den,oei)y o.rmed .foroe anll con..
Chile, Colombia, Costa. IDoa, Denmark, Dominioan
quest and who .have been sql:)jeoted to colonfaliem
Repu~llo Eouador El .Salvador Finland Franoe"
sinQe 1945. ij.owsve"., this haa not happened. My deleauateml\itl, Hon.:l\1l'~S, Iceland, I;e\and, lta'ly, Japan:
~tion regrets suoh one-sided eonstderatton of the "
.Luxembourg, Mexioo, ,Netherlands.
question of .oolonilllism, Without regard for the hun,
" c." ."
odreds of millions who live under the imperialist yoke
°AbstainilJg: Trlnid~d,' and Tobago, Uruguay, Burma:
oUhe biggest oolonial Power of the pres~nt time.
Came.,roon, . Ceylon, Ch1~Ult gYPru~, Federation of
67. Whilst the South African delegation appreoiatethe
Malay~, Gre~oe, Ind:a~.J~Jnai<:~, Letianon, Nepal.
spirit in whtoh the resolution wa1'J Bibled, some of
Portugal did not ~r~oipate in the voting. '
iU! paragraphs oontained elements whioh my delega~'
c
~. 5 '
tlon« was unable to endorse and there wore eertam
The ~su1t of
oyo~ ~s 5 in fa,,?ur, 38 agalnst,
provisions whioh, in the-vlew of my delegation, ex. tuld 13 abstentions.
.,
oeeded the obligations provided for in the Charter~
71.le phrase was not adopted, having failed to obtain
In consequence, it waa not possible for my delegation
the I:equirecj. two-thirds majority.
cr'
o /)
.to vot~ in favour 'of the draft resolution, and we abo 63. . The (~RESIDENT: The Assembly' will now V{\te
sU\in~. < "
, , '
on operat1~e plU'l\graph Se(!!) as alIlended.,o
68. ,Mr. AGUIRRE (UruguayV·"an!!llated from Spano
Operibve ,.~i'tJpIJ 8 (l!J, as amettdcc1,wasadopt£ 'Ish): My d~legationt whioQ.,is amember of the Speoial
b 0·95 votes to . one with 5 abstetltions~
Committee set up under resolution 1654 (XVI), oon!y
none,
'i stdens it )\eoeasary to explain the sense of the vote'
o 64.; The PR!:'$IDENT: The Assembly will now"vBteon
\\it has just oast. ' "
"
0'0 thetpirty-four-Power draft resolution [A/L.4~Ol',nd
69. Although it cannot claim to be in agreement with
'.> " A~~.l]ias a ~hole, a.s ame~ded. A :roll-oal~, vote has
eaol! and ey,eiyone of.the paragraphs of that resolution,
bef3!l requested;
or, to be more explioit, with each and everyone of
A ~,,'was takelt' by raU-call.
the tefIus used in the teXt, it does enthusiaf:l,tioall~ -,
'0"
.,
.. . '
"
eqdorsethe general sense, theobject,oftheresoluti9n
Nige~, hE!.V!ng~en. drawn. bY' lot; by the President,
th8.t we have just adopted.
.
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71.. ,!fudeeg, th,efe are. ~any ,f,aotors,T".at!itudes. en,~oelml~~Jlidla! .Ij.'don~ia",Irant Iraq,lrelanq"Js~el,
deavoUl's,' arrangements-'whichare ~~Jel?sary. in,
gItalY~/,'flvo:r~boaEilt;1Iama,iCil; .!i'apan, .Jo11i~,Laos,
o;rder "tcraocelerate the' pr0gess 8{,o;;~~'colo~7ti;a'ti:6Il';"%'o!
Lepanon,t<iberia, :LIbya, . LUxembOurg. ~adilgascar*
we:~capnot,howeveIltendorseWith our vgtelli~\YQ~dtng I
,. MaU,,,,Mauri~aniI3J' MeXic~~ Mongolia, Moroooo, N~pal,
'w~c:ih attri~utes. pri~ary It:Qlportanc,e tothe1Ib;¥ngof
o,\,NeJ:l1~rf~d~, N:~~eal~ng~
a,Jime-li,mt~s.a neo~ssary step for,ijt.e PUl'pos,e.of 'l i
'Ag'alnsttN&ne.
~J.
.~oc,eler.l\tillg' th~. ·.ll1'OQeSS. of deooloni~a!ion. Tlll.~Js ... ;
:~ O.~~L~,
.,.~ CC., . .
...'. . ,.
. .notthet~me to·e~llll'geQn~is§popt.t,Qutifeuoh 11 l'
.'"~"""ta1I1!'1g:;,so~th':4(f~iO!:l,Spafu:,,;Unit~d Kin~oJ1,\J of \\ '. n.eoessitY,ireal,lYi,existed the ,1li~torYQf the.~ast feW
,,(iJrellt'Brltatn.and~ol\lliernIreland,Sranoe., ,
. yes,rs)voJild IlKye4tk,en a diffel'entc,Qurse.."
o

.

..

6

"

0'

•

""o.':~p~itfk~l'1c!2Qt~~rti.Q;Pat~i2;:e·vot1ng.~.

·72''Y.:~b~''WQrd~'%f

p~r9.grap~ e(b)d~al[l

operlltive
qw;itIfthe>.,saIrt~~'aBpectcinaformwh!ohweha'ief0uhQ .
,adopted~'lt 101';~tes,,~:iion.e~ "'flt1}/4abstelJtio~~.',. ,',., " t o p,a m0X:~15ali~tio'~d1Ii line ~,~tbwl1a:t,is: posSible,
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\~Ethiopia,.Federationof~alaya,Fl,u9J),d,J,~.,,~qn,Gha.ri,a,

"y oomp

and fell.

In the separatel;vo~eswevotedngainsttheseventh
preambular paragrLph ,becaus~, weoon,sider that its
paiUuaY,' Peru, Phllippines, Po~d, Roman!a, Saut!i
woX:dlng is notoonsonant withureality; with whatcim
.t\rab~a,Senega!.,Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan,Sweden',
aotually b~ done. In'this pa!-,agraph it is" sUlrted that
,Sy:l'!a, !l'anganYllm, Thailand, Togo," Trlnldad and
in order to 'acoelerate the process of decolonization,
"TobagQ, Tunis!a, Turkey,' Uganda, Ukratnian Soviet oit is neceesary to fix an appropria~e time-limit for
, Sooialist Republic, Union ofsovietSooialis~Re:publios,
the (ullimplementation of the provisions ofresolu,tion,
pnited ArabReP!l1>l~g,U!litedSta~esofAmerioa,Upper
1514 (XV). My delegation oonsiders th,atfrJ13assel·tion
ofV9Ital1!Jruguay,"Ve~ezuela, Yugosla!la, Afg~stan,regarding the neoessity ofa ti~e-liIp.lt,.inthe singu\',MbaJiia, Algeria, Ar~tma, A\lstralia~ Austria";Bellal', isunr~alistic. We are not'referring to thepossl-'
glum, Bolivia, Brazil, .BUlgaria, Burm~, Burundi,
bility or the cesirabllity of the Committee's. fixing
Byelorussiano Soviet Sooialis~ R~pnF'\C,Cambod1a,
a (late. in oonnexion, with the oonsideration of~a parCamerpo~, Cana~a,u Cent;':'Bl Air' olill)~'e~;Ubliq,Ceylon,
tioular Of\13e: This ..possibility.,. ~s linplioitly embodied
Chad,CfiUe, CJ1ina; ·ColombiJ., Congo (LE3ppoldvllle),
in the powers' "oonferred on the Qommittee by the
COS~Rioa:; CU1)a,J::YP~s, iqzechoslov~:v.[~'''P.tt-il6mey,
resolutioJlJ estatilishing ,it, "and the COIXlmittee may,
J).~., en..~r.k,.,.D..o)llinloan. ll.epu~!iQ'. ECUad?1t1,>~L,~.alvador.,
have r9course to it.W'heneve~ it ~s fit,
(:,'
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15"77c
provided tht\l:,,,,~e appropriate oorreot1o~'is made to
In.tion. TneJ;O,ofore, we have been ,In"fa1l.9\.W ~f a 1;'ecr-le~t
the,,'Spanfsh ,trlUlslatlon of that paragraph! Where the" "to the adminlsteringl?owerEJ to set target dates, Or
Spnnlshtext oftt,1,l.t pdl3sage reads "en, partiO\llar",
time-limits for self-determination Or indel:leriClenoe, in
oons\ll~~on with Ule pop\uations.'
"
the English original uses the word "inoluding" Md
the Frenoh text b'as "y oomprls", It seems olear to
78, The establishing by tlteUnltedNations"pfablnnket
us that the SP,iUlish translation of "inoluding" anet
time-lbnit for all territories cor theestablfsbing 'Of a
"y oompris lt Is~rather different from "en partioular".
time-Unlit for apartioular territory seems, bowever,
to my 0delegation, to be unrealistio and notoonducive
No doUbt this wi\! be set right by the Seoretariat,. In
our opinion, once the translation has been anlenderl,
to indispensable oc-operatton between the administertheparag),'&ph; With its refexenoe to reoommendattona
ing Powers,"and the Uniteg Nations. For t4,ese reasons,
in the plural, admits of an interpretation wbioh is
we felt oompelled,to vote against the seventh, preamsubstantially different from the only possible meaniJ:l.g
bul
ph d 0
ti
h 8 Ib)
of the seventh preambula,r paragraph. ';['hat is why
0.1' ,paragra
an, pera ve par.ag~aJ.lc ~.
c
we abstained in the vote on operative paragraph 8 @).
79: " ~r. MA~H (Jamaioa): The Jamaioan'delegation
is parti~tq.a;c.ycsensitive to the desi~eforindependence
73. Sir Patriok DEAN (United Kingdom): My delega"7
since Y'~" QUrdelves ate, for tl!e ~ii'st tilpe, enjoying
tion abstained from voting on the' resolution" just ! the P1;iVUoges' and responsibilitie13 that go with spvadopted and I~now wish t~0exp~ain our reasone)for J ereign1'j. We 'are PIlt;!4o\llarly concerned :with this
doing so. The pol~oy of my Govoer~~en:t w~th rega~~
matter of oolonialism since most of the :remaining
to the ctep~pq~nt territories under OurJldministrat~on colonies ~~'1n Afr~oa. The degraciation of any
is that the' peoples of ,these terr.itories should pro~~ed
Afrlc:n depresses everiy otttzen of Jamaioa, whatever
as rapidly as possible to self-govemment, and Indehla origin.
11,,' '
pendenoe, Thi~ is entirely in harmony with ~e r~oor?
~!
and spirit of Chapter XI of, the Charter and we-are
'SO. Jamaioa abstained during the vote on both of taesure that our polioy is the i'ight one, '
paragraphs ,conoerning references" toi:~ tilne~lilllit.
')
.'
, This was because we realized that the conoept is
74. As rsaid in my s'peeoh In'the general debate on
a.ppealing and, In an age of planning} prima facie~
this item on 26 November 1962,[il75th meeting], we
logical. However, we believe that fluidity"is 01 the
require no deolaratlons; resolutions (,)1' oommtttees.
essenoedn any' political situation. During the course
to confirm the ll.'ightnessofourpo~ioy. F'orthls reason,
of this debate, one representative referred 'to sttuamy delega~ion_, abstained from ·voting on resolution
tionswhiOh tend to hurt "US," tht.\ little ones". IUs ll.
1514 ()[V) on.the granting of Independence-to oolonial
orystallized situation such' as would exist after ttmecountrtes '\1:f,id peoples, and on resolution 1654 (XVI),
limits had been fiXed,whioh wow.dnauhfavourable
whioh established the Speoial Committee of seventeen
to d"tlS,the little ones", In such a situation,' power
members.
would bethedomfnant, factor, and the<fipportunity to'
75. My delegation, on numerous occasions, has
consider the exigenctes of each /3itu,!itlon would disexplained its position on these questions. We oannot
appear. 'J;',hereafte~ would come the QPportunities for
accept intervt:ntion by this Assembly in th,e admmtsoynical withdra~als, without nny attention'beingglven
tration of the territories for which we remain retoeoonomio dev910pment,parliamentary. institutions·
sponsible: We 'shall disoharge ourrespons,ibilityfully
and political preparation.
o
"
and fearlessly.' We cannot shift or share that re81. My delegation shall contlnue to support any prdsponsibility nor have we any intention of shirldngit.
posalfn this As~embly Which.. in our ClJnsideredview,
definitely help~~) in tJ1~( fight to. bririgall:'j;Jeoples to
The aohievement of independence by so many ofour
territories, over the past fifteen years, is suffioient
self-dete:rIriinatiori.
proof of the, sucoess of our policy in this regard.' For,
these reasons, my delegation was unable to vote for
8~., The :?RESIDENT: TWo, of., the sponsors of the'
the resolution which has just been adopted. "
resolution just voted upon haye, asked for the right
of reply. I'regret~ I 'hav~nopowerto~ocord that right'
76.0 Nevertb,eless, withcthe reseryations'of myGoV:of reply ,to thelli, as the ooncludingporti6n of. rule90~f%",emmenf, wJP,ch I have just stated,and su):)jeot also to
forbidsit~ ' "
'l"~
the satiSfactory composition "of the enlarged Com. "'
. ..' '.
.'"
e:", "
" " ,'
~\'
mitt~e,mYGQvernmenthopes to be able to continue
83. lr!:'lcognJze the: representatiYe ofGuin,ea,notln
as;'il.r.memberof tlie Speoialh Committee ofdIwenty-four
exer,ci!3c"ofhisright of reply. but aaa spon~or'of
1
~.d: to ,(a,ol\ff,iiue with 'it durittg the, conting year. If 'my"
the r~sollltion,for,~ statement heWish~s to,mak~.
delegilH6rinlifi:facl"(lsl aol'e 1 t't)\'!6ohtInue as a' member.""
t' _'Cl':~.~"~", ':,~,
" ,,'
~\:'
of ;:the~r-15~~ilil'e()nlnilttee-~'we:hiliril expecit, thE! 'Spe9ial " 84. , ,Mr.~L'\~L() :TelliJ9uinea): 1·~~mp.jl>rt,~~fthe
Conunittee,iriJ~~'aij~'l :'course~1 ;1£0' \cor{Bfuer~i~an1origiotlier!'
IIlQp.l!~e.J:'l:I19f,the ,AeseIIlbly,have~j~stgi!,e,p.t!J.et~;jver ... ;
thi~g~'~~'!l~e,~~!g~l Rf, tA9~.e:t~J,',r~tp,~~~E!i.ip. ,~q~QP'~an~J':; ~iRt;;;P~:;P\~l~Rt~s,.~o ,~~, .on <,pie n~E;Id' to,f1X at~IP'~~bm~, .
A~~!hl:)yAicJ~}l,~,y~b~~n;,~CPHPi~, .som~c of tb,~~:;g~1ngri f0fi.:Jh(3 !~fflp.!,!3Ilt~~~,t~0~';ll>Y,';;~E;l,;,09..10nial, :J?q\V~f~~\of, the
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aat1sfaot1o~ and o~m£or~ from the faot that, by 55 votes
to 38 the voioe of sufferL.'lgAfrioa"humiUatedAfrioa,
Afrida und~r QolQnial domination, has. been heard in
the Aflsembly. Furthe~more, we are glad to note that
n?t one vote from. the non-nligned oountl'ies al,pears
among ~e thirty-eight, nor l.s there a single vote
among them, We' a:.:eglad to note that there are only
two voteI' frQ1nAsia among the thirty-eight. That is
0(;;, oertainlythe best oonsolation for the Afrioanpeoples.
86, At all events, 'these peoples are resolved to free
themselve~,what~ver the opposing fo:.:oes ~ay be and
free themselves they will. OU1' W~sh, now as always,
is that the Assem1:Jlymay be a faotor for peaoe, to
ensure that tw,:s liberation is b:':Qughtaboutpeaoefully.
"
87. I should like to express our gr':ltitude once again
to all those who, despite pressure, despite any~iJlg
whioh maY have happened in camera and during th~
week-end,~ave given o~ case, the case of the peo
ples ofAfrioa, such an overwhelming majority. I thank
you on behalf of the peoples of Afriou..

the Speo~9.ijCommlttee On individual territorieG contabled if, the Committee's report [A/5238].
0
95. Aotion onohapter II deaUngwithSouthern ~odesia
hns, already been tnkenby,trhe General Aasemblywhen
it adopted two ciraft.resolutions: namely,drafh'esolutions 1755 (XVII), of 12 Ootober 1962, and ~'esolution
176Q (XVII), of 31 Ootober 1962. Cbapte~ III .deata
with Northarn Rhodesia andoontains a draft resolution
recommended fot' adoption by the General Assembly.
Operative paragraph 4 of "this draft resoluttcn urged
the United Kingdom Government to take certatn steps
concerning legislative eleotions. Sinoe 'the proposed
oonstitution has come into foroe and, eleononsheve
already taken plaoe,-evetl further c;levelopments, as
we were told today by the Presa-thf ~raft resolu.tlon
would require oartatn amendmentato take into 0.0oount these subsequentdevelopments. This has already
been done by a number of delegations whioh are preparing to submit a new draft resolution on the question of Northern Rhodesia, for oonsideration by the
General Assembly.

88, Mr."BINI)ZI (Cameroon): My delegationtookpart

96, Chapter IV deals with Nyasaland. It oontains the
conolusions of the Speoial Committee ooncerning this
ter~itory. Sinoe the adoption of these oonolusions and
reoommendations by the Speoial Committee, oonstltutlonal talks have taken place between the United
Kingdom Gov~rnment and Dr. Banda, The General
Assembly, I believe, may wish, in this ,oonnexion also
to adopt a r~solution on this territory, taking note of
the oonolusions and recommendations of the Speoial
Committee, as well as the recent developments. For
that purpose, a draft resolution on this territory has
also been prepared for examination by the General
Aasembly, and it will soon be submitted offioially.

in the general debate ondeoolonization whenthe report

submitted by the Committ~e ofSeventeen [A/5238]was
examined; It has therefol'e expressed and explained
its· pOsition as it thought f i t . ·
89. We have just endorsed a very important text.
As my oolleague from Guinea has said, my delegation
sponsored that te",t, together with other countries of
Africa and Asia, UnfortuIlately, as.ne has so aptly
put it, the text istheoutootlleofa partioularly arduous
compromtse and in such a situation it il'! natural and
usua! that there sho~ld sometimes be.differenoesof
opinion. .
. ' .
90; . A shOrt while ago, in a vote on procedure, my
delega ti9n, together with. many others sinoel"ely felt
that·it wa/:,) ad'Viaable to allow everyone (and not only
those who do not share with us the honour of being
Afrioan ~ut who n~vertheless are. men with their..own
opiI)i~ns. for my delegatioq has absolute respeot for
all opinions, no matter Wh~ holds them) to give full
,play to his scruples, ThatjsJ~hy my delegatiofi voted
in f~vour ~f the motion fOl' division. Aotually, my
delegation. oonsidersthat there is no such: thing as
sacrcsanctopmtons, ,on the one hand, and, on the
other,; opmtona whioh a~e not saorosanot..
91. ,Subsequently, of course, my delagation, being a
spons.C?r. voted in f~vour of the text submitted to the
General,,'Assembly in the oonviotion that, whatever
mightfhave been the attitudes of various people at the
outset. ,"an· imporUlnt text would be adopted by the
Assembly. And, as in the o~E!,e of everything h~re,.
whioh is ·-approved by the entire. Assembly, l.am sure
that everyone, even those who did not support the text,
Will"do •everything ,in their. power to conform to it.
aJid'"to apply .,it. That gives', me. reason to hope that
before long all the peoples who"a~e~til1Wlderoolonial
domination"will see the dayof!their liberation arriv~.
,\ ,.':,
..,. ,...
- " ..
92~ ,The';PRE~I:PENT: We are now ready to ta,k.e up
!;here~ini!1g.,,repor~softhe,Speoial (JOllltllittee of,
sev~ntef,lnmembe~~.
'"
..' ,.
93." ~eforedoiligs(h I.~hoU1d . like to oall on ,the,
representative of Syria for a. statement 'On the oonduct
".,
~
o(voting.
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9~/Mr~,RrFAI (Syria): Now that the GeneralAssem~
bly 'AABidQptedth'e'p;e~el'lntVre~olutiol1on thewqrk

of the 'S~oitU.Committee:~I· sli91J1d ?like'. briefly, to
draw' a:t~en'ti6!Fto,·the,speoifioreoommendations' of
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97." Chapter V deals with the so-called HighCommisston territorIes: namely, Basutoland, Beohuanaland,
and Swaziland. This ohapter contains a draft resolution
adopted by the Speoial Committee for the oonsideration
of the General Assembly. This draft resolution also
needs cert~in changes, The Fourth Committee reoently
heard certatn petitioners from.some of these territorles. It may also be appropriate to take note of these
statements in the resolution to be adopted by the
General Assembly on these terrftorfes, This has also
been done, and a draft resolution containing these
slight modifioations will soon be sUbmitted to the
General Assembly. "
98. Chapter VI of the .report deals ~th .Zanzibar
and contains a draft resolution for the oonsideration
of the General Assembly. This draft resolution, as "
well as the oM,which has been recommended in connexlon with Kenya, 'ooul~perllaps be oonsidered by
the General Assembly without any change,
' .'. ~
99. Chapter VII deals with British Guiana. This'ohapter oontains a draft. resolution on British. Guiana
adopted by the Special. Committee .on 30 J~y 1~62.
Since then a oonference has taken plaoe in London
between the leaders of British Guiana andrepresentatives of. :the United Kingdom GovernmE'lnt. A report
on this oonferenoe has been submitted by the United
Kingdom, Government [A/~31Q]. I understand. that a
draft resolution qn tliisTerritory. whichtakes the most
:r:ecent dE'lvelopments ,into. aocount is being· prepar",d .
byoE'lrtabl del",gations and will ,soon be'submitted to,
.the· Assembly for its' cons·ideration.
. '. .
..'.... .
.' ,
. ".' .
100. Cpapter ym dealswiijl :Mp~a~bique. and.C~ptel'. XI\\rith Angola. Thesechaptels oo~tain two.draft
resolUtions. one ·on Mozambique and the other on
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llP5th meeting - 17 Deoember 1962
Angola, for the oonsideration of the General Assembly.
Members are well awarethn~ the General Assembly
hns already adopted [1194th meeting) a resolution on
the. Territories under Portuguese ndministrat1cm. For
that ,.,reason, and in view of the faot that the recommendations contained in the Assembly resolution on
the Portuguese Territories refleot \'essential1y the
reoommendations made with l'egnrd to Mozambiqueby
the Special Committee, we believe that a vote on the
.
.
draft resoluti on on Mozambique proposed by the
Speoial Committee would be redundant; indeed,it is
the general view that a vote on that draft resolution
Is now unneceasary, The question of Angola, however,
falls within a different category. The situation in that
Territory has been the subjeot of oonsideration not
only in the Sp~oial Committee ~nd the Commi.ttee on
Portugcese Territories, but also in a separete committee-that is, the SUb-ColJlmittee on Angola. In this
oonnexlon we should also bear in mind that the question of Angola has been ..onstdered by the Seourity
Counoil and that the Counoil remains seized of it.
For all those reasons, there is a general feeling,
again, that the question of Angola must be dealt with
in 11 separate draft resolution, and a number of delegattons are now preparing suoh a text for the consideration of the Assembly; I trust that it will soon
be submitted.
101. Chapter lX deals with SO\,lth West Afrioa. Sinoe
this ohapter was taken into a~Clount by the Fourth
Committee when it oonsidered tbe report of the Speoial
Committee on South West Afrioa and sinoe a resolution
on this subjeot has alre&dy been adopted [1194thmeetIng], it is the general feeling that a vote on the draft
resolution proposed by the Speoial Committee for the
Assembly's oonsideration may not be neoessary at this
stage.
102. This leaves us with only the draft resolutions
on Kenya and Zanzibar [see A/L.413J reoommended
by the S\)eoial Committee of seventeen members for
.adoption by the General Assembly. As I said earlier,
those draft resolutions require no alterations. For
that reason it might be advisable for the General
Assembly to prooeed immediately to the consideration
and adoption of the draft resolutions on Kenya and
Zanziba.r.
103. The PRESIDENT:Members of the Assembly have
heard the statement just made by the representative
of Syria, the Rapporteur of the Committee of Seventeen. If there is no o.bjection, I shall put to the vote the
draft resolutions on Zanzibar and Kenya proposed by
. the Committee of Seventeen.
" 104. I put to the vote the draft resolution on Zanzibar
[A/L,413J..,
C;
The draft resolution on Zanzibar was adopted by
84 votes to noae, with 4 abstentions.
105. I now put to the vote the draft resolution on
Kenya [A/L.413].
The draft resolution on Kenya was adopted by
88 votes to none, with 4 abstentions.

106. The PRESIDENT: I now call on the representatlve of the United Kingdom in explanation of vote.
\~
.~
107•. Sir Pouglas GLOVER (Unitea Kingdom):IshoUld
!ike to explain. the vote of my delegation on the reso.

.

.

•
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lutions just adopted deaUng with Kenya nnd Zl\\lZibar;
IQ the first place, I shaH r.ol)9at my Government's
position with fegaJ.'d tc the adoption by this ~stlembly
of reoommendations on .individual Non-SeU-Governing
Territories.
~08. In the view of my delegation, nothing in the
Charter authorizes the Assembly to adopt suoh recom,
mendattonar indeedtheCharterspeoifioallYfeoognizes
the responsib1Uty of the Administe't'ing Members for
the administration of territories on whioh they have
transmitted information. In our view, the Assembly
hns no power or right to seek to usurp a responetbility whioh olearly belQngB to the Administering
Power alone. My delegation ie therefore opposed in
prinoiple to resolutions of this sort aJld can only
consider them as attempts to intervene in the administration of our territories.
109. However, having restated its position of prinoiple, my delegation aoknowledges that a stncere
attempt was made by a number of delegations in the
Committee of Seventeen to recognize the steps my
Government. has taken and is taking in Kenya and
Zan:dbar to bring these two territories to indepen~
dence, My Government is in faot making every effort
to promote harmony and unity al1).ong the people of
Kenya and Zanzibar to bring these two territories
to Independence at the earUest date. The spirit of
this resolut~pn is thus fully in aocord with the policy
aotually being followed by my Government. Acoord..
ingly, without prejudioe to the position of prinoiple
whioh I have stated above, my delegation,has abstained
in the vote on these two resolutions.
.
0

Statement by the P~esident

110. The PRESIDENT: I wish to remind Members
that the Fifth Committee will meet. this evening
8 o'clock,
.,;'

at

-"

111. We are now in the last week of the session as
planned on the recommendatton of the General Corn..
m~.ttee. I am unable to oontinue the prooeedings of
the plenary meeting this afternoon as there is no
further item feady for theoonsider&tionoftheAsse~
bly. Though we are all working under pressure, it is
regrettable th(lt there should still be delays,· partioUlarly with regard to items that" need, only slight
amendments or fo~mulations. However that may be,
I. wish to assure the Assembly that I shall work diUgently to stimulate the work of the session,whether
in Committee, or in ple~ar~-. se that the session may
be concluded by 6 p.m, on Friday, 21 December', That
will be ~V effort. However, I cannot guarantee, the
results, whioh will depend upon the diligence of those
who still have to dO some work, either in Committee
or otherwise, with respeot to'draftirig' or voting on
draft resoluttons, and so forth. I have no doubt that'
.they are trying their best.

\.~

112" I do, however, wish to say-that if' the work of
the Assembly is nt>t ooncluded by6 p.m, on Friday/)
21 December, the session will be adjournf;ld and therE!
will have to be a resumed session.

..

The meeting rose

at 5.40p.m.
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4. In resolution 1899 (XVIII) of 13 November 1963 on
the question of South West Africa, the Assembly, in
operative paragraph 5, requests the SecretaryGeneral:
11(§.) To continue his efforts with a view to achieving
the objectives stated in paragraphs 5 and 6 of General
Assembly resolution 1805 (XVII);

1

President; Mr. Carlos SOSA RODRIGUEZ

11(9) To invite the Government of South Africa to
inform him of its decision regarding the provisions
of those paragraphs notlater than 30 November 1963;

(Venezuel a).

"(Q) To report to the General Assembly immediately after he has received the reply of the
Government of South Africa" .

AGENDA ITEM 23
Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples

2. As Members will recall, the GeneralAssembly, in
connexlon with the adoption of the agenda of the
eighteenth session, approved a recommendation by
the General Committee that "the parts of the report
dealing with certain specific territories should be
considered by the Fourth Committee on the understanding that no action would be taken in plenary meeting on
these territories until the relevant reports of the
Fourth Committee have been submitted" [l210th meeting, para. 88]. The territories in question are: territories under Portuguese administration (item 23),
question of South West Africa (item 55) and question of
Southern Rhodesia (item 75).

5. In view of the date specified in the resolution from
which I have just quoted, I would propose to the
Assembly that we proceed in the following manner: the
Assembly will defer consideration of the items on
Southern Rhodesia and South West Africa until the corI' esponding two reports by the Secretary-General are
received, and will take up item 23 immediately, representatives being at liberty to deal with any problem
connected with that item in the course of this general
debate.
6. After the general debate, the Assembly will cons ider the draft resolutions submitted in connexion
with item 23. Any representative whowishes to speak
and make comments relating solely to specific territories will have the opportunity to make known his
opinion before each of the respective draft resolutions
is put to the vote.
7. I hope that this proposal will enable us to finish our
consideration of the general lines of this item by the
middle of next week, after which therewillremain only
the questions of Southern Rhodesia and South West
Africa to be dealt with towards the end of the week. If
there are no objections, we will proceed in the manner
I have indicated.

3. I have been given to understand that the Fourth
Committee's report on territories under Portuguese
administration is in preparation and will be available
next week. The reports by the Fourth Committee on
the other two items, namely, the question of South
West Africa and the question of Southern Rhodesia,
have been considered in plenary meeting as a matter
of urgency. These items nevertheless remain on the
agenda of the present session, pending receipt of the
reports from the Secretary-General requested in the
relevant resolutions adopted at the present session.
In resolution 1889 (XVIII) of 6 November 1963 on the
question of Southern Rhodesia, the General Assembly,
in operative paragraphS, "requests the SecretaryGeneral to continue to lend his good offices to promote
conciliation in the Territory, as stated in paragraph 4
of resolution 1760 (XVII), and to report both to the

It was so decided.
8. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I call
upon Mr. Natwar Singh of India, the Rapporteur of the
Special Committee, to present the Committee's report
[A/5446/Rev .1].
9. Mr. NATWAR SINGH (India), Rapporteur of the
Special Committee: As Rapporteur of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, I have
the honour to present to the General Assembly the
report of the Special Committee onits work during the
year 1963. This report [A/5446/Rev.l] has already
been circulated in five parts [A/5446 and Add.L to 4].
Addendum 1 relates to territories under Portuguese
administration, Addendum 2 deals with South West

GENERAL DEBATE
The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
Assembly will begin its consideration of the Report
of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard
to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
[A/5446/Rev.l] .
L
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Africa and Addenda 3 and 4 cover Southern Rhodesia
and Aden respectively. The report in its entirety runs
into nearly a thousand pages, and I was constantly and
agonizingly conscious of its ever-growing size. On the
other hand, it had also to be borne in mind that this
document was of great importance, dealing as it did
with a large number of colonial territories, and thus
touching the lives of millions of people who have not
yet attained freedom and independence.
10. All these territories come within the scope of
this Committee, and some of these territories were
discussed by a United Nations Committee for the first
time. It will be recalled that the Special Committee
was originally established by the sixteenth session of
the General Assembly [resolution 1654 (XVI)] with a
membership of seventeen to examine the implementation of the famous Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples, which
was adopted by the General Assembly at its fifteenth
session [resolution 1514 (XV)].
11. At its seventeenth session, the General Assembly
adopted resolution 1810 (XVII), which expanded the
membership of this Committee to twenty-four and invited it to continue to seek the most suitable ways and
means for the speedy and total application of the
Declaration to all territories which had not yet attained
independence. This expanded Committee of twenty-four
members was also called upon to submit to the General
Assembly at its eighteenth session a full report on all
territories coming within the scope of the 1960
Deolaration.
12. The Special Committee began its work on 20
February 1963. Its first meeting was inaugurated by
the Secretary-General, and I should like to take this
opportunity to express, on behalf of the Committee,
its deep appreciation for the interest the SecretaryGeneral has taken in its work and also for the assistance rendered by him to the Committee at all times.
The Committee's final meeting was held on 21 October
1963, and during the period between February and
October U held 101 plenary meetings. In addition, the
Sub-Committee on Petitions, the Working Group and
the Sub-Committees on Southern Rhodesia, Aden and
British Guiana, which were established by the Special
Committee, also held a number of meetings, some of
them outside Headquarters.
13. I should like now to turn briefly to the contents
of this report. Chapter I of the report deals with the
establishment, organtz.ation, and activities of the
Committee. Chapter Il concerns territories under
Portuguese administration. Southern Rhodesia, South
West Africa and Aden are covered in chapters Ill,
IV and V. It will be noted that these four chapters
have been circulated as separate documents. Chapter
VI deals with Malta, chapter VII with Fiji, chapter
VIII with Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Kenya and
Zanztbar , chapter IX with Basutoland, Bechuanaland
and Swaziland, chapter X with British Guiana, chapter
XI with Gambia, chapter XII with Gibraltar, and
chapter XIII with Fernando Poo , Ifni , Rio Muni and
Spanish Sahara. The final chapter, chapter XIV,
covers the action taken by the Committee on General
Assembly resolution 1850 (XVII) relating to the report on racial discrimination in non-self-governing
territories and lists the petitions relating to the
territories Which were examined by the Committee
in 1963.
14. Most of these chapters are divided into three
main sections: section A deals with the information

on the territory concerned; section B contains a summary of the debate in the Committee, and section C
contains the decision taken by the Committee.
15. I should like to point out that three of the chapters
in the report. those dealing with the territories under
Portuguese administration, Southern Rhodesia and
South West Africa, have been the subject of consideration by the Fourth Committee during the current
session of the General Assembly. The Fourth Committee's reports on South Wes t Africa and Southern
Rhodesia have already been considered by the General
Assembly, and the report on the territories under
Portuguese administration is due to be submitted in a
day or two.
16. As explained in the section on future work in
chapter I of the report [A/5446/Rev.1], the Special
Committee, in spite of its best efforts, was unable
to complete its examination of all the territories falling within its mandate. However, as pointed out in
paragraph 50 of chapter I of the report, the territories
already considered by the Committee covered mos t of
the territories in Africa, where the largest colonies
still exist and where some of the most difficult colonial
problems are encountered. Subject to any decision that
the General Assembly may take at the conclusion of
the present debate, the Special Committee hopes to consider the remaining territories in the course of the
next year.
17. With regard to the methods of work and procedure, the Committee agreed that it should follow
the methods and the procedure adopted by the Committee in 1962, which the General Assembly approved
in resolution 1810 (XVII).
18. The Sub-Committee's report, in paragraphs 53 to
59, has drawn the attention of the General Assembly
to certain difficulties it encountered in relation to
the work of visiting groups and sub-committees established by it to study problems in specific territories.
Here I wish to draw the attention of the General Assembly to the introduction to the Secretary-General's
annual report on the work of the Organization for the
period 16 June 1962 to 15 June 1963. In this, the
Secretary-General stated:
"With regard to Portuguese Territories and South
West Africa, the Member States responsible for their
administration have refused to co-operate with the
United Nations or to implement its resolutions. In
the case of Southern Rhodesia, the United Kingdom
has continued to maintain its constitutional position
concerning that Territory, but has co-operated with
the Special Committee in its study of this question
and has discussed the matter with a Sub-Committee
of the Special Committee in London." [A/550 1/Add.L,
section IX.]
19. It is the Special Committee's hope that all Administering Powers will co-operate fully with the
Committee in its work in the future and will enable
visiting groups to go to the territories where such
visits are considered necessary and useful by the
Special Committee.
20. Before concluding, I wish to place on record the
deep appreciation of the Committee of Twenty-Four for
the magnificent work done by Ambassador Najmuddine
Rifai of Syria, who was my predecessor as Rapporteur
of the Committee. He had been associated with the
Committee as Rapporteur since its inception, and
continued to hold the post until 9 September of this
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1266th meeting year, when he returned to his country for another assignment, A considerable portion of the report which I
have just submitted to the General Assembly was prepared by Mr. Rifai. Personally, I am most grateful to
him for having accomplished half of my task so diligently and efficiently.
21. It gives me great pleasure to place on record the
gratitude of the Committee of Twenty-Four for the
able manner in which its Chairman, Ambassador Sori
Coulibaly of Mali presided over its deliberations in
1963. His patience, his good nature, his deep understanding of the problems of colonialism and his diplomatic skill have won him the affection and respect of
all the members of the Committee, Ambassador Carlos
Marfa Velazquez, of Uruguay, and Ambassador
Voeunsai Sonn, of Cambodia, the two Vice-Chairmen of
the Committee, have also contributed greatly to the
successful and smooth working of the Committee. Mr ,
Velazquez's great learning and experience have been of
invaluable as sistance, Mr , Sonn has never spared himself in pursuing the task laid down in the Declaration
contained in resolution 1514 (XV), and It was on account
of the initiative that he took on many occasions that the
Committee was able to achieve the results it did. Mr ,
Sonn presided with great distinction over the SubCommittee on Aden and presented a valuable report
[A/5446/Rev,1, chapter V].
22, To Mr , Mahmoud Mestiri, the deputy permanent
representative of Tunisia, the Special Committee is
indebted for the effective manner in which he presided over the Sub-Committee on Petitions, In that
task he was ably assisted by Mr. Leonardo Dfaz
Gonzfilez of Venezuela, who was the Vice-Chairman of
the Sub-Committee on Petitions.
23. Finally, I wish to recall the valuable and devoted
services rendered to the Committee by the members
of the Secretariat who were assigned to it by the
Secretary-General. Mr. Protitch and, now, Mr ,
Amachree, the Under-Secretaries in charge, have
devoted their time and energy to the work of the
Special Committee, and for their hard work, unfailing
courtesy and helpful advice the Committee is thankful.
To the Secretary of the Committee and his colleagues
the Special Committee owes a particular debt of gratitude for the excellent and efficient manner in which he
and they have functioned, I now submit this report
formally to the General Assembly,
24, The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): Before giving the floor to the next speaker, I wish to
announce that I propose to close the list of speakers
for the general debate on Monday, 2 December at
6 p.m,

....

25, Mr, COULIBALY (Mali) (translated from French):
My friend, Mr. Natwar Singh of the Indian delegation,
has eloquently introduced the report of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
26, As Chairman of the Special Committee, I should
like to reiterate my thanks to all the members of the
Committee for the work they have accomplished by
meeting throughout the period between two sessions
of the General Assembly, I should also like to thank
secretary-tjeneral U Thant for the facilities placed
at the Committee's disposal in the discharge of its
duties. May I also once again thank all the members of
the Secretariat, including the interpreters, for the
sUbs.tantial contribution they have made to the Corn-
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mittee's work and to the preparation of the report
which has just been presented to the Assembly
[A/5446/Rev .1].
27. The fact that the Security Council, the highest
organ of the United Nations, has met twice in six
months to examine Portugal's colonial policy in
Africa proves, if proof were still needed, that colonialism represents not only a very great injustice
to the oppressed peoples but also a serious threat to
international peace and security.

28. In examining the situation in the colonial territories, in accordance with General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV), 1654 (XVI) and 1810 (XVII), the
Special Committee always endeavoured to obtain the
co-operation of the administering Powers, so that the
peoples under foreign domination might accede to
complete independence, without any conditions or
reservations, by peaceful means, Unfortunately, the
Special Committee's desire for co-operation did not
always meet with a favourable response on the part
of the colonial Powers.
29, Thus, despite the repeated efforts of the Special
Committee, the Government of Portugal refused to
co-operate with it in any way, Indeed, the reactionary
and retrograde Salazar Government even carried
cynicism to the point of stating that the Committee's
activities were illegal, because Portugal had not
voted for the Declaration contained in resolution
1514 (XV) or for resolution 1654 (XV1) establishing
the Special Committee.
30. As regards South West Africa, the racist Government of South Africa also refused to co-operate with
the Special Committee, despite the invitation addressed
to it.
31. The United Kingdom, the colonial Power administering the greatest number of territories which
are still non-sell-governing, is a member of the
Special Committee and takes part in its deliberations
and decisions. I should like to take this opportunity of
stating that my delegation particularly appreciated the
willingness to co-operate shown by the United Kingdom
Government in taking part in the Special Committee's
work. On two occasions the United Kingdom Government received a sub-committee on Southern Rhodesia
in London and held detailed conversations with it regarding the situation in this territory.

32. Since the official decolonization policy announced
by the United Kingdom is to accelerate the process of
self-determination for the populations which it administers, the Special Committee hoped to encounter
more active understanding and co-operation on the
part of the UnitedKingdom Government. Unfortunately,
such was not always the case, Despite the SubCommittee's two visits to London, theUnitedKingdom
has not seen fit to adopt the viewpoint of the United
Nations on the question of Southern Rhodesia,
33. The Special Committee also regrets that the
Government of the United Kingdom refused to allow
a Sub-Committee of the Special Committee to visit
the territories of Aden and its protectorates. The
Special Committee was examining the situation in
Aden for the first time and deemed it essential to
ascertain the views of the people before submitting
recommendations to the General Assembly designed
to expedite the accession of these territories to independence, in accordance with the desires of the
country's political leaders and in the manner which
they found appropriate,
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34. Unfortunately, the Special Committee's sincere
desire for co-operation was interpreted by the United
Kingdom Government as an attempt to interfere in
the administration of the territory and, to our great
regret, the administering Power acted to prevent the
Sub-Committee from entering Aden.
35. At the time when the Special Committee began
examining the question of British Guiana, very serious
social disturbances occurred in this territory and,
at the request of the local political leaders, the
Special Committee decided to send a good offices
sub-committee to the scene. According to its terms
of reference this Sub-Committee was to assist the
leaders of the two principal political parties to
settle their differences, in order that the country
might accede to independence without delay.
36, Acting as it had done in the case of the SubCommittee on Aden, the United Kingdom refused
to allow the Sub-Committee to enter British Guiana.
The Sub-Committee was nevertheless able to hold
conversations in New York with the political leaders
of B:ritish Guiana and on this basis formulated the
recommendations in the report submitted to the
Assembly. While the political leaders of British
Guiana were engaged in seeking an agreed solution
on the basis of their conversations with the SubCommittee, in order that the territory might accede
to independence without delay, the United Kingdom
last month convened a conference on British Gulana
in London. When one realizes that the differences
between the two principal political parties of British
Guiana provide the United Kingdom with a pretext
for delaying the country's accession to independence,
one can only regret the United Kingdom Government's
decision to convene a conference the result of which
has been to intensify the opposition between the two
political chiefs of British Guiana at the very moment
when they were attempting to find an agreed solution.
37. I have s tres sed the difficulties encountered by the
Special Committee in connexion with the dispatch of
sub-committees or visiting groups in order that the
General Assembly may be fully informed ofthe conditions in which the Committee carried on its work.
The Committee was in fact prevented from employing
one of its most effective tools and was therefore
obliged to perform its task with the means remaining
at its disposal.
38. In the light of the experience acquired in the
Special Committee's two years of existence, I believe
that the General Assembly should once again invite
the colonial Powers to give the Committee greater
co-operation. I do not think that the Special Committee's role should be restricted to holding a general
debate on the situation in each territory and voting
a resolution, as is done in the Fourth Committee and
in plenary meetings of the General Assembly. The
Special Committee employed this method of work for
the large colonial territories of Africa, where the
struggle for freedom needed to be known and supported
by world opinion, on account of the atrocities committed by colonial Powers such as Portugal. Moreover, the Special Committee's debates on the situation
in these territories-particularly at the meetings held
in Africa in 1962 at the invitation of the Governments
of Morocco, Ethiopia and Tanganyika-helped to show
the African peoples under foreign domination that the
international community was interested in their fate.
39. It should be emphasized that the African territories under foreign domination, by reason of their

size and their population, do in fact constitute national
entities, and that the only problem they face is that
of attaining independence. In this connexion, the debates of the Special Committee have helped on the
one hand to attack the views of the colonial Powers,
and on the other to raise the struggle of the nationalist
movements to a higher level.
40. On the basis of my experience in the Committee
in its two years of existence, and in view of the fact
that the Committee has now almost concluded its consideration of the large territories of Africa and submitted recommendations to the General Assembly on
each one of them, I believe that the Committee could
now take up the examination of the remaining territories in a suitable manner.
41, Since the Special Committee has been instructed
to propose to the General Assembly recommendations
and suggestions regarding the application of resolution 1514 (XV) to all Non-Self-Governing Territories,
it would be highly desirable for all the colonial Powers
to co-operate with the Committee actively and hones tly.
42. The Committee could, of course, spare itself
lengthy working meetings and vote a resolution on each
Non-Self-Governing Territory asking that the Territory should be granted independence, but such a procedure would not be in the spirit of the Committee's
mandate. Moreover, it would be pointless, for resolution 1514 (XV) already recognizes that all colonial
territories and peoples have the right to independence
without any conditions or reservation. It therefore
seems to me essential that the colonial Powers should
agree to co-operate with the Special Committee in
order to define together the best ways and means of
enabling all colonial peoples to attain independence.
I am convinced that in many cases the United Nations
could assist the colonial Powers to resolve some of
their difficulties and contradictions, thus hastening
the accession of colonial territories to independence
in optimum conditions and without any outbursts of
violence.
43. The territories to be examined by the Special
Committee at its next session are for the most part
small territories with a small population. Consequently, they possess special characteristics that
cannot be overlooked. In considering the situation of
these territories, it is essential for the Committee
to enjoy the sincere and loyal co-operation of the
Administering Power. One of the most important
aspects of this co-operation should be allowing the
Committee to enter into direct contact with the representatives of the people of these territories in order
to obtain objective information regarding their opinions
and desires. The Committee would then be able to
submit to the General Assembly proposals and suggestions regarding the steps to be taken to enable
these territories to accede to independence. The Committee might also draw the Assembly's attention to
the assistance which the international community will
have to provide to some of these territories in order
to facilitate the exercise of their right to independence.
44. I am deeply convinced that the destinies of millions of human beings who are still subjected to
shameful foreign domination must not be left solely
in the hands of the colonial Powers. Those Powers
must re-appraise their positions and not regard the
activities of the Special Committee as an interference
in the administration of the territories under their
control, I therefore firmly believe that the administering Powers should not only allow the Special Commit-
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tee's sub-committees or visiting groups to enter the
territories under their control but should also publicize throughout these territories resolution 1514 (XV)
and the efforts of the United Nations to promote
decoloniz ation. I have been informed that the populations of some colonial territories are completely
unaware of the existence of the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples. Some Non-Self-Governing Territories are
also theoretically endowed with a status which provides no positive opportunities for self-determination
but permits the administering Power to insist that
resolution 1514 (XV) is not applicable to them.
45. I have deliberately gone into details so that the
General Assembly may be fully informed of the conditions in which the Special Committee has carried out
its work, and may take the necessary steps to ensure
the rapid and effective implementation of the
Declaration.
46. It is regrettable that owing to the Security
Council's hesitation to take steps to force the colonial
Powers to comply with its decisions and those of the
General Assembly, it has not yet been possible to
fix a target date for the accession of all territories
to independence. In this connexion , the results of the
recent Security Council debate on the territories
administered by Portugal and on the question of
Southern Rhodesia are quite significant. Nevertheless, it is to be hoped that all terrttortes still under
foreign domination will have been liberated by the
Assembly's twentieth session, so that all peoples
may, without hate or racial prejudice, celebrate together the twentieth anniversary of our Organization,
which represents for all mankind the most reliable
guarantee of the maintenance of international peace
and security.
47. The accession of Kenya and Zanzibar to independence next month and the probable accession to
independence of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland in
1964 are encouraging signs. Enjoying as it does the
confidence of the General Assembly and conscious of
the hope placed in it by millions of human beings who
are still denied their inalienable rights, the Special
Committee must, in our opinion, pursue its task and
attack colonialism in its last strongholds.
48. Mr. ALAINI (Yemen) (translated from French):
As my delegation is speaking for the first time since
the tragic death of President John F. Kennedy , allow
me, Mr. President, to offer, through you, to Mrs.
Kennedy, to the Kennedy family, to President Johnson,
and to the Government and people of this great
American nation our most sincere condolences. These
condolences are also addressed to the United States
delegation to the United Nations and to its eminent
head, Mr. stevenson,
49. The Committee on decolonization, whose official
title is the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. has presented a report on its activities
[A/5446/Rev.1]. My delegation is particularly interested in commenting on this report.
50. The delegation of the Yemen Arab Republic considers this report one of the most serious and
conscientious ever prepared by a body set up by our
Organization. This valuable document is comprehensive and accurate and merits the careful consideration
of the General Assembly. The Committee which has
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compiled and drawn it up has earned our appreciation
and our gratitude.
51. This report, which has been submitted for consideration by the General Assembly at its eighteenth
session, consists of several chapters and deals with
many countries and territories which are still under
colonial rule.
52. My delegation, which has a heartfelt Concern for
the interests of all the colonial countries reierred
to in the Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples, today finds itself
obliged, through lack of time, to concentrate in the
general debate on expounding the problem of its own
national territory, which has been seized from the
mother country by the colonialists and reduced to the
rank of a ioreign possession or protectorate.
53. The territory which was seized from Yemen is,
as the Members of the Assembly know, Aden and the
surrounding territories, that is to say the part of
Yemen which is referred to in our documents as
"Aden and the Aden Protectorates". It is natural that
my delegation should in its present statement devote
special attention to this part of our homeland which is
under foreign occupation, Moreover, the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting ofIndependence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples has noted the
importance of the special colonial problem which
exists in this territory and its disturbing character,
by dealing with this question in a separate document
independent of the general report. The General Assembly will understand that OU1' attitude is justifiable
and Will. forgive my delegation for feeling obliged to
devote Its statement specifically to this colonial
problem, which concerns a purely Yemeni territory.
54. The report on Aden presented by the Special
Committee [A/5446/Rev.1, chapter VI!! is one of the
most interesting documents ever published by our
Organization. This excellent work has been carefully
conceived and clearly drawn up and reports conscientiously the facts and the situation in the port of
Aden and in the other southern regions of Yemen
occupied by the United Kingdom.
55. All through history, even during the thousand
years preceding the Christian era, the inhabitants of
Yemen-or of Yumnat, as it was formerly called,
or the country of Sheba, as historians call it nowwere, for 3,000 years, experts in navigation and international trade, so much so that they had a monopoly
of trade. From that dlstant date in history until our
Own day, southern Yemen's foreign trade has been
continually carried on through the only natural outlet
on the Indian Ocean.
56. This outlet, the country's only natural gateway to
the Ocean, consists of an ideal harbour, well sheltered
and protected by nature. I mean the Port of Aden.
Clear proof of the links between this port and the
interior oi the country is furnished by the following:
the Yemenites, who were the builders of the first
dams in the world. at that time erected in the rocky
cliffs of Aden engineering works to conserve rainwater. which is so scarce and precious in this region.
These great hydraulic installations could only be the
achievement of a whole nation. for they are the most
extraordinary works of this kind which-thirty centuries ago-human genius gave to the world.
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57. Any tourist passing through Aden c,an admire
this great achievement. It is clear and Irrefutable
evidence that the whole Yemeni people has concerned
itself with this natural harbour on the Indian Ocean
from time immemorial. The fact is that the inhabitants of Yemen, who can only be one entity, in
the thousand years before Christ, built dams in the
mountainous region and in the interior of the country.
The Maareb Dam is eloquent testimony of the engineering genius characteristic of our nati?n alone
at this ancient date in history. So the Yememtes, who
were masters of the sea and builders of great
hydraulic installations. made use of their natural
harbour, Aden, for the international trade of which
they had a monopoly, and there built dams on the
model of those they had bufl; in the interior of the
country.
58. I apologize for going so far back in history to
prove that Aden and Yemen are one, but it is my duty
to nip in the bud any Claim that might be made. Is
there any need to explain further that Aden was and
remains the only natural port for the whole southwest
region of Yemen, being its only outlet on the Indian
Ocean? It is therefore natural that it has always been
and still is inseparably joined to the interior of the
country, and that the whole forms a geographic,
economic and ethnic entity.
59. How could this natural harbour, which is so
dependent on the mother country, have been seized
by the colonialists, and how was it possible for the
British Empire to despoil a nation of this natural
gateway to the sea, in the face of all historical, ethnic
and economic reason? The answer to this question is
simple. British colonial power has never been able
to separate effectively this Yemeni port from the
interior of the country, and we can affirm that Aden
has always been, and still is, our leading commercial
port. This remains true, even though this port is
under British domination, since, as all the statistics
prove and as I can state without fear of contradiction,
70 per cent of Yerneni trade still goes on through the
port of Aden.
60. The situation has thus been shaped by history as
well as by geography and economics and is such as to
make Aden an integral and inseparable part of Yemen
from every point of view. The great majority of the
population remains essentially Yemeni, despite considerable efforts on the part of Great Britain for more
than a century to encourage foreigners to settle in
Aden.
61. The history of the colonization of Aden, which
shows how the British Empire has been able to sever
this port adminis tratively from its mother country,
is extremely interesting and sometimes amusing, although often it is tragic.
62. During the great expansion of the BritishEmpire
at the beginning of the last century, England, then
mistress of the seas, had to seek out along the famous
route to India a natural harbour, well-sheltered and
easy to defend, to serve as a supply base for His
Majesty's fleet.
63. Aden, whose exceptional qualities as a port and
as a stronghold had been discovered by earlier inhabitants, had been used in this way from time immemorial. This exceptional port aroused the interest
of the British Admiralty early in the last century.
However, it was not until 1839 that England had occasion to occupy Aden and turn it into a British posses.'.~";;

..:~r

ston, At that time the East India Company, aware that
Yemen was engaged in a struggle against another
major aggressor, the Ottoman Empire, judged the
moment propitious to seize this bastion by force.
This amputation was performed, as I have just said,
when the central Yemeni Government had already been
for some time overstrained by a struggle in the interior of the country.
64. I should perhaps recall that Yemen's heroic and
glorious struggle against the Ottoman Empire, which
was then being waged in the interior, had left the
country's southern regions unprotected, and this
made matters easier for the British expedition which
had been sent from Bombay, India to accomplish a
mission of colonization at the very moment when
Yemen, which had been fighting bravely, was exhausted by its struggle against the Ottoman Turks.
65. It was thus in these unfortunate and inglorious
circumstances that Aden was detached from the
mother country by terce of arms, and made dependent
on the East India Company, whose headquarters were
then in Bombay.
66. The British authorities became aware, as time
went by, of the increasing strategic and econo~ic
value of Aden and began to concern themselves with
the protection of this latestpearlin the Impertal crown.
Great Britain well knew that the newly conquered territory formed part of a glorious country and, taking a
practical view, realized that the people in this occupied
territory knew that as soon as their brothers in free
Yemen were in a position to recapture the port and
to recover their property, they would do so thanks to
the unity which is natural among citizens of the same
country. So the colonialists had to take advantage of
the chaos which existed in southern Yemen, while the
great battle for independence was being waged in the
interior, to establish a ring of defences around Aden,
so that they could hold Aden permanently by separating
it from the rest of the country by a belt of conquered
and protected regions. The Colonial Office took advantage of this vacuum, as we now call it, and acted
with its usual skill.
67. That was the beginning of the history of the
British protectorate in Yemen and it was thus that
treaties were signed with local chiefs-strange and
indeed fantastic treaties of protection and friendship.
These notorious treaties and documents multiplied
and at the present time there are no less than ninety
of them. I will speak of these fantastic documents
later. I leave to Lt, Colonel "Sir Bernard Reilly,
Governor of Aden, the task of explaining the aim of
these treaties to us.
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[The speaker continued in English.]

"The treaties which specifically accord the British
protection to the individual States are all cast in much
the same form. It is a very simple one, for the provisions are limited to a few short clauses stating that
the gracious favour and protection of the British
sovereign shall be extended to the ruler concerned,
who, for his part, undertakes to have no relations
with any other foreign Power. There are thirty-one
such treaties of protection, and between them they
cover both the western and eastern parts ofthe Aden
Protectorate. Collectively they lay on Her Majesty's
Government the obligation to defend the States concerned, which in effec t means the whole Protectorate,
against external attack, and to protect them from
outside aggression or interference. They are thus •
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in a sense, the cornerstone of the Protectorate
structure, and both to the rulers and people of the
States and to the protecting Power they are the most
important of all the Treaties governing the relationship between the British Government and their Arab
associates in Southern Arabia. "Y .

"
"The object of these Treaties was to create an area
of the mainland behind and near Aden free from interference and bound by mutual friendship and interest
to the British." ~
[The speaker resumed in French.]
68. Here we have the purpose of these treaties clearly
explained by the Governor. But how were the local
chieftains-the emirs and the sultans-in the area behind and near Aden to be convinced of the necessity for
signing these treaties? Several stratagems were employed to achieve this end. First of all, use was made
of the most traditional method, that of "divide and
rule". The agents of the Colonial Office were to set
the local chieftains against each other, flatter their
personal and tribal pride, and stir them up to quarrel
among themselves. Once they were well launched on
this fratricidal struggle, they were supplied with arms
and money, and then presented with protection treaties
which, it was claimed, would protect them. The second
method used was that of direct force or intimidation.
This was employed mainly in the coastal regions and in
the islands and anywhere else where the British
Navy could intervene. The third method was bribery
and intrigue.
69. Now let us see who these proteges ofRis Britannic
Majesty were. They were decent people, good citizens,
honourable chieftains who had always been local
leaders, chiefs of tribes or regions, who found themselves without the support of the central Yemeni
Government, which was itself engaged, as we have explained, in a struggle against the Ottoman occupation,
and who were induced one after the other to sign
treaties which left them the privileges of chieftain,
f~attered their pride and provided them, it must be
admitted, with a little money. Sometimes the fact of
having put his fingerprints on a paper which he could
not even read and Which was called "a treaty" gave or
confirmed to a chieftain the title of emir or sultan and
the right to be received in Aden with up to an elevengun salute.
70. Thanks to these treaties, in 1959 twenty-five
States were under the protection of the UnitedKing;dom
behind and around Aden, thus producing the desired
situation which, as explained by the Governor, Sir
Bernard Reilly, was to isolate this strategic base.
Only one continent-or perhaps two-contains as many
States as occupied Yemen. Of the twenty-five States
in this territory, twenty form what is known as the
Western Aden Protectorate and five the Eastern Aden
Protectorate.
71. What is the nature of these treaties and what are
these States Which are under the friendly protection
of the United Kingdom? Lieutenant Colonel Reil1y,
later Sir Bernard Reilly, Governor and Commanderin-Chief of Aden from 1932 to 1940, explains this in
the passages from his book which I have just quoted
(see para. 67). It was natural that in the absence of
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the traditional authority, each tribal chief should conduct his own affairs. There is a great difference between that and being independent.
72. The fact remains that, taking advantage of this
chaos, the British forces were able to land at Aden
on 10 January 1839, two years after Sana had fallen to
the Ottoman Empire. So, while the North was giving
way under pressure from the Turkish armies, Aden
surrendered to the British Empire, after a bombardment carried out in the best tradition in January 1839.
73. We must recall that, well before the British, the
Portuguese had tried without success to seize this
Yemeni gateway and citadel. At that time the country
was not yet involved in its war of independence
against the Ottoman aggression and so was easily
able to repel the Por-tuguese attack, Such an explanation would not have been necessary if the British
authorities had not claimed that, on their arrival in
1839, the princes of the region had been independent
for a century. This view of past history will also
answer the argument, put forward by a responsible
person and mentioned in the report, that the central
authority had ceased to exist in 1728. In this connexion
I shall quote the following passage from the report:
"After that date [1728] there had been no evidence
that any Yemeni ruler had exercised the slightest
authority over the region, and when the United
Kingdom had occupied Aden in 1839, Yemen had
neither protested nor come to the assistance of
the Sultan of Lahej. Yet Yemen had at that time
been fully independent, and it would certainly not
have permitted the United Kingdom to occupy Aden
if it had regarded that territory as its own."
[A/5446/Rev.i, chapter V, para. 85.]
74. Can the originators of this argument explain to
us how a country which had just lost its capital,
after centuries of desperate fighting, could at the
same time oppose another, yet more powerful aggressor, especially in the coastal areas which could
be controlled by the British Navy, then mistress of
the seas? We must ask that a sense of proportion
be maintained and history respected.
75. Let us now examine the situation in this part of
Yemen after the occupation of Aden. From that time
on the port was under the control of the British
Government. Administratively it depended on Bombay
and served as a supply port for the coaling of British
ships, particularly those of the famous East India
Company. To enable Aden to continue to be the principal port on the Indian Ocean. the East India Company
declared it a free port in 1853, so that the traditional
Yerneni trade continued to be carried on in the town
and port of Aden. Later, the opening of the Suez Canal
gave Aden an even greater importance. Then, at all
costs, British control had to be extended over the
adjoining territories. Sir Bernard Reilly does not
conceal this when he states:
[The speaker continued ill English.]

"The British interest in establishing this relationship with the Arab tribes concerned was the
security of Aden and of the sea route to India and
the East. ~iI
[The speaker resumed ill Freach.]

Now Sir Bernard Reilly reduces these States to a
lower level and speaks of Arab tribes.
if

Ibid.
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76. Let us see al130 how British colonialism set about
extending its domination over the area surrounding
Aden. It was simply the accident of occupation which
determined the limits of British domination, a domination which was admittedly confirmed by the famous
treaties, more amusing than realistic, which we have
already mentioned. And here is the representative of
the Colonial Office admitting in his book quoted above,
that "These documents form the nucleus from which
the Aden Protectorate has gradually grown." §J
77. Therefore it is crystal clear that what is called
Aden and the Protectorates was formed through a
nibbling away of Yerneni territory over a long period.
In this sense. Aden was like a drop of oil which makes
a stain that spreads in all directions. It was entirely
due to the accident of ocoupa'ton that this southern
region of Yemen became a colony, separated from the
mother country. This, of course, was achieved without
any consideration for the will of the people. or for
mstoricar, geographical, economic, racial and other
factors.
78. In every country there are regions which have
special characteristics and a name of their own. In
the United Kingdom, for example, there is Wales and
Scotland; in France, Normandy and Languedoc; in
Italy, Lombardy and Sicily; in Spain, Andalusia and
Catalonia. The world over, there are many other
natural regions of one and the same country which
have their own peculiar features and distinguishing
name. But these natural regions of occupied Yemen
do not even have a name in common or names of their
own. Their name derives from their relationship to
Aden-"Aden and the Aden Protectorates", and it
means precisely what it says.
79. I must add that at the beginning of the British
occupation of Aden and of the expansion of this occupation, the region was called: "Aden and the Nine
Districts". When the Nine Districts or protectorates
multiplied and became not nine but twenty-five, this
name no longer fitted the facts. So two names were
invented: "States of the western Aden Protectorate"
and "States of the Eastern Aden Protectorate".
80. Lately, perhaps to avoid the absurdity of maintaining twenty-five States, the United Kingdom authorities tried to turn them into one or two States, still,
of course, as one entity, in order to isolate them from
Yemen. I know that we have North Korea and South
Korea. But, for this partition, agreement was reached
on the 38th par-allel and the name of Korea was retained. Here, however, the word Yemen is not even
used. All citizens of that region know with certainty
that they are above all Yemenites; consequently, any.
union under the true name of Yemen would be simple.
Must I add that any Yemenite, whether he lives in
the north, the south, the east or the west, is proud of
belonging to this country with its ancient civilization,
the country of Yumnat, the country of the Queen of
Sheba? The sultans, the emirs, the sheikhs and local
chieftains all know that they are Yemenites first and
last, that they belong to a nation which, twenty or
thirty centuries ago, built dams and twenty-storey
skyscrapers, produced works of art, and constructed
roads and tunnels. a nation which was mistress of the
seas and had a monopoly of the international incense
trade for almost fifteen centuries, and that this country was called Arabia Felix, that is to say Happy
Arabia: Yemen.

81, Inventing names for a region which is by nature
part of a glorious and united country is not enough
to sanction an artificial separation between that
country and the region which a foreign overlord seeks
to tear away from it.
82. Having described the general circumstances
which led up to the artificial separation of southern
Yemen from the mother country, through the colonization of Aden and the surrounding area; having
stressed the oneness in the past of this glorious
country; having related the manceuvres and stratagems which were used to induce the local chieftains
to sign the illegal and often ridiculous treaties
which bound them to remain under British domination
until the end of the world; having demonstrated the
interdependence of Aden and the surrounding area
with the interior of the country, I shall now proceed to
demonstrate that Aden and the Aden Protectorates are
ethnically one with free Yemen.
83. There are Yemeni emigrants all over the world:
in Indonesia, in Malaysia, in neighbouring Arab countries, and also in Europe (France, Italy and elsewhere) •
Even in the United Kingdom there are colonies of
Yemeni emigrants in London, in South Shields, and
more especially in Cardiff, Anyone who visits these
colonies of emigrants scattered throughout the world
realizes that they come from the same stock, that
they are natives of the same country, that they profess the same religion, and that they have the same
customs, eat the same food, and sing the same songs.
When you ask them their nationality, they all proudly
reply: "Yemenite". NoW, some come from Aden,
others from the neighbouring area, Safia, Taiz, or
elsewhere. Although the majority are from the occupied region, it would not occur to any of them to say
that he is not a Yernenlte but comes from the occupied
region. Besides, they are all too proud to recall
willingly that they come from a part of Yemen occupied by foreigners.
84. And yet, in spite of this, the colonial authorities
have gone so far in their efforts to divide and mutilate Yemen as to try to establish a separate nationality
for Aden, an "Adenese" nationality.
85. It is like trying to create a "Cardiff" nationality
in relation to the port of Cardiff. All this chicanery
was invented by the colonial Power in an attempt to
delay as long as possible the restitution of this region
of Yemen and to prolong the colonial rule, or to perpetuate what is now called nee-colonialism, in other
words the disguised colonialism that they are attempting to impose on the country.
86. Today, the knell of colonialism has sounded. How
can British domination of Aden and the protective
network around that base be maintained? The sword of
decolonization has been given into the hands of the
United Nations. A Special Committee has been established for this purpose, and it wields the sword firmly
and resolu tely,
87. The Colonial Office must therefore act quickly to
save Aden from decolonization and subject it to neocolonialism. Aden is no longer merely a supply base
on the route to India. It is now something much more
Important: a bastion and a shield. It is the only United
Kingdom military base in the whole region and the
general headquarters vi the United Kingdom naval
forces in the Middle East. It is also a very important
air base. We are told that more than 10,000 men are
stationed there. Arab oil, indispensable to the economy
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and the imperial war machine, is close by. The Aden
oil refinery is one of the most important in the
Middle East. Since the evacuation of Suez and Kenya,
Aden has become the United Kingdom bastion of the
whole Middle East. The protective zone around this
imperial-or imperialistic-base must therefore be
maintained, notwithstanding the local Yemeni population, the country of Yemen, the Arab world and even
the Special Committee.

at Aden had a letter circulated with reference to them.
[Ibid., appendix, annex IT]. Allow me to read it to you;

88, To ensure the continued presence of the British,
the total isolation of this region must be achieved,
and not only a physical iso lation but also an intellectual
and emotional isolation. Even more than this, a spirit
of hostility should be aroused towards the Arab countries, and especially towards the Yemen AI'ab Republic
in order to set it apart once and for all and sanction an
artificial division. But the Yemeni people in both the
North and the South are no longer asleep. More and
more citizens of this great people are now awake to
the situation and are beginning to organize. They are
forming political parties, social organizations and
trade unions. They are sending delegations wherever
needed to defend their cause and explain what they
want. The representatives of the Yemeni people have
come here to the United Nations to pursue their just
and obvious claims. They are seeking to hasten the
decolonization of their country. Petitioners have
gained a hearing, and they have had memoranda circulated. Several of these have been addressed to you
in particular, Mr. President. Thus, the peoples and
Governments throughout the world that care about
the right of self-determination, and the Powers concerned with or anxious about questions of security
and stability in that part of the world, are now becoming alarmed. The representatives of those Powers
in this great Organization are discussing this burning
question with obvious anxiety and make no effort to
hide their impatience.

Circular

89. In addition to all this, the Special Committee, also
called the Committee on Decolonization or tile Committee of Twenty-Four, now presents us with a report
containing no less than 219 mimeographed pages dealing solely with the question of Aden. This report tells
us that, in view of the importance of this question,
which comes within the purview of the problems of
decolonrzation, the Special Committee considered it
essential, in turn, to establish, by a resolution adopted
on 3 May 1963, a Sub-Committee which was given
specific and clear-cut terms of reference in the said
resolution, paragraph 4 of which reads as follows:
"Decides to send to these territories a subcommittee to be nominated by the Chairman."
[See A/5446/Rev.l, chap. V, appendix, para. 6.]
90, However, the colonizing Power-on this occasion
the Government of the United Kingdom-which denounces what are called "walls" or "curtains" is
erecting around these territories a barrier to block
the beneficent influence of the United Nations. As a
result, the members of this Sub-Committee-that is
to say, of a body established by the United Nationswere not allowed to set foot on these territories and
were unable to find any way of breaking through this
co lonial barrier. By virtue of this act of defiance on
the part of the United Kingdom authorities, the members of the Sub-Committee who are representatives of
our Organization, were forbidden access to Aden and
were treated as undesirables by the ColonialOfflce and
its administration. Thus, the ImmigrationDepartment
I

Immigration and Passports
Department
P,O. Box 1178
Maa.lla, Aden
It Confidential
"All airlines and shipping
It(l) H,E. Mr', Sonn Voeunsai (Cambodia);
"(2) H.E. Dr. Adnan M. Pachachi (Iraq);
'1

(3) Dr. Leonardo D!az Gonzalez (Venezuela);

"(4) H.E.

Mi~o

Pavicevi6 (Yugoslavia);

It (5) RE.
Louis Rakotomalala,
Andriamaharo (Madagascar).

or Mr.

Remi

It This is to inform you that should any of the five
persons named above arrive in Aden State by any
of your Agency Aircraft or Ships, they will not be
permitted to land.

"It is therefore suggested that you should advise
owners of airlines and shipping under your Agency
not to accept any booking from these persons for
journey to Aden or any journey that would necessitate their stay in Aden in transit.

"Please acknowledge receipt of this circular.
"(Siguature illegible)
"Controller of Immigration."
91. These honourable representatives, ambassadors
and high officials of several Powers who were representing the authority of the United Nations with all its
prestige were thus treated simply as undesirables by
the authorities occupying the South of our country. I
leave it to the Chairman and the members of the SubCommittee to tell us in their own words how they were
treated by the United Kingdom authorities. I should
nevertheless like to call attention to the following
passages in the Sub-Committee's report:
"Finally, the Sub-Committee notes with regret that
the United Kingdom considers the presence of a visiting mission in the Territories of Aden as an interference in the internal affairs of these Territories.
This entirely distorts the spirit behind the proposed
visit which was aimed at ascer-taining the views of
the population so as to implement the Declaration on
the granting of independence.
"The Sub-Committee cannot stress too strongly
its deep regret and disappointment at the position
taken by the United Kingdom Government. This
decision not only prevented the Sub-Committee
from performing one of the specific tasks given it
by the Special Committee, but also, thr ough refusing
the Sub-Committee access to the very Territory with
which it was concerned, denied it one of the most
effective means of carrying out the main tasks assigned to it." [Ihtd., appendix, paras. 31 and 32.]
92. After this description of the accomplishment of
its mission, the Sub-Committee came to the following
conclusions:
"Petitioners pointed out that the British had
originally occupied Aden in pursuit of their own
interests and that today the policy of the United
Kingdom in the Territory was still directed by
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motives of self-interest. They drew particular
attention to the military base that was being maintained in Aden which they objected to on the grounds
that it was an instrument of colonial domination."
[Ibid., para. 60.]

legislation were in many cases discretionary and
were not subject to review by courts of law or by
any representative institution. Furthermore, subsidiary legislation was never laid before the Legislative Council.

93. The report further clarifies matters for us as
follows:

"Petitioners also condemned the present Legislative Council. It was characterized as a completely
unrepresentative body which had been elected in
1958 under a narrowly restricted franchise. It was
pointed out that at that time the population of the
Colony was about 200,000 but that the property qualifications and in particular the provision that those
not born in Aden had to be British subjects in order
to vote, had resulted in the right to vote being given
to only 5,000 male persons. Many thousands of
potential Arab voters had thus been excluded, while
on the other hand, foreigners who happened to be
British subjec ts , including temporary expatriates
and British officers, were given the right to vote.
Because of this a boycott was organized as a result
of which, according to official figures published by
the Government. 73 per cent of the 5,000who had the
right to vote had boycotted the elections.

"Petttioners were unanimous in rejecting the
various Governments in Aden and Aden Protectorates, namely the Government of the State of
Aden, the Governments in the various protected
states and the Government of the Federation of
South Arabia. Petitioners stated that they were controlled by the British either directly or through
people who allowed themselves to be used as tools
of the British. They were therefore false or sham
governments, unrepresentative of the people and all
legislation passed by them was unlawful.
"The views presented by petitioners on the constitutional status of Aden itself are best illustrated by
reference to a memorandum submitted by the
People's Socialist Party." [Ibid" paras. 65 and 66.]
94. It must be explained that the People's Socialist
Party groups together all the active and enlightened
forces of occupied Yemen. It is supported by the Aden
Trades Union Congress-a remarkable, powerful and
disciplined organization-by the Arab Women's Association, the Arab Youth Organization, the Graduates I
Congress and the Sports Union. This party therefore
represents the great majority of organized forces and
is a powerful and representative organization. A
memorandum sent by this powerful political party to
the Chairman of the Sub-Committee is referred to in
the Sub-Committee ts report; I shall now quote from
the report:
"In this memorandum it was pointed out that although, under the new constitution, Aden is now
called the State of Aden its status had hot been
changed. It still remained a colony, despite its
misleading name. The memorandum also drew attention to the wide powers exercised by the United
Kingdom and the Governor, now called the High
Commissioner. The Governor was appointed by the
United Kingdom Government and every Ordinance
to have effect had to be consented to by him; if he
refused consent to any Ordinance, then it became of
no effect. He also had the power to stop 01' 'block'
any Bill while it was being discussed in the Legislative Counci.I, The Governor also had the power to
make Iegrslatron himself, without reference to the
Legislative Council, for the 'peace, order and good
government of the Colony'• The memorandum poin ted
out that the flexibility of this last phrase enabled
the Governor to legislate on any subject he wished.
In addition, the United Kingdom Government might
disallow any Ordinance passed by the Legislature
in Aden, such Ordinance having no effect from the
date it was disallowed. The United Kingdom Gcverrimerit also reserved the same power as the Governor
to legislate for the 'peace. order and good government of the Colony'.
"The memorandum also drew attention to regulations or subsidiary legislation which could be
enacted by the Governor, the Governor-in-Council,
a Minister or an official such as the Commissioner
of Police. This subsidiary legislation could have
very wide effects and could essentially change the
law of the Country. The powers of making subsidiary

"Petitioners also pointed out that although the term
of this Legislative Council was due to expire at the
end of 1962, no elections had been held and the life
of the Council had been extended by one year. They
felt that elections should have been held at this time
as important changes affecting the status of the country were being introduced by the United Kingdom
Government. First, there were the proposals for
the accession of Aden to the Federation of South
Arabia, to Which, to the knowledge of the Government, there had been great public opposition. There
were also the proposals for so-called I constitutional
development' which included the introduction of a
semi-Cabinet system of government. There was,
therefore, in the words of the Peoples Socialist
Party memorandum, 'a strong case for holding a
general election to test the opinion of the people on
these gravely important issues before they are
introduced '.
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"It was also pointed out in this memorandum that
in 1958 the twelve elected members had stood for
election as individuals and not as representatives
of political parties with plans and programmes.
A number of political parties had been formed
since then and it was 'proper and in accordance
with established constitutional practice' that before
the introduction of a semi-Cabinet system of government there should have been an opportunity for the
newly formed parties to contest a general election.
The party that won a majority of seats would then
form the Government and could 'truly and democratically claim to represent the people in any
negotiations for merger in any Federation I or in
any negotiations affecting the status and future of
the whole country.

.."t

"Petitioners also drew attention to the method
used to elect the four new members of the Legislative Council in 1962. Instead of being elected by the
people they were elected by the Legislative Council
itself sitting as an electoral college. This procedure
had been opposed as undemocratic and unconstitutional. Mr. Adhal, in a written submission to the
Sub-Committee, stated that by this means the
Government had been able to see that its own candidates were elected. All the members elected in
this manner were now Ministers. One, the present
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1266th meeting Minister for Education, had been defeated previously
in the last elections to the Legislative Council held
in 1959. Another, the present Minister of State, had
been defeated a few weeks previously in the municipal
elections.
"The Peoples Socialist Party memorandum concludes its discussion of the question of elections as
follows:
"'Since 1958 the Government has been very
scared to face the country in a general election.
Every possible means and device was invented to
avoid facing the country in a general election at a
time when there is every reason (constitutional
and legal) for the Government to hold a general
election.'
"Petitioners also drew attention to the amount of
corruption associated with the Government in Aden.
They stated that two Ministers, the Minister of
Works and the Minister of State, had been found
guilty of corruption as a result of public inquiry
into municipal affairs instituted by the Governor
in 1962. In this connexion they handed to the SubCommittee a copy of the Report of the Municipality
Inquiry Commission, dated 16 July 1962 •.. "
[Ibid., paras. 66-73].
95. Let us now see how the Sub-Committee's report
describes the attitude of these petitioners towards
what has been called the "Federation of South Arabia".
"Petitioners devoted particular attention to the
Federation of South Arabia which had been created
in 1959 and to which Aden had acceded in January
1963. They condemned it as a 'false' and 'fictitious'
federation created by the British in order tofurther
their own colonial interests and maintain their
colonial domination in the area. One petitioner, Mr.
Adhal, described it as a 'disguise to enable the
British to preserve their authority there, to maintain their military base and thus control neighbouring countries', Another, Mr. Mohamed Atdaroo s,
deposed Sultan of Lower Yafei, said: 'Great Britain
has followed the policy of divide and rule, a policy
of arrests and murders, threats and tyranny for
more than 100 years, and now that it sees the people
cannot endure any more, they are instituting a
Federation in the hope that they will thus prevent
the people from demanding their rights'.
"In support, petitioners stated that the Federation
had been created by the British and that the people
had not been consulted. On thi.s point Mr. Mohamed
Aidaroos said: 'The population of the South have
never refused and will never refuse a true federation for themselves which would be in their own
interests and in the interest of their present and
future, because they believe in the unity of all the
Arab people, but they refuse this Federation because it is done by the Br-Itish' .
"Petitioners also held that the Federation was
also completely controlled by the British. The
Constitution of the Federation stated clearly that
nothing in it affected the terms of the treaties
which had been imposed on the rulers of the individual states and by which they had been SUbjected
to British control. The rulers were still under the
orders of the British advisers. Also, by the provisions of the Constitution of the Federation, all the
important powers had been reserved for the High
Commissioner or the United Kingdom Government."
[Ibid., paras. 76-78.]
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96, Further on, the report speaks of the legislation
restricting political activities and human r-ighta, in the
fo llowmg terms:
"Petitioners had much to say concerning legislation in the 'I'e.r rttor-y whic h J.'estrtcted political
activities and human rights , While the following
paragraphs are based to a la.rge extent on the detailed examination of this legislation contained in
the memorandum submitted by the Peoples Socialist
Party. many petitioners stressed the effect of these
laws on the political life of the Territory. Specifically, attention was drawn to legislation affecting the
Press, the labour movement, scotettes andorgantzations, personal rights (including imprisonment without trial and summary deportation}, public gatherings, and the law of sedition." [Ihi d, para. 88.]
97. The report explains how section 334 of the Aden
Criminal Procedure Ordinance pe.r mtts Imprtsonrnent
without trial. We read the following:
"Attention was drawn to section 334 of the Aden
Criminal Procedure Ordinance which provided that
'when any person accused of any non-bailable offence
and detained without warrant by an officer incharge
of a police station, appears or is brought before a
court he may be released on bail by him 01' it, but
he shall not be so released if there appears reasonable grounds for be.lieving that 11.e has been gui.lty of
an offence punishable with death or that it is expedient in the public interest that he be not released
on bail'.
"It was pointed out that the phr-ase 'or that it is
expedient in the public inter est that he be not released on bail' was designed to enable the Aden
Government to imprison without trial its political
opponents and had in fact been used and was still
being used for this purpose. Among those who had
been arrested and remanded to prison before any
trial were the following Ie adea s of the political and
labour movements:

(1) "Abdulla Ali Murshed,
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Union leader;

(2) "Idrts Harnbala, a Trade Union leader and a
member of the Peoples Socialist. Party;
(3) "Abdulla Al-Asnag, Genera.l Secretary of the
Aden Trades Union Congress and Preaideut of the
Peoples SOCialist Party;
(4) "Abdulla Ali Obaid Wahti , ctistributor of newspaper of the Aden Trades Union. Congress.
"All had applied for bail at their-trials but the Crown
had objected that it was not expedient in the public
interest that they be released on bail and bail had
been refused to them all." [lbid"paras.100 and 101.]
98. The report also explains how and on what basis
summary deportation takes place and speaks of the ban
on public meetings and on the displaying of bills and
posters on buildings. Here is what it says:
"Attention was drawn to the wide discretionary
power given to the Governor under section IV of the
Vagrants and Undesirables O'rdlnance , Under this
section the Governor may make an or-der for the
departure of any person not being a British subject
born in Aden who is, inter ali.a, la person who for
political or any other reason is not in his opinion a
suitable person to reside in the Colony',
"It was stated that this power had been Widely
exercised to deport political leaders, labour move-
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ment leaders and workers. Even a one-day strike
rendered a labourer liable to deportation without
any trial, and in fact mass deportations of hundreds
of workers had been effected. This legislation puts
'worker-s, ordinary citizens, political and labour
movement leaders under a constant threat and
menace. A person whose political views are not
very much liked by the authorities finds himself
deported by the authorities if it just happens that
he was born over the border '. Attention was also
drawn to the hardship and human suffering caused
by these mas s deportations not only to the individuals
concerned but also to their wives and families who
were often left penniless." [Ibid., paras. 102 and 103.]
99. The report also describes the repression, in the
following terms:

"Events relating to peace and security in the area
were emphasized by nearly all the petitioners, They
desc:ribed, sometimes at great length, what they
called the reign of terror and the repression existing
in the Protectorates. The world, it was stated,knew
nothing or very little about the attacks constantly
carried out by the British forces, particularly the
Royal Air Force, against the people of the Protectorates; little was known about the people killed or
wounded, the villages destroyed, the crops burnt,
the cattle lost, the hundreds imprisoned and the
refugees scattered in the hills or in neighbouring
countries. Nor did the world know about the stout
resistance which the people had been displaying
against British domination and in defence of their
freedom. No news agencies had been in these areas
to report on these military actions, the destruction
left behind and the damage done to the local inhabitants. Each area had carried out its resistance
alone, without being able to get any help from outside.
The Sub-Committee received a great number of
photographs taken in various localities in the Protectorates showing homes destroyed by bombs, burnt
plantations refugees living in caves and armed
fighters.
I

"The following paragraphs contain descriptions
given by petitioners which seem best to illustrate
the events referred to in those areas.
"Mr. Mohamed Adubaker ben Farid, who was in
exile in Cairo, said that it was only in 1951-1952 that
British forces had occupied his region, Upper Aulaqi ,
Until 1959 the people had struggled politically against
the British and refused to co-operate with them. Then
suddenly in May 1959, without any warning, British
aircraft and tanks carried out their first attack
against their villages and homes. From the hills,
the tribesmen organized their resistance, but in
May 1960 the British sent 4,000 soldiers into the
area and hundreds of people were forced to take
refuge in Yemen and Saudi Arabia. About 12,000
sorties had been effected by the Royal Air Force
against the Aulaqts and surrounding areas. The
petitioner presented to the Sub-Committee a partial
list of forty destroyed homes and the names of nine
women who had been killed in the bombings and nine
men who had been imprisoned, all of whom he had
known personally." [Ibid., paras. 114-116.]
100. The report reproduces the text of warnings of
air-raids and gives a list of merciless raids carried
out against the population:
"Despite our repeated warnings, AI-Musli and the
other trouble-makers are continuing their hostile

activities and breaches of the peace. It has been
decided to take action from the air againstAl-Musli 's
house and the cultivated land adjoining it.
"We accordingly warn you to move your women and
children immediately to a distance of about one mile
from Al-Musli's house. If you fail to do so, you will
be responsible for the consequences." [Ibid.,
para. 119.]
101. It also presents the demands of the population
as set forth by the petitioners, We see that the first
of these demands-one with which, needless to say,
the delegation of the Yemen Arab Republic associates
itself Wholeheartedly-is for "the immediate ending of
colonial rule". I am convinced that almost all the delegations here present are equally warm, I would even
say fervent, in their support of this just and equitable
demand, which is in accordance with the United
Nations declaration on decolonization. Included in the
list of demands is the dissolution of the Federation and
the holding of elections or a plebiscite under United
Nations supervision.
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102. At the end of the report the Sub-Committee sums
up the conclusions it finally reached. The SubCommittee makes the fol lowing statement:
"In visiting neighbouring countries, the SubCommittee was merely carrying out one of the
provisions of the Special Committee's resolution of
3 May 1963. Since it was unable to visit the territories concerned, it went where individuals from
Aden and Aden Protectorates could appear before
it to present their views on conditions in their
country and on its future.
"The Sub-Committee was in fact able to hear a
great many people belonging to many different
sections of the population: representatives and
leaders of political parties, trade union delegates,
elected representatives, former Sultans or tribal
chiefs, civilians and soldiers, civil servants, business men, farmers, students, and men and women
belonging to various organizations.
"The Sub-Committee's visit to countries neighbouring Aden and Aden Protectorates made it possible for these people to present their views and
demands with regard to their country's future. This
is a positive aspect of the work of the Special Committee in its efforts to seek the most suitable ways
and means for the speedy implementation of the
Declaration on the granting of Independence to
colonial countries and peoples.
"One of the mos t heartening results ofthese hearings was the many testimonials they provided of the
earnest faith and hope placed in the United Nations
as an instrument for' the peaceful liberation of the
peoples under colonial rule.
"The Sub-Committee found a general desire to put
an end to colonial domination. The few differences
of opinion encountered did not concern the objective
sought but rather the means and the conditions for
the achievement of that objective." [Ibid" paras.
158 to 162,]
103. At this stage of the general debate Onthe report
of the Special Committee, my delegation, which has
today confined itself to the question of Aden, reserves
the right to speak later, with the President's permission, about the other territories mentioned in the
general report.
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1266th meeting 104. My delegation wishes, however, to stress its
support of the principal demand of the petitioners,
namely, the immediate ending of colonial rule, a demand as just as it is natural and one for which the
Special Committee was set up.
105. Mr. ALEKSEEV (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic) (translated from Russian): The clock of
history is inexorably ticking away the last moments
of colonialism. We are not only witnesses of its inevitable downfall, but participants in the struggle
against this detestable anachronism, a struggle which
is being waged on an international scale. I say
"struggle" because colonialism will not surrender
without a fight. Colonialism is doomed, but will not
of its own accord leave the arena of history. We see
this clearly. We see that colonialism-a shameful.
phenomenon, little better than slavery, which adds
no lustre to the age of civilization-is putting up a
desperate resistance. As in any struggle, in the
international fight against colonialism the latter has
its defenders, who under one pretext or another seek
political palliatives to prolong the life of this aocursed
monster.
106. We live and fight at a time when peoples still
languishing under the colonial yoke are refusing to go
on bearing the burden of exploitation and humiliation.
They are making a powerful appeal to the conscience
of the world. How long shall oolonialism continue
to exist and foster inequality among peoplescolonialism, which results in the political, economic
and social SUbjugation of weak countries by strong and
domineering States?
107. The peoples of colonial and dependent countries
have raised high the banner of national liberationthe banner of the struggle for full equality with other
nations, for freedom and independence. At the same
time, they have placed their hopes in the United
Nations and appealed to it fervently for help. The
General Assembly heeded this appeal and at its fifteenth session in 1960 adopted the historic Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and. peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)]. The draft of thi s
Declaration,£! as is known, was proposed by the
Government of the Soviet Union and was submitted
for consideration at the fifteenth session of the
General Assembly by Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev,
Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR.
108. In his statement at that session in September
1960, Mr. Khrushchev stressed particularly that

.

" •.. the time has come to pose the question of the
full and final abolition of the colonial system of
government in all its forms and varieties in order
to make an end of this infamy, this barbarism, this
savagery" [869th meeting, para•. 181].
109. Three years have passed since the Declaration
became a directive for action by the United Nations
and its organs. These three years have convincingly
confirmed the incontrovertible truth that on the manner in which the provisions of the Declaration are observed and implemented depends the fate of colonialism
and the timing of its departure once for all from the
arena of history, in Southern Rhodesia as well as in
South West Africa, in the territories under Portuguese
administration and in other countries which have not
yet attained their independence.
~ Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifteemh Session,
Annexes, agenda item 87, document A/4502.
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110. That is why such insistent demands are being
made, both within the walls of the United Nations and
outside this international Organization, for unconditional compliance with and immediate implementation
of the Declaration, and why the colonial system is
being roundly condemned. Colonialism is condemned
not only by the black races who are living under
colonial oppression or who have recently thrown off
its yoke. It is also condemned and held up to shame
by yellow' men and white men, by people of every
race who hold dear the concepts of liberty, equality
and independence.
111, The Ukrainian delegation has studied very carefully the report of the Special Committee on the
Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting ofIndependence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples [A/5446/Rev.1]. This has
brought home to us the important work the Committee
has done and the great efforts all Its members have
had to make in preparing the report submitted for
consideration by the Assembly, Our task would not
have been easy without the assistance given to all of
us by the Special Committee, which collected, systematized and set forth in comprehensible and cogent
form an enormous amount of factual material on the
item under discussion.
112. I should like to express to the Committee and
to its Chairman, Mr. Coulibaly, the sincere gratitude
of the Ukrainian delegation for their great work.
113. The report of the Special Committee has confirmed yet again that although each of the colonial and
dependent countries has its own particular conditions
and characteristics of development, in approaching
the problem of the abolition of colonialism there are
common principles which must underlie the policy of
those who are fighting for the final abolition of the
colonial system.
114. These principles are based on the need to grant
independence to all colonial and dependent countries
and peoples without exception.
115. Guidecl by these principles, the General Assembly should reject and dismiss any pretext for delaying the attainment of independence by any Non-SelfGoverning Territory and call on all States Members of
the United Nations strictly to comply I in so far as concerns the colonial and dependent countries and peoples,
with the provisions of the United Nations Charter, the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights [resol ution 217
(HI) A] and the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
116. From the report of the Special Committee and
from the discussions on colonial problems at the
present session, especially in the Fourth Committee,
two positions emerge.
117. One position is that of States which, as the
Declaration demands, speak out unconditionally for
the immediate abolition of colonialism, This is the
position of the overwhelming majority of countries.
118. The other position is that of the minority of
States, first and foremost the colonial States; but it
is primarily on these States that the implementation
of the provisions of the Declaration and of the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly depends.
Essentially this position consists in delaying the final
abolition of colonialism under one pretext or another
and putting off the day when this shameful system will
disappear forever.
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119. The two opposing positions which I have mentioned did not arise today or yesterday. Theproblems
of colonialism have been on the agenda of the General
Assembly literally since the earliest days of the
United Nations. As early as 1946, at the first session
of the Assembly, the situation in the Portuguese
colonial possessions was discussed.
120. The General Assembly has also dealt with other
questions relating to colonialism. In the intervening
period, the heroic struggle of many peoples has been
crowned with victory. On the African continent alone,
dozens of States have attained their independence, and
in this, of course, the United Nations has been of
great service. However, for many colonial and dependent countries and peoples it is as if time had
stood still.
121. About seventy territories, with 50 million inhabitants, are still in the chains of colonialism, and the
problem of their li beration has indeed become almost
a constant one for the United Nations.
122. In Southern Rhodesia and in the Portuguese
colonies, new generations have grown up since the
question of granting independence to these territories
was first placed on the agenda of the General Assembly.
123. The General Assembly has already adopted more
than sixty-five resolutions on South West Africa and
for seventeen years now a petitioner, the Reverend
Scott, has been coming to the United Nations with complaints. But nothing has changed. South West Africa
is still under the heel of the colonialists, as it was
then. That is a paradox and a living reproach to the
United Nations.
124. The fact is that a paltry minority of colonial
Powers, pursuing a policy of delay and procrastination
with regard to the abolition of the colonial system,
have succeeded for all these years in ignor'ing the will
of the overwhelming majority of countries which,
guided by the decisions of the General Assembly and
the requirements of the United Nations Charter, favour
the immediate and unconditional abolition of the remnants of colonialism.
125. We have already had occasion in the Fourth
Committee to point out to representatives, for instance, how protracted has become the solution of the
question of Southern Rhodesia. It was discussed on
several occasions at meetings of the General Assembly
and was considered twice by the Special Committee on
the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the GrantingofIndependence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. Twice this question was discussed by a specially created Sub-Committee on
Southern Rhodesia, whose members travelled to
London for talks with the United Kingdom Government.
Qllite recently, the question of Southern Rhodesia was
discussed by the Security Council , And every time,
resolutions and recommendations have stressed the
exceptional importance of the time factor for a successful solution of the question of Southern Rhodesia.

126. I must emphasize that many decisions of the
United Nations General Assembly on problems of
colonialism, as well as resolutions of well-known
African conferences, have insisted on the immediate
satisfaction of the legitimate aspirati.ms of colonial
peoples.
127, Whereas the first All-African Peoples I Conference21 in Accra in December 1958 took as its
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December 1958.

slogan "Independence in our time", the cry a year
later, at the Second All-African Conference s/ in
Tunis, was "Independence-Now!" These same demands were heard at the conference of the heads of
thirty-two African States2/ in Addis Ababa.
128. Taking into account the interest of the colonial
peoples in immediately obtaining their freedom and
the right to self-government, the Declaration solemnly
proclaimed "the necessity of bringing to a speedy and
unconditional end colonialism in all its forms and
manifestations" •
129. Having regard precisely to the real state of affairs, the General Assembly has stressed on every
occasion the necessity of granting immediate and
effective independence to colonial peoples, since the
timing of the granting of independence will decide
the ways and means-peaceful or other-which will
be used to achieve this goal.
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130. To adopt the position of a minority of colonial
States, a position of delaying tactics and procrastination, is in fact to embark on a course fraught with
dangerous consequences for international peace and
security.
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131. Nevertheless, the colonial Powers are unwilling
to abandon this path. They are resorting to all kinds
of tactical manoeuvres and subterfuges, Their whole
propaganda machine is being employed to justify
their predatory colonialist intentions to international
public opinion.
132. From the report of the Special Committee on
Southern Rhodesia and from the discussion ofthe item
in the Fourth Committee, we know that in that country
all political parties are banned which march in step
with the people and which, in the opinion of the
racists of Southern Rhodesia, are "subversive".
133. The representative of the Republic of the Congo
(Brazzaville) rightly stressed in his statement of 15
November 1963 in the Fourth Committee [meeting
1482], that the statement: "Nationalists are Communists" was the one most frequently used by the
colontal ists , That statement is used by the colonialists
to justify their blood-letting and their suppression of
the struggle for national liberation.

134. But is is not only under the cloak of anti-Communism that the colonialists conceal their shameful
activities. Without a twinge of conscience, they venture
to assert that they are almost the benefactors of the
colonial peoples. At the same time, they attribute to
colonialism features which are supposedly alien to
its exploitative nature. To listen to these so-called
"friends" of the colonial peoples, all they are concerned about is to bring modern civilization within
the reach of the oppressed peoples. But they omit to
say that civilization is incompatible with oppression,
and that the chains of slavery have never been the
symbol of freedom and independence.
135. However, this does not exhaust the colonialists I
tactical arsenal. The United Kingdom, for instance,
contrary to all good sense and the decisions of the
General Assembly, still maintains that Southern
Rhodesia is not a territory covered by Article 73 of
the United Nations Charter. For Southern Rhodesia a
special concept has even been devised: that of a "selfgoverning colony".
l}/ Second All-African Peoples' Conference, 25-31 January 1960.

2J

Summit Conference of Independent African States, 22-25 May 1963.
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1266th meeting - 28 November 1963
136. The Portuguese Government for its part, to
justify its policy of colonial usurpation. triesunsuccessfully, it must be admitted-to hide behind
another screen: the Portuguese colonies. it seems.
are not colonies, but "overseas provinces" which
form an integral part of the mother country. It even
attempts to find a scientific and theoretical basis for
its colonial policy. We know about these attempts on
the part of the Portuguese Government from the report of the secretary-Oeneral ig/ presented in pursuance of the resolution adopted by the Security Council
at its 1049th meeting on 31 July 1963.~. Making the
best of a bad job, the Portuguese Government has
evolved its own conception of self-determination and,
hiding behind this, is trying to reduce a controversy
of principle concerning the Portuguese colonies to a
dispute about the meaning of "self-determination".

.u

..

137. As the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Portugal
recently stated, on behalf of his Government, it is not
so much a matter of self-determination as of how
"self-determination" should be defined. He asserts
that just as there are different forms of government,
so there are different forms of self-determination.
138. In Portugal's view, if the indigenous population
participates in the administration of the colony, then
it also participates in the taking of decisions concerning the affairs and the life of the colony.
139. What semantic qulbbling and obvious chicanery
there is in all this! Self-determination means, above
all, political and national independence; it means the
administration of the country without foreign intervention or domination. Do Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea and the other territories really enjoy
self-determination, when they are administered from
abroad, when the indigenous population merely participates in that administration and does not itself
determine its forms and methods-when the indigenous
population has only a share of sorts in the administration of its own country, and a dubious share at that?

'.

e-

140. Even if it is true that, as the Portuguese Government asserts. the population of the colonies participates in elections to municipal councils, legislative
councils and so on, even then the part that the
indigenous population plays in the life of its own
country is an unequal one. Foreigners play the part
of dictators, and the indigenous population that of
subject people, whose lot it is to carry out the will
of the foreign dictators who occupy all the controling positions in the colonies.
141. The very enactment of the new fundamental
law, which, as conceived by the Portuguese authorities, is to allow the promulgation of new political
and administrative statutes for the so-called "overseas territories", indicates that the population of
these territories has been and still is in the position
of people unfairly treated, deprived of political and
other rights.
142. The new fundamental law, the introduction of
certain changes into the constitution and the carrying
out of individual reforms are all calculated to quench
the fire of the national-liberation struggle in the
Portuguese colonies and to create an illusion of selfgovernment in those territories.
~ Official Records of the Security Council, i8th year, Supplement
for October, November and December 1963, document 5/5448 and
Add.i-3.
ill Ibid•• Supplement for July, August and September 1963, document
5/5380.
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143. It is no coincidence that these and all the other
reforms were correctly evaluated by the Special
Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration, in the following terms:
"In the Committee 1s view, the reforms which
Portugal claimed to have introduced not only do not
meet the basic aspirations of the peoples of the
Territories but have not even brought about. as
yet, any significant changes in political, economic,
social and educational conditions. flg/
144. In short, no quibbling about the notion of "self'determination It and no partial reforms can conceal
the true colonial status of the peoples ofthe territories
under Portuguese administration. This is not a controversy about the notion of Itself-determination"; it is a
question of the people of the Portuguese colonies receiving and exercising their right to separation from
Portugal and to the attainment of their freedom and
independence.
145. The humiliations and insults to which the colonial
peoples are constantly subjected by their oppressors
and the widespread assertion that the colonial peoples
of Africa are not yet mature enough for self-government and are not ready to live without the yoke of
colonialism-these are but signs of the death pangs
of colonialism and of its racist and, we could add.
fascist ideology of superior and inferior races.
146. The policy of the colonialists only serves to
confir-m that colonialism is an ideology of racism.
of the domination of one people over another, of the
strong over the weak-an ideology of political,
economic and social enslavement of one country by
another.
147. But such a policy has not stood and will not
stand the test of time. It claimed to be irreproachable
at a time when many countries now Members of the
United Nations were still under foreign rule. In those
days also, the myth was spread abroad that the
peoples of those countries, who have now thrown off
the chains of colonialism, were not ready to live
under conditions of equality and freedom and that they
were not cap able of independent development. But who
can quote one single example, in corroboration, of a
country in which the colonialists were too hasty in
abolishing colonialism and granting independence, or
of a country that refused independence and wished to
submit once again to the yoke of colonialism? Such
examples do not exist and never could!
148. On the other hand, there is abundant evidence
that it was only after the expulsion of the coloniallsts
that the former colonies were able to enter on an
era of progress, and that the peoples of the former
colonial territories have the capacity and the ability
to develop economically, socially and politic ally.
149. How effectively the resolutions of the General
Assembly and the Declaration on decolonization are
implemented and when the final destruction of colonialism takes place will determine not only the ways
and means which will be used to abolish it as a reality,
but also the time-table for the elimination of the
consequences of colonialism in the liberated coun-.
tries. The elimination of the consequences of colonial
slavery is a question of very great, vital. importance
and its solution depends directly upon the speed with

W Official Records of the General Assembly, Seventaenth Session,
Annexes, addendum to agenda item 54, document A/S160 and Add.l and
2, para. 407.
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which the resolutions and the other positive recommendations of the General Assembly concerning
colonialism are implemented. To delay or prevent
their implementation would postpone indefinitely the
elimination of the baleful consequences of colonial
domination,
150. The report of the Special Committee and the
demographic archives of the United Nations abound
in facts concerning the grievous political, economic,
social and cultural consequences of colonialism. In
South West Africa, according to the statistics for
1960 in the possession of the United Nations, the
mortality rate per 1,000 inhabitants of the coloured
population is more than twice that for the white
population. In Portuguese Guinea there is one doctor
for every 23,000 inhabitants, and in Nyasaland one
for every 33,000 inhabitants.
151. One could cite such figures endlessly. The
figures are eloquent; they speak, they cry out. There
is no doubt that if the United Nations distributed as
official documents not only the resolutions of the
General Assembly and of United Nations committees,
the reports of the committees, sub-committees and
commisions which have gone to study the situation on
the spot, the statements of petitioners, maps and
other material, but also regularly circulated as official documents photographic evidence and documentary
films, then we would have an even more tragic picture
of the fate to which colonialism dooms millions of
completely innocent people. The picture would be more
dreadful still if (you will forgive me if I imagine this
for a moment), let us say, the meetings of the Fourth
Committee took place not in New York but in the
colonial country which the Committee was discus sing;
if the General Assembly, when discussing the question
of the situation with regard to the implementation of
the Declaration on decolonization, held its meetings
not within these walls but somewhere in Africa. Then
we should undoubtedly hear the living and powerful
voice of protest of millions of people against the completely unjustified delay in granting them freedom and
indep endenc e.
152. We all know very well that the adoption of a
resolution is not everything. That does not put an end
to a problem; it is, in fact, only the beginning. The
important thing is the effectiveness and speed with
which the provisions of the resolution are carried out.
On this depends not only the authority of the resolution
in question, but also the prestige ofthe United Nations
itself in the eyes ofthe world. We can no longer countenance a situation in which year after year the only
provision of the resolutions on colonialism that is
faultlessly carried out is the one stating that the question of Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa, the
Portuguese colonies, and so on, shouldnotberemoved
from the agenda of the General Assembly.
153. It is time we all laid our cards on the table. The
policy of delay and procrastination is the policy of the
colonialists, and not of the United Nations. We can no
longer allow a minority of colonial countries to continue
disregarding the will of the majority of the countries
of the United Nations in their own economic and strategic interests. It is high time that those who pursue a
policy of discrimination with regard to the resolutions
of the General Assembly and who prejudice the ability
of the United Nations to discharge its tasks should get
their deserts.
154. The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR is firmly
'convinced of the historical inevitabfltty of the downfall

of colonialism. At the same time it recognizes that
tremendous efforts by the peoples and by the United
Nations are necessary in order to make that downfall
a fact. That is why my delegation resolutely supports
the most radical measures to ensure the speediest
possible implementation of the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples. We stand for the immediate implementation
of the resolutions adopted by the General Assembly
and the Security Council on colonial matters, because
it is only by pursuing this path that we can ensure the
unconditional fulfilment of the hopes of the colonial
and dependent countries and peoples for freedom and
independence.
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155. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I now
give the floor to the representative of the United
Kingdom, who has asked to exercise his right of reply.
156. Mr. KING (United Kingdom): The last speaker
but one, if I understood him correctly, claimed that
Aden is part of Yemen. I am authorized to state that
Her Majesty's Government has no doubt as to its
sovereignty over the territory of Aden, and I wish
formally to reserve the rights of Her Majesty's
Government on this question.
157. With regard to the numerous allegations made
about my Government's policy in Aden, the majority
of these are answered in chapter V,paragraphs 162 to
179, 266 to 285 and 364 to 392 of the report of the
Special Committee [A/5446/Rev.1]. However, my delegation would like to reserve its right to reply at
greater length if it thinks it appropriate.
158. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish):
I give the floor to the representative of Yemen, who
has asked to exercise his right of reply.
159. Mr. TARCICI (Yemen): My delegation has had
the privilege of speaking for perhaps an hour and a
half in order to prove that historically, economically,
ethnically and geographically Aden forms an integral
part of Yemen, and it has substantiated its arguments
with documentary evidence.
160. After that long and well-substantiated statement,
the representative of the United Kingdom announces to
us once again that his Government and his delegation
have no doubt regarding the authority of his country
over Aden. If the representative of the United Kingdom,
in taking that position, is referring to the treaties
which Her Majesty's Government has signed with
local chiefs, we ask permission to explain what those
treaties are, on what basis they are founded and what
their form and duration are. I do not wish to detain
the General Assembly at this late hour in order to
give particulars about these treaties and about the
legal or illegal attitude of the United Kingdom Government in the southern part of our country under its
occupation. But, with the President's permission, I
reserve the right to explain the whole situation at
tomorrow's meeting or at the following meeting.
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161. Nevertheless, I draw the attention of the United
Kingdom delegation to the fact that those treaties
cannot have any value whatsoever, since they were
drawn up to remain in force forever. In fact, the
United Kingdom signed treaties with local chiefs in
perpetuity-s-in other words, until the end of the world.
Among those local chiefs, I remember oneofour good
citizens, the Sheikh of Al Aqrabi; he is the chief of a
locality of 1,500 persons, whose fortune consists, in
times of prosperity, of 300 goats and a few camels.
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1266th meeting The ' United Kingdom Government calls this locality
the State of Al Aqrabi.
162. If the United Kingdom Government has no doubt
about its authority over that occupied part of Yemen
and if its authority derives from that type of treaty,
you have some idea of the nature of British authority
and British rights over the part of our Yemen which
it occupies.
163. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish):
Before adjourning the meeting, I have to announce
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that the Chairman of the Fourth Committee has asked
me to inform the Members of the Assembly that the
Fourth Committee will be holding two meetings
tomorrow: one in the morning and one in the afternoon.
164. I would appeal to representatives to keep their
statements as short as possible so that we can hear
all the speakers without exceeding the number of meetings which it is reasonable to set aside for the consideration of this item.
The meeting rose at 1.30 p.rn,
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of the many pieoes of its colonial empire, of which
it took possession for purely economic and strategic
reasons. Hence it seemed easy and convenient for
the United Kingdom to classify it as a Non-SelfGoverning Territory.
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Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation ofthe
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6. My delegation cannot accept such a unilateral
qualification and protests vigorously against the inclusion of Belize in the list in annex: I of the report,

1

7. Sovereignty over Belize belongs solely and exclusively to Guatemala. The United Kingdom occupation
of its soil is a cancer that is corroding its territorial
integrity. Guatemala will not cease in its efforts to
obtain the removal of that cancer.

President: Mr. Carlos SOSA RODRIGUEZ
(Venezuela).

AGENDA ITEM 23

8. General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) itself
includes in paragraph 6 a categorical provision which ,
in the opinion of my delegation, is the only provision
applicable to the Guatemalan region of Belize. improperly called British Honduras. The provision lays
down the following:

Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples (continued)
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GENERAL DEBATE (continued)

"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity
of a country is incompatible with the purposes and
principles of the Charter of the United Nations."

1. Mr. MOLINA ORANTES (Guatemala) (translated
from Spanish): The Guatemalan delegation wishes to
congratulate the Special Committee and to express
its appreciation of the excellent report that Committee
has submitted to the Assembly [A/5446/Rev.l]. The
colonial problems it was to study have been given
painstaking and conscientious examination in this
report, which also recommends measures for their
solution.

9. In maintaining its anachronistio colonial system
in land belonging to Guatemala, the United Kingdom
not only flagrantly violates the terms of the aforementioned provision but stands in defiant conflict
with the fundamental principles of the American
nations, which repudiate colonialism and its most
recent guise, neo-colonialism.

2. In our discussion in the Fourth Committee the
report of the Special Committee proved to be one of
our most important tools, because of the valuable
information it provides and the wise conclusions it
sets forth.

10. I request the President to be sokindas to ensure

that the record will note the categorical protest and
reservations whioh my delegation has made about the
inclusion of Belize. under the misleading and improper
name of British Honduraa, in the list of Non-SelfGoverning Territories in the report [A/5446/Rev.l].

3. Nevertheless, my delegation feels obliged to make
a short statement, in accordance with the President's
wise directions, to record its reservations with regard
to annex I of the report: the preliminary list of territories to which the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples applies.

The PRESIDENT: (translated from Spanish): With
regard to the request which the Guatemalan representative has made to the President, I wish to assure
him thathis statement, like that of every representative
who speaks at a plenary meeting, will appear in the
record of the meeting.
11.

4. The list in question, undoubtedly drawn up on
the basis of reports submitted by the colonialist
States, includes the Territory of Belize, which the
United Kingdom has rebaptized British Honduras and
over which Guatemala has the exclusive right of
sovereignty.
5. The Territory of Belize, of which the United
Kingdom has wrongfully taken possession, is an
integral part of Guatemalan soil, not only for geographical reasons but, fundamentally, for historioal
and legal reasons. To recover it is the supreme desire
of the whole Guatemalan nation and to achieve that
end we are prepared to face any sacrifice. The United
Kingdom's point of view. however, is radically different. For the United Kingdom Government, Belize
is no more than a distant and isolated territory. one

12. Mr. PINOCHET (Chile) (translatedfromSpanish):
The report of the Special Committee which we are
considering today [A/5446/Rev.l] is one of the most
important documents of this eighteenth session of
the General Assembly. The problems with which it
deals are of vital importance to millions of human
beings who have placed their hopes in the United
Nations and who know that to a large extent their future
is in the hands of this international body.
13. It is enough to read the report of the Special
Committee-commonly known as the Committee on
"decolonization"-in order to gain all adequate idea
1
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of the problems of colonialism which remain to be
solved and which are nearing solution today.
14:. The task given to the Special Committee by the
General Assembly [resolution 1654 (XVI)] was that
of examining the situation with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples. The
lengthy title accorded to this task is in keeping with
the length of the 400-page report.
15. Self-determination and independence for the colonies is our objective. Nevertheless, .the implementation of these fundamental principles gives rise to a
variety of situations. The Special Committee has
studied these situations in twelve groups of colonial
territories, each group composed of smaller territories. For each situation the Special Committee
has proposed the mos t appropriate solution. In the more
serious cases which may threaten international peace
and security it has apprised the Security Council,
in accordance with operative paragraph 8 @ of
General Assembly resolution 1810 (XVII). In other
cases it has invited the administering Power to draw
up a new constitution which would provide for free
expression of the popular will. the transfer of sovereign
powers to the people and the declaration of independence.
16. In the case of some Non-Self-Governing Territories it has recommended that the earliest possible date should be set for independence. In others
it has postponed Hs recommendation for lack of
complete information.
17. The Chilean delegation has already set forth its
views on certain matters in the report at various
meetings of the Fourth Committee, I am referring
to the territories under Portuguese administration.
to Southern Rhodesia and to South West Africa. Instead
of speaking about the other cases of colonialism at
this time, I would rather refer to a problem which
is of special concern to my delegation, a problem
which I have already gone into briefly in dealing with
the subject of the territories under Portuguese
administration. This problem is the future awaiting
the small colonial territories once they have attained
independence, and the responsibility of the United
Nations with regard to that future.
18. Chile feels that it is well equipped to express
its views on this problem clearly and frankly. Its
anti-colonial position is well known. What we really
want to provide for the small colonial territories
which will soon be exercising their right of selfdetermination is the assistance and advice of the
United Nations, so that for them independence will
really be the initiation of a stage of effective progress
in every sphere.
19. When the Spanish colonies of America declared
their independence 150 years ago, the advice and
practical assistance of an international body such
as we have today were lacking. What could have been
done with relative ease at that time for the benefit
of continental unity now requires tremendous efforts
and is going ahead slowly and laboriously. I sometimes think that this Latin American experience is
not being used sufficiently for the benefit of our
African brothers.
20. To say these days that colonialism is dying out
is almost a commonplace. The greatest and most
extensive colonies have become independent countries

and, except for a few more whose independence is
approaching, mostof the r emaining colonial territories
are small anti sparsely populated. The inhabitants
of these territories will attain independence in exercise of a right which no one would deny them, in
spite of the fact that in many cases this independence
will run the risk of being neither politically nor
economically viable.
21, In the preliminary list, appearing in the Special
Committee's report, of territories to which General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) applies, there are
no less than twelve to fifteen of these cases. This
preliminary list includes only Trust and Non-SelfGoverning Territories. The Special Committee is now
preparing, in accordance with paragraph 8 lli) of
resolution 1810 (XVII). a supplementary list of "all territories which have not yet attained independence".
I am very much afraid that when we get to what
might be called "the bottom of the barrel" most of
these colonies are small territories.
22. In the list in annex I of the report there are
territories with 1,000 inhabitants or less who live
in .areas so small that in some cases they do not
exceed five of six square kilometres-two square
miles-but they are mentioned in this preliminary
list as colonies having their own identity. Not that
the United Nations General Assembly could not enlarge
this Hall tomorrow in order to make room for 100 new
members, nor is it a question of more flag poles
with another hundred national flags waving along the
East River, or of whether the Fifth Committee can
find the financial means of coping with a sudden
doubling of its present expenditure. My delegation IS
concern lies elsewhere; we are uneasy for a different
reason.
23. In a world progressing towards great integrations
of economies and peoples striving for unity, it seems
to me reactionary, antiquated and illogical to place
the emphasis on division, fragmentation and disintegration, political, economic, cultural or social. This
will Inevitably lead us to neo-colontalism and States
which are not economically viable will be liable to
fall anew under the selfish and pernicious influence
of the great States.
24. Our goal should continue to be-and I emphasize
this because it is important-independence for all
peoples and an end to colonies and the abuses, poverty
and shamele ss economic exploitation that go with them.
Independence should come to those peoples who do
not yet enjoy the benefits of freedom, progress and
civilization, but independence must be a starting point
towards an improvement of the living conditions of
the subject peoples. This we should not forget.
25. The United Nations, which encourages the lawful
right to independence, naturally has a responsibility
towards the future of these peoples who need more
help the weaker their economies and the less stable
their political and ins titutional traditions are. This
concern for the political and economic viability of the
younger members of the international family is not
confined to the Chilean delegation. We know that it
is shared by the other delegations and it has been
shown on more than one occasion in the meetings of
the Special Committee.
26. In my opinion the views expressed on this problem by the representative of Mali at yesterday's
plenary meeting [1266th meeting] are of great importance. Mr. Coulibaly, the Chairman of the Special
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1267th meeting - 29 November 1963
Committee, was quite right when he said that there
was more to the problem than adopting resolutions
on independence, especially in the case of the small
colonies; his recommendation that direct contact
should be maintained with representatives of the
people in those territories so that their plans for the
future might be known is a practical and appropriate
idea which has the complete support of my delegation.
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27. Nor is this a new. problem. Among the principles
which should guide Member States in determining
whether or not an obligation exists to transmit information, certain measures such as association between
States or integration of two independent States are
mentioned [resolution 1541 (XV) , annex]. Both association and integration should be adopted voluntarily;
they are covered by principles VI, VII, VIn and IX
of the annex.
28. General solutions such as these are certainly
useful and have been successfully applied on more
than one occasion. They might, however, be supplemented by other measures which have emerged from
the decolonizing efforts of the past few years.
29. Each case should be considered separately. I
assume that no one here believes in a panacea for
all future small States or would venture to propose
an absurd federation of all of them.
30. The Chilean delegation considers that it would
be useful to instruct the Special Committee to study
the application of resolution 1514 (XV) to small and
sparsely populated colonial territories, so that the
United Nations may be able to aid and advise these
territories in order that their independence may be
politically and economically viable. Practical recommendations on this study should be submitted to the
General Assembly at its nineteenth session.
31. In the course of the Special Committee's discussions during 1963, two cases arose of new countries wishing to unite or to form a federation for
their mutual benefit. One of these was the plan to
form an East African Federation of Tanganyika,
Uganda and Kenya once Keriya obtained independence,
which is to be on 12 December 1963. This decision
to federate was greeted with applause in the Special
Committee, which welcomed it as further proof of
the profound desire of Africans to work for the reunification and development of Africa. It is important
to note that none of these three countries considers
that the federation might prejudice the exercise of
its sovereignty and independence. On the contrary,
all three are trying to harmonize and weld together
two important facets of contemporary life: independence and integration.
32. Upon learning of the plan, the Chilean representative in the Spectal Committee said that
"... the Federation of Tanganyika, Uganda and
Kenya would reflect the freely expressed will of the
peoples concerned; it was consistent with the geographical infrastructure and economy, and hence to
improve the living standards of the inhabitants and
enhance their dignity." [A/5446/Rev.1, chap. VIII,
para. 159.]
The Chilean delegation wishes to congratulate Tanganyika, Uganda and Kenya once again on their action.
33. Another significant case mentioned in the report
is the future association of Gambia and Senegal, at
present under study. The reasons given by both Governments .are worthy of all consideration. In a joint
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communique dated 26 October 1962, the Governments
of Gambia and Senegal affirmed that through this
association they hoped "to make an important contribution to the stability, development and prosperity
of their two countries and to the cause of African
unity" [ibid•• chap. XI. para. 33].
34. A communique issued by Gambia on the same
day went even further in assessing the advantages
of the projected association: "... independence must
provide an effective means of leading the Gambian
people towards greater prosperity and well-being.
and ••. for economic reasons, the Gambia might find
it difficult to sustain this objective as an isolated
sovereign independent State" [ibid.. para. 34]. I emphasize the word "isolated".
35. In order to put these sound ideas into effect,
Gambia has requested and obtained from the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations a team of cons titutlonal,
economic and fiscal experts to advise the Government in determining the form its future relations
with Senegal will take. These studies should not, of
course, be a pretext for postponing the date of absolute
independence for Gambia, as had been alleged. Talks
on association can continue perfectly well alter the
date of independence.
36. It should be stressed that any decision designed
to make independence more viable must be voluntary;
that is to say, it must be taken by the new State in
full exercise of its sovereignty and independence.
The United Nations could begin the necessary studies
and counselling even before those rights are fully
exercised.
37. If, in the case of Tanganyika, Uganda and Kenya,
and of Senegal and Gambia, countries that between
them cover thousands of square miles and have several
million inhabitants, it has been thought advisable
to consider and adopt union and close economic and
political co-operation as solutions, there is all the
more reason for recommending this idea in future
cases where the territory is small and the population
sparse.
38. To promote the independence of colonies and then
ignore the future of their peoples is as easy as it is
irresponsible. The enthusiasm with which the birth
of new States is greeted should not make us forget
the sacred United Nations mission of decolonization,
which will not cease with the last celebrations of the
first day of independence.
39. Of all the missions of this international body,
none seems to me more worthy of esteem or more
significant than that of liberating peoples. Let us
make sure that the independence granted will be true
independence and that it will fully satisfy one of the
noblest desires of the human heart: freedom-not
freedom in poverty and uncertainty in a world of superStates increasingly fraught with danger for small
terri tor-ies , but true freedom and true independence
which are reflected in progress, in the raising of
the level of ltving and in the dignity of the human
person.
40. The Chilean delegation trusts that at this eighteenth session the General Assembly will adopt since
practical measure for promoting the independence
and ensuring the economic and social viability of
the small colonial territories.
41. Mr. COOMARASWAMY (Ceylon): My delegation
takes the floor today to make a statement on an
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item which represents, perhaps, the most important
achievement of the United Nations during the eighteen
years of its history: the subject of the liberation of
peoples from colonialism.
42. At the commencement of the twentieth century,
the twin ideas of colonialism and racial superiority
were at their highest peak. Notorious imperialists
thought in terms of the civilizing mission of the
white people vis-a-vis the black, yellow and brown
people in Asia, Africa and other under-developed
continents. They equated the right of the white people
to govern the other races to a divine right, and assumed
that the latter were privileged to be governed by such
superior masters. The white people were "civilized".
while all the others were uncivilized.
43. Even today there are certain nations which think
that they have a civilizing mission in places like
Africa, and pretend that it is in the interests of the
people of these areas that they should continue to be
ruled by their white masters. The most outstanding
example is, of course, Portugal. But there are other
Powers which entertain similar ideas in respect of
certain territories, though in smaller measure.
44. Notwithstanding such freakish deviations from
the trend of modern thinking on this subject, the
inevitable trend of history since the turn of the present
century has been in the opposite direction. Both the
Covenant of the League of Nations and the Charter
of the United Nations have stressed the right of all
peoples to self-determination, and have sought to sever
the ugly yoke of colonialism and the human bondage
end attendant miseries that this concept has always
implied.
.
45. In this connexion, my delegation would like to
point out that "civilization" is not a concept that is
the special privilege of certain nations, even though
article 38 of the Statute of the International Court
of Justice speaks of "civilized nations". The concept
of "civilization" is a relative term and depends on
the standards applied to it and the patterns of behaviour
of each people. A country like mine, whose civilization dates back to about 2,500 years, and which can
point with pride to ancient sculpture and irrigation
works which compare favourably with modern achievements, has a right to ques tion this invidious distinction.
46. Although certain Powers had colonies from the
sixteenth century; it was only toward the last century
that colonialism assumed a new economic and strategic
importance by reason of the industrial revolution,
which resulted in industrialism. of the modern type
and financial capitalism looking for pastures new in
their quest for raw materials, markets for finished
products and investment opportunities, The "scramble
for Africa" and the extension of colonial tentacles
over the vast and frUitful areas of Africa, Asia, the
Pacific and Central America were logical, though
not desirable, consequences of this vast interaction
of industrial, capitalistic and imperialistic forces.
Contemporary colonialism is aphenom.enonofWestern
civilization in the age of private capitalism, bourgeois
individualism, unplanned economy, parliamentary democracy and demagogic politics. It was due to a
subtle interplay of motives.
47. But, as a mask to the true purposes underlying the
desire for colonies, some colonial Powers proclaimed
their "main objective" as the spreading of Western civilization. It is ironic that some of the countries which
they set out to "civilit:e" in this manner were countries

which could boast of ancient cultures and proud civilizations several thousands of years older than these new
civilizations, which were even in their barbaric stages
of development at the time these ancient civilizations
were in an advanced state of progress, although in later
years some of them had suffered a decline.
48. In some of these countries, the colonizing Powers
deliberately set the clock of progress backinorder to
continue to retain these fertile fields of international
exploitation as long as possible. One justification that
has been put forward for continuing the colonial yoke in
some countries is that the peoples of these territories
are incapable of governing themselves and, therefore,it
is to their benefit to be subj ect to "advanced nations".
But this only emphasizes the principle of a sacred trust,
and, when the colonial Power fails to make such people
capable of governing themselves and to place the interests of the inhabitants as the paramount consideration,
jus tifies the forfeiture of all claims to the continuance of
power. It also entitles the World Organization to take
over the administration of such territories from such
Powers. The General Assembly, in resolution 1514
(XV), has rejected such excuses for postponement of
self-government.
49. The sacred trust principle was first formulated
in broad terms in order to justify the rule of subject
peoples, generally coloured races, by alien white
nations. In an attempt to seek moral justifications
for this unnatural phenomenon, whereby millions of
people were deprived of their inalienable right to
govern themselves, without any voluntary surrender
on their part, it was stated that the ruling Powers
were bound by this trust to govern backward peoples,
who were incapable of governing themselves, for the
benefit of these peoples. In other words, the ruling
Powers were saving those people from themselves.
50. This explanation, however, made it absolutely
necessary that the well-being of the inhabitants was
the paramount consideration, and exploitation of the
territories was a breach of the sacred trust. How
few of the administering Powers can even pretend
that they fulfilled this trust before the United Nations
was founded? How many of them continue to exploit
the peoples of Non-Self-Governing Territories wholly
or mainly for their ownbenefit. and generally ignore the
benefit of the peoples of those territories, even after
the United Nations came into existence? Do not some
of them exert economic pressure for their ownbenefit
on some of the ex-colonies, which have achieved
political, but not economic, independence, and thereby
achieve their own political and economic purposes
in those Territories? We witness such pressures even
in the corridors of the United Nations.
51, Article 73 of the Charter now makes it clear
that adininistration is of a temporary nature, with
self-government as the ultimate aim. It also emphasizes that every administering Power is accountable
to the international community. Today, the sacred
trust principle implies the ultimate devolution of
absolute power on the inhabitants of all-I emphasize
the word "all"-Non-Self-Governing Territories. In
the forties. the United States, under President Franklin
D. Roosevelt, strongly felt the need to put an end to
colonialism. To President Roosevelt, self-determination was part of the Atlantic Charter. He saw
"a palpable surge toward independence", and he
advocated "some form of international trusteeship"
until the territories were ready for independence
within the foreseeable future.
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52. Many of these territories also have the problem
of non-indigenous minorities, which often have the
power of government by reason of their close affinity
with the metropolitan Power. They generally occupy
a much higher economic, social and political level
than the indigenous inhabitants. Southern Rhodesia
and the Portuguese Territories of Angola and Mozambique are classic examples. Legislation and practice
have given such persons a local habitation and a name.
53. In 1946, by resolution 66 (I), seventy-four territories were enumerated as Non-Self-Governing Territories by eight Administering Members. The United
Kingdom listed forty-three territories, and France
had sixteen. These seventy-four territories had a total
population of 215 million. At that time, there were
only four independent States in Africa, and twentyfive territories were listed. Now there are only about
forty territories out of those seventy-four which are
still not independent, with a population of about
50 million; and there are today thirty-two independent
African States in the United Nations. This would show
the magnitude of the success of the United Nations
in this field.
54. The year 1960 was a year of achievement for
our Organization. In that year, on a proposal made
my Mr. Nikita Khrushchev, Chairman of the Council
of Ministers of the USSR, on 23 September 1960, this
Assembly adopted resolution 1514 (XV), containing
the famous Declaration on the granting of indepeudenc e
to colonial countries and peoples. In the words of our
Secretary-General, this Declaration is regarded as
"a landmark in the efforts of the United Nations towards the realization of the high principles and objectives of the Charter".
55. The implementation of this Declaration was entrusted to a special Committee of seventeen members
by a resolution 1654 (XVI), and the composition of
the Committee was enlarged to twenty-four members
by resolution 1810 (XVII).
56. The Special Committee has, in annex I to its
report, listed sixty-four territories to which the
Declaration applies. This lis t will be supplemented
next year. The Special Committee has considered
already twenty-six of the territories, which cover
an area of about 2.4 million square miles and have a
population of about 37 million. The remaining territories cover only about 200,000 square miles and
have a population of only about 8 million. Our grateful
thanks are due to the Special Committee for the very
efficient and effective manner in which it has carrfed
out the tasks assigned to it by the General Assembly.
It is apposite to note here what the Special Committee
has pointed out: that it is in Africa that the largest
number of people are still living under colonial
r~gimes, that the largest colonial territories still
exist, and that some of the most difficult colonial
problems are encountered. The reason behind this
phenomenon is the continuing desire of certain powerful
nations to continue their economic exploitation of that
unfortunate continent.
57. But the impact of organized African-Asian nationalism has been felt in the United Nations with
considerable effect in regard to the implementation
of the Declaration in Article 73 of the Charter and
the Declaration in resolution 1514 (XV). Before the
last war, Western culture and political influence
played a very important role in African and Asian
countries. But with the emergence shortly after the
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war of new independent nations, such as India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon , and new Influeno e s ,
as in Egypt, there was a new awakening of subject
peoples and the clarion call for independence sounded
forth in those two great continents.

58. This resurgence of nationalism was due to many
factors, such as, first, the fac t that some of the larger
nations that attained independence; secondly, that the
people of dependent territories had been called upon
to assist in the war effort and they now claimed
their just reward; thirdly, that the revolt of colonialis 111
was inevitable in the context of national pride and
national sentiment; and finally, the colonial people
made a just demand for afuller share of the amenities
of life, especially when they were the fruits of natural
resources that were to be found in the colonial Tel'ritories and were being exploited principally for the
benefit of their colonial masters,
59. Fifty States signed the Charter of the United
Nations. Twelve were Asian or African States. Since
then, up to the beginning of the present session,
sixty-one States have become Members of the Organization, of which forty-four are African-Asian States.
The African-Asian states will stand by their brethren
under colonial domination in Africa, Asia and other
parts of the world in all questions relating to their
economic, social and political advancement and the
achievement of self-government. We are grateful to
the socialist bloc and the Latin American group of
States for their valuable and welcome support in this
respect. The African-Asian countries loole upon the
west with suspicion, not only because of their recent
experiences as colonial peoples, but also because of
the heroic struggles that they have to put up in order
to achieve their independence. Such futile resistance
by colonial Powers to the just aspirations of these
peoples can only result in bitterness and contempt
for their erstwhile masters, and drive them, in spite
of their desire to be non-aligned, away from all
sympathy for the Western Powers.
60. The delegation of Ceylon will never hesitate to
give its whole-hearted and spontaneous co-operation
to the peoples of every non-self-governing terri tory
in their fight for self-government. My delegation is
convinced that there are many more peoples who
s till have to be liberated from the evils of colonialism.
As the Parliamentary secretary of my country,
Mr. Felix Dias-Bandaranaike, stated on 27 September 1961:
"Recently we have often heard expressed the
theory that colonialism has ceased to be a real
problem as more and more dependent territories
have advanced to the stage of independence.
It • • • However', the theory that, because the percentage of people living under colonialism has continued
to shrink, colonialism is no longer a real problem,
is simply not true ..• Indeed, it has a knack of
taking new shapes and forms in the face of evolving
reanttes;" [1017th meeting, paras. 175 and 176.]

61, A large majority of the territories dealt with in
the report of the Special Committee are administered by
the United Kingdom. Although my delegation cannot
agree with the policies of the United Kingdom in some
of these territories for the speedy termination of
colonial administration and the achievement by those
territories of sell-government, my delegation would
pay a tribute to the United Kingdom, which gave
Ceylon its independence without a shot -being fired,
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for its enlightened attitude generally on colonialism.
By yielding graciously to demands for independence
in the last two decades, the United Kingdom has
succeeded in retaining in the Commonwealth the
former colonies. We note from the letter of the
United Kingdom dated 10 September 1963, in annex
Il of the report [A/5446/Rev.1], that dates for independence have been set for certain territories, such
as Kenya, Zanzibar, Singapore and Malta, within
the next few months.
62. It is, therefore, a matter of regret to my delegation that according to the report of the Special Committee there are eel' tain very unsatisfactory features
about the policies of the United Kingdom in respec L
of some of the territories dealt with in the report.
63. In the view of my delegacion , the most unsatisfactory aspect of the report is the attitude of the United
Kingdom to the proposal by the Special Committee
to send visiting missions to British Guiana and Aden.
In both cases, the UnitedKingdomGovernmentrefused
to co-operate with the Committee and objected to such
visits, and the Sub-Committee had to be content with
visiting territories in the neighbourhood of Aden and
hearing the two major political leaders from British
Guiana in New York.
64. According to the report [A/5446/Rev.1, chapter X], on the question of the visit to British Guiana,
the United Kingdom representative stated that the
United Kingdom Government could not share its responsibilities with the United Nations and it could not,
therefore, authorize the visit and that the Prime
Minister of British Guiana, Dr. Cheddi Jagan, had
no competence to authorize such a visit. He added
that such visits would amount to interference in the
Admini stration.
65. In the view of my delegation, such an attitude
is not only a step backward, but also displays a contempt for the authority of the GeneralAssemblywhich
is not in keeping with present developments, even
though it may have been countenanced ten years ago.
As early as in 1950, the Government of Denmark
permitted a mission to visit Greenland. In 1954, by
resolution 850 l(IX), the General Assembly considered
that, in order to evaluate as fully as possible the
opinion of the population of a non-self-governing territory as to the status or change in status which they
desire, a mission, if the Assembly deems it desirable ,
should, in agreement with the Administering Member.
visit the territory before or during the time when the
population is called upon to decide on its future status
or change in status. In resolution 1654 (XVI), the
General Assembly authorized the Special Committee
to meet elsewhere than at United Nations Headquarters,
whenever and wherever such meetings maybe required
for the effective discharge of its functions, in consultation with the appropriate au tnorrties, and invited
the authorities concerned to afford the Committee
their fullest co-operation in carrying out its tasks.
This invitation was repeated in resolution 1810 (XVII).
66. My delegation submits that at a time when colonial
Powers are singing their swansong everywhere such
arguments and attitudes are completely misguided
and inoorrect. My delegation fails to see how such a
visit to ascertain the views of peoples as to their
future can be interference in internal affairs or can
amount to a sharing of responsibility. The responsibility of the United Nations under Article 73 of the
Charter and resolution 1514 (XV) is quite distinct

from the responsibility of the Administering Member.
A visit of this nature is one of the most effective
means of carrying out the tasks of the Committee,
as pointed out in its report. Dr. Jagan pointed out that a
visit would have helped the Committee and the SubCommittee to understand the situation more clearly.
67. If the attitude of the United Kingdom Government
to the proposed visit to British Guiana by the SubCommittee was bad, its attitude to a similar request
in respect of Aden was even worse. In this matter,
the Special Committee had on 3 May 1963, adopted
a resolution in which, inter alia, it decided to send
to the territories a Sub-Committee to be nominated
by the Chairman, and expressed the hope that the
administering Power would fully co-operate with the
Sub-Committee. This was the first decision of its
kind by the Special Committee. The United Kingdom
Government declined to reconsider its position.
68. But it went further and committed an act, which
in the view of my delegation is unworthy of a Power,
which is itself a member of the Special Committee, and
which was an act of gross disrespect towards the Special
Committee directly and to the entire United Nations Organization, indirectly. I refer to the letter dated 23 May
1963 [A/5446/Rev.1, chapter V, annex IT], in which the
Controller of Immigration at Aden informed all arrlines and shipping that should any of the five members of the Sub-Committee named in the letter arrive
in Aden State, they would not be permitted to land.
My delegation shares the regret of the Sub-Committee
that such action was taken by a permanent member,
which is also a member of the Special Committee,
against the members of an officially constituted body
of the United Nations and representatives of Member
States, especially when such action amounts to suspicion of the good faith of those Members.
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69. Acts of this nature can shake the confidence of
other delegations in the good faith of the United Kingdom Government and alienate their sympathy towards
it. Such reluctance on its part to permit visits to these
territories can also justify the thought that the United
Kingdom Government desires to, conceal from the
rest of the world the true state of affairs in the territories of British Guiana and Aden, because the truth
will not be palatable or suitable to its own purposes.
My delegation hopes that the United Kingdom Government will at least in the future not persist in this
unreasonable attitude and will permit, and co-operate
with, visiting missions by the Special Committee.
70. My delegation will at this stage deal shortly with
the findings of the Special Committee on certain specific territories. British Guiana is a territory in respec t of which the Special Committee approved the report of its Sub-Committee [A/5.446/Rev.l, chapter X].
The recommendations of the SUb-Committee are found
in paragraphs 62 to 65 of its report. It recognizee
that independence should be achieved as soon as possible and that a team of constitutional experts should
be sent to British Guiana to formulate recommendations for a constitution acceptable to all parties
concerned.
71. My delegation feels that the UnitedKingdomGovernment is not justified in taking the view that the
grant of independence can be delayed until the two
major political parties have settled their differences
as to the basis for the new constitution. That is not
an essential prerequisite. It appears to be a convenient
expedient that was used in my country also for about
five years before we achieved our independence not-

1;1.,

1267th meeting withstanding Our differences. Nor can my delegation
approve of the imposition of a settlement by the United
Kingdom Government on the people of British Guiana,
as proposed by Mr. Sandys on 6 November 1962. The
obstacle is not insurmountabl'e and can be overcome
if there is genuine co-operation by the United Kingdom with the Special Committee and the United Nations
in this matter.

.

......

72. There is one other unsatisfactory feature in respect of this territory. In 1953, the People's Progressive Party, led by Mr. Jagan and Mr. Burnham was
successful at the general elections. The 1953 Constitution was thereafter suspended under armed supervision and the Robertson Commisston L' in 1954 reported that the suspension was justified and that the
People's Progressive Party was under communist
domination. The bogy of communism appears to be
another convenient excuse. Mr. Jagan is not Prime
Minister and Mr. Burnham is the opposition leader.
Mr. Jagan addressed the African-Asian Group a few
weeks ago and told us that the charge of communism
against him is being made once more. He told us
that he is no communist. It appears to my delegation
that progressive socialists are labelled as communists
in order to delay independence for their territories •
In any event, it is for the people of the territories
and not for the administering Power or for any foreign
Power to decide whether a country should have a
communist, a socialist or a conservative government.
73. Mr. Jagan has pointed out that the administering
Power has used every technique and device to destroy
the independence movement in British Guiana and
had used the divisions, which it had created, as an
excuse for delaying independence. My delegation
regrets to find that "the divide and rule" pol,iCY,is
not yet a thing of the dim past and hopes that It WIll
be such a feature very soon. My delegation shares
the view of the Sub-Committee that the United Nations
should do all in its power to assist the leaders of
British Guiana to foster a climate of harmony and
unity in which the territory could speedily accede to
independence.
74. My delegation will deal next with the Territo.ry
of Aden. The Special Committee adopted a resolution
on 3 May 1963. This resolution has not been implemented OWing to the non-co-operation of the ~overn
ment of the United Kingdom. The Sub-CommIttee on
Aden has found that action by the United Nations is
urgently necessary and that the population should be
consulted before the grant of independence on a very
much broader basis than. in the past, and with all
necessary safeguards. Its recomme.ndations in,paragraph 176 of its report are preClse, un.ambIguous
and capable of implementation. The resolutlOn. adopted
by the Special Committee on 19 July 1963 m paragraph 478 of the report [A(5446/Rev.1, chapter .y]
ought to be adopted by the General Assembly as ItS
own resolution, with necessary modifications. and
the United Kingdom Government ought to be. called
upon to implement the resolution, which is an emmen.tly
fair and reasonable one, and calls for consultation
with the people of Aden on the basis of universal adult
suffrage.
75. My delegation has carefully considere,d the position of the United Kingdom representative m the Committee as stated in paragraphs 162 to 179 of chapter V
of the' report. It is clear from this statement that
!J
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the United Kingdom Government has conceded the
right of the peoples of Aden to independence, but has
pleaded the disunity prevailing there and other difficul-,
ties as excuses for the postponement of self-determination of those peoples. My delegation, therefore,
suggests that the best way in which these difficulties
can be overcome by the Administering Member, which
in this instance appears to be an interested party,
is to solicit the support and seek the co-operauon,
of the United Nations, instead of obstructing the work
of the Special Committees of the Organization by nonco-operation and even positive acts of contempt and
disregard of its authority, such as the letter written
to the airlines and shipping companies, to which I
have referred earlier.

I

76. The Special Committee has also adopted resolu-,
tions relating to Malta, Fiji, Northern Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland
and Gambia. My delegation will give its full support
to any draft resolution placed before the General
Assembly regarding these territories and hopes
that the administering Powers will implement the
resolutions of the Special Committee and of the General
Assembly. My delegation would draw special attention
to. operative paragraph 2 of the resolution of the
Special Committee on Basutoland, Bechuanaland and
Swaziland [A/5446/Rev.1, Chapter IX, para.t I 3], where
the administering Power has been again requested
to take immediate steps to return to the indigenous
inhabitants all the land taken from them, whatever
the form or pretext for such alienation. This is a
repetition of operative paragraph 5 of the resolution
adopted by the Special Committee last year. In this
connexion, my delegation is reminded of how, in the
last century, the lands of the poor peasants in the
hill country and other parts of my country were taken
over under the iniquitous provisions of a Statute
called the Waste Lands Ordinance without any compensation and vested in British compani~s and individuals for tea and rubber estates. It 113 only now
that we have to compensate foreign vested interests
for these very lands and other assets, according to
the law of "the civilized nations". It was the same
law which deprived them of their lands about one
hundred years ago.
77. There is one other matter of some importance
that my delegation would refer to at this stage. A study
of annex I of the report of the Special Committee,
[A/5446/Rev.l] would sho~ that th~re are a ~umber
of territories in the preliminary list of ter-rdtor-ies
to which the Declaration in resolution 1514 (XV) applies
which, either by reason of their size or their population or both, may not be able to stand alone if they
become independent or attain self-gove~nment by the
logical operation of Article 73 and resolution 1514 (XV).
My delegation would therefore suggest that in any
draft resolution that may be proposed on this item
there should be an invitation to the Special Committee
to study particularly the implementation of Gen~ral
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) and the resolutlOns
that followed from it, with regard to small colonial
territories which are sparsely populated•. and the
assistance that the United Nations could provide them
so that their independence might be politically and
economically viable, and to present to the General
Assembly at the next session, concrete recommendations on that study. My delegation feels that if this
is not done, such territories might find themselves
in great difficulties politically and economically after
attaining independence or self-government. In this

j
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respect, my delegation supports the suggestion by the
delegation of Chile made today.
78. My delegation has finished its comments on the
report of the Special Committee. My delegation also
suggests that in order to prevent duplication of functions, all work previously done by other bodies, such
as the Committee on Information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories, should be entrusted to the
Special Committee, which can become the only Committee for all the purposes of Chapter XI of the Charter
and :resolution 1514 (XV). This is the suggestion of
the Secretary-General in the introduction to his annual
r-eport to the seventeenth session. Y
79. The speedy and total abolition of colonialism in
all its forms, in spite of obsolete and technical arguments of competence raised by certain colonial
Powers, would not only remove a. major obstacle to the
maintenance of peace, but would also contribute to
the realtz ation of the principles of equality and selfdetermination enshrined in the Chapter. There is no
doubt that the United Nations Organization, in its
eighteen years. has given confidence and hope to
dependent peoples in their struggle for self-determination. But much remains to be done, for all people
should be free, and there should be only free people
politically and economically, before our tasks are
done. In the words of Clarence Day in This Simian
World)! "Our telescopes may some day disclose to
us the hills of Arcturus, but how will that help us if
we cannot find the soul of the Worlcl? 11 How can we
find the soul of the world, when administering Powers,
notwithstanding operative paragraph 5 of resolution
1810 (XVII) I continue to take armedactionandrepressive measures against peoples who have not yet
attained independence, particularly against the political activities of their rtghtfu; leaders?
80. I would conclude by quoting a statement of the late
President Kennedy, when he addressed this Assembly
on 20 September 1963:
"The United Nations cannot survive as a static
Organization. Its obligations are increasing as well
as its size. Its Charter must be changed as well as
its customs. The authors of that Charter did not
intend that it be frozen in perpetuity. The science
of weapons and war has made us all, far more than
eighteen years ago in San Francisco. one world and
one human race with one common destiny." [1209th
meeting, para. 74.]
81. It was thoughts such as these that made the late
President Kennedy a statesman of very high quality
and wide vision and that now make us feel that his
tragic death is a loss to all the peoples of the world,
trrespecttve of race, colour or creed, and to international peace. The bodies of men may perish and
decay, but their memory will continue to live and to
inspire. Let us hope that his successors will continue
to follow his noble and high ideals in the interests of
the world ill general and colonial territories in particular, since, in the view of my delegation, the United
States has the power and the duty to influence the
r emaining colonial Powers that continue to take an
intransigent attitude. This is the least that we can
expect from a country which produced such greatmen
as Abraham Lincoln and John F. Kennedy ,
'lj See OWoial Records of the General Assembl¥, Seventeenth Session,
Supplelllent No. lA, document A/5201/ Add.L, section Vll,
11 Clarence Day, Jr•• This Simian World, New York, Alfred A. Knopf,
1920, p, 93.

--------
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82. Mr. AZIMOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
(translated from Russian): Three years have passed
since the adoption in this hall of the Declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)]. We are proud of
the fact that this historical document was adopted on
the initiative of the Soviet Government and its leader
N. S. Khrushchev.e/
83. The ideas behind the great October Revolution
were ideas of peace, happiness, brotherhood and
equality on earth, The Soviet people, who through
their heroic struggle and selfless toil, have striven
to build a humanitarian socialist society, are actively
participating in the efforts to eliminate for ever from
the face of the earth evil, subjugation and the exploitation of man by man. The objectives of the country
of the October Revolution, the policies and ideology
of the Soviet State, are basically incompatible with
colonialism, tyranny and the subjugation of peoples.
84. The Soviet Union, faithful to this policy of peace
and of support for the struggle of subjugated peoples
for national independence, which was proclaimed by
the great founder of the Soviet State, V. 1. Lenin, has
always defended and will continue to defend the just
cause of the liberation of all colonial peoples from
foreign domination, the complete elimination of the
colonial system and full freedom and independence
for all peoples.
85. The Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples was welcomed and
approved by the overwhelming majority of States Members of the United Nations. Only a small group of
colonial Powers abstained in the vote on this Declaration. That was a great victory for freedom-loving
and peace-loving peoples and was particularly significant for those continents where the shameful colonial system still exists in a number of regions.
86. By adopting the Declaration, the United Nations
recognized as lawful and just the struggle of the subjugated peoples for independence and as unlawful and
criminal the activities aimed at suppressing this
movement. The Declaration has been a genuine source
of moral support by the United Nations for the struggle
of colonial peoples, and it has already borne fruit.
It has given the struggle for the liberation of peoples
new vigour and created additional conditions favourable
to their victory.
87. However, not all peoples have as yet freed themselves from colonial slavery. Territories with a total
population of more than 50 million are still under
the yoke of the colonialists. The people of Angola,
Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea and other Territories
of the African continent are suffering under Portuguese
oppression. The Spanish colonies continue to share
the fate of their Angolan brothers, Certain countries
of Asia are still controlled by the United Kingdom,
Portugal and Australia, either by means of direct
colonial domination or in the form of a Protectorate
or trusteeship, The people of these Territories are
waging a herioc struggle for freedom and independence.
Kenya, Zanzibar, Nyasaland, Northern Rhodesia and
Malta are on the threshold of independence, The
people of the Spanish colonies are fighting against
arbitrary police action and fascist terror. The people of Southern Rhodesia are struggling for their.
iJ

Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifteenth Session,
agenda item 87, documents A/450l and A/'4502.
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1267th meeting - 29 November 1963
independence, and the people of Basutoland, Swaziland
and Bechuanaland are now taking up the fight. The
people of British Guiana, Oman, Aden and other
United Kingdom colonies are demanding their freedom and independence. For several years the people of Viet-Nam have been heroically defending their
right to a peaceful life and independent development.
88. Colonialism is not laying down its arms. It is
organizing counter-attacks, regrouping its forces and
trying to consolidate its position in various regions,
and where possible. it is launching counter-offensives
in various sectors of the anti-colonial front. One of
these sectors is southern Africa. It is in this light
that the international political implications of the
events in the Congo and in the region south of that
country must be viewed. These events reflect the
intention of the entire colonial bloc to erect a protective bulwark along the immediate approaches to the
colonies in southern Africa, to set up a kind of "sanitary cordon ft and to oppose the will of the peace-loving
States of the world.
89. The ground is slipping away beneath the feet of
the Portuguese colonialists. With fire and sword they
are marching through the regions which have gone
over to the patriotic movement. They do not hesitate
to use the most barbaric methods of reprisal. Women,
children and old men are shot and killed by the brutal
oppressors; cattle and crops are destroyed, and villages are burned.
90, The peoples of the colonies are deprfved of
their political and social rights. In the Portuguese
and Spanish colonies, forced labour and slavery still
exist. The African population in South Africa, South
West Africa and Southern Rhodesia is SUbjected to brutal humiliation and shameless racial discrimination.
91. How can it be that in our century-the century
of atomic energy and the conquest of outer spacesuch monstrous crimes are still being committed on
this earth? The only possible answer is the selfish
greed of a small but powerful group of monopolists
who are seeking to obtain the maximum amount of
profits.
92. In the Fourth Committee, the Soviet delegation
has already presented data on the operations of the
monopolists in Africa.
93. According to information published in the Financial Times of London, the annual profits derived from
foreign investments by twenty-one British oil companies amounts to £438 million, which exceeds the
total profits of 456 British companies operating in
the engineering, ship-building and metallurgicalfields
in the United Kingdom.
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rounded up concessions in the countries of the Persian
Gulf, derive profits of $5 to $6 a ton from the sale of
crude oil alone in the ports of shipment and this represents a profit of 500 per cent. since the local cost
of the oil is not more that $1 a ton. In the past thirteen
years-from 1950 to 1962-oil production alone in six
of the major oil-exporting countries-Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrein and Qatar-has earned
the Western oil companies a net profit of approximately $12.000 million.
96. In this connexion we cannot help recalling the
following words of Karl Marx the great founder of
communism:
"Give 10 per cent and capital is agreeable to any
investment; 20 per cent and it becomes quite enthusiastic; at 50 per cent it is quite ready to break its
neck; at 100 per cent it tramples underfoot every
human law; at 300 per cent there is no crime that
it would not risk committing even if threatened with
the gallows ft •
97. The profits that flow into the coffers ofthe United
States, the United Kingdom, West Germany, Belgium
and other Western countrtes derive not only from
tnvestments.
,,0-

98. Imperialism extensively exploits in its own inter- /'
e sts the system of the unequal international division
of labour that it has established in the capitalist world.
Raw materials and food-stuffs 'account for approximately 80 per cent of the exports of the countrie s of
Africa, the Near East and Latin America. In the world
capitalist market the international monopolies create
highly unfavourable trading conditions for the less
developed countries. While the prices of the manufactured goods and products sold by the developed
capitalist countries to the developing countrtes and
colonies continue to rise, the prices for the export
products of the latter group of countries steadily
decline.
99. As a result of this policy. enormous profits are
being bumped out of Africa and other parts of the
world. According to the caloulations of economists,
the revenue derived from Africa by the United Kingdom and other industrially developed countries as a
result of this price discrepancy is estimated at t.170
million to £.200 million. This amounts to one fourth of
the national income of the African countries. For the
single year of 1961 this unequal trade gave the West
German monopolists, for example, an additional profit
of 1,500 million marks.

94. Unilever, the huge United Kingdom-Netherlands
Company, has for decades been one of the monopolist
organizations engaged in West African trade. The
United Africa Company, a subsidiary of Unilever, pays
wages of six to nineteen shillings a week at its factories
and concessions, while deriving an average weekly
profit per worker of £4. 6s. According to the French
newspaper France Observateu.r of 23 February 1963,
the annual profit rate of foreign companies operating
in the Portuguese colonies varies between 20 and 45
per cent.

100. In its issue of 10 January 1961. the influential
Swiss newspaper Neue Zuercher zeittlllfc' published
some very interesting facts. It reported, or example,
that in 1958 the value of raw materials exported by
the less developed countries amounted to approximately $25,000 million. However, as prices for the
same year dropped by 20 per cent, those countries
suffered a loss of $5.000 million. The paper pointed
out further that as a result of a decline or wide fluctuation in the prices of raw material on the world
market the less developed countries are suffering
losses which cannot be offset even by economic
assistance.

95. Even greater profits are obtained by foreign
monopolies operating in the Near and Middle East.
The oil monopolies of the United States, the United
Kingdom, France and the Netherlands, which have

101, Western propaganda widely publicizes the socalled economic "assistance" provided to the less
developed countries and colonies as though it were a
great benefit to the peoples of Asia, Africa, Latin
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America and Oceania, However, the facts completely
disprove these claims by the apologists for colonialism. Figures are sometimes more eloquent than words.
To cite an example, up to 1960, the African countries
had received $936 million in "assistance" from the
United States of America. At first glance, this seems
to be a considerable amount of money. As a matter
of fact, however, the United States monopolies have
taken from Africa over $1,500 million in profits from
investments alone. The grants received by the Arab
countries from 1945 to 1956 amounted to only about
half the profit of $300 million which the Aramco oil
company obtained in a single year.
102. The President of Ghana, Mr. Kwame Nkrumah,
speaking at the Conference of Independent African
States9/ at Addis Ababa, said that the African continent
is perhaps the richest continent in the world but that
all of this wealth is being sent to western Europe
and across the ocean. Fifty-two per cent of the gold
in Fort Knox-where the United States stores its gold
reserves-has come from Africa. African gold, diamonds, uranium, copper, platinum, titanium and other
mineral wealth flow from Africa in a broad system
which irrigates the entire economic system of the West.
103. The Western countries are constantly seeking
new ways to perpetuate the policy of obtaining maximum
profits in the countries of Asia, Africa, LatinAmerica
and Oceania, Of particular danger to the newer States
in this connexion is the policy of the major Western
Powers, which are trying to maintain their positions
in the economically less developed countries. Many
examples can be given to show how they are trying
to keep the less developed countries in a permanent
state of economic dependence and to force them to
accept the role of agrarian appendages providing raw
materials to the highly developed capitalist countries.
The monopolistic circles understand full well that
industrialization is the basis for the independent
development of the less developed countries and the
strengthening of their independence. Thus, the socalled "assistance~ of the Western countries to the
developing countries is aimed, not at developing and
strengthening the basic sectors of their economies,
but for the most part, at satisfying consumer needs.
What is more, it is usually accompanied by various
kinds of political conditions which infringe upon the
sovereignty of those countries.
104. All this makes it possible to evaluate properly
the policy of the colonial Powers and their stubborn
resistance to the implementation of the Declaration
on tlLV granting of independence to colonial oountrtes
and peoples.
105. The rapacious exploitation of wealth and natural
resources, the cheap labour of the colonial slaves
and the looting ofthepeoples' property yield the monopolies of the NATO countries fabulous profits. For
the sake of such profits, monopolistic capital is prepared to commit any crime; it is prepared to shed
blood in order to preserve its position in the colonies
and elsewhere as well. That is why the need to eliminate the economic and social consequences of colonialism and to fight against neo-colonialism is becoming more and more imperative.
106, As has been apparent from the discussion of
colonial questions in the United Nations ever since
the adoption of the historic Declaration, this policy
§j Conference of Independent African States, 22-25 May 1963.
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of robbery and pillage has been resolutely condemned
by the overwhelming majority of Member States. It
has been condemned by all peace-loving countries
and peoples. And yet, many resolutions of the United
Natlons aimed at the speedy implementation of the
Declaration have not yet been carried out. Portugal,
South Africa, the United Kingdom and other colonial
Powers are not only continuing to flout the resolutions
of the General Assembly and the Security Council,
but are even intensifying the repressive measures
against the peoples under their domination.
107. The Government of Portugal is waging openwar
against the peoples of Angola and Portuguese Guinea.
It keeps in readiness a huge army to drown in blood
any attempts by the people of Mozambique to establish
in their country a system of government of their own
choice. The racist Government of South Africa openly
declares its annexationist pretensions with regard to
South West Africa. It also casts greedy eyes upon
Basutoland, Swaziland and Bechuanaland, The racists
of Southern Rhodesia, with the blessing of the United
Kingdom, have. allied themselves with South Africa
and Portugal in order to fight the African peoples.
This policy of the colonialtsts is aggravating matters
and creating a serious threat to peace and security not
only in that region but also throughout the world.
108. It has only become possible for Portugal, South
Africa and Southern Rhodesia to pursue such a policy
because they are receiving ever-increasing moral and
political support from the leading NATO Powers.
109. When the questions concerning the situation in
South Africa, Southern Rhodesia and the Portuguese
colonies were being discussed in the Security Council,
the representatives of the United Kingdom, France
and several other countries not only made common
cause with the Portuguese colonialists and the South
African and Southern Rhodesian racists, but also acted
in such a way as to prevent the Security Council from
taking effective measures to promote the implementation of the Declaration.
110. As we know, however, it is not merely a matter
of political support. The Member States of NATO continue to provide the Governments of Portugal, South
Africa and Southern Rhodesia with extensive economic,
financial and mili tary aid. The Governments of Salazar,
Verwoerd and Field are receiving a flood of United
States jet aircraft and napalm bombs, United Kingdom
armoured vehicles, West German small arms, and
other military equipment and supplies in defiance
of the demands of the General Assembly, and are
using them to crush the national liberation movements
in the colonies. According to the United Kingdom
newspaper, The Observer, the Portuguese soldiers
operating in Angola, Portuguese Guinea and Mozambique are sent to serve in those countries only after
receiving special military training in NATO unlts,
111. On the pretext of protecting their positions ,
the NATO countries have established military bases
all over the world. NATO's strategists have worn
thernselve s hoarse asserting that these bases are being
se t up in order to defend the so-called "free world".
They are as silent as the grave, however, about the
fact that these bases have been and are being used
against the peoples who are fighting for freedom. The
shameful role played by NATO in the struggle against
the peoples of Africa and the Middle and Near East
is well known. Everyone remembers how military
bases on the African continent, on Malta and Cyprus,
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at Bizerta, Aden, Singapore, and so on have been used
in the struggle against the peoples of Egypt. Algeria,
Lebanon, Yemen, Oman and other countries, The use
of the military bases in Angola and Mozambique to
repress the national liberation movements in those
countries and to carry provocative actions against
other African countries is vivid proof that such bases
are strongholds of colonialism and sources of danger
to peace in Africa.
112. The presence of a huge network of foreignmilitary bases in Asia, Africa and Latin America is contrary to the interests of the countries and peoples
of these continents, represents a threat to their normal independent development, andis a serious obstacle
on the road to independence for those peoples which
have not yet won their freedom.
113. Faced with the threatened downfall of their colonial policies, the colonialists are joining forces, but
the peoples who have r esclved to eliminate the shameful
systems of colonialism and neo-colonialism are also
united, Today the colonialists are like alchemists
who think that they can hold up the march of history
with the "philosophers' stone" of nee-colonialism,
114. The decisions of the Addis Ababa Conference of
African states and Governments are of tremendous
importance in the struggle against the colonial regimes.
At this Conference, the African countries and peoples
found unity in their struggle for the most rapid possible elimination of colonialism and neo-oolontalism,
The firm resolve of the independent African countries
to speed the day when the African continent is finally
rid of colonial regimes has received the support of
all freedom-loving peoples.
115. The Soviet Government welcomed the setting
up of the Organization of African Unity and the unanimous adoption of its Charter. In his message to the
Heads of African States and Governments who took
part in the Conference, the Head of the Soviet Government, Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev, wrote:
"The peoples of Africa can be assured of the support of the Soviet Government and people in the
implementation of any decisions of the Conference
designed to bring about the speedy elimination of
colonialism and to give practical help to fighters
for national independence. The struggle for the complete and final elimination of the Shameful colonial
system and the granting to all peoples of the right
to free and independent development is one of the
pillars of our international policy. The Soviet Government was not only responsible for putting before
the United Nations the draft of the historic Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples, which is the basis of the
resolution adopted by the United Nations, on the
elimination of colonialism, but has also given material support to many peoples in achieving their independence and defending it from the attacks of the
imperialists. We associate ourselves with the unanimous demand of this Conference for the cessation
of all assistance to colonialist Governments, which
may use it to suppress African national liberation
movements. As stated in the resolutions of the Conference, the time has come for the allies of the
colonial Powers to make the choice between friendship with the African States and support of the countries that are oppressing the African peoples".
116. In adopting the historic Declaration, ourOrganization has not only given moral support to the colonial
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peoples, but has also assumed a heavy responsibility
for their liberation and for bringing to its conclusion
the task of completely eliminating the colonial r~gimes•
Responsibility for watching over the implementation
of the Declaration was entrusted to the Committee of
Seventeen, or, as it now is, the Committee of TwentyFour, whose report [A/S446!Rev.1j we now have before
us.
117. The Special Committee of Twenty-Four has
done great work. We welcome the efforts of the majority of its members, headed by its Chairman, Ambassador Coulibaly, who have sincerely striven to bring
about the most rapid possible implementation of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples.
118. The duty of the United Nations is to covercorne
the resistance of the colonialist powers, to point out
concrete ways of bringing about the speedy elimination of the colonialist r(jgimes which still exist in
varrous areas of Asia, Africa, Latin America and
Oceania, and to give every kind of assistance to peoples who are carrying on the struggle for freedom
and independence.
119. We consider that 1965 must be the year of the
complete and final elimination of the colonial system
of government. In his statement during the general
debate, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the USSR,
Andrei Andreevich Gromyko. said;
"The Assembly's duty is, basing itself on the
Declaration, to draft and approve decisions directed
towards the prompt elimination of colonial regimes
in those terrttcrtes where they still persist ••. In
1965 the United Nations will celebrate its twentieth
anniversary. Its honour compels it to do everything
to ensure that by then the shameful colonial system
has completely vanished f:rom the face of the earth
and that every people, great or small, in Africa,
Asia or Latin America. is free and independent."
[1208th meeting, paras. 189 and 191.1
120. We know that the colonial Powers will put up
stiff resistance to the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
121. Nevertheless, by the time the nineteenth sessfon
opens, the Special Committee must complete the tasks
assigned to it by the General Assembly. It must examine how the Declaration is being implemented in
all colonial territories, including small ones. The
small terrttories must not be neglected because, as
more and more new countries obtain their independence, the colonialists are trying to consolidate their
position in islands and in isolated enclaves.
122. Another task of the Special Committee must be
to study how the influence of foreign monopolies in
southern Africa and in the colonial territories of the
Middle East. South-E ast Asia, Latin America and
Oceanla affects the implementation of the Declaration
on the gr antirig of Independence to colonial countries
and peoples. The Special Committee should submit a
r-eport on this matter to the General Assembly.
123. We know that an attempts by the colonialists
to hold up the process of eliminating the colonial system will meet with failure. but this does not reduce the
magnitude of the tasks before the Special Committee.
124. The General Assembly should approve the Special
Committee's activities for the past year, and should
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adopt the recommendation regarding the continuation
of the Committee's mandate made in the Committee's
report. [A/5446/Rev,l, chap. I, para. 60.]
125. Lately, we hear the words "collapse of the colonial system" wherever we go, but not everyone yet
realizes the true scale, the scope and the tremendous
consequences of this historic phenomenon. What is
involved, of course, is actually a colossal revolution
in the life of mankind. An anti-imperialist revolution
on a world scale is taking place before the very eyes
of our generation. Imperialism has proved to be no
longer capable of dictating the fate of hundreds of
millions of people and has lost its unlimited power
over enormous material resources, which can now
be made to serve the national interests of the peoples
to whom they belong.
126. Without in any way belittling what the AfricanAsian peoples have accomplished, it must be said
that the most important event of our age from the
historical point of view-the creation of the world
system of Socialism-paved the way for the successful
development of the second most important process
of our time: the disintegration of the colonial system.
127. The elimination of the political domination of
imperialism means that a whole era in the life of
the peoples of Asia and Africa has come to an end,
Never before have such vast and heartening prospects
opened up before the peoples of the former colonies
and quasi-colonies as those which are before them
today.
128. The duty of the United Nations and of everyone
of us is to contribute to the final elimination of colonialism in all its forms and manifestations, to the
abolition of war, and to the establishment of everlasting peace on earth.
129. Miss BROOKS (Liberia): In addition to having
heard your- request, Mr. President, the delegation of
Liberia has already had an opportunity to address
itself to questions relating to the territories under
Portuguese administration, Southern Rhodesia and
South West Africa. Thus, except by way of analogy,
I shall confine myself to the situation regarding the
additional territories covered by this report of the
Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples [A/
5446/Rev.1].

130. I shall commence, therefore, with the territory
of Malta, and, by way of narration, give a brief summary of the information furnished by the United Kingdom Government as the Administering Authority as
follows: that, by a Constitution which came into effect
in March 1962, Malta has become the State of Malta
with a representative Government through a Legislative Assembly of fifty members elected by universal
adult suffrage; that the Government of Malta is now
in the hands of an elected Maltese Cabinet consisting
of a Prime Minister and seven other Ministers; further, the Governor of Malta is required to act in accordance With the advice of the Cabinet, except in certain
specified circumstances; and the Government of Malta
shares in decisions regarding foreign affairs and
defence. In addition, the Government of the United
Kingdom states its willingness to grant independence
to the State of Malta.
131, This Assembly will admit that such information lends itself to commendation of the Administering

Authority. However, various members of the Special
Committee have raised pertinent questions, as will
be seen from the report, which my delegation considers to be vital to the stability of the State of Malta
as a nation. With your permission, Mr. President,
I should like to refer to two of these questions.
132. With regard to the Constitution referred to by
the United Kingdom Government, the representative
of Yugoslavia, as indicated in the report ofthe Special
Committee [A/5446/Rev.l, chapter VI, para. 64],
observed that the recommendations of the Constitutional Commission which became embodied in the
new Constitution had been rejected by the most important Maltese parties, the Labour and Nationalist parties, and that only the Progressive Constitutional
Party, a party obtaining just one seat in the recent
elections, had approved the recommendations. Further, the leader of the Nationalist Party had expressed
the view that the present Constitution does not reflect
the aspirations of the people of Malta.
133. The representative of Tunisia [ibid., para. 90l
stressed the problem of the final transfer of powers
to the genuine representatives of the Maltese people,
which he considered should take place in accordance
with General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) under
the best possible conditions. These representatives
expressed the opinion, which was shared by the majority of the members of the Committee, that the
holding of a constitutional conference with adequate
representation of the political parties was undoubtedly
the most desirable way of achieving this goal, In view
of the objections raised by the Nationalist Party,
the serious accusations of the Labour Party regarding
the electoral campaign methods, as well as the fact that
a political party such as the Progressive Constitutional
Party, after having approved the recommendation,
could not obtain more than one seat, it stands to reason that the arguments in favour of a constitutional
conference are valid.
134. Turning from the question of Malta to that of
the Fiji Islands Territory, perhaps I should mention
that suddenly the high spirits raised in me due to
the consideration that in the not too distant future
resolution 1514 (XV) would be implemented with regard
to the Maltese people, has become suppressed. The
story here is different-the story is sad indeed. Perhaps it should be recalled that the United Kingdom
colonized the Fiji Islands and its peoples in 1874;
nearly a century has elapsed since that time. But let
me summarize what the United Kingdom Government
had to say regarding this Territory: "One of the most
urgent problems is to expand the economy and social
fields". I quote again:
"Under Article 73 of the Charter, the primary
task of the Administering Power must be to promote
common cultural, social and economic purposes
throughout the Islands. Those purposes in turn would
stimulate political aspirations which would in fact
be those of the majority in both major groups involved, Those aspirations in their turn would determine the timing and the outcome of the application
of the principle of self-determination, which was
one of the purposes of the United Nations and was
confirmed in General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV)." [A/5446/Rev.l, chapter VII, para. 29.]
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135. These arguments have been carefully worded,
so much so until the most essential element is left
out: the question of independence. But what is equally
,
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serious is the apparently complacent attitude as if
the Administering Authority believes that it has, to
its advantage, another. century within which to implement its programme regarding the Fiji Islands Territory and its peoples. I observe from the report the
age-old problem of the failure of the Administering
Authority to undertake measures to remove the obstacles to integration of the Territory: administration
in a division of racial groups or communities contrary to the Charter of the United Nations.

.s

136. The Administering Authority itself acknowledges
the lack of development in the social, economic, cultural and educational fields; coupled with this is the
failure of the United Kingdom to furnish adequate
information regarding the Territory. These problems are not new to my delegation. Personally, for
nine consecutive Assembly sessions, I have had the
occasion to stress the same problems. I would ask
the United Kingdom delegation, therefore, what would
it require Members here to say which would be just
and reasonable under the circumstances. I would ask
permi.ssion of the United Kingdom delegation to give
the answer which is as follows: there is no time left
for complacency; the United Kingdom cannot suspend
the political development of the Fiji Islands peoples
on the hypothesis of the promotion of cultural, social
and economic purposes throughout the Islands. I do
not have to tell the United Kingdom delegation that
these are so interwoven with the political considerations that they cannot be separated. But, more than
this, I have to tell the United Kingdom Government
that after nearly a century of administration it is
precluded from asserting or doing anything which
will delay the independence of the Fiji Islands Territory and its peoples. For this is made clear by
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) when it states:
"Inadequacy of political, economic, social or educational preparedness should never serve as a pretext
for delaying independence. "
137. My delegation is therefore obliged to state that
the United Kingdom Government should take immediate
steps to put the following provisions into effect:
(g) To remove all obstacles to integration of the
Territory, including that of racial discrimination;
(12) To develop valid political institutions;
(Q) To speed up the social, economic and educational
advancement of the Fiji Islands peoples;

(g) To direct trends and undertake necessary measures for self-determination of these peoples, and
(~) To grant independence to the peoples of the Fiji
Islands.

138. Now, once again, my spirits are raised because
I see from the reports and have come to know that
the goal for which we labour in this Assembly regarding dependent peoples will be achieved by the peoples
of Kenya, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland and Zanzibar
in the not-too-distant future. While reaffirming the
inalienable rights of the peoples of Kenya, Nyasaland,
Northern Rhodesia and Zanzibar to independence and
wishing that no obstacles will arise to hinder this
final goal, as did the members of the Special Committee, let me in advance and on behalf of my delegation extend to them sincere congratulations for their
great struggles for freedom and towards the attainment of independence, and remembering the contributions made by the United Kingdom Government, as
the Administering Authority, and its willingness to
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conform to our day and time by conceding this right
of independence, I extend to the United Kingdom Government sincere congratulations also. 1have no doubts
that, after the independence of these peoples, they
and the United Kingdom will live together in peace
with one another as good neighbours.
139. I shall not indulge further in what seems to have
developed into an aesthetic feeling, lest it should tend
to obscure the bleakness of the situation regarding
three other African dependent Territories-that of
Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swazfland, At the preceding session of the General Assembly, the Assembly
adopted resolution 1817 (XVII), in which it invited
the admini stertng Power:
n••• immediately to suspend the present constitutional provisions and to proceed without further
delay to hold elections in the three Territories
011 the basis of direct universal adult suffrage";

and further:
n••• to abrogate the present constitutional provisions and to convene immediately a constitutional
conference with the participation of the democratically elected political leaders of the three Territories, with a view to setting, in accordance with
their wishes, the date on which each of the Territories will attain its independence";

140. From the report of the Special Committee it
is revealed as follows:
(Sl,) As to Basutoland, while a constitutional commission has been established, its report is not due
until the end of 1963, when the eighteenth session of
the Assembly would have been adjourned;
(1:1) The Swaziland constitutional conferenoe ended
without agreement; and
(Q.) As to Bechuanaland, the United Kingdom Secretary of State for the Colonies stated in April 1963
that the time had come to review the Constitution
of that Territory and to envisage greater political
advancement.

141, At this stage, however, consultations are being
held regarding the convening of such a constitutional
conference, My delegation concedes that the Administering Authority has undertaken steps towards the
implementation of the Assembly's resolution in this
respect, but there are certain circumstances which
emphasize the urgency of the matter. First, the Assembly considered that the constitutional provisions contemplated for these territories and the electoral legislation in force were discriminatory and did not meet
the wishes of the people, nor were they consistent
with the Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples. Secondly, as to
Swaziland, the new constitution has been one imposed,
rather than one agreed upon, by the representatives
of the people directly concerned. I shall not go into
a detailed discussion of the defects of this constitution. Suffice it to say that my delegation cannot concede that a dual system of voting must be imposed
upon any people. We note that in Basutoland, although
the Congress Party had won thirty-two out of forty
elected seats, the administering Power established
what is termed a coalition government of nominated
members comprised of colonial officials and tribal
chiefs. Undoubtedly, this is unacceptable to my delegation.
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AI:3 expressed by the representatives of Ethiopia
in the Special Committee [A/5446/Rev.1, chapter IX,
para. 38 J. there exists the serious situation of the High
Commission Territories being entirely encircled by
a hostile and infinitely more powerful neighbour which
practices a policy of oppression against its own
African inhabitants. That neighbour is the Republic
of South Africa, with its policy of apartheid resulting
in the flow of refugees to the High Commission Territories. As was further observed by the representative
of Ethiopia, we cannot take lightly the warning of the
South African Government to the United Kingdom
Government of what it terms "retaliation". It is not
without great concern that my delegation views the
act of the United Kingdom Government in returning
African nationalist refugees to South Africa when it
knew, or should have known, that such refugees would
be doomed to the fate of death under the laws of the
South African Government. My delegation views with
no less concern the fact that one who administers
these territories must reside in South Africa. We
know that the desire of the Government of South Africa
is to annex the High Commission Territories. My
delegation would therefore call upon the United Kingdom Government to become resolute in its decision
that South Africa shall not annex these Territories.
142.

143. I should like now, Mr. President, to draw your
attention and the attention of this Assembly to some
of the acts which have been considered crimes in
Basutoland by the Administering Authority, acts for
which indigenous people have been arrested and thrown
into gaol,
144. Thirty youths were arrested and thrown into
prison for, allegedly, singing national songs which
were abhorred by the young European police. They
were detained in prison for eight months, then prosecuted and sentenced to short-term sentences. I am
reminded that I possess a recording with the national
anthems of all the Latin American countries. I would
like to ask my Latin American friends whether they
could estimate how many arrests would be made of
Africans if such a record ever reached Basutoland
or were found in the possession of Africans there.
145. Ten youths were arrested for having organized
a celebration in honour of the Queen's birthday and
were charged with sedition. The police explained that
they should have attended the official celebration and
that, as they did not do so, they had committed sedttion. This was the definition of sedition given in
Basutol and by the author-tttes, We have been reminded
by petitioner-s of the unholy alliance between the South
African and the United Kingdom Governments in relation to the High Commission Territories. The South
African police have the authority to cross over into
Basutolancl and forcibly to take away refugees who
have sought asylum from oppression in South Africa.
146. It is evident that for the High Commission Territories there is an extremely urgent need for the
peoples thereof to be given the right to immediate
selr-determtnatron and independence. My delegation
would therefore appeal to the United Kingdom Government to undertake immediately measures to enable
the peoples of the High Commission Territories to
achieve this goal, in order to obviate international
tension and friction in this part of the world, lest
they become a danger to international peace and security from which the entire world could not escape.

147. My delegation shares the concern of the Special
Committee with respect to the situation in British
Guiana, which it states had, particularly of late, been
deteriorating rather disturbingly. My delegation recalls that the question which remained outstanding
in the development of that territory was that of a
constitutional conference to set the date for independence. The colonial policy of "Divide and rule" has
had its effect on the population of British Guiana and
brought about disunity amongst the people. We share
the opinion that foreign influences of an economic
nature likewise have their effect on the situation. My
delegation would call on the peoples of British Guiana
to come together and thrash out their differences, and
in unity fight against the common enemy or the influences opposed to their independence. My delegation
shares the opinion of the Special Committee that,
as an interim measure and without prejudice to any
decision which may be taken in the future, the SubCommittee should have been able on the spot to seek,
together with the interested parties, the most suitable
ways and means of enabling the country to accede to
independence without delay.

li,

148. As has been generally done in the past, the
representatives of Yemen and the United Kingdom
reserved the rights of their Governments as to Aden
and the Aden Protectorates, each claiming sovereignty
over the territory. My delegation woul.d prefer, in
this intervention, not to go into the details of a legal
nature on the question of sovereignty over colonial
territories by the colonial Power. I shall therefore
express my delegation's regrets that the United Kingdom refused to allow the Sub-Committee to enter
the territory of Aden so that they might have heard
the views of the population on the vital question of
their political future, all of which would have served
as a basis for recommendations by the Special Committee to the General Assembly for the acceleration
of self-determination and independence for Aden and
its Protectorates. My delegation would alsc appeal
to the United Kingdom Government that it adopt meas ures enabling the people of Aden and its Protectorates
to exercise their right of self-determination as soon
as possible.
149. The representative of Chile gave the historical
development of Aden and its Protectorates in its relation to the United Kingdom Government. My delegation will review this information, together with that
furnished by the Administering Authority, and reserves
its right to refer to it in future deliberations on the
question of Aden and its Protectorates.
150. Since the Special Committee postponed consideration of the ter-r-itortes of Gibraltar, Fernando P60,
lfni, Rio Muni and the Spanish Sahara, and as my
delegation will have the opportunity to consider information on these territories in one of the Main Committees of the General Assembly, I reserve the comments of my delegation thereon until a later date.
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151. Finally, I should like, on behalf ofthe delegation
of Liberia, to extend my sincere appreciation and
congratulations to the Special Committee for the report
which it presented to the Assembly.
152. Mr. CARASALES (Argentina) (translated from
Spanish): The Argentine delegation considers that the
report of the Special Committee [A/5446/Rev.l] which
is before us today is one of the most valuable and
important documents presented at this session.
'
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153. It has its origin in the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples,
which, in the words of the Special Committee on the
situation with regard to the implementation of this
Declaration, is a declaration of faith, an inspiration
to the people who are still under colonial rule and
an expression of the universal desire to expedite
their liberation.

"While taking note of the progress made .' . in
the field of decolonization, the Special Committee
is aware that decolonization in parts of Africa and
elsewhere is not proceeding at a satisfactory pace.
It is especially concerned at the dangerous situations existing in the Territories under Portuguese
administration, in South West Africa and in Southern
Rhodes la," [A/5446/Rev.1, chapter I, para. 45.]

154. The disintegration of colonialism is one of
the most important historical phenomena of the present century. The United Nations, it is true, did not
initiate this process, which has been and continues
to be the result of the determined and glorious efforts
of the subjected peoples. The Organization's mission
has been to confirm, in the Charter and in numerous
General Assembly resolutions, culminating in resolution 1514 (XV), the right of colonial territories to
self-determination and independence, and to establish
appropriate machinery for the speedy, peaceful and
just evolution of this process.

160. On the other hand, other territories are on the
point of attaining independence, such as Kenya and
Zanzibar, which we hope to welcome to this Assembly
in the very near future. We trustthatthese auspicious
events will be repeated next year in connexion with
other countries whose level of political, economic
and social advancement has already brought them to
the threshold of the independence for which they have
so long struggled.

155. Therein lies the importance of the work of the
Special Committee, whose difficult and significant
task it is to examine the manner in which the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries is actually being applied, to formulate suggestions
and recommendations on the progress made and to
propose specific measures for the full attainment of
its objectives.
156. An incomplete list of the territories covered
by the Declaration, and therefore falling within the
competence of the Committee, represents a total area
of 6,750,000 square kilometres, with a population of
45 million inhabitants.

..
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157. The mere enumeration of these figures clearly
reflects the magnitude and complexity of the task
facing the Committee. We see from the report how
carefully and diligently the Committee has carried
out its task; in emphasizing this fact the Argentine
delegation wishes to congratulate all the members of
the Committee, and the members of the Secretariat
who assist them on their unceasing and fruitful efforts
to bring about a more satisfactory fulfilment of the
aims of resolution 1514 (XV). We should like to be
able to say the same of the administering Powers,
but unfortunately it has not been so in every case.
Although some Powers have co-operated with the Committee to a greater or lesser degree-and we are
happy to recognize this-others have categorically
rejected every effort at co-operation. They should
not persist in this attitude.
158. My delegation will not make specific reference
to the problems of the various territories covered
by the Special Committee's report, since this would
take more time than the Assembly can spare. Moreover, certain chapters of this report-I shall not say
the most important chapters, since a people's struggle
for liberation is always important, no matter what
its size or situation, but those concerning the most
difficult and urgent problems-have already been
examined by the Fourth Committee. The Argentine
delegation defined its position on that occasion and
we shall not repeat that statement now.
159. The general picture presented by the Special
Committee's report has certain negative aspects,
while others give hope of a speedy and favourable
solution. We fully support the ideas expressed in the
report, which says:

161. The Special Committee, which has already studied a number of territories-twenty-six, to be exactwith widely varying areas and populations will, as
its work progresses, be concerned with territories
which are in general smaller and on whose political
situation, in certain cases, little information is available. Each of these territories has special features
and special problems. In many of them it will not be
possible to apply the solutions employed for larger
territories which are economically viable. The Argentine delegation hopes that the Special Committee will
continue to examine the territories covered by General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) with the same realistic
approach it has employed so far and that it will study
each territory without any preconceived formulae
which, though successfully applied on previous occasions, may not be the most appropriate or the most
equitable for the case under consideration. The representative of Chile made a most interesting and brilliant statement on this subject this morning.
162. Following the same line of thought, the Argentine
delegation has noted with satisfaction from the Special
Committee's report the frequent use of a procedure
which is relatively new but offers wide possfbll itteaa
I refer to the so-called "consensus". We feel that
there are occasions when the situation has not developed sufficiently to allow of the adoption of resolutions,
which, moreover, often present drafting difficulties
which diminish their chances of support. In these circumatances, the conclusion of a "consensus 11 seems
to be the most appropriate measure and the one most
likely to produce positive results.
163. We are greatly tempted to restate the position
of the Republic of Argentina with regard to colonialism
and its consequences, but we shall resist the temptation. Our political history and our action in the United
Nations since its inception are the best testimony
of our ideals and objectives. Moreover, the clock of
history is ticking away the last minutes ofthis concept,
which is obsolete in modern international political
life, and there is no point in further discussion of
questions that have already been settled. This is an
irreversible process which is beyond the control of
the administering Powers.
164. The goal that the United Nations has set for
itself could not be nobler or more generous: the
definitive emancipation of the colonial territories and
their rapid, orderly and peaceful incorporation into
the community of nations that today inhabit this planet.
The Republic of Argentina has committed its efforts
-and today reaffirms that commitment-to the attain-
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ment of this aim, which is one of the principles on
which the Chapter of the United Nations is based.
165. We are sure that colonialism will finally disappear in all its forms and manifestations, includ~ng
these small territories. The Republic of Argentina
is I even today. suffering the consequences ofthe colonial policy of a great Power, The occupation of the
"Islas Malvinas ", a brutal violation of our sovereignty
carried out during the process of imperialist expansion,
when our country was just beginning its independent
existence, constitutes an act of force which has never
been accepted by the Government and people of
Argentina.
166. In annex I of the report of the Special Committee
which we are examining, the "Islas Malvinas " appear
in the preliminary list of Territories to which General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) applies. On repeated
occasions in this Organization, especially in the Fourth
Committee, when the reports of the Committee on
Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories
were being examined, the Argentine delegation has
made the most express reservations concerning its
sovereignty over this territory. In reasserting on this
occasion our imprescriptible and inalienable rights
to the "Ialas Malvinas ", which are not the colony or
possession of any nation but form part of Argentina's
national territory and are included in its domain and
sovereignty, we wish to emphasize the importance we
attach to paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV), which
states that "any attempt aimed at the partial or total
disruption of the national unity and the territorial
integrity of a country is incompatible with the purposes
and principles of the Charter of the United Nations".
167, In this era of freedom in which we live the
anachronistic presence of the United Kingdom in these
sparsely populated islands is quite senseless and constitutes a historical phenomenon which cannot go on
if the mutual understanding and friendship linking two
people bound by so many ties are to be preserved, I
do not think I am being too optimistic when I express
the hope that in this particular and special case the
United Kingdom will show the understanding of presentday realities and the vision of the future which it has
demonstrated in other parts of the world.
168. We should not like to conclude without expressing our hope that in the coming months the implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) will
make positive progress through the incorporation of
new countries into the international community and the
steady and rapld advance of others towards the same
goal. Moreover, we hope that this process will be
carried out peacefully, on a democratic basis and
without racial, political or economic discrimination
of any kind. To this end, the co-operation of all States
Members of the United Nations-and especially that
of the adminis tering Powers-is a fundamental and
indispensable prerequisite. Perhaps the most appropriate body to demonstrate this will to co-operate is
the Special Committee, whose ability and efficiency
are, we are confident, a guarantee that the paramount
interests of the colonial territories and peoples will
be constantly and Vigilantly respected.
169. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): All
the speakers on this morning's list having spoken, I
now give the floor to the representative of Mexico to
exercise the right of reply,
170. Mr. PEON DEL VALLE (Mexico) (translated
from Spanish): At this meeting the representative of

Guatemala has registered his protests and reservations regarding the fact that the territory of Belize,
under the name of British Honduras, appears in the
report of the Special Committee [A/5446/Rev.1,
Annex I] which the Assembly is now con~idering,
specifically in the list of Non-Self-Govermng Territories to which the provisions of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV) apply. In so doing, the representative of Guatemala has stated that sovereignty over
the territory of Belize belongs exclusively to his country, that is, to Guatemala.
171. First of all, on this occasion, as on several
previous occasions, I should like to place on record
the statement made by my Government-as it appears
in the official documents of various international
bodies, both world bodies and inter-American regional
bodies, and other public information media-to the
effect that if a change should be made in the international status of Belize, Mexico's historical and
legal rights to this territory should be taken into
consideration. My Government has also declared
in this connexicn that Mexico for its part does not
disregard the right of self-determination, which would
help the people of Belize, if they so desired, to achieve
full independence through the free expression of their
will.
172. Secondly, I wish to state that the fact that a
given territory appears in the list of territories on
which information is transmitted, as requested in
Article 73 (e) of the United Nations Charter, cannot
in itself affect sovereign rights which mayor may
not belong to the authorities which, because they are
de facto solely responsible for the situation and development of these territories, are obliged to inform
the United Nations of the conditions prevailing there.
173. When the question of the significance which
should be attached to the inclusion of the names of
Non-Self-Governing Territories in the list of those
Territories on which information was to be transmitted to the General Assembly in accordance with
article 73 (e) of the Charter was raised for the first
time in the Fourth Committee of the General Assembly, on 8 December 1946,0' the delegation of Guatemala
stated that it has abstained from voting on the draft
resolution in question because the territory of Belize
had appeared on the list, The delegation of Mexico
stressed that it should be made clear that the adoption
of the draft resolution to which I am refer rtng, enumerating the Territories on which information was
to be transmitted, did not in any way imply recognition of the sovereignty of any State over any territory.
My delegation added that it would have only the practical significance of indicating which were the de facto
authorities responsible at a given moment for the
administration of the territories in question.
174. The delegation of Guatemala expressed its
agreement with this interpretation, and added that its
intention was to avoid any possibility of doubt or
uncertainty in the future.
175. At the meeting to which I refer at least one other
delegation expressed its agreement with the Mexican
delegation's interpretation and no delegation disagreed.
176. I have mentioned these facts because there is
an analogy between them and the text to which I have
been referring.
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1267th meeting 177. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
give the floor to the representative of the United
Kingdom, to exercise the right of reply.
178. Mr. KING (United Kingdom): I refer to the statements made today by the representatives of Guatemala
and Argentina, in which they disputed the sovereignty
of Her Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom
over British Honduras and the Falkland Islands, respectively. Her Majesty's Government has no doubts
as to its sovereignty over British Honduras and the
Falkland Islands, and I wish formally to reserve the
rights of Her Majesty's Government on that question.
179. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
give the floor to the representative of Spain, to exercise the right of reply.
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the river Hondo and the river Belize, as also numerous'
other documents and the Anglo-Mexican boundary
Treaty of 8 July 1893,ZI demonstrate beyond all doubt
that the province of Yucatan did not extend south of
the river Hondo ,
184. I do not think that this is the right time to enter
into further consideration of the substance of this
question. I shall confine myself to quoting a statement
made by Don Ignacio Mariscal, the Mexican Minister
for Foreign Affairs, after the signing of the AngloMexican treaty of July 1893:
"Assuming that Spain possessed sovereign rights
over Belize at the time that Mexico attained independence, it cannot be maintained that this eminent
domain was transferred to our Republic, since we
did not acquire it by conquest during our fight for
freedom, which never extended beyond the river
Hondo nor were we granted possession of any territory to the south of this river. The territory was
not ceded to us by Spain in the treaty of 1836, in
which Spain ceded to us its rights over other territories; in the treaty of 1826 England did not recognize us as successors to Spain's rights over Belize;
and there is no other instrument recognized by
international- law on which we could base a claim
to what is now called British Honduras."

180. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain) (translated from Spanish):
My delegation, exercising the right of reply in connexion
with the false statements made by the representative
of the Soviet Union, wishes to point out to the Assembly that our position regarding the decolonizationprocess has been fully explained, as has our desire to
collaborate with the Assembly and all its organs. The
accusation that terror reigns in the territories administered by Spain, that there is forced labour and a
whole series of other completely unfounded accus ations, are as absurd as they are false. The situation
described by the representative of the Soviet Union
is undoubtedly the one prevailing in the extensive
colonial empire administered by the Soviet Union.

This is what the Mexican Minister for Foreign Affairs
said at that time. It seems to my delegation that there
is nothing to add to this opinion.

181. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
give the floor to the representative of Guatemala, to
exercise the right of reply.

185. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
give the floor once more to the representative of
Mexico, to exercise the right of reply.

182. Mr. MOLINA ORANTES (Guatemala) (translated
from Spanish): In view of the late hour, I shall be
very brief but I am compelled to intervene because
of the statement made just now by the representative
of Mexico, who said that his country reserved its
position regarding discussion of rights over the Guatemalan territory of Belize if any change should be
made in the legal status of that territory. My delegation wishes to state at this time that it recognizes
no other right to the territory of Belize, sovereignty
over which belongs exclusively to Guatemala. The
statement by the representative of Mexico should
not therefore be interpreted in any way as a joint
action with my Government, whose claim is of an
exclusive nature, as I said earlier.

186. Mr. PEON DEL VALLE (Mexico) (translated
from Spanish): As the representative of Guatemala
has said, this is not the time to discuss sovereign
rights over Guatemala. That being so, the Government of Mexico and its delegation to this Assembly
formally reserve their position.

183. Mexico has never possessed territory south of
the river Hondo, which forms the northern frontier
of the territory of Belize, erroneously called British
Honduras. The maps used by the Spanish and English
negotiators who signed the Treaty of Versailles
in 1783, which granted certain rights, limited to simple
usufruct, to English subjects in the region between

Litho in U.N.

187. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): Before the meeting rises I wish to remind delegations
that. as announced earlier, the list of speakers will
be closed on Monday next, 2 December, at 6 p.rn,
188. I appeal to delegations wishing to take part in
the debate to do their best to use the scheduled time
available during the meetings on Monday and Tuesday;
otherwise we shall be obliged to hold night meetings
on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, since our consideration of this item should be concluded by next
Friday at the latest.

The meeting rose at 1.45 p.m.
1J Treaty between Great Britain and Mexico respecting the boundary
between Mexico and Britlah Honduras, signed at Mexico on 8 JUly 1893.
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colonialist yoke. The long and persistent struggle of
the people of Kenya has scored a great success and,
as a result, that country will become independent in a
few days' time.
36. However, we must note with regret that the
colonial Powers, despite the Declaration and the
resolutions of the General Assembly, are obstinately
endeavouring to maintain their colonial rule over the
dependent countries and refuse on various pretexts
to grant these countries independence. For this reason,
even today, more than fifty million human beings are
still suffering under the colonial yoke in sixty countries and territories of Africa, Asia, Oceania, and
Latin America.
37. The colonial policy of the Portuguese Government provides the most striking example of the way
in which the implementation of the Declaration and
the resolutions of the General Assembly can be sabotaged. The Portuguese colonialists, strengthened by
the powerful support of their NATO allies, obstinately
maintain 12 million human beings in slavery in Africa,
by using the most cruel repressive methods against
the freedom-hungry peoples of Angola, Mozambique,
so-called Portuguese Guinea and other colonies. The
peoples of the Portuguese colonies no longer wish to
live in a state of slavery and resolutely demand freedom and national independence.

AGENDA ITEM 23
Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to ~he Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
33. Mr. PUREVJAL (Mongolia) (translated from
French): The General Assembly, on the initiative of
the Soviet Union, adopted at its fifteenth session resolution 1514 (XV) entitled "Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples".
This declaration, as a programme for the immediate
future, has become a basic document of the United
Nations and a source of inspiration for oppressed
peoples in their struggle for freedom and national independence. The question of the immediate implementation of this historic Declaration continues to be one of
the vital issues before the United Nations. The vile
colonial system in all its forms and manifestations
must be eliminated from this globe once and for all.
34. With the support of the socialist countries and
of peoples throughout the world, the national liberation
movement of the oppressed peoples is constantly winning new victories and causing the disintegration of
the colonial system.
35. The Mongolian delegation is glad to note that,
since the adoption of the Declaration by the General
Assembly, the struggle of the peoples to end colonialism has won a series of successes in many countries. During this period, the long and heroic struggle
of the Algerian people was crowned by an outstanding
victory over the colonialists. National independence
has been attained by a number of countries such as
Tanganyika, Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Jamaica,
Trinidad and Tobago and others. The Republic of
Indonesia has succeeded in freeing an integral part
of its national territory, West Irian, from the foreign

38. This is strikingly illustrated by the heroic
struggle for liberty which the people of Angola have
already been waging for several years. The punitive
expeditions, the atrocities, the mass extermination
of peaceful population, all these crimes committed
by the agents of Salazar in Angola arouse the anger
and indignation of decent people throughout the world.
The war imposed by the Portuguese colonialists in
Angola is costing thousands of Angolese lives. According to testimony by petitioners, more than 50,000
inhabitants of Angolan towns and villages recently lost
their lives as a result of the systematic bombings
carried out by the Portuguese air force. Salazar's
forces are committing in Angola the most monstrous
crimes against humanity. The same situation prevails
in so-called Portuguese Guinea. There too the population is engaged in a dedicated struggle for its freedom
and national independence.
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39. The appeals of the United Nations, notwithstanding, the United States of America, the United Kingdom,
the Federal Republrc of Germany and other members
of NATO fully support the Portuguese Government in
its colonial policy and are steadily supplying that
Government with arms and munitions.
40. At the meetings of the Security Council last
July, the representatives of the African States strongly
denounced the atrocities of the Portuguese colonialists
and demanded for the Security Council the right to
take effective measures with respect to Portugal. In
doing so, they emphastzed the crucial role played by
Portugal's allies in that country's colonization programme. In statements made during the general debate in the Assembly, several delegations also brought
out the fact that Portugal would not be in a position
to wage a colonialist war in Africa were it not for the
support of the NATO countries. Spain is openly giving
political support to Portugal. Furthermore, according
to Press reports, Salazan, Verwoerd and ROy Welensky
have formed an alliance against the national liberation
movement of the peoples of Africa.
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41. The provocative attitude of the Salazar'Government which holds United Nations decisions in contempt
and systematically refuses to comply with them is
incompatible with membership in an international
Organization that has proclaimed the right of all
peoples to self-determination. My delegation believes
that the United Nations has no other choice than to
employ the strongest measures to compel Portugal
to implement the General Assembly's Declaration on
decolonization as it applies to Portuguese colonies.
The western Powers must end immediately all the
material and moral aid such as they have been lending
Portugal until nowfor the conduct of its colonialtst war.
42. A considerable number of countries in different
parts of the world are still under British colonial
administration. Thus, the peoples of the two Rhodestas,
Nyasaland, Zanzibar. SwazrIand, Ba.sutoland, Bechuanaland and Gambia. to mention only the African
territories, have still not obtained national independence. The peoples of Southern Arabia and of
several islands in different parts of the world are
still under British colonial rule. The granting of
independence to Guiana is being deliberately postponed by the United Kingdom.
43. On 17 June 1963. Mr. Cheddi Jagan. Prime
Minister of Gulana, sent the Committee of Twenty-Four
a cable in which he openly accused American and
British petroleum. sugar and shipping companies of
attempting to overthrow his Government by fomenting
discord among the country's political parties.
44. Although the United Kingdom Government has been
obliged to dissolve the colonial Federation of Rhodesia
and Nya.saland, it is still not clear when that Government will grant independence to Northern Rhodesia
and Nyasaland, In this connexion, the Mongolian delegation supports the resolution on the immediate
granting of independence to these two Territories,
which was adopted by the Committee of Twenty-Four
on 27 JUly 1963 [A/5446/Rev.1, chap. vrn, para. 184].
45. The United Kingdom Government has so far refused to accede to the legitimate demands of the
people of Southern Rhodesia where the racist and
reactionary regime of the white settlers holds sway.
Ignoring the General Assembly resolutions on the
question, the United Kingdom Government refuses to
take any step to bring about the abrogation of Southern
Rhodesia's racist Constitution of 1961 and the drafting
of a new constitution in which the rights of the indigenous African population would be guaranteed.
46. The United Kingdom Government has gone so far
as to deny that the General Assembly is competent to
consider this problem; and there is even the possibility
that Winston Field'S racist Government may insist upon
independence without any modification of the existing
r~gime, that is, with a group of white settlers still
exercising absolute control over 3 million indigenous
African inhabitants. Both the r~gime in Southern
Rhodesia and the Verwoerd r~gime have been setup as
bastions of colonialism in Africa, in order to exploit
the inexhaustible resources of the continent which
attract the western Power monopolies.
47. The situation in Southern Rhodesia has become
threatening. With the United Kingdom attempting to
transfer all powers and the armed forces to the
Government of Winston Field, a real danger arises.
This danger is the possible emergence of a racist
State on the pattern of the Republic of South Africa.
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in will eh the Africans. who form the absolute majority
of the population, would become subject to oppression
and racial discrimination.
48. The General Assembly. having considered the
question of Southern Rhodesia at its present session.
has denounced the poll cy ofthe United Kingdom Government with regard to Southern Rhodesia and has adopted
two resolutions aimed at satisfying the legitimate
aspirations and demands of the African population of
Southern Rhodesia [1883 (XVIII) and 1889 (XVIII) J. The
Members of the United Nations and the peoples of the
entire world are waiting for the United Kingdom
Government to carry out the recommendations of the
General Assembly and the latter has decided to keep
the question open for discussion throughout the present
session.
49. The policy of the South African Government
arouses profound indignation in all freedom-loving
peoples. In the Republic of South Africa and in South
West Africa the indigenous peoples groan under the
cruel oppression of the racist Verwoerd r~gime
which has the full support of the Western Powers.
The Government of South Africa stubbornly maintains
its policy of annexation with respect to South West
Africa. Not only does the South African Government
refuse to implement the various General Assembly
resolutions on South West Africa. it even denies that
the United Nations is competent to deal with that
Territory. The racist South African regime whose
policy and activities are in open conflict with the
Purposes and Principles of the United Nations, has
become a serious threat to international peace and
security.
50. According to the list drawn up by the Special
Committee of Twenty-Four [A/5446/Rev.1. annex I],
among the colonial Powers administering Non-SelfGoverning and Trust Territories are such Powers
as the United States of America, France and Spain.
The United States has transformed into military
bases the Pacific Islands which were entrusted to it.
The French colonialists have employed savage measures of repression in order to maintain their rule
over the people of Somaliland under French-administr ation, Spain still maintains its colonial rule over
several African territories.
51. The facts I have just mentioned clearly show that
the colonial Powers are sabotaging the Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples, and are trying to maintain old-style
colonialism where it is still in existence. At the
same time, they are trying to revive colonialism
in -more subtle and disguised forms in other countries. This neo-colonialism is essentially the same
as the colonialism of the past. In other words, it is a
system of oppression, exploitation and domination of
peoples.
52. The primary aim of neo-colonialism is to
perpetuate the economic dependence of the underdeveloped countries. The most active champions of
this policy are the United States of America and the
Federal Republic of Germany. which, under the cloak
of "economic aiel". are increasingly interfering in
the economy of the younger States. In carrying out the
policy of neo-colonialism all sorts of methods are
employed. including interference in the affairs of
other States, the imposition of military agreements,
the establishment of military bases on foreign soil,
economic servitude and the formation of colonial
federations. The policy of the United States Govern-
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merit with regard to South Korea and South Viet-Nam
is a remarkable example of how neo-colonialism
can be applied thr-ough the use of armed force and
direct intervention in the affairs of other countries.
During the present session, representatives of certain Western Powers have sought to blaokmafl the
under-developed countries which were critical of
nso-oolontaltsm, by threatening to cut off their investments, which amounts to a form of pressure. In
order to oarry de colonization to a successful conclusion. we must intensify our struggle against this
evil. we must strengthen the political and economic
independence of the young, recently liberated States.

53. The freedom-loving nations cannot accept the
attitude of the colonial Powers which are evading implementation of the Declaration on the liquidation of
colonialism in all its forms and manifestations; nor
can they tolerate the attempts of those Powel's to
preserve the last vestiges of colonialism in various
parts of the world. For. as Mr. Sori Coullbaly, the
representative of Mali. declared in a statement made
during the present session of the General Assembly:
", •• the coloni al system is a threat to international peace and security. It is a denial of the
basic principles of the Charter. namely. respect
for human dignity and the self-determination of
peoples. It is also an act of violence, since the
administering Power and the ruling foreign minority
can maintain their domination over an oppressed
people only by the use of force." [1231 st meeting.
para. 108.]
54. Under the terms of the General Assembly
Declaration, there can be no valid reason or motive
for denying or postponing independence for the peoples
of the Non-Self-Governing Territories. It is a wellknown fact, however, that the tactics employed by the
Western Powers to delay the process of decolonization are Obviously dictated by the selfish interests of
their monopolies. Such a policy is in flagrant violation
of the General Assembly's Declaration.
55. OUr delegation's position on the question of
decolonization has already been defined by our Minister
for Foreign Affairs in the statement which he made in
the General Assembly on 1 October 1963 (1223rd
meeting]. and in other statements by members of our
delegation during the debate onthe practical aspects of
decolonization.
56. The Mongolian People's Republic, recognizing and
respecting the right of all people to self-determination,
has consistently spoken out in favour of implementing
the Declaration on the liqutdation of colonialism without
further delay. Clear evidence of Mongolia's position
has been provided by our active participation in the
people's anti-colonialist movement and. in particular
in the movement for solidarity of the Afro-Asia~
peoples.
57. The Mongolian People's Republic welcomes the
decisions which were taken on the immediate Hquidation of colonialism in Africa at the Conference of
Heads of African States and Governments held at
Addis Ababa in May 1963. The independent African
States rightly demand that the United Nations should
t~e decisive steps to accelerate the complete lfberation of Africa from foreign rule. In this connexion,
my dele~ation endorses the programme presented by
Mr. LOUiS Lansana Beavogui, the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Guinea, In the statement which he made at
the present session of the General Assembly [1220th
meeting).

58. In pursuing the tasks entrusted to it, the Special
Committee established by the General Assembly has
produced positive and important results in spite of
resistance by representatives of the colonial Powers.
It has conducted broad investigations and exhaustive
studies of the situation in a number of colonial countries. The Committee's report [A/5446/Rev.1], submitted for consideration at the present session of the
General Assembly, contains important material revealing the colonialists' designs and presents useful
conclusions and recommendations for expediting the
implementation of the Declaration on the liquidation
of colonialism.
59. We believe that the recommendations of the
Special Committee should be reflected in General
Assembly resolutions. We feel that at the present
session, the General Assembly should seriously consider the question of the obstinate and deliberate
failure of the colonial Powers to implement the
Declaration on the liquidation of colonialism-in which
the primary culprits have been Portugal and South
Africa-as well as the question of their protectors.
The Assembly should take bold decisions providing
for practical measures to force the colonialists to
implement the provisions of the Declaration. In order
to obtain these objectives, it is of prime importance
that a target date be set for the complete liquidation
of colonialism throughout the entire world, as has been
proposed on a number of occasions by certain Members
of the United Nations. In this connexion, my delegation
warmly welcomes the idea. advanced by a number of
delegations. of aiming for complete world-wide liquidation of the infamous colonialist regime in time for
the twentieth anniversary of the United Nations.
60. The Mongolian delegation considers it necessary
for the General Assembly to adopt at its present
session a resolution containing specific recommendations designed to expedite the implementation of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples. It is important that the General
Assembly. in approving the report of the Special
Committee of Twenty-Four. should authorize the
Committee to continue its work with a view to securing
the complete liquidation of colonialism in all its forms
and manifestations.
61. In view of the negative influence exerted by the
capitalist monopolies which have interests in the
colonial countries, and their attitude towards the implementation of the Declaration on decolonizatlon, it
is essential for the General Assembly to recommend
that the Special Committee of Twenty-Four study the
harmful influence of certain international companies
on the implementation of the Declaration. and that it
report to the General Assembly on the matter.
62. It is also imperative that the General Assembly's
resolutions should recommend practical measures to
be taken by the Administering Powers so that colonial
countries may be granted independence. The following
initial measures are called for: immediate cessation
of all military action and repressive measures directed
against peoples engaged in the fight for freedom and
independence: immediate withdrawal of all armed
forces of the Administering Powers; granting to
colonial peoples the opportunity to exercise all democratic rights and freedoms: free general elections for
the purpose of establishing representative bodies and
transfer of power to such bodies.
63. My delegation is confident that the decisions taken
at the present session of the General Assembly will
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mark a great step forward in the direction of rapid
liquidation of the colonial system whose existence is
incompatible with the supreme objectives of the United
Nations.
64. Mr. CORNER' (New Zealand): The Declaration on
colonialism [resolution 1514 (XV)] has become so much
a part of the fabric of the United Nations and of our
everyday work that it is hard to believe that only three
years have passed since it was adopted. In those three
short years fifteen countries, many of them in Africa,
have acceded to independence. But the revolutionary
character of the Declaration does not lie in this
achievement, important though it is. It lies more truly
perhaps in the procession still unrolling; in the steady
march of territories still dependent towards the goals
laid down by the Declaration.
65. The process of decolonization did not start with
the Declaration. Indeed, it is probably true that a
greater number of countries became independent before 1960 than ever can after that date. The Declaration's great achievement is that it codified and stamped
with the seal of the world community the prtnotples
under which all territories must freely exercise their
self-determination. The framework of decolonization
has been set. Henceforth all countries are bound by
those principles, even the one or two delinquent
Administering Powers who do not acknowledge them.
Henceforth all dependent territories will, indeed must,
evolve along the lines fixed by the Assembly in 1960.
66. If we pause in this debate to look back over what
has been achieved, we look forward even more to what
must still be done. The principles have been laid down.
The task now is to find the best means of applying
these principles to the actual colonial situations which
remain. It is this task, I would suggest, which is the
subject of the present debate.
67. We are dealing with what are frequently called
the remnants of colonialism. What are these remnants
of colonialism? They are certainly not insignificant.
They include the large and populous territories of
southern Africa, whose complex and peculiarly difficult
problems have been the subject of separate debates in
this Assembly. They also include a very large number
of small and sparsely populated territories. Indeed,
leaving aside southern Africa, the principalimpression
left by a survey of the remaining dependent territories
is one of diversity and relative smallness. Some may
be embryo nation States, for whom the overcoming of
political problems opens up the classic progression to
independence. Others may seek independence by association among themselves, as with some of the islands
of the West Indies: others, like the North Borneo
States of Malaysia, through integration with another
state.
68. But for many of these smaller territories no
such clear-cut solution exists. For them a range of
possibilities exists which has yet to be explored.
Many of them are islands whose populations vary from
a few hundreds to a few thousands. On this scale.
economic viability may be scarcely attainable and
political viability itself raises important considerations. It is a question of practical arrangements, not
of principle. The principles of the Declaration and of
the Charter apply to small islands as much as to the
larger and more populous territories. The right to
self-determination does not diminish with acreage, nor
can political responsibility be measured by the census
rolls. The task is to ensure the exercise of these rights
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and responsibilities in situations far smaller in scale
than any which have hitherto faced us. Supposing an
island, exercising its full freedom of self-determination, does not choose independence. Is the United
Nations sympathy to be extinguished? Is the United
Nations to declare itself uninterested in territories so
small in acreage and population as to rule out separate
independence?
69. The answers are surely obvious. And yet the
challenge remains. The representative of Chile has in
a thoughtful speech (1267th meeting] urged the United
Nations to meet this challenge by making a practical
study of the problems confronting small territories.
The need for such studies can hardly be disputed. They
cannot be of merely academic interest to anyone interested in applying the universal principles of this
Organization to the great diversity of territories which
remain. Still less can they be academic for the countries which have administrative responsibilities :for
smaller territories. As one such country, New Zealand
has for several years been giving careful thought to
these questions.

70. New Zealand is at present responsible for the
administration of nineteen such small islands in the
South Pacific. These nineteen islands are spread over
a million square miles of ocean to the north of New
Zealand itself. Their total population is 25,000, varying from 8,000 on the largest island to only a few
hundred on several of the smaller. The people are
Polynesian, as are many New Zealanders. The historical and family ties which have long existed between
these islands and New Zealand have acquired a new
meaning as many of the islanders. who are New
Zealand citizens, have migrated to, and settled in.
New Zealand itself. Some of the islands are mere atolls
which will support little more than their present populations; others are larger and have a small potential
for agricultural development and light industry which
large :financial subsidies from New Zealand are gradually helping to realize. None of the islands possesses
mineral or any resources other than the sea and the
soil.
n. This soattered group ofislands is now approaching
a crossroads in its destiny. In voting for the Declaration on colonialism three years ago, New Zealand intended that the principles embodied therein should be
extended as quickly as possible to these islands. For
the last year or so the islands I representatives, assisted by various constitutional experts, have been
discussing and preparing for the exercise of their
right to self-determination. To determine one's future
at a single moment in hi story Is by its nature a solemn
choice, made more solemn for the Cook and Niue
islanders by their isolation and small size. They are
conscious of its importance to them and determined by
care to make the widest choice open to them.
72. If it is to be a genuine expression of the people's
Will, a meaningful act of free choice, self-determination demands careful preparation. The main prerequisite is political progress-progress to the point
where the local government and administration are
entirely in local hands. This progress, which began
m any years ago in the Cook and Niue Islands, is now
far advanced. The legislatures, which are democratically elected, contain neither reserved seats
nor weighted franchises. They possess unfettered
powers of appropriation, including appropriation of
that very large portion of their budget which is contributed as a grant-in-aid by New Zealand. The few
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remaining restrictions on their powers of legislat~on
are being progressively removed. The legislative
assemblies already exercise a supervisory powe~ over
the administration through Executive CommIttees
eleoted from among their members. By 1965 control
of the civil service will be in local hands and in that
year it is intended to inaugurate full cabinet government in the Cook Islands. This will in fact complete
the structure of self-government: a premier and his
ministers solely responsible for the good government
of these islands and accountable only to the Assembly
which chose them.
73. The next step after self-government is, naturally
enough self-determination. Even as they are immersed in hammering out the details of political
advance, the elected leaders and the people they represent have been discussing and pondering the future of
their islands. Last year the Legislative Assemblies
considered four alternatives open to them: independence, integration with New Zealand, federation with
other Pacific Islands, or full self-government together
with a voluntary association with New Zealand, By a
unanimous vote they decided that constitutional planning should be directed towards the goal of an autonomous association with New Zealand, freely chosen
and freely maintained.
74, This was not a binding decision, but a basis for
planning. As such. it has been accepted by New
Zealand. But the formal act of self-determination
will require more: it will require re-examination of
these alternatives by all the inhabitants of the islands,
and a clear confirmation of their will. This. in turn,
is necessarily of concern to the world community. In
accordance with the Declaration, therefore, the United
Nations will be invited to examine the issues and to
satisfy itself that the choice is freely made.
75. I have spent some considerable time outlining the
progress 'towards self-determination of these smallest
of dependent territories. In doing so, I have endeavoured to describe how the solution being evolved is a
pragmatic one, based on the desires of the people themselves, and being hammered out by their elected representatives. It is experimental, and the plan of advance
is from time to time modified or adapted in the light
of experience. What is emerging, the islanders feel, is
a solution tailored to their own unique needs, but embodying universal principles of self-determination.
But the reason I have dwelt so long on these territories is none of these things. It is to underline the
point that an attempt to translate the Declaration on
colonialism into practical terms involves, and must
involve, a three-way partnership between the people
of the territory, the administering Power, and the
United Nations itself.
76, This is a point Which has relevance beyond the
territories for which New Zealand is responsible, a
relevance which extends to the whole question of the
future of the smaller territories. Perhaps the largest
theme implicit in the Declaration is the need for cooperation-eo-operation by the people concerned in
formulating their wishes, by the administering Power
in translating these wishes into facts and by the
United Nations in assisting and accelerating this
process, We have confirmed the effectiveness of this
partnership by experience; the ease with which the
Trust Territory of Western Samoa acceded to independence was based on no small measure on a
tradition of easy and fruitful co-operation with -this
Organization.
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77. It may be argued that the usefulness of co-operation. is hardly a novel assertion. excep~ perhaps in
the ears of two well-known Members of thts Organization. No doubt this is true. but it is also true that cooperation is a joint effort. Just as there can be little
co-operation with those who refuse to acknowledge the
goal of independence. so it is also ruled out in the case
of those who insist that all that is needed is for independence to be granted immediately. To us. instant
independence for all territories means about as much
as instant development or instant disarmament. These
terms are useful as slogans. perhaps as figures of
oratory. But they have come to be recognized as no
substitute for the preparation required in the Unit~d
Nations as elsewhere in human endeavour. if stgnificant r~sults are to be obtained. Instant independence
belies the meaning of the Declaration. It implies that
there is nothing for the United Nations to do; no
co-operation that is possible.
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78. The true situation has been best summed up by
the Chairman of the Committee of Twenty-Four, the
representative of Mali, in opening this debate [1266th
meeting]. He drew attention to the valuable role which
the Committee of Twenty-Four and the United Nations
as a whole can play in assisting territories to attain
independence "without difficulties and without creating
hatred"-in his words. He pointed out the part which
the United Nations performs in preparing the conditions
for a meaningful self-determination.
79, As we turn our attention increasingly towards the
smaller territories, the need for this role has not
diminished, Co-operation between the administering
Powers and the United Nations is not perhaps the only
way to achieve the goals of this Organization. But three
years have proved that. where possible, it is the most
effective.
80. Mr. PACHACHI (Iraq): In December 1960 the
General Assembly adopted the momentous Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples. During that session, the historic fifteenth
session of the General Assembly, the discussions here
in the plenary dealt with the question of colonialism in
general, its place in history, and the role the United
Nations has to play to bring about its total liquidation.
81. This year, the Assembly is called upon to consider
the best and most practical means for the speedy and
full implementation of that Declaration Which may
justly be considered as one of the greatest achievements of the United Nations, and indeed one of its most
luminous landmarks.
82. This Organization came into being to meet man's
desperate need for peace and security. and to satisfy
his eternal yearning for freedom and dignity. Nowhere
has the need been greater than in the colonies, because.
among all the lofty ideals and principles enshrined in
the United Nations Charter, none has had such meaningful relevance to our age as the right of self-determination and the concept of international responsibility for
the welfare of non-self-governing peoples, and the
ensuring of their rapid advancement towards freedom
and independence.
83, At first, the United Nations took uncertain and
cautious steps to implement these provisions of the
Charter. But with the great increase in membership,
and the gathering momentum of the world-wide movement for liberation, the United Nations could no longer
be satisfied with the palliative measures and modest
advances which characterized its activities in early
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years. For in those years the granting of independence
was considered to be a far, and in some cases unattainable, goal. It now has become the immediate
concern and responsib1lity of the United Nations.

administering Powers to co-operate. The Special Committee placed the problem before the Assembly in clear
terms, and I would like to quote from chapter I of the
r epo'rt.

84. It is against this background that the work of
the Committee of Twenty-Four must be considered.
Its mandate is clear. It is-to quote paragraph 8
resolution 1810 (XVII):

w. •• However, it notes with regret the refusal of
the United Kingdom Government to agree to the visit
by a group of the Special Committee to Aden and
British Gulana, In both cases the refusal of the
United Kingdom Government was based on its position that the presence of a visiting mission in a
Territory constitutes an interference in the affairs
of that Territory and that it could not share its
responsibilities With the United Nations. The majority view in the Special Committee has been unable
to accept the argument that a visiting mission, whose
function is to ascertain the views of the population
concerning a Terrltory's future or is one of good offices in bringing together the different political elements in a Territory and thus to assist them in
achieving their independence, amounts to interference in the internal affairs of a Territory. Nor can
it accept the assertion that by agreeing to such a
visit. the administering Power is sharing its responsibility for the internal administration of the Territory. The United Nations has responsibilities with
regard to Non-Self-Governing Territories deriving
from the provisions of the Charter concerning these
Territories and from the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples
adopted by the General Assembly.
"The Special Committee wishes to point out that
by refusing access to a visiting group of the Special
Committee to a Territory coming within the scope
of its work, the administering Power concerned is
denying it one of the most effective means of
carrying out the task assigned to it by the General
Assembly. namely the examination of the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples."
[A!5446!Rev,l,paras. 54 and 55,]

"(~) To continue to seek the most suitable ways
and means for the speedy and total application of
the Declaration to all territories which have not
yet obtained independence;
"(Q) To propose specific measures for the complete application of the Declaration;
"(Q) To submit to the General Assembly in due
course, and not later than its eighteenth session.
a full report containing its suggestions and recommendations on all the territories mentioned in
paragraph 5 of the Declaration;

"@ To apprise the Security Council of any
developments in these territories which may threaten
international peace and security."

85. It can be seen from this that the Special Committee has one specific function-and one specific
function only: to submit recommendations for the
speedy implementation of the Declaration in all territories that have not yet attained independence. It is
in the light of this clear mandate that the recommendations of the Special Committee on individual
territories should be considered,
86, In spite of some progress that has been achieved
since its establishment two years ago. the Special
Committee still has a great deal of unfinished work.
In some of the territories the full implementation of
the Declaration still encounters great difficulties.
There are territories which still await the attention
of the Special Committee, and some others have not
even appeared on its agenda. Considering that the
Declaration envisaged the immediate transfer of
powers to the peoples of all the territories that have
not yet attained their independence, it is clear that
the Committee not only has a heavy workload ahead
of it, but has to dispose of this with a minimum of
delay.
87. To do this, the Committee needs the wholehearted
and loyal co-operation of the administering Powers.
This has not always been given. as can be seen from
the debates of the Special Committee on the four major
problems with which it has dealt. Southern Rhodesia,
South west Africa, the Portuguese territories and
Aden. Such co-operation would be in line with the
moral and legal obligations which the administering
Powers concerned have assumed as Members of the
United Nations. It is also in their own interests to
help the Committee of Twenty-Four to discharge its
functions efficiently and expeditiously. since the maintenance of such dangerous situations will in the long
run threaten peace and undermine the very interests
which the administering Powers concerned profess to
defend.
88. The Committee of Twenty-Four rightly considered the sending out of visiting groups as one of the
most effective means of performing its task. In its
efforts to acquaint itself with the territories and ascertain the views of the inhabitants. the Special Committee
was continually frustrated by the refusal of some of the

89. It is our hope that the Assembly will endorse the
views of the Special Committee onthis important question and will call, by a formal resolution. upon the
administering Powers concerned to co-operate fully
with the Special Committee in this regard.
90. Before referring to the individual territortes
considered in the report, I would like to refer to
the point raised by the representatives of Chile and
Ceylon in their statements last week [1267th meeting].
We fully share their concern regarding the creation
of small and inviable States and feel that the Special
Committee in its efforts to speed up the implementation of the Declaration should encourage, wherever
and whenever possible. the merger of small territories. It is partly for this reason that we welcome
the proposed association of Gambia with Senegal and
advocated the reunification of Aden with Yemen.
91. As a member of the Committee of Twenty-Four,
my delegation expressed its views on the various
territories. Those views are fully reflected in the
report now before the General Assembly, as well as
in the records of the Special Committee. I do not
propose therefore to take up the time of the Assembly
by repeating what we have already said. I will confine
my remarks to certain general observations and comments on any new development that may have taken
place since the Committee last considered these
territories.
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92, The Fourth Committee has already discussed
chapters H, III and IV of the report of the Special
Committee [A/5446/Rev.1] dealing with the territories under Portuguese administration. Southern
Rhodesia and South West Africa. and SUbmitted its
recommendations to the General Assembly.
93. With regard to Southern Rhodesia, the General
Assembly has again called on the United Kingdom
Government not to accede to the request of the
present minority Government of Southern Rhodesia
for independence until m aj ority rule based on uni versal
suffrage is established in the territory.
94, The question of independence for Southern
Rhodesia has again become a matter of grave and
urgent importance. Although the British Government
has stated that it will not grant independence unless
definite steps are taken to widen the franchise with a
view to ensuring the election of an African majority
in the Assembly. official spokesmen of the settler
Southern Rhodesian Government still maintain that
the United Kingdom Government will not withhold its
agreement to independence, There are conflicting
interpretations regarding the conditions which the
British Government has set for approving the independence of Southern Rhodesia. and we believe that a
forthright and unambiguous statement by the United
Kingdom Government is most necessary now.
95, With regard to Southern Rhodesia, what we said
last March in the Committee of Twenty-Four (136th
meeting] still applies. We said:
"The choice for the United Kingdom seems to be
either to take a firm stand now and use its considerable moral, legal and material influence to reverse
the disastrous trend in Southern Rhodesia. or to
abdicate its responsibilities toward the international
community and the Afri can population of the territory
and permit the erection of another citadel of reaction
and apartheid in the heart of the African Continent. "
96, The Fourth Committee last week concluded its
consideration of the territories under Portuguese
administration and adopted a draft resolution. which
will come before this Assembly this afternoon. referring the question to the Security Council where. we
hope. the necessary measures will be taken to secure
the implementation of the resolution adopted by the
Council at its 1049th meeting on 21 July 1963• .Y The
Portuguese territories are the oldest and largest group
of colonies in the world today, and for nearly seven
years, in fact ever since Portugal was admitted to
membership of this Organization, the General Assembly has been dealing with this problem, but with
no appreciable progress. While the United Nations
was able to achieve notable successes in its handling
of many other colonial questions, it has yet to find
the means to deal effectively with the problem of
Portuguese territories. All efforts to persuade
Porgugal to fulfil its obligations under the Charter
and to implement the numerous resolutions of the
General Assembly and the S.ecurity Council have so
far failed.
97. The United Nations is called upon to ensure the
rapid and peaceful achievement of independence by all
dependent people. and nowhere is this task more demanding and more urgent than in the Portuguese
colonies,
y Official Records of the Security Council. Eighteenth Year. Supplement for July, August and September 1963, document 5/5380.

98. The question of South West Africa remains one
of the most dangerous and intractable colonial problems facing the United Nations. A resolution has already been adopted urging Member States to take
certain measures against South Africa, 2.1 If this resolution is loyally implemented by all the Members of
the United Nations and the measures recommended are
taken and executed faithfully. then perhaps the impasse
will be broken, The Security Council, whose attention
has already been drawn to this problem, may be
called upon to decide on appropriate measures todeal
with a State that continually violates the Charter and
disregards the will of the international community,
99. Regarding the other territories considered by the
Committee, Malta is on the threshold of independence.
but many problems still face the island. The positions
of the political parties on the form of the constitution
which will come into effect with independence on 31
May 1964 are still far apart. and we understand that
further constitutional talks are expected to begin today
in London to resolve the remaining difficulties. With
regard to the African territories expected to achieve
independence shortly. namely, Kenya and Zanzibar,
we would like to express our satisfaction and congratulate the peoples concerned.
100. The dissolution of the Central African Federation
has paved the way for the independence of Northern
Rhodesia and Nya.saland which we hope will not be
delayed.
101. In the High Commission Territories of Swaziland, Bechuanaland and Basutoland, the situation is
still serious. South African designs on the territories
are being actively pursued. Constitutional progress is
still slow and the economic problems facing these
territories are still as acute as ever.
102. In British Guiana, a dangerous stalemate has
been reached. We fully subscribe to the recommendations of the Sub-Committee on British Gufana [A/5446/
Rev.1, chapter X. para. 59]. It was proposed that a team
of constitutional experts be sent to the territory but
unfortunately the United Kingdom Government has
unilaterally decided to accept the solution advocated
by one party, namely. proportional representation.
103. A territory to which we naturally attach special
importance is Aden, which this year was considered
in great detail by the Special Committee of TwentyFour. It devoted twenty-six meetings to the consideration of this important colonial problem, and appointed
a Sub-Committee to visit the territory in order to
ascertain the views of the people and to hold talks
with the administering Power. The decision of the
United Kingdom Government to withhold its cooperation compelled the Sub-Committee to confine its
activities to neighbouring countries where it heard
scores of petitioners and received hundreds of petitions. Its report to the Special Committee, which is
contained in chapter V of the report. speaks for itself.
As a member of the Sub-Committee I should not comment on its work. and I would leave it to others to
appraise its contribution to the cause of freedom in
that part of the world.
104. I had the honour of opening the debate on Aden
in the Special Committee last April and our views on
this question are well known. and have been summar1zed in no less than forty-four paragraphs of the
report of the Special Committee.
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1269th meeting 105. The question of Aden has all the elements of a
classical colonial situation. The territory fell under
British control through military conquest and was
subsequently made a colony of the Crown. It now serves
as an important military base for the protection of the
interests of the colonial Power in the region. An unrepresentative r~gime, particularly amenable to
British advice and direction, is maintained and the
forcible separation of the territory from Yemen continues. We have always maintained that the territory
forms an integral part of Yemen, and its reunification
with the mother country should not be obstructed or
delayed in our view.
106. The representative of Yemen has given the
Assembly a detailed and accurate historical account
of the problem, and I would not wish to repeat what
he said: but I think it is important to emphasize the
doubtful legal basis of British authority in the area.
As I have indicated in the case of Aden itself, this
authority was the result of outright mlIi tary conquest,
while in the case of the Protectorates, British authority
is based on illegal and unequal protection treaties,
concluded during the latter part of the nineteenth
century. Numerous such treaties were concluded with
various sultans, emirs and sheikhs of the vast area
stretching from Aden eastward to Muscat. Those
treaties, which were either imposed or secured through
bribes, but never voluntarily solicited, were concluded
by ignorant feudal sheikhs whohad no legal sovereignty
over the lands and peoples in whose name they had accepted such far-reaching obligations. Moreover, it is
quite clear that the treaties were completely unequal,
having been concluded between weak andhelpless local
tribal leaders and what was, at the time, the foremost
colonial empire in the world.
107. In recent times, British authority over these
sultanates and sheikhdoms was consolidated by unifying
them in a Federation with which the United Kingdom
Government concluded a treaty in February 1959•.±I
Under this treaty, the United Kingdom maintained complete and exclusive control of foreign affairs, The
Protection Treaties and other advisory agreements
previously concluded with the Sheikhs were to remain
in force, while British forces were given absolute
freedom of movement and installation at all times.
108. These provisions, important as they are, do
not really give an accurate or complete picture of
the extent of control and influence exercised by the
British Government over these territories. This influence is not derived from written engagements
alone. It is based rather on the relationship of subservience which binds these feudal sheikhs to the
British Government.
109. The colony of Aden itself Was included in the
Federation in January 1963 without the consent of its
people, and the most unusual methods were used to
achieve this end. I should like to quote very briefly
what I said on this SUbject in the Committee of
Twenty-Four [149th meetingl last April, namely,
the subject of Including Aden in the Federation. I said:
"The demand of the oppositi on parties that elections
should be held before the merger was rejected. Instead, the federal plan was adopted by the so-called
Legislative Council••••which was elected under a
most undemocratic franchise ..•• Over 76 per cent
of the population boycotted the elections"-for this
:!/ Treaty of Friendship and Protection between the United Kingdom
and the Federation of Arab Amirates of the South.
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councll- "whioh were held in 1959. and the elected
members received the votes of not more than 2 per
cent of the population"-a majority of the elected
members did not approve the merger which was
only adopted thanks to the votes of the appointed
members of the Legislative Council.-"Thus the
destinies of the people of Aden have been decided
for at least six years by aminorityvote of a council
chosen on the basis of a highly restrictive and
selective franchise four years ago."
110. It is now clear that the main aims of British
policy in Aden and the hinterland are the folfowing:
first, to ensure the permanent separation of these
territories from Yemen; and, secondly, to facilitate
and consolidate British control over this area of the
Arab world with a view to maintaining the military
base at Aden for the defence of foreign oil interests
in the Persian Gulf.
Ill. The representatives of the United Kingdomhave
stated in the Special Committee of Twenty-Four that
the policy of their Government is to bring the people
of the territory to self-government and independence
as fast as possible under propitious and stable conditions. We would be the last to quarrel with such a
policy if it were truly based on the wishes of the
people concerned. However, we have reason to believe that the independence that the United Kingdom
Government is contemplating will not be based on
the Wishes of the people, and that far from leaving
the territory strong and prosperous, it would always
be dependent economically and politically on the
United Kingdom.

112. The Special Committee's task was to find the
best ways and means of ensuring the speedy application of the Declaration in a way that would truly reflect the desires of the people of Aden under conditions
of freedom and security. The independence that the
United Kingdom wishes to give-or states that it
wishes to give-is quite different. It is designed to
maintain in power a backward social system; it is
designed to preserve and to perpetuate the privileges
that the British Government enjoys at present, whether
economic, political or military. The Declaration of
1960, DD the other hand, contemplates an independence
that is free from all fetters, an independence based
entirely on the free choice of the people.
113. It was precisely with this in mind that the SubCommittee presented its conclusions and recommendations and the Special Committee adopted its
draft resolution of 19 July 1963 [A/5446!Rev.l,
chapter V, para. 478]. This draft resolution in reality
has one central recommendation, and that is that the
views of the population of the territory should be
ascertained under the most suitable guarantees and
in conditions of full freedom. We submit that this 1s
an extremely reasonable recommendation. In fact,
the United Kmgdom Government has accepted this
view in great parts of Africa when elections were
held as a result of which national Governments were
elected genuinely reflecting the opinions and desires
of the peoples concerned. All that we ask is that the
same thing be done in the case of Aden. We can see
no difference between Aden and Kenya, Northern
Rhodesia or Nyasaland,
114. In the resolution of the Special Committee
adopted on 19 July 1963 the Administering Authority
was called upon to make
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If ••• the necessary constitutional changes with a
view to establishing a representative organ and the
setting up of a government for the whole of the
territory ••• such legislative organ and government
to be constituted following general elections to be
held on the basis of universal adult suffrage and
with full respect for fundamental human rights and
fr eedoms;"

The importance of paragraph 8 above would be better
appreciated and understood if it were read in conjunction with paragraph 11 of that same resolution,
which recommends that
If. • •
conversations should be opened, without
delay. between the government resulting from the
elections ••• for the purpose of fixing the date for
the granting of independence."

115. The reason why it was proposed that there should
be one legislative organ and one government for the
whole territory is that when the time for independence
comes, the arrangements and modalities for the transfer of power. and also the agreement for the fixing of
the date of independence. would be concluded not with a
variety of governments, sheikhs or sultans, but with
one government representing the people as a whole, a
government emanating from a legislative organ elected
by the entire population on the basis of universal adult
suffrage.
116. Furthermore, the draft resolution of the Special
Committee recommends to the General Assembly
It • • • that the necessary arrangements be made in
consultation with the Administering Power, for effective United Nations presence before and during
the elections."

117. As can be seen from the report of the SUbCommittee, the petitioners who were heard by the
Sub-Committee were unanimous in their desire for
some kind of United Nations involvement, because
they did not feel quite safe, they did not feel that the
elections would be conducted freely and genuinely if
the matter was left entirely to the Administering
Authority or the local governments at present in power.
However, it should be noted that the Special Committee
did not recommend that the elections be under the
direct supervision and control of the United Nations.
It proposed that there should be an effective United
Nations presence in the territory before and during
the elections. There is nothing novel in a United
Nations presence. In the last few years many independent countries have accepted the idea of having a
United Nations presence for the discharge of certain
specific functions and purposes. If independent countries accept that, surely the Administering Authority
should have no objection to having this United Nations
presence in a Non-Self-Governing Territory for the
purpose of implementing the Declaration on the granting of independence.
118. It is our hope that the recommendations of the
Special Committee embodied in its resolution of 19
July 1963 would be endorsed by the General Assembly,
because in our view they provide the best and most
reasonable way of dealing with the situation in Aden
and the surrounding Protectorates. We have here,
of course, a vast territory which has been sadly
neglected over a period of more than a hundred years,
a territory which represents at present one of the last
colonial outposts in the Arab world where the colonial
Power seeks to maintain its position by a variety of

means, such as the maintenance of an archaic tribal
system where feudal-minded sheikhs are presented to
us as the true representatives of their people. Such a
system has no place in our world today; it runs counter
to all the progress that has been made in all the countries of the world towards freedom and national libel'atton, At a time when every people is emerging from the
yoke of colonial rule and joining the great and irresistible march towards freedom, we find Southern
Arabia still living under the most appalling medieval
conditions.
119. It is with this in mind that we ask the General
Assembly to give its endorsement and agreement to
the draft resolution proposed by the Committee of
Twenty-Four, and of course my delegation would support any draft resolution presented to the Assembly
containing the baste provisions of that draft resolution
of the Special Committee of Twenty-Four.
120. Mr. GEORGESCU (Romania) (translated from
French): The General Assembly has again taken up
the discussion of one of the most important political
problems on its agenda. It is thus echoing the vast
movement formed by the millions and millions of
people throughout the world who are today assailing
the last bastions of colonialism.

.. '"

121. Three years have elapsed since the adoption by
this Assembly of the Declaration calling for the immediate and unconditional Itqutdation of colonialism,
and the wisdom shown by the United Nations in acting
in accordance with the exigencies of history is today
fully confirmed. The document submitted by the Soviet
Union at the fifteenth sesstonf/ has been a useful
instrument in the service of human progress. It has
stimulated the struggle for the liberation of the colonial
peoples and mobilized new forces in support of that
cause.
122. The many countries and peoples which have obtained their independence have shown, by their major
achievements and by their contribution to the solution
of the great problems of mankind, that the process of
liquidating colonialism has released enormous forces
which for centuries had been kept in darkness and had
therefore been prevented until their liberation from
making themselves felt.
123. In Greek mythology, Andromeda, the dark
daughter of Cepheus, was chained and put to torture
by Posetdon, the god of the sea. Later, however, she
became a queen among the stars where she can be seen
twinkling on clear summer nights. For us here, the
merit of this legend is that it foretold the future.
124. All mankind appreciates the great contribution
which the Iiqutdation of colonialism has made to the
spread of civilization and the flowering of man's
genius. The colonial r~gimes have been finally condemned by history and the peoples of the entire world
are calling with one voice for the immediate and total
liberation of the territories under colonial rule.
Nevertheless, there still remain dozens of colonies
in Africa, Asia and Latin America.
125. Racism raised to the level of State policy,
repressive measures and armed expeditions against
those who are fighting for their national freedom,
the stiff penalties imposed on the leaders of revolutionary movements in the colonies and the liquidation
of the leaders of certain peoples now on their way to
El Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifteenth Session,
Annexes, agenda item 87, document A/4502.
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liberation-all these things prove that certain outmoded forces still persist in their vain attempts to
arrest the course of history.
126. Some advance theories concerning the beneficial
effect of the continuing presence ofthe colonial Powers
in the various territories which have been under their
rule for decades. SUch theories are really nothing but
a refurbishing of the shibboleth about the so-called
civilizing mission of the metropolitan countries.
127. The facts were-and are still-quite different.
Assiduous and honest scientists and scholars of great
renown have shown that many territories under the
colonial yoke were, at the time of their occupation.
at a definitely higher stage of development and
prosperity than they are today. The peoples of those
territories had their own form of organization and
had attained a stage of material development that
was remarkable for the period. Archaeological research in recent years has brought to light works of
real artistic and cultural value.
128. One of the constant preoccupations of honest
historians is to rehabilitate the history of many of
these peoples. Their findings are increasing from year
to year and should finally put a stop to all such
spurious theories which. although contrary to reality,
are still extant in certain political circles that have a
stake in perpetuating the colonial r~gimes.
129. The Romanian delegation believes that the
General Assembly, in examining anew the problem of
oolonialism, should take into account the extremely
important fact that colonialism today represents all
that is most retrograde in the wor-ld: it undermines
the cause of progress and constitutes a source of tensions and conflict that is a threat to international
peace and security.
130. The present situation in the colonial world confirms the validity of the assertion in resolution
1514 (XV) and subsequent resolutions that the continuance of colonial domination and any delay in the implementation of the Declaration pose an ever-growing
threat to international peace and security and seriously
impede co-operation among states. Since these are the
very principles on which the United Nations rests, it
must surely be the Organization's main task to promote
them.
131. This session's debates on colonial problems have
shown the growing world-wide concern at the situation
in Central and Southern Africa, the areas which today
have the greatest concentration of colonial regtmes,
This situation has been found to be a permanent source
of international conflicts. The policy of the colonial
Powers in that region creates a particularly grave
situation for the continent; I refer to racism in South
Africa and South West Africa, the colonial war and
the atrocities committed in the Portuguese territories,
and the imminent danger that Southern Rhodesia may
become the second racist state in Africa. It has been
stated frequently in the General Assembly that behind
this policy lie the interests of the international monopolies which have long impressed upon the economic
and social development of the entire region a monstrous
pattern of inhuman practices and racist conceptions.
The situation in that part of the African continent and
its grave repercussions are clear proof that colonialism, especially in this age. is a threat to peaceful
relations among nations.
132. On the occasion of his visit to the United states
of America in July 1963, Mr. Julius Nyerere. the
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President of Tanganyika. made the following statements in a speech to the Washington Press Club:
"Our nationalist motivation, therefore, means that
continuing colonialism anywhere-but particularlyin
Africa-is an affront to those of us who have won
independence.
"Tanganyika cannot rest content while alien rule
continues in the south of our continent. Even if we
wished to ignore the just demands of our brothers.
our own self-interest would prevent us from acquiescing in this situation. Many questions of regional
economic development are held up because colonial
governments on our borders do not have the same
purposes in economic development as we do."§!
133. The tranquillity and security of independent
Africa are therefore imperilled and the new States are
denied the valuable leverage for their economic and
social development to be found in co-operation on a
continental scale. The United Nations should therefore
help the African States in the most effective manner
possible in their efforts to consolidate their political
and economic independence by mobilizing international
opinion and taking appropriate measures to oblige the
colonial Powers to free the African continent finally
and completely.
134. Southern Africa is the nucleus of colonialism
today. Outside the continent of Africa there is also a
considerable number of colonial territories scattered
over the face of the globe. The same opposition to their
liberation is shown by the colonial Powers.
135. The policy pursued by the administering Powers
causes serious disquiet and provokes indignation
particularly since today. in this century of the full
flowering of man's genius, oppression and exploitation
continue in all these territories, just as they did a
century or two centuries ago. and they follow forms
and methods characteristic of colonialism in its
heyday. The disquiet expressedby international opinion
and by our Organization is more than justified having
regard to another fundamentalfactor which characterizes colonial policy today. I refer to the concern of
the colonial Powers to maintain, by means of their
territories scattered throughout the globe, a veritable
network of bases for the buttressing of the colonial
system.
136. This year. in fact. as is known, those Powers
made use of the military bases in this network to ensure their domination over colonial territories; such
was the case. for instance, of certain territories in the
southern part of the African continent. The Romanian
delegation pays parttcular attention to this type of
manifestation of contemporary colonialism because
the existence of such colonial staging posts scattered
over the globe represents a serious threat for the
recently liberated peoples and for international peace
and security.
137. The United Nations finds itself a target for the
various stratagems and methods adopted by the administering Powers to prolong their domination over
the Colonies. When the old forms of oppression become
vulnerable. new forms better adapted to present-day
conditions must be found. In this connexion, I would
draw attention to the growing number of complaints
addressed to the United Nations by the inhabitants of
various territories who have been deprived by the
colonial Powers of any opportunity effectively to
&/ Vol.

109, U.S. Congressional Record. p. 12057. 16 july 1963.
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exercise their right of self-determination. The General
Assembly is at present considering the question of
Oman. The representatives of Aden have exposed the
fictitious character of the South Arabian Federation:
they claim the :right to real independence in accordance
with the aspirations of the population. Under the pretext that they enjoy internal administrative selfgovernment. many other colonial territories are kept
in the political and administrative orbit of the metropolitan country concerned.
138. The danger of this neo-colonial policy poses a
constant threat, particularly to the small territories
which, if we were to believe the colonial Powers, could
not exist on their own. As the process of liquidating
colonialism reaches this class of territories, which
are scattered over all the continents-in the Pacific,
the West Indies and the Atlantic, the United Nations
must see to it tha t they attain independence in accordance with the provisions of the Declaration and without
violation of its spirit. The freely expressed wishes of
the population must be taken into account if they are
to secure real freedom and the colonialtsts! positions
everywhere are to be fully Iiquidated, Any violation of
these principles would lead to the perpetuation of the
colonial regimes and the creation of newfocal points of
tension and anxiety,
139. The problems inherent in colonialism at the

present time are graphically portrayed in the report
[A/5446/Rev.1) of the Special Committee on the
Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples.
140. The Romanian delegation wishes to pay tribute to

the work of this Committee. which were entrusted with
one of the noblest tasks of the United Nations. and
endorses its recommendations. Full credit is due to the
Committee for again giving priority this year to urgent
problems, particularly those of Africa. We also
welcome the fact that the Committee has extended its
activities to other dependent territories. The report
submitted this year by the Special Committee on the
Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples will add further material to the
dossier on colonialism, which will help to expose it
in its true colours.
141. The grave altuation in the colonial world and the
implications for the cause of progress and international
peace and co-operation of this situation or of any post-

ponernent of the implementation of the Declaration,
confirm the urgency of ridding the contemporary world
of the scourge of colonialism. United Nations responsibil1ty and competence in this field are increasing in
direct proportion to the failure of the administering
Powers to co-operate in implementing the provisions
of the Declaration.
142. Independence for the colonial peoples is a problem confronting mankind as a whole. It has never been
and will never be within the exclusive competence of
the administering Powers.
143. In the circumstances, appeals for moderation and
for lIparliamentary" debates in the United Nations and
the theories of limited United Nations competence. expounded in the Committee of Twenty-Four. the Security
Council and during the present debate, are merely
echoing the forces which oppose in every way the final
Ii qui datfon of colonial oppression. These forces aim not
only to weaken the effecti veness of our Organization,
but equally to diminish its authority in the eyes of the
colonial people and to disarm them politically by
asserting that independence can be attained only
through the goodwill of the colonial Powers.
144. The General Assembly has a duty to intervene
in order to secure immediate implementation of the
provisions of the Declaration on the Hquidation of
colonialism. It must do so by adopting resolutions
which give the colonial peoples additional weapons
when these are most needed in their struggle for
liberation. To quote a Latin tag, Bis dat qui cito dathe who gives promptly gives twice. The mandate which
the Committee of Twenty-Four will receive this year
should reflect that situation. The new tasks entrusted
to the Committee should confirm that the colonial
peoples can find support and an ally in the United
Nations.
145. As an expression of the solidarity which Romania
has consistently shown in the struggle for the total
and immediate liquidation of colonialism, the Romanian
delegation will again during this session contribute all
it can to the adoption of measures for the implementation of the Declaration adopted three years ago by the
General Assembly.
146. The Romanian delegation believes that, with the
combined efforts of all the anti-colonial forces,
decisive steps can be taken to remove the obstacles
which continue to stand in the way of the liberation of
the colonial peoples.
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ity and dignity to each and every man. It is now the
centre, the powerhouse, of the irresistible force that
is to do away with all medieval concepts of overlordIng, oppression and slavery and to lead to the bright
path of modern civilization.
4. We who work in the United Nations atthis exciting
stage of history have every reason to congratulate
ourselves on our good fortune not only in Witnessing,
but- also in participating, in this historic movement.
Of course, the United Nations could not have been
so successful in this noble task, just as in its other
tasks, without the joint effort of all its Members and
without the co-operation of those directly concerned.
In this respect, former Western European colonial
Powers, notably the United Kingdom and France, have
played an important part. It is significant that practically all the new Members admitted to the United
Nations in recent years were colonies of the Western
European Powers. These Powers, inspired by the
lofty aims of the Charter of the United Nations and
guided by the unmistakable trend of modern times,
have recognized the principle of self-determination
and applied it to their colonies. This process is continuing. A case in point is found in annex 11 to the
report of the Special Committee. I think we all feel
encouraged in reading that annex, in which is reproduced a letter from the United Kingdom representative
together with a calendar of constitutional advance in
the Non-Self-Governing Territories under British
administration. While it cannot be said that developments in all the territories listed in that calendar
are satisfactory, it is nevertheless clear that good
progress has been made in many of them. It is noteworthy that some of these territories have achieved
self-government and that others are ready for independence in the near future.
5. Chapter XIII of the report also shows that Spain,
whose former colonies in Latin America attained
independence long before the existence of the United
Nations, has reaffirmed its undertaking to respect
the principle of self-determination with regard to the
territories in Africa under Spanish administration.
We must give credit where it is due and pay a tribute
to the United Kingdom and the Spanish Governments
and to other Governments that have taken the same
attitude on this question.
6. Having said this, I must voice the concern felt
by my Government that there are still other territories under Western European colonial rule, particularly those in Africa, to which the principle of
self-determination has not yet been applied. All those
territories are discussed in the report of the Special
Committee.
7. As you reminded us at the 1266th meeting, Mr.
President, the chapters on the report on specific
territories were referred by the General Assembly, at
its 1210th meeting, to the Fourth Cominittee for
consideration. I therefore do not propose to discuss
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Mr. HSUEH (China): The Special Committee has
spent another significant and successful year. Before
us now is the report of its work of the year [A/5446/
Rev.L] consisting of fourteen chapters, almost each
of which is a sizable book. Indeed, even in the United
Nations where efficiency is a watchword, seldom is
so much accomplished by a single Committee in so
short a time. As shown by the voluminous report,
the Special Committee was able to examine in 101
meetings, held from February through October ofthis
year, the conditions of twenty-six territories, comprising an area of almost 2 1/2 million square miles
with a population of 37 million. This fruitful work of
the Committee deserves gratitude and admiration
from us all. I hasten to associate my delegation with
all the warm tributes paid to the Committee in the
Assembly and in the Fourth Committee.
1.

2. The process of decolonization, which had been in
progress under the responsibility of the Trusteeship
Council and other competent organs of the United
Nations, received a new impetus when the Special
Committee was established on 27 November 1961.
It is noted that, since that date, seven countries that
were formerly colonial territories have become
independent and have been admitted to the United
Nations. There is no doubt that other territories
which have not yet attained independence will follow.

3. Through this Committee, together with the Trusteeship Council and the other organs concerned, the
United Nations is fulfilling one of its sacred missions,
that of promoting and encouraging respect for human
rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without
distinction as to race, sex, language or religion. Our
Organization is exerting its great influence to expedite
the process of emancipation, aiming at bringing equal1
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them here. But I wish to say that it continues to be
the duty of this Assembly, with the assistance of the
Special Committee, to see this unfinished business
brought to a successful conclusion. We also hope that
the Governments of the administering Powers concerned will come forward to join the efforts of the
United Nations in this historic movement.
8. The General Assembly has so far devoted itself
to the termination of the Western European type of
colonialism, and in doing so it has given priority to
the colonial territories in Africa. My delegation is
in full agreement with this procedure. We believe that
it is the only correct and logical procedure. for we
all agree that it is in Africa that the largest area,
proportionally, has been subjected to colonialism
for the longest period of time.
9. We must put first things first. Let us concentrate
our efforts: let us finish colonialism in Mrica first
with full vigour and undivided attention. This does not
mean, however, that we may close our eyes to another
type of colonialism. While we are busy dealing with
the Western European type of colonialism, we must
bear in mind that peoples in Europe, Asia, and even
Latin America are subjected to another type of
colontalism. that is, the Russian or Soviet type of
coloniali sm,
10. Last year when this same item was under consideration, many representatives reminded the Assembly of the fate of the peoples in Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, the Ukraine, the Eastern part of Germany,
the Northern part of Korea, and other lands under
Soviet occupation, where the principle of self-determination had never been applied. We may not be able
to give immediate help to these equally unfortunate
peoples, but we must let them know that we have not
forgotten them. Let us not be confused by the false
allegation that this is a cold war issue.
11. I am fully aware that we shall not please the
Soviet Union by discussing Soviet colonialism, but
we cannot brush aside as a cold war issue anything
that the Soviet Union does not like. We must use one
single uniform standard in the application of the
Charter. Colonialism is colonialism no matter whether
it is practised by the Western European Powers or
by the Soviet Union. Colonialism cannot be changed
into a cold war issue, to be put into cold storage.
only because it is practised by the Soviet Union.
12. Take those European nations under Soviet rule,
for example. What are their conditions? The representative of Spain briefly referred to their conditions
in his statement on 29 November 1963 [1267th meeting]. Let me say this: they are not self-governing;
they are not independent. They are under the oppressive rule of r6gimes imposed on them by a foreign Power and their peoples are denied the exercise
of the right to self-determination. By every yardstick
they are not different from if not in worse conditions
than, the colonial territories in Africa. To complete
the parallel, the patriots-in-exile of those European
nations have organized themselves just as African
patriots have done in their fight for freedom and
self-determination. One of such organizations is the
Assembly of European Captive Nations which reminds
us in the United Nations every day of the Soviet colonial role in their countries by the poster put up just
across the street from this building. Can we in clear
conscience exclude these unfortunate peoples. and
others in Europe. Asia and in Latin America, from

our concern in our sacred mission of emancipation?
Their demand for self-determination and fundamental
freedoms is also a part of our unfinished business.
13. Therefore. the General Assembly has a great
deal of work to do in this great historic movement.
We need the continued assistance of the Special Committee. I am sure that the Assembly will accede to
the request made by the Special Committee in its
report that its mandate be extended. My delegation
will gladly vote in favour of a draft resolution to that
effect.
14. One of the tasks which the Special Committee
will continue to do next year, as suggested in chapter I. paragraph 47 of its report. is to complete the
list of territories which have not yet attained independence. It is certainly an important task because
the list will show the scope of work which the Special
Committee is prepared and competent to do. It is
the sincere hope of my delegation that the list, when
completed, will include all territories still under
colonial rule. I am confident that the Special Committee, having already done so well, will go all out
to end colonialism in all its forms and manifestations.
15. Before concluding I have only one more point
to make. The report of the Special Committee contains a preliminary list of territories which have not
yet attained independence. No doubt this list will
come under review when the Special Committee resumes its work next year. Let me draw its attention
to the question of the inclusion of Hong Kong and
Macao in this list. I attach no importance and no
value whatsoever to what the self-appointed Bulgarian
expert on Chinese affairs had to say in this respect.
as recorded in paragraph 27 of chapter I of the report.
But I wish to make it clear that Hong Kong and Macao
and their dependencies had always been an integral
part of Chinese territory until they came under the
present territorial arrangements as a result of
treaties concluded by China. respectively, with Great
Britain in 1842, 1860 and 1898, and with Portugal in
1887. Any question that may arise with regard to the
status of these territories should be discussed between
the States concerned in accordance with the principles
of international law. Even in their present status these
territories do not seem to belong to the same category
as the other non-self-governing territories included
in the preliminary list.
16. It may be pointed out that there are other Chinese
territories taken by foreign powers, such as those
taken by Russia under the Treaty of Aigun of 1858,
the Treaty of Peking of 1860 and the Treaty of St,
Petersburg of 1881 concluded between China and
Russia. They are not included in the preliminary
list. It is hoped that the Special Committee will take
these historical facts into account and adopt a consistent position on all these groups of territories
on the frontiers of China.
17. Finally, it remains my pleasant duty, on behalf
of my delegation, to wish the Special Committee
another successful and fruitful year in its work.
18. Mr. VELAZQUEZ (Uruguay) (translated from
Spanish): As this is the first occasion on which my
delegation has taken the floor since the death of President Kennedy, I should like, with the President's
permission. to begin this statement by paying a tribute
to his glorious memory.
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19. Someone has said that we only really experience
death, really know what dying means, when the person
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who dies is someone near and dear to us, one of our
own. someone close to our hearts. The feeling that
we all had, when President Kennedy died, that a part
of us had died too, proved once again this truism
about experiencing the phenomenon of death; it is a
truism which, fundamentally, is only an expression
of the essentiaj and deeply rooted So lidarity and
brotherhood of all men, who have one and the same
human nature and are all children of one and the same
Father. If the pain and sorrow we feel today are as
deep as they are, if they reach down to the very roots
of our being-as they do-it is because President
Kennedy was one of those splendid men who we can
all recognize as truly one of us, for he could have
been one of my own people, one of my own land, just
as he could have belonged to other peoples and other
lands-and I do believe, to all peoples and to all lands.
20. I do not know whether this truth can be so clearly
understood in his own country at the present moment
as we can understand it. To gain perspective one
must stand back, and perhaps we, who as men of the
United Nations represent other continents, speak other
languages, we, who bear the stamp of other cultures,
have at this moment, better than others, the sense
of perspective needed to under-stand the universal
dimensions of this figure and the equally universal
impact of this tragedy.

.

21. The explanation is self-evident. If a man like
President Kennedy could reach such a pinnacle in life
and even in death, it is because he somehow managed
to embody, as only the great men of history do, not
only the wishes of this own people, not only the needs
of his own time and environment, but also the deepest
aspirations of the human soul and of the universal
conscience of mankind. A man cannot comprehend this
universality unless he is genuinely representative of
our Common human condition, which is the same,
whether we are Americans, Africans, Europeans or
Asians, whatever the colour of our skin and wherev~r
we may stand in the struggle. Thus, because President Kennedy was, as an old Spanish poem says,
nessentially human" he was the perfect interpreter
of those great ideas which are the ideas of humanity
par excellence and give meaning to our struggle on
this earth: the ideas of peace, justice and liberty.
22 Perhaps it is too soon for us to be able to measure
exaotly the contribution he made to these universal
causes to these unchanging ideals of every human
being. But no one will deny that his courage, his imagination and his sincere devotion to them, his passion
for ju~tice and above all, for equality, his fight against
selfishness anci, above all, against prejudi.ce have been
factors perhaps decisive factors, in maktng the world
of today at least no worse than the world of yesterday,
so that we can begin to see the dawn of an age in
which as he said in biblical language nThe strong are
just and the weak secure, and the peace preserved",
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The Government and people of Uruguay reverently

bo~ their heads in memory of this great figure. w.e
say to his wife, his little children, his people, hIS
representatives in the United Nations, that we l~~~n~
his death as if he had been one of our own; an
a
in the face of death the ability spontaneously to feel
another's grief as if it were one's own is the supreme
expression of human solidarity. But I can also assur~
them that his example shall be a lastin1e;tO~~~~n~
inspiration not only to us whom he has
u;
but also to future generations, and especially to 0
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children, with whom his thoughts and actions were
so often Concerned.
24. In a very brief space of time, two men, both
called John have left us, one almost immediately after
the other. Both of them succeeded in making themselves dear to the world as very few men have done.
The memory which they have left, conquering death
because it is stronger than death, will live on in us
and in our children for ever.
25. As Uruguay is a member of the Specia.l Committee-of which I have the honour to be one of the
Vice-Chairmen-and as Uruguay has participated in
its discussions and in the adoption of its recorn mendations, it might have been more appropriate, perhaps,
for me to have excused myself from making any
statement here, when the General Asaernbly is about
to judge the merit or the quality of our work. If I participate in this debate, I do so not with the intention
of pleading a cause, but with the much more modest
intention of making a few general comments which
may be useful for an over-all evaluation of the report
[A/5446/Rev.l l26. But, first, I should like to express my admiration
and appreciation of the way in which Mr. Coulibaly
succeeded in carrying out a task which was not always
either easy or pleasant. As I have had occasion to
say in the Special Committee-and I am glad to repeat
it now before the Assembly-the cuccess, if we may
call it that, of our work is in large measure due to
his tact, his sense of moderation and understanding,
and his mature conception of the responsibility he
had assumed. An equally important share of that
success was due to Mr. Sonn of Cambodia, the ViceChairman, Mr. RUai of Syria, who was our very able
Rapporteur last year and for a good part of the Committee's second session, and Mr. Natwar Slngh of
India, who, during the remainder of the time, has
done excellent work, thus demonstrating his fine
qualities, which, be it said, were no secret to anyone.
27. If, in addition to what may be found in the recommendations and the measures adopted, something
positive has emerged from our work, it is undoubtedly
the sense of co-operation and seriousness which always prevailed in our deliberations, even when there
seemed to be the least hope of it. If in the course of
its work the Special Committee won a real victory,
it was a victory over what might be called "the coldwar spir-lt ", This alone, in my opinion, is a remarkable success because it proves that international
co-operation is possible when there is a genuine
desire for coexistence and that the United Nations
can in the words of Article 1 of the Charter, really
be ~ centre for harmonizing the actions of all in the
attainment of common ends.
28 The report we are now considering contains a.
fir'st chapter which is mainly informative and procedural and thirteen chapters outlining what we may
call the' substantive work of the Committee in carrying out its terms of reference.
29. As to the first, the procedural, aspect, I should
like to draw the Assembly's attention to three matters
which I consider of importance.
30 The first relates to the methods and procedures
which the Special Committee has adopted for the ~s
charge of its functions. As will be recalled, oper~8;~
h 2 of General Assembly resolution
f~~~firatook note with approval of the methods and
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procedures. that is to say. those which the Committee
applied during its first session. some of which are
described in paragraph 112 of its first report.d/
I say "some" because while some delegations made
express reference to that paragraph during the debate
at the seventeenth session. it seems to my delegation
that the expression "methods and procedures" is
meant to cover also aspects which were not mentioned in paragraph 112, and. in particular, the procedure of adopting resolutions on the Committee's
own account-resolutions with what may be called
"external" effect, Le., applicable or believed to be
applicable by third states or interested parties. If
we examine the eleven decisions adopted by the Special
Committee in the form of resolutions-I am not counting the decisions arrived at by consensus-it will
be seen that only one of then, that which refers to
B asutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, contains
a recommendation addressed to the General Assembly
asking it to adopt certain measures in connexion with
those territories.
31. The other ten are resolutions which the Special
Committee adopted on its own account, addressed
directly to the administering Power and either expressing a view or urging some action which the
Committee thought necessary for the attainment of
its goals. As far as my delegation remembers, there
was never any objection to this procedure; therefore,
the approval which the Assembly expressed in resolution 1810 (XVII) and the approval it may express
in the decision to be taken at the end of this debate
must make it absolutely clear that these procedures
are to the liking of the Assembly and that it reaffirms
its approval of them.
32. The second aspect to which I wished to refer
relates to one of the procedures approved by the
Assembly. the sending of visiting missions or groups,
which is dealt with in chapter I, paragraphs 53 to 56
of the report, and the need for which is clearly explained in paragraph 54.
33. My delegation cannot, for inherent reasons, accept
the so-called "principled" argument that the presence
of a vlsiting mission or group would constitute interference in the administration of a Territory. In general. the only object of avisitingmissionis to provide
knowledge of the aspirations or views of the people
of a Territory in a more direct manner than could
be done through the admini stering Power, or to ascertain or verify facts or actual situations concerning
which it is desired to obtain clarification. In neither
of these cases could the visiting group be regarded
as carrying out the function of administration which
is something that has a very precise and, certainly.
a very different meaning in public law.
34. What is more, operative paragraph 5 of resolution
1654 (XVI) directed the Special Committee to employ
"all means which it will have at its disposal within
the framework of the procedures and modalities which
it shall adopt for the proper discharge of its functions"; and those means can and should include-as
was agreed in principle as a basic aspect of the
Committee's work-visiting missions to Non-SelfGoverning Territories. However, even without such
documentation, this would still be possible under
the so-called doctrine of implied powers, enunciated
at the beginning of the last century by the famous
l/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Seventeenth Session,
Annexes. agenda Item 25, document A/5238.

Justice Marshall of the United States and endorsed
a few years ago by the International Court of Justice
in a well known advisory opinion.
35. In any case, it is well knownthat, only. two months
ago, a mission which was essentially of this type was
received in Territories still under United Kingdom
administration with the consent ofthe United Kingdom.
The only explanation of this is that there has been a
change-and, we believe, for the better-in the constitutional position traditionally taken by that country.
My delegation welcomes this and feels certain that
such an attitude will facilitate the Special Committee's
work and make the co-operation which the United
Kingdom has been giving the Committee even more
fruitful.
36. Finally, and still in connexion with procedural
matters, it will be observed that in chapter I, paragraph 30, of the report, after explaining the reasons
for why it could not complete the task of preparing
a list of all territories to which paragraph 5 of the
Declaration in resolution 1514 (XV) applies, the Committee expresses the intention of working on this task
at its meetings next year.
37. Actually, as one can see from the report itself,
the Committee has been working on the basis of a
preliminary list which was prepared by its Working
Group and which comprises, in addition to South West
Africa, Trust Territories, and Non-Self-Governing
Territories within the meaning of Chapter XI of the
Charter recognized as such by the administering
Powers themselves, who have been transmitting information on them, or Non-Self-Governing Territories
declared to be by the General Assembly, as in the
case of the territories under Portuguese administration and Southern Rhodesia.
38. Paragraph 5 of the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples
mentions, as you will recall, in addition to the above
Territories, those "which have not yet attained independence": and the use of the conjunction "or"
indicates that these are a third category of territories, although the text, unfortunately, does not
provide any additional explanatory matter that might
facilitate its interpretation. And, the records of the
debate at the fifteenth session do not shed any light
on the subject either, except for some isolated references which are not precise enough to serve as principles or guidelines.
39. Consequently, in the absence of specific background material, the only logical interpretation would
be that which flows naturally from the actual wording
of the text, with due regard for other resolutions of
the General Assembly. It might not be difficult-in
the light of what international law recognizes as the
right of States to independence and in the light of
certain indications provided by the General Assembly
itself in its resolutions 567 (VI) and 742 (XVIII)-to
decide that paragraph 5 of the Declaration applies
to the case of some territories or States whose
present legal status is open to doubt or confusion.
Of these, perhaps the only exception should be those
dependent territories which choose integration with
their metropolitan country. If this process reflected
the true will of the peoples concerned, the incorporated or integrated territory would seem in fact
to be enjoying the same legal status as the State with
which it has united and of which it is now a part,
whatever the degree of self-government or decentralization granted it, and consequently it must be
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having the benefit of the right to independence of the
country it has joined.

preclude the possibility of arriving at contradictory
conclusions.

40. Apart from these cases, my delegation would in
principle be in favour of the widest possible application of the Declaration. The aims of the Declaration
are morally valid aims, which we all accept, and no
injury or prejudice could deri ve from the effort to
apply them as widely as possible.

48. An interpretation of the Declaration which excluded the principle of self-determination would
obviously bring resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1541
(XV) into direct conflict, since the latter explicitly
recognizes that a full measure of self-government
may be reached by the free association of the NonSelf-Governing Territory with an independent State
or by its integration with the metropolitan State itself
or with any other State, as well as by emergence as
a sovereign independent State. These same criteria
were already embodied in resolutions adopted long
before the Declaration, such as resolution 742 (VIII)
which, although it considered that the manner in which
Territories referred to in Chapter XI could become
fu lly self-governing was "primarily through the attainment of independence"-and I stress the word
"primarily"-recognized that self-government could
also be achieved by association with another State
or group of States if this was done freely and on the
basis of absolute equality.

41. It now remains for me to analyse, though briefly,
some of the substantive aspects of the report.

.
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42. Naturally, I do not intend to make an analysis
of each of the Territories mentioned in the report
or even to scrutinize the resolutions adopted. The
report is explicit and clear, and-what in my view,
is something else to the credit of the Rapporteur and
the members of Secretariat who worked with him-it
duly presents the positions of the various members
on everyone of the problems that arose in connexion
with every one of the territories.
43, I think it may be worth-while, however, to try
to look at these resolutions as a whole and extract
from them some of the principles of a general nature
which they apply and which constitute or will come to
constitute, in the future, what might be termed "the
jurisprudence of resolution 1514 (XV)".
44, It may be said at the outset that with two exceptions, which, however, do not claim to lay down a
different doctrine, the resolutions adopted by the
Committee seek to affirm the basic principles contained in the Declaration by referring explicitly-and
generally in the same breath-to the "right to selfdetermination and independence".
45. This repeated affirmation has, in my delegation's
view, an important significance. Although paragraph 2
of the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples reaffirms the right of
all peoples to self-determination, there is no doubt
that in the Declaration the emphasis is placed rather
on the idea of independence, which is mentioned three
times in the preamble to resolution 1514 (XV) and
three times in its operative part. As will be remembered, this, at least verbal, predominance of the
concept of independence over that of self-determination evoked reservations, at the time, on the part of
certain delegations and may have had something to
do with the abstentions of some of them during the
vote.
46. In the opinion of my delegation, the line followed
in this matter by the Special Committee and also by
the General Assembly in several resolutions subsequent to the Declaration reflects the most correct
interpretation of resolution 1514 (XV).
47. This is so, first, because it should be remembered that the Declaration was adopted at the same
session which adopted resolution 1541 (XV) on "Principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation exists to transmit
the information called for under Article 73 e of the
Charter", which contains, inter alia, the principles
concerning the way in which a Non-self-Governing
Territory can reach a full measure of self-government. While it is true that these are two separate
resolutions, both were approved by the same body
within the space of a few hours, so that anyone interpreting them or an organ responsible for their implementation is compelled to favour criteria which

49. There have been some who, no doubt for good
reason, have put forward the idea that at least the
first, the indispensable stage should be accession to
independence, and after that-and only after that-a
given territory could move to other forms of political
organization, The idea is certainly based on an assumption which we find not unreasonable, namely
that exercise of self-determination must presuppose
that those who are to exercise it possess, even if
only for a single moment, the quality of full sovereignty. In other words, self-determination can apply
only to those who are already free.
50. My delegation would have no difficulty in accepting
this reasoning, if only because this was precisely
the legal doctrine for which the revolution was fought
in Spanish America, were it not for the fact that the
process of decolonization, as it has unfolded and as
it will certainly continue to unfold in the future, proves
precisely the opposite: not only that self-determination
has been exercised under colonial constitutions, in
what might be called the "final stage", but also that
the choice of a system other than that of independence
or complete sovereignty has been made even while a
territory had that same colonial status, as has been
shown by events, including the most recent and latest
developments.
51. My delegation therefore feels that the Special
Committee has followed a correct policy, especially
when one considers the nature of the Territories it
will have to examine at its next session and the problems which would inevitably arise unless a criterion
of prudent flexibility were applied.
52. Nevertheless, I must point out that, even if this
interpretation is accepted, there is no doubt that
resolution 1514 (XV), much more emphatically than
previous resolutions on the problem, requires that
these acts of self-determination be exercised in the
most scrupulous and absolute freedom, without any
coercion whatsoever, and, above all, without any prior
reservations, conditions or demands, so as to be sure
in all cases that every precaution has been taken to
enable the people truly to express their will in favour
of the solution they really wanted.
53•. In this respect, it seems to us that resolution
1514 (XV) clears the way for more direct intervention
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by the United Nations with a view to surveillance of
consultation procedures.
54. I therefore venture to point out the importance
which should be given to operative paragraph 9 of the
Special Committee's resolution on Aden adopted on
19 July 1963-something similar had already been
agreed on in the case of Malta-which wrecommends
to the General Assembly that the necessary arrangements be made in consultation with the Administering
Power, for effective United Nations presence before
and during the elections W at which the people of Aden
would exercise their right to self-determination. As
you know, the possibility of such intervention is envisaged in principle IX in the annex to resolution
1541 (XV) but only for the case of integration. In our
view, the Committee has established a very valuable
principle here which, as we have said, is ful ly consistent with the spirit of the Declaration and which
might be worth pondering at greater length.
55.

Another principle in what we have called the

[ur-Lsprudeuce of the Special Committee is the prin-

ciple of universal adult suffrage-none man, one
vote"-and the immediate creation of representative
institutions, so as to provide the conditions for the
eventual transfer of powers, These principles are
referred to in many of the resolutions such as those
concerning Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland,
Aden, the Fiji Islands and, of course, Southern
Rhodesia.
56. In these and other cases, the Committee has
preferred to limit itself to rather general terms, so
as never to jeopardize by the adoption of a rigid
formula the very objective which it sought. This
is fulty consistent with the background of General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), whose sponsors
especially wished to avoid laying down such rigid
principles. In particular, we think it was wise on the
part of the Committee to refrain from taking sides
when the parties concerned expressed their preference
for one electoral system or another as happened, for
example, this year in the case of British Guiana,
and this makes me venture to say that it was the
general view in the Committee, and my delegation
shares it, that this matter-the choice of an electoral
system-should be settled directly by those concerned
without interference by the Organization, which, in
the circumstances, would constitute a violation of the
principle of non-intervention. In interpreting and
applying resolution 1514 (XV), the Special Committee
has impltcitly affirmed the principle-which, as I say,
is consistent with the background of the resolutionthat in such cases what is essential is the active
participation of the adult population, whatever the
prevatling electoral system, unless of course (and
this is the reason for the words "representative institutions n, "representative organs", "representative
sectors", which are found in almost all the resolutions)
the electoral system is one Which, while based on
universal suffrage, would obviously and flagrantly
falsify the expression of the people's will.
57. I am afraid I have spoken too long, when I had
intended to be brief. There remain, of course, many
aspects to be analysed which will certainly be analysed-and no doubt more carefully-by later speakers.
Some questions, which it was not possible to complete, have raised for dtacussion problems of fundamental importance which are certainly of interest
to all the Members of the General Assembly. I refer,
in particular, to the question of Gibraltar which was

the first-so far as my delegation knows-to give
"'?ise to a discussion on the application of paragraph 6
of the Declaration, which reaffirms respect for the
territorial integrity and national unity of a country,
and the possibility of its conflicting with the principle
of the self-determination of peoples, also mentioned
in the Declaration.

,
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58. My delegation has now expressed its opinion,
which it regards as not only the one which seems to
be most in harmony with the text, spirit and background of the Declaration but also the only one capable
of protecting those countries which, because of their
smallness or weakness, have in the course of history
been despoiled-either by force or by what we diplomats call pressure, which is an insidious form of
force-of part of their national territory. We trust
that the solution of this case may serve as a guide for
the solution of other similar situations of which, unfortunately, there are instances in Latin America.
59. Although the ideal, like any ideal, still seems
far off, we must admit that often with the co-operation
of the administering Powers and often too through
the persevering action of the Organization, we have
come much nearer to the goal. Our aim should be
to reach it as quickly as possible, by peaceful ways
that do not add to the sufferings of those who have
already suffered so much. There are many roads and
many devices for reaching that goal. The Special
Committee is one of them and the General Assembly
would certainly do well to strengthen it and give it
the tools to finish its job.
60. I reserve the right of my delegation to speak
again if any draft resolutions are submitted on this
item.
61. Mr. MOD (Hungary) (translated from French):
Today, three years after the adoption by the General
Assembly of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples [resolution
1514 (XV)], there are several lessons to be learned
from the manner in which it has been applied. Three
years does not seem long, but the work of the United
Nations is such that we cannot wait indefinitely. It is
while the work is in progress that we should learn
from experience and find solutions in keeping with
the changing circumstances.
62. You may remember the controversy that prec eded
the adoption of the Declaration, which was the outcome
of many compromises. Since 1960 the principles it
proclaims have become a living force for the peoples
living under colonial rule and fighting colonialism and
for the other peoples in the world which support their
cause. There is no doubt that the process of decolonization has been accelerated largely as a result of
the fact that, by adopting the Declaration, the United
Nations declared itself unequivocally in favour of the
equality of peoples. The Charter itself establishes
the principle of the equal rights of peoples. In 1960,
when the international situation made it possible, the
Declaration proclaimed the idea ofthe final liquidation
of the colonial system.
63. In so doing, the Declaration sounded the death
knell of a phenomenon which was the natural concomitant of that system, a social form determined by
history, namely, capitalist society.
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64. It cannot be denied that, although the building
of empires and the oppression of peoples have been
permanent symptoms throughout the history of mankind, the concept of the colonial empire, historically
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and socially, is inseparable from that of capitalism. I should like to take the liberty of citing as my
authority Mr. Kwame Nkrumah, who is one of the
outstanding theoreticians of the peoples of free
Africa-and at this point I shall draw attention to
only this one aspect of his vast activity. In his book
entitled Towards Colonial Freedom, he quotes this
passage from a speech by Albert Sarraut, who was
French Minister for the colonies from 1920 to 1930:
"The origin of colonization is nothing else than enterprise of individual interests, a one-sided and egotistical imposition of the strong upon the weak". And
President Nkrumah comments: "Such is thephenomenon of European capitalist aggressiveness, one which
has been rtghtly termed 'colonial imperialism'".

....
J.

65. The Declaration not only denounces colonialism,
but says that it is contrary to the Charter of the
United Nations, that it is a serious threat to world
peace and an impediment to the promotion of international co-operation. In other words, it outlaws
colonialism together with all its ideology. It might
be thought that, three years after the adoption of the
Declaration, that principle would no longer be a matter
of debate. But the facts confute that idea. It was not
only in 1960 that the apologists of colonialism fought
to maintain their rule and their rights to exploit
colonial peoples; they are still fighting, but since
the situation has changed they are using much more
subtle means. Here, to prove my point, are three
quotations taken from the general debate of the current session of the General Assembly.
66. The representative of the Republic of South Africa
quoted Prime Minister Verwoerd as follows:
"South Africa will proceed in all honesty and
fairness to secure peace, prosper-ity and justice
for all, by means of political independence coupled
with economic interdependence." [1236th meeting,
para. 35.]
67. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of
the United Kingdom said:

-,
....

1

-,...;

"We have always held in the United Kingdom that
our dependent colonies should be made independent
and that the territories should stand on their own
feet in the world." [1222nd meeting, para. 77.] And
he added: "The only check on the transfer of power
from the United Kingdom to the government of the
country concerned is that we want to be sure that
when independence is granted the country will be
able to make both ends meet economically and that
it will accept a constitution which will work for the
well-being of every section of society in the country." [Ibid., para. 81.]
68. Lastly, the representative of Spain, speaking on
behalf of Portugal, which did not take part in the
debate, said:
"Rather we should remember the sincere centuries-old attempt of the Portuguese to build within
their overseas and metropolitan borders a multiracial and egalitarian society which acknowledges
the human diversity of its people in a Christian
manner." [1213th meeting, para. 36.]
69. Really, does not this colonial "best of all possible
worlds" remind us of Dr. Pangloss, that character in
Voltaire's novel whom I shall now quote. This is what
he said:

"It is obvious that things cannot be otherwise,
for since everything was made for a purpose every-

thing is necessarily for the best purpose .•• Stone
was made to be quarried and to build castles j thus
my Lord has a very beautiful chateau. The greatest
baron of the province should be the best housed,
and since pigs were made to be eaten, we eat pork
all the year. Therefore, those who have maintained
that all is well have been talking nonsense: they
should say that all is as good as it can possibly
be."
I should like to say that we, the delegations representing the antf-co loni al ist majority in the General
Assembly, not only do not agree with the Dr. Panglosses but disagree also with Oandide, who thinks
that Pangloss is "the greatest philosopher in the
province, and therefore in the whold wor-ld", We are
engaged in a ceaseless struggle to unmask them by
every appropriate means.
70. In the three years siuce the adoption of the 1960
Declaration, the political map of the world has undergone great changes-and I might add, changes for the
better. Every year new countries have attained independence and been admitted to the United Nations.
The progress achieved cannot be denied, but compared
with the objective we set ourselves the results are
only partial. There are still colonies in Asia, America
and Oceania, but the greatest impediment to the Iiqutdation of the vestiges of colonialism is the situation
which prevails in the south of the continent of Africa.
The conditions in which people there are living and
the struggles in which they are engaged have been
described in detail in the last few years and this year
too by many delegations, including my own. This is
not the first time we have discussed the question
of the international "unholy alliance" which rules the
geographical area formed by the territories of Angola,
Mozambique, Southern Rhodesia and South Africa.
71. This is not the first time in the history of mankind that the oppressor, not content with the wrong
he does to an oppressed people, has not scrupled to
endeavour to explain why it is necessary for him to
do so. Colonialism, the evil of our times, has more
than one way of disguising its ugly face. The "explanation" given by the white settlers living in southern
Africa-whether in South Africa, Rhodesia or the
Portuguese colonies-is racial discrimination or, to
be more exact, the so-called theory of white supremacy.
72. In view of the vast amount of material that has
already been p rovided on the subject, I should like
first of all to draw a few conclusions from it.
(1) Racial discrimination is one of the aspects of
colonialism which, in turn, is a historical phenomenon
that shows the exploitation inherent in the capitalist
system.
(2) The methods of racial discrimination practised
in southern Africa are based on a theory identical
with that of genocide, which was adopted by Hitler's
Germany and has been historically, politically and
scientifically repudiated. Yet this is what the Sunday
Tribune of Durban states in an editorial:
"As
racial
moral
event,

South Africans, we are firmly opposed to
integration. We see no biological or even
justification for such a course and, in any
the fact is that we do not want it."

(3) It would long ago have become impossible to
continue the practice of racial discrimination in
southern Africa given the local forces opposed to it,
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were it not for the fact that the advocates of racial
discrimination enjoy the political, economic and military support of a group of countries which, all being
members of the NATO military bloc and living in the
context of a capitalist system of production, consider
that support of racial discrimination is not incompatible with their own principles of foreign policy.
(4) One of the main reasons for this is that there
are economic groups in most countries-as has been
pointed out in the committee debates-which exert
strong political influence and are actually interested
in acquiring TaW materials and exploiting the labour
of the territories administered under a regtme of
racial discrimination. Here is another example.
Chester Bowles, in his book Africa's Challenge to
America, writes:
IIWe have seen how American industry, in war
or peace, is increasingly dependent on certain key
African minerals. If the simmering South African
volcano should erupt or the tricky balance of forces
in the Congo break down, our position in the nuclearjet age could be mortally threatened.v.s/
(5) In order to eliminate racial discrimination it
is not enough to change the untenable situation prevailing in southern Africa; the foreign policy of the
countries which support it must be changed.
(6) The vicious doctrine of racial discrimination
is worse than the most dangerous epidemic. It poisons
the atmosphere within nations, as can be seen from
what happened in Germany before the Second World
War and what is happening today in certain nonAfrican countries. It poisons the atmosphere among
nations as well. It arouses distrust between countries.
It is one of the factors which led to the outbreak of
the Second World War in Europe and it may unleash
another conflict in Africa. It must be understood once
and for all that neither the colour of the skin nor any
other external features can give an individual, group
or nation superiority over others. The whole human
race constitutes one racial group.

73. Lastly. I should like to stress that NATO bears
collective responsibility for the crimes attributable
to the ideology of racial discrimination in southern
Africa and that all the countries of NATO, large and
small, are responsible for allowing the facilities of
their organization to be used as modern instruments
for oppression, for colonial oppression. Furthermore,
if the United Nations fails to take the necessary steps
to put an end to the situation, it will have to bear that
collective responsibility.
74. The third question I should like to deal with in
this discussion is also of a more general nature.
Nowadays there is a growing recognition, even in the
United Nations, that the present international situation
is characterized by the concept of peaceful coexistence
of different social systems.
75. The question that arises. therefore, is that of
the interdependence between peaceful coexistence
and decclontzatton, or in other words the implementation of the Declaration. the struggle for national
liberation. and the work and tasks of the Committee
of Twenty-Four. The Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs of the United Kingdom, in his statement on
1J Chester Bowles, Mrica's Challenge to America, Berkeley and Los
Angeles. University of California Press, 1956, p, 100.

1 October 1963, gave the following reply to this question:
"Yet perhaps I may be forgiven if I give one word
of caution, for surely in contemplating wars of
liberation, either to alter the direction of Portuguese
colonial policy or to compel the South African Government to abandon its policy of apartheid, some
are in danger of falling into the error which they
have so vigorously denounced in others. For the
lesson of the twentieth century and of the nuclear
age is this-and it is the same for African, Asian
and European-e-that force can never sol ve anything
and that the political emotions which inspire the
desire to employ it must be resisted, however strong
they may be." [A/PV.1222, para. 60.]

.-~

76. It is true that in this nuclear age it is the duty
of everyone to strive to avoid a nuclear world war
and to prevent collective suicide. That is one of the
pillars on which the idea of peaceful coexistence
rests. But peaceful coexistence is not a means of
perpetuating the colonial system and can never be
regarded as such.
77. The reasoning behind the statement quoted above
is more or less as follows. For many centuries Portugal has been looting and oppressing the peoples of
its colonies. Until now the oppressed peoples have
not waged organized wars of liberation. This is right
and just, this peaceful status quo. Portugal massacred
the sons of foreign peoples "in peaceful conditions".
That is not aggression; that is the status quo. But
that the peoples of the Portuguese colonies have now
risen up to drive out the Portuguese occupation by,
open force. that is not right. for it changes the allegedly peaceful status quo and consequently constitutes a war. The war of liberation must therefore be
abandoned. But if the racist settlers massacre the
indigenous inhabitants and their leaders and confine
them to ghettos in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia.
if NATO supplies those same white settlers with all
the arms necessary to carry out their policy of bloody
oppression, and if NATO places all kinds of weapons
of extermination, from napalm bombs to aircraft, at
the disposal of Portugal to help in the war against the
Angolans who are fighting for freedom, all that does
not contradict "the lesson of the twentieth century";
it is only a defence of the status guo. And it seems,
too. that the violation of agreements entered into in
the case of British Guiana is not inconsistent with
"the lesson of the twentieth century", because the
United Kingdom broke its word in order to maintain
the status quo, Le.; to maintain the colonial subjugation of British Guiana,
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78. In other words, the United Kingdom delegation
considers that wars of oppression for the purpose
of maintaining the status guo by force of arms are
justified; they are not wars and are not a threat to
peaceful coexistence.
79. We cannot agree with this view. which is a pure
and simple falsification of the very idea of peaceful
coexistence. Revolution is not in fact an export. And
what the Angolan patriots desire is not an exported
independence; they want to recover the independence
of their own people. That is their right, just as much
as. for example, the English or the Portuguese people
have a right to their own independence. Moreover.
counter-revolution is not an export either. Nevertheless, the Portuguese armed forces in Africa are
trying to export counter-revolution and colonialism

..

1268th meeting to Mrica, with the material and military assistance
of NATO, and are using weapons supplied by NATO
and NATO military bases.
80. If NATO, including Portugal, were to comply
with the resolutions of the General Assembly and the
Security Council and abandon the war it is waging
against the people of Angola and of so-called Portuguese Guinea, it would thereby put into effect what
the Secretary of state for Foreign Affairs of the United
Kingdom has called "the lesson of the twentieth century". We consider that in the second half of the
twentieth century, the age of peaceful coexistence,
it is a fundamental principle that all peoples should
be equal, without distinction as to race or colour,
and that no people can be prevented by force from
freeing itself from the colonial yoke.
81. When the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
of the United Kingdom states, in the spirit of the
Declaration: "We have accepted the principle of s8lfdetermination without qualification. We have accepted
that the majority should rule I' [ibid., para. 82], and
when he is at the same time supplying arms to Portugal, which is the aggressor in Angola, and to the
racist minority of white settlers in Southern Rhodesia,
it is obvious that he is the first to violate the principle
which he has himself formulated for the twentieth
century in declaring that "for-ce can never solve
anything", Moreover, to call the Angolan people the
aggressors when it is the Angolan people who are
fighting against the Portuguese aggressor is, to say
the least, a reversal of logic.
82.

Lastly, before any diversionary manoeuvres start,
make it clear that the Hungarian
people, who stand for the prtnctples of socialism
and peaceful coexistence, are solidly behind the
patriots of Angola and of other African countries
who are struggling for freedom. But this support
does not mean that we wish to carry on the cold war,
let us say, against the United Kingdom. We recognize
the right of the Angolan people and of the other colonial peoples, l ike that of the British people, to independence. This is not cold war, therefore, but the
consistent observance of the principles of the United
Nations. If the colonialists would do the same, it
would be possible to avoid both hot war and cold war,
and the principle of peaceful coexistence could gain
another great victory.
1 should like to

-.
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83. In conclusion, I should like to make afew remarks
on the activities of the Committee of Twenty- Four
which we have followed with great attention. We think
that the Committee is performing a very important
task. In accordance with the spirit of the Declaration,
it has done much more to put an end to colonialism
than any other organ of the United Nations which has
ever dealt with that and similar matters.
84. My delegation considers that the General Assembly should confirm the decision which the Committee
has taken on the colonial territories. In our opinion.
we should again, as in past years, adopt a resolution
concerning the general tasks of the Committee. This
resolution might state that the continuation of the
shameful colonial system, which is still directly
affecting some fifty million people, is incompatible
with the United Nations Charter and with the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples; that colonialism in all its forms
constitutes ser-ious threat to international peace and
security; that the General Assembly vigorously cori-
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demns the attitude of the colonial Powers which are
sabotaging the implementation of the United Nations
resolution on the abolition of colonialism; and that
special attention should be paid to the activities of
foreign mining companies and other international
monopolies in colonial territories, since these companies play an important part in perpetuating the
colonial system.
85. My delegation further suggests that the General
Assembly should call upon the colonial Powers to
cease forthwith all military operations against indigenous populations, to withdraw all their armed
forces and mll i tary missions, to abolish military
bases established in colonial territories, to guarantee
to the local population the free exercise of their
human and civil rights , to repeal immediately all
laws and statutes inspired by racial discrimination,
to release all political prisoners immediately and to
transfer powers to the representatives of the people
at once.
86. My delegation considers that the Committee of
Twenty-Four should be instructed to follow the situation in the colonial territories closely in the future
and, if necessary, to inform the General Assembly
and the Security Council of developments. Lastly l the
Committee should report to the General Assembly
at its nineteenth session on the implementation of the
Declaration.
87. After the long period of shameful colonial exploitation, now, in an age when science is making an
unprececlented contribution to the welfare of mankind,
it is high time to delete colonialism once and for all
from the pages of history In the programme drawn
up at the Addis Ababa Conferenoe.L' the Heads of
State of thirty-two independent African States expressed their determination that this should be done.
0

88. Up to the present the United Nations, too, has
made an outstanding contribution to the abolition of
colonialism. It is the duty of all Member States to
make every effort to continue and complete this work,
in the spirit of the Declaration. And we can hope to
achieve success, especially since the forces of anticolonialism are increasing from year to year in the
United Nations.
89. On behalf of my delegation, I should like to state
once again that in their fight against colonialism the
newly independent countries' can always count on the
effective support of the Hungarian people.

Mr. Tbors (Iceland), Vice-President, took the Chair.
90. Mr. T'aieb SLIM (Tllnisia) (translated from
French): On 14 December 1960, at its fifteenth session, the General Assembly unanimously adopted the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)].
This was a decisive turning-point in the history of
international relations, confirming the evolution of our
century towards the recognition of the supremacy
of man and its adherence to the principles of freedom
and dignity.
91. This Declaration was a new milestone in world
history and crowned the untiring efforts of countries
which love peace and freedom and believe in fundamental human' rights, t h <> dignity and worth of the
human person and the equal rights of all peoples anel
nations, large and small.

.:v Summit Conference of Independent African States. 22-25
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92. The Declaration not only put an end to a long
chapter in history, characterized by domination, subjugation and exploitation, but opened up new prospects
for an era of co-operation, equality and relaxation of
international tension. It gave the peoples who were
still dependent a glimmer of hope that they would
soon achieve freedom and the recognition of their
rights as men.
93. By adopting resolution 1514 (XV), the General
Assembly unanimously condemned colonialism in all
its forms, as also any kind of foreign domination.
At one stroke. the traclitional and erroneous principles
on which European expansionism had been based
collapsed and the new relationships advocated became
more human, since they were henceforth founded on
the right of self-determination and on equality and
international solidarity.
94. The unanimous adoption of the Declaration showed
a universal determination to accept this new order
and established the reign of human dignity and justice.
The process of decolonization thus begun was therefore to be accelerated; the dependent peoples, anxious
yet optimistic, are waiting for the application of the
new principles which have been recognized unanimously and unequivocally as being henceforth the
corner-stone of international relations.
95. Once those principles had been established, it
remained for us to apply them and to rid ourselves
of any other doctrine which might be inconsistent
with them, thus creating the conditions necessary for
the birth of the new order. A Special Committee,
originally made up of seventeen members and increased in 1962 to twenty-four members, was set
up to promote the implementation of the historic
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
96. During the past year. the Special Committee has
met without interruption to seek ways and means to
facilitate the achievement of the objectives of resolution 1514 (XV). The Special Committee has tackled
this exciting task with enthusiasm and with an unshakable faith in the principles of the Charter and
of the Declaration.

97. It would be pointless for me to speak to you at
length about the work of the Special Committee or to
draw up a list of its achievements. The exhaustive
report before you [A/5446/Rev.l] is explicit. With
the Chairman's permission, however, the Tuni sfan
delegation, which has been a member of the Committee
since its formation. would like to express its opinion
on the amount of work accomplished.
98, I must admit that the results are well below what
we had hoped for when resolution 1514 (XV) Was
unanimously adopted and bear no proportion to the
tremendous efforts exerted by the members of the
Committee. I shall point out at once that the delay
which the Assembly will note in the implementation
of the Declaration on the granting of independence
is in no way due to our Committee, for colonialism
remains a real force, which our Committee has certainly weakened but which it has i.ot yet been able
to neutralize completely.

99. In only three of the territories under colonial
administration which the Special Committee has
studied has the date for accession to independence
been set by the administering Power. Those three
are Kenya and Zanzibar, which are to achieve inde-
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pendence at the beginning of this month, and Malta,
which is to achieve independence in spring 1964.
100. Since the dissolution of the Federation of Central
Africa, the hopes of Northern Rhodesia and Nyas aland
have yet to be fulfilled; after many delays, the administering Power has still not fixed a date for their
accession to independence. The problem of Southern
Rhodesia remains untouched, in spite of the force
of world opinion. Basutoland, Bechuanal and and swaztland are still victims of the hesitation of the administering Power and are subject to the whims of
a menacing and over--ummttous neighbour. South West
Africa is still burdened by a diffuse and anachronistic
mandate, which the Mandatory Power itself continues
to contest, for expansionist reasons which are well
known. The drama of Angola, Mozambique, so-called
Portuguese Guinea and the other territories under
Portuguese domination cannot be brought to a peaceful conclusion as long as the colonial Power adheres
to false political concepts and juridical fictions. In
British Guiana a solution is in sight. It is far from
perfect but it will lead to the independence of that
Territory in the very near future. The independence
of Gambia, which has achieved self-government, has
been delayed for reasons unrelated to the provisions
of the resolution. Gibraltar is still subject to a statute
which is more than two centuries old and which only
the rule of force can justify. There is no foreseeable
end to the exploitation and subjugation of Fernando
P60 and Rio Muni, Fiji is still under colonial domination, the pretext being disagreement among the different ethnic communities in the territory. Ifni,
Melilla, "Ceuta, veritable enclaves within Moroccan
territory, continue to demand reunion with their mother
country. We hope that Spain will finally respond to
the call of reason. The same applies to so-called
Spanish Sahara. Aden and the territories of South
Arabia are still under British domination and It is
important that they should accede to independence as
soon as possible and should be in a position to decide
their future freely.
101. I have spoken only of those colonial territories
studied by the Special Committee. There are others
that remain under the yoke of colonialism and foreign
exploitation. There are many of them and I shall only
quote, as examples, those mentioned in the preliminary
list drawn up by the Special Committee [A/5446/
Rev.L, annex I], a list which, moreover, is far from
complete. The number of these territories amounts
to sixty-four and they are shared among the United
Kingdom, Portugal, Spain, the United States, New
Zealand, France and Australia. There are others,
not mentioned in the list, that merit all our attention.
I shall mention only certain territories in the Arabian
Peninsula, such as Oman, Muscat and Hadhramant,
as well as so-called French Somalia. The position
of these territories is all the more desperate in that
we tend to forget them. The inhuman and degrading
conditions prevailing there are a negation of human
rights.
102. The only object of this enumeration Is to enable
the Assembly to measure the extent of the work that
remains to be done and to assess, in comparison,
the results-unhappily, meagre ones-achieved so
far. The pace of the decolonizing process is unfortunately slow and millions of men still subject to
the shame of foreign domination find no relief from
their suffering and despair.
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103. The General Assembly, conscious ofitsresponsibilities, adopted the historic resolution 1514 (XV)
and entrusted a Special Committee with the implementation of that resolution. Tunisia would be failing
in its duty if it did not tell the Assembly how this
is proceeding and inform it of the obstacles that the
colonial Powers are placing in the way of the implementation of the Declaration. The administering
Powers not only refuse to co-operate with the Special
Committee but do their utmost, by manoeuvres of all
kinds, to discredit the Committee and compromise
its work. Not only do they refuse to allow any body
set up by the Committee to have access to these territories but they refuse to provide the Committee
with complete information on the territories. The
refusal of the administering Power to allow the factfinding missions to enter Aden and British Guiana
is one example.

108. They were unanimous in recognizing that there
would be no peace, happiness or rest while other
Africans were still languishing in the chains of slavery
and they solemnly declared that the occupation of
African territory was an insult to their own liberty
and a threat to their independence. They pledged
thems el ves to do everything in their power to put an
end to foreign occupation in Africa and to help the
oppressed peoples to recover their independence and
their dignity.

104. This admittedly unimpressive record gives
rise to a certain pessimism. Can the Member States
which are implicated today consider that the adoption
of the Declaration was only a symbolic act? Perhaps
the administering Powers thought that by persistently
refusing to co-operate with the Special Committee
they could manage to make of it a symbolic body
incapable of action. Did they think that their passive
participation in the work of the Committee would
salve their conscience with respect to the peoples
under their administration and at the same time
secure a reprieve for colonialism and spare them
the censure of world opinion? Are they seeking the
discredit and discomfiture of the Special Committee
in order to convince the subject peoples that they
are wrong to place any hope whatsoever in the actions
of the United Nations?

110. If the colonial Powers remain deaf to their
appeal, they will not hesitate to use any means to
put all end to colonialism in Africa.

105. Colonialism has nothing to gain from these
manoeuvres because it is condemned to disappear.
Anxious not to offend the administering Powers and
desiring to secure their co-operation, the Special
Committee has tried to associate them with the work
of decolonization. It was entitled to expect loyal and
sincere co-operation from them. Unfortunately, the
Committee has met with constant, if sometimes veiled,
refusals. This unrealistic attitude will not stem the
tide of decolonization. Only the means of achieving
it will be changed. Let us hope that the General Assembly will be able to recommend new ways of helping
the Special Committee-or any other-to ensure the
effective implementation of the Declaration on the
granting of independence.
106. It is the General Assembly's duty to take strong
steps without delay to overcome the reluctance of the
colonial Powers and to eliminate colonialism, which
continues to cause a great deal of SUffering, to sacrifice thousands of human lives, to provoke armed
conflicts and to threaten peace and security, not only
in isolated regions of the globe but throughout the
entire world.
107. At the Addis Ababa Conference the African
Heads of State or Government gave serious attention
to the problems involved in the decolonization of
Africa. Convinced as they were of the necessity of
accelerating the unconditional attainment of national
independence by all African territories still under
foreign domination, they proclaimed that the greatest
task still to be accomplished was the final liberation
of all Africans still living under the yoke of colonialism.

109. In the resolution on decolonization adoptee! by
the Conference, they invited the colonial Powers "to
take the necessary measures for the immediate application of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples 11 and
insisted "that their determination to maintain colonies
or semi-colonies in Africa constitutes a menace to
the peace of the continent".

11!. From this rostrum I appeal to the colonial
Powers to realize that this situation, dangerous as
it is, leaves room for co-operation. To that end they
should base and develop their relations with Africa
on the fundamental and sacred principle that all
peoples, without exception, have an inalienable right
to complete independence, to the exercise of their
sovereignty and to the integrity of their national territory. They should understand once and for all that
the general movement of peoples towards emancipation is an irreversible and irresistible phenomenon
and that any direct or indirect attempt to resist that
movement is not only immoral and contrary to the
law of nations, but is doomed in advance to certain
failure.
112. It is the duty of the Powers that still assume
responsibility for the administration of colonial territories to play their part in ensuring the best chances
of success for this historic movement, on which the
future and the happiness of the whole of humanity
depend to so great an extent.
113. It would be a great pity if the selfish desire
to preserve certain immediate political or economic
advantages and the maintenance of certain methods
incompatible with freedom were to aggravate the
situation and thus widen the existing gap even further.
In addition, such a situation would drive the peoples
groaning under the colonial yoke to have recourse to
the use of brute force, with all the misery and unhappiness it brings in its train, in order to recover
their right to freedom, dignity and independence.
114. I reserve the right to intervene in this debate
on other points in the Special Committee's report.
115. Mr. SONN VOEUNSAI (Cambodia) (translated
from French): Now that the General Assembly is
about to examine the second report of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples [A/5446/
Rev.1], the Cambodian delegation, which is a member
of that Committee, would like to state its views on
the problems of decolonization in general and 011 the
best way to ensure the success of the task undertaken
by the United Nations.
116. Decolonization is one of the greatest concerns
of our time, along with disarmament and economic
-~
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development. It is one of the objectives of the Charter,
which affirmed the faith of all peoples in fundamental
human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human
person, in the equal rights of men and women and
rccognized the right of peoples to self-determination.
Article 73 of the Charter defined the essential rules
to be followed by all Member states which have or
assume responsibilities for the administration of
territories whose peoples have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government.
117. The his toric Declaration appearing in resolution
1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960 proclaimed the necessity of bringing to a speedy and unconditional end
colonialism in all its forms and manifestations. It
declares that immediate steps should be taken, in all
territories which have not yet attained independence,
to transfer all powers to the people of those territories, in accordance with their freely expressed will
and desire.
118. My delegation has thought it necessary to recall
those principles and those rules, which we all adopted,
because it has always considered that, as the Secretary-General said the other day, we shall have to
reach a solution by the force of arguments rather
than by the argument of force, For us decolonization
is a necessity and a duty. For us, therefore, it is an
objective to be achieved at any cost. It must be the
concern of all nations that love peace, justice and
freedom. In the matter of international co-operation,
we have talked of uniting all our efforts in the struggle against hatred, hunger, sickness, ignorance and
poverty. But we must also unite our efforts in the
struggle against the deprivation of freedom, against
SUbjugation and against oppression.
119. The Government and the people of Cambodia
have not spared and never will spare any effort to help
subject peoples to achieve freedom. Both at the Bandung Conference-i/ and the Belgrade Conference.Ji/ His
Royal Highness Prince Norodom Sihanouk, Head of State
of Cambodia, spoke out unequivocally. Having personally led the crus ade for independence in his Own
country, he is imbued with the idea of liberating subject peoples. In one of his recent articles, he wrote:
"For the Afro-Asian or Latin American peoples,
it is essential to obtain, first and foremost, the freedom of their country". He also spoke of "the magic
which is attached to the word independence" and he
affirmed that "for colonial peoples, independence
comes before everything; everything means democracy, wealth, well-being, and even order and peace".
120. Nevertheless, in face of this determination
Prince Norodom Sihanouk has always advocated mod~
eration, caution and the greatest objectivity. He said,
and I quote again:
"Our new strength, a strength which will continue
to grow, will be expressed all the better in that
it will refuse to allow itself to be carried away by
the rancours of a grievous past. That is why I am
convinced that our voice will be more impressive
and listened to with greater respect if it is raised
without hatred and passion."
121. In accordance with this line of conduct the
Cambodian delegation has always refrained, il~ the
course of the Special Committee's work,fromharking
iJ Asian-African Conference, 18-24 April 1955.

'!iJ Conference

of the Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned
Countries, 1-6 September 1961.

back to "a grievous past". In spite of the disappointments occasioned by the attitude of the administering
Powers, my delegation has refrained from criticizing
those Powers or levelling accusations against them.
It has unfailingly co-operated in the search for the
most appropriate ways and means of furthering the
speedy and complete implementation of the Declaration in all the territories that have not yet achieved
independence.
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122. After eight months of almost uninterrupted work,
the Special Committee of Twenty-Four now submits
to the Assembly the results of its work, concerning
twenty-six territories, large and small, with a total
population of 37 million and a total area of more than
6 million square kilometres.
123. Before giving an account of that work and presenting the views of my delegation on each of the
territories considered, I should like to draw the
Assembly's attention to the Committee's finding. Its
report has this to say:
"While taking note of the progress made since
then in the field of decolonization, the Special Committee is aware that decolonization in parts of
Africa and elsewhere is not proceeding at a satisfactory pace." [A/5446/Rev.1, chapter I, para. 45.]
124. It therefore behoves us to examine the reasons
for this unwarrantedly slow pace. In my delegation's
view the main cause is inadequate, if not complete
lack of, co-operation on the part of the administering
Powers. Last year the General Assembly noted in
its resolution 1810 (XVII) the negative attitude and
the deliberate refusal ofcertain administering Powers
to co-operate with the Special Committee and made
a point of requesting those Powers to afford the
Special Committee their fullest co-operation.
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125. Let us now see what arguments they have advanced for refusing such full co-operation,
126. Some administering Powers have tried to question the competence of the Special Committee, and
even of the United Nations, by asserting that the territories which they administer belong to them outright.
In resolution 1541 (XV), however, the Assembly of
the Member States defined the principles which should
guide Members in determining the nature of such
Territories; furthermore in specific cases, such as
that of the territories under Portuguese administration
and that of South West Africa, it has taken a decision
each time by a very large majority.
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127. others, while conceding the principle of decolonization, consider that it should be carried out
according to their own ideas. In so doing they completely disregard resolution 1514 (XV), which stated
that the transfer of powers was to be carried out
"without any conditions or reservations" and that
"inadequacy of political, economic, social or educational preparedness should never serve as a pretext
for delaying independence".
128. To all of them the intervention of the United
Nations in general and of the Special Committee in
particular constitutes interference in their domestic
affairs. By that reasoning, even the settlement of
questions of international peace and security and of
disarmament would constitute outside interference.
129. The Special Committee has continually sought the
co-operation of the administering Powers. It has made
it a rule to invite those Powers to participate in the
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1268th meeting :debate on the territories which they administer. In
[most cases it has suggested the sending of subIcommittees to hold detailed talks with the Governiments concerned. But some of those Powers have
[demurred or bluntly refused to co-operate.
1130. The second reason lies in the lack of conside:ra:tion for the decisions which have been taken. The
ir esolutlons adopted by the General Assembly and
jthe Security Council-the highest organs of the United
[Nations-are not being implemented. I am aware that
ultimately these resolutions are merely recommendations, but it is obvious that recommendations are
formulated only to be followed, otherwise there would
be no justification for them.
131. There is also the hesitant and somewhat ambiguous attitude of some great Powers. I said that
all Member States must unite their efforts to put
an end to all foreign domination. At the present stage
of our work it is no longer possible to content ourselves with statements of intentions and professions
of faith; we need action and clear-cut, resolute positions. Last year the General Assembly invited the
Special Committee [resolution 1810 (XVII)] to propose
specific measures for the complete application of the
Declaration; if the Assembly adopts those measures
during the present session, they must be put into
effect scrupulously.
132. I should also like to point out that the Special
Committee has been confronted with numerous difficulties. You all know that it adopted certain methods
and procedures for the discharge of its functions.
The General Assembly took note of them with approval
[ibid.]. In addition to general discussions at the meetings of the Special Committee, these consist of the
hearing of petitioners and the dispatch of Visiting
missions or sub-committees.
133. The Special Committee has received a large
number of written communications and it has heard
numerous petitioners. I think that it should continue
to do so, and in this connexion my delegation is entirely in favour of the freedom and security which
must be granted to any petitioner who wishes to come
to New York to appear before a United Nations body.
The question which was raised in the Fourth Committee some weeks ago should be settled with that
object in mind.
134. With reference to Visiting missions, the Special
Committee's :report mentions, inter alia, the following:
"The Special Committee wishes to point out that
by refusing access to a visiting group of the Special
Committee to a Territory coming within the scope
of its work, the administering Power concerned is
denying it one of the most effective means of carrying out the task assigned to it by the General
Assembly, namely the examination of the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples."
[A/5446, nev.i, chap. I, para. 55.J
135. The United Kingdom has stated that a visiting
mis sion in a territory "constitutes an interference
in the affairs of that Territory and that it could not
share its responsibilities with the United Nations 11
[ibid., para. 54]. This is a misconception of the
United Nations' role in determining the aspirations
of peoples. As far as the Sub-Committee on Aden
was concerned, it was even claimed that it consisted
of persons whose impartiality was open to doubt and
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that it constituted a subver-sive body. But lean assure
the Assembly that this Sub-Committee discharged its
duties with complete objectivity.
136. In my delegation's view, the administration of
a territory by a Government alien to that territory
constitutes, for the purposes of decolonization, a
mission of trusteeship. Once provision is made for
visiting missions in the case of Trust Territories,
why cannot such missions be allowed in the case of
Territories which come within the competence of the
Special Committee of Twenty-Four?
137. The Special Committee also experienced some
difficulty in drawing up a complete list of the Ter:ritories which it is to consider. Paragraph 5 of
:resolution 1514 (XV) refers to Trust Territories,
Non-Self-Governing Territories and all other territories which have not yet attained independence. The
Special Committee decided to consider that list at
its meetings in 1964 "subject to any further directives
which the General Assembly might wish to provide
at its eighteenth session" [ibid., para. 47]. Mydelegation hopes that such directives will indeed be given
and that if necessary an ad hoc committee may be
appointed for that purpose.
138. Lastly, there are the territories for which there
have been multiple claims to sovereignty. As a general rule my delegation is in favour of direct negotiations between the parties concerned and it considers
that, in the event of failure, conciliation or arbit:ration
commissions would be required.
139. I have referred to the various problems of
decolonization. There may be others which will arise
owing to the attitude of the administer ing Powers and
their friends or allies. In the Cambodian delegation's
view, the rules to be followed in order to achieve a
satisfactory solution should be based on the principle
that the interests of the peoples of the Territories
concerned are paramount, with its corollary, the right
of self-determination. We must bow to the will and
the freely expressed wishes of the peoples of those
territories, without any distinction as to race, creed
or colour. It is therefore important for us to bring
about the necessary conditions to enable such consultations to take place in accordance with the provisions of the Charter, with respect for human rights
and fundamental fr-eecoms for all.
140. It now remains for me to inform you of the
position of my delegation with reference to the various
Territories which were conside:red by the Special
Committee in 1963.
141. First, I should like to express our hope and
our joy that the following Territories will shortly
attain independence: Kenya on 12 December 1963,
Zanzibar immediately after, Northern Rhodesia and
Nyasaland at the beginning of 1964 and Malta on
31 May 1964.
142. We rejoice now that those countries will soon
join the great community of free and sovereign States.
We should also like to congratulate the United Kingdom, the administering Power, because that Power
has finally managed to complete its task of decoloruzation in those territories.
143. In the case of Gibraltar and the territories
administered by Spain, the Special Committee will
resume its conside:ration of them next year. Some
negotiations are still necessary and it is therefore
premature to judge this issue.
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144. With regard to Fiji, Gambia and the High Commission Territories-Basutoland, Bechuanaland and
Swaziland-the Special Committee requested the administering Power to take certain steps in order to
speed up the process of decolontz ation, We hope that
the necessary efforts will be made towards that end,
and we shall reconsider the situation in the coming
months.
145. The Cambodian delegation would now like to
deal at greater length with the other Territories
considered.
146. The questions of Southern Rhodesia, South West
Africa and the Territories under Portuguese administration have been debated at length by the Fourth
Committee in the course of the last two months. The
Cambodian delegation has stated its attitude on each
one clearly.
147. In the case of Southern Rhodesia, whose people
are fully entitled to self-determination and independence, it is a matter of bringing about the conditions in which all the inhabitants without distinction
as to race, colour, education and wealth, will be able
to decide freely the future of their country. Without
such a preliminary referendum, it is not fair to transfer powers to a Government which in fact represents
only a white minority of the population of the Territory. The dissolution of the Central African Federation, which was decided upon at Victoria Falls, is a
good thing in itself, for an association must never
be maintained against the wishes of the peoples concerned, but the consequences of that dissolution should
be considered in the context of self-determination for
the Zimbabwe people.
148. In the case of South West Africa, decolonization
is all the more urgent in that the situation in that
Territory is aggravated by the policy of apartheid
which has always been practised there and by attempts
to annex some or all of the country. At the present
stage of the question-which has been before us for
seventeen years-we feel that we should add weight
to our arguments by adopting suitable measures of
coercion. The Cambodian Government, for its part,
has already made the necessary arrangements.
149. As far as the Territories under Portuguese
administration are concerned, they are now a matter
for the Security Council, to which this question will
be submitted. The situation is serious, it is disturbing
peace and security in Africa and, by extension, it
constitutes a serious threat to international peace
and security. Portugal's attitude gives no ground for
hope. The United Nations, and with it the Security
Council, are now fully aware of their responsibilities.
150. We feel very concerned about the situation in
British Guiana, Here we have a Territory which
should have been independent two years ago. The
principle has been conceded by the administering
Power, and elections on the basis of universal suffrage have been held in all regularity. We do not think
that the existence of an opposition, however strong
it may be, can be regarded as an obstacle to the
granting of independence to the Territory. The Cambodian delegation would of course welcome the possibility of an agreement or a compromise between the
two main parties in British Guiana, and consequently
it is in favour of the action of the good-offices SubCommittee set up by the Special Committee.
151. I should now like to speak about the question
of Aden and the Aden Protectorates, on account of

which the Special Committee decided to send a SubCommittee to the Territories concerned. This SubCommittee, whose terms of reference are to ascertain
the views of the population and to hold talks with the
administering Power, was not able to go to Aden and
the Aden Protectorates and was not even able to have
talks with the United Kingdom Government. Having
been authorized by the Special Committee to visit
neighbouring countries if necessary the Sub-Committee went to obtain information from all persons from
the 'I'err itorfes concerned, in the United Arab Republic, in Yemen, in Saudi Arabia and in Iraq. It discharged its duties with complete objectivity and
faithfully reported what it saw and heard.
152. The recommendations which the Sub-Committee
on Aden submitted to the Special Committee and which
the latter adopted [see A/5446/Rev.1, chap. V, para.
478] are based on the following principles, which
have been generally agreed upon: first, the recognition
of the right of the people of the Territory of Aden
and of the Aden Protectorates to self-determination
and independence; second, the need to give the people
of those territories an early opportunity to decide
their future. The Cambodian delegation wishes to
state that it firmly supports the measures which have
been recommended and proposes that they should be
adopted by the General Assembly.
153. To conclude my statement, I have still to speak
about the future work of the Special Committee on the
situation with regard to the implementation of the
Declaration on decoloniz ation,
154. My delegation considers that we still have a
tremendous task to accomplish. The Special Committee could car ry it through successfully if the requisite conditions which I have mentioned are achieved
and if the procedural methods adopted can be fully
applied.
155. With regard to the action which might be undertaken in the coming year, and which relates mainly
to the small territories, I fully endorse the views
and suggestions of Mr. Coulibaly, the Chairman of
our Special Committee, but I also feel that the quest
for solutions to the problems of Southern Rhodesia,
South West Africa and the Territories under Portuguese administration should be left to the Security
Council or to a special session of the General Assembly.
156. Furthermore, my delegation considers that
the membership of the Special Committee, whether
changed or not, should remain at twenty-four, for
an increase in the number could be prejudicial to the
acceleration of its work. My delegation also considers
that it is not yet possible to fix a final date by which
all colonial countries and peoples shall be independent.
We could hope, however, that the date might coincide
with the twentieth anniversary of our Organization.
157. In conclusion, I should like once again to quote
His Royal Highness Prince Norodom Sihanouk, who
said, "My thoughts go out to all those throughout the
world who are shedding their blood for their freedom
and independence. To them I wish to express our
complete solidarity and our conviction that the day
is not far off when we shall have the joy of welcoming
them among us".
Organization of work

158. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish):
Before I adjourn the meeting, I should like to remind
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representatives that, as announced earlier, the list
of speakers on the item we are considering, item 23,
will be closed at 6 p.m, today.
159. The next plenary meeting of the General Assembly will be held tomorrow morning, to consider
agenda item 32. As soon as the consideration of this
item is concluded, we shall resume the general debate

Litho in U.N.

on item 23. Tomorrow, Tuesday afternoon, we shall
have another plenary meeting, at which we shall continue the general debate on item 23 and next Wednesday
there will be three plenary meetings-a morning,
afternoon and night-in order to conclude the general
debate on item 23.

The meeting rose at 1 p.m,
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continuation of the exploitation of the resources of .
the territories under their control. In many other
cases the colonialists have planted foreign settlers
in considerable number, have given them the best
of the land and other resources in the country they
occupy, have concentrated the power in their hands;
and then they argue that they are in no position to
discharge their responsibility towards the indigenous
people and the international community. In certain
situations the colonialists endeavour to establish
foreign settlements from the metropolis and face
the world with a fait accompli as in the case of the
Portuguese territories.
GENERAL DEBATE (Continued)

32. The PRESIDENT (trans lated from Spanish): We
shall now continue the general cebate on item 23.
33. Mr. Mahmoud RlAD (United Arab Republic): Just
a few days ago the General Assembly unanimously
adopted another historic Declaration [1261st meeting],
namely the United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of All For-ma of Racial Discrimination. In its
drive for justice and equality for all mankind, this
international Organization, guided by the very principles of the Charter, had previously adopted two
principal declarations. The first was the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights which proclaimed that
all human beings are born free and equal in dignity
and rights, and that everyone is entitled to all rights
and freedoms without distinction of any kind, in particular as to race, colour or national origin.
34. The second was the historic Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples, by which the Assembly declared that the
subjection of peoples to alien domination and exploitation constitutes a denial offundamental human rights,
is contrary to the Charter of the United Nations, and
is an impediment to the function of world peace and
co-operation. The Assembly further declared that all
peoples have the right to self-determination and, by
virtue of that right, they freely determine their political
status and pursue their economic, social and cultural
development in freedom.
35. It is gratifying to note and watch the parallel.
efforts of this Assembly and its concern to ensure
the faithful application of these historic Declarations.
Needless to say, the restoration offundamentalhuman
rights, the elimination of racial discrimination and
the end of colonialism in all its forms and manifestations, all contribute to the dignity and worth of the
human person, to the equal rights of men and women
and of nations large and small, and promote social
progress and better standards of life in larger freedom. More Important, these efforts are bound to
correct injustice. create solid ground for international
co-operation and maintain the United Nations ideal
for universal peace,
36. There is no doubt that the efforts of the United
Nations in the fields I mentioned have rendered
tangible results which should encourage us in demanding the furtherance of these policies. Today, in the
process of decolonization which is approaching its
end, we face many and indeed variant situations. In
some cases we find that the colonialtsta are preparing
for departure, but only after they have ensured the
"The representative of Rwanda subsequently informed the secretariat
that, had he been present at the tlme of the voting, he would have voted
in favour of the draft resolution.
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37. With the exception of few cases, the refusal of
colonial Powers to comply with the Declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples is motivated by their desire to preserve
the strategiC positions they hold in the dependent
countries and the foreign monopolies through which
they exploit the natural and human resources of the
countries they occupy.
38. In July of this year, thirty-two African Governments requested the Security Councll to examine the
situation in the territories under Portuguese domination, and the Council decided that the policies of
Portugal in claiming the territories under its administration as overseas territories and as an integral
part of metropolitan Portugal are contrary to the
principles of the Charter and the revelant resolutions
of the General Assembly and the Security Council.
Furthermore, the Council determined that the situation in these territories is seriously disturbing peace
and security in Africa. To our regret, the efforts
of the Secretary-General and several Governments
to persuade Portugal to recognize the right of se1£determination for the inhabitants of territories under
Portuguese administration, as conceived by the United
Nations, have not achieved positive results.
39, Consequently, today, after four months, the security Council resolution of 31 July 1963!f remains
untmplemented, That is why the General Assembly
has just adopted a resolution requesting the Security
Council to reconsider this question immediately and
to take the necessary measures to give effect to its
own decisions, parttoutarly its resolution of 31 July.
40. It must be noted that the independent African
States are determined to support the nationalists
in the dependent African countries in regaining their
freedom and recovering their liberty. The decisions
taken on 25 May 1963 in Addis Ababa at the Summit
Conference of Independent African States must be
read carefully and clearly understood. For this determination to support the populations of the dependent
territories of Africa will continue on all levels and
through all channels.
41. The attitude of the United Kingdom Government
in the Security Council debate on Southern Rhodesia
during the month of September 1963 was at the very
least a violation of the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
It was indeed regrettable that the United Kingdom
resorted to its veto power on a colonial issue, thus
attempting to undermine the authority of the Council.
42. Only today we have received the report of the
Secretary-General on the question of South West
i j Official Recorda of the security Council, Eighteenth Year. Supplement for July, August and September 1963, document 5/5380.
•
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Africa. in pursuance of General Assembly r esolution 1899 (XVIII). adopted during this session. To
our regret. the Government of South Africa still
refuses the presence of a United Nations Resident
Representative in South West Africa, thus preventing
the United Nations from rendering technical assistance
to the people of South West Africa.
-13. I propose to comment now on the part of the
Special Committee's report which deals with Aden
and the South Arabian Protectorates [A/5446/Rev.1,
chapter V]. It is my delegation's view that the Special
Committee of Twenty-Four should be commended
for its decision to dispatch a Sub-Committee to the
area with a view to gathering information on the spot
with regard to the conditions in the terr-itory, We
believe that this decision was wise. not only because
it initiated the method of visiting missions as a method
to be adopted by the Special Committee, but also
because it was of great importance in relation to
the situation in Aden and the Protectorates. The
report submitted by the Sub-Committee has served
only to justify our initial gratification at the decision
of the Special Committee.

44. As much as we commend the swift and prompt
action taken both by the Special Committee and its
Sub-Committee. we regret the attitude of the United
Kingdom Government towards the Sub-Committee.
Instead of co-operating with the SUb-Committee, which
was acting on behalf of the whole United Nations,
the United Kingdom Government decided to obstruct
and frustrate its mandate and its tasks. The denial
by the United Kingdom of entry into the territory
by the members of the Sub-Committee can serve
only as further proof of the deplorable conditions
prevailing in Aden and the Protectorates under British
colonial rule.
45. The Sub-Committee on Aden, having been deprived
of the right to enter the territory, interviewed in
the surrounding Arab capitals many representatives
and leaders of political parties and various organizations. The petitioners were unanimous in their demands
for an immediate end to British colonialism, the
carrying out of elections based on universal adult
suffrage, the evacuation of the British military base
in Aden, together with the other military installations,
the realization of unity, and an immediate end to the
rule of terror and oppression in Aden and the Protectorates. On the basis of these interviews as well as
the extensive examination of the conditions in the
territory. the Sub-Committee made several specific
recommendations to the Special Committee, which it
in turn endorsed. Foremost among these recommendations is that the people of Aden and the Protectorates
should be enabled to exercise the right to selfdetermination. We have no doubt that when the people of"
Aden and the Protectorates are allowed to determine
their own future freely, they will decide to join their
motherland of Yemen. This is all the more true in
the light of the great drive for greater Arab unity
which is already shaping events and trends in our
Arab homeland.
46. The Sub-Committee also recommended that an
immediate end should be put to all laws and regulations which were adopted by the colonial authorities
to oppress the population in exercising its will. In
this respect. it is also of the highest importance that
the General Assembly should endorse the Sub-Committee's recommendation with regard to outmoded
colonial methods such as the bombardment of villages
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and towns, the imprisonment and exile of political
leaders, and all other repressive measures which
are being taken by the colonial Power with the sole
aim of consolidating its domination of the area.
47. In this connexion, it is also relevant to refer
to the military base m Aden, which is being maintained
by the United Kingdom only to beat down the nationalist
movement in this part of the world. Its evacuation,
which has been unanimously demanded by the petitioners, should also be sanctioned by the General
Assembly, particularly in the light of operative paragraph 5 of the draft resolution adopted by the Special
Committee in which it considered: " ... that the maintenance of the military base in Aden .• , is prejudicial
to the security of the region ••• " [A/5446/Hev.1. Chapter V, para. 478].
48. It is the hope of my delegation, and I am sure it
is also the hope of many other delegations, that the
United Kingdom would re-examine its etubborn colonial
policies and allow a peaceful and swift accession of
these territories to freedom and national dignity. Given
a truly free choice, supervised by an effective United
Nations presence, the people of Aden and the Protectorates sha.ll not fail to play once again their role
in contributing to the march of human civilization-a
role which they have so proudly played through history.
49. A few days from now we hope to welcome the
representatives of independent Kenya and independent
Za.nzibar, when they will occupy their seats in this
hall. The struggle of the people of Kenya for their
dignity and liberty will always be a source of inspiration to the peoples who are still under foreign domination. We wish to pay our tribute to the people and
leaders of Kenya for their real statesmanship in coping
with difficult situations and in giving a clear answer
to all malicious pretexts of delaying unnnecessartly
the independence of that country.
50. We wish also to welcome the approaohing independence of Zanzibar in spite of all the ordeals the
peoples and leaders of Zanzibar had to go through.
Their struggle for freedom is finally crowned with
success.
51. There is still much to be done to free the people
of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasa.land. It is important
not to burden these emerging countries with obligations or commitments to be imposed upon them by
the colonial Power.
52. With the dissolution of the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland we trust that the arrangements for the
independence of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland
will not be delayed.
53. At this time I should like to take the opportunity
to extend to the Special Committee my delegation's
sincere appreciation for its efforts. May 1, on behalf
of my delegation. express our gratitude to the Committee for its endeavours, to which this report can
testify.
54. We notice that the Special Committee was only
able to examine the situation in twenty-six out of
Sixty-four tera-ttoz-iea, However, we still realize that
there are some territories which are not listed for
the consideration of the Special Committee. It is necessary to examine the status of these territories which
are neither independent nor self-governing,
55. The present report of the Special Committee
has dealt also with the following territories: Basutoland, Bechuanaland. Swaziland, Malta, Fiji, British
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Guiana, Gambia, Gibraltar and the territories under
Spanish administration in Africa.
56. Although we agree entirely with the decisions
of the Special Committee on these territories, we
would like nevertheless to comment on one or two
situations. In the light of the threats of the Repuhlic
of South Africa to incorporate the three High Commission Territories, all measures for guaranteeing
the independence and territorial integrity of these
three territories must be taken. Perhaps the Assembly can agree during this session to appoint a limited
number of observers to be stationed in each of the
territories and to watch the situation closely and to
report on any development in the situation.
57. With regard to Gibraltar, we have no doubt that
that territory forms an integr.l part of Spain, and that
Ceuta, Mellila, Ifni and Spanish Sahara are also an
integral part of Morocco.
58. The dispute in British Guiana is arbitrarily
decided upon by the Colonial Office in London and
we hope that all efforts towards conciliation between
the various political parties of this country will be
intensified for the benefit of the Guianese people
themselves.
59. With regard to the future work of the Special
Committee, we are particularly concerned with the
refusal of certain administering countries to receive
visiting missions appointed by the Special Committee
and we would Iike the Assembly to address an urgent
appeal to those countries to facilitate the task of the
Special Committee. Perhaps the Special Committee,
if enabled and if it so wishes, should decide at the
very beginning of its session for the year 1964 to
dispatch various visiting missions, each one covering
more than one territory in each particular region.
These missions, after reporting to the main Committee will enable it to evaluate the situation and thus
save a great deal of debate and discussion.
60. The General Assembly may therefore find it
fit during this session to make adequate provisions
in order to facilitate the task of the Special Committee as a whole.
61, The Special Committee has been given during
this session a specific and additional mandate in
accordance with the resolution [1899 (XVIIl] adopted
on 14 November 1963 on the South West African question. That ma.ndate is to consider, in co-operation
with the secretary-General and the agencies of the
United Nations, the implications of the activities of
the mining industry and the other international companies having interests in South West Africa, in order
to assess their economic and political influence and
their mode of operation.
62. We hope and expect that this study will be comprehensive and cover these activities, notonly in South
West Africa but also in all of the dependent territories
in Central and Southern Africa, for indeed the operations of these international companies are inter linked
and cover many fields in more than one territory.
63. It has been voiced with good intention that the
United Nations should not hasten the attainment of
independence of colonial countries and peoples. The
argument advanced is that a hasty granting of independence to a country or a people might throw it into
conditions of chaos or civil strife. We are sure that
some recent events must have motivated those who
believe in that argument to address this warning.

But, with all frankness we do not believe that such
fears are justified. For any objective comparison
between the conditions which prevailed in any country
before it acquired its independence and those which
prevailed after independence would only demonstrate
the great advances which took place as a result of
independence.

'I

64. The upheavals which might accompany the accession to independence could only be explainecl by the
transformation and readjustment to new conditions.
This, together with the attempts of the colonialists
to maintain loop-holes through which they can practise their influence even after their departure, can
only explain the difficulties inherent in any stage of
readjustment.
65. The speedy implementation of the Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples would not only restore the rights and
freedoms to those peoples, but would help to promote friendly relations between nations and so provide the necessary conditions for peace and security
in the world.

-,""
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66. Mr.SMIGANOWSKI (Poland): Although three years
have elapsed since the adoption of the historic Declaration on decolonization [resolution 1514 (XV)], most
of the United Nations bodies continue to deal with
matters related to colonialism. It is true that the
colonial questions are the direct concern of the Fourth
Committee of the General Assembly, but a closer
examination of the deliberations in other Committees
reveals that a number of speakers in the First Committee voiced their opposition to the presence of military bases of the Western' Powers on colonial territories and in the newly liberated States, to say
nothing of the nuclear tests conducted in defiance of
the vigorous protests of the inhabitants of those
territories.
67. In the Special Political Committee we have dealt
at length, and we will continue to deal, with the problem of apartheid, whichis but a brutal manifestation
of a policy of colonial exploitation of the overwhelming
majority of the population in the interest of the
European settlers.
68. The Second Committee urges the liquidation of
the obsolete division of labour, based on the exploitation of the colonies by their metropolitan Powers.
69. The Third Committee has recently approved a
draft Declaration on the elimination of all forms of
racial discrimination [see A/5503 and Corr.1].
70. And as we all know racial discrimination is still
used by the colonizers to justify the SUbjugation of
peoples under the discredited pretext of making them
civilized. Is it not noteworthy and significant that
the Security Council, the main organ of our Organization responsible for the preservation of international
peace and security, has been dealing ever more frequently with colonial problems?
71, The United Nations has played an important part
in the process of decolonization, its actions being
based upon the provisions of the Declaration of 1960.
Suffice it to mention that eleven Member States of
our Organization gained their independence after that
date. Moreover, we are looking forward to the imminent proclamation of the independence of Zanzibar
and of Kenya whose people suffered such immense
losses in the struggle for liberation. Likewise, we
welcome the announcement of the granting of indepen-
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dence to Malta and Nyasaland next year. We hope
that Northern Rhodesia will also soon join the family
of free nations. and we shall be happy to welcome all
these States as new Members of our Organization.
72. It is, however, regrettable that in various cases
the colonial Powers still refuse to admit that the
process of emancipation of colonial peoples is irreversible. Not all of them are willing to draw proper
conclusions from the lesson taught by the Algerian
people that neither repreastons nor war waged even
with the most modern weapons can defeat a nation
fighting for its sacred right to independence, and
that the victory in this seemingly uneven struggle
must be that of this very nation.
73. Though the sphere of colonial domination has
shrunk in the last few years, the danger inherent
in the continued existence of colonialism has by no
means decreased. The dependent peoples ever more
determinedly have been striving to throw off the
colonial yoke. They do not want to live any longer
under the colonial bondage which has become an
anachronism in an era of great social and political
transformations, in the age of outstanding achievements of science and technology. They understandably
refuse to live any longer under the colonial yoke
when, in their very neighbourhood, colonial r~gimes
have been eliminated and independent statehood has
been substituted.
74. However, the colonial Powers not only reject
these just aspirations, but even attempt, through violence and the use of force, to suppress them.
75. This situation is fraught with real dangers since
in our times peace is indivisible. That is why Poland
and, indeed, the whole international community is so
vitally interested in the speedy liquidation of colonialism.
76. The most explosive situation threatening peace
in the whole of Africa prevails in Portuguese colonies.
More than that, not only do the Portuguese troops
conduct a war against the indigenous population, but
they also violate the frontiers of other African States.
They bombed the territory of Senegal as has been
revealed in the Security Counci.l . They violated the
territories and air space of Tanganyika and Guinea.
as has been pointed out by the representatives of
these countries in the Fourth Committee. I hardly
need to elaborate on the dangers which such acts
could generate.
77. The position of the United Nations with regard
to Portuguese territories has been defined in the
resolutions of the Gener-al Assembly and the Security
Council. The latest resolution was adopted in July
1963.'y Today, at the beginning of December, it is
clear that the Security Council resolution has been
completely ignored by Portugal in the same wa~ as
all the previous resolutions on Portuguese colonies ,
The Portuguese "interpretation" of self-determination
can hardly deceive anyone and is rightly opposed by
our Organization.
78. The Polish delegation firmly believes that the
Security Council, in conformity with the resolution
the General Assembly has just adopted, will give
effect to its own decisions so as to make Portugal
respect the rights of nations to independence.
79. The report of the Committee of Twenty-Four
[A/5446/Rev.1] and the debate in the Fourth Corn-
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mittee have provided ample proof that it is the assistance of Portugal's allies that enables it to pursue
its oolonial policy. The Portuguese army, in its
wars against the Africans, is using military equipment acquired through NATO. It is obvious that without the military, financial and economic assistance
of leading NATO Powers Portugal, with its limited
resources, would not be able to maintain its domination in Africa. And the way in which these Powers
voted in the General Assembly and in the Security
C ounci l-s-an example of which we were able to witness
a while ago-constituted but further support of Portugal's policy. Therefore, the representativesofAfrican countries rightly stated that such an attitude on
the part of the Western Powers implied their responsibility for the acts of the Porguguese colonialists
against the peoples of Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese
Guinea and other territories.
80. The support given to Portugal by its allies must
be viewed in the interests of the greatWestern monopolies in the African territories under Portuguese
domination. Thus, for instance, the diamond industry
in Angola is monopolized by the Compania de Diarnantes de Angola, whose chief shareholders are the
Union Mtnier e du Haut-Katanga, theAmericanMorgan
bunk, and the Anglo-American Corporation of South
Africa. The Belgian Petrofina controls the extractton
of petroleum in Angola.
81. These big corporations are closely linked with
other Western financial groups operating in South
Africa, South West Africa, the Rhodesias and the
Congo. The so-called "golden belt of Africa", which
comprises the richest regions of that continent, in 1961
provided 75 per cent of the Western world's production of industrial diamonds, 60 per cent of the cobalt,
67 per cent of the gold, 50 per cent of the chrome,
and so on.
82. It is significant that there exists a de facto alliance between Portugal and the Republic of South
Africa; the latter has for years been refusing independence to South West Africa. The question of South
West Africa has already been considered at this session of the General Assembly, and the Polish delegation gave full support to the resolution that has been
adopted.
83. At this session we have also adopted two resolutions [1883 (XVIII) and 1889 (XVIII)], on Southern
Rhodesia. The situation there continues to deteriorate.
The minority settler Government exerts considerable
pres sure to gain independence for Southern Rhodesia.
There is a danger that another racist state may be
created in Africa. How alarming therefore was the
veto cast by the United Kingdom in the Security
Councrlz/ on the resolution calling upon the Administering Authority not to transfer to.the present Gov.ernment of Southern Rhodesia the nttributes of soveretgnty
and, in particular, the control over the armed forces.
84. We still hope that the United Kingdom will comply with the resolution of the General Assembly calling
for the granting of a new constitution to Southern
Rhodesia based on a system of universal franchise
which will bring about the emergence of the independent African state of Zimbabwe.
85. We of Poland view the liberation of colonial peoples as an act of historic justice, whatever may be

'2./ Official Records of tlle Security Council, Eighteenth Year, l06~th
meeting.
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the political and economic systems of independent
States emerging as a result of decclonization. This
attitude of ours is in keeping with the letter and spirit
of the Declaration 00960 [resolution 1514 (XV)] Which,
. in its operative paragraph 2, states unequivocally that:
"All peoples have the right to self-determination:
by virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic,
social and cultural development. "
86. We regret that the colonial powers do not abide
by this clear provision of the Declaration and keep
postponing the granting of independence to their colonies until such time as a government to their liking
is installed. Such is the case of British Guiana, a
territory which has passed through all the stages of
the British pattern of constitutional development. It
has had self-government since 1961, and yet not only
is it being refused independence, but even the fixing
of the date of the attainment of independence is being
constantly delayed under various pretexts. I do not
intend to dwell extensively on the well-known outside
pressures exerted upon the Administering Authority
as to the political direction of the development of
British Guiana. Indeed, the United Kingdom has not
co-operated with the Committee of Twenty-Four and
its Sub-Committee of good offices, but has chosen
rather to impose a decision upon British Guiana which
the Prime Minister, Mr. Jagan, has described as a
breach of faith with the people of the territory and
their elected Government.
87. Another v.. ay of evading the implementation of
the Declaration on decolonization in order to preserve important strategic and economic positions of
the metropolitan country is the creation of so-called
federations. A classical example is the setting-up
of the Federation of Southern Arabia, in which Aden
has been included. According to the report of the
Special Committee, this Federation was created
against the will of, and without genuine consultation
with, its population, The United Kingdom does not
even conceal why it wants to maintain control over
Aden. It wants to preserve the Western oil interests
in that region and to maintain its military base there.
88. Because of the non-compliance on the part of
the colonial Powers with the resolutions adopted at
the pnevious sessions of the General Assembly, the
Committee of Twenty-Four had to re-examine questions relating to territories which had been tile
subjects of those resolutions. Hence, despite its
almost uninterrupted activity since the period of
February to October of 1963, the Committee could
not consider all the colonial territories as called
for by General Assembly resolution 1810 (XVII).
89. The report contains abundant information on how
the colonial Powers directly or indirectly obstruct
the decolonlzation process. May I be permitted to
express once again the appreciation of the Polish
delegation for the intensive work done by the Committee and for the efforts of its Chairman, Mr. Coulibaly. As a member of the Special Committee, Poland
has made its modest contribution to the work of the
Committee and has had opportunity to present there
its position with regard to the problems covered by
the report.
90, Poland supports the conclusions and recommendations of the Committee of Twenty-Four. Its methods
of work proved to be helpful and useful in the fulfilment of the task entrusted to it. We favour the con-

tinuation of its mandate and support the proposal to
give priority in the future work of the Committee
to problems of territories which so far have not been
considered. Such a priority, however, should not
deprive the Committee of the possibility of reexamining the territories covered by the present
report, both in the light of possible new developments
and from the point of view of the implementation of
resolutions adopted here.
91. The historic Conference of Heads of African
States and Governments in Addis Ababa in May 1963
was an important international event promoting the
acceleration of the Iiqutdatiou of colonialism on the
African continent and the strengthening of the independence of the newly liberated African States. Poland
has welcomed the creation of the Organization of
African Unity and fully supports the resolutions adopted
by the Addis Ababa Conference.
92, In this connexion may I quote the President of
Ghana, Mr. Kwame Nkrumah, who in his statement
at Addis Ababa on 24 May 1963 said:
"Independence is only the prelude to a new and
more involved struggle for the right to conduct our
own economic and social affairs; to construct our
society according to our aspiration, unhampered
by crushing and humiliating neo-colonialist controls
and interference.
"••• Our economic advancement demands the end
of oolonialrst and neo-cclonialtst domination in
Africa.
"There is evidence on every side that the imperialists have not withdrawn from our affairs. There
are times, as in the Congo, when their interference
is manifes t.
"But generally it is covered up under the clothing
of many agencies, which meddle in our domestic
affairs, to foment dissension within our borders
and to create an atmosphere of tension and political
ins tabtIlty, "
93. And indeed, this is exactly the case. Despite
statements made here, neo-colonialism is not an
empty slogan. It constitutes a real threat directed
against economic independence, and thereby against
the very independence of newly liberated countries.
The general debate of this session has confirmed
that the danger of neo-colonialism is well understood by the newly liberated States. The nineteenth
century philosophy formulated by Benjamin Disraeli,
Lord Beaconsfield, that "Colonies do not cease to
be colonies because they are independent," must be
finally abandoned.
94. The elimination of colonialism and its aftermath
and the defence of the newly liberated countries
against neo-colontalism are closely interrelated with
the question of peaceful coexistence and the consolidation of world peace.
95. The slowing-down of the decolonizattou process
and neo-colonialism both give rise to tensions and
create sources of dangerous conflict. International
nd~tente", on the other hand, facilitates the emancipation of the colonial people and strengthens newly
independent States.
96. For peaceful coexistence cannot and does not
mean treeztng of the colonial status quo. Peaceful
coexistence implies equal relations among States,
while colonialism, by its very nature, contradicts this
principle of equality of States and nations.
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1270th meeting 97, The Polish delegation is of the opinion that the
General Assembly should recommend to the Special
Committee to fix target dates for granting of independence to the colonial territories, in consultation with
the representatives of the people and, where possible,
with the Administering Authority. It is worth remembering that the 1960 Declaration on decolonization
has already called for immediate steps to transfer
to colonial peoples all powers in their territories,
without any conditions or reservations. We believe
that the twentieth anniversary of our Organization,
to be observed in 1965, should be commemorated
by complete and final liquidation of colonialism. This
task is both realistic and worthy of vigorous pursuit
by the General Assembly.
98, Mr. SOW (Chad) (translated from French): Less
than three months ago in this hall of the General
Assembly of the United Nations, where so many voices
have already been raised in defence of the world's
threatened freedoms, one man expressed himself in
the following terms.
"Our concepts of the world are diffel'ent .•• A
central difference is the belief of the American
people in self-determination for all peoples .••
"In short, we believe that in all the world-in
Eastern Europe as well as Western, in Southern
Africa as well as Northern, in old nations as well
as new-people must be free to choose their own
future, without discrimination or dictation, without
coercion or subversion." [1209th meeting, paras. 44
and 45.]
99. As will have been guessed, these words, whose
timeliness has never been more evident, are taken
from a speech made in this very hall on 20 September 1963 by the late lamented John FitzgeraldKennedy.
Since the fatal day when a criminal hand deprived
the world of that universally loved champion of freedom, my sorely troubled mind has engaged in all
kinds of speculation, for it is no secret that, in accordance with the decisions of the Addis Ababa Conference.z/ Africa is at present waging an unceastng
and merciless war against colonialism. Who was in
a better position to help in so colossal an undertaking
than President Kennedy , whose programme of action
resembled it closely in certain respects? His recent
tragic death, in a region that has always fiercely
opposed the emancipation of the Negro, is reason
enough for Africa to claim President Kennedy as one
of its greatest and most illustrious martyrs. When
I reflect 011 the unanimity of the tribute rendered
daily to this courageous leader who was prema turely
taken away from us , I have no hesitation in stating
that his death will not have been in vain and that some
of the ideas for which he struggled and fought so
hard will rapidly gain ground throughout the world,
as also in the United Nations.
100. It is in this spirtt that my delegation offers
its most sincere compliments to the Special Committee on the important report [A/5446/Rev.l] that
it has just submitted for the consideration of the
Assembly. As everyone knows, three years ago the
General Assembly, at its fifteenth session, unanimously adopted the his tor-le Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples
[resolution 1514 (XV)]. The purpose of this Declaration was to create more favourable conditions for

11 Summit Conference of Independent African States, held at Addis
Ababa, 22~25 May 1963.
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the peaceful and smooth liquidation of the old colonial system, Unfortunately. for reasons that have
been mentioned here many times, the provisions of
resolution 1514 (XV) have never been implemented.
It is sad to recall that certain countries, such as
Portugal and South Africa, have responded to this
perfectly legitimate step on the part of the United
Nations with bloody and barbarous repression.
101. At its sixteenth session, the General Assembly,
having examined the situation with regard to the
implementation of the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples
contained in resolution 1514 (XV), adopted on 27 November 1961, another resolution [1654 (XVI)] establishing a Special Committee to make suggestions and
recommendations to tile Assembly. Despite the Special
Committee's good faith and its efforts to bring the
task entrusted to it to a successful conclusion, the
colonial Powers have always refused to co-operate
with it. That is why the process of decoloniz ation
is taking place to the accompaniment of terrible
upheavals, sometimes so violent that even the colonizing country feels the effects.
102. It is generally agreed that the abolition of
colonialism has never been the exclusive concern
of the dependent peoples, In this connexion, my delegation considers that it is only just to pay a tribute
once again to the United Nations for its efforts in
this sphere, which have led to the independence of
more than thirty countrrea, my own among them,
I hasten to emphasize, for the record, that this desire
of the United Nations to wipe colonialism from the
face of the ear-th won the full support of France and
the United Kingdom, which decided that the time had
come for peoples to determine their own destiny.
This magnanimous gesture on their part has rborne
fruit, for the colonizer-s and colonized of yesterday
are not dividecl by painful memories but are united
by working freely and honourably together.
103. However, as I pointed out earlier, the steps
taken by the United Nations have not always been
effective. Stubborn and wilful resistance is offered
by cer-tain administering Powers, which have not been
content mer-ely to refuse to co-operate with tile Special
Committee but have contrived to place all kinds of
obstacles in its path, the denial of access to the Territories they administer being among the least.
104. Bearing in mind the success already achieved
by the United Nations in the field of decolonization,
the General Assembly must, in the course of this
session, find a more effective formula, which will
enable the millions of human beings still groaning
under the colonial yoke to recover their independence
and lead a life more in keeping with their aspirations
and with their human dignity.
105. My delegation is thus of the opinion that the
General Assembly must confirm the Special Committee's decisions with regard to colonial territories.
It urgently appeals to the other Members of the United
Nations to use all their influence in the service of
the sacred cause of decolontzation, for, as the late
President Kennedy so r-ightly said:
"Our concern is the right of all men to equal protection under the law-and since human rigbts are
indivisible. this body cannot stand aside when those
rights are abused and neglected by any Member
state." [1209th meeting, para. 66.]
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Further efforts must therefore be made to ensure
that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, now
fifteen years old, is fully implemented.
106. Mr. CUEVAS CANCINO (Mexico} (translated
from Spanish): The Special Committee On decolonization has submitted its second report to the General
Assembly [A!5446!Rev.1]. The great Declaration COntained in resolution 1514 (XV) on which it is based
is now three years old. We have, therefore, an opportunity to analyse the whole of the Committee's work
and determine with renewed zest and in broader perspective the course that the United Nations must
henceforth follow.
107. This voluminous report submitted to us by the
Special Committee-of such a bulk that my delegation·
hopes it will be an exception-and such matters as
the number of territories dealt with and the number
yet remaining to be studied, the pace of the decclonizatton process, the growing concern to put an end
to this stage of international relations condemned by
our Charter from the outset. the difficulties facing
each new nation along the path that it must follow in
order to consolidate its independence, and the varied
reactions of the metropolitan countries-all these
and many other problems tend inevitably by their
very complexity and urgency to make us forget our
goal, On the other hand. our goal compels us to
assess the experience gained, to examine the methods
used by the Special Committee and the Assembly,
to estimate future problems and to alter, as necessary, the future course of the Special Committee.
Our Organization has displayed the utmost flexibility
in the ever changing problems of international life.
Once again flexibi.ltty is required, and our Special
Committee must be better equipped to assist the process of decolonrzatton,
108. To carry out such a study we must trace the
links between the Special Committee and theDeclaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples. We are, as is well known, in the
process of a long and fruitful evolution which has
been taking place within the limits laid down in Chapter XI of our Charter. Its two articles under the
heading wDeclaration Regarding Non-Self-Governing
Territories "-in so far as they express aspirations
and establish broad programmes, constitute our beaCon: Artrcle 73 establishes clear limitations on the
metropolitan countries and lays down the pninclple
of international control; Article 74 applies the great
principles of equity and the spirit of international
co-operation which must triumph over selfish national
interests in this world of ours.
109. These two articles have served as a yardstick
for the constant and decisive efforts of the United
Nations in furtherance of the freedom of hitherto
subject peoples. But the evolution that has taken place
from 1945 to the present day is now sufficiently long
to reveal its essentialfeatures. My delegation believes
that it is in these arttcle s that we shall be able to
find the directives that will guide the Special Committee in its future work.
110. The General Assembly took the trouble at the
outset to request the establishment in agreement
with the colonial Powers of a list of Non-Self-Governing Territories. When that was done, the States concerned were requested under Article 73 e to transmit
information regarding the status. present situation
and developments in those colonies. The Special

Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories was established for that purpose. It soon
became permanent, and its existence was a reminder
of the continuing interest of the General Assembly
in those territories. A first and most important
milestone was thus established in regard to international control.
111. As was to be expected, there were various
reactions on the part of the metropolitan countries;
worried about interference in what had hitherto been
within their exclusive jurisdiction, they tried hard
to stem the tide. Their first reaction was to remove
from the original list various Non-Self-Governing
Territories; generally this was done by the process
of constitutional change. Their second reaction was
to try and get the General Assembly in specified
instances to accept a limitation of its competence,
in other words to decide when its competence ended
in regard to a Non-Self-Governing Territory. The
matter was gone into very carefully, and the result
was the extremely important resolution 742 (VIII) on
factors, as it was called. This betokened a general
acceptance of the competence ofthe General Assembly
to intervene in colonial matters. If we briefly recall
the history of the Leagl.le of Nations, we shall agree
that this was a great step forward.
112. As a result, a large number of new Member
States joined our Organization; some of them, apparently, with their own Non-Self-Governing Territories.
But in face of the repeated refusals of the administering Powers it was indispensable to determine.
and in every case within the scope of the Charter.
when territories were truly colonial. Once again,
the matter was examined at length, and with the
approval of the representatives of the group of socalled colonial Powers, the General Assembly adopted
resolution 1514 (XV). Principle Ill, which appears
in the annex to that resolution, sums up a long series
of developments; it constitutes a worthy culmination
of our Organization's constant efforts. In that principle, the metropolitan and non-metropolitan countries
acknowledge that the possession of colonies constitutes an international obligation with all its legal
consequences. Under that resolution the Assembly
became a representative organ of the community, a
trustee of peoples under the colonial yoke and capable
of intervening on behalf of men who had not been
able hitherto to attain self-government.
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113. Soon these founder countries were to become
a constellation of nations-mainly African-which by
their presence strengthen our Organization. The Trusteeship Council has achieved brilliant successes and
has almost eliminated itself by virtue of the fact
that the majority of Trust Territories have gained
their independence. As a result of this expansion and
the renovated and vigorous anti-colonial spirit of
the new Members, it was deemed possible to express
in concrete terms the desire to put an end to colonialism. The General Assembly then adopted resolution
1514 (XV) which contains the Declaration.
114. Quite obviously, the Declaration marks the end
of one phase and the beginning of another. We find
in it many of the principles which we laboriously
developed within the course of our history. The important role of the United Nations stands out clearly;
the right of peoples to free self-determination pending
their attainment of complete independence is firmly
declared: provision is made for the immediate and full
transfer of all rights to hitherto subject people,
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115. The idea of Immediate action was presentin1960.
But it was a political, not a physical idea. One year
later, the Assembly realized that it had not progressed
far, at least not enough to justify the spirit in which
the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples had been adopted
The General Assembly therefore established the
Special Committee on the Situation with Regard to
the Implementation of the Dee laration resolution 1654
(XVI)] and requested it to examine the application
of the Declaration and to make suggestions and recommendations on the progress achieved. That was the
first year, and as was inevitable, it was one of groping
and experiment; ther-e was some overlapping of the
work of the Special Committee and other organs. The
Committee· established under Article 73 e of the
Charter was still in existence. Efforts to merge them
were founded on good reasons: better co-ordination
through a division of functions and territories seemed
advisable. Otherwise, machinery that is ill-devised
might frustrate generous efforts and allow the colonial
Powers to play the card of their choice.
116. In 1962 the Special Committee submitted its
first voluminous report•.§.I In view of the importance
of the matter and the questions involved, it was considered that the report should be examined directly
by the plenary. The same procedure was again adopted
on this occasion with regard to the second report
[A/5446/Rev.1]. But what was a bad practice has now
virtually become established. The plenary, which
reviews the work of its various Committee's is not
the most appropriate organ for an exhaustive debate.
Nor can it devote the necessary time and attention
to a careful and detailed analysis that such a voluminous and complex report as that of the Special Committee deserves. We listened last year, and again
this year we are lis tening to a number of statements
of a general nature Which do not go to the roots of
the problem and leave the Committee without the
precise directives that it requires. It is not enough
for the General Assembly to take note with approval
-as, for instance, in operative paragraph 2 of resolution 1810 (XVII)-of the methods and procedures
which the Special Committee has adopted; that is a
mere beginning, and it is for the Assembly to determine the most adequate methods for the elimination
of the remnants of colonialism; it should not be content to request the Special Committee to continue to
seek the most suitable ways and means for the speedy
and total application of the Declaration. I wish to
put on record my delegation's hope tha t this procedure,
. Which by its very nature must be regarded as quite
extraordinary, will cease to be applied in the future.
Our Fourth Committee has a long and brilliant history
behind it; there is no reason why a careful and detailed
study of future reports of the Special Committee
should not be entrusted to it.
117. This seems all the more advisable since the
Special Committee itself acknowledges that its work
was not as easy or as effective as it would have liked. In
paragraph 45 of chapter lof the report [A!5446/Rev.l],
it states that it is aware "that decolonlzation in parts
of Africa and elsewhere is not proceeding at a satisfactory pace". All the more reason why the Assembly
should examine the problems facing the Special Committee and suggest to it new avenues for its activities.
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118. Let us look now at the tools which. the Special
Committee has at its disposal. They are varied and
indicative of the long series of developments to which
I have referred. The Committee receives reports
from the administering Powers either directly from
those which are represented on it or through the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Terl'itories. Alternatively, the Secretariat or other
organs dealing with colonial matters provide the
reports. In addition, there are other procedures
originally limited to trusteeship problems, and the
Committee has taken upon itself the right to hear
petitioners and has even tried, though. so far without
success, to send out visiting missions. These are
doubtless useful procedures and would be more so if
they could be fu Ily applied, but theirs is an old history.
In using them, the Special Committee. has not introduced any innovation; it may even be said that we
are still working within the framework which existed
before the adoption of the Declaration.
119. As a recently established body continuing the
long anti-colonialist tradition of the United Nations,
the Specta.l Committee has elaborated new methods
to which the Mexican delegation attributes unusual
importance. It has introduced innovations in two fundamental sectors and it will find therein those elements
which will make of it the organ most likely to put
an end to colonialism. I refer in partfcular to direct
negotiations and good offices. Here we find entirely
new procedures in colonial matters. Nothing of the
sort was foreseen at San Francisco; and doubtless
our predecessors in the League of Nations would rub
their eyes with incredulity in reading about them.
That an organ of our Assembly should negotiate
directly with a metropolitan Power about the future
of a Non-Self-Governing Territory; that it should
be able to act as a commission of good offices when
a former colony is faced with internal difficulties,
this indeed marks a very felicitous development in
international relations.
120. The sceptics will tell us that direct negotiations
with the United Kingdom over Southern Rhodesia
have not been successful; that good offices concerning
the future of British Gulana have not been fruitful
either. But I believe that we must examine these
great innovations with an optimism born of the Assembly I S past experience in colonial affairs: a great
process has been initiated, and the new paths that we
have taken will not fail to lead us to our goal. Direct
negotiations and good offices are, in my delegation's
view, great innovations which fully jus tify the Special
Committee, and its continued existence offers a guarantee of success. On many subjects, the great Powers
have refused in principle to listen to those that are
not great Powers; but they have acknowledged on
occasion that the intervention of small powers is not
only valuable but indispensable. The persis tent reiteration of these principles and the repeated use of these
methods will lead us here also to victory. It would
be wrong for us to be discouraged by the inevitable
initial failures. The conviction that the colonial Powers
have now accepted the internationalization ofthe colonial problem assures us of success in the long run.
121. Of course, these new methods h.ave to be applied
with circumspection. There are large and viable
territories about to attain their independence; the
Special Committee can, in such cases, confine itself
to a watching-brief. In other cases, there are territories whose future appears to be singular ly obscure;
ft:
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these are viable States, but the administering Powers
are quite heedless of world opinion. In such cases,
the new methods do not appear to be applicable; the
Committee may have to confine itself to continuing to
gather information for the use of the security Council.
122. It is just the opposite in territories with special
internal difficulties where grave internal crises inherited from the colonial period are an impediment
to early independence: precedents indicate that in
these cases, the new methods are eminently suitable.
123. Good offices seem particularly applicable to
the problems of territories of an undoubtedly colonial
character but which are, at the same time, the product of imperial domination over nations already constituted. In these cases there is some dispute as
to titular sovereignty. The Special Committee should
not refrain from exercising its competence in respect
of such territories; on the other hand, it should try
to reconcile the interests of the subject peoples
with those of other States and recommend-as the
Mexican delegation proposed in 1962-reference of
any dispute to the International Court of Justice or
adoption of the pacific settlement procedures laid
down in Article 33 of the Charter for a definitive
solution.
124. Apart from those territories, there are others:
remnants of the great colonial empires, they are not
viable as potential nations and lose their justification with the disappearance of the great possessions
which they were meant to safeguard. The representative of Chile made some acute observation on that
subject [1267th meeting]. and some time ago Mexico
also submitted a draft resolution concerning a possible
joint administration with the United Nations to ensure
as early as possible and under the best possible conditions the exercise of the right of self-determination.
Attention is only now being given to these territories
and their problems. As the larger territories continue firmly and freely to organize themselves into
States. other problems loom before us. The rules
that were elaborated for the greater African territories are not applicable to them, We note also
that the interest shown by Africa in the decolonization process is waning in respect of territories whose
future is of greater interest to other regions. In its
second report [A/5446/Rev.1], the Special Committee
deals with four non-African territories whereas only
one of them engaged its attention at its first session.
This greater interest of non-Afrtcan States in the
liquidation of colonialism derives from Latin America's genuine and brilliant experience in this field;
that is why my delegation was deeply as tonished at
the long process of negotiation which took place at
the beginning of the year over the opposition shown
by a group of countries to the inclusion of a Latin
American l'epresentative among the officers of the
Special Committee.
125. For such problems the Special Committee has
as yet no adequate method. It even seems inclined
to treat them as if they Were identical with the old
ones. As r egards Malta, for example, in discussing
a draft resolution, it rejected Italian amendments
whereby Malta would have been granted technical
assistance before independence. In the same way as
regards the Fiji Islands, the distinction between
viable and non-viable territories was not taken into
account, as was pointed out by the representatives
of Australia and Venezuela. My delegation trusts
that the Committee will take into account the views

expressed in the plenary and will be able to achieve
the widest application of the fundamental principle
of self-determination so as to prevent the Administering Authorities from alleging unjustified motives
for keeping non-metropolitan territories under their
domination.
126. The Special Committee can look back with some
satisfaction to its past efforts. But the Mexican delegation considers that it should not persis t in a course
of action which promises to be long and difficult.
The precise 'decisions which were helpful to historically integrated and economically viable nations in
their quest for independence are now behind us. We
are entering a twilight zone where independence,
apart from being an end in itself, must show itself as
the best war for sovereign peoples to achieve economic
and social progress. Hitherto it has been natural
to assume that the latter is the logical outcome of
the former. In future it cannot be accepted as the
only outcome; the various other solutions for which
provision is made in resolution 1514 (XV) as a means
of ending a colonial situation have come up again for
consideration.
127. Operative paragraph 5 of the Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV) provides that "Immediate steps shall be taken
to transfer all powers
to the peoples of those territories. without any conditions or reservations ••• " and lays down that such
transfer must be in accordance with their freely
expressed will and desire "to enable them to enjoy
complete independence and freedom". It is this part
of the Declaration-paragraph 5-which, in my delegation's opinion, determines the future of the small
territories which have become stranded like the
broken timbers of a great ship wrecked in a storm.
To this sensitive issue must be added a no less important problem which arises. as has been said,
from the imperial enclaves in foreign territories;
these enclaves are by-products of the great empires
and affect the national unity or territorial integrity
of one State or another.
c
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128. Proposals similar to those which I have just
outlined were included in the draft resolution submitted by the Mexican delegation to the General
Assembly at its sixteenth sesston.z/ Many notions
then latent have now developed. The Mexican delegation, like other Latin American delegations, trusts
that the Assembly will lay down rules to guide the work
of the Special Committee to a successful conclusion.
129. Mr. KANE (Senegal) (translated from French):
The importance of the question which is now being
discussed by the General Assembly no longer needs
to be established. The founding Members at San
Francisco were already aware of it. The United Nations
Charter gave the peoples under colonial rule reasons
for fighting for their independence. Its Preamble
proclaimed "faith in fundamental human rights, in
the dignity and worth of the human person, in the
equal rights of men and women and of nations large
and small", while Article 1(2) reaffirmed "respect
for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples". Lastly, when they signed the
Charter, the Members of the United Nations which
had responsibilities for the administration of territories whose peoples had not yet attained a full
measure of self-government recognized. under

!l/ Ibid., Sixteenth Session, Annexes, agenda items 88 and 22 (a).
document A/L,369.
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Article 73, "the principle that the interests of
the inhabitants of these territories are paramount" and accepted the obligation "to ensure •••
their political, economic, social, and educational
advancement" and "to develop self-government, to
take due account of the political aspirations of the
peoples, and to assist them in the progressive development of their free political institutions".
130. The Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples, adopted by the
General Assembly on 14 December 1960 [resolution 1514 (XV)], was later added to this edifice and
gave the colonial peoples the legitimate hope of
seeing their condition improve through a speedingup of the process of decolonization,
131. It is now eighteen years since the Charter was
signed and three years since the Declaration was
adopted, and millions of human beings are still under
the colonial yoke, under the rule and domination of
foreign profiteers and adventurers. How then call
we fail to recognize that, as many speakers have
said before me, progress has fallen far short of the
statements of intention and declarations of principle?
The problems are too serious to allow the colonial
Powers to side-step them either by engaging in legal
quibblmg or by resorting to delaying tactics. It is
in the light of these considerations that the African
Heads of State at the Addis Ababa Conference unequivocally reaffirmed their determination to do everything in their power to see that Africa is completely
freed from all forms of colonialism and domination,
132. The second report of the Special Committee
on the Situation with regard to the Implementation
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples [A/5446/Rev.1]
is a comprehensive study, although the examination
of the various territories falling within the Committee's competence is not completely finished. The
delegation of Senegal wishes, at this time, to congratulate the Committee of Twenty-Four on the efforts
it has made in carrying out the tasks entrus ted to
it by the General Assembly in resolutions 1514 (XV).
1654 (XVI) and 1810 (XVII).
133. Since, under resolution 1810 (XVII). the Committee is "to seek the most suitable ways and means
for the speedy and total application of the Declaration to all territories which have not yet attained
independence" and "to propose specific measures for
the complete application of the Declaration", we
feel that it is essential that the Committee should
adopt working methods best calculated to achieve
-tts objective. The experience it has already aoquired
in two years is appreciable. As it has to examine
many different cases, some of which present special
features, there is no reason to apply the same method
of approach, mutatis mutandis, to eaoh territory.
The establishment of sub-committees and the organization of visiting missions to examine the situation
in certain territories about which the Committee has
little information seems to us a good method, because
it makes for greater familiarity with the actual
conditions.
134. I agree with the statement of Mr. SoriCoulibaly
of Mali, Chairman of the Special Committee, that
the Committee should not hold a debate on the situation in each territory and vote on a resolution, as
is done in the main Committee of the General Assembly. Apart from the very controversial cases. usually
the large territories, it is recommended that the
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Committee, instead of wasting precious time in
debating and then voting on a draft resolution, should
try to reach a consensus of opinion. Moreover, a
reading of the report shows that in many cases resolutions were adopted unanimously, and that means
that a consensus of opinion could be arrived at.
135. Finally-and this is the last remark I have to
make on the Committee's working me thods-s-It is
important that an attempt should be made to implement the spirit and not the letter of the Declaration.
Some territories, minute in size and sparsely populated, have particular features which must be examined ob] ectively. This is notably the case with
the territory of the Pacific Is.lands and certain Caribbean islands. Do the peoples concerned believe that
independence would be better for their territories
than another form of self-government freely chosen
by themselves? In seeking the answer to this question. the members of the Committee will, I have
no doubt,show prudence and an ability to face facts,
bearing in mind Principle VI of the annex to resolution 1541 (XV).
136. The General Assembly, in resolution 1654 (XVI),
instructed the Special Committee to study the situation with regard to the Declaration and invited the
Powers administering colonial territories to afford
the Committee "their fullest co-operation in carrying
out its tasks" [resolution 1654 (XVI), para. 7]. Now
it is clear from the Committee's report that, in the
majority of cases, these Powers have refused their
co-operation. This is the case with Portugal and
South Africa. The argument that the United Nations
is not competent to examine the situation in the
territories administered by these countries is no
longer heard except at Lisbon and Pretoria. Resolution 1514 (XV) and the numerous resolutions adopted
by the General Assembly on the subject of the territories under Portuguese domination and of South
West Africa should surely be sufficient to remove
the slightest doubt.
137. Similarly, the constitutional argument and the
argument that the United Nations interferes in its
colonial administration, which the United Kingdom
has advanced in the Comm:itteewithrespeottoSou~hern
Rhodesia and Aden, cannot convince anyone but the
champions of colonialism who dare not open their
eyes to the facts. This is all the more regrettable in
that the Committee of Twenty-Four expected from
the United Kingdom, as a fulty-fledged member 'of,
the Committee, something other than opposition to the
sending of a sub-committee to Aden and refusal to
use its good offices to help the leaders of the political
parties of British Guiana to settle their differences.
Nevertheless, my delegation, like many others, still
hopes that at the close of this debate the United
Kingdom will reappraise its position and heed the
numerous appeals that have been made to it.
138. At the present time, the General Assembly
must take stock of its position. It would serve no
purpose-at least for the oppressed peoples who are
waiting for the star of liberty to illumine at last the
dark night tlU'ough which they are passing-to reopen
the whole case for decolonization in this forum. J
realize that the representatives of countries that
were once colonized axe tempted to do so, because
they know that some of their brothers are still living
in the hell of colonialism, with all its attendant
horrors.
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139. During the past three sessions at plenary meetings and in the Committees of the Assembly, we have
had occasion to define our position on the substance
of the problem. We shall not do so again. What has
been done? What remains to be done? Those are the
questions that the General Assembly must answer
and its answers will determine its future course of
action. The delegation of Senegal, for its part, will
try to answer those questions objectively and to suggest measures which it considers the General Assembly should take with a view to the complete implementation of the Declaration.
140. The report of the Committee of Twenty-Four
gives us a clear idea of our present position. Kenya,
Zanzibar and Malta are on the eve of independence:
Kenya and Zanzibar will become independent this
very month and Malta in the course of the coming
year. Gambia, Rhodesia and Nyasaland have achieved
self-government and it is to be hoped that the date of
their Independence will soon be set by the administering Power. This is the time to pay tribute to the United
Kingdom for the constitutional, political and other
progress it has brought about in these territories
since the adoption of resolution 1810 (XVII). We
welcome the fact that the dissolution of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland was decided upon at
the Victoria Falls Conference,Z; I also wish to pay
a special tribute to the political leaders of these
countries for all the sacrifices they have made in
their endeavour to win freedom and independence
for their people.
141, III contrast with the appreciable progress that
has been made in the countries I have just mentioned,
the process of decolonization in other territories
is still slow. Cases in point are Bnittsh Guiana, which
is still waiting for the date of its independence to
be set, the Fiji Islands, Aden and the Territories
of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, which are
coveted by South Africa, The General Assembly should
take the necessary measures to prevent eventual
aggression on the part of South Africa against these
Terr itorfes , which come under the High Commission.

142. What are we to say about the tragedy of Angola,
POl'tugtteSe Guinea, Mozambique and all the other
terrtto rres under Portuguese administration, Southern
Rhodesia and South West Africa? We believe that,
as long as the Security Council remains undecided
and the General Assembly incapable of enforcing its
own resolutions on the subject of these Territories,
they will have to remain permanently on the agenda
of the Security Council and the General Assembly,
for they constitute a serious threat to peace and
security in the African continent.
143. The Special Committee, as we were told by
its Rapporteur on 28 November 1963 [1266th meeting),
has not completed the examination of the situation
in all the Territories to which the Declaration applies,
I am thinking in particular of the territories administered by Spain. In renewing the mandate given to the
Special Committee in resolutions 1654 (XVI) and
1810 (XVII), the General Assembly should make available to the Committee the material and financial
resources necessary for the successful completion
of its task,
"ij Central AfrJcan Conference, held at Victoria Falls (Southern Rhodesia), 28 j une-B July 1963.

144. I should like to conclude by clarifying my country's position with regard to the problem of Gambia.
The Special Committee's discussions on Gambia dealt
with two questions: its independence and the problem
of its association with Senegal. To our great astonishment, the resolution adopted by the Committee on
13 September 1963 [A/5446/Rev.l, chap. XI, para.105j
made no mention of these two questions. This is
to invent problems where none exists, Here in the
General Assembly, on 31 October 1961, the President
of the Republic of Senegal declared: " ••. we will
res pect the Gambian people's rights to self-determination, Whether they choose to join us or not" [1045th
plenary meeting, para. 32].
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145. SUbsequently, after consultations held at Bathhurst and Dakar , the Governments of Gambia and
Senegal agreed, as announced in a communique of
26 October 1962, that " •.. on the attainment of
full sovereign independence by the Gambia, some
form of association might be entered into between
the Gambia and Senegal." [A/5446/Rev.l, chap. XI,
para, 33.]
146. At the request of the Governments of Senegal
and Gambia, with the consent of the United Kingdom
Government, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations agreed to appoint a team of constitutional,
economic, fiscal and financial experts. Under the
terms of the communique of 26 October 1962, the
conclusions of the team of experts will be studied
by the two Governments and will form the subject
of subsequent negotiations, with a view to achieving
a close and friendly association between Gambia and
Senegal. A preliminary mission of two members
sent by the United Nations in May 1963 preceded
the present group, made up of four experts, which
is now on the spot. It is therefore too soon, in our
opinion, to go into the question of association, for
ne gotiations to this end will begin only after the two
Governments have studied the experts' report. Hence
at this stage, we can do no more than welcome Gambia's
accession to internal self-government on 4 November 1963.
147. In our opinion, the Committee's resolution should
at least have taken note of that important event in
the Territory's harmonious progress towards independence, particularly considering that it was only
in June 1963, after discussions held in London, that
Her Majesty's Government agreed to grant internal
self-government to the country.
148. I merely wish to add that Senegal and Gambia
are bound together by geography, race, language and
a host of other ties. The clearly expressed intention
of the Governments of Gambia and Senegal to seek
some form of friendly association between the two
countries has a genuine and realistic basis. It is
the natural course, both geographically and humanly
speaking.
149. Senegal seeks association with Gambia only
when it too is independent. We do not think that such
an association would be any obstacle whatsoever to
the implementation of the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples
adopted by the Gener al Assembly on 14 December 1960.
We are sure in any case that by forming such an
association Gambia and Senegal will together add
one more stone to the edifice of African unity, the
foundations of which were laid at Addis Ababa in
May 1963.
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150. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
would again appeal to distinguished representatives
to be punctual in arriving at the times scheduled
for our meetings so that no delays are caused through
lack of a quorum.
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151. There are thirty-five speakers listed for tomorrow's three meetings and I beg you, therefore,
to make your statements as short as possible.

The meeting rose at 5.35 p.m.
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5. When, on 14 December 1960, the Assembly adopted
resolution 1514 (XV), which was designed to enSUT~
the requisite conditions for putting an end tocolonia.lism, some dissatisfied people saw it as a war-cry and
accused its sponsors of the most revolutionary aims.
Of course, as will be readily agreed, this resolution
was to be the starting point for vigorous action on the
part of our Organization to challenge colonialism
wherever it still prevailed-that colonialism which was
averse to the movement for emancipation that had just
shaken the apparently impregnable bulwarks of
imperialism.
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6. The determination of all the Members of this
Assembly who had contributed their assistance, as
well as their faith, to the formulation and adoption of
this resolution was clearly expressed and was unequivocally directed towards the total disappearance
of colonialism as rapidly as possible. There was real
unanimity on this point and, while compromise could
be accepted, all weakness, half-measures and p:revarication were categorically rejected.

(Venezuela).
AGEN DA ITEM 23
Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples (continued)

7. It must also be pointed out, however, that, in
serving as a basis for the establishment ofthe Special
Committee to implement it, resolution 1514 (XV)made
it possible to introduce a method of work, one of the
merits of which is that it has provided an opportunity
for conversations within the Committee between the
representatives of the administering Powers and tho se
who represent the interests of the people who are still
non-self-governing. In view of the passions which this
problem rightly arouses and the painful experience of
those who have only obtained freedom at the price of
bloodshed, the institution of such conversations and
the mutual confidence which inevitably springs from
them are proof enough that the United Nations is In a
position to direct the liberation movement into the
most peaceful channels in such a way as to spare both
sides the otherwise inevitable and implacable struggle
in which the freedom of a people is bought only at the
cost of the lives of half its children.

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. BENHIMA (Morocco) (translated from French):
The Special Committee for the implementation of the
resolution [1514 (XV») concerning the end of colonialism has this year submitted another report [A/5446/
Rev.I] the many qualities of which give us a welcome
opportunity to pay a tribute to the members of the
Committee.
2. It will be remembered that at the time the Committee was set up it was the object of bitter and often
openly hostile criticism; arguments were put forward
to prove in advance that it was both untimely and unnecessary. But although this body has been functioning
for barely two years, the work which it has accomplished is universally agreed to have been so considerable that the reports which it has since submitted
to us have become works of reference particularly
qualified to provide complete and up-to-date information on all aspects of the life of the peoples still
under colonial domination, their relations with the
colonial Powers, their struggles and the prospects
for their political, economic and social development.

8. Furthermore, since that time, all the peoples who
are still dependent and whose hopes were aroused by
the adoption of resolution 1514 (XV) have been given
new cause to think that their hopes were not in vain.
for the many examples of resolutions which have not
been put into effect might well have inspired scepticism
in those whose fate depended only on a new statement
of oft repeated principles.

3. It cannot be denied, therefore, that in this Committee the United Nations has found a spirit, a method of
work and a peaceful approach to the problem of assisting peoples on the road to freedom and of abolishing
colonialism.

9. In their eyes, the Special Committee constitutes a
real instrument for transforming the principles of a
resolution into action and into situations which a.re
daily more encouraging.

4. My delegation would like to pay a parttcular' tribute
for this remarkable work to Mr. Coulibaly, whose skill
and tact have won him the whole-hearted co-operatton
of all the members of the Committee. The experience
of Mr. Velazquez has proved to be of valuable assistance to the Committee, while the intelligence and
talent of Mr. 8ingh have contributed greatly to the
quality of the report.

10. On its various travels the Committee has seen
for itself the enthusiasm and the confidence of the
peoples in this new peaceful process of evolution
towards self-determination and independence. In spite
of regrettable ortses, some problems of decolontzation
A/PV.1271
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have been solved here and there within the framework
of this spirit, and certain States which have since then
become Members of the United Nations have done so
with fewer wounds and with less bitterness than others.
11. While certain colonial Powers have sometimes put
a brave face on it and have been flexible enough to
adjust their conduct to this new spirit, they have not,
perhaps, always applied it everywhere and whenever
they should. One might even think that in some cases
they have tried to cite their satisfactory conduct as a
moral certificate of decolonization, in order to be
better able to reject equally legitimate claims in some
territories which have remained completely under
their domination. Between the positive results already
achieved and the systematic persistence of colonialism
in many territories, our Organization must abandon
neither its hope nor its vigilance nor its determination.
For the list of countries which remain under foreign
domination is unfortunately still considerable and,
furthermore, even if there remained only one single
territory deprived of freedom, our determination
should be just as strong.
12. Since the Fourth Committee is particularly concerned with the situation in these territories and
since special committees have been set up to supervise the changes and the implementation of resolution
1514 (XV) in some of them, I shall refrain from mentioning each of the territories in turn. But it is
deeply distressing to note that for several years this
or that Committee or Commission has returned untiringly to an examination of the situation in these
Territories, just as a patient with a chronic illness
returns for a continued course of treatment. I have
been told by some ofthe last supporters of colonialism
that their country is strong enough to withstand without danger any disturbances in its colonies, just as a
healthy body can support rheumatism without any
danger. It seems that these Powers, instead of adapting
themselves to a change which, however slow, is everywhere inevitable, have become accustomed to listening
each year without any risk to speeches which no
longer move them and to which they merely reply with
statements in which their profession of good faith
bears no relation to the way in which they carry out
their responsibilities.
13. Although these Powers accept the principles of
this evolution and the logical prospect of necessary
changes, they do not seem to want to take any steps
to accelerate the achievement of self-determination
and independence, or even to ensure their eventual
achievement.
14. The colonial regime under which Portugal holds
the people of three African territories does not,
unfortunately, show any serious sign of having taken
into consideration either the inevitability ofthe change
or the action of the United Nations with regard to the
problem of the liberation of peoples. The Portuguese
army is waging a war to the death, using all the latest
means, and the Government of Lisbon stubbornly believes that its army will always be an insuperable
barrier to the wishes of the people of Angola, Guinea
and Mozambique.
15. In several of its organs, however, the United
Nations has untiringly sought the necessary ways
and means to bring the Portuguese Government to
a more realistic understanding of the concept of
self-determination and of the best way of safeguarding its own interests and those of its nationals in

these territories. But all the efforts of the Fourth
Committee, the Committee of Twenty-Four, the SubCommittee on the Situation in Angola, and the Security
Council, which in April 1963 discussed the incidents
provoked by Portugal on the Senegalese frontier and
in July devoted several meetings to a study of the
situation in the Territories under Portuguese domination seem to have been in vain. The Council is now
getting ready to examine the situation again within
the next few days and we are obliged to note that all
attempts and all approaches, even the most moderate,
have failed to provoke any positive reaction from the
Portuguese Government.
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16. It is therefore to be feared that, in trying to
evade a development, peaceful though it is, for which
every assistance has been offered, Portugal is preparing a grievous future for itself as well as for the
peoples for which it is responsible, and that the
territories which its army is relentlessly trying to
subdue may one day become the last battlefields on
which Africa will make a stand to achieve its full
liberation at the price of blood which it does not wish
to shed. Neither the injunctions of the United Nations,
nor the advice of Portugal's closest friends, nor the
weight of great experience seem to be able to overcome
this obstinate and stubborn attitude, which can only
bring new tragedies to Africa.
17. The United Kingdom, however, has certainly given
us reason to believe that it is moving steadily towards
the realization of the principle of self-determination
in many territories under its authority. This year in
particular the announcement of the independence of
Malta and the imminent proclamation of the independence of Zanzibar and of Kenya have caused Africa and
the whole world to rejoice that these countries are to
attain freedom. This example of co-operation with the
United Nations and this willingness of the United
Kingdom and its former colonies to change their
relationship are a cause for legitimate satisfaction
on the part of all those who, in a spirit of respect for
peoples and for the safeguarding of their interests,
have helped to bring about this kind of solution in
complex situations. But some doubt is cast on this
action by the United Kingdom when we think of the
situation in Guiana, Southern Rhodesia, Aden, Oman
and Southern Arabia.

........
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18. We firmly hope that the action so happily undertaken with regard to the three former British oolonies
will before long spread its good influence to the other
territories I have just mentioned which are continuing
their struggle to obtain similar treatment from the
same Government.
19. My delegation has explained fully before the
Special Political Committee the tragedy of Palestine,
where, at the very moment when empires are being
dismembered, a new type of colonialism using new
methods has occupied a land which was geographically,
historically and sociologically Arab. The 2 million
immigrants, who have no connexion with Palestine but
who have come from every corner of the world to drive
more than a million Arabs from their native land and
their homes, are, in spite of the diversity of their
origin, only mercenaries in a modern crusade whose
Zionlst philosophy cannot conceal its strictly imperialist nature.
20. My delegation also spoke a few days ago. before
the Security Council [1075th meeting], on the policy
of the Government of South Africa with regard to the
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13 million Africans in that Territory. There again.
the racial phenomenon and the policy of segregation
which it inspires are strengthening the colonialist
roots and aims of the white minority which completed
the conquest of the country at the beginning of this
century.
21. The Committee of Twenty-Four has indeed performed praiseworthy work in the brief period which
has elapsed since it received its mandate. The results
of this work must be counted among the most fortunate
and the most fruitful, since millions of human beings
have seen the end of a tragedy into which the denial of
freedom had plunged them. In some cases for centuries.
The Committee deserves the renewed expression of our
great confidence in it, for its action has given the
United Nations a new certainty in its mission to
achieve decolonization and it cannot but strengthen our
hopes in its ideals. Not only can the future prospects
for the liberation of nations seem nearer and more
certain. but. and this is not unimportant. it seems that
freedom can be regained and strengthened without
disturbing the balance and harmony of the world.
22. During the last weeks of its summer session. the
Committee of Twenty-Four examined the problem of
certain Moroccan territories which have not yet been
returned to Moroccan authority although our independence was proclaimed in 1956. The Assembly
knows. because the matter has been before it regularly since that date, that at the time that our
sovereignty was recognized the former protecting
Powers did not return certain parts of our territory
over which they have continued to exercise their
civil and military authority. for various reasons which
Morocco has never accepted. Every year the Moroccan
delegation has brought this problem before the General
Assembly with firmness of principle. studious moderation and the unwavering conviction that this problem
would find an appropriate solution without delay. It is
very regrettable that after seven years, during which
Morocco has been consolidating its sovereignty in
both domestic and foreign policy. it finds itself. almost
alone in Africa today, in the position of a beggar
pleading for part of its national territory. No doubt for
certain of these Powers a colonial war in North Africa
had imposed a definite modus vivendi Which. because of
the state of war. made the frontiers provisionally
vague. And although this territorial problem was not
settled in SUbstance, its existence was recognized and
it was admitted that it would have to be solved at the
first opportunity. My country was closely involved in
the war, but we were convinced that a logical solution
to the problem would be found immediately the colonial
war was over; we have. however. experienced certain
surprises on our southern frontiers and we have seen
a large part of our Territory cut off.
23. I do not wish to revert to a problem with which the
General Assembly has been familiar for years. Our
position with regard to this amputation of our national
Territory remains identical with that expressed from
the very beginning. both here and elsewhere. But this
dangerous situation persists and we have seen-again
quite recently-all the dangers of this modus vivendi
dictated solely by a colonial war and all the difficulties
to which it can give rise between neighbours, even
though they may wish to settle their problems peacefully and, I hope, retain their confidence in a reasonable
solution arrived at in a fraternal spirit.
24. We have also repeatedly raised the problem of our
territories which are still under Spanish administra-
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tton, Certainly, before we attained independence the
Spanish Government showed its concern for our sovereignty and our territorial integrity. By definite action
and by its specific attitude the Spanish Government
showed that it was prepared to put an end to its protectorate in due course, and to draw the logical conclusions of that act, namely full recognition of the
national sovereignty of a territory replaced in its
entirety under Moroccan sovereignty.
25. There again, for military reasons, owing to the
weak situation of a country which has just attained
independence, and because of our conviction that the
most difficult problems would find their natural solution in that spirit of co-operation that had so recently
been displayed, we gained the impression that this
problem would be given its proper solution without
delay. It was not the only problem. The issue with Spain
involved more than territorial difficulties; it involved
problems of military evacuation, problems of administrative adjustment and problems inherent in various
conventions on technical. legal and cultural assistance.
We are glad that the spirit which has animated our
relations since independence has enabled us to settle
the greater part of these problems in an atmosphere
of friendship.
26. Nevertheless, for Morocco the territorial problem is still not only one of the primary aspects of its
sovereignty, but one of the vital factors in the exercise
of that sovereignty. Nomatter howmuch understanding
the Moroccan Government shows, no matter how much
confidence it is prepared to go on offering, it cannot
accept any further delays or any explanations aimed
at putting off from day to day, I should say from year
to year. the solution of a problem of increasing importance not only for Morocco but for our relations with
those who still hold the key to this situation, for greater
stability in Africa. and for Africa's relations with the
countries which are responsible for the situation.
27. We took note of the excellent intentions which
were in evidence during the talks between Generalissimo Franco and the King of Morocco at Barajas in
July 1963. These talks did at least revive the spirit
which animated the two countries with regard to the
solution of the problem. There is a clear recognition
that relations between the two countries will not be
able to develop towards their natural objective,
dictated by good neighbourliness and by the existence
within our country of a large Spanish community, unless there are highly developed economic, cultural
and social relations and, at the international level,
interests within the region whose protection is essential for the future and the stability of both countries.
28. Since this declaration, unfortunately-and I say
this without bitterness but rather as an appeal-there
has been no positive action to give effect to this
renewed good will. The Territories are still entirely
under Spanish administration. No steps have been
taken, no stage has been reached which might seriously
indicate that the constantly proclaimed solution is at
hand and that substantial contacts will enable specific
steps to be taken towards that solution.
29. This does not in any way diminish our confidence.
But you will understand when I say that, at the very
moment when Spain proclaims here, to the satisfaction
of the General Assembly, that it is making important
changes in the r~gime of certain African territories
still under its administration, it is unthinkable that a
country like Morocco. while maintaining the best of
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relations with Spain, should continue to meet with
incomprehension and to be faced with a situation which
for all practical purposes has reached a deadlock.
30. I know, too-and we have given this claim our most
unequivocal support-that Spain is asking for the enclave of Gibraltar to be returned to its national territory. No country knows the history of that enclave
better than Morocco; no country is more willing than
mine to support such a legitimate claim. But, as we
had occasion to say in the CommitteeofTwenty-Four,
the moral and legal validity of that claim would not be
upheld if the very country which bases itself on the
same principle and ele same right in demanding the
restoration of part of its territory were to retain a
large part of Moroccan territory under its administration without definitely demonstr .ting by its deeds that
a change in that situation will shortly come about.
31. Ifni, so-called Spanish Sahara, Ceuta and Melilla
are still under Spanish administration. Although our
confidence is not diminished as a result of this delay,
we shall henceforth have to be able to explain that
fact to public opinion at home, and not only by the
reasons which Spain has advanced since 1956 and
which have disappeared one by one but because Spain
itself, when it evacuated its troops from Morocco,
recognized that there was no foundation for some of
its arguments.
32. In reverting to the problem of these territories,
I should like to reaffirm both the permanent and resolute nature of our claim and the hope that Spain, which
in other connexions has shown evidence of a most
praiseworthy evolution, will not continue to keep my
country waiting when there are so many historic ties,
so many future prospects, to foster our relations;
for neither Moroccan public opinion, nor Africa, of
which we are an integral part, nor the world, will be
able to understand our patience. If at this moment we
had to find a justification for our patience, we could
only evoke the word of Spain. It is our hope that this
word will be translated into deeds as soon as possible,
for the good of our two peoples and of our future
relations.
33. Mr. LEKIC (Yugoslavia): The eighteenth session
of the General Assembly is being held in an improved
international atmosphere which offers betterprospects
for further and more frequent manifestations of the
policy of negotiation and the peaceful settlement of
disputes. This fact, which imposes the corresponding
tasks upon this session, should in our opinion largely
determine both the scope and the content of our
activities this year in the field of decolonization as
well. It is our duty in these new conditions to ensure
that the process of peaceful settlement of disputes
already initiated not only continues but gains in scope
and depth, as well as in substance, so as to cover
widening areas of complex international relations. We
believe that the way to make an effective contribution
in this sense is to remove all the barriers to a further
positive development of the international situation and
the sources of international friction and conflicts
which could endanger the realization of the general
aspiration for an enduring peace.
34. Unfortunately, there still are many such barriers,
seed-beds of conflict and sources of tension in the
colonial area. Their existence and possible consequences elicit justifiable anxiety in the international
community, particularly if we are faced at the same
time with the lack of readiness of some colonial

Powers to co-operate and to contribute to the common
efforts aimed at the creation of conditions for alas ting
peace which would rest on freedom and the e~uality. of
all men and peoples. We can find ample confirmatton
of the existence of both in the report of the Committee
on decolonization, which is a powerful plea for the
freedom and independence of the colonized peoples and
a forceful condemnation of the dangerous attempts by
the colonial Powers and colonialist forces in general
to halt and turn back the wheel of history. Although
doomed to failure, because experience has shown that
there is no power that can prevent a people from
achieving freedom if it wants freedom, these attempts
are no less a threat to peace in a world in which distances are measured no longer in miles but in hours
and minutes and where political tension and, more
especially, breaches of the peace in one part of our
planet have repercussions in other parts of the world.
35. A detailed analy~is of the report of the Committee
on decolonization [A/5446/Rev.1] leaves no room for
doubt that in the process of eliminating the anachronistic relations of dominance and subjection, which run
counter to the Charter of the United Nations, we have
encountered serious barriers behind which stand
powerful forces. The present attitude and actions of
these forces show that, in their desire to defend their
specific military, political and, especially, economic
interests, they do not shrink and will not shrink even
from measures which jeopardize world peace and
security.
36. With the large-scale aid in arms and equipment
it receives under the NATO pact from some of its
allies, Portugal is waging a colonial war in Angola
and in so-called Portuguese Guinea. It is also preparing similar action in Mozambique.
37. Air force and army units with modern equipment
are being placed at the disposal of the racist Government of Southern Rhodesia. This is being done at
precisely the time when the Southern Rhodesian
Government is declaring its intention to settle accounts with the forces demanding recognition of their
right to self-determination, and when measures are
being taken on the international scene to halt the
armaments race.
38. The peoples of Bechuanaland, Swaziland and
Basutoland are being denied the right to self-determination. At the same time, however, the Government
of the Republic of South Africa, by exploiting some of
the notorious methods of colonial conquest-bribery,
trickery, agreements with individuals behind whom
stand, not the people, but the colonial authorities, and
so forth-is endeavouring, unimpeded, to obtain support for its policy of "independent black States" within
the framework of the "white" Republic, In South West
Africa the policy of apartheid is being applied. The
population of Aden is being forced to accept a federation and is being denied the right to self-determination.
Last, but by no means least, the acquisition of independence by the people of British Guiana is again
being hampered, and that people is being denied the
exclusive right to solve in full freedom the problems
which most probably would not exist were it not for
interference from outside.
39. By pointing to this state of affairs in the area of
decolonization, we do not, of course, wish to deny the
existence of some progress, which will be reflected
this year in the independence of Kenya and Zanzibar
and in the consequent increase in the membership of
our Organization. This is without doubt an important
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event which we all gladly welcome, but which cannot
and should not cloud over the fact that we are at the
same time confronted with the serious situation I have
just mentioned. We appreciate the grasp of reality
which some of the colonial Powers have demonstrated
in meeting the demands of the peoples of certain
colonies for independence. However, a realistic policy
in the case of some colonies cannot lessen the effects
of a negative policy in the case of other colonies. It is
even less acceptable to hear a "good record" invoked
with the purpose of justifying actions whereby the right
to self-determination is denied to inhabitants ofterritories where the colonial Powers and certain other
countries have particular interests. If anything, both
arguments-that of a realistic policy of a colonial
Power in some cases, and that of the "good record"
of a colonial Power-are arguments in favour of
acceleration and not postponement of the process of
decolonization. In any event, when a "good record"
is put forth as a counter-argument to the powerful
demands of the colonial peoples, supported by the
United Nations, for immediate recognition of independence, we believe it is useful to recall that
Francis Bacon said that glory resembles a market,
and when one stays at the market a bit too long. the
prices go down.
40. The Yugoslav delegation does not intend to comment on the situation in the remaining individual
colonies. We have done this in the course of the work
of the Committee of Twenty-Four, of which Yugoslavia
is a member. We also do not intend to enter into
polemics with the authors of the legalistic and conservative interpretations of the provisions of the
Charter, in which the colonial Powers stubbornly seek
the source of the alleged right to rule other peoples,
and not the source of obligations to apply the principles and goals of the Charter to all peoples. regardless of differences in the colour of their skin or
degree of development.
41. There are those who s ay that the colonial peoples
are not mature enough to shape their own destinies,
or ready to take over the responsibilities arising
from freedom and independence. We would reply to
them that we heard such "arguments" when we had to
deal with the struggle for independence of peoples
whose representatives are now making•. here in the
United Nations and outside, a powerful contribution to
the struggle for peace and international co-operation.
It would therefore be superfluous to enter into a discussion of concepts which can arise solely within the
system in which theories of higher and lower values
among human beings and races are inherent. In any
event, one thing is certain. A people fighting for its
freedom and ready to make the sacrifices that such a
struggle inevitably requires cannot be considered
immature.
42. What is important today, in our opinion. is the
fact that the remnants of colonialism and the process
of decolonization have acquired a new quality. According to the incomplete list compiled by the Committee
of Twenty-Four, there are fifty-nine such remnants
of colonialism, inhabited by nearly 40 million people.
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are opposing to the upsurge of the national1iberation
forces. particularly-and, one might say at present.
exclusively-in the area of central and South Africa.
Rich in natural resources, whose exploitation coupled
with cheap manpower provides huge profits, and inhabited by a certain number of foreigners who have
imposed their rule, this area has become the base
and bastion of privileged groups and interests which
refuse to understand that the world has changed, and
are resolute in their intention to oppose with force.
to the very end, any change in the status quo. There
has thus been created an alliance of privileged groups
which, in the political realm, is reflected in the formation of a united front of colonialist forces in this
area and outside it, and in a growing arms race in
the military realm.
45. The situation is. of course, aggravated by the
fact that the colonial Powers and colonialist forces
in this area enjoy the support and aid of some other
countries and military-political groupings which are
strongly engaged there in various ways. economically
in particular. Thus, the problem of the elimination
of colonialism has become something that no longer
depends solely on the colonial Powers, but also, it
would appear, more and more on the group of countries which have not demonstrated a sufficient readiness to give adequate support to United Nations
efforts to eliminate once and for all these causes of
international friction and conflict.
46. The existence of such a situation which can at
any moment turn into a conflict with unforeseeable
consequences to world peace cannot leave the independent African countries indifferent, Deeply dedicated
to peace, but at the same time convinced that their
own independence is threatened as long as there are
relations of domination and inequality on the soil of
Africa and in the world in general, the independent
African countries demand recognition of the right of
self-determination for the peoples in the unliberated
parts of Africa. Having been divided for centuries
by colonization, the African peoples have united in
the struggle for decolonization. At the historic Addis
Ababa Conferencell they appealed to the colonial
Powers to settle problems arising out of the existence
of colonialism by peaceful means and through the
recognition of the right of self-determination. At the
same time, however, they expressed their determination that, failing such a solution, they would extend
full support to the liberation movements whose
banners-and this is worth noting and thinking aboutare already carried high by the generations born at
the same time as the United Nations and its Charter.

43. As there are numerous elements endowing the
problem under discussion with new qualities, we will
dwell on those which we consider to be fundamental
and which directly affect the activities and concrete
actions of the United Nations in this domain.

47. In this way, the liberation movements in the
remaining African colonies have acquired the character of a general pan-Arrtcan movement for liberation
and for the fullest political and economic emancipation,
which is only a logical and understandable reply to the
unity of the colonialist Powers in their resistance to
decolonization and the establishment of relations of
equality. It would be, it seems to us, both short-sighted
and dangerous to fail to see in time the many serious
international repercussions of the present policy
pursued by some colonial Powers and their allies.
Racial discrimination and segregation, denial of
basic human rights to millions of people, ruthless
economic exploitation and colonial wars are not only
contrary to the provisions of the Charter on the

44. The most important of these elements is, no doubt.
the intensified resistance which the colonialist forces

l/ Summit Conference of Independent African States. held at Addis
Ababa from 22 to 25 May 1963.
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protection of human dignity and interests of the
colonial peoples, they are, at the same time, a manifestation of a policy which is not only a constant
challenge to the directly-threatened Afric an countries
and to the conscience of mankind in general, but is
also a danger to world peace and security. In addition,
such a policy has already oaused, and threatens again
to cause. even more serious misunderstandings between the African and other States which are fighting
for equality and equal rights among men and peoples
and those states which, in one way or another, help
to maintain a situation which, more than once in the
past. caused large-eoale conflicts. Finally, and this
should be emphasized, such a policy is directly counter
to the efforts to put international relations on a new
basis and to implement the pi tnctples of active and
peaceful coexistence-the only alternative to an alldestructive war. One of the petitioners in the Fourth
Committee pointed to this contradiction with the following words, which deserve our full attention:
"Peaceful co-existence". he said, "does not extend to
us. We remain locked in combat with a tough and
cruel enemy. For us there are no agreements."
48. There have been attempts from various quarters
to depict the struggle ofthe colonial peoples as running
counter to the policy of active peaceful coexistence and
the efforts to preserve peace. We are told that
"liberation wars are none the less wars". and that it is
the duty of States to avert-and of the United Nations,
if possible. to halt-wars of all kinds. In this respect,
of course. it is forgotten that liberation wars are the
direct consequence of the refusal of colonial Powers
to carry out some of the basic principles of peaceful
coexistence. These principles are the right of selfdetermination and the equality of all peoples, as well
as the solution of outstanding problems by peaceful
means. On the other hand. peace is not only the
opposite of war, but also the opposite of all the causes
of war. To fight for peace means to fight for the removal of the causes of war and of present and potential
hotbeds of conflict and of all that prevents the establishment of relations based upon freedom and equality
of all peoples. The elimination of colonialism is one
of the prerequtsttes for the preservation of peacea fact which no one can deny.
49. It is in this light that we approach a consideration
of the present situation in the colonies. with the hope
that the realism and goodwill shown by the colonial
peoples and countries directly menaced by the continued existence of colonialism will meet with greater
understanding from the colonial Powers and those who
support them. It is an encouraging fact. though. that
the anti-colonial forces, sufficiently strong to attain
their objective Without the assistance ofthis Organization. are nevertheless turning to the United Nations.
This is not an expression of weakness, but rather of
strength and faith in the United Nations and in the
justness of the cause for which the colonial peoples
are fighting. To fail to understand this would only
accelerate reaching the upper limit of patience and
forcing the colonial peoples to take up arms as a last
resort.
50. Such a prospect cannot but be a matter of concern to all of us. It is, therefore, our duty to meet
fully, and as rapidly as possible, the demands of the
colonial peoples and the peace-loving forces in the
world, and to approach the solution of the problem by
peaceful means and by negotiation between the representatives of the colonial peoples and of the colonial
Powers. Our Organization offers a suitable framework

for such negotiations and such solutions. Compared
with what those directly concerned, as well as the
international community, will gain by this, it is senseless and ultimately harmful to lose time in discussions
of whether our Organization is competent to interfere
in the relations between the colonial peoples and the
colonial Powers, whether it has the right or not to
dispatch visiting missions with the purpose of ascertaining the true state of affairs, and making their
contribution to a peaceful solution to existing acute
disputes. To such disputes we should devote our foremost attention. leaving aside at this stage theoretical
considerations of whether a people small in number
can acquire independence, and under what conditions.
51. The present situation in the field of decoloniz.ation marks out the tasks facing our Organization and
the Committee of Twenty-Four as the competent body
for seeking solutions to the remaining colonial problems. It, therefore, seems to us that this year's session
should not only call upon the colonial Powers but also
those countries which so far have not found it possible
to associate themselves to the common efforts to
eliminate colonialism, to take measures and actions
which would enable the twentieth session of the General
Assembly to mark both the end of colonialism and the
beginning of a new era in which all the peoples of the
world will be able, in full freedom and peace, to build
a better future for themselves and for the world as a
whole. To this end it would be necessary for the
colonial Powers to take advantage of the great opportunity offered by the faith of the colonial peoples in
the United Nations. They should therefore make it
possible for our Organization to contribute to the least
painful liquidation of the problems still existing in
this area by means which are the most appropriate,
through visits to various territories and through their
own good offices. The Committee of Twenty-Four
should, for its part, in continuing its efforts to find
peaceful solutions, draw the attention of the Security
Council to all the actions and measures of the colonial
Powers or other countries which it finds are not in
conformity with the Charter and with the Declaration
on granting independence to colonial countries and
peoples. Such a role of the Committee of Twenty-Four.
of course. requires adaptation to the new situation
and to the demands of current developments. The
Committee should in our opinion elaborate its methods
of work and procedures, within its terms of reference.
in such a way as to become not only a body which
studies development in the various territories but also
a political organ which will, where necessary. initiate.
influence and accelerate the implementation of the
Declaration on the independence of colonial peoples.
52. Mr. DIAZ GONZALEZ (Venezuela) (translated
from Spanish): Venezuela has the honour of sharing
with twenty-three other Member States the responsibilities which the General Assembly has entrusted
to the Special Committee on the Situation with regard
to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples.
53. It would therefore seem out of place for my delegation to make comments or remarks on the report
[A!5446!Rev.1] which contains the results of the work
to which we have made our modest contribution and
which therefore reflects our point of view and our
position as far as the colonial problem is concerned.
54. Allow me. nevertheless, to make a few comments
based on the experience acquired during this year's
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work. This will enable us to draw some conclusions
which may be useful for the future activities of the
Committee.

respected and that the resolutions of the General
Assembly, particularly resolution 1514 (XV), are applied in full and without delay.

55. In the opinion of the delegation of Venezuela, the
report which the Special Committee is submitting for
the consideration of the General Assembly is a very
important progress report. It is not as encouraging as
we should have liked. However, in the circumstances
in which it had to function, the Committee did succeed
in accomplishing something so that we can at least say
with a clear conscience that we have done our duty.
The obstacles encountered were not big enough to discourage us. Quite the contrary-in many cases they
spurred us on in our efforts to prevent the organ which
the General Assembly wanted to be a living one from
becoming stultified. It is useless to try to halt the
march of time. Sentence has been passed against
colonialism. All that remains is to execute it. Much
ground has been covered since President Wilson's
principle of the self-determination of peoples made its
appearance on the international scene. The historic
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries andpeoples, in which the process culminates,
is the death certificate of colonialism. As we said on
One occasion, it will now be a question not of deciding
what is the best way of administering a colony but of
finding the quickest way to lead such territories to
self-government and independence.

59. The delegation of Venezuela would like to cherish
the hope that in future the administering Powers will
be more flexible and extend to the Committee more
co-operation in this respect. Without the effective cooperation of the administering Powers, the work of the
Committee becomes more arduous. It will perhaps be
essential to send visiting missions more particularly
to the territories still to be considered. The Committee should be empowered to send these missions with
the co-operation of all concerned, including the administering Power. The fact that the missions which
the Committee appointed during the year's work we
are considering were not able to visit the territories
they were asked to visit does not mean that they have
not fulfilled their respective mandates. Far from it;
they did useful work and at the same time, when they
found themselves obliged to visit territories of
neighbouring States, often in spite of considerable
practical difficulties as in the case of the SubCommittee on Aden, they did important work in publicizing the Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples and revived the hopes
which many peoples have placed in the United Nations
as the champion of the peoples r right to self-determination and of human dignity. This should be taken very
much into account.
60. Since the Committee was created, many peoples
have acceded to self-government and independence.
We were especially glad to welcome the arrival in
this concert of free nations of two countries from our
hemisphere: Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago. However., there are many peoples still suffering under the
colonial yoke. In Latin America, there are still vast
territories occupied by foreign Powers. A hard task
awaits the United Nations in achieving the total eradication of the evil.

56. The General Assembly unanimously decided that,
in order to accelerate the process of decolonization,
it was advisable to set up the Special Committee. There
would have been no point in establishing it, unless at
the same time it had been given the necessary means
for action. When establishing the Committee, in resolution 1654 (XVI), operative paragraph 5, the Assembly
wisely "Directs the Special Committee to carry out its
task by employment of all means which it will have at
its disposal within the framework of the procedures
and modalities which it shall adopt for the proper discharge of its functions".
57. Accordingly, the Special committee adopted and
the General Assembly approved a series of methods
and procedures which have so far proved effective
in the work done by the Committee. The Assembly
included and supplemented these methods and procedures in resolution 1810 (XVII). In this connexion,
the Committee considered it essential in some cases
to appoint Visiting missions to obtain information
directly from the populations and on the spot in the
Territories under discussion. It is regrettable that
the administering Powers have sy s tematic ally opposed
the admission of such missions to the territories they
administer. Moreover, as we all know, these missions
are not utilized exclusively by our Committee. They
have been used by other organs of the United Nations.
The refusal of the administering Powers to admit
them can be considered only as an example of intransigence which is a departure from the spirit of cooperation that should invariably characterize relations
between Member States and the Organization.
58. The argument that the administering Power is the
only Power responsible for the administration of a
Territory and therefore cannot share that responsibility is unacceptable. Although we admit that the
administering Power has a considerable responsibility
in the territories it administers, it is equally certain
that it is in the very first place the obligation and
right of the United Nations to see that in the COlonial
territories the prtnctples embodied in the Charter are

61. If we analyse carefully the list of territories on
the future agenda of the Special Committee [A/5446/
Rev.L, annex 11, it is easy to see that the methods and
procedures used until now will have to be revised to
make them more flexible and adapt them to reality.
While nobody can deny that the colonial phenomenon
is unique, the various colonized territories, on the
other hand, often have different characteristics as far
as geography and size are concerned and also from the
ethnological and demographic points ofview. It is obvious that, under the terms of the Declaration itself,
complete independence and freedom cannot be subject
to any conditions or reservations. It is the duty of the
United Nations, however, to seealsothatindependence
is obtained under the best possible conditions, in the
interest of the peoples obtaining it. Otherwise they
will be condemned to chaos and misery as SOon as they
regain their sovereignty.
62. In a statement in the plenary meeting of the
General Assembly held on 21 November 1961, when the
Assembly was discussing the situation with regard to
the implementation of the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples,
Mr. Sosa Rodrfguez stated Venezuela'spositioninthis
matter in the following terms:
"Every people has the same vocation for independence, but the exercise of that independence
should be carefully prepared, so that it will result
in progress and prosperity. Consequently, the duty
of the colonial or administering Powers is not to
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grant immediate nominal independence, but to begin
at once to equip the countries and peoples under
their rule with the necessary means for an independent existence. It is in that undertaking that the
United Nations is called upon to play a major role,
both in supervis ing and in implementing the various
phases.
"It has been proclaimed and recognized that no
country or people has the right to maintain another
country under colonial rule. What that principle
should mean in practice is, not that immediate
nominal independence should be granted to all
colonized peoples in the sense of their being transformed overnight into States left to their own devices, but that the colonial or administering Powers
should immediately begin to invest the wealth of
those colonial territories for the benefit of their
inhabitants and to prepare them for the exercise of
their independence, so that it can be granted as soon
as possible and in conditions ensuring those peoples'
well-being. Only thus can the colonial Powers to some
extent pay the debt they owe to the colonial peoples."
[1059th meeting, paras. 166 and 167.]

63. The delegation of Venezuela firmly hopes that the
Declaration will be applied speedily and totally to all
territories still suffering colonial oppression. The
Declaration itself unequivocally establishes the principles that are to serve as guidelines and be observed
when applying it. The necessary precautions have been
taken to cover all possible cases. We want to stress
this because we feel it will be vitally important for the
future work of the Special Committee. In the words of
resolution 1810 (XVII), operative paragraph 8 (ill, the
Special Committee should "seek the most suitable ways
and means for the speedy and total application of the
Declaration to all territories which have not yet obtained independence". As we have repeated on several
occasions, however, we believe that we should seek
not only the most suitable ways and means but also
those which will be most effective for each particular
case within the framework, naturally, of resolution
1514 (XV). We are referring here to some territories,
such as, in Europe, Gibraltar-artificially separated
from Spanish territory, of which for geographical and
historical reasons it is an integral and indivisible
part-in America Guiana, the Islas Malvinas (Falkland
Islands) and other territories and in Africa !fni and
the, Spanish Sahara (to mention only a few examples)
which constitute special cases in which special methods
and procedures should be followed. These cases, like
many others, have naturally been covered in paragraph 6 of the Declaration which figures in resolution
1514 (XV). This paragraph establishes that "any
att~mpt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the
~a~lOnal uni~y and the territorial integrity of a country
IS mcompatible for the purposes and principles of the
Charter of the United Nations.
64. As we said in the Special Committee failure to
give effect to this paragraph of the Declaration would
be to accept the law of the strongest as the basis for
international relations. It would be to sanction the injustice committed against the small countries or the
weak countries which in the COurse of their history
have been despoiled of their legitimate rights solely
because of their own weakness and the wili of the
strongest. Finally, it would be to hinder the healing
power of history.
65. I do not wish to speak at length about the contents
of the report or the specific cases considered therein
.,-----"------------

partly because, as I said at the beginning of my statement, we have the honour to be a member of the
Special Committee and partly because we have already
had the opportunity in the debates on these matters to
state the opinion of the delegation of Venezuela on this
subject. We leave it to this illustrious Assembly to
judge the merits or demerits of this report. But, I do
wish to say that we are convinced that in the not far
distant future what today is simply a report of the
Special Committee will become a basic document for
history because it will contain precedents which may
be right or wrong, but will in any case be unique in
the field of colonialism. It is a document in which
will be condensed the testimony of those who have experienced the regime of colonial oppression and those
of us who are protagonists participating in this irreversible process of decolonization and which will contain the results of one of the most noble tasks entrusted
to any organ of the United Nations: the struggle to
ensure the observance of the fundamental principles
embodied in the Charter and the defence of the inalienable right which all peoples without distinction
as to colour, race or religion, have to self-government,
self-determination, independence and respect for
human dignity under conditions of freedom.
66. Mr. HAMDANI (Pakistan): In response to your
appeal, Mr. President, I shall be as brief as possible.
The monumental and weighty report of the Special
Committee of Twenty-Four [A!5446!Rev.1] containing
most valuable information and material which is before
us for consideration has been studied by my delegation
with due care. On parts of the report, namely those on
South West Africa, Southern Rhodesia and territories
under Portuguese administration, my delegation has
already given its views during their consideration
before the Fourth Committee. I shall therefore confine
myself to brief comments on other chapters of the
report.

.

67. The Foreign Minister of Pakistan, Mr. Bhutto in
his policy statement during the general debate said:
"All over the world one sees colonialism giving way
to a relationship between nations based on equality
and mutual respect. It is our earnest hope that the
Governments of the United Kingdom and the other
Administering Authorities will continue to follow
the path of wisdom in granting self-government and
independence to the remaining Non-Self-Governing
Territories under their administration, in accordance with the aspirations of the peoples concerned. "
[1220th meeting, para. 33.]
68. My delegation has noted with deep satisfaction
that some of the territories will soon attain their indepe~denGe, namely, Kenya on 12 December 1963,
Zanzibar soon afterwards, Northern Rhodesia and
Nyasaland at the beginning of the next year and Malta
on 31 May 1964. Before long we hope that these territories will be admitted to full membership of this
world Organization. For this our sincere congratulations go, not only to the peoples of those territories
for their peaceful struggle and patience, but also to the
statesmanship of the Administering Authority, the
Government of the United Kingdom. Our disappointment
therefore is greater when the same Governmentfound
it necessary to refuse admission to the Sub-Committee
and Visiting Mission to the territories under its
administration, namely, Aden and British Guiana,
especially when we know that visiting missions are
naturally designed to make and maintain direct contacts
with the peoples of the territories to gauge their views
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69. The deleg~i9n of Pakistan is aware of the efforts
that are being made for a constitutional conferenoe
regarding the High Commission Territories, namely,
Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaztland, We would
urge the Administering Authority to expedite the
implementation of the resolutions of the General
Assembly in this matter.

73. My delegation is in general agreement with the
conclusions and recommendations of the Special Committee as well as the draft resolutions submitted by it
and contained in the report. For the secondyear of its
existence the Special Committee has done excellent
work. The delegation of Pakistan wishes to congratulate the members of the Special Committee on the
ceaseless efforts it has made toward greater compliance with the purposes of resolution 1514 (XV). In
spite of its diligent and remarkable work the Special
Committee had to postpone consideration of several
territories to a future date.

70. At the same time, my delegation is unhappy over
the absence of co-operation from some other Administering Powers and their refusal to implement the
resolutions of the Special Committee, the General
Assembly and the Security Council. In this connexion
I quote again from the statement of my Foreign
Minister:

74. In wishing the Special Committee every success
in its efforts and endeavours under the present
methods and procedures, or under procedures with
slight, necessary modifications in the light of the
discussions in the General Assembly, one may express the hope, with the representative of the Soviet
Union, Mr. Aztmov, that:

"It is a matter of the deepest regret that Portugal
persists in an attitude which is contrary to the trend
of history and at variance with Portugal's own great
past. When the colonial systems of the other European
Powers are in the process of total dissolution, it is
contrary to the laws of life to expect that Portuguese
rule in Africa will not pass away. We pray that the
leaders of Portugal who have set their country
against the world, will have the vision to see where
lie its true interests in Africa and in the world."
[Ibid., para. 34.]

"In 1965 the United Nations will celebrate its
twentieth anniversary. Its honour compels it to do
everything to ensure that by then the shameful
colonial system has completely vanished from the
face of the earth and that every people great or
small, in Africa, Asia or Latin America is free
and independent." [1267th meeting, para. 119.]
MT. Thors (Iceland), Vice-President, took the Chair.

and weigh their aspirations which would enable them to
exercise their right to independence. These delaying
tactics, therefore, in the opinion of my delegation, are
a blemish on the good name of the United Kingdom.

71. I should like to make some comments on the
future of the Special Committee, especially when the
report says: "••• the Special Committee is aware that
decolonization in parts of Africa and elsewhere is not
proceeding at a satisfactory pace" [A!5446/Rev.l,
chapter I, para. 44]. To this aspect of the work of the
Committee, the Chairman of the Special Committee,
the representative of Mali drew the attention of the
Assembly in his statement [1266th meeting] and it
has been further discussed in some detail by the
representative of Chile and Mexico. The delegation of
Pakistan is equally apprehensive of these developments and would be inclined to agree with the suggestions of the representative of Chile regarding the
future awaiting small colonial territories once they
have declared their independence. It is in regard to
the small and sparsely populated colonial territories
which are viable neither politically nor economically
that the Special Committee may consider giving added
emphasis to the principles enunciating association
between States or integration of two independent States
given in principles VI, VIII and IX of the annex to
resolution 1541 (XV). In this connexion my delegation
would have wished a reference to these principles in
the Special Committee's draft resolution on Gambia
[ibid., chapter XI, para. 105], as has been suggested
by several members of the Special Committee, including the representatives of Italy and the United
States.
72. I should also like to make a reference with approval to the scholarly statement of the Vice-Chairman
of the Special Committee, the representative. of
Uruguay [1268th meeting] whohas discussed the "jurisprudence of resolution 1514 (XV) ", especially with
reference to the necessity for an effective United
Nations presence before and during the elections in
which the peoples of the dependent territories, for
example, Aden, will exercise the right of 8el£determination.

75. Mr. ASTAPENKO (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republtc) (transl ated from Rus sian): The delegation
of the Byelorussian SSR would first of all like to express its gratitude to the Special Committee of TwentyFour for the great and important work it has done. as
is reflected in its report [A/5446/Rev.1] tothe General
Assembly.
76. Almost three years have passed since the adoption
by the United Nations, on the initiative of the Soviet
Union,.Y of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples [resolution
1514 (XV)]. The Declaration has served as abanner to
which all freedom-loving forces have rallied in the
struggle for the complete eradication of colonialism
in all its forms and manifestations. In the brief period
of history that has elapsed since the Declaration was
adopted, the peoples of such countries as Algerta,
'I'anganyika, Uganda, Sierra Leone, Ruanda, Burundi,
Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago and Western Samoa
have won their freedom and independence. The fight
of the Indian people for the liberation oftheir ancestral
territories of Goa, Diu and Damao and ofthe Indonesian
people for the liberation of West Irian have been
crowned with success. In a very short time, the independence of such colonial countries as Kenya, Zanzibar
and Malta will be proclaimed.
77. The Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples has given new strength
to the peoples fighting for their freedom from the
colonial yoke. It has served to rally together all the
anti-colonialist forces: the world system of socialist
countries, which has been a mighty support and shield
to the peoples casting off the yoke of colonialism; the
struggle for national liberation by the countries and
peoples under imperialist oppression who are fighting
to free themselves from colonial slavery; and all other
progressive and freedom-loving forces. It is the duty
of the United Nations to promote the speedy imple11 Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifteenth session.
Annexes. agenda item 87. documents Aj450l and 4502.
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mentation of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples so that
within a year or two not a single colony and not a
singl e people ens la ved by imperialism and colonialism
will remain on this earth. The United Nations can and
should celebrate its twentieth anniversary with the
complete elimination of colonialism.
78. Meanwhile, there are still some seventy territories under the colonial yoke; these have a total area
of nearly 8 million square kilometres and a population
of almost 50 million.
79. The colonialtsts, who hold the colonies in thrall
regardless of the will of their peoples do not intend
to withdraw from the colonies of their ownvolition and
violently oppose the implementation of the Declaration.
80. From the blood and sweat of the peoples of the
colonies, the colonialists are reaping fabulous profits.
For example, the United Kingdom colonial enterprise,
Brltish South Africa Company, whose business is the
exploita.tion of the natural resources of southern and
central Africa, made a net profit of more than E8.5
million between 1 October 1961 and 30 September 1962,
as its statement for this period shows. This profit
alone almost equals the entire capital invested by
this company in the Northern Rhodesian economy over
the past ten years.
81. Or let us take as another example a mining concern jointly contributed by the United Kingdom, the
United States and South Africa, the Anglo American
Corporation of South Africa which also operates
chiefly in southern and central Africa. As that company's statement for 1962 shows, it made a net profit
of over l: 10.5 million in that year. Of that amount,
more than E 5.5 million went straight into the colo. nialists' pockets in the form of dividends to shareholders. In his statement published in the United
Kingdom newspaper The Times of 6 June 1963, the
Chairman of this company, Mr. Harry Oppenhetmer,
speaking of the aims of his company, repeated the
frank words of his father, who was Chairman of the
company before him, that its aim was "to make
profits for our shareholders".
82. So much for concern for the interests of the
peoples of the colonies! The words are quite frank.
It is profits which interest the colonialists and
nothing else. The "golden calf" alone determines the
policy of the colonialists in the colonies.

83. In order to maintain their domination in the
colonies so that they can "make profits", the 0010nialists resort to all manner of methods. They deliberately deprive the peoples of the colonies of their
social and political rights and keep them in backwardness and darkness, and they have no qualms about
representing this as a kind of philanthropy extended
by them to the colonial peoples.
84. "One need not be cynical ••• to suggest," said
the United Kingdom newspaper The Times in its leading article of 31 October 1962, "that illiteracy is not
always an evil. The political and economic chaos in
which many developing countries are still floundering
might be a great deal worse if all their citizens could
read about it in their newspapers".

In their efforts to obstruct the inevitableprooess
of the liberation of colonial peoples, the colonialists
resort to a variety of tricks, repression and colonial
wars. Terror and repression are used today on a particularly wide scale and in extremely bestial forms by
85.

the Portuguese, South African and Spanish colonialists.
For three years now Portugal has been waging a most
savage colonial war in Angola, resorting to genocide
and "scorched earth" policy in regard to that country's indigenous population. The methods used in this
despicable war are being extended on an ever-growing
scale to Portuguese GUinea, Mozambique and other
Portuguese colonies.
86. The rulers of the Republic of South Africa are
pursuing a brutal repressive policy towards the
indigenous population of South West Africa. In their
own country they pursue the inhuman policy of
apartheid and drive the indigenous African population
into reserves and concentration camps called "Bantustans ". The United Kingdom colonialists continue
their colonial war against the people of Oman, and
are shooting and imprisoning the fighters for the
people in Aden, Swaziland, Brunei and other colonies.
87. In the fight against the national liberation movement the colonial Powers form a united front, and
in their futile efforts the military-colonial NATO
bloc plays a sinister role. Everyone knows that the
leading Powers in the North Atlantic bloc are giving
considerable economic and military aid to Salazar's
Portugal and the racist r~gimes of the Republic of
South Africa and Southern Rhodesia.
88. These countries, in their operations against the
national liberation movement in their colonies, make
extensive use of the United States, United Kingdom
and French jet aircraft and napalm bombs, the United
Kingdom armoured cars, the West German small
arms and the other types of weapons and military
equipment obtained from the NATO countries as part
of such aid.

89. For example, Portugal alone, as the United
Kingdom newspaper The Times of 1 April 1963 reported, received through NATO United States military
aid amounting to $341.6 million. Where the bulk of
these funds went may be judged from the mere fact
that at the present time some 90 per cent of the
Salaz ar army is in Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese
Guinea.

90. Active assistance is being given to Portugal, the
Republic of South Africa and other colonial Powers by
the West German neo-co lontaltsts,

91. The NATO countries are directly involved in the
crimes of the colonialists in the colonies. Wherever
the blood of nationalist fighters flows-whether in the
territory of the Portuguese colonies, in the Republic
of South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, Oman, Aden or
Brunei-it is the handiwork not only of the militant
colonialists of Portugal, the Republic of South Africa,
Southern Rhodesia, and the rest, but also of their
NATO allies and protectors.
92. The old colonialism has crumbled into ruins.
Today the colonialists face the complete downfall of
their political domination in Asia and Africa. They
are thirsting to take their revenge. They want to retain their vanishing profits at any cost. They are now
resorting to more sophisticated methods-the methods
of nec-oolontaltsm,
93. The notorious Harry Oppenheimer, forced to
recognize the inevitability of the break-up of the
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, speaks frankly
and in plain terms in his statement with the report and
accounts of the Anglo American Corporation of South
Africa for 1962: "We are confident that we will be
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able to adjust ourselves to the new conditions. and that
we shall continue to play a major part in the development of Central Africa. n
94. That statement shows that the Oppenheimers and
other colonialists are adapting themselves to the new
conditions in order to maintain their domination by
new, neo-colonialtst methods. One such method is the
"flight of capital n, a type of economic diversion
organized by the colonialists against the peoples of
the colonies; they also use other means to undermine
the economy of the colonies.
95. A clear example of this is Kenya. When the imperialist lJlonopolies operating there foresaw the
inevitability of the people Winning independence, they
organized a flow of capital out of the country. Whereas
in 1955 the capital of eighteen companies in Kenya
totalled £ 20 million, by the beginning of 1962 it had
fallen to £ 12 million. As a result of this and other
measures. Kenya's economic situation.. deteriorated
seriously, and there was a significant rise in unemployment.
96. All this has been done deliberately by the 0010nialists in order that the newly independent State would
be forced to turn for help to the Power which formerly
controlled it, that this State might be forced into unequal agreements and that colonial rule might be perpetuated in new forms.
97. Nee-colonialism is likewise clearly evident in
Western programmes of economic "assistance" tothe
new States. According to data submitted to the United
Nations Economic and Social Council, economic assistance supplied by the United States to the countries of
Asia and Mrica in 1960 amounted to $1,460 million. In
the first place, however, this means that on a yearly
basis these countries received $1 per capita. It is obvious, of course, that this amount is not going to make
anyone rich.
98. In the second place, this "assistance" is compensated for and more than covered by the profits
which the monopolies of the United States and other
Western countries derive from the export ofcapital to
the under-developed countries and their unequal trade
balance with them. For example, according to obviously
understated figures given by the magazine U.S.
News ,& World Report of 25 December 1961, in 1960
alone United States monopolies robbed the countries
of Asia and Africa of $1,474 million in profits on
capital invested in those countries, thus fully compensating for the economic aid given to them.
99. To cite another instance, in the 1962-1963
financial year, the United Kingdom Government supplied its colonies with £ 19.5 million in "aid" under the
Colonial Development and Welfare Act. This amounts to
less than £ 1 a year for each person in the United
Kingdom colonies. Moreover, this sum is more than
covered by the net profits taken out of the colonies
during this period by only three United Kingdom
colonial monopolies-the Anglo American Corporation of South Africa, the British South MricaCompany
and the Rhodesian Selection Trust. And there are
dozens of monopolies like them.
100. At the same time, this "aid" enables the imperialist Powers to incorporate the new States into the
machinery of their economies as agricultural and rawmaterial producing appendages and to remain in a
position of control so as to prolong their economic,
political and military domination in these territories.
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101. Resorting to every possible means, the colonialists are striving at all costs to maintain and even
to extend their rule and influence in the colonial and
dependent countries; they continue rapaciously to
exploit the national resources and the cheap labour
and to plunder the peoples of these countries.
102. The peace-loving peoples of the whole world
demand the complete and final elimination of the
shameful colonial system and the speedy implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples. This will of the
peoples is reflected in numerous United Nations
resolutions aimed at the immediate application of the
provisions of the Declaration.
103. The independent countries of Africa, expressing
the hopes and aspirations of all the peoples of the
African continent, declared at the summit Conference held at Addis Ababa in May of this year their
determination to hasten the eltmination of colonialism
in all its forms and manifestations in Africa. This
Conference marked a further step forward in the
process of strengthening the national liberation struggle of the peoples of the colonial and dependent
countries.
104. It is the duty of the United Nations to take effective action to satisfy the just demands of the
colonial peoples. to frustrate the criminal intrigues
of the colonialists and to bring about the speedy
implementation of the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
105. For its part, the Byelorussian SSR, like other
Socialist countries, does not merely express sympathy
but also renders friendly assistance to the national
liberation movement of the peoples of the colonial
and dependent countries. The Byelorussian SSR is
fighting resolutely against the interference of imperialism in the internal affairs of countries which
have won their freedom; it supports the peoples of
these countries in every way and opposes any form
of neo-colonialism.
106. In conformity with this position of principle,
the delegation of the Byelorusalan SSR welcomes the
efforts of the majority of States members of the
Special Committee of Twenty-Four to achieve the
speedy implementation of the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples. We support the conclusions and recommendations in the Committee's report and consider
that the General Assembly should endorse the activities of the Special Committee of Twenty-Four and
extend its mandate with a view to the most rapid
possible implementation of the provisions of the
Declaration on the granting ofindependenceto colonial
countries and peoples.
107. Mr. TARABANOV (Bulgaria): With the General
Assembly's consideration of the report of the Special
Committee on the situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
[A/5446/Rev.1] we have reached an important stsge
in the work of the eighteenth session. Consideration
of this item enables us to discuss and to take decisions on all the specific questions which are included
in the report, as also on all those with which the
Committee was unable to deal.
108. The Committee of Twenty-Four, established to
seek the most suitable ways and means for the speedy
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and total application of the Declaration to all territories which have not yet attained independence, and
at the same time to propose specific measures for
its application. has had to carry out a noble and
extremely difficult task.
109. The dissolution of colonial empires, a process
which began at the end of the Second World War. has
had deep repercussions and has given rise to lasting
changes during the post-war period. The colonial
Powers have tried by every means at their disposalin particular by repressing national liberation movements and by waging real wars against the colonized
peoples-to delay this process. We do not wish to
dwell here on the all too many cases of war and of
repression of national liberation movements, with that
end in view, which there have been during this period.
We should like to point out, however. that in many
instances these wars have endangered peace and
security. Nevertheless, they have not succeeded in
breaking the determination of the subject peoples to
liberate their countries from the yoke of colonialism.
110. Throughout this period. the colonial Powers
have not only tried to halt this drive towards freedom
by means of coercion and by the most brutal repression
but have had recourse to very subtle methods in an
endeavour to convert certain institutions of the United
Nations into instruments of their policy. They have
sought to use both the Trusteeship Council in the
past, and other bodies dealing with colonial questions
and have tried to make them instruments of their
own policy when. in reality, those organs were established under the Charter in order to help to prepare
peoples for independence.
111. The Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples. adopted by the
General Assembly in 1960 [resolution 1514 (XV)] on
the initiative of the Soviet Union,,Y marked a new
stage in United Nations policy with regard to colonial
problems. With this Declaration. United Nations
policy was directed towards the adoption of measures
which would result in the immediate transfer of
power to the peoples of the territories which had not
yet attained independence. This policy aims at immediate liberation from the colonial yoke. Irl. order to
apply that new United Nations policy on decolontzatton,
new institutions had to be set up to meet the new needs.
That was the main reason for the establishment of the
Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
112. This Committee. composed at first of seventeen
and then of twenty-four members, was called upon to
help to seek ways and means for the speedy application
of the Declaration and it has worked patiently and
diligently to seek the means of carrying out the tasks
outlined in the 1960 Declaration and in the resolutions
on this subject [1654 (XVI) and 1810 (XVII)] which
were subsequently adopted by the General Assembly.
113. The general impression that emerges from our
discussion is that the Committee of Twenty-Four has
played a positive role in making decolonization a
reality.
114. Representing, as it does, a country which is a
member of the Special Committee on decolonization,
our delegation cannot fail to appreciate the true value
of its work. The General Assembly has already been
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informed by Mr. Coulibaly, the representative of
Mali, who is the Chairman of the Special Committee.
and by the Committee's Rapporteur of the results
obtained, the difficulties encountered and the methods
of work employed.
115. It is certainly encouraging to note that during
this period some positive results have been achieved
in the field of decolonization, thanks to the heroic
struggle cif the colonial peoples for their national
liberation. the support their cause has been given by
international publio opinion and the efforts made by
the majority of States Members of the United Nations.
It must, however. be noted with regret that many
countries and territories are still suffering under
the most severe colonial domination.
116. -The fact that it has not been possible to announce at the eighteenth session of the General
Assembly that all the countries and territories under
colonial domination have attained independence is due
to the many obstacles placed in the way of decolonization by the colonial Powers and their partners during
this period. These Powers have used every means to
frustrate the efforts of the colonial peoples to free
themselves from imperialist oppression. T}1e subcommittees set up by the Special Committee have not
even been allowed to investigate conditions in the
various territories. This was doubtless nothing more
than administrative chicanery but it is a highly significant indication of the hostile attitude adopted by the
colonial Powers with regard to the, liquidation of
colonialism. The colonial Powers, even those which
pretended to accept the Declaration on the ltquidatton
of colonialism after it was adopted, are still fiercely
opposed to decolonization and continue to wage war
and carry out savage acts of repression against the
peoples who are struggling to liberate their countries.

..

117. I need hardly dwell on the atrocious oppression
imposed by the Portuguese colonialists on the populations of Angola, Mozambique, so-called Portuguese
Guinea and other territories, in order to illustrate
Portugal's negative attitude towards the decolonization
policy of the United Nations. Nor need I state the case
against the policy of enslavement practised by the
South African racists towards the people of South
West Africa and of South Africa itself. Alarge number
of African delegations have provided edifying information on this subject during this discussion and in the
meetings of the Security Council. so it is not necessary
to revert to the question.
118. Neither Portugal. a small country of southern
Europe. nor the South African racists would have the
courage and strength to resist the rising tide of world
public opinion in favour ofthe nationalliberation struggle in these territories if they could not rely on their
NATO allies and partners to supply them with the
necessary arms and ammunition from simple guns to
the most modern aircraft. Despite the numerous resolutions adopted by the General Assembly and the
Security Councfl calling for the discontinuance of all
aid and assistance to the Governments of these two
countries and for other similar measures, the States
members of NATO-with a few exceptions-have ignored these urgent appeals and continue to develop
their commercial and financial relations with these
two States, giving them all the assistance they need
to continue to oppress the colonized peoples. It is
apparently difficult for certain Western groups to give
up the fabulous profits they derive from their trade

..
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and investments in the colonial territories under the
domination of Portugal and South Africa.
119. In these circumstances, the Western Powers
which are members of NATO should at least stop
posing as champions of the oppressed peoples. We are
convinced that no country and no people on the African
continent will ever forget the attitude adopted by those
Powers and by their partners. It is no accident that
the African countries, meeting at the Addis Ababa
Conference, addressed an appeal to "the allies of
colonial Powers" inviting them to "choose between
their friendship for the African peoples" and their
friends, the colonial Powers, which oppress the
African peoples.
120. Other colonial Powers, such as the United
Kingdom, realizing that the irresistible impetus of
the colonial peoples who are struggling for freedom
can no longer be resisted by brute force and terror
alone, are seeking more subtle methods which are
better adapted to the present international situation.
For instance, they are trying to sow dissension, as
may be seen in the case of British Guiana for example.
They declare that they only wish to delay the process
of national liberation temporarily and they pretend
to be seeking specific methods of implementing the
1960 Declaration, allegedly in the interests and for
the welfare of the colonized peoples. This is an old
formula, used by all colonialists who in the past have
gone to impose their colonial domination on the pretext of bringing the benefits of civilization to backw ard
peoples. The colonial groups are clinging to their
prey with all their force and refuse to abandon it. In
seeking to delayfhe decolonization process as much
as possible, they are trying to gain time to prepare
new forms of colonial oppression in the countries
which are struggling for national liberation.
121. In opposing decolonization, the colonialist
Powers show great ingenuity in inventing justifications:
for example, the Portuguese colonialists assert that
in their "overseas provinces" a so-called multiracial
nation is being created, while the colonialists of the
United Kingdom and of other colonial Powers are
doing their best to present the case as though they were
not interested in preserving their fabulous profits but
were simply trying to decide when and how to complete
the decolonization process.
122. The history of colonialism abounds in justifications, but all are basically variations on Kipltngts
theme of "the white man's burden", the white man
supposedly being appointed by Providence to help
civilize the colonized peoples. The real aims of
colonialism, however, have always been those defined in 1885 by Jules Ferry, then President of the
French Council of Ministers, when he said:
"The nations of Europe want colonies for the
three following reasons: firstly, to obtain raw
materials from the colonies; secondly, to secure a
market for the products manufactured in the metropolitan country; thirdly, to find suitable areas for
the investment of surplus capttal.,"
123. In our time, it is difficult to deceive public
opinion by declaring that it is only a matter of delaying the decolonization process temporarily while
specific methods of implementing the Declaration
are sought, in the interest of the colonized peoples.
The truth is quite different. Now that the old structure of classic colonialism is disintegrating, cotenialist circles are seeking new formulae which will
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enable them to maintain the very essence of their
colonialist policy, so precisely defined by an expert
like Jules Ferry. In the past, colonialist aides seized
the raw materials and markets in the colonies for
their own profit and invested there. Now it is through
their investments in the colonies that they are trying
to dominate the sources of raw mate:rials in their
former colonies and to secure markets for their
manufactured products.
124. In their feverish efforts to find new forms for
their old policy in regard to their former colonies,
in order to protect their selfish interests and their
economic, political and strategic positions in the
areas where they are still in control, the colonial
Powers have developed a policy, now known as neecolonialism, but this policy cannot in any way serve
as a pretext for delaying the decolonization process.
This attitude is all the more evil and reprehensible
in that it is adopted for the purpose of seeking new
methods of ensuring the continued exploitation of the
colonies.
125. In their efforts to halt the decolonizationprocess,
the colonial Powers cudgel their brains to find arguments justifying their evil cause, although there are
none. They even try to exploit the policy of peaceful
coexistence, which is being increasingly accepted as a
rule of conduct in international life. This policy, which
excludes war between States as a method of settling
disputes, was invoked by the representative of the
United Kingdom during the general debate at the
eighteenth session, 'when he stated:
"Wars of liberation are none the less wars, and
it is wars that it is the duty of countries to avoid
and of the United Nations, if it can to stop,"
[1222nd meeting, para. 60.]
126. Statements of this type, which are no novelty,
represent efforts to confuse the issue and to put wars
of aggression and wars between independent States on
the same footing as the legitimate struggle of peoples
to free themselves from their oppressors. Such
manceuvres, however, are doomed to failure. The oppressed colonial peoples are not champions of war,
they are simply its victims. All they are seeking is
the implementation of the Declaration on the granting
of independence and the immediate adoption of measures to transfer power to them Without any conditions
or reservations, in accordance with their freely expressed wishes. They simply want to enjoy complete
independence, to use the expression employed in the
Declaration itself. It is the colonial Powers which
subject the people of these countries to cruel repression, which wage wars and do all they can to
stifle any idea of independence and freedom in these
territories. To try to compare the struggle of the
colonized peoples for freedom, and their desi:re for
the implementation of the Declaration on the granting
of independence, to wars between States for the purpose of settling disputes is a travesty of the truth,
to put it mildly.
127. Nevertheless, despite all the difficulties and
obstacles that the colonial Powers have placed in
the way of the implementation of the Declaration
on colonization, there is no doubt that the struggle
to ltqutdate colonialism will conti nue and that the final
victory will be won by the oppressed peoples, who
can never resign themselves to the fate prepared for
them by the colonialists. In this struggle the United
Nations cannot fail to support the oppressed peoples
and it should spare no effort to aboltsh once and for
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all and as soon as possible, the colonialist yoke,
which is the shame of our epoch. The Special Committee of Twenty-Four will have an important ~ole to
play in these United Nations efforts, by seeking the
ways and means appropriate for each country in order
to accelerate the decolonization process. For this
reason it should pursue and intensify its work in
order to facilitate the arduous task which the Unitea
Nations has set itself, namely that of doing away
with this shameful phenomenon, which continues to
disturb international relations and international peace,
with the utmost speed.
Mr. Sosa Rodrfguez (Venezuela) resumed the Chair.

128. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
list of speake:rs for this morning's meeting is exhausted. I give the floor to .the representative of
Mauritania in exercise of the right of reply.
129. Mr. DADDAH (Mauritania) (translated from
French): Before replying to certain remarks by Mr.
Benhima that concern my country, I should like, on
behalf of my delegation, to congratulate the Committee of Twenty-Four on the conscientious work it
has accomplished and on its report [A/5446/Rev.11,
which in our opinion represents apositive contribution
to the liberation of all the parts of Africa which are
still under foreign domination.
130. First of all, I should like to note with satisfaction one sentence in the long statement made by Mr.
Benhima this morning in which he said that Morocco
wished to obtain satisfaction for its claims in order
to maintain peace and stability in Africa. If these
words are taken in isolation, they may rightly be a
source of satisfaction to all Africans and especially
to the Maurftanians , We think, however, that unfortunately deeds are not always in conformity with
words. Recent distressing examples have shown that
although this desire for the maintenance of peace and
stability has been expressed here in the United
Nations, in Rabat the monarchy and its immediate
agents do not perhaps interpret this desire in the
same way as Mr. Benhima ,
131. Indeed, we have seen the Moroccan army, in
an act of open aggression, invade the frontiers of a
brother country which is a neighbour of Morocco •••
132. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish):
I should like to remind the representative of Mauritania
that I gave him the floor only so that he could exercise his right to reply to the speeches made here and
that he should not depart from the question at issue
er deal with problems other than those now being
discussed in the Assembly.
133. Mr. DADDAH (Mauritania) (translated from
French): I shall follow the President's instructions.
I should like to add, however, that, having been
given the right to reply, I was recalling certain
facts, not for pleasure, but because they are closely
related to the points to which I wished to reply and
because they deserve to be noted. If I may continue
to exercise my right of reply I shall proceed.
134. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish):
The representative of Mauritania has the floor but I
request him to limit his right of reply to what has
been said in the Assembly and not to go into problems which are not under consideration at present.
135. Mr. DADDAH (Mauritania) (translated from
French): I was saying that the way in which Morocco
and its leaders envisage problems of international

law is disturbing, and inconsistent with what Mr.
Benhima said this morning.
136. The Mauritanian people sincerely hope to convince their former enemies of the truth of their
thesis and would like to see those enemies become
their friends. Those who persist in presenting themselves as adversaries of Mauritania do so partly
because the Islamic Republic of Mauritania vigorously
and indignantly rejects the obsolete and ridiculous
claims in which those adversaries themselvesincluding, I myself am deeply convinced, Mr. Benhima,
who spoke this morning-do not believe.
137. Those who regard themselves as adversaries
of Mauritania resort of a method for the settlement
of territorial disputes which to us, at least, seems
mediaeval and which is contrary to the spirit of our
Organization and in flagrant contradiction with the
Charter of the United Nations.
138. Since I wish to obey the President's instructions, I shall not revert to what I was saying just
now, but I am sure that the Assembly understands
very well what I have in mind. I should also like to
remind Member States that the aggression of which
Algeria has been the victim is not the first: in 1939
and 1960, the Moroccan army and those who called
themselves the army of national liberation, financed
and remotely controlled by the Istiqial and the Rabat
authorities, tried-and indeed are still trying-to
invade Mauritania and to maintain subversion there.
I wanted to make these observations for the information of the Assembly.
139. As regards Rio de Oro, while we do not intend
to adduce historical and religious arguments, which
we should not want to develop since we do not believe in them, we think that this territory, inhabited
by Mauritanians, this part of Mauritania that is still
under Spanish domination, is an integral part of our
country, and everything supports our thesis, which
we shall expound later. Rio de Oro is, in fact, inhabited by Moors, who, to use the expression used
by the nomads of Mauritania, have the same nomadic
area as other Mauritanians. Families inhabiting this
part of Africa, this part of Mauritania, include members living on the other side of the artificial frontier
maintained by the occupying Administration.
140. Thus the claim so eloquently presented here
just now by the representative of the Kingdom of
Morocco is at variance with what we regard, and
what has been regarded here, as an official document, an important document published by the
Moroccan Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1960. This
document has no real value as far as we are concerned, but it must be regarded as expressing the
ideas of the Government which published it. I am
referring to the White Paper on Mauritania. 11 This
document states in black and white that Morocco lays
claim to Rio de Oro only because that territory forms
part of Mauritania, which is itself claimed by the
Kingdom of Morocco.
141. In this connexion I shall merely recall that the
Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Islamic Republic
of Mauritania made a statement before the Committee
of Twenty-Four in which he explained in detail what
I have just summarized here. Furthermore, the
President of the Islamic Republic of Mauritania,
11 Published

in 1960 by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Morocco.
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speaking from this rostrum on 14 October 1963, said
the following with regard to Rio de Oro:
"It is ••• because we have always believed in the
virtues of a frank exchange of views that we hope
that, as a result of negotiations undertaken in a
friendly spirit, we shall be. able to exercise our
sovereignty over a vast part of our national territory which has not yet been liberated." [1241st
meeting, para. 29.]

142. I can understand impatience, the impatience of
a king, which is formidable for his subjects and to
which Mr. Benhima referred just now. But he was
referring to Spain, which wishes to regain possession
of a part of its territory as quickly as possible.
Mauritania too is impatient, but we do not wish to
speak of that here, we do not wish to threaten anyone.
Our armed forces will be used only in self-defence
in genuine self-defence. However, we want Spain":
with whom we wish to be friendly in spite of the
differences which may divide us-to understand that
as far as we are concerned Rio de Oro is an integral
part of Mauritania. We have great determination and
we are firmly resolved to start by doing everything
possible in friendship to ensure that this part of our
national territory is restored to our country. We
shall not retreat and we want our rights to be
respected.
143. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
representative of Spain has the floor in exercise of
the right of reply.
144. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain) (translated from Spanish):
In exercise of its right of reply, my delegation would
like to state before the Assembly that it has no doubt
about its claims to the territories mentioned by the
representative of Morocco and later by the representative of Mauritania. These claims are clear. We
have already stated them in relation to !fni and
Spanish Sahara in the Special Committee and in relation to all the territories mentioned on other occasions
in the Fourth Committee and the General Assembly.
145. Nevertheless, my delegation would like to recall
what was said by the head ofthe Spanish delegation, the
Minister for Foreign Mfairs of Spain, in the general
debate in the Assembly:
"This ancient, deep-rooted solidarity gives a very
special significance to our relations with Morocco.
These relations may be affected by certain issues
as always happens between countries that are neighbours, but there are few questions which cannot be
solved through calm discussion. Our cordial historical links with the Arab peoples and our scrupulous
fulfilment of international obligations resulted in
Spain's recently being one of the chief co-operators
in Morocco's independence and guarantee that in
the future we shall always study the issues between
us in a spirit of friendship and a desire for full
understanding.
"This was the spirit in which the recent hopeful
and cordial talks took place at the meeting at Barajas
between His Majesty KingHassanof Morocco and His
Excellency the Head of the Spanish State, a meeting
which will be the starting-point for further discussions which we believe will be fruitful" [1213th meeting, paras. 19 and 20J.
146. However, my delegation is not authortzed to comment on these discussions. Indeed, since owing to lack
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of time due consideration has not yet been given to
!fni and Spanish Sahara or to Gibraltar-a territory
which belongs to Spain and on which the Minister for
Foreign Affairs also clearly stated our position
here-it seems logical for us, as interested parties,
to refrain from referring to these territories now.
147. Consequently, my delegation repeats in this
Assembly what was said in our statements to the
Special Committee, whose records can be relied
upon to give a more accurate picture of the Spanish
position than is given in the report of that Committee
[A!5446!Rev.lJ, although in our view the essence of
this report is that there was not time to finish the
whole discussion. My delegation reserves the right
to intervene again if it considers necessary when it
has had an opportunity to read the verbatim records.
148. With regard to what has been said here by the
representative of Mauritania, I can only refer to the
good relations which we have with that country. r have
nothing to add except, once again, that the Special
Committee has not concluded its work.
149. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
representative of Morocco has the floor in exercise
of the right of reply.
150. Mr. BENHIMA (Morocco) (translated from
French): It is not the practice of the Moroccan delegation to enter into a discussion with the speaker who
preceded the representative of Spain. I did not ask for
the floor in order to depart from this practice but in
order to make the comments necessitated by certain
erroneous statements. Moreover, and above all, the
speaker in question alluded to a problem with which
he is not familiar and which is no concern of his,
thus making it necessary for me to come to the
rostrum in order to make a few corrections. My
delegation is, however, particular-ly satisfied, Mr.
President, by the remarkable and appropriate manner
in which you called the speaker to order, while reserving our rights.
151. Nevertheless the speaker, thanks to an intellect
much keener than mine, thought he had discovered in
my very brief statement certain things whichlhad not
included, and on the basis of these speculations he has
developed long and obscure arguments to which he
alone, I think, can attach any importance.
152. With respect to his reference to the Moroccan
claim to Rio de Oro and all the so-called Spanish
Sahara, this is not the first time my country has
made a formal claim before this Assembly or before
committees dealing with such problems. I think that
the representative of Spain found it easy to take advantage of the simple fact that the two countries wish
to initiate negotiations in order to deny the authenticity
of such a claim. I note once again, however, that he
referred to the statement made by the Spanish Minister
of Foreign Affairs to this Assembly, mentioning the
special nature of the relations between Morocco and
Spain, which, among other things, involve an issue,
the territorial part of which was recognized by the
representative of Spain himself in his statements
before the Committee of Twenty-Four.
153. I too should like to take this opportunity to
request the Assembly to refer to the statement, or
rather to the two successive statements, which the
Moroccan delegation made before the Committee of
Twenty- Four and to the two replies made by the
representative of Spain on that occasion.
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154. As regards the claim put forward by the representative of the authorities of Nouakchott concerning
eventual rights to that part of the Sahara, I am
obliged-although such was not my intention in taldng
the floor-to mention a fact that is of no legal or
historical value but concerns a de facto situation of
which everyone is aware. Mauritania was created in
1960 by the dismemberment of Morocco's national
territory, in accordance with the will of the colonialist
Power of the time. If France had believed that certain
parts of the Mauritanian territory it was creating
were still under the control of another protecting
Power, it would. quite rightly, have made it its duty
to request Spain to cede to Mauritania any territory
that Mauritania had not yet recovered.
155. I do not wish to dwell upon the subject, but I feel
that this explanation may induce the representative of
Nouakchott-who spoke of the Moroccan monarchy and
wished to meddle in matters offar greater importance
'than himself, namely the relations between Algeria
and Morocco, which will far outlive him-to reflect a
little on the inconsistent nature of his thoughts the
next time he ventures to take the floor on this question.
156. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
representative of Mauritania has the floor in exercise
of the right of reply.
157. Mr. DADDAH (Mauritania) (translated from
French): I apologize for returning once more to the
rostrum and delaying the Assembly at this late hour.
As the representative of the Government of the
Islamic Republic of Mauritania, however, I cannot
leave what Mr. Benhima has just said unanswered.
158. Mr. Benbima said, among other things, that
Mauritania was created from nothing in 1960. This is
a definite distortion which shows what Mr. Benhima
is and what he represents. It is a distortion of the
truth, and there have been others. This is a statement prompted by the demagogic spirit which for
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several years-for at least three years-has constantly inspired Shereefian diplomacy to deceive public
opinion, in this simple case and in other cases, with
regard to Mauritania.
159. Mauritania has been in existence for a very long
time. First of all, it existed as a territory which was
the last to be pacified by the French troops in 1900.
Since that time, Mauritania has existed as a separate
colony, side by side with the other colonies which
made up what were then called the colonies of West
Africa and with which it was administered by the
French High Commission at Dakar. When the process
leading to independence was initiated in 1958, Mauritania, together with these other colonies, became
self-governing and finally attained independence in
1960. I think that everybody here is aware of this,
but after what Mr. Benhima said I was obliged to
mention it in order to demonstrate that if, to use
Mr. Benhima's own words, the representative of
Mauritania must reflect on what he says and on
things that are more important than himself, he must
also draw attention to the permanent distortions of
the truth to which the representative of Morocco is
addicted.
.
160. Mr. Benhima also said that the representative
of Mauritania meddles in questions which are much
:more important than Mauritania's existence. The
Charter of the United Nations declares that all
states, whether large or small, are equal. I recall
this fact only to demonstrate to the representative
of Morocco that in making sucha remark he derogated
once again from the basic principle of this Organization and from the texts which govern it. I think I know
these texts and I think I respect them. I should simply
like to express the hope that the representative of
Morocco will respect and understand them as well
as the representative of Nouakchott,

The meeting rose at 1.25 p.tn.
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4. In Africa decolonization has moved SWiftly. The
day of the so-called "white man's burden" is ending
for Africans who want no more of the discrimination,
the subjugation and the exploitation of which that
policy was so frequently a part. They rightly demand
the right to govern themselves and to control their
own destiny.
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5. Little more than a decade ago there were only
four independent States in Africa; these were Egypt,
Ethiopia; Liberia and South Africa. Today there are
thirty-three independent States of which twenty-four
are less than six years old. Four more countries,
Northern Rhodesia, Nya.s al and, Kenya and Zanzibar
will be welcomed to the ranks of independent nations
before the passage of many more months.

President: Mr. Carlos SOSA RODRIGUEZ
(Venezuela).

AGENDA ITEM 23
Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples (continued)

6. The United Nations began its life with fifty-one
Members. Soon there will be 115. Thus, in an incredibly short time and in a relatively peaceful manner, almost one billion people have achieved their
independence. Less than 2 per cent of all the people
who were formerly under colonial domination still
find themselves in that status.

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
Mr. Y ATES (United States of America): In her
sensitive and moving tribute to the memory of the
late beloved President John F. Kennedy, which was
delivered from this rostrum last week [1264th meeting], Mrs. Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit declared that President Kennedy "had become a symbol of the values he
so unswervingly upheld".
1,

7. The United Nations may well be proud of its great
record in helping so many nations achieve their independence and be proud of its current efforts to
bring an end to the era of colonialism.
8. My delegation is prepared to support the continuation of the Special Committee whose report [A/5446!
Rev.1J we are now considering. There is a useful
function to be performed by the Committee, for there
is much unrest, there is dissatisfaction, there are
the elements of explosion in a number of the African
areas under consideration. Unfortunately, in certain
cases there is little or no effective communication
between the Africans who seek the right of selfdetermination and the colonial authorities who resist it.

2. The vitality and the superlative qualities of Mr.
Kennedy's values are nowhere made more clear than
in the famous speech that he delivered as a Senator
to the Senate of the United States on 2 July 1957, two
days before the holiday marking the independence of
the United states from Great Britain. Mr. Kennedy
said:
".•. The most powerful single force in the world
today is neither communism nor capitalism, neither
the H-bomb nor the guided missile-it is man's
eternal desire to be free and independent. 11 Y

9. The United States has previously pointed out the
vicious results of such lack of communication, of the
cycle which would be generated-the cycle of repression which produces violent reaction, which, in
turn, produces greater repression. In time this cycle
may become irreversible if intransigence by the parties concerned continues to prevail. My delegation
hopes that effective, thoughtful, well-intentioned dialogue can be established between the contending
parties.

Mr. Kennedy continued by saying that the single most
important test of American foreign policy today is
what we do to further man's desire to be free.
3. In 1960 the people of the United States elected
Mr. Kennedy to the Presidency of his country and
gave him the opportunity to mould its foreign policy.
The foreign policy of the United States today reflects
the ideals pronounced by Mr. Kennedy in the passage
I have just quoted. That foreign policy is directed
toward helping bring an end to the colonial era by
replacing its paternalistic domination with political
relationships based on consent. The United States is
determined to press for the exercise of the right of

10. It is most unfortunate that extr-aneous matter
has been brought into this debate. The representative
of the Soviet Union, in the speech made last week to
this body [1267th meeting}, unfortunately sought to
make this debate another battleground of the cold
war. Freedom from colonialism should engage our
entire attention here-not Soviet propagandizing or
Soviet name-calling. We strongly reject the Soviet

.!IVol. 103, V.S. Congressional Record, p. 10780.
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attempt to brand the United States as imperialist.
The interesting paradox is that the Soviet Union,
which declaims so strongly against imperialism, has
become the world's greatest imperialist Power. The
extent of the Soviet empire was suggested mostforcefully in a fairly recent article by Professor Carrington of the Royal Institute of International Affairs,
who said that, when he was a schoolboy, he used to
learn his geography lessons by drawing maps of the
world in which the British Empire was coloured red.
These maps showed that almost all the strategic
parts of the world were in British hands: the British
controlled one fifth of the land surface of the earth.
Today, wrote Professor Carrington, referring to the
USSR: "The last survivor of the great imperialist
Powers expanding from Europe has coloured red
territories as extensive as those of Queen Victoria
or of Emperor Charles V."
11. Fortunately for the rest of the world, and fortunately perhaps for the Soviets themselves in the long
run, this new empire is tending to crack up. Empires
are just not the natural condition of mankind in this
day and age. And perhaps in time our Soviet friends,
learning from their own experience, will come to
agree with the rest of us that imperialism has no
future in a world that must be made safe for diversity. The United Kingdom, France and other colonial
Powers have been relinquishing-their control over their
colonial territories. Can the Soviet Union point to one
territory that it has surrendered? It cannot. On the
contrary, the same driving force which extended Soviet
control over its neighbour nations is probing throughout the world for additional areas to dominate. That
point was made evident in the debates of the Trusteeship Council earlier this year, when one of the representatives contrasted what was happening to the
territories that had been obtained from Japan following the war, In one case, the people concerned
were placed under the protection of the United Nations
Trusteeship System. In the other case, almost a half
a mfl lton people have disappeared into what the same
representative on the Trusteeship Council called the
limbo of annexation, neither placed under trusteeship
nor even acknowledged as a non-self-governing territory, with no right to self-determination or even
to indigenous administration.
12. I suggest that there are better ways for the
Soviet Union to deal with the work of the Special
Committee than by shotgun attacks on the United
States. I would suggest a rereading by the representative of the Soviet Union of the speech made by
the late President Kennedy at American Uni versity
on 10 June 1963. And I would suggest, too, that he
might read the words of Chairman Khrushchev, as
reported in the newspapers this morning, in which
he stated that he was in favour of relaxing international tensions. We welcome such words. We would
welcome evidence of these words by having the Soviet'
representative discuss the problems before this
Committe,e seriously instead of injecting the cold
war into the debate.
13. May I now return to a discussion of the work
of the Committee. My delegation would wish to recognize the problem highlighted by those representatives
who have concluded that there still exists a largely
unexplored constitutional no-man Is-land lying between
sovereign independence and colonial dependency. This
IS the problem of the remote islands, the tiny enclaves, and the small dependencies which remain as

remnants of the colonial period. It is obvious that
classical independence may not be possible in these
cases. In General Assembly resolution 1541 (XV),
this body declared that a people may appropriately
.attain that full measure of self-government envisaged
by Article 73 of the Charter through emergence as a
sovereign independent State, through free association
with an independent State, or through integration with
an independent State. A number of territories have
accepted association rather than independence in
expressing their views as to the type of government
they wished for themselves, We believe there is a
very important role to be played by the Special Committee in this area, in exploring new ideas and in
suggesting equitable solutions based upon all the
pertinent facts.

.
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14. My delegation is in total accord with the representative of Chile, who so eloquently declared:
"Let us make sure that the independence granted
will be true independence and that it will fully
satisfy one of the noblest desires of the human
heart: freedom-not freedom in poverty and uncertainty in a world of super-States increasingly
fraught with danger for small territories, but true
freedom and true independence which are reflected
in progress, in the raising of the level of living
and in the dignity of the human person." [1267th
meeting, para. 39.]
15. Let our purpose be to make sure that every
people now under colonial domination is given the
chance to exercise the right as well as the pure form
of self-determination, and the reality, as well, of
"fundamental human rights If, of "social progress and
better standards of life in larger freedom n, that are
the promise of the United Nations Charter for all
peoples.
16. Mr. DIALLO Telli (Guinea) (translated from
French): The Guinean delegation has carefully studied
the five documents and their annexes which make
up the important report [A/5446/Rev.1] of950 mimeographed pages submitted to us by the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting ofIndependence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples. It also listened
attentively to the important statement made by Mr.
Natwar Singh, the representative of India and Rapporteur of the Special Committee, when he introduced
the report [1266th meeting]. And, of course, the statement made by our friend, Mr, Coulibaly, the Chairman
of the Special Committee [ibid,] also held our attention.
17. The important and valuable work done by the
Special Committee deserves the appreciation and
praise of all those who are anxiously pondering this
problem, which is not only one of the dominant concerns of the African peoples and States, but also one
of the central preoccupations of our Organization.
I should like to express our sincere gratitude to all
the members of the Special Committee and particularly to its officers and Chairman, for the important
work they have submitted to us.
18. This immense volume of work, the result of
101 meetings between 19 February and 21 October
1963, includes complete studies of twenty colonial
territories together with appropriate suggestions and
a great deal of information on five other territories
for which the Committee being pressed for time decided to make no recommendations until later in 1964.
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19. One of the wisest decisions made by the Special
Committee during the second year of its existence
is certainly that of preparing a list of all the territories to which the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples appl ie s,
20. It is regrettable that the Sub-Committee responsible for carrying out this important task was
unable to complete its work which will therefore have
to be continued in 1964. However, sixty-four territories have already been listed in all continents.
territories administered respectively by Australia,
the United States of America, South Africa, Portugal,
the United Kingdom, France, New Zealand and Spain.
Although far from complete, this list shows that the
task of decolonization which still remains to be done
is enormous, and that, therefore, it is necessary to
reconsider the future activity of the Special Committee and perhaps its terms of reference and methods
of work, with a view to making it more effective and
dynamic.
21. I should like to recall in this connexion the words
of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic
of Guinea, who said in his statement in the general
debate on 30 September 1963:
"Moreover, since in our view the Declaration on
independence has rendered obsolete Chapter XI of
the Charter and consequently the transmission of information on colonial territories, all United Nations
bodies operating in this field should be purely and
simply done away with. This applies in particular
to the Special Committee on Information from NonSelf-Governing Territories, which during the eighteenthsession we should decide to dissolve on the
ground that it no longer has any valid terms of
reference.
"On the other hand, the Committee dealing with
decolonization should be given adequate and sufficiently precise powers, together with the requisite
means, to complete the work of peaceful decolonization carried out under the auspices of the United
Nations." [1220th meeting, paras. 147 and 148.]
22. It is in the light of the specific instructions and
unequivocal positions contained in the Declaration
that we shall now make a critical examination of the
report of the Special Committee, considering in turn
the Committee's terms of reference, its methods of
work, and the special case of small territories which,
in the view of certain representatives, raise special
difficulties with regard to decolonl zation,
23. First of all, with regard to the terms of reference of this Committee, whose main task it is to
ensure the speedy and proper execution of the Declaration on independence, we note with satisfaction the
favourable development of opinion in the General
Assem bly , For instance, whereas at the sixteenth
session resolution 1654 (XVI) merely requested the
Committee to examine the application of the Declaration and to make suggestions and recommendations
on the progress and extent of the implementation of
the Declaration, an important step forward was made
at the seventeenth session which does not al ways seem
to have been clearly understood. Resolution 1810
(XVII) greatly broadened the terms of reference of
the Special Committee by inviting it:
"(~ To continue to seek the most suitable ways
and means for the speedy and total application of
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the Declaration to all territories which have not
yet attained independence;
"(:Q) To propose specific measures for the complete application of the Declaration;
"(.g) To submit to the General Assembly in due
course, and not later than its eighteenth session, a
full report containing its suggestions and recommendations on all the territories mentioned in
paragraph 5 of the Declaration"-that is to say on
all the territories not yet independent;

"liD To apprise the Security Council of any developments in these territories which may threaten
international peace and security".
24. It is obvious that under resolution 1810 (XVII)
the Special Committee's prerogatives have been substantially increased. It is fortunate, from some points
of view at least, that the Special Committee has made
full use of its new prerogatives, particularly by raising before the Security Council the question of Portuguese colonialism and of the colonialism practised
in Southern Rhodesia and South West Africa.
25. We should now ask our sel yes to what extent we
can further strengthen the terms of reference of the
Special Committee at the eighteenth session.
26. We feel, first of all, that if and when the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories, which was set up under Chapter XI of the
Charter is abolished, the Special Committee should
be given new powers which would enable it to require
the administering Powers to carry out the international
responsibilities placed on them by those provisions
of Chapter XI of the Charter which are still in force.
Next, we feel that the Security Council should give
the Special Committee adequate powers of investigation in all the colonial territories where there is
a situation likely to threaten international peace and
security. Lastly, in the resolution it will adopt this
year, the General Assembly should provide adequate
financing to enable visiting missions and special
SUb-committees successfutly to carry out the task
entrusted to them by the Special Committee.
27. Of course these various measures to strengthen
the Committee's terms of reference must go hand
in hand with steps to improve its method of work. In
this respect, we should never lose sight of the fact
that we have definitely gone beyond the stage when
it was enough for countries to provide information
on colonial territories and that whatever information
is collected by the Special Committee should be taken
into constder ation only in so far as it relates to or
facilitates the implementation of the Declaration on
independence. We believe therefore that the information should be much more succinct and deal exclusively with the application of the Declaration on
independence.
28. The Guinean delegation is happy to note that the
Chairman of the Special Committee expressed the
same view in his statement on 28 November 1963,
in which he said:
"I do not think that the Special Committee's role
should be restricted to holding a general debate
on the situation in each territory and passing a
resolution, as is done in the Fourth Committee and
in plenary meetings of the General Assembly."
[1266th meeting, para. 38.]
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Concluding his analysis of the Committee's methods
of work, he said:
" ••• I believe that the Committee could now take
up the examination of the remaining territories in
a suitable manner". [Ibid., para. 40.]
That is exactly what we are suggesting to prevent
the Committee on decolonization from being turned
into a Committee on information or a permanent
Fourth Committee meeting between sessions, to use
the very judicious language of the Chairman of the
Special Committee.
29. As one of the most constructive methods so far
used by the Committee has certainly been visiting
missions, we should like to suggest the establishment
of several sub-committees vhich would go to the
principal regions concerned, not to collect information but to make contact as far as possible with the
representatives of the peoples whose fate is at stake
and discuss with them in concrete terms how they
can achieve independence.
30. This method, which was used in Africa in 1962
and welcomed with joy and a feeling of comfort by
all the African peoples, is even more necessary
elsewhere because of the particular features and
special problems entailed by decolonization in those
parts of the world. Above all, we hope that this method
will at last enable the Special Committee to carry
out fully the mandate laid upon it by resolution 1810
(XVII) regarding the total application of the Declaration on independence to all territories which have
not yet attained independence.
31. One characteristic shared by nearly all the territories that the Special Committee will consider
at its next session is that they have all, or nearly
all, a small area and a relatively small population
and are not economically viable if left to fend for
themselves in the international arena. With regard
to those countries whose particular situation is quite
evident, many opinions have been expressed here
and elsewhere and have been widely reported in the
Press, warning the United Nations against the application, pure and simple, of the Declaration on
independence, We should like to make it quite clear
that we do not agree, We do not think that there is
any justification at all for failing to apply the Declaration on independence to any territory, whatever its
area, population or economic or other situation, In
our view, just as no defect or handicap could justify
slavery at the level of the individual, so no special
char-acter-istic whatsoever could legitimize the enslavement of a people, that is to say, its domination
by a foreign people.
32, However, we have never identified independence
with isolation. That is why we have always said-and
repeat-that, in virtue of the principle of self-determination, the small territories-like the large onesmust achieve independence and choose the political
system and the form of government they prefer freely
and without external pressure of any kind.
33. The peoples of the small territories will naturally be entirely free to associate among themselves
or with others or to integrate with existing States,
on conditions and in ways to be freely discussed with
the partners of their choice, Of course we recognize
that the international community may sometimes
have special obligations to assist and protect the
small territories, to help them overcome their handi-«

caps and negotiate freely and with a full knowledge of
the facts, the conditions and methods by which their
institutions will co-operate with those of other territories and other States.

i

34. In our view, it is the duty of the Special Committee, acting on behalf of the international community
to provide the special assistance of the United Nations
by offering its advice and help at the request of the
peoples concerned. But, let me repeat, there is nothing in this which could justify delaying the application
of the Declaration on independence, and therefore
nothing to justify the smallest exception to the complete and unconditional freedom of the peoples of the
small territories.
35. It is nearly three years since the historic Declaration on the independence of all colonial countries
and peoples was adopted by this Assembly [resolution
1514 (XV)]. Although since that time some States
which were already on the road to independence have
succeeded or are about to succeed, thanks to the
efforts of their peoples and to the favourable international atmosphere created by the decisions of the
United Nations, in ridding themselves of foreign
domination and taking their proper place among us,
yet that progress should not blind us to the criminal
obstinacy and shameful procrastination which characterize the attitude of many colonial Powers faced
with the stern necessity of decolonization,
36, We will tell those who are always asking us to
be patient that the liberation of one people can only
deepen the bitterness and strengthen the determination
to gain freedom of those who are still under foreign
domination and are thus on the verge of losing their
patience in face of the insolence, bad faith and repression exercised by their temporary masters, All
we Africans are of the unanimous opinion that the
rate of decolonization is slow, far too slow, and that
for the honour and moral authority of our Organization, no effort should be spared to carry out the
Declaration on independence as quickly as possible.
37, In his statement the Chairman of the Special
Committee complained emphatically several times of
the lack of co-operation with that body shown by the
majority of the colonial Powers, This is most regrettable. For their part, all the African Heads of
State at the Addis Ababa Conference expressed the
great anxiety of their peoples at this state of affairs
and solemnly appealed to the allies of the colonial
Powers to choose, once and for all, between their
friendship for the African peoples and their support
for the Governments that oppressed those peoples,
38, We must admit that the recent debates on Portuguese colonialism which took place in the Security
Council at the request of all the African States have
left a very painful impression, The allies of the colonial Powers, whether Portuguese colonialism or the
pernicious form of apartheid was concerned, made
statements and took up positions which seem to indicate a deliberate choice in favour of the oppressors
of the African peoples. This is an extremely grave
situation which must be clarified, and one which the
Africans will have to consider very carefully at their
forthcoming meetings.
39. In our own case, it was the delays, the lack of
frankness and co-operation, and the bad faith which
so often characterized the attitude of the colonial
Powers which induced us to suggest to the General
Assembly last year [see 1131st meeting, para, 53]
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that it should set a time-limit for the application of
the Declaration on independence. Although this initiative had the support of virtually all the African and
Asian States, it did not obtain the required majority
of two thirds in the Assembly, for reasons which
are well known [see 1195th meeting, para. 62].
40. In the general debate at the present session many
delegations once again expressed the hope that decolonization would be fUlly achieved before the twentieth anniversary of the United Nations Organization,
in 1965. That is an idea which the Chairman of the
Special Committee mentioned in his statement on
28 November 1963, as others have done.
41. But if the Security Council continues to evade
its main responsibilities, if the General Assembly
itself still hesitates to adopt the requisite measures,
it will soon become clear to us all that we must plunge
more deeply into the struggle against colonization,
that factor of injustice, instability and war. If the
peaceful means which we are advocating in the United
Nations do not soon succeed, nothing can prevent
the colonized peoples, exercising their lawful right
of self-defence, from concluding wherever they can
the kind of agreement which the valiant people of Goa
and the Indian people imposed on the Portuguese
colonialists in 1962.
42. The Guinean delegation is happy to give its wholehearted support to the recommendations ofthe Special
Committee relating to the twenty territories which it
had under consideration during the past year. The
Guinean delegation regrets that the method employed
did not allow the Committee-in spite of its intensive
and very valuable work-to formulate more complete
recommendations which could be incorporated in a
resolution that would be the logical successor of
General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV), 1654 (XVI)
and 1890 (XVII). It would, however, be easy to find
the material for a general resolution in the various
recommendations regarding the individual territories;
and the Guinean delegation will be happy as in the
past to co-operate in this.
43. Some of the more important recommendations,
and in particular those dealing with South West Africa,
Southern Rhodesia and the territories under Portuguese domination, have already been fully discussed
by the appropriate organs of the General Assembly,
and definite decisions, with which our delegation was
closely associated, have been adopted. We hope that
the recommendations which have not been considered
individually may be adopted by a large majority in
the General Assembly.
44. We desire to make our position quite clear regarding the colonial territories where the situation
constitutes a threat to international peace and security.
45. If as regards these territories it is the duty of
the Security Council to prevent any deterioration of
the situation by keeping them on its agenda, then the
General Assembly-and consequently the Special Committee-must retain full freedom to assume their
own responsibilities toward these territories and
their populattons, I would go even further; the Special
Committee should be very closely associated with
any work done by the Security Council in these matters. The best solution would be for the Council to
give the Special Committee a permanent mandate to
make inquiries with much wider powers.
46. The Guinean delegation is definitely in favour
of continuing the Special Committee, substantially
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strengthening its te'rms of reference and judiciously
adapting its methods of work, all with a view to a
very marked acceleration of the process of decolontz ation,
47. These are the positive proposals which we have
deemed necessary to make fox the sole purpose of
improving the efficacy of the Committee during 1964,
for it has been given one of the most decisive missions in the United Nations-that of ensuring the effective independence of all the peoples still in bondage.
48. The eighteenth session has raised great hopes
throughout the world, particularly in Africa. It is the
session marked by a relaxation of tension between
East and West, the session of the year of African
unity. Nevertheless, we are among those who wonder
what lasting results it will achieve, that is to say,
what will be the balance of the eighteenth session.
As we have already said, and we wish to say again
in conclusion, it is in the vital field of decolonization
that the balance can best be appreciated.
49. It is unfortunately already clear that the eighteenth session wfll not go down in the annals of the
United Nations as a great decolonization session.
This regrettable situation is entirely the fault of the
colonial Powers and their al11es. However, it is not
too late to trust that there will be at last a great
awakening of conscience, faith and energy, and that
every representative will do his utmost not to disappoint the immense hopes aroused by the eighteenth
session throughout the world, and particularly among
the colonized peopl es of Africa, Asia and elsewhere.
That at least is the most cherished hope of the Guinean
delegation.
50. Mr. BAYONA (Colombia) (translated from Spanish): One of the fundamental purposes of the United
Nations is to promote friendly relations among nations,
based upon the two grea.t principles which serve as a
guide for the present international order: the principle .
of the equality of rights and that of the self-determination of peoples. It must be agreed that efforts
to strengthen and maintain international peace and
security should be inspired by these two principles.
They can be said to be the conditions prerequisite
to enable achievements of the United Nations to be
effective, stable and lasting.
51. If this is agreed, we must admit that the record
of the Organization's achievements makes it quite
clear that it is on the right road for the attainment
of its goals. It is a factthat the Organization is carrying out excellent programmes in the most varied
sectors of international life. It is doing effective work
in the economic, social and cultural development of
all Member States. It cannot be denied that on more
than one occasion, the United Nations has served to
avert the catastrophe of a new universal conflagration. All this in itself alone would justify the work
of the San Francisco Conference.
52. There is something more, however, of even
greater value and greater significance, and this is
the extraordinary emphasis which the United Nations
has placed upon everything pertaining to fundamental
human rights and the freedom and independence of
peoples. This is a matter of greater significance
because it goes to the very root of all problems, for
the future of the human race depends on recognition
and respect for these rights and principles. All this
confirms the theory that the international Organization, like the State itself, is at the service of human
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beings. It has been said quite rightly that the State
and the international community serve common objectives in that the ultimate purpose and criterion
of both is the welfare of the human being.
53. The United Nations was called upon to be the
great anti-colonial power. to respond to the exigencies
imposed by the profound transformations which the
international community was to undergo after the
Second World War. The new order could not be built
on obsolete structures Which, in many instances,
were regarded, and not without reason, as the symbols
of oppression and exploitation.
54. The item which is now before the General Assembly is concerned with these questions. The extensive report submitted by (he Special Committee
on the Situation with Regard to the Implementation
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples [A!5446!Rev.1J,
is a document of acknowledged importance. The high
quality of this work has already been recognized in
the Security Council and the Fourth Committee.
55. On the positive Side, the report announces the
establishment of a number of new States. Kenya and
Zanzibar will be free and independent this year and
Malta will attain its independence at the beginning
of 1964. On the other hand, the standstill of negotiations in such cases as Southern Rhodesia, South
West Africa and the territories under Portuguese
administration is a circumstance which Colombia
greatly deplores for which it can accept no justification whatsoever. In the debate on each of these
territories in the Fourth Committee, Colombia stated
all its views and repeated its determination to support
the extension to all peoples of the benefits of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)J. With
this criterion in mind, my delegation did not hesitate
to vote in favour of the draft resolutions submitted,
and we shall do so in the future, so far as circumstances and the precepts of the Charter make it advisable and justifiable.
56. My delegation has always expressed the most
earnest wish to see the liquidation of the colonial
system accomplished by peaceful means. Furthermore, with growing optimism and convinced of the
sincere desire of all peoples of the United Nations to
live together in peace with one another and as good
neighbours, we have advocated that the transfer from
dependence to independence should be carried out
without destroying the bonds of friendship which may
exist between the administering Power and the peoples
that were formerly under its control or domination.
57. Setting aside practices of a neo-colonialist flavour
and significance, it is quite natural that the best and
closest relationships should be those which may be
promoted between the former metropolitan country
and the new State, provided always that they are inspired by a sincere observance of and full respect
for the rights to which new members of the community
are entitled under international law. But despite the
so-called lesson of history, certain Powers are turning their backs on the incontrovertible facts and attempting in vain to continue situations which, because
of their defects and mistakes, are incompatible with
the new spirit of the international community. This
highly negative behaviour affects not only the interests
of peoples about to attain independence but also the
interests of the administering Powers themselves and

and as a final consequence it may eventually become
a source of international disturbance and unrest.
58. The delegation of Colombia cannot hide its concern at the lack of co-operation on the part of some
administering Powers in the programmes which the
United Nations is so nobly carrying out. No good can
come of this negative attitude. It will merely serve
to postpone the inexorable end of the colonial systema postponement which will bring benefit to no one
because, instead of calming or diminishing the aspirations for independence, it will strengthen and
heighten them even further, until the people are
launched on a heroic enterprise which, no matter
what its cost in sacrifice and suffering, can only end
with final victory.
59. Why this inflexible attitude, why this constant
disregard for the inalienable right of all peoples to
self-determination anel independence? The failure to
observe the fundamental principles of the Charter and
to give effect to the relevant resolutions of the United
Nations organs calls for the adoption of extreme
measures, a course which is not to be desired by
any Member State. This is how international harmony
is weakened and the prestige of our Organization
placed in jeopardy. All this without benefit, either
real or apparent, to the reluctant Member States,
because in the long run, as experience shows, just
causes eventually triumph.
60. Speaking in the Fourth Committee in the debate
on the territories under Portuguese administration,
my delegation defended, as it has on other occasions,
the universal character of the process of decolonization and, as a logical consequence, the recognition
of the principle of self-determination for all the
peoples of the world. The ideal of a better world
will begin to be an authentic reality when all systems
involving the subjection of one people to another have
disappeared. In no case anel for no reason whatever
can practices and institutions which are prejudicial
to the character and dignity of peoples and impede
their free development be allowed to continue.
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61. For this reason we should remember, as an
injunction to be observed, a sentence from the last
speech delivered in this hall by a man who has passed
into history as a determined defender of the freedom
of peoples, the late President Kennedy , He said:
"In short, we believe that in all the world-in
Eastern Europe as well as Western, in Southern
Africa as well as Northern, in old nations as well
as new-people must be free to choose their own
future, without discrimination or dictation, without
coercion or subversion. It [1209th meeting, para. 45.J
62. This statement indicates the immensity of the
task which the Special Committee has before it. If for
well known and quite understandable reasons the
efforts of that body have been principally concentrated
on the continent of Africa, in the future it will have
to examine the situation of many other peoples, in
various continents, who have never enjoyed the right
to self-determination or who had such a right but
lost it through the unlawful intervention of despotic
and expansionist r~gimes.
63. As is stated in paragraphs 29 and 30 of chapter I
of the report, the Special Committee intends to complete the list of all the territories to which the Declaration on the granting of independence applies. This
task is of the greatest interest because it will make
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possible a global evaluation of the problem and an
adequate programming of the activities which the
United Nations will have to undertake through its
various competent organs in order to assist all
peoples towards the full exercise of their rights.
64. In the broadest spirit of co-operation, the Colombian delegation wishes to recall that, as far as the
American continent is concerned, the regional system
some time ago made considerable progress in the
examination of dependent colonies and territories in
America. At the Ninth International Conference of
American States, held in Bogot& from 30 March to
2 May 1948 there was established the American Committee on Dependent Territories. This body submitted
a report to the Tenth Inter-American Conference held
in Caracas from 1 to 28 March 1954. That Conference
adopted at least three resolutions inspired by the
determination to put an end to the colonial system
on the American continent. One of those resolutions,
for example, pointed out that:
"the common devotion to liberty of the peoples
of America has its roots in the achievement of
emancipation, and inter-American solidarity will
not acquire its true breadth and depth so long as
there remain on the Continent territories occupied
by extracontinental countries and peoples deprived
of the right to govern themselves." Y
65. The American States, determined defenders of
the use of peaceful means for the solution of international problems and desirious of receiving the assistance and co-operation of the extra-continental
Powers concerned, urged the latter to adopt those
measures which would make possible the full exercise
of the right of self-determination of peoples and an
end to the occupation of American territories.
66. The Tenth Inter-American Conference held at
Caracas thereupon decided to transmit to the United
Nations the documents relating to that item. This
background,which is uniquely valuable in that it reflects the thinking of the American community, will
be most useful for the Special Committee'S work.
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69. Colombia fully understands the alarm, desperation
and impatience of peoples that resolutely await the
proper recognition of all their rights. It is a natural
reaction which we, too, feel in Latin America and
which, for want of an international forum such as
the United Nations, guided us through the heroic days
of OUT emancipation. That is why in this hall we take
our place at the side-of those peoples who are struggling for their freedom and independence.

70. Mr. CHAKRAVARTY (India): We have been following with keen interest the discussion that has been
going on in the Assembly on the important report
of the Special Committee [A/5446/Rev.1].

71. One of the outstanding and most significant
features of the post World War II era has been the
emergence to independence and freedom of a large
number of colonial peoples and territories. Almost
immediately after the conclusion of this war, a number
of countries in Asia, including India, achieved their
freedom. The Charter of the United Nations gave a
further impetus to the demand for independence in
many other colonial territories. The principles of
self-determination and self-government enshrined in
the Charter added strength to the freedom fighters in
a number of colonial countries. The membership of
this Organization has been nearly doubled, and today
we have thirty-two independent African States which
are Members of this Assembly. This remarkable
change in the composition of the United Nations has
in itself helped the process of decoloniz.ation, The
delegation of India can take some pride in the role
that it has played in the fight against colonialism and
racial discrimination. Having been under colonial rule
ourselves, we could not have acted otherwise. Pursuant to its anti-colonial policy, Indiahas consistently
given all possible support in the United Nations for
freedom from colonial subjugation or from racial
discrimination. As was stated by my Prime Minister,
Mr. Nehru, in a speech in the General Assembly in
1948:
"We in Asia, who have ourselves suffered all
these evils of colonialism and of imperial domination, have committed ourselves inevitably to the
freedom of every other colonial country".li

67. My delegation cannot fail to express its s atisfaction at the latest achievements in the decolonization
of America and its earnest hope that this task may
be concluded in a peaceful, well-ordered and friendly
manner. If the Powers engaged in the process of
decolonization resolutely collaborate in that process,
it is possible to avoid that foreign interference which
is sometimes prejudicial because not always inspired
by the lofty purposes which are invoked.
68. In this debate, some delegations, among them
that of Chile [1267th meeting], have made special
reference to the problem of applying resolution 1514
(XV) to small territories which, because of their
small size and the limited number of their inhabitants,
are not equipped for viable existence as free and
independent States. My delegation shares the idea that
the Special Committee should carefully study such
situations in order to ensure the strict application
of the rights of self-determination and independence,
on the basis of forrnulee which will safeguard the
personality and meet the wishes of the peoples concerned. The association or federation of such small
groupings may be one way, within freedom and independence, of ensuring for them the benefits of the
right of self-government.

73. My delegation has had the honour of being associated with the now famous Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples,
which the Assembly adopted in December 1960 [resolution 1514 (XV)]. Following a statement made in the
General Assembly by Mr. Khrushchev, Chairman
of the Council of Ministers of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics , an item entitled "Declaration on
the granting of independence to the colonial peoples"
was inscribed on the agenda of the fifteenth session

Y Resolution XCVI of the Final Act of the Tenth Inter-American
Conference.

~ This statement was made at the i54th plenary meeting. the official
record of which was published only in summary form.

For India, a struggle for independence had been a
revolt both against racialism and against colonialism.
Maintenance of India's own independence and opposition to the principle of colonialism and racialism
are thus phases of a single policy.
72. Colonialism in some of its worst manifestations
still continues to hold sway in several areas of the
world, particularly in some parts of Africa. This is
a matter of grave concern to us, and this situation,
if allowed to continue, may be a threat to peace and
security in those areas.
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of the General Assembly, and on 14 December 1960
the Assembly adopted the resolution. A Committee
of Seventeen was set up and was entrusted with the
task of seeing that this resolution was implemented,
and implemented without delay. The Committee of
Seventeen was expanded to a Committee of TwentyFour by General Assembly resolution 1810 (XVII),
and it was invited to continue to seek the most suitable
ways and means for the speedy and total application
of the Declaration to all territories. India had the
honour and privilege to preside over the Committee
of Seventeen, and we have this year provided a Rapporteur to the Committee of Twenty-Four.
74. My delegation, having been a party to the report,
naturally agrees with the methods and procedures
of work adopted by the Committee, as well as the
recommendations and conclusions contained in various
chapters of the report. We are unable to accept the
argument advanced by some administering Powers
that sending a visiting mission to a colonial territory
amounts to interference in its internal affairs, or
that by agreeing to such a visit the administering
Power would be sharing its responsibility for the
internal administration of the territory. We should
have thought that the function of a visiting mission
would be to ascertain the views of the population concerning a territory's future and that, as such, a visiting mission should be welcome to the administering
Powers to the extent that it can use its good offices
in bringing together the different political elements
in a colonial territory and thereby assist the administering Power in the difficult task of ironing out the
differences which may stand in the way of that Territory's achieving independence. There should be no
question of the visiting mission's interfering in any
way in the internal administration of the territory.
As the report of the Special Committee points out:
"The United Nations has responsibilities with
regard to Non-Self-Governing Territories deriving
from the provisions of the Charter concerning these
territories and from the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples •. . ". [A!G446/Rev.1, chapter I, para. 54].
By refusing access to visiting missions, the administering Powers are perhaps acting contrary to the
spirit of the Charter and are placing obstacles in
the way of the implementation of the Declaration. It
is in this context that we regret the United Kingdom
decision not to permit visiting groups to enter British
Guiana and Aden. We sinoerely hope that in the coming year the administering Powers which have not
been able to co-operate with the Special Committee
in this respect will revise their attitude, and thereby
help in putting an end to colonialism without further
delay,
75. The Assembly is fully aware of the commendable
7ecord of the United Kingdom Government in bringing
its numerous colonial territories to independence and
freedom. My delegation has never failed publicly to
declare our deep appreoiation of the colonial policy
of the United Kingdom. It is a matter of great satisfaction to us that the combined wisdom of the Administering Authority and the statesmanship of the
leaders of Kenya and Zanzibar have found a solution
to the problem in that part oftheworld which at times
seemed baffling. To the valiant freedom fighters of
Kenya and Zanzibar we send our warmest greetings,
and we look forward to their joining us in this Assembly within the next few days. When Mr. Kenyatta

assumed the office of Head of the Government of
Kenya earlier in the year, my Prime Minister sent
him the following message:
If I
am happy to convey to you on my own behalf
and on behalf of my colleagues in the Government
of India our warm felicitations and sincere good
wishes on your assumption of office as the first
Prime Minister of self-governing Kenya. This is
indeed a historic occasion and is a momentous
step in Kenya's peaceful march to full sovereignty
and independence. We have watched with great interest and sympathy the progress of Kenya along
the path of its destiny and are confident that under
your wise and enlightened leadership the people of
Kenya, of all races and creeds, will prosper and
progress and that Kenya will be a force for peace
and understanding in Africa and in the world. If

76. Events in Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland have
also taken a hopeful and positive turn, and under the
leadership of Mr. Banda and Mr. Kaunda, Nyasaland
and Northern Rhodesia are also expected to attain their
independence in the very near future. During its visit
to Africa last year, the Committee of Seventeen had
devoted considerable time to studying the problems
of Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Kenya and Zanzibar
and had tried to evolve methods, speedy and suitable,
by which the declarations contained in resolution
1514 (XV) could be applied to them. It is therefore a
matter of gratification for us who are members of
the Committee of Twenty-Four that Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland are also now well on the way to
independence.
77 . The situation in the three High Commission
territories-Bechuanaland, Basutoland and Swazilandcontinues, however, to be unsatisfactory and disquieting. The resolutions of the Committee and of the
Assembly have not produced the desired result so
far. We are aware of the problems which beset the
United Kingdom Government in its remaining colonial
territories in various parts of the world, although
at times one wonders whether some of these difficulties are not created by that Government itself,
as seems to be the case in Southern Rhodesia, where
the United Kingdom Government has taken a stand
which is legally untenable and politically unwise.
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78. The Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, Sir
Alec Douglaa-Home, then Foreign Secretary, speaking
in the general debate on 1 October 1963, had stated:
If We have accepted that the majority should rule.
We insist, as far as we are able to do before independence, that minorities must be protected. I do
not think that any of you would quarrel with that.
But if, having established the rule of majority, and
because of our scrupulous care to safeguard the
interest of minorities-because that after all is the
essence of democracy-we are going to be put into
the dock, then I or the representative of my Government here will stand in the dock with our heads
high." [1222nd meeting, para. 82.]

79. The tragedy of the British policy in Southern
Rhodesia seems to be that the principle of establishing
the rule of majority after safeguarding the interest
of the minorities is being ignored in this case. It is
our hope that Kenya could perhaps be used as a model
by the United Kingdom authorities for tackling similar
problems in Southern Rhodesia. While the United
Kingdom was prepared and willing to take a firm
stand in Kenya so that centrifugal forces could be
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held in check and a common sense of nationhood
fostered, the same bold lead and statesmanship have
not been forthcoming in the case of Southern Rhodesia.
The rule of the majority should also be established
here after scrupulously safeguarding the interests of
the minorities.
80. We find another contradiction in British Guiana,
where a majority government elected on universal
adult suffrage has been denied the right to independence. So far the Administering Authority has refused
to set any date for independence, even though all the
political parties in the territory have been pressing
for it.
81. While progress is being recorded in the British
colonial territories, even though in some cases the
progress is somewhat slow, the picture is gloomier
than ever when we turn to the territory of South West
Africa or to the Portuguese colonies. The Security
Council has already taken up the matter of Portuguese
colonial territories, and the question has also been
discussed in great detail in the Fourth Committee.
The African States at the Conference held in Addis
Ababa this year±! had made it quite clear that the
Portuguese must grant independence to Angola,
Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea and other Portuguese territories without further delay, or face the
consequences. If the doors of peaceful change are
locked, and peaceful negotiations are completely
barred, a change through conflict and violence seems
inevitable. In its own enlightened self-interest, Portugal must agree to evolve peaceful methods oftransfer of power to the people of its colonial territories
without delay.
82. My delegation finds little or no comfort in the
report by the Secretary-General,Q! in pursuance of
the resolution adopted by the Secur-ity Council at its
meeting On 21 July 1963. The representatives of the
African delegations, who discussed the matter with
representatives of the Portuguese Government, have
themselves stated that they deeply regret "that Portugal has nothing new to show with regard to the basic
principles governing its colonial policy". The statement of the Mrican group can be seen in document
A/C.4/620 of 13 November 1963.
83. The situation in South West Africa continues
to cause us anxiety; and the Special Committee has
drawn 'the attention of the Security Council to the
situation in that territory. The Fourth Committee, in
its discussions in the past few weeks, has also adopted
a draft resolution. Pursuant to that resolution [1899
(XVII)], the Secretary-General had got in touch With
the Government of South Africa. The reply of that
Government dated 2 December 1963 has now been
received [A/5634]. The reply is as unhelpful as ever.
The South African Government has expressed its
unwillingness to seek advice of outside experts-at
least, for the present.
84. The representatives of Chile and Ceylon, speaking
in this Assembly on 29 November 1963 [1267th meeting] , drew the attention of the Assembly to an important matter which is worthy of serious consideration
by us all. It relates to the future of small States or
territories which nature has placed in isolation, and
which are not endowed with natural re sou roes sur'!J Summit Conference of Independent African States, held in Addf s
Ababa from 22 to 25 May 1963.
2J Official Records of the Security Council Eighteenth Year, Supplement for October, November and December 1'163, document 8/5448.
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ficient to support them economically. These territories are non-self-governing, and it is our duty to
examine how resolutions 1514 (XV), 1654 (XVI) and
1810 (XVII) can be effectively and urgently applied
to these territories. We feel that the Assembly should
invite the Special Committee to study the implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) and
subsequent resolutions with regard to those colonial
territories which are thinly populated and isolated,
and also to examine in what way the assistance of
the United Nations can be provided to them so that
their independence might be politically and economically viable. The Special Committee should ascertain the views of the people of these territories
and report the result of its findings to the nineteenth
session of the General Assembly. We feel that, if
such a study is not undertaken urgently, these small
colonial territories might find themselves in constant
and serions danger of economic collapse after they
have attained independence.
85. In conclusion, I wish to place on record our deep
appreciation of the work of the Special Committee
of Twenty-Four, and of its Chairman, Mr. Coulibaly,
The Committee, during its existence, has clonevaluable
and commendable work and gained very useful experience which will be of immense value and assistance to it during its work in the coming year.
Mr. Nur Elmi (Somalia), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

86. Mr. OKEKE (Nigeria): My delegation wishes to
express its thanks and appreciation to the Special
Committee on the Situation with Regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples for its
comprehensive report [A/5446/Rev.l] and detailed
analysis of the multifarious problems in those territories it has examined. The comprehensiveness of
the Committee's report reflects the importance which
this Assembly still attaches to the problems of decolonization despite the substantial progress which
has been made in freeing colonial peoples from subjection since the post-war years. For, certainly,
progress has been made in these past years; but,
nevertheless, the thought that about 50 million people
all over the world still suffer the indignities arising
from being ruled by colonial Powers is a warning
that we cannot be complacent.
87. This Assembly will even have to be more vigilant
and decisive in the coming years with regard to decolonization in certain parts of the world which, by
the intransigent attitude of the colonial Powers concerned, have become areas of active volcanoes liable
to erupt when the patience of the oppressed peoples
is exhausted. Among such areas is South West Airica,
where the South African Government perpetrates the
brutal policies of apartheid, of humiliation and indignity. In the same class are the territories under
Portuguese administration where the colonialist Power
still clings tenaciously to a decadent theory of overseas provinces-a device to perpetrate a regime of
oppression; Southern Rhodesia where the United
Kingdom is contemplating transferring full powers
to a minority Government founded on the undemocratic
principle of racial discrimination anel injustice, and
so helping to create another South Africa; and Aden
and its Protectorates where the peoples crave to
have a government of their volition. Until these colonial enclaves are truly free we cannot but remain
vigilant.
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88. At the beginning of this session a more hopeful
atmosphere for peace prevailed, generated by the
signing of the Moscow Treaty on the limited banning
of nuclear tests •.0' We had hoped that all colonial
Powers would apply the new spirit in their attitude
towards colonial questions. But events since discussions began in this Assembly and its Committees
have shown that this has not been the case. In the
territories which I have just enumerated, conditions
have deterfo'rated for the colonial peoples and in
some areas the deterioration in general conditions
has been of such a magnitude as to threaten international peace and security. My delegation wishes to
emphasize that our efforts to seek peace through
disarmament will be frustrated if certain peoples of
this globe remain in a state of oppression and humiliation, for there cannot be any lasting peace without
justice.

This preparedness by the immigrant population to
recognize the rights of Fijians to their land should
enable all inhabitants of Fiji to co-operate in building
a viable and independent nation. It is incumbent on
the administering Power to continue to foster those
institutions that make for unity in the Fijian society,
development in education which will enable various
groups to appreciate one another's culture and to
realize that they all need one another in a united,
prosperous and free Fiji. Too often forces of colonialism tend to exaggerate superficial divisions in
societies as a means of perpetrating colonial rule.
The preparedness of the various groups in Fiji to
work together shows in clear terms that there cannot
be any doubt as to the need for the immediate granting
of independence, after a democratic constitution acceptable to all has been agreed upon between the
administering Power and the various groups in Fiji.

89. My delegation noted with deep regret and indignation that the NATO Powers have not yet seen
it fit to stop arming South Africa and Portugal, both
of which employ the arms supplied them in the brutal
oppresston of defenceless Africans. At the historic
Conference at Addis Ababa earlier this year, the
African States asked the Western Powers to choose
between their friendship with Africa on the one hand,
and the forces of oppression and degradation on the
other. The Nordic countries are making it clear that
they stand for justice and fair play; but the demonstration so far by the major Powers has been very
disappointing.

93. My delegation is particularly happy to note that
as a result of the pressure of world public opinion
and of consistent opposition by the African nationalists,
the United Kingdom Government has agreed to dissolve
the ten-year-old imposition on Africans, to wit, the
Central African Federation, and that Nyasaland and
Northern Rhodesia will become separate entities by
the end of this month, following the settlement of
outstanding problems of apportionment of assets and
liabilities of the defunct Federation. My delegation
wishes to congratulate the African leaders of Northern
Rhodesia and Nyasaland for standing firm in their
demand, and world public opinion for standing behind
them. We hope that there will be no delay in the sharing of assets and liabilities among the component
States of the defunct Federation on a fair basis and
that, without further delay, Northern Rhodesia and
Nyasaland will soon become fully independent.

90. After these preliminary remarks, my delegation
will now deal with a number of individual territories
which have been examined by the Special Committee
during the current year.
91. We note from the Special Committee IS report
that Malta has become internally self-governing. but
we are a little disturbed at the statements in chapter VI, paragraph 66, to the effect that the two most
influential political parties in the country, to wit,
the Nationalfst Party and the Labour Party, found it
necessary to reject the recommendations of the Constitutional Commission as a result of which the
present Constitution was drawn up. It is gratifying.
however, that displaying great statesmanship the
nationalist leaders of Malta have agreed to give the
~onstitution a try. In so doing they are demonstrating,
in unequivocal terms, their maturity and preparedness
for responsible government. It is our hope that the
United Kingdom Government, in consultation with
publio opinion in Malta, will work out an acceptable
constitution that will lead to the ushering of Malta
into the community of free nations in accordance
with resolution 1514 (XV).
92. We note that the peculiar situation created in
Fiji by the fact that the immigrant population outnumbers the indigenous population, presents a special
problem but we are glad that, as indicated in chapter VII, the immigrant population:
"••• recognized the right of the Fijians to own
their land and had expressed their willingness to
meet the other main conditions proposed by the
Fijians for safeguarding their interests." [A/54461
nev.r, chapter VII, para. 107.]

!YTreaty banning nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer
Space and under water. signed at Moscow on 5 August 1963.
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94. It is an irony of fate that the erstwhile prisoner,
the so-called African leader of darkness and death,
is now the Prime Minister of an internally selfgoverning Kenya. Our congratulattons go to the people
of Kenya and we salute their great leader who is now
acknowledged as an "African leader of enlightenment
and hope". We look forward to seeing him lead his
country 's delegation into their seats in this Assembly
before the current session is over. We shall be extending the same hands of welcome to our kinsmen
from Zanzibar who will be taking their honoured places
here at the same time.
95. We wish to congratulate the leaders of Tanganyika, Uganda and Kenya for the efforts they are
making to promote an East African Federation. Being
a Federation itself, Nigeria has a first-hand knowledge
of the problems of creating and maintaining a federation. We wish the East African leaders success in
their efforts.
96. My delegation deeply regrets that no substantial
progress has been made in regard to both constitutional and economic advancement of the territories
of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaz iland, In these
terz-Itortes undemocratic constitutions have been imposed against the wishes of the people so as to perpetuate minority rule. The immediate independence
of these territories, based on democratic principles,
is essential in order to save them from being swallowed up by South Africa whose arms build-up cannot
be unconnected with a secret plot to annex those
territories by force. I wish to place on record the
indignation of my delegation at the cruel acts of the
British authorities in these territories in handing
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refugees fleeing from the oppressed hands of the
Government of South Africa back to that Government.
97. With regard to British Guiana, my delegation
wishes to appeal to the two main political parties
in that country to settle their differences over the
form of elector systems the country should have, so
that they can peacefully lead their country to independence.
98. My delegation has noted with great interest the
desire of Gambia to associate with Senegal on its
attaining independence, and that a United Nations
constitutional, economic and fiscal mission is at
present examining the problems connected with such
association. This is another demonstration by Africans
of their desire to remove the artificial barriers
created between them and their brothers by boundaries
originating from the Berlin Conference of 1884. The
problems connected with its association with Senegal
should not delay the granting of independence to
Gambia. Those problems are best resolved between
an independent Gambia and an independent SenegaL
99. With regard to Aden and its Protectorates, such
evidence as we have shows that the inhabitants of
these areas consider the Federation of South Arabia
an imposition, and a device to perpetuate colonial
rule. It is a matter of deep regret to my delegation
that the United Kingdom Government, as in the case
of British Guiana, did not grant permission to the
Special Committee's fact-finding mission to visit
Aden. The United Kingdom Government did not even
stop there, but went as far as to authorize its Controller of Immigration to issue instructions forbidding
the mission to land in any part of Aden. Such a misguided action can only raise suspicion as to the motives and intentions of the United Kingdom Government.
Such an action is misguided and unfortunate on the
part of a country which has liberated so many colonial
peoples in the last decade and professes to be anxious
to rid itself of the remainder as soon as possible.
By these acts of imprudence, by its vacillations over
the cases of Southern Rhodesia and the territories
of Basutoland, Swaziland and Bechuanaland, and by
its assistance to South Africa and Portugal, the United
Kingdom fails to live up to its past record and causes
anguish to its fellow members of the Commonwealth.
As one Of those fellow members, Nigeria appeals to
the United Kingdom Government for a change of course
in these matters.
100. Finally, we appeal to all colonial Powers to
co-operate with the General Assembly and the Special
Committee in implementing the Committee's recommendations and in implementing its future task on
territories still under foreign rule.
101. Mr. HAJEK (Czechoslovakia) (translated from
French): Many speakers who have preceded me on
this rostrum have recalled the fact that almost three
years have elapsed since the solemn moment when
at its fifteenth session the General Assembly, on the
initiative of the Soviet Union,2I as we all know, adopted
the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples [resolution 1514 (XV)].
102. The historic value of this important document
lies in the fact that by adopting it the United Nations
recognized and confirmed the revolutionary process
of decolonization and of the destruction of colonialism
11Official Records of the General Assembly. Fifteenth Session.
Annexes, agenda item 87. documents A/4501 and A/4502.
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as an obsolete and monstrous phenomenon unworthy
of our age. In this Declaration, our Organization
undertook the task of creating conditions which would
allow the process of decolonization to be carried out
in a peaceful manner without bloodshed, provided,
of course, that the colonial Powers recognized the
realities and demands of history.
103. In proclaiming the need for speedily and unconditionally putting an end to colonialism in all
forms, the United Nations at one and the same time
outlawed all forms of colonial repression and approved
and legalized the struggle of the colonial peoples for
independence. It even proclaimed itself to be the promoter of this historic struggle.
104. In the atmosphere of enthusiasm which prevailed
when the Declaration was adopted on 14 December
1960, many representatives doubtless did not imagine
that the process of decolonization which had been
thus approved by the United Nations would find so
many obstacles placed in its way by certain Member
States of our Organization. In fact, although since
that time a number of new Members have been welcomed here-a happy result of the application of the
principles of the Declaration-and although we shall
soon have the privilege of greeting the arrival amongst
us this year of Kenya and Zanzibar, nevertheless it
remains a serious and regrettable fact that colonialism is holding its own and still survives in vast
regions of Africa, in certain parts of Arabia and of
the West Indies, as well as in the great expanses of
Oceania.
105. Furthermore, the evil consequences of COlonial
domination are still making themselves felt in the
economy and in other aspects oflife in many countries
of Asia, Africa and Latin America. The taskof putting
an end to colonialism and to its consequences is,
therefore, one of prime importance for the United
Nations. Even three years after the adoption of the
Declaration, this remains an important, complex and
difficult task. The Assembly has a great and serious
responsibility with regard to this task.
106. The task before us should not be minimized by
the statement that colonialism is practically dead
and that it is only a question of a limited survival
on a small area of our planet, involving an insignificant minority of human beings, and the least important territories which, in many cases, are isolated
and often, we are told, incapable of leading their own
economic and political life.
107. The reality is that a vast mass of territories
is involved. We have been reminded that these territories cover more than 6 million square kilometres
and have a total population of 50 million human beings
living under a colonial regime. The majority of them
are in Africa; the Portuguese colonies, as well as
the countries dominated by the racist minorities of
foreign colonialists under British or South African
protection and the countries under threat of being
taken over by these minorities, are all rich regions,
ful ly capable of existing and developing as independent
countries, following the example of the other Airican
nations which have already been liberated. In other
cases, we are dealing with territories isolated by
force from countries with which they form a geographic and ethnic whole and with which they would
be united if, by virtue of the Declaration, their people
obtained the right of self-cletermination and the
physical opportunity to exercise that right.
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108. Nowhere in the world is there any authority
to keep human beings in colonial bondage or to transform their countries into military bases.
109. What

then, are the reasons which prevent the

Declaratio~ from being applied fully, unconditionally

and instantaneously in these Territories? They cannot
be geographic, economic or ethnic reasons o~, in a
word, reasons which could be called objective or
inherent in these peoples and Territories. It cannot
be claimed either that the populations in these countries are so happy under foreign domination or so
immature that they do not wish to decide their destiny
for themselves.
110. The courageous and heroic struggle of the populations of Angola, Mozambique, Southern Rhodesia,
Southern Arabia or British Guiana is in itself a formal
denial of such allegations. The fundamental and decisive factor in the continued survival of colonialism
in the world lies in the foreign pressures which,
according to the spirit and provisions of the Declaration, can and must be considered illegal.
111, First of all, there is a whole range of economic
pressures. May I recall a few names which, unfortunately, are all too familiar to anyone whohas studied
the roots of colonialism and especially to anyone who
is fighting for its abolition: the Union miniere du
Haut-Katanga, with the Societe generate belge and its
branches; the Anglo-American Corporation of South
Africa, the British South Africa Company, de Beers
Consolidated Mines, Ltd., or, if you wish, Vacuum
Oil, Aluminium Ltd., or even Bauxite du Midi, Unilever and numerous oil companies, to mention only
a few of the colonial monopolies. This involves a
whole network of mutual ties and connexions through
which American, British, French, Belgian, West
German or South African capital keeps possession
of the resources of these countries. It is well known
that the profits from these resources are many times
higher than the profit on capital invested in European
or American territories, and that the wages of African
workers represent only a small fraction of European
or Amer-ican wages, as a result of which the average
annual income per inhabitant in the colonial countries
falls well below subsistence level.
112. It is also well known what a sinister role the
monopolies have played in the recent history of the
Congo and in the process of emancipation of several
countries such as the Congo or Rhodesia and all the
territories which form part of the so-called Central
African Federation, as well as in the recent history
of South West Africa and Southern Arabia. It is the
monopolies which have organized and financed the
latest attempts by the colonialists to preserve the
outworn and brutal forms of oppression; it is the
monopolies Which, having been forced to let go the
instruments of oppression, are striving to prevent
the liberated peoples from becoming masters in their
own countries by sabotaging their economy, by undermining national unity, by supporting divisions and
secessions, and, lastly, by trying to force the economy
of the liberated countries into a form of neo-colonialist subjection.
113. The other kind of obstacle to the application
of the prmctples and recommendations of the Declaration-obstacles which are often linked to economic
pressures-are methods of brutal repression. It is
significant that, on a large scale, these forms and
methods which. ha ve been so discredited and which

have often failed in the past, as demonstrated by the
numerous victories of the African peoples, are only
used openly by the most reactionary regimes, such
as Portuguese colonialism or, as in South Africa, the
racist r~gimes of the privileged white minorities,
or even, as in Southern Rhodesia, white minority
r egimes created by the colonialists which have been
provided with land and other possessions at the expense of the indigenous population and finally invested
with authority over that population.
114. This armed repression, while causing suffering
to the population of the colonies, constitutes at the
same time a grave danger to peace. This has been
stressed many times by speakers here on the rostrum
of the United Nations, specially by representatives
of the African countries, and has been recognized
by the Security Council, which has dealt many times
with the question of these last remnants of colonialism. It is significant that the great colonial or
former colonial Powers-with many exceptions, of
course-seek to employ more refined, but no less
dangerous, forms of neo-colonialism. This does not
prevent them from giving their full support here at
the United Nations and even more in Africa and elsewhere, to reactionary colonialists of the old school
and, as we have seen from the excellent report of the
Special Committee [A/5446/Rev.l], from resorting
even from time to time to these outworn and brutal
methods.
115. In this connexion, our delegation feels obliged
to recall the role which the military alliances headed
by the Western Powers are playing in preserving
these last strongholds of colonialism as well as in
attempting to create new forms and methods of neocolonialism. It must be stressed here, and in the
Fourth Committee, that Portuguese colonialism, for
instance, could not carry out its repressions against
the national liberation movement without the economic, political and military support of its allies.
116. We have only to recall other wars of colonial
repression in the very recent past to realize that the
Atlantic Alliance, throughout the whole period of its
existence, has demonstrated its practical effectiveness
particularly in the support of colonialism. The weapons
and other materials used for massacring the people
of the colonial countries who are opposed to foreign
oppression in all parts of the world have been manufactured and delivered under the Atlantic Alliance, an
alliance which its authors and promoters have so
often tried to glorify and to describe as an alliance
for the defence of the so-called free world. The
weapons manufactured and paid for by the taxpayers
of many Western countries, allegedly for the defence
of freedom and democracy, have in actual fact only
been used in colonial wars precisely against the freedom and democracy of those who are demanding it
in Africa and elsewhere.
117. In general, it is the atmosphere of anti-communism, of cold war, of the preparations for war
and of the armaments race which constitutes a very
important factor in the preservation of the last strongholds of colonialism. It is evident in the case of
British Guiana, a country in which a courageous
people has for many years given proof of its political
maturity by setting up a constitutional and political
system formally modelled on the British system. This
people is still deprived of the independence which
was promised long ago by the colonial Power which,
under various pretexts, has not honoured its obliga-
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tions, It is true also, in other forms, of the colonial
territories which have been transformed into war
bases in various parts of the world and which the
Western Powers obstinately refuse to relinquish.

122. The Caribbean area, through the efforts and the
struggle of its people, has also become a very significant factor in the process of decolonization which
must be taken into account.

118. There is indeed an interdependence between
colonialism and the cold war policy practised by the
Western Powers. This has been duly noted and confirmed in the debates of the Special Committee, as
well as in the Fourth Committee and at the plenary
sessions of the General Assembly. We regret that
certain representatives of Western countries refuse
to admit that this interdependence exists and that it
is one of the functions of their military groupings
and alliances. Instead of studying the deplorable consequences entailed by this interdependence, these
representatives attempt to distract attention from
the facts by indulging in invective and groundless
insinuations against the ties of friendship and cooperation based on equality, the identity of views and
the mutual respect for independence and sovereignty
which exist in socialist countries. Opposition to all
national and racial oppression is a principle of these
countries which have shown that they are against
colonialism by taking positive action, by solving nationality problems within their own frontiers, as well
as by supporting unconditionally the anti-imperialist
struggle of the colonial peoples in different parts of
the world.

123. My delegation cannot share the doubts and the
apprehension, however well-intentioned they may be,
of certain of our colleagues who have spoken out
against the so-called premature granting of the right
of self-determination to certain peoples and territories which they claim are too small to stand alone
in a world where great Powers play such an important
role. My delegation-as I have already stressedcannot accept any excuse to justify delay in carrying out the provisions concerning the right of these
peoples and territories to self-determination. It is
for these peoples themselves to choose freely what
system they shall have, whether independently or in
association with the country or countries of their
choice. Our Organization must seek to guarantee them
this choice and not deprive them of it.

119. This interdependence between colonialism and
the cold war policy is referred to in the antr-oolonialist resolution of the Summit Conference of Independent African States, held at Addis Ababa in May
1963, which has just been mentioned by the representative of Nigeria who spoke immediately before
me. This resolution warns the allies of the colonial
Powers that they must choose between the friendship
of the African peoples and the support they give to
the Powers which are oppressing the peoples of
Africa. We have just heard the same warning, in
another form, in the eloquent speech of the representative of Guinea.
120. The Summit Conference of Independent African
States, as well as other actions and measures taken
by the African nations, demonstrated the high degree
of maturity of these States as well as the active role
which they are playing and have yet to play in the
process of decolonization, since the Conference considered these factors of great importance. The position taken by the Addis Ababa Conference with regard
to questions of disarmament and the cold war are
an indication of the very important part which the
nations liberated from the colonial yoke can play in
working for the relaxation of international tension
and the victory of the ideas and principles of peaceful
coexistence. Thus, we see that the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples has not only supported and strengthened the
struggle of the peoples against colonialism, but has
also helped them to throw off the yoke of oppression,
increase the forces of peace and support the principles of the Charter.
121. The peoples of the Arab world have taken on
a very important role in the process of decoloniz ation
and it is with good reason that they demand that integral parts of the Arabian Peninsula such as southern
Arabia and Aden, or Oman, should be liberated, reunited and joined to the nations to which they belong
geographically and ethnically.

124. The people and Government of Czechoslovakia
are, by historical tradition as well as by the nature
of their socialist institutions, opposed as a matter
of principle to all colonialist oppression. Together
with all the other socialist countries, the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic has proclaimed its anticolonialist position at every opportunity, both inside
and outside the United Nations, by its unequivocal
statements and by its actions.
125. It is on this basis that we fully appreciate the
excellent report of the Committee of Twenty-Four.
Thanks to the unceasing efforts of the convinced
partisans of decolonization, this Committee has made
a great contribution to the thorough and objective
study of the real conditions of the anti-colonialist
struggle and has allowed the voices to be heard of
those who are at the head of this struggle where it
is being waged, in the most crucial areas. During
the Committee's deliberations, it has been possible
to discover and identify the obstacles which the forces
of colonialist reaction have raised in opposition to
this struggle for liberation, and ways and means of
overcoming these obstacles have been indicated. We
are, therefore, of the opinion that the Committee has
done its work well and that it deserves the support
of the General Assembly in the task which it still
has to accomplish.
126. This support should be expressed by approval
of the report and of the Committee's recommendations and proposed SOlutions, as well as by the extension of its mandate. The General Assembly should
also reaffirm the principles of the Declaration. It
should condemn the obstinate resistance of the eolonialists to the application of the Declaration by, among
other things, drawing attention to the activities of the
colonial monopolies. It must, above all, demand that
an end be put to all armed colonial repression: the
armed forces of the colonialists must be withdrawn
from these territories, and the need to grant democratic rights and freedoms to the populations of the
colonial countries to enable them to set up representativebodies capable of talcing over power must
once again be proclaimed. Every manoeuvre which
would tend to break up national unity and prejudice
the integrity of the national territory of countries
on the way to liberation from the colonial yoke must
be stopped. Lastly, plans must be made to restore
to the colonial peoples the land and other natural
resources of which they have been deprived by the
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arbitrary action of the colonial1sts. The Special Committee should assume control of the application of
all these provisions, using the methods which it has
so successfully worked out and applied during the
cours e of the past year.
127. The General Assembly, at its present ses ston,
has witnessed certain new phenomena which have
contributed to the lessening of international tensions
and to the strengthening of the elements of peaceful
coexistence in international relations. We can only
join with those who have expressed satisfaction at
these successes by demanding that they be continued
by other positive actions to which our Assembly could
make its oontribution. Quite recently, the Assembly
was considering the possibility of celebrating in a
proper fashion the twentieth anniversary of the founding of our Organization. Our delegation is of the
opinion that all these phenomena and all these positive
measures would be incomplete without a speedy completion of the process of decoloni aation , We can only
repeat the suggestion made by our Government that
it would be worthy of OUr Organization if its twentieth
anniversary could be marked by the final suppression
of the shameful colonial system which would, thus,
disappear for ever from contemporary society and
allow millions of human being to participate actively
in fruitful international co-operation, at the same
time enabling our Organization to devote all its
time and energy to discussions and activities for
.strengthening the foundations of a stable and lasting
peace.
128. Mr , CAYCO (Philippines): My delegation wishes
to express its appreciation of the work of the Special
Committee on decolonization and of the zeal and
thoroughness with which the individual members
acccrnpl.is hed their chosen tasks. It is perhaps no
exaggeration to say that the Committee's report
[A/5446/Rev.l] will stand as one of the most valuable
documents in the field of decolontzatton,
129. The progress of decolonization since the end
of the last war is extremely encouraging. Of the
scores of dependent countries in Asia and Africa,
more than. forty have attained independence in the
last eighteen years, while two more-Kenya and Zanzibar-are scheduled to join the family of nations
hard on each other's heels in the coming weeks.
130. The speedy liberation of subject peoples and
the consequent liquidation of empires are outstanding
phenomena of the post-war period. When all the dust
has settled, it may well be that decolonization will
stand out as the brightest chapter in the history of
our times. Nevertheless, as the present report all
too clearly reminds us, there remains a hard core
of colonialism which continues to defy speedy resolution. It Invo Ives approximately 50 million people and
has proved, in several prominent examples, to be the
most difficult and intractable of colonial problems.
131. There is no reason to allow the situation to
remain in its present state of impasse. The Assembly
is clearly determined that the objective of eliminating
colonialism will remain until the last pocket of infection is wiped out.
132. There are two observations which are pertinent
to the remaining colonies. The first is that the question of introducing reforms in a colony, no matter
how liberal, is already irrelevant. These colonies
will settle for nothing less than self-determination
and freedom. In these circumstances therealproblem

is how colony and colonizer can, after the granting
of independence, continue their association on the
basis of stable common interests.
133. The second observation that may be made is
that in the case of multiracial societies the problem
is not merely that of granting self-government or
self-determination, but rather of granting self-government or self-determination in such a way that political
power is left, as it should be left, in the hands of the
majority rather than of the minority. As we see it,
there is no viable alternative, and we can accept
nothing less if democratic principles are to mean
anything.
134. Before proceeding further, permit me to refer
to annexes I and II of the report now before us, concerning which my delegation wishes to express certain
reservations. Annex I, which is the preliminary list
of territories to which the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples
applies, includes North Borneo. Annex 11 is a letter
addressed to the Chairman of the Special Committee
by the representative of the United Kingdom, enclosing
a calendar of constitutional advance from September
1962 to August 1963. Both the letter and the calendar
mention North Borneo.
135. On the basis of incontestable legal and historical documents, my country considers itself rightfully entitled to sovereignty over North Borneo,
otherwise known as Sabah, My country's reservations
on this question have previously been made before
the General Assembly as well as in the FOUrth Committee and in the Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories. Therefore I shall
not weary the Assembly by repeating my Government's
position, which was expressed at great length on those
occasions. Suffice it to say at this juncture that those
reservations stand, and will continue to stand, until
our claim is settled through any of the means recognized under the Charter of the United Nations.
136. The Manila Accord reached at the Conference
of Foreign Ministers of Indonesia, Malaya and the
Philippines on 11 June 1963 contains the following:
"Paragraph 12. The Philippines made it clear that
its position on the inclusion of North Borneo in the
Federation of Malaysia is subject to the final outcome of the Philippine claim to North BOrneo. The
Ministers took note of the Philippine claim and
the right of the Philippines to continue to pursue
it in accordance with international law and theprinciple of the pacific settlement of disputes. They
agreed that the inclusion of North Borneo in the
Federation of Malaysia would not prejudice either
the claim or any right thereunder. Moreover, in the
context of their close association, the three countries agreed to exert their best endeavours to bring
the claim to a just and expeditious solution by peaceful means, such as negotiation, conciliation, arbitration, or judictal settlement as well as other
peaceful means of the parties' own choice, in
conformity with the Charter of the United Nations
and the Bandung Declaration."
137. Further, in the joint statement made by the
President of Indonesia, the Prime Minister of the
Federation of Malaya and the President of the Philippines at the historic summit Conference in Manila
on 5 August 1963 it was stated:
"Paragraph 8. In accordance with paragraph 12
of the Manila Accord, the three Heads of Govern-
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ment decided to request the British Government to
agree to seek a just and expeditious solution to
the dispute between the British Government and
the Philippine Government concerning Sabah (North
Borneo) by means of negotiation, conciliation and
arbitration, judicial settlement, or other peaceful
means of the parties I own choice in conformity with
the Charter of the United Nations. The three Heads
of Government take cognizance of the position regarding the Philippine claim to Sabah (North Borneo)
after the establishment of the Federationof Malaysia
as provided under paragraph 12 of the Manila Accord, that is, that the inclusion of Sabah (North
Borneo) in the Federation of Malaysia does not
prejudice either the claim or any right thereunder. I'
138. My Government is at present actively pursuing
a just settlement of our claim over Sabah-to use the
language of the Manila Accord"In accordance with international law and the
principle of the pacific settlement of disputes."
In this endeavour we have every reason to hope for
the co-operation of the party or parties directly concerned.
139. Having made that reservation, I shall now turn
to the item before us. The position of my delegation
on the questions of Southern Rhodesia, the Territories
under Portuguese administration and South West
Africa was clearly presented during the debates in
the Fourth Committee, where my delegation cosponsored the resolutions so far adopted on these
questions. Furthermore, on the first two questions
my country's position was fully expounded in the
Security Council, and our sincere concern for the
welfare and aspirations of the colonial peoples concerned was demonstrated in our eo-sponsorship of
the Security Council resolutions on these items.
140. I shall therefore refrain from dwelling further
on these questions beyond giving reassurance to the
colonial peoples concerned of the steadfast support
of my country in their legitimate struggle for selfdetermination.
141. My delegation attaches great importance to
the right of the Special Committee to visit the colonial territories and observe actual conditions there.
There is no need to state that the information submitted by the administering Powers and that given
by petitioners, both orally and in writing, can best
be evaluated in the light of first-hand observation.
Moreover, not all who may have useful information
for the Special Committee are in a position either
to appear in person before the Committee or to submit the same in writing.
142. But the importance of the Committee's right to
visit the territories is confined not alone to obtaining
better and more complete information, invaluable as
this is. Over and above this is the psychological and
moral impact on the minds and hearts of peoples
long held in subjection and who, severely frustrated,
may have given up hope of attaining freedom in their
lifetime. To them, the mere presence of a United
Nations committee with the declared purpose of assisting their accession to freedom at the earliest
possible date and under the best possible conditions
will serve to strengthen their will and renew their
determination.
143. For this reason it was a great disappointment
to my delegation that the United Kingdom, which ad-
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ministers the greatest number of colonies still outstanding, has failed to co-operate with the Special
Committee by refusing to allow its sub-committees
to visit Aden and British Guiana respectively. Our
disappointment is compounded by the fact that, if the
United Kingdom persists in maintaining this attitude,
then the Special Committee's future efforts to send
visiting teams to the remaining British colonies are
already initially prejudiced.
144. Like many other delegations, we find it difficult
to accept the view of the United Kingdom to the effect
that allowing a visit to its colonies would amount to
interference in its internal affairs or would mean
a sharing of its responsibilities as administering
Power. In our view, this position merely strains a
legalism. It does not correspond to the hard facts of
the present international situation, and it runs counter
to the spirit of the Declaration on colonialism and
the purposes for which the Special Committee was
created. Indeed, the position of the United Kingdom
is no better than Portugal's claim that its colonies
are "overseas provinces ",
145. My delegation, therefore, would appeal most
earnestly to the United Kingdom to reconsider its
stand in the spirit of co-operation which it has so
often manifested.
146. The Chairman of the Special Committee, Mr.
Coulibaly of Mali. in his statement on 28 November
1963 [1266th meeting] and the representative of Chile
the following day [1267th meeting], correctly pointed
out that many of the territories to be considered by
the Special Committee are small territories with
small populations , My delegation agrees that the
special circumstances surrounding those territories
should be taken fully into account in determining the
appropriate recommendations for their future. However, it is our view that, in the search for solutions,
the wishes and aspirations of the peoples concerned,
as in the case of the larger territories, must always
be of prime consideration.
147. The task confronting the Special Committee as
regards the small territories will doubtless be difficult, and in the accomplishment of this task the
co-operation of all administering Powers is essential.
It should be given every opportunity to visit the territories, to talk with the people and their leaders in
order accurately to ascertain their views, and to
explain the alternatives available for achieving a
stable future. It should also find it useful to seek the
views of friendly neighbouring independent countries.
In certain cases, the Special Committee may find it
necessary to discover a golden mean between the
desires of the people and the measures which the
United Nations may believe to be best for them.
148. I should like now to turn to another aspect
concerning some territories which the Special Committee is due to consider at its next session. I wish
to make a brief observation on a matter in which
my country has had a little experience. I refer to
some of the territories mentioned in the preliminary
list contained in Annex I of the report concerning
which reservations and counter-reservations have
been made by some delegations.
149. Along with the United Nations effort to effect
the freedom of all peoples still living under colonial
rule is its parallel mission to help to preserve and
promote friendly relations among nations. The unsettled questions as to sovereignty over some of the
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territories present a constant source of friction. In
our view, the consideration of certain of these territories by the Special Committee before these differences are settled might tend, not to alleviate, but
rather to exacerbate such differences. The Special
Committee might, therefore, find it helpful to delay
the consideration of certain of the territories under
dispute until the parties concerned have arrived at
a mutually acceptable settlement.
150. In the meantime, the General Assembly could
call upon and encourage the parties concerned immediately to settle their disputes under any of the
procedures provided in the Charter of the United
Nations or by any other peaceful means which they
may agree upon. My delegation is prepared to support
any move that may be made along this line.
151, In conclusion, the Philippine delegation wishes
to state that it is in general agreement with the draft
resolution adopted by the Special Committee and
embodied in its report. We support firmly the recommendations calculated further to increase the effectiveness of the Special Committee in the performance of its ass igned task.
Mr. Sosa Rodriguez (Venezuela) resumed the Chair.

152. Mr. AL-RASHID (Kuwait): The question of
decolonization has, since the inception of this Organization, been seized by the General Assembly as well
as by other organs of the United Nations. However,
it was in 1960 that the question was placed in a new
and more definable perspective. In that year the
General Assembly adopted resolution 1514 (XV), which
provided in its operative paragraph 2 that It All peoples
have the right to self-determination••. ", It also provided, in operative paragraph 5, that:
"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and
Non-Self-Gover-ning Territories or all other territories which have not yet attained independence,
to transfer all powers to the peoples of those territories, without any conditions or reservations, in
accordance with their freely expressed will and
desire.•. ",
153. Since the adoption of that resolution the disposal of colonies was no longer confined to pious
utterances and declarations; it entered into the realm
of implementation. Hence the Special Committee of
Twenty-Four, which was entrusted by the Assembly
with the task of dealing with this question, succeeded
in deflecting weighty consideration of some twentyfive questions out of the sixty-four which initially
had been thrust upon it.
154. We cannot fail to register our satisfaction with
the new conciliatory attitude of the administering
Powers in numerous cases. However, it was due
primarily to the tireless efforts and ingenuity of the
Special Committee of Twenty-Four that this much
was achieved. The record of this Committee will
stand out as a shining page in the annals of this Organization. To its Chairman. its Bureau, its members
and to the Secretariat. we pay tribute.
155. Permit me now, Sir, to comment briefly on
the report submitted by the Special Committee [AI
5446/Rev.1]. This report, by virtue of the valuable
information which it contains and the important conclusions which it reached, has served my delegation
in gaining a true picture of the entire question of
colonialism. We are particularly pleased with the

approach which the Special Committee embarked upon
in dealing with each question on its own merits.
156. One problem with which the Committee will
be increasingly confronted is the question of the
granting of independence to a multitude of smaller
territories. It is not that the size of a given territory
should be a determining factor in the application of
self-determination; but because of this principle
that we must pay due respect to the wishes of the
people of a particular area, who might wish to merge
or to be associated with the people of another. The
prospect of such an association would reflect ties of
history, tradition and culture, in addition to the factor
of economic viability. We should be particularly
pleased if the Committee would pay increasing attention to this specific problem and report to the
General Assembly at its next session.

...

157. The work of the Committee, however, cannot
be brought to a speedy and fruitful conclusion without
the sincere collaboration of the administering Powers;
for the disposal of colonies is not only in the interest
of the administering Powers, as well as of the administered territories, but should be regarded as an
aspect of the principle of collective responsibility
which is at the foundation of the Organization.
158. The administering Powers are in duty bound
to adhere to and implement their obligations arising
from the Charter and which have been reaffirmed in
numerous resolutions of the United Nations, especially
resolution 1514 (XV).
159. I should like now to dwell upon the question
of Aden and the British Protectorate in the southern
part of the Arabian peninsula. Clearly this question
is a question of colonialism. Historical evidence is
abounding, and it is unnecessary to restate it at this
juncture of Our debate. None the less, British assertions as to any legitimacy of their dominance
must be dismissed once and for all, for British rule
was imposed upon the peoples by force and with no
regard to the wishes and aspirations of the people
in question. These British claims are flimsy indeed,
as evidenced by Britain's boycott of the Sub-Committee of the Special Committee of Twenty-Four that
was established to investigate the question.
160. We are indeed disappointed by the attitude of
the United Kingdom, which was at variance with a
more realistic and liberal policy with regard to a
number of other British colonial issues. We regret
to conclude, therefore, that continued British rule
of the area is designed to serve primarily British
interests. It was clear that the true interests of the
people of the area were being ignored.
161, The Federation introduced by the administering
Power in this area was diametrically opposed to the
will of the people, who were not given the opportunity
to express their views on the subject. This step is
in flagrant contradiction of operative paragraph 6
of resolution 1514 (XV), which states:
"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial
integrity of a country is incompatible with the Purposes and Principles of the Charter of the United
Nations."
162. To combat any popular resistance, as the
report of the Sub-Committee informed us, the British
authorities resorted to undemocratic and inhuman
acts against nationalist leaders and nationalist or-
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ganizations, We are thankful to the Sub-Committee
for the information that we have in this respect. Its
work should indeed be acclaimed and should all the
more cause the British authorities to ponder the
question of their dealing with the Committee in the
future.
163. Referring to the recommendations contained in
the report of the Sub-Committee, my delegation would
like to affirm its adherence to the principle of selfdetermination, the application of which in the case
of the southern Arabian peninsula cannot be satisfactorily validated without a democratic and free
election to be supervised by the United Nations. Such
an impartially conducted election would bring about
the true representation of the people. who alone can
determine their national destiny.
164. Without such a democratic procedure, no Government can validly claim to be representative of the
people. The present local governments are indeed
devised to perpetuate colonial rule and to preserve
their own individual interests. This would only aggravate the crisis in the entire region and produce
unfortunate repercussions throughout the Arab world.
165. While I have the floor examining the issue of
colonialism, my delegation will not forget other issues
of this nature in other parts of the world. Yesterday
we adopted a resolution [1913 (XVTII)] concerning the
question of the Portuguese territories in Africa. We
also have the Spanish territories in Africa, and we
sincerely hope that the process of decolonization will
be followed in their African territories.
166. In conclusion, the question of decolonization
as a whole has become one of the major concerns
of this Organization. We look, therefore, with hope
and confidence to a final and happy liquidation of this
question so that we can eradicate ill feelings from
our hearts and from our language bitter and acrimonious accusations, so that our Organization will
truly become an Organization of peace, security and
fraternity among all peoples.
167. In the attainment of this purpose, we anticipate
that the administering Powers will provide the United
Nations and the Special Committee of Twenty-Four,
in particular, with free access to and direct information about their administered territories.
168. Dato 'ONG (Malaysia): It is a shameful reflection on our civilized world that at a time when the
fruits of modern civilization are enabling man to plan
the conquest and exploration of the far reaches of
outer space there should still be millions of our
brethren languishing in the humiliating degradation
of colonial domination. The fact that colonialism still
exists in our midst is a challenging and urgent problem, one which we must meet with all OUT resources
so that this evil and outmoded institution of man's
domination over man can be brought, once and for
all time, to a speedy and final end.
169. The inevitable trend however is already too
evident. Man's yearning for liberty, freedom and selfrespect cannot forever be suppressed by any form of
domination 01' tyranny. During the past half century,
and particularly in the decades following the Second
World War, the world has witnessed that spectacular
revolution toward freedom which has resulted in the
emergence of scores of independent States and the
liberation of hundreds of millions of people from
centuries of foreign rule. This revolution will go on
until all men are free.
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170. Quite apart from its repugnance to the 'concept
of respect for fundamental human rights, for the
dignity and worth of the human person, and for the
equal rights of men and women and of nations large
and small, colonialism constitutes an impediment to
the attainment of one of the basic purposes of the
United Nations, namely, the development of friendly
relations among nations based on respect for the
principle of equal rights and the self-determination
of peoples.
171, Its existence is a constant source of friction
between peoples and, as is already evident from
present experience, parttoular-ly in Africa. its stubborn resistance to the forces of liberation seriously
disturbs international peace and harmony.
172. Thus, in the view of my delegation, the recognition by the Charter of the inalienable right of peoples
to self-determination is not merely an expression of
a noble and lofty ideal, it is at the same time an understanding of a basic reality that a durable and just
peace cannot be secured except within the framework
of freedom and equality for all peoples and nations.
These, and other facets of the evils of colonialism,
are succinctly defined in the famous Declaration on
the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples contained in resolution 1514 (XV) adopted by
the General Assembly at its fifteenth session three
years ago,
173. This historic Declaration, in the view of my
delegation, is a significant landmark in the progress
of the United Nations towards achieving the objective
of a peaceful world order, based on respect for freedom and equality of all peoples and nations. In so
far as the active role of the Organization is concerned
in the field of decolonization, this Declaration has
paved the way for the constant and systematic scrutiny
by the United Nations of the progress made towards
self-government in all territories which have not yet
attained independence.
174. The work of the General Assembly in dealing
with this important and complex problem of decolonization has been considerably facilitated by the initial
work done by the Special Committee, established at
the sixteenth session [resolution 1654 (XYl)] and subsequently continued and enlarged from seventeen
mern bel'S to twenty-four [resolution 1810 (XVII)].
175. This is the second time that the General Assembly has had the good fortune of examining the
colonial problem with the help of the illuminating
report submitted by the Special Committee. The
Committee deserves our deepest gr-atitude for the
strenuous work it has done in the past and for its
monumental report which is now before the Assembly
in five volumes [A/5446/Rev.1].
176. Sitting throughout the past year almost continuously, the Committee held a total of 101 meetings
in the course of which it considered twenty-six territories, most of which are in Africa, covering a
total area of nearly two and a half million square
miles and a population of almost thirty-seven million
people.
177. The massive report of the Special Committee
contains a wealth of facts and figures, analyaas and
comments, observations and recommendations which
form an invaluable guide for the Assembly's consideration of the problem. The deliberations in the
Fourth Committee this year, for instance, were
greatly facilitated by the reports which the Special
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------------Committee submitted on Southern Rhodesia, the PorFederation of Malaya in an enlarged federation of
tuguese territories and South West Africa. My deleMalaysia. As I said in my statement in the general
gation would like to take this opportunity of associating
debate at this session [1228th meeting], in which
itself with many others in expressing our thanks and
I related at great length the constitutional and demoappreciation to the Special Committee which, under
cratic processes that preceded Malaysia, Malaysia is
the leadership of Mr. Coulibaly of Mali. with the able
a major act of decolonizatton, in full conformity with
assistance of Mr. Sonn of Cambodia and Mr. Vel azquez
the principle of self-determination as enshrined in
of Uruguay, its Vice-Chairman. accomplished the
various resolutions of the General Assembly. The
difficult task of covering so much ground in the relacoming together of these three territories with Malaya
tively short period available to it.
in an enlarged federation of Malaysia, in accordance
with the freely expressed wishes of the people con178. My delegation would like also, in particular, to
cerned, has brought independence and freedom to
extend its special congratulations to the Committee's
more than three million people.
Rapporteur, Mr. Natwar 8ingh of India. and his predecessor, Mr. Najmuddine Rifai of Syria, for the able
184. In the course of the coming year the Special
and orderly presentation of the Committee's report.
Committee of Twenty-Four will be considering for
the first time a number of territories posing their
179. While some progress has been noted in respect
own peculiar problems. Some of these territories are
of certain territories and the co-operation forthcoming
sm1).11 in area and sparse in population, and a number
from the administering authorities, the report of the
of
delegations have already cited some of the more
Special Committee has again shown. much to our
obvious difficulties involved. My delegation has no
regret, that certain colonial Powers, notably Portugal,
doubt that, with the intimate experience and knowledge
continue to adopt an utterly negative attitude. I do not
in its possession, the Special Committee will approach
propose at this time to discuss the problem obtaining
these
problems with the utmost care and objectivity.
in certain African territories where the hard core of
In the view of my delegation, the overriding factor
coloniaUsm is putting up a stubborn resistance. These
must remain the wishes of the people themselves-for,
territories have been fully considered in the Fourth
whatever the problem, the principle of self-deterCommittee, where my delegation had occasion to state
mination must be fully observed.
its position on each of them in detail. For me to dwell
again on these problems would be merely repetitive
185. I should like to conclude this statement by exand unnecessarily time-consuming.
pressing my delegation's hope and confidence that
the Special Committee, which has done valuable work
180. My delegation would like to emphasize. neverthis year, will continue its fine record next year.
theless, the urgency and seriousness of the problems
Although certain colonial Powers are putting up an
relating to these territories. The persistent refusal
energetic last stand, the process of decolonization
of Portugal to recognize the right of self-determinacannot be reversed; freedom will, sooner or later,
tion of the people of Angola, Mozambique and other
inevitably come to the subject peoples. May we hope
territories under its administration is not only unthat this freedom will be won in peace and friendship,
realistic in concept but dangerous in its repercussion
not in bloodshed and enmity.
on international peace and harmony in Africa. My
delegation cannot. in these circumstances, but express
186. A few moments ago, the representative of the
its condemnation of the deplorable posture of defiance
Philippines again brought up the question of his Govadopted by Portugal towards the United Nations efforts
ernment's claim to Sabah, For my Government's
to secure its co-operation for the implementation of
stand on this matter I would refer representatives
resolution 1514 (XV).
to the statement made by my delegation during the
general debate, On 10 October 1963, at the 1237th
181. Similarly, South West Africa poses a serious
plenary meeting, in reply to the statement of the
problem. Here again the refusal of the South African
Foreign Secretary of the Philippines.
Government to co-operate with the United Nations
187. Mr. SYLLA (Madagascar) (translated from
in regard to the territory is utterly deplorable and
French): I am happy to inform you today of the
calls for the severest condemnation by the interMalagasy Government's views on the report of the
national community.
Special Committee on the Situation with regard to
182. As regards the United Kingdom, while there
the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
are still some justifiable criticisms with respect to
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
certain~Of its colonial territories, it has nevertheless
(A/5446/Rev.1).
continu d its commendable task of preparing its ter188. Madagascar has been a member of the Special
ritorie for independence. The Calendar of ConstituCommittee ever since its establishment under resotional dvance submitted by the United Kingdom and
lutions 1654 (XVI) of 27 November 1961 and 1810
appear ng in annex II to the Special COmmittee's
(XVII) of 17 December 1962. In 1963 Madagascar was
report [A/5446/Rev.1] shows that for a number of
appointed a member of the Sub-Committee on Petiterritories dates for independence have been fixed.
tions and the Sub-Committee on Aden. As a member
My delegation particularly looks forward to the atof the latter, the representative of Madagascar took
tainment of independence by Zanzibar and Kenya in
part in a study trip to countries near Aden in conthe next few days and to their joining us as Members
sequence of the United Kingdom Government's refusal
of this Organization. It is also our hope that Malta
to allow the Sub-Committee to visit the Territory.
will achieve its independence by 31 May 1964, as
stated in the Calendar.
189. My delegation fully agrees with the conclusions
183. My delegation is particularly happy that the
reached by the Special Committee and requests the
territories of Singapore, North Borneo (Sabah) and
General Assembly to ratify them. My delegation deSarawak, mentioned in the Calendar of Constitutional
sires to underline the complete objectivity of the
Advance, in fact achieved their independence on
observations contained in the Special Committee's
16 September 1963, through a merger with the
report and the realistic character of the measures
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proposed for each Territory. The work was done in
a constructive spirit bearing in mind the ultimate
end, namely the well-being of the inhabitants of the
Territories to which the Declaration applies. My
delegation would like to pay tribute to the Special
Committee as a whole for its valuable services to
mankind and in particular to Mr. Sori Coulibaly, its
Chairman, and to Mr, Rifai and Mr. Natwar Singh,
Rapporteurs, for their rare competence and devotion.
190. The work of the Special Committee was based
on resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1654 (XVI) which constitute for all Member States a permanent doctrine
that leaves no room for compromise since equality,
freedom, justice and human dignity are at stake. All
countries and peoples that are still dependent have
a right to self-determination and independence. This
right is indivisible and absolute and there can be no
question of discussion or bargaining. But its application is not always easy. The administering Powers
have not always shown understanding and a co-operative attitude. Some, like Portugal, rely on legal fictions in order to gain acceptance for the view that
the Territories under Portuguese administration having become provinces, are an integral part of the
metropolitan country. In the case of Southern Rhodesia, the United Kingdom claims that it is a selfgoverning Territory, that it is free to conduct its
own affairs and no longer under the jurisdiction of
the United Kingdom.
191. The reports submitted to you condemn these
delaying manceuvres and present the problems of
each Territory in clear and precise terms; they define
its status with regard to resolution 1514 (XV) and
suggest the most appropriate methods forthepeaceful
application of the principles in that resolution. Nowhere in the report is there to be found any unjustified
hastiness or any inclination to demagogy for, after
all is said and done, that would be detrimental to
the inhabitants of those Territories. ,
192. The Special Committee has paid particular
attention to Africa because the majority of countries
and peoples still under foreign domination are to be
found in that part of the world. There, too, the world
has witnessed in recent years the generous and constructive efforts of two great Powers-France and
the United Kingdom-which have granted independence
by peaceful means and in friendship to most of the
territories under their administration. We would ask
them to continue in that policy.
193. In this connexton-sand with reference only to
the Territories examined by the Special CommitteeI would appeal to the United Kingdom to continue
co-operating with our Committee for the application
of the resolutions concerning Malta, the Fiji Islands,
British Guiana, Northern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia,
Nyasaland, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Swaziland and
Gambia.
194. The territories under Portuguese administration, South West Africa and the Territories to which
the Government of South Africa applies its odious
policy of apartheid should be made the object of energetic resolutions and decisions by our Assembly and
the Security Council for our Organization can no
longer tolerate the continual flouting of its most
solemn recommendations. Not merely the sessions
and prestige of the United Nations are at stake but
its very survival.
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195. In the course of the general debate mention
was made of small Territories whose demographic
or economic situation would not enable them to achieve
early independence. In my delegation's opinion, the
inhabitants of those Territories must be allowed their
right to self-determination and their freedom to choose
the form of association they prefer or the degree of
self-government they may wish to exercise. Such
Territories are indubitably under the jurisdiction of
the Special Committee which will have to study the
cases carefully and in liaison with the administering
Powers to whom we appeal for full co-operation. The
Committee will have to carry out investigations onthe-spot in order to learn the economic and social
conditions in those Territories and ascertain their
inhabitants' free choice and thus determine what
assistance should eventually be granted to them by
the United Nations.
196. Such are the brief observations which the Malagasy delegation wishes to submit to the Members of
the Assembly.
197. My country, which won its inclependencethrough
free negotiations with France and has ever since
maintained ties of friendship and co-operation with
France, believes that the same process is applicable
to all countries coming within the studies undertaken
by the Special Committee. The race problem cannot
and should not be an impediment to the creation of
independent States in which minority rights must be
safeguarded. My country has solved this problem, for
nineteen tribes of diverse origin live there in peace
and harmony.
198. Whenever an administering Power refuses to
abide by the principles of the Charter and the decisions of the United Nations, we all have a duty to
express our firm disapproval and consider measures
to make it fulfil its obligations as a Member.
199. My delegation trusts that the Assembly will
renew its confidence in the Special Committee and
authorize it to continue in 1964 the important task
entrusted to it which will I hope lead in the shortest
possible time to the exercise of the right of selfdetermination by all those peoples and countries that
are still dependent.
200. Mr. TABIBI (Afghanistan): We are fortunate
indeed to live in an era which is called the era of
emancipation of peoples and nations, and of the elimination of colonialism. In a short period of time, the
number of free nations, because of the struggle for
liberation and independence everywhere, has expanded
rapidly, and still this happy process is going on; and
before the end of this present Assembly, we hope to
have Kenya and Zanzibar with us.
201. It is in our age that no one believes any longer
in superior or inferior races, or in the clvi Ii.zmg
missions of European countries in the continents of
Asia, Africa and Latin America.
202. The Covenant of the League of Nations, the Atlantic and United Nations Charters, and, finally, the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples, firmly recognize the right of
liberty and self-determination for all peoples and
nations. Afghanistan, on the basis of its own record of
struggle against colonialism, firmly supports the
struggle of people for independence. Afghanistan,
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both in the Bandung Conference of 1955 W and the
Belgrade Conference of 1961,21 supported wholeheartedly the struggle of the peoples of Asia and
Africa for achieving their independence, because,
in our view, colonialism is the greatest injustice to
mankind; and as long as it remains, it is to be considered a permanent threat to peace and human
dignity.
203. We do not agree to any pretext, whether political, legal or economic, for the postponement of
independence to the people who are struggling to free
themselves from the bondage of colonialism. That
is why we are in full sympathy with the nationalists
of Southern Rhodesia, the Portuguese colonies, South
West Africa, and all other peoples who are under
occupation in any part of the w u-ld.
204. We reject the claim that it is not time for some
of the people who are under colonial domination to
be free because they lack maturity. In our view,
maturity and freedom go hand in hand, and no nation
will be mature to govern itself unless it is free to
mould its own affairs.
205. It is regrettable indeed that over seventy territories, with more than 50 million inhabitants, are
still in bondage and are looking to the day when they
will join the free community of nations on an equal
footing.
206. My delegation has studied the voluminous but
important report of the Special Committee of TwentyFour, and found it extremely useful both for an understanding of the colonial people and areas, as well as
for future historians who will write about the last
vestiges of colonialism.
207. The report of the Special Committee, in its
annex I, listed sixty-four territories to which the
United Nations Declaration applies, put it is the considered view of my delegation that this list is not
exhaustive, and that there are other territories as
well which fall under the terms of the Declaration.
In spite of its best efforts, the Special Committee,
unfortunately, was not able to complete the examination of all the teritories under its mandate, but, as
the report states in chapter I, paragraph 50, the
Committee did cover most of the colonial territories
of Africa which are the largest and whose problems
are more complex.
208. We regret that, despite the praiseworthy efforts
of the Committee of Twenty-Four, the Governments
of Portugal and the Union of South Africa did not
extend their co-operation to the work of the Special
Committee. While the United Kingdom did extend some
co-operation, the refusal to allow the visiting missions
of the United Nations to enter Aden and its Protectorates and British Guiana, is regrettable indeed.
209. My delegation believes that, without the close
and sincere co-operation of the administering Power,
the purposes of the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples, and
the objectives of Article 73 of the Charter, will not
be achieved.
210. We do not agree with the position of the administering Powers that the activities of the Special
8/ Asian-African Conference, held at Bandung from 18 to 24 April
1955.
21 Conference of the Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned
Countries. held at Belgrade from 1 to 6 September 1961.

Committee of Twenty-Four interfere with the administration of their territories; but rather, we consider these activities useful efforts, not only for
upholding the dignity of man everywhere, but also
in assisting the colonial Powers themselves in the
solution of their problems.
211. In our view, the Special Committee, with all
the odds against it, has performed a very useful job,
and in a short period of time has considered twentysix of the territories over an area of about 2.4 million
square miles, having a population of 37 million. We
have every hope that the report on the remaining
territories under its mandate will show a better picture next year.
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212. We hope that colonialism will come to an end
and that the fate of millions of people will not be left
to the Wishes of the colonial Powers. It will be for
the good of the colonial Powers to reappraise their
present uncompromising positions and to co-operate
with the United Nations in its noble task of the emancipation of peoples everywhere. It is the cherished
hope of my delegation that on the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of the United Nations, which will
also be the year of international co-operation, the
last vestiges of colonialism will disappear, and a
world of free people and nations will join hands and
work together for the betterment of their present
and future life.
213. Mr. BUDO (Albania) (translated from French):
The elimination of colonial servitude in all its forms,
the question now before the General Assembly, is
one of the most important of our time; it is a matter
of vital interest for all peoples still under the domination of colonial imperialism; it affects their inalienable
and imprescriptible rights to freedom, independence
and equality; it goes to the very heart of freedom and
peace and the progress of all mankind.
214. The voluminous report submitted by the Special
Committee [A/5446/Rev.1], the matters with which
it deals, that affect thousands of human beings and
in particular the difficulties which the Committee
encountered in carrying out the terms of reference
assigned to it by the General Assembly, all these
serve to heighten our awareness of the scope and
nature of the problem. The report shows clearly the
task which the United Nations must carry out in accordance with the Charter, the efforts which every
Member State must make and all who have at heart
the cause of peace and the independence of all peoples,
to contribute effectively to the heroic struggle carried
on by the peoples still under the hateful yoke of colonialism.
215. In the course of these last few years, humanity
has witnessed historic victories won by peoples in
their heroic struggle to free themselves from the
bonds of colonialism. Very many African and Asian
countries have attained independence. The revolutionary struggle for liberation of the peoples of Africa,
Asia and Latin America has shaken the very foundations of the inhuman imperialistic system of domination and exploitation. The abominable system of
colonialism is breaking up and nearing its inescapable
end.
216. Yet it must be emphasized that there is still
much to be done in that struggle against colonialism
before its total liquidation in all its forms. Tens of
millions of human beings are still suffering under
the yoke of foreign domination, and in various parts
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of the globe peoples are waging a resolute struggle
against the colonialist invaders who are seeking to
impose their will by force of arms. Thousands are
falling on the field of battle, in South Viet-Nam, Angola
and other lands, or are victims of dreadful measures
of repression as a result of their patriotic struggle
for liberty and independence. Many countries are at
present the object of imperialist exploitation and
aggression or have become the scene of conflicts
between old and new colonialists. In many countries,
the o.ld. colonial system has been replaced by neocolonialtsrn and the colonial Powers through various
manoeuvres including legislative measures and socalled constitutional changes, are seeking to maintain
their inhuman exploitation under new forms; in other
cases, the former colonialists have been replaced
by the neo-colonialists of the United States of America
which is the most powerful and most dangerous colo~
nialist country.
217. .In the view of the Albanian delegation, particular
attention should be paid to neo-colonialism, this new
phenomenon of our times, which aims at perpetuating
the SUbjugation of peoples in ways which are more
suited to the new historic conditions of the world of
today. Through various ways and means, including
"economic aid", the imperialists are doing their best
to keep under their heel certain countries which have
recently become independent or are about to obtain
their independence. The facts of international reality
prove to UB that in line with their aggressive plans
the colonial Powers, led by the United States, wili
stop at nothing in their attempts to assure themselves
sources of raw materials and markets for their capital and for their industrial products. They are attempting to group certain countries into federations
or communities and even to organize them into military blocs despite the consequences that entail for
international peace and security, and thus are adding
to the danger of another world war. Neo-colonialism
has become the most dangerous form today of the
imperialistic exploitation and domination of peoples.
218. An objective examination of the Special Committee's report which deals with a large number of
Territories, and a comparison of this report with
the one submitted at the previous session by the same
Committee Is/ shows us that despite the Committee's
efforts to carry out its task in accordance with its
mandate, it is still encountering the same difficulties which result from the stubborn refusal of the
administering Powers to co-operate with it i.... accordance with the obligations incumbent upon them
under the Charter and the relevant resolutions of the
United Nations.
219. The Special Committee has again expressed
concern at this situation and has warned us against
the generally negative attitude of the administering
Powers who have invented all sorts of obstacles in
their attempt to prevent the Territories placed under
their administration from attaining independence.
220. The obstacles created by the colonial Powers
and the excuses they allege in order to delay the
accession to independence of these peoples are well
known. We have spoken of them on many occasions
and numerous representatives who have preceded
me in this discussion have mentioned them. Resolution
1514 (XV) has rejected such claims and called for
!.Qj Official Records of the General Assembly, Seventeenth Session,
Annexes, addendum to agenda item 25 (document A/5238),

complete and speedy independence and freedom for
dependent territories.
221. It is well known that the United Nations both
before and after General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV) on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples, has adopted a very large number
of resolutions on the elimination of the colonial system. The colonial Powers have not only ignored the
resolutions, but they have used every means at their
disposal, from fraud, intrigue and pressure, to arrest
ass-assination and hideous massacres of innocent lives:
plots ~d coups d'etat, including armed aggressiondetermined as they are, to apply their policy to perpetuate. in one form or another, the domination and
exploitation of colonial and dependent countries and
peoples.
222. The colonial Powers cling to the Territories
they dominate and resort to every possible means in
their eagerness to remain. Pursuing an absurd, intolerable and criminal policy, and aided by its NATO
allies, Portugal has embarked upon a murderous war
ag~inst the peoples of Angola, so-called Portuguese
Gutnea and other Portuguese colonies in Africa. The
United States has granted the Salazar Government
close to 340 million dollars in military aid which
the latter is using to repress the peoples' national
liberation movement in the Portuguese colonies.
Heinous crimes, committed by Portuguese forces
against the indigenous peoples of the African continent, have been reported in detail, and not for the
first time, by numerous speakers. I do not consider
it necessary to cover the same ground; but I would
like to stress that all the peoples of Africa and all
freedom-loving peoples are profoundly indignant and
with one voice accuse the imperialist NATO Powers,
and above all the United States, the leader of that
aggressive bloc, of having aided Portugal, when without such aid that country would have found itself unable long ago to continue the devastating war which
it is waging in its colonies. The voice of the peoples
in Africa and Asia which cried out against the arming
of Portugal by the imperialist Powers for the massacre of the Angolan people, was also heard at the
Third Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Conference at
Moshi,!.!! and at the Conference of African Heads of
State at Addis Ababa.
223. For eighteen years, we have spoken here of
inducing the Republic of South Africa to change the
direction of its criminal policy of apartheid and racial
segregation and to grant independence to the Territory
of South West Africa. For eighteen years, the racist
Government in South Africa, trampling under-foot
a great number of resolutions adopted by our Organization and taking no account of world public opinion,
has not shown the least inclination in this regard; it
is in fact attempting, against all logic and justice, to
annex the Territory of South West Africa; and is
resorting to the most savage repression against the
people of that Territory in order to do so.
224. Resolutions containing important measures and
sanctions have been adopted by our Organization
and applied by several countries. Yet South Africa
refuses to abandon its policy of apartheid and annexation because it is encouraged to do so by the
other imperialist Powers which have made common
cause with it and give it considerable aid. It is well
known that the colonial Powers co-ordinate their
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actions against the national liberation movements.
Thus, in Angola, Mozambique, Oman, Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and other countries where
peoples are fighting for their freedom, the Portuguese,
British and South African troops are equipped with
arms supplied directly or indirectly by NATO and
have the benefit of United states multilateral aid.
225. Under mounting pressure of the nationalliberation movement in the Territories under its administration the United Kingdom Government has adopted
tactics aimed at concealing its colonialist designs. The
plans to create federations such as that of Northern
Rhodesia and Nyasaland or in Southern Arabia, the
tactic of so-called independence for Southern Rhodesia, where a white racist Government rules in accordance with the British colonial objectives, are
typical methods of British colonialism.
226. In conformity with this policy Winston Field
today preaches so-called independence for Southern
Rhodesla with a view to tmpostngon that country racist
laws based on a notorious Constitution which denies
the African population any right to participate in politics. Another white racist, Roy Welensky, the Prime
Minister of the so-called Central African Federation,
can find no other way to prolong the inhuman exploitation of the African population and maintain the
privileges of colonialism than by dr-awing closer to
his frtends in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia.
227. ThUS, the white politicians in the British colonies of central Africa refuse to abandon the idea of
establishing a "white Africa". With this in view, a
secret military pact was signed last year between
the Republic of South Africa, the Federation of Rhodesia, Nyasaland and the Portuguese colonial authorities.
This alliance known as the "Unholy Alliance" was
set up for joint action against the African peoples
national liberation movements in South Africa and
central Africa. With a view to converting Southern
Rhodesia into a police State, Winston Field has asked
the South African Government for military aid and
the intervention of the South African police in the
Territory of Rhodesia.
228. All these plots and machinations against the
African peoples in the British colonies undoubtedly
have the approval of the United Kingdom Government.
But the designs of the white racists in Africa and
their patrons are meeting with resistance from the
peoples of those colonies and all African peoples. At
the time of his visit to Northern Rhodesia in January
1963 Mr. R. A. Butler, the British deputy Prime
Minister was greeted with shouts from the crowds
demanding the Hqutdation of the hated Federation and
a new Constitution for Northern Rhodesia.

the South Arabian Federation as a creation of the
British colontaltsts to prevent the independence of
Aden and perpetuate its separation from Yemen. For
the sake of their own selfish interests and strategic
plans connected with the chain of militarybaseswhich
they have built in the Middle East, the British colonialists trample on the legitimate rights of the people
of Aden and use every means to consolidate their
colonial domination in that Territory.
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231. For the past eight years the armed forces of
the United Kingdom have been waging a merciless war against the Omani people who are fighting
heroically for their independence and legitimate right
to their country's natural wealth. The Omani people
are resolutely fighting for national liberation. The
British colonialists are waging a war of extermination in order to keep Oman's oil and strategic position in their possession. In expressing the Albanian
people's sympathy and solidarity with the heroic
struggle of the peoples of Oman and Aden for their
freedom, we at the same time express our conviction
that before long we shall see this struggle crowned
with success, and the peoples will become free and
masters in their own country.
232. Fully aware of the diabolical designs and plans
of the colonialists and imperialists, the peoples still
under the colonial yoke and suffering imperialist
oppression in Africa and elsewhere are strengthening
their comradeship in arms while continuing their
struggle and efforts for national liberation and the
consolidation of their independence against neocolonialist intrigues.

r

233. As evidence of the solidarity of the African
peoples and their determination to overthrow the
COlonial yoke for ever and bar the way to any imperialist move which, however disguised, is intended
to perpetuate the domination and exploitation of the
African peoples, may I quote here a statement by
Mr. Nkrumah, President of the Republic of Ghana,
publf shed in the French magazine France Nouvelle
in March 1963:
"In terms of the African Revolution, we cannot
speak of a balance of forces or even of peaceful
coexistence so long as colonialism and imperialism
have not been completely eradicated from our continent. Therefore the African Revolution cannot
coexist with imperialism. n

229. The United Kingdom Government is at- pains
to present the situation in the Territories under its
administration in a false light. In British Guiana the
United Kingdom Government has tried in every way
to crush the national liberation movement and delay
that country's accession to independence by exploiting
the divisions which it had itself created among the
political groups.

234. Of course, the SUbject peoples do not expect
the coloniallsts willingly to abandon their positions
and grant them independence. They know that freedom
is never offered but has to be won; they know from
their own experience and that of their brothers who
have already achieved victory that by their resolute
struggle they will succeed in expelling the foreign
invaders from their national land and putting an end
to colonial exploitation. Thanks to their heroic struggle and the solidarity and support of all peace and
freedom-loving countries and peoples, the populations
of a large number of African and Asian countries
have been able to cast off the chains of foreign subjugation and obtain their independence.

230. The same methods are being used by the United
Kingdom in Aden where it seeks to divide the tribes
and set them against each other so as to prevent the
people of Aden from realiZing their legitimate aspirations and thus suppress their just struggle for
independence. The people of Aden demand that colonial
rule be ended without delay. They rightly regard

235. The present composition of our Organization
and the active part played by the representatives
of the newly independent countries in defending the
inalienable rights of peoples to freedom, equality
and justice are striking testimony of the success
achieved by the powerful, historic movement for
liberation from colonial servitude and the magnitude
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and scope of the transformations taking place in human
society today.
236. More than ever before the international situation is changing in favour of the masses. The powerful
revolutionary movement for national liberation which
is characteristic of our epoch is going forward all
the time and wtll , of course, lead to the complete and
final defeat of imperialism, despite the desperate
efforts to maintain colonial servitude. This is an
irreversible process in the history of human society.
The complete and final elimination of colonialism in
all its forms and manifestations is inevitable.
237. Colonialism and neo-colonialism are not only
the negation of man's inalienable rights to freedom,
equality and dignity; they are also sources of aggressive wars and international tension. The peoples'
struggle to liquidate this ugly aftermath of an earlier
epoch is closely linked with the world peace movement. Freedom and peace are inseparable. Every
victory won in the peoples' struggle for their national
independence is a blow to the imperialist war forces
and is a contribution to the consolidation of peace.
238. One of the chief tasks of the United Nations
under the Charter is to make an effective contribution
to the glorious movement for national liberation.
Many, indeed, are the resolutions adopted by the
United Nations to free the peoples from the colonial
yoke. But the declarations and resolutions of the
United Nations are of value only in so far as they
serve to realize the purpose in view. Many years'
experience shows that the colonial Powers by the
very nature of their systems ignore these resolutions
and are not disposed to abandon their selfish and
inhuman interests. In the circumstances, the General
Assembly must adopt adequate and Vigorous measures
to give real assistance to the peoples' struggle and
make possible the execution of its own resolutions
for the elimination of the system of colonial servitude
in all its manifestations.
239. The history of the long debates on colonialism
that have taken place in the United Nations over the
years from the outset reveals two opposing trends
within our Organization. On the one hand, we have
an overwhelming majority of Member States which
are fighting for the early elimination of colonial rule,
old and 'new, and on the other hand, a minority of
Members mainly composed of imperialist Powers
which are trying by every available means, tncluding
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pressure, to perpetuate colonial rule or at least
prolong its existence as much as possible. It is incumbent on Member States which cherish the sacred
cause of freedom to act in consequence and give real
help to the peoples fighting for their freedom so as
not to delay the elimination of colonial servitude. In
present conditions, concrete and effective measures
must be adopted by the General Assembly to call
a halt to the delaying tactics pursued by the colonial
Powers and compel them to carry out earlier resolutions by fixing a time-limit which should be made
as short as possible,
240. The Albanian people with their own experience
of foreign domination and exploitation understand
perfectly well the legitimate aspirations of oppressed
and dependent peoples and feel complete solidarity
with them in their heroic struggle for nationalliberation. The Albanian people and Government have firmly
supported the fundamental rights of peoples to selfdetermination, freedom and sovereignty. We consider
that there can be no lasting peace or healthy cooperation so long as the foreign subjugatton of peoples
continues. We greet and whole-heartedly support the
heroic struggle and heavy sacrifices of the peoples
of Oman, Aden, Zanzibar, Angola, Mozambique, the
so-called Portuguese Guinea, South West Africa,
Southern Rhodesia and all others in revolt against
savage oppression at the hands of the colonial Powers.
We firmly support British Guiana's legitimate right
to full and immediate independence.
241. The Albanian delegation believes that the highest
task of the United Nations Organization is to support
the sacred struggle for the liberation of peoples. We
consider that it is high time to adopt strong measures
with a view to contributing effectively to that struggle
for the final and early liquidation of the system of
colonial servitude and opposing neo-colonialism in
all its forms,
242. The Albanian delegation will support all measures likely to make a. real contribution to the achievement of that purpose.
243. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish):
As was previously announced, the next meeting will
take place this evening at 8.30 p.rn. precisely; we
shall then conclude the general debate on item 23 of
our agenda. I ask delegations to be present punctually
at 8.30 p.m.

The meeting rose at 6.55 p.m,
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contributions of the Committee in the service of the
Declaration. In the statement which the Chairman
of the Committee made in this Assembly on 28 November 1963 [1266th meeting] we read that there are
still some territories in the world which have not
yet become aware of the famous Declaration. If tha.t
fact means anything, it means that a solid colonial
barrter stands between the inhabitants of those territories, who live in darkness, and the rest of the
world. The Special Committee should therefore be
given all possible support by the General Assembly
to enable it to spread the meaning of the Declaration
to every isolated territory and to assist all non-self.governing peoples to attain their legitimate national
aspirations and to regain their dignity as individuals
and as nations-free, as God created them.
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5. It is regrettable to note that the colonial POW€l'S
are not willing to extend co-operation to the Special
Committee in the essential requirements for accomplishing its work. The deplorable attitude of the racist
Government of South Africa and the Government
of Por tugal, in this respect should be given most
serious consideration by the General Assembly.

Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
'and Peoples (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (conoluded)
1. Mr. RIFA'I (!ordan):_In considering the report of
the Special Committee on decolontz ation, my delegation
wishes to make a few general comments on the work
of the Committee without necessarily going into the
details of the specific and individual problems and
issues covered in the report or the conditions described therein.

6. My delegation also joins with other delegations
in urging the Government of the United Kingdom to
co-operate more adequately with the Special Committee in facilitating the admission of the visiting
groups of the Committee to Aden and Southern Rhodesia to examine the situation there; otherwise, the
United Kingdom would be adopting a line of action
contrary to the wind of change blowing in the direction set by the United Nations in its resolutions and
practioes, reflecting the spirit of today.

2. We feel that the Assembly has already passed
the stage of recognizing the necessity for putting
a definite end to the colonial regime wherever it
exists in the world and in whatever form it may
appear. There is no doubt that it will be one of the
brilliant pages in the history of oivilized man that
this Organization, in its youth, pursued with all devotion and diligence the most honourable task of elevating
every nation and every territory which was below
the ranks of the free and the independent to a level
of equality with all other sovereign nations. We must
therefore look forward to the day when the banners
of independence and freedom will wave in every spot
on the surface of this globe.

7, We note with satisfaction that some African countries will soon follow the procession of independent
States, and we feel happy that Kenya and Zanzibar
will accede to independence this month and that
Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland will possibly achieve
their independence during the coming year.
8, However. there is still a long waiting-list of
colonies and non-self-governing territories, some of
which are mentioned in the report and some of which
are not, We are told that there are thirty-eight
colonial territories left to the Special Committee
for consideration and that there are stt.ll more to
come. This fact should occupy our thinking when we
envisage the time needed for the full implementation
of the resolution on independence.

3. In this context, I am led to touch on two principal
questions in our discussion, two questions which are
interrelated-namely, which are those territories
which do not yet enjoy independence, and how long
the process of granting independence should last in
order that it may become complete.

9. An area of particular importance in the Middle
East region is Aden and the Protectorates in the
south of the Arabian peninsula. Look.ing at the map
of the southern coast, one cannot fail to see the
numerous sultanates, emirates and sheikhdoms spread
out one next to the other and grouped together in
one colonial system which serves to maintain fo:r
the colonial Power its inter es ts and influence and
deprives the people of their independence and the

4. The Special Committee on decolonization is indeed
doing a remarkable job in its task of securing the
speedy implementation of the Declaration on the
granting of independence, and it has gone far in
generating the desire and promoting the hope for
independence in the minds and hearts of all colonial
peoples. The extensive report of the Committee is
a true reflection of the splendid efforts and valuable
1
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free exercise of their right of self-determination,
My country, which is attached to that Arabian land
and to its inhabitants with the strongest national ties,
gives its full support to the energetic movement of independence in Aden and the Protectorates and to the aspirations of those people for national and territorial unity.
We urge the Governments of the United Kingdom to establish in Aden and the Protectorate region a situation
in which the inhabitants there may attain the unity
of their national soil to whatever dimension this
unity may extend, whether to the north, so as to join
with the Yemen motherland, or to the east, so as to
include Hadhramaut, and that this process should
take place under a fully independent national l'€:gime
which springs from the free will of the people. My
delegation shall therefore support the recommendations of the Special Committee concerning Aden and
the Protectorates of 19 July 1963. We furthermore
sincerely believe that the maintenance of a British
military base in Aden constitutes a threat to peace
and security in the whole Arab region.
10. The national awakening among the people of
Southern Arabia, inspired by their own ambition and
by the tide of nationalism in the Arab homeland and
supported by the steady progress towards freedom
and independence in the whole world, m akes it imperative that colonialism in the territory of Aden and
the Protectorates come immediately to a definite
end. In this regard my delegation joins with others
in advocating the necessity of territorial unity among
the territories which belong to the same native soil
and among peoples who belong to the same stock and
who share the same history and the same future.
Such a unification will provide the small independent
States with viability, on the one hand, and security
on the other.
11. In undertaking the weighty task of the full implementation of the resolution on independence, the Com- .
mittee of Twenty-Four is entrusted with tremendous
responsibilities. It is our earnest and our dearest
hope that it may accomplish its duties in the shortest
possible period of time. This depends on the attitude
of the colonial Powers, which we hope will always
be he lpfuf on the reaction of the colonized peoples,
which we hope will always be able to rise to the
hopes of the Declaration Vigorously but peacefully;
and on the measures to be taken by the United Nations,
which we hope will always be effective, But in the
event that our calculations With respect to the duration of the mandate of the Special Committee fail,
for one reason or another, to be accurate, then the
question may arise regarding the constitution of the
Committee and the criteria which should be adopted
for its membership.

12. Mr. PALAR (Indonesia): The work accomplished
by the Special Committee on the Situation with regard
to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples deserves high praise and appreciation. The
Committee's report [A!5446!Rev.1j provides ample
evidence that the twenty-calx territories considered
have been most competently examined, and is in
itself a tribute to the effectiveness of the methods
and procedures adopted.
13. The various proposals, recommendations and
suggestions submitted by the Committee on each of
the territories have the full support of my delegation.
They are well grounded in the principles and objectives enshrined in the original resolution 1514 (XV)

embodying the Assembly's famous Declaration on
decolonizatton. And we are particularly gratified to
note that the Committee has been conscious throughout
of the crucial operative paragraph 3 of that resolution which declares that "Inadequacy of political,
economic, social or educational preparedness should
never serve as a pretext for delaying independence".
T his fundamental principle of the inalienable right
of dependent peoples to immediate self-determination
has been included in all the recommendations, and
with a commendable appreciation of current political
realities, the Committee repeatedly emphasized the
urgency of the need for its implementation in all
cases-both for the sake of the territory itself and
for the sake of international peace and security.
14. Due to lack of time, the Committee is unfortunately nowhere near the completion of its work.
Only twenty-six of the sixty-four territories listed
as Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories have
been examined, and this list does not include "all
other territories which have not yet attained independence", mentioned in operative paragraph 5 of the
Declaration. It is true that these twenty-six territories are the largest and most important territories on the list; but developments in Southern
Rhodesia, South West Africa, Aden, British Guiana
and in the territories under Portuguese administration have meant that these areas will continue to
require the Committee's full attention. And in addition, the Committee still has some forty other territories to examine. So a large portion of its task-and
the declared task of our Organization in speedily
bringing to an end all forms of colonialism-has yet
to be accomplished. The Committee did an excellent
job in 1963; this Assembly must give it the mandate
to continue its work in 1964.
15. The majority of the territories still to be considered by the Committee are territories with small
populatious. Precisely because of the smallness of
their populations , a number of representatives have
voiced mi.sgivings about the applicability oftheDeclaration in such cases. Fears have been expressed
about the political and economic viability of these
territories should they become independent. For the
most part, we believe this fear to stem from a genuine
concern for the welfare of the people involved. Natu.r al ly we respect such a sentiment, but we do not
share the mtsgivings: for we feel that a more thoroughgoing exploration of the whole problem of small
territories will show that the pessimism expressed
is not really justified.
16. Let us begin by trying to define our terms. What
exactly constitutes a small territory? One of the first
things the Committee of Twenty-Four will certainly
have to do in tackling the remainder of the territories
on its lis t is to determine which of these ought to
be considered as small. In doing so, it will also have
to try to find out whether the people concerned wish
to be regarded as a small territory. For instance,
although the rest of the world may disagree, the
25.000 people of Spanish Sahara, who live in a relatively large area of 102,703 square miles, might not
care to be regarded as a small territory. Conversely,
the 3.5 million people in Hong Kong, an island of a
mere 390 square miles, could not justly be regarded
as a small territory, even if they wanted to be. My
delegation believes that, for the purposes of Considering the problems connected with decolonlzation ,
a territory may be described as small when it has
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a population of roughly 100,000 or less and a terrain
lacking in sufficient natural resources to ensure the
people a proper degree of economic viability. Another
unfavourable, if subsidiary, condition may be that
many of these territories are inconveniently situated
in islands far remote from the con tinents.
17. If this working interpretation of a small territory is accepted, it can be estimated that about
thirty of the remaining dependent peoples come wi thin
the category, Again, if this interpretation is accepted,
we see that economic non-viability is an inescapable
part of the very definition of a small territory. Yet,
despite their admittedly serious economic inadequacies, all these thirty-odd territories have to be
granted independence in the near future, if we are
fUlly to honour our solemn declaration of the fifteenth
session. Nor are even the smallest of these small
territories to be excepted. Here I am especially
thinking of those tiny islands which barely appear
as specks upon the world map and which have populations of less than 5,OOO-and, in the case of the
Pitcairn Islands, less than 1,000.
18. Now, what about the so-called inadequacy of
political, SOCial and educational preparedness ofthese
territories? My delegation does not in any way acknowldege the existence of a problem of political viability in the sense that a people is to be regarded
as being too backward to undertake the prooess of
its own administration. Some peoples may be untrained or inexperienced in the conduct of administration as we are familiar with it today. Modern
administrative methods may be unknown to them,
and they may have for too long passively sat back
and allowed outsiders to carry out the business of
administration for them. But it is well to remember
that, before the colonizers arrived to take up their
self-shouldered burden of administering for others,
most of these peoples had organized themselves
quite peaceably and very efficiently in relation to
their own isolated economies. Most peoples, from
whatever quarter of the globe, are endowed, we believe,
with sufficient natural funds of good sense and judgement, and with a simple basic sense of self-preservation, for them to appreciate what is beneficial for their
community, and what is harmful, and to organize
themselves accordingly. Moreover , in every people
there are latent abilities that only experience can
draw out; and, as is so often said, experience is the
best teacher.
19. Taking, then, into account the innate good sense
of peoples. my delegation is firmly convinced that
the dependent populatlons we are considering can be
expected to make a sensible choice when they come
to exercise their right of self-determination. Principle VI of the Annex to resolution 1541 (XV> lays
down the following:
"A Non-Self-Governing Territory can be said to
have reached a full measure of self-government by:
"@) Emergence as a sovereign independent State;

"
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Free association with an independent State; or
Integration with an independent State."

Principles VII, VIll and IX go on to elaborate how
this free association or integration with another state
may be achieved in accordance with the free exercise
of the wishes of the people in the territory concerned.
20. Thus, in exercising its right of self-determ.ination,
a territory will have three choices as regards the
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form of its independence. In oases where the people
inhabit a relatively rich terrain, we can imagine that
they might wish to try to live in a state of full independence; but for the rest, I think, we can s afe ly
assume that they will, for the most part, have the
wisdom to adopt one of the other two alternatives
open to them.
21, With regard to those tiny islands which I have
just mentioned. it is obvious that they will be quite
unable to fend for themselves in the modern world.
They will. therefore, in all probability, try to join
their neighbours, or perhaps even their ex-colonial
rulers. However, we cannot discount the possibility
that perhaps no country would want them. In that
event, my delegation envisages the creation of a totally
new status of nation. whereby such tiny countr-ies
can enjoy a free life with the oo-operationand support
of the United Nations and its specialized agencies.
The fear of a vast expenditure resulting for our
financially hard-pressed Organization would not, in
my opinion, be well founded: the territories concerned
are so small and so few in number that no great
expense could be incurred, either in the way of administrative assistance or of economic aid.
22. So, as my delegation sees it, an important part
of the Committee 's task, when reviewing the small
territories on its list, will be to include specific
recommendations on the for m of independence that
would seem most suitable for each of them. To accomplish this, the Committee will of course have to
become thoroughly familiar with the many individual
economic and political problems involved. AndIwould
like to say here in passing that we are very glad to
note from the Report of the Committee on Information
on Non-Self-Governing Territories [A/5514] that the
Secretariat is as present preparing a paper on the
various difficulties that will be encountered in the
consideration of these Territories. Once the Committee's recommendations have been endorsed by the
Assembly, they will then become available for the
guidance of the peoples of the small territories that
are about to be granted their right of self-determination. To my mind, there is no doubt that these peoples
will be generally inclined to pay heed to the Committee's findings as to the form of independence
constdered to be most suitable for them. And if, as
I confidently anticipate, this does indeed prove to be
the case, then the spectre of the economic non-viability of the small territories will vanish as a matter
of genuine concern.
23. In view of the considerations which I have just
indicated, it would, in the opinion of my delegation,
be somewhat improper for Members to press this
point of economic Inadequacy too far. There should
be no real grounds for misgivings on this score, And
certainly the admitted economic inadequacy of these
territories in thetr present state cannot be advanced
as a reason for delaying independence; for this would
be directly counter to one of the basic principles
laid down in our Declaration on deooloniz ation, As I
pointed out in my statement on this item last year,
the inclusion of operative paragraph 3 of the Declaration was in itself an acknowledgement that some dependent ter rrtcr-ies at any rate might not be economically
prepared for independence. But this was essentially
why it was included: to remind us of our obligation
to honour the right of self-determination, Whatever
may be the difficulties to overcome.
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24. It is not to be supposed that my delegation is
trying to minimize these difficulties; on the other
hand, we have no doubt that they can be successfully
solved if we tackle them with courage and imagination. There is one problem, however, that does worry
my delegation, And that is the problem of ensuring
that the small territories will actually be in a position
freely to exercise their right of self-determination
at the time when they are given the opportunity of
doing so. This is the problem, in other words, of
ensuring that they will be able to make their choice
of the alternative forms of independence in absolute
freedom.
25. There is a natural concern among those of us
who come from ex-colonies-a concern which is shared
by other Members-that it will not be easy for small
territories to exercise a completely free choice while
they are still in a colonial status. My delegation believes that the United Nations has a useful role to
play in bringing the small territories to a situation
where they will be able to exercise a free choice.
The very act, by the Committee of Twenty-Four, of
making recommendations on the form of future independence suitable for these people will be providing
them with valuable assistance. However, in some
instances the availability of mere recommendations
might be insufficient, and what may be required to
meet the case would be a specified transition period
with the presence of the United Nations in the actual
territory itself. But in saying this, I wish to emphasize
our belief that the possibility of United Nations presence in a dependent territory should be envisaged
only if it is directly requested by the people of the
territory concerned.
26. In summing up my delegation's suggestions for
the Committee's future work regarding the small
territories, I should like to refer to the words of resolution 1810 (XV1I) adopted at the last session. Operative
paragraph 8 (~) and (12) of this resolution stipulated
that the Committee of Twenty-Four should "••. continue to seek the most suitable ways and means for
the speedy and total application of the Declaration
to all territories which have not yet attained independence", and that it should also ".•• propose specific
measures for the complete application of the Declaration".
27. In respect of the small territories, my delegation
is of the opinion that the Committee will be confronted
with a threefold task when carrying out the Assembly's
request. First, the Committee will have to review all
the remaining territories on its list with a view to
establishing definitely which territories are to be
regarded as small, within a significant interpretation
of this term-on the lines of the interpretation which
I put forward tentatively a few minutes ago. Secondly,
it has to make specific and detailed recommendations, on the basis of a thorough consideration of the
individual problems in every territory, as to the form
of independence that would seem to be most suitable
in each case. Thirdly, it should be prepared, if requested by the dependent peoples of any given territory. to go actively to assist them in the free exercise of their right to self-determination.
28. When I spoke on this item last year [1192nd meeting] I devoted the better part of my statement to the
problem of the small territories; and I have done the
same this year. That I have chosen to do so is a mark
of my delegation's great concern with this particular
aspect of decoloruzation, Nor do we make any apology
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for our concern. We are so far from apologizing
that we may, if necessary, introduce a draft resolution which is designed to highlight the Committee's
role with regard to the small territories.
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29. Our emphasis on this aspect of decolonization
is not due only to the simple fact that the small territories constitute the majority of the remaining dependent territories to be considered by the Committee.
More important, we feel, is the fact that it is in the
case of these small territories that the application
of the crucial operative paragraph 3 of the Declaration
is necessarily most difficult to achieve.
30. Moreover, we feel that it is these small territories
that stand in particular need of help from our Organization. For they are not big enough for their internal
freedom movements to create a sufficiently effective
force to compel the appropriate colonial Powers to
grant them their independence at an early date, which
was the case with many of the larger ex-colonies.
Precisely because of their smallness, they require
the assistance of disinterested outside pressure.
31. Let me cite two examples to bring home my
point. Malta is a small territory that is now about
to attain its independence. But probably it would never
have been granted independence so soon had it not
been for the pressure exercised in its favour by
Members of the United Nations actingwithin the framework of the three great decolonization resolutions.
32. An example of a small country that has already
achieved its independence as a result of United Nations
co-operation is afforded by Western Samoa. This
small country which has a population of only 120,000.
who inhabit an area of little more than 1,130 square
miles, is now enjoying its full independence with all
the rights, duties and obligations this status entails,
although it has not joined the United Nations. It is
indeed an example to allay fears, and it should be an
inspiration to our further action in assisting other
small territories towards the attainment of their
sovereignty.
33. The work of the Special Committee of TwentyFour in helping the small territories to a position
where they can exercise their right of self-determination will be complex and challenging. But if it is
challenging, it will, I am convinced, also prove to be
one of the most rewarding of the tasks so far undertaken by the Committee. Unless this task is accomplished, our Organization will fail to achieve one of
the main goals it set itself at the time of the framing
of the Charter.
34. Mr. GEBRE-EGZY (Ethiopia): Permit me first
of all to express my delegation's deep sorrow and
grief at the untimely death of the President of the
UnitedStates of America, Mr. John FitzgeraldKennedy,
and to offer sincere condolences to the members of
the United States delegation and, through them, to the
members of the late President's family and indeed
to the entire people of the United States. President
Kennedy was a champion of freedom and a man who
loved peace. He was a dedicated supporter of the ideals
and principles enshrined in the Charter of the United
Nations. The world has thus lost a great leader whose
vision and courage were an inspiration and hope to
all mankind.
35. My delegation, which is a member of the Special
Committee on the Situation with Regard to the Implementation on the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. has had
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ample opportunity in that Committee to explain its
position fully and in detail regarding each of the terr.it~ries s.till under colonial rule, My delegation participated m the debate and give its views on the conclusions and recommendations, and indeed on the
entire report which is now before the Assembly. In
view of this and in response to the President's appeal,
our intervention this evening will be a brief one. We
shall comment on the over-all problem of colonialism
and on the past efforts and future programme of the
Special Committee. Before doing so, however, let
me express my delegations's great satisfaction at
the manner in which the Chairman of the Committee,
Mr. Couhbaly, discharged the heavy task of chairmanship with distinction. Despite the obstacles and difficulties encountered by the Committee in its efforts
to implement the Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV), the Chairman carried out his duty
eminently and helped to produce a comprehensive
report which adequately explained the situation in each
of the dependent territories.
36. I would also like to extend the appreciation of
my delegation to the Vice-ChairmanoftheCommittee,
Mr. Carlos Maria Ve lazquez of Uruguay and Mrv Sonn
of Cambodia. Both have contributed greatly to the
work of the Committee. Their sincere devotion to the
task entrusted to the Committee and their understanding of the situations in the territories under study
have given inspiration to those of us who have worked
with them. The former Rapporteur of the Committee,
Mr. Rifai of Syria, who left New York last summer
on a special assignment, and his successor, Mr. Natwar
8ingh of India, deserve special commendation for a
task so well accomplished. I shall not go into the
details of their accomplishment. for this excellent
report submitted to the Assembly speaks for itself.
37. The right of colonial countries and peoples to
self-government and independence was proclaimed
and enshrtned in the Charter of the United Nations
almost two decades ago as one of the most fundamental principles of our Organization. Since the adoption of the Charter, several countrte s of Asia, Africa
and other parts of the world have, in succession,
attained their independence, and all wtthout any exception are today active Members of the United Nations.
Many more will follow suit. Nevertheless, ourOrganiz ation , being aware of the increasing conflicts resulting
from the denial of, or impediments to the freedom of
such peoples, and being cognizant of their passionate
yearning for freedom and their decisive role in the
attainment of independence, has proclaimed the necessity of bringing to a speedy and unconditional end
colonialism in all its forms and manifestations. Three
years have elapsed since the adoption of the historic
Declaration, and the process of decolonization is
unfortunately discouragingly slow, contrary to the
aspirations of the overwhelming majority ofthe Members of the United Nations who voted for the resolution
containing the Declaration.
38. Portugal continues to carry on without restraint
its colonial war in Angola, in Mozambique and in
the other parts of its colonies. It has refused cooperation with the Special Committee in carrytng
out the mandate entrusted to it under resolution 1514
(XV). Thus, the problem of the Portuguese colonies
continues to remain a serious thr eat to the peace
and security of Africa and of the world at large.
39. In Southern Rhodesia, the situation remains unsolved despite a series of efforts by the Special Corn-
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mittee , and indeed by the two major organs of the
United Nations. The minority white Government in that
c?untry has continued its practice of ruthless oppresS10n of the African majority, a policy paralleled only
by the apartheid policy of the Government of South
Africa. The situation In South WestAfricahas worsened
with increasing violation of the mandate provisions
and obligations.
40. The situation and progress towards independence
of the three High Commission territories, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland, is far from satisfactory.
:rhe process of the transfer of power to the people
lS extremely slow and not consistent with the provisions of the Declaration. My delegation is deeply
concerned and deplores the persistent refusal of the
administering Power to co-operate fully with the
Special Committee in discharging its responsibilities
concerning the attainment of independence by these
three territories. We have cautioned the;Special Committee, and we wish to repeat this here, that the
dangerous development of tension in the territories
as a result of the declared intentions of the Republic
of South Africa with regard to the High Commission
territories is worthy of an early examination by this
Assembly.
41. The dependent territories in and around the
southern tip of Saudi Arabia are still suffering unde:r
the cruel yoke of colonialism, and their hopes and
aspirations for self-government and independence
in accordance with the United Nations Declaration
have not so far borne fruit. The delay of independence
to British Guiana is of great concern to us. The lack
of co-operation of the Administering Authority with
the Special Committee concerning British Gul ana and
internal political frictions make it necessary for the
Anse mbly to take affirmative and ear ly measures.
42. After a long struggle and bloodshed, Kenya has
asserted its rights to independence, and it will take
its place in our midst within ten day s , 1 would like
to take this opportunity to express our-profound satisfaction and joy. The people of Kenya have gained their
independence despite the efforts of the Administering
Authority. Zanzibar will attain its full independence
even earlier. All this is a source of satisfaction.
but we are greatly concerned at the slow pace and the
lack of a definite date for the independence of Northern
Rhodesia and Nyasaland. We had hoped that these two
African countries would join the world community
before the end of this year.
43. Indeed, the future of the great majority of the
territories now under colonial domination in Africa
is still in darkness. Their only hope is, of course,
the contribution of those who have taken firm positions
to see the implementation of the United Nations decisions relating to such territories. In this connexion,
the leaders of Africa at their Summit Conference
this year unanimously agreed to consult and to coordinate their efforts and action in the field of decoIonization, and to this end they decided on several
measures which will undoubtedly bear fruit as they
are given effect from day to day.
44. In conclusion, I would like to express the hope
of my delegation that the report and the recommendations of the Special Committee wlll be unanimously
adopted by the Assembly. We wish to emphasize the
fact that the mere adoption of the recommendations
and resolutions without the accompanying practical
application by all, especially those in a position to
intervene effectively, will be meaninglesa.It ia, there-
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fore. my Government's sincere belief that in this
final stage all those Member states who have so far
demonstrated caution and reserve in the ever-increasing United Nations effort to eliminate colonialism.
will, we hope, join us in bringing about the end of
colonial rule.
45. Finally. I would like to state on behalf of my
delegation that we are looking forward to the full cooperation of the administering Powers, especially
the United Kingdom, in the course of the Special Committee IS endeavours for the complete implementation
of General Assembly resolutions regarding colonial
territories. I wish to add that with regard to Portugal
and South Africa, who have persistently and defiantly
refused to co-operate with the United Nations, a strong
appeal should be made to their allies and supporters
to terminate any assistance to them as requested
in previous resolutions and to intervene for the implementation of United Nations decisions.
Mr. Rossides (Cyprus).

Vice-President. took the

Chair.

46. Mr. YOMEKPE (Ghana): May I recall that speaking
on 29 November 1962 during the seventeenth session
of the General Assembly, Mr. Quaison-Sackey stated:
" ••• As far as Ghana is concerned, after 31 Decembel' 1962, all colonial Powers which ha ve not granted
independence to non-independent countrtes in Africa
will be regarded as aggressors who are disturbing
the peace of the world. After that date, colonial
Powers in Airi ea will be regarded by Ghana as
transgressors 01 the United Nations Charter which
are defying the conscience of the world." [1l80th
meeting. para. 140.]
This position of Ghana is borne out by the fact that
the historic Declaration of the General Assembly
in 1960, contained in resolution 1514 (XV), states,
inter alia:
"The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation,
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of
fundamental human rights. is contrary to the Charter
of the United Nations and is an impediment to the
promotion of wcr ld peace and co-operation."
47. Today, therefore, we point a finger at the colonial
Powers and accuse them of being transgressors of
the United Nations Charter and the Declaration on
Human Rights. They stand condemned by the whole
world.
48. My delegation has studied with great interest
the voluminous report of the Committee of TwentyFour, the second such report since the adoption of
the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples. The size of this report
clearly dramatizes the fact that the colonial world
has seen little or no change at all since the submission
of the first report of the Committee last year. Before
making a brief comment on the work of the Special
Committee, my delegation wishes to extend its appreciation to the Chairman ofthe Committee, Mr. Coulibaly
of Mali, to the two Vice-Chairmen, Mr. Velasquez
of Uruguay and MT. Sonn of Cambodia, to the Rapporteur of the Committee, Mr. Natwar Slngh of India,
and to the other members of the Committee for the
diligence with which they carried out the tasks assigned
to them by resolution 1810 (XVII) of 17 December 1962.
Our appreciation extends also to the Secretary-General
and to the other members of the Secretariat who
asststed the Committee in its task.

49. My delegation regrets that, in spite of the strenuous efforts of the Special Committee, the results
so far achieved have been negligible. This state of
affairs results from the fact that certain colonial
Powers, in particular Portugal, have persistently
refused to co-operate with the Committee, whilst
others, although offering co-operation, have not been
amenable to the decisions of the Committee.
50. My delegation deplores the fact that the United
Kingdom, a member of the Committee, has minimized
the effectiveness of the Committee by its refusal to
allow representatives of the Committee to visit some
or all of the territories under its administration. In
our opinion, such visits are necessary if the Special
Committee is to achieve its mandate of ascertaining
the wishes of the peoples of those territories. We
hope, therefore, that Her Majesty's Government in the
United Kingdom will reconsider its position in this
regard and co-operate fully with the Committee.
51. Since a majority of the territories covered by
the Committee's report have been or are being discussed in other committees and organs, I shall make
only brief remarks on one or two of them in my present intervention.
52. First, I shall deal with the High Commission territories, Bechuanaland, Basutoland, and Swazfland, In
his statement in the general debate on 27 November 1963, the Foreign Minister of Ghana, Mr. Botsio,
speaking in connexion with these territories, said:
"The recent sinister overtures of the South African
Government regarding the future status of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland have brought into
sharp focus the deplorable political and economic
anomalies existing in these territories. Despite the
provisions of General Assembly resolution 1817
(XVII), the United Kingdom Government has not
taken effective steps toward the creation of democratic institutions following the convening of a constitutional conference with the full participation
of all the duly elected political leaders to pave the
way for the attainment of complete independence.
Instead of implementing this resolution, the United
Kingdom imposed a constitution on Swaziland against
the will of the majority, and this resulted in a general
strike which was repressed by the use of military
force. Furthermore, the composition of the constitutional conferences for Bechuanaland and Basutoland have proved wholly unsatisfactory, since there
has been a preponderance of officials and traditional
rulers. There is a notable tendency on the part of
part of the Administering Authority to pit the people
of these territories against their traditional rulers.
It is my delegation's hope that the United Kingdom
Government \Yill realize the dangers inherent in
this old practice of divide and rule." [1219th meet":
ing, para. 34.]
53. The Ghana delegation ful ly endorses the recommendation of the Special Committee that United Nations
observer teams be sent to the three territories in
order to prevent any encroachments by South Africa
and to guarantee their territorial integrity. My delegation endorses the recommendation of the Special
Committee for special United Nations technical assistance to the three High Commission territories. The
peoples of these territories should be permitted to
exercise their right to self-determination and independence on the basis of universal adult suffrage without
further delay.
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54. I now turn to British Guiana, that unfortunate
country which has become a pawn on the diplomatic
chess-board of the United Kingdom and the United
states. My delegation views with serious concern
attempts that are allegedly being made in the United
States to delay the independence of British Guiana
because it is maintained that that country is headed
towards communism. In this connexion we feel obliged
to comment upon the recent statement of the Congressional leaders of the Republican Party of the
United States of America. as reported in the Press.
These leaders were reported to have issued the following statement:

Guiana too. I know that the President of the Republic
of Ghana, Osagyefo Dr. Kwame Nkrumah has made
efforts to bring the leader~ ofBritishGuia~atogether.
and I know that my Prestdent will continue to do so.

"Another communist take-over of a Latin American
country is imminent, and only the most persuasive
diplomacy by the United States can prevent it. The
country is British Guiana, a Crown Colony which
is scheduled to be given its full independence by
Great Britain by the end of the year. We feel present conditions compel us to such a course."

59. My deleg-ation does not see why Her Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom failed to announce
the date of independence for Bzitlsh Guiana simultaneously with the new Constitution which it has imposed on the people of British Guiana, We have been
informed that one of the conditions-in fact the most
important one-on which the leaders of British Guiana
agreed to the acceptance of arbitration by the United
Kingdom Government was that the date of independence would be announced concurrently with any constitutional changes.

55. Only the Guianese themselves have the right
to choose what form of government is suitable for
British Guiana, That right is God-given, and entitles
these people to choose either the capitalist or the
communist form of government, or any other form
of administration they, and only they, maydeem appropriate. We hope, therefore, that this gross interfer-ence
in the affairs of the people of British Guiana will cease.
56: My delegation would wish to think and hope that
the recent decision of the United Kingdom Government
to impose a constitution on the Guianese people bears
no relation to the concern in the United states about
the form of government for British Gui ana, However,
I must express the disappointment of my delegation
at the fact that the system of proportional representation has been imposed on the Guianese electorate.
Ghana is always opposed to the imposition of the
will of the minority on the majority. Ghana stands
for the rule of the majority. expressed through universal adult suffrage based on the principle of one
man, one vote. Whatever may be the reasons for the
imposition of the new electoral system on Gui ana,
my delegation does not consider that it is the appropriate answer to the problems in that country. We
believe that this electoral system cannot do otherwise
than fan' the flames of intolerance, racialism and
bigotry. It will also extend the present racial demarcation in the political system of the country. Has the
British Colonial Secretary completely satisfied himself that there are no other methods of bringing about
racial harmony in British Guiana than the concept
of proportional representation? Has he, for instance.
considered the use of the good offices of the Commonwealth for the conciliation of the population of British
Guiana? We believe that there are other methods,
and experience has shown that a better and more
acceptable solution could have been found.

57. British Guiana is in the Caribbean, and so are
Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago. The population of
all three countries come from various racial groups.
In Jamaica there is, if I may say so, complete unity of
the various races. This is symbolized in their national
motto, "Out of many. one people". In Trinidad and
Tobago there is the same unity of the races, in spite
of the difficulties that existed during the colonial days.
Their unity is also symbolized by their national motto.
"Together we aspire; together we achieve". If unity
can be achieved In Jamaica and in Trinidad and Tobago.
there is no doubt that it can be achieved in British

58. It is our fervent hope, therefore, that the great
people of British Guiana will bury their differences
and come together to build their nation. They must
bear in mind that independence is not an end in itself,
but a means to an end. It will devolve on them on the
morrow of their independence to make all the sacrifices. which must transcend racial considerations
for the building of their country.
'

60. The constitution has been changed under authority
of the United Kingdom Government, but no date has
been fixed for independence. If what we have been
told is correct, then clearly there is a breach of faith
on the part of the United Kingdom Government in
connexion with the date of independence for British
Guiana, Both the leader ofthe opposition, Mr. Burnham,
and the Prime Minister, Mr. Cheddi J'agan, have
issued statements about the announcement of the constitutional changes, expressing their disappointment
that no date has been fixed for the independence of
British Gui ana, It follows, therefore, that the question
of the date of independence is not the main point of
disagreement among the leaders. Thus, we earnestly
appeal to the United Kingdom Government to fix a
date for the independence of British Guiana, without
further delay.
61. Before concluding this statement, I would like
to state once more that my delegation looks forward
happily to the independence of Kenya and Zansibar,
we hope they will join us in this world community,
We also look forward to the early independence of
Nyasaland, Northern Rhodesia. and, in fact, all the
other territories in Africa. The colonial Powers have
had plenty of notice to quit Africa. Far from cooperating with the United Nations, they are today
flouting the decisions of the Organization. in spirit
and in letter, by digging their heels in southern and
central Africa, and by preparing to combat the forces
of freedom and democracy, even at the expense of
world opinion.
62. Let me say, however, that their days are numbered; they cannot continue to resist world indignation
at their inhuman practice of SUbjugation and domination. We know that very soon they will have to face
the world; we know that the two great and most powerful nations of the world have pledged to work for the
freedom of mankind. We pay tribute to Prime Minister
Nikita Khrushchev and the Soviet people for their
part in the struggle for freedom of people yet unfree j
we also pay tribute to the memory of President
Kennedy, who. during his short but eventful term of
office worked without fear for the emancipation of
mankind. We are gratified that President Lyndon
Johnson has reaffirmed the principles of freedom,
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for which his great predecessors- President Roosevelt
and President Kennedy-stood.
63. In El recent message to the President of Ghana.
President Johnson said: "Be assured, Mr. President,
of our continued effort to strengthen the foundation
of independence of African States and to achieve freedom for all those yet unfree. "
64. We hope and trust that these fine words will be
supported by firm action and conviction, and that we
shall all join together in eliminating racialism, bigotry,
hatred and domination from the world.

Mr. Sosa Rodrfguez (Venezuela) resumed the Chair.
65. Mr. TARAZI (Syria) (translated from French):
On 14 December 1960 the General Assembly adopted
its historic resolution 1514 (XV) on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples. That
resolution resulted from an initiative of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.
66. We regret to note that despite the adoption of
the resolution and the fact that three years have
already elapsed since that date, the majority of the
Territories to which the resolution applies have not
yet attained independence or self-government.
67. Furthermore, the General Assembly decided
in 1961 [resolution 1654 (XVI)] to establish a Special
Committee on the implementation of resolution 1514
(XV). That Committee met during 1962 and submitted
its report to the General Assembly at its seventeenth
session; 1/ the Assembly then enlarged the Special
Committee and requested it to continue its work [resolution 1810 (XVII)]. The Special Committee has now
submitted its report to the present session of the
General Assembly [A/5446/Rev,1] and, in spite of
everything, we regret having to note two facts:
(1) Despite the sustained efforts of the Special Committee, the administering Powers, ignoring the appeal
addressed to them by the former, have in effect refused
to co-operate with the Committee or implement the
provisions of the resolution of 14 December 1960.
(2) The United Kingdom has refused to receive the
two visiting missions or sub-committees which were
Instruotedoy the Special Committee to visit the United
Kingdom and the Territories in question for an on-thespot study of the situation. The United Kingdom's
attitude is, to say the least, somewhat disconcerting.
68. Indeed, the reason given for this refusal to cooperate with the sub-committees is unconvincing, and
the arguments put forward by the United Kingdom
are unacceptable to us because those particular Territories are in fact under the authority of the United
Nations since the provisions of the Charter and the
resolution of 14 December 1960 apply to them.

the United Nations, we have entered upon a new period
in international relations; ours is the epoch of complete liberation of the colonies. Consequently, the
provisions of international law invoked by the colonial
Powers are neither valid nor verified by the new facts.

72. With regard to the burning question of Aden and
Southern Yemen, my delegation fully endorses the
views that have been expressed on the subject, and
particularly those of the representative of Yemen
[1266th meeting]. We believe that Aden and the Protectorates which today form part of what is known as
the Federation of South Arabia are, historically speaking and in fact, simply Territories which came under
the jurisdiction and sovereignty of Yemen. The historic
precepts and provisions cited by the representative
of Yemen are in this respect completely valid. My
delegation fully supports his views.
73. On the other hand, I must say that the United
Kingdom's attitude towards Aden and the Protectorates
which today form part of what is known as the Federation of South Yemen is wrong and founded on specious
arguments, The treaties which gave the United Kingdom
sovereignty in all matters concerning Aden and the
Territories forming part of South Yemen were illegally
wrested from the local rulers. Those treaties can no
longer be considered valid because the conditions
existing at the time they were concluded no longer
prevail. To invoke those treaties is tantamount to
invoking the opium war which created what we regard
today as a most unjust situation resulting from equally
unjust treaties. Consequently, my delegation considers
that Aden and the Protectorates today forming part
of South Yemen should be returned to their mother
country. Meanwhile, the United Kingdom should take the
necessary steps to enable those Territories to achieve
full independence and full sovereignty in accordance
with the wishes of their inhabitants,
74. My delegation therefore views with favour and
fully endorses the conolusions reached by the Special
Committee on the subject [A/5446/Rev,l, Chapter V,
para; 478]. It hopes that the Special Committee's
recommendations will be implemented by the administering Power, namely by the United Kingdom.

70. Those provisions and the instruments which
contained them have disappeared entirely. Today we
have new provisions based on the principles of the
Charter, The provisions adduced by the United Kingdom
hark back to a bygone colonial era. Today, following
the adoption of the Charter and the establishment of

75, My delegation also deplores the United Kingdom's
treatment of the Sub-Committee on Aden which was
prevented from visiting that Territory, I have already
had occasion to speak on that subject [1233rd meeting]
and I will not now return to it. I shall merely remind
the United Kingdom representative that the members
of that SUb-Committee are not felons and the immigration authorities in Aden should not therefore have
taken measures to prevent their admission to the
Territory, since members of the Sub-Committee
represent their countries in the United Nations, The
action taken by the immigration authorities in Aden
constitutes in fact an insult to the United Nations,
and I believe that the administering Power, which
is doubtless unaware of what the local authorities
are doing-possibly in excessive zeal-should at least
see that the United Nations is respected in the Territories under its administration.

y Official Records of the General Assembly. Seventeenth Session,
Annexes, addendum to agenda item 25 (document A/5238).

76, Secondly, it appears from the report of the SubCommittee appointed to study the situation in Aden

69. Consequently, the United Kingdom's claim that
by dispatching visitingmissions the Special Committee
is interfering in the internal affairs of the United
Kingdom is simply a claim based on certain colonial
provisions in publlc international law.

."

71. As regards the progress made by the administering Powers, I must say that Portugal and the Republic
of South Africa have utterly disappointed the Special
Committee, and my delegation fully agrees with the
Special Committee's conclusions in that regard.
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1273rd meeting and the Protectorates that the working and living
conditions of all the forces resisting the occupation
authorities in Aden are quite precarious and that
those organizations and their members are subjected
to police restrictions which must be remedied.
77. Thirdly, my delegation believes that a part of
South Yemen, namely Hadhramut, should be included
with the others and finally returned to the Yemen.
As regards Aden, my delegation sees no reason, other
than strategic or petroleum considerations, for the
administering Power to remain in that Territory.
Today, however, strategic interests are somewhat
out of date and petroleum interests should be merged
with those of the inhabitants. Need I remind you that
the United Kingdom Government recently opened
secret negotiations with the Aden authorities and the
ministers of the so-called Federation of South Arabia
for the lease of Aden to the United Kingdom?
78. This is also reminiscent of the nineteenth century
gun-boat diplomacy which can no longer exist today
but which led to the seizure of Territories such as
Hong Kong and Kowloon from China, proof of which
can be found in history books, including some by
British authors. I believe that epoch is now ended;
the question of those Territories must therefore be
examined with greater clarity of thought and in accordance with the Special Committee's recommendations
Which, I hope, will be fully endorsed by the General
Assembly.
79. With reference to the other aspects of the Special
Committee's report, my delegation fully endorses its
conclusions regarding the Committee's future work
and hopes that in 1964 the Special Committee will be
in a position to complete the task assigned to it by
the General Assembly two years ago; in other words,
that the remaining Non-Self-Governing Territories
will be able to achieve independence in 1964 or that
measures will be taken to ensure that they are granted
independence as soon as possible. In view of the
urgency of the matter, my delegation believes that
the General Assembly will take all necessary measures to that end.
80. Mr. HESSELLUND JENSEN (Denmark): Denmark
was appointed a member of the Committee of TwentyFour early in 1963 pursuant to General Assembly
resolution 1810 (XVII) and has thus been serving on
the Committee for about a year.
81. The following remarks should be seen in the light
of the experience we have gained during our membership of that Committee. As a country without colonial
territories and interests and as a country opposed to
racial discrimination we felt that we had a task to
perform in serving on the Committee, and it has
been the primary object of my Government to help
find pragmatic solutions to the implementation of
the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples. We think that during
the past year the Committee of Twenty-Four has done
much useful work and that considerable progress
has been achieved. I should like in this connexion to
quote the following passages from the statement made
by the Danish Minister for Foreign Affairs in the
general debate of the General Assembly last September. The Foreign Minister said:
"••• We are very soon to welcome Kenya as a new
Member of the United Nations. We may hope that
Zanzibar will not be far behind. Developments which
will eventually lead to independence for Northern
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Rhodesia and Nyasaland are well under way. In the
Far East, three areas-Singapore, North Borneo
and Sarawak-have recently merged with Malaya
into an independent federation,
"The more progress is made, the more we shall
find ourselves left with cases presenting major problems, whether due to special conditions in the areas
themselves or to the attitude of the administering
country or both. This fact has revealed a certain
tendency within the Assembly and its Committees
to let theoretical considerations and principles domineer over the due regard for the local situation and
the well-being of the peoples concerned. In cases
where the will of the administering Power to proceed
as soon as possible towards independence and to cooperate fully with the United Nations is manifest,
we should, in my opinion, go far in taking into account
that country's evaluation of local difficulties and
hesitate to press for specific measures of doubtful
utility.
"Undue precipitation in such cases will only tend
to reduce our influence on, and distract attention
from, the cases on which we should concentrate,
those where no goodwill is present on the part of
the admini stering country or Government. Hard
pressure by the United Nations should be reserved
for these cases, and here we should not shrink from
using, eventually and if necessary, all the means
placed at our disposal by the Charter, if such means
prove suitable to bring abou the changes we desire
and if they can command sufficient support to produce that effect." [1215th meeting, paras. 64 to 66.]
82. It seems natural to rat se the question of the future
action to be taken by the United Nations in this matter
which is of the utmost concern to the colonial countries
and peoples that have not yet attained independence.
I feel convinced that the vast majority of members
of thi s As sernbly will agree with me that the Committee
of Twenty-Four has done a good job and that, since
there are still several territories which have not
yet been considered by the Committee, there is every
justification for the continuation of its work. Judging
by the experience we have gained during the past
year, we think that the Committee's terms of reference
should not be altered. A great many territories still
have to be examined by the Committee. Any extension of
the Committee's work, for example by including the
activities now performed by the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories, should
therefore, in our view at least, be postponed until
the Committee has handled the more immediate problems referred to it for consideration and examination.
83. As already mentioned by other representatives,
the Committee of Twenty-Four will be faced with a
special problem in the coming year, namely the small
sparsely populated territories. In the opinion of my
delegation, General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) on
the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples should apply to all territories irrespective
of size, but we fully agree with the suggestiol:S made
by several representatives that the Committee of
Twenty-Four should undertake to study the implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), in
such territories so that the United Nations may lend
them assistance and offer them advice in order that
their independence will be politically and economically
viable. In this connexion we welc?me the fact that
in accordance with a joint commumqu~ issued by the
Government of Senegal and the Government of Gambia,
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the Secretary-General has appointed a team of experts
to study the problems involved in a possible association of the two countries.
84. Finally, I would like to reiterate that my country
warmly supports a speedy process of de colonization.
We a:re gratified also that this year will see the
em ergence into freedom and independence of dependent
territories, whereby the scope of the colonial problem will be further diminished. We are, however,
awar e of the fact that the remaining problems are
not the less complex ones, but the difficulties should
not be insurmountable. Inside and outside ourOrganization my delegation will lend its support to the speedy
implementation of the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples.
85, Mr. KOIRALA (Nepal): We have before usforour
consideration the report of the Special Committee on
the Situation wi th regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples [A/5446/Rev.1].
86. Chapters II to V contain the reports of the Committee of Twenty-Four in regard to the territories
unde:r Portuguese administration, Southern Rhodesia,
South West Africa and Aden. Together, the whole
report runs to more than a thousand typed pages.
Twenty-six territories have been covered by the report
of the Committee, and the Committee has made recommendations in respect of most of them.
87. It goes without saying that the Committee of
Twenty-Four has accomplished its task most thoroughly and with diligence. The excellent report which
the Committee has produced will no doubt have an
important place in the literature on the subject, and
a far-reaching effect on the process of decolonization,
My delegation would, therefore, like to congratulate
the Committee of Twenty-Four on its valuable work.
Our thanks are specially due to Mr. Coulibaly of Mali.
the Chairman of the Committee; to Mr. Velazquez
of Uruguay and Mr. Sonn of Cambodia. the two ViceChairmen; and to Mr. Rifai of Syria, the Rapporteur,
and his successor, Mr. Natwar Singh of India.
88. Of the twenty-six territories covered by the
report, consideration of nine of them, namely the seven
territories under Portuguese administration, Southern
Rhodesfa and South West Africa has already been made
by the Fourth Committee, and my delegation found
occasion to comment on each of these most difficult
and complex questions. Of the remaining seventeen
territories, the Special Committee has deferred full
consideration of five of them, namely, Gibraltar and
Fernando Poo, Ifnt, Rio Muni and Spanish Sahara:
and pending consideration of those items and recommendations by the Special Committee, it will be premature on the part of my delegation to address itself
to any hasty comments on the situation obtaining in
each of these territories. The comments of my delegation would, therefore, be confined to the remaining
twelve territories covered by the report, on each of
whl eh, after a detailed and careful study of various
aspects of the situation, agreed recommendations
have been made by the Special Committee. outlining
certain courses of action to the General Assembly.
89. It is gratifying to note that the representative
of the United Kingdom, in a letter of 10 September 1963,
addressed to the Chairman of the Special Committee,
which is incorporated in the report. has enclosed

therewith a calendar of constitutional advance, in
which it is noted that:
"The Malta Independence Conference was held
and an announcement was made that the British
Government had decided that Malta should become
independent not later than 31 May 1964". [A/5446/
Rev,", annex Il],
90. The prospects in the Fiji Islands Territory, to
which I now turn, are, however, gloomy. The half million people of that territory have been under the domination of the United Kingdom for ninety years now.
The calendar of constitutional advance enclosed with
the letter of 10 September 1963 of the British representative shows that a new Constitution was introduced
in Fiji In February 1963 and that, after two months,
general elections under the new Constitution were
held. But the Constitution does not go far in conferring
any real or substantial power to the inhabitants to
shape their own destiny, and the representative of
the United Kingdom, in his statement before the Special
Committee, has not even indicated the willingness of
his Government to grant to the people their inalienable
right to self-determination and independence. My delegation does not believe that any pretexts should now
be advanced by the administering Power after nearly
a century of rule over the Islands to delay selfdetermination and independence. My delegation would,
therefore, whole-heartedly endorse the draft resolution
passed by the Speclal Committee on 19 July 1963 [A/
5446/Rev.1, chapter VII, para. 135], which invites the
administering Power to work out a new constitution
providing for free elections, to take immediate steps
for the transfer of all power to the people of the territory in accordance with their will and desire and to
endeavour, with the co-operation of the people of the .
territory, to achieve the political, economic and social
integration of the various communities.
91. Coming to the question of Kenya. Zanzibar.Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, we face happy developments once again. Dates for the independence for
Kenya and Zanzibar have been fixed in this very
month, and it will not indeed be long before we have
the honour to welcome these two territories in the
community of nations. We take this opportunity to
express our congratulations to the valiant peoples
of both Kenya and Zanzibar on the occasions of their
imminent independence. We also congratulate the
Government of the United Kingdom for making this
possible.
92. With regard to Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland,
it is encouraging to note that Nyasaland has attained
internal self-government, and that an agreement has
been reached on the di ssolutlon of the Central African
Federation in accordance with the wishes of the people.
Northern Rhodesia still does not enjoy a sufficient
measure of self-government; but important constitutional changes indicate that further progress is imminent. Reaffirming the inalienable rights of the peoples
of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, the draft resolution adopted by the Committee of Twenty-Four [A/
5446/Rev.1, chapter VIII, para. 184J expressed, inter
alia, the hope that the process of the dissolution of
the Federation will not be delayed and that the territories will acoede to independence immediately and
further requests the administering Power, in consultations with the elected Governments, to fix the earliest
date for the accession to independence by Northern
Rhodesia and Nysaland, My delegation is in full approval of this draft resolution, and hopes that the
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decision by the Assembly In this regard would follow
the line suggested by the Special Committee.
93. The situation in the three High Commission Territories of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland
is indeed very grim. The high hopes and optimIsm
inspired by developments in Kenya and Zanzibar are
marred when we come to think of the colonial and
racial problems prevailing in the African continent
south of the Congo. In these High CommIssion Territories, the Administering Authority has undoubtedly
taken some steps to bring about constitutional progress and i3 considerIng further progress, but the
constitutional advances listed by the representative
of the United Kingdom in the calendar referred to
above, in respect of Swaziland and Beohuanaland, do
not meet the requirements of General Assembly resolution 1817 (XVII) of 18 December 1962 and are discriminatory in nature and fall far short of the modest
political aspirations of the peoples of the s e terrltorie s,
In line, therefore, with the resolutton adopted by the
Special Committee on 26 July 1963, we would request
the administering Power to take immediate steps
to convene a constitutional conference for each of
the territories which will lead to general elections
based on universal adult suffrage, and which would
be a prelude to independence. and also to make serious
efforts to provide necessary assistance through the
United Nations programmes of technical co-operation
and the specialized agencies.
94. These three territories are encircled by South
Africa, whose Government is hostile, infinitely powerful and racially discriminatory. Moreover, it has as
good as declared its intention of annexing these territories to its own. So, once again, the Assembly
must declare that attempts to annex these territories
shall constitute an act of aggression in violation of
the United Nations Charter and request the administering Power to be firm in its decision that South Africa
shall not annex any of these three High Commission
Territories.
95. The situation in British Guiana has been of particular concern to the Special Committee because
the only problem to be settled in respect of that territory Is that of setting a elate for independence. On
the one, hand, we regret the fact that the action of
the British Government gives us a feeling that it is
still pursuing the same worn-out "divide and rule"
policy; on the other hand, we are not particularly
happy to note that the leaders of British Guiana have
not yet been able to resolve thel i: differences between
themselves, especially for the reason that those differences are now being made a pretext for delaying
independence. Although we fuliy subscribe to the
standard set by operative paragraph 5 of resolution
1514 (XV) that no condition should be attached to the
granting of independence. the differences between the
leaders are such as to give occasion to the SubCommittee on British Guiana "to emphasize the responsibility resting upon the political leaders of British
Guiana not to allow personal or other considerations
to stand in the way of national unity and the immediate
attainment of the country's independence". Mydelegation is in agreement with the conclusions and recommendations of the Sub-Committee, subsequently
adopted by the Special Committee. in Which attention
is invited to the need of doing our utmost so that
British Guiana achieves immediate independence without any reservations or oonditions attached thereto.
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96, I would now like to turn my attention again to
the continent of Africa, It is to be noted with satisfaction that with the goodwill of the administering
Power, namely, the Government of the United Kingdom,
internal self-government has been introduced in November last in Gambia, a country which covers 4,000
square miles of territory and has a population of
about 300,000. What is more satisfying is the agreement of the Governments of Senegal and Gambia to
a political and economic association between the two
countries, as outlined in the joint communique issued
by the Governments of Senegal and Gambia and the
statement by the Government of Gambia in October
1962. The Government of Gambia has obtained from
the United Nations a team of experts on constitutional,
economic and fiscal matters for the collection of
necessary data, on the basis of which the two Governments hope to found the proposed association between
their countries. This association is meant to have
"an important contribution to the stability, development and prosperity of their two countries and to the
cause of Afri can unity". Such developments are welcome to my delegation, and I would like to congratulate
these two countries for their initiative, an initiative
which, apart from its fal'-reaching impact on the
cause of unity, might also point out ways and means
of practical solutions to the problems connected With
the granting of independence to countries which a re of
very small size and with meagre economic resources.
However, it is the view of my delegation that neither
the study of the United Nations experts nor any sort
of pre-condition should be made an obstacle in the way
of the immediate granting of independence to the
people of Gambia.
97. At this stage, my delegation would like to pay
its tributes to the leaders of Tanganyika, Uganda
and Kenya, who have proposed the formation of the
East African Federation between their countries in
accordanoe with the wishes of the peoples, after the
advent of independence in Kenya next week. This
action to harmonize the great principles, that is,
independence and integration, is really laudable. My
delegation regards this significant decision as a profound demonstration by these countries of the growing
desire of the African peoples for solidarity and unity.
98. The last subject of comment by my delegation
tonight is Aden. Despite the unco-operative attitude
and actions of the Government of the United Kingdom
in this regard, the draft resolution adopted by the
Special Committee on the basis of the study of its
Sub-Committee on Aden [A/5446/Rev.l, chapter V,
para. 478] meets, on the whole, the requtrements of
the situation. The right of the people of Aden to
independence without delay has been reaffirmed, and
sufficient emphasis has been placed on the absolute
necessity of allowing the people of the region:
It • • • to exercise their right of self-determination
with regard to their future: such exercise of the
right of self-determination to take the form of a
consultation of the whole population, to be held as
soon as possible on the basis of universal adult
suffrage" ,

In the view of my delegation, the Assembly may adopt
the draft resolution passed by the Special Committee,
with necessary modifications.
99. This brings me towards the end of my intervention. But, before concluding, let me reiterate the
unqualified support of His Majesty's Government in
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Nepal for the cause of anti-colonial struggle and for
the principles which inspire the historic Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples, because, whatever might have been the
progress in the field of decolonization since 1945 or
since the passing of the historic Declaration, the problem of colonialism is far from over. There are still
subject peoples scattered in all corners of the globe;
and, unless the last remnant of colonialism is eliminated, the efforts of the United Nations in that direction should in no way be slowed down. We believe
that colonialism, with all its manifestations, is an
unmixed evil and that this evil must be speedily done
away with. The Special Committee, in its existence
of two years, has done a remarkable work in the
elimination of colonialism; and my delegation, for
one, would urge the Assembly to renew, with added
vigour and confidence, the mandate of the Special
Committee.
100. Let me also pay trtbute to the Government of
the United Kingdom for its statesmanship and imagination in recognizing the rights of the peoples under
its domination to ultimate self-determination and independence. We may not agree with the ways and means
adopted by the United Kingdom in the implementation of the principle of self-determination and independence of peoples; indeed we at times feel exasperated at its unco-operative attitude and retarding
techniques, as evidenced by its refusal to allow the
Sub-Committees concerned to visit British Guiana
and Aden. But a country such as the United Kingdom,
in the words of my sovereign, King Mahendra, "having
grasped the fact that the days of colonialism are
numbered, has acted on the whole in such a manner
as to get the approbation of many countries •••. Having
taken the lead in enslaving large masses of people,
she has also taken the lead in freeing them". We
only hope that this lead takes on a more speedy pace
and is followed by other countries in freeing territories
under them.
101. Mr. ROSSIDES (Cyprus): My delegation Wishes
in the first place to express its congratulations to
the Chairman and the officers, as well as the members,
of the Special Committee for the deligent efforts that
they have devoted to carrying out the mandate assigned
to them under the relevant resolutions of the General
Assembly. The report of the Special Committee, which
may be truly described as monumental, contains a
wide variety of information on the territories under
consideration and, together with the comments and
decisions of the Committee, it constitutes a valuable
and most enlightening document of great importance
to the Assembly. My delegation supports the continued
existence of the Committee and the renewal of its
mandate.
102. The Declaration on colonialism in resolution 1514
(XV), by virtue of its growing moral force, is, in
effect, increasingly acquiring the authority of a legal
instrument in the relations among nations regarding
the matters contained therein. It is gratifying that
already, since the Declaration, thirteen territories
have attained their independence, and that during
the present session Kenya and Zanzibar will become
independent. We look forward to their joining the
United Nations and to welcoming their representatives
in this Assembly.
103, It is. however. disappointing that no progress
has so far been achieved in the case of certain territories, in spite of the praiseworthy and persistent

endeavours of the Special Committee. We deeply
regret this situation, and we also regret the refusal
of certain administering Powers to receive visiting
missions appointed by the Committee. We wish to
join in the appeal addressed to these Powers to see
their way to facilitating the work of the Committee
in carrying out its mandate in accordance with paragraph 7 of resolution 1654 (XVI), which calls upon
the administering Powers "to afford the Special Committee their fullest co-operation in carrying out its
tasks".
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104. We deeply regret, as I have said, the fact that
a considerable number of territories, involving millions of people, have not attained their independence.
There is, however, no cause for despondency. As
the Declaration so aptly stresses, the process of
liberation is irresistible and irreversible, Therefore,
we believe that the time is not far off when these
countries will attain their rightful place in the community of free nations.
105. As appears from the report, there is still an
impressive list of non-self-governing territories under
consideration by the Special Committee with regard
to their independence. Many of them are particularly
small, and difficult problems arise in respect of
their separate independence. My delegation stands
for territorial unity wherever that is reasonably
attainable, and generally for the unity of the peoples
in all cases. The cause of the freedom and independence of all peoples is one close to the heart of the
people of Cyprus. The yearning for freedom and
independence through ages of vicissitudes and foreign
domination had become so much a part of the life
of the Cypriot people that they instinctively and wholeheartedly stand in brotherly solidarity by the side
of all peoples struggling for their birthright of a
free independent life. Whether the struggle is physical
or mental, and whether the unredeemed territories
are in Africa or in any other part of the world, the
struggle has the deep understanding and support of
the people of Cyprus.
106. Beyond the aspect of freedom, there is that of
peace, which is involved in the problem of de colonization and in the problem of independence generally. For
world freedom is a necessary prerequisite of world
peace. So long as the will of the people in any part
of the world, because of the denial of freedom, is in
rebellion, there can be no peace in the world. We
have to move forward to free the world from colonialism of all sorts, from totalitarianism or any other
form of domination by force, so that we may find the
way of co-operation in freedom and in peace.
107. The representative of Chile, commenting on the
decolonization process and speaking about the problems arising in respect of many small units, spoke
very pertinently of the contrast between the presentday forward march "toward the great integration of
sovereignties, of economies and peoples, in the search
for unity", on the one hand, and, on the other, what
he called the "backward step" of "an obsolete and
illogical attitude" that puts "the emphasis on division,
dismemberment and disintegration, whether of political, economic, social or cultural nature". He went
on to say:
"Our goal should continue to be •.. independence
for all peoples and an end to colonies and the abuses,
poverty and shameless economic exploitation that
go with them .•. " [1267th meeting, para.24].
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108. Division is a legacy of colonialism. It has been
an adjunct of colonialism, either in the way of the
parcelling out of areas among the colonial Powers,
which often broke up territorial entities, or, more
significantly, in the division created among the people of any territory as a result of the classic policy
of "divide and rule". The ethnic origin or the religion
of a section of the population, differing from that of
the majority, has at times been a ground for separate
electoral rights and other separations, thus keeping
the people apart and creating antagonism as an element in delaying independence. This legacy of division and the spirit of antagonism involved, left over
as an aftermath of colonialism, has created problems
of division and unnecessary friction where otherwise
no basic or essential differences separated the people: they had worked, and should work, together as
one people whose common interest in their own welfare would naturally have united them if the momentum of the division created had not been constitutionally systematized and perpetuated.
109. It is therefore the responsibility of the United
Nations not only to see that independence is granted.
but also that, followmg it, the uni ty of the people and
the integrity of the territory are preserved and that
independence is positive and real. In this sense the
United Nations has acted wisely and effectively in the
case of the Congo, for by the United Nations intervention the divisions among the people were overcome
and the breaking-up of the country was avoided, cooperation was restored and integrity preserved. Indeed,
the Declaration contains a specific mandate in this
respect; it states with emphasis, both in its preambular
and its operative part, that independence must be complete and the integrity of the territory respected. In
its preambular part it says:
"Convinced that all peoples have an inalienable
right to complete freedom, the exercise of their
sovereignty and the integrity of their national
territory";
that is to say, the people's natural right to complete
independence and the full exercise of their sovereignty
cannot be alienated. And a country, therefore, which
becomes independent and a Member State of the United
Nations cannot be deprived of the substance of its
independence and sovereignty by any divisive constitutional provisions coercively imposed upon it
at the time when formal independence is granted.
Any instrument containing such provisions and implyIng intervention in the internal affairs of a Member
State would run counter to the very concept of independence under the Charter of the United Nations
and would be contrary to the basic forms of international law.
110. The Declaration also makes clear. in its second
preambular paragraph, the need for equal rights for
all, without distinction as to race, language or religion, in order that conditions of stability and wellbeing, and peaceful and friendly relations may exist.
111, It is therefore fitting that the independence
granted in all the cases examined by the Special Committee should be real and that it should not be frustrated by destructive conditions; that the spirit of
good-will should prevail, with mutual understanding
and respect, so that people in all the territories may
put aside any differences that divide them and look
to the greater issues that should unite them in a march
forward towards progress and towards the great
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human aim of peace in a world of justice and freedom. Freedom, however, demands an equal sense of
responsibility, r~spo~sibility towards other people
and other countrles: It demands respect for Justice
and the legitimate rights of others, and above all,
a genuine concern for the common good, coupled with
a real sense of duty to contribute towards the moral
progress of mankind, so compellingly demanded for
peace and survival in our present age and time.
112. Mr. CARDUCCI-ARTENISIO (Italy); It Is not
the intention of the Italian delegation at this late hour
to comment on the report of the Special Committee
on the Situation with regard to the Implementation
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples. The General Assembly shall in due course decide whether the Special
Committee was worthy of the confidence placed in it.
We can only testify to the goodwill, to the efforts
and to the valuable contributions of all the delegations
which participated in its activities.
113. It is also our duty and pleasure to pay tribute
to the wisdom. the tact and the competence with which
its Chairman, Mr. Sort Coulibaly, directed its work.
He was ably assisted by the two Vice-Chairmen:
Mr. Velazquez, whose deep juridical culture and
insight we all so much appreciated, and Mr. Sonn,
whose enthusiasm and devotion to this task have contributed in no small way to the success of the Committee.
114. We wish also to mention Mr. Rifai of Syria,
and our friend Mr. Natwar Singh, who, in succession, have so competently discharged the task of
the Rapporteur.
115. We want to mention the two Under-Secretaries,
Mr. Protitch and Mr. Amachree, and all the hardworking members of the Secretariat.
116. Likewise, the Italian delegation does not intend
to give an outline of the policies and the principles
by which it has stood in approaching the problems
of decolonization. Those delegations who may be interested will not find it difficult, I am sure, to consult
the text of the report and find out what our views
were on each of the items under consideration.
117. The Italian delegation would only wish to state
that It was happy and considered itself privileged to
be associated, both as a member of the Committee
of Seventeen and of the Committee of Twenty-Four,
with the process of deoolonization, and to have been
able to give its own contribution of ideas and initiatives.
118. We are not among those who believe that great
historic events can be reduced to, and contained within,
the activities of a single body. no matter how representative or authoritative it may be. We believe, on
the contrary, in the driving power of the great forces
of the sptrtt which form themselves through the centuries and gather momentum with the passing of the
years, and that, at one point of world history, they
set themselves in motion and lead the world towards
its destiny. It is undeniable, however, that sometimes,
as in the case of the United Nations, these forces
can be channelled and, as it were, putto work through
11 political and juridical organization so that their
action becomes more and more effective.
119. The question that we must ask our-selves at
this point is not what the United Nations has done so
far to facilitate the realization of these ideals but
r ather what role the world Organization, and in par-
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ticular the Special Committee on decolonization, may
be called upon to play in the future. We are sometimes
inclined to look at this historic phenomenon from a
too distant point of view. We may congratulate ourselves on the results achieved. We may set future
goals, and in so doing we may sometimes forget
that each of the single acts of de colonization is, in
most of the cases. both for the administering Power
and for the colonial territory, the result of a tremendous effort and a source of most serious problems.
120. When we speak of de colonization, we speak
especially of the problems of the newly independent
States which, at times overnight. find themselves confronted with staggering political and economic tasks
and with the necessity of adju.sting themselves to the
realities of a tough world and of creating a new
economy, which is viable and can compete with older
and more solid economic structures; but we must
not forget the problems an administering Power must
face in order to bring about the decolonization of
its overseas possessions, whether those problems be
political, economic or simply psychological. We believe
that the United Nations can continue to play a very
useful role in coping with those problems. We believe,
at the same time, that the precondition for solving
the problems is to admit that they exist-that they
exist in all their complexities. political, economic.
social, cultural and so on.
121, We have noticed in the course of the sessions
of the Special Committee, and sometimes in the sessions of the General Assembly, that there is often a
tendency to over-simplify the issues, to maintain
that some situations depend only on Jhe bad faith of
a few evil men in power and that a drastically worded
resolution of one body of the United Nations is enough
to bring about a solution of all the underlying problems. The Italian delegation SUbmits that these methods
are not conduotve to any valid result. On the contrary.
they discourage co-operation and they endanger in
the eyes of the world the reputation of the United
Nations as an instrument capable of producing concrete results.
122. One of the most profound and encouraging
thoughts expressed in the course of this debate-a
thought that is very much in line with our view on
this SUbject-came from the Chairman of the Special
Committee, Mr. Coulfba.ly, when. intervening in this
debate, he said:
"I am convinced that in many cases the United
Nations could assist the colonial Powers to resolve
some of their difficulties••• ", [1266th meeting.
para. 42].
We believe that there is a great deal of truth and
wisdom in those words. They should be kept in mind
and receive all our attention in the course of the
future work of the Special Committee.
123. We are firm believers in the value of the methods
of conversation, negotiation, conciliation, and compromise, not of principles but of practices and measures. We favour calling the attention of the world
public to a specific problem in order to exert all
due moral pressure on a reluctant party. We place
great reliance on the ever-increasing role that the
Secretary-General can play in order to facilitate the
solution of international disputes. We have witnessed
in the past one or two years very encouraging examples of how the Secretary-General and his representatives have been able to encourage negottaticns between

parties to a colonial conflict or to implement the
provisions of an agreement. We do not believe-to
cite just one instance-that the attempts made by
the Secretary-General to establish contact between
the Portuguese Government and the representatives
of African States in order to secure the implementation of the United Nations decisions ought to be
discontinued.
124. The Italian people are by nature optimists.
Therefore we are sincerely confident that even the
most arduous problems in the field of decolonization,
as in the other fields of international life, will in
clue course find their just, peaceful and lasting solutions. Nevertheless we say: let these pr-oblems and
the emotions they arouse not disrupt or weaken the
United Nations. Let these problems not divide the
peoples of Europe from the peoples of Africa, when
the very future of the whole world lies in their cooperation and integration. Let us not even evoke the
image of a tremendous tragedy that might befall mankind: a conflict between two races. Let us control
our emotions. Let us try to sacrifice some of our
interests, and let us work together.
125. Before concluding our brief remarks we should
like to comment, also briefly, on a subject which
has already been raised jn this debate. We are grateful
to the representatives of Chile and Ceylon for having.
submitted to the General Assembly in a very timely
way the problem of the small territories and of the
territories with sparse populations. The problem is
not new. The Special Committee in the course of its
last session was called upon to examine the situation
existing in two territories which could apparently
fall into that category. The debate in the Special Committee demonstrated, however, a great uncertainty
in the approach to the problem. In one case, for
instance, the majority of the Committee strongly
objected to any mention of certain arrangements
which were being agreed upon by the Government of
a territory and a neighbouring State concerning the
future association of the two countries. In another
case similar objections were levelled against an
appeal to the specialized agencies of the United Nations
to look into the economy of the territory after its
attainment of independence.
126. In the two cases it was argued that both the
reference and the appeal might be construed as to
have the result of pr-ejudicing the future sovereignty
of the territory in question. Now, after listening to
the statements made during this debate, we gather
the impression that the trend has been reversed and
that the general feeling favours strong action by the
United Nations to make the independence of small
territories politically and economically workable. We
are gratified that these ideas should have been expressed in this debate and we support them wholeheartedly.
127. We agree, of course, that this problem is a very
complicated one and demands serious and deep investigation. While we stand by the principles set forth
in resolution 1514 (XV), whereby independence must
be granted to all territories which have not yet attained
it, we cannot conceal that granting independence sic et
simpliciter to several scores of territories-an event
which might well double the membership of the United
Nations-would not be without serious inconvenience
and risk.
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-------------------128. The representative of Chile, expressing an idea
136. Briefly, we believe that the peoples of these
widely shared in this Organization, said a few days
territories should proceed to self-government and
ago from this rostrum:
independence as rapidly as possible, and our consistent
aim is to ensure that these new nations are strong
"In a world progressing towards great integrations
and stable and equipped to play a responsible role
of economies and peoples striving 'for unity, it
in world affairs and in economic and social progress.
seems to me reactionary, antiquated and illogical
Fortunately, the evidence of the sincerlty of our intento place the emphasis on division, fragmentation
tions and of our determination to implement this
and disintegration, political. economic, cultural
policy is not far to seek.
or social". [1267th meeting, para. 23.J
137. As each session of the General Assembly comes
129. In order to avoid taking a course which would
ar-ound, we are accustomed to seeing more representalead inevitably to such an undesirable situation and
tives from former dependent territories as members
be the source of definite instability for the internaof the independent Commonwealth and of this Organitional society, several remedies have been suggested,
zation. Last year saw the independence of Jamaica,
such as federations, free association with exfsttng
Trinidad and Tobago, and Uganda, with a combined
independent States, and other methods already conpopulation of over 9 million people. Already, in 1963,
templated in resolution 1514 (XV).
we have seen the independence of Sabah-formerly
North Borneo-Sarawak and Singapore, with a com130. The Italian delegation believes that there is no
bined population of some 3 million people, whose
small merit in each of these ideas; they ought to be
representatives are now seated in this Assembly
carefully investigated. At the same time, we believe
as members of the delegation of Malaysia. Later at
that the Special Committee should refrain from beginthis Same session we are looking forw ard to the admisning consideration of these small territories on a
sion of Zanzibar and Kenya, with a combined populapiecemeal basis in order to avoid hasty solutions
tion of over 8 million. They will become independent
being found for reasons of political expediency or under
on 10 December and 12 December 1963 respectively.
the pressure of special interests. We believe that
the United Nations should declare its special respon138. My delegation is most grateful to the many
Sibility for these territories. We might even try to
speakers, among whom I might par-ticular-ly mention
lay the foundation for a new machinery which would
the representatives of Argentina, Cambodia, Colombia,
permit the United Nations to undertake, directly or
Chad, Liberia, Madagascar and Senegal. who have
indirectly, the task of bringing these territories to
paid generous tributes to the part played bymy Governindependence,
ment in the attainment of independence by these
countries.
131. We also believe that the United Nations could
put to use in this matter-of course, mutatis mutanclis139. In addition to Kenya and Zanzibar, I am pleased
the invaluable experience gained in the field of trusteeto be able to inform the Assembly, and in particular
ship administration.
the representatives of Liberia and Ethiopia, who referred to Malta and Nyasaland respectively, that
132. We all know that imagination is one of the main
dates for independence have been set for these two
instruments of politics. We do hope that the United
territories, whose combined populatton exceeds 3 milNations will be able to use it with a view to bringing
lion people. Malta will become independent by 31 May
to a successful conclusion the business of decoloniza1964 and Nyasaland by 6 July 1964. Thus, since this
tion. We do hope that the United Nations will not be
Assembly last debated the report of the Special Comthe prisoner of old formulae that were applicable in
mittee just over a year ago, seven territories, with
the conventional decolonization but which may be less
a combined population of over 14 million people,
valid for these marginal cases.
have achieved independence or will achieve indepen133. We are sure that the Special Committee will
dence in the coming months.
spare no effort to discharge its responsibilities; and,
140. However, the success which has accompanied
on our part, we pledge our sincere and active partici.
my
Government's policy on decolonization over the
pation in its endeavours.
past years does not mean that we propose to rest
134. Mr. KING (United Kingdom): The United Kingdom
on our laurels and allow the pace of constitutional
is a member of the Special Committee and, as our
and political progress to slacken. Many problems
views on the various matters discussed in that Comand difficulties have still to be overcome in our remittee have been fully set forth in its report, my
maining territories before they can achieve 8e1£delegation considered it appropriate not to intervene
government and independence. For example, six of
in this debate at any earlier stage, but to wait until
these have a population of less than 10,000, A numother delegations had had an opportunity to express
ber of representatives have referred to this question
their comments on the report. As you are anxious,
of small territories. The representatives of Chile and
Mr. President, to conclude this debate as soon as
Mexico [1267th meeting), for example, noted that
possible, I shall concentrate my remarks principally
some of them could hardly be politically or economion points raised in the debate by previous speakers,
cally viable because of their small size or small
and I shall not discuss those territories which have
population.
been dealt with separately in the Fourth Committee.
141. In this connexion, my delegation agrees with
the representatives of Chile and Senegal that each
135. To begin With, I wish to refer to the position
case must be considered separately and that no one
of my Government on the question of decolontzatton.
simple solution could be applicable to all. But my
The aims and objectives, of British policy towards
Government is confident that solutions can be found
the Non-Self-Governing Territories under United
for these territories which will, in the words of ArtiKingdom administration have often been stated in
cle 73 of the Charter, "take due account of the parthis Assembly-most recently by the British Foreign
Secretary, as he then was, Lord Home, in a speech
ticular circumstances of each territory and its peofrom this rostrum on 1 October 1963 [1222nd meeting].
ples and their varying stages of achievement" .
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142. The responsibility for finding solutions to these
problems rests, under Chapter XI of the Charter,
with the administering Power, and my Government
has no intention of abdicating its responsibility in
this regard.
143. I should now like to turn to the report of the
Special Committee of Twenty-Four itself and to say
something about its methods and procedures. The
basis of my delegation's participation in the work of
that Committee in the past year has been stated on
numerous occasions and can be summed up as follows. We have been Willing to co-operate with the
Committee, we have been Willing to provide it with
information and we have been willing to join in its
discussions. On the other hand, since we are sure
that our policy is the right one, we must also take
full responsibility for carrying it out.
144. In this connexion, I wish to state that the position of my Government with regard to future participation in the Committee will be decided in the light
of Whatever conclusions are reached by the Assembly
in respect of its composition and terms of reference.
145. A reference to the report of the Special Committee [A/S446/Rev.l] shows clearly that my delegation has played a very full part in the work of the
Committee. In particular, a number of delegations
have comrnended my Government for receiving for
the second year in succession a Sub-Committee of
the Special Committee in London. The representative
of Mexico emphasized the importance of my Government's acceptance of such a procedure. However,
the separate and distinct question of sending visiting
missions to territories under United Kingdom administration raises fundamental issues of principle
for my Government. As a number of representatives
have referred to this matter, I should· like to explain
my Government's position in somewhat greater detail.
146. The position of my Government is quite simple.
It considers the dispatch of Visiting missions to United
Kingdom territories to be an intervention in their
administration. I must emphasize thatmyGovernment
does not suggest that these visiting missions would
perform an administrative function, as was stated
by the representative of Uruguay. But it does believe
that the presence of visiting missions would constitute an interruption in the normal processes of political
and constitutional advance in the territories and a
complicating factor in the constant dialogue between
the administering Power and the leaders of the territories in the form of constitutional conferences
or other forms of consultation, and thus would delay
rather than accelerate the attainment of independence
by these territories.
147. This is not to say that my Government is opposed
to all visits made on behalf of the United Nations. In
this connexion, the example of the visit by a mission
to Greenland in 1950, referred to by the representative
of Ceylon [1267th meeting], is very much to the point.
This mission consisted not of representatives of
Member States, but of two officials of the United
Nations Secretariat.
148. The representatives of Uruguay [1268thmeeting]
and Senegal [127oth meeting] referred to recent visits
by similar missions to territories under the administration of the United Kingdom with the consent of the
United Kingdom. It will be clear from this that my Government is willingto co-operate with the United Nations
in this field on appropriate occasions and in appropriate ways.

149. I now turn to some of the points raised in the
debate in connexion with certain territories under
United Kingdom administration, particularly as the
policy of my Government has in some cases been
misrepresented. I shall deal first with Aden and the
Protectorate of South Arabia.
150. For many years the rulers of the various States
of the Protectorate were reluctant to join together,
but as time went on they became increasingly conscious of the need to unite in some way so as to form
a single State large enough to stand on its own feet
and to achieve independence. Early in 1959, six of
them on their own initiative decided to form a Federation for their mutual defence and to foster political,
economic and social development for the benefit of
that country and its people. In the course of the next
four years, five other States joined the Federation
which, at the beginning of 1963 comprised eleven
members.
151. During the same period, series of meetings
were held between the Ministers of the Federation
and the Ministers of Aden, who agreed to work for
the entry of Aden into the Federation so as to end
the artificial division between Aden and its hinterland, whose inhabitants were predominantly of the
Arab race and Moslem religion, spoke the same language and regarded themselves as one people.
152. The question of Aden's entry into the Federation was debated in the United Kingdom Parliament,
and in the Legislatures of the Federation and Aden
in the autumn of 1962, and approved by them. On
18 January 1963, Aden became the twelfth member
of the Federation. In March 1963, two more States
joined the Federation, which now includes the majority
of the States of South Arabia.
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153. The course of events in South Arabia since the
entry of Aden into the Federation has been encouraging.
In particular, there has been much greater harmony
in Aden itself since the merger took place. An example
of this is the fact that tw 0 members of the Aden Legislature who had voted against the merger in 1962 have
now become Ministers in the Aden State Government.
154. I should like to draw the particular attention
of the representative of Iraq to this fact, as his information about the attitude of Aden towards the merger
appears to be based on out-of-date information. Labour
relations, which have sometimes been the cause of
disputes in the past, have improved with the establishment in August 1963 of a joint advisory council with
six representatives of the employers and six representatives nominated by the Aden Trades Union
Congress.
155. Both Aden State and the Federal Government
have appointed Committees to accelerate the pace and
the scope of the Arabization of the public service.
Finally, a commission of enquiry was appointed by
the Chief Minister of Aden in August 1963 to examine
the important questions of qualifications for the franchise and for election to the Legislative Council. The
Commission, which was composed entirely of local
inhabitants representing all shades of political opinion,
recently completed its work. Discussions between
the British Government and Aden Ministers on its
future are expected to take place shortly.
156. So far as the other States of theFederation are
concerned, the rulers and their State Councils are
conscious of the desirability of bringing their electoral
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methods into line with the practice in other countries
as soon as local conditions make it practicable to
do BO. There has been considerable progress in this
regard over the past year; for example, the state
Council of Shaib now has eight elected members;
elections in the State of Fadhli were held on 19 November this year, and municipal elections in Lahej
will be held by the end of 1963. Thus 1963 has been
a year of progress in South Arabia, and the accession of Aden to the Federation has involved important
administrative, political, economic and social changes.
157. Time is still needed to work out the consequences
of all these changes. It is the hope of the United Kingdom Government that those States which have not
yet entered the Federation will decide to join, but
the decision is theirs. Similarly, the exact form of
the Federation is for its members to decide. What
is important is that South Arabia should advance to
independence as rapidly as possible in accordance
with the wishes of its inhabitants, and that is the policy
of the United Kingdom Government.
158. I should now like to say something about recent
developments in British Guiana, to which a number
of representatives referred in their statements. The
United Kingdom Government announced on 17 July
1963 that if the party leaders were still unab le to
reach agreement, it would reconvene the Constitutional Conference not later than October 1963. This
statement is contained in Chapter X of the report of
the Committee of Twenty-Four [A/5446/Rev.11 annex
IH. Thus the decision to reconvene the Conference
was taken before the two leaders met the Sub-Committee of the Committee of Twenty-Four in September 1963, and when the leaders met in London in
October they had still not reached agreement.
159. Indeed, they wrote a letter to the Minister responsible, Mr. Sandys, stating this and asking the United
Kingdom Government to settle on their authority all
outstanding constitutional issues. They undertook to
accept the United Kingdom Government's decision.
Thus it is not true, as was alleged by the representative
of Poland, that the decision announced by Mr. Sandys
on 31 October was "imposed" upon British Guiana,
It was the political leaders themselves who requested
Mr. Sandys to settle the unresolved cons titutional
differ-ences .
160. Nor is it true, as some representatives have
asserted, that the United Kingdom is pur-suing a policy
of divide and rule. Mr. Sandys emphasized that the
aim of his solution was to create a reasonable degree
of mutual trust and co-operation between the races.
Fresh elections will now be held, and after these
are over the United Kingdom Government will convene a fresh conference to settle any remaining constitutional issues and to fix a date for independence.
My Government is anxious to see British Guiana
independent as soon as possible, and our objective
remains to clear away the obstacles to independence
and to bring into existence a constitution based on
the support of all races.
161. A number of representatives referred to the
situation in Northern Rhodesia. The present position
is that a new Constitution was announced on 5 November 1963. Under its provisions, the Executive Council
will be replaced by a cabinet consisting of a Prime
Minister and up to thirteen other Ministers, while the
Legislative Council will total seventy-five members,
of whom sixty-five will be elected in main roll, that
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is, African constituencies, and ten in reserved roll,
that is, European constituencies.
162. This Constitution followed the broad measures of
agreement reached between the various party leaders
in recent discussions held by the Governor. Elections
for the new Legislative Council will beheld in January
1964, and the Constitution will take practical effect
after these elections. Northern Rhodesia will then have
full internal self-government broadly comparable to
the present position in Nya.saland,
163. I should now like to speak about developments
in Fiji, to which the representatives of Liberia [1267th
meeting] and Nepal devoted some attention. I would
like to assure the representative of Liberia that the
attitude of my Government is not complacent, and
that we do not intend to suspend the political development in Fiji. A new Constitution was introduced in
April 1963, and elections under an enlarged franchise
were held in May. The British Government ha s now
proposed the convening of a oonter ence at which it
and the leaders of representative opinion in Fiji will
seek to agree upon concrete proposals for future
political advance. The British Government has also
suggested that interim measures in the direction of
internal self-government shOUld be introduced in 1964.
I hope that this will reassure the representative of
Liberia.
164. A number of representatives referred to the
situation in the territories of Ba sutol.nnd, Bechuanaland and Swaziland. I should like to inform them that
the report of the Constitutional Comrnission in Basutoland has now been completed, as have been the consultations between Her Majesty's Commissioner in
Bechuanaland and the representatives of the people
of that territory on the review of the 1960 Constitution. These questions are at present under discussion
in the Basutoland National Council and in the Bechuanaland Legislative Council.
165. With regard to Swaziland, it is hoped to hold
elections early in 1964 under the new Constitution,
which represents a fai r compromise betw een the view s
of all parties in the territory.
166. I should now like to make a very brief reference
to Gambia. My delegation is grateful for the welcome
extended by the representatives of Chile [12G7th meeting], Nepal and Iraq [1269th meeting] to the possibility of association between Gambia and Senegal,
and, like the representative of Senegal, my delegation regrets that no reference was made by the Committee of Twenty-Four to the attainment by Gambia
of internal self-government in October or to the visit
by the team of experts nominated by the Secr-etaryGeneral to advise on the form of the future relationship between Gambia and Senegal. The report of
this team will be awaited with keen interest by the
Governments concerned.
167. These remarks on progress in the territories
under British administration will demonstrate to the
Assembly that we are pressing on with the constitutional advance at the greatest speed. It is therefore
with surprise and regret that I now turn to the speech
by the representative of Hungary [1268th meeting],
who not only ignored my Government's record in
decolonization but also appeared to go out of his way
to attack my country and to twist the words of my
Foreign Secretary to fit his thesis. When my Foreign
Secretary suggested that in this nuclear age we must
all learn to resist the temptation to solve our prob-
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lems by force, he did not mean by this, as the representative of Hungary has alleged, that the status quo
must everywhere be preserved. He meant, as indeed
he said, that it must be altered by negotiation, not
by force of arms. The representative of Hungary
chose, for his own reasons, to break off the quotation
in mid-argument, but if representatives care to consult the record they will see that Lord Home went
on to say:
lilt is true, of course. that every nation has the
right of self-defence, and that is necessary should
a neighbour run amok, but example and negotiation, patience and persistence, are the only legitimate means of altering the status quo. That is the
truth which nations everywhere, great and small,
have to accept because, let me repeat, a nuclear
explosion may take place in Europe or the Soviet
Union or America, but nuclear dust has no frontier,
and unless that truth is accepted all men will die."
[1222nd meeting, para. 61.]

He also suggested that the Soviet Union, the United
States and the countries of Europe should "set that
example of peaceful change". The emphasis, representatives will note, is not on rigid enforcement of
the status quo but on peaceful change. I need hardly
remind this Assembly that the main purpose of this
Organization embodied in Article 1 of the Charter is:
to bring about by peaceful means, and in
conformity with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of international disputes or situations which might lead to
a breach of the peace".
Pl•• •

Anyone who does not believe in solving problems by
negotiation has no place in this Organization.
168. Before concluding, I should also like to refer
to one general question-namely, the charges of neocolonialism which are made so freely against my
country and others whenever dependent territories
or the problems of the newly independent territories
are under di.sousston, It is time these charges were
recognized for what they are: a cold-war communist
exeroise which flies in the face of the facts. It used
to be a communist myth that a developed capitalist
society needed colonies to remain prosperous, and
that without them it would collapse. When confronted
with the obvious fact that, although Great Britain
has brought the vast majority of its colonial peoples
to self-government and independence, it is more
prosperous than ever, the communists have shifted
their ground and invented the argument that our
prosperity is based on the economic exploitation of
our former colonies, and indeed of all developing
countries. It seems that by "exploitation" is meant
not only trading with these countries, but also the
giving of aid to them by means of capital investment,
whether from public or from private sources. In
other words, all countries which accept aid or encourage foreign private investment from the free
world are neo-colonies and not independent States
at all.
169. My Government rejects the view that the relations of developing countries with the restofthe world
mus t be based either on absorption or on exploitation. We fully recognize the existence of developing
countries as States in their own right, with their own
needs and their own future. We do not regard them
as temporary phenomena to be used for the advantage
of the free world or to be absorbed into the com-

munist empire. We do not question the right of any
country to determine its own internal and external
policies. In the economic sphere we fully recognize
the right of all countries, including the developing
countries, to establish relations of trade and aid
wherever they judge it to be in their best interests.
A statement of such basic attitudes as these would
be entirely superfluous were it not for the charges
of neo-colonialism which have been so freely made
agatns t my Government. We firmly rejec t such charges.
May I refer to the words ofthe British Prime Minister,
speaking in this Assembly on 1 October 1963. He said
then:
"Do the newly independent countries want capital
for development or do they not? Is the world's
greatest problem ahead of us the gap which is
developing between the earnings of the countries
that are rich and the earnings of the countries that
are poor, or is it not? •.. Our Government paaetonately desires to spare a portion of the national
income for investment in under-developed countries ••.• I therefore hope ••. that we shall hear
less about neo-colomalism, It is at best, I believe,
a synthetic grievance, and at worst it is dangerous
because it encourages poverty and racialism".
[1222nd meeting, paras. 84 to 86].
170. My delegation has no desire to revive the cold
war in this Organization, but if this artificial campaign continues we shall not hesitate to make use
of a considerable dossier of information to show that
the boot is on the other foot.
171. Proof of the absurdity of this propaganda can
be found in the fact that Governments throughout the
world recognize the important contribution that outside investment can make to the development of their
economies. The successful search for oil in Nigeria
by the Shell Oil Company and the construction of the
Durgapur iron and steel complex in India are but
two recent striking examples in which British companies and British capital have been involved. Statesmen throughout Africa have repeated that the policy
of their Governments is in favour of encouraging outside investment.
172. The Prime Minister of Tanganyika, Mr. Kawawa,
speaking in London on 17 September 1963, reaffirmed
that his Government's policy was to promote Conditions favourable to foreign investors. The Government of the Congo (Leopoldville). as recently as
September of this year, introduced a new law guaranteeing foreign and domestic investments in the country. Similar legislation has been passed in other
countries. President Nkrumah, speaking at Tema.
on 24 August 1963, when opening a Lever Brothers
soap factory, said: wThe favourable climate for investment created by the Ghana Government has resulted
in industrial development such as the soap factory
..• which has been built by one of the most hardheaded business combines operating in Africa ••• the
vested interest of the expatriate business community
in African unity is 'as great as that of any African
today".
173. These are not the words or the deeds of people
who are the dupes of foreign exploitation. On the contrary, they demonstrate the recognition that political
independence does not automatically mean economic
development: that the newly independent countries
continue to require help arid assistance from the
industrialized countries of the world. Trade and aid
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with friendly countries. far from being neo-colonial..
ism, is a vital factor in the achievement of economic
progress and in the creation and the distribution of
wealth, which is what all people desire. Many newly
independent countries have accepted capital investment from countries of the Soviet bloc, and trade
with those countries. The Soviet bloc has State trading,
and investment is directly controlled by governmentsnot by private companies. State trading and Statecontrolled investment would seem to offer better
opportunities for government control and nee-colonialism than private trading and investment. It is up to
the developing country to ensure that there is no
foreign control of any kind.
174. I end my statement, as I began. by referring
to the forthcoming independence of Kenya, Zanzibar.
Malta, and Nyasaland, as graphic proof of the sincerity
of our policy. Further evidence can be found in Annex II
of the report of the Committee of Twenty-Four [AI
5446/Rev.J.J, which records the remarkable fact that
in every month of the past year Significant advances
were made in our territories. We cannot rewrite
history or change the facts of geography: we have to
deal with the situation as it exists; and we look to
this Assembly for an understanding of the difficulties
involved and a realistic appraisal of the policies we
are carrying out. Whatever our critics in the Committee of Twenty-Four or this Assembly may say,
we are getting on with the job. and we shall not relax
our efforts until all our territories have achieved
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self-government and independence in accordance with
the Charter.
Organization of work

175. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
have concluded the general debate on item 23. In order
to allow time for delegations which axe preparing
draft resolutions on the item to complete their work
and submit their texts to the Secretariat. there will
be no plenary meeting tomorrow morning. At the
afternoon meeting, we shall resume consideration
of agenda item 12, that is, the chapter of the :report
of the Economic and Social Council dealing With the
composition of the Joint United Nations/FAO InterGovernmental Committee on the World Food Programme, on which the Second Committee has submitted a report. as well as the chapters dealing with
social questions and human rights. on which the Assembly has received a report from the Third Committee.
We shall also consider a report of the Fifth Committee on the financial implications of the draft resolution recommended by the Third Committee concerning the holding of a session of the Commission
on Human Rights in 1964.
176. On Friday, 6 December, we shall hold plenary
meetings to consider and vote on the draft resolutions
submitted on item 23. Thus, I hope we shall be able
to conclude our consideration of that item on Friday.
The meeting rose at 11.35 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 23
Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and. Peoples (continued)**

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS
14. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
now turn to the second item on our agenda, which is
the consideration of the report of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples [A/5446/Rev.1]
and eight draft resolutions submitted in connexion with
this item. As Members of the Assembly know, the
general debate on this item has been concluded. The
Assembly must now take a decision on the draft resolutions before it,
15. I give the floor to the representative of the
United States.
16. Mr. ATTWOOD (United States of America): The
objective of my delegation in proposing the amendment [A/L.445 and Add.L[ ts to clear up any possible
misinterpretation of the fifth paragraph of the preamble and to make the language used in the fifth paragraph of the preamble consistent with that used in the
sixth paragraph of the preamble and in the fifth
operative paragraph, It is our hope that the sponsors
will give this amendment their consideration and
acceptance.
17. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): Consequently, the Assembly must now consider the draft
resolution on Aden [A/L.436 and Add.L], the draft
resolution on Malta [A/L.437 and Add.I and 2], the
draft resolution on Fiji [A/L.438 and Add.L], the draft
resolution on Northern Rhodesia [A/L.439 andAdd,l],
the draft resolution on Nyasaland [A/L,440 and Add.I
and 2], the draft resolution on Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland [A/L.441 and Add.I and 2], the
draft resolution on British Guiana [A/L.442 and Add.L],
the draft resolution on the situation with regard to the
implementation of the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples [A/
L.443 and Add.I and 2] and an amendment to that draft
resolution submitted by the United States and Australia [A/L.445 and Add.I],
18. I shall first call on the speakers who wish to
explain their vote before the vote on any of the eight
draft resolutions submitted to the Assembly for its
consideration, We shall then proceed to vote on each
draft resolution in turn. After the voting; I shall give
the floor to representatives who wish to explain their
vote.
*The representative of Iceland subsequently informed the Secretariat that, had he been present at the time of the voting, he would ha ve
abstatned,
**Resumed from the 1273rd meeting.
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19. May I remind the Assembly that, under rule 90
of the rules of procedure, the President will not permit the proposer of a proposal or of an amendment to
explain his vote on his own proposal or amendment.
20. The representatives who wish to explain their
vote before voting now have the floor.
21. Mr. CHANDERLI (Algeria) (translated from
French): This week we commemorate with mixed
feelings two particularly important anniversaries.
Three years ago our Assembly adopted what we regard as the charter of deoolontzatton, I mean the
Declaration on the granting ofindependence to colonial
countries and peoples.
22. In addition, peoples and governments have just
celebrated with enthusiasm, the fifteenth anniversary
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
23. It is in this context that my delegation wishes to
make a few observations on what has been accomplished and what should be done. The Special Committee, whose report we have examined [A/5446/
Rev.L], has certainly proved to be an' effective instrument, and its activities could not but contribute to the
speedy and total implementation of the provisions of
the Declaration appearing in resolution 1514 (XV).
24. Nevertheless, despite its activities and the importance and objectivity of the reports it has submitted to us, it seems that there are still too many
dependent peoples and territories in the world today.
25. It is our duty to strive for the earliest possible
disappearance of colonialism, which stands condemned
by the Charter and by history. It is in this spirit that
my delegation supports the continuance of the Committee of Twenty-Four and would even like to see its
authority strengthened.

..

26. I shall not repeat what has already been said
concerning the difficulties encountered by the Special
Committee in its work. A considerable task still lies
before it and it can only perform that task with the full
and open co-operation of the administering Powers.
Yet in at least four cases there Is a real threat to
international peace and security, and in these four
cases the administering Powers refuse to co-operate
with the Special Committee and hence to apply the
provisions of resolution 1514 (XV). I refer to thc
situation in Southern Rhodesia, the problem of South
West Africa, the conflict in the Portuguese territories and the question of Aden. We very much hope
that in these four cases. as in others, the natural
interest of States and respect for the decisions of the
Assembly will lead the colonial Powers to adapt their
policy to the imperatives of a world which refuses to
allow colonialism to be practised any longer.
27. In this connexion, my delegation regrets that,
from a worthy desire to avoid difficult and sometimes
chaotic situations being brought about by the unduly
rapid attainment of independence in certain territories,
some delegations have suggested that longer time
should be allowed for the granting of independence.
My delegation fears that such generosity, shown in
all good faith towards the colonial Powers, will not
be reciprocated. When an administering Power has
been doing its best, sometimes for centuries, not to
prepare its subject peoples for independence, we can
legitimately doubt its willingness suddenly to change
an age-old attitude. We therefore think that we should
abide by the terms of resolution 1514 (XV), whi eh
provides for the immediate granting of independence
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to colonial countries and peoples. In other words, if
the good will of the administering Powers and their
assistance must be sought in this matter, let it be
done within the framework of that resolution and
above all after they have implemented it. Let them
grant independence first and give assistance afterwards, if necessary, to the newly independent territories. The fear that has been expressed here about
new forms of dependence that might arise if a newly
independent country were to remain under the indirect
control of one Power or another is not in our eyes a
sufficient argument to delay that country's attainment
of international sovereignty. It will be the duty of the
international community, the United Nations and the
peoples of the territories themselves to ensure that
their independence is a reality.
28. It has also been suggested here that sometimes
newly acquired independence might produce territorial problems. We all know that throughout the ages
all States have been confronted With problems of this
nature, and that. whereas in the past disputes of this
kind have been .settled by force, that is no longer
possible today. Furthermore, the Charter ofthe United
Nations and those of other great international organizations, such as the Organization of American States
and the Organization of African Unity, recommend that
peaceful and negotiated settlements should be sought
for such problems while at the same time there should
be no derogation from the principle of the territorial
integrity of States and respect for their frontiers. If
the frontiers of new states or of older States were to
be called into question, on geographical or historical
grounds, the entire political map of the world would
have to be reviewed. The modern society in which we
live must bear in mind the explosive possibilities of
territorial claims in these days of large groupings,
economic interdependence, unity and peace.
29. These problems, with which many others of us
are faced, should be solved in a spirit of mutual
understanding, respect for the interests of peoples
and of States and a refusal to impose by force formulse which cannot be viable unless they are the
result of freely accepted agreements. Furthermore,
in these days when young States are trying to make
an effective contribution to decolonization, it would
be wrong of us to give the world the sorry spectacle
of our bickering when we can settle our disputes
fraternally, outside the United Nations, by applying
the recommendations of the Charter which stress
the value and usefulness of settlements negotiated
bilaterally or within regional organizations.
30. In adopting the Special committee's report, we
wished to express our desire to take an active part in
the liberation of the dependent territories. We wished
also to express our confidence in the Special Committee and at the same time to appeal to the administering Powers to understand that coloniali sm was a
disgrace to mankind and that colonial problems, which
have often been solved by violence, can be solved by
co-operation and common sense. We believe that the
enclaves preserved here and there by the great empires of the past must disappear and make way for
new relationships between peoples, based on mutual
interest and the necessity of building a world from
which all causes of tension will be eradicated. This
is our interpretation of the support we are giving to
the work of the Committee of Twenty-Four, and we
would add that any attempt to arrest the march of
history in this respect not only is doomed to failure
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but may give rise to fresh conflicts which would be
unworthy of the great contemporary trends as reflected in the texts which bind us together, namely the
Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples.
31. My Government has no need to prove its anticolonial attitude and did not think it necessary to make
a long statement to the Assembly to that effect. We
were anxious however, to make our voice heard in
this concert of peoples who throughout the ages have
been voicing their eternal need for freedom and
dignity.
32. Mr. YOMEKPE (Ghana): First of all I would wish
to announce that the delegation of Ghana is a eosponsor of the draft resolution [A/L.442 and Add.L]
on the question of British Outana, I understand that
through an oversight the name of Ghana was not included in the original list of sponsors.
33. My delegation has already made its point of view
known with regard to the work of the Committee of
Twenty-Four. We believe firmly in the work of this
Committee and we believe that its methods and procedures are in accord with the spirit of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) and resolution 1654 (XVI).
34. However, we would like to put on record what we
consider to be our understanding of the establishment
of this Committee. By resolution 1654 (XVI), the
General Assembly decided to establishaSpecialCommittee of seventeen members to be nominated by the
President of the General Assembly for the implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).
35. During the seventeenth session, by resolution
1810 (XVII), the General Assembly extended the membership of the Committee to twenty-four. Our understanding then was that the membership of the Committee would rotate, almost in the same way as the
kind of rotation that applies to the Committee on
Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories.
We realize it is late at this stage to make any concrete proposals with regard to how the membership
of the Committee of Twenty-Four should rotate. but
we seriously suggest that this might have to be borne
in mind durtng the nineteenth session of the General
Assembly, and we are wondering whether the Secretary-General should not make a study of how it should
be brought about.
36. Briefly. this is the point of view we would like to
put on record, that it is the understanding of the delegation of Ghana that the membership of the Committee
of Twenty-Four should not be a static one but should
be rather on a rotative basis. We would not like to
suggest any specific period for the term of office of
the members of the Committee, but we believe that a
period of two years for each member will be necessary.
37. In this connexion I would like to state that there
is at the moment before the Fourth Committee a draft
resolution concerning the discontinuation of the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories [A/5673, para. 28]. Should that draft resolution
be adopted and later on confirmed in plenary, the question might arise as to what would happen to the AdminIstertng Authorities which are at present members of
that Committee and which are not members of the
Committee of Twenty-Four. This is a question which
would also be considered in connexion with the position we have just stated.
»:

38. Mr. LICHTVELD (Netherlands): My delegation
wishes to speak especially about the draft resolution
on British Guiana [A/L.442 and Add.L],
39. British Gutana is a good and friendly neighbour
of SUrinam, one of the three autonomous parts of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands. It is for that reason that
my delegation takes a special interest in the political
development and the welfare of that country and wishes
to support the implementation of its right to selfdetermination to the fullest extent. SUrinam and the
Netherlands Antilles years ago made use of the same
right, and if they should want to change their political
status today they are fully able to do so in accordance
with their own free wi ll: for in our opinion the right
to self-determination is a continuous, dynamic one,
not a static right bound to a specific or predetermined
moment. It is for this reason that we fully support
operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution on which
we are to vote. This paragraph reaffirms an inalienable
right of the people of British Guiana, the right of all
peoples on earth. An intrinsic part of this right, however, is the right of the people also to determine for
themselves when and where and how certain transitions
of their status are to be made. They and they alone
have to fix the dates for such transitions, to fix the
timing. the arrangements and the nature of their
independence. It is obvious that this can and ought to
be done ,only in common understanding with the administrative Power, if such there be, whenever the
latter evinces a reasonable willingness to favour the
transitions required by the peoples. In this respect
not even one, not even all, of the countries represented in the United Nations have a right to ask for
more haste or for transitions without delay without
paying attention to the wishes of the parties concerned.
40. In the case referred to by the draft resolution
which is to be voted on. the people of British Guiana
together with the United Kingdom are the only ones
to determine the rhythm of the implementation of decisions made in common understanding. It is for this
reason that operative paragraph 2, calling for the
fixation without delay of a date for the independence
of our friends of British Guiana is unacceptable to us.
We shall therefore vote against this paragraph. This
is a matter of principle and a corollary of the same
right to self-determination and independence, in case
this is desired. which we most strongly support.
41. Consequently, my delegation sees itself obliged
to abstain on the draft resolution as a whole. The
same principle will also guide our voting on other
draft resolutions which we have before us at this
moment.
42. Mr. KING (United Kingdom): Mr. President. my
delegation requests a vote on the draft resolutions on
Aden; Fiji; Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland;
British Guiana; and the renewal of the Committee of
Twenty-Four [A/L.436 and Add.L, A/L.438 and Add.L,
A/L.441 and Add.l and 2, A/L.442 and A/L.443 and
Add.I and 2]. I should like to explain my vote on those
draft resolutions.
43. The draft resolution on Aden, A/L.436, is virtually identical with the one adopted by the Committee
of Twenty-Four' on 19 July 1963, and the views of
my delegation on that resolution are fully set out in
paragraphs 472 to 476 of chapter V of the report of
the Committee of Twenty-Four [A/5446/Rev.1]. My
delegation also devoted a considerable part of its
statement in the general debate in plenary on 4 December 1963 [i273rd meeting] to Aden, and I do not
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think it necessary to restate the position of my Government at the present time. Briefly, my delegation
is opposed to the draft resolution becaus~ it incorporates the conclusions and recommendations of the
SUb-Committee on Aden, which were unacceptable to
my Government. and my delegation will therefore vote
against this drait resolution.
44. I turn now to the draft resolution on Fiji [A/LA38
and Add.L] the position of my delegation on the question
of political and constitutional advance in Fiji is fUlly
set out in chapter VII of the report of the Committee
of Twenty-Four, particularly in paragraphs 105 to 109. '
Naturally my delegation adheres to the views which it
expressed and the attitude which it adopted during the
discussion of the item in that Committee.
45. The drait resolution now before us. which is virtually identical with the one adopted by the Special
Committee, is based on a complete misconception of
the position in Fiji and of what the people of Fiji at
present want. The present Constitution. which came
into force earlier this year, was adopted with the full
agreement of the representatives of the people of
Fiji and it already provides for free elections and
representative institutions on a basis which accords
with their wishes.
>.

I.

46. It is the policy of my Government to fulfil in Fiji
the obligation to develop self-government laid down
by the United Nations Charter, and to do this in accordance with the particular circumstances of this
territory and the known desires of its people. My
delegation explained the particular circumstances of
the territory in the Special Committee and also made
it clear that my Government would not stand in the
way of ultimate independence for Fiji if that were what
its people wanted. However, the people of Fiji have
made it plain that independence is not the issue for
them at present. In accordance with our policy, as
described. power is transferred to the local inhabitants
as circumstances and their Wishes decide, and the
interim measures in the direction of internal selfgovernment, to Which my delegation referred in
the general debate in plenary meeting on 4 December
1963 [l273rd meeting]. are the latest step in this
direction.
47. Moreover, since the Special Committee adopted
its draft resolution on Fiji. the British Government
has proposed the convening of a conference in the
next twelve months or so to work out a new constitutional iramework which will preserve a continuing
link with Britain and within which further progress
can be made in the direction of internal self-government. That conference will consider whatever aspects
of Fiji's Constitution the representatives of the people
of Fin wish to discuss. including the question of the
franchise and the composition and membership of the
Legislative and Executive Councils.
48. In view of my Government's decision to convene
that conference, my delegation wLll abstain on the
drait resolution [A/L.438 and Add.L], However. this
abstention should not be taken to mean that my Government is committed to any particular constitutional
solution for Fiji, It will be for the representatives of
the people of Fiji themselves to decide this, in consultation with the British Government. and it is precisely for this purpose that the conference is being
convened.
49. With regard to the drait resolution on Basutol.and,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland [A/L.441 and Add.l and
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2], my delegation noted in its statement in the general
debate last week that a constitutional conference on
Swaziland was held earlier this year and that the
British Government has proposed a. new constitution
which represents an attempt to reconofle the different
points of view which 'emerged at that conference, Elections under the new constitution wLll take plaoe in the
first half of 1964. In Basutoland and Bechuanaland
local reviews of their Constitutions :have taken place,
and representatives of all political parties have taken
part in these consultations. Proposals for the review
of both Constitutions are now being debated in the
legislatures of Ba sutcland and Beohuanal.and, and the
British Government expects to receive their recommendations shortly.
50. An three territories are now ill varying degrees
approaching the stage of self-gocernment, and when
this stage has been reached the constitutional means
will exist whereby their peoples wLll be able to express
their wishes about their eventual status. The British
Government recognizes that the attainment of independence is a natural and legitimate aspiration of the
peoples of these territories. The Brftish Government
has no desire to impose any pre-arranged solution.
nor has it any interest in doing so. As in other territories, it will be a matter for the inhabitants of each
territory. in the full appreciation of their circumstances. to agree on what form of final status would
be appropriate for them. Should any of them at that
stage wish to continue in some :form of relationship
with the United Kingdom. that would be a matter for
negotiation.
51. Thus my Government is taking all necessary
measures to promote the politica.l and constitutional
advance of Basutoland, Bechuana1and and Swaziland
and has no wish to hold back further advance in this
field. However, the draft resolution takes no account
of the actual position in the three ter-ntortes or of the
developments that have taken place in recent months.
Therefore my delegation will vote against it.
52. I should now like to refer to the drait resolution
on British Guiana [A/L.442 and Add.L], As my delegation noted in its statement in the general debate on
4 December 1963, the leaders of the political parties
in British Guiana asked the British Government to
settle on their authority all outstanding constitutional
issues and undertook to accept the British Government's decision. In response to tJlat request. the
British Government has proposed a solution which
aims at creating a reasonable degree of mutual trust
and co-operation between the race s. Fresh elections
will now be held, and after these are over the British
Government will convene a fresb conference to settle
any remaining constitutional issues and to fix a date
for independence. As there ca.n be no question of fixing
a date for independence in advance of these various
procedures. my delegation will abstain on the draft
resolution on British Gutana, However. I should like
to emphasize that the United Kingdom is anxious to
see British Guiana independent as soon as possible
and that our objective remains to clear away the
obstacles to independence and to bring into existence
a constitution based on the SUPP01't of all races.
53. Finally, I wish to explain the position of my delegation on the drait resolution on the renewal of the
Speoial Committee of Twenty-Four [A/L.443 and
Add.J and 2] together with the amendment proposed
by the United states and Australia [A/L.445 and Add.L],
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54. My delegation has on numerous occasions explained its position on the Special Committee. We
cannot accept intervention by this Assembly· or by
its Committees or SUb-Committees in the administration of the territories for which we remain responsible. In particular, the views of my delegation
on the question of visiting missions to territories
under British administration were fully set out in
my delegation's statement in the general debate on
4 December 1963. Briefly, we believe that such missions would interrupt the normal processes of political
advance and would complicate the constant dialogue
between the administering Power and the leaders of
the territories and thus delay rather than accelerate
the attainment of independence.
55. We shall discharge our rosponsibiltttes fully and
fearlessly, and the achievements of the past fifteen
years are sufficient proof of the success of our policy
in this regard. The attainment of independence by
Zanzibar yesterday and by Kenya tomorrow, are
further evidence of this.
56. The language of the draft resolution [A/L.443 and
Add.I and 2] does not, in the view of my delegation,
take sufficient account of the progress achieved in the
past, nor is it in harmony with the position of my
Government on certain fundamental matters. In particular, my delegation cannot accept that the fifth
preambular paragraph applies to my Government. My
delegation will therefore support the amendment of
the United states of America and Australia [A/L.445
and Add.L], Even so, this amendment w11l not remove
all my delegation's objections to the draft resolution,
and my delegation will therefore abstain in the vote
on this draft resolution as a whole.
57. Mr. CHIBA (Japan): In explanation of our vote on
the series of eight draft resolutions before us [A/
L.436 and Add.L, A/L.437 and Add.I and 2, A/L.438
and Add.l, A/L.439 and Add.l, A/L.440 and Add.l
and 2, A/L.441 and Add.I and 2, A/L,442 and Add.L,
A/L.443 and Add.L and 2], I should like to make a
short statement.
58. First of all, as the Japanese delegation has frequently stated on many earlier occasions, we are
firmly opposed to colonialism and hope for the early
eradication of this anachronism and injustice. As our
Foreign Minister, Mr. Chira, said in his statement
from this rostrum on 20 September 1963 at the
beginning of this session:
"Colonialism still remains and must be denounced
as contrary to human progress." [1029th meeting,
para. 18.]
We sympathize very deeply with the peoples who are
still under the yoke of colonialism and with their
yearning for freedom and independence. We feel that
every effort should be made to help them attain their
goals as rapidly as possible.
59. In line with our basic position of opposition to
colonialism, my delegation has studied the eight draft
resolutions very carefully. However, in our view,
certain of the draft resolutions, of which I shall not
go into in detail, seem to us to represent attempts
to go too far and too fast at this time. We feel that
they might hinder, rather than help, the process of
decolonization of the territories concerned. Accordingly, we shall be obliged to abstain on those particular draft resolutions.

60. More particularly, I should now like to comment
very briefly on the draft resolution [A/L.443 and
Add.I and 2] on the situation with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples. Operative
paragraph 3 of this draft resolution causes us some
concern. There are a great many elements in the report of the Special Committee of Twenty- Four [A/5446/
Rev.L] with which we are in full agreement; but there
are other elements in the report with which we cannot
agree. For this reason, we cannot support the blanket
approval of the Special Committee's report which is
contained in operative paragraph 3.
61. In addition, there are a few passages in other
parts of the draft resolution which we feel are rather
sweeping or vague and which we cannot fully support.
62. Subject to these reservations which I have just
made, my delegation thinks that the draft resolution
as a whole is a constructive attempt to find solutions
to the questions which are now before us, and therefore we shall vote in favour of it.
63. Mr. GONZALEZ (Costa Rica) (translated from
Spanish): Costa Rica will vote in favour of the draft
resolution on the question of independence for British
Guiana [A/L.442 and Add.L], thus reaffirming its
anti-colonialist policy, the more so in this case of a
colony whose territory is in the heart of our American
continent.
64. My delegation wishes to make it clear that it
does not regard the draft resolution as an obstacle
to the constitutional development that is taking place
in British Guiana, but on the contrary as a constructive element which in due course will lead the Territory to full independence in conditions which will
ensure the well-being of the people by means of firmly
established democratic institutions.
65. Mr. HAY (Australia): I wish to explain the voting
position of my delegation on the draft resolution [A/
L.443 and Add.J and 2]. I do not wish to explain our
voting position on the other draft resolutions, because
in the course of the debate in the Special Committee
of Twenty-Four my delegation made its position clear.
66. With respect to the draft resolution, my delegation has a number of important reservations. The
first one relates to the preambular paragraph, which
is already the SUbject of an amendment. I do not wish
to discuss this further, except to say that my Qelegation would regret that, should the amendment not
receive the support of the Assembly, we will be obliged
to abstain on the draft resolution as a whole, for we
would regard that preambular paragraph as taking a
broad position on the responsibilities, role and attitude
of administering Powers which, in our opinion, has
no relation to the facts nor to the actual state of
affairs in the Special Committee of Twenty-Four.
67. I nevertheless hope that that amendment will in
fact be adopted and that that reservation will be removed. Subject to the passage of that amendment, my
delegation would be able to vote for the draft resolution as a whole because its broad intent, in our
understanding, Is a satisfactory one and represents
the wishes of the Assembly, as did past and previous
resolutions, is in accordance with the Charter in
general, and opens up possibilities of continued cooperation between both the Administering Authorities
and the countries which are not Administering Authorities represented on the Committee of Twenty-
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Four. That attitude, however, is conditioned by the
following reservations. First, in operative paragraph 3
as the representative of Japan has just said, we are
asked to approve the totality of the report of the Special Committee [A/5446/Rev.l]. So far as my delegation is concerned, there are many things in the
report of the Special Committee which we do approve,
but there are also a number of elements to which we
have not, in the Committee debates and votes, given
our approval. Therefore, in voting for the draft resolution as a whole, we cannot be construed as having
approved in toto the report of the Special Committee.
68. In operative paragraph 7 we have a reservation
relating to the status of the draft resolution which the
Special Committee adopts. In the opinion of my delegation, those Special Committee resolutions, important
as they are, do not have the same status as those of
the General Assembly and it is, in our view, leading
to a mistaken view of the status of the Committee's
draft resolutions to have them referred to alongside
General Assembly resolutions, as the wording of
operative paragraph 7 has done.
69. We also have a reservation relating to operative
paragraph 8 which refers to the possibility of visiting
groups going to territories under the administration
of the Powers concerned. The position of my dele-.
gation on the question of visiting groups has been made
clear in the Committee of Twenty-Four. In our opinion,
each question of a visit should be treated on its merits.
It would be unwise to say yes or no across the board,
as it were, to visiting groups. There are special cir.cum stances in each case which would cause the members of the Committee of Twenty-Four to consider
carefully whether a Visiting mission should be recommended or not. There may well be cases when it is
appropriate, and other cases when it is not appropriate.
One of the important elements in relation to visiting
groups, as they are termed in operative paragraph 8,
is the attitude of the Administering Authorities themselves. In the View of my delegation, it is fundamental
to the effective working of the Special Committee of
Twenty-Four that there should be a partnership between the members who have administeringresponsibilities and those who do not. It is of the essence of
a partnership that there are obligations on both sides.
The obligations of the Administering Authorities are
very clearly laid out. The obligations of those Who
are not Administering Authorities are not so clearly
laid out, but they do extend, in the opinion of our delegation, to the close consultation with the Administering Authorities concerned on any matter which
affects the administration of one of their territories.
This is a principle which has been accepted in the
past and which is indeed stated in operative paragraph 6 of resolution 1654 (XVI) which set up the
Special Committee in the first place. If I may quote
from that resolution, it authorized:
"••• the Special Committee to meet elsewhere
than at United Nations Headquarters, whenever and
wherever such meetings may be requrred for the
effective discharge of its functions, in consultation
with the appropriate authorities;".
It is the understanding of my delegation that operative
paragraph 6 of resolution 1654 (XVI) is still operative
and that in fact if there are any future occastons on
which members of the Special Committee think it
necessary to set up a visiting group, that will again
be done in consultation with the appropriate autho rtttes,
I am fortifie~. in this understanding by the text of the
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report of the Committee of Twenty-Four [A/5446/
Rev.1J when ill chapter I, paragraph 54, it directs
itself to this particular problem; and in that paragraph 54, it is maintained both that there will be consultation with the Administering Authorities and also
that the setting up of a visiting group is not intended
to interfere with the direction of the internal affairs
of a texritory nor to try to establish that the Special
Committee has any responsibility for administration,
that responsibility resting solely with the administering Power. My delegation therefore reads operative paragraph 8 of the draft resolution [A/L.443 and
Add.L and 2] as not changing the previous principle,
under which any attempt or any desire to set up a
visiting group would be SUbject to consultation with
the appropriate authorities.
70. I have stated these reservations in detail, but in
doing so r have not wished to give the impression
that my delegation does not believe that on the whole,
and on balance. the Special Committee has been performing a useful function in accordance with the resolutions adopted by this Assembly, and that subject to
the continued maintenance of the obligations of partnership. the obligations devolving on both parties to that
partnership, it will not continue to serve a useful
purpose.
71. Mr. PALAR (Indonesia): My delegation co-sponsored the three decolonization resolutions adopted by
the General Assembly in 1960 [1514 (XV)], 1961 [1654
(XV!)] and 1962 [1810 (XVll)J. One would ask why we
are now not co-sponsoring the fourth general decolonization resolution. The reason is that the statement of the Indonesian delegation on this item which
we are considering was almost completely devoted to
the necessity of applying the de colonization resolutions
on the small and very small territories that have not
yet attained independence. We regretted and we still
regret veTy much that this has not been included,
especially in the decolonization resolution [A/L.443
and Add.J and 2]. That does not mean that we are not
going to vote for the draft resolution, because in
operative paragraph 4 of that draft resolution it is
stated that the General Assembly:
"Requests the Special Committee to continue to
seek the best ways and means for the immediate
l·
and total application of the Declaration to all t e r r i - ,
tories which have not yet attained independence, and
.J
to report to the General Assembly not later than at
its nineteenth session;".
72. The African and Asian members of the Committee of Twenty-Four have assured us that, of course,
the question of the small and very small territories
will be given the deserved attention of the Committee
of Twenty-Four; they will take care of it. That is the
reason why we will support this draft resolution

~:.ol::e:i~:dl:;so support. of course,'~'=~~~--"'!
draft resolutions which have been eo-sponsored by
us. But we should like to emphasize the necessity of
adopting the draft resolution on the question of Aden.
I should like to illustrate that by reading a telegram
that we have just received from the Peoples Socialist
P arty in Aden, which reads as follows:
"British have arrested, detained about 500 PSP
and ATUC members. Where detained unknown.
British have arrested Abdullah Asnag, the President
of the Arab Labour Federation and Peoples Socialist
Party and Abdo, Khlin, Suleirnan, Mohammed Salem
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Ali, Fuad Darahin, Ashraskhan and Said Sohbi, members of Presidential Council. Appeal to you and the
conscience of the world for their release. We ask
for proper justice. We demand the uplift of police
rule and emergency. (Peoples Socialist Party),"
74. I think this is enough proof that the draft resolution on the question of Aden (A/L,436 and Add.L]
should, if possible, be given unanimous support.
75, Mr. BOZOVIC (Yugoslavia): I should like to add
one word only about the telegram read just now by
the representative of Indonesia by which he communicated to us that about 500 members of the Peoples
Socialist Party in Aden have been arrested. We express our hope that the United Kingdom delegation
will be able to give us some rno.re clarification before
the end of this session,
76. Mr. COULIBALY (Mali) (translated from French):
Speaking as I am on behalf of the sponsors, I have no
observations to make on the first seven draft resolutions before the Assembly. Apart from the administering Power's usual reservations, no objections have
been made to these draft resolutions, nor are there
any reservations. I shall therefore briefly express
the views of the sponsors of the eighth draft resolution [A/L.443 and Add.L and 2] to which an amendment [A/L.445 and Addvl] has been SUbmitted, although
owing to the moderation and objectivity shown by its
sponsors, this draft resolution, too, has not given rise
to any serious objections.
77.

The sponsors of the draft resolution (A/L,·443 and

Add.L and 2] have taken into accountthe various views

that have been expressed in the general debate on the
Special Committee's report. The predominating note
in this draft resolution is the determination of the
United Nations to put an end rapidly to colonialism, in
accordance with the provisions of resolution 1514 (XV).
A decisive factor in the peaceful attainment of this
objective will be the co-operation of the colonial
Powers. That is why the sponsors of the draft resolution lay stress on the scanty co-operation that has
so far been forthcoming from the colonial Powers.

bly approves the Special Committee's report as a
whole.
82. On behalf of the Special Committee I should like
to thank all the delegations who have expressed satisfaction with the work accomplished by the Special
Committee. On behalf of the sponsors, I should like
also to thank all the delegations which have expressed
support for the draft resolutions before the General
Assembly. I hope that the colonial Powers will pay
attention to the vote which is about to be cast by our
Assembly and will be able to give the Special Committee their loyal co-operation in the future in order
to enable it to discharge its mandate.
83. While the African States may feel all the horrors
of colonialism more keenly than others, it is nevertheless true that the perpetuation of this scourge is a
real threat to international peace and security. We
therefore think that after the forthcoming vote, which
we hope will be unanimous, all States Members of the
United Nations will ardently desire the liberation of
the peoples still under foreign domination and that,
over and above any alliances based on interest, they
will work for respect for justice and the fundamental
provisions of the Charter.
84. Much has been said about visiting missions and
efforts have been made to present them as interference by the Special Committee in matters within
the jurisdiction of the colonial Powers. I should like
to allay the misgivings of those Powers by saying that
the purpose of Visiting missions is to make contact
with the peoples concerned in order to find out their
views and thus to enable the Special Committee to
submit proposals to the General Assembly regarding
the most suitable ways and means for those Territories to attain independence. Consequently, there is
no incompatibility between the competence of the
colonial Powers and the objectives of Visiting missions
and groups.
85. I think that what I have just said should induce
the colonial Powers to reconsider the possibility of
co-operating with any visiting missions or groups
which the Special Committee may wish to send to the
territories.

78. Indeed, three years after the adoption of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples, many countries are still under
foreign domination. The sponsors think that the General Assembly, by a unanimous vote, will again request
the colonial Powers to do their utmost to implement
resolution 1514 (XV) without delay.

86. On that basis and taking into account the reservations that have just been expressed by certain delegations, I think that our Assembly will give its unanimous support to draft resolution A/L.443 and Add.L
and 2.

79. It is with a view to obtaining this unanimous vote
that the sponsors have kept the draft resolution free
of any emotion, although the resentment they feel about
the stubbornneas of certain colonial Powers in keeping
the peoples under their domination might have driven
them to submit a more strongly worded draft resolution.

87. Mr. ROSSIDES (Cyprus): My intervention here is
not to make any address on the subject of colonialism.
It is only to say that my delegation has co-sponsored
the three previous resolutions adopted by the Assembly, namely resolution 1514 (XV), resolution 1654 (XVI)
and resolution 1810 (XVII).

80. For the same reason, the sponsors accept the
amendment proposed by the United States delegation
and supported by the Australian delegation [A/L.445
and Add.L], In accepting this amendment the sponsors
of the draft resolution wished to reaffirm their objectivity in distinguishing between the attitudes of the
colonial Powers. This is reflected, moreover, in
operative paragraph 5,

88. My delegation and my country have always been
standing at the side of all peoples struggling for their
freedom. We are therefore supporting draft resolution
A/L.443 and Add.I and 2 as well as all the resolutions
relating to the independence of the various countries
which are before the General Assembly.

81. After consultations, the sponsors agreed to delete
the last part of operative paragraph 2, that is to say
the words "as well as its future programme of work".
That particular phrase is not essential if the Assem-

89. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I call
upon the representative of the United Kingdom on a
point of order.
90. Mr. KING (United Kingdom): Mr. President, with
your permission, I would only point out a mistake in
the draft resolution on Nyasaland [A/L.440 and Add.I
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and 2], and that is that in operative paragraph 1 the
date should read "6 July 1964" and not "5 July 1964".
This is a mistake arising out of a typing error for
which I believe my Mission mayhave been responsible
at some stage. But the date set for the independence of
Nyasaland, with the agreement of Dr. Hastings Banda,
is 6 JUly 1964 and not 5 July 1964. I hope that the eosponsors of the draft resolution will agree to this
correction.
91. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now vote on the various draft resolutions, one
after the other. I invite the Assembly to consider the
draft resolution on Aden [A/LA36 and Add.l'] which
has been submitted by twenty countries.

The draft resolution was adopted by 77 votes to 10,
with 11 abstentions.
92. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now consider the draft resolution on Malta
[A/L,437 and Add.L and 2] sponsored by twenty-seven
Member States.
93. As there have been no objections to this draft
resolution, and in view of the statement made by the
administering Power, if I hear no comments I shall take
it that the Assembly wishes to adopt it unanimously.

The draft resolution was adopted unanimously.
94, The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now proceed to vote on the draft resolution on
Fiji [A/L,438 and Add.L] sponsored by twenty-five
Member States.
The draft resolution was adopted by '18 votes to
none, with 21 abstentions.
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100. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now vote on the draft resolution on Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland [A/L.44I and Add.I
and 2] sponsored by twenty-seven Member States.

The draft resolution was adopted by '18 votes to 3,
with 16 abstentions.
101. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now take up the draft resolution on British
Guiana [A/L,442 and Add.L] sponsored by sixteen
Member States.
The draft resolution was adopted by '18 votes to
none. with 21 abstentions.
102. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now consider the draft resolution on the situation
with regard to the implementation of the Declaration
[A/L.M3 and Add.L and 2], sponsored by thirty-three
Member States.
103. Before a vote is taken, I should like to point out
that the representative of Mali, on behalf oi all the
sponsors of the draft resolution, has accepted the
amendment proposed by the United States [A!L.445l.
of which Australia has become a eo-sponsor [A./L.445
and Add.L], As a result of the acceptance of this
amendment by the sponsors of the draft resolution,
the word "certain" will be inserted between the words
"of" and "Administering" inthefifthpreambularparagraph of the English text.
104. As this word was already included In the Spanish
text. the addition will be made only inthe English text
and the other texts in which it does not appear. For
the sake of greater clarity, I shall read the complete
paragraph, with the amendment which has been accepted. The paragraph will read as follows:

95. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now vote on the draft resolution on Northern
Rhodesia [A/L.439 and Add.J] sponsored by twentyfive Member States.

"Deploring the negative attitude of certain administering Powers and their partial or complete
refusal to co-operate with the Special Committee
in the implementation of the Declaration,".

96. There have been no objections to this draft resolution either, and in view of the statement which was
made by the administering Power on the subject, if
I hear no comments I shall take it that the Assembly
wishes to adopt it unanimously.

105. The second point to which I should like to draw
attention is that, as the representative of Mali stated
on their behalf, the sponsors of the draft resolution
consider that the last phrase of operative paragraph 2
of the draft resolution, reading "as well as Us future
programme of work", can be deleted.

The draft res elution was adopted unanimously.
97. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now consider the draft resolution on Nyasaland
[A/L.440 and Add.L and 2] sponsored by twenty-six
Member States.
98. Before we vote on this draft resolution, I should
like to remind the Assembly of the United Kingdom
representative's statement that the date on which the
Territory is to attain independence should be 6 JUly.
not 5 July 1964 as indicated in operative paragraph 1
of the draft resolution. If I hear no objections, I shall
take it that the Assembly accepts this correction and
that paragraph 1 will read 6 July instead of 5 July.

It was so agreed.
99. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): As
far as the draft resolution itself is concerned. there
have been no objections in this case either and we
have been given to understand that the administel'ing
Power finds it acceptable. Consequently, if I hear no
objections I shall take it that the Assembly wishes to
adopt this text, too, unanimously.

The draft resolution was adopted unanimous ly,

106. The sponsors of the draft resolution have revised it, deleting the phrase which I have just read
out. Consequently, we shall now vote on draft resolution A/L,443 and Add.), and 2 with the amendment
to the fifth preambular paragraph which I have indicated and the deletion of the phrase "as well as its
future programme of work" at the end of operative
paragraph 2.
107. A roll-call vote has been requested, but before
we vote I should like to inform the Assembly that the
financial implications of the continuation of the work
of the Special Committee in 1964 are set forth in the
report of the Fifth Committee [A/5639].
A vote was taken by roll-call.

Sierra Leone, haVing been drawn bylotbytbe President, was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Sierra Leone. Somalia, Sudan. Sweden,
. Syria, Tanganyika, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago,
TUnisia. Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Repubh cs, United
Arab Republic, Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela.
Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Albania. Algeria.
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Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Burundi, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Cambodia, Cameroon, Canada, Cey1on, Chad,
Chile, China, Colombia, Congo (Leopoldville), Costa
Rica, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Dahomey, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Finland, Ghana, Greece, Guinea, Hungary, Iceland, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Ivory
Coast, Jamaica,Japan, Jordan. Kuwait, Laos, Lebanon,
Liberia. Libya. Luxembourg, Madagascar, Malaysia,
Mali, Mauritania, Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Nepal,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria,
Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Rwanda, Senegal,
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"I repeat it very definitely that incorporation was
not sought since this was against my Government's
policy of separate development which has as its
objective the political independence of the Bantu
nations."

A bstaining: South Africa, Spain. United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United states of
America, Belgium, France•

I hope that I can leave the matter there. It should in
any case be clear to the Assembly that the repetition
of this charge as in operative paragraph 4 of the resolution is, in the light of the refutation by my Government, no more than part of the political campaign with
which we have become so familiar. Those acquainted
with the facts will testify as to the good relations which
exist between South Africa and these territories and
to the fact that the inhabitants derive considerable
benefit from those relations.

The draft resolution, as amended, was adopted by
95 votes to none, with 6 abstentions.

115, The South African delegation therefore voted
against this resolution.

108. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): As
a result of the resolutions adopted this afternoon, and
in accordance with the foot-note relating to draft resolution A/L.443 and Add. I and 2, the names of the
Territories of Aden, Malta, Fiji, Northern Rhodesia,
Nyasa1and, Basutoland, Bechuana.land, Swaziland and
British Guiana will be added to the last preambu1ar
paragraph of this draft resolution, after the territories under Portuguese administration.

116. Mr. ALAINI (Yemen) (translated from French):
My delegation was not able to support the resolution
on Aden which has just been voted on, because we
firmly believe that the real and total liberation of our
country now under foreign occupation will not be
attained unless the fundamental unity of Yemen within
its natural frontiers, bringing together all our people
now divided by colonialism, is achieved. We are convinced that only the unity of our country and people
can really put an end to colonialism in all its forms.
Such unity, in keeping with the natural aspirations of
all our people, does not in any way imply that the
south must be joined to the north or vice versa. These
are national aspirations for the unity of the Yemeni
people. They are shared by every sectionofthe nation
and in all parts of the country, whether occupied or
free. The fragmentation of our people has reduced
them to a state of defencelessness and is a handicap
to their development and progress.

Against: None.

109. I shall now call upon those representatives who
have asked to speak. in order to explain their votes.
110. Mr. JOOSTE (South Africa): My statement will
be very brief. As in the past, the South African delegation did not participate this year in the general
debate on the item at present before the Assembly.
The purpose of my intervention this afternoon is to
explain the reasons why we voted as we did on draft
resolution A/L.443 and Add.1 and 2 and draft resolution A/L.441 and Add.J and 2.
My delegation noted with regret that, as in the
previous three sessions of the General Assembly, a
completely one-sided treatment was again, during the
present session, given to the question of colonialism
by concentration on one type of colonialism only. It
ignores the present status. for instance, of peoples
who prior to the Second World War were independent
nations but have since been subjected to colonial
domination.
111.

.tio

Territories, allow me to repeat once again what was
said by our Prime Minister, Mr. Verwoerd, as recently
as 3 September 1963:

112. In view of this one-sided treatment and the fact
that the main resolution contains provisions which go.
in the view of my delegation, beyond the obligations
laid down in the Charter, the South African delegation
was not able to vote for it.
113. I shall now turn to the resolution which concerns
the territories of B asutol and, BechuanalandandSwaziland. It is the product of a discussion earlier this
year' of these three territories in the Special Committee of Twenty-Four where, despite denial by the
South African Government, certain charges were
repeated as a pretext for the inclusion of unwarranted
and hostile provisions with respect to South Africa.
So, for instance, there is the charge reflected in the
resolution before us that it is the intention of South
Africa to annex those territories.

114. As regards the allegation that the South African
Government desires to annex the High Commission

117. The Yemeni people in the occupied part of the
Territory are fulty aware of this truth. The representatives of the people living in occupied territory are
demanding union. That is clearly stated in the Special
Committee's report, especially in its conclusions,
which are now embodied in the resolution we have just
adopted. Our people realize that division prevents their
rea-l emancipation and maintains colonialism, which
favours and even protects division.
118, The progressive rllgime which came to power
with the advent of the Arab Republic of Yemen is the
fruit of joint efforts by Yemenis living in the occupied
part of the Territory and those who live in the part of
the Territory under the anachronistic rule of the Imam,
Moreover, we did not consider any useful purpose would
be served by voting against a resolution which aims at
putting an end to colonization, The course of action
outlined in this resolution is not the shortest but it is
the only one possible in the present circumstances.
We did not wish to put any obstacle in its way by a
negative vote.
119. We want to see colonialism Iiqutdated without
delay. We can assure the colonial Power in occupation
that neither the fragmentation and carving up of our
occupied country nor a federation of this amalgam
will be accepted by the people of our occupied country.
All the petitioners have denounced the artificial
federation created by the occupying Power without

rr
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the people's consent. This truth is clearly recorded
in the report of the Special Committee. Itis therefore
useless for the occupying Power to persist in its
manoeuvres to maintain a completely unacceptable
and artificial form of government which is simply
colonialist authority concealed behind a puppet
government.
120. In the light of the situation which I have just
explained. my delegation found itself in the following
dilemma: either to accept the involved course of action
provided for in the resolution or to have nothing to do
with it. by taking no part in the vote. My delegation
knows full well that the fight waged by our people in
occupied territory is not over and must inevitably go
through many phases. We have great confidence in
our people and we know-as they know-that their real
and total liberation must be achieved in various stages.
121. For all these reasons my delegation preferred
not to participate in the voting on the resolution which
has just been adopted. We hope. nevertheless. that the
spirit of this resolution will be respected so that we
may see the effective ending of colonization in the
southern part of Yemen. or. at the very least, its
curtailment. for its has lasted all too long.
122. Mr. ATTWOOD (United States of America): In
asking for the floor in explanation of vote it is not my
intention to discuss each of the resolutions just adopted.
The United states position on these individual issues
is a matter of record in the report of the Committee
of Twenty-Four itself as well as in other forums. I
wish only to comment first on the draft resolution
dealing with the High Commission Territories. The
United states abstention on this draft should inno way
be interpreted as any change in the United States views
on the use of the term "an act of aggression 11 to define
a situation which has not yet occurred. Our views on
this question are. I think. well known to the Members
of the Assembly and remain unchanged.
123. My delegation felt constrained to abstain on the
resolution dealing with the broad question ofthe situation with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples. While there are a number of
points in the resolution where we are not in complete
agreement with the wording. our principle difficulties
centre around operative paragraph 3. As the Assembly
knows. the United States delegation did not support
certain of the conclusions and recommendations
adopted by the Committee of Twenty-Four. We could
not therefore support this paragraph and therefore
abstained on the resolution as a whole.
124. In conclusion. I should like to express to the
sponsors the appreciation of my delegation for the
positive and constructive spirit in which these resolutions were drafted. We also appreciate their acceptance of our amendment. The fact that we were not able
to vote in favour of all that the sponsors proposed does
not mean that we are not in agreement with the spirit
that animated them; we are, and I think they know we
are. Let me also emphasize that the United States
intends to persevere in its determination to work for
the implementation of the principles of resolution
1514 (XV) in so far as it concerns us, and to support
its realization wherever appropriate.
125. Mr. HESSELLUND-JENSEN (Denmark): I should
like to explain briefly the voting of the five Nordic
countries: Denmark, Finland. Iceland. Norway and
Sweden. It will be noted that we all voted in fa VDUI' of
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resolution A/L.443 and Add.L and 2. just adopted,
being in agreement with the aim and scope of the text
proposed by the African-Asian group. These affirmati ve votes do not imply. however. that the Norctic Countries entirely endorse all the paragraphs, some of
which seem to be somewhat ambiguous. Thus, in the
fourth preambular paragraph. it does not seem that
due account has been taken of the considerable progress
that has been made in the three years that have passed
since the adoption of resolution 1514 (XV).As regards
our interpretation of operative paragraph 7, we shall
bear in mind that the Committee of Twenty-Four is a
body set up by the General Assembly. Otherwise. I
shall not go into detail at this late stage of our proceedings but shall confine myself to commenting upon
operative paragraphs 3 and 8.
126. It is the understanding of the Nordic countries
that approval of the report should be seen in the light
of the attitude to specific items. Operative paragraph 3
cannot be interpreted as adherence to suoh resolutions
of the General Assembly as we have not supported.
This interpretation of operative paragraph 3 is strongly
supported by the fact that specific resolutions of
exactly the same wording as those adopted by the
Committee of Twenty-Four are placed before us
today.
127. Furthermore , it would seem appropriate to
comment upon the stalemate on visiting groups contained in operative paragraph 8, the formulation of
which appears to be rather far-reaching. SUch missions might be useful in procuring objective information about a territory under discussion. On the
other hand. the sending of visiting groups should not
be a panacea in handling colonial territories. The
advisability of setting up such groups should in each
case be weighed against the possibility ill achieving
the objective we have in mind.
128. Mr. ARCHIBALD (Trinidad and Tobago): My
delegation wishes to explain its vote on the resolution
on the question of British Gutana, My delegation found
it necessary to abstain on this resolution because
fixing a date for the independence of British Guiana
in the circumstances which obtain there will. in the
view of my delegation, do nothing to advance the possibilities of a solution to this most urgent problem. What
is more. we even wonder whether in present circumstances setting a time-table for independence will not
prove to be setting a time-table for civil war.
129. Trinidad and Tobago was opposedtothegranting
of independence to Southern Rhodesia. and similarly
cannot be a party to the fixing of a date for independence for a country in which the people have not been
able to agree without duress on the conditions for
independence.
130. Trinidad and Tobago tried to propose apossible
solution for British Guiana, and failed. The present
resolution does not, in our opinion, take into account
the realities of the situation in British Guiana. that is
to say, the dire need of the parties and of the people
of British Gulana to get together for the sake of their
country,
131. Mr. CARASALES (Argentina): My delegation
voted in favour of all the draft resolutions considered
at this afternoon's meeting. We feel, however. that
we should offer a brief explanation with respect to
the draft resolution concerning the question of Aden
[A/L.436 and Add.L],
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132. On this matter we should like it to be understood
that, if a separate vote had been taken on operative
paragraph 5 of that draft resolution, my delegation
would have abstained, because it oonsiders that, as
other Latin-Amerioan delegations have stated in the
Special Committee, the problem of military bases in
the colonial territories should be decided by the
people directly concerned, once they have attained
independence, and that the General Assembly should
not prejudge their decision.
133. Despite that fact, and despite other flaws which
we found in the wording of the draft resolution in
question, my delegation voted in favour of it because
we constder it to be directed towards the ultimate
objective of full compliance with resolution 1514(XV) ,
an objective which my country fu.Ily supports ,
134. Mr. JABRI (Syria): My delegation has voted in
favour of all the resolutions which have emerged
from the deliberations of the Committee of TwentyFoul' as we firmly believe in the right of colonial
areas to practise their right of self-determination
and ultimately to achieve independence and self-rule.
135. Mr. President, my delegation is a eo-sponsor
of most of the l' esolutions which have been voted upon,
but some new circumstances have arisen, with a bearing on the resolution we have just adopted on Aden,
that compel us to make these additional brief comments, and we feel that you will kindly and graciously
allow us to do so.
136, As a result of some disturbances in Aden yesterday, my delegation has been reliably informed that
the British authorities there have arrested 500 members of the People's Social1s t Party and the Aden
Trade Union Congress. The whereabouts of these detainees is unknown. In addition, the President of the
People's Sooialist Party and the Aden Trade Union
Congr-e ss , Mr. Abdullah Alasnage, has also been
arrested along with high-ranking officials of these
two organizations; namely, Mr. A. F. Suleiman,
Mr, Ali Fuad Ibrahim, Mr. Ashrof Khan and Mr. Said
Sohbt, who not so long ago appeared before the Committee of Twenty-Four as a petitioner from Aden•
These arr-ests have been carried out allegedly because
a terrorist had thrown El hand grenade in the city of
Aden. The identity of the terrorist is not known, nor
has it been established that he has any connexions
with the People's Socialis t Party or the Aden Trade
Union Congres s.
137. Yet the British authorities have applied their
brutal police methods and have arrested arbitrarily
the p:rominent leaders that I referred to a moment ago.
These brutal acts of repression and the arrest of
political leaders comes at a time when we here assembled as the General Assembly of the United Nations have just called upon the British Government, in
the words of operative paragraph 7 of the resolution
on the ques tion of Aden to:

Ad(
le '
:vit:

"(~) Repeal all the laws which restrict public
freedoms;

nia

(Q) Release all political prisoners and detainees
and those who have been sentenced following actions
of political significance:
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(g) Allow the return of those people who have
been exiled or forbidden. to reside in the Territory
because of political activities:

(Q:! Cease forthwith all repressive action against
the people of the Territory, in particular military
expeditions and the bombing of villages; It •
138. My delegation would not have chosen to take the
floor at this stage had we not considered it essential
to draw the attention of the General Assembly to these
vicious acts that the British Government is committing
against the people of Aden. And within this context it
is not a source of surprise to my delegation. as I am
sure it is not a source of surprise to other delegations,
that the United Kingdom did not wish to allow the
Sub-Committee of the Special Committee of TwentyFour on Aden, to visit Aden and had in fact gone to
shameful lengths to prevent individual members of
the Committee from entering Aden.
139. It is obvious that the United Kingdom Government must have had a lot that it wtshed to hide from
the eyes and ears of the world. The necessity to commit political oppression and carry out needless mass
arrests frequently in Aden, to sustain the Government
in power, can only mean the fol.lowing: first, the
British are in Aden against the express wish and
desire of the people of Aden; secondly, the Goyernment
which they have set up is a puppet Government which
does not represent the people of Aden; and thirdly, it
seems apparent that the creation of an Aden Federation is a British creation and cannot stand without
reunifying that portion of the territory with its historical motherland, which is the YemenArab Republic.
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140. My delegation wishes to protest against these

lawless acts which the British authorities are perpetrating against the people of Aden and calls for the
immediate release of all political prisoners and the
cessation of these illegal acts against. the peaceful
people of Aden.
141. Mr. MIRANDA (Portugai): My delegation did not
participate in the vote on the resolution [1654 (XVI)]
which set up the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. The reasons why we did not participate
in the vote on that occasion were set forth and are on
record. I will not repeat them now.
142. Consistent with that position, we wish now to go
on record as not participating in the vote on the resolution just adopted, and also on all the other draft
resolutions previously voted upon this afternoon.

143. Mr. LORIDAN (Belgium) (translated from
French): The Belgian delegation would have liked to
be able to vote in favour of the draft resolution on the
report of the Special Committee but was unable to do
so largely because of the wording of operative paragraph 3, which in effect approves the report of the
Special Committee. As representatives are aware,
this is an extremely voluminous report of some 850
mimeographed pages, and the Belgian delegation has
not found it possible to approve every part of it.
Paragraph 3, however, goes further: it calls upon the
administering Powers to implement the conclusions
and recommendations contained in the report. Separate
votes were taken on these recommendations, and on
some of them the Belgian delegation either abstained
or cast a negative vote. That being so, we thought it
would be illogical to vote in favour of a draft resolution
which called upon the administering Powers to implement all the recommendations in the report of the
Special Committee.
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144. Those are the reasons which led the Belgian
delegation to abstain in the vote on draft resolution
A/L.443 and Add.l and 2.
145. Mr. GUDENUS (Austria): I would like to explain
the vote of the Austrian delegation as regards the
resolution just adopted. The Austrian delegation has
voted in favour of that resolution because we agree in
general with its contents and, especially, because we
support the principle of self-determination and independence for colonial peoples. I do not want to go into
certain details of the text where we would have preferred slightly different wording. However, my delegation wishes to point out that it has abstained on
some of the resolutions mentioned in the last preambular paragraph of that resolution and that the
considerations that have led us to this attitude would
also determine our attitude towards operative paragraph 3 of the resolution.
146. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : The
list of speakers who wished to explain their votes has
been exhausted. I shall now call upon the representative of Morocco, who has asked to speak in exercise
of the right of reply.
147. Mr. SIm BABA (Morocco) (translated from
French): At the start of this meeting, when we were
beginning to consider the draft resolutions submitted
to us by the members of the Committee of TwentyFour, the representative of Algeria made a particularly important statement, to which I gave special
attention.
148. I wish to say first of all that I fully support
everything he said concerning the necessity of putting
an end to all forms of colonial domination. As my
country was one of those that played a leading role
in the struggle for freedom in Africa. it is all the
more qualified to say that we fully endorse all the
ideas expressed by the representative of Algeria with
regard to the colonial problem.
149. The representative of Algeria also recalled a
number of principles, in particular the principle of
respect for colonial frontiers inherited from former
administering Powers. I think that this principle is
valid in itself. My country has always respected the
independence and territorial integrity of all States
and we hope that this is the general rule accepted by
all countries.
150. It so happens, however, that this principle of
respect for colonial frontiers, which for the time
being remains a somewhat vague principle, is in some
cases invoked against agreements between States and
against a generally accepted international law. We
hope that this principle. even if it is eventually codified
either in a charter or through agreements between
States, will not be used to destroy the meaning of the
principles governing international agreements between
States.
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definite frontiers should be established between independent States to serve as lines of demarcation between the different sovereignties until the day when
all these frontiers, which I hope are but temporary,
can be abolished.
153. That is all I have to say about this principle. I
repeat that if reference had not been made to the
present circumstances. my delegation could have refrained from speaking of this question at this time.
154. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
call upon the representative of Algeria, who wishes to
speak in exercise of the right of reply.
155. Mr. CHANDERLI (Algeria) (translated from
French): I am grateful to the President for giving me
the floor to exercise my right of reply. I should certainly have refrained from taking the floor again on
this occasion.
156. A short while ago my delegation, in a brief and
very general statement upon the agenda item before
US, namely the report of the Special Committee on the
Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, touched upon a number
of questions, parttcular Iy those that had been raised
by other delegations and that seemed of special
importance.
157. I was thus led to make a few comments on what
has been considered the danger of a too rapid attainment of independence.
158. I was also led to speak of problems that might
arise concerning territories and frontier disputes. I
did so without mentioning any delegatfon Inparttcular-,
simply because one delegation had taken it upon itself
to raise this question in its general statement, referring quite openly to a colonial war that had been
waged on its frontiers. It was clearly referring to
Algeria and the Algerian war, which was the subject
of debate here for many years.
159. For all these reasons I felt compelled, solely
as a matter of principle, to make a few observations
myself. I should like to add for the record that at no
time did I indicate that I was referring. in those
general observations, to frontiers of colonial or any
other origin. Indeed, were I to insist on reading out to
you the exact terms I employed, you would see that
my statement on that question could equally have been
applied-and I wish to apologize in advance to the
representatives of Italy and Auatria-s-to the situation
which has existed and which I think still exists, but
in relatively harmonious circumstances, in the area
called South Tyrol on the one hand, and Alto Adige on
the other.

151. I must also affirm that the moral duty as well
as the international obligations of all States make it
imperative that agreements freely entered into by
them should be observed in the letter as well as in
the spirit.

160. At no time did I make any specific reference,
precisely in order to avoid having the right of reply
exercised against me, and I regret that this was done:
I should nevertheless like to express my gratitude to
the representative of Morocco for the extremely
flattering remarks he made concerning the general
tenor of my brief statement.

152. I would add that, when the colonial Powezs left
certain regions of Africa and other parts ofthe world,
they were content to leave no frontiers at all. It is
quite normal, and the least that can be expected. that

161. In case there should be other statements in
exercise of the right of reply, my delegation wishes
to state here and now that it has no intention of replying to them.
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162. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
again give the floor to the representative of Morocco,
who has asked to speak in exercise of the right of
reply.
163. Mr. SIDr BABA (Morocco) (translated from
French): I apologize for speaking once again on this
question at this stage of the debate .J said and I repeat
that my delegation fu.Ily supports what the representative of Algeria said concerning the necessity of
putting an end to all forms of colonial domination. I
deliberately refrained from saying anything about the
particular question which at the present time concerns
a number of African countries. I wished to confine
myself to general rules and principles, as did the
representative of Algeria too. I wanted to say that, if
colonial frontiers inherited from the administering
Powers axe to be respected, one must also respect
international agreements governing relations between
States and agreements freely entered into by states
that are sovereign in their actions and in their conduct.
.164. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
have concluded our examination of item 23 of the
agenda of the eighteenth session, including the question of the territories under Portuguese administratton, which forms part of that item and which was
assigned to the Fourth Committee.
165. The reference to the Assembly resolutions on
Southern Rhodesia andSouthWestAfrica which appears
in resolution A/L.443 and Add.I and 2 as adopted this
afternoon means that our examination of agenda items
55 and 75 at this session has also been concluded.

The meeting rose at 6.05 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 23

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and People$';
reports of the Special Committee on the Situat~on
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence toC::olonial Countries
and Peoples {continued}
53. Mr. TARABANOV (Bulgaria) (translated from
French): It will soon be five years since the Declara~
tion on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, which solemnly proclaimed
the need for the rapid and unconditional destruction of
colonialism in all its forms and manifes tations, was
adopted. From a historical point of view, five years
is too short a period for an assessment of the true
worth of that historic document. Even now ~ however,
it is easy to understand the important part it has
played both in the measures undertaken by the Unit~d
Nations and in the struggle being waged by the
colonial peoples to hasten the process of eliminating
the colonialist system. Prepared on the initiative of
the Soviet UnionY and e'nthusiastically supported by
the socialist and Afro-Asian States Members of the
United Nations, the Declaration. has, however,encountered the hostility of the colonialist St~,tes and of
some of their allies. Unable to prevent its adoption,
the forces of colonialism and imperiali.sm have
endeavoured to ensure that the Declaration remained a
dead letter, going so far as to use, every possible
means to conceal its very existence from the subject
peoples.,
54. Today, however, when national liberation movements in different parts of the wox'id, in Aden and
British Guiana, in the Portugttese colonies and in
Southern Rhodesia, are making cla.ims based on the
Declaration and on the resolutiofis of the Committee
of Twenty-four, the sponsors of that document can
be~ and are rightly, proud of their work. It- nfls been
shown by daily experience that the Declaration can
~ Ibid•• agenda item 8i i docume;lt A/4501.
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help and has helped the cause'of the people's struggle
for liberation.

are preparing to proceed to the direct incorporation
of small territories into the metropolitan country.

55. ColoMaiism is creaking in every joint and each
year mere links become detached from the colonialist
system. Nevertheless, although talk of the aftereffects of colonialism is today common parlance, there
are on this earth over sixty dependent territories,
inhabited by tens of minions of human beings who
are still subject to the sufferings and vexations of
the colonial bystem and t~ its slavery.

61. The delay in the liberation of colonial peoples
must inevitably give rise to great concern among all
peoples concerned about the maintenance of international peac€~ and ser.,urity; such delay may cause
serious damage and may place our world in the
shadow of great dangers.

The year just ended has witnessed some slOWing
down in the process of decolonization. The most
aggressive forces of colonialism and racism, in
Central Africa and in South Africa, are putting up a
fierCE: resistan.ce to this process of liberation of
peoples, in order to preserve their domination in
that part of the world at all costs. The criminal
colonial wars being waged by Portugal in Angola
and Mozambique, the inhuman system of apartheid
imposed by force in South Africa, the new racist
regime in power in Southern Rhodesia are merely
further examples of the concerted policy of the
partners in what is called lithe unholy alliance 11, the
aim of which is to erect a barrier on the road to
liberty south of the Zambesi.
56.

57. With economic and financial aid from the West
and with arms supplied by NATO, in particular by
certain of its membel's, the forces of colonialism
are trying-and to a certain extent successfully-to
erect a fortress of hatred and colonial exploitation in
that part of Africa, a fortress whichshouldperpetuate
the unscrupulous exploitation of the immense wealth
and labour of the African popula.tion by foreign
monopolies.
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62. The newly liberated peoples in Africa have a great
need for peace, for lasting peace, to heal the wounds
inflicted by colonialism and to consolidate their
sovereignty and independence.
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63. The criminal policy of the colonizers and racists,

however, is the cause of c.onstant tension, which may
in the end lead to war and catastrophe. Should that
happen, the energies and resources of newly-liberated
peoples-so necessary for their economic development-will be mobiHzed to face the racist and neocolonialist threats from the south of the African
cOIlltinent. Peace endangered in Africa means that
int,~rnational peace and security are threatened everywh(:~re. In the world of today, with its atomic and
nuclear weapons and its rockets, the continuance of
colonialism and racism may have really dangerous
consequences for all mankind.
Numbers of military bases maintained on colonial
territories ~md used chiefly to crush nationallibera,·
tion movements and to bring pressure to bear on
newly .liberated countries in Africa, Asia and South
America, are a real and jmminent danger to peace.
Was not the recent aggression against the ConfJ.:/J
perpetrated from the United Kingdom base on the
island of Ascension? Is it not from the United States
base on the island of Guam that aircraft take off
to take part in the w:;.r of aggression against the
people of Viet-Nam?
64.

65. This is why the United Nations must make it
quite clear that it supports the elimination of all
military bases established in colonial territories.

66. Five years ago the General Assembly, expressing
the will. of most of mankind, solemnly proclaimed
that steps should be taken in all colonial territories to
hasten the process of transferring all powers to all
peoples, so that they could enjoy full independence and
freedom. In as dynamic an era as ours, five years
is a fairl~' long time, long enougn to allow the Declaration to be applied to the full. That being so, we may
wonder how the United Nations, the cornerstone of
which is the right of peoples to self-determination,
the defence of human rights and freedom and the
maintenance of international peace and security, can
tolerate foX' even one more day the perpetuation of
the colonialist system and with its racial discrimination and segregation.
67. We associate ourselves with thEl delegations
which have said here that it was high time that the
continuance of such an unworthy and inhuman system
in the world was considered a crime agait\st humanity.
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that colonial regimes in such territories are henceforth to be considered not only inhuman but illegal.
If that is the general opinion-and we are sure it isthere is a need to act accordingly.

public of Bulgaria is authorized to state that for the
future, too, its Government and people are prepared
to make t.heir contribution to the triumph of the just
can,se of coloniaf peoples and to their liberation from
the colonial yoke.

69. The BUlgarian delegation considers that not
only should the provisions in the United Nation;:;
resolutions concerning the legitimacy of the struggle
of peoples now be reaffirmed but the appropriate
inferences should be drawn from them.

77. Mr. Tai'eb SLIM (Tunisia) (translated from
Frencb): The General Assembly is today considering
the work of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Ded!ilration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, as described in the reports 01 the
Committee for the.last. two years [A!5800/Rev.l:!i
and A/6000/Rev.l].
.

70. Accordingly, the United Nations must first of all
give effective help to colonial peoples by every means
in its power. The Organization and its subsidiary
international agencies, and each of their Members,
must provide these peoples with the moral and material
assistance they need so badly to recover their
violated rights.

78. The Tunisian delegation, which has listenl;l,d
most attenthrely to the statements on this item by
the distinguished speakers who have preceded it, is
glad to note this interest aroused by this important
debate and Wishes, at this stage of our work, to !l1ake
'C'\
only a few short remarks.

71. States which refuse to abandon their policy of
colonial domination should be deprived of all aid
and assistance, and especially of the military assistance they receive on a bilateral basis or through
military alliances, such as NATO, for example.

/1

79. First of all. however, it wishes to expl~ess" its
appreciation and gratitude to the distinguished Chairman of the Special Committee, Mr. Sori Coulibaiy
of Mali, for his devotion and distinction in guiding
the work of the Committee. It also wishes to express
its thanks and sincere appreciation to the Rapporteur.
Mr. Natwar Singh of India, who has' worked with
exemplary zeal to submit to us very full documents
on the Committee's work during the last two years.

72. Moreover, the Security Council should take the
coercive action provided by the Gharter against States
anc~ regimes whose policies create dangers for the
peace and security of peoples, such as the Republic
of South Africa. Portugal and the present racist
regime of Southern Rhodesia. These measures and
the decisions which the General Assembly is about
to take now should. in our view, ensure the full
implementation of the Declaration within the shortest
passible time.

80. We also congratulate our two eminent ViceChairmen, Mr. Carlos Marla Velazquez of Uruguay
and Mr. Sonn Voeunsai of Cambodia, upon the great
contribution that they have made to the work of the
Committee. These two distinguished colleagues of ours
have now left us, having been summoned by their
respective Gpvernments to perform other functions
in other capitals. They have left with us. however,
the unfading memory of diplomats devoted to the
uplifting task of peacefUl decolonization.

73. The Committee of Twenty-four has been engaged
in its work for more than four years. We should have
liked the situation to be suet. at present that the
General Assembly could say to it: "You have completed
your task, we no longer need you". Unfortunately.
that is not the case and the mandate of the Committee
of Twenty-four must be further extended. That
Committee should now. however, be given more
effective weapons which will make its work easi~r.
The experience of the last yc.::.'~, and above all the
Committee's visit to Africa, have suggested certain
ideas and brought to light certain methods which may
secure greater efficiency in its work..

81. It would be an unpardonable oversight on the part
of the Tunisian diOlegation if we failed to pay a trib?Jte
to the close collaboration and great devotion of the
secretariat of our Committee and to Mr. Chacko
and Mr. Dadzie. We should like to express our particular gratitUde to Mr. Amachree, the Under-Secretary,
and all the officials and illlteTpreters who have
constantly helped us in our proceedings.

74. What is most important is that the Committee of
Twenty-four should be in a position to establish close
contact with the peoples of dependent territories and
to preparfJ its recommendations in close co-operation
with them. In this connexion we support the proposals
in section I of Chapter I of the Committee's report
[A/6000/Rev.l] and the proposals made by its Chairman, Mr. Sori Coulibaly.

82. As we take up the report of the Special Committee, we should like to p'oint out that five years
have elapsed since the proclamation, at the fifteenth
session of the General Assembly, of the historic
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. Since 1960 a considerable
number of countries have been liberated from colonialism and have come to join us as sovereign States
Members of the United Nations. to which they are
making an increasing contribution in all fields, and
to enrich the great human family with their genius
anu their traditions. They have brought to the United
Nations new i.deas and a continUing enthusiasm for
the strengthening of friendly relations among nations
and for the development of international co-operation.
Their presence among us, which we are most happy

75. It is our deep conviction tha.t with the effective
help of all countries and peoples interested in maintaining international peace and security the colonial
peoples will emerge victorious from the just struggle
for freedom and independence which they have undertaken and are waging against the shameful colonial
system' which must disappear for ever.
76. The Government of the People's Republic of
BUlgaria and the BUlgarian people have always given
proof of their solidarity with peoples subjected to
colonial Slavery. The delegation of the People's Re>(
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to welcome, works for the consolidation of the
principles of the Charter of the United Nations and
. for the full C.evelopment of its spirit of universality.
We have to admit, howeV'er, that these five years
ha.ve been hard indeed for millions of other human
beings, who are still suffering oppression and foreign
domination.
83. The fact is that, although we have made appreciable progress in the process of emancipatioI1, there
are never~heless some administering Powers which,
through reaction, perhaps, or out of resentment at
seeing their forme!' great empire ~Nindling and
fading away, have somewhat hardened their position
and show only a mere semblance of co-operation
with the United Nations. Far from hastening the
process of decolonization and thus making it possible
for the bonds of subjection to be converted into
healthy and favourable relations of co-operation in
friendship and equality, they do their utmost to
produce all sorts of imaginary obstacles to delay
the emancipation and liberation of the peoples placed
under their protection. They ignore the imperative
injunctions of the Declaration in resolution 1514 (XV)
and flout the many resolutions adopted on the problem.
It is useful to recall operative paragraph 5 of that
Declaration. which states in clear language that
allows of no ambiguity:

"Immediate steps shall be taken. in Trust and
Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other territories which have not yet atta.ined independence,
to transfer all power to the peoples of those
territories, without any conditions or reservations,
in accordance with their freely expressed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed or
colour, in order to enable them to enjoy complete
independence and freedom. 11
84. Year after year the General Assembly has
adopted or reaffirmed all the relevant resolutions on
the vario.us t.erritories that have been considered by
the Special Committee, making more and more urgent
appeals to the administering Powers to hasten the
emancipation of the peoples placed under their rule
and to implement resolution 1514 (XV) as Y-'apidly as
possible. The colonial Powers seem to turn a deaf
ear to all our appeals, pleading all sorts of difficulties,
which are really no more than a pretext for safe- "
guarding the material interests of their settlers
and of the economic monopolies that they have
established in their colonies. It is a pity that the
English. Portuguese and South African settlers refuse
to abandon this colonialist spirit and mentality and
go on practising a blind. selfish policy without any
thought for the future. It is even more regrettable
that the colonial Powers which protect them do not
manage to throw off this conqueror's complex and
that they c(mtinue to confuse the understandable
interest of their relations with the people whom they
have SUbjugated by force with the interests of their
nationals and settlers in these territories. This
state of affairs has unfortunately gone on all too long
and the United Nations should reinind the administering Powers that thley must respect the obligations
they have assumed uri'der the Charter.
Mr. Khampan (Laos), Vice-Presidert, took the Chair.

85. The Uhited Kingdom, for example, has stubbornly
refused to co-operate with the Special Committee in
the efforts to find a just and satisfactory solution to
the problem of Southern Rhodesia. Since 1962 the
Committee hap. mapped out the path and indicated
the general hnes along which a solution might be
found to this problem, which has been made so
complicated by the disastrous policy pursued by the
administerh':; Power since 1923 Back in 1962 the
General Assembly endorsed the point of view of the
Committee and adopted a resolution in which it
requested the United Kingdom not to hold the elections
that were scheduled tc take place under the December
1961 Constitution and to abrogate or suspend that
Constitution. at the same time taking the necessary
action to convene a constitutional conference in
which all the nationalist leaders of the political
parties in the Territory would participate.
0

86. At that time we drew the attention of the admini~;tering Power to the fact that any delay in the
implementation of that resolution could only encourage
the racist settlers of Southern Rhodesia to consolidate
their power and authority in the colony. The United
Kingdom Government knew perfectly well that that
was the only path to follow and that any other policy
could only create the germs of a conflict between
the Africans of Zimbabwe and the white settler
minority. It was quite clear at that time that the
imposition of the 1961 Constitution-whichhadalready
been rejeLted by all the Rhodesian Africans-was
opening the way to the establishment of a State
modelled on that of South Africa and was precipitating
a catastrophe by widening the dangerous gap separating
the two elements of the population.

87. If ~ny doubt about this remained in the minds of
the United Kingdom leaders, the example of Algeria
was there to dispel it. We ourselves, as members of
the Sub··Committee on Southern Rhodesia, urged
the United Kingdom leaders, in conversations that
we had with them in London, to follow the example
of France, which in the face of more than a million
French settlers in Algeria had not hesitated to
hold their rebellion in check and to bring the agitators
to heel. in order to restore the situation and to
acknowledge the right of the Algerians to independence.
The courage and far-sightedness of France, together
with the determination of General de Gaulle, its
President, which gained them our wholehearted appreciation and gratitude. was in our opinion such as
to indicate the path of reason and wisdom and could
help the British settlers to emerge from the confusion
of the traditional policy they were following in
Southern Rhodesia a~d to find a posiUve and realistic
solution, the only solution that could safeguard their
interests in Africa.
88. It is a pity that the administering Power did
not see fit to choose the path of firmness when the
Whitehead Ministry was still in power at Salisbury.
Using the excuse of constitutional precedents and
parliamentary traditions in order to evade its obligations towards the United Nations, the administering
Power saw fit, on the contrary, to practise towards
the people for whose welfare it was rejS.}l\'n'isible a policy
which simply reinforced the autnority of the racist
extremists in Southern Rhodesia by providing them
I1 ; ,
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with an the means, military and otherwise, to exercise
power. Reassured by the statements by the United
Kingdom Prime Minister himself that force would not
be used against them if they declared independence
unilaterally, the Whites of Southern Rhodesia staged
an open rebellion against their own administering
Power. The situation in Southern Rhodesia is deteriorating dangerously and is a real threat to peace
and security throughout the southern region of Africa.
The administering Power must' assume all responsibility for this before the United Nations.
89. Even at the very dangerous point that the situation
in Southern Rhodesia has reached as a result of the
challenge hurled by Ian Smith, even in the face of the
clear aggression perpetrated by the usurpers of power
against the four million Africans, the administering
Power is still reluctant to take the necessary steps
to quell the rebellion and to transfer power to the
authentic representatives of the people of Zimbabwe.
The administering Power has admittedly imposed
certain economic and financial sanctions, but it is
obvious that those measures will only be comparatively
effective so long as a total and complete embargo is
not imposed and so long as they 'are not strengthened
by military action. Moreover, the boycott proposed
by the United Kingdom, even limited as it is to the
few sanctions announced by that" Power, will not be
respected, since, as we all know, the rebellious
Government of Ian Smith will obtain all the products
it needs from its two allies, Port'lgal and South Africs.•
90. The New York Times of 5 Decc~ber 1965
published a dispatch from Reuter's of London, dated 4
December 1965, which shows exactly how ',~he sanctions
imposed by the United Nations against Southern
Rhodesia are defeated by the great oil companies:
"A tanker of the British Petroleum Companywhich is more than half owned by the British
Government-was on its way to Africa tonight
with 12,000 tons of oil for the breakaway colony
of Rhodesia.
"The tanker will arrive at Beira, Portuguese
East Africa, iri ten days. The oil will be piped
from there to a refinery at Umtali in Rhodesia that
is jointly owned by British Petroleum and six
other oil companies.
j
t1
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lIThe oil shipment is Rhodesia's first since Prime
Minister Ian D. Smith declared independence on 11
November. It was loaded at the Persian Gulf State
of Abu Dhabi, which has not followed the United
Nations recommendation for an embargo on oil to
Rhodesia. Britain voted in favour of the United
Nations motion but has not embargoed oil.
itA spokesman for the oil c0mpany said that
Abu Uhabi oil was being used because Iran and
Libya have applied embargoes."

d

That shows how the sanctions are being respected:
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91. In the opinion of the Tunisian delegation, only
immediate military action could open the way to a
satisfactory solution of this problem and would at
the same time obviate a guerilla war that otherwise
is likely to be more costly.

;t
n

92. Recent happenings in SOl'thern Rhodesia have provided glaring evidence that a government formed by
the racist settler minority in Southern Rhodesia has
already created a real threat to the independence and
territorial integrity of a neighbouring country, Zambia.
93. The United Nations cannot remain impassive in
the face of the explosive situation prevailing in
Southern Rhodesia; it cannot remain silent in the
face of the aggression perpetrated by Ian Smith and
his government against the security of a whole people
of four million Africans, whose most sacred rights
are being trampled under foot. It must intervene to
halt this aggression and the threat it entails for
other neighbouring countries. It is the duty of the
United Nations to adopt vigorous measures to put an
end to the conspiracy hatched by the rebellious Whites
of Southern Rhodesia and supported by their Portuguese
and South African allies. The General Assembly should
invite the administering Power to take the necessary
economic and military steps to restore to the Zimbabwe
people all their· inalienable rights as set forth in
the Charter, and in particular their right to self-'
determination and independence in accordance with
resolution 1514 (XV).
94. I have spoken of Southern Rhodesia because it is
the most typical case in which the complaisance of
the administering Power has brought about an abnormal
situation which today constitutes a threat to peace
and security in Africa. That that situation prevails
today is due to the fact that the United Kingdom has
refused to co-operate effectively with the Special
Committee and the United Nations with a vlew to
accelerating the process of decolonization by peaCeful means.
95. Portugal displays the same negative attitude
with regard to the great African territories which
it still dominates. Despite successive condemnations
by the United Nations and despite the many Gel1leral
Assembly and Security Council resolutions, Portugal
continues to defy the international conscience and to
exploit the millions of Africans of Angola, Mozaml)ique
and so-called Portuguese Guinea in the most unw()rth~
and shameful manner.
96. We note that in carrying out its odious policy
Portugal is encouraged by the complaisance c)f its
trade partners. In spite of repeated appeals from all
the African countries, Portugal's allies go on providing it with the financial investments and military
equipment which enable it to carry on its war and
repression against the African nationalistE) and to
consolidate its power in Africa in order to thwart
the economic measures against it decided upon by
the United Nations and by the Organization of African
Un.ity. We cannot accept that attitude on the part of
the,~e states, which, indirectly perhaps, simply help
the terrible repression to which the Angolans and
the inhabitants of Mozambique and of so-called
Portuguese Guinea are SUbjected and strengthen
Portuguese colonialism in Afrioa. 'Ne find it hard
to understand that this unfriendly attitude is that of
certain permanent members of the Security Council.
We appeal once again to the United States, the United
Kingdom and France and to their allies-Italy, Belgium
and Japan-to stop giving assistance and aid to those
who persist in ignoring their obligations as States
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Members of the United Nations and. who continue to
violate the inalienable rights of millions of Africans
in Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese
Guinea, against the principles of the Charter.

still give rise. Such a solution should be sought
through negotiations between the parties directly
concerned. This is particularly important in the
case of Gibraltar and the Falkland Islands (Malvinas).

97. The situation in the other African territories
continues to be equally tragic. In South West Africa
and South Africa our African brothers are still
suffering the shame of racist laws and the policy of
apartheid. Their most elementary rights as human
beings ~are violated and ignored day after day. This
revolting and· disgraceful situation goes on, reducing
nearly fourteen million Africans to the degrading
status of inferior beings. The policy and, philosophy
of apartheid, based on the concept of the superiority
of one race, have been universally condemned; yet
when it comes to rectifying this situation we are
reduced to impotence, because up to now the great
trading Powers have refused to apply total economic
sanctions, the only measure that could induce the
Pretoria Government to abandon its inhuman policy
of apartheid. The United N~l:tion.s should in all urgency
take the necessary steps to persuade South Africa's
trading partners to 'co-operate with it in taking all the
requisite coercive action, including the severing of
diplomatic and trade relations and the imposition
of an embargo on arms, oil and oil products.

102. We were pleased to note that in the statement
he made here yesterday [1389th meeting] the representative of Spain affirmed clearly that his country
was ready to enter into negotiations with the United
Kingdom on the problem of Gibraltar. The spirit of
co-operation that Spain has shown in connexion with
the settlement of this question deserves to be encouraged by the Assembly. My delegation would be happy
to see the same spirit prevail in the case of other
territories in Africa f such as Ifni and the Spanish
Sahara.
103. These are the few comments that my delegation
felt called upon to make with regard to the most
important territories which our Special Committee
has considered.
104. A rapid review of the Special Committee's four
years of work shows that the progress made in the
liquidation of colonialism is by no means gr~at and
is still hampered by the lack of co-operation on the
part of the administering Powers j particularly those
whose efforts are directed towards strengthening
the bastion of the dominant minorities in southern
Africa.

98. In other territories of Africa, such as the United
Kingdom Protectorates, and of Asia, such as Aden
and South Arabia, the administering Power has
similarly failed to achieve the progress expected in
order to hasten the achievement of independence by
these countries. Force and repressive measures
are still being used all too frequently against the
natj,onalists.

105. The considerable financial interests of the
great trading Powers and allies of South Africa,
Portugal and Southern Rhodesia are becoming an
ever more serious obstacle to the achievement of
the legitimate aspirations of the colonized peoples
and are strengthening the resistance of the white
leaders to any attempt at peaceful decolonization.
We join those who have already appealed to the great
colonial Powe'i~s to renounce that negative attitude
towards the African nationalists and to abandon
their policy of complaisance towards the racists
and colonialists of southern Africa. It is qui.te clear
that all the resolutions of the General Assembly and
the Security Council have been ignored by the United
Kingdom, South Africa and Portugal. The General
Assembly .should take account of the evolution of the
nationalist movements in all the territories still
under foreign domination. A new awareness inspires
our brothers who are fighting for independence.

99. There is another group of problems in connexion
with the islands and small territories scattered about
the oceans, for which the Special Committee must
find solutions baRed on the interest of the inhabitants
and their development. With regard to the small
territories and islands that are still under fQreign
rule, The Tuniaian delegation feels that there is a
serious task to be undertaken in considering, together
with the administering Power, the best ways and
means of providing for a free consultation of the
inhabitants in order to determine their future. There
should be a detailed study, embracing all the human,
geographical and economic aspects, to ensure rapid
social and cultural development for these people. The
United Nations has a new field there, in which
international co-operation should be encouraged.

106. We salute the efforts of all those who are
organizing themselves and fighting fiercely and resolutely for the triumph of their rights. The United
Nations has on many occasions recogn~~~d the worth
of those who are fighting and has acknowledged that
theirs is a just struggle.

100. The Tunisian delegation considers that the
example given by New Zealand in the case of the
Cook Islands is of great importance and might prove
to be a happy experiment and precedent. Thepresence
of a representative of the United Nations, Mr. Omar
Adeel-to whom my delegation is pleased to pay a
well-deserved tribute-has given a new meaning and
a new direction to the co-operation of the administering Power with the United Nations which should be
a source of inspiration to other Administrations.

107. The General Assembly should therefore seek
all possible means of supporting and strengthening
the national liberation movements. Directt practical
aid would be no more than an illustration of the
firm resolve of the United Nations to rid mankind
of colonialism. It is 'dgh time that the colonial
Powers took the sacred principles of the Charter
into consideration. We make an urgent appeal to
them to co-operate sincerely in the rapid implElmentation of resolution 1514 (XV) in each of the territories
under their administration. The denial of such cooperation will impair the prestige of the United

101. Lastly, other territories whose sovereignty
is still in dispute shouid be considered by the Special
Committee with a view to hastening the quest for a
.satisfactory solution to the problems to which they
"."--'.
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Nations, forcing those who are fighting for independence to have recourl:ije to all the solutions of despair
and inciting them to rely upon no one but themselves.
108. Tunisia firmly believes in the triumph of
reason and justice, but if the colonial Powers go on
defying the United Nations by r~\fusing to comply with
the relevant resolutions, the only way left open to
the liberation movements will be that of armed
resistance for the defence of their dignity and of
their right to self-determination.
109. Mr. DE CASTRO (Philippines): The Philippine
delegation welcomes this opportunity to participate
in this general debate on the work of the past two
years of the Committee of Twenty-four. This debate
should give this Organization a chance to pause and
to reflect on what has been achieved so far and what
remains to be accomplished. We should take stock,
as it were, and assess how far we have gone. We
must ask ourselves: where do we go from here?
110. When the founding Members organized the
United Nations, they made a solemn promise that
subject peoples the world over would be assured of
their birthright of freedom and independence. At
the same time the administering Powers freely 'and
solemnly accepted as a sacred trust the obligation
to promote to the utmost the well-being of the
inhabitants of the territories, and in particular to
develop self-government, to take due account of the
political aspirations of the people and to assist them
in the progressive development of their free political
institutions according to the particular circumstances
of each territory and its peoples and their varying
stages of advancement.
111. The Philippines, a former colony which had
become a free and sovereign nation soon after the
Second World War was one of the founding Members
of this Organization. It played a role, though modest,
in enshrining the Declaration in the Charter regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories.
I

112. Fifteen years later, in 1960, the United Nations,
by its resolution 1514 (XV), reaffirmed its determination to end all forms of colonialism and in no uncertain
terms declared that:
"The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation,
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of
fundamental human rights ... ",
and that
"Immediate steps. shall be taken. to transfer
all powers to the peoples of those territories,
without any cunditions or reservations, in accordance
with their freely expressed will and desire ... ".
It was likewise the honour of the Philippines to cosponsor and to support the adoption of that resolution.
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113. After twenty years of the Charter and five years
of the Declaration, one may well ask: what is the
balance sheet as of today? How many colonies have
achieved freedom and how many more remain to be
liberated?
114. In 1946 there were seventy-foul territories,
or 215 million people, falling under Chapter XI of
the Charter. They varied in size-from about 100
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people in tiny Pitcairn Island to more than 70
million on the Netherlands Indies. Almost one half
of that total were in the African continent. A very
considerable number were in the important sector
of the Mediterranean littoral.
115. From such a sombre beginning, have we progressed at all? Indeed we have. Let us look at the
figures.
116. By the end of 1954, the Non,-Self-Governing
Territories which had achieved ~elf-government in
one form or another were: French Guiana, Guadeloupe
and Martinique, Reunion and Saint Pierre and Miquelon,
forming ov-erseas departments or uriits within the
French Republic; Indonesia and the States of IndoChina, which won independence; Puerto Rico, now a
commonwealth associated with the United States;
Greenland, which jOir..43d the Kingdom of Denmark on
an equal basis with other parts of the realm.; the
Netherlands Antilles and Surinam, now partners, in
the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
\\

117. Since 1955 there has been an'increasingly rapid
advance of the dependent territol'ies and peoples in
both Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories, especially in Africa. In 1956 Morocco, Tunisia and Sudan
became independent. The former French territories
of West Africa, Equatorial Africa, Madagascar, the
Comoro Archipelago and French Somaliland were well
on the way to independence. The Gold Coast became
the independent State of Ghana. In 1958 the former
French Guinea became independent as the Republic
of Guinea.
118. At the same time, in other parts of the world
the movement of dependent peoples towards independence and self-government was also gaining momentum:
the Federation of Malaya achieved independence in
1957, and, in 1959, Alaska and Hawaii attained
statehood in the United States of America.
119. During 1960 no fewer than eighteen newly
independent nations emerged from dependent status:
seventeen in Africa and one in the Mediterranea.n.
In 1961 and 1962 h,ro African and two Caribbean
countries became independent. This year, 1965, two
more became free and have become Members of
the United Nations. The Cook Islands has become
self-governing, with the right to choose independence
if its people so desire. Finally, ituas been announced
that British Guiana will become independent in 1966.
120. Thus, from the original 215 million subject
people, only about 25 miilion remain to be liberai;~d.
The United Nations can congratulate itself, and rightly
so, on the tremendous advance in this field.
121. There is, to be sure, still a long list of territories that remain to be liberated; but, except for a
few, namely, Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa
and the territories under Portuguese administration,
the great majority of the :remaining territories-and
I do not mean to minimize their importance--a1'e
small islands pud/or sparsely populated. The problems
of these small territories may well become: the
major concern of the Special Committee from nowon.
The modalities and procedures which worked successfUlly in the case of the larger territories with large
numbers of indigenous. people may be unsuited to th(j
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small territories. The Special Committee may have
to find a new approach, a fresh approach to the
problem, taking into consideration the special and
peculiar conditions obtaining in these island territories, bearing in mind always that the final goal is
freedom and independence or self-government, according to the freely expressed desire of their peoples.
122. As I have said, the three major problems now
facing the Committee of Twenty-four, as indeed ~he
United Nations, are the questions ofSouthernRhodes~a,
South West A.frica and the Portuguese territories. They
are doubtless the hard core today in the issue of
(lecolonization. The problem is further complicated by
the presence in them of intrasigent racist minorities.
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123. The unequivocal position of my Government in
these cases is well known, and I need not tax the
indUlgence of this body by repeating our stand once
again. Suffice it to say that my delegation is in favour
of whatev'er appropriate measures and actions the
United Nations may deem it necessary to take in each
and everyone of these territories in order that the
inalienable right to freedom, independence and human
dignity of their peoples may prevail. We cannot and
must not condone the refusal of the administering
Powers to implement the Charter and the resolutions
of the General Assembly with respect to these
territories.
124. Allow me now to come back to the case of the
small territories. Their problems maJi well require
the major attention of the Special Committee from now
on. My delegation would venture to suggest, therefore,
that the Special Committee make it its special task to
study a method or procedu:::e which the administering
Powers might follow in order that these small
territories might move forward to a full measure of
self-government, independence and freedom. This
suggestion is in keeping with the letter and spirit of
resoJ:.:.tion 1514 {XV), which guarantees to all peoples
the right to self-determination, by virtu.e of which they
ma.y freely detE:trmine their political status and
freely p'ursue their economic, social and cultural
(jevelopment.
125. Before I close these remarks, allow me to
state clearly the position of my delegation on the
value 0'1 visits on the spot in the territories in
question by members of the Committee of 'rwentyfour. Invariably the administering Powers have refused
such visits in the past. My delegation is in favour
of such visits and would urge the administering
Powers to reconsider their position. The information
SUbmitted by the administering Powers and the
evidence given by petitioners, both orally and in
writing, can best be evaluated in the light of firsthand observation.
126. As I have said at the beginning of this interven-

tion, my delegation is grateful for this opportunity
to participate in the discussion of item 23. Subject
to certain reservations we have expre~sed regarding
some conclusions and recommendations of the Special
Com1.oittee with respect to specific chapters of
the reports durin.g the discussions in the Fou.rth
Committee, my delegation will vote for approval of
the reports of the Special Committee and would like
to add to the many commendations the Committee
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has received for the good, valuable and voluminous
work it has submitted. My delegation will also
support any draft resolution to continue the mandate
of the Special Committee.
127. I should like to say one final word. The United
Nations has achieved a good deal in the liberation of
subject peoples. However, it cannot stop its efforts
at decolonization until the very last territory has
been liberated or rendered self-governing.
128. Mr. DASHTSEREN (Mongolia) (translated from
Russian): Exactly five years have elapsed since the
United Nations adopted the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
This historic document, which expresses the ardent
desire of all freedom-loving peoples to put an end
to the shameful system of colonialiBm, gave hope
and inspiration to the oppressed peoples of the
colonies and in their struggle for liberation from
colonial slavery.

129. During th,~se years; the struggle of the colonial
peoples has become increasingly Widespread and
has tq),ken on. various forms, from the organization
of political parties to armed insurrections against
the hated colonial r~gimes. For over four years,
the people of Angola have been waging a valiant
figh\t against the Portuguese colonialists. Their uprising has been followed by that of the peoples of
Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea. The
people of South Arabia are waging an equally res\)\ute
combat to free their country from the UnIted Kingdom
colonialists. The protracted struggle of the Algerian
people, which led to its national rebirth, is still
fresh in our minds.
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130. As a result of the battle fought by colonial

peoples and of the efforts of all peace-loving forces
during the last five years, a number of countries
previously under the colonial yoke have attained
national independence and have joined the family of
sovereign nations; they are now, -together with all
progressive elements of mankind, fighting to liberate
their brothers from colonial domination.
131. The. peoples of the world are eager to see the

immediate end of colonialism ill all its forms and
manifestations, since the continued existence of colonial r~gimes is an outrage to the conscience of
mankind and is in flagrant contradiction to the
purposes of the United Nations. Ther(:Jfore, the progI:(~ssive forces in the world are naturally striving,
both inside and outside the United Nations, to speed
up the process of extirpating the colo.nial system
and implementing the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
132. In this connexion, we cannot but note that the
newly independert ccuntries of Africa and Asia and
the socialist countries have been playing an i.mportant
part in the common struggle against imperialism
and colonialism. The socialist countries and the
non-aligned countries of Asia and Africa have been
jointly opposing i.mperialism and colonialism and
exposing their variou,s schemes and manceuvres to
perpetuate colonial.regimes.

133. The Summit Conference of Independent African
States, held in 1963 at Addis Ababa, marked a new
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stage in the struggle against imperialism and colonialism. The Organization of African Unity, which was
set up at that ConferenceJ is an effective tool for
consolidating the political and economic independence
of African peoples and an important factor in the
development of national liberation movements of
colonial and dependent peoples.
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134. As we all know, the Conference of Independent
African States at Addis Ababa and the African summit
meetings which followed it, together with the Conference of Heads of state or Governments of NonAligned Countries, all of which were held ci.H.ring
this same period, worked out a programme of:action
and otltlined definite measures to speed up the
process of decolonization and of the liberation of
colonial and dependent peoples from the colonial and
racist yoke. The Organization of African Unity and
all African and Asian States are greatly helping the
United Nations to fulfil the tasks assigned to it by
the Charter and by the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.,
135. When the decisionto declare 1965 the International Co-operation Year was taken [resolution 1907
(XVIII», many Member States expressed a wish
that 1965 should see the elimiIiation of the last
vestiges of the colonial regime. Unfortunately, however, tens of millions of people in some sixty
territorial units in various parts of the world rema.in
in colonial enslavement to this day. Thus, the peoples'
hopes have been disappointed and the requirements
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples remain' unfulfilled.
The reason for this unsatisfactory state of affairs
lies in the stubborn refusal of a handful of colonial
Powers and their allies in the aggressive NATO bloc
to implement the provisions of the Declaration and
the various General Assembly and Security CC'uncil
resolutions.
136. Thus, for example, Portugal simply ignores
the United Nations decisions on the Portuguese colonies, Salazar himself has stated that Portugal is
determined to retain control over Angola and all
its other territories, rega:rdless of United Nations
appeals that these territories should be granted
independence.
(..
137. To this mtd, the Portuguese colonialists are
stepping up their punitive operations in suppressing
the legitimate struggle of the peoples of Angola,
Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea for
their freedom and in~ependence. The cruelty and
brutality of the Portuguese colonialists are com-,
parable only with the most barbarous methods ever
used by th& fascists. Everyone knows that suoi:. a
country as Portugal could not maintain its colonial
possessions, which are in a different continent and
many times larger than its own territory, without
external support. An equal share of responsibility
for all crimes committed by the Salazar colonialists
rests with such Weste'l'n Powers as the United States,
the Feder9.J. RepUblic of Ge:rmany and others~ which
finance Portugal's bloody war' in the African continent
and supply it wi th weapon.... for that purpose, ignoring
the repeated resolutions or the General Assembly
and the Security Council.
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138. The situation in 'the Ur'iited Kingdom colonies
of Aden, Omj?u, British Guiana, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, and S~ ~zi1and continues to deteriorate. The
United Kingdom Government, whRe formally promising to grant independence to these-'territorie(3! main-:tains them in a colonial slavery under various
p'l",?texts.' The United Kingdom representative, speakiugbefore the General Assembly on 1') December
[1386th meeting], attempted, advancing various social
and economic considerations as an excuse, to justify
the delay in granting independence to these territorie.s.
In this connexion, I should like to quote the relevant
provision of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peo;>les.
Operative paragraph 3 of resolution 1514 (XV) reads:
"Inadequacy of political, economic, social or
educational preparedness should never serve as
a pretext for delaying independence."
139. Racism, which is a particular form of coloni;.;
alism, continues to be a threat to international
peace and security•. '
c; c

,

140. The South African racist regime, with the
economic and military aid of the Western Powers,
is pressing forward with its abhorrent policy of
apartheid, and is spreading this system of racial
segregation to the neighbouring Territory of South
West Africa. The indigenous population of South
West Africa is being oppressed by the South African
racists.
141. The South African racists are narbouringcriminal plans to dismember the Territory of South West
Africa, to extend the system of apartheid to it and
to annex it. In this infamous attempt to enslave the
indigenous population of Bouth West Africa, fore~gn
monopolies are working hand in hand with the racist
Verwoerd regime.
142. The recent discussion of the question of South
West Africa a.nd the analysis of the activities of
foreign monopolies in that Territory carried out, by
the Special Committee on the Situation with regard
to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples have fully confirmed this yiew.
143. The illegal declaration of Southern Rhodesi~'S'
independence by the racist regime of Ian Smith was
yet another criminal act by the racists and those who
connive at their activities. Despite repeated warnings
of the dangers inherent in the establishment of another
racist State on the -pattern of South Africa,:; and the
insistence of world pUblic opinion th~,the necessary
steps should be tH.ken to cut short any' such venture.
the Western Powers, led by the United Kingdom, have
cleared the way for this illegal declaration of Southern
Rhodesia's independence. Thus. one more source ef
tension has been created in Central Africa.
144. The position of the Government of the Mongolian
People's Republic 0\'\ the question of Southern Rhodesia
is unambiguous. In its statement ofI6 November 1965,
my Government sharply condemned this crim~nal
act and declared that "it will not recognize the
independence of Southern Rhodesia~ illegally proclaimed by the racist dictatorsq,ip of ,the whitec'
minority to the detriment of the.interests of the
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Zimbabwe people, and calls upon all States urgently
to take all necessary measures".§j
145. The actions of the administering Powers in a
number of other territories are far from being in
conformity with the provisions of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV). In particular, the United States
is turning the Pacific Islands undel' its trusteeship
into military bases which constitute a serious threat
to the peace and security of the peoples of Asia and
the Far East.
146. All this indi0ates that the progre~sive forces
fighting for the speedy elimination of the shameful
colonial system must redouble their efforts, both in
the United Nations and outside it.
147. No less a danger than the vestiges of colonialism,
which have retained their classical form, is neocolonialism, which the imperialist Powers now use
to maintain their old coloniall'egimes and to enslave
the young and still weak independent States. In the
forefront of those who carry out a neo-colonialist
policy are the United States and the Federal RepuhL.~;
of Germany. United States and West German monopolies hold sway in many dependent territories.
,.

148. According to the U. S. News & World Report
of 1 June 1965, large firms in the United States
:reel that their overseas businesses are bringing
in excellent profits, and this is one of the most
important business factors in the second half of
the twentieth century.
149. The Federal RepubliC! of 3ermany is not omy
continUing its economic expansion in the Portuguese
African colonies, South Africa and South West Africa,
but is also supplying Portugal and South Africa with
arms and building military bases, including rocket
installations in the southern part of Africa.
150. In addition to promoting economic expansion
with a view to perpetuating the enslavement of
colonial countries and young independent States,
the colonialists and their neo-colonialist allies, in
an effort to hold their economic and strategic positions,
openly interfere in the domestic affairs of sovereign
States now liberated from the colonial regime.
151. The most glaring examples of this are the
intervention of imperialist Powers-the United States ,
Belgium and the United Kingdom-in the Congo, the
armed interference by the United States in. the
internal affairs of the Dominican Republic, the United
States aggression in Viet-Nam and the brutal bombing
of the territory of the Democratic Republic of
Viet-Nam.
152, It is quite clear that the leading role in collective
actions by the imperialist Powers, the sole aim of
which is to maintain colonialism, is played by United
States imperialists. The United States review Foreign
Affairs stated in October 1965: 11 As circumstances
have permitted, we have encouraged the former
colonial Powers to remain or to come back into
the picture. 11
153. The overseas military bases of the imperialist
Powers are being used to defend their economic
§l 9fficial Records of the Security Council, Twentieth Year, Supplement
for OCtober, NOlrember ,and
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and political positions and are meant to be used to
suppress the national liberation movements of colonial peoples. United States and United Kingdom
imperialists have covered the globe With a network
of military bases from which they corpmit open
aggression and armed interference in. the internal
affairs of sovereign States and launch punitive operations against the peoples of dependent territories.
154. A large proportion of United Kingdom military
bases are situated in its colonial possessions and
former colon.ies which have recently gained national
independence. Lord Caradon, the United Kingdom
representative, in his statement before the General
Assembly [1386th meeting] defined the purpose of
United Kingdom military bases as follows: 11 We need
bases only to carry out our obligations in peacekeeping and in coming to the aid of our friends and
meeting our treaty commitments to them."
155. If we recall on what occasions these bases have
been used, we can readily see their true purpose.
Everyone knows that the United Kingdom, coming to
the aid of its allies, allowed the United States and
Belgium to use its base on Ascension Island for
their intervention in the Congo.
156. My delegation believes that the struggle of
peoples to achieve the removal of military bases
and the withdrawal of foreign troops is part and
parcel of the general struggle against imperialism
and for national liberation and peace throughout
the world.
157. My delegation fully shares the view that the
time has como ;0 take specific and effective measures
to bring about the unconditional implementation of
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial C01,1Iltries and Peoples. It believes that,
while taking the most decisive steps against the
colonialist Powers, we should also strongly condemn
the activities of those Western Powers which disregard
United Nations resolutions and continue to provide
the colonial and racist regimes with political, military
and economic assistance, that being the main obstacle
in the way of the implementation of the United Nations
D~claration.

158. The General Assembly must once again reaffirm
the right of colonial peoples to self-determination
and independence, recognize that the struggle of these
peoples to exercise that right is a legitimate one, and
call upon all States to help them.
159. The General Assembly must also sternly warn
both the cC"?onial Powers and the Powers which give
them assistance that they are acting in g,TOSS violation
of the United Nations Charter and Declaration, and
thereby assume a heavy load of responsibility before
the peoples of the world.
160. In conclusion, I should like to deal briefly with
the work of the Sperial Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. In the period which has jllst elapsed,
the Special Committee has done a great deal of u6eful
work which deserveR our deep gratitude.
1.61. The Special Committee has submitted to the
Gener~l Assembly a most interesting report con-
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taining a wealth of factual material and reflecting the
real situation in the territories which it considered.
162. The Committee's decision to hold meetings in
Africa has proved to be fully justified. Although
the Committee was unable to visit the colonial
territories themselves, owing to the refusal of the
administering Powers, it established, during its
work in the capitals of three African States, close
ties with the peoples fighting for national independence.
163. During its visit to Africa, the Committee
considered such acute colonial problems as the
question of Southern Rhodesia, the territories under
Portuguese administration and South West Africa,
and brought to light many fants exposing the harmful
activities of foreign monopolies and the involvement
of Western Powers, members of the military NATO
bloc, in the reckless policies of the Portuguese
colonialists and the racist South African 1;; Jime.
164. Thus, the Committee':;; African session marked
a new stage in its work. The Committee should continue
this useful practice in the future.
165. In view of the useful work that the Committee
has done during the four years of ,its existence and
its continuing task of considering the question of the
implementation l.f the Declaration, the Mongolian
delegation believes that it is both advisable and
necessary to extend the Committee's mandate.
166. The Mongolian people, which has known feudal
and eolonial oppression in the past, has always been
on the side of the peoples fighting for freedom and
national independenceo
167. The Mongolian people and its Government sternly
condemns colonialism in all its forms and manifestations as a most heinous crime against mankind.
168. The Mongolian People's Republic is prepared
to support any effective measures to bring about the
speediest elimination of the vestiges of the shamE:ful
colonial system B.nd, as far as it is able, to make.
its contribution to that end.
169. Mr. LEKIC (Yugoslavia): The report of the
Committee ondecolonization, the statements ofnumerous petitioners, and in particular the events in the
central and southern parts of Africa have bonfirmed
us in our belief that the international community
is faced with a very serious situation in the field of
decolonization. Although some prog:t'erss has been
made since 1963, we have not come anyWhere near
attaining the aims of the Charter and the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. It is not me1'ely a question of one-third
of the territory of Africa still being aUbi-ected to the
most brutal f.~rms of exploitation and oppression,
which is in itself contrary to the spirj.t of the Charter
and the requirements of contemporary development;
it is a question of actions directly threatening the lives
of millions of Africans as well as the peace and
security of Africa and, there1,)y, the peace and security
of the world. Making use of all the advantages
offered to the forces of racism and hegemony by
the crisis in international relationf-(, the racists in
Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and South
Africa:' as well as colonialist and neo-colonialist
~orces in general, have undertaken a number of
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actions likely to have far-reaching consequences.
Relying on the fact that the forces of peaoe are
preoccupied with events in other parts of the worldevents that are directly threatening the peace and
security of mankind-the racists in Southern Rhodesia
have closed a circle of total enslavement around the 4
million inhabitants of that Territory. In doing so,
they receive the full support of the followers of the
Uebermensch theory in South Africa, who, for their
part, are taking measures to deprive the pe0~le of
South West Africa of even the faintest hOlle of
liberating themselves from the conditions of shivery
in which they have been kept by the racists of South
Africa for more than forty years.
170. The Portugt.lese col:onialists are also getting
ready to :lntensity, under new conditions, their colonial
wars against the inhabitants of the colonies under
their domination, and to impose upon them by fire
and. sword the blessings of the so-called Portuguese
heritage.
.
171. These are, of course, only the most dramatic
manifestations of the co-ordinated ~ction of the forces
of colonialism and neo-colonialism, which are active
in other territories as well. In some· of these territories constitutions are abrogated, Governments dismissed, states of em r.gency proctai~ed, and, by
the use of force, "consultations" conduct,~d and steps
taken to ensure the "acceptance" of solutions whlich
are rejected "by the inhabitants of the territories
concerned for the simple and sound reason that they
are not in conformity with tbeir aspirations and
wishes.
172. The negative impact of the orisis in international
relations on decolonization has proved once again
that the policy of aggravation of tension, of use of
force for the settlement of international disputes, and
of "brinkmanship" is affecting adversely the struggle
for the freedom, independence and e0ua1 rights of
peoples and the establishment of lasting peace in the
world. Regardless of the pretexts under which the
policy of intensification of tension and intervention is
pursued, and the reasons given in justification thereof,
the fact remains that its protagonists are not genuinely
interested in ensuring the freedom and emancipation
of peoples and States. What are in fact involved here
are narrow and selfish interests aimed at achieVing
specific political, military, strategic and economic
aims through the excerbation of existing sources of
conflict and the creation of new ones.
173. We are faced today with a tendency to expand
existing privileges and to extort new ones, to impose
relations based on domination. and hegemony, and to
prevent. or at least seriously hamper, progress in
the world. Viewed in this light, current negative
developments in the field of decolonization are closely
linked with the crisis in international relations and
are to a great extent the direct consequence of this
crisis.
174. The situation created by developments in VietNam and in other parts of' the world has Without
doubt encouraged Mr. Smith to choose precisely this
moment for committing an act of treason towards
Great Britain and a crime against the 4 million
Africans in Southern Rhodesia. And conversely, the
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existence of colonialism, as a system of relations
based on domination and inequality, suits the protagonists of the policy of aggravation of relations
and interference in the affairs of other peoples
and States.
175. Such a development of the situation in the field
of decolonization is not m.erely due to the refusal on
the part of some colonial Powers to honour their
obligations and co-operate actively in the elimination
of colonialism and in the implementation of the
principles and pi'ovisions of the Charter. The reports
of the Special Committee [A/5800/Rev.1 and A/BOOn/
Rev.1] point unequivocally to the fact that a great
part of and now perhaps the main responsibility for
this state of affairs is borne by countries which,
while condemning the actions of the racists and colonialists verbally, a~tually give full support to them.
And this support, as we know, is not limited to the
expansion of trade and economic relations. Arms
are also being supplied, either directly or through
third countries.
176. Seen from this point of view, the colonial
problem is no longer a matter to be settled only
between a given colonial Power and the United
Nations, which personifies the international community. Conditions have changed and methods have
changed as well. There has been an increase in the
number of countries which are diredly interested
in maintaining outposts from which they can exercise
their influence upon developments in various parts
of the world, and thus threaten. the dearly won
independence of the newly eman~ipated countries.
Therefore, the elimination of colon~alism should be
viewed today as a problem of relations between the
United Nations and those States which, under one pretext or another-ideological, military or economicassist in the maintenance of colonialism or hamper
its elimination.
177. The African countries, interested in the immediate liquidation of colonialism £nd in the elimination of racial discrimination from the soil of Africasince this question for them, as for us, is one
involVing peace and security-have made efforts to
complete the process of decolonization by peaceful
means. The Heads of African States and political
leaders in the remaining colonies have repeatedly
expressed their readiness to search, through negotiations, for solutions that will also ensure equal
treatment and equal rights to members of other races
in Africa.
178. The profound attachment of African countries
and peoples to peace and to the principle of the
peaceful solution of disputes has not met with understanding on the part of the racists or of those who
are supporting them. The hand extended in co-operation
and friendship has been met by the racists and
colonialists with brutal repressive measures and war.
The offers to seek by peaceful means solutions that
would guarantee the equality of all have been countered
with acts in violation of the rights and human dignity
of Africans.
179. There is thus a confrontation of the new and

the old, of the progressive and the reactionary, of
the human and the inhuman, of right and force J of

justice and law18ssness, of friendship and hatred,
of faith in man and a better future and fear of the
uncertain future. There can be only one outcome of
this confrontation, and that is the triumph of justice
over lawlessness, of the victory of right over force.
Such an outcome in a conflict of this kind has never
been in doubt. The question is only whethe;.' we want
to do what is necessary-and together we can do itfor the termination of this conflict between ri.ght and
force with a minimum of suffering and sacrifice.
180. In implemeni;ing the policy of active and peaceful
coexistence-one of the basic principles of which is
respect for the right of every people to freedom and
equality-the Government of Yugoslavia has supportad
and continues to support the efforts exerted ty the
Organization of African Unity and the liberation
movements in the colonies with a view to realizing
this right by peaceful means, if this is possible, and
by force if such a course should be impOSed upon
colonial peoples.
181. For obvious reasons we have dealt at some
length with the dangerous developments in the colonies,
to which the colonialists and the neo-colonialists
have assigned a specific role in the global strategy
for the preservation of existing privileges and for
the acquisition of new ones, and for the imposition
under a new guise of essentially old forms of relationships based on domination and subordination.
182. However, the so-called small colonies exist,
that is the colonies whose small size, population and
economic under-development are used as arguments
to justify their continuance under foreign domination.
These factors probably render more difficult in some
cases the process of the emancipation of these
territories, but they are not the only factors that
have marked this problem with their specific imprint.
Most of these territories are situated at a greater or
smaller distance from. the coasts and continents that
have been recently liberated or where the struggle
for political and economic emancipation is still
being waged. For this reason, these territories are
of particu.lar interest to those forces which cannot
reconcile themselves to the changes that have taken
place in the world and which desire to preserve
positions from which they can continue to hamper the
development of the newly emancipated countries and
launch actions aimed at re-establishing spheres of
interest and influence.
183. The specific character and compleXity of the
conditions under which these territories have been
developing and the necessity of finding solutions that
will take into account the interest of the inhabitants
and those of peace, make it imperative for the United
Nations to take an active part in the process of the
decolonization of these territories. The Special Committee on decolonization. which has already devoted
considerable attention to these efforts, should set
out in detail the ways and means for the direct
participation of the United Nations in solving the
problem of the so-called small territories.
184. In this connexion, I wish to stress that the
varilety of the forms and methods used by the forces
of colonialism and np-o-colonialism to achieve their
aims makes it incumbent on us continually to alter
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the action of the United Nations in the process of
decolonization. We believe it is necessary to adopt
those methods of work which will enable the United
Nations to play its role in the present phase of
decolonization. The United Nations should counter
the actions of the colonial Powers-primarily military
actions which prevent the implementation of one of
the fundamental aims of the Charter, namely the
right of peoples to self-determination and independence, and which impose an armed struggle upon
colonial peoples-by giving full political, moral and
material support to the legitimate struggle of the
colonial peoples for liberation.
185. On the other hand, in order to ensure painless
decolonlzation, where such a course is still possible,
the United Nations should involve itself directly and
in good time by sending visiting mission~ or by ensuring the presence of the United Nations by sending
observers or residents, with the sole purpose of
initiating programmes and accele:rating the implementation of measures aimed at transferring power to
the representatives of the peoples and guaranteeing
the independence of those peoples.
186. In the final analysis, this would be also in
the interest of the colonial Powers. which should
reconcile themselves to the inevitable. Consequently.
they should renounce legalistic.approaches and fictions
about their own "exclusive"·.oompetence and show, at
least in this phase, goodwill and readiness to cooperate in the implementation; of.the aims and principles upon which our Organization' is based.

r

187. Availing itself of the e~eriencea(:quired during
its one-month visit to Africa"in the course of which
it accomplished a rather: voluminous and useful work.
the Committee on dect;iloniiation could, by adopting
appropriate methods of work, and constantly adopting
them to changing circumstances, lay an even greater
emphasis on its role of political organ, an organ
for action ent.custeu also with the task of initiating
and elaborating concrete measures for accelerating
the process of decolonization. To the method of work
in sub-committees and sessions held in the vicinity
of colonies-which have proved to be politically very
useful-one should add the appointment of visiting
missions or of individual Committee members and
request the administering Powers to enable these
missions or these Committee members to visit t1:.e
l'emaining territories for the purpose of getting
acquainted with the situation and of agreeing with
the administering Powers about the measures that
should be undertaken. Frequent but short sessions
devoted to the study of the situation in certain
territories. exclusively with a view to the urgent
undertaking of political action either by the Committee
or, at its request, by the Security Council. would also
be useful. This would make it possible to draw the
attention of the United Nations and the international
community in good time to problems which are
directly endangering world peace. This would also
offer greater. and continued moral and political
support to peoples who are fighting for their liberation
and for whom the manifestation of the presence and
of the continued concern of the world Organization is
of exceptional importance.
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188. The close connexion between the crisis in
international relations, the war in Yiet-Nam in
particular. and the present negative developments
in the field of the decolonization of Africa-their
interdependence and mutual repercussions-clearly
show that the struggle for peace cannot be separated
from the struggle for the freedom and equality of
all peoples. This determines, in our opinion, the
orientation of the actlvities of the forces of peace and
democracy. These forces are under obligation, particularly at this moment. to exert energetic and
simultaneous efforts for the elimination of the immediate danger to peace and security in the worldbrought about in the wake of the war in Viet-Namwhich would facilitate actions for preventing developments likely to lead to bloodshed, not only in Africa
but elsewhere, if no appropriate measures are taken
in time.
189. The twentieth anniversary of the United Nations
prOVides us with a favourable opportunity to draw up
a balance sheet and to see what has been accomplished
and whlA.':' is still to be done. In the light of such an
analysis and of the most recent developments in the
field of decolonization, it is necessary to undertake
measures for the immediate implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. The General Assembly should
reaffirm the Declaration. demand its immediate
application, set a target date for the elimination of
colonialism everywhere and in all its forms, and
request the administering Powers to co-operate fully
in the implementation of a programme to be elaborated
in co-operation with the representatives of colonial
peoples and designed to complete the process of
decolonization within a determined period of time.
190. The Yugoslav delegation will lend full supportas it has done in the past-to the struggle of the
peoples of the remaining colonies and to the efforts
exerted by the forces of peace and prof!,:!'ess for the
immediate elimination of colonialism.
191. Mr. EASTMAN (Liberia): When the General
Assembly adopted its historic resolution 1514 (XV),
it was envisaged that, with the implementation of
that resolution. the world would free itself of the
last vestiges of colonialism, effacing for ever the horrible system of plunder, exploitation and denial to any
people of the fundamental right of control of its
own destiny. Regrettably, we are assembled here
to discuss the granting of freedom and independence
to more than fifty territories scattered over the
face of the globe. We are still debating whether
these people have this right that they were previously declared to have. We would have thought
that the administering Powers would have been
convinced by now that we can no longer uphold
the system of colonialism and that they would have
taken all necessary measures to grant freedom
to the people of the territories under their rule. For
we know that the most liberal form of colonialism
cannot be compared with the lowest form of freedom
and independence. No people can ever really fulfil
their destiny whHe under alien rule. We admit
that there are various forms of colonialism, but
my Government disapproves of that system in any
form.

~;.,
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192. However, the most diabolical form of colonialism
is that practised by the Governments of Portugal
and South Africa. We do not intend to involve the
Assembly in listening to a recapitulation of the
atrocities meted out to the people of Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea by the
Salazar r~gime. Yet, it is tremendously difficult
to forget the suffering, genocide and suppression
that the people of those territories suffer under
Portuguese rule. The General Assembly and the
Security Council have asserted themselves on this
question numerous times and have called upon Portugal to recognize the fundamental rights of these
people under its jurisdiction. Portugal's answer is
well known to all. It does not hesitate to flout these
decisions or to adopt more strenuous measures to
further the suppression of the people in its colonies.

suffrage, as well as reaffirmation of the inaliem..Dle
right Of the peoples of these territories to self~
determmation and independence.

193. The United Nations can never hope to fulfil
its purpose as long as suffering humanity can be
found anywhere, because pe&oe and security will
always be endangered if people are denied the right
to self-determination and independence. A state of
emergency, of insecurity, of unrest, will exist on
the continent of Africa as long as there -are those
among our brothers who are not yet able to live
as free men. Whilst we enjoy freedom and independence in my own country, that is not sufficient
to us, and it will continue to be insufficient until
the entire continent is free. Then we sha.ll enjoy
our OWL independence bett\~r..

199. The delegation of Liberia welcomes the announcement of the United Kingdom Government that
British Guiana will attain independence as Guyana
on 26 May 1966, and we call upon the people of Guyana
as a whole to lend their co-operation in bringing
about the most favourable conditions for their independence. The Government and people of Liberia
take this opportunity to bxtend their best wishes
to the people of Guyana for peace, harmony, progress
and stabHity on their accession to independence.

194. As to South Africa and its apartheid rule in
South West Africa, my Government has made its
pOSition clear. We shall therefore mention here
again only that we are strongly convinced that South
Africa has failed in its trust in the Territory of
South West Africa. We are opposed to the partitioning of this Territory; we are equally' opposed to the
alienation of land as it is practised in this Territory.
195. We want to assure the Assembly that the
Government and people of Liberia will continue
to be relentless in their efforts to see that the
people of South West Africa are again allowed to
live as a free p~ople. The Government of 'Liberia
condemns unreservedly the criminal acts perpetrated
by the minority regime in Southern Rhodesia, and
calls upon all peace-loving nations to join their
efforts to prevent the perpetuation and exercise of
this unlawful authority in Southern Rhodesia.
196. As regards the High Commission territori~s of
Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, the Government of Liberia condemns any attempt by the South
African Government to annox or encroach upon the
territorial integrity of these three territories. Any
actions by South Africa to this end, directly or
indirectly, should be considered by the General
Assembly as aggression.
1~7.

My delegation approves the resolution of the
Committee of Twenty-four [see A!5800!Rev.1, chap.
VIII] calling for a constitutional conference for
each of the three' territories, where one has not
been held, for the purpose of gathering opinions from
all sectors of the population with a view to deVising
democratic constitutional arrangements leading to
general elections on the baSis of universal adult

198;~ From the reports, it is to be noted that as
regards cfjr'iain of the territories not yet liberated,
the question 6f territorial disputes has been raised
among Member States of the United Nations, and that
negotiations .have beel;' started or are to be started
regarding such territories.' While my delegation
will desist from taking a positive position on the
question at this session, we would state, in passing',
that until the question of territorial disputes can be
definitely settled, we consider that all peoples have
an inherent right to choose their own destiny, and
would request that any negotiation should take into
consideration the interest of the inhabitants.

200. My delegation is amazed by Australia's refusal
to answer outright whether it intends to grant independence to the people of Nauru. The leaders of
Nauru informed the 1965 visiting mission and the
previous session of the Trusteeship Council that
they desired to accede to independence i.: ~,968. This
is a legitimate claim; this is a right. We therefore
invite the Government of Australia to say before
this Assembly whether it recognizes this right of
the Nauruan people, and if it does, to state categorically whether the people of Nauru will have their
desire fulfilled.
201. In conclusion, let me say that the hopes of the
peoples not yet ,liberated rest in the United Nations.
What th~y require is simple: that they may be free
to manage their own affairs; have a right to their
land and its natural resources; control their commerce
and industry so as to make the main object of capital
and labour the welfare of the many rather than the
enriching of the few. The development of Africa, or
any region of the world for that matter, shoUld be for
the benefit of its inhabitants and not merely for the
profit of the forej.gn investors and exploiters. In
short, they wish to live as equals with the rest of
mankind. Is this too much to ask?
202. Finally, may I take this opportunity to extend
the appreciation of my delegation to the Chairman
and members of the Committee of Twenty-four for
the reports contained in documents A!5800!Rev.1
and A!6000!Rev.1. RecogniZing the difficulties involved for the Special Committee effectively to
implement its terms of reference in accordance
with operative paragraph 4 of resolution 1956 (XVIII),
we wholeheartedly congratulate it for the work already
accomplished.
203. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): As
a number of representatives have asked to exercise
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their right of reply, I shall give them the floor one
after another.

Ceylon as part of a most scholarly statement in the
Fourth Committee two years ago:

204. Mr. McCARTHY (Australia): In exercising this
right of reply, I should explain that my delega.tion
has not spoken during the general debate on the
matters contained in the report of the Special Committee because we have spoken on them at length
many times over the past four years in the Committee
of Twenty-four, of which of course we are a member,
and before that as a member of the Committee of
Seventeen. In doing that, we have tried to make clear
our views on the many subjects covered in these
reports and, additionally, we have provided the
fullest possible information, entirely for the convenience of the Committee, on those areas with
which the Coml~1ittee has been concerned and for
which Australia is responsible.

" ... I would be failing in my duty' at this stage
if I did not add here that the world and all colonial

205. In relation to the report as a whole, I should
like to take the opportunity of expressing in this
plenary meeting our recognition of the dignity and competence of the Committee's Chairman, Mr. Coulibaly
of Mali, and of the indefatigable work done on the
production of the report by our colleague Mr. Natwar
Singh of India, the very distinguished Rapporteur of
the Committee. I should also like to place on record
our awareness of the constant efficiency of Mr. Godfrey
Amachree, Mr. Chack,o, and their colleagues of the
Secretariat who have given.form to so much of the
effort which the Special Committee has put into its
work, and indeed have provided the means to make
this effort possible.
206. With regard to one further aspect of the work
of this Committee, I should like to pay another tribute
to Mr~ Adeel, who, by his objective observation of
and reporting on the elections in the Cook Islands,
has, I believe, brought much further credit not only
to himf;lelf but also to his country and to the United
Nations.
207. In preparing this reply, I recalled that representatives of fifty nations met in San Francisco, from
April to June 1945, where they 'agreed upon the
Charter of the United Nations, which came into force
in that same year and has ever sin!Je'l,iterally been
both a beacon and a great foundation for all our efforts.
208. The original Members of the United Nations
which Higned and ratified the Charter numbered fiftyone, my country, Australia, being among them. What
bound these countries together was above all a
common background Qf suffering, and hopes and
purposes arising from that suffering.
209. It was against that background and in common
realization of their 'common lot as human beings
that they came together towards a common purpose,
regardless of differences of political ideology, of
race, of culture, of geography. I think it worth
recording that at those meetings from which the
Charter emerged, my country, Australia, was by no
means inconspicuous.
210. In this connexion, l:tnd in partial reply to certain
observations in this debate made by the representatives
of the United Republic of Tanzania and Ghana, I
recall a remark made by' the representative of
_._""._'

~..

and former colonial people are indebted to the
Australian initiative atthe San Francisco Conference
which was mainly instrumental in producing the
declaration in Article 73 which, in retrospect, has
provided the machinery for the emancipation of
many colonial peoples in the last seventeen years. "§J
211. I as an Australian will remember that quotation.
I know the history of the San Francisco Conference,
and I know that this tribute was deserved. I would

ask this plenary meeting to note well these words of
the representative of Ceylon:
" ••. which in .retrospect has provided the machinery for the emancipation of many colonial
peoples in the last seventeen years".
212. It was with a sharpened awareness of those
values springing from their common and tragic
experiences that the countries which created the
Charter-some fifty-one of them-addressed themselves to the colonial problems of the day. Th~
basic elements of colonialism in the sense in which
the word is customarily used, still existed in a number
of places and c0uld be isolated. They perhaps centred
around such matters as· alien and enforced occupation
of other peoples' lands, exploitation. the denial of
self-expression, race prejudice and race discrimination. But now I wondeT how clearly these elements
can be isolated in some 0 and perhaps many, situation;:;
which we refer to here now as colonial situations.

.

213. It is possible->indeed 1 do believe it to be sothat quite often when we speak here now of colonial
situations. these are not the situations tow.ards
which we directed our purposes at San Francisco;
rather, they are obscured and perhaps distorted by
the use of words which are in: danger of becoming
our masters. '
214. 1 think, for example. that there is a very
incomplete understanding-among some ofus at leastof the deep sense of personal responsibility which
animates','J!lany of those in Whom the task of guiding
and assisting and encouraging vital phases of the
development of other people has been vested-a
sense of responsibility deriVing from history; from.
a realization of past mistakes and inadequacies;
from shared experiences in peace and war; from a
rejection of concepts of race; from a common striving;
from efforts towards common purposes here in the
United Nations; from the impact here and elsewhere
through the means of communication now available to
the world of mind upon mind; from the simple spread
of knowledge among us of one another and one another's
problems; and particularly from the knowledge ofthis
deep and profound. sense of responsibility of man for
m~t'. regardless of race and religion.
215. As regards my own people, I must reject tne
observations which have been. made here about the
Australian administration of New Guinea by the representatives of t1:1e United RepUblic of Tanzania and

2J Document A/C.4/608, p. 4•.
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Ghana. I do believe that, occupied-and understandably
occupied-with the problems of Africa. they have
not been able to develop any detailed knowledge or
understanding of my part of the world~ which is
remote from Africa. But I have no wish to labour
this. Nor do I propose to atte.mpt to traverse in
detail what they have said.
216. I would recall, however, that the representative
of Ghana said yesterday [1389th meeting] that. in
Papua and New Guinea, instead of bringing the people
tog~ther, the ~us~ralian Government is introducing
raCial and ethmc dIfferences into their minds in order
to protract settlement of their demands for independence. The very reverse is the case. I have
patiently explained many times in many organs in
the United Nations, and representatives of the indigenous peoples themselves have similarly explained,
that Papua and New Guinea is not one of the smaller
territories, as our colleague observed yesterday; it
contains 2 million indigenous people, 2 million vital.
questing, intelligent indigenous people who will form
one of the nations of the future.
217. There are, to begin With, 700 different languages
among these 2 million people. Until the coming of
the Australians, the Papuan and Melanesian people
were shut off from one another by this multiplicity
of languages. There was no communication. They
were shut off by physical barriers so formidable
that the country even now has not yielded all its
geographical, its topographical and its human secrets,
despite the most extensive USEl by us of the most
modern means of communication and discoveries
such as aircraft and helicopters. They were shut off
by different customs, they were fragmented and
encased in a thousand or more different tribal
groups which \\f~re mutually exclusive and mutually
hostile. For the most part they were ignorant of the
very existence of one another except when they were
near neighbours. When the Australians came to this
country, there was no one country, there was po one
people, there was no one Government which professed to hold sway over more than a minute portion
of this great country. The first task of my people-if
I may, I would say here that I speak with some
authority on this SUbject because it was part of my
ow:n personal task many years ago-was to create
a self to govern itself. There was no self in New
Guinea and our task was to create a self to govern
itself. To this task the Australian Government has
addressed itself with the most unremitting vigor
through the spread of education, medical facilities
and the conscious development of an identity common
to the country as a whole. At a more appropriate
time I will address myself in df'~ail to just how this
is being done.
218. The representative of Ghana has also said: "the
resources of New Guinea are being exploited with
impunity by the Australian Government" [1389th
meeting, para. 175]. However. he should know-and
I greatly regret he is not here to be informed in
this matter-that never in the history of so-called
colonial development and effort has so much money
been put by a metropolitan Power into a dependent
area with no thought of return. What is the annual
figure? The Australian grant to Papua and N~w

Guinea-interest-free, non-repayable, an outright
gift-stands this year at the figure of some £A30
million, that is. $70-$80 million, to which must be
added some millions more which are carried on
the bUdget ef the Australian Government itself for
such matters as civil aviation development. The
totlll annu,'\l figure. which has increased every year
since the war, stands at something approaching $100
million. This is the country which our colleague
suggests we are exploiting!
219. The representative of Ghana has also referred
to land problems in New Guinea. I doubt whether, in
the history of so-called colonial development, land
elsewhere has been so jealously safeguarded for
the welfare and use of the il.(~jgenous people. Of the
total land area of that great land mass, less than 3
per cent has been alienated from indigenous ownership, and much of this for the public and modern
land settlement purposes of the indigenous people
themselves.
220. However, leaving these matters of detail asideand they are matters of detail to which I shall
SUbsequently address myself in greater detail-let
me say this particularly to the representatives of
Tanzania and Ghana, and let me say it against the
background of our seeking and striving in relation
to other areas for what we all believe to be necessary
and good-ind~ed the best-and partiCUlarly against
the background of the core of the problem of Southern
Rhodesia which has occupied so much of our attention.
I would ask this Assembly to note this well in relation
to what has been said here in the United Nations
about Southern Rhodesia and other colonial areas in
the wo:rld. If I may digre ss for one' moment. let me
say that, following the recent unilateral declaration
of independence in that unhappy country. Southern
Rhodesia, the Australian Parliament was one of
the first of the world's parliaments to announce and
implement the actions of non-recognition. prohibition
of trade and the application of monetary measures
which were needed to reinforce the action which was
being put in train by the United Kingdom and the
action which was being called for by the United
Nations itself. This took place in the Australian
Parliament within a few days of' the declaration.
However, in relation to the very core of the Southern
Rhodesian situation-that is. of the right to vote and
the representation of the majority-let me say this.
There are in New Guinea 2 million indigenous people
and some 27,000 Australians. There is also in that
country a universal franchise. There is an electoral
syptem which provides "one man"-or one woman"one vote". on the basis of a common roll. regardless
of race. creed or colour. That system has produced
a parliament with an elected indigenous majority.
221. In short, what we have been seeking and are
still seeking as the solution to all the problems in
Southern Rhodesia, in other areas of Africa and in
certain other parts of the world outside Africa is an
accomplished fact in New Guinea: "one man, one vote",
a common roll and an elected indigenous majority.
222. Let me also refer to the fact of the existence
of the whole range of freedoms to which my country.
the Administering Authority. is heir: freedom from
want, freedom from fear aJ.l_d the complex of other
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freedoms towards which mankind is striving. These
frl3edoms exist in Papua and New Guinea. There are
nc political prisoners there or in Australia itself.
In the whole of metropolitan Australia and all of the
Australian territories there is not one political
prisoner. There is freedom of association, of meeting,
of the Press and of speech. Racial discrimination is
outlawed. Political parties, trade unions and other
organizations of the indigenous people are not only
unchecked but encouraged. We in my country take
that for granted. However, the bulk of the problems
which have faced our United Nations as a whole in
the colonial field have been problems simply because
of the denial of those freedoms. Concerned as we
have been with so many areas which have been areas
of conflict, gre£Lt or small, I would remark simply
that in the Australian territories there is peace.
There is peace throughout all these territories. There
is no armed conflict. There is progress in this
peaceful atmosphere. There are no people dying for
a cause which has been denied to them.
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223. In conclusion I would say, with full respect to
our colle~gues of Tanzania and Ghana, that these
freedoms-this universal franchise, this common roll,
this parliament with its indigenous majority-are a
measure of our appreciation of our responsibilities
in New Guinea. We have responsibilities there. We
will discharge them, and discharge them to the letter.
Likewise, we have rights here in the United Nations
and elsewhere. We will protect them.
I

224. Mr. DE MIRANDA (Portugal): Many references
have been made to my country in the course of this
debate. Although my delegation has listened attentively
to all the speakers and waited until this momen.t to
exercise its right of reply, we find that nothing new
has been said. Whatever we have heard in this
debate is a repetition of what we have been hearing
for some time past.
225. As everyone knows. our position has been
stated quite clearly from both the juridical and the
political point of view on numerous occasions in
every relevant organ of the United Nations. and it
does not seem necessary to state our position again.
Therefore, I shall not take up the time of the Assembly
by repeating our point of view.
226. I should, however, like to tell our critics that
preconceived opinions, baseless allegations, distortions of facts, half truths and falsehoods, no matter how
often they are repeated, do not add up to the truth.
In fact, such repetitions. serve only to underline the
unreal and artificial nature of the debate in respect
of my cO'~\ntry. But this is not a point on which I wish
to dwell ill tids intervention. If my delegation comes
to this rostrum now, it is only to set the record
straight in respect of certain specific affirmations
produced in the course of this debate, and I shall do
so briefly and without any spirit of polemics.
227. At the 1389th plenary meeting. the delegation
of Guinea. in making some charges against us, in
its usual style, alleged that Guinea's air space was
constantly violated by Portuguese aircraft. This
allegation is as baseless as it is tendentious. My
delegation rejects it and sees in it an attempt to
justify cel'tain illicit activities which are going on
. ,.,"
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in the Republic of Guinea and of which we are the
victims.
228. Again, speaking at the 1387th meeting, the
Senegalese delegation referred to its complaints to
the Security Council against Portugal in these words:
"When Senegal complained to the Security Council
in February 1965 Portugal did not dispute the facts
relating to the alleged incidents but sought to
justify the violations which had been committed."
[1387th meeting, para. 22.]
This statement is not borne out by the Portuguese
reply to Senegal, as may be seen from tJ}e relevant
documents of the Security CounCil. In another sentence,
the delegation of Senegal said that Portugal "simply
denied everything'" [ibid.].
229. My delegation is at a loss to understand the
implication of this sentence when the Senegalese
delegation itself admits that (1) we expressed our
wish to maintain friendly relations with Senegal; (2)
we proposed a discussion. with the participation of
Senegal. My delegation is of the view that these two
facts by themselves demonstrate that Portugal
had not "simply denied everything". We did. in
fact propose a three-man investigation into the
allegations made against us by Senegal, but Senegal
did not want any impartial investigation; all it wanted
was a resolution, based of course on its own
allegations.
230. In view of the fore.gojng, I think that it is
proper for my delegation to make a comment which
we take from the words of the Senegalese delegation
itself:
"1 leave the Assembly to be the judge of such
ambiguity, such synicism, such lack of common
sense" [ibid.].
231. The Senegalese delegation now alleges further
incidents, seeking to attribute them to us. We note,
and we should like the Assembly to note as well, the
eagerness of Senegal in its attempts to advertise
its allegations, while at the same time balking at
our proposals to have them investigated by an impartial body. We also take note of the remark by
Senegal that another "question at issue relates to a
different series of problems. It is to be found in the
resolution [218 (1965)] of 23 Ncvember 1965" [ibid.,
para. 23]. This is a highly significant remark
and one with which my delegation entirely ag~ees.
We are only too well aware that the question
lies not in the allegations of incidents, but in
the wider Sel1egalese objectives. Its allegations of
frontier incidents are nothing more than attempts to
create a climate conducive to those objectives.
232. But Senegal cannot pretend to conceal *e
reality. The whole world knows thatSenegalharbou:r.~s,
aids and encourages irregular armed gangs to disturb
the peace in our territory. I should not be surprised
if the Senegalese delegation came to this rostrum
again to say that it will continue to support such
armed gangs. But it cannot be denied that Portuguese
territory is constantly being violated by armed
raiders proceeding from Senegal. While we are
always willing to have the Senegalese allegations
investigated. although we consider them baseless,
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Senegal prefers the way of advertisement of its
allegations. While we are most careful to respect
Senegal's territory and air space, we have to point
out that our territory is not similarly respected by
Senegal, and from these facts we cannot but conclude
that Senegal's allegations against us are nothing
but attempts, and poor ones at that, to camouflage
its own illicit activities and to elude the responsibility
which it bears for them.
233. Mr. EASTMAN (Liberia): It is with deep regret
that I have to ask your indulgence, Mr. President, to
detain this plenary meeting a little longer.
234. The representative of Australia-my friend, I
may add-has tried to convince this Assembly that
the remarks made by the representatives of Tanzania
and Ghana were unfounded. Time does not permit me
tc, go into any detail in explaini.ng the truth, but I
can make a brief reference to some of his remarks.
235. It must be a long time since the representative
of Australia has visited the territory of New Guinea.
I, who have recently returned from there, can inform
him that racial discrimination is practised openly
in New Guinea-in the sCllo01s, in housing, in wages,
in medical facilities, to mention a few.
236. He told us also that he took exception to the
remark that exploitation was practised witp. impunity
by Australia. I wonder if Australia knows that in
Boggabilla, where gold by the million is extracted,
when the people ask about their sha:re or their
royalties or their ownership, they are told t.hat
anything found above the ground belongs to the people
of New Guinea, but anything below is the property of
Australia-or of the Crown as it is commonly called.
He tells us about the millions that the Australian
Government puts into New Guinea for the benefit of
the people. He does not tell us about Rio Tinto, he
does not tell us about Burns Philp, aNew Guinea
company, to name a few of the monopolies, and
the several millions a day which they bring out.
.

&

237. The Australian representative also mentioned
land. I would inform the representative of Australia
that the most frequent complaint one hears from the
people of New Guinea is that their choice land has
been taken away from them or alienated by some
means-I do not know how-and that it is now owned
by Australians and New Zealanders. I should like the
Australian representative to refute the fact that for
several years now the people of Nauru have asked
to be given possession of their island, but this has
been denied. They have been told on several occasions
that they do not own the island, but that Australia
does. They have been told that everything on the
surface of the island is theirs. This is what my
friends, the representatives of Ghana and Tanzania,
referred to when they expressed dissatisfaction with
the Australian administration of New Guinea, and i1;1
many respects I heartily agree With them.
"
238. Mr. McCARTHY (Australia): It is not very
often, I believe, that in the United Nations the representative of one country feels impelled to exercise
the right of reply on behalf of other countries. When
I exercised my right of reply a short time ago, I
did so in relation to observations made by the representatives of Tanzania and Ghana in the earlier stag~s
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of this debate. Now my colleague ll.nd friend,
Mr. Eastman of Liberia, has· taken it upon him.self
to protect them.
239. The representative of Liberia referred to racial
discrimination in New Guinea and to certain matters
with regard to Nauru. I shall reply to what he has
said .during the discussion of the report of the
Trusteeship Council in plenary and in the Fourth
Committee, when I shall pla~e before the whole body
of the United Nations-and this has not yet been
done-the full det9.ils of th~ latest developments in
New Guinea and in Nauru.
240. Mr. Eastman said that racial discrimination is
openly practts'3rl in N,ew Guinea. Mr. Eastman, I
will admit, has recently been there as our honoured
guest and with every :facility we could place at his
disposaL It is quite true that one can find evidence
of racial discrimination or any other sort of discrimination in any country of the world, if one goes
looking for it. What I said was that racial discrimination has been outlawed in New Guinea-and racial
discrimination has indeed beenoutla\ved in New Guinea.
What I said and what I implied was that in New Guinea
every man is free before the law, regardless of
race, creed or colour. What I said was that in New
Guinea every man and every woman, regardless of
race, creed or colour, has a vote and elects members
to the Parliament of New Guinea. \\t11at I said was
that every man and every woman in New Guinea,
regardless of race, creed or colour, is free, without
let or hindral:<:e, without penalty under the law,
without persecution of any kind, to raise his voice
against any abuse, Wherever he finds it in that
country.
241. With regard to Nauru, this is a complicated
problem. Nauru is an island, of the kind which has
been referred to by many representatives in plenary
and in the Fourth Committee. I do not propose to
traverse now the ground which I shall traverse a
little later. Nauru is a remote island in the Pacific.
r would remind my friend that although I have been
working here in the United Nations for the last two
and a half years and have not been back to those
Territories during that time, I have been working in
those terri.tories and for those territories for the
last thirty-three years, and I shall be going back
there very shortly. I know rather more about them
than my colleague from Liberia does as a result of
one v~sit in which he was an honoured guest of my
Government.
242. What I was about to say is that Nauru is a
remote island in the Pacific, so remote that on
my last visit there three years ago, just before I
came here, I travelled for eight days from New
Zealand, without seeing land of any sOTt, until I
came to this island, which is only twelve miles in
circumference. Its nearest neighbour is an even
smaller island 180 miles away. Nauru has one
eConomic asset-phosphate rock. It has no other
reeource. The inhabitants number 2,600 people, and
they have a standard of living higherthan the standard
of living of any other people in the Pacific, and, I
would suggest, higher than the standard of living of
many of the peoples represented here in the United
Nations. From the royalties paid for the phosphate,
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Nauru has an' income, divisible amongst the 2,600
people, of approximately, at the present time El
million to £1.5 million per year. and going up. It
has just concluded a series of discussions with the
Australian Goverm.nent which has resulted in the
setting up of another milestone towards its ultimate
political future, whatever that may be. It has all the
problems of independence that all small islands have.
243. Having said that, I would reserve my right of
reply to what my friend and colleague has said until

the Fourth Committee and the Assembly in plenary
discuss the report of tl1e Trusteeship Council and
the report of the United Nations Visiting Mission
which has been to Nauru and to Papuaand New Guinea
within the last few months-with every assistance we
could give and, as I said, as honoured guests of my
Government.

The meeting r06e at 6.50 p.m.
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I]4PLEMU\TAT]ON OF TT{E DECI,ANATION ON THE GRAIVTING OF INDEFENDMVCE TO
COLONIAL COIINTRItsS AND PEOPLES: REPORTS OF Tl{E SPECIAL, COMMItrm OF
TIIE S]TUATION WITE REGARD TO THE ]MPLM4EITATION OF TITE DECI,ARATION
ON THE GRANTING OF INDEPE$IDUICE TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES AND PEOPI,ES
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neDort

of the Fourth CoDnlttee
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NATI4AR

$INCH

(Indla)

At lts l-59th neeting, crn 22 septenb er L965, the Genera-l Cornnlttee declded to
reconnend to the General- AssenbJ.y the ircJ.uslon ln the agenda of an lten entltled
't'trFl-enentation of t]]e DecLars,tlon on the Grantlng of Tnd.ependence to Col-onla]Countrles and Peoples: reporbs of t'he SpeclsJ- Cormlttee on tJre Sltuation lt1th
regard. to'the fep].enentatlo]r of the Deeleratlon on the Gf,antlng of llalepend.ence
to Col-onla:L Countrles a.nd PeopJ.esrt. At the same nleetln8, the G€heral Connnittee
declded. to reconmend to the GeneraL Assenbly Nhq of i6ssf,l6n6 to the Sourth Conmlttee
of all the chapters of the reporbs of the Speciel Conelttee reLatlng to speclfic
Territorles .
2. At lts Lrr6th p].ena.rx| neetlng, on 2)+ septeeb er L95, ' tlhe General- A86ex1b.l-y,
adoptlng the recormendatlonc of the General Coumlttee, lnclud.ed. the lten llr its
agenda and a.l-locatetl to the For:rth CotnnLttee those chapters of the reports of the
Speclal- Comlttee re].a,tlng to gpeclflc Terrltorles.
t. At 1ts L517th meetLng, on 28 Septenft et 1965 " the Fourt'h Coml'ttee d.eclded
to conolder, as one 1tem, the chapters of the Speclal- conmltteers reports concernlng
tbe Ter?ltof,les whlch lt wouLd not be consld ertng separateJ-y. The Terrltorles
.oncexned. and the reLevaJxt chapters of the Specla]- Connlttee t s reports are set out

I f.

65tz\62

r/6t6o
Engll6h
Page 2

Brltlsh

Guiana

tr'ernando Pdo, R{o Munl, Spanish Sahara

and

Ifnl

GlbraLtar

MaurLtlus, SeycheJ.les and, St. Eelena
Nlue and. Tokelau Tsland.s
Amerlcan

Samoa

Gua@

[ruot [erritory of the laciflc

Tslands

Trust TerrLtory of Nauru, Fepua and the

f?ust Territory of

Nev Gnlnea and. Cocos

(Keeffng) f6lands
New Eebrides, Gilbert ard. Ellice fslands,
Pitcalrn and Solonon Islands
Brunei
Hong Kong

Falkland. fslandE (Ualvlnas

)

a, Bahamas, Turks and. Calcos Island.s
and. Caynran Is land.s

Sermud

Vlrgln Island.E, British Virgln
Islands, Antlgua, Dominica, Grenada,
Montserrat, St. Kitts -Nevls -Angullla,
St. luciar. St. Vincent and. BarbadoB

(t /59oo/aaa,5,
A/6ooo/Add.7,
(a/5Boo / aaa.5,.
A/6aao/Add..7,

chapter VrI;
chapter rX)
chapte" fii
chapter X)
(a/59oo/aaa.5, chapter xi
A/6oca/Add.7, chapter XI)
(A.5BOO/Add,5, chapter xrII;
A/6oao /Add..T, chapter XII)
(a/58oo/,+aa.6, cnapter xw;
A/6oOo/Add.7, chapter XIII
(a/5eoo/aaa.6, chapter Xvj
A/5)CO /Add..7, chapter xrv)
(a/51oo/ aaa,6, chapter XVI;
A/5Ooo / Add.7, chapter XV)
@ /5eoo / ma.6, chapter XVrr;
A/6000/Add..7, chapter XVI )
(a/58oo/aoa.6, chapter Xvrfrj
A/6Ooo/Ad.d ,7, chapter XVII )
(a / 59oo/aaa.6, chapter Xff;
A/6aoo/Add.7, chapter xvIII )
(a/51oo/aaa.6, chapter )Ofi
A/6000/Add,.7, cnapEer r\J( J
(t /59oo/ma.6, chalter lfiI j
A/6000/Add..7, cnapEer }in,l
(a/,59oo/aaa.6, chapter )OlIIi
A/boco/Add.7, cnapler iIj- ,,
(a/59oo/aaa,7, chapter )0(IIrt
A/6oao/ld,.d.7, chaptel
(A 580o /gaa.7
A

'

cha!ter )C(IVt

000 /Add.7, chapter

lofiIl)

United. States

(a/59ao/to.a.7, cha!t er lorv;
A/6000/Add..7, chapter

British

(n/58co/aaa.7, chapter lcflfi;
A/6oOo/Add..7, chapter XV)

Eond.uras

A/6L6o
EngLisb

{
I

)

lt. The Connittee considered. thls lten at its L549th to f554th neetlngs, fron
B to lL Novenrber, at its L555th to L56Otb neeti.ngs, fron 15 !o L? Novenber, at
it6 l566th, I567th and. I'7Oth meettngs, fron Zl+ to 26 Novenber, at its IIT6th to
1578th rceetlngs, on 6 and. ? Decenber, and. at its ISBrrd. lleetlng, on IO Decetrber.
,. At the f549th neettng, on B November, the Rapporteur of the SpeciaL Committee

,.

on the Situatlon nith regard. to the Irxptementatlon of the Declaration on the
Granting of Ind.ependence to Colonial Countrles and Peolles introduced. th.e relevant
chapters of the repoxtg of that Cooolttee concerning this iten, as ltsted above.
6. The Fourth Coumlttee aLso had. before it three coEounications concerning
Gibraltar addressed to the Secretary-General:
(.) Letter dated JO August L965 fTon the permanent Representatlve of Spaln
(t/>gSg and corr.I);
(l) Letter dated 27 October L96, trcn the pernanent Representative of the
United. Kingd.om of Great Brltaln and- Northern lreland. (a/6OBL);
(") Letter d.ated. 5 Novenber L965 fuon the Permanent Representative of Spain

(a/6a9\).

)
\

7, In connexlon vith the consideratj.on of this ltem, the Connittee
follorlng requests for hearings:
Petltioner
l.{r

. Felix A .

Terrlto?1es

- concerGa-

Brltlsh

Director of
InforBation,
Peoplers Progressive Party of
British eutana (a/c.4/655)
Cummings,
and-

Public Relations

l{r.

Atanas

ie

NtDong Nlyone,
Oblang Bike and

YIr. Adolfo
l'{". Rafael Evlta, Movlniento
Nacional d.e llb eradi-6E-dE Guinea

B. At the LSllgth meetlng, on B November,

granted. the

Gulena

Equatorial Gulnea
(_E

r_54Brh

'I

(q7+h

ernando .Hoo andRfo Munl)

Ir{r. Felix

A.

Cur0nings addre66ed. the

the sltuatlon 1n British Guiana and answe"ed questions ])ut to
himby menbers of the Connittee.
9. At the f!!'/th neetlng, on 16 Novenber, Mr. Atanasle NrDong Nlyone nad.e a
statement concernlng EquatoriaL Guirea (Fer[and.o P6o and. R{o Muni). At the same
aeetLng, l'{r. Atanasle NrDong Niyone and l{r. Rafael Eqlta answered questlons put
Cornmlttee concernlEg

A/6160

Engllsh

lage

to

+

of the Comnlttee. The Connittee d.ecided. that the statenent mad.e
by Mr. NrDong at the f!)'ith meetlng should. be circuLated as a Comnittee d.ocument
them

by

members

(A/c .\ /6je) .
tO, The general d.ebate on

the lteo took pJ_ace at the l!)Oth to L554th meetings,
from 8 to IL November, and. at the Lii6th to Lt60u1 neetings, from. 15 to l_T November.
Il. The Commlttee decld-ed that the statements concerning Equatorlal Guitrea
(lernand.o Pdo and Rio Muni) Bad.e at the l-!!lth meetLng, on 16 November, by
Dr. Bonifacio ONDO Erlu, President of the Governlng CounciL of Equatorlal- Gulnea,
-vrho r,ras speaklng as a menber of
the d.el-egation of Spaln, should be elrculated as
a Connittee d.ocument (A/c.Lr/656),
L2. At its lt56th to I56Oth neetings, from 15 to IT November, at tts Lr66th,
l567th and l-lJOth neetings, fron al+ to Z6 November, at it6 l5?5th to fSTBth
roeetings, on 6 and- J December, and ab its L58rrd. neetlng, on lO December, the
comralttee considered. drsft resolutions concerning the lten. These d.ealt irlth the
f ollorlng Territorieg :

I. Falkland fslend.s (tUatvinas )
Ii. Maurltius
III, Equatorlal Guinea (Fernand.o pdo and. R{o Munl)
w. Flii
V. Amerlcan Samoa, Antigua, Bahanas, Barbados, Bermuda, Brltish Virgin
Islarids, Cayman Is Land.s, Cocos (Keeltng ) Tslands, Dominica, Gllbert

and.

ELLlce Island.6, Grenada, Guan, . Montserrat, Nev.Hebrid.es, Ni_ue, papua,
Pltealrn, St. Helena, St. Kltts -Nevl6 -Anguilla, St. lucia, St. ylnceet,
Seychelles, SoIoEon I6Lands, Tokelau Island_s, Turks and Calcos Islands
and. United States Vlrgln Island.s

fn. G1braLtar
VII. Srltlsh Oulana
VIII. lfni and. Spantsh Sahara
Lt. An account of the Commltteers conslderetlon of these draft
anend.ments thereto is glven ln sectlons f to VIII beLor.r.

resoLu.tlons and. of

A/6t6o
Eng11sh

Tf

.

MAIMIT]US

?:0. At the l-566th meeting, on 24 Novenber, the representatives of the Unlted.
Republlc of Tanzanla and f[dia lntroduced. e draft resolutlon concerning Meuritius,
vhich vas finally slonsored. by Al6erla, Cau.eroon, Ceylon, Cyprus, Dahomey,
nthlopla, Ghana, Ind.ia, fraq, Jordan, Kenya, lebanon, Liberia, libya, Mall,
Mallritania, Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Nlger'la, Saudi Arabia, Slerra leone, Somalia,
Sudan
Tunlsia
the Unlted Arab Republlc" the Unlt ed.
of Tanzania, Yenen, Yugoslavia and Zanbia (A/C.Lr/l.eO6/nev.l and Add.f).
2L. The Committee consldered. the d.raft resoLutLon at lts L556th and. LSTOth
neetings, on 24 and 26 Ncvenber.
22. The draft resol-uttoh (n /C.4/f-,.8O6/nev.L and- Add..l) r,ras ad.opted. by the
Com@ittee at lts IlJOlh meeting, on 26 Noveaber, by a roj-I-caLl vote of ?? to
none, .I,rlth l7 ab6tentioBs. The votlng wa6 as f ollor.rs:
In favour: Afghanistan, Algerla, Argentlna, Brazil, Bulga-ria, Burna,
SyeLoruselan Soviet Sociallst Republlc, Ca&eroon, Ceylon,
Chad., Chlle, China, Colonbia, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo
(Democratlc Bepublic of), Costa Rlca, Cuba, Cyprus,
Czechoslovakia, Dahoney, Denmark, Ethlopla, Gabon, Ghana,
Greece, Guatenala, Gulnea, EaLti, Honduras, Ilungary, Ind.ia,
Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jap€n, Jordan, Kenye, Kw{alt, Liberl a,

a/616o
EngLish
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Libya, Malar'rl, Ms.Iaysia, Mall, Maurltania, Mexico, Mongolia,
Morocco, Nlger, Nlgeria, Pakistan, panana, pbrul philipplnes,
Pola[d., Romanla, Rwanda, Saudl .Arabla, Senegal, Slerra Leone,
Sonalie, Spah, Sud-an, Syria, Thailend, Togo, Trinidad. and
Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Ugand"a, Ukralnian Sovlet Soclalist
Bepubllc, Union of Sov1et Socialtst Republice, Unlted Arab
Republlc, United. Republle of Tanzania, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Yugoslavia, Zembja.

Againet:

None.

Abstainlng: Australla2 Austria, Belgiun,

Italy,

Jarnalca, Nether Land-s, Nev Zealand_; Norvay, Fortugal,
South Africa, Sneden, Unlted i(tngdon of Gleat Britain and.
Northern Ireland, United. States of Amerlca.

,
.

Canada, Finland, tr?ance, IreLand,

text of the draft resolutlon ls set for:th in
present report as draft resol-utlon II,
21

The

paragraph 50

of the

L/6L6o

lnel.lsh
Hage J-o

RECOMMENDATTONS

50.

The Fourth Comlttee reconrnends

foJ.l"ovtng

draft resofutlone

:

IF

TlM FOiMTH

to the

CCI.$trTTEE

General- Assenbly

the adoptlon of the

E:gJ.lsh
Pa6e l.f

)

DBAFT RESOLUTION

II

Question oE l\4au"lt1us

fhe

Genera-l AssenbLy,

Havlnq consl-d.ered the questlon of l4eurltlus and other lslattds eonposixg the
Terlltorx," of l,,laurltlus,
Havlng examl.ned the, chaFters of the reports of the specler connl-ttee on the
sltuatlon wlth rega.rd. to the T'[)lenentatlon of t't.e Dec]-aratton d:r the Grantlng of
Ind epend.ence

Ivlaurltlus , s

to

Colonl.a.l- Countrles and. peopJ.es

reLatlng to the Telritoly of

lts

resoLution 1511+ (XV) of J-4 Decenber ]-960,
RegrettLnA that the ailelnlsterr ng pover has not fulJ-y lnp].enented
resohrtlon 1514 (XV) rdth regard to thle Territory,
r\otl,ng vl.th deep concet:n that any step by the adnLnlstering pover to detach
certaln lsland.s from the Terrrtory of tlaurLtius for ttre purlose of estebl-tEhing
a lillltary ba6e would be ln contraventlon of the Deelaratton contalned in
resol.ution 151-)+ (XV), and" ln particular of paragraph 5,
1. Approves the chapters of the reports of the SpeclaJ. Connittee on the
sltuatlon wltJ: regard to the T'n|letrentation of ttre Declaratlon on the Grantlng of
rnd.epend.ence to coLonlel countrles and. peop]-es concernlng the Territoly of
l'laurltlus and. endorEes the conclustons aJrd. reco@.endatlons of the Speclal Coneittee
contalned. thereln;
Recs.ll-lng

?. Reafflms the

rleht of the people of the lerritorTi. of
tr{aurltlus to freed.on snd lnd.epend.ence in a,ccorde,nce wLth resolutlon r5rh (rv);
1. Invltes the Goverr@ent of the Unlted Klngdortr of Great BrLteln ald
Northern rreland to take effective neasures vlth a vlew to the Jlnnedlate and fu]-L
lnp].etrentatloa of resolutlon I5l-4 (Xy);
4. trUther lnvltes ttre adminlstel'lJlg pover to take no actlon vhlch vouJ_d
dislBenber the Terrltory of ]r4aurltLus and vlol_ate tts territorlal lntegrLty;
5. rnvltes the adninlsterlng powe" to report to the spectaL connlttee a.nd. to
the

lnoLlenab].e

ttre impleaentation of the present resolutlon;
6- Reque.ts the speclel contrlttee to keep.ttre question of th€ Terrr.tory of
l'farr?Ltlus und.er revl-ew snd to report thereon to the General Assenbly at its
General. Assenbly on

tirenty-flrst

L/

sessLon.

A/5Boo/ Add,.6, chapter xTv

t

Ai6ooo/Add.T, chapter

XIrr.
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AGENDA ITEM 23
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
reports of the Special Committee on the Situation
wi th regard to the Implementation of the Dec laration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: A/5800/Rev.l, chapters VII, IX,
X and XIII-XXVI; A/6000/Rev.1, chapters IX-XXV
(continued) (A/5959 and Corr.1; A/6084, A/6094)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
43. Mr. SANGHO (Mali) said that, for his Government, what was important above all was to liberate
mankind from all forms of discrimination and exploitation. His delegation reaffirmed its conviction,
based on Article 73 of the United Nations Charter
and General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), that all
people had the same right to full and complete freedom
regardless of race or colour.
44. According to the studies carried out by the
Special Committee, it appeared that the situation in
Mauritius, the Seychelles, St. Helena, Guam, the
Pacific Islands, and other Territories presented
typically colonial features.

;

..

,....

....

45. In Mauritius, for example, although the Legislative Assembly was elected on the basis of universal
suffrage, it did not exercise the powers normally
vested in a sovereign as sembly. Decisions were taken
by a Council of Ministers and were then submitted for
approval to the Governor, who represented the administering Power. As all the parties did not share
the United Kingdom Government's views on the future
development of the island's institutions, It was impor»
tant to give the people an opportunity to make a clear
choice regarding the system they desired, Progress
on the economic and social level was slow. The administering Power was making no effort to diversify
the Territory'S economy, which was 90 per cent
dependent on the sugar industry; most of the foodstuffs consumed in the Territory had to be imported.
The educational system had to be modified so as to
provide schooling for all children and to accelerate
the training of leaders. It w~s also important to
repeal the discriminatory laws and to promote the
establishment of broad-based organizations such as
trade unions, youth organizations, etc.
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46. The political situation in British Guiana remained disquieting. As the Commonwealth observers
had noted, the Government's attitude during the 1964
elections had not been impartial. After the elections
the Governor had used his discretionary powers to
remove from power the party which had received
45.8 per cent of the vote in favour of a party which
had received only 40.5 per cent. That decision, which
conformed to the British policy of divide and rule,
by maintaining racial antagonisms if necessary, had
led to the declaration of a state of emergency and the
arrest of all the supporters of complete independence
for Guiana. It was his impression that the Governor
had seen fit to use his discretionary powers only after
becoming aware that Mr. Jagan, the head of the
majority party, was advocating the total liberation of
his country, the independent development of the
economy and a struggle against all forms of discrimination and that Mr. Jagan was neither anticommunist nor antt-Oaatro, The question of the constitutional future of Guiana could be solved only by
respecting the will of the majority of the people. It
was regrettable that the administering Power had
prevented the Sub-Committee of Good Offices for
Guiana established by the Special Committee from
carrying out its task; he hoped that the General Assembly would take the necessary action to help the
oppressed Guianans,
47. With regard to Gibraltar, Mali supported the
consensus proposed in 1964 by the Chairman of the
Special Committee and adopted by that Committee
(A/5800/Rev.1, chap. X, para. 209) which was approved
by the United Kingdom and Spain.
48. As to Ifni , it was for the indigenous population
to decide freely on its future status.
49. With regard to Fernando P60 and Rio Muni , his
delegation considered that the birth of the autonomous

Litho in U,N.

state of Equatorial Guinea constituted a positive
factor, but noted that the new State remained under
the colonial yoke and that Spain still retained the
attributes of sovereignty there. The administering
Power must allow the people of Equatorial Guinea to
attain freedom and complete independence in the near
future.
50. His delegation fully shared the Special Committee's views on the future of the peoples of the
Pacific Islands and considered that it was the duty of
the United Nations and of the administering Power
concerned to envisage measures which would ensure
the rapid emancipation of those islands.
51. In many cases the question of the future of
dependent territories was complicated by the existence
of military bases. His country advocated the dismantling of all those bases. The constituted a threat
to peace and security, for all the acts of aggression
now being committed with the silent complicity of
certain Powers were being launched from bases in
colonial territories. He called on the Powers concerned to eliminate their bases in Aden, Guam, the
Virgin Islands and the Pacific Islands.
52. His delegation ensorsed the conclusions and
recommendations of the Special Committee and appealed to the administering Powers to apply the provisions of the United Nations Charter and of General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) immediately; to organize, under United Nations supervision, consultations of the people enabling them to choose the form
of government they desired and decide on possible
association with other countries and territories; and,
lastly, to hasten the transfer of power to the indigenous
peoples regardless of how numerous they were or
what was their level of culture.
The meeting rose at 12.20 p.m,
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2. A situation which was of concern to Cuba and to
many other delegations Was that in so-called British
Gul ana. Although as far back as 1953 British Guiana
had declared itself in favour of independence under
the party led by Mr, Cheddi Jagan, and despite
the successive electoral victories of that party, the
Territory remained under colonial rule, repressive
measures were enforced, many leading patriots were in
prison, the majority party favouring independence was
prevented from governing and artificial racial strife
had been created. Indeed, the imperialists had
attempted to convert the struggle of the people against
foreign domination into a civil war. In the place of
Mr. Jagan's party, Washington and London had placed
in power a docile Government of their creation.

231

Chairman: Mr. Malid RAH NE MA (Iran).

3, A series of futile conferences had been held in
London and an attempt was still being made to deceive
world opinion by that artifice. The administering Power
was continuing to ignore the resolutions of the United
Nations as it had done in the case of Southern Rhodesia,
where the colonialist settlers had turned against their
own masters. The General Assembly had repeatedly
pointed out to the administering Powers that the way
to avoid a catastrophe was to fix an early date for
independence. A solution would not be found through
the creation of docile governments with the blessing
of the imperialists. That was not merely a formal
blessing: The Wall Street Journal had pointed out on
11 November 1965 that the United States was rushing
$14 million in loans and grants to British Guiana
during the present year, whereas aid to Mr. Jagan's
Government in 1964 had amounted to only $200,000.
The same newspaper reported that the production of
United Kingdom sugar companies was 50 per cent
higher during- the present year than dur lng the preceding year, that installations for bauxite mining were
being expanded by the aluminum companies and that
the production of diamonds in the Territory had
doubled in relation to 1964.
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GENERAL DEBATE AND CONSIDERATION OF
DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (continued) (A/C.4/L.802)
'.

1. Mrs. MENESES DE ALBlZU CAMPOS (Cuba)
recalled that the General Assembly had decided to
establish the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples because one year after the adoption of
the Declaration in question hardly any steps had been
taken to implement its provisions; indeed, in some
regions armed action and repressive measures had
been used to prevent dependentpeoples from exercising
their right to complete independence. In General
Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI), embodying that
decision, the Assembly had noted that acts aimed at
the disruption of national unity and territorial integrity
were still being carried out in certain countries in
the process of decclonizatton, and had expressed the
conviction that any delay in the application of the
Declaration could threaten international peace and
security, It was disturbing to note that, five years
after the adoption of the Declaration, the colonial
Powers were still trying to obstruct the decolonizing
efforts of the United Nations; they had not, however,
been able to prevent the Special Committee from per-

4. In other Territories, too. colonial i st resistance
was conttnuing, owing to economic, political or strategic considerations, Plans for new military bases in the
Territories were increasing the threat to the peace
of the oppressed peoples. Military bases in all Territories which had not gained independence must be
speedily and unconditionally eliminated; they must be
removed before independence and not after. Her own
country knew what it was to have a foreign military
base on its soil. imposed at the time of the imperialist
presence there. Such bases were a constant threat to
neighbouring peoples, too, and to their independence.
The New York Times of 11 November 1965 had reported
that a new United Kingdom territory, to become a miii231

A!C.4/SR.1558
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ta ry base, had been oreated out of part of Mauritius
and Seyohelles. TheTimes of London of 11 November
1965 had quotedTlie-United Kingdom Seoretary of
State for the Colonies as saying that the islands
would be available for the construction of defence
facilities by the United Kingdom and United states
Governments. The information that compensation
would be paid for the islands did not reassure her
delegation. General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)
required states to respect the integrity of the national
territory of dependent peoples. Her delegation could
not aocept the argument that payment had been made
for the islands conoerned; no sovereign State would
allow the alienation of any part of its territory.

r

5. In the light of the principle of the equality of
nations large ancl small, enshrined in the Charter,
there could be no justifioation for questioning the
right of a Territory to inc1ependenoe on the basis
of its small population or area. Nor oould economic
arguments be adduced to show the incapaoity of a people
for independence, Such pretexts were used for the
purpose of maintaining bastions of coloul allsm , using
the subterfuge of artificial federations, or association
or integration with other States. Any constitutional
advance which did not give the people full control
of their destiny or which maintained imperial rule in
the form of a so-called association was unacceptable.

-
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Chairman: Mr. Majid RAHNEMA (Iran),
Requests for hearings (continued)

REQUEST CONCERNING FERNANDO POO AND
RIO MUNI (AGENDA ITEM 23) (continued) (A/C.4/657)
1. The CHAIRMAN asked the Committee to consider
the request for a hearing contained in document
A/C,4/657.

,'" ;

2. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain) pointed out that the United
Nations Charter expressly authorized the hearing of
petitioners from the Territories coming under Chapter XIIl but not from those under Chapter XI. Having
made that reservation, he would not object to the
petitioners being heard.
3. The CHAIRMAN said that if there were no objections, he would take it that the Committee wished to
grant the hearing.
It was so decided.
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DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (continued) (Ale .4/L.802)

1557th meeting - 16 November 1965
point of view. It therefore hoped that those conclusions and recommendations would receive the widest
possible support from the members of the Fourth
Committee. That would be a tangible way of helping
all the peoples in the world who were still fighting;
for their national emancipation against the forces of
backwardness and colonial exploitation, and that
action would give the coup de grace to colonialism.
46. Experience had shown that certain colonial
Powers gave their own interpretation to the principles of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples and that
the so-called constitutional reforms introduced in
some Territories were in direct opposition to the
principles on which decolonization was based. That
was true, for example, of Papua and New Guinea,
where the House of Assembly established by the administering Power had no real law-making powers
since its decisions had to be approved by the colonial
authorities. In view of the fact that freedom was
indivisible, and must be unconditional, the constitutional reforms in Papua and New Guinea were actually
nothing more than readjustments decided upon by
Australia for reasons of convenience.
47. The situation was similar in the United States
Virgin Islands, where, under a United States law,
the natural rights of the population had been reduced
to association with the United States. The representative of the colonial Power had said that his Government had sought to endow the Territory with a future
which would, in particular, provide for the possibility
of sending a representative to the United States Congress. It was obvious, in the circumstances, that the
administering Power had already decided what the
Territory's future would be.

44. Mr. FOUM (United Republic of Tanzania) said
that, in its consideration of the chapters ofthe Special
Committee's reports now before it, the Committee
must take a decision on the question of colonialism
as a whole. The fact, moreover, that the Territories
under consideration were being dealt with as a group
did not in any way lessen their individual importance.
45. As a member of the Special Committee, his delegation had consistently affirmed that the provisions
of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)fully applied
to all Territories and all peoples who were still under
the colonial yoke, and it was pleased that the conclusions and recommendation in the Special Committee's reports reflected and supported its own

48. It was extremely important for the Committee
to keep a close watch on the situation of the small
Territories in view of their str-ategic and military
importance for the execution of the world policy of
the colonial Powers. Thus the island of Guam, which
was under colonial occupation of the Umted States,
had become a large and dangerous military base,
Which the colonial Power was now using to conduct a
war that was of benefit only to itself. The Press had
announced on various occasions that United States
military aircraft had taken off from aerodromes on
the Non-Self-Governing Territory of Guam to carry
out military missions in a war being waged by the
United States. If those aerodromes were bombed for
r easons of self-defence, the population of the colonial
Territory of Guam would be involved in a war simply
because it happened to be under colonial domination.
One could only be thankful that the country which was
being subjected to United States bombing raids was
not an aggressive nation and had not decided to bomb
the oppressed population of the Territory of Guam in
return.
49. An analogous situation was threatening Mauritius and the Seychelles, and it was surprising to learn
in that regard that five years after the adoption of
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), certaincolontal Powers were still thinking of establishing new
colonies. Thus The Times of London, in its issue of
11 November 1965, and The New York Times of the
same date, had announced that the United Kingdom
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Government had decided to establish a new colony,
which would consist of the Chagos archipelago, thus
far attached to Mauritius, and of the Aldabra, Farquhar and Desroches islands, thus far attached to the
Seychelles. Those islands were inhabited by 1,384
persons, and the establishment of the new colony
was intended to permit the installation of military
and naval bases by the Governments of the United
Kingdom and the United States.
50. The joint United Kingdom-United States project
was aimed at reversing the course of history. It was
contrary not only to resolution 1514 (XV), but also
to other resolutions adopted by different United Nations organs concerning specific colonial problems
and the application of the principle of self-determination, which must be regarded as a general principle
of international law. That principle would be meaningless if it could be circumvented and if, by the payment
of compensation to the majority of the inhabitants of
a colony, a colonial Power could retain in perpetuity
a part of the territory of that colony inhabited by a
minority. The right of colonial peoples to selfdetermination could never be subject to financial
dealings, which were particularly reprehensible when
their purpose was the establishment of foreign bases
in a colonial Territory. It would be recalled that the
Second Conference of the Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries had stated in its
Cairo Declaration of 10 October 1964 that the maintenance or establishment of military bases, or the
stationing of troops, in the territory of other Countries against the express wishes of those countries,
constituted a flagrant violation of the sovereignty of
States and a threat to freedom and international peace.
The Conference had also declared that it considered
particularly unac ceptable the existence or maintenance, in dependent Territories, of bases which
might serve to perpetuate colonialism or to achieve
some other objective.
51. It must not be forgotten that the nature of colonialism and imperialism remained constant and that
only the tactics changed. The colonialists resorted
to every s trate gem in order to hold on to the positions
and privileges they had acquired in the past and to
prevent the people still under their sway from
enjoying freedom and independence, One of those
strategems was the policy of "divide and rule".
Thus, in British Guiana, the United Kingdom was
employing all kinds of tactics to delay the colony's
accession to independence; it was really most unfortunate that racial tensions should have developed and
had lent themselves to being used to justify delays
in the emancipation of the Territory. The people of
British Guiana had shown that they did not want to
remain under foreign domination, and his delegation
hoped that the international community would help
them to attain freedom and independence more
speedily.
52. On the other hand, the differences between the
various colonial Territories must be taken into
account. Sometimes the real problem was to reach
agreement by negotiations among two or more States.
His delegation therefore welcomed the suggestion of
the Latin American delegations to invite two Member
Litho in U,N.

States to open negotiations on the subject of the
Falkland or Malvinas Islands.
53. Sometimes, too, the administering Power held
fast to a colony on the pretext that the colony would
not be economically viable as an independent nation.
The purpose of that pretext was to deny the indigenous
population the enjoyment of the natural rights which
were recognized to be theirs by the United Nations
Charter and the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. His delegation believed that the rights of those peoples and
Territories to self-determination and independence
must not be infringed by the action of the forces
which prevented them from being exercised. The fact
was that the economy of the colonies strengthened
the economy of the metropolitan country, for economic
exploitation was the essence of colonialism. His delegation wished to repeat that freedom was indivisible.
The colonial Powers must first provide the peoples
of the Territories in question with all that they needed
to exercise their rights to self-determination and
independence. When a Territory's economy was not
strong enough, the free members of the international
community should do everything in their power to give
the people of that Territory the material assistance
that would enable them to follow the path which they
had chosen.
54. His delegation considered itself morally bound
to reaffirm the inalienable right of all peoples and
all Territories large or small, to self-determination,
freedom and independence. It believed that the Territories which the Committee was now considering
should be given the means to exercise their natural
rights, The establishment of institutions which provoked or encouraged racial conflict or ethnic division
was an obstacle to national self-awareness; it should
therefore be avoided in order that the people still
under the colonial yoke might be able to accede to
democratic freedom. Furthermore, the use of colonial
Territories for military or strategic purposes was
harmful to their interests and those of their inhabitants
and delayed their independence. That was why military
bases should be dismantled.
I

55. The Tanzanian delegation was prepared to join
with all other delegations which had advocated a
solution based on the principles which he had enunciated. Those who were waging an honourable struggle
for emancipation must be given moral and material
support by all those who cherished freedom and
detested the colonial system and man's exploitation
by man.
Orgonizotion of work

56. The CHAIRMAN read out a revised time-tableY
for the Committee's constderation of the items
remaining on its agenda. He suggested that if there
were no objections, the revised time-table should
be adopted.

It was so deoided.
The meeting rose at 1,25 p.m,

Y

SUbsequently issued as document A/C.4/L.805.
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Agenda item 23:
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: reports of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to
the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: A/5800/Rev.1, chapters
VII, IX, X and XIII-XXVI; A/6000/Rev.1,
chapters IX-XXV (continued)
General debate and oonsideration of draft
resolutions (continued)
,

2. A situation which was of concern to Cuba and to
many other delegations Was that in so-called British
Gul ana. Although as far back as 1953 British Guiana
had declared itself in favour of independence under
the party led by Mr, Cheddi Jagan, and despite
the successive electoral victories of that party, the
Territory remained under colonial rule, repressive
measures were enforced, many leading patriots were in
prison, the majority party favouring independence was
prevented from governing and artificial racial strife
had been created. Indeed, the imperialists had
attempted to convert the struggle of the people against
foreign domination into a civil war. In the place of
Mr. Jagan's party, Washington and London had placed
in power a docile Government of their creation.
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3, A series of futile conferences had been held in
London and an attempt was still being made to deceive
world opinion by that artifice. The administering Power
was continuing to ignore the resolutions of the United
Nations as it had done in the case of Southern Rhodesia,
where the colonialist settlers had turned against their
own masters. The General Assembly had repeatedly
pointed out to the administering Powers that the way
to avoid a catastrophe was to fix an early date for
independence. A solution would not be found through
the creation of docile governments with the blessing
of the imperialists. That was not merely a formal
blessing: The Wall Street Journal had pointed out on
11 November 1965 that the United States was rushing
$14 million in loans and grants to British Guiana
during the present year, whereas aid to Mr. Jagan's
Government in 1964 had amounted to only $200,000.
The same newspaper reported that the production of
United Kingdom sugar companies was 50 per cent
higher during- the present year than dur lng the preceding year, that installations for bauxite mining were
being expanded by the aluminum companies and that
the production of diamonds in the Territory had
doubled in relation to 1964.

AGENDA ITEM 23
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
reports of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples: A/5800/Rev.l, chapters VII,
IX, X and XIII-XXVI; A/6000/Rev.l, chapters IXXXV (continued) (A/5959 and Cor r s l , A/6084,
A/6094, A/CA/L.802)
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GENERAL DEBATE AND CONSIDERATION OF
DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (continued) (A/C.4/L.802)
'.

1. Mrs. MENESES DE ALBlZU CAMPOS (Cuba)
recalled that the General Assembly had decided to
establish the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples because one year after the adoption of
the Declaration in question hardly any steps had been
taken to implement its provisions; indeed, in some
regions armed action and repressive measures had
been used to prevent dependentpeoples from exercising
their right to complete independence. In General
Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI), embodying that
decision, the Assembly had noted that acts aimed at
the disruption of national unity and territorial integrity
were still being carried out in certain countries in
the process of decclonizatton, and had expressed the
conviction that any delay in the application of the
Declaration could threaten international peace and
security, It was disturbing to note that, five years
after the adoption of the Declaration, the colonial
Powers were still trying to obstruct the decolonizing
efforts of the United Nations; they had not, however,
been able to prevent the Special Committee from per-

4. In other Territories, too. colonial i st resistance
was conttnuing, owing to economic, political or strategic considerations, Plans for new military bases in the
Territories were increasing the threat to the peace
of the oppressed peoples. Military bases in all Territories which had not gained independence must be
speedily and unconditionally eliminated; they must be
removed before independence and not after. Her own
country knew what it was to have a foreign military
base on its soil. imposed at the time of the imperialist
presence there. Such bases were a constant threat to
neighbouring peoples, too, and to their independence.
The New York Times of 11 November 1965 had reported
that a new United Kingdom territory, to become a miii231
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ta ry base, had been oreated out of part of Mauritius
and Seyohelles. TheTimes of London of 11 November
1965 had quotedTlie-United Kingdom Seoretary of
State for the Colonies as saying that the islands
would be available for the construction of defence
facilities by the United Kingdom and United states
Governments. The information that compensation
would be paid for the islands did not reassure her
delegation. General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)
required states to respect the integrity of the national
territory of dependent peoples. Her delegation could
not aocept the argument that payment had been made
for the islands conoerned; no sovereign State would
allow the alienation of any part of its territory.

r

5. In the light of the principle of the equality of
nations large ancl small, enshrined in the Charter,
there could be no justifioation for questioning the
right of a Territory to inc1ependenoe on the basis
of its small population or area. Nor oould economic
arguments be adduced to show the incapaoity of a people
for independence, Such pretexts were used for the
purpose of maintaining bastions of coloul allsm , using
the subterfuge of artificial federations, or association
or integration with other States. Any constitutional
advance which did not give the people full control
of their destiny or which maintained imperial rule in
the form of a so-called association was unacceptable.

-
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to envisage it ever becoming an independent State.
The population was small and not indigenous and
did not demand independent political status. The
guiding principles. such as self-determination, which
were valid in the majority of Non-Self-Governing
Territories were not valid in the present case. New
criteria that would be applicable to such special
cases should be found.
67. The problem was not one of decolonization alone,
but one of sovereignty. The population appeared to be
in favour of a link with the United Kingdom, but
Argentina had put forward strong historical and
geographical arguments on its side and had, moreover,
never recognized United Kingdom sovereignty over
the islands. The Committee was not competent to
decide on a question of sovereignty, but resolution 1514
(XV) could only be implemented in the Territory
once the dispute over sovereignty had been settled.
He was happy to hear that tile United Kingdom Government had accepted the invitation of the Argentine
Government to begin negotiations. Ifthose discussions
took place, the two countries would have given the
world an example of fruitful co-operation with a view
to obtaining a peaceful settlement of their differences,
while safeguarding their own interests.
68. Draft resolution A/C.4/L.802, which reflected
the spirit of conciliation of the Latin American
countries, was purely procedural and did not prejudice
the outcome of the dispute. His delegation would
vote in favour of it.
69. Mr. GBEHO (Ghana) said that he wishedto record
both his delegation's appreciation of the work and reports of the Special Committee and its regret that
the information in those reports did not give a correct
picture of the situation in the colonial Territories.
That was not the fault of individual members of the
Special Committee but was the result of the strict
censorship of information imposed by the administering Powers.
70. His country proclaimed its views on decolonization so frequently because it could not be silent as
long as one square foot of the earth remained u~der
colonial domination. The principles of self-determm ation and social justice were indivisible and inviolable.
The history of colonialism had been a sordid one.
It had orig-inally been inspired by a spirit of greed
and adventure, which had been intensified in the
days of the slave trade. The rise of the industrial
revolution in Europe had created a need for more
raw materials, which had led to greater emphasis
on colonialism based on the subjugation of the peoples.
The peak had been reached in 1885, at ~h~ Congr~ss
of Berlin when European nations had divided Afnca
at the str-oke of a pen Without any consideration for
geographical, ethnic or social factors. The mind of
man did 110t rest, however, and finally in the present
century the Charter of the United Nations, the Univ~r
sal Declaration of Human Rights and the DeclaratlOn
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples had been proclaimed.
71. The number of colonies still to be liberated
was immense and many were under United Kingdom
domination. From the reports of the Special Committee it was obvious that economic conditions and
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social, health and educational facilities in many of the
Territories were far from adequate. In the case of
Barbados, Mauritius and the Seychelles, for example,
it was clear that the administering Power had not
been administering the Territories in a progressive manner. The administering Powers should
be made aware that colonialism imposed obligations. It appeared from the reports of the
Special Committee that some of the administering
Powers tried to give the impression that the people
of the Territories wanted integration with them. If
there was any geographical reason for that, he could
understand, and in any case would respect. the
wishes of the inhabitants of those Territories, but
as a member of a newly liberated country he would
advise those Territories to be cautious. Integ-ration
in practice might leave them dissatisfied.
72. It had been stated that the maintenance of military bases in colonial Territories was morally indefensible when it was not agreeable to the populatton,
He would like to reiterate that that was so, especially
when it was at the expense of the independence of
the Territory.
73. He regretted the existence of racial disharmony
in British Guiana and the administering Power's
delay in granting the Territory independence. The
people of the Territory had lived in racial harmony
until they had asked for independence, and he hoped
that the administering Power would See fit to grant
it without delay in an atmosphere of racial harmony
and political progress.
I

74. At the Committee's 1550thmeeting, the President
of the Governing Council of Equatorial Guinea had
explained the situation in Fernando Poo and Rfo
Muni and had congr-atulated Spain on the good work
it had done. If the people of the Ter-r-itory had
indeed found liberty and spiritual guidance under'
Spain, then he could only support them. The Committee had not been told, however, when Spain would
grant independence to the Territory and he wondered
whether Spain would give the Committee that
Infor'mati on,

75. Mr. BROWN (United Kingdom) said that of the
forty or so Territories with which the Committee
was concerned under agenda item 23. about twenty
Were under United Kingdom administration.
76. As the reports of the Special Committee for
1964 and 1965 demonstrated, the past two years had
been marked by steady advance in those Territories.
A number had become fully independent and were now
Members of the United Nations. There had been a
series of constitutional conferences concerning certain
of the Territories; the constitutional progress of other
Territories had been the subject of less formal consultations between local leaders and the United Kingdom Government; and in some Territories purely local
consultations had taken place with a view to reaching
agreement on proposals for discussion with the United
Kingdom Government. In a number of 'I'errrtortes
there had been important consitutional changes, the
details of which were included in the reports of the
Special Committee. Major elections had taken place in
several more.
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77. 'I'hus , in a substantial number of the Territories
there had been continued progress towards selfwS'vernment and self-deterrnmatton-e-and in each case
'{he direction and pace of that progress had been
determined in close and continuous consultation with
local opinion, as expressed through political parties
and the other normal organs of opinion available
in a free democr atio society.
78. The Territories on which the Fourth Committee's
interest had been concentrated fell into two groups.
Firstly, there were the Territories which had given
rise to comments on constitutional questions and where
there had been recent important developments about
which the Committee might wishto be further informed,
namely Mauritius, Fiji and British Guiana. Secondly,
there was a group of Territories-Gibraltar and the
Falkland Islands-where the interest did not centre
on the normal questions of constitutional advance
with which the Fourth Committtee and the Special
Committee were generally concerned, but where the
point at issue was a claim to sovereignty over a
British Territory by another country.
79. He would deal first with the constitutional aspects
of Mauritius, Fiji and British Guiana. The report of
the Special Committee on Mauritius (A/6000/Rev.l,
chap. XrII) had been completed before the end of the
Mauritius constitutional conference, held in London
in September. All the parties represented in the
Maur-itius legislature had been represented. At the
end of the conference, the Colonial Secretary had
announced that the United Kingdom Government considered it right that Mauritius should move towards
full independence. The procedures were to be as
follows. As the conference had not been able to reach
full agreement on a new electoral system, the Colonial
Secretary was to appoint a commission to make recommendations on the new system and on electoral
boundaries with a view to safeguarding the interests
of all communities. Once the commission had reported,
the Colonial Secretary would decide upon the new
electoral system, a general election would be held
and a new government would be formed. Independence
would follow after a period of six months of full
internal self-government if the new Legislative
Assembly passed a resolution, by a simple majority,
asking for independence. Those processes could be
completed before the end of 1966. The new constitution,
agreed upon at the conference, would include safeguards for minority interests, a chapter on human
rights, the appointment of an ombudsman, and provisions to ensure that the main features of the constitution could not be amended unless at 'least three
quarters of the members of the Legislative Assembly
agreed.
80. Questions had been raised about the United Kingdom Government's plans for certain islands in the
Indian Ocean. The facts were as follows. The islands
in question were small in area, were widely scattered
in the Indian Ocean and had a population of under
1,500 who, apart from a few officials and estate
managers, consisted of labourers from Mauritius and
Seychelles employed on copra estates, guano extraction
and the turtle industry, together with their dependants.
The Islands had been uninhabited when the United
Kingdom Government had first acquired them. They

had been attached to the Mauritius and Seychelles
Administrations purely as a matter of administrative
convenience. After discussions with the Mauritius and
Seychelles Governments-includingtheir elected members-and with their agreement, new arrangements
for the administration of the islands had been introduced on 8 November. The islands would no longer
be administered by those Governments but by a Commissioner. Appropriate compensation would be paid
not only to the Governments of Muurittus and
Seychelles but also to any commercial or private
interests affected. Great care would be taken to
look after the welfare of the few local inhabitants,
and suitable arrangements for them would be discussed with the Mauritius and Seychelles Governments. There was thus no question of splitting up
natural territorial units. All that was involved was
was an administrative re-adjustment freely worked
out with the Governments and elected representatives
of the people concerned.
81. Fiji was another Territory on whose future a
major constitutional conference had been held since
the completion of the report of the Special Committee.
The conference, held in London in July and August,
had been attended by all eighteen of the non-official
members of the Fiji Legislative Council. The agreed
object of the conference had been to work out a
constitutional framework within which further progress
could be made towards internal self-government
and which would preserve a continuing link with the
United Kingdom. The conference had agreed that there
should be for the first time an elected majority in
the Legislative Council. There would be no nominated
non-official members and a maximum of foul' nominated
officials. The conference had also agreed that all
the minority groups which had hitherto not had the
vote should be enabled to vote and stand for election:
that concerned the Rotuman Islanders, certain other
Pacific Islanders, and the Chinese community. Fiji
would thus attain full universal adult suffrage, thereby
meeting one of the main points made in the Special
Committee during the discussion of Fiji in 1964. The
Rotuman Islanders and the other Pacific Islanders
would vote on the same rolls as the Fijians, and the
others with the European group. Because of the
enfranchisement of those groups and the consequent
effects on the representation of the three main
communities, it had been decided that the proportion
of European members would be reduced from one
of parity with the other two communities to ten.
The Fijians would now have fourteen seats, a small
increase-at the expense of the European group-taking
account of the fact that the Rotuman and other Pacific
Islanders were now to vote with them. The Indian
representation remained proportionately unchanged,
both overall and as a proportion of those elected
on the communal rolls. It had also been decided
that in future there would be nine members of the
Legislative Council elected by a cross-voting system,
under which each member would be elected by persons of all communities. Finally. there would be
provision in the constitution for development from
the present "membership" system, whereby members
of the Executive Council spoke for various departments
of government in the Executive Council and the legislature without being in administrative control ofthose
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - : = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . _ - _.... departments, into a full ministerial system whereby the
non-official members would be ministers.

'f
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82. The Fijian Indian representatives at the conference had been unable to agree with some of the above
measures-in particular, the new representation of
the communities in the legislature and the retention
of the system of communal voting for some of the
members of the Legislative Counoil. They had also
felt that full internal self-government could be introduced forthwith. After considerable discussion, however, it had becorrre clear that the Indian proposals
were not aoceptable to some of the other representatives at the conference and the decisions described
above had therefore been designed to produce a sltuat ion which would be as far as possible acceptable
to all the main Fiji communities, In particular. it
was hoped that the introduotion for the first time
of a cross-voting system for some of the seats
in the legislature would be an effective first step
in br eaking down the political divisions between
the different cornrnunitles in Fiji. To have moved
straight to a single common roll and the abolition
of all communal voting in one stage could well have
Iecl to the opposite result-a widening of political divisions among the communities. It would also have been
totally unacceptabLe to the Fijian community.

c>

a.
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The United Kingdom Government hoped that the
new system would encourage political co-operation
and thus make it possible to move further towards a
national rather th.an a communal attitude in the future.
That was of course fully in line with the aims of the
resolutions of the General Assembly and the Special
Committee on Fij i and represented an important move
in the right direction. There was no, justif,ioation
whatever for any suggestion that the Umted Kmgdom
Government was encouraging or exploiting communal
divisions or special proteotion for the Eur,opeans,
whose position was hardly at issue. Its pol icy was
steady progress towards non -r acial consciousness
and unity. It must be recognized, however: that
excessive haste in changing deep-rooted nttitudes
might well interrupt rather than help t~e process
of building up trust and political co-oper aticn between
the communities in Fiji.
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84. Turning to British Guiana, he pointed out th~t
there was a constitutional confere~ce on, that T,erntory now taking place in London, ItS ob.Ject being to
settle outstanding constitutional questions and to
fix 'L date for independence. It was hoped that the
. ,
,
1 t it work shortly. The
conference wou.Ld cornp eel s
bl l 1
Vnited Kingdom Government had expressed pu ,1~
its regret that one of the two main partIes m Bntls t
G~linntl, the People's progressive, Party, dha~ ~~e
felt nble to attend. Many of the points ma e y, e
'
l'
the People's Progress 1v
petitioner represen 111g
b f
th Committee
P'lrtv who had recently appeared e ore e
re
surely have been mo f
( ;~o 4 9th meeting) would
appropriately and e ffec tiwe1y made in the course 0
the London conference.
ake s in the debate
85. The petitioner and some spe
l'
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hac! referred to the state of emerg~ncy 111 hBr:~~:
the dozen or so detallle e s w 0
Guialla and to
, h i t make it clear that the
,
' , t dy He WIS ec 0
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stIll 111 cUS 0 •
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al security matters
Ibilit for those In ern
resp0I1S1 1 1 Y , _ h G " a Ministers and not with the
rested with Brltls ,Ulan
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United Kingdom Government, It was surely for the IICOpie of British Guianu to settle those problems umong
themselves and to establish a basis 01' common trust
and understanding,
86, It had been suggested that some £01'111 of United
Nations mediation in British Guiunu to help reconcile
the two main political parties might be timely ami
appropriate, His delegation appreciated the spirit in
which those suggestions hacl been made, There were,
however, a number of considerations which scerno: I
to point in a contrary direction, British Guiann had
enjoyed more stability over the past year than for
some tlme. A conference to fix an independence date
was in progress, Intervention from outs lde-s-und that
was how a proposal of United Nations mediation
would be regarded-might have the most untoi-tunute
consequences and even increase ruciul ami political
divisions. A comprehensive survey of racial tension
in British Guiana had just been carried out ]Jy the
International Commission of Jurists, ancl the British
Guiana Government was now working to give effect
to the Commission's recommendations, Any oxtemal
attempt to mediate now, with British Gnialla's inlll'pendence so near, would certainly appear in the Territory to be unwarranted. British Guiana Ministurs
had been consulted and their views were generally
in accor dance with what he had just sald.Moreovcr. it
was the intention of Mr. Burnham, the Premier, to
visit New York after the London conference, where
he would doubtless welcome the opportunity to talk
informally with interested delegations about the current situation.
87, The suggestions for a United Nations role would
thus be more of an obstruction than a help JOI' (he
peaceful and rapid progress of British Guiuuu to
independence. As the British Colonial see,rctar y ha,d
said at the opening of the London conference, It
was in the hands of the Guiune so people that t~lC fn,tll r e
of Guiana would soon lie and it was be their efforts
that the country's problems would be solved,
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sages to the Special Committee and in the formal
declaration by their elected representatives, that
they did not wish for anything other than normal,
friendly relations with Argentina, but that they did
not wish to sever their connexions with the United
-(ingdom. There were no grounds whatever for suggesting that their wishes should simply be set aside;
yet that was the tenor of some of the speeches in the
present debate
90. It had been suggested that the population was
somehow irrelevant on the grounds that the people were
transient, that there were no births or deaths in the
islands, that the people had been planted there by the
United Kingdom rather than being of indigenous
stock and that many of them were employed by the
Falkland Islands Company. There should be no misunderstanding about their status. The population numbered slightly over 2,000, of whom 80 per cent had
been born in the islands. Many could trace their
roots back for more than a century in the islands.
Of course they stemmed from an immigrant community; so did much of the population of North and
South America and indeed of Europe and Africa. It
would surely be fantastic to limit the principle of
self-determination to the handful of peoples who
could truthfully claim to be the descendants of indigenous inhabitants. There was nothing in the Charter
or in resolution 1514 (XV) to wan ant such a major
restriction. In any case, it was quite wrong to suggest that the people were transients or that there
were 110 births or deaths in the islands. The birth
and death rates were published for all to see; they
were somewhat higher than the rates in the United
Kingdom and that alone completely refuted the picture
of a garrison, regularly replaced and "rotated", with
no settled roots in the Territory.
91. The Venezuelan and Italian representatives had
suggested that it was a question not of a colonial
people but of a colonial Territory-not human beings,
but land. That was surely not an attitude which should
commend itself to the Fourth Committee. As Woodrow
Wilson had said, people were not chattels or pawns
to be bartered about from sovereignty to sovereignty.
It had been suggested that operative paragraph 6 of
resolution 1514 (XV) should be interpreted as denying
the principle of self-determination to the inhabitants
of Territories which were the subject of a territorial
claim by another country. His delegation and others
had already produced conclusive evidence in the
Special Committee that the paragraph in question had
not been intended to limit the application of the
principle of self-determination in any way; in that
connexion he referred to paragraphs 94-98 and 146151 of chapter X of document A/5800/Rev.I, and to
paragraph 109 ofthe annex to chapter XXIII of the same
document. Those arguments had in no way been refuted
by anything said in the present debate.
92. It was the interests and wishes of the Falkland
Islanders which were the central feature in his Government's attitude to the Territory. The Argentine
representative had argued that the people's ,interests
would be best served if they were transfer-red to Argentine sovereignty. It might be so, Cl' it might not;
the point was that the Argentine Government could
not decide that for them, nor could the United Kingdom,

nor could the United Nations. It was for the people
themselves to judge where their interests lay.
93. The Argentine representative had referred to the
recommendations of the Special Committee and to the
communication from his Government to the United
Kingdom Government suggesting that talks should be
held in accordance with those recommendations. The
United Kingdom Government's position in regard to the
recommendations was fully set out in the Special
Committee's report for 1964 (A/5800/Rev.I, chap.
XXIII, paras. 29-30). Because the future of the
Falkland Islanders could not be settled over their
heads, it followed that the question of sovereignty
was not negotiable. His Government was, however,
always ready to discuss with the Argentine Government ways in which damage to their good relations
could be avoided. His Government had accordingly
replied to the Argentine invitation, expressing willingness to enter into discussions through diplomatic
channels, and had asked the Argentine Government to
suggest suitable topics, bearing in mind the United
Kingdomts reservations about sovereignty and respect
for the wishes and interests of the Islanders. His
delegation hoped that the discussions would take
place and that they would lead to an improvement in
the already cordial relations between the two countries.
94. The draft resolution on the Falkland Islands
(A/C.4/L.802) seemed to imply that the question of
sovereignty should be the subject of negotiations.
Furthermore, it ignored the wishes of the Falkland
Islander-s themselves. His delegation therefore had
reservations on those grounds. In addition, the resolution seemed unnecessary. The best course was to allow
the proposals for talks to be pursued between the
United Kingdom and Argentine Governments. The
draft resolution had no essential or valuable part to
play in that process and his delegation would abstain
if it was put to the vote. Meanwhile, he drew attention
to the erroneous use, in the draft resolution, of the
term "Mal vinas ", It was neither recognized by the
administering Power-the United Kingdom-nor consistent with United Nations usage, and he accordingly
repeated his request that the English text of the
draft resolution should be corrected, The use of
"Mal vinas " could not in any case affect United Kingdom
sovereignty over the islands.
95. Much of what he had said applied also to
Gibraltar. As his delegation had already made clear,
the United Kingdom was in no doubt about its sovereignty over Gibraltar. The Spanish representative, in
his statement at the 1556th meeting, had asserted
that the United Kingdom Government was unwilling
to engage in talks and was attempting to conceal
that unwillingness behind the pretext that the frontier
restrictions, whose importance and detrimental conse '.i.uences both for the people of Gibraltar and for
their Spanish friends and neighbours he had sought to
minimize, constituted duress. In order to demonstrate
the real nature of the obstacle to the talks asked for
by the consensus, he drew the Committee's attention
to a letter from the Spanish Minister for Foreign
Affairs addressed to the United Kingdom Ambassador
in Madrid on 18 November 1964. In thatletter, repro-
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duced as annex I to document A/AC.109/L.235, the
Minister had stated the following:
"Failing this negotiated solution, which is recommended by the consensus of the 'Special Committee'
[A/S800/Rev.1, chap. X, para.209], the Spanish
Government, having no other alternative, would
find itself compelled, in defence of its interests,
to revise its policy in regard to Gibraltar. "
In the light of the restrictions which had begun to
be imposed a month earlier, on the day following the
consensus, the terms of the letter could be clearly
seen to consitute a threat to which no State could be
expected to yield. It was that threat and its implementation against Gibraltar which constituted the real
obstacle to the talks.
96. On 16 October 1964 the Special Committee had
adopted a consensus on Gibraltar, inviting the United
Kingdom and Spain to undertak conver-sations. Within
twenty-four hours of its adoption, the Spanish Government had begun to impose a series of restrictions at
the frontier between Spain and Gibraltar which were
clearly designed to influence the situation in the
Territory. Firstly, excessive delays had been imposted on all vehicles entering or Leaving Gibraltar; as a result, the number of tourist cars
entering Gibraltar in the first nine months of 1965
had been 5,153, as compared with 75,041 in the corresponding period in 1964. Secondly, tourists were not
allowed to import goods into Spain from Gibraltar
without paying excessively high rates of duty. Thirdly,
all exports from Spain to Gibraltar, except fish, fruit
and vegetables, had been banned. Both the delays
to tourists and the excessive rates of duty on imports
were a breach of obligations entered into by members
of the International Union of Official Travel Organisations, of which the Spanish Ministry of Information and
Tourism was a member.

)
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97. Since the proposal for conve:rsations made by
Spain on 18 November 1964, those restrictions and
interferences with the status quo had been intensified
in the following ways. Firstly, about 1,000 persons,
most of them British subjects living in the towns
adjoining Gibraltar, had been compelled to leave
their homes at extremely short notice; some of them
had not known any other homes. Secondly, Spanish
workers had been forbidden by their Government to
spend any part of their wages earned in Gibraltar
for the purchase of groceries etc. in Gibraltar for
their use in Spain. Thirdly, certain passports issued
in Gibraltar had been rejected by Spain as unacceptable.
The hostility of the Spanish Government to the people
of Gibraltar had been further demons trated by refusing
entry into Spain of a particular class of persons. That
class included those who had appeared as petitioners
before the Special Committee and all other elected
members of the Gibraltar Legislative Council, certain
journalists and others. Yet in his statement before
the Committee the Spanish representative had minimized the extent and effect of the restrictions and had
suggested that the responsibility for not complying
with the consensus rested with the United Kingdom.
That was clearly not so.
98. There was an important principle involved. If
two parties to a dispute were called on to try to reach
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a peaceful solution by means of talks, it was surely
inadmissible that either party should attempt to influence the results of those talks by applying political
or economic pressures in advance of them. Thepressures applied by Spain had been instituted after the
consensus had been adopted by the Committee; in other
words, the consensus had been reached in one parttcu1ar set of circumstances, which had been unilaterally
altered by Spain within twenty-four hours of its
adoption. To expect his Government to entertain proposals for conversations under those new conditions
would be tantamount to accepting the principle that
it was legitimate to attempt to influence, by political
or economic duress, the situation in a Territory
which was the subject of a consensus-a principle
which neithe:r the United Nations nor any of its Members would be prepared to subscribe to.
99. Coustderation must also be given to the practical
effects of the restrictions imposed by the Spanish
Government. The economic effects on Gibraltar and
on the neighbouring Spanish towns were grave. The
restrictions amounted to an economic blockade which,
accompanied by a campaign of vilification by the Spanish Press and radio, was designed to hurt the people
of Gibraltar and hence to influence the situation in
what Spain believed to be its own interests. The
Spanish Government had asserted that those measures were a mere reflection of the exercise of
Spain's sovereignty in its own territory, but that was
beside the point. His Government had not said that
the Spanish Government was acting illegally in imposing the restrictions. What it had said was that the
restrictions constituted an attempt to influence the
situation and that they were abnormal.
100. The Spanish representative had also suggested
that the measures were designed as a cheek 011
smuggling. In the past, Spanish representatives had
gone so far as to allege that the whole life of Gibraltar
was based on smuggling. The economy of Gibraltar
was, of course, based principally on expenditure by
United Kingdom Government departments, on the
tourist industry and on the entrepot trade. His Government had given the Spanish Government ample opportunity to take up the question of smuggling and had
invited it to produce evidence; if Spain had a genuine
grtevance , the United Kingdom was always ready to
discuss it. But the hollowness of the charge was most
clearly exposed by the fact that in none of the cornmunications addressed to the United Kingdom Government
by the Spanish Government since the adoption of the
consensus had smuggling even been mentioned.
101. For all those reasons, his Government could not
agree to entertain any proposals for discussions
until the situation was restored to normal. That did
not mean that the United Kingdom Government did
not mean to agree to talks, as its positive response
to the Argentine suggestion had demonstrated. If
the Spanish Government was sincere in its desire
to hold talks, it must restore the situation to what
it had been when the United Nations had suggested
such talks. Meanwhile, he reaffirmed that the United
Kingdom Government accepted its obligation to protect the interests of the people of Gibraltar and would
discharge that obligation in whatever way was neoes-
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sary. The people of Gibraltar were the true and permanent community inhabiting the area, with the same
rights as any other colonial people anywhere. The
principle of self-determination applied as much to
them as to any other people. They did not wish to
be tr-ansfer-red to Spanish sovereignty, for they did
not believe that would be in their best interest, and
they would not let anyone else decide for them what
was in their best interest.

Litho in V.N.

102. In oonclus ion, he again rejected the inference
that it was the United Kingdom that had been unwil.Iing
to negotiate and restated his Government's readiness to
entertain proposals for conversations as soon as the
abnormal situation no longer existed at the frontier.
The sooner that obstaole to talks was removed, the
better for all concerned.
The meeting rose at 7.30 p.m,
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be detrimental to the peaceful transition of a colonial
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of Mauritius not later than 1966. Although that might
be true, such plans had not yet become concrete and
the situation was still nebulous. Hence, after 1'eaff i.rming the inalienable right of the people of Maurrtius to freedom and independence, the sponsors of
the draft resolution had invited the administering
Power to take effective measures with a view to the
immediate and full implementation of General As sembly resolution 1514 (XV). There were the gravest
misgivings about the method by which independence
would be granted. Freedom was indivisible and it
would be a denial of freedom to grant independence
while attaching to it obligations or conditions which
would result in a loss of that independence.

Chairman: Mr. Majid RAHNEMA (Iran).
AGENDA ITEM 23
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
reports of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence toColonial Countries
and Peoples: A/5800/Rev.1, chapters VII, IX, X and
XII I-XXVI; A/6000/Rev.1, chapters IX-XXV (continued)* (A/5959 and Corr.1; A/6084, A/6094j A/
CA/L.806/Rev.1 and Add.l; A/CA/L.B07 and Add.1
and 2)
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CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (continued) A/C,4/L.806/REV.l AND ADD.l, A/CA/
L.807 AND ADD.l AND 2)
1. Mr. FOUM (United Republic of Tanzania), introducing draft resolution A/C.4/L.806/Rev.l and Add.L
concerning the Territory of Mauritius, said that the
general debate on the smaller colonial Territories
had shown that members of the Committee were as
seriously concerned about such Territories as they
were over the larger Territories.

4. The sponsors of the draft resolution hoped that
it would be considered on its merits and would receive
the widest support in the Committee.

2. The United Kingdom Government had stated that
plans were afoot to grant independence to the Territory

5. Mr. NATWAR SINGH (India), as a sponsor of the
draft resolution, associated himself with the rema.rll.:s
made by the Tanzanian representative. For the first

• Resumed from the 1560th meeting.
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time the Fourth Committee had before it a draft res 0lution on Mauritius. The question had been discussed
in the spring of 1964 by Sub-Committee I of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples and in
November' 1964 by the Special .Committee itself.
Mauritius was ripe for independence and General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) should be implemented
in its regard without further delay. The steps taken
by the administering Power concerning the constitutional future of the Territory had been noted. He drew
particular attention to the last pr-aambular paragraph
of the draft resolution, which recalled paragraph 6
of resolution 1514 (XV). Operative paragraph 4 of the
draft resolution invited the administering Power to
take no action which would contravene that provision.
From any point of view, military or economic, dismemberment was undesirable and contrary to resolution 1514 (XV).

sponsors of the draft resolution thought that it would
lead to a solution of the problem and that Spain would
not stop half-way. He hoped that the draft resolution
would receive wide support in the Committee.

6. The Prime Minister of India, speaking in the
Indian Parliament recently, had referred to a report
that the United Kingdom See retary of State for the
Colonies had stated that the United Kingdom would
have a new Territory in the Indian Ocean, the British
Indian Ocean Territory, which would be available for
the construction of defence facilities by the United
Kingdom and United States Governments, although
no plans had so far been made. A few days later,
India t s position with regard to that report had been
stated in the Indian Parliament: namely, that the idea
of a colonial Power detaching part of a Territory for
such purposes was repugnant and contrary to General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). India, which was a
signatory of the Cairo Declaration of the Second Conference of Heads of State or Government of NonAligned Countries, was strongly opposed to any move
by an admlnlstertng Power to dismember a Territory
for any reason.
7. He hoped that the draft resolution would commend
itself to the Committee and find wide support.

8. Mr. ANDRE (Dahomey), speaking on behalf of the
sponsors, introduced draft resolution AI CAlL. 807
and Add.1 and 2, ooncerning Fernando P60 and Rfo
Muni. The draft resolution took into account the statements which had been heard by the Committee and the
latest administrative measures enacted by the administering Power. It was ess ential that Fernando
P60 and Rio Muni should be completely liberated and
there was fundamental agreement that a solution must
be found. The draft resolution proposed such a solution
and he hoped that the Committee would approve it
unanimously.
9. Mr. THIAM (Mali) pointed out that the draft resolution recognized the inalienable right of the people
of Fernando P60 and Rfo Muni to self-determination
and inclepenc1ence, requested the administering Power
to set the earliest possible date for independence
after consulting the people on the basis of universal
suffrage under the supervision of the United Nations,
and invited the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples to follow progress and report to the
General Assembly at its twenty-first session. The

. 1962-1963 (Pretoria. Government
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Agenda items 69 and 70:
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CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (continued) (A/C.4/L.806/REV.l AND ADD.1; A/C,4/
L.807 AND ADD,1-3; A/CA/L.808 AND ADD.l)
2. Mr. GIMENEZ MELO (Argentina) oongratulated
the sponsors of draft resolution A/C.4/L.B06/Rev.l
and Add.L, relating to Mauritius, on having demonstrated their concern to safeguard the rights of the
people of the Territory. They had also taken into
account the aspirations of the people to independence
and the right of the inhabitants to preserve their
territorial integrity, thereby recognizing a principle
which had deep roots in the consciousness of the
Latin American countries and was enshrined in
paragraph 6 of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples contained in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).
He had one objection to raise, in connexion with the
fifth preambular paragraph, which seemed to imply
that contravention of the Declaration, and in particular of paragraph 6, would result only from the
establishment of the military base. In the opinion
of the Argentine delegation, there could be a contravention of paragraph 6 whether military bases
were involved or not; for example, it might be the
result of the activities of an industrial corporation.
His delegation would in any event vote in favour of
the draft resolution.
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3. His delegation would also vote for the draft
resolution on Fiji (A/C.4/L.808 and Add.L) , since
it faithfully reflected the situation in the Territory
as analysed by the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Deol ar-atton
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.

Chairman: Mr. Majid RAHNEMA «ran).
,
~

Organization of work
L The CHAIRMAN informed the Committee of a
suggestion by several delegations that. before continuing the general debate on South West Africa, the
Committee should take a decision on the three
draft resolutions before it relating, respectively, 'to
Mauritius (A/C,4/L.S06/Rev.l and Add.I); Ferriando
Poo and Rio Muni (A/CA/L-BO? and Add.I-3) and
Fiji (A/CA/L.80S and Add.I) , If there were no
objections, he would consider that the Committee
wished to follow that procedure.

"
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4. Rega rding the draft resolution on Equatorial
Guinea (A/CA/L.S07 and Add.I-3), his delegation
was concerned over some elements of the operative
paragraphs. particularly operative paragraph 2,
which did not seem to accord With the actual situation in the Territory or with the powers at present
held by the administering Power. It would also have
preferred the draft resolution to pay a tribute, in
one form or another. to Spain for carrying out its
task of decolonization With the political wisdom
which it had so often demonstrated. Despite those
objections, the Argentine delegation would also vote
for that draft.

It was so deoided.
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5. Mr. MELLBIN(Denmark) said that, in his delegation's opinion, the final preambul a.r paragraph of
the draft resolution on Fiji (A/C.4/L.808 and Add.L)
should not be .confined to stating that the constttu->
tlonal changes contemplated by the administering
Power would foment separatist tendencies and stand
in the way of the political, economic and social
integration' of' the people as a whole. Such integration Was admittedly the final goal and had not yet
been achieved by the constitutional changes, but
it' could not, be denied' that a step had' been taken in
that direction;' Operative paragraph 21;eaffirmed
the right of the people' of Fiji to freedom andIndependence, Furthermore, the three major population
groups had recognized at the constltuttonal Conference held in London that the questton of.independence was not at present an issue, and he believed
that, tngeneral, th~ members of the Commitj;e~~lso
felt that independence was not the only solution and
that' 'the decision rested with the people. Operative
paragraph 4 called fo;the establishment' of an unqualified system of democratic representation based
on universal suffrage, and his delegation hoped that
'such a system would include appropriate guarantees
for the mtno'rity groups. Subject to those re se rvattons, his delegation would vote in favour of the
draft resolution.
'
6. With, regard to the draft nesolution on .Maunitius
(A/C.4/L.806/Rev,1' and Add.L) , it Was regrettable
that it made no mention of the-fact: that.a.datefor
independence had been fixed, In .addition , his delega.,.
tion was not 'convinced that the steps, envisaged by
the. administering -Power-; in' full agreement with the
Government of Mauritius, with' respect to certain
small islands in the Indian Ocean was in conflict with
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV); Subject! to
those reservations,: hisde~egation' would vote in
favour of the draft resolution. '
7.', Mr. DE ,PINIES(Spain) expressed regret, th~t
draft resolutton A/C.4/L.8Q7an~ Add.I-3t,00kno
account of the statements made to the Committee by
Mr. Ond6 Edti, the President of the Governing Council
'of' Equatorial Guinea (1550th meeting) and, by the
members :of many" delegations who 'had had' high
praise 101' the policy followed by Spain with regard to
that Territory. Spain -was tackling the problem of
decolouization in a spirit of absolute sincerity, as
befitted a country having a colonial problem on its
own soil, for the solution of which it hoped it could
.rely on the support of the United Nations,
8. Everybody knew that Spaintwas preparing the
people of Equatorial Guinea to decide their future
freely. The subject of independence had been discussed many times, not onlyby the Preaideiit of-the
Goverriing Council of' Equatorial Guinea, but also
by We highest Spanish' authorities'. ' In 'those ot i-cum>
stances, it wasf napproprtate to' request that a date
for independence ~hould be vset , 'because 'Spain lutended' to .grant independence in ,the verY' near future.
It ' was implicit in the 'principle of self-determination
that the people of Equator-ial Guinea' should themselves decide which moment should be chosen.' The
process which would lead to independence was already very advanced, and the people of the Territory
already held their future in their own hands. Mr.

Ond6 Edti, the President of the autonomous Government, had stated that a preparatory stag~ was necessary before full independence but that what the
Territory really needed was peace, order and hard
'Work.
'
' ,
'
9. If the Spanish delegation were'to vote on the draft
resolution, it would infringe the right of the, people
of the Territory to self-determination. It therefore
reserved its position regarding the scope and significance of the draftresolution and would not participate in the vote. It nevertheless wished to assure
the Committee that Spain was always ready to aid
the development of the African continent in whatever
served the real interests of the inhabitants, of Africa.
10. Mr. ORANTES LUNA(Guatemala) said that his
delegation iwould vote in favour of: draft .re solutlon
A/C,4!L.807 and Add.l-'3. However', it would have
preferred the draft not to have requested the administering Power, to set the earliest possible' date
for independence after', consulting the people on the
basis Of universal' suffrage underothe supervision of
the United Nations',since the administering Power
had already stated that, it was ready. to grant.Independence as soon as . the. people 0fthe'Territory
asked for it and that the initiative to that end lay
with the people. ' Fur-thenmore; 1'.1 would have been
only fair to' thank, Spain for what it" had done on
behalf of the Territory of Equatorial Guinea , which
had been entrusted t01t8 administration.
'
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11. Mr. DECASTRO (Philippines) said that his
delegation would vote in favour ,of the draft resolution on, Fiji (A/C.4!L.808a\ld Add.~), which incorporated theconclusiohs. the Special Committee
and was imbuedwitb the sp'irit ,of 'Generai Assembly
resolution )$14 . (XV"). 'Paragrarh 50f the Declaration
on the, Grant~ng of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peopl~S 'reg,ui:t;eq,Mat 'immediate steps should be
taken to. transf~r. allpowers to the peoples of Territories which hadnotyetattaine,d independence, in
order to enable them to enjoycomplete:independellce
and freedom. Recalling ·,the· terms of that paragraph,
General Assembly resolution 1951 (XVIII) had invited
the admiriisfering Power' 1'0 work out a new constitution providing for free elections conducted on the
principle of "one, man.i -one.vvote" and to take immediate steps .for the transfer of all power to the
people of the' Ter:ritory~ Dkspite th~t request, the
\l{lmberof, rio*':'offlc.ia1 members, of the Legislative
COul1cil,. ;had remained 'uncl~fl,nged,.' and ifs present
cOl1l;~osit~o,n, ,\Vas, Gy~t~irily not, rel?h3$el~tative; the
appointed melUbel[8, moreov~r,wen) not responsible
to the people, Operative IJaragrap~l (1 of the draft
resolution ,requ~stecj,'t~e admi liisteriJlg' , l':'C\\rel' ·to
tak~,as, a matter of urgenc'y, measures to repeal
all disbriminatory laws' and to establtah an unqualified system of democratic 'representation, Certain
objections had been raised to that wording, and it
had been stated that there were more Indians than
Melane slans in Fiji, .butthat those .who were referred
to as "Indians" had been living on the islands for
genei-attons' and .110 'longe,r had ~ny homeiri India and
tha~ th~ymust'therefore be regardedvasf.rue inhabitants of FiH.··
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12. Although his delegation would also vote for
draft resolution A/C,4!L,807 and Add.i-3: concerning

1570th meeting - 26 November 1965
Fernando P60 and Rfo Muni , it would have appreciated a reference to the ,Basic Law which had
granted a measure of internal self-government to
the Territory and had been freely accepted by the
people in a democratic plebtseite. The Territory
had therefore embarked on the course of selfdetermination and had a provisional Government
which, it could legitimately be hoped, would lead
it to complete independence. In those circumstances,
there was no point in requesting the administering
Power to set "the earliest possible date" for inde-'
pendence.
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13. Mrs. KONANTZ (Canadajjsaid that the draft
resolution on Fiji (A/C.4/L.808 and Add.l) could
not be supported by her delegation because of its
failure to recognize that further progress had been
made under the new Constitution in the direction of
internal selr-government. In addition, the draft resolution did not take into account the' fact that in a
country like Fiji. where different racial communities
lived together, it was essential that constitutional
developments should be suited to the wishes of the
population. It likewise took no account of the desire
of the people to continue for the time being its association with the administering Power. The Canadian
delegation would therefore abstain in the vote.
14. Mr. BROWN (United Kingdom) said that he
would Iike to express appreciation of the moderate
and friendly terms used at the ;t567th meettngby
the representatives of Ceylon and Liberia in introducing the draft resolution on Fiji (A/C.4/L~808 and
Add.I). ,His delegation whole-heartedly ~greed with
many qf the comments whicb had been made at th~t
time by the representative of Ceylon about the need
to break down communal divisions. It could not,
however, share the view that the constitutional changes
to be introduced by the administering Power would
introduce divisions into poIiticallife in the Territory.
That view was reflected in the draft resolution, and
it 'was on that point that the United' Kingdom delegation held a completely diffe'rentview.
15. In his statement at the 155Bth meeting, he had
outlined the main features of the -announced constitutional changes: univer-sal adult suffrage, a Legislative Council with tht rty-stx elected members and
only four officials, and a ministerial system. There
we re to be certain changes in the representations
of the communities so that proportionately the' Fijians
would have rather more seats, the Europeans rather
less and the Indians would be unaffected. There was
also to be a system of cross voting under whtohthree
representatives from each racial group would be
elected by the electorate as a whole. That would be a
most significant step forward, and it was designed to
encourage the emergence of political lead~rs Wh?
would represent the interests of the population as a
whole and not the interests of' anyone racial group.
It was a step in the di rection of political integration
and the breaking down of communal barriers.
16. As the changes. were thus. in. confO,rmltY "':it~
the fundainental principles and obj~ctives on .whic .
all were' agreed, the argument was fundamentally
about the pace of the changes. In deciding th~ pace,
the United Kingdom Government had been gUIded by
the Wishes of the people themselves', of whatever
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racial group. To go faster than anyone of the main
communities was prepared to accept was to invite
disaster; it would encourage the very racial suspicions and divisions which it was the object of United
Kingdom policy to dispel.
17. The sixth preambular paragraph and operative
paragraph 4 of the draft resolution thus. seemed to
be misconceived. The constitutional changes which
were to be. introduced were designed to help .the
coming together of the communities in the Territory,
and it was perverse to suggest that they would foment
separatist tendencies. The first part of operative
paragraph 4 referred to discriminatory laws. Those
laws,such as existed, were in fact designed to protect the legitimate interests of the various communities in a situation Where mutual fears could
only be 'allayed by protection of the law. Those fears
did exl st, and the protection of the law was therefore necessary until the growth of national unity
and eo-operation-which United Kingdom policy was
designed to encourage-made that protection unnecessary. The second part '. of operative paragraph 4
appeared to demand the immediate abolition of all
communal voting and the abandonment of the administering Power's· proposals for cross voting. That
would mean imposing a political revolution whi eh
could only intensify racial bitterness and suspicions.
The' Uriited 'Kingdom' Government was not prepared
to do this, and his delegation did notbelieve that the
Fourth Committee or the General Assembly should
make such a: request. His delegation would therefore
vote against draft resolution A/CA/L.808 and Add; 1.
lB. Tu rning to the draft resolution on Mauritius
(A/C,4!L.806/Rev.1 and Add.Ljvhe recalled that he
had, at the 1558th' meeting, devoted a good deal of
time to describing the outcome of the constitutional
conference which had been held in London. He had
explained that there was to be an electoral commission,a general election and six 'months of internal
self-government At the end of that six months, if
the new assembly requested independence, independence would be granted. Those processes could
probably be completed before the end of 1966. The
draft resolution, however, expressed regret that
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) had not
been fully implemented, as if there was no prospect
of early independence for the Territory. Such failure
to take the realities of the situation into account was
bound to detract from the authority of the General
Assembly's resolutions, and his' delegation would
therefore be unable to vote in favour of the draft
r'esoluti on; It .was similarly unable to support that
part of the draft resolution in which the detachment
of certain islands from the Territory was described
as a contravention of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
It was still less able to regard such action as constituting a dismembering of the Territory or' a
violation of its territorial integrity. As he had
already stated, the question of the territorial intagrity . of }1auritius did not arise in t~at, context.
His delegation would abstain from voting on the
draft 're soluti on.
19. His delegation would, on the other hand, vote
for the draft resolution on Fernando P60 and Rfo
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Muni (A/C.4/L.a07 and Add.I-3) because it agreed
with its spirit and objectives. He wished, however,
to make a reservation concerning the "rtght" to
self-determination mentioned in the draft resolution
and to reaffirm his delegation's well-known views in
that context about the distinction between a "right"
and a "principle". Moreover, in his delegation's
view, the basis of any popular consultation and any
association of the United Nations with such consultation were matters for the administering Power.
20. Mr. McCARTHY (Australia) said that his delegation appreciated the intentions embodied in the draft
resolution on Fiji (A/C.4/L.808 and Add.L) , in which
a solution to the Territory's problems was sought by
invoking the principle of universal suffrage anda common roll, a principle which his delegation fully approved. According to Article 73 of the United Nations
Charter. however, the aim to be sought was the progressive development of the political institutions ofthe
Tenitories "acoording to the particular circumstances of each territory and its peoples". It must be
pointed out that inFW the population comprised 206.000
Indians, 175,000 Melanesians and 36,000 people of
other races. The Melanesians had preserved their own
qualities and traditions and their own social cohesion.
The Indians were immigrants who had started coming
to Fiji some forty years ago. They regarded Fiji as
their home. They lived in harmony with the indigenous
rnhabttants but not side-by-side with them. for the two
peoples maintained themselves as separate groups,
and that separation had not been the doing of the administering Power.
21. Having regard therefore to the peculiar circumstances of Fiji, his delegation felt that the
implementation of the resolutions referred to would
create the very hardships which the fifth preambular
paragraph aimed at preventing, As to the sixth
preambular paragraph, his delegation, tar from believing that the contemplated constitutional changes
would foment separatist tendencies and stand in the
way of integration, was convinced that they offered
a bridgehead which could be progressively extended
towards the integration of the two major groups in
the Fijian community.
22. The core of the draft resolution, namely, operative paragraph 4, called for the establishment of
an unqualified system of democratic representation
based on the principle of "one man, one vote", That
principle was in itself an excellent one, but the
realities of the present situation were such that it
was far better at that stage to seek a bridgehead
which could subsequently be expanded. The United
Kingdom was seeking to work its way through a very
difficult situation by endeavouring to respect the
welfare of the two major groups in the Terrltory,
and not the exclusive welfare of one group or the
other. His delegation regarded the proposed text
as inappropriate and would therefore be obliged to
vote against it.
23. Mr. ZOHRAB (New Zealand) said that his delegation would abstain in the vote on the draft resolution
on Fiji (A/CAIL.80a and Add.I) because, although it
fully supported the essenti al theme of the draft, it
could not agree with the views reflected in the sixth
preambular paragraph and operative paragraph 4.

24. The statement in the sixth preambular paragraph that the constitutional changes contemplated
would foment separatist tendencies and stand in the
way of integration did not seem to be well founded.
The proposed measures constituted only a beginning,
but they were a beginning nevertheless. Modifications
of the electoral system would tend to provide a legislature more accurately reflecting the relative strength
of the three main ethnic groups, and there was to
be a first step away from voting on purely communal
lines. Moreover, the introduction of a ministerial
system, the enfranchisement of minority groups and
the drawing up of a bill of rights each represented a
significant step forward.
25. As to operative paragraph 4, the repealing of all
discriminatory laws and the establishment of an
unqualified system of democratic representation was
an ideal from which few members of the Committee
would withhold their endorsement. However, to request the administering Power-as -was done in that
paragraph-to take such measures as a matter of
urgency was not entirely appropriate to the present
situation in Fiji. The idea of discriminatory laws
was repugnant. but the laws in question, drawn up
many years previously, had been aimed at preventing the excessive alienation of land in favour
of the immigrants. The principle of "one man, one
vote" was likewise unexceptionable, but in Fiji the
situation required that even greater stress than
usual should be placed on taking into account the
interests of all sections of the population, The relative absence of racial violence was attributable in
large part to the forbearance shown by both.the main
ethnic groups, but the gradualist approach taken by
the United Kingdom must be given some of the
credit.
26. Because it was convinced of the need to avoid
endangering the basis. as yet delicate, for cooperation between the ethnic groups, his delegation
would be compelled to abstain in the vote on the
draft resolution even though it concurred in its
basic purposes.
27. Mr. GRINBERG (Bulgaria) said that his delegation was in general agreement with the three
draft resolutions before the Committee. It attached
particular importance to the final prearnbular paragraph and operative paragraph 4 of draft resolution
A!C.4/L.806!Rev.l and Add.L, for the people of
Mauritius had been concerned to note that the administering Power contemplated detaching certain
islands from the Territory in order to establtsh a
military base there. That concern had been the subject of two petitions (A/AC.I09/PET,420, A:'t.CI09/
PET.378/Add.I) which had been addressed to the
Special Committee. His Gove rnment was gratified
that the Second Conference of Heads of state or
Government of Non-Aligned Countries, held at Cairo
in October 1964, had, in its Declaration, included a
condemnation of the exl stence or future establishment of bases In Non-Self-Governing Territories.
His delegation therefore strongly supported the final
preambular paragraph and operative paragraph 4 of
the draft resolutions 011 Mauritius.
28. Mr. FOnTIN (Honduras) said that although his
delegation would vote in favour of draft resolution
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A/C.4/L.807 and Add.I-3, it felt that operative
paragraph 2 was not necessary.
29. Mr. MARTIN VANEGAS (Colombia) said that the
people of Equatorial Guinea themselves should set
the date for independence. Hi s delegation requested
a separate vote on operative paragraph 2 of draft
resolution A/ C.4/ L.807 and Add.1-3. It would vote
in favour of the three draft resolutions.
30. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote
on draft resolution A/C.4/L.806/Rev.l and Add.L,
A t the request of the Indian representative, the
vote was taken by roll-call.
Somalia, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman, was called upon to vote first.
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In favour: Somalia, Spain, Sudan, Syria, Thailand,
Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda,
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic, United
Republic of Tanzania, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zambia, Afghanistan, Algeria, Argentina,
Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic. Came roon, Ceylon, Chad, Chile, China,
Colombia, Congo (Brazzavt llej , Congo (Democratic
Republic of), Costa Rica, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Dahomey, Denmark, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana,
Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary,
India, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Japan, Jordan, Kenya,
Kuwait,' Liberia, Libya, Malawi, Malaysia, Mali,
Mauritania, Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Niger,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Poland,
Romania, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra
Leone.
Against: None.
Abstaining: South Africa, Sweden, United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States
of America, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Finland, France, Ireland, Italy, Jamaica, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal,
Draft resolution A/C.4/L.806/Rev.1 and Add. 1 was
adopted by 77 votes to none, with 17 abstentions •
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36. Mr. DIAZ GONZALEZ (Venezuela) said that his
delegation had voted in favour of draft resolnt.on
A/C.4/L.806/Rev.l and Add.L although it was not
entirely satisfied with the woromg '.:: the fifth preambular paragraph, which it considered Incomplete.
His delegation considered that tr: detach a part of a
Territory for the purpose of establishing a military
base was in contravention not only of the Declaration
contained in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).
and in particular of paragraph 6 of that Declaration,
but also of the principles enshrined in the United
Nations Charter.
37. His delegation had voted in favour of draft
resolution A/C.4/L.807 and Add.I-3 because it
reflected not only the concern of its sponsors but
also the concern of all those who were striving to
ensure the complete elimination of all forms of
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colonialism in all parts of' the world. It was regrettable, however, that neither the constructive
efforts made by Spain in the Territory to implement
resolution 1514 (XV) nor its co-operation with the
United Nations to eliminate colonialism in Africa
had been noted. With regard to operative paragraph 2,
.he adrnini stering Power had said on several occasions
that the date for accession to independence would be
set by the people themselves. Moreover, the President
\ f the autonomous Governing Council himself had
confirmed that statement in the presence of the
Committee. His delegation therefore considered that
operative paragraph 2 in no way restricted the will
of the people of Equatorial Guinea, who alone had the
right to decide their own future.
38. Mr. O'HARA (United states of America) said
that his delegation had voted aga.inst draft resolution
A/C.4/L.808 and Add.I because it considered it to be
unrealistio. There were in the Territory of Fiji
special problems which could not be solved by the
automatic application of resolutions, and which required not ready-made solutions but tact, skill and
patience. The task of the administering Power was to
find solutions to basic problems acceptable to all
communities in the Territory. Its task should therefore not be made more difficult by the Fourth
Committee.
39. His delegation had voted in favour of draft
resolution A/C.4/L.807 and Add.1-3 although it considered that the progress already achieved in the
Territory of Equatorial Guinea should have been
noted. With regard to operative paragraph 2, his
delegation considered that it was certainly for the
people of the Territory to set the date for independence.
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4. As the Rapporteur of the Special Committee, I have
the honour to present to the General Assembly the reports of that Committee for the years 1964 [A/5800/
Rev.1] 11 and 1965 [A/6000/Rev.1]. These reports are
submitted in accordance with operative paragraph 4 of
resolution 1956 (XVIII) of 11 December 1963 which
requested the Special Committee

Page
A~enda

item 23:
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: reports of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to
the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and JPeoples (continued). • • • • • •

"to continue to seek the best ways and means for
the immedi,ate and total application of the Declaration
to all territories which have not yet attained independence, and to report to the General Assembly not
later than at its nineteenth session".

1

President: Mr. A m i ntore FAN F AN I (Italy).

AGENDA ITEM 2J
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
reports of the Special Comm,ttee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation ofthe Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (continued)*
1. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): Members of the Assembly will recall that it was decided
to consider this item in plenary in order that the
Assembly might discuss it in its entirety. All the
chapters of the Special Committee I s reports dealing
with specific territories have been submitted to the
Fourth Committee. So far, the reports of the Fourth
Committee on Southern Rhodesia [A/6041 and Add.1
and 2] and, Aden [A/6039] have been considered in
plenary as matters of urgency. The Gene:.:,al Assembly
will consider the reports of the Fourth Committee on
other territories in a few days' time.

5. The Special Committee continued to discharge its
mandate during 1965 in tlie context of the declaration
made by the President of the Assembly at its nineteenth session, at the 1330th plenary meeting, to the.
effect that the General Assembly should, for its own
official records, note that reports relating, inter alia,
to the implementation of th~ Declaration onthe Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
. had in fact been received and that those oodies which
had continuing responsibilities, such as the Special
Committee, should continue to function, subject to the
agreed budgetary limits for 1965.

.

6. The reports for the two years run to 3,500 mimeographed pages. However, since they deal with the
situation in some sixty territories and contain two
special studies, one on South West Africa, of 255
pages, and the other on Portuguese Territories, of
350 pages, and since this is the first time that a
United Nations body has undertaken a detailed examination of the situation in the Non-Self-Governing
Territories, these reports have necessarily become
lengthy.

2. For the time being, the Assembly will deal with the
item as a whole. All problems connected with this item
may be dealt With, but, to ensure an orderly discussion, it would be preferable if those representatives
who wish to comment only on certain specific territories would make their observations before the vote
on each of the draft resolutions relating to those
territories.
.

7. In this connexion, it will be recalled that since the
decisions taken by the Assembly at its eighteenth
session, the Special Committee has been the only
United Nations body, apart from the Trusteeship
Council, which has been entrusted with responsibilities on behalf of the United Nations in relation to the
Non-Self-Governing Territories.
8. Members will recall that the General Assembly,
at its 1336th plenary meeting, decided that the question of the implementation of the Declaration in
general should be considered in plenary meetings,
and that the chapters of the Special Committee's
reports relating to specific Territories should be
referred to the Fourth Committee for consideration
and report. The Fourth Committee has already submitted its reports on Southern Rhodesia [A/6041 and
Add.1] and Aden [A/6089]. Reports of the Fourth

Mr. Natwar Slngh (India),'Rapporteur of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Imple..
·mentation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Cauntries and Peoples,.
presented the reports of that Committee 81ld then
spoke as follows.

3. Mr. Natwar SINGH (India), Rapporteur of the
'Special Committee on the Situation With regard' to
the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Indepe~dence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:

!I see Official Records of the General Assembly; Nineteenth session,
Annexes, annex No. 8, part I.
A/PV.1385
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Committee on other Territories dealt with in the
Special Committee's reports will be submitted to
the Assembly shortly.
9. During the two years the Special Committee was
able to consider all the Territories on its preliminary
list, with three exceptions. and on all these Territories
the Speoial Committee either adopted resolutions or
submitted recommendations and conclusions which
are set out in relevant chapters of these reports. The
reports of the Special Committee also contain information on the three Territories which it was not
able to consider.
10. The Special Committee continued its consideration of the question of the list of Territories to which
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples applies. On 27 May
1965, the Special Committee, by adopting a report by
its Working Group [A/AC.IQ9/L.203/Rev.l]. decided
to add one more territory, namely French Somaliland,
to the list. Subject to any directives the General
Assembly at its present session may wish to give for
the speedy impleme11tation of the Declaration, the
Special Committee intends to continue its consideration of the question of the list of Territories to which
the Declaration is applicable.
11. During the period the Special Committee undertook two special studies of major importance, both
of which related to the activities of foreign economic
and other interests in some ofthe selected Territories.
The report of the Special Committee containing its
recommendations and conclusions on the study of the
implications of the activities of the mining industry
and of other international companies having interests
in South West Africa,.Y was prepared in 1964, p1J.I'suant to paragraph 8 of General Assembly resolution
1899 (XVIII) of 13 November 1963. This report is at
present being considered by the Fourth Committee.
12. The Special Committee, in its resolution on
territories under Portuguese administration adopted
on 3 July 1964 [A/5800/Rev.1, . chap. V, para. 352],
requested its Sub-Committee I to study the activities
~," foreign economic and other interests which are
impeding the implementation of the Declaration in
the territories under Portuguese administration. This
study and the Special Committee's consideration of
it [A/6000/Rev.1," chap. V, part I1] will also ')e
considered by the Fourth Committee during "he
current sess.ion.
13. In addition to the two studies I have mentioned,
the Special Committee decided by its resolution on
the question of Southern Rhodesia adopted on 22 April
1965 [ibid., chap. TII, para. 292] to study the implications of the activities of foreign economic and other
interests in that Territory, and their mode of operation, in order to assess th0ir economic and political
influence. Necessary preparatory work for this study
is in progress and the Special Committee hopes to
submit a report to the General Assembly during1966.
14. I should also like to invite the attention of Members to the report ofthe Secretary-General concerning
Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland [A/5958].
This report, together with the recommendations of
I Y Ibid., annex No. 15, docwnent A/5840.
~
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the Special Committee on this matter [A/6000/Rev.l,
chap. VITI] was considered by the Fourth Committee
at the present session. The Fourth Committee's
report [A/6106], containing its recommendations to
the General Assembly, will be formally presented to
the Assembly shortly.
15. One of the important aspects of the Special Committee's activities during 1965 was its visit to
Africa. In the context of General Assembly resolution
1654 (XVI) of 27 November 1961, which authorized
the Special Committee "to meet elsewhere than at
United Nations Headquarters. whenever and wherever
such meetings may be reqUired for the effective discharge of its functions", and availing itself of the
invitations extended by the Governments of Ethiopia,
the United RepUblic of Tanzania and Zambia, the
Special Committee held altogether thirty-five meetings in Lusaka, Dar es Salaam and Addis Ababa in
May and June this year. FollOWing consideration of
the items on its agenda in Africa, it adopted seven
resolutions. [See A/6000/Rev.1, chap. TI.]
16. The General Assembly, by its resolution 1970
(XVIII) of 16 December 1963, decided to dissolve the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories and entrusted its functions to the Special
Committee. The Special Committee accordingly
examined, during the two years under review, information on Non-Self-Governing Territories transmitted under Article 73 e ofthe Charter. [See A/5800/
Rev.1, chs-p. II and A/6000/Rev.l, chap. XXVI.]
These reports will also be taken up by the Fourth
Committee at the present session.
17. It will be recalled that the General Assembly,
by its resolution 2005 (XIX) of 18 February 1965,
authorized the supervision by the United Nations of
the elections to be held in the Cook Islands in April
1965, and authorized the Secretary-General to appoint
a United Nations representative who would superVise
these elections with the assistance of the necessary
observers and staff and observe the proceedings concerning the Constitution in the newly elected Legislative Assembly. Under the terms of the resolution, the
United Nations representative reported to the Special
Committee and to the General Assembly on his findings. The Fourth Committee will shortly report to
the General Assembly on its consideration of the
chapters of the Special Committee's reports concerning the Cook Islands [A/5800/Rev.1, chap. XV,
and A/6000/Rev.1, chap. VIII]. as well as the reports
of the United Nations Representative for' the Supervision of the Elections in the Cook Islands [A/5962].
18. Unde:r the terms of resolution 1956 (XVIII) of
11 December 1963, by which the General Assembly
invited the Special Committee to apprise the Security
Council of any developments in any territory examined
by it which may threaten international peace and
security. the Special Committee drew the attention of
the Security Council to the situations obtaining in a
number of territories under its consideration. [See
A/5aOO/Rev.1, chap. I, paras. 143-1,49 and A/6000/
Rev.l, chap. I, paras. 67-87.]
19. Finally. may I draw the attention of Members to
the recommendations of the Special Committee concerning its future programme of work [A/6000/Rev.1,
chap. I, paras. 108-112]. Taking into consideration the
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fact that there are still many territories in which
the Declaration has not yet been implemented, the
Special Committee has reiterated its view that, it
would be desirable that its mandate be maintained.
20. The Special Committee has also recommended
that necessary provision should be made in order to
facilitate its work and that, in particular, provision
should be made to cover the expenses of its activities.
Furthe:L'more, considering the important work that its
recent visit to Africa enabled it to carry out, the
Special Committee may hold another series of meetings in Africa next year. AccordingJ.y, it recommends
that the arrangements to be made for its work during
1966 should also include necessary financial provision
for these activities.
21. The Special Committee further considers that the
administering Powers should once again be requested
to afford the Special Committee their fullest cooperation. The Special Committee also recommends
that the General Assembly should urge the administering Powers concerned to co-operate with the United
Nations' with a view to the establishment of a United
Nations presence in South West Africa and Aden, as
well as in such other territories as the General Assembly may consider necessa:ry and C!lesirable.
22. The Special Committee considers that efforts to
widen the acquaintance of colonial peoples with the
Declaration and with the work ofthe Special Committee
should be increased in scale and that the General
Assembly should once again invite all administering
Members to co-operate more effectively with the
Secretary-General in the circulation and dissemination of information on the Declaration.
23. In conclusion, as Rapporteur of the Committee, I
should like to acknowledge the wise guidance and
assistance which the Chairman of the Committee,
Mr. Coulibaly of Mali, extended to me in the preparation of these reports. Similarly, the Vice-Chairman
of the Committee and the Chairmen of the SubCommittees, Mr. Velazquez of Uruguay, S011n Voeunsai
and Huot Sambath of Cambodia and Mr. Gebre-Egzy
of Ethiopia were generous with their advice and help.
I also wish to express my sincere gratitude to the
Rapporteurs of the, various Sub-Committees. The
Secretary-General and all other able members of the
Secretariat at all times gladly and unfailingly rendered every kind of aid to me personally and to the
Committee as a whole.
24. Without the willing co-operation of all these
persons it would not have been possible for me and
the Committee to present' these reports, in addition
to accomplishing the task entrusted to the Committee
by the General Assembly.
25. Mr. COULIBALY (Mali) (translated from French):
Through its distinguished Rapporteur, Mr. Natwar
Singh, the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples has just submitted its fourth report to
the General Assembly [A/6000/Rev.l]. Mr. Singh,
the Rapporteur, deserves all our congratulations; for
he has sacrificed his leisure time in order to be able
to present to us a most useful working document and
text for study.

3

26. The size and the content of this report prove
that the members of the Special Committee, far from
allowing themselves to be discouraged by the often'
disappointing attitude of ,certain colonial Powers, are
on the contrary determir,\ed to continue the fight against
colonialism until it has oeen completely e;:liminated.

II

27. In my capacity as Chairman of the Special Committee, I wish to take this opportunity again to thank
all the members of that Committee for the work which
they have done with such devotion and conviction.
I should Uke, in particular, to pay a well-deserved
tribute to Mr. Velazquez of Uruguay, who carried out
the functions of Vice-Chairman of the Committee with
great distinction and correctness. He is absent today
because he has been called upon' by his Government to
assume other duties, but the Committee will remember
him as an eminent jurist and an ardent defender of the
rights of oppressed ·peoples.

I

28. I also take pleasure in conveyingto the SecretaryGeneral, U Thant, my thanks for the understanding and
interest which he has always shown regarding the work
of the Special Committee. My thanks also go to the
Committee's secretariat, particularly Mr. Amachree,
the Under-Secretary, and Mr. Chacko and Mr. Dadzie,
as well as to the interpreters and all the members of
the Secretariat who have served-the Committee with
great devotion and skill.
29. It is now five years since the General Assembly
adopted resolution 1514 (XV) containing the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. For the last four years the
Special Committee has been studying the implementation of that Declaration. The results of the Committee's
four years of work are certainly not negative, but
they do demonstrate the blind obstinacy of the colonial
Powers. Of the sixty-seven territories whose situation
has been examined by the Committee since it was first
established, only nine have in fact acceded to independence and are noW' Members of the United Nations.
Through its work, the Committee has drawn the attention of the international community to the large...colonial
territories where the savage repression of national
liberation movements by colonialist forces constitutes
a real threat to international peace and security. The
activities of the Committee have also drawn the attention of the Members of the United Nations to small
colonial ter1'itories, generally scattered islands inthe
Caribbean Sea, in the Atlantic, 'Indian and Pacific
Oceans, on the shores of the Persian Gulf and in the
Gulf of Oman. The consideration of the situation in
these small islands, scantily populated and small in
surface area, poses new problems for the United
Nations in the field of decolonization.
30. Great courage and prudence will clea:tly be
needed in considering the decolonization of these
small islands. The existence of these small territories
and the need to safeguard the interests of their inhabitants add new dimensions to the problem of decolonization. The fate of the colonial peoples living in
these small iSllands can be satisfactorily settled only
through loyal co-operation between the administering
Powers on the one hand, and the United Nations and the
peoples concerned on the other. The methods adopted
by New Zealand in the case of the Cook Islands might
serve as a model of co-operation in respect of other
.....
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.small islands and bring certain colonial Powers to
abandon their reservations concerning the role of
the United Nations in the decolonization process. The
goal should be to allow the inhabitants of the islands
to determine their future freely, without any constraint or pressure on the part of the administering
Power or neighbouring States. We know from reliable
sources ·that the inhabitants of some small territories
are still unaware of the existence of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. In the light of the experience gained
during the four years in which the Special Committee
has been meeting, I believe that we must be fully
aware of our responsibilities when we consider the
problem of decolonizing the small territories. The
administering Powers should allow the United Nations
to send Visiting missions to ensure that the peoples
concerned are not only inform(~d of their right to
self-determination, but are also given an opportunity
to exercise that right. In our opinion, the possibility
for these small territories to unite freely with
neighbouring independent States should be encouraged
whr;,rever there is a basis for such a union.

II

31. I said just now that the results of the Special.

Committee's four years of work were not negative.
However, I wish to emphasize that the process of
decolonization has been dangerously impeded in the
case of such large territories as Angola, Mozambique,
South West Africa, so-called Portuguese GUinea,
Southern Rhodesia and South Arabia (Aden and the
Aden Protectorates).
32. It is no longer necessary to undertake studies of

these territories to determine whether they should
accede to independence immediately or how they
should do so. The peoples of these territories are
mobilized to win their independence and the United
Nations should merely give them concrete assistance.
The determination of the colonial Powers to maintain their rule over those terl'itories is a permanent
threat to international peace and security.
33. This view has been expressed on many occasions by the Special Committee. Just recently, at
the conclusion of its visit to Africa, the Special
Committee adopted, on 18 June 1965 at Addis Ababa,
a resolution relating to the situation in the follOWing
Territories: Southern Rhodesia, the Territories under
Portuguese administration, South West Africa, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, and Swaziland. Paragraphs 1 and 2
of this resolution read as follows:

"The Special Committee, .
"I. Draws the attention of the General Assembly
and the Security Council to the explosive situation
existing in this region of Africa owing to the intolerable behaviour of the Governments of Portugal
and South Africa and the minority settler regime of
Southern Rhodesia:

"2. Recommends that the General Assembly and
the Security Council, each acting within its own
competence, should take the positive measures
laid down in the Charter with a view to:
"(~) Ensuring respect for the rights of the African
popuIations in the region and their rights to selfde~;rJXlination and independence, and putting an end
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to the dangerous activities of the Portuguese and
South African Governments and of the minority
settler regime of Southern Rhodesia;
n (Q) Strengthening the confidence which the peoples
under colonial domination place in the United
Nations." [A/BOOO/Rev.l, chap. 1I, para. 463.J

34. Unfortunately, the Special Committee's appeals
have not been heeded by the administering Powers":"
in this case, the United Kingdom, Portugal and South
Africa. Despite the Special Committee's efforts. the
United Kingdom Government has continued to play
down ,tt,le situation in Southern Rhodesia and to display
a culpable complacency towards the white settlers.
Twenty days ago, the settlers unilaterally proclaimed
the Territory's independence, because the United
Kingdom Government had given them an assurance that
it would not use force against them. Smith and his
clique did not wait for any further encouragement from
the United Kingdom to commit their act of folly.
35. Today, it is the people of Zimbabwe who are sub-

jected to the tyranny or racists like. Smith, the people
of Zambia who are threatened with economic sabotage
by the Rhodesian settlers, and, finally, the whole of
the African continent which is threatened by armed
conflict. All this stems from the fact that the administering Power, the United Kingdom, and the United
Nations have failed to discharge their responsibilities
in time. The Government of Portugal is now encouraged
by the absence of any strong sanctions against the
Rhodesian settlers and South Africa is intensifying .
its repression of the Llhabitants of South West Africa.
36. We believe that, in order to preYent any aggravation of the explosive situation prevailing in that part
of Africa which is subjected to colonial domination.
the United Nations must revise its approach to the
colonial problem. The situation created by colonialism
in Africa is extremely serious, and ifthe General Assembly and the Security Council are to face up to it
effectively, they must no longer content themselves
with theoretical reaffirmations of the rights of peoples
to self-determination and independence. The General
Assembly and the Security Council must also no
longer confine themselves to appealing to the colonial
Powers to remember their obligations under Chapter
XI of the Charter. We believe that all this has been
sufficiently affirmed and reaffirmed in the United
Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
37. The events now taking place in Southern Rhodesia.
Aden, the Portuguese Territories and South West
Africa clearly show that the continuation of the
colonial r~gime is a real and serious threat to international peace and security. The United Nations must
therefore prepare to face up to the serious situation
which has been created, and go beyond merely paraphrasing its previous resolutions. The colonialists
who are Violating human rights in South Africa, South
West Africa, Angola. Mozambique, Southern Rhodesia,
so-called Portuguese Guinea, Aden and elsewhere.
have given such clear proof of bad faith, and have
shown such cynical contempt for the resolutions of
the United Nations that there can be no further hesi- .
tation in using the strongest measures against them.
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Because colonialism wiU henceforth be a real threat
to international peace an.d security, the United Nations
must change its tactics towards the < colonial Powers
and take a firmer line. We believe this to be in the
interest of the Organization, for it would then enjoy
greater prestige and receive more support from- the
non-aligned countries.
38. I said that the African continent is now faced
with the threat of armed conflict. That is a reality
which should not be underestimated, because the
conflict could spread beyond the African continent.
The United Kingdom has suspended the Government
of Southern Rhodesia. and regards that Government
as being in a state of rebellion; but it has refused to
send forces into the territory to ensure the protection of the Rhodesian people against abuses by the
rebel settlers. Yet the same United Kingdom recently
sent forces to Aden to depose a legal Government
which, moreover, enjoyed popular support. The United
Kingdom also sent troops to British quiana to effect
the overthrow of a Government accused of communism. But in Southern Rhodesia, despite the insult
which the rebel settlers inflicted on the Crown by
deposing and almost confining the Governor, Mr.
Humphrey Gibbs, the Queen's re,Presentative, the
Labour Government in London, like Pontius Pilate,
is looking on and allowing the settlers to do as they
please. All that the United Kingdom Government did,
in order to mislead international pUblic opinion, was
to hurriedly send its Secretary for Foreign Affairs
to ask the Security Council to adopt economic sanctions, of highly doubtful effectiveness, against the
Rhodesian settlers.
39. It is hardly surprising to those who have followed closely the de":dlopment of British colonialism
that the United Kingdom is betraying the African
inhabitants of Southern Rhodesia. By its present attempt in Southern Rhodesia to allow the situation to
deteriorate, in the hope that the settlers will manage
somehow and continue to govern the Territory, the
United Kingdom is merely relapsing into old habits.
In fact, in all its settler colonies. the United Kingdom
sacrific,,~d the African populations to the benefit of
the whit(~ settlers. That was what happened in the
case of the United Kingdom territories of Cape
Colony, Natal, the Orange Free State and the Transvaal.
whose African populations ~re now subjected to the
odious policy of apartheid, which Verwoerd's clique
has developed into a veritable system of government.
40. But what happened in 1910 in the former British
colonie's cannot happen in 1965 in Southern Rhodesia.
In three days' time the Ministers for Foreign Affairs
of the independent Governments of Africa will meet
at Addis Ababa and take the necessary steps to assume the historic responsibilities which will henceforth be theirs because the United Kingdom has
chosen the course of sacrificing 4 million Africans
to safeguard the unlawf..tl interests of 220,000 white
settlers who are British subjects. Whatever the cost
and whatever the sacrifices. colonialism will disappear from the African continent. I have sometimes
heard people here cynically recommend that Africans
should be patient, so that the colonial r~gime may
continue. I cannot help comparingthese "philosophers If
with those who. instead of helping to arrest an assassin
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or a criminal, advise the victim to accept the offender's crimes and abuses and submit to them with
good humour.
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41. I was also surprised to hear it said here that
colonialism is a matter within the domestic competence of the colonial Powers. In law. hO'Fever. the
term "domestic competence" introduces the concept
of the State. Are those who advance this argument
really convinced that Angola, Mozambique and Bissau
Guinea, for example. are part ofthe Portuguese State?
I do not think so. Furthermore, 1 should like to ask
those who would solve the colonial problem purely
from a legal standpoint what they propose to do about
the right of peoples to self-determination. I should
like them to explain to us the substance and the scope
of that right.
42. The philosophical and moral principles which
have been put forward in past centuries to justify
colonialism ~ are now revealed in their most hideous
and abominable colours. Colonialism as a whole can
be reduced to one fundamental idea: the alleged
superiority of one race or one people and its alleged
right to dominate and exploit other peo~les. Those
w!'.to support and trade with the Governments of
Portugal and South Africa are accomplices in all
the crimes committed by those. two Governments.
Governments which maintain relations with those two
countries do so soiely for selfish reasons, to ensure
the prosperity of certain capitalistic and monopolistic
corporations; but they should realize thateveryfranc,
every pound and every dollar of profit acquired under
present conditions in Angola, Mozambique,South West
A.frica. Southern Rhodesia and South Africa is stained
with the blood of a starving Africa.n.~ deprived of his
liberty, and tortured or assassinated in cold blood by
a white settler who wants to keep what he has seized
by force and Violence.
43. Colonialism is a crime which must be fought,
just as mankind fought slavery and nazism. If the
United Nations cannot be the spearhead in th~~ battle
against colonialism and apartheid, then it must at
least be a staunch protector of oppressed peoples.
That is why we believe that in future the task of
the Special Committee on decolonization should no
longer consist of adopting further resolutions. The
Special Committee will have to be in a position to
make direct contact with the peoples under colonial
rule and to ascertain. in the most objective manner
possible. their vi~ws on the procedure and date for
their accession to indepeT.ldence. On ,the basis of
these soundings of opinion among the leaders of
national liberation movements, the Special Committee
must then submit to the General Assembly, and
perhaps to the Security Council, a report consist~ng
essentially of recommendations on the dat~ of accession to independence for each Territory and the steps
to be taken to achie"'"re that end. Once the General
Assembly and the Security Council have approved the
Special Committee's recommendations. it will be
their task to take, each within its own area of competence, the necessary measures to implement those
recommendations.
44. Colonial Powers which then refused to implement the resolutions of the General Assembly and
the Security Council should be regarded as aggres-
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sors. I know that the word "aggression" arouses a
great deal of controversy in the United Nations, but
I do not hesitate to use it because it is the only word
to describe a Gover:unent which imposes its rule
on other peoples by force and violence.
45. In our opinion. the United Nations must be a
revolutionary organization so that it can adapt itself
to the new dimensions of its responsibilities; otherwise, the world will Witness further tragedies.
46. These were the observations which I wished to
make on behalf of the 'Government of the Republic
of Mali, following our consideration of the Special
Committee's report.
47. Before leaving this rostrum, I should now like.
with the Prosident's permission, warmly to thank
the Governments of Ethiopia. Tanzania and Zambia,
which invited the Special Committee to meet in their
respective capitals during May and June 1965. The
visit to Africa was very useful, because it enabled
members of the Special Committee to acquire a
better understanding of the struggle of oppressed
pOPulations and a better grasp of the effects of the
colonial regime on international peace and security.
48. Because of that visit, the Special Committee was
able to appreciate that the struggle of peoples under
colonial domination is a legitimate one. The visit
also prompted the Special Committee to appeal to
all states to give material and moral assistance to
those fighting for their freedom. We hope that that
appeal will be heeded and followed by action.
49. Mr. AZIMOV (Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics) (translated from Russian): We have taken up
the discussion of one of the most important items
on the agenda for the twentieth session of the United
Nations General Assembly-the report of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples [A/6000/
Rev.l].
50. It is now five yea!s since this historic Declaration was adopted by the General Assembly at its
fifteenth session. In terms of history. five years is
a short period of time. Yet during this period,
colonialism has been forced to retreat all along the
line.
51. But if we stop to think that throughout all these
years some tens of millions of people in various
parts of the world have continued and still continue
to live in a state of colonial bondage. we can see
how painful and agonizing this period must have
been for them.
52. On the eve of the fifth anniversary of the adoption of the Declaration it is our duty to tell the enslaved millions what practical action has been taken
to bring the day of their liberation nearer and whether
the just demands. of the United Nations Declaration
will be fully complied with in the near future. Indeed,
the adoption of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples has
been of immense political significance; it has lent
strong m.oral support to the national liberation movement and has dealt a death blow to colonialism.

General Assembly

53. The Declaration solemnly proclaimed the necessity of bringing to a speedy and unconditional end
colonialism in all its forms and manifestations. The
United Nations stated in the Declaration that "the
subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of fundaI!Jlental human rights, is contrary to the Charter of
the United Nations and is an impediment to the promotion of world peace and co-operation". Thus by
adopting the Declaration, the United Nations recognized that the struggle of peoples for freedom and
independence is lawful and just, and that the imperialist and colonialist policy of oppression and
enslavement of colonial peoples is criminal and
unlawful.
54. As was only to be expected, attempts to fulfil
the requirements of the Declaration have met with
stubborn resistance from th~ colonialists, who have
chosen to ignor.e and sabotage the anti-colonialist
resolutions adopted by the General Assembly t the
Security Council and the Committee of Twenty-Four.
This is one of the reasons why the liberation of any
colonial territory is usually the outcome of an unrelenting struggle by the people against the colonizers.
This struggle creates greater unity among the anticolonialist forces, and strengthens their determination to eradicate colonialism and racism wherever
they exist.
55. The decisions taken at the Conference of African
Heads of State or Government, held at Addis Ababa in
May 1963, and at the Conference of Non-Aligned
States, held at Cairo in October 1964, strongly reflected the desire of the peoples of Asia, Africa and
Latin America to put an end, once and for all and by
any means available, to the shameful colonial and
racist practices.
56. Since the adoption of the Declaration, colonial
and trusteeship r~gimes have been eliminated in a
number of territories and new independent States have
arisen on the site of former colonial possessions.
However t these successes give no cause for complacency. More than eighty-five territories, with a
population of some 37 million, are still under the
colonhll yoke. The last-mentioned figure could actually
be increased to 50 million if we include the Africans
living under the domina.tion of the racist settlers in
the Republic of South Africa.
57. It is especially important now to intensify the
struggle to implement the Declaration, in view of recent evidence that the colonialists and neo-colonialists
are ready to mount an open offensive not only against
the national liberation movement in various territories
but against the young independent States, so that they
can impose their will-the will of imperialism-upon
them. Proof of this is provided by the resolution
adopted by the United States House of Representatives ,
asserting the "right" of the United States to resort '
to armed force for the purpose of intervening in the
domestic affairs of any Latin American country.
58. The armed intervention in the affairs of the
Congo, the savage bombing attacks on the Democratic
Republic of Viet-Nam, the military intervention in
the Dominican Republic, the punitive operations by
the United Kingdom in Southern Arabia and Omanthese are all acts of aggression by the imperialist
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Powers against the national liberation movement or
against independent State'3. Emboldened by these acts,
the racists in the Republic of South Africa -and
Southern Rhodesia have become more active. With
the support of the NATO milita.ry bloc, the Governments of Southern Rhodesia, South Africa and Portugal
are forming a.military and political alliance which is
lmown in Africa as the "infernal" or the "unholy
alliance" • Its purpose is to perpetuate the state of
servitude in the southern part of Africa and to build
up a protective barrier against popular revolutions.

would not be able to last a month fighting in Angola,
Mozambique and Guinea.

59. The situation in the territories under Portuguese
rule is particularly tense. For several years now,
Portugal has been waging' bloody colonial wars in
Angola, in Mozambique and in so-called Portuguese
Guinea. The Portuguese colonialists have been sending large contingents of regular troops to these
African countries. Their army is now larger than
that of any country south of the Sahara and numbers
over 80,000 men. These troops are equipped with the
latest weapons, supplied to Portugal by its NATO
allies.

66. These and other facts show that the members of
NATO are flagrantly violating the many United Nations
resolutions demanding a halt to the deliveries of
weapons to Portugal. In a resolution adopted as early
as 18 December 1962, the General Assembly, at its
seventeenth session, appealed to all Members of the
Organization to deny Portugal any support or assistance which might be used by it for the suppression
of the people of Angola, and in particularto terminate
the supply of arms to Porhgal. This resolution remains unfulfilled. At its twentieth session the General
Assembly must at long last demand emphatically that
the NATO countries should comply with the wishes of
the United Nations, which are the wishes of the
majority of countries.

60. The Portuguese punitive forces are seeking, by
means of mass terror and repression, to break the
resistance of the inhabitants of Angola, Mozambique.
and so-called Portuguese Guinea, who have risen up
to fight for their freedom. In Angola alone, during the
four years of war, more than. 100,000 Africans have
been killed while 350,000,," fearing reprisals, have
abandoned their homes and e~igrated to neighbouring
countries.
61. The General Assembly, the :Secur.ity Council and
the Committee of Twenty-Four h~ve repeatedly discussed the question of the situa.ti'bli' the Portuguese
Territories. They have adopted a: number of resolutions and decisions deman~ing that Portugal should
halt the repression, withdraw its troops and ta;ke
immediate steps to implement the Declaration in
respect of those territories.

in

62. However, all these appeals and demands have
proved unavailing. The Salazar Government is stupidly
and obstinately persisting in its colonial policy. In
fact it ha.s stated that it will "defend" these territories-that is, its colonial PQssessions-"to the limit
of its human and other resources".
63. Needless to say, the Portuguese colonialists would
never have dared to pursue their cynical and cruel
policy if they had not been able to count on the support of the NATO military bloc, of which Portugal is
a member. The partisans 'in Angola, Mozambique and
so-called' Portuguese Guinea have frequently seized
West German rifles, Italianmkchine--guns-; and English
bazookas from the Portuguese punitive forces and
brought down American aircraft-in short, a whole
arsenal of NATO armaments. According to the Lisbon
.correspondent of the Associated Press, it costs
Portugal some $150 million a year to carry on its
colonial wars in Africa. Where does Portugal get this
money from?
64. Eduardo Mondlane, the President of the Mozam-·
bique Liberation Front, said at a meeting of the
Committee of Twenty-Four that if it were not for the
financial and military aid of its NATO allies, Portugal
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65. In addition to the large consignments of firearms delivered earlier, the Federal Republic of
Germany has bought sixty aircraft from Canada for
delilery to Portugal. In 1964, as in 1963, it extended
some very large loans to the Salazar regime. Together
with their colleagues from other NATO countries,
West German instructors are training Portuguese
troops in methods of warfare to be used against
national liberation fighters.

67. The bitter irony is that several United Nations
specialized agencies are also continuing to provide
Portugal with financial and economic assistance. In
i~s resolution of 10 June 1965 the Committee of
Twenty-Four made a special request to these agencies "to refrain from granting Portugal any financial,
economic or technical a.ssistance so long as the
Portuguese Government fails to renounce its colonial
policy, which constitutes a flagrant violation of the
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations"
[A/6000/Rev.l, chap. V (part I), para. 415]. It must
be clear to everyone that any assistance to Portugal
from these agencies must be halted immediately.
68. :!?y giving the Portuguese colonialists generous
military and economic aid, the NATO countries are
promoting their own mercenary interests. In exchange for this aid, Portugal has been farming out
the wealth of its colonial territories to international
capital. Two thirds of the funds invested in Portugal
and its colonies are directly or indirectly controlled
by foreign monopolies. The British Midland Bank,
the Morgan and Rockefeller groups of the United
States and the Franco-Belgian Societe generale de
Belgique have thoroughly penetrated the economies
of the Portuguese colonies. For example, the diamond
industry of Angola is monopolized by the Angola
Diamolld Company, which is a joint United States,
British and Belgian concern. This company has exclusive rights to all diamond prospecting and mining
in Angolan territory. Since 1960 its diamondextraction has exceeded 1 million carats a year, bringing
in 'over 100 million escudos in ,tirofits.
69., The Committee of Twenty-Four, during its
African ,visit, and the Security Council have again
given considerable attention to the question of the
territories under Portuguese rule and have addressed
a further appeal to all states, .and in particular, to
Portugal's military allies in NATO. to refrain from
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supplying Portugal with weapons and equipment and
giving it any other assistance.
70. The USSR delegation supports this appeal and,
for its part, considers that mere speeches and
resolutions concerning the Portuguese colonialists
wlll no longer do. 'rhe time has come to act. The
Soviet Union is in favour of adopting the most severe
and drastic measures possible against Portuguese
colonialism so as to force it to get out of Africa
once and for all.
71. The situation in Southern Rhodesia is growing
more complex eve:..y day. Even the western Press
is now increasingly admitting that the state of affairs in that country forebodes "bloody tragedy".
The tral'lsformation of Southern Rhodesia into an
"independent" state under a white regime il:h as
the USSR Government emphasized in its statement,
an open challenge on the part of colonialism to the
people of that country, who for many yes,rs have
bee:J engaged in a valiant struggle for freedom and
independence-a challenge to the people of Africa
and the whole world.
72. Once again the colonialists have disregarded
the ~1l of the peoples, as exp~essed in the historic
United Nations Declaration and in countless United
Nations resolutiQ~s condemning the actions of the
Southern Rhodesian racists and demanding that
the people of Zimbabwe should t'e granted true
independence.
73. It is now obvious to all that the Southern Rhodesian
racists would not have dared !:o carry outtheir criminal plans without the connivance of the colonialists,
who have allowed the racist regime in Salisbury to
build up its economic and military position in recent
years. This crime could not have been c0lD:IIlitted
without the blessing of the Governments of the NATO
countries, and particularly the United Kingdom and
the United States, which would like to create yet
another hotbed of racism, this time in Southern
Rhodesia, and thus place an obstacle in._tbe ._p~tl1 of
the national liberation movement of African,peoples.
74. The USSR Government, true to its position of
principle on the elimination of colonialism, has
strongly condemned this latest crime against the
peoples of Africa and declared -that it does not
recognize the racist regime which has usurped
powe:r in Southern Rhodesia. The Soviet Union fully
supports the resolutions adopted by the Security
Council and the General Assembly on the question of
the situation in Southern Rhodesia and will rigorously
implement them.
75. Faithful to its unchanging policy of support for
national liberation movements, the USSR Government
proclaims its whole-hearted solidarity with the Zimbabwe people and reiterates its willingness to cooperate with the African countries in lending full
support to the just :Jtruggle of that people to win full
national indepel1dence.
76. The United Kingdom Government, which bears
full responsibility for the present situation. is only
pret~nding to be trying to pacify the racist Smith.
The Security Council's resolution on Sou~hern Rhodesia
will not bear fruit unless it serves as a stimulus for
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continuing the struggle for the genuine independence
of Southern Rhodesia and the fl'eedomofthe Zimbabwe
people.
77. The United Kingdom Government's actions with
regard to its possessions in the Arabian peninsula
are a classic example of colonialist manoouvering.
During the 130"years of its rule inthat region, England
has employed the whole gamut of colonialist tactics
to maintain its sway over the peoples of Aden, Southern
Arabia, Oman and Bahrain. It first imposed colonialist
treaties, setting up protectorates, on one principality
or sultanate after the other, and then pieced together
the notoriousFederation~of Southern Arabia. The
years went by and the methods changed, but the goal
remained the same: to retain control over the oil
resources of the Near East and to preserve the military bases.
78. However, the people of this region do not want
British rule over the Arabian per..insula to continue.
Things are becoming too hot for the colonialists.
There is fierce fighting in Southern Arabia and Oman,
disturbances break out in Bahrain, Aden is rocked
with explosions. The United. Kingdom is conducting
punitive operations against the inhabitants of these
regions. British soldiers and officers are using
napalm to burn down peaceful villages, machinegunning peaceful inhabitants from the air and torturing
patriots.
79. The E-;itish colonialists are now trying to force
through plans to create a unitary state in Southern
Arabia. According to this plan~ the United Kingdom
not only does not intend to withdraw from this region.
and dismantle its military bases but is instead planning on a further consolidation of its positions in the
peninsula.
80. In 1963 the General Assembly adopted a resolution (1949 (XVUI)] demanding in unambiguous,terms
that the United Kingdom should remove its military
base from Aden and allow the people of Southern
Arabia to exercise their right to self-determination.
To this· allY these demands have not been complied with.
Not only has 'the United Kingdom disregarded the
resolution on Aden adopted by the General Assembly
in 1963; it has even refused the representatives of
the Sub-Committee on Aden permission to visit that
Territory.
81. The General Assembly must take effective
measures to ensure that the United Kingdom finally
complies with past resolutions of the United Nations.
82. The problems of apartheid and racial discrimination in the Republic of South Africa are being considered by the General Assembly separately. We shall
_, ...w confine our remarks to the question of South
Africa's annexatiC:ll of South West A~rica, with its
population of half a million. The South African racists
have set up a regime in that country modelled on the
RepUblic nf South Afri9a. The Af.ricans, who make up
90 per cent of the population o'l South West Africa,
are herded into reservations, whose area constitutes
one quarter of the country's territory. They suffer
from a shortage of water, housing, arable and pasture
land. The areas reserved for Africans are virtual
concentration camps. As one distinguished African
put it, they are "living cemeteries".
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83. The USSR delegation has net the slightest doubt
that the imperialist Powers share the blame for the
situation in South West .Africa with the Republic of
South Africa. Judge for yourselves: En:~lish, American,
Belgian and other foreign monopolie~\ rule supreme
i,n South West Africa. '
84. Let us take a look, for example, at British
capital holdings in SOuth West Africa. Of the fifty.
largest British industrial, commercial and shipping
monopolies, no less than twenty-seven have branches
in South Africa and South West Africa. The follOWing
fact gives an idea of their profits. According to the
report of the Consolidated Diamond Mines of South
West Africa. the company's original capital investments were no more thr..il E 4.5 million. yet in 1959
alone its net profits amounted to almost E1~ million.

it 'was from Aden that, tr90PS were .serlt ,to Kenya. ;
Zanzibar, Uganda and e l s e w h e r e . ,__
91. The Republic -of South Africa has become' a
springboard for military operations against liberation'
movements all over Africa. The United Stab:~s' and the
Federal Republic of Germany have beeil particularly
active in this sphere. Air' force bases, 'strategic
military communications, and te~~ing grounds for hew
types of weapons have all been installed with the,ir'

.

~~.
'.

l

.

92. In its resolution of17,June 1965,'the Committee
of Twenty-Four required the South African Government to withdraw fortbWithall the bases an.dother ,
military installations situated in the Tex:ritory of·
South West Africa and to refrain from using -'~l-.a
Territory in any way Whatever
a base for, the
concentration of arms or armed forQes.
93. The USSR delegation hopes that the Gener~l,
Assembly will support this' resolution and' ~11
call upon the' Western Powers to comply' \\ith . it
scrupulolisly.
'

as

'85. Foreign monopoly rule explains the Western
Powers' interest in ensuring that the situation in
South Africa and South West Africa should remain
unchanged.
86. The question of South West Africa has been repeatedly discussed in the United Nations. On 13
November 1963, at its eighteenth sesl>1ion, the General
Assembly adopted a resolution [1899 (XVIII)] confirming. the inalienable right of the people of South
West Africa to self-determination and i~dependence.
That resolution states that the General Assembly considers that any attempt to annex a part or the whole
of the Territory of South West Africa would constitute an act of aggression.

94. The United Nations would be acting with perfect '
propriety if it res-olutely demanded that the coloniallsts and their, allies, should dismantle all their.
military bases and withdraw all their troops from
the colonial territories.
95. The USSR delegation also feels that. it shquld:
draw the General Assembly's attention to the C.Qn-,
tinued existence of afOrL:l ofcolonialismindisgu~se-,
the' trusteeship system-and that the peoples of New ,
Guinea, Papua, Nauru and the Pacific Islands
not been given an opportunity to exercise their right·
to self-determination and independence. In 'fact; as
events have shown, the United S~ates is prepar·ing to '
annex the Pacific Islands. It is the duty c:>f the United
Nations to thwart these annexationist schemes.
'

87. At its session in Africa, the Committee of
Twenty-Four reaffirmed, in its resolution of 17 June
[A/6000/Rev.1. chap. IV, para. 285], the right of the
people of South West Africa to self-determination and
independence and recommended to the General Assembly and tp.e Security Council to take appropriate
steps to safeguard the sovereignty of the people of
South West Africa and the integrity of the Territory
and to that end to take the necessary concrete and
adequate measures in co-operation with the Organization of African Unity.
88. The USSR delegation supports this recommendation and considers that the time has come, in deciding
on those measures. to have recourse to the -enforcement action provided for in the United Nations Charter.

Ita:ve .

96. In conclusion, the USSR delegation woUld like to .
make some general comments on' the activities of'
the Committee on the Situation withRegar~ 'to 'the
Implementation of the Declaration on the Graritiilg 'of
Independence to Colonial Countries arid Peoples.'
In the opinion of the USSR delegation~ the Committe~ of Twenty-Four and its chairman.!\4r. Coulibaly~ ,
have' done useful' work in that they ,haveh.'elpfJci, t9 '
expose the policy of the imperialist Powers and the
activities of the capitalist monopolies in the colo;.",
nies, and to devise ,a number of practica~ measures '
for the implementation of the Declaration.' " '

89. The USSR delegation would like to draw the
General Assembly's aaentiol:1 to the grave threat to
peace constituted by the military bases in colonial
territories. These military bases of the colonialist
States are there to oppose the national liberation
movement. 'I'here is more than sufficient evidence
to prove this. We know, for 6xample, that the United
Kingdom air force base on Ascension Island was used
by ,the United States and Belgium for the disgraceful
"Stanleyville operation" in the Congo.

97. Special mention should be made Qf the highly
experience of the Committee's session'
in Africa. which was held in: the i-mmediate' vicinity i
of colonial territories. There is no doubt -that the'
Committee's meetings in the capitals ofZanibia"
Tanzania and Ethiopia breathed new life into "its
activities and'helped to reactivate its work. '
su~cessful

"

90. From airfields situated in Aden. planes take off
and head for the Radfan mountains, the Sultanates of
EI-Haushabi and EI':'Fadhli and other areas where
British troops and their stooges are fighting against
, the national front for the liberation of the. southern
. part .of the Arabian Peninsula. Aden. the" centre for
United Kingdom armed forces in the Near East, is
being used for'the suppression of the nationalliberation movement in many parts of the world. In fact,

98. The pivotal points of that session were those
highly topical and "hot"issues in the struggles against.
colonialism-the situation in Southern Rhodesia, the
Portuguese colonies, South West Africa, Basutoland,
Swaziland and Bechuanaland. The Committee heard
many statements by the leaders of -national and
patriotic organizations in these territories. The
world received new information regarding coloni&.list
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crlmesln Africa, and the dominant role played by

the United States in the policies of the colonial
Powe~s

,

Four. were to hold a session in Afric~ in the immediate vicinity of the colonial regimes.

cot::nt:
force,

was brought out. The criminal and dangerous

,actiVities of the NATO military bloc against the

Afrioan liberation movement

~ame in for universal

Cbndemnation.

99. The ,'!Jnderlying CaUses of the survival of colonl81ism ill Africa were exposed in the statements
made by' members of the Committee and representatives of national and patriotic movements in
the colonies. The imperialist monopolies and the
membe:tS of the NATO military bloc which are proWding military and other assistance to the Portuguese
·coloDiaiisUJ and South African racists were shown
to be as gtlUtY as the colonialists themselves. The
"uDho11 alliance" between the enemies of Mricathe GoverJoUnentsof South Africa, Portugal and
,Southern lU1ddesla.....was also roundly condemned.

ioo•. The

.USSR de1egation feels that the initiative
shown bt the Co:tnmittee in hOlding a session in
AfI'.1cahas been fully justified. It has helped to

.strengthen the solidarity and unity of the countries
that are urging a speedy end to colonial rule.
101. A pOSitive result 6f the Committee's African
visttis the fact that the Committee established
direct contact With the Organization of African Unity.
We feel that these ties should be strengthened in
every'possible way in the future. Such contacts open
up broad possibilities for co-operation between the
COiIlmittee and the OAU in fighting for the implementation of the Declaration. There is every reason
to believe that the Committee should continue to hold
regular visiting sessions of this kind.
102. The USSR delegation considel·s it the dUty ofthe

GeDetal Assembly to reaffirm the legitimacy of the
struggle of the colonial T,JEloples for their liberatiqn
,and' to' make an urgent appeal to all States to give
them all the moral and lother support they require.
'VIa should endorse the ap.l'leal of Kenneth Kaunda. the
President Of Zam,bia, who said that we must all stop
ta1kiDg and start acting.

103. In the future, too, the colonialists must be
,tnade. coftScious of the general disapproval and condethatibn of their activities. The United Nations
shoutd onde again declare the retention of coloni~1ism
1il any of its forms and manifestations; including the
system of apartheidllnd racial discrimination, a crime
ApibSt huxnanity and ciVilization.
104. The Committee of Twenty-Four should continue
its a:otiVities; in the opinion of the USSR delegation,
. :but'shoUld be ()()nverted into an even more active and
.aggres$ive body. The Committee should ~how more
firmneSS and pei."sistence in working out practical
meaSl1res to speed up the. implementation of the
Declat'&tion. For example , it might make more fre''luent prOposills .to the Security Council concerning
aetion to frustrate the attempts of the colonialists
fo~iblyto stffle the movement of the colonial peoples
for freedom and independence.
I,.

105. It Would also be useful if the Security Council,

foilOWiJig the exampie of the Committee· of Twenty-

106. The Committee itself should take a more active
part in ensuring compliance with its resolutions. It
should focus its attention on the larger colonial territories. The USSR Government takes this view because
of the fact that the peoples of theSe territories are
now bearing the main burden of ~he military and
political ~truggle against fjolonialism and it is they
who, abolve all, need to be ~'~venimmediate assistance.
We have to cOl~~~ider that 'the military action taken by
the colonialists against the patriots of Angola, Mozambique; "Portuguese" Guinea, and Southern Arabia
constitutes a genuine threat to peace and security
throughllut the wor~d.

111.

wovl1

107. At the same time the USSR Government con-

siders that the Committee of Twenty-Four should.
in future, also concern itself with the smaller colonial
territories which have not yet been included in its
agenda or discussed by it. All peoples. large and
small. have the right to freedom and it is the task
of the Committee and the General Assembly to help
to secure the exercise of that right by all colonial
peoples without exception. A serious effort must be
made to devise measures to ensure that the indigenous
population i.s able freely and effectively to exercise
its rights to self-determination and independence when
the status of the smaller colonial territories is determined, so as to counteract the schemes of the colonial
Powers to absorb these territories.
108. Moreover. the Committee of Twenty-Four can-

not dissociate itself from the struggle against new
forms of colonialism and against the military, political
and economic measures taken by the imperialists to
keep the newly liberated peoples in a state of dependence. The United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development, held at Geneva,. made it qUite clear
how acute these problems are today. The Soviet
Union fully supports the growing movement of peoples
for genuine economic and political independence. This
movement must be· given the unstinting support of all
who stand for freedom from oppression. The United
Nations. too, must play its part in this strt~ ~gle.
109. The year 1965 marks the twentieth anniversary
of the founding of the United Nations. We would be

failing in our duty to history and to all the peoples of
the world if we did not take new and effective steps
to hasten the elimination of colonial rule. There can
be no doubt that the irrevocable end of colonialism on
our planet Earth is at hand.
110. We, the people of the great Land of the Soviets.

are convinced that the aggressive plans of the coloniaUsts. neo-colonialists and imperialists will be
thwarted. We are convinced that the peoples of the
world will be able to bring about the speedy downfall
of all colonial r~gimes. This conviction is based on
the fact that the cause of popular freedom is now
supported by powerful forces in the world of todaythe countries of the socialist community and the
peace-loving States (f Asia, Africa and Latin America,
which have taken an anti-colonialist and antiimperialist stand and which, together with the socialist
Litho in V.N.
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cQt".ntries, form a great and invincible liberating
force.
111. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
wou11 again ask representatives who wish to speak

_

11

to be good enough to have their name ~'!aced ()Jl the
list of spe~kers. It might be desirable to elos'e the '
list tomorrow, 1 December, at 5 p.m.

The meeting rose

at 4.55 p.m.

L
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AGENDA ITEM 23

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
reports of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (continued)

27. The PRESIDENT (translated from French) ; Before
calling on the first speaker on my list. I should like
to inform members that the list of speakers will be
closed at 6 p.m. today.
28. Lord CARADON (United Kingdom): As we approach the end of this year's debate on the subject of
colonialism, perhaps it is opportune to reflect on how
near we have come to the end of colonialism itself. We
all rejoice that we have alrady come so far, and that
the end of colonialism is now in sight. There are those
who are sufficiently objective to say that the era of
~
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colonialism had some compensations and brought some
benefits. There were compensations and benefits in '
the maintenance of order, in economic development, in
experience of democratic methods and in education.
But we all recognize that such compensations and
such benefits-real as they were-should never be
made the pretext for perpetuation of domination by
one country or one people or one race over another.
29. It has long been commonplace to say that even

good government is not a substitute for self-government, and it is -universally acknowledged that. every
nation should be free to shape its own destiny. Yes,
every nation should be free to do so, even if the road
of independence is hard and painful. And, lest some
of the older nations are tempted to be superior as
they look at the early endeavours of the new nations,
it may be well to remind ourselves that few, if any,
of the older nations achieved national advance and
national unity without severe hardships and long
struggles and bitter conflicts.
30. But, although the era of colonialism is now
happily almost over, there is another evil which
partly arises from it and which is not ended. It may
be just beginning. That is the danger of race conflict.
We see that danger in many parts of the world,
chiefly in southern Africa. Surely one of the greatest
challenges of our generation is the challenge of
whether we can in time make a supreme effort to
achieve just solutions in southern Africa which will
avoid and prevent racial conflict.

31. But today I do not propose to discuss the problems
and dangers of southern Africa. We have had and shall
have other opportunities to do so. Those problems,
I submit, are not primarily colonial questions. They
are something much more serious and more dangerous.
They are race problems, and we shall make a grave
mistake if we do not recognize and deal with them
as SUCh.
32. I am concerned today to discuss strictly colon~al

question-questions of how some fifty remaining
colonial territories,. scattered round the world, can
end their colonial status and make a new start, and
how this can be rapidly achieved in peace and in
order and in hope for the future.
33. My own country is mainly concerned in this

effort. For, leaving aside for the purpose of our
present debate the territories of southern Africa and
leaving aside, too, those countries which are dominated
by oth::rs but not yet recognized here as colonies,
there are now only fifty colonial territories in the
world~ Of these, my country has responsibility for
thirty-one. We plan that this figure shall be reduced by
at least four next year, when Bechuanaland, Basutoland,
British Guiana and Mauritius are due to become
independent-with Swaziland and South Arabia to
follow soon afterwards to that declared destination.
34, Let me suggest to you that there are three main

facts about these thirty-one territories.
35. First, most of them are small in area and
population. The total popUlation of all the remaining
British territories is only 9 million, half of those 9
million people living in twenty-nine territories. We
have indeed already come most of the way along the

16

sea c
whatE
tion,

road we set ourselves, and we in the Commonwealth
can take satisfaction and pride, too, in the fact that
out of the total population of the Commonwealth,
amounting to 750 million people, little more than 1
per cent now live in non-self-governing and dependent
countries.
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41. I

36. The second fact about these thirty-one remaining

attitm

territories is that all are different. From the Cayman
Islands in the Caribbean to the Solomon Islands in the
Pacific, and from Aden to Basutoland, they present
the widest conceivable variety in geography, in
resources or the lack of them-and in need. They each
have their own different character and different
requirements, but equal claims on our understanding
and our concern. They cannot be limped together and
dismissed with a single sweeping generalization.
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37. The third fact about these territories is that,

in moving to a new and freely chosen status, each of
them has some special and distinctive and unique
problem. The problem may be one of size. Many of
them al'e too small to fend for themselves in the
world. It may be a problem of remoteness from
ma:rkets and lines of communication. It may be one
of lack of resources sufficient to enable them to
survive alone. It may be a problem of bringing
togeth"}r, within one united community, people of
different origin, religion or race. The problems
are peculiar in every case. They have no easy solution.
Were it otherWise, all these scattered territories
would certainly have emerged {rom colonial status
already.
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38. I have said that, with the variety of conditions

and problems which these thirty-one territories
present, it is inipossible to dismiss them. with some
sweeping generalization. There is no single solution.
There is no single shibboleth, no single pass-word
which will open the way to solutions of their different and separate problems. It is no use hoping
that, if we blow hard enough on the trumpets of
immediate independence, the practical obstacles will
all come tumbling down. But nevertheless there are
certain basic principles to be applied, on which I
think that all of us could agree. What, are they?
39. They are, first, that the wishes and the interests

of the people should prevail. That should be our
guiding and overriding rule. The voice of the people
should be heard and respected. Where there is disagreement amongst the people themselves, there
should be patient and persistent negotiation by conciliation and conference. The priI~ciple of consultation
is to us all-important. We must not seek to impose
anything-not even the imposition of the will of the
majority on the minority. Minorities must also be
conslllted. We ,have obligations to them too, special
obligations to do all we can to protect their just
claims and their best interests.
In sincerely applying these principles and these
methods, I know that, we have sometimes been criticized, and our intentions and motives have sometimes
been misunderstood. There are those who impatiently
call for immediate independence irrespective of
the special difficulties and differences and disagreements which persist. There are those who say that
all these peoples must walk the plank at once into the
40.
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sea of independence whether they like it or not, and
whatever the consequences. Pass a sweeping resolution, cut the ties, abandon obligations, ignore minority
rights. ,forget economic needs. Let them sink ?r
swim; l(~t them be sacrificed to satisfy a theory and
to prov€) a case.
41. I hope that no such heartless and a:rrogant
it will be
attitude will continue. And· I trust t_
increasingly realb:ed that the residue of colonial
problems must be settled not by dictation and imposition but by reference to the needs and wishes of the
people themselves. Their interests must be paramount.
The policy and the method-this I earnestly submit
to this Assembly-must be based on two vital principles, the two p·';'.inciples of consultation and consent.
I.

42. These are the twin purposes to which we are
committed and which we shall pursue. To consult
with the people. To act with their consent. These
obligations are paramount. We shall not be deflected
from them. To do otherwise would be to abandon our
trust and our obligation.
43. I say again that we are proud of our record of
converting a dependent Empire into a free Commonwealth. We are not prepared to end that era by
shamefully surrendering the interests and overriding
the wishes of peoples however small and remote they
may be. By applying the principles of consultation
and' consent we have. in less than twenty years,
brought twenty-six nations to independence, with a
population of more than a fifth of the population of the
world. We are determined that we shall finish this
task as we began, that we shall continue the process
of consultation and consent till the end.
44. Some of us will remember the remarkable speech
made by Mr. Waiter Lippman here in this Assembly
Hall last year when he spoke of:
" .•• the modern and revolutionary principle that
legitimate government rests on the consent of the
governed and that this consent comes from their
freedom to choose and from their capacity to make
a choice".Y
45. We accept that revolutionary principle. We are
determined that all the peoples for whom we still have
responsibility shall be given the freedom to choose,
for where there is no choice there is no freedom. We
are determined that the pattern and the direotion of
their future shall be based on their own choice and
their own consent.
46. There maybe those wh<O question our sincerity.
There may be those who believe that we still wish to
dominate. our remaining colonial territories. Our
record belies such accusations. Our remaining colonial
territories. believe me. are not a material asset. In
terms of finance they are a heavy liability. If we
were to consult only our narrow self-interest there
would be advantage in cutting our ties with them
tomorrow. But we are not prepared to break faith
with them. We wish to sec them free and free to
make their own choice. We shall not fail to consult
their wishes and their interests.
j
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47. We wish to see them make a start in freedom in
accordance with their own declared consent-the
consent not of a fraction or of a party or even of a
majority. but the consent as far as humanly possible
of all the people.
48. I cannot hope to deal today with all the questions
raised in the reports of the Committee of Twentyfour, (A!5800/Rev.1.Y and A!6000!Rev.l], but let me
now take a. few examples to show how we translate
these principles of consultation and consent into
practical effect.
49. I refer first to Southern Arabia. Here we are
engaged on the unique task of helping the people of
Southern Arabia in the complex enterprise of welding
a score of states i.nto one unified and independent
State. The aim is not 1n doubt, It has been declared
and confirmed by representatives of all the states
concerned. But its attainment has presented and still
presents special difficulties. The main difficulty arises
from the fact that Aden State, with a population of a
quarter of a million, has an urban and commercial
economy while the other states of South Arabia have a
scattered population of a million people who are
tribal, pastoral and agricultural. The task of unification of many diverse interests in one which can be
carried out only by conciliation, co-operation and
consultation; and these efforts have been delayed and
temporarily frustrated, I am sorry to say, by violence
instigated from outside Aden.
50. Nevertheless the process of consultation continues fcHowing on earlier conferences, 'Visits to
Aden by the Secretary of State for the Colonies and
complicated constitutional negotiations. We have taken
one initiative after another in these directions. And
we have made clear throughout that the declared aim
of representatives of all the states concerned to
achieve complete independence by 1968 has our full
support. There could be no better example of the fact
that a settlement and a solution must be found not by
force or violence but by working out a plan for independence in consultation and agreement.
51. The second example I take is that of British
Gu·~ana. Here the problem has been to create an
in..dependent State in a country with a population of
6:::8.000 people, of whom about half are of Indian
descent and a third of African' descent with the
remainder mixed European. Chinese and American
Indian. The main difficulties and dangers have arisen
from political and racial divisions which have several
times in past years erupted into violence. Here again, .
by a series of conferences, efforts have been made
in consultation with the elected representatives of the
people to find an acceptable basis for early independence. And at the conference just concluded in
London final decisions were taken not only on the
form of constitution-to include special provision for
protection of minorities and a Bill of Rights and a
solemn' declaration of intent to end communal divisions-but also on the date of independence for the
new nation of Guyana. which is to be celebrated
on 26 May next year.
52. The third example I would take is that of :Fiji
which has a popUlation of just under half a million.

>
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Of that number half are Indians an~ just over 40 per
cent Fijians. The special problems of Fiji arise from·
doubts and anxieties and suspicions between the two
main communities, each wishing to ensure that it
is not dominated by the other.
53. In the summer of this year a fully representative

Fiji conference took place in London. All the representatives agreed that the first objective must be
further progress towards internal self-government. A
Bill of Rights including safeguards against unwarranted
racial discrimination' was agreed upon. Agreement
was also reached on constitutional advance to include
provision for an unofficial majority in the Legislative
Council-a Ministerial system and some adjustment
in the balance of representation of the communities
in the Legislative Council. Indians pressed for an
immediate common voters' roll. The Fijians and
Europeans wished the present communal rolls to be
maintained. Agreement could not be reached so the
United Kingdom decided to introduce a new system
under which, for the first time, cross-voting will be
employed for the election of nine Legislative Councillors by votes of all three communal rons.
Fiji provides another example of the necessity of
consultation and consent, if peaceful and sound progress is to be achieved. To ride roughshod over the
wishes of any of the different communities and to seek
to impose a solution would destroy the hope of racial
harmony and co-operation on which the future prosperity and unity of Fiji must so clearly depend.
54.

Now let me speak about tow subjects to which
special reference has been made in the Committee
of Twenty-four and in the Fourth Committee.
55.

56. The first subject is that of territorial claims
against a few of the Territories over which we exercise
sovereignty-the Falkland Islands and Gibraltar, for
instance. We are always ready to discuss these
questions in a friendly and constructive spirit, but
we must nevertheless apply the principles of consultation and consent. There can be no question of
negotiating the issue of sovereignty and signing away
the destinies of whole peoples over their heads. The
people of these Territories are not to be betrayed
or bartered. Their wishes and their interests are
paramount, and we shall do our duty in protecting
them.

57. The second question is that of bases. We no longer
require bases anywhere in the world for the maintenance of imperial interests. We need bases only to
carry out our obligations in peace-keeping and in
coming to the aid of our friends and meeting our treaty
commitments to them. Here again we apply the
principle of consultation and consent. It is the expressed view of my Government that no base is
militarily or morally. defensible unless it has the
support of the people of the territory in which it is
situated. We shall put those principles into practice
in South Arabia, for example. where we have already
declared that the future of any British defence
facilities should be a matter for negotiation between
ourselves and the Government of the llew State on
independence.

58. I return to the proposition of which I have spoken.
For more than thirty years I myself have been engaged

in working with colonial peoples on the basis of
consultation and consent to advance towards full selfgovernment and independence. In Arabia and Africa
and in the West Indies I have spent my working life
in that process. I can give my own personal testimony
of the methods of consult£tion which we have followed,
and I am proud to say that all the covntries in which I
have served are independent now.
59. My country, more than any other, is experienced
in the processes of enfranchisement and liberation.
Those who have worked with us in Asia and Africa
and elsewhere in the world know that what I say is
true. Our cri\;ics are mainly those who know little
or nothing of such methods. Some of them advocate
free elections and free association and free speech
for others, but they do not seem anxious to introduce
such radical practices in their own countries. Some
of them are experts not in enfranchisement and
liberation but in suppression and in totalitarian
authority. We have no wish to quarrel with them, but
we have not the slightest wish to imitate them. We
can teach only what we know. We shall follow the
methods in which we bel:'~ve. We shall not abandon
the people who rely on us. We shall continue to
practise the principles of consultation and consent.

We shall no doubt make mistakes, as we have
made mistakes in the past. We shall no doubt continue to face criticism, some of it genuine, but some
of it merely mischievous and some even malicious.
It is the motive and the practical achievement that
matter. Our practical achievement is well known.
Our motive is to deal with the 1 per cent that remains,
as we have dealt with the 99 per cent who are already
free-to deal with their problems fairly and fearlessly, always with respect for their wishes and
their interests. We hall welcome discussion and
public debate. We shall continue to explain and
justify our actions and our policies. At the same
time we shall act confidently; we shall go forward
in the certainty that our motive is right and that
our methods have been tried and tested and found
acceptable and workable and beneficial by the people
who matter-the people of the countries concerned.
60.

Mr. MALECELA (United Republic of Tanzania):
Anyone who listened to the statement made by the
representative of the United Kingdom would have
been tempted to think that it was made with sincerity.
Nevertheless, I want to remind this Assembly that
the United Kingdom Government is the same Government that handed over 13 million Africans to the
racist minority in South Africa. I wonder whether
that is what the representative of the United Kingdom
calls "consultation". The same Government of the
United Kingdom is now in the process of handing
over 4 million of our African brothers to a handful
of a racist minority. I wonder if that is what he calls
their "method of consultation". I do not wish to get
off the track of what I wished to say to this Assembly.
61.

62. The fact that this Assembly is once again called
upon to examine the question of colonialism throws
a huge and deep shadow over our Organization. That is
so because in 1960, when resolution 1514 (XV) containing the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples was adopted, there
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was optimism in some quarters that the shame of
colonialism would soon be eliminated from our midst
and that it would be just a part of our bitter history.
That was the optimism that prevailed five years ago.
But it is obvious that it was wishful thinJdng which
indeed has turned out to be illusory.
63. I say it ha.s turned out to be illusory because
experience has bitterly taught us so. It is illusory
because during the past several weeks in the debates
in the Fourth Committee speaker after speaker,
petitioners and documentation have all shown that
colonialism is still an existent cancer plaguing
countless millions who directly exist under it ::md
threatening humanity as a whole, since civilized
humanity has condemned it and is :,?ositively resolved
to crush it by all means.
64. AI? I have just stated, colonialism, the system of
the exploitation of man by man, is a threat to civilized
humanity and a threat to international peace and
security. My d~legation and all African people are
convinced of this fact, because it is in Africa that
the forces of international imperialism have unleashed,
and are collectively still continuing to unleash, all
their aggressive fury to suppress, colonize and
exploit the African people together' with the natural
resources of Africa.
65. Only a few weeks ago, the atmosphere in, this'
very hall was electrified as we pronounced ourselves
against the racist minority rebels who have usurped
the territory of Southern Rhodesia using as a basis,
be it noted, the infamous 1961 Constitution that was
prepared by the United Kingdom Government-and I
suppose we shall be told it was by consultation. For
years past we have time and again called upon the
United Kingdom Government to rescind that reactionary and discriminatory Constihltion, and time
and again that Government has haughtily told us
that it was none of our business. The question of
Southern Rhodesia was and remains our business,
not just parUcularly because it is a problem in
Africa but also because it is a question of an integral
part of the universal community being subjected to
colonial suppression. The United Kingdom Government
prepared and made operative'the discriminatory 1961
Constitution. The Smith gang of outlaws has seized
upon it and made the declaration of so-called independence. As far as my delegation is concerned, as
far as all freedom-loving peoples of the world are
concerned, the SouthE:rn Rhodesian question as it
stands now is one of the continuation of colonialism,
with the United Kingdom Government
responsible.
•
<66. When, a few weeks ago, we came to this Assembly
to raise our voices against the practices of the
United Kingdom Government with regard to Southern
Rhodesia.. it was because we knew what would happen.
We told thh.1 Assembly of the ineffectiveness of the
economic sanctions. We told this Assembly of the
brutalities that would follow should we a.llow Smith
to go away with the much talked-about economic
sanctions.
67. Time ha.s prov'ed us ri.,1ht. Since the unilateral
declaration of independence we have seen how Smith
and his gang have unleashed the most primitive forms
of suppression of our people in Southern Rhodesia. We
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have heard how defenceless people have been shot
dead in the streets simply because they are opposed
to this racist gang. What is even more surprising is
that the United Kingdom Government has now started
to bring to this Assembly and other organs of the
United Nations the word "if ll • For example, they say
now that only if everybody, all States, co-operated
would the economic sanctions work. We knew that
South Africa and Portugal would not co-operate. We
knew that even some other Governments would not
co-operate. That is why we told this Assembly
categorically that economic sanctions would not work.
We tell the Assembly again in no uncertain terms
that sanctions will not work. My delegation was
very much disappointed to hear that the Spanish
Government, even after the Security Council resolution, gave an order for iron ot'e to the racist minority
of Southern Rhodesia. We appeal to the Spanish Government and people to desist from this, as it constitutes
an open encouragement to the racist rebellion. My
delegation, however, reserves the right to submit
another draft resolution on Southern Rhodesia, in
view of what is going on now in that unhappy land.
We hope that such ,a resolution will receive wide
support from all Members.
68. The question of Southern Rhodesia does not end
there but is definitely interconnected with the question
of colonial suppression in Angola, Mozambique and
South West Africa, as well as in South Africa r where
the African. people are suppressed under the notorious
policies of apartheid of the r~gime in Pretoria. It is
common knowledge now that the forces of reaction
and st'ppression have usurped the rule of these lands
and are waging an aggressive war of suppression
against the heroic struggling people of Africa.
69. I find it imperative to state here again, as my
delegation has pointed out in other bodies, that these
racist and reactionary minority r~gimes are able to
persist and pursue their policies against the African
people only because they receive the active support
of the influential Powers of the Western world.
70. When the Committee on Twenty-four went to
Africa earlier this year, petitioners appearing before
it to expose the situation in the colonies under
Portuguese colonialism gave evidence that the Portuguese colonialists were carrying on their aggressive
war against the African people, by using huge amounts
of armaments supplied to them by some of the
Western countries.
71. Port~gal has no active enemy in Europe, as far as
we know. Portugal's only enemy is its policy of brutal
massacre of the African people in continuation of
colonialism. Hence, if NATO arms are given to
Portugal by the Western Powers to defend it from
its enemy, and since its enemy is its own colonialist
policies, the arms are, therefore, in active use
against the African people. In this context those arms
are used by the countries that supply them, collectively with Portugal, against our African brothers.
It is evident that Portugal is one ofthe most backward
and poorest of the European nations. It is also no
secret that Portugal depends a great deal on the
wealthy resources of the territories at present under
its coloniaI r~gime. It is our belief that Portugal
can maintain its present aggressive policies only
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because of the support it r~;ceives from its Western
allies. What is most shocking in \:his connexion is that
those Western countries are re~~dy to co-operate'
with and encourage Portugal be(?ause of the huge
sums of money invested in those Territories as a
result of the privileges Portugal has extended to
them under its colonial laws.
72. The delegation of the United Republic of Tanzania
stands fully behind the heroic struggling people
of Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese
GUinea, who are struggling gallantly against the
Portuguese colonialists and those who are supporting
them. We are convinced that theirs is a just, and
honoJ.rable struggle, a struggle that upholds the lofty
ideal of the African people to liberate the continent
of Africa from the ravages of colonialist exploitation.
73. The Committee of Twenty-four, during its trip
to Africa, upheld the justice of such struggles fuld,
in variou.s resolutions, morally accepted the fact that,
because such struggles are just and correct, they
should receive moral and material support and any
kind of aid from all those who cherish freedom. It is
the considered view of our delegation that, since those
struggles are against colonialism and the exploitation
of man by man, and since they are in actuality
struggles to attain and further the principles contained
in resolution 1514 (XV)-which is the Delcaration-they
are therefore in furtherance of the basic principles
of the Charter, and as such and in themselves should
be gloriously upheld.
'? 4. As I have already stated, it is obvious and undisguised that the forces of international reaction in
Souther Africa have formed a devil's alliance to perpetuate colonial exploitation. Thus, since I have given
our views on Southern Rhodesia and the Portuguese
colonies, I must go on record regarding the situation
in South West Africa. And here I should like to assure
the representative of Japan that if what he told us a
few days ago-that Japan has withdrawn its investments from South West Africa-is correct, that is a
move which we in Africa welcome, and we hope that
it will do the same in respect of South Africa"
75. The volume of documentation on the queston of
South West Africa shows that while the territory is,
in the words of an editorial in The Times of London
"a stolen mandate" and ruled by Souih African
apartheid, there are other international forces involved. These forces are the gigantic financial consortium composed of a number of companies in the
United States, the United Kingdom and other Western
countries. The evidence which was brought before
the Fourth Con..mittee has shown that the activities
of these companies, in pursuance of the apartheid
laws of South Africa, are detrimental to the national
interests of the African people of South West Africa.
Of course, we were not surprised when the representative of the United States tried to escape from
these .facts by bringing in communism and trying
to state tb-at that the report was full of communistic
dogma. We know, too, that here in the United States
the best way to fight a man is -to call him a communist. I am afraid, however, that we are now in
the General Assembly where facts have to be given.
76. It is the opinion of my delegation that not only are
the activities of thes~ -foreign financial monopolies
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detrimental, but that they constitute an active impediment to the attainment by the African people
of the territory of their legitimate right to freedom
and independence. -Furthermore, the South African
apartheid-mongers, apart from their own huge military
machinery within the territory, have the active
co-operation in this field of those very Western
countries which have always professed to be our
friends.
77. Does that mean that these influential Powers
are ready to sacrifice the great principles laid
down in the Declaration contained in resolution 1514
(XV) in order to further their selfish economic
interests in those territories?
78. The report of the Special Committee on the
situation in those areas is clea.r and to the point.·
The forces of colonial aggression represented in
Southern Rhodesia by the United Kingdom Government and the IanSmithgangofoutlaws, in Mozambique,
Angola and so-called Portuguese Guinea by the
Portuguese, and in South West Africa by the apartheidmongers -all with the active co-operation of the
influential Western Powers-are therefore acting in
contravention of the various resolutions of this
Organization and of its Charter, and are thus maintaining sources of tension which constitute a threat
to international peace and security.
79. If I have dwelt at length on the situation in Africa,

it is only because those areas are very close to us,
because it is an integral part of the over-all struggle
for the total liberation of Africa, and we, individually
and collectively as members of the Organization of
African Unity, are determined to carry on the struggle
to thf'\ bitter end. On this there can never be a compromise. It does not mean, however, that we are
not concerned about colonialism in other parts of the
globe.
80. It is the opinion of my delegati.on that the
Declaration on the Granting of Independen(ie to Colonial
Countries and Peoples is a significant document whose
principles constitute the basic desires of freedomloving peoples for tlie development and progress of
mankind and against the retrogressive forces of
colonialism wherever and in whatever form it may
manifest itself. Hence, my delegation is dismayed to
find that today, five years after the adoption of
resolution 1514 (XV) during which time several
other resolutions have been adopted, the colonial
Powers are still clinging arrogantly to their old
positions of usurping privileges of dependent peoples.

81. Four the same reason we are concerned that

the United States Government is still clinging to its
position in rel~tion to the Virgin Islands under its
colonial rule. That Government has informed us
that it has already charted the future for the Virgin
Islands. That may be so; but the facts that are
apparent are that the charted future is one that causes
apprehension. Can the United States Governmentshow
in what way the .status of the Virgin Islands has
changed.? To what degree have the principles of the
Charter and the provisions of resolution 1514 (XV) .
been applied?
Mr. Ramani (Malaysia), Vice-President, took the
Chair.
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82. In the same manner and context we find that
colonialism is still rampant in those far-flung but
important territories of Papua and New Guinea which
are under the colonial administration of the Government of Australia. Despite many appeals, the Australian authorities have not made any effort to comply
with the Declaration and have made no progl'ess
towards granting independence. The practice in the
territories of Papua and New Guinea is still that of
colonial masters suppressing the legitimate rights
of the colonized people. Furthermore, we have heard
the alarming news that the colonizers are now busy
expropriating land and other resources in those
territories. For example, in some places in New
Guinea they have taken land for the exploitation of
timber at a price absolutely unthinkable in our time.
Also in those territories they have virtually alienated
the land from the people for mining purposes. This
Assembly must pronounce itself on those abominable
practices. I say "abominable" because we in Africa
have learned the bitter lesson that the so-called
civilizing mission ultimately turns against the
indigenous people.

9

none of those Territories has become independent.
The longer we leave these people to the mercy of the
administering Power, the longer we expose them and
their Territories to the merciless exploitation of the
colonizers. We of the United Eepublic of Tanzania
want to assure the indigenous people of the Trust
Territories under Australian administration that we
are with them in their struggle, that we shall be
with them until they regain their independence.
86. We have said before, and we say again, that
the nature of colonialism does not change; that it is
only the tactics of the colonialists that change in their
attempt to further their condemned and moribund
system.
87. Those are factors that are amply presented in
the report which is under discussion now. Those are
factors that move my delegation to believe that it
is high time that this Organization considers some '
more concrete measures which will bring the colonialist forces to bow down before the just and legitima.te aspirations of the peoples in the colonies.

83. Petitioner after petitioner in the Fourth Committee has told us how many peopl~ in the colonies
have become landless as a result of such practices.
And yet these practices are still being followed, and
we have no doubt that they are likely to lead in
New Guinea to the samerssults as in other territories,
such as South West Africa, the Portuguese colonies
and others. We know that it is through these practices
that, ultim :ltely, thecolonizers bring problems to the
indigenous people such as the minority problem in
Southern Rhodesia.

88. I say it is high time, because we find that in
several of these colonies-especially the ones now
called "smaller" colonies-the colonialist Powers
have established military bases for their global
military strategies. Why, we ask, do the colonialist
forces place these military bases in these Territories?
Two schools of thought have been advanced. First, it
is alleged that these bases are for use against socalled terrorists and agitators; I suppose th1.t that
is the reason used in the case of Aden. Secondly, as
I have already said, these bases are for the global
military strategtes of the colonial Powers.

84. My delegation would like unreservedly to condemn
these ill-mannered practices ofthe Australian Government. This Assembly should not be a silent spectator
when such evils are practised. It is the considered
opinion of my delegation that is was perhaps wrong
in the first place to give such Trust Territories to a
country like Australia; indeed, in our view, the rule
of Australia must be brought to an immediate end.
We therefore call on this Assembly to fix definite
early dates for the independence of the Trust Territories under Australian administration. After all,
if a Government like that of Australia runs Territories
entrusted to it by the United Nations in that way, it is
for the United Nations now to take them away. My
delegation is satisfied that the peoples of New Guinea,
and the other Territories can rule themselves today;

89. Therefore, if this military machinery ~s now
boing used locally, it is an open confession that it
is there in order to further the injustice that already
e}(ists, to impede the people from attaining their
legitimate desires for freedom and independence.
We cannot agree nor accept that the heroic nationalists struggling for their independence are terrorists.
In my delegation's view, it is the colonialist forces
and their paraphernalia of war and massacre that
are terroristic. It is they that have usurped and
colonized the lands, denying the people their natural
rights, intimidating them with aggressive military
power and generally terrorizing the colonized peoples.
And so, as experience has shown, the use of military
force, or any force at all, invites the use of force by
the colonized peoples in order to free themselves.

85. The only terrible m~stak<z that we at the United
Nations make is to wait to be told by the administering Power that such and such a country can now
obtain independence, forgetting that the colonial
Powers always want to prolong their stay, as long
as it is prac'i:icable and profitable for them to do so.
We appeal to the United Nations to send yet anotherand a final-commission that will spe(lifically propose
definite dates for thE:. early independence of these
Trust Territories. It should be the United Nations,
and not the administering Power, that set these
dates. It is indeed shocking that since the Trusteeship
System was initiated and some Territories were given
to Australia under that System, none of those Ter=
ritories has become independent. I repeat: so far

90. Hence, the colonial situation, which has been
condemned as shameful to humanity, constitutes a
threat to international peace and ~ecurity. And such a
situation exists. It exists in the colonies under
Portugues'e colonial occupation, where an aggressive
war is being waged against the pepoles of Angola,
Mozambique and so-called p.ortuguese Guinea.
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91. I believe I shall only be doing the duty whioh
falis on me because of our position as an integral
part of the anti-colonialist forces if I suggest that
we should draw the attention of the Security Council
to such sit'olations and request the Council to take the
measures necessary to remove such threats to
international peace and security.
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General Assembly - Twentieth Session 92. On the second point, that of colonial territories
being used for the maintenance or creation of military
bases for utilization in global military strategies, I
should likf> to recall the Declaration made by the nonaligned c'/untries at Cairo last year. It reads, in part:
liThe Conference considers the maintenance or
future establishment of foreign military bases and
the stationing of f.:>reign troops on the territories of
other countries, against the expressed will of those
countries, as a gross violation of the sovereignty of
States and as a threat to freedom and international
peace. It furthermore considers as particularly
indefensible the existence or further' ;stablishment of
bases in dependent territories which could be used
for the maintenance of colonialism or for other
purposes. " 1/
93. That Declaration was made because we are all
people determined to uphold the lofty ideals of freedom
and independence for human progress and development.
That Declaration was made because we took into
consideration the fact that the maintenance or establishment of such bases is inimical to international
peace and security.
94. We should again like to appeal to the United Kingdom and United States Governments not to establish
a military base on some islands which are at present
part of the Mauritius.
.

95. We have made a lengthy statement because the
colonial problem is still raging in the world. Colonialism has now taken a very bad turn. I have in mind
the events in the Portuguese territories and the
inhuman way in which people are being killed daily
in Southern Rhodesia and South West Mrica. Those
situations are indeed a nightmare for all the people
of the world who arecommited to the ideals of freedom
and independence. My delegation hopes that during this
twentieth session of the Assembly we shall see some
more positive lines adopted against colonialism.
Finally, my delegation hopes that it will not be long
before this Organization can make it possible for
every man under the sun to breathe the air of
freedom.
96. Mr. KULAGA (Poland): This year's consideration
of colonial questions has begun in the dark shadows
of the question of Southern Rhodesia. It has erupted
under the impact of the seemingly unimaginable-the
practical imposition of a most retrograde racist
r€lgime-becoming an ugly reality. It has provoked
a storm of protest and demands that Ian Smith's act
be met with the sternest, most rapid and effective
counter-action. It has focused the world's attention on
the ever-present threat Which colonialism poses to the
rights of men and peoples, to the ever-present threat
which colonialism poses to international peace and
security.
97. Five years ago, almost to the day, the Assembly
passed a resolution which has very rapidly come to
rank among the most outstanding documents of the
United Nations. Resolutions 1514 (XV), the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, has acqUired such pre-eminence because
it went far towards meeting the aspirations of still
1/ See document A/5763, section VII1.
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dependent peoples, because it reflected and responded
to the active and just struggle of these peoples for
their independence. Simultaneously, the Declaration,
as the highest common denominator of the support
of all progressive humanity for dependent peoples,
furthered and encouraged their struggle. Ample proof
of that may be found in the reports of the Committee
of Twenty-four [A/5800/Rev.l and A/6000/Rev.l], in
the numerous deolarations by petitioners at the
meetings of the Committee in Africa and in the
hearings of petitioners in the Fourth Committee. In
many respects the Declaration has become the Magna
Carta of dependent peoples.
98. 'these five yeal'S have witnessed the achievement
of independence by a number of States, which we
have been happy to welcome in this Assembly as fullfledged Members of our Organization. They have
witnessed the intensification of the struggle for
independence in most Territories under colonial
domination. The "passionate yearning for freedom
in all dependent peoples", to quote the third paragraph
of the preamble to the Declaration, has manifested
itself with even more strength.
99. And yet, it is precisely now that the latent
threat in Southern Rhodesia has exploded. We do
not intend to reopen this question, except to underI tne once more how fully our delegation shares in
the shock at and condemnation of this hotbed of
racism, subjugation and exploitation which the
Salisbury r~gime has introduced in Southern Rhodesia.
We had experience of theories of Herrenvolk-race
superiority-under German Nazi occupation and cannot but look with the deepest concern on the new
Herrenvolk domain,' purporting to establish itselffrom
the Cape coast to the Zambesi River.
100. My Government has denounoed the criminal act
accomplished by the minority settler r~gime in
Southern Rhodesia and has declared its fullest support
for the just stand adopted on this question by the
Organization of African Unity and for the resolutions
adopted by the United Nations. We have also declared
our full solidarity with' the just striving of the 4
million Rhodesian people for freedom and independence, and with the demands that Rhodesia's racist
laws be annulled and a Government representative of
the population of that country be formed.
101. As the result of a long process-marked by the
Salisbury minority settlers' progressive implementation of their plans for racist supremacy; marked by
guilty British com.placence in spite of the resolutions
of the United Nations, which Poland supported entirely,
and in spite of the timely warnings, coupled with
corresponding proposals, by the African States-a
new apartheid structure is now trying tc., entrench
itself in Southern Rhodesia. A racist bloc has taken
form in southern Africa. Its economic and military
backbone is constituted, with the overt or covert
support of some Western countries, by the :Republic of
South Africa, which also provides the "ideological"
lead. The African population in South and South West
Africa, the Portuguese colonies and Southern Rhodesia
serves as a kind of slave .labour reserve. All this
happens with complete-if not, XC1' understandable
reasons) too vocally expressed-harmony among the
intermixed interests of South Africa, Portugal and
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some Western and NA'.cO Powers, which therefore
bear a responsibility for the threat to peace which is
steadily growing in southern Africa.
102. A careful stUdy of all the thorough and "valuable
reports submitted to the Assembly by the Committee
of Twenty-four shows clearly the variety and tactics,
the elasticity of colonialism in adapting itself to new
situations in what I would describe as the guerre
d'usure which it is conducting against the wishes of
the dependent peoples, against the aims and purposes
of the United Nations Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
103. Thls war for the "containment" or even "rollback" of the anti-Acoll:>nialist struggle-to use such
expressions for policies which have already been
proved bankrupt-may assume the form of outright
rejection of United Nations principles, as in the
case of South West Africa and the Portuguese colonies.
It may assume the form of military intervention, as
in the case of Aden. It may assume the more subtle
for of preparing independence through authorities
which are not representative of the people. It always
bases itself on establishing as firm an economic
grip on the dependent peoples as possible while
keeping to its barest minimum the ·social and educational advancement of these peoples. In many instances
it is accompanied by the establishment of militl;lry
bases and by efforts to ancpor these bases in the economic structure of the colonial country, SIJ as to make
it seem an indispensable element of the future development of the country afterdt achieves independence.
'104. In all cases, however, th,e··common denominator
is thb flame: the thwartingofdhe provisions of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, the .creation of conditions for
the maintenance of direct· or indirect rule over
dependent peoples.
105. My delegation would like to deal with some of
these manifestations of colonialism in the postDeclaration period. We would like in so doing to
take as our starting point the following paragraphs of
the Declaration [resolution 1514 (XV)]:
"Immediate steps shall be taken ... to transfel' all
powers to the peoples of those territories, without
any conditions or reservations, in accordance with
their freely expressed will and desire .... 11
and:
"Inadequacy of political, economic, social or
educational preparedness sho"ld never serve as a
pretext for delaying indepe'Udence."
106. It is a fact that most resolutions adopted by the
Assembly and the Committee of Twenty-four have had
to include a provision deploring the non-implementation of the Declaration in the relevant territories. I
would quote here resolution 2023 (XX) on Aden, the
draft resolution on Basutoland, Bechuanaland and
Swaziland [sue A/6106; para. 11] and the draft resolutions on Mauritius [see A/6160, para. 50, draft
resolution I1J and Fiji [ibid., draft resolution IV].
107. Turning now to concrete examples: the situation
in Aden shows a very clear trend towards the
creation of a political- structure by virtue of which
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independence would be granted to authorities' not
representative of the people, after delays which would
make it possible to invest such authorities with the
seal of respectability. This has been stated in the
debate on the question of Aden. The resolution adopted
by the Assembly [2023 (XX}J takes due account of
this trend in its operative paragraph 4, which I think
I do not have to quote again.
.
108. The situations in Bechuanaland, Basutoland and
Swaziland show a similar tendency, as can easily be
deduced from the evidence produced before the
Committee of Twenty-four, in particular at its meetings in Africa.
109. In GUiana, independerrce has been delayed for
years now in order to implement the policy of "divide
and rule".
110. Even the South African authorities, as appears
from the report of the Committee of Twenty-four, are
trying to follow a cOU.rse of action inspired by this
trend, by mobilizing chiefs and headmen inl\support.
of their policies against the interests of tlie entire
population of South West Africa.
111. These plans for what I would call an indaba-like
type of independence seem to have become a pattern
in the post-Declaration behaviour of the colonial
Powers-a pattern which is contrary to resolution 1514
(XV), a pattern which it is the duty of the United
Nations to condemn and redress.
112. And 1 am not, of course, taking up the subject
. of the Portuguese colonies and of South West Africa,
where the only prospect offered to the peoples of
these territories is pure and simple annexation and
domination within the devised political and social
structure of Portugal and South Africa.
113. Another proble!:.1. of cardinal importance for
dependent peoples is the increasing tendency of
administering Powers towards the conversion of a
number of dependent territories into military bases.
This question has already been mentioned by the
representative of Tanzania.
114. Guam, Aden and Ascension Island are examples
of existing bases. Petitions, reports and debates in
the Fourth Committee indicate that bases are being
planned and established in many other territories: iri
the Seychelles Islands, the Chagos Archipelago,
Aldabra Islands, Farquhar group, Desroches Island
and South West Africa.
115. Is it necessary to recall in this hall the use to
whiCh the base in Guam has been turned? Is it necessary to mention its role in the aggressive war being
waged against the Viet-Namesepeople? Is it necessary to recall the role played by the base in Ascension
Island? We have already adopted a resolution [2023
(XX)] condemning the base in Aden as a major
obstacle to self-determinati.on by the people of South
Arabia and as a threat to the peace and securjty of
the region. Is it necessary to recall that Chapter XI
of the·Charter provides for the administerii'!g Powers
to promote, as a sacred trust, the well-being of the
inhabitants of these territories, and, to this end, to
further international peace and security?
116. In the continued existence and use of existing
bases and in the establishment of new ones there is,
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-------------------.,..-------1.......,--------------------as far as dependent peoples are cop.cerned, a~ series
of most essential principles involved. SUC~l bases
are, first, a serious impediment and obsb.cle to the
achievement of ind9pendence by the peoples concerned,
since they constitute a powerful means of pressure
against these peoples by virtue of their physical
presence and by virtue of the strength for potential
repression they represent. Secondly, they distort
the economic structure of the territory upon which
they are situated, subjecting it to the needs of the
base and thereby creating lasting disproportions in
the future economic life of the territory while at the
same time preparing the ground for securing the
continuance of the base for so-called economic
reasons. Thirdly, they draw the dependent peoples
into the front-line of an eventual conflict, since
bases in such territories would be most likely to
sirffer heavily in case of conflict; and thus dependent
peoples are subjected to potentially grave dangers
without their having anything to say in this respect,
without haYing in the least been consulted. Fourthly,
bases in dependent territories, especially when situated on islands insulated from any pressure of
public opinion, z:re one way of securing the strategic
purposes of certain countries while at the same
time count\~ri:a:1g the growing resistance of peoples
to the armament race and, in particular, to the
presence of foreign military bases on their territories.
117. Another grave consequence of such bast'}s in
dependent territories is the threat they pose to
territorial integrity. This is confirmed by the plans
for the partition of the Seychelles and Maurittus,
condemned by the Fourth Committee [see A/6160,
p,ua. 50, draft resolution II]. This is a practical
m.ustration of the disdain which certain Powers
have for the notion of self-determination and of
their disregard for the imperative injuction contained
in operative paragraph 4 of resolution 1514 (XV), that
the territorial integrity of the territory of dependent
peoples shall be respected, whenever their own
strategic interests come into play.
118. Taken all together, these elements demonstrate
to what extent bases in dependent territories are
contrary to the Cha:r:ter and to the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. They demofistrate the vicious circle
the dependent territories are being drawn into: from
the establishment of a base and the exercise of a
direct influence over the evolution of the people of
the territory and the creation of a base-geared
economy, up to the finalization of the process of selfdetermination within the framework desired by the
Administering Authority. And it would not be surprising if strategically based islands were prevailed
upon to "choose" association with the Administering
Authority.
119. At this stage of the United Nations fight against
colonialism we ha.ve, and rightly so, concentrated on
the most important problems of the remaining colonies
in Africa and South Arabia. This is and will remain
our main preoccupation as long as South West Africa
and the Portuguese colonies remain subjected to
conditions of colonial bondage, as long as in Southern
Rhodesia 4 million Zimbal"'ve people and many more
millions in South Africa, suffering under apartheid,

6

.have not assumed the rights which are theirs and as
l\mg as colonialism continues to deny genuine freedom
t.:> the peoples of South Arabia and other dependent
territories.
120. In no circumstances, therefore, should we relax
our effort and our drive to assist these peoples in
their struggle for an independent 11fe. At the same
time, the new behaviour of the colonialist Powers in
this five-year post-Declaration period requires, in
the opinion of my delegation, the closest examination.
121. This neo-colonialist stage of colonialism demands of the United Nations an adequate response.
First and foremost) there is the matter of the
legitimacy of the struggle of dependent peoples for
independence. We are greatly indebted to the Committee of Twenty-four for having, if I may say so,
codified this essential provision, thus bridging one
big gap between the process of decolonization and
United Nations action in this respect. The Assembly
must now make It entirely clear that the struggle of
dependent peoples for independent life is a legitimate
one, that it is fully consistent with the Charter and
the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial countries and peoples. Such a clear statement
by the Assembly is both a legal and political necessity.
The principle of the legitimacy of the struggle of
a colonial people for independence implies the recognition of the legitimacy of the struggle of each of its
participants, who are therefore entitled to the moral
and material assistance of all States and of the
United Nations. Repressive measures against the
national liberation movement as a whole and against
its participants as individuals should therefore be
regarcied as contrary to the provisions of the
Declaration.
122. The principle of a fully democratic and free
achievement of independent life by dependent peoples
must be the cornerstone of the implementation of the
Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV). In
this principle we include the notion of the consultation
of the whole people, so. aptly expressed in the formula
"one man, one vote", and the notion of a development
free from any pressure, both of which notions we
understand to be contained in operative paragraph 5
of resolution 1514 (XV).
123. The essential principle of economic independence has been recognized by the Committee of Twentyfour, and we commend the Committee's first reports
on the influence of foreign monopolies in dependent
territories. As these reports are on the agenda of
the Fourth Committee, my delegation will not enter
into the substance of this question here. We wish
merely to point out the usefulness of such reports,
particularly as they illustrate the directly proportional
relationship between colonial economic interests and
colonial domination. The continuation and extension
of this field of activity by the Committee of Twentyfour, in consonance with the eighth preambular
paragraph of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV),
is therefore of the greatest importance.
124. The measures I have drawn attention to, the
many others which have been advanced during our
debates-and I "am particularly referring to the
suggestions made by the representatives of Mali,
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the USSR and the United Republic of Tanzania-'are
measures which should be taken at this post-Declal'~
tion juncture of the efforts to eliminate entirely
the remaining strongholds of colonialism. We would
be happy to see all of these measures codified.
125. This brings me to my concluding remarks,
which I should like to devote to the Committee of
Twenty-four. We wish to express our most sincere
appreciation for the dedication, ability and thoroughness with which the Committee has been discharging
its duties. We congratUlate in particular the Chairman
of the Committee, Mr. Coulibaly of Mali, the Bureau
of the Committee and its Sub-Committees. We are
convinced that the Committee will continue, as in
the past, to spearhead the action of the U'lited Nations
for the final and immediate elimination of Jolonialism.
We trust that, in doing so, the Committee will ta..1<:e
into account all the new elements which have
manifested themselves since the adoption of the
Declaration,
PARTHASARATHI (India): The General
Assembly is now discussing the reports of the
Special Committee for the years 1964 and 1965. These
reports run into 3,500 pages and my delegation has
followed the discussion on them, both in the Fourth
Committee and in plenary, with very great interest.
Having been under colonial rule ourselves, we cannot
be but deeply concerned about the future of those
peoples and territories that have not yet obtained
independence.

126.

Mr.

to independence and freedom, but it is unlikely that
this will happen. The declared policies of the r~gimes
of Portugal, Rhodesia and South Africa run counter
to the spirit of the Charter, the Declaration on Human
Rights, the Declaration on decolonization, and other
resolutions of the General Assembly.
130. Not only has my delegation co-sponsored
relevant resolutions on South Africa, Southern
Rhodesia, South West Africa and the Portuguese
colonies, but we have taken action against Portuguese
colonialism and carried out the provisions of the
resolutions in r9gard to South Africa, South West
Africa and Southern Rhodesia. Unfortunately, there
are still some member"s in the Assembly who continue to assist these racist and oppressive r~gimes
directly or indirectly. Had it not been for such
assistance it is unlikely that the Smith faction would
have dared to usurp the Government of Southern
Rhodesia.
131. While the situation in the southern part of
Africa is bleak and dangerous, my delegation notes
that the process of decolonization in certain other
parts of the world is proceeding in the right direction,
although slowly. In this context my delegation would
like to welcome the recent decision of the British
Guiana Constitutional Conference held in London that
British Guiana should attain independence on 26 MI':lY
1966. It was unfortunate that the administering Pow(~r
was unable to create conditions which would ha've
enabled one of the major parties in British Guiana
to attend the Constitutional Conference. As my delega
tion stated before, British Guiana could have attained
independence much earlier if the administering Power
had pursued more enlightened policies. However, it
is the earnest hope of my delegation that the people
of British Guiana will compose their differences
and work towards national unity, progress and prosperity. My delegation would like to sound a note of
caution however: if the administering Power were to
delay or hinder the attainment of full independence
by British GUiana, such action would be fraught with
grave consequences.
u

127. It was five years ago that the General Assembly
adopted the historic Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples. A
year later, the General Assembly established the
Special Committee. The delegation of India has been
closely associated with both the Committee of Seventeen and the Committee of Twenty-four. I should like
to take this opportunity to pay special tribute to the
Chairman of the Committee of Twenty-four, Mr.
Coulibaly of Mali, whose dedication to the cause of
decolonization is so praiseworthy. The Committee is
indeed fortunate to have a person of his energy,
patience, courtesy and goodwill to preside over its
deliberations.
128. The reports of the 'Committee deal with some
sixty territories and contain two special studies, one
on South West Africa and the other on Portuguese
territories. This is the first time that a United Nations
body has undertaken a detailed examination of the
situation in all the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
Both these special reports are extremely valuable as
they reveal the appalling conditions that prevail in
South West Africa and the Portuguese colonies.
129. ,Since the establishment of ,the Special Committee, several countries in Africa and elsewhere
have attained their independence. But the hard co...· e
of colonialism and racialism remains embedded in
Southern Rhodesia, Angola, Mozambique and so-called
Portuguese Guinea and South and South West Africa.
The southern half of Africa is the last citadel of
colonialism. and raCialism in that continent, and the
General Assembly has to face the problems arising
out of such a situation. My delegation earnestly
wishes for the peaceful progress ~f those territories

132. The situation in Fiji, where on one pretext or
another the administering Power is reluctant to
relinquish its hold, causes the United Nations much
concern. This concern has already been expressed
by the Fourth Committee, which adopted a draft
resolution on it only last week [see A/6160, para. 50,
draft resolution IV]. It is regrettable that the Govf~rn
ment of the United Kingdom should persuade i~tself
that, in the second half of the t"wentieth century, it
should create conditions which, as the resolution
adopted by the Fourth Committee clearly shows,
foment separatist tendencies and delay tlle progress
of Fiji to complete nationhood and independence. It
is well known that colonialism :hlas always brought
in its wake racial discriminatii::m and cqmmunal
disharmony.
133. My delegation does not wish to dilate on this
matter since the representative of Ceylon, when
introducing the draft resolution in the Fourth Conimittee, [1567th meeting], stated the cause of the
people of Fiji most eloquently and clearly. I would
only appeal to the Government of the United Kingdom
to act in Fiji, as it has done in Mauritius, by fixing
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an immediate date for independence on the basis of
representative institutions and democratic elections
conducted on an unqualified "one man, one vote"
principle. However, my delegation regrets that certain
countries, which themselves are born out of the
merging of races, should attempt to focus attention on
racial and ethnic differences ratheJ.' than on common
nationhood.
134. Now I turn to the Cook Islands, and I do so with
satisfaction. New. Zealand, the erstwhile administering
Powers, has alwa.ys played a forword-Iooking role in
colonial matters. Its achievement in the field of
decolonization· has been praiseworthy. N(~w Zealand
was the only administering Power to vote for General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) containingthe Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries und Peoples. It is also to the credit of the
New Zealand Goverm;nent that it has always sought
to build up multi-racial societies eschewing racial discrimination and ethnic differences. Another example
of the progressive policy of the Government of New
Zealand is to be seen in the attainment of full selfgovernment by the Cook Islands.
135. The New Zealand delegation co-operated with the

Committee of Twenty-four and the General Assembly
and invited the United Nations to observe the elections
in the Cook Islands and the proceedings of the
Legislative Assembly established as a result of the
elections.
136. In this connexion, my delegation would like to

pay a well-deserved tribute to Mr. Adeel, who, as
the repzoesentative of the United Nations in the Cook
Islands, performed a responsible and difficult task with
ability and impartiality.
137. The developments in 'she Cook Islands r which

have now attained self-government within the meaning
of Article 73 e of the Charter, give us confidence
that the people of this Territory have chosen and
will always choose their destiny in full freedom and
without interference from any outside party.
138. The Committee of Twenty-four and its subcommittees accomplished a pioneeringtask in examining the situation in the smaller island territories with
respect to the implementation of the Declaration. The
conclusions and recommendations submitted by the
Special Committee are of great significance, since
the administering Powers will oe able to act on
these recommendations in discharging their responsibilities in implementing the Declaration. It is to be
noted with regret, however, that some of the administering Powers have not extended the full cooperation which the Committee of Twenty-four and
the United Nations expects from them as Member
States.
'
139. It has been proved beyond doubt-and this has

been clearly demonstrated in the case of the Cook
Islands-~that visiting missions from the United Nations
can be of great assistance to the people of these
Territories and to the administering Powers in
realiZing the objectives of resolution 1514 (XV). It
is therefore to be hoped that the other administering
Powers will extend facilities to all Visiting missions
which the Special Committee and the General Assembly
may consider it necessary and desirable to send.

--~----
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Arguments have been advanced that the dispatch of
visiting missions from the United Nations to NonSelf-Governing Territories would be tantamount to
interference in the internal affairs of the administer- ing Powers. This contention has been rejected by the
General Assembly. What is more, the United Nations
has certain responsibilities towards Non__C;;;elf-Governing Territories, and it is the obligation of the administering Powers to co-operate with the United Nations
in all possible ways.
140. In surveying the work of the Special Committee,

my delegation would like to refer to the important
work done by the Committee during its visit to Africa
in May and .June 1965, at the invitation of the Governments of Ethiopia, the United RepUblic of Tanzania
and Zambia. This visit enabled the United Nations to
renew direct contact wfth peoples under colonial rule
in Africa and to acquire greater knowledge of their
present status as well as of their aspirations. The
Special Committee's work in Africa will have served
to demonstrate further the concern of the United
Nations for the plight of dependent peoples and to
enable it to assist in the speedy emergence of many
countries from dependence to freedom.
141. India has always been in the vanguard of the

struggle against colonialism, both in the United Nations
and elsewhere. When we look back at 1945 and look
around us today, we notice the striking success
achieved in the struggle against colonialism and
imperialism. But this OrganizatIon cannot afford to
be complacent. Must 'has been. done, but much more
remains to be done in Angola, Mozambique, South West
Africa, Rhodesia, Aden and many other territories
not yet independent.
142. India is passionately dedicated to the noble task

of the rap!d and total eradication of colonialism and
racialism. So long as racialism and colonialism
exist, there can be no real peace, 110 real progress
and no real understanding among peoples. India will
always extend its full support to all peoples in their
struggle for freedom and independence.
143. I have not attempted to go into a detailed con-

sideration of all the questions which arise out of
the reports of the Special Committee, since my
delegation had an opportunity to express its views
both in the Committee of Twenty-four and in the
Fourth Committee. My delegation reserves the right
to intervene in a debate when the draft resolutions
on this item are considered.
Mr. BUSNIAK (Czechoslovakia) (translated from
Russian): As has been stressed by a nt.tmber of the
preceding speakers, five years have elapsed since
the United Nations adopted the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples. In so doing, the United Nations endorsed
the struggle of colonial peoples for independence,
and gave it a much broader basis than it had had
before. Our Organization thereby emphasized the
need to put a speedy and complete end to colonialism
in all its forms and manifestations.
144.

145. The Declaration was adopted at a time when

revolutionary changes had taken place. in the world
following the Second World War. and the colonial
system had been nearing collapse. By adopting the
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Declaration and emphasizing in it the need for speeding
up the elimination of the colonial system, our Organization demonstrated with consummate clarity that
this question related to one of the most important
aspet:lts of this revolutionary process. That noteworthy
document has since provided great moral. support
and encouragement to colonial peoples in their struggle
for independence.
146. This struggle, waged by the enslaved peoples
with the active support of all progressive forces
in the world, has led to the present stage of disintegration of the colonial system. Since the adoption of the
Declaration, Czechoslovakia, as a socialist state
which does not have. does not permit and firmly
condemns any form of exploitation of man by man,
has not only shown complete understanding of and
sympathy for this process of liberation of colonial
territories, but has been giving it the maximum
support of which it is capable.
147. No one can deny that colonialism has been
forced to retreat from its former positions during
the past five years. Nevertheless, the unfortunate
fact remains that colonialism, indeed, colonialism
in its worst forms, still holds sway over an area of
approximately 6 million square kilometres, inhabited
by more than 40 million persons. This fact is all the
more tragic because we have to recognize its existence
twenty years after the establishment of our Organization, the principal task of which is to develop peacefUl
international co-operation on the basis of equal rights
of peoples.
148. At first glance, it might appear that the number
of remaining colonies is not very large. Nevertheless,
what is alarming is that colonialism still eXists,
and still exists in its worst forms, brazenly trampling
underfoot the most elementary human rights. The
remaining strongholds of colonialism are a serious
obstacle to the stabilization of vast territories,
mainly in Africa, but also in Asia and Latin America.
They are a serious threat to international peace and
security and fail to cause apprehension a1".1ong all
peace-loving peoples.· Hence the great urgency of
achieving full decolonization at top speed. If this
is not done, the fundamental purposes of the United
Nations Charter, the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights will
remain unfulfilled.
149. The colonialists do not shtink from any crimes.
Such events as the m\.lrder. of the great Congolese and
African patriot Patrice Lumumba in 1960 and the recent
creation of a new racist State in Africa in the territory
of Southern Rhodesia are clear examples of this.
T'he establishment of a second racist State in African
tI~rritory on the fifth anniversary of ,the adoption of
the Declaration is nothing other than a mockery of
its principles. As has been emphasized by others,
it is quite clear that the imperialist and colonialist
States are setting up in southern Africa a group of
countries, consisting of Southern Rhodesia, the Republic of South Africa and the Portuguese colonies,
whose aim is not only to consolidate colonialism
and racism in that part of Africa, but also to create
a bridge-head against independent African States. In
the final analysis, we are dealing, not With isolated
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efforts, but with a broad counter-attack by imperialism
and colonialism in various parts of the world.
1l)0. Where the colonialists and imperialists have
no other means at their disposal, they have no hesitation in resol>ting to naked aggression and colonial
wars. Unfortunately, there are only too many examples
on hand.
151. Colonial wars are being waged by the United
Kingdom colonialists in Aden and Oman. The Portuguese colonialists are waging a cruel colonial war
in Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese
Guinea. The United states has no qualms in using
the colonial territory of Guam for barbarous air
raids on Viet-Nam.
152. The imperialists and colonialists do not even
hesitate to interfere in the internal affairs of independent states, as evidenced by the examples of the
Congo, the Dominican Republic, CubaandotherStates.
153. We have often heard the view, and have heard
it again at this session, that the presence of military
bases is a matter which must be decided by the
peoples of colonial countries only after they have
achieved independence. We cannot agree with this
view; we reject it out of hand. The example of the
United States base at Guatanamo, Cuba proves that
even an independent State can have the establishment
of a foreign military base in its sovereign territory
imposed upon it against its will. Nor is this the only
~xample. Apart from the fact that they are an
important instrument for maintaining and strengthening colonialism, military bases in colonial territories
also threaten international peace and security. Our
Organization must therefore also view their existence
from this angle and demand their immediate
elimination.
154. We have often heard from the colonialists and
their friends that the colonial Powers are compelled
to use armed force in the colonies because "rebels"
and "conspirators" force them to do so by allegedly
disturbing law and order. There is no need to
demonstrate that this argument is untenable. The
Declaration provides for a peaceful process of decolonization through the exercise by the colonial peoples
of their right to self-determination and independence.
It calls upon the colonial Powers voluntarily and
without delay to grant dependent countries and peoples
complete independence. However, what are the colonial
peoples to do in the many cases in which the colonial
Powers stllbbornly refuse to fulfil their obligations
and oppone independence by every means .at their
command j In such cases, these peoples, on the
basis of their right to self-defence against colonial
aggression, are fully justified in fighting for their
liberation in every possible way, 'inDluding armed
struggle. It is the sacred duty of the Members of
the United Nations and of the Organization itself fully
to support their just struggle for national liberation.
155. It is clear from the present discussion that the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples is not being satisfactorily
implemented. What are the reasons for this situation?
156. The experience of the last five years clearly
shows that the unsatisfactory implementation of the
Declaration cannot in any way be attributed to the
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"~npreparedness"

of the peoples of these territories
for independence or their "lack of interest" in,
exercising their right to self-determination, as the
colonialists and their allies have been arguing. These
and similar arguments are merely a very transparent
cover for colonial policies-a device which will
deceive no one today.
157, It has been proved beyond doubt over the past

five years-although this was also known even before
the adoption of the Declaration-that the main obstacle
to the achievement of decolonization, in other words,
the main reason for t~le unsatisfactory imp1~mentation
of the 1960 Declaration, is the political, economic
and financial interests of such imperialist Powers as
the United states, the United Kingdom, and the Federal
Republic of Germany, not to mention others, and the
interests of international monopolies which are
exploiting the wealth of colonial territorie8. I need
only refer to such names as Consolidated Diamond
Mines of South West Africa and Tsumeb Corporation
in South West Africa; Angola Diamond Company,
Mozambique Gulf Oil and Mozambique Pan American
oil in Angola and Mozambique; British Petroleum in
Oman and Pan-American Hadhramaut Oil Company
in Oman and Aden; Demerara Bauxite Company, a
subsidiary of the Aluminum Company of Canada, Ltd.,
in British Guiana; Barns Philp and Company and the
Australia New Gt' inea Corporation Ltd., in New Guinea,
etc. The enorm.ous profits of these monopolies are
made possible by the colonial system, which puts
them in a privileged position and allows them to
plunder natural resources, and also enables them,
through racial discrimination, cruelly to exploit the
local workers by making them do the most arduous
work at extremely low wates. These colossal profits
are made possible by a land distribution system under
which the European planters can appropriate the best
and largest tracts.
158. The system of economic exploitation of the
colonies has the full support of the military "and
political NATO bloc. Ample and conclusive evidence
has been given within and outside the United Nations
to the efiect that without the continued economic,
financial and military assistance of the imperialist
countries-the United States, the United Kingdom,
the Federal Republic of Germany and others. i.e.
practically all the NATO countries-Portugal could
not have waged such a lengthy and costly war in its
African colonies. Without such assistance, the Republic of South Africa could not have pursued its
policy of apartheid and unrestrained terror against
its own African population and that of South West
Africa. Without this assistance, the second racist
State in African territory, Southern Rhodesia, could
not have been established.
159. This was emphasized in the final declaration of
.the Cairo Conference of Heads of State or Government
of Non-Aligned Countries in 1964:
11 Imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism
constitute a basic source of international tension
and conflict because they endanger world peace and
security. "2J

§J A/5763, sect. I.
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160. The CzechoslovakSocialist Republic fully agrees

with this conclusion. S() far as its position on colonialism is concerned, it is well known that Czechoslovakia
condemns colonialism in all its forms and manifestations and, together with all anti-colonialist forces,
is striving and will continue to strive for the defeat
of the colonialists and the speediest possible elimination of the vestiges of the shameful colonial system.
161. The Czechoslovak delegation fully agrees with
the view expressed by some delegations in this
debate that the United Nations should take the strongest
measures in its power, in order to speed up the
elimination of the vestiges of colonialism. Any delay
in the elimination of these vestiges of colonialism
would inevitably lead to situations for, which full
responsibility would be borne by the neo-colonialists
and all those who are helping them to postponE! the
final elimination of this shameful system.

The Czechoslovak delegation believes that the
Special Committee on the Situation with regard to
the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
has done useful work, despite the fact that it has
had to overcome both internal and external difficulties,
which have diminished its impact. There can be no
doubt that the main obstacle has been the colonialists'
continuing refusal to co-operate actively with the
Committee.
162.

Of the Committee's work so far, we particularly
appreciate the meetings held in Africa, which gave
it new impetus. YNe accordingly believe that the
Committee should hold other meetings in the future
as close as possible to the territories and regions
with which it is concerned.

163.

164. We consider that in future the Committee must
press the General Assembly and the Security Council
more strongly to take the most resolute measures
in the Organization's power to speed up the elimination of the colonial system.

The United Nations must take steps which will
ensure the immediate. and unconditional implementation of the 1960 Declaration.,
165.
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166. The General Assembly must reaffirm the right
of every colonial people to self-determination and
independence, regardless of its size and its stage of
development, and the people of eyery territory must
be allowed to decide its own future freely without
national or racial discri,mination or outside pressure.

The Genelal Assembly must call for an immediate end to all repressive measures and military
operations against peoples struggling for their freedom
and, at the same time, for the" liqUidation of all
military bases and withdrawal of all foreign colonial
troops and military personnel. In addition to condemning the activities of international monopolies, it
must call for the cancellation of agreements and
concessions which, directly or indirectly, limit the
sovereignty offuture independent States. The me~sures
we take must also include the prohibition of any
assistance to the colonialists, particularly military
. ,al;lsistance, given either directly or through military
blocs, The General Assembly should call upon Member
States to give all possible assistance to the peoples
167.
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of dependent territories in their struggle for freedom
and indepen.dence.
168•. In our view, emphasis should also be laid on
the duty of administering Powers and of the United
Nations to disseminate ,more widely information on
the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
and on the activities of the Special Committee.
169. The Czechoslovak delegation, in a spirit of
complete solidarity with colonial peoples. will support
any and all measures which will enable the United
Nations to take the final step towards immediate
completion of the process of decolonization, so that
all peoples may enjoy full freedom and sovereignty
over their own territories, and so that the danger to
international peace and security inherent in the
eXisten~e of colonialism may be removed once and
for all.
170. The CHAIRMAN: That concludes the list of
speakers f0r this afternoon. There are two requests
for the floor to exercise the right of reply, and I
shall call first on the representative of Argentina.
171. Mr. JIMENEZ MELO (Argentina) (translated
from Spanish): The familiar arguments repeated by
the United Kingdom representative when he referred
to the Malvinas Islands in his statement this afternoon
are not likely to further the bilateral negotiations
between my country and the United Kingdom, which
were recommended by the Special Committee of
Twenty-four and by the Fourth Committee in the
recently approved draft resolution [A/6160, para. 50,
draft resolution I], so that the questiun of sovereignty
over the Malvinas Islands could be settled by the
peacefUl means specified in the Charter of the United
Nations.
172. My delegation repeats that it cannot accept that
the principle of self-determination should be invoked
in the case of the 2,000 British inhabitants of the
Malvinas Islands in order to legalize an act of
force which displaced the original Argentine population

and which, at the same time, prevents the decolonization of that territory as demanded in General Assembly
~esolution 1514 (XV) and as specified in its operative
paragraph 6.
173. As we have repeatedly shown, the question of the
population of the Malvinas Islands cannot be equated
with similar questions concerning territories where
there are indigenous populations With an inalienable
right to self-determination.
174. Finally, I must reaffirm what my delegation has
stated time and again, that Argentina is prepared to
give specia,l consideration to the interests of the
inhabitants of the Malvinas Islands in the negotiations
which we hope will continue with the United Kingdom
and which we approach in the most conciliatory
spirit.
175. The CHAIRMAN: I call on the rep::resentative of
Spain, who Wishes to exercise the right of reply.
176. Mr. DE PHllIES (Spain) (translated from Spanish):
Reserving the right of my delegation to reply at some
future time, when we have had an opportunity to
study the exact text, to the United Kingdom representative's comments on the question of Gibraltar.
which directly concerns my country, I should like
at this time to reply to the appeal addressed to my
Government by the Tanzanian representative.
177. He need have no concern. On 26 November of
year the follOWing communique was issued:

t~is

"The Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs has
denied a report put out by various foreign press
agencies and ir.:formation services that a Spanish
firm had ordered 20,000 tons ofsteelfromRhodesia.
It added that no such transaction has been completed,
although there might have been negotiations between
Spanish and Rhodesian companies for a contract of
that kind before Rhodesia's declaration of independence. The Spanish Government has not authorized
any import licence for such a transaction."

The meeting rose at 5.55 p.m.
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in fill colonial territories, (2) to recommend specific
measures for the full application of the Declaration,
(3) to submit suggestions and recommendations on
all territories which have :not yet attained independence, and (4) to apprise the Security Council of
any developments in these territories which may
endanger international peace and security.
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Agenda item 23:
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: reports of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to
the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (continued) ••••••••••

The mandate of the Special Committee was further exPanded when the Assembly d.ecided [resolution 1970 (XVIII)] to dissolve the Committee op
Information from Non-Self-Ooverning Territoricis
and to transfer its functions to the Special Committee, thus making that Committee the onl.y organ of
the United Nations concerned with the examination
of colonial problems.
f\.
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President: Mr. Amintore FANFANI (Italy).
•
AGEN DA ITEM 23

6. Five years have now elap13ed since the adoption'
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples, and yet we find
that many terr.'itories are· still under colonial domination. Colonialism, while receding in some areas as a
result of the determined efforts and constant struggle
of subject peoples, is still stubbornly resisting to
keep its privileges and advantages in other areas,
flouting the United Nations Charter, disregarding
General Assembly and Security Council resolutions
and ignoring the recommendations of the Special
Committee.

Implementation of the Declaration ~In the Granting
of Independence to ,Colonial Countri(\..s and Peoples:
reports of the Special Committee 01\ the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples (continued)
1. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): The

list of speakers is now closed. Twenty-seven speakers
are listed to take part in the discussion. I propose to
convene a plenary mel:::ting on Monday, 6 December
1965, in order to conclude the general debate on this
item. I hope that a draft resolution of a general
nature which, I understand, is being prepared by a
number of representatives, will be circulated shortly
and can be considered on Monday.

7. The General Assembly has repeatedly called on
the administering Powers to expedite the process of

decolonization and to co-operate fully with the Special .
Committee in the fulfilment of the duties entrusted to
it. The attitude of some of the colonial Powers to
the' Committee has not always been h~lpful or cooperative. Indeed, jn many instances, the administering Powers not only have refused to implement
General Assembly and Special Committee l'esolutions
concerning territories under their administration.
but also have refused to allow visiting missions to
secure the necessary information and interview a
cross-section of the population whose country was .
under consideration. In this connexion it must be
recalled that the Special Committee. in order to
discharge its duties fully. was authorized to meet
outside Uni~ed Nations Headquarters nwheneyer \.'
and whereve'r such meetings may be required for
the effective diScharge of its functions, ill consU1ta~
tion with. the appropriate authorities" [resolution
1654 (XVI)].

2. Mr. ALJUBOURI (Iraq): When the momentous
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples was first adopted almost
five years ago, on' 14 December 1960, it aimed at
bringing to an end colonialism. in all its forms and
manifestations. The Declaration affirmedthat colonial
domination was contrary to the Charter of the United
Nations and to fundamental human rights, and also a
serious barrier to international co-operation and
brotherhood.

.

3. One year later, namely on 27 November 1961, and
in response to thirty-eight African and Asian states
which 'noted that, With few exceptions, the provisions
of the Declaration had not been fully implemented,
the General Assembly established a Special Committee of seventeen fol" the purpose of studying and
making recommendations on the progress of the
implementation of the Declaration.

8. The value of such visiting missions was demonstrated effectively when the Special Committee J,1eld
about thirty-eight meetings in Africa, in May and
June 1~S5. While on the African Continent, the Committee was able to' conduct hearings of petitioners
from m.any colonial territoriea-Angola. Mozambique,

4. At jts seventeenth session, the General Assembly
decided [resolution 1810 (XVII)] to enlarge the Speciai Committee to twenty-four members, and the
expanded Committee was asked: (1) to seek ways
and means for the implementation of the Declaration

.
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Portuguese Guinea, Southern Rhodesia and the three
High Commission territories-thus giving ins,pira-'
tion and hope to the many people still suffering \'lnder
foreign domination. By being so physically close to
colonial territories, the Committee was able to form
a better idea of the suffering of colonial people, and
to estimate at first hand the magnitude of the problems involved. The Committee may find it necessary
to hold some meetings again outside Headquarters
next year, and to this end my delegation wishes to
support any steps leading in this direction. My delegation also wishes to repeat its former appeals to
the administering Powers to allow appropriate visiting
missions to visit the territories under their administration and to extend all the help and co-operation
required to facilitate its task. It is the belief of my
delegation that, by co-operating with the Special
Committee, the administering Powers will in fact
be helping themselves, since the Committee' enjoys
the confidence of colonial peoples, and can thus
render invaluable service in helping achieve the
objectives of the Declaration peacefully and smoothly.
9. The slow advance of the process of decolonization
must not detract from the achievements of the Committee, nor the help it has e-;xtended to many colonial
peoples. While credit for independence goes primarily
to the will of the subjugated people. their struggle
and sact'ifice, the Committee CflD claim a modest
share in the emancipation of certain territories. The
independent States of Zambia, MalaWi and Kenya are
examples of territories to which the Commi.ttee devoted its attention and extended its moral support.
The case of the Cook Islands is an excellent example
of the kind of assistance that the United Nations, and
more particularly the Special Committee, can give
in this field.
10. There remain, nevertheless I many areas where

colonialism is still stubbornly holding to the territoriels under its administration, in defiance of ~ all
accepted standards of decency and morality. We
cannot fail to mention the cases of SoutbernRhodesia,
the Portuguese territories, South West Africa,
Southern Arabia and Oman. There are, too, many
small territories the Svtution of whose colonial problems will reqUire all the skill and imagination at the
command of the Special Committee. The role that the
Committee could play in bringing all these territories to independence and freedom cannot be overemphasized.
11. In this connexion, my delegation wishes to stress

that the colonial Powers have a moral as well as a
. legal duty to co-operate fully with it so as to find
peaceful solutions to the remaining problems. The
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples states that the pretext of the
lack of education and the absence of economic viability
cannot stand as a barrier to independence. It specifies
that: "Inadequacy of political, economic, moral or
educational preparedness should never serve as a
prete~t for delaying independence" [resolution 1514
(XV)]. In co-operation with other organs of the United
Nations, .the Special Committee can therefore play
a very vital role, and thus contribute to international
peace and security.
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12. Thirdly, for these reasons, we firmly believe
that the Special Committee should be mai,ntained so
that it mB.y complete the noble duties en;trusted to
it. FurthermoI'e, the Committee should be able to
held as many' meetings as necessary close to the
colonial territories-since it is often impossible to
hold meetings in the territories themselves-for the
purpose of giving it the opportunity of discharging
its duties as fully and as objectively as possible.

Mr. MALICK FALL (Senegal) (translated from
French): The Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, the text
of which forms the famous resolution 1514 (XV) of
14 December 1960, ~nay, if we are not careful, become
a museum piece that is generally admired but which
we carefully avoid honouring by an act of faith worthy
of us, as responsible people. I even wonder whether
delegations such as those of Portugal and South
Africa have ever grasped the deeper meaning of the
preamble and operative part of resolution 1514 (XV).
What other explanation is there for our being today
once more engaged in redefining what is properly
the task of the colonial Powers? What explanation is
there for the need, five yeal's after the Declaration,
to waste precious time in preparing, defending and
adopting resolutions all of which, without exception,
are met by the moral blindness of the very States
which are for ever flaunting the banner of Christian
ci'vilization? It is astounding that atrocities and
barbarity should be happening before our very eyes
when we consider the implications of the ideas contained in the Declaration.
13.
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14. I should like to take this opportunity to quote
some paragraphs from this Declaration which is
talked about by everyone but is studied by no one
with the attention it merits:
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"The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation.
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial
of fundamental human rights, is contrary to the
Charter of the United Nations and is an impediment
to the promotion of world peace and co-operation"
(para. 1).
"All peoples have the right to self-determination;
by virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic,
social and cultural development" (para. 2).
"All armed action or repressive measures of all
kinds directed against dependent peoples shall
cease in order to enable them to exercise peacefully and freely their right to complete independence,
and the integrity of their national territory shall be
respected" (para. 4).
"All States shall observe faithfully and strictly
the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations,
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
present Declaration on the basis of equality, noninterference in the internal affairs of all states,
and respect for the sovereign rights of all peoples
and their territorial integrity" (para. 7).
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15. Can there, then, be even one single nation here
which dares to deride this memorable document that
has earned dignity and respect for our Organization?
Can there be even a single delegation which does not,
at least officially, endorse this Declaration on the

.
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Granting of Indepelt1dence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples? Apparently not. Even the administering
Powers which did not vote in favour of the Declaration
reqognize that it conforms to the ideal which we all
here are pursuing. And yet, trouble-spots have
ignited throughout the world and seven Powers which
are Members of the United Nations still ho~d in subjection some sixty territories whose right to selfdetermination is qisputed to a greater oi' lesser
extent and whose independence they have at least
postponed ii'1definitely, if they have not refused it
outright.
16. Were the barriers merely legal or formal ones,
we should now be arguing only about dates. Unfortunately, blood is being shed everywhere; armed attacks have taken on the proportions of a catastrophe;
real wars are starting and spreading; entire peoples
are being reduced to slavery. My own continent,
Africa, is at present bearing one of the heaviest
tributes ever paid to freedom.
17. Consider Southern Rhodesia which, despite our
warnings, our endeavours, and the concerted action
of all the African States, has just fallen.into the hands
of racists. Had we been heec1ed, the present situation
would not have arisen. Four million blacks would not
be the victims of 200,000 hysterics who are a prey to
theoi'ies disproved by history only twenty years ago.
As we have said, economic sanctions, intrinsically
unenforceable, will not make lan Smith and his
helpers recant. That type of savage does not Willingly
make the journey to Canossa. This is why the Organization of African Unity is meeting tomorrow at
Addis Ababa. It will certainly draw the inescapable
conclusions from the facts.
18. Consider Portugal. That country true to itself,
is .tacking back against the current of events, against
the tide of history. It sees overseas provinces everywhere; it is trapped in its own nightmares, in its
medieval ideas; it complains offamine; it is crumbling
under the weight of poverty at home. Portugal, gentlemen, is disintegrating. Yet Portugal still dreams-it
dreams of white caravels and of gold everywhere, it
dreams of spices and of ebony. If only it confined
itself to its fantasies and anachronisms, we should
merely feel pity. You know, however, that this underdeveloped-I avoid saying "developing" -country,
Portugal has set its mind on retaining, against all
common sense, an immense colonial empire from
which it expects to draw nourtshment for its wretched
popUlation. Since it has no technical personnel, no
financial resouroes, not even imagination, it has sold
off lands to big industrial and commercial companies,
contenting itself with the income from them and, on
occasion, bloody repressive action.

3

Guinea, in Angola, in Mozambique, in the Cape
Verde Islands.
20. My own oountry, whose pacifism is well known,
has not been spared the murderous fury of desperate
Portuguese gangs. On 7 May 1965 our Permanent
Representative stated in a letter addressed to the
President of the Seourity Counoil,Y that the Portuguese
authorities had repeatedly violated Senegalese air
space and territory, that such violations were continuing on a grOWing scale and that Senegalese
villages and crops had been set. on fire. After the
adoption of the Security Council resolution on Senegal's oomplaint-the resolution [178 (1963)] dated
24 April 1963-the Government of Senegal suffered
thirteen violations of its territory, some of which
were brought to the p..tt.ention of the Security Council
in 1965. In view of these acts by the Portuguese
authorities, Senegal asked that the Security Council
should be convened in order again to request Portugal
to put an end to violations of Senegalese national
territory.
21. As is known, the Council considered the question
of five meetings held between 12 and 19 May 1965.
It will be recalled that the representative of Senegal,
opening the debate, told the Council [1205th meeting]
that in the two years following the bombing of a
Senegalese village by four Portuguese aircraft there
had been sixteen violations of Senegalese air space
and territory by the Portuguese authorities. Those
, sixteen further violation~ had been committed despite
the Security Council re~~olution 9f 24 April 1963, in
which the Council deplor\~d incarsions by Portuguese
military forces into Senegalese territory as well as
the incident which occurre~ at the village of Bouniak.
Thus, Portuguese soldiers and Portuguese units
crossed the Senegalese frontier seven times, fired
on two Villages near the frontier and attacked or invadec;l two other villages. Portuguese aircraft flew
over Senegalese villages five times. Bullets,
cartridges, tear-gas grenades and hand grenades
were found at the places where these incidents occurred. The representative of Senegal also said that,
in addition to these exhibits, the Senegalese Government could support its charges by other complaints:
granaries and huts had been set on fire; two Portuguese soldiers and an intelligence agent had been
arrested.

22. When Senegal complained to the Security Council
in February 1965 Portugal did not dispute the facts
relating to the alleged incidents but sought to justify
the violations which had b:gen committed. Senegal
asked the Security Council to condemu Portugal for
the series of further violations of its national territory and to call upon it scrupulously to ,.. respect
Senegal's
sovereignty and the integrity of its territory
19. Here it should be noted that, left to itself, the
and
air
space. Portugal, of course, despite the
Salazar regime would not last one more day in
material proof supplied, simply denied everything, and
Africa. Everyone is in agreement on this. '\X/ho, then
even
claimed that it wished to maintain friendly relaare the Powers in the background who are t1roviding ,
tions with my country. We note that it wanted roundthe weapons and eqUipment, and the subsidies? Of
table discussions without authorities taking part. At
what nationality are the pilots who train the Portuthe same tUne Portugal was accusing Senegal of
guese soldiery? Where do the rifles, the machineserving as a base for Guinean 'nationalist forces. I
guns, the bazookas, the cannons, the ammunition,
leave
the Assembly to be the judge of such' ambiguity,
come from? There is a great need for a more satisfactory answer than the evasions we are constantly
!I Official Records of the security Council, 'l\ventieth Year, Supplement for April, May and jime 1965, aocument S/6338.
hearing. Portug:al has allies, direct or indireot, in
- - _.. . - . . . . . - - - -
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such cYnICISm, such a lack of commonsense. is it
believable that Portugal, which refuses to implement
the resoluti-:;ms of the United Nations, which refuses
round··table discussions with the fighters of Guinea,
Mozambique and Angola, should propose negotiations
to us, the Senegalese, for putting an end to its own
provocations? Moreover, the question at issue is not
that, but rather the implementation of resolutions,
particUlarly those 'of the Security Council of 24: April
1963 [178 (1963)] and 19 May 1965 [204 (1965)] concerning the Senegal-Portugal dispute.
23. Another question at issue relates to a different
series of problems. It is to be found in the resolution
[218 (1965)] of 23 November 1965.

,

24. We ask ourselves: what is Salazar waiting for in
order to end his persistent refusal to take the necessary measure s to implement these well-known recommendations and decisions? For instance, what for
example, prevents him from recognizing immediately
the right of peoples under Portuguese administration
to self-determination and independence? What prevents
him from immediately stopping all acts of repression
and from withdrawing all the military and other forces
he is now using for this purpose? What prevents him
from promulgating an unconditional political amnesty
and from creating a situation which would allow
political parties to function? What prevents him from
starting negotiations with accredited representatives
of political parties inside and outside the territory on
the basis of recognition of the right to self-determination? What prevents him from granting frep.n.,om of
choice immediately after independence to all the
territories which he is administering in defiance of
the aspirations of their peoples? What is Portugal
waiting for? Simpl~l to be kicked out of Africa. It
may rest assured however, that it is losing nothing
by waiting. It will be swept away like a straw and confined to its natural geographical boundaries, that is,
within the boundaries of Europe.
25. Then we have South Africa, which is occupied,
but only temporarily, for, viewed in the setting of
history this is only a passing event, an unfortunate
but necessarily ephemeral eclipse, even if the temporary masters are armed to the teeth, even if they
simply deny any common deno:.ninator with the owners
of the land because, for them, there are no men but
the whites, no half-men but the col0ureds, no slaves
but the blacks. A concentration-camp world has
arisen in that part of our continent which is most
blessed by nature. There Hitlerites who escaped the
European purges are distilling the poison of racism;
there dehumanized businessmen are amassing fortunes
from the Negroes"labour. On the one hand, there are
the beasts of burden, on the other, the tamers; on one
side, slaves, on the other, masters; a land deeply torn,
loading some witL wealth and burying its own sons.
J

26. I should !ike to digress briefly at this point.
Although the era of colonialism is now, happily, almost ended, there is another evil partly derived from
it to which we see no end; it is perhaps only beginning. I refer to the danger of racial conflict. "We see
that danger in many parts of the wo::-Id, chiefly in
~outhern A.frica" (1386th meeting, para. 30). So said
the United Kingdom representative yesterday, speaking from this rostrum. I am glad to take note, very

respectfully, of this statement. I Wish, however, to
say that tiije just solutions are known, indeed, well
known.
27. I say: establish everywhere Governments formed
from the majority of populations. Educate those populations and bring them into the world of men. Take
back the murderous weapons you have placed in
irresponsible hands. Let it be clearly understood that
you will never again support States which have turned
their backs on our Negroes. Have the courage to use
extreme measures to destroy the bastions of racism.
Believe that one man is as good as another, regardless
of his colour, his philosophical concepts, his customs,
his country. Do not, for example, tolerate in Africa
anything tnat would not be allowed in your own native
countries. Let us all, here and elsewhere, show the
same generous attitude as the United Kingdom representative. That would be a major step towards reduction of racial conflict which so often proves to be
merely the by-product of economic differences.
Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's: give
back Africa to her own. Thus I end my digression.
28., The Special Committee had a difficult task in
store for it, although I have not mentioned Basutoland,
Bechuanaland, Swaziland or South West Africa, the
fragile prey coveted by Pretoria, nor have I mentioned Rio Muni, Fernando Poo, Uni, the Spanish
Sahara, Gibraltar and many mor~. We are considering
only Africa.
29. The generous principles of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples are thus far from implemented. History
teaches us, in fact, that, with a few exceptions, the
colonial Powers, have merely paid lip-service to the
great freedom movement which has shaken and left
its mark 'lpon this age. Few colonial Powers have
decolonized because of the influence of reason, many
have done so unWillingly under the pressure of events.
Others, again, remain impervious to any idea of selfdetermination or independence, and even to what we
believe to be a matter of life or death for the poorer
and more frustrated among them. Lastly, there are
some which not only practice apartheid but h ~ l'bour
aberrant notions of perpetual trusteeship or o'ltright
annexation.
30. It was indeed desirable to stigmatize and halt
the proliferation of unnatural aims, such as those I
have just mentioned, and to ensure that justice was
explained and applied. This was the very task entrusted to the Special Committee and the weapons it
possessed were, first, persuasion, and in the last
resort, force, which it could recommend to the
Security Council, preferably through the General
Assembly.
31. For the sake of clarity, I would point out that
the mandate of the Special Committee was clearly
defined in resolution 1956 (XVIII) of 11 December
1963 and in other relevant resolutions adopted subsequently. Con~equently, Member States which have
failed to comply and to co-operate deserve not only
reproaches, but appropriate penalties. Among the
Special Committee's directives was one requiring
it to take speedy and effective action, in view of .the
likelihood of sabotage by some colonial Powers and of
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the serious concern felt in some territories in which
the v;'olation of the Charter was obvious. as was the
collusion of certain reactionary forces.

.

32. The report submitted to us [A/6000/Rev.1] shows
that our appointees have accomplished their task well
and honourably. Seventy-four meetings were held in
1965. not to mention all the other meetings of the SubCommittees. The situation in a number ofterritories,
including Southern Rhodebld., Aden, the territories
under Portuguese administration. South West Africa,
Basutoland. Bechuanaland. Swaziland, the Cook
IslaI;1ds. and British Guiana. was studied. Not was
that all. Other territories were also considered in
detail. particularly as regards the effect ofthe activities of foreign economic and other interest~ which
impede the application of the Declaration contained
in the resolution of 14 pecember 1960.
33. Does this mean that all this effort has produced
spectacular results? It does not, our deliberations
are evidence of that. for decolonization is a long and
exacting process; as with all illnesses, the onset of
colonization is rapid and recovery is slow. Hence
we find so many hcpes dashed by ill-will. slow
progress in constitutional development, a worsening
of the situation in some of the worl9's nerve centres.
and differences which are sometimes fatal to national
liberation movements.
34. However, we have no right to report failure;
on the contrary, we feel that everything that was
humanly possible was done. My delegation is particularly gratified to note that the Special Committee,
having discharged its duty to the full. took the
praiseworthy initiative of outlining the next stage
and shOWing the path to be followed. We shall not
grudge it our sincere support. As for its wish to
retain its present composition. we must say honestly
that, without questioning the efficacy of a homofieneous
and experienced team, we sincerely think that a
little new blood does not generally harm bodies which
are funct\oning smoothly, precisely because this
smoothness, and possibly their adherence to their
old habits. make them, as in the present case. most
worthy o~ respect.
35. .After this br~ef survey and my reading of the
voluminous and highly interesting report of the
Special Committee. I find myself wondering what
tomorrow will bring. Clouds are still piling up on
the horizon; dreams of political and economic integration haunt certain colonizing States; the fundamental freedoms of the hU'man persons are still
being suppressed; the horrors of war torment tens
of thousands of refugees: our national territories
and air space are violated, despite our protests and
accusations; summary executions are carried out:
electrified ba~bed wire and napalm bombs have
made their appear~:mce in lands made for the reconciliation of ma..nkind.
36. My delegation i~l particularly concerned about
the future of countrie5 still under foreign domination.
'. but it has hope. It hopes that sooner or later we shall
all see right triumph by the method of peacefUl
dialogue. M~r delegation hopes that the administering
Powers. jealous of their independence and territorial
integrity, will in th~ very near future come to realize

,that no blind obstinacy, no professions of faith with a
grossly mercenary ring, no claim to defend Western
civilization, nor the policy of so-called separate
development-none of these will ste~ the wave of
independence which will ineVitably sweep away the
last traces of inequality, exploitation and racism.
37. It should, in any event. be understood that,
should the ways and means at present employed
prove ineffective. Africa has not yet exhausted the
range of counter..measures available to it. Africa
cannot rest until the day when the last soldier of
colonialism has laid down his arms. That day. I
assure you. will mark the victory of the ideals in
whose name we are assembled here.
38. Mr. DMITRUK (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic) (translated from Russian): Five years
have elapsed since the General Assembly of the
United Nations adopted the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
Today we can note with satisfaction that this document has played, and continues to play. an important
part in the development of the struggle being waged
by the forces of peace and progress against the
forces of war and reaction for the attainment of
freedom and independence by countries and peoples
and for the complete eradication of colonialism.
39. The national liberation movement has achieved
great successes in the past five years. The peoples
of seventeen countries of Asia, Africa. America and
Oceania have thrown off the fetters of colonial slavery
·and have embarked on the course of independent
development.
40. It is gratifying to note that many countries
which have attained freedom during this period have
made great advances as regards economic, political
and cultural development. They have reached a new
and higher level of social well-being. These facts
show how very true are the ideas and principles set
out in the Declaration and demonstrate that the
national liberation movement is swiftly spreading
far and wide, bringing ever nearer the inevitable
collapse of the colonialist-imperialist system.
41. However. man's conscience cannot rest easy
as long as there' is still in the world a single colony
or a single people enslaved by imperialism. At the
present time, however, colonialist regimes continue
to rule in more than sixty territories; some 40 million people still g.".'!)an under the colonial yoke.
42. The perpetuation of colonial domination is a
blatant violation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
which proclaims that all powers. should be transferred to the peoples of the colonies in order to
enable them to enjoy complete independence and
freedom.
43. However,. disregarding that requirement, the
United Kingdom. Portugal. Australia, Spain and other
colonial Powers are making every effort to prevent
the principles of the Declaration from being carried
into effect. Looking upon the colonies as sources of
cheap raw materials, profitable markets. possible
areas for capital investment and military and strategic
bases. they ·continue to exploit the local population
and to reap enormous profits from their labour. The

"
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international monopolies, supported by their respective Governments, bear the main responsibility for
the continuance of colonial slavery and oppression.

ments about freedom, independence and social
progress can be anything more than empty words.

44. The monopolies attach particular importance to

the colonial Powers are purSUing no less selfish
political, military and strategic "interests"., :I'hey have
set up in the territory of many cOlonifs military and
strategic bases to be used in combattIng the national
liberation movement. The presence of these military
bases represents a serious threat to international
p~ace and security.

their possessions in southern Africa, including the
Republic of South Africa. Southern Rhodesia, South
West Africa, Angola, Mozambique and a number of
other territories, where they derive fabulous profits
from mining gold, diamonds, uranium, copper, zinc,
lead, chromium, manganese and other minerals.
For example, 'in 1964 the Anglo-American Corporation of South Africa made a net profit (after taxes)
of £13.8 million, as compared with £11.9 million in
1963. In the period 1963-1964, the net profit· of the
diamond company De Deers Consolidated Mines rose
from £25 million to £34.8 million, while t~le profits
of the British mining company Rio Tinto Zinc amounted
in 1964 to almost £9 million, or 38 per cent more than
in 1963. The Anglo-American mining company Rhodesian Selection Trust, in the year ending on 30 June.
1964, mac;le a profit of £17.4 million, which was £3.8
million more than the pi'ofit for the previous year.
Acpording to information in the London Times of 30
September 1964. in 1963, from Southern Rhodesia
aloIle, the monopolies extracted more than £15 million
of net profit. A similar ~lituation prevails in other
colonies.
45. The foreign monopolies are using every means
at their command to preserve and perpetuate their
ascendancy in that region o:f the world-and not only
there. They exert a direct influence on the policies
of the Governments of the colonial Powers, which
are plainly being led by them. I shall mention a few
examples in support of this statement.
46. Mr. Oppenheimer, the Chairman of the above-

mentioned companies, the Anglo··American Corporation of South Africa and De Beers Consolidated Mines,
in a statement published in the London Times of 4
June 1964 praised the racist Smith r6gime, saying
that it was pur~uing a "reasonable aim". Oppenheimer
spoke in ei.!:.lally enthusiastic terms about the South
African racists. For example, speaking on 24 June
1964 in the town of Pietermaritzburg, South Africa,
he called the universal movement against the policy
of apartheid in South Africa a "threat to peace" and
warned the Western Powers that this movement, if
successful, would lead to "revolution and war". It
must be said that the Governments of the Western
Powers pander to the policy of apartheid, develop
ever closei' co-operation with Verwoerd's racist
r6gime in Sout\ Africa, ignore all the United Nations
resolutions OIl apartheid in that country and refuse
to apply effecti ;Te sanctions which could bring the
racists in the RepubHc of South Africa and in Southerr..
Rhodesia to their Im,ees.
47. I havp, Cited these examples both in order to
e~ilphasize once again that the successful decolonization of peoples and countries is be7.hg blocked by' the
great imperialibt monopolies whose actions and policies are supported and encouraged by the Governments
of the r.espective Western Powers, and in order to
recall once more that, as long as the levers of the
economy and the natural resources of the dependent
countries remain in the hands of the colonialists,
acting through their monopolies, none of their state/

.

48. In addition to their selfish economic "interests",

49. From these bases they commit aggre ssion against
peace-loving Governments and peoples struggling for.
their freedom and independence. For example, the
military base in Aden is used by the British colonialists to crush the movement for the liberation of
South Arabia as well as to carry out aggressive acts
against the Yemen Arab Republic. United States aircraft based on Guam bring death and destruction
almost daily to the Viet-Namese people.
50. Against the will of the peoples, the colonial
Powers are working to expand their network of
military bases. Just recently, on 10 November 1965,
the United Kingdom Government announced plans to
establish joint United Kingdom-United States military
bases on the Chagos archipelago, which is an administrative dependency of Mauritius, as well as on
a number of other islands ('f the Seychelles chain.
51. Appraising the significance of these bases for
the United States and the United Kingdom, the London
Times wrote on 20 April 1965:

"Nuclear submarines ... armed with Polaris
missiles with a range of 2,500 miles or more
could cover as a form of devastating long-range
artillery the approaches to India or to Vietnam
and Malaysia, indeed to the Cento area north of
the Persian Gulf".
52. Guided by

selfish economic, political and
military-strategic interests, the colonialists are trying to crush the invincible movement of the peoples of
the colonial and dependent territories towards freedom
and independence. To this end, they are using brute
force, reprisals, terror and other methods and do
not hesitate to create situations fraught with menace
,to international peace and security.
53. This is occurring in Angola, Mozambique, and

so-called "Portuguese" Guinea, where the Portuguese
colonialists are waging dirty colonial wars against
the peoples of those territories. The blood of the
champions of the people is being shed in the United
Kingdom colonies of Aden and Oman. A mediaeval
reign of terror and reprisals prevails in Southern
.
Rhodesia, South West Africa and other colonies.
54. The colonial Powers are joining

in the
struggle against the national liberation movement.
The headquarters for the co-ordination of their
efforts is the aggressive NATO military bloc, which
is the very embodiment of modern collective
colonialism.
fo~rces

55. The United States of America, the United King- ,
dom and West Germany are providing substantial
economic and military support to Portugal in its
dirty colonial wars in Angola, M'tt-zamJ;>ique anJ so-
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called "Portuguese" Guinea. It is clear to every'
thiuk:ng person that, had it not been for the support
of the~t:'l Powers, Portugal would long since have
lost its colonies. That is why the guilt for every
national of Angola, Mozambique or so-called '''Portuguese rr Guinea killed by a bullet or a bomb does not
lie with Pcrtugal alone.

62. Jomo Kenyatta, the Prime Minister of Kenya,
in his speech of 21 June 1964 quite correctly de-

scribed United Kingdom "aid" to Kenya as the payment of interest for "sucking our blood" in fhe
past. His words are fully applicable to all so-called
aid given by the Western countries.
63. Furthermore, this aid is more than offset by
income from the Western countries r capital investments in the developing countries and from the unfair
terms of trade. For exaI~.ple, United Kingdo~ ",aid"
to developing countries amounts to £ 150 n:tUliun
annually, but according to the Times of 2 April 1965,
income from United Kingdom investments in Asia,
Africa, Latin America and Oceania for 1963 totalled
£290.5 million, or £140.5 million more than the
e',ltire amount of ttaid".

56. With the connivance of certain Western Powers,

the racist Smith r~gime has turned Sout.b.ern Rhodesia
into a torture chamber for the indigenous population
and has illegally declared its "independenoe", whioh
in fact means only the creation in the African con·
tinent of a seoondracist Government in the image and
likeness of the Republic of South Afrioa.
57. The coloniali.sts deliberately keep the oolonies

economically backward and maintain their people in
blind ignorance in order to exploit their labour and
plunder their national wealth. Even when the colonial
Powers, yielding to the pressur'e of the national
liberation movement, grant independence to their
colonies, they take advantage of their economic backwardness to try to retain eoonomic and finanoial
oontrol over them. Furthermore, this is done on the
specious pretext of protecting the interests of developing countries.

The so-called aid provided by Western countries
is designed to tie the colonies and the newly developing
countries to the colonial Powers and -to make them
completely dependent. This "aid" is one !)V;he principal methods used by f,lontemporary colonialism and
neo-colonialism.
64.

Now that the colonialists are finding it increasingly difficult· to carry out their policies by brute
force, they are seeking new methods and approaches.
Now we often hear the ideologists of imperialism say
that it must adapt itself to the changing situation.
65.

58. Thus, the defenders of colonialism olaim that
the flow of foreign capital to oolonial oountries and
countries on the road to independent development
has a beneficial influence on the development of the
economy. In reality, the monopolies export capital
to these countries only in order to plunder and ex- '
ploit them. It has been calculated that between 1875
and 191'2 the capital exported from the United Kingdom
totalled approximately £2,000 million, while inoome
from foreign capital investment totalled £ 3,300 million.
According to figures in the United !Ungdom yearbook
Annual Abstract of Statistics, income from United
Kingdom capital investment abroad for the period
1958 to 1962 amounted to more than £3,500 million.

66. This trend is expressed by one of the ideologists
of United States neo-colonialism, the African "specialist" Vernon McKay, who frankly says in his book
Africa in World Politics, published in 1963: "We must
attune ourselves to this revolutionary spirit in Africa
and Asia and view it as affirmatively and sympathetically as we can. If we fail in the effort, we may find
our present system of international seourit'tJ collapsing all around us within the next deoade." :Y
67. It transpires that the author of this notorious
book is principally concerned for the fate of the aggressive military blocs. In their search for more
flexible tactics in the struggle against the national
liberation movement, the colonialists do not shrink
from suppressing that movement by military aotion,
as we can see from the examples of Viet-Nam, the
. 9ongo and the Dominican Republic.

59. The developing countries take a great loss be-,

cause of disadvantageous terms of trade. The international monopolies dictate their o·,Yn prices for the
raw materials produced by those countries and for
the manufactured goods which they themselves ex-'
port. They fix unreasonably low prices for the raw
materials and high monopolistic prices for the manufactured goods. As a result, the countries of Asia,
Africa and Latin America lose from $14,000 million
to $16,000 million annually.
....

j.

68. In any discussion of the elimination ofcolonialism
in all its forms and manifestations, we cannot pass
over in silence the fact that West German neocolonialism constitutes an increasingly serious threat
to countries which have won their freedom and to
peoples fighting for their national liberation.

~

60. The monstrous pillaging of the countries which
are economically dependent on international monopolies dooms these countries to economic, social
and cultural backwardness. There are numerous facts
to refute the colorJalists t groundless allegations
regarding the "benefits" which they olaim to bring.
to colonies and to oountries which are economically
dependent on them.

69. As it has no colonies of its own, the Fede't'al

RepUblic of Germany has been engaging in active
economic, political and military penetration into
these countries, which it achieves through the export of capital, trade, economic and military "aid"
and other neo-colonialist methods.
70. West German economic expansion is particularly
marked in Africa. The Federal Republic of Germany
is taking a direct part in the struggle against the
national liberation movement of colonial .peoples. It

61. The official representatives of Western Powers
speak at length about the economio assistance they
give to colonies and developing countries. But no
amount of advertising or fine words can conceal the
fact that this so-called assistance does not begin to
make up for the riches whioh the colonial Powers
have plundered in these countries.

;Y Vernon

McKay, Africa in Wor'd Politics, New York~ Harper and

Row. 1960, p. 425.
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not only gives Portugal and the Republic of South
Africa economic assistance, but also supplies arms
to them, thereby helping them to carry out their
ruthless colonialist policies.
71. The peoples of colonial and dependent countries
are waging a struggle for genuine freedom and independence; and the death knell of colonialism has already sounded. Neither brute force nor the more
refined neo-colonialist methods can help the colonialists to prevent the collapse of colonialism. The
national liberation movement is invincible and liO
force can stop it or turn it back.
72. The Byelorussian delegation has carefully sm.died
the reports of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples [A/5800/Rev.l and A/6000/Rev.l].
73. We believe that the Committee has accomplished
extensive and important work. We note with satisfaction that it has examined the situ,ation in the overwhelming majority of colonial territories. We also
note with satisfaction that it has begun an investigation of the activities of international monopolies. It
has studied the activities of such monopolies in
South West Africa, Angola, and Mozambique, and
next year it plans to study the activities of monopolies in Southern Rhodesia. We approve of the
resolutions adopted by the Committee on the situation
in the colonies.
74. But we must not rest on our laurels. It is the
duty of the United. Nations to promote the immediate
elimination of colonial regimes. The General Assembly
must call upon the Powers which possess colonies to
implement at once the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples and
must give them serious warning that if they continua
to maintain colonial r~gimes in their dependent territories such obduracy can only be regarded as a crime
against humanity.

.

75. We must declare clearly and unequivocally that
the struggle being waged by the peoples of colonial
territories for freedom and independence is legltimate and justified, and we must call upon all States
to give moral and material aid and support to the
peoples fighting for their rights.
76. The General Assembly must demand that the
colonial Powers immediately cease all military activi,ties and acts of repression against the peoples fighting
for their freedom and independence, withdraw all
their troops from colonial territories, and dismantle
the military bases they maintain there.
77. The situation in a number of colonial territories

is a threat to the peace, and must be considered by
the Security Counci1~ which should take decisive
measures, including compulsory sanf"ions, to compel the colonial Powers to cease their '':;nilitary activities and acts of repression against colopial populations.
,

ff

78. In the opinion of the Byelorussia~, delegation, the
Special Committee should give even closer attention
to the implementation by the colonial Powers of
General Assembly and. Security Council resolutions on
tho granting of independence 'to specific colonies.

79. I should like to emphasize that the Byelorussian
SSR, true to the principles of Leninist national
policy, has always suppo;~:ted'9J1d always Will support
the peo~les which are fighting for freedom and
independence.
80. Mr. ABU BAKAR (Singapore): The subject of

independence and colonialism is a subject which
concerns the exploitation of man by man. History
has told us of the great empires of long ago, not only
in Asia, but also in countries around the Mediterranean Sea and later in Europe, where huge empil'es
were established and maintained by force of arms.
Nearly all these empires have been destroyed, also
by force of arms.
81. In the old days, we hel;l.rd of the Chinese Empire,
the Empire of Egypt, the Empire of Rome, and of
many such great empires. More recently, there have
been the empires established by the United Kingdom,
France, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Japan, and a few other lesser-known
countries. Most of these empires have now crumbled
because they were established and sustained by the
force of arms of the mother country. Not all these
empires have vanished, and most of those still
lingering are of comparatively recent vintage.
82. During the last two or three centuries, and
especially just before and at the beginning of the
last century, there was a scramble by European
countries, who seized large pieces of land in Asia,
South America and Africa. At first, they did this
shamelessly, pretending that they had come to trade,
but in reality they had political intentions. Each
European Power carved out as large a piece of
land as possible, without taking into account whether
by doing so they were splitting up a country or a
people. Tbeir only concern was for the spoils and
the riches which they could plunder. In doing so,
they suppressed the people in order to extract as
much wealth as possible so that thi s could be taken
back to their own countries. Where a country was
rich, but sparsely populated, they transported other
people to those lands.
83. In some cases, where the people were not
willing to migrate of their own free will, force was
used. This procedure came to be known as slavery.
The evidence is there to be seen. In other cases,
where the people of the country were not willing
to assist the invaders to plunder their country, no
mercy was shown and many an unfortunate people
was decimated.
84. Of all the colonialists, the British, of course,
had the largest empire. It was the empire, it was
said, on which the sun never set. But this empire
was too large to be controlled from London, and,
as with the Roman Empire of old, centralize6 control finally showed that it had a weak link, and the
machinery of exploitation began to show signs of
failure. Strangely enough, the first link to be broken
was, at a tea party held at Boston. This resulted in
the emergence of the United States of America. from
British colonialism, to become the greatest democracy in the world.
85. Eve:r since t~at first whiff of the wind of change,
the undying nrge (\f peoples to be free has persisted.
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It was temporari.ly suppressed on many occasions,
but the flame of mdependence and freedom could not
be snuffed out. The flame has continued to fire the
hearts of men in their great struggle to be free. One
'oountry ~fter another has grabbed its independence,
some falrly easily, but some after serious fighting
and much bloodshed. The moral here is that a
country' doe~ not get its independence on a golden
platter. You have to apply pressure on the colonialists. You have to fight for your freedom. This is
the only way for a country to obtain its freedom.
You do not get something for nothing.
.86. The only exception here, perhaps, is the case
of New Zealand with respect to the Cook Islands,
a mandated territory. This country has gone out of
its way to assist the United Nations in helping the
Cook Islanders to obtain independence in an orderly
manner.
87. Of so many colonial Powers, only New Zealand
has really co-operated with the United Nations. In
every other case, whenever'the United Nations has
wished to assist the peoples of dependent territories,
through the col1:)nial Power, to achieve their independence, one colonial country after another has
said that it is its own responsibility and that it is
not willing to compromise its administering Power.
This is only a legal :cuse to postpone the legitimate
rights of a people to be free.
88. I have, so far, generalized on the subject of
colonialism, on the subject of colonial Powers, and
on the attempts of the United Nations to assist these
unfortunate people to gain their independence. I can
go on at great length to cite cases of colonial Powars
like Britain, France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Portugal) Germany l:}.nd Japan, where the .policy of divide
and rule has always been in evidence. That policy
has always been effective, and it- is only since the
end of the last war, in 1945, that the wind of change
really became a storm and man was no longer Willing
to compromise his self-respect. And this new spirit,
despite the ,supp;ression by the colonialist Powers,
gathered strength from year to year, until now we
have only a few more territories to gain their independence. Even at this late stage, we have problems
such as we are now facing not only in Southern
Rhodesia but in the other colonial territories which
have not yet gained their independence.
89. In the case 'Jf Southern Rhodesia our hearts, of
course, go out to the Africans.: who, even as wea-xe
now sitting in this august Assembly of the United
Nations, are being· persecuted '. and killed by the
hundreds. The illegal Government of Ian Smith has
not only seized power by a unilateral declaration of
independence, by an act of rebellion against Great
Britain, but has also refused to give the franchise to
the 4 million Africans.
90. I have already stated. when I sf)oke on the question of Southern Rhodesia lastID..CJnth, that the Singapore Government will not recognize the Government
of Southern Rhodesia. We stand by that statemel1t
and we also announced yesterday that Singapore
would ban all trade with Southern Rhodesia immediately and that further~ we would no longer consider
Southern Rhodesia as part of the sterling area for
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foreign exchange control purposes. In addition, we
support the view expressed b,;: the Organization of
African Unity now meeting in Addis Ababa, and we
will help in all the steps it will take to enSure the
emergence of a majority Government in Southern
Rhodesia.
91. I should like to take this opportunity to reiterate
once again that Singapore is prepared to do everything possible p even at this late stage, to help the
British Government to reassert its constitutional
authority in Southern Rhodesia, if Britain is prepared to do this. We heard this morning that the
British Prime Minister is taking stricter economic
measures against Southern Rhodesia. But from recent events which took place in the Security",Council,
where we heard our African brothers chastising the
representative of Great Britain on that Council and
reminding him that the ev~nts which took place were
those that they had foretold, we are not convinced
that Britain took adequate steps to prevent11h:e
illegal Government qf Ian Smith from seizing power
by means of a unilateral declaration of independence.
Even before the Ian Smith Government ,took that
step, the British Government got cold feet and declared that it would not use forceshotild "the lan
Smith Government illegally seize power. Surely this
was an invitation to Ian Smith to go ahead and seize
power.
92. From this, we can see at once the difference in
~ritain's treatment of its colonial peoples. The white
Rhodesians are the kith and kin of the British, so
no force must be used. This point has already been
elaborated at some length by the J:jepresentative of
Ghana at meetings of the Security Council, and I do
not wish to pursue the point any further, except to
say that we must support all actions by nationalist
African Governments to protect the fundamental
rights, of the overwhelming majority of Africans in
Southern Rhodesia.
93. Since the Ian Smith Government illegally seized
power, Mr. Harold Wilson has shown great energy
and determination in imposing sanctions· on Southern
Rhodesia. But surely even Mr. Wilson knows that
sanctions are most ineffective. This was proved in
1936 when the League of Nations imposed sanctions
against Italy for its attack on Ethiopia. There are
too many loop-holes in the enforcement of sanctions
and they are never really effecti've as traders can
always circumvent official regulations and laws.. And
just as sanctions proved ineffective against Itaiy in
1936, they will again prove ineffective in 1965 in the
case of SouthGrn Rhodesia. The United Kingdom
Government is, of course, aware of this. We are,
of courSe, glad that the United States of America,
through its Ambassador, Mr. Goldberg, has stated
in no uncertain te:rms that the United states will
take forceful measures to assist Britain in its
policy of applying sanctions to Southern Rhodesia.
The Ambassador of the United States has stated that
the United states will not assist Southern Rhodesia
either by final'!.cial 'means or through trade. But what
do we find when we analyse these high-sounding
policy statements? The net effect is nil. One WOnders
why Mr. Goldberg made these statements knowing full
well, }is he must, that there was nothing much to
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them besides high-sounding and threatening words.
Once again Britain has shown its very' great skill
in getting its former colony's assistance.

clear-cut statement by the British delegation is most
welcome indeed, As we all know, Singapore is against
foreigilbases. A foreign base strikes at the very root '
of an independent nation; it is IIIso prejudicial to the
peace and security of the region and must, therefore,
be examined in an its aspects.

94. And now, no statement on colonialism would be
complete if no mention were made of the unfortunate people of South Viet-Nam. That country had
barely come out of French colonialism when it was
submerged in a civil war which resulted in the
partition of that unhappy country. Ever since the
French pulled out of the country, South Viet-Nam
has had to face one problem after another. When we
thought it was succeeding in its efforts to stabilize
itself, President Ngo-Dinh Diem was assassinated.
This marked the turning point of that country's
unfortunate history, because from then on the situaUon degenerated into naked brutality between the
competing power blocs. Both sides claim they are
acting in the name of freedom and liberty. And we
know that what is happening there is not right.
Whether the· communists succeed in coming south
or whether the South Viet-Namese and the Americans
are able to keep them off, one thing is clear: the
common people of South Viet-Nam have been bombed
and hounded from their lands, from their homes, from
all that is dear to them.. Bombing the North VietNamese in the hope that they would be brought to the
conference table is an illusion. No one with any pride
and dignity will accept such an invitation. And here
is where the Europeans will have to understand Asian
mentality. Judging others by their own yardstick is
not the best way of understanding other peoples, much
less when you want to bomb them into submission.
Objection to the bombings have been shown in no uncertain manner in the last few months here in the
United States.
95. The brutality in South Viet-Nam is such that
there are hundreds of thousands of refugees who are
suffering through no fault of their own. We already
have the Palestine refugee problem Which, after
nearly eighteen years. we are still unable to solve.
W~ will soon have another refugee problem il\ South
Viet-Nam.
96. Colonialists have bases in many countries to
maintain their domination. And this question mllst be
discussed as clearly as possible so that a true picture
will emerge. Yesterday the United Kingdom representative said this:
"We no longer require bases anywhere in the
world for the maintenance of imperial interests.
We need bases only to carry out our obligations in
peace-keeping and in coming to the aid of our
friends and meeting our treaty commitments to
them. Here/again we apply the principle of consultation and consent. It is the expressed view of my
Government that no base is militarily or morally
defensible unless it has the support of the people
of the terl'itory in which it is situated. Wra shall put
those principles into practice in South Arabia, for
example, where we have already declared that the
future of any British defence facilities should be a
matter for negotiation between ourselves and the
Government of the new State on independence."
[1386th meeting, para. 57.]
97. My delegation welcomes this statement wholeheartedly. This is a very touchy subject and this

98. We have a large British base in Singapore, and
my Government has already said on several occasions
that it should be left as it is. We have made our own
arrangements with the British and they are there
with our consent. This policy is also in line with the
decision arrived at at the Conference of Heads of
State or Government c;>f Non-Aligned Countries held
in Cairo in October 1964, and I quote that decision:
"The Conference considers the maintenance or
future establishment of foreign military bases and
the stationing of foreign troops on the territories
of: other countries, against the expressed will of
those countries, as a gross violation of the sovereignty of States, and as a threat to freedom and
international peace. It furthermore considers as
partiCUlarly indefensible the existence or future
establishment of bases in dependent territories
which could be used for the maintenance of colonialism or for other purposes. "11
99. In principle, foreign military bases are to be
abhorred. They are there as a threat and as pressure
on small nations; and where these facts are established, arrangements must be made so that when a
base is finally handed over to the Government of the
country in which it is situated, no vacuum is created
and no problem wUl arise out of such move. The point
here is quite clear: n,') foreign base should exist
aga.inst the expressed wishes of the people on whose
territory , it is situated.
100. I should like to mention another point which is
a direct result t')f colonialism, and that is the present
very chaotic economic conditions in Asia and Africa.
When the countries I refer to on those continents
were colonies, their products were made to supply
the factories of the colonial Powers. No manufacturing
was allowed in the colonial territories as they were to
serve as markets for the goods of the colonial masters.
We are still confronted with the effects of this colonial
policy. The very great efforts of former colonial territories, once they have achieved independence, to produce goods in their own countries bear testimony to
this evil policy. And here again the United Nations,
through its various agencies, is doing a great deal
to assist these countries to stand on their own teet.
101. In the case of Singapore, we are in a much
more fortunate position. Our island State consists of
only 225 square miles and we have a population of
almost two million. There are no natural resources,
and manufacturing had, therefore, to be permitted,
even though on a limited scale. This was a sufficient
base to enable us to ent~r the manufacturing industry,
and with hard work and perseverance we have already
succeeded in doing so in the short space of four and a
half years. We have succeeded in our manufacturing
to such a point that even our former colonial masters
have placed a quota on the export of our cotton goods
to the United Kingdom.
.§} Document A/5763, section Vlll.
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102. I should like now to revert to the policy of
"divide and rule", with special rl~ference to Malaysia
and Singapore. Both our territori~s are one and indivisible; and yet, when independen(~e was granted to
Malaya in 1957, Singapore was exe:luded from it,
mainly because of the military base in Singapore.
But the ties of kith and kin are too great to keep us
apart, and so in September 1963 we joined the
Federation of Mala~rsia and obtained our complete
independence at last. But the seeds of colonialism
and of vested interests had been too firmly implanted,
and on 9 August of this year we very sadly had to
part company. We did this on the most friendly
terms, as witnessed here in thiu General Assembly
when the representative of Malaysia sponsoredSingapore's admission to the United Nations. We thanked
him then and we thank him again. Our friendship is
real, for though we cannot be one now, we hope that
in the next decade we will merge again. Singapore
wishes to be friends with all its neighbours in Asia,
most of all with Malaysia, and also with Indonesia.
103. Finally, I should like to refer to the excellent
report submitted by the Special Committee. Special
commendation for this report is due to the Chairman
and Rapporteur of the Committee, no less than all the
members of the Committee who put in an enormous
amount of work and time in its preparation. But there
is, however, a discordant note. I refer to the letter
dated 20 September 1965, from the Permanent Representative of Cambodia to the United Nations, addressed
to the Secretary-General, in which, in accordance with
instructions from his Government, he announced that
Cambodia had decided to withdraw from the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. The
reasons adduced by the Government of Cambodia
were:
It. •• dictated by the evident inefficacy of all the
recommendations adopted by the Committee on the
situation of the African peoples which, despite the
resolutions of the General Assembly and the Security
Council, have been unable to free themselves from
colonial subjection. It appears, moreover, as was
stressed by our Head of state, His Royal Highness
Prince Norodom Sihanouk, that the United Nations
is tragically impotent to impose the most elementary
rules of international law on the great Powers, which
are maintaining or extending their political and
economic domination over cother countries and
other peoples. n [A/5983.]

We are, of course, very sorry at the step announced
by the Permanent ~epresentativeof Cambodia.
104. I sl1ould· like now to make a proposal to this
Assembly. In all worth-while projects there should
always be a target date. In this instanoe, I would
commend for the consideration of the Assembly a
target date by which all colonial countries should be
free from all forms and manifestations of colonialism.
I suggest that this date should be five years from now.
It would coincide with the twenty-fifth anniversary of
the United Nations and the tenth anniversary of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. As a gesture of our earnestness and sincerity, Singapore would be willing to
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assume any responsibility that this Assembly might
think fit. We know what it is to be a coloI!y and we
sincerely wish to work for the freedom of others who
are less fortunate.
105. Before concluding my statement, I should like
to commend for the consideration of this Assembly
the following proposal: if the present machinery of
the Special Committee is inadequate or is found to
be inefficient in any particular manner, steps should
be taken immediately not only to strengthen the
machinery, if necessary, but also to revive it so that
it would, this time, without any doubt and within the
new time-limit set. be able to fulfil its duties completely and thoroughly. I would also venture to suggest
that this proposal should be included in any resolution
on colonialism adopted at the twentieth session of the
General Assembly so that, when we meet in five years'
time, this subject will not be on the agenda.
\

106. Mr. BOSCO (Italy) (translated from French): In
speaking today on item 23 of the General Assembly~:s
agenda, I wish to express the gratitude of the Italian
delegation to Mr. Sori Coulibaly, who, for thelast two
years, has so intelligently and wisely guided the work
of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard
to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
I also wish to extend particular thanks to the two ViceChairmen, Mr. Velazquez and Mr. Huot Sambath, to
the RapPol'teur, Mr. Natwar Singh, and to all those
whose efforts contributed to the success of that Committee's work.
107. Italy participated in the work of the Committee
of Twenty-four and in its successful mission in Africa
and is glad to have made a contribution to the progress
of decolonization by offering its share of ideas and
initiatives to help achieve the purposes and principles
of the United Nations in this field.
108. In 1965. we are celebrating not only the twentieth
anniversary of the founding of the United Nations, but
also the fifth annivers~ry of the adoption by the
General Assembly of resolution 1514 (XV), en.titled
"Declaration on the' Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples". This important
Declaration which was adopted. without opposition,
marked a decisive step in the history of international
relations since it codified and included among the
fundamental norms of international law the principle
of the equal rights of peoples and their right to accede
to political independence without discrimination of
any kind.
109. History has proved that the Declaration on the.
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples was not an abstract concept. still less a
theory designed to overthrow the status quo. We have
all besn gratified to note that several countries have
attained independence in recent years in an orderly
and peaceful way. They have joined the community of
free peoples and they have brought new ideas and
energies to the United Nations, as well as a renewed
enthusiasm for the ideals which favour the development of friendly relations between nations. There is
no doubt that this is one positive result of the policy
of decolonization; however, I think that policy mustbe
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. further supplemented in two different fields, namely,
the political field and the economic and social field.
110. It must be recognized that, even in political
terms, the process of decolonization is still incomplete. In a vast area of Africa there are still
some unchanging situations which seem unfavourable
to the aspirations to liberty and independence which
are now triumphing throughout the wor.ld. In other
parts of the world, there are territories in which
complete evolution towards self-determination and
independence has not yet taken place. although some
promising developments have already been recorded.

Si •

tU

and of its politioal. economic ,and oonstitutional implications, could be entrusted to the Committee of
Twenty-four. sinoe it is competent to oonsider any
politioal question relating to decolonization.

116. The problem of decolonization, towards the
solution of which considerable progress has been
made in the political field, has now, in faot, taken a
different form and haS become the problem of the
economic and financial independence of the countries
concerned. This problem must be solved within the
framework of the prinoiples of internatioIial BOlidll.1'tty
which are at the root of relations between members of
the international oommunity. We, have to go beyond
111. The General Assembly knows these problems
the stage defined by the inappropriate. perhaps, but
well and I do not think it is necessary, at this stage,
certainly meaningfUl term, lInea-colonialism". We
to go into them in detail again. I would, however, like
must "free from want ll those countries which have
to take this opportunity to confirm my Government's
recently attained independence and all developing
support for the resolutions adopted by the General
peoples,
for that is one of the essential purposes of
Assembly, and the decisions taken by the Security
the
United
Nations. That is why the forms of assistance
Council, concerning certain territories, the situation
must be rationalized and the present level of economic
in which is a matter of profound concern to the conassistance
to the dev.:-Ioping countries must be imscience of peoples. I refer to the African territories
proved. It will b~come even more difficult to prevent
which have not yet been enabled freely to exercise
the future,
either within States or
\
.
their right to independence, and, in particular, to) the use of force~\n
in
international
r€ilations,
unless
we manage to reverse
such territories as South West Africa, in which the
the present tendency for the gap between the induspolicy of apartheid is being practised, a policy which
trialized
countries and the developing countries to
is incompatible with the principles of the Charter and
w~den
more
and more.
has been severely condemned by world pUblic opinion.
117. Therefore, we must intensify United Nations ef112. With regard to Southern Rhodesia, after having
forts
to achieve an assistance policy whioh is in..
said here a few days ago [1368th meeting] that the
creasingly
more practical, effective and oonstructive.
Italian delegation deplored the intoler'able rule of
and which will banish the spectre of hunger and
privilege established by the unilateral initiative of a
poverty
(rom the world. The task to be undertaken
minority which, so far, has not heeded the appeals of
by
the
United
Nations is a diffioult and complex one
the United Nations, I should Hke to assure the Assembly
but it is nevertheless essenHal for the prestige and
that my Government immediately complied with the
for the very survival of the Organization, since the
resolutions adopted by the Security Council.
maintenance of peace cannot be ensured unless
113. With regard to the African territories under
economic progress is enco.uraged and better living
Portuguese administration, I wish to reaffirm that we
conditions are established. Therefore. decolonization
favour a free choice by the peoples concerned, and
must be pursued not only until politioal colonialism
that, therefore, we would like to see an appropriate
has disappeared but also until economic colonialism
solution in accordance with the principles laid.. down
has ceased to eXist. On the day that objective is atin General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) on the
tained, the world will be closer to peace than if all
granting of independence to colonial countries and
the stockpiles of nuclear weapons were destroyed.
peoples.
118. Strengthening international security by raising
114. With regard to the other territories which al'e
the standa.rd of living of those peoples still subject
still under colonial rule, I should like, on behalf of
to the scourges of hunger. poverty and epidemic will
the Italian Government, to address our warmest
make it easier to conclude agreements on disarmagreetings to the three countries which are on the
ment which will in turn make' it possible to devote
eve of independence: British Guiana, Bechuanaland
an increasing amount of resources to the developing
and Basutoland.
peoples.
115. I should also like to draw the attention of the
119. For these reasons, the ,Italian delegation urges
General Assembly to a problem which has been
all Members of the United Nations to intensify all
raised before and which several delegations, including·
their
efforts so that economic decolonization follows
the Italian delegation, have commented upon ;at this
closely on political deoolonization and so that the
session, in the Fourth Committee. I refer to the probindependence
of the new countries can be an effective
lem of the, "small territories" under colonial rule; in
and
fruitful
reality
for the well-being of mankind as
our view, the United Nations should formulate a policy
a whole.
for their constitutional future. Consideration of this
problem, which has also been raised by the Secretary120. Mr. CARRANCO AVILA (Mexico) (translated
General in the introduction to his annual report to the
from Spanish): With the Declaration contained in
General Assembly [A/60011Add. 1], should, while being
resolution 1514 (XV), the General Assembly rebased on the principle of independence, envisage the
aff~rmed its conviction that all peopies have an inpossibility of grouping the small territories in order
alienable right to absolute freedom, to the exercise
to prevent t()o great a fragmentation of the international
of their sovereignty and to the integrity of their
community. Preliminary consideration' of this issue,
national territory; it also reco~ized the as.pil'ation
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of the peoples of all Non-Self...Governin[ Territories
for freedom.
121. Mexico has maintained from this rostrum, down
througn the yea,:r:s, that tlle continued existence of
large' human groups deprived of the fundamental right
to political self""determination cannot but have a
SeriOl-lS and disturbing effect on the daily more interrelated destinies of all States and especially on the
moral responsibility of the United Nations. No
legalistic considerations and no arguments based on
circumstantial political necessity can persuade
peoples who feel that they are ready to exercise the
right to sovereignty that they should forego or agree
to postpone their aspirations.
122. As in the past, we are still firmly convinced
that the colonial system should be liqUidated and we
believe, moreover, that in this process of incalculable
importance which involves the welfare and happiness
of millions of human beings, this Assembly must act
without losing sight of the faot that, while independence
is an end in itself, it should also be the means through
which peoples, by the exeJ.'-oise of sovereignty, achieve
political, economic and social betterment.
123. A real effort is needed to carry out this
formidable task in an orderly and fruitful manner
so as to ensure, in accordance with the freelyexpressed will of the dependent peoples, and with the
sincere co-operation of the Administering Authorities,
-that the colonies and Trust Territories soon attain
independent existence as sovereign States, capable
both of. forging their own destiny in absolute freedom alld of ensuring their integrity and subsequent
development.
124. In the voluminous reports on the activities,
during 1964 and 196f;, of the Special Committee on
the Situation with regard to the Implementation of
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples, we have a study
describing the most recent developments and the
special situation in each of some sixty territories,
designed to give reality and force to resolution 1514
(XV) and to prevent chaos, thus making it possible to
find effective measures, ,rules or procedures to bring
about, in e'ach case, the elimination of colonialism in
all its forms and manifestations.
125. The Mexioan delegation notas that there have
been encouraging results in the ~arious territories
which have become Members- of the United Nations
during the last two yef;l.rs and in those which are
about to achieve sovereign and independent statehood; but it also shares the traditional concern felt
by the Committee itself that the decolonization uf
some regions is not proceeding at a satisfactory
pace.
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126. It is also appropriate, and even essentil:il, to
recall the Mexican delegation's c~ncern regarding
the methods to be employed by the Special Committee: during the eighteenth session, t1:le Mexican
representative participating in the general' debate
on this very item asked the Assembly [1270thmeeting,
para. 119] to examine the.problems facing that Committe~ and to suggest to it new aven~es for its
activities. We can now note with satisfaction, after
the Fourth Committee has made a careful and detailed' study of' some chapters of the Committee's
reports, that the new methods to which the Mexican
delegation attributed unusual importance, namely,
direct negotiations and good offices, are being regularly employed; in the case of territories whose
future appears particularly obscure-those regarded
as viable States, but concerning 'whose status the
administering Powers seem totally unwilling to heed
world opinion-the Committee is requesting appropriate reports for the Security Council.
127. The Committee can look with satisfaction at
its past achievements, but the Mexican delegation
considers that there should be no halting on a path
which promises to be long and difficult. We hope that
the Special Committee will bear in mind General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) in its future work and
will continue to devote -attention to the examination
which has already begun of "the question of the list of
territories to which the Declaration applies, as well
as to the important problem to which the Secretary'General referred in the introduction to his annual
report for 1964•.!I That reference relates to the future
of the so-called small territories covered by paragraph 5 of the, Declaration which states that: "Immediate steps shall be taken•..to transfer all powers
to the peoples of those territories, without any conditions or reservations... "; it specifies, however, that
this transfer must be made in accordance with the
freely expressed will of those peoples in order to
n••• enable them to enjoy complete independence and
freedom".
128. Together with this problem, which is delicate
in itself, there is anoth~r no less important problem
which is, as has been said, the problem of the imperial enclaves in foreign territories, those byproducts of the great imperialist systems which
affect both the national unity and the territorial
integrity of certain States.
129. Once again, the Mexican delegation is confident
that the General Assembly will lay down rules which
will properly regulate the future work of the Special
Committee.

The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.
jj Official Records of the General Assembly, Nineteenth Session,
Supplement No. lA. sect. XII (A/5801/Add. I).
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5. I have just said that five years have passed since
the adoption of the Declaration. However, almost 50
million people continue to live in a great number of
dependent Territories. The present sHuation in these
Territories once more confirms the eviis of coJonial
rule, which deprives dependent peoples of their most
elementary rights.
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Agenda item 23:
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: rep01-ts of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the DecJaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Coun ...
tries and Peoples' (continued) • • • • • • • • . .

6. The exploitation of the natural wealth and human
resources of colonial Territories, the application of
discriminatory laws, repressive measures against
those who are fighting for national liberation, wars
waged against peoples demanding their legitimate
rights-all these still stand in the way ofthe economic,
political. social and cultural progress of·· colonial
peoples, and they are all ~, source of deep ~~oncern
to the international community.

1

President: Mr. Am intore FAN FAN I <ItalY).
AGENDA ITEM ,23

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples;
reports of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples (continued)

7. The situations in Angola, Mozambique, sCl-c~l1ed
Portuguese Guinea, Southern Rhodesia, Aden 8..."\d
South West Africa have for many years been the main
topics of discussion in the Organization, both in the
General Assembly and in the Security Council. The
steady deterioration of the situation in these Territories has brought about real dangers for international
peace and security.

1. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I should
like to draw the Assembly's attention to the report
of the Fifth Committee [A/6134] on the financial
implications of the Special Committee's recommendations as they appear in chapter I, paragraph 109.
of its report [A/GOOO/Rev.1].

8. In the case of the small Territories with small
populations, the fact that the administering Powers
are not implementing the provisions of the Declaration also constitutes a latent danger which may give
rise to international complications. This year, certain
colonial Powers have pUblicly stated their intention
of strengthening their position in these Territories,
so that they may use them particularly for strategic
purposes. For example, the followingviews which are
by no means isolated opinions, were expressed by
Mr. Cooper, a member of the United Kingdom House
of Commons:
,.

2. Mr. MAGHERU (Romania) (translated from
French): Twenty years ago. the participants in the
Fifth Pan-African Co:aference declared:
"We are determined to be free .••. We will
make the world listen to the facts of our condition.
We will fight in every way we can for freedom,
democracy and social betterment."!J

J

3. That declaration was followed by valiant action,
and the peoples of Africa, likEt tbol:le of other continents which have attained independence with the
support of all anti-colonialist forces, put an end
to the colonial yoke, thereby giving us a foretaste
of the time in the near future when colonialism will
be completely eliminated.

I,

"Our bases in the Far East are vulnerable •.•. In
concert with the United States, Australia and New
Zealand, we must create a real ba.se or bases which
will not be vulnerable and from which we cannot be
ejected. Such bases will probably be in Northern
Australia or Northern New Zealand,. or in other
suitable islands and areas." Y

4. The United Nations took the side of the colonial
peoples when, five years ago, it adopted the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. The Organization's subsequent
action and the adoption of recommendations relating
to the implementation of the Declaration have been
warmly welcomed by the colonial peoples, for whom
they have been a great support in their struggle
for the abolition of foreign domination.

075

,f'

9. New attempts are being made, in addition to
eXisting arrangements, to make use of small colonial
Territories for strategic vnds. Two examples will
suffice. According to the statement made by the United
Kingdom Secretary of State for the Colonies on 11
February 1965, the United States has the right to
maintain air and naval bases in the follOWing seven

Y H. Kohn and W. Sokolsky, African Nationalism in the Twentieth
Century, Princeton (New Jersey), D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1965.
p.29.

Y See Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), House of Commons, Official
Report, vol. 716. London, Her Maje~ty's Stationery Office, Col. 1389.
1
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United Kingdom territories in the Caribbean:
Antigua, Barbados, St. Lucia, Turks and Caicos
Islands, Bermuda, the Bahamas and so-called British
Guiana. The General Assembly was seized only
recently of the question of the establishment of
basEls on MaurHius.
10. For the populations of colonial Territorie r ;, the
existence of military bases in those Territories
is a serious obstacle to the free expression of their
will regarding their political status. Plans for the
establishment of new bases place additional obstacles
in the way of the implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples and give rise to new dangers for the
sovereignty Of countries which have alred.dy gained
their independence.
11. The refusal of the admin.ist13ring Powers to take
immediate steps to transfer power to the populations
of their colonies also springs from their desire to continue the exp:.oitation of the wealth of the colonies.
Sub-Committee I of the Committee of Twenty-Four,
which studied the implications of the activity offoreign
companies in territories under Portuguese administration, came to the follOWing conclusion:

"ili) Foreign economic and other interests are
directly or indirectly supporting Portuguese
colonialism which makes it possJble for them to
exploit the hu,man and nature resources of the
Territories and to enjoy the profits therefrom;
"(£) The foreign economic and other interests

in the Territories under Portuguese administration,
together with the Government of Portugal, bear the
responsibility for the sufferings of the people
of these Territories." [A/6000/Rev.l, chapter V
(part II), annex, para. 275].
12. The Special Committee came to a similar conclusion in the case of its study of the activities of
foreign monopolies in South West Africa. As is clear
from the Committee I s report on this question, the
study I: leads to the conclusion that the a'Jtivities
of the international companies in South West Africa
constitute one of the main obstacles to the country's
development toward independence".Y
13. This whole web of complex interests lies at the
root of the support which the colonial Powers give
each other in order to maintain their positions in
colonial Territories.
14. The study entitled The Rise and Fall of Western
Colonialism showed that:
"It is now abundantly clear that colonialism ••• is
rapidly nearing its end. Some problems remain to
be soh7ed, notably in the colonies that have been
dominated by white settlers. But it is unlikely that
the remaining colonies, perhaps not even the Portuguese overseas provinces, will survive this
decade." 11
15. The collapSe of the colonial system is indeed in
its last stage. The peoples are rejecting colonial

2.J See Official Records of the General Assembly, Nineteenth Session,
Annexes, annex No. IS, document A/5840, para. 176.
11 S. C. Easton, The Rise and Fall of Western ColoniaHsm, New York,
Frederick A. Praeger, 1964, p. 372•
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rule over those Territories where the colonialists
are putting up the most desperate resistance.
16. We now have an over,,·all view of the factors
making up the situation in dependent Territories.
The principal centres of resistance to decolonization
are to be found, in the fi.rst place, in Africa, where
a bastion of white racist domination is being set up.
A sort of sanitary cordon of European rule, consisting of the Portuguese colonies of Angola and
Mozambique, has been completed with the establishment of the racist regime in Southern Rhodesia,
to which the United Kingdom has gradually transferred all power, including the armed forces.
17. The South African regime, which originated the
policy of apartheid, gives its full support to this
colonialist barrier on the African continent and is
indeed its nerve-centre.
18. It is no coincidence that these countries are
rich in deposits of precious minerals-gold, diamonds
and other minerals-the principal purchasers of whi-::h
are in London and New York.
19. This bastion of well-armed white fanatics is a
real threat to the free African countries. This threat
exists now and is dearly of those to which the provisions of Chapter VII of the Charter apply. The
experience of the last thirty years has taught us
that these centres of racist resistance lead, sooner
or later, to aggression. The United Kingdom, Portuguese and other colonies scattered along the African
coast-line are colonial outposts completing the South
Africa~ bastion.
20. Secondly, the colonies of South Arabia, the
Carri'Pbean Islands and British Guiana, as well as
islands in the PacHic, Indian and Atlantic Oceans
are bases and home ports that encircle all continents
and suppiement the bases which the imperialist
countries during a troubled era, succeeded in obtaining
in the Territories of independent countries. The
events of the last few years' history have shown that
these bases are also used as bases of operations for
imperialist acts of aggression against independent
countries, such as the United States aggression against
the free State of Viet-Nam.
21. The United Nations must actfirrnlyandeffectively in support of peoples which are still deprived of
their inalienable right to determine their own future.
With this premise in mind, the Romanian delegation
believe~ that the present debate could lead to the
preparation of certain recommehdations in support
of the struggle of the colonial peoples.
22. The General Assembly should draw up or support
recommendations which are in accordance with the
freely expressed will of the population in each
Territory. To that end, it must again recommend
to the colonial Powers that they create the conditions
which will enable the populatiom; of colonial Territories freely to express their win.
23. The Romanian delegation is also of the opinion
that the suggestion made at the present session
[1385th rpeeting] by the representative of the RepUblic
of Mali on tlW desirability of establishing dirfict
links between the Committee of Twenty- Four and
the peoples of the colonized Territories should be
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25. Similarly, we consider that the United Nations
should take a closer interest in the national leadership
in dependent territoIles. We are referring to the
need to demonstrate greater concern for safeguarding
the leaders and members of the national liberation
movement, who may tomorrow become the heads
and leaders of new independent states.
26. After all, since the United Nations has 8.sked
the administering Powers to take steps to transfer
power immediately to the peoples of colonial territories and since those Powers are doing everything
in their power to hamper the activities of national
movements and are taking reprisals against the
leaders of those movements, it is hardly possible,
for the Organization cannot fail promptly to oppose
any action which results not in granting peoples
the right to decide their future, but in preserving
colonial regimes. To remove from political life the
leaders of the peoples of colonial territories and to
encourage and support certain individuals who do not,
in fact, represent those peoples but are prepared
to defend the interests of the colonial Pawers, these
ar8 violations of the provisions ofthe 1960 Declaration
and they create a serious source of conflict and concern in those territories.
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most carefully considered. Similar proposals have
been submitted by other delegati.ons.
24. The second point which should be considered
in this debate is the urgency of the need to implement
the D!'ovisions of the Declaration. The resolution
[1514 (XV)] adopted in 1960, subsequent General
Assembly resolutions, and important documents adopted at other international conferences, such as the
meetings of the Organization of' AfricaZl Unity and the
Cairo Conference of Non-Aligned Countries held in
October 1964, have stressed the urgent necessity
of eliminating the colonial system. Clearly, the United
Nations, which reviews each year the progress made
in implementing the Declaration, must give a more
explicit definition of the word "urgent" and make its
meaning more specific.

I
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27. The abolition of the colonial system has long been
considered an important and urgent task. At this
session the General Assembly should, in my delegation's opinion, give fresh impebs t6 this process,
the historical significance of which is obvious. The
struggle for the abolition of colonial domination has
its natural complement in the efforts being made
today by most nations to found their political independence on a solid economic basis, to advance and
to raise their standard
living.
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28. The close "and indissoluble connexion between
the two stages of the same process accentuates the
need to grant true political independence which will
enable the new sovereign countries to proceed unhindered with the complex tasks which the achievement of economic and social progress requires of
them.

I

29. The restrictions which some colonial Powers
impose on independent countries before or at the
time of transferring power to colonial peoples are
a violation of the Declaration on colonialism and the
Charter of the United Nations, and have an adverse
effect on the achievement of the aims which the
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new countries, having been granted independence,
must iJursue. For example, the establishment of
military bases, the signature of unjust agreements
before independence with a view to maintaining eXistinb
military bases, or the granting of concessions for the
development of those countries' natural resources
by foreign mc- .opolies, these, by creating obligations
even before independence, constitute so many impediments to thl:lt independence Itself and to the privilege of national sovereignty.
30. It is the duty of the United Nations firmly and
consistently to oppose any attempt at infringing the
right of peoples to have the best possible opportunities
to develop their political independence into complete independence. The Organization must also take
effective measures to determine which PowE:rs are
deriving direct or indirect benefit from the exploitation of colonial territories and to apply the recommendations of the Security Councill'md General Assembly.
:}1. T~e General Assembly's task cannot be brought
to a successful conclusion without the work ofthe Committee of Twenty- Four. The work already accomplished by the members of this Committee, under
the competent guid~,nce of its Chairman, is an augury
of even better results in the future; that is why the
Romanian delegation supports the extension of the
mandate of the Committee of Twenty-Four.
32.·It is a matter of honour for o;ur Organization
to try to find the bost means of helping colonial
peoples to put an end, once and for all and as soon
as possible, to the shameful colonial system, that
blot on our century's civilization. We must realize
that the Organization will fail in its task and will
seriously endanger its prestige if it does not take
urgent measures to that end.
33. As we all know, the peoples will continue their
struggle for freedom, independence and full sovereignty, and will secure recognition of their legitimate
rights in spite of the bitter opposition of colonial
Powers and monopolies.
34. Let us ensure that the United Nations is once
again on the side of right and progress. My delegation
wishes to state from this rostrum that the Romanian
Government and people will not fail in their duty
and will retain the deep feeling of solidarity and
justice which unites them to the noble struggle of
colonial peoples.
35. The delegation of the Socialist RepUblic of
Romania will support the adoption of effective measures to bring about the immediate implementation
of the provisions of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
which was adopted five years ago by the General
Assembly.
36. Mr. BUDO (Albania) (translated f:rom French):
The complete elimination of colonialism in all its
forms is unquestionably one of the most urgent tasks
at present facing peace-loving and freedom-loving
peoples and nations. The great drive shown by the
national liberation struggle in the post-war period
and the historic victories already gained by many
nations which have achieve.d independence are proof
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of the obvious scope and deptt of this great revolutionary movement against imperialism and colonialism. Peoples are more aware than ever of their
inalienable rights and are resolved to struggle to the
end for recognition of their sacred right to selfdetermination in the conquest of freedom and independence.
37. The present situation in the struggle of peoples
for national liberation provides convincing proof
that the end of the abhorred system of colonial subjugation is near. Nevertheless, the inescapable facts
of the situation at present obtaining in the many
dependent territories of Africa and other continents:
the sever\~ repressive action taken by colonial Powers
against the i.nsnrgent peoples of these territories and
the valuable information in the report of the Special
Committee [A!6000!Rev.1] are evidence of the desperation with which the imperialists and colonialists
are clinging to this hideous system offoreign domination and exploitation. The report reveals, in particular,
the difficulties encountered by the Special Committee
in accomplishing its task as a result of the obstructive
attitude and the various manoeuvres of the administering Powers.
38. All this emphasizes the importance of the duty
falling on Member States which whole-heartedly
support the cause of the independence of peoples
and world peace, and the magnitude of the efforts
required to counter the designs of the imperialist
Powers-chiefly the United States of America, the
main culprit in this sphere-in order to contribute
effectively to the heroic struggle for independence
being waged by peoples still bearing the adious yoke
of colonialism.
39. The struggle of peoples against imperialism
and colonialism, in which they have the sympathy
and support of all progressive mankind, today dominates the world stage. One very recent event, which
has caused a wave of indignation among the peoples
of Africa and the other continents, is the situation
created in Southern Rhodesia by the arbitrary proclamation of the so-called independence of that
teritory by the white settler minority, encouraged
and supported by British imperialism and by the
other colonial Powers.
40. This new step is a further act by the coloaialists,
a serious attack on African people of Southern Rhodesia, a serious threat to the peoples of Africa and
a challenge to peace-loving countries and peoples
everywhere. The aim of the British imperialists and
of the other imperialists with major interests in
Southern Rhodesia is to transform that country into
a co:onialist bridgehead in the campaign against the
African peoples fighting for their liLeration, and
against the independent States of Africa.
41. Having failed in their famous attempt to create
the so-called Central African Federation and to
impose on Southern Rhodesia the ill-fated Constitution
Which was designed to secure the rule of 200,000
white settlers over the 4 million people of Zimbabwe,
the United Kingdom colonialists, in collusion with
their white henchmen in that African territory, had
recourse to the latest fraudulent tactic: the unilateral

;)VI

proclamation, by Ian Smith's racist authorities, of the
so-called independence of Southern Rhodesia.
42. A number of imperialist and colonialist Powers'
were implicated in this further crime against the
Zimbabwe people: they were headed by the United
States of America, the greatest colonialist and racist
power, the worst enemy of the freedom of the peoples
of Africa and of the whole world, \\hich has substantial interests in Southern Rhodesia and are
where American monopolies have been infiltrating for
a long time and from which they draw large profits.
Th.e demogogic statements of the United States concerning the situation in Southern Rhodesia will of
course deceive nobody. Everyone knows how the
United States supports the white racists of Southern
Rhodesia and the United Kingdom Government.
43. The African people of Southern Rhodesia is
well acquainted with its age-old enemies, the imperialists and colonialists; it does not expect salvation
from them and has no illusions about their fallacious statements on sanctions against the racist r~gime
of Ian Smith.
44. We also believe that neither the imperialists nor
their armed forces, regardless of how they are
labelled, even if it be under the name of "United
Nations forces" ~ can help in the liberation of peoples
under colonial 8ervitude; recent experience, including
the case of another African country, the Congo
(Leopoldville), proves that such forces are used
only as an instrument to suppress the liberation struggle of peoples, in order to perpetuate the shameful
system of colonialism and neo-colonialism.

45. We are convinced that the Zimbabwe people,
relying primarily on its own forces and on the active
solidarity of the peoples of Africa and t~e other
continents, will face the new situation resolutely,
inflict irreparable damage on the Ian Smith clique
and on ail the colonialists who support him, and
emerge victorious from its just struggle for independence.
46. The Albanian people and its Government, which
have always followed with sympathy end given full
support to the just struggle for indepeI1dence of the
people of Southern Rhodesia, have firmly condemned
the plans and intrigues of the colonialist Powers and
their henchmen, the white racists of that African
territory. They have registered a strong and indignant
protest against the unilateral proclamation of socalled independence by a handful of white racists
encouraged and supported primarily by the United
Kingdom Government, which bears the main responsibility for the system of fascist persecution and terror
that has been employed for years against the valiant
Zimbabwe people.
47. In its statement of 16 November 1965 on this
question. the text of which was circulated to States
Members of the United Nations, the Albanian Government expressed itself as follows ~
"The Government of the People's Republic of Albania most vehemently condemns this arbitrary and
provocative act by the racist group of Ian Smith
and tre British imperialists, who are seeking
in this way to perpetuate the colonialist yoke
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over the unfortunate African population of Southern
Rhodesia (Zimbabwe)," ~

5

54. Despite the Organization's app~als, the imperialist Powers continue to give the Portuguese
colonialists the benefit of their military, economic
and financial aid and their political and moral support.
Portugal, encouraged and supported by its allies,
persistE' in ite refusal to recognize the right to
independence of the peoples of its colonies. The
Portuguese troops are equipped with the most modern
weapons supplied by the United States and other
allies, which they employ to massacre and exterminate
the Afrioan populations under their domination. Engagements between patriot forces and Portuguese
colonialist foroes are occurring with increasing
frequency. In their flight from the barbarous repressive measures of the Portuguese colonialists,
thousands of African families have left their homes
to seek refuge in neighbouring countries.

48. We again express our unshakeable confidence
in the just cause of the Zimhabwe people; we express
our conviction that all efforts of the colonialists in
Southern Rhodesia are doomed to failure and that
the most recent fraudulent manoeuvre of proclaiming
a false independence will merely provoke even more
resolute resistance among the Zimbabwe people
and thus hasten the inevitable end of colonialist
dpmination in Southern Rhodesia.
49. While it shelters behind the white settlers of
Southern Rhodesia in implementing the long-planned
colonialist plot against the Zimbabwe people, the
British Government shows no hesitation in carrying
out a direct and most savage repressive action
against the liberation movement of the people of
Aden and the Protectorates, and of the people of
Oman,
50. 'rhe United Kingdom, trampling underfoot the
resolutions of the General Assembly, is launching a
campaign of terror and military operations in the territory of Aden and the Aden Protectorates, bombiTlg
the peaceful civilian population aI;ld forcing tens of
thousands of people to take refuge in Yemen. The
military base at Aden, which is being strengthened
more and more, is an instrument of the British
policy of aggression and a serious threat to peace
in that region. The recent suspension of the Aden
Constitution and the overthrow of the nationalist
Government have created an explosive situation which
threatens to set the v/hole region of South Arabia
ablaze,
51. At the same time, the British colonialists are
pursuing against the freedom fighters and the entire
people of Oman a policy of savage repression and
violation of the most elementary civil rights. The
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Oman .21 describes
arrests, mass imprisonments: and the torturing of
Oman patriots. Moreover, the Villages and the rural
population are being subjected to attacks by the Royal
Air Force and to punitive operations by United
Kingdom armed forces and mercenaries. All these
repressive and terrorist measures have created an
intolerable situation in the country.

55. It must be emphasized that the imperialist
Powers, in providing assistance to Portugal, are not
acting solely as defenders of the colonialist system
itself; they also have a direot interest in protecting
iTl the Portuguese colonies the enormous profits
derived by their monopolies from the wealth 'of,these
colonies, in which they have invested much more
capital than ha'\Te the Portt:guese colonialists.
56. The United Nations must, by virtue of the Charter, assume its responsibilities and adopt the necessary measures with a view to making a real contribution to the liberation struggle of the African peoples
under Portuguese domination. States which are devoted
to the cause of freedom and peace are faced with a
severe trial in the case of the Portuguese colonies.
In particular, the United Nations must require the
imperialist Powers to heed its resolutions and must
call upon them to halt all aid to Portugal and to
take appropriate, clear and radical steps of a kind
which may effectively help to force Portugal to
leave the African territories without delay.
57. For twenty years peaceful States have been
trying to bring pressure to bear on the racist
Government of South Africa with the object of inducing
it to give up its policy of apartheid and colonial
domination over African peoples. Despite dozens
of United Nations resolutions, the Pretoria Government, heedless of world opinion, is persistir.g in
its criminal policy of racial segregation directed
against the coloured population of South Africa and
is redoubling its efforts to annex the territory of
South West Africa and even the three territories
of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland.

52. In these circumstances, it is the duty of peaceful Member States to demand that the United Nations
adopt measures to help the peoples of Aden and
Oman in their fight to force the United Kingdom
to end its policy of aggression and its colonial
domination in that region',

58. It is well known that the South African Government is enoouraged and supported in its racist
policy and colonialist designs by other imperialist
Powers. Recent events in Southern Rhodesia, the
joint work of the imperialists and colonialists, have
given further encouragement to the VerwoerdGovernment, which is trying' to take advantage of the new
situation thus created in the region. The collusion
between that Government and the United States, the
United Kingdom and West Germany, in particular,
is a matter of public knowledge. These PC'wel's are
providing assistance to the Government of South
Africa with the intention of safeguarding the profits
of their monopolies in that country and of continuing
to use it as a base for their plans of aggression;

53. The Portuguese colonialists are waging a savage
war of extermination against the peoples of Angolli.,
Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea and are
persisting in their deliberate refusal to carry out
the measures recommended in numerous United
Nations resolutions. Portugal is still nursing its
mad dream of annexing these three colonies which
it simply regards as Portuguese provinces and extensions of Portuguese territory.
.'§j Official Records of the SecuritY Council, Twentieth Year. Supplement
for October. November and December 1965. document 5/6972.
!!J Official Records of the General Assembly, Nineteenth Session,
Annexes, annex No. 16, document A/5864.
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this constitutes a direct threat to peace in Africa and
world peace.
59. The case of South Africa is one of the typical
examples that show where the reason for the survival of the colonialist and racist system is to be
sought and in which direction the struggle for the
total and final removal of this hated system of
oppressing and exploiting peoples must be waged.
60. We spoke ea?clier, with reference to some colonial
countries, of the co-operation and the community
of interests which exist among the colonialist Powers
that are seeking to safeguard their colonial possessions, both because of the enormous profits they
derive from depenc"~nt territories and because they
wish to use those territories as a base for their
aggressive plans.
61. It is undoubtedly because of their solidarity and,

above all, because of the support and help ,provided
by the United States, the c.hiefimperialist and colonialist Power, that colonialism has been able to survive
until now. The United States is today the main bastion
of colonialism and neo-colonialism. It is encouraging
and helping the former colonialists to maintain their
colonial possessions, While doing its utmost to supplant
them and to extend its domination to all regions of
the globe. The United States, which represents the
most aggressive form of imperialism, uses all means
to that end, inclUding armed force.
62. It keeps under its colonial yoke a number of
foreign territories, such as Puerto Rico, Guam and
the Virgin Islands. It should be remembered in this
connexion that, despite repeated requests that the
question of Puerto Rico be considered, the Special
Committee, under pressure from the United States
and as a result of various manoeuvr's,s on its part,
has deferred the subject from one session to the
next, which must inevitably endanger the legitimate
rights of the people of Puerto Rico and that country's
freedom and independence.
63. Having occupied by force of arms such regions
as the Congo (Leopoldville), South Korea, Taiwan
and other territories, the United States imperialists
have transformed them into veritable colonies. A
typical, case illustration of their policy of aggression
and conquest is .the case of Viet-Nam, where the
United States aggressors are waging a barbarous
war against the heroic Viet-Namese people, which
is struggling for its r'ight to self-determination and
independence.
64. At a time when the national liberation struggle
has taken on unprecedented vigour, the United States
and other imperialist Powers, aware of the difficulty
at present of reducing peoples to patent and direct
subjugation, are haVing recourse to a new and more
veiled form of foreign domination and exploitation,
namely, neo-colonialism. The United states is undoubtedly the protagonist in this form of exploitation
of peoples. United States imperialism has now become the chief enemy of peoples fighting for freedom
and independence.
65. As a result of the crushing blows inflicted by the
national liberation movements, the colonial system
is in a state of utter disintegration and its inevitable
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end is near. Nevertheless, colonialism has not been
destroyed, as the advocates of imperialism aveT. TellS
of territories ar~d tens of millions of human beings
are still under colonial rule in various parts of the
globe; the United States and other imperialists are
persisting in their bloody oppression and are still
plundering the wealth of dependent peoples.
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66. Moreover we cannot accept the point of view
of those who, on the pretext of a danger of war and
of an alleged transformation of imperialism, which
they claim has become reasonable and peaceful,
oppose the struggle of dependent peoples and recommend that they capitulate to imperialism and colonialism.
67. We have ofte.n asserted here in the UnJted Nations,
and we maintain that view, that the struggle of
'peoples for national liberation is a just and irreproachable struggle. If is made necessary by the
impp,rialists and colonialists who do not want to give
up their selfish and criminal interests and their
privileges based on oruel exploitation of the peoples
under their domination. Imperialists and colonialists
do not willingly abandon their positions; they do nct
grant independence when req!lested and petitioned to
do so.
68. A striking example for us, representatives at

the United Nations, of this' fact is provided by the
extremely unco-operative position invariably adopted
by the colonialists with regard to the hundreds of
United Nations resolutions on colonialism and racial
discrimination. This example and, above all, the
wars of repression and aggression waged by the
imperialists against peace-loving peoples, are the
best answer to those who disagree with our point
'of view.
69. As I mentioned just now, independence is not
willingly bestowed by colonialists; it is won through
the struggle being waged at various levels by su~ject
peoples, with the solidarity and the support of pro;..
gressive peoples and n8.tions throught the world.
The struggle of peoples for independence is a struggle
in self-defence; it is sa,ered. The African and Asian
Heads of state, in particular, who know the coionialists
from their own experience, have publicly rejected
the pretensions of those who tldv,.'>cate peaceful coexistence between imperialism and colonialism, on
the one hand, and colonized and dependent peoples,
on the other.
70. It is necessary to point out at the same time
that, contrary to the views to which I hr.ve just
referred, the peoples' struggle for independence and
the victories which have been won in that struggle
serve the cause of peace directly. Each victory
gained by the peoples in their struggle for national
independence is a blow against the imperialist war
forces and accordingly a contribution to peace.
In particular, the sucr;ess1.on of great victories
gained since the Second \Vorld \Var by the peoples
of Asia, Africa and Latin America which have become independent has dealt a severe blow to the
foundations of imperialist and colonialist rule and has
seriously weakened them. The peoples which have
shaken off the foreign yoke have become elements of
a progressive force, firmly committed to the great
71.
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task of building a better world in which all peoples
will be free and masters of their destiny.
72. What is the United Nations doing about decolonization, however, and what should its role be in that
sphere? To judge it by the many former colonies
which have gained j.ndependence during the last
twenty years and to give the United Nations credit
for the changes which have occurred in the world
during that period with regard to decolonization would
be a serious mistake. It is necessary to reaffirm
right away the undeniable fact that any victories
gained in this sphere are due to the aotions and
efforts of the colonial peoples themselves, with the
solidarity and support of all peace- and freedomloving peoples and nations. It would be illogical and
absurd to minimize the importance of such a basic
factor as the national liberation struggle of peoples.
Those who hold a contrary opinion are pursuing
aims which conflict with the aspirations of oppressed
peoples.
73. No one can deny, however, the fact that efforts
have been made within the United Nations to support
colonial peoples and help them to free themselves of
the colonial yoke. Many peaceful
, countries have
sought, through the United Nations, to lend real
assistance to oppressed peoples in order to bring
their sufferings to an end as soon as possible. But
the United Nations has been unable to carry out that
task because of the obstructive attitude of the colonialist Powers and, above an, because of the b:.meful
influence exerted by the United states over the United
Nations. The Organizatio!1 is manipUlated by that
imperialist Power which seeks by every means to
use it as an instrument for its policy of heg(~mony
and aggression.
74. Peaceful Member states must certainly not
relax their efforts. They must intensify their cooperation and take more effective concerted action
above all, to liberate the Organization from the
ascendance of the United states, the chief cause
of all its defects and misdeeds, which has not only
seriously weakened its authority but has rendered
it incapable of fulfilling, under the Charter, the
tasks arising from the great problems of our ti~e.
75. As for the problem of decoloriization itself,
we believe that the time for reports and resolutions,
which have been repeating them~elves fruitlessly
for the last twenty years, is now past. Member
States devoted to the cause of the freedom and independence of peoples must therefore act on the basis
of the eXisting situation and demand the adoption by
the General Assambly of vigorous, clear and radical
measures. allowing only a Hmited time for their implementation and, if necessary, for the application
of the sanctions referred to in Chapter VII of the
Charter against the refractory colollialist Powers
which persist in maintaining their hateful system
of colonialist domination of peoples, the source
of sufl:erings and of wars of aggression. This is the
only way of giving real help in the struggle of
peoples for national independence.
76. The adoption and execution of such measures
will not only serve the cause of dependent peoples
and peace, but will also be P.l.n important step towards
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defending and strengthening the Organization. The
Albanian delegation is prepared to support any measures likely to achieve those aims.
Mr. Nyankiye (Burundi), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

77. Mr. ACHKAR (GUinea) (translated from French):
Five years ago, the General Assembly adopted the
historic Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples, in response to the
irresistible pressure of the forces of peace and
progress which united on that occasion to impose
on the reactionary forces of imperialism this monument to freedom through self-determination, this
veritable charter of oppressed and scored peoples,
the charter of the world's proletariat. A new wind
blew through the halls of the Assembly, sweeping
away outmoded habits of mind, prejudices, and archaic forms of behaviour, and giving an unprecedented
vigour and determination to our joint efforts to put
and end to the colonial adventure which was increasingly proving a permanent source of frictions and
conflicts capable of endangering international peace
and security.
78. The dawn of freedom for all pecples, without
distinction as to race, colour or religion, began to
light up the sky, while the responsible and committed
leaders of the peoples freshly emerging from the
night of colonial bondange came Qne after another
to this rostrum to assert the claims of their brothers
still languishing beneath the savage yoke of Portuguese, British, Spanish, French, Belgian and Dutch
colonialism. These committed leaders and representatives reiterated the desire of their peoples for peace,
progress and brotherhood.
79. E,rery year, the Assembly takes stock of the
progress made towards the goals of resolution 1514
(XV), examining the reports submitted by the anticolonialist Committee Sf.:t up in pursuance of the
resolution: formerly the Committee of Seventeen, and
now the Committee of Twenty-Four. The Assembly
owes this Committee, guided with such ability and
vision by my brother from Mali, Mr. Sory Coulibaly,
:!. debt of gratitude on behalf of the countries whose
cause the Committee has ceaselessly defended, and
also on behalf of all thinking people, since the continued existence of colonialism prevents the development of international economic co-operation, impedes
the social, cultural and economic development of dependent peoples and militates against the United
Nations ideal of universal peace. These are the
very words of resolution 1514 (XV).
l

80. This year once again, the Committee has adhered to its now long-established and, I would add,
happy tradition of expounding clearly and forthrightly its views on the future-if I can use that
word-of colonialism and the manifold dangers which
it presents. It has done so in spite of th~ increasing
subtle protests and the now rather impotent obstxuctionism of the reactionary forces represented by
certa.in of its member", who continually call for
compromises with the colonialists because they themselves are compromised in that they are abetting
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the contemptible actions of Portugal, South Africa,
the United Kingdom and other Powers which cling
to absurd, outdated myths, and still have their claws
in the flesh of the peoples of Southern Africa, whom
tbey wish to use as bulwarks to protect their unjust
privileges and their ill-gotten and excessive wealth.
81. We must therefore pay a warm tribute to the anticolonialist majority of the Committee of Twenty-Four
for its outstanding efforts during the last two years
and particularly for the new initiatives and innovations
which have characterized its recent meetings in
New York and, above all, those held on the African
continent. For Africa, the abolition of colonialism
in all its forms, including economic and cultural
colonialism, or neo-colonialism, and direct and
indirect intervention in the affairs of young independent
States, which are often victims of attempts at subversion by proxy, is the sine qua non of rapid, peaceful
development in a context of inter;national responsibility
and stability. The visit to Afrioa was valuable both
for the colonized peoples and for the United Nations.
For the former, it was an indication of the great
interest taken by the United Nations in their cause,
which is a prerequisite for the achievement of the
Organization's objectives. As for the United Nations,
the visit enabled it to den"i.')nstrate its seriousness
and enhanced it in the eyes of the African peoples,
wllo have been gravely disturbed by the shortcomings
of our prinri,al organs when it comes to helping to
rid their continent of the mercenaries of Se lazar at
Bissau, Luanda and Louren~o Marques, those of the
United Kingdom at Salisbury, those of Pretoria at
Windhoek, etc.

84. Of course, the bulk of the populations subjected
to arbitrary colonial rule are still to be found in
the large territories of Southern Africa, where the
Nazi and fascist forces expelled from Europe after
the Second World War have taken refuge and are
seeking to defend something called white Christian
civilization at the expense of the most elementary
rights of the indigenous populations, by methods which
do no credit either to Christianity or to the white
race.
Lisbon, Salisbury and Pretoria are supported by military alliances such as NATO, or economic alliances,
and are still holding beneath their blood-stained boots
so-called "Portuguese" Guinea, Angola, Mozambique,
and other dependencies, where blood has never
ceased to flow since Salazar and his conquistadores
settled down to. an ugly colonial war in the pure
French tl'adition which we all remember so well;
they are holding under their blood-stained boots
Southern Rhodesia, that unforgivable sin of the United
Kingdom, where 250,000 settlers are crazed with
fear and convulsed with racist emotions towards
4 million of our brothers; they are holding beneath
their blood-stained boots South West Africa, a territory with an international status which the neo-Nazis
of Pretoria are trying to annex to their apartheid
empire, arrogantly and in utter scorn of the rights
of the international community. These are the areas
which still remain to be liberated, five years after
the adoption by the General Assembly of resolution
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83. Five years after the adoption of this Declaration,

Concerning tho first group of countries still to
be freed, namely, the small territorial entities,
the Guine~n delegation considers that we should
approach their case with a deep sense of responsibility
and with constant concern for the nigher interests
of their inhabitants. While it is essential to liberate
them by ensuring the free exercise of their right
to self-determination, it is equally vital to awid
plunging them into advent.ures which can only result
in the perpetuation of a disguised colonialism which
will be internationally sanctioned, if not protected.
We therefore consider it essential for the United
Nations to use all its experience and its disinterested
support to help the countries in question to make
the choices most in conformity with their wishes
for freedom and progress, by using all the resourCbS
and methods set out in resolution 1541 (XV), and
plirticularly in principle VI, ranging from outright
independence to free association with an independent
State or integration with an independent State.

which does honour to its authors and to those who
adopted it, eighty-five countries with a total population of nearly 50 million still suffer under the yoke
of foreign domination. It is true that the majority
of these countries are what are customarily referred
to as "small territories", islands for the most part,
and enclaves which mayor may not be economically
viable on their own and which are often an easy prey
to neo-colonialism, that last stage of imperialismas President Kwame Nkrumah calls it-ever impatient
to return to the scene of its crimes under the cloak
of so-called technical or financial assistance or
with the help of a so-called defensive military base.

87. We must not have false scruples when it comes
to guaranteeing the future of these peoples. In fact,
the creation of larger unitary or federated entities
is in keeping with our concern for international
equilibrium and stability. The Committee of TwentyFour should look very seriously a.."ld dispassionately
at the case of these countries. We believe that
resolution 1541 (XV), of which I should like to recall
some of the principles, can be a source of guidance
to the Committee of Twenty-Four and can be of great
assistance·to the peoples of small territories in the
exercise of their right to self-determination.

"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and NonSelf-Governing Territories of all other territories
which have not yet attained independence"-that
provision, of course, applied to what the United
Kingdom referred to at the time as the "special
case" of Rhodesia, which has since rebelled against
the international community and the United Kingdom- "to transfer all powers to the peoples of those
territories, without any conditions or reservations,
in accordance with their freely expressed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed
or colour, in order to enable them to enjoy complete independence and freedom."

Cl

85. These unrepentant imperialists andcolonialists of

86.

82. The Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples, in paragraph 5,
declared unambiguously:
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88. I should like to begin by quoting principle VII,
concerning the method of free association to which
I have just referred; the text of this principle reads:
"(~)

Free association should be the result of a
free and voluntary choice by the peoples ofthe territory concerned expressed through informed and
democratic processes. It should be one which
respects the individuality and the cultural characteristics of ,the territory and its peoples. and
retains for the peoples of the territory which
is associated with an independent State the freedom
to modify the status of that territory through the
expression of their will by democratic means and
through constitutional processes.

"(W The associated territory should have the
right to determine its internal constitution without
outside interference, in accordance with due constitutional processes and the freely expressed wishes
of the people. This does not preclude consultations
as appropriate or necessary under the terms
of the free association agreed upon. 11
In our view, it was such a principle that inspired
the Association arrangements recently agreed upon
between New Zealand and the Cook Islands.
89. Principle VIII is as follows:
"Integration with an independE:Jnt State should be on
the basis of complete equality between the peoples
of the erstwhile Non-Self-Governing Territory and
those of the independent country with which it is
integrated. The peoples of both territories should
have equal status and rights of cith~enship and
equal guarantees of fundamental rights and freedoms
without distinction or discrimination; both should
have equal rights and opportunities for representation and effective participation at all levels in the
exeautive, legislative and judicial organs of Government. n
90. Finally, according to principle IX, integration
should come about in the following circumstances:
"(g) The integr~ting territory should have attained
an advanced stage of self-government with free
political institutions, so that its peoples would
have the capacity to make a responsible choice
thro\~gh informed and democratic processes.

c

"Q2) The integration should be the result of the
freely expressed wishes of the territory's peoples
acting with full knowledge of the change in their
sta.tt:.~, their wishes h~ving been expressed through
informed and democratic processes, impartially
conducted and' based on universal adult suffrage.
The United Nations could, when it deems it necessary,
supervise these processes."

91. In the opinion of the Guinean ,delegation, those
are principles which should be of great assistance
to the Committee of Twenty-Four in its endeavours
to help the people of the small territories to exercise
their right of self-determination. We find it very
hard to see how a rock, for example, can attain
independence and l:f:;re on its own means l:'~l.ess? of
course, it survives thanks to a military base or
to subsidies which vitiate that sovereignty to which
we wish to subscribe in full and for which we want
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a United Nations guarantee, a guarantee which is not
confined to grGiJ.'"1ting a seat in this Orga.nization and
a flagstaff from which to fly a flag, but a guarantee
of genuine independence which could prove viable.
92. Consequently, we consider that the Committee
of Twenty-Four must take these principles amply
into account and make the necessary recommendations to us on the question of the territories known
as the small territories. We entirely support the
recommendations which have already been submitted.
93. With regard to the second group of countries
which come under the alleged sovereignty of Portugal,
the United Kingdom and South Africa, to mention those
States alone, we shall not repeat what we have
already said. From now on, the question of those
countries comes under the heading of a threat to
international peace and security.
94. In the Portuguese colo~ies, arms have already
taken the place of dialogue, since there is no one who
will discuss the legitimate claims of the subject
peoples. War is raging in those countries and it may
spread to Rhodesia and South West Africa if, through
lack of conviction and determination, the international
community does not manage to remove those two
territories from the torn and bloodstained claws of
British and South African imperialism.
95. In the particular case of so-called Portuguese
Guinea, a country in which the PAIGC (Parti africain
de l'independence de la GUin~e et au Cap-Vert) is
daily inflicting mortal blows on the Portuguese mercenaries, my country is watching the activities of
Salazar and his torturers with the greatest attention
and is keeping a vigilant eye upon them. How can
we enjoy the fruits of independence when our brothers
who are separated from us by an accident of colonial
history, brothers speaking the same language, wii.t'1
the same customs and the same history, are being
hunted and purlmed day after day? How can we
remain indifferent when our villages are constantly
being startled out of their sleep, when at dawn our
people have to receive women, children andoldpeople
who are being hounded and harried because their
brothers and sisters are in the maquis and have not
responded to the call of the Portuguese gendarme?
96. Day after day Africans die, killed by weapons
supplied to Portugal by the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) . Day after day the peaceloving people of African villiages are bombed by
a'ircraft supplied to Portugal by countries that are
members of NATO. The air space of my country
is constantly violated by Portuguese aircraft. The
Republic of Guinea has taken the necessary steps,
in accordance with its right of self-defence, to
protect itself against such acts of international
piracy. Why, in pursuance of the defence of some
free world or other, do the members of NATO allow
themselves to become accomplices in odious crimes
in Angola, Mozambique and so-called Porutuguese
Guinea? We say this lOUdly so that we may be clearly
heard: it it at you, the countries members of NATO,
that we are pointing an accusing finger; millions
of African fingers point at you and accuse you; the
tiny heads of infants killed by your well,pons point
at you, and accuse you, the gnarled fingers of old
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97. Which are these NATO countries: I have here a
newspaper article which is revealing on this subject
and I should like to quote some passages from it.
It is taken from a London newspaper, the Daily Telegraph, of 16 November 1965, and is entitled "Rhodesia,
Headache fOI' Salazar".

country. The decisions taken at its meetings do not
for the moment seem to have changed the course
of the disastrous progress of that country towards
armed conflict between the races, a conflict which
is a monstrosity in modern times. Africa, for its
part, has shouldered its responsibilities: political,
diplomatic, economic and milit~ry responsibilities.
It will not fail in its duty despite the prophets of
doom who are short of issues to discuss in their
Press-a Press which is blinded by the satisfaction of
thoughts that are distorted, by some kind of cultural,
or even racial, superiority complex.

"Differences with Britain obviously distress
Dr. Salazar. The British Embassy in Lisbon has
the perpleXing task of maintaining good relations
while adhering to United Nations resolutions that
are aimed at putting an end to Portugal as an
overseas Power.

101. It rests with the United Kingdom to shoulder
its responsibilities, which devolve upon it because
of its former obstinacy and its refusal to co-operate
with the United Nations, if not its de facto complicity
with the Salisbury adventurers.

men point at you an.d curse you in their death throes;
the fingers of women, hiding their face~ from crime
and rape, point at you, the hands of nationalists
in their last conwlsions point at you and accuse
you.

"'At one time we would never have thought
of buying anything but a Britishwarship', Dr. Salazar
said. 'Portugal is now buying four frigates and
four submariens from France. This is an order
worth many millions of pounds, with subsequent
orders. '
"1 understand that Britain lost the order because

of a proviso, in accordance with United Nations
resolutions, whereby the frigates could not be used
in African waters. They would have been supplied
with ammunition for NATO exercises only. The same
restrictions are hampering Portuguese attempts to
buy mi1i~ary aircraft.

"
'~Britain is still the best customer for Portuguese
goods, but has slipped to second-best exporter
there: Germany has taken over the lead, and also
supplies arms to Portugal without strings."

98. Some members of that alliance, in particular

imperialist Britain, obey the decisions freely adopted
in the Security Council; other Powe:::-s in that same
alliance, including France and the Federal Republic
of Germany, are taking over from the United Kingdom
in supplying all kinds of arms to the Portuguese
Government for the purpose of crushing the African
revolution. The colonial policy of the Lisbon Government is not confined to the t.erritories subjugated
by Portugal; it is part of a strategy which has been
deliberately created to undermine African independence and which is against African dignity and the
progress and St8 bility of the African continent.
99. The situation now prevailing in South West
Africa and in Rhodesia should be given special
attention by the United Nations, for it is the result
of Portugal's refusal to decolonize. In other words,
the prime offender in this affair is certalnly Portugal.
In this part of southern Africa, and after the fashion
of the Republic of South Africa, a r~gime built upon
racial supremacy has. come into being and this has
dangerously aggravated the situation and is a threat
to world peace and security.
100. Recently the Security Council has been concerned with the question of Rhodesia, after what was
pompously called the unilateral declaration of independence reade by the rulers and leaders of that
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102. With regard to South West Africa, we must note
that the deliberations of the Im:ernational Court at
The Hague are still dragging on. However that may
be, we shall not relax our vigilance, so that as soon
as the judgement of the Court is made public the
Security Council, or perhaps a special session of the
General Assembly, may consider it, draw the appropriate conclusions and apply the necessary recommendations.
103. For the time being we have before us the recommendations of the Committee of Twenty-Four Rnd
the Fourth Committee on each of these issues and on
the issues as a whole, It goes without saying that we
firmly support all these recommendations in the hope
that we shall convince the members of the Security
Council of the need to realize that colonialism in all
its forms is one of the greatest dangers threatening
international peace and security and that the sooner
we put an end to it, with all the means at our disposal,
the sooner shall we ensure the maintenance of peace
and the survival and strengthening of the United Nations
for the promotion of fruitful and fraternal international
co-operation.
104. It now remains for my delegation to invite the
United Nations to reappraise its work in the field
of decolonlzation. We think that the time has come to
review the terms of reference of the Committee of
Twenty-Four-which at present has only twentythree members owing to the voluntary withdrawal of
Cambodia, for reasons which, incidentally, were
highly justified and do it credit-taking into account
the dramatic and tragic manifestations of the colonial
adventure in its death throes.
105, It is well known that at its meetings in Africa
the Special Committee defended the just cause of the
fight for decolonization and stated in its resolutions
that because that fight was just and lawful it should
be supported morally and materially by all States
of the world.
106. The Republic of Guinea considers that, since this
fight is the result of the obstinacy of the col.:>nialist
aggressors and is directed against the exploitation
of man, and since its aim is to implement the principles
of our Charter and of the Declaration appearing in
resolution 1514 (XV), it should be vigorously supported
by the entire international community.
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1389th meeting - 6 December 1965
107. In the field of decolonization, it is no longer
a question of adopting resolutions, whether strong or
weak; it is now a question of saying to those who are
the cons'Cious guardians of international peace and
security: will you implement the historic Declaration
in resolt'Ltion 1514 (XV) which you adopted on 14 December 1960? How and when will you do so?
108. The Committee of Twenty-Four l" ')uld answer
these questions by con1ining its decisions henceforth
to defining the practical ways and means to be employed to enable all territories which are still dependent to achieve independence. My delegation considers that, to this end, it is imperative that the
General Assembly should fix the year 1967 as the
final date for the elimination of colonialism throughout
the world. After that date, any colonial Power should
be considered an aggressor against the territory
or territories which it still occupies, an aggressor
against the United Nations and against mankind. The
Security Council will then draw the appropriate conclusions, in accordance with the relevant provisions
of Chapter VII of the Charter.
109. The United Nations would be failing in its sacred
duty if it did not find a rapid s9lution to colonial
crises., Its prestige is at stake, as are its survival
and its credit, which have recently suffered some
dangerous blows. At stake, too, are the lives of millions
of human beings who are suffering, who are hoping,
and who are looking to us to help them emerge from
the dark night of colonialism. The African continent,
for its part, has neither the will nor the right to
wait much longer for the inglorious death ofthe colonial
hydra, which is mortgaging its whole future.
110. Let us do what we thought was just and essential
fhte years ago when we proclaimed our Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. Let us do it now, for in this matter
time is our enemy. Every day that passes means that
the struggle will be more violent and the execution of
colonialism more bloody.
111. Mr. SHEVCHENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic) (translated from Russian): In a few days'
time it will be the fifth anniver,"lary of the adoption
by the United Nations of the historic Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries ant:
Peoples. It was with great hope and expectation that
all progressive peo?le welcomed the adoption of this
remarkable dOCV:ilent of our times, which recognizes
the right of peoples to self-determination, freedom
and independence.
112. In the last few years great changes have taken
place throughout the world; new States, whose peoples
have won freedom in a heroic struggle, have made their
appearance on the map.
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tion. However, the business of eliminating colonialism'
is proceeding far too slowly-indeed, at a snail's
pace-and there is no cause for the singing of hosannas·
or beating of drums.
115. In the space age, in which man has surmounted
the laws of gravity and emerged into the vastness of
the Universe, we cannot accept the fact that here
on earth there are still people who are fettered by
the chains of slavery. We cannot tolerate the existence
of oppression, humiliation and the exploitation of man
by man.
116. Today it would be hard to find anyone speaking
out openly in defence of the colonial order. Even the
most inveterate colonialists dare not do this. Yet
colonialism still exists in Africa, where there are
some twenty colonies, protectorates and other dependent territories in which some 20 million people
are living, or rather dragging out a mi~erable
existence. There are also colonies and dependent
territories in other parts of the world, where people
have never yet seen the light of freedom.
117. It is the supreme duty of our Organization to
do away with this legacy of the past without delay and
to wipe off this blot from our planet. Comments
and arguments by the representatives of colonial
Powers to the effect that some colonial peoples are
not yet "ready for independence" carry·no weight at
all. The colonial Powers have had ample time to prepare their colonies and themselves for this inevitable
process.
118. The Ukrainian delegation was struck by the
statement made by the United Kingdom representative
on 1 December in this Assembly hall [1386thmeeting].
We hold it to be a very typical statement. It sheds
light on the manner in which the colonia;l Powers
are planning to implement the Declaration, or rather,
the way in which they are trying to circumvent it.
119. To the best of his ability, the United Kiingdom
representative tried to defend the colonialist policy
of his Government, which he presented in the appealing
rolE~ of a champion of freedom and independence. From
his statement we glean the irrefutable fact that there
are still 'thirty-one territories, with millions of
inhabitants, under British colonial rule.
120. In view of this information I doubt that anyone
will believe that the United Kingdom Government has
a sincere desire genuinely to implement the Declaration we have adopted. The representative of the United
Kingdom vainly tries to convince us that colonies are
a burden to his country. He said (and I quote):
"There would be advantage in cutting our ties
with them tomorrow, but we are not prepared to
break faith with them" [1386th meeting, para. 46].

113. The admission to the United Nations of several
dozen newly independent States has made a difference
to the work of our Organization. The Organization
has itself, so to speak, been somewhat "rejuvenated".
It has become more uni'\rersal, more representative
and more authoritative.

121. We are entitled to ask the United Kingdom
representative what faith he is xoeferring to. We have
already seen how the United Kingdom kept "faith"
with the people of Southern Rhodesia. It simply delivered these 4 million people into the hands of
that out-and-out racist, lan Smith.

114. Tb'9 ,ive years that have passed since the adoption
of the D(;,.,;, aration should ha /e allowed sufficient time
to implement the principles proclaimed in the Declara-

122. The United Kingdom representative also said
that his country would act only with the consent of
the people and only in consultation with them. But
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what sort of "consultations" are these, in which the
most actiTre participants are British heavy arms and
machine-guns, tanks and aircraft? I am referring, in
particular, to British military action against the
national liberation movement in South Arabia, Oman
and other.' parts of the world.
123. No gentlemen, such "faith" , such "consultations"
are not what the people still under colonial rule want
from you. All this is contrary to our Declaration.
124. The Declaration expressly states that inadequacy
of political, economic, social or educational preparedness should never serve as a pretext for delaying
independence.1
125. The Declaration also emphasizes that, in all
territories which have not yet attained independence
(I quote):
"Immediate steps shall be taken ••• to transfer all
powers to the peoples of those territories, without
any conditions or reservations, in accordance with
their freely expressed will and desire, without any
distinction as to race, creed or colour, in order
to enable them to enjoy complete independence and
freedom" [para. 5].
126. Experience shows that independence is not given
away as a gift by the colonialists, but is won by peoples
in a relentless struggle, either by force of arms or
with the help of other means and methods. Consequently
the causes for the maintenance of the colonial yoke
are those very conditions and factors which impede
the progress of the national liberation movement and
stand in the way of its success.
127. The national liberation struggle is greatly complicated by the fact that it is now very often opposed
not just by one particular colonial Power, but by
an entire alliance of imperialist States which, in the
pursuit of predatory aims, join forces in an attempt
to prolong the death throes of colonialism.
128. The imperialists are using their superior
strength and will stop at nothing to maintain power
in regions whiCh are of particular economic or
strategic interest to them.
129. Let us consider the case of the Portuguese
colonies. It has already been pointed out that weak and
backward Portugal, with a negligible military ~md industrial potential, could not possibly, without outside
help, have kept control of African colonies more than
twenty times its size in area and with one and a
half times its population.
130. Its insolent defiance of world public opinion is
chiefly explained by the fact that Portugal knows it
has the backing of certain NATO members. For we
all know that Portugal's coffers and military arsenals
are being replenished by the NATO countries and that
the weapons that are being 11 sed against patriotic
insurgents in the colonies are for the most part of
NATO origin.
131. In exchange for this assistance, the Salazar
Government authorizes the foreign monopolies of
these NATO countries to drain the wealth from the
"Portuguese provinces" in Africa. Thus the mining
and sale of Angolan diamonds is a monopoly of the
Diamang Company. This is a Portuguese subsidiary

of the Anglo-American Diamond Corporation. The
extraction of iron ore and some of the manganese
and gold in Angola has been conceded to Krupp in
exchange for deliveries of military equipment.
132. The material in the Special Committee?s report,
the statements by the petitioners and the repOI'ts
in the world press have given us a clear picture of
the ruthless colonial domination, shameless spoliation
and lawless barbarity which have characterized Portugal's so-called civilizing mission throughout its
entire history.
133. During its 500 years of rule, Portugal has brought
upon the people of Angola, Mozambique, so-called
Portuguese Guinea and other territories untold misfortunes-poverty, hunger, ignorance, forced labour
and the most cruel exploitation-and has held back
their development by a good 100 years.
134. The oppression and colonial tyranny prevailing
there have no parallel in modern history. The Portuguese colonialists are now anathema throughout the
whole of Africa; their name has become the symbol
of the most barbarous and revolting type of colonialism.
135. During the past few years Portugal has been
waging a criminal war against the people of its
colonies. The Portuguese army, which is well equipped
and is now the largest in the African continent,
is conducting military operations against patriots
and peaceful inhabibmts. Portugal is spending 100
million a year on this war-lOO million.-but it is
also extracting five times that amount in profits
from these colonies every year. It is indeed a tragic
situation when people are being forced to pay for
their own destruction. But for Portugal and the
Western Powers which are supplying it with weapons
it is a lucrative business, bringing in fabulous profits
to the monopolies.
136. We feel that the time has come to apply the most
resolute and effective measures against the Portuguese
colonialists, to force them to comply with the
resolutions of the General Assembly and the Security
Council and to grant genuine freedom and independence
to the people of these territories.
137. The picture in South West Africa is very similar.
There, too, the racist Government of Verwoerd, with
the encouragement of support of the Western Powers,
led by the United States and the United Kingdom, is
seeking to perpetuate the colonial order.
138. For twenty years this question has been on
the General Asseml::ly's agenda, but the situation,
far from improving, grows worse every yea't'. The
discussion of the situation in South West Africa
in the Fourth Committee at this session has shown
that, despite the resolutions and recommendations
of the United Nations, the South African racists
are continuing to apply their inhuman policy of
apartheid in the Territory and introducing racist
practices worthy of the Middle Ages. The policy of
the white racists is aimed at wiping out the indigenous.
inhabitants or turning them into slaves of the white
settlers in perpetUity.
139. It is obvious from the Special Committee's
report that the foreign monopolies are playing a
particularly sinister role in the enslavement and op-
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1389th meeting - 6 December 1965
pression of the native population of South Africa and
South West Africa.
140. What are these companies, and which Governments are behind t.hem? This question is fully answered
in the report. They are chiefly the United Kingdom,
the United States, South African and other Western
monopolies. Some of them are "purely" American,
some exclusively British, and some are mixed. Some
have a large amount of capital, others less. But
essentially they all have the same purpose-the
shameless plundering of South West Africa's natural
resources, and the extraction of fabulous profits
through utterly ruthless exploitatiou ef the native
population.
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141. The Ukrainian delegation considers that the time
has come to put an immediate 3.nd final stop to the
activities of these foreign monopolies in South West
Africa. The Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples must be
applied without delay in respect of South West Africa
and any steps, however drastic, taken by States
and peoples to this end will undoubtedly be endorsed
by history.
•
142. Nor can we fail to be seriously alarmed by the
situation in the so-called small colonial possessions.
We all know that the provisions of the Declaration are
equally applicable to all colonial territories, both large
and sma.n, and that all people have a right to freedom
and independence and the right to decide how their own
affairs should be managed.
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143. We believe that when it comes to the elimination
of colonialism there can be no such thing as large
and small problems, or large and small territories.
All colonial peoples without exception must be given
freedom and hldependence, regardless of the size of
a colonial territory or its population and regardless
of how developed or backward a particular territory
may be.
144. Questions regarding the future status of any
territory, its future form of government and methods
of development must be decided by the people themselves without the slightest compulsion.
145. An essential prerequisite for the free and uninhibited expression of the wishes of the inhabitants
of small colonial territories ~s full and unrestricted
freedom of activity for all democratic parties and
organizations in the territory. All democratic elements must be guaranteed freedom of association and
assembly, freedom of the Press, freedom of speech
and the like. All political prisoners must be immediately released. Until these measures have been carried
out, statements by the representatives of colonial
Powers that their Governments are ready to implement the Declaration are devoid of all meaning and
content.
146. However, here again the colonial Powers, airing
all sorts of theories about "unpreparedness It, "unfitness" and "lack of economic viability" have resolutely
refused to grant independence to t,hese small colonial
territories. Using these territorIes to accOInIr..ndate
their military bases, the impe:l'ialists have actuaJ1y
converted many of them into military bases and strongholds of colonialism which not only present a serious
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obstacle to the independence of these colonies but also
pose a major threat to many neighbouring sovereign
States.
147. At practically every session we return to the
same questions that were discussed at previous
sessions and adopt more and more resolutions.
148. Repetition is said to be the mother of learning.
But it looks as if someone were trying to disprove
this well-known truth. Either we have not been sufficiently clear and explicit in our attempts to inculcate
this truth or those who ought to grasp it-and I mean
the colonialists-are consciously and deliberately
refusing to see the obvious which, briefly, amounts
to the fact that we are now living in the second half
of the twentieth century and not in the Middle Ages.
149. My delegation believes that the time for persuasion and pious hopes is over. The GeneralAssembly must emphatically and decisively demand that the
colonial Powers should comply with the decisions set
forth in the historic Declaration and should immediately grant freedom and independence to all peoples and
territories, large and small.
150. In our opinion the General Assembly must, at
its present session, work out new methods andprincipIes for the final liquidation of colonialism. All States
which favour the elimination of colonialism must take
the most energetic measures and action to achieve
the prompt and universal implementation of the
Declaration.
.
151. 'The peuples which are still languishing under
the yoke of colonialism expect decisive and practical
action from the United Nations.
152. The delegation of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic solemnly and emphatically declares that it
win support any effective measures designed to put an
i:t'l'evocable end to that shameful legacy of the past
wmch is colonialism. It is the duty of the United
Nations to give the colonial peoples every assistance
and, by the same token, wipe the disgraceful blot
of colonialism from the face of the earth.
153. Mr. GBEHO (Ghana): It is with a solemn sense
of responsibility towards all colonial people that the
delegation of Ghana participates in this debate on the
reports of the Special Committee covering the period
1964-1965 [A/5800/Rev.l l1 and A/6000/Rev.l]. We
wish therefore, from the outset, to place on record
our sincere thanks and appreciation to all the members
of the Committee of Twenty- Four for their outstanding
contribution. In this respect, we cannot fail to commend
highly the invaluable services of Mr. Coulibaly of
Mali, under whose expert guidance the Special Committee achieved so much for subjugated people everywhere in this short space of time.
154. Although the records may show progress on the
problem of decolonization, the fact remains that a
vast number of territories, comprising millions of
people, still have to be liberated, and therefore the
United Nations commitment to the progress of decolonization is far from completed. The task is at present
made even more arduous by the intransigence of some

.1J Official Records of the General Assembly, Nineteenth session,
Annexes, annex No. 8 (part I).
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of the colonial Po'wers, like Scuth Africa and Portugal,
and by the fact that these recalcitrant Powers continue
to receive material and moral support from their
allies, some of which are, paradoxically, founding
Members of this Organization. The challenge in
liberating the remaining colonies, therefore, has assumed immense and urgent proportions, and the United
Nations must brace itself to meet the challenge posed
by this intransigence.
155. Since the birth of the United Nations some
twenty years ago, Member States have always declared
their faith in' the Charter of the Organization, but the
actions of. a number of t.hese States in the practical
implementation of the principles of our Charter have
bep.n in total contradiction of what they have passionately stated in this Assembly. We members of the AfroAsian world have no shadow of doubt at this stage
about the double stand'Jlrds of these powers, and we
are convinced that they pay only lip service to the
noble ideals of the Charter while they pass the poisoned
chalice around behind the scenes. A classic example
of this is the case of Southern Rhodesia, which lias
today plunged Africa and the world into a crisis of
unpredictable proportions.
156. About five years ago, the United Kingdom
Government sent its representatives here to convince this Assembly about the wisdom of accepting
the 1961 Constitution they were then negotiating for
their territory of Southern Rhodesia.• Although it was
then clear to all of us that democratic principles
would be violated by the promulgation of that Constitution, and the fate of millions of African people
would be handed over to the merDiless and fascist
policies of a ravenous racist white minority, and
although we argued very strongly against this Southern
Rhodesia Constitution, the British Government ignored
our arguments and proceeded to endorse this Constitution. Time has since shown how right we were, but
unfortunately the situation has in no way improved.
157. This year, the African countries again pointed
out very clearly, individually and collectively, the
injustice of handing over Southern Rhodesia to Ian
Smith and his racist minority and we did our best
to convince Britain not to tolerate any unilateral
declaration of independence. Again, our pleas and
arguments were ignored and Britain stood by silently
while the racist criminals seized power and held
Her Majesty's authority to ridicule in Southern
Rhodesia. Today, 4 million African people are at the
mercy of the power-drunk racist minority of Southern
Rhodesia, whose sordid record of racial discrimination, fascist intolerance and police brutalities is beyond
description.
158. Since this illegal declaration, men and women
have been shot in the streets and defenceless people
imprisoned and South African soldiers and apartheid
experts have been imported into Southern Rhodesia
to increase Ian Smith's control over the indigenous
people of that territory.
159. The Ghana delegation however, cannot accept
that Britain's responsibilities are by any means over
in Southern Rhodesia. It might be true that the
white people in Southern Rhodesia are cousins of the
British people, but we belive that to maintain any

modicum of self-respect and int1uence in the United
Nations and in the Afro-Asian world, Britain must
reverse the obnoxious situation in Southern Rhodesia
immediately. We are not war-mongers and we detest
the wanton shedding of blood, but when a monstrous
situation such as that which we have now in Southern
Rhodesia stares mankind in the face and continues
to stand as a challenge to human right and independence, then, certainly, Britain cannot escape the
use of for'ce to bring \the situation to normalcy. In
this regard, my delegation agreeds whole-heartedly
with the Archbishop of Canterbury, who declared recently in Oxford:
"In our modern world, I think that the use of
force is only legitimate to the end of justice and
order and there are a few occasions of that kind
which arise. Upholding law and order did and does
involve the use of force, though that force must
never be used resentfully. I think that a State
or a group of States can use force for upholding
law and order where there is a real chance that
the result of force will ensure law and order."
160. If I have lingered on the question of Southern
Rhodesia, it is because Ghana feels very strongly
about the crime that is being committed there at
present with the st:cret connivance of the United
Kingdom Government. At the time when Britain suggested that economic sanctions should be imposed
on Southern Rhodesia, it was aware that countries such
as Portugal and South Africa would not co-operate;
and yet it made the suggestion only to turn round
and tell us that there would be difficulties if all States
failed to co-operate.
161. We believe that economic sanctions would be
effective Qnly if they were applied immediately and
forcefully against Southern Rhodesia. The claim
of Britain is surely a hypocritical one which is an
insult to British intelligence. Is the United Kingdom
claiming now that it was not aware of this condition
when it threatened economic sanctions last year?
Is it now claiming that it did not know that South
Africa and Portugal would not co-operate in imposing
any form of sanctions on Southern Rhodesia? Britain
has been unfaithful to the international community
and nothing short of the immediate reversal of the
situation in Southern Rhodesia will restore its prestige,
particularly as concerns the African community.
We must remind Britain that if it fails, it will
itself in that way weaken the fabric of the Commonwealth which it has built and will hasten the disintegration of the Commonwealth.
162. What has happened in Southern Rhodesia is only
part of the grand plan of the "Unholy Alliance" of
South Africa and Portugal to build and maintain a
strong racialist hegemony in southern Africa in order
to serve their selfish interests. We Africans cannot
accept this and we shall continue to fight against
these racialists to a man. A government that is based
on the tenets of apartheid can never be acceptable
to us. It therefore goes without saying that the Verwoerd r€lgime in South Africa cannot look for any
acceptanc~ or co-operation from us as long as the
majority oi people are denied their elementary human
rights and are regarcied only as hewers of wood and
drawers of water~n the South African Republic.
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163. The threat of apartheid in Africa is far graver
than most Member States realize, for it is not confined
to that immoral republic. Today, the racialists, in
collaboration with Portugal and the NATO allies,
are doing their diabolical best to extend this system
to South West Africa, Bechuanaland, Basutoland,
Swaziland, Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea. The reports of the Special Committee
are unequivocal in this respect and the petitioners
who have appeared before the Fourth Committee have
confirmed the Special Committee's reports. Certainly
this is an intolerable situation because it conflicts
with the principles of the United Nations Charter,
it goes beyond the mandate of the metropolitan Powers,
and it spells out only suffering and misery for millions
of people who look to this Organization for protection
and freedom.
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164. This being so, why are we weak-kneed in dealing
with situations which demand our firm action? Is
it really right that the United Nations should be
capable of action only when there is a crisis? This
was not the reason why small countries like Ghana,
at least, decided to join the United Nations. We therefore appeal to those Western countries which blindly
follow their financial masters in pe'rpetrating racial
injustice to refrain from such immoral support
of pernicious policies. The facts of domination in
these colonies are clear, and the entire human effort
of Member States must be mobilized to deal with
each situation.
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165. The Special Committee has stated clearly~
that the interest of foreign companies in South West
Africa is an impediment to the independence of the
people of that territory. Despite the fact that South
Africa, the United Kingdom, the United States and
West Germany make large profits in South West
Africa every year, the African people of that colonial
territory are in no position to enjoy either a higher
standard of living or educational and social progress
from the riches of their own country. Most of them
either live in hunger or have only enough to keep body
and soul together. Instead of sympathy, the capricioti;}
recommendations of the Odendaal Commission are
being implemented to perpetrate their inferior status.
They are to be distributed into reserves while the
foreigner grows fat en their resources. This should
not be the case. It is immoral and contrary to humanitarian principles.
166. There is no doubt that a gross international
error was committed in entrusting the territory of
South West Africa to South Africa, a country which
contributes apartheid to the many other intra<'table
problems of our world. Similarly, the territories
of Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese
Guinea should not have been left in the hands of Portugal because Portugal itself is unprogressive and
myopic in its colonial policies. It is the view of my
delegation that the United Nations has an obligation
to ensure that these territories are liberated immediately in accordane with the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and resolution 1514 (XV).
167. Developments in the ter:r-itories under Portuguese administration constitute athreattopeace. The"'''
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have made no political, economic, social or educational
advancement, and respect Jor human rights and fundamental freedoms for all is compl~~tely ignored. We
submit, therefore, that these territories should no
longer be administered by Porgugal since the latter
has failed to comply with all the provisions laid down
in Chapter XII' of the Charter regarding the International Trusteeship System.
168. If my delegation has spoken at length on the
colonial problems in Africa. it is only because, we as
Africans, cannot do otherwise. We do not Wish, however, to be interpreted as paying no attention to
similar problems existing in the smaller territ.ories
in the Pacific and in the Caribbean. We have constantly
highlighted the evils of colonialism in thl~se territories whenever they have come nnder close scrutiny,
and our condemnation of the policy of colonial domination will continue until these territories are free.
169. The delegation of Ghana indeed welcomes with
great satisfaction the announcement of 26 Ma~T 1966
as the date for the independence of British Guiana.
We consider, however, that the British G')vernmellt
W Juld do well to restrain its authorities in British
Gl.1iana from indulging in any further actions that might
eX8.cerbate differences in that territory and thereby deli1y independence.
170. The burden of welding together the different
racial communities facing the challenge of nationhood
lies squarely on the shoulders of the Guianesf' themselves. We hope that Mr. Burnham and Dr. Jagan
will bury their differences and work together in
harmony for the good of their nation. In this respect,
we support the suggestion for a conference' of the
various political parties in British Guiana for the
purpose of solving their differences so as to enable
Guyana to begin its independence in tranquillity and
harm.ony which will enhance its presence in the international community.
171. On the Cook Islands the Special Committee
has produced a report [A/GOOO/Rev.1, chap. VIII] which
will, for a long time to come, stand as a tribute, not
only to the United Nations, but also to a worthy son
of Africa who performed with distinction the delicate
and onerous task entrusted to him. I am referring
to Mr, Omar Adeel of Sudan. We also cannot ignore
the fact that the New Zealand Government has made
a welcome gesture, tmprecedented in colonial history,
by inviting the United Nations to supervise the elections
in the Cook Islands. My delegation wishes to register
its appreciation of this gesture. We hope that the
other colonial Powers will emulate the progressive
example of the New Zealand Government.
172. While we recognize these good deeds, we cannot
help but note also that the present constitutional status
of the Cook Islands, while it may be described as
a measure of self-determination, cannot be regarded
as fUlfilling all the provisions of resolution 1514
(XV). As the Ambassador of New Zealand himself
described the present status of the Cook Islands,
it is "neither fish nor fowl". The Constitution of the
Cook Islands is not perfect, and the free association
with New Zealand is not entirely on the basis of
equaHty. We however recognize the fact that the
Cook Islanders reserve the right to change their
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present status in the future. We also hope that there
will be no difficulties in the future when, as Mr. Albert
Henry, the Premier of Cook Islands told the Committee
of Twe) ~ty- Four, they will perhaps decide to be fully
indepe ,1dent after having achieved some economic
progiess. In this respect we believe the United Nations
should hold itself ready to offer its services and advice to the Cook Islanders if they should so desire in
the future.
173. Very often the fate of sUbjugated people in
smaller territories like the Virgin Islands, Papua,
New Guinea and Fiji, tends to be overlooked because
of their isolation from the main areas of activity ~
But this should not be the case. For one thing,
the metropolitan Powers responsible for these territOl'ies are equally impervious to progressive reasoning
and it is the same international monopolist capitalists
who are exploiting their limited resources. So long
as they remain colonies, the United Nations mustgive
them sufficient attention. We cannot therefo!'c ~ccept
the contention of the United States that the question of
the Virgin Islands is not within the competence of the
United Nations.
174. My delegation would like to invite the United
States Government to re-examine itl3 position on the
question of the Virgin Islands. W,~ find it hard to
believe that the authors of the American Declaration
of Independence should be holding on to an archaic
colonial policy in this twentieth century. We ha"iie
heard of the wish to promote economic advancement
in these islands before the grant of independence,
but the United States Government itself is the first
to realize that this argument lacks validity. The
economic problems of the Virgin Islands can be solved
by the United States Government in a matter of months
if it wants to, but instead self-determination and
independence are denied to the people.
175. Papua and New Guinea are in similar difficulties
except that the Australian Government is even more
intransigent in denying the peoples of these islands
their inalienable rights. Instead of bringing the
people together, racial and ethnic differences are
introduced into their minds in order to protract the
settlement of their demands for freedom and independence. Meanwhile, the resources of New Guinea
are being exploited with impunity by the Australian
Government, and this is even made easier for them
because most people do not easily get to know about
such nefarious acts.
176. Recently, unreasonable laws have been passed
by the Australian Government conceding the fact that
the indigenous inhabitants of these islands may live
on their own land, but the resources of the land belong
to the Aust~ali.an Government and not to the inhabitants
of the islands. I must say that this kind of logic is
difficult to understand. The United Nations should
therefore intervene in this situation and help liberate
the people as soon as possible, and before this punder
goes too far.
177. The constitution prepared by Britainfor the people of the Fiji Islands, which is calculated to project
racial differences into this territory, is deplorable
and should be discouraged by this Assembly. Such a
departure frOi:n the principle of "one man, one vote"
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for racial reasons will not ensure the atmosphere
of peace and harmony that the Fijians desire and.will,
in the near future, plunge them into the darJr_'1ess
of racist conflict, in which they may remain for ever.
The unequivocal words of the Ambassador of Ceylon
on this question, when he introduced the draft resolution on the Fiji Islands in the Fourth Committee
a few days ago [1567th meeting], were 13,0 eloquent that
I have nothing to add. His analysis of the Constitution
laid bare the secret desire of the United Kingdom
Government in this territory and I do not wish to take
any more of the Assembly's time to repeat them. My
delegation merely wishes to state that we fully support
thE" analysis so clearly presented by the representative of Ceylon.
178. Before I conclude my statement, I crave your
indulgence to stress once more our opposition to the
policy of the establishment of military bases in dependent territories. If we take a close look at the
territories still under subjugation, it is very clear
that it is in those which have military bases and installations on them that brutal colonial policies are
practiced and peace and security are endangered. In
Aden, South West Africa, Angola, Mozambique, South
Africa and many other territories, the tale ofsadness
can never end so long as the foreign Powers maintain
military bases and installations against the wishes of
the people. My delegation, therefore, supports the
conclusions of the Special Committee deploring the
maintenance of these bases and also stands by the
October 1964 Cairo Declaration of the Governments
of Non-Aligned Countries, which states that:
"Notin.g with concern that foreign, military bases
are in practice a means of bringing pressure on
nations and retarding their emancipation and development, based on their ovm ideological, political,
economic and cultural ideas, the Conference declares
its full support to the countries which are seeking
to secure the evacuation of foreign bases on their
territo:J:'Y and calls upon all States maintaining
troops and bases in other countries to remove them
forthwith. !I 2J
This is the voice of the non-aligned world and we are
proud to be associated with it.
179. For about twenty years now this Assembly has
been discussing the· problem of colonialism. The
number of colonial territories which have attained
independence in the past decade, including our own,
stands as a tribute to the good work of Member
States of the United Nations. But the struggle is far
from concluded in the face of the stern opposition
which now confronts this Organization. Perhaps our
task is even more djfficult now than before. The
delegation of Ghana calls upon all Member States,
therefore, to come to the rescue of colo,uial peoples.
We have no doubt that you, who are the descendants
of those who fought for the lofty principles of the
Magna Carta and the American Declaration of Independence, will live up to the reputation of your forefatl~ers by joining us in fighting relentlessly against
colonialism and imperialism.
180. Mr. EL-KONY (United Arab Republic): This
session of_the General Assembly is not just one more
JJ See dQcumeni.
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annual meeting of the representatives ofthis Organization. This session completes two ctecades of the
existence of the United Nations j it also completes
five years since the adoption of tht. Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. On such occasions, it is particularly
appropriate to pose the question whether our Organization is fulfilling the hopes placed in it, putting
into effect and translating into reality the resolutions
it has adopted; whether its Members are fulfilling,
in good faith, the obligations assumed by them in
accordance with its Charter. This Organization has
grown in the minds and hearts of millions of people
in Asia, Africa and Latin America for its great efforts
in decolonization. These efforts have been crowned
and crystallized by the adoption of the Declaration 011
the Granting of Ind\~pendence to Colonial Coun.tries
and Peoples . By that Declaration, the overwhelming
majority of the people of the world, through their
representatives in the United Nations, solemnly
declared their determination to put an end to colonialism in all its forms and manifestations and to assist
the peoples still under colonial rule to rid themselves of the vestiges of colonialism.
181. The adoption of the historic Declaration on the
Granting of Independence brought hope to millions
of people who werE, denied fundamental rights, who
were denied the right to live as human beings. By that
Declaration, the General Assembly reassured the
millions of people who had not yet regained their
inherent right of self-determination and national
sovereignty of our Organization's concern for their
aspirations and its determination to put an end to the
coloniai problem, which had caused and continues to
cause human suffering, and which stands in the way
of truly international understanding and frkndly
relations among nations.
182. Today, at this stage of human development and
achiev~ment, human enlightenment andunderstanding,
there are millions of people who are still subjected
to humiliation, degradation, and atrocities reminiscent
of the Dark Ages.
183. It is true that, since the founding of the United
Nations, millions of people have regained their freedom and independenoe; but it i~ equally true that
minions are still under colonial rule despite all that
has been said and done, despite all the resolutions
adopted by this Assembly. The record of colonialism
continues to show ~he signs which cannot but cause
us deep regret and concern. The valuable report
submitted to us by the Specia: Committee clea:r~y
reflects this fad. From this report VIe note with
regret tha.t some colonial Powers still refuse to co··
operate with the United Na.tions. They do not even
recognize the authority of the United Nations. Some
others, which are founding Members of the United
Nations, do not recognize the right of people to selfdetermination, which is one of the fundamental provisions of the 'Jharter.
184. Also, there are States which refuse to implement the resolutions of the Genera.... Assembly and
refuse to allow visiting missions to enter the territories under their administration. They usually resort
to a variety of legal arguments to evade their obligations and the supervision of the United Nations. May
'1 ,.;
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I say to those States that the administration 01 the
dependent territories is no longer within the exclusive
internal jurisdiction of the administering Powers.
It is the concern of the whole international community.
It is the obligation and. dUty of the United Nations
to see to it· that the provisions of the Charter, as
well as the provisions of the Declaration, are adequately applied and implemented, that the administration is conducted in a way to promote to the utmost
the well..;being of theinhabitantsofthedep~ndentterri
tories, and that those inhabitants are protected against
abuses; otherwise there will be no meaning to the
principle 'of internatioIVlI accountability.
185. It was the intention of th~ drafters of resolution
1654 (XVI) to make tlle SpeC)ial Committee a body
of action, not a debating society. How can the Special
Committee fulfil its historic mission and its noble
task in the absence of the co-operation of the administering Powers?
186. Unlike the previous attempts' in the history of
international organizations, the drafters of the Charter
of the United Nations rightly conceived the problem
of international peace and sQcurity in a positive and
constructive manner. They have understood peace
not in a negative way but in the positive way of creating
conditions of stability conducive to peace and security.
One of these principal conditions is the enjoyment of
equal rights by all people and nations, big and small,
and the emancipation of dependent peoples and their
right to take their place with dignity in the community
of nations. This has been confirmed by the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoles, which states:
"The General Assembly,

"
"Aware of the increasing conflicts resulting fI'om
the denial of or impediments in the way of the
freedom of such peoples, which constitute a serious
threat to world peace,

"
"Declares that:
"1. The subjection of peoples to alien subjug8.tion,
domination and exploitation ... is an impediment
to the promotion of WOI'Id peace and co-operation."
187. Co-operation between the Security Council and
the General Assembly in putting an end to colonialism
is necessary-indeed essential. It is our hope that the
members of the Security Council, in particular the
permanent members, will facilitate and assist the
Special Committee in carrying out its noble task.
It is disturbing to note the attitude of the administering Powers in refusing to implement the resolutions
of the General Assembly. The Security Council could
be of great a/!3sistance in this regard.
188. It is not my intention to take the titKle of th:1.s
meeting in dealing with all the problems ar~,,\ 'points
raised in the reports of the Special Committee. My
delegation has had the opportuinity in the Fourth
Committee to express its views with regard to;~hose
problems, especially the question of Southern Rhodesia
which is of the utmost importance for the Mricans
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and the whole world. However, 1 wish to make some
general remarks. \
,

189. First, some colonial Powers attempt, by unilateral acts or imposed treaties, to gi"ve a nominal
status to their colonies, in order to evade their
responsibilities in accordance with the Charter of the
United Natlons. It is our considered view that the
provisions of the Charter, as well as the Declaration,
apply to all cases where the people do not enjoy
fU,llindependence and do not exercise full sovereignty
and control over their affairs. Imposed treaties whIch
restrict and limit the sovereignty of the people cannot
change the actual status of a colony. We are familiar,
in our part of the world, with this kind of treaty, such
as the advisory treaties and the protection treaties
imposed on the people of Oman, Muscat, the Gulf
and Aden Protectorates.
190. Secondly, it is disturbing to note that the colonial Powers' practice of establishing and maintaining
military bases in the dependent territories is increasing. We consider that the maintenance of those
military bases constitutes a threat to international
peace and security, as well as a threat to the freedom
of the people. The representative ofthe United Kingdom
stated:
"We no longer require bases anywhere in the world
for the maintenance of imperial interests. We need
bases only to carry out our obligations in peacekeeping and in coming to the aid of our friends. "
[1386th meeting, para. 57.]
191. The facts contradict that statement. Even though
we are asked to admit that these bases are maintained
with the consent of the peoples concerned, events have
shown that the military bases are used to suppress
the liberation movements and to brnak the resistance
of the people who are struggling for their independence. The bru.tal military operations carried on
against the people of Aden and Oman are clear
evidence of that. Events have also shown that those
bases s.re used only for aggressive purposes against
independent States. The aggression coml'nitteeJ by the
United Kingdom forces against my country in 1956
and against the Republic of Yemen are clear evidence
of that.
192. Therefore the colonial Powers should be called
upon to liquidate their military bases in the dependent
territories.
193. Thirdly, the primary object of the colonial
Powers in. administering the dependent territories
remains the promotion of their own economic advantages. The exploitation of twe natul'al resources
in the dependent territories remains the main objective of the colonial Powers. As one of the leaders
of the colonial Powers put it:
"TIle nations of Europe desired colonies for the
folloWing three purposes:
Ill. In order to have markets for sale o£ the
manufactured goods of the home country.

"2. In order .that they may have access to the
rfLw materials of the colonies.

---I!JIIII!!l!

.

"3. As a field for the investment of surplus
'. capital. "
~
~~~

194. The reports of the Spacial Committee on the
mining industry and foreign investments in the terdtories under Portuguese administration [A/6000/
Rev.1, chapter 3] and in South West Africa!QI demonstrate beyond any doubt that this policy still prevails.
195. In this connexion we consider that the policies
and practices of those who benefit from the exploitation of the people in the southern part. of Africa,
namely, Angola, Mozambique, South West Africa and
Southern Rhodel?ia, are the i~hields which protect
the system of colonialism and apartheid; for the
colonial Powers in that part of Africa cannot survive
the powerful currents of human aspirations and world
opinion without the protection of the Powers that have
financial interests in the southern part of Africa.
196. Fourthly, some colonial Powers attempt to
grant independence with conditions, accompanied by
imposed treaties, to ensure the perpetuation of their
dominativll. That is contrary to the Charter of the
United Nations and to the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
The wish of the people should be respected. The
people have every right to decide on their future
destiny.
197. The representative of the United Kingdom stated
that the policy of his Government in relation to its
colonial territories was based on two principles:
consultation and consent. One may wonder whether the
African people of South Africa had been consulted
in 1910 when the United Kingdom handed over South
Africa to the foreign settlers; and whether the
African people of Southern Rhodesia approved the
Constitutions of 1923 and 1961; whether the Arab
people of Palestine :had been consulted on their
future destiny when the United Kingdom Govermnent
handed over their territory to adventurers and settlers;
whether the people of Aden and the protectorates had
been consulted on or approved the so-called federation of South Arabia; whether the people of Oman and
Muscat had approved the illegGl,l and unequal treaties
imposed on them.
198. Those are our general remarks on the report
of the Special Corr...rnittee on the implementation of
the Declaration. It is our hope that those Powers
that refuse to co··operate with the Special Committee
will listen to rl~ason. It is also our hope that the
Security Council will take effective measures to
assist the Committee in its noble task.
199. In conclusion, pC:'\'mit me to pay tribute to
the members of the Special Committee and to its
Chairman, Mr. Coulibaly, for the valuable report
they have submitted to us.
200. Mr. COMAY (Israel): Only a generation age
every school atlas showed most of Africa, Asia
and the islands of the Pacific Ocean. Indian Ocean,
Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean area marked out in the
different colours of the great colonial empires. In
two post-war decades these colours have nearly disappeared from the map of the world. One of the most·
spectacular changes in human history is now nearing
completion. Today over 90 per cent of the people
of the world live in sovereign States of their own.

_
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201. The United Nations has played an influential
part in this process of decolonization, as marked by
the landmark resolution 1514 (XV) of 1960; by the
important work done by the Committee of TwentyFour; and by the constant anti-colonial pressures
maintained in our Organization by the Member States
that were i;hemselves freshly emancipated from
colonial rule.
2()2. Le~ us also recognize, in all fairness, the voluntary role of nearly all the colonial Powers themselves.
In particular, the two major Powers concerned, Britain
and France, accepted the fact that the colonial system had become out of date and morally untenable
and they have pursued policies designed to transfer
power to subject peoples in a free and orderly manner.
In his impressive statement from this rostrum last
Wednesday [1386th meeting], Lord Caradon stressed
the principles of consultation and consent, through
the application of which his country had, in less than
twenty years, brought to independence twenty-six
nations, containing a fifth of the world's population.
We welcome his assurance that the same principles
will be brought to bear upon the future of the thirtyone colonies still under British ,rule-while noting
his comments regarding the special problems involved
in leading to independence small, scattered and nonviable territorial units. My delegation feels confident
that the Committee of Twenty-Four will study each
individual case in accordance with the needs and
the wishes of the inhabitants, while maintaining the
over-all objective of winding up the vestiges of
colonial rule as qUicldy as possible.
2G3. My Government and my people have wholeheartedly supported the struggle against colonialism.
The principle of naUonal independence touches our
most venerable memories stretching back thousands
of years to the period recorded in the Old Testament,
when our forefathers fought for their independence
against the great colonial empires of those times.
Now that we live again in freedom, it gives us great
satisfaction to maintain close ties of friendship and
practical co-operation with so many other new Member Statt~s. The leaders of these States have t~ guide
the destinies of people that have emergedfrom foreign
rule, burdened dOW"tl with poverty, disease, ignorance
and economic backwardness. Political independence
is not enough in itself; it is the instrument for promoting welfs1'e and progress. Israel is gratified that
it can share 1~;J own experience in nation-building
with these brother State~.
204. When resolution 1514 (XV) 'I::9.S adopted, it called
not only for the termimttion of foreign rule but
also for an end to all practiues of segregation and
discrimination. This is an objective which the people
of Israel regard with profound emotion, derived from
our own bitter historical experience as the viutims
of such practices. We reject all concepts of suparior
or inferior races and we believe that the political
and social status of individuals and of nations and
their economic opportunities should, have nothing to
do with race or colour. This passionate conviction
will continue to guide our policies and our positions,
as it has most recently done in the case ot Southern
Rhodesia.
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205. As we near the end of the colonial era, we need
not forget the injustices of the past; but let us
concentrate on building a better future, in which all
nations will dwell in freedom and equality and, above
all, in peace.
206. Mr. ALARCON QUESADA (Cuba) (translated
from Spanish): In only eight days it will be the fifth
anniversary of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (resolution 1514 (XV», which solemnly proclaimed the necessity of b:ringing to a speedy and unconditional
end colonialism in all its forms and manifestations.
It is true that since then many countries have attained
freedom and independence, particularly through the efforts and sacrifices of their peoples, but tens
of millions of human beings are still suffering from
colonial subjugation in Latin America, Africa and
Asia.
207. It is four years since the General Assembly
established the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples (resolution 1654 (XVI», now
known as the Special Committee of Twenty-four. The
Cuban delegation takes pleasures in paying a sincere
tribute to the work done by the Special Committee
of Twenty-Four, whose reports are now before the
General Assembly, and in particular to the Chairman, Mr. Coulibaly, of Mali, and t..lte Rapporteur,
Mr. Natwar Singh, of India. In expressing our appreciation of the work of the Committee of Twenty-Four,
we would also draw attention to the sabotage and resistance on the part of the representatives in that
Committee of the colonialist States of all continents.
208. The constructive work of the Special Committee
of Twe:lty-Four stands in striking contrast to the
iniquitous persistence of colonialism and the tenacious efforts-inclUding collective efforts-of the
colonial Powers to maintain the r~gime of exploitation and domination, in violation of the United Nations
Charter and the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. This
disintegrating system is struggling to survive by
doggedly opposing the national liberation movements
by every possible means. The use of military force
by the colonialists in this vain effort is creating
areas of international conflict which threaten international peace and security. Imperialism is thus not
only flouting the Charter and the Declaration, but is
even defying the United Nations by creating new colonial territories with the immediate objective of establishing military bases. These bases, which are being
iUl3te.l1ed in many territories, constitute obstacles
to national liberation movements.
209. The studies carried out by 'me Special Committee
of Twenty-Four on the acthities of foreign economic
and other interests iJ,1, the Portuguese territories and
South West Africa. I and the infol'mation on this
subj~ct pr-ovided by delegations and petitioners, show
how these 'interests constitute the 'main -obstacle in
the peoples' struggle for .independence, and impede
the implementation of the Declaration. These, .studies
and data show that international imperialism has an
economic base and that common economic interests
lead the colonial Powers into military alliances and

I
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political understandings directed particularly agaInst
t~e dependent peoples.
210. One of the most odious cases of this type is
the so-called "Unholy Alliance ll in the southern part
of Africa, which has scored a temporary victory
with the declaration of independence by the uS'lrping
racist r~gime in Southern Rhodesia and the eloquent
passivity of the administering Power. This unholy
alliance is the instrument of the Western Powers
which organized in NATO and led by the United
States, are now trying to set up a colonialist stronghold in the southern part of Africa.
211. Referring to the alarming situation in Southern
Rhodesia, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Cuba,
Dr. Ratil Roa Garc!a, has made the following statement:
"The effective and lasting solution of the present
conflict is genuine independence for the oppressed
and plundered black people of Southern Rhodesia,
whose inalienable right to seize their independence
by force is fully recognized by the Revob.tionary
Government of Cuba, which likewise endorses and
supports any sympathetic action taken in this direction by the African States.
"The Revolutionary Government of Cuba reiterates
its complete rejection of the racist r~gime set up
by the white minority headed by ran Smith, and
resolutely proclaims its readiness to furnish the
subjugated, exploited and wronged people of Southern
Rhodesia with the necessary assistance, in whatever form, to enable it to carry on its struggle
against imperialism and its agents." [A/6112.]
212. While international imperialism is playing its
game in Africa, focusing Us attention on Southern
Rhodesia, in America it is playing another game,
with certain 'tTariations, in so-called British Guiana,
where it if:: overthrowing the independent majority
party by violence in order to put in power, on the
eve of independence, groups which obey its ol'ders.
213. The colonialists show that they care nothing
for the serious responsibility they bear before all
the peoples of the world by striving to perpetuate
their regime, based on the exploitation and humiliation
of millions of human beings, for the sole purpose of
obtaining easy economic advantages which are stained
with blood. The productive meetings of the Special
Committee of Twenty-Four in Africa, which my
delegation believes should be repeated in the same
continent. resulted in the recommendation that the
peoples which are struggling for their freedom and
independence should be given not only moral but also
material assistance. On this fifth anniversary of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, it is el!1couraging to see
how the realizatton that it i,s thE') duty 0:[ the United
Nations to assist the liberation movE:;ments of all
peoples wbtch have not yet attained il~dependence
has taken root and how the overwhelming majority
of Member states demonstrate their determination
to contribute, to the best of their ability, to the speedy
and unconditional liberation of the SUbjugated peoples.
214. It is also encouraging to see how, in the midst
of cQlonialist resistance, an the members of such a

very important regional organiz,ation as the Organization of African Unity close ranks in their firm
determination to free their continent speedily and
completely from all colonial areas.
215. This example forms. a striking contrast to the
indifference with which some American states regard
the vexing case of Puerto Rico, which remains subject
to the colonial regime of a permanent member of
the Security Councii. The attitude of the Organization
of African Unity will probably help to expedite the
decolonization process initiated by General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV). This attitude is a practical
reaffirmation of the right of the peoples of trust
territories. which are non-self-governing, and all
other peoples which are not yet independent, to full
sovereignty-a right already recognized by .the
Charter, the Declaration and various United Nations
resolutions.
216. There is another encouraging and positive
factor in the decolonization process which was not
created by the United Nations, namely, the fact that
the peoples are rising up in exercise of their inalienable and impresciptible right to freedom and independence. These peoples have been prevented from
finding a peaceful solution to the problem created by
colonial domination based on powerful economic
interests and the military might of the imperialists.
The people are rising up today in countries such as
Angola, Mozambique and "Portuguese" Guinea, and
will do so soon in Southern Rhodesia, South West
Africa and other territories, if the colonialist Powers
continue to make the gross mistake of believing,
despite many historical examples, that they can enslave
those peoples for ever.
217. Like the Charter, the Declaration and the resolutions of the United Nations, the rebellion of the peoples
shows that the attempt to perpetuate colonialism in
any of its forms or manifestations, with its resultant
segregation and racial discrimination, is treason
against mankind. For this reason the United Nations
recognizes the legitimacy of the- struggle against
colonialism, but so far the Organization has not taken
the more effective action which would identify it with
the heroic struggle being waged by peoples for their
freedom and independence. In particUlar, it is for the
Security Council, in fulfilment of its responsibility
to maintain international peace and security, to use
all the resources offered by the Charter to free
the world from the colonialist areas where the situation is deteriorating, by stressing the threat which
they represent to international peace and security.
218. The colpnial war in Angola has been going on
for three years. The war of liberation in "Portuguese"
Guinea has been going on for a long time, and many
patriots have lost their lives in the armed struggle
in Mozambique and in the struggle against aggression
being waged by the peoples of Aden and Oman. It is
the duty not only of the United Nations, but of all
{che, international organizations and institutions conceL'ned, to offEli' their assi.stance to the colonial
and dependent peoples which are suffering from
the repression or military dction of the colonial
Powers. There is no justification for al?'y State, partiCUlarly Members of the United Nations, giving aid,
above all direct or indirect military aid, to Powers
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which'persist in maintaining peoples under the inhuman
and degrading colonial regime and go so far as to
practise open genocide by starting colonial wars.
In view of this situation, in which brute force, equipped
with the most modern weapons, massacres the peoples
which will not accept a life of exploitation and humiliation, it would be inadmissible for international
institutio'os, including United Nations agencies, to help
to strengthen those Governments which have not yet
renounced colonial policy and which do not hesitate
to attack the national unity and territorial integrity
of the colonial and dependent peoples.
219. The colonial Powers are not sure that they can
maintain their system much longer, and for many
years they have been stressing neo-colonialist policy
with a view of perpetuating their exploitation. For
the same purpose. they are hastening to impose
military bases and agreements which will bind the
peoples militarily and economically even after they
have attained their independence.
220. I should like to quote part of what Commander
Ernesto Guevara, speaking on behalf of Cuba, said about
neo-colonialism at the Second Economic Seminar of
Afro-Asian solidarity:
"Neo-colonialism developed filrst in South America, through0ut the continent, and is now beginning
to become increasingly striking in Africa and Asia.
Its methods of penetration and development take different forms: one is brutality, which we witnessed
in the Congo; brute force, cOl'npletely ruthless and
undisguised, is its ultimate weapon. But there is
another, which is more subtle: the penetration of
countries which are attainingthei":' political independence. the link with the nascent indigenous bourgeoisie and the development oi' a parasitical
bour~;eois class which is closely allied with metropolitan interests, all based on a certain transitory
well·~being or improvement in the peoples' level
of living which derives from the fact that in many
very backward countries the simple transitition from
a feudal to a capitalistic relationship represents
a great step forward, regardless of the long-term
disastrous consequences for the workers."
221. Military bases in colonial and dependent territories should be dismantled now, before independence.
The Cuban people can bear witness to the significance
of the presence in its territory of a military base
established by a colonial Power before Cuba was
master of its own destiny. Today this base, maintained
by the United states, still constitutes a threat to our
Republic, and a bridgehead for the operations of the
foreign enemy, who is trying to undermine the regime
which the Cuban people has chosen in exercise of its
right of self-determination and national sovereignty.
222. It is for the United Nations to ensure that the
colonial and dependent territories are not stripped
of their natural resources and that what has been
wrested from them is returned to them. In addition,
we contend that the peoples have the right to demand
compensation for the exploitation and cOi1sequent
damages inflicted on them and their territories by
colonialism. We would also add that any measure taken
by a colonial Power to limit, directly or indirectly,
t.he t3xercise 0f sovereignty by the subjugated peoples
is null and void.
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223. In view of recent events, it should be emphasized
that any attempt to prcclaim independence in order to
place the Government in the hands of authorities who
do not represent the majority of the people is contrary
to the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples.
224. The Special Committee of Twenty-Four is
facing a hard task in overcoming the legalistic
web created with foresight by the colonialists, even
within the United Nations, with the aim of prolonging
their rule. For example, there is a case in which the
territory is subject to the legislative, judicial and executive control of the imperial PoWer; in which the
people has no jurisdiction over matters of citizenship,
foreign affairs, defence, immigration and emigration,
foreign trade, currency, the post office, radio and
television, and air and sea transport; a case in which
the people does not control its own economy and is
even obliged to serve in the armies of the imperial
Power; a case in which a nation is described as a
possession in the legislation and jurisprudence of
the imperial Power and statements by the highest
representatives of the colonial Power, which by concealing authentic information and distorting reality
is trying, even within the United Nations, to present
this nation as a territory with its own government.
I am referring, of course, to the distressing case
of Puerto Rico.
225. Paragraph 65 of the report [A/BOOO/Rev.1] of
the Special Committee of TwentY-Four~tionsthe
letter dated 1 October 1965 se:lt to that Committee
by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Cuba which,
referring to the final communique of the Conference
of Heads of state or Govf"'nment of Non-Aligned
Countries held in Cairo in October 1984, requested
the inclusion of the question of Puerto Rico 011
the agenda of the Special Committee. This letter was
circulated as a committee document [A/AC.109/144].
As was to be expected, the colonial Power concerned
protested against the circulation of that letter, claiming that its objection was based on General Assembly
resol ution. 748 (VIII). That is, the colonial Power
opposed the circulation of a letter requesting that
the Special Committee should study the case of
Puerto Rico.
226. It should be remembered that, at the Ninth
International Conference of American states, held
at Bogota, Colombia, in .1948, the United States opposed the adoption of an anti-colonial resolution because it feared that the consideration of colonial
problems in America would clearly reveal that it
had been illegally occupying Puerto RICO since 1898.
The resolution was, however, adopted.
227. Despite the abfJtention O:i~ t(1e United States,
the American Committee on Dependent Territories
was established and held two sessions at Havana.
The United states tried to sabotage the establishment of the Committee and finally did not attend
its sessions, at which the colonial problem in America
was examined. The United Statesopposedthatexamination even before resolution 748 (VIII) was adopted.
Now it even opposes the circulation of a letter from
a Member State to a United Nations body, despite
the adoption five years ago of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV).
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228. My delegation, in turn, would like to brmulate
counter-objections against this objection by the United
States Government. First, we must explain to the
Assembly that when resolution 748 (VIII) was adopted,
thc Assembly was not fully and reliably ir.formed of
the situation prevailing in Puerto Rico. The administering colonial Power stated that a plebiscite had been
held in Puerto Rico, in which the people had freely
(lhosen its destiny. It failed to mention one simple
detail: that the plebiscite did not allow the choice of
independence. It also omitted another detail, namely,
that those who voted against the neo-colonial Puerto
Rican regime plus those who abstained constituted
60 per cent of the electorate. It also forgot to mention that at that time the Puerto Rican prisons were
full of patriots who had been imprisoned because of
their fight for freedom. It also forgot, and still
forgets to mention that, when the Assembly adopted
that resolution, half of its present Members could
not participate in the debate because they were
still subjected to the colonial regime and resolution
1514 (XV) had not yet been adopted. And when it
objects to the circulation of the Cuban letter, it
does not mention the fact that at this very moment
the United states Government is organizing the socalled "status commission", a commission composed mainly of representatives of the colonial
Power and its satellite parties in the island, to study
the legal status of Puerto Rico.
229. On behalf of my delegation, I would ask how
the United States Government can say that the case
of Puerto Rico is closed and should not be discussed
in this Assembly, when it is at the same time organizing a status commission to study that case.
It is not for the colonial Power to determine the
status of its colony; it is for the United Nations,
world public opinion and all peoples to ensure
that the resolution declaring universal independence
for ail peoples is implemented in tha~ sister island
too.
230. The VICE-PRESIDENT (translatedfromFrench):
I call U:,tlon the representative of the United States
on a point of order.
231. Mr. DICKINSON (United States of America):
Puerto Rico is a self-governing commonwealth assocf.~,
ated with the United St~tes, as recognized by Genera!
Assembly resolution 748 (VIII) adopted on 27 November
1953. It is not a colony in any sense of the word. It is
therefore totally inappropriate that Puerto Rico should
be discussed in this body in connexion with the agenda
item on decolonization. I would appreciate it, Mr.
President, if you would request the speaker to confine
his remarks to the item on our agenda.
232. The VICE-PRESIDENT (translatedfromFrench):
I call upon the representative of Cuba to continue
his statement.
233. Mr. ALARCON QUESADA (CUba) (translated
from Spanish): After this interruption, this point of
disorder, I shall now continue. First of all, I should
like to say that I am referring to paragraph 65 of
the report of the e,peoial Committee [A/6000/Rev.l].
I believe that all 'representatives- have this document
and they will hav~~ seen that I have not said one word
which does not relate to that paragraph.
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234. All this illustrates once more the cruelty, the
cynicism and the tortuous machinations ofthe colonial
Powers which make them go so far as to try to hinder
the work of the United Nations and sabotage our Organization, thus violating the obligations they assumed
when they signed the treaty which is the Charter.
235. Some may perhaps wonder what special interest
Cuba has in all this, and what special reasons gave
rise to the letter to which paragraph 65 of that
report refers. We would reply that Cuba certainly
does indeed have a special interest; more than that,
our people has a historic and even an almost constitutional obligation in this matter. The Republic of
Cuba was born of the effort ofthe Cuban Revolutionary
Party and the first article of its basic document,
which was written by Jose Martl, our national patriot,
stipulated that the party was being formed to achieve,
through the united efforts of all men of goodWill, the
absolute independence of the island of Cuba and to
foster and assist in the independence of Puerto Rico.
236. Paragraph 65 of the report of the Special Committee of Twenty-Four refers, as we have said, to
the Conference of Heads of State or Government of
Non-Aligned Countries held at Cairo in October 1964,
which drew the attention of the Special Committee
of Twenty-Four to the case of Puerto Rico. Fortyseven States were members of that Conferencevirtually half the membership of the United Nations.
237. In conclusion, the Cuban delegation wishes to
state that it will support any action that may be taken
on this item which reflects the position expressed
in this statement; it reserves the right to speak again
if necessary.
238. The VICE-PRESIDENT (translatedfromFrench):
I call upon the representathre of the United States
on a point of order.
239. Mr. DICKINSON (United States of America): 'The
speaker seems to have terminated his remarks. However, I should like to repeat that the item he has
raised is not on the agenda of the Committee of TwentyFour and is not before this body at this time. Paragraph 65 of chapter I of documHnt A/6000/Rev.1
refers to the circulation of a letter and to the objections
of my delegation at that time. That is all that paragraph 65 does. The Committee of Twenty-Four at
the time of the discussion and adoption of this paragraph, specifically did not go into the question of Puerto
Rico. It declined to do so, and, as a matter of fact,
paragTaph 65 states that:
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"Owing to the lack of time the Special Committee
was unable to examine the request contained in
document A/ AC.109/144."
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240. What that means is that the Committee did not
take up this question. It simply circulated the letter
and noted the protest of my delegation. It did not
take up the subject, and it has not done so. It has
not even considered whether to take up the subject.
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241. Therefore, on the basis of what has gone before,
the question which the previous speaker attempted to
discuss cannot be discussed by this Assembly at this
time and under the item on its agenda.
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242. The VICE-PRESIDENT (translatedf'r(lmFrench):
I call upon the representative of Spain, who has asked
to speak in exercise of his right of reply.
243. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) (translated from Spanish):
Reference has been made to my country from this
rostrum on various occasions durin·?; this debate.
Reference has also been made to various territories
which concern us very directly and which are undergoing the process of decolonization. For this reason,
my delegation, tn exercise of its right of reply, would
like to make a number ~f comments in reply to those
references.
244. For about three weeks during this twentieth
session of the General Assembly of the United Nations,
the Fourth Committee has been considering the work
done by the Special Committee of Twenty-Four in
1964 and in 1965.
245. Recently, this Assembly has been considering
not only the results of the studies completed by the
Special Committee of Twenty-Four during those years,
but also the views and decisions to which its work
gave rise in the Fourth Committee. The task which
could not be done at the nineteenth session, namely,
to praise and encourage the Specia,l Committee, has
now fallen to this twentieth session of the General
Assembly.
246. Spain has closely followed the efforts of the
Special Committee to steer decolonization along the
right path and on some occasions it took part in the
discussion of ~h.at Committee. It could therefore not
remain silent at this juncture without falling into the
grave sin of political indifference which is often much
more serious than the sin of ingratitude.
247. Seldom in history have twenty-four delegations.
representing all of us and speakingonourbehalf, been
faced With so great a responsibility: nothing less
than to bring an ordered, just and peaceful end to
a political process which was born centuries ago
Jut of war and. conquest. The way in which the Special
Committee, nnder the expert guidance of Mr. Coulibaly
and with the outstanding help of Mr. Sonn and Mr.
VelazC!uez-and I mention them by name because they
are now no longer with us-has don~ its work, is
worthy of our hearty congratulations. It is a pleasure
for me to express publicly before all of you my country's congratulations to the Special Committee.
248. Spain is very directly affected by the process
of decolonization. I would almost venture to say that
the main problem which my country now has before
this Organization falls squarely within the context
of that process, in which history has assigned us a
position which I would make so bold as to call unique.
While, on the one hand, Spain is a country with
territories which are listed as non-self-governing,
on the other hand it is the victim of a colonial situation
on its own soil. That fact is clearly reflected in the report of the Special Committee of Twenty-Four [A/6000/
Rev.l] which the FourthCommittee has just considered
and which is now before the General Assembly,
249. I do not wish to go into details, nor to waste
time on matters which have been already amply discussed in other places and at other times. I should
merely like to mention the political conduct which
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such an unusual position obliges Spain to adopt. I
think that the report· of the Special Committee and
the examination of the report by the Fourth Committee have clarified. this sufficiently.
250. Owing to the presence of a foreign flag in our
country, With all the consequences which that entails,
the Spanish people placed all its hopes in the justice
of the decolonization process as soon as its message
reached us.
251. The Spanish Government based its conduct,
wrtich is firmly rooted in honesty, on that hope. We
have not asked, nor are we asking, for more than
we are prepared to give. We have not asked for
h.istoric realities to be wiped out by the stroke of a
pen, however evil their origins" since in many of
them positive elements and private interests have
arisen that should not be eliminated until an attempt
is first made to cleanse them and to place them in
the service of future relations of international cooperation and coexistence. We have faithfully cooperated with the Special Committee of Twenty-Four
so that that Committee could examine each case
and each territory on UtJ own merits.
252. What is the result of Spain's political conduct?
So far there is only one visible result: the birth of
Equatorial GUinea, the President of whose Governing Council has appeared here and has spoken before
the Fourth Committee. Thus we see that Spain
has begun to carry out the mandate of decolonization.
But on the other hand, what is being done with Spain?
253. The United Kingdom representative, speaking
on 1 December [1386th meeting]. referred to Gibraltar.
At that time, he stated uneqUivocally the future policy
of his Government with regard to the Roclt and he
did so in such terms that I considered it advisable
not to exercise my right to reply immediately. A
statement of intent, such as the one made by the
United Kingdom. which is so contrary to the spirit
of the Charter. and psychologically so imperialistic,
warranted someth~ng more than a retort; it needed
a certain amount of reflection which I would venture
to call philosophical.
254. The facts are as follows: the United Kingdom
conquered a p~ece of Spanish territory by force in
1704. In 1713 it signed a treaty with Spain under
which both countries determined the status of the
territory on which a British military base WR.:l set
up and was used to support British imperial and
colonial expansion. The Spanish population which was
expelled from Gibraltar was replaced by another
population which the United Kingdom imported and is
still importing. Once those f.h'st steps had been
taken, the United Kingdom designated Gibraltarthe Gibraltar base and the imported population liVing
in the shadow of the base-a "Crown Colony". When
the process of decolonization began, the United
Kingdom declared that the Rock was a Non-SelfGoverning Territory and invoked the right of selfdetermination for its people. The Special Committee
of Twenty-Four, after two years of study, decided
that the problem of Gibraltar must be solved through
joint Spanish-Bdtish negotiations which would take
into account the interests of the pres~nt inhabitants
of the Rock.
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255. Spain has always been ready to negotiate and
to respect those interests. The United Kingdom, howeVE:lr. has refused to join in such negotiations on
various pretexts. Now it states that the military base
at Gibraltar is in the service of peace and of British
military commitments. It says more, it says that the
United Kingdom is prepared to remain in the base
if supported by the "consultation and consent" of the
civilian population which the United Kingdom Government has been installing on the base.
256. When it was a question of maintaining an
empire, the existence of bases against the will of the
countries in which they were being set up was justified,
purely and simply. by imperial needs. Now an attempt
is being made to justify their existence by falsifying
of the principle of self-determination, as has been
convincingly proved in the lengthy debates of the Special
Committee of Twenty-Four.
257. This is what the United Kingdom is trying to do .
to Spain. I wonder whether the United Nations will
allow this policy, which is in such sharp contrast to
Spain's proper conduct, to be pursued without opposition of any kind.
'
258. The crisis of confidence in the United Nations
can only arise from the application of two standards
for similar problems. For my country, Gibraltar

is the standard by Which we judge, since when we
refer to Gibraltar as a colonial situation on our soil, .
we are not exaggerating.
259. So that there is not the slightest dO".lbt about·
my country's conduct in this affair throughout two
and a half centuries, I should like on this solemn
occasion to present officially to this Assembly a
collection of documents on Gibraltal' which the Spanish
Government has transmitted to the Spanish Cortes. '
260. I have transmitted a copy of the collection to
the Secretary-General of the United Nations, and
another to the President of this Assembly, so that
the desire of the Government of my country for this
collection of documents to be brought to the attention
of this Organization may be a matter of record.
261. The VICE-PRESIDENT (translatedfromFrench):
I call upon the representative of Australia, who has
asked to speak in exercise of his right of reply.
262. Mr. McCARTHY (Australia): At this late hour,
I wish merely to reserve the right of my delegation
to reply at a subsequent meeting to certain observations made in the debate regardingAustralia's administration of Papua and New Guinea.

The meeting rose at 6.35 p.m.
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the realization that, even to this day, there a.re territories and peoples that have still to achieve full
freedom weighs heavily on our consciencEi. Pakistan
has asked on many occasions for a speeding up of
the process of decolonization and a most active role
for the United Nations in this process. We are in
conscience bound to express our dissatisfaction at
the fact that many things which could have been done
were not done, that many measures which could have
been adopted were either not adopted at the time
when they should have been or not adopted in the
spirit in which they should have been.
109. Pakistan has argued again and again, in this
Assembly and outside it, that the responsibility of the
international community does not end until the dependent peoples have arrived at their destination. The
colonial Powers have vested interests which they find
it hard to relinquish with good grace. That is why,
on many occasions, they hatch all sorts of devious
schemes to retain the substance of control while parting
with the semblance of authority. This phenomenon
has been imaginatively descr~bed as neo-colonialism.
We take satisfaction in the fact that the existence
of these reactionary hankerings after afast-vanishing
status quo is generally known to the people whose
interests are involved. We are at one with them
in opposing and struggling against it. Neo-colonialism
is not only the enemy of newly independent peoples.
It is the enemy of all freedom-loving peoples.

AGENDA ITEM 23
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
reports of the Special Committee on th~ Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence toCobnial Countries
and Peoples (continued)

107. Mr. BHUIYA (Pakistan): My delegation has
studied the report of the Special Committee on the
colonial situation with mixed feelings. While we
are happy to note that the historic movement for the
decolonization of colonies has taken its relentless
course forward towards the goal of a world from
which dl traces of cplonialism have been removed,
that has still not been achieved. We in Pakistan are
impatient with the pace of the decolonization process.
108. We know that the United Nations has been playing a significant part in this process. We have
supported the United Nations in its endeavours and we
have co~tributed all we could to that end. However,
*Resumed from the 1340th meeting.

110. Pakistan wants to make sure that the peoples
that are still dependent are saved from the scourge
of this contemptible conspiracy. It. is for that reason
that we have insisted not only that their dependent
status be ended as speedily as possible but that the
freedom when it comes to them be genuine. We shc.uld
rather not have thesl=' unfortunate people move from
manifest dominatior~to covert exploitation. Our perusal
of the report has created in our minds an apprehension
that these possibilities, however unlikely they may
seem at the moment, have to be taken into consideration
in our deliberations of the colonial situation. If
we do not start checking these tendencies before they
have the time to grow, we must eventually be. faced
with many serious situations in all parts of the world,
In our view, a good way to do so is by treating with
scepticism the common excuse of the colonial Powers
that a territory is still not ripe for independence.
We should insist on a 00mplete elimination of the
colonial presence within the next few years. A timelimit was suggested by the representative of Singapore
yesterday [1387th meeting] when he was spt.)aking on
this situation. Pakistan would also welcome such a
time limit.
111. The position of my delegation with regard to
South West Africa and other colonial strongholds in
Africa is clear and unambiguous. We are in favour
of the United Nations as a whole exerting all the pressure at its command, including enforcement measures
of an extreme nature, to bringing an end to this intolerable situation. We ~ook upon the situation in these
territories as a continuing aggression against the
indigenous peoples. We further consider that this
aggression creates a serious danger to international
peace and security, because, unless speedily remedied,
this situation leaves no recourse open to the victimized
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peoples except that of a massive armed struggle. We
perfectly well understand why such a struggle might
break out, if it were to Lreakout tomorrow. That is
why we have insisted and still insist that the United
Nations live up to its responsiblities and provide
an alternative to the victimized African people to
bring them to independence on the cardinal principle
of self-determination.
112. Political domination has its roots in the economic exploitation of the people. Our examination of
the situation in many Trust Territories has given
us reason to believe that the natural resources of
those Terr.:wries are bej.ng exploited at an alarming
rate. In our view, the Trusteeship Syst1em was not
created to serve colonial greed.
113. In accordance with General Assembly resolution 1803 (XVII) on permanent sovereignty over
natural resources, the rightful owners of the natural
wealth of the Territories are the inhabitants thereof.
We are concerned with the rate at which this wealth
is being used up. The dependent status of people does
not give any Power the right to tamper with the
resources. Indeed the fact that they are unable at this
stage to stand up and demand what belongs to them
imposes an obligation on the international community
to safeguard their rights. We are not satisfied with
the situation in many territories. The report of the
Special Committee ha~ made a useful contribution in
drawing attention to that fact.
114. In the light of the situation revealed by the
report, the Pakistan delegation has made certain
proposals in the course oLthe deliberations in the
Fourth Committee. We have suggested that the information about all Trust Territories should contain
such statistics with regardto thee*ploitation of natural
resources as the volume of'.benefits which actually
accrue to the inhabitants oftheseTerrito~ies.We have
made our position clear that we will support the
claims of people who are dependent now and who
are being deprived of their wealth, if at any stage
they should seek restitution for their natural wealth.
Let there be no doubt that PakistGtn will support such
claims without any reservations and will insist that
adequate and speedy compensation be paid, including
damages for previous wrongs suffered. In our view,
such claims for compensation would apply to any
wrongful deprivation of wealth and would not necessarily be confined to internationalization of assets.
115. Mr. MOD (Hungary) (trarlslated from French):
Five years ago-or five General Assembly sessions
ago, if we measure t,ime by the united Nations
chronometer-there occurred the decisive change in the
work of the United Nations and in the definition of
its task which tra.nsformed the Organization from an
office which recorded the activities o~ the colonial
Powers into an international agent taking an active
part in the struggle against those activities.
116. The history of the adoption of resolution 1514
(XV), the debates on the resolutions adopted ::-ince then
and on their application, all show that the alliance
of the forces which struggle against colonialism in the
Organization is a solid one, because it is based on
common principles. It is gaining in strengthfrom year
to year and extending its struggle against all forms of
-colonialism.

117. The struggle against colonialism is a sphere of
activity in which the United Nations has been able
to achieve relatively good results. It is precisely
because of this success that I would recall what was
said by tne Minister for Foreign Affairs of my
~,)untry during the ge~er!tl debate this year:
"Since 1960, when the Declaration on the liquidation
of the colonial system was adopted, it has been
stated in this hall again and again that by the time
of the twentieth session all the colonial territories
should have regained their independence and sovereignty. Arld what is the situation now? Not only have
all the left-overs of the colonial era not been
liqUidated, but a colonial war par excellence has
been brought to the lndo-Chinese peninsula. " [1350th
meeting, para. 3.]
118. It is an incontestable fact-and the simplest
proof of this is that the number of Members of the
United Nations is increasing from year to yearthat the geographical area of colonialism is decreasing.
Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of all its
other aspects. During the five years of anti-colonial
struggle against the various overt and covert forms
of colonialism, the United Nations has accumulated
a vast amount of experience, the ana1ys~s of which
i.s one of the first conditions for the definition of
subsequent activities.
119. The first and most general of the questions
to which we are seeking an answer was raised in the
passage just quoted from the statement by the Minister
for Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of
Hungary. The question could also be put in another
way: why, as in the case of disarmament, is the
struggle against colonialism obtaining only partial
results, while making no headway towards its main
objectives?
120. I should like to try to reply first on the basis
of an analysis of the various forms of colonialism.
I shall begin by examining the present situation
with regard to the so-called classic form of colonialism. We could consider for example the situation
in Angola or Mozambique, or in Aden or any other
United Kingdom colony. All the objectionable and revolting elements of classic colonialism invariably
exist there.
121. Here are a few facts about the Portuguese
colonies: 99 per cent of the indigenous population
are illiterate; in certain regions, infant mortality
is high as 60 per cent; in Angola, only 3.3 per cent
of the African children of school age attend school
and the cotton farmers, who number about a million, have an average atlnual per capita income
of $11.17. A highly qualified western specialist,
who is well acquainted with the situation in the Portuguese colonies, has this to say on the subject:
the patterns of Portugal's African policy
have rer~lained p:retty much the same: the concept 0f the African as a ward of the state whose
tribs> ~ authorities and values are to be replaced
by Portuguese authority and values; the indiscriminate use, and abuse, of African labour; a
seeming indifference to the physical and social
welfare of the African peoples; an equal indifference to their educational needs; and ex" ••• bUT';
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ploitation of African agriculture and the promotion of w;w.te estate agriculture to the detriment
of African land rights and interests; the encouragement of white immigration; and the repression of
the African dissatisfaction, real and imagined, by
imprisonment, exile, beatings, torture, and even
murder. This has been the past, it is the present,
and the Portuguese would like to make it the
future." Y
122. A partial answer to the questi<'ln why Portugal
wishes to continue to dominate its African colonies
by force is given by the Angola correspondent of
the Washington Post in the 11 November 1965 issue:
"Portugal is reported to be spending up to $100
million a year to carry on the military suppression of rebels in its African colonies. But it
apparently is paying off.... Portugal, by dint of
shrewd management, has turned a colony whose
most valuable export for 55 years was whale oil,
into a thriving money-·rnaker and reserved market
for Portuguese products. 11
123. As was shown by the debates in the Special
Committee, the commercial profits which Portugual
derives from its colonies are estimated at $150
million a year. According to The New York Times
of 23 August 1965, "The African war has proved
something of an economic blessing for metropolitan
Portugal ... n. I should like to quote another statement of a similar tenor: "We do not like to think
about it but the war has improved the economy
and given great prosperity to some ... ". This statement was made by James Reston in The New York
Times of 24 November 1965 in 00nnexion with the
United States aggression in South Viet-Nam.
124. The colonizer's essential motive has therefore continued to be material profit and the exploitation of the indigenous population. In the contemporary
world, however, a colonizing country is unable and
unwilling to accomplish this task by itself. The interests of monopolies and States are so interlaced
that they form an impenetrable undergrowth of exploitation.
125. In order to avoid being accused of prejudice,
I shall now quote an example relating to South
West Africa. In its report, which is supported by
voluminous data, the Special Committee noted that
foreign capital held a dominant position in the economy of South West Africa, that the foreign companies
had no interest in developing any sort of a balanced
economy in the Territory and that the international
companies supported the annexation policy of the
South African Government. The Special Committee's
report states that the international monopolies are
concerned above all with making profits and that consequently the profits flow abroad and are not reinvested in the Territory. Paragraph 172 of the report
states that the mining companies and industrial
facilities are controlled by financial interests in the
United Kingdom, the United States of America and
the \Republic of South Africa. Lastly, the Special
Committee states:
"The above study :.leads to the conclusion that the
activities of the international companies in South
Y James DUffy, Portugal's African Territories: Present Realities,
New York, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1962, p. 12.
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Africa constitute one of the main obstacles
to the country's development towards independence."1I
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In the Portuguese colonies, too, industry, tJ:oansport and mining are controlled by financial interests
in the United States, the United Kingdom, Belgium
and Portugal. Recently the participation of West
German private capital has also been increasing
sharply.
126.

131
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127. These activities are highlighted by the following

figures. According to data published in the August
1964 issue of the Survey of Current Business, jj in
1963 United States private capital realized and repatriated profits of 5.1 per cent on its investments
in the countries of the European Common Market
and 10.6 per cent on its investments in South America;
according to information published in the 9 March 1963
issue of France Observateur, the corresponding
figures for southern Africa ranged from 20 per cent
to 45 per cent.
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128. Of course, South African financial interests,
too, have a 'PaJ~t in the exploitation of the Portuguese
colonies. Consequently, the two Governments have
already begun negotiations concerning the extration
and purchase of Angolan oil. According to the 1 August
1964 issue of the Johannesburg Star
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"Angola could save South Africa if the AfroAsian bloc succeeded in cutting off the supply of
oil, which is of vital importance for South Africa. .. .
In the case of a total embargo, Angola could furnish
the industry and the defence of South Africa with
sufficieni: oil to enable them to survive. n
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129. It is common knowledge that forced labour too

is widespread in the Portuguese colonies. Consequently, the indigenous populations of Mozambique are
forced to work like slaves not only in the Portuguese
colonies but also in the neighbouring country of South
Africa. According to the information provided by the
Liberation Front of Mozambique, Portugal sends
100,000 workers from Mozambique to the Transvaal
gold mines every year. In exchange, 45 per cent
of the products of the Transvaal are transported via
Lourengo Marques. According to the petitioners,
South Africa pays the Portuguese Government $6
per worker and half the wages of each forced worker
for the first four months. About 200,000 other worke~~s
from Mozambique are employed as industrial, agricultural and domestic workers in South Africa and
Southern Rhodesia.
130. From the examples I have just given, it may
be concluded that a group of Western countries has
an interest, which can be estimated at several
thousand million dollars, in retaining the status
quo in the colonial territories. It is for that purpose
that they are united in what is known throughout the
world as the Unholy Alliance. No matter what aspect
of the question we consider, we always find the same
group of countries, which originaHy, during the
classic period of colonization, were the group of

Y See Official Records of the General Assembly, Nineteenth Session,
Annexes, annex No. IS, document A/584U, para. 176.
jj Periodical pUblished by t.le United States Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Washington, D.e.
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1388th meeting - 3 December 1965
colonial Powers and which today can be symbolized
very briefly by the name NATO. In fact, we are
today dealing. with a collective colonizing activity,
and more specifically with the colonizing activity
of NATO.
131. In this joint empire of several thousand million
dollars, common interests are involved in the status
quo and for that reason joint efforts are made to
maintain it. As the West German newspaper Frankfurter Allgemeine wrote:
"In the last analysis, the Western States must
be able to defend their economic interests and
investments in Africa. "
And in fact they do everything to defend them.
132. According to The New York Times of 3 May 1965,
West Germany has sold Portugal a large quantity
of automatic weapons and sixty F-86 aircraft bought
from Canada. When the Canadian Government protested, Bonn replied in these words, according to the
17 February 1965 issue of the West Berlin Newspaper
Tagesspiegel:
"The prevailing opinion of Bonn is that there could
be no objection to the sale of the aircraft, since
Portugal, like the Federal RepUblic of Germany and
Canada is a member of NATO."
133. To complete the picture, I shall quote a Portuguese opinion culled from the 18 February 1965
issue of the West Berlin newspaper Der KurierDer Tag:
"The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Porgugal has
stated that Angola is not a colony but is part of
Port1lgal. The Government cannot therefore accept
any regulation which w011ld limit the use of jet
fighter aircraft".
134. This shows how much the West~rn Powers'
promise that the arms they deliver to Porgual will
not be used against the peoples of Africa is worth.

I

135. The military co-operation between South Africa,
Southern Rhodesia and Portugal is also being continually strengthened. Systematic negotations are
going on this subject and a number of Western
sources have referred to the existence of a secret
military agreement. The arms supplied to Portugal
often make a surprising detollr before arriving at
their destination. According to the article in the
Washington Post quoted above, for example, the
"eqUipment is largely old United States surplus,
bought from Brazil".
.
136. These are the facts. Their importance, however, goes far beyond geographical frontiers. They
prove, by irrefutable logic, that the principal intigators of so-called local wars are the colonial
Powers, which in order to consolidate their material
interests. and their powe~ do not hesitate to condemn distant countries to the flames of war and to
endanger international peace and security. This is what
Portugal is doing in Angola, what the United Kingdom
is doing ill ~uth Arabia and what the United Kingdom,
through its ~l.pparent indecision, has made possible
in SOuthern Rhodt~sia. To tell the truth, it is because
of this policy that the United states, as a new colon_~ I
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iZing Power, has entered the scene in South VietNam, not to speak of Latin America.
137. Colonization, pursued with the help of the
brute force of overwhelming military power, has
produced strange excesses in the course of time.
One might cite, for example, the fact that the coionizer
or the ex-colonizer claims the right to the natural
resources and to the land cultivated on the factory
built with the sweat and blood of the colonized
peoples. Another example is the completely false
idea that the white settlers in southern Africa had
more rights, both quantitatively and qualitatively,
than the indigenous inhabitants. It is this false ideawhich, in the i.nterests of mankind, must be uprooted
as soon as possible-that has been the basis for
the presumption, the so-called right, of the Power
in question to intervene in the domestic affairs of
other countries whenever and wherever it pleases. And
for that same reason what is happening in SouthEast Asia is a colonial war par excellence.
138. Only this illegitimate claim of the colonizing
"proprietor" can explain the attitude adopted by the
United states at the recent Conference held at Rio
de Janeiro, '§j which the New York Herald Tribune
of 23 November 1965 succinctly and pertinently described in the follOWing way: "We tell OAS: fight
Reds or we intervene". There, as in South East
Asia, we find ourselves face to face with the outlook
which leads one Power to regard all the others as
its colonies.
139. The basic truth is that for the liquidation of
the colonial system the question of the inadmissibility
of intervention in the domestic affairs of States is of
great topical importance. This question has been
placed on the agenda at the proposal of the Soviet
Union [see A/5977]. With a view to the liquidation of
all forms of colonialism, it is essential that the
General Assembly should declare, in the terms
of operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution
submitted by the USSR [A/C.1/L.343], "that every
sovereign State and every people has an k31ienable
right to freedom and independence and to defend
its sovereignty and that this right must be fully
protected".
140. This, in substance, is a reference to the fact
that certain Powers are trying militarily and on a
world-wise scale to prevent social progress and the
liquidation of the colonial system. An editorial in
The New York Times of 3 July 1965 stated:
"The United States also has a sometimes deserved
reputation as a defender of the status qUO, a capitali~m as we interpret it, of democracy only in our
form, of opposing social reform if it comes from the
left and of complacently accepting coups d '~tat
from the right."
141. This attitude of the United states, both in
it entirety and in its details, is diametrically opposed
not only to the United Nations Charter but to the
basic principles of the anti-colonialist struggle, by
virtue of which the United Nations recognizes the
legitimacy of all forms of struggle waged by the
colonial peoples for their national independence.
§J Second Special Inter-American Conference of the Organization of
American States 17 to 30 November 1965.
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142. I think it is already possible to try to define
the place of colonialism' in global politics.

making it the duty of the United Nations to combat
them.

h\

143. First, the aim of colonialism is to procure
raw materials and human resources cheaply.

149. In the present circumstances, however, weconsider it particularly important to draw the Assembly's attention briefly to two aspects of the question.
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144. Secondly, colonialism is designed to provide
certain Powers with virtual "aircraft carriers" that
they can use as Belgium, the United Kingdom and the
United States used Ascension Island, as the United
Kingdom is using Aden or the military base which it
j s installing on Mauritius, or as the United States
is using the island of Guam as a base for attacks
against Viet-Nam by B-52 aircraft. These examples,
and others that I shall refrain from mentioning, have
a common feature, namely, the fa.ct that the colonizer
acts either in defiance of the vigorous protests of the
people or without even consulting them.
145. Thirdly, the colon~.zers turn the ideas of intervention and non-intervention inside out, in a manner
reminiscent of the cloak in the fable. For example,
the peopV~ of Puerto Rico have become a part of
the United States without realizing what has happened;
the United Kingdom intervened in British Guiana
because the Government elected by the people was not
to the liking of tlle real colonizer, namely, the United
States; and the United Kingdom has intervened in
Aden because in that case the Government was
not to its liking; on the other hand, the United
Kingdom does not intervene in Southern Rhodesia
because the handful of racist and fascist settlers is
aqceptable to the Unholy Alliance.
146. With the passage of time, the activityofthe colonizers has undergone certain changes. At the present
time, when the struggle for the complete liquidation
of co~onia1ism is going on, colonialism, while retaining
its classic forms, has been enriched with new elements.
The colonial Powers, which once fought among themselves have now formed the Unholy Alliance of colonizers, pursuing common objectives, using collective
means and having a collective military authority:
NATO. Physioal presence has been supplemented-or
replaced-by economic oppression through the international monopolies. Racial discrimination, which
is one of the weapons of repression used by capitalist society, is once more playing an important
role, as it did during the Hitler era, with the assistance of the white settlers and the policy of apartheid.
The network of military bases encircling the whole
world, from Guam to Gibraltar, is called upon to
shore up the old system, which is disintegrating
everywhere. When that is not enough, the colonialists
resort to the violent overthrow of Governments,
m ilitary intervention or "local wars", as has happened or is happening in Guiana, Aden, Viet-Nam,
Angola and the Dominican Republic; or they resort
to the sabotage of effective measures, as in the case
of Southern Rhodesia.
147. These, then, are a few of the characteristics
of the present colonial system. Whether the methods
are old or new, they are always prompted by the
same motives. Facts prove this, despite all efforts
to throw powder in the world's eyes.
148. After all that I have said, it is easy to understand why my delegation favours the adoption of a
resolution condemning all forms of colonialism and

150. The first relates to the work of the Security
Council. During the past few years, most of th~'
Council's work has been caused by the international
tensions arising from opposition to the liquidation
of the colonial system. Tn the resolutions it has
adopted on the questions of South Africa, South West
Africa, the Portuguese colonies, Southern Rhodesia
and Aden, the General Assembly formally states
that the situation in those Territories is a threat
to international peace and security. The same can
be said of the military bases in territories which
are still reduced by violence to the state of coloniesfor example, Aden or Guam. It would therefore be
advisable for the General Assembly to recommend
to the Security Council that it should deal with this
whole question at the earliest opportunity, in view
of the fact that the very survival of colonialism
constitutes a threat to international peace and security.
151. The other aspect of the question relat,es to
one of the most important activities of the Gelneral
Assembly: the protection of human rights, The United
Nations is based on the sovereign equality of Member
States. We have already recognized that every people,
as a people, has the right to national independence,
but we have not so far taken satisfactory action to
ensure the protection of human rights in colonial
Territories. In 1960, Belgium committedan aggression
in the Congo, alleging the need to defend the rights
of its nationals. Many similar examples could be
cited to show that the Western Powers have committed a whole series of acts of aggression, alleging
the need to de)~end the rights of their nationals
abroad. But at the same time the colonial Powers,
in their own colonies, trample under foot the most
elementary provisions of the declarations and convention$ on human rights adopted by the United
Nations. To cite just one example, the ink is not
yet dry on the final text of the first articles of the
draft International Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, yet the
relevant provisions are already being violated in
Africa. Paragraphs 1 (12) and 1 (9) of Article 2
(A/C.3/L.1239) provide that:
"Each State Party undertakes not to sponsor,
defend or support racial discrimination by any
persons or organizations ...
"Each State Party shall prohibit and bring to
an end, by all appropriate means, including legislation as required by circumstances, r.acial discrimination by any persons, group ororganization".
152. As I have just shown, the monopolistic capitalist companies of the United States, the United
Kingdom, Belgium, West Germany and Portugal trample all these provisions under foot. The United
Nations should force the Governments concerned
to see that these provisions are respected by their
financial groups as well, for they apply to them
too. It is impossible to speak of realiZing the ideals
of human dignity, the freedom of the individual or
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1388th meeting - 3 December 1965
human rights as long as they do not apply also to the
indigenous peoples of the colonial Territories. We
cannot allow ~he sublime principles of the Dniversal
Declaration of Human Righ~s to be reduced to propagandistic rhetoric.
153. In conclusion, I should like to congratulate the
Special Committee on behalf of my delegation for
its good work, and particularly for the successful
meetings it held in Africa and for the pertinent and
sensible resolutions it has adopted.
154. Mr. BATCHI (Congo, Brazzaville) (translated
from French): The United Nations has recently" celebrated its twentieth anniversary, not without rejoicing,
although the obligations laid down in the Charterthat Charter which is an achievement to which every
nation in the world has made its contributionare still being flouted. The United Nations is slowly
but surely sinking into the same abyss as did the
League of Nations, that defunct organization which
was incapable of fulfilling its noble functions of
guaranteeing the freedom of peoples, and international
peace and security.
155. In the light of the events whicp are now shaking
the world, the disappointment of the nations of
Africa seems to be increasing. After suffering colonial barbarity, denial of their personality, scandalous
exploitation of the wealth of their continent, the
policy of exterminating their people, they were convinced that the United Nations, after the wave of
independence in 1960, which has been called the
Year of Africa, would be able to restore the rule
of true international co-operation.
156. To-day all the peoples of Africa are concerned at the trend of recent events, which could well
divert the Organization from its responsibilities
in relation to the ambitions of some of its Member
States, whose activities are increasingly in conflict with the principles to which they solemnly
subscribed in ratifying the United Nations Charter.
The difficulties which obstruct the application of the
principles laid down in the Charter are occasioned
primarily by the Powers which manipulate the United
Nations to satisfy their own blood-thirsty ambitions.
Among those Powers is the United Kingdom, whose
theoreticians of the colonial epics are among the most
erudite the world has known; the memory of the
great conquests of British colonization still inspires
the authorities in London, who dream of giving their
crumbling power a new guise.
157. The best picture of British colonization, the
best definition of the new trend of London's twentieth century stYle colonial policy, has been given
here, in very eloquent terms, by the eminent representativeofthe United Kingdom. The United Kingdom, in
response to the recommendations of the Declaration on
the Granting ot Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples, takes pride in the fact that it is shouldering the
responsibility for more than thirty-one of the sixtyseven or so Non-Self-Governing Territories which
have been listed. The United Kingdom representative
is proud to inform the General Assembly of the
steps taken by his Government to guide the peoples
still subject to it towards independence in accordance,
he tells us, with a noble British principle: the princi--'-'._>~
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pIe of the consent of the governed, that being the
most revolutionary-he meant the most democraticprinciple applicable to decolonization.
158. Such statements in the General ABsembly throw
doubt on the good faith of the English and on the
willingness of the United Kingdom G{)vernmen~ to
consent to the demands of an irreversible phenomenon:
the liberation of and granting of independence to people::;
under foreign domination, a principle engraved in
letters of gold in the United Nations Charter.
159. My delegation was shocked by the words of
the United Kingdom representative and wishes to
state that the United Kingdom's actions with regard
to decolonization are the most confusing of any,
because they follow no programme. Accordinaly Lord
Caradon's statement [1386th meeting] will convince
no one, at any rate no one in this Hall, except perhaps himself and his Government.
160. Through these revelations of the United Kingdom
representative, African opinion within the United
Nations has received information from the very source,
which has enabled it to become better acquainted with
the policy which that Power intends to follow while
taking care not to apply the recommendations of the
Declaration, which are the subject of the report
of the Committee of Twenty-Four [A/6000/Rev.1]
now under discussion.
161. We can therefore understand how carefully, in
defiance of the international community, the United
Kingdom made preparations for Rhodesia to proclaim independence, following South Africa, which
is also a "British product". Since the consent of the
governed coincided with the interests of the administering Power, these two countries, at different
times, gained independence without striking a blow.
London rejoices at having thus fulfilled its civilizing
mission.
162. The United Kingdom's liability for what, in
diplomatic jargon, is ca.lled, "Rhodesia's unilateral
declaration of independence" is unlimited. The best
support Smith and the other 230,000 Rhodesian
cowboys of European origin have is to be found
ffiahuy- in London, and specifically in the British
Parliament, where voices are continually raised
in abuse of· the Wilson Government for the embargo
against Rhodesia, thus providing the best proof
that the economic, sanctions recommended by Londonwhich the leading British diplomat made a great
show of displaying to the Security Council in order
to convince it-are merely tiEnglish bluff" . The
United Kingdom is alone is respecting itself for
having attained the objective of its Rhodesian policy.
Tht~ preparations go back to 1923 and culminated in
1961, the date of the Constitution which al10wed
power to be exercised by the racist minority of
Captain Smith.
163. Consequently Mr. Stewart's visit to New York
is no more than one of the journeys a business man
customarily has to make to talk with his partners
and give them every assurance that the turnover of
foreign companies established in Rhodesia will in no
way be affected by the declaration of independ~nce by
the authorities appointed by the 1961 Constitution,
which was, in fact, remodelled on 11 November 1965.
' _ .
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16·~. Another argument advanced by the United Kingdom that concerning the non-utllization tJf military
measures to end the rebellion t if it really is an insult
to the Crown, is that Ian Smith is a hero of the
last war and consequently British forces cannot be
used to oppose other British forces those based in
Rhodesia. To speak more clearly, the United Kingdom
is giving de facto recognition to the Smith Government
and problems between the various Rhodesian communities are lithe domestic affairs of Rhodesia". This
then, is the literal application of the principle of the
consent of the governed, as it was ex}lained to us
by the r.epresentatiye of the United Kingdom, a country
Which, after all, has a noble democratic past.
t

t

t

165. Although they avoid alluding to the organization

I

of the Second World War armies, the colonial C0untries will undoubtedly remember that overseas forces
played a praiseworthy part in th~ destruction of
Fascism and Nazism in Europe, when Europe was
to.r.n by an atrocious war, certain moving episodes
of which still remain in the memories of these same
Powers which, then victims and imploring the aid of
African soldiers, are now preparing international
opinion for other dreams of military and economic
hegemony and so letting mankind run the risk of another
conflagration, a more frightening one because it would
be atomic.
166. For a cause which was not their own-and here

I am making no distinction among the colonial troopsthe African contingents, with their a'rmiefS, saved what
only recently was being called in colonial literature
"the mother country". The ex-servicemen, who include
a number of war-wounded, even if they did not, like
Smith, pilot military aircraft, are the best proof of
their fighting courage, especially when it is remembered that very often those soldiers were fighting in
impossible climatic conditions, being used as cannonfodder for Hitler's and other armies.
167. Africa's contribution to peaoe honours that

continent against which the West is today aiming its
most deadly machine-guns in return for its services
to the liberation of a Europe steeped in blood.
168. Thus, as a token of gratitUde to Africa, London
has offered the Rhodesian gift, which was dispatched
at the very time of the celebration of the fifth anniversary of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, which was
adopted by the General Assembly on 14 December
1960 (resolution 1514 (XV».
169. NATO, which has most of the colon~alist &~nd
imperialist Powers among its members, is a force
operating against progress, particularly the progress
of the African, Asian and Latin American countries.
It is relevant to the present debate to deplore the
fact that the countries members of NATO are still
doing their utmost to keep in subjection more than
sixty-seven Non-Self-Governing Territories with approximately 45 million inhabitants.
170. Even a brief survey shows that, in the history
of nations, each member of NATO has been directly
or indirectly responsible for an armed conflict,
mainly in Europe but also elsewhere. This union
of aggressors therefore provides a clear geographical
site for the hotbeds of aggres~.\ion in the world. If

the geometric locus of all these aggressions is the
ocean which gave its name to that organization,
NATO can be compared to a hideous monster, which
delivers humanitarian and "altruistic" lucubrations
while its tentacles spread death and disorder in
Africa, Latin America and Asia.

i
i
t

171. It therefore becomes easier to understand the

1

role of the military bases established in strategic
areas: Guam. Aden, Ascension, Gibraltar and elsewhere. Each of these bases has obviously already
played its part, whether in joint or individual undertakirlgs. or in so-called humanitarian operations such
as the Anglo-American-Belgian exploit at Stanleyville,
the suspension of the Constitution in British Guiana
and Aden. or the colonial war in Viet-Nam.
172. In keeping with the anti-imperialistic tradition

of the country which I have the honour to represent,
my delegation wishes to reaffirm, in the presence of
all the other delegations of Asia and Latin America
which are directly concerned, that the Congo (Brazzaville) supports and will support all liberation movements, wherever they may appear. A general survey
of the situation with regard to the Non-Self-Governing
Territories does, however, show that among the
territories enumerated and described in the report
of the Committee of Twenty-Four, Africanterritories
are, unfortunately, preponderant and that the resolution on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples is therefore of particular importance
for the integrity of that continent.
173. The delegations of Mali and Tanzania have given
a very clear definition of the policy to be applied to
small territories in the light of their area and their
demographic importance. My delegation wishes to
associate itself with what was said by the representatives of these two delegations about the smaller terri~
to1'ies and to endorse the remarks and conclusions
in the report of the Committee of Twenty-Four on
the future of those territories.
174. At this stage of the discussion on the NonSelf-Governing Territories, let us turn to Africa,
where, in addition to Rhodesia, on which I have just
stated my delegation's point of view, the Territories
under Portuguese administration and South West
Africa are the object of constant attention by the
international Press and where bloody occurrences
plunge the continent into mourning, while speeches
are made in the United Nations about the principle
of the self-determination of peoples, a principle
voluntarily accepted by Portug?l and South Africa,
which arrogate to themselves the privilege of belonging
to the Organization.
175. As for Portugal, that small territory with an
area of 90,000 squar~ kilometres, probably one of the

poorest in Europe and in any case the poorest of
the countries members of NATO, it still controls in
Africa a vast colonial empire of 2,110,000 square
kilometres and more than 12 million inhabitants.
The so-called Portuguese provinces of Angola, Mozambique and Guinea (Bisesau) contribute over 80 per
cent of its economic resources.
176. This anachl'onistic situation, at this stage in the
history of the United Nations. is of extreme concern
to Africans generally and in particular to those
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which have common frontiers with Territories under
Portuguese administration. Is there not reason for
alarm when it is remembered that to speak of Portugal
is to speak of NATO and the mention of NATO
immediately brings to mind aggression and a dangerous
threat '1:0 peace in Africa?
177·. Of these Territories, two-Angola and Mozambique-are situated in a region which is regarded
as a kind of game preserve and in which the
final convulsions of imperialism sometimes create
complex situation which endanger the independence
and security of neighbouring sovereign countries.
178. The considerable wealth to be found in that part
of the African continent whets the greedy appetites
of the capitalistic 8:nd monopolistic economic circles,
which are shocked at the thought that Africa, through
a more rational use of its own wealth and by its own
means, might escape from the exploitation to which the
international companies established in these regions
are subjecting it.
179. In all the countries in a region extending from
the Gulf of Guinea to the M02;aD;lbique Channel, the
action of foreign monopolies and .the predominant
role of the international mini ng companies constitute
the principal obstacle to independence.
180. Assured of the military support of its NATO
partners, Portugal has constantly defied the United
Nations, thus preventing it from applying the measures
which the Charter provides for dealing with such
situation. Portugal's conduct, which is in flagrant violation of the Charter cannot be interpreted as anything
other than aggression against the United Nations; this
necessarily calls for the adoption of sanctions, as
stipulated in Chapter VII of the Charter. In the opinion
of my delegation, the least of these measures might be,
for example, the expulsion of Portugal from the United
Nations. Portugal is a country with very meagre
economic resources, its principal products being wine
and cork, yet it devotes more than $200 million to the
maintenance of an expeditionary force in Angola,
Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea. It is
clear to the whole world that such an adventure is
beyond the real capacity of a country which is
unable to solve the serious problems connected with
the development of its own territory. From all these
facts we are forced to conclude that without the
military and financial assistance c of its NATO partners Portugal would have been obliged to comply
with the resolutions which the United Nations has
repeatedly adopted on the question of the territories
still under Portuguese administration.
181. Moreover, ·the existence of a triple military
alliance consisting of Portugal, South Africa and
Rhodesia in that part of the African continent is
indicative of the explosive situation that these forces
with expansionist designs are seeking to establish
on the false pretext of anti-communism. while preparing and committing genocide.
182. The statements of the representatives of the
United States and the United Kingdom reveal the
complicity of these States in their support of the
reactionary policy of Portugal and its two allies;
everyone is now aware that the programmes ofSmith,
Salazar and Verwoerd in the southern part of the
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continent are aimed at: first, the systematic expropriation of territory in the hands of Africans;
secondly, the extermination of the indigenous inhabitants, as has, in fact. taken place in certain
areas which have now become the most economically
developed pti.i't,s of the world; thirdly, the establishment of highly prosperous mining companies which
are miinaged and administered from outside the
con1;inent.
183. With regard to the situation in South West
Africa. my delegation deplores the ineffectiveness of
the United Nations-as shown by the numbers of
resolutions adopted-and favours a definite solution
that will immediately lead the Zimbabwe people to
independence and sovereignty.
184. In view of the cautious attitude of the Powers
whose economic interests in South West Africa seem
to be the only obstacle standing in the way of the
measures advocated by the United Nations forthecomplete liberation of this Territory, the United Nations
must display greater realism in the light of the situation prevailing there. The steps to be taken would be:
(1) the termination of the Mandate for South West
Africa; (2) the drafting of a constitution that would
take into account the aspirations and profound wishes
of all the people of the Territory; (3) the establishment of an interim government; (4) the holding of
elections on the basis of universal suffrage, with a
view to the definitive establishment of the country's
institutions; (5) the setting of a date for the independence of the Territory.
185. The delegation of the Congo (Brazzaville) pays
a tribute to the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples for the valuable work it has achieved
under the terms of reference given to it by the General
Assembly. The conclusion::. of its report on each of
the Territories to which resolution 1514 (XV) applies
provide a basis for the solution :0 all the problems
relating to the independence of these Territories.
186. In examining the report of the Special Committee,
the General Assembly should, without undue delay,
formulate a n.ew decolonization policy in order to
ensure that the principles of the Charter will be
respected by the Powers which still have a number
of Territories under their administration.
187. The United Nations should set up a special commission whose duty it would be to fix a date for the
achievement, of incl~pendence by the Territories we
are now discussing.
188. Before conclUding, my delegati(\J:). would like
to make an earnest" appeal to the United Nations
and to the Security Council to rouse themselves from
their fatal inertia. According to an article. dated
24 November 1965, which appeared in the 25 November issue of Le Monde:
11 Only three days after their setback in the Rhodesian affair. the Africans have just suffered a
second one in the Security Council on the question
of economic sanctions against Portugal. 11
Further on in the same newspaper we read:
"The Africans must rely on themselves alone.
It musi be recognized, on the other hand; 'that by
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refusing to vote for any sanctions against Portugal,
inc'uding an embargo on arms shipments, the
Western Powers have once again acted with more
frankness than is usually the case. Their vote yesterday.o ." -that is, of course, the vote on the
Territories under Portuguese administration-"is
very characteristic of the state of r.l.lind prevailing
in the West with regard to the last remaining problems of decolonization in Africa. One may sympathize with the African demands, condemn the principle of apartheid and Mr. lan Smith's regime and
find it absurd that Portugal, a poor and backward
country, is the only one which persists in seeking
to retain colonies in Africa ... nevertheless, the
overwhelming majority of Americans and Europeans have no desire whatever to see their countries involved in such compli.cated and delicate
operations as an economic boycott of Portugal
or a blockade of Rhodesia, operations which would
raise a vast number of legal, economic and political problems.
liThe policy which the African countries have Leen
following in the United Nations for the last few

year's in order to force the Western countries to
take steps against 'the vestiges of colonialism I in
Africa-because they are not in a position to do
so themselves-has not produced positive results.
They can admittedly boast of having had some
success against French or British colonialism ••.
0

liOn the other hand, the United Nations has
proved po\yerless against the dictatorships of the
Portuguese or South African type. In order to complete the decolonization of their continent, the
Africans will henceforth have to rely on their
own strength. This is the conclusion which they must
draw from the double setback which they have
just suffered in connexion with the votes last
Saturday on the Rhodesian question and yesterday,
Tuesday, on the Portuguese colonies. 11
189. That is why my delegation invites all countries
that cherish freedom and peace to provide effective
assistance to the African States and to implement
the decisions which are being taken at Addis Ababa
while we go on talking in this Hall.

The meeting rose at 6.15 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 23

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and People$';
reports of the Special Committee on the Situat~on
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence toC::olonial Countries
and Peoples {continued}
53. Mr. TARABANOV (Bulgaria) (translated from
French): It will soon be five years since the Declara~
tion on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, which solemnly proclaimed
the need for the rapid and unconditional destruction of
colonialism in all its forms and manifes tations, was
adopted. From a historical point of view, five years
is too short a period for an assessment of the true
worth of that historic document. Even now ~ however,
it is easy to understand the important part it has
played both in the measures undertaken by the Unit~d
Nations and in the struggle being waged by the
colonial peoples to hasten the process of eliminating
the colonialist system. Prepared on the initiative of
the Soviet UnionY and e'nthusiastically supported by
the socialist and Afro-Asian States Members of the
United Nations, the Declaration. has, however,encountered the hostility of the colonialist St~,tes and of
some of their allies. Unable to prevent its adoption,
the forces of colonialism and imperiali.sm have
endeavoured to ensure that the Declaration remained a
dead letter, going so far as to use, every possible
means to conceal its very existence from the subject
peoples.,
54. Today, however, when national liberation movements in different parts of the wox'id, in Aden and
British Guiana, in the Portugttese colonies and in
Southern Rhodesia, are making cla.ims based on the
Declaration and on the resolutiofis of the Committee
of Twenty-four, the sponsors of that document can
be~ and are rightly, proud of their work. It- nfls been
shown by daily experience that the Declaration can
~ Ibid•• agenda item 8i i docume;lt A/4501.

it ..
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help and has helped the cause'of the people's struggle
for liberation.

are preparing to proceed to the direct incorporation
of small territories into the metropolitan country.

55. ColoMaiism is creaking in every joint and each
year mere links become detached from the colonialist
system. Nevertheless, although talk of the aftereffects of colonialism is today common parlance, there
are on this earth over sixty dependent territories,
inhabited by tens of minions of human beings who
are still subject to the sufferings and vexations of
the colonial bystem and t~ its slavery.

61. The delay in the liberation of colonial peoples
must inevitably give rise to great concern among all
peoples concerned about the maintenance of international peac€~ and ser.,urity; such delay may cause
serious damage and may place our world in the
shadow of great dangers.

The year just ended has witnessed some slOWing
down in the process of decolonization. The most
aggressive forces of colonialism and racism, in
Central Africa and in South Africa, are putting up a
fierCE: resistan.ce to this process of liberation of
peoples, in order to preserve their domination in
that part of the world at all costs. The criminal
colonial wars being waged by Portugal in Angola
and Mozambique, the inhuman system of apartheid
imposed by force in South Africa, the new racist
regime in power in Southern Rhodesia are merely
further examples of the concerted policy of the
partners in what is called lithe unholy alliance 11, the
aim of which is to erect a barrier on the road to
liberty south of the Zambesi.
56.

57. With economic and financial aid from the West
and with arms supplied by NATO, in particular by
certain of its membel's, the forces of colonialism
are trying-and to a certain extent successfully-to
erect a fortress of hatred and colonial exploitation in
that part of Africa, a fortress whichshouldperpetuate
the unscrupulous exploitation of the immense wealth
and labour of the African popula.tion by foreign
monopolies.

(
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62. The newly liberated peoples in Africa have a great
need for peace, for lasting peace, to heal the wounds
inflicted by colonialism and to consolidate their
sovereignty and independence.
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63. The criminal policy of the colonizers and racists,

however, is the cause of c.onstant tension, which may
in the end lead to war and catastrophe. Should that
happen, the energies and resources of newly-liberated
peoples-so necessary for their economic development-will be mobiHzed to face the racist and neocolonialist threats from the south of the African
cOIlltinent. Peace endangered in Africa means that
int,~rnational peace and security are threatened everywh(:~re. In the world of today, with its atomic and
nuclear weapons and its rockets, the continuance of
colonialism and racism may have really dangerous
consequences for all mankind.
Numbers of military bases maintained on colonial
territories ~md used chiefly to crush nationallibera,·
tion movements and to bring pressure to bear on
newly .liberated countries in Africa, Asia and South
America, are a real and jmminent danger to peace.
Was not the recent aggression against the ConfJ.:/J
perpetrated from the United Kingdom base on the
island of Ascension? Is it not from the United States
base on the island of Guam that aircraft take off
to take part in the w:;.r of aggression against the
people of Viet-Nam?
64.

65. This is why the United Nations must make it
quite clear that it supports the elimination of all
military bases established in colonial territories.

66. Five years ago the General Assembly, expressing
the will. of most of mankind, solemnly proclaimed
that steps should be taken in all colonial territories to
hasten the process of transferring all powers to all
peoples, so that they could enjoy full independence and
freedom. In as dynamic an era as ours, five years
is a fairl~' long time, long enougn to allow the Declaration to be applied to the full. That being so, we may
wonder how the United Nations, the cornerstone of
which is the right of peoples to self-determination,
the defence of human rights and freedom and the
maintenance of international peace and security, can
tolerate foX' even one more day the perpetuation of
the colonialist system and with its racial discrimination and segregation.
67. We associate ourselves with thEl delegations
which have said here that it was high time that the
continuance of such an unworthy and inhuman system
in the world was considered a crime agait\st humanity.
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that colonial regimes in such territories are henceforth to be considered not only inhuman but illegal.
If that is the general opinion-and we are sure it isthere is a need to act accordingly.

public of Bulgaria is authorized to state that for the
future, too, its Government and people are prepared
to make t.heir contribution to the triumph of the just
can,se of coloniaf peoples and to their liberation from
the colonial yoke.

69. The BUlgarian delegation considers that not
only should the provisions in the United Nation;:;
resolutions concerning the legitimacy of the struggle
of peoples now be reaffirmed but the appropriate
inferences should be drawn from them.

77. Mr. Tai'eb SLIM (Tunisia) (translated from
Frencb): The General Assembly is today considering
the work of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Ded!ilration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, as described in the reports 01 the
Committee for the.last. two years [A!5800/Rev.l:!i
and A/6000/Rev.l].
.

70. Accordingly, the United Nations must first of all
give effective help to colonial peoples by every means
in its power. The Organization and its subsidiary
international agencies, and each of their Members,
must provide these peoples with the moral and material
assistance they need so badly to recover their
violated rights.

78. The Tunisian delegation, which has listenl;l,d
most attenthrely to the statements on this item by
the distinguished speakers who have preceded it, is
glad to note this interest aroused by this important
debate and Wishes, at this stage of our work, to !l1ake
'C'\
only a few short remarks.

71. States which refuse to abandon their policy of
colonial domination should be deprived of all aid
and assistance, and especially of the military assistance they receive on a bilateral basis or through
military alliances, such as NATO, for example.

/1

79. First of all. however, it wishes to expl~ess" its
appreciation and gratitude to the distinguished Chairman of the Special Committee, Mr. Sori Coulibaiy
of Mali, for his devotion and distinction in guiding
the work of the Committee. It also wishes to express
its thanks and sincere appreciation to the Rapporteur.
Mr. Natwar Singh of India, who has' worked with
exemplary zeal to submit to us very full documents
on the Committee's work during the last two years.

72. Moreover, the Security Council should take the
coercive action provided by the Gharter against States
anc~ regimes whose policies create dangers for the
peace and security of peoples, such as the Republic
of South Africa. Portugal and the present racist
regime of Southern Rhodesia. These measures and
the decisions which the General Assembly is about
to take now should. in our view, ensure the full
implementation of the Declaration within the shortest
passible time.

80. We also congratulate our two eminent ViceChairmen, Mr. Carlos Marla Velazquez of Uruguay
and Mr. Sonn Voeunsai of Cambodia, upon the great
contribution that they have made to the work of the
Committee. These two distinguished colleagues of ours
have now left us, having been summoned by their
respective Gpvernments to perform other functions
in other capitals. They have left with us. however,
the unfading memory of diplomats devoted to the
uplifting task of peacefUl decolonization.

73. The Committee of Twenty-four has been engaged
in its work for more than four years. We should have
liked the situation to be suet. at present that the
General Assembly could say to it: "You have completed
your task, we no longer need you". Unfortunately.
that is not the case and the mandate of the Committee
of Twenty-four must be further extended. That
Committee should now. however, be given more
effective weapons which will make its work easi~r.
The experience of the last yc.::.'~, and above all the
Committee's visit to Africa, have suggested certain
ideas and brought to light certain methods which may
secure greater efficiency in its work..

81. It would be an unpardonable oversight on the part
of the Tunisian diOlegation if we failed to pay a trib?Jte
to the close collaboration and great devotion of the
secretariat of our Committee and to Mr. Chacko
and Mr. Dadzie. We should like to express our particular gratitUde to Mr. Amachree, the Under-Secretary,
and all the officials and illlteTpreters who have
constantly helped us in our proceedings.

74. What is most important is that the Committee of
Twenty-four should be in a position to establish close
contact with the peoples of dependent territories and
to preparfJ its recommendations in close co-operation
with them. In this connexion we support the proposals
in section I of Chapter I of the Committee's report
[A/6000/Rev.l] and the proposals made by its Chairman, Mr. Sori Coulibaly.

82. As we take up the report of the Special Committee, we should like to p'oint out that five years
have elapsed since the proclamation, at the fifteenth
session of the General Assembly, of the historic
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. Since 1960 a considerable
number of countries have been liberated from colonialism and have come to join us as sovereign States
Members of the United Nations. to which they are
making an increasing contribution in all fields, and
to enrich the great human family with their genius
anu their traditions. They have brought to the United
Nations new i.deas and a continUing enthusiasm for
the strengthening of friendly relations among nations
and for the development of international co-operation.
Their presence among us, which we are most happy

75. It is our deep conviction tha.t with the effective
help of all countries and peoples interested in maintaining international peace and security the colonial
peoples will emerge victorious from the just struggle
for freedom and independence which they have undertaken and are waging against the shameful colonial
system' which must disappear for ever.
76. The Government of the People's Republic of
BUlgaria and the BUlgarian people have always given
proof of their solidarity with peoples subjected to
colonial Slavery. The delegation of the People's Re>(
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to welcome, works for the consolidation of the
principles of the Charter of the United Nations and
. for the full C.evelopment of its spirit of universality.
We have to admit, howeV'er, that these five years
ha.ve been hard indeed for millions of other human
beings, who are still suffering oppression and foreign
domination.
83. The fact is that, although we have made appreciable progress in the process of emancipatioI1, there
are never~heless some administering Powers which,
through reaction, perhaps, or out of resentment at
seeing their forme!' great empire ~Nindling and
fading away, have somewhat hardened their position
and show only a mere semblance of co-operation
with the United Nations. Far from hastening the
process of decolonization and thus making it possible
for the bonds of subjection to be converted into
healthy and favourable relations of co-operation in
friendship and equality, they do their utmost to
produce all sorts of imaginary obstacles to delay
the emancipation and liberation of the peoples placed
under their protection. They ignore the imperative
injunctions of the Declaration in resolution 1514 (XV)
and flout the many resolutions adopted on the problem.
It is useful to recall operative paragraph 5 of that
Declaration. which states in clear language that
allows of no ambiguity:

"Immediate steps shall be taken. in Trust and
Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other territories which have not yet atta.ined independence,
to transfer all power to the peoples of those
territories, without any conditions or reservations,
in accordance with their freely expressed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed or
colour, in order to enable them to enjoy complete
independence and freedom. 11
84. Year after year the General Assembly has
adopted or reaffirmed all the relevant resolutions on
the vario.us t.erritories that have been considered by
the Special Committee, making more and more urgent
appeals to the administering Powers to hasten the
emancipation of the peoples placed under their rule
and to implement resolution 1514 (XV) as Y-'apidly as
possible. The colonial Powers seem to turn a deaf
ear to all our appeals, pleading all sorts of difficulties,
which are really no more than a pretext for safe- "
guarding the material interests of their settlers
and of the economic monopolies that they have
established in their colonies. It is a pity that the
English. Portuguese and South African settlers refuse
to abandon this colonialist spirit and mentality and
go on practising a blind. selfish policy without any
thought for the future. It is even more regrettable
that the colonial Powers which protect them do not
manage to throw off this conqueror's complex and
that they c(mtinue to confuse the understandable
interest of their relations with the people whom they
have SUbjugated by force with the interests of their
nationals and settlers in these territories. This
state of affairs has unfortunately gone on all too long
and the United Nations should reinind the administering Powers that thley must respect the obligations
they have assumed uri'der the Charter.
Mr. Khampan (Laos), Vice-Presidert, took the Chair.

85. The Uhited Kingdom, for example, has stubbornly
refused to co-operate with the Special Committee in
the efforts to find a just and satisfactory solution to
the problem of Southern Rhodesia. Since 1962 the
Committee hap. mapped out the path and indicated
the general hnes along which a solution might be
found to this problem, which has been made so
complicated by the disastrous policy pursued by the
administerh':; Power since 1923 Back in 1962 the
General Assembly endorsed the point of view of the
Committee and adopted a resolution in which it
requested the United Kingdom not to hold the elections
that were scheduled tc take place under the December
1961 Constitution and to abrogate or suspend that
Constitution. at the same time taking the necessary
action to convene a constitutional conference in
which all the nationalist leaders of the political
parties in the Territory would participate.
0

86. At that time we drew the attention of the admini~;tering Power to the fact that any delay in the
implementation of that resolution could only encourage
the racist settlers of Southern Rhodesia to consolidate
their power and authority in the colony. The United
Kingdom Government knew perfectly well that that
was the only path to follow and that any other policy
could only create the germs of a conflict between
the Africans of Zimbabwe and the white settler
minority. It was quite clear at that time that the
imposition of the 1961 Constitution-whichhadalready
been rejeLted by all the Rhodesian Africans-was
opening the way to the establishment of a State
modelled on that of South Africa and was precipitating
a catastrophe by widening the dangerous gap separating
the two elements of the population.

87. If ~ny doubt about this remained in the minds of
the United Kingdom leaders, the example of Algeria
was there to dispel it. We ourselves, as members of
the Sub··Committee on Southern Rhodesia, urged
the United Kingdom leaders, in conversations that
we had with them in London, to follow the example
of France, which in the face of more than a million
French settlers in Algeria had not hesitated to
hold their rebellion in check and to bring the agitators
to heel. in order to restore the situation and to
acknowledge the right of the Algerians to independence.
The courage and far-sightedness of France, together
with the determination of General de Gaulle, its
President, which gained them our wholehearted appreciation and gratitude. was in our opinion such as
to indicate the path of reason and wisdom and could
help the British settlers to emerge from the confusion
of the traditional policy they were following in
Southern Rhodesia a~d to find a posiUve and realistic
solution, the only solution that could safeguard their
interests in Africa.
88. It is a pity that the administering Power did
not see fit to choose the path of firmness when the
Whitehead Ministry was still in power at Salisbury.
Using the excuse of constitutional precedents and
parliamentary traditions in order to evade its obligations towards the United Nations, the administering
Power saw fit, on the contrary, to practise towards
the people for whose welfare it was rejS.}l\'n'isible a policy
which simply reinforced the autnority of the racist
extremists in Southern Rhodesia by providing them
I1 ; ,
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with an the means, military and otherwise, to exercise
power. Reassured by the statements by the United
Kingdom Prime Minister himself that force would not
be used against them if they declared independence
unilaterally, the Whites of Southern Rhodesia staged
an open rebellion against their own administering
Power. The situation in Southern Rhodesia is deteriorating dangerously and is a real threat to peace
and security throughout the southern region of Africa.
The administering Power must' assume all responsibility for this before the United Nations.
89. Even at the very dangerous point that the situation
in Southern Rhodesia has reached as a result of the
challenge hurled by Ian Smith, even in the face of the
clear aggression perpetrated by the usurpers of power
against the four million Africans, the administering
Power is still reluctant to take the necessary steps
to quell the rebellion and to transfer power to the
authentic representatives of the people of Zimbabwe.
The administering Power has admittedly imposed
certain economic and financial sanctions, but it is
obvious that those measures will only be comparatively
effective so long as a total and complete embargo is
not imposed and so long as they 'are not strengthened
by military action. Moreover, the boycott proposed
by the United Kingdom, even limited as it is to the
few sanctions announced by that" Power, will not be
respected, since, as we all know, the rebellious
Government of Ian Smith will obtain all the products
it needs from its two allies, Port'lgal and South Africs.•
90. The New York Times of 5 Decc~ber 1965
published a dispatch from Reuter's of London, dated 4
December 1965, which shows exactly how ',~he sanctions
imposed by the United Nations against Southern
Rhodesia are defeated by the great oil companies:
"A tanker of the British Petroleum Companywhich is more than half owned by the British
Government-was on its way to Africa tonight
with 12,000 tons of oil for the breakaway colony
of Rhodesia.
"The tanker will arrive at Beira, Portuguese
East Africa, iri ten days. The oil will be piped
from there to a refinery at Umtali in Rhodesia that
is jointly owned by British Petroleum and six
other oil companies.
j
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lIThe oil shipment is Rhodesia's first since Prime
Minister Ian D. Smith declared independence on 11
November. It was loaded at the Persian Gulf State
of Abu Dhabi, which has not followed the United
Nations recommendation for an embargo on oil to
Rhodesia. Britain voted in favour of the United
Nations motion but has not embargoed oil.
itA spokesman for the oil c0mpany said that
Abu Uhabi oil was being used because Iran and
Libya have applied embargoes."
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That shows how the sanctions are being respected:
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91. In the opinion of the Tunisian delegation, only
immediate military action could open the way to a
satisfactory solution of this problem and would at
the same time obviate a guerilla war that otherwise
is likely to be more costly.
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92. Recent happenings in SOl'thern Rhodesia have provided glaring evidence that a government formed by
the racist settler minority in Southern Rhodesia has
already created a real threat to the independence and
territorial integrity of a neighbouring country, Zambia.
93. The United Nations cannot remain impassive in
the face of the explosive situation prevailing in
Southern Rhodesia; it cannot remain silent in the
face of the aggression perpetrated by Ian Smith and
his government against the security of a whole people
of four million Africans, whose most sacred rights
are being trampled under foot. It must intervene to
halt this aggression and the threat it entails for
other neighbouring countries. It is the duty of the
United Nations to adopt vigorous measures to put an
end to the conspiracy hatched by the rebellious Whites
of Southern Rhodesia and supported by their Portuguese
and South African allies. The General Assembly should
invite the administering Power to take the necessary
economic and military steps to restore to the Zimbabwe
people all their· inalienable rights as set forth in
the Charter, and in particular their right to self-'
determination and independence in accordance with
resolution 1514 (XV).
94. I have spoken of Southern Rhodesia because it is
the most typical case in which the complaisance of
the administering Power has brought about an abnormal
situation which today constitutes a threat to peace
and security in Africa. That that situation prevails
today is due to the fact that the United Kingdom has
refused to co-operate effectively with the Special
Committee and the United Nations with a vlew to
accelerating the process of decolonization by peaCeful means.
95. Portugal displays the same negative attitude
with regard to the great African territories which
it still dominates. Despite successive condemnations
by the United Nations and despite the many Gel1leral
Assembly and Security Council resolutions, Portugal
continues to defy the international conscience and to
exploit the millions of Africans of Angola, Mozaml)ique
and so-called Portuguese Guinea in the most unw()rth~
and shameful manner.
96. We note that in carrying out its odious policy
Portugal is encouraged by the complaisance c)f its
trade partners. In spite of repeated appeals from all
the African countries, Portugal's allies go on providing it with the financial investments and military
equipment which enable it to carry on its war and
repression against the African nationalistE) and to
consolidate its power in Africa in order to thwart
the economic measures against it decided upon by
the United Nations and by the Organization of African
Un.ity. We cannot accept that attitude on the part of
the,~e states, which, indirectly perhaps, simply help
the terrible repression to which the Angolans and
the inhabitants of Mozambique and of so-called
Portuguese Guinea are SUbjected and strengthen
Portuguese colonialism in Afrioa. 'Ne find it hard
to understand that this unfriendly attitude is that of
certain permanent members of the Security Council.
We appeal once again to the United States, the United
Kingdom and France and to their allies-Italy, Belgium
and Japan-to stop giving assistance and aid to those
who persist in ignoring their obligations as States
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Members of the United Nations and. who continue to
violate the inalienable rights of millions of Africans
in Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese
Guinea, against the principles of the Charter.

still give rise. Such a solution should be sought
through negotiations between the parties directly
concerned. This is particularly important in the
case of Gibraltar and the Falkland Islands (Malvinas).

97. The situation in the other African territories
continues to be equally tragic. In South West Africa
and South Africa our African brothers are still
suffering the shame of racist laws and the policy of
apartheid. Their most elementary rights as human
beings ~are violated and ignored day after day. This
revolting and· disgraceful situation goes on, reducing
nearly fourteen million Africans to the degrading
status of inferior beings. The policy and, philosophy
of apartheid, based on the concept of the superiority
of one race, have been universally condemned; yet
when it comes to rectifying this situation we are
reduced to impotence, because up to now the great
trading Powers have refused to apply total economic
sanctions, the only measure that could induce the
Pretoria Government to abandon its inhuman policy
of apartheid. The United N~l:tion.s should in all urgency
take the necessary steps to persuade South Africa's
trading partners to 'co-operate with it in taking all the
requisite coercive action, including the severing of
diplomatic and trade relations and the imposition
of an embargo on arms, oil and oil products.

102. We were pleased to note that in the statement
he made here yesterday [1389th meeting] the representative of Spain affirmed clearly that his country
was ready to enter into negotiations with the United
Kingdom on the problem of Gibraltar. The spirit of
co-operation that Spain has shown in connexion with
the settlement of this question deserves to be encouraged by the Assembly. My delegation would be happy
to see the same spirit prevail in the case of other
territories in Africa f such as Ifni and the Spanish
Sahara.
103. These are the few comments that my delegation
felt called upon to make with regard to the most
important territories which our Special Committee
has considered.
104. A rapid review of the Special Committee's four
years of work shows that the progress made in the
liquidation of colonialism is by no means gr~at and
is still hampered by the lack of co-operation on the
part of the administering Powers j particularly those
whose efforts are directed towards strengthening
the bastion of the dominant minorities in southern
Africa.

98. In other territories of Africa, such as the United
Kingdom Protectorates, and of Asia, such as Aden
and South Arabia, the administering Power has
similarly failed to achieve the progress expected in
order to hasten the achievement of independence by
these countries. Force and repressive measures
are still being used all too frequently against the
natj,onalists.

105. The considerable financial interests of the
great trading Powers and allies of South Africa,
Portugal and Southern Rhodesia are becoming an
ever more serious obstacle to the achievement of
the legitimate aspirations of the colonized peoples
and are strengthening the resistance of the white
leaders to any attempt at peaceful decolonization.
We join those who have already appealed to the great
colonial Powe'i~s to renounce that negative attitude
towards the African nationalists and to abandon
their policy of complaisance towards the racists
and colonialists of southern Africa. It is qui.te clear
that all the resolutions of the General Assembly and
the Security Council have been ignored by the United
Kingdom, South Africa and Portugal. The General
Assembly .should take account of the evolution of the
nationalist movements in all the territories still
under foreign domination. A new awareness inspires
our brothers who are fighting for independence.

99. There is another group of problems in connexion
with the islands and small territories scattered about
the oceans, for which the Special Committee must
find solutions baRed on the interest of the inhabitants
and their development. With regard to the small
territories and islands that are still under fQreign
rule, The Tuniaian delegation feels that there is a
serious task to be undertaken in considering, together
with the administering Power, the best ways and
means of providing for a free consultation of the
inhabitants in order to determine their future. There
should be a detailed study, embracing all the human,
geographical and economic aspects, to ensure rapid
social and cultural development for these people. The
United Nations has a new field there, in which
international co-operation should be encouraged.

106. We salute the efforts of all those who are
organizing themselves and fighting fiercely and resolutely for the triumph of their rights. The United
Nations has on many occasions recogn~~~d the worth
of those who are fighting and has acknowledged that
theirs is a just struggle.

100. The Tunisian delegation considers that the
example given by New Zealand in the case of the
Cook Islands is of great importance and might prove
to be a happy experiment and precedent. Thepresence
of a representative of the United Nations, Mr. Omar
Adeel-to whom my delegation is pleased to pay a
well-deserved tribute-has given a new meaning and
a new direction to the co-operation of the administering Power with the United Nations which should be
a source of inspiration to other Administrations.

107. The General Assembly should therefore seek
all possible means of supporting and strengthening
the national liberation movements. Directt practical
aid would be no more than an illustration of the
firm resolve of the United Nations to rid mankind
of colonialism. It is 'dgh time that the colonial
Powers took the sacred principles of the Charter
into consideration. We make an urgent appeal to
them to co-operate sincerely in the rapid implElmentation of resolution 1514 (XV) in each of the territories
under their administration. The denial of such cooperation will impair the prestige of the United

101. Lastly, other territories whose sovereignty
is still in dispute shouid be considered by the Special
Committee with a view to hastening the quest for a
.satisfactory solution to the problems to which they
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Nations, forcing those who are fighting for independence to have recourl:ije to all the solutions of despair
and inciting them to rely upon no one but themselves.
108. Tunisia firmly believes in the triumph of
reason and justice, but if the colonial Powers go on
defying the United Nations by r~\fusing to comply with
the relevant resolutions, the only way left open to
the liberation movements will be that of armed
resistance for the defence of their dignity and of
their right to self-determination.
109. Mr. DE CASTRO (Philippines): The Philippine
delegation welcomes this opportunity to participate
in this general debate on the work of the past two
years of the Committee of Twenty-four. This debate
should give this Organization a chance to pause and
to reflect on what has been achieved so far and what
remains to be accomplished. We should take stock,
as it were, and assess how far we have gone. We
must ask ourselves: where do we go from here?
110. When the founding Members organized the
United Nations, they made a solemn promise that
subject peoples the world over would be assured of
their birthright of freedom and independence. At
the same time the administering Powers freely 'and
solemnly accepted as a sacred trust the obligation
to promote to the utmost the well-being of the
inhabitants of the territories, and in particular to
develop self-government, to take due account of the
political aspirations of the people and to assist them
in the progressive development of their free political
institutions according to the particular circumstances
of each territory and its peoples and their varying
stages of advancement.
111. The Philippines, a former colony which had
become a free and sovereign nation soon after the
Second World War was one of the founding Members
of this Organization. It played a role, though modest,
in enshrining the Declaration in the Charter regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories.
I

112. Fifteen years later, in 1960, the United Nations,
by its resolution 1514 (XV), reaffirmed its determination to end all forms of colonialism and in no uncertain
terms declared that:
"The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation,
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of
fundamental human rights ... ",
and that
"Immediate steps. shall be taken. to transfer
all powers to the peoples of those territories,
without any cunditions or reservations, in accordance
with their freely expressed will and desire ... ".
It was likewise the honour of the Philippines to cosponsor and to support the adoption of that resolution.
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113. After twenty years of the Charter and five years
of the Declaration, one may well ask: what is the
balance sheet as of today? How many colonies have
achieved freedom and how many more remain to be
liberated?
114. In 1946 there were seventy-foul territories,
or 215 million people, falling under Chapter XI of
the Charter. They varied in size-from about 100
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people in tiny Pitcairn Island to more than 70
million on the Netherlands Indies. Almost one half
of that total were in the African continent. A very
considerable number were in the important sector
of the Mediterranean littoral.
115. From such a sombre beginning, have we progressed at all? Indeed we have. Let us look at the
figures.
116. By the end of 1954, the Non,-Self-Governing
Territories which had achieved ~elf-government in
one form or another were: French Guiana, Guadeloupe
and Martinique, Reunion and Saint Pierre and Miquelon,
forming ov-erseas departments or uriits within the
French Republic; Indonesia and the States of IndoChina, which won independence; Puerto Rico, now a
commonwealth associated with the United States;
Greenland, which jOir..43d the Kingdom of Denmark on
an equal basis with other parts of the realm.; the
Netherlands Antilles and Surinam, now partners, in
the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
\\

117. Since 1955 there has been an'increasingly rapid
advance of the dependent territol'ies and peoples in
both Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories, especially in Africa. In 1956 Morocco, Tunisia and Sudan
became independent. The former French territories
of West Africa, Equatorial Africa, Madagascar, the
Comoro Archipelago and French Somaliland were well
on the way to independence. The Gold Coast became
the independent State of Ghana. In 1958 the former
French Guinea became independent as the Republic
of Guinea.
118. At the same time, in other parts of the world
the movement of dependent peoples towards independence and self-government was also gaining momentum:
the Federation of Malaya achieved independence in
1957, and, in 1959, Alaska and Hawaii attained
statehood in the United States of America.
119. During 1960 no fewer than eighteen newly
independent nations emerged from dependent status:
seventeen in Africa and one in the Mediterranea.n.
In 1961 and 1962 h,ro African and two Caribbean
countries became independent. This year, 1965, two
more became free and have become Members of
the United Nations. The Cook Islands has become
self-governing, with the right to choose independence
if its people so desire. Finally, ituas been announced
that British Guiana will become independent in 1966.
120. Thus, from the original 215 million subject
people, only about 25 miilion remain to be liberai;~d.
The United Nations can congratulate itself, and rightly
so, on the tremendous advance in this field.
121. There is, to be sure, still a long list of territories that remain to be liberated; but, except for a
few, namely, Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa
and the territories under Portuguese administration,
the great majority of the :remaining territories-and
I do not mean to minimize their importance--a1'e
small islands pud/or sparsely populated. The problems
of these small territories may well become: the
major concern of the Special Committee from nowon.
The modalities and procedures which worked successfUlly in the case of the larger territories with large
numbers of indigenous. people may be unsuited to th(j
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small territories. The Special Committee may have
to find a new approach, a fresh approach to the
problem, taking into consideration the special and
peculiar conditions obtaining in these island territories, bearing in mind always that the final goal is
freedom and independence or self-government, according to the freely expressed desire of their peoples.
122. As I have said, the three major problems now
facing the Committee of Twenty-four, as indeed ~he
United Nations, are the questions ofSouthernRhodes~a,
South West A.frica and the Portuguese territories. They
are doubtless the hard core today in the issue of
(lecolonization. The problem is further complicated by
the presence in them of intrasigent racist minorities.
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123. The unequivocal position of my Government in
these cases is well known, and I need not tax the
indUlgence of this body by repeating our stand once
again. Suffice it to say that my delegation is in favour
of whatev'er appropriate measures and actions the
United Nations may deem it necessary to take in each
and everyone of these territories in order that the
inalienable right to freedom, independence and human
dignity of their peoples may prevail. We cannot and
must not condone the refusal of the administering
Powers to implement the Charter and the resolutions
of the General Assembly with respect to these
territories.
124. Allow me now to come back to the case of the
small territories. Their problems maJi well require
the major attention of the Special Committee from now
on. My delegation would venture to suggest, therefore,
that the Special Committee make it its special task to
study a method or procedu:::e which the administering
Powers might follow in order that these small
territories might move forward to a full measure of
self-government, independence and freedom. This
suggestion is in keeping with the letter and spirit of
resoJ:.:.tion 1514 {XV), which guarantees to all peoples
the right to self-determination, by virtu.e of which they
ma.y freely detE:trmine their political status and
freely p'ursue their economic, social and cultural
(jevelopment.
125. Before I close these remarks, allow me to
state clearly the position of my delegation on the
value 0'1 visits on the spot in the territories in
question by members of the Committee of 'rwentyfour. Invariably the administering Powers have refused
such visits in the past. My delegation is in favour
of such visits and would urge the administering
Powers to reconsider their position. The information
SUbmitted by the administering Powers and the
evidence given by petitioners, both orally and in
writing, can best be evaluated in the light of firsthand observation.
126. As I have said at the beginning of this interven-

tion, my delegation is grateful for this opportunity
to participate in the discussion of item 23. Subject
to certain reservations we have expre~sed regarding
some conclusions and recommendations of the Special
Com1.oittee with respect to specific chapters of
the reports durin.g the discussions in the Fou.rth
Committee, my delegation will vote for approval of
the reports of the Special Committee and would like
to add to the many commendations the Committee
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has received for the good, valuable and voluminous
work it has submitted. My delegation will also
support any draft resolution to continue the mandate
of the Special Committee.
127. I should like to say one final word. The United
Nations has achieved a good deal in the liberation of
subject peoples. However, it cannot stop its efforts
at decolonization until the very last territory has
been liberated or rendered self-governing.
128. Mr. DASHTSEREN (Mongolia) (translated from
Russian): Exactly five years have elapsed since the
United Nations adopted the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
This historic document, which expresses the ardent
desire of all freedom-loving peoples to put an end
to the shameful system of colonialiBm, gave hope
and inspiration to the oppressed peoples of the
colonies and in their struggle for liberation from
colonial slavery.

129. During th,~se years; the struggle of the colonial
peoples has become increasingly Widespread and
has tq),ken on. various forms, from the organization
of political parties to armed insurrections against
the hated colonial r~gimes. For over four years,
the people of Angola have been waging a valiant
figh\t against the Portuguese colonialists. Their uprising has been followed by that of the peoples of
Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea. The
people of South Arabia are waging an equally res\)\ute
combat to free their country from the UnIted Kingdom
colonialists. The protracted struggle of the Algerian
people, which led to its national rebirth, is still
fresh in our minds.
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130. As a result of the battle fought by colonial

peoples and of the efforts of all peace-loving forces
during the last five years, a number of countries
previously under the colonial yoke have attained
national independence and have joined the family of
sovereign nations; they are now, -together with all
progressive elements of mankind, fighting to liberate
their brothers from colonial domination.
131. The. peoples of the world are eager to see the

immediate end of colonialism ill all its forms and
manifestations, since the continued existence of colonial r~gimes is an outrage to the conscience of
mankind and is in flagrant contradiction to the
purposes of the United Nations. Ther(:Jfore, the progI:(~ssive forces in the world are naturally striving,
both inside and outside the United Nations, to speed
up the process of extirpating the colo.nial system
and implementing the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
132. In this connexion, we cannot but note that the
newly independert ccuntries of Africa and Asia and
the socialist countries have been playing an i.mportant
part in the common struggle against imperialism
and colonialism. The socialist countries and the
non-aligned countries of Asia and Africa have been
jointly opposing i.mperialism and colonialism and
exposing their variou,s schemes and manceuvres to
perpetuate colonial.regimes.

133. The Summit Conference of Independent African
States, held in 1963 at Addis Ababa, marked a new
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stage in the struggle against imperialism and colonialism. The Organization of African Unity, which was
set up at that ConferenceJ is an effective tool for
consolidating the political and economic independence
of African peoples and an important factor in the
development of national liberation movements of
colonial and dependent peoples.
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134. As we all know, the Conference of Independent
African States at Addis Ababa and the African summit
meetings which followed it, together with the Conference of Heads of state or Governments of NonAligned Countries, all of which were held ci.H.ring
this same period, worked out a programme of:action
and otltlined definite measures to speed up the
process of decolonization and of the liberation of
colonial and dependent peoples from the colonial and
racist yoke. The Organization of African Unity and
all African and Asian States are greatly helping the
United Nations to fulfil the tasks assigned to it by
the Charter and by the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.,
135. When the decisionto declare 1965 the International Co-operation Year was taken [resolution 1907
(XVIII», many Member States expressed a wish
that 1965 should see the elimiIiation of the last
vestiges of the colonial regime. Unfortunately, however, tens of millions of people in some sixty
territorial units in various parts of the world rema.in
in colonial enslavement to this day. Thus, the peoples'
hopes have been disappointed and the requirements
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples remain' unfulfilled.
The reason for this unsatisfactory state of affairs
lies in the stubborn refusal of a handful of colonial
Powers and their allies in the aggressive NATO bloc
to implement the provisions of the Declaration and
the various General Assembly and Security CC'uncil
resolutions.
136. Thus, for example, Portugal simply ignores
the United Nations decisions on the Portuguese colonies, Salazar himself has stated that Portugal is
determined to retain control over Angola and all
its other territories, rega:rdless of United Nations
appeals that these territories should be granted
independence.
(..
137. To this mtd, the Portuguese colonialists are
stepping up their punitive operations in suppressing
the legitimate struggle of the peoples of Angola,
Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea for
their freedom and in~ependence. The cruelty and
brutality of the Portuguese colonialists are com-,
parable only with the most barbarous methods ever
used by th& fascists. Everyone knows that suoi:. a
country as Portugal could not maintain its colonial
possessions, which are in a different continent and
many times larger than its own territory, without
external support. An equal share of responsibility
for all crimes committed by the Salazar colonialists
rests with such Weste'l'n Powers as the United States,
the Feder9.J. RepUblic of Ge:rmany and others~ which
finance Portugal's bloody war' in the African continent
and supply it wi th weapon.... for that purpose, ignoring
the repeated resolutions or the General Assembly
and the Security Council.

13

138. The situation in 'the Ur'iited Kingdom colonies
of Aden, Omj?u, British Guiana, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, and S~ ~zi1and continues to deteriorate. The
United Kingdom Government, whRe formally promising to grant independence to these-'territorie(3! main-:tains them in a colonial slavery under various
p'l",?texts.' The United Kingdom representative, speakiugbefore the General Assembly on 1') December
[1386th meeting], attempted, advancing various social
and economic considerations as an excuse, to justify
the delay in granting independence to these territorie.s.
In this connexion, I should like to quote the relevant
provision of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peo;>les.
Operative paragraph 3 of resolution 1514 (XV) reads:
"Inadequacy of political, economic, social or
educational preparedness should never serve as
a pretext for delaying independence."
139. Racism, which is a particular form of coloni;.;
alism, continues to be a threat to international
peace and security•. '
c; c

,

140. The South African racist regime, with the
economic and military aid of the Western Powers,
is pressing forward with its abhorrent policy of
apartheid, and is spreading this system of racial
segregation to the neighbouring Territory of South
West Africa. The indigenous population of South
West Africa is being oppressed by the South African
racists.
141. The South African racists are narbouringcriminal plans to dismember the Territory of South West
Africa, to extend the system of apartheid to it and
to annex it. In this infamous attempt to enslave the
indigenous population of Bouth West Africa, fore~gn
monopolies are working hand in hand with the racist
Verwoerd regime.
142. The recent discussion of the question of South
West Africa a.nd the analysis of the activities of
foreign monopolies in that Territory carried out, by
the Special Committee on the Situation with regard
to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples have fully confirmed this yiew.
143. The illegal declaration of Southern Rhodesi~'S'
independence by the racist regime of Ian Smith was
yet another criminal act by the racists and those who
connive at their activities. Despite repeated warnings
of the dangers inherent in the establishment of another
racist State on the -pattern of South Africa,:; and the
insistence of world pUblic opinion th~,the necessary
steps should be tH.ken to cut short any' such venture.
the Western Powers, led by the United Kingdom, have
cleared the way for this illegal declaration of Southern
Rhodesia's independence. Thus. one more source ef
tension has been created in Central Africa.
144. The position of the Government of the Mongolian
People's Republic 0\'\ the question of Southern Rhodesia
is unambiguous. In its statement ofI6 November 1965,
my Government sharply condemned this crim~nal
act and declared that "it will not recognize the
independence of Southern Rhodesia~ illegally proclaimed by the racist dictatorsq,ip of ,the whitec'
minority to the detriment of the.interests of the
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Zimbabwe people, and calls upon all States urgently
to take all necessary measures".§j
145. The actions of the administering Powers in a
number of other territories are far from being in
conformity with the provisions of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV). In particular, the United States
is turning the Pacific Islands undel' its trusteeship
into military bases which constitute a serious threat
to the peace and security of the peoples of Asia and
the Far East.
146. All this indi0ates that the progre~sive forces
fighting for the speedy elimination of the shameful
colonial system must redouble their efforts, both in
the United Nations and outside it.
147. No less a danger than the vestiges of colonialism,
which have retained their classical form, is neocolonialism, which the imperialist Powers now use
to maintain their old coloniall'egimes and to enslave
the young and still weak independent States. In the
forefront of those who carry out a neo-colonialist
policy are the United States and the Federal RepuhL.~;
of Germany. United States and West German monopolies hold sway in many dependent territories.
,.

148. According to the U. S. News & World Report
of 1 June 1965, large firms in the United States
:reel that their overseas businesses are bringing
in excellent profits, and this is one of the most
important business factors in the second half of
the twentieth century.
149. The Federal RepubliC! of 3ermany is not omy
continUing its economic expansion in the Portuguese
African colonies, South Africa and South West Africa,
but is also supplying Portugal and South Africa with
arms and building military bases, including rocket
installations in the southern part of Africa.
150. In addition to promoting economic expansion
with a view to perpetuating the enslavement of
colonial countries and young independent States,
the colonialists and their neo-colonialist allies, in
an effort to hold their economic and strategic positions,
openly interfere in the domestic affairs of sovereign
States now liberated from the colonial regime.
151. The most glaring examples of this are the
intervention of imperialist Powers-the United States ,
Belgium and the United Kingdom-in the Congo, the
armed interference by the United States in. the
internal affairs of the Dominican Republic, the United
States aggression in Viet-Nam and the brutal bombing
of the territory of the Democratic Republic of
Viet-Nam.
152, It is quite clear that the leading role in collective
actions by the imperialist Powers, the sole aim of
which is to maintain colonialism, is played by United
States imperialists. The United States review Foreign
Affairs stated in October 1965: 11 As circumstances
have permitted, we have encouraged the former
colonial Powers to remain or to come back into
the picture. 11
153. The overseas military bases of the imperialist
Powers are being used to defend their economic
§l 9fficial Records of the Security Council, Twentieth Year, Supplement
for OCtober, NOlrember ,and
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and political positions and are meant to be used to
suppress the national liberation movements of colonial peoples. United States and United Kingdom
imperialists have covered the globe With a network
of military bases from which they corpmit open
aggression and armed interference in. the internal
affairs of sovereign States and launch punitive operations against the peoples of dependent territories.
154. A large proportion of United Kingdom military
bases are situated in its colonial possessions and
former colon.ies which have recently gained national
independence. Lord Caradon, the United Kingdom
representative, in his statement before the General
Assembly [1386th meeting] defined the purpose of
United Kingdom military bases as follows: 11 We need
bases only to carry out our obligations in peacekeeping and in coming to the aid of our friends and
meeting our treaty commitments to them."
155. If we recall on what occasions these bases have
been used, we can readily see their true purpose.
Everyone knows that the United Kingdom, coming to
the aid of its allies, allowed the United States and
Belgium to use its base on Ascension Island for
their intervention in the Congo.
156. My delegation believes that the struggle of
peoples to achieve the removal of military bases
and the withdrawal of foreign troops is part and
parcel of the general struggle against imperialism
and for national liberation and peace throughout
the world.
157. My delegation fully shares the view that the
time has como ;0 take specific and effective measures
to bring about the unconditional implementation of
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial C01,1Iltries and Peoples. It believes that,
while taking the most decisive steps against the
colonialist Powers, we should also strongly condemn
the activities of those Western Powers which disregard
United Nations resolutions and continue to provide
the colonial and racist regimes with political, military
and economic assistance, that being the main obstacle
in the way of the implementation of the United Nations
D~claration.

158. The General Assembly must once again reaffirm
the right of colonial peoples to self-determination
and independence, recognize that the struggle of these
peoples to exercise that right is a legitimate one, and
call upon all States to help them.
159. The General Assembly must also sternly warn
both the cC"?onial Powers and the Powers which give
them assistance that they are acting in g,TOSS violation
of the United Nations Charter and Declaration, and
thereby assume a heavy load of responsibility before
the peoples of the world.
160. In conclusion, I should like to deal briefly with
the work of the Sperial Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. In the period which has jllst elapsed,
the Special Committee has done a great deal of u6eful
work which deserveR our deep gratitude.
1.61. The Special Committee has submitted to the
Gener~l Assembly a most interesting report con-
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taining a wealth of factual material and reflecting the
real situation in the territories which it considered.
162. The Committee's decision to hold meetings in
Africa has proved to be fully justified. Although
the Committee was unable to visit the colonial
territories themselves, owing to the refusal of the
administering Powers, it established, during its
work in the capitals of three African States, close
ties with the peoples fighting for national independence.
163. During its visit to Africa, the Committee
considered such acute colonial problems as the
question of Southern Rhodesia, the territories under
Portuguese administration and South West Africa,
and brought to light many fants exposing the harmful
activities of foreign monopolies and the involvement
of Western Powers, members of the military NATO
bloc, in the reckless policies of the Portuguese
colonialists and the racist South African 1;; Jime.
164. Thus, the Committee':;; African session marked
a new stage in its work. The Committee should continue
this useful practice in the future.
165. In view of the useful work that the Committee
has done during the four years of ,its existence and
its continuing task of considering the question of the
implementation l.f the Declaration, the Mongolian
delegation believes that it is both advisable and
necessary to extend the Committee's mandate.
166. The Mongolian people, which has known feudal
and eolonial oppression in the past, has always been
on the side of the peoples fighting for freedom and
national independenceo
167. The Mongolian people and its Government sternly
condemns colonialism in all its forms and manifestations as a most heinous crime against mankind.
168. The Mongolian People's Republic is prepared
to support any effective measures to bring about the
speediest elimination of the vestiges of the shamE:ful
colonial system B.nd, as far as it is able, to make.
its contribution to that end.
169. Mr. LEKIC (Yugoslavia): The report of the
Committee ondecolonization, the statements ofnumerous petitioners, and in particular the events in the
central and southern parts of Africa have bonfirmed
us in our belief that the international community
is faced with a very serious situation in the field of
decolonization. Although some prog:t'erss has been
made since 1963, we have not come anyWhere near
attaining the aims of the Charter and the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. It is not me1'ely a question of one-third
of the territory of Africa still being aUbi-ected to the
most brutal f.~rms of exploitation and oppression,
which is in itself contrary to the spirj.t of the Charter
and the requirements of contemporary development;
it is a question of actions directly threatening the lives
of millions of Africans as well as the peace and
security of Africa and, there1,)y, the peace and security
of the world. Making use of all the advantages
offered to the forces of racism and hegemony by
the crisis in international relationf-(, the racists in
Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and South
Africa:' as well as colonialist and neo-colonialist
~orces in general, have undertaken a number of
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actions likely to have far-reaching consequences.
Relying on the fact that the forces of peaoe are
preoccupied with events in other parts of the worldevents that are directly threatening the peace and
security of mankind-the racists in Southern Rhodesia
have closed a circle of total enslavement around the 4
million inhabitants of that Territory. In doing so,
they receive the full support of the followers of the
Uebermensch theory in South Africa, who, for their
part, are taking measures to deprive the pe0~le of
South West Africa of even the faintest hOlle of
liberating themselves from the conditions of shivery
in which they have been kept by the racists of South
Africa for more than forty years.
170. The Portugt.lese col:onialists are also getting
ready to :lntensity, under new conditions, their colonial
wars against the inhabitants of the colonies under
their domination, and to impose upon them by fire
and. sword the blessings of the so-called Portuguese
heritage.
.
171. These are, of course, only the most dramatic
manifestations of the co-ordinated ~ction of the forces
of colonialism and neo-colonialism, which are active
in other territories as well. In some· of these territories constitutions are abrogated, Governments dismissed, states of em r.gency proctai~ed, and, by
the use of force, "consultations" conduct,~d and steps
taken to ensure the "acceptance" of solutions whlich
are rejected "by the inhabitants of the territories
concerned for the simple and sound reason that they
are not in conformity with tbeir aspirations and
wishes.
172. The negative impact of the orisis in international
relations on decolonization has proved once again
that the policy of aggravation of tension, of use of
force for the settlement of international disputes, and
of "brinkmanship" is affecting adversely the struggle
for the freedom, independence and e0ua1 rights of
peoples and the establishment of lasting peace in the
world. Regardless of the pretexts under which the
policy of intensification of tension and intervention is
pursued, and the reasons given in justification thereof,
the fact remains that its protagonists are not genuinely
interested in ensuring the freedom and emancipation
of peoples and States. What are in fact involved here
are narrow and selfish interests aimed at achieVing
specific political, military, strategic and economic
aims through the excerbation of existing sources of
conflict and the creation of new ones.
173. We are faced today with a tendency to expand
existing privileges and to extort new ones, to impose
relations based on domination. and hegemony, and to
prevent. or at least seriously hamper, progress in
the world. Viewed in this light, current negative
developments in the field of decolonization are closely
linked with the crisis in international relations and
are to a great extent the direct consequence of this
crisis.
174. The situation created by developments in VietNam and in other parts of' the world has Without
doubt encouraged Mr. Smith to choose precisely this
moment for committing an act of treason towards
Great Britain and a crime against the 4 million
Africans in Southern Rhodesia. And conversely, the
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existence of colonialism, as a system of relations
based on domination and inequality, suits the protagonists of the policy of aggravation of relations
and interference in the affairs of other peoples
and States.
175. Such a development of the situation in the field
of decolonization is not m.erely due to the refusal on
the part of some colonial Powers to honour their
obligations and co-operate actively in the elimination
of colonialism and in the implementation of the
principles and pi'ovisions of the Charter. The reports
of the Special Committee [A/5800/Rev.1 and A/BOOn/
Rev.1] point unequivocally to the fact that a great
part of and now perhaps the main responsibility for
this state of affairs is borne by countries which,
while condemning the actions of the racists and colonialists verbally, a~tually give full support to them.
And this support, as we know, is not limited to the
expansion of trade and economic relations. Arms
are also being supplied, either directly or through
third countries.
176. Seen from this point of view, the colonial
problem is no longer a matter to be settled only
between a given colonial Power and the United
Nations, which personifies the international community. Conditions have changed and methods have
changed as well. There has been an increase in the
number of countries which are diredly interested
in maintaining outposts from which they can exercise
their influence upon developments in various parts
of the world, and thus threaten. the dearly won
independence of the newly eman~ipated countries.
Therefore, the elimination of colon~alism should be
viewed today as a problem of relations between the
United Nations and those States which, under one pretext or another-ideological, military or economicassist in the maintenance of colonialism or hamper
its elimination.
177. The African countries, interested in the immediate liquidation of colonialism £nd in the elimination of racial discrimination from the soil of Africasince this question for them, as for us, is one
involVing peace and security-have made efforts to
complete the process of decolonization by peaceful
means. The Heads of African States and political
leaders in the remaining colonies have repeatedly
expressed their readiness to search, through negotiations, for solutions that will also ensure equal
treatment and equal rights to members of other races
in Africa.
178. The profound attachment of African countries
and peoples to peace and to the principle of the
peaceful solution of disputes has not met with understanding on the part of the racists or of those who
are supporting them. The hand extended in co-operation
and friendship has been met by the racists and
colonialists with brutal repressive measures and war.
The offers to seek by peaceful means solutions that
would guarantee the equality of all have been countered
with acts in violation of the rights and human dignity
of Africans.
179. There is thus a confrontation of the new and

the old, of the progressive and the reactionary, of
the human and the inhuman, of right and force J of

justice and law18ssness, of friendship and hatred,
of faith in man and a better future and fear of the
uncertain future. There can be only one outcome of
this confrontation, and that is the triumph of justice
over lawlessness, of the victory of right over force.
Such an outcome in a conflict of this kind has never
been in doubt. The question is only whethe;.' we want
to do what is necessary-and together we can do itfor the termination of this conflict between ri.ght and
force with a minimum of suffering and sacrifice.
180. In implemeni;ing the policy of active and peaceful
coexistence-one of the basic principles of which is
respect for the right of every people to freedom and
equality-the Government of Yugoslavia has supportad
and continues to support the efforts exerted ty the
Organization of African Unity and the liberation
movements in the colonies with a view to realizing
this right by peaceful means, if this is possible, and
by force if such a course should be impOSed upon
colonial peoples.
181. For obvious reasons we have dealt at some
length with the dangerous developments in the colonies,
to which the colonialists and the neo-colonialists
have assigned a specific role in the global strategy
for the preservation of existing privileges and for
the acquisition of new ones, and for the imposition
under a new guise of essentially old forms of relationships based on domination and subordination.
182. However, the so-called small colonies exist,
that is the colonies whose small size, population and
economic under-development are used as arguments
to justify their continuance under foreign domination.
These factors probably render more difficult in some
cases the process of the emancipation of these
territories, but they are not the only factors that
have marked this problem with their specific imprint.
Most of these territories are situated at a greater or
smaller distance from. the coasts and continents that
have been recently liberated or where the struggle
for political and economic emancipation is still
being waged. For this reason, these territories are
of particu.lar interest to those forces which cannot
reconcile themselves to the changes that have taken
place in the world and which desire to preserve
positions from which they can continue to hamper the
development of the newly emancipated countries and
launch actions aimed at re-establishing spheres of
interest and influence.
183. The specific character and compleXity of the
conditions under which these territories have been
developing and the necessity of finding solutions that
will take into account the interest of the inhabitants
and those of peace, make it imperative for the United
Nations to take an active part in the process of the
decolonization of these territories. The Special Committee on decolonization. which has already devoted
considerable attention to these efforts, should set
out in detail the ways and means for the direct
participation of the United Nations in solving the
problem of the so-called small territories.
184. In this connexion, I wish to stress that the
varilety of the forms and methods used by the forces
of colonialism and np-o-colonialism to achieve their
aims makes it incumbent on us continually to alter
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the action of the United Nations in the process of
decolonization. We believe it is necessary to adopt
those methods of work which will enable the United
Nations to play its role in the present phase of
decolonization. The United Nations should counter
the actions of the colonial Powers-primarily military
actions which prevent the implementation of one of
the fundamental aims of the Charter, namely the
right of peoples to self-determination and independence, and which impose an armed struggle upon
colonial peoples-by giving full political, moral and
material support to the legitimate struggle of the
colonial peoples for liberation.
185. On the other hand, in order to ensure painless
decolonlzation, where such a course is still possible,
the United Nations should involve itself directly and
in good time by sending visiting mission~ or by ensuring the presence of the United Nations by sending
observers or residents, with the sole purpose of
initiating programmes and accele:rating the implementation of measures aimed at transferring power to
the representatives of the peoples and guaranteeing
the independence of those peoples.
186. In the final analysis, this would be also in
the interest of the colonial Powers. which should
reconcile themselves to the inevitable. Consequently.
they should renounce legalistic.approaches and fictions
about their own "exclusive"·.oompetence and show, at
least in this phase, goodwill and readiness to cooperate in the implementation; of.the aims and principles upon which our Organization' is based.

r

187. Availing itself of the e~eriencea(:quired during
its one-month visit to Africa"in the course of which
it accomplished a rather: voluminous and useful work.
the Committee on dect;iloniiation could, by adopting
appropriate methods of work, and constantly adopting
them to changing circumstances, lay an even greater
emphasis on its role of political organ, an organ
for action ent.custeu also with the task of initiating
and elaborating concrete measures for accelerating
the process of decolonization. To the method of work
in sub-committees and sessions held in the vicinity
of colonies-which have proved to be politically very
useful-one should add the appointment of visiting
missions or of individual Committee members and
request the administering Powers to enable these
missions or these Committee members to visit t1:.e
l'emaining territories for the purpose of getting
acquainted with the situation and of agreeing with
the administering Powers about the measures that
should be undertaken. Frequent but short sessions
devoted to the study of the situation in certain
territories. exclusively with a view to the urgent
undertaking of political action either by the Committee
or, at its request, by the Security Council. would also
be useful. This would make it possible to draw the
attention of the United Nations and the international
community in good time to problems which are
directly endangering world peace. This would also
offer greater. and continued moral and political
support to peoples who are fighting for their liberation
and for whom the manifestation of the presence and
of the continued concern of the world Organization is
of exceptional importance.
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188. The close connexion between the crisis in
international relations, the war in Yiet-Nam in
particular. and the present negative developments
in the field of the decolonization of Africa-their
interdependence and mutual repercussions-clearly
show that the struggle for peace cannot be separated
from the struggle for the freedom and equality of
all peoples. This determines, in our opinion, the
orientation of the actlvities of the forces of peace and
democracy. These forces are under obligation, particularly at this moment. to exert energetic and
simultaneous efforts for the elimination of the immediate danger to peace and security in the worldbrought about in the wake of the war in Viet-Namwhich would facilitate actions for preventing developments likely to lead to bloodshed, not only in Africa
but elsewhere, if no appropriate measures are taken
in time.
189. The twentieth anniversary of the United Nations
prOVides us with a favourable opportunity to draw up
a balance sheet and to see what has been accomplished
and whlA.':' is still to be done. In the light of such an
analysis and of the most recent developments in the
field of decolonization, it is necessary to undertake
measures for the immediate implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. The General Assembly should
reaffirm the Declaration. demand its immediate
application, set a target date for the elimination of
colonialism everywhere and in all its forms, and
request the administering Powers to co-operate fully
in the implementation of a programme to be elaborated
in co-operation with the representatives of colonial
peoples and designed to complete the process of
decolonization within a determined period of time.
190. The Yugoslav delegation will lend full supportas it has done in the past-to the struggle of the
peoples of the remaining colonies and to the efforts
exerted by the forces of peace and prof!,:!'ess for the
immediate elimination of colonialism.
191. Mr. EASTMAN (Liberia): When the General
Assembly adopted its historic resolution 1514 (XV),
it was envisaged that, with the implementation of
that resolution. the world would free itself of the
last vestiges of colonialism, effacing for ever the horrible system of plunder, exploitation and denial to any
people of the fundamental right of control of its
own destiny. Regrettably, we are assembled here
to discuss the granting of freedom and independence
to more than fifty territories scattered over the
face of the globe. We are still debating whether
these people have this right that they were previously declared to have. We would have thought
that the administering Powers would have been
convinced by now that we can no longer uphold
the system of colonialism and that they would have
taken all necessary measures to grant freedom
to the people of the territories under their rule. For
we know that the most liberal form of colonialism
cannot be compared with the lowest form of freedom
and independence. No people can ever really fulfil
their destiny whHe under alien rule. We admit
that there are various forms of colonialism, but
my Government disapproves of that system in any
form.
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192. However, the most diabolical form of colonialism
is that practised by the Governments of Portugal
and South Africa. We do not intend to involve the
Assembly in listening to a recapitulation of the
atrocities meted out to the people of Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea by the
Salazar r~gime. Yet, it is tremendously difficult
to forget the suffering, genocide and suppression
that the people of those territories suffer under
Portuguese rule. The General Assembly and the
Security Council have asserted themselves on this
question numerous times and have called upon Portugal to recognize the fundamental rights of these
people under its jurisdiction. Portugal's answer is
well known to all. It does not hesitate to flout these
decisions or to adopt more strenuous measures to
further the suppression of the people in its colonies.

suffrage, as well as reaffirmation of the inaliem..Dle
right Of the peoples of these territories to self~
determmation and independence.

193. The United Nations can never hope to fulfil
its purpose as long as suffering humanity can be
found anywhere, because pe&oe and security will
always be endangered if people are denied the right
to self-determination and independence. A state of
emergency, of insecurity, of unrest, will exist on
the continent of Africa as long as there -are those
among our brothers who are not yet able to live
as free men. Whilst we enjoy freedom and independence in my own country, that is not sufficient
to us, and it will continue to be insufficient until
the entire continent is free. Then we sha.ll enjoy
our OWL independence bett\~r..

199. The delegation of Liberia welcomes the announcement of the United Kingdom Government that
British Guiana will attain independence as Guyana
on 26 May 1966, and we call upon the people of Guyana
as a whole to lend their co-operation in bringing
about the most favourable conditions for their independence. The Government and people of Liberia
take this opportunity to bxtend their best wishes
to the people of Guyana for peace, harmony, progress
and stabHity on their accession to independence.

194. As to South Africa and its apartheid rule in
South West Africa, my Government has made its
pOSition clear. We shall therefore mention here
again only that we are strongly convinced that South
Africa has failed in its trust in the Territory of
South West Africa. We are opposed to the partitioning of this Territory; we are equally' opposed to the
alienation of land as it is practised in this Territory.
195. We want to assure the Assembly that the
Government and people of Liberia will continue
to be relentless in their efforts to see that the
people of South West Africa are again allowed to
live as a free p~ople. The Government of 'Liberia
condemns unreservedly the criminal acts perpetrated
by the minority regime in Southern Rhodesia, and
calls upon all peace-loving nations to join their
efforts to prevent the perpetuation and exercise of
this unlawful authority in Southern Rhodesia.
196. As regards the High Commission territori~s of
Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, the Government of Liberia condemns any attempt by the South
African Government to annox or encroach upon the
territorial integrity of these three territories. Any
actions by South Africa to this end, directly or
indirectly, should be considered by the General
Assembly as aggression.
1~7.

My delegation approves the resolution of the
Committee of Twenty-four [see A!5800!Rev.1, chap.
VIII] calling for a constitutional conference for
each of the three' territories, where one has not
been held, for the purpose of gathering opinions from
all sectors of the population with a view to deVising
democratic constitutional arrangements leading to
general elections on the baSis of universal adult

198;~ From the reports, it is to be noted that as
regards cfjr'iain of the territories not yet liberated,
the question 6f territorial disputes has been raised
among Member States of the United Nations, and that
negotiations .have beel;' started or are to be started
regarding such territories.' While my delegation
will desist from taking a positive position on the
question at this session, we would state, in passing',
that until the question of territorial disputes can be
definitely settled, we consider that all peoples have
an inherent right to choose their own destiny, and
would request that any negotiation should take into
consideration the interest of the inhabitants.

200. My delegation is amazed by Australia's refusal
to answer outright whether it intends to grant independence to the people of Nauru. The leaders of
Nauru informed the 1965 visiting mission and the
previous session of the Trusteeship Council that
they desired to accede to independence i.: ~,968. This
is a legitimate claim; this is a right. We therefore
invite the Government of Australia to say before
this Assembly whether it recognizes this right of
the Nauruan people, and if it does, to state categorically whether the people of Nauru will have their
desire fulfilled.
201. In conclusion, let me say that the hopes of the
peoples not yet ,liberated rest in the United Nations.
What th~y require is simple: that they may be free
to manage their own affairs; have a right to their
land and its natural resources; control their commerce
and industry so as to make the main object of capital
and labour the welfare of the many rather than the
enriching of the few. The development of Africa, or
any region of the world for that matter, shoUld be for
the benefit of its inhabitants and not merely for the
profit of the forej.gn investors and exploiters. In
short, they wish to live as equals with the rest of
mankind. Is this too much to ask?
202. Finally, may I take this opportunity to extend
the appreciation of my delegation to the Chairman
and members of the Committee of Twenty-four for
the reports contained in documents A!5800!Rev.1
and A!6000!Rev.1. RecogniZing the difficulties involved for the Special Committee effectively to
implement its terms of reference in accordance
with operative paragraph 4 of resolution 1956 (XVIII),
we wholeheartedly congratulate it for the work already
accomplished.
203. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): As
a number of representatives have asked to exercise
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their right of reply, I shall give them the floor one
after another.

Ceylon as part of a most scholarly statement in the
Fourth Committee two years ago:

204. Mr. McCARTHY (Australia): In exercising this
right of reply, I should explain that my delega.tion
has not spoken during the general debate on the
matters contained in the report of the Special Committee because we have spoken on them at length
many times over the past four years in the Committee
of Twenty-four, of which of course we are a member,
and before that as a member of the Committee of
Seventeen. In doing that, we have tried to make clear
our views on the many subjects covered in these
reports and, additionally, we have provided the
fullest possible information, entirely for the convenience of the Committee, on those areas with
which the Coml~1ittee has been concerned and for
which Australia is responsible.

" ... I would be failing in my duty' at this stage
if I did not add here that the world and all colonial

205. In relation to the report as a whole, I should
like to take the opportunity of expressing in this
plenary meeting our recognition of the dignity and competence of the Committee's Chairman, Mr. Coulibaly
of Mali, and of the indefatigable work done on the
production of the report by our colleague Mr. Natwar
Singh of India, the very distinguished Rapporteur of
the Committee. I should also like to place on record
our awareness of the constant efficiency of Mr. Godfrey
Amachree, Mr. Chack,o, and their colleagues of the
Secretariat who have given.form to so much of the
effort which the Special Committee has put into its
work, and indeed have provided the means to make
this effort possible.
206. With regard to one further aspect of the work
of this Committee, I should like to pay another tribute
to Mr~ Adeel, who, by his objective observation of
and reporting on the elections in the Cook Islands,
has, I believe, brought much further credit not only
to himf;lelf but also to his country and to the United
Nations.
207. In preparing this reply, I recalled that representatives of fifty nations met in San Francisco, from
April to June 1945, where they 'agreed upon the
Charter of the United Nations, which came into force
in that same year and has ever sin!Je'l,iterally been
both a beacon and a great foundation for all our efforts.
208. The original Members of the United Nations
which Higned and ratified the Charter numbered fiftyone, my country, Australia, being among them. What
bound these countries together was above all a
common background Qf suffering, and hopes and
purposes arising from that suffering.
209. It was against that background and in common
realization of their 'common lot as human beings
that they came together towards a common purpose,
regardless of differences of political ideology, of
race, of culture, of geography. I think it worth
recording that at those meetings from which the
Charter emerged, my country, Australia, was by no
means inconspicuous.
210. In this connexion, l:tnd in partial reply to certain
observations in this debate made by the representatives
of the United Republic of Tanzania and Ghana, I
recall a remark made by' the representative of
_._""._'

~..

and former colonial people are indebted to the
Australian initiative atthe San Francisco Conference
which was mainly instrumental in producing the
declaration in Article 73 which, in retrospect, has
provided the machinery for the emancipation of
many colonial peoples in the last seventeen years. "§J
211. I as an Australian will remember that quotation.
I know the history of the San Francisco Conference,
and I know that this tribute was deserved. I would

ask this plenary meeting to note well these words of
the representative of Ceylon:
" ••. which in .retrospect has provided the machinery for the emancipation of many colonial
peoples in the last seventeen years".
212. It was with a sharpened awareness of those
values springing from their common and tragic
experiences that the countries which created the
Charter-some fifty-one of them-addressed themselves to the colonial problems of the day. Th~
basic elements of colonialism in the sense in which
the word is customarily used, still existed in a number
of places and c0uld be isolated. They perhaps centred
around such matters as· alien and enforced occupation
of other peoples' lands, exploitation. the denial of
self-expression, race prejudice and race discrimination. But now I wondeT how clearly these elements
can be isolated in some 0 and perhaps many, situation;:;
which we refer to here now as colonial situations.

.

213. It is possible->indeed 1 do believe it to be sothat quite often when we speak here now of colonial
situations. these are not the situations tow.ards
which we directed our purposes at San Francisco;
rather, they are obscured and perhaps distorted by
the use of words which are in: danger of becoming
our masters. '
214. 1 think, for example. that there is a very
incomplete understanding-among some ofus at leastof the deep sense of personal responsibility which
animates','J!lany of those in Whom the task of guiding
and assisting and encouraging vital phases of the
development of other people has been vested-a
sense of responsibility deriVing from history; from.
a realization of past mistakes and inadequacies;
from shared experiences in peace and war; from a
rejection of concepts of race; from a common striving;
from efforts towards common purposes here in the
United Nations; from the impact here and elsewhere
through the means of communication now available to
the world of mind upon mind; from the simple spread
of knowledge among us of one another and one another's
problems; and particularly from the knowledge ofthis
deep and profound. sense of responsibility of man for
m~t'. regardless of race and religion.
215. As regards my own people, I must reject tne
observations which have been. made here about the
Australian administration of New Guinea by the representatives of t1:1e United RepUblic of Tanzania and

2J Document A/C.4/608, p. 4•.
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Ghana. I do believe that, occupied-and understandably
occupied-with the problems of Africa. they have
not been able to develop any detailed knowledge or
understanding of my part of the world~ which is
remote from Africa. But I have no wish to labour
this. Nor do I propose to atte.mpt to traverse in
detail what they have said.
216. I would recall, however, that the representative
of Ghana said yesterday [1389th meeting] that. in
Papua and New Guinea, instead of bringing the people
tog~ther, the ~us~ralian Government is introducing
raCial and ethmc dIfferences into their minds in order
to protract settlement of their demands for independence. The very reverse is the case. I have
patiently explained many times in many organs in
the United Nations, and representatives of the indigenous peoples themselves have similarly explained,
that Papua and New Guinea is not one of the smaller
territories, as our colleague observed yesterday; it
contains 2 million indigenous people, 2 million vital.
questing, intelligent indigenous people who will form
one of the nations of the future.
217. There are, to begin With, 700 different languages
among these 2 million people. Until the coming of
the Australians, the Papuan and Melanesian people
were shut off from one another by this multiplicity
of languages. There was no communication. They
were shut off by physical barriers so formidable
that the country even now has not yielded all its
geographical, its topographical and its human secrets,
despite the most extensive USEl by us of the most
modern means of communication and discoveries
such as aircraft and helicopters. They were shut off
by different customs, they were fragmented and
encased in a thousand or more different tribal
groups which \\f~re mutually exclusive and mutually
hostile. For the most part they were ignorant of the
very existence of one another except when they were
near neighbours. When the Australians came to this
country, there was no one country, there was po one
people, there was no one Government which professed to hold sway over more than a minute portion
of this great country. The first task of my people-if
I may, I would say here that I speak with some
authority on this SUbject because it was part of my
ow:n personal task many years ago-was to create
a self to govern itself. There was no self in New
Guinea and our task was to create a self to govern
itself. To this task the Australian Government has
addressed itself with the most unremitting vigor
through the spread of education, medical facilities
and the conscious development of an identity common
to the country as a whole. At a more appropriate
time I will address myself in df'~ail to just how this
is being done.
218. The representative of Ghana has also said: "the
resources of New Guinea are being exploited with
impunity by the Australian Government" [1389th
meeting, para. 175]. However. he should know-and
I greatly regret he is not here to be informed in
this matter-that never in the history of so-called
colonial development and effort has so much money
been put by a metropolitan Power into a dependent
area with no thought of return. What is the annual
figure? The Australian grant to Papua and N~w

Guinea-interest-free, non-repayable, an outright
gift-stands this year at the figure of some £A30
million, that is. $70-$80 million, to which must be
added some millions more which are carried on
the bUdget ef the Australian Government itself for
such matters as civil aviation development. The
totlll annu,'\l figure. which has increased every year
since the war, stands at something approaching $100
million. This is the country which our colleague
suggests we are exploiting!
219. The representative of Ghana has also referred
to land problems in New Guinea. I doubt whether, in
the history of so-called colonial development, land
elsewhere has been so jealously safeguarded for
the welfare and use of the il.(~jgenous people. Of the
total land area of that great land mass, less than 3
per cent has been alienated from indigenous ownership, and much of this for the public and modern
land settlement purposes of the indigenous people
themselves.
220. However, leaving these matters of detail asideand they are matters of detail to which I shall
SUbsequently address myself in greater detail-let
me say this particularly to the representatives of
Tanzania and Ghana, and let me say it against the
background of our seeking and striving in relation
to other areas for what we all believe to be necessary
and good-ind~ed the best-and partiCUlarly against
the background of the core of the problem of Southern
Rhodesia which has occupied so much of our attention.
I would ask this Assembly to note this well in relation
to what has been said here in the United Nations
about Southern Rhodesia and other colonial areas in
the wo:rld. If I may digre ss for one' moment. let me
say that, following the recent unilateral declaration
of independence in that unhappy country. Southern
Rhodesia, the Australian Parliament was one of
the first of the world's parliaments to announce and
implement the actions of non-recognition. prohibition
of trade and the application of monetary measures
which were needed to reinforce the action which was
being put in train by the United Kingdom and the
action which was being called for by the United
Nations itself. This took place in the Australian
Parliament within a few days of' the declaration.
However, in relation to the very core of the Southern
Rhodesian situation-that is. of the right to vote and
the representation of the majority-let me say this.
There are in New Guinea 2 million indigenous people
and some 27,000 Australians. There is also in that
country a universal franchise. There is an electoral
syptem which provides "one man"-or one woman"one vote". on the basis of a common roll. regardless
of race. creed or colour. That system has produced
a parliament with an elected indigenous majority.
221. In short, what we have been seeking and are
still seeking as the solution to all the problems in
Southern Rhodesia, in other areas of Africa and in
certain other parts of the world outside Africa is an
accomplished fact in New Guinea: "one man, one vote",
a common roll and an elected indigenous majority.
222. Let me also refer to the fact of the existence
of the whole range of freedoms to which my country.
the Administering Authority. is heir: freedom from
want, freedom from fear aJ.l_d the complex of other
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freedoms towards which mankind is striving. These
frl3edoms exist in Papua and New Guinea. There are
nc political prisoners there or in Australia itself.
In the whole of metropolitan Australia and all of the
Australian territories there is not one political
prisoner. There is freedom of association, of meeting,
of the Press and of speech. Racial discrimination is
outlawed. Political parties, trade unions and other
organizations of the indigenous people are not only
unchecked but encouraged. We in my country take
that for granted. However, the bulk of the problems
which have faced our United Nations as a whole in
the colonial field have been problems simply because
of the denial of those freedoms. Concerned as we
have been with so many areas which have been areas
of conflict, gre£Lt or small, I would remark simply
that in the Australian territories there is peace.
There is peace throughout all these territories. There
is no armed conflict. There is progress in this
peaceful atmosphere. There are no people dying for
a cause which has been denied to them.
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223. In conclusion I would say, with full respect to
our colle~gues of Tanzania and Ghana, that these
freedoms-this universal franchise, this common roll,
this parliament with its indigenous majority-are a
measure of our appreciation of our responsibilities
in New Guinea. We have responsibilities there. We
will discharge them, and discharge them to the letter.
Likewise, we have rights here in the United Nations
and elsewhere. We will protect them.
I

224. Mr. DE MIRANDA (Portugal): Many references
have been made to my country in the course of this
debate. Although my delegation has listened attentively
to all the speakers and waited until this momen.t to
exercise its right of reply, we find that nothing new
has been said. Whatever we have heard in this
debate is a repetition of what we have been hearing
for some time past.
225. As everyone knows. our position has been
stated quite clearly from both the juridical and the
political point of view on numerous occasions in
every relevant organ of the United Nations. and it
does not seem necessary to state our position again.
Therefore, I shall not take up the time of the Assembly
by repeating our point of view.
226. I should, however, like to tell our critics that
preconceived opinions, baseless allegations, distortions of facts, half truths and falsehoods, no matter how
often they are repeated, do not add up to the truth.
In fact, such repetitions. serve only to underline the
unreal and artificial nature of the debate in respect
of my cO'~\ntry. But this is not a point on which I wish
to dwell ill tids intervention. If my delegation comes
to this rostrum now, it is only to set the record
straight in respect of certain specific affirmations
produced in the course of this debate, and I shall do
so briefly and without any spirit of polemics.
227. At the 1389th plenary meeting. the delegation
of Guinea. in making some charges against us, in
its usual style, alleged that Guinea's air space was
constantly violated by Portuguese aircraft. This
allegation is as baseless as it is tendentious. My
delegation rejects it and sees in it an attempt to
justify cel'tain illicit activities which are going on
. ,.,"
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in the Republic of Guinea and of which we are the
victims.
228. Again, speaking at the 1387th meeting, the
Senegalese delegation referred to its complaints to
the Security Council against Portugal in these words:
"When Senegal complained to the Security Council
in February 1965 Portugal did not dispute the facts
relating to the alleged incidents but sought to
justify the violations which had been committed."
[1387th meeting, para. 22.]
This statement is not borne out by the Portuguese
reply to Senegal, as may be seen from tJ}e relevant
documents of the Security CounCil. In another sentence,
the delegation of Senegal said that Portugal "simply
denied everything'" [ibid.].
229. My delegation is at a loss to understand the
implication of this sentence when the Senegalese
delegation itself admits that (1) we expressed our
wish to maintain friendly relations with Senegal; (2)
we proposed a discussion. with the participation of
Senegal. My delegation is of the view that these two
facts by themselves demonstrate that Portugal
had not "simply denied everything". We did. in
fact propose a three-man investigation into the
allegations made against us by Senegal, but Senegal
did not want any impartial investigation; all it wanted
was a resolution, based of course on its own
allegations.
230. In view of the fore.gojng, I think that it is
proper for my delegation to make a comment which
we take from the words of the Senegalese delegation
itself:
"1 leave the Assembly to be the judge of such
ambiguity, such synicism, such lack of common
sense" [ibid.].
231. The Senegalese delegation now alleges further
incidents, seeking to attribute them to us. We note,
and we should like the Assembly to note as well, the
eagerness of Senegal in its attempts to advertise
its allegations, while at the same time balking at
our proposals to have them investigated by an impartial body. We also take note of the remark by
Senegal that another "question at issue relates to a
different series of problems. It is to be found in the
resolution [218 (1965)] of 23 Ncvember 1965" [ibid.,
para. 23]. This is a highly significant remark
and one with which my delegation entirely ag~ees.
We are only too well aware that the question
lies not in the allegations of incidents, but in
the wider Sel1egalese objectives. Its allegations of
frontier incidents are nothing more than attempts to
create a climate conducive to those objectives.
232. But Senegal cannot pretend to conceal *e
reality. The whole world knows thatSenegalharbou:r.~s,
aids and encourages irregular armed gangs to disturb
the peace in our territory. I should not be surprised
if the Senegalese delegation came to this rostrum
again to say that it will continue to support such
armed gangs. But it cannot be denied that Portuguese
territory is constantly being violated by armed
raiders proceeding from Senegal. While we are
always willing to have the Senegalese allegations
investigated. although we consider them baseless,
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Senegal prefers the way of advertisement of its
allegations. While we are most careful to respect
Senegal's territory and air space, we have to point
out that our territory is not similarly respected by
Senegal, and from these facts we cannot but conclude
that Senegal's allegations against us are nothing
but attempts, and poor ones at that, to camouflage
its own illicit activities and to elude the responsibility
which it bears for them.
233. Mr. EASTMAN (Liberia): It is with deep regret
that I have to ask your indulgence, Mr. President, to
detain this plenary meeting a little longer.
234. The representative of Australia-my friend, I
may add-has tried to convince this Assembly that
the remarks made by the representatives of Tanzania
and Ghana were unfounded. Time does not permit me
tc, go into any detail in explaini.ng the truth, but I
can make a brief reference to some of his remarks.
235. It must be a long time since the representative
of Australia has visited the territory of New Guinea.
I, who have recently returned from there, can inform
him that racial discrimination is practised openly
in New Guinea-in the sCllo01s, in housing, in wages,
in medical facilities, to mention a few.
236. He told us also that he took exception to the
remark that exploitation was practised witp. impunity
by Australia. I wonder if Australia knows that in
Boggabilla, where gold by the million is extracted,
when the people ask about their sha:re or their
royalties or their ownership, they are told t.hat
anything found above the ground belongs to the people
of New Guinea, but anything below is the property of
Australia-or of the Crown as it is commonly called.
He tells us about the millions that the Australian
Government puts into New Guinea for the benefit of
the people. He does not tell us about Rio Tinto, he
does not tell us about Burns Philp, aNew Guinea
company, to name a few of the monopolies, and
the several millions a day which they bring out.
.

&

237. The Australian representative also mentioned
land. I would inform the representative of Australia
that the most frequent complaint one hears from the
people of New Guinea is that their choice land has
been taken away from them or alienated by some
means-I do not know how-and that it is now owned
by Australians and New Zealanders. I should like the
Australian representative to refute the fact that for
several years now the people of Nauru have asked
to be given possession of their island, but this has
been denied. They have been told on several occasions
that they do not own the island, but that Australia
does. They have been told that everything on the
surface of the island is theirs. This is what my
friends, the representatives of Ghana and Tanzania,
referred to when they expressed dissatisfaction with
the Australian administration of New Guinea, and i1;1
many respects I heartily agree With them.
"
238. Mr. McCARTHY (Australia): It is not very
often, I believe, that in the United Nations the representative of one country feels impelled to exercise
the right of reply on behalf of other countries. When
I exercised my right of reply a short time ago, I
did so in relation to observations made by the representatives of Tanzania and Ghana in the earlier stag~s
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of this debate. Now my colleague ll.nd friend,
Mr. Eastman of Liberia, has· taken it upon him.self
to protect them.
239. The representative of Liberia referred to racial
discrimination in New Guinea and to certain matters
with regard to Nauru. I shall reply to what he has
said .during the discussion of the report of the
Trusteeship Council in plenary and in the Fourth
Committee, when I shall pla~e before the whole body
of the United Nations-and this has not yet been
done-the full det9.ils of th~ latest developments in
New Guinea and in Nauru.
240. Mr. Eastman said that racial discrimination is
openly practts'3rl in N,ew Guinea. Mr. Eastman, I
will admit, has recently been there as our honoured
guest and with every :facility we could place at his
disposaL It is quite true that one can find evidence
of racial discrimination or any other sort of discrimination in any country of the world, if one goes
looking for it. What I said was that racial discrimination has been outlawed in New Guinea-and racial
discrimination has indeed beenoutla\ved in New Guinea.
What I said and what I implied was that in New Guinea
every man is free before the law, regardless of
race, creed or colour. What I said was that in New
Guinea every man and every woman, regardless of
race, creed or colour, has a vote and elects members
to the Parliament of New Guinea. \\t11at I said was
that every man and every woman in New Guinea,
regardless of race, creed or colour, is free, without
let or hindral:<:e, without penalty under the law,
without persecution of any kind, to raise his voice
against any abuse, Wherever he finds it in that
country.
241. With regard to Nauru, this is a complicated
problem. Nauru is an island, of the kind which has
been referred to by many representatives in plenary
and in the Fourth Committee. I do not propose to
traverse now the ground which I shall traverse a
little later. Nauru is a remote island in the Pacific.
r would remind my friend that although I have been
working here in the United Nations for the last two
and a half years and have not been back to those
Territories during that time, I have been working in
those terri.tories and for those territories for the
last thirty-three years, and I shall be going back
there very shortly. I know rather more about them
than my colleague from Liberia does as a result of
one v~sit in which he was an honoured guest of my
Government.
242. What I was about to say is that Nauru is a
remote island in the Pacific, so remote that on
my last visit there three years ago, just before I
came here, I travelled for eight days from New
Zealand, without seeing land of any sOTt, until I
came to this island, which is only twelve miles in
circumference. Its nearest neighbour is an even
smaller island 180 miles away. Nauru has one
eConomic asset-phosphate rock. It has no other
reeource. The inhabitants number 2,600 people, and
they have a standard of living higherthan the standard
of living of any other people in the Pacific, and, I
would suggest, higher than the standard of living of
many of the peoples represented here in the United
Nations. From the royalties paid for the phosphate,
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Nauru has an' income, divisible amongst the 2,600
people, of approximately, at the present time El
million to £1.5 million per year. and going up. It
has just concluded a series of discussions with the
Australian Goverm.nent which has resulted in the
setting up of another milestone towards its ultimate
political future, whatever that may be. It has all the
problems of independence that all small islands have.
243. Having said that, I would reserve my right of
reply to what my friend and colleague has said until

the Fourth Committee and the Assembly in plenary
discuss the report of tl1e Trusteeship Council and
the report of the United Nations Visiting Mission
which has been to Nauru and to Papuaand New Guinea
within the last few months-with every assistance we
could give and, as I said, as honoured guests of my
Government.

The meeting r06e at 6.50 p.m.
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5. If need be, I shall express the viewpoint of my
delegation on the motion submitted by the representative of the United States of America [A/L.478]. I
wa.s very surprised to find this motion as a separate
item on the agenda of the meeting. Admittedly, in this
house one gains new experience every day; but I must
say that this is the first timfil I have seen a motion
appear as a special item on thre agenda of a meeting.
I thought that the United States motion was bound up
with the more general question that we were at
present discussing. But at this stage, and without
prejudice tc. the viewpoint of my delegation on the
substance of' the motiOl1 submitted by the representative of the United States, I should like to recall that
my motion was put forward before that of the United
States. Cons,equently, under the rules of procedure
of the Gener8.1 Assembly, my motion has priority; in
other words, the Assembly must first take a decision
on my motion, which was put forward before that of
the representative of the United States.
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Implementation of the Declaration on the Grantillfl of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
reports of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Dec laration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (continued)
1. The PRESIDENT (translateu from French): We
are continuing discussion of agenda item 23. I would
. inform the Assembly that Nigeria has joined the list
of sponsors of the draft joint resolution [A/L.476/
Rev.I].

6. Before leaving this rostrum I should like to refute
certain arguments advanced by the representative of
the United States in submitting his motion [1400th
meeting]. The representative of the UniteJ States said
that certain paragraphs in our draft resolution constituted recommendations regarding international peace
and security. Yet nowhere in our draft do I find
recommendations, in the generally accepted meaning
of that term under the Cha.rter, addressed to the
Security Council. I do not think that the fact of drawing
the Security Council's attention can constitute a
recommendation concerning the maintenance of international peace and security within the meaning of
Article 18 of the Charter. The draft resolution makes
no recommendation to the Security Council, but merely
draws the Council's attention to a situation. The
sponsors of the draft resolution are well aware that
it is for the Security Council to take measures in
the matter of maintaining international peace and
security, They therefore refrained from making
recommendations.

2. Document A/L.478 contains a motion submitted
by the United States of America. I ask the Assembly
to discuss this motion first. It reads as follows:
"The General Assembly considers that the draft
resolution conta~ned in document A/L.476/Rev.1
makes recommendations with respect to the maintenance of international peace and security; accordingly, Article 18, paragraph 2, of the Charter
applies, "
3. Miss BROOKS (Liberia): On a point of clarification
only: at the close of the meeting on Friday [1400th
meeting], I think there was before us a motion proposed by the representative of Mali regarding the
procedure to be adopted in voting on this draft resolution. I should like to know what is now the position
concerning that motion proposed by the representative
of Mali.

7. Consequently, there has been an attempt, in the
request that the draft resolution be adopted by a
two-thirds majority, to exploit the rules of procedure
of the General Assembly in an improper manner.
Further, since the speakers who have made this
proposal have claimed to have the law on their side,
I do not think it right to take a given paragraph of a
text out of context and present it in another context,
in o!'der to give it So legal significance other than that
which it has in the context in which it has been
presented.

4. Mr. COULIBALY (Mali) (translated from French):
It will be recalled that during our meeting on Friday
.:'fternoon [1400th meeting], when presenting the
nineteen-Power draft resolution [A/L.476 and Add.1],
I concluded by submitting a procedural motion, in
which I proposed that the draft resolution be the
subject of a simple majority vote. I put forward this
motion when presenting the draft resolution because
last week we witnessed manreuvres towards an
1
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8. The draft resolution which we have submitted
concerns the :problem of decolonization, that is to say
of the right of peoples to self-determination, and the
different parts of this draft must be understood and
accepted in that context.
9. Returning to the question
that my motion was submitted
States and consequently has
mitted the draft resolution
following words:

of prncedure, I recall
before that of the United
priority. When I subI concluded with the

"In regard to the voting procedure, I propose, on
behalf of the sponsors, that the nineteen-Power
draft resolution be adopted by simple majority, as
was the case this morning in regard to the draft
resolution on Oman [A/6168, para. 13]." [1400th
meeting, para. 114.]
10. This is therefore certainly a procedural motion,
as I just said, and was put forward before that of the
United States. I therefore think that in conformity
with practice and the rules of procedure, the General
Assembly should first take a decision on my motion.
11. Mr. GOLDBERG (United States of America): Last
Frj.day [1400th meeting], when I introduced the motion
[A/L.478] which has just been discussed by the representative of Mali, I cheerfully acquiesced in a request
by the representative of Ghana and the representative
of Mali to defer action on that motion until today, so
that this Assembly could consider this important question with all delegations present so that they could
participate in the vote. If I had wanted to take advantage of a procedural technicality, I could have pressed
for a vote at that time. I did not do so because I think
it is highly important that all Members of this Assembly participate in what I consider to be a very
basic question involving the integrity of the Charter
to which we are all committed.
12. The representative of Mali has now r~ljsed a
procedural question as to whether his resolution does
not take priority over my motion. I regard. this to be
a matter of no substance. The essential question
before this Assembly, whether it is posed by the
draft resolution presented by the representative of
Mali [A/L.476/Rev.1] or posed by the motion which
I put, is essentially the same question. His motion
requests formally, on behalf of the co-sponsors, that
this draft resolution should be adopted by a simple
majority.
13. The necessary effect of this motion is that the
draft resolution does not involve questions of international peace and security and, thereforo, does not
involve an important question within the oontemplation of paragraph 2 of Article 18 of the Charter. But,
whichever way it is put, whether it is put in his terms
or put in my terms, the question is the same. If the
Members of the Assembly vote in support of the
draft resolution put by the representative of Mali,
they are giving an interpretation that the question
posed in the draft resolution is not an important
question within the contemplation of paragraph 2 of
Article 18 of the Chart.er. That is the same question
that I put, and so I will say quite plainly and quite
simply that I will not tal~e the time of this Assembly
by worrying about manceuvring as to which question
.... has priority.

14. I am quite content that the draft resolution of
Mali b0 voted upondirst. It is the same question that
I have put. I put my motion so that every Member of
the Assembly would understand the significance and
the implication of the action which the Assembly is
taking, and I will merely repeat now what I said last
Friday, that this is not for me or for my delegation
a question of the substance of the resolution. The
substance of the resolution can be voted upon. It can
be carried or not carried, depending upon the views
of the Assembly as to the substance of the dra.ft resolution. What is now before us is something much more
basic and much more important, and that is whether
the Charter is to be lived by by Members of this
Assembly, even though the Charter at some points
may be inconvenient to live by.
15. I would remind the Members of this Assembly
that the Charter is a solemn treaty obligation of
Member Governments. I would remind the Members
of this Assembly that the Charter can only be amended
by a procedure, which was also agreed upon by all
Member States, under Article 108 of the Charter.
Article 108 states:
"Amendments to the present Charter shall come
into force for a~ 1 Members of the United Nations
when they have been adopted by a vote of two-thirds
of the members of the General Assembly and
ratified in accordance with their respective constitutional procedures by two-thirds of the Members
of the United NatioQ-s, including all the permanent
members of the Security CounCil."
16. Let me say very simply that it is quite apparent
from any reading of this draft resolution that it relates
to questions affecting international peace and security.
In fact, I am at a loss to understand the argument of
the representative of Mali. On the contrary, preambular paragraph 9 refers directly to international
peace and security which, it states, is threatened by
the continuance of colonial rule and the practice of
apartheid. This is the language of Chapter VII of the
Charter, on which mandatory action by the Security
Council for the maintenance of international peace
and security is based.
17. As I said on Friday [1400th meeting], and as I
repeat today t we cannot have it Qoth ways. One cannot,
on the one hand, go to the Security Council and say
that action is called for because international peace
and security is threatened, and, on the other hand,
say that Article 18 of the Charter does not apply to
the General Assembly's consideration of the question.
18. Operative paragraph 12 of the draft resolution,
which calls for the dismantling of military bases and
also calls upon all States to refrain from establishing
new ones in colonial territories, is without question a
recommendation with respect to the maintenance of
international peace and security. Military bases, as
we all know as a matter of common sense, are
intimately linked with the maintenance of peace and
security, so much so that this Assembly, on 16 December [1398th meeting], sustained by a vote of 56 to 30
that paragraphs similar to tWe one in question were
important questions and that their adoption required
a two-thirds majority of those voting in the Assembly.
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19. Operative paragraph 13 of the draft resolution
[A/L.476/Rev.1]:
"Requests th~ Special Committee to apprise the
Security Council of developments ... which may
threaten international peace and security and to
make suggestions which might assist the Council
in considering appropriate measures under the
Charter" •
20. Still another paragraph in the draft resolution,
operative paragraph 14, states:
"Requests the Secretary-General to take all necessary measures ... in order that world opinion may
be sufficiently informed of the serious threat to
peace posed by colonialism and apartheid •.• ".
21. In short, one preambular paragraph and three
operative paragraphs. perhaps the most important
paragraphs, of this draft resolution link the resolution
directly with the maintenance of peace and security
and contain recommendations concerning it. The.
Charter is very clear on this point. Paragraph 2 of
Article 18 states:
"Decisions of the General Assembly on important
questions shall be made by a two-thirds majority
of the members present and voting. These questions
shall include: recommendations with respect to the
maintenance of international peace and security •.. ".
22. It goes on .to refer to other questions, and it
leaves it to the Assembly to decide what other questions should be included in the category of important
questions in paragraph 3 of Article 18.
23. I should like to emphasize my very strong con_ victions upon this p0int. This is a question of procedure, but a parliamentA.ry body. Hke any State,
lives by observing its procedures. Procedures are
the life blood of the liberties of all of us. If the rules
that protect each one of us are not followed-because
today advantage may fall on one side, but tomorrow
advan.tage may fall on ~nother side-then the rights
of any Member State are in jeopardy. This has been
the long history of mankind, the very long history of
mankind. Indeed, it has been said by many constitutional scholars-and I said it long before I came
to this Assembly Hall in decisions that I wrote
for our highest Court-that procedures are the basis
upon which individual libe~ty and the right of the
minority depend. That is the question that we face
here today. As I said, it transcends the question of
whether or not t.he draft resolution will be adopted
because it involves the integrity of the Assembly.
Does the Assembly observe the Charter? If the
Assembly does not observe the Chartor, then what
safeguard is there for any nation in the Assembly?
The Assembly has no right to change the Charter.
The Assembly is obligated. just as is every organ of
the United Nations. to obey the Charter and to comply
with its prOVisions. One of the Charter provisions to
which we all agreed was that important ques~ions
affecting international peace and security should be.
decided not by a simple majority vote but by a twothirds majority vote. That was written because the
intimate connexion was recognized between a recom";'
menda,tion on this subject and actions that would be
taken, presumably of a very drastic nature, by the

-.

.

Security Council under Chapters VII and VIII of the
Charter.
24. Therefore, I am qUite prepared not to insist upon
my motion. This was not my purpose in offering it.
My purpose in presenting the motion was to make it
crystal-clear that the vote on the draft resolutiop
should be based on a two-thirds majority. If the Assembly adopted the motion presented by the representative of Mali. that a simple majority is required
in the vote on the draft resolution. then the Assembly
would be saying that this question is not an important
one affecting peace and security. I believe it is an
important question affecting peace and security. because the draft resolution says so and because of the
very nature of the problem behind the draft.
25. I want to remind the Assembly once again that if
it votes in favour of the motion presented by the
representative of Mali it will be stating that this
questio.n is not an important one under Article 18
of the Charter. I am quite content not to pres's my
motion and to have the vote taken on the motion made
by the representative of Mali, recognizing that in
such a case an affirmative vote means that this is
not an important question under Article 18 of the
Charter.

I

26. Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): Listening to t~e
United States represent.ative, we could not believe.
our ears at times for it seemed that it could not
really be the United States representative. who was
so ardently defending the inviolability of the Charter's
provisions from this rostrum. Could this really be
the representative of the delegation which has often
supported, and is 110W supporting in this Assembly
decisions designed to bypass the Charter and, in
particular, the authority of the Security Council?
27. We could not believe it was actually true that the
representative of a State whose Government is committing unprecedented violations in many areas of the
world and perpetrating aggression and interference
in the internal affairs of other' peoples. was now
suddenly taking such an orthodox position and was
trying to convince us that it was really the representatives of African and Asian countries!. not the United
States, who were undermining the Charter, and that
only he, the United States representative, was speaking
from this rostrum as. the champion and defender of
strict respect for the Unit~d Nations Charter.
28. Did the speaker himself really
he told us just now?

belie~e

the

stOi'jT

29. That was our first observation-our first. dire~t
impression of the speech we have just heard from the
United States representative.
30. Before turning to the legal analysis which the
United States representative made of the document
before us, may I state that for twenty years, since
the establishment of the United Nations, the SOViet
delegation has supported, and continues to support,
the strictest respect for the spirit and the letter of
the Charter. both inside the Unit~d Nations. and
elsewhere. I repeat: the strictest respect for the
spirit and the letter of the Charter. Consequently.
we need not now be concerned with pathetic ories

I
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that the procedure proposed by the representative
of Mali [A/L.476/Rev.l] undermines the very foundation of' our Org.anization. but with a much more modest
and crucial question: does the motion of the representative of Ma.li. which was proposed before the
circulation of the formal document submitted by the
United States delegation [A/L.478]. constitute even
the slightest contravention of the Charter. including
the procedures set out in the Charter?
31. If we come to the conclusion that this motion is
contrary to the Charter. then. regarp.less of any
political sympathies or antagonisms. we must adopt
an objective attitude based solely on the only possible
interpretation of the Charter. that is, the correct one.
Let us therefore examine the substance of the arguments which have just been put forward.

32. First. let us consider the title of the resolution
before us. The resolution is headed "Implementation
of the Declaration on the Gl'anting of Indepep...dence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples ".
33. At a recent meeting of the General Assembly.
we had the honour of proving from this rostrum that
the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries ~'nd Peoples
is a fundamental obligation of the United Nations
under the Charter.
34. Even if the Declaration. which was adopted five
years ago. did not exist. the elimination of colonialism
in all its forms would still be a fundamental obligation
of the United Nations under the Charter.
35. But in addition to the provisions of the Charter.
which are the basis for this United Nations obligation
to eliminate colonialism and its consequences. we
also have a historic document adopted by the General
Assembly five years ago. That document is the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. The Declaration is wholly
consistent with the Charter ar.d, I might add, the United
States itself did not vote against its. adoption.
~

36. Thus we have. in addition to the important provisions of the Charter, a document which was adopted.
on the basis of the Charter. by a two-thirds majoritythe document whose implementation we are now discussing. I would point out that a although every question
relating to the application of the Declaration is. in
the broadest sense-from the standpoint of the Charter.
from the legal standpoint and from the standpoint of
the rules of procedure-an important question. any
, re,solutiort adopted in the course of the implementation
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples. which was adopted
by a two-thirds majority. can be adopted by a simple
majority. If, the intention is not in fact deliberately
to confuse us and create an awkward situation. because
the provisions of this document are not to someone's
liking, let those who do noi; like it vote against it, for
it. or abstain. We do not accept advice from anyone
.a:,s to what we should do during debates and in voting.
and we do not intend to give such advice to others. I
mention this now merely to show that an attempt is
being made, under the guise of procedural motions
and 'references to the rules of procedure and the
Cluirter. to find some way of preventing the adoption
by the General Assembly of a perfectly sound and

well-founded recommendation a.dopted by the Fourth
Committee.
37. Let us now examine the specific provisions referred to by the United States representative. He spoke
of the preamble. which contains a pflragxaph relating
to the General Assembly's awar'eness "that the continuation of colonial rule and the practice of ~·tparthe~ .:
as well as all forms of racial discrimination threaten
international peace and security and constitute a
crime against humanity". This genera! judgement is
based completely on the provisions of the Declaration
and of our Charter. It cannot be regarded as a recommendation which the Assembly would adopt .if it were
co~sidering this question as part of its endeavour to
fulfil its obligations and make the recommendations
authorized by the Charter on matters relating to the
maintenance of international peace and security.
38. This draft cannot be considered in that context.
and it is quite wrong to present this matter as a
procedural or strictly legal question. by playing with
the words "threat to international peace and security".
which do in fact appear in this preambular paragraph.
Any attempt to do so is quite unfounded..
39. We are told that operative paragraph 12 contains
a request .to dismantle the military bases installed in
colonial territories and to refrain from establishing
new ones. But if the United States and somt" other
Powers feel that the presence of their military bases
in colonial territories serves to further the maintenance of international peace and security. as the
United States representative implied. that'is no reason
why we should all agree with that view. Nor is it a
reason to regard operative paragraph 12 as a question
requiring a two-thirds majority in the context in
which it is now presented. namely. the implementation
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples. One wonders what
kind of independence can be acquired by colonial
countries and peoples when foreign troops still remain
on their territories. What kind of independence would
that be? We therefore understand very well the requeot
made in operative par~'61'aph 12 of the draft resolution by countries of Asia and Africa, supported by
some Latin American countries.
40. The United States representative also dislikes
operative paragraph 13, and cites it in support of his
claim that the procedure he proposes is correct. But
what does operative paragraph 13 say? It does no more
than request the Special Committee to apprise the
Security Council of developments in any territory
examined by it which may threaten international peace
and security. and I draw attention to the words "which
may threaten international peace and security". What
is the Special Committee being asked to do in this
paragraph? To examine these matters instead of the
Security Council? To make recommendations on them
instead of the SelJurity Counoil? ·01' is it something
else?
.
t

41. The paragraph goes on to state 'land to make
sugge.stions which might assist the Council in consideridg appropriate measures under the Charter".
42. And yet certain speakers still come to this
rostI'urn and tell us, in support of their completely
distorted interpretations of the rules of procedure
,
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and of the Charter, that we have no right to adopt
operative paragraph 13 by a simple majority under the
provisions ofthe Charter. I think that there is no need
for me to dwell further on this. It has been sufficiently
proved that attempts to present the matter as the
United States representative has j'lSt done are attempts
to prevent the adoption of this resolution, its opponents
presumably expecti ng that it will not gain a two-thirds
majority, although I do not know what will happen in
fact. But may I say, in conclusion, that a two-thirds
majority was obtained. five years ago, when this historical document, the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, was
adopted in all seriousr.'.ess-even the United States
did not vote against tt at the time-and we do not
intend to allow malicious jokes, the malicious irony
of an incorrect interpretation of the rules of procedure
and of the Charter, or the pathetic appeals which have
been heard here, to prevent the General Assembly
from expressing its will and taking decisions which
will be worthy of this Organization, consonant with
the Charter and based on the historic Declaration
to which I have referred.
43. Mr. ACHKAR (Guinea) (translated from French):
To speak after two eminent jurists like Mr.. Goldberg
and Mr. MoI'oZOV is a difficult, even hazardous task.
Nevertheless, I too shall try to make my contribution
to this discussion. For it' is the conviction of our
delegation that we are in possession of elements
essential to the interpretation of the Charter and of
our draft resolution [A/L.476/Rev.1] and that itwould
not be proper to take a decision so long as there is
any confusion or misunderstanding. We must not here
and now give pretexts to delegations that intend to
. abstain tomorrow when the vote is taken on the
important problems of decolonization in the Security
Council, by not clearly saying here and now what we
think of this' situation.
44. It is true that to speak in favour of the motion
put forward by Mali is the same as to oppose the
motion of the United States. I am therefore going to
oppose the motion of the United States, so as to make
it clear why my delegation supports the point of view
of the deleg~tion of Mali in regard to the draft resolution of which I am a co-sponsor.
45. First, we do not agree with the interpretation
that the representative ,of the United States has given
to certain paragraphs in our draft resolution. Questions . requiring the two-thirds majority-and Mr.
Goldberg was good enough just now to quote the Charter to us-are enumerated in Article 18 of that document, where mention is made of recommendations
with respect to the maintenance of international
peace and security. The sponsors find, and we hope
that the Assembly will find too, that there are no
recommendations in our draft resolution, which states
in its preamble that "the continuation of colonial rule
and ·the practice of apa.rtheid as well as all forms of
racial discrimination threaten international peace and
security and constitute a crime against humanity".
That is not a recommendation, that is a finding. When
the Assembly has made that finding, and when the
time comes to make recommendations, then perhaps
the Uni.ted States delegation·may be able to submit its
motion.' For the moment, we believe that this motion
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is premature and ur.justifiable. If, in the operative
part 'of our draft resolution, we had recommended
that measures be taken now for this or that reasQn,'
if we had referred to any other provision whatsc~3ver
of the Charter calling for the application of coercive
measures, then it would have been possible to spe$:
about recommendations. But we claim that, for the
moment, and this applies not only to the preamble,
but also to the operative part, there are only findings
and that we merely ask the Committee of Twenty-four
to study the problems. Should the Committee of
Twenty-four find that situations constituting a threat
to international peace and security exist, we shall.
then ask it to make recommendations to the Security
Council. So it is still not a question of recommendation. That is the first point I wished to clarify.
46. Secondly, I should like to say that there are
many precedents. I think that these precedents should
at present constitute jurisprudence in our discussions,
for no one has so far considered that we have violated
the Charter or even the rules of procedure. I should
like to 'recall the most recent precedents.
47. At the eighteenth session, I personally had the
honour of presiding over the Fourth Committee, whioh
made a number of recommendations on colonial questions, and I should like to cite only two of those recommendations, one on Southern Rhodesia, a- question
which, if I may say so, is very muc\h in the air at
this moment, and the other on the question of South
West Africa. In the first of these resolutions, namely
resolution 1889 (XVII!), on the question of Southern
Rhodesia, we read in paragraph 18 of the pr~amble,
the following words:
"Mindful of the aggravation of the situation in
Southern Rhodesia, which constitutes a threat to
international peace and security."
48. The resolution was adopted by the General As...
sf::mbly without any request having been made for
adoption by a two-thi.rds majority. I shall not dwell
on the question of Southern Rhodesia. We- see th4t
the finding I have quoted is becoming ever more
justified. But the point that I want to erp.ph8.size is
that, at the tiine. no delegation~ including the United
States delegation. had thought it necessary to call for
·a two-thirds majority for the adoption of t,he resolution. It is true that we did not have aItlong us $0
eminent a jurist (,is Mr. Goldberg, but I believe that
there were other :reasons as well.
49. I should like also to recall reso~ution1899 (XVIII)
on the question of SouthWest Africa.tn the penultirp.ate
paragraph of the preamble~ it is statt~d thl:i:tthe General
Assembly is:
"Deeply concerned at the present critical situation
"in South West Africa. the continuation of whlch
constitutes a serious threat to in~ernational peace
and security."
50. I could cite several other precedents like that.
but I shall confine myself to recallitlg that, agaln
recently, a draft resolution on the question of
apartheid was adopted.
51. What would be the meaning at present of a
General Assembly decision to the effect that the
paragraphs in our draft resolution which allude to a
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thre~t to international peace and security require a
two-thirds majority? The meaning, in our opinion,
would be that we were rejecting all previous. decisions;
in ot~er words, that we were implicitly declaring all
the precedents to be illegal. I do not believe that this
is the intention of the United States delegation, because, if it were, the United States delegation would
then be challenging today all the decisions taken by
the Assembly over a long period, decisions in which
the United States itself participated.

52. We therefore say that we differ profoundly, first
on the interpretation of our draft resolution, then on
the interpretation to be given to Article 18 of the
,Charter; We think it would be regrettable if the Assembly took its decision on the draft resolution in
such a way as to give the impression that we did not
regard colonial questi,ons a8 important. The word
"important" must be v~ry clearly understood here.
It is not a question of the definition given in the
dictionary. It ~s a question of the definition given in
the Charter. We say that the definition given there
does not apply to q.raft resolutions of this nature.
We do not say that questions of the maintenance of
international peace and security are not important.
They are. But we say also that our draft resolution,
as it stands, and therefore the allusions to the question of maintenance of peace, are not yet recommendations and cannot be placed in the category of drafts
concerning questions which are important in the sense
'of the Charter and that in consequence the Charter
cannot be invoked. In the same way, we maintained
that the question of restoring the lawful rights of
China in the United Nations was not, under the terms
nf the Charter, an important question, whereas the
United States has given a different interpretation,
according to which that question is an important one.
53. We thus differ in our int.erpretations, but it would
not be quite honest to say that because we differ in
our interpretations we are violating the Charter.
We do not think that if our draft resolution, as it stands
and even if separate votes were to be requested, had
a simple majority, that would be a violation of the
Charter. We say that there are precedents to justify
this way of proceeding; we say that the interpretation
of Article 18 is there to justify it and we say also that
the real content of our draft is there to justify it.
54:. Consequently, my delegation has noted with
irlterest that the United States delegation is not
pressing its motion. A decision on the motion of
M~li would obviously be equivalent to a decision on
tQe United states motion and we ask the United States
not to insist on having its interpretation accepted by
the Assembly, an interpretation whereby the Assembly would here and now decide that questions of
the maintenance of peace and security were not, in
its opinion, important questions. We believe that the
arguments put forward by the United States delegation
do not apply to our draft resolution and we ask that
this interpretation be reconsidered, or at least that
the United States delegation should not try to lead
the Assembly to take a decision on the basis of an
appreciation which we consider to be erroneous.
55. We hope that the motion of Mali, and particularly
the draft resolution, will be adopted by an ovel"'"
whelming majority, for we all know that colonial
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questions should not, these days, any longer be the
subject of too lengthy discussions in our Assembly.
I was under the impression that all delegations had
pronounced themselves in favour' of anti-colonialism,
that they had proclaimed themselves anti-colonialist§,
and I do not believe that this is the moment to look
for reasons or pretexts to avoid openly and honestly
combating' colonialism. If Portugal and South Africa,
and perhaps the United Kingdom, because of the
question of So~thern Rhodesia, speak here in the
contrary sense on such questions, we can understand
that, even if we do not forgive it. But let not delegations which claim to be anti-colonialist come and
create difficulties of procedure in order to justify
their future opposition or abstention.
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"Concerned about the policy of colonial Powers
to circumvent the rights of colonial peoples through
the promotion of the systematic influx of foreign
immigrants and the dislocation, deportl:l,tion and
transfer of the indigenous inhabitai.lts."

th
pr
of

That amendment was unanimously adopted, and it is
now incorporated in document A/L.476/Rev.1 as the
sixth preambular paragraph. But, although the amendment submitted by the representative of Somalia was
in English, I find that there is an error in the text of
the sixth preambular paragraph as it appears in
document ,A/L.476/Rev.1. In that document the paragraph reads as follows:
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"Concerned about the policy of the colonial Powers,
which are circumventing the rights of the colonial
peoples by encouraging the systematic influx of
foreign immigrants and by scattering, deporting
and transferring the indigenous inhabitants."

ur
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Neither the word "encouraging" nor the word "scattering" appeared in the amendment proposed by the delegation of Somalia.

59. In the amendment, contained in documentA/L.477,
which was unanimously adopted by the Assembly, the
new operative paragraph 5 reads as follows:
"Calls upon the colonial Powers to discontinue
their policy of violating the rights of colonial
peoples through the systematic influx of foreign
immigrants and the d'islocation, deportation and
transfer of the indigenous inhabitants."
60. Before asking to make this staternent, my delegation brought this matter to the attention of the
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57. On Friday, the representative of Somalia submitted some amendments [A/L.477] to the draft resolution. The first amendment provided for the addition
of a new preambular paragraph, reading as follows:

"Calls upon the colonial Powers to put an end to
their policy, which violates the rights of colonial
peoples through the systematic influx of foreign
immigrants and through the scattering, deportation
and transfer of the indigenous inhabitants."
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56; Mr. BHABHA (Pakistan): My delegation has
found some errors in draft resolution A/L.476/Rev.l
\'.s distributed to the Assembly this afternoon.

58. There is a similar error in the new operative
paragrl:'ph 5. In document A/L.476/Rev.1, that paragraph reads as follows:
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Secretariat officials concerned, and a corrigendum
has now been issued [A/L.476/Rev.1/Corr.l] containing the correct texts of the amendments adopted
by this Assembly on Friday.
61. I would. ask that the appropriate corrections
should also be made in the texts of the draft resolution
in other languages.
62. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): The
English text of document A/L.476/Rev.1 does indeed
contain an error. The corrected text appears as
document A/LA76/Rev.1/Corr.1.
63. Mr. BOZOVIC (Yugoslavia): In his interventions
on Friday [1400th meeting] and today, the United
States representative has stated that it is not within
the competence of the General Assembly to decide
that a draft resolution dealing with peace and security
is not an important question. I suppose that he meant
to say· that it is not within the competence of the
General Assembly to decide that a question enumerated
in paragraph 2 of Article 18 of the Charter is not an
important question.
64. In' that connexion I should like to pay a tribute to
the French language, which in this matter is more
precise than English. In the French text, paragraph 2
of Article 18 reads as follows:
"Les decisions de l'Assemblee Generale sur les
questions importantes sont prises a la majorite des
deux tiers des. membres presents et votants. Sont
considerees comme questions importantes: •.. "
65. The English text states that "These questions
shall include: ••• ", whereas the French text states:
"Sont considerees comme questions importantes: ... "
("Considered as important questions are: .•. ") The
French text is thus more precise, and it is certainly
as valid as the English text. "Sontconsiderees comme
questions importantes" means that the Assembly has
decided the matter and that no changes can be made
unless the Charter is revised.
66.. If the United States representative meant to say
that the Assembly does not have the right to eliminate
one of the questions listed in paragraph 2 of Article 18
of the Charter without a revision of the Charter, then
I completely agree with him. But if we agree that the
Assembly cannot, without a revision of the Charter,
eliminate one of the questions enumerated in Article 18,
paragraph 2, and ~ecide that it is not an important
question, we should also agree that the Assembly
cannot, without a revision of the Charter, add to the
questions enumerated in Article 18, paragraph 2 of
the Charter-that is, decide that another question is
to be regarded as an important question under that
Article.
67. That is precisely what those who wrote the
Charter for us' had in mind when they drafted paragraph 3 of ArtiCle 18. Under that paragraph, if the
Assembly does not wish to revise the Charter and
change the enumeration in paragraph 2, all that it can
do is decide what decisions shall be made by' a twothirds majority and what decisions shall be made by a
simple majority.
68. It follows that a decision by the Assembly that a
question. should be subject to the two-thirds majority
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rule or a decision that a question should be subject
to the simple majority rule haS'nothingwhatever to do
with the Assembly's stand on the importance of that·
question. It does not mean and, in our opinion, it
cannot mean, that a decision to apply a simple majority
or a decision to apply a two-thirds majoritr indicates
that the Assembly considers a question important or
does not consider a question important. The important
questions are enumerated in the Charter, and all that
the Assembly does is decide which majority should be
used in adopting decisions on the other questions.
69. All of the matters we discuss here deal in one
way or another with the main purposes and aims of
the Charter, one of which is the maintenance of peace
and security. All the items we discuss are very closely
connected with our efforts to achieve the aims set out
in the Charter. Even in the declaration on Non-SelfGoverning Territories in Chapter XI of the Charter
we find the words "international peace and security".
Of course, it is in relation to .international peace and
securify, in order to further international peace and
security, that the colonial Powers must take measures
to bring about the independence of colonial peoples as
soon as possible.
70. The recommendations to the colonial Powers to
adjust their policies to the changing world and to
respect the aspirations of the peoples in the Non-SelfGoverning Territories should, if the interpretation of
some delegations is' correct, be includ~d in the
enumeration in paragraph 2 of Article 18 of the
Charter. But they were not included by the drafters
of the Charter.
71. We have had proposals to vote on some of those
resolutions by a two-thirds majority, always with a
specific aim in mind-as in this case, where some of
the paragraphs to which objection is taken are those
dealing with the request addressed to the colonial
Powers to eliminate military bases because their
existence makes it more difficult for the colonial
peoples to aohieve independence However, this is not
a recommendation for a concrete action to be undertaken by an organ of the United Nations with respect
to peace and security, and only such recommendations
fall within those enumerated in Article 18, paragraph 2.
72. In his intervention, the representative of the
United States stated that the ninth preambular paragraph finds that colonial rule and the practice of
apartheid threatened international peace and security.
and he .said that that is a specIfic finding designed to
invoke Chapter VII of the Charter. As it stands, however. it is no more than a finding; it is not a concrete
recommendation.
On the basis of such. an interpretation of the
Charter, the delegation of Yugoslavia, in this cas.e
as in all other cases in the last twenty years. is going
to stick to the procedure provided by the Charter and
is going to vote that this resolution, like all other
resolutions dealing with Non-Self-Governing Territories, be decided by a simple majority votec We do
not deny, of course, that this is certainly a matter
which deals with international peace and security.
But the resolution does not contain concrete recommendations to competent organs of the United Nations
in that sense.
73.
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74. Mr. COLLIER (Sierra Leone): My delegation will
vote, when the time comes, for the motion presented
by the representative of Mali: that this matter requires
a simple majority and is not an important question
within the meaning of the wording contained in the
Charter. We do not agree with the representative of
the United States and certainly will not support his
proposal. The representative of the United States has
drawn our attention to paragraph 2 of Article 18 of
the C~arter, where there is reference to "decisions
of the General Assembly on important questi.ons It. As
has already been said here this afternoon·~ that paragraph goes on to enumerate the cases in which this
Article will apply.
75. In making his point, the representative of the
United States referred specifically to the preambular
paragraph which reads:
"Fully aware that the continuation of colonial
rule and the practice of apartheid as well as all
forms of racial discrimination threaten international
peace and security and constitute a crime against
humanity" •
My delegation does not believe that this is a recommendation. In f~H~t, this invites the Assembly to accept
what has alread.y been accepted before; it says that
the Assembly is "fully aware" of this situation.
76. As recently as Saturday, in this Assembly
[1403rd meeting], resolution 2079 (XX) on Tibet was
adopted, which, we were told, required only a simple
majority because it touched the question of human
rights. The reference in the resolution now before
us is a reference touching human rights: it relates
to racial discrimination, wherever it may be found.
This is certainly not a situation, as the representative
of the United States would have us believe, touching
international peace and security as such, as referred
to in paragraph 2 of Article 18 of the Charter.
77. I do not see how some of the very dele~tions
which spoke so convincingly, so persuasively, about
the resolution on Tibet and agreed that it should be
voted by a simple majority, can come here now
. on a similar matter and expect us to regard it as
"important" .
78. The representative of Guinea has .i.'ightly stated
that, when a reference is made in the Charter to an
"important" question, that is a word of art, with a
specific connotation-not the ordinary, usual dictionary
meaning of the word. We can regard a matter as
"important" only, if it falls within the precise definition
and the ambit of paragraph 2 of Article 18.
79. There are other parts of this resolution to which
objection has been raised: operative paragraphs 12
and 13. My delegation considers that what is contained
in operative paragraph 12 is, of course, a matter of
non-intervention-but what is much more important is
that it is a matter of decolonization, a matter on which
this Assembly has pronounced itself, and it is certainly not a matter of a possible breach of international
peace in the usual sense. It is a question of decolonization, and it is not a recommendation to the Security
Council; it is an admonition to those people who would
still persist in colonialism to desist from that practice.

80. Operative paragraph 121 is a request ttJ\ the
Special Committee to take certain action in the future.
There, again, this matter is a matter .of decolonization, which the Special Committee has a mandate
from the Assembly to keep under surveillance at all
times. We therefore do not think that this is a matter
which ought to require a two-thirds majority; we
think it is a matter requiring a simple majority. As
I said earlier on, we were persuaded in a similar
case only on Saturday, and indeed we voted here on
the question of Tibet by a simple majority. We do not
see how a double standarn can arise in this case.
Therefore, my delegation will vote against the proposal of the United "States. Indeed, we hope that
perhaps th~ United States delegation may be persuaded
to withdraw that proposal.
81. Mr. GOLDBERG (United States of America): I
have listem:1d with careful attention to the debate on
this question, which has been a constructive debate,
dealing seriously with Jhe grave problem we have
before us. I should like to make but a very few observations in connexion with it.
82. With reference to the comments made by the
representative of the Soviet Union, Mr. Morozov, I
should merely like to say that our dedication to the
Charter is second to none. We believe in it. We have
not by-passed it in the past. We continue to believe
in it, and we shall not by-pass it in the future.
83. I dor.:~t, understand the USSR representative's
argument that, since the Assembly adopted by a
two-thirds majority a Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peopl,es, any
draft resolution designed to implement that Declara~
tion may .be adopted by a simple majority. It seems
to me that the rule is obviously the contrary and that
that cannot be maintained as a serious proposition,
for it would open the way for any type of declaration
with reference to that subject to be adopted in entire
disregard of the principles of the Charter.
84. In final reference to his remarks, I would merely
correct what was obViously just a simple mistake. We
are not attempting to undo a deClsion of the Fourth
Committee. This draft resolution [A/L.476/Rev.l and
Corr.1] was never beforre the Fourth Committee. It
has been presented here in plenary meeting.
85. I have also listened with very close attention to
the statement made by the representative of Guinea,
Mr. Marof Achkar. I should like to point out something which I think is very significant about the facts
presented by him. He referred to three resolutions
which he said had been adopted. and which indeed
were adopted, by the Assembly: the resolution on
Southern Rhodesia, the resolution on South West Africa
and the resolution on apartheid. However, I would
point out that the resolution on Southern Rhodesia
[1889 (XVIII)] was adopted by a. vote of 73 to 2, with
19 abstentions, more than a two-thirds vottl~ by far;
the resolution on South West Africa [1899 (XVIII)]
84 to 6, with 17 abstentions, more than a two-thirds
vote by far; the recent resolution on apartheid
[2054 (XX)] 80 to 2, with 16 abstentions, far more
than a two-thirds vote. In those cases no one argued
before the vote that only a simple majority was
required, and after the vote any such motion would
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have been pointless ir. the light of the fact that there
was more than a two-thirds vote for each resolution.
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86. Indeed there are other precedents in this Assembly which even more strictly bear upon this
problem than those. On 30 January 1962, operative
paragraph 7 of the draft resolution dealing with
Angola, which was subsequently adopted in modified
form, eliminating paragraph 7, as resolution 1742
(XVI), failed of adoption because it did not obtain a
two-thirds majority. That paragraph me:rely read:
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"Requests the Special Committee of sevent~en
members established under its resolution 1654 (XVI)
to give its most urgent consic'.eration to the question
of Angola with a view to speeds achievement of independence by the people of Angola. "JJ
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87. The statement has been maje here that the
references to international peace and security really
do not constitute part of this draft resolution in a
meanirlgful sense and that they deal only withfindings.
Surely that cannot be the view of the proponents. The
ninth preambular paragraph of the draft resolution
reads:
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"Fully aware that the contihuation of colonial"
ruie and the practice of apartheid as well as all .
forms of racial discrimination threaten international peace and security and constitute a crime
against humanity".
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On the basis of that preambular paragraph, what
does the draft resolution do? It makes a traditional
General Assembly recommendation. I read from
operative paragraph 5: "Calls upon the colonial
Powers to put an end to their policy. " What policy is
referred to·l' The policy of the continuation of colonial
rule and the practice of apartheid, as weH as all
forms of racial discrimination, which the draft resolution indeed condemns.
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88. The sta';ement was made by the representative of
Sierra Leone that this Assembly passed a motion
relating to Tibet by a majority vote. Indeed that is
correct. That resolution, however, a human rights
resolution, is barren of any reference to the :luestion
of international peace and security. Surely it is plain
and obvious to all that, while this Assembly deals with
questions involving international peace and security,
not every grave abuse we deal wit~, not every violation of rights we deal with, menaces peace and security in the sense of the Charter provisions.
89. Finally, I must. say, with all respect, that the
declaration of the representative of Yugoslavia misses
the entire import of Article 18 of the Charter. Article 18 of the Charter, in paragraph 2, defines the
questions which shall he decided by a two-thirds
majority. It says that tilese questions shall include:
"recommenr:1.ations with respect to the maintenance
of international peace and security". Indeed, the
"request" clauses of this draft resolution-and I could
have read them all-including the ones that are basic,
are obViously of such a character.
90. Decisions on other questions which the Assembly
may denominate as important questions, other than
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those listed in paragraph 2 of Article 18, may indeed
be made by a majority of the Members. But surely
no one could contend, for example, that the election
of the non-permanent members of the Security Council
could be decided by a simple majority simply becat,se
this Assembly decides by a majority vote that it
should so be done.
91. I would repeat, very simply, that we have here a
fundamental question. It seems to me that it is plain
under the past precedents, including the ruling of this
Assembly just a few days ago, that this is an important
question under the Charter. Fidelity to the Charter
requires that we adhere to it. Otherwise our action
is of no validity. Surely we are here to make recommendations that are valid and not to make recommendations that can be carried by a majority vote
that fly in the face of the Charter.
92. Mr. COULIBALY (Mali) (translated from French) :
In his first statement the representative of the United
States tried to create the impr€Jssion that the delegation of Mali, in submitting its procedural motion
last Friday [1400th meeting] had wished to violate the
Charter of the United Nations.
93. I am convinced that the delegations here present
which heard the representativp. of the United States
will take a different view of the consistent attitude
of the delegation of Mali in regard particularly to the
defence of the provisions of the Charter. If there is
a delegation which is violating the Charter of the
Unite:! Nations, it is certainly not that of Mali; the
annals of the General Assembly and of the Security
Council are highly instructive in that respect and
show which are the Powers here that constantly
violate the Charter of the United Nations.
94. On the contrary, the delegation of Mali, inputting
forward its procedural motion, wl~nted to prevent a
violation of the Charter of the Urlited Nations. What
did we ask? We asked that the draft resolution on the
implementation of the Declaration on the Gr.anting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples be
adopted by a simple majority. In so doingwe are fully
conforming with the Charter of the United Nations,
including particularly Article 18, to which the representative of the United States has referred. In Article 18 there is no question of pl'oblems of decolonization. Paragraph 2 of that Article is worded as
follows:
"Decisions of the General Assembly on important
questions shall ~e made by a two-thirds majority
of the Members present and voting. These questions
shall include: recommendations with respect to the
maintenance of international peace and security, the
election of the non-permanent members of the
Security Council, the election of the members of
the Economic and Social Council, the election of
members of the Trusteeship Council in accordance
with paragraph 1 c of A,rticle 86, the admission of
new Members to the United Nations, the suspension
of the rights and privileges of membership, the
expulsion of Members, questions relating to the
operation of the trusteeship system, and budgetary
questions. "
95. I do not see anything here about problems of
decolonization. Yet, at the time the Charter was
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being worked out, problems of decolonlzation did
exist. The Charter even contains a chapter devoted
to Non-Self-Governing Territories. But in Article 18
there is no mention of decolonization problems as
being important questions. The same Article, however,
continues by stipulating that:
"Decisions on other questions, including the determination of additional categories of questions to be
decided by a two-thirds majority, shall be made by a
majority of the Members present and voting. "
To the best 'ofnly knowledge, the General Assembly
has not defined any new category of questions to be
decid~d by a two-thirds majority that includes problems of decolonization.
96. We put forward our proposal on Friday evening

because~ on Friday morning, there had been tendencies

here, manreuvres, designed to lead the Assembly
astray and to manipulate the rules of procedure and
the Charter in such a way as to impose a two-thirds
majority for all questions relating to decolonization.
An attempt has been made to give an improper interpretation to Article 18 by saying that decolonization
problems are important questions within the meaning
of the Article. We. say that decolonization problems
are important. I shall go even further: all the questions we discuss in the United Nations are important
questions; if they were not important, we would not
have to take decisions on them. But among the important questions which we discuss here, the United Nations has picked out a certain nlllnber which requires
decision by a two-thirds majority. It is because the
question we are at present discussing does not appear
in the series of important questions enumerated by
the Charter that we have tried to stop the manreuvres
of people who want to mislead the Assembly so as to
put an obstacle in the way of decolonization.
97. The representative of the United States said that
our draft resolution contained recommendations relating to the maintenance of international peac~ and
security within the meaning of Article 18 of the
Charter. I do not think that is true. Nowhere in our
draft resolution do I see any recommendation within
the meaning of that Article. One of the passages cited
by the representative of the United States is the paragraph of the preamble which reads:
"Fully aware that the continuation of colonial rule
and the practice of apartheid as well as aU forms
of raCial discr:'mination threatens international
peace and security and constitutes a crime against
humanity" .
98. Does that passage constitute a recommendation
about the measures the General Assembly or the
Security Council should take in order to preserve
international peace and security? I do not think so.
It is a mere finding. We are aware, and no one here
can deny it, that the continuation of colonial rule
and apartheid threatens international peace and
security. Nor Gan anyone deny that these two practices
constitute a cr~me against humanity. Can the fact of
noting that which exists be considered as a recommendation to the SeQurity Council or to the G~neral
Assembly concerning practical measures be taken
for the maintenance of international peace and security? I say it cannot.

99. Then there is paragraph 12 of the draft resolution, where we say:
"Requeats the colonial Powers to dismantle the
military bases installed in colonial territories and
to refrain from establishing new ones".
Is that a recommendation covering practical measures
to be taken for the maintenance of international peace
and security within the meaning of the Charter? I do
not think so. I know, of course, that there are Powers'
represented here whlch want to maintain military
bases outside their national territory, But we think
that in the context of such a draft resolution it is a
matter of protecting the right of people to selfdetermination and independence and of protecting
their sovereignty. Military bases have been set up
in colonial territories without consulting the peoples.
The peoples have not given their assent to the estab-lishment of military bases on their territory because
those military bases are used precisely to infringe
their freedom and their most elementary rights. When
we, in a draft resolution, ask that these military bases
be dismantled, it is a question of protectingthe rights
of these peoples, their right to self-determination and
their sovereignty. Once again, this paragraph cannot
be regarded as a recommendation concerning measures to be taken for the maintenance of peace and
security within the meaning of Artic?~e 18 of the
Charter.
100. For all these reasons, and in order to block all
the manreuvres attempted here since the beginning
of last week for the purpose of stopping the dec010nization process, we have asked the General Assembly to take a decision on the draft resolution by
simple majority. But it has never been our intention
to say that the problems of decolonization are not
important questions. These questions are very important, since we are dealing with them. But we do say
that these questions are not included in the categories
of questions which, under Article 18 of the Charter,
require to be decided by. a two-thirds majority. The
problems of decolonization are important;, but they
are not enumerated in Article 18 among the categories
of questions requiring a decision by two-thirds majority. This is what we wanted to demonstrate; this
is what we wanted the General Assembly to comply
with when we put forward our procedural motion.
101. Mr. ESFANDIARY (Iran): Operative paragraph 12 of the draft resolution [A/L.476/Rev.1 and
Corr.1] which calls upon the administering Powers
to dismantle military bases, goes beyond colonial
questions, in our view. It involves questions which
might have implications with respect to maintenance
of international peace and, security. Therefore, in
our opinion, Artioie 18, paragraph 2, should apply to
operative paragraph 12 of the draft resolution.
102. It goes without saying' that, in our view, the
draft resolution as a whole, however important,
deals with colonial questions a.'. ld, in conformity with
the paragraph and with precedents established by the
General Assembly, it should be adopted by a simple
majority.
103. I should like to state also that with regard to
the substance of the draft resolution, my delegation
will, for the reasons we have already given, abstain
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on operative paragraph 12 and support the draft resolution as a whole.
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112. Many States in Eastern Europe, in Western
Europe, in Asia and in Africa, have treaties which
neither the Charter nor the resolutions of the General
Assembly can get rid of by the simple expedient of a
number of votes mustered by agreement to dictate a
given policy.

106. These petty discussions are jeopardizing the
prestige of the United Np.tions in every part of the
world. A whole series of arguments have been adduced. but one in particular went so far as to assert
that the authors of the Charter were not. and did not
represent, the majority of States now making up the
United Nations.
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respect; its basis is respect for the independence of
States. But nothing in the Charter of the United N~~~
tions is opposed to interdependence, to foreign trade,
to the signing of international treaties, since States
have not up to the present lost their right to cont.ract
or even to crystallize defence arrangements among
themseh JS, whatever their nature, whether economic,
social, political; or any other.
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IlL Anti-colonialism is a noble banner which we all

105. The draft resolution we have before us [A/L.476/
Rev.:L] deals in fact with a matter closely bound up
with the 'Very interpretation of the United Nations
Charter; and in the ligi.~t of all the argum6~ts we
have heard this afternoon, it seems to us that if the
United Nations is going to adopt this policy, disavowing the actual text of the Charter, with each
Member interpreting it according to its own taste
and fancy, the time will come when we shall see the
devil here on the rostrum reading the Bible to us.
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has, of course, supported and maintained an unchanging
attitude of respect for all these principles throughout
the entire period of growth and developmeii.t of the
United Nations. We have vindicated anti-colonialism
in the Fourth Committee, and our stand, along with
that of the other Latin Amerioan countries. that believe
in these princir:es, has been made clear at numerous
meetings. But we do not believe that now, under the
banner of anti-colonialism, is the time for dragging
in the Trojan Horse of cold war and propaganda on
the pretext of defending principles that are nothing
more than a cloak for imposing certain policies on
particular regions.

104. Mr. LOPE Z VILLAMIL (Honduras) (translated
from Spanish) : There has been a succession of
speakers this afternoon as the twentieth session of
the General Assembly draws to a close. It has been,
on the whole, a most fruitful session, since p, number
of problems of great significance for the 01'ganization
have heen solved. However, at the eleventh hour ~.
matter is being brought up which introduces an
element of confusion and which clearly has a distinct
bearing on the good name of the United Nations in
world public opinion.
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107. This is a weak argument, for the Charter was
made to embody a series of universal principles,
without taking into account the fact that this or that
region of the world, by virtue of a peculiar political
circumstance of the moment, might impose certain
conditions on the other regions p'..1rely and simply by
invoking specific aspects of modern emancipation.
It is a poor argument also: because the authors of the
Charter are here present-in particular the Soviet
Union-and no one, :JO far as we know, has challenged·
this thesis that is now being interpreted in the face
of all logical, grammatical or juridical sense.

115. I should like to ask what is meant by dismantling
bases. Is this not. a question of disarmament? Is it not
an act of peace-keeping? Or is it merely a game? Is
it not a question of importance?
116. I do not think we should blind ourselves, nor be
cor~fused as to whether we are trying to blind others
and mislead public opinion. My delegation- has supported self-determination of peoples and all tht)
various resolutions on human rights and the elim.ination of colonialism. But in this draft resolution,
deliberate political issues are introduced which are
far removed~.from the noble purposes of anti-

109. The Article that is being subjected to distortion
this afternoon is Article 18, in which mention is made
of the decisions of the General Assembly on important
questions. It states that "these questions shall include:
recommendations with respect to the maintenance of
international peace and security", etc.
. 110. We are told that the draft resolution in question
does not refer to that matter; that the draft before us,
very carefully worded and submitted now at the last
minute, deals merely with an anti-colonial issue, and
is therefore not of great importance. My delegation
.,....
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all States are concerned with preserving the
due to the resolutions of the General Asand the Charter, it is essentia:! that this
should be based on the text of the Charter.

114. The arguments adduced to prove that Article 18
does not say what it really does say are altogether
specious. If any court of law, or even the International
Court of Justice at The Hague, an actual organ of the
United Nations g were asked for an interpretation of
Article 18 and of the resolution before us, no one
would be in any doubt that questions of m~intenance
of peace ,are involved. For example, operative paragraphs 12 and 13, which seem to be the main bone of
contention, a.nd which are perhaps more basic to this
draft resolution than the question of anti-colonialism,
request the colonial Powers to dismantle the military
bases installed in colonial territories and to refrain
from establishing new ones. They also request the
Special Committee to apprise the Security Council
of developments in any Territory examined by it
which may threaten international peace and security
and to make suggestions which might assist the
Council in considering appropriate measures under
the Charter.

108. If we are really going to make the United Nations an institution that is looked up to by all States
and not simply by one group of States, if we want
. the world to be a place where there is understanding
and mutual assis~ance, there must be no cavalier
treatment of the text of the Charter, which is as clear
as daylight. Moreover, in thi!:; very Assembly, there
are precedents that you, Mr. President, have been
called upon to apply; the Assembly was quite explicit
in this matter.
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colonialism - genuine anti-colonialism, based on an
awareness of that complete independence which States
seek in their international relations) and partaking of
the historic destiny to which every State aspires, both
for itself and for its neighbours. As far as my delegation is concerned, this draft resolution has to do
with an important question and requires the majority
stipulated by the Charter, not the majority referred to
by those representatives who have taken a particular
stand at variance with what is laid down in the Charter.
117. The position of my delegation in regard to the
vote is thus very clear; we reject completely the
wording of paragraphs 12 and 13, which would appear
to be the nucleus of the draft resolution.
118. Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Re-

publics) (translated from Russian): It is with great
misgiVing that we make a second statement from
this rostrum: not because our position has changed,
but because we were torn between the desire to be
pol.. te and considerate to the United States representative, who asked us to explain the logic of our position, and certain understandable considerations, since
the lateness of our meeting discourages us from
claiming the Assernbly's attention a second time. But
we could not resist the temptation to explain our
position once again to the United States representative,
especially as he asked us to do so, or I should say,
almost asked us to do so.
119. Unfortunately, 1 do not have the Russian text of

the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples. I shall therefore
have to use the English texts of the Declaration and
the resolution before us, to prove the argument I put
forward earlier that the Declaration-which was
adopted five years ago by 89 votes to none, with
9 abstentions, including the United States, which therefore did not vote against the Declaration-justifies
us today, in implementation of that Declaration, in
ad.opting the draft resolution recommended to us by a
simple majority. For this purpose, allow me to revert
to the three points which the United States representative put forwar.d to justify his argument.
120. I should like to read one of the preambular
paragraphs of resolution 1514 (XV) which was adopted

five years ago.
{The speaker conf:inued in English.]

"Aware of the increasing conflicts resulting from
the denial of or impediments .Ln the way of the
freedoms of such peoples, which constitute a seriol!'";
threat to world peace".
{The speaker continued in Russian.l

121. That is a paragraph which received 89 votes. So

when today it is proposed that the preamble, which
has been subject to such fierce criticism, should
include the words "fully aware" instead of the word
"aware", and the words "threaten international peace
and security" instead of the words "a serious threat
to world peace", I should like to ask: can it sUll be
seriously doubted that we have already adopted by a
two-thirds majority, five years ago, a paragraph
which today reappears in the preamble to this draft
resolution and which it is proposed should be adopted
by a. simple majority? Or are we being asked to reach

a position in which, although the preambular paragraph
which I have just quoted was adopted by a two-thirds
majority five years ago, a similar text in the present
draft resolution, which we regard as an implementation
of the Declaration, might be rejected,. possibly by a
separate vote or some other manreuvres? In that case
it would be interesting to consider what position the
General Assembly would find itself inifitfollowed the
advice of the United States representative, who has
just been supported by the representative I)f Honduras
with an ardour worthy of a better cause.
122. This is not a meeting which must follow the
artificial and politically inspired procedures which
some are trying to impose on us here. We are a
wo~ld body accustomed to respect the United Nations
Charter and the decisions which have already been
taken. Therefore, when we are told that, having;
adopted the Declaration five years ago, W5 have no
right today to adopt this paragraph which, I would say,
is even less strongly worded than the Declaration
but has the same political significance, I should like
to ask why we are troated with so little respect and
considered to be incapable of making the necessary
legal analysis. I refer precisely to that legal analysis
which must be so dear to the heart of the United
states representative. as other speakers have already
pointed out here. From the legal point of view, we
have the right, under the rules of procedure and the
Charter, to adopt this provision of our resolution by
a simple majority, 'since we are riot going to apply
the two-thirds majority rule ad infinitum to the same
provisions relating to the same question, when we
are dealing with the implementation of a political
decision of principle already taken on a most important question-not merely an important question, but
a most important one-such as the eli:..nination of colonialism. That decision was the adoption, five years
ago, of the Declaration.
123. Another provision of the Declaration adopted at
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cussin~

"All armed action or repressive measures of all
kinds directed against dependent peoples shall cease
in order to enable them to exercise peacefully and
freely their right to complete independence, and
the integrity of their national territory shaH be
respected" •
{The speaker continued in Russian.]

124.. But now we are told that the contents of operative paragraph 12 of this resolution supposedly do not

flow from the Declaration, are not based on the
Declaration, and cannot be regarded as a measure to
implement a political decision already taken by
89 votes in the Assembly, without, I repeat again,
a single vote against. Of course, we cannot allow
such antics, and we cannot leave this rostrum without
reaffirming our position and pressing for a vote on
the proposal of the representative of Mali. In conclusion, we must say that we do not follow any political
sympathies or trelds such as those referred to today
and, indeed, on other occasions, from this rostrum,
but adhere strictly to the provisions of the Charter
of our Organization, the rules of procedure and the
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deuision previously taken by the adoption of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
125. Mr. ACHKAR (Guinea) (translated£rom French):
I regret having to come bacK to this rostrum. I shall
be extremely brief. If I have asked to speak again,
it is because Just now the representative of the United
states interpreted my eXllmples in a sense which I
did not wish to give them. He recalled precedents,
that is to say, resolutions adopted previously, and
he was good enough to point out that those resolutions
had been adopted by an overwhelming:tnajority and
that it would have been absurd at that time to speak
of a two-thirds majority. I entirely agree,J
126. I have never said that those resolutions were
not adopted by a majority well in excess of two thirds.
What I did say was that when those resolutions were
adopted 'there had been no previous question of the kind
just raised by the representative of the United states.
127. I do not doubt that the draft resolution at present
before us will be adopted by a substantial majority,
which will probably be in excess of two thirds, unless
the anti-colonialist majority of tl}e Assembly, for
some strange reasons which we do not know, has
changed its mind. But if that majority is the same,
I do not doubt that it will adopt the draft resolution
before us by a majority larger than two thirds.
128. But what we are discussing is the prior question
that has been raised. Before we take a decision on the
draft resolution we must recognize that it cannot be
adopted by a two-thirds majority; we refute the arguments adduced for the two-thirds majority. Consequently, if certain resolutions have been adopted
-by a majority well in excess of two thirds, that does
not justify the attempt to invoke now a preliminary
condition which was not invoked at tbe start.
129. Among all the exampb~l I gave, there is one
which, could be ext!'eme~y useful to us, namely, the
resolution adopted at the eighteenth session of the
General Assembly on the very question we are discussing at the moment. I refer to resolution 1956
(XVIII) concerning the situation in regard to the
implementation of the Declaration -on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
When that resolution was adopted the delegation of
the United states raistld in advance the question of
the two-thirds rule; no other delegat~.l)n did so.
Paragraph 6 of that resolution reads:
"Invites the Speciai Committee to apprise the
Security Council of any developments in any territory examined by it which may threaten international peace and security".
130. This passage recurs in our present dr:aft resolution arid it seems to me tbat the representatives of
the United States and Honduras are against it. This
is tantamount to rejecting a decision already adopted
at the eighteenth session, not to speak of decisions
of the same kind which have been previously adopted.
If that is so, it is not we who will need the two-thirds
majority, but the representative of the United states,
in order to have the General Assembly reconsider a
decision it has already taken.
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131. I would like to clarify what I said just now:
namely, that in· our draft resolution ,~here are no
recommendations under the terms of Chapters VI and .
VII of the Charter, which deal with the question of
maintaining international peace and security. Since
that is the framework in which the representative
of the United States wants to place his motion for
application of the two-thirds rule, he should have
looked in our draft resolution for a recommendation
based on either Chapter VI or Chapter VII. The
recommendation which derives from our finding is
that the territories should be liberated. That recommendation emanates from resolution 1514 (XV;, not
from Chapters VI or VII.
132. Let those who have spoken of cold war-I do
not refer to my colleague from Honduras-therefore
.cease to do so s becaur~e to do so is to introduce the
cold war into this debate, which we are trying to
keep exclusively to the question of the liberation of
dependent peoples. It is far from our intention to
introduce into this discussion any notion of cold war
whatsoever, for that would make matters far too easy
for the colonial Powers, who have too long been biding
behind considerations of that nature to justify their
blind and obtuse policies.
133. When the representative of Honduras speaks of
international treaties, I do not think he is referring
to the paragraph in which we ask that· the colonial
Powers dismantle the military bases installed on
colonial territories and refrain from establishing new
ones, because there can be no international agreements between colonial Powers and colonies. On the
one side there is a sovereign entity, the colonial
Power; on the other side, nothing. All military bases
installed in colonies have been established as part of
a "package deal". The colonial Power declares that it
is withdrawing and asks, that it be given this or that,
in return. The territories thus allegedly liberated,
of CQurse, inherit these military bases and become
independent; that is obvious. But the military bases
remain and then constitute either a source of repression for certain regimes, or a source "of revenue.
But we are saying that as long as the territories
are colonies, military bases should not be kept on
them. It is therefor.e not a question of international
agreements.
134. I should like to urge the delegation ofthe United
States, and certain other delegations supporting it,
not to put too much emphasis 'on this aspect of the,
question we are discussing, an aspect which they claim
to be juridical and which, in my opinion, is highly
political; for by insisting, I am afraid that the representatives to whom I refer seriously risk appearing
as militant advocates of colonialism. There are such
among us and they are very Wisely rema,ning silent.
I hope this appeal will be heard. In any' case, if we
proceed to the vote, I greatly hope, indeed I am almost
certain, that not only will the motion of the representative of Mali be adopted by a majority well in excess
of two thirds, but that the draft resolution
itself will
I
be a<;lopted by an overwhelming majority, well in
excess of two thirds, because the pro-9010nialists
among us number less than one third',; In any case,
that is what we thought until now and I do not believe
that the present events have brought about a change
in the situation. Quite the contrary, when we see what
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is happening In the world today, we can expect the
anti-colonialist forces to be more numerous, because
we know that colonialism operates agatnst mternational peace and security and against the United
Nations.
135. Mr. MARRACHE (Syria) (translated from
French): My delegation would like to speak in the
debate in favour of the interpretation of the Charter
according to which the two-thirds rule is not applicable
to colonial problems. The pertinent juridical reasons
in support of this interpretation have already been
expressed by a number of delegations. My delegation
would like to add the following observations to what
has already been said.
136. First, Article 18, around which the debate is
revolving, constitutes a stipulation, a rule laying
down an exception, a rule not of the common order,
not the general rule. In all democratic assemblies
the general rule is 'that of the simple majority. It
applies to all cases, without exception. In the case
of a law laying down an exception, that law must be
interpreted in a restrictive manner and any enumeration contained in a rule of exception must be limitative. New categories cannot be incorporated in the
law laying down the exception. We have a very clear
proof of this in democratic practice itself, which is, in
general, to take decisions by simple majority. This
flows equally from paragraph 3 of the same Article 18,
which states that decisions on all other questions
shall be taken by simple majority. It is not a matter
of enumeration or limitation; it is a matter of all
other questions.
137. Since colonial problems are of a different
nature from problems falling within the framework
of "recommendations with :respect to the maintenance
of international peace and security", it is clear and
obvious that a colonial problem cannot be included
among such recom:n'lendations.
138. This could be demonstrated in several ways,
severa: arguments could be invoked, but I shall be
content to say that the peace and war implied in that
phrase presuppose at least two belligerents, whereas,
in the colonial problem, there is only one party, the
colonizer. It could not be said, for example, that
Mozambique has declared war on Portugal, or that
Angola has signed peace with Portugal. Liberation
of those territories would have to come first. After
that, a peace treaty could be Signed or war could be
declared and only then could peace or war be regarded
as such by the two countries concerned.

that decision is taken, at a particular session. The
application of a law or stipulation of exception cannot
be broadly interpreted.
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141. Lastly, the two-thirds majority, or the threequarters majority sometimes-for we know that under
certain constitutions a three-quarters majority is
required in order to amend or change the constitutionor, indeed, any majority other than a simple majority,
is reqUired precisely in order to protect the legal
status quo, the constitutional status quo, the existing
state of affairs; its purpose is to prevent change.
That is quite obvious.
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142. Resolution 1514 (XV) imposes on us the duty of
promoting decolonization. The Charter itself, in
Article 73, paragraph 1, imposes on us the obligation
of promoting the process of decolonization and of
putting no obstacle in its way. But to require a twothirds majority for the adoption of draft resolutions on
colonial matters multipltes obstacles, holds back the
development towards liberation, hampers a speedy
procEiss of decolonization. The two-thirds majority
protects the existing status quo. Tb!d existing status
quo is the colonial status quo, but the point is to
decolonize. I do not believe anyone can imagine that
the Assembly could discuss a draft resolution providing for the establishment of a new colony. That is
unthinkable. Can anyone imagine that a new colony
could be established? For the adoption of such a
decision it would be a good thing to reqUire a twothirds majority, so as to protect' the people of the
hypothetical colony and prevent their subjection to a
new colonialism. In that case the majority would be
an exceptional majority, for protection against certain
innovations. But when the innovation is in the direction
of decolonization, all Members of the Assembly ha.ve
the obligation to promote and facilitate it.
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143. These considerations, added to those which
other delegations have already exp::essed, should
help us strengthen the interpretation of the Charter
which is most in conformity with the interests and
liberation of peoples.
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144. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain) (translated from Spanish):
I must confess that my delegati(m finds itself in a
decidedly awkward position. J cannot deny that my
sympathies go out towards the request made to us
by the distinguished representatives of Mali and
Guinea, supported by a considerable number of
Member countries.

139. I mention this in order to show the very special
character of the colonial problem, where the independence of the colonized country has not been recognized and where thet country consequently cannot be
considered in law as a belligerent. We speak of a
"liberation struggle" or of a "revolution" but in law
we can speak of international war only between two
belligerents. It is the latter that Article 18 covers.

145. Nor can my delegation conceal the fact that
we find ourselves in a somewhat difficult situation
vis-~-vis the motion put forward by the United States
of America [A/I..478]. However, we believe that in
present circumstances, bearing in mind the problems
with which the Assembly is faced, we cannot disregard
the precedents which have inspired us throughout this
Assembly, during which we have worked with truly
almost unprecedented vigou, ,'.
.

140. In the case of a rule of exception, the precedents
themselves must be interpreted restrictively. This
means that if, at a given moment, the General Assembly has decided to adopt a resolution on a particular subject by two-thirds majority, that decision
applies only to the said subject, in the year in which

146. My delegation is faced with the follOWing
dilemma: in the ninth paragraph of the preamble to
draft resolution A/L.476/Rev.1 mention is made of
certain problems as threatening international peace
and security. Operative paragraph 12, specifically.
refers to the dismantling of military bases, and
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paragraph 13 again refers to threats to international
peace and security.
147. If I remember rightly, some days ago [1398th
meeting, paras. 116 and 117], discussing a very important matter affecting twenty-six territories, in
connexion with which draft resolution V [A/6I60,
para. 50] submitted to this Assembly spoke of the
existence of military bases as being an obstacle to
independence, and in the follOWing paragraph requested
the Powers to dismantle those military bases, we
took a vote to uphold the ruling of the President that
the two paragraphs should be deleted.
)L48. This did not prevent a considerable number1.ndeed I would say an extremely large number-of
delegations from supporting the draft resolution in
question, even though the two paragraphs had been
deleted, and voting in favour of it. The delegations
involved included one of the most important sectors
in the world-I will not say the most important, but
probably one of the most important. Yet, they abstained
in regard to the next resolution, where there was no
reference to military bases·-in all likelihood, that
was the reason Why they decided to abstain.
149. Matters which threaten international peace and
security, and problems of military bases, arouse a
certain amount of suspicion and certain apprehensions
in a considerable sector of this Assembly. It may
well be due-and my delegation has no hesitation in
saying this-to the fact that we have not as yet reached
the point in the question of disarmament where we can
go ahead and dismantle bases, and that a certain number of countries do not believe it is possible to accede
to such 1'equests until the process of general and
complete disarmament is further advanced. My dele. gation believes that, without having to accede to the
request by the United States that the entire draft
resolution should be made subject, lock, stock and
barrel, to the two-thirds rule, we might take a
separate vote under the two-thirds rule on the ninth
paragraph of the preamble, which reads as follows:
"Fully aware that the continuation of colonial rule
and the practice of apartheid as well as all forms
of racial discrimination threaten international
peac'.:'! and security and constitute a crime against
humt\nity" .
A separate vote might be taken on this paragraph, and
then, likewise under the two-thirds rule, we might
vote on paragraphs 12 and 13.
150. My country believes sincerely that the existence
of military bases imposed by force is intolerable.
Furthermore, we believe that the policies of apartheid
are entirely unacceptable. But we are now at the end
of the session. I do not think it advisable to embark
on an interminable discussion. I venture to suggest
(and I trust that the delegations of the United States
and Mali will be able to accept my suggestion) that
only those paragraphs-the ninth paragraph of the
preamble and operative paragraphs 12 and 13-should
be put to a separate vote under the two-thirds rule.
The draft resolution as a whole would then be voted
upon according to the usual voting procedure followed
by the Assembly in regard to questions of decolonization, that is to say by a simple majority. My delegation makes this suggestV:>n with a view to ~,hortening
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the debate. I trust that representatives will realize
that the position of the Spanish delegation is unique.
Spain is the victim of colonialism within its own
borde;rs, and at the same time Is an administering
Power. I do not think there is a parallel case in the
United Nations. In these circumstances, my delegation
commends the suggestion to the goodWill of representatives.
151. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): The
United States has withdrawn its motion; consequently,
the question of priority between the motion of Mali
and that of the United States Ono longer arises. I shall
put to the vote the motion submitted by Mali.
152. Mr. GOLDBERG (United States of America): I
do not want to prolong this discussion. A suggestion
was made by the representative of Spain. I want to
make it clear, before a vote is taken, that I would
have accepted that suggestion. This is in reference
to the remarks made by the representative of Guinea.
It is not our purpose to subject a colonial issue to a
two-thirds vote. It is our purpose to point up that
these clauses in the resolution deal with international
peace and security under the Charter. That is the
purpose of raising this question. This is a matter of
principle with us, not a polit~cal matter.
153. I wznt to point out that, in 1961 a draft resolution was offered by Camercon, the Central African
Republic, Chad, Congo (Br(;\.zzaville) ~ Dahomey, Gabon,
the Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mauritania, Niger,
Senegal, Togo and Upper Volta. It was put to the vote
on 27 November 1961 [1065th meeting]. The draft was
entitled: "The Situation with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples". It spoke,
as these clauses do, of international peace and security. And this, I think, is a complete answer to the
contention of the representative of the Soviet Union
that once you adopt a resolution in this area implementation \ resolutions do not require ~\ two-thirds
majority.
154. On that draft resolution, we, with many others
-Nigeria, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Cameroon, Central African RepuhHc, Chad, Chile, Colombia,
Congo (Brazzaville), Dahomey, and many others-voted
in favour; others voted against. The result of the vote
was 53 in favour, 41 against, and 9 abstentions. The
ruling was: "The draft resolution was not adopted
having failed to obtain the required two-thirds majority". We were in the majority, a simple majority,
but we did not protest that ruling.
155. I should like to say that we have not withdrawn
our motion. I have said that we would not ask for
priority. The representative of Mali pointed out that
'nis motion had been filed first.
156. Finally, I should like to say that we did not
raise this issue. It was raised by the motion made
by the representative of Mali. We would have been
perfectly satisfied to have the vote and then have it
determined, in the normal course-as was done in the
vote to which I have just referred-What rule applied.
157. Mr. COULIBALY (Mali) (translated from
French): FollOWing the suggestions and proposals
made after my last statement, I should like to reaffirm
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that, for reasons of principle, my delegation, as well
as the other sponsors of the drllft resolution, maintai:n
the motion that I have submitt~d; that is, we maintain
our motion requesting that the draft resolution as a
whole be subject to simple majority vote. We do not
think that it would be right to apply the simple majority rule to some paragraphs of the draft resolution
and the two-thirds rule to other paragrap1.'ls.
158. The general problem of bases has been raised
here in order to create confusion; there has been
reference to disarmament. But in the draft resolution
it is not a question of military bases situated in
independent countries. We continue to believe that
military bases installed in independent countries
have been installed because the Governments and
peoples of those countries very definitely wished them
to be tbere.
159. In regard to Angola, Mozambique or so-called
Portuguese Guinea, however, it is a question of colonialist bases installed in those countries not at the
request Df a Government or a people, but in order
to oppress the population of those countries. It is
precisely those military bases which we want to see
dismantled.
160. Confusion should not be created by talk of
general disarmament or of the problem of bases
as a whole.
161. We ask that the bases situated in colon1.al territories, which have been installed there wielout consultation with the peoples of those territories and
without their agreement and which, con8equently,
constitute a shackle, a violation of the rights of those
peoples-we want, I repeat, those bases to be dismantled. But we are not speaking about bases situated
in independent countries, which do not fall within the
framework of the present discussion.
162. I wished to make that clarification in order to
avoid any confusion about our intentions. We have
not the slightest intention of interfering in the intflrnal
affairs of sovereign countries, of independent countries
which, within the framework of alliances they have
contracted, have military bases installed in their
countries. It is a question here of military bases in
Angola, in Mozambique, and I do not think that in this
Assembly there are any delegations who wish those
bases to be maintained in the countries I have named
for the purpose of daily killing innocent people there.
It is for the dismantling of those bases that we are
asking.
163. Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republios) (translated from Ru.ssian): I should like briefly
to clarify the procedural situation before us. As we
had a rather unpleasant experience last week, to
which it would be better not to revert, either directly
or indirectly, X should like to verify that the g8nerai
understanding' of the Assembly and your underst~nding
in partiCUlar, Mr. President, is as follows.
164. If we at'opt the motion of the representative of
Mali, it will meall that the draft resolution as a whole,
and not only the dr.aft resolution as a whole but each
and every part of it, each and every comma-if a
separate vote is asked for-may be adopted by a simple
majority.

165. I repeat: if we ado1pt the proposal of Mali, that
will be interpreted by you, Mr. President, and by
the whole· Assembly-and I hope that I am stating the
intentions of the Malian <ielegation correctly-as
meaning that a simple majority will be applied to
the draft resolution as a whole and to any part of it.
166. If this is incorrect, then I would ask that this
question should be settled before the vote. However,
I think that this is qu.ite clearly the position; I have
merely stated it in order to avoid any confusion after
the vote, such as occul'red last week.
167. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): The
representative of the United States does not press
for priority for his motion. Consequently, I shall put
the motion of the representative of Mali to the vote,
it being understood that if this motion is adopted, the
question will be settled by a simple majority.
168. Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): I must apologize
for speaking again, Mr. President, but you speak a
beautiful language which I have only just begun to study,
and for that technical reason I sometimes have to
verify whether I heard you correctly in the interpreted version. In the interpretation of your statement,
I did not hear you confirm that if the Malian representative's proposal is adopted, this will mean that
the resolution as a whole, as well as any part of it,
should a separate vote be requested, will be voted on
and decided by a simple majority..
169. Unfortunately, I have no earphones and I cannot
verify the French interpretation of my words. If we
are in agreement, then I apologize to you and to the
Assembly for taking up these few extra minutes.
170. The 'PRESIDENT (translated from French): The
representative of the Soviet Union was correct in his
understanding of what I said. I now invite the Assembly to vote on the motion submitted by the representaUve of Mali, to the effect that when the "ote on
draft resolution A/L.476/Rev.1 and Add.1 and on all
the parts of the draft resolution is taken, the !3imple
majority principle shall apply. A roll-call vote has
been requested.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Syria~

having been drawn by lot by the
was called upon to vote first.

President~

In favour: Syria, Tunisia, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republic, United RepUblic of Tanzania, Upper
Volta, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia, Afghanistan,
Albania, Algeria, Bulgaria, Burma, Burundi, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Central African
Republic, Ceylon. Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Cuba,
Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana,
Greece, Guinea, Hungary, India, Iraq, Ivory Coast,
Jamaico., Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Liberia,
Libya, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mongolia, Morocco,
Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan; Philippines, Poland,
Romania, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra
Leone, Singapore, Somalia, Sudan.
Against: Thailand, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Argentina, Australia, Austria,
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Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China,
Colombia, f.\·sta Rica, Denmark, DominicanRepublic,
Ecuador, El Salvador, .Finland, France, Guatemala,
Honduras, Iceland, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Laos, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, Sweden..
Abstaining: Trinidad and Tobago, Haiti, Madagascar,

Malaysia.
The motion was adopted by 59 votes to 45, with 4
abstentions.

171. The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
Before we go on to vote on the draft resolution contained in document A/L.476/Rev.1 and Add.1, I should
like to draw the Assembly's attention to the report
of the Fifth Committee [A/6134] setting out the financial implications of the Special Committee's recommendations in chapter I, paragraph 109, of its report
[A/6000/Rev.1], recommendations, which, I take it,
are reproduced in the draft resolution. Secondly, as
certain representatives have asked to explain their
vote before the vote is taken, I shall now ask them to
speak.
I

172. Mr. EDWARDSEN (Norway): I should like to
state briefly our position with regard to the draft
resolution before us [A/L.476/Rev.1 and Corr.1 and
Rev.1/Add.1]. But, before doing that, I should like
to say that we voted against the motion that has just
been passed because we consider the draft resolution
on which we are about to vote to be very important.
It has now been decided by the Assembly that it is not
an "important" matter under the Charter, and I do
not know how that will influence my Government.
-173. As to the draft resolution before us, we would
very much have liked to vote for it, since we share
the objectives of its co-sponsors-to bring an end to
colonialism. The Norwegian delegation has on previous
occasions voted in favour of the principal resolution
on implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
which among other things, requests the Special Committee to continue its important task. However, we
regret to say that this year there are certain aspects
of the draft resolution which we cannot accept.
174. III the first place. there is a general characteriZ It.ion, in the penultimate preambular paragraph,
WhiCh reflects the language of Chapter VII of the
Charter I in so far as it is stated that "the continuation
of colonial rule... threa~en[s] international peace and
security". Norway's position on this point is well
known. We believe that, in accordance with Article 39
of the Charter, it is reserved to the Security Council
to determine the existence of a threat to the peace.
175. Furthermore, there are some operative paragraphs that make difficulties for my delegation. Para-.
graph 11 seems to involve a request to Member States
to apply economic sanctions against certain countries.
Here, again, my Government maintains that this is
the prerogative of the Security Council.
176. Finally, the general request to colonial Powers
"to dismantle the military bases installed in colonial
Territories and to refrain from establishing new ones"
has no reference to the opinion and attitudes of the
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inhabitants involved. It is therefore unacceptable to
my delegation.
177. Accordingly, Norway will have to abstain on the
draft resolution before us.
178. Mr. MELLBIN (Denmark): The position of Denmark on the problems of decolonization has always
been progressive, and we firmly believe that the
United Nations has a highly important role to play
in the process of decolonization. We therefore supported the establishment of the Special Committee.
and we have supportea all the resolutions by which
its mandate was renewed and the main lines of the
United Nations policy on colonial problems were
drawn up. Furthermore. we have had the privilege
of serving on that Committee for some years, and
we hope that, in partic~,pating in that important work.
we have also made a positive, if modest. contribution
to its accomplishment. We agree that the Committee
should continue to perform its task.
179. It is therefore with the greatest regret that my
delegation will not be able to support the draft resolution now before us, as contained in document A/
L.476/Rev.1 and Corr.l and Rev.1/Add.!. That draft
goes far beyond earlier resolutions on the question
of decolonization in general and brings up many
controversial issues. There are, of course, a number
of paragraphs which we can support, as will be clearly
seen from our votes on the resolutions of earlier
sessions on the problem of colonialism in general.
But the present draft resolution we cannot support.
I shall mention only our most important objections.
180. We cannot accept the unqualified establishment
of a threat to peace and security suggested in the ninth
preambular paragraph. We think that operative paragraph 11 goes beyond the competence of the General
Assembly. We cannot support the request to the colonial Powers in operative paragraph 12-among other
reasons, because we do not believe its purpose is
decolonization, but something quiet different. And we
do not believe that the General Assembly, as suggested in operative paragraph 13, can or should
delegate its authority to make recommendations to
the Security Council.
181. These are the reasons underlying the Danish
vote todaY-Which does not, however, indicate any
change in my Government's position, which wiU still
be to support Wholeheartedly the process of de :::010nization.
182. Mr. ZOHRAB (New Zealand): The New Zealand
delegation regrets that it must vote against the draft
resolution before us [A/L.476/Rev.1 and Corr.1, and
Rev.1/Add.1] concerning the implementation of the
Denlaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. I will not address myself
to the question of principle and procedure which has
just been debated at length.
183. Our vote against the proposal of Mali is a clear
indication of our attitude and is, we believe, consistent
with the provisions of the Charter. We ha~e not in the
past opposed draft resolutions aimed at implementing
the Declaration-in particular, by extending the mandate of the Special Committee of Twenty-four members.
New Zealand has been a consistent supporter of the
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Declaration, has endeavoured earnestly to implement
it in the few islands remaining under its administration and .has respected much of the hard work done
by members of the Special Committee on decolonization. The Committee has, I believe, met more times
over the past year or eighteen months than any other
political organ of the United Nations, and its members,
led by the able representative of Mali, have had to
absorb vast amounts of material on dozens of different
territories. If one does not always concur in their conclusions, one can still admire their dedication, and
the New Zealand delegation pays tribute to this.
184. In short, New Zealand's opposition to this draft
resolution does not relate to the implementing of the
Declaration or to the extension of the mandate of
the Special Committee-both of which we support. Our
opposition is to be interpreted as a protest agaillst
the failure-more noticeable, we believe, in this case
than in the case of similar resolutions in the past-to
discriminate among colonial situations. This is par-'
ticularly marked. in the ninth preambular paragraph
but appears also in other paragraphs. The New Zealand
delegation does not question the applicability of much
of what is noted about colonialism in this draft resolution to, say, the situation in South West Africa;
but we do, to take one example, question its applicability to the Tokelau Islands under New Zealand
administration.
185. Let us highlight the issue by looking at this
specific case. The Tokelaus are a group of three
small circular strips of coral sand set in the Pacific
about 300 miles north of Samoa. The total land area
is four square miles. The popUlation is about 2,000.
There is no point more than fifteen feet above sea
level, so that the islets are in constant danger of
being washed over by seismic sea waves. There is
little possibility of economic development, and the
economy is subsidized by New Zealand. There is no
continuous "colonial" presence as such in the islands,
and most of the time the people run their own affairs
through local councils. The only military presence is
'the occasional visit of a Royal New Zealand Air Force
flying boat to pick up patients for medical treatment
or of a Navy ship to carry out 'r~ef blasting to open a
passage for the islander's boats.
186. The 2,000 islanders have, of course, the right
to determine their future, inclUding a right to independence-impractical though this might be in realityand the right to membership of this Organization, no
less than any other group of people in that area. Both
they and the Governments concerned have rejected any
idea of their association in some way-even with a
New Zealand subsidy-with their neighbours, Western
Sa:moa and the Cook Islands. Their future is thus still
uncertain. Mc.ny Tokelau Islanders appear to dream
of the day when they will be able to move to other
island groups or to New Zealand. Can those who
drafted this resolution expect us to vote that the
existence of this situation, in the words of the ninth
preambular paragraph, threatens "international peace
and security" and constitutes "a crime against humanity"? We assume that it was not the intention of
the co-sponsors to suggest that. They were preoccupied, q,uite rightly, with the situation in southern
Africa, and much of the draft resolution is read by
professionals in that light. But this is the point: to
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those outside this Assembly generalizations such as
those in the ninth preambular paragraph. Without
qualifying phrases accompanying them.. will be read
as applying to all ~olonial situations, inoluding that,
,say, in the Tokelal\ Islands. One can, of course, vote
for resolutions with mental reservations '01' with one's
tongue in one's cheek, but to do this is neither honest
nor helpful to the people conoerned or the United Nations itself. It seems to my delegation that, if the Assembly is not prepared to use some discrimination,
if it deals in slogans and generalizations, its work will
come to be discredited and its mandate to assist in
the final stages of deoolonization will be challenged.
187. New Zealand is partiCUlarly pleased to observe
froni operative paragraph 8 that the Special Committee is to be asked to pay particular attention to
small territories. We do not believe that the references
in the draft to which we have referred, undiscrimfnating as they are, provide a suitable context for this
request to the Special Committee. Therefore, we
cannot support these references as they stand.
188. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
invite the Assembly to vote on the twenty-three Power
draft resolution [A/L.476/Rev.1 and Add.1]. A separate vote has been requested on the ninthpreambular
paragraph and on paragraphs 12 and 13.
189. If there are no objections I shall ask for a vote
on each of the paragraphs for which a separate vote
has been requested in turn.
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The ninth preambuJar paragraph was adopted by
63 votes to 16, with 22 abstentions.
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Paragraph 12 was adopted by 49 vote$ to 37, with
18 abstentions~
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Paragraph 13 was adopted by 66 votes to 15, with
24 abstentions.
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190. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
now put to the vote the draft resolution as a whole.
A roll-call vote has been requested.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
The Central African Republic, having been drawn by
lot by the President, was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Central African Republic, Chad, Chile,

Colombia, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic
Republic of), Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia. Ethiopia,
Gabon, Ghana, Greece, Guinea, Haiti, Hungary, India,
Iran, Iraq, Israel, Ivory Coast. Jamaica, Jordan,
Kenya, Laos, Lepanon, Liberia, Libya, Mad~gascar,
Malawi', Malaysia, Mali, Mauritania, Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru.
Poland, Romania, Rwanda, Sa~di Arabia, Senegal,
Sierra Leone, Singapore, Somalia, Sudan, Syria,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania, Upper
Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Zambia, Afghanistan. Albania, Algeria, Argentina,
Bolivia, Bulgaria, Burma, Burundi, Byelorussien
Soviet Socialist Republic, Cameroon.
Against: New Zealand, Portugal, South Africa, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United
States of America, Australia.
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Abstaining: China, Costa Rica, Denmark, Dominican

Republic, El Salvador, Finland, France u Gtlp.xemala,
Honduras, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, LUY..embourg,
Netherlands', Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Paraguay,
Philippines, Spain, Sweden, Trinidad and Tobago,
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada.
The draft resolution was adopted by '14 votes to 6,
with 2'1 abstentions.
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193. We would also have abstained from voting on
operative paragraph 11, on the grounds that, as we
have said' on other occasions, sanctions against a
Member State can be decided upon only by the Security
Council ill accordance with the ter,ms of the Charter.
194. We voted against operative paragraph 12 for
reasono which are well known. Our position has been
made clear on many occasions, and it h8.s never
changed. We cannot accept, on the pretext of anticolonialism, the attempt to introduce into a draft
resolution on colonial questions issues which are
marginal or alien to the subject, calculated to force
States that are naturally anti-colonialist and not
acting for reasons of political expediency or propaganda, to vote in favour of matters that will benefit
. third parties and not tb~ colonized peoples.
195. We voted in favour of the draft resolution as a
whole because it embodies principles that we have
always upheld, and because it introduces new factors
which t9 us seem just, especially in operative paragraph 5, where an appeal is made to the colonial
Powers to put an end to their policy, which violates
the rights of colonial peoples through the systematic
influx of foreign immigrants and through the scattering, deportation and transfer of the indigenous
inhabitants.
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192. Mr. DIAZ GONZALEZ (Venezuela) (translated
from Spanish): It is our understandiIlg that operative
paragraph 10 of resolution A/L.476/Rev.l and Add.1
which has just been adopted. refers to assistance
provided for under the provisions of the Charter. If
this paragraph had been voted upon separately, we
would have abstained.
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191. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
shall now call successively on representatives who
wish to explain their vote.
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196. We interpret this paragraph as referring to all
types of foreign immigrants, irrespective of origin.
We believe that the United Nations must have regard
to the fat-e of the' indigenous populations pf certain
colonies. The United Nations has a fundamental dUty
to protect' those populations. Independence alone is
not enough. If they are left to the mercy of a new colonialism based on societies governed by caste systems
and racial loyalties, on the very morrow of independence the indigenous peoples would be under
the domination of th~ foreign majority.
197. Hence, the United Nations must give thought to
the protection of the indigenous inhabitants against
those foreign communities which would like to extend
the economic stranglehold they already possess in
connivance, with the colonial Powers by adding to it a
political stranglehold, under the guise of the application of the principle of one man, one vote. Such communities have even taken up arms to help the colo-
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nizers against' the indigenous inhabita;nts in the African
colonies, as can, be proved from the, records of the
meetings of the Special Committee of Twenty-four
in Africa, and especially from the statements of
petitioners heard by that Committee.
198. In conclusion, I would request that this explanation of vote be included verbatim in the records of
this meeting, and I shall hand a copy of my statement
to the Secretariat to that end.

199. Mr. PATRICIO (Portugal): My delegation has
cast a negative vote on draft resolution A/L.476/Rev. 1
and Corr.l, and Rev.1/Add.1. The reasons for our
vote are evident in the- resolution itself. It contains
unjustified, discriminatory references to my country
which are wholly inadmissible. There are likewise
other paragraphs in the resolution which my delegation
cannot accept for they constitute a flaghuii; violation
of the principles laid down in the Charter. My delegation wishes to protest emphatically against the
continued attempts to interfere with the constitutional
structure of my country and the persistence, despite
the contrary findings of the Security Council, in
charging us with hampering int(~rnational peace and
security.
200. Incidentally, in order to keep the record straight,
my delegation wishes to make it clear that there are no
military baaes in any part of the Portuguese provinces of Angola, Mozambique or Portuguese Guinea,
as has been alleged here. The Portuguese security
,forces to be found in those provinces are there in
order to protect the populations against the violence
inflicted on them from outside.
201. The views of my delegation on the qu.estion of
decolonization are well known; they are unfortunately
often misinterpreted. It would not be out of place,
therefore, to remind this Assembly that my delegation
has always favoured decolonization in ,areas where
colonialism really prevails. On the other hand, my
delegation regrets that sometimes true colonial situations in the world today do not find a place in the
discussions in this Organization. My delegation regrets
to note that a blind eye is thus turned to many cases
of patent injustice crying for redress and remedy
merely because certain Powers want to camouflage
the political objectives of their foreign policies.
202. Perhaps it would not be too late to hope that
this lacuna will be filled in the near future.
203. Mr. GIMENEZ MELO (Argentina) (translated
from Spanish): Argentina has an uneqUivocal record
of support for the decolcnization policy of the United
Nations, based on the fundamental principles of the
Charter and set forth in Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).
For this reason, my delegation voted in favour of
draft resolation A/L.476/Rev.l and Add.l, which approves; in what are on the whole dispassionate and
equitable terms, the work of the Special Committeeof
Twenty-four and endorses the work it will do in the
future to end colonialism all over the world and in all
its forms.
204. Neverthelf~:ss, had my delegation had the opportunity to express its views on other particular aspects
of the resolution, it would have abstained on paragraph 10, since so-called movements of national
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liberation, promoted as a rule from outside, and not
always with independence as their sole concern, can
be confused with genuine revolutionary action on the
part of populations; and also on paragraph 11 as
obstructing the right of small countries, whose
peoples are not responsible for the policies of their
Governments, to take advantage of assistance for
their economic and social development.
205. With regard to paragraph 12, the Argentine
delegation abstained on the grounds that, as we have
stated on many occasions, we consider that although
the presence of military bases can in certain instances
hamper the normal process of independence of a
territory, the sovereign right to make decisions in
such mattGl's belongs to the future authorities of those
countries.
206. Subject to those reservations, which imply an
attitude of abstention with regard to paragraphs 10
and 11, my delegation has been happy to give its
support to a draft resolution which affirms the decision of the majority of Member States to work unceasingly at the task of liqUidating colonialism.
Lord CARADON (United Kingdom): I should,
first of all, say one word on the vote taken earlier
this afternoon on the proposition that the resolution
now adopted was not on an important question within
the meaning of the Charter. That is the necessary
consequence of the contention that the resolution did
not require a two-thirds majority. I must admit that
I was astonished that so many representatives should
argue in support of such a proposition. For myself, it
seems to be obvious, as it will appear to many elsewhere as well as here, that it is in fact an important
question which we debate, and to say otherwise is,
it seems to me, to debase the currency of the resolutions of this Assembly.
207'.

208. For reasons which we have often made clear
elsewhere, there are parts of this resolution which
we cannot support, and we consequently voted against
the resc1ution as a whole.
d

209. I do not wish to leave it at that. I should never
wish it to appear that in this great issue, in which my
country is as much concerned as any other country
in the world, our attitude and policy are negative. The
truth is exactly the opposite. Our principles and our
purposes are plain, and they are very positive;
wherever we have carried the burden of responsibility,
we have persistently pursued them.
210. We believe that no nation and no people and no
race should be dominated by another.
211. We believe tha.t every nation should be free to
shape its own destiny.
212. We believe that colonialism should be ended
rapidly as possible.
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213. We believe that that process should he undertaken in consultation with the people of the countries
concerned.
214. We believe that their needs and their wishes
should be paramount.
215. We believe that they should be enabled to make
a new start with the best prospects of economic

advance, and with a working system of representative
, government.
216. We believe that in the small and scattered colonial territories which remain we should apply these
principles and methods in which we and they believe.
217. By follOWing these policies we have, in less
than twenty years, brought twenty-six nations to
independence-nations with a population of more than
a fifth of the population of the world. So that now,
out of the total population of the Commonwealth,
amounting to 750 million people, little more than
1 per cent live in non-self-governing and dependent
councries.
218. We are determined to deal with the 1 per cent
as we have dealt with the 99 per cent who are already
free-to deal with their 'problems fairly and fearlessly, always with respect for their wishes and their
interests. We shall finish our task as we began it
and as we have pursued it so far.
219. So much for past achievement. Let me add four
comments about the future.
220. First, I respect ',he strong feelings which are
expressed here, particularly by representatives of
those countries which have themselves honourably
emerged from colonial status. We sometimes disagree with them on method, but we are in full ag~ee
ment with them on purpose. I hope they will not
doubt that. we share the intensity' of their hatred of all
forms of racial discrimination and racial domination.
221. Second, I trust that those who express these
strong feelings will realize that in the remaining
colonial territories there are real and varied and
peculiar difficulties which cannot '.:>e wished away by
sweeping . declarations or by any sudden surgical
severance. There are real difficulties which demand
further consultation and conference with the people
of these territories themselves if injustice is to be
avoided and if there is to be hope that their future can
be one of fruitful and peaceful progress and economic
co-operation.
222. Third, we disagree with much that is said in
criticism, some of which, such as that which we
regularly hear from totalitarian States, is in disregard of the interests and wishes of the people of
these countries themselves. Nevertheless, we h~ve
continued patiently to explain and justify our actions
and policies. We shall persevere in doing so.
223. Fourth, we well recognize that the test of what
we say and what we claim must not be in words, but
in action. My country is rightly proud of its record
of enfranchisement and liberation. But though we have
come most of the way along the road which we set
ourselves, we still have ahead of us some of the
hardest problems and serious challenges. We have
shown and we shall continue to show by our actions
that we mean all that we say. We face final tests now.
We are determined that we shall succeed in meeting
them for we realize that, in the famous words, it is
not the beginning of any great matter but "the continuing of the same until it is thoroughly finished
that yields the true glory".
224. Whether it is in Rhodesia or in British Guiana
or in Aden or in more than a score of. small countries
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around the world, we are rightly expected to c.iemonstrate that we shall faithfully pursue the policies
which we defend-policies which have been tried and
tested and found to be sure and true.
225. We have an obligation to prove by positive and
urgent action that justice will be done to all, that
freedom of choice will be enjoyed by all, and that the
wishes of all the people will prevail.

)

1

226. We are not unaware of the difficulties of our
remaining task. We know well enough that it will not
be easy and we know there are difficulties and dangers ahead. We are determined to tackle them and
we... are determined to overcome them. We do not
shirk our responsibility, and this. 1 assure you, we
shall demonstrate in practical achievement. We shall
carry out our remaining responsibility in pursui~ of
purposes 'on which I believe we are all agreed.
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227. Mr. LOPEZ VILLAMIL (Honduras) (translated
-from Spanish): If the ninth preambular paragraph
and operative paragraphs 12 and 13 of draft resolution
A/L.476/Rev.1 and Add.1 had been rejected, my
delegation would have been prepared to vote in
favour of the draft resolution' as a whole as being
an essentially and genuinely anti-colonialist document•
That is the attitude my delegation has consistently
maintained in the United Nations and will continue
to maintain ill the future.
228. It has been insinuated that what we have said
about the integrity of the wording of the Charter
makes us virtually advocates of colonialism. We
flatly reject such an aCClitiation. I hesitate to quote
the saying that the Devil is good to his own, because
the foreign policy of all countries, when it is based
OH principles, is not a subject for derogatory interpretation, merely to score a cheap point, without
respect for the integrity of those who have supported
actions and draft resolutions in a manner consistent
with the practice evolved for over twenty years in
this Organization.
229. We shall be against colonialism whenever it is
challenged honestly, but not when it is used to cover
up other designs and when those concerned are not
countries that have suffered in any way from colonialism but actually perpetrate colonialism with
occupation forces or doctrines of totalitarianism
far removed from the principles of the Charter of
the United Nations.
230. Mr. McCARTHY (Australia): In explaining the
vote of my delegatIon on the draft resolution contained in document A/L.476/Rev.1 and Corr.1, and
Rev.1/Add.1, I should like first to endorse our agreement with the position expressed by the United States
representative illl relation to the principles on which
his attitude with regard to the voting was based. It
would be presumptuous of me to attempt to elaborate
further on the particular points made by this jurist
of world renown. The very fact of this renown gives
his observations a validity of the highest order in their
own right. Apart from what might be termed the
aspects of iegal judgement un the particular points
involved, there is underlying in everything he said
the profound realization and experience of those
principles and processes of thinking in the minds of
free men which have gone to establish legal concepts
•
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and concepts of order apd progress and which are
fundamental to the actual pronouncements of great
judgements. In addition, of course, Mr. Goldberg has
stood before us as one who deeply cares about the
United Nations and as a representative of a country
dedicated not only to the ideals and purposes of the
United Nations and the Charter, but to the continuance
at all costs of the idea which the United Nations
represents.
231. This idea is at the very core of what I wish to
say here 'briefly today. Growing, as I have said here
previously and as we all knqw, out of the common
suffering of mankind towards the oommon hope of all
men, regardless of the colour of their skin, their
religious beliefs, the separate histories which have
made them what they are, this United Nations must,
above all, stand for the rule of law, for the principle
of restraint, for the promotion of peace and for the
subordination by us all of narrow, individual, parochial
and national aspirations, where necessary, to the
ideals which are the property of all men and which are
represented here.
232. But although these things are constant, twenty
years have nowpassedsincethe signingofthe Charter,
twenty years during which we have thought with great
profit to our purposes along certain lines and in certain terms. These lines of thought and these terms
have served us well. But the world has changed in
that time, and the United Nations has mirrored some
of those changes. To what actual extent it has done
this can, of course, be a matter only of conjecture
and opinion. But I do believe that attitudes and. slogans
which have served as well in the past can be as stifling
to progress now as the lack of their enunciation and.
lack of adherence to them would have been in the past.
233. In this resolution which has just been adopted
we have, first of' all. a blanket approach which would
reduce situations in many parts of the world, and of
vitally diff~ring natures, to one common appearance.
There can be no such common appearance. There is
no one situation, colonial or otherwise-in this case,
colonial-which is precisely the same as any other
one situation. It is true that there are elements in
some situations which are common to elements in
other situations. It is equally true th.~q.t there are
some situations, referred to by j.mplication, at least,
in this resolution, which have almost no point in
common with other situations so implied and, indeed,
which are marked by differences as profound as those
by which the night is set apart from the day.
234. Let me not be misunderstood when I mention
briefly the following matters. This mention comes
from deep reflection on the part of my delegation and,
if I may be forgiven for saying so, from no small
experience in the matters of which I speak. It 'comes
<.:.lso from a deep and abiding belief in the brotherhood
of all men. It comes also from a vital belief in the
importance of individual dignity, of individual life and.
of individual freedom, so that these beliefs are as
inseparable from the approach of my people to the
problems of living and of the world as the sun is from
the light. It comes from a rejection of the most profound kind of racist concepts. It comes from a complete
lack of desire to impose our will upon other people;
indeed, a determination not to do so. It comes from a
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complete lack of expansionist ambition of any kind, 'a
steady purpose not only to protect our right to live our
lives in these circumstances as we wish to live them, .
but similarly, as far as we can, to protect these rights
for other people, wherever and whoever they might be.
235. Against this background, I mention now the
word which is at the very core of what we have been
discussing, that is the word "colonial" itself. Does
this word still mean, in all situations of association
between countries-such as there is ·between my own
country and certain territories for which it is responsible-what we all understood it to mean in its classical
form only a few years ago? If it purports to mean that,
then, on the part of my own country,~-r must reject
this word. While it is undoubtedly true that certain
countries still remain under "colonial domination",
it is equally true that we, referred to I suppose
implicitly, although not explicitly, in this resolution
as "a colonial Power", have no people under such
domination.
236. There is in this resolution, as there have been
in the many, many other resolutions on this general
subject in the United Nations, references to "struggles
by the peoplf's under colonial rule to exercise their
right of self-d.etermination and independence". There
is no such struggle in the Australian territories.
No such struggle is necessary. There is instead a
common striving towards common purposes, towards
self-determination and independence and towards
partnership betwee~ my Government as an Administering Authority, and the people being governed. I
repeat: there is no such struggle because no such
struggle is necessary. There is a common effort
between two groups of people who are working towards
C"lmmon purposes with mutual respect.
237. This leads me to reflect for a moment on the

meaning of the word "independence". This word has
served us well. Thh, word has been a beacon for us.
But independence can take many forms. It has no
single, no unchanging: form. It has no --single means
of expression. Nor is it necessarily synonymous with
individual freedom as we know it. While it is true,
I suppose, that as an idea independence may be considered to be the ult.imB.te in freedom, in practice
many people, on whose society this final crowning
centrepiece has not yet been grafted, can walk in the
greatest freedom. And it is so in the Australian territories. There, as I have explained, freedom does exist
and it breathes life into every effort.

,',

238. In making these few suggestions for further
thought, I would not have our friends from Africa
particularly, and our friends from Asia also, carry
away the thought that we in my delegation have too
small' an appreciation of their purposes and their
emotions. This is far from being the case. If indeed
I were an African, I would feel as they do about so
many matters. Their history alone mak.es their
feelings and emotions so understandable to me, and
their struggles at so many points so laudable. But
I do ask them for a similar understanding of a different
set of circumstances in my part of the world" that is
in the Pacific. Here, as I have explained, d.ifferent
histories have conditioned and are conditioning the
whole situation. We, as a colonial Power, if the majority here insists on using this term-and, as I have
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13uggested, we do not see ourselves either as a Power
or as a colonial-ourselves having emerged from
colonial st~tus, came into this field almost by accident,
certainly not through predatory design. We h:;::ve not
had to resist struggles for independence for the simple
reason that we :recognize the paramount nature of the
wishes of the people and we are not denying. them,
either in the exercise of those wishes or in other
directions in which they are seekirig to express themselves, the opportunity ·or the power to do so. Indeed,
the ver,)' reverse is the case.

239. But whatever accidents of history may have led
us in the past, the simple reason we remain there
now is because we have undertaken a task to the world,
to the United Nations, to ourselves and, most" importantly, to the people of a country who, until that task
is achieved or until these people themselves wish
it to be otherwise, are our people.

240. Quite simply, what I am asking for here is an
understanding of the deep sense of responsibility'
which I truly believe is the greatest motivating force
in the administration of the Australian territories.
This in no sense arises from any feeling of condescension. This is in no sense a burden. This is an
expression of our feeling for the brotherhood of man.
It is also personalized as an expression of feeling
for people whom I consider as friends in the deepest
sense of the word.
241. While my delegation agrees with much that is
in this resolution; while we appreciate the great
efforts of the Committee of Twenty-four and will,
for our own part, continue our efforts in that Committee; while we appreciate and share the anxiety,
indeed the anguish of our African friends with regard
to South West Africa, apartheid and the policies of
Portugal we have had to oppose this resolution partly
because of the generality and blanket nature of its
observations and recommendations, the implications
of which, as I have made clear, we must for our own
part, in relation to ourselves, entirely and completely
reject, partly because, as the representative of the
United States has pointed out, it is contrary to the
Charter itself and to what we conceive tn be methods
and practices fundamental to th6 proper discharge of
the very idea which the United Nations represents
and embodies, and partly because it contaIns c~rtain
provisions with which we fundamentally d.isagree.
242. Mr. DONALDSON (Trinidad and Tobago): The
vote of the delegation of Trinidad and Tobago explains
the particular circumstances which obtain in my
country. Trinidad and Tobago is a country in which
there was .a military base before independence, and
yet my Government was able successfully to negotiate
the terms under which this base continued. Naturally,
my delegation supports the resolution as a whole,
but in view of our experience we necessarily had
reservations in respect of operative paragraph 12.
For this reason, and this reason alone, my delegation
found it necessary to abstain.
243. Mr. BOTHA (South Africa): My delegation voted
against the paragraphs voted upon separately, as well
as against the resolution as a whole. The sponsors
of the draft resolution saw fit to single out my country
for special attack, as will be seen from the fifth,
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eighth and ninth preambular paragraphs as well as
operati"J'e paragraphs 11 and 14. Mydelegationobjects
to the al1egation of oppression imputed to South Africa
in these p~ragraphs and particularly to the chal'ge in
the ninth preambular paragraph and operativf;; paragraph 14 that its domestic policy of separate development threatens international peace and security and
constitutes a crime against humanity. Questions of
international peace and security are, in any event,
within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Security
Council and, therefore, nOl within the competence of
th\~ Assembly.
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244. My delegation is also opposed to operative paragraph 11 of the draft resolution, in which the Assembly
is being aslmd to act in violation of the constitutions
of the specialized agencies. I wish to state, moreover,
that if economic and technical assistance is meant,
South Africa is not a recipient of this type of assistance
but an exporter thereof. The reference to South Africa
in this paragraph therefore becomes meaningless.
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245. Finally, with reference to operative paragraph 3,
my delegation"cannot endorse all the recommendations
contained in the SpeciaJ Committee's report..
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246. 'The foregoing considerations are some of the
reasons why the South African delegation could not
support draft r~solutlon A/L.476/Rev.I and Corr.l,
and Rev.I/Add.l.
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247. Mr. MALECELA (United RepUblic of Tanzania):
Before J go on to explain the vote of my delegation,
I should like to point out that, since we consider the
representative of South 'Africa as being immorally
present in this hall, we therefore were morally absent
from the hall. We want him to understand that while
he was speaking here we were morally completely
absent. We were physically presf:mt only because our
delegation was the next on th~:l list to speak. We consider that the so-called representative of South Africa
does not really represent the people of South Africa,
but only a racist minority, and in view of this fact,we
consider it absolutely immoral that this Organization
allows the presence of such a so-called representative
of the people.
248. My delegation voted for the resolution contained
in document A/L.476/Rev.l. We know that colonialism,
which is at this time oD. the way out, is definitely having
a hard time. We know this because we find the colonial
Powers at this time trying to hide behind several
pretexts; sometimes they even go so far as to try to
use the very United Nations Charter to hide their
iniquities. We see the colonial Powers coming to this
rostrum and trying to give us a number of examples
that really have no relevance to the actual situation.
In this regard I should like to refer to one of the
speakers who preceded me, a speaker who I know
has come,on a number of occasions, to this rostrum
and appealed to us for what he called patience, saying
that he wants us to see that his Government has
given independence to so many people. We want him
to know that even if independence has been given to
, 700 million people, this has no meaning at all to the
people of Zimbabwe. Even if independence has been
given to 700 million people, this has no meaning at
ail to the people who are still waiting for it. ~,,,'hat
they want is their own independence.
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249. We want the colonial Powers to understand that
they ought not to have had any colonies in the first
place. Therefore, when they come to this rostrumand
tell us about the countries they have given independence, we are definitely not very much impressed.
And as for the patience that they are always calling
for, of course we know what patience is. But when that
patience is turned to their own use, to enable them
to connive as they' have in Southern Rhodesia, where
we know for certain that the United Kingdom Government is trying to connive with Smith, then certainly
we will tell them very frankly from this rostrum that
the word "patience" is being very much misused.
250. My delegation voted for this resolution because
we find many implications in it. Som~ people have
come here and tried to tell us that we must understand
that colonialism in Africa and colonialism in the Far
East are something different. I want the representative
of Australia to understand that colonialism, whether
in Africa, in Asia, or anywhere else, is always the
same. And when he appeals particularly to the Africans
to try to understand, we want him to understand
something too: that we have sufferedunder colonialism
and that is why we must speak and act against
colonialism.
251. Then too, the other day when I came to this
rostrum I asked the representative of Australia a
simple question which so far has not been answered.
I said that of the many territories that were placed
under the Trusteeship System, many have attained
independence, except-and I repeat-except all those
territories under Australian administration. W~ certainly wonder why. Is it perhaps that Australia is a
very slow teacher? If Australia cannot lead the peoples
of those territories to independence as quickly as
possible, then we certainly will say from this rostrum
that they are not fit to run Trust Territories. We
would have been glad if Australia had come to this
rostrum during this twentieth session and said that
becaUf:se of their consultations, and so on, they were
giving independence to such-and-such a territory.
But all we are told all the time is "Patience, patience,
patience". What we want is independence for the
peoples of the world, whether they are in New Guinea
or anywhere else.
252. These are the views of Africa which I want the
representative of Australia to understand. Of course,
we have been told by many delegations from this
rostrum about how sympathetic they are towards this
cause. I want, however, to assure the representativefl
that, for Africa, it is no longer a question of words
of sympathy. We are fed up with empty slogans of
sympathy. What we want is action, so that the peoples
of the world, whether in Africa, in Australia, in New
Guinea, wherever they may be, may ultimately receive
their independence just as many other countries have
that are now Members of the United Nations .
253. I have given this short explanation of why my
delegation voted in favour of this resolution and we
sincerely hope that the measures specified in it will
be implemented and that we will not have any military
bases under the pretext of an emergency or under
any other pretext. We hope the resolution will be
carried out, especially by the colonia', Powers.
.
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254. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call on the representative of Somalia, who wishes to
mak-e a short statement.
25':;. Mr. ADAN (Somalia): Before I make my staten'ient, I should like briefly to say that I support everything that has been said by the representative of
Tanzania regarding the intervention 7.nade by the
representative of the white minority racist Government of South Africa. The criminal po'licles of the
South African Government are only too well known
to members of this Assembly, as well as to the
whole world, and therefore his intervention here was
nothing more than a cry in the wilderness.
256. First of all, I should like to take this opportunity
to congratulate the Committee of Twenty-four for
the very useful recommendations which tha.t Committee has made in its report, which was adopted
in the resolution voted upon a little while ago. The
adoption by this Assembly of the report of the Special
Committee represents a significant milestone to
many non-self-governing territories in their struggle
for se1f-determination and independence.
257. We know that it will bring hope and encouragement not only to the larger colonial territories like
Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea,
but also to other territories, like French Somaliland,
which continue to chafe under colonialism and where
the intensity of the desire of the people concerned
is by no means le ss than that of their brother Africans
elsewhere.
258. The Somali Republic, since achieving its independence, has advocated consistently that the people
of French Somaliland be permitted to decide their
political future by free elections under the auspices
of the United Nations. Its representatives have raised
the question of French Somaliland at almost every
international political confe:cence they have attended
since 1960. At the Non-Aligned Conference held in
Cairo last year, the right of the inhabitants of this
territory to self-determination and fre>edom from
colonial rule was clearly expressed in the Declaration
issued at the end of the· Cunference which reads as
follows~

"The participants in the Conference call upon the
French Government to take the necessary steps to
enable French Somaliland to become fI'ee and independent in accordance with paragraph 5 of resolution 1514 (XV) of the United Nations."Y
259. My delegation submits that the situation in
French Somaliland demands that the question of its
freedom from colonial rule be accorded priority in
the agen~a of the Committee of Twenty-four. Much
to the dismay of the inhabitants of French Somaliland,
the French Government has made it quite clear that
it intends to remain in tha.t territory indefinitely for
political, economic and what they have described as
"humanitarian" reasons. It is certainly convenient
for France to have the use of that territory as a
military base and to use it also for the projected
installation of a powerful radio transmitter which will
carry the voice of France. But the aspirations of the
people of the territory should not be sacrificed for
the convenience of the colonial Power.
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260. In several communications which the Somali
Government has addressed to the Committee of
Twenty-four, attention has been drawn to the severe
restrictions which have been placed on the political
life of the inhabitants of this non-self-governing
terr~tory, and to the refusal of the French Governmel.lt to apply to the territory the provisions of
Gf;neral Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). Having regard
to the liberal policies which France has adapted to
'ather parts of its former colonial empire, we find
these aspects of the French Somaliland question most
disturbing and most difficult to understand.
261. The Somali Government has already submitted
its views on the matter in the form of a memorandum
to the Committee of Twenty-four and this has been
circulated to all Member States as document A/AC.109/
121. It is not my intention to describe the contents
of the memorandum, but it is sufficient to say that my
Government believes that the people of French Somaliland should be given their right to self-determination,
in accordance with their freely expressed wishes.
My delegation is gratified to note that by the action of
this General Assembly, in including French Somaliland
under its schedule of non-self-governing territories
to which General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) is
applicable, the General Assembly has affirmed that
right.
262. It is the hope of my delegation that the Special
Committee will now proceed to accord the question of
French Somaliland the priority it deserves.
263. In conclusion, I would request th~t this statement be included in the verbatim records of the As,:",
sembly and that it be transmitted to the Special Committee for its attention.
264. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call on the representative of Australia, who has asked
to speak in exercise of his right of reply.
265. Mr. McCAR'rHY (Australia): I will be brief,
since I do not wish to enter into polemics with my
distinguished and respected colleague from Tanzania.
I do regret-and this is no term of reproach-that
he was not here when I replied to his previous remarks. I understand that his official duties had taken
him elsewhere. So that I am forced, not to recapitulate
what I said before, but to make brief mention of one
or two of the points to which I referred.
266. In doing so, I would say that in the Fourth Committee, some weeks ago, he referred to "so-called
constitutional advances by Australia in NewGuinea"so-called constitutional advances. I have carefully
explained here that those constitutional advances to
which he applied the term "so-called"-and we all
know the meaning of that term in the United Nationswere, in fact, a universal franchise, rega;rdless of
race, creed or colour, a common r()ll, and an elected
indigenous majority. And if these are "so-called
constitutional advances It , then I think the term is
being misused. Nor do I believe that the indigenous
people of New Guinea would appreciate the application
of the term "so-called constitutional advances '! to the
situation which is part of their rapidly developing
political situation.
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267. But the point I wish to make is that there we
have what a very distinguished colleague has been
demanding in Southern Rhodesia and other parts of
Africa-with which he is justifiably concerned-as the
universal panacea, the thing above all else which
guarantees· the ultimate freedom of the people. And
there we have in these territories which he has been
criticizing-and I say this in no polemical fashion......
a force which you cannot turn back, as I said only
the other day in the Fourth Committee [1588th meeting]. We have set in motion a force which cannot be
turned back. We have given a voice to the people
which cannot be stilled. We have given a voice to the
people which can express whatever view they want
to express, when they want to express it.
268. The representative of Tanzania did say that he
was tired of what he called, I think, "empty expressions of sympathy" about the African situation. These
are not empty expressions of sympathy. First of all,
as I expressed them here, they are in themselves
very sincerely meant.
269. Secondly, the proof of the pudding is 'ill the
eating. We are far from Africa-as Africa is far
from us-but that does not mean that we are insensible to the problems of Africa. Of all the parliaments of the world, one of the first to take positive
parliamentary action-indeed, virtually all the parliamentary action open to it-against the so-called rebel
minority Government in Southern Rhodesia was the
Australian Parliament. Within a matter of four or
five days after the Unilateral Declaration of Indepe~1dence, the Australian Parliament proclaimed its
non-recognition of the rebel Government and took all
other measures open to it at that time. It has since
intensifi0d those measures.
270. I would also say this-and I have referred to it
in the past. In my country African people are welcome.
There are many African people in my country at the
present moment and they are greatly respected. As
I have said before, they are bringing much to us and
~'e hope that they are taking something away with
them.
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in the referendum on the Constitution and immediately
become independent. In the vote on the following
11 December the Territorial Assembly. could have
chosen the status of a member state of the Community,
as did other French territoriels in Africa south of the
Sahara, which became independent two years later
and are today sitting among us here.
276. But French Somaliland did not wish to do that.
It .preferred to· follow a different path, that of inte-

gration with France. In other words, it exercised its
right to self-determination and it determined its future
under exactly the same conditions as the other French
territories of Africa. Instead of choosing immediate
independence, or autonomy followed by independence,
it freely opted for the status which it already had,
that of a territorial collectivity of the French Republic, of which it is henceforth an integral part.
277. In those circumstances, any challenging of the
status of that territory seems to us to be in contradiction to the freely-expressed will of the people
of French Somaliland, an interference in the internal
affairs of a Member state, interference which is
formally prohibited under Article 2, paragraph 7 of
the Charter.
278. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call on the representative of Somalia, who has asked
to exercise his right of reply.
279. Mr. ADAN (Somalia): I am sorry to have to
come back to the rostrum at this late hour, but the
reply just made by the representative of France leaves
me no alternative.
280. The Somali Government was responsible for
placing the issue of French Somaliland on the agenda
of the Committee of Twenty-four, and, in view of the
remarks made by the representative of France, it is
necessary to explain the considerations which led
my Government to take that step.

f

271. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call on the representative of France, who has asked
to exercise his right of reply.
272. Mr. GASCHIGNARD (France) (translated from
French): In reply to the statement made by the representative of- Somalia, I should like briefly to give the
point of view of the French Government on the question of French Somaltland.

281. It will be recalled that the French Government
had previously conceded that the territory of French
Somaliland was non-self-governing within the meaning
of Chapter XI of the Charter. However, in its ~~etter of
23 March 195921 the French Government ni~:d~:Xlle
assertion that the territory was fully self-go"J!erning
and had therefore ceased to be a territory fcl' which
France was responsible for transmitting information
under Article 73 e of the Charter.

274. On 11 December 1958, the Territorial Assembly
itself, which had been freely elected on the basis of
universal suffrage, pronounced itself in favour of
maintaining the status quo, that is, the status of the
French Overseas Territories.

282. The constitutional change which the French
Government elected to regard as having so radically
transformed the status of that territory, and to which
the representative of France has just referred, was
the loi-cadre of 23 June 1956, followed in 1958 by the
new Constitution for the French Community. The
referendum of 1958, which was held under fictitious
conditions and was regged by the Government of
France, changed nothing. The constitution remained
that determined by the loi-cadre of 1956, and the
referendum was carefully organized to ensure a result
favourable to the Government of France. As an expression of the free will of the people of French
Somaliland it was a cruel joke and a mockery.

275. At the first of those consultations, on 28 September 1958, French Somaliland could have voted "no"

El See Official Records of the Genera! Assembly, Fourteent.IJSession,
,\
Annexes. agenda item 36, document A/4096.

273. In the referendum held on 28 September 1958,
with universal suffrage, in all the French d€lpartements and territories, the people of French Somaliland,
by approving the constitution with a 75 per cent majority of those voting,. expressed its will to remain
within the French Community.
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283. Members will recall that at that time the discussions in the Fourth Committee revealed considerable oppositiontQ the French position. Indeed,
the representatt-ve of India, at the 981st meeting of
the Fourth Committee, on 2 December 1959, made
an exhaustive analysis of the provis~ons of the
loi-oadre which demonstrated that the territory
remained for all praotical' purposes a non-selfgoverning tP,irritory. Tne representatives of Czechoslovakia and Poland took the. same view.
284. I do not wish to repeat all the arguments so
ably presented on that occasion by the representative
of India; they are on the record for all to read. But
members will reoall that, precisely because. the
General Assembly was becoming alive to the possibility that countries like Portugal and France were
undertaking constitutional changes intended to eliminate the possibility of United Nations intervention,
the General Assembly adopted resolution 1541 (XV)
on 15 December 1960. That resolution contains an
annex entitled "Principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not an obligation
exists to transmit the information called for in
Artiole 73 e of the Charter of the United Nations".
Members have only to read those principles, and
then to read any commentary on the effects of the
loi-cadre of 23 June 1956, to reach the inescapable
conclusion that French Somaliland remains a nonself-governIng territory to which Article 73 e applies
and which falls under the jurisdiction of the Committee of Twenty-four. The report of the Committee
on that score was approved today by this Assembly.
285. The Somali Government submitted to the Committee of Twenty-four a memorandum on French
Somaliland, of which the second section was entirely
devoted to the present constitutional status of the
territory. We demonstrated thereb~ that the degree
of autonomy granted to the territory was extremely
limited: it did not, for example, extend to foreign
relations, national defence, the judiciary, inspection
of works, external communications, higher education,
the treasury, foreign exchange and so forth. Indeed,
the degree of internal autonomy is far less than that
enjoyed in many of the British colonies which the
United Kingdom has fully accepted as being covered
by Article 73 e of the Charter.
286. The Somali Government supported its thesis by
citing French authors on administrative and constitutionallaw. Small wonder, therefore, that the Somali
Government felt confident that the Committee of
Twenty-four would accept that thesis and rejeot the
French argument of constitutional change as a sham.
Small wonder, too, that the Conference of Non-Aligned
States, meeting in Cairo in 1964, categorically reaffirroed that French Somaliland was fully covered by
the famous DeclaraUon on the GrantingofIndependence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples, embodied in General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960.
I had the pleasure of referring to that only a short
while ago.
287. The Somali Government therefore feels that the
balance of opinion of States, and even of French
jurists, is against the F:rench Government. This is
not a difficult matter of legal interpretation, but
simply a matter of looking at the facts. Let me pose
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a few questions to the French representative, who
sought to deny the rights of the people of. French
Somaliland, and we shall see how convinoing his
answers are on the facts.
288. Does the French Government allege that the
territory is not geographically separate, and distinct
ethnioally and/or culturJ~u.y, from France? I pose the
question in terms of P:l'inciple IV of the principles
adopted by the Assembly in 1960 under resolution
1541 (XV). Does the French Government suggest that
the territory is not "in c:. position or status of subordination" to Frl'mce? I her-e use the terms of
Principle V of the annex to that resolution. Does the
French Government suggest that the present situation
corresponds t\> the "free and voluntary choice by
the peoples of the territory", in accordance with
Principle VU?
289. The facts demonstrate exaotly how absurd is
this attempt to show French Somaliland as a fully
self-governing territory. Are we really expected to
believe that, merely by senc!lng one Deputy and one
Senator to Paris, these so-called French Somalis
have been placed on a footing of equal partnership
with France? Are we really expected to believe that
all the people of the territory have a free and equal
vote in elections? A comparison of the oensus figures
and the electoral roll would make interesting reading.
And what is the French Army doing, sitting there in
strength in Djibouti? Are we to understand that these
are really the so-called French Somalis, equipped with
French uniforms and ready to defend thelr so-called
autonomy against external aggression fro'm a wicked
Somalla?
290. My 'colleagues in this Assembly will, I trust,
appreciate, all too readily how absurd this picture is.
We know that at the time of the referendum the people
of the territory were suppressed, the Somali Prime
Minister was exiled with his Cabinet, and the Legislative Assembly was dissolved, simply because they
had the nerve to campaign against the position of the
French Government which called for a "yes" to the
referendum. Everybody knows this. History knows
this.
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291. Indeed, I am te.mpted to apologize for having
wasted the time of this Assembly in demonstrating
the obvious. However, I hope that the Assembly will
have no difficulty in rejecting the contention of the
French representative here.
292. I reserve my right to come back to this 'matter
if it becomes necessary for me to do so.
293. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call on the representative of Tanzania, who has asked
, to exercise his right of reply.
294. Mr. MALECELA (United Republic of Tanzania):
I, too, must start by apologiZing to delegations for
keeping them here. It was definitely not my intention
to come to the rostrum. I had simply wished to explain
my vote. But, now that the representative of Australia
has found it necessary to reply, I find it necessary to
reply to him.
295. On the first point, he said that my delegation
had called the constitutional changes "so-called"
constitutional changes. Indeed, we did, for the simple
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reason that today, twenty yeal's after those territories were made Trusteeship Territories, we are
still told by Australia that it is making constitutional
changes. We are really beginning to wonder whether
those actually are constitutional changes or are only
a means of trying to delay the independence of those
countriee.
296. On the second point, the representative of Australia said that his....country was the first country to
take measures against Smith. I want him to understand that, even before Smith declared his independence, Africa had already told the world that the
measures taken by the United Kingdom Government-and Australia too-were not enough. Therefore,
I want it to be understood that Tanzania does not
credit Australia very much for having taken those
steps.
297. My last point is that the representative of Australia seemed to make a point of the fact that they
have some Africans being educated in Australia. I
definitely admit that we have a number of students
from Tanzania in Australia-and not only in Australia,
but in other parts of the world. But I fail to connect
the question of colonialism with the question of our
students being in Australia. I do hope that the representative of Australia is not suggesting that Tanzania
will support colonialism by Australia in New Guinea
simply because we have a handful of students from
Tanzania in Australia. It is our hope that, when our
students go to other parts of the world, they go just
to get an education, and then they come back to use
it in their own countries. I want to assure the representative of Australia that we also have a number of
Australian citizens in Tanzania. But we never try to
- make that an indication of anything apart from the
friendly relations between Australia and Tanzania.
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I therefore hope that the representative of Australia,
too, will understand that our students are there
because of the friendly relations between Australia
and Tanzania. But at the same time I want him to
understand that we are opposed to colonialism and
to the continuation of Australia as an Administering
Authority. On the day that Australia gives independence
to New Guinea and the other Trust Territories, Tanzania will have no issue at all with Australia. But, as
long as those territories are still under Australia,
I am afraid that Tanzania will have to stand up now
and again and oppose the fact that colonialism is being
perpetrated by Australia.
298 Once again, I apologize to all the representatives
for having taken the floor again. I hope it will not be
necessary for me to come to the rostrum again, at
least on this subject.
299. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call on the representative of France, who has asked
to exercise his right of reply ~
300. Mr. GASCHIGNARD (France) (translated from
French): I shall b~ very brief, because I have no
intention of entering into polemics with the representative of Somalia at this very late hour. But I
should like, first of all. formally to deny his statements to the effect that the 1958 referendum and the
elections which were held in French Somaliland were,
if I understood him' rightly, rigged and a cruel joke.
In fact, as I said a little while ago, that referendum
and those elections were organized under exactly
the same conditions as in all other French overseas
territories at the time and the results in those
territories, the represfmtatives of which are' sitting
with us today. are there to attest that the populations
voted freely.
The meeting rose at 7.40 p.m.
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Resolutions adopted without referenee to a Main Committee

2189 (XXI). Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples
The General Assembly,
Recalling the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, contained
in its resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960,
Recalling its resolutions 1654 (XVI) of 27 November 1961, 1810 (XVII) of 17 December 1962, 1956
(XVIII) of 11 December 1963 and 2105 (XX) of 20
December 1965,
Recalling also its resolutions 1805 (XVII) of 14
December 1962 and 1899 (XVIII) of 13 November
1963, by which it assigned to the Special Committee
on the Situation with regard to the Implementation
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples tasks relating to
South West Africa, and its resolution 1970 (XVIII)
of 16 December 1963, by which it entrusted to the
Special Committee additional functions relating to information transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter
of the United Nations,
Having considered the report of the Special Committee covering its work during 1966, 22
Noting with deep regret that six years after the
adoption of the Declaration many Territories are still
under colonial domination, and deploring the negative
attitude of certain colonial Powers, and in particular
the intransigent attitude of the Governments of Portugal
Ibid., agenda item 24, documents A/6Z27 and Add.l.
Ibid., agenda item 20, document A/6559.
A/6545. For the printed text of this document, see Official
Records of the Security Council, Twenty-first Year, Supplement
for October, November and December 1966, document S/7607.
22 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-first
Session, Annexes, addendum to agenda item 23 (A/6300/Rev.l).
19

20
21

5

and South Africa, which refuse to recognize the right
of colonial peoples to self-determination and independence,
Concerned at the policy followed by colonial Powers
of circumventing the rights of colonial peoples through
the promotion of the systematic influx of foreign immigrants and the displacement, deportation or transfer
of the indigenous inhabitants,
Bearing in mind that the preservation of colonialism
and its manifestations, including racism and apartheid,
and the attempts of some colonial Powers to suppress
national liberation movements by repressive activities
and the use of armed force against peoples are incompatible with the Charter and the Declaration,
Deploring the attitude of certain States which, despite
the resolutions of the General Assembly and of the
Special Committee, continue to co-operate with the
Governments of Portugal and South Africa and with
the illegal racist minority regime of Southern Rhodesia,
which are continuing to repress the African populations,
Having considered the sections of the report of the
Special Committee dealing with the activities of foreign
economic and other financial interests operating in
South West Africa, the Territories under Portuguese
domination and Southern Rhodesia, and the conclusions
and recommendations contained therein,
Convinced that further delay in the complete and
universal implementation of the Declaration remains
a source of international conflicts and differences, which
are seriously impeding international co-operation and
endangering world peace and security,
Noting the action taken and envisaged by the Special
Committee with respect to the list of Territories to
which the Declaration applies,
Having adopted resolutions on specific Territories
considered by the Special Committee,
1. Reaffirms its resolutions 1514 (XV), 1654
(XVI), 1810 (XVII), 1956 (XVIII) and 2105
(XX);
2. Notes with satisfaction the work accomplished by
the Special Committee on the Situation with regard
to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of. Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
and expresses its appreciation to that Committee for
its efforts to secure the implementation of the Declaration;
3. Approves the report of the Special Committee
covering its work during 1966 and again invites the
administering Powers to implement the recommendations contained therein;
4. Approves the action taken and envisaged by the
Special Committee for the year 1967 with respect to
the list of Territories to which the Declaration applies;
5. Approves the programme of work envisaged by the
Special Committee during 1967, including the sending
of visiting missions and the possibility of holding a
series of meetings away from Headquarters, and requests the administering Powers to allow visiting
missions to be sent to the Territories under their administration ;
6. Declares that the continuation of colonial rule
threatens international peace and security and that the
practice of apartheid, as also all forms of racial discrimination, constitutes a crime against humanity;
7. Reaffirms its recognition of the legitimacy of the
struggle of the peoples under colonial rule to exercise
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their right to self-determination and independence and
urges all States to provide material and moral assistance
to the national liberation movements in colonial Territories;
8. Requests the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees and other international relief organizations
and the specialized agencies concerned to increase their
economic, social and humanitarian assistance to the
refugees from those Territories;
9. Requests all States, directly and through action
in the international institutions of which they are
members, including the specialized agencies, to withhold assistance of any kind to the Governments of
Portugal and South Africa and to the illegal racist minority regime of Southern Rhodesia until they renounce
their policy of racial discrimination and colonial domination;
10. Draws the attention of all States to the grave
consequences of the formation in the southern part
of Africa of an entente between the Governments of
South Africa and Portugal and the illegal :racist
minority regime of Southern Rhodesia, and calls upon
all States to withhold any support or assistance to this
entente, whose existence and activities run counter
to the interests of international peace and security;
11. Requests the colonial Powers to dismantle their
military bases and installations in colonial Territories
and to refrain from establishing new ones and from
using those that still exist to interfere with the liberation of the peoples in colonial Territories in the
exercise of their legitimate rights to freedom and independence;
12. Condemns the activities of those foreign financial
and economic interests in colonial Territories, in particular in South West Africa, Southern Rhodesia and
the Territories under Portuguese domination, which
support colonial regimes and thus constitute a serious
obstacle to the implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, and calls upon the Governments concerned
to take the necessary measures to put an end to those
activities;
13. Condemns the policies, pursued by certain administering Powers in the Territories under their
domination, of imposing non-representative regimes
and constitutions, strengthening the position of foreign
financial and economic interests, misleading world public
opinion and encouraging the systematic influx of foreign
immigrants while displacing, deporting and transferring
the indigenous inhabitants to other areas, and calls
upon those Powers to desist from such manceuvres;
14. Requests the Special Committee to apprise the
Security Council of developments in any Territory
examined by the Committee which may threaten international peace and security and to make any concrete
suggestions which may assist the Council in considering appropriate measures under the Charter of the
United Nations;
15. Invites the Special Committee, whenever it
considers it proper and appropriate, to recommend a
deadline for the accession to independence of each Territory in accordance with the wishes of the people and
the provisions of the Declaration ;
16. Invites the Special Committee to pay particular
attention to the small Territories and to recommend
to the General Assembly the most appropriate methods
and also the steps to be taken to enable the populations

of those Territories to exercise fully the right to selfdetermination and independence ;
17. Requests the Special Committee to continue
to perform its tasks and to seek suitable means for the
immediate and full implementation of the Declaration
in all Territories which have not yet attained independence;
18. Requests the Secretary-General to promote,
through the various organs and agencies of the United
Nations, the continuous and large-scale publicizing of
the Declaration and of the work of the Special Committee, in order that world opinion may be sufficiently
aware of the situation in the colonial Territories and
of the continuing struggle for liberation waged by the
colonial peoples ;
19. Requests the Secretary-General to continue to
provide the Special Committee with all the financing
and facilities necessary for the implementation of its
mandate;
20. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of
its twenty-second session an item entitled "Activities
of foreign economic and other interests which are
impeding the implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and
Territories under Portuguese domination and in all
other Territories under colonial domination".
1492nd plenm·y meeting,
13 December 1966.
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Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colon ia I Countr ies and Peop les:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Decloration on the Granting of Independence to Colonia I
Countries and Peoples (continued)
90. The PRESIDENT: The Assembly will now resume
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91. Before I call on the first speaker on the list, I
should like to inform Members of the Assembly that
unless the Assembly decides otherwise, we shall proceed as follows: we have more than twenty speakere
inscribed for the general debate. and also we shall have
a draft resolution before the plenary this afternoon.

On the other hand, it has to be admitted that,
after the vigorous impetus of the first years. when a
large number of colonial peoples won independence
and joined our ranks, the process of independence
has slowed down to a halt. In the general part of the
Special Committee's report we read:

92. Those representatives who wish to speak in the
general debate when the resolution is before the Assembly will be able also to co-operate in making their
observations, if they wish, on the resolution. After
consultations with delegations and particularly in view.
of the great importance of item 23. I have agreed that
if certain Members wish to make some general observations on the item when they speak on the draft resolution they will also have the opportunity to do so.

"At the beginning of its work in 1966, many members of the Special Committee expressed the feeling
that progress in the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples has fallen far short of the
expectations aroused by its adoption nearly six:
years ago." [A/6300/Rev.l, chap. 1, para. 310.]

93. After we have heard all the speakers in this
manner, we shall proceed to listening to those delegations wishing to explain their vote before the vote.
94. At this stage. however, I should like to suggest
Monday, 12 December, at noon. as the time-limit for
the submission of new proposals or amendments under
this item.
95. If there is no objection to the procedure I have
explained, I shall take it that the General Assembly
approves of these suggestions.

It was so deoided.
96. Mr. MOD (Hungary) (translated from French): It
has become a tradition-not only an appropriate but
also a very valuable one-for the General Assembly,
after a whole year of hard work by the Special Committee and two months of debate in the Fourth Committee. to meet in plenary session to examine the
situation regarding the attainment of the objectives
laid down in the 1960 Declaration and confirmed and
enlarged upon, year after year in further re solutions.
J

97, The first question I want to deal with refers to
the balance-sheet for the year that has elapsed since
the last session of the General Assembly. ThiS is the
balance-sheet which should serve as a basiS for
evaluating the work done and deciding what has still
to be done.

98. The picture of the situation has two aspects. On
the one hand. we have to accept as an undeniable fact
that we have made a thorough analysis and denounced
in the United Nations the nature and practices of
colonialism and neo-colonialism. We have made a
detailed analysis of the actiVities of the international
monopolies in three territories of capital importance: South West Africa, Southern Rhodesia and the
Portuguese colonies. We have drawn therefrom the
logical conclusion that the activities of these foreign
interests constitute one of the greatest obstacles hindering the peoples of these territories from exercising their inalienable right to national independence.
We have pointed out many of the links of the "Unholy
Alliance", as well as other aspects of neo -colonialism.
We have condemned them and we have invited certain
Powers opposing the abolition of the colonial system to
put an end to their nefarious activities and to implement the resolutions of the General Assembly~.

Mr. Khalaf (Iraq). Vice-President, took the Chs.1r.

99.

100. It is a sad but undeniable fact that in the terri~ories of capital importance, in southern Africa, apart
from the lack of progress, last year there Was a definite deterioration in the situation-for example, in
Southern Rhodesia. In other words, the balance-sheet
debits exceed the credits. The debit balance reSUlting
is not merely a serious statement of fact here; it has
cost the lives of hundreds of thousands of innocent
people, women, children and old people who, had the
situation taken a different turn, might have still been
alive and some of them would ultimately have joined
us here as representatives of some new State.
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When we look for the reasons for the halt in
progress, we are motivated not merely by scientific
curiosity or abstract politics. The blood of millions
of innocent people falls upon those at whom world pUblic opinion points an accusing finger.
101.
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102. The reasons for the maintenance at all costs of
the colonial system may be classified in three groups.
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103. Firstly, the Special Committee's reports have
analysed the activities of foreign monopolies in three
territories of decisive importance. The three reports
point to the same conclusions: international monopolies
convert the sweat and blood of the colonial peoples into
"the language" of milliards of dollars, pounds sterling
and West German marks. Certain countries are pecuniarily interested in maintaining colonial conditions.
The first group of reasons, therefore. is economic.
104. Secondly, the second group of arguments favouring the maintenance of colonial conditions is political:
Portugal affirms: "We are one single nation With our
overseas provinces". The fascists of South Africa and,
tacitly but effectively backed by the British, IanSmith,
the fascist rebel of Southern Rhodesia, declare: "We
are predestined to govern the inferior black rat:e".
The United Kingdom tells the world: "We support the
Government of the Federation in the interests of the
people of Southern Arabia" and goes on to explain:
"The sovereignty of Mauritius and the Seychelles is
not infringed by our having detached the 'British
Indian Ocean Territory' for Anglo-American military
purposes". "In the long run we are preparing the
population of the island of Guam for American nationality", a United states Senator declared with regard to
the island that has been converted into an aircraftcarrier for American aggression in Viet-Nam.
105. All these allegations-and I have quoted only a
few examples as an "inalienable right" of the co10nialists the violation of the sovereign right of other
peoples or of a majority and to declare the mainte-
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nance of the status quo as a political right. As can
be seen, the second group of reasons is political.
106. The third group of reasons is strategic or
militarY. One of the important features of the presentday world is that it has shrunk because of the expansion of transport and communications and of military
technology. That is why colonial territories are part
and parcel of the "global" military policy of the colonial Powers.
107. South Africa, South West Africa and the Portuguese colonies in southern Africa can justly be compared to an international military fortress; the small
islands and the lesser colonial territories are a veritable superstructure of Anglo-American global strategy. Here are a few examples, taken at random, of
the use made of some territories: Ascension-attack
made in 1964 against the Democratic Republic of the
Congo; Guam-aggression against Viet-Nam; Adenaggression against the Arab countries; Angola and
Mozambique-numerous acts of aggression against the
neighbouring independent African countries (Tanzania,
Zambia, Demooratic Republic of the Congo and
Malawi).
lOB. Before drawing a conclusion from this, I would
like to point out that, in order to avoid being controvers i aI, I have only quoted examples that have a beari~g
on actual past events, soasnottobe charged with talking about "theoretical" dangers. What is more, I do not
claim any copyright and I leave the formulation of a
conclusion to the author of a pamphlet issued by the
British Institute for Strategic Studies on 26 March
1966 who writes:

"British bases and commitments in Southern
Arabia and the Persian Gulf help to promote
Western influence in the Middle East and to deter
any local belligerence .•. They help to keep open a
strategic route to British positions in the Indian
Ocean and South-East Asia, and may thus be said
to contribute to the containment of any advance by
a communist Power into those areas. But their
primary purpose is to sa,feguard the flow of Middle
East oil, to prevent or check conflict in their own
immediate area and to provide a base for British
military intervention in other areas close at hand."
[A/6300, part Il, para. 323.]
The third reason is thus the maintenance of military
domination, of the "global" strategy of aggression
against the Third World and the socialist countries.
109. The three 'causes I have just described form.
the principal feature of the forces which are preventing the abolition of the colonial system.
110. From whatever angle we examine colonialism,
we find foreign interests pocketing profits, racist
r~gimes and those who make political profit out of
them, the forced labour system in the Portuguese
colonies and those who have an interest in maintaining it, the aggressive network of military bases and
those whose armed forces use these bases.
111. There are three conclusions here which immediately strike one: all this has beencreatedagainst
national independence and progress-to ensure the
maintenance of the status quo; all this definitely
serves to maintain the material, political or military
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interests of a group of industrially developed countries; and, lastly, this state of affairs has no basis
in international law and is founded on the use of brute
force.

112. The members of the group struggling to maintain colonialism have two important characteristics
in common: they are. one way or another, individually
or collectively, military allies of the United States.
They live in the social system of capitalism, which is,
historically speaking, the creator and, nowadays, the
bastion of colonialism. Those are the facts.
113. Although the distribution of roles, the dramatis
personae, has remained the same as time goes on,
the methods followed in the interest of maintaining
domination have become more varied and more subtle.
I feel that, before tackling the question of the tasks to
be accomplished, a few words should also be said of
the methods employed.
114. At the moment, the territories which have not
yet attained independence consist of the bloc in
southern .Africa and of the numerous islands scattered
over the oceans and a few less important territories.
At the same time, the anti-colonialist forces have
recently expanded well beyond the geographical boundaries of the eXisting colonial territories. I am referring to the indepEm~ent countries ~f Asia, Africa and
Latin America and to the socialist countries, as well
as to the regional organizations, the international conferences and their pe'rmanent organs. A leading personality of the African continent, a man of international
authority. the Presidentofthe Republic of Zambia, said
in an address to th,e General Assembly on 15 November
1966:
"My Government and people have not been preoccupied with stability and progress for Zambia
alone. We are conscious and mindful of our international obligations not only as a member of the
United Nations, but also as a participant in other
international and regional organizations which together form, in our view, a huge complex machinery
for the preservation of stability, peace and security
the world over, and for the promotion of genuine
understanding. co-operation and :progress in the international community." [1464th meeting, p. 6.]
115. Similar importantprogresshasbeenmade within
the colonial territories through the growth of nationalliberation movements and fronts. International law is
constantly being enriched by the recognition of the
legitimacy of the moral and material assistance given
to this struggle, to mention only these essential quasilegislative functions of the General Assembly.
116. This is the changed situation to which the new
strategy of the forces of colonialism has to adapt itself. I shall refer only to a few of its elements, those
that are most typical. I shall classify them under one
common denominator, namely, the fundamental rights
and interests of the colonial pecples which the colonial
Powers attack by this means. In this enumeration 1
shall proceed from the particular to the general.
11 i. The offensive itself is directed against the
personal living conditions of the majority of the inhabitants of the colonial territory, as can be seen,
for instance, from the system of forced production
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of coffee and sugar in the Portuguese territories. In
defiance of the Charter, the Universal Declaration of
Human R'ights and of all international instruments concerning the rights of man, it is directed against the
rights and the human dignity of each of the inhabitants
of the colonies. The President of Zambia, in his speech
already quoted, put it quite correctly when he said:
"In Rhodesia, a lunatic fringe has taken over the
administration; more than four million people are
held as hostages; the Smith regime can mete out any
measures to Africans: detain, restrict, imprison with
impunity. World reaction, partiCUlarly that of certain
Western Powers, shows little or no understanding. If
they understand, then they show little or no inclination to take as positive a stand as that taken during
the incident in Kisangani in 1964. Are 200,000 white
people better citizens of Rhodesia than the four mil.,.
lion black people?
"Are we to believe now that human rights are indivisible, except in southern Africa? Are we to accept that equality, of human beings before law is
true, but not in southern Africa?" [1464th meeting,
pp. 28-30.]
118. The offenSive is directed against the majority
inside the country and its collective interestsj it may
take the form of overt oppression, as in South Africa
or Southern Rhodesia, orofthe imposition on the population of a puppet government that is not at all representative, as, for instance, in Aden. It is, therefore,
directed against the political and economic independence of the colonial territory.
119. It is directed against the military independence
of the colonial territory, either by the enforced installation of military bases, as in Guam, Aden, etc., or by
the dismemberment of a national territory, as in the
case of Mauritius and the Seychelles islands. It is
directed, therefore. against the unity of the colonial
territory.
120. Lastly, it is directed-remember my reference
to the "Unholy Alliance It -against the unity of Afric a as
a continent. And this· is being done -as I ha ve already
pointed out and I could even quote Salazar himselfby adopting the slogan which fascism discredited in the
Second World War: the defence of Western civilization,
or, as President Kaunda so pertinently remarked:
"An appeal to race superiority, to the concepts of
master and slave, and of Christian and heathen,
Western civilization and its undefined opposite-all
these form rallying-points in the maintenance of the
status-quo in that area." [1464th meeting, p. 17.]
That is what the colonialists are doing-individually,
if that seems more appropriate, or in overt or covert
co-operation, if they feel that is more suitable-as
witness the relations of Smith with South Africa and
Portugal.
121. NATO is the military organ and the symbol of
this activity, with its wealth of new subtleties, which
is called neo-colonialism.
122. I am sincerely sorry that the events of these last
few days compel me to pause in giving expression to
my thoughts. We are all aware of what is going on at
the moment in Southe rn Rhode sia and around that territory. It is regrettable, but, after all, logical, that the

events of these last days provide proof of all the assertions made in my speech. Mr. Wilson, Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom, has assured Smith
in advance that he would not use force against him.
Fortified by this assurance and certain of the support
of South Africa and Portugal, Smith is defying the
British Government which, on the one hand, is prevented from taking strong action by the powerful United
Kingdom monopolies and, on the other hand, wants to do
nothing which might irritate one of the most important
of its economic and tr ading partners, the Republic of
South Africa., There you have striking new evidence
against neo-colonialism and an outstanding refutation
of any bogus indignation.
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123. It is not respect for the rights of man, for the
noble ideals of the General Assembly's resolutions or
of world opinion, but the inexhaustible lust for profit
and political and military domination over other
peoples which is the driving force behind the scenes.
124. I believe that we all agree that the process of
deco10nization has reached a very difficult and very
complicated phase. Let us take the smaller territorie s;
application of the fundamental principles is not quite
the same in Southern Rhodesia with its 4 million inhabitants as in an island with a popUlation of only a few
thousand and which is, at the same time, part of an
archipelago.
125. Moreover, a relatively new situation has arisen
also inside the, world Organization. Since the 1960
Declaration was adopted, the General Assembly has
done an enormous job. May I add that that is not simply
due to the changed membership of the Assembly, although it was a primary condition for the adoption of
correct resolutions, In this connexion, may I mention
how glad we are to see these changes continuing this
very day when we welcome Barbados to our membership. Having said that, Ibelievethatthe great majority
in the General Assembly will agree with me when I say
that the Special Committee, too, deserves the greatest
praise both from within and from outside the United
Nations.
126. We must, however, accept the situation as it is,
because only in such case can we find proper solutions,
To complete the picture. however, we must not forget
what I said at the outset, namely, that the process of
decolonization has been slowed down. I have endeavoured in my speech to establish some of the most
important reasons for this slow-down.
12'7. Before formUlating my suggestions for certain
tasks that await us, I would like to describe briefly
the existing situation. First, the situation within the
United Nations, which contains two fundamental
factors.
128. On the one hand, the General Assembly. Year
after year the Assembly adopts appropriate resolutions
on each particular item. Taken separately, the resolutions provide, year after year, an analysis of the
situation in the particular colonial territories and
define the tasks to be accomplished. Subsequently,
however, the parties more directly concerned. on
whom succes s in execution depends, sabotage. also
year after year the implementation of the resolutions,
arguing that the resolutions of the General Assembly
have the character of recommendations.
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129. The other factor in the work ofthe United Nations
is the Security CounciL The number of colonial questions discussed by the Security Council increases from
year to year. The tone of the resolutions grows
stronger from year to year. In the case of Southern
Rhodesia, for instance, we have now reached the level
of a partial embargo.
130. Outside the United Nations, however, because
of enormous moral pressure, the colonialists find
themselves obliged to pursue quasi-clandestine operations. Nevertheless, we have not yet managed to get
to the root of the evil in the "difficult" territories.
131. In these circumstances, and because of the
numerous implications of the question, I think it a
good idea to affirm in principle that we must begin
by discussing urgently the mqst important aspects of
the problem. On the basis of the foregoing, my delegation is of the opinion that the General Assembly
should bear the following considerations in mind.
132. Firstly, there exists in southern Africa a compiex which is resisting the pressure of the times and
which, some years ago, was dubbed the "Unholy Alliance". 'The time has come to consider, from both
the political and the military and economic standpoints, not only its separate members but also the
whole combination with all its characteristics. To
this end, it would be appropriate to ask the Special
Committee to stUdy this complex, both from the angle
of its internal political, economic and military relations and also from that of its external relations.
133. When a very important question is involved the
members of this alliance always act together. We, too,
should examine them from this angle. It would be a
good idea to ask the Secretariat to start immediately
preparing the documentation needed for such a study,
134. Secondly, the Special Committee has already
studied the operations of the international monopolies
in three territories. The results of this stUdy are at
our disposal. I think that by proceeding, in this connexion also, from the particular to the general-as we
certainly will do on the basis of the Special Committee's recommendations-we may uncover a number of
new elements which will facilitate our later work. A
study of the general operations of the international
monopolies in the colonies would, therefore, be a
proper and necessary step.
135. Thirdly, still on the basis of the considerations
mentioned, and regarding the examination of the tasks
in a different field, I would like to quote operative·
paragraph 14 of resolution 2105 (XX) adopted at the
last session of the General ASl;embly:
"The General Assembly,
"Requests the Secretary-General to take all necessary measures to promote the large-scale dissemination of the Declaration and of the work of the
Special Committee, in order that world opinion may
be sufficiently informed of the serious threat to
peace posed by colonialism and apartheid, and calls
upon all administering Powers to co-operate with
the Secretary-General in his efforts."
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136. I think that the resolution is fairly clear. Accordingly, I would, on the one hand, like to make an
observation and, on the other, submit a request.
137. First, the observation: one of the important
characteristics of the United Nations is that it is an
international forum in the general sense and, from the
standpoint of the agenda, the most important international forum of the anti-colonial1st struggle. That
means, in other words, that it provides an immense
international forum for the representatives of the
national-liberation movements. The important point
about this forum is that the world Press assures
enormous publicity for United Nations proceedings and,
besides, the resolutions adopted become important
moral assistance weapons for national-liberation
struggles. Lastly, and this is the la st element in the
observation, the United Nations discharges its task
only if it, too, does everything possible to ensure
that-as the resolution provides-world opinion is
sufficiently informed on the important aspects of its
proceedings. Further, the paragraph quoted from the
resolution is also addressed to the competent department of the Organization-naturally, through the intermediary of the Secretary-General.
138. My request-one which my delegation submitted
once, in part, to the Fourth Committee but which received no reply-is the follOWing: my delegation officially and formally requests the Secretal'y-General to
instruct the Office of Public Information to present to
the General Assembly, as early as possible during the
discussion, a detailed report on the application of
paragraph 14 of resolution 2105 (XX) andon the means
envisaged in this connexion.
139. Fourthly, my last suggestion refers to the work
of the Security Council. I think, in the first place, that
it is not enough for it to follow the work of the General
Assembly. I feel sure that the majority in the General
Assembly agrees that, in the south of the African continent, it is not only the individual members of the
Unholy Alliance, but also the whole complex which
threatens peace on the African continent and, therefore, international peace and security. Moreover, this
state of affairs will sooner or later reach the point
where not only certain aspects of the colonial system
but also the very existence of colonialism will threaten
peace and security. It can, at the same time, be noted
that by itself the General Assembly is n.ot going to defeat the colonialists. The Security Council, the only
United Nations body which is authorized to use force,
must associate itself more actively than hitherto with
the anti-colonialist struggle. I therefore recommend
proposing to the Security Council on the one hand, to
examine, not only from the standpoint of the topical
questions raised on specific occasions but in a general
and systematic manner, the situation in the territories
where peace and security are threatened and, furthermore, to draw conclusions, proceedin.g from the particular to the general, for instance, in the case of the
Unholy Alliance. A proper and complete examination
could lead to a series of well-considered enforcement
measures that might break the resistance of the last
bastions of colonialism.
140. In conclusion, I wish to express mydelegation's
extreme appreciation to the Special Committee,' its
sub-committees and all those who have assisted them
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in their work. For our part, we approve the conclusions
and the recommendations of the Special Committee on
the particular territories and on the general questions.
141. We are convinced that, on the basis of the just
resolutions of the General Assembly, the Special Committee will next year accomplish even more effective
work. On our part, we have endeavoured in this statement to suggest a few ideas that will contribute to the
success of its future work.
142. Mr. BUSHNYAK (Czechoslovak Socialist Republic) (translated from Russian): The Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples which was adopted by the fifteenth session of
the General Assembly and the implementation ofwhich
we are discussing here, is undoubtedly one of the
most important documents of the United Nations. The
Declaration is based on the fact that colonialism, as
the crudest form of exploitation of entire peoples, is
one of the most shameful and most anachronistic
phenomena of the twentieth century, a century in
which there opened up before mankind previously
unimaginable prospects of scientific and technological
revolution and of penetration into outer space, prospects of radical social and· cultural changes and of
the realization of new relationships between nations
and peoples.
143. The extent to which colonialist regimes have
compromised themselves and are condemned by the
widest circles of world public opinion and by all
peoples is clearly confirmed by the fact that not a
single colonial Power felt it possible to raise its
voice against the adoption of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples and that-possibly with the exception of
Portugal only-all the metropolitan countries found
it necessary-though only in theory-to agree to
recognize the lawful rights of peoples to self-determip.ation and independence.·
144. The fact that has to be regarded as disturbing
is that, in spite of the definite Demand in the Declaration for bringing to a speedy and unconditional end
colonialism in all its forms and manifestations, six
years after the adoption of the Declaration the twentyfirst session of the General Assembly has to discuss
the problem of decolonization with even greater insistence than in previous years.
145. It is an actual fact-one of which we are all
witnesses-that in a number of countries on our planet
there are millions of people liVing who have never
known what it is to be free and independent, have never
had an opportunity of exercising their right to sel£determination. And all this is happening in spite of
the fact that the whole contemporary international
community, figuratively speaking, is riddled with
solemn international undertakings and lofty declarations about the freedom and dignity of man, that the
United Nations exists and operates, and that there is
a United Nations Charter and a Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples.

146. Southern Rhodesia, the apartheid policy operated
by the RepUblic of South Africa, South West Africa,
Angola, so-called Portuguese Guinea, Mozambique,
Aden, Oman and a number of other territories are

---"-----------

now merely classical terms in all our discussions on
the problem of decolonization which, in concentrated
form, express the whole intensity and fightfulness of
crude colonialist oppression and exploitation.
147. In the south of the African continent, more
especially, the racist and colonialist regimes which
control extensive geographical areas with millions
of African inhabitants are continUing to intensIfy their
opposition to the process of decolonization. Their
attitude to the Declaration, to the efforts ofthe United
Nations and to the deciSions which we are adopting
here, shows merely their contempt for the United
Nations, its purposes and programme. Last year
these regimes established and strengthened their
links with one another and helped one another by openly
boycotting United Nations decolonization measures.
Their increasing economic and political link-up in the
south of the African continent creates a real danger
of the formation of an alliance of colonial1st and racist
regimes ready to wage a fight not only to stop decolonization in Africa but even to turn in the direction
of re-colonizing previously dependent territories.
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148. The General Assembly has a sufficient amount
of material at its disposal confirming this conclusion.
At this sel3sio,n Portugal has once again declared that
it will not grant independence to the African colonies
under its rule and refuses to implement General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). Smith recently asserted
that the racist regime will fight to the end for its
existence and the RepUblic of South Africa has also
blatantly refused to end the policy of apartheid and
attempts to annex the Territory of South West Africa.
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150. The United Nations cannot do other than take
account of the great importance of this fact. The demand for a ~ealistic approach to the situation in this
part of the world, appropriately named "Africa south
of the Zambezi", makes it necessary for the United
Nations to mUltiply its efforts and achieve definitive
co-ordination of actions and measures, which would
result in ending this intolerable state of affairs. The
Security Council, in particular, can and ought to play
an important role in this direction.

151. A specific feature ofthe hold-up in implementing
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples at this stage is the
fact that the States stubbornly opposing the elimination
of colonialism do not consist only of the metropolitan
countries but that ever greater activity is being shown
also by other Powers, which are formally standing
in the background but which wholeheartedly support a
colonialist policy-Powers, without whose support this
policy and the vestiges of the colonialist system would
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149. It is, moreover, oommon knowledge that it is
not a question merely of declarations, since these
regimes are implementing the policy in practice in
the form of specific repressive actions, extraordinary
measures, accentuated colonialist terror and the
strengthening and development of a system of racial
discrimination. In Africa, in fact,a front of reactionary, colonialist and racist forces is being created
whose programme actually consists in using force to
suppress the national-liberation movement, thereby
creating a constant threat to international peace and
security.
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long ago have finally collapsed. The widespread and
essentially aggressive alliance of Western Powers
forms a rear-guard for the colonialist and racist
regimes on which they can fUlly rely in their military
and strategic plans.
152. Decolonization is an integral part of the development of mankind on the path of progress, equality of
rights and the estal;llishment of friendly relations between peoples and is a condition of their free life, as
stated in the preamble to the Declaration. It is in this
context that we have to consider the policy of the
colonizers and all those who support them.
153. With your permission I would like to cite a few
examples to indicate the groupings which. even here
in our Organization, are fQrmed when questions connected with the elimination of colonialism are
discussed,
154. A group of the following States: Australia, New
Zealand, Portugal, South Africa, the United Kingdom
and the United States of America. voted last year
against resolution 2105 (XX), in which the twentieth
session of the General Assembly stated its position
on the question we are discussing and whose original
sponsors were, almost without exception, States with
the bitterest experience of colonialist enslavement.
still another episode that once again offered telling
evidence of this confraternity occurred on 23 May
1966 in the Security Council during the vote on the
African States' draft resolution in Southern Rhodesia,
It was on this very occasion that the Western alliance
prevented the adoption of the important draft resolution tabled by Mali, Nigeria and Uganda. V A characteristic feature of the African sessionofthe Committe·e
of Twenty-Four was that, in the voting on the draft
resolutions regarding decolonizations, the United
States delegation supported only one out of the seven
drafts adopted-and that was a draft with which even
the Administering Authority itself had agreed at that
session.
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157. A number of colonial and aggressive wars have
been waged with the full support of NATO. The NATO
Treaty is arbitrarily motivated by the doctrine that
any sllccess gained by the national-liberation movement represents a threat to its military and strategic
positions and it treats colonies as a kind of economic
and military rear base for the conduct of aggressive
and interventionist acts of Violence, directed against
peoples who are fighting for their liberation.
158. It cannot be sufficiently stressed that the United
States, for instance, uses its colonial territories in
the Pacific for waging an aggressive warin Viet-Nam.
159. The Declaration is also not being implemented
in this sense that the Western Powers refuse to give
effect to the measures set forth in the specific resolutions adopted by our Organization in implementation
of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) or on individual colonial questions. The United Kingdom, in
partiCUlar, bears a serious responsibility towards the
United Nations and the whole world for its systematic
manreuvring and its evasiveness in implementing the
resolutions of the United Nations, thus, infact, directly
helping to create a second racist regime in Africa.
160. Another serious circumstance is the non-implementation of United Nations measures regarding South
Africa, Southern Rhodesia and Portugal'by the United
States, the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of
Germany and other States. Particularly dangerous for
the future development of the situation inAfrica is the
increasing economic and military co-operation of the
Federal Republic of Germany with the racist regimes
in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia and with the
Salazar regime in Portugal. The Western States are
even urging the Federal Republic of Germany to carry
out this policy, a continuation of the traditions of
German colonialism. on the assumption that the
Federal Republic of Germany, as a State which is not a
Member of the United Nations, will escape criticism
and action by the latter.

155. This is precisely where the answer must be
sought to the question: why is the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples not being implemeilted? Rere I would
like to stress the point that this is not just a question
of a voting attitude or of expressing specific points .
of view, but of the confraternity of the oolonialists
and their protectors that is determined also by the
quantity and the types of arms being supplied, the
financial and economic assistance given, the capital
investments made, the material supplies furnished
and. above all, unfor:tunately I the indescribable sufferings and the lives of the enslaved colonial peoples.

161. The States mentioned are helping the monopollsts
to increase their investments in the colonies, to grab
the natural wealth and exploit local manp.0wer in the
most flagrant fashion. There is ev~ry ground for
asserting that economic and financial interests are the
reason why the United States of America, the United
Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and othe!
Western Powers·· are interested in maintaining the
colonial system in Africa, in the south of the Arabian
Peninsula and in other places. The activity of foreign
monopolies in coloni.al countries has become the.main
obstacle to the progress of peoples on the path to
freedom and independence.

156. In this connexion I cannot but refer, for examplE}.
to the evidenoe and information brought to the notice
of the Committee of Twenty-Four during its meetings
in Algel'ia by petitioners from the Portuguese colonies
and a former office of the Portuguese colonial army,
which could not fail to evoke feelings of horror at the
shameless way in which colonial wars are being waged
at the present time, They were really shocking evidence of our times.

162. One of the principal conditions for consistent
decolonization is also the abolition of all military bases
on colonial territories. We consider that there is no
longer any need to prove here how well-founded this
requirement is. The question is clear, and this was
proved both by the twentieth session of the United,
Nations General Assembly and by the Committee of
Twenty-Four, There is no need to comment in detail
on the purposes for which military bases in Aden,
Guam and other territories have been and are still
being used or on the way in which intervention was
practised in the Congo .

.:Y Official Records of the Security Council. TwentY-first year. SUp:
. plement for April. May and June 196~. document S(l285/Add,l.
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163. The theory has been fully confirmed that colonialism is unthinkable without a colonial al'my and
without military bases. All the more alarming, therefore, is it to be told that the number of military bases
in colonial territories has not only not decreased but
that, in a number of cases, existing bases are even
being expanded and new ones also are being built.

170. The fact that the existence of colonialism is
based on the constant use of force and continuous
aggression against the oppressed peoples of the
colonies fully entitles the latter to resort to selfdefence by evel'y means, inclUding armed struggle,
which should give them the right to self-determination
and independence.

164. ,Particularly dangerous, too, are the attempts
that are more and more frequently being made by
Western Powe:rs, even after the granting of formal
independence, to secure for themselves the further
continuance of bases by means of "defence agreements"-unequal agreements that are concluded while
colonialist conditions still prevaiL

171. This right of peoples still living under colonialist
domination has again found expression in the resolution
of the present General Assembly sessionon the prohibition of the use of force in international relations and
respect for the principle of self-determination of
peoples-this time with a direct reference to the United
Nations Charter.

165. The twenty-first session of the United Nations
General Assembly must resolutely condemn these
attempts to impose an outsider's will upon peoples
which have not yet attained full independence and
recommend the Committee of Twenty-Four to make a
thorough study of the problem of military bases on
colonial territories and work out measures for the
speediest possible implementation of the provisions of
paragraph 12 of General Assembly resolution 2105

172. Resolution 2160 (XXI) of the current session, to
which I have just referred, has again affirmed the
right of peoples under colonial rule to exercise their
right to self-determination and independence and the
right of every nation, large or small, to choose freely
and without any external interference its political,
social and economic system.

(XX).

166. I consider it necessary also to draw attention to
the fact that recently the metropolitan territories have
shown an increasing tendency to establish in colonial
territories, by means' of the most varying forms of
colonial self-government and semi-self-government,
unrepresentative regimes designed to maintain the dependence of the territories on the metropolitan country,
even after formal independence has been granted.
167. Statements recently made by the United Kingdom
in the Fourth Committee about the Aden questionhave
failed to dispel doubts and fears that the administering
Power will continue, in the future also, to carry out its
plans to convert Aden and other parts of South Arabia
into a nea-colonial formation which would enable it to
retain its position of military and politi~al domination.
168. The 1966 discussions in the Fourth Committee
have stressed the need for paying proper attention to
all the neo-colonialist manceuvres, both as regards
circumventing resolution 1514 (XX) by setting up ,dependent, though formally independent regimes, and also
as regal'ds the activities of foreign monopolies and
finance capital that creates a material basis for neocolonialist dependence and subordination and for the
establishment and maintenance of military bases and
the violation by force of the territorial integrity of
colonial countries.
169. The United Nations General Assembly, which
has described colonialism, apartheid and all manifestations of racial discrimination as a threat to international peace and security and a crime against humanity, dl'ew an important logical conclusion when it
recognized the legitimacy of the struggle of peoples
suffering under the colonial yoke to attain self-determination and independence and when it called on States
to extend to the national-liberation movement every
kind of material and moral assistance.

Litho in U.N.

173. On that basis, and with referenceto the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, as well as to the Declaration on
non-interference, the present session of the General
Assembly has formulated an important thesis, namely,
that any direct or indirect coercive action, which deprives peoples under foreign domination of their right
to self-determination, freedom and independence, and
also their right freely to determine their political
status and carry 'out their economic, social and cultural development, constitutes an infringement of
the United Nations Charter. In this context, too, it
will be necessary in future to analyse in every specific fashion all the actions of the colonialists and of
those who support them.
174. The delegation of Czechoslovakia feels bound,
in conclusion, to say a few words about the Committee of Twenty-Four. We believe that it is a really
business-like body which has done much useful work.
At its African session, especially, held in May and
June 1966, it adopted a number of important decisions
which must be given all possible support [A/6300,
chap. V (part 1), paras. 649-676]. And, although the
CzechOSlovak Socialist Republic is not a member of the
Committee, it will continue in future also to follow
its work attentively and, within the limits ofits possibilities, to collaborate in its work.
175. Permit me, in concluding my statement, to assure this plenary meeting of our Organization that the
struggle for the speediest and complete elimination of
coloni~lism will continue in future also to be one of
the main component parts of Czechoslovakia's foreign
policy and that our country, in uccordance with all its
activities, will in future also support in every way the
struggle of all oppressed peoples for their emancipation from the colonial yoke, and for consistent respect
for the right of peoples to self-determination and
independence.

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 23
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonlc] Countries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples {continued}
23. The PRESIDENT: Before calling on those representatives whose names are inscribed on the list, I
shall give the floor to the representative of Sierra
Leone to introduce a draft resolution.
24. Mr. Collier (Sierra Leone): On behalf of the cosponsors of the draft resolution contained in document
A/L.506, I have been asked to make a few comments
by way of introduction. Before I begin, however, I
should like to draw attention to the fact that Iraq has
now joined the list of eo-sponsors, and I feel sure that
many other delegations will wish to add their names
by the time we have concluded consideration of this
item. The eo-sponsors are now the following: Afghanistan, Algeria, Ethiopia, India, Iraq, Ivory Coast,
Kuwait, Liberia, Mauritania, Sierra Leone, Syria,
United Republic of Tanzania and Yugoslavia.
25. This draft resolution covers fairly comprehensively the stage which this debate on colonialism has
now reached. As may be seen clearly from the paragraphs of the preamble, many resolutions have been
adopted on this subject, and these paragraphs draw
attention to specific resolutions which have been
adopted covering various aspects of the problem. But
the particular authority for this draft resolution is to
be found in the report of the Special Committee [A/
6300/Rev. 1] which is now before us. This report
covers the work of the Special Committee during the
past year. It is true that specific draft resolutions
will come before the General Assembly covering
various items on the agenda of the Special Committee
on colonialism, but this draft is a comprehensi.ve document covering the whole area of operation, and I believe that it is important because it deals with certain
fundamental principles connected with this problem
and draws the attention of the General Assembly to
the questions confronting the task of decolonization
and the solutions which, we think, will bring such
problems to an end.
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26. The most important factor, to which we have
drawn attention in the preamble, is that six yeurs after
the adoption of the Declaration on the Granting of Iudependence to Colonial Countries ami Peoples, we still
find colonialism rampant. It is from this fad that wt'
proceed, in the draft resolution, to draw attention to
the reasons for this situation. This has been done
parttcularly in the operative paragraphs, and here I
would quote paragraph 6:
"Declares that the continuation of colonial rule
threatens international pence and security and that
the practtce of ~artheid, as well as nll forms of
racial discriminntion, constitutes a crime against
humanity".
27. This is an important new element which we are
bringing out at this time because, as has been stated
during the course of the debates. coloninltsm hus
reached certain dimensions of which this world Organization should take full note. The time has come when
the inter-national community should develop n consensus on this question which would define colonialism as
it really is: a crime against humanity. This is particularly significant at this time when the world body,
is another place, is concerned with the question of
Rhodesiu-c-another element of colonialism. the element
which has racialism in it, quite apart from the tradttional type of colonialism. Therefore. we have introduced this aspect of the problem in paragraph 6.
28. We have introduced a new element. which is to be
found in operative paragraph 15 and reads as follows:
"Invites the Special Committee. whenever it considers it proper and appropriate, to recommend a
deadline for the accession to independence of each
Territory ... "
We believe that, in the general context of continued
colonialism, the time has come when the Special Committee should be in a position to recommend deadline
dates for independence. We believe that this can be
done, and we think that. it is a task to which the Special
Committee should address itself.
29. The draft resolution contains many proposals
which we have adopted before, and the Assembly should
have little difficulty in adopting these recommendations
now. For example. we have emphasized the fact that in
the southern part of Africa today we have this "unholy
alliance" of Portugal, South Africa and Southern
Rhodesia, establishing a kind of bulwark on that part
of the continent against progress; and by this conduct
they are jeopardizing international peace. This aspect
of the question has been referred to in previous resolutions and we have repeated it here, this time with
added emphasis.
30. Another element of the utmost importance which
is contained in this draft refers to the part played
by financial interests and monopolies. We see the unfortunate situation of many countries. particularly
capitalist countries, supporting resolutions against
colonialism, but doing very little to prevent their
nationals from engaging in those activities which have
made colonialism possible and allowed it to thrive in
our times.
31. Thus we have set out in the operative paragraphs important provisions to prevent these prac....

ttces, We have also drawn attention to the useful role
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
could play in ull eviuting the Huffl'ringH of refugee» who
huvo to run away from thei r count rtes because of the
oppr-easion and unsatisfactory situations whtch colontnl ism hus l'l't.'att'd in those ter rttor-ir-s.
32. Wt' have also druwn attention to the fuct that therv
art' military buses existing in colonial tor rttortos
which should he dl smantl ed, As has been pointed out
before, those military bases, which urv someti me s
established in colonial te r rttor ics in tilt' name of the
military and so-called wo r ld-wide Inte i-est s of the big
Power s-etnterests. by the way, which very often do
not have much menning in the lives of the ter ritor-ies
on which those buses have been established-have often
been used as spr-ingbonrrts for attack against the ctttzens of these ter r itories who legtt imately seek to rid
thernsel vcs of coloninllsrn. We have druw.i attention
to that in operative paragraph 11, and i nd; I'd we arc
ruqucsttng the colonial Powers to dlsmantle those military bases.
33. We have also Included in this draft the important
principle. which indeed was approved la st year. that
atruggles for liberation are legitimate, that they should
be encouraged in every way and that the persons <.'n[;aged in them should bp regarded as worthy citizens
and patriots of their country legitimately engaged in
liquidating colonialism and freeing their countries
from pressure and cppres s ion,
34. Of course, Wl.' seek to have the mandate of the
Special Committee rem-wed in the draft resolution. WE.'
believe that the existence of the Special Committee on
colonialism has done very much for the provesa of
decoloniz at ion. It has been a very useful body which has
been keeping under dose scrutiny what has been happening in those territories.
35. We have also emphasized the Impo rtance of visits
outside Headquarters. We believe that these visits perform a very great service in dramatizing the involvement of the United Nations in practical solutions of
problems confronting this world body. It is all very well
to adopt resolutions. Many of them, unfortunately, do
not have much chance of implementation. But in the
area of colonialism much can be done, and indeed much
has already been done. We believe that this kind of
direct involvement in the areas where colonialism
exists serves as a source of inspiration to those persons engaged in struggles. We think that these visits
have proved their value. Thus we recommend that they
should be continued and that provision should be made
for that.
36. Finally, this draft resolution in fact contains nothing very new. All it seeks to do is to place in one resolution what we believe these problems to be and what
solutions can be recommended. We believe that, at the
stage which the debate has reached at the United
Nations, we should be able to seek new measures to
solve these unfortunately old problems-e-for example.
as I said before, the recognition that colonialism in all
its forms really belongs to the category of crimes
against humanity. We believe that these struggles, like
the struggles of patriots and liberation fighters, should
be recognized as being legitimate.
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37. We are also emphasizing the fact that coloniulf sm,
in its present odious manifestations, has very powerful
undertones of racism. We find this clique, this alliance,
this entente strongly established in the southern part
of Africa, in South Afr ica, Portugal and Southern
Rhodeaia. This alliance should be recognized for what
it is, and active steps should be taken to break it up.
38. We also recognize the fact that, were it not for the
practices and activities of monopolies and were it not
for the activities of those nationals in colonial Territories who pretend to be against colonialism, colonialism would not continue to be a cancer in the international community today.
We have brought out all those f'acts, and we hope
that all those delegations which have said on many
occasions how much they abhor colonialism in all its
forms and how very anxious they are to do all they can
to get rid of colonialism in our time will find no difficulty in supporting this draft resolution.
39.

40. The PHESIDENT: The draft resolution has been
introduced by the representative of Sierra Leone on
behalf of its sponsors. I wish to thank the sponsors
of the draft resolution for their co-operation in submitting it at an early stage of the debate. I consider
this to be very constructive co-operation because those
who wish to speak on the draft resolution during the
general debate will have before them the document on
which the Assembly may take action. I am also grateful
to them for being able to introduce this draft resolution
at this early stage and to explain its purposes.
41. I call on the representative of the United Republic of Tanzania, one of the sponsors of the draft
resolution, in further clartftcatton of the purposes of
the provisions of that draft.
42. Mr. MALECELA (United Hepublic of Tanzania):
Tanzania, as one of the eo-sponsor-s. wishes to make
a few comments on the draft resolution [A/L.506]
which has been introduced by the representative of
Sierra Leone. My delegation was gratified to note,
Mr. Prestdent , that you told us this morning that we
could make general comments on the draft resolution
as we went along, and my delegation will indeed do
that. I feel that if I were to comment on it paragraph
by paragraph, I would be repeutlng what has already
been said by the representative of Sierra Leone.
Nevertheless, in order to make absolutely clear the
whole picture concei ning the draft resolution, I shall
try, as far as I can in my short statement, to bring out
the true picture of the draft resolution.
43. It is now six years since the Declaration on the
Grunting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples was adopted in the Assembly, yet today, we
are still discussing the question of colonialism, simply
because certain Powers have refused to comply with
the provisions of that resolution. And indeed, as pointed out by the rcprcsentattve of Sierra Leone, we note
this fact in one of the preambular paragraphs.
44. My delegation wants to stress the urgent need ot
granting independence to colonial countries and peoples, and indeed the fulfilment of this responsibility
is extremely urgent in Africa and the world over. If
we are to be saved from the explosions that could lead
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to another world war, then decolonizatton has to be
completed now.
45. For centuries Africa has suffered under foretgn
domination and, indeed, exploitation. Today about 9nethird of Africa is still languishing under colonialism,
imperialism and racial humiliation. The enslavement
and abuses of Africa and the African people by the
colonialists, imperialists and racist regimes are as
intolerable as they are an affront to all mankind.
46. But let me emphasize once again that the people
of Africa have made a solemn decision. The Organization of African Unity and the freedom fighters of
such colonies have resolved to bring the continued
humiliation of Africa to an immediate end; and I must
say that this resolute desire is indeed endorsed by
resolution 1514 (XV), adopted by the General Assembly
and in fact recalled in one of the operative paragraphs
of our draft resolution. It is, however, not surprising'
that some colonial Powers are scared of the freedom
movement. But it must be clear to them that they are
fooling nobody but themselves by displaying the ostrich
mentality.
47. They can never succeed in hiding from the world
the wicked inhuman practices being perpetuated in the
colonies, which are being exposed by men of goodwill
and by the United Nations through the Committee of
Twenty-four. Let me, however, add that it is very disappointing to note that, even at this late hour, a small
but powerful minority of Members of this Organization
a re still practising colonialism and are conttnuing to
give moral, economic, military and other forms of
assistance to such inhuman and doomed regimes as
those of Salazur, Vorster and Smith. Indeed, again,
this point has been noted in our draft resolution. Needless to say, such Powers still continue to help Salaaar,
Vorster and Smith with economic and military material
to fight against the pr-inciples of human freedom and
human dignity. Let me here stress the role played by
the Western Powers. I know that some delegations here
will tell us that we are trying to be one-sided by making such references, but, nevertheless, the Committee
of Twenty-four has gathered ample evidence to prove
our case. That is why we have included this fact in our
draft resolution.
48. The Western Powers must understand that, by
supporting colonialism, they are indeed eroding the
very authority of the United Nations. We cannot continue to speak in terms of human rights; we cannot continue to adopt conventions on human rights and pretend
that we are bringing progress to humanity by these
mere declarations of intention, unless we are able to
defeat colonialism. At present this is the major challenge both to human dignity and, indeed, to human
freedom.
Let me assure some of the Western Powers
that it is definitely in their interest that the process
of decolonization should be completed. Failure to
complete it may lead us to a catastrophe that the very
Charter of the United Nations intended to avoid. It
will not be an exaggeration if I say that the clouds
of this catastrophe can now be seen in Southern
Rhodesia.
49.

50. Before, however, I take up some of the major
iterns on the question of decolonizutton, I want to stress
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once uguiu what we have so often matututned, und that

is that culonialrsm is Indeed a cr ime uguinst humanity.
I need not mid that this oxprosston will appear very
often in our draft rosoluttons, Wt.' have seen how the
colonial r('giull's have perpetuated these cr-imes slnce
till' advent of co louialfsm in Afrit'a and, indeed the
world ovor, Thus, in till.' Congo, King Leopold murdered over one mil lion Afrtcans: till' Gor mnna in South
West Afr icu rt'dllt'l'd rho population of tilt' heroic
Horr-ro peoplo hy hundreds of thousuuds: in Tungunyikn-e-now Tuuzumu-e-In 189:) the Germans murdered
over 150,000 people: in tilt' Sudan, the gallant people
under the leudet-ship of the Mahdi wore merctlessty
mu rdt.'rt.'d.
51. All those wcrv pe rpetuutions and art' pe rpetuutions of colonial adventures still contmulng in the remaining 'I'or rtto rte s in Afr tca, and, Indeo-I, the world
ovor , For example, I Ilt.'l'd not recall tilt' fad that ove r

aoo,ooo

people Wt.'rl' merctlessly murdered in Angola
in 1961, most of them th'fl.'ll<.'t'lt.'ss women and Children.
I need not recall the thousnnds of dt'fenct.'ll'ss women
and children who are daily br-ing murdered by the
Portuguese colonlzers in Angola, Mozambique and socalled Portuguese Guinea,
52. May I remind Members that thousands of people
in Southern Rhodesta, in South West Afr-ica, in South
Africa and in the Portuguese colonies are languishing
in gaols for the strnple reason that they stand for freedom. If all these crimes cannot be termed a crime
against humanity. as we have termed them in our draft
re solutton, then my delegation would wonder what the
o rginator s of this word meant it to be. If then we can
accept that these cr-imes committed by some of the
colonial Powers are crtmes against humanity. I wonder
why this international community cannot do something
about it.

53. If the international community is to fulfil responsibilities to humanity, something must be done about
these crimes. In fact, I would go to the extent of suggesting that it is high time that we set up a machinery
in the United Nations that would look into these crimes
and indeed go into the matter of how best they can be
punished.
54. It would be an abdication of its responsibility if
the United Nations were just to sit by while a part of
the human race was being subjected to such barbarous
tortures. Let us rise to our responsibility so that future
generations will not accuse us of having condoned such
crimes.
55. I should now like to turn my attention to some of
the most pressing problems in the fieldofdecolonization, I shall first take up the question of Rhodesia. I
know that this item is being debated in another forum
of this Organization. NeverthelesF.• I want to point
out that the full responsibility for inis state of affairs
lies indeed in the hands of the British Government,
which, in our view-I repeat: which, in our view-has
handled the whole question of Southern Rhodesia from
a racist point of view. We have also been very disappointed by the stand taken on this issue by some Western Powers. While we have been given sweet words, the
actions by such Powers have proved that they do not
believe in those words.

56. With respect to the United Kingdom, we cannot
but doubt its sincerity-simply because every tlme it
has intended to take certain actton it has announced
that action in advance in order to gtve Smith time in
which to prepare himself to meet such !l. challenge.
Thus, while wt.' wcrv talking about voluntary sanctions,
Smith was propar ing hlmself to meet voluntary sanctions, and while wo are raising a fuss about the socalled selecttvo sanctions, which are now being discussed in the Security Council and which, in any case,
wero announced in September, Smith has been given a
pertod of three months in which to prepare himself.
57. Smith is now planning how to overcome a blockade,
Should these selective sanctions fail, and I am sure
they will, B.ritain will find itself compel led to come
again to the United Nations to request such a blockade.

Why cannot our Western friends see reason
and under-stand that the only way to defeat Smith is
by force? When' we mentioned this last December,
WP were culled all sorts of nnmes, Some suggested
that the Africans were being extremlate: some suggested that the Africans were merely making empty
statements; and some even went to the extent of
impugning our motives. But now that the so-called
voluntary sanctions of the United Kingdom Government,
which were so strongly advocated by some of the Western Powers in this Assembly, have failed, we see no
such condemnation of the United Kingdom Government.
58.

59. I should like to repeat once again that the only way
to defeat Smith is by force, and I believe that time is
on our side and could prove us to be right. Smith is a
selfish man, leading a group of selfish people. Smith
is a narrow-minded man, leading a group of narrowminded people. Smith is 0. tyrannical man, leading a
group of tyrannical people who want to reserve Rhodesia to themselves , to the exclusion of 4 million Africans. The only type of reason that such a person or
such a group of people can understand is force. Indeed,
the treatment that has been accorded to Smith and his
group as rebels will go down in history as one of the
most flagrant racist acts that have ever been condoned
by Great Britain, simply because Smith and his group
are white.
60. Turning to the question of South West Africa, I
should like to say that it is our hope that the Ad Hoc
Committee for South West Africa will submit proposals
that will lead the Territory to self-determination and
independence, without the hand of South Africa in it.
It is our hope that no Member of this Organization will
try to frustrate the convening of a special session of
the General Assembly, as envisaged in resolution 2145
(XXI) on South West Africa.
61. With respect to the question of Portuguese colonies, one cannot but regret that, so far, Portugal has
not had sufficient sense to decclonize, We have said
on several occasions that colontaltsm constitutes a
form of aggression in itself. and indeed Portuguese
colonialism is in itself an aggression against the people
of Africa. I need not recount the numerous occasions
on which independent African States have had to complain against the aggressive acts of Portugal directed
against them. The most recent act was the aggression
by Portugal committed against Tanzania on 29 November 1966. We know the motives of these Portuguese
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acts. First, they aim at diverting world attention from
the murderous crtrnes committed by Portugu.l in its
African colonies, Secondly, they aim at trying hypocritically to show the world that there are no freedom
fighters in the Portuguose colonies, that there is only
infiltration from the m. ighbouring independent states,
62. These manoeuvres, however, will not tal.e Portugal very far, for the game which colonial Portugal is
trying to play is very we11 known to us. I want to take
this opportunity solemnly to warn Portugal again that
the Tanzanian Government and people will not tolerate
these acts of provocation. Indeed, may I add that the
independent African states will no longer tolerate these
acts of provocation.
63. I must, however, rededlcate the Government and
the people of Tanzania to supporting those who are
fighting against such colonialism in Africa. Indeed,
this rededication is reflected in our draft resolution
when we say that we recognize the legitimacy of the
struggle of the people under colonial domination and
when we call upon Governments to give moral and
material support to such people. Tanzania will not
fail to pay any price to get the Portuguese colonizers
out of Africa. Their aggressive designs, however,
seem to be directed against Tanzania, Zambia, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Congo (Brazzaville) , Guinea and Senegal. It is my honest belief that
it is high time .for these countries to undertake joint
action to convince Portugal that these provocations
will no longer be tolerated.
64. I should now like to turn to the question of aid
gi ven by certain countries to colonial Portugal, especially military aid, and here I want to single out the
United states. It is indeed shameful that this huge
democratic country should, in our century, be the
ma]or supplier of arms :0 a colonial Power, knowing
that these arms will be used against our people who
are struggling for their independence. The mere denial
of this in public will not help the United states. Our
hearts in Africa are deeply wounded that our people
should be killed by weapons from the United states.
This is a very serious charge. We appeal to the people
of goodwill in the United states and to their Government to redress our wounds, In fact, the democratic
people of the United States should be fighting on our
side to defeat fascism in Africa, for indeed if freedom
is to mean anything it must have as much meaning in
Africa as the people of the United states would like it
to have for them.
65. I should like now to touch on the question of
small territories, which indeed is reflected in our
draft resolution. As a matter of fact, we can no longer
speak about the small territories without saying something about military bases, for these small terr!tories
or islands are slowly be ing turned into ugly fortre sse s
of destruction. I intend, however, to speak on military
bases later.
66. My delegation suggests that a serious view be
taken, and indeed a serious study made, of the problems
of small territories. At the moment, the colonial Powers are slowly coercing some of these territories with
a view to absorbing them. Thus, we are given a flood
of reasons, among which the question of economic viability is always quoted-as though independence and
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freedom were commodities tnterchnngeable with
money. My delegation is strongly of the view that tilt'
United Nations must make a study of this problem, so
as to find alternatives for such terrftortes, and till'
colonial Powers should put measures for this purpose.'
before the peoples of such territories. What is happening in these small territories is the furtherance of
colonialization, even to the extent that islands only ten
miles apart are encouraged to feel different from one
another, We see an excellent example of this in the
Caribbean. I am of the view that the Caribbean should
be encouraged to co-operate instead of seeking affiliations with colonial Powers. This is also true in the
Indian Ocean and in the Far East, Sometimes you find
one island divided between two colonial Powers.
67. My delegation believes that hasty measures for
absorbing these territories are unacceptable both to
ourselves and to the peoples of the territories, especially when such measures are arrived at behind the
back of the United Nations. In this regard, it is of vital
importance that special attention be given by the United
Nations to the way in which colonial peoples are continually being rushed into referenda by certain administering Powers. For experience has shown us that in
several cases certain administering Powers have, in
calculated fashion, stage-managed referenda giving the
colonized people the option of either fully associating
themselves with the metropolitan country or of remaining what those Powers would term "autonomous" entities under the colonial Power. In either case it is a
continuation of colonial domination. Furthermore, inasmuch as the oolonialists arrogate to themselves the
power to lay down the rules for the conduct of such
referenda, the inconsistencies involved therein need no
deep analysis. We are thus categorically opposed to
such high-handed behaviour of the colonialists and to
the railroading of peoples and territories into annexation.
68. It thus follows only naturally that the United
Nations, in order to play a concrete role, of necessity
must not only act as a mere observer invited by an
administering Power to witness such discredited behaviour; it should and must also participate in the preparation and conduct of any and all such referenda as
will give the colonial peoples a clear-cut opportunity
to exercise their right to self-determination and independence.
69. May I now turn to the question of military bases,
which, if I may repeat myself, is reflected in our draft
re solution.
70. We in Tam~ania are completely opposed to the installation of m'Iltary bases in colonialterritories. We
see no useful purpose served by them, especially when
such bases are used for purposes alien to the people of
a territory. We are sometimes told that such bases are
a matter of contract between the parties concerned. We
have serious doubts concerning the wisdom of entering
into a contract with an enslaved people. And in cases
such as these, the colonial Powers are indeed in a fiduciary position; hence such contracts canl1:0t be regarded as legally constituted and truly binding contracts. I know that in other forums of this Organization
we are attempting to solve the problem of disarmament.
In order, then, to further this good aim, the colonial
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Powers must dismantle their military bases in colonial
territories.
71. It is our earnest hope that this call will be heeded.
We do not like to involve colonized peoples in a blanket
of consummation just because certain Powers are involved in a selfish global struggle to dominate the
world.
72. Finally, I wish to turn to the question of the Committee of Twenty-four. We feel that the work of this
Committee should be continued, as indeed we have indicated in our draft resolution. In actual fact, when one
looks at the number of countries that have attained
independence since 1960, one sees what good work that
Committee has done. And indeed, the admission of
Barbados to membership in this body only this morning [1487th meeting] is testimony to what I am saying.
We therefore feel that it would be right for its mandate
to be extended. However, we believe that the Committee
should continue to meet outside New York so that it may
work in conditions where it can profit by the presence
of petitioners who cannot come to New York. This too
we have stated in our draft resolution.
73. We appeal to the colonial Powers to allow visiting missions into their territories. In this way the
United Nations could play a useful role in the process
of decoloniztng the remaining territories. We have on
several occasions been told of the difficulties facing
the colonial Powers in such territorie s. It is our hope
that those Powers will allow the United Nations to go
and see for itself.
74. Let me now turn to the question of monopolies.
Here I need hardly recall the report of the Committee
of Twenty-four with regard to this matter. Nevertheless, I would like to point out to Members that in the
last operative paragraph we have asked the General
Assembly to include this item, and we do hope that it
will be possible for the General Assembly, during the
twenty-second session, to debate this problem in full.
75. I need not add to what is contained in the report, of
how the monopolies have helped to impede the progress
of colonized peoples towards independence. I will simply say that we have found that such monopolies not only
practise the laws of apartheid, not only practise the
laws of discrimination, but even go to the extent of paying contributions-money-to the colonial Powers,
money which is then used in murderous activities
against the freedom fighters. Indeed, we in Africa cannot but conclude that such monopolies are impeding the
progress of African peoples towards self-determination and independence. And it is with this in mind that
we have included in our draft resolution operative paragraph 20, so that the Assembly, during its twentysecond session, may be able to study this matter in full
and make proposals that would bring an end to it.
76. 'In conclusion, let me repeat again the urgency of
decolontzatton, Time is running short, and what is even
more needed is action rather than words. Especially
in Africa, the struggle to win back our dignity has
reached the stage where those who are not with us are
indeed against us. Let us unite against this evil and
thereby hasten the day when all mankind may live in
freedom and brotherhood.
77. I wish to rededicate the support of the Government
and people of Tanzania to all those struggling to be

free. May I take this opportunity to thank all those delegations which have supported this cause in the United
Nations. We regard their support as an act of solidarity
and friendship that can be relied upon. Andhere, in this
regard, I should like particularly to mention the countries of Latin America and the Socialist countries for
the valuable support they have given us in this field of
decolonization.
78. May I once again express the hope that it will be
possible for this draft resolution to be adopted perhaps
unanimously. I know that some of the colonial Powers
will come here and try to point out that this draft resolution is impossible. I know that some colonial Powers
will come here and try to translate this draft resolution into a cold war item. But, as I have said in another
place, the days when the question of the cold war can be
exploited have gone; the days when world public opinion
can be deceived on such grounds have gone. The days
of decolonization have come; the days when we must
all stand together in order to give freedom to those
under bondage have now come. I do hope once again that
it will be possible for this draft resolution to be adopted
unanimously. Of course, I must say here that I know
there are two delegations-those of Portugal and South
Africa-that will not be able to support this draft resolution. Indeed, if they were to support it we would indeed have to examine the possibility that there was
perhaps something wrong with it.
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·8in<.'l', which have convlnctngly shown that th~1 hlatortcal fnte of colontultam is predete rmlned and that
the re ts and can 1)«..\ no return to It.

an. In adopting tilt.' Dt'('}arntion, our orgnntzntlon laid
down deftnlt« pr-tnctples of tnternuttonul Iaw regarding
colonlal problems, In pn rt lculn r, it dp('}arl'd thut "the
subjectton of pt'oplt\~ to aHl.\I1 subjugntton, dom lnatlon
and explottatlou constttutos a dr nlul of fundamental
human right», is contrary to till' Cha rto r of the United
Nations and ls an trnpedtment to the promotion of
world peal't' and oo-ope rntton". Our Organlzntlun
the reby 1't'l'n~nizc..\d ill-' logtttmat« and [ust till' st ruggl«
of th« colonial peoples for the lr Iruedom and tndvponderu-e,

:31.

We ht\lit'vc..' It ip npproprtut» and oxpediont to
l't't'ull this fad today wlu-n ce rtnln Governments art'
unsttntlug in verl-nl dt'clarntlons on thl'ir "devotion
to till' Unlted Nuttons Chn rto r ", on "cnllvctlv« re spons lull lty fo r till' futuro of this ()r~anizntion" and so on,
whlle , in fnct, they boycott th« lmplenu-ntatton of the
Ut\cla ration on till' Grnnt lng of Indeporulonce to Colonial Count rIes and Pt'oplc..'s and make no contr ibutton
whatove r to Htrt'n~~tl1l'nln~ this orgnntzatton and t'nhanctng its pre sttge.

AGENDA ITEM 23
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Dec laration
on the Granting or Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (~()ntinu~9J
2tl. Tht.' PHESIOENT: Thl' Ilt.'xt Rpt'akl'l' on tht' HHt
for tht' gt.'llt.'rnl dphntt' on thiH item is tIlt' repreRt.'ntativt' of Homanin.

27. Mr. TILINCA (Homania): Tht' representative of
Homnnla who will Rpt.\ak on thi8 itt.'m is not rt'ucty nnd
Wishes to tuke the floor Inter on.
28. The PHESIDENT: I Hhould like to rN'all onC't.'
agnin what hns heen stated and pradist.'d throughout
the mt'etings of tht.' Gt'neral Assemhly: if a certain
representative is not rl.~acty to speak in the ordt.·r in
whi<.\h hi.s name is inscribl'd, he will he givt'n the
floor nt the end of the meeting.

29. Mr. SIIEVCHENKO (tTkraininn Soviet Socialist
Repuhlic') (translatE.'d from Hussinn): Nearly sixyt'nrs
have ela'Psed sinC'e the memorable day when, in this
110.11, on the initiative of the Soviet Union, a doc.'ument
of historic importance was adopted-the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countri{'>fl
and Peoples. It was a great triumph for the freedomlOVing and pence-loving forces of the present day. The
vitnlity of thnt document and its importance have
been C'onfirmcd by nll the events thr.t have happened

:12. Tlw dpIl'gation of tht\ (lkrainian SSH t.'onshlers
that it is fundanwntally importnnt now. wllt.'n, the
(il'Ill'ral ASHt'mhly iH eonAidel'in~ tht\ prog'l'{\flS of
dt't'olnnizat!nn in thl.' light of tht.\ rt\port of tht\ Committt't' of TWl'nty-fou1' [A/nanO/Hp'!.1], to makt' 1\
very (ktt.'rmilll\d dfort to gl't tht' l'olonial Powt.\rH to
give..' n clt\ar and nl'tic'ulate l'l'ply to tlw qUt'Htion what
tlWY havt' do Ill' in ('oncrt\tp tt\rms to impll'nwnt the
1)l'~'lnl'ntion. And, in partit'ular, what l'l'ply hnvp they
givpn to para~raph [) of that document, which 1'1'nds:
"Immt'dintt'-I emphaRizl' 'immpdinh\'-Hlt\PS shall hl'
takt.\n, in TruHt and Non-Self-Govt'rnin~ Tprritorit's
or nIl other '!'t'rl'itOl'll\H whit'h have not yet nttaillPd
indt'pl\ndl'ncp, to trnnsft.'r all powprs to the pl\opks of
tho~t' Tl'rritoril\H, without any (.'onditionA or l't'H{\rVI\tionH, in accordance with U1<'I1' frl't'ly l'XIH't.'HHt'd will
nnd i.ll'Hirt', without any diHtint.'tio!l HA to ract', crt't\(}
oi' colour, in or(il'r to enable them to l'njoy complete
indt'pt\ndl\ncl' and frl'c..'dom".

33. It is a wt>l1-known fact-and this {'nn he seen
from tlw rt\Rults 01 tht'" work of till' Committee of
TWtmty-four this yl'nr-that the <.'oloninliHt Powersnow, as in Uw paAt, are trying to sahotage the impleml'ntation of the Dt'C'laration on the Grnnting of Indl'pendt.'Il<.'e to Colonial Countries and Peoplefl, and of
the numerous resolutions adopted by the Committ(~e
of Twpnty-four, the Gpn('rnl AHsl'mbly and thp
St.'<.'urity Council.
34. If that Wl\re not so, would w~, 1w noting today,
six YNU'S nftt'r the adoption of the Declaration, thnt
t1wre are stIH more than eighty-five colonial territories with a population of about 50 million people?
35. Thanks to the IXH'HiHtont nnd fltubhorn struggle
of peoples, with the support of 0.11 the nntl-coloninlist
forces nnd with the support of thl' United Nations,
thl~ l'~gimeA of colonialist oppression have been
eliminated in muny Territories.
36. At the same time, however, one cannot but observe thnt at the present time the pace of the liberation of peoples has slowed down considerably. Many

dl'le~ntionH

at till' lust, and nlso at till' prt'H('nt, Ht'S-

s ion of tilt' Gonurul Aasembly hnve oxpresscd ll'~itl

matt' concern in this connexton,

at.

Ht't't'nt events show that till' colonln l lst Powo rs
have st rengthoned tlu-Ir' re ststuno» h) tlu- strug~h' of
th« pt'Oph'H of Asta , Africa and (It'pania Ior tlu-Ir final
ernnnctpntton, and in purttculur Iwt'tors art' counte rattacking.

:iH. This uctivatton of tlu- fort'l'~; of colonlnl lsm has
hp('lHlW possthl« hl'l':llISt' of tlu- irwrt'asl'd aggTt'HSivt'ne ss of modern Impe r-lnl Isrn , ubovo all, of United
State s impcr lnltsrn , which iH commltttng a~~rt'ssion
ngn lnst tlu- people of Viet -Nnm. The United Statl'14 is
striving to l'OIlVt,'rt \'it't-r\am into n hast' for ('lHlIltl'rattncks against othe r countr-Ies of Asia and :\frit'a and
to in'iIl1idah' till' pt'oph's who art' fighting f'or f'roodorn
and lnde pr-ndenc«, In th« lust analysis this means that
United Stah's aggrt'ssion in Viet-Nuni rt'pl't'14t'nts a
ve ry so rtous chullong« to till' whole worl.t nationalIibe rat lon movement,
~ln.
L'nttcd Statl's a~rt'sHion in \'it't-Nam, till' Inte rvent ion u.id subve rstve actions against African countrit's and tilt' punttlve ope rut ions of th« United Kingdom
in South Aruhiu-e-nll tht'Sl' a l't' links in a stngle l'ha in
of aggrt'Hsivt' colontul ist actions.

40. 'I'h« colonialists and tIlt' 11l'0-l'0IonialistH art'
doing l'Vt'l'ything possihh' in Ordl'l' to maintain tlwir
positions: l't'onomit' diffil'ultil's, donll'stk cnntl'adi<.'tions, religious and national disst'nshm, and sn on.

41. Ht'l'l'nt t'v('ntH slww l'lmt'lusiveJy that it is l'SSt'ntial for collt'ctivl' l'olnnialism to Ilt' oPPO~l'd hy n
mighty frnnt t)f t'oUl'dive anti-t'olonialism. It is
lWl'oming more and mort' cll'al', as I1l'Vt'1' })pfort',
thnt tht'l'l' is an urgl'nt need for furtl1l'l' unifkation
of all tilt' f01'('t's npposing aggl't'ssion and colonialism.
It was. nftt'r all, thanks to tilt' unity of al'tion of all
the anti-colonial fo1'('<"s that dt't'isivt' vidorit's Wl'rt'
won in tl1l' caUSt' of tilt' national libt'ration of hundrl.'ds
of millions of p:.'op!t'.
42. TIlt' prlnt'ipal strongholds of coloninllsm-thnt is,
on tht' Afriean contiI1l'nt-nl'l' till' lkpublk of South
Africa, South \\\'st Afri('a, tht' Portuglwsl' t'nlonial
('mpirp with Angola, l\tozambiqul' and sO-('Hllt'd Portugttl.'st' GuirWH and. lastly Soutlwrn Hhodesia with its
WhUl' minnrity racist r~ginll'. Tht' struggh' for tht'
liberation of tht'sl.' tt'l'l'itorit.'s is entering a truly
dt~clAive stage. TIll' wnVl' of tht' liberation movl'nwnt
iA moving dost.'r and doser to the frontiors of till'
H<.'publl(' of South Afri<.'n. TIll' fU1'tht'r dt.'vt.'lopnwnt
of d(;'colonizntion in till' southt'rn part of Afri('H
dt'p<.'nds larr,t'ly on tIlt' dl'vPlopnwnt of l'vt'nts in
Southern Hlh)dl'sia.

4a.

It t'nIl be nffi rml'd thn t thl' sol ution of :ht' prohh'm
of Southorn Hhod<.'sia has h<"l'onw a serious test for
our Organization too, sin('C' tht' decisions of till'
Sl'('urity Coundl Hnd the General Assembly art' being
boycottod by till' colonialistA. It is ('ommon knowledgt.'
that the tTnitl'd Kingdom laid tht' foundntionfortoday's
rneiAt r6gime by handing OVt'r to it nrnwd f01'(\p8 and
('renting the economic and political conditions for till'
advent to pOWl'l' of the Smith r6gime and its sUbfH.'quent proclamation of so-('allc\d indl'pendonC'l.'. It is
none other thnn the tTnitl'd Kingdom -.vhkh, bofor(;' the
uctual proelu mation of thi s "indl'pendencl' " , det'Ill red

that it did not propos« to resort to Iorx-e, TIll' ~:o
l'allt'd sancrtons announced by t lu- United Kingdum we nnlnu-d nut at all at Itqutdating till' ru ci st I't"'giIllt' but
at dl'a~'g'ing out t lnu- in nrdl'1' tu l'nablt' that I'l"'~;inlt'
to ('0I1I411lidatl' its fort't':;. That purpll:w wus :lh;ll
Ht'rvl'd by the' long pl'lltl'al'tl'd "Ill'gotiatitlm;" Ill'tWt'l'Tl
the Unitr«! Klugilum .uut Smith, which ha vi- :\1 rc-udy
rightly hl'l'n ('lllldl'nlIlt'd by till' pre sent Ht':-;~dtln of tlu(lPIll'ral A:-;:wmllly !l't'slllut!OH ~laH (XX1)I.
44. It St'l'IlIR ll kvly that now, af'to r Smith's 1'l',it'diol1
of the l lnitl'd Kingduru 's Intt':-;t pr-oposnl s , a ne-w gnrnc

ls hl'lng plnnne.l, dt':,;igIll'd to dl't'l'ivl' Af1'il'a, our
cirgnntzut ton and world public' opinion. 'I'h« United
Klngdom programme of so-vn l lvd " sl'lt'diVt' mundu-

tOI'Y snncttons ", proc-Iu inu-d In tho St'l'urity Counctl
!la:nst nu-ot ing] Is not suffit'it'nt. This can al roudy
ht' Kt'l'n f'rom the fad that thl'Kt' nu-nsurvs a re ext renu-Iy l iruitod in sc-ope, 'I'lu: dt'l'laratinn nuule by
till' (lnitt.'d Klngdom FlH't'ign St'l'rt'tary in till' St't'urity
Counc-il r 1:~~~~nd nuet ing] to till' l'fft't't that thl' {lnitt'd
Kingdom Government would lu- ag1't't'ablt, to introducing un l'mba rgo on tilt' supply of oil to SllUtht'rn Hhl)de slu , if a propusn l to that dfed we n- worded "in
al'('t'pt:lblt' form", l'rt'att's till' lrnpro ss lon at It rst
glance of ht'ing only yvt unothe r munn-uv re,
·Hi. If, prior to the proc-lumutton of "Independence",
till' {lnitl'd Kln~dom (itWt'rnn1l'nt dl'l'1artHl that it did
not intt'nti to l'l'sort tn fnr('l' (it is nnt intl'nding to do
this l'Vl'n nnw), tl1l'n, in announdnp; nn G Dt'('l'mbl'r
in thl' IIOtlSt' nf ClHl1IlHW" thl' plans for the said
sandhml4, thl' Wilson C;OVl'l'ull1l'nt hastt'Iwt! to de<.'1are
that such snnt'tinnl4 should not til'vl'lop into "a confrontation, wlll'tlwr I;'t'onomie or military involving
tIlt' wlwlt' nf snutlwl'n Afrit'a". Hut what dot's all this
rt'ally n1l'an?
4ti. It Illt'anS that, with tIll' Iwlp of thl' St'c:lrity
('ouneU, it f:.~ dl'sil'l'd to bring some pressul't.' to hear
on Smith, in ordl'r that ht' should agrl'(' to thl' eoloniaIiAt tit'al propnsl'd by till' {lnitt.'d Kingdom during
thl' last nH'l'tinp; bl'twL't'n WUson Hnd Smith.

·17. Tlw incontrt)\'l'rtihh' fad is that tilt' {iuited Kingdom Is tlw pl'int'ipal culprit in the Southl'r' Hhotit'sian drama. In our opinion~ the United Kingdom
('annat l'vadt' tIlt' responsihility for putting nn end to
thl' unln wful rat.'ist minority r~gin1{' in Southern
Hhoc1l'sia. For thiA purposl'g thl' most resolutl' nction
is nt'l'dod. In that coullt.'xion tlw {lkraininn delegation
sharl's tht' approa('h of a number of Afriean delegations which, both during tIll' gl'neral d(\batl' and in
tIlt' Fourth Committee discussion, and now, havl'
advocntl'd that the Security Council should adopt a
dt.'dsion to apply the l'nfor('pnwnt meaSUl'l'H provided
for under Chnptl'r vn of tilt' Chnrtt.'l' of the Pnited
NntionA.
4t{. Tht' radsts and l'olonialists in Southern Hhodesin, Portugal and the Hl'puhlil' of South Afriea are
linlwd togetht.'r by It pledge to ht~lp one another. We
haVt.' to deal with a singlt.' l'oloninHst stronghold
t.'mbrndng the southern part of Afrka. So far our
Organization has hl'l'n dealing with thl' prohlems of
Southern Hhodt.'sin, the Portuguese Tl'rritorh's, !.111artht'id in the Hepublie of South Afrit'a Hnd South We::;t
Afrit'n ns St'pnrate prohl<.'Uls, although, oven with
~meh un upproaeh, it WHS understood that they were
interrL'lntl'd. Hut has the timl~ not eame for the

St'I.'Ul'ity l 'ounctl and the lft'IWl'al :\8sl'll\hly it) t'tl!lstdo r thts colontnl problem a~ a 141np;h' wholo? Wt'
ht'lit'Vl' that the pro sout Sl'~~itll1 Ill' the Cil'IWl':\1 :\:->sr-mblv should now draw the nttontton ,11' all St:ltl'~~ tll
the dunge rou» t'llll:wqUt'Ih't'~ Ill' tilt' t\n'l1lathlll in tlu:
soutlu-rn part Ill' tlu- :\fl'il'an l 'onttnont Ilftht' t rtpn I'titl'
:\l1ianl'l' tll whivh I have I'l'fl'I'I't'd. and should urgout ly
a ppon l to all St:\tl'~ to I't'fl'aln 1'I'l1Ill gtvtng any :alppOl't.
:my holp, or :\IW I'll-tlpl'l'athlll ttl thi s nlltanc«, whic-h
i~ dil'l'l'tt'd town r.Is Pl'l'st'I'\'in~~ t'llll111i,\list sluve t-y and
against th« pt'llph'~: \11' .\fl'k~\, .\~'siSt:\I1I'I' tll :\IW l)flt'
of it~: Illt'Il\IK'rs shoul.! bt' t',ln~:it.it'l't'd :\s :\S~h,t:\Ill'I' tll
the whule Ill' this CIll,lni:\1i~:t ,l1U:\Ih'I',
4~).

Sul'11 an :1 PPI'I xu-h tilt hl' 1'01,ln Ld pr. lblt' ms m t lu:
southr rn part of :\fl'it':\ :\s :\ sin~~1t' whol« h; al l tlu:
mo rv ,iustifit'd sinl'l.' the singlt' mot ive t\lI'I'l' Ill' that
cIlllt'l'tivt' l'lllnnialisIll is the .u-t ivtt iv« Ill' fllI't'i~n
t\;,:\111.'ial and l'l'llnlHnic monopol u-s, thlth the Smith
r~p;in\t' and the rule-rs Ill' th» xouth :\fI'it':m Hl'public
,lnd tIlt' l'llrtugul'sl' l'llltmi:\llst~: :lI'l' llh'I'l'ly ttltlb in
thl' hands of intl'rn~\tinn:l1 11l11I1tlPlllit'~; ;lnd tIll'il'
a ut htl ril.l' d rt'pl'l' Sl' nta t i\'t' s.
Our dt'lt'p;:lthm suppllrts thl' l'llndl'll\n:ttilln Ill' tht'
:\divitit's Ill' ft1rl'ign nh1nllplllit's in ;\fl'il',\n tt'rI'i·
terit's. whit'h is l'IH1tainl'd in thl' rl'Sllluti,'n Ill' tht'
l'nmmit1t'l' Ill' TWl'nty- Flml' lbh'd ~:2 ,YIlIll' l;llili [,\
li:WlliHt'v.l. Chaptt'l' 11, para. liUl/. \\t' :\l'l' I'nnVilll't'd
that thl' :\~sl'mllly ShlHlld t'lH1firm this l'llndl'mnatillll
Ill' thl' al'ti\'itit'~ nf ftH'l'i~n fin:u1l'Ltl and 1'l'IllllHnk
~iHmnptllil'~ in Slluth \\t'st ,\frit'a. SllutlWl'n Hlhhlt'sl:\,
Angnla. :\ltll.ambiqut'. His:\tl Cfuirlt'a :md ;lll llthcl'
I.'ll!lmial tt'rrihn'il's, whkh arl' dirl'dt'd tnw:\1'ds m:tintaining l'tlltH1ial l'~gin1t's. and ShlHlld l':tll upnn tht'
CioVt'rnn1l'nts nf thl' ~'l)\mtril's \"lH1l'l'rnl'd tl) takl' all
nt'(,l'ssary n1l'aS\ll't'~ tn put an l'nd tll thOSt' :tl'tivHit'~.
:lO,

51. In ~umming up tIlt' l'l'SUlts Ill' tht' Wllrk nf thl'
Commith'l' of TWl'nty-four in 1 %ti. it sht.luld hl'
pninted out that thl' <. \n11m ittt'l' has, unqUt'stitHl:l bly •
done valuable work in helping to unmask tilt' pI,) 1kit's
of the colonialist Powers anti tIlt' adivitit's l)f fort:'iF;n
monopolies and in workin~ l)Ut USt'ful ~lwl'lfi(' meaSUrt'H
for the implementation of thl' anti-<.'ohlnial Dl'clarathm.

52. Tht~ work donE:' hy thl' ClHnmith'(' in Afril'a \VUS
particularly successful and fruitful. That has ht't'n
pointed out here by other del('Kations also. TIlt'
General Assl"mbly must, in our opinion, nsk tIll'
Committee to continue carryinK out its tasks connected with the implementation of tht' 1)eelaration nn
the Cl rantinK of IndependenN' to Colonial Countril's
and Peoples and l'ndorse the pro~ramnw of wlll'k outlim>d by it for 19G7, induding thl' possibility of
holding a number of ml'l'tin~s in :\frka and tIll' dispatch of visiting groups to various Territoril's, in
particular, to thl' areas of tilt' Atlantil', Indian and
Pacific Oceans.

Ga. During the nearly six yl'a rs whit'h havl' t'lapsl'd
since tht' adoptilHl of thl' historic anti-('lllnnial Ill'dnration, thp Cit'lwral :\ssl'mbly has adllptt'd quitl' a
number of useful and ('tmstru('tivt' dt't'ision~ a iIlled at
implt'nH'ntin~ that Dt'daratinn. But tIlt' ('olonialist
Powers havl' ht'l'n ign()rin~ and art' l'nntinllinp; to
i~()r(' thmH' cl('<'i~i()ns. This is how tllt' {!nitt'd King-dom has bt'haVt'd and is bl'having rl'p;arding thl'
prohlt'mA of Soutl1l'rn Hhodt'sia and Aden, and thi~.
too, is how tht' Portugue:;>e ('oloni:>.iists and the racists

in tht' Ht'PU\lUl' Ill' Sout l: :\fl'it'a huv« ht'h:l\'l'd and art'
ht'having. 'l'lu: ron sou why thoy al'l' I't'fusing' to -iuluutt
t o tlu- will Ill' thh: intl'I'natilln:\l t\'I'\1t11 i~: :\}::ll \\'\'11
known: in ca I'l'ying out tho i r t'llllllllalh:t poUt'y thl'~'
all ro ly on till' he-lp and ~Hlppllrt Ill' tlu-i I' I'l'it'nlh; .uu l
n ll iv s in :1 numtx-r Ill' :\,\ l't l t'IHl\\tl'it'~:.
In thl' opinion Ill' our dl'1t'!.';:\tit ln, l't'~:lllutt' n nd
t'nt'I'g'I'tk .ut ion nt'I'lh; tl) hl' t:lkt'n :Ig;lin~;t tlu: 1'11111ni:l\i:\l::. Thh .u-t ion 11\\I:;t Ill' 1',ll'I'il'd out h~' tlu- IH'gan
which, umh-r t lu: ('h:t1'tl'l'. hl'a I'~: tho pri m« I'Y I'l,~·:pllrH;i
hilit~· fl)l' thl' m.uutonnno» :lnd ~:t1'I'ngtht'ning Ill' pt':ll'l'
.md Sl'l'U1'lty·-,tht' :-'l'I'Urtty (\l\lll\'il. It h th.rt l)l'gall
which must dl':ll dil'l'dly :\Ild in 1'1':tl t':l1'nl'~:t With tlut'lln~idl'I'~\tilln Ill' 1'1111lni:lli~;t prllhlt-\l\~: which th1'l':\tt>n
:\I1d v iol.it« pt':lt'l' :\nd S 'l'\II'ily •.\nh111g tho pr nn« ry
l:l~k~: Ill'
l\lUI\t.'il i n
s l'llnnl',idn i:;thl'
icnt ion
Ill' tlu- l'nl'l)!'l'l'llwnt ml',\HUl't'~;. \ll'llvidt'd t\ll' unde r
{'h:\plt'r \11 Ill' th« Y'nitt'd :\:!titln:: {'h;tl'lt.'1', :\g:tin:;t
P,l1'tugal. till' Ikl'lIhlit' Ill' :-'IIUth .\fl'il',\. :tnd ,\bll
;\g:tim,t thllSl' :-\tatl'~' th:!! cIlntinUt' Itl ~\i\'l' :t~;:;jst:\T1l'l'
tll tht' il1t'g:t1 I':tt'ht l'{'gillll' in ~llutht'l'n Hthldt'~;j:l.
whkh mw"t ht' liquidatl't! h~' thl' Y'nitl'd Kin~\lltlTll
(illVt'rnuwnt in :\l't'll\,d:tIll'I' with ('l'I1t'1'al .\~;sl'mllly
rl'slllutitln :~l:Jl (X'\IL
:),1.
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:i:l. TIlt' ~l'I'Ul'it~· {\HII1I.'il lllU:.;t bt, thl' hasil' :lnd dl'l'ish't' flll'l'l' I\H' illlplt'llll'nting till' l'l'~;llllltill1\~' all't,:td~'
:\dllptl'd \lllth by it ~tr1d tht'('I'nt'l':tl.\:'~:l'lll1Jly and lllw;t.
first Ill' :\ll. :\tltlpt :-:tl'rn :tnd l':\dk:tl mt'~t::1I1't':; :\g:lin~:t
Uw "lInlhlly ,ll\i:tlWt,t1 Ill' tht' l'lllnnialists in .\fI'k:l. in
IlI'tll'l' tll 1'lHnpl'l tlll'Tl\ t\l I-':I't lHlt. Ilnl'l' :\Ild fllI'I'\'t'l',
f1'lll1\ that 1IH1g-Surt't'l'ing 1'llntirll'nt.
hl1' l lq.;:\ni:l:ttinn IllW:t t'rl'aft' :lnd stl'l'np:tlll'Il
al'ound thl' 1'11Illni:tli~:t~: ~m ;\tnhlSpht'I't' Ill' gl'nl'l':\1
l'nndpIlInatitm :\nd nlHl-tlllt'l'atit.m• . \s w:t~, st:ttt'd in
th.' gl'nl'1'~tl tll'llatt' at thl' l'tlITl'nt St'~;sit.ln Ill' tht'
l'l'nt'I':ll .\s:.;pmbl~' 1l~' :\11'. nt'llll\tll\l~';. tht' :\1inistt'l'
t\H' Fnl'l'igTl ;\ff:\it'S Ill' tht' {'kl'aini:m :-':-'H:
:11>,

l

"TIlt' prl'St'nt Sl'~;~.;itH1 nf thl' lit'Ill'ral ;\sSl'lllbly
must dl':lrly :llld uIlt'quivlll'nlly prlwl:tilll that thl'
furthl'I' t'xish'l1l'l' Ill' l'tlllHllalism is n dil'l'd llt'p;ation
l)f thOSl' It)fty ldt'als :md purpo:·"\t's ftn' whi('h this
Or~anization wns l'1't'n1t'd and that till' polh'y llf
l'nlnnial!:::m l'lllltrndids thl' spirit lll1d pUrpl)Sl'S l)f
thl' t'nitt'd :\atinns and is tl1l'rt'flH'l' n dil'l'l't vit)lntion
l)f its t'hal'tl'r." rH~Hith nWl'ting. pam. 121.]
G7, TIll' prNlt.mt :::l'ssion nf tIll' Gt'l1l'ral A~81>mhly
must. in it::: rt'soluthm l)l1 tlll' rl'lxH't l)f tIll' (\lmmittt.>p
nf TWt.>nty-four, snll'mnly dl'dal'l' that tht' furtIwr
l'lmtinullnl'l' llf l'nloniali:::t r~ginll's and llf ~!!~l:~h~'i~!
and rlll'!'] dhwriminatitm, ('tHlstitutt'~ a criIlw again~t
human,/..\
5K. (1111' dl'lt'gatinn is glad to nott' thnt a numllt'r nf
dt"!t'gatit>ns shan' this approlll'h. That waR Vl'1'y ('IHlvinl'ingly statt'd. mnrl' pnrth'ularly. by tIlt' l'hairmnn
nf thl' Cnrnmittt'l' of TWt'nty-fnur. :\mhns~mdorl'ullit'l'
r1414Gth llll't'ting]. Ht' quitt' rightly pnintt'd out thnt tht'
('rimt,'s now ht'ing- t'mnmittl'd hy tIlt' l'tlltmia1i~ts rt'sl'mhlt' tht' l'rinlt's that Wt'rl' l'lHnmittt'd by thl' Nazis,
a dt'finititm of whit'h was givl'n in thl' Sta~Htl' nf tht'
NUrnhl'rg Trihunal.

f>H. In tht' npininn Ill' our dl'!t'gation, a formal dl'daration by OHr Organization that tilt' poUl'y t>f <.'olnnialism is an adion against tht.' Chartt'r and:lR serit>us
an international crimp as a criml' against humnnity,

'"(

will provul« additi\llwl pm~~\illilith'~ Iur th« nppl icution
hl l'l)lllniali~h\ Ill' tlu- l'nl\n'I'I'Illl'nt Illl'a~;UI'l'~l prtl\'idl'd
I\n' uudr r Chaptl'!' \'11 Ill' tlu: ('hartl'l' Ill' th« l 'nitod
l\::lt Ion».
liO. In IHIt' opinion. tht,~,t' 1'!'iIlH'~; I'llmlllittl'd b~' ('111,1niul ist H :I~a i nst hum.mity must ht' fully ill'IlUght Itl t luuttr-nttun Ilf :111 !1l'llplt'~;. And, with thi» llh,lPl'l in vh-w ,
t lu- !lI'I'SI'nt ~:t'~:~;jlln Ill' thv (ll'IWI':ll :h:sl'lllhly should
1't'qUt'~;t tlu- ~l't'l'd:1 l'Y"('t.'lwl':11 tll IH'g:1I11z1' t lu- 1'1'g'ulal'
dh:tl'i huti Ol1 . through t ho upprop rtutc l nitl'd Nut ions
~;I'I'\'ktIS, Ill' full info rmntton on tilt' pl'llp;rt'~~' of thl'
lmplvnu-ntat ion III tlu- Ih'l'laratit)n on tilt' (, ranting
uf Indl'!ll'ndl'nt'l' hI (\llllnlal Count rio« and Pl't)ph'~,
In o rdo r that world pUIl111' opinion shouh! I,.. udvquate ly
lnf'o r-nu-u about tlu: l'l'illll'S ag'ain:-;t humanity 1'11I1Imlttl'd by the colunln l tst s
'l'ho prt"'l'llt ~l':-;~,Ion Ill' tlu- (it'nl'l'al ;\~ls1'mllly
should, in ou r oplntou, .ulopt a 1'1'l'lllllllll'IHlatitHl u lso
on th« I'h:lng uf t inu--Hnut s fill' gl'antinp; Indl'pt'ndl'nl'l'
tll 1'llhHllal 1'1)llI1t rh'S n nd pl'I'lll1':-C: sn aH to vnsurv that
t lu- l'llllling yl':I1', Ul(;~', shall 1'1' thi- last ~'l'ar nf th«
d bl!~l'al'l'fu 1 l'llh1Il1 al ~;y:-;t 1'111.
I; 1.

(i~~.

11U1' t ll'g:lI1i.~;ltinn h:l~' rt'l'u~~ni;wd thl' it'p;itllllat'y
Ill' tht' l'lllllnlal !It'llplt'~,' ~,:tl'Ug!~lt' fIll' tl1l' l''\l'rl'i:-;l' nf
thl'i l' right tll :-;l'lf-dl'lt'rmln:ltll)\} and indl'pl'ndl'lwl'.
Tt ha~: abll !n'lllhl~I'd that all ~t;ltt':-; l'xtl'nd llwtl'rial
and mural al-l~i:-;tan('l' tn natitmal-lihl'ration nh)\,t.'~
nlt'nt~;. Thl~; ;IPPI':II :-;hould rt'l'l'in' till' full ~Uppl)l't
Ill' all thll:-;l' Whll a rI' gl'nuinl'ly In f:1 \'llUr nf tht' fn'I'dI1l1)
:Ind Indt'pt'ndl'nC(' of Pl'llplt'~;.
li:~. .\s rl'ga rd~ tllt' l'kra inian ~UVil't ~lwiali:-:t lkpulllit' , it 1l;1~; l'IHl:-;ish'ntIy ~uppnrt~'d, and j:-; :::upJlnrtlug. tilt' rl,~,t)lutp dt'tl'l'l1linatlnn Ill' till' pl'oph'~ ttl
achit'vt' thl' l'lHllpll'tl' and final ahl)li~illn nf alll'nll)nial
and l'al'!:-;t l'{>ginlt'~ and till' 1'llIllpll'tl' and final d~':::tl'llt'
tlnn Ill' tilt' :-;hauwful ~;y~h'l11 nf l'lllnnlali:-:t npprl'~:-;h)Jl.

:\11'. P:\HTll:\~;\H:\TIII (India): 'I' hI' !tl'm Ill)W
undl'r l'IH1:-:idt'ratilln in till' (il'lwraI A:-::::l'l11bly i:-; thl'
rl'pllrt Ill' thl' ~pt'l'ial ('nl1ll1llttt'I' l'n\'l'l'ing it:-: Wlll'k
fUI' tht' Yt'ar 1%li [.\ ti:Hlll/Hl'\.1j, which is a highly
:-:ignifit'ant dt)('Ullwnt. 'I' hI' ~pt'l'ial Cl)\l1l1litt~'t' ha:-;
undl'rtakl'n l'xft'n~lvl' :-;tudlt':-: Ill' :-;OI1H' I-lixty l':lln-~('lf
lilH'l'l'ning Tl'ITitlH'il'S. ranging frtHll Tl'rrltnr1t'::: that
happl'n tn bl' till' l\waI pl,)int nf wnl'ld nth'ntinn tnday
tll l'l'l1Wtl' and ~mnll isl:lI1d::: whn:-;(' prollh'l11::: art'
hardly l<nnwn tn till' rt'st Ill' till' wt)rld. TIll' ~lwdaI
Committl'l' has al~l) \lI1dt'rtakt'n twn vt'ry vnluahh' and
RIll'cial iZl'd :-;tudit,~: ('~lIwl'l'nillg tIll' adivitit>~ llf fl)J'l'ign
(,'t'nnol1li(' and l)tlwl' Intt'l'l'~ts which n I'l' impt'ding tht'
imph'nll'ntath)n uf thl' Dl'l'lal'atinn on thl' (l!'anting of
Indl'pl'ndt'Il1'1' h) Coll1l1ial ('nunt!'it'~: and Pl'oph'l-' in till'
Tl'rrltorit':-; undl'!' Plll'tUgUt'l-'1' admini~trntlnn and in
~outlll'rl1 HhOtit'~ia. 1\ly dl'h'gatinn. :u~ a l1l1'mhl'r nf
tht' ~lw('lal ('ll111mittl'<' ~it1<.'t' itR im't'ptlol1 in 1 ~ltll.
h:\I\ pa l'tkipatt'd with kt'l>n and act! V(' inh'rl':::t in till'
Committt'l'1:-; work. In thl~ l'l'p;nrd, my dl'll'p;atlon
wnuId 1Ikl' tn pIacl' on rl'<"lll'd it~ p;1'l'at admiratinn
fIll' tilt' dynamit' and t'onstrudivt' It'adl'r:::hip and
g'uidan<.'l' IH'()vidt'd hy :\I11haf'~adnr Collit'!' of SIt>l'!'a
1,1'0\1(' aR thl' Chairman of th<.' Spl't'ial ('tm1ll1ittl'l'. l\Iy
dl'lt'~atinn is nll:'\() dl'l'ply apprl'l'iativl' of tIll' untirlnp;
t'ffortR of thl> Chairman and tht.' mOHt l'o-opcratiVl'
attitudl' of till' othl'l' llwmhl'l'S of till' COlnmith't'.
whit'h t'ni.\hkd us to undl'rtakl' our work in II llwst
comprl'lwnsivl' and l'ffidl'nt mnnnt.'l'.
t'i·t.

ti:l. 'I'hv tntorvst of my Govo rnnu-nt nnd pl'l)plt' in
tilt' histo rl« Pl'lll'<.'~~ of dl'l'olnl1izat!nn ari~I'R fr-om
th« fad that w« l'lllt'rgt'd us an Indopondont sovereign
nut ion llnly about twenty Yl'al'~~ ago. Whth- my dl'h'g:ltitm ha~\ ill'l'n highly gratifil'd to ~l't' a ~rl'at many
nnt ion» l'tlll'1'ging a~; m(l~tl'1'~ of thol r own dl':-;tiny
in t hI' pa~,t fl'\\' lh'cadl':-~. Wt' a r~' abll dt't'ply l'Ol1l'I'l'I1l'd
tll note that tlu-r« a1'l' st i ll ln rg« arl'al'~ in Afril'a and
In llthl'l' parts of th« \\llrld unde r colonln l domtnntton,
As my Prlmt' :\linislt'l', :\lr~. Indiru Ghnnd! -tuted
while :Hidrt'ssing th« Arro-Astun group at the Untted
Nut ions on 1 April 1%1;:
" ••• Wl' who havl' rl'l'l'ntly gailll'd independonce
f1'(1I11 colontul rule cannot fur u moment forget the
~ad pl ight and nngulsb undor whk-I: our brothers
and s iste rs l'xi~t in Adl'n, Angola, Moznmbtque ,
~tl\It\lt'1'n Rhode s iu , ~outh Afr iou and South West
:\ frlt-a ".
liti. TIll' sttuutton, l'spl'dally in the southern part of
tilt' ;\fril'all vontim-nt, l'()ntlnul'~ to hl' t'ritit'nl with
no lll'tl:-;pl'd for :1 pt'al'l'ful and our ly solution, '1' he
dll'hard l'oloniali~ts Wllll ha \'I' I\Wl1Wd an infallhnts
:l1li:\I1l't' ap;ain:-;t all ft)J'l'I'~ nf rl'aSl)\} and justkl'
t'nntinul' tn prospl'r at th(' t'~:pl.'n~l' of tht.' hlood nnd
:-;w('at l)f thl' indigt'nlHI~ Africans. In tlll' npinh)n of
my dl'h'gathm-an opinilHl :-;hart'ct, I am SUI'l', hy a
numhl'r l)f otl1t'r~-tht'SI' \'kiot1~ rl\mnants ~)f coloniali~m l11:\l1a~t' to Rur\'iVt', partly at !t\:I:-;t, dlll' to tlw
di rt'l't and indirt'l't a~si~tal}(.'t' tlwy gl't from snl1H' of
tlwi I' p~lwl'rrul frit'nds. My dl'll>~ation rl'p;rl'ts this
dl'l'ply and rt'itt'ratl's it~ '\PPl'al It) thnHl' l'Olllltril's
tn tal\(' l'fft'ct!n' adion. that Wl' hl'lil>\'t.' i~ within tht'ir
pll\\'l'r, to dt':-;t roy t11l':-;t' hastion~ t)r t'l)lonialhun.
ti';'. It i:-; nnt tJw inh'nthHl of my dl'h>p;ation It) l'omIllt'nt in dda il ~l\1 tlll' s!tuatit)n lll'l'\'ailinp; in thl'
~outhl'l'n part of ..\frica as W(' hnVl' alr(",ldy dom' so
on pritH' nt'('asion~ in tl1l' Fourth <.\m1ll1ittt.'l', as wl'H
(IS
in thl' (ll'lwral ..\s8l.'mhl~'. Howl'':t'r, I wish to
rl'itl'rntt.' tilt' grntificatit1n of my dl'lt'p;ation at thl~
dl'l'i~itm nf this Asst'mhly to tt'rminntt.' South Africa's
mandatt' OVl'r South \\'l'Rt Africa. My ch,'ll'gatioll, which
ha:-; h('t'n det'ply ('onC'<.'rl1l'd ahnut tht' misl'rablc plip;ht
of tIlt' pt.'op!t> of South \Vt.'~t Afril.'a and hnR <'1mmpim1l'd
tl1l'ir (':\USl' in thl' {1nitl'd Nation~ ShIN' its Vt.\l'Y
hl'g'inninp;. l'a~'rly a\\'nit~ tl1l' rl'l'l1 t11endation8 of the
;}oll.h~!l~ Commitlt'(,> appnintt'd hy the O<.'n<.'ral Assl'mhly
in It:::; rt'Rl1lution 214fi (XXI) (,ollt'<.'rning the pructil"ul
ll1l'nnS hy whit'h the Tl'rritory Shl1Uld ht.' administered.
Lt.'t lllt' rl'affirm O!1l'l' ng'ain tht." full and unrt.'sN'ved
Hupport of my d<.'l(,'p;ation fl)r th(' inalil'nnhll' rip;hts of
till' 11t'opll' nf SI1tlth Wl\st Afril'n tn sl.'lf-dl'tl'rminntion
a nd Indl'l'lt.'ndl'llt'l'.
As rl'gards thl' Pnrtup;Ul'8l' colonit's in Afri<.':1,
Wt' find that tl1l' polit'Y l)f Portup;al has bl\l'Oll1l' onl:,/
morl' and mort' inh1lt'rabl<.'. Portup;al. ahmg with its
r:wist-t'olonialist allil':-;, ~outh Africa and Southern
Hhl)l!l\sia, has sUl'<.'es~fully thwarted every aUl'mpt
madl' hy this world ()l'gnnization to fret.' thl' longl)ppresl-'l'd pt'opll' of its coloniC's. In this rl~gnrd my
dl\h'gatinn nlso be1ll'Vl\8, ns tllt' stUdy on thl' activitit.~s
of fOl'l'igll. l'('lHlOmk Hnd financial intel'l.'sts opel'ntinF;
in Porttl~Ul'Rl' colonil'~ indkatl's, thnt th<.' larg<.\
f()rei~n monopolil's opt'rating in t1ws(,' l'olonit's hnvl'
long exploitl'd the indigenous pl'opll' to reup qukk
ht.'m~fits for tht.mlseh'es. In Vil'W of the foregoing, my
(lli.
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delogution eo-sponsored a draft rosolutton in tlu:
Fourth Committoe [.\ lHiG·!, para. 141 n:-;king for
mandatory econornlo s.mcttons ag'\\inst Po rtugn l, It i:-;
the bl'lit't' of my dl'h'~;ath)n that uothlng short of this
uction will have any impact on the tntrunstgont nttttude
of Portugal.
lHl. SlmtlWl'n Hlllll1l'sia \s toduv tho most oxplostve
anll crtttcul problem facing this wort.t body, 'l'he
rt'l'l'nt events that have lirought tho Ft)1'l'ign Sl't'l'l'ta I'Y
of till' United Kingdom to till' Sl't'urity Councl l to ask
for sl'h'divl' mandatory c.-onomfc sunotlons against
Soutlwrn Rhode s la have only so rvod to substantlute
the vlew of my delogutton, often stntvd he re , that tlu:
racist minority rl'gill1l' cunnot ht' brought down by the
half-Iwartt'd and tneffective mousuro« that have so far
been upplted, The views of my dt'lt'gathm in this rvgn rd
art' fully t'Xprl'ssl'd in rL'solutit)n ~151 (XXI), which
seeks the nppltcatlon hy the St'curity Coum-il of the
nocossn rv enforcement mousures under Chupte r \'II
of the Chartt'r and cul ls upon the L'nlted Kingdom
Government to take all necessurv nu-nsurvs , including
the USl' of ft)1'('l', It) put down the rebe l rt"ginll'.

70. Thl' l'xtl'nsivl' study on St)utlll'rn Hhodl'sia undl'rtaken by tIll' Commith'l.' of TWl'nty-fnuI' has Vl'l)'
t'll'arly indicated that voluntary <.'contHnk sandinn::l
applied against Southern Hhodl'sia nlnIH' will nt)t han'
thl.' desired effl'ct on thl' Snuti1l'rn HIwdl'sian l't'onomy
as long as South Afrka and Pnrtugal rl'fusl' It) t'Oopt.'l'ah'. My dl'lcgation Will, hl)W<,'Vl'1', rl'frain from
making any furthc'r comnwnts lm tht' fa i1url' or sanctions to bring about the de~irl'd 1'l'sult:.-:, a::l Wt' shall
ha ve an occas ion in till' Ilea r futu 1't' tn ~ tatl' nm" vit'ws
a t length.
71. A grpat d('al or tinw and attl'ntitm has bl'l'l1
given to thp i~sul' or Adt'n hy thl' ('nIl1mittl't' of
TWl~l1ty-four and thl' Fourth ('ol'llmittl'e this yl'ar. :\lr
delE'gation wekollwcI ti1l.' aSSUralll'l' gin' hy tIll' t'nitl'd
Kingdom Governnll'nt that it would It'ave tht' tt'l'l'illn'y
by 19lH~, and that thl.' military h:HW in .\dl'll wnuld h('
removeo. HOWl.'Vl'r, tIll' ~tatt'nw11ts madl' hy tIll' administering Power, as \\It'll as hy Ull' pl'titinn<.'rs from
Arten, indkatl'd that tIll' situation in Adt.'n had wnrsl'ned
considerably and that an atmosph('rl' l)[ fl'ar ami violence prevailed in till' tl'l'l'itory. My dl'h'gation, along
with a number of otlwr IIH'mbers of tIll' Spedal Committee, belipved that ttIf.' bl'~lt nH\nl1l'r in whit'h till'
United Nations could assist till' pt'oph' of Adt.'n was by
sending a special mission to AdE'n with apprnpriat('
terms of reference. We hOpl' and trust that tht' missinn,
which will b(' appnintl'd by thl' St'('rl'tary-n('IH'ral, will
be ab1<' to ac('ompli::lh its t:u"k with till' ('n-opt'ratinn of
all ('011<.'(' rnt'd.
72. Now I turn to tlw island nf Fi.!i, far away in till'
Pacific, where the {lnitt'd Kingdom CillVl'rnlllPnt has
eonsistl'ntly disl't'gardt'd tIw l't'lt'vant linltt'd Natinns
resolutions. Tlw administering Powpr ha14 vignrously
pursued a policy tlll'ant to dividl' tIll' l'ommunitil's
and kc(>p tlwm apart in order to perpl'tuat<> thl' nil nority
European intl'rt'st in tht' island. It is <.'omllwndahll',
however, that tlw Fourth ('ommittel' reel'ntly adopted
a draft 1'l'Holution rA/(if>72, para. nJ) rt'affirrnin~ tht'
universally l'l'('ognize<l dl'mocratit' l' .'inl'iple t)f "Oflt'
man, ono vote" and calling for itH applit'atitm in Fij i.
My delegation has always rt'jl'ett.~d communal voting
a.nd has upheld tht.' equal l'epl't'Hentntion of l'very

l'itbwn, rl.'(.?;ardlt's~ of 1'a<.'<.' or rr-ltgton, aH an tnvlnluto
and [ust prtnctplo. l\ly dl'lt'gation htlpl'S that till' admtntstor-tng Power will agI'l'i,' to tilt' visit of n m i-s iun
tt) tIlL' to r rttorv as it haH dune in till' ca~w t)f .\dt'n.
I

is an nppropr luto ~tagl' in my tnt.-rvontton to .-omment lHI tlu- p;l'nl'1'al idl':1 of sl'ndinp;
vtstttng mlsstons of tlu- {lnitl'd Nations to Non-x.-ltGove rntng Tl'r1'It<.H'il'H. My dt'll'p;atitHl hl'llt'vl'H that its
hl'lll'fitS arl' munitold. Not only lhw~; it lu-Ip tlu- {'nitl'd
Nnt ions to study :ht' IH't)hlt'mH of a 'I'e r ritorv in t hcl r
true pl'r~pl'di\'l', hut it alst) l'nahlt's th« pl'nplt's of
thl'Sl' a1'l':\H tt) hl'l't)llIl' fully uwn ro of till' ultlmnto
pt)ssillilitil's l'tHll'l'1'ninp; the i r future, TIll' p rm-t lr-al
utility of such tu lss tons in Ill'lping to IH'l'p:\1'<" for
l'!t'dhmH o r rl'fl'rt'ndums and in any stm llu r a r rnngomonts nl'cl's~ary lld't)l'l' tho uvhtovr-ment of tnto rnul
autonomy or indl'pl'ndl'l\l'l' l':\IUlllt hl.' l':'i.agp;t'1'atl'd. The
cas<.' of till' Conk Is lands and till' mort- rl'Cl'nt C:HH' t)f
a visttlng mission to Equatorial lluiI1l'a u n- two nf till'
many exumplos illust rnting the utility l)1' suc-h missions.
Nl'l'dlt'~H to say, tlu-y also Hl'1'\'l' to hip:hlight till' dl'l'P
invol ve nu-nt l)f till' l'nitl'd NatilHIs in PIl' pl'nl'l'~s nf
d l 'l't)l nni.~ at ion.
7:\,
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74. TIll' l'ommittl'l' 01 TWl'nty-ftHIl', thrt'up;h its suhcl)mmitkl's, has dtHll' a clllllml'ndablt, and piOIll'l'l'ing
~tudy t)1 thl' m:my i::-;tand Tl'l'l'itt)r!t's sl'attt'l'l'd in tilt'
Padfll' Indian and .\tlantk {1('l':\11S. :\ly dl'lt'gatitm
ht'liL'Vl'S that thl'~l' studit's art' vl'ry valuahlt' flU'
t1wy nt)t lmly prlwidl.' p:uidl'linl's tt) till' :Hlmlnistt'I'ing
POwt'rs hut urgl' thl'm tt) takt' adhm whl'r<.' Ill) adhm
in thl' dl'sir<.'d dii'~'l'tit)ll ha~ hl'L'n ftH'tht'tlIUing, nl'
Whl'l't' it has ht'l'n dl'layl'd undu1~'.It iH no l'xagp:l'ratinn
tt) maintain, a~ my dl'lt'gntIlIn dol'S, that, hut for thl'
attl'ntinn p;i\'l'n tn thl'Sl\ small Tt'l'l'itnril's hy till'
Spt't'iaI CtHumittl'l', nl)Ilt' t)f tht'm \\,t)uld h:lVl' :IC'hit'Vl'd
t'\'t'n thl' Illl':lSUrl' t)f ::ll'1f-gO\'l'rnmt'nt :md l'l'tHlOmic
and sodal dl'\'l.'lopnwnt that tht.'y pl)SSl'8S today.
I

7fi. TIlt' Spt\t'inl ('ommittL'l' visitl'd Africa during tIlt'
llwnths nf :\Iny and .Turll' 1 %t1, nt thl' invitation of tIll'
(Jt)vl'l'nml'nts t)f till' {'nih'd Hl'puhlk nf Tanzania,
Algl'ria. t1w {'nitl'd Arnb Ht'pUhlic, StHllalin :\l1d
Ethiopia. Tht'sl' visits l'IWhkd thl' tlwmllt'rs of thl'
Committl'(' It) <.'onlt' int<.) dOSl'1' <.'ontad with tIll'
twoplt' nf tilt' dl'pl'lllll'nt Tl'lTitoril.'s and hl'th'r to
('omp1'('Ill'nd tIll' l'omplt'xitit's nf thl' situathm. l\lnny
nationalist h':\lil'rs from tlll'fo1l' l'olonit's who ctmld
nl)t havl' eom(' to tIll' {'nitt>d Natinns Hl'adqual'lt'rs
to \'l'ntilatl' tlwir gl'il'v:uH'('S, OWing to thl.' distancl.'
and ('O::lt in\'l)lvl'ct, \\'l'1'l' alsn givl'n l\asy :\('<.'('ss to thl'
CLHumitlt'l' in Afrka.
711. 1 should lilU' to talw this l)pportunity to l'xprl'ss
till' apprl'dation and gl'atitudl' of my dl\h'gation to tIll'
host l'otl11tril'~ in Afl'te:\, whmw hospitality and <.'0nppration Wl'I'(' llVl'l'wlll'lmin[.';. In this rl'ga I'd, my
dt'll'(.?;atitm also fl'L'1s l'ompl'lkd to l'Xprl.'HS its intt'n::ll'
disappnintnwnt with Homl' t)f tlll' adminish'ring POWl'rs
whosl' Ulll'O-Opl'ratin' and Ill'(.?;ati\'l' attitudt'H pl'l'Vl'nh'd
tilt' (nmmittl't' from "isitin[.'; snnll' of thl' <.'olonial
countries tn It':\l'n till' fads at 1'1 rst hand.

77. At this Htagl' I should lilw to rl'fl"r with satisfaction and pridt' to Barhados, whit'h l\chi<'VNl indl'Iwndt'll('(' nnly a ft'w days a(.?;o. My dl'1l'p;ation followl'd
tht' trials and trilltllations of Barbados bl'fore indl'pl'ndl'l1('l.' with grl'at intt'rt.'st and <.'OIl<.'l'rn in thl.'
various hndit'H of tht.' {lnitNl Nations. '1' ht.' Pl>Oplt' of
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that now and young nntton, who IHl\'I' long fought for
th« onjoynu-nt of tlu-I r tnhe rent rights, have just
Ill'gun thet r dlalll'np;ing and most l'xl'itinp; venture
Ill' nutlonn l ro.onst ruc-tton and 111'l)p;rl.'~~:. 1)l'~pitl' till'
many prohlorn» 1'lHl1Illlln to all ne-wly lndopc-ndcnt
nations and dl,~,pitl' tl1l' PI'llllll'Ill~'; n r ts ing Ir om pu rth'u~ar s itunt ions , lily dl'll'p;atilln hu s nil doubt that
thl'I',!, l'lnll,:q~I'lllIS pl'dpll', unde-r till' a1)1t' guldunco
1)1' Prtm.: :\Iinistl'r EITlll Harrow, will Ill' uhlo to
s hapo t lu-l r dl'~,tiny in pl':ll't' and prospor ity , \\I'I'Xtl'ud
our most SiIll'I'I't' fl'lil'itatilln~ ill Oil' (IllVl'l'nml'nt and
Pl'llpll' Ill' Hal'hadlls, :lJ1d my dl'lt'p;atitlll looks f'o rwu rd
h) worktng' with the i r rl'prl'SI'ntativl>s in this nrp;ani-

z.it t.in,
7 H. As a nut ion whic-h hns suff'o rod all tlu- I'\'il~ of
l'lll\)nial ism and trnpo rIul dornlnnt ion, our j'lllllmltn1l'nt
tl) tlu- \':\uSl> 1)1' :ll'hit'\'inp; frl'l'lhHl1 in 1'\'l'I'y stngl«
1'llhl11Y i~ il'rl'\'lwahlt'. (\lhl11iali~1ll and l)(':H,'I> :\1'1'
irl'I'I'llllCil:lll!t' and hl'lWl' all nnt ions , of whntovo r
idl 'dl11g'il'al Ilt'~'sua~,;jon, whic-h :t 1'1' dl'\"lltl'd to till'
cauSl' of pl'act.' should st riv« tll put an v.u-lv I'nd to
t ht' l.ist \'l'~.;t iP;I':-' Ill' l'lllllnia Iism.
i~l.

Ff nn llv. , lot IlW affirm on behalf 1)1' my
, (IIH'I>rnmont and pl'l)jl!t' that my dl'!l'p;ntion looks Io rwu rd to
allllthl'r )'l'ar of hard hut Illlll·q wllrth-\vlult, Wll1'li. as a
ml'Illlll'r of thl' ~lll'l'inl CllIllIll ittl'l' in our l'ndl'n vIm 1'::;';
tll Ilrinp; fl'l'1'11l)111 and inlit'pl'ndt'nl'p tn tht.' millitmf'
Whll arl' still dl'lu'i\'l>d of t1ll'm.
:\l~'

llt.'It'p;athm hns t'1)-SpnnSI)1'I>d tlll' drnft rl'Slllutilln 1\ L.~OtiJ lln thl' itl'l11 11l)\\, hdllrl> thl' ASSl>mhly
fIll' 1'lmsidl'ratillIl. \\'1> h:\\'l' dnnl> SI) in tIll' hplil>f that
thl' iIllpll'Illt>nt:\tit)n Ill' its prlH'ision::;.; wlltlld grl>atly
('xpt'dih' tIll' IH'lWt'SS of dl'l'olllnizathm, whit'h, in its
turn, wl)uld IwIp rt>dul'l> tIll' tl>nsions prl>vailinp; in till'
woI'1d tnday. :'Ity dl>II>p;ation hl)pt'S thnt tl1l' draft l'l'SOlution will hI> adl)ptt>d hy tl1l' .\8st'mhly hy an 1)\'1'1'wht'lminp; ma.lnrity.
HO.

Ion.

:'Ill', \\'.\ZlHI (Afp;h:mistan) (translah>d from
Fl'l'l1l'h): I wlltlld likt' first it) t'xprt>ss my dl'll'gation's
p;r:ltitudt> to tIll' Chairman of till' Sp"<,'ial Committ<.><.'
for thl> t>fforts Ill' has madl> in ordl'r tn submit his
admirah!l' rl>IXH't tl) us.
H2. At its fift<.><.'nth st.'8sion, undl>1' resolution 1514
(X\') nf l·t 1)<.'('<.>mht.>1' 1%0, till' Gt.>nl'rnl Assl>mhly
a dl)ptl'd t 11t' I1t>da ra tion on till' Ci ra nUnp;ofIndl'lll'ndt.'I1(.'l>
it) ('t)lonial (\mntrit's and Pt'oph>s. SincE' that nwmorahlt' t'vt.>nt, th<.' (Il'IW1'al Asst'mhly has l'\'t>l'Y yt>ar
t'xamiIwd tIll' situation rl'ga1'dinp; tIll' impl<"llwntation
of that Dt.>t'la ratinn, :1l1d, aftl'r studying till' Spt.'l'ia~
Cnmmittlw's rt>ptwt, has :lsh>d tIll' lattt.'l' to l'ontinut'
its st'ar('h fnr ways and l11l'anS l)f l>nsuring tIll' im11wdlatt.' and t'omplt>tt' implt'nwntatinn of till' Dl>(,'Inration
tt) all tht.' Tt.>rritorit>s that ha Vl> not Yl>t nUn iIll'd indt.'Ilt'ndt>nl'<'>,
H~~. Tlw ndnption in 1~)(l0 of tI1l' tlnih>(i Nations Dt'claration on tIll' (I ranting of Indt.>Ill>mll>nt't' and tIll' decisions tak<.'n hy tIll' (lPlll'ral Af'sl'mbly rl'l'op;nizing the
It.'gitima<.'y of tIll' strup;p;h> l)f p,'ople::;.; for f1'l't'dnm and
indt'pl'ndp11l't', tIll' appt'al addrt.'88t'd by tIll' Gt'lll'1'al
A8~·1('Illhly tn all Stah>s h) h>nd tl1<.'ir matl'rinl and
mornl support to that stru~l<.> and the t'ondpmnnUon
of l'olnnialisIll in all its manifl>statinns have gi\'t.'n
pnliti"al StlPlX)l't to all the pt'opll's stru~ling against
('oloninlism.

H4. }luring the IH't'St'nt so sston of the (It'Iwral Assornbly WI> have had th« welcome opportunity l)f~rl't't
ing tlu- nC('I'ssinn h) indt'lH>ndt.>twI' of IW\\' Statl'~ which
huvo 1l1'l'11l1W :'Ilt'l11hl'rS Ill' tlu- l 'nited Nations, Guyann ,
Ll'~l)thll, HlltSW:II1:1 and Ha l'hadns a 1'1' statt>:-4 wlik-h,
hnv lng hl'l'lH1W Indepondont this yoa r , huvo won the
fip;ht agu inst colonial ism wap;l'd by the pi-ople s and
h~' t ht' l'nitt,>d !\ at ions,

()n tho lltlll'l' hand, decolonizutton is muking slow
prllp;rl'ss, not bl't'atlSt> tilt' t lnih'd Nations i~ not doing
:\11 that it ('an, hut becnuse the re art.> still 111t'n and
Govo rnmeuts that do 111)t h<.'!it>\'P in the equa lity of
pl'llp!t'S and a rI' continuing to violate the prtnctples
Ill' the Chn rte r,
Hfi.

~(i. 'I'ho .'\fgh:\n dl'lt'p;ation is deeply disturbed that,
ant'r twenty years of dlscus stons and debates. WP
art> st ill f:h'l'd with colonlal questtons which have not
ht't>n SI)}Vt'd and that the rr-solutions of the United
Nations durtng' the yeu rs that have passed have constantly c-ome up against the unjusttflnble nttitudes
und rofusule of the udmtnlste rtng Power-s,
~7.

:'Ily dt>h'p;atitm hl>lit.'Vt.'s that the present sttuntion
1)1' the colonin l Tt.>rritorit's greatly invol \'(,>14 the
respons iblltty of the Unitod Nations. We regret to
nott' that tht.>st' Territnries an> plunged into disquieting dislU'del' and that th<.'ir poplllations ar(' deprived
nf thl'ir fundan1l'ntal rights.
H~.

TIll' Afp;han dt.'legatitm l'ondl>mns not only dassi"
('11Ionialism, tIll' sn-ealll'd Wl>stL'rn ('I)lonialis111 , hut
:lIlY kind of t>xIXlIlf'innism ainwd at the exploitation
and l)pprt>ssion nf human bt.>ings :md the domination
1)1' man hy man, for Slid) praC'tkes :U'l> based on
[or('t.', isolation and dh'ision.
H~). Yl>:\1' hy yt.'ar the situation in Southern Rhodl~siu
grows worst.'. Tht.> rebt.'l GlWt'1'nnH.>nt l'ontinues to
trampll' undl>rfoot thc.> sat' red principle of l'f'spect
for human dignity and the inalienable right of l'very
pt'oph" to lihL'rty, sl>lf-det(>rmination and independence.

80.

In such t.'ircumstaIwes we feel that the Pnited
Rhould he alert to seek ways nnd means of
putting a speedy end to the rebellion in the Territory
of Southern Hhodesia and hl~lping the people of
Southern Hhodl.)sia to set up a majority government
and an equitahlf' socl('ty frol' from discriminatioll. We
hope that sPN'd.y progress will he achi0ved in this
1'1'SPt'e! and that, as call1'd for in the reh.'vant resolution::; of tIll' lTnited Nations, the lTnited Kingdom
CloVt.'rnmt.>nt will takl' without dt.'lay appropriate aetion
to l'n:lhlt.> thl' pt>oph> of Southl'rn Hhodl'sia to d<.'t<.'rminl'
tl1l'ir own future in eonformity with tIlt.' objectives of
the Dl'l'1aration on tilt' Granting of Indepl'l1denel> to
Colonial ('otmtrit.>::'; and Pt.'op!t.'::;.;.
Nation~

91. With regnrd to tIll' tl'rritorh>s under Portuguese
administration, tht.> GtWl>rnml>nt of Portugal persists
in di::H'<.>gnrding tIlt.' rell>vtmt rt.>solutions of tilt' tTnited
Nations. Likewisl', that Governn1l'nt is trampling
underfol,)t till' saered prindpl<.'s of resl)t.'ct for human
dignity and refuses It) grant thl' inalil.)nahl' , right of
I)(,'t)pll's tn self-determination, a.s rl.'a.ffirmNi in thl~
said resolutions, and there is nothing to show that it
has ahandoned its aim of integrating the said h.'rritoril's politit'ully nnd economically into the metropolitan country.
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92. In these ctrcumstnnces tho United Nations must
take all the measures requtred to ensure the rapid
accession of these countr tes to independonce.

ga. Furthermore, the Government of South Africa
continues to refuse to implement till' Cl eneru l Assembly resolutions conce rning South West Africa. With
its ba sele ss arguments the Government of South
Africa conttnue s oppos lng the tmplernentutton of
General Assembly resoluttons. Year by yeu r the
situation grows worse. and the South Af'rtcan Gove mment denies to peoples their iunl ienuble rtght to
Ireedom , self-determination and tudepondence,
94. The policy of apn1'tlll'id that is applied in the
Territory of South West Africa is regn rdcd by my
delegation as a Ilagrunt violation of human r lghts,
Like the overwhelming majority of dclcgntions in this
Assembly, the Afghan dolegntlon condemns rucial
discrimination and the policy of apartl~'id~ it l'ons lde rs that the United Nations sl1' ld intervene in
South West Africa in accordance w« [, the provisions
of the resolution [2145 (XX!)] recently ndopted by the
General Assemblv.

95. The Afghan de legntion be lieve s that the Gene rul
Assembly should pay special attention to till' question
of Ader and the peninsula of South Arubta and. to Oman
and the other colonial Ter r-itortes. It fully supports
the terrns of draft resolutton A/L.50G, as it Ieels
sure that the essential point at the present time is to
put an end. as quickly as posstble , to the unncb ronism
represented hy the continuation of colonialism in the
middle of the twentieth century,
9G. My delegation considers it a prtvilegc and an
honour to bp a member of the SPt.'ciu 1 Committee.
Afghnnistan, which has unreservedly supporte-d the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence, has
always fully approved the recornmendnttons of the
Special Committee. This is hecause W(' are convinced
that. so long as men continue to ht' oppresst.'d by thl'ir
hrothers. intt.'rnational peace and security will always
be threatened.

97. Mr. .JO\' E,JATI (Syria): Hardly an item considered by the General Assembly compares with
item 23 in sip;nificance and acute relevance. or as an
incarnation of the most important intt'rnational proble~11s. Hardly an itt'm so C'1parly illustratl's how thl'
fundamental principles of the Charter stand today and
to what e",'tent they are jeopardized hy powerful for('('s
of reaction.
98. The framework of tht' l'nited Nations endeavour
to emancipate peoples and societies from the ('hains
of colonial domination and exploitation was established
in the Declaration of independence for colonial countries and peoples embodied in resolution 1514 (XV).
By institutionalizing the right of tkpendent peoples to
self-determination and settinp; up the mechanism for
its functioning. the authors of the Declaration sought
to concretize further the great steps achieved HO far
by the great contemr'lrary revolution against injustiet.'
and inequality: and by the creation of the SIwt'ial
Committee. the instrumt.'ntality for activization of
the principles of the DeC'laration anci for vip;ilnnce
over its proIX'l' application was provided. Thus principles, frame\".,ork and organ have been made available.
What remained and still remains to be TTIaterialized

so that the whole task of dl'colonization may ue
crowned with success is the will to trnnslate the
tdeuls into deeds, With regiu-d to this latter fuctor ,
indeed the most cructul point, the pructlr-e of reviewinp; till' evolution of the situation year after yeur by
this Assembly ucquli-es spcctul tmportnncc. It allows
the extent of prnp;rt.'ss to be us sessed, the dl'fl'ds to
hl' analysed, and the pockets of reculctt ruuce to
change to bl' unru vclled, What is still more important
is to seek the most l'ffl'l'tivt' methods ut the disposal
of the tnte rnnttonal community to br lng to a fruitful
conclusion, whatever till' ctrc.tmstnnces , this noble
task of ernunctpntton wlrlch it has pledged to undertake,
~H).

In this respect the r_~l'vant reports of the
SIwt'ial Cornmtttee gtvo an ndequate ptcture and afford
cleu r lndlcutlons as to uchtevernents , expectations
'1nd dtsnppotutments,

As to the dete rrntnntton of the Spl'l'ial Cornm ittce to pursue its duty with tcnnctty , under the.' ahll'
gutdnnce of its past, prese-nt and future Chnt rrnen,
and to uccvpt to that end any tnconvonience or sucr if'lce , the re can nr ise no doubt. Those mernbo rs who
have familiarizl'd themselves with its work and heavy
schedule can utte st to its devotion h) till' cuuse it
promotes, uided by the dt sttuguishcd Sl'Cl'l'taryGcnerul and the ve ry uhle staff he has put at its
disposal.
lOO.

10!. But the key to the solution of problems often
rematns in the hands of the admlnlste rtng 1'O\\'l'1'8,
and in this connexion the only power the Spee lnl
Committee can use is the power of pcrsuaston, and
whe re that fails it can only make recommendations
and denounce the party responsthle for fu tlurc.

On the postt ive side of the account, the attainmerit of tndependence by Guyunn , Botswana. Lesotho
and Barbados was gratifyinp;. and duo trthute must hp
paid to the saL'rifiL't.'s the pl'oples of thOSl' countril's
sU8tatI1l'd for thl.' sake of l'l'L'onlluerinp; tIll'ir rip;ht to
dip;nity and frt.'t.'dom.
102.

TIll' coming year, H)G7, will be marked by thl'
hL)pe that thl' dialoguE' alrt.'ady initiated on tb(' preparation of tht' imil'pt.'ndl'nC'l' of Equatorial Guinea. and
about to be initiatc.'d on Ifni and the Sahara. will kad
the task of deC'olonization of thosl.' Tt'rritories to
fruition nnt latl'r than 19G8.
103.

104. Ninett.'en-sixty-eip;ht is also the final (inte set
for the nccession to statehood of Adl'n. TIlt' 'llnitpd
Nations prt'Sl'IWt.' in the T,'rritory. at last acceptC'd
by the administl'ring Power nnder the physical
prl'ssurl' of the national liberation movement and thl'
moral prpssure of the llnitl'd Nations, is countl'd upon
to normalize thl' political l'limate Hnd anll'lioratl' the
deep wounds inflicted on that valiant Arab l)('opll'
through l:W yl'ttl'S of ruthless C'onqul'st.
105. Yet, in spitl' nf that partial improveml'nt, concern OVl'r thl' aspects of till' colonial policy in th'lt
area pursued hy the same administerinp; Power has
not bl'en lPss. In fad, that Power is enp;ap;t.'Ci in a
triple course givinp; rist' to gravest misgivings and
pt'rpetuatinp; the slwds of conflict and tension. Consolitlation and extension of military installations is
goinp; on; isolation of tIll' area from any contact with
the Arab world is imposed on such a scale that ev<.'n
the modest financial. cultural and tl'chniC'nl assistance
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tende rcd by till' Longuo of Aruh statos to the peoples

of those Tt'rritnrh's is obstructeu.
lOtio Last but not Ionst , per-manent allegtunces ,
th rough unre ()I'l'St -ntati ve and outmoded r6ginw s, art'
bought, ill full oxploitutiou of t r ibnl feuds and pr-iml»
tin' ignornncc, Iltttcrucy , not litcrucy , is promoted,
Bnckwnrdno ss , not modr-rntzution , is preserved. The
nwnkcning of the masses is fen red and suffocated in
thl' c radle,
107. Member-s wi II have found astounding reveluttons
in this conncxion in till' stntr-ment of the Assistant
Secrl'tary-('lt'I1l'ral of the Arab Leaguo bef'ore the
Special Committee in the meetings in Cairo last June
fA/H:HW/Hl'v.l, chap. II, paras. :314-:>-14J.

lOH. In some othe r tnstances, and still in the SlH1H.'
nren , the fairy tall' of sheikhs and sultans, alleged
to be fully sovereign, fully Independent, fully popular,
hut lonvlng, out of their own will, all care of defence
matters, foreign affairs, security, resources and ('('0nomic potenttul in the benevolent hands of British
Ir-lends , is a cynical attempt to mislead world public
opinion in this twentieth century in which Wt.' live,
in the ern of the United Nntions and its prtnctples,
109. Yet , till' ltbe ral cl rcles in the coloniultst
Power-s themselves appeul for the calling off of such
n truvesty of truth. 'I'he lr pleu is that, if the ('010nia lfst Gove rnments a re bound to take a course
counter to the sovereignty and independence of
peoples, let them do so at least with honesty; let
them declare forthwith that what they seek is a
monopoly over vast resources, the imposition of
unfair contracts in the exploitatton of those resources,
and the establishment of military bases from which
they can permanently threaten with immediate suffocation any voice for ernanclpatlon and liberty and any
endeavour towards unity, soclaltsm and justice.
110. The colonial policy which brought bloodshed and
suffering to the area is the same in other colonial
Territories: only the methods and pretexts are
different. Otherwise, how can the suppression of the
elementary rights of four million Africans in their
cherished land of Zimbabwe by a minority of fanatics
he explained? Was it not at the initiative of the same
colonialtst Power that land was here alienated, there
simply usurped, here distributed to settlers, there
merely annexed to the Crown, here yielded to companies, there-in the most urid portions-used to
confine the innocent, rightful African people? The
Security Council is now again seized of the matter,
but whose procrastination is responsible for the
aggravation of till' situation?
111. Again, how can the persistence and the consolidation of the practice of apartheid and the factual
conquest of South West Africa be explained if not
by the prior assurances the violators of the Charter
and of the will of humanity have got, that sanctions
would not be universally applied against them, that
surrounding Af'rtcun countries would not be permitted
to arm sufftclently to threaten their illegitimate
acquisitions, and that the huge trade and illicit profits
r eal lzed at the expense of Afr-ican sweat and blood are
too precious to be overridden by any human ethics?
How can the Portuguese colonial policy, suppressing as it does the identity, the African per112.
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sonaltty, and till' natural rights of mill ions of Mozamblqunns, Gulneans and Angolans, hl' explnined without
the shield of defence that its Atlantic Alliance so
conveniently affords to it? Not the defunct theory of
assimilation, hut the Portuguese position in such a
powerful all lnnce , is behind its opposttton to the trend
of history and the evolution of human relations. The
argument that certa in Power's can still have n defensive nlltnnce with Portugal when, on thl' other hand,
they ccndemn its poltc ie s is an ru-ttftciul structure
of semantlcs that evades recognltion of the truth and
ntternpts to justify a morally lndefensfblo position.
The spokesmen of the Atlantic Alliance time and
again emphasize the community of outlook, of culture,
of civilization and of ideals among themselves. Only
when fuced with the facts of Portuguese colonial
policy do they single out the purely defensive links
that bind them to Portugal in what they describe as
only a restricted area.
U3. Another alliance of interests among the forces
of reaction which oppress the African people in the
colonies under Portuguese domination in South Africa,
South West Afrtcu and Southern Rhodesin is true and
real, No assurance that a "formal alliance" does not
exist can change that reultty , for it is an alliance of
r enctionary spirit which is bused on the so-called
superiority of the white race and an nIl tance of
interests based on the inhuman exploitation of the
African race. When the illegitimate privileges of the
settlers are threatened in one part, the other parts
are sensitive and immediately put up fanatic support
for the threatened and fanatic resistance to change.
114. And behind this alliance of interest and quest
for the survival of privileges stands the power of
monopolies and international finance. Its behaviour
in the usurped African territories is unfortunately
based on discrimination against the African, whose
very re sources they exploit with no benefit to Africans.
115. While all industrial legislation attests to the
universal tendency to pay the worker his full share,
the African worker is underpaid and denied training
and opportunities for advancement. Through this, the
rate of plus-value jumps to a phenomenal index and
the rate of profit triples. But these practices have
been from the outset made possible only by the
dominating Power, which condones these practices,
hence the gratitude of these companies and the
support they give to the oppressor. They come to
ussoclate the permanency of these profits with the
permanency of the oppressive Power. They afford
it every support within their capacity to assure this
permanence. Not only are contrtbuttons paid under
the guise of innocent taxation, but proferenttul treatment with regard to the price of commodities is
accorded to the metropolitan country. Sometimes
they even have their little armies within their precincts
in order to help oppression and to suppress from the
outset any movement of emancipation. Thus the
identity of interests becomes the identity of goals.
Certain delegations still claim that they do not
see how these monopolies impede the independence
of colonial countries. They ask: "Are they not offering
work to the Africans? Are not they helping to increase
the national income? If they Withdrew, would not the
plight of the Africans be more sombre?" By these
116.
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deliberately naive contentlons, they want to appear
innocent. The fact is that the story of these companies
is a sequence, a fully coherent circle.
117. The countries to whom these companies belong
by nationaltty remain silent, When they are liberal,
they reserve their pas itton instead of voting against
any condemnation of those interests. They say they
have no jurisprudence over those nationals, and so
they evade any action, through a legal myth, as if law
---was-created to obstruct justice and as if law can be
earnestly called law when it allows injustice to
persevere.
118. These violations of the Charter clearly threaten
international peace and security, for the peoples in
Africa and elsewhere cannot bt: expected to end their
struggle and surrender their rights to dignified life
and independence. The rising African countries, increasing in status and strength, cannot be ex..p ected to
acquiesce in this denial of justice to their brothers.
And the suggestion of the representative of Hungary
[1487th meeting] that the Security Council has to
fulfil in this respect its constitutional role is the first
remedy that men attached to the prestige and efficacy
of this international Organization can think of. But,
simultaneously, the Special Committee must be encouraged to go ahead with its duty, to send its SubCommittees to various territories, small and large,
and to continue its visits to the African capitals to
establish this indispensable organic link between
intellectual ideals and vivid struggle, and elucidate
to the General Assembly the details of the alliance
of the forces of reaction and the international monopolies.
119. But, first and foremost, a sense of solidarity
among the majority of Member States dictates that
the support to the freedom fighters should be concrete,
not mereJ.y moral. The links between the regional
organizations and the United Nations should develop
to the extent required by the gravity of the problems.
Finally, the supporters of the forces df reaction
should be made to understand that on the very level
of trade, exchange and material interests Africa can
have either friends or enemies, without a place for
the half-hearted.
120. The intellectually rich resources which were
behind the drafting of a resolution such as resolution 1514 (XV) are not incapable of making these
theoretical points concrete at this stage, turning them
into a charter of action, a charter which will c -own
in the end the efforts so earnestly deployed to ensure
the primacy of the rule of justice and equity.
121. Mr. RODRIGUEZ ASTIAZARAIN (Cuba) translated from Spanish): Six years ago, the General Assembly adopted the historic Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
Every year we meet to analyse the results achieved
by the Special Committee on anti-colonialism, the
Committee of Twenty-four, which was established to
achieve the goals of General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV).
122. My delegation wishes once again to express its
appreciation of the Special Committee's efforts to
attain these just objectives, despite the colonial
Powers' tenacious resistance to the process of world

decolonlzatton, The inordinate concern of the colonial
Powers to maintain their political and economic
domination over the colonial territories is a flagrant
violation of the United Nations Charter, which proclaims the rights of peoples to self-determination
and independence.
123. \Ve realize that the Special Committee's efforts
are blocked by the interests of the powerful colcnialtst Powers, which use every means .rvullable in
the Organization to hamper, slow down and frustrate
any effective action to apply resolution 1514 (XV).
124. Progress is therefore slow, and we are in duty
bound to redouble our efforts in the struggle against
colonialism and neo-colonialtsrn, which is part and
parcel of the general struggle against the imperialism
headed by the Government of the Unlted states of
America, the principal exploiter and oppressor in
the modern world.
125. The imperialists ignore every humanitarian
principle and deny the most rudimentary rights to
the peoples in their drive to obtain profits and wealth.
For the imperialists, the sweat, blood and sacrifice
of peoples are only items in a balance sheet. It is for
this reason that the work of the Special Committee is
consistently blocked by the representatives of all the
colonial Powers and their supporters.
126. The resolution approved by the Assembly at its
last session concerning the legality of the struggle
of peoples for independence and freedom, the appeal
to all States to give them moral and mater-ial assistance in that struggle, the condemnation of (,)10nialism as a crime against humanity, should serve
as an encouragement to us in the attainment of these
objectives. But the theatre in which we can most effectively lend our support is that in which the struggle
for emancipation of the exploited peoples is being
waged. Let us increase our assistance to the liberation movements and finally eradicate the cancer of
colonialism and neo-colonialfsm.
127. The imperialists make futile efforts to suppress
liberation movements and preserve colonial rule and
ex-ploitation by the use of brutal methods of repression, criminal aggression, armed intervention and the
practice of racial segregation and discrimination.
128. At this point, we could describe the most bitter
experience iT' Cuba's history since, as a result of
armed interv .ntion by the United states Government,
we were cheated of genuine independence and subjected to governments which docilely bowed to the
policy of United states colonial rule. Economically,
the imperialists forced us into the rule of producers
of raw materials for United states industries and a
market for their manufactures.
129. Despite the victortous outcome of the revolution, although we have finally done away with the
consequences of Yankee colonial policies we still
have on our territory the military base which the
United States arrogantly and illegally maintains
against the will of our people and Government. We
call attention to the danger of foreign military bases,
which form part of the aggressive arsenal of the
imperialists and are used in an attempt to repress
independence movements in the colonial and neocolonial territories.
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130. One of the most striking expressions of solidar'ity among the peoples that are victims of aggression throughout the world was undoubtedly the Tricontinental Conference which was held in Havana, the
capital of Cuba, at the beginning of 1966Yand brought
together representatives of national liberation movements and other progressive forces from three continents. Since it was a historic event of major importance in the struggle against imperialist and colonial ist
forces, allow me to quote a paragraph from the general
resolution of the political committee on colonialism
and neo-colomallsm, as a vigorous expression of the
proper response of the world's progressive peoples
and governments to the violence unleashed by the
imperialists:
"To proclaim that, in face of the armed violence
which imperialism, headed by the United States,
employs to stifle the growing liberation struggle,
it is the right and the duty of the peoples victims of
aggression to use revolutionary violence. To jointly
sustain this struggle in the case of each people and
to urge all countries of the three continents to give
all their moral support, as well as material, political
and diplomatic assistance to the revolutionary movements In the armed or political struggle, which is
necessary to ensure victory over imperialism, colonialism end neo-colonialism on all three continents,
and is equally the right and duty of all peoples."
[A/6611/ Add.L, page 36, para. 4.]
131. In recent years new states have come into being,
whose peoples attained their independence after heroic
struggle. Nevertheless, there are still peoples subject
to the colonial yoke in Africa, the Middle East and
Latin America. One of the most brutally repressed
peoples is undoubtedly the people of the southern tip
of Africa where criminal control is maintained by a
grouping of the most racist and reactionary forces in
the world, protected and sponsored by the United
States imperialists, and, thanks to them, sustained
by economic aid and by military alliances such as
NATO. With that support, they continue to subjugate
the peoples of South West Africa, Southern Rhodesia,
Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea.
In Pretoria and Rhodesia these offspring of imperialism labour to maintain their inhuman policy of
apartheid in contempt of the international community.
The alliance of these colonlaltst forces is manifest in
the constant repression of the independence movement
and constitutes a threat to the independent States of
Africa and a danger to international peace and security.
132. My delegation, in its statement in the debate on
the question of South West Africa [1454th meeting],
, .ambiguously condemned the Government of South
Africa for continuing and increasing its oppression of
the African population and extending its inhuman and
dfscrimtnatory practices to the territory of South
West Africa. We also voice our support for any
measures the African States consider necessary to
bring about the independence of the territory or r-woke
the mandate of South Africa over South West Africa.
We are therefore tnfavour of draft resolutionA/L.483,
and Add.I and 3. My country considers that the only
.1J First Solidarity Conference of the Peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin
America, held at Havana, January 1966.
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Mandatory Rower in South Africa is the people of the
Territory, and we reaffirm our wtlltngness to give it
moral and material support in its just struggle for
independence. However the refusal of the South
African regime and its suppoi-ter s to respect the
resolutions of the General Assembly and the Spec2'11
Committee are further proof of the resistance of the
colonial Powers to the United Nations efforts to achieve
the objectives of resolution 1514 (XV),
I

133. The situation in Rhodesia deserves special
attention. Over a year ago the unilate ral declaration
of indepeudence was proclaimed by a white minority
of fascist settlers who conr i oue to repress the African
population of Zimbabwe i: defiance of resolutions
adopted by the United Nations. What have the imperialists done? How have they responded to the call
of the international community? Let us look at a few
figures that were published, not in a Cuban newspaper,
but in The New York Times, yesterday, Sunday,
11 December, section 4. page 1, where it was pointed
out that Rhodesian ex..p orts to the United States increased from $15.4 million in 1965 to an estimated
$19 million in 1966; they increased from $25.2 million
to $25.8 million in the case of the Federal Republic
of Germany; and from $36.4 million to $42 million in
the case of South Africa. Such is the response of the
imperialists, colonialists and racists to the efforts
of the Committee of Twenty-four.
134. My country, in solidarity with the heroic struggle
of the people of Zimbabwe, reaffirms its Willingness
to give the Zimbabwe people the moral and material
assistance they need to achieve independence.
135. My delegation views with concern the situation
in the Territories under Po rtuguese colonial domination where the peoples of so-called Portuguese Guinea
and the Cape Verde Islands, as well as the populations
of Angola, Mozambique, St, Thomas and Principe, are
subjected to constant repression to stifle their just
aspirations for independence.
136. Cuba once again hails from this rostrum the
victorious development of the national liberation
movement of so-called Portuguese Guinea and reaffirms its full support for peoples fighting to free
themselves from foreign rule.
137. In Latin America we still have the irritating
case of Puerto Rico which continues to be under the
colonial rule of the Government of the United States.
Referring to the situation of Puerto Rico in the
general debate on 18 October. Dr. Ratil Roa , Mtmster
of External Affairs of my country, said:
"With its assumption of an anti-colontaltst position without concealment or reservations, the Cuban
delegation is entitled to request the support of all
independent States for its sister island of Puerto
Rico. The United States has used and ts using every
trick and strategem to prevent this case from being
considered by the General Assembly. It is not
enough to clamour for the abolition of the last
vestiges of European colonialism in Latin America.
True and consistent anti-colonialism means demanding before anything and above anything the abolition
of the United States colonial rule over Puerto Ri . . 0,
whose people share our language, tradition and culture, whose independence, together with that of Cuba,
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was fought for by Jose Martf to complete Sim6n
Bolfvar's unfinished task of liberation and to build
a barrier against the economic and political expansion of the United states into the southern part of
the continent.
"The Cuban delegation believes that, in accordance
with the principles of the Charter and the anticolonialist resolutions that have been adopted, the
General Assembly should take a stand on this
matter. Last year, in my letter dated 1 October
1965, the Revolutionary Government of Cuba requested that the case of Puerto Rico should be
included in the agenda of the Committee of Twentyfour. The document reiterated an identical request
by forty-seven heads of states or Governments
meeting at the second Conference of Non-Aligned
Countries and echoed the demand of all the patriotic
organizations of Puerto Rico. The Committee's
working group made a reo. mmendation that a study
should be made to ascertain whether Puerto Rico
could be included in the list of territories which
have n.' : yet gained their independence, postponing
consid.. <ration of the matter until the Committee's
next session.
"The Cuban delegation reiterates its request to
the General Assembly to take up the case of Puerto
Rico without further delay. It may fittingly be emphasized that it does so not merely as a Member
of the Organization but on behalf of and as representative of a heroic and sacrificed people who have
been fighting for their complete emancipation for a
century. States Members win have to choose between
supporting the independence of this people or tightening its shackles," [1446th meeting, paras.' 113-115.]
138. The question of the inclusion of Puerto Rico in
the agenda of the Special Committee was again discussed this year. The working group felt that a new
and detailed study was needed and decided that that
study should be undertaken as soon as possible during
the Special Committee's next session.
139. My delegation reiterates that the Special Committee is fully competent to study the case of Puerto
Rico, a dependent territory to which General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV) is fully applicable.
140. The United states imperialists make futile
efforts to try to hide the real situation in Puerto Rico.
In the United Nations they refer to General Assembly
resolution 748 (VIII). In the first place that resolution
was approved by the General Assembly without a full
and accurate report on the situation in Puerto Rico.
The United states reported a plebiscite in which the
people had allegedly chosen its destiny. However, it
concealed the fact that in the p~ebiscite voters could
not opt for independence and that 60 per cent of the
electorate abstained or expressed their opposition to
Yankee colonial occupation. There is another point to
consider: the United states now cites resolution 748
(VII.() , but at the Ninth Inter-American Conference at
Bogota in 1948, the United states opposed the adoption
of an anti-colonialist resolution for fear that anticolonialist studivs in America would bring to light its
illegal occupation of Puerto Rico. At that time, General
Assembly resolution 748 (VIII) did not exist.

141. We firmly believe that the imperialists cannot
hide the facts for ever, however hard they try Puerto
Rico is subject to the legislative, judicial and executive control of the United states. Its people have no
jurisdiction over questions of citizenship, foreign
affairs, defence, immigration and emigration, external
trade, currency, postal service, radio and television
communications, etc. The only right that the United
states has granted to the population is \'11e right to be
compelled to die in the defence of imperialist interests,
as in Korea and Viet-Nam. In this, one must recognize
the generosity of the United states.
0

142. In conclusion, I wish to say that my country will
vote in favour of any measures proposed by the Committee of Twenty-four to promote the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples.
143. Mr. GEORGE8CU (Romania) (translated from
French): The delegation of the Socialist Republic of
Romania is taking pm in the discussion of the problems concerning the implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peupies in the conviction that the United Nations
must play a more effective role in the final eliminatton of the last vestiges of colonialism. Freedom and
independence are, of course, the result ofthe struggle
of peoples subjected to colonial domination, but our
Organization, through the means appropriate to it, can
also contribute substantially to the success of that
struggle and to the final abolition of the out-moded
colonialtst system.
144. The annual report of the Secretary-General on
the work of the United Nations gives an important
place to the problems of decolonization. In the introduction to his annual report the Secretary-General
states:
"It must be admitted that, while the United Nations
has been in the forefront of support for the principle of self-determination, and while it has done
much to encourage and at times to assist the emergence of dependent peoples, it has so far failed to
provide or facilitate effective solutions to the several
difficult and serious colonial problems which remain." [A/6301/Add.l, p. 11.]
It was at that stage that the work of the Fourth Cummittee and the General Assembly at the current session began.

145. Although the General Assembly and the Security
Council have adopted adequate recommendations and
decisions regarding the proclamation of the independence of Non-Self-Governing Territories, important colonial problems, such as those of South West
Africa, Southern Rhodesia, and the Portuguese Territories continue to be particularly serious because the
administering Powers obstinately refuse to implement
the numerous resolutions adopted and continue to
resort to the use of police and armed forces for the
maintenance of their domination.
146. ~0me of the resolutions adopted by the General
Assembly at the present session represent, in our
opinion, a step forward ;n the process of decolonization,
147. Thus, the withdrawal of South Africa's Mandate
over South West Africa and the establishment of the
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Committee of Fourteen if to submit, not later than
April 1967, recommendations on preparing the Territory for independence [see resolution 2145 (XXI)rplace
a direct responsibility on the United Nations. The
fourteen Governments, and our Organization as a
whole, will no longer be able to confine themselves
to general studies and recommendations but will have
to take effective practical measures which can lead
to early independence for South West Africa.
148. In its resolution 2151 (XXI) of 17 November
1966, the General Assembly does not confine itself to
recognizing the right of peoples to struggle against
the colonial Powers; it also calls upon all States to
extend all moral and material support to those who
are waging a hard fight to achieve their national
independence or, in the case of Southern Rhodesta, to
the Zimbabwe people to overthrow the illegal racist
Government of Smith.
149. The policy practised by Portugal in the Territories under its administration is, in the words of the
draft resolution adopted by the Fourth Committee
[A/6554, para. 14], condemned as a "crime against
humanity" .
150. Thus, in view of the persistent refusal of the
administering Powers and their repressions and colonial wars, this international body does not confine
itself to its own measures and decisions. It also considers it necessary to encourage peoples to continue
their sacred struggle for independence and calls upon
all States to give moral and material support to that
struggle which constitutes the decisive factor in the
elimination of the hateful r~gime of colonial domination, the slavery of modern times. In the case of
Rhodesia, the- purpose of the appeal is to overthrow
the racist and illegal Smith Government.
151. Colonial domination has, for centuries past, been
a real disaster for whole continents and for mankind.
The continent of Africa, which has sufferedmostfrom
foreign occupations, can be proud of the centuries-old
civilizations and cultures and other remarkable civilizations in full development which the colonialists
found in Africa and tried to destroy during their domination. The Dakar Festival of Negro Art represented
for some people a "discovery" of Africa. The African
art treasures brought to light a new and majestic
world. The history of Africa does not, as the apologists
of colonialism claim, begin with the colonization of
that continent. On the contrary, colonialism interrupted Africa's development and sometimes even
involved the destruction of flourishing civilizations in
that vast territory.
152. The process of decolonization is far from being
complete. Although this chamber offers us a magnificent sight where half of the delegations represent
young recently Ilberated «ountrles, there are no less
than fifty Territories of varying sizes still under
colonial domination.
153. Voices are still heard in the United Nations
speaking of the inability of certain Territories to
become independent, either because they would lack
the cadres and conditions needed for their development or because they could not exist as independent
~ Ad Hoc Committee for South Wl;.st Afrtca,
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States owing to the small size of their territory. But
who, in that case, is responsible for the lack of cadres
and proper conditions, if not the colonial Powers, which
have done everything to prevent the creation of such
conditions? The facts are too well known for it to be
necessary to recall them here. A simple comparison
between the size of the cadres which existed in those
Territories when independence was proclaimed and
that of the cadres existing at present is enough to show
that R in a few year s only those young States have trained
more cadres than were trained throughout the whole
period of colonial domination.
154. It is urgently necessary that all the Territories
still under foreign domination, regardless of their
size or population, their sttuatton or the fact that
they are regarded as "strategic territories n should
obtain their independence without delay. Once they
are free and independent, the peoples will decide their
destiny themselves. They will then be able to choose
for themselves any free association thought possible
with small neighbouring territories, in accordance
with their own mterests.
155. A simple glance at the map is enough to show
that the Territories which have not yet acquired their
independence are spread over almost :111 the continents, oceans and the largest seas. In many of these
Territories there is an explosive situation due to
harsh colonial oppre ssion or there are foreign military
bases of different Powers. All this makes it imperative that complete independence should be granted as
soon as possible and unconditionally to all the peoples
living in those more than fifty Territories.
156. According to the Charter of the United Nations,
the relations between the administering Powers and
the cependent Territories are international in character, since they come under United Nations auspices
and supervision and should contribute to the attainment
of self-determination and independence by the peoples
in question. Twenty years after the introduction of the
Trusteeship System, discussions are still going on in
the United Nations about the character of these Territories and many retrograde colontaltst theories are
being advanced, In accordance with the letter and
spirit (, f the United Nations Charter, the international
Trusteeship System is in the nature of a transition
towards independence and should not be hindered by any
discrimination or limitation regarding the measures
to be taken for the de colonization of Territories that
are still dependent.
157. Events have shown that decolonization is a complicated process which the colonial Powers are
fiercely opposing by resorting to a whole range of
measures extending as far as large-scale military
repressions and real undeclared wars against the
indigenous inhabitants.
158. The period following the Second World War will
go down in history as the period of great political
decolonization. The vast majority of the peoples of the
colonies have gained independence and more thanfifty
new independent States which occupy honoured places
in this Assembly have been established during that
same period.
159. The immense volume of material accumulated
in the archives of the Trusteeship Council and the
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Fourth CommIttee contains tnnumeruble exnmples of
delnying aotton 01' opposition to deeolonlzntton meueures, hut, even more, examples of the many means
and methods employed by tho admtnistertng Powers
to retain thel r previous postttons and economtc prtvtleges in the newly e stabltshed states. In the struggle
it is currylng' on to prolong its extstenoe, colontaltsm
trtes to don the cloak of neo-oolontultsm,
1HO. Recently, in the Fourth Committeo, many delugattons protested ngalnst the attempts of the admlnls-

tortng Power to form n Iederul Gove rnment for
proclaiming the tndependence of Aden. one purpose of
which would be to preserve foreign economic tnterests,
Neo-coloniultsm, which is essenttully economlc in
character, seeks, consequently, to replace colonialism.

Hn. In the second Committee and in the Gene rul
Assembly dtscuastons have been going on for sove ral
years about national sovereignty over all the natural
resources of countrtes, This dearly involves the
consequences of colonialism in the new independent
States, the recovery by the peoples of thetr Iogtttmute
right to all national wealth, and the free exorctse of
soveretgnty, not only in the pol Itlcal but also in the
economic field.
162. The real situation in those countries, and even
life Itself, require that decolontzatton should be
carried out in all fields.
163. In the speech which he made on 23 September
1966 in the General Assembly, Mr. Thiam , the
Mmtster for Foreign Affairs of Senegal, declared:
"We are aware that in 1938 the ratio between the
income of the developed vorld and that of the underdeveloped world .as fifteen to one. This ratio is
now thirty-five to one." [1414th meeting, para. 214.]
This is a situation which concerns the Third World as
a whole and, more especially, the fifty countries which
ha ve thrown off colonial domination.
164. The monopolies of the former metropolitan countries and other international monopolies possess vast
economic resources but do not exploit this wealth
sufficiently, especially in the case of raw materials,
which are often traded at unremunerative prtces, the
r esult being that the process of economic development is incomplete and very slow. They also retain
for themselves important economic levers in many
Territories.
165. The economic gap between the developed countries and the developing states is tending to become
an abyss, dangerous for the progress of mankind
and for the security of the whole world. A few facts
will make this alarming situation clearer.
106. Referring to the developing countries, the 1965
World EC0!10micSurv~ stated:
"In 1964 the total [debt] had reached the order of
$40 billion (substantially more than that year's export earnings) and the outflow of interest and amortization payments was about $5 billion (well over
half the net inflow of new long-term capital and
donations).
"About three-fourths of this debt was owed or
guaranteed by Governments. Between 1956 and 1964

this puhltc-guarunteed debt hud grown nt about
15 per cent a year", Sj
In u study publtshed by tilt.' Curnegte Endowment
for Inte rnnttonul PtJaC'l'.,(!I it is pointed out thnt the
developed oountrtos, accounttr z for some- 20 per cent
of tilt.' wor-ld's population, pOAS(,'HS nearly HO per cent
of the gross soclnl product of t"t.' world. whoreus the
developing countrtos, with about 4ti per cent of the
world's population, poaeess barely lA pPI' cent of this
world product,
IH7,

1G~.

Objective stuteamon nnd sctenttats agree In
constdcr lng that this stato of affairs is duo. mort'
espeoinlly in the nowly-Ithernted countries, to the

banoful consequences of coloniultsm, which persists
in the guise of noo-colontulism, Many authortze«
votces have been raised lwrt' in the Genernl Assemhly
against this situation, asking that steps be taken that
could remedy It. In addition, tho United Nations has
taken certain measures nlmed at promoting the f.WOnomic development of countrtes in that category, but
those measures are far from eltmlnnttng the econorntc legacy of colonial domination.

169. It is quite deal' that. whereas colonlaltsm was,
until recently, the chief danger for the groat majority
of the "Third World" countrtes, today it is neocolonialism which has become a ser-ious threat to
these same vast regions. It is quite probable that our
Organization will soon have to deal in II fully responsible Inshton with means of remedying the sttuation caused by the obstncles which neo-colontaltsm
has raised to the normal, balanced development of all
couotrtes.
170. The newly-Itberated states are going through a
period of national rehlrth, of oonstructtve efforts for
the full realization of the national nsplruttons of thetr
peoples.
171. We have just referred to some fundamental data
on the present economic situation of the Third World.
As decolonlzatton is a complex phenomenon. the
peoples are endeavouring to achieve full and complete
independence by completing economic decolonlzntton
after their political liberation.
172. The Romanian delegatlon is convinced that the
newly liberated peoples will consummate their national
independence in every field, Includtng the cultural and
spiritual fields. Among these peoples, some have fine
cultural traditions, while others had thetr development
interrupted when they were thrown into the fog of
colonialism. They are all animated by the noble ideals
of material and splrttual progress on the basis of full
sovereignty, mutually profitable eo-operation and
peace. It is only after they have won their independence
that nations will be able to devote all their efforts
to developing their national entity and making, to the
full extent of their capacity. the contribution needed
for the evolution of society. Far from being an outmoded concept, ~he nation is a living reality and to
provide it with t "i'~ means of manifesting itself is to
.§j 't!..CJ.FId E~211o.I!H.£_.~!.!£~..!~"~5.:::l~A~Ll..i.. I!~t:.£l..!1a ncing.~Lg£9nomic
Development (United Nations publication, Sales No.: b(l.Il.C.I). chap. 111.
p, H7.
<

..El Carnegte Endowment for Internauonal Pence, lnternattonul ConcIliation, issue of May 1964: Robert M. Stern, "Poltcies forTrade and
Development". pp. 6-7.

HHHth meeting moot an tmpernttve m-od f'or the normalization of
the Intcrnatlonal sttuutton and for ~t'I1t'ral progre ss,

17:l. Colonialism IM MUll a major sourr-« of threats
to }>t'I\('P, n HOUr('(' of oouf'ltvts and wu 1':-;. Any Impartial
obso rvo r oun note that It was })1'('dHt'ly during- till'
per-iod of docolontzutton aftt'r the St'c'ond World Wa r
that throuts to JWH('l', c-onf'Ilcts nnd wn rs IlI'OI-lt', mort'

t'spl'dnlly in Tt'rritorit'H under f01'('ip;n rul« and,
prtnctpully , for rousons ('lHUV'('tt'd with till' ma lntenunce of oolonlnl pructlce»,
174. Undoubtedly, the r.l,)l'l' I.lmn fifty Te r rttnrIos
scutto rod all O\'PI' tilt' world that art' stfll colonized
constttuto a real and active ROUl'('(' of armed conf'llcts. TIll' ext re me ly st'rious situation which prevr il s
in till' southern part of till' Af'r lcun continent can
rapidly, becuus« of its chn ructo r and Intonstty, exceed
its prosont limits. It const ltutvs a reul threat for till'
lndependent African countr-ies of till' notghhourtng
u roas, In this rl'Hpl'd, th« United Nations hca rs n
g rent rvspous lul l lty,
175. In renfff rrnlng tho solemn rig-ht of all peoples
to full nntlonal lndependenco, the Romunlun <1l.'1('gutlon urge« that the United Nations should, in tmplementatton of resolution 1514 (X\') tuko the necessery
measures to ensure complete and urgent decolonizutlon, so that euch Tur ritory and each people still
under colonial rule can nchiove real national independence,
17ti. To that end, our Org-anization must envisage
and take practical steps to prevent the work of deoolonization lx-Ing entrusted to persons or groups of

Litho in L1.N,

12 Ih'l't'mbpr 1Dtit)
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pe rsons linlwd with colontultat l'ir<'lt.'H and to ensure
that eolonla llst }lradit'l'H art' not perpetuated unde r
the guls« of neo-c-olontal tsm. TIll' provisional govr-rnmerits which art' rusponstbh- for ensurtng tilt, trnnsition f rom colonla l status to indl'}>pndt'lwl' c-an sorru-timl'l-i do svr ious harm to the fundnmental interests
of till' peoplvs, All the lll'('('s~ary conditione must
thvrofor« bt' l'rl'ate'd to enable tilt' peoples which
hnvo not yot nttn lned int!t'IWndl'Ilt'l' Irvely to t'xIH'('SS
thvl r will fOl independenc-e and f'roedom and take
tl1l'ir destiny into their own hands.
TIll' Committee
StU<1h'R and drawn up
many Tl'rritorit's. It
[udiclous and valunble

177.

of Twenty-four has illude
well-documented reports on
has made suggesttons and
proposals which can bp put

i r-to l'ffpct.

17H. The tTnih·d Nations is caUl'd upon to take cnersteps at the earltost posstble moment to ensure
that the intolernble situation prevatltng in South West
Af'rtca , Southern Rhodestn , Ang-ola and Mozambique
is completely eltmtnntod, It must implement forthwith
the recommendnttons and sunctlons decided upon by
the General Assembly and the Secur-ity Council. The
enslaved peoples, world peace and security imperatively require it. To do otherwise would be to encourag-e the colontaltsts to continue their dangerous
acttvtttes with impunity.
g'l'tiC'

179. The PHESIDENT (translated from French):
Before the meeting rises, I should like to remind
Members that the time-limit for the submission of
proposals on agenda item 23 expired at noon today.

The meeting rose at 1.5 p.m,
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AGENDA ITEM 23
Implementation of the Declaration of the Grantin8 of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
(continued)

75. Mr. MENDELEVICH (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) (translated from Russian): The liberation
of colonial peoples represents one of the greatest
progressive historical processes of our era. One after
another the colonial regimes are collapsing in Africa,
Asia, America, Oceania, and in their place are emerging independent States which are taking their places
as equal members of international society.
76. In 1945, 36.9 million square kilometres were
occupied by colonial Powers and at that time their
population exceeded 660 million people. Some 8 million square kilometres, with a population of 37 million people, now constitute the territorial and demographic limits of the colonial system. The territory
over which the colonialists still hold rule has been
reduced to one fourth of its original size and one
eighteenth the number of people are now under the
colonial yoke.

Mr. Tinoeo (Costa Rica), Vioe-Preaident, took the
Chair.

77. Millions of people have become involved in the
struggle to eliminate the colonial system. Its principal
front lines are located directly in the colonial territories themselves. The fr-eedom of the peoples, large
and small, which have thrown off the fetters of colonialism-from the 400 million people of Tndia to the
one quarter million people of Barbadr -has been
wrenched from the colonialists in battle; it was not
presented to them as a gift.
78. It is a well-known fact that in the difficult struggle
for freedom and independence the peoples of the colonies have a powerful enemy. The colonialists have at
their disposal armies equipped with the latest Improvements in technology and with vast economic
and financial resources, and they are joined together
in the military blocs of NATO, SEATO and ANZUS
they help one another with deliveries of arms, with
loans and all kinds of political machinations in the
international arena. Behind them they have centuries
of experience in the suppression of peoples and the
strategy of "divide and rule", elaborated by several
generations of colonial administrators-a strategy
which is applied both on the scale of whole continents
and also inside individual colonial countries, espeorally in cases where the peoples do not exercise
sufficient vigilance.
79. The peoples of the colonies, however, do not
possess modern weapons; they do not have the necessary financial or economic bases nor, at times, even
historical experience. They do have the readiness to
fight for freedom and the determination to succeed.
And they have friends.
80. In support of the colonial peoples seeking to gain
their freedom we consistently find the Soviet Union and
the other socialist countries which are giving, and
will continue to give, the struggling peoples moral and
material support. Many countries of Asia and Mrica
which have won their freedom and independence by
hard fighting come out ff rmlv on the side of their
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struggling brothers. 'I'heir fight is meeting with an
ever growing response from the countries of Latin
America which, as a result of historical circumstance,
succeeded in escaping from the colonial yoke one and
a half centuries ago, and whose peoples hand down
from father to 80n stories of their heroic struggle for
independence.
81.. This is the distribution of the world forces in
the struggle for the abolition of the colonial system
and the destruction of the last colonial regimes. A
special and important place in this distribution of
forces belongs to the United Nations. Born at the
conclusion of the war against Fascism, the United
Nations inscribed in its Charter, as one of the major
principles, the equality of rights of great and small
nati .•s and came out firmly in favour of the liberation of all colonial peoples.
82. The United Nations has to its credit useful decisions and practical steps taken to support peoples
endeavouring to throw off the colonial yoke. Even a
very brief enumeration is rather impressive.
83. The United Nations Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countrres and Peoples,
the recognition by the United Nations ofthe legitimacy
and justice of the national-liberation struggle and
United Nations appeals for moral and material assistance and support to the strugglin.; peoples have
strengthened the international-political and international-legal basis for anti-colonial action on a world
scale.
84. The regular discussion at sessions of the General
Assembly in the Secur-ity Council, in the United Nations
Special Committee on decolonization and in other
United Nations organs, on the situation with regard to
the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial countries and Pr-oples-«
both in general and as applied to individual colonial
territories-has constdarably widened the possibilities for political action in favour of peoples which
have not yet achieved independence, and has made it
possible to organize more and more demonstrations
of world publtc opinion in support of their struggle.
85. The visiting sessions of the United Nations Special
Committee on decolonization held in African countries,
its work in the immediate vicinity of colonial Territorie -. .md also the dispatch to certain colonial Territories vi United Nations visiting missions and groups
have created favourable conditions for the United
Nations to establish direct contacts with nationalliberation movements and to become better acquainted
with, and give more assistance to, colonial peoples
in their just cause.
86. The repeated representations LlCtde by the United
Nations to the specialized agencies-UNESCO, FAO,
WHO and others-have helped to draw the attention
of the specialized agencies to the necessity of ceasrng
all financial or other aid to the colonialists and to
consider the question of assisting the people ~ hat
are fighting for their freedom. Only one speclul iz.ed
agency, the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, has so far not needed the voice of the
United Nations and, in spite of the latter's clearly
expressed wish, is continuing to extend assistance to
Portugal which is waging colonialist wars against
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three African peoples. It is continuing to give assistance to the Republic of South Africa which, by its
policy of apartheid has thrown down a challenge to
civilized mankind.
87. A substantial contribution by the United Nations
to the anti-colonialist struggle in recent years has
been made in the, well-prepared and documented rr.>ports of the United Nations Special Committee on decolonization about the part played by capitalist monopolies in the Portuguese colonies, in South West Africa
and in Southern Rhodesia. These reports have revealed
the anatomy and physiology of contemporary colonialism; in the sparse language of facts they have shown
how the blood and sweat of the colonial peoples are
being processed in the monopolist mill into profits to
be divided among the very large capitalist groups of
the United States of America, the United Kingdom,
West Germany, South Africa and oertcin other
countries.
88. One hundred years ago the prominent English
economist, Dunning, wrote: "Capital eschews no profit,
or very small profit, just as Nature was formerly
said to abhor a vacuum. With adequate profit, capital
is very bold. A certain 10 per cent will ensure its
employment anywhere; 20 per cent certainly will produce eagerness; 50 per cent, positive audacity: 100
per cent will make it ready to trample on all human
laws; 300 per cent, and there is not a crime at which
it will scruple nor a risk it will not run, even to the
chance of its owner being hanged". My quotation is
from a book by the English economist Dunning, published in 1860-one hundred years ago.
89. The report of the United Nations Special Committee on decolonization [A/6300/Rev.1] on the activities of foreign monopolies in colonial Territories
bears witnes.s to the fact that, in the past century,
capital has become still greedier, still more ruthless and still more ready to commit crtmes,
90. The anti-colonialist decisions of the United
Nations are favourably received by the struggling
peoples. The leaders of the nationalist organizations of Angola and Mozambique, Guinea (Bissau),
Aden, South West Africa and Southern Rhodesia come
here to the General Assembly, or apply to the United
Nations Special Committee on decolonization in order
to describe the situation in their respective Territories and to ask the United Nations for support and
co-operation in their struggle.
91. On the whole, it would not be an exaggeration
to say that the United Nations has made a definite
political contribution, in that, since the adoption in
1960 of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples, twenty-six colonial
Territories, with a total area of more than 5 million
square kilometres and a population of nearly 50 million, have cast off the colonial fetters and have founded
more than a score of new independent States.
92. The Soviet delegation would like once again from
this lofty rostrum to greet, on behalf of the Soviet
people, the young independent States of Asia, Africa,
America and Oceania, which are represented. now
in such large numbers in the United Nations.
93. However considerable tlle successes achieved,
still, the struggle for the elimination of the colonialist

regimes is far from finished. It is continuing in the
jungles of Angola, on the plains of Mozambique, on
the streets of Aden, on the veldt of South West Africa
and on the islands of the Indian, Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans.
94. If the United Nations wishes to remain in future
fully equal to its tasks of granting assistance to the
just, anti-colonialist struggle of the peoples, it will
need to do very much more than it has done so far.
95. This is because if the specific pecuiiaz-ities of
the present stage of the struggle to abolish the vestiges of the colonial system of imperialism. After
all, there are still 37 million people still not liberated
and, if to them we add the Africans of South Africa,
who, as is universally acknowledged, are placed on
the level of a colonial people, it will be seen that the
colonial system of imperialism still holds in slavery
54 million people.
96. This, of course, is a far smaller figure than ten
or, even more so, twenty years ago , but it is still
54 mtllto: people, i.e. 12-15 million families, men,
women, cutldren an:' old people each of whom has from
birth the same legitimate right to freedom and human
dilr,nity as the citizens of any country represented in
the United Nations, except that they are deprived of
the opportunities of enjoying that right.
97. However, the point is not merely that decolonization has not yet affected a substantial part of the
colonial Territories. The point is, further, that the
colonialtsts are holding on with particular stubbornness to what is still left to them.
98. Let us take a more attentive look at which Territories are still under colonial rule and why the c010nialists are clinging to them so firmly.
99. The basic region of colonialism in our times is
still the great mass of Territories in Africa-a whole
subcontinent, including the Portuguese colonies, South
West Africa, Southern Rhodesia and, practically, South
Africa. In addition, there are dozens of colonial possessions of relatively small stze scattered over almost
all the continents and oceans.
100. The colonial subcontinent in Africa is a huge
area of the ruthless, and extremely profitable, exploitation by American, British, West German, South
African, French, Belgian and Italian monopolies of
several dozens of millions of Africans, an exploitation which the monopolies are trying to extend also
over the peoples of the neighbouring mdependent African States, more especially, Malawi, Botswana and
Lesotho. This is one of the principal regions from
which the major capitalist States obtain gold, diamonds,
platinum, uranium, chrome and many other very valuable materials.
101. From here, from the last major colonial beachhead, the counter-attack of imperialism against free
Africa is being prepared. The representatives of the
African States are entirely right when they state that
not a single African country can feel that it is finally
free so long as the peoples of the southern part of the
continent have not been liberated.
102. The systematic provocations committed by the
Portuguese colonialists against Tanzania, Zambia,
Senegal and the Congo are only a reconnaissance exer-
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cise in feeling out the stoutness of the defences of the
independent African States, in orrler to discover their
possible weak points and then strike a stronger blow.
The challenge which is flung at the whole of Africa by
the racist regime in Southern Rhodesia is also merely
a fighting reconnaissance, the purpose of which is to
verify whether conditions are ripe for attempting once
again to impose the law of the colonial whip on the
liberated African peoples.
103. It would be unrealistic to think that the c010nialists will be prepared to retire peacefully from
their last major beachhead in Africa No, they are
holding on, and will hold on to it with all "heir strength;
they are waging cclonial wars there, they are intensifying repression and strengthening the machinery of
violence. A hand-to-hand struggle is going on here
between the forces of progress and freedom and the
forces of reaction and enslavement. On the outcome of
this clash much depends for both sides.
104. The colonialists will not peacefully quit the
numerous small Territories also on the different continents and oceans of the world, where they still fly
their flag. Aden and Puerto Rico, Chagos and Guam,
Okinawa and the Canary Islands constitute the geographical infrastructure of the system of military
bases directed against the peace-loving States and
peoples. The milttary bases located in those enclaves
and islands are at this moment being used for aggressive purposes more actively than ever before and
their network is palpably expanding. The island of
Guam has become one of the principal strongpoints
of United States aggression in Viet-Nam. United States
nuclear bases on the island of Puerto Rico loom over
Latin America. More and more military bases are
being built and planned in the Indian Ocean with the
object of threatening the security of the countries of
southern Asia and East Africa. 'fhe British colonialists, who were thrown out of Suez ten years ago,
have been operating for a long time on military bases
in Aden and threatening from there the independent
Arab States; now they are unable to hold on in Aden
either, but, before leaving there, they are creating
new military bases in Oman and the islands of
Bahrein. Here, on the so-called small colonial Territories, a struggle is also boiling up f1r freedom and
for the elimination of colonial regimes and military
bases. The peoples of those Territories also need
support and help.
105. What can the United i'~f\\.:ons do in the present
ctrcumstances? What should it do in the present
phase of the struggle to complete the liquidation of
the colonial regimes when the resistance of the colonialists has become especially stubborn, when they
are endeavouring, now here, now there, to move to
the counter-sattack and sparing no means to this end?
106. First of all, in the opinion of the Soviet delegation, the evolution.of events requires the United Nations
now to categorize more accurately and more thoroughly
the maintenance of colonial regimes. We support the
idea voiced from this rostrum by the Chairman of the
United Nations Special Committee on decolonization,
the Sierra Leone representative Ambassador Gershon
Collier, to the effect that the General Assembly should
declare the maintenance of colonial regimes to be a
crime against humanity [1485th meeting].
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107. Yes; the maintenance of colonial regimes represents a crime against humanity, since the colonial
peoples are subjected to oppression, enslavement and
racial discrimination for the sake of extracting the
super-profits earned by capitalist monopolies.
108. Yes; the maintenance of colonial regimes is a
crime against humanity because the colonialists, in
their efforts to hold on to their domination, are committing mass murders, exterminating whole groups
of the population, waging colonial warfare, and practising repression and torture against the freedom
fighters.
109. The maintenance of colonial r~gimes is acrime
against humanity also because it is connected with the
systematic depcrtatton of the indigenous inhabitants,
their ejection from the most fertile land and the settlement there of white settlers.
110. The maintenance of colonial regimes, moreover,
represents a crime against humanity for the further
reason that military bases are being established on
the colonial Territories, and squads of mercenaries
are being trained for interference in the domestic affairs of independent States which are engaged in building their own national life.
111. The maintenance of colonial regimes is a crime
against humanity in the same sense in which this
crime was defined in the Charter and in the Judgement
of the International Military Tribunal for the prosecution of the major Nazi war criminals.
112. If the maintenance of colonial regimes has in
our time because, in general, a crime against humanity,
then the actions of the Portuguese colonialists and the
South African and soutne.,« Rhodesian racists are even
more crfminal actions that call for the most severe
punishment.
113. The Soviet delegation advocates that the twentyfirst session of the General Assembly should state the
whole of this in its decision on the question of the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
114. And that is not all, It is not enough to categorize
a crime or to declare a wish to put an end to it.
Thought must be gi VGu to effective means of fighting
the crime. And here we want to say that, precisely
because the colonialists are exhibiting such stubbornness and by their actions threatening international
peace and security, for that V'3ry reason the time
hus come to involve the Security Council more actively
in solving the problem of decolonization, since the
Cl
11. is the United Nations organ which, under the
UnhlJl\.A Nations Charter, has the primary responsibility
for the maintenance of universal peace and which, according to Article 25 of the Charter, is empowered to
adopt decisions that are binding on all States Members
of the United Nations.
115. In order to put an end to the crimes of the colonialists-and primarily of the Portuguese and South
African colonialists-the time has come to put into
operation Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter,
t.e., Article 41, providing for enforcement measures
of a non-military character, and, if that proves insufficient, then Article 42, concerning the use of
force by the United Nations against those who violate
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international peace and security. The application of
Articles 41 and 42 of the United Nations Charter-sthat is the province of the Security council. It is,
therefore, natural that a more active involvement of
the Securtty Council in solving the problems of decolonizution will lay a special responsibility upon
the permanent members of the Security Council, since
the effect!veness of the actions of the security Council
depends on their uuanlmtty.
116. The Soviet {Inion, us a permanent member of
the Security Council, is prepared, as the Soviet Governrrent has repeatedly stated, to display all the requisite
consistency and to co-operate in the adoption by the
Security Council of effective decisions to eliminate
the threat to peace and security arising in connexion
with the resistance shown by the cotontaltsts to the
liberation of the colonial peoples. It is for the other
permanent members of the Security Council-the
United States of America, the United Kingdom and
France-to say the word. Knowing from many years'
experience of the consideration of colonial problems
in the United Nations how little tnclh.atton some of
them have-not in words but in deeds-to promote
the elimination of colonialism, we would regard it
as logical if here, in the General Assembly, they
were presented with a clear demand not to prevent
the adoption by the Security Council of decisions
which would really help the peoples of the colonies
in their struggle. The General Assembly should give
warning that, if any States Members of the United
Nations which are members of the Security Council,
should, nevertheless, try to hinIer the adoption by
the Council of effective dectstons on these questions,
then the whole world will regard them as accomplices in the crime against humanity.
117. Such a warning to certain Powers, which are
allies of Portugal in NATO, is especially necessary
now when their military co-operation with Portugal
is being still further stepped up.
118. If evidence to this effect were required, one
need only cite a very recent fact. Only a week has
elapsed since the Fourth Committee of the General
Assembly, by an enormous majority of votes, approved a resolution on the question of the Portuguese
colonies-we confirmed it today in plenary sessionwhich eontains an appeal to the NATO cou.itrtes to
cease all supplies of arms and war materials to
Portugal.
119. Barely a week has gone by-and the United
States of Amerfoa and the United Kmgdom have
concluded in NATO a new military agreement with
Portugal on the creation of a joint Amertcan-Brv tahPortuguese Command for the region of the Ibertan
peninsula, which is, incidentally, located in the immediate vicinity of Africa. That is the attitude taken
to United Nations decisions by those to whom an alliance with Portugal is more valuable and dearer than
the freedom of the African peoples. As we see it, the
General Assembly should speak its piece c., this subject. It cannot be passed over in silence.
120. But that is still not enough and, as it f~ems to
us, this still does not exhaust the tasks that face the
United Nations at the present stage of the struggle
for the abolition of colonial regimes. In our opinion,
the General Assembly must demand, more resolutely

than ever before, the extension of moral and material
support to the peoples of the colonies who are trying
to attain their liberation. That appeal must be specially addressed to ull the United Nations specialized
agencles dealing with questions of economic development, financial assistance, co-operation in the fields
of culture, public education, public health, etc. They
can do H great deal of useful work for those who are
self-sacrificingly fighting for freedom.
121. There is still one further point which should be
brought up by the General Assembly in its decision
on the question of the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: tile time has come to give a serious
warning to the colonialists that the United Nations
regards as a contravention of the United Nations Charter, the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples and the Universal
Declurutlon of Human Rights, not only such actions
as the waging of colonial wars, the commission 01
acts of repression against freedom-fighters, but also
the employment of all kinds of neo-colonialist methods
such as installing puppet regimes in colonial '1'erritortes, the expansion there of the activities of foreign
financial and economic monopc.Ies, the location there
of military bases, the dismemberment of national
territory and any kind of manoeuvres aimed at disguising coloni rltsm and thereby misleading public
opinion and impeding the attainment by colonial peoples
of self-determination and independence.
122. Two years ago the Cairo Conference of NonAligned States spoke out firmly against neo-colonialism in all its forms and manifestations. We consider that, in the interests of all peoples, in the
interest of future generations this must now be done
by the United Nations General Assembly also. This
would be especially timely as the cclonlaltsts have
recently been resorting more and more frequently to
the use of neo-colontaltst methods and placing more
and more reliance on them. One need only recall the
policy of the United Kingdom in Aden and Southern
Rhodesia.
123. Those are the main lines to be followed in the
decisions which, in the Soviet delegation's opinion,
must be taken by the twenty-first session of the Gene-ral
Assembly. The adoption of these decisions would mean
making a new political contribution-matching the requirements of the times-to the struggle of peoples for
the abolition ,)f colonialism, doing what can and should
be done by the United Nations, so as to ensure that
1967 becomes the year of the complete and final elhnination of colonial regimes.
124. In our opinion, the further intensification of RH
forms of support for peoples in their hard fight to
complete the elimination of colonial regimes is the
bounden duty of each State Member of the United
Nations and a point of honour for the United Nations
as a whole.
125. Mr. KATENGA (Malawi): My delegation has
read with great care the report of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples [A/6~OI)/Rev.1].
126. My country, like many other countries of Africa
and Asia, ':tad a long colonial nlstory before attaining
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independence and sovereign status. Our leaders, including my President, saw the insides of prisons
during the colonial regimes. It is in this respect that
my Government and the people of Malawi are opposed
to any colonial rule which invariably is rule imposed
by a minority or alien government on the indigenous
peoples of the regions of Arrtca, Asia and islands
dotted throughout the globe. My Government believes
in the right of peoples to be master-s of their own
destiny.
127. It is in this respect that I want to make it
categorically clear that Malawi has always opposed,
and will always continue to oppose, any imposition
of a system of government by one country upon. another or by one group of peoples upon another.
128. I should like to remind the Assembly that
Malawi is signatory to the Charter of the Organization of African Unity. This charter, inter alia, exhorts all its members to work for the liquidation
of colonialism and imperialism on the African continent. I should like it to be known that, as far as my
Government is concerned, our opposition to colonialism is blanket-we are opposed to colonialism
irrespective of where it comes from. To us freedom
and independence are such sacred phenomena that
we seek not to point our finger in one direction in
search of the evil of colonialism, but in all those
directions where we see its mantfestattons,
129. We support those peoples in Africa which
are still under the shackles of colonial rule in their
struggles for independence. We are placed in a position where we form the dividing line between independent Africa and Africa still under colonial domination or minority governments, This, as can be
seen, is not the most comfortable position for a
nation whose major effort is directed towards national
butlding with the aim of improving the living standards
of its peoples. Despite all these adverse conditions,
Malawi has oonttnued to register new achievements
in its programmes, both economic and social.
130. The concern for our well-being has not, however, diminished our concern for those of our brothers
and sisters who have not yet attained the status of independence but are striving '.lard to do so. They can
expect full sympathy from us and our most sincere
moral support.
131. The investigations of the Committee of Twentyfour have b1'0 ught to light aspects of the situation
existing in colonial countries that my Government was
not quite aware of. It is our hope that such fact-finding
groups will continue to furnish this Organization with
necessary information without which no just or constructive decisions can be reached. In this connexion,
my delegation wi-shes to bring to the attention of the
Organization the point that efforts must be made by
the Organization, in the interest of finding a just and
equitable settlement to colonial questions, to hear
auu raae note of points of view of petitioners representing as wide a range of viewpoints as possible. It
is the accommodation of all these viewpoints that wtll
set the colonial countries on the path to stability upon
their attainment of independence.
132. I must stress that on political stability depends much or the future achievements of new nations.
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We are all aware that one of the major factors for
disturbance of stability of young nations has been
the neglect on the part of the colonizing countries to
equip the indigenous peoples with the necessary skills
for managing their own affairs.
133. It is our hope that those territories still under
under colonial rule are being prepared with the utmost
goodwill for the autonomy which my country feels
should be conferred as soon as the political situation
allows. To this end, it will bs necessary to make constitutional changes in the territories under foreign rule
so as to allow the participation in the governing machinery of the in-ugenous people, in order to facilitate
a smooth transference of power and of authority in the
shortest possible time. We are encouraged in this
respect by the constitutional developments in territories which have recently joined the United Nations.
134. We are equally concerned about the imbalance
between revenue collected on exports and the amounts
spent on imports. The wide, adverse export-import
margin, unless drasticully redressed, will impose a
heavy burden of balance of payments on the territories
as they enter the family of sovereign nations.
135. If I may be allowed, I should now like to read
two short paragraphs from the report:
"The altuation of refugees in Malawi was desperate. For more than a year, since the arrival
there of the first group of refugees, the problem
had been increasing. FRELIMO [Frente de Libertacao de Mocambtque] had done everything it could
to make the plight of the refugees known to the
Government of Malawi, and althvl..iSh that Government WEtB doing what it could, no clearly defined
plans had been made to relieve the situation. Most
of the refugees had gone to the islands in the Lake
of Malawi, the waters of which were officially considered to belong to Mozambique, although the
islands themselves were Malawi territory. Tbere
were now over 8,000 refugees, most of them still
on the two islands, with a few also in the border
area of south Malawi.
"With regard to possible further help from the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees,
the Special Committee itself should ask the High
Commissioner what approach the Malawi Government had made to him, what relationship, if any,
ha.d developed, and what problems had prevented
the refugees in Malawi from being given the same
assistance as those, for example, in Tanzania.
Religious and other humanitarian bodies were not
being given the same facilities to help refugees in
Malawi as they were in other countries. The petitioners appealed to the Special Committee to see
that such facilities were ffiad~ available." [A!6300/
Rev.I , chap. V (part I) paras, 397-398.]
136. The first paragraph refers to the situation of
the refugees from Mozambique to my country. The
two islands referred to in this paragraph, the islands
of Likoma. and Chisumulu, are indeed part of Malawi
and have, in the past few months, received a fairly
large exodus of refugees from Mozambique. Some of
these refugees have entered my country by crossing
the common border we share with Mozambique on our
south-eastern side. But I should like to point out an
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inaccuracy appeartng in this report, I do this 1-10 that
the representattves here may have tl correct picture
of this most unfortunate sItuutlon wher e entire families, including women and children, had to flee thelr
homes in Mozambique,

137. On the island uf Ltkoma alone we have about
2,000 refugees , indudin~ men, women and chtldren,
alt of whom croassd our eusteru border with Mozambtque, The number 8,000 which appears in the report
is therefore an exaggorattou. Moreover , tho islumPs
stze i~ such that it could not uecomrnodate the ~ ,000
people alleged to be on thl' Istand, 'l'he population llf
Ltkoma itst.'lf is no Iargor than t>,OOO people at the
most.
138. As is the ease in such crrcumstunces , these
people CRIllt:1 completely unprovided fur as far as
food, shelter and other basil' nt'Lwssitil's of life art'
concerned. A part from the camp set up by my Government on the island for the rt'lit.'\f of the rofugees , the
people of t.tkoma flung thelr door-s wide open to thetr
less fortunate Ir lends and treated them as thei r own
kind, which they are,
My Government sent teams of medtcul pt'rsonnet with equipment, flll)(l, clothing and other materials to Llkorna "stand, resulting in a tutal COHt of
more than £ 11,000 in less than t.~lt.'vt.'n =nnnthH, to
help resettle arid rehabilitate tht.' unfnrtunate victims
of the political crisis in l\IozambiqUf.'. As will bt;'\ seen,
thh4 represents a substantial Hum of money drawn
upon our slender re80urCl'8.
139.

140. Furthermore, my G<wl'rnment ha::; takt.'n llwasures to accommodate some of tht.' childrt.'n of the
refuget.'s in the existin~ lncal ::;ch001::; run both by
mis::;ionaries on the island and by tht' Government
of Malawi.

141. As for those other refugees who have cros::;t~d
the border into Malawi on our south-t.mstt..'rn sidt.',
their number is more difficult tn detl'rmine becausl~
the imaginary line drawn by tht' cuhmial Powers
between Malawi and MozJ.mbiquc faild to takl' into
account the fact that thl~ famUit~!-l on lHlth sidt'::; of
the line are related tlnd Hpeak the same languagcfl,
and that, in the difficult situation facing thofle in
Mozambique, they simply fled across and took refuge
with their relntives in Malawi.

Mozurubique, and. so far mu' record cun ht' matched
with any thnt is uvul luhle on this problem, Wt' will
continue to till this on our own as l()n~ as we find it
within our nhllttv to do HO, whtch sn far hl\H ht'l'll tlll'
cnse, Should this cas» ucqui re such dlmenstons that
we cannot handle it ouravlvva, we shall, l'f l.'OUI'Ht.',
constder uppealtng f,)1' n:~sistllm'l'.

Hol. I should likt' to end by Ht\ying that my dt'lt'gatllln
with ami suppor-ts the major part of this report, hut I want it t\ 1 ht.' omphas llt.'d and pr-ope-r 1y
r ecorded that tilt' fig"lll't' quoted in the l't.'port in rvlutton to the number Ill' l't'fu~l't'H f'rom Mozumbtqu« on
the Ialand of Likomn , whioh lS Malawi tt'1'ritl ll'y. i:-;
Incorrect, I wanted ahhl to enlighten thiH Asst'mhly
on the valuable servico my thlVl'l'nml'nt IU1~1 renderud
tt) allevtute the plight Ill' till' rt.'fugl'l'l"; Irorn Mozumblque, In this respect I want to deplorv the nt.'~t\tivt.'
attitude that iK lrup lled in the parugruphs of tilt.' 1't'port to which I have all't.'ady I'l'ft'rn'd.l'.ly (Jllvt'l'nnH'nt
expected to ht' oompltmented for its t.'ft'llrts to accomrnodate the rt'fugt't':-; dt'~pltt' its Hltmdl'r resources,
t\~rt't'H

I·W. As for the druft resolutlon bt.'ftll'l' till' Assembly
[A, 1..506], my delegntton supports tlll' generul prtnl'ipll' thiR draft resolution embodtea, Tht'l't' art' H rew
sentences on which my dt'lt'~nlion has resor-vattons ,
apnrt from tht.' lh)rtion tlf till' rt'IHlrl I Just l'l'fl'l'rt'd tl)
which my dl'lt.'~nthm dOt'S nl>t support. In vil'\\' of thl'
fad that llpt.'rnth'l' parngl'aph ~~ of this drtlft rt.'solution
approvt.'s thl' l't'port of tlw Spl'l'inl l\nnm ittt'l', my
dt.'le~t\tilln \Vdl hnVl' nl) ntht.'l' ('hoiet' but to ahstain on
tl1l' drl\ft fllr tllt' rt'asons I havl' llUtlilll'd llhovt'.
Mr. Kt'I.AGA (Pl)hmd): In mllny I'l'Spl'l'tH IH65
may have nHlrkN! tht' trtUl~itlon frnm U 1l1l>Ht Ri~tlifi
('ant stagl' in tht.' strugg-lt.· agninst uoloninlbm into what
Wt.' should likt' to l'onsUl'r as tilt.' final act in this
tragit' dmptt.'r of history whil'h is ('nUl'd t~olonin.lism.
!-l6.

147. The pl'\riod we pnssl'd through llt'gn.n on lht' waVl'
of an unprl'ct'dt'ntl'd surg...• in the national lillt'r:~tion
Htru~gh'. Its l:lmlmllrks '.!t'rl' tht' H)60 Dl'l'lllrathm on
tilt.' nranting of Indept'llllt"nL'l' to Colonial Cmllltrit.'s llnd
Pt.'opIeH and, sim'l' 1£l60. tlw nCl't'ssion to indpIH.'ndt.'nt
statt.'homl of thirty-nitw Statl's, all fornwl' ('010n1al
tt.'rri tories.

"Fl'om now onwnrd, all the Africans Ht Mozambique ••• are l~nHtltl(l, if tiwy 11 vo in this country.
or they are u. part of tht' Halllt' fnmUy on tht~ otht'r
side of the bordl'r, to llPCnIlll' t~itizl'nH of Malawi
by registrnthm. without naturnllzathm."

1·18. Looking bat'k Ilt thl'St' ft'w yt.'tU'S one ~atllll)t fail
to sel' tht.. progrt.'AH Ut'hil'vt'd. It is t'vllll'nt first of all
in the ll\lmlwr (}f pl't)pll's, 1n tlll' t\I'l'u.s, fl't.'l'l! from
colonialism. It is t'vidl.'nt In till' extensivl' work in what
I would call thl' cmUfication of thl~ principll's of decolonizntllin: the rt'\tlffirmation of itH unconditionality.
tht' rl'l'ogn1tion of its It.'gitimacy, the formulation of
tht' right of colonial Pf.~oplt's to sf.wk and rect'ivl' moral,
political and material !'!upport in tl1l'ir slrugglf.'. Thi!'!
pr()gr~'ss is tnngihle in th(' efforts at narrowing the
fit'ld of arhitrary authority assuIlwd by the colonial
POWf.'l'S 1n using df.'pend<>nt Tt'rritoril's in their selfish
interest: poll tically, in combating not only l'olonialism
hut al:-1O IH'o-colonialist Ilwthods: l'eonmnionlly, by
rt.'al'hin~ to th<> rootH of colonialism, to the intl'rests
of tht.' monopolies of colonial Powf.'rs; and militu.rlly,
by mmdl'mning tht.' in(~rNl~ing ust' of dt.'pt'lllll'nt Tt'rritorit's to fUl'thl'r tht.) military and stratl'gic aggrl'ssivl'
plans of thf.' 0010niul Powprs.

143. We, on our part, considt'lr it our rm:Jp0tlsibility
to do the Ix,st wn c.~41n for tho I'eo!lle fh~oing frum

149. For this progress reeo h'11ition must be ~ivt'n to
the unt1ring efforts and t1m dynamism ()f tht) Special
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My President, Dr. Hastings Kamuzu Banda,
nuule it abundantly clear, in the Malawi National Parliament on 18 May 1966, that thosl' Africans from
Mozambique who voluntarily camt' to Malawi and
wanted to settlt' down would not go through UlP ridkulous process of naturnlization to bl'COIlHJ dlizl'ns of
Malawi, but might, by simply rt.~gistering, attain full
citizenship with all tho rights and responsibilities
that go with it. Nor will tht~y bt' enticed to stfly should
thl'y want to change Uwir Ininds latoI'. To he sp('( .. lit:,
my Presidl'nt on that day Huid, lQlnrJ!.!JJ1:

!,WOth

lllt.·t'.in~

-

t'llIlnnittt't' in tht' truplemontutton of it~ muudutv, Wl'
for our part ~tl'on~ly cotumend till' Corumlttv« Oil its

l~

I't.'{'l'mht'r Hltib

in that part of Afrtca, an arrogant doctruui ndevd silll'l' it:-1 negat t':-l the central fad that the I'll
cun ht' nu vnvuum wht'rt' there are peoples whom we
rt.'I.'ogni:le a~ :-:ovt'rei~n in lIll'ir count rit·~. Tht'Y rest
on It community Ill' interest in global st rntvgy , as Wt'11
as ill Af'rtcun st ratugy, "Antt-comnnuusm" and uppos it ion tl) ltborntluu movements art' tilt.' twin bu'fll'S
llf that ~;t rat t'gy.
VIWUUIll"

work,

150. Si mull um-ous ly , however , new problems ha Vt'
1'I1lt'rgt'd; old prolllt'llls have nssumed new proporttons, A new ~tagt' has begun, murked hy the- ine reused
Ilggrl'HHivt'IWs~ of coiomultst forl't'S, hy the gt'Ilt'ralb''.t'd UHt' uf Ill'()-l'llloniuli~t methods , and even by attempts at culouial reconquvst, I'hat , in turn, has inevituhly led tn ine reusod tension, TIw agenda of this
.Yt'u,r's svsston of the Assemhly, as wt'll as that of the
St'('urity Counui l , is eloquent proof hi thts l'fft'et.

.

11i1. It sevms , t1ll.'rt'1\lrt·, that the year-ly llHst'HSmt'nt
of till' sttuutton as rt'gardH docolonizutlon which we
trudtttonally undertake under till' item on the implv....
mentatton of Uw 19t30 Declarutiou must this veur yield
to a ~l'lH'rnl reassessmen! of tilt' situation, as well as
of our methods to deul with it Iurther ,
15~. The Hl'riIHlsnt'I'1H of the situatlon requires sucb a
reaSHt·HHll1l'nt. 'I' he growing revolt at the continued
existence llf culonla.ll.sm makes it a problem 1.11' top
pr-ior-Ity, The prtnciples Wt' ha Vt-' establtshed dur-ing
these past yeurs and tht' knowledge we have guined
make that pos-uhl«,

15:{. r shn ll not atte-npt to deal \vtth all the problems
which we face in the fit-Id of decolontzatlon, Many
speakers who have preceded me have nUlll!:.' extremely
intl'rt'sting Htatl'ml'ntH and pllints which I shall not
rt·peat. I WllUl.l limit myst'lf tll a fl'w fal't8.
154. Fact-or, rather, 14'~,alll'nw.'-numlJerlme is tht.·
situathm in tllt' southern part of Afril~n.: South Afric.~a.
South We~t Afrien, th(~ PortugtJ~~se colonie8 and
Southt.·rn Hhodt.'Hia. We havt'-and rightly, in the opinion
of my dt.·ll'~ation-conH.' to consider the situation in
that part of Africa as an t.·ntity. Eal~h d' velopmel'.t
that rpinfllrCl'~ any of thl' components of that colonialiHt and rnl'ist t'ntity rl'infm'ct's all of them. reinfor('l's the ('ntHy. Each dpvelopment that \\'eakens
any of tht.' l'Ompt~IH'nts Wt.'Ll.k('PS thl' wholt.'. But for us
the p!'ohlt'm stands in terms not of wl'Ll.1wning but of
completely eliminating thl' Hystem of racial domination nnd l.'xploitation whit'h l'onHtitutes its essence.
155. It is by now evident that the c< llonialist and racist
structurt.' which has entrenc.~h('d itself in power there
is a dNermint.'d, ruthless one. In mn.ny respects that
ruthlessl1l'ss bell r, the marks of desperation, for no
intelligtmt human l' .. .lg can, in tht.' second half of the
twentieth I.'wntury, expect that n. system which is a total
and aggressive negation of l'ach and every value for
which progl'('ssivt' humanity now stands cau be illdefinitt'ly enforced.
156. But that ruthll~sHness is not unly a rt.>sult of
blind race hatred. It is also, it st'ems. n rt>sult of cold
calculation, of an analysis of all elements political,
economic and strategic, dictating the attitudes of
many countries towards southern Africa. The emotional appeal-dl'void of any 800ial and political eontents-h) "kith and kin" is being used in many cu,ses
as was so well recalled in the speech of the Foreign
Minister of Zambia on the question of Houtht.'rn
Hhodesia.

Q

157. In very large part. thesl' calculat~_onG rest on
the professed fear of some countries 07 a "power

15H. From all till' many statements of south Atrtcun
ll'adt'r~ ami Prl.':-:~, one may recul! this dcclurntton
1)1' faith by I H~~.12~l~·~'E., a pru-jrovernment newspaper ,
that
"••• till' vital interests of Britain and south Arrrca
are interwoven in ton many ways to be torn apart
hy order of South Af'rtcuts persecutor-a," li
159. Ot1l' can note a similar undertone in the statl"ment of Portugal's Mtn.ster fur Furetgn Affairs,
Mr. Noguel ra, when dtsouastng the attitude of the
Western Power-s towards colontalrst countrtes:
"the world balance will Hhift against the West and
the main tnternattonal issues, which have nothing
to do with colonialtsrn, will be setned by tht.' arbin-anon and dictation of the nations of the grey
area." 11
160, If we compare these declarattons with the facts,
Is it not the military and economic assststance from
several Western countries, members of NATO, which
enable Portugal to eontinue its colonial W91' on Uu'ee
fronts? One need only recall the resolution which the
Gent.>ral Assembly has just adopted. Was it not Britain
which surrendl"red the armed forces of the Centr'lll
Africnn Federation to the racist minority r~gime in
Salisbury, thus giVing it the military means of enforcing its doctrine and defying even the officially
declared pt)licy of the llnited Kingdom?
161. But the basic faclo!' in those <.'alculations is the
economic one, with $4,500 million of Western investment continually groWing in South Afrioa with a rate
of profit double the)f investments in other countries
[see A/AC.115/1 .• ,6/Hev.2]. Ninety-five per cent of
the total minin[ industry in South West Africa is
owned f~broad. and ever new conc(;'ssions are granted
to Western monopolies, as has been described in the
report of the Special Committt'e on decolonization
on the activities of foreign monopolies in South West
Africa and the Portuguese colonies. There has been
an ever increasing trvde by those interests, as we
have seen so convincingly from the example of the
s()-call(~d sanctions against SouthE:rn Hhodesia, sanctions based on the principle of communieating vessels.
162. As a result, a feeling of high satisfaCtion with
tht"se conditions prevails, a~ has been eloquently expressed, by, among others, Mr. Hermann J. Abs. a
It'ading West German financier and at that time head
of the Deutsche Bank, who said:
"South Afl'ica is considered by West Germany as
a country in the first line for safe ~Ilvestn1f.mt. Not
much encouragt.'ment is needed to persuade invesh>rs abo..tt it. One has, of c{)urse~ to take into

Y See Of!!£!!L Rec:~rds,c2!..!~ Gen~rlll Assel!l~J\\'Qnt~eth se~lon,
agenda item 36, document A/S932, para. ~H.
Y Franco Nogueira, I~'nited NRtiOn~_.a.:~ portu21 (London, Sidgwick Rnd jacksol1, 1963), P. 51.
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account the political aspect... I am inclined to
believe , however, that one should continue to do
business as usual." §j
163. It is therefore understandable that racist leaders
in southern Africa do nut feel too much concern about
t'nlted Nations action. It was Mr. Eric Louw who, in
1963, said that
" ••• it. stood to reason that countries like the United

Kingdom and the United States of America which had
a. profituble export trade with South Afrh'u" shipping
and air services to South Africa, and large investments in the country, would not be prepared to support proposals for sanctions. He added that the Hepublic's huge gold production also influenced their
attitude." 2/
164. It was therefore completely justified for the

Special Committee to state the evident conclusion that
the activities of those monopolies constituted a major
obstacle for the achievement by the peoples of the
southern part of Africa of their inalienable right to
self-determination and independence.
165. This is then the situation we face: a racist bloc,
covering almost half H continent, objectively backed by
the support of a number of Western countries, which
constitutes an area of serious tension and a threat to
peace and security.
166. This challenge must be met, and met with appropriate means. A first step was made with the revocation of South Africa's mandate over South \¥est Africa.
It must now be followed with measures aimed at the
roots of the problems. Debates, appeals and recommendations by the General Assembly have achieved a
political and psychological impact in awakening public
opinion, in circumscribing the problem, in recommending the means to solve it. It is now for the Security
Council to take action; it is now for the Western Powers
in the Security Council to accept their responsibilities.
Without even entering into the questlou of whether or
not there is a threat to peace and security in the situation in southern Africa-and we for our part consider
that such a threat does exist-it is by now abundantly
clear that, as far as the United Nations is concerned,
it is upon the &Uitude of Western Powers that any progress towards a solution of the question hinges. In
Rhodesia, it is Br>tl)h willingness to use force against
the Smith r~gim..;) ik. the Portuguese colonies, it Is
some Western countries' assistance to this minicolonial Power; in South Africa. it is British, American, and West German economic interest. In the
SecurUy Council, it Is the willingness of the Western
Powers to use the measures provided for in Chapter
vn of the Charter.

167. A problem which, until 1965, received somewhat
less attention in this Committee now comes high in our
order of priorities. It is that of the small territories.
Two main considerations militate in favour of an increase in sttenttoa to these territories. Firstly, independently of their size, their economic or geographical
position, their inhabitants have a right to pronounce
themselves, in all freedom, with full knowledge of their

21 9fticial Records of the General Assembly, Twentieili session,
agendf; ..em J6, document A/5932, para. 214.
!?J Ibid., Nineteenth Session, Annexes, annex no. l2,documentA/5825,
para. 560.

rights, as to their future status. Secondly, these territortes cannot be considered as mere pawns on the
political and strategic chess-boards of the administering Powers, as pieces of land which can be carved,
dismembered and rearranged according to the strategic needs of these Powers, and their inhabitants
shuffled around like non-human beings. Untted Nations
responsibility is not and cannot be smaller because of
the amaller size of a given dependent territory. As a
matter of fact, according to resolution 2105 (XX), the
L'nitod Nations is to pay special attention to small
territories, and this special attention is indeed needed.
168. All the information available to us shows that
there is a definite trend towards using small territories as sites for a chain of military installations
and bases of the admtnlstertng Powers. From Ascension to Guam , going through the the new Indian Ocean
colonial territory, and, by the way, fitting in with the
northern boundaries of the racist bloc in southern
Africa, a circle of bases is being developed.
169. In this way, the administering Powers are vio-

lating a number of principles and resolutions of the
United Nations: from Chapter XI of the Charter to
resolutions 1514 (XV). 2023 (XX). 2066 (XX) ending
with resolutton 2105 (XX). which condemned the
installation of bases in dependent territories and
asked the administering Powers to dismantle them
and to refrain from establishing new ones.
170. In this way, the administering Powers are
creating new areas of tension, since such bases are
not only staging areas for aggression, as has already
been proved and is being proved every day in the case
of Guam, Ascension Island and Aden, but bases of
aggression directed at smaller countries struggling
for the consolidation of their independence. One may
ask: What may be the potential use of bases in the
Seychelles and Mauritius islands?
171. What else do we know about small Territories?
More, perhaps, from tourist prospectuses than from
information received under Article 73 e of the Charter,
What is being done to develop the economic possibilities of those Territories? What use is being made of
the natural wealth and resources which, according to
resolution 1514 (XV), are to be freely disposed of for
their own needs by the peoples of those Territories?
172. All those questions must be asked, and must be
answered. The means for getting an answer, in accordance with the special attention which is to be accorded to those Territories, are specified in resolution
2105 (XX)-they are visi ting groups of the Special Committee to study the situation in those Territories.
That clause should now be put into effect. In the mean..
time it is necessary that maximum conditions be
created for the free development and choice of their
future by the inhabitants of those Territories and that
no engagements of any character limiting in any manner
this freedom of choice be made on their behalf.
173. Only a short time ago we ended our debate on
Aden. Our central preoccupation in that debate was
to foil the attempts of the administering Power to
dictate a neo-colontaltst solution of the problem, to
transfer power to a subservient r~gime, guaranteeing
the administering Power's interests without ~ts having
to bear the increasingly difficult e.::..d onerous respon-
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s!.bility of direct rule and oppression. We have striven
in this debate to ensure a solution in conformity with
the wishes of the people. with the interests of peace
and security in that region.
174. Altogether we have seen colonial strategy at
wcrk on three planes: concentration in areas considered important from the economic point of viewthat is the case of southern Africa; selection in the
case of Territories important from the strategic
point of view-that applies particularly to the small
Territories; projection of suzerainty into the future
so far as political tnterests are concerned-that is
the case of neo-colontalism , most recently exemplified by the question of Aden.
175. There is one common denominator to all the
cases: oppression of colonial peoples, suppression
of their aspi ratlons leading to outright aggression
and armed repression. to what has come to be rightly
regarded and denounced as a crime against humanity.
176. Tr1.t is why we thought it so necessary to make
reassessment of our action in the field of decolonization , adapting it to present conditions, using all
the means at our dinposal to further the aim which the
majority of this Assembly has always so consistently
sought: the final elimination of colonialism.
Cl

177. That is why, in debates on colonial matters at
the present session, our delegation has tried to make
its own modest contribution to this reassessment.
178. And it is in that spirit that we shall take a position on the draft resolution [A/L.50G] now before us.
179. Mr. BO ZOVIC (Yugoslavia): The report of the
Committee of Twenty-four and the consideration of
the problem of colonialism during the present session
show that the process of decolonization is evolving
under extremely d!l.fficult conditions. particularly in
central and southern Africa. In their struggle for the
implementation of the prtnciples and the provisions
laid down by the Charter of the United Nations on the
right of every people to self-determination and independence. the peoples living in areas still under
colonial rule and the United Nations are facing the
concerted resistance of powerful forces that have set
for themselves the aim of retarding the process of
political and economic emancipation of peoples and
States and restricting their freedom to choose their
way of life and the course of development that best
suits their interests and asptrations, By using their
material superiority as a means of blackmail, pressure and interference. by resorting even to the use
of arms. those forces are directly engaged, through
political. economic and military asststance, in armed
and other repressive actions carried on by the Government of Portugal and the racists in Southern Rhodesia and South Africa in the Territories under their
domination.
180. The facts brought out in the report of the Special
Committee on decolonization leave no doubt that the
same forces are supporting Salazar, Smith and
Vorster, that weapons used against the population in
that part of Africa are of the same origin and provided by the same sources. that colonial wars and
repressive measures against the African population
are part of a broader plan of colonial and neo-colonial
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forces bent on preserving foreign political and economic interests and the strongholds which are being used
to endanger the hard-won independence oi: the African
States and to secure the priVileged positions and influence of some Powers.
181. In that context there exists an undeniable link
between ai .. that is happening in Viet-Nam and the
other parts of the world where a policy from the
position of strength is being applied and the actions
of the Portuguese colontzers and the white racists in
Africa. Encouraged by the attitude of some other defenders of a system of social relationships in which
the exploitation of human and material resources of
other peoples is inherent. the Portuguese colonizers
and racists in the southern part of Africa have come
to the conclusion that they can also engage in. their
small but n.o less dangerous imperialist wars and
deprive peoples of their inalienable rights. Relying
on the strength of their allies. they are convinced
that they can achieve their aims. They therefore reject as naive the contention that no power can prevent
a people from becoming free if that people has resolved that it will no longer reconcile itself to having
the status of a slave-a status that is being imposed
upon it by foreign political and economic interests.
182. The history of the struggle of many peoples in
the past. among whom are also the people of my
country. has demonstrated how naive have been and
still are those who do not believe in the strength of a
people which is determined to become free. Temporary
and apparent success scored in the struggle against
people who are fighting for their freedom should not,
therefore. mislead anyone nor should a wrong conclusion be drawn from it, a conclusion which. in a world
seething with destructive weapons. could lead to catastrophic mistakes and unforeseeable consequences.
183. The forces backing the colonial Powers and
racists in Africa do not restrict themselves to direct
engagement in the struggle against colonial peoples.
Aware of the fact that the full political and economic
emancipation of the African States and their unity of
".ction would render impossible the maintenance of
foreign domination on African soil. foreign Powers
are attempting, by taking recourse to measures of
economic and other forms of pressure, to muuence
the orientation of the internal and external policies
of the newly liberated African States. Countless obstacles are being placed in the way of the efforts exerted
by these countries to develop at a more rapid pace,
to create a material basis for preserving and strengthening their political independence and to become
capable of rendering their full contribution to the
struggle for the peace and equality of the peoples as
soon as possible. The newly Itberatr l countries only
recently freed from classical colonial relationships.
comprising today the majority of the international
community. are encountering. especially in Africa.
attempts at renewed subjugation to the interests and
the policies of foreign Powers. The direct results
of such actions of the colonial and neo-colonial Powers
on African soil. facilitated by the existence of colonial
strongholds in thc;.t part of the world, are crises experienced by the newly liberated countries-crises in
their mutual relations as well as in their relations
with countries outside Africa~ All this has as a consequence the creation of a situation in which the se-
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curity of these States and peace in Africa are constantly being threatened. In this way, countries which,
by the logic of their development so far and the aspirations of their people, desire to be a factor for peace,
progressive development and international eo-operation based on equality are being transformed into an
area of conflict of foreign interests, political and
economic pressure and the exercise of force.
184. These profoundly anti-historic tendencies, dangerous both because of the disturbances they are
causing and because of their negative impact upon
international relations and the peace in the world,
require broad poltttcal action by the international
Organization. The General Assembly, in our opinion,
could not fulfil its obligations towards the peoples
still living in colonies or respond to the interest ut'
peace in the world if it failed to face the facts and
to muster sufficient strength to draw attention to the
real causes of the alarming situation in the field of
decolcnization and in international relations in general
and to recommend measures that would contribute
towards the eliminatlon of the dangers hovering above
mankind today. It seems to us that it is necessary to
consider the possibility of adopting a document whichtaking as a departure point the negative developments
in international relations and recognizing that the
liquidation of colonial relationships constitutes a vital
condition for the securing of relations of co-operation
and peace in the world-would recommend concrete
actions for the liberation of the remaining colonies and
for supporting the efforts made by the newly liberated
countries with a view to consolidating their independence and preserving their sovereignty.
185. The report of the Committee on decolonization
contains irrefutable facts about the negative impact
of the activities of foreign economic interests in the
Territories dominated by Portugal, in Southern Rhodesia and in South Africa.
186. The report has again pomted out that Portuguese
armed forces are using in their colonies weapons
received by virtue of their membership in NATO or
under bilateral agreements concluded with some of
their allies. It is also stressed in the report that
foreign military bases in colonies constitute one of
the basic obstacles to the liberation of colonial
peoples and an instrument of pressure and interference in the affairs of neighbouring States. Furthermore, these bases are being used for aggressive actions against other States. Aware of the fact that such
actions by foreign Powers and foreign economic interests represent the main-s-today, it can be said, the
sole-obstacle standing in the way of the struggle for
freedom of the people still under colonial domination,
the Committee on decolonization recomm ends that the
General Assembly invite all the States concerned to
restrain the activities of companies whose countries
of origin are such States and to discontinue actions
representing violations of obligations undertaken under
the Charter and, furthermore, participation in any
way in the struggle waged by Portugal and racists in
the southern part of Africa against the populations of
territories under their rule.
187. In reference to the foregoing, I wish to say
something about the attempts to have the essence and
the real character of actions undertaken by some

countries and foreign economic interests in t'fle central and southern parts of Africa clouded by arguments which ignore the specific positions of colonial
peoples under the system created by the Charter of
the United Nations. Frequently we hear arguments
about the usefulness of foreign investments in other
countries, and in this respect experiences by individual independent States are cited. It is sufficient,
we believe. to mention that foreign economic interest.s
operate in independent countries on the basis of negotiattons in the course of which these countries have
had an opportunity to decide about the conditions of
inflow and the actions of foreign economic interests.
The colonial peoples, however, have no possibility
of exercising their influence upon the decision-making,
and as a consequence they are in a way the object of
trade between the colonial Powers and foreign interests. Therefore, the contention to the effect that
under such conditions, especially under the conditions
of colonial wars in the Territories under the rule of
Portugal and of the repressive measures in Southern
Rhodesia and in South Africa, the actions of foreign
economic interests are actually serving to raise the
standards of ltving of those peoples cannot stand the
test of honest scrutiny. What is even more important,
and what is often forgotten, not accidentally, is that
through foreign investment in those Territories, particularly at this time, the conditions in which the
populations of those Territories are subjected to oppression and plunder are being extended. Crumbs
from the tables of the rich, who are becoming richer
by the exploitation of the cheap labour and material
wealth of those countries, cannot compensate for all
the sufferings and deprivations to which those peoples
are exposed daily. It is only under conditions of full
and genuine freedom of those peoples that benefits
from foreign economic activity-advantageous to all
partners-could be expected.
188. As far as the military bases are concerned, it
is legally indefensible and politically erroneous to
compare them with foreign military bases located
within the territories of independent States that have
accepted such bases and possess the right to seek
their withdrawal at their discretion. In the case of
colonies, where the populations are deprived of any
possibility of deciding on these matters, the United
Nations, as the protector of the colonized peoples, has
every right and the obligation, in the interest of the
implementation of the provisions of the Charter and
the safeguarding of peace, to demand the dismantling
of such bases.
189. An objective analysis of the present situation
shows that there exists a glaring contradiction between the words and deeds of individual States in respect of the process of decolonization in the central
and southern part of Africa. It is high time to stop
hiding behind verbal condemnations of the policies
pursued by the Portuguese colonialtsts and white
racists in Africa behind statements of disagreement
with such policies, behind expressions of sympathy
for the victims of repressive measures and punitive
armed actions, tile exercise of which is made possible only through extensive assistance in arms and
other forms of help extended to Salazar, Smith and
Vorster. The verbal support, consistent though it may
be, for the struggle of colonial peoples for their
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liberation cannot be an excuse for the part which some
of the countries are playing today in the prolongation
of the sufferings of those peoples. The policy of a country is judged today more by its deedo than by its words.
190. We are not idealists, of course, who expect that
the countries which are supporting the retaining of
relations of foreign domination and colonialism will
help the struggle of colonial peoples for liberation.
However, we have the right, in the interest of peace
and security for all, to demand that these countries
should stop extending assistance to colonialists and
·racialists, an assistance that is helping them to engage, behind the shield of their powerful allies, in
armed action and punitive expeditions which are causing immense human and material losses to the peoples
who are fighting for their freedcm and independence.
191. The stability of peace in Africa and throughout
the world today depends largely upon an undelayed
liquidation of colonial and racial strongholds on that
continent and elsewhere. It is our common duty,
therefore, to turn decisively against the real causes
which are giving rise to concern in that part of the
world and to address our demands primarily to those
upon whose actions, in the final analysis, depends the
peaceful solution of the problems. These problems,
if left without an immedia.e settlement, could lead to
ttl... shedding of bleed of innocent people, the consequences of which could be extremely grave owing to
the racial character of the conflict in that part of
Africa.
192. Guided by these constderattons and the desire
to eliminate the hotbeds of conflict as soon as possible, the delegation of Yugoslavia has sponsored the
draft resolution now under consideration by the
Assembly.
193. I have concentrated on the problems which are
generally considered today to be the most acute and
the most dangerous and which, therefore, require the
immediate attention of the General Assembly. There
is also the problem of the so-called small territories
which, due to special circumstances, require timely
measures in order to find the most appropriate
solutions.
194. In this respect I would venture only to suggest
to the Committee of Twenty-four that it consider the
possibility of convening, under the auspices of the
United Nations, a conference of representatives of
those small territories. Such a conference would
enable the representatives of those peoples to bring
out their problems and to state their desires, to propose pertinent solutions on the basis of which the
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United Nations could work out a broad programme
of action, with a view to helping to solve the problems posed by the existence of the so-called small
territories, whose people also have the right to selfdetermination and independence.
195. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): In
exercise of the right of reply I call on the representative of the United States.
196. Mrs. ANDERSON (United States of America): I
wish to exercise my right of reply in connexion with
statements made earlier today regarding Puerto Rico.
197. The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is a fully
self-governing and autonomous entity, as has been
confirmed by the General Assembly of the United
Nations. It was established following the approval by
an overwhelming vote of the j.eople of Puerto Rico in
1952. It was recognized as self-governing and autonomous by resolution 748 (VIII) adopted by the General
Assembly on 27 November 1953, which stated that the
people of Puerto Rico had "effectively exercised their
right to self-determination" and that the territory was
no longer non-self-governing.
198. In regular elections since Puerto Rico became a
self-governing Commonwealth, the population has had
ample opportunity to demonstrate its views on this
subject. In the last election, held in November 1964,
approximately 60 per cent of the people voted for the
party which advocates continuing Commonwealth
status, and 35 per cent voted for the party favouring
statehood in the United States. Less than 3 per cent
voted for the independence party.
199. To bring Puerto Rico up now for discussion
as a non-self-governing territory is an entirely
improper procedure, in view of the freedom with
which Puerto Ricans have expressed themselves
concerning their political status on numerous occasions. Votes such as those in the 1964 elections have
evidenced unmistakably the lack of interest in Puerto
.t{ico in independence from the United States. The option has repeatedly and clearly been put before the
people of the island and has been resoundingly rejected. To raise the question here today is to question the continuing validity of a decision which the
United Nations General Assembly itself had duly
adopted-s-a precedent which, in the view of my delegation, could have extremely dangerous repercussions. The United States strongly opposes any such
move.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m,
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President:

5. The United Nations is called upon to play a great
part in the cause of the emancipation of colonial
peoples. The peoples of the colonies turn their eyes
towards the United Nations and place great hopes in
it and expect from it active support. The representatives of the national-liberation movements in
the colonial Territories, who have appeared in the
United Nations as petitioners, have appealed to our
Organization to extend all possible support for the
speediest Hberation of their countries from the foreign
colonialtsts, It is the sacred duty of the United Nations
tc give assistance to those peoples in conrorr-uty with
the purposes and principles of its Charter.

1

Mr. Abdul Rahman PAZHWAK
(Afghanistan).

AGENDA ITEM 23

6. The recognition by the United Nations of the
inalienable right of colonial peoples to self-determination and independence, of the legitimacy of their
struggle for the exercise of that right, and of the need
to give them material and moral assistance, has
constituted an important achievement in the struggle
Ior the final abolition of the colonial system of
imperialism.

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee 011 the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Dec laration
on the Granting of Independence toColonial Countries
and Peoples (continued)
1. Mr. DASHTSEREN (Mongolia) (translated from
Russian): The General Assembly is discussing one of
the most important problems of the present day-the
question of the complete and final elimination of the
shameful system of colonialism and the summing up
of the results of United Nations activities during the
period that has elapsed in implementing the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples.

7. The fundamentally antt-colonialtst policy of the
young States of Africa and Asia and the socialist
countries, Members of the United l'T attons, as pursued
by them both inside and outside the United Nations,
makes it possible to work out a firm and consistent
line on colonial questions and to take realistic steps
to implement the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.

2. It is gratifying to observe that, since the adoption
of that historic document, more than twenty countries
of Africa, Asia and Latin America have been freed
from century-long colonial rule and have joined the
family of sovereign nations. We were glad to greet
at this session the appearance of four new States
from Afr.. ea and Latin America.

8. Unfortunately, however, not all the Members of

the United Nations are sincerely striving to give
effect to this important Declaration. Above all, the
colonial imperialist Western Powers stubbornly refuse
to abandon their colonialist and neo-colonialtst policy.
It is precisely because of the opposition shown by
these Powers that colonialism and its worst formracism and apartheid-have persisted in southern
Africa, turning that part of the world into a permanent
source of international disputes which represent a
serious threat to international peace and security.

Although six years have now elapsed since the
adoption of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, the
purpose of which was, finally and completely, to
abolish colonialism in all its forms and manifestations,
at the present time more than 30 million people in
different parts of the globe are still Ianguishing under
colonial and racist oppression.
3.

9. In recent years not only has a certain stagnation
in the process of decolonization become noticeable
but there has even been a sharp deterioration in the
situation in colonial Territories, more especially in
southern Africa.

4. The peoples of Angola, Mozambique, so-called
Portuguese Guinea and South Arabia continue their
courageous fight for their freedom and national
independence against the foreign occupiers-the
Portuguese and British colontaltsts , There can be
no doubt that the struggle of the peoples of those
Territories will be crowned with complete victory
over the colonialists and they will occupy their

10. The emergence of the racist

r~gime

of the white
minority in Southern Rhodesia, the intensification of
repressive measures by the Portuguese and British
colonialists against the peoples of the colonial
Territories and the conclusion of a triple alliance
between the racist r~gimes of Southern Rhodesia,
1
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the Republic of South Africa and fascist Portugal
face the United Nations with P, serious task and call
for a fresh approach to the solution of colonial
problems.

bases situated on the island of Guam and in other
'I'er-rttorres are being used by the American imperialists for carrying out piratical rjr-raids on the
Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam.

11. It is common knowledge that the policy of
connivance that is followed by the United Kingdom
towards Southern Rhodesia has led to the emergence
of a racist r~gime in that Territory and the so-called
economic sanctions have proved to be ineffective in
solving the problem.

18. We recall how the representatives of the colonialist Powers used previously to declare here that,
as they alleged, conditions were still not ripe for
granting independence to particular colonial Territories and that several decades, as they said, would
be needed for that. But history has proved that such
arguments have no real foundation. Countries which,
in the opinion of the imperialists, were allegedly in
no condition to lead an independent life, are now not
only successfully building their internal life but, by
taking an active part in United Nations activities, are
also making a valuable contribution to the cause of
implementing its purposes and principles.

12. Our delegation condemns the policy of the United
Kingdom Government, which declines L0 go beyond
so-called "selective sanctions" and, practically speaking, is continuing the old line of conniving with the
racists.
13. The formation in southern Africa of a bloc of
fervent racists and colonialists under the protection
of their powerful allies-the imperialist Western
Powers headed by the United States of America, the
United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germanyshould be regarded on a wide scale as a far-reaching
plan of the colonizers and imperialists, the purpose
of which is to perpetuate colonialist-racist r~gimes
in that part of the African continent and turn the
region into a stronghold for an attack on the freedom
and independence of the African peoples.
14. Our delegation fully agrees with the view
expressed here that the policy of the racist regimes
of Ian Smith, the Republic of South Africa and Portugal
should be regarded as a single whole and that special
attention should be paid to the situation in southern
Africa, since it is there that all the basic colonial
problems are concentrated and any delay in their
settlement can cause a direct threat to peace.
15. The time has come to adopt the most effective
measures against Portugal and the Republic of South
Africa which, disregarding the repeated resolutions
of the Security Council and the General Assembly,
are stubbornly continuing to follow the cruel colonialist
policy of suppressing the indigenous population of the
colonial Territories, the policy of racial segregationapartheid-which is a crime against humanity. The
General Assembly must recommend that the Security
Council should apply the enforcement measures
provided for in Chapter VII of the United Nations
Charter against Portugal, South Africa and also
against those States which continue to give them help.
16. The critical situation in South Africa is not the
only problem. The colonial Powers hold dozens of
small Territories in colonial slavery and lord it
there as they like.
17. The administering Powers, in violation of the
purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter
and the provisions of the Declaration. J.,ursue in some
of the Territories a policy of dismemberment, of
undermining national unity, of violation of territorial
integrity, which leads on to the gradual absorption by
them of the Territories concerned. What is most
dangerous is the conversion of small Territories
into military bases. For example, the United
States of America has turned the Territories
transferred to them in trusteeship into military
bases. There is abundant evidence that the "'l'1i.litary

19. Our delegation therefore once again confirms the
provision [resolution 1514 (XV), para. 3] that: "inadequacy of political, economic, social or educational
preparedness should never serve as a pretext for
delaying independence" and considers that, if such is
the wish of all the States Members of the United
Nations, it will be possible to achieve the final and
complete abolition of colonialism in a very brief space
of time. Our delegation endorses the idea expressed
here that the process of decolonization should be
completed in the speediest time possible since the
further continuance of colonialism and racism constitutes a crime against humanity, that is incompatible
with the purposes, ideals and prinoiples of the United
Nations Charter and of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
20. The reason for the lag in the process of decolonization lies in the stubborn refusal both of a handful
of colonial Powers and also of their alltes , the imperialist Powers, to comply with the requirements
of the United Nations Declarations and other important
decisions of the General Assembly and the Security
Council. The policy of these States, which is directed
to preserving at all costs the colonial r~gime, is
dictated by their economic, financial and strategic
interests. The monopolies of the imperialist Powers,
principally the United States of America, the Federal
Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom, Belgium
and others, are earning fabulous profits from the
ruthless exploitation of the human and material
resources of the colonial Territories.
21. This being so, it is not hard to understand Why
the Western Powers are financing the bloody colonialist
war which the Portuguese colonialists have started
up in Africa, are supplying them with weapons and
extending every kind of help to the racist r~gimes of
Southern Rhodesia and the Republic of South Africa.
Thus, one of the principal obstacles to the attainment
of independence by the colonial peoples is the activity
of foreign monopolies in colonial Territories. In this
connexion I would like to stress that the Special
Committee of Twenty-Four has done useful work in
studying the foreign economic and financial interests
in Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and the
Territories under Portuguese rule, and has presented
an informative report.
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22. Our delegation fully endorses the recommendations of the Special Committee on this question and
supports the proposal to include in the provisional
agenda of the twenty-second session an item entitled:
"Activities of foreign economic and other interests
which are impeding the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia,
South West Africa, Territories under Portuguese
administration and other colonial Territories" [AI
6300/Rev.l, chap. Ill, para. 1134].
23. Another main obstacle in the way of implementing
the Declaration is the maintenance of the military
bases of the imperialist and colonialist Powers
which are located on colonial Territories. The military
bases of the imperialist Powers serve as aprotection
for their economic and financial interests and are
often used by the colonialist Powers for suppressing
the national-liberation movement of the colonial
peoples.
24. The delegation of Mongolia considers that che
struggle of the peoples for the abolition of military
bases and for the withdrawal of foreign troops is
inseparably linked with the general struggle against
imperialism, for the emancipation of the colonial
peoples and for peace throughout the world.
25. In the opinion of our delegation, the General
Assembly must demand the immediate dismantling
of all the military bases established in colonial
Territories and also the discontinuance of the construction on these Territories of new military bases
and other military installations.
26. At the present time, when the colonialists and
neo-colonlaltsts are doing everything they possibly can
to retain the colonial r§gime advantageous to them,
special importance attaches to the creation of conditions for the granting of genuine independence to
colonial peoples and to safeguarding them against
neo-colonialtst expansion.
27. Economic expansion, the splitting up of the
Territories and populations of colonial possessions,
the installation of military bases, the implantation of
unrepresentative r§gimes, the formal granting of
independence-these are all neo-colonialtst methods,
by means of which the imperialists and colonialists
seek to preserve their former rule over the colonial
peoples and peoples who have won their national independence. As one African has written: "Colonialism
goes out through the front door and returns by the
back door".
28. In addition to the economic enslavement of the
colonial peoples, the neo-colonialists openly interfere
in the internal affairs of sovereign States which have
already freed themselves from colonial rule, seeking
to maintain their economic and strategic positions
in those countries. The most glaring example of this
is the United States aggression in Viet-Nam, which
constitutes a colonial war in the truest sense of the
word.
29. Seeing that the further continuance of colonialism
and racism is not only incompatible with the lofty
purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter
but also represents a serious threat to international
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peace and seourtty, the Security Council should pay
closer attention to colonial problems, with a view
to taking effective and competent measures against
the colonialists and also against those who support
them and give them assistance in spite of the repeated
decisions of this august Organization.
30. In conclusion, our delegation would like to express
its gratitude to the Special Committee of Twenty-Four
for the fruitful work which it has done during the
period that has elapsed and for submitting a valuable
report containing a wealth of factual material and an
objective analysis of the situation in the colonial
Territories. Our delegation fully endorses the recommendations of the Special Committee and its programme of work for 1967.
31. The Mongolian people and Government severely
condemn colonialism in all its forms and manifes tations as a most heinous crime against humanity and
are firmly on the side of the peoples fighting for
freedom and national independence. The Mongoltan
People's Republic, faithful to its basic antt-tmperu.nst,
antt-colonialtst policy, is prepared to support any
effective measures aimed at the speediest eradication
of the shameful colonial system.
32. Mr. CHERNUSHCHENKO (Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic) (translated from Russian): The
delegation of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic would first like to stress the fact that the
collapse of the colonial system of imperialism and
the emergence in the world arena of new young independent States is one of the characteristic features
of our time. In the flames of national-liberation
revolutions gigantic colonial empires, which their
founders intended to last for centuries, have been
consumed.
33. The overwhelming major-ity of the countries
which were under the colonial yoke have attained
political independence. That became possible thanks
to the resolute joint actions of the progressive forces
of the national-liberation movement, which relied
upon the help of all the peace-loving peoples and,
above all, of the countries of the socialist commonwealth. The day is not far off when the last hotbeds
of colonialism which has earned the merciless verdict
of history, will be finally destroyed.
Mr. Ortiz Sans (Bolivia), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

34. This year is the sixth anniversary of the adoption
on the initiative of the Soviet Union of the historic
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, which gave great moral support
to all the forces battling for the abolition of colonial
rule and for the freedom and independence of peoples.
35. The cleansing storm of the national-liberation
movement, which grew in strength as a result of the
adoption of the Declaration, has brought long-awaited
freedom and independence to many peoples of Africa,
Asia and Latin America.
36. The forces of colonialism, however, are continuing their rearguard battles. In various parts of
the world bastions of colonialism still exist. The
peoples of South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, Angola,
Mozambique, so-called Portuguese Guinea, South
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West Africa, Aden, Oman and other colonies are still
compelled to live and fight in conditions of colonial
slavery.
37. The colonialists are fighting the growing impetus
of the liberation struggle with the ferocity of the
condemned. The United Kingdom, Portugal, Australia,
the United States of America and other colonial Powers
are endeavouring by every means available to hinder
the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
Regarding the coloni-es as cheap sources of raw
materials, profitable markets and fields for the
investment of capital and as military and strategic
strongholds, the imperialist Powers continue to
plunder the people of the colonies and to extract huge
profits from their exploitation. International monopolies, supported by the Governments of the Western
countries, are the chief culprits responsible for the
continuation of colonial slavery.
38. The material collected by the Committee of
Twenty-Four on the activities of monopolies in South
West Africa, the Portuguese colonies and Southern
Rhodesia shows that the imperialist monopolies
operating in southern Africa are growing fabulously
rich at the expense of the cruelly exploited indigenous
inhabitants of those Territories. The same can be
said also about the monopolies operating in other
colonial possessions. It is, therefore, understandable
Why international monopolies support the reactionary
racist r~gimes in southern Africa and also in other
colonies. The monopolies are directly responsible for
the cruel suppression of the national-liberation movement. They exercise a decisive influence on the policy
of the racist r~gimes in southern Africa and Southern
Rhodesia, en the policy of the Portuguese colonialists
and on the policy of the reactionary puppet regimes
in South Arabia, Oman and other colonies.
39.. Side by side with their economic Interests, the
colonial Powers have important political, military and
strategic interests in the colonies. They have established on the territory of the colonies numerous
military bases, designed to serve the purposes of the
policy of anti-communism and to combat the nationalliberation movement.
40. The United Nations General Assembly in its
resolution 2105 (XX) requested the colonial Powers to
dismantle the military bases installed in colonial
Territories and to refrain from es tablishing new ones.
But that request is being disregarded. The United
Kingdom military base in Aden and other bases in the
Middle East area are still being used by the United
Kingdom for suppressing the national-liberation movement in South Arabia. Supported by these bases the
British colonialists are committing various acts of
provocation and a.ggression against neighbouring independent States, especially against the Yemen Arab
Republic.
41 e The United States military base on Guam, as well
as the bases on the Trust islands In the Pacific Ocean,
are a sort of springboard for aggression against the
national-liberation movement in South-East Asia. The
United States Air Force, based on Guam, is systematically bombing the territory of the Democratic

Republic of Viet-Nam, bringing death and destruction
to the people of Viet-Nam.
42. Disregarding the will of the people, the colonial
Powers not only refuse to dismantle their military
and strategic strongholds in the colonies , but are
even expanding their network.
43. As can be seen from United Nations documents
and also from the official statements of the United
Kingdom Government, the formation of a so-called
British terr-itory in the Indian Ocean is aimed primarily at creating a system of military bases to be
used jointly by the United Kingdom and the United
States of America. As the London Times wrote
on 19 May 1966, these new bases are being planned
for use by atomic submarines equipped with Polaris
missiles.
44. It is quite obvious that the United Kingdom and
the United States of America are trying to turn the
Indian Ocean into their own nuclear zone, their own
military stronghold, intended for waging the struggle
with the national-liberation movement.
45. The ruling circles in the United States encourage
the United Kingdom colonialists to carry out plans for
the so-called discharge of British oommitments in the
area east of Suez and encourage them to play the role
of "policeman" in that part of the world.
46. The United States and its allies in the NATO
military and colonialist bloc are the principal bulwarks
of present-day colonialism. Wherever there. is a reign
of colonialist terror and wherever the blood of patriots
is being spilt, whether in South Africa, South West
Africa or Southern Rhodesia, Angola 0'r Mozambique,
responsibility for this falls on the shoulders not only
of the warring racists who have usurped power in
those countries, not only on the colonial r~gime of
Portugal, but also on their patrons-the Governments
of the United States of America, of the United
Kingdom and other member countries of NATO.
47. As we know, the United Nations General Assembly
in its resolution 2105 (XX) declared that colonialism,
the racist policy of apartheid and all forms of racial
discrimination "threaten international peace and
security" I are "a crime against humanity".
48. Nevertheless, the United States of America and
other Western Powers continue to invest capital
in South Africa, expand trade with it and continue
to disregard United Nations decisions calling upon
them to break off their political, economic and
'nilitary links with the Republic of South Africa.
49. Neither is it any accident that the United States,
the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany
and other Western Powers are taking no effective
steps against the racist r~gime of Southern Rhodesia.
After all, no one is in any doubt about the fact that
the Smith r~gime, which has proclaimed the "independence" of Southern Rhodesia, could not have
carried out this crime against the peoples of Africa
if the Western Powers had not helped it to grow
strong economically and militarily and if the Western
Powers were not giving it every kind of economic
and military support.
50. It is precisely thanks to that assistance from
the United States, the United Kingdom, the Federal
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Republic of Germany and other NATO Powers, that
Portugal is waging a dirty colonialist war in Angola,
Mozambique and sa-called Portuguese Guinea. It is
precisely that support which enables Portugal, one of
the poorest and most backward countries in Europe,
to maintain in its colonies an army of 120,000 men,
well equipped with weapons and war materials
bountifully supplied to it by its NATO allies. In recent
years, the United States alone has given the Salazar
r~gime financial and military assistance amounting
to hundreds of millions of dollars.
51. The Government of West Germany is supporting
these colonialists more and more actively. As it has
no colomes of its own, West Germany is endeavouring
to widen economic expansion in Asia, Africa and
Latin America and to increase its share in the plunder
of Territories in those continents by means of unfair
trade practices and pumping out profits through the
export of capital. It is taking a direct part in the
struggle against the national-liberation movement of
the peoples of the colonies. The Government of the
Federal Republ.ic of Germany is extending economic
asststance and supplying arms to Portugal and the
Republtc of South Africa, thereby helping them to
pursue their colonial policy.
52. With the direct support and connzvance of the
United States, the United Kingdom, the Federal
Republic of Germany and the other NATO countries,
the further consolidation of the most reactionary
forces of colonialism and racism is proceeding on
the African continent. More and more facts testify
to the criminal activities of the bloc of colonialtsts
and racists known as the "Unholy Alliance", which
unites the South African and Southern Rhodesian
racists and the Portuguese colontaltsts, This bloc
is being assigned the role of the principal striking
force in the struggle with the national liberation
movement in Africa and the attack upon the tndependent countries on that continent.
53" Present-day colonialism is perfidious and dangerous. Nowadays it dresses up in new and more
refined garments and assumes new forms-e-the forms
of ilea-colonialism. The neo-colonialists adapt themeelves to the spirit of the times and often go Si) far
as to grant political independence to colonies. But in
so doing they retain the key positions in the economy
and in other fields and they place in power people
who are loyal to them in spirit, who carry on the
policy that is profitable to the colonialtsts,
54. The arsenal of present-day colonialism comprises the most diverse forms and methods. Following
the traditional principle, "divide and rule", the neacolonialists are fanning the flame of inter-tribal
enmity, encouraging separatist tendencies and creating
problems where none exist. They inflame terzttortal
disputes and frontier conflicts between countries
which have recently freed themselves from the
colonial yoke, conflicts which were inherited by those
countries from their former colonial masters. These
disputes and conflicts distract the attention of the
peoples of the liberated countries from the solution
of urgent economic, political and social problems,
and 80 the colonialists are rubbing their hands.
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55. The same objectives are also served by the most
diverse forms of the economic and political enslavement of peoples-export of capital, unfair terms of
trade, assistance extended on specific political conditions, drawing countries into aggressive blocs,
installation of military bases on their territories,
and implantation of puppet r~gimes.
56. When the peoples of a particular country rise
up to fight for their inalienable rights, the United
States of America, assuming the role of world policeman, seeks by crude force and bloody terror to retain
its rule over them. This is vividly illustrated by
the continuing United States aggression in Viet-Nam,
and it is also borne out h~v L~e armed intervention of
the United States in the D_'minican Republic and other
countries.
57. But the colonialists and neo-colonialtsts should
not delude themselves with vain hopes. Neither secret
plots, nor intrigues, nor bribes, nor direct acts of
armed aggression will halt the irreversible march of
history, nor crush the will of the peoples to be free
and independent.
58. The delegation of the Byelorussian SSR has
carefully studied document A/6300/Rev.l, containing
the report of the Special Commi ttee on the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
59. In our opinion the Committee aid a considerable
amount of useful work during 1966. Anew contribution
to the cause of the struggle for the liberation of peoples
from colonial slavery was the visiting session held by
the Committee in Africa, where it studied the situation
on the spot and adopted decisions whose implementation
would constitute a major landmark on the road to the
complete elimination of the remnants of the colonial
system. We note with satisfaction that the Committee
has continued the important work which it began in 1964
on the study of the activities of international monopolies
in the southern part of Africa and has submitted a
wealth of material on the sinister activities of
monopolies in Southern Rhodesia and the Portuguese
colonies. 'We atte ch a positive value to most of the
resolutions adopted by the Committee.
60. Rut we must not rest on what has been achieved.
The United Nations must ensure that, if possible
in 1967, not a single colony and not a single people
enslaved by imperialism shall remain in the world.
It is the duty of the United Nations to give every
possible support to the struggle of the peoples for
their liberation a-id to extend to them every kind of
moral and macer-tal support.
61. It is essential to secure the implementation of the
resolution adopted by the twentieth session of the
General Assembly on the dismantling of military
bases installed in colonial Territories [resolution 2105
(XX)]. The use of such bases by the imperialist Powers
against the ,tleoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America
must be resolutely condemned, as also their use for
the waging of aggressive wars against peoples fighting
for their freedom and independence.
62. In our opinion, the General Assembly must also
recommend to the Security Council to apply the
enforcement measures provided for in Chapter VII of
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the Charter against Portugal, South Africa and those
States which continue to give assistance to the illegal
racist r~gime in Southern Rhodesia.
63. There must be a resolute condemnation of the
activities of the international monopolies in South
West Africa, Southern Rhodesia, Angola, Mozambique,
so-called Portuguese Guinea and all other colonial
Territories, as constituting the main obstacle to the
implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, and
the Governments of the States concerned must also be
called upon to take steps to put an end to those
activities.
64. In the opinion of the Byelorussian delegation, the
Special Committee should continue performing its
task with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples in all the Territories which
have not yet obtained independence.
65. It is also necessary to call to order certain
United Nations specialized agencies and above all,
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, which, in violation of United Nations decisions,
are continuing to extend financial assistance to
Portugal and the Republic of South Africa.
66. The Byelorussian SSR has always been and continues tu be on the side of the peoples struggling
against colonial oppression. It has always advocated
and continues to advocate comprehensive co-operation
with all States and peoples that are struggling against
colonialism and neo-colonialism and against the
imperialist policy of enslaving other peoples.
67. Mr. Amjad ALl (Pakistan): Once again the plenary
meeting of the General Assembly is seized of the
question of the implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. Six years have passed since the General
Assembly in. resolution 1514 (XV), adopted the historic
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries ard Peoples and established a Special Committee to examine and report on colonial matters.
Before I proceed to comment briefly on the status of
the implementation of the Declaration, I should like to
compliment the Special Committee for the excellent
work it has done in informing us, through its cornprehenstve reports, about the situation prevailing in
colonial terrttortes ,
68. Whereas it is a matter of cleep gratification that
a number of former colonial territories have achieved
independence and sovereign status and, if! may recall,
at this session my delegation, along with other Member
States, has had the honour to welcome Guyana, Lesotho,
Botswana and Barbados to the membership of our
Organization, it is a matter of regret that territories
like Rhodesia, South West Africa, Angola, Mozambique,
Aden and a host of others in different regions of the
world continue to be under alien subjugation.
69. Certain colonial Powers have stubbornly refused
to implement the Declaration under one pretext or
another. Not only are these Powers using force in
suppressing freedom movements and denying the
inalienable right of the peoples involved to selfdetermination, but they are also flagrantly violating

fundamental human rights. The intransigent attitudes
of the Governments of South Africa and Portugal are
too obvious to mention. We have learned from the
voluminous reports made by the Special Committee
how these colonial Powers continue to defy world
public opinion and continue to violate the resolution
of the United Nations concerning the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. My
delegation deplores the recalcitrant attitude of those
two Governments.
70. The situation in Rhodesia is, as we all know,
very explosive. The illegal ractst r~gime of Ian
Smith is like a cancer in the African body politic.
Although the administering Power has, to the satisfaction of all men of goodwill and peace, refused to
accept the r~gime in Rhodesia, the measures recommended by the administering power to overthrow
the r~gime are, in the opinion of my delegation,
inadequate. It is, however, the hope of my delegation
that decisive action will not be shirked in order to
establish a democratic government in Rhodesia truly
reflective and representative of the views and wishes
of the majority of the people of Rhodesia.
71. My delegation cannot accept the argument
advanced by the Government of Portugal that Angola
and Mozambique are integral parts of Portugal. If
the international community were to accept such
claims as those advanced by Portugal and other
countries which forcibly occupy peoples' homelands
and then try to integrate them into their own territories, we would be violating the fundamental principles
of international law and peaceful international relations. We view with sympathy and support the struggle
of the peoples of Angola and Mozambique against
Portuguese domination, and we hope that, in the not
too distant future, this Organization will have the
opportunity to welcome them to its fold.
72. We live in an age where great progress is being
made by mankind in all walks of life. It is the age of
rising expectations and victory of peoples' fundamental
aspirations. Let us, therefore, hope that the twentyfirst session of the General Assembly will adopt a
resolution that will strongly appeal to the colonial
Powers to relinquish their control on foreign territories and grant them independence.
73. Motivated by our unshakable convictions about
the primacy of the right of self-determination of
peoples under alien subjugation, my delegation has
the honour of co-sponsoring draft resolution A/L.506
and Add.L, Confident that these convictions are shared
by the overwhelming majority of this Assembly, we
commend the draft resolution to the Assembly's
approval.
74. Mr. BUDO (Albania) (translated from French):
May I, first of all, on behalf of the delegation of the
People's Republic of Albania, join the other delegations
in saluting the birth of the new State of Barbados
and welcoming it on the occasion of its admission
to the United Nations.
75. Confronted with the unprecedented upsurge of the
peoples' national-liberation movement, the historic
triumphs it has won in recent times and the lightning
defeats it has inflicted on a colonialism now shattered
to its foundations and in process of disintegration,
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the colonialists and imperialists are redoubling their
efforts and olinging stubbornly to their policy of
enslaving the peoples and of racial discrimination.
76. Thus, more than fifty territories, representing
vast regions inhabited by cens of millions of people,
are still subject to the colonial yoke. The peoples
of Southern Rhodesia, South Africa, South West Africa,
Angola, Mozambique, so-called Portuguese Guinea,
Aden, Oman, Puerto Rico, the Pacific Islands and
other Territories, which are still subject to this
hateful and insufferable r~gime, are fighting resolutely
to exercise their inalienable right to freedom and
independence. Their struggle enjoys the support of
all the peace-loving peoples and countrros and their
victory is certain and imminent.
77. But the colonial Powers, in defiance of world
opinion and in disregard of the numerous United
Nations resolutions on decolonization, are exerting
all their strength and resorting to all the means at
their disposal, including armed force, t:) maintain
and perpetuate the abominable system of colonial
subjugation of peoples.
78. The Special Committee's report [A/6300/Rev.1]
notes this situation and the methods and means
employed to this end by the colonialists. It enlightens
us, more especially, on the difficulties encountered
by the Committee in discharging its task because of
the administering Powers' persistent refusal to comply
with the relevant resolutions of our Organization.
This situation is a matter of serious concern to the
peace- and freedom-loving Member States, which
fully realize the efforts that they will have to make
to surmount all the difficulties and obstacles raised
by the imperialists, if they want to contribute
effectively to the struggle of the peoples for the
conques t of freedom and their national sovereignty.
79. There is unmistakable evidence that the colonial
Powers are striving in various regions to regroup
their forces and regain their lost positions. A typical
region in this connexion, where there are vast
territories of the richest kind and where a system of
colonial slavery and racial segregation of the most
ferocious kind is rampant, is southern Africa. The
Portuguese colonialists and the racists of South Africa
and Southern Rhodesia, in collusion with other colonialist Powers-foremost among them the United
States of America and the United Kingdom-are doing
their best to transform that region into a vast
military bastion, designed to strangle the nationalliberation struggle of the oppressed peoples of Africa
and to serve as a starting point for the execution of
aggressive plans directed against the other peoples
of that continent.
80. While it plots with the other oolonialtsts in
southern Africa and while, in collusion with the clique
of white racists of Southern Rhodesia, it implements
it...; sinister plan against the Zimbabwe people, the
United Kingdom Government is making every effort
to consolidate its positions in another region of the
world-South Arabia-with a view to using it as an
important military base for the protection of its
colonial interests against the national liberation
movement of the Arab peoples and also for the achievement of its strategic plans in that area. The Aden
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base, which is constantly reinforced, represents,
more especially, an important instrument of British
aggressive policy and constitutes a serious threat to
peace and security in that area.
81. Because of the rapid and impetuous development
of the national-liberation movement inAsia, the United
States of America and its allies attach cardinal
importance to the Paciftc zone. Hence the redoubled
efforts of the imperialists and colonialists to consolidate and perpetuate their domination in the many
dependent Territories and tslanda in that zone. The
administering Powers go to all lengths to, conceal
from world opinion the real situation prevailing in
those Territories, which are being gradually transformed into fortresses that are to serve as bridgeheads in the implementation of war plans against
the People's Republic of China and the peace-loving
Asian peoples-all in conformity with American global
strategy. The most obvious proof of this bellicose
policy and of these dangerous schemes is provided
by the large network of military bases established
in the Pacific region and also by the use made by the
United States of these bases at present in its war
of aggression against the heroic people of Viet-Nam.
82. The various means and subterfuges to which the
colonialists resort in order to maintain their hated
system of exploiting foreign peoples are well known.
They nange from constitutional frauds, corruption,
conspiracy and pressure to persecution, terror and
the use of armed force.
83. A typical example of this, which has attracted
the attention of all progressive mankind, is given us
by the case of Southern Rhodesia. The illegal proclamation a year ago of the so-called independence of
that Territory by a minority of white settlers, encouraged and supported by British imperialism and
by other colonial Powers, has aroused a wave of
indignation among the peoples of Africa and of all
other continents.
84. Having failed in their previous notorious manceuvres, the British colonialists, in collusion with
their white henchmen in that Territory, have had
recourse to this last fraudulent tactic, condemned
by all the peoples of the world. Other imperialist
and colonial Powers are involved in this infamous
crime against the Zimbabwe people-at the head of
them being the United States of America, the biggest
colonialist and racist Power, whose monopolies have
huge interests in Southern Rhodesta from which they
draw considerable profit.
85. Continuing its sinister game, the United Kingdom
Government, after its last manoeuvres with the racist
ran Smith, has just proposed to the Security Council
so-called mandatory, selective sanctions.YNaturally,
such fallacious manoeuvres can onl, be rejected. We
believe for our part that neither the imperialists nor
their armed forces can help in liberating peoples
who are still undergoing colonial and racial servitude.
The possibility of really helping the Zimbabwe people,
which is fighting for the attainment of its sacred
rights to self-determination and independence, depends

!J See document 8/7621, later replaced by 8/762l/Rev.l (Official
Records of the Security Council, 1\venty-first Year, Supplement for
October, November and December 1966).
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.:in the degree of resolution and firmness which the
United Nations shows in taking up the challenge of
collusion between colonialists and racists.
86. Another very recent example, which clearly
shows the variety of stratagems used by the imperialists to maintain colonial anti racist subjugation,
is the case of the scandalous Judgement of the
International Court of Justice, dated 18 July 1966,
concerning South West Africa.Y
87. These two examples are sufficient to prove
what the imperialists and colonialists are capable
of and how they support one another and act in concert,
trampling underfoot the unchallenged rules of international law, the provisions of the Charter and the
resolutions of the United Nations and unscrupulously
defying world public opinion" By making it possible
to dispel certain illusions about the real objectives
of the colonial Powers, such cases serve to belp
peaceful Members States better to discover the only
ways and means which will really help the colonial
peoples.
88. The methods of inhuman exploitation employed
by the colonialist Powers in the Territories dependent
upon them are well known to the United Nations. The
last report of the Special Committee and the statements
of petitioners made to the Fourth Committee are
very edifying in this respect. Once again they show
us that in Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa,
Angola, Mozambique and elsewhere, the indigenous
populations are dispossessed of their richest lands
for the benefit of the white settler, that African
labour is extremely badly paid, that the wealth of
the subsotl, industry, internal and external trade
are in the hands cf white settlers and foreign
monopolies. Severe exploitation and racial discrimination extend to every domain of political, economic,
cultural and social life.
89. The studies of the Special Committee on the
activities of foreign monopolies and financial interests
in such Territories as South West Africa, Southern
Rhodesia, Angola, so-called Portuguese Guinea, etc.,
bring out the serious economic and political consequences for the African populations resulting from
the continuation of the scourge of colonialism in
these Territories. According to those studies, the
economies of these Territories are in the hands of
the monopolies, in which British and American
interests above all predominate. The exploitation of
the wealth of these Territories brings vast profits
to the foreign monopolies. In most cases the return
on capital invested is over 25 per cent.
90. It is in order to safeguard their greedy and
abominable interests, and in accordance with their
aggressrve plans, that the imperialists and colonialists
exert every effort and use every possible means to
maintain and perpetuate colonial slavery. Against
the freedom-fighters they wage a policy of savage
repression and violation of the most elementary
civic rights. Arrests and mass imprisonments,
torture, the most brutal terrorism, executions and
even mass exterminations are the characteristic

y Sou:;h West Africa, Second Phase, Judgement, I.C.J. Reports
1966, p. 6.

features of the consequences of the maintenance of
colonial domination.
91. In noting the methods of savage repression and
terror employed by the Portuguese colonialists, the
Special Committee's report tells us of prisons in
Angola and other Portuguese colonies filled with
patriots, of the tortures and cruel special met?ods
used against the patriots by the Portuguese tasctsts,
of systematic assassinations of innocent people, of
the ai.~, bombardment of isolated villages, the use of
poison gas, etc. Similarly, the report desc~ibes t~e
oppressive laws in force in Southern Rhodeaia and m
other Territories, the depriving of the indigenous
population of the most elementary civic rights, the
arrest» and arbitrary imprisonments, without process
of law, of tens of thousands of fighters. The imperialists and the colonialists let no scruple embarrass
them in the application of their fascist methods,
aimed at stifling and suppressing the freedom struggle
of the subjugated peoples.
92. The unprecedented impetus of the peoples'
national-liberation struggle and the crushing blows
it has dealt to colonialism have obliged the imperialist
Powers, headed by the United States of America, to
resort to new, more camouflaged forms of exploitation
and subjection of peoples. The neo-colonialist methods
of economic penetration and political domination in
the small and weak countries, praotised by the United
States and other imperialist Powers, are now becoming
more and more serious in character. The peace- and
freedom-loving peoples and countries fully realize
the danger presented by these new forms of imperialist domination and show their determination and
resolve to fight neo-colonialism as vigorously as the
classic form of colonialism.
In implementing its neo-colonialtst policy, the
United States employs a whole series of widely differing methods and means, ranging from economic,
political and military blackmail, espionage, subversion
and corruption, to the so-called "Peace Corps",
which is intended to play the role of a fifth column in
the countries to which its members are sent. The
United States imperialists ma' ~e every effort to
intervene increasingly in the internal affairs of other
States; they have imposed military agreements on
many countries, created aggressive blocs and, in
different areas of the world, a network of military
bases which infringe the sovereignty of the countries
where they are located and seriously imperil their
security.
93~

94. Having militarily occupied territories like South
Korea, Taiwan and others, they have transformed them
into real colonies. A typical case, which is an excellent
illustration of their policy of conquest and aggression,
is the case of Viet-Nam. There the United States is
waging one of the most barbarous wars of aggres sion
against the heroic people of Viet-Nam who are
valiantly fighting against the American invaders to
save their homeland.
95. The United States is today the foremost colonial
Power and represents the chief fortress of colonialism;
it is thanks to them that the hideous r~gime of the
subjection of peoples has been able to endure and
survive until now. Its policy of world hegemony and
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aggression has drawn upon it the hatred of all progressive mankind. The struggle of the freedom-loving
peoples and countries is mainly db. acted against the
United States of America, which finds itself evermore
isolated and evermore tightly gripped in the implacable
vice of isoluble contradictions.
96. The national-liberation movement of the peoples
has acquired unprecedented impetus. The peoples still
under the colonial yoke are waging a determined
struggle for their liberation, not shrinking from the
sacrifices required of them by the cruel repression
and massacres inflicted by the colonial Powers, and
this despite the solidarity of the latter. They are
moving forward steadily towards the conquest of
freedom and independence and the day is not far off
when this hateful system of colonial subjugation will
collapse completely. Their struggle is supported by
all progressive mankind.
9'1. The Albanian people and Government have consistently supported the just struggle of the colonial
and dependent peoples. We have always firmly rejected
the claims of those who. on the pretext of danger of
war and using the slogan of peaceful coexistence
between imperialists and dependent peoples, have
advocated the capitulation of the latter to their
oppressors. We have always maintained that the
nationab-Iiberation struggle is a just and sacred
struggle, that it best serves the cause of international
peace and security and that it is a duty of all freedomloving countries to give it their material and moral
assistance. We are happy to note that, since the last
session, this unchallenged concept has been enshrined
in the resolutions of the General Assembly.
98. The elimination of colonialism in all its manifestations is a fundamental and very urgent matter.
It bears on the great cause of freedom, self-determination and the independence of peoples; it concerns peace
and the future of mankind. The United Nations can no
longer tolerate the refusal of t~i4e colonialists and
racists to recognize and apply the resolution on the
abolition of colonialism, racial discrimination and
apartheid. That would be contravening the obligations
incumbent upon t~.em under the Charter.
99. The freedom-loving Member States must resollutely shoulder their responsibilities at this twentyfirst session and take up the challenge of the 0010nialists, who persist in disregarding the resolutions
of the General Assembly. The time has come to take
appropriate action and adopt radical, clear-cut
measures, with provisions for very short deadlines
for their implementation and, if necessary, for the
application against recalcitrant colonialist Powers of
the sanctions laid down in Chapter VII of the Charter.
In view of the existing circumstances, this is the only
way to give real help to the peoples struggling for
their independence.
100. By adopting such measures, the General
Assembly will be acting in accordance with the
fundamental purposes and principles of the Charter,
as well as the wtches of the progressive peoples and
countries of the whole world; it will have rendered
the best service to the cause of dependent peoples
and peace.

101. For its part, the Albanian delegation is prepared, as in the past, to support any measures that
will really serve these objectives.
102. Mr. TARABANOV (Bulgaria) (translated from
French): The report [A/6300/ReV.1] submitted this
year by the Committee of Twenty-Four to the General
Assembly shows that the peoples' struggle against
the last bulwarks of colonialism has entered a
decisive phase.
103. This conclusion is unavoidable, more especially
as regards southern Africa, where the main nationalliberation front is at present located. The armed
struggle of the peoples of this part of Africa has
scored new successes, inflicting heavy losses on the
colonialist and racist forces. The national-liberation
movement h: i'fLij(',ambique, Angola and so-called
Portugues.: '}'.:,.ne;. ;9 not only withstanding the colonialist I?r"ny ")'.:~' 'i.\;·;:; already liberated vast regions
from tr~. ; ;;';. :;'(:'L· \:tl yoke. The patriotic forces are
organizing a free and democratic existence for the
popvlattons of those regions and laying ;::>wn solid
foundations for the future independent States.
104. The peoples fighting for their freedom and
independence have scored important successes in
another sector of the anti-dmpertalist struggleSouth Arabia. The people of Aden and South Arabia,
resolved to free themselves from the colonial yoke,
have compelled the United Kingdom to yield: the latter
has been obliged to fix a date for the independence of
that country. At the present moment, the patriotic
movement in that country has entered a new phase of
the struggle. Its task now is to thwart the designs of
the United Kingdom, which is trying to Impose a
reactionary, non-representative r~gime on the people
of South Arabia.
105. A characteristic feature of the period covered
by the Committee of Twenty-Four's report is the
ever-increasing solidarity shown by the anti-imperialist forces fighting against oolontr.tsm, These
forces, more particularly the Afro-Asian and socialist
countries, have greatly increased their assistance,
both moral and material, to the national-liberation
movements. The representatives of the latter have
often expressed their appreciation for that solidarity
and assistance. At the same time, they have paid a
tribute to the United Nations for its important contribution to the antt-colontaltst struggle.
106. The attainment of independence by Guyana and
the admission to the United Nations E'. few days ago
of Barbados and of two African States, Botswana and
Lesotho, have been achieved by the active support
and help in decolonization given in the United Nations;
the Organization has shown special interest in
Botswana and Lesotho because of their dangerous
proximity to the apartheid r~gime in South Africa.
The General Assembly has, moreover, decided, as
we know, to warn the Pretoria r~gime that any
infringement of the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of Botswana or Lesotho would be deemed an
act of aggression [see resolution 2134 (XXI), para. 2].
107. The decision taken at the General Assembly's
twenty-first session to terminate, once and for all,
South Africa's Mandate over South West Africa [see
resolution 2145 (XXI)] constituted a positive action.
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'I'har decision ended twenty years of imperialist.

rnanceuvrtng and opened the door to the complete
implementation, as regard South West Africa, of the
provisions of resolution 1514 (XXV).
108. These successes in deoolonization, and the
growth of the struggle of national-liberation movements in Africa and South Arabia should not, however,
make us forget that a large part of Africa and other
Territories scattered over different parts of the
world still remain subject to the colonial yoke, which
still survives six years after the adoption of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples.
109. In Southern Rhodesia, the illegal r13gime of the
racist minority continues to exist and a few days
ago even celebrated its first anniversary. A parallel
discussion, which is now going on in the Security
Council, shows the responsibility of successive United
Kingdom Governments in installing this criminal
r13gime in Southern Rhodesia. The refusal of the
United Kingdom to apply effective measures-including
the use of force-is the chief reason why that r13gime
survives and defies the United Nations as well as
world public opinion. In spite of the most emphatic
condemnations by our Organization, and in spite of
the solemn declarations made by the Prtme Minister
of the United Kingdom that he would not enter into
negotiations with the ill egal r13gime, the United
Kingdom Government has nevertheless deemed it
necessary to start official negotiations with that
r13gime and try to find a way to preserve its interests.
110. As far as we are concerned we support the
attitude of the African countries, as reiterated in
recent days by their authorized representatives in
the Security Council, namely, that the agreement
proposed by the United Kingdom cannot rsstore the
inalienable rights of the Zimbabwe people. Instead
of ensuring the liberation of that people such an
agreement would, in fact, result in legalizing the
usurpation of power by the white minority and leaving
4 million indigenous inhabitants for ever at the mercy
of the racist regime, It is not surprising that Ian
Smith expressed his satisfaction with the new United
Kingdom compromise and accepted Mr. Wilson's
proposals on the substance of the problem. In view
of the haste shown by the United Kingdom in seeking
a compromise with Ian Smith, the latter now expects
further concessions.
111. The events of the past year and the report of
the Committee of Twenty-Four show that the problem
of Southern Rhodesta cannot be dissociated from the
«.ner colonial problems in Africa, namely, those of
the Portuguese colonies, South West Africa and the
existence of the apartheid r13gime. It is an undeniable
fact that Portugal, South Africa and the Ian Smith
r13gime are closely linked by the indentity of their
interests and their designs in Africa. The unholy
alliance between those three colonialist and racist
r13gimes is a dangerous reality for Africa. The events
in Southern 'Rhodesia have shown the world how this
alliance operates and how mutual assistance is
organized between these r13gimes, which are the
strongholds of colonialism in Africa. The incident
of the three tankers, which, at the time, provided a
propaganda platform for the United Kingdom Govern-

ment, showed up the nefarious role of the ports 'of
Mozambique and South Africa in supplying Southern
Rhodesia with oil.
112. In its resolution on the Portuguese colonies, the
General Assembly condemned, as a crime against
humanity, the exporting of people from the Portuguese
colonies to South Africa [see resolution 2184 (XXI)].
This enforced exportation of manpower, a new, modern
form of slavery, is an important element in the cooperation between Portugal and South Africa.
113. Recently, the United States Press published
additional information on the co-ordinated action of
Portugal and South Africa against the patriots of South
West Africa. The existence of a political, economic
and military alliance between the three colonialist
and racist r13gimes represents a serious threat to
the peace and security of the African nations and,
thereby, to world peace.
114. The aggressive acts committed by these three
r13gimes against the neighbouring independent States
and, quite recently, the provocative acts against
Tanzania should serve as a warning and show that
this unholy alliance has des igns extending beyond the
Zambezi. The recent discussion in the Secur-ity
Council on the complaint by the Democratic Republic
of the Congo against Portugal Y showed that Portugal
and its allies are engaged in organized activities
for the restoration of colonialism. It is more than
necessary to consider this new aspect of the threat
posed by the colonialist and racist regimes in Africa.
The General Assembly should be fully aware of this
problem and bear it in mind in i.ts recommendations
to the Security Council.
115. The discussion on the Portuguese colonies and
Southern Rhodesia in the Fourth Committee and on the
policy of apartheid in the Special Political Committee,
have produced further evidence of the nefarious role
played by the political, economic and military collaboration of certain great Western Powers with the
colonialist and racist r13gimes in Africa. The
petitioners from the Portuguese colonies supplied
undeniable proof that, without NATO help, a backward
country like Portugal would have been unable to
resist the mounting pressure of the national-liberation
movement in Africa. The report of the Committee of
Twenty-Four constitutes a real indictment of the
nefarious activities of the monopolies and financiers
of the Western countries in Southern Rhodesia, the
Portuguese colonies and South West Africa.
116. In the face of these facts one might well ask
what is the value of those declarations of sympathy
for the subjugated peoples expressed by the United
States and other Western Powers. Are their Governments not tolerating the participation of their nationals
in the enslaving exploitation of Africa? Is not the
establishment of monopolies and financial interests in
the colonies creating bases for interference in future
in the affairs of the independent states by neocolonialist methods?
117. There can be no doubt that the co-operation of
the Western Powers and their monopolies and their
~ Official Records of the Security Council, Twenty-first Year.
Supplement for JUly, August and September 1966, document Sf7503.
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military alliance with Portugal, South Africa, and
Ian Smith in Southern Rhodesia constitute the backbone
of the colonialist and racist r~gimes. If this cooperation is not ended immediately, it will cost
immeasurable suffering and thousands of lives; it
will exacerbate racial hatred in Africa, which will
have disastrous consequences.
118. It is certainly a comforting fact that, through
the intermediary of the Committee of Twenty-Four
and the Fourth Committee and also, recently, through
the specialized agencies and international organizations in the United Nations family, our Organization
has been closely following the implementation of
resolution 1514 (XV) and the other resolutions regarding colonial problems. On several occasions, the
Committee of Twenty-Four has discussed the role
which the United Nations specialized agencies could
play. It has even voted a resolution [A/6300/Hev.1,
chap. 1, para. 261] in which, as we know, it expressed
its satisfaction with the work of certain specialized
agencies, such as the Office of the High Commissioner
fur Refugees, UNESCO, the 11,0 and others, because of
their willingness to help the process of decolcnization,
119. The representatives of the liberation movements
do appreciate the assistance extended by the respective
agencies to the refugees and the victims of colonial
oppression. The representatives of the nationalliberation movements in the Portuguese colonies have
asked for this assistance to be extended to the liberated
areas where they are building up medical services
and are engaged in education and teaching. It is a
fruitful field for the humanitarian activities of the
specialized agencies; that might provide valuable
support for the work of decolontzation,
120. In its resolution on the activities of the
specialized agencies and international organizations,
the Special Committee expressed disapproval of the
activities of the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development and of the International Monetary
Fund, which are continuing to grant loans to Portugal
and South Africa. The discussion in the Fourth
Committee on this question showed that those actions
were incompatible with affiliation to the United Nations
and that they should end immediately. There is every
ground for asking these two institutions to canoe; the
loans they have made to Portugal and South Africa
and to take the necessary steps to ensure that such
actions do not recur.
121. Since the activity of the specialized agencies and
international organizations connected with the application of resolution 1514 (XV) has aroused special
interest, it might possibly be desirable that the General
Assembly and the Fourth Committee should have an
opportunity to discuss this problem more fully.
122. Another problem connected with the application
of resolution 1514 (XV) is that of informing world
public opinion about the peoples' struggle for national
liberation and the contrroutton made by the United
Nations to the process of decolontzation, We have
heard petitioners ask for a wider dissemination of the
truth about the situation in the Territories concerned,
about their struggle and about the work of reconstruction done in the liberated areas. This problem
deserves to be studied more closely by the Committee
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of Twenty-Four and the Fourth Committee, after which
decisions should be taken.
123. As the struggle of peoples for national liberation
goes on and as a result of the successes it has
recently won, colonialist circles have manifested a
stubborn reaction and fierce resistance has been
offered to the implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial CO'..ntries
and Peoples. We are, however, certain that the antiimperia.list forces are enormous and that they are
capable of destroying the last strongholds of imperialism. The time has come to tell the colonialist
forces once for ul l that the era of colonialism, with
all its hateful and shameful manifestations-the
practice of apartheid and racial discrimination-is
over and gone. The time has come to mobilize all
forces" including those of the United Nations, to
help the subjugated peoples to break their chains
and eliminate one of the gravest threats to the peace
of the world today.
124. Mr. EL KONY {United Ara.b Republic): Six
years ago, the General Assembly adopted one of the
most valubale declarations in the history of the
United Nations, namely, the Declaration of the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
In this Declaration, the entire membership of the
United Nations solemnly declared that all peoples
have the right to self-determination and that the
subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination
and exploitation is an impediment to the promotion
of world peace and co-operation. Yet we find today
millions of people still under colonial rule.
125. The colonial Powers, instead of taking immediate
steps to transfer power to the people concerned, are
waging a brutal colonial war against peoples struggling
for freedom and independence, hoping that they can
break the resistance and impose their colonial
domination. Up to the present the colonial Powers
have been resorting to a variety of methods designed
to frustrate not only the various resolutions adopted
by this Organization but equally to defeat by force
the legitimate aspirations and noble struggles carried
out by the peoples. The reports of the Committee of
Twenty-Four, as well as those of its sub-committees,
provide considerable information about thse methods.
126. Today, while we are here discussing the problem
of colonialism, another important organ of the United
Nations is discussing the tragedy of Southern Rhodesia,
a problem which is the result of the systematic
colonial policy of the British. In a typical display of
British talent and resourcefulness, the British Government has attempted to create the impression that it
is doing its best to topple the racist r~gime of Ian
Smith. Although it handed over the territory to the
racist minority through the illegal Constitutions of
1923 and 1961, it is now attempting to make us believe
that it is changing its policy by condemning the same
racist regime.
127. The British Government is well aware of the
fact that, short of the use of force against the racist
minority r~gime in Southern Rhodesia, this r~gime
will continue to thrive. Experience has shown that
economic sanctions cannot achieve the desired result
unless all States, in particular South Africa and
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Portugal, co-operate in this regard. Yet we find the
United Kingdom Government speaking of mandatory
selective aanctions on a very limited scale.
128. In the territories under Portuguese administration, we find Portugal not only negating the right of
the peoples of those territories to self-determination,
but aiso waging a brutal colonial war against those
peoples. It has ignored all the resolutions of the
United Nations.
129. As to South West Africa, the racist r~gime in
Pretoria has extended its policy of apartheid to that
mandated Territory and it persistently refuses to
recognize the authority of the United Nations.
130. In Aden, the intensified military operations
there point to the extent of the brutality of the British
colonial policy in that territory. Moreover, the daily
and systematic violation of human rights, as well as
the atrocities carried out by the military authorities
against the struggling people of Aden, the gravity of
the situation in Aden today. Yesterday the General
Assembly adopted a resolution on Aden, according to
which the United Kingdom Government is called upon to
lift the state of emergency and release all political
prisoners and detainees so that the United Nations
mission can discharge the responsibilities entrusted
to it. The British spokeman expressed the readiness
of his Government to co-operate with the United
Nations in the full implementation of the resolutions
of the General Assembly relating to Aden.
131. Now it is time for the United Kingdom Government to show its goodwill and sincerity by lifting
immediately the state of emergency and all that
goes with it.
132. The United Kingdom Government has so far
refused to implement the resolution on Oman which
was adopted by the General Assembly at its last
session. It continues to deprive the people of Oman
of their legitimate rights to self-determination and
freedom.
133. Throughout the whole of the discussion which
took place in the Fourth Committee, cardinal facts
and indisputable realities of colonial policies emerged.
The first fact is that' the colonial Powers continue to
maintain and even establish new military bases on
the territories under their administration. Experience
shows that such bases have been used and are maintained to intimidate and strike at the nationaltst
movements in those Territories. They are neither for
defence nor for the protection of the interests of the
peoples.
134. The second tact is that there is a tendency to
establish false and unrepresentative r~gimes in the
dependent territories alien to the interests and will
of the struggling peoples, and to impose undemocratic
constitutions with the sole aim of perpetuating colonial
influence and control. It is our conviction that only the
true representatives of the people have the right to
draw up the constitutions for their country.
135" The third fact is that foreign financial interests
and monopolies in the dependent territories are a
dominant factor in shaping the policies of some
States such as the United Kingdom, the United States
of America and others in regard to colonization. That

explains the attempts of those States to frustrate the
role of the United Nations in its efforts to put an
end to the colonial rule in certain territories such as
Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa, Angola and
Mozambique. It also sheds considerable light on the
role of such States in maintaining the present intolerable situation in those Territories.
136" The fourth fact is that the colonial Powers are
encouraging the systematic influx of foreign immigrants while displacing, deporting and transferring
the indigenous inhabitants from their homeland. They
are hoping in so doing that the immigrants will come
to outnumber the indigenous inhabitants so that they
may perpetuate their domination. In Palestine we have
witnessed the same experience. Immigrants and
adventurers from all over Europe came to Palestine
to replace the indigenous inhabitants of Palestine
through acts of terror" The result is that a minority
of European immigrants usurped power in Palestine
while the indigenous inhabitants live in camps outside
their own homeland.
137. In the light of the facts whichI have just outlined,
my delegation considers that the draft resolution
contained in document A/L.506 and Add.L would constitute a positive and indeed a minimum course of
action for this Organization to take so as to contribute
to the cause of freedom, peace and justice.
138. In conclusion, may I avail myself of this
opportunity to pay tribute to the members of the
Committee of Twenty-Four for their untiring work
and great contribution in this respect. I should like
equally to record the significant contributions made
by the Chairman of the Committee, Ambassador
Collier of Sierra Leone.
139. Miss BROOKS (Liberia): It is a harsh and grim
world in which to live, with the population half free
and half enslaved. Twenty-one years have elapsed
since the signing of the United Nattons Charter,
establishing faith in fundamental human rights, the
dignity and worth of the human person, the equal
rights of men and women, of nations large and small.
Six years have gone by since the adoption of the
charter on decolonization, that is, resolution 1514 (XV)
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples, and yet millions of the world's population
still Iive under colonial domination.
140. That tensions have mounted very high and
situation in parts of Africa have become a threat
to international peace and security comes as no
surprise to the colonial Governments which administer
such Territories, for indeed, African and Asian
delegations, year after yea.r, drew the situation to the
attention of those colonial Governments, requesting
that adequate steps be taken to ensure an orderly,
peaceful and progressive development of our peoples
to self-determination and independence; instead, we
were rebuffed and rebuked as distorting the situation.
Besides they should have known that when they
encouraged and supported policies in the administration of peoples which are contrary to even the
elementary norms of justice, the result would be
mounting tensions, the outbreak of violence and,
ultimately, war.
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141. The United Kingdom Government cannot escape
responsibility for the situation as it exists in Rhodesia
today-a situation which challenges its prestige and
challenges 'the conscience of the world. There was no
Ian Smith illegal r~gime in 1961 when African and
Asian delegations opposed strongly the 1961 Constitution for Rhodesia, outlining the injustices that
such a Constitution would infHct upon the majority of
African population. They pleaded that the United
Kingdom Government should reject that Constitution
and call a round-table conference of political parties
and leading citizens of the territory to agree upon
conditions and work out a new constitution; but Britain
rejected that suggestion and persisted in giving unwarranted protection to the minority white population.
142. As a result of elections held in 1962 under the
electoral system which had been severely criticized in
the Fourth Committee and the General Assembly,
the most reactionary party came into power; the
Government showed no intention to remedy the
Africans' state of inequality but maintained it by
passing repressive legislation. It cannot be forgotten
that on the dissolution of the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland control over the greater part of the
armed forces of the former federation was transferred
to Rhodesia, which strengthens the military power of
the present illegal r€lgime. Britain was warned by
African and Asian delegations of the unholy alliance
between Rhodesia, South Africa and Portugal, whose
main objectives are to try to turn back the course of
history in regard to the liberation movements on the
continent of Africa and to perpetuate the diabolical
theory of racial superiority; but Britain lent a deaf
ear and closed its eyes to the concrete happenings
in this regard.
143. Here, today, not only are this body and the
world at large faced with a unilateral declaration of
independence by a racist r€lgtme, but Ian Smith,
marshalling every means of entrenching a foothold in
the Territory, is enforcing security laws against the
Africans even more strtgent than those in South
Africa, is carrying out an extradition agreement with
South Africa so that freedom fighters crossing the
border are returned, is restricting political activities
and freedom of expression-having effected a military
agreement with South Africa for co-operation against
African uprising-and .quietly, but me.hodically , is
introducing into Rhodesia a "Bantustan" system
similar to that of South Africa. But, we are faced a180
with the expressed intent of the United Kingdom
Government that it shall not make use of the only
effective means of bringing down the Ian Smith illegal
r€lgime.
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forecast. The United Kingdom requests an extension,
but selective sanctions now. Honestly. we Africans
believe that only comprehensive mandatory sanctions
are measures for serious consideration. However,
the United Kingdom is still cautious, and Ian Smith
is unbending.
146. Even if briefly, I have to make some reference
to South West Africa. I cannot but recall the words
of Dr. Swatzenberger, who was my adviser in international law at. the University College Law School,
London University, when at the close of his lectures
fur the school year in 1953 he admonished the members
of the class to bear in mind: "International law is
subservient to power politics". Imbued with the
idealism of fair play and believing strongly that
justice should be done to all men, I left the classroom
with hazy thoughts about what was meant by the
expression, "international law is subservient to power
politics". However, anyone who has been associated
with the United Nations as long as I have has certainly
come to understand fully that subtle concept. Through
a joke, a South African representative hinted to me
that Liberia and Ethiopia would lcse the case against
South Africa, some months before the decision.
Weighing that against the justice of the cause, the
disregard by South Africa of its obligations under
the mandate with respect to South West Africa, its
rejection of the competence of the United Nations and
its flagrant disregard of the Assembly's resolutions
on South West Africa, together with the fact that
South Africa itself introduced evi.dence to substantiate
the apartheid charge by Liberia and Ethiopia and
that an internatlonal court of law failed to pass the
question of apartheid, I can fully understand what is
meant by the expression: "International law is subservient to power polrtlcs ",

Gulana,

147. However, because power politics can be used
constructively to uphold the rule of law and to effect
justice and bring about stability in the world social
order, I wish to say that the doors have been laid
wide open for such a constructive purpose through the
resolution on South Wes t Africa adopted by the current
session of the General Assembly [resolution 2145
(XXI)]. It is my plea. to the great Powers, therefore,
that they seize this opportunity to assist the United
Nations in itr;l endeavours to lead the people of South
West Africa to self-determination and independence.
148. I do not believe that South Africa can continue
its violation of the Mandate and its disregard for the
principles of the Charter, if its strong allies change
their attitude of direct or indirect support. I believe
that Liberia and Ethiopia did what was right and just
in taking the case to the Court. In fact, at the time
that was the only course open to them. Although t:ley
received no decision on the issues involved, yet I am
convinced that the world is more than ever aware of
the lack of legal basis to support South Africa's
position; and, while South Africa may consider the
procedure adopted by the Court is a victory, it is
just the beginning of a solution with the inevitable
results of self-determination and independence for
the people of South West Africa.

145. The United Kingdom Government was told in the
Security Council that the partial sanctions advocated
by it would not be effective, and it happened as was

149. Portugal feels not only that it is within its
power to suppress the Africans of Mozambique,
Angola and so-called Portuguese Guinea but also

144. One wonders if Britain is not perpetuating
racism when it refuses to bring down the illegal
r€lgime of Ian Smith with force, but found no difficulty
in resorting to the use of force under the disguise
of law and order against Africans and Asians who
rose up in defence of their aspirations to freedom and
independence in Kenya, Nigeria, India and British
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that it has the power in its administration of those
Territories to violate the principle of Article 2,
paragraph 4, which states:
"All Members shall refrain in their international
relations from the threat or use of force against
the territorial integrity or political independence
of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent
with the Purposes of the United Nations."
150. Recently the Government of Tanzania made a
protest against Portuguese soldiers crossing over
the border into Tanzanian territory and killing
Tanzanian nationals. Does it really mean life or death
to Portugal to keep those territories under its
colonial yoke? Portugal has treated with impunity
the resolutions adopted by the Security Council on
Mozambique and Angola, while at the same time it has
tntenstfied its use of force against the national
liberation movement in those areas. It would be well
for the allies of Portugal to desist from rendering it
any assistance which would aid it in carrying out acts
of repression against the Africans and Irustrate
the movements or those peoples towards sell-determination and independence. We believe that every
measure should be undertaken by its NATO partners
to ensure that Portugal will not divert war implements
intended for NATO defence to use for ues truction of
the lives and property of the Africans Portugal
administers.
151. It is with sincere regret that we note that the
United Kingdom Government failed to accept the
sending of a commission from the United Nations into
Fiji. I believe it has more to gain than to lose by the
presence of a United Nations mission in Fiji. The
same holds true with regard to France, which rejects
the sending of a commission into French Somaltland,
152. I should now like to make a brief reference to
the trusteeship item which also comes under the
heading of this report. In particular I should like to
refer to the question of Nauru and r should like to
invite the Australian Government to implement its
own philosophy, which it has expressed, in its policy
with regard to the Territories it administers. The
Australian Government has said that it is not for the
Trusteeship Council, the General Assembly or the
Australian Government to decide on the future of the
peoples of the Territories it administers. However,
it fpils to implement that principle with regard to
Nauru, whose people have said that there is no
alternative but that independence should be granted not
later than ~n January 1968. We shall call upon the
Australian Government to show good faith in implementing its own policy with respect to its Territories.
I should like to draw the Assembly's attention to
another point. Never in the history of mankind has it
been conceived that the miner-al deposits of any State
or territory belong L> another State. This seems to be
the policy of the Australian Government with respect
to Nauru, when it claims that ownership is vested
not in the Nauruan people but in the British phosphate
company exploiting the phosphate deposits. We would
invite the Australian representatives to refer to the
laws of Australia on the question of natural resources
and to the general concept with regard to natural
resources the world over. We would advise the
Australian Government to implement resolution 1803

(XVII), of which it is well aware, with regard to
permanent sovereignty over natural resources.
153. The Special Committee has drawn the attention
of the Assembly [A/6300, Rev.L, chap. r, para. 325]
to the fact that there still remain a large number of
colonial territories which have not yet nuatned
independence. My delegation supports the belief of the
Special Committee that until all the remaining territories are able to exercise their right of selfdetermination and independence in accordance with
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) the Speciul
Committee should continue to examine the situation
in those territories with a view to asst sting in the
earliest possible implementation of the Declarutiou,
On behalf of my delegation I should like to extend my
thanks and appreciation to the Special Committee for
the work it has done over the past years and the very
able report presented to the Assembly on this
particular question.
154. Mr. ARKHtTHST (Ghana): My delegation would
like to state its posttion once again on the implementntion of the Declaratton on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
155. The role of the Special Committee in the task of
decolonization is a vital and important one and the
delegation of Ghana has followed its activities during
the past year with very keen interest. We consider
the role of the Special Committee a crucial one because
it involves the practical search for a solution to the
difficult problems posed by colonialism. Although the
pace of decolonization has not been as rapid as many of
us would have wished, the record of success achieved
by the Special Committee, and the United Nations in
general, is still impressive and compels us to pay a
tribute to the Committee under its able Chairman,
Mr. Gershon Collier of Sierra Leone. We hope that
the Special Committee will, in till' same spirit of
determination, redouble its efforts in facing the even
greater -hallenge of the remaining colonies that
must be liueruted without delay.
156. As this is the first time that the delegation of
Ghana has had the opportunity to express itself on the
question of colonialism since the admission of
Barbados to the United Nations , I should like to expres s
my delegation's welcome to the delegation of Barbados
to the United Nations and to say that we look forward
to the closest co-operation with them.
157. Although, in the consideration of this item, our
attention has tended to be focused on those colonial
territories which are the subject of international
political controversy, we are nevertheless concerned
that all the other colonial territories should he given
the same measure of attention by the Committee of
Twenty-Four, as indeed has been done.
158. Our concept of independence and our own history
of colonial domination convince us that freedom must
be universal and indivtstb:e, The right of any individual
or any group of individuals to lead their own economic,
social and political lives in unfettered freedom can no
longer be challenged; the United Nations, therefore,
must frankly and decisively condemn the attitude and
act tvtties \Jf some administering Powers which constantly prevent the attainment of independence by the
people under their colonial subjugation.
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159. In this respect, the sttuatton in southern Africa
increases our anxiety about the fate of those who are
under colonial subjugation and the ability to achieve
racial harmony and coexistence in that area of Africa.
In accordance with our own philosophy and prtnolples ,
Ghana cannot remain UIWOne(\rIWd while the two most
int ranstgent colomnltst and r actst Powers of our time
foment rucial and political unrest, the oonscqucnoes
of which will bp felt beyond the border-s of Southern
Rhodesiu, South WPRt Afr-ica, South Africa, Angola. and
Mozambique. It is in the general interest of averting
such unpleasant consequences of colonial and racial
domination that the delegation of Ghana was pleased
to lend its weight to the justtftable and timely action
taken by the Gener-al Asac.nhly only a few weeks ago
as a first step in solving the difficult problem of
South W(\st Africa.
160. In Southern Rhodesta, we are again confronted
with the ugly picture of an Illegal racist r~ginll' which
the United Kingdom Government, more than any
other party, has a llowed to continue ip existence. The
constant wavering of till' ndrnini steriug Power and its
tnt ranstgence in accepting international opinion as to
how the Southern Rhodes ian problem should be resolved
has forced the United Nutions , fnr too long a time, to
tolernto this challenge to its Charter and its principles.
It is not our intention to indulge in recrimination
here , but when' the mistake of one has led UH all into
unneces sary anxiety, it is our be lief that that rmstake
should he heavily underlined in order to prevent any
recur-r-ence in the future,
161. Today, the United Kingdom Government seeks
the support of the United Nations in quelling u rebellion
and in decoloniz ing Southern Rhodesiu, Hut we must
not fail to point out that the measures which it
advocates now are a whole year too late. As far as
Ghana is concerned, we 8ha11 make our views on
the detailod proposals known in the appropriate forum
during the constderutton of this problem. Suffice it
to say that Bri rain must now pay some attention to
world opinion ~ which in this instance has been proved
so right.
162. The task of decoloniztng the ter-rttortes under
Portuguese administration has assumed tmmcasurabte
proportions, and our individual responstbtlttres and
the responstbi lity of the Committee of Twenty-Four
must be shouldered with greater dedication and effort
in view of the truculence of Portugal. As far as the
individual Portuguese territories are concerned, we
have made our views known in the Fourth Committee
and would ha ve preferred a stronger condemnation of
Portugal in the draft resolution before us today
[A/L.506 and Add.L]: but we are prepared to respect
the opinion of those whose seustbilttles would be ruffled
by such an outright conderunation of Portugal. They
in their turn must be prepared to play their part in
brtnging Portugal to accopt the prtnciples of our
Organization.

16a.

The Committee of Twenty-Four has done an
inva luuble work this year by its study of the acttvities
of foreign financial Interests in the colonial terrttortes
under Portuguese administration and in Southern
Rhodcsta, In HO far as the nct ivittes of these foreign
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financial Intereats impede the attainment of selfdete rminatron and independence, the delegation of
Ghana has the moral obligation to deplor-e such
activities. Apart from our collectiv« responstbtltty
for these territories, each individual Meruber State
must restrain its nationals not only from indulging
in the economic exploitatton of these ter-rttor-ivs , hut
also from providing moral and matortal assrstunce
to the administering Power in proltmging the subjugat ion of colonial peoples,
164. I wish to turn now to the attitude of South Africa
and Portugal, which the sponsor-s of the draft resolution now before the Assembly have refrained from
condemning outright. The progress that has been
made by the Untted Nations in decolonizatton is a
commendable one, but it has consistently run into
grave difficulties because Portugal and South Africa
believe that they can impose their warped thinking
on the attitude of this Organization and prevent attempts
to implement the provisions of resolution 1514 (XV)
with regard to the territories under their administration. This arrogant attitude has perststed because
the United Nations has lacked the will to exert
all
-,
the pressure that it can command in bringing Portugal
and South Africa to their senses. This is a regrettable
state of affairs which we cannot help but deplore.
165. We are constrained to regret that SOlUt> of the
Member States provide support and assistance to
these Governments in perpetuating colonialism and
racialism, and yet are bold enough to tell us here at
the United Nations how their hearts are bleeding for
the people of Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea
and South West Africa. The pool of sympathy in these
halls is enough to win the colonial peoples their
independence if sympathy alone were the determining
factor in their liberation. Unhappily. this is not the
case. We therefore call on these friends of SUbjugated
peoples to end their material support which enables
Portugal and South Africa to flout the decisions of
the United Nations.
166. We make this appeal in all seriousness because
the prestige of this Organization is now at stake.
Contrary to what some people think, the devaluation
in prestige of the United Nations is not due to those
who try to find resolute and progressive solutions
but rather to those Who refuse to carry out the
decisions adopted by the General Assembly because
of special considerations of self-interest which in
the long term are illusory.
167. Now let me say a few words about the question
of military bases as dealt with in the draft resolution
now before us. In accordance with the resolutions of
the Organization of African Unity, and our own belief
in peaceful coexistence, we share the objectives of
lhis draft resolution that foreign military bases cannot
bCI tolerated in Africa, especially when they are used
against the legitimate aspirations of the people of
dependent Territories. The existence of military bases
in colonlal 'I'crr-itortes is indefensible, and it is even
more so when they art' used against the wishes of
the population and particularly when they are used to
suppress the peoples t struggle for self-deter-mination,
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freedom and independence. In this respect we fully
support operative paragraph 11 of the draft resolution.
168. To conclude, the delegation of Ghana wishes to
congratulate the Committee for its work in the interest
of the colonial peoples. We support their efforts, as
we have always done, and share the objectives of the

Litho in V.N.

----------------

draft resolution. In this regard I should like to inform
you, Mr. President, that Ghana would like to be
added to the list of eo-sponsors of the draft resolution
contained in document A/L.506 and Add.L,

The meeting rose at 1:4.55 p.m,
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AGENDA ITEM 23
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Dec laration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries end Peoples (continued)

112. Mr. TAMANO (Philippines): Six years ago,
almost to the day. we adopted resolution 1514 (XV)
embodying the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. Since
then, twenty countries have been emancipated from
colonial status to become free and sovereign Members
of the United Nation • Many of those emancipations
were expedited through the untiring work and influence
of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard
to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
whose report to the General Assembly [A/6300/Rev.1]
we are now considering.
113. Still, taking into account the high expectations
that were aroused by the adoption of the Declaration
six years ago, progress in the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples has "fallen far short" of
the goal. The Special Committee goes on to state:

.
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"It was noted that gener-ally there had been no
abatement in the persistent violation of the right
of oolonlal countries and peoples to self-determination, and in repressive activities by the Powers
concerned, in collusion with vested economic and
other interests, against the struggle of national
liberation movements... owing to the deliberate
opposition or the continuing non-eo-operation of
the administering Powers concerned, a number
of serious and difficult colonial problems had
shown no perceptible movement towards peaceful
solution within the context of the Declarntion, and
had attained alarmingly grave proportions, fraught
with dangerous possibilities." [A/6300/Rev.1,
chap. I, para. 310.]
114. If this state of affairs obtains in spite of the efforts of the Special Committee and of the wide publicity that was given to the serious threat to peace
posed by colonialism and apartheid, I shudder to
imagine what would have happened if we had not taken
any step at all in that direction.
115. It is indeed regrettable that so many more
Territories remain in colonial status, with very few
of them having the prospect of self-rule within the
next two years.
116. The Declaration, however, specifies that: "Inadequacy of political, economic, social or educational
preparedness should never serve as a pretext for delaying independence".
117" Granted that the administering Powers were
correct in their assessment of the conditions that
preclude the immediate granting of independence to
the territories under their administration, then t'rey
have been derelict in performing their obligations
under the Charter, by which they accepted as a sacred
trust to promote to the utmost the well-being of the
inhabitants of these territories, and solemnly agreed,
to this end, to ensure their political, economic, social
and educational advancement, to develop self-government within these territories, and to further international peace and security. The last-named goal was
not an idle addition. The framers ofthe Charter wisely
foresaw that denial of self-rule and oppression of
peoples in these territories would lead to international
tension and threats to international peace and security.
118. Fully two decades-a generation-have now
elapsed since the administering Powers assumed the
obligation. If they had been conscientious in the discharge of their duties, it would not be unreasonable to
expect a generation of enlightened young men and
women in the colonies at this time, ready to assume a
greater role in shaping the destiny of their nations.
119. Consistent with its ideals of universal peace
and general well-being, the Philippines attaches the
greatest importance to the success of the Special
Committee in discharging its mandate for the speedy
implementation of the Declaration. Having been itself
a subject of colonialism for almost four centuries,
the Philippines knows the abysmal depth of misery in
which the present colonial countries and peoples still
find themselves. Having risen up from that depth into
the sunshine and fresh air of freedom and self-
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determination in the same year that the United Nations
came into being, my country feels duty-bound to extend a strong arm to help pull out other countries
from the colonial pit.
120. To that task, my country has cheerfully bent its
back. I will not go into details, but a good indication
of this interest is reflected in the address of my
President, His Excellency Ferdinand E. Marcos, to
the General Assembly on 22 September 1966, the
perttnent portion of which I will now quote:
"... one of the most serious problems that the
United Nations and, for that matter, all the countries of the world must soon face, is the long-range
problem of the bipolarization of the world all over
again into rich and poor nations along the lines of
colonialism, for the rich nations are the old colonizers and the poor nations are the old colonies. "
[141lth meeting, para. 24.]
121:-. He also said:
"We ask the great Powers... to complete the
Itquidation of colonialism and remove its last vestiges from a world that has no longer any place or
justification for i.t." [Ibid., para. 39.]
122. We are therefore one with the previous speakers
on this item in thanking the CommitteeofTwenty-four
for its significant progress during the past year in
helping the General Assembly to implement the Declaration. My delegation would also wish to extend its
appreciation to the Governments of Algeria, Ethiopia.
Somalia, the United Arab Republic, and the United Republic of Tanzania for their generosity in playing host
to the meetings of the Special Committee during May
and June 1966. It enabled the Special Committee to
observe at close quarters the oppressive practices
of colonialism and enabled the victims or objects of
colonialism, who otherwise would not have been able
to do so, to state their case in person before the
Special Committee. That opportunity has, no doubt,
given them fresh incentive and encouragement to
exert greater efforts in pursuing thetr goal offreedom.
Mr. Waldheim (Austria), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

123. The Philippine delegation takes special no, of
the statement of Ambassador Collier, the Chairman
of the Special Committee, during his intervention on
6 December, expressing the satisfaction of his
delegation
"••• and of the Special Committee tin decolonization
that the Government of Spain has aet a commendable
example in the area of co-operation with the United
Nations during the past year. Whatever else may be
said of Spain, let it be remembered that Spain was
the first colonial Power to allow a visiting mission
from the United Nations to visit a territory in compliance with the wishes of the United Nations ...
"••• offered lavish hospitality and ••• did not place
any impediments in the way of the work of the Committee." [1485th meeting, paras. 109 and 110.J
124. My delegation would like to join the delegation of
Sierra Leone and the Special Committee in commending
the Government of Spain for its attitude.
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125. The situation in Southern Rhodesia commands
the attention of all of us today. It is a matter of regret
for my delegation to witness the renewed defiance of
the illegal, racist minority regime in refusing to recognize the inherent right of the indigenous majority to
choose their governing representatives. It is also sad
to note that, as reported by the Special Committee,
"the measures taken by the majority of Member States
in response to the relevant United Nations resolutions
had no more than limited impact on the regime, owing
mainly to the failure of the Governments of South
Africa and Portugal to take corresponding action."
[A/6300!Rev.1, chap. I, para. 315.]
126. With regard to the question of South West Africa,
we hope that the Ad Hoc Committee of Fourteen will
be in a position to submit recommendations for discussion by the General Assembly not later than April
1967.
127. My delegation expresses its satisfaction that the
United Kingdom and the parties directly interested ha ve
reached agreement on the sending of a United Nations
mission to the Territory of Aden. We wish the mission success in its task.
128. I will not take more of the time of the Assembly
by commenting on the status of the other territories.
My delegation's views on questions affecting them have
been amply expressed in the Fourth Committee. However, it is apparent to my delegation that one common
obstacle to the attainment of independence of these
territories is the selfish interest of their administering
Powers or minority regimes in control j the desire for
quick and rich returns on their financial investments
and to reap excessive profits at the expense of underpaid and exploited native workers. We would appeal to
these Powers and regimes gracefully to give way,
while there is still time and their gesture could be
appreciated.
129. The draft resolution before us [A/L-506 and
Add.I and 2] is commendable for its precise language.
We find most of it helpful to the advancement of our
work for decoloniza tion. However, we agree with certain members of the Committee of Twenty-four that
operative paragraph 11 has no place in this otherwise
well-drafted resolution.
130. We hold the view that the Special Committee is
competent to consider this matter only when there is
clear evidence that the use of a particular military
base or the installation of a new one in a particular
territory interferes or would interfere with the liberation of the people in that particular colonial territory.
In other words, a distinction must be made as to
whether or not a particular military base is used as
an instrument of repression of the people in the territory. There must be evidence of this j otherwise it
would be dangerous to indulge in generalizations.

our common effort in the cause of decolonization far
outweigh our objection to operative paragraph 11.
We will therefore vote in favour of the draft resolution
as a whole, on the understanding that our position on
operative paragraph 11 is adequately reserved by our
negative vote on it.
133. We also subscribe to the opinion of the Special
Committee that the smaller territories deserve to
benefit from the full application of the Declaration, but,
in view of factors peculiar to them, we would counsel
caution concerning the modaltties and procedures of
implementation. The Special Committee may have to
find a new and fresh approach to the problem, but it
must bear in mind always that the final goal is freedom and independence or self-government, in accordance with the freely expressed desire of the people
concerned.
134. The formulation of solutions to these particular
factors could be hastened, in the opinion of my delegation, by visiting missions. We appeal to the administering Powers to receive those visiting missions with
a positive and open-minded attitude to ensure accurate
findings and fairness to all concerned. Quibbling and
equivocation would only prolong the existing evils
while not entirely avoiding the inevitable solution to
the problem.
135. The present rate of accession to independence
of colonial territories presents a discouraging picture.
If we are to take the rate of three or four accessions
a year as an average, then it would require at least
fifteen more years for the remaining fifty territories
or so to gain self-rule. In view of this, the proposal to
establish a deadline, when appropriate, for the accession to independence of each Territory in accordance
with the wishes of its people is pertinent and entirely
in order.
136. The Philippine delegation is in complete accord
with the proposal to reiterate the appeal of the General
Assembly to the administering Powers to implement
without further delay the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples they
are administering and to co-operate with the Secretary-General in promoting large-scale dissemination
of the Declaration and of information on the work of
the United Nations in this regard. My delegation will
support the programme of work outlined in section XII
of chapter Iofthe 1966 report of the Special Committee
and approves the proposed financial provision to cover
the expenses of the activities of the Committee, including the cost of visiting groups.

131. Consequently, my delegation cannot vote in
favour of paragraph 11 and we hereby ask for a separate vote on it.

137. Mr. NKAMA (Zambia): It is a great privilege for
my delegation to present, on behalf of the delegations
of Burundi, Ceylon, Guinea, Kenya, Pakistan, Somalia,
the United Arab Republic, Yemen and Zambia certain
minor but by no means minimal amendments [A/L.507]
to the draft resolution contained in document A/L.506
and Add.I-2.

132. At the same time, my delegation would want to
be consistent with its firm position on decolonization,
a position we have adhered to from the very first session of the General Assembly. We believe that the
other provisions of the draft resolution which further

138. Members of this Assembly will indeed realize
that if draft resolution A/L.506 and Add.1-2 is
adopted, with our minor amendments, the resulting
resolution will be an important milestone in the history of mankind.

,;
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139. Moreover, it will be noted that the most significant event of our era has no doubt been the struggle
for emancipation of the long-oppressed and colonized
peoples of Asia and Africa. However, it has dawned
on us that the achievement of political independence
by former colonial peoples is not the end in itself, but
the means towards accomplishing greater tasks and
resolving greater problems. It should be noted that
it ls a big mistake for us, the liberated peoples, to
delude ourselves that, with the achievement of political emancipation, all our problems are solved and
colonialism is totally defeated. The contrary, in fact,
is true.
140. When imperialism finds it difficult to continue
to exist in its notorious classical form and manifestation, it rears its ugly head in a more cunning and
shrewd form. Colonialism thus masquerades in the
form of economic exploitation and in the form of dir~ct
military blackmail, in different ways-inter alia, by the
creation of foreign military bases in Non-Self-Governing Territories. Those bases are often used as springboards for imperialist intervention and aggression
either, as we know, againstfree and independent States
or against those still struggling for self-determination
and freedom.
141. Our memory of the tri-partite military intervention on a so-called humanitarian mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, ending in the indiscriminate slaughter of defenceless Congolese civilians, is
still too fresh. Australia, as we all know, is now about
to build a huge military base in the Trust Territory
of New Guinea and Papua which will, no doubt, be used
by its troops for aggressive activities. Britain's Aden
base is well known to this Assembly, and I shall therefore refrain from giving details about British military
adventures unleashed from its Aden base.
142. Another more subtle form of colonialism iJ) the
imposition of cleverly devised constitutions, as in the
case of Southern Rhodesia and indeed in many other
instances, to which I shall refrain from referring,
since we know them well.
143. For all the reasons I have enunciated, and indeed for many reasons which I have not mentioned,
my delegation is pleased, on behalf of the delegations
to which I have referred, to introduce the following
minor amendments to draft resolution A/L.506 and
Add.1-2:
"1. In operative paragraph 11, third line, replace
'that exist' by the words 'that still exist'.

"2. In operative paragraph 13, second line, after
'regimes' insert the words 'and constltutions'."
144. It has been brought to our attention that there is
a mistake in the French and Spanish translations. In
those translations operative paragraph 13 reads:
"of imposing non-representative constitutions and
regimes". It should read: "of imposing non-representative regimes and constitutions".
145. In conclusion, let me say, on behalt of the delegations I have referred to, that this is an extremely
important draft resolution, which calls for this Assembly to move forward as one. It is in this spirit of
understanding, co-operation and solidarity that the
delegations of Burundi, Ceylon, Guinea, Kenya,
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Pakistan, Somalia, the United Arab Republic, Yemen
and my own country have suggested the minor amendments which I have presented. It is our hope that the
delegations of the fraternal countries sponsoring
draft resolution A/L.506 and Add.1-2 will accept our
amendments.
146. Lord CARADON (United Kingdom): I need not
repeat now the reasons which make it impossible for
my delegation to support the draft resolution [A/L.506
and Add.1-2]. There are parts of it which are quite
unacceptable to us. Our reservations have been made
quite clear on many occasions in the past, and I need
not go over the ground again in explanation of our
vote.
147. While some have been engaged in sweeping
generalizations and baseless accusations, my country
has persisted in its practical and constructive policy
of decolonization. It is a policy of converting a subject empire into a free Commonwealth, which we have
consistently and faithfully pursued. No amount of misrepresentation will detract from the record ofpositive
achievement, which speaks much louder than words.
The urgent and dominating racial problems of southern
Africa, and, in particular , the determination of my
Government to ensure majority rule in Rhodesia, are
being debated and dealt with separately, and my
Government has again raised the immediate problem
of Rhodesia in the Security Council. Therefore, I shall
not pursue those questions here beyond saying what
I have often said before: that our policies in regard to
southern Africa, as elsewhere, are based on the conviction that no nation and no people and no race should
be dominated by another. Those are the principles
which have guided us in our policy of decolonization,
a process in which no country in the world has done
more than mine.
148. Since I first came here I have seen the flags of
twelve new nations previously under British administration raised here at the United Nations, and, in addition, we have this year welcomed Guyana, Botswana,
Lesotho and Barbados. More than 700 million people,
roughly a quarter of the population of the world, who
were previously under British administration have attained their independence in the past twenty-one years.
Certainly we recognize and respect the essential part
played in the process by the people themselves, but
we on our side are determined to continue our task of
decolonization to the end, by methods long proved to
be sound, and with the interests and wishes of the
people themselves always being paramount.
149. South Arabia is due for independence in a little
moz-e than a year. Mauritius, we hope, will also soon
be independent. Swaziland is to attain its independence
not later than 1969. So the advance continues, without
interruption and without delay, always on the sure
ground of consultation and consent: consultation with
the people concerned and action with their consent.
Certainly special difficulties exist among the remaining scattered territories for which we still hold
responsibility. If it were not so, all those territories
would be independent already. We shall deal with
those peculiar difficulties both patiently and urgently,
with the same purposes which we have consistently
pursued in past decades: the purpose of respecting
the wishes and needs of the peonle concerned and the
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purpose of giving each new nation the best possible
start in independence. It is a proud record. We are
determined that it shall be maintained to an honourable
end.
150. The PRESIDENT: Before calling on those representatives who wish to explain their votes, I give the
floor to the representative of the United States on a
point of order.
151. Mrs. ANDERSON (United States of America):
Before we proceed to the vote, I should like to support the request for a separate vote on operative
paragraph 11 of the draft resolution before us [A/L.506
and Add.1-2]. This paragraph, among other things,
requests "colonial Powers" to dismantle military
bases and installations in "colonial territories" and
"to refrain from establishing new ones".
152. Although the United States does not consider
itself a colonial Power, we believe that this paragraph
raises important constitutional issues. Article 18,
paragraph 2, of the United Nations Charter, as is '"ell
known to all representatives present, enumerates a
number of "important questions" on which decisi Ins of
the General Assembly shall be made by a two-thirds
majority of the Members present and voting. Among
these "important questions" so enumerated are
"recommendations ..·ith respect to the maintenance of
interne: <mal peace and security". This Charter provision can be altered only through the amendment procedures set forth in Chapter XVIII; it cannot be changed
by a simple vote of the General Assembly.
153. Operative paragraph 11 of the draft resolution
on which we are about to vote clearly constitutes, in
the words of the Charter, a recommendation "with
respect to the maintenance of international peace and
security". I do not see how it can be argued otherwise,
for the establishment or dismantling of military bases
and the use to which they are put appears to my
Government to be as directly related to the maintenance of peace and security as anything could be. It
is my delegation's view, therefore, that this paragraph
of the draft resolution is undoubtedly an important
question in the technical sense of the term as used
in Article 18, and that it consequently requires a twothirds majority for adoption.

158. I need not recall that, last year, we experienced
a similar situation in which the same question was decided by a simple majority. The representative of the
United States quoted from both Article 11 and Article 18 of the Charter in an attempt to justify the
contention that the question of military bases comes
within the realm of international peace and security.
My delegation is indeed surprised that on this question of decolonization we should find ourselves constantly against countries that are not colonialist
Powers, in the real sense of the word. First of all,
as we have often said, colonialism itself constitutes
aggression. Therefore, for someone to contend that
the establishment of a military base in a colonial
country is a ques tion of maintaining peacr ~ and order
is an unacceptable argument. Whose international
peace and order? My delegation might have accepted
this argument if someone had come to this rostrum
and spoken about military bases introduced in independent countries as the result of an arrangement
between the Powers introducing such bases and the
countries receiving them. But, as far as colonial
countries are concerned, these military bases are
installed against the wishes of the people of those
countries. Therefore, my delegation cannot understand how anyone can pretend that these bases exist
in the interests of the maintenance of international
peace and security. If it were a question of maintaining international peace and security surely the paramount interest of the people concerned should be
taken into consideration; and that has not been the
case concerning the military bases established in
colonial countries. In fact, in most cases where military bases have been installed in those countries,
it has been against the wishes of the people concerned.
159. Therefore, in such cases, these military bases
constitute a danger. We have been speaking about disarmament, and I cannot see how disarmament can mean
anything unless military bases have been dismantled.
Indeed, should the colonialist Power become involved
in a global war, the colonized people will certainly
become victims, not through any fault of their own,
but simply because of the selfish motives of a
certain Power, its desire to dominate the globe.

156. The PRESIDENT: The representative of the
United Republic of Tanzania has also asked to speak
on a point of order, and I now call upon him.

160. Therefore, with all due respect, I do not agree
that this question calls for a two-thirds majority. I
do not agree that the maintenance of a military base
in a colonized country should be regarded as a question falling within the scope of international peace and
security. Such bases have been established contrary
to the wishes of the people, and they constitute a threat
to these people. It is in the interests of these colonized people-who cannot come to this rostrum to defend themselves by contending that they do not need
military bases-that we have introduced in paragraph 11 of the draft resolution the matter of dismantling military bases. If, after such territories
became independent countries, any delegation here
undertook to go and negotiate with them privately,
that would be another matter.

157. Mr. MALECELA (United Republic of Tanzania):
My delegation has asked to speak on a point of order.
It had not been our intenti.on to do so, but after the
intervention of the representative of the United States
we have no alternative but to take the floor.

161. I do hope that simply because we have decided
this matter the representative of the United states
will not again force us into a wrangle like the one we
had last year, which was amicably settled by the
General Assembly. However, if the United States

154. I should like, therefore, at this time, to make a
motion to this effect and ask that the paragraph in
question be voted on separately and be considered
adopted only if it receives the requisite two-thirds
majority.
155. I am sure that all other delegations agree that
it is essential that we uphold the Charter of our Organization, and that we protect the rights and privileges of all by adhering to the correct procedures. I
trust, therefore, that my procedural motion will receive broad support.
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should insist on this point, I have no doubt that the
Members of this Assembly will uphold the decision
it took last year, and will decide that operative paragraph 11 requrres only a simple majority. This Is,
after all, a question of implementation of decolonization. Therefore, I feel that it is wrong to try tc take
one paragraph in isolation; we have to take this implementation in its entirety.
162. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative of
Zambia on a point of order.
163. Mr. NKAMA (Zambia): My delegation thought it
wise to come to the rostrum on a point of order in
order to support and endorse what the reoresentative
of the United Republic of Tanzania has just stated here.
Let me reiterate what he has just said, namely, that
none of the paragraphs in draft resolution A/L.506
and Add.I-2 should be taken in isolation. We feel that
any delegation interested in dealing with this document
should read each and every paragraph in relation with
the rest of the draft resolution and not in isolation.
164. Secondly, my delegation would like to state
quite categorically and without any fear that it is becoming a little disillusioned because it is becoming an
established practice for certain delegations, when matters of this nature are discussed in this Assembly, to
resort to what I might rightly and appropriately refer
to as delaying or constitutional tactics or manoeuvres.
It is quite clear, as the representative of Tanzania
stated, that when military bases are established in
colonial territories colonial peoples are not asked to
state their views or wishes or feelings. These military bases are established against the wishes of the
indigenous peoples of the territories concerned. It is
for that reason that we say that these bases must
be removed. The colonial peoples themselves do not
want them.
165. It serves no useful purpose for any delegation
to resort to constitutional or delaying tactics or
manoeuvres here. Let us face this issue squarely;
it is a colonial question. We want these military bases
removed because the colonial peoples themselves do
not want them. It has also been stated that these bases
have been established for the maintenance of so-called
peace and security. That is definitely not true. The
reason why these bases have been established is that
the colonial Powers themselves would like to perpetuate their economic, financial, political and other
interests. They are concerned with their interests.
It is not the interests of the peoples in the territories
which are secured or safeguarded by these military
bases. We know that.
166. I should like to cite one example of this, the
British base in Aden which I mentioned a short time
ago. No one can tell me that the British base in Aden
was established with the interests of the people of
Aden and the surrounding area in mind. That base
was established so that Britain could perpetuate its
colonial rule there. The people of Aden are saying,
"Away with this British base". Thus there is no need
to resort to constitutional manceuvres or tactics,
as this is a straightforward issue. Get rid of this
military base and the people of Aden will be very
happy.

1.5

167. Lastly, I should like to make a brotherly appeal
to my colleague and friend from the free and soveretgi.
independent Republic of the Philippines, who requested
a separate vote on operative paragraph 11 of draft
resolution A/L.506 and Add.1-2. I should like to reiterate what the representative of the United Republic
of Tanzania said a few moments ago, that the docun.ent
before us now has nothing to do with sovereign and
free independent States in the world. We are dealing
here with colonial territories. Indeed, I would add,
with great humility and with honesty, that all of us
here do appreciate the contribution which the people
and the Government of the Philippines have made to
the cause of national liberation. We are well aware
that the Philippine people, which belongs to the AfroAsian family of nations, has played a leading role in
and made a significant contribution to the liberation
of peoples not only in Asia but also in Africa. It is
in that spirit and with this feeling of brotherhood and
fraternity that my delegation would sincerely and
honestly appeal to my colleague and brother from the
Philippines to withdraw his request to have a separate
vote on operative paragraph 11 of the draft resolution.
I am sure that my brother from the Philippines will
heed my appeal.
168. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative
of Yugoslavia on a point of order.
169. Mr. BOZOVIC (Yugoslavia): I had not expected
that the representative of the United States would proceed in the same way as in the past on the subject of
the application of the two-thirds majority rule. When
we were defeated three times in a row in dealing with
the question of the Portuguese territories, we took
that defeat with good sportsmanship. I had hoped that
the representative of the United States would not confront us again with the situation that prevailed last
year.
170. I could of course go deeper into the reasons
which prompted the representative of the United States
to ask for the application of the two-thirds majority
rule to operative paragraph 11 of the draft resolution
[A/L.506 and Add.1-2], but suffice it for me to state
that the United States belongs to those Members of
the United Nations which have or assume responsibility for the administration of territories whose
peopled have not yet attained a full measure of selfgovernment. We could call those Powers administering
Powers; we could also call them colonial Powers.
171. I do not intend to go into the question of the importance or non-importance of a given subject which
we are discussing; all of them are imoortant: the
Charter has decided that point. Neither do 1 wish to
go into the question of whether or not the recommendation in this paragraph comes under the category
of recommendations concerning peace and security;
all of our recommendations, of course, do so in one
way or another.
172. I agree to a certain extent with the statement
made by the representative of the United States, but
I am going to amend it somewhat: the establishment
or dismantling of military bases is directly related
to the maintenance of colonialism and foreign rule
over colonial peoples. That is precisely why the
General Assembly, bearing in mind that colonial
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peoples have not had a say either in the establishment
or in the use of military bases, has every right to ask
for the dismantling of those bases in order to further
the process of decolonization.
1. As far as the upholding of the Charter is con.;.rned, there are many fields where the representative of the United States and all of us could make a
far greater contribution.
l'

174. For those reasons, and because the aims of
both sides are really clear-the colonial Powers want
to maintain bases, and those who believe in the right
of peoples to become free feel that they should be dismantled-I oppose the motion of the representative
of the United States.
175. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative of
Iraq on a point of order.
176. Mr. ALJUBOURI (Iraq): I have pleasure in announcing that the sponsors of the draft resolution
[A/L.506 and Add.1-2] have accepted the amendments
[A/L.507] presented earlier by the representative of
Zambia.
Mr. Pazhwak (Afghanistan) resumed the Chair.

177. The following delegations should now be considered as cc-sponsors of the dra.ft resolution as a
whole: Afghanistan, Algeria, Burundi, Ceylon, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, India, Kenya, Iraq, the Ivory
Coast, Kuwait, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, the
United Arab Republic, the United Republic of Tanzania, Yemen, Yugoslavia and Zambia.
178. The PRESIDENT: The next speaker, on a point
of order, is the representative of the Soviet Union.
179. Mr. MENDELEVICH (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) (translated from Russian): Thank you,
Mr. President, for giving me the floor on a point of
order. It is precisely on a point of order, in connexion
with the statement of the representative of the United
States of America, that I want to say a few words.
180. As he did last year also, the representative of
the United States has attempted to find a way of
weakening the draft resolution [A/L.506 and Add.I
and 2], aimed at the elimination of colonialism in one
of the most important directions for the peoples of
the colonies, namely, the dismantling of foreign
bases in colonies. There is really nothing new in this.
The United States delegation already last year made
a similar attempt and, generally speaking, everyone
will understand it-the political aspect of this policy
of the United States has been sufficiently fully revealed by the speakers who spoke before me.
181. I can only add to this that it is no secret why
the United States is endeavouring to weaken this draft
resolution, which is aimed at the elimination of colonialism and, in particular, of military bases in the
colonies. It is trying to do this because it is making
use of these bases for the purposes of its policy, the
features of which I do not propose to describe at the
present stage of our discussion, although a good deal
could be said about the concrete purposes for which
the United States of America is utilizing military
bases in certain colonies, for instance, in Guam, But

there will still be a suitable opportunity for discussing
this.
182. The Soviet delegation would like to associate
itself, I repeat, with the political arguments which
have been put forward by previous speakers-the
representatives of Tanzania, Zambia and Yugoslavia •
At the same time, though, we would like to say a few
words on the legal aspect of the matter. Our decision
here in the General Assembly, as in any other United
Nations body, must be based on law. In this connexion,
in order to prove the unfounded nature of the United
States delegation's proposal, I would like to refer,
first of all, to what has been pointed out by many
speakers, namely, that six years ago the Assembly
adopted resolution 1514 (XV), the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples. It was adopted by an enormous majorityonly nine delegations abstained at that time. The Declaration was a fundamental decision ofthe United Nations
on the question of the elimination of colonialism. In all
the succeeding years, and at all the successive stages
in the consideration of this question, United Nations
organs have been dealing with the implementation of
this fundamental Declaration. Of course, various aspects of this implementation are very important for
the colonial peoples, but none of those aspects or
phases of the liquidation of colonialism introduces
new decisions of principle into the substance of the
problem.
183. Actually, the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
solemnly proclaims the necessity of bringing to a
speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations.
184. I should like to draw the attention of the United
States delegation to those words: "bringing to a speedy
and unconditional end colonialism in all its forms and
manifestations". What are the forms and manifestations of colonialism that exist in the world? First of
all, there is the political form of colonialism: the
political rule of one State over the people of another
country. That is the political form of colonialism.
There is the economic form, the economic manifestation of colonialism: the domination of one State over
the economy of a different country chat does not belong to it or form a part of it. That is a manifestation
of economic colonialtsm. There is the social form
of colonialism-the SO<. al manifestations of colonialism. What are they? They are the banning in colonial territories of the use of the native language,
restrictions on receiving education, restrictions in
the field of public health and all other spheres. There
is, lastly, racial discrimination and all its forms;
there is apartheid. That is also a manifestation of
colonialism.
185. Finally, there is the military form of colonialism. The military form of colonialism means the
establishment on a colonial territory of military
bases, of military installations, the stationing there
of its armed forces for any purposes whatsoever-in
this case, the purposes are not relevant. I do not want
now to start an argument with the United States delegation about the purposes. I would stress the fact that
I am considering only the legal aspect of the matter.
The stationing of armed forces and military bases on
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the territory of colonies is a military manifestation
of colonialism, a military form of colonialism.
186. But the General Assembly, by an immense
majority of votes, has already adopted a decision
solemnly proclaiming the necessity "of bringing to a
speedy and unconditional end to colonialism" in all
its forms and manifestations. That means in the political and the economic and the social and the military
forms. This cannot possibly be questioned. No lawyer
and no just judge would venture to challenge this from
the point of view of law.
187. But if this is the case-and it really is-then the
General Assembly, having adopted this Declaration,
has made any further decision on the concrete aspects
of the elimination of colonialism, including also the
military aspect, a question of implementing, of giving
effect to, the Declaration. However, in order to adopt
a concrete decision on questions of implementationquestions of giving effect to any document propounding
a point of principle-a two-thirds vote has never been
required. A simple majority is required. On this
ground, therefore, I appeal to the United States delegation to withdraw its request, which is legally and
politically unfounded, that the vote be taken on the
basis of a two-thirds majority.
188. The PRESIDENT: There are no further speakers
on the procedural point. I shall now call on those
representatives who' wish to explain their vote before
the vote.
189. Mr. "DIALLO (Guinea) (translated from French):
Some amendments that have been made to the draft
resolution [A/L.506 and Add.L and 2] have decided the
delegation of Guinea to become eo-sponsor of this
important draft, because it explains in detail the most
subtle forms of colonization and the most practical
ways of combating them.
190. In explaining my vote, I would like to note that,
after twenty years, here we are again discussing the
various aspects of colonialism. Was it a passing
euphoria on the part of the Powers which, in 1945,
created the United Nations that led them to include
in the Charter, fully conscious of what they were
doing, the statement that colonialism was condemned
by history and that peoples had the right to live in
freedom and to choose the regime that suited them?
191. It has taken ten years for a draft resolution to
be again submitted for discussion here and adopted
by the General Assembly [resolution 1514 (XV)]. I repeat: it has taken ten years. Will it require another
ten years for the colonialist Powers to consider that it
is too late to go back on that decision and to march
resolutely forward towards complete decolonization?
192. Those are the thoughts which have led my delegation, as the result of the amendments made to the
draft resolution, to come forward as a eo-sponsor and
to explain here quite frankly its position.
193. Paragraph 11, as amended, clearly explains that
the colonial system cannot remain in certain countries
without the installation and the reinforcement of military bases; it is an actual fact-no one dare deny itthat underdeveloped Portugal cannot maintain a
struggle on three fronts, fighting in Angola, in socalled Portuguese Guinea, and in Mozambique, were
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it not for the aid which this impenitent colonialist
country receives from the NATO bases which help it
in its exploitation and its opposition, which are a
shame for the conscience of the world. That is why
paragraph 11 is worded as strongly as it is.
194. We do not need policemen at the doors of
Guinea. That is not the place where freedom must
be defended; it must be defended at home, with no
hindrances and in full realization of the facts. This
paragraph 11, therefor-e, has induced us to become a
co-sponsor of the draft resolution and we give it our
fullest support.
195. The last aspects of colonialism LP"; the most
hideous, for they prevent the affirmation of the personality of States which have a policeman at their
door with a whistle and a revolver in his hand.
196. We come now to paragraph 12 of the draft resolution dealing with the activities of interests and
monopolies. The delegation of Guinea had insisted
that the great Powers concerned should be mentioned
by their names, their flags and the colours of the latter, so that everyone should know that it is precisely
those Powers which are hindering complete decolonization. The report of the Committee of Twenty-four
[A/6300/Rev.1] showed no hesitation; it named them.
They have only to consult this report and they will
see that we have pointed them out. Thus, this paragraph does not cite the foreign interests and the monopolies but it clearly indicates the future prospects for
identifying them better and determining their collective
responsibilities, in order to know who is opposed to
complete decolonization,
197. That is the reason why the delegation of Guinea
has become a eo-sponsor of the draft resolution, for
in operative paragraph 20, the last paragraph, it is
clearly stated:
liThe General Assembly ...
"Decides to include in the provisional agenda of
its twenty-second session an item entitled'Activities
of foreign economic and other interests which are
impeding the implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples ';"
198. We are satisfied because we will have a clearer
view. The declarations of intent, the human rights
proclaimed everywhere are no longer instruments
likely to betray our vigilance and deceive our hopes.
We are satisfied because this draft resolution derives
its strength from the twenty years of experience that
we ha ve gone through together and opens up to us much
better prospects by identifying the parties responsible.
You colonial Powers and Western Powers are responsible for the halting of decolonization and for the delay
in the normal process of decolonization; you are responsible before mankind for having violated the commitments that you assumed in 1945; you are responsible
because you are unable to renounce your sordid interests and allow the peoples to live happily and follow
their own way.
199. We are satisfied with this paragraph which will
really indicate what the history of our century has
been. This history will be a very fine one, if this
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century agrees to fight for the freedom and dignity
so dear to the delegation of Guinea. However, the
history of the end of our century will be a dark one
if it is to be nothing other than a battle of influences
and of economic and financial interests. If this history
is dominated only by the industrialists and bankers, it
will be no more than a vile and immoral history and
will bring us perhaps to a precipice which no one here
can even imagine.
200. Are we going to head towards this process? Are
we going to accept decolonization by massacre or are
we going to gather around the table for a fraternal and
harmonious discussion in order to find a solution for
our "crises de conscience"? Are we, you and I, going
to search for common ground?
201. For some time yet-not very long, we believeour world will have to face these problems. The
methods we shall employ to solve them will have to
be in keeping with the hopes which the colonized
peoples have for twenty years been placing in the
United Nations.
202. The delegat' n of Guinea, therefore, supports
the draft resolution and is convinced that the majority
of the delegations interested in decolonization will do
likewise, We all have a responsibility for tackling the
decolonization problem with greater frankness and
more determination. By so doing, we shall all be helping this international Organization to attain one of its
fundamental objectives; the elimination of colonialism
throughout our world. We shall be contributing to the
strengthening of the moral potential of the United
Nations throughout the world and to augmenting the
stock of confidence and hope which the United Nations
has created throughout Africa. We are convinced that
this year, more than ever before, this draft resolution
will meet with a favourable response in this Assembly.
203. The PRESIDENT: Before calling on the next
speaker, I should like to draw the attention of Members to the fact that the general debate on this item
has taken place and, also, that the floor was; open to
all representatives to make statements in connexion
with the draft resolution. This latter stage has also
been passed, and with the consent of the Assembly,
we are now strictly at the stage of explanation of votes.
204. I call on the representative of South Africa in
explanation of vote.
205. Mr. Matthys BOTHA (South Africa): My delegation is unable to support the draft resolution [A/L.506
and Add.1-2] in view of its political bias and its many
distortions of the aims and policies of my Government in respect of South West Africa. Before referring
briefly to some of the objectionable elements of the
draft resc.utton, allow me to recall that, at the beginning of the present session, this Assembly had a long
and exhaustive debate on the South West Africa item,
culminating in the completion of the consideration of
that item. My delegation had occasion then to state
the true motives and objectives of the policy of the
South African Government, and these are therefore
on record. Notwithstanding this, we find in the fifth
preambular paragraph of the present draft resolution
an accusation of a refusal to recognize the right of
peoples to self-determination and independence, while
the eighth preambular paragraph speaks, inter alia,

of my Government as one which continues "to repress the African pcpulations". Yet, my Foreign Minister, in his statement of 12 October 1966, clearly described the methods we are applying and the steps that
are being taken to promote the progress of the inhabitants of South West Africa towards self-determination.
As my Foreign Minister said:
"We, too, would welcome the attainment of that
goal without delay, but we cannot unduly force the
pace. We must be ever mindful of the question
whether the different population groups have in
fact reached the stage where they can stand by
themselves-to use the expre ssion employed in
the Mandate-and vital to the very question are the
views and wishes of the; people themselves. We
cannot, while they still need and ask for our guidance
and assistance, terminate our guardianship and leave
them with the cold comfort of political independence.
It would be, an abandonment of the sacred trust."
[1439th meeting, para. 183.]
206. Our policy is "aimed at the evolutionary termination of the control of the guardian and the emancipation of the ward" [ibid,; para. 184], to quote again
my Minister's statement. The programme upon which
the South African Government is engaged is one not of
colonization but of emancipation of the various peoples.
207. Operative paragraph 6 of the dra't resolution
before us claims that "the practice of apartheid, as
well as all forms of racial discrimination, constitutes
a crime against humanity", In so far as this allegation
may refer to the policies of my Government, I wish
emphatically to reject it as being legally and morally
without any foundation Whatsoever. To descrtbe my
Government's policy as a crime against humanity is
a travesty of the truth and completely ignores the
exposition of the policies of my Government which
has so frequently been made on this rostrum by
representatives of South Africa.
208. In the general debate on the South West Africa
item we pointed ort again that, in respect of our administration of that Territory, the South African
Government was moving towards self-determination
and self-realization for all the peoples under its
guardianship, of whatever racial Cl' ethnic origin,
which will enable them to live together in peace and
harmony and constructive co-operation on the basis
of equal human dignity.
209. Operative paragraph 9 of the draft resolution
requests all States, directly and through action in
the international institutions of which they are Members, includtng the specialized agencies, to withhold
assistance of any kind to, inter alia, the Government
of South Africa. May I, in this connexion, say that
South Africa is a donor rather than a recipient of
technical assistance, and is not only able but also
willing to provide such assistance to those who care
to seek it from us. However, I would reiterate what
my delegation has already had occasion to say in the
Fourth Comruiv.ae [1654th meeting] during the consirleration 01 another draft resolution, referring to
transactions between South Africa and the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Devrlopment and the International Monetary Fund, concluded within the terms
of its membership of those two institutions. My dele-
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gation then warned against action by the General Assembly which would invite the specialized agencies to
act in violation of their respective constitutions. We
pointed out that such a course not only would violate
final agreements, but would also create a precedent
which might be to the detriment to those very countries
that stood to gain most from the technical and specialized agencies, namely the developing countries.
They may one day find that the introduction of political
criteria into the activities of the tec'inical and specialized agencies is to their own disadvantage.
210. In operative paragraph 10 of the draft resolution
it is claimed that there is an ~ntente between South
Africa, Portugal and Rhodesta, and consequently all
States are called upon "to withhold any support or
assistance to this entente, whose existence and activities run counter to the intereets of international peace
and security". Apart from the fact that no alliance
exists between South Africa and its neighboura, it
seems that we have here a novel concept for the conduct of international affairs, namely, that neighbours
should not co-operate with one another-although cooperation among neighbours is a basic principle of the
Charter of the United Nations which, in its Preamble,
exhorts all of us "to practise tolerance and live together in peace with one another and as good neighbours". Such co-operation, when it concerns South
Africa and its neighbours, is condemned.
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colonization. Spain, as its representatives have alreedy stated in other United Nations bodies, desires
complete, real and genuine decolonization, accomplished in freedom and dignity, as the representative
of Guinea said a moment ago. As far as we are concerned, we have affirmed-and we reaffirm now-that
we will apply the principle of self-determination where
General Assembly resolutions have decided that it is
applicable; that we will negotiate where the Assembly
advises or recommends that we should negotiate,
taking into account the interests of the people; and that
we will decolontze, The Assembly may rest assured
of that.
216. In all conscience I must admit that we would
have preferred various paragraphs of the draft resolution to be worded somewhat differently, in language
which would have made the draft more practical, more
viable, and more acceptable to all. My delegation has
r-eservatlons to make: it reserves its position with
respect to the eighth preambular paragraph and to
operative paragraphs 7, 9, 10, 12 and 13.
217. As I have indicated, we would have preferred
to see some phrases eliminated from these paragraphs
and to have had more practical language substituted
in some places. I might add that the representative of
Guinea a moment ago expressed ideas that are contained in some of these paragraphs, using different,
and, in our opinion, much better terms than those
employed in the draft resolution.

211. The reply of my Government to this type of
sophistry is that the corner-stone of its policy is
close co-operation among neighbours on the basis
of peaceful coexistence and non-Interference by each
in the domestic affairs of the other. That is the type
of co-operation which South Africa has with all the
countries with which it has a common border, and
which we are prepared to extend beyond our borders
to all countries that wish to co-operate with us.

218. We attach great importance to operative paragraph 11, which refers to military bases. On this
point my delegation would almost entirely subscribe
to the position taken by the representative of 'I'anz ania
in his statement a few moments ago. One of the
reasons that we support the draft resolution is in
fact paragraph 11, referring to military bases.

212. Operative paragraph 12 of the draft resolution
condemns the activities of foreign financial and eco ..
nomic interests in various Territories, including
South West Africa, and it calls upon the Governments
concerned to take the necessary measures to put an
end to those activities.

219. To sum up, we should like to be able to vote
separately on the paragraphs to which I have referred,
in which case we could not vote in favour of those
paragraphs. if a separate vote is not taken, we wish
at least to state for the record that Spain firmly reserves its position regarding the contents of those
paragraphs. Subject to that condition, we would vote
in favour of the draft resolution as a whole.

213. In this connexion the question arises whether
the sponsors wish to discourage the development of
the economy of those territories and the improvement of the standards of living of their inhabitants
through private enterprise, which provides the advanced modern technology and scientific skills, as
well as the highly disciplined organization and management on which economic development depends. Disruption could be only to the detriment of the peoples
of such territories. It is clear that this paragraph of
the draft resolution is politically motivated, and this
conclusion 1S borne out by the one-sided sloganized
treatment accorded to it in the debate
214. Those are some of the reasons why my delegation will vote against the draft resolution.
215. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) (translated from Spanish):
My delegation has before it a draft resolution [A/L.506
and Add.I and 2J whose general tenor commands our
complete support. In substance all the doctrines set
forth coincide with our own views in the matter of de-

220. I would add that our position in this final vote
is consistent with the policy of decolonization which
Spain is following and wishes to follow in the future,
a policy which led us a few months ago to invite the
United Nations to visit a Territory, and which has
now led us to invite the United Nations to visit another Territory. The Spanish Government a.mounces
t}{at in one Territory-I do not intend to go into the
substance of this matter, as it is now under discussion in the Fourth Committee-a constitutional conference will be convened in the early part of 1967 and
all sectors of opinion in the territory will be represented so that the inhabitants can decide their own
future.
221. This being the policy of Spain, it is not too much
to ask that we should be repaid in the same coin, and
that if we in our own territory suffer a colonial problem, we should in fairness receive the same treatment as we accord to others. We should not be asked
for more than we ask of others. We should be treated
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in accordance with the same policy of fairness, frankness, dignity and compliance with the resolutions of
the General Assembly that we are ready to follow in
the Territories we administer.
222. For all the reasons which Ihave briefly outlined,
and because of the general spirit and purpose of the
draft resolution, we shall support it, although, as I
mentioned earlier, we wish the record to show that
Spain reserves its position on the paragraphs I cited
previously.
Mr. QUARLES VAN UFFORD (Netherlands):
Six years ago tomorrow, before the vote was taken
on the resolution on decolonization, my delegation had
occasion to state from this rostrum that it would vote
in favour of the draft resolution that has since become
the basic resolution on decolonization. The position
of my delegation on matters relating to the granting
of independence has consistently been in accordance
with the Declaration contained in what has since been
registered as resolution 1514 (XV).
223

0

2.24. It is therefore a cause for regret to my delegation that it will not be able to cast a positive vote on
the draft resolution [A/L.506 and Add.1-2] at present
before the General Assembly.
225. Each year the General Assembly devotes a
number of days to a review of what has been achieved
in the field of decolonization and then incorporates its
findings, its recommendations and its wishes in a
resolution. In reaffirming the adherence of my delegation to the principle of decolonization, I wish to
state that, in our view, the present draft resolution
does not reflect the real situation as it now presents
itself, nor does it give due recognttton to the achievements in the field of deer onization.
226. It does, on the other hand, go beyond the scope
of the original Declaration, both in language and in
spirit, and, ther-efore, although continuing to adhere
to the principles guiding the process of leading dependent peoples to self-determination, my delegation
will not be able to give its support to a number of
paragraphs and will abstain from voting on the draft
resolution in its entirety.
227. Mr. APPIAH (Ghana): Mr. President, may I
make it plain that I am speaking on a point of order?
I appreciate the point you made befc
calling on the
previous speakers, but my name had been submitted
to the President's Bureau to speak on a point of
order. By some oversight on its part, the message
was not conveyed to the President. When, subsequently,
we went back and checked, my delegation was informed
that there had been an oversight and that this would be
indicated to the President.
228. The PRESIDENT: May I make it clear to the
representative of Ghana that I was not informed that
he had requested to speak. That is why, in calling on
him now, after all the speakers who wished to explain
their votes, I did not mention that he could speak only
in explanation of vote: he may make any statement he
wishes.
229. Mr. APPIAH (Ghana): I am grateful to you, Mr.
President.

230. The distinguished and gracious representative
of the United States in a statement earlier sought to
rely on Article 11 and Article 12 of the Charter as
the main prop of her argument. May I refer the represent uti ves to the words of Article 11, which state:
"The General Assembly may discuss any que stion
relating to the maintenance of international peace
and security."
231. When one turns to paragraph 2 of Article 18 of
the Charter, one finds the following:
"Decisions of the General Assembly on important
questions shall be made by a two-thirds majority
of the Members present and voting. These questions
shall include: recommendations with respect to the
maintenance of international peace and security ..• 11
232. It is my humble submission that, in reading this
phrase "recommendations with respect to the maintenance of international peace and security" mentioned
in Article 18, one has to refer back to Article 11,
where a full description is given, including "general
principles of co-operation in the maintenance of international peace and security". Therefore, in reading
Article 18, one should read "these questions shall include the general principles of co-operation on the
maintenance of international peace and security",
because it is only by referring to Article 11 that one
gets a full definition of "recommendations with regard
to international peace and security". If this interpretation or construction is admitted, then one might immediately ask the question: what does this Article 18
envisage?
233. It Is my further submission that, in the light of
that construction, Article 18 envisages international
co-operation between equal parties; in other words,
that the contracting parties for the purpose of establishing co-operative principles for the maintenance of
security and peace must be free and equal, and that
the country providing a place for the installation of a
base must itself be a co-operative partner.
234. Can it be said, by any figment of imagination,
that colonial peoples have any power to co-operate?
Can it be said, from our ordinary experience, that
any colonial people has been called to the table when
bases are being installed? The obvious answer is "no".
235. I must impress upon the representatives that,
unless they put this construction on the words mentioned in Articles 11 and 18, they will have completely
left the track followed by those who drafted the Charter. It is for that reason, and precisely for that reason,
that we say that we are not concerned in this draft
resolution with military bases which are on independent Territories, for those we at once envisage as
co-operative enterprises by equals. We are opposed
to bases that have been installed on the territories of
dependent nations, whose peoples have had their rights
trampled upon by the administering Powers and who,
as a matter of fact, were never consulted on these
issues.
236. It is also a matter of COMmon knowledge that
these bases are often used to suppress the legitimate
political aspirations of the peoples of dependent territories. For a clear example of this, we can take the
case of Southern Rhodesia. But for the British base
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that had been installed there, would Smith have dared,
in all his folly, to challenge not only the might of
Brituin but the conscience of the whole of civilized
humanity?
237. Our argument is, therefore, that there is no
defence whatsoever for the maintenance of military
bases on a territory whose rightful owners are never
consulted before these bases are installed there.
238. I would humbly but most sincerely suggest,
with all the emphasis at my command, that representatives should re-read Article 11 and Article 18
of the Charter. If they do so, they cannot but come
to the conclusion that the true interpretation of
Article 18 can never be found until and unless Article 11 is read. Article 11 makes it crystal clear
that what is meant is "the general principles of cooperation in the maintenance of international peace
and security".
239. Those of you who, in your professions, have had
the opportunity of drafting statutes, regulations and
matters pertaining to the law will readily see with me
that this point is crystal clear. Because, having made
your position clear in the opening chapter it is not
always necessary to repeat the whole sentence in
subsequent sub-sections or paragraphs. It is enough
to mention the main point, and then give a reference
to the very beginning of it, as Article 11 clearly shows
the intent and purport of the statute, or by-law, or
resolution or regulation, as the case may be.
240. The PRESIDENT: Before the vote on the proposal
under this item, I shall put to the vote the proposal
made by the United States of America that operative
paragraph 11 of the draft resolution [A/L.506 and
Add.I-2] requires a two-thirds majority for adoption.
A roll-call vote has been requested,
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Ethiopia. having been drawn by Jot by the President.
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Finland, France, Greece, Iceland, Iran,
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Malaysia,
Malta, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway,
Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, South Africa, Sweden,
Thailand, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Argentina, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, China, Colombia,
Denmark, El Salvador.

Ethiopia, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea,
Guyana, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Jamaica,
Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Liberia, Libya, Mali, Mauritania, Mongolia, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Somalia, Spain, Sudan,
Syria, Togo, Tunisia, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania, Upper
Volta, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia, Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic. Cameroon, Ceylon, Congo (Democratic Republic of), Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dominican
Republic.
Against:
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Abstaining: Gabon, Ivory Coast, Madagascar,
Malawi, Mexico, Niger, Central Afrtcan Republic,
Chile, Dahomey.
The motion was rejected by 55 votes to 3R. with
9 abstentions.

241. The PHESIDENT: I now invite members to turn
their attention to the draft resolution contained in
document A/L.506 and Add.1-2 as amended by the
sponsors' acceptance of the amendments contained
in document AIL. 507.
242. The report of the Fifth Committee [A165731
sets forth the financial implications of the recommendations of the Special Committee in chapter I,
paragraphs 325 to 336 of its report [A/6300/Rev.l]
Which, I understand, are incorporated in the draft
resolution. A separate roll-call vote has been asked
on operative paragraph 11 of the draft resolution.
A vote was taken bj roll-call.
Guinea, having been drewn by lot by the President.
was called upon to vote first.

Guinea, Guyana, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya,
Kuwait Liberia, Libya, Mali, Mauritania, Mongolia,
Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Poland, Romania,
Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Somalia. Spain, Sudan, Syria, Togo, Tunisia,
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic, United
Republic of Tanzania, UpperVolta, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Zambia, Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Bulgaria,
Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Cameroon, Ceylon, Chile, Congo (Democratic Republic of),
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dahomey, DominicanReoublic.
Ethiopia, Ghana, Guatemala.
In favour:

Ageinet: Iceland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Malta,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Philippines, Portugal, South Africa, Sweden, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United
States of America, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada,
Chtna, Denmark, France, Greece.
Abstaining: Iran, Ireland, Israel, Madagascar,
Malawi, Malaysia, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Thailand,
Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela, Argentina, Austria,
Bolivia, Central African Republic, Colombia, El Salvador , Finland, Gabon.
Paragraph 11 was adopted by 58 votes to 23, with
21 abstentions.

243. The PRESIDENT: The representative of Uruguay
has requested that separate votes be taken on operative paragraphs 6 and 9. 'T'he General Assembly will
now vote on operative paragraph 6.
Paragraph 6 was adopted by 69 votes to 12, with
16 abstentions.

244. The PRESIDENT: The Assembly will now vote
on operative paragraph 9.
Paragraph 9 was adoptea by 71 votes to 6. with
25 abstentions.

245. The PRESIDENT: I shall now put to the
vote the draft resolutton as a whole [A/L.50B and
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Add.1-2] as amended by the acceptance of the amendments [A/L.507]. A roll-call vote has been requested.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Liberia, having been drawn ~v lot by the President,
was called upon to vote first.

Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malaysia,
M'lli, Mauritania, Mongolia, Morocco. ~Ticaragt1a,
Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra. Leone, Singapore, Somalia, Spain, Sudan,
Syria, Thailand, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey. Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Unicn of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United Arab Republic, United Republic of
Tanzania, Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen,
Yugoslavia, Zambia, Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria,
Argentina, Bolivia, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Cameroon, Central African
Republic, Ceylon, Chile, Colombia, Congo (Democratic
Republic of), Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dahomey, Dominican Republic, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Haiti, Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya,
Kuwait.
In favour:

Against: Malta, New Zealand, Portugal, South Africa,

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United states of America, Australia.
Abstaining: Luxembourg, Malawi, Mexico, Nether-

lands, Norway, Sweden, Austria. Belgium, Brazil,
Canada, China, Denmark, El Salvador, Finland,
France, Iceland, Ireland, Israel,~ Italy, Japan.
The draft resolution as a whole, as amended, was
adopted by 76 votes to 7, with 20 el.stenticns,

246. The PRESIDENT: Before we adjourn, a number
of representatives wish to explain their votes and one
wishes to exercise the right of reply. I shall call first
on those representatives who wish to speak in explanation of vote.
247. Mr. PEON DEL VALLE (Mexico) (translated
from Spanish): TL~ resolution the General Assembly
has just adopted certainly contains provisions of great
importance to the remarkable effort which the United
Nations has, from its earliest days, made-frequently
with great success-to promote the freedom of peoples
under colonial administration.
248. It is hard to imagine a more encouraging and
promising enterprise than that which the United Nations
ha : undertaken, together with its basic mission in
regard to questions of war and peace, to further the
emancipation of peoples which have not yet attained
self-government. This right, together with the parallel
principle of non-intervention. has been and continues
to be basic to the foreign policy of my country.
249. Therefore, in spite of misgivings regarding
some paragraphs in the resolution, my delegation
not only did not oppose its adoption, but wishes to
express appreciation of its evident intention to affirm values that are of central importance to human
coexistence. We also wish to voice our appreciation
of the outstanding work done by the Special Committee
§j The delegation of Israel subsequently informed the Secretariat
that JL wished to have its vote recorded as having been in favour of
tile draft resolution as a whole, as amended.

in discharging its duties and the contribution made by
the Committee's Rapporteur in preparing the reports
of that important United Nations organ,
250. My delegation was, howeve r , unable to vote in
favour of the resolution because of its reservations
and misgivings concerning certain paragraphs.
251. I shall mention, for example, operative paragraph 9: we believe that the suspension of any form of
possible ass istance that might be given to, let us Hay,
the Government of Portugal might be beyond the anticolonialist purposes with which we are concerned
when dealing with this problem. Any nation, any
people may at one time or another require asststance
that is fully consistent with the general notions of
human solidarity in matters of peace, health and
even progress when the latter is legitimate.
252. In operative paragraph 10 there is a reference
to an entente whose exlstence , at least in the sense
in which that term is normally understood, is not
evident or proved in the documents that govern the
operations of our Organization.
253. Operative paragraph 11 is in our opinion out of
place in view of the First Committee's recent decision to refer questions relating to military bases to
the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament for
consideration and report.
254. These are, stated very briefly, some of the
objections or doubts which prevented my delegation
from voting in favour of the resolution. although my
country, now as always, warmly endorses the spirit
of the resolution as an expression of the desire of the
United Nattons to assert the rights of men to freedom
and of peoples to self-determination.
255. Mr. PATRICIO (Portugal): My delegation wishes
to explain briefly the negative vote it cast on the draft
resolution just adopted. It is not the intention of my
delegation to go Into the details of this lengthy resolution. It is objectionable from many points of view.
256. It fails entirely to take into account some real
colonial situations existing in the world today while
regarding as colonial some other situations which
are not. Thus, the resolution is vitiated by a partisan
approach which belies the intentions and the purposes
attributed to the contents of the recommendations.
These are aimed against the interests and rights of
some selected Powers while ignoring, on the other
hand, that there are Powers not mentioned in this
resolution that are guilty of practising the most
ruthless forms of imperialism and colonialism at
this very moment. These other Powers are completely
ignored in this resolution and indeed appear as its
supporters-and one of them was even a sponsor of
it.
257. This resolution, moreover, seriously offends
against the Charter in several respects. To give but
one example. the recommendations regarding Rhodesia are a flagrant violation of Article 12 of the Charter
which clearly debars the General Assembly from
making recommendations on any issue under discussion in the Security Council. There can be no two
opinions on that point, so patent is the disrespect for
the Charter, The Charter today has become a sort
of scrap paper in the hands of a group of Member
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States whose arbitrary rule has now become the law
of the United Nations.
258. In addition to these objections, my delegation
deplores the extravagant language in which the entire
text is drafted and the spirit of deep prejudice which
it reveals, This prejudice is particularly noticeable
in the reference to my country in the fifth, eighth
and ninth prearnbular paragraphs and in operative
paragraphs 9, 10 and 20. Those paragraphs are
based wholly on fuls« assumptions and my delegation categorically rejects them, together with all
their impltcuttons,
259. That does not mean that we do not object to the
other paragraphs. In this ill-conceived text there is
hardly any provision that can stand the test of truth,
justice and indeed of sober judgement My delegation
therefore wishes to place on record its strong protest
against the use of the phrase "the territories under
Portugu; se do' "\ i nation ". It is nothing more than a
demagogi ~ slog., '~ inconsistent not only with the truth
but also with the dignity which one would expect in a
resolution of this world body.
260. If the majority of this Organization continues to
ignore Portuguese reality, then that majority should
not be surprised if Portugal does not go along with it.
My delegation cannot but express its most formal
reservations in respect of the resolution which has
just been adopted,
261. Mr, KA YlTKWA (Democratic Republic of the
Congo) (translated from French): My delegation did
not have an opportunity to explain its vote before and
it feels it should do so now. We voted in favour of
the draft resolution as a whole and in favour of each
of its paragraphs. The reason for that is very simple:
my delegation is thoroughly convinced, above all, that
the colonial phenomenon has outlived its time and must
be eliminated-down to its last remaining vestiges. It
is, therefore, easy to understand that my delegation
will fight against any Power which, like Portugal, refuses in our time to decolonize the Territories under
its rule or which practises unacceptable blackmail
against them. Everyone knows that not only is Portugal
killing the people who live under its rule but that it
also exports them as u commodity. That is an inadmissible phenomenon in our present-day world.
262. It was with this in mind that my delegation feels
that the presence of foreign bases or troops on colonized territory constitutes shameful blackmail, eo
that we cannot accept it. These bases are not only
installed against the will of the colonized peoples but
they also meet a concern which often goes beyond that
of the real interests of the Territories concerned.
Thus, Portugal, among others, is using the equipment and the weapons supplied by NATO, not only to
massacre the inhabitants of Angola and Mozambiqne
but also to carry out acts of aggression against the
independent countries bordering on those Territories.
263. For the same reasons my delegation also con.siders that the activities of certain economic and
financial interests constitute serious hindrances and
a grave handicap to the right of peoples to regain
their dignity as free men.
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264. My delegatton has therefore associated itself
with the other delegations in condemning the activities
of those interests.
265. Those, very briefly, are but a few of the reasons
which have led my delegation to vote in favour of the
draft resolution.
266. Mr. SOLANO LOPEZ (Paraguay) (translated
from Spanish): My delegation had and still has serious
doubts and reservations regarding certain paragraphs
of the resolution which the Assembly has just adopted
[A/L.506 and Add.I and 2], particularly operative
paragraphs 9 and 11, the second of which relates in
our view to the general question of »eace and security.
267. Notwtthstanding these doubts and reservations,
my delegation voted in favour of the resolution as a
Whole. We did so because we believe that as much
as possible must be done to hasten the day when dependent peoples can exercise the ir inalienable right
to self-determination and attain complete independence
and sovereignty. My delegation feels, in spite of the
reservations I have mentioned, that the resolution as
adopted is a positive step in this direction.
268. The PRESIDENT: I now call on the representative of Cuba who wishes to exercise his right of reply.
269. Mr. RODRIGUEZ ASTIAZARAIN (Cuba) (translated from Spanish): Yesterday afternoon [1490th
meeting] the representative of the colonial Power occupying Puerto Rico exercised the right of reply in a
futile effort to refute the views my delegation expressed earlier [1489th meeting] concerning the position of Puerto Rico.
270. As we saw, the United States delegation added
nothing to its stale and all-too-familiar arguments.
It was unable to refute the points of substance made
by my delegation and I need not therefore repeat them
on this occasion.
271. The United States representative made three
main points: first, that Puerto Rico is a self-governing
country, recognized as such by resolution 748 (VIII)
of the General Assembly: secondly, that in the 1952
elections the people of Puerto Rico expressed itself
in favour of this alleged self-government: and thirdly,
that in 1904, in a subsequent election, it reaffirmed
its desire to maintain the present status.
272. The United States is plainly intent on confusing
the United Nations regarding this case, and we therefore consider it our duty briefly to throw some light
on the occupying Power; s attempt to continue to conceal the true situation of our sister people.
273. First, General Assembly resolution 748 (VIII)
was approved essentially on the basis of data and information furnished by the colonial Power. With regard to the claim that Puerto Rico is a self-governing
political entity, all the facts seem to indicate that the
United States representative's view is not in conformity with Public Law No. 600 of the second session
of the 81st Congress of the United States, which authorized the so-called political change in Puerto Rico,
274. In reporting to the House on bin No. S/3336,
which later became Public Law No. 600, the House
Committee on Public Lands of the SIst Congress
stated that those sections of the constitution of Puerto
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Rioo which govern relations between the United states
and Puerto Rico and refer to the political, social and
economic relationship between the United states and
Puerto Rtco, would remain in force; in other words,
that those sections would not change and that Public
Law No. GOO would not preclude a subsequent determination hy the United States Congress of the ultimate
political status of Pue-rt» i~ !c\).

cent of the electorate. Only 34 per cent voted in favour,
and 66 per cent abstained or voted against.
279. With regard to the 1952 electtons , the question
at issue was not independence, but some minor modifications of the island's colonial status, and only 39
per cent of the electorate voted.

275. If the L'nited xtutes rvpresentattve wishes to refresh her me-mory, we would refer her to House Report
No. 2275,£1 which contains the official information.

280. We were surprised that the United States delegation even mentioned the 1964 eleotions, which were
ordinary elections of the kind held every four years
to elect colonial employees: independence was not an
issue.

276. There L~ a further point. Senator 0' Mahoney,
as spokesman for the drafters of the bill that became
Law No. 600, said that under the bill, relations between Puerto Rico and the Federal Government would
be virtually unchanged.

281. Finally, according to the facts, the law, jurisprudence and the declarations of high 'United States
officials, Puerto Rico continues to be, after sixtyeight years of military occupation, simply a possession of the United states.

277. The Unde r-Secretary of State of the United
states then in charge of Latin American Affairs,
Mr. Edward G. Miller, revealed the main purpose
of Law No. dOO in a letter to the House Committee
in which he said that it was to obtain the formal consent of Puerto Ricans to their present relationship
with the United states.
278. Secondly, in connexion with the question of
elections, we should like to recall that when Law No.
600 was submitted for acceptance or rejection by
Puerto Rico in a referendum held on 3 June 1951,
only 505,753 voted out of a total electorate of 1,150,000.
Of these, 386,812 voted in favour and 118,941 against.
This means that 644,247 abstained, almost 60 per

!2J

~Code, Congressional Service, SIst Congress, Second Session,
pp. 2681 to 2684.
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Litho in V.N.

282. The PRESIDENT: I now call on the representative of the United States of America in exercise of
the right of reply.
283. Mrs. ANDERSON (United States of America):
I wish to exercise my right of reply to the statement
which has been made. I certainly do not want to delay
the adjournment of the Assembly at this late hour and
I shall be very brief. But in connexion with the statement that we have just heard, a statement that completely distorts the facts, I should merely like to point
out that my delegation explained here yesterday what
the true situation is concerning the self-governing
status of Puerto Rico, which was recognized by the
General Assembly and which exists to this day.
284. In conclusion, I wish to refer the representatives to my statement of yesterday f1491st meeting].

The meeting rose at 7.35 p.sn,
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35. The PRESIDENT: We turn now to agenda item 23,
and to the report of the Special Committee on the
Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Indenendence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. The general discussion
on item 23 was completed on 13 December by the
adoption of resolution 2189 (XXI).
36. Consequently, the General Assembly must now
pronounce itself on the draft resolution of the Fourth
Committee concerning French Somaliland [A/6583,
para. 11]; on the draft resolutions concerning !fni,
Spanish Sahara and Equatorial Guinea [1\/6623, para.
20]; and on the draft resolutions on Territories which
were not considered separately [A/6628, para. 19].
37. I shall first call upon those representatives who
wish to explain their votes before the voting on the
various draft resolutions relating to the item we
are now considering. The Assembly will vote on the
draft resolutions in the order in which they were presented by the Committee. After the voting is concluded, I shall call upon those representatives who
desire to explain their votes after the voting.
38. As these items have been considered in detail
in the Committee, and because of the limited time
available for the Assembly to complete the work of
its twenty-first session, I should like to reque : t
representatives to make their interventions as brief
as possible.

I .

39. Mr. KAYUKWA (Democratic Republic of the
Congo) (translated from French): At the 1664th and
1666th meetings of the Fourth Committee, my delegation had the opportunity to explain at considerable
length its position on the draft resolution (A/6583,
para. 11) which we are now considering. We said in
particular that we would reserve our position on
operative paragraph 4, although we intended to vote
in favour of the draft resolution as a whole. Logically,
therefore, this is how our vote should have been cast.
However, it so happened that, inadvertentry thinking
that the vote was on the draft resolution as a whole,
when it was in fact on paragraph 4, my delegation
voted in favour of this paragraph. Consequently, we
reserved the right to point out that mistake and to
correct it in the General Assembly. This is what we
are doing and in so doing we wish to apologize if we
raised false hopes or misled some delegations by
making them think that we supported paragraph 4.
40. Having said that, I should now like, very brief
as the President has requested, to make my delegation's position on the draft resolution now before us
clearer still. My delegation's vote will be prompted
by two considerations, namely, the desire to consider
the facts of the situation and the desire to uphold
principles.
41. What are the facts of the case in so-called
French Somaliland? The facts are as follows.
42. Firstly, we are dealing with a country whose
geographic situation and ethnic composition give
rise, rightly or wrongly, to claims and disputes on
the part of neighbouring countries.
43. Secondly, we are dealing with an administering
Power whose views on decolonization are based on
complete respect for the principle of self-deterrnina-

non, and whose courage in living up to those principles throughout the history of decolonization can
hardly be questioned.
44. Thirdly, we are faced with the fact that the administering Power has already started the process of
decolonizution and self-determination by proclaiming
that a referendum on the political future of the Territory will be held next year.
45. Finally, we are also faced with the fact that some
uneasiness seems to be felt concerning the present
political conditions, mainly because of the unr-est and
the fact that, in order to maintain law and order, some
people have been deprived of their freedom or even,
we must admit, forced to leave the Territory.

r
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46, T aking all these factors into consideration, my
delegation feels that it must strongly affirm the
princi.ple of self-determination for the Territory, in
keeping with General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV),
and at the same time recognize the competence of
the United Nations in the matter. Again, we must
judge in strict fairness France's efforts to implement
the above resolution in so-called French Somaliland.
47. Furthermore, my delegation must draw the attention of the administering Power to the concern felt
by some Members of the United Nations as a result
of the encumbrance which present political conditions
may place on the freedom of expression during the
referendum.
48. Finally, my delegation would like to stress that,
in the interest of the cause of decolonization in the
Territory, we earnestly desire to see the greatest
possible voluntary co-operation between the administering Power and the United Nations, or, failing
that, between it and the Organization of African Unity,
since we are firmly convinced that such co-operation
would only further enhance the prestige of the administering Power.
49. My delegation felt that it was necessary to reaffirm the prtnciplea 0: self-determination and the
competence of the United Nations, and we also felt
that it was worth while to bring to the attention of
the administering Power the concern of all Member
States-a concern which IS, moreover, shared by the
administering Power itself-to ensure that selfdetermination is achieved as quickly as possible.
50. These are the reasons why the provisions of
the draft resolution relating to these points were
supported by my delegation, although we would have
preferred some changes in the wording in some of
them which would have improved the text.
51. With regard to the United Nations presence, my
delegation has indicated that it would have preferred
the voluntary co-operation of the administering Power.
We must admit that the provision relating to the
United Nations presence does little to encourage such
voluntary co-operation which we all desire and indeed it seems to imply some kind of imposition.
This attitude was unnecessary for many Members
present here to accede to independence, and it understandably affects the honour of a delegation whose
country-unlike some others which refuse to accept
their full .:cesponsibility for certain Territories under
their rule, or refuse to recognize the right of the
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people under their care to self-determination-can
be proud of its record in the matter of decolonization.
52. Consequently, that co-operation, because it is
imposed, has been refused bi the administering
Power itself, and as a result my delegation considers
the paragraph in question worthless since it cannot
be implemented. However, we continue to believe that,
in spite of everyching, such co-operation is desirable,
although we are not convinced that the absence of the
United Nations will necessarily prejudice the normal
course of the referendum.
53. For this reason, my delegation abstained in the
vote in the Fourth Committee on paragraph 4 of the
draft resolutton in question, and we also intend to
abstain in the General Assembly if a separate vote
is requested on that paragraph.
54. In conclusion, I should like to say onc« a~ain
that when my delegation voted for operative paragraph 4 of the draft resolution in the Committee, it
did so inadvertently.
55. The PRESIDENT: Before I call on the next
speaker, I should like to repeat that these items
have been considered in detail in the Committee, and
the time at the disposal of the Assembly is very
limited, and I already have eleven speakers on my
list. At this stage statements should be confined to
explanations 0.. votes. Perhaps tl.ere may be some
difficulty in defining to everybody's satisfaction what
an explanation of vote is, but the purpose of an explanation of vote is very clear. I would seek the cooperation of representatives in limiting thei r statements to explanations of votes, in conformity with
their own decision.
56. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) (translated from Spanish):
The Assembly in plenary meeting is about to vote on
three draft resolutions of direct interest to Spain.
They are recommended by the Fourth Committee and
relate to problems of decolonization in Equatorial
Guinea, the Spanish Sahara, Ifni and Gibraltar.
57. At this point I should like to explain my vote on
the .first two draft resolutions (A/6623, para. 20), and
I would ask you to bear this in mind, Mr. President,
since I shall be explaining two votes and not one.
Moreover, my explanation of vote may be of interest
since I shall speak as official representative of the
responsible Government. I shall do so as clearly as
possible.
58. I shall begin with Equatorial Guinea, which comprises the former provinces of Rfo Muni and Fernando
P60. As representatives will remember, a United
Nations mission visited Equatorial Guinea at the invitation of Spain last summer.
59. From this rostrum Mr Collier, Chairman of
the Special Committee, a few days ago warmly praised
Spain's gesture, the hospitality offered to the visitors
and the absolute freedom they had enjoyed in carrying
out their mission. The mission presented a detailed
report (A/6300 /Rev .1, chap. IX and X) which the Special
Committee examined and approved.
0

60. in my delegation's view, this informative document, which in my sincere and respectful opinion is
a mixture of accuracy and error, like any human
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endeavour, contains a suggestion, a political initiative
of special significance and probably-certainly, one
might say-of great potential. The initte ii ve proposed
the convening of a constitutional confer-ence at which
all sectors of Guinean public opinion would be represented. The conference would discuss, with the
greatest freedom and the greatest responsibility, all
problems relating to the decolonization of Equatorial
Guinea.

,
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61. No sooner had the Spanish Government studied
the report of the visiting Sub-Committee than. it accepted the idea of a conference. On 10 December the
representative of Spain, Mr. Pinies, in accordance
with instructions which I, as leader of the Spanish
delegation, had given him, informed the Committee
that our Government had decided to convene a constitutional conference early in 1967 to which all sectors
of public opinion in the Territory could and should
send representatives.
62. In our view, the decolonization of Equatorial
Guinea was thus set in motion in an irreproachable
and definite manner. The Guinean people was thus
given the decisive opportunity to consider itself master of its own destiny, the S01'3 shaper of its own
future, both as regards the great problems of selfdetermination and the lesser and secondary problems
that derive therefrom.
63. In voting on draft resolution 1I, my delegation
felt that the logical reaction to the Spanish Government's very concrete proposals would be to do nothing
which might directly or indirectly imply interference
with, or limitation or conditioning of, the free choice
that the people of Equatorial Guinea is to have in deciding what is best for it, what it believes best helps
it fulfil its ideals.
64. In short, the people must have absolute freedom
of choice throughout the debates and decisions of the
constitutional conference. As we thought and still
think that the draft resolution does not sufficiently
take into account this fundamental principle of the
sovereign conference, we abstained when a vote was
ti.ken.

65. I trust the Assembly will do me the justice of
considering that our abstention is based on integrity
of judgement and sincerity.
66. I should add something more regarding Equatorial
Guinea, as my statement may be of some interest. For
the Spanish Gcvernment-s-and I ask all representatives
to note this-anything involving interference in the
constitutional conference, anything that might prejudge
or predetermine the conference's decisions is, as I
have stated, to be avoided, because it would detract
from the unrestricted choice of the political and social
forces of the Guinean people. It is for the people alone
to say "yes" to this, "no" to that, and "perhaps" to
r.omething else. That is what "self-determination"
means.
67. You may rest assured that if the p-= -ple of Guinea,
through the conference, with complete fre edom of decision, opts tor independence, Spain will scrupulously
abide by the recommendations of the United Nations
to speed up the country's special preparation so that
independence may become a reality as soon as possible.

•
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68. To this end, and in keeping with my delegation's
offer in the Fourth Committee, Spain will convene the
constitutional conference to which I referred early in
1967. Representatives of the autonomous authorities
and the different political and social sectors comprising the community of Equatorial Guinea will be
present and the decisions taken will be communicatea
to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
69. From the constitutional conference so often mentioned will emerge-at least this is foreseeable-«
changes in the poiittoal structures which will permit
the people of Equatorial Guinea, and it alone, without
interference of any kind, to accede freely to independence. Spain offers all the necessary assistance
in the completion of that process so that Guinea can
confirm its full international personality, to be crowned
at the appropriate time by admission to the United
Nations as a full Member. From that moment, in accordance with the Charter, the United Nations will be
the greatest and most effective gua:r.antor of its territorial integrity.
70. This, no more and no less, is what we wish to say
concerning the draft resolution adopted by the Fourth
Committee concerning Equatorial Guinea. These were
the comments we wished to make concerning the
machinery and provisions recommended in the draft
resolution which, as we see it, do not assist in the
decolonization of the territory. This was why Spain
abstained in the vote.
71. I should now like to explain our vote on draft
resolution I, concerning Ifni and Spanish Sahara. Here
too, as in the case of Equatorial Guinea, I shall say,
if I may, that all-including the sponsors of the draft
resolution-who voted in favour of the dr-aft as well
as the delegation o" Spain, which voted against, are
interpreting the same melody but with a different
instrumentation. Recalling the words written many
years ago, in the days of my youth, by a great Spanish
political figure, I would say that we are all in agreement with the cardinal criterion, but disagree on the
means.
72. The cardinal criterion is that Spanish Sahara must
be decolonized through self-determination. The means
refer to the road or roads that we shall follow to
achieve that goal.
73. My Government believed that the decolonization
process could be preceded by an official United Nations
visit to the territory as was done in the case of
Fernando Poo and Rio Muni, This was proposed in
the Fourth Committee by the Permanent Deputy Representative of Spain, who said:
"My delegation is prepared to open talks with the
Secretary-General with a view to designating a commission to be sent to Spanish Sahara. The commission would observe the situation in the territory at
first hand and objectively and could reach a judgement
in the matter, thus confirming the sincerity of Spain
in respect of decolontzatton , The visitors would have
had no direct interest in Spanish Sahara and represent no territorial ambitions; they would, in other
words, be a group of impartial and disinterested
persons. They would assess the realities and
characteristios of the territory, which would enable
them to see what has been achieved by Spain, learn

its future plans and ascertain the genuine desire
for decolonization, as well as the desires of the
indigenous inhabitants of the Sahara in respect of
their future, which will, in due time, be manifested
through the process of self-determination." Y
74. So far as the vote is ooncerned, the situation as
we see it is similar to that I described in connexion
with Guinea. For the second time-and I believe that
the Assembly will accept my words at their true
value-Spain has invited the United Nations to visit a
Non-Self-Governing Territory under its administration. Could there be greater sincerity or a greater
desire to co-operate? Would it not seem reasonable
to have awaited the completion of this visit so that
the Organization, directly, without prejudice and preconceived ideas, would have obtained the essential
information on Spanish Sahara and its very special
circumstances? Should we not have waited until the
visiting Sub-Committee had drafted its report, and
the latter had been discussed, in order to obtain the
necessary information?
75. You will agree that a State which opens WIde the
doors of its Non-Self-Governing Territories in order
that the United Nations may observe and study them
mus t be sadly surprised to see that this friendly and
wide-ranging initiative is countered by a draft resolution in which we find a lack of confidence and expressions of manifest distrust. The dignity of nations
is not a vain concept. Were Spain not determined to
decolonize Equatorial Guinea, would it have suggested
a United Nations visit to the territory? Were it not its
intention to apply the principle of self-determination
to the Sahara in order to decolonize it, would Spain
have suggested that the United Nations should see at
first hand the actual situation of the Sahara? No one
could believe that. These are the basic reasons for,
and the real meaning of, our negative vote in the
Fourth Committee.
76. The vote does not imply the slightest reconsideration of our decisions regarding decclontzatton, On the
contrary, it upholds and confirms the assurances we
have given that the principle of self-determination will
be applied freely, justly and properly in Spanish
Sahara. Because that is our goal, we ask that nothing
that might disturb, confuse or give rise to tension
should be introduced into the process.
77. There were to be no conditions placed on the
United Nations visit, but this meant no one was to be
subject to conditions, neither the United Nations nor
the inviting Power. The atmosphere was to be dispassionate, unprejudiced, free of preconceived attitudes. This, I believe, explains our position, justifies
our vote, and indicates its significance. I repeat: we
are in full agreement with the sponsors of the draft
resolution regarding the essential criteria; we disagree on the means.
78. As to the Territory of Ifni, what can I tell you
that would not be a repetition of familiar statements?
Bilateral negotiations could perfectly well solve the
problem, taking into account the interests of the
population. The method advocated in the draft resolution is, in our view, much more confusing and less
effective.

Y This statement was made at the 1660th meeting of the Fourth
Committee, the records of which are puhlished in summary form.
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79. I shall not labour the point because the Assembly
is anxious to close the session; in this,Mr. President,
all delegations are with you. Before I leave the
rostrum, I wish to ask for a separate vote on the words
"in consultation with the Governments of Mauritania
and Morocco and any other interested party" in operative paragraph 4 of draft resolution I on Ifni and Spanish
Sahara. We ask for this because this is something without precedent in the United Nations and its application
would result in great complications, as all representatives who have studied the matter know.
80. We have just adopted an admirable draft resolution on French Somaliland (A/6583, para. 11). In that
draft resolution, concerning a Territory whose neighbours, Somalia and Ethiopia, have expressed a keen
interest, nothing is said of the need to consult them.
We have just adopted that draft resolution. But in the
draft resolution on Spanish Sahara there is this suggestion. We consider it unfair. I mention this technical
reason as an addition to the more substantial objection
I referred to earlier.
81. Mr. NSAN ZE (Burundi) (translated from French):
My country, although the youngest of the world's republics, is called upon to align itself with those States
which history may describe as champi ons of total independence and the complete severing of relationships
based on force.
82. Nature, which has situated Burundi at the crossroads of Africa, history, which has included it in the
enslaved human community, and the human race, which
has welcomed it into its ranks, make it necessary for
my delegation to support all resolutions advocating the
liberation of peoples s till subjected to colonial domination. Consequently, my statement will deal with the
first eight items on our agenda.
83. The above reasons clearly indicate that our newly
formed republic cannot shirk its liberating duty. The
right of peoples to self-determination derives from
man's very essence. In other words, the existence of
any people as a group of human beings automatically
implies that they should enjoy political independence.
The sole fact of a people's existence justifies its natural claim to political rights and its fundamental aspiration to sovereignty. Its level of intellectual attainment
is of no importance. neither are its geographical
dimensions, nor even the size of its population.
84. Economic rights are equally inherent in human
nature. The designs of colonial domination may be
summed up as follows: "To colonize is to enter into a
relationship with new countries in order to profit
from the various resources of those countries and to
develop them in the national interes t ••• " ,91 referring
of course to the national interest of the colonizing
Power. I am quoting from Merignhac's Precis de
legislation et d'economie coloniales,
85. Thus, to impose a colonial system on any people
is equivalent to demanding human status while at the
same time denying it. This is the explosive contradiction inherent in the colonialist dogma.
86. Any denial of the radical right to independence
must be expunged from the annals of human history,

2J A. MeL'ignhac, Precis de legislation et d'economie coloniales,
Paris, Societe du Recueil Sirey, edit., 1912, p. 205.
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whether the denial is perpetuated by other Powers or
by the trio which is dominating southern Africa, the
bastion of colonialism in Africa: I am speaking here
of Lisbon, which is practising the classical kind of
colonization backed by its own rhetoric; of Pretoria,
with its ritual formulas of systematized dehumanization embodied in apartheid; and of Salisbury, with its
cult of colonial revival, characterized by the Machiavellian collusion between London and Salisbury.
87. It is for these reasons that my country must align
itself with those who are fighting for the triumph of
law and the freedom of peoples.
88. I wish to thank the President for his patience and
kindness and the Members of the Assembly for their
attention.
89. Mr. OWONO (Cameroon) (translated from
French): The Cameroonian delegation will vote in
favour of all the draft resolutions in the report of
the Fourth Committee concerning agenda item 23.
90. We have already clearly explained our position
with regard to the draft resolutions which we have
approved as a whole, and we should like to reaffirm
that position in the plenary meeting. I should have
liked to conclude there, but I think that the statement
just made by the representative of Spain makes it
necessary for me on this occasion to clarify a few
details we mentioned in the Fourth Committee [1665th
meeting] concerning Equatorial Guinea.
91. I too noted with pleasure that Spain will comply
with the recommendation of the Special Committee
to hold a conference before independence to deal with
the ways and means of transferring sovereignty to
the indigenous people of that Territory.
92. As the representative of Spain remarked a few
moments ago, it is natural that the Spanish Government should have reservations on some of the recommendations. In our opinion, a selective choice of these
recommendations would not be in keeping with the
goodwill shown by Spain as regards the dispatch of the
Special Committee's representatives to the Territory.
If Spain accepts some of these recommendations and
rejects others-this was the reason why it abstained
in the Fourth Committee and will again abstain here
in a few moments' time-my delegation would like to
request some clarification concerning what we regarded as being the very basis of Spanish policy, a
policy on which Spain was congratulated by the Special
Committee, the Fourth Committee, the representatives
of Cameroon and the African Governments for the
understanding it has shown in this matter.
93. In the Fourth Committee, the Cameroonian delegation expressed its fear and apprehension that the
attitude of the Spanish Government might reopen the
issue of the Fundamental Law of 1963 which was approved by a referendum and which endorsed the unity
of the Territory. I am happy to learn that the Spanish
Government is prepared to accept the verdict of the
people, which will emerge from the conference, but
our doubts are [usttffed by the fact that our request
for clarification has not been answered, that is, our
request for an assurance that the results of the conference will not reopen the question of territorial
integrity, which is an accomplished fact. Our fears
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have been justified by the fact that in Madrid itself
the President of the local autonomous government
pointed out, as had the Special Committee, that there
is an active minority which are the spokesmen for the
interests of Spanish residents in the Territory. We
are not unduly concerned about these spokesmen for
the interests of Spanish residents, in view of the support of the Spanish Government which has been embodied in a Fundamental Law recognizing the unity of
the coun try.
94. But if these assurances are not given in the
Fourth Commi ttee and if we are told here that we
must simply accept all the decisions ofthe conference,
we still have the right in the plenary meeting to ask
ourselves whether our misgivings are not founded
and whether the position of the Bubis of Fernando P60
arid the Spanish colony on the island-what the Special
Committee called foreign interests-might not, as was
stated by the President of the government council in
Madrid, alter the very purpose of the Fundamental
Law and the reason for which all the delegations
have oong ratulated the Spanish Government.
95. I am not expecting any further clarification on
this point. I consider that, if the constitutional conference simply reflects the wishes of the people, and
only the people and their interests, there can be no
doubt that this will be consistent with territorial
unity. The reservations I am now making and the
doubts which I express from this rostrum arise from
the fact that I have not heard an affirmative answer
to the effect that no eventuality of this kind will result
from the conference.
96. My delegation reserves the right to reopen this
issue at the twenty-second session of the General Assembly if our present doubts prove to be well-founded.
97. I should like to conclude by joining in congratulating Spain, as we have always done. That country has
good relations with my own; the Cameroonian delegation is entitled to tell Spain here that we have hailed all
the steps taken to decolonize its neighbouring Territories. However, precisely because of the friendship
between our two countries, whenever we think a step
does not go far enough, or is not sufficiently objective,
we are entitled to say that the idea of territorial integrity is one of the factors that must condition all
other steps leading to independence.
98. When the Spanish representative said just now that
Equatorial Guinea would itself be able to safeguard its
territorial integrity only when it became a Member of
the United Nations, my delegation does not feel that
this in any way reflected upon the unity of the Territory; on the contrary, we assume that this means that
the Territory is independent as a unit and that ipso
facto the Spanish Government will cease to safeguard
its integrity and sovereignty because it will have become a Member of the United Nations. Those are the
conclusions we have drawn from the Spanish representative's statement on this subj ... L. I venture to hope
that we have not misunderstood him, and that this was
precisely what he meant.
99. The PRESIDENT: The Assembly will now proceed
to vote on the various draft resolutions before it.
Recorded votes have been requested and will be taken
on all the proposals before the Assembly under agenda
item 23.
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Liberia, Libya, Malawi, Malaysia, Mali, Mauritania,
Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Panama, Poland, Homania, Rwanda, Saudi
Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone •. Singapore, Somalia,
Spain, Sudan, Syria, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago,
Tunisia, Uganda, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Repuhlic ,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania, Upper Volta,
Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia.
e

Against: Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
France, Greece, Iceland, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Philippines, Portugal,
South Africa, Sweden, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, United States of America.

Argentina, Austria, Bolivia, Brazil,
China, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El
Salvador, Finland, Guatemala, Haiti, Iran, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, Laos, Madagascar, Maldive Islands, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, Thailand,
Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela.
Abstaining:

,
,
,

Operative paragraph 4 of draft resolution 11 was
edopced by 72 votes to 18, with 27 abstentions.

110. The PRESIDENT: I now put to the vote draft
resolution 11 as a whole.
A recorded vote was taken.

,

n

109. The PRESIDENT: We now come to the vote on
draft resolution H. A separate recorded vote has been
requested on operative paragraph 4 thereof, and if
there is no objection I shall put it to the vote.
A recorded vote was taken.
In favour: Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Bulgaria,

Burma, Burundi, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Cambodia, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Ceylon, Chad, Chile, Colombia, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic Republic of), Cuba, Cyprus,
Czechoslovakia, Dahomey, Ethiopia, Gabou, Ghana,
Guinea, Honduras, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq,
Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Lesotho,

!2J The delegation of Belgium subsequently Informed the Chairman
that It WIshed to have Its vote recorded as having been In favour of the
draft resolution.

In favour: Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Burundi, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Repuhlic , Cambodia, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Ceylon , Chad, Chile,
China, Colombia, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic Republic of), Costa Rica, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Dahomey, Ecuador, El "alvador , Ethiopia,
Gabon, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, Haiti, Honduras,
Hungary, Indi a, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel,
Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Laos,
Lebanon, Lesotho, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar,
Malawi, Malaysia, Mali, Mauritania, Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland,
Romania, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia. Senega.l, Sierra
Leone, Singapore, Somalia, Spain, Sudan, Syria, Togo,
Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Sootalist
Republics, United Arab Republic, United Republic of
Tanzania, Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen,
Yugoslavia, Zambia.
Against: None.
Abstaining: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,

Denmark, Dominican Republic, Finland, France,
Greece, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Maldive
Islands, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Portugal, South Africa, Sweden, Thailand, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United
States of America.
Draff. resolution 11 as a whole was adopted by 93
votes to none, with 24 abstentions.
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As representatives will remember, paragraph 6 of
that resolution stipulates that disruption of the national
unity
and the territorial integrity of a country is inMr. Pazhwak (Afghanis tan) r~s umed the Chair.
compatible with the United Nations Charter.
112. The PRESIDENT: We still have requests from
120. The resolution we have just voted on also resome representatives to speak in explanation of vote
quests that the process of decotoniz atton of Gibraltar
after the vote. The list before me consists of ten
should not be delayed or hindered, asserting the Genspeakers in explanation of vote. I have already drawn
eral Assembly's competence and thus reaffirming the
the attention of Members to the limited time we have
item's political and colonial character and excluding
at our disposal. I wish to express my gratitude and
the possibility of the question of Gibraltar being reappreciation to the representatives of Somalia,
moved from the political sphere and referred to an
Ethiopia, Morocco and Mauritania, who have agreed
international tribunal.
to refrain from speaking, although they are on the list
121. The resolution, lastly, calls on Spain and the
for explanations of vote, on the understanding that
United Kingdom, in their negotiations, to take into
their statements will appear in full in the verbatim
account the interests of tlte people, a thing which my
record as they are submitted to the Secretariat in
writing. This encourages me to appeal to all other
country requested in . tie Committee of Twenty-four
Members whose names are on the list to try to find
in 1963, and which was stated in the same words in
it possible to agree to this understanding also, In
the consensus of the COl'Yl"TI.ittee of Twenty-four in
1964.
case some of them do not, thenIwould appeal to them,
as has been decided by the Assembly, to limit their
122. For Spain, the inhabitants of Gibraltar have inexplanations of vote to explanation of their votes and
terests that Spain fully respects. In the Fourth Comto refrain from any observations that may not be a
mittee my delegation said: 11 (~ Both countries should
part of the explanation of votes and which might make
undertake without delay to negotiate a statute designed
it necessary for any other representative to exercise
to protect the interests of the residents of Gibraltar
his right of reply.
once the Territory's colonial situation has been resolved. This statute would be registered with the
113. Therefore, in the light of the considerations I
have mentioned, and if I hear no objection r I shall take
United Nations; (~) If Spain and the United Kingdom
are unable to agree on the statute, the Spanish Governit that the other representatives also agree to that
arrangement, namely, that they shal! refrain from
ment is prepared to submit for the consideration and
eventual approval of the Secretary-General of the
speaking and that when they submit their statements
United Nations a draft statute for the inhabitants of
in writing to the Secretariat, those statements will
Gibraltar in which all the rights enjoyed by any human.
appear in full in the verbatim record.
society are recognized, save the right to dispose of a
114 If the representative of Spain, as I understand,
piece of Spanish territory, such action being condoes not agree to this, then I would appeal to him, as
trary to General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). paraI have already done, to please confine himself to his
graph 6 of which calls for respect for the territorial
remarks in explanation of vote only.
integrity and national unity of colonized coun~ries.llli
115. If any other speakers do not agree to this
123. I must admit-as the Spanish delegation explained
arrangement, I will call on them when they request
in the Fourth Committee-that during the six months
me to do so. However, I do want to express my
of
Spanish-British negotiations, the United Kingdom
gratitude to the four delegations who have so agreed,
h3S said nothing to Spain regarding the interests of
and would also appreciate it if others were to refrain
the
Gibraltartans that are to be protected once the
from speaking.
Rock is decolontzed, It has limited itself to discus sing
116. I call on the representative of Spain in explanaWith us legal titles dating back to 1713, as well '.. . s other
tion of vote.
titles which, according to Great Britain, were supposedly acquired at the end of the last century over a
117. Mr. AZNAR (Spain) (translated i'rom Spanish):
Spanish
territory adjacent to Gibraltar.
I very much regret that I must once more take up the
time of the Assembly, but there is no help for it if
124. The first time we heard any concrete and specithree draft resolutions of direct interest to Spain are
fic mention of the interests of the Gibraltarians or
put to the vote at the same time at the same meeting.
what those interests might be was from a petitioner
In the circumstances I have to say a few words in
from Gibraltar last Saturday (1679th meeting) in the
explanation of our vote.
Fourth Comrr-tttee, In explaining the claims of those
he represents, the petitioner gave us the impression
118. Spain voted for the resolution on Gibraltar
that
he had faith only in the protection offered by
adopted by the Fourth Committee, and has again voted
Great Britain and that he did not have the slightest
for it in this General Assembly, because it considers
confidence in the United 'Nations guarantee offered
that it contains constructive elements. In fact, it calls
by
Spain to be the spokesman for and protector of
for greater speed in the decolonization of Gibraltar,
Gibraltarians' interests. In fact, the petitioner was
in co-operation with spatn, and recalls the consensus
not stmoly defending his own interests, which would
adopted by the Committee of Twenty-four on 16 Ochave been logical and acceptable; he was also detober 1964 and ratified by the General Assembly in
fending the perpetuation of Britain's sovereign conresolution 2070 (XX).
trol over the military base of Gibraltar.
119. That consensus invited Spain and the United
Kingdom to reach a negotiated solution of the problem
ZI General Assembly, Official Records, XXIst session, Fourth Committee, 1671st meeting, para. 27.
of Gibraltar, bearing in mind resolution 1514 (XV).
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125. I hope that the negotiations based on the consensus of the Committee of Twenty-four on General
Assembly resolution 2070 (XX), and on the resolution
we have just adopted will enable Spain and the United
Kingdom, in accordance with the proposals of Spain,
within the period of time stipulated in that last resolution, and with the assistance of the Secretary-General,
to find a negotiated solution to end Gibraltar's colonial
status as the United Nations has requested since 1964.
0

126. Before I leave the rostrum, I should like to say
that I express my best wishes for an early solution of
the problem of the Falkland Islands, with regard to
which the people of Argentina, which has historical
title and legal and human arguments justifying its
claim, awaits a decision that will re-establish the
rule of justice in that Territory, whose sovereignty
must return to Argentina without undue delay.
127. The PRESIDENT: I have been informed by the
representatives of Italy, the United States of America,
Ecuador and Mexico that they are in agreement with
the unde rstai.ding that I announced on behalf of the
other delegations which kindly agreed to my request.
128. The only speaker now on the list is the representative of the United Kingdom, on whom I now call.
129. Lord CARADON (United Kingdom): Mr. President, I should have been happy to respond to the appeal
which you made to all of us, but since the representative of Spain has spoken on this subject of direct concern to my country I would wish very shortly to explain why my delegation voted in favour of the draft
resolution this morning.
130. In the remarkable debate on Gibraltar which took
place in the Fourth Committee there was one issue
and one conclusion of outstanding importance, and
it was that conclusion which enabled my delegation to
vote for the resolution. It was simply this: that it is
essential to take account of the wishes of the people.
131. We warmly welcome the virtual unanimity of
the Fourth Committee in support of that basic principle and the unanimity which we have seen today. We
are glad that the Spanish delegation has accepted that
that principle must be written into the resolution. The
insistence that this vital principle must be regarded
and respeoted was right and necessary, It was right
and necessary, for Article 73 of the Charter lays it
down that the interests of the inhabitants must be
paramount. With this principle of the Charter in mind
I have only three other things to say, very briefly.
132. First, we are delighted that the amendment was
proposed and accepted, because we could never agree
that decolonization would mean the incorporation of
Gibraltar into Spain against the wishes of the people.
With the amendment, the resolution is absolutely
clear on that point.
133. Secondly, nothing ccn prejudge in any way the
question of the type of decolonization which would
best fit the circumstances of Gibraltar. Nor does
the resolution itselI prejudge that question.
134. Thirdly, I state our readiness to continue the
negotiations, with every wish and intention of arriving
at a satisfactory conclusion.
135. For those reasons we were glad to vote for the
resolution.

136. The PRESIDENT: Before we proceed to the next
item, I call on the representative of the Ivory Coast.
137. Mr. AKE (Ivory Coast) (translated from French):
I have asked to speak on my delegation's behalf in
order to correct the vote cast by my delegation on
the draft resolution concerning French Somaltland,
As may be easily seen in the Fourth Committee's
report (A/6583, para. 10), my delegation abstained
in the vote on operative paragraph 4 and on the text
as a whole. Now, when the vote was taken here, the
Ivory Coast delegation did not take part in the vote
on paragraph 4 and voted in favour of the text as a
whole. I should like to repeat what we said in the
Fourth Committee [1666th meeting], namely, that,
in our opinion, United Nations intervention in this
matter is inadvisable and we feel that such a resolution is unnecessary.
138. Consequently, we would like it to be placed on
record that the Ivory Coast delegation abstains as regards both operative paragraph 4 and the text as a
whole.
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and the Cocos (Keeling) Islands

Brunei

(a/6lOa/ma.g, chapter )0/III

)

(a/650o /aoa.9, chapter rrX)
/

/.-^^

t

^- - ^
^
Add.),
cha oler XX)
\A/63A0/

Hong Kong

United States Virgin tslands, British
Virgin Islands, Antigua, lominica,
Grenada, ivlontserrat, St. Kitts _Nevi 6 _
Anguilla, St. Lucia, St. Vincent,
Barbados, Bermuda., lahamas, Turks and
Caicos Islands, Cal,man Islands,
Falkland Isfands (ttatvinas) and

British

Honduras

I+.

\A/5JOO/Add.9, chapter XXI )

(e/51ao/aaa.to, chapter [r)
, L67:':st, L67pnd,, f674th,

The Committee considered this iten at its t6d9th
a675Lh, L577th 1678th and r679th meetings, between

i7 recerober.
5, At the l669th neeting, on fJ
of the Speclal
committee on the sltuation with regard to the rnprexrentation of the
Neclaration
on the Granting of rndependence to cofoniaf couni-ries and peoples i.ntroduced
the rerevant chapters of the reports of that cormittee concerning this 11lem,
as listed above.
6' The tr'ourth comnittee had before it the follol,rang comnunications addressed
to the Secretary-General :
(u) Letters dated. 20 January 1!66 and 2 March L)66 from the permanent
lepresentative of Spain concerrring cibraltar (a/6Zl+Z ana Af6Z77);
(b) Letters dated 9 February L966, Zp August I!66 and 15 lecemb er I)66
froa the Pernaner.Lt Representative of Argentina concerning the rarkland rsrands
(t'tatvtna s ) (a/6ed and Add,r; a/c.\/6Be);
(c) Letters dated ! February L966, ZZ Augost L96,5 , B Decenber 1c166 anJ.
Il Necernber I)66 from the pernanent Bepresentative of the United. Kingdon of
Great Sritain and Northern Ireland concerning the Falkfand Islands (t',talvinas
'

u

and
December, the Rapporteur

)

(a/626a and Add.r, t:/6j68; A/cl+/6€D)i
(d) letter: dated 2 Mar:ch \966 from the Alternate -permanent Fepresentative
of the united Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern rrerand concerninA Glbrartar
(A/6278).
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fn

conneliion with the consideration
fol-fowing requests for hearings :

7.

of this item, the

Conmittee granbed the

Tenitories

MeetinA at which the
reouest vas sranted

Petitioner

concerned
Mr.. ['il1-^n
T.oq d 6Y

aoi^
L.h^rrF

D^rif'i^al
Por+a'

st. \rincent (p,/c.\l6go)

st. vincent

165\th

Bermuda

L669th

. Gib''altar

rD lorn

Gibrat-tar

L577th

I'{r, A. Hodgson, Co-leputy
Chairnan, Progressive
Labour Party, Bermuda
|^/^

Mr.

Jo

L

l(,P1 \

shua Hassan, Chief

Mi hi cnar

l^l^

),

M?

P6+-?

!ctJuuJ vrrrsr
ua
ur a! udf
,

I(.aJ,

Mr. Salvador Costa Vizosa,
lvlls6 Lqerceoes Lopez

u_Lavl

Jo,

Mr. tr'rancisco Dieguez Natera,
members, Sindicato de l-o s
Trabajadores espafroles

8.

en

@)
At the l672nd meeting, on lJ

Con0aittee concerning Bermuda and

the

Com.mittee,
r?^r-L *^^+i
4u +L^
v.ts rrvrTulr
usq.rng, on

....
December,

Mr. A.

Hodgson, addressed the

replied to questions put to him by members of

1l Decernber, l1r, Joshua Hassan and Mr. Peter
7.
J. Isola addressed the Corunittee concerning Gibraltar and replied to questions
put to then by members, l,{r. Salvador Costa Vizosa, Mlss Mercedes ldpez Clavijo
and Mr, Francisco Dieguez Natera did not appear before the Conrmittee. Mr. Milton
Cato also did not appear before the Cornmittee.
10. The general d.ebate on the item took ploce at r,ne -669tn, I6?lsb, 1674th
ano lor>rn meertngs, oetween I) and _Lo Lecemoer.
1I. At its l6?7th to l6?9th meetings, on 16 and Il December, the Corrnittee
considered two draft resol-utions relating bo this item, one concerning GibTaltar
(A/C.\/L.B6t and Add.l), the other concerning American samoa, Antigua, lahamas
'
Beuruda, Britlsh Virgin Islands, Caln0an Islands, Cocos (Keeling) Islands,
Dominica, Gilbert and ElIice Islands, Grenada, Guam, Mauritius, Montserrat,
New Hebrides, Niue, Pitcairn, St, Helena, St. Kitts-Nevis-AnguiJla, SL. Lucia,
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St. Vincent, Seyehelles,

Islands, Tokelau Islands, Turks and Caicos
rslands anrl the united states virgin rstarcs (l^/c.ttlr 865). lhe ccmmittee atso
iequested the Chairnan to formulate the r:onsensus of the Ccmnittee with regard
to the FaLkLand Islands (t'tatvinas). Ihe Ccmmittee,s consideration of the draft
consensus subnitted by the Chai.r'man an.l the draft resolutions is set out in
secticns I to ITI below.
Solomon
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III .

AIIERICAN SAMOA, ANTIGUA, BAHATUAS, BERMUIA, BNITISH V]RGIN ISLATDS,
CAYIVIAN ISLANM, COCOS (T<TNT,TIVS ) ISLANM , |oWNICA, G]LBERT AND
ELLICE IS],ANI6, GRBVADA, GUAM, IITAURITIUS, MONTSERFAT, NEW HFtsRIDES,
NIT]E, PITCAIRN, ST. HHTEX{A, ST. KITTS -NEVIS -ANGUf I,I,A, ST. LUCfA,
ST. V]NCXNT, SEYCHXtr,LES, SOLOMON ISI.AITDS, TOI{EIAU ISLAI\,TDS, TURKS
AI.D CATCCS ISIAITDS AI\JD THE UI{ITED ST,ITIS VIRGII{ ISIATDS

l'f . At the l679th meetingr on 1T fecember, the representative of fndia
lntroduced a draft resolution on behalf of Algeria, Burundi, the lemocrati.c
Republic of Congo, Ethiopiar Ghana, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Kenya, Kuwair,
Libya, Mali, Mauritania, palistan, Saudi Arabla. Sierra
q^mol iq
th^
Yemen, Yugoslavia and Zanbia (A/c .Lt/L.866) .
18. At the sane meeting, the Conmittee voted upon

the draft resolution. At the
requesil of the ?hilippines, a separate vote was taken on the pirrase rrancl at the
creation by the adninistering po'ers of military bases and installations" in
the fourth preambufar paragr:aph. That phrase in the fourth preambular paragraph
was adopted by a rolJ--carf vote of l+B to 1l, vith eJ abstentions. The volrina
'vra s as follovs
:

I
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In favour:

Al-geria, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist RepubJ-ie,
Cameroon, Ceylon, Chi1e, Congo ( Denocratic Republie of), Cubat
Cyprus, Czechsolovakia, nthiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Hungary, India,
Indonesia, Iraq, Jamaical Jordan, Kuwait, Liberia, Libya, Mali,
Mauritania, Mongolia, Moroeco, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Poland,
Romania, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Spaj.n, Sudan,
Syria, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Ukrainian Soviet
Sociallst ReBublic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Uni.ted
Arab Republie, United Republic of Tanzania, Yemen, Yugoslavia
Zambia .

Against:

Australia, Selgium, Canada, France, Greece, Netherlands,
Nelr Zeal-and, Phi]ippines, Portugal, Unlted Kingdon of Great
Brltain and Northern Ireland, United States of tunerlca.

Abstaining: Argentina, Austria, Brazil, China, Colombia, tenmark, Finl-and,
Guatenala, Iran, freland, Israel, Italy, Japan, lvladagascar,
Malaysia, Maldive Islands, Mexico, Norway, Sweden, Thaifand,
Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela.

I

The draft resolution as a whole was adopted by a roll-call vcte of 62 to
none, with 2l abstentions (see paragraph 20 beloir, draft resolution II). The
votj-ng fias
foflovs :

fn favour:

Algeria, Argentina, Srazil, Bulgaria, Burna, Byelonrssian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Cameroon, Ceylon, Chile, China, Colombla,
Congo (Denocratic Republic of), Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia,
ncuador, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, Hungary, India,
fndonesia, Iran, lraq, freland, fsrael, Jamaica, Jordan, Kuwait,
Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malij l4auritania, l4exico, Mongolia,
Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Phifippines, Poland, Rornania,
Saudi Arabia, SenegaLr Sierra leone, Spain, Sudan, Syria, Togo,
Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Ukrainian Soviet Social-ist Repub1ic,
Union of Soviet Soclafist Republics, United Arab Republic, United
Republic of Tanzania, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Zambia.
None

Abstaining:

.

Australia, Austria., Belgiu,n, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
Greece, ftaly, Japan, Malaysia, Mal-dive fslands, Netherl-ands,
New Zealand., Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Thailand, Turkey, United
Kingdon of Great Britain and Northern lreland, United States of
America.
RECOMM4\IDATTON OF THE FOITRTH COMMITTEE

19. The tr'ourth Cor,rnittee
folloving resolutions I

reconmends

to the General

Assembly

the adoption of the

AlDO.O

EngLish

DMFT RESOLUTION

ion of

Aroerican Samoa. Ant
Cocos

II

Eahamas, Bermuda, Britlsll
I slands
tius. Montserra Nev Hebr

a. Guam
s
n. St. Helena. St. II5 s. Solcmon Islands Tohelau Is land s
and the

a

S

Lucia. St.

and
Tur
s land s

lrr

V
COS IS

and

ent

The General Assembfy,

Having considered the question of Arnerican Samoa, Antigua, Bahamas, Bermuda, the
British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Cccos (Keeling) Islands, Dcminica, Gilbert
and Ellice Islands) Grenada, Guam, Mauritius, Xlontserrat, Nel.i Hebrides, I':liue t
Pj-tcairn, St. Ilelena, St. Kitts -l{evi s -Anguilla, St. Lucia, St' Vincent, Seychelles'
solomon Islands, Tokelall IslancLs) Turhs and caicos Islands and the united stal,es

Virgin

IsLands,

Having examined the chapters of the report of '.he Spec j-aL Ccmmittee on the
Iir|e]-.iorl r^rith reoar-d to the Implenentation of the Declaration on the Granting .of
)/
Territories,Y
these
to
retating
and
Peoples
Coun-tries
to
Colonial
Inclependence
IIJ
nq"gllins its resolutions 15Il+ (xv) or 14 xecember L96o, L65\ (xVI) of
2T uovember 1961, lBrO (XVII) of U December L962 " L956 (XVIII) of fl Decenbct L961,
2c66 (rx) or 15 December L965, 2C69 (lx) ol 15 December 196, and.2r89 (ur) of

L) lccemc,el rroo
'
leeply concerned at the information con*,ained in the Leport of the Special
Ccnmittee on the continuation cf polieies, aining, among other things, at the
disruption of ihe territorial integrity of scme of these Territories and at the
crear:icn by the acnir i sterin5 Pr,r'rers of mi-Lira:'y bases and instalfati ons in
contravention of the relevant resofutions of the General Assembly'
Deplorigl the refusal .Jf some a<lministeri.ng Poners to a Llot+ vrsiting ntissions
of the United. Ilations to these Territories,
Conscious that these situations require the continued attention and the
assistance of the united Nations in the achieveneni by the peopfes cf these
Territories oi. their: obiectives, as embodie<l in the charter of the united ltratlons
and in the DecLaratlon on the Granting of Indepenclence to colonial countries and
People s,

p/

Al61oofAd.d.9, chapters XIV-XIX) A/6)oo/Add.Lo, chapter rXII '

A/ OAZa
Enrrl i ch
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of the

specia-I circumstances of geographica.l .Iocation and economic
conditions concerning some of these ?errltories,
1. Approves the chapters of the report of the Special Comnittee on the
Ar^rare

Sltuation vlth regard. to the Implernentatj.on of the Necl-aration on the Granting of
fndependence to Colonjal Countries and Peoples rela+ ing to +hese Territoriesj
2. ieaffirns the ina]lenab].e right of the peoples of these Territories to
seff -deteluination and independ.ence ;
1, Cafls upon the administerlng Powers to lmplex0ent ffithout d.el-ay the
releva t reso-Iutions of the ceneraf Assemb-Lyi
4. Relterates its decl"aration that any attempt airned at the partial or
tota] disxuption of the national unlty and the teffitoria] integrity of ccfonia]
Territories and the ests.bl-ishment of rdl]-itary bases and insta1lations in these
Terrltories is incompatible vitb the purposes and principles of the Charter of the
United Nations and of ceneral- Assembly resol-ution 1514 (XV);
5. Urses the admini.stering Powers to aflor'r United Nations visitlng missions
to visit the Territories, and to extend to them ful.1 co-operation and assistancej
o. Lecldes that the United l,lations should render a-L-L he1p to the peoples of Ithese Territories in their efforts freefy to decide their future status;
7. Requests the Special Conmlttee to continue to pay special attentlon to
these Territories and to report on the implementation of the prescnt resolution
to the General Assembly at its twenty-second session;
B. Requests the Secretary-General to continue to provide alt assistance in
the impLementation of the present resolution.
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AGE N0 A I TE M 23
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Dec la ration
on the Granting of Independen~e to Colonial Countries
and Pec;:lples: Territories not considered separately
(A/6242, A/6261 and Add.l, A/6262 and Add.l,
A/6277, A/6278, A/6300/Rev.l, chaps. XI and XIVXXII; A/C.4/680)
GENERAL DEBATE
14. The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee of its
decision (1633rd meeting) that all Territories not
listed separately in paragraph 5 of document A/C,41
669 and Corr.l should be considered together, with
the exception of the chapters of the Special Committee's
report relating to French Somaliland and to Uni,
Spanish Sahara and Equatorial Guinea.

e

15. Mr. ALJUBOURI (Iraq), speaking as Rapporteur of
the Special Committee, submitted to the Fourth Committee the chapters of the Special Committee's report
(A/6300/Rev.1) relating to Territories not considered
separately. Chapters XI, XIV-XIX and XXII included
an account of the Special Committee's consideration
of the following Territories: Gilbraltarj Mauritius.
Seychelles and St. Helenaj Gilbert and Ellice Islands.
Pitcairn and the Solomon Islands; Niue and the Tokelau
Islands; New Hebrides; American Samoa, Guam and
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands; Trust
Territory of Nauru, Papua and the Trust Territory of
New Guinea, and the Cocos (Keeling) Islands; United
States Virgin Islands. British Virgin Islands, Antigua,
Dominica, Grenada. Montserrat, St. Kitts-NevisAnguilla , st. Lucia, St. Vincent, Barbados, Bermuda,
Bahamas, Turks and Caicos Islands, Cayman Islands
and Falkland Islands (Malvinas).
16. The chapter on the Trust Territory of Nauru,
Papua and the Trust Territory of New Guinea (ibid .•
chap. XIX) was also related to agenda item 13 (Report
of the Trusteeship Council). Chapters XX, XXI and XXII
contained information on three Territories-Brunei,
Hong Kong and British Honduras-which the Special
Committee had been unable to consider during 1966.
17. Mr. HOPE (United Kingdom) said that in the last
year four Territories-Guyana, Botswana, Lesotho
and Barbados-had passed from United Kingdom
administration to independence and early dates had
been set for the independence of South Arabia and
Swaziland. He then proceeded to describe the situation
in the remaining smn.ll Territories still under United
Kingdom administration.
18. In Mauritius, a new electoral system had been
devised in consultation with the people and with the
full agreement of all the political parties. Preparations
for elections were under way, and if the newly elected
legislature so requested, independence would be
granted after a six-month period of full internal
self-government.

,l
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19. In the Seychelles, the United Kingdom Secretary
of State for Colonial Affairs had proposed the adoption
of universal adult suffrage. In addition. a Constitutional
Commissioner had been appointed to visit the Territory, consult all shades of opinion- and recommend
stages for the future constitutional evolution of the
islands. Both the United Kingdom Government and the
Territory's political parties had accepted the Commissioner's proposal for immediate adoption of
universal adult suffrage and a single Council with both
executive and legislative functions.
20. In St. Helena, the Governor had undertaken consultations and had recommended a substantial transfer
of power to the indigenous population. Under the
new system, the Advisory Council would become a
Legislative Council with only two officials and twelve
elected members. There would be an Executive Council
which would include the chairmen of the Legislative
Council's committees. Those proposals, which had
been accepted by the United Kingdom Government
and embodied in a new Constitution a month before.
were based on the almost unanimous agreement of
the people of the Territory.
21. Reference was made in the Special Committee's
report (ibid.. chap. XN) to certain atolls in the
Indian Ocean previously administered from Mauritius
and the Seychelles. His delegation had already made
clear its position on that question and would merely
repeat that the new arrangements for those atolls,
which had no indigenous inhabitants and virtually no
permanent inhabitants, had been decided upon after
consultation with and with the agreement of the
Governments of Mauritius and the Seychelles. including their elected members. On 16 November 1966
the United Kingdom Secretary of State for Defence
had made it clear that the United Kingdom Government
had no programme for creating military bases on
those atolls.
22. In the Solomon Islands, the Legislative Council
had discussed and formally approved proposals
designed to increase the number of elected members
and, sUbject to the administrative limitations imposed
by climate and geography. for all elections to be direct.
Those proposals were due to be submitted shortly to
the United Kingdom Government for approval with a
view to their implementation in 1967.
23. Similarly, in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands, proposals had been pUblished during the year to abolish
the Advisory Council and substitute a House of
Representatives with a large majority of members
elected by universal adult suffrage. Half the members
of the Executive Council would be drawn from among
those elected members. All those proposals had been
considered and approved by members of the local
Government and submitted for consideration by the
United Kingdom.
24. Consultations had also taken place between the
United Kingdom Government and the French Government on progress in the New Hebrides. Several aspects
of the Territory's internal administration which
impeded progress needed to be brought up to date and
there had been several rounds of talks at ministerial
and official levels for that purpose.
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25. Even on tiny Pitcairn, which had only eighty-eight
inhabitants, there had been considerable changes in
the system of administration and the islanders managed
their own affairs with a fUlly elective system.
26. With reference to the Caribbean area, he drew
attention to the fact that a full account of the new
arrangements contemplated for Antigua, St. Kitts,
Dominica, Grenada, St. Lucia and St. Vincent was to
be found in the report of Sub- Committee III of the
Special Committee (ibid., chap. XXII, annex).
27. A constitutional conference on the British Virgin
Islands held in October 1966 had reached full agreement
on various new constitutional measures, including
the establishment of an office of Chief Minister and a
ministerial system.
28. In view of its small size, the proposals for the
other islands had not included Montserrat, where
the elected Government was concentrating its efforts
on economic development. The United Kingdom
Government was prepared to convene a conference on
the constitutional future of Montserrat at any time
when the local political parties were ready for it,
29. In November, a constitutional conference on
Bermuda had been held in London, at which it had been
decided, after full discussion with delegates representing an the parties in the elected legislature, that
there should be a written constitution, with a ministerial system and an elected lower house, and a
revision of the electoral and constituency system.
fwo minority groups had made reservations. He drew
attention to the fact that the voting age had been reduced
to twenty-one and that the additional property vote had
been abolished, so that Bermuda would henceforth
have full universal adult suffrage based on the principle
of one man, one vote.
30. In the Bahamas, the Governor, acting on the advice
of the Premier, had dissolved the House of Assembly
and a general election on the basis of one man, one
vote, with universal adult suffrage and the constituencies determined by an independent commission,
was to take place on 10 January 1967.
31. In the Cayman Islands, a committee of the newly
elected Legislative Assembly was preparing a report
on constitutional changes for consideration by the
United Kingdom Secretary of State for Colonial Affairs.
Representatives of the Turks and Caicos Islands had
proposed that there should be some administrative
link with the outside world, and it had been agreed
that the Governor of the Bahamas should also be
Governor of the Turks and Caicos Islands.
32. Finally, talks had taken place between the Governments of the United Kingdom and Spain on the question
of Gibraltar in accordance with the resolution adopted
by the Special Committee on 17 November 1966 (ibid ••
chap. XI, para. 66). His Government was prepared to
continue those bilateral talks and would keep the
United Nations informed concerning them. He would
state his Government's position on the substance of
the matter only if other delegations felt it necessary to
do so. Talks were also taking place with the Government of Argentina on the Falkland Islands in accordance with General Assembly resolution 2065 (XX),
and the United Nations would also be kept informed
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of them. In the case of British Honduras. mediation
by a mediator appointed by the United States Government in response to a request by the United Kingdom
and Guatemala was continuing.

of Pitcairn Island were British officials. He also
wished to know what other British staff there was in
the island, the amount of the national income and the
annual administrative costs.

33. His Government had declared its readiness to
give independence to Territories that wanted it and
could sustain it. In the remaining Territories where
there was a general desire for early independence,
arrangements for granting it were well advanced. In
many of the smaller Territories, there was more
concern with immediate progress towards greater
internal autonomy without prejudice to later decisions
on final status. In any event, both the pace and the
direction of progress must depend first and foremost
on the wishes of the peoples themselves, and on that
basis the pace of progre ss was-as all that information
showed-rapid and sure.

39. Mr. MALECELA (United Republic of Tanzania),
referring to Mauritius, remarked that the electoral
system of that Territory was one of the most complex
in the world, as the Special Committee had recognized.

34. Mr. CAMPORA (Argentina) said that in General
Assembly resolution 2065 (XX) the United Nations had
expressly recognized the existence of the dispute
between his country and the United Kingdom on the
question of the Malvinas. Those islands, which undeniably were a part of Argentine territory, had
been brought by force tmder the colonial rule of the
United Kingdom as a result of armed action taken in
1833 and as a consequence of which the Argentine
authority which had been exercising its legitimate
rights of sovereignty over the Islands had been supplanted. Later, through action taken by the colonizing
Power, the Islands had been settled by an adventitious
popUlation without natural roots, which at present
number only 2,079.
35. By its l'esolution 2065 (XX), the General Assembly
had considered the case of the Malvinas to be a specific
case of colonialism to which its resolution 1514 (XV)
applied. It was in implementation of the provisions of
that resolution, in other words, to bring to an end the
colonial situation affecting the Malvinas, that the
Genel'al Assembly had invited the Governments of
Argentina and the United Kingdom to conduct negotiations with a view to finding a peaceful solution to the
problem. Bringing the colonial situation affecting the
Islands to an end could mean only their return to the
Argentine RepUblic, since that was the only just and
effective way in which the purposes of resolution 2065
(XX) could be achieved.
36. In that connexion, in response to the invitation in
that resolution, the Governments of Argentina and the
United Kingdom had issued in January 1966 a joint
communique reporting that they agreed to proceed
without delay with the negotiations. Talks with a view
to finding a solution had taken place subsequently in
London and they were still proceeding. The SecretaryGeneral had been advised so that he could keep the
Special Committee duly informed of the course of the
negotiations and the Special Committee had noted the
fact in its present report to the General Assembly.
37. He expressed his appreciation to the Special
Committee, and particularly to its Sub-Committee Ill,
for their work with respect to colonial situations in
the Americas. He reserved the right to intervene later
in the discussion if the need arose.
38. Mr. APPIAH (Ghana) asked the United Kingdom
rep re sentative how many of the eighty-eight inhabitants

40. With regard to the atolls formerly administered
by Mauritius and the Seychelles, he recalled that,
when the Special Committee had considered the matter
and asked the United Kingdom Government not to
establish a military base there, it had done so because
The New York Times had mentioned the possibility of
a United Kingdom and United States military base being
established in that area. He would be grateful if the
United Kingdom would again confirm that it had no
intention of setting up a base on those alolls.
41. Mr. ZOHRAB (New Zealand) expressed his regret
that the Fourth Committee had set aside so little time
for consideration of the smaller Territories, whose
people faced problems in determining their future
which required careful study and understanding. In
the large colonies the classic solution of sovereign
independence had been the logical and desired result
of self-determination. For many of the small Territories, however, the solution was much less obvious.
With their right to self-determination undenied, the
people had to get down to reconciling the natural
desire of any human group to run their own affairs
with the demands and resources which possession of
absolute sovereignty required. A modern sovereign
country had to have a certain minimal State apparatus
and be able to maintain its integrity and meet from its
own resources a reasonable proportion of its operating
costs. If it were not able to meet these requirements
then it might come to be in some jeopardy. In some
small Territories, whose people's rights were no less
than those of larger groupings, but which lacked
minimal human and matel'ial resources, solutions
other than sovereign independence-such as, for
example, association with another country with which
they had historical, cultural or ethnic ties-might
prOVide the answer. The people of the Territory must,
however. themselves decide its future, and its pl'oblems could not be resolved by the mere restatement
of formulae which had had undoubted applicability
elsewhere.
42. The dilemma was best comprehended in considering specific examples. New Zealand, for instance,
was still responsible for Niue Island, which had 5,000
inhabitants, and the Tokelau Islands, which had a
population of fewer than 2,000; the natural resources
of both islands were extremely slender.
43. In order to make General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) known, New Zealand, with the cooperation of the Department of Trusteeship and NonSelf-Governing Territories, had had it translated
into the vernacular languages and distributed in the
islands, and had organized meetings so that the people
could make their views known. The islanders were
aware of their rights and also that New Zealand felt
that the colonial relationship musl terminate. The
people. however, wished to continue the association
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with New Zealand and appeared, at the moment, to
wish to continue it indefinitely.
44. The possibilities before the islanders were
theoretically endless l)ut it was up to the islanders
to decide what were actual possibilities. Even when
New Zealand, considering it possible and logical
that the Tokelau Islanders might wish to become
associated with one or other of the neighbouring
island groups, had promised to bear the administrative
cost of the group for many years were the Tokelauans
to join up with others, the latter had preferred to
remain linked with New Zealand. They apparently
wished to safeguard their guaranteed right to unrestricted entry to New Zealand and their guaranteed
right to direct financial grants and technical help,
and they believed that New Zealand's was the only
stable economy in the area which could supply such
assistance.
45. The 5,000 Niueans too appeared, at the moment
at least, to wish to retain a direct link with New
Zealand. In 1962 four possibilities had been suggested
to them: independence, integration with an independent
State, membership in a possible Polynesian federation,
or self-government in association with some other
state. The Niue Island Assembly had rejected the first
three possibilities and had then declared, and had
since maintained on several occasions, that it was
prepared only to proceed towards self-government
at the present time. As the first step in that direction,
an embryonic ministerial system had been inaugurated.
Since 1962, of course, the Legislative Assembly had
had financial control of all revenues, including the
subsidies granted by New Zealand.

46. The people of those groups of islands had as yet
made no final decision on their future but apparently
they were not seeking the classic solution of sovereign
independence and wanted to consider other possibilities. They could make a final decision when they
wished; New Zealand would continue, regardLess of
the decision, to provide them with assistance. The
primary function of the Committee in such situations
as those was to ensure not that they should seek this
or that status but that the people of the small Territories should be able freely to exercise their right
to self-determination, when and how they wished.
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disputed United Kingdom sovereignty over the Falkland
Islands, a matter about which his Government had no
doubts, or much of what that representative had said
about the problem and its origins. His Government
was anxious, however, that the controversy about the
Falkland Islands should not damage the good relations
between its country and Argentina.
With reference to what the representative of the
United Republic of Tanzania had said about the complex
electoral system of Mauritius, he pointed out that the
only criterion by which that system should be judged
was whether or not it was acceptable to and accepted
by the people of Mauritius. As the entire people and
all parties of Mauritius accepted it, the fact that the
Special Committee had found it difficult to understand
was of relatively lesser importance.
48.

49, In reply to the Ghanaian representative's ill'st
question, he said that there wel'e no British officials
in Pitcairn Island. His delegation would at once look
into the other questions raised.
Mr. MALECELA (United Republic of Tanzania),
speaking in exercise of the right of reply, deploTed
the fact that the United Kingdom delegation considered
the question of the complex eLectoral system of
Mauritius irrelevant; that delegation was apparently
trying to minimize the right of the people of that island
to determine its own future. To say that the complex:
constitutional position was a question for the people
alone was to ignore the fact that the United Nations
should be informed abOltt the possible options offered
to the people. In that connexion, he pointed out that
the people of Tanganyika had accepted, having had no
other option, a Constitution by vil'tue of which the
Elll'opean population of 22,000 had as many representatives as the indigenou s population of several
million. The people of Mauritius might be in a similar
position; and it was always advisable to have a choice.
50.

47. Mr. BARDER (United Kingdom), speaking in
exercise of the right of reply, said that he was
gratified that the representative of Argentina had
referred in cordial terms to the talks being held
between the Governments of Argentina and the United
Kingdom on the Falkland Islands and expressed the
hope that those talks would lead to a peaceful and
generally acceptable solution of the problem. His
delegation could not, however, accept either the
statements of the Argentine representative which
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AGEN-DA ITEM 23

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples: Territories not considered
separately (continued) (A/6242, A/6261 and Add.!,
A/6262 and Add.!, A/6277, A/6278, A/6300/Rev.l,
chaps. XI and XIV-XXII; A/6568, A/C.4/680,
A/C.4/681)
GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. GROS ESPIELL (Uruguay) said that his delegation had already had occasion, in the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples, to state its position
clearly on each of the many Territories included under
the present item. He wished to reiterate that position
and to reaffirm the applicability of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV) to all those Territories and the
duty of the United Nations to ensure their rapid and
complete decolonization. He also wished to reaffirm

the value of sending United Nations visiting missions
to small Territories which had special problems in
order to ensure that their peoples would attain genuine
self-determination and independence in full knowledge
of all the possibilities open to them.
2. With regard to the Falkland Islands (Malvinas),
he recalled that when Sub-Committee III of the Special
Committee had studied that problem in 1964 the
representative of Uruguay had carefully stated his
country's opinion and reaffirmed the competence of
the Committee to study the item, the juridical impossibility of having foreign colonies in America,
the non-recognition of territorial acquisitions based
on force and the applicability of paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV) to the case. That argument had found
support in the conclusions and recommendations
adopted by the Sub-Committee on 18 September
1964.!/and a year later the General Assembly had
adopted resolution 2065 (XX), in which it had invited
the Governments of Argentina and the United Kingdom
to proceed with the negotiations recommended by the
Special Committee with a view to finding a peaceful
solution to the problem, bearing in mind the provisions and objectives of the United Nations Charter and
of resolution 1514 (XV) and the interests of the population of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas). Uruguay had
been a sponsor of the draft resolution and its representative in the Fourth Committee had said (1558th
meeting) that it was not a matter of discussing rights
of possession but of putting an end to a de facto situation lacking all legal basis.
3. He thought it deplorable that no solution had been
reached. In view of its colonial character, the problem was of multilateral, not simply bilateral, interest.
He thought that the parties should be urged to expedite
the conversations and to inform the General Assembly
of the results in all urgency, and that that positwn
could be adopted as a consensus of the Committee.
4. With regard to the question of Gibraltar, hereiterated his country's firm opinion that the Rock of
Gibraltar was Spanish territory, usurped by the
United Kingdom, which should be restored to Spain;
his delegation had been a sponsor of the draft resolution adopted by the Special Committee on 17 November 1966 (A/6300/Rev.1, chap. XI, para. 66). It was
imperative that negotiations should continue in order
to lead to the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV).
The problem was not impossible of solution if it was
recognized that Spain was entitled to recover part
of its territory, since the United Kingdom was obliged
to respect the Treaty of utrecht, which so far as the
limits and the nature of the cesswn was concerned
).1 Off1c1al Records of the General Assembly, Nmeteenth Sesswn,
Annexes, annex No. 8 (part I), document A/5800jRev.l, chap. XXIII,
annex, para. 121.
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had not been changed by subsequent ratifications. The
resolution adopted by the Special Committee, with a
few amendments that might improve 1t, would make it
possible for substantial progress to be achieved in the
question of Gibraltar.
5. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain) said that on 17 November
1966 the Special Committee had adopted a resolution
on Gibraltar which Spain, not being a member of that
Committee, had been unable to vote upon, although it
had spoken, at the invitation of the Committee, m the
discussion that had preceded the adoption of the
resolution. That resolution had already been transmitted officially to the Government of Spain in a
letter dated 21 November from the Officer-in-Charge
of the Department of Trusteeship and Non-SelfGovermng Territories. The resolution drew attention
to the applicability to Gibraltar of resolutions 1514
(XV) and 2070 (XX) and the consensus adopted by the
Special Committee on 16 October 1964,1/ in which,
after noting that there was a dispute between the
United Kingdom and Spain regarding Gibraltar, it
recommended the decolonization of Gibraltar by
means of a solution to be negotiated between Spain
and the United Kingdom, in conformity with the provisions of resolution 1514 (XV), bearing in mind the
interests of the people of the Territory. The resolution
of 17 November 1966 not only recalled a recommendation for decolonization adopted in 1964 and ratified
in 1965, by virtue of which Spain and the United Kingdom had opened negotiations on 18 May 1966, but
regretted the delay in the process of decolonization
of Gibraltar, called upon the two parties to continue
their negotiations and to report to the Special Committee as soon as possible and requested the Secretary-General to assist in the decolonization of
Gibraltar.
6. The delegation of Spain wished to state its position with regard to the present phase in the process
of the decolonization of Gibraltar. It was prompted
to do so, in the first place, by the text of the Special
Committee's resolution, operative paragraph 1 of
which called upon the two parties to refrain from
any acts which would hamper the success of those
negotiations. No one could imagine that it would be
to Spain's interest to hamper or cause the failure
of negotiations for which It had had to ask nine
times before the United Kingdom would agree to
them and in which Spain placed its hopes of seeing
a colonial situation on its own soil brought to an
end in the near future. The Spanish delegation was
prompted also by the statement that the representative of the United Republic of Tanzania had made in
the Special Committee's discussion that had preceded
the adoption of the resolution in question. At the
480th meeting of the Special Committee, the Tanzanian
representative had expressed his reservations about
what had really been going on between Spain and the
United Kingdom since th~ beginning of the negotiations
recommended in resolution 2070 (XX) and had said that
he did not like Spain and the United Kingdom informing
the Special Committee separately on certain aspects
of those negotiations; he had given the impression that,
if that procedure was continued, the Special Committee
would be unable to gain an accurate idea of what Spain

2:./

lbtd., chap. X, para. 209.

and the United Kingdom had been discussing since
18 May 1966. Those misgivings were understandable
in v1ew of the lack of information, for which Spain
did not feel responsible. Spain had not given the
Special Committee a detailed description of the
negotiations because It had felt-perhaps overscrupulously-that it should keep them secret, as
indeed the United Kingdom had requested, until such
time as both countries were able jointly to mform
the Special Committee or the General Assembly that
they had reached a settlement or that they were in
the process of reaching the negotiated solution requested in the consensus of the Special Committee.
The doubts that might exist about Spam' s attitude
during the negotiations and the publication in November of the United Kmgdom White Paper, :V in which
nearly all the documents exchanged between Spain
and the Umted Kingdom since 18 May had appeared,
had released Spain from any pledge of silence. Moreover the request to both countries to refrain from
hampering the negotiations obliged the Spanish delegatwn to give a faithful account of the negotiations.
7. In a note verbale dated17 January 1966 (A/6242,
annex I) Spain had again asked the United Kingdom
to begin the negotiations on Gibraltar recommended
in resolution 2070 (XX), and in a note verbale dated
14 February 1966 (see A/6278) the United Kingdom
Government had accepted the Spanish proposal. On
18 May 1966 the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of
Spain and the United Kingdom had met in London.
The Spanish Minister had delivered to the United
Kingdom Minister a statement in which Spain had
set out Its position on the problem of Gibraltar, as
it had developed over the past two centuries, for
Gibraltar had been a problem for Spam long before
the beginning of the process of decolonization. In
its statement Spain had recalled the United Nations
mandate to decolonize Gibraltar, as recommended
by consensus of the Special Committee and by General
Assembly resolutwn 2070 (XX). In accordance with
that mandate, Spain had proposed to the United Kingdom a constructive solution of the Gibraltar problem,
linked to a convention to be signed between Spain and
the United Kingdom, the first article of which providecl for the abrogation of article X of the Treaty of
Utrecht of 1713 and the restoration of Spain's national
unity and territorial integrity. In the second article
Spain had stated its willingness to respect the United
Kingdom's special interests in Gibraltrar, which
would be defined in a special agreement to be annexed to the proposed convention. In the third article,
designed to protect the interests of the British residents of Gibraltar, it was proposed that the United
Kingdom should negotiate and sign another additional
agreement annexed to the convention proposed by
Snain in which the two countries would set up a
l~gal ' regime that would protect the rights of the
Gibraltarians: their freedom of religion, their United
Kingdom nationality, their right of residence, the
free exercise of their lawful activities, guarantees of
their employment, and the like. Moreover, Spain had
undertaken to facilitate their participation in the economic development of the Bay of Algeciras, which was a
basic objective of Spain's economic developme:1t
]} Gtbraltar: Talks wtth Spam, Cmnd. 3131 (London, Her Majesty's
StatiOnery Ofhce, 1966).
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policy. In short, Spain would accord the Gibraltarians
the most extensive rights any group of people could
have, except the right to dispose of a strip of Spanish
soil. The fourth and last article specified that the
convention containing the Spanish formula for the
decolonization of Gibraltar would not enter into force
until Spain and the United Kingdom had negotiated and
signed the two additional agreements provided for in
the second and third articles and until those agreements had been registered with the United Nations.
Thus, Spain had proposed a formula going even beyond the maximum the United Nations had called for.
All that had been asked in the Special Committee consensus had been that the interests of the Gibraltarians
should be taken mto account; but Spam had been prepared to take into account and respect the special
mterests of the United Kingdom, which were of an
essentially military nature. Spain hoped that military
bases in foreign territories would disappear as the
world tension created by the Second World War
gradually subsided, and was replaced by genuine
peaceful coexistence based on general and complete
disarmament. In the meantime, the establishment of
bases agreed upon between States for reasons of their
own security could not be condemned, but bases which
a strong country had imposed on a weak country in the
course of its colonial or imperialist past and which
therefore served solely the interests of the colonizing
State while posing a constant danger to the colonized
State were quite intolerable. The Permanent Representative of Spain to the United Nations had recently
stated that Spanish position, and he was mentioning it
now only to explain that while respecting the United
Kingdom's military interests in Gibraltar, Spain had
intended to turn a colonial base, imposed upon it by
force of arms, into a temporary military base established by agreement, which would share the future
fate of all military bases in foreign territory.
8. On receipt of the Spanish brief, the Minister for
Foreign Affairs of the United Kingdom had made some
remarks reserving the United Kingdom's political
position in respect of Gibraltar, but had stated that
the Spanish proposals were worthy of the United Kingdom's most careful study. That study had been completed on 20 May at a meeting of the Spanish and
United Kingdom delegations, at which the latter had
confined itself to asking for explanations of a variety
of matters dealt with in the convention proposed by
Spain; and those explanations had been given. Everything had seemed to indicate that the Spanish-United
Kingdom negotiations would be able to go forward on
the basis of the formula proposed by Spain, which
was strictly in keeping with the mandate of the United
Nations and could serve to end the colonial situation
of Gibraltar. On 23 May, however, replying to various
questions in the House of Commons concerning the
Spanish proposals of 18 May, the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of the United Kingdom had said that the negotiations just begun were aimed at establishing civilized
relations between Spain and Gibraltar. Apparently the
United Kingdom leaders had not been thinking of the
true decolonization of Gibraltar, as had become evident
on 12 July 1966, at the third meeting in the SpanishUnited Kingdom negotiations. At that meeting, which
had also been held in London and had been a turning
point in the negotiations, the United Kingdom had ig-
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nored the Spanish proposal. It had neither approved
it, nor rejected it, nor amended it, nor even commented on it. It had simply brushed it aside. Furthermore, the United Kingdom had delivered to Spain a
long document in which it stated its legal titles to
Gibraltar and tried to deny outright that Spain had
any reason to ask for the return of the Rock with a
view to the restoration of Spain's territorial integrity
and national unity; it had even tried to show that the
decolonization formula suggested by Spain was not in
keeping with the mandate of the United Nations. In
that document the United Kingdom had clung to its
colonial titles in Gibraltar, at a time when it was
sitting down to the negotiating table with Spain in
order to find a final solution to Gibraltar's colonial
situation. Wh'lt was more, the United Kingdom had
presented Spain with a number of "mini-proposals",
providing for the elimination of Gibraltarian smuggling, the reduction of the so-called Government of
Gibraltar to the municipal level, the appointment of a
Spanish Commissioner at the Rock, and the like. Those
proposals in themselves had nothing to do with the
decolonization of Gibraltar and had not been a constructive contribution to the negotiated solution recommended by resolution 2070 (XX).
9. Beyond that, however, something far more serious
had taken place: the United Kingdom Government,
without adducing any arguments in support of its
claims, had asserted sovereignty over a square kilometre of Spanish territory bordering on Gibraltar
which had never been ceded by Spain in the Treaty of
utrecht but in which the United Kingdom had established itself in the mid-nineteenth century by deception and force, ignoring constant and repeated Spanish
protests. Thus the United Kingdom had used negotiations for the decolonization of Gibraltar as an opportunity to rob Spain of sovereignty over an additional
area of its soil. That last United Kingdom move, which
amounted practically to aggression against Spain's
territorial integrity, had been the only one on which
the Spanish delegation had commented il1 the Special
Committee on 11 November 1966 (see A/6300/Rev.1,
chap. XI, paras. 28 and 29). His delegation had not
gone into the history of that aggression in detail
because Spain had wished to respect the United Kingdom request for secrecy; but now that it was morally
free from the pledge of silence, it wished to outline
that history.
10. In 1713 Spain had been compelled to cede to
Great Britain, with certain limitations, the stronghold
of Gibraltar, the northern frontier of which had been
the stronghold walls. In support of one claimant to
the throne of Spain, a British and Dutch squadron had
captured the Rock, whose Spanish garrison had been
defending the rights of another claimant who had already been reigning at Madrid for five years. After the
Rock had been occupied, the British, with a cunning
acknowledged by the Encyclopaedia Britannica itself,
had hastily proclaimed the sovereignty of the Queen of
Great Britain, expelling first the Spanish civilian
population and then their own Dutch allies, and ignoring
the alleged rights of the claimant to the Crown of Spain
in whose defence they had taken possession of the
fortress of Gibraltar. In 1815, after the Napoleonic
campaigns, the Gibraltar military authorities hadestablished hospital encampments outside the walls of
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Gibraltar, in Spanish territory which had been demilitarized by Spain in order to maintain good relations
with the United Kingdom. Those encampments, used
for housing the garrison soldiers who had survived
the fever epidemics which had plagued Gibraltar in
the early nineteenth century, had gradually expanded
toward the north over Spanish territory, until they had
occupied the aforementioned square kilometre of
territory. In 1909 the United Kingdom had built an iron
fence separating that area of usurped territory from
the rest of Spain; and later, during the Spanish Civil
War-when neither of the contending sides had been in a
position to object-it had built an airfield in that zone,
which it had enlarged during the Second World War.
The present London Government had asserted as evidence of Spain's consent to the existence of the airfield the fact that Spain had not objected to its enlargement. But a reading of the United Kingdom's
White Paper of November 1966 would show that
Spanish protests had been made as far as had been
possible in the circumstances and that, in fact, military ai~craft violating Spanish air space from Gibraltar
had been shot down. Spain had protested continually
and repeatedly against that United Kingdom presence
outside the frontiers of the territory ceded at utrecht.
After each protest, the United Kingdom had hastened
to give all sorts of explanations and to state that that
United Kingdom installation in Spanish territory had
not altered the status of the frontier. Notuntil12 July
1966 had the United Kingdom officially used the
words "United Kingdom sovereignty" to justify its
presence in that territory.

11. The present United Kingdom Government had
defended itself against the Spanish accusation by
asserting that 12 July 1966 had not been the first
occasion on which the Government of the United
Kingdom had claimed sovereignty over the southern
part of the isthmus. The Labour Governmenthadtried
to make an earlier Conservative Government responsible for that aggression against Spanish sovereignty,
stating that in 1909 Sir Edward Grey, then Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs, had informed the Spanish
Ambassador in London that the land south ofthe fence
built by the United Kingdom at that time was already
United Kingdom territory. That was an excuse
laboriously invented three months after 12 July for
the sole purpose of absolving the present United Kingdom Government of responsibility by shifting it to an
earlier United Kingdom Government. The fact wasand he challenged anyone to prove otherwise-that
until 12 July 1966 no United Kingdom Government had
dared to declare itself sovereign over the sr:uthern
part of the isthmus in any official statement to Spain.
Not even Sir Edward Grey himself, in the United
Kingdom's glorious days of empire, had dared to
make such a statement. A mere reading of the White
Paper published by the London Government sufficed
to prove that only the present Labour Government of
the United Kingdom had allowed itself the luxury of
declaring in 1966 that it was sovereign over the
Spanish territory bordering on Gibraltar and that that
sovereignty was based purely and simply on the
United Kingdom's occupation of that territory. It was
an occupation begun by deception and maintained by
force, in disregard of Spain's continued protests.

----------------------------------

12. At the start of the Spanish-United Kingdom negotiations on the de colonization of Gibraltar, the Spanish
Government had been fully convinced that even though
the United Kingdom had been illegally occupying a part
of its soil, Spanish sovereignty over that soil had not
lapsed and was still recognized by the United Kingdom.
That had been the reason for Spain's astonishment and
disappointment at the attitude of the United Kingdom,
which had demonstrated by that deliberate obstruction
of the negotiations how little intention it had of truly
decolonizing Gibraltar. The only way to save the negotiations, as Spain had always wished, had been to try
to convince the United Kingdom of the need to reconsider that claim to sovereignty by removing it from
the context of the negotiations, since successful
negotiations would solve not only the problem of
Gibraltar but also that of the zone north of the
Territory. Consequently, the Spanish Government
had asked the United Kingdom Government, in a
note verbale dated 21 July 1966, to reconsider its
declaration of sovereignty over the southern part
of the isthmus. The United Kingdom had flatly refused, and there had followed an exchange of notes
between the two countries, in the course of which
the United Kingdom had more and more haughtily
asserted its sovereignty over the usurped Spanish
zone, had unilaterally abrogated its neutrality, declared by Spain in the eighteenth centu:::-y, and had
repeated that the airfield built in the zone would
continue to be used by the air forces of the United
Kingdom and its allies, completely disregarding the
fact that the military aircraft using it violated Spanish
air space near Gibraltar, as had recently happened
on twenty-six occasions which the Government of
Spain had proved and which the United Kingdom
Government had tried to deny. The Spanish delegation would circulate a document containing all the
communications exchanged between his country and
the United Kingdom in connexion with the United
Kingdom aggression which had taken place on 12 July.
13. Spain had been unable to remain indifferent to
the consequences of that aggression. For three months
it had repeatedly called upon the United Kingdom to
reconsider its attitude, but its requests had been
rejected, each time with increasing arrogance.
Throughout those three months Spain had remained
patient. It had confined itself to written protests
defending and stating its rights. It had not shot down
any United Kingdom aircraft. It had not fired on
those aircraft when they flew over its waters and
territory. It had allowed civilian aircraft to continue
using the airfield, had taken no measures against it,
had not built towers to prevent its use, had not
blocked it off with balloon barrages to impede the
approach of aircraft, and had not refused to give the
weather information and other facilities which an
isolated airfield, tho~.t.:;ands of miles from its metropolitan country, required in order to ensure the safety
of flight and of human life. He hoped that Spain's
patient, constructive and humane attitude had been
taken into consideration by the Special Committee
when the United Kingdom aggression had been described to it, or would be taken into consideration
by the Fourth Committee now. On the other hand,
when Spain, on 5 October !966, had stopped the
movement of vehicles and merchandise through Cus-
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toms at the city of La Lfnea de la Concepci6n, at
the very gates of the airfield from which Spain was
being threatened, the information media of the United
Kingdom had raised a great outcry. All the Press
agencies had picked up the words "blockade of
Gibraltar" and "pin-prick policy" pronounced in
London. By means of a campaign representing Spain
as the aggressor the United Kingdom had tried to
hide the serious nature of its own military entrenchment in Spanish territory and the violations of Spanish
air space by military aircraft, It had attempted to
compare the United Kingdom's military aggression
to the restriction of purely administrative Spanish
facilities by which Spain had been trying to express
its rejection of the aggression directed against it,
14. In view of all that, and because the violation by
the United Kingdom of Spanish air space had been
condemned in the Special Committee on 11 and 17 November 1966 by the representatives of Syria, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Tunisia and the United Republic of Tanzania, his delegation considered that the appeal to
both parties in the Special Committee's resolution to
refrain from any acts which would hamper the success
of the negotiations did not in any way imply that the
Special Committee was preventing Spain from defending itself against the United Kingdom's colonialist
aggression. The Syrian representative had stated the
previous month that there was no necessity for the
aerodrome at Gibraltar to be used for military purposes at a time when the United Kingdom was not at
war with any one. The Uruguayan representative had
commented that its use for military purposes had
been the cause of the incidents of which Spain had
complained, and the Tunisian representative had
joined the Syrian representative in asking the United
Kingdom to put an end to those incidents-the air space
violations-which the Spanish delegation had brought
to the attention of the Special Committee. On 17 November the Venezuelan representative hadcondemned
the violations of Spanish air space, and the representative of the United Republic of Tanzania had also
referred to them. The United Kingdom representative
had naturally tried to equate those cases of military
aggression with the fiscal administrative measures
taken by Spain on its own soil, namely, by the customs
authorities at La Lfnea de la Concepci6n. It would be
most unjust to accept that interpretation, but even more
it would be unfortunate if the Special Committee was to
prevent a country, part of which had been colonized,
from defending itself aga:nst colonialist aggression.
15. One constructive way in which the United Nations
could promote and expedite the negotiations would be
for the Fourth Committee, in the resolution which it
adopted on the question, to urge that the aerodrome
from which the colonialist aggression was originating
should not be used for military purposes. In accordance
with what the representative of the United Republic of
T anz ani a had said in his statement of 17 November,
the Spanish delegation considered it regrettable that
the call to the two parties to refrain from hampering
the negotiations had not been more clearly expressed.
His delegation would now try to remedy that defect as
well as to make it clear which acts should be mentioned specifically, since it could not understand how
the colonized country, Spain, which had continually
asked the United Kingdom to negotiate-in accordance
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with resolution 2070 (XX)-could be considered in the
same light as the colonizing Power, the United Kingdom, which had steadily refused to negotiate with
Spain, even after the 1964 consensus had been approved, and whose Foreign Secretary had stated in
the House of Commons on 10 November 1966 that
there was no colonial problem in Gibraltar. The constructive attitude and limitless patience oftheSpanish
Government could not be more apparent, as the continuation of the negotiations, despite the United Kingdom aggression on 12 July 1966, had proved.
16. The history of those negotiations would demonstrate the lack of any sincere decolonizing motive
on the part of the United Kingdom Government. On
10 September 1966, during a further meeting in London,
the Spanish Government, as proof of its desire to negotiate, had accepted the United Kingdom's "miniproposals" of 12 July to the extent that they might
contribute to the definitive solution recommended in
resolution 2070 (XX), The only point in the proposals
which Spain had not accepted had been the United
Kingdom's offer that the Spanish Navy and Air Force
should use the port and aerodrome of Gibraltar under
United Kingdom control. Spain had no need whatever
of a military base in the Bay of Algeciras. Also,
Spain would not agree that the proposed destruction of
the barrier-a wall of shame constructed by the
United Kingdom in 1909-should be conditional upon
the acceptance by Spain of the alleged United Kingdom
sovereignty over the area adjacent to Gibraltar which
had been usurped by the United Kingdom. In any
event, the United Kingdom Government, observing
that Spain had accepted its proposals in principle as a
means towards achieving a definitive solution, had
withdrawn them on 10 October 1966, replacing them
by a new proposal, namely, to submit the colonial
titles to Gibraltar to the International Court of Justice
for consideration before continuing negotiations on
the decolonization of the Territory. On 14 December,
the Spanish Government, in conformity with the Special
Committee resolution of 17 November 1966, had replied officially to the United Kingdom Government
that Spain could not accept the proposal to submit the
case of Gibraltar to the International Court of Justice.
17. He then read out that reply, in which Spain had
said that the questions which the United Kingdom
Government wished to submit to the International
Court of Justice were designed to obtain a decision on
two points: ~) which of the two countries was entitled
to sovereignty over the Territory ceded by Spain to
Great Britain under article X of the Treaty of utrecht
of 13 July 1713, and the current extent and validity of
the limitations which that article imposed on the
United Kingdom; (Q) which of the two countries enjoyed
sovereignty over what the United Kingdom described
as "the neutral British zone" adjacent to Gibraltar,
which had not been ceded at utrecht, as the United
Kingdom Government itself recognized, but over which
it claimed to have acquired sovereignty by an alleged
right of prescription at the expense of Spain; and also
what possible new obligations the construction of the
aerodrome in that zone would impose on Spain. In
other words, the International Court of Justice would
be asked to give a ruling on whether or not the United
Kingdom was entitled to sovereignty and, if it was, on
the extent of that sovereignty over territory which
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Great Britain had usurped by force of arms and Spain
had ceded to the British Crown in 1713, and on whether
or not Spain was entitled to sovereignty and, if it was,
on the extent of that sovereignty in respect of one
square kilometre of Spanish territory adjoining
Gibraltar which the United Kingdom had occupied de
facto in the middle of the nineteenth century and which
it now claimed belonged to it ":l titre de souverain"
by virtue of that occupation. The Spanish reply had
continued by pointing out that the United Nations
Charter called upon Member States to settle disputes
which might arise between them by such peaceful
means as submitting them to an international tribunal.
Spain agreed with that recommendation which, under a
common international legal order, protected weak
countries from the arbitrary behaviour of powerful
ones. Spain remained faithful to the concept of the
drafters of the modern law of nations, of an effective
and just system of international law. It could therefore do no less than agree that disputes should be
referred to the International Court of Justice, and it
regretted that the Government of the United Kingdom
had not proposed, before the United Nations resolutions on decolonization had been adopted, that the
legal differences between the United Kingdom and Spain
in respect of Gibraltar should be submitted to an international tribunal according to the dictates of law.
Those differences had given rise to continual disputes
between the two countries throughout the past two centuries, particularly in regard to the usurpation of
Spanish territory and Spanish territorial waters, and
most recently since 1950 when the United Kingdom had
decided to alter the colony's internal legal system in a
manner which Spain had regarded as a violation of
article X of the Treaty of utrecht. His country,
aware of its rights under the said article X and absolutely sure of its sovereignty over the strip of
Spanish territory adjoining Gibraltar which the United
Kingdom had illegally occupied in the nineteenth century, would not have hesitated for an instant to agree
to consideration by the International Court of .Justice
of the rights and limitations incumbent on both countries under the Treaty of Utrecht. His country would
have regarded recourse to an international tribunal, in
particular to the International Court of .Justice, as a
possible means of containing British colonial ex-pansionism in Gibraltar.
18. Now, however, the nature and the complexion of
the problem had changed. It was not a question of the
containment of colonialism but of decolonization. The
United Kingdom's proposal had therefore come at a
time when such recourse was out-dated, since the
Special Committee had decided, two years before that
proposal had been formulated, that Gibraltar should
be decolonized and had invited the Governments of
Spain and the United Kingdom to seek a negotiated
solution to end the colonial situation in Gibraltar.
That decision, which had been accepted at the time
by Spain and the United Kingdom and had led to the
opening of the negotiations between the United Kingdom and Spain, must obviously be taken into account
when considering the present United Kingdom proposal
to submit various legal differences in respect of the
colonial situation in Gibraltar to the International
Court of Justice. It was clear that the United Nations,
being aware of the legal and other differences between

Spain and the United Kingdom over Gibraltar, had
decided and recommended-and had reiterated that
stand-that the colonial situation in Gibraltar should
be ended. It was also clear that that colonial situation
had arisen out of article X of the Treaty of utrecht
and from the manner in which it had been implemented.
In order, therefore, to comply faithfully with the United
Nations resolutions, the inapplicability of the article
in question must be taken for granted as a condition
for settling a situation which must cease to exist.
19. Ignoring the principle by which that article was
condemned as an expression of a colonial situation
which must be ended, the Government of the United
Kingdom had proposed to Spain that the question of
which of the two countries was entitled to sovereignty
over Gibraltar under that very Treaty should be submitted to the decision of the Court. The Spanish
Government could not accept the United Kingdom's
proposal, which implied that progress in any process
of decolonization could only be achieved by goingback
and re-examining the legal titles of the administering
Power and by agreeing that those titles in some manner predetermined the final outcome of the process.
In the case of Gibraltar, such a procedure would be
contrary to the mandate of the United Nations and
more specifically to the Special Committee's resolution of 17 November 1966, which provided that there
should be no delay in the liquidation of the colonial
situation in Gibraltar, In the debate preceding the
adoption of that resolution. no member of the Committee had proposed that the International Court of
Justice should intervene in the decolonizing process
in Gibraltar.
20. Spain believed that the disputed titles, the only
ones which the International Court of Justice could
have examined, were not relevant to the process of
decolonization in Gibraltar or to the Spanish-United
Kingdom negotiations which were serving as the
vehicle for that process, in view of the fact that the
Government of Spain had embarked on those negotiations by offering maximum protection for all
interests, those of the United Kingdom and of the
inhabitants of Gibraltar alike, which would be affected
by the change in sovereignty, and in particular by
specifying adequate guarantees for the future protection of those interests. Consequently, any time that
was spent in considering the United Kingdom's legal
titles to Gibraltar-which, moreover, conflicted with
the United Nations Charter and were also ill founded,
as the negotiations had shown-would unjustifiably
delay the decolonizing process. The Government of
Spain therefore based itself on the resolutions of the
General Assembly and of the Special Committee and
could not, as a result, agree to procedures which the
United Nations had not recommended. By the same
token, the Government of Spain could not agree to submitting for a decision by the International Court of
Justice the question of which of the two countries
was entitled to sovereignty and what the extent of
that sovereignty was over the territory adjoining
Gibraltar which stretched as far as the fence erected
in 1909 and which had been usurped by the United
Kingdom through deceit and force. That usurpation
was the most outrageous and offensive aspect of the
colonial situation in Gibraltar and the Government of
Spain r.:ould not conceal its astonishment at the be-
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haviour of the llnited Kingdom which had decided-in
1966, when colonialism was being abolished-to lay a
claim to sovereignty over the southern part of the
Spanish neutral zone.
21. The Government of Spain had concluded its reply
by stating the view that the General Assembly resolution on decolonization, by recommending the abolition
of the colonial situation in Gibraltar in the way it had
done, was, of necessity. the only basis for a solution
of the legal and all other differences between Spain and
the United Kingdom over Gibraltar. His Government
had added that it was always ready, in the same constructive spirit, to continue negotiations to end that
colonial situation.
22. It was therefore clear that Spain took the view
that any discussion of the United Kingdom's legal title
to Gibraltar, whether bilaterally in the form of negotiations or before the International Court of Justice,
was totally irrelevant, The time had truly come for
decolonization everywhere, including Gibraltar.
23. He recalled that the Soviet representative had
stated, at the 480th meeting of the Special Committee,
that Spain had made no constructive proposals for
the decolonization of Gibraltar. He hoped the explanation he had given had convinced the Soviet representative to the contrary, and, to that end, the Spanish
delegation would circulate a second document containing an impartial statement of the Spanish proposals
of 18 May 1966, the Fnited Kingdom's "mini-proposals"
of 12 July 1966, tbe Spanish reply to the latter, the
United Kingdom's proposal to submit the problem to
the International Court of Justice and the Spanish
reply to the latter proposal. The Soviet representative
had stated at the same meeting that Spain and the
United Kingdom were bargaining over the military
base in Gibraltar and that the United Kingdom Government had placed it at the service ofthe North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) with Spain's agreement.
He hoped that the Soviet representative had now
realized that Spain-which was not a member of NATOwas in no way concerned about whether or not the
United Kingdom placed Gibraltar at the disposal of
that organization, that Spain was not interested in
having a base in the Bay of Algeciras and that if it
had recognized the existence of the United Kingdom
base it was because the United Nations had not prohibited that action and because it was the United
Kingdom-and not the Soviet Union-which had to
return the Territory to Spain. If the Soviet representative was ready to persuade the United Nations
that it should call on the United Kingdom to dismantle
its military installations in Gibraltar and should prohibit Spain from respecting the United Kingdom's
military interests there, the Spanish delegation would
in no way object to such recommendations but would
scrupulously comply with them.
24. Turning to the present situation with regard to the
decolonization of Gibraltar, he Sil id that the meetings
held between the delegation of Spain and that of the
United Kingdom since 18 May had at least served to
show that the United Kingdom had no desire to decolonize, and that it had given consideration neitherto the
Spanish proposals nor to the limited proposals it had
itself put forward and then withdrawn, ultimately
sheltering behind the International Court of Justice in
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order to exclude Gibraltar from the process of clecolonization. It was clear from the United Kingdom White
Paper of November 1966 that instead of decolonizing,
the United Kingdom had preferred to discuss with ::Spain
the colonial titles to which it laid claim over Gibraltar
and the Spanish territory situated north of Gibraltar
which it had seizecl. The discussion had made clear the
very precarious nature of those titles. \\1lat had also
been made clear ever since 18 May was the persistence
in Gibraltar of an active colonialism, which had taken
the form of an ex-pansionist policy directed against
Spain. The main aspects of that policy of colonialist
expansion were the usurpation of the southern part of
the isthmus, its militarization. and the intention of
imposing military servitudes on Spain in order to
ensure the more effective functioning of the airfield
at Gibraltar. Since the talks held at Gibraltar from
1 to 4 December between Mr. Wilson and Ian Smith,
the colonial atmosphere that permeated the entire
question of Gibraltar hac! become very hard to conceal.
The Gibraltarian weekly Vox, referring on 2 December
to those talks, hac! pointed out that there were very
few places in the world to which Smith could at
present travel and be completely sure of being able
to return to Salisbury. One of those places was
Gibraltar.
25. It had also become clear in the course of the
negotiations begun in May that the United Kingdom
had not the slightest desire to decolonize the Rock
and was resorting to pretexts of all kinds in order to
delay the inevitable end of a colonial situation: at
times it cited the desires to some Gibraltarians who
had not been sufficiently informed of the Spanish attitude and whom the United Kingdom itself was prepared to sacrifice in order to protect its true interests,
as was shown by the Unitecl Kingdom "mini-proposals"
of 12 July; and at other times it alleged the need to
submit the matter to the International Court of Justice.
26. The real reason why the l-nited Kingdom was
clinging to Gibraltar hacl finally become clear: the
military base, with its port and airfield situated in
land which had been stolen from Spain and which had
never been ceded. If the negotiations had served to
clarify all those circumstances, they had not been
entirely useless. They had made it possible to replace the problem in its proper context: the need to
accept the principle that Gibraltar must be decolonized in agreement with Spain, with due regard to
the interests of the inhabitants of the Rock.
27. In keeping with that need and in order to accelerate the process of decolonization, Spain had made
the following proposals to the United Kingdom: @:)that
both countries should begin without delay to negotiate
the statute to protect the interests of the residents of
the Territory of Gibraltar after the termination of
the colonial situation in Gibraltar, and that that statute
should be registered with the United Nations; (Q) that
if Spain and the United Kingdom failed to agree on
the statute, the Government of Spain was prepared to
submit to the Secretary-General of the United Nations
for his consideration and possible approval a draft
statute for the inhabitants of Gibraltar which would
accord to them all the rights which could be enjoyed
by any group of human beings, except that of exercising control over a piece of Spanish territory, since
that was contrary to General Assembly resolution
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1514 (XV), paragraph 6 of which advocated respect
for the national unity and the territorial integrity of
colonized countries; and (g) that the Spanish Government, in its desire to arrive at a constructive settlement of the problem of Gibraltar, was prepared to
negotiate with the United Kingdom agreed provisional
arrangements to safeguard the British interests in
Gibraltar which the United Kingdom wished to protect, to the extent that those interests were not contrary to the United Nations Charter or to the resolutions which the General Assembly had adopted or
might adopt.
28. The Spanish Government reaffirmed its desire
to continue the negotiations with the United Kingdom Government, in accordance with resolution
2070 (XX) and with the resolution adopted by the
Special Committee on 17 November 1966, in order to
put an end to the present situation in Gibraltar,
29. Mr. HOPE (United Kingdom) said that his delegation wished to make some preliminary observations
on the Spanish representative's statement on the
question of Gibraltar, a statement which would be given
very careful study. Negotiations between the Governments of the two countries were at present in progress,
but since the Spanish delegation had nevertheless made
a lengthy statement on the subject, the position of the
United Kingdom Government had to be set out in
greater detail as well.
30. There was another reason why his observations
could only be regarded as preliminary. The United
Kingdom Government had today received the reply
of the Spanjsh Government to the United Kingdom
proposal that the legal issues in dispute should be
referred to the International Court of Justice. There
had not yet been time to study that reply, and consequently he could not make any comments of a final
nature. Nevertheless, it was clear that Spaindeclared
itself unwilling to accept the United Kingdom's proposal
to refer the matter to the International Court of Justice
because it felt that such a course would be contrary to
the United Nations resolutions.
31. Three immediate comments should be made in
that regard. The first was that the United Kingdom
proposal to refer the legal issues between the two
countries to the International Court of Justice was
in no way contrary to the recommendations made by
the General Assembly in resolution 2070 (XX). For
that proposal was not intended to replace the bilateral
discussions recommended by the General Assembly
and by the Special Committee. On the contrary, its
purpose was to help the discussions towards a positive
outcome by clarifying the position on the many legal
arguments adduced by the Spanish Government. The
Spanish claim was based not on the principle of decolonization, as the Spanish Government maintained,
but on complicated and difficult issues of international
law, and for that reason the best means of arriving at
an agreement would be to resolve those legal issues
by submitting them to the highest impartial tribunal,
which was, moreover, a principal organ of the United
Nations. That was in no way incompatible with the
provisions of the resolutions of the General Assembly
or the Special Committee.

32. Secondly, it had to be observed that the Spanish
Government had needed two months to study the
United Kingdom proposal. Its legal advisers had presumably been studying the matter and expressing their
views on the possible consequences of referring it to
the International Court of Justice. It was now clear
that the Spanish Government was not disposed to accept that proposal. If that was its final decision, it
was obvious that it had little faith in the legal validity
of its cause. The United Kingdom Government was
prepared to refer the question to the Court, and
would of course abide by the Court's decision. That
position was in contrast to Spain's attitude and it
should be clearly understood that if the Spanish
claim had no legal validity, it had no validity whatever.
33. Thirdly, it was the United Kingdom Government's
understanding from a first reading of the Spanish
Government's reply, that the latter also contained
certain suggestions concerning the future negotiations.
The United Kingdom Government would study those
suggestions and would give its reply after it had done
so. Therefore, that reply could not be anticipated at
the present stage.
34. He wished now to turn to two aspects of the dispute. First, there were many issues of an essentially
legal nature which were under discussion and which
affected the sovereignty of the isthmus, the use of the
airfield, the alleged flights of United Kingdom aircraft
over Spanish territory and, above all, the question of
sovereignty over. Gibraltar itself. Then there was the
fundamental Spanish claim that to grant its demands
would be to decolonize Gibraltar.
35. First of all, the Committee should be reminded,
that under the Treaty of utrecht the Rock of Gibraltar
had incontestably been given to the King of England for
ever.
36. A large part of the Spanish representative's
statement before the Special Committee had been
concerned with the southern part of the isthmus
between Gibraltar and Spain. It was surprising that
the Government of Spain should now be protesting
against the United Kingdom Government's statement
that the southern part of the isthmus was part of the
Territory of Gibraltar and was consequently under
United Kingdom sovereignty. That claim might give
the impression that the United Kingdom had recently
made some form of attack on Spanish territory or
had made a new territorial claim at the expense of
Spain. That was in no way the case. The situation
was in no sense new; on the contrary, the area in
question, which was frequently referred to as the
"British neutral ground", was an integral part of
the Territory of Gibraltar; it had been administered
as British territory certainly since 1838, and even
earlier, for during the previous century a large
part of the territory immediately north of Gibraltar
had been used for various purposes, including the
protection of the Rock, and during the first years of
the nineteenth century it had already been administered
as part of Gibraltar in some respects. In 1838 the
United Kingdom lines of demarcation had been firmly
established without any protest from the Spanish
Government, and since then the United Kingdom had
been exercising jurisdiction over the zone. It was
thus obvious that whatever the territorial limits of
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the original cession might be-~nd they had certainly
not been defined in the Treaty of utrecht-the United
Kingdom had a valid prescriptive title to the whole
territory of Gibraltar within the confines of the
existing boundary fence.
37. From the negotiations which had taken place to
date, however, it had emerged that the Spanish Government held a different view on that and other legal
issues, and accordingly the United Kingdom Government, far from adopting an aggressive attitude in defence of its case, was proposing that that and other
disputes should be referred to the International Court
of Justice. If Spain genuinely believed that the United
Kingdom was behaving illegally in the matter, it should
accept the United Kingdom proposal without hesitation.
38. The Spanish Government stated that the United
Kingdom had claimed sovereignty over the southern
part of the isthmus for the first time on 12 July 1966.
In support of that assertion the Spanish Government
made a distinction between the words "British territory" used to describe the area in the Anglo-Spanish
exchanges of 1909 and the words "territory under
British sovereignty". It was quite clear from the 1909
correspondence that the Spanish Government had
understood those words to imply a United Kingdom
claim to sovereignty over that area, which it had been
occupying for 130 years. From that time on the right
of the United Kingdom to the area had never been
disputed, either by the Spanish Government or at the
time by the Governor of Algeciras, until now, when
Britain was being accused of aggression despite the
fact that there had been no attack, no use of force, and
no move.
39. The Spanish Government had also complained of
the United Kingdom's useoftheairfieldinthe southern
part of-the isthmus, describingitasan"act of aggression" against Spain. That airfield had been established on British territory, and used by military
aircraft since 1935 with the SpanishGovernment'sfull
knowledge; in neither case had the Spanish Government
made any protest. In 1939 and 1940 the Spanish Government had expressed anxiety at the possibility that the
use of the airfield at Gibraltar would lead to overflights of Spanish territory, but it had not protested
at the actual existence of the airfield as an act of
force or a violation of Spanish sovereignty. Indeed,
in an exchange of letters in 1950 the Spanish had
specifically stated that they "agree that Gibraltar .•. is
a military airfield". Moreover, the United Kingdom
had installed the latest technical equipment in order
to eliminate the risk of violations of Spanish air
space as far as possible. Britain was doing nothing
new or different from what had been established
practice, without protest, for over twenty-five years.
The Spanish representative had repeated the charge
that United Kingdom aircraft were violating Spanish
sovereignty by flying over Spanish territory. The
Spanish Government had already been informed in
direct diplomatic exchanges that the fullest possible
inquiries had been made into all allegations made
and that only in one case, for which his Government
had apologized, had it been established that Spanish
territory had been inadvertently overflown. It had
been due to an error made by a trainee pilot on his
first flight at Gibraltar and had occurred because he
I'
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had not followed the explicit instructions given to
pilots. The United Kingdom Government had informed
the Spanish Government in detail of how the other allegations had been shown to be unsubstantiated by radar
and sound recordings made at the time. On the other
hand, the Spanish representative should remember
that on 30 July 1965 an aircraft of the Spanish Air
Force had circled Gibraltar for ten minutes, flying
dangerously close to a British aircraft which was
trying to land. The Spanish Government had tendered
its apologies, observing that technical incidents should
be considered in their proper proportions, and should
not be made the subject of political controversy. His
delegation shared that view and therefore regretted
that the charges of flights over Spanish territory had
been given publicity and made a subject of political
controversy at a time when the two Governments were
holding talks. Since Spain was putting forward legal
arguments, however belatedly, against the United
Kingdom's use of the Gibraltar airfield, his Government proposed that that issue too should be referred
to the International Court of Justice.
40, There had been talk of obstacles placed in the
way of the discussions between the Spanish and the
United Kingdom Governments. His delegation felt bound
to point out that the only such obstacle had been that
created by the Spanish Government's sudden and unprovoked allegations against the United Kingdomwhich he had shown to be unfounded-and by Spain's
actions on the frontier between Gibraltar and La Lfnea.
The Spanish Government had suddenly imposed a succession of restrictions which had slowed down and
finally almost halted the normal and long-standing
traffic across the frontier in bothdirections. The first
restrictions had been imposed one day after the Special Committee, in its consensus of October 1964, had
called for talks. The last and most severe restriction
had been imposed five days before the most recent
talks, held in London on 10 October 1966. Each new
restriction had been timed to precede one of the
rounds of talks. Obviously such negotiations required
a spirit of goodwi1.1 and mutual understanding and
should not have to be carried on under any form of
threat or pressure. The Spanish restrictions could
only be calculated to exert undue influence over the
United Kingdom Government during the negotiations
by bringing pressure to bear on the people of Gibraltar.
If those restrictions were maintained despite the
hardships which they were causing to the people of
Gibraltar, the Spanish Government's assertions of its
good intentions towards the Gibraltarians" interests
could inspire very little confidence. His delegation
therefore asked the Spanish Government to reverse the
action which it had taken to close the frontier if it
genuinely wanted the problem to be solved and the
negotiations to succeed.
41. As the Committee was aware, on 12 July 1966
the United Kingdom had put forward proposals for
collaboration with the Spanish Government over
Gibraltar. The proposals had not related only to the
naval base or the airfield; constructive proposals had
been made, specifically the demolition of the fence
along the frontier which had been described, rather
offensively, at the present meeting as "a wall of
shame". That fence would be removed if Spain, in
return, agreed to remove its special restrictions at
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the La Linea frontier post and restore normal conditions. The Spanish representative had failed to mention
the British proposal that his Government should
appoint a Spanish Commissioner in Gibraltar to act
as special agent and consular official. with the right
to fly the Spanish flag over his residence and offices.
The offer had also taken into account Spain's special
interest in the constitutional development of the colony,
and included a promise that the Spanish Government
woulcl be given an opportunity to express its views before any changes were made. Contrary to what the
Spanish representative had suggested. those proposals
had not been withdrawn and they offered a useful
working basis for further progress in the bilateral
negotiations. In reply to those proposals, the Spanish
Government had demanded that the t:nited Kingdom
should concede the principle of Spanish sovereignty
over the whole Territory as a pre-condition. The
United Kingdom had commented fully on the Spanish
proposals but it could not accept a condition precedent
which amounted to a complete surrender. Since the
Spanish claim was based on legal arguments which
the United Kingdom did not accept. his Government
proposed that that issue and any others should be
referred to the International Court of Justice.
42. The first legal argument which Spain advanced
in support of its claim was that Gibraltar was Spanish
territory because the Rock was joined to the Iberian
Peninsula. It did not, however, maintain that Portugal
was part of Spain, although it occupied another part
of the same peninsula. Malaysia occupied a peninsula,
but it was not part of Thailand, any more than Singapore, in turn, was part of Malaysia. That geographic
argument was not tenable in the context of decolonization. took no account of the populationofthe Territory
and certainly lacked any legal validity.
43. The second basis of the Spanish claim was
historical. Spain argued that Gibraltar had been
Spanish before 1713. That was certainly the case,
but how far back in history should one go to determine sovereignty? Gibraltar had been British for
the past 250 years, had previously been Spanish for
a little over 200 years. before which it had been
Arab for 700 years, and so forth; the matter could be
taken back to the Romans and the Carthaginians.
History alone was no valid guide to the present. Another aspect of the Spanish claim was based on the
provisions of the Treaty of utrecht of 1713. While it
might be argued that it had been impossible to foresee
the present circumstances when the Treaty had been
signed, the United Kingdom Government, like that of
Spain, had always endeavoured to respect its international obligations, and there was no doubt th8t the
Treaty of utrecht ceded sovereignty over Gibraltarto
the United Kingdom Government (in the Treaty's
words) "absolutely with all manner of right for ever
without any exception or impediment whatsoever".
Spain did not deny that, but argued that the consequences of other provisions of the Treaty must also
be accepted, in particular that relating to the separation of Gibraltar from the Spanish mainland. Apparently, the Spanish Government maintained that the
frontier between Gibraltar and Spain should be closed,
regardless of normal usage, international practice and
the inhabitants of Gibraltar. Closing the frontier could
hardly be in the interests of the inhabitants of Spain

either. The United Kingdom Government took the contrary view that the closure of the frontier was an unfriendly act, intended to bring undue pressure to bear
in the negotiations between the two countries by
inflicting hardship on the population of Gibraltar. The
Spanish Government also apparently considered that
under the Treaty the population of Gibraltar could not
be granted a more effective voice in the administration of the Territory. That too was a debatable legal
question which it would be appropriate to refer to a
legal forum.
44. For all those reasons, his Government had suggested to the Spanish Government that all issues in
dispute between both parties, including the question of
sovereignty and the interpretation of the Treaty of
Utrecht, and all other legal issues in the disagreement
between Spain and Britain should be referred to the
International Court of Justice. Unfortunately, Spain's
first response to that offer had been as negative as
it had been tardy; the Committee would doubtless draw
its own conclusions from that. If Spain's case was
legally sound, why should Spain hesitate to put it before the highest international legal tribunal? Spanish
3rguments did not rest on grounds of genuine decolonization; Spain was not asserting that the transfer of
25,000 Gibraltarians to Spanish sovereignty would
liberate them or enlarge their freedom, which was
surely the essence of decolonization. Neither did it
assert that the Gibraltarians were Spanish or
wanted to join Spain. Spain's case was based on legal
arguments and on the interpretation of the Treaty; it
was a legal claim to sovereignty over a piece of land,
and the proper place to consider those problems was
therefr re indubitably the International Court of Justice,
as provided for by the Charter.
45. Spain asserted that its demand for the transfer of
G1braltar to Spanish sovereignty accorded with operative paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV), which condemned any attempt aimed at the partial or total
disruption of the national unity and the territorial
integrity of a country, That assertion was based on
the premise that Gibraltar was already part of Spain,
a legal argument which the United Kingdom rejected
and which Spain was unwilling to test in an impartial
Court. Gibraltar was British sovereign territory by
treaty and by right, and was not part of Spain; there
was therefore no question of any disruption of Spain's
national unity or territorial integrity, and paragraph 6
of resolution 1514 (XV) therefore had no bearing on
the matter. To assert the contrary was to endorse a
Spanish claim which, until and unless it was tested in
the International Court, Britain emphatically rejected,

46. The question of Gibraltar deserved serious conslderatwn because it not only concerned the United
Kingdom and Spain but also was of the greatest importance for the inhabitants themselves. The assertion
of the representative of Spain that his country was
proposing decolonization for Gibraltar should be more
carefully examined. Decolonization was usually understood as the granting of self-determination or independence to the people of a territory under alien rule.
It did not appear that that was the case with Spain's
proposals for Gibraltar, During the talks held in London
the Spanish delegation had stated on 12 July that the
consent or otherwise of the Gibraltarians to the
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Spamsh proposals had no legal or political relevance
1n the internatwnal solution of the problem and that
for Spain the obstinacy of the inhabitants should not
be allowed to impede a final solution. It was therefore necessary to examine w1th special care Spain's
promises to bear in nund the interests of the G1braltarians. It was not surprismg that the Ctuted Kingdom
Fore1gn Secretary should use the word "fantastic" in
referring to Spain's description of its territorial
claim as "decolonizatwn ". He had pomtecl out that
Spain clearly w1shed to "grab G1braltar against the
wishes of those who live there. Nobody coulddescribe
th1s as an act of decolomzatwn ". Representatives who
two years ago hac! heard the pet1tioners from G1braltar
address the Special Committee would recall that they
had firmly rejected umty with Spam and had expressed
their wish to remain assoc1ated with the Umted Kingdom. There was no disputing the fact that the people of
Gibraltar d1d not favour the Spamsh proposals to umte
Gibraltar w1th Spain. It was not a questwn of reunifying
a people arb1tranly divided by 1nternatwnal frontiers
or of the return to the motherland of a people separated
from 1t. The inhabitants of the Territory were a Med1terranean people of nuxed ongin who were neither
Spanish nor English but were proud to be both Gibraltanan and Bntish. Spain had described the Gibraltanans as an "artific1al" population group. That was a
somewhat harsh descnption for a people who had been
living there for 250 years-longer, for example, than
Californians had llved 1n California.
4 7. Spain asserted that G1bra1tar was Spanish soil.
The United Kingdom Government rejected that con tenbon together w1th the demand for the southern part of
the isthmus including the airport and the allegations
that Spanish mr space had been violated. It deplored
the fact that Spain was using such tactics as propaganda
to st1r up publlc opmion and requested the Spamsh
Government to 11ft the restrictions it had imposed at
the front1er since they were justified neither by treaty
nor by mternational usage. The Span1sh case was not
tor decolomzation but the pursUlt of a legal claim to
Bnt1sh terntory. The United Kingdotn Government
was prepared to submit all the legal issues on wh1ch
there was disagreement to the highest legal organ of
the United Natwns as an essential step towards a
settlement and it would draw its own conclusions if
the Spamsh Government rejected that proposal.
48. The representative of Spain had announced his
intention of circulatmg to the members of the Committee various documents on the question of Gibraltar.
The Umted Kmgdom delegation had made available to
members of the Comnuttee a small pamphlet entitled
G1braltar-The Facts in which it stated that the United
Kingdom case was based on two basic considerations:
@) the legal right of the United Kingdom to the whole
territory of G1braltar; (Q) the human factor, namely,
the G1braltanans themselves. According to Article 73
of the United Nations Charter, the interests of the inhabitants ot Non-Self-Governing Terntories were
paramount. It was encouraging that in 1ts statements
Spain now appeared to agree that the interests of the
G1braltarians should be taken into account as reqUlred
by the General Assembly resolution 2070 (XX), but
Spamsh acts at the frontier were directed mamly
against the people and hence did not insp1re conf1-
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dence-espec1ally on the part of the G11Jraltanansin the good intentions of Spain towards them.
49. The llmted Kingdom Government was ready to
continue friendly and peaceful negot1ations 1n the
search for a posit1ve solution wh1ch respected the
interests of the mhalntants. As proof of that w1llingness the otfer made on 12 June was st1ll open. The
linited Kmgdom would reply to the assertions of the
Spanish Government as soon as they had been translated and studied.
50. l\Irs. HOLGlliN (Colombia) referred to the question of the Malvinas (Falkland Islands) which was the
subject of General Assembly resolutwn 2065 (XX). It
was encouraging to note that both the United Kmgdom
and the Republlc of Argentina had begun to fulf1l the
request made m that resolutwn to start negot1ations
for the peaceful solutwn of the problem. That representee! a step forward towards the eliminatwn of all
forms of colon1alism m Latin America. The liquidatwn of colonialism had been stud1ed repeatedly by
the members of the Inter-Amencan System and had
always rece1ved the support of Colombia as well as
of the other Latm Amencan countries.
51. The case of the Malvinas (Falkland Islands)
was a case of colonialism and hence General Assern bly
resolution 1514 (XV)-and speciflcally paragraph 6were applicable. However, 1t was regrettable that the
two Governments had merely informed the Committee
that the negotiations were taking place and had not mformed it, as they had been requested in resolution
2065 (XX), of the results of the negotiations. She
therefore urged the Umted Kingdom and Argentina
to intensify their negotlatwns with a view to obtaining a rapid solution to that problem, which was
more than a century old and which affected the
whole of Latin America.
Mr. Fakhreddine (Sudan) took the Chair.

52. Mr. MENDELEVICH (llnion of Sov1et Socialist
Republics) said that the problem now betore the
Fourth Committee was specifically that of the socalled small Terr1tories. The idea of small Terntories could be misleading because the name tended
to reduce the importance of the problem. The Territories were small in area; sometimes they covered
not thousands but hundreds or even tens of square
k1lometres and their populations sometimes did not
exceed a few thousands or hundreds of inhabitants.
However, for the Fourth Committee the important
fact was not that they were small Terntones but
that they were colonial territories.
53. The report of the Special Comm1ttee on those
partwular Territones showed that there was no
difference in principle between them and the Territories which the Committee had already examined,
in so far as the application of the Declaratwn on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples, contained in General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV), was concerned. Those Territories were
colonies, in other words, they d1d not belong to their
rightful owners. They had been conquered by extremely powerful countries at the time when the
great capitalist countries divided the world among
themselves. Their people had been subjected to
colonization. The1r nches, their natural and human
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resources, were exploited by the big monopolies,
the same monopolies as were exploiting the resources of Angola, Mozambique and other Territories.

designed to serve as the starting point for large-scale
military operations; and in recent years they had
often been used for that purpose.

54. The colonialists were also the same: the United
Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, to which must
be added in the present case another colonial Power,
the L:nited States. In the case of the other colonies
the United States remained in the background, supplying arms and military equipment to the colonialists, defending and supporting them in international organizatwns and the United Nations, and
refraining from voting in favour of resolutions aimed
against colonialism. However, in the case ofthe small
Territones the United States was exerc1sing direct
colonialism and was a colonial Power in the strict
sense of the term. The United Kingdom, New Zealand,
Australia and the United States, the traditional colonialists, provided each other with mutual support
both in military alliances and in the United Nations.

59. He referred, by way of example, to the 1sland of
Guam, on whlCh a vitally important m1lltary base was
established. According to the United States Press
itself, B-52 bombers, which were among the most
powerful 1n the world, took off daily from that base
to bomb the heroic guernlla fighters who were struggling for the freedom of South V1et-N am. Moreover,
the B-52 bombers did not confine themselves to that:
they also bombed the territory of an independent
sovereign State, the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam.

55. He was convinced that, when the Territories
under Portuguese administration were discussed,
the United States would support Portugal and in its
turn Portugal would support the United States when
the question of Guam and the Pacific Territories
came up for debate. With the addition of South Africa,
the group of colomalists would be complete.
56. The small Territories were colonies and fully
subject to resolution 1514 (XV). However, there was
a difference between them and the colonial Territories
already considered. The difference was not geographical but political. For the colonialists the small
Territories could be of considerable strategic and
military importance, today even more than in the
past. That was a permanent feature which was not
due to chance or to reasons of current expediency.
There had always been military bases in colonial
territories. In Suez there had been a military base
until the Egyptian people had driven out the British.
In Tumsia it had been the French who had been
expelled.
57. In the large colonies the colonialists, much to
their regret, had been compelled gradually to abandon
their military bases. They had then sought refuge in
small islands scattered about the oceans where it was
easier to maintain military bases. The control of the
colonialists was firmer and more secure because, the
population being very sparse, mass protests were unlikely. That fact was recognized even by the United
Kingdom Prime Minister, who, according to the report
of the Special Committee (A/6300/Rev.1, chap. XIV,
para. 53) had asserted quite openly at a meeting of
the British Parliamentary Labour Party held on
15 June 1966 that the United Kingdom wanted to get
away wherever possible from the system of great
bases in populated areas. What it needed really, Mr.
Wilson had added, was staging posts with virtually
no local population whlCh would enable the United
Kingdom forces to get speedily to where they were
needed at minimum cost.
58. Those Territories were scattered over the Indian
and Pacific Oceans or were enclaves within continents.
Considered as a whole, they formed an infra-structure
for the NATO bases. The report of the Special Committee demonstrated that they were strategic bases

60. He hoped that the United States representative
would not try to assert, as he had asserted lt1 the
Special Comm1ttee, that the question of the use of air
forces from the Guam base had no connexion with decolonization. The connexwn was obvious: Guam was a
colony, it harboured a United States military base, and
operative paragraph 11 of resolution 2189 (XXI), on
the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
which had been adopted by the General Assembly on
13 December 1966, requested the colonial Powers to
d1smantle their military bases and installations in
colonial Territories, to refrain from establishingnew
ones and from using those that still existed to interfere with the liberation of the peoples in colonial
territories in the exercise of their legitimate rights
to freedom and independence. The United States delegation had, not very ably, done everything possible to
prevent the adoption of that paragraph; but the United
States thesis had been rejected by the great majority
of the members of the General Assembly. It was to be
hoped that that would be a lesson to the United States
Government for the future. Thus it was abundantly
clear that the question of the use ofthe island of Guam
as a military base against the people of Viet-Nam was
directly connected with the problem of the elimmation
of colonialism.
61. In the Special Comm1ttee the United States representative had affirmed (ibid., chap. XVIII, para. 53)
that the matter of the military facilities in Guam had
little connexion with that Committee's mandate. That
was an indefensible attitude. The elimination of military bases was a key aspect of the process of decolonization, If Guam were not a colony, there would
certainly not be a military base on the island.
62. On the same occasion the United States representative had stated that the base offered no threat
to the people of Guam and represented no obstacle to
their progress. That was a rather risky statement,
for there was no treaty which made Guam a sanctuary
to be respected in case of war. The Guam military base
was an obvious threat to the civilian population of the
island.
63. He also referred to the case of Ascension Island,
in the Indian Ocean, whence in 1964 an attack had been
launched against the Congo in which United Kingdom,
United States and Belgian forces had all taken part.
Once again, the alliance of colonialists had utilized for
its aggressive designs a base situated in a small colonial territory.
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64. The Soviet Union viewed the tendency to expand
the network of colonialist military bases with concern. In the Special Committee's report (ibid.,
chap. XIV, paras. 43 and 44) mention was made of
the Umted Kingdom's intention to use Diego Garda,
the largest island in the Chagos Archipelago, as a
communications centre and refuelling base; installations on the island could be strengthened to make it
into a staging post, Several other countries, including
Australia and New Zealand, were apparently interested
in possible staging posts for air and sea transport
across the Indian Ocean between the Red Sea and the
Cocos (Keeling) Islands. Diego Garcfa was to become a
strategic base for the United Kingdom security system
east of Suez. The same, it might be observed, had been
said of Aden. It appeared, however, that a project
existed for establishing a naval base on Diego Garcfa
for atomic submarines equipped with Polaris nuclear
rockets: The island would therefore be a further link
in the chain of United States nuclear bases, which did
not, of course, need to be very numerous. One or two
bases in each ocean were enough: Guam and Diego
Garcfa in the Pacific, Scapa Flow in Scotland and
Rota at the entrance to the Mediterranean,
65. Those plans of the colonialists represented a
danger to many States. The time had come for action,
and the United Nations should play an active part in
the process of decolonization. What could the United
Nations do to help the peoples of small colonial territories to achieve their freedom and independence? It
should reaffirm that resolution 1514 (XV) was fully
applicable to those territories. It should demand that
the military bases should be removed and that the
peoples of the territories should not be forced to take
part in the military activities of colonial Powers, as
was happening in Guam.
66. With regard to Gibraltar, the military base
established there should be removed without delay.
It seemed that negotiations were taking place between
the United Kingdom and .Spain; the Soviet Union did not
wish to inferfere with them, but it emphasized the
need to demilitarize Gibraltar and remove the base.
Draft resolution A/L.506 and Add.l and 2, which had
been adopted by the General Assembly as resolution
2189 (XXI), operative paragraph 11 in particular,
applied equally to Gibraltar; nevertheless, no reference at all was made in the United Kingdom statement
to the removal of the military base. If the United Kingdom did not wish to apply United Nations decisions and
refused to close down the base, it should say so clearly.
67. The General Assembly should call upon the colonial Powers to desist from all colonial and neo-colonial
manoouvres in the small Territories. The United Kingdom had recently announced the forthcoming independence of Antigua; yet it had indicated subsequently that
responsibility for external relations and defence,
fundamental attributes of sovereignty, would continue
to rest with the United Kingdom. Such manoouvres must
be ended, and the Assembly should demand that that
be done. It should also demand an end once and for
all to the exploitation suffered by the Territories.
68. His delegation considered the proposal of the
Special Committee on the sending of United Nations
visiting missions to small Territories a very positive one. That practice should be extended, and the
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Soviet Union supported the sending of missions to
the Fiji Islands, Spanish Sahara and Equatorial Guinea.
Visiting missions should also be sent to other small
Territories, including the British Indian Ocean Territory; he viewed with concern the manoouvres which
were in progress to separate the Chagos Islands from
Mauritius and the Seychelles, and the plan to build a
military base. It would be useful for a United Nations
mission to survey the situation, with special reference
to the planned military base. on the spot, A United
Nations mission should also be sent to Guam, where
there was a large military base which was a serious
danger. The United Nations should ascertain the facts
directly. In its report on American gamoa, Guam and
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, SubCommittee II of the Special Committee considered that
a visit by the Special Committee to the Territories was
necessary and would be most useful, for in addition to
familiarizing the Member States with the needs and
aspirations of the people, it would also increase the
p~ople 's awareness of their rights which had been
guaranteed to them by the United Nations (ibid.,
chap. XVIII, annex, para. 31 (~). The Soviet Union
unreservedly endorsed the proposal to send a mission to American Samoa, Guam and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. It considered it particularly important that the case of Guam should be
studied. The United States constantly affirmed its
desire to co-operate with the United Nations. He
asked the United States to show that it was genuinely
prepared to co-operate with the Organization by not
opposing the sending of a mission.
69. The Soviet Union insisted that all territories,
large or small, should be decolonized. No square
metre of land, no human being, should remain subject
to colonialism, which should be abolished immediately
and for ever.
70. Mr, WITMAN (United States of America) pointed
out that the representative of the Soviet Union had referred to the problem of military bases, while the
Committee was considering the question of decolonization. The question of bases had been discussed in
the First Committee, which had decided to refer it to
the Disarmament Commission. His delegation reserved the right to speak on Guam at an appropriate
time.
71. In connexion with the USSR representative's
reference to Viet-Nam, he pointed out that his Government had done its utmost to have that question considered by some appropriate organ of the United
Nations.
72. Mr. LOLEKA (Democratic Republic of the Congo)
proposed that the statement of the representative of
the Soviet Union should appear in extenso in the
record of the meeting.
73. Mr. GROS ESPIELL (Uruguay) proposed that the
statement by the representative of Spain should appear
in extenso in the record of the meeting.
74. The CHAIRMAN said that if there were no objection he would take it that the Committee agreed that
the statements by the representatives of the Soviet
Union and Spain should be recortled in extenso.
It was so decided.
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75. Mr. KANAKARATNE (Ceylon) said that if the
statement by the representative of Spain was to be
recorded in extenso, fairness demanded that the
same treatment should he given to that of the l~nited
Kingdom representative.
76. Mr. OLTLD DADDAH (Mauritania) observed that
the United Kingdom representative had confined himself to eA--plaining the text of a pamphlet which had
been circulated. As all members of the Committee
had received that pamphlet there was no need to
record the United Kingdom representative's statement in eAtenso.
77. Mr. MALECELA (United Republic of Tanzania)
pointed out that the pamphlet distributed by the
United Kingdom delegation was not an official clocument, whereas the Committee's summary record was.
He therefore requested that the l'nited Kingdom representative's statement should appear in the record
in extenso.
78. The CHAIRMAN said that, if there were no further objections, he would take it that a majority of
the Committee agreed that the United Kingdom representative's statement should appear in the record in
extenso.
It was so decided.

79. Mr. TIKHONOV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that the question relating to Territories not considered separately referred primarily
to small Territories. His delegation firmly believed
that resolution 1514 (XV) was applicable to those
Territories, as the General Assembly had confirmed
in resolution 2066 (XX) and in others in which the
inalienable right of peoples to self-determination
was reaffirmed. However, the colonial Powers were
citing special difficulties as a reason for not implementing the resolutions. In resolution 2105 (XX),
the General Assembly requested the colonial Powers
to dismantle the military bases installed in colonial
territories and to refrain from establishing new ones,
and the same request was repeated in resolution
2189 (XXI), adopted by the Assembly on 13 December
1966 on the basis of draft resolution A/L.506 and
Add.1 and 2. He recalled the Sov1et representative's
statement that B-52 bombers were taking off from
Guam on then death-dealing missions over VietNam and pointed out that the United States showed
no signs of dismantling that base. A number of
delegations were alarmed at the way the colonial
Powers were expanding their bases. The UnitedKingdom was doing so at the present time in the Indian
Ocean by detaching certain islands from the administrative jurisdiction of Mauritius and the Seychelles
and creating a new base ir, what it had renamed the
British Indian Ocean Territory; the bases were supposedly being used for defensive purposes. Those
facts were confirmed by the Western Press, which
during the past two years had been reporting that
experts from Australia, the United Kingdom and the
United States were studying the utilization of bases
in the Indian Ocean. All the Western allies had come
to an agreement on the matter, and, specifically,
the United States was encouraging the United Kingdom
to assume the role of policeman and also nuclear
responsibility in the area. According to Hanson

Baldwin, the military correspondent of The 1\ew York
Tim9s, the United Kingdom had established bases in
the Indian Ocean so as to avoid establishing them in
areas which might be dangerous lJecause of their
inhabitants' possible opposition to them. and had
created a new colony in which it could install its
colonial military forces which had been eA--pelledfrom
more densely populated areas. Since the l'nited Kingdom would have to abandon Aden in 1968 at the latest,
it was establishing a new base in the Indian Ocean to
fill the vacuum. However, those schemes woulcl be
frustrated; colonialism was on the c!ecline, and its
c!emise would be hastened by the increasing political
consciousness of peoples.
80.

His delegation regarded the work accomplished

by the Special Committee as extremely valuable and

supported the conclusions and recommendations contained in document A/6300/Rev.l, chapters XIV to
XXIII, although it felt that they were insufficient
because they did not deal with the questior, Jf eliminating the bases situated in small Territories. The
General Assembly should reaffirm the right of the
peoples of those Territories to self-determination
and sovereignty over their natural resources. It
shoulcl demand the dismantling of the bases in conformity with resolutions 2105 (XX) and 2189 (XXI). It
should also take a position against the formation of
artificial groups of Territories in violation of United
Nations resolutions. Since, moreover, little information was available about those Territories, United
Nations visiting missions should be sent there to
determine what the actual situation was. Such missions should consist of representatives of countries
which had demonstrated by deeds their determination
to implement resolution 1514 (XV), and the colonial
Powers should show that they were prepared to
co-operate.
81. Mr. JOl1E-JATI (Syria) said that his delegation's
position with regard to the small Territories was
that resolution 1514 (XV) was applicable to them
and that the colonial Power should not use the problems inherent in their small size as a pretext for
denying them the right to self-determination. Furthermore, the establishment of military bases in those
Territories was a violation of the principle of selfdetermination and of the integrity of the Territories
as well as a threat to international peace and security.
Although the administering Powers maintained that the
bases existed for defensive purposes, history had
shown that they had offensive purposes as well and
that they served exclusively for the defence of interests which were not those of the Territories in
question.
82. As far as Gibraltar was concerned, he considered that from a legal standpoint the United Kingdom's position was that of a usurper, as the Uruguayan
representative had said. The Treaty of utrecht had
imposed limitations on the United Kingdom, and the
latter could not unilaterally extend the cession of the
Rock to the entire isthmus. The Spanish delegation
had just proposed that negotiations should continue
with the assistance of the Secretary-General. The
United Kingdom representative, on the other hand,
had not given a clear assurance in his statement that
the final aim of those negotiations was decolonization.
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On the contrary, he appeared to be resorting to all
kinds of legal pretexts and delaying measures such
as the argument that the International Court of Justice
was the competent body to decide on the validity of
its claims. That was a strange suggestion in viPW of
the fact that the United Nations had an organ which
dealt with questions of decolonization. The United
Kingdom's basic contention was that its rights to
Gibraltar derived from the fact that the party having
legitimate title had not claimed them. That was how
the United Kingdom showed its gratitude to Spain for
the assistance which the latter had given it in a moment
of crisis. He endorsed the Spanish Government's
protest, since it might be wondered howfarthe United
Kingdom's gradual expansion into Spanish territory
would have gone without it. The United Kingdom had
concluded the presentation of its case by declaring
that the Rock of Gibraltar was British. It might be
asked, then, what the negotiations could accomplish.
It was now obvious that it was the United Kingdom
which was obstructing the negotiations; accordingly,
the Special Committee's resolution of 17 November
1966 calling upon the two parties to refrain from any
acts which would hamper ihe success of the negotiations should be amended so as to direct that appeal
to the United Kingdom only.
83. It should be recalled that in resolution2065 (XX),
dealing with the Falkland Islands (Malvinas), the
Governments of Argentina and the United Kingdom
were invited to proceed with negotiations with a
view to finding a peaceful solution to the problem,
bearing in mind the provisions and objectives of the
Charter and of resolution 1514 (XV) and the interests
of the population of the islands. Negotiations had already begun, but the most important consideration was
that a solution should be reached as soon as possible.
The United Nations could play a very useful role by
following the negotiations closely so as to ensure that
decolonization was carried out. He noted the Argentine
delegation's statements to the effect thut its Government would welcome United Nations participation. In
his opinion, that was the most positive element in the
whole problem.
84. Mr. SIDI BABA (Morocco) said that Spain's
charge that Morocco, which had shown itself to be a
resolute champion of anti-colonialism, was in collusion with British colonialism in Gibraltar was extremely serious. As far as the presence of Moroccan
workers in Gibraltar was concerned, their number did
not justify the charge of collusion and, furthermore,
his Government did not organize the recruitment of
workers for Gibraltar or have any control over them.
There were hundreds of thousands of Moroccan
workers in Europe, and it was not at all surprising
that they should also be found in Gibraltar, which was
only a few kilometres from Morocco. Besides, they
were not the only foreigners in Gibraltar, for there
were also Indians, Pakistanis, North Africans, Maltese, Italians and Spaniards. To conclude, merely
from the presence of a few Moroccan nationals in
the Territory, that Morocco supported British colonialism in Gibraltar reflected an attitude which he
preferred not to characterize. The relations existing
between Tangier and Gibraltar were of very long
standing, and the fact that Spain had decided to halt
or interrupt its air and sea communications with
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Gibraltar and impose a blockade did not oblige
Morocco to do the same. However, the accusation
that Morocco was therefore pursuing a pro-colonialist
policy was wholly unacceptable and unfounded. Moreover, his delegation wondered whether that colonial
problem was really of as much concern to the Spanish
Government as the persistence of the other colonial
problems which it faced as an administering Power.
85. His delegation had always held that Gibraltar
should be returned to Spain; the year before, faithful
to the principle of decolonization, it had co-sponsored
a draft resolution to that effect which was adopted as
General Assembly resolution 2070 (XX). Moreover,
Morocco would benefit from the decolonization of
Gibraltar, since the case of that Territory was
identical with that of two towns situated in l\Ioroccan
territory and the return of Gibraltar would enable
Morocco to use the irrefutable arguments advanced
by the Spanish Government in the case of Gibraltar.
86. The Spanish delegation had, on a number of
occasions during the current session, seen fit to
refer to the Moroccan delegation in terms which he
regarded as contrary to the spirit of goodwill and
good neighbourliness which the responsible leaders
of both countries had always upheld. For example,
when the Moroccan representative, speaking in the
Fourth Committee about a colonial problem, had referred, among other forms of colonialism in Africa,
to Spanish colonialism, the Spanish representative had described that reference as irresponsible.
His delegation, however, regarded it as perfectly
responsible.
87. Morocco had recently been accused of collusion
with British colonialism-and the reason was that it
was a country dedicated to decolonization. Morocco
needed no lessons on that subject. Its people had
risen against the combined forces of foreign occupation without arms, resources or industries and had
added glorious pages to history. It had not received
its independence as a gift but had earned it by its
tenacity, and it was indebted to no one for its emancipation. It had always fought against colonialism,
expansionism and exploitation, and if that was what
Spain reproached it for he wished to state again
that it would continue to oppose colonialism as vigorously as necessary.
88. Morocco and Spain maintained relations and had
various common interests, and the Spanish Ambassador in Morocco, who was present in the Committee,
could haye prevented the Spanish delegation from
treating his delegation in the way it had done systematically throughout the session.
89. Morocco would continue its struggle against
colonialism, within the framework of United Nations
policy, in co-operation with the countries of Africa
and Asia and with all peace-loving and freedom-loving
countries. Confronted with the serious charges made
by the Spanish delegation, he had contained his
feelings out of respect for the Spanish people and for
all countries which had ties of friendship or affection
with that people, but he wished to make a categorical
denial to an those unfounded charges.
90. Mr. FORTIN PINEL (Honduras) associated himself with the Uruguayan representative's remarks
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concerning the questions of the Malvinas (Falkland
Islands) and Gibraltar. He urged the United Kingdom
Government to take steps, together with the Governments of Spain and Argentina, to solve those problems. He was also gratified to note the good faith
which Spain had shown in complying with the resolutions of the United Nations.
Mr. Kanakaratne (Ceylon) Vice-Chairman, resumed
the Chair.

91. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain), speaking in exercise of
the right of reply, recalled that he had himself recommended that the Committee should examine the text
of the United Kingdom White Paper. He also recalled
that, at the request of the Bulgarian and Cambodian
delegations, the question of Gibraltar had been included
on the agenda of the Special Committee in 1963 as
having to do with a Non-Self-Governing Territory. At
that time, information had been provided on the
background of the problem and on the subsequent
manreuvres designed to replace the original inhabitants
of the Territory by immigrants.
92. When the United Kingdom asserted its claim to
Gibraltar, it forgot that the very arguments on which
it based its claim could be used to justify cutting
land communications. All that could be said was that
Spain had discontinued facilities which it had been
granting up to the present in full exercise of its
sovereignty.
93. In reply to the Moroccan representative, he
wished to state that, as he had just explained, what
had occurred could not be described as a blockade.
Furthermore, sea communications were open. With
regard to the presence of Moroccans in Gibraltar, he
would merely say that before Spain had begun to discontinue facilities there had been no Moroccan
workers in Gibraltar and there were now more than
2,800, some of whom enjoyed privileges which were
not granted to Spanish workers. As far as air and sea
communications between Tangier and Gibraltar were
concerned, an airline linking Gibraltar, Tangier and
Casablanca had been opened; while he wished to make
it clear that he had no objection to any country's
maintaining relations with any other, his delegation
could not be deprived of the right to bring all those
facts to the attention of the Committee.
94. Mr. SIDI BABA (Morocco), speaking in exercise
of his right of reply, said that air and sea communications between Gibraltar and Tangier had long been
in existence and that the inauguration of an airline
did not constitute an action directed against Spain's
objectives in Gibraltar. He also wished to point out
that it was sometimes the case that when Moroccan
workers left the country the authorities had no control
over which towns they left from en route to another
country, including Gibraltar. Furthermore, he questioned the figure cited for the number of Moroccan
workers in Gibraltar.
95. Mr. HOPE (United Kingdom), speaking in exercise of his right of reply, said that he merely wished
to ask two questions. First, if one of two parties
to a dispute was willing to refer the case to an
impartial tribunal, and the other refused, which of
those parties then appeared to have the better case?
Secondly, if the aim of decolonization was freedom,

would the 25,000 Gibraltarians be more free if they
were transferred to Spain?
96. Mr. MALECELA (United Republic of Tanzania)
said that he reserved the right to return to the question of Gibraltar, and particularly to the United
Kingdom's proposal that the dispute should be referred to the International Court of Justice.
97. The United Kingdom should bear in mind that
when the question of Gibraltar had been included in
the item on decolonization for the first time, it had
been on the understanding that both parties would
begin negotiations. The Committee, which had a right
to follow the progress of the negotiations, hoped that
Spain and the United Kingdom would provide the
relevant information. The facts had to be known in
order to determine whether the negotiating period
should be extended or whether the Committee should
take up the item again.
98. The same applied to the Falkland Islands
(Malvinas), since a resolution had been adopted calling
on the parties concerned to open negotiations; however, the Committee had not yet been informed of the
results of those talks, which had not begun until
September 1966 despite the fact that the resolution had
been adopted at the twentieth session.
99. He repeated that when the General Assembly
adopted a resolution calling for negotiations between
certain interested parties, it had a right to follow
the progress of such negotiations. He therefore reserved his delegation's right to raise the matter
again.
100. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain), exercising his right of
reply, said that it would have been better if the United
Kingdom had waited to study the text ofhis statement,
because Spain's offer of a special statute for the
Gibraltarians, which would be submitted to the Secretary-General for approval and deposited with the
United Nations, left no doubt concerning the prospect
being held out to the people of Gibraltar. With regard
to the remarks of the Tanzanian representative, he
wished to say that if the latter studied the text of his
(the Spanish representative's) statement he would
appreciate the difficulties and obstacles which had
been encountered in the negotiations.
101. Mr. CAHEN (Belgium), noting that the Soviet
Union representative had referred to Belgium's
participation in the expedition to the Congo organized
from Ascension Island, recalled that Mr. Spaak, at
that time the Belgian Minister for Foreign Affairs,
had already explained that it had not been a colonial
expedition since it had been approved by the Congolese
Government and by General Mobutu.
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tion. The political institutions which had been set
up, particularly in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands,
the Solomon Islands and American Samoa, were not
representative, and the administering Powers still
retained considerable executive and legislative
powers. It was undeniable that some constitutional
changes had been made in those Territories, but it
was questionable whether those changes went far
enough and whether they were in accordance with the
provisions of the Declaration. All too frequently, the
colonial Powers used the small colonial Territories
for their own ends, which rarely coincided with the
interests of the local population. It was no secret that
a large number of small Territories were of considerable military and strategic importance, and that
the presence of military bases in the countries concerned was a serious obstacle to their development.
The colonial Powers must therefore be called upon to
remove their military bases from the small Territories and to refrain from building new ones.
67. The United Nations visiting missions were particularly useful in the case of small Territories.
Everyone was aware of the fact that the information
transmitted hy the colonial Powers under Article 73 of
the Charter was incomplete and did not make it possible to ascertain the wishes of all sectors of the local
population. The colonial Powers frequently refused to
accept visiting missions on the ground that the situation in the Territories to which the missions were to
be sent was quite satisfactory. There was a glaring
inconsistency in that attitude, for if that was the case
it could only be in their interest to have the truth of
their statements substantiated rJy representatives of
the United Nations. The Czechoslovak delegation considered that missions should be sent to colonial Territories without pre-conditions of any sort imposed by
the colonial Powers.

AGENDA ITEM 23
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples: Territories not considered
separately (continued) (A/6242, A/6261 and Add.l,
A/6262 and Add.l, A/6277, A/6278, A/6300/Rev.l,
chops. XI and XIV-XXII; A/6568, A/C.4/680)
GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
65. Mr. STEFL (Czechoslovakia) said that the task
of finding a solution to the problem of the small
colonial Territories raised many difficulties. But
although those Territories were in a special situation,
given their small size and population. it was none the
less true that they were colonial Territories and that
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples therefore also applied
to them. That conclusion had been explic1tly stated in
the report of the Special Comnnttee on the Territories
m question (A/6300/Rev.1, chaps. XI and XIV-XXII).
66. It was also clear from that report that the colonial
Powers had not yet taken effectlVe measures to ensure
the earliest possible decolonization of small Territories in accordance with the principles of the Declara-

68. Mr. CAMPORA (Argentina) said that his delegation would have wished to make some remarks in
reply to those which various clelegatwns had made
on the question of the Malvinas. As some delegations
to which he wished to address himself had been unable
to be present, he reserved the right to take up the
matter again at a later meeting.
69. Mr. GHAREKHAN (India) said that inconsidering
the small Non-Self-Governing Territories last the
Committee was doing them less than justice. He
hoped that at the next session the Committee would
work out a formula which would enable it to take up
the case of the small Territories early enough to
permit fruitful discussion. Of the sixty or so Territories which were still on the list of the Special
Committee, only four, namely, Lesotho, Botswana,
Guyana and Barbados, had become independent since
last year. That was a very unsatisfactory situation,
due essentially to the fact that the administering
Powers took little heed of the repeated appeals
made to them by the United Nations.
70, The United Kingdom, for example, stillpossessed
a large number of Territories throughout the world.
The Indian delegation had had occasion to make many
comments on the subject of the small Territories in
the course of the work of the Special Committee of
which it was a member. It would therefore elwell only
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on some of them, in particular Mauritius and the
Falkland Islands (Malvinas).
71. \Vith regard to Mauritms, his delegation still
believed that the electoral system the United Kingdom
had devised was unduly complicated. Nevertheless, it
hoped that the United Kingdom would not delay the
attainment of the final stage of independence, At the
twentieth session India had been one of the sponsors
of resolution 2066 (XX), in which the General Assembly
had noted that any step taken by the administering
Power to detach certain islands from the Territory
of Mauritius for the purpose of establishing a military
base would be in contravention of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples, and in particular of paragraph 6 thereof.
The same resolution had invited the United Kingdom to
take no action which would dismember the Territory
of Mauritius and violate its territorial integrity.
Despite that resolution, however, the Government of
the United Kingdom had gone ahead with the establishment of the British Indian Ocean Territory. The Indian
delegation had already stated its position on that point
in the Fourth Committee (1566th meeting) at the previous session of the General Assembly. It would add
only that the Indian Government was opposed to the
establishment of foreign military bases anywhere.
72. With regard to the Falkland Islands (Malvinas),
which had been the subject of General Assembly reso-

L1tho m U.N.

lution 2065 (XX), he noted that the two parties concerned had entered into the negotiations called for in
that resolution. However, the fact that the two parties
were proceeding with their talks at their leisure was
not enough: they should be urged to give the question
of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) all due attention.
73. The Indian delegation wished to make some observations on the subject of United Nations visiting
missions. His delegation had always considered it
essential that missions should be sent to all Territories, without exception. In that connexion, he noted
a very encouraging development in the attitude of the
administering Powers; New Zealand, for example, had
recently taken the step of inviting the United Nations
to send a mission to the Cook Islands. In the case of
another Territory, the same administering Powerhad
extended a similar invitation, while expressing certain
reservations. In the Indian delegation's opinion those
reservations were unwarranted, and it was to be hoped
that New Zealand would not press them. India also
welcomed the fact that the Government of the United
Kingdom had agreed to the dispatch of a mission to
the Territory of Aden, It was to be hoped that that
indicated a welcome change in the United Kingdom
Government's attitude.

The meeting rose at 11.50 p.m.
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rights, as was reqUired by a correct application of
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) to the case
of the Malvinas.
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2. Mr. CARRASQUERO (Venezuela) said that his
delegation's position on the various Territories now
under discussion was set out in the relevant chapters
of the report of the Special Committee (A/6300/Rev.1).
By way of general comment, he would say that, in
some of the Territories, certain political progress
had been made or was about to be made, but such
advances fell far short of satisfying tJle people's
aspirations or the wishes expressed by the General
Assembly. His delegation was concerned at the slow
rate at which self-determination was proceeding in
those Territories and continued to insist that the
administering Powers should apply the provisions of
resolution 1514 (XV) without delay. No political,
economic or strategic reasons could be used as an
argument for delay in the implementation of that
resolution. At the same time, it was true that
political viability could not be ensured without economic viability, and some small Territories with
scanty resources, upon attaining independence, might
be in danger of finding themselves so dependent on
another Power that their self-determination would be
a fiction. His delegation had often stressed the need
for small Territories in one geographical area to
consider the possibility of a form of self-determination which would ensure the highest degree of genuine
independence. The integrationist trends in the world
could point the way for them. It was unfortunate that
the idea of a federation among some of the Territories concerned had met with difficulties; he hoped
that those difficulties could be overcome.
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Chairman: Mr. FAKHREDDINE Mohamed
(Sudan).

In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Kanakaratne
(Ceylon), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.
AGENDA ITEM 23
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Dec laration
on the Grantingof Independence toColonial Countries
and Peoples: Territories not considered separately
(continued) (A/6242, Aj6261 cind Add.l, A/6262 and
Add.l, A/6277, A/6278, A/6300/Rev.l, chaps. XI
and XIV-XXII; A/6568, A/CA/680, A/CA/682,
A/CA/683)
GENERAL DEBATE (concluded)
1. Mr. CAMPORA (Argentina) drew attention to a
letter dated 15 December 1966 from the Deputy
Permanent. Representative of Argentina addressed to
the Secretary-General (A/C.4/682) I which transmitted
the text of a joint communiqull providing information
on the negotiations taking place between Argentina
and the United Kingdom on the problem of the Malvinas
(Falkland Islands). His delegation shared the view
that the United Nations should be kept informed on
the progress of the negotiations and recognized that
the Organization had a legitimate interest in all
colonial matters. Argentina would make every endeavour to provide a detailed report to the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, and
to the General Assembly at its twenty-second session.
His delegation was anxious to see the negotiations
lead without delay to a solution of the problem in
accordance With General Assembly resolution 2065
(XX). The problem was not simple, however, and
Argentina was having difficulty in obtaining the acceptance of a formula which would recognize its

3. He wished to comment on two Territories in
respect of which General Assembly resolutions had
oalled upon the parties concerned to enter into direct
negotiations, namely the Malvinas (Falkland Islands)
and Gibraltar. With regard to the Malvinas (Falkland
Islands), the parties concerned were Argentina and
the United Kingdom. It was logical to assume that the
General Assembly, in calling for negotiations in
resolution 2065 (XX), had meant it to be understood
that the two parties were to seek the most appropriate
formula for the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV)
and that any solution should be compatible With paragraph 6 of that resolution. It was to be regretted that,
one year later, the parties had been unable to report
any progress in the negotiations. It seemed clear
from the statement of the representative of Argentina
that the proposals made by the United Kingdom during
the negotiations had not even partially satisfied,
Argentina's just claims. Argentina and the United
Kingdom should be urged to make efforts to solve the
problem without delay. The United Kingdom should
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realize that the survival of colonialism on the American
continent could no' longer be tolerated. History could
not be halted.
.

that their existence was contrary to the interests of
the people of the Territories concerned and to the
interests of peace. It was essential that such bases
should be dismantled and that no new bases should be
built. In recent days the General Assembly had once
more pronounced itself on the issue of bases in NonSelf-Governing Territories (resolution 2189 (XXI»).

4. With regard to Gibraltar, the General Assembly,
in resolution 2070 (XX), had invited Spain and the
United Kingdom to begin negotiations on the problem.
The statements of the representatives of Spain and the
United Kingdom showed that the negotiations had been
obstructed by certain acts on the part of the administering Power. Incidents such as the violation of
Spanish air space could not contribute towards a solution of the problem. It was also hard to accept the
assertion that Spain had an obligation to grant the
colony the benefit of passage rights. Venezuela was
particularly concerhed at the fact that Gibraltar had
been used in the recent talks between Ian Smith and
the United Kingdom Government. That fact was evidence of the strategic role of Gibraltar in the United
Kingdom's colonial policy in Africa, a role which
explained that country's determination to keep
posse ssion of the Territory despite the valid claims
of Spain.

10. In resolution 2069 (XX) the General Assembly
had decided that the United Nations should render all
help to the people of the Territories concerned in
their efforts freely to decide their future status. The
United Nations would not be able to fulfil its task
unless it had the co-operation of the administering
Powers, and particularly their permission for visiting
missions to visit the Territories. The reports of such
missions would give the United Nations an insight
into the situation in the Territories and the wishes
of the people. If the administering Powers really
intended to grant the peoples of the Territories concerned the right to self-determination, there seemed
to be no reason why they should find diffiCUlty in
permitting visiting missions.

5. His delegation had no doubt that resolution 1514
(XV) was applicable to Gibraltar and that it was a
case covered by paragraph 6 of that resolution and
the Charter principle of respect for the territorial
integrity of Member States.
,
6. His delegation had always defended the principle
of the peaceful settlement of disputes and regarded
the procedure of negotiations as the correct one; it
considered, however, that the General Assembly had
an obligation to keep itself informed of the progress
of such negotiations within the context of the process
of decolonization. The General Assembly should be
ready, if necessary, to adopt measures to guaranteo
the speedy implementation of resolution 1514 (XV).

11. Mr. ALJUBOURI (Iraq) said that, in considering
the question of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas), the
Committee should remember I first, that it was a
problem concerning two countries which had long
enjoyed friendly relations. Secondly, a dialogue between those two countries had been initiated. Information in that regard had been prOVided by the
Governments of Argentina and the United Kingdom
in letters dated 15 December 1966 (A/C.4/682 and
A/C.4/683). The most important feature in those
letters was the statement that the two Governments
would proceed with the talks in order to try to
resolve the problem and that in due course a more
detailed report would be submitted to the Sppcial
Committee and to the General Assembly.

7. He hoped that the General Assembly would continue to consider the questions of Gibraltar and the
Malvinas (Falkland Islands) until the relevant negotiations led to satisfactory results. and would express
its desire to see the implementation of resolutions
2065 (XX) and 2070 (XX).

12. It was true that little progress had been made in
the negotiations so far. He felt that the United
Nations was entitled to be informed of the progress
of the negotiations. His delegation urged both Governments to continue to seek a solution to the problem
in a friendly manner and hoped that the negotiations
would lead to fruitful results in the near future.

8. Mr. JANEVSKI (Yugoslavia) said that the Fourth
Committee's custom of leaving the small Territories
until the end of the session should not be taken to
imply that their problems were less important or
that self-determination and independence were less
vital in their case than in the case of other Territories. His delegation considered that the United
Nations had a particular obligation towards such
Territories since it was not easy for a small population to obtain its rights without assistance.
9. In some of the small Territories there were
military bases and installations, some of which were
being used in attacks on the independent State of North
Viet-Nam. There were also plans to build new bases
in some of the Territories. The small Territories
could give rise to major problems for the whole
world, since the maintenance of bases was linked
with the preservation of colonial rule and privileges
in various regions of the world. Bearing that in mind,
as also the fact that military bases had been installed
in Non-Self-Governing Territories without the consent of the people, his delegation wished to point out

13. Mr. SICLAIT (Haiti) said that the struggle of the
people of the small Territories for fi.'eedom had the
full support of his country and that his delegation
hoped to see General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)
implemented speedily. He would like to discuss, in
particular, the case of two Territories: the Falkland
Islands (Malvinas) and Gibraltar. The negotiations
initiated on those two Territories in accordance with
the relevant General Assembly resolutions were
proceeding in a climate of understanding. As far as
the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) were concerned, he
noted the promise given by the representative of
Argentina that the United Nations would be informed
of the progress of the relevant negotiations in due
course. With regard to the negotiations concerning
Gibraltar, it was clear from the statement by the
representative of Spain (1671st meeting) that they had
encountered certain obstacles. His delegation shared
the view of the Spanish delegation that recourse to
the International Court of Justice would not be
appropriate in the case of Gibraltar, for it would
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simply represent a means of postponing a solution
sine die. Haiti was also convinced that the fact of
long occupation could not be regarded as giving the
United Kingdom rights over a portion of Spanish
territory. The Spanish Government had shown goodwill
in agreeing to discuss arrangements to protect United
Kingdom interests in the Territory. In any event, the
colonial situation in Gibraltar could not be allowed
to continue indefinitely.
14. Mrs. ANDERSON (United States of America)
said that she Wished to give an account of developments in American Samoa, Guam and the Virgin
Islands; it would be a brief account, since the United
States had submitted detailed information during the
discussions which had taken place in Sub-Committees
II and III of the Special Committee (seeA/6300/Rev.1,
chap. XVIII, annex, and chap. XXII, annex). At the
outset, she would like to express her Government's
continuing belief that resolutions and reports concerning such small Territories should inclUde references
not only to General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) but
also to resolution 1541 (XV). Her delegation regretted
the deletion by the Special Committee of the references
to the latter resolution in the Sub-Committee reports;
a reference to resolution 1541 (XV) was essential in
order to reflect realistically the options before the
Territories. Those options had been widely recognized
in United Nations debates as applicable, as for
example in the case of proposed federation arrangements in the Caribbean.
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Territory and increasing its Viability. Those efforts
had taken the form not only of the development of
tourist facilities but also of industrial investmentsin fish-processing and coconut-processing' plants, for
example.
17. The most recent development of interest in the
educational field had been the introduction of educational television on a broad basis, as a means of
enabling children in the remotest areas to benefit
from the best instruction.
18. With regard to Guam, that island already enjoyed a large measure of self-government through its
fully representative unicameral l~gislature, which
had wide authority, particularly with respect to taxation and appropriations for the operation of the local
government. At the last session of the United States
Congress, the Federal Government had introduced a
bill which would give Guam an elected Chief Executive. Although the present Governor of Guam was a
native and life-long resident of the island, it was felt
that that was not enough; moreover, with the introduction of the system of an elected Chief Executive,
all veto powers held by the Federal Government would
be terminated. Legislation to effect that change had
passed both Houses of Congress but had not been
formally enacted owing to lack of time to settle
procedural details. The Executive Branch had every
intention of re submitting the proposals to Congress
at its forthcoming sessions.
19. In Guam also, the emphasis in economic policy
had been on c.iiversification. A joint Federal-Territorial Commission had just completed certain recommenclations for economic development, including
recommendations concerning the construction of processing and assembling plants for high-tariff items
such as watches, the diversification of agricultural
production and the extension of tourism. An economic
development authority had been set up with broad
powers to attract outside investment and thereby to
expand the Territory's commerce, agriculture and
industry. It was hoped that those efforts, together with
the projected construction of a new commercial port,
would enable the island to progress towards an important role as a warehousing, servicing and processing centre.

15. There had been some significant recent political
developments in American Samoa. It would be recalled that the 1960 Constitution of American Samoa
provided for its automatic review at the end of five
years. A Samoan Constitutional Review Committee
had recently completed its work. Many of its proposals had been directed towards expanding the
powers of the Samoan Legislature-a fact that she
stressed because there had been assertions during
the debate that the Samoan Legislature had strictly
limited powers. It had been proposed, inter alia, that
the Legislature should be given the right to review
that portion of the proposed budget to be financed
from Washington. before recommendations were sent
to the Federal Government. It had also been proposed
that, where no financing from the United States was
involve;d, except for funds normally available to all
States and Territories under general United States
legislation, the Governor would present the Samoan
budget to the Legislature, which would have the full
authority to make the appropriations. There had also
been proposals to change the qualifications of members of the Legislature in order to render it more
fully representative, and to expand the maximum
length of its sessions. Other recommendations concerned further limitations on the prerogatives of the
Governor with regard to legislative proposals. Those
and other proposals had been considered at a constitutional convention convened in Samoa in October
1966. The Samoan electorate had just approved the
recommendations of the Constitutional Review Committee. The proposed new Constitution would be transmitted to Washington for review in the near future.

20. In referring to Guam, the Soviet Union representative had stressed the existence of a military
base there, although he had not commented on progress towards self-government and self-determination. The Guamanians did not consider the base to be
a barrier to their political progress. She herself had
visited Guam in 1965 and had had discussions with
many members of the Guamanian Legislature, who
had assured her that that Legislature-elected on the
basis of "one man, one vote"-had expressed its full
support for the maintenance of the base. The base had
been in Guam for many years, yet progress towards
self-determination had been continuous. She would
add that the United Nations Charter in no way abridged
the right of a country to maintain installations for
defence against aggression, and that was the purpose
which the base in question had served.

16. In the economic field, efforts had been directed
mainly towards diversifying the economy of the

21. Turning to the United States Virgin Islands, she
said that there, too. an interesting constitutional
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development h'ld taken place recently. The Virgin
Islands had recently gone through a process of full
constitutional review. A constitutional convention had
made a report during 1965, and had suggested amendments to the p:resent Organic Act to provide the people
of the Islands with increased control over local
political and fiscal affairs. The Virgin Islands already
possessed a legislature based on universal suffrage,
with broad authority. The Islands were able to rely
almost entirely on locally generated financial resources, and the Virgin Islands Legislature had full
autonomy with regard to the raising and disposal of
moneys. The Constitutional Convention had also recommended that the Islands should be granted the right to
elect their own Governor and Lieutenant-Governor,
and that the veto authority of the Federal Government
should be eliminated. That proposal had been strongly
endorsed by the present Governor, who had urged that
the Constitutionat Convention's recommendations
should be given careful consideration by the United
States Congress. The measure had received the full
support of the Federal Government and the general
approval of both Houses of Congress, but unfortunately action had not been completed before the
recent adjournment of Congress. The Executive Branch
planned to press for adoption at the next session of
Congress. Certain other recommendations of the
Virgin Islands Constitutional Convention, including
steps to reapportion the legislature, had already been
adopted and become law.
22. Most of the members of the Committee were
aware of the Territory's economic prosperity, which
was due in large measure to the expansion of the
tourist trade. In 1965 over half a million persons had
visited the Virgin Islands, spending $54 million. As a
result of that and other increased revenues, the
per capita income of the Territory, which had a population of about 50,000, had risen above $2,000. Per
capita expenditure on education, housing, health and
public works was high; for instance, $5 million was
earmarked for educational improvements alone and
5,000 low-income rental units were under construction, with 1,000 new units a year scheduled for construction.
23. Two other recent developments in the economic
field reflected some of the basic directions of present
policY'. Construction was nearing completion on a
large aluminium plant to be operated ina complex with
a petroleum refinery. That undertaking symbolized
a movement towards diversification of the Islands'
economy in order "to avoid excessive dependence on
tourism and to break away from the old economic
basis of cane growing and sugar milling. Secondly.
the Government of the Virgin Islands had purchased
all but a small portion of the facilities of the Virgin
Islands Corporation, a Federal Government agency
set up in the 1930's to help to stabilize the Islands'
economy. That step reflected the view that, wherever
possible, public utilities should be ensured through
the Islands' own economy rather than through offisland financing.
24. Her delegation welcomed the fact that talks were
under way between the Governments of Argentina and
the United Kingdom with a view to settling the longstanding dispute concerning the Falkland Islands

(Malvinas), and wished them the fullest measure of
success in that worth-while endeavour.
25. Mr. NUTI (Italy) said that the fact that, six
years after the adoption of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), many small Territories were still
under colonial administration or trusteeship had been
depicted as though it was the result of an international
conspiracy to deprive a large section of the colonial
population of their right to self-determination and
independence. Having served on the Special Commi ttee
for five years, the Italian delegation knew that that was
not an entirely true picture and that, irrespective of
the administering Powers' wishes, the process of
de colonization had been slowed down by such circumstances as the limited size of the Territories, their
small population, poor economic conditions. Conflicting claims of sovereignty, internal difficulties,
problems arising as a result of the different ethnic
origins of the population and so forth. In his delegation's view, the United Nations should give those
Territories guidance in their progress towards selfdetermination with respect to the best ways and means
of attaining genuine freedom and economic viability
and should refrain from sterile denunciation. It would
be unjust not to recognize the fact that every year the
United Nations had been able to welcome the attainment of independence by a number of former colonial
Territories, including small Territories such as
Barbados.
26. His delegation welcomed the fact that the future
of other small Territories was the subject of Continuing and friendly negotiations between the Governments particularly concerned. It noted that the negotiations which had taken place between the Argentine
Republic and the United Kingdom ooncerning the
Falkland Islands (Malvinas) would shortly be resumed,
and it hoped that those two countries, with which Italy
maintained friendly relations, would in due course
find a just and reasonable solution to the problem, in
keeping with the provisions and objectives of the
Charter.
27. Mr. KARASIMEONOV (Bulgaria) said that the
report of the Special Committee showed that the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples applied fully to the Territories
under discussion and that the United Nations should
therefore help them to regain their inalienable right
to self-determination and independence. Although those
Territories were situated in various parts of the
world, the problems and difficulties facing them were
very similar. Many of them had a small population
and were of limited size, and the fact that they had
always served the interests of the colonizers made it
difficult for them to organize a sound economic
structure. As the petitioner from Bermuda had pointed
out at the 1672nd meeting, the economy was entirely
controlled by the former colonizers and slave-owners.
That oligarchy had close ties with th~ metropolitan
countries, defended the interests of the colonial
Powers and sought to maintain political and constitutional systems that deprived the indigenous inhabitants of their most elementary democratic rights.
The system at present in effect in Bermuda dated
from 1821; no one below the age of thirty had the
right to vote and those who owned property had a
second vote.
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28. Another feature of those Territories was the
fact that they served the military and strategic plans
of the metropolitan countries. The colonial Powers
established military bases there, or allowed other
Powers to do so, without consulting the population;
thus they involved the countries under their administration in political and military commitments
which were contrary to the interests both of the
inhabitants and of the nations in the surrounding area.
One of the most striking examples of the fact that
such bases were used by the imperialist Powers for
strategic purposes was the United states base at
Quam, from which United States bombers took off
day after day on savage bombing raids on the people
of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam.
29. In the Caribbean area, too, the United States
had established military bases on colonial Territories
under United Kingdom administration, such as the
United States base in the Bahamas, known as the
Atlantic Underwater Test and Evaluation Centre
(AUTEC). According to the report of the Special
Committee, when the base became fully operational,
it would consist of three ranges: a weapons range,
an acoustics range and a sonar range. It would be the
final testing ground for all new detection systems
(A/6300/Rev.1. chap. XXII, para. 259). That showed
that the military bases of the colonial Powers in the
small colonial Territories were no less detrimental
to the independence and security of peoples than
bases in large Territories and the United Nations
should exercise the utmost vigilance in that regard. It
had undoubtedly become more difficult for the colonial
and imperialist Powers to install military bases in
sovereign States. As the peoples opposed their aggressive designs, those Powers were being increasingly compelled to seek new sites for their military
installations; thus the small Territories and isolated
islands played an important role in their imperialist
plans. The current debate on Gibraltar was an excellent example of the fact that the existence of
military bases not only was detrimental to the interests of the peoples under colonial domination but
made it more difficult to achieve a just solution to
colonial problems. There was no doubt that the
evacuation by the United Kingdom of its military base
at Gibraltar would greatly facilitate the solution of
the problem of that colonial Territory.
30. The Special Committee had repeatedly called
upon. the colonial Powers to comply with the General
Assembly decision and to accept visiting missions in
the small Territories. By refusing to do so, the
United Kingdom, the United States and other colonial
Powers showed that they had no desire to cooperate with the United Nations in promoting the
progress of those Territories towards independence.
31. As a member of the Special Committee and of
SUb-Committee rn, which dealt with Territories in
the Atlantic and Caribbean areas, his delegation
wished to express its concern at the fact that those
bodies had been unable to give detailed consideration
to a number of Territories in that region, and that
the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) had not been discussed
in detail since 1964. It was true that negotiations on
the subject were under way between Argentina and the
United Kingdom, but he considered that the time had
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come for the United Nations and the Special Committee to be given detailed information on those talks.
32. His delegation considered that the Committee
should recommend, for adoption by the General
Assembly, a resolution which would reflect the
special problems facing the small Territories. The
General Assembly should once again address an
urgent appeal to the colonial Powers to accept
visiti.ng missions in Territories under their administration. That would be the best evidence those
Powers could give of their readiness to co-operate
with the United Nations in the implementation of
resolution 1514 (XV).
33. Mr. ESFANDIARY (Iran) said that his delegation
wished to address itself to the question of small
Territories and to the problem of Territories involving sovereign rights. It was to be noted that in
the case of Territories which had been separated from
a metropolitan country the General Assembly had
always recommended negotiations between the administering Power and the metropolitan country concerned. In the case of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas)
and Gibraltar, the General Assembly had invited the
United Kingdom to enter into negotiations with the
countries whose sovereign rights were involved,
namely, Argentina and Spain. In so doing, the Assembly had correctly interpreted and applied resolution
1514 (XV). To those who contended that the views of
the peoples involved should constitute the paramount
factor in the process of decolonization, he would point
out that negotiation was still the best means of protecting the interests of those peoples. When those
Territories had been separated from the metropolitan countries as a result of colonialism, the
inhabitants had not been consulted. Now that the
situation had been reversed and the process of
decolonization was under way, justice dictated that
the views of the people who had suffered a loss
must be considered. Accordingly, in the case of
Gibraltar and the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) it was
essential that the views not only of the people of the
Territories but of the people of the metropolitan
countries, l,e., Spain and Argentina, should be taken
into consideration. The views of the people of independent States could be taken into account only through
negotiation With the officials of those countries. He
paid a tribute to the United Kingdom for its willingness to enter into negotiations with both Spain and
Argentina and expressed the hope that important
progress would be made during the coming year, so
that the process of decolonization might be completed as soon as possible.
34. As a rule, independence was the only objective of
the process of decolonization, but in view of the special
circumstances of small Territories-their economic
situation, small population and size-independence
might not be the appropriate solution, and it was
essential that the people of such Territories should
be able to express themselves freely on their future
status in full knOWledge of the forms open to them,
such as integration, free association and federation.
United Nations supervision was essential in such
cases, since those Territories were vulnerable to
outside pressure, As a member of Sub-Committee Ill,
his delegation had always supported the view that
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visiting missions should be sent to the Territories in
order to ascertain the views of the people and that
there should be a United Nations presence during the
exercise of the right of self-determination.
35. Mr. ARAVENA (Chile) said that at the previous
session the General Assembly, in resolution 2105
(XX), had requested the Special Committee to pay
particular attention to the small Territories and to
recommend to the Assembly the most appropriate
ways to enable the populations of those ':'erritories
to exercise fully their right to self-determination and
independence. While a certain degree of progress had
been achieved in many of those Territories, in others
there had been little or no change. In Mauritius,
Seychelles and St. Helena, progress had been slow.
Furtllermore, the creation of the British Indian Ocean
Territory was contrary to the spirit of General
Assembly resolution 2066 (XX). The delegation of
Chile could only deplore that aot and the fact that, in
the middle of the twentieth century, the people of the
Seychelles were still denied the right of universal
suffrage.

36. His delegation noted that greater progress had
been achieved in the Terri tories under United Kingdom
administration in the Pacific. There had been many
constitutional changes, which would undoubtedly benefit the indigenous inhabitants, but economic progress
had been slow.
37. The islands of Niue and Tokelau, which were
under New 2ealand administration, were small isolated
Territories with limited natural resources. It was
undeniable that the administering Power had contributed greatly to the progress of those islands and
he noted the statement by the representative of New
Zealand that his Government was prepared to accept
a Visiting mission, provided that it formed part of a
broader visit to the area. The Chilean delegation hoped
that a United Nations mission would soon be sent to
that part of the world to examine the situation of the
indigenous inhabitants.

While the economic progress of the Territories
under United States administration had been remarkable, political progress had been slow. The political
development of the Territories should be accelerated,
so that the peoples of American Samoa, Guam and the
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands would be able
to enjoy their inalienable rights.
38.

39. There was still a large number of colonies in
the Amerioan continent and the peoples of Latin
America and the Caribbean would not be at rest 80
long as there were Territories under foreign domination. He reaffirmed his delegation's view that the
Malvinas (Falkland Islands) should be decolonized.
He welcomed the fact that Argentina and the United
Kingdom had entered into negotiations, in accordance
with the invitation in General Assembly resolution
2065 (XX), with a view to finding a peaceful solution
to the problem. Chile once again expressed its
solidarity with the Argentine people in their just
struggle to regain their legitimate rights over the
Malvinas (Falkland Islands).
40.

The provisions of General Assembly resolution

1514 (XV) had not been implemented in some Caribbean

islands which were still under foreign domination and

whose peoples should be allowed to exercise theIr
right to self-determination and independence. The
United Nations was in a position to adopt appropriate
measures to ensure that those peoples were granted
the opportunity of deciding freely on their future
status.
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41. In some Territories, such as the British Virgin
Islands, there had been remarkable constitutional
progress. Insufficient information had been submitted
with regard to other islands, such as Bermuda,
Bahamas, Antigua, Dominica and Grenada; that was
one reasml which led his delegation to think that a
visiting mission to the Caribbean would be useful.
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42. His delegation was pleased to note that some
constitutional progress had been made in the United
States Virgin Islands; the administering Power, however, had not yet implemented resolution 1514 (XV).
In his view, a visiting mission should be sent to the
Territory to be present during the procedure for the
exercise of the right of self-determination.
43. Lastly, his delegation wished to refer to the
problem of GIbraltar, a Territory which was Spanish
and which should be returned to its rightful owners.
Unfortunately, it was not for the Fourth Committee to
examine the de facto situation in the Territory or to
discuss the frontier incidents that had occurred. The
United Nations should urge the parties concerned to
make every effort to reach an agreement that would
enable the administering Power to accelerate the
process of decolonization and transfer power to the
Spanish Government in accordance with resolution
1514 (XV) and the interests of the people of the
Territory. Although the talks between Spain and the
United Kingdom had thus far been difficult, his delegation hoped that with the goodwill of both parties it
would be possible to avoid conflict and to bring about
the decolonization of the Territory. His delegation
called on both parties to reach a solution of the problem as rapicUy as possible. In particular, it requested
the administering Power to proceed with the transfer
of powers, bearing in mind the interests of the people
of the Territory and in pursuance of the United Nations
resolutions, and to :report to the Special Committee
as soon as possible and in any case, not later than
the twenty-second session of the General Assembly.
44. Mr. EL MASRY (United Arab Republic) said that
the people of small Territories, like anyotherpeople,
had the right to self-determination and independence.
Neither the United Nations Charter nor resolution
1514 (XV) made any distinction between the peoples of
small Territories and those of larger Territories; in
fact, the United Nations had a special responsibility
towards the former and shoUld do everything possible
to help them to achieve freedom and independence.
His delegation did not agree that some Territories
could not achieve independence because of their
economic conditions or geographical isolation; such
problems should not be used as a pretext to delay
their independence. The United Nations and its
specialized agencie s could play a significant role
towards achieving economic progress in those Territories.
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45. It was most regrettable that some administering
Powers were maintaining or establishing new military
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bases, mainly for aggressive purposes. Those bases
should be dismantled immediately.
46. His delegation also noted with regret that there
was a tendency among the administering Powers to
annex ~mall Territories through nominal elections.
The Ul1lted Nations should take all possible steps to
ensure that the people of those Territories could
freely express their wishes on their future status, in
full knowledge of their rights. The United Nations
ShoUI~ have a presence in the Territories during the
exerClse of self-determination and should be able to
send visiting missions to them.
47. There had been no significant progress in the
implementation of resolution 1514 (XV). In the case of
Gibraltar, the United Kingdom Government was obstructing the negotiations with Spain in order to delay
de Colonization and maintain its military base there,
a base which had often been used for aggression against
sovereign States. The United Kingdom Government
should be requested to dismantle the military base, in
accordance with operative paragraph 12 of resolution
2105 (XX) and with resolution 2189 (XXI), and not to
place obstacles in the way of the negotiations. The
problem was a colonial, not a legal, one and the people
concerned were the indigenous inhabitants, not the
B ritish civil servants and employee s.
48. The question of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas)
was also a colonial one and the United Nations should
continue to deal with it as such. He hoped that the
United Kingdom and Argentine Governments would
continue negotiations and r~Dort back to the General
Assembly.
49. With regard to Mauritius, Seychelles and St.
Helella, the Committee should recommend to the
General Assembly a resolution based on resolution
1514 (XV) to the effect that the people of those
Territories had an inalienable right to sell-determination and independence, that immediate steps
should be taken to transfer all powers to the peoples
without any conditions, in accordance with theirfreely
expressed wishes, and that foreign military bases
should be dismantled. He deplored the attempts of the
administe ring Power to violate the territorial integrity
of Mauritius and Seychelles by creating the British
Indian Ocean Territory, which it intended to use for
its own military purposes and those of the United
States. According to the Special Committee's report
(A/6300/Rev.1, chap. XIV, paras. 46 and 47), three
Ministers had resigned from the Government of
Mauritius in protest against the United Kingdom
Government's scheme, and discontent among the
Mauritians was growing. The administering Power
should be warned to abandon its military schemes and
to abide by the United Nations Charter and resolutions.
50. Mr. LAALA (Algeria) said that at the previous
session (1556th meeting) his delegation had welcomed
the fact that the United Kingdom and Argentine
Governments had been prepared to enter into negotiations on the question of the Falkland Islands
(Malvinas) with a view to finding a just and final
settlement in accordance with resolution 1514 (XV).
His delegation's hopes had not, however, been fulfilled. Despite the appeal of the General Assembly
in resolution 2065 (XX), the situation remained un-
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changed. A dialogue had, indeed, been established
between the United Kingdom and the Argentine Governments but no settlement had yet been achieved. He
hoped that the two Governments would continue the
negotiations and make known the results. The representative of Argentina had promised to do so and he
hoped that the United Kingdom representative would
d.o as mUCh. On the question of Gibraltar, his delegatIon had been surprised and disappointed at the slow
pace of the negotiations, which had so far achieved
no positive reSUlt, and by the repeated vacillations
of the United Kingdom in its efforts to retain control
of Gibraltar. The only solution lay in the return of
the Territory to the metropolitan country, namely,
Spain. The administering Power was trying to defend
what it called its rights over Gibraltar while expanding its military base and strengthening its hold
over the Territory. It had made use of Gibraltar in
arranging a meeting between the United Kingdom
Prime Minister and Ian Smith. His delegation could
not accept the latest United Kingdom idea that the
question of Gibraltar should be referred to the
International Court of Justice. It was a colonial
question which should be settled by the application
of resolution 1514 (XV). Gilbraltar was a special
case in that it was a question of its return to the
metropolitan country in order to restore the latter's
territorial integrity in that respectj it was comparable to the question of Ifni, where the wishes of
the indigenous population should be met.
51. Mr. MENDELEVICH (Union of Soviet Socialist
RepUblics), replYing to the United States representative who had expressed disagreement with certain
points in the statement he had made at the Committee's 1671st meeting concerning Guam, pointed
out that she had produced no eVidence to show that
the people of Guam did not object to the existence
of a United States military base in their Territory
or to its being used against the people of Viet-Nam.
Her statement to that effect had been based on her
own visit to Guam the previous year, but as a
representative of the administering Power she could
not possibly have been as objective as a representati ve
of the United Nations could have been. The colonial
Powers. which had a stake in preserving their colonies,
naturally saw things in a different light from other
States. Furthermore, the United States representative
had visited Guam at a time when the B-52 bombers
based there had not yet been used against Viet-Nam,
as was now happening, and she could not have had any
idea of the attitude of the people of Guam to the
military operations into which they had been drawn.
52. The United States representative had also taken
issue v/Hh him for implying that the base in Guam
was the most important aspect of the question. Her
reference to his statement was unnecessary on that
point, since it was not merely the USSR but the overWhelming majority of the Members of the United
Nations which had demanded, in resolutions 2105 (XX)
and 2189 (XXI), that military bases in colonial
Territories should be dismantled. It was the United
Nations which considered that the removal of military
bases was one of the most important elements in
decolonization.
53. The United States representative had spoken of
her country's concern for the people of Guam, but if
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it really wanted to show that oonoern it should dismantle the military base, whioh was a direot threat to
the security of the people of Guam.

whioh was entirely free. The United States would OOntinue to carry out its obligations in defenoe of the
freedom of the people of Guam and the PaCific area.

54. He drew attention to paragraph 14 of the Organio
Act of 1960, which stated that every member of the
Legislature of Guam and all officers of the Government of Guam should pledge their support for the
Constitution of the United states, the laws of the
United State s applicable to Guam and the laws of
Quam. It was significant that the laws of Guam itself
were mentioned last. The United States representative's mention of the oolonial Power's oonoern for
the people of Guam brought to mind the reoent
manoeuvre of another colonial Power, Spain, whose
representative had assured the Committee that his
country was working towards the deoolonization of its
colonies and was prepared to oo-operate with the
United Nations and had then voted against the resolution concerning !fni and Spanish Sahara which had
been adopted at the Committee's previous meeting.
That gave some idea of the oolonial Powers I ooncern
for the United Nations. His delegation supported the
views which had been expressed by the representative
of Chile. Resolution 1514 (XV) must be fUlly implemented in all oolonies. There was an urgent need
for a visiting mission to go to Quam to ascertain the
situation in that Territory, especially after the statement whioh had just been made by the United States
representative,

56. The USSR representative had also referred to
the oath of office taken by Guamanian office-holders.
She pointed out that the Guamanian offioe-holders
were United States oitizens, a faot of which they were
proud, and that it was therefore perfectly natural and
proper that they should pledge themselves to uphold
the Constitution and laws of the United States. The
office-p.olders were eleoted on the basis of one man,
one vote, and there was full politioal freedom in the
Territory.

55. Mrs. ANDERSON (United States of America),
speaking in exercise of the right of reply, pointed out
that she had mentioned her visit to Guam the previous
year only as a passing interpolation in her statement.
She had referred to the fact that throughout the years
during whioh the base in Quam had been in existenoe
duly eleoted members of the Legislature had expressed appreciation of the base, whioh they reoognized
to be an important element in the defence of their
country against aggression. Expressions of support
for the base had also appeared in the looal Press,

Litho In U.N.

57. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain), replying to the USSR
representative's referenoe to his delegation's negative vote on the resolution oonoerning Uni and Spanish
Sahara adopted at the previous meeting, pointed out
that a number of years ago the Committee had been
disoussing whether or not Spain would supply information on the Territories under its administration,
as a preliminary step to deoolonization. The manner
in whioh decolonization should be oarried out was
being discussed at present, but sinoe his delegation
disagreed with the suggested procedure, it had therefore voted against the resolution in question, and for
that reason alone. His oountry did indeed intend to
deoolonize the Territories under its administration.
58. Mr. MENDELEVICH (Union of Soviet Sooialist
Republios) said that the last statement of the United
States representative had only oonfirmed his delegation's views. Members of the Legislature of Guam
pledged themselves to uphold the laws of the United
States and since the base in Guam had been set up
on the basis of United States laws, they were bound
to speak in favour of it. In order to break the vioious
oircle, a United Nations mission should be sent to
Guam to ascertain the true situation.

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.
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CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (continued) (A/C.4/L.B63 AND ADD.l, A/C.4/L.866)
5. Mr. GHAREKHAN (India), speaking on behalf of
the sponsors, introduced draft resolution A/C .4/L.866
concerning all the Territories on which the Committee had not adopted specific resolutions. It was a
source of concern to his delegatiun and the majority
of the sponsors of the draft that those Territories
were being considered at a time when the Committee
was about to end its work. The sponsors therefore
considered that the question should be given due
priority at the next session.
6. The draft resolution required no explanation,
since its contents had been embodied in other General
Assembly resolutions on the question. Moreover. it
was moderate and well balanced. The first, second
and third preambular paragraphs were purely procedural. The purpose of the fourth preambular paragraph was to draw the Committee's attention to the
important and disturbing information in the report of
the Special Committee (A/6300/Rev.1j, to the effect
that plans were being made to disrupt the territorial
integrity of some of those Territories and to establish
military bases there. The fifth preambular paragraph
deplored the refusal of some administering Powers
to receive United Nations Visiting missions. That
formula was repeated year after year and it would
continue to be repeated until the administering Powers
changed their attitude. Such a change had already
begun to take effect, doubtless as a result of the
Committee I s efforts, and approval had been given to
the dispatch of one mission to Aden and another to
Ifni and Spanish Sahara, with the co-operation of the
administering Powers. The sixth and seventh preambular paragraphs showed thl:lt the sponsors were
aware of the special circumstances prevailing in
some of those Territories, which were small and not
economically viable.
7. Where the operative part of the draft resolution
was concerned, paragraph 2 was of the greatest importance, for it reaffirmed the right of peoples to
self-determination and independence. Paragraph 3
reiterated the request to the administering Powers to
implement the relevant resolutions of the General
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Assembly; that request had been made at the previous
session but had not met with the response it deserved.
The sponsors felt that there was nothing in the paragraph which should stand in the way of its approval
by the members of the Committee, including the
administering Powers, and they hoped that by the
following year the situation would have improved.
Paragraph 4 reiterated the Assembly's declaration
concerning the disruption of the territorial integrity
of colonial Territories and the establishment of
military bases in those Territories, which was incompatible with the Charter of the United Nations.
That declaration was important in the light of the
information on the subject given in the Special Committee's report. The question of Mauritius was a case
in point: in violation of the General Assembly's
decisions, a new Territory had been formed with
some of the islands of that group and a military base
was to be established there. Paragraph 5 referred
to viSiting missions, on which he had already commented, and paragraph 6 was based on the conviotion that since the establishment of the United
Nations the right of peoples to self-determination
had been steadily gaining reoognition. Paragraphs 7
and 8 were purely proc;edural.
8. He strongly commended the draft resolution to
the Committee.
9. Mr. CALINGASAN (Philippines) said that he wished
to explain his vote before the voting took place. His
delegation was in agreement with the purpose of
draft resolution A/cA/L.866, which was to secure
self-determination and independenoe for the twentyfive Territories concerned, but it had oertain reservations with regard to the question of military bases.
The position of the Philippines on that question had
been fully explained at the 1492nd plenary meeting of
the General Assembly: the existenoe of military bases
in Non-Self-Governing Territories should be condemned only when there was inoontrovertible evidenoe
that those bases were being used to stifle the legitimate aspirations of the inhabitants of the Territory
in question; when there was no such evidence the
question should not be raised. It was in the light of
those considerations that his delegation had voted at
the current session in favour of the elimination of
the base in Oman, just as it had voted earlier for the
elimination of the bases in Aden, South West Africa
and the Territories under Portuguese administration.
However, the draft resolution whioh was about to be
put to the vote referred to twenty-five specifio
Territories in the case of none of which there was
evidenoe that any military bases established there
were being used against the people. He therefore
requested a separate vote on the fourth preambular
paragraph and on operative paragraph 4.
10. He also had reservations with regard to operative paragraphs 1 and 3 of draft resolution A/cAI
L.866; he could support them only on the understanding that they did not refer to the question of military
bases. In any case, his delegation, being a strong
partisan of self-determination and the independenoe
of peoples, would vote for the draft resolution as a
whole.
11. Mr. McCARTHY (Australia) said that he had
received no instructions from his Government on the
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draft resolution and would therefore abstain in the
vote.
12. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote
on draft resolution A/cA/l.866, concerning Territories not considered separately.
13. Mr. CALINGASAN (Philippines) expressed reservations in regard to the words "and at the creation
by the administering Powers of military bases and
installations in contravention of the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly" in the fourth preambular paragra.ph, and asked for a separate vote on
them.
14. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the phrase in the
fourth preambular paragraph of draft resolution
A/CA/L.866 quoted by the Philippine representative.
At the request of the representative of the Philippines, the vote was taken by roll-call.
Cambodia, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Cameroon, Ceylon, Chile, Congo (Democratic Republio of), Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia,
Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Iraq, Jamaioa, Jordan, Kuwait, Liberia, Libya, Mali,
Mauritania, Mongolia, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Poland, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Senegal,
Sierra Leone, Spain, Sudan, Syria, Togo, Trinidad
and Tobago, Tunisia, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republio, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republio, United Republio of Tanzania, Yemen,
Yugoslavia, Zambia, Algeria, Bulgaria, Burma,
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic.
Against: Canada, France, Greece, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Philippines, Portugal, United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of
America, Australia, Belgium.
Abstaining: China, Colombia, Denmark, Finland,
Guatemala, Iran I Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan I
Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldive Islands, Mexico I
Norway, Sweden, Thailand, Turkey, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Argentina, Austria, Brazil.
The phrase in question was adopted by 48 votes to
11, with 23 abstentions.

15. The CHAIRMAN asked the Philippine representative whether or not, in view of the result of the vote
jus t taken, he still wanted a separate vote on operative
paragraph 4, which contained a phrase similar to that
in the fourth preambular paragraph.
16. Mr. CALINGASAN (Philippines) said that he did
not, but he would wish to place on record his delegation's firm opposition to that part of the text.
17. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote draft resolution
A/c.4/L.866 as a whole.
At the request of the representative of the Philippines, the vote was taken by roll-call.
Singapore, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Spain, Sudan, Syria, Togo, Trinidad and
Tobago, Tunisia, Ukrainian SOViet Socialist Republic,
Union of SOViet Socialist Republics, United Arab
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Republic, United Republic of Tanzania, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia, Algeria,
Argentina, Brazil, BUlgaria, Burma, Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Cameroon, Ceylon, Chile,
China, Colombia, Congo (Democratic Republic of),
Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Eouador, Ethiopia,
Ghana, Guatemala. Guinea, Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Jamaica, Jordan, Kuwait,
Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Mali I Mauritania.
Mexico, MongOlia, Morocco. Niger,Nigeria, Pakistan,
Philippines, Poland, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Senegal,
Sierra Leone.
Against: None.

Abstaining: Sweden, Thailand, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United
States of America, Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Italy,
Japan, Malaysia, Maldive Islands, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Portugal.
Draft resolution A/CA/L.866 as a whole was adopted
by 62 votes to none, with 21 abstentions.

18. Mr. BARDER (United Kingdom) said that several
parts of the resolution were unacceptable but he had
abstained because of lack of time to stUdy the draft
and lack of instructions.
19. Mr. SOYLEMEZ (Turkey) stated that he had
abstained in view of his reservations on the operative
part of the resolution.
20. Mr. ESFANDIARY (Iran) expressed support for
the resolution as a whole, including operative parag·raph 4, on which he had abstained. The reference in
that paragraph to foreign military bases was in
keeping with the policy and practice of his Government,
which had clearly and categorically forbidden the
installation of any foreign military base in its territory. His only reservation in regard to the mention
of military bases in the resolution stemmed from the
fact that it was a question of security and, as such,
outside the Committee's competence.
21. Mr. CAMPORA (Argentina) said he shared the
concern expressed by other delegations at the fact
that the question of Territories not considered
separately had been left until the end of the Committee's work, so that there had been no time to
discuss it properly. It should be given higher priority
next time.
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2288 (XXll). Activities of foreign economic and
other interests which are impeding the im·
plementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and Territories
under Portuguese domination and in all
other Territories under Colonial domfna·
tion and efforts to eliminate colonialism,
apartheid and racial discrimination in
southern Africa
The General Assembly,
Having considered the item entitled "Activities of
foreign economic and other interests which are impeding the implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and
Territories under Portuguese domination and in all
other Territories under colonial domination and efforts
to eliminate colonialism, apartheid and racial discrimination in southern Africa",
Having examined the report of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples concerning the activities
of foreign economic and other interests which are impeding the implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa
and Territories under Portuguese domination and in
all other Territories under colonial domination. 4
Having heard the statement of the petitioner,~
Recalling its resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960, and in particular the eighth preambular paragraph thereof,
Reca/,ling further its resolutions 2105 (XX) of 20
December 1965 and 2189 (XXI) of 13 December 1966,
and other relevant resolutions,
Considering that the colonial Powers have the obligation to ensure the political, economic, social and
educational advancement of the inhabitants of the
Territories under their administration and to protect
the population and the natural resources of these Ter-ritories against abuses, in conformity with Chapters XI
and XII of the Charter of the United Nations,
Convinced that any economic or other activity which
impedes the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV J
is incompatible with the purposes and principles of the
Charter,
1. Approves in general the report of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples concerning the activities of foreign economic and other
interests which are impeding the implementation of
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia,
South West Africa and Territories under Portuguese
domination and in all other Territories under colonial
domination ;
2. Reaffirms the inalienable right of the peoples of
the colonial Territories to self-determination and independence and to the natural resources of their Territories, as well as their right to dispose of these
resources in their Lest interests;
4
~

Ibid., agenrla item 24, documents A/6868 and Add.l.
A/C.4/700.

Resolution8 adopted on the reporte of the Fourth Committee
~~~~~~~~~~

3. Declares that the colonial Powers which deprive
the colonial peoples of the exercise and the full enjoyment of those rights, or which subordinate them to
the economic or financial interests of their own nationals
or of nationals of other countries, are violating the
obligations they have assumed under Chapters XI and
XII of the Charter of the United Nations and are
impeding the full and prompt implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV);
4. Strongly condemns the exploitation of the colonial
Territories and peoples and the methods practised
in the Territories un<ler colonial domination by the foreign financial, economic and other interests which are
designed to perpetuate the colonial regimes contrary
to the principles embodied in resolution 1514 (XV);
5. Deplores the policies of the colonial Powers
which permit the exploitation of the natural resources
of the Territories under their administration contrary
to the interests of the indigenous population and which
promote or tolerate unjust and discriminatory work
systems and other practices ;
6. Calls upon all States concerned to fulfil their
fundamental obligation to ensure that the concessions
granted, the investments authorized and the enterprises permitted to their nationals in the Territories under colonial domination do not run counter to the
present or future interests of the indigenous inhabitants
of those Territories;
7. Further calls upon the colonial Powers to prohibit
the following practices, which run counter to the principles of the Charter, violate the economic and social
rights of the peoples of the Territories under colonial
domination and impede the rapid implementation of
resolution 1514 (XV) :
(a) The exploitation of human and natural resources
contrary to the interests of the indigenous inhabitants;
(b) The obstruction of the access of the indigenous
inhabitants to their natural resources;
(c) The promotion and tolerance of injustice and
discrimination in the remuneration of labour and in the
establishment of working conditions;
8. Calls upon the colonial Powers to review, in accordance with the provisions of the present resolution, all the privileges and concessions which are
against the interests of the indigenous inhabitants;
9. Requests the United Nations Council for South
West Africa to take urgent and effective measures to
put an end to laws and practices established in the
Territory of South West Africa by the Government
of South Africa contrary to the purposes and principles
of the Charter ;
10. Requests the colonial Powers to stop immediately
the practice of alienation of lands from the indigenous
inhabitants and to take immediate action to return
to them all such alienated lands;
ll. Urges all States concerned to co·-operate fully
with the United Nations in the rapid and effective im·plementation of resolution 1514 (XV) so as to ensure
to the peoples the exercise of their right to self-determination and independence and to the use of the
natural resources of their own Territories;
12. Requests the Speciai Committee to continue its
<1tudy of the problem and to report thereon to the Gen~ral Assembly at its twenty-third session ;
13. Decides to maintain this item on its agenda.
1622nd plenar_y meeting,
7 December 1967.
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3. A large number of delegations also condemned the

policies of the colonial Powers which create conditions
favourable for the exploitation of the natural resources
of the territories under their domination. contrary to
the interests of the indigenous populations; and which
practise alienation of lands from the indigenous
inhabitants and promote a discriminatory labour
system, and called upon those States to ~top such
unjust practices. which run counter to the principles
of the Charter of the United Nations. They pointed
out that in so doing the colonial Powers were violating
the obligations they have assumed under chapters XI
and XII of the Charter. In the light of the consideration
of this question, all the States concerned, and in
particular the colonial Powers were caIJpd upon to
review all the privileges and concessions granted for
operations in the Territories under colonial domination•
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Further, the Committee of Twenty-Four was
requested to continue its study of this problem and
to report thel'eon to the General Assembly at its
twenty-third session.
4.

AGENDA ITEM 24
A,,:tivities of foreign economic and other interests
which are impeding the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia,
South West Africa and Territories under Portugu,ese
domination and in all other Territories under
colonial domination and efforts to eliminate colonialism, apartheid and racial discrimination in southern
Africa

These considerations are reflected in the draft
resolution contained in paragraph 11 of the Committee's report [A/6939], which is recommended for
adoption by the General Assembly. That draft resolution, sponsored by sixty Powers, was approved by the
Fourth Committee by a roll-call vote of 86 to 2, with
17 abstentions. I express the hope that the draft
resolution submitted herewith will command the wide
support of the General Assembly.

5.

REPORT OF THE FOURTH COMMITTEE (A/6939)
Mr. Dashtseren (Mongolia), Rapporteur ofthe Fourth
Committee~ presented the report of that Committee
and then spoke as follows:
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Pursuant to rttle 68 of the rttles of procedure, it
was decided not to discuss the report of the Fourth
Committee.

1. Mr. DASHTSEREN (Mongolia), Rapporteur of the
Fourth Committee: The Committee took up this question for the first time as a separate problem under
item 24. Most of the delegations which participated in
the debate reaffirmed the inalienable right of the
peoples of the colonial Territories to self-determination and independence' and to the natural resources of
their Territories, as well as their right to dispose
of those resources in their best interests.
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7. Mr. MBEKEANI (Malawi): In order to explain its
vote on the draft resolution contained. in the report of
the Fourth Committee [A/6939, para. 11] on activities
of foreign economic and other interests which are
impeding the implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and
Territories under Portuguese domination and in all
other Territories under colonial domination and efforts
to eliminate colonialism, gpartheid and racial
discrimination in southern Africa, my delegation
wishes to emphasize that it is strongly opposed to
colonialis:n and does not approve the policies of
apartheid and racial discrimination in any of its forms
and manifestations. My Government and my delegation
here have stated in no uncertain terms, on many
previous occasions. that our country does not and will

2. Many members condemned the exploitation of the
colonial Territories and peoples by foreign monopolies, particularly in Southern Rhodesia, South West
Africa and Territories under Portuguese domination.
as exhausting the human and natural resources of the
Territories and impeding the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. In this connexion, they have
called upon those States whose nationals or enterprises
have economic, financial and other interests in colonial
Territories to take measures to put an end to such
activities.
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6. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): In
accordance with the Assembly's decision, statements
will be limited to explanl::<.tions of vote.
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not condone any such policies. It deeply deplores their
continuance wher;ver they are practised. We have
declared that position before, and we stand by it.
8. However, my delegation does not believe that the
problem of apartheid can be solved by the hurling of
insults or the passing of strongly worded United
N ations r\~solutions; nor can it be solved. for thfl.t
matter, by the use of armed force against those who
practise that policy. We have been told here, tim.e
and time again, that the time for sC'lving colonial
problems by the sending of gunboats is over. It is
the belief of my delegation that if we are to start-at
least to start-striving to solve this problem we should
think seriously of opening some dialogue with these
people. Let us talk. My delegation believes that if
some start could be made we should be able to get
somewhere.
9~ My delegation takes a profound interest in the
subject under consideration and has carefully examined
the report of the Committee of Twenty-Four [A/6868].
and the report of Sub-Committee I [A/6868/Add.1].
While paying tribute to the SUb-Committee for the
abundant and factual information contained in its
report, my delegation finds it difficult to accept or
agree with some of the conclusions and recommendations drawn from that m.1SS of facts. That generalizations have taken the place of proper analysis, both in
the reports and in the general debate, has not helped to
make the speedy progress which this issue deserves.

10. It is no secret that most of the developing
countries in Asia and Africa which have. achieved
independence within the last twenty years rely for the
greater part of their national economy on former
colonial economic activities. In most cases, too,
these same interests have been continued after
independence, voluntarily of course. by the national
governments concerned. Even now-it is no secret-we
see qUite a number of foreign ministers a.nd heads of
state gallivanting through the capitals of the developed
countries looking for foreign aid, and even a~king for
that foreign aid and foreign investment on terms more
favourable than the terms which the colonial gover·nments were offering at the time when those interests
were accepting business in the colonies.
11. In the view of my delegation the important question
of how TI.lUch, if at all foreign economic interests. as
sep~,rab:; f~t'om the interests of the colonial gov·arnment,
have truly impeded the attainment of self-determination and independence has not been answe::ed. nor has
an attempt been made to examine what the true
ec(1)lloIlJ.ic and political situation would be if all
foreign economic interests were kept away from these
Territories as has been recommended.
12. My delegation recalls certain statements made by
some representatives during the debate on this issue
in the Fourth Committee-representatives who appeared anxious to expose fully the enemies of African
independence, to e;qJosethosewhoopposedthefreedom
~ighters, indeed to expose those delegations which
ind it easy and convenient to hasten to assert in this

tions coming from countries or delegations known to
be unable to do away with the very countries which
those delegations or countries purport to boycott.
which make a mockery of our important deliberations.
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13. It is not co-operation with a colonial government
for an independent country to negotiate with that
colonial government for special railway facilities or
to maintain labm:u.' representatives in a discriminatory
country, or even to en,joy labour and capital in its
mines from the condemned country. Those representatives here who know other countries in Africa which
produce diamonds or gold know very well that they
could not sell those diamonds or that gold if they did
not co~operate with those r~gimes. I am not pointing
my finger at any particular delegation. I am thrOWing
up an empty hat. and if the cap fits you can wear it.
Is it not acting against the Security Council resolution
[232 (1966)] on Rhodesia for a country to allow one of
its nationalR to set up an agen.cy in Saiisbury. albeit
secretly, for the purchase of Rhodesian tobacco? That.
again, is an empty cap. If the cap fits you can wear it.
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14. Is it honest to indUlge in easy and general
condemnation here when what is mentioned here is
unobtainable in a representative's own country? One
cannot help wondering if such behaviour is not
contributing to the lack of progress towards our
objectives and, therefore. thwarting those results
which we most earnestly seek from our deliberations.
Failing constructive proposals and realistic standpoints. my delegation is not surprised-and this Organization should not be surprised-to see these issues
dragged on and on desiJ'ite our repeated efforts. At
that point we should begin to wonder who are truly
the enemies of African independence.
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15. In view of what I have said, my delegation
wishes to reserve its position regarding the draft
resolution contained in the report of the Fourth
Committee.
16. Mr. SZYMANOWSKI (Poland): In the course of the
debate in the Fourth Committee on the issue now before
us, the Polish delegation, as well as many other
delegations, welcomed the fact that this problem has,
for the first time, been placed on the agenda of the
General Assembly as a separate j.tem. We consider
this to be a decision of major significance in the
fulfilment of the important and difficult task facing
the United Nations, namely, to diagnose. expose and
then proceed to remove a most serious obstacle
standing in the way of colonial countries and peoples
to independence.
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17. The facts concerning the activities of foreign
interests assembled ~n the pertinent documents and
reports, and the other:s brought forward in the course
of our debates, form a very grave accusation of the
foreign monopolies and the colcnial r~gimes responsible for the various Territories and of the Powers
which promote and encourage the activities of those
inter~sts. On this point, I wish to draw the attention
of the Assembly to an important document which.
unfortunately. r~ached us only after the concbsion
of the consideration of this item by the Fourth Commit-
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German interests in Southern Africa and it very
strongly supports our arguments which were presented
in the Fourth Committee.
18. This nefarious consptracy of monopolistic
interests and colonial Powers bent on preserving the
colonial system so that the pl'acUce of exploitation,
oppression and discrimination may be continued is
the very essence of the colonial problem today. We
therefore think tiiat the resolution adopted by the
General Assembly should be particularly clear, should
be formulated in strong terms and should leave no
excuses or escapes for those forces which stand as
the major obstacle to decolonization.

-

19. The draft resolution [A/6939, para.1l] before us,
as a whole, meets these requirements. The very great
number of sponsoring pountries is in itselfa significant
and encouraging sign. We welcome this draft resolution
as an important first step, but at the same time we
should like to state for the record that we are not
qUite satisfied with certain of its formulations, and
this is the main motive for our taking the floor at
this stage.'
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20. We are all the more f:l.p_xious to voice our remarks
since a number of delegations fron! various parts of
the world raised similar points in the Fourth Committee. I shall limit myself here to two points only.

3

them to desist from the practices that prevail in this
domain.
25. To sum up, we believe that the draft resolution
might and ought to have been more precise and
stronger in some points, since it deals with a matter
of the utmost importance. As it is, however, it still
is a document of great sign'i'7icance and a promising
step forward in the work of decolonization. The
Polish delegation welcomes it very sincerely and is
prepared to vote for it.
26. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): The
Assembly is now called upon to vote on the' draft
resolution recommended for adoption by the Fourth
Committee, the text of which appears in the Committee's report (A/6939, para. 11). A separate vote, by
roll-call, has been asked for on paragraph 1. I now
put this paragraph to the vote.
A vote was taken by roll··call.
Guatemala, having been drawn bylot by the President~
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Honduras,
Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jamaica,
Kenya, Kuwait, Laos, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldive IsI~mds, Mali, Mauritania,
Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Nicaragua, Niger,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Somalia~ Spain,
Sudan, Syria, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago,
Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist RepubI:cs, United
Arab Republic, Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Yemen, Zambia, Afghanistan, Algeria, Argentina,
Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria~ Burma,
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Cambodia,
Cameroon, Central African Republic~ Ceylon, Chad,
Chile, China, Colombia, Ccngo (Brazzaville), Congo
(Democratic RepUblic of), Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Dahomey, Dominican RepUblic, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana.
t

21. Firstly, my delegation does not subscribe to the
wording of the first operative paragraph, which adds
the qualification. "in general" to the As~embly's
approval of the report of the Committee of TwentyFour. Poland h1 a member of that Committee. We
consider that it has made an important contribution by
tackling the problem and by probing into it. We fully
endorse the Committee's report and its conclusions,
and we would ha've preferred the Assembly to have
endorsed them likewise. This is more than a matter
of wording. Th.e fact that the General Assembly
clearly entertains reservations to some parts of the
report cannot but give comfort and encouragement
to those forces which we are striving to expose
and condemn.
22. Secondly,
other operative paragraphs, in
particular paragraphs 6 and 8, should in our opin'on
have been made more clear flnd unequivocal. Our
debates have made it very ohviou.s that most of the
concessions, privileges, contracts and so on granted
to or concluded with foreign nationals and enterpriset
do, in fact, run counter to the interests of the
indigenous inhabitants of colonial territories, and that
such acts of a legal character are indeed a basic
instrument of colonial exploitation.

23. We therefore believe that our draft resolution
ought to denounce them very clearly, and in certain
cases declare them,null and void. This refers especially to acts issued or signed by the illegal r~gime in
Southern Rhodesia and by the So'.lth African administration with regard to South We$t Africa.
24. 'l'he appeal contained in paragraph 6 is more of

a mild recommendation than a factual assessment ofthe
situation, and the appeal contained in paragraph 8 does
not. seem to us to be conclusive l:!I1ough. It is not a
reviewing of the existing privileges and concessions
that we expect from the colonial Powers; we expect

Against: Portugal, South Africa, United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United states
of America, Australia.
Abstaining: Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxem-

bourg, Malawi, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Sweden, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
Greece.
Paragraph 1 was adopted by 87 votes to 5~ with 16
abstentions.

27. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
shall now put to the vote the draft resolution as a
whole. A request has been made for a vote by rollcall.
A vote was taken by roll-call.
Pertt~ having been dra.wn by lot by the
was called upon to vote first.

Pre-sident~

In favour: Peru, Philippines, Po·land, Romania,
Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone,
Singapore, Somalia, Spain, Sudan, Syria, Thailand,
Toga, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda,
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist RepUblic, Union of Soviet
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Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic, United
RepUblic of Tanzania, Upper Volta, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Yemen, Zambia, Afghanistan, Algeria,
Argentina, Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Cambodia, Cameroon, Central African Republic,
Ceylon, Chad, Chile, Chinll, Colombia, Congo
(Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic Republic of),
Czechoslovakia, Dahomey, Dominican Republic,
Ecu.ador, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia,
Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Honduras,
Hungary, Indi.a, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel,
Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, Kuwait, Laos, Lebanon,
Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldive
Islands, Mali. Mauritania. Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco,
Nepal, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama,
Paraguay.

(j

Against: Portugal, South
· ~

A~rica.

Abs taining: Sweden, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Australia, Austria, Canada, Cuba, Denmark, Finland,
France. Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, Malawi, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway.

The draft resolution was adopted by 91 votes to 21'
with 17 abstentions [Resolution 2288 (XXII)].

28. The PRESIDENT (translated from Fren.::h): I
now call on those representatives who have asked
to explain their vote.
29. Lord CARADON (United Kingdom): I abstained
in the vote which has just been taken and I wish to
explain my reason for doing so.
30. No one has more right to condemn exploitation
of colonial peoples than my Government. No one has
more right to condemn delay in advance to independ=
ence. No one has more right to condemn discrimination. In less than a quarter of a century a quarter
of the population of the world previously under British
administration has advanced to independence. In nearly
every new nation so created independence has been
achieved on the basis of adult suffrage and independent
courts and fully democratic institutions. In none of
tb:ose countries have economic or any other interests
been permitted to delay the deliberate and successful
policy of advance to economic and political independence. That has been the consistent policy of my
Government. To that extent we can support what
is said in the resolution
31. But the resolution, in operative paragraph 1,
approved a report [A/6868 and Add. 1] which we could
not possibly support. We voted against that paragraph
in the Fourth Committee and we voted against that
paragraph again today. It is mainly because we
completely disagree with that report, which formed
the basis of the resolution, that we have at stained on
the resolution as a whole.
32. The report in question is misconceived and
misguided. It is based on a fallacy. It is worse than
a fallacy. It is a per'verse theory which, if accepted,
could· do the utmost harm to the developing nations.
What is that fallacy? It is the fallacy-repeated by
the representative of Poland just now-that private
Litho in U.N.

.•••__

investment is a menace, that it ought to be discouraged,
that in colonial Territories it must lead to exploitation,
that it impedes the advance to independence. That is
the fallacy which has distorted the report.

(

A

33. Many developing countries have little or no
capital of their own. They cry out for de'Y""elopment. But
without capital there can be no development. Where
is th~ capital to come from? Some may come from the
World Bank or from the rE~gional banks or, as human
capital, in the form of pre-investment and technical
assistance from the United Nations Development
Programme. Some may come from bilateral aid from
one Government to another, though it may be worth
saying in passing that by comparison precious little
aid goes to the developing countries from the Eastern
bloc. But anyone who has worked in developing
dependent Territories, now all independent, as I
have done for most of my life, knows very well that
multilateral and bilateral aid are not enough. Private
investment is vital. Those countries which attract it
go forward. And those which do not stagnate in poverty.

TI

A~

A~

A~

34. I am not speaking today on the countries of
southern Africa. There the problem is ra9ial rather
than colonial. And we have made very clear on many
occasions our rejection of the policies there followed.
But to discourage, to condemn and t.:> refuse private
investment in developing countries is a crime against
the peoples of those countries-the peoples who need
to rise from economic degradation.

r

I'
t

35. Of course, it is necessary to control the activities
of private investment. Of course, it is necessary to
tax its profits. Of course, it is necessary to ensure
by sound socialist legislation that it operates in the
pUblic interest. That is exactly what the Parliaments
elected long before independence, on full adult suffrage,
in British colonial Territories have been doing for
many years past. They have not failed to do their
duty to the people, who elected them. But to decry
private invest~ent, to deny its contribution to development, as was .done in the blind and bi9"-sed report
which we have before us, is to do a gravei disservice
to the peoples of the developing nations.

1
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36. Far from attacking private investment, our duty
is to encourage it and to facilitate it. Every developing
country can benefit from Wisely controlled private
investment. None can prosper without it. Indeed, I
repeat, every Minister in a developing country knows
that this is so.
37.
this
this
vote

l
r

i ,

resolution distorts and disputes this obvious,
essential economic truth, that I abstained on the
on the resolution as a whole.

I
I~

38. Mr. DE MIRANDA (Portugal): My delegation voted
against the draft resolution contained in the report
of the Fourth Committee. Our reasons for doing so
were stated very clearly by my delegation on the
appropriate occasions in the Fourth Committee. My
delegation wishes that the statements we made in the
Fourth Committee should be considered as reiterated
for the purposes of the record of the plenary meeting.
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The meeting rose at 4.10 p.m.
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ACTIVITIEC Cf,' FORETGN ECONOMIC AND OTIiER INTMESTS WEICH
4RE IMPIDING TIIE IMPLEI,IEI$TATIoN oF Tln DECI4aATION ON
T]fi ffiANTING OF II.IDPENDH'TCE TO COIONIAL COI]NMIES AND
PEO?I,ES IN SOTIIIIBN RHODESIA, SOIITH IIEST AFBICA AND
TERRTTORIES INDffi FONT!-.GLESE DOMINAT]ON AND IN AI,L OTHM
TffiB]TORTES UI\DM COLOMAI, DOMINATTON AND EF'FORTS TO
FrxMtIIAnE COLONIALISI{, APARTIIEID AI\D nACTAr, DISCRII{IMTIOI{
IN SOiIIIERN AFRICA

Report

of the Sourtb Car@tttee

Rapporteur: Mr. Elyantyn DAsItISffiE{ (Moneolla)

1. In accordance wlth the decision taJ<en by the General Assernbly lu paragraph
of resolution 21@ ()CIg) of 17 Decenber I)66, 8.n ltem entitleat "Actlvitles of

2O

forelgn economic ard other lntefest6 vhich are lupeding the lupJ-enentation of the
Declaxatlon on the Granting of Independ.ence to Colon1a-l Countries alld Peoples 1n
Southern Rhocle sia; South West Africa antl Territorles under Portuguese d'ominatlon
and in aJ l otheT Territories und.er colonial doninatlont' vas inclUcled by the
SecretaJ.X/-GeneraJ- in the provisional agenda of the tten$-seconal session
(a/6680/nev.r).
Z. At its 165th neettng, on 21

er 1967, the Geueraf Co@lttee clecltted to
reco&&erd. the incluslon of this lteu ln the agend.al $ith the followtng reviseil
wording: ,'Actlvlties of foreign econonlc ard. other lnter.ests whlch are impeatlng
the inplenentatlon of the Declaxation on the Graqting of Independ.ence to Co]-onlal
CoUntrles and Peoples tn SoUthern Rhod-esla, South West A1'rica all.l Territolles U-naler
Septenb

unde" colonlci:L ttonlnation ancl
efforts to eflnlnate colonlalisrnr apartheid and raeial dlscrlulnation Ln Eouthern
Afrlcarr. At 1ts 16?th neetingl on 22 Septenber I the Comittee also decided to
Portuguese domination ant!

6T-e9oo1

ln all other TelritorLes

\::
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rcecoE&eal

to the General

Assenbl-y

the allocation of this ltem to the Fourth

Cormittee .

t.

At its

pl-enary neeting, on 25 Se?tenber, the General As senb.Iy, by
adoptlng the reconnendations of the ceneral- Comittee (1,/6UO), includ.ed the iten
in 1ts agenda and alfocated it to the Fourtb Comlttee for consid.eration and report
l-561+th

(a/685r/nev.r)

lr.

.

i.tem at its t718th to :.f?Jt]n, I71OLb,
and ].?r6th neetings, beiveen 14 Novenber and h Decerrber.

The Four.th Conrdttee consid.ered.

this

UrSth
5. At the lJl8th meeting, on 1l+ Nove@ber, the Rapporteur of the Speclal- Cormlttee
on the Situation with regaJd. to the ftnplenentation of the Declaration on the
Grantlng of fnd.ependence to Colonial- Countrles aral Peoples introduced the report of
that Cormi ttee rel-ating to the foreign economic ard other lnterests whlch are
inpeding the implementatlon of the Decl aration on the Grenting of Ind.epend.ence to
Colonlal. Countries arrd Peoples in Southern Rhodesla, South West Africa and
Territories under Portlrguese donlnatlon and ln al-l other Territories und.er colonial
lTl2rrd, t

donination (e/6%B and AdiI .1) .
6. At the l?19th meetlng; on t5 Novenber, the Chairnai lnformed the Cormittee of
the receipt of a letter d.ated" 1J Novernber f96? addressed to hlm by the Chalrnan of
the Specla.l Political- Connlttee, transnittlng a letter dated 2 Novernber L967 trom
I'lr. Janes Forman, representatlve, Student Nonviolent Coordinating Conmittee (SWCC),
containing a request for hearlng concerning agenda item 2\ (A/C.L/699). et tne
I720tI x0eetingl on 15 November, the Comulttee decid.ed. to grant the request.
7. At the 1J21st meeting, on lJ Novernber, I{r. Janes tr'ormaJr mad.e a statenent a,nd
rep-Lied to the questions put to hin by a nember of the Cornnittee. At the sane
neeting, the Comlttee decided to circulate the statenent made by the petitioner as
a Corurittee d.ocunent (1,/c.\/loo) .
8. The general d.ebate on the lten took place at the Ul8bh to L725f,h ueetings,
between

f4

and 21 Noverober.
9. At the Uroth rneet'.ng, on 29 Novenrber, the representatives of Senegal and
Argeotina introduced a draft resolution on behaff of the follor+ing Meuber States:
Algeria, ArAentina, Barbados, Careeroonl Centl4l- Mrican Republic, Ceylon; !!{r
Chlfg, Colornbiar Conso (3razzaville ) r Congo (Denocratic Reput'tic o!
Ecuador; Ethiopia, Gha4a, Guatemalar qlilggr Gqyana, fndia, Indonesia, I4, Il&lI
Coast. Ja.maica, Kenya, Kuvait, Liberla, Libya. Madagasgar, {gIL, Mauritaria, Meflco,
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r Nl,geria,

PakLstan, Rwand a, Saudi Arabia, @gA, Slefra Leone,
Soms-114, €!4gg, EX&r Toso, lrinld.aat artt Toba,qg. I\rnlst ar Uga.oda. Uniteat Arab
ReDubl-ic, IlnLtecl Republic of Tanzanla, Upper Volta, Venezuelar yenen, yugoslavia
antl Zalnbla (a/C.t+/f.8/5/nev.l), Srrbsequenu-y, the followlng Member States becane
sponsors: Buflrntli, Donlnican RepublLc, qlgg, Moroccor Uigg4g&., phil_ippines arul
Unrsuay (a/c.\/n.875/nev.r/aaa.r and 2).
10. Bhe Fourth cornnr ttee votecl on the dra.ft resolutloD (e/c.t+lt'.Es/nev.l aldAald..l- and 2) at its tTrSth neettng, on I Decerober, as follows:
Olnratlve paragraph I was adopted by a ro1]-call vote of E+ to 5, wlth
l-6 abstentions. The votlng was as follovs:

Nepal, Itliger

In fayouT: Afghanistan., AJ-geria, Argentina,

Barbad.osl Bo11via, Brazil,
Bu1garla, Burua, Burund.l, Byelorusslan Sovlet Soclalist
Republic, Cameroon, Ceylon, Chad., Chile, China, Congo (Denocratic
Republic of), Cuba, Czechoslovalriae Datromey2 DonLnican Repub]lc I
Ecuadorl Ethlopia, Gambia, Ghana, Guatenala2 Guiaea, Guyana,
Ilonduras, ifungar5r, Ind.ia, Ind.onesi&, IraD,, lraq, Israel, Ivory
Coast, Jaaaical Jortlany Kenya, Kuvait, lebalon, triberla, tiblra,
MaaagaBcar, Malaysia, Maldlve Islandsl Mall, Maurltanial Mericol
Mongolla, Morocco, Nicara€ua, Nlger; Ni.geriap Pak5.sta,n; Pana&a,
Paraguay, Peru, Phllippines, PoIancI, Rouaula, Rwand.a, Sauall
Arablal Senegal, Sierra Leone, Soualla, Spain, Sud.ar, Syrla,
Tbailard., Togol Trlnitlad antl loba€o, T,rrnlslal firrkey, Ugand.ap
Illrralnlan Sorrlet Socialist Bep:bJ-ic, Unlon of Sovlet Socis.list
Republics, Unlted Arab Republlc, United nepubllc of Ta,azanLa,
Upper Volta, Un€uay I Venezuela, Yenen, yugoslavia, Zarnbla.

@!!

Australia, Portugal, South Africa, United l(tngclon of Great
BrltaLn and Northern Ireland, Ilnited States of Anerlca.

Abstaining: Austrla, 3elglum,

Canad.al Deneark,

!1D1aril, trYance, Greece,
New Zealantll

Iceland, Irelancl, Italy, Japan, Malar.d I Netherlantls,
Nonray, Svetlen.

[he alraf,t reeolution as a vhole a'as adopted by a ro]l-catl vote of fK to 2t
wttb I? abstentione. The vottng was as follows:

In favour:

Afghanlstan, AJ.gerial Argentlna, Barbados, Bollvlal BrazLJ.,
Bulga.ria, Burpa, h:Iuncli, Byel-oflrssian Sovlet Soclaf,Lst Republic,
Caneroon, Ceylon, Chad., Chile, Cblna, Congo (Deuocratic Republle
of ) I Czechoslovakla, Daloney, Doninican Reprrblic, Ecuador,
Ethlopia, Ganbla, Ciranap Oreece, Guatena-la, Gulnear Guyane,
dontluras, nrDgary, InilLa, Incioaesiap Iranl fraq, Ire1andr.
Israel, Ivory Ccast, Jarnaicap Japa,nr Jordan, Kenyar Krrvait;
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lebanon, Ltberla; Llbyar Madagascar; Malaysia, Malalve Is1a.ud.s,
Mallr MaudtanLal Mexlco; l'longolla, Morocco, Nlc aragua, Nlger,
I{igeria, Palristan, Pa,nanal Pexa€Esf , Peru, Phllipplnes ; Pola,lnlp
Roma,nla, Rwantlal Seuili Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone 1 Sonaliay
Spaln, Sualen, Syrie, TheLfartt, Togo, Trtnlclad anal Tobsgo,

llunLsla, lfirrkey, Ugardar UkrainiaJx Sovlet Soclallst Republicl
Udon of Sovlet Soc1al1st Republlcer Unlted. ATab Reprblict
ttnited Reln$llc of Tanzanla, Itpper VoLta, Uruguay, Venezuelal

Iemen, Iugoslavia, Zanbia.
Assl.nst :

Portugal, South Af'rlca.

Abstainlng:

Austra.Llal Austrla, Belglum, Ca,nada2 Cuba, Dennarkr Flrlanclr
FTance, Icelaatl l ltaly, Malavi, Netherl-ard.s, New Zeala.ntl; Norway,
Sveden, United Kingd.om of Great Sritain anal Northern lreland.,
Unlted States of Arneri.ca.
FECOMMEX{DAT]ON OF

11.

THE FOURTH COMMITTEE

I'ourth Comittee therefore reconnends to tbe Generaf Asserubly the €doption
of the fouo$ing clra^ft resolutlon:
The

The General Assebbly,

Eavlng considered the it':n entitled. "Activities of foreign econonic and other
interests arhlch are lryeillng the inpleoentation of the Declaxation on the Grantlng
of Inde?enilence to Colonial- Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South tr'Ies+.
Afrlca and ferrltorles unAer Portuguese domlnation and in a.II other Territo"ies
under colonlal tlonl"natlon and. efforts to elininate colonialism, apaxtheid and
racial tllscrininatlon i.n southern Africa";
Eavlpg exanlried. the report of the Special Corooittee on the Situatlon with
Iegard to the Inplenentatlon of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonlaf, Countries a.nd Peotr)]-es concerning the activities of foreign econonlc and.
other lntereBts which are irleding the itrplenentation of the Declaration on tbe

Gralltlng of Independ.ence to Colonla.l Countries

a.nd.

Peopl-es

in

Southern Rhodesia,

')South l,lest Afrlc a a,rd Terrltorles uncler Portuguese donlnation Erd. ln a.]-l other
Territories under coloala.l douination rU

ilavlng heaxd. the statenent of the petitl o*trzJ
Beca]-llns it6 resolutlon 1!11+ (XV) of 1l+ Detenber 1!60, and in particular the
eighth preanbular para€rapb thereof ,
Rec a].ling flrrther lts regolutlone 2l-05 (n) of 20 December 196, arfr, 21@ (XXI)
of 1l Deceubet L)66, anal other lelevant resolutionsr
Conslderlng that the colonia]. Povers have the obllgatlon to ensure the
p6litLcall econontc, social artl edrrcatlonal aalva-ncenent of the lnhabltants of the
Terrltorles und.er their aduinistratlon and to proiect the polnjl-atlon and the natural
resources of these Territorles aga:inst abuses, in confornity rlth Chapters )G and
ICII of the Cha.xter of the United Nations,
Convlnced that any econonLc or other actl-vlty which inpedes the inplenentatlon
of resolution 1514 (XV) is incoupatlble wlth the purry)oses ard princlples of the
Cbarcte" of the thited. Natlons,
1. Approves tn general the report of the Spec ial- Comittee on the Situatlon
with regard to the Inplenentation of the Declaration on the Granting of
lnclependence to Colonial Countries and PeopLes concerntng the activities of foreign
econonlc and. other lnterests which ere inpedlng the inplenentatlon of the
Decl-aratlon on the Granting of Independ-ence to Col-onial Countries artd. Peoples in
Southern Rhod.esl a, South West Afrlca and Texritories under Por';ugtrese donination srlfl
in af,l other Terrltories und.er colonial d.onination;
2. Rea.fflr![s the inalienable rtght of the peoples of the colonia]Territories to self -cleteruination ald lndepend.ence and to the natural reeources of
their Terrltories as r,rcIl as their right to d.ispose of these resources ln their
best interestsj
t. Decla.res that the colonlal. Powers which deprive the colonlal- peoples of
the exercise and the ful1 enjoynent of those rights, or vhi ch subord.lnate thern to
the econonLc or financlal interests of their own nationa.l-s or of nationals of other

!

A16%8 and Add.1.

Z/ elc.\/too.
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cotrntries, are vlolattng the obllgattons they have assumed und er Chapters n and
XII of the Charter of the Uniterl Natlons and are lnpeding the fuIL and pronpt
lupJ-enentatton of General Assenbly resolutlon 15:-tr (XV);
4. Stronsly condenns the ereloltatlon of the col-onlal- Territories anal
leoples and the nethod s practlseat !n the Territories under colonia.l- donlnatlon by
the foreign flnanctal, econonlc and other lnteregts rhich are designed. to perpetuate
the col-onla] rdgines contrary to the prl-nclples enbodied in resol-trtion 1514 (XV);
,. Deplores the policles of the colonlal Powers which pernit the exploitation
of the natural resources of the Territories und.er their adrninistration contraxl,, to
the interests of the intligenous population afid I'hich proEote or tolerate unjust a.d
tllserlninatory work systerns and other practicesj
6. Cat1s upon al l States concerned to f,trlflil their fundamental obllgation to
ensure that the concessions granted, the investnents authorized anal the enterprises
pern:Ltteal to theLr nationals to olerate in the Terrltorles unler colonia-i- donination
d.o not ruD counter to the present or future interests of the indisenous inhabLtants

of those Territoriesj
7. Further calls upon the colonla]- Powers to prohlbit the fol-lowing practices
vhich run courrter to the princlples of the Cherte" of the Unlted Natlons and. rriolate
the econoDLc and social- rlghts of the peoples of the Terrltorles und.er colonlaa
dorrlnatlon and nhicb lupeale the ralld tnpl-euentation of resolution 1514 (XV):
(") The eq)loltation of hunan and natural resources contrary to the lEterestg
of, the tnligenous luhablta$ts j
(t) T}t" ob8tructlon of the access of the indigenous tnhabitants to their
natural resoUrces;
(c) fne promotlon andl tolerance of lnJustlce ald ttlscrininatlon in the
reld.ureratlon of labour and in the establisheent of norkl.ng conclltlonsi
8. Ca.l-Ls uDon the eoloolal Powers to reviev, ln accord.arce wtth the
provislons of, the present resolutlon, all the privilegeF and. concesslons whlch are
a8ainBt the Lnterests of the tualigenous lnhabltantBj
9. Requests the Unlted Natlons Councll for South l{est Africa to take urgent
antl effectlve neasureB to put an end to lavs altl practlces establlshed in the
Ierrltory by the Goverrnent of South AfrXca contrq.ry to the g.rrposes adcl prlnclp.les
of the Cbarter of the United Natlons;

1...
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10.

Requests the eofonial poters

to stop imed.lately the prectlce of
allenatlon of Iands fron tbe lndlgenous lnhabltents anrtl to tale lmedlate actton to
return to thern dl such alienateat la.nds;
lL. urges all states concerned to co -opelate firl\y with the lhrtted. I{attoDF
lD thF rapld arxd effectrve lsll-enentation of resolution 1!J-4 (xv) so as to enaure
to the peoplee the exerclse of thelr right to self-cleterulnatlon and. inalelendence
arrd. to ihe use of the natural resources of thelr own EerrltorLes;
12. Req:ueste the speclal con'rntttee to contlnue its study of tbe problen and.
to report thereon to the General Assenbfy at lts tweDty -third. sesslon;
$i Decid.es to nalntain thls lten on lts egend.a.
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wishing to help the General Assembly in its consideration of the question, had instructed Sub-Committee I to study it. The Special Committee had
adopted the report of Sub-Committee I (A/6868/
Add.1) and approved its conclusions and recommendations, which appeared in paragraphs 81 to 133
of that document.
3. The Special Committee had given the question
particular attention when it had been considering the
case of the Territories in southern Africa during the
meetings it had held away from Headquarters earlier
that year. On 20 June 1967 it had adopted a resolution
concerning those Territories; the text of the resolution was to be found in paragraph 744 of the Special
Committee's report (A/6700/Rev.1, chap. II).
4. Mr. MALECELA (United Republic of Tanzania)
said that the role played by foreign economic and
other interests in Territories under colonial domination had already been studied by the Special Committee and its Sub-Committee I. The fact that the
Fourth Committee was called upon to continue the
study of the question showed the importance of the
subject and its relation to the struggle that was being
waged for the full implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples.
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Chairman: Mr. George J. TOMEH (Syria).
AGENDA ITEM 24
Activities of foreign economic and other interests
which are impeding the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia,
South West Africa and Territories under Portuguese
domination and in all other Territories under colonial domination and efforts toeliminatecolonialism,
apartheid and racial discrimination in southern
Africa (A/6868 and Add.l)

5. Following the studies undertaken with regard to
South West Africa, the Territories under Portuguese
administration and Southern Rhodesia, Sub-Committee I, and subsequently the Special Committee and
the General Assembly, had concluded that the activities
of foreign interests were indeed impeding the attainment of freedom and independence by the people of
those Territories. It was of course quite legitimate
to draw attention to the benefits of economic investments, but any study ofthe situation in southern Africa
showed that if it were not for the fact that certain
Western Powers had large economic interests there,
it would be much easier for those Territories to attain
independence. Moreover, there was no denying the
fact that it was exploitation that had led to colonialism,
which in the early stages had been for the sole purpose of ensuring markets for the metropolitan Powers.

GENERAL DEBATE

1. Mr. ESFANDIARY (lran),RapporteuroftheSpecial
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, presented
the Special Committee's report on the activities of
foreign economic and other interests which were
impeding the implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa
and Territories under Portuguese domination and in
all other Territories under colonial domination and
efforts to eliminate colonialism, apartheid and racial
discrimination in southern Africa (A/6868 andAdd.1).

6. As far as Southern Rhodesia was concerned, he
had already had occasion to point out that had it not
been for the financial help that the Smith regime was
receiving from capitalist monopolies it would not
have been able to survive for so long. That being so,
it had been obvious that economic sanctions would
fail, because of the activities of certain Western
Powers, Members of the United Nations, in that
Territory.

2. In adopting the recommendations of the Special
Committee, the General Assembly had decided, in
operative paragraph 20 of resolution 2189 (XXI) of
13 December 1966, to include that item in the provisional agenda of the twenty-second session. At the
beginning of its 1967 session, the Special Committee,

7. The information that the Secretariat had provided
for Sub-Committee I had revealed the negative role
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played by foreign monopolies in Southern Rhodesia.
The working paper prepared by the Secretariat
(A/6868/ Add,1, appendix I) reported that a United
States company, the Continental Ore Corporation, had
imported more pig-iron from Southern Rhodesia in
1966 than in 1965. According to the same paper, the
racist minority regime expected to increase its
foreign exchange by $5.5 million a year from the exploitation of the nickel deposits. It was also of interest
to note that 85 per cent of the interests in the Trojan
Mine, which extracted the nickel, had been bought by
the Anglo American Corporation.
8. The United Kingdom firm of Turner and Newall,
Ltd., which accounted for 63 per cent of the total
production of asbestos, had reported in September
1966 that its sales of asbestos had increased and
now amounted to some £94.8 million. Petroleum,
which was of great importance in the case in point,
was still flowing into Southern Rhodesia in sufficient
quantities in spite of the so-called sanctions. It was
no secret that the chief suppliers of that product were
such United Kingdom and United States companies as
British Petroleum, Mobil, Caltex and so forth. In
view of the fact that a wider study of the activities
of foreign monopolies in Southern Rhodesia had already been undertaken, he would not enlarge upon
that subject but would merely state his conclusion
that it was the activities of such companies, which
originated from States members of the Security
Council, that were the major saboteurs of the weak
sanctions imposed by the Security Council. Those
monopolies were direct contributors to, and participants in, the exploitation of the natural and human
resources of Southern Rhodesia. The overwhelming
majority of the people of Southern Rhodesia had expressed, through their national liberation movement,
their repudiation of the activities of the foreign monopolies and of the association of those monopolies
with the forces of colonialism. The Committee could
not do other than condemn the negative attitude of
the various elements that were obstructing the liberation of the African people of Zimbabwe.

transigent and were obviously influencing it to intensify the war against the liberation movements.
The Secretariat working paper (A/6868/Add,1, appendix Ill) gave any number of examples of the exploitation to which Angola was being subjected. It
showed that the Angola Diamond Company, which had
been given a land grant of some 1,025, 700 square
kilometres, had contributed some 195 million escudos
to the Portuguese budget in Angola. According to an
article that had appeared in the South African Financial
Gazette of Johannesburg on 18 March 1966, oil production in Angola was to amount to 2 million tons a
year for the next two years, to meet the growing needs
of South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, Angola and Mozambique. Huge investments were to be made under an
agreement concluded between Petrangol and the Portuguese Government; the agreement authorized
Petrangol to extract oil together with eight other
companies, two of them South African and the others
French, Italian and Portuguese. When the production
of oil in Angola reached 2 million tons a year, it
would be able to satisfy about one quarter of the needs
of southern Africa.
11. The same situation was to be found in South
West Africa. According to Ruth First's book entitled
South West Africa, Consolidated Diamond Mines of
the vast De Beers-Anglo-American empire made an
annual profit in South West Africa of almost double
the budget of that Territory. The Tsumeb Corporation, a United States company that operated the largest
lead mine in Africa, made no secret of its attachment
to the South African Government.
12. All that information showed that the interests
and rights of the African people were being trampled
under foot in those Territories. It had sometimes
been said that the colonialists should be given time
to adapt themselves to the new situation, but it was
clear that they would take advantage of any such
respite to increase their investments and thus retain
their hold on the Territories.
13. The Tanzanian delegation hoped that the consideration of the question on the agenda would throw
light on everything that was impeding the implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).
It was now clear that colonial oppression was being
perpetuated in the colonial Territories because of the
enormous economic interests at stake. The Tanzanian
delegation was prepared to collaborate in drawing up
a'draft resolution reflecting the views ofthe Committee
on the question.

9. It was scarcely necessary to point out that the
wages that the monopolies paid to African workers in
the colonial Territories amounted to about one tenth
of those paid to European workers. That in part accounted for the huge profits that those companies
were making and explained why the Africans were
not making the same progress as were the Europeans.
Since a certain income was one of the qualifications
for voting in many of the colo:1ized parts of Africa,
it was obvious that if that inequality of wages continued the Africans would be deprived of the right to
vote for a long }'me, because of the practices of the
monopolies. It was therefore .easy to see how the
foreign companies were impeding the attainment of
freedom and independence by the African peoples.

14. Miss IMRU (Ethiopia) said that the question under
consideration was of great importance, for it would
help the Committee to understand one of the main
reasons for the maintenance of the colonial regime
in certain Territories and to find solutions for that
problem.

10. Turning to the Territories under Portuguese
domination, he recalled that he had already given a
great deal of information on the activities of certain
companies that were active in those Territories. The
Gulf Oil Corporation, which had spent $22 million on
the exploitation of oil in Angola in 1966, was going to
spend $28 million in 1967 and $76 million in 1968. It
was such investments that were making Portugal in-

15. The tremendous resources of Southern Rhodesia,
the Territories under Portuguese administration and
South West Africa were not being exploited in the
interest of the indigenous inhabitants; rather were
they the cause of the oppression to which the inhabitants were subjected. The Members of the United
Nations condemned that oppression but were incapable
of putting an end to it and Portugal and South Africa
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defied them with impunity. The report of Sub-Committee I of the Special Committee (A/6868/ Add.1)
showed the main reasons for that impotence. It was
stated in paragraph 108 that an interlocking combine
of South African, United Kingdom and United States
interests was playing a preponderant role in the
economy of the whole of southern Africa; the most
important interests in that group were those of four
major companies, which between them possessed
assets of approximately £450 million. The report also
showed that United States private investment in South
Africa had grown from $286 million in 1960 to $528
million in 1965, while the United Kingdom direct investment in South Africa was now almost $900 million.
16. The report also showed the considerable influence
which the international monopolies exerted on the policies of the Governments of certain Western Powers.
Their pressure caused those Powers, especially the
United States and the United Kingdom, to take a direct
interest in the maintenance of colonialism in the
Territories of southern Africa. What faith could people
have in the United Nations if two permanent members
of the Security Council acted in that way, whilst other
Members of the United Nations, in various degrees,
maintained trade relations with the colonial Powers?
17. Paragraph 116 of the report showed the disproportionate land distribution as between the white
minorities and the indigenous population in Southern
Rhodesia, South West Africa, Angola, Mozambique
and other Territories. The best lands had been seized
by foreigners, and the overwhelming majority of indigenous peasants were obliged to lease land from
Europeans on unfavourable terms. The white settlers
and the foreign interests controlled agri.pultural production for export, while the indigenous population
was reduced to subsistance farming. The separation
maintained between those two sectors had impeded
economic development.
18. The foreign companies were pursuing narrow
material objectives and were not concerned with
human advancement. The indigenous workers were
reduced to the role of cheap labour and were offered
no possibility of economic and social advancement.
The white workers were paid five to fifteen times
more than the indigenous workers. The legislation
in force prevented the latter from joining trade
unions or striking, and there were no social security
schemes for aged or disabled African workers.
19. In the Portuguese Territories the Government
had decreed that the sub-soil was the property of the
State, and mining concessions were granted without
the consent of the indigenous population who owned
the land. It was stated in paragraphs 101 and 102 of
the report that huge territories were assigned to
each of the companies, which had their own police
force, security service and even army, and that
according to the agreements concluded between the
Government of Portugal and those companies, the
latter were bound to support the Portuguese Government in securing peace and order.
20. The situation was similar in the Pacific and
Caribbean Territories. According to paragraph 97 of
the report, in Papua and New Guinea foreign interests dominated the major sectors of the economy
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(cash crops and mineral resources). In Fiji sugar
and gold mining industries, the major enterprises
of the Territory, were controlled by foreigners. In
the Bahamas tourism, the sole industry, was entirely
controlled by United States and European capital.
21. Generally speaking, it could be seen that in the
colonial Territories the means of production-land,
mines, factories, transport and communicationswere in the hands of foreign monopolies, which made
large profits while the indigenous inhabitants were
excluded from participation in the economic life of
their countries and were constantly humiliated by
discriminatory laws. Those practices were tolerated
and encouraged by the colonial Powers, whichderived
immense benefits themselves. Her delegation hoped
that the colonial Powers and those which encouraged
colonialism would at last examine their consciences,
that they would not support the philosophy of racial
superiority against which they had fought in the
Second World War and that they would live up to
their responsibilities.
22. Mr. BURTICA (Romania) stated that peoples
could not constitute free and independent nations
unless their economic and social progress was
guaranteed; failing that, they were incapable of real
liberation from colonial domination.
23. The reports of the Special Committee showed
that in the past few years the role of foreign capital
in the Territories under colonial domination had
been growing steadily. That was a disturbing situation, for despite the assurances given that the activities of the foreign interests promoted the economic
and social development of the colonies, the facts
showed clearly the nature of the "civilizing" mission
of the international monopolies and of the "benefits"
that foreign interests brought to the indigenous
peoples.
24. Surveys carried out by the United Nations and
the specialized agencies had shown that the vast
majority of the population of the colonial Territories
were illiterate and that the number of supervisory
personnel with university training was insignificant,
The indigenous inhabitants were deliberately kept in
a backward state so that they could more easily be
exploited. Their backwardness was due not to a lack
of material and human resources but to the colonial
regime and exploitation by foreign capital.
25. The foreign monopolies thought only of profits,
What attracted them in the colonial Territories were
the potential profits, which greatly exceeded the
profits they could make in their own countries,
owing to the low wages paid to the indigenous workers.
Moreover, they were creating a distorted economy,
which was artificially concentrated on the production
of agricultural and industrial raw materials designed
for export and not for the satisfaction of the needs
of the local population. Such a policy was a serious
long-term threat to the development· and economic
independence of the colonial Territories.
26. The policy of plundering natural wealth, which
the colonial Powers had pursued for decades and
centuries, had prevented the peoples of vast·areas of
the world from developing their production potential,
their industry, agriculture and scientific knowledge,
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It had, in short, prevented them from attaining a

higher material and intellectual level. It was the
cause of the serious economic and social inequality,
which was increasing in the world and which constituted one of the most urgent problems of present-day
international life.
27. It should be added that the monopolies were
directly helping the colonial Powers to maintain a
system of oppression which they needed to carry
on their activities. The monopolies had enabled
South Africa, Portugal and Southern Rhodesia substantially to increase their military budgets despite
the economic sanctions imposed by the international
community. They had gone so far as to create economic alliances which, in southern Africa, actually
served as a basis for politico-military alliances. In
Southern Rhodesia, for instance, where 65 per cent
of the investments came from abroad, it was the
monopolies, rather than the settlers, whichcontrolled
the economy.
28. Ever since colonialism had begun, several centuries earlier, it had been inspired by certain economic interests of the metropolitan countries. In recent
years those interests had delayed the process of
decolonization and obliged the colonial peoples to
take up arms to free themselves. Decolonization had
made great progress, but the colonialists still wished
to save what remained of their privileges and they even
hoped to recover the positions they had lost. Thus it
was not surprising that the colonial peoples were running into increased opposition from foreign monopolies. In their struggle the colonial peoples could
count on the support of the Romanian people. He hoped
that the United Nations would take more vigorous
action to put an end to the intolerable situation prevailing in southern Africa and in other parts of the
world.
29. Mr. JOUEJA TI (Syria) stated that the staunch
opposition of the remaining colonial Powers to the
irreversible movement of the colonial peoples towards
independence had for a long time been difficult to
understand. People had wondered why so much money
was wasted on armaments, why so many human lives
were sacrificed and why so much hatred was being
engendered. In short, it had been hard to see whether
the game was worth the candle, It was only gradually
that the larger dimensions of the picture had unfolded.
It was only gradually that the larger dimensions of
the picture had unfolded. Now, thanks to the efforts
of the Special Committee and those of the United
Nfltions Secretariat, it was easier to realize the full
extent of the part played in the colonial Territories
by powerful material interests hiding behind apparently
innocent private companies.

30. The crucial revelation to which those studies had
led was that those interests had common characteristics and common goals. They were interdependent and
formed a community of interests in order to acquire a
powerful influence and considerable means of pressure. In some instances that co-ordination was easy,
since certain of the interests involved were merely
ramifications of one company which had its headquarters in on8 of the capitals of the capitalist world.
In other instances the foreign interests had been
strengthened by association with the foreign settlers.

In most cases, however, an even stronger kind of co·•
operation was evident: namely, direct co-operation
wJth the colonial Powers, which was so close as to
transform mutual interests of the private companies
and of the Governments into identical ones.
31. Once that unity of purpose had been revealed, it
was easy to understand how the activities of foreign
interests in colonial countries developed, particularly
in the case of the African Territories. First, the
colonial Power introduced legislation enabling the
foreign interests to acquire land on advantageous
terms. Such land was neither abandoned nor barren
but exceptionally fertile or rich in mineral resources.
The indigenous inhabitants, who were the rightful
owners, were unscrupulously dispossessed. In certain cases, the concessions granted to foreign companies attained vast dimensions; for example, the
Angola Diamond Company alone held an exclusive
.concession in Angola to prospect and exploit an area
of 1,025, 700 square kilometres.
32. Secondly, the foreign interests exploited the resources to which they thus had access in the most
intensive manner, and at minimum cost, to make the
highest possible profits. It could be argued that such
were the usual norms of capitalist exploitation; indeed, the representative of one Western State had
told the Special Committee that all capitalist enterprises acted in that way. There were, however, special circumstances in the colonial Territories. Indigenous manpower was not equated with any other
labour; the companies used it as they pleased and it
was completely without protection. Some defenders
of that system of exploitation had tried to justify it
by invoking outmoded notions such as that of a free
market and the law of supply and demand. Yet it was
a fact that, in the capitalist countries themselves,
the consequences of the capitalist system were restricted by legislation for social protection such as
that providing for minimum wages, social security,
medical insurance and so forth. The protagonists of
free enterprise should ask themselves whether it
was permissible for a mining company to pay an
African worker a daily wage of eight escudos, or
some twenty U.S. cents, when with that wage he had
to feed his family-who often lived more than 500
miles from his place of work-and pay the equivalent
of at least eight cents in taxes and various charges.
The company which treated the African worker in
that way had apologized to its shareholders for the
fact that its net production in 1965 had not exceeded
928 million escudos, or some $24 million. The unhappy lot of the African workers might have some
meaning if they could count on a better future, but
it was an unfortunate fact that they were deliberately
kept in hopelessly subordinate positions.
33. The advocates of free enterprise knew how
poignantly real the situation was but they claimed
that foreign investments increased the national revenue of a Territory. He wondered what value could be
attached to such notions as national revenue or per
capita income in the light of the fact that the income
of the Europeans was ten to twelve times greater than
that of the Africans. Furthermore, the increase in
revenue was essentially to the advantage of the
metropolitan Power, the colonial peoples receiving
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only imaginary benefits. The primary aim of the
colonialists was, in fact, to increase the prosperity
of the "mother country" by assuring it of imports
at low cost, a sure and cheap source of raw materials,
hard currency and outlets in colonial markets for its
industry.
34. Having gathered information on the activities of
foreign interests for two years, Sub-Committee I,
which had dealt with the item, had come to the conclusion that such interests were only contributing to
the consolidation of colonial rule. The Sub-Committee's recommendations (A/6868/ Add.1, para. 133),
which the Special Committee had adopted, had been
dictated by necessity. Their adoption by the Committee was imperative if the community of nations
was not to remain passive in the face of attempts to
perpetuate colonial rule to safeguard the comfort of
a minority at the expense of the indigenous majority.
35. Now that the United Nations was aware of the
true situation prevailing in the colonial Territories,
it should take swift action.
36. Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)!/ said that the question under consideration
had justifiably been accorded very great importance
in the statements made by the representatives of the
United Republic of Tanzania, Ethiopia, Romania and
Syria, and he was confident that the same would be
true of the statements to be made by the many other
delegations that would most probably be taking part
in the debate. The question was actually one which
concerned the particularly sinister character of the
activities of foreign imperialist monopolies in colonial countries. The exploitation of man by man and
the appropriation of the fruits of the labour of the
overwhelming majority of the people by a small group
of capitalists who owned the means of production
constituted a basic principle of capitalism and imperialism, and that principle had taken on truly
gigantic dimensions and forms in relation to the
colonial countries and peoples in particular.
37. If the question under consideration was viewed
in a broader context, then it would be apparent that
the agenda item before the Committee was one element of the general question of the conflict between
labour and capital, the question of the struggle to
eliminate the exploitation of man by man and the
question of the fight against the actions of a small
group of monopolists who were plundering the workers
not only in the colonial countries but also in the countries whose economic system was based on the principles of capitalism and imperialism.
38. His delegation did not want to expand upon that
theme, although it might perhaps be entirely appropriate to develop further the thought which had just
been expressed. Thus, in the course of the following
statement it would be necessary to revert to that
general topic and to the principal reasons why the
foreign monopolies acted as they did in the colonial
countries and, indeed, in the many other countries
which, after the Second World War, had also broken
the chains of colonial serfdom, in so far as the
plundering of their natural' resources and the shocking
Y This statement was originally issued in provisional form as document A(C.4(SR.I718(Add.l.
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exploitation of their working population were concerned. However, there was now before the Committee a question that could hr' most aptly described in the
terms in which it was stated in the agenda. Therefore,
within the framework of that item and in connexion
with what he had just said, his delegation wanted to
emphasize that the entire history of the colonial system had from the beginning been an unbroken chain
of heinous crimes against the indigenous peoples.
As had been stated by the founder of the Soviet State,
V. I. Lenin, the domination of the European Powers
"over the hundreds of millions of inhabitants of the
colonies had been achieved only through constant,
continuous and never-ending wars". The supremacy
of the colonizers had been consolidated by means of
the most brutal slaughter and annihilation of defenceless peoples.
39. As a result of those colonial wars, the slavetrade, the systematic extermination of peaceful inhabitants by the colonizers and the ravages of hunger
and disease, millions upon millions of the indigenous
population had perished in Asia, Africa, North and
South America, Australia and other regions of the
globe.
40. During the so-called discovery and settlement
of the American continent by the European colonizers, a total of almost 30 million of the American
Indians had been annihilated. In the African continent, more than 60 million persons had died at the
hands of the British, Spanish, Portuguese, Belgian,
German and other colonizers who had seized their
lands. Whole tribes and national groups had been
wiped from the face of the earth. Tens of millions
of slaves had been carried off to America alone.
During the period from 1884 to 1960, the population
of the former Belgian Congo had declined from 30
million to 14 million. Hundreds of thousands of persons had been annihilated by the German colonizers
in their African colonies. During the suppression of
the national uprising in the Philippines by the United
States in the 1890s, more than 600,000 of the local
inhabitants had perished.
41. Tens of millions of the inhabitants of India, IndoChina, Indonesia and other former Asian colonies had
perished as a result of the ravages of unending wars,
hunger and disease.
42. The criminal nature of capitalism and its offshoot
imperialism had not changed. Imperialism, being compelled to manoouvre under the powerful pressure of
the national liberation movement, attempted to conceal
its exploitative nature; imperialism occasionally had
to retreat and to alter the form and method of its
struggle for domination. In essence, however, it remained unchanged, and in order to retain its domination, it resorted to the same crude and cruel methods
of suppression and plunder; it resorted to wars and
aggression in order to continue the colonial exploitation of people. That, as he had already pointed out,
was especially evident in the colonial Territories.
43. Today, in the colonial Territories, the national
liberation movement was encountering increasing
resistence from the imperialist monopolies. They
went to any and to the most cruel lengths in order to
preserve the colonialist and racist regimes. They
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acted in that way because those regimes enabled them
to continue their predatory exploitation of the natural
and human resources of the colonies and to obtain
excessively high profits.
44. As had already been pointed out in the Committee,
the alliance of the colonial Powers with the foreign
monopolies had become the basis and the principal
support of the remaining colonial regimes. As had already been shown in the discussion of the questions
of Southern Rhodesia, the Portuguese colonies, South
West Africa and other colonial Territories, it was
that alliance which stood in the way of the complete
liquidation of colonialism and was hampering the
implementation of the historic Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples.
45. That was why the Soviet and other delegations
considered the question of the criminal character of
the activities carried on by foreign imperialistic
monopolies in the colonies to be one of the most important aspects of the general problem of the final
abolition of colonialism-and of racial discrimination
and apartheid as its baneful consequences.
46. His delegation had already pointed out that the
activities of the imperialistic monopolies in the colonies represented only one element in the struggle
being waged by those monopolies in various continents
with the aid of ruling circles that were subservient to
them in many imperialistic countries and provided
support for corrupt unpopular regimes in such countries as South Viet-Nam and South Korea as well as
in many other areas of the world.
47. In considering the item before them, delegations
must bear in mind that the monopolies of the United
States of America that were active in the colonial
Territories were at the same time the instigators
and organizers of the sordid war of aggression in
Viet-Nam. With the collaboration and direct support
of the imperialistic monopolies, so-called local wars
were being started and punitive expeditions were
being organized against the forces of the national
liberation movement in many countries of the world,
including, as the events of recent days had shown, the
countries of the Near East. There, too, the principal
moving force was the desire to reinforce at any price
the influence of imperialism, to resist the mighty
movement of the people against capitalist enslavement,
the powerful striving of the peoples of the world for
peace, freedom and national independence and for
socialism.
48. With a view to emphasizing how far the concentration of production and capital had proceeded, he
recalled that, according to the figures for 1964, there
were seventy-six industrial companies in the capitalist
world having an income exceeding $1,000 million a
year. According to authoritative information for the
year 1963, the total sales in that year of the General
Motors Corporation alone had equalled the budget of
the Federal Republic of Germany and had exceeded
the national income of the Netherlands by 10 per cent.
49. Although such examples could be multiplied, it
was already apparent from those which had been given
that the financial and industrial monopolistic groups
of the present day did not represent individual em-

pires but were alliances of powerful millionaires and
multi-millionaires who were united by common interests. Among the objectives of the agreements concluded within the framework of those alliances were
the combined efforts to win foreign markets and to
further foreign economic expansion, as well as the
exploitation of the colonial Territories.
50. The drive for super-profits, which had become
a basic law in the development and activity of the
imperialistic monopolies, was, in the final analysis,
hampering the elimination of colonialism and thwarting
the national liberation of peoples, and it ultimately
represented a threat to world peace and security. That
activity was in sharp contradiction with the basic
provisions and tasks of the United Nations Charter and
with a number o( important decisions previously
adopted by the United Nations and more particularly
the basic provisions and principles proclaimed by
the United Nations in the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
51. If the activities of the monopolies in the colonial
Territories were traced back over a period of time,
it would become clear that monopolistic capital represented a reactionary movement in every sense of the
term. The pressure of the monopolies was especially
severe for the colonial peoples. In the economic
sphere it signified the plundering of the national resources of a couatry with the result that the economic
development of the colonial Territories was many
decades behind what it should have been. It signified
severe economic backwardness and a lop-sided eco,1omic structure. It signified economic dependence
on the imperialistic countries.
52. In the political and social spheres, it signified
a complete absence of rights. It signified a system
of shameful racial discrimination and the existence
of apartheid, and the debasement of the indigenous
inhabitants of the colonial Territories to the status
of slaves devoid of any rights by which they might
better their lot. It signified hunger, poverty, disease
and extinction; it signified educational and cultural
backwardness.
53. His delegation fully agreed with the conclusion
of Sub-Committee I that the foreign monopolies in
colonial countries had played and continued to play
"a reactionary role in the fields of economic, political
and social development" (A/6868/Add.1, para. 90).
Their baneful influence also made itself felt through
their activities in the southern part of the African
continent, which now constituted the mightiest bastion
of colonialist-racist regimes. That bastion could not
have held out for any length of time without the support
of international monopoly capital. Consequently the
Special Committee was fully justified in expressing
serious concern at the continuing penetration of foreign
capital and the consolidation of its positions in Southern
Rhodesia, Angola, Mozambique, South West Africa and
the Republic of South Africa.
54. It was of interest to note that the total volume of
foreign capital investment in the countries of southern
Africa, according to available data, now exceeded
$10,000 million-a tremendous sum, especially if it
was remembered that it was larger than the State
budgets of many independent developing countries.
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The lion's share .of that capital was held by the
monopolies of the United Kingdom, the United States
and other NATO countries, in particular the Federal
Republic of Germany.
55. Foreign monopolies owned over two thirds of all
capital invested in Angola and Mozambique, and over
80 per cent of the capital invested in Southern Rhodesia.
The capital investments of the United States and the
United Kingdom alone in the Republic of South Africa,
the most powerful economic entity in the region,
amounted to about $5,000 million.
56. He felt that the world must be told which particular monopolies in the colonies were the strongest
enemies of the independence of African peoples. It
was not enough to refer, as a number of preceding
speakers had rightly done, to an anonymous foreign
capital which was causing incalculable harm to the
peoples of colonial Territories; he would make an
effort to follow the example set by several representatives and designate those monopolies by their
names.
57. Foremost among them were the Anglo American
Corporation of South Africa, Ltd., and Charter Consolidated, which, together with their subsidiaries,
held capital investments amounting to over $1,000
million and con trolled the key branches of the economy
of the entire region.
58. In Angola, the list was headed by the Angola
Diamond Company, which specialized in diamond
mining; next came the mining concerns Lobito and
Lombige and the oil companies Petrofina and Cabinda
Gulf Oil Company, which were controlled by United
States, West German and Belgian monopolies.
59. In Mozambique, the largest firms were the
Mozambique Gulf Oil Company, the Mozambique PanAmerican Oil Company, and the Companhia Carbonifera do Moc;ambique, in which again the major share
was held by United States and Belgian monopolies.
60. Of greatest importance in Southern Rhodesia
were Lonrho, Ltd., Selection Trust, Ltd., three subsidiaries of the Union Carbide Company of the United
States, the Rhodesia Vanadium Corporation, and a
few others. There again, as had been brought out
during the discussion of the question of Southern
Rhodesia, the leading part was played by United
Kingdom and United States monopolies.
61. The principal firms in South West Africa were
the Tsumeb Corporation, the Consolidated Diamond
Mines of South West Africa, Ltd., and the Marine
Diamond Corporation, Ltd., in which South African,
United Kingdom and United States monopolies held a
controlling interest.
62. He had not listed those foreign monopoly firms
out of pure love of economic research, although such
research was always useful in seeking to ascertain
the real mainsprings and causes of a policy which
ran counter to the principles and interests of progressive nations. He was convinced that the responsibility for crimes against humanity and against the
freedom and independence of peoples should be laid
at the door of the particular foreign monopolies
which were directly engaged in plundering, ravaging
and laying waste the colonial Territories, and of
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the ruling circles of the imperialist colonialist
Powers-also clearly designated-which did their
bidding.
63. A legitimate question, which had been raised at
the very beginning of the debate, was: why did those
and other representatives of imperialism actively
support the colonialist-racist regimes? That question had been answered, and he wished to associate
himself with the conclusion drawn at the time. The
answer was that the colonialist-racist regimes were
especially attractive in that they constituted a guarantee of fabulous profits to the imperialist monopolies,
deriving from the rich natural resources of the
southern .African countries in conjunction with cheap
labour. It was, of course, clear to everyone that the
labour was cheap not because of special economic
conditions prevailing in the areas in which it was so
monstrously exploited. The so-called cheapness of
labour was due to extra-economic compulsion, which
took the form of racist regulations and discrimination,
and the unrestrained exploitation and direct repression of the local population. By using cheap labour,
the imperialist monopolies were able to reap fantastic
profits, double and triple the returns in the developed
capitalist countries, where under normal conditions
annual profits did not exceed 7 or 8 per cent. He was
not referring at the moment to the super-profits
garnered by those imperialist monopolies which were
interested in the continuation of the armaments race
and the maintenance of international tension and which
thereby reaped such fabulous profits even in the developed capitalist countries as no apologist of the
capitalist system of economy could ever have dreamed
of. By their own admission-according to data compiled by the foreign monopolies themselves-they
were able to obtain a full return on their capital investments in the colonial Territories, in the form of
profits, in a mere four or five years.
64. That explained, among other things, why United
States and West German investment had grown especially fast in recent years. West German investment had increased tenfold over the past ten years
(1956-1966).
65. Gold, diamonds, petroleum, cotton and other
property of the African peoples, like their very lives,
served to enrich foreign monopolists and in part also
to bribe the upper level of the working class in the
imperialist countries. What those crimes brought to
the Africans was a miserable existence in virtual
slavery, hunger, disease, an early death, illiteracy
and cultural backwardness.
66. Obviously, no amount of statistics could convey
the full tragedy of the African peoples in southern
Africa. Yet even the figures were striking. The Angola
Diamond Company, which he had mentioned earlier,
had earned about $70 million in profits from the export of diamonds in 1961-1965. The manner in which
the profits had been distributed was not without interest: $27 million had gone to the individual stockholders in the metropolitan country, and about the
same amount to the Portuguese Government. In addition, during that period the Portuguese Government
had received about $3 million from the company as
its contribution towards the "defence of the fatherland",
a term which obviously meant support of the armed
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forces of the colonial order; and the local colonial
authorities had received $8 million in loans from the
company for that same purpose, support of the colonial
order.
67. He further noted that the Anglo American Corporation of South Africa garnered profits of that order
of magnitude not in five years but in one year.
68. The principal imperialist monopolies in South
West Africa w~re the Tsumeb Corporation, the Consolidated Diamond Mines of South West Africa, Ltd. and
the Marine Diamond Corporation, Ltd,, which he had
mentioned before. Those were the very same monopolies in which the controlling interest was held by
United States and United Kingdom capital. They were
part of the international conspiracy of the imperialist
monopolies, aimed at strengthening the colonialist
regime, offering organized resistance to the national
liberation movements in the Territories, and creating
a threat to international peace and to the security of
the peoples of Africa and other parts of the world as
well.
69. It was also known that part of the conspiracy was
the fact that the colonial administration, acting on
behalf, and against the interests, of the indigenous
population, granted privileges to the foreign monopolies which would have been out of the question in
independent countries. Those privileges increased the
super-profits even more and made it easier to take
possession of them. In the Portuguese colonies, the
foreign monopolies were exempted from taxes and
duties, vast tracts of land were placed at their disposal, and they were allowed to maintain their own
police and even military forces, which were used to
support the colonial regime and suppress the popular
struggle. Nearly half the Territory of South West
Africa had been granted as concessions to the foreign
monopolies.
70. A representative of the Newmont Mining Corporation, which operated in the Republic of South
Africa and in South West Africa, had stated that the
profits of his company, like those of a number of
others, averaged 27 per cent of the capital invested.
As the representative of the United Republic of Tanzania had said earlier in the meeting, the annual income of Consolidated Diamond Mines was almost
double the budget for the whole Territory of South
West Africa. The average rate of profits in the Portuguese colonies amounted to not less than 18 to 20
per cent and · was often as high as 45 per cent for
individual large companies.
71. For that reason, even if the situation which had
developed was analysed from the point of view of
those who were in favour of preserving the capitalist
system of production and economy, even from the
point of view of the apologists of that capialist system,
the facts which had been adduced, now as well as in
the past, and which were contained in the report of
the Special Committee and elsewhere, were an indictment of the international conspiracy of the imperialist
monopolies against the peoples of the colonial Territories and against the cause of national liberation and
the attainment of independence by those countries.
72. Thus monopolistic capital was intensifying its
penetration of Africa in the remaining colonial Terri-

tories, as had been rightly said, not for any charitable
purposes, not in order to assist the economic development ofthoseTerritories, butinordertoplunder them.
73. In addition to the facts he had adduced, he would
mention that Charter Consolidated earned almost 40
per cent of all its profits in southern Africa, while it
earned only 12 per cent in the independent African
countries and less than 20 per cent in the United
Kingdom itself. It was therefore understandable that,
like other monopolies, it should fight vigorously for
the retention of colonialism.
74. As Sub-Committee I had pointed out (A/6868/
Add.1, para. 85), the basic means of production in
the colonial Territories in southern Africa, namely,
the land, mines, plants and factories, and transport,
were in the hands of foreign capitalists and local
settlers, while the indigenous population were deprived of all opportunities to take part in the economic
life of their countries.
75. That situation was characteristic not only of
the Territories in southern Africa; it was typical of
all the colonial possessions of the imperialist countries. He had drawn attention to the situation in Africa
because a bastion of colonialism existed there which,
it was clear to everyone, the colonialists had no intention of leaving without a struggle. He had drawn
special attention to those facts because that bastion
represented a permanent threat to the independent
African States.
76. The activities of the foreign monopolies had had,
indeed, terrible economic and social consequences.
77. As the report of Sub-Committee I stated, the
best lands had been seized by foreigners and the
overwhelming majority of peasants were obliged to
lease land from European landlords and foreign
companies or unfavourable terms. Those conditions
were essentially no different from serfdom or slavery.
The peasants cultivated only those crops which were
needed by foreign concessionary companies. They
sold them· to the foreign companies at prices which
were arbitrarily dete:rmined by those companies and
which assured the monopolies of a high profit from
the export of valuable crops.
78. The region had a developed market economy on
lands held by foreign companies and large social
colonialist landowners and a backward and primitive
subsistence economy on the small amount of poor land
which the indigenous population still possessed. That
situation hampered the general economic development
of the Territories, and the peasants, i.e., the indigenous
population, lived in conditions under which they were
deprived of the most elementary means of existence.
79. It was known, for example, that in the Republic
of South Africa the indigenous population, which represented considerably more than two thirds of the total
population of the country, had the right-and he would
place that word "right" in inverted commas, because
it existed only in theory-to only 13 per cent of the
land. The same general picture was to be observed
in Southern Rhodesia.
80. The representative of Syria had just pointed out
a very significant fact, that the Angola Diamond
Company had exclusive rights over a territory of
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more than 1 million square kilometres, whereas on
the remaining territory each African had an amount
of land that was on the average one fiftieth of that of
a Portuguese farmer. In his view, no more eloquent
figures were needed.
81. The income of African farmers in Angola, for
example, as was pointed out by the Special Committee
in its report, at best amounted to only 2 per cent of
the income of white farmers. In Southern Rhodesia,
according to data in the same report, the average
per capita income of African farmers in 1965 had
amounted to only £10.
82. His delegation considered the conclusions and
recommendations of the Special Committee to be
correct, since they pointed out that the alienation
of land from the indigenous African population was
inadmissible and criminal, and his delegation supported the recommendation that called for a halt to
that practice.
83. His delegation also wished to draw attention to
the fact that the indigenous population of the colonial
Territories had been deprived of the right to form
trade unions and thus of the right to organize in defence of their interests.
84. As the representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania had already pointed out in the Committee,
the monopolistic position of foreign companies in
respect of the marketing and pricing of export crops
was based on the virtually unlimited racial discrimination against African workers in industry with
regard to working conditions. The average annual per
capita income of the so-called Euro~an population
in the Republic of South Africa was higher than the
average annual per capita income of the population
in the United Kingdom. That situation should be compared with the fact that the incomes of the Africans
were at the same time considerably lower than those
in the independent countries of the African continent.
That alarming disparity between the average incomes
of Europeans and Africans in the Republic of South
Africa which, as had already been pointed out, amounted
to a ratio of 10:1, was steadily growing. In Southern
Rhodesia, in 1965, the difference between the average
annual wage of an African labourer and that of a white
labourer had also been of the order of 1:10 (£128 for
an African and £1,284 for a white labourer). That
difference was even greater in South West Africa,
where it amounted to 1:12 or 1:13 in the mining industry. That was the basis for the fabulous riches
and the monstrous plunder which resulted from the
activity of foreign monopolies in those areas.
85. That criminal activity of the monopolies in the
southern part of Africa also constituted a threat to
the security of the independent African countries. It
should be pointed out, however, that the monopolies
of the Western countries also ruthlessly exploited
the so-called small colonial Territories.
86. Peoples under colonial domination in the Near
East, Asia, Oceania and other regions were suffering
from the activities of foreign monopolies, just like
the peoples of southern Africa.
87. One generally known fact clearly demonstrated
how tenaciously the colonizers were holding on to
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their possessions in the Near East. It was well known
that the oil monopolies were derivingimmenseprofits
from the extraction of Near East oil. The importance
of the colonial system for profit-making on that scale
was perfectly clear, if only from the fact that the taxes
paid by the oil monopolies in the Arab sheikdoms,
which were divided and under colonialist oppression,
were only a fraction of what they were in the independent Arab States.
88. A similar situation existed in the Australian
possessions in Oceania. In the Territory of PapuaNew Guinea, new investment was increasing by about
£5 to 6 million sterling each year, while the profits
exported annually (excluding reinvestment and other
local expenditure) ranged from £ 3 to £ 5 million
sterling. In the exploitat~on or-as it would be truer
to say-the plundering of that Territory, the administering Power itself was taking a direct part side by
side with private companies, as it owned a substantial
proportion-sometimes more than 50 per cent-of the
shares of some of companies concerned.
89. The position was similar in the United States
possessions in the Atlantic and Pacific as well. In
Puerto Rico the annual profits derived by United
States monopolies, which owned 80 per cent of all
industry, were of the order of 28-30 per cent. The
position was exactly the same on the island of Guam,
which was virtually dominated by a single monopoly,
Jones and Guerrero Company, and where foreign
capital was exempted from taxation altogether for
the first ten years. The list or examples of that kind
could be continued indefinitely.
90. The monopolists, the true masters of the capitalist
countries, were directing the activities of ruling
circles in those countries and mobilizing the whole
State apparatus in defence of their interests in the
colonies. They were using foreign policy and armed
force to serve their own selfish interests. Therein
lay the true explanation of the political line which
certain major Western Powers had taken at the
current and earlier sessions on the question of decolonization, when the Committee had been discussing
the situatiofi in specific colonial Territories. Though
in their statements they recognized the right of
peoples to self-determination, the representatives of
the major colonial Powers were in fact doing everything to preserve the bastions of colonialism both in
southern Africa and in the so-called small colonial
Territories. That policy was also directly and very
closely linked to the fact that the colonialist countries,
particularly the United States, were holding on so
firmly to their chain of military bases which were
scattered throughout the world and acted as springboards for aggression and for fighting the national
liberation movement.
91. All those aspects of the problem, as he had already stated, were closely linked. The hand of the
monopolies of the imperialist countries was evident
in everything-the economic exploitation of colonial
Territories, the political support given to decaying
colonial regimes and the military suppression of the
heroic struggle of the peoples for their national
liberation. It was completely obvious to any attentive
and unprejudiced observer that the United States base
on Guam, which was being used against the peace-
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loving people of Viet-Nam, the United Kingdom bases
in the Arabian peninsula, which were helping to suppress the struggle of the peoples of Southern Arabia,
the West German base in Portugal, which enabled the
Portuguese colonizers to send additional troops to
Angola, and the United States base at Guantanamo,
which was threatening the independence of Cuba-all
those and many other bases were in fact serving one
and the same purpose of strengthening the position
of imperialism and its monopolies and repressing
the national liberation movement.
92. A specially important role in that conspiracy
was being accorded to the so-called small colonial
Territories. As well as directly exploiting the natural
and human resources of those Territories, the imperialist monopolies and their Governments were
using the Territories as springboards for aggression
and for fighting the national liberation movement.
93. A single glance at a map was enough to indicate
the importance of that chain of bases stretching from
the Marshall and Marianas Islands through the islands
of the Indian Ocean, Arabia, and southern Africa right
across to the Caribbean. Those bases, as many delegations had repeatedly pointed out, were a serious
threat to the security of peoples.
94. The situation could not be tolerated any longer.
The General Assembly should categorically demand
that the United States of America, the United Kingdom
and the other colonial Powers should comply with its
decisions calling for the elimination of foreign bases
in colonial Territories. Implementation of those decisions would be a valuable step in the campaign against
the crimes being committed by foreign monopolies
in colonial Territories. It would contribute considerably to the success of the struggle for national
liberation, and open up prospects for the final eradication of colonialism.
95. The report of the Special Committee and other
sources of information showed that foreign monopolies
in the colonial Territories were pursuing policies
that were in conflict with the fundamental interests
of countries and peoples fighting for their national
liberation. The General Assembly should therefore
condemn those-activities by international monopolies
which were a threat to peace and were one of the main
factors impeding the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
96. His delegation supported the conclusions and
recommendations of the Special Committee to the
General Assembly in their entirety. It considered
that those conclusions and recommendations could
provide a useful and appropriate basis for a decision
at the current session of the General Assembly.
That decision, in the Soviet Union's view, shouldcover
not only the situation in Southern Rhodesia, South
West Africa, and the Portuguese and other coionies,
but should apply equally to the Republic of South
Africa and to the other colonial Territories.
97. His delegation was naturally ready to consider
any constructive additions to the recommendations
submitted by the Special Committee and to the conclusions and proposals it was now presenting.

98. The Soviet delegation also considered it essential that the General Assembly should decisively
condemn the criminal activities of foreign monopolies directed towards supporting colonial regimes,
and their greedy exploitation of the natural wealth
and of the peoples of colonial countries. It considered
it essential that the Assembly should demand the
cessation of those criminal activities, which were a
serious obstacle to the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples and to the final elimination
of colonialism and its consequences.
99. It was also important for the General Assembly
to condemn the support given to international monopolies by the colonial Powers-in the first place
Portugal and the Republic of South Africa, and also
the United States of America and the United Kingdomto the detriment of the indigenous populations of the
colonial countries.
100. The General Assembly should call upon all
States whose monopolies were participating in the
plundering of colonial peoples, and particularly the
Governments of the United States of America, the
United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany,
to take steps, by legislative and other action, to put
an end to the criminal activities of their monopolies
in the colonies. In his delegation's view, the Assembly's .decision should require the States concerned,
at long last, to take effective measures to limit substantially the transfer of profits out of colonial Territories by foreign monopolies, and to adopt legislative
measures to enable the greater part of those profits
to be used in order to promote the economic and
social development of the colonies, raise the level
of living of the indigenous people and improve health
services and public education.
101. The General Assembly should also, in his delegation's view, instruct the Special Committee to continue to consider the problem and formulate measures
to combat the harmful activities of monopolies in the
colonies. He agreed with the Ethiopian delegation
which, in its statement at the same meeting, had
emphasized the importance of the fact that the question of the activities of foreign monopolies in colonial
Territories was being considered for the first time
in the United Nations as a separate and independent
item of the agenda. His delegation shared that view.
He considered it extremely important, in view of the
significance of the problem, that the question under
consideration concerning the activities of monopolies
should be included as a special item in the agenda
of the next session of the General Assembly to allow
consideration of a report, by the Special Committee
on the results of the implementation of the decisions
taken by the United Nations at the current session.
102. Mr. NKAMA (Zambia) said that the question
that the Committee was now studying lay at the very
heart of the problem of the achievement of independence by the indigenous peoples of southern Africa,
It was therefore vital that the true enemies of African
independence should be exposed and their activities
studied. It was already apparent that many countries
which had repeatedly declared their support for the
liberation movements were actually opposed to the
avowed objectives of the freedom fighters.
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103. It was a simple matter for a representative to
appear before the Committee to deny that his country
was co-operating with the minority regimes and to
assert that it supported the principles of decolonization and majority rule. The truth must be told and
that was what the representative of the Soviet Union
had done when, in his statement, he had dealt with
the complex problems encountered by the indigenous
peoples of southern Africa in their struggle to shake
off the colonial yoke.
104. He therefore asked that the statement by the
representative of the Soviet Union should be reproduced in extenso in the summary record of the Committee's debate.
105. The CHAIRMAN said that if there were no objections, he would take it that the Committee accepted
the proposal made by the representative of Zambia.

It was so decided.
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GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1, Mr. PAKHARENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that the consideration of agenda item 24
reflected the need to determine what were the main
obstacles to the political and economic independence
of the colonial countries and peoples. The activities
of international monopolistic capital were of primary
importance in that respect. Indeed, the whole history
of capitalism was linked to the plundering of the
colonies, and the export of capital was the foundation
of imperialist domination and the oppression of colonial Territories, Monopolistic capital did not hesitate
to use any means to achieve its main objective of
making a maximum profit. It had divided the countries
and territories of the Third World into spheres of
influence and was now dominating all the sectors of
production and all aspects of life in the capitalist
world, The imperialist monopolies, which had brought
about two world wars, were at present the cause of
the prevailing international tension and the arms
race. They were responsible for the criminal adventure of the United States in Viet-Nam and for the
new aggression against the Arab States.
2. Having impeded the development of the colonial
Territories for decades, even centuries, the monopolies were still mercilessly exploiting the indigenous
peoples. The revenues from the investments of the
monopolies of the United States alone in Africa, Asia
and Latin America had amounted to $10,000 million
during the period 1960 to 1964, The imperialist monopolies reigned supreme in Africa and were practically
in control of the economy of the Portuguese colonies,
Southern Rhodesia and South West Africa, Their
investments in those Territories amounted to more
than $5,000 million. Their activities were responsible
for the unilateral development of the colonies and the
enslavement of the international markets, United
States, United Kingdom, German, Belgian and Portuguese companies controlled all the mineral resources of Angola. The return on the investments in
that Territory was about 40 per cent in industry and
from 60 to 75 per cent in agriculture. The annual
profits of Diamang, the most powerful of the monopolies in so-called Portuguese Africa, now exceeded
its registered capital, which amounted to 294.1 million
escudos. Its shareholders received dividends of about
40 to 50 per cent. In 1966 Diamang had paid 2,366
million escudos to the Portuguese Treasury. The
profits of another company, Petrangol, had risen
from 56 million escudos in 1963 to 172,7 million
escudos in 1965; that monopoly proposed to pay the
Portuguese Government a "bonus" of 30 million
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escudos and was to lend it 290 million escudos. Those
examples showed that monopolistic capital was the
main support of Portuguese colonialism and that it
was one of the major obstacles to the attainment of
true independence by the peoples of Angola, Mozambique and other Territories under Portuguese domination, The monopolies of the United States, the United
Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and other
capitalist countries were playing an equally criminal
role in Southern Rhodesia. Their domination had
enabled the illegal Smith r~gime to consolidate itself
and to circumvent the Security Council's imposition
of sanctions against Southern Rhodesia. The monopolies of West Germany had increased their activities
in Southern Rhodesia since the adoption of the decision
on sanctions and the supporters of the racist Smith
r~gime had launched an active campaign in the United
States. Capital from the United States, the United
Kingdom and South Africa controlled all the mining
industry of South West Africa, Consolidated Diamond
Mines of South West Africa, Ltd., had made profits of
about 369 million rands in twenty years. The profits
of the Tsumeb Corporation, another United States
company, from 1948 to 1961 had amounted to more
than 140 million rands, or seventy times its registered
capital. Those fantastic profits were either expatriated or appropriated by the white minority,
3, The handful of millionaires who controlled all the
natural resources of South Africa had taken over
nearly all the best land in the region, in concert with
the white settlers. In Southern Rhodesia the white
settlers possessed 45 per cent of the arable land,
which produced 93 per cent of the agricultural production. Nearly half the land of South Wdst Africa had
been handed over to foreign monopolies, for prospecting. At the same time 54.5 per cent of the indigenous
population had been <;oncentrated in four reserves.
4, With the support of the colonial r~gimes, the
foreign monopolies had deprived the people of the
Territories of their inalienable right to exploit their
natural resources as the rightful owners. The discriminatory legislation .in force in Angola, Mozambique, Southern Rhodesia and South West Africa prevented the indigenous inhabitants from taking part
in the political and economic life of their countries
and condemned them to poverty, hunger and unprecedented suffering.
5. As a result of racial discrimination in wages, a
white settler was paid ten to fifteen times as much
as an indigenous worker. That policy. together with
forced exchanges of manpower between the colonial
Territories for the purpose of maintaining a low rate
of wages, accounted for the fabulous profits made
by the monopolies. The majority of the indigenous
people were illiterate and received scarcely any
medical care.
6. The exploitation and even the plundering of the
people by the imperialists were indissolubly linked
to the military activities of the colonial Powers
against the national liberation movements, Evidence
of that was to be found in the use of the military bases
at Guam, Ascension Island, Aden, etc., for that
purpose; the liquidation of those bases was one of the
principal conditions for the elimination of colonialism.

7, The United Nations should condemn the activity
of foreign monopolies in the colonial Territories, The
work of the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples was making a not inconsiderable contribution
to that objective, The Ukrainian people, who had
suffered the twofold exploitation of indigenous and
foreign capitalists before the October Revolution,
understood the present sufferings of the colonial
peoples. At that time the Ukraine, too, had been
regarded by foreign capitalists as a source of raw
materials and cheap labour, When the Ukrainian
people had broken the chains of slavery once and for
:;.11 in 1917, they had transformed their country into
a great industrial and agricultural Power, where
science and art flourished,
8. The Ukrainian delegation endorsed the conclusions of the Special Committee regarding the reactionary role of foreign economic and financial
interests in the colonies. It considered that the
General Assembly should condemn the activity of
the foreign monopolies in the colonies, since that
activity was the main obstacle to the implementation
of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), The South
African and Portuguese Governments and the racist
r~gime in Southern Rhodesia should be condemned
in the strongest terms for the active support they
were giving the imperialist monopolies. The United
Nations should demand that the administering Powers
should promptly restore to the indigenous people the
land of which they had been deprived. He supported
the Soviet Union delegation '.s proposal (1718th meeting)
that steps should be taken to put an end to the criminal
activities of the foreign monopolies in the colonial
Territories. He also felt that it would be advisable to
ask the Secretary-General to see that information on
those activities was more widely disseminated,
Finally, he was in favour of keeping item 24 on the
agenda of the General Assembly and supported the
suggestion that the Special Committee should be requested to draw up new recommendations on the
question.
9. Mr. FALL (Senegal) said that he wished to explain
the angle from which his delegation proposed to take
part in the discussion of the item before the Committee, His delegation considered that the practices
that arose from multilateral and bilateral agreements
between independent countries should not be invoked
in the present debate to justify one or another position
in connexion with the colonial Territories. Furthermore, in his opinion the study of the activities of
foreign interests in the colonial Territories should not
be made the occasion for value judgements on political
and social systems in effect in the world,
10. His delegation did not think that economic cooperation could be an obstacle to the rational development of countries if it was properly organized. Nor
did it think that foreign interests alone could by their
activities call into question the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples. In his delegation's opinion, those interests,
powerful as they might be, were merely auxiliaries,
though privileged ones, of colonialism. It was therefore important to avoid the two extremes ofregarding
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them either as solely responsible or as simple
accessories, when the fact was that they shared one
and the same responsibility with the administering
Powers.
11. It was clear that, once those interests had been
deprived of any power to do harm, it would rest with
the colonized peoples to show a political determination
for independence. For that, as had been said, it was
necessary that there should be a single-minded desire
for liberation, while it was hoped that the colonizers
would allow the people a clear choice. Lastly, the
debate on the item under consideration should not
consist in simply listing the activities which were
impeding the attainment of independence by the colonial peoples, but it should include other factors, particularly political, cultural and racial factors, which
were inseparable from the process of decolonization.
12. The report of Sub-Committee I (A/6868/Add,1),
which had been adopted by the Special Committee,
had given rise to a good deal of criticism. To those
who complained of the inadequacy of information
obtained from direct sources, the reply should be that
those who had been expected to provide such information had shown little eagerness to do so. Moreover,
he found it regrettable that there should be criticisms
of the impassioned language of the report of SubCommittee I and that it should be maintained by some
speakers that the members of the Sub-Committee had
been biased. If there was one question that could not
fail to arouse passions, it was that of the decolonization, independence and freedom of the peoples.
In the opinion of the Senegalese delegation, the report
of Sub-Committee I represented the outcome of
excellent work and, thanks to it, the Committee had
the information it needed in order to study the question before it and to take a decision in full knowledge
of the facts. Any reservations that might be made
could only be an evasion of the subject, a refusal to
speak about a fundamental problem.
13. The study of the item before the Committee
would certainly lead to another condemnation of
colonialism, which would be the more warranted as
South Africa, Portugal and Southern Rhodesia, supported by international monopolies, were seeking to
justify the tragic situation prevailing in southern
Africa, Notoriously, the purpose of colonization was
to exploit the wealth of the occupied Territories. It
had also been proved that the sole purpose of foreign
companies was to obtain maximum profits from
their participation in that exploitation, so that the
colonizing States and the international monopolies
were members of the same team in that treasure
hunt, Since common interests led to common action,
the administering Powers and their allies formed a
united front in opposing the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
14. No one had flatly denied that the monopolies
hampered the movement of the subject peoples towards
emancipation; but the latest apologists of colonization
still urged greater circumspection and spoke of subtle
distinctions, benefits, and lack of proof that the
presence of foreign interests hindered the colonial
people's progress towards independence. Yet it was
common knowledge that wherever the monopolies
had taken root, their iniquities knew no bounds. The
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lands of the indigenous inhabitants were alienated,
reserves were established for them-a radical
method of completing the demoralization and demobilization of the population-none of their political
or trade union rights were recog~ized, and racial
discrimination had become a system under which
everything was done to suppress the struggle for
liberation. Moreover, and for the same reasons,
efforts were being made to develop the cash economy
at the expense of the subsistence economy. Lastly,
investments were made on a regional basis as part
of a global strategy to remove southern Africa from
the mainstream of decolonization,
15. Needless to say, those various measures yielded
exceptionally high profits to the exploiting minority,
at the expense of an utterly pauperized sub-proletariat.
Those fabulous profits explained why the international
monopolies should connive with such States as Portugal and South Africa and with the rebel r~gime of
Salisbury. Unless compelled to do so, the foreign
firms would never give up business yielding 20 to 27
per cent in dividends, since investments in their
own countries would not give them more than 5 to 9
per cent returns at best. The Territories were being
plundered under the eyes and with the full consent of
the administering Powers. Those Powers were not
concerned with the well-beingofthecolonizedpeoples,
being wholly absorbed with that of their own nationals
and their allies,
16. The reason why a country such as Portugal, instead of protecting the interests of the people, gave a
free hand to the international monopolies was that,
lacking the financial means to execute its policy, it
was obliged, in order to remain in Africa, to bow to
the wishes of the foreign companies which supported
it. The logical deduction was that putting an end to
the activities of the foreign interests would also mean
putting an end to Portuguese colonization; that was an
added reason for vigorous condemnation of the international monopolies which exploited the Territories
which were still dependent.
17. The expansion of the foreign interests was significant in that it testified to a resurgence of reactionary forces, and a renewed desire to establish
themselves and take possession of the coveted riches
-a state of affairs facilitated by strikingly complaisant legislation. That frenzied exploitation necessitated a system of defence against foreseeable revolt.
The stake was so high that it was understandable why
the monopolies took part in repression side by side
with the forces of the administering Powers, Those
monopolies, which of course were exempted from
taxes and export and import duties, enjoyed yet
another privilege-that of maintaining private armies.
18. In Southern !Rhodesia, . immediately after the
unilateral declaration of independence, the foreign
firms had defeated the United Nations sanctions by
giving aid to European tobacco and sugar growers,
using substitutes for import goods that had been cut
off, reinvesting their dividends when it would have
been risky to export them and organizing deliveries
of petroleum and petroleum products from South
Africa and Mozambique. Those activities were
at>solutely contrary to the interests of the indigenous
people and to the intentions of the United Nations.
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19. Consideration of conditions in any other Territory would lead to the same conclusions. Everywhere
in colonial Territories, foreign interests behaved as
unquestioned masters; everywhere they were linked
with international financial groups and colonial
Governments by a system of joint profits; everywhere
they acted without regard to the harmonious development of the Territories or the legitimate wishes of the
people, inciting administering Powers to resort to
harsher methods of domination and, if necessary,
violent repression; and everywhere they thwarted
the people's desire for liberation.
20. His delegation was happy to see that SubCommittee I had adopted its report almost unanimously, and was pleased at the vote cast by the
Special Committee. It noted that there had been only
slight differences of opinion on the substance of the
problem and that no one had attempted a convinced
and successful defence of the foreign companies, which
the Fourth Committee must condemn with the same
severity that it had shown in judging colonial Powers.
21. His delegation was prepared to take part in
formulating a draft resolution unequivocally reaffirming the inalienable right of the inhabitants of the
colonial Territories to dispose of their natural resources and exploit them for their own benefit,
pending confirmation and exercise of their right to
self-determination and independence.
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3. The monopolies were operating in close cooperation with the colonial Powers to plunder the
natural resources of the Territories, exploit the
workers and suppress national liberation movements.
That was perfectly clear from the many studies
undertaken by the Special Committee and other United
Nations bodies. The General Assembly, in a number
of resolutions adopted at the twentieth and twenty-first
sessions, had already condemned the expropriation of
the indigenous population and the economic hold
exercised by foreign interests in colonial Territories.
In particular in resolution 2189 (XXI), operative paragraph 12, it had condemned the activities of foreign
interests in South West Africa, Southern Rhodesia
and the T~rritories under Portuguese domination and
had called upon the Governments concerned to take the
necessary measures to put an end to those activities.
4. In spite of appeals from the United Nations, the
monopolies were merely increasing the scope of their
activities. That situation was seriously endangering
the harmonious development and future economic
independence of countries still under the colonial yoke
and was also threatening the countries which had won
their freedom after a long struggle. As previous
speakers had pointed out, the foreign interests concerned were part of a network of monopolistic groups
which had their headquarters in Western capitals.
The activities of foreign monopolies-particularly
those of the United States, the United Kingdom and
the Federal Republic of Germany-were a striking
manifestation of an international conspiracy of imperialist and colonialist forces. In Portugal and the
Portuguese colonies, those monopolies controlled
two thirds of all investment. They were attracted to
southern Africa because of the favourable terms
offered by colonial Governments, which enabled them
to make profits two or three times as high as those
obtainable in their countries of origin. Nor was
southern Africa the only part of the world where their
presence was evident. The Middle East, especially
South Arabia, was being heavily exploited by imperialist monopolies, particularly those of the United
States and the United Kingdom. The Special Committee
stated in its report that in the colonial Territories
in the Pacific and Indian Oceans the economy, which
was predominantly agricultural, was in the hands of
foreign exploiters, while the indigenous people were
obliged to work on plantations for miserable wages.
In the Caribbean area, in particular the Bahamas,
tourism, which was practically the only industry, was
entirely controlled by United States and European
capital.

Chairman: Mr. George J. TOMEH (Syria).
AGENDA ITEM 24
Activities of foreign economic and other interests
which are impeding the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South
West Africa and Territories under Portuguese
domination and in all other Territories under colonial domination and efforts toeliminatecolonialism,
apartheid and racial discrimination in southern
Africa (continued) (A/6868 and Add.l)
GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. SABEY (Bulgaria) said that the activities of
foreign interests in colonial countries were at the
very root of colonialism and racism, and were entireiy
in keeping with the philosophy and raison d '~tre of
those ideologies-which was to derive immense profits
from the natural and human resources of colonial
countries at the expense of the blood and sweat of the
colonial peoples.

2. The report of the Special Committee on the
Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (A/6868 andAdd.1) showed
that colonialism and racism were not abstract and
unexplainable phenomena: they were the product of
a society geared to the satisfaction of the selfish
interests of a minority. The conclusions and recommendations in the report, which his delegation wholeheartedly endorsed, would be of great assistance to
the Committee in its efforts to devise measures to
put an end to the activities of the monopolies.

5. The activities of foreign monopolies in colonial
Territories had on many occasions been exposed and
condemned by representatives of national liberation.
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movements. The Special. Committee had learned that
in Angola, for instance, some companies were maintaining private armies to assist the Portuguese colonialists in massacring African patriots. Moreover,
the monopolies were making a cash contribution to
repression. For instance, the Angola Diamond Company, which, as a number of speakers had mentioned,
had a concession of more than a million square kilometres, had contributed 125 million escudos-or about
$4 million-for that purpose.
6. In its report the Special Committee had clearly
depicted the harmful political, economic and social
consequences of the activities of foreign monopolies.
The indigenous inhabitants were deprived of their
rights and subjected to discriminatory measures, so
that they could more easily be exploited. They were
forbidden to engage in any trade-union a::!tivities. The
overwhelming majority were illiterate and they were
virtually deprived of medical care.
7. That being so, the United Nations should reaffirm
the rights of all peoples to their natural resources,
condemn the activities of the foreign monopolies which
were plundering those resources and condemn the
Governments of the colonial countries-particularly
those of South Africa and Portugal-which were actively
encouraging such practices to the detriment of the
colonial peoples. The Secretary-General could be
requested to promote a wider dissemination of information on the activities of foreign interests.
B. Lastly, he expressed the hope that the discussion

would result in the adoption of constructive measures
for putting an end to the oppression and exploitation of
peoples throughout the world.
9. Mr. KAEMBA (Zambia) said that, in his delegation's view, the activities of foreign interests in
colonial countries were the major obstacle to decolonization and the main reason why the efforts of
the United Nations in that field were unsuccessful.
10. The sole purpose of colonialism was to enrich
the colonizers and to maintain the colonial peoples
in a state of economic dependence. Even in countries
which were now free, the colonizers were still trying
to maintain control over the resources of those countries by acts of flagrant aggression, as was clear from
recent events in the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
where the monopolies had employed mercenaries to
frustrate the progress of an independent African State.
In Africa the main objective of the colonialists was
still, as it ha,d always been, to exploit the vast mineral
wealth of the continent by dehumanizing the Africans.
The colonizers were intensifying that process of
dehumanization in South Africa, Southern Rhodesia,
South West Africa, Mozambique, Angola and Guinea
(Bissau), while ironically claiming that the indigenous
inhabitants were not ready for freedom.
11. Spokesmen for the foreign exploiters had made
meritricious statements to the Fourth Committee,
denouncing apartheid and all forms of racial and economic injustice, but they had revealed their true
intentions by voting against the two resolutions which
the Committee had adopted at the session (A/C.4/
L.870/Rev.2 and A/C.4/L.872/Rev.1) to put an end
to those very evils. In fact, the countries they represented were the worst and most subtle architects of

human injustice. They admitted that they were supplying arms to Portugal and South Africa, but claimed
that it was on the understanding that the arms would ·
not be used against Africans. That was an absurd
excuse, which his delegation could not accept; the
photographic display presented to members of the
Committee showed that it was quite groundless.
Zambia itself had been attacked at the beginning of
1967 by Portuguese marauders, who had destroyed
villages with weapons manufactured in Western
countries,
12. In its report (A/6868 and Add.1) the Special Committee provided ample evidence of the control which
United Kingdom, United States and South African
interests were exercising over the economy of southern
Africa as a whole. In Southern Rhodesia, where foreign
investment accounted for 80 per cent of all capital
investment in industry, the mining industry, which was
the most important sector, wa:s controlled by companies such as the Anglo American Corporation, the
British South Africa Company, Turner and Newall,
Ltd. (United Kingdom) and Union Carbide (United
States) (A/6868/Add.1, paras. 93 and 94). A similar
situation existed in South West Africa (ibid., para. 96).
The Western monopolies also played aillii_jor role in
the Territories under Portuguese administration and
were directly involved in repressive activities (ibid.,
para. 102).
13. Zambia regarded Portugal and South Africa as
the mere tools of organized international monopoly.
The evidence in the report before the Committee and
the behaviour of the Western countries merely confirmed that opinion. The Western countries were
directly responsible f~r the intolerable policies of
racial discrimination under which Africans in Angola
and Mozambique were paid an initial monthly wage of
150 escudos or $5, while the starting wage for Whites
was 4,000 escudos, or $133.33. In Southern Rhodesia,
it was the monopolies which helped the racist rebels
to remain in power.
14. Now that Africans were aware of the role played
by foreign interests, they should begin to see who
were their friends and who their enemies. Foreign
monopolies considered the independence of African
countries a threat to their investment and they would
try every possible means, including the use of mercenaries, to increase their profits. The whole African
continent was being threatened and his delegation
appealed to the Western monopolies to cease their
oppression and exploitation before the Africans lost
their patience altogether.
15. Mr. LUARD (United Kingdom) saidthattheunderlying problem being discussed was one of great importance for the Committee and one which had perhaps
not been considered sufficiently in the past: the economic and financial difficulties of dependent Territories. Because most of the Territ9ries not yet decoJ.onized were very small and poor in resources, the
whole question of their economic development and
economic assistance for them was one of great urgency.
Now that there were so few dependent Territories left,
and almost all of those were well on the road towards
decolonization, it was certainly necessary to give
increasing attention to their economic problems. The
kind of questions that needed to be examined in that
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connexion were: how large was the total investment
in each Territory, how much of it was invested by the
local Government, the metropolitan Government or
private interests, how did that total relate to the needs
of the Territory, and what return, if any, was received
for each? What, if any, were the social and political
implications of private investment? How well balanced
was that investment and how carefully controlled by
the Government to ensure that it was in the interest
of the Territory as a whole? Above all, and that was
without doubt the most crucial question in relation to
the item under discussion, would the Territories concerned be better off or worse off without private investment from outside, and better or worse equipped
to face independence: in other words, did foreign investment "impede" decolonization, as the title of the
item suggested, or on thecontrarydidit,by promoting
the development of resources and economic growth,
encourage it and make independence more real and
meaningful when it came?
16, Those were very real problems, with which it
was legitimate for the Committee to be concerned,
But if it was going to discuss the subject to good
effect, it must disentangle the various elements that
were inherent within it, The report before the Committee had originally been intended to consider the
influence of foreign firms in southern Africa and thus
reflected the deep and very justifiable concern of
members about developments in that area, But itwent
on to extend many of its conclusions, or rather its
assumptions, on that subject to private firms in
dependent Territories generally, in the case of which
most of the conclusions had very little relevance or
substance. Finally, it went even further, by seeking to
extend the conclusions to private investment in any
developing country, and on that subject it reached
conclusions that were even more sweeping and extreme and could hardly be welcome to most members of the Committee, which had encouraged such
investment, During that gradual extension of scope,
the report, besides making many serious misstatements of fact, reflected more and more clearly the
prejudices of a particular ideological viewpoint. All
that was probably not unconnected with the fact that
the report had been drawn up by a sub-committee
which, whatever else might be said about it, could
scarcely be described as politically balanced.
17. Referring first of all to the wider question of
private investment in developing countries generally,
he said that one of the reasons why the problem was
of such magnitude and was steadily becoming greater
was the fact which economists had noted for some
time: that investment in less developed areas had
become less and less attractive to private investors
in recent years. Before the First World War a considerable proportion of total investment had been
investment abroad, and a very large proportion of
foreign investment had been in the territories then
least developed: investment in raw materials, mining,
railways and certain kinds of agriculture, At that
time, Great Britain had placed something like half
of its total investment abroad, largely in developing
countries. Between the two world wars, that kind of
investment had declined as a proportion and since the
Second World War it had declined more rapidly still.
The United Nations report on the International Flow of
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Long-term Capital and Official Donations, 1951-19592/
an important study of international investment published in 1961, noted in its conclusions:
"While the increase in the flow of foreign funds
has been substantial in each of the components, the
distribution of receipts of funds among geographic
regions and among groups of countries according to
their stage of economic development has been far
from even. In particular, private capital has had a
marked tendency to be concentrated in countries
whose exports are buoyant or which have already
reached a higher level of development" (para, 52).
A similar United Nations report produced two years
later on the same subject 2/ noted that:
" ••• an increasing proportion of the long-term
private capital entering international transactions
was absorbed by the developed countries themselves.
Consequently, the share available for financing
development in the rest of the world was diminished 11
(para. 98).
Finally, a still more recent report on the subject, 3/
produced in 1966, stated that:
11 ••• receipts of private long-term capital bymost
developing countries fluctuate widely from year to
year. Over the four years 1961-1964, only a minority
among the developing countries received a more
or less regular net accretion to their foreign-owned
private investment ••••
"Despite this variability, there was a notable
degree of concentration in the recorded flows: in
each of the years under examination a small group
of countries (usually three to five) accounted for the
great bulk of the net amount received" (paras. 71
and 72).

18, Thus not only had investment been mainly concentrated in the developed rather than the developing
countries, but among the developing countries themselves it had been mainly in those most advanced or
richest in resources.
19. A very high proportion of private investment
today took place within the home country rather than
abroad; and in so far as foreign investment took place
at all (and often it was deliberately restricted by the
home Government), it took place, like foreign trade,
overwhelmingly between developed countries themselves rather than between the developed and developing countries, The extraction of raw materials was
proportionately less important as new ones were
developed; agriculture was promoted more actively,
and often subsidized, within the developed countries
themselves; above all, the' facilities which attracted
and fertilized capital-research teams, skilled labour
forces, mass markets and sophisticated services of
many kinds-were mainly available within the most
developed countries. Thus, United States foreign investment today was overwhelmingly in Europe, Canada
and other developed areas, United Kingdom investment
11

United Nations publication. Sales No.: 62.IJ.D.l.
International Flow of Long-term Capital and Official Donations,
1959-1961 (United Nations publication, Sales No.: 63.1!.0.2).
1./ International Flow of Long-term Capital and Official Donations.
1961:-1965 (United Nations publication, Sales No.: 66.U.D.3).
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was in the Common Market and the old Commonwealth,
etc.
20, Thus
dependent
developed
unable to
required.

developing countries, including of course
Territories, found themselves, like less
areas within all countries, neglected and
attract the investment which they so badly

21. One of the problems to which the members of
the Committee and all those who were concerned about
the future welfare of those Territories ought perhaps
now to devote increasing attention was how dependent
Territories, small and poor and remote, could attract
greater quantities of investment capital both from
private investors and from governmental sources,
22. That fact was well recognized in most of the
developing countries themselves, Far from suspecting
or resisting foreign investment, as the report before
the Committee seemed to suggest they should, the
populations and Governments of those Territories, as
of developing countries generally, had done everything possible to attract it, The value of private investment to developing countries had been generally
recognized within the United Nations~ General Assembly resolution 2087 (XX) on the financing of economic development called upon Governments "to give
due consideration to the measures and actions for the
promotion ofprivate foreign investment in developing
countries recommended by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development , , , " , A report on
the means of encouraging more private investment
called "Promotion of private foreign investment in
developing countries: summary and conclusions" Y had
been prepared for the Economic and Social Council in
March 1967. It noted that "there are few developing
countries which are not ready to accept private foreign
investment in some form" (para, 4). It stressed the
importance of such investment in bringing about "the
introduction of advanced , , • technology by foreign
enterprises" (para. 103). It noted its value in securing
"the employment of local labour in larger numbers
and with higher productivity" (para, 55), and in providing "the managerial and technical know-how needed
to operate more than rudimentary industries"
(para, 146), In operative paragraph 2 (Q) of a recent
draft resolution,~ the Economic and Social Council
requested the Secretary-General "to provide assistance, in co-operation with the international organizations concerned and in reliance on the regional
economic commissions, to Governments and to organizations belonging to the United Nations family which
request his assistance in the application of measures
to increase the flow of productive foreign inv-estments
under conditions acceptable to all parties concerned",
All that was, of course, well known, Governments of
developing Territories that had become independent,
almost without exception, fully recognized the need
to attract more foreign capital rather than less, If
they had criticized the economic policies of the
former colonial Powers, it had been for not attracting
enough foreign investment when they had been dependent, rather than for allowing too much.
~ E/4293 and Corr.l.

.21

E/L.ll93. For the text of this docwnent, as amended by the Council
at Its l5I3th meeting, see Official Records of the Economic and Social
Council, Reswned Forty-third Session, Supplement No. !A, resolution
1286 (XLIII).

23, The value of private foreign investment was
probably best judged by looking at its effect on the
developing countries which had received most, It was
striking that many of the developing countries which
had shown the most impressive degree of economic
growth over recent years were those which, both
when they had been dependent and since independence,
had attracted the largest inflow of foreign capital: in
Asia, they were Malaysia, Pakistan, Hong Kong, and
formerly Japan; in Africa, Zambia, Kenya and the
Ivory Coast; in Latin America, Mexico and Chile,
Kuwait, which had, he believed, the highest per capita
income in the world, would scarcely have had it if it
had not been ready to welcome large quantities of
private capital, It was true that some of those countries had a high level of living partly because the
existence of raw materials had attracted capital, but
the fact was that most such countries had recognized
the importance which foreign capital resources, skills
and marketing techniques might have in winning the
best possible returns for those materials. It was for
those reasons that the vast majorityofthosecountries
welcomed, and indeed actively sought out, foreign
investment to help with their development,
24, It was interesting in that connexion to examine
the attitude towards private investment adopted bythe
Soviet Union and Yugoslavia-two countries whose
representatives had helped to prepare the reportduring their own periods of development, It might not
be generally realized that Lenin himself had felt that
countries building socialism should offer concessions
to foreign capital. Lenin's views on the subject cuuld
be found in volume 31 of his Collected Works,.2! from
which the following extracts deserved to be quoted:
"This plan [for the electrification of Russia] has been
devised by the leading agronomists and engineers, We
cannot expedite its realization without the help of
foreign capital and means of production. But if we
want assistance, we must pay for it" (p. 454), "Where
are we to procure the means of production we need?
To attract the Americans, we must pay: they are men
of business" (pp, 454 and 455), "We therefore propose
to solve the problem by means of concessions"
(p. 455). " •• , we shall learn from them how to organize
model enterprises by placing what is ours next to
theirs. If we are incapable of doing that, there is no
use talking about anything, Operating up-to-date equipment nowadays is no easy matter, and we have to learn
to do so, learn it in practice. That is something that
no school, university or course will teach you, That is
why we are granting concessions on the chequer-board
system, Come and learn on the job" (p. 456). Lenin
had, of course, been well aware of the value of foreign
capital investment from the experiences of his own
country. At the time ofthe Revolution, Imperial Russia
had become the world's fifth largest industrialpower,
thanks largely to the foreign capital investments it
had received during the preceding fifty years, The
Yugoslav Government seemed conscious of the benefits
of private investment, since it had been recently
seeking to attract such investment from Western
countries, Why then should the Soviet Union, having
profited from outside investment, now seek to deny
such benefits to the developing Territories? Indeed,
he could not but wonder at the motive of those who so

.21 Moscow,

Progress Publishers, !960.
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bitterly criticized foreign investment. If foreign economic interests were to be prevented from investing
in developing Territories, where would development
funds be raised? That criticism was particularly surprising when it came from Governments that were by
no means especially generous themselves in provision
of official aid, He recalled the failure of the Fund for
the Economic Development of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland-countries within the area the
Committee was mainly concerned with. That Fund had
resulted from General Assembly resolution 2063 (XX),
which had been so strongly supported almost two
years earlier by many members of the Committee.
Only the previous month the Secretary-General had
announced that the Fund could not be brought into
operation, as the pledged contributions totalled less
than £,6,000,
25. In its discussion today, the Committee was of
course specifically concerned with private investment
in dependent Territories, although it was worthnoting
that many of the sweeping generalizations of the report
before the Committee were made quite indiscriminately about private foreign investment in general.
Most of the general considerations concerningprivate
investment in dependent Territories naturally held
good as much in those Territories as in other developing countries, for they were considerations relating
to the economic value of private investment generally.
They held good equally of dependent Territories as of
other developing areas, There was no magical transformation process by which, at independence, investment that was formerly bad suddenly became good.
26. It was sometimes argued that private investment
was different in independent countries because there
it was subject to the control of the independent Government, which could see that it was used for the benefit
of the community as a whole. Blrl such investment
was equally strictly controlled in dependent Territories, In all United Kingdom Territories certainly,
private investment was firmly controlled, both by the
local and by the metropolitan Governments. In most
remaining United Kingdom Territories, matters such
as investment and development policy were in the
hands of local elected Ministers and legislatures.
That control took a number of forms. First, the investment was taxed, and royalties were paid, and the
revenue was used within the Territory for purposes
which benefited the population as a whole. Secondly,
where there remained any element of United Kingdom
control, one of the conditions of Treasury consent
to any investment of more than £150,000 in those
Territories, explicitly laid down, was that the investment shoulcl. be "deemed advantageous to the economy
and development of the Territory". Thirdly, investment
was controlled by the Government of the Territory
itself through its own regulations and development
plans. The instructions sent to the Governme.1ts of
colonial Territories, after the Colonial Development
and Welfare Act of 1945 had been introduced, stated:
"A proper balance between different objects of development and welfare is fundamental to a wise development policy •••• The most careful attention should
everywhere be given to the improvement of the productive efficiency of the Dependency's resources as
a whole, both human and material." That had continued to be the United Kingdom's policy. Development
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plans were drawn up by the Governments of the colonies themselves, most of which now had elected
majorities. In those plans, which were usually drawn
up for a three- to five-year period, there were set
out development projects in both the economic and
the social fields which it was considered should be
given priority in relation to the probable finance
available for the period,
27. The United Kingdom Government, which, of
course, provided the greater part of the finance for
such plans (in small Territories, practically all),
made every effort to see that the priorities selected
were appropriate, taking into consideration the economic and social needs of the particular Territory.
That was often done by sending expert missions to a
Territory to assist local Governments in the preparation of such plans or to undertake economic surveys
on which Governments could base their plans. Such
missions had recently been sent to Swaziland and
Mauritius, and there had been a Tripartite Economic
Survey of British Honduras on which the United
Kingdom Government had been represented, the
Selwyn-Holland Mission to South Arabia, and a SocioEconomic Survey in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands.
The Ministry of Overseas Development and the
Commonwealth Office discussed those plans in detail,
as they did those of independent countries, with the
help of specialist advisers on econcmic development,,
agriculture, irrigation, forestry, co-operatives, education and health.
28, Special attention was now being directed to ways
in which colonial economies could be diversified, and
the process of balanced growth speelied up, for example
by expanding the production of food-stuffs for local
consumption and by the encouragement of industrial
development for export and for import replacement,
In all those ways, control of investment and of development generally was maintained, primarily by elected
representatives of the people themselves, to promote
the best interests of the Territory as a whole,
2 9. Secondly, it was sometimes argued that in
dependent Territories individual private firms might
obtain a more dominant and influential position within
society as a whole, and in particular might use that
influence to "impede" the process of decolonization.
What evidence was there that private foreign investment did "impede" the process of decolonization? The
first thing that must be said was that if the interests
concerned had attempted to do so, they must have
been remarkably unsuccessful in their efforts. Decolonization had been the official policy of successive
United Kingdom Governments ever since 1945, long
before that word had ever been used in the United
Nations, Decolonization had proceeded steadily since
that time and had now almost reached its conclusion,
Thus far, the United Kingdom Government had decolonized thirty-five Territories having a total population of 740 million, Three more, South Arabia,
Mauritius and Swaziland, were on the verge of independence. There would then remain, apart from the
two special cases of Rhodesia and Hong Kong, only a
few smaller Territories, all under half a million in
population, mainly under 100,000, and having a total
population of just over a million, Moreover, and that
was perhaps the most important point in that con-
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nexion, it was almost without exception the most economically developed Territories, having the greatest
volume of foreign investment, which had achieved
independence first; while those that remained, mainly
the islands of the Caribbean and the Pacific, were
those which had had least, not most, foreign investment. If private foreign interests were really a significant factor in impeding decolonization, the reverse
might have been expected. Foreign companies had
been exceedingly active in most of the former Territories which had received independence, and particularly active in most of those which had received
independence first, for example, India, Burma,
Malaysia, Singapore, Ghana and Nigeria. It was true
that Rhodesia was an exception to that rule. But the
only reason for the delay in the grant of independence
there had been the concern of the United Kingdom
Government to ensure that independence would only
take place under conditions which would ensure rapid
progress to majority rule, and the difficulty of
achieving that result in view of the attitudes of successive Rhodesian Governments. Attitudes of companies or commercial interests were irrelevant in
that respect. Policy concerning decolonization was
of course the exclusive responsibility of the United
Kingdom Government in London, and no efforts or
activities on the part of individual firms or interests
in particular Territories could conceivably exert any
influence on that Government. Needless to say, that
was particularly true of a Labour Government, such as
the present United Kingdom Government. The report
before the Committee suggested that private investment impeded decolonization, but history proved the
reverse; and Territories that had been the first to
attain independence had been those receiving the
greatest volume of private investment.
30. Thirdly, it was sometimes suggested that private
foreign investment in dependent countries was not
concerned with the interests of the peoples of those
Territories themselves, but was mainly selfinterested. Private investment might always be selfinterested, of course, whether the countries in which
it was invested were dependent or independent. But
the reason why most countries welcomed such investment none the less was that they recognized that,
whatever the motives behind it, it served their national
interests. It provided employment for their people,
permitted the expert development of their resources,
and promoted the acquisition of skills by their workers.
Many private companies today undertook training and
welfare programmes that were of great benefit to the
countries in which they were carried out. Lastly and
above all, the presence of such companies provided
iJTiportant revenues for the Territories. Foreign companies, indeed, quite often provided a significant
proportion of the revenue of dependent Territories.
To take one example from southern Africa, the area
with which the report was particularly concerned:
70 per cent of the total income tax raised in Swaziland
came from company taxation, almost entirely from
private foreign companies. In other words, if the
grants from the United Kingdom, which made up about
half the total revenue, and the revenue from customs
duties, were excluded, the greater part of the remaining locally-raised revenue resulted from the presence
of those foreign companies. In addition, such com-

panies were of direct value in furthering development.
Could it really be suggested that the Territories
would be better off without those companies? In Hong
Kong, another dependent Territory, although admittedly not a typical one, taxation on private companies accounted for over 20 per cent of the colony's
revenue and brought in a very large amount of money
which was devoted to social services and other
development in the colony.
31. Another suggestion made in the report was that
in dependent Territories an influx of private capital
might result in an unbalanced form of development.
So far as United Kingdom Territories were concerned,
he could say categorically that it had always been an
important concern of his Government, in considering
development plans and investment proposals, to ensure
that they would result in well-planned and integrated
development. As he had already shown, theplanswere
very carefully scrutinized with a view to achieving a
proper balance between social and economic expenditure, and to ensuring the optimum distribution of
expenditure between different sectors of the economy.
It was even arguable that colonial Governments might
sometimes, in the conditions of dependent Territories,
be better able to achieve effective control over
development plans than could independent Governments. At that stage the economy was usually in a
less complex phase of its development; it was often
better assured of regular and predictable aid from the
metropolitan country over the coming year. In many
cases United Kingdom Territories had set up development corporations not only to encourage private
investment but to integrate it within the general
development programme of the country. Often the
regulations had provided safeguards to protect the
interests of the Territory, for example, to ensure
adequate employment of local personnel. Sometimes
they made it a condition that training facilities should
be made available for local people in such projects.
The clearest indication that the interests of the Territory had been adequately preserved by colonial Governments in such situations was that no significant change
had normally been made in the conditions underwhich
private interests operated after independence had been
achieved: with very few exceptions, precisely the same
private concerns were permitted to operate in the
same way and under the same conditions as before.
32. That brought him to another of the problems with
which the report was concerned-the activities of
foreign economic interests in the Territories of
southern Africa. For the most part, clearly, the considerations which applied to the benefits or otherwise
of foreign investment applied equally in that area
as elsewhere. There, too, investment from outside
was, from a purely economic point of view, beneficial
to the Territories and to those who lived and worked
there. There, too, it provided not only industrial
development, but training in skills for the working
population and a higher level of living for those
working in the industries concerned. But it was
sometimes suggested that, from the political point
of view, the effects in that region were different, and
that in those cases foreign firms might bolster and
support the existing system of minority government.
It was relevant to ask how far that was true, and
whether it was true that private firms had aided or
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encouraged apartheid in South Africa or resistance
to independence, or rather to majority rule, in
Rhodesia, The only evidence which seemed to be
available on that subject suggested the exact reverse.
It was well known that in Rhodesia it had been primarily the business community which had been most
concerned with the present state of the economy, and
which had been most actively encouraging Mr. Smith
to reach a settlement. It was equally well known that
in South Africa it had been the big firms that had been
concerned-, in their own economic interests, to break
down the system of job-reservation-the reserving of
certain jobs for Whites only-and had been actively
pressing the Government for further relaxations.
Those firms often took the lead in training Africans
in new skills and in promoting them to senior pof'itions. One or two of the biggest firms had been particularly active in promoting liberalized moves of
that sort: for example, Mr. Oppenheimer, a well-known
industrialist, had been outspoken in expressing his
opposition to apartheid, The suggestion, therefore, that
such firms were working behind the scenes to promote
apartheid and resist change seemed to be the reverse
of the truth. The fact was that businessmen wanted
above all the conditions for prosperous and stable
economic activity, and were often conscious of t~e
advantages to themselves of providing better conditions
for African workers and consumers than they had
enjoyed in the past.
33, Thus, many of the general judgements of the
report concerning the role of private foreign investment in dependent Territories could be shown to be
false; they manifestly reflected the particular ideological or political viewpoints of its authors, All that
applied even more, he was afraid, to a great many
of the specific statements that the report contained on
particular subjects. For example, on the subject of
trade unions, paragraph 89 of the report (A/6868/
Add,1) contained the statement that "there are no laws
to protect workers". In paragraph 132, which summarized the general conclusions of Sub-Committee I,
there was a reference in sub-paragraph (c) to "the
denial of legitimate indigenous trade-union activities"
in colonial Territories. That was typical of the
generalizations which characterized the report and
which were not merely sweeping but totally false,
So far as United Kingdom Territories were concerned,
it had always been a primary aim of United Kingdom
policy, as many representatives of former United
Kingdom Territories now independent could confirm,
to encourage ·and support the development of trade
unions within the colonies, That policy had been
initiated in 1930 by the then Secretary of State for
the Colonies, and it had been maintained ever since.
It had been laid down as a cardinal principle of labour
policy in those Territories that a sound and responsible
trade-union movement was indispensable for economic
and political progress. It had been regarded as essential to ensure that all Territories had sound tradeunion legislation; and, with that in mind, aid given
to the Territories under the Colonial Development
and Welfare Acts had been made conditional on the
existence of such legislation in the Territory concerned, The Colonial Development and Welfare Act of
1940 had required that the Secretary of State ". , • shall
satisfy himself.,, that the law of the colony provides
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reasonable facilities for the establishment and activities of trade unions, and that fair conditions of labour
will be observed in the execution of the works ••• " • In
addition, in order to encourage the development of a
flourishing trade-union movement, various schemes
of training for trade-union officials had been carried
out both in the Territories and in the United Kingdom,
Besides individual fellowships or attachments, a
regular avenue for training lay in the provision of
courses, under the United Kingdom Ministry of Labour,
specifically designed to meet the needs of trade
unionists from developing countries, The courses
were of about three months 1 duration and were
mounted, with the help of the Ministry of Overseas
Development, two or three times a year, or more
frequently if the demand arose,
34. The results of the United Kingdom Government's
policy of encouraging active trade unionism could be
measured by the extent to which the ILO conventions
on freedom of association and collective bargaining
were applied to non-metropolitan Territories, Convention No. 84 (Convention of 1947 concerning the Right
of Association and the Settlement of Labour Disputes
in Non-Metropolitan Territories) had been ratified
by Her Majesty's Government in March 1950 and had
been applied to all colonial Territories, Perhaps the
following facts provided the clearest evidence to refute
the report, There had been only three trade unions
registered in colonial Territories in 1932; in 1942
there had been 228, with an estimated membership of
83,000. By 1950, the number of trade unions had
grown to 1,037, with an estimated membership of
616,000. It could therefore be said that the right to
join trade unions existed, and was freely exercised,
in every United Kingdom Territory. That situation
might perhaps be compared with the opportunities
for meaningful trade-union activities existing in the
Soviet Union, for example, and in some of the other
countries whose representatives had helped to prepare
the report,
35. The phrase "cheap labour" was to be found in
paragraph 132, which he had already quoted, and elsewhere throughout the report, There again, the facts
were that, partly as a result of the free trade-union
activity to which he had referred, the level of wages
in Unifed Kingdom dependent Territories compared
very favourably in almost every case with that of all
other neighbouring Territories in the same area.
That was the position in southern Africa: whatever
the other disadvantages from which African workers
undoubtedly suffered, low wages in industrial occupations was certainly not one of them, Moreover, the
wages paid by foreign firms, with which the report
was concerned, were usually higher, rather than
lower, than those which prevailed generally in comparable employment in those Territories, It was
indeed extraordinary that the report and its voluminous
appendices, which contained so much material on a
great many subjects, provided so little evidence on
that essential point: the relation between the wages
paid by the foreign economic interests which the Committee was discussing and those paid elsewhere. A
major theme was the notion of "exploitation". No
attempt was made to define what that meant, but
presumably the level of wages paid must be one
important element in the meaning. In fact, so far as
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information was available, the level of wages paid by
those foreign firms, in Africa, in the Middle East, in
Asia and elsewhere, was •in general higher rather
than lower than that of the wages which were paid by
other comparable enterprises in those countries. In
many cases, fringe benefits in the form of housing,
medical services and other advantages were also
provided. If that was "exploitation", he wondered how
the policy applied by the other enterprises in those
areas could be described,
36 . The report of Sub-Committee I also made a
number of totally unsubstantiated charges about
restrictions on the ownership of land, Paragraph 86
spoke of " ••• the alienation of land from the indigenous
population. The best lands have been seized by
foreigners. As a result, the overwhelming majority
of peasants are obliged to lease land from European
landlords and foreign companies on unfavourable
terms". So far as United Kingdom Territories were
concerned, those statements had no truth in them at
all. In many of those Territories, transactions in land
with non-indigenous people, including those from the
United Kingdom, had been carefully regulated, whether
the land was owned publicly or privately. Such transactions were subject to Government approval. Such
·control was exercised to ensure that the land became
an asset to the Territory and was not used purely for
speculation. It was significant in that connexion that
for the most part the legislation adopted on that
subject by the United Kingdom Government during the
colonial period still formed the basis of existing
practice in those countries since they had attained
independence. That scarcely suggested that the colonial
legislation was either discriminatory & prejudicial
to development.
3 7. FTequent use was made in the report of the
emotionally loaded, and in that context actually incorrect, term "international monopolies". He could
say categorically that in the remaining United Kingdom
dependent Territories outside Rhodesia no very large
international concern played a dominant part in the
economic life of the Territory. With the possible
exceptions of the Falkland Islands, the Freeport project in the Bahamas, and the sugar industry in Fiji,
there was no United Kingdom colonial Territorywhere
an important sector of the economy was dominated
even by two large firms, let alone one; nor were such
firms in a position to exert any powerful local polil:cal
influence. In many of those Territories, moreoverand Hong Kong and Mauritius were obvious examplesthe greater part of the private sector of the economy
was not in any case in the hands of foreign firms but
of local businesses. That familiar phrase, therefore,
however emotive in rts impact, bore no relationship
to the real facts of the situation in those Territories.
38. He had dealt with only some of the more general
and more blatant of the sweeping mis-statements
which the report contained, There ~ere many other
phrases and allegations that so palpably represented
political propaganda that they scarcely needed to be
taken very seriously, There was, for example, the
statement in paragraph 89 that ",, • the indigenous
populations of these Territories are deprived of
political rights and freedoms, or are prevented from

exercising them". It was, he thought, well known in
the Committee that the main basis of United Kingdom
policy in its colonial Territories had been to encourage
their populations in the exercise of political rights
through the development of self-government, leading
to independence, Anyone who had examined the situation in those Territories would be aware that the
enjoyment of free political activity there compared
more than favourably with that enjoyed in some of
those very countries whose representatives had helped
to prepare the report. In those Territories, long
before independence, free elections had been carried
out, with a number of parties competing openly under
a free Press, a stage in political freedom which
neither the Soviet Union, even after its fiftieth-birthday
celebrations, nor some of the other countries whose
representatives had signed the report, could scarcely
be said to have attained, If the USSR representative
wished to deny that suggestion, perhaps he would
inform the Committee, in exercising his right of reply,
exactly on what date such elections had last been held
in his own country.
39. Then again, in paragraph 132 of the report, which
summarized the general conclusions, there was a
reference to " ••• concessions and privileges provided
by the colonial Governments". In fact, except in a few
cases of mineral extraction where the need to accord
rights to single undertakings was obvious, economic
activity in United Kingdom colonies was wholly free
and open to competition from other sources, both
local and foreign. Then there were interminable
references to "exploitation", although the meaning
of that term had not been defined and no factual
c omparison of working conditions with those elsewhere was ever made. What he had said about the
level of wages, the standard of living and the opportunities for free political and trade-union activity in
United Kingdom colonies was perhaps sufficient to
show how meaningless such phrases were. Other
statements, such as those in paragraph 132 ® that
foreign economic interests "have furthered the impoverishment of the great majority of the indigenous
people" and that they "share the responsibility with
the colonial Powers for the sufferings of the colonial
peoples", were belied by their own absurdity. They
certainly did not come very well from representatives
of those developed countries represented on the Committee which had themselves done so little to provide
economic aid or investment for developing countries.
Lastly, he asked what was to bemadeof the statement
in paragraph 132 (!} that "it is evident that through
their economic activities in the colonial Territories
foreign interests contribute to the threat to international peace and security by impeding the independence of the colonial peoples". He would like to
know how foreign interests contributed to a threat to
international peace and security, how they impeded
independence for colonial peoples, and why they should
do either. He had said enough to indicate that the
evidence showed the reverse to be the case; it showed
that independence came first to those Territories
where foreign interests had been most active. To show
that foreign companies played a large role in certain
countries was one thing, which might be regarded
as good or bad according to one's point of view.
To show that they "impeded decolonization", or
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"threatened peace" was something altoget.her different,
for which not a shred of evidence existed.

representative should be reproduced in the record of
the meeting.

40. One of the most extraordinary features of the
report was the astonishing divergence that existed
between the factual and often very valuable material
provided by the Secretariat and the conclusions drawn
from it, which indeed often had no factual basis at
all. In pursuit of their ideological objectives, certain
delegations had not hesitated to exploit the genuine
concern of the Special Committee and of the Fourth
Committee for the cause of decolonization, and to
use that concern for cold-war purposes, They had not
hesitated to exploit the resources and energies of
the Secretariat, which had produced a very substantial
quantity of factual information included in the appendices to the report-factual information which not
only did not support the sweeping conclusions which
the report claimed to draw from it, but in many cases
actually contradicted them. It seemed to his delegation
wholly wrong that the resources of the Organizationfunds from the regular budget, and the many hours of
work dedicated by Secretariat staff to the research
required-should be abused and mishandled in that
way, and attention diverted from the real problems.

43. Without taking a stand for or against the substance
of that statement, he considered that the detailed and
specific observations in it, made as they were by the
representative of a country which was one of the
sources of capital that were the primary target of the
criticisms that had been, could be extremely useful
to the Committee, which would be able to study them
at leisure.

41. An earlier speaker had made an eloquent appeal
that the item should not be regarded as an ideological
issue. But there had been no alternative. The fact
was that the report before the Committee was the
purest ideology from start to finish. It was no wor.der
that the USSR representative, at the beginning of his
speech on 14 November 1967 (1718th meeting), had
welcomed the opportunity provided by the consideration
of the item to tackle "one element of the general question of the conflict between labour and capital, ••• the
exploitation of man by man", and the world-wide battle
against capitalism and imperialism. That had no doubt
been an unequalled opportunity for the representative
of the Soviet Union and those who thought like him to
pursue their barren ideological battles against the
economic and political systems adopted not only in
the West, but in very many otherpartsof the world as
well. The members of the Committee must be under
no illusions: the report, or rather its conclusions and
recommendations, was a piece of political propaganda,
designed to discredit private foreign investment, not
merely in Africa but wherever it might occur. Some
people might no doubt in all sincerity be opposed to
such investment. It was open to any country member
of the Committee to announce at any time that it was
opposed to private investment from outside and would
no longer accept any. But he suggested that the United
Nations was not the place in which to take sides on
those wide ideological issues. Nobody who had read
the report impartially could be in any doubt that it did
take sides, and that by adopting it and the recommendations based on it the Committee would equally
be taking sides. He sincerely hoped that the members of
the Committee would demonstrate their impartiality
and refuse to involve themselves in a political and
ideological battle, as they would by giving their approval to that prejudiced report.
Mr. Braithwaite (Guyana), Vice-Chairman, took the
Chair.

42. Mr. McDOWELL (New Zealand) proposed that
the full text of the statement by the United Kingdom

44. Mr. KANNANGARA (Ceylon) supported the New
Zealand proposal; the point of view expressed by the
United Kingdom representative should be incorporated
in the Committee's documentation.
45. Mr. JOUEJATI (Syria) said that he too considered
that the statement by the United Kingdom representative, even though it dealt with the question whether
or not foreign investment was desirable rather than
with the question at issue, should be reproduced in
full in the record of the meeting.
46. The CHAIRMAN said that if there were no objections, the text of the statement by the United Kingdom
representative would appear in the summary record
in extenso.
It was so decided.

47, Mr. TIKHONOV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that the Special Committee had accomplished valuable work in its inquiry into the activities
of economic interests, pa rticularly in Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and the Territories under
Portuguese domination.
48. It was clear from the report of the Special Committee that the activities of foreign monopolies were
extremely harmful to the colonial Territories and
that they were the main factor in the persistence of
colonial oppression. The Special Committee had
pointed out that foreign capital investments were
behind numerous measures against the interests of
the indigenous inhabitants that were designed to
strengthen the hold of the colonizers.
49. The President of the Anglo American Corporation of South Africa had said in 1963 that that company's rule was to earn the highest possible profits
for its shareholders; that was indeed the goal of all
monopolies. The colonized countries of southern
Africa were rich in resources, particularly mineral
resources, which were exploited by the white minority.
Moreover, the settlers had seized the fertile land,
and the land which had been left to the indigenous
inhabitants barely enabled them to subsist.
50, Three big companies, the Anglo American Corporation, Charter Consolidated and Selection Trust,
whose capital came mainly from the United States, the
United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and
Belgium, were earning fabulous profits in southern
Africa: in 1966 the Anglo American Corporation had
earned H5.4 million and Charter Consolidated £8.6
million. The exploitation of the resources of their
countries brought only suffering to the indigenous
inhabitants. For example, under an agreement concluded between Portugal and South Africa, thousands
of workers of Mozambique were compelled to work
in South African factories for a pittance. The law
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afforded scarcely any protection to the workers, who
were not allowed to form trade unions and were given
only a minimum of medical care. Moreover, the
illiteracy rate in Angola was more than 95 per cent
and that in Mozambique was similar, In Southern
Rhodesia, the yearly appropriations for the education
of black children were fifteen times less than those
for white children. In South Africa the average life
expectancy was forty-five years for Blacks and
seventy years for Whites.
51. In southern Africa the racist r~gimes created
favourable conditions for the iniquitous activities of
foreign companies, The United Kingdom representative had been at pains not to admit that fact. Discriminatory laws such as the Land ApportionmentAct
were applied by terror, i,e,, by means of the police
and the army, in order to protect the rights of the
colonialists. The grateful companies gave financial
support to colonialism. The 1966-1967 report of the
Oppenheimer Group showed that £20 million had been
paid to South Africa.
52, It was particularly interesting to note what close
ties the monopolies had with the Governments, According to a member of the British Parliament, forty-one
conservative members of that Parliament and some
Ministers had seats on the boards of directors of
various corporations in Southern Rhodesia or elsewhere in the region. A great magnate of international
finance had admitted that there were no longer many
countries in which safe investments could be made and
that South Africa was certainly the safest of all. The
Western Powers well knew how to make the most of
the possibilities. In 1964 Mr. Harry Oppenheimer had
praised the Smith r~gime; in 1967 he had said that
the economic sanctions adopted against Southern Rhodesia would not serve United Kingdom interests. Subsequent events had shown that the United Kingdom had
heeded Mr. Oppenheimer's words. The United Kingdom
Government had sent envoys to Mr. Smith and had
done everything possible to reach a secret understanding with the rebel r~gime.
53. The decisions of the United Nations were completely disregarded, and the selfish interests of the
United States, the United Kingdom and other Western
Powers were impeding the complete decolonization of
South Africa; the hold of foreign companies was only
being tightened. Such countries as the Federal Republic
of Germany were steadily increasing their investments
there. Mr. Oppenheimer's report on the activities of
the companies of his group for 1965 indicated that a
consortium of the chief banks of the Federal Republic
of Germany, including the Deutsche Bank, had granted
a loan of 100 million marks to a company functioning
in South Africa, A loan of $20 mill ion had been granted
by West European banks, including the Deutsche Bank,
to finance the activities of the Anglo American
Corporation in 1966. Southern Africa was regarded
by some Powers as a bridge-head which enabled them
to oppose the independent African countries. The
North Atlantic Treaty e>rganization was of course
assisting the racists and its members were defying
the decisions of the United Nations concerning
apartheid and discriminatory laws and were violating
the resolutions for which they had voted,

54. In other parts of the world the role of the monopolies was equally harmful. In the Middle East,
petroleum, the main resource, was obviously being
exploited by monopolies, The profits of such petroleum
companies as Royal Dutch Shell were extremely high
in relation to their investments. The indigenous inhabitants benefited so little from that resource that
a sheikh deposed by the British in 1966 had stated in
Cairo before the Special Committee that petroleum
was definitely a disaster for the inhabitants. In Oman
there were only two primary schools and no secondary
schools, and the United Kingdom had paid no attention
to the essential needs of the inhabitants.
55, The same pattern was to be found in all the
colonial Territories without exception; whether in the
Pacific Ocean, the Indian Ocean or the CaribbeanSea,
foreign monopolies played a dominant role, controlling
essential sectors and strengthening their position by
discriminatory laws. The capital invested earned
maximum profits, no part of which was ever used to
promote the economic and cultural progress of the
indigenous population.
56. In view of that situation, the General Assembly
should draw attention to the fact that the practices of
the ~ monopolies deprived the indigenous inhabitants
of their inalienable rights, It should strongly condemn
the activities of those monopolies and demand the
restitution of the profits earned by plundering the
natural resources of the colonial Territories. The
General Assembly should declare that their activities
were contrary to the principles of the United Nations
Charter and should call upon the United States, the
United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and
other Western Powers to exert pressure on their
citizens with economic interests in all those Territories to cease any activities which harmed the interests of the peoples concerned. The United Nations
should mobilize world opinion and should take steps
to remove all obstacles still hampering the elimination
of colonialism.
57, His delegation supported the conclusions in documents A/6868 and Add,l, although it did not consider
that they were couched in sufficiently forceful terms.
It also supported the proposals made by the delegation
of the USSR.
58. Mr. BOZOVIC (Yugoslavia), speaking inexercise
of the right of reply, :;aid that the statement by the
United Kingdom representative, which contained totally
erroneous generalizations, did not on the whole deal
with the item on the agenda, It analysed the report of
the Special Committee with a partiality which did
much to reveal the attitude of the United Kingdom
Government to colonial questions.
59. The United Kingdom representative had tried to
convince the Committee that the activities of foreign
interests in Non-Self-Governing Territories were
strictly controlled by the administering Powers. It
could easily be shown, however, that that was far from
the case and that despite that control the white minority
in Southern Rhodesia, for example, held 49 per cent
of the arable land, while in South Africa the white
minority held 89 per cent.
60, The United Kingdom representative would like to
convince the Committee that the racists of Southern
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Rhodesia, South Africa and the Territories administered by Portugal were really acting in the interests
of the indigenous peoples when they dealt with the
monopolies operating in those Territories. If that was
the case, it meant that they had considered that
apartheid was such a profitable system for them
that it warranted defending.
61. When the United Kingdom representative said
that his country had decolonized numerous Territories, he forgot to mention that the United Kingdom
had often been compelled to do so and that it had
been firmly opposed to decolonization in every case
where a Territory had been inhabited by a white
population of any size. It would suffice to mention
the example of Kenya and Southern Rhodesia.
62. Lastly, the study which the United Kingdom
representative had made should have compared the
effects of the activities of foreign monopolies in
Non-self-Governing Territories and in Territories
where there were no settlers.
63. Mr. TEVOEDJHE (Dahomey), speaking in exercise of the right of reply, explained to the representative of the United Kingdom that his delegation,
in a previous statement, had merely said that foreign
capital investment in developing countries was necessary.
64. His own delegation regarded the United Kingdom
statement as a futile diversionary exercise bearing
no relation to the item under consideration. That
statement, in which the United Kingdom representative had justified the r~gimes in South Africa and
Southern Rhodesia, was further proof of what the
Dahomean delegation had already pointed out when,
in connexion with Southern Rhodesia, it had outlined
the situation prevailing in southern Africa, namely
that it was the United Kingdom which had engineered
what the writer Jean Zi~gler had called the African
counter-revolution.
65, It was understandable that the United Kingdom
should undertake such a task: it was tryingto recover
from the weakness resulting from the loss of its
traditional interests, which it had been obliged to
renounce as a result of the decolonization it had had
to undertake in certain countries.
66. Mr. SHAKHOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), exercising his right of reply, denounced
the apology for imperialism and capitalist exploitation
which the United Kingdom representative had just
made. The statement which the Committee had just
heard was a digression, the sole aim of which was
to justify the metropolitan Power's policy of protecting
monopolies and the criminal role of the imperialist
Powers and the foreign monopolies, which were
trying to oppose the implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples.

67. The United Kingdom representative had dwelt
at length on the role of foreign investment in jeveloping countries. The USSR reserved the right to take
the floor again to quote facts and examples showing
that the activities of the foreign interests were an
obstacle to the independence of the colonial peoples.
At the present juncture, he simply wished to say that
his delegation regretted that the United Kingdom
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representative should have felt obliged to quote the
words of Lenin to bo~ster his arguments in favour of
investments. Lenin had indeed spoken in favour of
granting concessions, but it had, of course, been his
view that they should be granted only on conditions
such that the Soviet people would not have to suffer
from them. The foreign monopolies, which had wished
to inflict the imperialist system on the Soviet people,
had clearly found those conditions unacceptable.
Winston Churchill himself had spoken of the need to
smother the Soviet r~gime and State in its cradle.
The Soviet Union had nevertheless prevailed against
the exploiters.
68. As to the United Kingdom representative's
reference to the existence of a single party in the
Soviet Union, he wished to state that that single party,
the Communist Party, had for its part always upheld
the principle of sovereignty and equality of peoples,
defended the right of peoples to independence and supported the anti-colonial struggle. The United Kingdom,
with its two-party system, still clung to outmoded
ideas and practices and undertook to defend the
monopolies.
69. On the other hand, the United Kingdom representative had passed over one question in silence-thatof
the powers allowed the legislative authorities in its
Territories. It would probably be difficult for that
representative to name a single territory where the
so-called legislative body had the power to make
decisions and where the Governor was not, in turn,
empowered to withhold consent from legislative
measures which the legislative bodies had approved.
70. The United Kingdom representative had been
unstinting in his criticisms of the Special Committee's report (A/6868 and Add,l), whose recommendations he had regarded as unworthy of serious
consideration. The USSR would like to point out that
the conclusions and recommendations of that document
were not those of Yugoslavia or the Soviet Union but
those of nineteen delegations which had voted in favour
of them, It was not the first time that attempts had
been made to discredit the Special Committee in that
way, and it was in that spirit that the United Kingdom
delegation had refused to participate in the Committee's meetings in Africa-doubtless because it had
wished to avoid hearing the arguments and facts which
the representatives of the African peoples were certainly going to advance and the explicit condemnation
of the monopolies by the representatives of every
shade of opinion in the liberation movements.
71. Before concluding, he wished to state his belief
that it was for each individual country to decide
whether or not investments should be encouraged. His
delegation was opposed to the activities of the foreign
monopolies in colonies, because the peoples of those
colonies had not been consulted on the subject, and
beeause they were deprived of their right to make it
known whether or not they wanted capital investment
in their Territories. That was the crux of the
problem-a problem which the United Kingdom representative had avoided taking up in the statement he
had made for the purpose of distracting the Committee's attention from the item under consideration.
72, He reserved the right to speak on the same
subject again in due course.
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73, Mr. KAEMBA (Zambia), exercising his right of
reply, objected to the United Kingdom representative's
use of the words "political propaganda" in connexion
with the Special Committee's report. The United
Kingdom representative was using the well-known
tactic of avoiding the essential issue and taking
refuge in generalizations.

78, His country endorsed the Special Committee's
report without reservation and strongly urged the
Committee to adopt it. It hoped that the United Nations
would not again have to listen to apologies for the
racist r13gimes rampant in South Africa and the Portuguese colonies.

74. The United Kingdom was perfectly well aware
that if the foreign monopolies were not operating in
the Territories of southern Africa, Portugal couldnot
pursue its policy and apartheid would be quite unable
to survive-nor could the r13gime inSouthernRhodesia
continue in power.
75. As the United Kingdom representative knew, his
country had not decolonized Zambia but had been
obliged to relinquisl:. its dominion over that country.
The United Kingdom boasted of having granted independence to 740 million people, but it should be noted
that it had been constrained to do so unwillingly and
that if it had depended on the United Kingdom alone
the situation would have remained unchanged,
76, The United Kingdom representative was not only
seeking to justify his own country but was championing
South Africa's baleful policy and refusing to admit
that the monopolies had concluded a pact with the
administering Powers for the defence of their "national
property".
77. The United Kingdom representative had not
attempted to deal with the situation in the Territories,
Had he done so, he could have told the Committee
that in Zambia before independence, for example,
there had been two salary scales in the public service
-one for United Kingdom nationals and the other for
Africans, even if they held degrees from universities
in the United Kingdom or elsewhere, It seemed inconceivable that anyone could defend a policy giving
rise to such a state of affairs. The United Kingdom
representative might also have said that Zambia's
territory had been dismembered, one area being
reserved for the Africans and the remainder, the best
land, being Crown lands. It was to practices of that
type that the report referred,
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the problem had forced itself upon the attention of the
United Nations because it had emerged whenever a
United Nations body had probed into the situation in
any colonial territory. The problem was most evident
in the areas explicitly mentioned in the title of the
item. It was in the region of Africa south of the
Zambezi River, including some of the areas richest
in natural resources, that the system of apartheid,
which was nothing but a new form of slave labour,
had been imposed; it was there that unparalleled
exploitation of the indigenous population was to be
seen. Reactionary racist regimes flourished there
because they received strong support from the monopolies which were exploiting the people, and the
monopolies in turn reaped fantastic profits because
they enjoyed the full protection of the regimes in
power.
32. While southern Africa offered the worst picture
of the colonial conspiracy at work, the practices of
monopoly interests were much the same in all colonial
Territories. It should be remembered that business
had always been the primary driving force of colonial
conquest, the aim of which had been to multiply the
wealth of the metropolitan countries by obtaining
natural resources and exploiting cheap labour.
33. Although the problem of the activities of foreign
interests had first been studied in relation to individual
Territories, it had soon been found that a general approach was called for. The attempt of the United
Nations to expose the role of foreign monopoly interests in colonial Territories must be seen as a
development of major significance. It was only a
first step, however, since the disease must first be
diagnosed and then cured. Already, in several resolutions, the General Assembly had condemned foreign
economic interests for impeding the process of decolonization, and much had been said and written on
the subject. He would therefore merely try to expose
certain crucial elements in the mechanism of exploitation and to show not only its immediate consequences but its consequences for the future. The United
Nations must evolve measures to counteract the role
of foreign interests in the process of decolonization
and to protect colonial countries from continued exploitation after the attainment of independence.

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
31. Mr. SZYMANOWSKI (Poland) said that, in the
course of the many debates on the item, some delegations had repeatedly suggested that the whole problem was an invented one, based on assumptions drawn
from abstract theories, and that its consideration was
being imposed on the United Nations for propaganda
purposes. The United Kingdom had repeated those
arguments at the previous meeting. The fact was that

lJ The complete text of the statement made by the representative of
the Student Nonviolent Coor:-dinatins: Committee was circulated as document AjC.4j700.

34. Realizing that the days of colonialism were
numbered and that the same vast profits would not
be available once a given territory achieved independence, the monopolies were hastening to exploit
while it was still possible and intensifying their efforts to preserve existing conditions until the main
resoL.rces were exhausted. Locally, the foreign monopolies supported the colonial regimes not only in the
form of tax revenues but also through loans and donations. They frequently offered direct assistance in
suppressing unrest and the struggle for liberation
through their industrial police, guards and spy networks. It was also obvious that foreign interests
exerted direct influence on the administration of
Territories. Internationally, they assisted the colonial
regimes through powerful lobbies and propaganda
campaigns, with the assistance of the Governments
of their countries, which had long been seeking to
counteract the pressure of public opinion for effective
measures against colonialism.
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35. He wished to draw special attention to certain
aspects of foreign monopoly operations in colonial
countries which directly affected the cause of independence. Such was the case with discrimination in
employment, wages and living standards. As a result
of such practices, not only did the overwhelming
majority of the indigenous population continue to live
at bare subsistence levels but their position was
steadily becoming worse and their opportunities more
limited. Any economic activity of the indigenous population which might lead to economic progress was
prevented; for example, the co-operative movement
was being suppressed in colonial Territories.
36. The alienation of land also played an enormous
role in impeding decolonization. Steps should be taken
to put an end to it and t0 ensure that the land was returned to the people of the Territories concerned.
37. The huge profits derived from capital invested
in the colonial Territories not only was not used in
the interests of the people but was not even reinvested
there in any sizable proportion. As the United States
economist, Leo Model, had said in the July 1967 issue
of Foreign Affairs, remitted earnings on United States
direct investment had amounted to about $4,000 million
in 1966, apart from the $1,000 million paid by branches
and subsidiaries of United States companies in
royalties and licensing fees, and the amount of new
investment was substantially less than remitted
earnings. According to the same source, in Canada,
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, income
from direct investments, including fees and royalties,
was about equal to new funds going into direct investment, whereas in the rest of the world, largely the
less developed countries, receipts from direct investments, mainly in petroleum and mining, far exceeded new investment. The income of United States
foreign enterprises in Asia and Africa had amounted
to $1,373 million in 1966, while new investment had
not exceeded $289 million. The resolution which the
Committee would adopt should condemn such practices and provide measures aimed at preventing the
continued outflow of capital.
38. All that took place under legal acts and contracts
in which the people of the Territory concerned had
no say and which ran directly counter to their interests. Such acts often covered long periods of time,
sometimes fifty to a hundred years, and thus stretched
into the future stage of independence. Many were concluded with no legal authority whatsoever,' such as
those issued by the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia
or those concerning South West Africa issued by the
Republic of South Africa. Some Governments which
had :voted for United Nations resolutions recognizing
those regimes as illegal nevertheless recognized such
legal acts as valid. It should be explicitly stated that
any legal acts granting privileges and concessions to
foreign monopolies could not be considered legal and
valid after the attainment of independence; they could
obviously not be considered valid at all if they had
been issued by illegal regimes.
39. The machinery of exploitation went far beyond
the establishment of such practices as the disparity
of wages and prices or discriminatory terms oftrade.
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Most of the big monopolies operated in more than one
Territory and were interrelated. The colonial Territories were thus subjected to concerted exploitation
by powerful alliances of capital. The big monopolies
were involved not only in production but also in
transport, insurance and the supply of industrial
equipment or of consumer goods for their workers,
and their real profits therefore far exceeded those
shown in the balance-sheets.
40. The crux of the matter was that the people of
the colonial Territories had no control over the
situation. The United Nations had adopted resolutions
affirming the right of all peoples to sovereignty over
their natural resources , yet a powerful conspiracy
was striving to preserve a situation which was directly
contrary to those resolutions. When most of the colonial Territories attained independence, they would
find their natural resources, especially mineral deposits, devastated, if not exhausted, by irresponsible
exploitation. Most of them would have one-crop
economies, which would make them economically
dependent, and they would have no qualified personnel
either for production or for the administration of the
economy. In Territories where military bases were
now installed and where the economies were geared
to those bases, there would be long-lasting effects
which would be hard to eliminate. In all the colonial
Territories, all the most important economic property
was in the hands of the white settlers. As was pointed
out in pamphlet No. 176Y of the Headline Series of
the Foreign Policy Association with reference to
South West Africa, there had been no move to ensure
non-white representation in effective policy-making
bodies, non-Whites were excluded from skilled jobs
or training for such work and remained at the subsistence level, and there were enormous disparities
in social expenditure on Whites and non-Whites,
especially in the provision of school facilities.
41. The arguments which had been advanced during
the debate, in particular by the United Kingdom representative at the previous meeting, to the effect that
the activities of foreign monopolistic interests contributed to the de\""elopment of colonial Territories
were anachronistic and unconvincing. Economic activity aimed at obtaining maximum profits in certain
limited fields rather than at the development of the
country as a whole was no great benefit, nor was
employment under conditions of modern slave labour.
It might be true that advanced technology had been
introduced into some of the colonial Territories by
foreign economic interests, but the important question
was how it was being used. In colonial Territories
technology was being used to make exploitation more
effective, and not to develop the national economy.
There had in many cases been a failure to relate
technology in one field to other fields, with the result
that the most modern techniques were found side by
side with the most backward.
42. As a member of the Special Committee, his
delegation fully endorsed the latter's conclusions
and rejected the unfounded accusations which had
been made against its report. The United Kingdom
representative had failed to produce any convincing

..11 Thomas

Karis, South Africa: The End is Not Yet.
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factual arguments to refute the report's conclusions,
but had merely brought out the same old anti-communist cliches. To dismiss all the evidence concerning the alienation of land, the exploitation of
labour and so on as Marxist propaganda was a purely
anachronistic approach.
43. It was a matter of great urgency and his delegation associated itself with the appeal made by the
representative of the United Republic of Tanzania at
the 1718th meeting. Every day the foreign e":ploiters
were inflicting greater harm upon millions of peopie,
with lasting effects. Prompt and adequate steps should
be taken to remove such a formidable obstacle to the
attainment of independence by colonial countries and
peoples.
44. Mr. ISSAK\ (Togo) reminded the Committee that
the Smith regime had just celebrattld the second anni ver;:;ary of the unilateral declaration ofindependence
and that Mr. George Thomson, the United Kingdom
Secretary of State for Commonwealth Affairs, had just
visited Southern Rhodesia. He thought that fact should
be given wide publicity.
45. His delegation considered that the questions of
Southern Rhodesia and of the Territories under Portuguese administration could not be separated from the
item now under consideration, which concerned the
exploitation of southern Africa by an international
plutocracy. A study should first be madeofthe activities of foreign interests in the colonial Territories
and the conclusions drawn could then be applied to
Southern Rhodesia, the Portuguese colonies and so
on. The Portuguese representative himself had been
explicit in his statement at the Committee's 1704th
meeting, when he had said that any attempt to blame
Portugal must be viewed as a manoouvre to divert
attention from those who were really responsible
for the Rhodesian problem, and that much of Southern
Rhodesia's external trade passed through Mozambique
under agreements originally concluded with the administering Power-the United Kingdom-and that no
new arrangements had been made in the last two years.
The United Kingdom had not entered into negotiations
with Portugal to amend those agreements beca,use
Salazar, Ian Smith and Vorster were not the ones
responsible for the situation; they were merely mercenaries paid by international capital to enslave the
people in order to ensure the highest possibleprofits.
Portugal itself had no choice; it was a poor country
and merely carried out the work of others. He could
understand Portugal's situation and pity it, but he
could not forgive it for becoming a servile instrument for the repression of the African people, with
whom it had every interest in maintaining friendly
relations.
46. The interesting report produced by Sub-Committee I of the Special Committee (A/6868/ Add.1) revealed the two methods used by international capital
to exploit the colonial peoples: the systematic exploitatioP of natural resources and the merciless
exploitation of cheap labour which made investment
in the colonial Territories so profitable. Profits
either were exported or remained in the hands of the

white minority; they were not used to develop the
economy or to raise the economic and social level
of the inhabitants. Even in agriculture, the indigenous
people were exploited. The peasants could sell their
harvest only to the agents of foreign companies at
prices well below the prices prevailing on the world
market. What the report did not mention was that the
scales on which the agricultural products were weighed
were so arranged that the peasants could not verify
the weight.
47. The Sub-Committee's report indicated the various
interests which were exploiting the colonial peoples.
The great majority of them were Anglo-Saxon companies, even in the Portuguese colonies. In Mozambique, for instance, Sena Sugar Estates, Ltd., which
was predominantly British-owned, accounted for two
thirds of the total sugar production .of the Territory.
48. On the question of land, the report made it clear
that the richest land was expropriated for the white settlers while the indigenous people were forced to work
on foreign-owned farms or in factories, or to live
in dire poverty on the proceeds of their labour on
the poor land that was left to them. More and more
wl'lite settlers had been imported into South West
Africa, while 54 per cent of the population lived
in four reservations.
49. The recommendations of the Sub-Committee
included measures designed to liberate the people
still under foreign domination; his delegation supported them all and asked the Committee to endorse
them. He would .support any resolutiOh which reflected the main elements of those recommendations.
50. After reading the report, it was easy to understand why and by whom arms had been provided to
subjugate the colonial peoples. The "unholy alliance"
did not consist only of Salazar, Ian Smith and Vorster;
it included all the countries whose monopolies were
impeding the implementation of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV) in the Territories still under
foreign domination. Foreign capital was not invested
in the Portuguese colonies to develop them, as the
representative of Portugal claimed, but for the benefit
of the investors, since conditions in the Territories
were favourable to investment. Foreign interests were
much readier to invest in Angola and Mozambique
than in independent African States, since they received
more than a fair share of the profits in the former,
although many independent underdeveloped countries
had taken measures to protect foreign capital. The
experience of recent years had shown that the system
of colonial exploitation was a precarious one and that
it was against the long-term interests of the international monopolies. The latter must adopt a new
approach to the exploitation of the world's resources
if they were to survive. Investors should therefore
think of the interests of others as well as their own;
they should think of the peoples of southern Africa
who were dying while they were earning huge profits.
They would thus ensure their own survival and, in
addition to earning a fair profit, they would know that
they were helping to improve the condition of mankind.
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4, Mr. JOUEJATI (Syria), speaking in exercise of the
right of reply, said that, as he had already pointed out,
the Fourth Committee was dealing not with .economic
questions but with decolonization and it should reveal
all the obstacles which were , still preventing the
liberation of the dependent Territories,

Y For the printed text of this document, see Af6700fRev.1, chap. I,
annex Ill.
l:J Idem, chap. V, annex.
lJ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-first Session,
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5. Sub-Committee I of the Special Committee had
used many sources of information: statistical data
furnished by the administering Powers themselves,
information provided by certain foreign companies
and the evidence of the many petitioners, who had
also been questioned at length by the members of the
Sub-Committee or of the Special Committee. That
information had been supplemented by a series of
documents prepared by the Secretariat over the
previous three years.
6, That long study had paved the way for a number
of conclusions regarding, inter alia, the starvation
wages paid by the foreign companies to the indigenous
workers, who were denied any chance of promotion or
specialization, The concessions granted to theforeign
companies did not usually include any clause providing
that a proportion of the profits should be set aside
for the welfare of the indigenous population and the
establishment of schools or institutes for training the
cadres the Territory would need when it attained independence, Consequently, the profits were abnormally
high, since the African workers did not receive their
rightful share, According to the budget figures of
certain companies like the Sena Sugar Estates, Ltd,,
the dividends paid were greater than the total amount
of wages paid to African workers.
7. Those companies could only act in that way with
the help of the administering Power, which allowed
them to disregard the international rules in force,
That was why the companies paid subsidies to the
colonial Powers, which could thus tighten their hold
on the Territories,
8, The representative of the United Kingdom had
contributed practically nothing to the consideration
of the question since he had merely dealt in general
terms with what might be called the theory of foreign
investments. He had stated that in some United Kingdom colonies there were trade unions, that the local
governments had a say in matters affecting foreign
investments, ~hat part of the profits made by the
companies was spent on the construction of houses
and schools and that the indigenous people were not
deprived of their political rights, The fact was,
however, that the administrative structure of the
United Kingdom Territories was such that all decisions were subject to the approval of the Governor,
who not only had the right of veto in the legislative
councils but could even secure the adoption of provisions contrary to the decisions taken and, if he so
wished, have tho~e provisions promulgated in the
form of laws. The United Kingdom would reply that
the reason why the Governor's powers were so extensive was that the Territories in question had not yet
become independent, It was a fact, however, that when
the trade unions, whose political role was so limited,
protested about certain illegal measures, repressive
action was taken immediately. Similarly, numerous
appeals made to the United Kingdom authorities for
the diversification of production in certain Territories, such as Fiji or Mauritius, and many United
Nations resolutions adopted to that effect had been
disregarded,
9. The representative of the United Kingdom had
stated that the wages paid by certain large foreign
companies were higher than those paid by the small

enterprises, but the point at issue was the ratio of
the remuneration to the profits made. The fundamental injustice lay in the fact that an overwhelming
proportion of the profits went to foreign shareholders
and to the administering Power.
10, He was interested to note that the report of
Sub-Committee I (A/6868/Add,1) and the United Kingdom statement (1720th meeting) agreed on at least
one point, namely that African workers suffered from
certain unfavourable conditions, The United Kingdom
representative, who had been disturbed by the expenses the Secretariat incurred in preparing the
document, had &voted one sentence to the prejudice
to which African- workers were subjected and had
treated the matter almost casually.
11. Moreover, the representative of the UnitedKingdom had denied that the policy of the foreign companies could be a threat to international peace, Surely
the United Kingdom knew from experience that the
African peoples, like all other peoples, were determined to fight for the recognition of their rights, The
dangers of a conflict were not negligible considering
the present tension in international relations,
12, He deplore!) the fact that in its statements the
United Kingdom delegation had frequently spoken of
members of the Sub-Committee in a manner that was
tantamount to interference in the internal affairs of
the States they represented, He also deplored the
unfriendly criticism levelled against the report by
certain Western countries, Anyone who made such
inappropriate comments on the report of Sub-Committee I was forgetting the deeply human task assigned
to the Special Committee,
13. As far as the efforts made by the United Kingdom
in education were concerned, Mr. Ali Bayoomi, Minister of the so-called Federal Government of South
Arabia, had stated to the Fourth Committee in 1966
(1626th meeting), with reference to personnel sent
abroad for further training, that the persons concerned
stayed in London for two or three months and returned
without having obtained any special qualifications.
The representative of Sierra Leone had said in the
Special Committee that the administering Power had
deliberately maintained a low level of education in his
country before it had attained independence. University
graduates could not even find employment in the public
or the private sector,
14. The United Kingdom delegation had expressed the
view that the Special Committee's report contained
nothing but generalities, It would seem that that
judgement might be applied more fittingly to the
recent statement of that country's representative.
15, Mr. HULINSKY (Czechoslovakia) said that the
many resolutions adopted by the General Assembly
were evidence of an increasing attention being given
by the Assembly to the activities undertaken by
foreign economic and other interests which stood in
the way of the implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. Among those resolutions were resolution 2074 (XX) concerning South West Africa, resolution 2107 (XX) concerning the Territories under
Portuguese administration and resolution 2189 (XXI)
concerning the implementation of the Declaration.
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Furthermore, the Special Committee had compiled a
large body of documents on the activities of foreign
monopolies in South West, Africa, Southern Rhodesia
and the Territories under Portuguese domination.
The facts already assembled by the Special Committee over a period of several years, and the conclusions which it had reached in its latest report
(A/6868 and Add,1), showed the degree of emphasis
that should be given to the orientation bringing that
set of problems to the fore. The efforts of the Special
Committee had helped to establish the fact that the
Western monopolies were ignoring th.e provisions of
the Declaration and were aggravating the situation of
the colonized peoples in southern Africa. The work
performed by the Special Committee enabled a number
of conclusions to be drawn regarding the influence
of the foreign monopolies on the economy of southern
Africa.
16. In Southern Rhodesia, approximately 80 per cent
of all capital was under the control of foreign economic interests, A key role was played by companies
registered in the Republic of South Africa, the United
Kingdom and the United States of America, and in
particular by the Anglo American Corporation-British
South Africa Company, which had been merged in
1965 with the Charter Consolidated. Private capital
investment in Southern Rhodesia had amounted in 1966
to '£,200 million in the case of the United Kingdom,
£75 million in the case of the Republic of South Africa
and £.56 million in the case of the United States.
17. With regard to the Portuguese colonial Territories, the reports of the Special Committee showed
that the economy of Angola and Mozambique was
mainly controlled by companies in the United Kingdom, the United States and the Federal Republic of
Germany. For example, the Angola Diamond Company
had been granted exclusive rights for the prospecting
and mining of diamonds in Angola, Exclusive rights
for the extraction of petroleum in Angola had been
given to the Belgian company Petrofina and to the
Gulf Oil Company in the United States. Iron-ore
mining in the Territory was under the control of the
Lobito and Lombige companies.
18. In South West Africa, the exploitation ofvirtually
all the mineral resources was under the control of
foreign monopolies, and especially of the Consolidated
Diamond Mines of South West Africa, Ltd, and the
Tsumeb Corporation, the latter company being owned
by the United States companies American Metal Climax
and Newmont Mining Corporation,
19. In any reView of the position of the foreign monopolies in southern Africa, the important part played
by the Republic of South Africa could not be overlooked, According to document A/AC.l15/L,56/
Rev,3,Y the total foreign investment in the Republic
of South Africa at the end of 1965 had been $4,802
million. Of that sum, United Kingdom capital had
accounted for about 60 per cent, United States capital
for 12 per cent, and other Western countries for the
remainder. There was in fact a complex interlocking
system of interests controlled by companies such as
the Anglo American Corporation of South Africa, the

Y Foreign Investment in the Republic of South Africa (United Nations
publication, Sales No.: 67.U.K.9).
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Charter Consolidated, the Selection Trust and Lonrho
Ltd,
20. The analysis made by the Special Committee
showed that the foreign monopolies exerted their
influence in several essential fields of activity. On
the economic plane, the monopolies reinforced the
influence of imperialism. In the political domain,
they influenced the development of the Territories
and supported the colonial authorities who were
fighting against the national liberation movements.
At the present time, the foreign monopolies were
giving considerable support to the colonialist and
racial r~gimes by such means as profit sharing, the
distribution of dividends and the ma.l(ing of payments
for purposes of defence, Thus, in Angola, the foreign
monopolies were paying the Portuguese authorities
a "defence tax 11 , which was being used to finance
punitive action against the Angolan patriots. The
petitioner who represented the Mouvement populaire
de liMration de 1'Angola (MPLA) at the meetings of
the Special Committee held in Africa had also given
the number of the decree, namely Decree No. 46,112,
which regulated the collection of that tax, That decree
was certainly an excellent example of how one of
the "forms of control" over foreign monopolies which
the representative of the United Kingdom had mentioned in the Committee was being utilized, to use
his own words, "for purposes which benefited the
population as a whole".
21. One of the main reasons why the problem of the
activities of foreign interests was beingconsideredby
the Fourth Committee was the well-established fact
that the foreign monopolies were taking advantage of
the favourable conditions in the colonies in order to
obtain profits which were two to three times higher
than those obtainable in other regions of the world,
Any development of the economy of dependent Territories, whether plantation, agriculture, mineral
mining, infra-structure or even processing industries,
was subordinated to that interest and was only a
by-product, not the aim, of the foreign economic
expansion of monopolist capital. The economic activities of monopolies in dependent Territories had
become the tools of the development of only certain
branches of production, As a result, the economies
of those Territories developed in a distorted and
unsound way, and the Territo'r ies were reduced to
the position of mere raw-materials suppliers of the
metropolitan countries. The indigenous peoples were
excluded from any participation in determining the
trend of economic development of their own countries.
22. It should be noted in that regard that the representative of the United Kingdom, in his statement at
the 1720th meeting, had referred to conditions in the
colonies and those in the developing countries without
making any distinction between them, By exploiting
the natural resources and the cheap manpower of the
colonial Territories, the foreign monopolies were able
to earn large profits' most of which wllre used outside
those Territories. Foreign monopolies which possessed the fundamental means of production in colonial
Territories also profited from the socio-political
discrimination against the indigenous population. Discrimination in the local labour force, facilitated by the
existence of racist and colonial r~gimes in dependent
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Territories, was one of the main sources of the high
profit ratio of foreign capital investment. The annual
average wages of 629,000 Africans employed in the
economy of Southern Rhodesia had amounted in 1965
to t\128 whereas the average wages of European
labour in Southern Rhodesia had been '£1,284,Already
in 1962, the relation of average annual wages for
those two categories of labour in the mining industries
in South West Africa had been 202.9 rands and 2,542
rands respectively. The continuation of the present
practices of the monopolies permanently impeded the
elimination of social discrimination against Africans,

by passing a law under which all mineral deposits
had been declared to be the property of the Portuguese
State, Portugal was deriving the greater part of its
foreign exchange resources from the exploitation of
those deposits and had granted concessions covering
vast areas to foreign companies. Also in Mozambique,
the mineral resources were being largely exploited
by foreign companies, which werepayingconsiderable
sums towards Portugal's military expenditure and
even maintained private police forces. One of those
companies had paid 72 million escudos as its contribution to the "defence of the national patrimony".

23. The question before the Fourth Committee must
also be considered from the point of view of the
specific measures that had been taken under the decolonization programme of the United Nations, It was
apparent from the information compiled by the Special
Committee that the foreign monopolies were helping
to thwart the application of those measures, and
especially of the economic sanctions. Various United
Kingdom and United States companies had continued
to distribute petroleum and petroleum products imported from Mozambique and the Republic of South
Africa. In addition, was that not an example of concrete manifestations of the efforts made by monopolies to thwart decolonization measures? Yet according to statements at the meeting the previous
day, such efforts had allegedly not been made, The
conclusions of the Special Committee demonstrated
how the profits earned in those Territories by the
Western Powers influenced the attitude of those
Powers to colonial questions and to the racist r~gimes.

28, Because of the frenzied exploitation of mineral
resources and the settlement of the land by Europeans,
the indigenous population had been reduced to unemployment and poverty. Because of those straitened
circumstances, many of the unemployed had gone to
South Africa to work.

24. The meritorious work of the Special Committee
had indisputably stressed the fact thatoneofthe conditions for the further progress of decolonization was to
put an end to the activities of foreign monopolies
which supported colonial and racist r€lgimes and stood
in the way of the fulfilment of the goals of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. The Czechoslovak delegation
fully endorsed the recommendation by the Special
Committee that appeared in paragraph 95 of document A/6868; the item must be retained on the agenda
of the General Assembly so that the Assembly might
draw up a list of specific measures designed to
prevent the foreign monopolies from violating the
provisions of the Declaration,
25, Mr, LADGHAM (Tunisia), noting that opinion was
unanimous on the definition of colonialism, said that
eolonialism was still very much alive in the Territories under Portuguese domination, in Southern
Rhodesia and in South West Africa, owing to outside
financial support,
26. The report of Sub-Committee I made clear the
tie which existed between foreign interests and the
interests of the colonial Powers, Although the colonial
Powers had subscribed to the obligations of the United
Nations Charter-and in particular to those set out in
Article 73 with regard to the principle that the interests of the inhabitants of those Territories were
paramount-they had made the abuse of their power
the basis for an entire system of government.
27, In Angola, for example, the Portuguese Government had completely ignored the rights of the people

29. The same situation was found in Southern Rhodesia, where foreign interests controlled the principal
sectors of the economy (mining, banking, finance) and
accounted for more than 80 per cent of all the capital
invested in the Territory. Intheminingindustryalone,
they were responsible for 73 per cent of the total
capital investment,
30, In South West Africa, two large foreign companies
were mainly in control of the mining sector, the income
from which amounted to nearly half the gross domestic
product,
31. The wage policy in Southern Rhodesia and South
West Africa was shocking. In Southern Rhodesia, the
average annual wage of an Af;-ican worker was twelve
times less than that of a European, and in the rural
areas the p·er capita annual income was estimated to
be '£10. In South West Africa, where apartheid prevailed, the discrepancy was even more marked, for
in 1962 the average annual wages paid by the mining
companies to European workers had been 2,542 rands,
as against a wage of not more than 202,9 rands paid
to the indigenous workers.
32. It was apparent, in the light of those conditions,
that the fiscal legislation and the colonial status
of the workers had facilitated the outflow of funds
derived from such large foreign investments. The·
profits of the foreign companies ranged from 20 to
25 per cent.
33. The report of Sub-Committee I made abundantly
clear what part foreign interests were playing in that
unfortunate situation, The Fourth Committee must
severely condemn the colonial Powers, the support
they were receiving fr<;>m foreign interests and the
sordid exploitation that was being carried on as a
result of such support.
34. At a time when the world was in a state of flux
and the developing countries were making gigantic
efforts to bring to their people the benefits of progress,
it was truly tragic that selfish interests were seeking
to maintain colonialism. As relations between the
countries of the world were now based on co-operation,
equity and justice, the United Nations must vigorously
denounce the degrading exploitation to which some
Territories were still being subjected, Only through
genuine decolonization would it be possible to raise
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the level of living of the dependent peoples and to
preserve peace in southern Africa.
35. Mr. GATUGUTA (Kenya) said that, while the
process of decolonization had gathered momentum in
the late fifties and early sixties, it now found itself
at a standstill, squarely confronted with colonial diehards who would go to any lengths to preserve a
system based on racial inequality and economic exploitation. The foreign economic interests were still
the best mainstay of the colonial r~gime; that was
perhaps more true today than ever before.
36, The colonial Powers had always regarded their
colonies as a source of raw materials and cheap
labour. To exploit those resources intensively, colonial Governments were now seeking to attract investments by creating conditions that were conducive to
large profits for the investor. They passed laws tc ·
prohibit trade-union activity, sometimes going so far
as to introduce forced labour. Africans were dispossessed of the land they had occupied for many
years, so that large concessions could be given to
foreign monopolies. Arable land was taken away from
indigenous farmers to be given to white settlers from
Europe. As a result of that policy, in South West
Africa for example, the Africans, who comprised
90 per cent of the population, held only one quarter
of the land area and nearly half of the Territory had
been transferred under concession to foreign monopolies. In Southern Rhodesia, the Europeans, who
comprised 5 per cent of the population, held 45 per
cent of the arable land and accounted for 93.5 per cent
of marketable agricultural production; there again
huge tracts of land were under concession to the
monopolies.

37. By collaborating with the colonial Powers, the
monopolies were able to obtain 22 to 30 per cent
dividends on the capital invested in southern Africa.
For the African population, that system meant that
they were used as a reservoir of cheap labour and
were denied access to education, which would have
enabled them to advance and to shape their own future.
Their elementary rights were violated, and the
Special Committee's report cited numerous examples
of the injustices to which they were subjected.
38. Certain great Powers remained passive in the
face of that situation, and their representatives made
no constructive contribution to the Fourth Committee's work. They had voted against or abstained
on the draft resolutions intended to bring pressure
to bear on the colonial Powers, especially Portugal.
At the same time, they made pious appeals, which
could not help to liberate the colonial peoples. The
United Nations should request those Member States
which had economic interests in the colonial countries
to take more constructive action. His delegation would
support any draft resolution which would be in line
with the recommendations of the Special Committee.
39. Turning to the statement made by the United
Kingdom representative at the 1720th meeting, he
challenged the assertion that foreign investments
were the cause of the progress achieved in colonial
countries before and after independence, in particular
in Kenya, which had been given as an example. The
newly independent countries were well aware that
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they had not been endowed with a processing industry
before independence and had had to evolve one themselves. All they had inherited from colonial rule
were poor educational systems, insufficient roads
and inadequate health facilities. The colonial Powers
had been intent on exploiting raw materials, and any
effort they had made to improve living conditions had
been for the benefit of the white settlers, who had
held high positions and received generous salaries.
The Africans had been left in a state of economic
helplessness; they had been ill paid and unable to
obtain loans to set up their own enterprises. Some
African workers had enjoyed trade-union rights, but
they had never been allowed to strike. While foreign
investments today contributed to the advancement of
previously colonized countries, that was because
they were controlled by the Governments, which saw
to it that the profits were not siphoned out of the
country and that their own nationals held important
positions and received proper remuneration.
40. He once again rejected the oft-repeated assertion
that the United Kingdom had decolonized on a vast
scale. In most cases the United Kingdom had withdrawn
from its colonies because it had been forced to do so
by the subjected peoples; that was particularly true
in the case of Kenya.
41. Mr. BOYE (Chile) said that his country had
always welcomed foreign investment in its territory,
but on condition that such investment was regulated
by national legislation, fitted in with Government
plans and programmes, and contributed to Chile's
economic and social development.
42. To oppose all forms of foreign investment in the
Non-Self-Governing Territories would be absurdly
dogmatic; but the Committee should denounce those
foreign interests which sought to delay the accession
of the Territories to independence. The inalienable
right of the local inhabitants to their natural resources
should be reaffirmed and, in order to safeguard it, the
United Nations should endeavour to create conditions
conducive to their accession to independence. Only
then would they have working conditions and wages in
which discrimination had no part and would enjoy
not only social advantages but also the right to education and the right to take part in organizing their
society.
43. For the first time, the Committee was dealing
with the activities of foreign interests in a comprehensive and systematic manner; it should use the
opportunity to arrive at the broadest possible consensus on the basic principles for solving that problem.
A first step would be to lay down sound criteria in the
light of which specific situations could be judged, so
that the United Nations could take considered action.
44. Mr. LORINC (Hungary), referring to the United
Kingdom representative's statement at the 1720th
meeting defending the monopolies which helped to
preserve Mr. Vorster's and Mr. Smith's colonial
regimes, said he would make a short excursion into
the history of colonialism. Students of history knew
that modern colonialism was a product of the advent
of capitalist society and that it had in most cases
destroyed the social fabric in the colonized areas. It
was less widely known, however, that colonization
had caused an enormous gulf between the living condi-
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tions of colonizer and colonized, and helped to bring
about the present division of the world into rich and
poor countries. The monopolies were not the invention
of the fertile minds of communist propagandists, but
living realities of the present day and existed only in a
particular type of society.

four years. According to the report of Sub-Committee I, a characteristic feature of the operation of
foreign interests in southern Africa was "the preponderance of an interlocking combine of South
African, United Kingdom and United States interests"
(ibid., para. 108).

45. He recalled that, when the United Nations had
been established, it had been at the insistence of the
colonial Powers that a difference had been made
between colonies and Trust Territories. Trust Territories had happened to be mostly those colonies which
had been taken away from Japan, Italy and Germany
after the Second World War. The United Nations had
adopted the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, contained
in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), in recognition of the historic changes that had come about
since 1945, In seeking to identify the reasons and
forces impeding the implementation of the Declaration,
the Special Committee had had to go more and more
deeply into the question and to bring to light facts and
data which were now before the Fourth Committee and
which clearly showed what the situation was. Its findings pointed to the existence of closely interwoven
economic and other interests collaborating with the
colonial Governments, which had formed what had
been called an "unholy alliance" to prevent the peoples
of the remaining colonial Territories from attaining
independence.

48. Secondly, the monopolies ali'enated the land of
the indigenous population. In Southern Rhodesia 38 per
cent of the land-and the best land at that-belonged
to the white settlers, who comprised only 5 per cent
of the population. In the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands, according to the 1966 report by the United
States, the population had been dispossessed of 58 per
cent of its land.

46. Today, a minority-a very powerful minoritywould like the United Nations to accept that a part of
mankind should be excluded from the sphere of application of the principles enunciated in the charters,
resolutions, declarations, conventions and treaties
worked out by the United Nations, that the principle
of national sovereignty should not apply to some parts
of the globe and that the Ur.iversal Declaration of
Human Rights should not be universal, That minority
had a set of moral and political values which was
basically at variance with those of the majority; its
prime motivation was desire for profit.
47. In order to achieve that objective, the activities
of monopolies in the colonial countries followed a
clear-cut pattern. First, in their search for profits
the monopolies endeavoured to bring the entire
economy of colonial countries under their control.
For instance, foreign economic interests were at
present controlling the major sectors of the Southern
Rhodesian economy and accounted for more than
80 per cent of the total capital invested in the Territory. In South West Africa the mining sector, which
produced nearly half the gross national product, was
predominantly in the hands of two large foreign companies controlled by United Kingdom, United States
and South African interests. In Papua and New Guinea
foreign interests dominated the major sectors of the
economy, which was based on the export of a few cash
crops and mineral resources. According to a report
by IBRD, the Steamship Trading Company, Ltd.,
one of the largest companies operating in the Territory and in other parts of the Pacific, had in 1964
made "a consolidated net profit ••• represent~ng an
earning rate of 24,4 per cent on average paid-up
capital" (A/6868/Add,1, para. 104); in other words,
the entire capital invested had been recovered in

49, Thirdly, the monopolies disregarded all the
indigenous population's rights. In paragraph 89 of its
report, Sub-Committee I had drawn attention to racial
discrimination in the payment of wages,. which for
indigenous workers were from five to fifteen times
less than those paid to white workers. There were no
labour protection or social security laws and no
retirement or pension funds. The overwhelming majority of the indigenous people were illiterate and
practically deprived of medical care.
50, Fourthly, the monopolies kept the indigenous
population in serfdom, poverty, ignorance and helplessness in order to preserve their own privileges,
The imperialist Powers had invested $5,000 million
in southern Africa but the Africans were still living
in misery, In Southern Rhodesia the average annual
income for Whites was '{,1,284, while for indigenous
workers it was as low as t£128, I~ 1965 the per capita
income of Africans living in rural areas had been
only '£10,
51. Fifthly, the monopolies were closely co-operating
with the colonial Powers and even establishing private
armies to support the latter in their repressive
activities (ibid,, para, 112).
52, Sixthly, the common objective of all monopolies
was to keep colonial Territories dependent. SubCommittee I had concluded that the activities of foreign
interests had led to the destruction of the social fabric
of indigenous communities "and thereby undermined
the very process by which the people could build their
own nation" (ibid., para, 130),
53, Seventhly, the monopolies were influencing the
foreign policies of the Governments of their own
countries. The statement by Charles Erwin Wilson,
a former president of General Motors, that what was
·good for General Motors was good for the United
States was symbolical of that state of affairs.
54, Furthermore, the countries whose monopolies
were at present under discussion were also close
military allies of the United States in the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (United Kingdom, Belgium, etc,) or under other military agreements
(Australia) or bilateral treaties (Japan), In resolution 2232 (XXI) the General Assembly had declared
that the establishment of military bases in colonial
Territories was incompatible with the principles of
the Charter and of resolution 1514 (XV), but the countries concerned were still using bases of that kind such
as Guam, which the United States was using in its
aggressive war against Viet-Nam, and Ascension
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Island, from which aggression had been perpetrated
against the Congo in 1964, At the present time the
whole of southern Africa was being turned into a
springboard for military operations against the independent African States. Ample proof of that assertion
had been provided by the recent activities of mercenaries in the Congo, which had been the subject
of discussion in the Security Council, and by the
intervention of South African troops against the
Zimbabwe people in Southern Rhodesia,
55. It was alleged by some that the condemnation
of monopolies, whose role he had just described, was
an ideological manceuvre in the East-West con-
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troversy. It was common knowledge, however, that
the socialist countries had no monopolies which
exploited colonial Territories. If there was a controversy, it was between the overwhelming majority
of States Members of the United Nations which were
demanding recognition of the right of colonial peoples
to independence and national sovereignty, and the
minority of Members which, behind a screen of
high-minded statements, were trying to perpetuate
a shameful state of affairs in order to protect their
privileges. In other words the controversy, as so
often in the history of mankind, was between the
forces of progress and the forces of reaction,

The meeting rose at 6.5 p.m.
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under colonial domination and efforts to
eliminate colonialism, apartheid and racial
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Chairman: Mr. George J. TOMEH (Syria).

In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Braithwaite
(Guyana), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.

AGENDA ITEM 24

Activities of foreign economic and other interests
which are impeding the implementation of the Decloration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South
West Africa and Territories under Portuguese
domination and in all other Territories under colonial domination and efforts toeliminatecolonialism,
apartheid and racial discrimination in southern
Africa (continued} (A/6868 and Add.l)

STATEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF CUBA
1, Mr, RODRIGUEZ ASTIAZARAIN (Cuba) said that,
in the press release issued by the Office of Public
Information concerning the Committee's 1721stmeeting (Press release GA/T/1688), no mention had been
made of his delegation's statement in support of the
Guinean proposal that the text of Mr, James Forman's
statement should be circulated, The comments of the
United States representative, on the other hand, had
been fully reported, despite the fact that they had not
related to the substance of the questions raised by
Mr. Forman, He wished to register a protest.
2. The CHAIRMAN said that the Secretariat would
investigate the matter.
GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
3. Mr. MIRDHA (India) said that the debate on the
item under consideration had shown the usefulness
of examining the problem in its entirety in all the
colonial Territories since such a study showed why
287

the colonial Powers were determined to retain their
hold on their Territories as long as possible. It was
a complex problem requiring comprehensive research
and detailed analysis, but the report of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (A/6868
and Add,1) provided an adequate basis for a fairly
thorough examination of the question.
4. The primary motive of business enterprises,
whether operating within an independent country or in
a foreign land, was to earn profits. In the case of a
business enterprise operating in a foreign land, the
attraction of returns had to be sufficiently strong to
induce foreign capital to invest there. A distinction
should be made, however, between foreign interests
operating in independent States and those operating
in colonial Territories. In, the former, the Governments concerned were in a position to protect the
interests of their people and to ensure that foreign
investments contributed to the prosperity of the
national economy, but in the latter the situation was
entirely different. The interests of the colonial Powers
and of the foreign monopolies almost always conflicted
with the interests of the colonial peoples, Any benefits
which the indigenous people derived from the activities
of foreign financial interests were purely incidental.
The construction of roads and railways, schools and
hospitals, and the establishment of communications
networks were all designed to facilitate the economic
activities of the colonial Power and offoreign concerns.
5. The economic dominance of foreign monopolies in
collaboration with the colonial Power was a universal
pattern in colonial Territories. In Southern Rhodesia,
foreign financial interests, which accounted for more
than 80 per cent of all capital invested in the Territory, dominated the crucial sectors of the economy
such as mining, banking and manufacturing. In South
West Africa, the mining industry was mainly in the
hands of foreign companies, and in Angola the sole
diamond producer was a foreign enterprise. In agriculture, the cash and export crops were grown by
foreign companies and the settlers, while the indigenous people eked out a meagre living as wage earners.

6. Foreign monopolies often directly assisted th~
colonial Power in suppressing the national liberation
movements, a fact which was well substantiated in the
report of the Special Committee, The collaboration
between the colonial Power and the foreign monopolies
was particularly evident in the African colonies under
Portuguese administration. Foreign companies there
were exempt from many taxes and import and export
duties, and the Africans were prohibited from competing with them in any field of production, The
Africans were forced to cultivate only those crops in
J\/C.4/SR.1723
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which the concessionary companies specialized and to
sell their produce to those companies at prices determined by the latter. In return for such concessions,
the foreign companies provided the colonial Power
with financial and even military assistance. The
foreign companies had their own police and armed
forces and were contractually bound to support the
Portuguese Government in "securing peace and order",
in other words, in suppressing the legitimate struggle
of the people for freedom and independence.
7. The representatives of the administering Powers
sometimes claimed that in Territories where there
were elected Governments, the latter freely decided
the nature and terms of foreign investment. No
Government of a country which was not fully independent could be considered really free to decide
its policies, since the colonial Powers exerted subtle
pressure on such Governments. It was only after a
country achieved full and sovereign independence that
it could determine for itself the policies which it
considered best suited to its economic development,
as his own country well knew.
8. His delegation rejected the contention implied in
the statement made by the United Kingdom representative at the 1720th meeting that India had achieved
independence first because of the activities of foreign
companies there. India had in fact won its independence through its own efforts and sacrifices,
despite the activities of foreign financial interests.
9. The powerful financial and industrial companies
which operated in colonial Territories were often
equally powerful in their own countries and exerted
considerable pressure on their Governm'ents to adopt
policies more favourable to the colonial Power in
whose colonies they had investments. It was regrettable
that many Governments had succumbed to such
pressures, Those companies spent enormous resources on distorted propaganda in favour ofthe colonial Powers as the saviours of western civilization.
10. His delegation fully agreed with the Special Committee that the foreign economic interests in the
colonial Territories operated mainly in their own
narrow interests in collaboration with the colonial
Power concerned and thus impeded the progress ofthe
colonial peoples towards freedom and independence.
11. Mr. BENSID (Algeria) said that the way in which
foreign economic and other interests impeded decolonization varied according to the type of colonialism. Some :rerritories were subjected to a classic
form of colonialism, coming under the authority of
the metropolitan country itself, while in others, such
as Southern Rhodesia, South Africa and, in the long
run, the Territories under Portuguese domination, a
form of colonization by settlement had taken place.
12, Under the classic form of colonialism foreign
capital had been invested to exploit the natural resources of the colonial Territories for the benefit of
the metropolitan country, by means of intensive
production yielding a quick return. That had led to
the ruin of the indigenous producers. Each colony
was forced to produce primary commodities for export
to the metropolitan country; it thus became economically dependent on the latter since the prices of
the primary commodities were fixed in Europe and the

colony was obliged to import from the metropolitan
country the food-stuffs necessary for subsistence.
No economic or social infrastructure was established.
in the colonial Territories under that policy since
all development was directed towards serving the
needs of the foreign economic interests, As a result
of the lack of schooling or other training, the people
of the colonial Territories were considered incapable
of assuming responsibility for their own affairs. They
were thus subjected to both political and economic
domination by the metropolitan country.
13, Despite the unfavourable conditions created so
deliberately by the colonial Powers, some colonial
Territories had been granted independence, but only
after the seeds of neo-colonialism and imperialism
had been sown so that the colonial Power was able
to continue to derive all the advantages of colonial
exploitation without any longer bearing the responsibility for the former colonial Territory. If the newly
independent State sought to loosen the hold of the
foreign financial interests, it found that nothing had
changed; in some cases, even the sovereignty or
territorial integrity of the new State was questioned
if it took its independence too seriously. That was an
important aspect of the problem, since recent events
directed by international financial circles had shaken
the stability of young States and still threatened their
existence,
14, It was important that the United Nations should
continue to play the leading role in the elimination of
colonialism, or at least in the evolution of decolonization. One of the guiding principles underlying the
work of the United Nations was that of the right of
peoples to self-determination, a right on which the
enjoyment of all other human rights depended. That
principle, together with the principle of the sovereignty
of peoples over their natural resources, should continue to guide the United Nations in its work of decolonization. The application of those principles in the
remaining colonial Territories, of either type, would
have prevented much of the violence to which the
maintenance of situations designed to delay the
liberation of the colonial peoples had given rise.
15. In the case of Territories which had been colo'lized by settlement, European minorities alien to the
culture and civilization of the people under their
domination had created artificial territorial units and
had seized all the decision-making powers, to the
detriment of the legitimate interests of the indigenous
people. As in the case of South Africa, for instance,
only when the European minority had agreed to
continue the exploitation of the Territory's resources
for the benefit of foreign interests had the country
been declared independent, to the exclusive advantage
of the European minority. Foreign interests and the
interests of the white settlers were closely linked in
South Africa. In January 1963, Mr. Charles Engelhard,
Chairman of the American South African Investment
Company, had said that conditions were ideal for
foreign investment. The confidence of foreign investors
had apparently been shaken following the Sharpeville
and Windhoek incidents and the admission of independent African States to the United Nations, and
United States capital was necessary to maintain South
Africa's financial stability. Mr. Engelhard recognized
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that the policy of apartheid was the principal guarantee
of United States and other interests in South Africa
and that any questioning of that policy had unfortunate
consequences for the development of the monopolies.
Foreign capital was the principal supporter of apartheid in Southern Rhodesia, the Portuguese colonies and
South West Africa as well as in South Africa. In 1964
South West Africa's mineral exports had reached the
record figure of 93 million rands, 60 million from
the sale of diamonds and 32 million from base
minerals produced by the Tsumeb Corporation. In
19 57, the Anglo American Corporation of South Africa
had produced 25 per cent of South Africa's gold,
24 per cent of its uranium, 43 per cent of its coal,
41 per cent of the world total of diamonds and 51 per
cent of Zambia's copper; it also had interests in
Southern Rhodesia, in the Anglo American Corporation
(Rhodesia). In 1964, the total volume offoreign investment in South Africa had amounted to $4,354 million,
60 per cent from the United Kingdom and 11 per cent
from the United States,
16. In the Territories under Portuguese domination,
most of the export crops were controlled by European
capital. Although colonialism in those Territories was
still of the classic type, the policy of settlement pursued by Lisbon gave rise to fears that the situation
might develop along the lines of that in South Africa
or Southern Rhodesia, Foreign interests would certainly support such a policy since the existence of a
European minority would guarantee the perpetuation
of colonial exploitation.

17. The United Nations had an obligation to determine
the extent of the unfortunate consequences resulting
from the activities of foreign economic and other
interests in the colonial Territories. Those consequences included the perpetuation of political dependence, economic and social under-development,
an unbalanced economy and total dependence on
foreign financial circles, Those activities also promoted the development of neo-colonialism and imperialism after the attainment of independence by
such Territories. That situation existed because, in
general, the Declaration contained in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), especially operative
paragraph 2, was not fully and sincerely implemented,
The Algerian Government strongly condemned the
activities of foreign interests which contributed to
the perpetuation of colonialism and apartheid, and
impeded the economic and social development of the
colonial Territories. He appealed to the States concerned to take the necessary steps to stop the flow
of capital to the colonial Territories for selfish
exploitation.
18. At the conference held recently at Algiers,!£ the
African, Asian and Latin American States had drawn
attention to the long-range consequences of such
activities for the future of young States, The United
Nations should denounce the activities of international
financial circles and of the Powers which supported
them in the colonial Territories,
19. Mr. ASIROGLU (Turkey) said that the question
under consideration was of particular importance in
11 Ministerial meeting of the Group of seventy-seven developing
countries, held in October 1967.
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that it concerned the exercise of the right of peoples
to self-determination, Although that was a political
right, the decolonization process comprised economic,
social and cultural factors, too, for the Powers that
had assumed responsibility fat Non-Self-Governing
Territories were required under the United Nations
Charter to ensure the political, economic, social and
educational advancement of the peoples under their
administration. The interdependence of economic,
social, political and cultural factors was further
demonstrated in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The former
Covenant recognized the right of all peoples to selfdetermination and to dispose freely of their natural
wealth and resources; it further stipulated that everyone had the right to just and favourable conditions
of work, fair wages and equal remuneration for work
of equal value without distinction of any kind.
20. On the whole, his delegation supported the report
of the Special Committee (A/6868) and that of SubCommittee I (A/6868/Add.l) on the activities of
foreign economic and other interests in colonial
Territories, although it had some reservations concerning the recommendations. It endorsed the recommendation that the General Assembly should retain the
item on its agenda for the twenty-third session, so
that it might be studied in greater depth, It considered
that Sub-Committee I should have the assistance of
experts in its difficult task and should co-operate
closely with the specialized agencies such as the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the International Monetary Fund and the International Labour Organisation.
21. It was important to distinguish between concessions which promoted the development of the indigenous peoples and those which ran counter to their
interests. While the Turkish delegation condemned
the inhuman exploitation of colonial peoples by foreign
monopolies and interests co-operating with the administering Powers, it considered that foreign investments could serve the mutual interests of the indigenous peoples and the foreign investors, and that it
would be wrong categorically to condemn all foreign
investments on the basis of subjective and unrealistic
generalizations,
22. The Special Committee recommended that the
General Assembly should be asked to appeal to all
the specialized agencies to withholdfromSouthAfrica,
Portugal and Southern Rhodesia any financial, economic or technical assistance so long as they continued their policies of 'apartheid, colonialism and
racial discrimination. The reasons for opposing such
assistance were so well known that it would be
superfluous to elaborate on them. Nevertheless,
his delegation believed that it would be against the
interests of the indigenous peoples of southern
Africa to condemn all kinds and forms of assistance.
The Technical Assistance Programme was designed
to raise the economic and social level of the underdeveloped countries; for example, in 1966 the World
Health Organization had carried out malaria eradication programmes in Mozambique and the Cape Verde
Islands, to the advantage of the rural population.
Since the Special Committee surely did not wish to
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impede the development of the indigenous peoples of
southern Africa, it might be advisable to amend the
text to avoid misinterpretation.
Mr. Dashtseren (Mongolia}, Rapporteur, took the
Chair.

23. Mr. ABDEL-WAHAB (United Arab Republic) said
that the history of colonialism during the last two
centuries had shown clearly that economic exploitation
was the main objective of colonialism, Once the colonial Powers had totally dominated the Territories
whose natural resources they exploited, they had
sought to protect their interests by distributing spheres
of influence among themselves and setting up joint
companies for the sole purpose of exploiting the
dependent Territories and securing markets for
their goods, That situation still prevailed and Governments were still allowing economic and commercial
considerations to govern their international policy.
24, The Special Committee's report provided a
wealth of valuable information on the activities of
foreign economic and other interests in all colonial
Territories. It was not surprising that the United
Kingdom and the United States had rejected the Special
Committee's conclusions and recommendations. Both
those delegations had tried to inject extraneous issues
into the discussion in order to divert the Committee's
attention or to divide its ranks. The United Kingdom
representative, for example, had said that the report
reflected the prejudices of a particular ideological
point of view. The Committee, however, was familiar
with those tactics, which had no chance of success.
25. General Assembly resolutions 2158 (XXI) and
1514 (XV) showed the importance of increasing the
share of the developing countries in the administration
of foreign enterprises and of promoting the political,
economic, social and cultural development of dependent peoples. The report of the Special Committee
stressed the need to eliminate foreign economic
domination in the colonial Territories. Foreign companies and monopolies, prompted by the desire to
earn the highest possible profits, were actively helping
the colonial r~gimes in order to ensure protectionfor
their own interests. Through discriminatory legislation foreign capital was exempted from taxes and
customs duties and foreign investors could draw on a
supply of cheap labour, The export of workers was
also beneficial to foreign investors.
26. Foreign investors were providing direct and indirect assistance to the colonial r~gimes, particularly
in southern Africa; for example, the loans Portugal
was receiving from such companies were strengthening
its economy and enabling it to produce war materials
to prolong its tyranny. Moreover, those companies
used their own police and security forces to help
Portuguese authorities to suppress the liberation
movements. Foreign economic interests were helping
the Southern Rhodesian r~gime to escape the sanctions
imposed by the Security Council, thus frustrating
United Nations efforts to topple that r~gime, In fact,
over 80 per cent of the capital investment in Southern
Rhodesia was held by foreign interests, Paragraph 114
of the report of Sub-Committee I (A/6868/ Add,1)
showed the active role played by the mining and manufacturing industries in bolstering the Southern Rho-

desian economy, Moreover, such foreign economic
interests were closely linked with those in South
Africa, Angola and Mozambique; the Governments of
Portugal and South Africa refused to apply sanctions
against Southern Rhodesia,
27, Some of the foreign monopolies were stepping up
their exploitation of the natural resources of the
colonial Territories, That would adversely affect the
future of the indigenous populations, particularly since
the profits were being sent out of the Territories.
Moreover, the great majority of the indigenous
workers were employed solely as labourers and had
no access to training and advancement. Mr. Humphrey,
the Vice-President of the United States, had said that
peace could be threatened by social and economic
deprivations as well as by military forces. It might
be asked whether the United States and the United
Kingdom were bearing that in mind in pursuing their
colonialist policies.
28. There were two types of administering Powers.
Some directly exploited the natural resources oftheir
colonies with their own or their nationals' capital,
The others rendered all possible facilities and illegal
privileges to foreign investors, shared the high profits
and received military and political assistance in
return. Such facilities and privileges were usually
contrary to the established rules of international law.
29. The report also dealt with the role of States
whose nationals owned the foreign monopolies. It was
an established fact that international monopolies in
the colonial Territories exerted considerable influence
on the policies of their Governments, The selfish
interests of certain Powers led them to adopt an
obstructive attitude in total disregard of their moral
and legal responsibilities under the Charter. Thus
they blocked the efforts of the United Nations and
impeded the process of decolonization.
30, It was indeed ironical that the wealth and profits
the colonial Powers were deriving from their Territories were being used to destroy its peoples and to
consolidate illegal power, as in Southern Rhodesia;
they were even being used against independent States,
Many of the countries represented on the Committee
had been subjected to colonial rule for decades; they
knew the role that foreign monopolies had played
throughout history in impeding the process of decolonization and they realized that foreign investments,
if abused, could be more destructive than useful,
31. Mr. MARTINEZ (Argentina) said that no one
could deny that economic motives had played a leading
role in the process of colonization; indeed, many
colonies had developed out of the trading stations of
private companies. The economic interests of former
colonial Powers were even interfering in the affairs
of newly independent countries, such as the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. The General Assembly's deci"sion to consider, as a separate item on its agenda, the
relationship between economic interests and the
maintenance of colonial situations was therefore of
great significance. The Assembly had referred to the
matter at previous sessions in resolutions on particular Territories, but it was important that the
problem should be taken up as a whole.
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32. In his delegation's view, the report on the subject
submitted by the Special Committee and the annexed
report of Sub-Committee I (A/6868 and Add,1) provided a valuable basis for the study of th~ question.
Although the Special Committee had been provided
with useful background material by the SecretaryGeneral, a definitive study of the matter would require
rather fuller information. For example, the information concerning Southern Rhodesia in document
A/6868/Add.1, appendix I, mentioned the effects of
economic sanctions but did not throw sufficient light
on the situation of the indigenous people or the adverse
consequences of sanctions for them. The paper on
South West Africa in appendix II, however, provided
revealing data; for example, the figures on the most
valuable types of livestock given in the table in
paragraph 17 gave a clear idea of the distribution
of sources of wealth among the different racial groups,
With particular reference to appendix III, concerning
Territories under Portuguese administration, he
wished to say that his delegation realized that the
mining industry required substantial investments of
capital and that such capital might come from many
different sources. What was essential was that the
indigenous population should share the benefits of
economic activities, either in the form of salaries
or through the investment of revenues from taxes
and royalties in projects for the general good, If the
administering Power chose to use those revenues to
support a colonial war, that did not mean that the
investment of private capital was evil in itself, and
companies paying taxes could not be held responsible
for the use put to the sums levied.
33. At the present stage in the process of political
decolonization and in the parallel process which might
be described as "economic decolonization", certain
general principles should be agreed upon, A resolution should be adopted setting forth such broad
principles, which would complement, in the economic
sphere, the political principles laid down in General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). In his delegation's
view, the obligations of the international community
towards the peoples under colonial rule in the economic field could be summed up by saying that it
must guarantee to the indigenous peoples the conservation of the natural wealth belonging to them,
facilitate their access to that wealth and enable them
to exploit it under the most modern conditions,
guarantee them education at all levels, enable them
to share the benefits of the exploitation of natural
resources and guarantee them fair working conditions
and salaries, Those principles should prepare the way
for independence and create the necessary conditions
for a sound national economy. They were natural
corollaries of the provisions of Chapter XI of the
Charter and Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).
34. The future work of the United Nations on the
present subject should be directed towards producing
a detailed study which would establish the real
relationship between the practices of the colonial
Powers and of private interests, on the one hand, and
the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV) on the
other. Such a document would not be open to the
criticism of prejudice or over-generalization, and
would have the virtue of expanding on principles set
forth in the Charter and at the same time providing
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a code of conduct for States and for the Organization.
In that way it should be possible to win the support
of all States committed to the task of decolonization.
35. Mr. RODRIGUEZ ASTIAZARAIN (Cuba) said that,
for the peoples of colonies, monopolies and foreign
interests meant hunger, disease, illiteracy, exploitation, racism and oppression. The history of foreign
interests was the history of colonialism, neo-colonialism and aggressive war; it was the history of
imperialism and its leading exponent, the Government
of the United States of America.
36. The prime purpose of colonies was the exploitation of their wealth, and the policies of the imperialist
Powers were based on the profits derived by their
enterprises in colonial Territories. Evidence was to
be found in paragraph 13 of the Special Committee's
report (A/6868), in which the representative of the
United States was recorded as describing the report
of Sub-Committee I as tendentious and doctrinaire,
accusing it of sweeping generalizations and stating
that its conclusions and recommendations were based
on preconceived and unsubstantiated concepts. He
was not surprised that the United States delegation
did not like the report; its criticisms, however,
represented the highest possible praise for the
Sub-Committee's work.
37. There were people in the United States who did
not share their Government's view, as had been
revealed by the statements made at the Committee's
1721st meeting by the representative of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, who had said
that his organization condemned the activities of the
monopolists in Africa, Latin America and Asia and
would work tirelessly to help the people of southern
Africa.
38. Throughout document A/6868/Add.1, certain
well-known names continually reappeared. They were
the names of foreign-owned companies which were
plundering the wealth of the African people, and they
all belonged to European capitalist countries or to the
United States. Even the South African or Southern
Rhodesian companies mentioned were subsidiaries
of United States monopolies. In some of them, such
as the Anglo American Corporation of South Africa,
the interests of a number of countries were represented. It would be learned from document A/6868/
Add.1, appendix I, paragraph 50, that companies
engaged in mining in Southern Rhodesia included
Turner and Newall, Ltd., which accounted for 63 per
cent of asbestos production, and Rhodesia Chrome
Mines, Ltd., African Chrome Mines, Ltd, and the
Union Carbide Rhomet of Que Que, all three owned
by the Union Carbide Company of the United States.
In paragraph 57 it was indicated that exports to the
United States of chromium ore and concentrates
for the period January to October 1965 had amounted
to $3.2 million. In appendix II, concerning South West
Africa, it was stated (para. 41) that diamond production in South West Africa was mainly in the hands
of the Consolidated Diamond Mines of South West
Africa, Ltd., which was a subsidiary of a subsidiary
of the Anglo American Corporation of South Africa.
In the base metal field there was the Tsumeb Corporation, in which two large United States mining companies were the principal shareholders.
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39. Information had also been supplied by petitioners
concerning United States investments in South Africa.
At the end of 1962, according to a petitioner who
appeared before the Special Committee at its 526th
meeting, such investments had totalled $182 million in
mining, $113 million in manufacturing, $50 million in
insurance and finance, $78 million in commerce and
$335 million in public administration (A/AC.109/
SR.526). The United States delegation had stated at
the same meeting that United States private investments and trade were not government-directed and
that the operations of United States firms should not
be interpreted as reflecting government policy. The
fact was, however, that the United States Government
was controlled by private commerce, as all its policies
showed. Whenever a people endeavoured to regain
control over resources which had long been exploited
by United States interests. the United States Government used every means, including armed intervention,
in defence of those interests, as was exemplified by
the aggression against GuR.temala in 1964. Even when
there was only a slight possibility of its economic
and political interests being affected, the United
States intervened militarily, as it had done in the
Dominican Republic in 1965. He need not remind the
Committee of the aggressions committed against
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his own country. The economic measures imposed
against the Democratic People's Republic of Korea
and the People's Republic of China, and the aggression
against the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam, showed
the methods used by the imperialists to protect their
interests. The statement that the operations of private
firms did not represent government policy therefore
deceived no one.
40. The military bases of the United States throughout the world were also intended primarily to protect
United States monopoly interests. The policies of the
imperialists, however, were confronted by the struggle
of peoples throughout the world to regain control over
their natural wealth, and moral and material support
for the freedom fighters would speed the end of the
monopolies and of Yankee imperialism.
4i. On the basis of the information in the report,
Cuba wished to express its support for the Special
Committee's recommendations; in particular it urged
that the United States Government should be condemned
for its undeniable responsibility for promoting the
ends of United States monopolies.
The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. George J. TOMEH (Syria).
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Braithwaite
(Guyana), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.

AGENDA ITEM 24

Activities of foreign economic and other interests
which are impeding the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South
West Africa and Territories under Portuguese
domination and in all other Territories under colonial dominatjon and efforts toeliminatecolonialism,
gpartheid and racial discrimination in southern
Africa (continued) (A/6868 and Add.l)
GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. ALWAN (Iraq) paid a warm tribute to the
Secretariat for the working papers which it had prepared and which had made thetaskofSub-Committee I
far easier. However, he would have wished to find
some economic information with regard to colonial
Territories of the Arabian Peninsula and the surrounding area in the Special Committee's report (A/6868
and Add.l). Thl!lre had been a notable development
since the end of the Second World War in the process
of decolonization, thanks to the determination and
heroic struggle of the peoples of Asia and Africa,
notably Algeria. That development, however, had been
marred by insurmc:mntable obstacles created by,
inter alia, the negative attitude of Portugal and the
intransigence of South Africa. Moreover, the establishment of minority racist regimes in Southern Rhodesia
and Palestine was directed against the interests of
the indigenous population and aimed at preserving
the strategic and economic advantages of the colonial
Powers. His delegation regarded the question of
foreign monopolies. those enemies of the social and
economic advancement of the Territories, as being
293

of paramount importance. The enormous profits obtained by the monopolies were made possible by
various factors which existed only in the Non-SelfGoverning Ter.ritories: the voracious exploitation of
natural and human resources, discriminatory laws
purposely enacted to favour the monopolies and the
domination of all aspects of economic life by the
white minorities.
2. He disagreed with the United Kingdom delegation
on its assessment of the report, especially its view
that the report reflected the prejudices of a particular
ideology. Furthermore, the United Kingdom delegation
had not co-operated fully with the Special Committee,
having taken no part in the meetings held away from
Headquarters, for example, and its criticism was
unfair. The Iraqi delegation subscribed to the conclusions and recommendations in the report and was
grateful to the members of Sub-Committee I for a
valuable piece of work.
3. Mr. TSERENCHOODOL (Mongolia) shared the
view, stated during the debate on the Territories under
Portuguese administration, that the activities of
foreign interests and monopolies impeded the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. In
Southern Rhodesia, those interests and monopolies
were supporting Ian Smith's regime, despite the
sanctions adopted by the United Nations, and in the
Portuguese colonial Territories they helped to maintain Salazar's fascist regime in power. Because of
the enormous profits they derived from exploiting
the wealth of those Territories, they were able to
give economic and military support to the racist
r~gimes, which in turn offered them advantageous
business conditions. For example, investments in the
colonies brought in over 20 per cent a year, or much
more than could be obtained in independent countries.
Those profits were reaped at the cost ofthe indigenous
population, which lived in want and was subjected to
atrocious discrimination. As was known, indigenous
·workers were paid barely 10 per cent of the wages of
white workers and were not allowed to form trade
unions in defence of their interests. All means of
production and the greater part of the land in the
colonial Territories were in the hands of the Whites;
in South West Africa, for example, where the Africans
represented 90 per cent of the population, Europeans
owned 50 per cent of the land. The foreign monopolies
interfered in the domestic affairs of the Territories,
paid special taxes to maintain the armed forces of the
racist regimes and formed an international network
which unquestionably held back the process of decolonization, especially in southern Africa. To defend the
monopolies' interests, the capitalist Powers openly
intervened in the independent countries of Africa and
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Asia and took criminal action in order to strangle the
national liberation movements. The military bases in
colonial Territories served an important purpose in
that campaign of repression, and that was why they
must be eliminated.
4. His delegation believed that the General Assembly
must clearly reaffirm the right of all peoples to
dispose of their natural resources, condemn the international monopolies which, by their ruthless plundering, retarded the independence of the indigenous
peoples, and request all Governments and organizations active in the colonial Territories to take
decisive steps to put an end to a situation which was
contrary to the United Nations Charter and to General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). He approved unreservedly the conclusions and recommendations set
out in the Special Committee's report (A/6868 and
Add.1) and trusted that the report would be adopted
by the General Assembly.
5. Mr. NAVA CARRILLO (Venezuela) remarked that
his delegation, being a member of the Special Committee, had already stated that the colonialist structure of capital and the activities of foreign interests
were in many cases obstructing the implementation
of resolution 1514 (XV); it felt, however, that some
of the ideas in the Special Committee's report were
stated in such a way that they might be misinterpreted,
For example, the advantages of the system of public
ownership of certain mineral resources had been
demonstrated; what was to be condemned was that the
authorities should permit the exploitation of those
resources in a manner contrary to the interests of
their rightful owner, the community. However, before
the community could defend its rights, it must be
free to exercise them. In so far as foreign interests
impeded such exercise and prevented the community
from having free access to its natural resources, a
situation of political and economic oppression was
created; that was the case of the indigenous populations of southern Africa.
6. It also emerged clearly from the report that the
administering Powers were attaching only secondary
importance to their obligation under the Charter to
ensure the economic and social advancement of the
colonial peoples. While they could not require that
capital should be invested for philanthropic purposes,
the Administering Authorities were in duty bound so
to regulate investment that it should benefit not only
the investor but the Territory as well. That was what,
in -<iefining the function offoreign activities and investments in his report on "Promotion of private foreign
investment in developing countries: summary and
conclusions", '../ the Secretary-General had called
"bases of reconciliation". A system which permitted
the people and the wealth of a Territory to be exploited
without offering corresponding compensation, promoted and maintained differentiated wage scales for
indigenous and white workers, and alienated a Territory's resources without the population's consent,
violated the rights of that population and perpetuated
an iniquitous situation.
7. In an age in which much hope was placed in the
diversification of the economy, it was painful to find
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that the colonial Governments and the foreign monopolies deliberately obstructed the balanced development of the Territories under their domination, It had
taken many years of debate in the United Nations
before it was finally recognized that countries must
develop harmoniously and before the advanced countries had given tangible support to the developing
countries. It was unacceptable to the United Nations
that the authorities in some colonial Territories should
concentrate on promoting a single economic activity,
and should strive to perpetuate that situation and give
precedence to foreign or minority interests over those
of the indigenous population. The references in the
report to subsistence agriculture· and export crop
agriculture made it clear what methods were being
used by the great foreign consortia in order to wield
greater power and delay the independence of the
Territories.
8. The international community must take steps to
remedy the imbalance of the economic and social
development of the colonial Territories. It was not
enough to ask international organizations to refuse
assistance to the administering Powers; constructive
help must also be given to the Territories under
colonial domination.
9. The imbalance resulting from concentration on a
single economic activity also made itself felt in the
colonial Territories of Latin America. For example,
in the Bahamas, whose economy depended mainly on
tourism, revenues from tourism had risen from
$28.4 million in 1960 to $48.5 million in 1965, while
the Territory's expenditures in the United States
during the same period had mounted from $40.7
million to $95.3 million. The various tourist industries
accounted for 80 per cent of the gross national
product, whereas the participation of the basic sectors,
which had been 13 per cent of the total in 1957, had
now dropped to 8 per cent. That was a proof of how
little attention was being paid to the internal sector
of the economy in colonial Territories, with the
result that the community as a whole did not progress.
He therefore emphasized that at the time of independence, which should come at the earliest date, the
Government, as representing the community, should
have economic as well as political power; otherwise
the domination of the foreign interests would continue.
External aid should not mean any lessening of sovereignty, and for that reason multilateral aid was to
be preferred, although in some cases it should be
combined With bilateral aid.
10. In connexion with the activities described in the
report, mention should be made of the "small Territories", whose present and future position gave cause
for concern.
11. It was essential to accelerate the process of
decolonization and not to try to transform the colonial
system into something less exceptionable and more
tolerable. Any colonial regime who~e aim was to
facilitate compromises which sacrificed the aspirations of the community under its domination was
basically objectionable.
12. Mr. MWEMPU-SAMPU (Democratic Republic of
the Congo) said he was convinced that the conduct of
foreign monopolies in colonial Territories constituted
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a negative and destructive force which ran counter
to the efforts being made by the United Nations to
accelerate the decolonization of those Territories.
There was no place in the discussion of that question
for ideological controversy concerning the methods
of economic development; the aim must simply be to
demonstrate in an objective manner that the foreign
monopolies were contributing to the repressive
measures being taken by the administering Powers
by giving them economic, financial and military aid.
The attempt, therefore, to direct the discussion
towards the topic of co-operation between the developed
and the developing countries was nothing more than a
diversionary manoouvre.
13. The choice, on behalf of the peoples still under
colonial domination, of the system best suited to tnt:
economic development of their Territories could
obviously not be made by the United Nations. That
decision must be taken by the peoples of those Territories once they had succeeded in organizing, administering and governing themselves. Unfortunately, the
foreign economic monopolies, supported by the administering Powers, refused to recognize the legitimate rights of those peoples and, by their determination to perpetuate their domination, they were impeding
the liberation of the colonial Territories.
14. In its historic resolution 1514 (XV), the General
Assembly had recognized the right of the peoples of
the colonial Territories to self-determination and
independence. The efforts being made by the United
Nations to achieve the objective of human freedom
and dignity embodied in that resolution were, however,
being constantly thwarted by the negative attitude of
the administering Powers and of a few other Members
of the Organization towards the recommendations of
the United Nations. That obstructionist attitude was
reinforced by the baneful role being played in the
colonial Territories by the foreign monopolies, which
usurped the right of the indigenous peoples to make
use of their natural resources and exploit them for
their own benefit.
15. The foreign monopolies were attempting to obstruct the process of decoloQization on three fronts.
In the first place, they were transforming the colonial
Territories into suppliers of raw materials for world
markets and were at the same time attempting to
make those markets secure for their own manufactures. Their development efforts were limited to
mining, petroleum extraction and agriculture, so that
the P.roducts of those industries could be exported at
enormous profits for the monopolies. If on occasion
they also built roads, railways and aerodromes, the
only reason for doing so was to expedite the export
and import of products between the colonial Territories and the home and world markets. In the second
place, the international financial circles, with a view
to protecting their interests in the colonial Territories, made grants and loans to the administering
Powers, thus helping them to strengthen their policies
of oppression and to defeat the national liberation
movements. In the third place, the administering
Powers, as a token of their gratitude, granted the
monopolies the optimum conditions for their activities
in the Territories, as, for example, by authorizing
them to repatriate funds and by granting them customs
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and tax exemptions. There thus arose between the
administering Powers and the foreign monopolies a
relationship of interdependence, common interest
and selfish co-operation. One of the results of that
relationship was to perpetuate the subjugation of the
colonial peoples and to deny them tl}e right to selfdetermination.
16. The economic policy applied bytheforeignmonopolies in the Territories was unfavourable to the
social and economic development of the indigenous
peoples. With the approval of the administering
Powers, they eliminated any possibilities of establishing local industries or manufacturing industries in
the colonial Territories in order to prevent the
industry of the metropolitan country from being
harmed and to enable it to continue selling its manufactures in the colonial Territories at very high
prices.
17. Another factor impeding the development of the
colonial Territories was the mass immigration of
foreigners. Under the protection of discriminatory
laws, the white settlers took over the best land by
dispossessing the indigenous inhabitants. Having been
deprived of their land, the indigenous peasants were
obliged to engage in subsistence agriculture in arid
areas or to seek employment on the farms of the
white settlers or in industry. The agricultural and
industrial undertakings of the foreign monopolies
were able in that way to ensure themselves of an
abundant source of cheap manpower. The wages paid
to the indigenous workers were much below those
of the foreign workers and were inadequate for a
decent standard of living. At the same time, the foreign
mining and agricultural undertakings neglected the
technical training of the indigenous workers in order
to prevent the cost of labour from rising. Whereas
the farms run by the foreign undertakings used the
most modern methods in order to increase their
productivity, the indigenous peasants had no access
to technology or capital and were therefore unable to
sell their products under competitive conditions on
the commodity markets.
18. That situation ran counter to the provisions of
Article 73 of the Charter, which proclaimed the principle that the interests of the inhabitants of the NonSelf-Governing Territories were paramount. It was his
firm belief that, despite all the justifications and arguments put forward by the foreign monopolies and
administering Powers, there was no one who coulc
defend the economic and social interests of the indigenous peoples better than the inhabitants of the Territories themselves. In no event, moreover, could it be
expected that that would be done by foreign elements
whose principal aim was to obtain the maximum profits
for themselves and their home countries.
19. With a view to strengthening their position in the
colonial Territories and impeding the process of
decolonization, the foreign monopolies were, moreover, seeking defenders of their position among the
members of the international community. Those
defenders, among whom were some States Members
of the United Nations and members of the specialized
agencies, were endeavouring to thwart all efforts
being made by the international community on behalf
of the right of all peoples to self-determination,
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dignity and freedom. His delegation was convinced
that the foreign monopolies, with the backing of the administering Powers and the tacit or express support
of some of the Member States, believed that they
could perpetuate their economic domination over the
colonial Territories to the detriment of the genuine
interests of the indigenous population. He therefore
joined his voice with those of the other speakers who
had forcefully denounced the activities and methods
of the foreign monopolies whose only purpose was to
accumulate enormous profits and to exploit cheap
manpower without regard for the harmonious development of the Territories or the desires of their people
for self-determination.
20. The activities of foreign economic interests exhibited common characteristics in all the Territories
of southern Africa under foreign domination just as
they did in all the other colonial Territories. In order
to demonstrate the complicity of the foreign monopolies in the manreuvres to impede the process of
decolonization, he cited the following cases. The first
was Southern Rhodesia, where foreign interests had
collaborated with the Smith regime to destroy the
effectiveness of the United Nations sanctions. The
second case was South West Africa, where mining and
the growing of crops for export were entirely in the
hands of foreigners. The third was Mozambique, where
the white settlers had replaced the Africans in the
cultivation of cashew-nuts, rice and cotton, and where
the transport system had been used to help the regime
of Ian Smith to defy the decisions of the United Nations. Finally, there was Angola, where the large
mining companies made provision in their budgets
for appropriations to the colonial Government for
purposes of defence and the maintenance of security
and order. In his own country, the Union Mini'ere
du Haut-Katanga, which had already attempted to
separate Katanga from the rest of the country, had
now hatched a plan for sabotaging the Congolese
economy, for causing the army to revolt and for
overthrowing the Government. In order to accomplish
those aims, it had organized the incursion of mercenaries from Angola. It was thus apparent that the
foreign monopolies would not hesitate to use any
means in order to protect their interests.
21. The alarming situation caused by the activities
in which foreign economic interests were engaging
in southern Africa to the detriment of the colonial
peoples, was being repeated in Fiji, Mauritius, Papua,
New Guinea and the Bahamas. Ananalysisofeconomic
conditions in those Territories clearly showed that the
activities of the foreign monopolies in the colonial
Territories were exclusively aimed at exploitation
and thus ran counter to the basic aims of the United
Nations and to the fulfilment of the obligations imposed
on the administering Powers by Article 73 of the
Charter.
22. His delegation would support any positive
measure that was intended to restore to the colonial
peoples the right to self-determination, independence
and the utilization of their natural resources.
23. Mr. YADAVA (Nepal) emphasized that it was not
easy to collect all the necessary data on the item
under consideration in the face of the policies of nonco-operation and suppression of information pursued

by the foreign economic interests and by such Governments as those of South Africa, Portugal and other
countries. His delegation readily agreed that the
available information was incomplete with regard both
to the cases in which foreign capital had played a
positive role in economic development and to those
in which the role of foreign capital had been entirely
negative. Even with fuller information, however, it
was unlikely that the conclusions and recommendations
of the report would have been any different.
24. Foreign capital, both private 1:1-nd public, had
played different roles. In independent countries, the
nature and scope of relations between national economic interests and foreign economic interests had
been mutually determined through agreement between
the Governments or parties concerned. In Nepal, for
example, a policy had been pursued which provided
scope for foreign capital to play a positive role in
economic development. That had not always been the
case in colonial Territories, where the role offoreign
economic interests had sometimes differed.
25. The purpose of the present discussion, however,
was to determine how far foreign economic interests
had hampered the granting of independence to colonial
peoples. That a company like the Angola Diamond
Company, with wide South African and Belgian interests, had practised discrimination and exploitation
and had negatively influenced the realization of freedom
in Angola was a fact that had been firmly established.
In most of the Territories, foreign economic interests
had denied economic, social and cultural benefits to
the indigenous population and had acted in a manner
contrary to the early achievement of independence.
26. As the movement for decolonization had spread,
those economic interests had combined to form a
powerful united front opposing independence. What
was particularly disturbing was the fact that certain
economic interests of countries such as the United
Kingdom and France which had made a positive
contribution to decolonization, and of others such as
the United States which were generally opposed to
colonialism, had participated in that economic exploitation, the inevitable consequence of which would
be to retard the accession to independence of the
colonial Territories.
27. His delegation accordingly reaffirmed the necessity for the early granting of independence to colonial
Territories and condemned the negative role offoreign
economic interests as far as that objective was concerned. It considered, nevertheless, that the main
responsibility regarding the denial of the right of
independence to colonial Territories lay with the
administering Powers. He therefore suggested that
the recommendation proposed by Sub-Committee I
should be reconsidered with a view to stressing the
need for the early granting of independence to colonial
Territories and the colonial Powers' political and
moral responsibility in that connexion.
28. Mr. COLERIDGE-TAYLOR (Sierra Leone) said
he had listened with patient interest to preceding
speakers on the item under discussion and felt bound
to voice his deep distress at the occasional digressions into ideological conflicts which were not the
Committee's business.
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29. The subject was undoubtedly one which could
readily be enlarged on, but even at that late stage in
the debate it might not be unfitting to replace it in its
true peYspective. The Committee's concern for colonial peoples should be strong enough to override any
temptation to side-track the issue. He therefore
hoped that in concluding the debate the Committee
would keep clearly in view the subject under consideration and the true nature of the problem being
studied. The problem, in his delegation's view, was
the extent to which the implementation of resolution
1514 (XV) was being impeded by the activities of
foreign economic and other interests in colonial
Territories.
30. To the degree to which such impediments existed,
to that same degree the administering Powers would
have been guilty of betraying their sacred trust under
Article 73 of the United Nations Charter, which
specified that:
"Members of the United Nations which have or
assume responsibilities for the administration of
territories whose peoples have not yet attained a
full measure of self-government recognize the
principle that the interests of the inhabitants of
these territories are paramount, and accept as a
sacred trust the obligation to promote to the utmost,
within the system of international peace and security
established by the present Charter, the well-being
of the inhabitants of these territories ... " .
Article 73 went on to list, in clear and unequivocal
terms, specific ways in which the interests of the
inhabitants of those Territories were to be promoted.
In respect of the present debate, particular stress
should be laid on sub-paragraph a. whereby the administering Powers undertook:
"to ensure, with due respect for the culture of the
peoples concerned, their political, economic, social
and educational advancement, their just treatment
and their protection against abuses".
31. To permit an objective evaluation of how far that
trust had been violated, the Committee had before it
the report of Sub-Committee I (A/6868/Add.1). The
mass of data in that voluminous report testified to
the painstaking work put into its preparation and was
of the utmost value and for that the Secretariat
deserved warm thanks. As he had already stated,
however, the danger of misinterpreting either the
content or intent of the report had to be eliminated,
and the way to do that was to dispose of some of the
erroneous suggestions which had emerged during the
discussion.
32. In the first place, it had been suggested that the
report was a polemic against foreign investment in
dependent Territories. Secondly, it had been interpreted as criticizing capitalistic investment in developing countries. Thirdly, it had been described as
a piece of political propaganda.
33. With regard to that last point, he submitted that
even if there had been any element in the report which
could be interpreted as political propaganda, h}s delegation would not have noticed it because of its preoccupation with the basic political question; and to
dwell on the allegedly propagandist intent of the report
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at the expense of the fundamental question was to do
a grave disservice to the cause of decolonization. As
to the second point, it was both false and irrelevant.
It was irrelevant because the Committee's concern
was with dependent and not independent Territories,
and it was false because, as his delegation had declared
in the Special Committee, his Government not only
welcomed foreign capital investment but welcomed it
from any source. Indeed, it sought it actively, and he
was sure that that was true of many of the delegations
present. In any case, however, that consideration was
totally irrelevant.
34. As to the first point, which was perhaps the most
serious criticism of the report (namely, that it was a
polemic against foreign investment in Non-SelfGoverning Territories), it was both false and unfounded. Foreign investment in dependent Territories
was a universally recognized need. In most cases,
since the indigenous peoples themselves could ill afford
the capital for harnessing and developingtheirnatural
resources, foreign investments became a necessity,
It should be made clear, in that connexion, that
"foreign" meant "non-indigenous", and included
settlers.
35. Turning to the report itself, he submitted that
the core of it was paragraph 132 (£), which read:
"The foreign interests and the colonial Governments are linked by a system of mutual benefits:
through concessions and privileges provided by
the colonial Governments, cheap labour made available by the discriminatory legislation and practices
and the denial of legitimate indigenous trade-union
activities, foreign interests exploit the natural and
human resources in the Territories with the sole
aim of amassing profits, and at the same time the
colonial Governments share in the profits, which
are used to further their colonial domination and
suppression of the peoples."
36. It clearly emerged from that passage that what
was under attack was not the concept offoreign investment in dependent. Territories but the way in which
the investment was employed: how the methods of the
financial interests violated Article 73 of the Charter
and impeded the implementation of resolution 1514
(XV). The only serious attempt thus far to challenge
the report had been the statement by the United Kingdom representative on 16 November (1720th meeting).
The latter himself, however, would be the first to
admit that whatever the effect of his statement as an
ideological treatise, it had not had the slightest effect
in invalidating the data or the soundness of the conclusions in the report. For example, paragraph 93
read in part:
"In Southern Rhodesia, where foreign economic
interests played a unique role in the establishment
of a racist minority Government, foreign settlers
exercise power at the expense of the indigenous
population and in concert with foreign economic
and other interests have proceeded to a systematic
and ruthless exploitation of the land and inc!igenous
peoples to their mutual advantage with the result
that the interests of foreign undertakings operating
in the Territory and those of European settler
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elements have become closely interlocked and
interdependent."
37. Those statements could not be denied, nor could
the statement in paragraph 98 that:
"In the past few years, in almost all the Territories studied by the Sub-Committee, and more
especially in the Territories in southern Africa,
foreign companies have grown richer, remittances
of profits and dividends outside of the Territories
have increased, but the standard of living of the
great majority of the inhabitants has had no share
in these gams."
Had any point been made to the co~trary? Was it
not true that in Southern Rhodesia in 1965 the annual
average wage of the Africans had been one tenth that
of the Europeans? Was it not true that in South West
Africa the ratio was similar? In regard to South
West Africa, it was stated in paragraph 53 of appendix II that, "In 1966, only one African in the Territory was engaged in a mining enterprise of his own,
for soda ash in the Kaokoveld". In the same context,
it was stated in paragraph 56 that "It is the Government's policy, if Natives in locations can be served
by white enterprises in the white sector of the urban
area, not to permit the establishment of such enterprises in the Native locations". Those were glaring
examples of the discrimination which limited the
economic development of the indigenous peoples in
dependent Territories, which in turn limited their
political development.
38. Turning to appendix III on Territories under
Portuguese administration, he quoted from paragraph 18, in which it was stated that "there are still
many Europeans in both Angola and Mozambique who
hold land or occupy new areas without legal title and
there are Africans who are entitled to official recognition of their land rights but do not have it". Did not
that justify the conclusion that indigenous people were
being deprived of their land by colonial authorities?
39. The bitter truth was that when administering
Powers entered into agreements with private enterprises to harness the agricultural and mineral resources of their colonial Territories, the welfare of
the inhabitants received the least consideration, Those
enterprises were, of course, obsessed with profiteering, and to realize that selfish gor..l there were certain
prerequisites: cheap labour, land, political tranquillity. Cheap labour was provided by the establishment of an iniql''_"._ us wage differential between the
settlers and the indigenous inhabitants, who usually
formed the bulk of the population and a reservoir of
cheap labour. To ensure that those low wages were
accepted, alternative opportunities for employment
were denied either by legislation or, more usually,
by blatantly discriminatory employment practices. To
provide the required land for the companies, the
indigenous inhabitants were usually deprived by legislation of a large proportion of their territory. Invariably the most productive part was expropriated
so that they would not be tempted to escape the cheap
labour pool and return to the land. Thus oppressed
economically, provided with only the basic education
necessary for their work, deprived of any opportunity
to organize themselves or rendered so dependent that

any attempt to assert an independent will became
indiscreet, the indigenous inhabitants acquiesced
passively and thus the desired political tranquillity
was ensured. By ensuring that those conditions were
fulfilled, the administering Powers were betraying
their trust under Article 73 of the Charter, and
especially sub-paragraph a.
40. Referring to the newly independent Territories,
he said that quite often, because of the nature of the
agreements concluded by the administering Powers
with foreign companies and because of the inordinately
long leases on land and the generous concessions
extended to those companies, such Territories were
faced with an uphill battle after independence. The
new nation had to cope with the problem of reorganizing the economy to benefit the local population and
it found itself hamstrung by inherited conditions,
which were accentuated by the fact that, before independence, the companies had exported the bulk of
their profits instead of ploughing them back into the
Territory for development.
41. In view of the situation he had outlined, his delegation considered that the Committee should condemn
the activities of foreign economic and other interests
in Non-Self-Governing Territories and the administering Powers which encouraged and assisted them.
At the same time, it should appeal to all colonial
Powers to ensure that the practices and injustices
exposed in the report were terminated wherever they
existed, so that universal de~olonization could become
a happy reality. That was the only way in which resolution 1514 (XV) could be rendered redundant. Surely
that was the aim of all delegations.
42. Mr. MALECELA (United Republic of Tanzania)
said that the statement by the representative of
Sierra Leone was a sincere reply to another statement
made in the Committee in the preceding week. In view
of its great interest, he requested that it should be
reproduced in full in the summary record.
43. The CHAIRMAN said that if there were no objections, he would take it that the Committee accepted
the proposal made by the Tanzanian representative.
It was so decided.
44. Mr. BISWAS (Pakistan) said that, although the
item under consideration was on the General Assembly's agenda for the first time, it was of paramount
importance, since the study of the activities offoreign
economic and other interests in colonial Territorieshad revealed the real reasons why, almost seven
years after the adoption of the historic Declaration
(Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)), many Territories
were still under colonial domination.
45. Foreign economic and other interests continued
to play a decisive role in the economy of the colonial
Territories; the foreign. enterprises operating in
those Territories were closely linked and sought to
prevent the indigenous peoples from participating in
the economic life and the enjoyment of the resources
of their countries. Those foreign interests and colonial Governments were linked by a system of mutual
benefits; the Governments provided concessions and
privileges and cheap labour which enabled the foreign
enterprises to amass huge profits, and in exchange
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they shared in the profits, which they used to further
the colonial domination and repression of the peoples.
46. His delegation was convinced that foreign enterprises were impeding the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV) in southern Africa and in other
Territories. Despite overwhelming evidence and the
views of the majority of delegations participating in
the debate, the United Kingdom representative had
argued in his statement that foreign undertakings were
not impeding the implementation of the Declaration
but, on the contrary, were contributing to it by promoting the development of those countries. To
strengthen his arguments, that representative had
referred to the role played by foreign investment in
contributing to the economic growth of the developing
countries. His own delegation did not share that view,
which it found neither factual nor logical. The circumstances prevailing in the independent countries,
whether developed or under-developed, were quite
different from those prevailing in the Territories
under colonial domination; in the former the foreign
enterprises were obliged to conduct their operations
in a manner consistent with the national interest,
while in southern Africa, for example, they acted in
complete disregard of the interests of the indigenous
people and with the sole object of deriving maximum
profits by ruthless exploitation of the human and
material resources.
47. His Government was convinced that so long as
the activities of those foreign interests persisted, the
peoples of the Territories under colonial domination
would continue to be faced with all sorts of impediments in the exercise of their right to selfdetermination and independence. It would therefore
support any measures designed to eliminate those
obstacles and to ensure the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV).
48. Mr. WARSAMA (Somalia) said that the concern
of the United Nations about the activities of the foreign
economic interests in the colonial Territories was
of recent origin and that it had therefore not been
possible for a comprehensive study to be made in
such a short period of time. Sub-Committee I of the
Special Committee had considered those activities
in a limited number of colonial Territories. Ithad not
considered other political, strategic and military
interests which were equally impeding the implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). It
was therefore desirable that future studies should be
comprehensive,, covering all the colonial Territories.
49. The report of Sub-Committee I (A/6868/ Add.1)
provided sufficient information, however, to place
the negative and powerful impact of the activities of
those foreign economic interests in the colonial Territories in a proper perspective. Colonialism and foreign
monopolies were indivisible. The Committee was
aware that the economic concerns had been exploiting
those Territories and in most cases administering
them on behalf of the European Governments before
the latter had assumed direct rule over them. All the
big monopolies had acquired land through the nefarious
concept of "concessions", thanks to which the best
land had been given to white settlers and foreign monopolies. In the nineteenth century, the foreign enterprises had not been so well organized and their only
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concern had been to accumulate wealth. The modern
concept of exploitation was different. Any examination
of the report of Sub-Committee I would show that all
the foreign monopolies, particularly those operating
in southern Africa, were owned by the same group of
people, united by a political ideology with racial
undertones. That had brought about the concerted,
systematic strangulation of the economic and human
resources of the Territories. Some examples of that
were the empires of large enterprises such as the
Anglo American Corporation, the Union Carbide Company, Lonrho, Ltd., Selection Trust, Ltd. and the
Gulf Oil Company. The Anglo American Corporation,
for example, directly or indirectly dominated almost
the whole mining industry in Southern Rhodesia, which
accounted for 75 per cent of the capital investment
in all industries. That monopoly was involved in
mining, agriculture, manufacturing, banking and finance. At the same time, it controlled the mines of
South West Africa, which contributed almost half the
gross domestic product of th&t Territory. Through
its subsidiary companies such as Consolidated
Diamond Mines of South West Africa, Ltd., Consolidated Mines of South Africa, De Beers Consolidated
Mines, Marine Diamond Corporation and so forth,
it exploited and controlled the diamonds which were
the Territory's major resource. The same Company
had considerable interests in Angola, Mozambique
and other colonial Territories in the area, as was
clear from the information given in the report. There
were many other monopolies exploiting huge territories, with their own police force, security services
and even their own army. Those companies not only
exploited the resources of the Territories; they also
helped the colonial Governments in every way to
oppress and enslave the indigenous population, particularly in the case of the Territories under Portuguese domination.
50. The figures given in the report showed that the
foreign concerns were following a deliberate and
systematic plan to increase their profits in the
shortest possible time. For example, in 1962, Consolidated Diamond Mines of South West Africa, Ltd.
had invested 10.4 million rands, which had earned
120 million rands for its shareholders and 200 million
rands for its reserves. In some cases, such as that
of the Cassinga iron mines, it was estimated that the
deposits would be exhausted in less than twenty-five
years. The foreign monopolies had the funds and
modern technology to drain the resources of the
colonial Territories in which they operated.
51. He hoped that the representatives of Member
States, particularly those with investments and other
interests in the colonial Territories, would inform
their nationals of the inhuman conditions under which
the profits from their investments were gained. He
urged representatives to take the necessary action to
ensure that their nationals refrained from any action
which might hinder the achievement of independence
by the colonial pecples. In conclusion, he expressed
his profound concern over the situation prevailing in
the colonial Territories as a result of ruthless and
inhuman exploitation and he endorsed the Special
Committee's conclusions and recommendations. His
country was ready to co-operate with all delegations
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and groups in order to take the necessary steps for
the speedy decolonization of the colonial Territories.
52. Mr. BOZOVIC (Yugoslavia) said that the special
interest of the General Assembly in the activities of
foreign economic and other interests in colonies
derived from the responsibility of the international
Organization to contribute towards the securing of
conditions under which peoples still under colonial
rule would be able to exercise their right to selfdetermination. The access and activity of foreign
capital in independent countries were regulated by
laws of those countries as well as by agreement
between the recipients and foreign investors. In the
case of colonies, however, the colonial administration
had the last word in that respect; it determined the
conditions of access and concluded the appropriate
agreements, placing itself in a position to act as the
only one authorized to decide, in most cases without
consulting the inhabitants of the country, what, under
given conditions, was in the interest of the development of a territory and its population.
53. He pointed out that indeed it was very difficult,
under the conditions of diverse development in the
remaining colonies, to draw general. conclusions on
the activities of foreign economic interests. He observed that those activities were closely associated
with the efforts of colonial Powers to hold on to the
remaining colonies as long as possible for economic
and strategic reasons.
54. As regards foreign investment, he pointed out
that it was not a question of whether or not those
Territories required investments of domestic or
foreign origin, but under what conditions foreign
economic interests were operating, and whether they
were actually helping or obstructing progress towards
independence in the remaining colonies. In Southern
Rhodesia, for example, the white settlers, who represented 5 per cent of the population, had absorbed
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49.9 per cent of the national income in 1964 and the
Africans had received only 32.8 per cent, the remainder going to foreign enterprises. The income of
one such enterprise alone had equalled almost half
that of the entire African population. It was not a
question whether the African population would be
better off without private investment, but how much
it would receive were the companies, for example, in
South Africa to operate under the conditions which
the majority of independent countries had succeeded
in obtaining by their negotiations with foreign companies, that is, under conditions which took into
account the interests of the majority population.
55. Consequently, the question that should be faced
was whether foreign companies, in view of high profits
and favourable conditions, would be prepared to accept
a change in the existing pattern.
56. Given the situation, the United Nations should
apply itself in order to effect an improvement in
conditions for operation of foreign capital in colonies,
in general, and in southern Africa, in particular, and
to work towards having such activities brought in line
with the existing practice in those countries whose
peoples enjoyed the right of decision-making.
57. The report of the Special Committee, in spite of
certain shortcomings, provided sufficient background
material for further study of that problem. Special
attention should be paid to the Territories in southern
Africa whose inhabitants were faced with specific
problems and must struggle not only against the
domination of white settlers, but also against powerful
economic and political factors, without whose help
the white minority could not but seek the protection
of its future in the establishment of relations of
equality, mutual understanding and co-operation with
the African majority.

The meeting rose at 5.45 p.m.
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Chairman: Mr. George J. TOMEH (Syria).
AGENDA ITEM 24

Activities of foreign economic and other interests
which are impeding the implementationoftheDeclaration On the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South
West Africa and Territories under Portuguese
domination and in all other Territories under colonial domination and efforts to eliminate colonialism,
apartheid and racial discrimination in southern
Africa (continued) (.A/6868 and Add.l)
GENERAL DEBATE (concluded)
1. Mr. ALLIMADI (Uganda) said that despite the
ideals enshrined in the United Nations Charter, the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, and despite the many resolutions that had been adopted on the subject of Southern
Rhodesia and South West Africa, the evils which the
United Nations was combating in southern Africa
appeared to be thriving rather than disappearing. The
Portuguese Government's absurd policy of claiming
that the black Africans in the Territories under its
domination were Portuguese citizens and the perpetuation of Ian Smith's illegal r~gime were but two
examples of the failure of the United Nations to come
to grips with the problem of decolonization.

2. The United Nations had chosen international opinion
as a weapon for the eradication of those evils. It had
been presumed that world opinion expressed through
the resolutions of the United Nations would be heeded
by South Africa and Portugal. However, the chapters
of the report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples concerning Southern Rhodesia (A/6700/

Rev.1, chap. III), South West Africa (ibid., chap. IV)
and the Territories under Portuguese administration
(ibid., chap. V) and the recent report of the Special
Committee on the Policies of Apartheid of the Government of the Republic of South Africa.!! made it abundantly clear that South Africa and Portugal were determined never to yield to world opinion. It was time for
the United Nations to formulate a new strategy to
break the resistance of Portugal and South Africa and
to uphold the principles enshrined in the Charter.
3. The report of Sub-Committee I (A/6868/Add.1)
showed how extensive· were the economic interests of
the United Kingdom, the United States and some west
European countries in the industries of Southern Rhodesia, South Africa and the Portuguese Territories.
A private group concerned about the plight of the
people of southern Africa had stated that there were
over 250 United States companies operating in South
Africa alone. It was imperative that the Governments
whose nationals wielded extensive economic and financial influence in the colonial Territories should persuade those companies to serve the cause of selfdetermination, human equality and justice.

4. His delegation denounced the United Kingdom
representative's deliberate attempt to divert the Committee's attention from the issue under discussion.
That representative had tried to equate foreign investment in South Africa, Southern Rhodesia and other
colonial countries with foreign investment in independent developing countries. That was a deplorable
tactic at a time when the United Nations was appealing
for a concerted effort and a re-examination of the
methods used to free the peoples of dependent Territories from the bonds of colonialism and apartheid.
Uganda had made it quite clear that its need to attract
foreign investment would never lead it to condGne the,
activities of investors who frustrated decolonization
efforts.
5. Mr. TEVOEDJRE (Dahomey) expressed his delegation's indignation at the United Kingdom representative's attempt to mislead the Committee by asserting
that foreign economic investments in southern Africa
were always beneficial to the indigenous populations.
The fact was that the United Kingdom bore the major
responsibility for the deplorable situation in southern
Africa.
6. One example of the Western Powers' economic
exploitation of colonial Territories was the recent
discovery, reported in The New York Times of
20 September 1967, of a large oilfield of high-quality
crude oil off the coast of Portugal's west African

JJ S/8196/Add.l. For the printed text of this document, see Official
Records of the General Aasembly, Twenty-second Session, Annexes,
agenda item 35, document A/6864/Add.l.
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enclave of Cabinda. The field was strategically placed
from the point of view of supplying Western Europe,
since the petroleum was not subject to Arab-Israel
disputes and the sea voyage to Europe was much
shorter than the route round South Africa. The anticipated production of 150,000 barrels daily was twice
Portugal's present oil needs and would thus free the
country from dependence on Middle Eastern sources.
Furthermore, Portuguese authorities had promised
to provide military protection in areas where special
security measures were requested to counteract
possible attacks by Angolan freedom fighters.
7. His delegation would support any resolution condemning foreign economic activities in southern
Africa, with a view to enabling the indigenous peoples
to benefit from their own natural resources.
8. Mr. DE MIRANDA (Portugal), speaking in exercise
of the right of reply, said that his delegation had the
same reservations with regard to the item under discussion as it had expressed with regard to item 66
(1708th meeting). Furthermore, his delegation found
the wording of the item improper with reference to
Portuguese Territories and it wished to place on
record its objection and protest in regard to that
wording.
9. The present debate seemed to be designed to open
another front in the familiar ideological conflict which
was now spreading from world politics to world economics. As in all conflicts, it was essential to proceed
carefully, lest a false step taken at the outset should
develop into a major error, and to examine the issue
dispassionately and realistically.
10. The very wording of the item meant that the
debate began with a bias against all non-local investments in so-called Non-self-Governing Territories.
That bias should be recognized and corrected.
11. There could be no doubt that every effort should
be made to promote the economic development of the
Territories described as non-self-governing, that
economic development could not come about without
investment and that the encouragement of investments
from all convenient sources represented a liberal
political and economic policy. His delegation submitted
that no better way of promoting the economic development of any Territory, self-governing or non-selfgoverning, had yet been found than by encouraging
investments from all sources which did not clash
with the interests of those Territories and their
people. Abuses might of course creep in and they
would have to be checked, but that did not disprove
the need for investments. When such investments
were not available locally, the only alternative was to
obtain them from abroad. It was therefore necessary
to ensure that the investment policy was subordinated
to the interests of the economic development of the
Territories concerned and that those investments did
not become instruments of political influence. That
applied to all foreign investments, not only to those
in Territories described as non-self-governing.
12. Unfortunately, most of the speakers in the debate
had taken for granted the conclusion that foreign
investments were undesirable in themselves. It had
thus become an artificial debate, with no bearing on
the facts. His delegation ventured to suggest that the

danger of abuse of foreign investments had been emphasized for certain ulterior motives, and not because
there was any substance in such allegations.
13, Some investors apparently felt excluded from
investing in Territories described as non-self-governing. The reason for their exclusion might be that they
habitually sought to invest their ideology together with
their money. It was not surprising that preference
was given to investments which were politically and
ideologically neutral and which contributed exclusively
to the economic development of the Territories. It
was entirely legitimate that investors should take
reasonable profits, but the wealth theyproducedadded
to the patrimony of the Territory and of its population,
14. As he had pointed out at the 1716th meeting, the
investment of metropolitan Portugal in its overseas
provinces could not be considered foreign investment
since it was investment within the same sovereign
unit. Portugal welcomed foreign investment in its
overseas provinces, since it was concerned with
promoting their economic development and a sound
investment policy was the universally recognized way
of accelerating economic development. Portugal's
investment policy and legislation was the same for
both metropolitan Portugal and the overseas provinces;
foreigners were not granted any rights or privileges
that were not granted to Portuguese nationals, which
included all those born in Portuguese Territories and
their descendant~.; who had preserved their nationality,
irrespective of race or colour. It was therefore false
to allege that foreigners investing in Portuguese Territories could do so to the detriment of the local
population.
15, A sweeping allegation had been made that foreign
investment in Portuguese Territories was exempt
from taxation, Since the main purpose of investment
was to develop the local economy, it was a normal
practice everywhere to grant certain facilities to new
enterprises for brief initial periods, It was difficult
to see how the two contradictory allegations which
had been made, namely, that foreign investors paid
scarcely anything to the Portuguese Government, and
that foreign investors helped the Portuguese Government to wage its so-called wars in Africa, could both
be true.
16. He had already refuted allegations concerning
Portugal's labour policy in his statement at the 1716th
meeting. Such allegations, especially those relating
to the emigration of labour, had also been disproved
by the International Labour Organisation's fact-finding
mission. He emphasized that emigration oflabourwas
entirely voluntary; it was not peculiar to the Portuguese
provinces but existed also in some African countries
in the region; and the welfare of emigrant labour was
assured by bilateral agreements which were strictly
enforced. The ILO report.Y also refuted the allegations
made in the report of Sub-Committee I and repeated
by several speakers concerning the internal labour
situation in the Portuguese provinces. There was no
discrimination whatsoever between one Portuguese
Y ,Report of the Commission appointed under Article 26 of the Constitution of the International Labour Organisation to examine the Complaint
filed by the Government of Ghana concerning the observance by the
Government of Portugal of the Abolition of Forced Labour Convention,
1957 (No. 105), Geneva, International Labour Office, 1962.
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national and another in any part of Portuguese territory, He also rejected the allegations relating to
ownership of land; the rights of the local population in
that respect were adequately safeguarded by legislation which was strictly enforced,
17. His delegation rejected the report of Sub-Committee I (A/6868/Add,1) and all the allegations based
upon it. The. report built up allegations in order to
arrive at a preconceived conclusion and completely
ignored the political, economic and social realities
of Portuguese life.
18, Mr. ISSAKA (Togo), speaking in exercise of the
right of reply, said that the complicity between the
Portuguese and United Kingdom representatives was
clear; both had spoken on matters which were not on
the agenda, Foreign investment in Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea was not
directed at promoting the economic development of
the Territories for the benefit of the people, It was
clear that Portugal would not grant independence to
the Territories and allow the people to decide the
matter of investments for themselves, since Portugal
itself would then derive no profit from the Territories,
19. Mr. GATUGUTA (Kenya), replying to the representative of Portugal's claim that foreign investment
in the Territories under Portuguese administration
was in the interests of all the inhabitants, asked how
many African doctors, engineers and la\\<)'ers had
been produced out of a population of about 13 million
during the 400 years of Portuguese rule, Unless a
substantial number had been produced, it must be
assumed that Portugal had been merely exploiting the
African people. He also asked how many of the industrial and commercial firms in the Territories were
controlled by Africans, how many Africans held high
executive posts and where the profits of those firms
went, The Portuguese representative had said that
there was no discrimination between Portuguese
nationals, yet the policy of assimilation discriminated
against the overwhelming majority of the inhabitants
of Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese
Guinea who did not reach the standard set by Portugal
for assimilados. Foreign economic investment was
only desirable in countries where the people had
control over it, In the Territories under Portuguese
administration, foreign investment benefited only
a small clique of oppressors, as the Special Committee's report showed,
20. He completely rejected the Portuguese representative's allegations and his attempts to convince
the Committee that foreign economic interests were
benefiting the peoples of Africa.
21. Mr. DE MffiANDA (Portugal), replying to the
representative of Kenya, said that foreign investment
was indeed promoting the interests of the population
in the Portuguese provinces, Portugal's primary
concern was to ensure the welfare and progress of
all the population without any discrimination as to
race or colour. He could not provide statistics concerning the number of African doctors, engineers or
lawyers in the provinces since no statistics bas~d on
race or colour were compiled; such statistics would
only foment racism, He could assure the representative of Kenya, however, that members of all profes-
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sions had been drawn from the African provinces for
a long time past. More than a century previously,
Portugal had opened a medical college at Luanda but
it had been closed down owing to a lack of students.
For centuries, students from all the overseas provinces had studied at universities in metropolitan
Portugal, and there were now universities in Mozambique and Angola,
22, On the question of assimilados, many representatives appeared to be labouring under a misconception.
At the present time, all persons born in Portuguese
territory were Portuguese citizens with equal status,
During a brief period, the system of assimilation had
been introduced as an experiment to try to promote
the social progress of the local population in the
overseas provinces, Under that system, those who
wished to retain their tribal ways and live under their
own laws could do so, while others who had certain
qualifications could opt for citizenship and live under
the common law of the land, No discrimination was
involved and no one was excluded from citizenship.
Many who could have qualified for full citizenship
under the system had chosen not to do so since those
living under tribal dispensations had enjoyed special
privileges and measures of protection.
23. He could not agree that foreign investment should
only be permitted in independent countries. Economic
development should be promoted in what the Committee considered to be Non-Self-Governing Territories. Portugal felt that it had a duty to promote
economic development in its provinces by all available
means; it therefore encouraged investment from any
quarter provided that no conditions were attached to
it and that it was designed to promote the economic
development of the provinces and, consequently, of
the population.
24. Mr. ALWAN (Iraq) rejected the concept of
assimilation, It was no great honour for any African
to be branded as Portuguese.
25. He deplored the Portuguese representative's
negative attitude in rejecting the report of SubCommittee I in its entirety, That attitude was neither
fair nor rational and was unacceptable to the majority
of delegations present.
26. Mr. ISSAKA (Togo) said that in his view it was
better for a dependent Territory to remain underdeveloped rather than to be developed in order to
provide profits for others, The natural resources of
the Territories under Portuguese administration
should not be developed until the Territories had been
granted self-government,
27. With regard to the medical college at Luanda
mentioned by the Portuguese representative, he pointed
out that primary schools should be established before
universities or there would obviously not be any
students for the latter.
28. Mr. TEVOEDJRE (Dahomey) said that the fact
that Portugal kept no statistics proved that it was
intellectually under-developed. He asked the Portuguese representative to mention any single achievement of his Government in the enclave in Dahomey
which it had held for centuries until a few years
earlier.
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29. Mr. DE MIRANDA (Portugal) pointed out to the
representative of Dahomey that he had said that Portugal did not keep statistics based on race or colour,
not that it kept no statistics. His question concerning
the enclave in Dahomey, Sao Joao Batista de Ajudi, was
out of place since, as the representative of Dahomey

Litho in U.N.

should know, that enclave had merely been a fort
with a few hundred square yards of territory and no
inhabitants except those who manned the fort.

The meeting rose at 12.25 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 24

Activities of foreign economic and other interests
which are impeding the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia,
South West Africa and Territories under Portuguese
domination and in all other Territories under colonial domination ond efforts toeliminatecolonialism,
apartheid and racial discrimination in southern
Africa (continued)* (A/6868 and Add.l, A/C.4/
L.875)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTION
A/C.4/L.875
10. Mr. FALL (Senegal) said that, before introducing
draft resolution A/C.4/L.875, he wished to point out
that the name of Indonesia had been omitted from the
list of sponsors and that the delegations of Algeria
and Somalia had asked to be added to the list of
sponsors.
11. Draft resolution A/C.4/L.875 was in line with
the series of resolutions by the Fourth Committee
which had been adopted by the General Assembly.
Like those other resolutions, it reflected a declared
determination to make a positive contribution to the
struggle which was going on to put an end to the exploitation of man by man. If the draft resolution was
looked at from that point of view, it could not be disputed that the text was the absolute minimum that
could emerge from a discussion such as the one that
had been devoted to the item under consideration.
12. He wished to point out that, despite the fact that
the Special Committee's report on the question
(A/6868 and Add.1) had received the support of the
majority of the members of the Committee, the sponsors of the draft resolution, in a spirit of compromise,
had avoided using the terms that representatives had
employed during the discussion. The preamble mentioned the remarkable contribution made by the petitioner who had been heard on the item, as also the
relevant resolutions adopted, and it referred to the
implicit obligation assumed by the administering
Powers themselves to ensure progress and justice in
the Territories under their administration, It was all
too clear that those Powers had not discharged that
obligation, for, whether deliberately or under pressure
from international financial groups, they had allowed
economic activities to be developed which were manifestly impeding the implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). That was the situation which
the draft resolution sought to condemn and which it
wished to bring to an end by advocating certain
measures.
13. Having taken note of the report of the Special
Committee, the draft resolution, in operative paragraph 2, reaffirmed the inalienable right of the
peoples of the colonial Territories to self-determination and independence: furthermore, it declared that
the peoples of the Territories would never enjoy real
sovereignty until such time as they had full control
of their own resources and-therein lay the originality
of the text-it placed the emphasis on economic independence. By placing the economic or financial in• Resumed from the 1725th meeting.

terests of their own nationals or of nationals of other
countries above the interests of the indigenous inhabitants, the colonial Powers were violating their
obligations under Chapters XI and XII of the Charter
and were impeding the full implementation of resolution 1514 (XV); that was made clear in paragraph 3.
Paragraph 4 condemned the foreign interests which,
with the protection or collaboration of some Powers,
were helping to perpetuate colonial domination by
their exploitation of the colonial countries. Paragraph 5 deplored the policies of the colonial Powers
which permitted such exploitation and promoted or
tolerated unjust and discriminatory practice,
14. Paragraph 6 called upon the States concerned
to fulfil their fundamental obligation to defend the
interests of the indigenous inhabitants by opposing
all abuses, both in the granting of concessions
and in authorizing investments or exploitation of
the land granted, Paragraph 7 called upon the
colonial Powers to prohibit all practices which might
give rise to injustice. Similarly, paragraph 8 called
upon the colonial Powers to review all the privileges
and concessions granted to foreign interests, in flagrant disregard of the true owners of the resources
thus seized, No delegation should have any reservations about that measure,
15, Paragraph 9 was devoted to South West Africa.
Paragraph 10, besides denouncing the dispossession
of the indigenous inhabitants, which amounted to
theft, requested the return to them of the alienated
land. Paragraph 11 urged all States concerned to
co-operate fully with the United Nations in order to
ensure to the colonial peoples the exercise of their
right to self-determination and independence and the
full use of their natural resources.
16, Paragraphs 12 and 13 reflected the desire of the
sponsors that the study of the problem should be
continued, so that the task of the Fourth Committee
might be successfully completed.
17. He pointed out, in connexion with operative paragraph 3, that the reference to Chapter XII of the
Charter had been omitted from all texts except the
French, and that the word "plac~s" in operative paragraph 5 of the French text should be deleted.
18. He thought that the deliberately moderate tone
of the draft resolution, its restraint and its very
realism should speak in its favour and should gain
it the support of a large majority in the Committee.
19, Mr. MARTINEZ (Argentina) said that he too
would like to introduce draft resolution A/C.4/L.875
on behalf of his own country and Barbados, Chile,
Colombia, Ecuador, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico,
Trinidad and Tobago, and Venezuela, He was glad to
point out that for the first time the Afro-Asian group
and the Latin American group had been able to pool
their efforts in order to draw up a text which would
serve as a starting point for action in favour of the
process of economic decolonization. That was a development which should please all Member States,
and not only the countries of Latin America, His
delegation found it particularly encouraging that the
negotiations which the drafting of the text had entailed had proceeded in a spirit of understanding and
solidarity.

1730th meeting - 29 November 1967
20, The main purpose of the draft resolution was to
set ·out explicitly certain principles stated in Chapters XI and XII ofthe Charter and in General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV); that was done in the preamble.
21. In the operative part, paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 5
defined the attitude of the international community
towards States or interests which professed not to
recognize the inexorable character of a proces which
all Members of the United Nations had undertaken to
promote. They also defined the limits within which
various interests could invest capital in the colonial
Territories; such investments should contribute to
the development of the Territories with a view to
creating strong national economies.
22. Paragraphs 6 and 7 stressed the humanitarian
factors which should be taken into account in any
economic operations, especially in the colonial Territories. In that connexion, any discriminatory practice
and any practice aimed at depriving the people of
their wealth should be condemned. The study of the
problem to be made by the Special Committee under
the terms of paragraph 12 should be based on an
analysis of current practices in the colonial Territories with regard to the exploitation of natural resources and the remuneration of indigenous labour.
It should also deal with the practices of the various
interests which profited from colonialism to the
detriment of the indigenous population: lastly, it
should determine, on the basis of objective data,
whether there was a relationship between such phenomena and those which were impeding the process of
decolonization. A study carried out along those lines
would be unassailable, and no one could charge that
it was inspired by ideological prejudices. There was
no question that the United Nations had the technical
capacity and the experience needed to discharge that
task properly.
23. If the sponsors, despite their great number, had
succeeded in reaching agreement on the text which
they were submitting to the Committee, it was surely
because they were all convinced of the need to state
clearly the fundamental principles on which the activities of administering Powers and economic interests
should be based-activities which should be aimed at
creating economic conditions that would make independence viable. They had thought it necessary to say
clearly to the administering Powers that the principles
of decolonization proclaimed in resolution 1514 (XV)
must be placed above economic interests and that the
latter must be subordinated to the principles of the
independence and territorial integrity of countries.
The sponsors, who were concerned above all with
expressing clearly the fundamental objectives towards
which they wished their activities to be directed, had
forgotten to recommend that the Secretariat should
publicize the draft resolution as widely as possible;
however, that omission would be unimportant if the
Special Committee carried out its study of the problem in the way he had suggested, since the study
would then be so authoritative that it would become
an indispensable International reference work.
24. Mr. RODRIGUEZ ASTIAZARAIN (Cuba), speaking
on a point of order, observed that his delegation had
at no time been consulted during the preparation of
the draft resolution now before the Committee (A/C.4/
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L.875); Cuba had thus been the victim of discrimination on the part of the Latin American group.
25. His delegation reserved the right to take the
floor at a later stage to state its point of view.
26. The CHAIRMAN said he hoped that the Committee would be able, at an early meeting, to take
a decision on the draft resolution which had just
been introduced.
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that Uruguay condemned the foreign economic interests which were impeding the normal progress of
decolonization; however, he intended to avoid any
generalizations which might give rise to erroneous
interpretations of the meaning and scope of the relevant reports and resolutions.

AGENDA ITEM 24
Activities of foreign economic and other interests
which are impeding the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South
West Africa and Territories unper Portuguese
domination and in all other Territories under colonial domination and efforts toeliminatecolonialism,
apartheid and racial discrimination in southern
Africa (continued)* (A/6868 and Add.l, A/C.4/
L.875/Rev.l)
CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTION A/C.4/
L,875/REV ,1 (continued)
53, The CHAIRMAN called the Committee's attention
to the revised draft resolution contained in document A/C.4/L,875/Rev.l,
54, Mr. MALECELA (United Republic of Tanzania)
said that the revised draft resolution, which had a
longer list of sponsors, had been onlyslightlychanged
from the original text. He would therefore like the
members of the Committee to consider that the draft
resolution had been before them in its revised form
(A/C.4/L.875/Rev,l) from the outset.
55. Mr. BERRO (Uruguay) said that his country
wished to be included among the sponsors of the
revised draft resolution, which confirmed the provisions of General Assembly resolution 2189 (XXI).
56, Clarifying his country's position on the question
under consideration, he wished to state once again
*Resumed from the 1730th meeting.
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57. While foreign activities which served to perpetuate colonialism should be unreservedly condemned, as should any political, racial or other factor
which impeded the implementation of resolution 1514
(XV) , it was also important to welcome all financial
activities, particularly capital investments, which
were intended to improve existing economic and social
conditions, either in colonial Territories or in independent States, in accordance with the principles
governing United Nations efforts to accelerate the
progress of under-developed and developing countries.
The United Nations was trying to speed the formulation
and adoption of those principles, which related to
international economic co-operation; that was apparent
from resolutions 1942 (XVIII), 1995 (XIX) and 2085
(XX), which dealt with measures to bring about complete agreement on the principles which should govern
international trade· regulations and trade policies
aimed at ensuring development,
58, It was essential to avoid at all costs equating
foreign economic interests which delayed the attainment of independence with international capital investments which were necessary, within the framework of international economic co-operation, in order
to ensure the economic development of both States
and colonial Territories and the well-being of their
people. The desire to combat the unlawful activities
of foreign interests which were impeding the process
of decolonization should not be permitted to obscure
the legitimate and beneficial character of investments
in general,
59, The CHAIRMAN announced that the representatives of the Dominican Republic, Morocco and
Nicaragua, in addition to Uruguay, wished the names
of their countries to be added to the list of sponsors
of the revised draft resolution (A/C.4/L.875/Rev,l/
Add,1),
The meeting rose at 1.5 p.m.
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of colonies, a thorough examination of their activities
in the dependent Territories to ascertain whether they
were impeding the attainment of independence was indeed in order.
3. His delegation considered the draft resolution before the Committee most appropriate. It was relatively
mild in tone and pointed out the path that the administering Powers and the economic interests concerned
should follow in order that they might accelerate
rather than impede the attainment of self-determination and independence. He agreed with the objectives
of the draft resolution and fully supported it. He
wished to make it clear, however, that in so doing he
was not in any way equating the situation in Southern
Rhodesia, South West Africa and the Territories
under Portuguese administration with conditions
generally obtaining in other colonial Territories.
In Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and the
Territories under Portuguese administration, the
policies of the authorities in physical control were
deliberately and openly against the attainment of selfdetermination and independence by the peoples concerned; his delegation was in complete agreement
with the conclusions and recommendations of SubCommittee I (see A/6868/ Add.1, paras. 81-133) in
the case of those Territories. In the other colonial
Territories, the situation was different in so far as
the political policies of the administering Powers
were concerned. That did not mean, however, that
economic interests in those Territories practised no
activities, whether consciously or unconsciously,
which impeded the attainment of independence. His
delegation therefore urged the administering Powers
and the economic interests in those Territories to be
guided by the provisions of the draft resolution before the Committee.

Chairman: Mr. George J. TOMEH (Syria).
AGENDA ITEM 24
Activities of foreign economic and other interests
which are impeding the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia,
South West Africa and Territories under Portuguese
domination and in all other Territories under colonial domination and efforts toeliminatecolonialism,
apartheid and racial discrimination in southern
Africa {continued)* {A/6868 and Add.l, A/C.4/
L.875/Rev.l and Rev.l/Add.l and 2)
CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTION A/C.4/
L.875/REV.1 AND REV.1/ ADD.1 AND 2 (concluded)
1. Mr. DE LA ROSA (Philippines) said that since
the adoption of the historic Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples in
December 1960 and indeed since the adoption of the
Charter, the United Nations had devoted a great part
of its efforts to assisting the colonized peoples in the
attainment of self-determination and independence.
Although it had succeeded in that endeavour to a degree, millions of people and many Territories were
still under colonial rule.

4. Mr. ROGERS (Australia) said that when the report of Sub-Committee I had been submitted to the
Special Committee his delegation had criticized the
way in which it had been prepared and its description
of the situation in the Territories under Australian
administration. The report was not an examination
of the problems of economic development in dependent
Territories and of the role which foreign investors
were playing in that respect but was a descriptive
catalogue of interests allegedly operating contrary
to the interests of the indigenous inhabitants of the
Territories. Furthermore, it claimed that there was
a close relationship between foreign economic interests and the administering Powers of the various
dependent Territories. The Sub-Committee had not
made full use of the experience and documentation
available in the Secretariat and had not allowed sufficient time for a thorough study of the complex
question.

2. In its devotion to the task of decolonization, the
United Nations had been constantly on the alert for
all possible ways under the Charter to hasten the
process. The inclusion of the present item in the
agenda and its separate discussion was an important
step in that direction. As economic interests had
been one of the principal reasons for the establishment
*Resumed from the 1732nd meeting.
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5. One of his delegation's cricitisms in the Special
Committee had been that the report took little account
of the differing economic conditions in the various
Territories-distribution of natural resources, structure of the economy, amount of capital invested by
the administering Power and amount of investment
by foreign private interests. The problem of economic
development in dependent Territories was a difficult
one. All colonial Territories needed the capital investment and technical skills without which economic
development could not take place. In his delegation's
opinion, it was unfortunate that Sub-Committee I had
not devoted more attention to basic economic problems. It was only on the basis of a close examination
of the situation in dependent Territories that it could
be determined whether the economic activities taking
place in those Territories were contrary to the interests of the indigenous inhabitants.
6. His delegation felt that some attempt should have
been made to indicate the criteria by which foreign
economic investments could be judged. The fact ofthe
matter was that the necessary sources of capital did
not exist in most colonial countries and had to come
from outside. The amount of capital which international organizations and the administering Power
concerned could provide was limited. There was a
great demand for capital throughout the world and
many dependent Territories did not offer promising
prospects for private investors. The report did not
attempt to distinguish between foreign investments
which were beneficial to the interests of the indigenous
inhabitants and those which were clearly detrimental,
He recognized that that might not be easy, but the fact
was that no attempt had been made to do so.
7. One of Australia's objectives in its dependent
Territories was to promote the economic development
of the Territories in order to bring the inhabitants
to the stage of self-determination, Yet the report said
nothing about the efforts which Australia was making
to improve the situation of the peoples of the Territories or about his Government's investments in the
Territories in the interests of the inhabitants. Nor
did the report mention the large grant that Australia
would be making to the Territories during the current
year.
8, His delegation appreciated the efforts of the sponsors of the draft resolution to improve on some of
the conclusions and recommendations in the report.
It was, however, unable to support operative paragraph 1, since it considered that the report of the
Special Committee gave an erroneous and distorted
picture of the situation in the dependent Territories.
His delegation found the wording of other paragraphs
of the draft resolution ambiguous. Certain paragraphs,
such as operative paragraph 3, could not and should
not be taken as referring to Territories administered
by Australia. In his view, it would have been better if
the language used had been less general.
9. As much of the draft resolution was based on the
Special Committee's report, which his delegation did
not accept, it would abstain in the vote on the draft
resolution as a whole. He asked for a separate vote
on operative paragraph 1.

10. Mr. GARCIA (United States of America) said that
his delegation in the Special Committee had expressed
its dismay at the tendentious, doctrinaire and polemical character of the report which the Committee
was now being asked to approve in operative paragraph 1 of draft resolution A/C.4/L.875/Rev.1 and
Rev .1/Add.1 and 2. The report's conclusions, based
orr fragmentary documentation and brief and unobjecti ve discussion, baldly asserted that foreign economic
activity everywhere impeded self-determination or
acted to the detriment of the indigenous population.
The United States could not support any resolution
that endorsed a report which dealt so basely with
the facts and was a thinly disguised propaganda
assault. In passing, he would note that the views expressed on that subject by a number of representatives
in the Committee were at variance with statements
made by representatives ofthe same countries in more
serious and less doctrinaire discussions of the role
of foreign investment in economic development.
11. His delegation had important reservations with
regard to the passages of the draft resolution that
called upon Member States to assume and fulfil obligations which, under the provisions of the Charter,
belonged properly to the respective administering
Powers. The language of certain other passages, in
particular operative paragraphs 4, 9, 10, 11 and 12,
was too vague and general.
12. His delegation did not propose to defend or
apologize for the activities of foreign economic
interests at all times and in all circumstances. Those
activities, both in Non-Self-Governing Territories
and in independent States, generally spoke for themselves. His delegation recognized that in some instances they were deplorable, due in part to the policies
of certain countries, and contributed neither to the
long-term interests of the administering Power, nor
to those of the inhabitants, nor to those of the companies themselves. The goal of improving such conditions could have been better advanced by a full, expert
and constructive examination and unambiguous presentation of all pertinent data. That had not been done
in the report which members were being asked to
approve. For those reasons, his delegation would abstain in the vote on the draft resolution as a whole
and would vote against operative paragraph 1.
13 .. Mr. DIARRA (Guinea) welcomed the fact that for
the first time a specific' item on foreign economic
interests had been the subject of detailed study by a
United Nations body. The report of the Special Committee (A/6868 and Add.1) made it possible for members to obtain a clearer picture of the situation and
to identify those who, directly or indirectly, were
impeding the implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa
and Territories under Portuguese· domination and in
all other Territories under colonial domination.
14. The Special Committee's report enabled members to analyse the pattern of foreign capital which
was helping to consolidate the political, military and
economic power of the racists in South Africa, the
rebels in Southern Rhodesia and .the colonialists in
Portugal. A glance at the information given in the
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report showed that the same firms and the same
financial groups were to be found in Angola, Mozambique, Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and
South Africa. The solidarity existing between the
financial circles and the colonialist Powers was due
not only to the desire for huge profits but also to the
racist feelings they' shared. That explained why more
and more capital was flowing into those Territories,
despite the insecurity that colonialism itself created
for capital because of the struggle which the indigenous people of the occupied Territories were waging
in order to regain independence and dignity. It was
true that foreign monopolies, blinded by the huge
profits which they amassed, were incapable of developing a healthy long-term policy and were concerned only with their immediate interests. The
Special Committee's report showed that 80 per cent
of the economy of the dependent Territories was
controlled by foreign monopolies, which earned profits
of about $5,000 million a year, thus enabling them to
amortize their investments within less than ten years,
at the same time providing the racists in South Africa
and Southern Rhodesia and the Portuguese settlers
with enormous profits in foreign currencies which
enabled them to import military equipment from the
West for the sole purpose of massacring the indigenous people in order to perpetuate their domination.
15. The international community had unequivocally
condemned the colonialist policies of the authorities
in Pretoria, Salisbury and Lisbon, and it should also
condemn the countries which promoted and encouraged
the investment of capital in the colonial Territories.
Despite their eloquent statements in favour of the
liberation and the independence of colonial countries
and peoples, those countries were in fact acting as
allies of the colonialists and racists. They argued
that they had no influence on the private sector,
whose freedom to invest wherever it wished to was
protected by national legislation. That argument did
not withstand scrutiny, for it was known that the
same Governments had imposed economic blockades
in certain areas by formally prohibiting the investment of private capital in those areas under penalty
of severe punishment. If those countries acted differently in the colonial Territories, it was because
their interests merged with those of the Whites in
southern Africa, which they were endeavouring by
every possible means to retain as a private preserve
of the imperialist West.
16. The racists in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia
and the Portuguese colonialists should realize that
they could not continue to exploit those Territories
indefinitely. It was time for their trading partners,
too, to realize that they could not indefinitely deceive
international public opinion by presenting themselves
as ao.ti-colonialists while at the same time they supported those whose very presence in Africa constituted an insult to the dignity of the Africans. Those
countries could still change their policy if they were
really well disposed towards the African peoples.
Independent Africa, with its enormous economic
potentialities, offered those foreign monopolies every
opportunity to redirect their capital. His delegation,
aware of the importance of the problem, was equally
sure that its solution would bring about the end of
colonialism in Africa.
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17. His delegation had become a sponsor of the draft
resolution (A/C.4/L.875 and Rev.1) in order to contribute once again to the common task of decolonization undertaken by the Organization.
18. Mr. LUARD (United Kingdom) said that he would
like to reply to some comments which had been made
on his statement in the general debate on the item
(1720th meeting). He must first dispute the suggestion
that his speech had been devoted only to the general
question of investments, without distinction as between dependent Territories and independent countries. Although he had made some remarks about
· economic benefits which could flow from private
investments irrespective of the status of the Territories concerned, his main points had related to
dependent Territories specifically.
19. His first point had been that, at least in United
Kingdom Territories, investment was carefully supervised to make sure that it was balanced and in the
interests of the Territory as a whole, both by elected
representatives within the Territory and by the United
Kingdom Government in London, Secondly, he had
tried to show that there was no evidence that in colonial Territories in general-he was not speaking of
southern Africa, or defending the possible, though
not great, influence of economic interests in that
area-private investment impeded decolonization. In
fact, he had given evidence to show that decolonization had come first where investment had been highest,
Thirdly, he had argued that the living standards of the
people were generally highest in the dependent Territories where there was most private investment. Wage
rates paid by private interests tended, if anything, to
be higher than those that prevailed generally in the
Territories. He suggested that those were the points
that should be analysed in any further studies by the
Special Committee of the value orotherwiseofprivate
investment in dependent Territories.
20. It remained his delegation's view that the Special
Committee's report was a thoroughly prejudiced and
tendentious document. It would therefore be quite
impossible for his Government to support or endorse
any resolution which accepted or welcomed the report. His delegation was pleased to note that, under
operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution (A/C.4/
L,875/Rev.1 and Rev.1/Add.1 and 2), the General
Assembly would merely approve the report "in
general". That qualification clearly reflected doubts
felt even by many sponsors of the draft resolution.
Despite the qualified form of approval, however, his
Government would have to oppose that paragraph
because it could not approve, even in general, such a
prejudiced and inaccurate report.
21. His delegation welcomed the changes which had
been made in the draft resolution as compared with
the recommendations in the Special Committee's report. The present draft resolution tried to avoid
sweeping references to "all colonial Territories".
There was still, however, a certain ambiguity in some
paragraphs, particularly operative paragraphs 3, 4
and 5. His delegation had studied the text and concluded that, without the inclusion of the word "all",
or of a comma after the words "the colonial Powers"
in paragraphs 3 and 5, the paragraphs must be interpreted as referring only to those Territories in which
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the practices mentioned occurred. On that understanding, and only on that understanding, his delegation
would abstain on paragraphs 3, 4 and 5.
22. In view of its reservations on operative paragraph 1, the United Kingdom would abstain in the vote
on the draft resolution as a whole. It was its understanding that the resolution was intended primarily
to refer to certain practices and forms of discrimination which were undoubtedly to be found in some
parts of southern Africa and which his delegation
joined in deploring. It could not, however, accept any
general criticisms of the effects of private foreign
investment in dependent Territories, under the proper
conditions, nor could it accept the suggestion that in
United Kingdom Territories there was any failure to
ensure that the welfare of the inhabitants as a whole
was protected where investment took place.
23. If the Special Committee was asked to continue
its study of the subject, his delegation hoped that its
future work would be undertaken with greater objectivity than had been the case so far.
24. Mr. COLLAS (Greece), explaining the vote that
his delegation would cast on the draft resolution, said
that the subject with which it dealt was one of the
most important aspects of the problem of decolonization. Any impediment to the advancement and independence of the colonial Territories and the full application of the principle of self-determination was a
serious matter, and it was right that efforts should
be devoted to analysing the effects of foreign economic
and other interests on the implementation of General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). Although his delegation did not agree with everything said during the debate, it considered that many of the points raised
were constructive and useful and that the report of
the Special Committee on the subject included certain
elements worthy of attention.
25. His delegation regarded the draft resolution as
primarily aimed at the full implementation of resolution 1514 (XV) and of the principle of self-determination. Since it agreed with that aim, it would vote in
favour of the draft resolution as a whole. It had
reservations, however, regarding some generalizations in the draft resolution and felt that the wording
of certain passages was not completely satisfactory.
It seemed that the stage had not yet been reached
where a precise assessment of the problem could be
made, in the genuine interests of decolonization.
Greece hoped that that goal would be attained in the
near future, but for the reasons he had mentioned he
would have to abstain on certain paragraphs, particularly operative paragraphs 1, 3 to 6, 8 and 10; if
they were voted on separately. His delegation's
reservations were not directed against the legitimate
interests of the indigenous populations of colonial
countries, and were due only to its belief that the
paragraphs in question were too vague and general
in scope and left a number of practical and other
problems unsolved.
26. Mr. MYFTIU (Albania) said that the survival of
the colonial regime in the world was due to the
rapacity with which imperialist monopolies were exploiting the peoples and wealth of foreign countries.
Such exploitation was the sole purpose of colonialism,

and in their desire for plunder international monopolies resorted to barbaric methods, including the
extermination of indigenous populations. In the past,
for example, tens of millions of Indians had been
exterminated in the United States of America. The
same policies were being followed today by the imperialist Powers, led by the United States, in South
Africa, Southern Rhodesia, the Portuguese colonies
and elsewhere.
27. The sphere of activity of imperialist monopolies
had been reduced, thanks to the successful struggle
of many nations for independence, and the colonial
and imperialist Powers, while seeking to maintain
their colonial domination in classical forms, were
also resorting to the methods of neo-colonialism. To
that end they made use of violence, subterfuge, economic penetration, so-called economic co-operation,
slave credits and the Peace Corps.
28. United States imperialism was pursuing its
policy of neo-colonialism and economic enslavement
with unprecedented ferocity. It was giving political,
economic and military aid to the colonial Powers
and the racist cliques in Southern Rhodesia, South
Africa and the Portuguese colonies because they were
the faithful servants of imperialist monopolies. He
need only recall, by way of example, the enormous
profits made by the Anglo American Corporation of
South Africa and the Angola Diamond Company and
the fact that the wages of the African worker were
one fifteenth of the wages of the white worker. The
economy of the indigenous people was reduced to a
subsistence economy and their status to that of
slaves.
29. His delegation strongly condemned the counterrevolutionary arguments of the modern revisionists
who, for sinister motives, denied the identity of the
monopolies with the imperialist and colonialist
Governments. T!le fact that those Governments were
no more than the representatives of the monopolies
was proved by the aggressive activities of United
States imperialism throughout the world.
30. With regard to draft resolution A/C.4/L.875/
Rev.1 and Rev.1/ Add.1 and 2, his delegation had
reservations regarding operative paragraphs 5, 6,
7 and 8 in particular. The draft resolution lacked
certain important elements concerning the inalienable
right of the peoples under colonial domination to dispose freely of their natural resources. His delegation
had no illusions about the motives of the imperialist
Powers and it therefore regretted some of the expressions used in the draft resolution. The draft
resolution should strongly condemn the plunder of
the colonial countries by the imperialists and their
monopolies.
31. The colonial peoples knew that the imperialists
would never voluntarily give up their domination
and exploitation, and that resolute struggle against
the imperialists was the only sure way of obtaining
freedom and becoming the real masters of their
countries. His Government firmly supported the
struggle of the peoples against United States imperialism and condemned the activities of the imperialist monopolies. The Albanian delegation would
consequently be unable to support the draft resolution and would not participate in the vote.
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32. Mr. JOHANSON (Norway) said that his delegation
shared the general concern that the objectives of
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) should be
attained as soon as possible and was aware that that
endeavour required attention to be directed to economic conditions in colonial Territories. The Charter
required that the well-being of the inhabitants of
Non-Self-Governing Territories should be ensured.
His delegation realized that there were still economic
conditions in certain colonial Territories which might
require the attention of United Nations bodies.
33. His delegation understood the concern of the
sponsors of the draft resolution and shared their
interest in the economic conditions of the inhabitants
of Non-Self-Governing Territories. It felt, however,
that a better foundation would have been laid for
the Committee's work if the Special Committee had
sought the advice of economic experts. It also felt
that the Special Committee's report had not justified
its attempts to equate conditions in different colonial
Territories which varied immensely in size, population, degree of development, resources and geographical location. Nor had the Special Committee taken
into account adequately the differences between the
policies of the administering Powers. For those
reasons, it would be hard for his delegation to associate itself, even in general terms, with any approval
of that Committee's report on the present item.
34. The generalizations that were found in the Special
Committee's report were to some extent visible in
the draft resolution. In Norway's opinion, the complex
problems involved required a careful and differentiated approach. While it sympathized with a number
of points made in the draft resolution, especially with
regard to just remuneration and the rights of the indigenous people to a fair share in the proceeds of
development, it was concerned about the scope and
generality of certain provisions of the draft resolution. Care should be taken to ensure that any United
Nations resolution could not have the effect of depriving colonial Territories of possible material
benefits, even in the form of private investment by
foreign economic interests. Norway would therefore
be unable to vote in favour of the draft resolution.
35. His delegation appreciated the efforts that had
been made to render the text acceptable to nearly all
members of the Committee, and regretted that the
results achieved had not been such that Norway could
support the draft resolution.
36. Mr. SHAKHOV. (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the draft resolution represented
the sum total of the important work done since 1964
by the Special Committee and the General Assembly
itself in studying the harmful activities of international monopolies in colonial Territories. The provisions of the draft resolution correctly reflected the
harmftJ.l consequences of the actions of imperialist
monopolies in the colonial Territories, condemned
the criminal activities of those monopolies which
impeded the attainment of independence by the dependent peoples, and suggested a number of measures
aimed at protecting the interests of the indigenous
populations. At the same time, his delegation considered that the draft resolution was not free of
shortcomings. First, operative paragraph 1 stated
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that the General Assembly approved in general the
reixJrt of the Special Committee; that wording implied some doubt concerning the conclusions and
recommendations of the Special Committee, although
a large number of speakers in the debate had given the
report their full support. Some representatives, such
as those of the United Kingdom and Australia, had
tried to discredit the report but had not produced
any convincing evidence to substantiate their position
or to refute any statement in the report.
37. Some other provisions of the draft resolution
were not clear. In particular, operative paragraph 5
was obviously insufficient. It merely "deplored" the
policies of the colonial Powers which permitted the
exploitation of the natural resources of the Territories ·Under their administration, whereas it should
"strongly condemn" the policies and practices both
of the monopolies and of the Governments of a
number o{ countries, particularly the United States,
the United K.ingdom and the Federal Republic of
Germany, which provided all possible assistance
to the monopolies in their ruthless exploitation of
the colonial peoples. Such a condemnation would be
completely justified, since it had been irrefutably
demonstrated, both in the report of the Special Committee and in the discussion of the agenda item, that
it was the Governments of the United States, the
United Kingdom, Australia, Portugal, the Republic
of South Africa and a number of other Western countries that directly supported the monopolies in their
activities. Moreover, the Governments of the countries
whose citizens and companies participated in the ad~inistration and management of enterprises in the
~olonial Territories should be called upon to take
steps to abolish the special rights and privileges
granted to such persons and enterprises. As a first
step, they should adopt legislative, administrative
and other measures to bring about a substantial
limitation in the amount of profits that monopolies
could export from the colonial Territories and to
ensure the compulsory allocation of a large percentage of such profits for the economic and social
development of those Territories. The absence of
such a request clearly weakened the draft resolution.
38. Operative paragraph 6, too, was inadequate. In
view of the conditions prevailing in the colonial Territories, in which the indigenous people were deprived
of their sovereign right to dispose of their natural
resources, the alienation of land with a view to
granting concessions to foreign companies could not
be recognized as lawful. That should be clearly stated
in the draft resolution.
39. Nevertheless, his delegation would support the
draft resolution, since it included a number of positive provisions designed to restrain the imperialist
monopolies from carrying out theJr harmful activities in the colonial Territories and condemned those
activities.
40. Mr. RODRIGUEZ ASTIAZARAIN (Cuba) said that
during the general debate (1723rd meeting), his delegation had . joined the majority of speakers in condemning the activities of foreign interests in the
Territories under colonial domination and expressed
its support for the Special Committee's report and
recommendations. It had also called for a condemna-
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tion of the United States Government for its undeniable
responsibility as an instrument of United States monopolies. His delegation was convinced that foreign
economic, political and military interests were the
raison d'etre of colonialism. The exploitation of the
wealth belonging by right to the peoples ofthe colonial
Territories must be expressly condemned, without
any differentiation between different foreign interests.
41. Cuba would have wished that any draft resolution
should be based on the recommendations of the Special
Committee, in accordance with the practice followed
by the Committee in the past. The draft resolution
which had been submitted was far from satisfactory
and operative paragraphs 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, which
established differentiations, prevented Cuba from
supporting it. He would recall that Cuba had traditionally supported the resolutions submitted by the
African and Asian countries on colonial questions
and had never, as a Latin American country, made
suggestions to weaken their text.
42. In view of what he had said, his delegation would
abstain in the vote.
43. Mr. DE MIRANDA (Portugal) said that, if the
draft resolution had confined itself to setting out
sound general principles to govern the activities of
foreign interests and had admitted that the economic
progress of under-developed territories, whatever
their status, required a sound policy of capital development, the responsible Governments being the
sole judges of what was sound, his delegation could
have voted in favour of it. The Portuguese delegation
was as opposed to colonial exploitation as any delegation. It held that the peoples which were under a
colonial dispensation should be given political, economic and social rights, but that such decisions were
exclusively the responsibility of the administering
Power concerned.
44. His delegation objected to the draft resolution
on several grounds, but principally because of the
reference to "Territories under Portuguese domination". His delegation repudiated the suggestion that
Portugal had any Territories within the purview of
Chapter XI of the Charter or of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV) or other resolutions. It also
rejected all accusations of colonial exploitation. In
line with its consistent position, it would vote against
the draft resolution. Should the resolution be adopted,
his delegation would wish to place on record its express reservations regarding it.
45. The CHAIRMAN said that a separate vote had
been requested on operative paragraph 1 of draft
resolution A/C.4/L.875/Rev.1 and Rev.1/ Add.1 and 2.
Since he had heard no objection to that request, he
would put operative paragraph 1 to the vote.
At the request of the representative of Portugal,
a vote was taken by roll-call.
New Zealand, having been drawn by lot by the
Chairman, was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone,
Somalia, Spain, Sudan, Syria, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian

Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United Arab Republic, United Republic of
Tanzania, Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen,
Yugoslavia, Zambia, Afghanistan, Algeria, Argentina,
Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Burundi,
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Cameroon,
Ceylon, Chad, Chile, China, Congo (Democratic Republic of), Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dahomey, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Honduras, Hungary, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Ivory Coast, Jamaica,
Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya,
Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldive Islands, Mali, Mauritania, Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco.
Against: Portugal, South Africa, United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States
of America, Australia.
Abstaining: New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Malawi, Netherlands.
Operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution was
adopted by 84 votes to 5, with 16 abstentions.
The vote on the draft resolution as a whole was
taken by roll-call.
Ethiopia, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman,
was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Honduras, Hungary, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Ivory Coast,
Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldive
Islands, Mali, Mauritania, Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco,
Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Rwanda,
Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Spain,
Sudan, Syria, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago,
Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania, Upper
Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Zambia, Afghanistan, Algeria, Argentina, Barbados,
Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Burundi, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Cameroon, Ceylon,
Chad, Chile, China, Congo (Democratic Republic of),
Czechoslovakia, Dahomey, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador.
Against: Portugal, South Africa.
Abstaining: Finland, France, Iceland, Italy, Malawi,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United States of America, Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Cuba, Denmark.
The draft resolution (A/C.4/L.875/Rev.1 andRev.l/
Add.1 and 2) as a whole was adopted by 86 votes to 2,
with 17 abstentions.

46. Mr. SZYMANOWSKI (Poland) said that his delegation had voted in favour of the draft resolution,
which was a good beginning in the important task of
exposing and removing a serious obstacle on the road
to the full implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). The facts presented in the Special
Committee's report and in the course of the debate
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showed the existence of a nefarious conspiracy involving foreign interests, the colonial regimes and
the countries which promoted the activities of foreign
interests. The General Assembly's resolution on the
subject should be clear and firm and leave no loopholes for those forces which were obstructing decolonization. On the whole, the draft resolution just
adopted met those conditions, but his delegation was
not altogether satisfied with its wording.

51. Mr. PRETORIUS (South Africa) said that his
delegation had voted against the draft resolution.
Both it and the report of the Special Committee on
the item seemed to his delegation to be politically
motivated and to contain unsubstantiated accusations
against certain States. With regard to the reference
to the United Nations Council for South West Africa,
South Africa regarded the resolution establishing
that Council as illegal.

47. First, his delegation did not agree with the
wording of operative paragraph 1, in which the Special
Committee's report was approved "in general". Poland
was a member of the Special Committee and had fully
endorsed its report and its conclusions. It feared that
the forces being censured in the resolution might draw
comfort from the fact that the General Assembly was
indicating reservations regarding the report. Secondly,
operative paragraphs 6 and 8 might have been formulated more clearly. It was clear that most of the concessions and privileges granted to foreign nationals
did in fact run counter to the interests of the indigenous inhabitants of colonial Territories and that such
concessions were a basic instrument of colonial exploitation. His delegation had therefore suggested
that the resolution should denounce all such agreements and in some cases declare them null and void,
particularly in the case of such illegal regimes as
that of Southern Rhodesia or the South African administration in South West Africa. The appeal in
paragraph 6 seemed to be more a mild recommendation than a realistic assessment of the situation.
With regard to paragraph 8, it was not a review of
existing privileges which was required but the termination of practices of the kind referred to.

52. Mr. ISSAKA (Togo), speaking in exercise of the
right of reply, said that he was happy to note that
Portugal was against colonial exploitation and he
hoped that it would therefore cease exploiting Angola,
Mozambique and Guinea (Bissau).

48. Nevertheless, since the resolution was a document of major significance and a promising step
forward, his delegation welcomed it.
49. Mr. POWER (Ireland) said that his delegation
had voted in favour of the draft resolution, regarding
it as affirming a number of principles which, in the
main, were conducive to the economic, social and
political progress of the peoples ofthe colonial Territories. His delegation had found in the resolution a
sense of balance which was not altogether evident in
the Special Committee's report; his delegation had
therefore been unable to endorse operative paragraph 1 of the resolution. It was also unable to approve of operative paragraph 9, because it had been
unable to support the establishment of the United
Nations Council for South West Africa, which it did
not regard as a practical step likely to achieve the
aims desired. Finally, his delegation in no way interpreted the resolution as an attack on foreign
investment in colonial Territories as such. Such
investment was generally essential for the development of the Territories concerned, and the more
economically advanced a Territory, the better its
prospects for maintaining independence when its
people achieved freedom.
50. Mr. BOZA (Peru) said that his delegation had
voted in favour of the draft resolution because it
agreed with its principles and purposes. It wished
to place on record, however, the fact that it considered some of the expressions used in the resolution inappropriate.

53. He pointed out that the United Kingdom representative always tried to speak at the end of the debate and left no time for an adequate reply. Referring
to the first point made by the United Kingdom representative, namely, that private investment in Territories under United Kingdom administration was
supervised both by elected representatives in the
Territory and by the United Kingdom Government,
he said that the former did not represent the people
and always agreed with the wishes of the colonial
Power, so that it was the latter alone which in fact
supervised private investment, and it would never
act against its own interests in a country where there
was British investment. The local Governments were
merely puppets controlled by foreign capital. As for
the argument that investment accelerated decolonization rather than impeded it, if that was indeed so it
should be possible to decolonize South Africa. In reply
to the third point made by the United Kingdom representative, namely, that where private investment was
highest, wage rates were higher, he said that wage
rates alone were not an indication of economic development. The standard of living as a whole must be
taken into account. The wages of indigenous workers
in the colonial Territories were as much as fifteen
times lower than those paid to the foreigners who exploited them. The wages of the indigenous inhabitants
could be twenty times higher than they were at present
if the resources of the Territory were exploited only
for the Territory's own profit.
54. Mr. LUARD (United Kingdom) invited the representative of Togo to visit any Territory under United
Kingdom administration and made inquiries concerning
the electoral system. He assured him that it was fair
and democratic and could compare favourably with that
in many countries represented in the United Nations.
The locally elected Governments often took a different
view from the United Kingdom Government and did
indeed determine the conditions under which invest..o
ments were made. In addition, investment was controlled by the United Kingdom Government in all
Territories under its administration; any such investment must be approved by the Treasury in order
to ensure that it was in the interest of the Territory
concerned.
55. Whatever might be thought about the situation in
South Africa, it did not prove that foreign investment
impeded decolonization. South Africa was independent,
although the situation there might be similar to a
colonial situation. On the question of the payment of
higher wage rates where there was foreign invest-
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ment, he said that the report of the Special Committee
suggested that the fact that ·there was private investment in colonial Territories necessarily led to exploitation, whereas his own point was thr;.t it brought
an increase in income and an improvement in the
general standard of living of the people of such Territories. It might well be that particular aspects of the
activities of foreign economic and other interests
were open to criticism, but the report of the Special
Committee had made no attempt at detailed factual
analysis. The level of income of those who worked
for foreign firms and those who lived in Territories
where such firms operated should be compared with
the level of income of those who did not work for
foreign firms or who lived in Territories where such
firms did not operate.
56. Mr. ISSAKA (Togo) pointed out to the United
Kingdom representative that Togo had been the first
country in which France had permitted UnitedNations
supervision of elections. The United Kingdom should
follow France's example in Southern Rhodesia and
elsewhere. In his view, South Africa was not an independent country and would never be independent
until the true inhabitants had the right to genuine
self-determination.
57. Mr. SHAKHOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), replying to the United Kingdom representative's argument that investment in the colonial Territories under its administration was controlled by the
United Kingdom Government and by the local Government, said that his own private research had revealed
a complex system of alliances between the monopolies
and the United Kingdom Government. The views ofthe
Federation of British Industries, which in 1965 had
become part of an even more powerful organization,
the Confederation of British Industry, were brought
to the attention of the United Kingdom Government in
order to exert pressure on the latter's policy. That
was done either in writing or by means of visits from
official representatives of the Federation to appropriate ministries. It had access to all ministries
and had contacts with officials at all levels. According
to The Observer of 25 February 1962, the Federation
had its own representatives in various Government
departments for the purpose of advising on the formulation of policy. Information on that point was given
on page 272 of Business Enterprise by Edwards and
Townsend, published in 1958. The Government sought
the opinion of the Federation on matters of interest;
the Director-General of the Federation himself had
said that almost every day its advice was sought by
some Government department. The policy of the
Government and that of the business corporations
were closely linked. The Director of the National
Association of British Industry claimed that it was
consulted on all points of legislation concerning the
manufacturing industry and was in a position to ensure that everything was done in accordance with its
wishes. Information concerning the National Association of British Industry could be found on pages 273
and 274 of Business Enterprise. It was clear, therefore, that the United Kingdom Government did not
control the activities of the British monopolies; the
monopolies did as they wished and the. Government
was an instrument in their hands,

58 • .Mr. COLERIDGE-TAYLOR (Sierra Leone) said
that it was not correct to say that there were two
separate authorities in dependent Territories, the
United Kingdom Government and the locally elected
Government. Authority was weighted in favour of the
administering Power and it was the administering
Power which should be blamed for the iniquities of
foreign enterprises and for the agreements concluded
with foreign companies, The most important posts in
a locally elected Government, such as those concerned
with finance, were often held by representatives of
the administering Power until the eve of independence.
He did not see, therefore, how the United Kingdom
representative could maintain the validity ofthat point.
Although the United Kingdom representative had
claimed that there was no evidence to show that
private investment impeded independence, he had
been cautious enough to exclude certain colonial
areas; he (the speaker) was sure that a careful study
of those areas would lend s..1bstance to the conclusion
that private investment did indeed impede independence. The United Kingdom representative had criticized the report of the Special Committee and had
voted against operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution, which approved that report in general, yet he
had produced no statistics and mentioned no specific
Territories in support of his own claim that independence was accelerated by foreign investment.
59. He had been about to congratulate Portugal on a
change of heart but the voting had shown that Portugal
gave a different interpretation to the word "colonial",
and he could only express his regret that that was so.
60. Referring to the South African representative's
statement that General Assembly resolution 2145
(XXI) was illegal, he wished to remind him of the
number of delegations which had voted in favour of
it. It was unlikely that a minority of one should be
right.
61. Mr. BECK (Hungary), supported by Mr. JOUEJATI
(Syria), proposed that the meeting should be adjourned.
62. Mr. McDOWELL (New Zealand), speaking in the
interest of free debate and of a rational organization
of the Committee's work, proposed that all delegations
which wished to speak be given the floor and that the
debate be concluded that day.
63. The CHAIRMAN said that he wished to make a
statement concerning the organization of the Committee's work and suggested that he should still do
so even if the Hungarian proposal was adopted.
The Committee decided, by 24 votes to 8, with 19
abstentions, that the meeting should be adjourned,
on the understanding that the Chairman would make
a statement concerning the Committee's work.

Organization of work (A/C.4/698)
64. The CHAIR11AN suggested that consideration of
the report of the Trusteeship Council, the next item
on the Committee's agenda according to the timetab!~ set out in document A/C.4/698, should be
postponed until 6 December 1967, since he had been

1735th meeting- 1 December 1967
informed that a delegation from the Trust Territory of
Nauru, which would attain independence on 31 January
1968, was expected to arrive in New York shortly.
He suggested, therefore, that the Committee should
begin consideration of the question of Fiji on 4 De-
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cember 1967, in addition to continuing its consideration of the items already on the agenda.
It was so decided.
The meeting rose at 6,10 p.m.
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2326 (XXII). Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples
The General Assembly,
Recalling the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples contained
in its resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960,
Recalling its resolutions 1654 (XVI) of 27 November 1961, 1810 (XVII) of 17 Decemher 1962, 1956
(XVIII) of 11 Der:ember 1963. 1970 (XVIII) of 16
December 1963. 2105 (XX) of 20 December 1965 and
2189 (XXI) of 13 December 1966,
Having considered the report of ~he Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Dedaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
covering its work on this item during 196711 and having adopted resolutions on specific Territories considered by that Committee,
Having considered also the relevant report of the
Special Committee12 and General Assembly resolution
2288 (XXII) of 7 December 1967 concerning the item
entitled "Activities of foreign economic and other
interests which are impeding the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples in Southern Rhodesia,
South West Africa and Territories under Portuguese
domination and in all other Territories under colonial
d'1mination and efforts to eliminate colonialism, apartheid and racial discrimination in southern Africa",
Taking into account the report of the International
Seminar on Apartheid, Racial Discrimination and Colonialism in Southern Africa, held at Kitwe, Zambia,
from 25 July to 4 August 1967,13
Noting with grave cm1cern that,seven years after the
adoption of the Declaration many Territories are still
under colonial domination,
Deploring the negative attitude of certain colonial
Powers which refuse to recognize the right of colonial
peoples to self-determination. freedom and independence
and, in particular, the intransigence of the Government of Portugal. which in defiance of the relevant
resolutions of the United Nations persists in perpetuating its oppressive foreign domination, and of the
Government of South Africa, which flagrantly repudiates the validity of General Assembly resolutions 2145
(XXI) of 27 October 1966 and 2248 (S-V) of 19
May 1967,
Concerned at the policy followed by colonial Powers
of promoting the systematic influx of foreign immigrants and displacing, deporting or transferring the
Il[bid., addendum to agenda item 23 (A/6700/Rev.l), chapters I-XXIV.
12Jbid., agenda item 24, documents A/6868 and Add.l.
13 A/6818 and Corr.l.

indigenous inhabitants in violation of the economic
and political as well as the basic human rights of these
people,
Bearing in mind that the continuation of colonialism
and its manifestations, including racism and apartheid,
and the attempts of some colonial Powers to suppress
national liberation movements by repressive activities
and the use of armed force against colonial peoples
are incompatible with the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples,
Deplor·ing the attitude of certain States which. in
disregard of the pertinent resolutions of the Security
Council, the General Assembly and the Special Committee, continue to co-operate with the Governments
of Portugal and South Africa and with the illegal racist
minority regime of Southern Rhodesia, which are continuing to repress the African peoples,
. Con:m:nced that further delay in the speedy and effectJve implementation of the Declaration remains a source
of international conflicts and differences, which are
seriously impeding international co-operation and endangering world peace and security,
Recalling its resolution 13 (I) of 13 February 1946
concerning the public information activities of the
United Nations and the relevant provisions of its resolutions 2105 (XX) of 20 Dcrember 1965, 2189 (XXI)
of 13 December 1966, 2262 (XXII) of 3 November
1967, 2270 (XXII) of 17 November 1967 and 2288
(XXII) of 7 December 1967, stressing the need for
large-scale and continuous publicizing of the work of
the United Nations in the field of decolonization, of
the situation in the colonial Territories and of the continuing struggle for liberation being waged by the
colonial peoples,
Recalling its ronviction that the celebration in 1968
of the International Year for Human Rights, including
the holding of the International Conference on Human
Rights, will contribute significantly to the promotion
of universal respect for and observance of human rights
and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as
to race. sex, language or religion,
1. Reaffirms its resolutions 1514 (XV). 1654
(XVI), 1810 (XVII). 1956 (XVIII), 1970 (XVIII),
2105 (XX) and 2189 (XXI);

2. Notes with satisfaction the work accomplished by
the Special Committee on the Situation with regard
to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
and expresses its appreciation to the Special Committee
for its efforts to secure the complete and effective implementation of the Declaration;
3. Approves the report of the Special Committee
covering its work during 1967 and urges the administering Powers to give effect to the recommendations
contained therein and to take all other necessary steps
for the implementation of the Declaration and the
relevant United Nations resolutions;
4. Approves the programme of work envisaged hy
the Special Committee during 1968, including the sending of visiting missions. the study of military activities
and arrangements by colonial Powers in Territories
under their administration which might he impeding
the implementation of the Declaration, and the review
of the list of Territories to which the Declaration
applies;

RNOIDtiom adopted wlthoDt refereDee to a Main Committee

S. Rrit~rates its declaration that the continuation of
colonial rule threatens international peace Md security
and that the practice of apartheid and all forms of racial
discrimination constitute a crime against humanity ;
6. Reaffirms its recognition of the legitimacy of the
struggle of the colonial peoples to exercise their right
to self-determination and independence and notes with
satisfaction the progress made in the colonial Territories by the national liberation movements, both
through their struggle and through reconstruction programmes, and urges all States to provide moral and
material assistance to them ;
7. Expresses its appreciation to the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees, the specialized ~en
des concerned and other international relief organtzations for the help they have so far given, and requests
them to increase their· economic, social and humanitarian assistance to the refugees from Territories under
colonial domination ;
8. Requests all States, directly and through action
in the international institutions of which they are members, including the specialized agencies, to withhold
assistance of any kind from the Governments of Portugal and South Africa and from the illegal racist
minority regime of Southern Rhodesia until they renounce their policy of colonial domination and racial
discrimination ;
9. Draws the attention of all States to the grave
consequences of the development in southern Africa
of the entente between the Governments of South
Africa and Portugal and the illegal racist minority
regime of Southern Rhodesia, the activities of which
run counter to the interests of international peace and
security, and calls upon all States, particularly the
main trading partners of the entente, to withhold any
support or ass1stance to the members of the entente ;
10. Requests the colonial Powers to dismantle their
military bases and installations in colonial Territories
and to refrain from establishing new ones. and from
using those that still exist to interfere with the liberation of the peoples in colonial Territories in the exercise
of their legitimate rights to freedom and independence ;
11. Once again condemns the policies, pursued by
certain administering Powers in the Territories under
their domination, of imposing non-representative regimes and constitutions, strengthening the position of
foreign economic and other interests, misleading world
public opinion and encouraging the systematic infiux
of foreign immigrants while displacing, deporting and
transferring the indigenous inhabitants to other areas,
and calls upon those Powers to desist from such
mancruvres ;
12. Requests the Special Committee to continue to
perform its task and to seek suitable means for the
immediate and ,full implementation of the Declaration
in all Territories which have not yet attained independence;
13. Requests the Special Committee to make concrete suggestions with a view to assisting the Security
Council in considering appropriate measures under the
Charter of the United Nations with regard to developments in colonial Territor.ies which are likely to
threaten international peace and security, and recommends the Council to take such suggestions fully into
consideration ;
14. Iwvites the Special Committee, whenever it con·
siders it proper and appropriate, to recommend a deadline for the accession to independence of each Territory

I

in accordance with the wiahes of the people and the
provisions of the Declaration;
15. ReqtUsts the Special Committee, in the performance of its tasks, to take account of the special
activities envisaged in connexion with the International
Year for Human Rights and in particular to partici~te,
as it considers appropriate, in the International Conference on Human Rights to be held at Teheran in
April 1968;
16. Requests the Special Committee to examine the
compliance of Member States with the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples and other relevant resolutions on the question of decolonization, particularly those relating to
the Territories under Portuguese domination, Southern
Rhodesia and South West Africa, and to report thereon
to the General Assembly at its twenty-third session;
17. Invites the Special Committee to pay particular
attention to the small Territories and to recommend
to the General Assembly the most appropriate methodt
and also the steps to be taken to enable the populations
of those Territories to exercise fully their right to selfdetermination and independence ;
18. Urges the administering Powers to co-operate
with the Special Committee by permitting access to the
colonial Territories ·by visiting missions, in accordance
with decisions previously taken by the General Assembly and by the Special Committee ;
19. Requests the Special Committee to consider and
submit recommendations to the General Assembly at
its twenty-third session regarding the holdini( early
in 1969 of a special conference of representatives of
colonial peoples for the purpose, inter alia, of considering the most effective means by which the international
community can intensify its assistance to them in their
efforts to achieve self-determination, freedom and independence;
20. Requests the Secretary-General to take concrete
measures through all the media at his disposal, including publications, radio and television, to give effect
to the provisions of its resolutions 2105 (XX), 2189
(XXI), 2262 (XXII), 2270 (XXII) and 2288
(XXII) concerning the widespread and continuous
publicizing of the work of the United Nations in the
field of decolonization, of the situation in the colonial
Territories and of the continuing struggle for liberation
being waged by the colonial peoples ;
21. Requests the administering Powers to co-operate
with the Secretary-General in promoting the large-scale
dissemination of information on the work of the United
Nations in the implementation of the Declaration;
22. Requests the Secretary-General to provide all
the finn~cing :1nd facilities necessary for the implementation of the present resolution.
1636th plmary m11tmg,
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peoples which embarked upon a new road of mde.. ;
pendent development succeeded, with the help of proI
gressive forces in the world, in strengthening t h e i r .i i
freedom and independence.
~!
48. In recent days the national liberation struggle of
the peOplE) of Aden and South Arabia brought about
p!
victory after many hardships caused by British colo~
nizers. A new independent State which we have just
~:
today welcomed as a new Member of our Organization
~ ;
arose on the debris of one of the last bastions of colot;
nialism in the Middle East. Within a few weeks also
.~.
the Trust Territory of Nauru will become independent.
From the bottom of our hearts we wish the peoples of
Il
the two countries well-being and progress in the
r
years to come so that they can relish, in peace and
~ .
freedom, the fruits of their victory without interven~
tions by their former masters.
r

!

iI

i

i

~

49. On the other hand, a mere glance at the map will
~
reveal the fact that the just struggle waged by the
c:
peoples has not reached the planned objectives sofar.
More than 50 million people still live in conditions of
l{
colonialism and racism. R.ecent developments testify
~:
to the fact that at present the struggle of 8ubjugatedi :
nations is being waged in particularly difficult condi~ ,
tions and is encountering fierce resistance from all
f:
the colonial and racist regimes, as well as t!;eir allies.
J:.
The main positions of the colonizers and racists are
concentrated now in southern Africa, where the forces
t
of international reaction are building a bastion of re.....'
1.
sistance against the independence and freedom of
Africa as a whole.
if' '
i

t·!

r
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AGE NO A IT EM 2.3
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Coionial Countries and Peoples:
report of thE~ Special Ct,mmittee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Grantingof Independence toColonial Countries
and Peoples (continued)
45. Mr. CERN!K (Czechoslovakia): The question before us is directly linked with the historical process
of the disintegration of the colonial system, a process
which is typical for the present epoch. In the past
decades, in ,conseqnence of this process, more peoples
of Asia, Africa and Latin America gained their freedom and independence. It is to the credit of the United
Nations that it has sided with the national liberation
movements, too.
46. It was the adoption of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples that marked a turning point in the involvement
of the United Nations in the struggle for the eradication of colonialism. The Declaration not only confirmed
the right of colonial peoples to self-determination
and independence but a1f;o renounced any foreign
supremacy and exploitation. The Declaration brought
forward the demand of immediate and unconditional
liberation of all colonial Territories and peoples. In
the respective resolutions adopted in the past years
the United Nations recognized the legitimacy of the
struggle of colonial peoples and upheld the right of
those nations to moral, political and material assistance in their struggle.
47. Peoples have put an end to colonial system in a
number of formerly dependent Territories. The

t'

50. The racist policy of apartheid pursued by the
t;
Government of the Republic of South Africa and the
I;
gradual annexation of the Territory of South West
I
Africa by South African racists, the arrogant course
1
of action adopted by the Smith regime in Southern
~ :
Rhodesia where the fundamental rights ofthe 4 million
~!
members of the indigenous population are being
.¥J
trampled underfoot, the war of extermination being
I: ;
waged by the Salazar regime in Angola and Mozambique
~.
against the people living in those Territories, togetherf,':
with the military provocation against independent Afri~
can States and the exploitation and suppression of the
4
fundamental rights of the African peoples in all those
f. ·
places-that is the pictuxe of southern Africa today.
~
~ "',
51. Recently we have been witnessing how colonizers
It .
d
l'
an racists have been intensifying and strengthening
•I
1

their mutual co-operation. The economic co-operation
of the colonial and racist regimes and the support
given to them by the Western Powers, allies in NATO,
constitute the mainreasonforthefailureofthe present
system of sanctions declared by our Organization
against Southern Rhodesia, "Portugal and the Republic
of South Africa.
52. In this connexion I should like to draw attention to
the memorandum of the Government of the German
Democratic Republic [A/649l], which notes that it is
the Federal Republic of Germany that, together with
the United States and Great Britain, grants the most
substantial assistance to South Africa and Portugal
and to the Smith regime in Southern Rhodesia. Military co-operation in those regions, also with the assistance of NATO countries, results at present in the
co-ordination of military action against national
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military bases and installations in dependent Territories and to refrain from establishing new ones.

53. We have followed with apprehension the development in the South African region by which a reactionary
bloc is coming into being on a territory with more than
half of its population still living under colonial and
racist supremacy.

57. During the deliberationf" \n the Fourth Committee
on the role of international monopolies, the economic
basis also of the existence of colonialism was pointed
out in a distinctive manner. The discussion confirmed
the conclusions resulting from the meritorious work
of the Committee of Twenty-Four contained in its
report [A/6868 and Add.l] as to how international
monopolies transform the sweat and blood of colonial
peoples into billions of dollars, pounds and West
German marks. Favourable colonial conditions make
it possible for the mon<Jpolies to earn profits surpassing two or three times the rates of profits earned
from investments in other parts of the world.

54. Moreover, the report of the Special Committee
draws attention simultaneously to the fact that the
colonial Powers have not taken effective measures
so far in other dependent Territories, including small
colonial Territories in the Pacific, the Indian Onean
and the Caribbean, which would make it possible for
the peoples living there to enjoy freely the right to
self-determination and independenL'e. COltrary to all
the appeals of the United Nations, Great Britain maintains its colonial regime in Oman, Fiji and other Territories. The United States strengthens its domination on
Guam, in the Pacific Islands, and also prevents the
people of Puerto Rico from exercising in freedom its
right to independence. Colonialists exploit those Territories exclusively ~(,r their own ends while the interests of the indigenous population are disregarded.
An analysis of the reasons for this state of affairs
shows that an important role is played by the military and strategic considerations of the colonial
Powers which maintain military bases in dependent
Territories.

lj8.. No hypocritical statements concerning the assistance which capital gives to the people of those Territories can hide the fact contained in the conclusions
of the report of the Committee of Twenty-Four and in
a number of resolutions adopted by the United Nations
General Assembly to the effect that foreign monopolies at present constitute a bastion of the existing
colonial and racist regimes and that their activities
in the dependent Territories consequently prevert
the people of those Territories implementing theh.'
right to self-determination and independence. Besides
that, the conclusions of the report ofthe Committee of
Twenty-Four have furnished ample evidence as to how
foreign mUilopolies are hampering concretely in
Southern Rhodesia the implementation of the sanctions
adopted by the United Kations. Therefore it is right
that our Organization gives increasing attention every
year to the activities of foreign monopolies which
stand in the way of the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.

55." The United States and Great Britain are preparing
to build a network of military bases in the Seychelles,
the Chagos archipelago and the Cocos Islands in order
to maintain their control in the Indian Ocean. A like
situation exists in the Pacific where, for example, the
island of Guam is used by the United States as an
important base for the conduct of its aggressive war
in Viet-Nam. U.S. News and World Report of7 August
1967 mentions that as a part of United States territory Guam is already a much-used base for B-52
bombers sent to Viet-Nam, as well as for Polaris
nuclear submarines patrolling in the Far East. It is
also a big logistical centre for warships. Guam is an
ideal base in the Pacific. The above-mentionedmagazine goes on to say that the United States plans a substl'mtial expansion of military bases in the Trust
Territcry of the Pacific Islands and is considering the
separation of the Mariana Islands from that group and
their linking with Guam with the objective of strengthening the structure of its military bases.

59. Recently the struggle fer the full liquidation of
the remnants of the colonial system has been encountering growing resistance on the part of colonizers and racist regimes. This is reflected also
in our Organization where the efforts aimed at finalizing quickly the decolonizatiol1 process in the sense
of the Declaration adopted in 1960 find themselves
in a blind alley. This can be seen, in the first place,
from the fact that the resolutions adopted are not
implemented but remain, in an overwhelming number
of cases, on paper only. However, that is not because
we take erroneous decisions but because those decisions are sabotaged under various pretexts by the
colonial Powers and some other States.

56. Thus it is evident that the colonial Powers are
turning small colonial Territories into a system of
military bases and strategic points which they do
not intend to leave voluntarily. That is an open violation of those United Nations resolutions which characterized the existence of military bases in dependent
Territories as a serious impediment to the implementation of the 1960 Declaration and at the same
time urged the colonial Powers to dismantle their
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liberation movements. Thuf, a military coalition with
the objective uf halting the clecolonization process in
South Africa and endangerit!g the freedom and independence of the African, continent is being established
in southern Africa. After all, the recruitment and
sending of white mercenaries from Angola to the
CongrJ offer crystal-clear proof as to how reactionary
inte:'national forces hamper the progressive development and violate the territorial integrity of African
states.

. . '.

60. Whereas in the United Nations we discuss, on
many occasions without result, questions linked with
the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
the people of those Territories, supported by progressive forces of the world, are bearing the main
weight of the struggle for freedom. However, neither
the aggressive acts of the colonial Powel's nor the
military or other assistance rendered to the colonialists by their allies can thwart the desire of the
nations for independence. The national liberation
movement that has bec.Jme deeply rooted in most of
the Territories under colonial or racist regimes
gains further strength. In the Territories where the
patriots have liberated even whole regions, as for
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instance in the Portuguese colonies, the foundations
of a new State regime begin gradually to be laid.
Representatives of the struggling peoples turn, quite
rightly, to the Member States of the United Nations
and the United Nations itself, as well as to the specialized agencies, with requests for. assistance in the
search for the solution to new questions.
61. We believe that for the future an untenable situation would be created if colonizers and racists made
l:se, as we have witnessed already, of advantages
emanating from their membership in specialized
agencies. In that respect the situation should be remedied without delay. We hope that the results of consideration during this year's session of the General
Assembly, upon the initiative of the Government of
the People's Republic of Bulgaria, of the question of
the assistance of the specialized agencies in the
implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, will
contribute to the attainment of that objective.
62. In order to accomplish the implementation of the
1961) Declaration it is necessary, above all, that the
administerll1g Powers and all States should fulfil,
without reservations, the resolutions of the United
Nations ensuing from that Declaration. In particular
it is necessary that the United States, the United
Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany, as
well as some other States of the military grouping ol
NATO, should start to observe consistently all decisions of the United Nations contaimng requirements
for the cancellation of economic, financial, military
and other assistance to colonial and racist regimes. In
our opinion that would be of fundamental importance
for a successful termination of the struggle aimed at
eliminating the remnants of colonialism.
63. In concluding its statement, the Czechoslo\'ak
delegation wishes to express its appreciation of the
valuable work of the Special Committee, which exerted
considerable efforts in order that the 1960 Declaration, and the resolutions pt'oceeding therefrom, might
be implemented as soon as possible in the interest of
the colonial peoples. The Special Committee adopted
this year also a number of recommendations, upon
which the present deliberations of the General Assembly are based. During its existence the Special
Committee has gained considerable authority among
States Members of our Organization. We resolutely
denounce the attempts of the colonizers and their
allies to weaken the authority of the Special Committee
and to play down its valuable activUies.
64. The Czechoslovak delegation considers it highly
desirable that next year the Special Committee should
focus its attention on a thorough and detailed check-up
of all United Nations resolutions pertaining to the
struggle of colonial nations. ~:uch a check-up would be '
particularly conducive tu 2.11 analysts of the reasons
preventing the consistent implementation of the resolutions which ha ve been adopted.

L

65. As far as Czechoslovakia is concerned, the
peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin America know that
our sympathies and support have been and still are
on the side of nati'Onal liberation movements, on the
side of peoples who are fighting colonialism, racism
and imperialism.
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66. Mr. SAMMAH (Afghanistan): The General Assembly is discussing the report of the Special Committee of Twenty- Four on the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. Afghanistan, as a member of
the Special Committee of Twenty-Four, has made its
modest contribution to the work of that Committee,
therefore it is not necessary for us at this stage to go
into a detailed discussion of matters before the Assembly under this item. We would, however, like to
recall certain principles which we have put on record
since the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples were brought before
the General Assembly. We would like to do so at this
stage because we think that two points should be
emphasized
67. First, although many dependent peoples and
nations have achieved their independence, there ax-e
still many territories under alien domination. In some:
cases it takes the form of classic Western colonialism
and in others that of neo-colonialism and domination
of-peoples against their will by alien Powers. We think
that now we have reached the stage where we can demand the independence of th~ colonial Territories
more forcefully, on the basis of undeniable conviction
of all members of the international community of
nations except a few colonial Powers which, by
ignoring the resolutions of this Organizatior~ have
ignored the desire of all mankind, so explicitly expressed in the United Nations. That is particularly
regrettable, because those same colonial Powers
are Members of this Organization and have a responsibility and an obligation to report the decisions taken
by the United Nations.
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69. This is not the first time that we have brought
this matter to the attention of the General Assembly:
On 5 December 1960 the representative of Afghanistan,
Ambassador Pazhwak said:
"The serious interest demonstrated in the consideration of the item before the General Assembly
is in itself evidence of the great importance which
the people of the world and the United Nations attach
to the necessity of an immediate end to the system
of domination of peoples and nations. I do not see
any need to restate my country's traditional firm
policy of full support of the absolute elimination of
the system of domination in all its forms and manifestations. Our stand on this matter is not only clear
but has been outstanding." [935th meeting, para. 77.]
70. In the same meeting the representative of Afganistan stated:
"First, the system that we should like to see immediately abolished is the domination of any people
by an alien people in all its forms ...nd manifesta-
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68. Secondly, we believe that now is the appropriate
time, after the progress which has been made in the
field of decolonization, to emphasize the necessity for
paying special attention to the fate of the dependent
peoples who are under alien domination. We do not
wL:;h at this stage to itemize the specific cases, which
are well known to the Members of this Organization.
In other words, it is the appropriate time to think of
and to bring about the abolition of alien domination
in all its forms and manifestations.
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tions. Second, independence from domination should
apply not only to those peoples and territories which '
are usually called colonies but to .a11 dependent
peoples. T~ird, the abo1iti~n of domination by giving'
independence sn-ould be complete; it can be completed
only if it is meant to stop forever any attempt at
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Fourth, i.ndependence should not mean only political
independence, but should mean economic and cultural
independence, free from any direct or indirect influence or exercise of pressure of any kind on peoples
and nations in any form and under any pretence.
Fifth, the implementation of the provisions of the
Declaration should be universal and should apply to
all peoples and territories, not only for the achievement but. also for the preservation of their full and
absolute independence, sol~ly dependent on the free
will and determination of the peoples themselves,
and free from any influence whatsoever. n [Ibid.,
para. 81 .]
71. I would also like to recall the statement of Ambassador Pazhwak when he said:

"We should like this independence to apply not only
to those territories which are under the domination
of the so-called colonial Powers, but also all peoples
and nations under any kind of domination, because we
do know of cases of people being dominated against
their will and desire by certain Powers which themselves had been colonies but which forget their
former position and now suppress the will of peoples
under their own domination." [902nd meeting,
para. 240.]
72. It is our hope that, in the future deliberations of
the General Assembly and the Special Committee, we
shall be able to deal with these matters and elaborate
on our aspirations, which are a portion of the universal
aspirations of mankind, particularly of those who are
deprived of their'right to fJelf-determination and independence in one form or ai.'1other.
73. We should like to make special mention of the
question of sending visiting missions of the United
Nations to the colonial andNon-Self-GoverningTerritories. It is the belief of my delegation that these
missions will help the United Nations to study more
accurately the problems of the territories and also
enable the people of the territories to become aware
. of their future. My delegation attaches great importance to such visits as a means of collecting firsthand information, and further urges the administering
Powers to co-operate with the United Nations in enabling these visits to take place.
74. Again this year the Committee of Twenty-Four
visited some African capitals. These visits gave
ample opportunity to the members of the Committee
to come in closeX' contact with the people of the dependent territorie.9 and to hear petitioners who, due
to financi~l difficulties, were not able to come to New
York. My delegation is convinced that such trips contribute vitally to publicizing the aims of the United
Nations in the field of decolonization. I should like to
take this opportunity to thank most sincerely the
Government and people of the Democratic Republic
of the Congo, the Republic of Zambia and the United
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Republic of Tanzania for their kind invitation and for
their efforts in making available every facility necessary for the work of the Committee of Twenty-Four.
"
,
.
75. In thlS conneXlon also we should ll~e to st~ess
the hope that t~e future effo::,t,s of the, Umted Natlons
for the restoratlon of the legltlmate rlghts of peoples
'
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76. Mr. RUDA (Argentina) (translated from Spanish):
My delegation makes a statement every year on agenda
item 23 (Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples), because we have the opportunity of making
an over-all assessment of the work done during the
past year in this field and particularly of the report
of the Special Committee [A/6700/Rev.l].
'
77. From even before the foundation of the United
Nations, Argentina has always paid great attention
to colonial problems, and its traditional policy, ever
since' it achieved independence in the nineteenth century, has been to support movements aimed at putting
an end to colonial manifestations.,
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78. We consider it only fair to the United Nations to
state that it has been the main political lever in the
decolonization process, which is taking place in
several continents.
79. Within the United Nations machinery, we must
recognize that it is the Special Committee which has
been the driving force for the implementation of what
was laid down in the Charter and by the General Assembly for the purpose of eliminating colonialism in
a short space of time.
80. Although history sometimes appears to move at
a slow pace, the United Nations, in its twenty years
of existence, has had much 'success in this field, and'
today we can say that the relevant objectives of the
Charter are, in the main, being achieved particularly
, since 1960, with the adoption of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV), which accelerated the whole
decolonization process. As we all know, Chapter XI
of the Charter containing the Declaration regarding
Non-Self-Governing Territories had to be supplemented by the adoption of resolution 1514 (XV) so as'
to set in definite motion that process, which is now
irreversible.
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81. Seven years have passed since the adoption of
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples, and although it is
obvious that the number of dependent Territories has
decreased substantially, the task of decolonization is
not finished, and the United,Nations may now be faced
with much more difficult and' serious problems than
those it confronted in the recent' past.
82. During the past year w.e have happily been able to
welcome to independence two new countries, Nauru and
the People's Republic of Southern Yemen, whose application for membership in the United Nations was supported by my delegation a few days ago in the Security
Council and again today i,n the General Assembly. In
the case of the People's Republic of Southern Yemen
. the attainment of independence was a long and difficult
process. My Govern~ent hope~ that this new coun~ry
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will be able to enjoy the political stability, national
unity and territorial integrity' needed to open the road
to economic and social development.

85. First, we must mention the problem of South
West Africa, which occasioned the fifth special session
of the General Assembly in early 1967. At that session,
the General Assembly adopted resolution 2248 (S- V),
which reaffirmed resolution 2145 (XXI) terminating the
Mandate over South West Africa and deciding that South
Africa had no other right to administer the Territory.
Argentina was particularly interested to support section I of resolution 2248 (S- V), which reaffirmed the
territorial integrity of South West Africa. As my delegation has frequently stated jn the United Nations, the
indiscriminate application of. the principle of selfdetermination cannot be used to cover or conceal the'
desire of certain Powers to preserve the colonial
status of a country by dismembering it. We must reject any attempt at partial or total disruption of
national unity and territorial integrity in certain
Territories which are in the process of decolonization, as provided in General Assembly resolution
1654 (XVI), which established the Special Committee.

90. The Argentine people is particularly sensitive to
all colonial problems, not only because it had to exert
great efforts in the nineteenth century to achieve its
own independence by force of arms, but also because a
part of its territory very dear to it, the Mal vi~as
Islands, is still under foreign domination. As my
country's Minister for Foreign Affairs put it in ~is
statement during the general debate at this session
of the Assembly ';1569th meeting], there is no objective
that moves our people to greater sacrifice than that
of obtaining, as soon as possible, the full exercise of
its sovereignty over the Islands.
91. It has always been my de~egation's understanding
that decolonization must be carried out in all the
countries that were victims of the colonial process,
including those in which part of their territory was
unjustly and forcibly occupied and the population ;'as
removed and replaced by a group of colonists of the
occupying Power. The General Assembly has explicitly recognized the existence of this dispute with the
. United Kingdom in resolution 2065 (XX) and also in
tHe consensus it adopt~d on 20 December 1966 at its
twenty-first session. In both decisions the United
Nations recommended to the parties negotiation 'as
the way to resolVE" the dispute.

86. By resolution 2248 (S-V), the General Assembly
established the United Nations Council for South West
Africa and the office of United Nations Commissioner
for that Territory. We trust that the proposed machinery for the administration of the Territory will be
a useful instrument for achieving the purposes of decolonization and that, upon further reflection, the
Government of South Africa will find it possible to
co-operate with the United Nations in that regard.

88. The measures adopted under Security Council
resolution 232 (1966) of 16 December 1966 are mandatory for all Members of the United Nations. How-
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89. The situation of the Territories under Portuguese
administration, especially in the southern part of
Africa, is also a matter of serious COllcern to my
delegation. The lack of signs heralding even the start
of a tendency to implement the resolutions of the
General Assembly, which after all are nothing else
than the reflection of the irreversible tide of history,
and the colonial Power's persistence in a stand which
is incomprehensible to the international community
of today, poses a serious problem for our Organization.

84. We hope that in the course of the coming year we
shall witness further encouraging events, with the
creation of new. States to join our international community. However, as I said before, we must not forget
that, particularly in Southern Africa, there are some
very important Territories which are still under the
colonial system.

87. The situation in Southern Rhodesia has also been
a subject of our concern this year. InDecember 1966
.10
'
the Security Council, Argentina firmly sUJ.lported
the proposal of the United Kingdom Goverl1ment to
apply some of the measures envisaged in Article 41 of
the Charter, Le. measures which. do not involve the
use of force. My country felt then-and still feels-that
before taking the ultimate action, it was right to try
some measures which might achiove the same object
of maintaining international peace and security while
avoiding armed confrontations with really unpredictable repercussions. As to whether force should be
used, Argentina has been in favour of acting with
caution, but that is by no means the same thing as
any lack of firmness.

,

,, ,

ever, many countries have apparently failed to implement the decision of the Security Council. Unless
there is co-operation, and I will go further and say,
unless the obligations of the Charter are fulfilled,
it will be impossible to solve this problem. But we
must also remember, as we have' said on several
occasions, that the primary responsibility in this I
matter lies with the administering Power.

83. We cannot fail to mention the magnificent contribution made in this connexion by the United Nations
Special Mission on Aden, under the chairmanship and
guidance of Ambassador Manuel Perez Guerrero of
Venezuela, which performed its arduous task with
firmness and tact and helped to advance the date of
independence.
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92. In accordance with its long-standing and respected
international tradition and in fulfilment of the United
Nations resolution, Argentina agreed to enter into
direct negotiations to resolve the dispute. During the
past year active negotiations have taken place between
the United Kingdom and Argentina with respect to this
dispute. As a result, progress has been made in reducing the area of divergence between the two Governments. The negotiations are continuing with a view to
achieving a peaceful solution as soon as possi,ble, as
recommended by the United Nations, and my Government hopes to be in a position to furnish the Assembly
with fuller info: mation in the near future.
93. I do not wish to conclude without stressing the
importance of two resolutions on colonial problems
adopted at the present session. The first [resolution
2288 (XXII)] establishes general criteria to guide the
economic processes of decolonization with a view to
ensuring the material viability of newly independent
States. The second, adopted today [resolution 2311
.(XXII)]. contains general guidelines for the specialized
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agencies and their member states, with the objective
of providing colonial countries and peoples with
humanitarian assistance in the fields of education,
nutrition and health.
94. Finally, my delegation considers that while not
all colonial problems have been solved and whilp it is
very mindful of the fact that among them are some
which show no signs whatever of progress towards
a solution, this session of the General Assembly and
this past year mark a new step forward in an historical development leading towards the complete
elimination of colonialism.
95. Mr. MA TSEIKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) (translated from Russian): The powerful upsurge of the national liberation movement, which in
the past ten years has embraced all continents, has
shaken the imperialist system of colonial oppression
and has dealt it devastating blows. More than sixty
new States have arisen on the ruins of colonial empires. The liberation of many countries of Africa,
Asia and Latin America from the colonial yoke is
the result of the selfless struggle of the peoples of
those countries, with the fraternal support of all the
world's progressive forces.
96. seven years have passed since our Organization
issued the historic Declaration calling for an end once
and for all to the shame of colonialism and for the
guaranteeing to all peoples, without any reservations,
of their inalienable rights to freedom and independence
[resolution 1514 (XV)]. Lately, however, the process
of decolonization has been lagging, iUld this is causing
concern.
97. Today, seven years later, the General Assembly
finds itself obliged to discuss the question of why this
Declaration has still not been implemented and why
tens of millions of people are still in colonial bondage.
98. As the facts show, the reason lies in the stubborn
resistance of the imperialists and colonialists which
are doing everything possible to hold back the course
of history and retain their hold on the remaining colonies, having no wish to be deprived of the fabulous
profits they draw from the ruthless exploitation and
oppression of the colonial peoples.
99. Let us take Africa, for example. The African
continent, particularly the southern part, which is
still fettered by colonialism and apartheid, contains
untold wealth and offers its peoples unlimited possibilities for the sovereign and independent development
of its people. Nevertheless, millions of Africans living
there are to this day in the fetters of colonial slavery,
burdened by poverty and ignorance, and deprived of
the most elementary benefits of civilization.
100. This situation is the result of the dominion of
the colonialists and international monopoly capital,
and their ruthless exploitation of the continent's
peoples and the natural wealth.
101. South Africa is a region totally dominated by
international imperialist monopolies. These control
almost the entire economy of the Portuguese colonies,
Southern 'Rhodesia and South West Africa. As we have
seel!, the imperialist Powers have capital inv'estments
of more than $5,000 million in those territories and
monopolies of the United States, the United Kingdom,
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the Federal RepUblic of Germany, Belgium and other
capitalist countries are operating there.
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102. This is the first time the question of the activities of foreign economic and other interests in colonial
territories has been discussed in the General Assembly
as a separate agenda item. In this connexion we should
like to mention the impressive analysis produced by the
Committee of Twenty-four. That Committee's report
on this topic (A/6700/Rev.l) cpntains a wealthoffacts
and presents a broad picture of the rapacious activities
of foreign monopolies, which emerge as the chief obstacle facing the' colonial peoples on the r9ad to freedom and independence.
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103. We should also like to mention the important
statement made by the Government of the German
Democratic RepUblic [document A/6941]; this reveals
the criminal role of West German monopoly capital
in acting against the interests of the peoples in colonial territories.
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104. The adoption, at the current session of the
General A8~embly, of a resolution condemning the
activities of foreign monopoly interests in colonial
territories, making a number of recommendations
and prOViding for further discussion of this matter
at a future session, is a significant step in the right
direction on the part of the United Nations, for it provides an opportunity of taking practical measures to
restrain the criminal activities of foreign monopolies
in colonial territories and thereby opens up new ways
of fighting colonialism.
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105. With the direct help of the imperialist Powers
and their monopolies, an "unholy alliance" has been
formed in southern Africa and has become both a
stronghold of colonialism and an instrument of oppression against the African peoples. Through the colonialists, the forces of imperialism, in order to uphold
their political, military, strategic and economic interests, are trying by any means they can find to keep
their hold on Angola, Mozambique, Guinea (Bissau);
Southern Rhodesia and South West Africa, which are
now colonialism's main preserves. The people of
those territories are waging a dedicated struggle for
their liberation, and in our opinion the Committee of
Twenty-Four should pay special attention to the
problems of giving them assistance.
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106. The Portuguese colonies are governed by truly
medireval methods-cruel terror, forced labour and
inhuman exploitation.
107. The barbaric Salazar r~gime is exterminating
the indigenous population of Angola, Mozambique and
Guinea (Bissau): there are mf.ss executions, and
'\sands of patriots are languishing in concentration
)s, subjected to barbaric ordeals and humiliations.

114.
drawiJ
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In order to keep the colonial r~gime in existence,
the Western countries-particularly the members of
NATO-and their monopoly interests are givil1g every
kind of assistance to Portugal. Some sixty European and
American banks are at present financing Portugal's
colonial war. The Portuguese colonialists are receiving aircraft, tanks, bombs, napalm and the most up-todate weapons of all types from the United States,
Western Germany, Belgium and Israel. Only this assistance is enabling Portugal for the moment to keep
its colonial empire.
_,'d.
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In Southern Rhodesia, another member of the
"unholy alliance", the illegal racist r~gime of lan
Smith is growing in strength, with the blessing of the
Governments of the United Kingdom, the United States
and otner Western countries. The gang of adventurers
and racists, having seized power, does what it pleases
and 'imposes its villainies on the long-suffering land
of the Zimbabwe people.

116.

110. Two years have passed since the so-called independence of Southern Rhodesia was declared. Since
that time we have heard numerous statements and
assurances on t~is matter from the United Kingdom
Government. There have been declarations and memoranda, and even forecasts of the time it would take for
the illegal r~gime of lan Smith to collapse. However,
as the saying goes, the cart hasn't budged.

In the view of the Ukrainian delegation, that
Committee has done a great deal of useful work during
the past year.

109.

111. This situation is explained by the fact that the
racists are supported by powerful foreign monopolies,
which are protecting and strengthening this fascist
r~gime. According to the London periodical Labour
Research, there are more than 180 United Kingdom
industrial and commercial companies with over 290
branches in Rhodesia. The Rhodesian Anglo American
Company Ltd. owns copper, gold, diamond, coal mines
and so forth in Southern Rhodesia. The biggest landowner in Southern Rhodesia is the British South Africa
Company. These and many other foreign companies are
extracting fantastic profits from the territory, robbing
and growing fat on the blood and sweat of the Zimbabwe
people. Despite the Security Council's decisions on
sanctions, the United States of America, the United
Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and
the:lr monopolies are buttressing Smith's economic
and financial position.
112. . The General Assembly has been considering

the question of South West Africa for more than twenty
years. At yesterday's meeting the Ukrainian delegation
availed itself of the opportunity to state its position on
this question and I shall not dwell on it in detail now.
I wish only to point out that the people of South West
Africa are to this day living in conditions o~ colonial
slavery and oppression. The South African Govern-·
ment, conscious of the support of international im..·
perialism, is acting in defiance of the United Nations
resolutions and ignoring world public opinion.
113. In this way the Western colonialist Powers,

acting in concert with the infamous partners of the
"unholy alliance ", are attempting to preserve the last
stronghold of colonialism in Southern Africa by preventing the liberation of the peoples of that region
and flouting the d.ecisions of our Organization.
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In our view, these examples should suffice for
draWing the appropriate objective conclusions.
114.
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115. The main conclusion to be drawn is that there
still exist corrupt colonial r~gimes which cruelly
oppress millions of people and that the :t-esponsibility
for this state of affairs rests with certain Western
countries. They make a hypocritical show of support
for the United Nations by outwardly advocating the
liberation of the peoples from the yoke of colonialism;
but in reality, through their policy of support for the
colonial r€Jgimes, they are sabotaging the implementation of United Nations decisions, particularly resolution 1514 (XV).

~~

The United Nations has a duty to create in the
international community a situation in which colonialism will not be tolerated and to mobilize all the forces
and means at their disposal for a decisive, active fight
to end the colonial system once and for all.
117. The Special Committee of Twenty-Four will

also have an important part to play in this activity.
118.

119. This work is excellently described in the report

submitted by the Committee for the Assembly's consideration-a comprehensive document containing
ample factual material. We should like, however, to
lay special emphasis on the importance of the Committee's travelling session in African countries, an
arrangement which brought the United Nations nearer '
to the national liberation movements and established
closer contacts with them, thereby helping the advance
of the colonial peoples' struggle for freedom.
120. In this connexion we feel also that the Committee of Twenty-Four should pay more attention to the
implementation of the resolutions already adopted by
the United Nations, particularly those concerned with
devising and putting into effect practical measures
to put an end to the baneful activities of the imperialist
monopolies in colonial territories, and to the prompt
liberation from colonial subjection of Angola. Mozambique, Guinea (Bissau) Southern Rhodesia. and South
West Africa, whose peoples are waging an armed
struggle for national liberation.
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This year's debates have again made it abun4antly clear that the forces of imperialism and colonialism :are making use of the minor colonial territories in order to create a world-wide system of
military bases for the purpose of maintaining colonial
rule in those areas, suppressing the national liberation
movement in various parts of the world and carrying
out provocative acts against independent States in Asia,
Africa and Latin America. The presence of such bases
on colonial territories is an obstacle to the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV). In our opinion.
therefore, the Committee of Twenty-Four should look
into this problem more thoroughly. and should call
upon the colonialists to dismantle their military bases
in the colonial territories and withdraw their troops
from them.
121.

It is also essential that the Committee of TwentyFour submit to the twenty-third regular session of the
General Assembly a report on the situation with regard
to the implementation of United Nations resolutions on
colonial questions, giving a clear analysis ofthe causes
preventing the implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples.

1'

122.

The past year has been one of intense struggle
by the peoples against the forces of colonialism. And
something has been achieved: today we have the great
satisfaction of welcoming to the United Nations a new
Member-the People's RepUblic of Southern Yemen.
whose people have fought for and won their freedom
and independence. In a month from now the people of
Nauru will also bAcome independent.
123.
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124. We are sure that the approaching new year will
bring no few achievements and victories in the struggle
against colonialism. ~t is the duty of the United Nations
to co-operate as fully as possible in the noble cause' of
liberating tht:l peoples from colonial bondage.
125. Mr. BOYE (Chile) (translated from Spanish):
This debate is always a time for reflection and assessment: a time for reflection because the international
community is once again pausing to consider one of its
most important decisions, namely, General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV), on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples.
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126. That resolution, liE:\:;. :.Jthers, such as resolution
2131 (XX), which marked an important milestone for
relations among states by solemnly reaffiring the principle of non-intervention, affirms in the most categorical terms the central interp.st of colonial countries and peoplos iI; t~f" F.r~e:roige of their right to
self-determination line lIidependence. In this way, the
United Nations Is demonstrating its firm and unshakable determination to strive for a more just and
better organized wo:t.'ld in which peace and harmony
prevail among peoples.
127. As I said, this debate is also a time for assessment, for it provides the opportunity to make an overall evaluation of the process of d~colonization. Significant advances have been made in recent years which
have had major repercussions on international politics,
and, of course, within the United Nations. This y,ear, we
have had the pleasure of welcoming a new independent
State, the People's Republic of Southern Yemen" which
just this morning became a Member of the United
Nations. We salute this courageous people today, and
wish them peace and prosperity.
128. But the assessment of which I spoke also reveals
a negative side which we must condemn. Centres of
resistance to decolonization have emerged, and we
cannot conceal the gravitJl' of this fact. Thf'se centres
are particularly intense in the southern part of the
African continent. With a sense of both realism and
sorrow, we note that the present situation in that part
of the world will not quickly be resolved. That is why
our agenda in the Fourth Committee is being expanded
by the addition of new items, such as that relating to
the activities of foreign economic and other interests
which are impeding the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples J and that concerning the implementation of the provisions of that Declaration by the
specialized agencies and international institutions
associlated with the United Nations.
129. My country views sympathetically all the efforts being made to improve the policy of decolonization charted especially by the Declaration contained
in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).
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130. As many colonial c.ountries and peoples achieve
their independence, the most difficult situations and
the most obdurate resistance stand out in greater
contrast. As we have noted, among these is the extremely 13erious situation which prevails throughout
the southern part of Africa. There is no doubt that
this is a situation which threatens internationa:l p~ace
8!\d eectlrity. That has been recogl\ized by the General
'Assembly iJi many resolutions and~ especially, by the
'.
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Security Council, which is the body empowered by the
United Nations Charter to determine the existence of
any threat to the peace, breach of the peace or act of
aggression.
131. In this area are to be found the features most
characteristic of colonialism, in combination with
policies of racial segregation, repression and social
injustice. The policy of apartheid imposed by the
Government of the RepUblic of South Africa constitutes
the most refined form of oppression.
132. The administering Powers and those Powers
which practise apartheid or support it by act or omission are assuming a grave responsibility before the
international community. Until they adopt a more energetic and positive attitude, the impediments to progress towards the liberation of the great oppressed
masses of Africa will continue to increase and will
contribute more and more to the aggravation of existing tensions.

,
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133. Briefly, I should like to mention a few criteria
which my Government considers basic to the acceleration of the process of decolonization. First, we feel
that all the work being done by the United Nations
through the Organization of African Unity to assist
movements of liberation is fundamental. This work
should be intensified, for it constitutes a responsible
and seriolls way of making progress towards the'final
liberation of the peoples who are now under colonial
domination.
134. Secondly, we believe that the existence of military bases in colonial Territories constitutes a serious
obstacle to the liberation ofthe peoples ofthose Territories, and we consider that the administering Powers
should do everything possible to dismantle existing
installations and, it goes without saying, to refrain
from establishing new ones in Territories under their
administration, so as to co-operate in the process of
decolonization.
135. Thirdly, we believe that the General Assembly
should pay special attention to the problem of small
Territories. Various resolutions give particular emphasis to the subject, and we are convinced that this
complex problem must be dealt with in the near future
with all the attention it deserves, as the secretaryGeneral pointed out in the Introduction to his Annual
Report on the Work of the Organization. As he said:
"It is, of course, perfectly legitimate that even
the smallest territories, through the exercise of
their right to self-determination, should attain independence as a result of the effective application
of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples. However, it appears desirable that a distinction be made between the right to independence
and the question of full membership in the United
Nations. SUch membership may, on the one hand,
impose obligations which are too onerous for the
'micro-States' and, on the other hand, may lead to
a weakening of the United Nations itself." [A/6701/
Add.1, para. 164]
136. Article 4 of the Charter states that in order to
·become a Member of the United Nations, States must
not only be peace-lQving, but also, in the jUdgement
of the Organization, must be able and Willing to carry
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out the obligations contained in the Charter. We support.
these basic criteria.
137. This last matter brings me to the fourth and
last point I wish to make. We believe that the General
Assembly should ask the administering Powers to receive United Nations visiting missions in the Territories under their administration.
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139. I should like to conclude, Mr. Chairman, by
repeating what I have had occasion to say in our discussions in the Fourth Committee: Chile participates
in the work of the Special Committee of Twenty-Four
and firmly supports the decolonization policy of the
United Nations, relying on the same principles which
once served as the basis for its own independence
more than 150 years ago.
140. Lord CARADON (United Kingdom): During the
past seven years I have had many opportunities to
speak in the Trusteeship Council, in the Committees
of the United Nations and in this Assembly on the
question now again before us.
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141. During that pe~iod of seven years another n~ne
teen countries previously under British administration
have advanced to independence and all of them are now
represented here in this Assembly. The population of
those countries amounts to nearly 50 million.
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142. Since the beginning of last year five more
former British Territories have become independent.
Two more will join them before our next session.
Five more again have been decolonized by attaining
self-government and voluntary association with
Britain.
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143. So the uninterrupted progress continues and
now we have practically competed the historic task
of converting a sUbj ect Empire into a free Commonwealth. In less than a quarter of a century a quarter
of the population of the world, previously under
British administration, has attained independence.
Now more than 99 per cent of the people of the Commonwealth, more than 700 million people have become
citizens of free nations. This is surely one of the
main events of this generation and one of the prinOipal
achievements of this century. Moreover, this transformation has been achieved largely in peace and in
co-operation.
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138. ~n recent years we have seen positive examples
which throw light on this question. In the Pacific, New
Zealand has been particularly co-operative with the
United Nations. Let us hope that the other Powers will
follow its ~xample. Spain as well is worthy of our commendation. The forthcoming independence of Equatorial Guinea, to which we all look forward eagerly, is
due in great part to the understanding which was
reached among Member States on the real problems
which stood in its way. The Sub-Committee which
visited Equatorial Guinea made recommendations
which helped to guide the Assembly. We believe that
co-operation between the administering Powers and
the United Nations in this extremely important field
should be intensified.

J.

144. In the overwhelming majority of the States which
have emerged from British authority to independence,
the process has been one not of division and conflict
but of unity and agreement. In nearly all British Ter-
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ritories the attainment of independence was the culmination of years of co-operation and preparation on the
basis of adult suffrage, free Parliaments, independent
courts and the establishment of schools and universities. No doubt we have made many mistakes, but
throughout we have been guided by the principles
of consultation and consent. We shall discharge our
. remaining responsibilities by the same methods and
guided by the same principles. We shall go forward
as we have come. We shall not shirk, nor can we share,
our responsibilities. We shall bring the dependent
Territories for which we are still responsible through
self-determina\.ion to honourable independence.
145. I myself speak in these matters with some
experience. For many years I was engaged in Arabia,
in Africa and in the West Indies in working with
Arabs, Africans and West Indians to establish systems of free government and to.prepare constitutions
for independence. At the same time I worked with the
peoples of the Territories in which I served to make
advances in economic development so that independence when it came could be sustained by prospects
of increasing prosperity. Now all the countries in
which I served are Independent.
146. Certainly we never claimed that the problems
facing those countries could all be solved in advance.
Some problems are better dealt with after independence than before. But what we do claim is that what
we endeavoured to give the countries of the Commonwealth on attaining independence was a good start in
freedom. No one can take that proud record away from
us.
147. With this experience in my mind I must admit
that when I read some of the speeches made here, and
partiCUlarly some of the speeches made in the Committee of Twenty-four, I find it very difficult to recognize the picture they draw of the process of decolonization. I regret to say that it is often a distorted
picture. Indeed it is often a picture which bears no
resemblance to the truth.
148. We might have hoped that now that we approach
the end of colonialism, it would have been possible
to work in close understanding and mutual respect
with those who now represent the new nations here
at the United Nations. We hoped to do so in order
to apply the lessons of the past to the remaining
problems, which, though small by comparison, are
the most complicated and the most difficult. I regret
that such co-operation and mutual respect seem too
often to be lacking. Too often the speeches I hear and
the speeches I read are a repetition of out-of-date
slogans and ideological misconceptions.
149. We do not expect understanding from the countries which have no experience of free government.
They are not experts in enfranchisement. They have
no experience of emancipation. But we can reasonably
expect understanding from the representatives of the
new nations. Most of them, I am convinced, well understand the necessities and the methods of advance to
independence. They understand too that the few colonial
Territories still dependent have not yet achieved independence for some special reasons, often arising
from the necessity to overcome special difficulties,
such as those of lack of resourCA~, small size, geographical remoteness and, in certain instances, racial
~--~-.._-------~------'
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those countries too would have been independent long
ago.
150 • Cer t"
' t , an d I as k myam mlsconcept'IOns persls
self the reasons for them. I think th~t there may be
three main reasons for those misconceptions. First,
there is the confusion between colonial problems oh
the one hand and racial problems on the other.
Secondly, there is the false assumption that the reiations between a colonial people and the administering
authority must necessarily be those of strife and
conflict. Thirdly the~e" is the all too ,e~sy delusi,on
that however compllcated' the remammg colomal
problems they can all be solved by instant decolonization, without any regard to the particular circumstances of each case.
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151. Much of our time in the Committee of TwentyFour, in the Fourth Committee and in this Assembly
is naturally directed to the problems of southern
Afrlca.
'
We see the f orces 0 f Af'
rlCan na t'IOnaI'Ism
north of the River Zambesi and the forces of white
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supremacy south of the river facing each other in a
confrontation. That confrontation creates, so I have
long believed, one of the greatest dangers of the
world-the danger of race conflict, a conflict which
could inflame the whole of Africa and involve the
whole world. I make no complaint about the concentration of attention on that menacing problem. I
noted that the Ambassador of Tanzania devoted the
bulk of his speech to that issue [1627th meeting],
and I agreed with much of what he said about the
gravity of the problem. All I would say about that
now is to suggest that it is of the utmost importance
that we should say honestly what we can do and what
at present we cannot do, and we should endeavour
to take action within our clear capacity. We shall
make a most serious mistake, we shall give encouragement to those who maintain white supremacy and we
shall at the same time weaken the United Nations if
we attempt to do too much too soon, if we delude ourselves by thinking that empty resolutions are a substitute for effective action.
152. But the point I wish to make now is that the
problems of southern Africa are not colonial problems: they are racial problems. Rhodesia has never
been a colony in the sense that it has been administered by Great B:i.'itain. It has been self-governing
for more than forty years. And the centre of racial
injustice, the Republic of South Africa, has been a
sovereign independent State for even longer. If these
had been colonial problems it would have been much
easier to deal with them. It is because they are racial
problems that the difficulties and the dangers are so
great. It will do us no good, nor shall we be helped to
find solutions, if we fail to make the distinction between colonialism on the one hand, which is happily
near its end, and, on the other'hand, racial domination,
which continues to provide, in my opinion, the greatest menace amongst all the dangers of the world.
153. The second midconception to which I referred
is the fallacy that a colonial people must always be
in conflict with an administering Power. On this I take
the example of Fiji. The Committee of Twenty-Four
ignores the overwhelming evidence that a great body
of opinion in Fiji wishes to establish in its own way

and harmony. There is no question of a struggle for
independence. There is no state of conflict between
the people and the ,administering
Power. On the con,
",
trary, we ,are aCtl,ng, m FIJI, as elsewhere, on th..;
well-establlshed prl~clples of consultation and c,o~sent. Yet the ?omml,ttee ~ear by year repeats rIgId
de~a?ds for ImmedIate md~pendence and call~ on
Br~tam to sweep away Ov~rnlght, all the foundations
whIch have ~een ~o, carefully bUllt ~p by the people
themselve,s m a Jomt effort of raClal harmony and
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154. SImIlarly, regarding the West Indies Associated
States there has been a refusal in the Committee to
recognize and respect the freely expressed wishes of
the people. Since early this year the Associated States
have become self-governing autonomous entities in a
free and voluntary association with Britain-an association which they can end of their own free will at
any time. But the Committee seems to have failed to
realize the importance of this new cxpe.dment in the
concept of self-determination, and to have flotiled even
to acknowledge and respect the urtanimous votes of the
elected parliaments of each o~ the territories concerned. Many months after the ne v".' States had embarked on their new autonomous status and takl?n their
rightful place amongst the emancipated ,eoples of the
world we had the ridiculous spectacle of the Comrnittee
of Twenty-Four demanding that Britain should permit
them to exercise their right of self-determination.
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155. Another glaring example of bias was provided
when the Committee adopted the amazing doctrine that
petitions containing criticism about any country which
is not an administering Power must be suppressed and
denied circulation, while petitions which are critical or
offensive to the administering Power are at once to be
accepted and published.
156. It is those examples of prejudice which do so
much harm to the reputation of the Committee and indeed reflect badly on the United Nations as a whole.
157. I come to the third misconception, the misconception that instant decolonization, whatever the circumstances, must mean an increase of freedom. We
have today been discussing Gibraltar, in another place.
The people of Gibraltar have the basic freedoms of
speech, assembly' and association. "They have free
political parties and trade unions, the right of dissent,
universal suffrage and the secret ballot. Many independent countries cannot claim as mUCh. Moreover,
the people of Gibraltar have the right to have their
own views and their own wishes heard and respected.
In accordance with the principles of Chapter XI of
the Charter their interests should be paramount. Yet
we have seen the strange spectacle of a committee
dealing with the implementation of decolonization
declare that the voice of the people should not be heard
and that the wishes of the people should be disregarded.
158. In spite of these misconceptions, the progress
of the remaining colonial Territories for which Great
Britain is responsible goes forward. Next year, before our next session, Mauritius and Swaziland are
also due to achieve full sovereign independence. Apart
from the special cases of Southern Rhodesia and Hong
Kong, barely a million people will then remain in
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Territories still administered by Great Britain,
barely a million compared with more than 700 million
who have already emerged from British rule to full
independence
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160. But when I hear abusive and offensive language
about those of us who are engaged on the responsible
task of bringing colonialism to a final end I am comforted by the comments of responsible leaders, with
some of whom I have had the privilege to work for
years past on the practical tasks of decolonization.
161. I remember the day when in the Trusteeship
Council I sat next to Julius Nyerere, now President
of Tanzania, shortly before Tanganyika became independent. These were the words he used:
"People have often asked me why this transition
to independence has been so smooth in Tanganyika.
I am sure that there are many explanations for
this •••. But one vital explanation is the fact that we
are a Trust Territory under British administration•.•• Three things were needed to make sure
that these objectives would be obtained smoothly:
First, a Trusteeship Council which took its responsibilities seriously and honestly; secondly, an
Administering Authority which was sensitive to
world public opinion; and thirdly, a people united
and determined to achieve its independence•••.
I pay tribute to my friends the British, whose
sensitivity to world public opinion we have exploited more than once, both in the United Nations
and outside." if
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162. Those were the words of the present President
of Tanzania. It is on such evidence that we base our
record, and it is such evidence which gives us confidence in our determination faithfully to carry through
our task to the end.
163. Mr. RAKOTOMALALA (Madagascar) (translated from French): Seven years have passed since
the General Assembly proclaimed the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence ~o Colonial Countries
and Peoples. Every year since, the implementation of
that Declaration has been the subject of a special and
separate item on the agenda of our Assembly. Madagascar has the honour of having been amember of the
Committee of Twenty-Four since its inception, and
ponsequently the question of colonialism is one that
the delegation of Madagascar has examined most
conscientiously. It has taken part in all the meetings
held in New York and in Africa.
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159. I wish that, as we now deal with the few and
scattered colonial Territories still dependent, we
could look for a spirit of responsible co-operation
from all concerned here at the United Nations. But
as the few remaining problems of colonialism become
more complex, the solutions urged by the Committee
seem to become more crude. As the tar'gets become
fewer, the shooting gets wilder. As the responsibilities of the Committee diminish, irresponsibilities
increase.
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164. Over the past decade, many new, indepe,ndent
States have been freed from the colonialist yoke. Yet
despite the efforts made by the United Nations and its
I •

j j Official Records of the General Assembly. Sixteenth Session,
Supplement No. 4 (A/4818), chap. 6. para. 24.
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various bodies, millions of human beings are still
being subjected to colonial domination.
165. Aware of the seriousness of the colonial problem
as a whole, the Government and people of Madagascar
consider that every people has an inalienable right to
complete freedom, to self-determination and to independence. Madagascar, for its part, will lend its assistance in the struggle that is being waged to dispel
the last traces of any shape or form of colonialism.
166. We agree with those who hold that certain
Powers have not done enough to facilitate the Special
Committee's task in its search for the appropriate
means to ensure early implementation of the declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV). Some other
States appear to be somewhat reluctant to implement
relevant United Nations resolutions. The administering'
Powers must fully realize that they are entrusted with
a noble mission, that of ensuring the prosperity of the
territories placed in their charge. The Charter prOVisions stipulate that administration must be exercised
solely in the interest of the peoples, and not in the interest of the administering authority; Article 73 furthermore sets forth the principle that the interests
of the inhabitants of colonial territories are paramount.
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167. Nevertheless, in the case of Southern Rhodesia,
for example, my delegation is hopeful that an effective
solution will soon be found to bring the rebel, unlawful
minority regime in Salisbury to see reason and to re,·
s tore cons titutional legality. The Ian Smith regime,
based on racial supremacy, must not disregard the
rights of the oppressed Zimbabwe people. All peaceloving peoples must join their efforts to comply with
General Assembly and Security Council resolutions.
168. The Government and people of Madagascar are
against racism and therefore they condemn South
Africa's policy of apartheid. Madagascar is at one
with all African States in their efforts to combat
racism wherever it exists.
169. On the occasion of the International Day for
the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, my Head
of State, Philibert Tsiranana, spoke to the nation as
follows:
"Apartheid is not only a grave injusUce, but it is
also a regime that denies its victims any !lope of
freeing themselves from oppression without a mobilization of international opinion and without international action. For that reason, we Malagasies are
at one with the United Nations in promoting the
eradication of racism and in encouraging the establishment, partiCUlarly in Africa, of a non-racial
society based on the equality of all with respect to
human rights and fundamental freedoms."
170. With respect to South West Africa, my delegation
considers that the Republic of South Africa no longer
has any right whatsoever over that Territory. The
Mandate entrusted to it has been revoked. In any event,
that Government has no right to change the status of
South West Africa unilaterally.
171. My delegation voted in favour of the resolution
[2145 (XX!)] that terminated the Mandate of the Republic of South Africa over the Territorv of South
West Africa.
v
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172. We deeply regret the arrest of thirty-seven

South West African citizens as well as their imprisonment and their trial by the Pretoria Government,
events which, in my delegation's view, are in violation of the Territory's international status and of
General Assembly resolution 2145 (XXI). We hope
that in the face of aroused world conscience, South
Africa will abandon its present course of action in
this sorry affair.
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173. My delegation 90180 reaffirms its position with
regard to the Te:-ritories under Portuguese administration. The colonial policy of Lisbon, based on force,
must not endur~. It must be brought to an end. Portugal will ~~l';' sU"'.oeed in settling the question of what
it persists in calHng "Portuguese provinces on African
soil" by flouting world opinion .
174. With regard to the problem of decolonization in
general, my delegation shares the opinion that the
United Nations must devote the greater part of its attention to small territories. As a matter of fact,
during 1967 some unrest was reported in areas of
the Antilles and in the Pacific. In my delegation's
view, the administering Powers, acting in conjunction
with the United Nations and its specialized agencies,
must augment cultural, administrative and technical
training facilities, the inadequacy of which works to the
detriment of the accepted process of decolonization.
Public opinion must also be awakened to all the opportunities available to it in order that a Territory may
freely decide its future status through a referendum
carried out under United Nations auspices and in accordance with the democratic principle of "one man,
one vote".
175. Another solution would also be to enable small
Territories which for the moment do find themselves
in an economically viable position to join with a State
or group of States of their own choosing. in the form of
a federation or confederation, with United Nations
support. My delegation considers that that might be a
concrete compliance with the objectives set forth in
the Charter and in the declaration contained in reso~
lution 1514 (XVI).
176. During the discussions in the Committee of
Twenty-Four and in its sub-committees, the majority
of delegations stressed the need for United Nations
visiting missions to small, non~autonomous Terri-

tories in the Antilles, the Indian Ocean and the Pacific
Ocean. I am certain that the majority of delegations
will agree on the obvious benefit of those visiting
missions; they make it possible to obtain information
of incalculable value concerning the exact situation
in those Territories and to become acquainted on
the spot with the wishes and hopes of the inhabitants
before they have been expressed in legal instruments.
177. Here, I should like to address an appeal to the

various n.dministering Powers to assist the Special
Committee in carrying out the heavy duties entrusted
to it by the General Assembly, by lending it their full
and complet~ assistance in the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
178. I should not wish to conclude without paying
tribute to the efforts made by the Committee of
Twenty-Four during 1967, and I am hopeful that the
General Assembly will continue to provide it wif;n .:'.11
the means at its disposal to ensure the earlies~ possible success of its mission.

179. I am most gratified to welcome here, on behalf
of the Republic of Madagascar, the independence of the
People's Republic of Southern Yemen, and its admission to membership in the United Nations. What better
reward could we have for our efforts than this striking
confirmation that our efforts have not been in vain. We
address our congratulations to the new State, and our
wishes for happiness and prosperity.
180. In a few weeks, at least two new States, Nauru
and Mauritius, will be acceding to independence and
will be requesting admission to our Organization.
We rejoice here and now and we express the hope that
Nauru and Mauritius will peacefully and happily continue their march towards progress.
181. On many occasions, I have stated from this

rostrum that the colonial question is not a uniquely
African question, but that it concerns all States, large
and small. It is in that light that we must act with
loyalty and courage to hasten the advent of a future
in which peoples still under colonial domination will
be able to exercise their inalienable right to freedom,
independence and dignity.

The meeting rose at 5.50 p.m.
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wishes to btrodv..ce the draft resolution which has
been circulated in document AIL. 54!.
44. Mr. MALECELA (United Republic of Tanzania):
Befpre I proceed to the introduction of draft resolution A/L.54l, I wish to inform the Assembly that
Yugoslavia should be considered as one, of the original
co-sponsors.
45. My delegation had the opportunity of opening the
debate on the question of decolonization. Indeed,
during my statement I started by saying how little
had been achieved in the field of decolonization and
how much was left to be done in that field in decolonizing the remaining colonial territories. In my
statement I tried to outline Why the question of
decolonization is' not meeting with the success that
it ought to, and indeed I outlined some of the impediments which prevent a solution of that question.
46. When one looks at the complex state of the
situation, and indeed at the number of territories
with which we have to deal, and many of the problems
we have to face up to, one can definitely appreciate
why this draft resolution is perhaps one of the longest
that this Assembly may adopt. I say this simply
because this draft has twenty-two operative paragraphs.
47. Th~refore, on behalf of the co-sponsors, my
delegation has the honour to introduce this draft
resolution. I will not bore the Assembly by trying
to read through the preambular paragraphs, nor
do I intend to repeat all the operative paragraphs
of the draft resolution, simply because all of them
a"'e in fact the same operative paragraphs that we
*Resumed from the 1631st meeting.

qc.

*_

"Reaffirms its recognition of the legitimacy of
the struggle of the colonial peoples to exercise
their right to self-dete,rmination and independence
and notes with satisfact~0d the progress made in
the colonial Territories by the national liberation
movements, both through their struggle and through
reconstruction programmes and urges all States
to provide moral and material assistance to them;".
48. I have pointed out the importance of that paragraph because most of the co-sponsors feel the necessity for the international community to play its
useful role on the question of decolonization. Of
course, when it comes to the question of the recognition of the legitimacy of the struggle of the freedom
fighters, I know that we have done this in past Assemblies. Nevertheless, this being a cardinal principle in the field of decolonization, the co-sponsors
of the draft resolution felt it should be repeated.
Of course, here I should like to stress very strongly
the last part of that operative paragraph, and that
is the request to all States to provide moral and
material assistance to the freedom fighters. Indeed
they would be empty words if the members of this
international community, as represented by the United
Nations, were· only to continue to issue statements
that they support the freedom movement. If we were
to continue to say that we support democracy in
the world-indeed what we have said is what many
of the delegations here believe-then certainly it is
of the utmost importance that the international community should come to the aid of those who are
struggling against the oppresive r~gimes in the
world and those who are struggling against tne
racist r~gimes, in particular in southern Africa-in
short, those who are struggling against oppression.
Therefore those of us who are on the side of freedom
and independence should definitely render some
assistance to those freedom fighters.
49. The next paragraph to which I wish to draw .
t.he attention of Members is operative paragraph 8,
which:
"Requests all States, directly and through action
in the international institutions of which they are
members, including the specialized agencies, to
withhold assistance of any kind from the Governments of Portugal and South Africa and from the
illegal racist minority r~gime of Southern Rhodesia
until they renounce their policy of colonial domination and racial discrimination;".
50. I need not stress the factors underlying this
paragraph, but the fact remains that the more assistance those three r~gimes get from the international
community, the more they are able to carry out
their hated system, which has been condemned by
this international community. Indeed, the United
Nations would be failing in its duty if it were to
condemn apartheid, if it were to condemn Portuguese
colonialism, and if the same people who condemned
those systems from this rostl'Um continued to give

Western imperialist system. and we hope that out
of shame the Western imperialists will see to it
that that colonialism does not continue for long.
The people in Africa and other parts of the world
who are fighting against colomalism are determined
that it must be liqUidated. Thei'efore they have
the right to expect that the international community.
or at least those members of it which are on the
.::ide of freedom. will not ':1elp the very enemies
who are suppressing human rights and freedom in
the southern part of Africa. and indeed in othe:r- parts
of the world.
51. Again, I should like to draw the attention of
representatives to operative paragraph 10, which:
"Requests the colonial Powers to dismantle their
military bases and installations in colonial Territories and to refrain from establishing new ones
and from using those that still exist to interfere
with the liberation of the peoples in colonial Territories in the exercise of their legitimate rights
to freedom and independence;".
\
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52. I know that on several occasions we have been
told in this Assembly that the question of military
bases is something different. Sometimes it has been
suggested that perhaps it is a disarmament question.
Sometimes it has been suggested that perhaps it
is the right of an independent State to negotiate
on the question of military bases. I want to dismiss
those arguments as invalid. First of all, we cannot
regard the installation of a military base in a
colonial country as a question of global strategy.
After all, if it is a question of global strategy we
can only say that when a country agrees to haY.?e
a military base on its own Territory there will
always be the risk that, if that base is attacked,
the lives of its nationals will be in jeopardy. But
with regard to people unQer the colonial yoke, I
am afraid they do not have the responsibility of
that decision because they are suppressed; they
do not have the freedom to decide that that military
base which endangers their own lives should exist
on their Territory. Therefore the argument that the
question of military bases is actually a disarmament
question is definitely not correct and is only put
forward by those who have military bases in colonial
Territories, in any case.

53. I want to point out to this Assembly the dangers
that these military bases present. For instance on
several occasions the Security Council has had to
meet in order to consider the aggressive designs
of Portugal, especially against the Democratic RepUblic of the Congo. Many of those evil designs are
manufactured in the military bases in Angola. Therefore this paragraph is of the utmost importance since
it calls upon the colonial Powers to dismantle their
military bases in colonial Territories, and those
bases not Oi y represent a danger to the colonial

Countries and Peoples and other relevant
tions on the question of decolonization, part
those relating to the Territories under Por
domination, Southern Rhodesia and Sout
Africa. and to report thereon to the twen
session of the General Assembly;".

I am sure that Members of the Assem
agree with ne that we have adopted a nu
resolutions on this question. In fact, if w
the draft resoluuon on South West Africa wh
been int::'oduced we shall have adopted at least s
fl"Y8 resolutions on the question of South Wes
alone. I need not recount the resolutions w
adopted on the Portuguese colonies, nor do
to remind. the Assembly of the many reso
adopted on the question of Southern Rhodes
question arises as to why it is that those
tions have nnt been implemented. Why is
.3ome Member States which have sat in this
bly and adopted those resolutions are also th
ber States which in fact defy those same
tions? Therefore in this paragraph we ask the
Committee to try and find out what it is
preventing the implementation of those reso
what it is that is preventing Member State
United Nations from implementing resolution
have been adopted by an overWhelming maj
the Members of this Assembly.
55.

56. Next, I would draw the attention of the A
to operative paragraph 19. which:

"Requests the Special Committee to c
and submit recommendation to the General
bly at its twenty-third session regarding the
early in 1969 of a special conference of
sentatives of colonial peoples for the p
inter alia. of considering the most effective
by which the international community can i
its assistance to them in their efforts to
self-determination, freedom and independen

57. Of course. there is no need for me to el

as regards the intentions of this paragrap
need say is that we expect two stages of
The first stage would be the study by the
Committee of the implications of such a con
-what would be needed in terms of orga
before the conference took place. Then. after c
all those facts, the Committee would prese
to the twenty-third session of the General A
in the hope that, after the approval of the
the conference would actually take place som
early in 1969•
Finally, I wish to draw attention to o
paragraph 20 of the draft resolution. which re
58.

"Requests the Secretary-General to take c
measures through all the media at his d
including publications. radio and television,
.-'

59. We regard that paragraph as important because
we find that sometimes some democratic Governments say that their decisions emanate from the
wishes of the people. It goes without saying that if
we hope for some Governments to change their
policies then certainly their people must be made
aware of the evils of colonialism. Therefore this
paragraph requests the Secrl.~tary-Generalto ensure
the widespread and continuous pUblicizing of what
is happening in the colonial Territories.
60. I express the hope that this Assembly will adopt
this draft resolution as it has adopted previous
resolutions by a large majority. I say a large majority
because on many occasions we have heard statements,
from practically all delegations in this Assembly,
condemning colonialism. We have heard in this
Assembly almost all the delegations condemning
racism. Therefore this draft resolution does nothing
less than reflect the exact desire of the majority of
Members of the Assembly to speed up the process
of decolonization. It is the hope of the co-sponsors
that the draft resolution will receive as wide support
as possible.
61. Mr. EL-BOURI (Libya) (translated from French):
It is almost seven years now since the General Assembly, acting in accordance with one of the funda":
mental aims of the Charter, adopted resolution
1514 (XV) on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples. Despite the lapse of time,
there are still peOples living under the colonial
and racist yoke in misery and humiliation.
62. In Africa alone, where tens of thousands are
still without the benefits of freedom or the consolation ')f equality, we are far from haVing achieved
the purpose of the United Nations, which is to eliminate colonialism and to establish,., justice in the
world on the basis of human brotherhood. The rearguard of colonialism and racism has converged upon
the southern part of the African continent, the richest
area, in order to make its last stand, belieVing that
it will be able to check the course of history and
hold man back in his untiring pursuit of happiness
and progress.
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63. The situation in Southern Rhodesia is one of
the most glaring manifestations of the rearguard
action being fought by desperate colonialists and
racists against the forces of freedom, progress and
justice. A tiny minority of 220,000 emigrants believes
that it can indefinitely oppress 4 million Africans
and exploit the human and material resources of
the country at its own pleasure and convenience.
This emigrant minority ~\'::':2 succeeded in occupying
the richest land in the country and has concentrated
in its own hands all the reins of pUblic power, all
the sources of wealth and all the forces of education,
and has reduced the Zimbabwe people who, within
living memory, have always been the undisputed
rulers of their own land, to the condition of outcasts.

longer any secret that the effects of sanctions on
the economy of Southern Rhodesia are not sufficient
to bring about the downfall of the Smith rt!igime.
The sanctions could have had an effect on the Rhodesian
economy only if they had been conscientiously applied.
by all countries, including South Africa and Portugal.
65. The Smith r~gime continues to defy us and
seek to neutralize the effects of the sanctions. It
is trying to create a Rhodesian republic and thus
confront the world with a fait accompli. On 17 February 1967, Mr. Smith said that it was becoming increasingly difficult to resist the arguments in favour
of founding a Rhodesian republic.
66. If we take a look at the state of the indigenous
population of South Africa we see the same tragedy
unfolding there. The South African Government, whic·h
enjoys all the' advantages .c membership in the
United Nations, manifests ,",vmplete contempt both
for the principles of the Charter and of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and for the resolutions
of the General Assembly and the Security Council.
It has turned a deaf ear to the many appeals addressed
to it to seek a just solution to the explosive situation created by it:;> apartheid policy. There is no
siga as yet that the Pretoria authorities are willing
to comply with the unanimous request of the international community.
67. I shall not dwell on the nature of the South West
African problem. Under a League of Nations mandate
South Africa, because of its prOXimity, was entrusted
with guiding the population of South West Africa
towards independence. Like all mandates of the
League of Nations, that mandate was transformed
into trusteeship under the United Nations Charter.
All the Administering Authorities under the trusteeship system have done their duty and have helped
the peoples entrusted to their care to attain freedom
and independence. Only the unhappy people of South
West Africa have had their desire for freedom
disregarded by the Pretoria Government and are
still groaning under colonialist and racist oppression. By a uni~ateral decision, the mandate and the
trusteeship have been replaced by outright annexation. South West Africa has the misfortune to be
one of the riche/?t countries on earth.
68. In its painstaking report [A/6897], the United
Nations Council for South West Africa has given us
detailed information on South Africa's defiant attitude
with regard to our Organization and on its obvious
unWillingness to respect its international obligations.
If we wish to retain the confidence of the oppressed
peoples and safeguard the prestige of the international community, we must act.
69. My delegation is prepared to support any resolutions in this Assembly endorsing the recommendations of the United Nations Council for South West
Africa that would enable that body to discharge
its functions and responsibilities.
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colonial Power desperately clinging to the vestiges
of former splendour, to the point of imagining, by
an incredible mental aberration, that these prosperous
bits of Africa, although thousands of miles from
Portugal, are an extension of its European metropolitan territory. This same tactic was adopted
by other colonial Powers in the belief that they could
perpetuate their domination over certain colonies,
but they were eventually forced to abandon it.
71. For nearly five centu~ies, Portugal has dominated these unfortunate lands, draining them mercilessly of all their resources in order to off~et
its own economic indigence. And what has it given
them in return? Nothing. These countries are in a
state of complete under-development, they have perhaps the highest rate of illiteracy in the world,
their per capita income is one of the lowest, they
have no infra-structure whp.tever and no political
freedom. In additior.; thetr inhabitants suffer the
daily humiliation of being regarded as sub-human
in their own country and they have no rights, no
standing, and no claim, unless, of course, they are
lucky enough to be classified as assimilados.
72. In the southern part of Africa, therefore, in
the richest part of the continent, we find a concentration of the forces of colonialism, racism and
exploitation which are attempting, in one last desperate effort, to flout world opinion, to stem the
tide of history and to ignore the resolutions of the
United Nations in order to preserve a situation
which is nevertheless bound to move with the course
of time.
73. Now is the time for us to act, as Members of
the United Nations and loyal spokesmen for the
millions of oppressed human beings who have placed
their trust in our primary mission, which is to work
for justice and the rehabilitation of man. What has
our Organization done during the twenty years of
its existence to rekindle the almost extinguished
hopes of these demoralized pe'oples? It has adopted
resolution after resolution, each one as ineffective
as the last, and they have served only to embolden
the settlers in Southern Rhodesia, South Africa,
Mozambique, Angola and the other Territories, and
to heighten their ill will. We believe that the time
has come for our Organization to take the really
vigorous measures provided in the Charter, so that
our erring brothers who, through their stubborness
and lack of understanding, may end b~' draWing the
human race into a most disastrous misadventure,
may Willy-nilly be led back to the path of enli~~hten- .
ment followed by the -great majority of the world's
peoples.
74. Although my comments on this item deal mainly
with those color.ial territories which have the largest
population and are the subj ect of international political
controversy, I should nevertheless wish to see all
other colonial territories, whether small or large,
enjoy their inalienable right to self-determination.

liberating its national territory and in
itself as an independent and sovereign
the name of the People's Republic)f Sou
We offer our' warmest congratulations
sister repUblic, its heroic people and
leaders, and wish them success, pr
progress. We owe a special tribute to th
of Twenty-Four for the work it did to m
the independence of this territory.

76. The, Committee of Twenty-Four h
a number of times in countries border
African territories which are still st
their independence. It did so in order
situation at closer range and enable
to inform it of the latest 'developme
territories.

77. The report which the Committee h
to us [A/6700/Rev.IJ is packed with
on the tragic conditions undeJ:' which th
peoples of southern Africa and the o
territories are now living, as well
strugglf.s, their sacrifices and their d
to set themselves free.

78. It appears from an examination o
that Portugal's economic interests and
in NATO are of great significance and
ability of these minority colonialist r~
on defying the United Nations and the
community.

79. The Libyan delegation wishes "that t
which still have trade relations and econo
in the part of Africa which is under
would become aware of the danger wh
helping to create in that part of the
economic support they are giving to m
nialist r~gimes, and that they would,
respect the United Nations Charter, o
are signatories.

80. It is certainly in the interest of t
to discontinue their economic relation
r~giines. It is likewise in the inte
the administering Powers of the Territ
West Africa, Southern Rhodesia and the
Territories to consider a solution wh
in keeping both with their own econom
and with the principle of freedom and
minatlon. They should learn from the
of ,the many independent African State
tinue to enjoy the best possible relati
former colonial Powers and in which
operation and collaboration rebound to
of both parties. It is inconceivable tha
of the atomic bomb and of great scient
for the good of mankind, we should still
the paradoxical fact that millions of h
still have to live in misery and oppres
denied the right to decide their own fate.

~

least, that our Organization should allow itself to
be frustrated by a few die-hard colonialists and imperialists in the final stages of its work of rectification. We cannot stand helplessly by in the face
of this underh~nd revival of something which mankind thought it had disposed of once and for all
at NUremberg, namely the avid desire for territorial expansion in defiance of the rules of the
international community, racial arrogance and hatred,
and the euphoria resulting from a few chance military
successes.
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82. If we do not act with purpose, firmness and
courage, and in accordance with the purposes of the
Charter, the whole thing will have to be done all
over again. There is a danger that the old imperialism
will be replaced by a new kind of imperialism which
cannot be justified either by the number of inhabitants
involved, economic resources, or military power
thirsting for expansion and drunk with hatred. New
forms of colonialism characterized by an intensified racism will continue to oppress the unhappy
indigenous inhabitants of southern Africa and the
other territories which have been victims of violence
and territorial ambitions.
83. Our national experience and that of other valiant
and glorious peoples, as well as our knowledge of
his tory, give us the comforting conviction that freedom
and independence cannot be indefinitely denied to
those who want them. Freedom and independence
can always be won by those who are Willing to pay
the price, in human lives und in sacrifice, of these
precious benefits.
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84. No enduring peace can be established in the world
while there are still parts of it where ethnic or
racial minorities seek to persecute and oppress
millions of other human beings.
85. Draft resolution A/L.541, which has just been
introduced by the Tanzanian representative, reflects
our concern and points out the direction in which
the General Assembly should move if it truly Nishes
to bring., about the implementation of resolution
1514 (XV) and the liberation of the colonized countries
from th~ colonial yoke.
86. Mr. BUDO (Albania) (translated from French):
Every time the General Assembly examines one
of the important questions which have been on its
agenda for many years, such as the questions relating
to <:olonialism, peace-loving Member States are at
once forced to acknOWledge, to their great regret,
that the United Nations has made no progress in
solving them, or!'ather, has been unable to contribute
to a solution. This is a deplorable state of affairs.
The impasse in which the United Nations has been
for many years now is, as everyone knows, the result
.:>f the aggressive policy o~ world domination pursued
by the United States of America, of the support which
that imperialist Power gives to other colonial Powers

Nations from that stranglehold, to set it once aga
on its feet and to direct it along the path indicate
by the legitimate aspirations of the world's people
and the fundamental pm'poses and principles of th
Charter. That need has become all the more impera
tive 'because the Organization is sinking deepe
and deeper into decline, and unless we act in tim
it will be totally destroyed.

87. In this connnexion, I cannot fail to mentio
that the scandalous failure of this Organization
the face of Israel's imperialist aggres sion of th
past summer against the Arab countries and, late
on, the attitude of the United Nations from th
beginning of that aggression until the adoption b
the Security Council on 22 November of resolutio
242 (1967) has compromised its authority and lowere
its prestige still further. This is strn~ingly de
monstrated, in partiCUlar, at this ses\.~ion of th
General Assembly, which has been marked by
deplorable paralysis, by a complete and utter failur
in every sphere of the Assembly's activity and wi
regard to all the important items on its agend
as well as by a deep feeling of frustration at th
state of affairs' on the part of the representative
of many peace-and freedom-loving countries. Th
fact that important questions such as those relatin
to colonialism and racial discrimination are s
aside-not unintentionally on the part of the tw
'great Powers which are in command here-to b
examined in haste during the very last days of th
session, is very telling.

88. Of course the United States and its allies, t
Soviet revisionists who are mainly responsible f
all this, will, as in the past, resort to every tric
they can think of in order to camouflage the s
reality and to present black as white. It is with th
demagogic intent to mislead that they have su
mitted such items as the prohibition of the use
nuclear weapons and the definition of aggressio
as if the peoples needed endless debates on such
definition at this time, rather than protection again
the imperialist aggressors, who are well know
to all without any definition.

89. A no less significant fact is their unseem
haste to have this session adopt an agreement o
assistance to astronauts and space vehicles, whi
is of particular interest to them and which they ca
make capital of by representing it as an importa
part of United Nations activity, especially in th
flamboyant statements they will probably make
19 December at the close of this part of the prese
session which, it seems, is to be followed by
second part, they having so decided between them.

90. But' all these manoeuvres and machinations
the part of the two great Powers are in vain. T
peace-loving peoples and countries can no longer
led astray. The sad truth concerning the Unit
Nations leaps to the eye. The peoples of the wor
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91. Over the centuries the imperialist and colonialist
Powers have waged barbarous wars against the
peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America, intent
on enslaving them and exploiting their wealth. They
have always endeavoured, by every means at their
command, to r..l aintain their domination over foreign

guerrillas, having wrecked the "mop-u
tOhf .thef,poldrtugufese , cOlonialist trootPhs, l
elr le
0
act lOn over a l mos a
They make constant raids on the ene
centres. The fighters in Guinea-Bissa
lessly attacking the Portuguese force

rialist policy. of subjugation and exploitation. The
imperialists and colonialists have never withdrawn
of their own free will from occupied foreign territories.
This is a fact of which the peoples of the whole
world are now fully aware. They know very well
that these oppressors and exploiters will not release
their prey unless forced to do so. They believe
that the only way in which they can free themselves
from the chains of colonial slavery is by armed
struggle. That is why they now firmly rej ect compromises with and concessions to imperialism and
colonialism, although such conduct is advocated by
the Soviet revisionists and the other traitors to the
peoples' cause as a "peaceful transition" to freedom
and independence.
92. The peoples' national and social liberation movement has made unprecedented strides in our times.
The victories won by the peoples which have already
acquired their independence and by those still fighting
to free themselves from foreign domination and the
colonial yoke have dealt crushing blows to imperialism
and colonialism, which are now disintegrating and
are being further eroded by their internal and external
contradictions.
93. Faced with the redoubled efforts of the imperialists and colonialists to cling to their colonial
possessions, faced with the intensification of their
. policy of war and savage repression of the national
liberation' movements, the peoples of the world,
in increasing irritation and indignation, are fighting
back with increasing firmness and vigour, confident
that their just cause will triumph.

96. In Southern Rhodesia the Zimbabw
are fully aware of the fraudulent dela
the British colonialists and their wh
in the territory, and know full well th
imperialist forces will never be us
them from the clique of white racis
Smith, who is their creature, have re
up arms for the national and social
their country, thereby taking the destin
try into their own hands and relying
their own resources. The Zimbabwe g
intensified their action against the m
of the Ian Smith clique, inflicting
on the enemy, a fact which the white c
itself recognized when it referred to "f
with the partisans since last August.
97. The patriotic forces in South We
likewise continued to be active, killing
dozens of Pretoria's racist soldiers.

~:l~t~~~e~l:~stob:~~~~t 1~~1;':~~~ i~:l~e~~;:~

94. Thus, the heroic people of Viet-Nam, the Arab
peoples, the peoples of Angola, Mozambique, socalled Portuguese Guinea, South West Africa, Southern
Rhodesia and Puerto Rico, and all the other peoples
of Africa, Asia and Latin America still living under
imperialist, colonialist, neo-colonialist and racist
oppression are waging a ceaseless and unremitting
struggle, deterred by no obstacle and shrinking from
no sacrifice.
95. In the course of 'this year, the peoples' armed
struggle for national and social liberation has acquired
great momentum. Throughout the vast areas of Africa
which are still under colonialist and imperialist
domination, the peoples' armed struggle is spreading
like wi1d~fire. The African peoples in many regions
are learning the art of war by making war and are
~aining strength in battle through experience. The

~:~e~;;r.dd::~~%::edahU~~~~d:':;~o~~u:'~
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Thus the gallant peoples of Afri
suffer under the colonial yoke have r
braced armed struggle, never Withd
face of difficulties or sacrifices, un
gained the certain victory and succee
the colonialists and imperialists from
tories.
99. In the southern part of the Arab
struggle for national liberation has b
strength despite all the efforts and
United Kingdom colonialists and Uni
perialists, and their terrorist measur
reprisals against the Arab population
victory recently won by the valiant peop
Yemen in gaining its independence is,
result of its long and heroic struggle
has helped considerably to give the
confidence in their own strength and
revolutionary action by the peoples of
entire southern part of the Arab penins
i

100. The independence of Southern
especial importance for the people of
the other Arab peoples whose land is
by Israel forces as a result of the impe
aggression of last summer. The Pale
and an the Arab peoples which wer
of the aggression of 5 June realize
the only way to liberate the occupie
by force of arms. Israel was set up
maintained by the imperialists, heade
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102. But despite imperialist aggression and the
plotting between the United states imperialists and
the USSR revisionists, the people of Palestine and
the other Arab peoples are determined to fight to
the last, until they have achieved the victory that
is bound to be theirs, and until all Arab territo1'ies
occupied by the imp~rialists and their lackeys have
been set free.
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Arab peoples and countries that their fiercest enemy
is United States imperiRlism, and that its chief
collaborators, the USSR revisionists, bear a heavy
responsibility for all the plots they have hatched
with the Yankee imperialists at the expense of the
peace and freedom of the Arab peoples .

,(

e

103. The fiercest battle of the revolutionary forces
against imperialism and colonialism is being fought
today in Viet-Nam, whose heroic people are repelling Yankee aggression. The sinister plans of the
United States imperialists to transform Viet-Nam
into a colony and a base for aggression against
the other freedom-loving countries of that region,
notably against the People's Republic of China, that
impregnable bastion of the world liberation movement, have been ignominiously wrecked because
of the iron will of the glorious Viet-Namese people'
who are fighting for the salvation of their country.
104. The continuous reversals and crushing defeats
suffered by the United States aggressors in Viet-Nam
have exacerbated the strains and stresses within
and without the United States and resulted in that
imperialist Power finding itself more isolated than
ever before. The growing conflicts within government circles in the United States because of the setbacks suffered in Viet-Nam have recently led to the
dismissal of the Secretary of State, who had so
often been praised by United States leaders.
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105. I would emphasize, however, that nothing can
save the United States from total defeat in Viet-Nam;
neither an intensification or extension of its war
of aggression, nor the savage bombing of North
Viet-Nam, nor this travesty. of peace negotiations
by bombardment which has been planned in collusion
with the USSR revisionists, nor yet the illegal attempts
of tp.e United Nations to interfere in the internal
affairs of the Viet-Namese people. The armed forces
and the people of Viet-Nam are determined to fight
to the very end, unti'l the last of the Yankee aggressors
has left the sacred svil of their homeland.
106. The victories scored by the heroic Viet-Namese
fighters in the people's struggle against the United
States imperialiE\ts and their global strategy constitute
an immense contribution to the revolutionary movements of national and social liberation of the world's
peoples and a great source of inspiration for those
movements, since they prOvide the best possible
proof that armed struggle is the only way in which
peoples can win their freedom and independence.

-_.:.._-=---------~-~-------_.

struggle against imperialism as well as for
international situation. They hasten the poli
and military discredit of the United State
America and mercilessly lay bare the treaso
the USSR revisionists, they encourage the pop
struggle and speed the progress of the revolu
towards victory. Thus solidarity with the V
Namese people and unconditional support for
heroic struggle are the bounden duty of all re
lutionaries and all progressive and peace-lo
forces everywhere which are fighting in the ra
of the great anti-imperialist movement. 11

108. Today, the great revolutionary ideas of freed
independence and social progress are agitating
peoples of every continent, particularly the peo
of Asia, Africa a"td Latin America, and have
become a Ql1iversal invincible force. The un
cedented development of the world national
social liberation movement and the historic victo
won by the peoples which have achieved independ
have shaken the imperialist and colonialist sys
to its very foundations, shrunk its sphere of expl
tion and influence in the international arena as
as its worid market, and led to the difJintegra
of the entire odious system of enslavement.

109. All this has resulted in a worsening of
frictions and conflicts among the imperialist
colonialist Powers. The devaluation of the po
sterling anti the shaky position of the dollar in
Western n1bnetary and financial system are certa
consequen6es of this situation.

110. It is· true that despite these frictions the
perialists 'and cOlonialists, headed by the U
States of America, always join forces and w
together when opposing the revolutionary pop
movements. Hence they act in concert, strai
every sinew, to quell the flames of the peop
liberation struggle which are spreading to the
cornersQI the world. and to suppress with fire
sword the freedom-fighters in the countries w
are still under their domination. I cam.ot fai
point out in this connexion that the United St
of America. is the principal bastion of colo
neo-colonial and racist domination, that it is purs
a barbarous policy of oppression ;:~nd aggres
against the' peoples of the world and that it is resor
to every means at its command to safeguard
hated system of colonial domination throughout
world.

111. I do not .think it is necessary to speak he
the savage methods which the imperialists and c
nialist forces use to suppress the national lib
tion movements of the peoples under their domina
The report of the Special Committee on decolon
tion [A!6700!Rev.1] deals with this question at len
Many of the speakers who have preceded me
described the ferocious opp:r;essive and repres
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methons-the poison gases, the napalm bombs and
the criminal bombing of the civilian population,
including women, children :lnd old people-which
are being used by the United States imperialists
and their partners in their war of aggression against
freedom-loving peoples and countrief'
~h as VietNam and the countries of the Midc
l£ast. These
facts are well known to all. They show, in particular,
the savagery of the'se twentieth c~ntury barbarians,
the United States imperialists-public enemy number
one•
113. Faced with the unprecedented rise of the peoples'
national liberation movement and the efforts of peaceful
states to safeguard and consolidate their national'
sovereignty and independence, the imper:ialist and
colonialist Powers, headed by the United states of
America, are forced to resort to neo-colonialist
forms of economic exploitation and political domination. In particular, they are doing their best to
take advantaga of the economic needs of the developing countries and are trying, through the granting
of credit and "assistance" and through capital investments and the acquisition of concessions-either
directly or through international organizations and
the so-called specialized agencies-to ensure that
their monopolies can exploit the wealth of those
countries, to interfere in their domestic affairs
and thus to establish political domination over them.
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117. The Albanian delegation
sure to make its modest cont
We shall persevere in our s
always prepared to do our utm
our collaboration with those M
aims we share.

118. The Albanian people and its
by the revolutionary principles o
will, as they have done in the pas
support to the peoples' strugg
social liberation and for the c
sovereignty and independence.
that the peoples' revolutionary s
peace and social progress will
that it will wreck all the plans
and their chief collaborators a
perialist system itself once and f

114. Neo-colonialism is becoming more dangerous
from day to day. There is no doubt that the United
States of America is the imperialist Power which
is most actively implementing neo-colonialist policies,
and doing so by the most diverse means, ranging
from economic, political and military blackmail,
bribery, the Peace Corps and .subversion to the setting
up of military bases in foreign territory, the formation of aggressive blocs and the perpetration of
armed aggression against peaceful countries. The
freedom-loving peoples and countries of the world
are fully aware of this, which explains why they
jointly fight against imperialist domination in any
of its forms just as hard as they once fought against
the classic form of colonialism.

119. Mr. ALARCON DE QUESAD
from Spanish): The problem of
of colonialism and the consol
independence for all peoples cont
of outstanding importance, who
is being called for by world publ
increasing urgency.

115. There is no doubt that no matter what methods
the imperialists and colonialists use to exploit and
dominate the peoples of the world, they are bound
to fail. The process of national and social liberation
will continue, and no force in the world can arrest
it. The imperialist and colonialist system is crumbling
before our very eyes and the day of its final collapse
is not far off.

121. Nevertheless, the forces
colonialism are persistent in the
the peoples under subjection.
Africa and Asia there are sti
subj ected to colonial dominati
men and women are still fighting
lands. Those States which hav
independence find themselves
schemes of neo-colonialism, aim
recently gained sovereignty a
them in a state of backwardn
the exploitation of their natural r
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of contributing effectively to th
struggle and to the safeguarding
of the sovereignty and independen
thing depends on whether the p
States, which are in the majo
the courage and determination t
of the two great Powers to e
force those Powers to respect on
provisions of the Charter-th; pr
eign equality.of Member Statas, l

116. But the question remains whether the United
Nations will continue, as in the past, to allow itself
to be used by the imperialist and colonialist Powers,
an~ primarily the United States of America, whether
it will continue to be a centre where the United
States imperialists and the USSR revisionists can
strike bargains at the expense of peaceful peoples

120. Some progress has indeed
years, through the valiant struggl
peoples. This Organization itself
in its membership as a result
new States SUbjected for centur
nation. The adoption of Genera
tion 1514 (XV) signified a va
cause of the national independenc

122. The peoples of so-called
Angola and Mozambique continue
to win their independence. As

pable
'ation
rding
;erymber
have
~mpts

1.t and
'stone
overill be
~ end.
emain
llidate
whose

123. In Southern Rhodesia, tl~e Zimbabwe nation has
been deprived of its sovereign rights by the action
of the colonialist minority, which has set up a spurir,us
r~gime based on racism and discrimination against
the great majority of the inhabitants. The Territory
of South West Africa is still sUbjected to uccupation
by the Pretoria r~gime, whic:1 carries out in that
Territory the same execrable policy of apartheid
which it practises i.n South Africa. The people of
Oman are still waging their struggle against foreign
domination.
124. The General Assembly has expressed its opinion
on all these problems on numerous occasions. This
Organization has been st~dying these questions during
lengthy debates for manu'J years. Some of those
problems have been under consideration here since
the very beginning of the United Nations. Year after
year, studies are completed or resolutions adopted
which denounce the essence of colonial oppression
over those peop10s and confirm the latter' t inalienable
rights to complete freedom. Perhaps the greatest
usefulness of this impressive pile of reports, resolutions and declarations has been that of revealing
the profound contradictions which undermine this
Organization, are preventing it from achieving the
objectives for which it was created and are reducing
it to a state of helplessness which disgusts the
conscience of the peoples.
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125. It is quite evident that the vast majority of the
States represented in this Organization condemn
colonialism in all its forms, repudiate apartheid
and racial discrimination and advocate immediate
and full independence for peoples subjected to such
conditions and for all those still under colonialist
rule. This majority view of Member States has been
recorded in resolutions so numerous that it would
be pointless to quote examples. It is equally well
known, however, thd this Organi7.'j,tion has been and
is utterly incapable of securing complianccl with
its own resolutions and of responding to the interests
and views of the majority' of its Members. The explanation of this phenomenon also is to be found in
many documents published by the United Nations
and prepared by the Special Committee of TwentyFour or the Special Committee on the Policies of
Apartheid of the Government of t.he Republic of
South Africa.
126. Obviously, it is not merely a matter of overcoming the resistance of South Africa or of Portugal.
Behind them-just as at the back of any situation
involving colonial or racist oppression-stand those
powerful foreign economic interests which govern
the policy of the main imperialist Powers, headed
by the United States. That is Why the struggle to
eradicate the vestiges or legacies of the old colonialism will not succeed unless it is faced from a
consistently anti-imperialist position and unless an
accu:rate analysis is made of the present international situation. But for the existence of United
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other colonial Territories is part of the globa
of United States co!.onialism. The explo
those peoples is one of the cornerstones of
of the United States monopollsts to ex
riches of the Third World, to stifle the
liberation movements and to perpetuate
hegemony in the international community.
reason, the success of the peoplps' str
overthrow colonialism, eradicate racism an
their fully independent development is no
about by means of the parliamentary deb

in this Organization. Those peoples will ob
Victory-indeed, they are achieving it nowof the determined and direct armed strugg
their oppressors.

127. One can have no illusions about the ter
would be offered to oppressed peoples by t
at present are waging the most monstrous a
against a people Who, on account of the
decision to fight, have come to symbolize t
and the loftiest expression of the aspirati
peoples to independence and freedom: the
Viet-Nam.

128. The enemy to be defeated in the te
under colonialist· rule is the same one w
be defeated, is being defeated and will
vanquished in Viet-Nam: United states imp
However, to achieve Victory it is nec
develop the same fighting spirit, indomitab
ance and eeaseless determination to fight
the people of Viet-Natn.

129. The clearest proof 'of the United States
mentIs obstinate opposition to decolonizat
attitude towards the colonial case of Pue
The report submitted to us this year by th
Committee of Twenty-Four [A/6700/Rev.l,
section G] covers the debate in the Spec
mittee on the question' of the inclusion
Rico in the list of Territories to which
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) is a p p l i

130. The representatives ofthe Puerto Rica
Liberation Movement were the first to re
Special Committee for a hearing of th
They did so on the very day follOWing that
the Special Committee was established. In
1965, the Cuban Revolutionary Government
requested the Special Committee to inc
question on its agenda. The Cuban propos
not only tt.e request made by all the patrio
nizations of the Territory concerned, but
request made by forty-seven Heads of State o
ment of Non-Aligned Countries during the c
. held at Cairo in October 1964. Up to now t
the Special Committee has been preven
taking a decision on the substance of the
on account of the intebse pressure brough
upon it by the United states delegation.
131. Whatever attitut,le' the United Natio
on. the question of Puerto Rico will be

""_'"'-----_""'U".'~-

it ignores the fact that, years afterwards, this same
Assembly adopted another resolution-1514 (XV)which affirms the right of all peoples, without exception, to independence.

on 22 May 1967 ,Puerto Rican casualties in
Viet-Nam war were higher than those suffered
eighteen States and the District of Columbia of
United States.

133. Resolution 1514 (XV) is explicit; it refers to
Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories and all
othel' peoples tL Lt have not yet attained independence.
No one, not even the United States Government, has
ever maintained that the people of Puerto Rico have
attained independence. Nevertheless, the Washington
Government is still trying to bar the door to a debate
on this subject in the General Assembly.

138. During this year the United States Governm
imposed the holding of yet another farcial plebisc
seeking thereby to damp down the grOWing wor
wide denunciation with regard to the tragic situat
of the Puerto Rican people. However, this manoeu
failed completely because, in the first place, no
can be hoodwinked by the holding of a so-cal
plebiscite in such conditions of military occupa
and complete foreign domination, in which the peo
did not have the slightest possibility of express
their views. A considerable proportion of the elector
abstained from ta~~ing part in that tragi-come
thus complying with the directives issued by
the patriotic organizations. The clearest proof of
fiasco of that so-called plebiscite is the fact th
as a result of it, all the political parties which def
the colonial regime are now going through a seri
crisis; they are all divided and fragmented, and fa
With rebelFon among their own supporters.

134. Moreover, we must recall that General Assembly
resolution 748 (VIII) was based on fraudulent reports
submitted by the United States Government, which
then stated that the people of Puerto Rico had freely
decided their destiny by means of a plebiscite. However, we ask the representatives here: can we
accept as legitimate a plebiscite in which no option
fm' independence existed, and in which the number
of people who voted against the colonial regime or
abstained from voting amounted to sixty per cent of
the electorate? Can it be imagined that a people
can freely decide its destiny while under complete
military occupation by a foreign Power in the midst
of the most ferocious repression and with the prisons
fua of patriots?
135. The reason why the United States was succesful
in achieVing the adoption, at that time, of resolution 748 (VIII) was that more than i!alf of the Organization's present Members were not then represented here, precisely lJecause they themselves were
subjected to the colonial yoke.
136. My delegation wished to emphasize once again
the inescapable duty of this Organization and of all
States which profess anti-colonialism to ensure that
the principles embodied in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) are carried out with regard to the
people of Puerto Rico.
137. Despite all the Yankee Government's allegations, the facts cannot be denied. The United States
ha s complete control over the Puerto Rican economy.
Puerto Rico is subject to the legislstive. judicial
and executive control of the United States. The United
states Government has sole jurisdiction in matters
of citizenship, foreign relations, defence, immigration and emigration, foreign trade, currency, post,
radio and television and air and sea transport. The
territory of the ishlnd has been converted into an
immense United States fortress containing dozens of
1p:litary bases, including two equipped with nuclear

LithO in V.N.

139. Next year we shall commemorate the centen
of the beginning of the war of independence wh
Cubans and Puerto Ricans fought together for em
cipation from the Spanish empire. In 1868 C
and. Puerto Rico began a heroic armed strug
Which, for thirty years, entailed for our peop
a great number of sacrifices. That epic was frustra
by Yankee military intervention which subjec
both nations to foreign domination. Since that ti
Puerto Rico has been subjected to colonial oppress
by the most powerful empire of this age. Neverthele
the Puerto Hican people have preserved their natio
spirit, culture, beliefs, language and traditions.
the attempts of imperialism to destroy their nationa
have failed. A people who have struggled so h
for their freedom. under such difficult conditio
will finally achieve victory; and that victory w
be fundamentally a result of their own strugg
No matter who may be opposed, one day Pue
Rico will be free and independent.

140. For our part. however, we reaffirm that
United Nations has the duty to support the aspi
tion of that people to the free exercise of sovereign
Until the case of Puerto Rico is considered
decided upon in the light of, and in complia
with. General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV),
cannot be said that this O:,,'ganization has lived
to the anti-colonialist ideals which it professes.
The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m.
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comed the other day, and of Nauru, which is on the
eve of its independence.
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4. May 1, in passing, just allude to one aspect of
the significance of these two events. The first event
illustrates how much suffering could have been
spared if the administering Power, from the outset,
had consented to co-operate with the Vnited Nations
and especially with the Special Committee on Decolonization, which it constantly criticizes. The second
illustrates how, given mutual good will, the task of
decolonization need not be unduly hard. In any case,
may 1 again wish both countries prosperity, progress
and well-being.

1

President: IVlr. Corneliu MANESCU (Romania).

5. Now, there is the sad realization that the narrower"
the area of colonial domination becomes, the deeper
colonialism is in the remainillg sectors. It is now
this depth that is the most serious challenge to the
United Nations, because in itself it is defiance of the
United Nations, and this defiance, carried on with
impunity, sets examples of practical success for potentia! aggre'3sors agains t the "rights of peoples and
communities. The consolidation of the rule of force,
to the sole advantage of the racist minority in
Zimbabwe, and to the detriment of its 4 million
Africans, and the threat of this illegal structure
to neighbouring African countries, is only parallel
in this respect to the consolidation of the rule of
force in Palestine. to the detriment of its Arab peoplewith this difference, that the latter were expelled
from their homes, in the hope that their rights would
be totally liquidated, and also with the difference that
the threat of the Southern Rhodesian structure to
neighbouring African countries is potential, while the
Zionist threat to the neighbouring Arab countries has
materialized, in fact, in aggression after aggression
and in expansion after expansiono

In the absence oi the President~ Mr. Souvanlasy
(Laos), Vice-President, took the Chair.

AGENDA ITEM 23
Implementation of the Dec laration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonia I eountries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Dec laration
on the Granting of Independence toColonial Countries
and Peoples (continued)
1. MI'. JOUEJATI (Syria): The annual review of the

United Nations achievements and failures in the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV) on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples affords
a most needed opportunity for assessment of the true
merits of the United Nations role in a subject crucial
to universal peace. 1 say most needed because such
an assessment should bring about a better awareness
of how to continue this role, h')w to improve its
performance and how to increase its efficacy.
2. But 1 say most needed also beca'.lse such an
assessment should bring about better awareness of
the dimensions of the gap existing between how things
should be in the light of U"'.ited Nations norms-that
is to say, norms of international justice and orderand how thing8 are-that is, th€; actual conduct of
States-in the matter of decolon.. zation. 'Lf this gap
between the desired goals of emancipating all colonial
peoples and seeing them accede to independence and
sovereignty and the real facts as they obtain is wider,
this indicates increasing inefficacy of the United
Nations role. If the gap is smaller, the hope can be
nursed that the road will lead to a fruitful end.

6. An integrationist philosophy is applied to the
Africans of Mozambique, Angola and Guinea (Bissau),
to eliminate the fundamental elements of ~heir distinct
independent African personality. while the philosophy
of a "greater Israel" strives to eliminate from the
path of its vocation of e~~pansion. even those difficulties
that attend the task of forcible integration-and this
by eliminating the presence of the whole people.
There is colonialism and colonialismo And the new
forms are more akin to genocide than suffocation.
In this context, perhaps, the motivation for stepping
up nuclear research and producing atom bombs can
be better understood.

3. Following this line oí thinking one can point to a
certain narrowing oí tho gap. One can say that the
colonial domain has diminished and that the international community has been enriched accordingly, for
instance, by the accession to independence of the
People's Republic of Southern Yemen, which we wel-

7. As though it were not enough for the South
African régime to base itself on human inequality
and the practice of apartheid, it transplants its
"noble message", together with its "benevolent"
domination, to South West Africa.
1
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8. African martyrs are perishing in prisons. Their
crime is that they defend freedom and equality. They
are thus punished for advocating the very principIes
and goals that form the fundamentals of the United
Nations, fundamentals that the United Nations upholds
and which its resolutions appeal to aH States to
support morally and materially. In the last phases
now of British colonialism, myth is propounded to
disguise vestiges of domination and exclusiveness of
interests.
9. Oman, though occupied, is claimed to be sovereign.
Through this subterfuge the silencing for ever of
the voice of the Omani people is sought. The United
Kingdom speaks aloud of permanent bonds of friendship with the Sultan, but passes over in silence the
fact that in the whole Territory there is only one
public elementary schoo!.
10. Perhaps this is the clearest illustration of what
colonialism does for the benefit of the colonial
peopleq. Nor are the fundamental charaeteristics of
all these forms of colonialism different. To shelve
the argument of their inherent violation of international
law, the colonialists seek justification in myths. Rere
it is a "sacred mission for multi-continentalism" ,
there it is a millenary or bi-millenary r' .'eam, 3till,
the suffering of the people is the same. in one place
it is forced labour, in another the making of refugees
and new refugees.
11. Next, conscious to their very core of the fallacy
of their myth, they try to offset this by faits accomplis
of terror and force. To be able to do this, they need
great support. To secure support, they are lavish in
sacrificing indigenous rights for the benefit of the big
Powers and monopolies.
12. The arms they use in their terror and aggression
bear the marks of their suppliers, although the
alliances of interests and pacts they conclude bear the
sign of defence. And on top of aH this they hurry to
settlement. They settIe to transform the usurped rights
of their victim8 into acquired rights of their own, to
confront any possible solution with an additional new
complex situation implying additional human elements.
13. The Special Committee on the situation with
regard to the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV)
has not left a facet of possible pressure unturned. It
varied its methods, increased its inquiries and missions on the spot, and tranE?,mitted the warmth of the
United Nations moral support to the movements of
liberation. Men of dedication to the emancipation of
mankind have devoted to this task their time, energy
and inner resources. Distinguished Asian and African
statesmen presided over its work. Its present Chairman, the' Ambassador of the United Republic of
Tanzania, has hesitated before no sacrifices, has
sparea no imaginab~~ effort and has accepted complete
self-d("lÍal to bring the task to fruition.
14. Information on this complex of colonialism
spread. The scrutiny of devious means revealed the
existence of interwoven strategic and economic
interests, and the perspective of action became
clearer. But the final burden has still to be borne.
The instruments of action in the hands of the United
Nations have sUU to be forcibly invoked. The peaceloving countries, among which, in addiUon to our

brothers, are the soeialist countries, are on the
vigil and on the alerto Their support of the cause of
decolonization is too consistent and too active to need
demonstration.
15. The constructive initiative of the representative
of Bulgaria to enlist the support of the specialized
agencies forthe liberation movements, whose strug'gles the United Nations resolutions declare to be legitimate and worthy of moral and material support, and to '
refrain from supporting the adversaries of decolonization, adversaries of the United Nations, has materialized in a resolution [2311 (XXII)] adopted by a large
majority. Czechoslovakia, although not a member of
the Special Committee, has extended a valuable
contribution to its work. The German Democratic
Republic, although not yet a Member of the United
Nations, has availed itself of every opportunity to
express its support and has supplied the Committee
with revealing information on the behaviour of some
imperialist concerns.
16. It remains, then, to change the recalcitrance of
certain big Powers and to convince them to put
decolonization before selfish interests, and to raise
the cause of international peace and harmony and the
equality of men above power politics. The Security
Council cannot act without their consent; how long wiIl
they withold it?
17. Our final hope is that the moral support of our
resolutions will strengthen the liberation movements
and add to their struggle at least the belief that their.
cause is shared, understood and, we hope, actively
supported.
18. The representative of th., United Republic of
Tanzania introduced a draft resolution [A/L.541/
Rev.l] of which my delegation has had the honour to
be a co-sponsor. No words of mine can possibly
add to his precision and elucidation. If this draft
resolution is approved unanimously, perhaps a new
hope will emerge.
19. Mr. de la ROSA (Philippines): May 1 first make
a statement regarding the independenee ofthe People's
Republic of Southern Yemen, for my delegation would
like to share the pleasure of welcoming the People's
Republic of Southern Yemen to the United Nations. We
look forward to fruitful co-operation with its distinguished representatives. May 1 also say that it is
our good fortune to give, at this session, unanimous
approval to the terminaUon of the Trusteeship Agreement on Nauru, which will enable it to achieve its
independence on 31 January 1968.
20. Nearly aH the eountries that have become independent during the last two decades are now represented in this Assembly. These countries are a souree
of hope and support for the more speedy implementation
of the Declaration on the Gl'anting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples. Both hope and
support, however, have yet to come from quarters that
have remained deaf or defiant to the intents and
p~lrposes of the DeclaraUon. The number of territories, and the millions of people still longing for
liberaUon, indicate the need not to dramatize the
task ahead, but to ::lpur the struggle for national
identity, and the loose,ning of colonial bondage.
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21. The skies ovar the territores of southern Africa
do not yield, in a manner of speaking, one ray of
hopeo The peoples of these remaining territories
do not yet see any prospect of independence. They
are, we understand, more and more afflicted with
lncreasing burdens of colonialismo 1 refer, of course,
to South West Africa, Southern Rhodesia, and the
territories under Portuguese administration.
22. Consider the nearly unanimous resolution of
the General Assembly terminating the Mandate of
South Africa over the Territory of South West Africa
[2145 (XXI)]. Consider also the definite pronouncement
of the General Assembly that South Africa has no
rights over the Territory. To these decisions of the
General Assembly, South Africa has adopted an
attitude of total indiference. It. has not initiated
any move to leave the Territory, it has increased
its abuse of the people, and it has adopted an even
more defiant position against the United Nations.
23. In Southern Rhodesia, despite the mandatory
sanctions of the Security Council, the racist minority
continues its illegal régime. It has consolidated its
position and instituted its own version of apartheid.
When called upon to use force in Southern Rhodesia,
the United Kingdom revealed that the use of force
could only result in grave consequences, due to the
tremendous power behind the illegal régime.
24. Let us now consider the Territories under
Portuguese administration. My delegation deeply
regrets that the administering Power remains as
uncompromising as ever in its colonial policies.
These policies, as we know, are based on the claim
that the colonies are "overseas provinces of Portugal".
It is further claimed that these colonies are not
entitled to seU-determination because they are an
integral part of Portngal. Are we being trite when
we say that the force of history is inexorably committed to the liberation of colonial countries and
peoples? We feel that we should invite Portugal to
a renewal of faith in the United Nations Charter,
and to support the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
25. In so far as South West Africa, Southern Rhodesia
and the Territories under Portuguese administration
are concerned, my delegation feels that the fate of
the peoples of these Territories now rests with the
Security Council-in particular, with its permanent
members. The Charter has conferred on the Security
Cüuncil certain powers which, we feel, would definitely
yield fruitful results.
26. I should like to speak now on the subject of
military bases in dependent Territories. The position
of my delegation in this connexion has been stated
before in this Assembly and I would like to restate
H. It is this: decolonization and disarmament are
two distinct concepts. The question offoreign military
bases fans within the concept of decolonization when
there is clear and convincing proof that a particular
military base 01' military force of any kind in a
specific dependent Territory is used by the Administering Authority to suppress the aspirations of the
people to self-determination and independence. In such
cases, we are for the removal of the said military
base 01' military force. In Une with this position,
we have voted affirmatively on paragraphs calling for
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the removal of military bases 01' forces, contained·
in resolutions on South West Africa, Southern Rhodesia,
Territories under Portuguese administration, Aden
and aman. However, a general and sweeping provisi':m
calling for the removal of all military bases from aH
dependent Territories and calling for the cessation
of the establishment of new ones fans within the
concept of disarmament and no longer of decolonization. In line with this position, we have been unable
to support paragraphs of this nature in certain
resolutions, and we shall be unable to do so agúin.
27. On the subject oí visiting missions, my delegation deeply regrets that the principal adr.linistering
Powers have not yet agreed to accept them. Visits
to the Territories would enable the General Assembly
to obtain first-hand information concerning the situation obtaining in each of these Territories and the
views of their respective peoples as to their future.
The General Assembly would thus be greatly aided
in formulating suitable recommendations. We therefore hope that the administering Powers concerned
will reconsider their position on this matter.
28. Now with regard to the small Territories with
small populations, my delegation shares the view
that, in determining the appropriate recommendations
for their future, their special circumstances should
be taken fully into account. We also are of the opini.on
that the wishes of the people in these Territories,
no less than in those oí the larger ones, should be
the guiding measure of what their future wiU be.
The United Nations, through its good offices, should
help explain to the people the different choices open
so that they could freely and wise1y make the best
possible decision. We are hopefu1 that the process
of decolonization wiU accelerate its pace until the
last colony is free, and for this reason we must
renew the mandate oí the Special Committee of
Twenty-Four.
29. In conclusion, may I say this: as a c010ny
that has had to fight for its independence for 400 years,
our attitude towards colonialism is understandable.
But beyond that, we believe that in this era of the
United Nations any theory 01' concept which seeks to
justify the prolongation of colonialism 01' any 01' its
aspects is a violation of the conscienc'a oí mankind.
30. MI'. MIRDHA (India): One of the primary objectives of the United Na' ions is to facilitate the
emergence of dependent naiOns from their colonial
status to sovereign independence. Various organs of
the United Nations have been giving their undivided
attention to· the problems oí colonialism for the
past twenty years. It is indicative of the progress
made in this field, 01' rather the lack of progress,
that the same items have been appearing on the
agenda of the General Assembly through these years.
What distresses my delegation is the fact that almost
al! the Memhers oí the Organization, with the usual
exceptions of Portugal and South Africa, have declared
their adherence to the principIe of freedom and
independence for the dependent peoples in the world,
and yet, progress in the implementation of this
principIe is woefully slow.
31. It is true that quite a few countries achieved
independence during the past few years, particularly
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in the late fifties and early sixties when strong winds
of change were blowing across the African continente
It was the hope of my delegation that these winds of
change would swiftly sweep across not only Africa
but other parts of the world as well, so that one of
the most important purposcs of the establishment
of the United Nations would be accomplished. Our
hopes, alas, were not fulfilled. because oí the unwillingness of the administering Powers, many of whom
profess respect for the principIe of the right of selfdetermination, to discharge their obligations under the
Charter.
32. The most chaUenging problems in the field oí
decolonization are those existing in southern Africa.
The situation there. which is very familiar to aH of
us, was described most aptly by the Secretary-General,
who, in his address at the fourt.h session of the
Assembly oí Heads of State and Government of the
Organization of African Unity. held at Kinshasa in
September 1967, said:
"It is a matter of utmost regret to me, as 1 am

sure it is to you, however, that the closing chapter
oí the story of colonialism is yet to be written:
that especially in the southern part of your great
continent the coHective determination of the United
Nations to bring the story to an end seems to have
met a solid wall of defiance. 1 am sure that the
international community will not accept this state
of affairs as a fait accompli-it must redouble its
efforts to remove the last traces of colonialism
from the globe with the least possible delay. The
United Nations will undoubtedly continue to be a
focal point of this noble international endeavour."
33. My delegation associates itself fully with the
sentiments expressed by the Secretary-General. It
is our belief that that "solid wall of defiance" can
be broken down if all Member nations, and especially
the more influential ones, lend their support unreservedly to the implementation of the relevant resolutions of the United Nations. It is not the ability to
take effective action that is lacking: what is lacking
is the willingness oí certain Member States to
discharge th~ir obligations fully.
34. One of the bodies of the United Nations most
intimately involved in the common endeavour to
liquidate colonialism is the Committee of TwentyFour. The Special Committee, of which my delegation is privileged to be a member, was designed to
act as a watchdog for the General Assembly: to
examine and recommend measures for acceierating
progress in the implementation of the historie Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. The adoption of that Declara...
tion ando the establishment of the Special Committee
have given an undoubted fillip to the process of
decolonization. The report of the Special Committee
[A/6700/Rev.l] covering its work for the year 1967
is an important documento The Committee carried out
its work both in New York and in Africa. The Committee's meetings in Africa were very valuable for
they enabled the members, and particularly the representatives of the administering Powers, to see in person some of the constructive projects being carried
on by the national liberation· movements of various
colonies. The Committee also heard petitioners repre-

senting a great number of liberation movements
and political parties from colonial Territories in
Africa.
35. My delegation would like to take this opportunity
to thank the Governments of the DemocraUc Republic
of the Congo, Zambia and the United Republic of
Tanzania for their invitation and general hospitality,
which made it possible for the Committee to meet in
Africa.
36. My delegati.on pays a sincere tribute to the
Chairman oí the Special Committee. Ambassador
Malecela of Tanzania, whose total dedication to the
cause oí decolonization won our high admiration.
37. 1 should like also to take this opportunity of
expressing the admiration of my delegation for the
heroic struggle which the colonial peoples in Africa
and elsewhere have been waging for their liberation.
Very often the struggle has been bloody, as in the case
of South Arabia, but we aU kl10W that in dealing
with colonial authorities one is compelled to use all
possible means.
38. 1 wish also to appeal to the administering Powers
to co-operate with the United Nations in its noble
task of establishing a society based on justice and
freedom and to realize that it would be in their own
interest to bow to the inevitable and to arrange for a
smooth transfer of power to the people under their
rule.
39. At its current session the General Assembly
has dealt with two new items in the field of decolonization. Agenda item 24, concerning the activities of
foreign economic and other interests which are
impeding the implementation oí resolution 1514 (XV),
was discussed for the first time as a separate item.
Its inscription as a separate item enabled the Fourth
Committee to devote more time and attention to that
important question than would have been possible
otherwise. Agenda item 97 relating to the implementation of the Declaration by the specialized agencies and
international institutions associated with the United
Nations was also inscribed on our agenda for the first
time, on the initiative of the People's Republic of
Bulgaria. That item was dis;Jussed extensively in the
Fourth Committee. We hope that the adoption of the
resolution [2311 (XXII)] on that item wiU lead to
close and more active co-operation between the
United Nations and the specialized agencies in that
fiela.
40. Although the year under review did not see many
substantial changes in the colonial situation, one highly
significant event was the accession to independence
of the former colonial Territory of South Arabia.
The birth ol the People's Republic of Southern Yemen
has been greeted by my delegation as well as by
freedom-Ioving people everywhere as a miles tone in
the common struggle against colonialismo AIso
scheduled to become independent next year are Mauritius . and Swaziland. This limited success will not
doubt encourage the Special Committee to redouble
its efforts and to examine every possible means of
accelerating the liquidation of the remaining vestiges
of colonialismo The Special Committee wil1 continue
to have a very heavy schedule of work ahead of it
for there are still about fifty-one dependent Territories
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with nearly 29 milliot? people to which the Declaration
applies. My delegation looks forward to another year
of hard and challenging work in seeking to fulfil
our co1lective determination that peoples a1l over the
world should enjoy their inherent right to shape their
future according to their own wishes and aspirations.
41. Miss GROZA (Romania) (translated from French):
In these days, respect for the right of each nation to
develop freely and of each country to decide its
own future in accordance with its national aspirations
and its own interests is an essential condition for
safeguarding world peace. The spread of national and
social liberation movements during the last fifty
years and the appearance on the map of many
independent States which make a valuable contribution
to the cause of international peace and security bear
witness to the great desire of peoples for independence,
human dignity and well-being.
42. One aspect of the contemporary scene which
is reflected in our Organization is that approximately
half the countries in the world today have won their
independence since the Second World War. As aresult
of these major structural changes, international relations have become truly world-wide for the first time
in history and the role of the small and medium-sized
countries has markedly grown o Nevertheless, in the
world of today there are sti1l many peoples fighting to
consolidate their independence, to achieve a national
existence free from foreign domination and to affirm
their own identity.
43. The forces of colonialism are stiU opposing
these legitimate aspirations. Seven years after the
General Assembly proclaimed its Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples, the bonds of colonial enslavement, the policy
of racial discrimination and the practice of apartheid
still continue in vast areas of the world.
44. Thus the racist Government of the Republic
of South Africa disregards the United Nations resolutions on the Territory of Soutr. West Africa. By
shirking its responsibilities towards the African
population, the United Kingdom has brought about the
establishment in Southern Rhodesia of an illegal racist
régime which defies world opinion. By resorting to a
wid~ range of methods and procedures, from legal
subterfuges to military reprisals, the Portuguese
colonialists are preventing the peoples of Angola,
Mozambique, so-called Portuguese Guinea and other
Territories from achieving an independent existence.
45. Despite the peoples' desire for independentdevelopment and their struggles to achieve it, we are
still confronted with a state of affairs which provides
a striking contrast to man's sc:ientific and technical
progress.
46. Because it keeps a number of peoples outside
the process of development, colonialism constitutes a
harmful and anti-social phenomenon which hampers to
a dangerously large extent all efforts to bridge the
gap between the "haves" and the "have-nots" a gap
which is a danger to world peace.
47. The colonial system, which is contrary to the
interests of all peoples, is anachronistic in that it
is based on the obsolete concept of keeping oppressed
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peoples in economic wretchedness and in a state of
polítical, social and cultural backwardness in order to
enable others to reap vast profits from colonial
exploitation. Recent history shows that the we1fare
of one nation cannot be founded on the exploitation of
another and that the we1fare of peoples on a worldwide scale is just as indivisible as are international
peace and securityo
480 Fundamentally, that is one of the reasons for the
many efforts being made both inside and outside the
United Nations to promote and df3velop multilateral
co-operation with the peoples which have recent1y
achieved statehood and are trying to strengthen their
economic independence and attain a level of living
comparable to that of lhe advanced countries.
49. It is obvious' that those who firmly oppose the
maintenance of the colonial system of exploitation
do so as much on moral grounds and in defence of
legality in international life as because they realize
that the colonial system has become incompatible
with international peace and security.
50. Day-to-day experience demonstrates that it is
impossible to maintain such a state of affairs in disregard of the oppressed peoples' yearning for freedom.
Indeed, international peace and security cannot be
properly guaranteed so long as this system, which
history condems as incompatible with human dignity
and the requirements of international ethics, continues
to exist either openly or in disguise, in one part of
the world 01' another.
51. 1 should like to dwell for a moment on the close
ties which exist between the anti-colonialist struggle
and the universal endeavour to ensure respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms, the legal
and moral implication of which is equal rights for
all human beings, without distinction as to race,
colour or nationality.
52. Colonialism represents the most brutaldisregard
of the rights and principIes establíshed by the Charter
of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.
53. Can there be any question of respect for human
rights in a colony in which the elementary right f
the indigenous population to be master in its o-v.¡t
house is challenged simply because it belongs to a
race other than the dominant one? Evidence of violations of the elementary rights ofpeoples under cqlonial
domination is mounting daily.
54. 1 do not intend to comment on every single
aspect of colonialism and racismo Nevertheless, it is
legitimate to ask: how is it that the anachronistic
phenomenon of colonialism, with all its baneful c.onsequences for contemporary society, can still continue
in being, in defiance of world opinion and despite
the United Nations resolutions calling for the implementation of all colonial régimes?
55. It we look more closely at certain aspects of the
contemporary world and at the conclusions to be
drawn from the discussions on this subject in the
General Assembly and in committees, we shall clearly
see that the main obstacle to the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples is the economic
and financial interests of the international monopolies
operating in the Territories under colonial domination.
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56. The reports of the Committee of Twenty-Four
cite facts which demonstrate that in recent years there
has been a growing penetration of foreign capital
into the Territories under colonial domination, and
that the result has been not to promote the economic,
social and cultural emancipation of the local inhabitants, but rather to intensify foreign domination and
exploitation and increase the profits of lhe monopolies.
57. In desperation, the colonial Powers are trying to
join force s in order to save what they can of their
past colonial privileges and even in the hope of
recovering their lost position. Their solidarity in supporting the illegal régime of Southern Rhodesia is
very revealing in that respecto
58. The South African and Portuguese colonialists
would certainly not have been able to put up any
resistance against the oppressed peoples and would
not have had the courage to defy the wishes of the
international community as expressed in numerous
United Nations resolutions, were it not for the
as sis lance given to them directly or indirect1y by their
alIies, particularly through the military blocs.
Experience has shown once again that military blocs
are merely pretexts for interference in the domes tic
affairs of States and contribute to the perpetuation of
a sytem condemned by history and the maintenance of
the colonial yoke.
59. 1 should now like to draw the Assembly's attention
to yet another phenomenon. As the moment for the
elimination of the last vestiges of the colonial system
draws near, there is a growing tendency to replace
the old colonial practices by more refined methods.
The neo-colonialist practices which threaten the
sovereignty of States and ignore the right of peoples
to free development are easi1y introduced because
of the long periad of colonial domination during which
the economies of the former colonies were distorted
and their normal development diverted towards the
exlusive production of agri.cultural and industrial
commodities.
60. The old and new colonial systems are closely
linked, since both represent different manifestations
of the same phenomenon: the domination of the weak
by the strong and the opposition of colonialist elements
to the exercise by the peoples of their right to selfdetermination.
61. Socialist Romania, deeply attached as it is to the
ideals of national freedom and independence, has
always proclaimed-and takes this opportunity to
reaffirm-its complete solidarity with and support for
the just struggle of peoples to free themselves from
colonial domination, affirm their national identity and
ensure their social progress. The Romanian people,
which has experienced all the rigours of foreign
domination in the past and has won its independence
after a struggle of many centuries, naturally stands
side by side with those peoples which are struggling
to overthrow colonial domination and achieve independent development. History shows that the surest way
to attain that fundamental aim is for a people to
intensify its own efforts, mobilize its human and
material potential and concentrate and unify its
forces.

62. We are fully in agreement with the view expressed
here that the United Nations can and should give
greater support to the struggles of colonized peoples,
in the spirit of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples and
the numerous General Assembly and Security Council
resolutions, which have not always been respected even
by those who had voted for them, a fact that has
great1y hindered the process of decolonization.
63. Through the machinery and the means available
to it, the United Nations is in a position to do more
than it has done to eliminate colonialist and neocolonialist practices. The decisive factor in winning
the victory will certainly be the efforts exerted by
the the peoples themselves in their struggle against
the colonialist and racist régimes and in defence of
their sacred, inalienable and indefeasible right to
decide their own future, to dispose freely of their
wealth and resources and to choose their social
system in accordance with their own wishes and
without any outside interference.
64. The Committee of Twenty-Four, whose task it is
to examine the situation with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, has
done very useful work in discharging its mandate.
Its heightened activity in denouncing the colonial
Powers and in drawing the attention of world public
opinion to the situation in the colonies and Non-SelfGoverning Territories and in seeing to the application
of the decisions taken with a view to eliminating colonialism, wiIl no doubt increase its effectiveness. Hence
we believe that all States are in duty bound to help the
Committee in every way to bring its task to a
successful conclusion.
65. In additon, further efforts must be made and
further measures adopted to intensify the world-wide
struggle to abolish aH forms of colonialism, whether
overt or disguised. It is not only the peoples stiB
living under the colonialist or neo-colonialist yoke
who are interested in the search for new methads
and means and in their swift and energetic application.
This ls the concern of every nation on earth, since
the continued existence of this scourge cannot but
influence adversely the future prospects for the
peace, security and continuous development of every
country.
66. 'I'he Romanian delegation, for its part, is profoundly convinced that in their aspiration to freedom
and a better life the peoples will surmount the obstacles
placed in their path by the colonialists and neocolonialists and that they will triumph in the end.
67. Mr. WILLIAMS (Sierra Leone): A few weeksago,
the Non-Self-Governing Territories of South Arabia
became independent as the People's Republic of
Southern Yemen, under circumstances that did not
appear to have the approbation of aH the Member
States of our Organization. Yet, we were aH united
in the joy that a new nation had been born out of the
sweat and blood and tears of the Arabs and under the
pressure of our Organization. We were aH agreed in
wishing this new State the best of luck and in hoping
that it would find even greater unity amongst its
people for their survival and their future. We joined
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with other delegations yesterday in welcoming that
new State to our mids t.
68. We expect that Mauritius, Nauru and Swaziland
will become independent in 1968 and we still cherish
the hope that the Government of Spain and the
peoples of Equatorial Guinea will agree on procedures
for independence to liberate that Territory during the
same year.
69. There is, however, a sizeable proportion of
peoples and Territories stin under the colonial yoke.
'T"here are nearly thirty million such people in the
islands of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans and on the
continent of Africa. Those areas have to be decolonized
rapidly with the sincere wil1 and efforts of the administering Powers and within the guidelines laid down in
resolution 1514 (XV). At this stage, it is my solemn
duty not only to reiterate our firm belief that every
colonial Territory should be independent and should
choose the kind of self-determination it desires. but
also to emphasize the fact that the indigenous people
of each Territory should express their desire concerning what future they envisage by means acceptable
to our Organization.
70. This rule is invariable and it should be applied
equally in large Territories, such as those in Southern
Africa, TerrUories such as Mozambique, Southern
Rhodesia anél Angola, as well as in the rather
smaller Territories, such as the Pitcairn Islands,
Niue and Tokelau. For the principIe of self-determination is not only enshrined in the Charter; it has been
re-emphasized in resclutions of the General Assembly
and other organs and committees dealing with aspects
of decolonization.
71. It is the belief of my Government that decolonization should be speedily exenuted. Decades of colonialism have passed with little progress in most of those
Territories. The history of the newly independent
States has indicated that after an initial slight pause,
those new nations surge ahead to greater heights,
even if they cannot easily catch up with the developed
countries because of economic problems.
72. The problems before us seem to faH into three
maiu categories: those that refer to the continent of
Africa as a whole, those that reft:~r to the islands,
and those that concern Territories that are the
subject of multilateral discussion. 1 would briefly
speak on each· of those, since mydelefsation has amply
spoken on particular issues embracing each oí those
areas not only in the Fourth Committee but also in
the Committee of Twenty-Four•.
73. My delegation believes that the problems of
Southern Africa are basically racial. In South West
Africa the South Africans refuse to accept the historic
1966 decision of the General Assembly on the question
(resolution 2145 (XXI)]. They h~ve increased their
operations against the people of South West Africa,
whose prospects of any recourse to justice and
human rights and freedom get dimmer every day.
The Portuguese in Angola and Mozambique carry on
::t war against the Africans. They wound these Africans
and they ki~l them only because the Africans seek
their right to live as human beings, free and unfettered.
74. In Southern Rhodesia, Ian Smith unilaterally
declared independence in 1965, and he has defied the
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United Nations "because the administering Power, the
United Kingdom, has not taken any effective measures,
as sugges ted by the General Assembly in various
resolutions, to put down that treasonous acto Now
we find that those three régimes have formed what
is commonly known as the "unholy alliance" in
southern Africa for the sole purpose of bolstering
each other and maintaining white superiority in the
black man's land. That area has to be decolonized.
If the United Nations fails in solving the problems oí
that area it might yet fail in solving more complicated
problems.
75. We might recall that the main function of the
United Nations is peace-keeping. \Ve suggest once
again that peace-keeping operations might be necessary in thóse areas if the Member nations do not
jointly take the requisite action to enable the whole
of the southern part of Africa to be realistically
independent. The peace-keeping problems that face
our Organization, with the solution of which the
Special Committee on Peace-Keeping Operations has
been charged, would become even more complicated
and would need the total energy and aH the manpower
and the resources that could be mustered in the
event of a conflagration in that area, for such a
conflagration would not be of a limited kind. Sine;e it
would be racial, it is obvious how it could spread to
every region of the world.
76. If we have stated this, it is because we are of
the opinion that there are certain major Powers,
particularly in the West, that have not complied with
the limited resolutions. adopted by the General Assembly and the Security Council on the colonial Territories in that area. There has been a massive
condemnation of the foreign. financial and other
activities in the aTea. My delegation has made it
clear elsewhere that it was not the idea of foreign
investments that it has ·criticized, but the methods
by which the foreign investors accrue their profits,
and that, because of the legislative regulations in
those regions, the indigenous people of the Territory
stood to gain liUle from their mineral and other
resources. We again appeal to these major countries
not to pay tribute to their own inaction, but to
implement the resolutions which those of us close
to the scene of impending danger advocate.
77. As decolonization progresses, the smaller NonSelf-Governing Territories come to the forefront.
My delegation wholeheartedly agrees with the Secretary-General in his quest for a just and viable
solution of the problem of the entrance of those
Territories into the world oí nations.· As 1 said
earlier, we do believe that even if we consider the
Pitcairn Islands with about eighty people, they should
have the right at least to self-determination. They
should be in a position to express themselves,
without limitation, on the future of their Island. We
again hope that the Committee of Twenty-Four might
be able, with the co-operation of the SecretaryGeneral, to give us guidelines on how this can be
achieved.
78. In aH the colonial Territories which are the
subject of bilateral or multilateral disputes, the
General Assembly has urg~d that the parties concerned should get together and within the frame-
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work of the Charter and resolution 1514 (XV) arrive
at solutions that would serve not only the interested
parties but also the inhabitants of the Territories.
We cannot do better than to urge those i.nterested
parties to get together and to work out. with the people
of the Territories, the kind of solution that would
expedite decolonization.

84. The item on the implementation of the Declaration
has been on the agenda of the General Assembly since
its seventeenth session in 1961, because the colonial
Powers and those who directly or indirectly support
them are stiH doing their utmost to impede the
liberation of colonial countries and peoples from
foreign domination.

85. There is no need to dwell at length on each of
79. There is the hazy area where there are Territhese sessions in turno E ach one has made its
tories which are not quite independent or are not
contribution to the struggle against colonialism and
acknow1edged as being colonies. It might be useful
that process has developed both in breadth and in
for our Organization to study those Territories so
depth.
Resolution 2105 (XXI), for example, adopted
that once and for aH we can move from this ghostat the. twentieth session in 1965, recognized the
like area and know which Territory i8 independent
legitimacy of the struggle by peoples under colonial
and which is noto The General Assembly should be
rule to exercise their right to freedom and independin a position to empower the Committee of TwentyFour to take a bold step and review these problems , enee, and invited aH States to provide material
and 'llloral assistance to the national liberation moveand make recommendations to the General Assembly
ments. It also requested the colonial Powers to disat its next session. The General Assembly should
mantle the military bases instal1ed in colonial Terrialso focus its attention on Southern Africa. In this
tories and to refrain from establishing new ones.
connexion, my delegation appreciates the discussion
on the agenda item related to foreign financial and
86. The sarne resolution also requested aH States
other interests in Southern Africa, because it is in
and international institutions, including the specialized
this area more than in any other that not only are
agencies
of the United Nations, to withhold assistance
the realities of the administering Powers observed,
of
any
kind
to the Governments of Portugal and
but also the realities of other interested nations are
South Africa until they renounced their policy of
feIt. We have further noted the difficuIties experienced
colonial
domination and racial discrimination.
by the Council for South West Africa in fulfiHing the
Mandate given to it by this Assembly.
87. Resolution 2189 (XXI), adopted at the twenty-first
session, condemned the activities of those foreign
80. I would end on the note that almost every Member
financial and economic interests which support colonial
nation seated in this Assembly was at one time in the
régimes and thus constitute a serious obstacle to the
near or distant past a colonial Territory. Let each
process of decolonization. A number of progressive
one oí us ref1ect on the degredation that ~is predecesdecisions helping the peoples' fight against the colonial
sors suffered; 1et each one of us remember the
yoke have been taken also at the present session.
the price his ancestors paid; let aH of us recaH
our desire and our fight for independence-and let
88. Quite recently. we welcomed the emergence of
us, unlike Salazar and Vorster, rerüember the past
yet another new State, the People's Republic of
and remember how aH of us here today achieved
Southern Yemen. We extend a welcome from this
our independence from the tyrannical colonialists
rostrum to the representative of this new Member
oí past eras, and to this end resolve jointly to free
State, which was admitted to the United Nations
the colonial Territories.
yesterday.
81. Mr. TCHERNOUCHTCHENKO (Bye10russian Soviet Socialist Republic) (translated from Russian):
AHow me to begin my statement with a brief excursion
into the history of the United Nations activities, and
to assess the Organization 's role in the process of
decolonization in recent years.
82. Seven years ago, on 14 December 1960, the

General Assembly adopted a document oí great
historical importance-the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
The contents of this resolution are, I am sure, weH
known to aH those present; those who welcomed
U, those who, having finally achieved independence,
are here as the representatives of independent States,
and those who obviously did not like the Declaration.
83. Nevertheless, 1 should like to recaH thal in this
Dec1aration the General Assembly "Solemnly proclaims the necessity of bringing to a speedy and
unconditional end colonialism in aH its forms and
manifestations". These memorable words are dictated
by the commands of the times, the commands of aH
the peoples of the wor1d, who could no longer t01erate
the continuing existence on earth of foci of colonial
s1avery, the shl::l.meful legacy of the pasto

89. But the process of decolonization is taking
place under conditions of complex and intense struggle.
The colonial peoples face a dangerous and perfidious
opponent, who has at his disposal armed forces
equipped with the most up-to-date technological
devices and possessing vast economic and financial
resources, an opponent supported directly or indirectly
by the members of NATO and other Western military
aHiances.

90. It must be stressed that colonialism today is not
dangerous; it is also cunning. In response to the
changing times, present-day colonialism has wrapped
itself in the multi-coloured cloak of demagogy. Neocolonialism used every trick in the repertory, inciting
inter-tribal warfare, encouraging separatist tendencies, subjecting peoples to various forms oí econ-omic and political enslavement-the export of capital,
unequal terms of trade, aid tied to certain political
conditions; alongside aH this, military bases are set
up on the territory of States, puppet régimes are
7.nstalled, and so forth.
91. Experience has confirmed that the struggle for

true freedom and sovereignty does not end when
political independence is achieved, or when a Terri-
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tory's sovereignty is proclaimed. The scruggle against
neo-colonialism goes on-it is the struggle for
0conomic liberation from imperip,lism, the struggle
for social progress.
92. This being so, our Organization must do much
more than it has done so far, not only because the
peoples of Angola and Mozambique, South Africa and
Oman, Southern Rhodesia, Puerto Rico and the islands
of the Pacific, Indian and Atlantic Oceans are still
in chains, but also because the colonialists are
particularly holding on to those territories which have
not yet escaped from their grasp. And in. this the
forces of colonialism and racism find protectors in
the Western countries.
93. For how could Portugal, oneofthemostbackward
countries of Europe, maintain its colonial rule and
wage its shameful wars in Angola, Mozambique and
so-called "Portuguese Guinea" without the help and
SU! r10rt of its allies in the colonialist NATO bloc,
notably the United States, the United Kingdom and the
Federal Republic of Germany?
94. Would lan Smith have been able to retain his
hold on Southern Rhodesia after enslaving the Zimbabwe people, and would the racists of South Africa
have behaved so insolently after their occupation of
South West Africa, if they had not been supported
by the Western Powers, who declaim in favour of
decolonization, but in practice do their utmost to
prevent it?
95. The peoples fighting for freedom and independence
have to contend with yet another dangerous opponentthe international monopolies. It can be confidently
said that those are mainly responsible for the cóntinuation of colonial slavery. Certain parties are trying
their i.ardest to prove that the activities of these
monopolies are beneficial to the economic development
of colonial Ter'ritories and are in the peoples'
interests.
96. The whole history of imperialism is a history
of the .robbing of the peoples of the 0010nies and
dep~ndent countries to win super-profits for the
monopolies of the United States of America, Britain
and the other colonial countries. There is no lack
of eloquent facts to prove this. Let us take one example.
97. GATT figures show that the export of private
capital from the Western countries to Asia, Africa
and Latin America during the period 1953-1958
amounted to approximately $7.6 thousand million,
whi.1e the yield drawn from that capital by the Western
monopolies in the form of private profits, interest
and dividends amounted to $13.8 thousand mil1ion-a
direct return of almost double the initial investment
of private capital over the five-year periodo
98. These facts are evidence of the mOIlstrous
plundering of colonial and dependent countries by
international monopoly capital. They totally refute the
claims of the colonialists and their apologists that the
flow of foreign capital to these countries has a
"beneficial" effect on their economic development.
The actual state oí affairs shows that the economic,
social and cultural backwardness of the colonies
and the newly independent countries of Asia, Africa
and Latin America is due primarily to the pernicious
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activities of the international monopolies which have
been and still are plundering those countries. Conversely, the experience oí a number ofnewlyindependent countries has show~ t~,at they have made gl'eat
economic and cultural progress only when they have
fought the domination of foreign capital by outlawing
01' containing the activities of the international monopolies.
99. My delegation, along with many others, regards
the adoption last week of General Assembly resolution
2288 (XXII), condemning the activities of international
monopolies in colonial Territories, as a big step
forward in the work of the United Nations for decolonization. The point now is to develop and strengthen
the provisions oí this resolution and ensure that they
are implemented.
100. The history of colonialism is intimately bound
up with the military activities of the colonial Powers
and their establishment of strong points on the
enslaved Territories. As we know, traders and
industrialists arrived first; the soldiers followed.
101. The situation today, of course, looks rather
different; there is a different kind of trader: the
soldiers are no longer armed with halberds and
times have changed so much that sometimes it is
only the soldiers who come. But the situation is essentially the same: the interests of the monopolists
are safeguarded by the armed forces of the colonlal
Powers.
102. In this connexion, it should be noted that nowadays, under the powerful pressure of the national
liberation movements, the colonialists have been
forced to leave thei T colonies, and the latter are
steadily dwindling in number. But even when they go,
they somehow manage to stay on, digging in somewhere
nearby, building new military bases on sparsely
populated islands. The military bases installed in the
colonial Territories of Asia, Africa, Latin America
and the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific islands are not
only weapons for suppressing peoples fighting for
freedom and independence, but also a deadly instrument of imperialism's neo-colonialist policy, making
it possible to intervene in the domestic affairs of
States. A striking example of this is the military
base on Guam. which is being used by the United
States in its piratical war against the Viet-Namese
people. It is therefore perfectly obvious that there
is a close connexion between questions of decolonization and the dismantling of military bases. Futthermore, in our opinion, this is oneofthe most important
aspects of decolonization.
103. My delegation has carefully studied the report
of the Special Committee on the implementation oí
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples [A/6700/Rev.1]. That
report leaves no doubt as to the considerable amount
of work accomplished during this year; the results
speak for themselves. But that does not entitle us to
complacency 01' to resting on our laurels. The main
task if:l to ensure that not one single colony, not one
imperialist-controlled State is left anywhere in the
world, and that task has not yet been accomplished.
This means that our common duty, the duty of the
United Nations, is to give our full support to the
libp.ration struggle of the colonial peoples and to
-
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afford them aH possible assistance, both moral and
material.
104. We must resolutely condemn the pernicious
activities of the foreign monopolies in the colonies.
If we 3ucceed in curbing those activities, one of
the main obstacles to decolonization wil1 have been
removed.
105. The General Assembly must deal authoritatively
with those countries which are reluctant to dismantle
their military bases in Territories stil1 under the
colonialist yoke and cal1 to order those specialized
institutions which continue to give financial and other
assistance to Portugal and the Republic of South
Africa in violation of United Nations decisions.
106. The Committee oí Twenty-Four must, above aH.
supervise the practical application of United Nations
decisions and concentrate on the implementation
of decisions already taken by the United Nations
with regard to decolonization. It must seek the approval of new decisions which wi11 contribute to a
progressive implementation of this historic process.
107. We feel that when the General Assembly takes
decisions relating to the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. it should refer by name to
those who are mainly responsible for the continuation
of colonial oppression-the United States of America.
the United Kingdom. the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Republic of South Africa. Portugal and other
Western Powers. These countries should be severely
censured for their refusal to implement the Declaration.
108. The Byelorussian delegation will support any
attempt by the United Nations to accomplish these
tasks.
109. We, together with the other delegations of the
socialist countries, have always been and remain the
sincere and loyal friend of the colonial peoples at
a11 stages of their iiberation struggle. We have given
assistance and support to those struggling to free
themselves from the oppressive imperialist yoke.
and we wi11 continue to do so.
110. The present international situation is making it
ever more essential for the national liberation movements to unite and consolidate and to strengthen
their ties with aH the anti-imperialist, anti-colonial
Powers which stand for the ideals of freedom,
progress and peace. The success oí the liberation
struggle against the colonialists depends on this
unity and solidarity.
111. The PRESIDENT (translated from French):
The Assembly has just heard the last sp/aaker wishing
to take part in the discussion on agenda item 23. I
now cal! on the representative of Portugal who has
expressed the desire to speak in exercise oí his
right oí reply.
112. Mr. LEAO LOURENGO (Portugal): My delegation has asked for the floor in order to make a brief
statement in the exercise of its right of reply.
113. We have Ustened with attention to the interventions made by the representatives oí somanyMember
States on item 23, at present under consideration

by the General Assembly. This year also, as in past
years, we have been treated to a prolonged debate,
in the course of which we have heard a series of
declarations, insinuations and a11egations critical
oí the policies pursued by my Government in the
oveZ'seas half of tus Portuguese nation.
114. Some of them, we like to think, are motivated
not by malice but by a hasty and imperfect knowledge
of living conditions in our provinces, coupled with an
excess oí zeal in the prosecution oí the so-called
campaign oí decolonization. But· others, we very.
much regret to have to say, have obviously been
tendentiously made in the prosecution of generally
well-known objectives. towards wh~ch the partisans
of a way of life hostile and adverse to ours have never
ceased to aspire, and to strive for actively by every
means at their disposaL My delegation thus feels that
certain clarifications are called for in order to set
the record straight.
115. However. before proceeding to make these
clarifications, I should like to point out that our
position on the item under discus!=;ion, and in'particular
regarding resolution 1514 (XV) of 1960, as well as .
all other resolutions that have fo11owed it on the
same subject, have been so often and so unequivocally
explained, botr~ in the General Assembly and in other
forums of the United Nations, that I do not think
it is necessary for me to restate it here yet once
again.
116. My delegation expressedly made known at the
very first opportunity the grave reasons which, in
our view, forced upon us our well-known attitude
towards both the text and the purport of resolution
1514 (XV). And i.t has to be admitted, by even the
most severe of our critics, that we have been honest
and consistent in adhering to our convictions in this
matter over all these years.
117. The same, however, cannot be said oí our critic s
and, in particular, of some of those that were among
the chief architects of resolution 1514 (XV), as weH
as of resolution 1541 (XV). which was also adopted
al' the same time with the object of setting out in
express terms the methods to be followed in applying
resolution 1514 (XV), but which it is nowadays not
considered fashionable even to mentian.
118. In this connexion, it is noteworthy that even the
draft resolution before the General Assembly [Al
L.541/Rev.1] entirely ignores resolution 1514 (XV),
which was adopted at the time and considered so very
important for th,e prosecution oí this ideal held by
some Members.
119. Some representatives have enthusiastically put
forward, in tohe course oí the present debate, the
suggestion that the General Assembly should now
proceed to prepare an analytical study oí these and
other allied resolutions subsequently approved by the
United Nations, with a view to assessing the conditions
and the factors that are supposed to be standing in
the way oí their fullest implementaUon all round.
120. My delegation ventures to say that. if honestly
pursued, nothing could perhaps be more fruitful than
such a course of action. as suggested. Such an
analytical study could. and very properly ought.
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also to include a study of the methods employed in
the application of resolution 1514 (XV) to some
allegedly "colonial" sHuations, always keeping in view
the principles-and especiaHy PrincipIe IX, as set
out in resolution 1541 (XV)-then approved by the
General Assembly for this purpose. The conclusions
ü~ s'!1ch a stucly should indeed provide very interl"o<:¡ting
foed for thought.
121. As for ourselves, no one should or could,
in a11 honesty, find fault with us for not complying
with the recommendatlons approvad by a majority
in the General Assembly, which my delegation has
never accepted. On the other hand, we can state
here without fear of contradiction that, while we have
persevered in the defence of principIes in which we
believe so fi..rmly by the use of aH proper and legitimate
means enjoined in the Charter of the United Nations,
we have been continually assailed, slandered and
subjected to acts that even on the widest and most
charitable construction of events cannot escape the
classification of aggression. We have had some of
our national territol'ies subtracted from the control of
our nation forcibly and through the use of armed
forces in an undisguísed act of war, in order to be
placed through fraud. and chicanery under the wrongful
and illegitimate o(lcupation of another country by
methods none of which can be found among the
principIes set out in resolution 1541 (XV).
122. All this was supposedly done in the name of
a legality which was questionable from the outset,
and which none has dared to proclaim aloud even to
this day. It is well to remember that those resolutions,
although they were not found acceptable bymy delegation, were approved by the majority of the Assembly,
and it is for the Asse:n:b1y now to assess the results.
123. Here 1 must declare in parenthesis that apart
from the Territories forcibly sequestered and kept
away from the legitimate governance of the Portuguese
nation in the manner mentioned above-and they are
not on the African continent-there are no other areas,
either considerable or otherwise, in any of our African
pro~inces that have passed under the control of socalled liberation movements, contrary to what has
been put forward here by one or two representatives
in an attempt to support the view that the specialized
agencies of the United Nations and other international
bodies giving aid and humanitarian assistance should
make available to those movements the assistance
that may be wrongfully withheld from the Portuguese
Government.
124. Even at this very moment, as we discuss and
deliberate, some of the Portuguese overseas populatiuns are being victimi zed by acts of aggression on
the part of lawless elements dedicated to the pursuit
of violence and encouraged in their defiance of the
rule of law in international relations by many of
those who never grow tired of invoking this very
principIe as sacred and inviolable both here and outside
the United Nations.
125. It would seem that blind partisanship of a certain
point of view has combined with intolerance to generate
aclimate of confusion in which right is mixed with
wrong and good and bad are thrown together pell-mell
into the melting pot, to the lasting detriment of the
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very populations whose lot our critics profess it is
their ardent purpose to better. How else could anyone
explain the course of action, accompanied by mad
violence, that is being pursued persistently a11 around
the frantiers of some of our African provinces? How
else can or.e explain the cynicism with which continued
and pF'.. . sistent references are made to Portugal
and the Portuguese way of life ir. the context of
racial discrimination? The whole world knows-and
indeed has known for a long time-the pattern of
Portuguese social life, which is truly non-racial
throughout the length and breadth of the Portuguese
naUon. For hundreds of years we have been quietly
practising, as a matter of course and without fanfare,
what many others have only in recent years discovered
to be honourable and virtuous. The truth is that
Portugal believes and pr~ctif,es where others prefer to
preach. Many of those who are today so eloquent in
their criticism of Portugal in this respect not so long
ago considered the Portuguese to be second-class
Europeans because thev mixed freely with the coloured
peoples in their ovel¡SeaS provinces. Many others
still cannot easily countenance the presencJ of coloured
men in their own countries. That should provide
food for reflection.
126. Therefore the allegations levelled at Portugal
on thiR head need no rebuttal; they stand repudiated
by their own fatuity. But the calculated and purposeful
intent of those who take advantage of this climate of
confusion in order to conjure up chimerical and
monstrous visions of unholy alliances in southern
Africa in which Portugal is supposed to be involved,
or of heavily fortified military bases being constructed
in either Angola or Mozambique with the aid of some
of our allies, and other such fantastic things, calls
for more emphatic denial. Indeed, such claims have
been advanced from time to time in the past by our
critics and have been exposed repeatedly for what
they are worth by my delegation in the various
forums of the United Nations. Today we may add
that nothing could be easier of verification by our
critics if they are honest, fairminded and obj~ctive. The
Portuguese Government has offered more than once
free and frank investigation of conditions in our
African provinces by the Secretary-General and the
Security Council.
127. My delegation has stated time and time againand it bears repetition-that there are no military
bases for aggressive purposes, either old or new,
in any of our African provinces, particularly Angola
or Mozambique. This too is susceptible of verification by those who have an unbiased, objective and open
mind.
128. Turning now to draft resolution A/L.541 and
Add.1, 1 should like to place on record the fact that
it contains very little that is new, being a sort
of joint repetition of many of the old statements
made in past resolutions already adopted by the
Assembly regarding the policies of my Government
in our overseas provinces. Therefore 1 shall not
tire the Assembly by dealing with each one oí them,
seeing that that has already been done in the pasto
1 will only add that my delegation hereuy rejects
them altogether, since they are so utterly divorced
from fact and reality.
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129. The PRESIDENT (trandated froro French):
Before 1 adjourn the meeting, 1 wish to inform the
Assembly that the voting on draft resolution A/L.541/
Rev.l will take place tomorrow. As was announced
at the 1632nd meeting, draft resolutions A/L.536

Litho in U.N.

and Add.l and 2 and A/L.540, both of which relate
to agenda Hem 64, will also be put to the vote
tomorrow.
The meeting rose at 5.10 p.m.
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28. The PRESIDENT (translated trom French): The
Assembly will continue its consideration of agenda
item 23. Yesterday, at its l634th meeting, the General
Assembly concluded the debate OI1 the generaI9.:.;pects
of this question. The Assembly is now call(~d upon to
take a decision on draft resolution A/L.541/Rev.1 and
Rev.l/Add. 1.
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29. The report of the Fifth Committee on the financial
implications of the adoption ofthis draft resolution hr.s
been pUblished in document A/6999.

,1

30. Separate votes have been requested on: (1) the
seventh preambular paragraph; (2) operative paragraph 3; (3) the words "the stUdy of military aotivities" in operative paragraph 4; (4) operative paragraphs Sand 9 together; (5) operative paragraph 10;
(6) operative paragraph 13.

,1

31. If there are no obj ections, I shall put those various parts to the vote in the order in which they appear
in the draft resolution.
The seventh preambular paragraph was adopted by
90 votes to 2, with 13 abstentions.
Operative paragraph 3 was adopted by 79 votes to
2, with 27 abstentions.
The w01'ds "the s i'udy of military aotivities" in
operative paragraph 4 were adopted by 75 votes to 8,
with 22 abs tentions.
Operative paragraph 4 as a whole was adopted by
90 votes to 3, with 15 abstentions.
Operative paragraphs 8 and 9 were adopted by 80
votes to 8, with 22 abstentions.
Operative paragraph 10 was adopted by 72 votes to
22, with 14 abstentions.
Operative paragraph 13 was adopted by 84 votes to
2, with 24 abstentions.
The draft res olution as a whole was adopted by 86
votes to 6, with 17abstentions [resolution 2326 (XXII)].
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32. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
shall now call on those representatives who wish to
explain their vote.
33. Lord CARADON (United Kingdom): In explanation
of the vote I have just cast, I wish to explain that,
while there are parts of this resolution with which we
disagree and other parts which we cannot support, our
vote should not be interpreted as a vute against decolonization. No country in the world has a record of
decolonization to compare with that of my country.
I have had frequent opportunity to remind this Assembly that in less than a quarter of a century a
quarter of the population of the world previously
under British administration has advanced to independence. We are the decolonizers.
34. Now that we have come near to the end of the task
we had set ourselves, the task of converting a su.bject
empire into a free commonwealth, we pledge ourselves
to continue to the end along the road we have come. In
the small number of dependent Territories still under
British authority we shall continue to apply the principles of consultation and consent, and we shall work
in the interests of the peoples concerned to give them
a good start in independence, at the time and in the
form which they themselves wish.
35. I repeat what I have often said before in this
Assembly: that we shall not shirk, nor can we share,
that responsibility. We are proud of our record. and
we shall not be diverted from faithfully pursuing our
declared purposes.
Mr. Jl,lena So16rzano (Nicaragua), Vice-President,
took the Chair.

36. Mr. BOYE (Chile) (translated from Spanish):
We wish to place on record some comments which
the Chilean delegation' wishes to make with respect
to the resolution which has just been adopted.
37. We voted in favour of the draft as .1 whoie, for
Chile takes an active part in the process of decolonization. However, certain features of the resolution did
not appear satisfactory to llS, two cases in particular
having drawn our attention, and these have given rise
to our comments.
38. First, a resolution as important as this one deserved further study; unfortunately, it was submitted
and voted on with excessive haste.
39. Second, with respect to operative paragraph 3.
Chile maintains the reseryations it stated in the Special Committee when the Committee's report [A/6700/
Rev.1] was adopted. Nev~rtheless, it voted in favour
of the paragraph.
40. Third, paragraph 4 giYes rise to some doubts in
the Chilean delegation. We do not believe that the Special Committee is the most appropriate body to study
military activities; perhaps that matter should be
considered by the First Committee, which has wide
experience in that regard. For that reason, we abstained from voting on that paragraph.
41. Fourth, paragraph 5 recalls to us an observation
which we have made on many occasions: the Security
Council is the body entrusted with determining whether
or not a given situation threatens international peace
and security. We have no doubt that the continuatio~

of colonial domination constitutes a danger to international peace and security. but we would have preferred to see that statement made by the Security
Council.
42. Fifth, paragraph 6 does not seem appropriate
to us. We should like to reiterate what we said in the
general debate on this subject: we believe that cooperation with national liberation movements should
be carried out by the United Nations through the 01'gr.nization of African Unity. That is a responsible
and serious way of proceeding. Merely to entrust this
task to individual States could lead to serious misunderstandings and be detrimental to the basic aim
that is being pursued.
43. Sixth, paragraph 11 suffers from a number of
drafting deficiencies which render it vague; these
should have been corrected.
44. Seventh, paragraph 13 seems to us unnecessary
and, frankly, rather presumptuous. The Special Committee of Twenty-Four is already carrying out the action recommended; we believe it is unnecessary tQ
make such a request in a General Assembly resolution
and, for that reason, we abstained from voting on it.
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45. Eighth, paragraph 14 seems unrealistic to us.
We all wish to see the decolonization process brought
to a successful conclusion-there is no divergence of
views on this matter-but we do not believe that this
process will be accelerated by setting deadlines. The
United Nations has a duty to work within the context
of reality, no matter how complex; excessive simplification can easily lead us to the creation of new obstacles. We should prefer to establish general guidelines which would enable us to move forward as
rapidly as possible. In that way we would avoid subjecting ourselves to excessively rigid standards which
might lead us into real blind alleys.
46. In conclusion. I should like to say that if we had
had time to study this matter. my delegation would
certai.nly have been spared the necessity of making
these comments.
47. Mr. PEON DEL VALLE (Mexico) (translated
from Spanish): The resolution just adopted by the
General Assembly contains a considerable num'Jer of
points on which the Mexican delegation has reserved
its position in previous debates.
48. In these circumstances, it was not possible for
'us to vote in favour of the resolution, but I should like
to note in particular that. in view of the liberal, democratic and anti-colonialist spirit which certainly inspired this resolution and in view of its general objectives, neither did my delegation vote against it.
49. Mr. M. I. BOTHA (Republic of South Africa): My
delegation voted against the resolution just adopted.
To the extent that it is a repetition of resolution
2189 (XXI), which the General Assembly adopted last
year, my delegation opposes it on the same grounds
as those which we recorded in the General Assembly
on 13 December 1966 [1492nd meeting]. As on that
occasion. we believe that the resolution, in so far
as it pertains to South Africa, is politically prejudiced and based on fabrications and distortions of
the aims and objectives of my Government in respect
of the people of South and South West Africa.
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50. We have explained the policies of the South African
Government on many occasions in this Organf zation and
I have no intention of repeating those explanations in
the context of the debate on this politically biased
resolution.
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51. My delegation also finds it reprehensible that the
exhortation to the specialized agencies and other
international institutions to withhold assistance from
my Government should be repeated in this resolution.
So far as South Africa is concerned, that part of the
resolution is meaningless since, as we have often
stated here, we are donors and not recipients of
technical assistance. What we do protest against,
however, is that such an exhortation should be addressed to the specialized agencies in circumstances
in which the General As§embly is aware that to acceed to it would involve a violation of the constitutions
of some of the agencies and require all of them to
substitute political for technical criteria in the granting of technical assistance. Member States, I submit~
should ponder on the implications of such an injunction
on the part of this General Assembly.
52. I must also repeat once again that thel'~ is no
alliance or entente between the countries in southern
Africa in the sense in which the Assembly might interpret paragraph 9 of the resolution. But there is cooperation between them, and very fruitful co-operation
in the sense in which the concept of co-operation is
propagated in the Charter. And nothing, certainly not
a resolution of this sort, will divert us from our aim
of fostering· anl nurturing the co-operation and good
neighbourliness which have developed in southern
Africa. This development is fully in accord with the
Charter, and I submit that Member States cannot
support paragraph 9 of this resolution and, at the
same time~ profess to be upholding the provisions
of the Charter.
53. I also reject categor:~anythe claim in paragraph f
of the resolution that the practice of apartheid constitutes a cri.me against humanity. This claim is legally
and morally baseless and is founded on a complete
misconception of what we are attempting to achieve
in South Africa.
54. Finally, I must also record, in regard to resolutions 2145 (XXI) and 2248 (S-V) concerning South West
Africa and referred to in the preamble of this resolution, that my Foreign Minister, in his letter to the
Secretary-General of 26 September 1967 [A/6897,
annex Ill, clearly set out the reasons why my Government considers these resolutions to be illegal and
therefore unacceptable. We shall continue our administration of South West Africa in the spirit of the
Mandate ~ntil the peoples of that Territory have, by
the exercise of their right of self-determination,
decided their own future.
55. For these and other reasons which I need not
detail, my delegation voted against in the vote on this
draft resolution and in the separate votes taken on
the various paragraphs.

56. Mr. MOHOZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): Mr. President, I was
trying to attract your attention before you declared
the meeting closed.
57. My delegation would like to make a short statement in explanation of its vote on the resolution just
adopted by the General Assembly [2326 (XXII)].
58. The Soviet de],eg'J.tion voted in favour of this
resolution, both in the separate votes and as a whole,
but I do not deny that we feel it has certain shortcomings. In particular, it fails to mention by name
those colonial Powers whose policy and behaviour is
hindering the complete elimination of the vestiges
of colonialism and the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples [General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV)].

59. But, in away, these countries have helped u,s.
Although we did not have a roll-call vote on the draft
resolution, I should like to note that the delegations
which voted against the resolution as a whole were
those of the United States of America, the United Kingdom, the racist r~gime of the Republic of South Africa
and the delegations of Australia, New Zealand and
Portugal. I shall not complicate matters now by enumerating the positions adopted by twenty-two delegations (including those I have just mentioned) on such
key points as those calling on the colonial Powers to
dismantle their military bases and installations in
colonial Territories and to refrain from establishing
new ones and from using those that still exist to interfere with the liberation of the peoples in colonial Territories in the exel dse of their legitimate rights to
freedom and independence.
60. This shows yet again how right were those delegations which drew attention to this important aspect
of the matter, demanding and insisting that the resolution should ref~r by name to those who are delaying
the process of decoloniL:ation and who are responsible
for the continUing misery under the colonial EUbjugation of more than 30 million people.
61. We voted in favour of this resolution on the
understanding that the measures listed therein, together with future measures, would enable the Committee of Twenty-Four and SUbsequently the Gene:t:a.l
Assembly and the United Nations as a whole to take
new decisive steps in the year ahead, 1968, in order
to overcome the opposition of the major imperialist
Powers, notably the United States of America and
the United Kingdom, whose economic and military
strategic interests still largely determine their attitude towards the solution of colonial problems. To
the regret and indignation of my delegation and, I am
sure, of many others, their opposition hf\.s been amply
demonstrated here tr jay.
62. It is the United Nations duty, on th"· basis of this
resolution, to take further steps to put an end, as soon
as possible and without delay, to the shameful S3r~'~ em
of colonialism.

The meeting rose at 4.50 p.m•
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1. Mr. DASHTSEREN (Mongolia), Rapporteur of the
Fourth Committee: The first report [A/7009] of the
Fourth Committee concerns the report of the Trusteeship Council [A/6704], which the Fourth Committee
took up under agenda item 13. In its report, the
Ii' ourth Committee recommends that the General
Assembly adopt two draft l'esolutions: draft resoluTerritory of Nauru, and
ng Papua and the Trust
D03, para. 15].
ure composition of the
urth Committee, on the
decided to recommend
d., para. 14] that it should
15 of the special report
n its thirteenth special

10] concerns the special
eir consolidation, which
up under agenda items
t, the Fourth Committee
l Assembly adopt a draft
y which it would decide~
educational and training
est Africa, the special
erritories under Portue educational and training
ans".
1], ccrwerns the question
ummittee took up under
mittee recommended to
doption of. a draft resoby the Assembly would

resolution V, entitled "Questi
Antigua, Bahamas, Bermuda,
Cayman Islands, Cocos (Keeli
Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Gre
Montserrat, New Hebrides, Ni
St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, St. L
chelles, Solomon Islands, Swaz
Turks and Caicos Islands and
Islands\: [A/7013, para. 39].

8. As will be noted from
of draft resolution V, the As
the relevant chapters of the
Committee [A/6700/Rev.1, ch
XX and XXIII]. In that connexio
attention to the chapter rela
of Swaziland, which contains
by the Special Committee on
chap. XI, para. 144]. By app
the report, the General Assem
mended in that consensus, d
subject to the consent of th
the contributions so far made
under its resolution 2063 (XX
to the General Fund of the U
ment Programme in the light
t;3.tion and desire to provide
to Botswana, Lesotho and Swaz

9. F'inally, the Fourth Comm
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of the Falkland Islands (Malvin
which it recommends for ad
Assembly.
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65. The last matter for this afternoon concerns
tem
ion
bly
urth
Committee relating to territories which were not
considered separately [A/7013, para. 39].
66. First, I shall call on .those representatives who
wish to explain their votes on the various draft
resolutions before the voting takes place. Next I
shall put these drafts to the vote in the order in
which they were submitted by the Fourth Committee,
and then I shall call on those representatives who
wish to explain their vote after the voting.
67. Since this item has been examined in detail
by the Committee, I would request representatives
to make their statements as brief as possible.

·.

68. Mr. BOUATTOUHA (Algeria) (translated from
French}: Before the General Assembly votes on
draft resolution IT on the territories of Ifni' and
Spanish Sahara, my delegation would like to make
a few remarks. In my statement I shall not overstep the traditional bounds of our wor~, which chiefly
consists in seeking and finding solutions to all
problems connected with colonialism on the basisof principles generally accepted by the international
community.
69. Before explaining its vote, my delegation would
like to mention some of the factors which have
influenced its attitude. The very title of the item
under discussion is misleading, since it gives the
impression that the problems it covers are of the
same type and that the principles governing the
solution of one are automatically applicable to the
other. Of course, the colonial aspect of these two
situations is the common denominator, and the solution must accordingly be in strict conformity with
resolution 1514 (XV). But these two problems-and
this has recently been recognized-are essentially
different.
70. In the first case, the situation is clear and
needs no explanation. In the second, the situation
is more complex and intricate, and involves many
different phenomena occurring simultaneously.
71. Having said this, my delegation would like to
give its views on the two problems the intrinsic
difference between .which it wished to emphasize
before considering them in detail. We feel we are
in a good position to do this since we have many
affinities with the parties concerned.
72. First, the question of lfni. We feel that the situation in that Territory is quite clear and readily
lends itself to an equitable solution that would be
acceptable to both parties. The geography and history
of this territorial enclave have given it a character
all its own. The Algerian Government has always
regarded it as an .anachronism that an islet of
colonization, which 7.s no longer justified in view

in accordance with resolution 2229 (XXI), in which
the General Assembly requested Spain to recognize
the Territory's right to self-determination and "to
determine with the Government of Morocco, bearing
in mind the aspirations of the indigenous population, procedures for the transfer of powers".
74. My delegation considers that the desire of the
two parties to reach an agreement, despite many
points of difference, is an important contribution
to the cause of decolonization, and we hope that the
declarations of intent On the part of the administering Power will speedily become a reality.
75. An equally realistic attitude ought to be adopted
in seeking a solution to the problem of so-called
Spanish Sahara. We are all aware that any solution
to this problem must do more than take into account
the interests which have so far been expressed
regarding this region. Above all, the factor we must
regard as decisive, because it is at the very basis
of decolonization, is the freely expressed wish of
the population itself. In operative paragraph 4 of
resolution 2229 (XXI) the General Assembly invited
the administering Power "to determine at the earliest
possible date, in conformity with the aspirations of
the indigenous people of Spanish Sahara and in
consultation with the Governments of Mauritania and
Morocco and any other interested party, the procedures
for the holding of a referendum under United Nations
auspices with a view to enabling the indigenous population of the Territory to exercise freely its right
to self-determination".
76. The main points of that resolution are contained
in the draft resolution now before us. In this connexion,
the Algerian Government wishes to reiterate its full
support for that resolution because, quite clearly,
it contains all the elements needed to speed up the
process of decolonization and to maintain peace
and harmony in that region, of whose importance
everyone is now aware.
77. There is no doubt that the administering Power
and the parties concerned are being asked to perform a very delicate operation. We are, however,
encouraged by the fact that what has been done so
far should facilitate a strict application of this
draft resolution and that no new element has arisen
to jeopardize such application.
78. At this stage, my delegation would like very
briefly to restate its position with regard to a
Territory which borders on three distinct political
entities, including Algeria, which has always had
so many ethnic, economic and cultural ties with it.
79. The interest shown by Algeria in the problem
of so-called Spanish Sahara has been dictated by
considerations of equity, balance, peace and stability,
and also by a desire to maintain good neighbourly
relations in accordance with international ethics.
The future peace of the region depends, to a large
extent, on the success or' failurG of decolonization.
That is why my country regards the draft ~'esolu-
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agreement on the dra t resolution should not cause
us to lose sight of our Organization's responsibility
to ensure that it is carried into effect.
81. As we said at the 560th meeting of the Special
Committee on 14 September 1967:
"In view of the profound repercussions which the
development of this question is likely to have on
our country, no one will be surprised at our interest
in the problem posed by the way this situation
developed. "
82. Consequently, Algeria wishes to express its
satisfaction to the Assembly for having endorsed
and acted on our interes t in finding a solution to
this problem and in the relevant procedures.
83. Furthermore, the constructive spirit shown by
the parties concerned as well as the other interested
Tlarties-in this case Algeria, Spain, Morocco and
Mauritania-has made possible the preparation and
wide acceptance of a draft resolution which adequately
emphasizes the specific and contingent nature of the
two Territories.
84. That is why my delegation, as it said earlier,
will be open to any suggestions which take into
account the explicit and implicit conditions contained in this draft. While some difficulties still
remain, they have no bearing on the heart of the
problem, and we are convinced that they will be
eliminated if the parties concerned desire to speed
up the decolonization process, as they have often
s~ld they do.
85. My delegation hopes that such a solution, which
is in accordance with the doctrine and ideology of
decolonization as undertaken under the aegis of the
United Nationa, will bring to that region an era of
understanding, brotherly co-operation and a strengthening of ties between countries dedicated to the task
of building a balimced and prosperous region.
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86. Mr. FARRELL (New Zealand): Draft resolution V
contained in the Fourth Committee's report on item
23 [A/7013, para. 39] is what is commonly called
the' "small Territories" resolution. Since two of
the Territories in thG first preambular paragraph
are Niue and the TokeJau Islands, I should like to
comment briefly on the extent to which the draft
resolution can be held to apply to those four tiny
islands for which New Zealand retains some responsibility.
87. First, let us remove some erroneous preconceptions. There are no military bases or installations on those islands. There is no threat to their
"territorial integrity". There are no "foreign economic interests". There are no expatriate planters on
the islands, and no land has been alienated to expatriates. Indeed, such alienation is specifically prohibited by law. New Zealand has no economic interests
in those islands of any significance whatsoever. The
annual grants made to the islands by New Zealand
amount to four or more times the total value of all
the exports produced by the peopl~. It follows from

88. Draft resolution V also recalls the
Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (
reaffirms the right of the peoples of thos
tories to ~self-determination and independe
have no quar'l'el with that; that· right is
in the New ZeaI,:md Territories. But the
reason why it should not be reaffirmed. W
simply observe in passing that resolution 1
does not itself equate "self-determination"
dependence" in qUite the same way as this t

89. This is not the occasion to outline
what New Zealand has done in endeavouring s
to give effect to the commitment entailed
for resolution 1514 (XV). Western Samoa
Cook Islands have exercised the right to se
mination since 1960, and it is open to the 5,000
. and the 1800 Tokelauans to choose the
status when they so wish. The fact that the
lands are tiny, poor, isolated and permanentl
dent on outside assistance does not lessen th
to self-determination: but the ·people th
have acknowledged that their physical env
must play a large part in determining the
on their future. Who would deny their realism

90. New Zealand has pledged to continue
them, no matter what their final choice
We have had resolntion 1514 (XV) transl
the Niuean and Tokeianan languages and
distributed. New Zealand Ministers have
clear ··to the islanders that we do not wa
an indefinite prolongation of the colonial
ship. The people have not yet made th
choice. Until they do so, we are pressing
full co-operation with the Niueans and the Tok
with fostering those democratic institutions
which the people may give continuing and
pression to thetr aspirations.

91. My Government can scarcely be exp
agree when this situation is greeted by u
critical comment, or by the polite discou
advances made. The facts are on the rec
significant moye this year in Ni~e towar
ministerial system-the islanders already
the; entire budget, including the New Zeal
sid.y-and the involvement of the Tokelaua
process of budget formulation have been d
as "slow progress". Since, as has been
by New Zealand Ministers-and as the
themselves know-the pace of developme
to the people to decide, we do not accept th
to the islanders. They are a pragmatic and
people, working out their destiny as they th
see fit. Nor can we, or the islanders the
accept the description of the Niueans' freely
legislature as "not an organ of the people
instrument of the administering Power". E
can we accept the contention from one d
that the Niuean Assembly's judgement mtg
"correct"•
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which would have the General Assembly approve,
inter. alia, the chapter of the report of the Committee
of Twenty-Four referring to Niue and the Tokelaus
[A/6700/Rev.l, chap. XVI].
93. My country has always, in the past, co-operated
with the United Nations in decolonizing the handful
of tiny islands for which we have had responsibilities.
We have always felt that this Organization has an
important role to play in promoting and facilitating
this epoch-making process-a process which has
altered the entire spectrum of relationships in those
areas of the world where self-determination is
accepted as a hallowed right.
94. We would regard it as a departure from the
provisions of the Declaration on Colonialism were we
in the United Nations now to move towards substituting our own views for the freely-expressed views
of the colonial peoples themselves. On a close
re-reading of resolution 1514 (XV) we find no suggestion that all the known views of a people should
be disregarded in the interes t of pursuing some
supposed doctrinal imperative. We find instead that
the transfer of all powers to the people is to be
responsive only to the "freely expressed will and
desire" of the people. That is a principle to which
we shall steadfastly adhere.
95. The draft resolution requests the Special Committee to pay special attention to the small Territories next year. We heartily endorse that reques t.
We are aware that this hard-working Committee, faced
with obduracy in southern Africa and with a heavy
schedule of meetings, finds it difficult to arrange
its timetable 'so as to debate the situation in the
small Territories in any detail. We would hope that
in 1968 this situation could be remedied. In taking
into account not only the limitat!0ns imposed by
environmental factors referred to in this draft resolution but also the freely-expressed views of thE';
people themselves, the Committee will, we trust,
come up with some helpful suggestions and advice
which will add lustre to the role of the United
Natio.ns in the field of decolonization.
96. Lord CARADON(UnitedKingdom):Wehavabefore
us today five resolutions and a consensus [A/7013,
paras. 39-40]. On all of them we have carefully
and fnlly explained our views in the Fourth Committee, and there is no need to repeat them now.
I wish, however, to restate in summary the position
of my country on draft resolution I, regarding Gibraltar.
97. That is a matter of the greatest concern to
my Government and to the people of my country,
who are very much alive to our obligation to see
justice done. Throughout the debates in the Fourth
Committee, both this year and before, we have
emphasized that there are two basic principles which
we cannot betray: first, the principle that the interest
of the people must be paramount and, second, that
the people have the right freely to express their oWn
wishes as to their future. Those principles have
guided us and win continue to guide us in our task

dependent Territories for which we are still respon
sible.

98. We have consequently maintained and consistentl
stated that to hand over this small, proud, unite
community of free men against their will, to b
bound for ever to a regime which has done so muc
in an endeavour to harm them, would be an intolerabl
injustice. We believe that their interests must b
taken into account in determining their future an
not me. r-ely after their fate has been settled.

99. While we have been ready and anxious to con
tinue negotiations with the Spanish Government, w
have also claimed that a territorial dispute shoul
be settled by judicial process and not by a vote o
this Assembly. It is for that reason that we hav
stated our readiness to refer the dispute over sov
ereignty to the International Court.

100. We shall not be deterred, nor shall we b
deflected, from carrying out our obligations. Again
therefore, I say that my Government could no
accept a resolution which sought to take sides in
territorial dispute between two Member States and
at the same time, sought to ignore the freel
expressed wist.es of the overwhelming majority o
the people concerned.

101. MI'o C. O. E. COLE (Sierra Leone): My delega
tion finds it necessary to speak in this Assembly
for the record, in explanation of our vote on th
question of Gibraltar. That question aroused interes
in the Fourth Committee to the extent of creatin
emotional exchanges over territorial claims o
Gibraltar.

102. Last year my delegation sponsored an amend
ment to General Assembly resolution 2231 (XXI
which highlighted, among other things. the interest
of the people as being of paramount importance
That resolution was adopted almost unanimously
This year, when the question of Gibraltar was dis
cussed in the Fourth Committee, the principles o
the interest and wishes of the people of Gibralta
and the Territory's decolonization became secondar
to those of territorial integrity and unity, as ca
be seen from paragraph 17 of the report the Assem
bly h:i now considering [A/7013]. We now find repeate
in the draft resolution relating to Gibraltar thos
very paragraphs which appear in paragraph 17 o
the raport. I am referring to the fifth preambula
paragraph and operative paragraph 2.

103. For those reasons my delegation will vot
against the draft resolution [ibid., para. 39]. W
shall vote against it because we have always hel
that the interest of the people is a paramount con
sideration and also because we find in the dra
resolution far-reaching proposals which would resu
in seriously stifling decolonization-a principle whic
my delegation has always believed in and stood by.

104. Regarding draft resolutions IT to V [!!lid.] m
delegation will vote in favour of them.

after the adoption by an overwhelming majority
of draft resolution 11, were sufficient. Unfortunately,
the Algerian delegation saw fit today, in explainh1g
its vote on the draft resolution, to go beyond the
context of the problem and the facts of the case.

century and on the international diplom
which preceded the Protectorate Treat
as on the spirit in which our relation
have been conducted ever since independ

106. I am therefore forced to revert, as briefly
as possible, to the arguments on which my delegation bases its rejection of Algeria's interpretation
of both the wording and the spirit of certain paragraphs o(this draft resolution, giving them ameaning
which corresponds to its own view. I maintain that
this interpretation reflects the views of Algeria
alone, because during the debate no-one-not even
one of the sponsors of the draft or any of those
who abstained-saw fit to give the interpretation we
have ju'st heard for the benefit of the majority which
accepted the text.

Spanish troops and on the territorial
given rise to exchanges of notes and
at Madrid and Rabat which have est
existence of a territorial dispute betwe
and Spain.

107. That interpretation contains two points: the

first is a refutation of the idea that the question of
Ifni and Spanish Sahara forms. a single whole.
108. I am oblJ;;ed to lengthen my statement some-

what by recalling that for a period of exactly six
years, at the request of the Committee of TwentyFour, the questions of Ifni and Spanish Sahara have
been placed under one heading and have been discussed together. That discussion culminated in the
adoption of a resolution [2229 (XXI)] in which the
preambular paragraphs relating to Ifni weire closely
bound up with those relating to Spanish Sahara.
Previous United Nations resolutions have all treated
the two problems in EjXactly the same way.
109. So much for the form, whicl1 is not without

significance in an Organization such as this.
110. As to the substance, the Moroccan claim to

these two parts of its territory-Ifni and Spanish
Sahara-has scarcely been changed in essence by
the fact that Ifni forms an enclave encircled by
land under the sovereignty of Morocco, and that
the territories of Spanish Sahara lie to the far
south of Morocco in a part of our territory which
has already been the subject of an enquiry connected with the territorial dispute with Spain which
gave us in 1958 part of Spanish Sahara to the twentyseventh parallel, in other words, the southern Sahara.
111. Now, an attempt has been made, simply because
of a presentation in which section I is entitled
"Ifni" and section 11, "Spanish Sahara", to draw a
distinction to which I am most vehemently opposed.
In our opinion, the problem is and remains one
of claims on territories which are Moroccan. These
claims are addressed to the same administering
Power, which may have administered the two Territories in a different fashion, as is frequently the
case with colonial Powers. But the historical nature
of these two Territories, which have been the subject
of bilateral treaties between Morocco and Spain as
well as of international conventions in the International Court of Justice, remains valid from the point
of view of international law to this very day.

113. Successive negotiations on the e

114. I heard the claims of l\Iauritania
Committee. I certainly do l1r:>t intend
quarrel, but I should like, jud the sam
any doubt which may remain Rs to th
such a claim.

115. For the last two or three vears
nessed a tactical manoeuvre which consi
on the presentation or phrasing of a r
an attempt to alter the substance on
the form. I am not aware that at an
history of colonization in this part of
has ever been any relationship of c
colonizer between Mauritania and Spai
that a territorial entity were to be
Mauritania, it would have to be a ter
had been specifically under French ad
for I fail to see when or how the a
Power which made Mauritania an indep
would have deliberately or lightly ab
part of Mauritanian territory to' Sp
openly or by a secret arrangement. Th
haps the most simplistic argument, bu
come very close to common sense.

116. The Algerian delegation has seen

an interest in the solution of this prob
deny that Algeria is energetically purs
colonialist and anti-imperialist policy
its desire to take a special interest in
of a territory which is on the contine
That is a legitimate interest for any c
has constantly pursued an anti-imper
But the argument which Algeria has
to prove that it has a special interest
tion is that it is a neighbour. That is
fallacious argument because the area in
and Spanish Sahara could be said to b
in a sense involves the very territory
there is a dispute between Morocco
a territory sovereignty over which rema
since it has, since 1963, been the
investigation by the Organization of A
an inves tigation which is continuing w
specific framework.

117. I shall not repeat the substantive a

rejecting this claim. According to Alg
that it is in a sense a neighbour gives the
State a special right to concern itself
the destiny and future of a territory an

§j Franco-Moroccan Treaty signed at Fez on 30 M
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today. or prevI,ously, eIther demed or c
them, In t~e shghtest. Naturally Algeria
remam falt~ful to a principle which ena
accede t~ mdependence-the well-known
of the rIght to ~elf-determination•.Tha
perha~s, we ,fl~lt It wOUld. be .approprIate
the .rIght of self-determmahon of the
Spams~ Sahar'a, and th~ people of Uni, an
?ave gIven the l~preSSIOn that we attach
Importance to clal~s. That, sho,uld not be he
us. We mere~y ~lshed to pomt out that
fulness, to the rIght of self-determinati
gave bl~th to an independent Algeria often
us t,O gIve a priority to that right, perh
detriment of certain claims.

118. I have taken great pains to explain this point
because the. representative of Algeria just cited,
on the baSIS of the words "any other interested
party", the names of Spain, Mauritania, Morocco
and Algeria as Powers having an interest in taking
part in talks on this subject. I wisbl to make it clear
that those who drafted resolution 2229 (XXI) of
16 December 1966 and those who formulated draft
resolution 1I, which was originaHy submitted to
the Fourth Committee on 15 December 1967, did
no t intend the reference to "any other interested
party" to signify any specific country.

125. Phrases such as "fallacious argum
"undecided sovereignty" have been used.
wish this Assembly to become a forum for
of this kind which, in any event, can only b
both to those who make them and to their
with those to whom they are addressed. O
is not about "undecided sovereignty" or
claims just mentioned. We thought that th
of this discussion was to speed up the p
decolonization, and we approached this proble
any ulterior m o t i v e . ~ -

J

'0

I

the philosophy of Morocco on the future evolution
of that territory and the destiny of its people. We
also stated that policy here [1500th meeting] and in
the Fourth Committee [1661st meeting] in December
1966. In the resolution [2229 (XXI)] which was adopted
at that time Mauritania and Morocco were referred
to as countries which Spain might invite to take
part in consultations on the sett.lementofthis problem.
!hat resolution used. the expression "and any other
mte~ested party". ThIS phrase, whether in the singular
or m the plural does not mean that any particular
country is meant, the phrase "any other interested
party" does not give every neighbouring State the
right to regard itself as the country referred to.
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119. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call on the representative of Algeria, who wishes
to exercise his right of reply.
120. Mr. My
BOUATTOURA
from
French):
delegation and(Algeria)
I myself (translated
had not expected
a barely restrained diatribe on the part of the
Moroccan repres:entative. Our relations with Morocco
are too close ever to permit this type of exchange,
especially in a forum such as this.
121. I felt that my explanation could not possibly
offend anyone. I tried to be as faithful as possible
both to the text which has been submitted to us
and to the steps which have made it possible to
reach a unanimous agreement, an agreement which
is due, as I have already said, both to the agreement reached between the delegations of Morocco,
Mauritania and Algeria and to the vote which enabled
the administering Power-in this ca3e, Spain-to
support the draft resolution when it was considered
in the Fourth Committee.
122. Motives have been attributed to us of which
we are innocent. It has been said that . .ve concentrated in particular on two points in the text, namely,
that the two questions form a single whole, and
that Algeria has an interest in the liberation of
the Spanish Sahara and its exercise of the right of
self-determination.

I

.i:"
\
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123. As far as the single whole is concerned, I
shall not follow the example of my distinguished
friend and colleague the representative of Morocco
by indulging in futile and certainly sterile polemics;
I shall let the members of this Assembly judge for
themselves. My delegation will have the opportunity

126. As to Algeria's own interests, ths
o,f the draft resolution. those who helped th
tions of Morocco, Mauritania and Algeria
an agreement, and those who voted for
were all perfectly well aware of the im
of voting for the paragraph which refer
between the Governments of Morocco, M
and "any other interested party".

127. The PRESIDENT (translated from F
call on the representative of Mauritania, w
to speak in exercise of the right of reply.

128. Mr. OULD DADDAH (Mauritania) (
from French): The delegation of the Islam
lic of Mauritania asked to speak in expl
its vote after the voting. We adhere to th
and we shall presently explain the vote
shall cast on the draft resolution now b
General Assembly. Clearly, therefore, w
intended to speak at this stage of the debate

129. However, following the Algerian re
tive's statement and Mr. Benhima's re
we feel obliged to coment on a number
which have been raised.

130. My delegation stated its position on
tion in the Committee of Twenty-Four, in t
Committee, at various times in the Genera
bly, and in the Organization of African Un
was mentioned a few moments ago.

131. The representative of Morocco was
for Foreign Affairs in his country before
here. He was also the Permanent Repr
of Morocco to the United Nations in 196
time, an extremely important document w
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because the latter was claiming the whole of Mauritania. That argument and that testimony appear
important to us, and they should raise no objections
on the part of those who were kind enough to supply
the material to Mauritania.
132. I must add that Morocco's claims to the Sahara
go back only as far as the tl'me of Morocco's clal'ms
to Mauritania, that is, to the time when, together
wI'th other States whose common destiny Morocco

had shared as a French colony, Mauritania was
preparing for autonomy and independence. It was
then that Morocco made its claims to Sahara and
Mauritania although, I repeat, it claimed the Sahara
solely as an integral part of Mauritania.
133. In addition to the document we have just mentione.d , Whbl1'Ch is, °hft rbecent date ~Ut t which ca~hries

conSld era e welg
are other documents.
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135. That was the position consistently held by
Morocco until 1957-1958, when the claims to Mauri-

142. Morocco, obviously, can cont
its views as it sees fit and deems be
tinue to believe that Morocco has no
the Sahara, whose Mauritania popu
probably serve no purpose to go bac
has never had any relationship of s
Morocco, and that it was ;.bese sa
can say this with a smile but it is ne
who at one' point in history invaded
Mbrocco. It was of these people tha
ruler of Morocco spoke with fear an
contempt, but a contempt worthy o
because it was based on fear. These
who inhabited the Sahara, who still inh
who inhabit Mauritania and who int
with the same determination for w
become known in history to preser
their rights.

.1~
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136. Mauritania's position on that question-as we
have said on many occasions-is clear and firm
enough to be maintained in the future. As we have
heard this afternoon, Morocco's policy with regard
to the Sahara, on the other hand, has undergone
some significant changes. Everyone here knows
that Morocco claimed it as an integral part of its
territory, as did Mauritania also. Everyone also
knows that after having played down its claims
over Mauritania, which it regards as continuing,
Morocco asked for independence for the Sahara
which, I take pleasure in pointing out, has only
25,000 inhabitants. Morocco saw fit to requ.est independence for that region while continuing to lay claim
to a country of more than 1.5 million inhabitants
which has b~en a Member of the United Nations
for a number of years. This is a contradiction which,
I feel, deserves attention.
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Following Mauritania's accession to independence, following a change of ambassadors and the
arrival of Mr. Benhima, a new interpretation emerged.
An argument was put forward to the effect that
what Morocco understood by independence would
not alter what it regarded as its fundamental rights,
or in other words, that it was requesting indepen-

143. The PRESIDENT (translated fro
Assembly will now vote on the resolutio
for adoption by the Fourth Comm
para. 39].

137.

~_ ------------~-"

repeat it now. We have also intim
that until those results have been
view of the fact that our conviction
b elongs to Mhaullritan.ia i,s importa~tt' a
t 0 u::;, we s a mam t am our POSI Io
the Sahara is an integral part of Maur

141. We have also said that we
shall continue to underst.and, takin
factors into account, that the neig
tries are also interested in finding a
. problem of a region which may prov
them for security reasons because l·
areas for which they hope a solutio
that will not prejudice their securi
fashion and in this spirit that the
Government of the Islamic Republic
have given sympathetic "understanding
of the Algerian Government on this qu

tania were first made.

,I

14&. That much we have already sai

134. In the eighteenth century, in a well-known treaty
which was signed at Marrakech in 1767 between the
sovereigns of Morocco and Spain-there is a copy
of this treaty in every foreign ministry; the Permanent Mission of Mauritania has one, and there is
certainly one in the Moroccan archives-the then
Sultan of Morocco recognized that his sovereignty
did not extend to the south of the present enclave of
Uni and the Oued Noun, which is a river in the south
of Morocco, and that he could not be held responsible
for what might happen to anyone trc.velling beyond
that boundary.

i:

1,

own delegation has some difficulty in
this particular interpretation.
139. With regard to the Sahara-I
take up too much time, since I sh
delegation's vote on the draft resol
voting-we have said that Maurita
th
'ht f th
I t
1£ d t
e rIg 0
ese peop e 0 se - e
have said, on instructions from ou
that Ma ' t '
'11 cc t th
e
11"
ufrl ama WI a ep_ e r su
posed re erendum, since it will be ca
conditions which will not allow any d
on its validity or authenticity.

144. I shall first put to the vote dr
A roll-call vote has been requested.
A vote was taken by roll-call.

Nigeria, having been drawn by lot by
was called upon to vote first.

M
~l

Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania, Upper
Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zam-

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union o
Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic,

h

i

Z
K

F

t

n

v

1 votes to
XII)].
French): I
IV. A roU-

lic, having
called upon
t Republic,
bia, Congo
of), Costa
Dominican
Greece,
s, Hungary,
an, Kenya,
a, Maldive
, Morocco,

In favour." Afghan'istan, Algeria, Argentina
wana, BUlgaria. Burma, Burundi, Byelorussia
Socialist Republic, CainbOdia, Cameroon,
African Republic, Ceylon, Chad, Chile, Co
Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic RepU
Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Dominican R
Ecu~dor, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Gua
Guinea, Guyana,Haiti, Honduras, Hungary
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ivofy Coast, Jamaica,
Kehya, LaoS I Leban6n, Liberia, Libya, Mad
Mali. Mauritania. Mexico, Mongolia, Nepal, Nic
Niger, Nigeria. Pakistan, Poland, Romania,
.Saudi Arabia" 'Senegal; Sierra Leone, Sin
Southern Yetrie n, Spain, 'Sudan. Syria, T
Tunisiaj Uganda, Ukrainiah Soviet Socialist R
United Arab RepUbliC, United Republic of T
Upper VoUa. Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yug
Zambia•

Against: Australia,' Austria, Belgium. Canad
mark, Greece. Iceland,Japan, Luxembourg,
lands" New' Zealand, 'Philippines, Portugal,
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Malawi, Malaysia, Maldive Islands, Norway, Panama,
Turkeyo
Pcu-agraph 4 was adopted by 78 votes to 16, with
16 abstentions.

150. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
shall now put to the vote draft resolution V as a whole.
A recorded vote has been request.r "'l
A recorded vote was taken.
In favour: Afghanistan, Algeria, Argentina, Bolivia,

Botswana, Brazil, Bulgari lEt , Burma, Burundi, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Cambodia, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Ceylon, Chad, Chile,
Colombia, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic
Republic of), Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Dahomey,
DOJp.inican Republic, Eeuador, Ethiopia, Gabon,
Gambia, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, Haiti, Honduras,
Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel,
Ivory Coast, Jordan, Kenya, Laos, Lebanon, Liberia,
Libya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mali, Mauritar.la,
Mexico, Mongolia, Nepal, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland,
Romania, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Singapore,
Somalia, Southern YenJl~n, Spain, Sudan, Syria,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics,
United Arab RepUblic, United Republic of Tanzania,
Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Zambia.
Agains t: None.
Abstaining: Australia, Austria, Barbados, Belgium,
Canada, China, Costa Rica, Denmark, Finland, France,
Greece, Guyana, Iceland, Italy, .Jamaica, Japan,
Luxembourg, Malawi, Maldive Islands, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Trinidad
and Tobago, United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, United States of America.
Draft res olution V as a whole was adopted by
86 votes to none, with 27 abstentions [resolution
2357 (XXII)]. 11

151. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
invite the Assembly to examine parp...graph 40 of
the Fourth Committee's report [A/7013].
152. The Fourth Committee recommends that the
Assembly adopt the text of the agreement on the
nds (Malvinas).
ons, I shall take it that
s the text of the agree40 of the report.

slated from French): I
legations which wish to

ne subsequentiy announced (see
of his country to be added to the
list of those which had voted in favnur of the draft resolutiou.

to Mr. George F. Tomeh, the Chai
Committee, for the wisdom, pati
standing and firmness with which
Committee's work. The unceasi
Committee of Twenty-Four, the
and the Fourth Committee under
efficient direction of its distin
have made it possible for thi
constructive action leading to the
solutions which must be found to
and often complex problems arisin
of decolonization. My delegation w
cular to express once again its
who have worked long and hard to
solution to the question of so-call
That question, as everyone knows
importance to my country.

156. Last Saturday, when the Four
on the resolution concerning so-ca
[1755th meeting], the delegation of
lic of Mauritania made some comm
certain reservations which I sho
ill the General Assembly so that th
in the records of this meeting.

157. My delegation considers t
we have just adopted on so-call
contains certain positive element
it possible for it to vote for the
positive elements is the clear d
the operative part of the resol
enclave of Ifni and the territory o
Sahara. This view corresponds
of the situation as repeatedly p
delegation. In fact, so-called S
Ifni are two completely distinct ar
of these two geographically sep
intrinsically different. For this
for the sake of clarity in discussin
be dealt with in different waysc

158. That is why the delegation o
tains reservations about the fact th
Sahara and Ifni are dealt with in
tion. My delegation notes, howe
so-~alled Spanish Sahara are cl
the body of the resolution we h
It also takes note of the fact
the operative part dealing with
regions, the. Special Committee
continue its consideration of the
territories and to report thereo
Assembly. Thus, at the end of
relating to Ifni, it is stated that t
be the target of a separate rep
Committee, and the same is said
so-called Spanish Sahara. We c
that it would have been more l
simpler-and hence clearer-·to
so-called Spanish Sahara in two se
resolutions.

159. The delegation of the Isl
Mauritania, trusting that all its co

out that the resolution we have just adopted fails
to make one of the essential aspects of the question
of Spanish Sahara sufficiently clear. If the neighbouring countries of that region, as such, are interested, we can stato quite categorically that, as
regards the question to whom so-called Spanish
Sahara belongs, the Islamic Republic of Man,ritania
is the interested party. The resolution should have
made this point with much greater clarity. The
Mauritanian delegation had expected, with every
justification, that it would be reflected in the resolution.
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160. In this connexion, we should like to recall and
confirm the statements on so-called Spanish Sahara
made by Mauritanian leaders and by the Mauritanian
delegation in the Committee of Twenty-Four, the
Fourth Committee and the General Assembly. The
fact that Morocco is named alongside the Islamic
Republic of Mauritania in connexion with so-called
Spanish Sahara ,in this resolution in no way signifies that my Government recognizes that Morocco
has any rights to the region. We regard Morocco
simply' as a neighbouring State of so-called' Spanish
Sahara which, for this reason only, has an interest
in the future of the region along with other States.
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161. Finally the delegation of the Islamic Republic
of Mauritania considers that opel'ative paragraph 3 (g)
of part II of the resolution on so-called Spanish
Sahara which was adopted during this meeting refers
only to the few indigenous inhabitants of so-called
Spanish Sahara who have no commitments towards
any foreign country. Therefore, as far as our delegation is concerned, these are the indigenous inhabitants of so-called so-called Spanish Sahara who,
for vne reason or another, are at present away
from their homes. Paragraph 3 <ID of part II of the
resolution on so-called Spanish Sahara just adopted
by the General Assembly should and can refer only
to these people•
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162. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain) (translated from Spanish):
The resolution on Gibraltar just adopted by an
overwhelming majority of the Members ofthe General
Assembly brings to an end a stage in the colonial
history of that Territory. Spain accepts the resolution, and my delegation has no desire to continue
with the United Kingdom delegation a controversy
which would go far beyond what the international
community represented here has decided. I shall
therefore refrain from refuting the arguments which

justify his country's opposition to the resolu

163. On a day like this my delegation
explanations of any kind are superflUOU
re Jolution just adopted, the logical sequel t
Assembly resolutions 2070 (XX) of 1965
(XXI) 6f 1966, the United Nations has ind
logical, proper and just course for the e
of the colonial situation in Gibraltar.

164. The Territory severed from my coun
be reunited to it and the interests of
Kingdom SUbjects who have thus far benef
the colonial situation should be respected.

165. Within a few weeks the negotiation
Spain and the United Kingdom suspended
by the United ~ingdom will resume in Ma
stated in the Fourth Committee, my G
will attend those negotiations and will
the decision of the United Nations, prom
sincere desire to co-operate with the United

166. For 263 years the colonial situation in
has been a serious obstacle to friendshi
Spain and the United Kingdom. This has b
mental not only to both countries, but to
national community as well. Today the Unite
has taken a step towards surmounting that
my delegation hopes that the United Kin
its subjects who settled on the Rock of
will continue that process and will one d
decision which will honour the Organizat
drafted the resolution. Spain wishes to ex
gratitude now, and hopes that in the com
we shall be able to announce from this
that the problem of the decolonization of
has been settled.

167. My delegaticn voted in favour of th
tions just adopted on Ifni, Spanish Sahara
torial Guinea. As we have expressed our
the Fourth Committee (1750th meeting), w
feel it necessary to make a further statem
since we remain consistent with what we ha
said and with our vote here today.

168. Mr. C. O. E. COLE (Sierra Leone): M
tion would like to explain its vote on dra
tion V. We had intended to vote in favo
draft resolution by pressing the green b
it did not seem to register.
The meeting rose at 6.10 p.m.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF TIIE DECLARAIfON ON TIIE GFANTING OF
INDEEENDEIiCE TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES

TERRITORIES NOT CONSIDERED SEPAMTELY

Repgrt

of the !'ouf,th

R8.lDorteur: My Buyantyn

Coamittee

DASHISEFB{ (Mongolla)

At 1ts l-65th (€etin6' on 20 septejrb er !)67, the Generaf Conmlttee declded to
entitled
recormend. to the General Assembly the inclusion in the agenda of an ltem
I'fn0plenentatlon of the Decl-aration on the Grantlng of Ind'ependence to Colonial
Countrles and Peoples: Teport of the Speclal Comlritte€ on the Situatlon rtith
regard to the frpl€rnentation of the Declaration on the Grantlng of Independence to
CoLonlal Countrles and Peop1es". At its l6Tth meeting' on 22 Sept€nber' the General
cormrlttee declded to reconmend to the General Assembly the allocation to the Fourth
t'o
conmlttee of al-I the chapters of the report of the special Corfitrlttee relatlng
speclfic Terrltories.
2. At 1ts 1561+th plenary neetlng' on 2, Septemberr the General Assernbly ' by
adoptilg the reconrnendatlons of the General- Cornnittee (g/68t+o) t ineluded the item
of
i.n its agenda and allocated to the Fourth Coumittee those chapters of the report
the Special Conmlttee relating to speciflc Terrltories'

1.

t.AtltsI?O5thneetingronllOctobe]'rtlletr'ourthConnitteedecldedtoconslder'
as one lten, the ehapters of the Specia^l Conmitteers report concerning the
Territories vhlch it would not be consldering separatefy' The Territories eoncerned
and the relevant chapters of the Special Conrmittee I s report are set out belov:

6T-1r\15
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lquato"ial Guinea
Ifnl and Spanish Sehara

(A/67oo/Add..6, chapter

VIII

(t/67ao/t da.1, chapter

TX)

Glbraltar

(A/67oo/Ad.d,,9, chapter x)

Swaziland

(a/67oo/eaa.tO, chapter XI )
(a/67oo/ aaa.n, chapter Xrr )
(t/67oo/t ai--:.2, chapter XIIr )
(A/67oo/Ad.d.,B, chapterXrv)

French Somallland
0nan

)

Maurltius, Seychelles and St. Helena
Gilbert and Ellice I slprrd s
Pltcairn and the Solonon Isfands
(A/6700/ Add,.t1, chapter
Niue and the TokeLau Isfands
(s/ 6foo/ ma.tJ, chapter Y\rr'l
Nev Hebrldes

Amerlcan Samoa and

(A/6T00 / Add
Guan

.LJ,

(e/6lao/ ma.V

Trust Terrltory of the paciflc
Isl-ards

(

Trust Teryitory of Nauru, papua
and the Trust lerritory of l,trew
Gulr:ee,, and the Coeos (Keeling)

I slands
Brunei

A/ 6T00 / Add,.

I

Ir,

chapter

rvtr'l

che.p16r XVTTT.)

chapter

(a/ 67ao / aaa.tJ, chapter
(s/6Too/ aaa.t J, chapter XXI )
(A/ 6joo/ Ad.d..B, cha.plst

Hong Kong

States Virgln Isfands,
Britlsh Vlrgin Islands, Antigua,
Donlnica, Grenada, St. KittsNevis-Anguil1a, St. Lucia and
St. Vlncent, Bermuda, Baharnas,

UnLted-

Montserrat, Turks and Calcos
I slands and Calran Island.s,
Falkland Islands (Mafvinss ),

British
4.

Honduras

(A/6700/ Add..:.4, chapter XXIII )

The Counittee considered this ltem at its 1fllth, :ITrTth, 1?+1st to
l?Lrrd
and 1?+5th ta r7iltj. meetings, between f5 Novenber and 16
Decenber.
,. At the 1J41st meeting, on T Decenber, the Rapporteur of the Special Conmittee
on the sj'tuation with regard to the rmplenentatlon of the Decfaration
on the Granting
of rndependence to coloniar countries and peopres rntroduced the relevant chapters
of the reports of that Connittee concerning thls iten, as listed above.
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6.

The Fourth Conrnlttee had. before

lt the follovlns

coumunicatLons addressed to

the S ecretary-Genexa-l- :
(a) Letter dated J Febluary 196? fTon the Permanent Representatlve of
Argentina to the United Nations concernlng the Fafkland Isfa.nds (Mafvlnas) (l/666t);
(b) Letter dated I February 196? from the Pemanent Representati-ve of the
Unlted Kingdom of Great Britaln and Northern lreland to the United Natlons
concernl-ng the Falkland Islsrrds (Ualvrnas ) (A/6662) t
(c) Letter dated 18 September 196T frorn the Deputy Pemanent lepresentatlve
of Spain to the United Natlone concerning Equatorial Cuinea (a/6BOe);
(d) Letter dated 28 Septenber 1967 fTom the Permarent Representatlve of the
Untted Kingdon of Great Brltaln eIId Northern I"eLard to the Unlted Natlons
concerning

Brltish

Honduras (A/681+>) ;
(") Letter dated 2! October 196T from the Pe ranent Representatlve of the
Unlted KLngdon of Great Brltain and Northern Ireland to the Unlted Natlons
concernlns Gibral-tar (l/68f6) ;

(f) Letter

dated 1O October ]1967 tTon the Deputy Pernsrent Bepresentative
of Spain to the United Nations concernlng cibraftar (A/688Z);
(e) Letter dated ll+ December l967 fTom the Pennanent Representatlve of
Arcgentlna to the Untted Nations concernlng the Falkl-and Isl-ands (Mal"vinas )

(a/c,\/rol);
(h) Letter dated 1)+ Decenber L967 fraln the Pernanent Representatlve of the
Uni+ed Kingdom of Great Brltai-n and Northem lrefand. to the United Natlons
concerning the Falk1and Islands (ttatvinas ) (A/ C.)4./ TO\).
7. In connexlon v-ith the consl-deration of this iten, the Connittee gxented.
the foll-ol,ring requests for hearlngs:
Petltloner
Mr. Philip S.W. Goltlson,
Leader of the Opposi-tion,

Brltish

Hond.uras (A/ C.\/69+)

lerrltories
concerned.

British

Honduras

gt whlch thq
request for hearlng
vas sranted

Meetlng

1699rh

Mr. Saturnino Ibongo Iyanga,
Movlmlento Nacional de Liberacl6n
de

la

Guinea Ecuatorlal-

iMoNArrGEXlEretrl-

Equatorlal Guinea

]-6991"h

l.

Territorles

Petitioner

concerned

at vtsLch the
reouest for trearlng
llas ArAnted

Meetlne

Mr. George PI1ce, larty Leader,
Pe^nl FIc IIni fad Pq++r'
f" l^ | lr.^\ /^--\
\A/ v. +/ oy+/ P.aa. L t

Britlsh

Hond.uras

I'fr. Jeremiah Gurbs and
r"1r. Roser Fishe" (A/c.4 /69\/ naa,z) Angui.lta

1??n+h

Mr. Donald A, Halstead,
Vice-President, Antigua WoTkers'

Union

(A/c.\/69)+/Add.,J)

L727th

Antigqa

r ?aA+L

Glbraltar

f?l+4th

Mr. tr'ernafld.o Fugardo and
Mr. Pedro Hidalgo (A/C,)+hoz/Add.. L ) GtbraLtar

r-?44th

Slr

Joshua Hassan, Associatlon for
the Advancement of Civil Rlghts,
and Mr. Peter Isola, Independ.ent

Parfi am entarXr Group, elected
mernbers, Legtslatlve Council,

Glbraltar (a/c.\/foz)

Mr. Atanaslo

Ndong Miyone,

Secretary-General, Movinlento
Nacionaf de Libqraci6n
de la Guinea Ecuatorial-

Iil-oME?iF/djlGFiEoa.r)

EquatorialGuinea

l?l+l-st

Equatorial- Guinea

r746th

Equatorial

cuj_nea

1746th

Equatorlal Guinea

1nl,/+n

Mr. Francisco Macias Nguena,
Vice-Chairnan. Conse.io d.e Gobierno
Aut6norao, reaaei]@Nacj,onal de Liberacl6n de

@
lA/c.4/695/Add.2)
I'b. Francisco

la

Salome Jones,

Vice-Chairnan. Movimiento de Union

@

(MJNGE) lA/C,4/695/

Add.1)

Mr, Antonino Eworo Obama
Chaiman, Idea Popular de ]a
Gulnea Ecuatorlal (IFGE )
_

T'EEir9;laaa.q

At the lf1lth neetlng, on 15 Novenber, M". Phllip S.W. Gol-dson addreesed the
Comrittee concernlng Brltlsh Hond.uras.
9. At the l?r7th neeting, on )+ Decmber, Mr. C. Lindbergh Rogers nrad.e a statenert
concernLng Srltlsh Honduras on behalf of the Peopl-e t s Unlted Party.
10. At the q45rd neeting, on B December, Mr. Jererniah Gunbs and Mr. noger Flsher
nade statenents concernlng Anguilla arrd replled to questlons put to them by nenbers
of the Connlttee.
11. At the l?\?th meetlng, on 1J Decenber, I,h. Peter Iso1a, Slr Joshua Hassan,
B.

I4r. Pedro Htdalgo and Mr. Fernand.o tr'ugardo addressed the Connlttee concelning
Glbraltar aRd replled to questlons put to then by uembers at the 1?+7th and l-?l+Bth
neetlngs, on the same day.
L2. At the l-fl+Bth neeting, on IJ Decenber, Mr. Saturnlno lbongo Iyanga '
Mr. Ata]la,slo Ndong lnllyone, Mr. Franclsco Maclas Nguena, Mr. tr'Iancisco Salome Jones
and Mr. Antonino Eworo Oba.na, acconpanied. by Mr. Jose Leori Comba, Mr. Tonas Ecoca
and. Mr. Amando Balboa appeared before the Comnittee. At the same meetlng,
l,{T. Maclas, l,lr. Evoro, lnlr. Safome and Mr. Ndong made statments concernlng
Equatorlal Gulnea and they and the other petitioners replled to questlons put to
then by menbers of the Connlttee.
!1. At the sane neetlng, Mr. Donald Ha-lstead rnade a statment concerning AntlSua
and. replied to questions put to hin by a nober.
f4. The general debate on the lten took place at the l-?l+l-st to L?l+rrdr 1745th'
U45th and 1749th to l-?5 Jrd meetings, between T and I5 Deeenber.
15. In connexion vlth the ite.n, the Connlttee Bdopted ftve draft resolutlons
and a consensus concernlng the following Terrl-tofleB:
T.

GlbraItar

II. Ifni

and SBanish Sahara

IIT. Equatorial Guinea
rv. French Sona].lland.
v. Amerlcan Sanoa, Antlgua, Bahenas, Bemuda, Britlsh Virgln Island6'
Caynian Islands, Cocos (Keeling) rslands, Donlnlce, Gilbert and
Ellice Islards, Grenada, Guan, l4aurltius, Montselrat, Nertr Hebrides,
Nlue, Pitcairn, St. Helena, St. Kitts-Nevis-Angu111a, St. Lucla,
St. Vincent, Seychelles, Solomon Islands, Swaziland, Tokel-au
Islands, Turks and Caicos Islands a.Ird. the Unlted State6 Virgln
Islands

VI. FalkLand f sl-ands ( tutatv:-nas ) (consensus)

s conslderatLon of the draft ?esolution6 and of
slnendnentG thereto as vel1 as of the consensus i.s given Ln sections I to vf befov.

L6,

An account

of the

Conxntttee

r

v.

A.IIERICAN SAMoA,

A]IIIGUA, BAITA],IAS, SERMUDA, BFITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS,

) ISLANDS, DOMINICA, GILBEFT AND
ELLTCE ISLANDS, GFENADA, GUAM, MAURITIUS, MOMSERnAI, NEW IIEBRIDES,
NIIIE, PITCAIRN, ST. ItrtENA, ST. KITTS-NEVIS-ANGUIILA, ST. IUCIA, ST.
vINCg\T, SEYCI{ELIES, SOLOMoN ISLANDS, STIAZILAND, TOIGL,AU ISLAI{DS,
TUNKS AND CAICOS ISI4NDS AND THE UNITED STATES VIRGIN ISI,ANDS
CAYMAN ISLANDS, COCOS (IGELII$G

,5. At the 1?5rd neettng, on 15 Decenber, the representatlve of the Unlted
RepubJ,lc of Tanzanla lltroduced a draft resolutlon on behalf of the fol].owlng
Menber States: Indongrla. Lftl'q. Nlger. l,Ia].i . .Mauritanta. MorEcco. Unlted
of Tanzaniq. Ulper VoLta, Yusoslavl.a and Zsrbia (A/C J+/L.399).
17. At the 1755th neetlng, on l-6 Decenber, the tr'ourth Coonlttee adopted the
draft resolut ion (A,/C.\/t.Bgg) ty a vote of 72 to none, wlth 25 abstentions
(see parragraph ,9 belov, d raft reaolutlon V).

RECOMMENDATIONS

19.
fo

OI' THE

The Fourth Committee recommends

FOURTT{ COMMITTEE

to the General Assenbly the adoption of

the

llowing draft resolutions:

/...

-&DBAFT RESOITIITON V

tlon of Anerican

Sa,noa

Islands
Grenad.a

Seruud.a

tish

Montserra

New Ee
tru

d.es

fhe General Assmbl-y,
Having consltlered the questl"on of American Sanoa, Antigua, 3aha,&as, 3ermrd.a,
Bdtlsh Virgln Isl-ands, Calnlan Isfand.s, Cocos (Keellng) fsfanis, Doninica, Glfbert
aJld. E11lce Island.s, Grenada, Gualo, Mauritius, Montserrat, .Ner Eebrldes, Nlue,
Pltcalrn, St. Helena, St, Kitt8-Nevis -Anguil,J_a, St. lucia, gt. Vlncent, Seychelles,
Solomon Isl€.nd6, Swazil-and, Tokeleu Islands, furks and CaLcos f sl-ands and the
Unlted States Virgin Island6,
Eaving exsnined the chapters of the report of the Special Connittee on the
Sltuation with regard to the Inplenentatio! of the Decl_aratlon on the Granting
rof
Ind.ependence to Colonial Countrles and Peoples relatlng to these Terrltorlesrg
Recalltng its xesol-utions 914 (XV) of f4 Decenber ]-gtf-, )-6r+ (Xff ) of
2f Novenber 196], 1B1o (Xrrf ) or .t_T Decenber L962, Lgj6 (XUfrf ) of tI December L963,
2066 (lo( ) of 16 Decenber L955 t ao69 (n) of t6 Decembe r L96,,2].B9 (tQfi ) of
lJ Decenber 1966, 2232 (nC) or 20 December L)66 and,2288 (ruff) of T December l_967,
Noting the constltutlonal char€es that vere lntroduced. ln February and
Maxch J967 in the Terrltories of Antigua, Donlnlca, Grenada, St, Kitts-Nevls-Anguilla
aJlal St. Iucia and that are envisaged for the Territory of St. Vincent,
Notlng further the decisions taken by the Special Counittee that resolution
f-514 (XV) contalning the Decl-aration on the Grantlng of Ind.epend.ence to Co].onlalCountries and Peoples and other relevant resolutlons continue to apply to these
Territoriee ,
Deeply concerned at the information contained in the report of the Speclal
Conndttee on the contlnuation of policies which aim, among other thlngs, at the
ctlsruptlon of the terrltorial- lntegrltJr of some of these Territories and at the
cxeation by the sdlli-nlstering ?owers of nllitary bases and lnstallationB 1n
contravention of the relevsJrt General Assenblv resolutions.

y

A/57OO

/Add.B, 10, 1t and tl+, chapters

n, )frv to XI,.III, )o( and )QGII.
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Deploring the attltutte of soue aduinistering Powere vhlch continue to refuse
to allow vlsltlng uissions of the United. NationB to vlsit these Territories,
Cons cious that these sltuations requlre the continued attention and
asslstaace of ttre Unlted Natlons 1n the achievenent by the peoples of these
Territorles of thelr obJectives, as eDbod.led in the Charter of the Unlted
Nations anal ln the Declaratlon on the Grantlng of lutlepend.ence to ColonialCountrles and Peonles.
Avqre of the Epecial- circumstances of geographical location and econonic
condltions of some of these Telritorles,
f. Apprqr." the chapters of the report of the Speclal Comlttee on the
Situatlon rE-[""U
to the Implenentation of the Declaration on tbe Grantlng
of Ind.ependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples relatlng to these Teffitorlesl
2, Reaffinns the lnalienable right of the peop]-es of theee Terrltodes to

self-deternlnatlon and. indepentlencei
1. Calls upon the ad-ministexlng Povers to iuplement w'lthout delay the
relevant resolutions of the General As sernbly;
\. Reiterates its declaration that any attenpt almed at the partlal or
total dismption of the national unlty and the territorlal integrity of colonlal
Terrltories and the establishlo.ent of nilitary bases and install-ations in these
Terrltories is incompatlble with the purposes and. prlnclpJ-es of the Charter of
the Unlted Natlons and of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV);
5. Urgeq the ad.lxinisterlng Powers to allow Unlted Nations visiting misslons
to visit the Terrltories and to extend to them fu11 co-operatlon and assistance;
6. Decides that the United Natlons should. rend-er al-l- help to the peopl-es
of these Territories in their efforts freely to tlecicle their future status;
7. Requests the Special Conmlttee to continue to pay specj-a1 attention to
these Territories and to report to the General Assenbly at its twenty-third session
on the inpler0entation of the present resolution;
L Bequests the Secretary-General to continue to provide all possibte
assistance in the implenentation of the present resol-ution.

-2\-

40. lhe tr'ouri;t.\ Conmi-ttee also recornmends that the GeneLal Assembly snould adJpt
the following concensus:

The General Assenb\r, having regard to its resofution 2A6, (nf ) of
16 Decenrber 1965 and to the conselsus approved. by the General Assembly on
20 December 1!66 concerning the question of the Falktand Islands (Malvinas ), takes
note of the conmunications dated l4 December L967 fTan the Pemanent Replesentatives
of Argentj.na and the United Kingdon of Great Britain and Northern fre.fand to the

United Natlonsj addressed to the Secretary-Generat (A/C.4/701, lfc.\f7c1+), ana,
1n this connexion and. bearing in mind the report of the Special_ Coromittee on the
Situation r^rith regard to the Inplementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Col-onial Countries and Peoplesrl/ approves a consensus in favour of
urging both partles to continue with the negotiations so as to find a peaceful
solution to the problen as soon as possible. It lihewise urges the partj-es bearing
partlcularJ-y in mind resolution 2C6, (W.) and the consensus of 20 Decembet f)66,
to keep the Speeial Contoittee on the S ltuat ion r,rith regard to the Trnfilementat ion of
the Decfaration on the Grant ing of Ind.ependence to Cofonial Countries and Peoples,
and the General Asserrbly, duly informed during the coming year about the
devel-opment of the negotiaticns on this coloniaf situatlon, the efirnlnation of
Lrhich is of interest to the United Nations vithin the context of General Assemblv
resol-ution 1514 (XV) of t-4 December 1960.

1/

a/67oo/rad.4, part

rr.
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AGENDA IT EM 23

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation ofthe Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: T errltories not considered
separately (continued)* (A/6661 1 A/6662 1 A/6700/
Rev.l 1 chaps. VIII-XII and XIV-XX111; A/6802 1
A/6845 1 A/6876 1 A/6882 1 A/C.4/694/Add.2 and 31
A/C.4/695 and Add.l 1 A/C.4/L.876 and Add.l and 21
A/C.4/L.877)
GENERAL DEBATE AND CONSIDERATION OF
DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (A/C.4/L.876 AND ADD.l
AND 2, A/C.4/L.877)
.
23. Mr. ESFANDIARY (Iran), Rapporteur of the
Special Committee, drew attention to the chapters
of the Special Committee's report (A/6700/Rev.l)
relating to Territories not considered separately.
The Territories covered by those chapters were:
Equatorial Guinea; Ifni and Spanish Sahara; Gibraltar;
Swaziland; French Somaliland; Mauritius, Seychelles
and St. Helena; Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Pitcairn
and the Solomon Islands; Niue and the Tokelau Islands; New Hebrides; Guam and American Samoa;
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands; Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Trust Territory of Nauru, Papua and the
Trust Territory of New Guinea; Brunei; Hong Kong;
United States Virgin Islands, British Virgin Islands,
Antigua, Dominica, Grenada, Montserrat, St. KittsNevis-Anguilla, St. Lubia, St. Vincent, Bermuda,
Bahamas, Turks and Caicos Islands, Cayman Islands,
Falkland Islands (Malvinas) and British Honduras.
24. The Special Committee had had an extremely
heavy work programme in the current year and, as
members were aware, its work had been interrupted
by the special and the emergency special session of
the General Assembly. Those interruptions had had
the effect of delaying the Special Committee's consideration of many questions, with the result that it
had not been able to conclude its 1967 session until
•Resumed from the 1737th meeting.
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5 December. Despite that problem and the fact that
the Special Committee's report on the many Territories which still remained under colonial rule necessarily added up to a considerable number of pages,
most of the chapters of the report were now available
to members, thanks to the co-operation of the members of the Special Committee and the various departments of the Secretariat.
25. The chapters relating to the Territories to be
considered· under the present item, which were already availabe, were: chapter VIII, Equatorial Guinea;
chapter IX, Ifni and Spanish Sahara; chapter XII,
French Somaliland; chapter XIV, Mauritius, Seychelles
and St. Helena; and chapters XV to XXII, which related to Territories in Asia and the Pacific. As to the
chapters on the remaining Territories, namely, Gibraltar, Swaziland and Territories in the Caribbean
area, everything humanly possible was being done
to have them reproduced and he was informed that
they would be available at the latest on 11 December.
26. With a view to securing the proper and effective
implementation of the Declaration in respect of those
Territories, the Special Committee had recommended
a number of measures which, he was confident, would
receive the wide support of the General Assembly.
He commended the report to the Fourth Committee.
27. Mr. LUARD (United Kingdom) reminded the
Committee that, because of the scope of the item
under discussion, it had been agreed that his delegation could speak separately on Gibraltar. The United
Kingdom and Spanish Governments, being primarily
concerned in the matter, had agreed that further
talks on Gibraltar should be held between them at
Madrid next month. Almost every delegation represented in the Committee had at one time or another
spoken in favour of nep-otiations between Spain and
the United Kingdom and he would do his best to avoid
saying anything that might damage the prospect of
those talks. Outlining the factual background to the
situation, he remarked that when the Special Committee had recommended for the first time, in
October 1964, that negotiations should be held between Spain and the United Kingdom on Gibraltar,
Spain had begun to impose restrictions on communications between Gibraltar and Spain; the United
Kingdom had nevertheless supported General Assembly resolution 2070 (XX). The following year, talks
had been held in the course of which Spain had proposed the transfer of Gibraltar to Spain, with certain
"safeguards" for the Gibraltarians and an offer to continue use by the United Kingdom of the Gibraltar
base. The United Kingdom, too, had put forward proposals which had included practical measures of cooperation in matters of mutual concern. and a special
form of representation of the Spanish Government in
Gibraltar in recognition of Spain's special interest
and status under the Treaty of Utrecht. It had also
proposed that the legal issues in the dispute should
be referred to the International Court of Justice,
whose liecision it had promised to accept. Spain had
not so far agreed to any of those United Kingdom
offers, but had intensified its restrictions against the
people of Gibraltar. The Fourth Committee had
again considered the question at its twenty-first
session and the discussion had culminated in the

adoption of General Assembly resolution 2231 .(XXI)
of 20 December 1966, which contained two main provisions: continuation of ·talks between the United
Kingdom and Spain on Gibraltar and the decision
that the interests of the people of the Territory should
be taken into account.
28. With regard to the first provision, the United
Kingdom Government had proposed that the talks should
be resumed in London in April of the current year,
but a few days before the date set the Spanish Government had applied even severer restrictions, inter
alia, prohibiting all flying in an area immediately
adjacent to Gibraltar's only air strip. His Government had not been willing to submit to attempts at
coercion of that kind, and had had no option but to
postpone the talks. It had agreed, however, to discuss the prohibition on flying into Gibraltar but Spain
had made a pre-condition which had made it necessary for the United Kingdom to raise the matter in
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).
In September last, the United Kingdom Foreign Secretary and the Spanish Minister for Foreign Affairs
had discussed relations between their two countries,
and in January 1968 talks between the two Governments would be continued.
29. The second of the provisions of resolution 2231
(XXI), that the two parties were to continue their
negotiations "taking into account the interests of the
people of the Territory", clearly applied equally to
both parties. But in the past three years Spain had
taken measures against Gibraltar amounting virtually
to a blockade, interfering with the livelihood of its
people and restricting their communications. Such
actions, besides being a violation of the provisions
of resolution 2231 (XXI), would scarcely improve
the feelings of the people of Gibraltar towards the
Spanish Government.
30. The United Kingdom had always regarded it as
the most sacred principle of all in carrying out the
decolonization process that decolonization must be
such as to promote the interests and respect the wishes·
of the peoples of the Territories. Accordingly, the
United Kingdom Government had decided to consult
the people of Gibraltar by holding a referendum in
which voters would be asked to choose between two
alternatives: to pass under Spanish sovereignty in
accordance with the terms proposed by the Spanish
Government to Her Majesty's Government on 18 May
1966, or voluntarily to retain their link with Britain.
with democratic local institutions. The Permanent
Representative of the United Kingdom had informed
the Secretary-General of that plan on 13 June 1967
(A/AC.109/254,.!/ para. 16), and had stated that his
Government would welcome the presence of a United
Nations observer during the referendum. Similarly,
Spain had been invited to send an observer, and had
been offered facilities to explain its own proposals
to the people of Gibraltar. The Spanish Government
had rejected both offers. The referendum had been
held on 10 September, only permanent residents of
Gibraltar having been permitted to vote. Of the
total of 12,757 registered permanent residents,l2,182
.!/ For the printed text of this document. sea A/6700/Rev.l. chap. X,
annex I.
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had cast votes, Only 44 votes had been cast for the
first alternative, while 12,138 had been cast for the
second-the retention of links with the United Kingdom. Thus the people of Gibraltar, given a free and
democratic choice, had unmistakably and almost unanimously expressed their own views on what their
interests were, The United Kingdom delegation totally
rejected the opinion, expressed in one of the resolutions which had been submitted, that the referendum
was contrary to resolution 2231 (XXI). Where would
the United Nations be led if oneofits organs regarded
it as a reprehensible act to consult a colonial people
about its own future? Nor could it be maintained, as
certain delegations had argued, that the referendum
disregarded resolution 2231 (XXI) because it had not
been conducted in consultation with Spain; Spain had
been invited to participate but had refused to do so,
31, Viewed from a more general standpoint, the issue
at first sight involved two basic principles. One was
that of territorial integrity, a point raised in one
of the draft resolutions already circulated; and in
that respect it was important to distinguish two basic
concepts. The term •territorial integrity", as used
in paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV), referred to
the wholeness and indivisibility of Territories which
had been administered as a single unit-for example
the former Belgian Congo and Kenya. That was the
principle which the Organization of African Unity
(OAU) had wisely acknowledged in recognizing all
former colonial boundaries, however illogical. That
had to be distinguished from the principle of geographical integrity, which applied to adjacent areas,
or areas apparently forming part of a single geographical unit, The latter meaning had clearly never
been intended in resolution 1514 (XV), since that would
have meant that almost any colonial Territory could
have become subject to a claim by an immediate neighbour-the danger which the OAU had tried to avoid,
The principle of geographical unity was one extremely
difficult to define, If, on the basis of that principle,
Gibraltar should be part of Spain, the same could
be said of Portugal, of Alaska in respect of Canada,
or San Marino in respect of Italy, of Singapore in
respect of Malaysia; and indeed all South America,
like all of Africa, should be a single country. That
principle could not possibly be the determining factor
in frontier disputes,
32.- ·under Article 73 of the Charter, Members of the
United Nations having responsibility for the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories undertook
to develop self-government, to take due account ofthe
political aspirations of the peoples and to assist them
in the progressive development of their free political
institutions. There was no mention of assuring geographical unity in decolonization; nor had any territory ever been annexed in that way on decolonization.
Indeed, in many cases the principle of territorial
integrity came into conflict with the principle that a
people should be able to determine its own future;
and in cases of that kind the United Nations had
always held that the latter principle should prevailas had occurred in the British Cameroons, the future
of which had been decided on the basis of its freely
expressed wishes, as manifested in plebiscites, and not
on geographical grounds. When, as would soon occur,
the United Nations had to deal with the future of
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Spanish Sahara·, which, like Gibraltar, was the subject of a territorial claim, the view of the majority
of the population would again have to be the overriding consideration; the United Nations had last year
decided that a referendum should be held to enable
the indigenous population of the Territory to exercise
freely its right of self-determination; and even Spain
itself, in the case of the towns of Ceuta and Melilla,
Spanish towns in the geographical area of Morocco,
asserted that the wishes of the inhabitants had priority over geographical considerations. A number
of reasons had been suggested for adopting adifferent
principle in the case of Gibraltar. One was that
Gibraltar was a different kind of situation because
the number of people involved was so small. Yet
only a day or two ago the Fourth Committee had
approved the granting of self-determination and independence to Nauru, with a population of 3,000, and the
Special Committee had reaffirmed the right to selfdetermination of Niue, with a still smaller population.
33, The other argument advanced in favour of the view
that the geographical principle should override the
principle of respecting the wishes of the inhabitants
was that the population of Gibraltar was not a fully
indigenous people but in some sense an artifical
creation imported by the colonial Power from among
its own people, That was not true: the people of Gibraltar were not of United Kingdom origin or even
closely related to the English; they were mainly of
Mediterranean stock, having come to Gibraltar either
from Italy or Malta at various periods between
1715 and the end of the last century. They were no
more English than they were Spanish. They were a
distinct community with their own traditions and
their ovm way of life; they had a free Press, free
trade unions, freedom of speech, free political parties and free universal suffrage, in which the opposition was free to contest the elections on an equal
basis with the majority party, They had free thoughts
and freedom of dissent, and all they asked was that they
should not be taken over against their will by another.
Power totally alien from their traditions, social and
political. It could not be suggested that a people which
had been in a territory for 250 years was an artificial or
temporary community, whose interests and wishes
could be ignored when the territory was ultimately decolonized. How many populations of the world could be
certain that they would be able to hold their terri:.
tories if that was the principle applied? The United
Kingdom delegation could not feel that, in that case
any more than any other, a claim on geographical
grounds could be allowed to prevail over the basic
principle that inhabitants of a territory had the right
to a say in their future. To hand them over against
their will to a country whose political system they
detested and which would have control over their
destiny would not be decolonization, but recolonization in a much less acceptable form.
34. Turning to the draft resolutions before the Committee (A/C.4/L.876 and Add.1 and 2, A/C,4/L,877),
he said it would be wrong to prejudice the talks which
were to take place inJanuaryortoprejudge the fundamental issue of sovereignty or respective rights, That,
surely, was a matter for the International ·court of
Justice or a legal arbitration, not for the Fourth
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Committee, which was a political body. Moreover,
it was not the function of the Fourth Committee,
or indeed of any political organ of the United
Nations, to adjudicate upon a territorial dispute between two Member States. The basis for
the Fourth Committe's concern with Gibraltar was
the colonial aspect of the question, not Spain's
territorial claim, and that being so the wishes and
interests of the Gibraltarians must be the paramount
consideration.
35, Accordingly, the draft resolution submitted by
a number of Latin American countries (A/C.4/L.876
and Add,1 and 2) was unacceptable to the United
Kingdom delegation, first, because it attempted to
apply paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV) to the question of Gibraltar; secondly, because it deplored the
referendum as contrary to resolution 2231 (XXI);
and thirdly, because it implied that the interests of
the people of Gibraltar were to be safeguarded only
when "the colonial situation 11 was terminated, Resolution 2231 (XXI) made it quite clear that the interests
of the people were to be taken into account by the
parties in their negotiations,
36. In view of the fact that that draft resolution had
been submitted, the United Kingdom delegation had
submitted an alternative draft to enable the Committee to compare the positions of the two parties,
The United Kingdom draft (A/C.4/L.877) clearly
recognized that one of the essential factors in the situation was the wishes of the inhabitants of the Territory, By its reference to the restrictions imposed by
Spain in Gibraltar it pointed to the factorwhich, more
than any other, had impeded the peaceful negotiations
of differences; and by calling for the removal of those
restrictions it sought to remove that principal impediment.

Litho in U.N.

37, One of the highest objectives of the Fourth Committee was to seek out common ground; it was no part
of the Committee's functions to aggravate disputes.
The question of Gibraltar was one in which the future
of 25,000 people was at stake, and it would need all
the goodwill, objectivity and patience of members of
the Committee to contribute to a solution, Such a
solution would have to respect two main principles:
the principle of the peaceful negotiation of matters
in dispute, and the principle that in questions of decolonization the first concern must be the wishes of
the people themselves as to their own future.
38, Mr. DE PINIES (Spain) said that he did not wish
to exercise his right of reply at the present stage,
but would like to refer briefly to one or two points
in the United Kingdom statement, which was almost
identical whh that delivered before the General
Assembly in plenary session (1567th meeting) by
Mr. Brown, United Kingdom Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs. The statement consisted of a series
of tergiversations and half truths to which he would
reply at the following meeting of the Committee, The
United Kingdom representative had referred to the
Gibraltar airport, but without stating that it was a
military airport registered as such with ICAO,
which could be used only with the authroization of the
RAF or in emergency situations, The draft resolution submitted by the four Latin American countries
was virtually the same as a draft already approved
by the Special Committee, with only two negative
votes. Lastly, he wished to state that Spain would
always be prepared to respect the interests of the
people of Gibraltar.

The meeting rose at 1.50 p.m.
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3. There were four main factors relating to the problem which should not be ignored: first, sovereignty
over the Rock .of Gibraltar; secondly, the inherent
rights of the Spanish inhabitants who had been displaced and their successors; thirdly, the status of
the inhabitants who had settled in Gibraltar; fourthly,
the subsequent expansion of the British occupation
to adjacent territory. The problem thus involved
territorial, human and legal considerations which
were the essence of General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV) and which should guide the Committee.
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4. The United Kingdom's claim to sovereignty over
Gibraltar was based on the Treaty of Utrecht, yet
that Treaty ceded the property without any territorial
jurisdiction. It was clear that the transaction was
only a rent-free lease of a portion of Spanish territory, especially since another clause of the Treaty
stated that if Great Britain decided to grant, sell, or
by any means alienate the property of the town of
Gibraltar, preference should be given to Spain. The
property could not, therefore, be sold or leased except with the approval of the party vested with sovereignty over it, namely Spain. Decolonization of the
Territory would mean the end of the British occupation. Sovereignty, which had been forcibly suspended
but not alienated, would be resumed by Spain.

Chairman: Mr. George J. TOMEH (Syria).
AGENDA ITEM 23

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: Territories not considered separately (continued) (A/6661, A/6662, A/6700/Rev.l,
chaps. VIII-XII and XIV-XXIII; A/6802, A/6845,
A/6876, A/6882, A/C.4/L.876 and Add.l-6, A/C.4/
L.877, A/C.4/L.884, A/C.4/L.887, A/C.4/L.888)

5. Of the 6,000 Spanish inhabitants at the time of
the British occupation, only Juan Romero de Figueroa,
Vicar of the Church of St. Mary, had remained and
his act of courage had achieved immortality through
a poem he had written on the tragedy. While the inhabitants who had been driven out had waited for the
liberation of their city, they had built a town at San
Roque which used the city arms of Gibraltar with the
caption "The most loyal city of San Roque in which
resides that of Gibraltar". San Roque still remained
as a symbol of the strong attachment of the displaced
inhabitants to their land. Their city had been usurped
by force, but they still retained their inalienable right
to·their property. There was no document which made
final the alienation of the land or of the people. The
descendants of the rightful inhabitants now numbered
about 50,000, scattered around Gibraltar. The Spanish
workers who contributed daily to the welfare of
Gibraltar were their successors; they were not ordinary commuters, but had an inseparable link with
the land of their ancestors. Yet the administering
Power referred to them as foreigners to Gibraltar
and would not allow their voice to be heard on the
question of Gibraltar's future.

GENERAL DEBATE AND CONSIDERATION OF
DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (continued) (A/C~4/L.876
AND ADD.l-6, A/C.4/L.877, A/C.4/L.884)
1. Mr. JOUEJATI (Syria) said that the question of
Gibraltar was part of the legacy of an era based on
the rule of force. The United Nations had been founded
in the aftermath of the defeat of the proponents of the
rule of force by the proponents of the rule of law and
had thus repudiated colonialism and the extension of
frontiers by force, substituting the principle of equal
sovereignty and partnership and co-operation in international relations.
2. Gibraltar had been occupied by force and the 6,000
inhabitants who had survi'!ed the battle had been
driven out and had taken refuge in San Roque, within
sight of their city occupied by foreign troops. That
episode was at the root of the problem of Gibraltar
and its relevance should not be questioned because
of the passage of time.

6. The opportunities offered by a free port, which
Gibraltar had been proclaimed by the Queen of
England, and by the presence of the military base
had attracted settlers of various origins. They had at
first formed a merchant class, but during the nine501
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teenth century a privileged class had emerged, It was
only human to be guided by motives of opportunity
and commerce, but the new inhabitants had had a
nostalgia for their original roots rather than a sense
of allegiance to their new land, 70 per cent of which
was under military jurisdiction. Gibraltar was a
colony and there was no Gibraltarian nationality, only
residence, and even the right of residence was restricted by law to the loyal subjects of the Crown,
being granted by the Governor, who represented the
Crown. Thus the sons of the original inhabitants of
Gibraltar, loyal as they had remained to their identity,
found themselves called foreigners, and the Spanish
workers in Gibraltar were not allowed to stay overnight lest they should claim the right to be registered
as residents, Those who were thus described as
foreigners were, in fact, the indigenous inhabitants,
7. Spain had protested about the extension of the
British occupation into the adjacent isthmus and the
area of the military airport, but instead of replying
the administering Power invoked Spain's past tolerance
over the construction of the military airport. Spain
had indeed tolerated the construction of the airport
at a time when the survival of the United Kingdom had
been at stake, It had done so as an act of sympathy
and courtesy, which should normally meet with gratitude, but the United Kingdom construed that act as a
permanent concession, an act of cession of a portion
of the territory of a sovereign State, The administering
Power tried to conceal its encroachment upon Spanish
sovereignty by suggesting that the question should be
referred to the International Court of Justice, Yet such
an encroachment upon Spanish sovereignty, which
stemmed from the existence of a coloni'!.l situation,
was not a case of legal litigation with which the International Court was competent to deal, but an illegal
act prohibited by the United Nations Charter,
8. The Special Committee, the Fourth Committee
and the General Assembly had recognized the complexity of the problem and had tried to maintain a
balance among the various factors involved, If the
principle of self-determination alone was applied in
the present case, it would not take into account the
equally valid wishes of the descendants of the former
Spanish inhabitants, and it would be British determination rather than self-determination, would ignore
the crucial factor of Spanish sovereignty and would
perpetuate the colonial occupation, The resolutions
adopted by the General Assembly, in particular resolution 2231 (XXI), had therefore suggested three points
as a basis for a solution: negotiation and consultation
between the parties concerned, due respect for the
interests of the inhabitants, and acceleration of the
process of decolonization, The resolutions did not,
howe,•er, provide for the disposal of sovereignty,
the perpetuation of the occupation or the continued
existence of a military base against the interests of all
peoples and against the modern trend of de colonization.
9. Spain had pledged to respect the interests of the
inhabitants, their individual rights, freedom of religion and of the Press and security of tenure of employment, and to preserve their municipal institutions.
It had even guaranteed their British nationality if
they wished to maintain it and had declared its readiness to sponsor a statute guaranteeing all those rights,

to be registered with the United Nations. It should be
recognized that Spain had gone a long way to facilitate
the attainment of a solution. The administering Power
claimed that it was the wishes of the people, not
merely their interests, which counted and it had
gone much further than resolution 2231 (XXI) by
holding a referendum on 10 September 1967 to consult
the people on their wishes. That step had been a unilateral one, not based on consultation, which was a
key element of resolution 2231 (XXI). Spain had admittedly, been invited to send an observer, but it
was the spirit, machinery and purposes of the referendum that were questionable. The idea of a referendum could not be opposed, but the referendum in
question had been of such a nature as to prejudge
the whole question in advance, aggravate the problem
and defeat the intention of the Special Committee
and the Fourth Committee to promote a negotiated
settlement. The administering Power had taken that
step despite the resolution adopted by the Special
Committee on 1 September 1967 (A/6700/Rev,1,
chap, X, para. 215) warning against it,
10. Far-fetched comparisons with Alaska were
no contribution. The question was, rather, whether
the United Kingdom would have acquiesced in Spanish
occupation if Spain had invaded Lands End, or whether
the United Kingdom would have claimed that Cadiz
was British if Admiral Rooke had succeeded in occupying Cadiz too.
11, The United Nations must endeav;Jur to find a
satisfactory solution to the question of Gibraltar
within the set of principles relating to decolonization. At the previous meeting, Lord Caradon had
expressed the wish that Gibraltar should be a monument of friendship between the United Kingdom and
Spain, Spain's attitude was responsive, but there
could be no friendship if a matter of fundamental
interest to Spain was settled unjustly in advance before negotiations began, and there could be no friendship based on the permanent alienation of the people
and the Territory. Goodwill was essential if a satisfactory and friendly solution was to be found.
12. Mr. ESFANDIARY (Iran) said that the only course
of action prescribed by the United Nations since 1964
to bring about the decolonization of the Territory of
Gibraltar was negotiation between the United Kingdom
and Spain. The consensus adopted by the Special Committee on 16 October 1964!1 and General Assembly
resolutions 2070 (XX) and 2231 (XXI) had all invited
the two parties to negotiate. The reason why the United
Nations had recommended negotiation rather than
self-determination in the case of Gibraltar was that
its primary objective was decolonization as set forth
in resolution 1514 (XV), and the people of Gibraltar
had clearly indicated that they were not genuinely
interested in decolonization, The problem was, however, much more complex. In all cases in which the
forces of colonialism had brought under· their control
and integral part of another State, for example, the
Falkland Islands (Malvinas), British Honduras and
Ifni, in addition to Gibraltar, the General Assembly
had recommended negotiations between the adminisY Official Records of the General Assembly, Nineteenth Session,
Annexes, annex No. 8 (part 1), document Aj5800jRev.l, chap, X,
para. 209.
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tering Power and the original metropolitan country.
The process of negotiation in lieu of self-determination was not only just and fair, since it sought to undo
the wrong inflicted by colonialism, but it served the
purposes of de colonization, In such cases, the pre·sent
inhabitants were often the beneficiaries of colonial
rule and did not feel as strongly about decolonization
as did those who were the direct victims of colonialism. Since Gibraltar was an integral partofSpain,
it was Spain that had suffered a loss and not the
present population of Gibraltar, who were the beneficiaries of the colonial era.
13, In recommending negotiation as a basis for decolonization in the case of Gibraltar, the General
Assembly had acted in full conformity with paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV). His delegation maintained that the interpretation of that paragraph given
by the representative of Spain was correct. It had
clearly been the intention of those who had drafted
the paragraph to promulgate another fundamental
principle to elaborate the application of the right to
self-determination, and its purport was that the principle of self-determination should in no way affect
the right of territorial integrity or territorial claim
of any State. That fundamental principle had been further strengthened by subsequent United Nations practice in giving priority to the claims of the States of
which Territories such as the Falkland Islands
(Malvinas), British Honduras or Ifni had formerly
been an integral part, over the views ofthe inhabitants,
who had sometimes benefited from colonialism. During
the debate on Gibraltar in the Special Committee in
1967, the representative of Australia had argued that
if the Spanish interpretation of paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV) were accepted, it would follow .that
every historic claim of one sovereign State against
another would be a matter to be discussed by the
Committee (A/6700/Rev.1, chap. X, para. 137), but
that analogy did not apply since the Committee was
dealing with problems of decolonization and not with
territorial disputes between independent States.
14, The fact that the General Assembly resolutions
concerning Gibraltar omitted to reaffirm the right
of the people of Gibraltar to self-determination and
independence, a reaffirmation which was a basic part
of any resolution adopted concerning Southern
Rhodesia, the Territories under Portuguese administration, South West Africa and most other Territories,
was far more significant than the fact that the phrase
"taking into account the interests of the peopl.e of the
Territory" had been included, Article 73 of the Charter, to which several speakers had referred, dealt
with the responsibilities of the administering Power
and was designed to prevent any excesses by an administering Power against the population of a Territory. Neither in that Article nor elsewhere in the
Charter was there any indication that the interests
of the people should be paramount in respect of
decolonization. Where the views of the local inhabitants were identical with those of the administering
Power on the question of decolonization, the principle
that the interests of the people should be paramount
was less applicable. For that reason, the word
"views" had been omitted from resolution 2231 (XXI)
and the word "interests" substituted.
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15, With reference to the talks to be held in January
1968, he paid a tribute to the United Kingdom Government for its flexible and open-minded attitude and he
hoped that the result of the referendum would not
jeopardize the outcome of the talks. He offered his
best wishes to the parties concerned for the success
of the talks.
16. Mr. N'JIE (Gambia) said that the fact that the
people of Gibraltar were under colonial domination
was not in dispute, The General Assembly, in operative
paragraph 2 of resolution 2231 (XXI), had asked the
administering Power to expedite the decolonization
of Gibraltar without any hindrance and in consultation
with the Government of Spain. Since the United Kingdom
was the administering Power, it might be asked how
Spain was involved. The answer was to be found in the
history of the Territory. The Rock of Gibraltar had
been occupied in the early eighth century by the Moors,
who had remained there until their expulsion in 1462,
Thereafter Gibraltar had remained in the personal
control of the Spanish Grandees until 1502, when it
had been incorporated into the Kingdom of Castile,
It had remained in Spanish hands until 1704; at that
date, during the War of the Spanish Succession, it
had been captured by a combined British and Dutch
force, The Spanish commander had surrendered and
had been allowed to march out, and most of the civilian inhabitants had elected to go with him. Under
the Treaty of Utrecht, which had ended the war,
Queen Anne of Britain had agreed to recognize the
French Prince Philip as King of Spain, and he in
return had ceded Gibraltar to the British Crown, to
be held "absolutely with all manner of right for
ever". The Treaty had also laid down that, if the
British Crown ever saw fit to dispose ofthe property,
the Crown of Spain would have the first choice to
redeem it.
17. If the United Nations were to recognize the
provisions of that Treaty as still valid, and if the
United Kingdom was not willing to dispoe of Gibraltar,
there would seem to be nothing to discuss. Up to the
nineteenth century, it had been the accepted practice
to invade and take possession of States and to sell,
exchange or make gifts of territories and their people
just as farm land was sold together with its livestock.
With the advent of the United Nations, the United
Kingdom Government had recognized that it could not
keep possession of Gibraltar for ever, but in the
process of disposing of it the administering Power
could not simply transfer it, with its people, to another
Power, since that practice was no longer extant. As a
dependent country, Gibraltar must be decolonized in
accordance with the terms of General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and 2231 (XXI). The provisions of
the Charter and the General Assembly resolutions
applied equally to Spain.
18. Draft resolution A/C.4/L.884 on the question of
Gibraltar, of which his delegation was a sponsor, set
forth the bases on which the administering Power
and Spain should negotiate. In the understanding of
his delegation, the resolutions referred to in the draft
resolution were without prejudice to the right of the
population to self-determination. In spite of conflicting
views, the administering Power and Spain had both
expressed willingness to resume talks in afewweeks'
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time, The Committee should endorse that proposal,
without taking a position on the claims of the two
parties, The most helpful thing that the Committee
could do would be to create an atmosphere conducive
to peaceful negotiations, having regard to the interests of the colonial people concerned,
19, Mr. SABEY (Bulgaria) said that it was his
Government's fundamental policy that the peoples
of the colonial Territories had an undisputed right to
self-determination and independence, in accordance
with the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples, Seven years had
passed since the adoption of the Declaration, yet many
peoples were still under colonial rule. With regard to
the small colonial Territories, the Special Committee
had adopted specific recommendations aimed at
achieving the speedy implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). Owing to the opposition
of the colonial Powers, however, no substantial progress had been achieved in the process ofdecolonization during the period under review. In his delegation's opinion, the General Assembly should denounce
the failure of those Powers to implement resolution
1514 (XV). The Special Committee's examination of
the question had shown that that resolution was fully
applicable to the small colonial Territories and his
delegation considered that it was therefore the duty
of the United Nations to help those Territories to
recover their rights. The small Territories all faced
similar difficulties; their economies were in the hands
of foreign colonialists who exploited their natural resources and deprived the indigenous inhabitants of
their most elementary democratic rights; furthermore, they were used to further the military interests
of the administering Powers, which either maintained
military bases there or allowed other Powers to do
so without the consent of the indigenous population. A
striking example of that was the island of Guam, which
was used bytheUnitedStates.asabase for daily bombing raids over Viet-I... am, Another example was the
submarine test base which the United States had
established in the Bahamas, a Territory administered by the United Kingdom,
20, The debate on Aden and other colonial Territories had shown that the existence of military bases
constituted an obstacle to the implementation of
resolution 1514 (XV). That fact had been reflected in
a number of resolutions of the General Assembly and
the Special Committee, particularly Assembly resolution 2232 (XXI). His delegation considered that the
colonial Powers should be called upon once again to
dismantle their military bases in colonial Territories
and to refrain from establishing new ones,
21. The Special Committee had on many occasions
requested the colonial Powers to abide by the General
Assembly's decisions and to accept visiting missions to the Territories under their administration.
The United Kingdom, the United States and other
colonial Powers had no desire to co-operate with the
United Nations in promoting the advance ofthose Territories to independence. After the proclamation of the
so-called associated status of the small colonial
Territories in the Caribbean, the administering Power
had adopted a negative attitude with regard to the
implementation of resolution 1514 (XV). Such an atti-

tude was regrettable, especially in view of the Special
Committee's decision that the resolution in question
was applicable to those Territories. The situation in
that region must be interpreted as another example
of the attempt by an administering Power to retain
its hold over its colonial Territories. His delegation
had repeatedly stated that all colonial Territories,
regardless of their size and population, should be
liberated and the provisions of resolution 1514 (XV)
applied to them, It was the duty of the United Nations
to recommend appropriate measures to achieve that
end,
22. Mr. HEZEKIAH (Trinidad and Tobago) said that
his delegation had always made clear its views on the
question of the granting of independence to colonial
Territories and peoples, All colonial peoples had the
unqualified right to national self-determination and
independence. It was not for the colonial Power to
decide when a people was ready to manage its own
affairs, His delegation would like the colonial Powers
to fix target dates for the independence of Territories
still under colonial rule in accordance with the wishes
of the colonial peoples themselves,
23, With regard to the question of Gibraltar, his
delegation had carefully examined article X of the
Treaty of Utrecht and had found its language unambiguous. The view had been expressed that the
maintenance in force of that Treaty jeopardized the
national unity and integrity of Spain, and represented a colonial situation on Spanish soil. While
his delegation agreed that the Treaty of Utrecht was
a colonial document, it was none the less a Treaty in
force binding upon the parties to it, and its obligations should therefore be carried out by them in good
faith. A possible violation of the Treaty might arise
if the United Kingdom Government relinquished its
sovereignty and handed Gibraltar over to a metropolitan Power other than Spain, but it was inconceivable that in the present state of world affairs
the United Kingdom would consider such a step. The
transfer of Gibraltar to Spain would raise the question of the right of peoples of Non-Self-Governing
Territories to self-determination. General Assembly
resolution 2231 (XXI) enjoined the Governments of
Spain and the United Kingdom to bear the interests
of the colonial peoples in mind.
24. His delegation did not agree that the principle
of self-determination was necessarily synonymous
with full independence. National self-determination
could only mean the right of peoples to determine freely
their own national interests and political status. They
might in the free exercise of that right decide to retain association to a greater or lesser extent with
some sovereign Power, even to the point of retaining
formal "colonial status". With regard to the question
of Gibraltar, he wondered whether the term "decolonization" meant ipso facto the Territory's incorporation into Spain. There was a basic contradiction in
the position of a State which invoked twentieth-century
sentiments in favour of decolonization while on the
other hand it cited an eighteenth-century treaty to
support its argument that if the status of Gibraltar
was changed, it should be done by the incorporation
of the Territory into Spain, His delegation hoped that
the legal and political issues at the root of the dispute
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would be resolved at an early date, Without prejudice
to any determination of those issues, however, it
seemed that where a conflict existed between the obligations of a Member State under the Charter and under
any other international agreement, the obligation under
the Charter-in the present case Article 103-should
prevail. In any case, Article 73 of the Charter contained a peremptory norm from which there could be
no derogation, Hence, in any conflict between article X
of the Treaty of Utrecht regarding the reversionary
rights of Spain to Gibraltar and Article 73 of the
Charter concerning the rights and interests of nonself-governing peoples, the Charter stipulation must
take precedence.
25. It was not readily apparent to his delegation that
the holding of a referendum by an administering Power
in order to ascertain the wishes of the people of
Gibraltar contradicted the provisions of General Assembly resolution 2231 (XXI). Nor could the resolution
itself limit the sovereign Power in the exercise of any
of its legitimate powers of sovereignty, including the
power to hold a referendum for any purpose whatsoever. In any case, it seemed clear that a consultation
of the people of Gibraltar to determine their views on
where their interests lay was consistent with the terms
of that resolution and was in keeping with the spirit
of Article 73 of the Charter, Such a consultation did
not preclude a continuation of the dialogue and negotiations between the two parties, taking into account
the interests of the people.
26. In conclusion, his delegation endorsed the view
that de colonization could not consist of the transfer of
a people, however small, to the rule of another Power
without regard to their own wishes and interests as
freely expressed by the peoples themselves.
27. The CHAIRMAN, supported by Mr. CASTALDO
(Italy) on behalf of the Western countries, Mr. PEREZ
GUERRERO (Venezuela) on behalf of the Latin American countries, Mr. BENHIMA (Morocco) on behalf of
the Arab States, Mr. EL HAD! (Sudan) on behalf of th·~
Sudan and Togo, Mr. SHAKHOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) on behalf of the socialist countries,
and Mr. NKAMA (Zambia), welcomed the delegation
of the People's Republic of Southern Yemen to the
Committee.
28. Mr. DHALEE (Southern Yemen) thanked the
Committee for its warm welcome.
29, The CHAIRMAN called on the Spanish representative, who wished to make a brief statement concerning
Equatorial Guinea.
30. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain) said that there should be
no doubt whatever that the people of Equatorial Guinea
were marching towards their historic destiny. His
delegation wished to assure the Committee that the
Spanish Government was prepared to conduct a referendum in which the people of the Territory would be
requested to give their views on the desire expressed
in the Constitutional Conference that the Territory
should become independent before 15 July 1968, If the
people of Equatorial Guinea decided to endorse the
wishes of the representatives at the Constitutional
Conference, the Spanish Government wouldgrantthem
independence without delay, in accordance with the
solemn promise made by the Spanish Head of State.
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countries in settling their dispute by negotiation
and must do everything possible to prevent the disagreement from becoming still greater•. He appealed
to the members of the Committee to act in that
manner, although he deplored the fact that the United
Kingdom, acting in defiance of the recommendations
of the Special Committee, had held a referendum at
Gibraltar which could only prejudice the negotiations
and jeopardize the efforts of the two countries to
settle their dispute, and although he regarded the
criticism levelled at the Special Committee as out
of place and uncalled for. The Special Committee,
on the contrary, deserved to be praised for its
efforts to achieve decolonizatic"'1. The Fourth Committee would he accomplishing something constructive
if it succeeded in drafting a resolution which both
Spain and the United Kingdom could accept, i.e. if
it was able to narrow the differences and find common
ground. That would unquestionably be possible if any
reference to the referendum was omitted from the
resolution to be adopted, since it was on that point
that the Committee was divided and that was one of
the main differences between the draft resolutions
introduced by the United Kingdom (A/C.4/L.877) and,
on behalf of a group of countries, by Ecuador (A/C.4/
L.876 'and Add.1-6). Such a step would surely advance the negotiations and thus bring the parties closer
to a solution of the problem which divided them.
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Chairman: Mr. Ge 0 r 9 e J. TOM E H (S y r i a).

AGENDA ITEM 23

Implementation of the Dec laration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples: Territories not considered
separately (continued).(A/666l, A/6662, A/6700/
Rev.l, chaps. VIII-XII and XIV-XXIII; A/6802,
A/6845, A/6876, A/6882, A/C .4/L.876 and Add.1-6,
A/C.4/L.877, A/C.4/L.884, A/C.4/L.887 and Add.l,
A/C .4/L.888-890)

3. The Committee now had before it three draft
resolutions. His delegation could not vote for the
United Kingdom draft (A/C.4/L.877). Draft resolution A/C.4/L.876 and Add.1-6 appeared to be acceptable, but his delegation had some doubts concerning
operative paragraph 2, in which the sponsors deplored
the holdiIlg of the referendum and declared it to be
a contravention of the provisions of resolution 2231
(XXI) and of the Special Committee's resolution of
1 September 1967 (A/6700/Rev.1, chap. X, para. 215);
it would have preferred to see the paragraph reproduce the Special Committee's views on the subject.
As' for draft resolution A/C.4/L.884, which did not
mention the referendum, his delegation conSidered it
satisfactory although it would have thought it preferable
if the second preambular paragraph did not merely
note, but noted "with approval", the resolution adopted
by the Special Committee on 1 September.

GENERAL DEBATE AND CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT
RESOLUTIONS (continued) (A/C.4/L.876 AND
ADD.1-6, A/C.4/L.877, A/C.4/L.884)
1. Mr. ALLIMADI (Uga.nda), referring to the question
of Gibraltar; observ~d that unanimity had always characterized the Committee's deliberations concerning
that Territory and that such unanimity was absolutely
essential if the Committee was· to discharge its responsibilities under General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV). His delegation, which had always deplored
any attempt to sow dissension, had persistently
tried to rally all the Members of the United Nations
to the cause of decolonization, for it was convinced
that the effectiveness of the work undertaken depended
on unanimity. Thus, on the question of Gibraltar,
it was by an overwhelming majority that the United
Nations, recognizing the special character of the
problem, had recommended that the parties concerned,
the United Kingdom and Spain, should enter into negotiations. In so doing, it had embarked on the right
course, and it must not be diverted from that course
by permitting itself to be influenced by more recent
developments.
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4. Mr. LUARD (United Kingdom) said that there
had been substantial progress towards self-government in most of the smaller Territories still administered by his country. The process of decolonization in the small island Territories was a difficult
one, as the Committee was aware, owing to the fact
that the Territories had limited resources, were
located far from the main lines of communication
and had peculiar problems which demanded special

2. The Committee should on no account go back on
its expressed intention and desire to assist the two
511
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attention. It should be pointed out. nevertheless, that
two Territories, with a total population of more than
1 million, were due to become independent before
the next session of the General Assembly.
5. Swaziland was to attain independence on 6 September 1968 in accordance with the wish expressed
by the elected representatives of the Territory, which
had, since April 1967, attained internal self-government and at the same time become a Protected State.
Talks concerning a conference on independence were
now under way. and such a conference would probably
be held before long.
6. Mauritius. which had a population of 750,000 would
attain independence on 12 March 1968; the decision
to that effect had been taken after consultations between the United Kingdom Government and the Gover:rlment of Mauritius, which had requested independence
following the election at new Legislative Assembly.
The general elections which had resulted in the formation of the Assembly had been held in the presence
of a team of observers from Commonwealth countries-Canada, India, Malta. Trinidad and Tobago, and
the United Kfngdom-who had been unanimous in finding
that the elections had been properly conducted and that
the results reflected the true aspirations of the
Mauritian people.
7. In the Seychelles, a new constitution would soon
enter into force. The constitution provided for the
establishment of a single Governing Council of twelve
to fifteen members, which would have both executive
and legislative functions. Elections to the new Council
on the basis of universal adult suffrage had taken
place on 12 December. That. represented a major
step towards internal self-government for the island.
8. Important constitutional progress had also been
achieved in st. Helena. On 1 January, the former
Advisory Council had been replaced by a Legislative
Council With a majority of elected members. A system of committees giving members of the Legislative
Council departmental responsibilities had been established at the beginning of the year. The Executive
Council had also been reformed to include the chairmen of the Legislative Council committees in place
of six former nominated official members. The elections to the new Legislative Council would be held
on the basis of universal adult suffrage and would
take place not later than the beginning of January 1968.
9. Advances had also been made in the Pacific Territories. On 1 April a new constitution had entered
into force in the Solomon Islands. prOViding for a
substantial increase in the number. of elected members of the Legislative Council. The constitution also
established an Executive Council composed of eight
members-up to five non-official members and not
more tlian four official members-who would advise
the High Commissioner. The constitution prOVided
for general elections, which had taken place in May
and June and had, in thirteen electoral districts,
been held on the basis of universal adult suffrage;
in one of the outlying districts, it had been necessary
to hold indirect elections on the basis of electoral
colleges because of transport and administrative difficulties.

10. The Gilbert and Ellice Islands also had a new

constitution. Previously the legislative power had been
entirely in the hands cf the Resident Commissioner,
who had nominated the members of the Executive
Council and the Advisory Council. The new constitution, which had been approved in August, provided
for the establishment of two new bodies: first, a
Governing Council, which would be a legislative body
conAisting of five official members, including the.
Resident Commissioner, and five elected members and
would advise the Resident Commissioner on all executive matters; secondly. a House of Representatives,
which would consist of not more than thirty members,
twenty-three of them elected on the basis of universal
adult suffrage, and would advise the Governing Council
on proposed legislation and on otlier matters referred
to it by the Council or raised by members of the House.
In addition, the House of Representatives would appoint from among its members the five non-official
members of the Governing Council. Elections to the
new House had been held in October.
11. 1n the Anglo-French Condominium of the New
Hebrides, the two administering Powers were continuing their joint efforts to promote economic and
social development. The question of progress in the
New Hebrides had been and continued to be the subject of ministerial talks, which were gradually bearing
fruit. Even in tiny Pitcairn, with its eighty-eight
inhabitants, there had been appreciable changes inthe
system of administration and the islanders managed
their own affairs.
12. In the British Virgin Islands, there hadbeencon-

siderable progress during the past year. The new
constitution had been in force for six months. The
new Legislative Council had seven elected members;
it had only two official members, the Attorney,-;eneral and the Financial Secretary, and one nominated member who was appointed by the Administrator
after consultation with the Chief Minister. The seven
elected members represented seven constituencies,
approximately equal in population, the boundaries of
which had been established by a Commissioner from
outside the Territory. In the elections held in April,
four seats had been won by the United Party, two
by the Democratic Party and one by the People's
Own Party. Under the new arrangements, the Executive Council consisted of three ministers-one of them
the Chief Minister-appointed from among the elected
members of the Legislative Council. The Executive
Council had only two ex officio members. i.e. the
Attorney-General and the Financial Secretary.
13. In Montserrat, the new constitution had created
an Executive Council, headed by the Chief Minister.
and a Legislative Council of seven elected members,
two ex officio members and one nominated membel'. Although constitutional questions had not been an
issue in the elections held in 1966, his Government
was prepared to convene a conference to consider
constitutional changes in the Territory whenever the
local political parties indicated a wish for it.
14. With regard to the Cayman Islands, his Govern-

ment had been informed after detailed consultation of
the electorate by the elected members of the legislature that at the present time the people of the Terri-
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tory did not desire any substantial constitutional
changes.
15. In Bermuda, there had been some very important
political and constitutional advances during the past
year. The Territory, which had long been sel£governing, was soon to have a new written constitution.
There was to be an upper house, the Legislative
Council, with a majority of elected members, and
a lower house, the House of Assembly, with forty
members elected by universal adult suffrage. The
Legislative'Council would have limitedpower.s similar
to those of the House of Lords in the United Kingdom.
Once the House of Assembly was elected, a new Executive Council composed of members of both houses
would be appointed on the advice of the member of
the House of Assembly best able to command the
confidence of his fellow members. The Government
would be required by the constitution to seek the advice of the Executive Council on all matters except
external affairs, defence, internal security and the
police. The new constitution also contained safeguards
for fundamental rights and freedoms and secured the
independence of the judiciary and the public service.
16. In the Bahamas, general elections had been
held on the basis of universal adult suffrage for the
first time. The purpose had been to fill new seats.
in the House of Assembly, which had been enlarged.
The elections had given a majority to the Progressive
Liberal Party, which had formed a government.
17. With reference to the question of gambling
establishments in the Bahamas, which had been mentioned in the Special Committee, he wished to inform
the members of the Committee that in November the
commission of inquiry set up by the new Government of the Bahamas had submitted its report to that
Government, which had announced that it would study
the commission's recommendations and present a
policy statement to the Legislature.
18. With regard to the Falkland Islands, which were
in a special category in that they were the subject
of a dispute between Argentina and the United Kingdom, interim reports from the Governments of the
two countries on the present stage of the discussions
would shortly be addressed to the Secretary-General
and would be circulated as Fourth Committee documents.:.Y The two Governments would at the appropriate
time inform the United Nations of the outcome of the
talks.
19. On the question of British Honduras, as the Committee was aware, mediation was at present taking
place by agreement between the Government of the
United Kingdom and Guatemala.
20. Mr. McDOWELL (New Zealand) noted that the
Committee had debated the situation in Gibraltar, a
tiny Territory with 28,000 inhabitants and no natural
resources of any great value, for seven successive
days. He would not quarrel with the Committee's
order of priority but felt obliged to observe that consideration of the question of Papua and New Guinea,
a large Territory with a total population of two and
a quarter million facing formidable problems, had
unfortunately received less time and thought as a result.
JJ Subsequently

circulated as documents A/C.4/703 and A/C.4f704_
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21. Nevertheless, the deep interest aroused inSpain,
the United Kingdom and not least in Gibraltar itself
by the question of the future of the Rock and its
inhabitants was understandable.
22. His delegation acknowledged that a Gibraltar separated permanently from the hinterland under Spanish
sovereignty would face problems of political and economic viability in the long term. But it felt that the
current dispute had tended to cloud rational consideration of the question of viability and how that
might be achieved.
23. His delegation had always thought that the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples was directed above all towards
helping to free the people of a Territory, not its
inanimate soil, from unwelcome foreign domination.
If the people of Cibraltar wished to break their ties
with the United Kingdom but could not do so, that
situation would certainly call for a firm invocation
of the central principle of the Declaration. However,
the people of Gibraltar had made known their wishes
both at the United Nations through their elected
representatives and in the referendum held on 10
September.
24. JIis delegation would not accept the contention
in one of the draft resolutions that it was wrong to
consult the people of a colonial Territory about where
they felt their interests lay. Nor could it agree that
the rE::ferendum had not been conducted fairly, inasmuch as it had been observed by a team drawn from
four Commonwealth countries. There could be no
dOUbting the feelings of the Gibraltarians at the present time.
25. The suggestiun had been made that by adopting
a resolution which suggested that the aspirations of
the people should be taken into account, the Committee would be acting in conflict with the actions
of the Special Committee. The present situation, however, was different from that faced by the Special
Committee because the two Member States concerned
were agreed on a resumption of negotiations. A date
had been set for the talks, and the Committee should
not risk disrupting them by adopting a position
obviously favouring one side.
26. The choice just made by the Gibraltarians certainly did not in any way affect their right to modify
their status in the future by joining Spain. In its letter
to the Secretary-General of 13 June 1967 (see AI
6700/Rev.1, chap. X, annex I, para. 15), the United
Kingdom Government had given a solemn undertaking
that the people of Gibraltar would retain that very
right. That undertaking might point a way out of the
present dispute•
27. Spain's desire to take over Gibraltar could not
be brought closer by antagonizing the people of the
Territory. That might not have been the intention,
put "it had certainly been the result-as the petitions
of the people's elected representatives had testifiedof what Spain had said and done in recent years. The
attacks against their freely elected leaders and the
attempts to sever their trade and communications with
Spain could not fail to have aroused the hostility of
the inhabitants. Only actions of another kind by Spain
could pave the way for reconciliation and ensure the
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unanimous approval of the international community
for any settlement.
28. His delegation would cast its vote on the draft
resolutions before the Committee in accordance with
the consideration which he had just outlined. It had
reservations a.bout certain aspects of the (.ompromise draft resolution, but, since the latter was the
most balanced the constructive of the resolutions and
the one which would most surely help to promote
an amicable settlement, his delegation would vote for
it.

29. Referring to an earlier exchange between his
delegation and that of Spain, he said that he had consulted Jane's Fighting Ships, a publication containing
information on the world's naval forces which he would
commend to the Spanish delegation. It confirmed that
the four naval auxiliaries which the Spanish representative had alleged were in Gibraltar at the time
of the referendum were not those of his country.
That research might well have been undertaken by
the delegation of Spain itself.
30. Mr. PEREZ GUERRERO (Venezuela) said that the
position of his delegation on the question of Gibraltar
which had been stated on various occasions, remained
unchanged. It had criticized in the Special Committee
the United Kingdom's behaviour on 10 September 1967.
It was surely inadmissible that the inhabitants of a
Territory used for military purposes should regard
themselves as indigenous inhabitants in the sense
in which the term was used in other colonial Territories.
31. The consensus.adopted by the Special Committee
on 16 October 1964.Y and the subsequent resolutions
of the Assembly and the Special Committee had clearly
indicated that the only way to solve the colonial problem now under consideration was to restore Spanish
sovereignty over the Territory. The principle of
territorial integrity embodied in the United Nations
Charter and in paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV)
surely applied to Gibraltar. The interests of the
Territory's inhabitants must be respected.Nevertheless. while it was natural that those interests should
be taken into account, the arbitrary interpretation of
them by certain parties could not be permitted to
prevent the application of the principle of territorial
integrity.
32. His delegation had voted for the Special Committee's resolution of 1 September 1967 declaring
that the referendum would contradict the provisions
of resolution 2231 (XXI). The General Assembly
had recommended that the decolonization of Gibraltar
. sho~d be carried out in consultation with the Government. of Spain and "taking into account the interests
of the people", thus distinguishing between the people
of Gibraltar and those of other colonial Territories.
33. His country, like many other Member States, had
taken that fundamental position and would continue
to do 80 until Spain exercised sovereignty over Gibraltar. He hoped that Gibraltar would soon become once
more a part of Spain'S territory, from which it
should never have been separated.

y Official Records of the General Assembly, Nineteenth Session,
Annexes, annex No. 8 (part I), document A/S800/Rev.l, chap. X,
para. 209.
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34. Mr. BISWAS (Pakistan) said that his country had
always espoused the cause of peoples struggling to
achieve independence and supported the efforts of
the United Nations to bring about speedy decolonization.
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35. Speaking on the question of French Somaliland
the previous year (1664th meeting), his delegation had
warmly welcomed the French Government's decision
to hold a referendum so that the people of the Territory could freely determine their political future.
While paying tribute to that decision of the administering Power, his delegation had underlined the importance of a United Nations presence in the Territory
before and during the referendum in order to dispel doubts abouts its impartiality. Moreover, whenever consultations were held with a people inthe form
of a referendum or elections, the Organization had
invariably called upon the administering Power concerned to allow a United Nations presence in the
Territory to supervise the conduct of the operations.
The United Nations had invariably urged that procedure, not because Member States doubted the bona
fides of the administering Power or the fairness of
the consultations. but because they believed that a
United Nations presence to supervise such consultations would serve to make it difficult for anyone to
challenge the validity of the results.
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36. Operative paragraph 4 of General Assembly
resolution 2228 (XXI) had requested the administering
Power, in consultation with the Secretary-General,
to make appropriate arrangements for a United Nations presence before, and supervision during, the
holding of the referendum. Operative paragraph 5 of
that resolution had requested the Secretary-General
to transmit the text of the resolution to the administering Power and to report on its implementation
to the Special Committee. The administering Power,
however, had not responded to the Secretary-General's
communication and had not made any' arrangements
for a United Nations presence during the referendum
of 19 March 1967. Consequently, doubts as to the objectiVity of the referendum persisted in certain quarters.
37. His delegation did not doubt that the people of
France and their Government were fully committed
to decolonization. It would therefore have been appropriate for the French Government to consult the
people of French Somaliland in co-operation with the
United Nations, pursuant to resolution 2228 (XXI).
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38. His de'egation's comments had been made in a
constructive and friendly spirit in harmony with the
United Nations resolutions on the Terr.itory. He hoped
that France, in keeping with its traditions, wouldhonour its obligations as the admini~tering Power in
the Territory and facilitate the early achievement of
self-determination and independence.
39. Mr. BERRO (Uruguay) said that his delegation
had decided to be a sponsor of the amendment contained in document A/C.4/L.887 and Add.1. Hewished
to make it clear that his delegation had taken that
decision independently· and that, in so doing, it had
not sought either to serve or to injure the interests
of anyone. The deplorable incident occasioned a few
days previously by the draft submitted by a large
and representative group of Latin American States
.
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gave him an opportunity to indicate the position
his country took on the question of decolonization both
in the Fourth Committee and in all other United
Nations bodies. That position was in keeping with the
clear-cut and unshakable legal tradition which, transcending all questions of interest, expediency, hostility
or ambition, had always guided Uruguay inthevarious
organs of the United Nations as well as :in the regional
orgaization of which it was a member.
40. When Uruguay took a stand it did nC't do so in
order to attack or support the position of any other
Power. It sought merely to press for the application
of rules of law and principles of justice without
ignoring the political realities and the sets of circumstances which were compatible with those rules
and principles; it thus tried to harmonize theoretical
legal thought and intellectual speculation with the
interests of world peace and collective security. Uruguay was not motivated, directly or indirectly, by any
consideration of an economic, political, racial or other
nature in that intricate web of ambitions, national
vanities, financial hegemonies and racial struggles
as well as legitimate aspirations to independence, freedom, self-government, 'equal rights, etc., which constituted the vast and complex problem of an outmoded
colonialism whose death-warrant had already been
signed and of a decolonization inspired by the vigorous
and irresistible force of all the great historical
movements which had altered the course and the destiny of mankind.
41. Consequently, to support the principles of the
Charter and a clear-cut interpretation of the principIes contained in resolution 1514 (XV) and was not
to plead the case of a specific Territo~ against the
colonial Power which still administered it but rather
to defend the ideal of freedom and to apply the principles of the new law that was now emerging. Now
that mankind had given its verdict, it was useless
to cling to old institutions and antiquated concepts.
42. The wave of present-day human concepts based
on the liberation of man was stronger than the fury
of a raging sea. Confirming that fact, he recalled
the statement which Ambassador C. M. Vel~zquez,
his predecessor, had made on that subject in his
paper entitled "Las Naciones Unidas y la descolonizaci6n" , published in Montevideo in 1964:
"Although it may be an exaggeration to state
that the great colonial empires have met their
end in New York (Raymond Aron, Paix et guerre
entre les nations, Paris, 1962, p. 547), no impartial observer ,can fail to recognize the decisive role
that the United Nations is playing in the matter
of decolonization. Not only has its action helped
to speed up a process which, initiated in the last
stages of the Second World War, has become for
many people the irreversible sign of our era, but
it seems difficult at this stage to imagine that
the situations of a colonial type that still survive
can resist the powerful dual impact of the weight
of world public opinion voiced by the United Nations and the action, often tntelligently concerted,
of its principal organs."
43. To aemonstrate that his country did not improvise its opinions to fit each specific case (following some interest, sympathy or animosity which
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it did not in fact have), he wished to recall the statement which he had made at the 1287th meeting of
the Security Council on 21 June 1966 duringthf'} Council's consideration of Guyana's request for admission:
"It is obvious that by adopting resolution 1514
(XV) on 14 December 1960, the General Assembly
helped to brh".g about an abrupt change in the geography of the world, transforming at once judicial,
. political and economic principles which had maintained mankind on a balanced footing, while there
suddenly appeared dozens of free and independent
countr;.es where once had been territories subjugated
by colonialism.
"I am, 0 f cours e, not sa'n
yl g th's'
I m any spI·r·t
1
of hostility or offence towards 'the administering
Powers. When civilization progresses, destroying
and creating, there can be no offence in our simply
noting the accomplishments of progress, as ideas
and realities disappear with the fulfilment and com. due course, 0 f the mi'
pI et·Ion, m
sSlon corre s pond'ng
I
to the period and ideologies prevalent at the time.
"Referring to the resolution mentioned above,
Mr. Vel~zquez very aptly pointed out: '•••although
we did not want to depart from the field of judicial
exegesis, we cannot fail to recognize that, as a
political document, the Declaration, constitutes a
radical innovation both in methods and in objectives.
Perltaps, as is generally the case at moments when
history changes its course, not. even its authors were
aware of the highly explosive force of the document.
We q,ave already seen some of its fruits and we
shall undoubtedly see others in the not too distant
future, Although we can go on debating whether the
Declaration is strictly in keeping with the Charter.
it seems difficult to deny that it conforms at least
to the political philosophy of the Charter. Although
the letter of the Charter may have been exceeded,
the Declaration would ensure that these texts
would serve the purposes which, in the final analysis,
constitute their raison d'~tre. The countries which
voted in favour of the Declaration were undoubtedly
on the side of the angels, for the letter killeth but
the spirit giveth life' ".21
I

He had gone on to say on that occasion:
"I myself side with those who believe that the
letter and the spirit identify and complement one
another.
"Apart from these juridical distinctions however,
which have already been left behind by historical
facts, it is appropriate to point out that those to
whom the Declaration was of the greatest and most
direct benefit were the colonial territories of
Africa and Asia, territories whose entry in great
numbers into the United Nations constitutes the most
significant international phenomenon of recentyears.

"My delegation supported this powerful independence movement, not out of any self-interest, but
prompted by ideas, principles and feelings of affinity which perhaps had their deep roots in the
events that took place when, a century and a ha~
1/. Official Records of the Security Council, Twenty-first Year,
1287th meeting. paras. 43-45.
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ago, were struggling to establish our position in
the world as a free and s,?vereign people, lords
and ma.sters of our own destiny." ~
44. That was and had always been Uruguay's policy.
If it had occasionally rejected certain solutions because it considered them incompatible with its legal
tradition, it had never repudiated the cardinal principle of decolonization, nor had it shown hostility
towards administering Powers. It had always been
guided by ideas and principles, striving to maintain
a quality of objectivity and rationalism in its position.
45. Since Uruguay had laid such stress on its unshakable attachment to legal solutions, it might be
asked why it had not agreed to the United Kingdom
proposal to submit the Gibraltar dispute to the International Court of Justice. Although he saw no need
for an explanation, it would give his delegation an
opportunity to answer a question which it had not
been asked, and that would enable it, in return,
to state its views with complete clarity on the substance of 1::1e problem under consideration.
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"It is a commonplace that international law does
not recognize military conquest as a source of title.
It will suffice to quote from Lauterpacht's Oppenheim (8th ed., vol. I, p. 567):••• " 21
49. He recalled that he had already quoted from the
opinion of the Cambridge professor in his lengthy
statement of 28 August 1967 (A/AC,109/SR.546).
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50. JUdge Padilla Nervo had stated in explaining his
vote:
" ••• the international community has enacted important instruments which the Court, of course, must
keep in mind, the Charter of the United Nations,
the Constitution of the International Labour Organisation, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the Declaration on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Discrimination, and numerous
resolutions of the General Assembly and the Security
Council, haVing all a bearing on the present case
for the interpretation and application of the provisions of the Mandate•.•.

47. Secondly, the historical, political, geo-political,
econom!c, demographic, social and other aspects of
the question of Gibraltar went beyond the specifically
legal purview of the Court, which therefore could not
consider the case thoroughly and render an adequate
decision on it.

"All this must be taken into account by the
Court in determining whether it has been a breach
of internati,onal law or of the obligation of the Respondent under the Mandate, as interpreted by the
Court.

..v Ibid., paras. 45-47.
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" .". [the] Respondent••• [alleged] that it hada title
to South West Africa based on conquest. On 27
May 1965, counsel for Respondent stated (C.R.65/
39, p. 37): 'The Respondent sa¥s •••that the legal
nature of its rights is such as is recognized in
international law as flowing from military conquest'.
It is doubtful whether Respondent relied heavily
on this argument which is in any case devoid
of legal foundation.

46. In the first place, before a case could be referred
to the pri.ncipal judicial organ of the United Nations
it was necessary not only that the dispute should be
essentially legal in character but also that the parties
should agree to refer it to the Court (Article 36 of
Chapter II of the Statute of the International Court
of Justice, which dealt with the competence of the
Court). Consequently, the opinion of his country
or that of the Special Committee carried no weight
if the two parties did not agree to submit the case
to the jurisdiction of the Court.

48. Thirdly, the unfortunate Judgment deiivered by the
Court in the case of South West Africa had left unpleasant memories. His country was the first to deplore that judgment, but it was not in a position to
find the mean::; of restoring to international justice
and prestige it needed and the credence it had lost.
The book recently published at Geneva by the International Commission of Jurists under the title South
West Africa: the Court's Judgment revealed many
of the less Widely known features of that important
case which had stirred so much emotion at the United
Nations during the twenty-first session of the General
Assembly and the fifth special session in April 1967.
The opinions of a number of the Judges who had taken
the correct position were now known, and the tie
vote in the Court (it should be recalled that the Judgment had been c.J.el1verea on the basis of a statutory
majority as a result of the casting vote which the
President had in the event of a tie) had shown that
it had the legal, political and moral support not only.
of the experts in international law but also of world
opinion, tha.t shapeless and nameless thing which bound
men. of all races and convictions together in their
thoughts and feelings. It was sufficient to quote
a few of the eX1l1anations of vote, since the others
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were so similar that there was no need to refer to
them. Judge Jessup had said:
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"There are cases where-in the absence of customary laws-it is permissible to apply rules and
standards arising from certain principles of law
above controversy. The principles enacted in the
Charter of the United Nations are-beyond disputeof this nature.
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resolutions of the General Assembly are the
consequence of the universal recognition ofthe principles consecrated in the Charter and of the international need to give those principles their intended
and legitimate application in the practices of
States." El
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51. Judge Azevedo had stated: "The General Assembly has retained a right to wl:1tch over all matters
concerning the United Nations." He had also recognized that:
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"The Court must co-operate in the attainment of
the aims of the Organization and strive to give
effect to the decisions of other principal organs,
and not achieve results which would render them.
nugatory." ]J
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:§I South West Africa. Second Phase. Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1966,
p.418.

El Ibid•• pp. 467-468.

7J Ibid., p. 468•
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52. Judge Padilla Nervo had gone on to s~y, with
reference to the case before the Court, that it was
"a sociological fact which has to be measured and
interpreted by the current principles, rules and standards generally accepted by the overwhelming majority
of states Members of the United Nations s as they
were continuously expressed, through a great number
of years, in the relevant resolutions and declarations
of the General Assembly and other organs of the
international community, in accordance with the
binding treaty provisions of the Charter".E
53. It was apparent that, according to eminent authorities on international law serving on the International Court of Justice, whose views coincided with
those of Oppenheim and Lauterpacht, the learned Cambridge professors, contemporary international law
did not recognize any title based on military conquest and thus implicitly or tacitly invalidatedno less effectively than if it had done so explicitlyall the colonial treaties which, like the Treaty of
Utrecht, had served at the time to validate or legitimate
acts of war by which possession had been taken of
land belonging to other peoples.
54. In his statement of 28 August 1967, he had
been very explicit on that point. In accordance with
the Covenant of the League of Nations (Articles 10 to
15). the Briand-Kellogg Pact of 27 August 1928, the
Charter of the United Nations and the Treaty for
the- Renunciation of War as an Instrument of National
PC'licy, all the treaties which, by a legal subterfuge,
had justified the conqnest of land by force were no
longer valid. Indeed, they could not be valid in the
light of the new mternational law, which had condemned war by decla:dng it illegal and thus incapable
of creating any kind of title which could be invoked
for the purpose of keeping land that had been obtained
by perpetrating acts which were illegal and therefore
null and void. Such was the opinion of the great legal
scholars of international repute in the United Kingdom
universities and the opinion of the eminent international
jurists who composed the International Court of
Justice at The Hague. Such was also the opinion
of the international community, as expressed in the
Charter of the United Nations, and that held by the
Organization of American States, the statutes of which
constituted an imposing body of legal doctrine. Furthermore, contrary to the present standpoint of the
United Kingdom concerning Gibraltar, he pointed
out that in the face of the demands by the African
and Asian Territories, the colonial treaties which had
been drawn up to confirm or legalize the 'armed conquests which had established the ties of dependence
between the conquered colonies and the British
Empire had been no obtac1e to the process of decolonizatlon in so far as those Territories had been concerned. In that case, the provisions of the Charter
of the United Nations~ as interpreted in the light
of the instrument adopted by the General Assembly
on 14 December 1960, had been fully and Amoothly
implemented. Even before the proclamation of the
Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV), several
United Kingdom colonies had achieved independence
under the influence of the political philosophy and
the new conception of international law which had
!J Ibid..

pp. 468-469.

emerged at San Francisco. The thought had not entered anyone's mind at that time of submitting to
the International Court of Justice the question of the
validity or authority of the treaties which ha-a given
effect to the systems of colonialism and war which
were now universally repudiated.
55. To sum up: @) the legal instrumf.mt applicable
to Gibraltar was the Charter of the United Nations;
(!ll The General Assembly was the only organ competent to adopt resolutions leading to the decolonization of that Territory; (~) the ways and means of restoring the occupied Territory to those who were
lawfully entitled to exercise sovereignty over it were
provided for in paragraphs 6 and 7 of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV); (d) the "modus operandi"
for the decolonization of Gibraltar had been set
out in General Assembly resolution 2231 (XXI), which
had been adopted at the 1500th plenary meeting by
101 votes (including those of the United Kingdom and
Spain) to none-there had been no mention of the International Court of Justice or of a referendum but
only of bilateral negotiations between the administering
Power and those who had sovereign rights to the
Territory. "taking into account the interests of the
people", and that had been the decision of the international community a.ccepted by both parties; (~)
the legal considerations affecting the interpretation of
the anachronistic and dusty Treaty of Utrecht had
no bearing on the new law which was applicable to
the decolonization of Gibraltar; (f) in the event that
the United Kingdom's acceptance-of the system provided for in resolution 2231 (XXI)-which system
was incompatible with the submission of the cast;,
to the International Court (against the express wish
of the A"ssembly)-was not adequate and definite, it
would be necessary, taking into account the views
of the most eminent treaty specialists in the United
Kingdom, to determine why the case of Gibraltar
was the only one to which the norms and principles
which had been and still were valid for the other
United Kingdom colonies were not applicable. He
was unWilling to believe that the United Kingdom
wanted to apply discriminatory treatment to Spain.
56. Any idea of the intervention of the International
Court of Justice in that colonial matter should immediately be discarded, for the political, legal,
economic, geographical, geo-political, demographic,
social, religious and other problems involved could
and must be solved by the United Nations organs
in accordance with the Charter and the relevant General Assembly resolutions. To depart from that natu:".:'al
course of procedure would be a serious error and wo~ld
create a dangerous precedent.
57. That point having been clarified, he resumed his
review of that United Kingdom colony on Spanish
soil, which constituted the last rampart of a system
incompatible with European civilization and with the
history and culture of the two nations implicated in
a painful and interminable dispute.
58. He did not wish to repeat in full the arguments
which he had set out in the Special Committee with
regard to the United Kingdom referendum (AIAC.1091
SR.546). He would merely recall that he had made
a careful analysis of that referendum, which had been
organized unilaterally by the United Kingdom without

:I
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consulting Spain, as it should have done according to
the provisions of resoluti0n 2231 (XXI), and without
the participation of the United Nations as required
by resolution 1514 (XV). That analysis had been divideq.
into three parts: <!) the referendum in the light of
the Treaty of Utrecht, ® the referendum in the light
of resolution 1514 (XV), and (Q) the referendum in
the light of resolution 2231 (XXI). He would confine
himself to a summary of each of those points.
59. With regard to the Treaty of Utrecht, it should

be pointed out that: first of all, the King of Spain
had retained one essential principle in connexion
with the sovereignty of the ceded territory. Article
X stated: "••• that the above-named propriety be
yieldf':l to Great Britain without any territorial
jurisdiction, and without any' open communication by
land with the country round about". Another passage
of the same article added:_ "And in case it shall
hereafter seem meeL to the: Crown of Great Britain
to grant, sell or by any means to alienate therefrom
the propriety of the said Town of Gibraltar, it is
hereby agreed and concluded, that the preference of
having the same shall alw8;Ys be given to the Crown
of Spain before any others".
60. Those two contractual stipulations removed the

absolute nature of the cession by establishing that
the "propriety" was ceded "without any territorial
jurisdiction" and that Spain retained a preferential
right to recover the ceded property if the United
Kingjom should wish to dispose of it in any way.
61. There were also other limitations based onmilitary considerations which contributed to depriving that
anachronistic Treaty of the character and scope which
an attempt l!ad been made to give. it. Even if, moreov~r i its validity were accepted by contemporary inter-'
national law, the United Kingdom could not change the
status of Gibi'altar unilaterally to conform with its
own wishes because, according to article X, before
granting, selling or by any means alienating the property referred to in the Treaty, it should first allow
Spain to exercis2 i~e opt:.O!l to recover the Territory
which had been seized from it by force in 1704.
62. It had already been seen, however, that the dom-

inant theme of modern international law, even apart
from the guidelines for decoionization laid down by
the United Nations, was diametrically opposed to
th.e outmoded interpretations of the eighteenth century principles which had formed the basis of the
Treaty of Utreullt.
63. It was not the obsolete claims ,and age-old national
interests dating from 260 years .ago which should

deter:':""ine the interpretation of -legal instruments
drafted in that remote era-an era full of prejudices,
animosities and obscure alliances when armed conflict had served as a legitimate instrument in relations be~.ween States and peace had been regarded
as a mere truce between wars. That was the view
held by Oppenheim and Lauterpacht, distinguished
professors at Cambridge.
64. It was obvious that in the case of Gibraltar it
was inappropriate to invoke any claim in favour of
the t:9rritorial dismemberment of Spain on the grounds
either of the conquest by violence in 1704 or of the

Treaty of 1713 which had been designed to confirm
that conquest.
65. Lastly, there was the referendum fS invalidity
in the light of the Treaty, and in particular of article
X, which gave Spain a preferential option to regain
the Territory and thus took away all legal and practical
value from a referendum conducted for British subjects who resided in that Territory. According to the
Treaty-on the assumption that it had any value,
and it had been demonstrated that it did not-the
final work in the matter would have rested with
Spain. Consequently, the referendum was incompatible
with the thesis, which was moreover unacceptable,
that the colonial Treaty of 1713 was still in force.
66. He then proceeded to the second point: theplebiscite in the light of the historic Declaration of 14 De.cember 1960. It should be pointed out, first of all,
that according to that Declaration there were two
major criteria, which were based on different principles but which had the same objective. Both criteria
combined to promote and facilitate the freedom and
independence of the colonial countries and peoples.
67. It had been incorrectly argued that any decolonization undertaking was based on the principle of
self-determination. Without denying that that premise
constituted the most powerful lever for the liberation of peoples, it would be a mistake to ignore the
existence of typically colonial situations whose very
special characteristics did not admit of solutions
based on self-determination and to which the criterion of the territorial integrity and national unity
of States must be applied instead, since liny other
course would be contrary to the very clear objectives of resolution 1514 (XV). What was even
more important, the holding of a referendum in certain cases of that kind might actually lead to anomalies
by serving as an instrument for the perpetuation of
the system whose abolition was sought. A referendum
in such circumstances would leave it to the colonial
Power to control a territory which belonged to some
other country and whose fate should be determined
by those who were really entitled to the exercise
of sovereignty.
68. The Uruguayan delegation did not need to improvise in order to give' its views on that problem.
From the very first hour~ at the time of the vote
on resolution 1514 (XV), his delegation, free from
any ties or commitments, had stated its position
clearly, without haVing any specific situation in mind.
Uruguay was not a colonial Power. It had won its
independence through a heroic struggle a century and
a half previously. It was not motivated by any interest;
its conduct was determined by principle. It could be
forgiven, in view of its devotion to right and to
justice, for the mistakes it might make and the harm
it might unwittingly cause to certain interests whose
existence was irreconcilable with the principles it
'upheld.
69. Uruguay had always maintained that the principle

of self-determination should be applied to the large
majority of colonial problems, but that the only way
to settle certain situations, such as those of the
Malvinas and Gibraltar, was that provided in paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV) and in other de-
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---------------------------------------------cisioi1s adopted by the General Assembly. The meaning
and scope of paragraph 6 had been debated in the
Committee. The literal meaning of the principle
set out in that paragraph was crystal clear, and
its interpretation, in the light of the accompanying
provisions, did not present any difficulty. However,
even if it was assumed for the sake of argument
that the text of the paragraph was obscure and that
it was not logically compatible with the other provisions of resolution 1514 (XV), it would be sufficient to refer to the proceedings leading up to its
adoption to dispel anyone's doubts on the paragraph's
meaning.

70. He recalled that in his statement of 28 August
1967 in the Special Committee he had analysed that
provision. He felt that he had at that time fully
demonstrated the true and authentic meaning that
should be given to that paragraph according to its
own authors. Nevertheless, in the course of the
current discussion certain of the views which had
been heard on that point had been advanced at the
time to challenge the meaning and scope which the
authors of the Declaration contained in resolution
1514 (XV) had wishfld to give, and had given, to the
essential provision which enshrined the principle of the
national unity and territorial integrity of States.
71. It would be pointless to make a detailed study
of the systems of legal interpretation. It was obvious
that when a text was clear, its literal sense must
not be neglected on the pretext of being faithful to
its spirit. It was similarly obvious that when a text
was ambiguous, reference must be made to the record
of the proceedings leading up to its adoption. As
a final point~ it was likewise obvious that a rational
and "genuine interpretation should not contradict the
letter of the. text and that it should, in case of dO\:lbt,
respect the intention which emerged from the entire
body of the logical and psychological elements to
which the authors of the provision in question had
given expression at the actual time of its preparation. Views expressed subsequently deserved no
more than the intellectual respect due to those who had
expressed them, but they had no value whatever in so
far as an authoritative criterion for interpretation
from tlie legal viewpoint was concerned. In the last
resort, the General Assembly itself would be the
sole body competent to impose a general and compulsory criterion for interpretation.
72. With regard to paragraph 6 of resolution 1514
(XV), it was truly extraordinary and astonishing
that there could be any disagreement concerning
its meaning. The clarity of the text precluded recourse to any other SUbsidiary method of interpretation. Anyone who read that paragraph could unhesitatingly form a complete and definitive idea
of the thought and intention of its authors. The text
of that paragraph was as follows:
"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial
integrity of a country is incompatible with th~
)urposes and principles of the Charter of the
United Nations."
73. Ambassador Vel'zquez, whom he had quoted in
full on 28 August, had shown, in ~rls paper entitled

"Las Naciones Unidas y la descolonizaci6n", that
that provision could be interpreted in only one way. '.
He nevertheless felt that his statement would be incomplete if he failed to quote the fqllowing' passage
of that important work by his compatriot:
"The meaning of this paragraph emerges clearly
sg.l.inst the background of certain prior debates in
the Assembly. Indeed, during discussion on the
draft resolution of the forty-three Afro-Asian countries (A/L.323), Guatemala introduced an amendment (A/L.325) for the addition of a new paragraph
at the end of 'paragraph 6 as follows:
"'7-. 1.:he principle of the self-determination of
peoples may in no case impair the right of territorial integrity of any State or its right to the
recovery of territory.'
"Speaking in explanation of vote, the Guatemalan
representative explained that, although the statement
in paragraph 6 was very explicit, his delegation
wished its views to be stated even more clearly.
In his opinion, that safeguard was absolutely necessary since T;.£any Territories, unlawfully possessed
by colonial Powers, were in dispute or claimed by
other States as an integral part of their own territory and the solution of such disputes could not be
found through the application of the principle of
se1f-dete~mination, since that would be to jeopardize
another equally important principle, namely, that of
the territorial integrity of States.
KThat amendment was later withdrawn in view
of statements by several of the sponsors with regard ~o the interpretation of paragraph 6, stressing
that the rights to be safeguarded were duly protected in the said paragraph 6.
"Among the statements preceding the Guatemalan
representative's withdrawal of his amendment were
those of the Indonesian representative at the same
meeting. The latter had said that, in requesting the
inclusion of the paragraph in question in the draft
resolution, his delegation had taken account of the
fact that the continuation of Netherlands colonialism
in West Irian was a partial violation of his country's
nationa.l unity and territorial integrity and that the
idea expressed in the Guatemalan amendment was
already fully expressed in the draft resolution,
inasmuch as paragraph 6 of that resolution took
due account of the peoples and Territories to which
the Guatemalan delegation had referred.
"Although it would obviously exceed the scope
of this commentary to attempt to analyse the sense
or the interpretation to be given to the principle
of the self-determination of peoples-which, as we
are aware, has already given rise to much controversy-we cannot fail to recognize the political
wisdom of this interpretation of paragraph 6, particularly for those countries which, by reason of
their small size or we~ess, have been forcibly
deprived of a part-sometimes very large-of their
national territory.
"The strict application of the principle of the
self-determination of peoples would place the future
of these territories in the hands of restricted
groups of settlers installed in them by the administering Powers, usually after the indigenous
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population had had to withdraw. As there can be no
doubt regarding the outcome of 'plebiscites' held
in such conditions, such procedures would only serve
to legalize situations brought about by force which
can only be regarded as contrary to international
law. ft
74. In his view, that was the only interpretation
which could be given to paragraph 6. It had not been
contemporary men, involved in current disputes,
who had given it that meaning but the pioneers of
decolonization who, in 1960, had forged the historic
instrument which had transformed the map of the world
and created a new kind of man. None had challenged
Indonesia I , unequivocal interpretation of paragraph 6which had led to the withdrawal of the Guatemalan
amendment-when resolution 1514 (XV) had been put
to the vote.
75. It was relevant that that same interpretation had
been endorsed by his delegation on 12 September
1963,:Jj when it "had analysed paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV) and had demonstrated that the purpose
of that paragraph had been to avoid the unconditional
and indiscriminate application of the principle of
self-determination, which might, in exceptional cases,
be prejudicial to the principle of the territorial integrity of States established in the United Nations
Charter. " J.2j
76. His delegation had also explained the criteria
on which any interpretation of paragraph 6 should
be based, when the question of Gibraltar had been
taken up for the first time. With his characteristic
clarity as a lawyer, Mr. Velazquez had contended
that paragraph 6 was "addressed not only to States
administering colonical Territories but to the Special
Committee as well. It was the specific obligation
of the Committee to ensure the full implementation
of resolution 1514 (XV), taking into account the prohibition in paragraph 6. In other words, no recomDlerdation or resolution adopted by the Committee
in. application of the Declaration should contribute,
directly or indirectly, to the disruption of the national
unity or territorial integrity of a country. Consequently, if the Committee, by takb.g a hasty decision
which failed to take into account the particular circumstances, were to do anything which might jeopardize
the national unity of a country, it would have failed
to carry out its mandate by helping to perpetuate
a colonial situation. It .ill
77. Mr. Velazquez had thus sounded a warning
to remind Member States of their responsibilities.
If, as he had pointed out, the latter, through negligence or haste, allowed tht: CJrganization of a referendum prejudicial to the national unity of a country,
they would be gravely at fault in carrying out their
mandate by helping to perpetuate a colonial situation. Resolution 1514 (XV) must be applied without
creating a conflict between the two essential principles underlying it, namely, the principle of self-

2J Official Records of the General Assembly. Eighteenth Session,
Annexes, addendum to agenda item 23, document A/5446/Rev.I, chap.
XII, paras. 70-72.
}!Y Ibid., Nineteenth Session, Annexes, annex No. 8 (part I), document A/5800/Rev.l. chap. X. para. 132.

!Y Ibid••

para. 135.

determination and the principle of respect for territorial integrity and national unity.
78. He pointed out that Uruguay had not been alone
in supporting the interpretation which he had outlined. In their statements in the Special Committee,W
the delegations of Venezuela, Tunisia, Iraq and Syria.
had shown definitively that, in the application of
paragraph 6, there should be no need to establish
whether the dispute in question was between colonial
Territories and Powers or between independent States.
79, Venezuela's arguments opposing the application
of the referendum formula to the town of Gibraltar
had been very clear and precise. The representative
of Venezuela, concluding his erudite statement in the
Special Committee, had said that:
"The principle of self-determination could not be
distorted to support a de facto situation which ignored the fundamental principle of respect for 'the
territorial integrity of a State. The only form
of decolonization that could be applied to colonial
Territories that had been wrested from other
States was reintegration into the State from which
they had been taken. The General Assembly had
already sounded a warning on the subject in resolution 1654 (XVI), in whose sixth preambular paragraph the Assembly had expressed its concern that
'contrary to the provisions of paragraph 6 of the
Declaration, acts aimed at the partial or social
disruption of national unity and territorial integrity
are still being carried out in certain countries in
the process of decolonization'." ill
80. The referendum organized by the United Kingdom was incompatible not only with General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) but also with the purposes and principles of the Charter. It must be
pointed out that that referendum, decided upon unilaterally, without any agreement between the two
parties as called for by the General Assembly, had
had and was still having, to say the least, unfortunate
repercussions on the unresolved problem of territorial and political sovereignty over Gibraltar. What
was actually involved was a breach of the principle
of non-interference in respect of an internal matter
within Spain's jurisdiction. Since the question of
Gibraltar was the subject of negotiations initiated under
t:..e auspices and within the framework of the United
Nations by the London and Madrid Governments,
any unilateral act which would prejudice the territorial sovereignty and political future of the Territory
in dispute was a violation of the agreed procedure
and took on the nature of an ill~gitimate inter·
vention in a matter within the domestic jurisdiction
of the other party. The concept of "non-interference", in the sphere of decolonization, was enunciated
in paragraph 7 of resolution 1514 (XV) in clear and
precise terms which left no room for specious or
ambiguous interpretations.
81. Uruguay therefore wished to reaffirm its traditional position and declare that the referendum of
10 September had violated the principle of territorial
integrity and national unity set forth in the Charter
and resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1654 (XVI). In other

ill Ibid., paras. 168 et seq.
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Ibid., para. 176.
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"lords, in the light of those resolutions, the referendum lacked any value as an instrument of decolonization.
---'
82. He would like now to analyse General Assembly
resolution 2231 (XXI), which had been flagrantly violated by the administering Power in the holding of
the referendum of 10 September, a violation still
more serious in view of another resolution adopted
on the same subject by the Special Committee on
1 September.
83. The Uruguayan delegation had repeatedly stated
that the situation of the inhabitants of Gibraltar,
in the circumstances, raised no legal problems from
the point of view of decolonization; it did raise a
particular human problem which naturally deserved
to be taken seriously but which could not obstruct
the application of the provisions of paragraph 6 of
resolution 1514 (XV). The United Kingdom subjects
residing in Gibraltar were not the people of the
Territory in the specific sense in which that term
was used in the resolution and the legal status
offered by that resolution was not applicable to them,
since it was clearly intended to refer to the indigenous or autochthonous inhabitants of the colonial
Territories.
84. In the case of Gibraltar, what was in question
was a human group, a civilian community, in the
service of a military base. They were not indigenous
inhabitants of the Territory: they were Britons or
descendants of Britons who were serving the interests of the administering Power.
85. It was obvious that the referendum held on
10 September was prejudicial to the ,apecial procedure established for the decolonization of Gibraltar
and contradicted the letter and spirit of resolution
2231 (XXI). The wise statements made in the Special
Committee by the representatives of Iraq, Venezuela,
Chile and Syria were decisive on that point.
86. The Assembly's intentions regarding the problem
of Gibraltar were quite clear. In the resolutions on
Gibraltar (resolutions 2070 (XX) and 2231 (XXI)),
it was not through an oversight that the reference
to the principle of self-determination included in
practically all other cases of decolonization had been
omitted.
87. It should be pointed out in that regard that, in
the two resolutions adopted at its twentieth and twentyfirst sessions, the General Assembly had ref~rred to
"the interests of the people of the Territory" and
not to "the wishes of the people", thus avoiding the
language customarily used; that was obviously because the applicable principle was that of "national
unity and territorial integrity" reflected in paragraph
6 of resolution 1514 (XV), and not the principle of
"self-determination", which was applicable in general
to ordina.ry cases of decolonization. A particularly
striking passage of the letter dated 20 December
1966 from the then Chairman of the Fourth Committee, the Ambassador of the Sudan, Mr. Fakhreddine
Mohamed, addressed to the President of the General
Assembly, provided conclusive evidence of the fact
that the Assembly, in resolution 2231 (XXI) , had wished
to safeguard the human, economic, social and similar
interests of the inhabitants of Gibraltar without in
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any way according them the right to express their
political wishes by means of a colonial referendum
organized by the administering Power. The passage
to which he referred read as follows:
"Another category of problems with which the
Committee was concerned related to Territories
which were the subject either of conflicting claims
to sovereignty or of special interest to some Governments by reason of geographical, historical, economic or other circumstances. Among these Territories were the Falkland Islands (Malvinas), French
Somaliland, Gibraltar and Ifni. and Spanish Sahara.
While the objectives of the Committee in relation
to these Territories were the same, namely decolonization, the specific measures recommended
took into consideration the peculiarities of each,
with a view to the peaceful solution of divergent
claims and interests within the context of the implementation of the Declaration." lli
88. It was the Chairman of the Fourth Committee
at the General Assembly's twenty-first session who
had thus stated, with all the weight of his authority,
that the general principle of self-determination did
not apply to such cases as those of Gibraltar, the
Malvinas and others, which should be considered and
settled on the basis of the opposing claims with regard to territorial sovereignty involving geographical,
historical, economic and other factors , bearing always
in mind the objectives of decolonization in accordance
with the rules applicable to each particular case.
89. He wished to repeat what his delegation had
already said, namely that the decolonization problem
in the case of Gibraltar concerned, however paradoxical it might seem, not the British inhabitants
of the Rock, but the territory itself, that piece of
land which had been detached from Spain in violation of the latter's national unity and territorial inLGgrity. In short, the British referendum openly contravened resolution 2231 (XXI), which outlined the
only viable solution to that complex problem. Nevertheless, bilateral negotiations should proceed until
an agreement was reached which would guarantee
and protect the "interests of the people of the Territory",; without neglecting any of those interests but
aleo without confusing them with political motives
aimed at perpetuating a colonial situation.
90. His delegation had expressed its views for the
last time on the subject of Gibraltar thirteen days
before the date fixed by the United Kingdom for the
plebiscite; it had not then believed that it would be
the fate of the resolution adopted on 1 September 1967
by the Special Committee to be ignored and disregarded by the administering Power. Nor had it
thought that the British Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs would utter in the plenary Assembly words
which were humiliating to and, to some extent, contemptuous of not only those who were doing their utmost
with idealism and impartiality, to car:r;y out the great
enterprise of decolonizing the world, but also the
very organ which had been set up for that purpose
by the General Assembly.
91. However, his delegation could overlook all that;
it would continue to act with the same respectful
W A/6633/Rev.1.
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consideration it had always felt for the United Kingdom and its illustrious leaders, and in the same
spirit of justice and objectivity as it had always
sought to show in all its acts and statements in the
international community.
92. Nevertheless, it might be useful, in reply to
the United Kingdom Foreign Secretary, Mr. Brown,
to recall some passages of the penetrating and eloquent statement made in the General Assembly by
Mr. Ulloa, the representative of Peru and a distinguished internationalist who, taking the cases of
Gibraltar and the Malvinas together, had said:
"The problem of Gibraltar is neither a political
nor a legal problem according to the accepted meaning of those words in current usage. It is a problem
of decolonization with certain special features.
Gibraltar was unjustly appropriated, as the result
of certain political and military circumstances,
with a view to future strategic geographical advantage. There was also an appropriation of a part
of the territory whose status was not disputed and
which did not at the outset belong in any way to
the United Kingdom; there was also a transfer of
the original population and an extension of the territorial occupation beyond the precise limits of the
original concession.
"In entering this new phase of the problem of
Gibraltar Spain is supported both by history and the
simple logical and moral reasoning deriving from
the background of the problem; also it seeks a
solution in the light of present realities and -principles, because the political and military objectives
which accounted for the original success have now
disappeared and because the modern desire for decolonization should prompt and encourage it to
raise its flag again over the once merely historical
but now symbolic Rock of Gibraltar.
"Another case of the survival into the present
time of great Power domination in international
affairs is that cf the Malvinas; Great Britain took.
advantage of existing circumstances to extend its
dominion over those islands, which rightly belonged
to the Argentine Republic as the lawful hei r to
the legal title of Spain to the islands and to the
adjoining coastline. In that case, as in the case
of Gibraltar, there is no point in examining the
diplomatic dialectic used by the dominant Power
because the principles and current realities of law
and international politics show that that is a case
of decolonization, and clearly the histol"ical antecedents justify neither autonomy nor local independence for the islands but their return and the
recognition of the lawful sovereign authority. The
strategic reasons which, in the case of both the
Malvinas ~ ;·1 Gibraltar, led Great Britain to take
possession have no validity today.
"Nor in the case of both Gibraltar and the Malvinas is there any justification for a misguided
application of the principle of self-determination,
which is invalidated by two fundamental facts that
constitute the very negation of the idea that the
original population should express its will. Since
the indigenous population has been directly or indirectly expelled, since over a long period of time
economic and social conditions had become such as

to make settlement on a barren soil unsuitable
for working or for human welfare impossible, and
since the population which would be lawfully entitled to exercise the right of self-determination no
longer exists, that principle ceases to be of high
moral and legal value and beco~es an instrument
designed to disguise the truth by meaningless and
hypocritical formulas." ill
93. The erroneous application of the principle of
self-determination, of which Mr. Ulloa had spoken,
could have been avoided if the Special Committee's
resolution had been implemented. The referendum
of 10 September did not involve a principle "of
high moral and legal value" but "an instrument designed to disguise the truth by meaningless and
hypocritical formUlas". Gibraltar had no indigenous
popUlation which could exercise its right to selfdetermination. That was the true fact. Moreover,
what value could be attached to a plebiscite held
exclusively for the loyal subjects of the British Crown,
which possessed and dominated the Spanish soil it
had occupied and had kept by force since 1704?
94. The statement and proposals presented by Spain
to the United Kingdom Government initiating the
bilateral negotiations envisaged by the United Nations
contained informative material which gave a clear
picture of the demographic characteristics of the
Rock. Unfortunately, h.owever, the referendum held
on 10 September presented the problem in a false
light. As the statement put it:
"Gibraltar is also a human aggregate, and this
is another aspect of the problem. Great Britain's
pretension is today that the inhabitants of the Rock
should decide upon its future, thus linking by the
method of self-determination the territory with its
inhabitants; this basically alters the original terms
of the situation, which. was that of a bilateral relationship between England and Spain, but from
which, however, Spain has been ousted for the
benefit of a third party. But this third party is
not valid because, firstly, Gibraltar is merely
a military base and a base can only belong either
to the country that occupies it or to the country in
whose territory it stands. Anything else would be
as absurd as, for instance, to maintain that the
American base at Guatanamo, in Cuba, should
stop being American, without reverting to Cuba
either, but should have its fate decided by an
alleged population residing there. Hong Kong presents a similar, though not formally identical, situation. The Observer expressed the opinion, on
10 JUly 1949, that there could be no question of
preparing the island for independence, as Hong
Kong shouid either continue being British, or else
revert to China.
"Secondly, there is no real or profound link
between the inhabitants of Gibraltar and the territory, because, apart from the fact that the authentic
population of the Rock was obliged to abandon it
by reason of the military occupation, the later inhabitants are a product of a British political operation aimed at successively fabricating and refabri-
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cating the so-called population with ethnical groups
uprooted from their original countr~es; they are inhabitants without any real political identity of their
own or any real autonomy as such, and they constitute a demographic group which is entirely
subsidiary to a base enclosed in a territory of
two square miles, almost all of it a military zone
and Crown property. How can this group be considered a true population capable of political se1£determination and with a right to dispose of a
territory which belongs to it neither historically
nor legally? •.
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"Thirdly, the problem of Gibraltar consists of an
economy which sprang up under the shadow of a
British force planted on Spanish soil, and which in
itself is inevitably bound to raise problems, for
there can be no normal economy in a military base
with a small area and which has no resources of
its own, no agriculture or industry and whose trade
is principally contraband..•..
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"The objective description' we have given is the
true anatomy of the problem of Gibraltar, a military
base with an essentially unsound legal foundation,
an artificial population without any genuine autonomy,
and an economy partly sustained by unnatural and
illegal means.; all of which reveals the importance
of the question of Gibraltar and the urgent need
for a solution." ill
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Gibraltar did not have, and could not have, a
call to nationhood. It would never be an independent
and autonomous unit, neither could it fulfil the requirements of an associated free State. It did not
even meet the conditions necessary for existence
as a colony capable of making a living. It was devoid
of everything. According to the working paper prepared by the Secretariat:
"The Territory has no agriculture or other
primary resources. Local industry is mainly confined to a fruit and fish canning factory, tobacco
processing, coffee blending and garment manufacture.
95.

I'

"The value of imports during 1964 amounted
to ~'14,928,148 of which £, 2,894,419 were foodstuffs. Dutiable re-exports during the same year
totalled £,4,710,478. Exports of goods of local
origin are negligible.
"The main sources of government revenue are
customs duties, licences and excise duties, court
fees, rents of government property -and government lotteries. Income tax accounts for some
14 per cent of revenue. In 1964, total revenue
a~ounted to
E2,086,556 and expenditure to
'~2,407 ,298, of which E 1,913,298 was recurrent
expenditure....
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"Manpower statistics relate only to persons engaged in manual labour and to other workers whose
remuneration does not exceed £. 500 a y(~ar. At
the end of 1964, there were '5,641 workers of
British nationality and 9,600 alien workers; most
of the latter lived in Spain and entered Gibraltar
daily. Some 43 per cent of the total labour force

~

!&J Gibraltar: Talks with Spain. Cmnd. 3131 (London. Her Majesty's
Stationery Office. 1966). pp. 10 and 11.

is employed by the Government of Gibraltar, the
departments of the Armed Services, the Ministry
of Public Buildings and Works and the City Council. "J1j
96. The authoritative picture drawn by the Secretariat
was not very brilliant: no agriculture or primary
resources, bUdget deficit, short-fall of exports, absence of indigenous industries, low wages, alien
workers, main employer the United Kingdom. Government and in particular its armed forces.
97. It was on that foundation that the United Kingdom

had the pretention to construct a sovereign State
associated with the Crown, keeping hold for that
purpose of a piece of Spain which it had torn from
it by force, for strategic ends. That inhospitable
rock, which could only be regarded as the geographical
tip of the Iberl~an Peninsula as it normally would
be, possessed none of the attributes essential for
use as a population centre, and could only serve
as a military base. With regard io the latter point,
he read out a passage from the Spanish statement and
proposals already mentioned to illustrate his thesis:
"But besides all :hese detriments caused by the
military base and its activity, Gibraltar has made
a great void around itself. This began with the actual
demographic void on the Rock, which owing to the
forced exodus of its original Spanish population,
declined from the 6,000 inhabitants it had before
the occupation to only 900 in 1721, seventeen years
later, and to 2,890 in 1791, almost a century
later-a period in which it had not even suceeded
in reaching half the population it possessed in tl1e
Spanish period. This brought about the mutilation
of a Spanish popUlation complex which formerly had
its centre jn Gibraltar and was thus profoundly
altered." !Y
Then came a further passage which put the finishing
touch to the picture:
"A human group which has not even been able to
constitute a solid, rooted population with permanent
interests, as an essentially autonomous political
entity, was also incapable of creating its own
labour force. This incapacity is bound up with the
situation and has become typical, even nowadays,
for the inhabitants of the Rock, o~ whom a British
daily, the Manchester Guardian of 11 May 1950,
said: 'The Gibraltarian has an innate objection
to manual work. •• t
6

"At that time also, a labour popUlation had to
be imported. After an effort to provide one by the
use of convicts had failed, it had to be looked for
in Spain, because Spain is Gibraltar's natural
space. The Rock became an absorption point for
labour, not only from the immediate vicinity but
also from the provinces of southern Spain.•••
Throughout long periods of time, this absorption
went on attracting into the zone of the Campo
groups of persons uprooted from the regions of their

El Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-first Session.
Annexes. addendum to agenda item 23, document A/6300/Rev.l. chap.
Xl. paras. 9-11 and 13.

1Y Gibraltar: Talks with Spain. Cmnd. 3131 (London. Her Majesty's
Stationery Office, 1966). p. 19.
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birth, who approached the Rock in the hope of getting
jobs there. This created a real colonial situation,
since the Campo de Gibraltar was becoming peopled
with workers who depended on employers across
the frontier, and it was these employers who dictated the conditions of work.•..
"The development of works and installations on
the Rock gradually increased the number of Spanish
workers, and at the end of the nineteenth century
the figure rose rapidly from about 2,500 or 3,000
to 6,500 or 7,000 when the grei;1,t harbour works
of the town and the installation of the modern base
were carried out, and above all, when the tunnels
that perforate the Rock were under construction. • .•
The other great increase of the Spanish labour force
occurred with the Second World War, when the workel'S that went in from Spain every day reached 13,000.
As we have seen, the vast majority-16,700-of the
18,000 resident Gibraltarians were evacuated, and
thus the Spaniards, during those years, were the
real population of the Rock, where they kept up
its entire working activity under the difficulties
and risks inherent in a war, and made a decisive
contribution to British interests at that time....

, ,
!

,i

"This labour force, the real muscle of Gibraltar's
life, has worked under a r~gime for which 'colonial' is the only fitting word. Wages have been
fixed at caprice, the working hours have reached
ninety and more a week, holiday periods did not
exist, social insurance and family care have been
ignored and when the first trade unions were set
up in Gibraltar, the Spanish workers were forbidden to belong to them on equal terms, so that
even union protection was denied. . • .
"But the Spanish workers, the real active population of Gibraltar, have never been able to reside
in Gibraltar because the British laws forbid it.
Every day they have had to go back across the
border from the territory where they left the results of their daily effort. They are the exiles of
Gibraltar, the historical pariahs of the town, who
have had no voice in the affairs of Gibraltar; they
are truly the 'other' Gibraltar population, whom
nobody mentions, of whom nothing is s aid when
the future of the Rock is discussed, but who are
there just the same; and the daily life of Gibraltar,
at least nowadays, depends upon them. Behind them,
in the adjacent Spanish zone, are their families,
forming a demographic group of as many as forty
or fifty thousand, upon whom. . • a real colonialism
has operated.
"These facts make it quite clear that in face of
the vacuum created by the military presence of
Great Britain on the Rock, a demographic reality
has arisen-inhabitants ofthe Town, Spanish workers
and families of the Campo-upon which a colonial
situation has operated and which calls for consideration at the moment of examining the problem
of Gibraltar and its future·." 12.1
98.
no
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There could certainly be no better framework,
more solid basis or suitable "raw material"
a referendum. In reply to the questions put by
Crown, those loyal subjects had answered every

19" Ibid., pp. 21-23.
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questi.on in the affirmative. And what of the indigenous population of Gibraltar, the descendants of families
expelled two and a half centuries earlier, and of the
Spanish labour force which spent its days working on
the Rock and had to leave the Territory at night
so that there could be no suggestion that it was settled,
resident or domiciled in Gibraltar?
99. The Order in Council of 1873, the Immigration
and Aliens Order of 1885 and the Gibraltarian Status
Ordinance of 1962 quite clearly formed the cornerstones of the referendum. In fact those orders, which
had always prohibited Spaniards from residing in the
occupied Territory, had facilitated the establishment
of the electoral roll mentioned a few days earlier
by Mr. de Pinies (1743rd meeting), the representative
of Spain, and made it easy to anticipate the outcome
of the referendum and to see through the designs
of its sponsors.
100. In short, the way in which the plebiscite had
been planned and carried out provided the best possible
tribute that could be paid to the resolution adopted
on 1 September by the Special Committee. The re=
affirmation of the principles of national unity and
territorial integrity set forth in the United Nations
Charter had safeguarded the authority and prestige
of the organs responsible for decolonization. It only
remained for the Fourth Committee to adopt the
amendment in document A/C.4/L.887 and Add. 1.
101. The Uruguayan delegation had wished to be
true to itself and fair to both Spain and the administering Power. Despite the traditional ties of friendship which Uruguay maintained with the United Kingdom and despite the admiration it had for that
country, for many reasons, the Uruguayan delegation
nevertheless felt bound, in all sincerity, to state its
views on Gibraltar, which differed radically from the
United Kingdom's position-a divergence which had a
long history but which had been accentuated by recent
events, despite the efforts made by the Uruguayan
Government to find an amicable solution that would
avert upheavals, errors and antagonisms. Uruguay
had co-operated with the United Kingdom on various
occasions in matters concerning decolonization. The
same would occur again, when circumstances permitted. It was also probable that differences would
arise again. The Uruguayan delegation had always felt
that differences of opinion in the lofty realm of
principles were a feature of the civilized, cultivated
and democratic world. It harboured no feelings of
hostility towards the participants in the referendum
of 10 September, whose "interests" it understood
and respected, and it had certainly not meant to hurt
British feelings. However, it had to announce that it
was one of the sponsors of document A/C.4/L.887
and that it would vote in favour of that text.
102. He wished to conclude by quoting a beautiful
passage, full of wisdom, balance and moderation, from
a Spanish book on Gibraltar and addressed to the
Government of Her Britannic Majesty:
"This concatenation of problems which we have
just described leads us to a conclusion whose validity
is in no way impaired by its emotional content:
Gibraltar is not just a base which presents certain
problems but is, for Great Britain, a symbol:
'the proud fortress', a symbol of its power and
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glorious naval and military traditions. We know
this and we realize that in broaching this subject
we are touching a sore and sensitive spot. That
is why we believe that we must come to an agreement that causes neither nation humiliation or resentment. It must be rea.lized that, for Spain too,
Gibraltar is a symbol: the symbol of a series of
iniquities and affronts; the memory of how it was
seized from us, of the humiliations suffered, of the
intolerable political, military and economic exactions imposed, at a time of national stagnation,
and which still persist. Gibraltar is the only foreign
colony in the territory of a European nation. Lastly,
we may say of Gibraltar what was recently said
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by the eminent British historian Arnold Toynbee:
'Gibraltar? It is a thorn in the flesh of Spain. How
would the English like to see a Russian or a Chinese
fortress at Land's End or in the Channel Islands?' "
Those words did not emanate from the Uruguayan
delegation. They had been spoken by a distingushied
English public figure.
103. Mr. GAMIL (Yemen) proposed that the statement made by the representative of Uruguay should
be reproduced in extenso in the summary record.
It was so decided.
The meeting rose at 1.25 p.m.
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tained a number of specific recommendations to the
administering Powers the implementation of which
was essential' to the rapid decolonization of the
Territories. He regretted that some administering
Powers had not responded positively to those recommendations or to the resolutions of the General
Assembly.
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Chairman: Mr. Gear 9 e J. TOM E H (S y r i a).

AGE NDA ITEM 23
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
report of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation ofthe Declaration
on the Granting of Independence toCol~r:"ic:i1 Countries
and Peoples: Territories not considered separately
(continued) (A/6661, A/6662, A/6700/Rev.l, chaps.
VIII-XII and XIV-XXIII; A/6802, A/684S, A/6876,
A/6882, A/C.4/703, A/C.4/704, A/C.4/L.876 and
Add.1-6, A/C.4/L.877, A/C.4/L.884, A/C.4/L.887
and Add.l! A/C.4/L.888-890)
GENERAL DEBATE AND CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT
RESOLUTIONS (continued) (A/C.4/L.876 AND
ADD.1-6, A/C.4/L.877, A/C.4/L.884)
1. Mr. MIRDHA (India) said he regretted that, despite
his delegation's appeal at the previous session (1674th
meeting) that the chapters of the Special Committee's
report relating to all other Territories should be
taken up at an early stage of the current session,
they were once again being considered at the very
end of the Committee's work, with the exception of
the chapters relating to Gibraltar and to the Spanish
colonies in Africa, and it was difficult for the Committee to carry out a full review of the situation in
the Territories concerned. He sincerely hoped that
at the twenty-third session, the Committee would
consider that item of the agenda at a sufficiently
early stage so that it could be given the attention it
deserved.

2. The Special Committee's report (A/6700/Rev.1)
indicated that in general the rate of progress towards
self-government and independence in the large number
of non-self-governing islands considered by the
Special Committee had been slow and that economic
and social conditions in those Territories left much
to be desired. The Special Committee's report con527

3. His delegation w.as pleased to note that the newly
elected Government of Mauritius had expressed a
wish for independence in March 1968 and that the
administering Power had agreed to that date. The
Mauritians were people of different ethnic origins
who lived together in peace and harmony under
the progressive leadership of Sir Seewoosagur
Ramgoo1am, and were a commendable example for
all pluralistic societies. He looked forward to the
day when Mauritius would join the United Nations.
His Government's position on the reported establishment of military installations in the artificially created
British Indian Ocean Territory had already been stated
in the United Nations and elsewhere and he wished to
reiterate that position. The Indian Government had
subscribed to the Bandung Declaration of 1955 and
the Cairo Declaration of 1964, on the subject of
establishment of bases in the Indian Ocean, and to
General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and 2066
(XX). According to resolution 2066 (XX), any step
by the administering Power to detach certain islands
from the Territory of Mauritius for the purpose of
establishing a military base would be in contravention
of resolution 1514 (XV); the Indian Government was
opposed to the establishment of military bases in the
Indian Ocean area since it might lead to increased
tension in the region, and hoped that the British
authorities would bear in mind the feelings of the
countries in the region and desist from setting up a
military base in the area.
r

4. Little if any progress had been made in developing
Ipca1 self-government in the Seychelles. The existing
Legislative and Executive Councils consisted primarily
of non-elected members and had no real power or
functions; his delegation appealed to the administering
Power to develop them into really effective instruments
of self-government. He had taken note of the statement by the United Kingdom representative at the previous meeting that a new constitution was to enter into
force in the Seychelles.
5. His delegation appreciated the co-operation extended by the Government of Spain in agreeing to
receive a visiting mission from the Special Committee
in Equatorial Guinea and in granting the necessary
facilities. He had noted with satisfaction the statement
by the representative of Spain that Spain fully recog....
nized the rights of colonial peoples to self-determination and independence, and that a constitutional con-
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ference had been held in October 1967. He regretted,
however, that the main purpose of the conference,
namely, to set a date for independence, had not
been fulfilled, although when the Sub-Committee on
Equatorial Guinea had visited the Territory in 1966
the people of the Territory had expressed a desire to
become independent not later than July 1~68. The
representative of Spain had said that the Government
would agree to any date set by the people; so far,
however, there appeared to be no commitment on
the part of the administering Power to grant independence before July 1968. He appealed to the administering Power to implement the provisions of General
Assembly resolution 2230 (XXI) so that the people of
Fquatorial Guinea might achieve independence without
undue delay.
6. No one could question the usefulness of sendint;
visitil)g missions to remote Territories in order to
a9quaint the United Nations with conditions there.
The information transmitted by the administering
Powers was valuable but was hardly a substitute for
direct contact between the colonial peoples and the
representatives of Member States. His delegation
could not understand the persistent refusal of some
administering Powers to receive visiting missions
in the Territories under their administration and he
hoped that the continued call for United Nations
visiting missions would convince them that it was in
their own interests to allow such visits.
7. He appealed to the administering Powers to take
the necessary steps to implement the various United
Nations resolutions concerning the Territories concerned and thereby ensure their peaceful transition
to self-government and independence.
8. Mr. EL-FARRA (Jordan) said that the question
of Gibraltar was a colonial one within the scope of
resolution 1514 (XV). The Special Committee had
studied the question~ince 1963, had followed developments in the Territory and had heard petitioners; it
was therefore in a good position to evaluate the situation and his delegation gave full weight to its recommendations. Despite the fact that the Special Committee, in its resolution of 1 September 1967 (A/6700/
Rev.1, chap. X, para. 215), had declared that the
holding of the envisaged referendum would contradict
the provisions of ref?olut!on 2231 (XXI), the referendum
had been held and he did not think that the United
Kingdom's action had made any contribution towards
an adequate, just and realistic solution.
9. His delegation could not be indifferent to any
colonial. situation which partially or completely
destroyed the national unity and territorial integrity
of any country, and it felt in duty bound to draw attention to the danger of a colonial situation similar to
that which had led to the creation of a Jewish State
against the will of the legitimate inhabitants of
Palestine.
10. Draft resolution A/C.4/L.876 and Add.1-6, with
the amendment appearing in document A/C.4/L.887
andAdd.1, was a helpful contribution to the Committee's
consideration of the problem. With reference to
operative paragraph 3 of the draft resolution, he was
glad to learn that the Governments of the United
Kingdom and Spain had agreed to hold further talks
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concerning Gibraltar in January 1968. He hoped that
nothing would be done to jeopardize the success of
those negotiations.
11. Mr. LUARD (United Kingdom) said that Antigua,
Dominica, Grenada, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, St~ Lucia
and St. Vincent, which were part of the Leeward and
Windward Islands in the eastern Caribbean, had been
constituted as a federation in 1871. From the end of
the war in 1945, it had been clear to the peoples of
the islands and to the United Kingdom Government
that the best, and perhaps only, hope for independence
as an independent unit for those and other Caribbean
Territories lay in association in some form of
federation, since each of the six was too small to
stand on its own and none of them had ever shown
any desire to do so. After prolonged discussion and
negotiation, the Federation of the West Indies, consisting of those six Territories, together with Jamaica,
Trinidad, Barbados and certain other small Territories, had come into existence in January 1958, and
it had been the clear understanding that it would
become independent in May 1962. Before that date,
however, it had become clear that the Federation
could not survive the decisions of the two largest
islands to withdraw from it and proceed separately to
independence and it had therefore been dissolved
in 1962. The remaining Territories had been anxious,
with the encouragement of the United Kingdom Government, to form a new Federation which could itself
become an independent State within the Commonwealth.
Proposals to that effect had been discussed from
May 1962 until 1965, but after Grenada and Antigua
had withdrawn from the discussions, the former to
seek a union with Trinidad, and Barbados had announced its· intention of proceeding to separate independence, it had become clear that there was no
prospect of securing an agreement. A number of the
i . lands had then informed the United Kingdom Government that they wanted a greater degree of internal
self-government, although there was still a general
understanding both in the islands and in London that
the possibility of forming a new Federation in the
future should not be ruled out. Associated statehood
had been worked out with that possibility in mind. In
1965, therefore, the United Kingdom Government had
decided to draw up proposals for a new relationship
between the Territories and the United Kingdom which
would be consistent with the political maturity of the
Territories but would take some account of the
difficulties encountered by very small states.
12. In autumn 1965 the United Kingdom Government
had sent to the Government of each of the Territories
a document containing, as a basis for discussion,
comprehensive proposals for constitutional advance,
undel' which each Territory would have full internal
self-government and full autonomy, the United Kingdom
Government would, for as long as each Territory
wished, continue to accept responsibility for defence
and foreign affairs, and each Associated State would
be free at any time to proceed to full independence,
taking over those responsibilities and the full attributes of sovereignty. It had been open to any of
the six Territories to put forward alternative proposals or to reject the United Kingdom Government's
proposals. At the same time, the United Kingdom
Government had requested each of the islands to
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1752nd meeting - 15 December 1967
draw up, for discussion, its own proposals for an
internally self-governing constitution. The United
Kingdom Government's proposals had been provisionally accepted by the local Ministers drawn
from democratically elected legislatures in all six
islands and the United Kingdom Government had
then published its proposals in December 1965 as a
White Paper!L so that they could be carefully considered and discussed by all shades of opinion in
the islands.
13. A series of constitutional conferences, for
Antigua, for Dominica, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and
Grenada, and for St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, had taken
place between February and May 1966, each being
attended by a delegation from the island or islands
concerned consisting of representatives of every political party represented in the local elected legislature.
Since each of the islands had for many years enjoyed
full universal adult suffrage on the basis of "one man,
one vote", and had a flourishing party political system
and a high degree of political vitality, the members of
the legislatures were fUlly qualified to speak and act
on behalf of their peoples. After full and sometimes
arduous discussion, the conferences had reaclled full
and unqualified agreement on the basic objective of
associated statehood as a voluntary and democratic
link between the United Kingdom and the islands,
and that the United Kingdom Government should continue to accept responsibility for the external affairs
and defence of the islands but that each should be free
to proceed at any time to separate independence if it
so wished. No single political party, majority or
minority, had dissented or made any reservations about
those basic questions of associated statehood. The
conferences had also reached virtually unanimous
agreement on the proposals submitted by the delegations from the islands for the internal constitutions
of the Territories, although in three cases delegations
had made reservations about particular features of the
constitution proposed for their Territories. All those
participating in the conferences, both government anc'
opposition parties, had signed and agreed to the
reports of the conferences, which had been published
both in the United Kingdom and locally and had been
the subject of intensive local discussion.
14. In four out of the six Territories, Antigua,
Dominica, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, and St. Vincent,
elections had been held before statehood on the basis
of the proposals for association with the United
Kingdom. If any significant body of opinion had been
opposed to those proposals it would certainly have
contested the elections, but that had not occurred in
any of the Territories. In two of the Territories,
Grenada and St. Lucia, elections had not taken place
during the period of consultat{on and discussion of
the new arrangements prior to the introduction of
associated statehood early in 1967, but in those
Territories all the political parties had supported the
proposals for statehood and had sent representatives
to the London Conference who had signed the London
Conference reports. Even in the absence of elections,
therefore, there was clear evidence of virtual unani-

Y Constitutional Proposals for Antigua, St. Kitts/Nevis/Anguilla,
Dominica, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Grenada (London, Her Majesty's
Stationery Office, 1965), Cmnd. 2865.
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mity in favour of self-government and association
with the United Kingdom. Elections had not been held
because they were not due under the constitutions of
the Territories during that period. Moreover, there
was no requirement in any of. the relevant United
Nations resolutions, or in the Charter, for elections
or referenda as the specific type of consultation
required when a colonial Territory proceeded to full
self-government, provided that steps were taken to
ensure that any such decision was made with the:
knowledge, concurrence and understanding of the
substantial majority of the people of the Territory
concerned. Lastly, his delegation did not consider
that there was any special need for referenda or
elections before a Territory proceeded to a new
status which included thp option to become independent at any time, especially when the United
Nations did not consider that elections or referenda
were
necessary
before a Territory achieved
independence.
15. Not a single political party in the Territories
had at any point been opposed to the achievement of
associated statehood and any disagreements that had
arisen had been concerned only with such issues as
the timing of elections and detailed provisions in the
internal constitutions. The clearest proof of popular
support for associated statehood, however, was the
fact that after the London conferences the proposals
which had been agreed to had been submitted to each
of the freely elected legislatures of the islands and
in each of those legislatures a resolution approving
the proposals of the London Confe-rence had been
debated and adopted, without a single dissentient
vote in any legislature. As there could be no doubt
about the qualification of those elected legislatures
to speak and act on behalf of the people, that was
surely sufficient testimony to the unanimous agreement on the part of the peoples of the Territories to
the new status. It was hard to see how any process of
consultation and consent could have been more comprehensive tha.n ~he process he had described.

16. Under the provisions which made up the new
status of associated statehood in five out of the six
Associated States and which would shortly come into
force in St. Vincent too, the relationship between each
State and the United Kingdom was broadly similar to
that existing between t.he United Kingdom Government
and an independent country except that the United
Kingdom Government remained responsible for the
external affairs and defence of the Associated State
concerned. Even the United Kingdom Government's
legislative powers for external affairs and defence
would be exercised only ip consultation with the State
Government, and the United Kingdom Government
had given an undertaking to those States which had
wanted it that if, after full consultation, there should
be failure to reach agreement concerning the enactment
of such legislation, the United Kingdom Government,
before exercising its own powers, would as far as
possible give that ~tate Government the opportunity
to consider whether it wished to take steps to terminate its association with the United Kingdom. Certain
authority in external affairs had been delegated to the
State Governments and the United Kingdom Government
had undertaken to consult the State Governments
before entering into international obligations with

.~
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respect to such States. In addition, since the Associated
States were not, formally speaking, sovereign entities,
the United Kingdom Government LS3.d to continue to
exercise the functions of sovereignty, for example in
connexion with citizenship and the monarchy.

..

17. The relationship was essentially a free and
voluntary one; either side was free to terminate it at
any time without the consent of the other. Since any
decision to terminate the association, once it had
been put into effect, would be irrevocable, the constitutional conferences, in order to provide safeguards
against hasty or inadequately supported legislative
action, had devised procedures for termination of the
association which included a ninety-day interval
between the introduction and consideration of such
legislation and the approval of two thirds of the elected
members of the legislature in each case. In the case
of termination of the association in favour of an
association with some other Commonwealth country
in the Caribbean, that would be sufficient, but in any
other case of termination of the association the further
approval of two thirds of the electorate, voting in a
referendum, was required before the legislation could
come into force. The decision that no referendum
would be n'09cessary if a State wished to join another
Commonwealth country in the Caribbean area had been
taken in order to facilitate the formation of some
future federation if and when the States in the area
were ready for it and it would be open to any Associated State which wished to federate to signify its
request and consent that the necessary provision
should be made by the United Kingdom Government
and Parliament for that to be done. Federation would
thus be as easy as, or easier than, before and would
in no way be impeded if it once again became a
practical possibility.
18. Each Associated State had full control of its
internal affairs, inclUding the power to amend its own
cOnstitution, and the United Kingdom Government could
only amend or suspend its internal constitution at the
specific request of the State itself. Apart from the
requirements of British responsibility for defence
and external affairs and for the preservation of a
common citizenship, each Associated State constitution contained the provisions which were now normal
in a modern independent constitution, including pro. visions for the protection of fundamental rights and
freedoms, for the maintenance of democratic institutions and for amendment or replacement of the constitution by the legislature in accordance with procedures laid down for that purpose. Each State would
have an elected legislature, with universal adult
suffrage, and a Cabinet or ministerial form of
government 'vith the Governor as the Queen's representative acting purely as a constitutional monarch.
19. The new status of the Associated States thus
differed from the relationship between a colonial
Territory and the metropolitan Power in three important ways: they had full and unqualified powers
in their own internal affairs; the United Kingdom
Government and Parliament had surrendered all their
powers and responsibilities in relation to them except
in narrow, carefully defined and mutually agreed
spheres; and each Associated State was free to proceed

to .independence or any other status and thereby sever
its association with the United Kingdom without the
latter's approval. It was clear, therefore, that the
Associated States had a full measure of self-government and that the responsibilities of the United
Kingdom Government under Chapter XI of the Charter
had been fully discharged and that it would no longer
transmit information concerning them.
20. The problem in St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla~ which
was essentially that of· the relationship between
Anguilla and the State Government, had come to a
head at the end of May 1967, three months after it
had assumed its new status of association with the
United Kingdom. Since 1882 St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla
had been administered as a single unit. Under the
electoral system in force before associated statehood,
Anguilla had been a single constituency, electing its
own member by universal adult suffrage to the
Legislative Council. The member for Anguilla, elected
solely by the Anguillans, had been Mr. Peter Adams,
who -had attended the St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla Constitutional Conference from 12 to 26 May 1966 in his
elected capacity. It had been decided at the Conference
that the future constitution for the Associated State
would provide for a local Council for Nevis and a
Council for Anguilla and that the provisions for an
elected Council would be brought into effect by the
end of 1967. At no point in the Conference had the
question arisen of a separate status for Anguilla or
of the separation of Anguilla from St. Kitts and Nevis.
The new status agreed upon was to be association
with the United Kingdom for the whole Territory
of St. Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla, and Mr. Peter Adams
had. signed the London Conference report as a token
of his acceptance of that new status and of the Constitution for the Territory, apparently considering
that the agreement was in the best interests of the
Anguillans. On 25 July 1966 the voters of Anguilla
had re-elected Mr. Adams, thus indicating their
support of his endorsement of associated statehood
for the single unit of St. Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla.
21. Only later, in the two months before Statehood
Day, had the intentions of the Government of St. Kitts,
Nevis and Anguilla in respect of the establishment
of a qouncil for Anguilla, in accordance with the
agreement reached at the London Conference, been
called in question by the Leader of the People's
Action Movement, Mr. Herbert, who had not obtained
a seat in the Legislature. Before the Territory had
assumed its new status, the United Kingdom Government had ascertained that the Constitution to be
provided by Order in Council conformed to the
decisions of the Conference and that none of the
allegations made against the .Chief Minister and
his Gov~rnment had been acceptable as grounds for
going back on the agreements then reached. It had
been in the knowledge of the preparations being made
by the territorial Government to introduce all necessary legislation that the United Kingdom Government
had proceeded iQ. accordance with the agreements
reached and had enabled St. Kitts, Nevis and AnguW""
to assume its new status on 27 February 1967.
22. Thereafter, the l'esponsibilities and powers of the
United Kingdom had been limited by the West Indies
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Act, 1967; therefore responsibility for the government
of the Associated state of St. Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla
and for all problems concerning the relationship
between the people in the different islands constituting
the State and the state authorities had belonged to the
State Government.
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23. Since the publicity attracted by the Anguillan
problem, it had been suggested that the liberal use
by certain Anguillans of the slogan of "independence",
and their demand to sever links with St. Kitts, were
evidence which cast doubts on his delegation's assertions that the people of all six associated States had
been fUlly consulted about associated statehood and
that there had been virtual unanimity in favour of the
new arrangement. The people of St. Kitts, Nevis and
Anguilla had indeed been corlsulted, both through
the electoral process and through their own elected
representatives; even now there was no doubt about
the views of the majority in the State, and the elected
representative of those who now opposed associated
statehood had assisted in its evolution. Only after
associated statehood had become an established fact
had serious concern with the issue of secession begun
to manifest itself.
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24. Thus the problem of Anguilla was in no sense a
colonial question. The advocation of "independence"
for Anguilla was a secessionist rather than an
independence movement. The Committee no doubt
appreciated the long-term implications of appearing
to intervene in the internal affairs of a self-governing
State and to endors,e such a movement.
25. The Government of St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla and
the United Kingdom Government had welcomed the
constructive assistance of the neighbouring independent countries of Trinidad, Guyana, Jamaica and
Barbados in seeking to find an equitable solution to the
problem, altt~>ugh those afforts had not yet been
successful. His delegation fully endorsed the Guyanese
Attorney-General's statement of the need to find a
solution to the problem which would respect legality
and orderly constitutional government. His delegation
hoped that, given good will on all sides, an eqUitable
and peacefUl solution would be found that would enable
the islands to return to legal and constitutional paths.
A Parliamentary Delegation had recently gone to
Anguilla, where the local leaders had confirmed that
they would co-operate with it. He hoped that the delegation would help to find a solution to the difficult
problem.
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26. He wished to emphasize that, to the extent that
the United Kingdom Government had been concerned,
since statehood, with the search for a: solution, it had
acted solely at the invitation of the Government of
St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla. The fact that the United
Kingdom was responsible in the United Nations and
elsewhere for the external affairs of the State in no
way affected the essentially internal character of the
Anguillan problem. Similarly, that internal problem
of an internally self-governing State had ceased, as
soon as St. Kitts had attained full self-government, to
be within the competence of the General Assembly
Committees concerned with the Non-Self-Governing
Territories. His delegation had however, thought it
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right, without prejudice to that formal position, to
provide the above information to the Fourth Committee.
27. st. Vincent was thf only one 0fthe six Territories
which had not yet bec.~:me an Af. seciated State. At the
Constitutional Confer"~'1Ce) in London in May 1966, the
United Kingdom Government had beenunableto secure
the agreement of both political parties in st. Vincent
to two features of the proposed new Constitution: the
establishment of a Senate and the voting age. The then
Colonial Secretary had therefore suggested that, since
another election was due to be held before the proposal could be enacted, those questions could be reexamined after the people had had an opportunity to
pronounce on them in the election. The result of the
election, held in August 1966, had been inconclusive
since in a poll' of some 27,000 the opposition party
had obtained 500 more votes than the Government
party, while the Government party had obtained
one more seat than the opposition party. The opposition party had thereupon lodged election petitions
against two Government members and the Government
party had lodged petitions against two opposition
members. The implication had beel< that if the
petitions had resulted in the net loss of a Government
seat to the Opposition, thd Government of St. Vincent
would fall. A further complicating factor had been
that it had been agreed in London that the number of
elected members should be increased from nine to
thirteen and that as a transitional arrangement, the
legislature would itself be autho!ized to designate
four constituencies to return four extra members
during "he first Parliament. It would thus have been
theoretically possible for the Government party to
use its, majority to designate the four constituencies
in which the four extra members were to be elected
before the election petitions had been heard, thus
ensuring the continuance of its majority whatever '
the outcome of the petitions. The United Kingdom
Government had invited the Chief Minister and his
colleagues, with opposition representatives, to meet
in London to try to resolve their differences. At the
talks it had been agreed that St. Vincent would become
an Associated State not later than 1 June 1967. Various
modifications to the 1966 Conference agreements l&ad
been agreed upon, including the holding of a general
election on the basis of thirteen constituencies not
later than 31 December 1968, with no increase in the
size of the legislature meanwhile. Thus there had
seemed to be agreement at the beginning of February
on a settlement satisfactory to both sides. In March,
however, a further political crisis had arisen when
one of the elected Ministl7.rs on the Government side
had resigned and had joined the opposition party,
thus giving the latter a majority. In accordance with
the advice of the Chief Minister, the Legislative
Council had been dissolved on 7 April 1967. At the
general election held on 19 May 1967, the party
previously in opposition-the St. Vincent Labour
Party-had won six of the nine elected seats and its
leader had been appointed Chief Minister. Discussions
were now proceeding with the St. Vincent Government
over the detailed provisions of the draft Constitution.
Until they were completed no new date for the introduction of statehood could be announced.
28. Although the United Kingdom Government's proposals and the outcome of the London conferences
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had been fully described in Sub-Committee III of the
Special Committee as far back as 8 September 1966,.Y
it .had been only six days before Antigua and St. Kitts
were due to become Associated States that the Special
Committee had first begun to discuss the matter.
During the period of that discussion the fi .~e Territories had assumed their new status and had become
fully self-governing. Yet, the Committee had neverthelecls adopted a resolution which seriously prejudged all further examination of the situation. In
accordance with his Government's position that United
Nations competence under Chapter XI of the Charter
had ended with the achievement of statehood, his
delegation had taken no further part in discussion of
the West Indi~\s Associated States after the adoption
of the resolution. It accepted, however, that the
question of statehood itself, and the procedures by
which it had been evolved, was a proper one for the
Committee to discuss at the current session. .
29. Chapter XI of the Charter defined colonial
Territories as those whose peoples had not yet attained
a full measure of self-government. A Territory
ceased to come into that category not when the United
' that 1't had so
'
adopt e d a reso Iut'lOn dec I armg
Nat lOns
ceased, but when it actually attained a full measure of
self-government, thereby signalling the end of the
former colonial Power's responsibility for its internal
affairs. Thus it was a matter both of fact and of law
that his Government had no further responsibility for
the internal affairs of the five Associated States once

:~:~n:a~e:~~~:~~~i:~e;:r~:~vs~~~~~:'e~:~::li;~f~i~~
his Government remained willing to facilitate and
encourage contact between the States and the United
Nations, including the specialized agencies, on external
matters of concern to the Associated States. It was
clear from the terms of the agreements between each
of the States and the United Kingdom I')n external
affairs that ,it was not the wish of his Government or
of the State$ ,that such COlitaut she'lld be cut off.
30, As the long process of decolonization approached
its end, the remaining colonial Territories would be
those which were small, had few natural resources
and correspondingly little expectation of economic
development. Separate and full sovereign independence
was not necessarily the only form of decolonization
in such cases; many small Territories neither could
aspire to full independence nor wished to do so. Some
Territories had freely chosen to be integrated either
fully or partially with the former colonial Power and
the General Assembly had recognized several of those
cases by formal. resolution as conforming with the
Charter requirements for decolonization. The case of
the Cook Islands, whose status of free association
with New Zealan(l. had been endorsed and recognized
in General Assembly resolution 2064 (XX), had been
recognized as a break-through in establishing new
options for ·decolonization for small Territories which
did not wish to stand on their own. The main features
of the new status of the West Indies Associated States
were the same as for the Cook Islands. The crucial
point was' the type of decolonization the peoples of

l:J See Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-first Session,
Annexes, addendum to agenda item 23, document A/6300/Rev.l, chap.
XXII, annex.
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Carribbean had emerged from their colonial status
into a new and free relationship satisfying their basic
aspirations to self-rule but recognizing, their limitaHons of size. It was hoped that that was only an
interim stage before federation. The peoples of the
West Indies Associated States deserved the Committee' s congratulations and good wishes for the future.
31. Mr. NACER (Morocco) said that his delegation
had always supported United Nations efforts to end
colonialism in all its forms. For his country, which
had itself known foreign domination, it was a fundamental principle to defend the right of people to
freedom and independence.
32. The question of Ifni and so-called Spanish Sahara
was a legacy that his country had inherited from the
colonial regime. Morocco had been concerned with
the problem of its territorial. integrity since the
sixteenth century. Up to 1912, when the protectorate
treaty had been signed, there had been much diplomatic
activity surrounding the problems of Morocco's
eastern and southern frontiers. Once Morocco had
become independent in 1956, l'i, had been imperative to
achieve national unity and therefore to reclaim all
Moroccan territory under foreign domination. Since
1956, his Government had consistently expressed its
legitimate claims regarding Ifni, Sakiet el Hamra
and RIO de 01'0 in the United Nations. His Government
firmly believed in negotiated peaceful settlement of
disputes and thus had always sought to solve its
territorial problems in a spirit of friendly and constructive co-clperation. In addition to engaging in
bilateral discussions, it had turned to the United
Nations in the firm conviction that the Organization's
energetic approach to colonial matters would help to
settle the question of Ifni and the Sahara.
33. The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Morocco had
said in the general debate in the General Assembly,
at its 1585th plenary meeting on 10 October 1967, that
the King of Morocco and the Head of State of Spain,
aware of the bondbetweenthAirpeoples, the traditional
relations linking the two c," .Atric· .nd the provisions
of General Assembly resolution 2229 (XXI), had
opened negotiations on the problem of Ifni and the
Sahara. He had also stated that an agreement on
principle had been reached on the practical implementation of the resolution regarding Ifni
34. At the 552nd meeting of the Special Committee
on 6 September 1967 e the Spanish representative had
expressed optimism with regard to the outcome of the
sincere talks'that were going on between Spain and
Morocco with regard to Ifni. In connexion with the
Sahara, the Spanish representative had reaffirmed
that respect for the wishes of the inhabitants was the
foundation of his country's policy in that region and
that, with a view to the political evolution of the
Sahara, his Government had established a General
Assembly of Spanish Sahara as alI'epresentative organ
of the Territory. At the 559th meeting on 13 September,
the leader of the Moroccan delegation had expressed
satisfaction with Spain's attitude on the question and
had reiterated Morocco's confidence in the administering Power and its hope that the two countries would
be able to reach an amicable settlement of the problems
pending between them. He had also said that Morocco
l
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means possible and had repeatedly expressed its desire
that the problem should be settled in the same spirit
of understanding that had enabled Morocco and Spain
to settle a numoer of problems in the past, but that,
since the dialogue had not reached a successful conclusion, Morocco had been obliged to seek other
solutions.
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35. For eleven years Morocco had sought to solve
problems regarding the recovery of its territory with
France, Spain, or any other country concerned. His
coulJtry's desire to seek a settlement by discussion,
mutual understanding and mutual safeguard of interests
had guided it in its contacts with Spain and had enabled
it to solve many problems.
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36. The procedure which the administering Power was
considering for the decolonization of the Sahara was
different from that applied to Ifni, but that did not
mean that the juridical nature of the two Territories
was dissimilar, nor could it challenge Moroccan
territorial integrity. It was unfortunate that the
administering Power did not feel that bilateral discussion, that had proved successful with regard to the
northern zone and the province of Tarfaya and that
promised to be so for Ifni, could be pursued in the
case of the Sahara. His Government still considered
that recognition of the right of the people of so-called
Spanish Sahara to self-determination would speed up
the decolonization process in the Territory. The
implementation of General Assembly resolutions 207~
(XX) and 2229 (XXi) would be a useful step in that
:lirection.
37. His delegation considered that a consultation of
the people, held under United Nations auspices, would
be the best way of ascertaining the wishes of the
people, since talks with Spain had not yet been successful. His delegation was open to any constructive
suggestion to. bring about the decolonization of the
Territories of Hni and so-called Spanish Sahara.
38. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain) said that he was pleased
to inform the Committee that the high-level discussions between Spain and Morocco regarding the
decolonization of Ifni were continuing. The United
Nations would be kept informed of the progress made.
39. In the Sahara, the Spanish Government's aim was
to support the people's right to self-determination.
To help them to exercise that right, it had set up a
General Assembly, a representative body which would
enable the peopte to face the future with maximum
assurance of stability and representative status.
40. The fact that Spain had taken special steps to
speed up the decolonization of Equatorial Guinea and
Uni did not mean that it considered the decolonization
of Sahara through the self-determination of its people
any less important. His Government's invitation to the
United Nations to send a mission to observe the situation in the Sahara was still open.
41. With regard to Equatorial Guinea, he had told the
Committee at the 1750th meeting that the Spanish
Government intended to hold a referendum in early 1968
in order to enable the people of the Territory to
express their views concerning the request made by
their representatives at the recent Constitutional
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they supported that request, the Spanish Government
would grant the Territory independence in accordance
with the solemn promise made by the Head of the
Spanish State. Thus his Government's position was
in full accordance with the guidelines laid down
by the United Nations concerning the process of
decolonization.
42. At the twentieth session of the General Assembly,
the Spanish delegation had offered to hold a constitutional conference, in which political structures would
be worked out to enable the people of Equatorial
Guinea to attain independence without interference of
any kind. Owing to certain difficulties, it had not been
possible to convene the Conference in May 1967, as
had been scheduled. On 12 September 1967, the Special
Committee had adopted a resolution (A/6700/Rev.1,
chap. VIII, para. 87) calling upon his country to
convene the Conference as a matter of urgency. The
Spanish Government had complied with that request
and had granted permission for the Conference to
begin its work on 30 October. The participants in
the Conference had represented all shades of opinion
in the Territory. At the opening meeting, the Spanish
Foreign Minister had made it clear that the principal
objective of the Conference was to seek conclusions
which, after they had been studied by the Spanish
Government, could be submitted to the people of
Equatorial Guinea in a referendum. The representatives of the people of Equatorial Guinea at the
Constitutional Conference had made known their
desires; the Spanish Government now wanted the
people themselves to confirm those desires in a
popular,consultation which would be held in accordance
with the principle of "one man, one vote".

43. With regard to the Malvinas he said that the
Territory should be restored to the Government of
Argentina. The only way. to redress the wrong done
to that Government was to implement the provisions
of paragraph 6 of General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV). There should be a sincere dialogue on the question and the interests of the people of the Territory
should be taken into account.
Mr. Braithwaita (Guyana), Vice-Chairman, took the
Chair.

44. Mr. OULD DADDAH (Mauritania) said that his
delegation reserved the right to revert to the subject
of so-called Spanish Sahara at a later stage.
45. Mr. SHAW (United Kingdom) said that his delegation reserved the right to revert to the question of
the Falkland Islands, but wished to make it quite clear
that the United Kingdom Government rejected the
insinuation that the Territory had been usurped.
46. Mr. KANNANGARA (Ceylon) said thathisdelegation was a sponsor of draft resolution A/C.4/L.884
on the question of Gibraltar, whose objective was to
bring about the prompt resumption of negotiations
between the administering Power and Spain so as to
secure the early decolonization of the people of
Gibraltar. The sponsors felt that if the situation in
Gibraltar was subjected not merely to the acrimony
of debate but to the obstinate finality of a decision on
the two extreme positions, then whichever resolution
obtained a majority in the Committee, the chances
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of a resumption of the negotiations or of their swift
and successful conclusion would be certainly lost.
They therefore hoped that the representatives of
Spain and the United Kingdom would understand that the
draft resolution was an effort made by friendly
countries having the highest regard for the people
and Governments of the United Kingdom and Spain to
end the conflict between them and to bring about an
amicable and lasting solution that accorded fully with
the true interests of the people of Gibraltar. Those
true interests, so far as the future association of
the people of Gibraltar was concerned, could be
decided only by the people themselves, without pressure of any kind from either the administering Power
or the Government of Spain.
47. Through the sacred web of the United Nations
Charter and the several resolutions of the United
Nations on the question of decolonization, there ran
a golden thread woven around the great principle of
the right of colonial peoples to self-determination.
That principle had been written into the Charter and
successive decisions of the United Nations in such
forceful and enduring terms that no amount of sophistry
and no casuistry arising from the peculiar exigencies
of a particular colonial situation, could possibly
obscure or override the right of a people to selfdetermination. During the past few days, members
had witnessed with some apprehension an attempt
to secure from the Committee endorsement for a
proposition which would violate a principle which it
regarded as inviolable.
48. The question before the Committee was important
enough to merit a r~sum~ of the releval}t provisions
of the Charter and subsequent resolutions of the
United Nations regarrting c1.ecolonization. Chapter XI
of the Charter, and in particular Article 73 11 contained
.the raison d '~tre of decolonization which had been the
basis of all General Assembly resolutions on the
question. It recognized in clear and categorical terms
the principle that the interests of the inhabitants of
Non-Self-Governing Territories were paramount. At
its first session, on 9 February 1946, the General
Assembly, aware of the problems and political aspirations of the peoples who had not yet attained a full
measure of self-government, had in resolution 9 (1)
drawn the specific attention of Member States to
the follOWing:
"By Chapter XI, all the Members of the United
Nations which have or assume responsibilities for
the administration of territories whose peoples
have not yet attained a full measure of self-government recognize the principle that the interests of
the inhabitants of these territories are paramount.
They accept, as a sacred trust, the obligation to
promote to the utmost the well-being of the inhabitants of these territories. To that end they accept
certain specific obligations, including the obligation
to develop self-government and to assist the inhabitants in the progressive development of their free
political institutions."
49. On 12 December 1959 the General Assembly, in
resolution 1467 (XIV), had aplcointed a Special Committee of Six to study the principles that should guide it
in· determining the applicability of Al'ticle 73 in 'a

Special Committee of Six had adopted twelve cardinal
principles, which had been accepted by the General
Assembly in resolution 1541 (XV). He wished to quote
principles VI and VII, whioh did not merely illuminate
the principles he sought to underline but were categorical in their terms. According to principle VI, a
Non-Self-Governing Territory could be said to have
reached a full measure of self-government by: "@)
Emergence as a sovereign independent State; (Q)
Free association with an independent State; or (Q)
Integration with an independent State". Principle VII
stated that:
"(a) Free association should be the result of a free
and voluntary choice by the peoples of the territory
concerned expressed through informed and democratic processes. It should be one which respects
the individuality and the cultural characteristics of
the territory and its peoples~ and retains for the
peoples of the territory which is associated with an
independent State the freedom to modify the status
of that territory through the expression of their
will by democratic means and through constitutional
processes;
"(Q) The associated territory should have the right
to determine its internal constitution without outside
interference, in accordance with due constitutional
processes and the freely expressed wishes of the
people. This does not preclude consultations as
appropriate or necessary under the terms of the
free association agreed upon."

50. On 14 December 1960, the General Assemblyhad
adopted resolution 1514 (XV), which was regarded as
thf} great charter of decolonization. The third preambular paragraph of that resolution recognized "the
passionate yearning for freedom in all dependent
peoples and the decisive role of such peoples
in the attainment of their independence". Paragraph 2 provided that "all peoples have the right
to self-determination; by virtue of that right they
freely determine their political status and freely
pursue their economic, social and cultural development". Those were words pregnant with meaning and
the Fourth Committee must never permit them to be
relega~ed to the limbo of the forgotten. Paragraph 4
was a logical corollary to the freedom emphasized
in paragraph 2 and read: "All armed action or repressive measures of all kinds directed against
dependent peoples shall cease in order to enable them
to exercise peacefully and freely their right to
complete independence, and the integrity of their
national territory shall be respected."
51. Nothing could be clearer in their meaning than
those provisions, but they needed emphasis because
in the heat of a dispute they were sometimes ignored.
They had been emphasized pertinently in the consensus on Gibraltar adopted by the Special Committee
at its 291st meeting on 16 October 1964,N when it
had affirmed that "the provisions of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples are fully applicable to the Te.rritory of

y

Ibid., Fifteenth Session, Annexes, agenda item 38, document A/4S26.

~ Ibid., Nineteenth Session, Annexes, annex No. 8 (part I), document
A/S8GO/Rev.I, chap. X, para. 209.
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Gibraltar" • The consensus had then proceeded to
note the dispute between the United Kingdom and
Spain on Gi.braltar, but in his delegation's view the
recognition of that dispute could never be interpreted
to mean that the provisions of resolution 1514 (XV)
were to be side-tracked. Recognition of the need
for negotiations between the United Kingdom and
Spain on the question of Gibraltar could not be
considered by the Fourth Committee to mean recognition of a right to barter away as a marketable commodity the right of the people of Gibraltar to sovereign independence. Arguments for and against the
recovery and transfer of territories from one Power
to another had their origin in the dim colonial past
governed by treaties of war and peace and had no
relevance and certainly no validity in the Fourth
Committee.
52. His delegation considered that the above-mentioned provisions constituted a built-in safeguard to
ensure that when a subject people was decolonized
they would never be handed over from one colonial
overlord to another-except by their express wish.
It was also his delegation's view that it was incumbent
on the Fourth Committee to ensure that the process
of decolonization under the relevant General Assembly
resolution should never serve as a cover for the
transfer or recover of territories ceded by agreement
between old colonial comrades-in-arms, whether or
not such transfers had the stamp of international
validity at the time of the cession, except with the
expressed consent of the people being decol~nized
under those resolutions. It was always the interests
of the people that were paramount.
53. It was in those circumstances and for those
compelling reasons that his delegation regretfully
felt obliged to comment adversely on the claim made
by the Spanish representative at the 1743rd meeting
of the Fourth Committee. The Ceylonese delegation
took the strongest exception to the follOWing statement
of the Spanish representative:
"By its resolution 2070 (XX), which ratified the
consensus of the Special Committee of 16 October
1964, the United Nations had in fact stated the view
that the decolonization of Gibraltar should be
effected by a solution negotiated between Spain and
the United Kingdom, a solution which would be in
accordance with the provisions of resolution 1514
(XV) and which would take into account the interests
of the inhabitants of Gibraltar. Resolution ~231 (XXI)
had r'epeated the same thing, but OO01'e ~xplicitly,
.for it had urged the decolonization of Gibraltar and
expressed regret at the difficulties plal-ed by the
United Kingdom in the' way of the negotiations
recommended by the United Nations. In recommending to his country and the United Kingdom that they
should take the interests of the inhabitants of
Gibraltar into account, it precluded the possibility
that the principle of self-determination could be
applied to those inhabitants, just as that possibility
had been precluded in the 1964 consensus of the
Special Committee, which had been ratified by
resolution 2070 (XX).
"••• One of [those principles], the principle of
self-determination, expressed in paragraph 2 of
resolution 1514 (XV) and supplemented by para-
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graphs 3, 4 and 5, had been rightly considered by
the United Nations not to be applicable to the particular case of Gibraltar. It was obvious that only
paragraph 6, in conjunction with paragraph 7 of the
above-mentioned resolution, offered a solution to the
problem of Gibraltar."
54. The position of the Spanish representative was
that the people of Gibraltar could have no recourse to
the right of self-determination. He claimed that the
General Assembly and the Special Committee had
agreed to or connived at that denial of a fundamental
right t and that the meaning and scope of General
Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV), 2070 (XX) and 2231
(XXI) was to direct the United Kingdom to enter into
negotiations with Spain for the purpose of delivering
the people of Gibraltar to the jurisdiction of Spain,
even though it might be against their express wishes.
Each and every proposition in that part of the Spanish
argument was completely unaccept~bleto the Ceylonese
delegation.
55. His delegation found not one iota of evidence in the
resolutions of the General Assembly cited above that
justified the inference that the Assembly intended to
deny to the people of Gibraltar a fundamental right
which it had always accorded to all decolonizedpeoples.
A perusal of the records of the Special Committee's
deliberations showed that the decision of that Committee had been taken on a complaint made by Spain
that the United Kingdom had abandoned already
scheduled talks with Spain in contravention of the
General Assembly's directives and had unilaterally
and unfairly conducted a referendum. In the circumstll.llces, the Special Committee had taken the
course which it considered most feasible to bring the
parties back to the conference table.
56. The statements made by the representative of
Sierra Leone (A/6700/Rev.1,chap.X,paras.197-201),
by the Tanzanian representative (ibid., para. 202) , and
by the representative of Mali (ibid., para. 183) made
the situation abundantly clear.
57. The representative of Sierra Leone had said that
his delegation had sponsored the amendment which
had led to the inclusion in resolution 2231 (XXI), paragraph 2, of the words "taking into account the
interests of the people of the Territory" because it
believed that the question of Gibraltar could not be
simply a matter for negotiation between the United
Kingdom and Spain. The interests of the people
of any Territory could certainly be ascertained by
consultation in the form of a referendum; in the
case· . of Gibraltar, the ,question was whether the
administering Power should have consulted Spain
first. With regard to paragraph 6 of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, his delegation had considered that
that prOVision, like General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV) as a whole, was directed. specifically at Non-SelfGoverning Territories; consequently, Spain's claim
of disruption of its territorial integrity was not
relevant and could not be discussed by the Committee,
which was competent to discuss only colonial questions.
58. The Ceylonese delegation fUlly agreed with that
view of the representative of Sierra Leone.

59. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania had said that, while his delegation supported
the Joint draft resolution in principle, it had certain
reservations, particularly with regard to the fifth
preambular paragraph. Its interpretation of paragraph 6 of the Declaration differed substantially
from that given by the sponsors of the draft resolution,
so far as its applicability to Gibraltar was concerned.
In his delegation's view, paragraph 6 was applicable
only to colonial Territories, and to link it with the
question of the sovereignty of independent States was
bound to have far-reaching consequences. He had gone
on to say that his delegation would support the draft
resolution as a whole, subject to its reservations on
the fifth preambular paragraph.
60. The representative of Mali had said that, while
entirely agreeing with the .United Kingdom- representative's arguments concerning decolonization and
the right to self-determination, he had wished to
state his delegation's position on certain points.
61. Those statements made by three champions of
downtrodden colonial peoples showed qUite clearly
that paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV) was intended
for Golonial Territories only, and the statements were
an ample clarification of the real meaning of that
paragraph.
62. According to the Spanish representative, paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV) was the only paragraph relevant to the Gibraltar situation. It seemed
incredible to the Ceylonese delegation that experienced
diplomats in the Special Committee could have been
led to conclude that paragraph 6 of resolution 1514
(XV) could possibly allow of the construction sought
to be placed on it by the Spanish representative. The
Ceylonese delegation did not believe that the Special
Committee had intended to surrender one whit the
principle of self-determination in the case of Gibraltar.
His delegation believed further that had the Committee
done so it would have been acting clearly outside the
mandate given it by the General Assembly and would
have deserved the censure of the Fourth Committee.
63. A perusal of the Special Committee's proceedings,
as reported in paragraph 94 of its report (A/6700/
Rev.l, chap. X), enabled members to.see exactly how
the fifth preambular paragraph of the Special Committee's resolution had been allowed to stand. Pa:..agraph 94 read:
"The representative of the Union,)f Soviet Socialist
Republics said he would like to know whether, as
reports in the Press indicated, the Government of
Spain would be p:"';'~,ared to settle the question of
Gibraltar on the follOWing basis: the United Kingdom
would recognize Spanish sovereignty over Gibraltar
and Spain would agree to the presence of a British
base on Gibraltar. "
64. The Ceylonese delegation believed that the Special
Committee had permitted the fifth preambular paragraph of its resolution to stand because there might
have been a fear that Spain and the United Kingdom in
the course of their negotiations-which had been
approved by the General Assembly-would strikewhat
could be regretfully referred to as a "deal" whereby
Spain would have sovereignty over Gibraltar, while
at the same time a British base on Gibraltar would
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be permitted, an arrangement which would go contrary
to the spirit that had pervaded the entire history of
decolonization as undertaken under the aegis of the
United Nations. The introduction of that preambular
paragraph would serve to prevent that and help to
reiterate the cardinal principle of self-determination
and the sovereignty of the wishes of the peoples of a
colonial Territory.
65. His delegation stressed that the principle of
self-determination was' inviolable not merely because
it had been embodied in the United Nations Charter. It
was a principle of the gr~atest significance to the
conscience of mankind, whenever that conscience was
troubled by the problem of the liberation of a colonial
people. He would appeal to the smaller nations cf
the Committee and urge them to reiterate that prin.~
ciple with one voice by rejecting the interpretation
by the Spanish representative. He would also appeal to
the great Powers and especially to the two superPowers, the Soviet Union and the United States. The
friendship and co-operation of those two great and
noble peoples during and after the Second World War
had given birth to the United Nations. Their support
for United Nations institutions, despite disagreement
on many issues, enabled the Organization to continue
as a strong and potent force for peace. He would
earnestly appeal to them not to stand by and permit by
default that principle to be spurned or discarded by a
vote of the Committee. In the name of all the small
nations of the world, he appealed to them to help to
reiterate the principle and reimpose the obligation.
66. To sum up, the sponsors vf the draft resolution
asked the Committee (1) urgently to request the
Governments of the United Kingdom and Spain to
resume their negotiations and thereby end the colonial
situation in Gibraltar; (2) to request them to have
regard in their consultations for the interests of the
people of Gibraltar; and (3) to enjoin them solemnly
to ensure that the interests of the people of Gibraltar
in so far as they related to its future existence as an
independent and self-governing territory should not
be decided against their freely expressed wishes.
67. His del~gation did not advocate that the Committee
should or should not endorse the validity of the referendum already' held. It had noted the arguments
used by both the negotiating parties regarding the
referendum. While his delegation rejected entirely
any allegation of impartiaiity implicitly or explicitly
directed against its colleagues from the Commonwealth-Keny~a, New Zealand and Pakistan-who had
acted as observers, it felt that a debate on that
matter was irrelevant.
68. Both Spain and the United Kingdom had been
ca.lled upon to continue their talks, and it was up to
them to make the talks possible and fruitful. His
delegation had examined and restated the cardinal
principles which governe j the question of decolonization and did not expect either Spain or the United
Kingdom to ignore them. Indeed, they had no mandate
from the United Nations to do so.
69. In conclusion, he said that his delegation sought
by a consensus to remove the dispute between the
United Kingdom and Spain from the arena of debate
and requested the Assembly to give them an urgent
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mandate to end their dispute over territorial claims,
customs regulations, air space and so forth, and to
effect the early decolonization of the people of
Gibraltar.
70. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain), speaking in exercise of
the right of reply, said that the argument he had put
forward in connexion with paragraph 6 of resolution
1514 (XV) should not be attributed to him. It could be
seen from the records of the General Assembly that
at the time of the adoption of that resolution the same
argument had been adduced by a number of other
delegations. Gibraltar was a colonial Territory, a
military base on Spanish soil, and it must be
decolonized.
71. Mr. NKAMA (Zambia), speaking on a point of
order, said that he thought that, in order to expedite
the Committee's work, the Chairman should first call
on representatives listed to speak in the general debate
and, then allow delegations which wished to exercise
their right of reply to do so.
72. Mr. McCOMIE (Barbados) proposed that the
statement of the representative of Ceylon should be
reproduced in extenso in the summary records of
the meeting.
73. Mr. AL-RACHACH ,:Saudi Arabia) said that he
objected to that proposal, because the representative
of Ceylon would have made a very different stateme11-t
if the enclave in question had been on Ceylonese soil.
74. Mr. BARNETT (Jamaica) supported the Barbadian
proposal.
75. Mr.DEBRAH (Ghana) andMr.GATUGUTA (Kenya)
thought that, since the Committee had been accommodating in the past when requests had been made for
statements to be reproduced in extenso, it would be
consistent to grant the request of the Barbadian
representative.
76. Mr. KANNANGARA (Ceylon), replying to the
representative of Saudi Arabia, said that Ceylon had
in fact recognized the principle of self-determination
in the case of the Maldive Islands, to which it could
have made a claim.
77. Mr. EL HADI (Sudan) appealed to the representative of Saudi Arabia not to press his objection.
78. Mr. AL-RACHACH (Saudi Arabia) said that he
would accede to the appeal of the representative of
the Sudan, but would elaborate at a later stage on his
reasons for opposing the Barbadian proposal.
79. The CHAIRMAN said that, if he heard no objection,
the Barbadian
proposal would be adopted.
,
80. Mr. CHTOUROU (Tunisia) said that he ha(l no
formal objection to the proposal, but considered that
such proposals could constitute a dangerous precedent
and place a heavy financial burden on the Organization.
The Barbadian proposal was adopted.

81. Mr. SLOWIKOWSKI (Poland) said that, while
firmly upholding the right of peoples of all Territories-including Swaziland, Equatorial Guinea, French
Somaliland and the Caribbean islands-to- self-determination and independence, his delegation wished to
concentrate on the problem of small Territories.
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That problem had recently been given more attention
by the Committee, and rightly so because, whatever
the special circumstances of those Territories, their
inhabitants had the same inalienable right as those of
larger Territories to decide their future in full
freedom and in full knowledge of their rights. The
grievances of the peoples of small Territories under
the colonial yoke were as great as those of larger
populations. It was precisely because of such special
factors as the remoteness of the small island Territories, their low level of economic development, the
lack of frequent communication with the outside world
and their insulation from the pressure of world
public opinion, that special attention should be paid
to them and a set of basic concepts elaborated for
the solution of the problem in conformity with the
Charter and General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).
82. Some of the larger Territories, such as those
in southern Africa, were regarded as important
by the colonialist forces largely from an economic
point of view. The importance of small Territories,
on the other hand, lay in their role in the global
military strategy of the colonial Powers. The grOWing
trend towards the use of small Territories by the
administering Powers as sites for military bases
and installations, in an attempt to encircle the
globe with such bases, posed a threat not only to
the security and territorial integrity of the newly
emerging countries· but to the peace and security of
the world. Such bases had already been used for
aggressive acts agains~ other nations, as in the
case of the use of the base on Ascension Island
for intervention in the Democratip Republic of the
Congo, and of Guam for intervention in Viet-Nam.
The militarization of Non-Self-Governing Territories
by the administering Powers was contrary to the
spirit of the Charter and the provisions of such
General Assembly resolutions as resolution 2189
(XXI), in operative paragraph 11 of which the colonial
Powers were requested to dismantle their military
bases in colonial Territories and to refrain from
establishing new ones, and resolution 2232 (XXI), in
operative paragraph 4 of which the Assembly had
reiterated its declaration that the establisr.ment of
military bases in the Territories was incompatible
with the Charter and resolution 1514 (XV). Guam, to
which both those resolutions were applicable, had
been converted by the United states Government
into a military stronghold utilized for aggressiv~
acts against Viet-Nam. On 22 March 1967 The New
York Times had reported that Guam's economy now
revolved primarily around the navy and air force
emplacements there and that Guam was the base for six
Polaris submarines and more than fifty B-52 bombers.
f

83. Resolution 2232 (XXI) also reaffirmed that any
attempt aimed at the partial Ol' total disruption of
the national unity of colonial Telritories was incompatible with the Charter and resolution 1514 (XV).
Almost immediately after the adoption of that resolution in December 1966, the final exchange of notes
had taken place between the United Kingdom and
United States Governments regarding the common
use by them of the so-called British Indian Ocean
Territory. Another agreement had been concluded on
the same day regarding the use of part of the
Seychelles. The true character of those agreements
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was revealed in an article in The Economist of 11
November 1967 entitled "The Case for Aldabra", in
which it was said that troop carriers could fly from
the United Kingdom to Aldabra-in the so-called
British Indian Ocean Territory-via the United States
base on Ascension Island, and that from Aldabra
they could fly on to all points of the compass; for
operation in East and Central Africa, Aldabra could
also be used as a base for strike aircraft to support
the infantry. The United Nations could legitimately
demand from the administering Powers clear-cut
statements with respect to their policies regarding the
dismemberment of Non-Self-Governing Territories
and their use for military bases.
84. The militarization of Non-Self-Governing Territories also endangered their development towards
political emancipation. Once a base had been installed
in a Territory, its economy was subordinated to the
needs of the base and its future harmonious economic
development was jeopardized. The people were also
placed in the front line of a possible conflict without
having any choice in the matter. The General Assembly
should condemn those policies pursued by the administering Powers and repeat the request made to them
in operative paragraph 4 of resolution 2232 (XXI).
The Special Committee should continue its study of the
role of military activities and arrangements by the
colonial Powers in Non-Self-Governing Territories
which were impeding the implementation of resolution
1514 (XV) and report its findings to the General
Assembly at its next session.
85. The United Nations had been prevented from
contributing more effectively to the progress of
decolonization in small Territories by the refusal
of the administering Powers to allow visiting mis~jons
to be sent to the Territories. The administering
Powers should once again be urged by the Assembly
to admit such visiting missions. Despite the repeated
resolutions of the General Assembly, the administering
Powers were still seeking to perpetuate their colonial
domination. His delegation considered that it was
time to ask the colonial Powers to submit plans and
dates for the process of self-determination in particular Territories. The interests of the people of
the small Territories had long been neglec f ':3d. The
United Nations should not relax its efforts to assist
them in obtaining independence.
86. Mr. AL-RACHACH (Saudi Arabia) said that his
delegation was concerned about the situation in French
Somali1and and "'..,gretted that the administering Power
had ignored the General Assembly's request in
operative paragraph 4 of resolution 2228 (XXI) for
arrangements to be made for a United Nations presence
in the Territory before and during the holding of the
referendum. Moreover, the French Government had
failed to create a proper political climate for a
referendum to be conducted on a free and democratic
basi~, as requested in operative paragraph 3. The
referendum had been conducted under conditions which
made its results extremely questionable, particularly
as a large number of eligible voters had been
disenfranchised.
87. His delegation also regretted the policies pursued
by the administering Power since the referendum.
The new statute did not improve the position of the

people. The abnormal situation prevailing "in the
Territory was eyident from the Special Committee's
report (A/6 700IRev.1, chap. XII). He regretted that the
representatives of the administering Power had not
seen fit to attend the meetings of the Special Committee at which French Somali1and had been discussed
and that they were also absent at the present meeting.
88. The General Assembly should reaffirm the inalienable right of the people of French Somaliland
to self-determination and independence and ask the
Special Committee to continue its efforts to expedite
the decolonization of the Territory; it should urge
the' administering Power to grant the Territory
independence without delay. He hoped that the French
Government would approach the problem on the
basis of the .principles of justice and freedom which
had inspired the French Revolution and which had been
reflected in France's policies in relation to most
of its former colonies.
89. With regard to Gibraltar, he wished to say, in
reply to the remarks of the representative of Ceylon
earlier in the meeting, that the example of the Maldive
Islands was not comparable with that of Gibraltar.
The Maldivians were a people liVing on their own land,
whereas in the case of Gibraltar a fait accompli had
been brought about through the expulsion of the
population by the colonial Power and the importation
of opportunists of various origins. He did not see how
a referendum ascertaining the wishes of such an
imported population could be described as selfdetermination.
90. Mr. NKAMA (Zambia), speaking on the question
of French Somaliland, said that the present political
climate there bore out the fears expressed by his
delegation at the previous session (1664th meeting),
when it had called for a fair and free referendum
and expressed the view that the result of the referendum would be meaningless unless as many as
possible of the inhabitants participated in the vote.
Unfortunately, the administering Power had not responded to that appeal. On 20 March 1967, as an
expression of protest against the announced result
of the referendum, violent rioting had broken out in
Djibouti, and eleven lives had been lost on that day;
altogetber there had been twenty deaths during the
rioting. Senior officials of the Administration, including Ministers, had resigned. Despite General Assembly
resolution 2228 (XXI), France had not made arrangements for a United Nations presence in the Territory.
The referendum could hardly be said to have been
held on the basis of universal adult suffrage. Out of
the total population of 58,000 Somalis, only 14,700
had been registered as voters, and of the 48,000 Afars
only 22,000 had been registered. Thus, even on the
basis of French figures, only about one third of the
indigenous population had participated in the referendum, while at the same time the majority of French
expatriates, including soldiers, were said to have
voted. Moreover, onl~' t.hose who'had reached voting age
in 1958 had been able to participate. The Returns and
Adjudication Commission set up to deal with complaints about the referendum had been composed of
three French nationals, whereas an indig€:nous commission would have seemed more appropriate. There
had been thirty-five new polling stations, most of them
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92. The Committee would be failing in its duty if it
accepted the resul,t of the referendum of March 1967,
in view of the circumstances in which it had been held
and the absence of United Nations supervision. The
administering Powers frequently told the Committee
that their colonies were a burden on their economies.
If that was so, they should let the United Nations
lighten their burden. The obligation of France to
French Somaliland was not to make it part of France
but to lead the people to self-determination and
independence and to preserve the cultural heritage
of the colonial people.
93. It was hard to understand why the question put to
the electorate of French Somaliland had been: "Do
you wish the Territory to remain part of the French
Republic with the new statute of government and
administration which has already been outlined?" The
duty of the administering Power was not to put ambiguous and difficult questions to the colonial peoples,
but to lead them to independence. There was no people
in the world which did not want freedom and
independence.
94. To sum up, his delegation regretted the failure of
the administering Power to respond positively to
resolution 2228 ,(XXI), in particular operative paragraph 4, regretted the loss of twenty lives immediately
after the referendum and considered that the administering Power should implement resolution 1514 (XV)
without further delay. It was clear that the people of
French Somaliland did not want continued association
with France. He hoped that, at the present session,
the representative of France would be good enough to
explain his Government's position to the Committee,
and he hoped that that position would prove consistent with the United Nations Charter.
95. With regard to Equatorial Guinea, he welcomed
Spain's indication that it would respond positi"vely
to the views expressed by the people and its recognition that the representatives of the people had expressed their wish for independence and freedom.
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The Spanish Government had also made clear its
intention to lead Equatorial Guinea to independence
as a single state. Zambia hoped soon to see Spain's
declarations translated fully into realities.
96. With regard to Uni and Spanish Sahara, he
trusted that Spain, which had expressed its Willingness
to abide by United Nations decisions on the subject,
would decolonize those Territories without delay.
Their peoples were entitled to self-determination.
Zambia looked forward to the day when both the north
and the south of the African continent would be free
from all foreign domination and exploitation.
97. He hoped that his silence regarding such Territories as the FalklandIslands (Malvinas) and Gibraltar
would not be misinterpreted. Zambia, which had
obtained nationhood through an anti-colonial revolution, could not be expected to acquiesce in colonial
policies in any form. Its approach to the draft resolution on those questions would be guided by the Charter
alone.
98. Mr. CASTILLO ARRIOLA (Guatemala) said that,
at the 1746th meeting, he had made a statement
indicating his delegation's position on the territorial
dispute relating to Belize and clarifying some points
raised by Mr. Rogers, who had been granted a hearing
by the Committee. It seemed from the reply of the
representative of Jamaica at the same meeting that
that representative had not understood his statement,
since that representative had implied that the logical
conclusion following from the Guatemalan delegation's
arguments would be that the Guatemalans, as descendants of the conquistadores, should return their country
to the Mayan Indians. He had made it clear that
3uatemala had a territorial dispute with the United
Kingdom regarding Belize dating from a hundred
years and that it had thought mediation an appropriate
means for settling the dispute, withoutprejudicetothe
inter3sts and welfare of the people. Both parties to
the dispute had made suggestions to the mediator
regarding means of protecting the interests of the
people. Guatemala was deeply concerned about the
welfare of the people of Belize, a people composed of
Spanish-speaking Indians and of people from the
Caribbean area who had made their home there.
Guatemala was a product of a fusion of many races
.and had developed a vigorous national sense and a
belief in democracy.
99. Mr. BARNETT (Jamaica) thought that the Guatemalan representative had perhaps misunderstood his
statement at the 1746th meeting. He would merely note,
however, that the Guatemalan representative had now
made it clear that the people of British Honduras
comprised not only the Maya Indians and their
descendants but also the peoples of the Caribbean
area who had made their homes there, who formed
an integral part of the population and whose interests
and wishes must be taken into account in any process
of decolonization in respect of British Honduras.
100. The CHAffiMAN said that at the following
meeting, the Committee would conclude the general
debate on the present item and take a vote on the draft
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resolutions concerning the question of Gibraltar and the
amendments thereto.

102. After some discussion, the CHAIRMAN put the
Lebanese proposal to the vote.

101. Mr. MAKKAWI (Lebanon) proposed that the
Committee should decide not to vote on the draft
resolutions on Gibraltar and the amendments until the
morning meeting on the next day, 16 December 1967.

The Lebanese proposal. was adopted by 47 votes to
201 with 15 abstetltions.
The meeting rose at 7.10 p.m.
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Draft resolution A/C.4/L.899~ concerning twentysix TerritoriesI' was adopted by ·72 votes tonone~ with
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L.899 reflected its support for the principles set
forth, although it had ::~crtain reservations on the
text. The Ceylonese delegation felt that the changes
in certain Territories noted in the fourth preambular
paragraph would have justified the separate treatment of those Territories; it also had reservations
regarding the applicability to them of some of the
provisions of the resolution.
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45. Mr. McCOMIE (Barbados) said that his delegation had abstained in the vote on draft resolution
A/C.4/L.899. That indicated no wavering in his delegation's support for the principle of the right of
colonial peoples to self-determination but, since the
resolution noted the constitutional changes which had
been introduced or were envisaged in six Caribbean
Territories, and since his delegation was in a position to know that those change s had been introduced
in accordance with the wishes of the people, it had
been unable to support the resolution in its present
form. Barbados would have preferred a special
resolution regarding the six Territories in question
because it felt that they were still Non-Self-Governing
Territories and that the administering Power was
still answerable to the General Assembly regarding
constitutional developments there. Its attitude was
also influenced by the fact that the new constitutional
arrangements allowed the Territories to seek independence when they Wished, in accordance with the
principles of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).
41. Mr. GARCIA (United States of America) said that
the United States had abstained in the vote on draft
resolution A/C.4/L.899 and would have voted against
operative paragraph 4 if a separate vote had been
taken on that paragraph. Its position on the question
of military facilities in Non-Self-Governing Territories was well known. There were no provisions of
the United Nations Charter that could be construed
as opposing the establishment of such facilities.
States had a right to maintain such facilities in
order to defend their territory and their nationals.
42. Mr. BARNETT (Jamaica) said that his delegation had abstained in the vote on draft resolution
A/C.4/L.899, firs:: because of its surprise that
the resolution contained no reference to British
Honduras, and secondly because it considered that
the six Caribbean Territories which had chosenassociation with the United Kingdom should have been:
dealt within' a separate resolution and not in one relating to dependent Territories proper. Jamaica
agreed, however, with the prOVisions of the resolution relating to other Territories; moreover, it
shared the view that the Territories which had become Associated States were still subject to General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).
43. Mr. DE LA ROSA (Philippines) said that his
delegation's affirmative vote on draft resolution
A/C.4/L.899 should be understood as subject to its
reservations on the question of military bases in
Non-Self-Governing Territories expressed at the
1634th plenary meeting of the General Assembly on
15 December 1937.
44. Mr. KANNANGARA (Ceylon) said that his delegation's vote in favour of draft resolution A/C.4/

46. His delegation was not happy about the wording
of operative paragraph 2 because it did not feel that
independence must be administered to all Non-SelfGoverning Territories as a kind of universal remedy.
The question of the form and pace of decolonization
must be decided by the people of the Territories
themselves.
4". His delegation was disturbed at the absence of
any reference in the resolution to British Honduras,
an acknowledged Non-Self-Governing Territory, especially since operative paragraph 4 gave an explicit
definition of the principle set forth in paragraph 6 of
resolution 1514 (XV), avoiding the slight ambiguity
of the latter text: it referred expressly to the national
unity and territorial integrity of "colonial Terri. tories". In a document which offered protection to
the territorial integrity of colonial Territories, the
exclusion of British Honduras seemed unfortunate,
since it might be regarded as implying that British
Honduras was not assured of the protection of resolution 1514 (XV).

48. Mr. NOOR ADLAN (Malaysia) said that his
delegation had voted in favour of draft resolution
A/C.4/L.899 but wished to reserve its position regarding the mention of Antigua, Dominica, Grenada,
St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, St. Lucia and St. Vincent,
since the position of those Territories differed from
and should not be confused with that of the other
Territories dealt with. Admittedly, the fourth preambular paragraph of the resolution did try to estabHGh a certain distinction; tlie fact was, however, that
the Territories concerned had exercised self-determination, in keeping with the Charter and General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), and had opted for
association with the United Kingdom; it would therefore have been more appropriate to deal with them

I
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in a separate resolution. His delegation would have
abstained on the sixth preambular paragraph and
operative paragraph 4 if they had been the subject
of separate votes, since the matters they dealt with
were not in the purview of the Fourth Committee.
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49. Mr. SOYLEMEZ (Turkey) said that his delegation had voted in favour of draft resolution A/C.4/
L.899. It would, however, have abstained on the sixth
preambular paragraph and operative paragraph 4 if
separate votes had been taken on those paragraphs.
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50. Mr. BERRO (Uruguay) said that his delegation
had abstained in the vote on draft resolution A/C.4/
L.899 in line with the views concerning the eastern
Caribbean Territories which it had expressed in the
Special Committee, and particularly in the light of
the statements of the petitioners who had been heard
by the Committee in connexion with the situation in
Anguilla. He would refer the Committee to the Special
Committee's records (A/6700/Rev.1, chap. XXllI)
in that regard.
51. Mr. MARTINEZ (Argentina) said that his delegation supported operative paragraph 4 of draft
resolution A/C.4/L.899 in view of the importance
it attached to the safeguarding of the territorial
integrity of countries. Its endOl.'sement of the second
part of that paragraph was without prejudice to its
legal position regarding the institutional hierarchy
within the United Nations and the reservations it had
expressed regarding similar paragraphs in earlier
resolutions dealing with military bases in Non-SelfGoverning Territories. Those reservations also applied to operative paragraph 1 in sQjar as it approved
the conclusions of the Special Committee concerning
such bases.
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